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" X
PREFACE TO VOLUME VI. %% */^

'c-

r-™ Tc i m, ne which a laree part of the cost of production has been defrayed by the munificence of the

T oJlcS'S^S L and M, edited by Henry Bradley, and N, edited by W A. Craigi.

It may be^rlaLdTat in severa. recent Dictionaries the space occupied by the part of the Enghsh

of some of the figures there given may be found convenient :—

Main Subordinate Special
™™?o„s ^ol"' quota,!*.

words words. combinations. combinations. woras. i

LMHf) 7,0,, ™; lf3l 'Af>

JfgS: S3 «° if!
23>52' ,1,389 5,7«8 ».«35 48,8.3 «o,,554

The aggregate numbers for the first six volumes of the Dictionary are as follows :
_

Mai word, Suoordinatc words. Social combination. Obvious combinations. ToU! number of words.

,30,2,9 34,047 «5.'«3





PREFACE TO THE LETTER L.

THIS half-volume, containing the words with initial L, includes 7,049 Main words, 2,342 Special

Combinations explained and illustrated tinder these, 2,669 Subordinate entries, and 2,929 Obvious Com-

binations ; in all 14,989 words. Of the Main words, 1,945 are marked f as obsolete, and 330 are marked

||
as alien or not completely naturalized *.

In the prefatory note to G it was pointed out that the portion of the English vocabulary under that

initial letter was characterized by the entire absence of the words with Greek, Latin, French, and English pre-

fixes, which under nearly all the other letters of the alphabet are abundant, and by the unusually large number

of words (chiefly of Old English, Scandinavian, or early French origin) expressing notions of extreme gener-

ality, which have branched out into a great variety of special senses. The L portion of the vocabulary is

also distinguished by both these characteristics, and the consequence is that the L words, like the G words,

have in this work a proportionately much larger space than is allotted to them in dictionaries which do not

follow the historical method of treatment.

The proportions in which the component linguistic elements of the English language arc represented in

the words with initial L are probably not far from the average. The native English element has numerically

only the second place ; but it comes unquestionably first with regard to the importance of the words belonging

to it, and the amount of space which they occupy in the Dictionary. Typical examples of the wide and often

interesting ramification of meaning characteristic of this oldest portion of the language may be seen under lady,

land, lay vb.\ let vb.\ lie vb.\ life, light sb., adjs. and vbs., long adj.. look, lord, lose vb.\ lot, love sb. 1

,
vb. 1

,
hist,

lusty. The Scandinavian words are perhaps somewhat less numerous than in some other letters, but several of

them, as law, leg, loft (whence lofty), loose adj. and vb.Jow adj., are more than ordinarily frequent in use, and rich

in variety of senses and applications. The Romanic and Latin words outnumber those from all other sources

together. Many of them, as usual, are of rare occurrence; but the great importance of this element may

be seen from such examples as label, labour, language, large, letter, liberty, library, line, liquid, literature,

locomotive, lodge—to mention only a few of the most prominent. 'I he Greek derivatives arc mainly scientific

terms of modern formation
;
among those of earlier introduction and wider currency arc lexicon, lexicography,

logarithm, logic. The quasi-suffixes -loger, -logian, -logic, -logical, -logue, -logy, representing the terminal

elements in certain Greek compounds of Xoyoy, and in derivatives of these, are so common in English that

it has been found convenient to treat them in special articles. From Dutch or Low German we have the

important words luck and loiter, besides several others little used or obsolete. The list of Celtic words is

even shorter than usual ; whether it should include loop sb. 1
is doubtful ; the only other L words of Celtic

origin that are at all widely known are loch 1 (lough), leprechaun, and lymphad. Of words from extra-European

languages there are the Hebrew leviathan, Lcvitc, log sb.
2

, the Arabic latic, leban, lohoch, the Indian lac \ lac 2
.

langooty, langur, lascar, lat, lathee, lingam, lodh, loot, lootie, lota, lungi, lunkah, the Chinese laugshan, li\ li*
x

Hang, likin, ling sb.
3

,
litchi, lougau, loquat, the Malay lauchara, lata, lorikeet, lory, the African lamba, leche,

Ihiamba, limbo 2
,
loa, lobola, and the South American llama and lucuma.

In a very large number of instances the etymology of words will be found to be more correctly stated

or more fully discussed than in any previous English dictionary. Attention may be specially called to the

etymological notes on lad, larch, lass, laudanum, lavendar, law-abiding, lawn sb. 1

,
lectern, Lenten, leprechaun,

less, lewd, lignrc, like adj., lobby, lobe, lobster, locomotive, lodge, lose vb. 1

,
louver, lozenge, Irtccm 1

,
lymph. In the

articles on the suffixes -let, -lewe, -like, -ling 1

,
ling 2

,
-ly l

,
-ly 2

, the history and functions of these forma-

tives are explained with greater fullness than has been attempted elsewhere.

The material originally collected for the letter L was laboriously and efficiently sub-edited, about twenty-

five years ago, by Mr. W. M. Rossetti, whose work was continued by the Rev. C. Y. Potts, of Ledbury.

Subsequently the portion from L to Lusus was taken in hand, for the incorporation of the new quotations,

by the late Mr. E. C. Hulme, and that from Lut- to the end of the letter by Mr. E. Warner, of Eitham. The
work of these gentlemen was completed in 1885-6, since which time a large mass of additional material has

been accumulated.

* The following table illustrates the scale of this work as compared with that of certain other Dictionaries :

Total words recorded in L
Words illustrated by quotations

Number of illustrative qnotations

Johnson.

1,286

i,o6S

4,017

Cassell's
' Encyclopaedic

"

(including Sup-
plement 1902).

7,320

2,211

2,7^7

'Century' Diet. 'Funk's Standard.'

7,7 <9

6,279

The nnmber of quotations in the L portion of Richardson's Dictionary is 3,32 1.

8,017

762

999

14,989

1 1 ,469

65,440



PREFACE TO THE LETTER L

Amongst those who have rendered assistance in the preparation of the articles in this half-volume,

especial thanks are due to Prof. Sicvcrs, of Leipzig, M. Paul Meyer, of Paris, Prof. Napier, of Oxford, Prof.

Kluge, of Freiburg-im-Rreisgau, and Prof. Morsbach, of Gottingen, for help in the treatment of etymological

questions ; to Mr. James Piatt, jun., for information relating to the origin and history of words from American
and other little-known languages; to Dr. W. Besant, of Cambridge, and Prof. Love, of Oxford, for help with

terms of mathematical and physical science; to Prof. J. K. Laughton, for much information on the nautical

uses of words; to Prof. J. Cook Wilson, of Oxford, for important suggestions relating to the article Logic
\

and to Sir Howard Eiphinstone, Bart, and Sir W. R. Anson, Bart, M.P., for information on the legal sense

of Lien. The verification, in the British Museum Library, of references to books not accessible at Oxford
has been done, at no small cost of time and labour, by Mr. E. L. Brandrcth. Mr. R. J. Whitwell, of

Oxford, has frequently rendered help of various kinds. Dr. Furnivairs multifarious services to the Dictionary

have been no less abundant than in the former volumes.

The proofs have been regularly read, and many valuable suggestions furnished, by Lord Aldenham,
the Rev. Canon Fowler, of Durham, Dr. W. Sykcs, F.S.A., of Exeter, Mr. W. H. Stevenson, M.A., the

Rev. Prof Skeat, the Rev. W. B. R. Wilson, of Dollar, Mr. A. Caland, of Wageningen, Holland, and latterly

by Mr. H. Chichester Hart, who has supplied many important additional quotations. The first 64 pages

had the advantage of being read in proof by the late Dr. Fitzedward Hall, whose invaluable services have

been acknowledged in all the foregoing instalments of the work.

The assistants who have worked with me in the preparation of this half-volume are Mr. G. F. H.
Sykcs, B.A., Mr. Walter Worrall, B.A., Mr. C. T. Onions, M.A., .Mr. W. Lewis, Mr. H. J. Bayliss,

Miss E. S. Bradley, and (in the later portions) Mr. James Dallas.

Oxford, July, 1905. HENRY BRADLF)Y.

ADDITIONS AND EMENDATIONS.

Lability. Earlier example :— 1554 in Maitl. Club. Misc. 111. {
1 855

65 The labilitc and breuiiic of tyn;cs maneris and of men in this wale oi

teiris beaiul considerit.

Labyrinthine, a. Earlier example :—1632 Lithgow Trav. 1 II. 99
These Laborinthing Seas.

Lachrymous, a. Earlier example :— 1490 Caxton Eneydos viii. 35
Lacrymous and playnynge sorowes.

Lake, sb.Z The reference to Letch v. in ihc etymology should be 1

to Leach t*.2

Lamantin. Earlier example:— 1666 J. Day IKS tr. Rochefort's

Caribby Jsl. 1. xvii. 103 A certain fish by the hrench called Lamantin,
by the Spaniards Namantin and Manaly. Ibid. 300 Their not eating of

salt, Swines- flesh, Tortoises, and Lamantin.

Laniba. Earlier example :—1729 Driry Madagascar, Journal 234
The Corps being . . wrapped up in a Lam her, or perhaps two Lambers.

Landaulet. Earlier example:— 1771 Patent Specif. No. 997 The
fore part of the head of a landawlet is constructed with a binge [etc.].

Land-tax. Delete the first quot.

Lantern, v2 Example :—1815 Parts Chit-Chat (1816) II. 184 lie
j

was himself very near being lanterned in the slreets of Paris by a group
of the fauxbottrg Saint Antoine.

Lark, sb.% Phrase, To make a lark of = 4
to make game of :—1850

Thackkray Peudcnnis xxxix. (1885) 385 Don't make a lark of me,

hang it !

Lathe, sbA The Ger. lade is used in the same sense, and should

have been cited as cognate.

Lawn, sb.x 3 k Lor an explanation of the torture of the 1 lawn see

1569 Jewel Expos. 1 Thcss. Wks. 1848 VII. 42-3. (Cf. ®mn-ball
y

|

Linen B 5.)

Ledger, sb. 1 b. Earlier examples :— 140 1 in WyMc Ihm IV
y
IV.

1 98 [Items of expenditure] 1 9 porlos, 3 liggcrs. 1 444 in DttgdaU's A/on.

VI. 1427 Duo portiphoria . . alias nuncupata lyggers.

Leetle, a. Earlier example :— 1687 Phillips Don Quixote 496 The
Taylour . . held up five leetle Cloaks.

Legitimate, a. Earlier example of legitimate drama

:

—1 82 1 Byron
M. laliero Pref. 18 iwte

y While 1 was in the sub-committee of Drury

l.ane Theatre . . we did our best to bring back the legitimate drama.

Let, sl>.* 2. Earlier instance (attrib.):—1819 Examiner 7 Feb. in

Hazlitfs Table Talk (1870) 118 His [Cavanagh the fives-player's] blows

were not . . let balls like the Edinburgh Review.

Lettice. See also Lituit.

Liberty 2 b. Earlier instance of liberty of conscience.—a T572
Knox J/ist. Kef Wks. 1846 1. 364 To suffer euerie man to leaf ul

libertie of conscience.

Lieutenant-general 2. Earlier example :— 15S9 [T. Cates] Sir J\
Drake's //'. Jnd. Voy. 5 We descried another tail ship . . vpon whom
Maister Carleill, the Lieutenant Generall, being in the Tiger, vndertooke
l he chase. [C. * commanded the land forces against the Spanish West
Indies

1

(Diet. Nat. Biog.).]

Lifehood. Delete quot. 1484 : lynehode is an error in the modern
reprint for lynelode.

Lift, sb. 2 11. Add to the definition:

—

AUo = Lock sb.- 9 c. For
the quotation read as follows:—1825 [see Lock sh* 9 c], 1S75 in

Knight Diet. Mech.

Lighthouse. Eailier example :— 1622 Bacon Hist. Hen. VII 142
They . . were executed . . at diners places vpon the S-a-Coast . . for Sea-
markes or Light-houses, to teach Perkins People to auoid the Coast.

-lock, suffix > in mod. Eng. occurring only in wedlock, represents
OF. -lac, the second clement of numerous compounds (usually neuter:
rarely masc.) in which the first element is a sb. OE. had about a dozen
of these compounds (those in which -lac means < oiTering

,

)
Lakk sb. 1

,

- are not counted) ; in all these the second clement may be rendered
* actions or proceedings, practice', as brydldc nuptials, bcadoldc.Jeohtldc,
heaQoldc, warfare, lixmed/dc, wifldc, carnal intercourse, reafldc robbery,
wedldc pledge-giving, also espousals, nuptials, wlteldc punishment,
wrShtldc calumny. The -Idc of ihesc compounds should probably be
identified with lac play, sport, Lake sb.%; the words meaning 'warfare
which may have been the earliest examples of this use, mny be compared
with the synonymous compounds in -plega play. Of the OE. compounds
of Idc three {brydldc, feohtlde, re'afldc) survived into early ME., and
wedldc still survives with altered meaning. In ME. the suffix was
sometimes assimilated in form to the ctymologieally equivalent but
functionally distinct Scandinavian -LA IK. A few examples, not recorded
in OE., appear in early ME. : dweomerlak (DEMKRLAYKE), Ekrlac,
Schenolac, TrkyvlaC, Woui.ac (the last from a vb.-stcm, wo}- to
woo) ; but none of these survived later than the 14th centuiy.

Long standing. The origin of this phrase seems to be illustrated

by the following passage:

—

a 1568 ASCIIAM Seholem. 1. (Arb.) 34
Except a very fewe, to whom peradncnture blood and happic parentage,

may perchance purchase a long standing vpon the stage.

Look, v. The synonymous MDu. loeken should have been cited as

cognate.

Loot, sb.* See Lute sb.^
t
which is etymological I y identical.



KEY TO THE PRONUNCIATION.

I. CONSONANTS.

b, d, f, k, 1, m, n, p, t, v, z have iheir usual values.

g as in go (gou). J>
as in ///in (|>in), ba/// (ba}>). FOREIGN.)

h ... ho \ (ho~u). a . .. ///en (o'en), ba///c (beT, o'). n as in French nasal> environ (anv/ron).

r run (rjpn), temcr (te'riaj). I • .. sho\> (J?p), dbA v^ij). I
y

. . It. sern^vVo (s^.alyo .

j her (haj), farther (faMoaj). tf . • <
;'°p Ojrp).

<

li/vA (ditj). n v
. . It. si^v/orc (s/nyor£ .

s Jee (sf\ rett < ses). .. tirion (vi'gan), dcyeuner (d^oiw). X . Ger. m/i (ax,, Sc. \ot/i {\ox, b>Xw)-

w ... wen (wen). judge (cl.5^d3). x y
. . Ger. u/i (ix y

)j Sc. nic//t (ni'xyt/.

h\v ... w//en (hwen). »J
• . si/tging (si-rjiij), thiuk 0>iijk). 7 . (ier. sa^eri (za-veif.

y ... ^»cs (yes). %r
•

. hngtr (nijgaj). 7 V
• . Ger. le^en, re^en Je^en, r

r

"Yynen)

II. VOWELS.

ORDINARY. LONG. OBSCURE.

a as in Fr. £ la mode (a la mod'). ii as in alms (amz), bar (baj). a as in amoeba (jimrba).

ai . .. aye—yes (ai), Isa/ah (aizara).

a? . ,. man (main). x ... acccj)t (aksc'i)t), maniac (m^'niak).

a . .. pass (pas), chant (tjant).

an . .. loud (laud), now (nau).

v . .. c//t (ktft), son (s*m). v curl (kZul), fur (fr»j). u ... datum ((K7,,t/mi).

c
)
t't (yet), ien (ten). c (*').•. th^rc i/Vc«>j\ pt'ar, pare j)CM . c ... mouvnt mou mcnt), scvtial ^scvcrM)

e . .. survey jA (s£?uvt*), Fr. attache (ataJV). e ?«)... iv/n, ra/n (iv'n^, th^ (^^ l

)« .separate [ad/., sc-]>an-t\

h • .. Fr.ch<?f(Jgf). £ Fr. fane (f^V;.

3 . .. ever (evaj), nat/on (nJ'-Joii). f/'r (foj), ft*rn (fain), t'arth (5ip\ aMt'd (.e'<U"'<l), estate (est. ''U).

31 . .. /, eye, (ai), bmd (baind).

.. Fr. eau c\e vie (o d* vr).

.. s/t (sit), mj'st/'c (mistik). bier (bi*j\ ckar (kli^j). 1 van/ty (va;*niti\

i . .. Psycht (sark*), r^act (r/^arkt). / tli/Vf (l'7f), stftf ^s/). remain (r/
,mJi

*ii , believe J)i\rv).

o . .. achor (^'koj), morality (morarliti). o (oo)
. .

.

boar, bore bo u
,
glory (glu^'ri). o theory ())/'6ri).

oi . .. oil (oil), boy (boi).

0 .. hero (hi«*ro), zoology (zoiplodgi). o(o»)... so, $070 (son), soul (s<T»r. o ... violet (vsiviet). parody (jnc'rAdi).

9 • .. what (hwot), watch (wotf). Q ... wa/k (w^k), wart \v<]).iO. 9 ... authority (£)>0'ritPi.

• • got fct), soft (s^ft). short (J^-it;, thorn (I'f.m). i' .. connect (k^nckt\ anm/on (ju'insiz^Ai <

II
o . .. Ger. Koln (kbln). 113 ... Fr. cot-ur ^kbr).

Wo . .. Fr. p<?u (po). Ho ... Ger. Gothe (g<?te), Fr. \eth\c (?or\).

n . .. foil (ful), book (buk). u (u>) .. poor (pita), moorish (lxiuo'rij).

iu . .. duration (diur^'Jan). in, ju ... pure (piu j), lure (l'u»i). iu, 'ii rcrdurc (vo'^diiij), measure (me'^'ui).

u . .. unto (z>*ntu), frugality (fru-). // t7co moons (tu munz). // ... altogether (§lt/rge"6'oj).

iu . . Matth^c; (mse*J>iu), virtw (vavitiw)- iu, 'u ... Uw (fiu), lute (Put). lit ... circular (s5'jki//laj).

iiu. . .. Ger. M/Vller (miWer).

II« . .. Fr. dune (dun). l!« ... Ger. grun (grun), Fr. jus (.^u).

o (sech^h S.)
| see Vo , j xxi note

« (see o a
) )

1

as in able (^'b'l), eaten (7t'n)— voice-glide.

* p the o in soft, of medial or doubtful length. Only in foreign (or earlier English) words.

In the Etymology,

OE. e, o, representing an earlier a, arc distinguished as g, q Jiaving the phonetic value of g and o, or o. above) ; as in %nde fiom audi ^OUG. anti,

Goth, andei+s), m^nn from maun, pn from an.



LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS, SIGNS, &c

a. [in Etymol.] ... adoption of, adopted from*

a (as a i sco) = ante, before.

adj., adj = adjective.

ahsol., absol — absolutely.

abst = abstract.

acc — accusative.

ad. [in Etymol.]... = adaptation of.

adv., adv = adverb.

advb = adverbial, -ly.

AF.
}
AFr « Anglo-Frencb.

Attat -a in Anatomy.
Antiq = in Antiquities.

aphet = aphetic, aphetized.

app apparently.

Arab = Arabic.

Arch - in Architecture.

arch = archaic.

ArchxoL = in Archaeology.

assoc = association.

Astr » in Astronomy.
AstroL =s in Astrology.

attrib « attributive, -ly.

bef. ^ before.

Biol. = in Biology.

Bob , = Bohemian.
Bot = in Botany.

Build, - in Building.

c (as c 1300) = circa, about.

c. (as 13th c.) = century.

Cat - Catalan.

catachr = catachrestically.

Cf., cf. = confer, compare.

Chem - in Chemistry.

cl. L = classical Latin.

cogn. w = cognate with.

collect «= collective, -ly.

colloq - colloquially.

comb. = combined, -ing.

Comb = Combinations.

Comm = in commercial usage.

comp = compound, composition.

compl = complement.

Conch = in Conchology.
concr = concretely.

conj. = conjunction.

cons — con/^Tv\T\t.

Const., Const. ... = Construction, construed

with.

Cryst = in Crystallography.

(D.) = in Davies (Supp. Eng.
Glossary).

Da = Danish.
dat = dative.

def. = definite.

deriv = derivative, -ation.

dial., dial. = dialect, -ah
Diet = Dictionary.
dim = diminutive.

Du = Dutch. r
EccL ,w ~ in ecclesiastical usage.

ellipt , = elliptical, -ly.

e. midl = east midland (dialect).

Eng. « English.

Ent = in Entomology.
erron = erroneous, -ly.

esp.
t esp » especially.

etym. ... =* etymology.
euphem « euphemistically.
exc. « except.

f. [in Etymol.] ... « formed on.

- f. (in subordinate

entries) «= form of.

fern, (rarely f.) ... = feminine.

Jig- . — figurative, -ly.

F. , Fr. m French.
freq = frequently.

Fris.^ = Frisian.

G. , Ger = German.
Gael =s Gaelic.

gen
gen.

gen. sign '

Geol

Geom ;

Goth
Gr
Gratn
Heb
JTer

Herb
/fort

imp
impers

impf.

ind.

indef.

*"/
in 11

int

intr

It

J-. 0-)
(Jam.)

(Jod.)

L
(L.) (in quotations)

lang

LG
lit

Lith

LXX
Mai
masc. (rarely m.)

Math
ME
Med.

i med.L
Meek
Metaph.
MHO
midl

Mil.

Mitt
mod
Mtts
(N.)

n. of action

n. of agent

Nat. Hist

Naut
neut. (rarely n.)

NF., NFr
N. O
nom
north

N. T
Numism
obj

Obs.
t
obs., obs. ...

occas

OE

OF., OFr.
OFris. ...

OHG
Olr
ON
ONF
Opt
Omith. ...

OS
OS!
O.T.
OTeut. ...

orig.

Pat&ont. ...

pa. pplc. . .

.

pass. ......

genitive,

general, -ly.

general signification,

in Geology,

in Geometry.
Gothic ( «= Mceso-Gothic).

Greek,
in Grammar.
Hebrew,
in Heraldry,

with herbalists,

in Horticulture,

i Imperative.

impersonal.

1 imperfect.

' Indicative.

' indefinite.

= Infinitive.

: influenced.

: interjection,

intransitive.

Italian.

Johnson (quotation from).

: in Jamieson, Scottish Diet.

Jodrell (quoted from).

Latin.

: Latham's edn. of Todd's

language. [Johnson.

= Low German,
i literal, -ly.

Lithuanian.
: Septuagint.

: Malay.
masculine.

in Mathematics.
Middle English.

in Medicine.

mediaeval Latin.

in Mechanics. *

in Metaphysics.

Middle High German.'
: midland (dialect).

in military usage.

in Mineralogy.

modern.
in Music.

Nares (quoted from).

noun of action.

noun of agent.

in Natural History.

in nautical language.

neuter.

Northern French.

Natural Order,

nominative,

northern (dialect).

• New Testament,

in Numismatics,

object,

obsolete,

occasional, -ly.

Old English (- Anglo-
Saxon).
Old French.

Old Frisian.

Old High German.
Old Irish.

Old Norse (Old Icelandic).

Old Northern French,

in Optics.

in Ornithology.

Old Saxon.

Old Slavonic.

Old Testament.
Original Teutonic,

original, -ly.

in Palaeontology,

passive or past participle,

passive, -ly.

pa. t - past tense.

Path - in Pathology.

perh = perhaps.

Pers — Persian.

pers — person, -al.

pf. = perfect.

Pg » Portuguese.

Philol. = in Philology.

phonet = phonetic, -ally.

phr.....^ = phrase.

Phren = in Phrenology.

P/iys. -» in Physiology.

pi.,//. = plural.

poet « poetic.

pop = popular, -ly.

-ppl. a.
y
ppl. adj.... = participial adjective.

pple « participle.

Pr - Provencal.

prec « preceding (word or article)

pref. = prefix.

prep » preposition.

pres = present.

Prim, sign = Primary signification.

priv = privative.

prob = probably.

pron. - pronoun.

pronunc ^ pronunciation.

prop = properly.

Pros = in Prosody.

pr. pple = present participle.

Psych — in Psychology.

q.v = quod vide, which see.

(K.) = in Richardson's Diet.

R. C. Ch « Koman Catholic Church.
refash « refashioned, -ing.

refl.y rell « reflexive.

reg = regular.

repr = representative, representing.

Rhet in Rhetoric.

Rom N =» Romanic, Romance.
sb., sb — substantive.

Sc = Scotch.

sc. = scilicet> understand or supply.

sing. = singular.

Skr - Sanskrit.

Slav -a Slavonic.

Sp = Spanish.

sp =» spelling.

spec. — specifically.

subj = subject, subjunctive.

subord. cl. = subordinate clause.

sul>seq =- subsequently.

subst = substantively.

stiff. - suffix.

superl = superlative.

Surg. = in Surgery.

Sw — Swedish.

s.w » south western (dialect).

T. (T.) in Todd's Johnson.
techn - technical, -ly.

Thcol. = in Theology.

tr = translation of.

trans « transitive.

transf = transferred sense.

Trig. « in Trigonometry.

Ty'pog. ... = in Typography.

ult = ultimate, -ly.

unkn « unknown.
U.S « United States.

v.
t
vb = verb.

v. sir., or w « verb strong, or weak.
vbl. sb = verbal substantive.

var = variant of.

wd. ...^ « word.H

WGer ^ West Germanic.
w.midl = west midland (dialect).

\YS = West Saxon.

(Y.) - in Col. Yule's Glossary.

Zool. - in Zoology.

Before a word or sense.

+ » obsolete.

ij.^a not iiafiiralizcd.

In the quotations.
* sometimes points c*t the word illustrated.

In the list of Forms,
1 i= before 1100.

2^ 1 2th c. (11 00 to 1 200).

3 = 13th c. (1200 to 1300).

j

5-7 = 15th to 1 7th century,

ations, Vol. I, p. xx.)

(See General Explan-

In the Etymol.
* indicates a word or form not actually found, but

of which the existence is inferred.

= extant representative, or regular phonetic
descendant of.

The printing of a word in Small Capitals indicates that further information will be found under the word so referred to.



L(el), the twelfth letter of the modern and the

eleventh of the ancient Roman alphahet,

represents historically the Gr. lambda and ulti-

mately the Semitic lamed. The earliest known
Semitic forms of the character are Z and U ; both

these occur in early Greek inscriptions ; the latter

was adopted from the Greek into the Latin alpha-

bet, and is the ancestor of the modern Roman
forms, but in Greece itself was superseded by the

inverted form T, which eventually became A.

The sound normally expressed by the letter is the

'point-side* consonant, i.e. a sound produced by

the emission of breath at the sides, or one side, of the

oral passage when it is partially closed by contact 01

the 1 point ' of the tongue with the gums or palate.

In phonetic treatises / is used as a general name for con-

sonants produced by lateral emission of breath, whether the

stoppage is produced (as above) by the * point or by some
other part of the tongue; thus we speak of a 'guttural /'

and a 'palatat /' as occurring in various foreign languages.

Tbe * point-side' consonant admits of considerable diver,

sity in mode of articulation and consequently in acoustic

quality. The Eng. / differs from that of Fr. and Ger. in

being uttered with the * front ' of the tongue more concave

;

hence its sound is 'duller' or 'thicker'. Its precise place

of articulation varies according to the nature of the adjacent

sounds. In Eng. it is normally voiced; an unvoiced /

occurring only as a ' glide ' connecting the voiced / with a
preceding or following unvoiced consonant. Like r and
the nasals, I may be used as a sonant or vowel (in the

phonetic notation of this Dictionary indicated by '1); but

this occurs only in unstressed syllables, as in little (li't'l),

buckled ^W\i).
The mod. Eng. / represents not only the OE. /, but the

OE. hi (early ME. Hi) and wl.

In certain combinations an original I has regularly become
silent, after having modified the sound of the preceding

vowel. In most of these cases the I is still written, and
serves to indicate the pronunciation of the preceding vowel.

The following combinations of letters (when occurring in

tbe same syllable, or in derivatives of words in which they

were tautosyllabic) may be regarded as compound phonetic

symbols of almost unvarying value : alf (af ), alve (3v), aim
(5m), alky aulk($t), aulm ($m), oik (J*k). In many dia-

lects, esp. in Sc., the instances in which an original I regu-

larly disappears are much more numerous than in standard

Eng. ; cf. Sc. awfn\fou, ca\ etc, ; in Sc. the regular repre-

sentative of ol{l is ow, as infowk, porv.

1. 1. Illustrations of the literary use of the letter.

c looo jElfric Gram. Hi, (Z.) 6 Semivocales syndon seofan

:

/, /, m, n, r, s, x. 1530 Palsgr. 32 The soundyng of this

consonant L. Ibid* 46 So often as /cometh before h havyng
his aspiracion ..it is the errour of tbe printers whiche knowe
nat their owne tonge. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. iv. ii. 60 If

Sore be sore, then ell to Sore, makes fiftie sores O sorell

:

Of one sore I an hundred make by adding but one more L.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirnrg. 24/1 Wordes in

the which manye R. R. R. and L. L. L. come. 15.. Gude
tt Godl. B. Calendar (S. T. S.), Where ye shal finde a

Capital L there begine for the finding of Lent. 1727-52

Chambers Cycl. s.v. L, The French louis d'ors have a cross

on them consisting of eight L's interwoven, and disposed in

form of a cross. 189a Daily News 5 Sept. 5/2 There are

pedantic persons who would bid us pronounce the Tin
•salmon*. 1897 Spectator 2 Jan, 13/1 For the sake of

Learning, with a capital 'L\
2. An object shaped like the letter L. (Also

written ell.) a. An extension of a building at right

angles to the main block, giving the whole the shape

of the letter L.
1879 Webster, Suppl, s.v., L (of a house). 1883 Harper's

Mag. Feb. 358/2 Aa L of the house where sbe was bom is

still standing. «

b. A pipe-joint connecting two pipes at right

angles ; an elbow-joint (Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl.

1884).

3. attrib. and Comb., as L-shaped adj. ; L desk,

a reading-desk of which the ground-plan is of the

form of the letter L.
Vol. VI.

L.
1874 MtCKLETHWAiTE Mod, Par. Ch, ix. 57 That glorious

compromise called an L desk. 1882 Macm. Mag. XLVI,
332/2 It is.. an L-shaped room. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med.
IV. 547 An L-sbaped pad.

II. Symbolical uses.

4. Used like the other letters of the alphabet to

denote serial order ;
applied e.g. to the twelfth (or

more usually the eleventh, either I or J being often

omitted) group or section in classification, the

eleventh sheet of a book or quire of a MS., etc.

1850 FoasHALL & Maooen Wycli/'s Bible Pref. xxxi,

[Manuscripts] E, L, and P frequently agree together in

differing from the other copies. 1890 N. B. Daily Mail
16 Feb. 5, Companies L, D, and H of the Californian Volun-

teers. 1899 Sia A. West Recoil. I. iv. 104 He had carefully

put it [an umbrellal away under the letter L.

5. In Crysl., h, k, /are used to denote the quan-

tities which determine the position of a plane.

1868 Dana Jtiin. lntrod. 28. 1895 Story-Maskelyne
Crystallogr. ii. 19.

6. The Roman numeral symbol for Fifty.

As in the case of the other Roman numeral symbols, this

was originally not the letter, but was identified with it owing

to coincidence of form. In the ancient Roman notation L
(with a stroke above) represented 50,000.

1484 Caxton Fables of Poge iv, xl or 1 crownes.

III. 7. Abbreviations.
L.= various proper names as Lionel, Lucy, etc. L.==tLord,

Lordship (pi. LL.); t lawful (money); in Bot., Linnaeus;

Latin ; in Stage directions, left; in abbreviations of degrees,

Licentiate, as L. D. S. = Licentiate of Dental Surgery
;

(Chent.) Lithium, L or 1 (L. libra)= pound of money (t for-

merly also in weight, now lb.), now often repr. by the

conventional sign £; e.g. 100/. or £100', see also l. s. d.

The three Us (see quot 1867% 1 = in
#
ship's Jog-book,

I

lightning ; in references, line, as bk. 4, 1. 8 ; in solnuzation, la.

;

1. b. w. (Cricket), leg before wicket ; Ic. (Printing), lower
1

case. L. C. M» {Arith.), least common multiple. L, M.
(Prosody), long metre. See also LL., LXX.
1527 Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1844) 1. 117 My lord, we your

seruandis. .hes ressauit your 1. guid mynd, .touching your 1.

brig of Dee. 1554 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford'218 It

was. .ordered by the L. L. 1577 Ibid. 389 Appointed by order

from their LLs. 1601 R. Johnson Kingd. <$• Commits. (1603)

A b, If your L. vouchsafe to receive it. 1637 Heylvn A nsw.

Burton6i Your dealing with my LL. tbe Bishops, 1684 Acts
Tonnage <$• Poundage 86 Alabaster tbe Load. .02/. 00s. ood.

1684 R. Waller Ess. Nat. Exper. 103 A mass of 500/.

of Ice. 1701 Da. Wallis in Collect. (O. «. S.) I. 329 An
allowance of 20 £ a year, a 1715 Burnet Own Time (1724)

I. 591 An 100000 L was given. 1774 Connect. Col. Rec.

(1887) XIV. 290 To pay said sum of £54 140, L. money.

1795 in Lillywhite Cricket Scores (1862) I. 100 Hon. 7.

Tufton, Ibw, b Wells ... 3. 1858 Simmonos Diet. Trade,
L. A. C., an abbreviation used by the dispensing surgeon

or chemist, implying that he is a 'licentiate of the Apothe-
caries Company \ 1865 Derby Mercury 26 Apr., A ... divi-

dend of is. in the £. 1867 Smyth Sailor's IVord-bk., L.
The three L's were formerly vaunted by seamen who
despised the use of nautical astronomy; vt2. lead, latitude,

and look-out. .. Dr. or Captain Halley added the fourth L

—

the greatly-desired longitude. 1870 Hooker Stud. Flora

127 Crataegus, L. Hawthorn, Whitethorn. 1885 Law Jml.
17 Jan. 38/2 A salary of 4/. a week. 1891 W. G. Grace
Cricket i. in Out-door Games 17 You should all know how
difficult it is to get any one l.b.w. when [etc.k

La (la), sb. A/us. [Orig. Ihe first syllable of L.

labiii see Gamut.] The name given by Gutdo
d'Arezzo to the sixth note in his hexachords, and

since retained in solmizalion as the sixth note of

the octave ; also (now rarefy) used as in Fr. and
It. as a name of the note A, the sixth note of the

« natural ' scale of C major.
c 1325 in Rel. Ant. 1. 292 Sol and ut and la. 1597 Morley

lntrod. Mus. (1771) 4 There be in Musicke but vt. Note*,

which are called vt, re, mi, fa, sol, la. 160$ Shaks. Leari.
il 149 O these Eclipses do portend these divisions. Fa.^ol,

La, Ale. c 1645 Howell Lett. (1650) II. Iv. 77 The other.

.

wHl drink often musically a health to every one of these

6 notes, Ut, Re, Mi, Fa, Sol, La; which, with his reason,

are all comprehended in this exameter, Ut Relevel Miserum

Fatttm Solitosque Labores. x8n Bcsby Diet. Mus. (ed. 3)
s.v. Sobnization, Of the seven notes in the French scale,

only four were for a while used by us, as mi,fa, sol, la.

La (la, la), int. [Cf. Lo (OE. Id and early

ME. la).) An exclamation formerly used to in-

troduce or accompany a conventional phrase or an
address, or to call attention to an emphatic state-

ment ; f also la you. In recent use, a mere ex-

pression of surprise. Now only dial., vulgar, and
arch.

1598 Shaks. Merry JF. 1. i. 86, I thank you alwaies
with my heart, la : with my heart. Ibid. 324 You doe
your selfe wrong indeede— ia. 1601 — Twel. A. mi. iv.

111 La you, and you speake ill of the diut-H, how he
takes it at heart. 1694 Congrf.ve Dotrfle Dealer iv. ii,

0 la now ! I swear and declare, it shan't be so. 1749
Fieloing Tom Jones iv. xii, La, ma'am, what doih your
la'yship think. 1839 Dickens Nick. A ii k. x, La, Miss La
Creevy, how veiy smirking. 1844 Willis Lady Jane
11. 311 He'd a caressing way—hut, la ! you know it's A sort

of manner natural to poets ! 1881 Eesant & Rice Chapl,
Fleet III. 239

1 La, sir, she asked, ' Is it the voice of your
sweetheart?'

f b. Repealed (a) as a refrain
;

(b) as an ex-

pression of derision. Obs. (Hence La-la adj.,

= * so-so poor.)

1578 Gude <$ Godl. B. (S. T. S.) 138 Christ .. Quhiik
meiklie for mankynde, Tliolit to be pynde, On Croce Cruel-

lie. La. La. Ibid. 83 La Lay La. 1607 Shaks. Timonm.
i. 22 [He] hath sent to your Lorship to furnish him : nothing

doubting your present assistance therein. Luc. La, la, la,

la : Nothing doubting sayes hee ?

La, obs. form ol Law, Lay v., Lo int.

Laace, obs. form of Lace.

Laache, ohs. f. Latch v. ; var. Lashe Obs., lax.

Laad, Laade, obs. forms of Load, Lade.

|| Laager (la-gaj), sb. Also lager. [S.African

Du, lager= G. lager, Du. leger (see Leaguer).] A
camp, encampment ;

among the S. African Boers,

a temporary lodgement in the open marked out by

an encircling line of wagons.
1850 R. G. Ccmmino Hunter's Life S. Afr. (ed. 2) I. 202

Their tents and waggons were drawn up on every side of

the farm-house. .. The Boers informed me that all their

countrymen, and also tbe Griquas, were thus packed to-

gether in
1
Iugers', or encampments. 1883 Standard 7 Sept.

5 Captain Mansell, with the native police" force, has been

obliged to go into laager at Ekowe for safety. 1891 R, W.
MuaaAY S. Africa 177 Laager was formed that same even*

ing about five o'clock. 1899 Times 25 Oct. 5/2 Our men
dashed fcrward to carry the laager with bayonets.

II Laager (la'gai), v. [f. Laager sb.] trans. To
form (wagons) into a laager ; to encamp (persons)

in a laager; also with up. Also absol. or intr.

Hence Laa'gered a., Laa*gering vbh sb.

1879 Daily News 1 Mar., The waggons were not ' laagered
*

or drawn up so close as to make it difficult to force the

camp. 1881 Conte7np. Rev. Feb. 222 The laagered waggon
their sole protection. 1883 Standard 17 May 5/4 Four

hundred Boers, laagered in Stilleland, have threatened to

attack Mankoroane. 1894 Daily News 14 Sept. 5/2 The
Army Service Corps were drilled in laagering. 1896 Tablet

22 Feb. 290 We stopped firing at about seven o'clock, and

laagered up for the night.

Laak, obs, form of Lack, Lake.

Xiaan, Laar, obs. forms of Lawtn, Lore.

Laard, Laas, obs. forms of Lard, Lace.

Laat, IiaaS, obs. forms of Late, Loath.

liab (ten), sb. Obs. or dial. Also 4-5 labbe,

8 labb. [Belongs to Lab v.] A blab, tell-tale.

c 1386 Chauceh Miller's T. 323, 1 nam no labbe Ne though

1 seye I am not lief to gabbe. c 142a Hocclkvf. Jereslaus's

U'ifc 542» 1 neuere was yit of my tonge a labbe. c 1440

Promp. Parv. 282/2 Labbe, or he that can kepe no counsel,

auubicus. 1746 F.xmoor Scolding (E. D. S.) 25 Ees dedent

thenk tha had'st a be lich a Labb o
1

tha Tongue. 1847

Haluwhll, Lab, a tittle-tattle ; a blab. Also called a lab-

enthe-tongue. West.



LAB.

t Lab (loeb), v. Obs. [? Onomatopoeic ; cf.

Du. labben — klappen 1
garrire, blaterare, fabnlari

'

(Kilian).] trans, and intr. To blab. Hence
La'bbing ///. a.

1377 Langl. P. PL B. xi. 102 No fringe bat is pryue publice
bow it neuere, Neyther for taue Uode [MS. B. lab] it noujt
ne lakke it for enuye. 1393 Ibid, C. xnr. 39 Nober for loue
labhe hit out ne lacke hit for non enure, c 1386 Chaucer
Rpil. Merch. T. 10 Of hir tonge ft Inbbyng shrewe is she.

* M7S Partenay 375 r By your lab T>yng tonges iongling.

Labadist (\x badist). EccL Hist. [ad. F. Zata-
f. Labadie : see ist.] A follower of Jean de

Labadie (1610-74), wno seated from tbe Roman
Church and founded a sect holding Quietist views.

So Iia'badlsm, the doctrines or practice of Labad-
ists.

1753 Chambers Cy>l. Supp., Labadists. 1882-3 Schaff
in FtxycL Itel. Knowl. II. 1604.

tLa'bant, a. Obs.~° [ad. L. labant-em, pr.

pplc. of labdre.]

17J7 Bailfv vol. fl t Labautt sliding, falling down, wavering.

Labardo, obs. form of Leopard.
Labarinth, obs. form of Labyrinth.

Ii Lab&rum (lse'bar£m). [L. ; - Gr. \apap6v, of
nnkaown ^rigim] The imperial standard adopted
by C >n^tantine the Great (306-337 A.D.), being
the K .man military standard of tbe late Empire
modified by the addition of Christian symbols

;

hence gen., a symbolical standard or banner.
4658 Phillips, Labarum

y
a military' streamer, or flag,

Jso a Church Banner, or Ensign. 1682 Wheler Joum.
Greece H. 189 On the South-side . . is the Labarum ; which is a
Knot, consisting of the first Letters of Xp«r to?, which the
Christian Emperours, from Constantine, placed in their

Banners. 1835 Browning Paracelsus 54 A labarum was not
deem'd Too much for the old founder of these walls. 1850
Sir J. Stephen Ess. EccL Biog. (ed. 2) I. 347 The Labarum

I

of Luther was a banner inscribed with the legend, 'Justifi-

cation by Faith'. 1850 Leitch tr. C. O. Mailer's Anc. Art
' § 213. 206 Constantine wears the labarum and the phoenix.
1869 Farrar Earn. Sp. (1873) iii. 106 That body of sacred
truth.. should now be inscribed upon the common labarum.

fLaba'Scate, v. Obsr 0 [erron. f. L. laba-

scere, inceptive f. labdre to totter.] intr. 1 To
begin to fall or slide' (Bailey vol. II, 1727).

t Labascency. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. L. *laba-

scenlia, noun of state f. labascZre to totter : see

-eni.y.] Tottering state or condition.
a 16^7 R Lovedav Lett. (1663) 174 He that can take

cornrmssion from his own sloth, to let fall the thred of a
fricn*Hy intercourse, betrayes a labascency and a languor in
' »* irmtsJi e resentments.

. Iiabba (larba). [? Native name.] One of the
caries C ^logenys paca, native to Guiana.
1835 Vi terton Wanderings i. (1879) 92 The Tapir, the

u, and Deer, afford excellent food. 1876 C. B. Brown
Brit (,ui.tna ii. 25 (He] went to procure some game for

c urned with three fine labba (Ca/ogeuis paca).
I.ftbbo, obs. form of let be: see Let v.

L ^briaeism : see Lambdacism.
Labdanum (larbdanpm). Also 6, 8 lapda-

1 .n [m>xl.L. ; form of L. ladanum.] = Ladaxum.
400 Li'i/ranc's Cirurg. v. ii. 334 Lapdanum.] 150a

i'fvWi iron. (1811) 234 [In list of spices] Lapdanum.
ast. Helthe (1541) 11 a, Thinges good for a colde
tbes: Galingale: .. Labdanum. 1611 Cotgr.,

La Ktu • labdanum; a fat, claenmie, transparent, and
ng Gumme. 1714 Er. Bk. ofRates 93 Lapdanum

per 100 weight 02 60. 1775 R. Chandler Trav. Asia M.
I (1825) 1. 307 Hills green with flowering shrubs, and in parti-
cular with labdanum. 1830 Lindlev Nat. Syst. Bot. 152

I

The resinous balsamic substance called Labdanum. 1835
Browning Paracelsus 101 Heap cassia, sandal-buds, and
stripes Of labdanum.
La-bee, obs. form of let be : see Let v.

Labefact (te'btfsekt), ///. a. rare. [ad. L.
labefact-us, pa. pple. of labefacere : see Labefy.

I Cf. It. labefatto (Florio).] Shaken, tottering.
1874 Bushnell Forgiveness <$ Law i. 86 The integrity of

the heathen world in general is just so far labefact, prosti-
tute, and morally rotted away, as it has religiously abounded
in expiations,

t Labefact, v. Obs. [f. ppl, stem of L. labe-

facere : see Labefy.] tram. To shake, weaken.
^1540 Abp. Parker Corresp. (1853) 11 Not with covert

inventions to labefact the credence of the people.

t Labefa'Ctate, v. Obs. rare. [f. L. labtfac-
tdt-, ppl. stem of labefactare, freq. of labefacere :

see Labefy.] trans. To cause to totter or fall.

1657 ToMLtnsoN tr. Renon*s Disp. 428 It labefactates
houses by its weight.

Labefactation (Is^bifekt^-Jan). rare. [ad.

L. labefactati5n-em
t
n. of action f. labefactdre (see

prec.).] -next
177S Johnson in Boswell, There is in it [the 'Beggars'

Opera '] such a labefactation of all principles as may be
injurious to morality.

Labefaction (lsebtfse'kjan). [n. of action
corresp. to Labefy : see -faction.] A shaking,
weakening; overthrow, downfall.
i6joVenner Via Recta ii. 4I A suddaine labefaction of

the liuer. Ibid, vii.123 It . . resistetb the corruption of
humors, and labefaction of the vitall and naturall parts.

1793 W. Roberts Looker-on No. 36 (^94) II. 41 We shoutd
..join them in promoting the labefaction of all human
fovernment. 1834 Gladstone in Liddon Life Pusey (1893)

. xiii. 309 Until the whole body of Churchmen is in such

a state that all will be . . secure against labefaction. 1878
R. W. Dixon Hist. Ch. Eng. I. v. 321 To private difficulties

and causes of labefaction such as these, must be added
several notable measures of confiscation which took place
within the same limits of time.

t La'befy, v. Obs. rare. [ad. L. labefacere (f.

root of labare to fall, totter +faccre to make) : see

-fy.] trans. To weaken, impair.
t6ao Venner Via Recta viii. 178 Not .. to oppresse and

labefie the digestiue faculty . .with too great variety of meats.

Label (l^'bel), sbA Forms: 4 lable, 4-6
labelle, 5-7 labell, 6 labil, 4- label, [a. OF.
label (also lablet) ribbon, fillet, file (in Her.); of
obscure etymology; by some scholars thought to

be of Teut. origin (cf. OHG. lappa : see Lap sb.l).

Tbe synonymous OF. lambel
t
Umbel is app. a

variant : see Lambeau.]
1. A narrow band or strip of linen, cloth, etc. ; a

fillet, ribbon, tassel; the infula of a mitre.
c 1320 Sir Beues 974 King Ermin . . 3af him a scheld gode
& sur Wib j>re eglen of asur, pe champe of gold ful wel
i-di3t Wib fif iables {AfS. S. labelles, MS. N. lambels] of
seluer bri^t. 1519 Horman Vulg. 129, I wyll recompense
tbe with a labell, reponam appeudice quadam. 1530 Palsgr.
237/1 Labell, hovppe. 155* Huloet, A labell hanging on
each side of a miter, infula. Labelles hanging down on
garlands, or crownes, letnnisci. 1564 tr. JeweCs Af>ol. Ch.
Eng. Pvjb, Peter .. sytting in his Chaire, with his triple

Crowne full of labelles. 1577 tr. Bnllingers Decades (1592)

335 Broade beneath and sharpe aboue, in fashion somewhat
like to the label of a bishops Miter. 1597-8 Bp. Hall
Sat. iv, ii. 24 A knit night-cap .. With two long labels
button'd to his chin. 1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. in. xv.

79 Persons . . whose outside seemed to have appropriated
religion to the labels of their frontlets. 1873 Shipley Gloss.
Ecct. Terms 199 s.v. Fillet, The labels of a bishop's mitre.

T 2. A small strip of paper or parchment attached
to a document by way of supplement to the matter
contained therein ; hence, a supplementary note,

I comment, or clause, a codicil. Alsofig. Obs.
I

<:i38o Wyclip Wks. (1880) 331 Certis if bise popis bulles
shulen be undurstonden wib sich a label, pen-ne pei weren
not profitable to be purchasour ne to be churche. — Sel.
Wks. II. 399 And so sich cursing of popis is tokene of
blessing of God. And if f>e Chirche were wel enformed of
bis sentence, wib hise labellis, men shulden not drede
feyned cursingis, ne lette for hem to sue Cristis lawe. 1562
Apol. Priv. Masse (1850) 39 It is but a very fond dalliance
to brawl upon the labels before yon agree upon the original
verity. The true sense of this little sentence, This is my
body that shall be delivered for yon, is the root and the
original of all such labels as we teach. 159a Shaks. Rom.
Jul. iv. i. 57 Ere this hand by thee to Romeo seal'd, Shall be

the Labell to another Deede. . this shall slay them both. 161

1

— Cymb. v. v. 430 When 1 wak'd, I found This Labell on my
bosome. 1649 J er. Taylor Gt. Exemp. in. 75 Make us . . read
our duty in the pages of revelation, not in the labels of
accidentall effects. 1654 H. L'Estrange Chas. I 80 It was
presented to the King without any such saving label. 1658-
1706 Phillips, Labels ..little pieces of parchment cut out
long-wayes, and hanging upon Indentures, or other kinde
of writings.

+ 3. Astron. and Surveying. In an astrolabe or
a circumfercntor, a narrow thin brass rule used
chiefly in taking altitudes. Obs.
c 1391 Chaucer Astrol. 1. § 22 Thanne hastow a label, that

is sehapen lik a rewle, save that it is streit & hatb no plates
on either ende with holes. 15-94 Blondevil Exerc. vi.

Introd. (1636) 607 This Labell is divided into 90 degrees
twice set doune therein with Arithmetical! figures, 1674
Moxon Tutor Astron. (ed. 3) 11. xiii. 50 The Astrolabe is a
round Instrument flat on either side. . . Upon the Center is

a moveable l.-abel or Ruler ,. whereupon is placed two
Sights, /bid. 51 The degTee and part of degree that the
Label lies on is the height of the Sun above the Horizon.

f 4. gen. A slip or strip of anything ; a narrow
piece (of land) ; a clamp (of iron) ; etc. Obs.
C1440 Prot/tp. Parv. 282/2 Labelle, labellum. 1577^87

Harrison England 1. x. in Holinsked I. 34 By north of
the Brier, lieth tbe Rnsco, which hath a Labell or Byland,
stretching out towards the southwest. 1649 Jer. Taylor
Gt. Exemp. xv. 39 They., 'sealed the grave, and rolled a
great stone at the mouth of it ' and as an ancient tradition
says, bound it about with labels of iron. 1650 Fcller Pisgah
iv. L 25 Where Balak met Balaam, standing as it were on
his tiptoes on the very last labell of his land, to reach forth
welcome to that false prophet. 1679 Hist.ofjetzer 5 The
flesh and skin hung down in long Collops and Labels. 168a
Wheler yourn. Greece in. 219 Its Lungs . . consisting of a
thin, skinny Substance, .divided into two Labels, placed on
each side, and filled with Air ; which being let out, those
Isabels shrunk together. 1686 Plot Staffordsh. 335 Nine
frvingpan-plates . . claspt together by turning up 4 Labells
which are ordinarily fixt to the lower plate.

5. Her. A mark of cadency distinguishing the
eldest son of a family and consisting in a band
drawn across the upper part of the shield having
(usually three) dependent points {label cf three
points) ; cf. File sS? 5. f Also, one of the depen-
dent points (or lambeaux).
[1304 in

1
Rymer Fadera (1709) VII. 763 Habeat jnstum

Titulum haereditarinm ad portandum, pro Cresta sua, unum
Leopardum de Auro, cum uno Labello Albo.] ? a 1412 Lvr3G.
Two Merchants 868 For now oftrowthe no man can contryve
A verray seel or thenpreent i-grave Withoute a label his
armes hool to save. 1463 in Bury Wills (Camden) 35 My
test herte ofgold with aungellys and a ruby with iiij. labellys
of white innamyl. i486 Bk. St. Albans, Her. f vii b, Off
amys barrit and of tabellis borne in armys. r 1500 Sc.
poem on Heraldry 44 tn Q. El/z. Acad., etc 95 Nobillis bere
meikis, to mak be knawin, ther donchtynes..The fader the
bole, the eldas son deffer[e]nt, qnhiche a labelle ; a cressent

I the secound. tsfi* Leigh Arntorie (1597) 107 [see File

LABEL.
sb? 5). 1610 Gimllim Heraldry 1. vi. (x66o) 33 The Labell
of the Heire apparent (saith Wyrley) is seldom trans-
ferred unto the second brother. 1611 Cotgr., Lambel,
..a File with three Labells pendant. Ibid., Pendante, a
labell pendant, c 1640, 17x7 [see File sb* si *7°8 Cham-
berlayne State Gt. Brit. 1. it. v. (1743) 58 Tbe Arms of the
Prince of Wales at this Day differ from those of the King
only by addition of a Label of three points, 1863 Boutell
Heraldry Hist. <$• Pop. ix. 46 A Label is sometimes borne as
a sole Charge. Ibid. xiv. 153 A silver label of five points.

6. A narrow strip of material attached to a docu-
ment to carry the seal.

1494 Fabyan Chron. vii. 341 An instrument or wrytynge, at
y* which hynge many labellys with sealys. 1679-88 Seer.
Serv. Money Chas. $ Jas. (Camd.) 64 For writing, flourishing,
and embellishing and guilding the subscripc'on and labells
of a l're sent to tbe Czars of Russia, a 1680 Butler Licen*
tiotis Age Chas. II 142 Until the subtlest of their conjurers
Seal'd up the labels to his soul, his ears. 1726 Aylifpe
Parerg. 131 On this Label of Lead, the Heads of the two

I
Apostles St. Peter and St. Paul are impressed from the
Papal Seal. 1738 Birch App. to Life Milton M.'s Wks. I.

88 He did stitch the silk Cord or Label of that Seal with
I silk of the Colours of the said^ Label, and so fixed the Label
and Seal to the said Commission.
7. A slip of paper, cardboard, metal, etc. attached

or intended to be attached to an object and bearing
its name, description, or destination. (The chief

current sense.) Alsofig.
1679 Roxb. Ball. (1883) IV. 549 Let several Labels from

their mouths proceed,To note the differentTribes o'the Holy
Seed : Here, * Root and Branch '

;
there, 'Down with Babel,

down !
' 1680 Drvdeh Sp. Friar 1. i, About his Neck Tbere

hung a Wench ; the Labet of his Function. 170* C. Mather
Magn. Christini. 111.(1852) 556 A poor Indian having a

I label going from his mouth, with a come over and help its.

1722 De Foe Moll Flanders (1840) 261 Tbe hamper was
directed by a lable on the cording. 1765 H. Walpole

1
l ertue's A need. Paint. (17891 IV. 155 Sometimes a short
label [in or on Hogarth's figures] is an epigram, and is

!
never introduced without improving the subject. 1773 Lond.

j

Chron. 7 Sept. 248/3 Labels for bottles. 1797 Godwin
I
Enquirer 1. xv. 129 A collection of books . . is viewed through

' glass doors, their outsides and labels are visible to the child,

I

but the kev is carefutly kept. 1837 Dickens Pickiv. ii, With
a brass label and number round bis neck. 1841 Forbes
Etez>cn Yrs. Ceylon 1. 131 ' Fine cold-drawn castor-oil

1 was
found printed on the label. 1871 Morley Voltaire (1886) 4To the critic of the schools, ever ready with the compendious

;

label, he is the revolutionary destructive. 1888 A. K. Green
Behind Closed Doors vii, Poison that is bought at a drug*
store usually has a label on the bottle.

b. An adhesive postage-stamp, bill-stamp, or
tbe like. (Now only in official language.)
1840 in Philbrick & Westoby Postage Stamps Gt. Brit.

(1881) 46, 1 beg *> enclose you two specimens of the Penny
and Twopenny stamped Covers and Envelopes, and two of
the Penny adhesive Labels. Ibid. 47 Sheets of id. Labels
containing 240 Stamps. z86i Brit. Postal Guide Jan. 14
Postage Stamps. Every Postmaster is required to have
on hand a sufficient stock of postage labels and embossed

,

penny envelopes.

8. Arch. A moulding over a door, window, or
other opening ; a dripstone.
1823 in Nicholson Pract. Builder 587. 1850 Parkers

Gloss. Archit. (ed. 5) s.v. Dripstone, The term Label is

borrowed from heraldry-, and therefore in strictness is only
applicable to the straight form which is used in Perpendicu-
lar work, which resembles the heraldic label. 1851 Turner's
Dom. Archit. 1 1. ii. 30 The arches have no projecting label.

1879 Sir G. G. Scott Led. Med. Archit. I. vi. 225 As the
junction of the arch with the wait above was but slightly
marked a small projecting moulding was introduced which
we call the drip-stone nr label.

9. attrib. and Comb., as (sense 7) label-licking,

-paster-, label-cloth, cloth used for the making
of labels for books ,* label-ink, ink used in the
marking of labels; f label-lolling a., projecting
like a label (sense 7) ; label-mould, -moulding
= sense 8 ; f label-seal, a seal attached to a docu-
ment by a 1 label ' ; label-stop Arch., a boss or
corbel supporting the end of a label or dripstone.
1891 Daily News 1 Dec. 2 f

i The manufacture of book
cloth, tracing cloth, 'label cloth, and grey clotb. 1863
Fownes* Man. Elem. Chem. (ed. 9) lit. 683 [It] fortm a most
excellent *label-ink for the laboratory, as it is unaffected by
acid vapours. 1899 Daily News 9 Sept. 3/4 * Label-licking,
which. is practised largely in thread mills and aerated water
factories. 1615 Sir E. Hoby Cnrrj-combe v. 237 These
mushrumps (grounded vpon a lesse motine) may not bee
questioned, though nothing so enident as a blareing •label-
lolling tongue, which without the helpe of a Muffler, could
not be so well concealed. 1878 M*Vittie Ch. Ch. Cath. 67
Over the large pointed arch is a *labcl-mould. 1830 Mas.
Bray File ofFitzford iv. (1884) 33 A well-turned archway,
ornamented with the oak-branch and the *label-moulding.
1889 Pask Eyes Thames 172 They have been book-binders,
boot-closers, *Iabel-pasters, and such like. 1679 Willougiibv
in ManselPs Narr. Pop. Plot 21 A Commission, with thir-
teen *Label-seals, and as many Names thereto. 1894 C. G.
Harper Marches ofWales 132 A carefully rendered little

head . . carved on the *label-stop of the canopy.

Label (Ul'bel), sb* Bot. [ad. L. Labkllum.]
fa. ?A segment of a leaf {obs.). b. The Hp of
a ringent corolla.

1671 Grew Anat. Plants iv. § 16 If the Leaves be much
indented or jagg'd, now we have the Duplicature; wherein
there are divers plaits in one Leaf, or Labels of a Leaf.
1707 Sloane Jamaica I. 162 The flower stands on a three
inches long foot-stalk, is made like the flowers of the Aris.
tolochia . . tbe label being covered with a yellowish farina.
1888 Syd. Soc. Lex., Label, same as Labellum.

Label (l<?
ubel), v. Also 9 lable. [f. Label

sb.i] trans. To affix a label to, mark with a labeh



LABELLATE.

1601 Shaks. Twel. :V. 1. v. 265, I will giue out diners

schedules tof my beautie. It shalbe Inuentoried and euery

particle and vtcnsile labell'd to my will : As, Item two lippes

indifferent redde [etc.]. 1786 Mad. D'Arblay Diary 2 Aug.,

The Queen ..employed the Princess Royal to label them

[books]. X790 W. Hastings Let. 2 Dec. in Boswcll John-

son (1703) HI. 315 A parcel containing other select papers,

and labelled with the titles appertaining to them. 1831

Carlvlk Misc.1l. 309Common ashes are solemnly labelled as

fell poison, c 1865 J. Wyloe in Ct'rc. Sci. 1. 313/2 This may
be labled ' oxygen mixture \ 1885 Law Times LXXV1 1 1.

385/2 The due diligence of the consignors in labelling and
delivering the goods to the carriers. 1893 Matheson About
Holland 22 A carriage labelled Niel rooken.

b. Jig. To describe or designate as with a label

;

to set down in a category (as so and so).

a 1853 Robertson Lect. 11. (1858) S9 This foolish and
wicked system of labelling men with names. 187* Morley
Voltaire (1872) 277 We cannot label Voltaire either spiri-

tualist or materialist. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) 1 1 . 293 He
despatches the bad to Tartarus, labelled either as curable

or incurable. 1881 M. Arnold Byron in Macm. Mag.
XLIIL 376 It would be most unjust to label Byron .. as

a rhetorician only.

Hence I»a'bellingr vbl. sb. Also Labeller.

1871 Echo 8 Feb., The public . . condemn us for labelling

the Poison. . . By inserting this in your next issue you will

greatly oblige one of the labellers. 1895 A thenxum 17 Aug.

219/3 A labelling of Welsh names. 1896 IVesim. Gaz.

26 Mar. 2/1 Bottle fillers, washers, and labellers.

Labellate (labe-l/t), a. Zool. [f. L. Labell-

um + -ate 3.] (See quot.)

1846 Dana Zoopk. (1848) 432 Labellate .. Long-lipped, or

in shape nearly like the blade of a shovel . . It passes into

the dimidiate form.

Labelled (1^'beld), a. [f. Label sb.^ and v.

+ -ed.] a. Her. Of a mitre : Having labels or

inrcla? (of a particular tincture). Labelled line (see

quot. 1753). b. Arch. Having a label or drip-

stone. C.' Marked withNa ticket bearing the name,

description of contents, etc. of the article.

1570 Levins Manip. 49/37 Labelled, infulatus. 1753 Cham-
bers Cycl. Supp., Labelled line, in heraldry, a term used

by some to express the line in certain old arms, called more
usually urdee or champagne. Others apply the same word

to express the patee or dovetail line, called also the inclave

line by Morgan. 184* R. P. Waro De Clifford 11.x. 115

A castle .. with . . its towers, and labelled windows. 1863

Boutell Heraldry Hist. % Fop. xx i . 3 58 Arg ., on a cross sa
.

,

a mitre labelled or. 1895 Booksellers Catal., Leech him-
|

self in a nightcap sitting by the fire with a lab-lled bottle on

the mantelshelf.

Labelloid (labe-loid),<z. Bot. [f. next + -OJD.]

Lip-like, lip-shaped.

1830 Lintiley Nat. Sysl. Bot. 275 Perianthium minute,

either a single labelloid lobe, or an urceolate 6-toothed body.

II Iiabellum Oabe-l#m). [L. * little lip dim.

of labrum lip.]

1. Bot. The lower division or 1 lip ' of an orchida-

ceous corolla, often enlarged or curiously shaped.

1830 Linoley Nat. Syst. Bot. 263 Sometimes it [sc. the

anther] stands erect, the line of dehiscence of its lobes being

turned towards the labellum. 1859 Darwin Orig. Spec.

vi. (1873) 154 This orchid has part of its labellum or lower

lip hollowed out into a great bucket. x88a Vines Sac/is'

Bot. 882 Th„ lab-llum of Megaclinium falcalum.

2. Ent. One of a pair of tumid lobes terminating

the proboscis of certain insects.

1826 Kirby& Sp. Entomol. III. 361.

f La'bent, a. Obsr° [ad. L. labent-, pr. pple.

of labi to fall.] 'Falling, sliding, fleeting, run-

ning, or passing away' (Bailey 1727 vol. 11).

t Labeon, labion. Obs. rare. [ad. L. labeon-

em, labidn-em, augmentative, f. labium lip.] One
who has large lips.

1650 Bulwer Anthrofo/net. (1653) 175 The same or worse

must befall these artificiall Labions, for their Lips must need

hang in their light, and their words stick in the birth. 1658

Phillips, Labeons, blaber-lipped persons.

Laberinth, -ynth, obs. forms of Labyrinth.

Iiabey (lse-bi). Sc. Also 9 laby, lebbie.

[Of obscure origin ; cf. Gael. lebbag* little shred or

fragment* (MCL. & D.) ; also Lav
J&-

1
} A loose

garment or wrap ; the lappet or skirt of a coat.

a 1507 Satir. Poems Reform, xliii. 190 The hirdis and
hinde men in their labeis lay. x8»i A. Scott Poems, Coun-
try Smiddy 68 (Jam.) His new coat labey. 1825-80 Jamie-
son, Lebbiei the lap or fore-skirt of a man's coat. 1890 J.
Service Thir Notandums iv. 20 The labies o* his Sark.

Labia: see Labium.

Labial (\e ••bial), a. and sb. [ad. med.L. labial-

is, f. labi-um lip. Cf. F. labial (1690 in Furetiere).]

A. adj.

1. Of or pertaining to the lips.

1630 Bulwer A nthropomel. xi. 107 Lip-Gallantry, or certain
labial Fashions invented by diverse Nations. 1837 Marryat
Dog-Fiend xix, The olfactory examination was favourable,

so he put his mouth to it—the Jabial essay still more so.

1848 Clough Amours de Voy. u. 157 The labial muscles
that swelled with Vehement evolution of yesterday Mar-
seillaises. 1867 Jean Ingelony Lily fyLnte ii. 108 More than
1 can make you view, With my paintings labial. 1867 A. J.
Ellis E. E. Pronunc. 1. in. § 3. 161 The volume of the
mouth is divided into two bent tubes of which the first may
be termed the lingual passage as its front extremity is

formed by the tongue, and the second, the labial passage.

b. spec, in Anal., Zool., etc. Pertaining to a lip,

lip-like part, or Labium
;
having the character or

functions of a lip.

i6$6 Blount Glossogr. s.v. Vein, Labial veins, the lip

veines, whereof there are two on each inner side, both of

the upper and under lip. 1722 Qu«ncy Lex. Physico-Med.

led. 2} 227 Labial Glands. 1826 Kirov & Sp. Entomol. 111.

356 Palpi Labiales (the Labial Feelers). 1851-6 Woodward
Mollusca 21 1 The lips and labial tentacles of the ordinary

bivalves. 1879 T. Bryant Pract.Snrg. II. 230 Labial cysts

arc very common, and are usually met with on the inner side

of the labia. i88x M ixart Cat 27 The membrane lining the

mouth abounds in small glands, those within the checks

and lips being termed buccal and labial respectively.

c. Labial pipe: an organ-pipe furnished wilh

lips, a flue-pipe.

1852 Sf.idel Organ 21 An organ ..which contained the

following labial or languet registers. 1863 Tyndall Heat
viii. App. 280 The flame is also affected by various D's of an

adjustable labial pipe. 1876 Hills Catech. Organ iv. (1878)

23 Flue-pipes are also called Labial, or lip-pipes.

2. Phonetics. The distinctive epithet of those

sounds which require complete or partial closure

of the lips for their formation, as the consonants

p, b, m, f, v, w, and the * rounded * vowels.

1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. u. 87 The Hebrewes
name their letters, some gutturall .

. ; others dent all . . ; &
so they call others, labiall, that is letters of the lips, c 1620

A. Hume Brit. Tongite\. vii, I beginning to lay my grundes

of labial, dental, and guttural soundes and symboles. Ibid.
|

A labial letter can not symboliz a guttural syllab. 1668

Wilkins Real Char. in. xiv. 379 The Vowels, as they are

distinguished into Labial\ being framed by an emission of

the Breath through the Lips [etc.]. 1865 Tyi.or Hist. Man.
iv. 73 Words containing la Dial and dental letters.

B. sb.

1. A labial sound.
1668 Wilkins AV.t/ Char. in. xiv. 380 The Labials are

represented by two curve Figures for the Lips, a 1709

W. Baxter Let. in Gloss. Antiq. Rom. (1731) 409 The
third Sort are Lahials formed by the Lips alone. 1849-50

Thackeray Pendennis xlvi, You have but the same four

letters to describe the salute which ..you bestow on the

sacred cheek of your mistress—but the same four letters and

not one of them a labial. 1864 Max Muller Set. Lang.

Ser. 11. iv. 162 It is a fact, .that the Mohawks.. have no p, b,

m, f, v, w—no labials of any kind.

2. A labial part or organ, e.g. one of the plates

or scales which horder the mouth of a fish or rep-

tile, one of the labial palpi of insects.

1885 W. K. Parker Mammalian Desc. ii. 46 The finished

labials (lip-cartilages) of the types just referred to.

Hence La-MaUy adv., with a labial sound or

utterance.

1798 H. T. Colebrooke tr. Dig. Hindu Law (1801) 1.

xxvii, Sometimes pronounced gutturally, sometimes labially.

Labialism (l^-bializ'm). Phonetics, [f. Labial

+ -ism.] Tendency to labialize sounds ; labial

pronunciation.
1881 Encycl. Brit. XIII. 810/2 In one set [of cognate

words} we sec the phenomenon of labialism, in the other

assibilation, but no touch of labialism.

Labialize (l^'biahiz), v. rhonetics. [f. Labial

+ -ize.] trans. To render (a sound) labial in

character ; to ' round ' (a vowel). Also absol.

Hence La-Malized a.

1867 A. J. Ellis E. E. Pronunc. 1. iii. § 3. 160 Round or

Labialised Vowels. Ibid. 162 That (u) is almost (a) labialized

or rnunded. Ibid. 163 By merely neglecting to labialise,

(u, «) are converted into (<r, b). 1874 Sweet Hist. Eng.
Sounds 74 The i has been gutturalized and labialized into u

by /. 1876 Douse Grimmy
sLaw § 57. 140 The labialized A"s.

Hence Labialization, the action of labializing

or the condition of being labialized ;
* rounding ' (of

a vowel).
1867 A. J. Ellis E. E. Pronunc. 1. Hi. 74 The vowels differ

by the important distinction of labialisation. 1877 Sweet
Primer Phonetics § 36. 13 Rounding,.. a contraction of the

mouth cavity by lateral compression of the cheek passage

and narrowing of the lip aperture, whence the older name
labialization.

Labiate (l^'biiA), a. and sb. [ad. mod.L.

labiat-us, f. Labi-um : see -ate 3.] A. adj.

1. Bot. a. Lipped : applied to flowers which

have the corolla or calyx divided into two parts

opposed in such a way as to suggest lips ; bila-

biate, b. Belonging to the N.O. Labiate, con-

sisting of herbaceous plants and under-shrubs,

I
characterized by flowers of the form above de-

I

scribed, opposite leaves, and usually square stalks,

e.g. the mints, ground-ivy, the dead nettles, etc.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Labiate Flenvers (among Her.
1 bafists) are those that have one or two Lips ; some of which
I represent a kind of Helmet, or Monk's Hood. 1785 Mar-
tyn Rousseau*s Bot. iv. 46 The white Dead-nettle bears a

monopetalous labiate flower. 1835 Linoley Introd. Bot.

(1848) I. 334 When the two lips are separated from each

other by a wide regular orifice, . . the corolla is said to be

labiate or ringent. 186a Bellew Miss. Afghanistan 451

The greensward .. was covered with a variety of labiate

herbs, amongst which the wild thyme, mint, basil, sage, and
lavender were recognized. i88x Set. Gossip 254 The black

horehound and other labiate plants.

2. a. Anat. and Zool. Formed like or resembling

in shape, function, etc. a lip or labium, b. Ent.

Of an orifice : Having thickened, fleshy margins.
In recent Diets.

B. sb. Bot. A labiate plant.

1845 Linoley Sck. Bot. vi. ( 1 862) 95 OrderXLI V. Lamiaceae
—Labiates. x86i S. Thomson Wild Flenvers 111. (ed. 4) 196

The common bugle, . . one of the labiates. 1879 Lubbock
Sci. Lect. i. 19 Generally in the Labiates, the corolla has

the lower lip adapted as an alighting board for insects.

LABIO-.

Labiated (l^'bi^'ted),*. Bot. and Zool. ? Obs.

[Formed as prec. + -ed.] Lipped, labiate.

1707 Sloane Jamaica I. 173 Small stalks, having ..many
white labiated flowers. 1776 Withering Brit. Plants (1796)

III. 26 The labiated shape of the calyx.
m
1835 Kirby Hab. «y

lust. Anim. 1. xii. 333 In some [Annelidansl it [the mouthl
is simple, orbicular or labiated.

Labiatiflorous O^bi^tifloo-ras), a. Bot. [f.

mod.L. labiatus Labiate + -flor-us (f. Jlor-, Jlos

Floweb) + -ous.] Having a labiate corolla. Also

La "biatiflo'ral a. (in recent Diets.).

1855 JNIayne Expos. Lex., Labiatiflorus .. labiatiflorous.

1880 Gray Struct. Bot. 417 Labiatiflorous. Said of certain

Coinpositae with bilabiate corollas.

Labidometer (lrebidp-mzlai). Surg. [f. Gr.

\a&ido-, Aaj3fc forceps + ptrpov -iieteb. Cf. F.

labidometre] An instrument consisting of a pair

of obstetric forceps with a graduated scale attached

for measuring the size of ihc foetal head.

1853 in Dunglison Med. Lex. (ed. 9).

f Labies, sb.pl. Obs. [Plural o(*labie, *laby, ad.

Labi-um. Cf. obs. F. tabic (Cotgr.).] Lips.

1541 R. Copland Galyens Therap. 2 C iv, Yf a shepeherde

sawe the hibies of a sore harde, flynty, wan, and blacke. .he

wold hane no dowbte for to cut it.

Labile 1^'bil, lje'bil), a. Also 5 labyl, 7 labil.

fad. L. Idbil-is, f. lain to slip, fall, Lapse : sec -ile.

Cf. F. labile.']

1. Liable or prone to lapse. +a. Prone to fall

into error or sin ; Theol. liable to fall from inno-

cence (obs.). b. Of a fund, etc. : Lapsable.

1447 Hokenham Seyntys (Roxb.) 147 My labyl mynde and
the dulncssc Of my wyt. 1678 Gale Crt. Gentiles III. n>9

The supralapsarian Divines, who make man as labile the

object of reprohation. 1740 Cheyne Regimen iv. 140 All

Creatures being finite and free, must necessarily, by their

Nature, be labile, fallible and peccable. 1894 Forum June

449 These fund* are no more labile than any other form of

trust or mortmain.

f 2. Apt to slip away, slippery, lit. and fig. ( )bs.

1623 Cockeram, Labile, slipperie, unstable. 1654 Ji k.

Taylor Real Pres. 14 Now a man would think we bad him
sure ; hut his nature is labile and slippery.

3. Prone to undergo displacement in position or

change in nature, form, chemical composition, etc.

;

unstable. Now only in Physics and Chemistry.

1603 Florio Montaigne 11. xii. I1632' 340 Pithagoias (saidl

that each thing or matter was ever gliding and labile. 1654

Jkr. Tavi.or Real Pres. § 1 Wood . . can ,. be made thin,

labile and inconsistent. 1878 Foster Physiol. 11. v. ^3
More labile than tissue proteid and yet more stable than

the circulating proteid. 1889 liuRDON.Sanderson in Natut e

Sept. 26 Protoplasm . . conies to consist of two things . . of

acting part which lives and is stable, and of acted-on part

which has never lived and is labile, that is, in a state nf

metabolism. 1894 Ld. Salisbury in Pop. Sci. Monthly Nov.

40 The genius of Lord Kelvin has recently discoveied what

he terms a labile state of equilibrium.

4. Electr. Said of the application of a current

by moving an electrode over an affected region

instead of holding it firmly at one part.

1888 in Syd. Soe. Lex. 1893' A. S. Eccles Sciatica vi. 65

With the anode labile over the foot, leg, and thigh. 1896

Allbntfs Syst. Med. 1. 369 The battery current labile over

the affected muscles.

Hence LaM'lity, proneness to lapse, instability

of form or nature.

1646 Gaule Cases Consc. 34 Vanity of Science, error of

Conscience, lability of innocence. 1654 Jer. Taylor Real

Pres. xi. § 32. 247 Consistence or lability, are not essential to

wood and water. 1740 Cheyne Regimen v. (1790) 21 S But

Sensibility and Intelligence, being by their Nature and

Essence free must be labile, and by their Lability may
actually lapse, degenerat [etc.j.

Labrmeter. Surg. [ad. F. labiinetre, in-

correctly f. Gr. \a$ts (nom.) : see Labidometer.]

= Labidometer.
1853 in Dunglison Med. Lex. (ed. 9).

Labio- Qe*'b\Oj, taken as comb, form of L.

labium lip, (a) in Phonetics, with the sense
;
formed

with lips and (some other organ) as labio-denta!

adj. and sb., labio-guttural, -lingual, -nasal,

-palatal (hence labio-palatalizc vb.), -velar adjs.

;

(nonce-wd.) labio-palato-nasal adj. ; \t>) Path.,
i affecting or having to do with the lips and (some

other part) as labio-alveolar, labio-glosso- laryn-

geal, -pharyngeal, labio-mental [L. mentum chin],

etc. (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1888). Also la-biomaney

[Gr. pavTCta divination], lip-reading.

1660 Holder Elern. Speech 71 P. and B. are Labial
:
Ph.

and Bh. are *Labiodental. Ibid. 138 The Labiodental*.

1748 Phil. Trans. XLV. 405 Tbe labial and labio-dental Con-

sonants. 1887 Cook tr. Sievers' O. E.Gram 100 A sonant

spirant, either labial or labio-dental. 1874 A. J. Ellis E. E.

Pronunc. iv. xi. § 2 No. 7. 1353 Labials ..Labio-dentals .

.

*Labto-linguals. 1876 Clin. Soc. TransAX. 82 Progressive

Mabio-glosso-laryngeal paralysis. 1897 Alloutt sSyst. Med.

IV. 862 In labio-glosso-laryngeal paralysis anesthesia of the

larynx has been observed. 1879 H. NicoL m Encycl. Brit.

IX. 632/1 French and Northern Provencal also agree m
changing Latin u from a "labio-guttural to a *labio-palatal

vowel. 1686 Plot Staffordsh. 288 So . . skill d was she in

this Art (which we may call *Labiomancy), .that., when in

bed, if she might lay but her hand on their Hpps so as to

feel the motion of them, she could perfectly understand

what her bedfellows said. 18x2 Europ. Mag. LX1I. 287

[Title of article.] Labiomancy 1874 A. J. Ellis E.E. Pro-

nunc. iv. xi. § 2 No. 7. 1334 Granting that consonants may

be labialised, or palataiiseoj or *labio-palatal^ed. 1867
1-2



LABIOSE.

O. W. Holmes Guardian Angel \\. (1891) 16 A sort of half-

suppressed *labio-palato-nasal utterance. 1894 Lindsay
Latin Lang. Index, *LabioveIar Gutt[urals].

Labion, variant of Labeon.
Labiose (lf'-bwus), a. Bot. [f. Labi -ate, with

substitution of suffix.] (See quot.)
1831 Linoley Introd. Bot. 1. ii. § 7. ng Ifthe [polypetalous]

corolla . . resembles what is called labiate in gamopetalous
corollas, it is termed labiose.

Labirinth, -ynth, obs. forms of Labybinth.

II Labium (l^bi-em). [L. « 'lip*.] A lip or

lip- like part (Cf. Labrum.)
1. Anat. fa. One of the sides of the aperture of

a vein. Obs.

1597 A. M. tr. Gnillemcaiis Fr. Chirurg. 28/4 When we
bende the elbowe, both the labia or lippes of the vayn do
separate themselves.

b. Chiefly in pi. labia, in full lalria pudendi

:

The lips of the female pudendum \ the folds of in-

tegument on either side of the vulva.
172s Quincy Lex. Physico-Mcd. (ed. 2) 174 The Labia, or 1

Lips of the great Chink. 1806 Med. Jrnl. XV. 21 When the

uterus remains within the labia. 1872 Thomas Dis. Women
jroi An ichorous, fetid, nauseating fluid bathes the labia

majora. 1879 T. Bryant Pract. Surg;. II. 229 In women,
the labium may be the seat of an inguinal bernia.

2. In insects, crustaceans, etc., the organ which I

constitutes the lower covering or * floor ' of the I

mouth and serves as an under lip. (Cf. Labbum.)
1828 Stark* Eletn. Nat. Hist. II. 209 They [Myriapoda]

|

have .. a labium or lip without palpi, formed of united por^

tions. 1862 in Goldsmith's Nat. Hist. II. 575 The mouth
has usually two mandibles, a lahium, or lip below, and from
three to five pairs of jaws. 1878 Bell Gegenbanr's Comp.
Anat. 245 When those gnathites are fused in the middle
line the so-called labium is formed.

b. Conch. The inner lip of a univalve shell.

1839 Sowkrby Conch. Man. 54 Labium, or inner lip. Is

used to express that side of the aperture which is nearest the
axis, and generally contiguous to the body whorl, the lower
part of this, when sufficiently distinct from the part which !

overwraps the body whorl, is called the Columella. 1851
Richardson Geol. viii. 240 The labium\ or columellar lip.

3. Bot. The lip, esp. the lower or anterior lip,

of a labiate corolla. (Cf. Galea.)
1 813 Crabb Techno I. Diet., Labium, the Lip, the exterior '

part of a lahiate or ringent corolla. It is distinguished into I

upper and lower; but sometimes the upper lip is called the
labium, and the lower galea. x88o Gray Struct. Bot. 419
A bilabiate corolla or calyx, . cleft into an upper (superior
or posterior) and a lower (inferior or anterior) portion or lip

(labium).

4. The lip of an organ pipe (Stainer & Barrett

Did. A/us. Terms).

II Lablab .larbloeb). [Arab. i^UJ lablab.]

The Egyptian or black bean, a native of India,

but naturalized in most warm countries.

1823 Crabb Technol. Diet., Lablab, tbe Dolichos Lablab
of Linnaeus. 1866 Treas. Bot., Lablab, a genus of tropical

pulse formerly included in Dolichos. The two recognised
species are natives of India, but., they are now found
naturalised in most tropical countries. 1886 A. H. Church
Pood Grains India 161 Of the numerous forms of Lablab the
majority are eaten as a green vegetable.

Labor : see Laboub.

t Laborant. Obs. [ad. L. laborant-em, pr.

pple. oilabdrare to Labour.] A laboratory work-
man ; chemist's assistant ; a working chemist.
166$ Boyle Occas. Refl, 11. iii. (1848) 105 As I am wont to

reverence vulgar Chymists, I then envy'd their Laborants,
whose imployment requires them to attend the Fire. 1680
— Exper. Client. Princ. 1. 39 We caused the Laborant with
an iron rod dexterously to stirr the kindled part of the
Nitre. 1694 Phil, Trans. XVI II. 203 Glauber .. a very
Chymist or Laborant, and nothing at all of a clear Philo-
sopher.

"fLa borate, v. Obs. rare. In 7 labourate.
[f. ppl. stem of L. labdrdre to Labour.] trans.

To elaborate.
1661 J. Chandler tr. Van HelmonVs Oriat. 298 The tran.

spiring or breathing tborow of Spirits labourated in the heart.

t Labora-tion. Obs. rare-K Also 5 -aoion.
[ad. L. labordlion-em, n. of action f. laborare to

Laboub.] Working, work, labour,
C1460 Ashby Poems 77 Wtsdam must haue grete appli-

cacion In meche redyng and pther laboracioo. 17*7 Bailey
vol. II, Laboration, a labouring.

Laboratorial (lce borato^'rial), a. [f. Labo-
ratoby + -al.] Pertaining to the laboratory.
1861 H. Markyat Yr. in Sweden II. 368 A large glass

bowl, with a laboratorial spout. x88i Nature XXIII. 509
Their courses of instruction whether lectures or laboratorial.

Laborato*rian, a. and sb. rare. [f. Laboba-
toby + -an.] A. adj. = prec. B. sb. A chemist
who works in a laboratory.
i860 Pi esse Lab. Chew. Wonders 155 Young laboratorians

at home . . will not be slow to show their dexterity. Ibid.
173 The laboratorian chemists can liquify this metal.

Laboratory (larboratari). Also 7 Iaboritary,
Iabratory. [ad. med.L. labordtori-um, f. L. labo-

rare to Laboub : see -ory. Cf. F. laboratoire, It.,

Sf.» Pg. laboralorio ; also Elabobatoby.]

i

1. A building set apart for conducting practical

investigations in natural science, orig. and esp. in

chemistry, and for the elaboration or manufacture
of chemical, medicinal, and like products.
1605T1MME Quersit. ill. 191 Wee commonly prouide that

4

they bee prepared in our laboratorie. a 1637 B. Jonson Mer.
cury Vind. Induction, A Laboratory or Alchemist's work-
house. 1683 Wiloing in Collect. (O. H. S.) I. 258 For seeing

y« Labratory 00 00 06. 1691 Wood A th. Oxon. 1 1. 392 He
had a Laboratory to prepare all Medicines that he used
on his Patients. 1765 H. Walpole Vertue's Anecd. Paint.

(1786) 111. 248 His best pieces were representations of

chymists and their laboratories. 180* Med. Jml. VII 1. 87
To establish in London a laboratory, or manufacture of

artificial mineral waters. 1811 Sir H. Davy Chem. Philos.

Introd. 9 The greater number of the experiments were
made in the laboratory of the Royal Institution. 1881 Sin
W. Thomson in Nature 435 The electro-magnetic machine
has been brought from the physical laboratory into the pro-

vince of engineering,

b. trans/, andfig.
1604 PowEa Exper. Philos. 1. 6$ The Soul (like an

excellent Chymist) in this internal Laboratory of Man, by
a fermentation of our nourishment in the Stomach [etc.].

1794 Sullivan Vieiv Nat. I. 461 Fissures and caverns
of rocks are the laboratories, where such operations are
carried on. 1814 Sin H. Davy Agric. Chem. 15 The soil is

the laboratory in which the food is prepared, i860 M Aunv
Phys. Geog. Sea xviii. § 740 Like the atmosphere it [the sea]

is a laboratory in which wonders by processes the most
exquisite are continually going on. 1870 J. H. Newman
Gram. Assent 11. viii. 260 A notion neatly turned out of the
laboratory of the mind.

2. Mil. 1 A department of an arsenal for the

manufacture and examination of ammunition and
combustible stores' (Voyle Milil. Did. 1876).
17 16 Land. Gaz. No. 5439/3 The Ammunition Laboratory

. . was. .set on Fire. 1804 Wellington Let. in Gurw. Desp.
(1837) 111. 528 The arsenal, the laboratory [etc.].. are under
his immediate superintendence. 1846 Greener Gunnery 85
A fuse, invented.. by.. a person employed in the laboratory
at Woolwich.
3. Metallurgy. 1 The space between the fire and

flue-bridges of a reverberatory furnace in which the

work is performed ; also called the kitchen and the

hearth' (Raymond Mining Gloss. 1881).

1839 UaE Diet. Arts, etc. 822 The flame and the smoke
which escape from the sole or laboratory pass into con-
densing chambers. 1877 Raymono Statist. Mines «$• Mining
393 The laboratory is 9 feet long, 6 feet 9 inches wide, and
connects with the chimney, 2 feet 6 inches square, by a flue.

4. altrib., as laboratory apparatus, chemist, ex-

periment, fire, forge, furnace, machinery, man,
(sense 2) stores, work

;
laboratory-chest, a chest

containing ammunition and explosive stores.

i860 Pi esse Lab. Chem, Wonders 145 As the botanist

does with plants so does the *laboratory-chemist with the
salts. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780) Dd, A *labora-

tory-chest is to be on board each bomb-vessel, in the captain's

cabin, in which all the small stores are to be kept. 1898
Daily Neivs 8 Feb. 5/2 Most of this evidence has had to be
tested by ^laboratory experiments. 1870 Tynoall Heat v.

§ 185. 148 My assistant dissolved the substance in a pan over
our Maboratory fire. 1866 Ooling Anim.Chetn. iv.78Whether
the chemist may not effect in his *laboratory-machinery a
similar intercombination of deoxidised carbonic acid and
water. 1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 449 Coal
heavers, dustmen, *laboratory-men, and others who work
among dry powdery substances. 1828 Spearman Brit.
Gunner 8 Ammunition and * Laboratory Stores. 1881
Lockyer in Nature 318 Whether we passed from low to

high temperatures in *laboratory work.

t Laborrferous, a. Obs. rare- 0
, [f. L.

laborifcr (f. labor(i)- Labour + ~fer bearing) +
-ous: see -ferous.] (See quot.)
1656 Blount Glossogr., Labori/erous, that takes pains,

that endures labour, painfull, difficult.

Laborinth, -ynth, obs. forms of Labyrinth.

f Laboriose, a. Obsr* [ad. L. labdrids-us (see

Labohiocs).] 'Laborious, pains-taking; ' (1727
Bailey vol. II).

Laboriosity (labd*ri,p-siti). rare. [f. L.
laborios-us (see next) + -nr. Cf. F. laboriosiU.']

Laboriousness.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Laboriosity, painfulness, labori-

ousness, or laborosity. 1840 Blackw. Mag. XLVI11. 132
Numberless folio and quarto dissertations . . attest their

invincible laboriosity. 184a Blackie in Tait's Mag. IX.
749 The lumbering laboriosity of dead grammars and
dictionaries.

Laborious (lab6*Ti3s), a. Also 6 -yous(e.
[ad. F. laborieux (1 2-1 3th c. in Hatz.-Darm.) or

ad. L. labortos'tis, f. labor Labour : see -ious.]

1. Given to labour or toil
;
doing much work

;

assiduous in work, hard-working.
1300 Gower Con/. II. 00 If thou wolt here Of hem that

whilom vertuous Were and therto laborious. 1x407 Scocan
Moral Balade 69 Therefore laborious Ought ye to be,

beseeching god . . To yeve you might for to be vertuous.

'SSS Eden Decades 318 Thinhabitauntes are men of good
corporature. .and laborious. 1634 Rainbow Labour (1635) 5
The limbs of your industry are so strong and laborious.
a 1648 Lo. Her8ERT Autooiog. Life (1886) 19a He .. was
observed seldom or never .. to sweat much, though he
were very

>
laborious. 1697 Dryoen Virg. Georg. iv. 342

All.. combine to drive The laiy Drones from the laborious
Hive. 1709 Steele Tatter No. 21 p 5 Laborious Ben's
Works will bear this Sort of Inquisition. 175a Hume Pol.
Disc. i. 17 Their own steel and iron, in such laborious
hands, become equal to the gold and rubies of the Indies.

1857 Lo. Dufferin Lett. 7r. High Latitudes (1867) 78
Those calm laborious minds . . pursuing day by day with
single-minded energy some special ohjecu 1871 Mxjrley
Voltaire {1886) 9 He was always serious in meaning and
laborious in matter.

b. « Labouring a. 1.

1777 Hume Ess. 4- Treat. I. a8o By this means, .a greater

IiABOROTJS.

1 number of laborious men are maintained, who may be
diverted to the public service. 1795 Burke Th: Scarcity
Wks. VII. 378 The moral or philosophical happiness of the
laborious classes.

2. Of actions, conditions, etc. : Characterized by
or involving labour or mnch work ; toilsome. + Of
wages: Hardly earned. Obs.

14 . . Chaucer's Eriar's T. 130 (Corpus MS.) My office lis] ful

laborious. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 83 Nothynge
is more, .laboryous to kepe, than is virginite. 1549 Lelaho
{title) The laboryouse Journey and Serche of Johan Ley-
lande for Englandes Antiquitees. 1607 Topsell Hist.
Four/, Beasts (1658) Pref., I have not any accesse of main-
tenance, but by voluntary benevolence for personal pains,

receiving no more but a laborious wages. x6n Bible
Ecclus. vii. 15 Hate not laborious worke, neither husbandrie.

1637 Milton Lycidas 72 To scorn delights, and live laborious

dayes. 1725 Pope Odyss. 111. 127 Shall I the long laborious
scene review, And open all the wounds of Greece anew?
1751 Johnson Rambler No. 204 f 11 Forced jests, and
laborious laughter. 1781 Gibbon Decl. ^ E. 111. 202 The
subject of minute and laborious disquisition. 1845 M.
Pattison Ess. {1889) 1. 7 In a laborious anxiety to be correct,

they have evaporated away all the spirit of their book, i860
Tynoall Glac. 1. iv. 33 These days were laborious and in-

structive. 1878 Jevons Primer Pol. Econ. 43 The great
advantage of capital is tbat it enables us to do work in the
least laborious way.

b. Of concrete objects : Entailing labour in con-

struction or execution
;
involving much elaboration,

f Also (rare~~ x

), Causing wearisome toil.

*555 Eden Decades To Rdr. (Arb. 1 49 The laborious Taber-
nacle whiche Moises buylded. 1666 Pepys Diary 14 July, Up
betimes to the office to write fair a laborious letter. 1705
Addison Italy (1733) J05 The long laborious Pavement here
he treads. 1814 M iss FsaaiEa Inker, xlvii, A most laborious

and long-winded letter. 1847 Tennyson Princess Prol. 20

Laborious orient ivory sphere in sphere. 1856 Kane A ret.

Expl. II. iii. 45 We have a large and laborious outfit to

arrange.

3. Midwifery. Attended with severe labour.

1637 T. MoaTON New Eng. Canaan (1883) 148 Very apt
arc they to be with childe, and very laboriouswhen they beare
children. 1753 N. Torriano Gangr. Sore Throat 23 Labours
in such Circumstances are generally laborious. 1754-64
Smellie Midwi/ery I. 342 Laborious births. 1855 Mavne
Expos. Lex., Labour, Laborious

l
or Instrumental . . that

requiring the use of extracting instruments for its com-
pletion . . also called Difficult Labour.

t4. Pertaining to labour. Obs. rarc~ l
.

1632 QuAaLES Div. Fancies 11. Ixxvi. (1660) 89 Me thinks
that they should change their trade [sc. that of the theatre]
for sbame Or honour't with a more laborious name.

Laboriously (Iab6*"ri9sli), adv. [f. prec. +
-LY In a laborious manner; with labour or

assiduous toil.

£15x0 More Picus Wks. 16 Thei, that .. in the space of
this temporall death laboriously purchase themself eternall

death. 1660 Boyle New Exp. Phys. Mech. viii. 65 The
Experiment was laboriously try'd. 1725 Pope Odyss. xi.

59 7i 1 chuse laboriously to bear A weight of woes. 1828
D'Israeli Chas. I (1830) 111. i. 12 Never was there a
Monarch who employed his pen so laboriously. 1856 Kane
A ret. Expl. II. xvii. 180 The laboriously-earned results

of the expedition. 1883 J. Hawthorne in Harper's Mag.
Nov. 034/2 The . . beams of the . . ceiling, .were laboriously

carvea.

Laboriousness (laboa-msnes). [f. as prec.

+ -NES8.] Laborious character or condition j as-

siduity in work ; toilsomeness.

1634 W. Tirwhyt tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. I.) 89 That great
labonousnesse they so much frame to themselves. 168a
Sia T. Browne Chr. Mor. 38 To strenuous minds there is

an inquietude in overqmetness, and no laboriousness _ in

labour. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. 135 The exceeding
Laboriousness of my Work. 1818 Hallam Middle Ages
(1853) II. 62 Masdeu, in learning and laboriousness, the
first Spanish antiquary. 1861 Lytton & Fane Tannh&uscr
3a Leaf and stem disintertwined itself With infinite

laboriousness.

f Laboro'Sity. Obs. rare [f. L. *labdros-us

(see next) + -ity.] Laboriousness.
X656 [see Laboriosity].

t La borous, a. Obs. Forms : 4-7 laborous,

5 -ose, 5-8 labourous, 6 -orouse, -orus, 5-6
-erous, Sc. laubo(u)r(o)us. [a. OF. laboros, -kj,

laboureux L. *labdros~its
f

f. labor Laboxtb (cf.
1 dolorosus, i. dolor') : see -ous,] — Laborious.

ci 386 Chalcer Friar's T. 130 Myn offyce is ful laborous
[Corpus MS. laboriousl. a 1450 Fysshyngc w. angle (1883)

4 Huntyng haukyng and fowlyng be so laborous & greuous
(>at [etc.]. /1450 tr. De Imitatione \\\. Hi. 125 Wheber all

aborose binges be not to be suffrid for euerlasting lif?

c 1460 Ashby Poems 87 Be ye therin right laberous. c 1470
Henry Wallace xi. 958 His lauhourous mynd on othir

matcris wrocht. 1513 Douglas &neis ill. vi. 199 Quhow
thow may all laubourus pane sustene. 1561 T. Norton
Calvin's Inst. 11. 7a We nede not a longer or more laborous

fjrofe. 1591 Spenser M. Hubberd a66 For husbands life is

abourous and hard. 1593 T. Hyll Gardening 3 Then
must you dig a pit (although y* same wil be very labourous).

1656 Earl Monm. Advt./r. Parnass. 153 Why should we
undertake the laborous business of dividing the world into

equal partitions? 1704 Lond. Gaz. No. 4057/3 After a
labourous.. March. 1781 T. Vaughan Eash. Eallies I. 67
Reading and writing . . were too laborous [ed. 2 (1810)

laborious] for the nerves of a man of fashion.

Hcuce + La-borously adv., f Laborousness.
c 1450 tr. De Imitatione 111. v. 69 Obir, bat .. desiren la*

borously pinges euerlasting. Ibid. in. xxxvi. 106 pat bat is

I

laboresly goten by mannys witte. 1530 Palsgr. 237/t La.
bourousnesse, laboriosiU. 1531 ElyotGw. hi. x. (1880) II.

I
275 He laborousely Bnd studiousely discussed controuersies.



LABOUR. 5 LABOUR.

Labour, labor (Lf'-bai), sb. Forms : 4-5 la-

bore, 4^6 -ur, -oure, 5-6 Sc. laubour, 4- labour,
.

5- labor, [a. OF. labor, labour (mod.F. labeur),

ad. L. labdrem labour, toil, distress, trouble. Cf.

Pr. labor, laorf Sp. labor, Pg. lavor, It. labore. >

As in favour, etc., the spelling with *our is preferred in

the British Isles, while in the U.S. -or is more common.]

1. Exertion of lhe faculties of the body or mind,

esp. when painful or compulsory
;
bodily or mental

toil. Hard labour \ see Hard a, 18 b. f To do

ones labour : to exert oneself, make efforts (lo do
something).
a 1300 Cursor M. 23699 pan sal it [be erth] blisced be

and quit o labur, and o soru, and sit. 13. . E. £. A /li/. P.
A. 633 Why schulde he not her [i.e. innocents'] labour

alow? c 1386 Chaucer Prioress' T. 11 To telle a stone
I wol do my labour, c 1400 Destr. Troy 10770 Hit were
labur to long hir lotis to tell. 1484 Caxton Fables of
Auian (1889) 2 He that wylle haue .. worship and glorye

may not haue hit withoute grete laboure. 1533 Gau
Richt Vay (1888) 93 O heuinlie fader giflf vsz alsua necessar

thtngis to our corporal sustentatione be our aune richtus

laubour. 1535 Coverdale Eccl. ii. 18, I was weery of all my
laboure, Which I had taken vnder the Sonne. 161 s Bible
Ps. civ. 23 Man goeth forth vnto his worke: and to his

labour, vntill the euening. 1619 Drayton Idea lix, Labour
is light where Lone .. doth pay. 1667 Milton P. L. 11.

1021 So he with difficulty and labour hard Mov'd on,

with difficulty and labour hee. 175a Hume Pol. Disc.

i. 12 Everything in the world is purchased by labour, and
our passions are the only causes of labour. 178 1 Cowper
Hope 20 Pleasure is labour too, and tires as much. 1817

LyttoN Falkland 15 Nothing seemed to me worth the

labour of success. 1833 Tennyson Lotos-Eaters 87 Ah,
why Should life all lahour be ?

personified, c 1400 Rom. Rose 4994 With hir Labour and '

Travaile Logged been. 1764 Goldsm. Trav. 82 Nature .

.

Still grants her bliss at Labour's earnest call. 1804 Grauame
Sabbath 2 Mute is the voice of rural labour.

trans/. 184a Combe Digest. 267 The stomach, having less

labour imposed upon it, will require less hlood.

b. Phr. Labour in vain, lost labour.

[1377 Langl. P. PI. B. Prol. 181 [They] helden hem vn-

hardy and here conseille feble, And leten here labowre lost

& allc here longe studye, $390 Gowsa Con/. III. 293 Whan
he sigh . . that his labour was in veine.] 1500-10 Dunbar
Poems lxvi. 13 The leill labour lost, and IcilT seruice. 1535
Coverdale Ps. exxvti. 2 It is but lost labour that ye ryse

vp early. 1615 T. Adams England's Sickn. 10 Let Nature
doe her best, we dwelt at the Signe of the Labour-in-vaine.

Onely Christ hath washed vs. a 1670 Hacket A bp. Wil-
liams it. (1693) 67 That Commission ended at Labour in

vain; not, as the old Emblem is, to go about to make a

Blackamoor white, but to make him that was White to
f

appear like a Black.moor. 1679 Dryden Tr. <y Cr. 11. ii,

The sign-post for the labour in vain. 1747 Wesley Prim.
Physick (1762) p. xviii, Add to the rest (for it is not labour

lost) that old unfashionable medicine, Prayer,

f c. Bodily exercise. (Cf. Gr. novo?.)

1584 Cogan Haven Health i. (1612) 1 Labour then, or ,

exercise is a vehement moouing, the end whereof is altera-

tion of the breath or winde of man. 1666 Harvey Morb. \

Angl. x. (1672) 28 Moderate labour of the body is univer» \

sally experienced to conduce to the preservation of health,

•f d. An alleged term for a * company ' of moles.
i486 Bk. St. Albans f vj b, A Labor of Mollis.

2. spec, in modern use : Physical exertion directed

to the supply of the material wants of the com-
munity ; the specific service rendered to production

by the labourer and artisan.

1776 Adam Smith W.N. I. Introd. 1 The annual labour of
every nation is the fund which originally supplies it with
all the necessaries and conveniencies of life, which it annually
consumes. Ibid. 1. 1. v. 35 Labour, therefore, is the real

measure of the exchangeable value of all commodities.

5798 Malthus Popul. iy. iv. (1806) II. 348 If the popu-
lation of this country were better proportioned to its

food, the nominal price of labour might be lower than it

is now. i8?5 Editu Rev. XLIII. 14 The .. remedy is to

diminish the supply of labour. 1842-59 Gwilt Archit.

Gloss., Labour; a term in masonry employed to denote
the value of a piece of work in consideration of the time

bestowed upon lU 1848 Mill Pol. Econ. 1. iii. § 1 (1876) 28

Labour is indispensable to production, but bas not always

?reduction for its effect 1863 Barrv Dockyard Econ. 45
'he difficulty of organising labour, particularly in masses, is

well known. 1885 Act 48 <y 49 Vict. c. 56 Preamble, Doubts
have arisen as to whether or not it be lawful for an employer
of labour to permit electors in his regular employ to absent

themselves.

b. The general body of labourers and operatives,

viewed In its relation to the body of capitalists, or

with regard to its political interests and claims.

Chiefly attrib. (see 8).

:88o S. Walpole Hist. Eng. III. xiii. 228 Labour .. was
gradually discovering the truth of the old saying, that God
helps those who help themselves. Mod. The parliamentary
representation of labour.

3. An instance of bodily or mental exertion ; a

work or task performed or to be performed. A
labour of Hercules, a Herculean labour', a task

requiring enormous strength. Labour of love (see

Love sb.).

a 1300 Cursor M. 2229, I rede we bigin a laboure.. and
make a toure. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) 1. ix If that a
pigmet scholde make him redy to conflicte after the labores

of Hercules .. plenerly finischede. 1535 CovEaoALE Rev.
xiv. 13 Yee the sprete sayeth, that they rest from their

laboures. 1539 Taverner Prov. 34 Laboures ones done, be
swete. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. r. ii. 257. $599 — Much
Ado it. i. 380. S604 E. G[rimstone] D %Acosta's Hist.
Indies iv. vii. 226 They are two insupportable labours

10 searching of the mettall ; first to digge and breake the

rockes, and then to drawe out the water all together. s6it,

i73» [see Herculean a. 3]. 170a Rowe Tamerl. Ded. f

When they shall reckon up his Labours from the Battle of
SenefF. $731 Law Serious C. iii. (ed. 2) 32 Whose lives have
been a careful labour to exercise these virtues. 1835 Lvtton
Rienzi 1. i. 4 My labours of the body, at least, nave been
light enough. 1871 Davies Metric Syst. 11. 29 The rich

treasures of their labors.

4. The outcome, product, or result of toil. Also

pi. Obs. exc. arch. [Cf. L, hominutnque boumque
labores ,

Virgil.]

a 1300 Cursor M. 1986 5eildes til your creatur be tend
part o your labour. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 7 Y .

.

mtende to compile a tretys . . excerpte of diuerse labores of
auctores. 153$ Coverdale Ps. civ. 44 They toke the labours

of the people in possession. 1550 Crowley Epigr. 307 To
worke what they can, and lyue on theyr laboures. 1G11
Bible Transl. Pre/. 12 Others haue laboured, and you may
enter into their labours. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. in. 688

|

The waxen Labour of the Bees. 1709 Swift Vind. Bickerstaff 1

Wks. 1755 II. 1. 174,1 sawmy labours, which cost me so much
thought and watching, bawled about by common hawkers.
1720 Pope Iliad xvm. 556 Five ample plates the broad

j

expanse [of the shield! compose, And godlike labours on the

surface rose. 1736 Col. Rec. Pettnsylv. IV. 176 The Thing
they want is the peaceable Possession of their Labours.

f5. Trouble or pains taken. (Occas. //.) Obs.

14. . Sir Beues (MS. O.) 928
1 Haue this he sayde, 1

for

thy labour !
' 1510 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Ox/ord 27 \

The auditors .. be diligent and take labors herapon. 1591
Shaks. Two Gent. 11. i. 139 If it please you, take it for your
labour; And so good-morrow Seruant. 1611 Bible Transl.
Pre/ 2 The Empcrour got for his labour the name Pupillus.

a 1656 Ussher Po7vero/Princes 11. (16831 141 He caused the

Fellow to be soundly whipped for his labour.

t b. esp. The exertion of influence in furthering

a matter or obtaining a favour. To make labour :

= Labour v. 13. Obs.

1454 T. Denyes in Paston Lett. No. 199 {1897) 1. 274
Aftirward my wif was sum dele casid bi the lahour of

the Wardeyn of Flete, for the cursid Cardenale had sent

hir to Newgate. 1461 J. Paston ibid. No. 408 II. 35, I

undirstand iher shall be labour for a coroner that day, for

ther is labour made to me for my good wyll here. 14831

Caxton Chron. Eng. ccxlviii. 315 By labour of lordes that

wente bytwene ther was a poyntement taken that ther was
no harme done. 1491 Act 7 Hen. I'll, c. 22 Preamble,
I pray you make laboure unto my Lady Warwyk to write to

the King of Fraunce. 1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII, c. 42 § 2
j

Without any further sute or labour to be made to kyngs
highnes..for the same. 1542 Udall in Lett. Lit. Men

j

(Camd.) 2 Your labour for my restitution to the roume of
j

Scholcmaister in Eton. 1565 Stow in Three i$th e. Chron.
(Camd.) 136 Ye paryshe of S. Marie Magdalyn in MyIke-

,

stret, makynge labour to y
e byshope, had by hym a mynister

apoyntyd to serve them with communion that day.

6. The pains and efforts of childbirth; travail.

Phr. in labour.

1595 Spenser Epithal. 383 Sith of wemens labours thou
hasi charge, And generation goodly dost enlarge. 1611

Bible Gen. xxxv. 16 Rachel traueiled, and she nad hard
labour [Coverdale : the byrth came harde vpon hir]. 1613

Shaks. Hen. VIII, v. i. 18 The Queens in Labor They say
in gr-at Extremity, and fear'd Shee'l with the Labour, end.

1799 Med. Jrnl. 11. 477 [She] had then been in labour about
two hours. .. Interrogating her afterwards respecting her

former lahours [etc.]. 1819 Shelley in Dowden Lt/e (tZSy) II.

308 She has. .brought me a fine little boy, after a labour of

the very, very mildest character. 1889 J. M.- Duncan Led.
Dis. Women vi. (ed. 4) 34 In the first labour the woman's
power and especially the labour, including the uterine,

power is the greatest.

h.fg.
1606 Shaks. Ant. <y CI. 111. vii. 81 With Newes the times

with Labour, And throwes forth each minute, some. 1612

Bacon Ess., Beauty (Arb.) 208 As if nature were rather busie

not to erre, then in labour to produce excellency. 1634
Heywood Maydenhd. well lost 1. B 3 b, My brain's in labour,

and must be deliuered Of some new mischeife. 1665 M anley
tr. Grotius' Low C. Warres 121 And now that sentence is

brought forth, wherewith . . the Warre had now been in

labour for the space of nine years. 1797 T. Holcroft tr.

Stolbergs Trav. (ed. 2) 1 1 . lxvi. 29\Ve beheld . . the mountain
incessantly in labour.

t7. Eclipse. [A Latinism.] Obs.^ 1

1697 Drvden Virg. Georg. 11. 679 Teach me the various

Labours of the Moon, And whence proceed th' Eclipses of

the Sun [Lr de/ectus solis variost
lunaeque labores],

8. allrib. and Comb. : simple attrib., as labour*

sphere ; (sense 2 b) lahour bank, leader
,
member,

party, question; objective and objective gen., as

labour^easing, -saving, -worthy adjs.
;
instrumental,

as labour-bent, coarsened, dimmed adjs. ; also

labour book, a book containing accounts of labour

employed ; f 1abour - fellow, fellow - labourer

;

t labour-house, a laboratory ; labour-market,
the supply of unemployed labour considered with

reference to the demand for it; labour-pains,

pains of childbirth ; labour-show Obstetrics, the
j

mucous discharge streaked with blood which imme-
diately precedes the occurrence of labonr ; labour-

starve v. trans.,to impoverish (land) by expending

too little labour upon it ; labour-time (see quot.) ;

labour-yard, a yard in a workhouse or prison,

where enforced labour is done by the inmates.

1847 Illustr. Lond. News 28 Aug. 135/3 The Chartists are

raising subscriptions to establish a bank, to be called the
' *Labour Bank \ 1883 Fortn. Rev. 1 Nov. 609 The .

.

*labour-bent back of the labourer. 1893 Jrnl. R. Agric.
Soc. Dec 665 Taking notes from farmers' *labour-books.
1866 Howell Venet. Life xx. 345 Her *labour-coarsened
hands. 1867 M. Arnold Heine's Grave 89 The weary Titan !

with deaf Ears, and *labour-dimm'd eyes. 1837 Wheel,
wright tr. A ristoph. I. 196 The fertile vine, whose tendrils

bear The *labour-easing grape. 1549 Coverdale, etc.

Erasm. Par., Phil. 9 My *labourfelowes in y* gospell.

'557 N. T. (Geneva) 1 Thess. iii. 2 Timotheus .. our
labour felowe in the Gospel of Christe. 1712? Blackmore
Creat. 169 Did chymic chance the furnaces prepare, Raise
all the *fabour-houses of the air? 1892 Zangwill Bow
Myst. viii. 113 A hand was laid upon the "labour leaders
shoulder, a 1618 Svlyester Spectacles ix. (Grosart; II. 298
Th' idle Lubber, * labour- loathing. i86x Gen. P. Thomp-
son Audi Alt. III. 149 The expenditure consequent on
this, is thrown into what people call the "labour-market.

1876 H. Fawcett Pol. Econ. 11. iv. 146 The home labour-

market is relieved by emigration. 1895 Whitaker's Al-
manack 134 The House of Commons . . Liberals, 267 (in-

cluding 4 *Labour Members). 1754-64 Smellie Mid-
wifery I. 197 If it is delivered without any other assist*

ance than that of the Mabour-pains the birth ought to be
called natural. 1799 Adolphus Mem. Fr. Rev. I. 2 The
dauphiness. .was unexpectedly seized with labour-pains, and
delivered. 1886 Pall Mall G. 18 May 3/1 The position

attained hy the new * labour party. 1888 E. Bellamy Look-
ing Backward v, What solution, if any, have you found for

the "labour question? 177. Adam Smith (Worcester), A
* labor-saving machine. 1870 Lowell Amongmy Bks.ScT. I.

(1873) itoOnly too thankful for any labor-saviug contrivance
whatsoever. 1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed, 4) IV. 6b Leu-
corrhea Nalwthi,

*

Labou r-S how. 1868J.H.N ewman Verses
J'ar. Occasions 140 Severed. . From thy loved *labour-sphere.

1891 Daily News 28 Mar. 2/6 The land of Lincolnshire ..

was * labour-starved. 1898 J. Arch Story 0/Life viii. 183
Hundreds and hundreds of labour-starved acres. 1887
Kiskup in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 212/1 The *labour-tjme
which we take as the measure of value is the time required
to produce a commodity under the normal social conditions
of production with the average degree of skill and intensity

of labour. 1640 Fuller Joseph's Coat ii. (1867) 116 It will

be a *labour-worthy discourse. 1856 Keaoe Never too late

x, He went into the *labor-yard, looked at the crank* [etc.].

Labour, labor (hf'baj), v. Forms : 4 laborie,

-y, labre, 4-5 labore, -er, 4-6 laboure, 5 -owre,
^SV. lauber, 5-6 labur, Sc. laubour, 6 -or, -ur,

-yr, 4- labor, 5- labour, [a. F. labourer (early

laborer, 10th c), ad. L. labcrdrc, f. labor-, labor

(see prec.)- Cf. It. lavorare, Sp. labrar, Pg.

lavrar.
In mod. Fr., Sp., and Pg. the word is chiefly restricted tn

the specific sense ' to plouph the wider sense having passed

to the vb. represented in Eng. by Travail.]

I. Transitive senses.

1. To spend labour upon (the ground, f vege-

table growths, etc/ ; to till, cultivate. Now poet.

or arch. Also, in recent use, to work (a mine'.

13 . . E. E. A Hit. P. A. 503 To labor vyne watz dere be
date. £1470 Henry Wallace viii. 1607 The abill ground
gcrt laubour thryfiely. 1481 Caxton Godfrey viii. (1893) 29
They laboured no londe by eryng. 1523 Lo. Berners Froiss.

1. clxxxviii. 223 The landes were voydc and nat laboured.

1549 Compi. Scot. xv. 123 The grond that i laubyr. 1596 Da l-

rymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. 111. 197 He gaue her landes and
steddings, with seruandes to labour lhame. 160a Carew
Cornwall'82a, To labor the Lords vineyard. 1667 Milton
P.L. xii. 18 Labouring the soile, and reaping plenteous crop.

1696 Phillips (ed. 5) s.v.,To Labour the Ground, is to manure
the Ground by removing the Earth. 171 1 Aooison Spect.

No. 115 P 5 The Earth must be laboured before it gives its

Increase. 1792 A. Young Trav. France 411 The English

labourer . . hazards much when he labours land for him-

self. 1824 Scott St. Ronan's xxviii, The garden was
weeded, and the glebe was regularly laboured. 1833 [see

Laboured ///. *.]. 1876 Morris Sigurd 11. 140 Fair then

was tbe son of Sigmund as he toiled and laboured the

ground. 1897 IVestm. Gas. 3 Sept. 2/1 A claim must be

properly laboured by tbe owner or by someone paid by him.

2. gen. To spend labour upon ; to work upon
;

to produce or execute with labour. (Also with

cogn. obj.) Obs. or arch.

C1430 Pilgr. Ly/ Manhode 11. Ix. (1869) 99 Litel rouht

hire of spinnynge, or to laboure oober labour. 1432-50 tr.

Higden (Rolls) 1. 67 In eny other wclle whiche hathe be

laborcde by diuerse kynges of Egipte. c 1440 Jacob's Well

4 Now haue I ymagyd and cast all myn hool werk of pis

wclle; which 1 schal laboure to 30U lxxxix. dayes and v.,

ere it be performyd. 1523 in 10th Rep. Hist. MSS.
Comm. App. v. 328 All manere goods and marchandis as

shalbe labored, tracted, and adventured by ony of the in-

habitants of this citie. 15. . Withals Diet. (1568) 11/1 Claye

labored to make pottes. 1599 Broughton's Lett. vii. 24 With
this Rabbinicall rubbish . . haue you laboured a lonne and
sandie building. 161s Bible Transl. Pre/. 1 Whether it be by
deuising any thing our selues, or reuising that which

hath bene laboured by others. 1623 Whitbourne New-
/outulland 82 The other are to labour the fish at land,

(of which sixteene) seuen are to he skilful 1 headders>

and splitters of fish. 1697 Drvden Virg. Georg. tv. 82

They . . labour Honey to sustain their Lives. — Mneid
vi. 859 Anvils, labou r'd by the Cyclops Hands. 17*5 Pope

Odyss. vm. 317 A wondrous net he labours. 1830 Tennyson
Poems 111 Love laboured honey busily. I was the hive and

Love the bee. 1832 Standish Maido/Jaen 8 The diamond

labour'd from the mine.

t b. To labour one's needs : to work for one s

livelihood. Obs.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 6688 A man . . That . . wol but only

bidde his bedis, And never with honde laboure his nedis.

f3. To use labour upon in rubbing, pounding,

or the like ;
hence, to rub, pound, beat, etc. (Cf.

work vb.) Obs. #
i486 Bk. St. Albans a vb, Take y* white of an egge, &

labur thessame in a sponge. 1544 Phaer Regim. (1560)

5 iij b, Laboure the sope and the rose water wel together.

Ibid. S vi b, Red coral, .hanged about the neck, wherupon

the childe should oftentymes labour his gummes. 1569

R. Androse tr. Alexis* Seer. iv. lit. 95 Boyle them,



LABOUR.
laboring them with the spatter. 1607 Markham Caval. 11.

(1617) 79 As he trotteth, labour his contrarie side with the

calfe of your le£. a 1661 Fuller Worthies (1840) III. 486
Take to every six gallons of water one gallon of the finest

honey, and put into the boorn, and labour it together half

an hour.

4. To belabour, ply with blows. Obs. exc. dial.

1594 Carew HuarCs Exam. Wits xiii. (1596) 211 The
Asscif he be laboured with a cudgell, he setteth not by it.

1645 Slingsby Diary (1836) 177 Our horse did so fast labour

y it yft* the jr l0nge tucks y' they could not endure it. 1697

Pryoem Virg, Georg. in. 639 Take a Plant of stubborn

Oak ; And labour him with many a sturdy Stroak.

mod. Sc. He took a stick an' laubor*d \cr labber'd] the beast

terrible wi*d.

5. To work at or treat laboriously ; to take great

pains with (a matter) ; to work out in detail, to

elaborate. Now almost exclusively in to labour a

point, a question, and similar expressions.

c 1449 Pp.cock Repr. 1. xvi. 01 So preciose and vnlackc-

able occupacion to be had and labond among hem. 1548

Udall Erasmus Par. Prcf. 13 b, Verai fewe studentcs dooe
vse to reade and laboure anyone autour in any one particuler

facultee or disciplyne. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. xxiii. § 5.

220 Science of government, which we see is laboured and in

some part reduced, a 1619 Fotherby Atheomastix 11. xi.

§ 4 (1622) 317 Which point, hee. .hath laboured exactly, with

much finenesse and subtility. 1691 T. H[ale] Acc. New I».

re«/.p.lii,The Invention of the New- River-Water was much
labour'd. 1750 Johnson Rambler ^o. 9a F 12 These lines,

laboured with great attention, c 1750 Shf.nstone Solicitude

29 How the nightingales labour the tram. 1784C0WPI KTask
111. 787 Th* accomplished plan That he has touched, retouch'd,

many a long day Labor d, and many a night pursued in

dreams. 1797 Burke Regie. Peace iv. Wks. 1842 II. 357
Though he labours this point, yet he confesses a fact ..

which renders all his labours utterly fruitless, 1846 Ellis
Elgin Marbles 11. 225 In .1 single figure, parts are often

highly laboured. 1863 C. Clarke Shakesp. Citar. x. 254
The reason why the poet has so laboured the character of

his hero. 189a A. J. Balfour S/>. in Standard n Apr. 3/5,

I do not desire on the present occasion to labour this pro*

position.

ft). = Elaborate v. 2. Obs.

1615 Crooke Body of Man 373 In the cauity of this

ventricle the vitall spirits are laboured. 1668 Cvlpepi'kr &
Cole BartJioL Atiat. 11. vi. 96 The Heart .. is tbe fountain

of Life and labors the vital Spirits.

6. To endeavour to bring about (a state of things)

;

to work for or with a view to (a result) ; to work
hard for (a cause or the like). (Cf. 1 2.) Obs. or arch.

In early legal use often associated with sue.

1439 E.E. Wills 1882) 118 The mater so to be laboryd
and sewyd that he be constrayned ther to do bit. 1463
in Bury Wills (Camden) 40 If ony wil laboure the contrarye.

1484 Certificate in Surtees Misc. (1890) 42 |>e foresaid

forged and untrue testimonyall, shewed [tread sewed] &
lalx>rd by be said Richard Davis. 1523 in 10th Rep. Hist.

MSS. Comm. App. v. 328 If ony such parson .. shall

sue or laboure ony such writte. 16x1 B. Jonson Catiline

nr. i, Two things 1 must labour, That neither they up-

braid, nor you repent you. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage,
Descr. India (1864* 28 The Mother of Echebar . . laboured
a peace, but not preu ailing, fell sicke. 1639 Fuller Holy
War iv. xviii. (1647) 199 [She] laboured his cause day and
night. «i66i — Worthies (1840) III. 2 When Shat-over

woods . . were likely to be cut down, the university by letters

labored their preservation. 1678 Drydev Kind Keeper 11. i.

Dram. Wks. 1725 IV. 303 Is this a Song to be sung at such
a time when I am labouring your Reconcilement ? 174a
Voung Nt. Th. 52 And labour that first palm of noble minds,
A manly scorn of terror from the tomb. 1793 Burke Obsert:
Cond. Minority Wks. 1842 I. 612 How much I wished for,

and how earnestly 1 laboured, that reunion. 1817 Jas. Mill
Brit. India I. in. iv. 621 In labouring the ruin of Nujeeb
ad Dowlah.

f 7. To endeavour to influence or persuade ; to

urge or entreat. (Cf. I3.> Obs,
1461 Paston Lett. No. 404 II. 31 Tudynham, Stapylton,

and Heydon, with theyr affenyte labur the Kyng and Lords
unto my hurt. 1556 J. Heywood Spider <y F. Iv. title, The
butterflie . . flceth into the tree : laboring the flies to haue
the ant heerd speake ere he die. 1577-87 Holinsheo Chron.
111. 1225/a He was laboured and^ solicited dailie by wise
and learned fathers, to recant his diuelish & erronious
opinions. 1598 Spenser in Wks. (ed. Grosart) I. 539 The
landlords . . began . . to labour the Erie of Tireone vnto theire

parte. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 604 Hee began
cunningly to labour divers of the noblemen one by one.
i6aa Bacon Hen. VII 119 Yet would not the French King
deliver him up to King Henry (as hee was laboured todoe*.

1633 Campion Hist. Iret. n. iii. 75 [He] laboured the King
..earnestly for their pardons and obtained it.

+ b. To advocate strenuously, urge (a matter).

1477 Paston Lett. Ho. 785 111. 17a That ye schuld labur
the mater to my maister. 1616 F. Cottington in Buccleuch
MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) 1. 183 Much it is laboured there
that he should come as ordinary, and not for a small time.

T 8. (with comply To bring into a specified con-
dition or position by strenuous exertion. Obs.
c 1485 Digby Mysi. 11 1. 1823 per is a woman . . bat hether

hath laberyd me owt of mercyll. 1550 Crowley Way to
Wealth 171 Loke if thou haue not laboured him oute of his
house or ground. 160a Marston Antonio's Rev. v. iii.

Wks. 1856 I. 134, I have beene labouring generall favour
firme. 1611 Second Maidens Trag. v. ii. in HazL Dodsley
X. 465 Our arms and lips Shall labour life into her. Wake,
sweet mistress ! 1615 T. Adams Spirit. Navigator 34
Whiles he labours them to Hell, winde and Tide are on his
side. «i6i7 P. Bayne E/hes. (1658) 17 Men must labour
their hearts to a sense of tbe worth of the benefits. 1633
Earl Manch. Al Mondo (1636) 16 To labour the eye to
see darknesse. 1655 Moufrt & Bennrt Health's Improv.
(*74<$) 151 Drink., a good Draught of your strongest Beer.,
and then labour it out, as Plowmen do. 1607 Dryden Virg.
Georg. til. 65 Sisyphus that labours up the Hill The rowling
Rock in vain.

6

f 9. To impose labour upon ; to work (an animal)

;

to use (the body or its parts, occas. the mind) in

some work. Obs.

1470-85 Malory Arthur> xviii. xvii, The hors was passynge
lusty and fresshe by cause he was not laboured a moneth
afore, c 1500 Yng. Children's Bk. in Babees Bk. {1868) 19 A
byrde hatb wenges forto fle, So man hath Armes laboryd to

be. 1526 Piter. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 303 b, Thou were so

ferre ouer laboured & faynt for payne. 1535 Coverdale
Deut. xxi. 3 A yonge cowe which hath not bene laboured,
ner hath drawen 10 the yocke. 154s Ascham Toxoph. 1.

(Arb.) 46 A pastyme.. where euery parte of the bodye must
! be

#
laboured. 163,8 Tarlton's Test, Cj b, My fore-horse ..

being let bloud and drencht yesterday, 1 durst not labour
him. 1671 M ilton Samson 1298 This Idols day . . Labouring
thy mind More then the working day thy hands,

f b. To cause to undergo fatigue. Obs,
c 1386 Chaucer Shipman's T. 1298, 1 trowe . . that our gode

man Hath yow laboured sith the night bigan. c 1400 Destr.
Troy 13490 A tempest hym toke . . |>at myche laburt the lede
er he lond caght. 1496 Bk. St. Albans, Fishing (1810) h v,

Yf it fortune you to smyte a grete fysshe wyth a smalle
harnays : thenne ye must lede hym in the water and labour
him there tyll he be drownyd and ouercome. 163a J. Featly
Hon. Chast. 25, I will not labour your eares with the many

[

and vulgar arguments to prove a God.

f 10. To burden, overwhelm, oppress, distress.

1450-1530 Myrr. Our Ladye 240 The drede of god, by
whiche she was ful sore laboured & troubeled. 148a Monk
0/Evesham (Arb.) 19 Sore labouryd with gret febulnes and
wekenes. 1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xviii. (1632) 908
Nature being sore laboured, sore wearied and weakned.

LT. Intransitive senses.

11. To use labour, to exert one's powers of body
or mind ; in early use chiefly said of physical work,
csp. performed with the object of gaining a liveli-

hood ; to exert oneself, toil ; to work, esp, to work
hard or against difficulties.

136a Langl. P. PL A. vtu 26, 1 wol helpe bee to labore
whil my lyf lastib. Ibid. 117 We haue no lymes to labore

IC. ix. 135 laborie] with. Ibid. 259 J?at Fisyk schal . .beo fayn
. . his fisyk to lete. And leorne to labre wibe lond Ieste lyfiode

I faile. ibid. B. xv. 18a panne wil he some tyme Labory in a
lauendrye. <: 1386 Chaucer Merch. 7^.387 Hc.preyde hem
to labouren in this ncde, And shapen that he faille nat to

spede. 1399 Langl. Rich. Redeles ill. 267 Not. .to laboure
on be lawe as lewde men on plowes. c 1400 Maundev.
(1839) vi. 64 Thei tylen not the Lond, ne thei laboure
noughte. c 1400 Destr. Troy 5862 He . . Hade laburt so

longe, hym list forto rest, c 1460 Fortescue Abs. # Lim.
Mon. xiv. (1885) 142 This serche. .hath be a digression ffrom
the mater in wich we labour. 154a Brinklow Compl. xvi.

( 1 874 ) 40 He that laboryth not, let him not cate. 161 1 Bible
Isa. xlix. 4, I have laboured in vain, I have spent my
strength for nought. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. n. xxx. 181 It

is not enough, for a man to labour for the maintenance of his

life. 1698 Fryer East India % P. 11 1 Who Run . . or else

Dance so many hours to a Tune . . when they labour as much
as a Lancashire man does at Roger of Coverly. 1770 Lang-
horne Plutarch (1879) 1. 239 Those who laboured at the oars.

, 1895 Bookman Oct. 16/2 [He] labours hard over his proofs

of the book.
indirect pass. 1715 De Foe Fain. Instruct. 1. i. (1841)

1. 22 You must be instructed and laboured with to be a
good child.

T b. rejl. in same sense. Obs,
c 1374 Chaucer Troylus iv. 981 (1009), I mene as though

I laboured me in this, To enqueren which thing cause of
which thing be. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. C viij b/x Grete in

I

contemplacion of heuenly thynges and a tylyar in labour-

I

yng hymself. 1516 Pilgr, Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 171b, The
more yu enforcest & labourest thy selfe in y« begynnynge.

12. To exert oneself, strive (/or some end) ; to

endeavour strenuously {to accomplish *r bring
' about something).

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xyiii. lxxxvii. (1495) 836

[

They .. labouren to helpe echc other wyth all theyr myghte.

|
c 1430 Lydg. Assembly 0/Gods 847 Laboryng the Scruyce of
God to Multyply. 1500-30 Dunbar Poems lxxl 10 Is nane
of ws.. Bot laubouris ay for vthiris distructioun. 15*6
Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 2 b, They laboured, .to knowe
the natures of tbynges in this worlde. 1535 Coverdale
Ps. cxx. 7, 1 laboured for peace. — 1 Mace, iv. 7 lason

the brother of Onias laboured to he hye prest. 1604
E. G[rimstone1 D'Acosla's Hist. Indies in. iv. 131 They
which saile from West to East, labour alwaies to be
out of tbe burning Zone. 1611 Bible Isa. xxji. 4, I will

weepe bitterly, labour not to comfort me. 1613 Shaks.
Hen, VIII, 111.ii.191 For your highness' good I ever labour'd

More than mine own. 168a Dryoen Mac Flecknoe 157
When false flowers of rhetoric thou would'st cull, Trust
nature, do not labour to be dull. 171s Steele Sped. No. 95
f 4 True Affliction labours to be invisible. 1766 Goldsm.
Vic. W. xxv, I laboured to become cheerful. 1796 Jane
Austen Pride % Prej. vii, Most earnestly did she labour to

prove the probability oferror, a 186a Buckle Civilix. (1873)

III. v. 387 Water is constantly labouring to reduce all the

inequalities of the earth to a single level.^ 1874 Green Short
Hist. vit. § 3 (1882)371 Parker was labouring for a unformity
of faith and worship amongst the clergy.

f 13. To exert one's influence in urging a suit or

to obtain something desired. Const, to (a person).
?i475 Plumpton Corr. 31, I have receaved from you

diverse letters .. that I shold labour to Sir John Pilkinton,

to labor to my lord of Glocester or to the king. Ibid. 51
This day com Wylliam Ploinpton to labor for Haveray
Parke. 1533 More Afiol. viii. Wks. 860/a If 1 desired a
manne to geue me a thynge, and laboured muche to hym
therefore, c 1555 Harpsfielo Divorce Hen, VHi (Camden)
236 He laboured to the Pope to have a dispensation. 1577-
87 HoLiNSNEn Chron. I. 188/1 His coosen..who was about
to labour to the king for his pardon.

14. To move or travel, esp. with implication of

painful exertion or impeded progress, lit, and Jig.

\
Now rare.

LABOURAGE
a 1400-50 Alexander 4814 pai labourde vp a-gayn be lift

j
an elleuen dais, c 1450 Lonelich Grail xlii. 82 Nasciens
that In the se was Abrod, Vpp and down labowred. 1533
Ld. Berners Froiss. 1. xxiv. 34 The kynge . . retourned

' agayne into Englande, and laboured so longe that he came
to Wyndesor. 1530 Palsgr. 600/2 This horse is nat very
fayre, but he labouretb well on the waye,. .// chemine bien.
161 1 Bible Josh. vii. 3 Let about two or three thousand
men goe vp,. .and make not all the people to labour thither.

1715-20 Pope Iliad xn. 458 He poised, and swung it round

;

then, toss'd on high, It flew with force and labour'd up the
sky. 1877 L. Morris Epic 0/Hades 1. 3 The stream Which

! laboured in the distance to the sea.

b. quasi-trans. To labour ones way : to pursue
I it laboriously.

1856 Kane A ret. Expl. 1 1, xxiii. 231 Laboring our way with
great difficulty upon the ice-belt.

f c. To make little progress, suffer impediments.
1736 Chandler Hist.Persec. 360 The job was labouring for

three yearsspace. 1765 T. Hutchinson Hist. Mass. L iii. 360
A petition of Capt

;
Hutchinson and others labored, although

their title was originally derived from the Indian sachems and
proprietors, and the lands had been long possessed.

15. To be burdened, troubled, or distressed, as

by disease, want, etc. ; to be trammelled by or

suffer from some disadvantage or defect. Const.
under (also f of, with, on

}
in).

C1470 Henry Wallace vii. 345 Lawberand \v,r, lau-
bourit] in mynd thai had beyne b11 that day. 1578
Banister Hist. Man 1. 16 No mamaile..if the eye in

dolour labouryng, this M usele sometyme be affected also.

1615 G. Sandys Trav. 106 Whereby vnprofitable marishes
were drained . . and such places reheued as laboured with

;

the penury of waters. 1641 Milton Re/orm. 11. (1851)
1 69 This our shaken Monarchy, that now lies labouring

under her throwes. 1644 Bllwer Chiron, 15 Speech labours
*

of a blinde crampe, when it is too concise, confused or
i obscure. 166a H. More Philos. Writings Pref. general xi,

Men of very excellent spirits may labour with prejudice
1 against so worthy an Authour. a 1677 Barrow Euclid U714)

Pref. 3 Seems .. to labour under a double Defect. 1697
Dryden Virg. Georg. 111. 746 The wheasing Swine With
Coughs is choak'd, and labours from the Chine. 1709
Berkeley Ess. Vision § 83 The visive faculty . . may be
found to labour of two defects. 171a Addison Spect. No.

1
267 f 3 Aristotle himself allows, that Homer bas.nothing to
boast of as to the Unity of his Fable. .Some have been of
opinion, that the i£neid also labours in this Particular. 2769
Warburton Lett. (1809) 434, 1 was then labouring on my
old rheumatic disorder. I have not yet got rid of it. 1784
tr. Beck/ord's Vathek (1868) 113 from time to time he
laboured with profound sighs. 1839 in Spirit Metrop,
Conserv. Press U840) 1. 273 Some timid conservatives.,
labour in the same mistake. 1857 Kingsley Two V, Ago

j

(1877) 416 You are labouring under an entire misappre-
hension. 186a Sir B. Brodie Psychol. Inq. II. iv. 110 If be
laboured under a perpetual toothache.

T 16. Of women : To suffer the pains of child-

birth ; to travail. Also fig, Obs.

1454 Paston Lett. 1. 274 Aftir she was arestid she laboured

I

of hir child, that she is with all. 1527 Andrew Brnnrwykex
s

Distyll. Waters K iv, Yf a woman dronke it, the cbylde
sholde dye, and she sholde laboure before her ryght tyme.
1548-9 (Mar.)Z>'£. Com. Prayer, Litany, All women labour-

yng of chylde. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 52t When great

things labouring perish in tbeir birth. 1604 — Otk. 11. i.

128 But my Muse labours, and thus she is deliuer'd. 1653
Parish Reg. Finghall, Yks. (MS.), Baptised Elizabeth the

daughter of John Parke of Wensley, whose wife laboured at

Burton in her journey homeward. 1711 Pope Temple 0/
Fame 21a Here, like some furious prophet, Pindar rode,

And seem'd to labour with th' inspiring God.

17. Ol a ship : To roll or pilch heavily at sea.

1637 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. ix. 40 We say a ship

doth Labour much when she doth rowle much any way.

1748 Anson's Voy. I. vt 104 The ship laboured very much
in a hollow sea. 1819 Byron Juan 11. xli, The ship labour'd

so, they scarce could hope To weather out much longer.

j

1840 R. H. Dana Be/. Mast xxv. 82 The ship was labour-

ing hard under her top-gallant sails.

Labour- : see Labor-.

t Iia-bonraMe, 0. Obs. fa. Y. labourable

I
(1409 in Hatz.-Darm.) arable, t. labourer to La-

nouu.] Capable of being laboured or worked.
1481 Caxton God/rey Ixvii. (1893) 112 A londe .. ful of.,

good feldes labourable. 1545 in Archiv Stud. neu. Spr,

XCIX. 23, I am Sonday moste honorable: That day all

thynges laborablc Ought for to rest. 1611 Cotcr., Labour*
able, labourable, workable, fit to be wrought on ; also,

nauigable. 1693 Evelyn De la Quint. Compl. Gard, 1. 21

Three Foot of good Mould, very soft or labourable on the

1 Top. 1738 Warburton Div. Leg. II. 274 To drain the

swampy Marshes of this vast extended Level : and to render

I

the whole Labourable.

Labourage (I^*l)6red^). Also 5 labourrag©,

9 laborage. fa. F. labourage (1 2-1 3th c. in Hatz.-

Darm.), f. labourer to Labour. In sense 3, f.

Labour j£. + -age.]

fl. Ploughing; concr, ploughed or cultivated

land. Obs,

1475 Bk, Noblesse 65 Labouragis and approwementis of

londes and pastures. Ibid. 70 In tilieng, ering, and labour-

age of his londis to bere come and fruit. 150a Ord. Crysten

Men (W. de W. 1506) iv. xxi. 286 Whiche by huntynges

endomageth gretely cornes, grasse, or other labourages.

f 2. Labouring, labour, ^York. Obs,

1484 Caxton Fables 0/ JEsop vi. x. (1889) 205 They
retorned to theyr labourrage. 1660 Hexham Dutch Diet.,

A rbeydinge, labourage, labouring, or taking paines.

3. Payment for labour.

i9»6 MS. Bill 0/ John Earle, Hull, Laborage, Shipping,

and Wharfage 4*. 1890 East. Morn. Nncs 14 Feb. 3/5,

1 allude specially to the question of labourage. which shows

a very great increase.
,



LABOURED.

Laboured, labored (U^bwdj, fpl. a. [f.

Labour v. + -ed i.]

1. f Cultivated, tilled, ploughed (obs.)
;
also, of

a mine, worked.
1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. Oct. 58 Whereon he earst had

taught his flocks to feede, And laboured lands to yield the

timely eare. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 11. 414 Root up
wild Olives from thy labour'd Lands. 1833 Tennyson
CEnone 113 Or laboured mine undrainable of ore.

f 2. Employed in labour ; hard worked
;

op-

pressed with labour or toil. Obs.

>S9S Shaks. John 11. i. 232 Your King, whose labour'd

spirits Fore-wearied in this action of swift speede. 1634
Milton Camus 291 What time the labour'd Oxe In his

loose traces from the furrow came. 1682 Dryoen Dk.
Guise 1. 1, Turn'd out, like labour'd Oxen, after Harvest,

f b. Worn with use. Obs.

1535 Coverdale i Sam. xiii. 21 The edges of the plow,

shares, and mattockes, & forckes, and axes were laboured,

and the poyntes blont.

3. Wrought, produced, or accomplished with

labour
;
highly elaborated ; hence in depreciatory

sense, performed or accomplished only by the ex-

penditure of excessive toil or tedious elaboration,

and consequently showing indications of heaviness

or want of spontaneity. Also, of physical action :

Heavy, performed with great effort.

1608 Shaks. Per. 11. iii. 17 In framing an Artist, art hath
thus decreed, To make some good, but others to exceed, And
you are her labourd scholler. a 1658 Cleveland Elegy />.

Jonson 65 The marbled Glory of thy labour'd Rhyme.
1703 Pope Thebais 202 Labour'd columns in long order
plac'd. 1740 Pitt JEneid x. 759 High in my Dome, are Silver

Talents roll'd With Piles of Labour'd and Unlabour'dGold.
1756 Burke Sttbl. B. v. v, There is not perhaps in the

whole Eneid a more grand and laboured passage than the

description of Vulcan's cavern in Etna. 1826 I. Foster in

Life «y Corr. (1846) II. 84 Other writing of a laboured and
tedious kind. 1856 Olmsteo Slave States 215 A labored
investigation of evidence. 1875 Jowett Plata (ed. 2) V. 15
The dialogue is generally weak and laboured. 1897 Mary
Kingsley W. Africa 156 The laboured beat of the engines.

1898 G. Meredith Odes Fr. Hist. 72 Laboured mounds, that

a foot or a wanton stick may subvert.

Labourer, laborer (l^'barei). [f. Labour
v. + »er 1.] One who labours.

1. One who performs physical labour as a service

or for a livelihood ; spec, one who does work requir-

ing chiefly bodily strength or aptitude and little skill

or training, as distinguished, e.g., from an artisan

(often with defining word prefixed, as agricultural,

bricklayer's
f
dock, farm, mason 's labourer, etc.).

Statute ofLabourers : the mod. designation of the statute

De Servientibus (23 Edw. Ill), regulating the rate of wages.
c 1325 Poem temp. Edw. II (Percy) Ixv, A wreched

laborer That lyveth by hys hond. 1390 Gower Conf. III.

6 It maketh me drawc out of the way In solein place by my
selve, As doth a laborer to delve. 1442-3 Durham
Acc. Rolls (Surtees) 275 WilPo Harpur laborere laboranii

infra Infirmariam, -js. -jd. 1470-85 Malory Arthur in. xi.

113 As Kynge Pellinore rode in that valey he met with
a poure man a labourer. 1513 Douglas sEneis iv. xi. 91
With fire and swerd to persew and doun thring The
laboraris [L. calottes] descend from Dardanus. 1543 tr-

Act 23 Edw. Ill heading, Here begynnethe the Statute
of Labourers. 1548 Act 2 £3 Edw. VI\ c 15 § 4 No
Person . . shall . . let or disturb any . . Brickmaker, Tile-

maker, Plummer or Labourer. 1390 Greene Neuer too late

(1600) 119 The labourer to the fields his plough-swaynes
guides. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780) Fff4, Tra-
vailteurs, the ordinary, or labourers, &c. employed to assist

in fitting out shipping for the sea. 1799 J. Robertson
Agric. Perth 342 Common labourers earn between one
shilling and one shilling and three pence a-day. 1847 James
Convict xx, 1 am a labourer by trade. 1878 Jevons Primer
Pol. Econ. 71 Bricklayers' labourers refuse . . to raise bricks

to the upper parts of a building by a rope and winch. 1891
Daily News 1 Sept. 3/1 An intelligent villager—not a
labourer, but a man of the working-class,

f b. Mil.

1548 HALLChron., Hen. V'56b, The pyoners cast trenches
and the laborers brought tymber. Ibid., Hen. VIII 114
Of bill men five. M. of pioners and laborers .it M. .vi, C

C. Labourcr-in-trust : one of a number of offi-

cers (ranking next below the 1 clerks of works ')

who. formed part of the staff employed for the

repairs of the royal palaces. The office ceased to

exist in 1824.
1853 W. Teadan Autobiog. IV. 52 He became what is

called a laoourer-in.trust on the establishment which has
the charge of the Royal palaces. 1884 Trans. Lond. %
Middlesex Archaeol. Soc. VI. 486 Mr. Adam Lee, the
Labourer-in-Trust of the Houses of Parliament.

2. gen. One who does work of any kind, a worker,
a 1420 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 1348 Swycb laborer be

kythe heere in bys lyf, pat god bi soule, .. Reioise may.
risn \st Eng. Bk. Amer. (Arb.) 33/1 They be .. great
labourers. 156* Child Marriages (1897) 97 The said Ellin
was taken for an honest wenche and a good laborer. 1607
TopsEll Four-f. Beasts (1658) 55 Which Kine are of the
smallest body, and yet the greatest labourers. 161 1 Bible
Luke x. 7 The labourer is worthy of his hire. 1785 Palev
Mor. Philos.^ Wks.» 1825 IV. 25 To the labourer, every
interruption is a refreshment. 1841 Trench Parables ix.

(1877) 176 In the kingdom of heaven it is God who seeks
bis labourers, and not they who seek Him.
3. One of the class among colonial insects that

performs the work of the commnnity ; a ' worker \
1601 Shaks. AUs Well 1. ii. 67 Since I nor wax nor honie

can bring home, 1 quickly were dissolued from my hiue To
giue some Labourers roome. 1781 Smeathman in Phil.
Trans. LXXI. 145 The working insects, which, for

7

brevity, I shall generally call labourers. 1834 McMurtrie
Cuvier's Anim. Kingd. 430 The neuters or labourers .. as

to size, are intermediate between the males and females.

Hence t Labouress, a female labourer.

1570 in Gutch Coll. Cur. II. 10 For Clementes paynes in

the kychen a daye, laberess. 1809 Spirit Pubt. Jrtils. (18x0)

XIII. 164 Two other fellow-labonresses.

Labourhood(l£ s,b3ihud). rare- 1
. [See -hood.]

Laborious condition, laboriousness.

I

1858 Bailey Age 21 A life of most melodious labourhood.
' Labouring, laboring l^harirj), vbl. sb.

[f. Labour v. + -ingI.] The action of the vb.

! Labour
;
performance of labour or work ; culti-

vation (of land); f travail of child-bearing; la-

boured or heavy motion, etc.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 6593 That he ne shal . . With propre
hondis and body also, Gete his fode in laboryng. i486

Nov. Acc. Hen. VII (1896) 23 Marriners reteyned for the.

.

laboryng in castyng out of the ballast. 1523 Lo. Berners
Froiss. 1. exci. 228 There was no labourynge of the yerth.

15*4 in 10M Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 329 The
. .acte. .made against the laboring of writts. 1596 Shaks.
1 Hen. IV, ii. i. 57 Thou variest no more from picking of
Purses, then giuing direction, doth from labouring. 1597
A. M. tr. Guillemeaits Fr. Chirurg. 35 b/2 Some woemen
ar as yet not vsed unto the labouringe of childe. 1611 Bible
2 Mace. ii. xi To vse breuitie, and auoyde much labouring
of the worke. 1619 Visct. Doncaster Let. in Eng. <y

Germ. (Camden) 134 There had beene some .. underhand
labouring. .10 promote the Duke of Bavaria. 1644-5 Cn as. I

Let. Wks. (1662) 332 There were great labourings to that

purpose. 1748 Anson's Voy. 1. v. 56 To render the ships

stirrer, and . . prevent their labouring in hard gales of
wind. 1881 Daily Tel. 28 Jan., The heavy labouring of the
brig. 1887 Hall Caine Deemster xxiv. 158 He .. pressed
one hand hard at his breast to quiet the labouring of his

heart. 1899 Westm. Gaz. 11 Apr. 2/ 1 Doing a bit of dock

-

I side labouring.
attrib. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. 1. i. 4 Vpon a labouring day.

1754 Erskine Princ. Sc. Law {\%oq) 356 By labouring time
is understood, that time, in which that tenant, .is ploughing.

1856 Olmsted Slave States 55 A slave woman is commonly
esteemed least for her laboring qualities,

b. concr. A farm. Sc.

1782 Sir J. Sinxlair Observ. Scot. Dial. 181 A labouring,

a farm. 171814 J. Ramsay Scott. A> Scotsm. in 18/// c.

(1888) II. ix. 180 My noble hostess took me then (17921 to

see her labouring or farm.

Labouring, laboring l^ baiirj), ///. a. [f.

Labour v. + -ing -.]

1. That labours or toils
;

csp. (of persons
, per-

!

forming or engaged in unskilled lahour, as in

labouring man, population.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. ix. xxiv. (140,51 361 In the
euentyde labourynge men ben rewarded and payed and
goo to reste. 1304 Atkynson tr. De Imitatione 1. ii. 154
A pore homely laborynge man. 1535 Coveroale Eccles.

v. 12 A labouringe man slepeth swetely, whether it be litle

or moch that he eateth. 1601 Shaks. Alls JVeil xi. i.

X2i Labouring Art can neuer ransome nature From her
inaydihle estate, 1649 Blithe Eng. Improv. Intfr.

(1653) 8 Labouring Countrie people for the most part brew
their own Beer. 1671 Milton R. hi. 330 Of labouring

I Pioners A multitude with Spades and Axes arm'd. 1697
1 Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 808 The waxen Work of lab'ring

Bees. 1725 Pope Odyss. xii. 526, I . . oar'd with lab'ring

arms along the flood. 1797 Burke Reg. Peace iii. (C. P. S.)

219 We have heard many plans for the relief of the
4 Labouring Poor *. 185s Macavl.w Hist. Eng. xx. I V. 42

1

Other writers did their best to raise riots among the labour*

ing people. 1879 Jefferies Wild Life Southern C. 104
The labouring lads often amuse themselves searching for

I

these creatures {bats],

I b. Of cattle : Engaged in or used for labour.

1523 Fitzherb. Surv. xxv. 49 Laborynge horses and
mares. 1715 Leoni Palladia's A rchit. (1742) 1. 57 Stables
for labouring Cattle, such as Oxen and Horses. 1807

' Robinson Archxol. Grxca hi. xix. 312 The custom of
killing laboring oxen.

1 2. Of a woman : Suffering the pangs of child-

I

birth, travailing. Also trans/. Obs.

154S Rkvhoi.d Byrth Mankynde (?i504) 61 The midwife
shall sit before the labouryng woman, a 1700 Dryoen
(Wore), The laboring mountain must bring forth a mouse.
a 1704 T. Brown Sat. Quack Wks. 1730 I. 64 Cure hogs of
measles, visit labouring swine.

3. Striving or struggling against pressure or some
obstacle; that is in trouble or distress; (of the

heart, etc. ) struggling under emotion or suppressed

feeling ; also in physical sense, heaving, palpitat-

ing ; (of a ship) rolling or pitching heavily. (Often

with more or less direct reference to 2.)

c 1425 Found. St. Bartholomew's (E. E. T. S.) 51 [They]
besowght the Apostle that witb his woonnte pyte to [? read
he] wolde succur this laborynge virgyne. 1586 Marlowe
Jew ofMalta l ii, I'de passe away my life in penitence, .

.

To make attonement for my labouring soule. 1593 Shaks.
2 Hen. VI, 111. ii. 163 [The bloodl Being all descended
to the labouring heart. 1604 — Oth. 11. i. 189 Let the
labouring Barkeclimbe hills of Seas Olympus high. 1693 in

Dryden's Juvenal (1697) 88 When Falern Wines the
lab'ring Lungs did fire. 1706 Rowe Ulyss. 11. i, Her
labouring Heart is rent with Anguish. 1738 Glover Lea-
nidas 1. 268 Her lab'ring bosom blotted with her tears.

1814 Scott Lord of Isles v. xxx, The vest Drawn tightly

o'er his labouring breast. i8«jo Merivale Rom. Emp.
(1865) III. xxx. 389 The labouring vessel of the state was
guided into port by his policy. 1878 White Life in Christ
in. xvii. 202 Tbe thought of it weighs more and more
heavily on tbe labouring mind.

t b. Of the moon : Eclipsed. (A Latinism.)
1638 Wilkins New World 1. (1684) 9 She was able to

make noise enough to deliver the labouring Moon. 1665
Glanvill Scepsis Sci. xix. 122 Nor do the eager clamors of

LABRADOR.
I contending Disputants yield any more relief to eclipsed
Truth ; then did the sounding Brass of old to the labouring
Moon. [1667 Milton P. L. 11. 665 While the labouring
Moon Eclipses at thir charms.]

4. Labouring oar : the oar which requires the
most lahour to work it ; hence Jig. esp. in phr. To
pull, tug, ply Ihe labouring oar : to take a great or

arduous share of the work.
1697 Dryden sEncid v. 157 Three Trojans tug at ev'ry

lab'rtngOar. 1709 Steele Tat/er No. 141 pi, I shall still let

the labouring Oar be managed by my Correspondents. 1779
Hume Dial. cone. Nat. Rel. xi. (ad fin.) II. 443 Tug the

' labouring oar. 1894 W. B. Carpenter Son ofMan among
I
Sons of Men iv. 106 They vainly ply the labouring oar.

1900 G. C. Brodrick Mem. # Impressions 386 Having
found it difficult to pull a labouring oar on the City Council,
without neglecting other duties.

Hence I»a*bouringIy adv., laboriously.
1861 Lvtton Strange Story II. 276 Reason is coming

back to her—slowly, labouringly.

Labourless, laborless [l^'-bwles), a. [f.

I

Labouk sb. t- -less.] Without, devoid of, or un-

accompanied by labour ; requiring no labour; doing
no labour.
1608 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iv. 111. Schism 694 There

(labour-less) mounts ihe victorious Palm. 1675 Hobues
Odyss. (1677)225, 1 douht thou ne'r wilt labour any more, But
rather fted thy carcass labourless. 1854 Eraser's Mag. L.

70 This labourless Hercules. 1880 Tennyson Voyage of
Maeldune viii, Bread enough for his need till the labourless
day dipt under the West. 1888 Rhys Ilibbert Led. 643 A
fabled age of. . labourless plenty and social equality,

fb. 'Not requiring fatiguing toil. Vbs.
1630 P.r erewooo Sabaoth 48 In forbidding of worke, .

.

they intend not your precise abstinence from any light and
labourlcsse worke. 1631 R. Byfield Dot.tr. Sabb. 109
Such light and lahourlesse workes were no transgressions.

Laboursome, laborsome (l^bws/tai), a.

[f. Labouk sb. +-somk.]

fl. Given to lahour; hard-working; = Labor-
ious 1. Obs.

1551 Edw. VI Pol. Ess. Lit. Rem. (1857) II. 481 So ought
ther no part of the commenwealth to be but laborsom in his

vocation. 1575 85 Aiir. Sandys Strm. iii. 46 The vineyard
that shall fructifie must fall into the hands of a skilful and
laboursome husbandman. 1607 Mark ham Carat. 1. (1617)

79 The braine of a man being a busie and laborsome work-
maister. i6ao — Farhw. Hnsb. 11. xvii. (16G8) 75 Although
it [the ant ] he but a little creatine, yet it is so laboursome,
that [etc.].

2. Requiring, entailing, or accompanied by labour;

= Laborious 2. Now rare or dial.

1577-87 Holinshed Chron. II. 28/1 The painefull dili-

gence, and the laboursome indu^rie of a famous lettered

man M. Peter White. 1594 T. I>. La Primand. Fr.Acad.
1 11. 33 Those studies, which seeme laborsome in youlhfull

yeares, are made right pleasant rest vnto old age. 1602
Shaks. ifdin. 1. ii. 59 (Qo. 1604), Hath .. wroung from me
my slow leaue, By laboursome petition. iGn Coryat
Crudities 350 A way . . very laboursome and painfull to

trauell. 1656 Earl Monm. Advt. fr. Parnass. 150 The
laborsom journey which leads towards the obtaining of
Supreme Honors and Dignities. 1855 Rodinson Whitby
Gloss, s.v., We have a lang laboursome hill to climm. 1898
Trask Norton-sub-Hamdon 33 Life was laboursome, but
not without hope.

fb. Of land: Difficult of cultivation. Obs.

1604 E. G[riu stone] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies iv. ii. 208
The like hath God done for this land so rough and labour-

some, giving it great riches in mines.

3. Of a ship :
4 Subject to lahour or to pitch and

roll violently in a heavy sea' (1850 Rudim. Nav.
12S).

1601 T. H[\le] Acc. New Invent. 127 What makes a Ship
Roll and laboursome in the Sea ? 1764 Chron. in Ann. Re?.
80 1 Most . . died in the passage, it beng so very long, and the
ship so very laboursome. 1794 Rigging <$• Seamanship II.

336 1'he . . topsail should be the last . . sail taken in, in n
laboursome ship.

Hence La-boursomely adv., laboriously ; La*-

boursomeness, laboriousness.

1552 Edw. VI Jml. Lit. Rem. (1857) H. 420 They had.,
passed many a strait very painfully and laborsomly. 1561
Dals tr. Bullingeron Apoc. (1573) 68 b, 'And they have no
rest, &c.', signifie not any laboursomnes or paynefulnes, but

I

a continual holdyng on and tunable agrement in praysing
God. 1392 R. D. Hypnerot. 6 b, Which immence . . forme

I
..mounting up laboursomly foote by foote, conteyned 1410

\

degrees or steppes. 1880 Rhoda Broughton Second Th.
1 I. 1. ix. 152 It seems as if to each breath a heavy stone were

tied, so laboursomely does he drag it up.

Labrador (loe:brad^u), the name of a large

peninsula in British North America, used attrib.

in the following specific collocations : Labrador
blue, the tint of hlue reflected from labradorite

;

Labrador duck, a sea-duck of the north-east

coast of North America, CamptolBevius labradoritis

;

Labrador falcon, a very dark variety of gerfalcon

found in Labrador, Falco labradorius ; Labrador
feldspar, spar, stone (also simply labrador)^

Labradorite ; Labrador hornblende = Ensta-
tite (so called because it comes from Labrador

and resembles hornhlende) ; Labrador tea, either

of the two shrubs of the genus Ledum (N.O.

Ericacem) of North America, viz. L. latijolium

and L. palustre, which have evergreen leathery

leaves that have been used for tea.

1881 A. Leslie Nordenskidhfs Voy. Vega II. xi. 55 If.,

one walks along the beach on the snow which at ebb is

dry . . there rises at every step one takes an exceedingly
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intense, beautiful, blufsh-white flash of light, which in the
spectroscope gives a one-coloured *labrador-blue spectrum.
1884-$ Riverside Nat. Hist. (1888) IV. 151 The 'Labrador
duck is now extinct, or at least very nearly so. 1794 Kirwan
Min. 1 . 324 *Labradore Felspar of Werner. 1807Ai kin Diet.

I. 428 Labradore Felspar .. is smoak-grey. 1794 KiawAN
Min. 1. 221 * Labradore Hornblende. 1819 Bakewell Min.
315 Hypensthene, Labrador Hornblende. 1799 W. Tooke
vino ofRuss. Emp. I. 121 If we except, .window-mica, and
a little Labrador spar. 1 778 Wol lfe in Phil. Trans. LX IX.
23 The * Labradore stone is also a Feld spar. 1794 Kirwan
Min. I.324, 1 conclude Labradore to be specifically different

from common felspars. 1834 Allan Min. 134 A grey felspar

totally distinct from the species Labrador. 1784 M. Cutler
in Life, Jrnls. $ Corr. (1888) I. 103 Large beds of what is

called the 'Labrador tea, of a very aromatic taste and smell.

1882 Garden 29 Apr. 286/2 Labrador Tea . . is really a good
and distinct hardy bush.

Labradorite (lflebrad/JTail). Min. [f. prec.

+ -ITE. (Named Labradorstein by Werner in 1 780,

becanse it came from Labrador.)] A kind of feld-

spar, which shows a brilliant variety of colour when
turned in the light.

18x4 Allan Min. 18 Opalescent [felspar], Labradore stone

..Labradorite. 1850 Daubeny Atomic Theory xii. ied
;
2)

417 Recent lavas . . are made up principally, of labradorite,

a silicate with 1 atom only of acid, and of hornblende or

augite.

Hence Labrador! •tic a. In mod. Diets.

Labral (labral), a. [f. Labr-um + -al.] Per-

taining to a labium or lip-like part.

1877 Huxley Attat. Inv. Anim. vi. 259 A suture., con*

nected with the labral suture by one or two sutures.

T Labras. Obs. rare— 1
. Pistol's blunder for L.

labra, pi. of labrum lip.

1598 Shaks. Merry W. 1. i. 166, I combat challenge of

this Laiine Bilboe : word of denial in thy labras there.

Labratory, rare obs. form of Laboratory.

II Labrax (l^'brceks). [mod.L., a. Gr. \a&pa{.]

'A ravenous sea-fish, perh. the loitp de mer, bass'

(Liddell and Scott)
;
Ichthyoid a genus of fishes of

the perch family, including the sea-bass.

1854 Badham Halieui. ii. 19 Oppian . . strongly recom-
mends as bait a living labrax, if you can get one.

Labret (I^l, bret). [f. Labr-um + -et.] An
ornament consisting of a piece of stone, bone, shell,

etc. inserted in the lip.

1857 A. Armstrong N. W. Passage vii. 193 In the Es-
quimaux .. we observed the lower lip perforated in the
males, for the admission of labrets or hp ornaments. 1872
R. F. Burton Zanzibar I. iv. 113 As a rule, the South
American 'Indians' pierce for their labrets the lower lip.

1884 J. G. Bourke Snake Dance ofMoquh xxii. 243 They
do not tattoo, do not use nose-rings or labrets.

Labrinth, obs. form of Labyrinth.

Labroid (labroid), a. and sb. Ichthyol. [ad.

mocLL. Labroidea, f. Labrus, generic name, f.

labrum lip : see -01 d.]

A. adj. Pertaining to the family Labridn? or

superfamily Labroidea of acanthopterygian fishes

of which the typical genus is Labrus.
1839 Penny Cycl. XIII. 262/1 Those Labroid fishes which

approach the genus Labrus in having the lips thick and
fleshy. 1864 Reader No. 86. 239/3 A new Labroid genus
allied to Trochocopus.^ 1892 A //wnarum 26 Mar. 407 2 The
labroid fishes of America and Europe.

B. sb. A labroid fish.

1854 Owen in Circ. Sci. (c 1865) 1 1. 96 '2 Sparoids, labroids.

1865 Reader No. 110. 143/2 Fishes which . . pass to the type
of Labroids and Lophioids.

Labrose (le^-bro^s), a. [ad. L. labros-ust f. la-

brum lip.] Having (large) lips ; see also quot,
1727 Bailey vol. II, Labrose, that has a Brim, Border, or

Bank. Also in recent Diets.

tLa*br<raS, a. Obs, rare~°. [f. Laeruji +
-0U8, after L. labrosus.] = prec.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Labrous, that hath a brim, bank
or border. Also that hath great lips.

Ii Labrum (Ul br#m). PI. labra. [L>, cogn.
w. Labium.] A lip or lip-like part. (Cf. Labium.)
a. In insects, crustaceans, etc. : A part forming the

upper border or covering of the mouth, b. Conch.
The outer lip of a univalve shell.

1816 T. Brown Elent. Conchol. 154 Labra, the lip. 1826
Kirsy & Sp. Eniomol. IV. 381 In the Ephemerina the
parts of the mouth except the labrum and palpi appear
to be mere rudiments. 1834 McMurtrie Cuvier's Anim.
Kingd. 301 A mouth composed of a lahrum. two mandibles,
a ligula, and one or two pairs of jaws, and branchiae. 1849
Murchison Siluria x. (1867)237 [Pterygotus] The mouth
..protected by a large heart-shaped labrum. 1851 Richard-
son Geo/, viii. 240 The labrum, or outer Hp. .is the expansion,
or continuation of the body of the shell, on the right margin
of tbe aperture. 1880 Huxlev Cray^Fish ii. 51 In front,

the mouth is overlapped by a wide shield-shaped plate termed
the upper lip or labrum.

t Labru scose, a. Obs. rare-*, [f. L. labmsca,
-um wild vine and its fruit.] (See quot.)
1717 Bailey vol. II, Labruscose, full of or abounding with

wild Vine or Briony.

Laburnum (Iabtrintfm). Also 8 liburnum.
[L. (Pliny).] A small leguminous tree, Cytisus
Laburnum , a native of the Alps, much cultivated

on account of its profuse racemes of bright yellow
flowers. Applied also to other species, as C. al-

pinus (Scotch laburnum), and similar plants of
other genera (see quot. 1898).

8

(
1578 Lyte Dodoens vi. Ixvi. 741 Of Anagyris, Laburnum,

I
and Arbor luda. Laburnum .. The flowers do grow very
thicke togither hanging by a very slender stemme. 1682
Whelea Journ. Greece iv. 290 The Flowers [of Anagyris
fttida) also grow out in little bunches, like the other
Laburnum but larger. 1754 Dodsley Agriculture ii. 387
And pale laburnum s pendent flowers display Their different

beauties. 1764 Wesley Jml.w June, We have a tree.., the
wood of which is of full as fine a red as mahogany, namely,
the Liburnum. 1784 Cowper Task vi. 149 Laburnum, rich
In streaming gold, a 1821 Keats £/. 271 The dark-leaved
laburnum's drooping clusters. 1850 Tennyson in Mem.
lxxxiii, Laburnums, dropping-wells of fire. 1898 Morris
Austral Eng., Laburnum, Native, the Tasmanian Clover-
tree, Goodenia lotifolia .. Laburnum, Sea-coast, also called
Golden Chain, Sophora tomentosa.

b. attrib., as laburnum chain, gold, yellow.
1893 N. Gale Country Muse Ser. u. 2 The glory of

laburnum-gold. 1899 Daily News 23 May 2/3 The labur-
num chains are dwarfed. Ibid. 27 Feb. 6/6 Rose-pinks,
laburnum-yellows, leaf-greens.

Labyrinth. (larbirinb), sb. Forms : 6 labor-
ynth, lab(e)rintb, -irinth, 6-7 -arinth, 7 -erinth,
-irynth, -oryntb, 7-8 poet, lab'rinth, 6- labyr-
inth, [ad. L. labyrinth-us, a. Gr. \a@vptv$-os,

of unknown (prob. non-Hellenic) origin, Cf. F.
labyrinlhe (1418 in Hatz.-Darm.).]

1. A structure consisting of a number of inter-
I communicating passages arranged in bewildering
complexity, through which it is difficnlt or impos-
sible to find one's way without guidance ; a maze.

a. With references to the structures so named in

classical antiquity.

[1387 Trevisa Hidden (Rolls) I. 9 pis matir,as laborintus,
Dedalus hous, hab many halkes and hurnes .. wyndynges
and wrynkelynges. 1494 Fabyan Chroti. vn. cexxxviii.

277 This house, after some wryters, was named, labor intus
or Deladus (v.r. Labyrinthus or Dedalus) werke.] 1549
Compi. Scott, vi. 64 Dedalus maid the laborynth to keip the

I monstir minotaurus.^ 1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, v. iii. 188 Thou
mayest not wander in that Labyrinth, There Minotaurs and
vgly Treasons lurke. 1591 Spenser Ruins 0/Rome 22
Crete will hoast the Labyrinth. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 99
The Labyrinth built vp m the lake of Moeris without any
iot of timber to it. Ibid. II. 578 This Labyrinth in Crete is

counted the second to that of jEgypt : the third is in the
Isle Lemnos : the fourth in Italy. 1836 Thirlwall Greece
II. xii. 112 Theodorus, .. the builder of the Lemnian
labyrinth.

I b. In mod. landscape gardening, a maze formed
by paths bordered by high hedges.
1611 Corvat Crudities 298, 1 sawe a fine Labyrinthe made

of boxe. 1666 Pepys Diary 25 June, Here were also great
variety of other exotique plants, and several labyrinths.

1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp. s.v., Labyrinths are only proper
for large gardens, and the finest in the world is said to be
that of Versailles. 179a A. Young Trav. France 7 The
labyrinth [at Chantilly] is the only complete one I have
seen, and 1 have no inclination to see another : it is in gar-

dening what a rebus is in poetry. »

2. trans/. An intricate, complicated, or tortnous

arrangement (of physical features, buildings, etc.).

1615 Crook e Body ofMan 465 A mazey laberynth of small
veines and arteries. 1634 Milton Comus 277 Co. What
chance good Lady hath bereft you thus? La. Dim dark-
nes, and this leafy Labyrinth. 1730-46 Thomson Autumn
415 The scented dew Betrays her [sc. a hare's] early laby-

: rinth. 1777 Watson Philip II (1793) II. xnt. 133 Leyden
1 lies . . in the midst of a labyrinth of rivulets and canals.

1778 Robertson Hist. Anur. I. 11. 122 He was entangled
in a labyrinth, formed by an incredible number of small

i islands. 1843 Lyttom Last ofBarons 1. iv. 56 He suddenly
1 halted . .to find himself entangled in a labyrinth of scattered

l

suburbs, 1873 Symonds Grk. Poets xii. 400 The labyrinth

of peristyles and pediments in which her children dwell.

1 7 b. Rushy labyrinth = Gr. Ik ax°'lV(UV *><*PvfHV0os

' (Theocritus), applied to a bow-net of rushes. Obs.
1-1

1658 S»a T. Browne Card. Cyrus ii. 42 The rushy laby-

rinths of Theocritus.

c. (a) Metallurgy. A contrivance of winding

channels used for distributing and separating the

ores in the order of the coarseness of grain, (b)

A chamber of many turnings for the condensation

of fumes arising from dry distillation, etc. (Knight
Vict. Mech. 1875).
1839 Ure Diet. Arts, etc., Labyrinth, in metallurgy,

means a series of canals distributed in the sequel of a stamp-
ing-mill

; through which canals a stream, of water is trans-

mitted for suspending, carrying off, and depositing, at

different distances, the ground ores.

3. Attat. A complex cavity hollowed out of the

temporal bone consisting of a bony capsule (osseous

labyrinth) and a delicate membranous apparatus

(membranous lal>yrinth) contained by it ; the in-

ternal ear. In birds, 'the membranous capsule

which encloses the end-organs of the auditory

nerve' (New Ion Diet. Birds 1893, 180).
1696 Phillips (ed. 5), Labyrinth.. In Anatomy, ibe Third

Cavity in the innermost part ofthe Ear, resembling the Shell
of a Snail. 1700 Blair in Phil. Trans. XXVII. 125, I

search 'd for the Labyrinth, or Linear Sernilunares, but could
find none. 171a Qdincv Lex. Physico-Med. (ed. a) 126/2 The
Labyrinth is made of tbree Semicircular Pipes, above half
a Line wide, excavated in the Os Petrosum.^ 1840 G. V.
Ellis Anat. 290 There is..a fluid . .contained in the osseous
labyrinth, and in it the membranous labyrinth floats. 1873
Miyart Elem. Anat. ix. 391 A labyrinth composed of three
semicircular canals is also almost universal.

b. Applied to other organs of complex or intri-

cate structure (see quots.).

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist., Birds \. i. (1824) 1 1. 214 It is some-

LABYRINTHIC.
times also seen tbat the wind-pipe makes many convolutions
within the body of the bird, and it is then called the labyrinth.
1888 Syd. Soc. Lex., Labyrinth, a name given to tbe cells in
the lateral masses of the ethmoid bone. . .L., ethmoidal, tbe
irregularly divided space formed by the anterior, middle
and postarior cells of the ethmoid bone. . . L., olfactory, the
contorted structure formed by the upper end of the middle
turbinate bones.

4. Jig. A tortnous, entangled, or inextricable

condition of things, events, ideas, etc. ; an entan-

glement, maze.
1548 Hall Chron., Rich. Ill 47 When the Earle was thus

..escaped all ye daungerous labirinthes and snares that
were set for him. 1571 Djgges Pantom. 1. xxx. 'K b, The
Geometer .. without practise . . shall fall into manyfoulde
errours.or inextricable Laberinthes. 1606 Shaks. Tr. 4- Cr.
11. iii. 2 How now Thersites ? what lost in the Labyrinth of
thy furie? 162a Malynes Anc. Law-Merch. 211 All will

run into a Laborinth and confusion. 1642 Sir E.Dering
Sp. on Relig. xvi. 74 We shall run our selves into a..
Labyrinth of words, and lose the matter. 1756 Burke
Vind. Nat. Soc. Wks. 1842 I. 17 The more deeply we
penetrate into the labyrinth of art, the further we find

ourselves from those ends for which we entered it. 1816
T. L. Peacock Headlong Hall v, Unravelling the lahy-
rintb of mind. 1818 Scott Rob Roy i

}
He found himself

. . involved in the labyrinth of mercantile concerns without
the clew of knowledge necessary for his extraction. 1823
Lams Elia Ser. 1. South-Sea Ho., She traced her descent,
by some labyrinth of relationship . . lo the illustrious, but
unfortunale, house of Derwentwater. 1828 Macaulay
Est., Hallam (1851) I. 53 In this labyrinth of falsehood
and sophistry the guidance of Mr. Hallam is peculiarly
valuable. 1876 Mozley Univ. Serm. iv. 92 Even in the
dark labyrinth of evil there are unexpected outlets. 1885
Law Times LXXIX. 130/1 To thread the labyrinth of the
statutes under which London is governed.

5. attrib. and Comb., as labyrinth cave, thread
;

labyrinth-like, -stemmed adjs. ;
labyrinth fret

Arch, (see quot.) ;
labyrinth vesicle Anat., a

cavity or furrow in the labyrinth of the ear.

1817 Shelley Rev. Islam vjil xi, From slavery and
religion's *labyrinth caves Guide us. 1842-59 Gwilt
Archit. Gloss., *Labyrinth Fret, a fret, with many turnings,
in the form of a labyrinth. 1851 Penrose A then. Arch. 56
The labyrinth fret beneath the mutules. 1621 Drayton
Poly-olb. xxii. 22 In *Labrinth-like turnes, and twinings intri-

cate. 1855 Richardson Geol. 302 The labyrinth-like arrange-
ment of the dentine, from which Professor Owen derived the
name Labyrinthodon. i860 Ruskin Mod. Painty, ix. iv, 240
1 ts forests are sombre-leaved, *labyrinth-stemmed. 1823 tn

Joanna Baillie Collect. Poems 210 Life's *labyrinth-thread
deceives, and seems but sand. 1878 Bell tr. Gegenbaur's
Cotup. Anat. 44 The *labyrinth-vesicles of the Vertebrata*

Iia'byrinth, v. [f. Labyrinth sb.] trans.

To enclose in or as in a labyrinth ; to arrange in

the form of a labyrinth.
1808 J. Barlow Columb. ix. 201 Close labyrinth'd here the

feign'd Omniscient dwells, 1820 Keats Lamia 11. 53 How
to entangle ..Your soul in mine and labyrinth you there.

1846 Ruskin Mod. Paint. (1851) II. nt. § i. v. The purple
clefts of the hill side are labyrintbed in the darkness.

Labyxinthal vlKbTri-nfal), a. rare. [f. Laby-
rinth sb. + -al.] Labyrinthine. Hence Laby-
ri nthally adv.
1669 Addr. Hopeful Yng. Gentry Eng. 42 The soul is .

.

more labyrinthally and securely imprisoned. tfpjThe College

42 Each lymphatic fills From myriad springs its labyrinthal

rills. j88x Arctic Cruise of the Corwin 30 (Cent.) The
labyrinthal ice mazes of the Arctic.

t Labyrinthed, a. Obs. rare-1
, [f. as prec.

+ -ed 2
.] Full of labyrinths or complications.

1650 tr. Caussin's Ang. Peace 57 Thorow the labyrinthed
Successions of so many Ages.

t Labyri ntliial, a. Obs. Also -all. [f. as

prec. + -ial.] Labyrinthine.
a 1550 Image Ipocr. 11. 310 in Skelton's Wks. (1843) II. 426
By lawes absynthyall And labirynthyall. a 1711

#
Ken

Hymnarinm Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 54 He o'er the Universe
presides, And Lahyrinthial Casualties guides.

Labyrinthian (loebni-npian), a. Also 7 -eean,

7, 9 -ean. [f. Labyrinth sb. + -ian.] ~ Labyrin-
thine, in various senses.

xc88 J. Harvey Discoursive Probleme 42 This intricate

Labyrynthian monument. 1597-8 Bp. HAL\.Sat. (1753) 48 His
linnen collar labyrinthian set. 1609 Heywood Brit. Troy xm,
iii. 332 1'o guide me through the taborinthean mare In which
my brain's intangled. 1614 Raleigh Hist. World v. vi. 9 7.

647 The Labirynthian head of Martius could not allow of

such plaine reason. 1615 Ckooke Body oj Man 15 The
Labyrintha;an Mazes and web of the small arteries, 174a

Voung Nt. Th. ix. 1029 The labyrinthian turns they take

The circles intricate, and mystic maze. 1837 Eraser's Mag.
XVI. 71 The labyrinthean mazes of a female heart. 1854
Bakewell Geol. 43 This peculiar labyrinthian structure of

the teeth. 1864 Hawthorne Grimshawe xxi. (1891) 286

It is a labyrinthian house for its size. 1900 H. W. Smyth
Grk. Melic Poets p. xcii, Clews to guide us through the

labyrinthian mazes of the theme.

Labyrinthibrancli (lxbiri-npibr?enk). Ich-

thyol. [ad. mod.L. Labyrinthibraitehii (see below),

f. Gr. XaBvpwQ'Qs Labyrinth + ppjyxia gills.] One
of the Labyrinthibranchii, a family or division of

acanthopterygian fishes. So Labyrinthibra'neh-

iate a., pertaining to the Labyrinthibranchii,vrhich

have labyrinthine gills.

Labyrinthic (laebiri'nbik), a, [ad. late L.

labyrinlhic-us
f

a. Gr. Xa&vptvettc-os, f. \a0vpivBos

Labyrinth.] « Labyrinthine, in various senses.

Labyrinthic cavity : the labyrinth of the ear. L.

teeth (see quot. 1888).
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1641 Vicars God in Mount 20 Its craft and labyrinthick

intricacie {sc. of an oath]. 1798 W. Taylor in Monthly
Rev. XXVII. 529 The labyrinthic paths of hypothesis and
fiction. 181 1 Shelley -S7. Irzyne x, Thence was I led into

a train of labyrinthic meditations. 1831 Carlyle Sart.

Res. (1858} 20 In that labyrinthic combination, each Part
overlaps, and indents, and indeed runs quite through the

other. 1836-9 Todd Cyd. Ana t. II. 536/2 In many fishes

the labyrinthic cavity forms one with that of the cranium.

1875 Huxley in Encycl. Brit. I. 762/9 The complicated or

labyrinthic structure exhibited by transverse sections of the
— teeth of typical Labyrinthodonts. 1888 Syd. Soc. Lex.%

Labyrinthic teeth, teeth which have numerous radiating,

sinuous, vertical grooves, which penetrate their substance
and interdigitate with similarly shaped processes of the

pulp-cavity ; as in the Labyrintnodon.

Labyrinthical (tabiri'njrikal), a. rare.

[Formed as prec. + -al.
J
= prec.

1628 Donne Serin, xlviii. 486 Poor intricated Soule

!

Riddling perplexed labyrinthical Soule. 1670 Swan Sfec.
Afundi 4/9 The ears be like certain doors, with Labyrinthical

entiies, and crooked windings. 1681 H. More Expos.
Dan. Pref. 19, I preferred it before what was more operose,

intricate and labyrinthical. 1879 [Likgiiam] Set, of Taste
v. 141 Our laws are a labyrinthical fabric of artificial and
incomprehensible complexity.

Hence Labyrinthically adv.

1849 Carlyle Irish Jonrn. 115 The muddy meanders of t

Cork harbour labyrinthically indenting it.

Labyrinthiform (tebirrnjuf^im), a. [ad.

mod.L. labyrinthi/orm-is, f. labyrinth-us Laby-
rinth : see -form.] Having the form of a

labyrinth ; characterized by sinuous and intricate

conformations, markings, etc.; Ichthyol, having

labyrinthine gills.

1835 KiRmJIab. % Inst. Anirn. II. xix. 295 Her next

labour is to spin a spiral or labyrinthiform line. 1868 Nat.
Encycl. I. 657 The pharyngeal apparatus being labyrinthi-

form. 1870 tr. Pouchet's Universe 253 The an abas., fills

with water a labyrinthiform cavity which is also situated

above its branchiae. 1883 F. Dav Ind. Fish 30 The laby-

rinthiform climhing-perch and its allies.

Labyrinthine (laebiri-njrain, -in), a. [f. Laby-
rinth sb. + -INK.]

1. Pertaining to, or of the nature or form of, a

labyrinth ;
having or consisting of many intricate

turnings or windings.

1747 Spence Polymeiis (L.), She [Ariadne] preserved him
in the labyrinthine mazes of Crete. 1817 Shelley Rev.
Islam i. 53 The long and labyrinthine aisles. 1837 Howitt
Rur. Life 11. vi. (1862) 163 The midges are celebrating their

'

airy and labyrinthine da»ces with an amazing adroitness.

1863 N. Hawthorne Our old Home 240 The lanes, alleys

and strange labyrinthine courts. 1863 H. W. Bates Natu*
ralist on Amazon iv. 132 A large flat Helix with a laby-

rinthine mouth. 187a Nicholson Palront. 351 The parieies

of the teeth are deeply plaited and folded, so as to give rise

to a complicated •labyrinthine' pattern in thw» transverse

section of the tooth. 1876 Ruskih Arrcnvs 0/Chace (1880)

1. 172 Your labyrinthine magnificence at Burlington House.

2. fig. Intricate, complicated, involved, inextri-

cable.

1840 De Quincey Style 1. Wks. 1890 X. 158 To follow the

discussion through endless and labyrinthine sentences. 1853
F. W. Robertson Sertn. Ser. in. iv. (1872)45 An entangled,

labyrinthine enigma. 1865 Sat. Rev. 7 Jan. 16/1 (Brown-
ing] is apt to entangle the reader in labyrinthine thoughts.

3. Pertaining to the labyrinth of the ear.

1876 Clin. Soc. Trans. IX. 101 Labyrinthine disease.

Labyrintnodon (IsebirrnbJdpn). Palxont.

[mod.L. (R. Owen), f. Gr. ka&vpivOos Labyrinth
+ 650PT-, 65otfs tooth : cf. note s. v. Glyptodon.]
Any of the large fossil amphihians of the genus

Labyrinthodon, characterized by teeth of labyrin-

thine strnctnre having the enamel folded and sunk

inward.
1847 Ahsteo Anc. World vii. 132 The numerous and

gigantic labyrinthodons. .as large as a rhinoceros. 1854 R.
Owen in Cire. Set, (£1865) II. 97/2 The extinct gigantic

lizard-like toad, called Labyrinthodon. 1876 Page Adv.
Text-bk. Geol. xvi. 294 The batrachian or frog-like laby-

rinthodon.

Labyrinthodont (lsebiri'nbJd^nt), sb. and a.

Palxont. [Formed as prec]

A. sb. =»prec.

2849-53 Oweh in Todd Cyel.Anai. IV. 867/2 A singular

family of gigantic extinct Batrachjans which I have called
• Labyrinthodonts*. 1873 Dawson Earth Alan viii. 201

The crocodilian newts or labyrinthodonts of the Carboni-

ferous.

B. adj. Having labyrinthic teeth ;
spec, pertain-

ing to the genus Labyrinthodon of fossil amphi-

bians.

1867 Smyth Coal 39 Amphibian Labyrinthodont reptiles.

1876 Page Adv. Text-bk. Geol. xiv. 254 Those labyrintho-

dont reptiles that come boldly into force in tbe Permian
and Triassic eras.

Lac 1 (lsek). Forms: a. (6 lacha, lacta), 6-9

lacca, (7 lacka, 8 laca, lakka). 0. 6-8 lack(e,

(7 lache, 7-8 lacque, 8 lace, 8-9 laque), 7-
lac. [ad. Hindustani lakh :—Prakrit lakkha:—
Ski. laksha, also raksha. Cf. F. laque, Pr., Sp.

faca, It. lacca.]

1. (Also gum-lac?) The dark-red resinous incrus-

tation produced on certain trees by the puncture of

an insect {Coccus or Carteria laced). It is used in

the East as a scarlet dye. The incrusted twigs are

called slick- lac ; the resin broken off the twigs and
Vol. VI.

9

triturated with water to remove the colour is called

seed-lac; melted, strained, and formed into ir-

regular thin plates, it is known as shell-lac or

Shellac.
a. 1553 Eden Treat. Newe Ind. (Arb.) 21 vtarg., Lacha,

Lacca, or Lacta, is ye gumme of a tree wherewith silkc is

colored. 1622-62 Heylin Cosmogr. nr. (1682) 217 Lacca
(a gum there made by Ants, as here Bees make Wax).

1693 Phil. Trans. XVII. 934 Manna and Gum Lacca he
clearly shews to be Spontaneous Exudations. 1753 Cham-
bers Cyel. Subp. s.v. Lacca, A tincture of gum lace may be

thus prepared. 1763 W. Lewis Comm. Phil. Techn. 223
Lacca . . is found incrustated on sticks or branches of trees.

1809 Wilford in Asiat. Researches IX. 65 This Amber of

Ctesias is obviously the Indian Lacca, which has many I

properties of the Amber.
p. 1618 T. Barker in St. Papers Col., E. Indies 1617-21

(1870) 159 Saffron, gumlac, indigo, copper. 166a J. Davies
tr. Alandelslo's Trav. 11. (1669) 122 At Bantam they sell

store of Lacque, whereof they make Spanish wax. 1698 Phil.

Trans. XX. 273 Gum Lack is the House of a large sort of
Ants, which they make on the Boughs of Trees. 1727
Bradley Fam. Diet. s.v. Gum, Powder of Oister-shclls, or

Gum Lacque in Powder. 1794 Pearson in Phil, Trans.
LXXX1V. 385 White lac, in its dry state, has a saltish and
bitterish taste. 1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 550
Lac . . is deposited in different species of trees in the East
Indies, namely, the fiens indica, ficus relighsa, and rham-
tins j'ujuba. 1877 C. W. Thomson Voy. Challenger I. i. 15
The different varnishes and lacs remain soft and sticky.

f 2. The colour of lac ; crimson. Also, a pig-

ment prepared from lac. Obs. (Cf. Lake sb$)
1677 Grew Colours Plants iii. § 13 Spirit of Sulphnr on

a Tincture of Violets turns it from Blew to a true Lacke, or

midle Crimson. 1689 Marvf.ll Instr. to Painter 636 Scarce
can burnt iv'ry feign a hair so black, Or face so red, thine

ocher and thy lack. 1763 Brit. Alag. IV. 659 There are three

sorts of lacque : the fine Venice lacque, the Columbine
lacque, and the Liquid lacque.

f b. An extractive pigment ; =Lake sbS> 3.

1682 Weekly ATemorials 27 Mar. 74 He also teaches us a
way of preparing a sort ox Lacca, or Paint, out of every
Flower, by which it may be drawn or pictur'd in its own .

.

Native C olour.

t3. The varnish made from lac; also applied to

various resinous varnishes used for coating wood,
etc. ; = Lacquer 2 a, 2 b.

1598 W. Phillips tr. Linschoten 1. lxviii. 117 Desks,
Targets, Tables [etc.] . . that are all couered and wrought
with Lac of all colours and fashions. 1669 Phil. Trans.
IV. 985 No Arts are to be met amongst them, that are not
known in Erirope, except that of making Lacca. 1697
Dampirr I'oy.dj^g) II. 1. 24 The Lack with which Cabinets

1

and other fine Things are overlaid. 1727 A. Hamilton New
Acc. E. Indies I. ii. 126 The Lack is clear enough, but always
clammy.
4. Ware coated with lac or lacquer.

166a J. Davies tr. A/andetslo's Trav. 1. (1669) 24 Boxes of
Lacque or Silver. 1861 C. P. Hodgson Resid. in Japan 28

By degrees, the eye becomes accustomed to old laque. .Old
laque is, like old lace, inimitable. 1888 Pall A/allG.n Feb.

3/1 The gems of Mr. S.'s unrivalled collection are here to

show the supreme masterpieces in ' lac

5. attrib.
y
as lac-panel, -resin, -tree, -varnish

;

lac-cochineal, the insect that produces lac {Coccus

lacca)
;
lac-dye, a scarlet dye prepared in India

from lac
;
lac-lake, the purple or scarlet pigment

obtained from lac.

1813 Bingley Anim. Biog. III. 191 The Mac cochineal.

1846 Pope's Jrnl. Trade p. xxxi, Cochineal, Indigo, *Lac«
dye. 1883 CasselCs Fam. Mag. Oct. 683/1 Comparatively
few people know how tbe lac-dye they read of in commerce is

produced. 1895 Daily News 24 May 6/6 A gold box., with
old *lac panels. 1876 Preece& Sivewright Telegraphy 296
The *gum lac resin is employed to consolidate the carbon-
peroxide of manganese mixture. 1763 W. Lewis Comm.
Phil. Techn. 331 The species, called by Mr. Miller the true

*lac tree, was found to contain, in its bark ..a somewhat
milky juice. 1688 G. Parker & J. Stalker Japaning 1

The other [strainer] for your *Lace-varnish. 1799 G. Smith
Laboratory 1. 178 Make a paste of chalk and lack varnish.

Hence f Lac v. trans.
y
to cover or varnish with

' lac ' ; to lacquer.

1698 Phil. Trans. XX. 275 And then with a Brush [they]

lay it smooth on any thing they design to Lack. 1727 A.
Hamilton New Acc. E. Indies I. xi

;
125 They make fine

Cabinets, both lack'd and inlaid with Ivory. Ibid. 126

They lack wooden Dishes and Tables, but not so well as in

China.

Lac 2
, lakh (laek). Anglo-Indian. Forms : 7

laches, le(c)k, leake, lacque, laquesaa (? from

Skr.)
7 7-9 lak, lack, 9 lac. [ad. Hindustani lakh

:—Skr. laksha masc. and neut., laksha fem.] One
hnndred thousand : a. of things in general ; occas.

used for an indefinite number; b. spec, of coins,

esp. in a lac of rupees.
a. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage \. vt. (1614) 478 Euery

Laches containeth an hundred thousand yeares.
#
1653

H. Cocan tr. Pinto*s Trav. lvii. 225 There was slain ..sixteen

Laquesaas of men, each of which an hundred thousand.

1698 J. Fryer E. India % P. 104 With Lamps to the Number
of two or three Lacques, which is so many Hundred
thousand on our Account, i^oo Asiat. A nn. Reg. 62/2 The
troops of that country [China] were upwards of three lacks

of horsemen. 1804 Mrq. Wellesley in Owen Desp. (1877)

454 Calamities would fall on lacs of human beings. 1820

T. Maurice Hist. Hindostan I. 1. iv. 126 Four Vugs, or
forty-three lacks and twenty thousand years. 1881 Lubbock
in Nature No. 618. 407 Tbe Laccadives. .meaning literally

the 1
lac of islands '.

b. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage Y. xvii. (1614) 544 Euery
Crou is a hundred Leckes, and euery Lecke a hundred
thousand thousand {sic] Rupias. 1615 Coryat Lett.fr. India

LACE.

in Crudities (1776) III. L 6, The whole Present was worth
ten of their Leakes, as they call them ; a Leak being ten

thousand pound sterling. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Theveuot's
Trav. 111. I. ix. 18 Great sums of money are reckoned by
Lcks, Crouls. 1692 in J. T. Wheeler Madras in Old. Time
(1861) I. 262 A lak of Pagodas. 1773 Gcutl. Mag. XLI11. 145
Whilst Patriots of presented lacks complain, And Courtiers

brib'ry to excess arraign. 1802 Wolcot<P. Pindar) Great
Cry * Little Wool Wks. 1812 V. 175 The lacks are not easily

got Nor honestly made in a hurry. 1859 Thackeray Virgin.

xliii, Making rather too free with jaghires, lakhs, gold
mohurs. 1871 Mateer Travanccre 72 The annual revenue

of the Travancore State amounts . . to about forty lacs of

rupees.

Lac, obs. form of Lack sb.1 and v.1

Laca, lace, lacca : sec Lac 1.

Laccage : see Lackage.
Laccar, obs. form of Lacquer.

La'CCate, sb. Chem. [See -ate 1
.] A salt of

laccic acid.

1794 Pf.arson Table Chem, Nomencl, § 31

.

LaCCate (lark^t), a, Hot. [f. mod.L. lacca Lac 1

+ -ATK-.] Of leaves: Having the appearance of

being lacquered. In some mod. Diets.

Lacce,Lacch'e,obs.fovmsof Lack v. 1
, Latchz\

Lacchesse, obs. variant of Laches.

Laccic ^Ire'ksik), a. Chem. [f. mod.L. lace a

LAci + 'ic. Cf. F. lacci(/ue.] Only in laccic acid,

the acid procured from lac.

1794 Pearson Table Chem. Nomencl. § 31 Laccic Acid.

18 19 J. G. Children Chem, Anal. 277 Laccic acid is obtained

from stick-lac.

Laccin (Irc'ksin). [f. as prec. + -in. Cf. F.

lacciue.] The colouring principle in lac.

1838 Thomson Organic Bodies 552 A colouring matter, a

f>eculiar body to which he I Dr. John] gave the name of

accin.

Laccolite (larkJtoit). Geol. [f. Gr. \6kko-s a

reservoir + -lite. So named by Gilbert in 1S77.]

A mass of igneous rock thrust up through the

sedimentary beds, and giving a dome-like form to

the overlying strata.

1877 Gilbert Rep. Geol. Henry Alts. ii. 19 For this body
the name laccolite.. will he used. 1896 Pop. Sri. Jmi. L.

241 These are connected .. with Plutonic plugs, laccolites.

Hence Laceoli tie a.
f
pertaining to a laccolite.

1877 Dutton in Gilbert AY/. Geol. Henry Alts. 69 Lacco.
litic nuclei. 1879 Nature XXI. 179 It is not likely that

the Henry Mountains are the only ones constructed on the
laceolitie type.

Laccolith (lark^li})). Geol. [f. as prec. + A/0-os

stone.] —Laccolite.
1879 Dana A/an. Geol. (ed. 3) 840 The laccolith, as is ?een,

rests on horizontal strata.

Lace (I^s), sb. Forms : 3-4 las, 4-5 laas, (4
lasso, Sc. laise, 5 laace), 5-7 lase, (5 Sc. les, 6

laze, Sc. lais), 4- lace. [ad. OF. laz, las (mod.F.

lacSy with etymologizing spelling), f. popular L.

*lacium (L. laqueuni) a noose. Cf. It. laccio, Sp.,

Pg. lazo.]

fl. A net, noose, snare. Chiefly^. Obs.

13. . K. A tis. 7698 Woman the haveth hycought : Woman
the havsth in hire las! c 1386 Chalter Knt's T. 2389
Vulcanus had caught thee in his las. 1430-40 Lydg.
Bochas, Dance Alachabree (1554) 222 Sithens that death
me holdeth in his lase. 1491 Caxton Vitas Patr. (W. de
W. 1495^ 1. i. 6bj, How they myghte eschewethe laces and
temptacyons of the deuyll. 1590 Greene Never too late

11. iifcoo) 03b, Thus folded in a hard and mournfull laze

Distrest sate hee. 1600 Fairfax Tasso ii. xx, The king had
snared been in loues strong lace. 1603 Holland PliitarclCs

A/or. 973 And yet if the polype can get and entangle him
once within his long laces, hee [the lobsterl dies for it.

f2. A cord, line, string, thread, or tie. Obs, exc.

spec, as in 3 a.

a 1300 Cursor AT. 15880 (G<3tt.) par he [Iudas] liuerd his

maistir up f>ai bunden had wid las \Cott. la^as]. C1340 Ibid.

22967 (Fairf.), I salle. .breke baire bandis & bair lacis. 1390
Gower Con/. III. 237 They taughten him a lace to braide.

1405-6 Acc. Rolls Durham (Surtees) 400 Cum .. lacez et

anulis pro ridellis. 14x2-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy ill. xxii,

And hym to treyne Ithey] layde out hoke & lase. a 1425
Wyntoun Orig. Cron. iv. x. 1231 Off gold thrawyn all lyk

a les. 1463 in Bury Wills (Camden) 42 A stoon and a reed

lace with a knoppe. 1484 Caxton Fables ofsEsop 1. xviii.

(1889) 27 The ratte beganne . . to byte the lace or cord. 1535
Coverdale Eceles. xit. 6 Or euer the syluer lace be taken

awaye. 1639 Fuller Holy War m. viii. (1647) 123 Pitie it

was that Rahab's red lace was not tied at his window,

ft), trans/, and fig. Obs.

a 1547 Surrey in TotteCs Alisc. (Arb.) 4 To seke the place

where I my selfe had lost, That day that I was tangled in

the lace. 1555 Eden Decades 200 Abowte whose leaues

there growe and creepe certeyne cordes or laces. 1578

Lyte Dodoens I. xx. 30 The roote hath many smal strings

or threddy laces hanging thereby. 1641 J. Jackson True
Evang. T. ii. 143 The red scarlet lace of Christs blood,

must be entortled and interwoven into a bracelet, with a

white silken thred of holinesse and regeneration. 1650

Fuller Pisgah n. iv. 103 Some fancy a small Lace of land

(or rather a thread for the narrowness thereof) whereby
Naphtali is tyed unto Judah.

3. spec. a. A string or cord serving to draw to-

gether opposite edges (chiefly of articles of clothing,

as bodices, stays, boots and shoes) by being passed

in and out through eyelet-holes (or over hooks,

stud^ etc.) and pulled tight Cf. boot-
t
shoe-

f
stay-

lace.
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LACE.

f Under lace \ under the bodice ; in ME. poetry = ' under

^rjL' Gaw. <$ Gr. Knt. 1830, I schal gif yow my girdel,

bat gaynes yow lasse. Ho lajt a lace Iy3tly, bat leke vmbe

ame nocht worthi loute na of his schone be laise tak oute.

c 1394 P. PL Credc 79 To wencn pat be lace of oure

ladie smok li^efe hem of children, c 1+40 Uomydon 326

(Kolbing) He., drew a lace of sylke full clere, Adowne

than felle hys mantylle by. c 1440 Bone Flor. 1817 They,

.

betoke hur to the marynere, That lovely undur lace. 1534

More Picus Wks. 30 Ne none so small a trifle or conceyie,

Lase, girdle, point, or proper gloue strait e. 1593 Shaks.

2 Hen. VI, iv. ii. 49 She was indeed a Pedler's daughter,

and sold many Laces. 1611 Bible Exod. xxviii. 28 They

shall bind the brestplate. .vnto the rings of the Lphod with

a lace of blewe. 1625 K. Lose tr. Barclay s A rgenis 1. x.

28 Sprinkling water in her face, and cutting her laces, they

made her fit abate. 1676 Grew Anat. Flowers 1. § 3 As

Teeming Women, gradually slaken their Laces. 1709 Blair

in Phil Trans. XXVI 1. 96 Like so many 1 hongs or Laces

whereinto a piece of Leather had been cut. 1712 tr.

Pomet x

s Hist. Drugs 1. 193 The Flowers bear a resem-

blance to tags at the End of long Laces. 1748 RicnAaosoN

Clarissa (1811) I. xvi. 106 When 1 recovered, [I J found ..

my laces cut, my linen scented with hartshorn* 1879

Browning Ned Bratts 133 He taught himself the make Of

laces, tagged and tough. 1885 Law Rep^ Q. B. D. XV. 300

The two ends were rivetted or laced together with metal

rivets or leathern laces.

Formerly sometimes used to render L. fibula

'brooch*.
1382 Wycuf i Mace. x. 83 He sente to hym a golden lace

[L. fbulam]. C1440 Promp. Pan: 283/1 Lace, fibula,

laqueum. 1570 Levins Manip. 6/35 A lace, fibula.

f b. A cord used to support something hanging,

e.g. a sword; a baldrick, belt. Obs.

c 1386 CiiAUCEa Can. Yeom. ProL 21 His hat heng at his

bak doun by a laas. 1490 Caxton Eneydos xvi. 63 Eneas

. . had a bystorye . . hangynge at a silken lase by his side.

a 1533 Lo. Berners Hnon xxii. 66 He hade about hys

necke a ryche borne hangyng by two lases of golde. 1597

Montgomerie Chcrrie % Slae 115 His quauer by his naked

thyis Hang in ane siluer lace.

f 4. ? Iransf. from 3 a. In building : A tie beam

;

a brace. Also, a panelled ceiling ( = L. laquear).

a 1300 Cursor M. 1728 Noe. .self festnid bath band and

lace. Ibid. 8778 Quen al was purueid on be place, And bunden

samen balk and lace, c 1440 Promp. Pari). 283/1 Lace

of an howserofe, laquearea. 1592 Nottingham Rec. 1 V. 235

Settinge in a lace to Posterne Bridge rayle. 1601 Holland
Pliny II. 581 A man may .. bestow them [beams] againe

fast enough without laces to bind them.

5. Ornamental braid used for trimming men's

coats, etc.; fa trimming of this. Now only in

gold /ace, silver lace, a braid formerly made of gold

or silver wire, now of silk or thread with a thin

wrapping of gold or silver.

a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII 239 Flatte golde of Dam-
maske with small lace myxed betwene of the same golde,

and other laces of the same so goyng traverse wyse, that the

grounde lytle appered. 1591 Gkeene Disc. Coosnagem. 36

The Tayler had . . so much gold lace, beside spangles, as

valued thirteene pound. 1633 G. Herbert Temple, Peace ii,

Surely, thought I, This [a rainbow] is the lace of Peaces coat.

1634 Peacham Gentl. E.xere. 135 Garters deepe fringed with

gold lace. 1681 Dkyden Prol. to Univ. of Oxford 16 Tack
but a oopper lace to drugget suit. 1702 Lond. Gaz. No.

3793/4 Mary Presbury . .Gold and Silver Lace-seller. 1704

Swift T. Tub%i. 67 So without more ado they got the largest

Gold Lace in the Parish, and walkt about as fine as Lords.

1787 O'Keefe Farmer ti. hi, But now a saucy Footman,

1 strut in worsted Lace. 1791 Boswell Johnson an.

1749, In a scarlet waistcoat, with rich gold lace, and a

gold-lace hat. '1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Lace, the

trimmings of uniforms.

\ b. trans/. A streak or band of colour. Obs.

rare (Cf. LACE v. 6.) 1613 [see Guard sb. 11 c].

6. A slender open-work fabric of linen, cotton,

silk, woollen, or metal threads, usually ornamented

with inwrought or applied patterns. Often called

after the place where it is manufactured, e. g.

Brussels lace. For bobbin-, chain-, pillow-, point-,

etc. lace, see the first member. Also Bone-lace,

Bride-lace.
1555 Watreman Fardle Facions I. v. 50 The men satte at

home spinnyng, and woorkyng of Lace. 1613 (title) The
King's Edict prohibiting all his Subjects from using any
Gold or Silver, either fine or counterfeit ; all Embroiderie,

and all Lace of MiHan, or of Millan Fashion. 1715 Gay
Epist. Earl Burlington 118 The busy town ..Where finest

lace industrious lasses weave. 1837 Goring Microg. 208

Manufactured fabrics, such as lace, blond, muslin, [etc].

iransf 1866 G. Macoonalo Ann. Q. Neighb. xi. (1878)

211 In the shadows lay fine webs and laces of ice.

7. A * dash
1

of spirits mixed with some beverage,

esp. coffee. (Cf. Lace v.1 9 and Laced ///. a.1 6.)

In quot. C1704 the meaning may he 'sugar', as Johnson
supposes. (Cf. quot. a 1700 s.v. Laced ppl. a.1 6.)

c 1704 PaioR Chameleon 26 He drinks his coffee without

lace. 171a Addison Sped. No. 448 p 1 He is forced every

Morning to drink his Dish of Coffee by itself, without the

Addition of the Spectator, that used to be better than Lrice

to it. 1755 Johnson, Lace, sugar. A cant word. [With

quot. c 1704.I

8. General comb. : a. simple attributive, as (sense

3 a) lace-hole, (sense 6) lace-curtain, -tracery,

-trade, -work, -worker ; lace-like adj. b. objective,

as lace-buyer, -designer', -dresser, -maker, -making,
-mender, -seller, -weaver, c. instrumental and

10

parasynthetic, as lace-covered, -curtained, -edged,

-loaded, -trimmed adjs.

1679 Lond. Gaz. No. 1391/4 Taken .. from two Lace-
buyers.. two Geldings. 1883 F. M. Crawford Dr. Claudius

ii, A dainty *lace-covered parasol fell over the edge. 1891

C. James Rom. Rigmarole 128 Dainty, *lace-curtained

windows. 1890 Daily News 16 Apr. 2/4 Thomas Argyll, .

.

*lace-designer. 1879 E. James Ind. Househ. Man. 31 Lace-
edged antimacassars. 1871 Figure Training34, At the age

of fourteen or thereabouts, the front rows of *lace-holes may
be omitted. 1833 I. Rennie Alph.A ugling+s All the species

of dragon-fly, with the exception of one or two, being

characterised by very clear, *lace-like, pellucid wings. 1873

Lowell Among my Bks. Ser. 11. 125 Lacelike curves of

ever-gaining, ever-receding foam. 1836 T. Hook G. Gumey
Hi. 86 The strapping, state-fed, *lace-loadcd lacqueys of the

Mansion-House. 1589 Rider Eng.*Lat. Diet., A *Lace-

maker,/tbularius. 1611 CoTGR.,Passementier,a Lace-maker.

1848 Mill Pol. Econ. 1. v. § 9. 100 Weavers and lacemakers.

1835-37 Southev in Coxvpers Wks. 1. 202 *Lace making
was the business of the place. 1844 G. Dodo Textile Manuf.
vii. 227 *Lace-menders examine every piece, and mend, with

needle and thread, every defect. 170a Lond. Gaz. No. 3793/4
Gold and Silver *Laceseller. 1890 'Rolf Bolorewood
Miner's Right xliv. 185/1 A faint *lace-tracery of mist. 1819

Rees Cycl. s.v. Lace, The *lace trade of Nottingham. 189A

DailyNews ^ June 8/4 Scarves of crepon witb*lace-trimmed

ends. 1715 Lond. Gaz. No. 5327/2 The Company of Lace-
Weavers at Augsburg. 1802 Brookes' Gazetteer (ed. 12) s.v»

Lode, Famous for watchmakers, laceweavers, goldsmiths.

1849 Alb. Smith Pottleton Legacy xxiv. 242 A white cravat

the ends of which were in open *lace-work. 1873 Tristram
Moab ix. 173 Numbers of stones with very pretty lacework

of various patterns. 1896 Daily Neius 1 Oct. 2/2 His sister,

another Maceworker, is in charge of the family during their

sojourn in London.

9. Special comb. : lace-bark (tree), {a) a West
Indian shrub (Lagetta lintearia), so called from

the lace-like layers of its inner bark
;

(b) in New
Zealand, Plagiantkus betulinus, ribbon-wood

;

lace-border, a geometrid moth (Acidalia ornatd)

with a broad lace-like border to the wings ; lace-

coral, a fossil polyzoan of the family Fcneste//idm\

lace-fern, (a) a small elegant fern {Chei/anthcs

gracillima) having the under side of the frond

covered with matted wool ; (£) any of the several

species of the genus Ifymenophyl/um ; lace-frame

(see Frame sb. 13b); lace-glass, Venetian glass

with lace-like designs; f lace-head, a head-dress

of lace; lace-leaf (plant), Ouvirandra fenes-

tralis, of Madagascar ; lace-lizard, an Auslralian

lizard {Hydrosaurus varius) ; lace-man, a man
who manufactures or deals in lace; lace-paper,

paper cut or stamped in imitation of lace; lace-

pigeon (see quots.); lace-pillow, the pillow or

cushionwhich is laid on the lap of a woman engaged

in making pillow-lace ; lace-plant, ? « lace-lcaf

plant-, lace-runner (see quot.); + lace-shade, a lace

veil ; lace-tree, ? - lace-bark tree ; lace-wing (fly),

a fly with delicate lace-like wings, esp. one of the

genus Chrysopa\ also lace-winged Jfy; lace-

woman, a woman who works or deals in lace.

1756 P. Browne Jamaica 371 The Lagetto or *Lace-bark

Tree. The bark is of a fine texture, very tough, and divides

into a number of lamina. 1830 Linoley Nat. Syst. Bot. 76

In Jamaica a species is found which is called the Lace Bark

Tree. 1869 E. Newman Brit. Moths 79 The *Lace Border

{Acidalia ornatd). 1885 Lady Brassey The Trades 23oThe

*lace- or fringe-fern .. grew in wild profusion. 1895 Daily

News 5 Dec 6/1 Selling a couple of old *lace-frames to

some Frenchmen for 200/. apiece. 1883 Mollett Diet. A rt

156 There are six kinds of Venetian glass^. .(6)^ Reticulated,

in

i'd

a 7~ Wanders' *Tace head . . Gar thee grbw^orgetfu'. 1809

Edin. Rev. XV. 78 He will hear of lace-heads and ruffles.

1866 Treas. Bot. (1870), *Lace-leaf plant, Ouvirandra.

1880 J. Sibree Jr. (it. African Isl. iv. 100 This is the

Lace-lcaf plant, or water-yam ; in scientific phraseology,

Ouvirandrafenesiralis. 1881 F. McCoy Prodromus Nat.

Hist, of Victoria 4 Dec (Morris), The present *Lace Lizard

is generally arboreal. 1669 Pepvs Diary 26 Apr., Calling

at the *lace-man*s for some lace for my new suit. 1737

Fielding Miser y. vii, The laceman will be here immedi-

ately. 1896 Westm. Gaz. 5 Dec 3/1 A laceman of a good

many years' standing. 1765 Treat. Dom. Pigeons 143 The
*Lace Pigeon...They are valued on account of.. the pecu-

liarity of their feathers; the fibres, or web of which, appear

disunited from each other throughout their whole plumage.

1859 Brent Pigeon Bk. 54 The Lace or Silky Pigeon.. .The

fibres of the feathers are all disunited, . .which gives them a

lacy or silky appearance. X703 Cowper Let. 9 Jan. in

T. Wright Life (1892) 260 TheMace pillow is the only thing

they dandle. i86< C. Knight Passages Work. Life 1 1 1, x.

205 The jingling rhymes sung by young girls while engaged

at their lace-pillows. 1885 Laoy Brassey The Trades 426

A plant., called the * *lace-plant\ from the extreme delicacy

and beauty of its foliage. 1844 G. Dodd Textile Manuf.
vii. 225 The term embroidery does not seem to be much used

in .. the Nottingham lace-trade, most of those who work on
net with the needle being termed * *lace-runners '. 1803 Jane
Porter 7^^^/^(1831)275 Her *lace-sbade .. half veiled

and half revealed her graceful figure. 1887 Moloney
Forestry W. Afr. 460 The public may . . see in our stoves

the rare *Lace tree of Jamaica. 1863 Wood Nat. Hist.

III. 491 The beautiful *Lace-wing Flies, or Hemerobiidje. .

.

Seyeral species of the Lace*wings are also called .. Golden

Eyes. 1826 Kirbv & Sp. Entomol. III. 94 The beautiful

*lace-winged flies (Hemerobius). 1609 B. Jonson Silent

Worn. 11. iii, Tailors, lineners, *lace-women, embroiderers.

1896 Daily Nat's 1 Oct. 2/2 She is a lacewoman in the

Exhibition.

LACE.

Lace (l^s), v. Forms : 4 lacye, 5 lacy11, (lyce),

5-6 lase, 6 Sc. laise, 7 ? leese (sense 2 d), 4- lace.

Pa. pple. 3 i-laced, [ad. OF. lacier (F. lacer) \—

popular L. *laciare to ensnare, f. *lacium : see

Lace Sb. Cf. Pr. lassar, Sp. lazar, Pg. /afar, It.

/aca'are.]

I I. trans. To catch in, or as in, a noose or snare

;

to entangle, ensnare. Obs.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 3178, 1 trowe never man wiste of peyne.

But he were laced in Loves cheyne. 1426 Lydg. De Guil.

Pilgr. (E. E. T. S.) 13,076 Folkys vnder my demeyne,
Swych as be lacyd in my cheyne. c 1485 Digby Myst. y. 580
Fortune in worldes worsbepe me doth lace.

2. To fasten or tighten with, or as with, a lace or

string ; to tie on ; to fasten the lace of. In mod.
use spec, to fasten or tighten (boots, stays, etc.)

with a lace or laces passed alternately through

two rows of eyelets. Also with down, on, together.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 420 Sum wummon. .wereS . . |>e strapeles

adun to hire uet i-laced ful ueste. a 1300 K. Horn 870

Horn his brunie gan on caste, And laced hit wel faste.

c 1386 Chaucer Miller's T. 81 Hir shoes were laced on hir

legges hye. c 1400 Maunoev. (Roxb.) xxvi. 121 pai er

laced togyder with lacez of silke. c 1450 St. Cuthbert
(Surtees) 3933 He ki.st be clathes as Lai hade bene lasyd

And on the saint body brasyd. 1530 Paisgr. 600/2, 1 wyll

lace my doublet first for takyng of colde. 1596 Shaks.
Tarn. Shr. in. ii. 46 A paire of bootes that haue been
candle-cases, one buckled, another lae'd. 1672 Wiseman
Treat. Wounds 1. iv. 43, 1 caused a straight stocking to be

laced on both legs. 1709 Steele & Addison Tatter No. 75
F 8 To see mc often with my Spectacles on lacing her Stays.

1711 W. Sutherland Shipbuilders Assist. 129 Lacing the

Mizon. 1748 Anson's Voy. in. viii. 380 The galeon was .

.

provided against boarding . . by a strong net-work . . which
was laced over her waist. 1763 Brit. Mag. IV. 286, I lace and
unlace ladies stays of the firit fashion, every day of my life.

1789 96 Morse Amer. Geog. II. 35 They fix the rein-deer

to a kind of sledge .. in which the traveller, well secured

from cold, is laced down. 1869 Freeman Norm. Cong. (1876)

III. xiii. 259 Ofttimes he laced and ofttimes he unlaced his

mantle. 1885 Law Rep., Q. B. D. XV. 360 The two ends

were.. laced together with. .leathern laces.

b. Iransf. and fig.
13. . Minor Poems fr. Vernon MS. xxiii. 466 Heil beo

whom be godhed In vr flesch was laced. 41550 Christis

Kirke Gr. xviii, Hir glitterand hair tbat wes full gowdin,

Sa hard in lufe him laist. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 35

When he sawe the perill of us all, lincked and laced to the

daunger of hym selfe. 1578 N. Baxter tr. Calvin on Jonah

64 Jonas, .stood barde Used [L. quasi constrictus], because

[etc.]. i860 Darwin in Life * Lett. (1887) II. 298 Each series

of facts is laced together by a series of assumptions.

c. intr. (quasi-/^J.) To admit of being fastened

or tightened with laces.

179a Wolcot (P. Pindar) Wks. 111. 37 She wailing, in

most piteous case, Of stubborn stays—that would not lace.

1888 P. Furnivall Phys. Training 6 Shoes . . should .

.

lace from the toe, as high up the foot as is possible.

d. Naut. 'To apply (a bonnet) by lacing it

to a sail' (Smyth Sal/oSs Word-bk. 1S67). Also

with on. (Cf. F. /acer.)

1635 Brereton Trav. (Chetham Soc.) 169 You may take

off the main bonnet and top bonnet, . . and in a short time

you may lace them on again. 1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag.
1. 16 Leese in led. 1684 Lace on] your Boonets.

3. To compress the waist of (a person) by draw-

ing the laces tight. With qualifying adv. {straitly,

tight, etc.). Also fig. To lace in : to compress

the waist of (a person) by lacing. Similarly, to

lace down.
a 1366 R. Edwards Damon Pithias (1571) B iv, Whiche

bothe are in vertue so narrowly laced, That (etc.). 1599

Porter Angry Worn. Abingt. (Percy Soc) 107, 1 do

not love to bee last in, when 1 goe to lase a rascall.

1668 R. Steele Huxbandm. Call. x. (1672) 262 They grow

crooked by being lae'd too strait. 1700 Congreve Way of
World in. x, Like Mrs. Primly*s great Belly; she may lace

it down before, but it burnishes on her Hips. 1825 Scott

Earn. Let. 23 Jan. (1894) 230 Rather straitly faced in

her Presbyterian stays. x88a World 21 June 18/1 rhe

bodice, .laced-in a waist of twenty inches,

b. rcfi. t
and intr, for refi.

1650 Bulwer Anthropomet. 195 Better advised are the

Venetian Dames, who never Lace themselves. 1871 Figure

Training 9 To lace or not to lace. Ibid. 99, I can, if dis.

posed, lace in to sixteen inches.

4. trans. To thread or interlace (a fabric of any

kind) with a lace, string, or the like ; to embroider.

Chiefly in pa. pple.

1483 Wardr.Acc. in Antiq. Repert. (1807) I. 30 The fore-

saide canapies sowed with oon unce of silk, and lyced with

1 lb. xj unces of grene threde. 157* Turserv. Venerie 21

Vou shall haue a net made of strong thread laced with a

thong 1630 R. N. Camden's Eliz. 11. 68 Silkes, glittering

with gold and siluer, eytber imbroydered or laced. 1774

West Antiq. Fumess p. xxii, Marie and soil, laced with

fibres of vegetables. 1879 H. George Progr. $ Pov. vii.

v. (1881) 253 We . . lace the air with telegraph wires. 1880

Paper <$• Print Trades Jrnl. No. 32. 38 Oblong vellum

binding laced with cat-gut.

b. To pass (a cord, etc.) in and out through

a fabric by way of ornament, through holes, etc.

t Also with in. Also/i'.

1638 Sanderson Serrn. (1681) II. 108 To lace in a prayer,

a blessing, a thanksgiving. 1880 Zaehnsoorf Art Book-

binding (1890) xiv. 57 The boards having been squared, tbey

are to be attached to the book by lacing the ends of the cord

through holes made in the board.
#

c. To intertwine, to place together as if inter-

woven.



LACED.

1883 Hall Caink Colnv. of Cril. vi. 176 The poet, .lacing

and interlacing his combinations of thought and measure.
1889 F. M. Pkaro Paul's Sister I. viii. 218 Lucy .. laced
her white fingers across her forehead.
- f d. ? nonce-use. To pierce repeatedly with shots.

i6zz R. Hawkins Voy. S. Sea x. 21 Wherevpon the Gunner
at the next shott, lact the Admirall through and through.

5. To ornament or trim with lace.

1590 Shaks. Much Ado\x\.\\. 20 Cloth a gold, and cuts,

and fae'd with siluer. 1670 Lady M. Bertie in nth Rep.
Jlist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 21 The under pettycoatt very
richly laced with two or three sorts of lace. 1727 Swift
Further Acc. E. Curll Wks. 1755 III. 1. 161 Have not I

clothed you in double royal,, .laced your backs with gold.

1760 tr. Keysler's Trav. II. 354 A chair covered with velvet,

and laced with gold. 1841 Jamfs Brigand xxvi, The king
was habited .. in black velvet ricbly embroidered and laced
with gold.

6. To mark as with (gold or silver) lace or em-
broidery ; to diversify with streaks of colour.

1593 Shaks. Rom. ft Jul. ill. v. 8 Looke Loue what
enuiouR strcakes Do lace the seuering Cloudes in yonder
East, c 1600 — Sonn. Ixvii, That smne by hirn aduan.
tagc should atchiue, And lace it selfe with his societic. 1605— Macb. 11. iii. 118 Here lay Duncan, His Siluer skinne, lae'd

with his Golden Blood. 160a N arstoh Antonio's Rev. t. iii.

Wks. 1856 I. 81 Tbc verge of heaven Was ringd with flames,

and all the upper vault Thick lac't with flakes of fire. 1648
Gage West. Ind. xvii. (1655) 113 A pleasant and goodly
valley, laced with a River. 1850 Whipple Ess. ft Rev. (cd. 3)

I. 280 The gloom of his meditations is laced with light in all

directions. 1850 Beck's Florist 200 Very smooth, stout petal

laced with rosy purple, i860 Kingslev Misc. II. 259 A
Waterfall of foam, lacing the black rocks with a thousand
snowy streams. 1861 L. L. Noble After Icebergs 67 Boats
..freighted with the browner cod, laced occasionally with a
salmon. Ibid. 139 Tbc ocean with its waves of Tyrian dye
laced with silver.

fb. Painting, absol. To insert streaks of any
colour, e.g. white. Obs.

1634 Peacham GentL Exerc. 74 It is the best white of all

others to lace or garnish, being ground with a weak gumme
water.

c. fair. Of a flower : To acquire the streaks of

colour prized by fanciers> ;Cf. Laced ///. a, 4.)
185a Beck's Florist a 10 The varieties [of pinksl generally

laced very well.

7. To lash, beat, thrash.

1599 [see 3I. 161s Band, Rujfe ft Cuffe (HalHw.) 10 If I meet
thee, 1 will lace thee roundly. j6i8 Fletcher Loyal Subj. v.

iv, He was whipt like a top ; I never saw a whore so lae'd.

169a R. L'Estrangk Fables, Life ofsEsop 1 1 Go your ways
.. or I'll lace your coat for you. 1783 Ainswortii Lat.
Diet. (Morell) i, To lace, ..caedo, verbero. 1847 C Bronte J.
Eyre xxi. (1857) 234 A. .switch ..waiting to leap out imp-like
and lace my quivering palm. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word*
bk., Lace, to beat or punish with a rattan or rope's end.

f 8. Cookery. To "make a number of incisions in

(the breast of a bird) . Obs.
1658 T. Mayerne Architnag. Anglo-Gall. No. 36. 33

Take a Wigeon . . or Mallard . , and with your knife lace
them down the brest. a 1704 Compleat Servant-Maid
(ed. 7) 33 Lace down the Breast on both sides. 1796 Mrs.
Glasse Cookery xxvi. 382 Cut off the legs, lace the breast
down each side.

9. To put a 'lace* of spirits (or f of sugar) into

(a beverage) ; to mingle or * dash * (with spirits).

[1677 : see Laced ppl. 6.] 1687 M iece Gt. Fr. Did. 11.

s.v„ To lace Coffee, mettre unpen de Sucre dans une tasse
de Caphi. 1815 Scott Guy M. xi, He had his pipe and his
tea-cup, the latter being laced with a little spirits. 185a
Thackeray Esmond 1. ix. (1878) 84 Polly loves a mug of ale,

too, and laced with brandy. 1881 Blackno. Mag. CXXIX.
195 Abraham began by lacing his cups for him. 1898 Steven-
son St. Ives 53 A jug of milk, which she had handsomely
laced with whiskey after the Scottish manner.
10. Comb. , as lace-boots ; also lace-up adj. and sb.

i8a7 Sporting Mag. XX. 272 Strong lace-boots coming
just over the ancle. 1836 Dickens Sk. Boz (1850) 45/2 To
fit a pair of lace-up half-boots on an ideal personage. 1841

J. T. Hewlett Parish Clerk I. 22 A stout pair of lace ups.
1851-61 Mavhew Lond. Labour III. 410 He wore the heavy
high lace-up boots, so characteristic of the tribe.

Hence Iia'cing" ///. a. nonce-use =* Inteklacing.
Also Zia cer, one who laces, in comb, ligkt-lacer.

1871 Figure Training 48 So far as I have observed, tight-

lacers are, as a rule, active, brisk, healthy young people.

1873 G. C. Davies Mount, ft Mere xiii. 99 We catcb glimpses
of it sometimes through the lacing branches.

Laced (l^st), a?- [f. Lace v. + -ed *.]

f 1, Of a plant : Entwined with a climbing plant.

1533 Elyot Cast. Helth in. v. (1541) 60b, Lased sauerie.
1551 Turner Herbal 90 We call in england sauery that
hath dodcr growinge on it, laced sauery: and tyme that
hath the same, laced tyme. 1555 Eden Decades 200 The
herbe which we caule lased sauery. 1640 Parkinson Theat.
Bot. 1740.

2. Of shoes, etc.: Made to be fastened or tight-

ened with laces.

1676 Wiseman Chirurg. Treat. 1. xxiii. 124 A pair of laced
Stockings. 1697 Lond. Gas. No. 3275/4 One pair of new
Laced Shooes. 1813 J. Thomson Led. Inflamm. 447 The
laced stocking was much used, and is particularly recom-
mended by Wiseman. 1874 T. Hardy Far fr. Maiiding
Crowd viii, He wore breeches and the laced-up shoes called
ankle-jacks.

3. Ornamented or trimmed with lace: a. with
edgings, trimmings, or lappets of lace, b, with
braids or cords of gold or silver lace.
a. 1668 Davenant Man's the Master it. i. Wks. 1874 V.

23. 1 left your lae'd linen drying on a line. 1673 E. Brown
Trav. Germ., etc. (1677) 112 Two Feather-Beds, with a
neat laced sheet spread over. 1780 Lond. Gaz. No. 5881/3
A fine Valencia grounded laced Suit ofNight Clothes. 1765

11

j
H. Walpole VertuevA need. Paint (1 786) III. 221 They are
commonly distinguished by the fashiun of that time, laced
cravats. 1873 Miss Brouchton Nancy I. 82 Mother bends
her laced and feathered head in distant signal from the
table top.

b. 1665 Boyle Occas. Rcfl. v. v. (1848) 314 A I^c*d, or an
Imbroider'd suit.. would, now..make a Man look. .like .. a
player. 1786 Mao. D'Arblav Diary 12 Aug., We met ..

such superfine men in laced liveries, that we attempted not
to question them. 1841 Catlin N. A mer. Indians (1844)

1 II. 1 v. 198 His coat, .was a laced frock.

4. Diversified with streaks of colour. Of birds :

Having on the edge of the feathers a colour different

from that of the general surface. Of a flower

:

Marked with streaks of colour.
1834 Mudie Brit. Birds 1. 74 The principal ones [fancy

pigeons] are.. the Jacohine, the Laced [etc.]. 1867 Tkcet-
I meier Pigeons xxiii. 177 Examples of very good laced Fan- '

tails. 188a Garden 7 Oct. 312/2 The edged, tipped, or laced I

Dahlias require a good deal of shading. 1888 Poultry
j

27 July 377 Hen nicely laced on breast.

1 5. Laced mullon (slang) : a strumpet. Obs.
Mutton was used alone in the same sense, The adj. may

mean 4 wearing a bodice possibly with a pun on the culinary
I Sense Lace v. 8, though the latter is not recorded so early.

1578 Whetstone Prom, ft Cass. 1. iii. Biij, And I smealt,
he lou'd lase mutton well. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent. 1. i. 102.

>S99 N. 13 reton Thisition's Let., Vou may.. eat of a little

warm mutton, but take heede it be not Laced, for that is ill

for a sicke body. 1607 K. C. tr. //. Step/ten's World if
Wonders 167 The diuell take all those inaried villains who

i

are permitted to eate laced mutton their bellies full. 1694
> Motteux Rabelais iv. l'rol. (1737) p. lxxxiii, With several

coated Quails, and lae'd Mutton.
1

6. 01 a beverage : Mixed with a small quantity
i of spirits. (But sec quot. a 1700; also 1687 in

I Lace v. 9.)

1677 Wychf.rley PL Dealer in. i, Prithee, captain, let's

go drink a dish of laced coffee, and talk of the times.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Creiv, Lae'd Coffee, Sugar'd. 1712
Aodison Sped, No. 317 P 39 Mr. Nisby of opinion that
laced Coffee is bad for the Head. 1819 Andersons
Cutnberld. Bail 108 Set on kettle, Let aw teake six cups o'

leae'd tea.
_
1886 Hlustr. Loud. Neivs Summer No. 14/2

He took a sip at his laced coffee.

7. Of the spokes of a bicycle : Set so as to cross

one another near the hub.
1885 Cyclist 19 Aug. 1107 '2, 52m. Rudge bicycle No. i,

j

laced spokes.

t 8. Laced stool : ? one made with a cane or rush
seat, or one with a cloth seat stretched by cords.

1649 * n Bury With (Camden) 212, 1 give vnto my daughter
Anna, .a greene chaire and foure laced stooles.

9. Comb., as laced-jacketed, -ivaistcoated adjs.

1748 Richardson Clarissa Wks. 1883 VII. 495 A couple
, of brocaded or laced -waistcoated tou pets. 1848 Thackeray

Van. F. xlviii, The laced-jackcted band of the Life Guards.
I t Laced, ///. a. 2 Her. Obs. Also 5 lassed,
1 6 lased. [more correctly lassed, for lessed

t
pa. pple.

of Less v.] Lessened, diminished.
1486 Bk. St. Albans, Her. b ij b, A lassed cotarmure is on

tbe moderis parte. 156a Leigh Armorie (1597) 98 A gentle-
woman borne, wedded to one, hauing no cote Armour, they
hauing issue a sonne, . . The same sonne . . may beare her
cote armour, during his life, with a difference Cynquefoyle,
by the curtesie of armes, and this is called a lased cote
armour. 1586 Ferne Bias. Gentrie 66 She must be an heire
to her auncestour, or els her issue can not beare tbe Laced

I coat.

Lacedaemonian (la^sM/mJu'nian), a. and sb.

[f. L. Laced;emoni-us
f
Or. haicthcupovios (f. Lace-

j

demon, Gr. AaKfdcufiiatv) + -an.] A. adj. a. Of
or pertaining to Lacedaemon (Sparta) or its inhabi-

tants, b. Of speech or correspondence — Laconic.
|

B. sb. A native of Lacedaemon.
1780 CowpEa Let. 16 Mar., Wks. 1837 XV. 50 Till your !

letters become truly Lacedaemonian, and are reduced to a 1

single syllable. 1807 Robinson Archxol. Grxca 11. xv. 168 I

Their clothing was so thin that ' a Lacedaemonian vest
*

became proverbial. 1870 Emerson Sac. ft Solit. iv. 87 If ,

any one wishes to converse with the meanest of the
Lacedaemonians. 1900 Daily News 15 Mar. 6/3 The 46th
owed their name of 1 The Lacedemonians * to their colonel's

stirring speech on the ancient Spartans.

Laxe-piece. Shipbuilding. [?f. Lace sb. 4
+ Piece.] Tbe part of the prow of a wooden
vessel above the cut-water and behind the figure-

I head. Also called lacing {set Lacing vbl. sb. 3 d).

1874 The;, rle Nav. Archit.d^ The main rails extended
generally from the catheads to the lace piece.

Lacerability (la?:serabWitt). [f. next : see

-ITY.] The condition of being laccrable.

1847-9 '1*000 Cycl. Anat. IV. 713/1 Simple lacerability is

frequently set down to softening.

Lacerable (lse'serabT, a. [ad. late L. lacer-

abiliSj f. lacerare to Lacerate. Cf. F. lace'rable.]

That may be lacerated, susceptible of laceration.

1656 in Blount Glossogr. 1666 Harvey Morb. A tig I. xxii.

51 The Lungs . . must necessarily lye open to great, .dam-
mages . . because of tbeir thin, and lacerable composure.
1835-6 Tooo Cycl. Anat. I. 346/2 The bronchi are . . easily

laccrable tubes. 1879-89 J. M. Duncan Led. Dis. Women
vii. (cd. 4) 40 The uterus .. may be extremely thinned and
easily laccrable.

Lacerant (larserant), a. nonce-wd. [ad. L.
lacerant-em, pres. pple. of lacerare to Lacerate.]
Of a sound : Tearing, harrowing.
1888 Howells/*#«/V Kilbum xxv, The bell.. called the

members ..with the same plangent, lacerant note that sum-
moned them to worship on Sundays.

LACERT.

Lacerate (larsercft), a. [ad. L. laccrdt-us,

pa. pple. of lacerare to Lacerate.]
1. Mangled, toin, lacerated. Also jig. Distracted.
X542 Hen. VIII Declar. 205 Our rtalme hathe ^en for

a season lacerate and torne by diucrsitic of titles. 1660
V. Urooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 281 That this town [Alex-
andria] should now be brought to so lacerate a condition, that
was for many agc.s one of the most ample. 1805 South ey
Madoc 11. viii, His hands transfix'd, And lacerate with the
body's pendent weight. 1878 Symonos Sonn. Campanella
xxviii, Now stays with limbs dispersed and lacerate.

2. Bot. and Zool. Having the edge or point irre-

gularly cut or cleft as if torn ; jagged.
1776 J. Lee IHired. Bot. Ex pi. Terms 384 Laccrum,

lacerate, where the Margin is variously divided, as if torn.

1794 Martyn tr. Rousseau's Bot. xxvi. 380 Many varieties

.. with laceiatc leaves and simple ones. 1846 Dana
Zooph. (1848) 324 Folia thin, . . sometimes lacerate.

b. In combining foim lacerato-; as laccraio-

dentate , -subdivided.

1846 Dana Zooph. (1848) 225 Lamella; thin, lacerato-
dentate. Ibid. 706 Small ; . .sometimes laccrato-subdivided.

Hence La'cerately adv., in a lacerated manner,
with laceration. In recent Diets.

Lacerate (Ire'seVt , v. [f. L. lacerat-, ppl.

slem of lacerare, f. lacer mangled, torn.]

1. trans. To rend, tear, mangle ; to tear to pieces,

tear up. Also, fto separate by violence.

1592 Wii.mot, etc. Tattered ft Gism. v. i. C5 3, The dead
corps Which rauenous beasts forbeare to lacerate. 1633
IIkomk Antipodes iv, ix, In signe whereof we lacerate the>e
papers. 1713 Durham Pltys. Theol. 11. v. 48 If the Heat
break* through the Water with such fury, as to lacerate,

and lift up great quantities or bubbles of Water, it causeth
what we call I joy ling. 1791 Cow per Iliad v. 354 He
crush'd the socket, lacerated wide Both tendons. 1798
Marshall Garden, xviii. (ed. 2 283 So . . the fibres will not
be lacerated. 1808 J. Barlow Colutnb. vn. 232 Shells and
langrage lacerate the ground. 1868 Fakrar Silence ft I ', vi.

(1875) 107 If they could show you how their feet have been
lacerated by the thorns. 1880 limes 18 Sept. 9 4 Jaggtd
rocks.. will rend and lacerate the helpless being.

2. With immaterial objects and fig. ;
esp., to

afflict, distress, harrow 'the heart).

<:i64S Howki.l Lett. (1650) III. 6 The Wars that have
lacerated poor Kurope. 1773 Johnson Let. to Mrs. Titrate

17 Mar., Necessity of attention to the present preserves us
.. from being lacerated . . by sorrow for the past. 1780 —
Let. to LawretH c 20 Jan. in Howell, The continuity of being
is lacerated. 1863 Miss I'raduon Eleanor's Vict. I. ti. 33
How cruelly the old heart was lacerated by that bitter

letter. 1871 R.W. Dale Ten Cettimandm. ii. 54 The writers

of the New Testament make no attempt to lacerate the

heart by insisting on the details of our Lord's sufferings.

Hence La'cerating vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1816 Hyron Tarisina xx, Scars of the lacerating mind
Which the Soul's war doth leave behind. 1872 Gko. Ei.toi

Middletn. Ixxxi, Will I.adislaw's lacerating words. 1877
Black Green Past. vii. (1878) 54 The lacerating of a
mother's heart. 1893 Athcnmttn 19 Aug. 263 3 The
lacerating pangs of neuralgia.

Lacerated larser^te-d), a. [f. Lacehate
v. + -Ei> In senses of the vb. lit. nm\ j/g.

1606 Warner Alb. Bug. xtv. lxxxvii. 358 The lacerated

Empire of the Romaines, though with gricfe, Disclaimed

the Brutaines. 1612 WoonALL Surg. Mate Wks. (1653 1 504
Observe in great lacerated wounds, as followeth, &c. 1768
Sterne Sent, fourn. (17781 II. 183 {Bourbonnois) He finds

the lacerated lamb of another's llock. 1809 Med. frnt.
XXI. 209 Hie following Case of lacerated Urethra. 1818

Coubett Pol. Reg. XXXIII. 238-9 To seize bold of.,

parcels .. of the lacerated country. 1849 Macallay Hist.
Eng. v. I. 536 Under the soothing influence of female friend-

ship, his lacerated mind healed fast. 1879 St. George's
Hosp. Rep. IX. 364 Large lacerated wound 3 inches long.

b. Bot, =LACEBATEtf. 2.

1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp. s.v. Leaf Lacerated leaf.

1830 I indley Nat. Syst. Bot. 101 Stigmas .. either 2 and
lacerated, or discoid and 4-lobed.

Laceration (l^ser^-jan). [ad. L. laceration-

em, n. of action f. lacerare to Lacerate. Cf. Y.

laceration.'] The action or process of lacerating

;

an instance of this.

1597 A. M. tr. Guilletueau's Fr. Chirurg. 5/2 Throughe
laceratione of some vayne or arterye. 1615 Crooke Body of
Man 344 The orifice . . doth .. inlarge it selfe without feare

of laceration or tearing, a 1631 Donnk in Select. (1840I 38
Forbearing all lacerations, .and woundings of one another.

1646 Sir T. Bkowne Pseud. Ep. 11. v. 88 The nitrous .

.

exhalations . . force out their way, not only with the break-

ing of the cloud, hut the laceration of the ayre about it.

1731 Arbuthnot A litnents (1735) 167 The Effects are, Exten-
sion of the great Vessels, Compression of the lesser, and
Lacerations upon small Causes. 1783 P. Pott Chirurg.

Wks. 1 1. 26 Tbe difference between dilatation and laceration

of the peritoneum. 1846 Landor Imag. Convers. Wks. II.

236/1 The scars and lacerations on your arms. t86a H.
Spencer First Princ l. v. §32 (1875) 115 No mental revplu-

lion can be accomplished without more or less of laceration.

Lacerative (larserativ). a. rare. [f. L. type

Wacerdtivits, f. lacerare to Lacerate,] Tending

to produce laceration.

1666 Harvey Morb. Angl. xiii. 32 The continual afflux of

lacerative humours. rtlV.fy J« M « Duncan Leet. Dis.

Women xviii. (ed. 4) 140 This arises from lacerative injury.

t Lacert *. Obs, rare. Also 6 laserte. [ad.

L. lacerla or lacertus
}
in the same sense.] A lizard.

138a Wyclif Levit. xi. 30 A lacert, that is a serpent that

is clcpid a liscrd. 1578 Banister Hist. Man iv. 44 A muscle

..of the likencs of the little beast called a Laserte. 1585

H. Lloyd Treas. Health B ij, Sprynkle it ouer with the

Ashes of a grenc Lacerte burnt. 1610 J. Denton Acc.



LACERT.
Estates in Cumberld. (1887) 128 His seal was a griphon
eating a lacert. 1696 Phillips, Lacert, . . a Lizard.

fLacert 2
. Obs. [zl.OF. lacerte

t
3id.L.lacert-tis

the fleshy part of the arm (? similativc use of lacert'us

lizard; cf. musculus muscle, lit. 'little mouse').]

A muscle.
^1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 1895 Every lacerte in his brest

adoun Is schent with venym and corrupcioun. c 1400

Lanfrands Cirnrg. 292 If be hole of be festre .. touche be

place of be lacertis of be ers. 1541 R. Copland Guydon's
Qtust. Ckirurg. C iij b, Lyke as those two beestes [the lizard

and mouse] are hyg in the middle and sclender towarde the

tayle so is the muscle or lacerte. 1586 Vico Wks. 287 b,

There is a great lacert which hath two heads and keepeth
the bone of the adjutorie that it he not displaced on that

side. 1696 Phillips, Lacert)

.

. the Brawny part of the Arm.

Lacertian (lasa'itian, -Jan), a. and sb. [f. L.

lacert-a lizard + -1an.] A. adj. Of or pertaining

to the lizards or Lacertilia
;

lizard-like, saurian.

1843 in Humble Diet. Geol. 1847 Ansted Ane. World
viii. 155 The lacertian type—that exhibited in the lizards of

the present day. 1877 Dawson Grig. World xv. 338 The
lacertian reptiles.

B. sb. A lacertilian ; a lizard.

1839 Fenny Cycl. XIII. 265/2 Under the family name of
Lacertians Cuvier arranged— 1st. The Monitors. .2nd. The
Lizards properly so called.

Lacertid (las5utid). [ad. mod.L, Lacertid-x :

see -JD 3,] A lizard of the family Laccrtidx.
In some mod. Diets.

Lacertiform (lasa'Jlifpjm), a. [f. L. lacerta

lizard + -(i)form.] Having the form of a lizard

;

lacertilian. 1855 in Mayne Expos. Lex,

Lacertilian (l^sailHian), a, and sb. [f. mod.
L. Lacertili-a pi. the lizard tribe + -an.]

A. adj. Belonging to the Lacertilia. B. sb. An
animal of lhe order Lacertilia.

1854 Owen in Cire. Sei. (0865) II. 63/2 Lacertilian order.
1881 Nature XXIII. 551 Its lacertilian affinities are well
shown in its long and rat-like tail.

So IiacertlTioid a. =prec. A. In mod. Diets.

Lacertine (lasaMtsm), a. [f. L. lacert-a lizard

+ -IJfE 1.]

1. « Lacertian.
»839-47 Todo<>:/. Anal. III. 910/2 The Lacertine Sauria

are possessed of an inverted mtromittent organ. 1863
Readier 31 Oct. 502 The lacertine tail curves round again
to the level of the forehead. 1882 Academy No. 509. 75
The ornament consists chiefly of serpentine and lacertine
creatures interlaced.

2. Of ornament : Consisting of intertwined lizard-

like figures.

1863 Sat. Rev. 448 A lacertine open-work ornament, termi-
nating in a monster's head. 1886 Quaritch's CataI. MSS.
3498 Painted in interlacing or lacertine patterns.

Xiacertoid (lasavitoid), a. [f. as prec. + -oro.]

Lizard-like
; pertaining to the super-family Lacer-

toidca of lizards. 1855 in Mayne Expos. Lex.

tLacertose, lacertous, a. Obs. Also 5
lacertos, 6 lazartus. [ad. L. lacertdsus (OF. la-

certos), f. lacerttts Lacert 2
: sec -ous.] Consisting

of muscles
; having large muscles ; muscular.

c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirnrg. 107 {A shut. MS.) pe skyn bat is
ahoue be brayn panne is iacertose [Add. IIS. lac rtosj and
fill

4

of bicke fieisch. 1S4I r. Copland Guydon's Quest.
Chirurg. C Hj, The other is flcsshe musculous or lacertous y*
is harde as bawme styfTe or knotty. 1548-77 Vicary Anat.
iii. {1888) 25 The Skinne of the head is more lazartus, thicker,
aritl more porrus than any other Skinne of any other member
of the body. 1727 Bailey vol. II, Laeertose, having great
Brawns, brawny, musculous, sinewy. 1855 Mayne Expos.
Lex., Lacertosus, having or full of muscle, lacertous.

Lacery (J/ 1 -sari), ff. Lace sb. + -ery.] Lace*
like work.
1893 Lady Burton Life Burton II. 66 The flutings of the

open-work are delicate 111 the extreme, and the general effect
is a lacery of stone.

Lacet (l<?se-t). [f. Lace sb. + -et.] (See quots.)
1882 Caulfeild & Sawaro Diet. Needlework, Laeet

stitch, another term for Half Stitch. Laeet work, this work
is made with a braid known as Laeet Braid, which is either
of silk or cotton, and woven of various widths and descrip-
tions. 1883 Standard 26 June 3/3 ' Ucet ' . . in principle Is
braid or tape shaped into a design, the * brides * and pattern
supplemented with lace stitches. 1883 Casscirs Earn. Mag.
July 500/2 The laeet point is a needle-made lace.

Lacey, variant of Lacy.
Lach, obs. variant of Lash, Latch, Laugh, Law.
Lacha, obs. form of Lac 1

.

t Laxhanize, v. Obs. rare'- 0
, [ad. Gr.Aaxa-

vi^taeai to gather vegetables.] 1623 in Cockeram.

t Lachanopolist. Obs. rare - °. [f. Gr.
\axavonw\-Tjs a seller of vegetables (f. \d\avov a
vegetable + -ttwXtjs a dealer) + -ist.] A green-
grocer. 1656 in Blount Glossogr. 1727 in Bailey vol. II.

t Lachanopoll. Obs. rare- 0
, [ad. Gr. \a\a-

vomuXrjs (see prec.).] = prec. 1623 in Cockeram.

t Iiache, v . Sc. and north. Obs. rare. Also 6
latche. [ad. OF. lascher (F. Idcher) :-popular L,
*lascdre = class.L. laxdre, f. laxns loose, Lax.]
a. trans. To be careless about, to neglect, slight.
b. intr. To be negligent, to lag, loiter.
a \4o0 Relig. Piecesfr. Thornton MS. (1867) *3 To lache

any gude dedis bat we sail do bat may turne vs till helpe.
1513 Douglas AZtuis xti. x. 146 And mony tymys hym
selvyn hes accusyt, That he sa lang had lachit and reffusyt

12

To ressaue glaidly the Troiane Ene. 1530 Palsgr. 604/1,
I latche, I lagge, I tary behynde my company, je tarde. ..

You ever latch c wban you be sente upon an erande. 1607
Markham Caval. (1617) iii. 4 If either of the match horses

shall latch or linger behind.

Lache, early form of Lash a. Obs., slack.

Lache, obs. form of Lac 1
, Latch v.

Lache, var. Letch dial., wet ditch, bog.

t La'Chedness. Obs. In 5 lachednesse,
latchednes, -nesse. [f. */ached, pa. pple. of Lache
v. + -ness. Cf. lacheness, Lashness.] Laxness or

slackness (of mind); remissness.

1484 Caxton Royall Bk. d vj, After [forgetfulness] cometh
latchednes, that inaketh a man latcbous and appayreth fro

day to day so moche that he is al recreant and defayllyng.
— Ordre of Chyualry 72 Latcbednesse and cowardyse.

1491 — Vitas Pair. (W. de W. 1495) 1. xxxvi. 36 aa, Feere
of dethe folowyth ; Desyre of shrcwdnes : Lachednesse of
vertue; and wekenesse of courage.

Lacheness, var. Lashness Obs., slackness.

Laches (lze'tjez), sb. Also 4 lacohesse, 5
latches(se, 7 lasches, lachess, 4-7 lachesse.

[a. OF. /aschesse, AF. lachesse, laches, f. OF. lasche

:

see Lash a. and -ess 2
. For the form cf. riches.]

f 1. Slackness, remissness, negligence
;
also, an

* act or habit of neglect. Obs.

t
1362 Langl. P. PI. A. ix. 32 Ther weore the monnes lyf

i-lost thorw lachesse [1377 lacchesse] of himselue. 1390
Gower Conf. II. 1 The firste point of slouth I calle Lachesse.
c 1420 Govt. Lordships (E. E. T. S.) 82 Some .. engendryn
sleuthe and lachesse. 1440 Prontp. Parv. 284 Latcbesse
[v.rr. lahches, lahchessc], or tarryynge, mora, tarditas. 1494
Will Mongomery (Somerset Ho.\ To pardone me of the
laches of my prevy tythes.

2. Law. Negligence in the performance of any
legal duty

;
delay in asserting a right, claiming a

privilege, or making application for redress.

>
1574 tr. Littleton's^ Tenures 87a, No laches maybe ad-

judged by the lawc in him y l hath no discrecion. a 1626
Bacon Maxims Uses Com. Law iv. (1630) 23 The reason
of these cases is the default and laches of the grantor. 1660
R. Sheringham Kings Suprettt. Asserted iv. (1682) 24 No
laches, folly, infancy, or corruption of blood can be judged

I in him. 1741 JRobikson Gavelkind n. ii. 172 The Laches of
tht Hu band in gaining an actual Scihin b> Entry. 1788

J. Powell Z^twj (1827) II. 261 Though there he no de-

i

fault or laches on the part of the devisee himself, the devise
fails. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) IV. 493 The right of renewal
may be forfeited by the laches of the tenant, in not applying

1 for a renewal within the time mentioned in the lease. 1845
I

Stephen Blachstoue II. 304 It is indeed laid down generally
as a maxim, that no laches or negligence shall be imputed

1 to an infanu 1894 Times 5 Feb.. 3/3 To decide whether the
party applying has not, by laches or misconduct, lost his

right to the writ.

b. transf. Culpable negligence in general.
1844 Disraeli Coningsby n. i. 58 We may visit on the

laches of this ministry the introduction of that new principle
and power . . Agitation. 187a Geo. Eliot Middlem. Iii.

1

(1873) 153 His conduct had shown laches wbich others ..

were free from. 1890 ' Rolf Bolorewooo ' Col. Reformer
I. 146 If he became temporarily abstracted while musing ..

1 the dog.. would be sent round, .to.. warn him ot his laches.

t Laxh.es, a. Obs. Also 5 lacches, latches,
[alteration of lache, Lash a., influenced by Laches

! sb. or Lachous.] a. Loose, lewd, wanton, b.
Lax, careless, remiss. Hence f La'cfcesness.

! c 1425 St. Mary of Oignies i. x. in Anglia VIII. 145/41
l Fonned wymmen . . bat wib hir vntoune and lacches songes

kyndelib be fyre of lecchery. Ibid. 146/41 Woo to 30W J>at

are lacches, slepynge in softe shetys. ? 1461 Paston Lett.
No. 428 II. 72 b'or cause ye wer to laches, and cam not in
tyme, the mater yede a mys. 1481-4 Ibid. No. 859 III.

279 Her mynde hathc ben other weys ocapyed than as to
huswyfery, whyche semyth welle hy the latchesnes of the
tylthe of her landes. 1543-4 Act 35 Hen. VIII, c. 11 § 1

Some of the said sbiriffes . . haue ben negligent and laches.

t La ches, lachesse, v. Obs. [f. Laches sb.]

a. intr. To be idle, careless, b. trans. To neglect,

slight. Also with inf. as object.

1413 Pilgr. Soivle 1. xxiv. (1859) 29 He, as a fool, hath
lachessed, and lost his tyme in veray vanyte. c 1425 Found.
St. Bartholomew's (E. E. T. S.) 6 Tymorosely he dred to
laches the preceptis of the Apostle, /bid. 52 Youre Patrone
by specyal priuylege grawntid of God to yow :je lacches to
calle. 1478 Paston Lett. No. 811 III. 216 Let it not be
lachesyd, but with effect aplyed now.
Laches, obs. form of Lac 2

.

II Lachesis (loe-kesis). Zoo/. [mod.L., a, Gr.

I

Advene the name of one of the Fates.] A gentis

,

of venomous American snakes of the rattlesnake
family (Crotalidx).
187a Darwin Emotions iv. ioq In the Lachesis.. the tail

ends in a single, large, lancet-snaped point or scale. 1887
Homeopathic World 1 Nov. 492 The writer speaks of a firm
.

. using 250 ' Lachesis '.. tails per annum.
Lachet(t(e, obs. form of Latchet.
t Laxhous, a. Obs. In 5 lacheous,latchous.

[f. laehc. Lash a. + -ous.] Negligent. Hence
"I*
La'chonsness, remissness, neglect.
1484 Caxton Royall Bk. dv, Whan he is slawe, latcbous

and slowful to do wel. — Ordre of Chyualry 45 In the
a squyer whyche arte latchous and slowe to be a knyght.
1496 Will Huse (Somerset Ho.), Lacheousnes & slownes of
my labours. 150a Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 150?)) 11. vii.

102 Unclennes is a slouth and lachousnes to accomplysshe
y« commaundementes of god.

t Lachrymable, lacrymable, a. Obs. [ad.
L. laeriniabiliSy f. lacrima-re lo shed tears.]

1. Meet for tears or weeping ; lamentable.

LACHRYMARY.
1490 Caxton Eneydos vii. 32 To make hir to ouerthrowe
6 to brynge hir in-to exyle lacrymable. 1527 St. Papers
Hen. VIII I. 228 The hevy and lacrymable successe of
Rome. 1560 Holland Crt. Venus 1. 359 To vthers lufe is

ricbt Lacrymabill. 1594 2nd Rep. Dr. Faustus in Thorns
E. E. Prose Rom. (1858) I II. 373 The most lachrimable sight.
1648 J. Quarles Fons Lachrym. A 7 Never were. .Lamen-
tations more requisite than in these Lachrymable Times.
2. Expressive of mourning ; tearful.

1609 J. Davies (Heref.) Holy Roode. (Grosart) 28/1 In
Grones, and Sighes, and Lachrimable Noise. 1635 Heywood
Hierarchic 111. (1655) 158 Musicke can shew us which are
the lacrymable notes.

t Lachrymabund, a. Obs.-» [ad. L. laerimd-
bundits, i. lacrima-re : see prec] 4 Weeping ripe,

big with tears ' (Bailey vol. II, 1727).

II LachrymaChristi(l0e-krimakrrst3i). Also

7 lachrym» Christi, and simply 9 lacrima, 8 //.
lacrimaD. [L. = It. lagrima (or lagrime) di Cristo
Christ's tear (or tears).] A strong and sweet red
wine of southern Italy.

[161 1 Coryat Crudities (1776) II. 72 Their Lagryrne di
ChHsto .. so loothsomc and delectable to the taste.] 1670-
81 Blount, Glossogr., Lachrymx Christi. 1731 Fielding
Author's Farce 11. i, Tokay 1 have drank, and Lacrimae
I have drank. 1820 Blackw. Mag. VIII. 44 The Parsons
should grow misty On good Lac Virqinis, or Lachryma
Christi. 1842 Lytton Zanoni 1. iii, The old tecrima,
a present from lhe good Cardinal. 1880 Maem. Mag. XLI.
237 The ' red fat sweet and gratefully poignant wine *

.

.

called lachryma Christi.

Lachrymal (larkrimal^, a. and sb. Also 6
lachrimall, 6-7 lachrymall, 8 lacrimal, 8-9
lacrymal. [ad. med.L. lacrimdlis, lachrymdlis
(Lanfranc), f. L. lacrima, lacruma, OL. dacruma,
cognate with Gr. ddxpv a tear, Cf. OF. lacrimel,

lachrymal (F. lacrimal).
The ch of the prevailing spelling of this and the related

words is due to the med. L. practice of writing ch for e before
Latin r; cf. anchor, pulchritude, sepulchre. The y, in
med.L. a mere graphic variant of 1, has been retained in

mod. Eng. orthography from the erroneous notion that
lacrima is an adoption of Gr. Saxpvfia. The theoretically
correct spelling lacrim- has at present no currency, but
some writers have adopted the half-correction lacrym-.]

A. adj.

1. Of or pertaining to tears ; occas. characterized

by, or indicative of^ weeping. Of a vase t Intended
to contain tears.

1803 Jane PoaTEa Thadden

s

(1809) III. iii. 70 A lachrymal
scene. 1809 W. I rving Knickb. ( 1861) 149 Collecting the drops
of public sorrow into bis volume, as into a lachrymal vase.

1809 Syo. Smith Methodism Wks. 1854 1. 299 The lachrymal
and suspirious clergy. 1837 MAaavAT Dog-Fiend ix, Small-
bones made up a lachrymal face. 185s Bain Senses $ Intell.

n. iv. § 22 (1864) 297 The lachrymal effusion is an accompani-
ment of grief.

2. Anat. and Phys. Applied to the organs con-
cerned in the secretion of tears, as lachrymal canal,

duct, gland, sac, etc., and to structures torming part

of these organs, as lachrymal bone, sinus, etc.

Lachrymalfistu/a, one situated belween the skin of
the cheek and the interior of the lachrymal sac.

[c 1400 Lanfrane's Cirurg. 252 Fistula lacrimalis.l 1597
A. M. tr. Guiltemeau's Fr. Chirurg. Wi Archigenes hath
cauterised the lachrimall fistles with liquefacted leade.
1601 Holland Pliny II. 367 The fistulaes which are be-
tween the lachrymall corners of the eies and the nose. 1696
Phillips, Lachrymal-Point [= L. puttctum lachrymale],
a Hole in the Hone of the Nose, by which the matter that
makes Tears passes to the Nostrils. 1727 Bbadlkv Fam.
Diet. I. s.v. Eye, It .. readily closes up all lacrimal Fistulas.

1780 BLiZAao m Phil. Trans. LXX. 239 The internal surface
of the lachrymal sac. 1787 Hunter Ibid. LXXVII. 438 The
lachrymal gland is small. 1800 Med. JrnL III. 78 From
these lachrymal ducts . . the tears flow through the ducts of
the nasal bones, 1855 Holden Human Osteol. (1878) 101
The lachrymal bone is situated . . on the inner wall of the
orbit. 1868 Nat. Eneycl. I. 803 Many antelopes possess
lachrymal or sub-orbiial sinuses. 187a Huxley Physiol, ix.

235 'I he secretion of the lachrymal canal is carried away as
fast as it forms. 1879 Harlan Eyesight ii. 27 The lachrymal
apparatus consists of the gland for secreting tears and the
passages for draining them off.

3. nonce-uses. Resembling a tear or tears.

1607 Brewer Lingua ly. i. H, A great quantity of drop
shot both round and lachrimall. 1829 Galt in Blackw. Mag.
XXVI. 143 The milk was pale and lachrymal.

B. sb.

1. pi. The lachrymal organs.

1541 R. Copland Guydon'sQnest. Chirurg. P j b, Lykewyse
they [cautercsl be applyed to y* lachrymalles to consume
the superflue flesshe. 1844 [sec Lachrymatory B. 2].

b. Anat. A lachrymal bone.
1872 Mivart Anat. 85 The lachrymals are small bones,

one of which is placed at the anterior part of the inner wall
of each orbit.

2. pi. Lachrymal performances ; fits of weeping.
1753 Richardson Grandison{ijBi)Vl. xlv. 291 Something

. .that made her laugh in the midst of her lacrymals. 1789
Charlotte Smith Ethetinde (1814) IV. 28 Do have done
with these perpetual lachrymals.

3. «= Lachrymatory sb. 1.

1769 R. Griffith Gordian Knot II. 16 Certain urns, stiled

Lachrymals. 1839-40 W. Irving Wolfert's Roost (1855) 94
His rooms were decorated with, .old vases, lachrymals, and
sepulchral lamps. 1851 Mrs. Browning Casa Guidi Wind.
31,1 would but turn tbese lachrymals to use, Fill tbem with
fresh oil.

Lachrymary (lse'krimari), and sb. [f. L,
lacrim-a tear + ^ARY 1 and -.J -Lachrymatory,



LACHRYMATE.
1705 Aodison Italy (1733) 188 What a Variety of Shapes in

the Ancient Urns, Lamps, Lachrymary Vessels [etc.]. 1854

Lady Lvtton Bchitui tlu Scenes I. 11. iv. 542 The aforesaid

capacious handkerchief . . might have served as the general

lachrymary of a joint stock widows' company.

t Lachrymate, v. Obsr° [f. L. lacrimare to

weep : see -ate :
*.] (See quots.)

1623 Cockeaam, Lachrymate, to lament, to bewaile. 1656

Blount Glossogr., Lachrymate, to weep, to drop with

moisture.

Lachrymation(lsekrim£ljbn). [ad. L.lacri-

matidn-em, n. of action f. lacrimare, f. lacrima tear.]

The excretion or shedding of tears
;
weeping.

1572 Sclwleho. Worn. 767 in Hazl. E. P. P. IV. 134 Mighty
Sampson two wiues had, . . The first him caused by lacri-

rnacion His probleme to hear. 1651 Biggs New Dispcns.

181 There doth weep forth the lachrymations of an ichorous

substance. 1863 R. F. Burton Abeokuta 1. 204 The priest

will squirt capsicum into the eyes of the accused
l
and

lacrymation proves guilt. 1872 DAawiN Emotions vu 171

A strong light acting on the retina, when in a normal con-

dition, has very little tendency to cause lacrymation.

Lachrymatory O^'krimatari), a. and sb. [ad.

L. type *lacrimatorius, f. lacrimare : see prec]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to tears ;
tending to

cause a flow of tears. Of a vase : Intended to

contain tears.

a 1849 Poe Loss 0/Breath Wks. 1864 1 V. 303 A thousand
(

vague and lachrymatory fancies took possession of my soul. !

1851 Hawthorne Twice-/. Tales 11. xiii. 210 Drinking out

of. .a lachrymatory vase, or sepulchral urn. 1873 Herschel
Pop. Led. vii. § 3. 328 The presence in the Facrymatory

secretion of extremely minute globular particles of equal size.

B. sb.

1. A vase intended to hold tears ;
applied by

archaeologists, with doubtful correctness, to those

small phials of glass, alabaster, etc., which are

found in ancient Roman tombs.
1658 Sia T. BaowNE Hydriot. -23 No.. Lachrymatories, or

Tear-Bottles attended these rural Urnes. a 171 1 Ken
Hymnoth. Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 72 Magdalen's Tears, .her

Lachrymatory daily fill'd. 1807 G. Chalmers Caledonia

I. 1. iv. 147 There have been dug up here, .a Roman lachry- '

matory, and also a pig of lead. 1842 Carlyle in Mem. Ld.
Tennyson (1897) I. 214 There is in ine what would fill whole
Lachrymatories, as I read.

2. humorously. A pocket-handkerchief.

1825 New Monthly Mag. XIII. 208 Women will be

stationed in the pit with white cambric lachrymatories, to

exchange for those which have become saturated with the

tender tears of sympathy. 1844 Erasers Mag. XXX.
331/1 Our lachrymals were unhumected, our lachrymatories

|

never called into requisition.

tLachryme. Obs. rare- 1
. Tn5lacryme. [ad.

OK. lacrimer, ad. L. lacrimare .] inlr. To weep.

1490 Caxton Encydos xxvii. 104 Thenne she began som-
what for to lacryme & syghe vpon the bed.

f Lachryme-ntal, a. Obs. rare In 7 -all.

[f. L. lacrima, after the analogy of adjs. ending in

-mental.] Mournful, tearful.

1625 A. Hollanu in J. Davies Scourge 0/ Folly (Grosart)

Diuers deadly elegies, compil'd. .In Lamentable Lachxy-

mentall rimes.

Lachrymiform (lae'krimif^tm), a. Bot. and

Zool. Also 9 incorrectly lachrymsBform. [f. L.

lacrim-a tear + -(i)roRM.J Having the form of a

tear; tear-shaped.
1866 Treas. Bot. 654/1 Lachrymseform, tear-shaped ; the

same as Pear-shaped, except that tbe sides of the inverted

cone are not contracted.

Lachrymist (larkrimist). [f. L. lacrima tear

+ -1ST.] One addicted to tears ; a weeper.
16*0 J. Melton Astrolog. 18 These Gold-cngendring

Chymists, are Archymists, rather Lechymists, and make all

those that follow tbem, Lachrymists. J 660 tr. Paracelsus'

Archidoxis 1. x. 135 The Lacrymists, that gape on Gold.

1848 Blackiu. Mag. LXIV. 229 Yet the man who could

move an audience to tears, .was any thing but a lachrymist

by temperament.

La:chrymO-na*sal, a. [f. lachrymo-, used as

comb, form of L. lacrima tear + Nasal.] Pertain-

ing both to the lachrymal and the nasal bone.

1883 Martin & Moole Verteb. Diss. 105 Anterior to the

orbitotemporal fossa the triangular lachrymo-nasal opening.

Lachrymose (lse'krimflus), a. [ad. L. lacri-

mos-us, f. lacrima tear.]

fl. Having the nature of tears; liable to exude

in drops. Obs.
1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. <$ Mi/i. 264 As for wax, its

begotten of the lachrymose and gummose parts of plants,

b. Bot. Bearing tear-like bodies.

1871 M. C. Cooke Handbk. Brit. Fungi 1. 113 Agaricus
(Hebeloma)fastibilis,. .gills broad, edges often lachrymose.

2. Given or ready to shed tears. Of the eyes

:

Suffused with tears.

1727 Bailey vol. II, Lacrymose, full of Tears, sorrowful.
1812 Examiner 23 Nov. 737/1 What [is there] in my Lord
Eldon but a lachrymose impotence? 1813 T. L. Peacock
Nightmare Abb. (1817) 94 A very lachrymose and morbid
gentleman of some note in the literary world. 1858
Thackeray Virgin. Ixix. (1878) 565 Tbe eyes that were look*
ing so gentle and lachrymose but now, flame with sudden
wrath.

m
1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. IV. 383 Disease of this

nature is sometimes attended with lachrymose depression.

b. Of a tearful character ; calculated to provoke
tears; mournful.
182a M. A. Kelty Osmond I. 89, I want something now

in the way ofsentiment ; tender, lachrymose. 1858 Sat. Rez\
VI. 331/2 Lachrymose doggrel. 1884 Manclu Examiner

13

1 Nov. 5/1 Mr. Maciver dealt with the subject in a lachry-

mose and declamatory fashion.

Hence Lachrymosely adv. ; Iiachrynio'sity,

the quality or condition of being lachrymose.

1834 CAiMPBELL Mrs. Siddons 11. xiii. 391 As I cannot bear

to think of her gloomily, 1 have not written her life lachry-

mosely. 1839 Ladv Lytton Cha'eley (ed. 2) I. i. 3 Those
gentlemen who write the most liberally and lachrymosely

about the errors of female education. 1880 Vfc-aN. Lee iBl/t

C. in Italy vu 270 The dullness, the vulgarity, the falseness,

the lachrymosity of the Sposa Persiana.

Lachrymous (lse'krimas), a. rare. [f. L. la-

crima tear + -ous. Cf. OF. lacrimeus.'] f a. Of
an ulcer : Exuding drops like tears (obs.). b.

j

Lachrymose 2.

161* Woodall Surg. MateWks. (1653) 216 An excellent
]

remedy against any lacrimous or weeping ulcers. 1866

J. B. Rose tr. Ovid's Fasti n. 399 Bidding performed by
servants lachrymous.

Lacht, Sc. f. Law, Low a. ; pa. t. of Latch.

Laxhter. Sc. [? cogn. w. ON. Iag6-r of the

same meaning.] a. A flock of wool. b. A lock

of hair.

1776 Bothwcll\v\ Herd's Collect. I. 84 Hegied me. .Three

Iauchters of his j'ellow hair. i8ai Blackxv. Mag. Jan.

VIH. 402/2 Keeking aye in the maiden's race ilka lauchter

he lays down.

Lachter, Sc. form of Laughter
Lacing (l^'sirj), vbl. sb. [f. Lace v. + -ing '.]

1. The action of the vb. Lace, in various senses.

c 1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 1646 Gigginge of sheeldes, with

Iayneres lacinge. 1577 Fknton Gold. Ep. 13 To breake your

fast standing and whilest your armour is in laceing. 1599

Life Sir T. More in Wordsworth Eccl. Biog. (18531 11. 114

What paines she took, .with lacinge in of her bodie. 1630

J. Taylor (Water P.) Wks. ti. 248/2 For cutting, edging,

stiffhing, and for lacing. 1821 Byron Juan iv. Ixx.wi. (M.S.),

To help the ladies in their dress and lacing. 1871 Figure

Training
-j $ The lace., at the first lacing was moderately

tight. 1888 Lockivooifs Diet. Mech. Engin., Lacing, the

union by means of laces of the ends of leather belting used

in driving machines. 1893 H. Vizetellv Glances Back 1.

ii. 41 The sound lacing which the young rascal should

inevitably receive.

2. concr. or quasi-concr. a. That which laces or

fastens ; a fastening, tie ; a shoe-string, b. Orna-

mental braiding for men's clothes (cf. Lack sb. 5).

c. The coloured border on the petal of a flower

;

also, a similar marking on the feathers of birds.

d. A small quantity of spirits mingled with some

beverage.
a. a 1400 Sir Perc. 744 He ne couthe never fynd righte

The lacynge of his wede. c 1400 Apol. Lollards 34 Neber

is no man uorbi to opun be lasing of His scho. 1591 R.

Percival Sp. Dict.y Abrochadura, lacing of a coate.

strictura. i860 H. Stlart Seaman's Catech. 48 Studding

sails are generally brought to with a lacing. 188 1 Con/ess.

Frivolous Girl 120 Canvas sho^s with colored lacings.

b. 1593 Rotherham Feoffee*s Ace. 24 Paid, .for fowertene

yeardes of lacing, . .[etc ] 2s. lod. 161 1 Cotgr., Passemvnt, .

.

a lace, or lacing. 1760-72 H. Brooke Fool ofQuality (1808}

I. 27 He. .began to cut, and rip, and rend away the lacings

of his suit, without sparing cloth or seam. 1897 IVestm. Gaa.

9 Nov. 3/2 The half-state uniforms are made of royal blue

cloth, with gold lacings.

c. 1850 Beck's Florist 144 Pinks whose delicate lacings

are spangled with the early dew. 1882 Garden 25 Mar.

202/1 [The] colour and lacing [of a Gold-laced Polyanthus].

d. 1862 A thenxnm 27 Sept. 396 So long as it [water] he.

.

united with a proper 1 lacing * of wine or brandy.

3. In various technical uses : a. Bridge-building.

(See quot. 1885.) b. Mining. (See quot. 1883.)

c. Math. A complex of three or more endless cords

so arranged that they cannot be separated, though

no two are interlinked, d. Araul. and Shipbuilding.

(See quots. c 1850 and 1867.)

<:i85o Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 128 Lacing, one of the

principal pieces that compose the knee of the head, which

runs up to the top of the hair bracket, and to which the

figure and rails of the head are secured. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's IVotd-bk., Lacing, rope or cord used tn lace a sail

to a gaff, or a bonnet to a sail. 1883 Gresley Gloss. Coal

Mining, Lacing, 1. timbers placed across the tops of bars

or caps to secure the roof between the gears. 2. Strips or

light bars ofwrought iron bent over at the ends and wedged

in tight between the bars and the roof. 1885 Waodell
Syst. Iron Railr. Bridges Japan 246 Lacing, a system of

bars, not intersecting each other at the middle, used to con-

nect the two channels of a strut in order to make them

act as one member.

4. allrib., as lacing-bar, -site; lacing-cutter,

lacing-hook (see quots.).

1558 Richmond. Wills $ Invent. (Surtees) 127, iij ounce

of lasing silke. 1884 Knight Diet. Mcch. Suppl., Lacing
Cutter (Leather), a knife with a gage, to preserve the width

of the strip. Lacing Hook (Boot), hooks on the margins

of the upper, over which a lace is caught side by side

alternately to close the opening of the shoe. 1885 Wauoell,
Syst. Iron Railr. Bridges Japan 246 Lacing Bar, a bar

belonging to a system of lacing.

II Lacinia (lasi-nia). Pl.lacini®. [L.*= lappet.]

1. Bot. A slash in a leaf, petal, etc. ; the slender

lobe thus produced.
1699 Phil. Trans. XXI. 63 Tbeir . . Leaves are . . divided

into narrower and deeper Laciniae or Jags. 1760 J. Lee
Introd. Bot. 1. xn. (1765) 27 The Variations of the Corolla

in respect to Number concern either Petals, or Lacinia;,

Segments. 1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 190 Five nerves

..continued through the axes of the laciniae. 1880 C. R.
Mark ham Peruv. Bark 191 Flowers .. white, with rose-

coloured lacinix.

LACK.

2. Ent. The apex of the maxilla, esp.when slender.

1826 Kibbv & Sp. Entomol. III. 446 Slender lacinix or

lappets fringed with hairs. 1856-8 W. Clark Van der
Hoez'ens Zool. I. 161 Proboscis short, with, .sulcated lacinia.

1877 Huxley Anat. Inv. Anim. vii. 402 The galea and
lacinia of the maxilla.

Laciniate lasrnitrt), a. Bot. and Zool. Also

9 erron. lacinate. [f. prec. + -ate 2.] Cut into deep

and narrow irregular segments ;
jagged, slashed.

1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot.^ 111. v. (1765) 179 Laciniate,

jagged ; when they are variously divided into Parts, and
those Parts in like manner indeterminately subdivided.

X794 MAarvN tr. Rousseau s Bot. xxiv. 337 l ive or six lobes,

laciniate on their edges. 18 16 T. Brown Elem. Conchol. 154

Lacinate. 1849-5* Toud Cycl. Anat. IV. 1202/t Having
the branches . . finely laciniate. 1856 8 W. Clark Van der
Hoeven's Zool. I. 800 Phasianella .. Body margined by a

laciniate membrane. 1870 HooKEa Stud. Flora 16 Cheli-

donium majus .. A variety occurs in cultivation with

laciniate petals.

b. Comb., as laciniate- leaved; also in pseud o-L.

combining form, laciniato-denticulate, -palmate.

1846 Dana Zooph. (1848) 322 Lamellae crowded, .laciniato-

denticulate. Ibid. 543 Fronds stout, mukifid, laciniato-

palmate. 1870 Hoorer Stud. Flora 174 The ' Cut-leaved

Elde-', a laciniate-leaved variety.

Laciniated Oasrni^ted), ppl.a. Also 8 la-

cinated. [f. as prec. + -ed 1.] =prec.
1668 Wilkins Real Char. u. iv. 118 That \sc. Aspju] whose

leaves are laciniated. 1734 Derham in Phil. Trans.

XXXVIII. 4*5 A Bank of Vapours, not curved at Top. .but

lacinated, or broken. 1748 Hill Hist. Anim. 124 The
subulated.echinated and laciniated Cochlea. 1806 J. Gai.pine

Brit. Bot. 16 With many-cleft laciniated pencil-form lobes.

1850 Beck's Florist 180 The pinnules deeply laciniated and
tufted.

Lacinia tion. [f. Lacinia : see -ation.] A
cutting into laciniie or fringes.

1846 Dana Zooph. (1848) 196 The slender laciniations of

the upper margin of the crest-like folia are half or three-

quarters of an inch long.

Iiaciniform Jasi'nif^im), a. Ent. [f. L.VC1N-IA

+ FOKM.] (See quot.)
18*6 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. IV. 332 Laciniform ..when

they [the base-cover-] are long, of an irregular shape, and
appear like lappet* on each side of the trunk.

iaciniolate (lasi'nitMtV, a. Bot. [(. mod.L.
*laciniola, dim. of Lacinia + -ate-.] Delicately

fringed
;
having minute lacinia;. In mod. Diets.

Laciniose Jasi niJ»s), a. [ad. L. laciniosus:

See next.] = LaCIMOI'S I. In some recent Diets,

t LacrnioilS, a. Obs. [ad. L. laciniosus (sense

2 , f. lacinia : sec Lacinia and -ot s.]

1. Bot. Having many lacinia?.

1657 Tomlinson Ecuou's Pisp. 317 The first [Mug wort] is

latifolious, lacinious and marginally dissected.

2. fig. Lull of folds or windings; bence, over-

loaded, prolix, redundant.

1652 Urqluari yewel 113 The sweet Labyrinth and
mellifluent aufractuosities of a Launioui. delectation. 1653
Gataker Vind. of Annot. 132 .Mr. Swan rciurn> a long

lacinious answer, svinding and turning to and fro.

II Lacinula (lasrni//la;. Bot. [mod.L., dim. of

Lacinia.] A diminutive lacinia; the infiexed point

of the petals of the Umbelliferve.

1856 in H knslow Diet. Bot. Terms.
Hence Lacinulate a. [-ate 2

], furnished with

lacinulce. 1855 in Mayne Expos. Lex.

Lack lsek), sb. 1 Forms : 3-5 lac, 4-6 lak(e,

(5 laak), 5-6 lakke, 5-7 lacke, 6-8 Sc. laik, 4-

lack. [Early ME. lac corresponds to MLG. lak,

MDu. lac deficiency, fault, blame (mod.Du. lak

masc. calumny). Cf. Lack a.']

fl. A defect; failing; a moral delinquency,

I

fault, offence, crime
;

rarely, a natural blemish.

To give ike lack of : to impute the fault of. Obs.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 258 Fader & sune & holi gost on

god in brimnesse inne be nis lac ne lest au3 alle holinessc.

^1330 R. liaUNNE Chron. (1810) 29 Constantyn .. Brak his

feauie sone, of treson it is lak. C1375 Sc. Leg. Saints,

Egipciane 657 And for my lake be put away, c 1386 Chaucek
Merch. T. 955 If I do that lakke . . in the ne.xie ryucr do

I me drenche. 1390 Gowkr Conf. 1. 99 She haih no lit

h

' without a lack, a 1400 Octouian 1394 And all maner of

hors he knew, Bothe the lake and the vertu. c 1420 Lvug.

Assembly of Gods 369 For in hys talkyng no man cowde
fynde lak. 1443 Pol. Poems (Rolls) 1 1. 213 Esaw wolde have

founde a laak, Cause that Jacob was put out of prees.

c 1450 MirourSaluacionn 2744 That man . . to the ordeign-

aunce of godde of his synne gyves tbe lakke. 1532 More
Confttt. Tindale Wks. 507/1 Vet haue 1 before at large

opened you y° lackes therof. i5S5 Latimer Scrm. (1584)

294 The lacke is not in the law, but in vs. 1598 Q. Eliz.

Plutarch ii. 123 Tbe Curius more profit yeldz his foes than

% good vnto himself; that telleth tbem ther Lacks.

f b. Without lack: without defect, flaw, or fault,

whether physical' or moral ;
also, without fail. Obs.

c 1300 Havelok 191 He garte the erl suere, That he sholde

yemen hire wel, Withuten lac c 1330 R. Brunne Chron,

(1810) 95 Fair scho was . . & gode withouten lak. a 1340

Hampole Psalter xvl 4 pou alowed it as wibouten lake

[v.r. lackej. ^1380 Sir F'erumb. 1589 A tok a spere wib-

oute lak. c 1400 Scnvdone Bab. 1185 The botelles of bawme
withoute lake, c 1440 York Myst. xi. 109, I ain thy lorde,

with-outyn lak. c 1460 Urbanitatis 86 in Babees Bk. %
Lette

py Ry3th sboldur folow his bakke, For nurtur bat ys, with-

owten lakke.
, , . ,

f 2. Sc. A fault that brings disgrace
;
disgrace,

reproach, shame. (Often coupled with shame.) Obs.



LACK.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Ninian 644 For thru it haldine wes
bar name in gret lak and in schame. c 1470 Henry Wallace
ix. 820 Off us be found no lak eftir to reid. ^1513 Douglas
sEncis 11. x. 46 Schamfull Mr to sla, Na victory, bot lak

followingalswa. 1560 Rolland Crt. Venus 1. 455 To scbame
& lak thir twa thair seruand drawis. 1603 Philotus lvii,

To slay ane taine man, war bot lack allace.

f b. Blame, censure for a fault. Obs.

14.. How Good Wife taught Dan. 230 in Barbour's
Bruce, The cumpany quhar thai tak Sail neuir cbap for-

outen lak. 154* Udall Erasm. Aftof/u 174 He dyd
#
not

stayne nc putte to lacke or rebuke nys royall autoritie in

geuynge sentence of iudgement.

3. Deficiency, want, need something desirable

or necessary)
; also, an instance of this. In early

use often //.
c 1398 Chaucer Fortune 5 But natheles, the lak of hir

favour Ne may nat don me singen [etc.]. C1430 Lvdg.
Mm. Poems (Percy Soc.) 158 Lak of discrecioun causeth
gret hlyndcnesse. <ri449 Pecock Repr. 108 Manye vn-

helpis and manye lackis of helpis. 1500-20 Dunbar
Poems xx i. 13 Lak of spending dois him spur. 1534 More
Com/, agst. Trib. nt.xxii. (1847)285 That affection happeth
in very Tew, but that either the cause is lack of faith, or

lack of hope, or finally lack of wit. 1549 J. Cheke in Lett.

Lit. Men (Camden) 8 Among other lacks I lack painted

bucrum. 1570-6 Lambarde Peramb. Kent (1826) 3 The
lacke [of barley] is more commonly supplied with oates. 1588
Exhort. Subjects in Hart. Misc. (Main.) II. 105 Remember
the remedies, supply the lakes, remove the impediments. 1603

Shaks. Meas. for M. v. i. 68 Many that are not mad Haue
sure more lacke of reason. 1652 Brome Mail Couple in.

Wks. 1873 1« 4s The ablest [servant] that any Lady of your
lacks and longings ever bestow'd a favour on. 1663 Butlkr
Hud. 1. i. 441 We shall not need to say what lack Of
Leather was upon his Back. 1753 Life J. Frith (1829^ 75
He being driven to necessity and lack of money, was forced

[etc}. 1849 R us kin Sev. Lamps i. § xi. 21 It is less the

mere loss of labour that offends us, than the lack of judg-
ment implied by such loss. 1874 Blackie Self-Cult. 64 No
genius and no talent can compensate for the lack of obe-

dience.

b. No lack (of) : Enough, plenty (of).

c 1305 Land Cokayne 29 per n'is lac of met no clob. 161

1

Bible Exod. xvi. 18 He that gathered litle, had no lacke.

1833 Ht. Martineau Tale Tyne vi. 109 There was no lack

of loyalty among our people. 1840 Dickens Barn. Rudge
x, There seems to be no lack in this great mansion. 1870
Max Mullrr Set. Relig. (1873) 101 There is no lack of
materials for the student of the Science of Religion.

C. For (occas. by, from, through) lack of\ for

want {rarely loss) of.

c 1386 Chaucer Manciple's Prol. 48 On the Manciple he
gan nodde faste For lakke of speche. — Sqr. y

s T. 422 She
swowneth now and now for lakke of blood, c 1470 Henhy
Wallace v. 827 For lak off blud he mycht no forthir gang.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 147 b, Y* many for lacke
of mortifyenge tasteth not of this feest.^ c 1560 A. Scott
Poems (S. T. S.)xiii. 16 Throw laik of speich I thoill ry l grit

distress. 167^4 Playford Skill Mus. t. 61 He. .slew some of
them with his fist for lack of another weapon. 1775 Burke
Sp. Cone. Amer.\V\ts. I II. 88 By lack whereof they have been
oftentimes tonched and grieved by subsidies given. 178

1

Burns ' Tibbie, I line seen the day For laik o' gear ye
lightly me. 1816 Scott Tales My Landlord Ser. 1. Introd.,

Those who came to my Landlord for liquor, and went thirsty

away for lack of present coin. 1884 Bosanquet Lotzes
Metaph. 226 A fourth dimension, now unknown to us from
lack of incitement to construct it.

d. Proverb.

1546 J. Hevwood Prov. (1867) 8 In loue is no lacke. 1619
Drayton Idea lix, In Love there is no lack, thus I begin.

4. The stale of being in want; indigence, strait-

ened circumstances. Also, the condition of wanting
food ; famine, starvation.

1555 L. Digges {title) A prognostication of right good
effect .. contayninge ..rules to nidge the wether, .. with a
brefe iudgement for euer of Plentie, Lacke, Sickenes [etc.].

1563 Homilies it. Agst. Gluttony (1859^ 306 Pinched by
lacke and poverty. 1568 T. Howell Newe Sonets (1879)
156 Where one wee see to be preferde, three Hue for lacke
as starued. a 1605 Polwart Flyting iv. Montgotnerie 737
Woodtyk, hoodpyk, ay like to Hue in lacke \ 1681 W.
Robertson Phraseol. Gen. (1693) 797 Lack or want, indi'
gentia.

t 5. The fact that a person or thing is nol present

;

absence. Obs.
1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Matt, xviii. 92 So greued

with the lack of one lost shepe. 1575 Laneham's Let (1871)
53 Not so goodly az Paradis .. yet better a great deel by
the lak of so vnhappy a tree. 1596 Lady Pembroke Lay
Clorinda 89 in Spenser's Wks. (Globe) 563/1 Whilest we
here, wretches, waile his private lack. 1605 Verstegan Dec.
Intell. iv. (1628) 98 Shewing the lacke of the matter or sub-
stance which it hath lost.

6. qnasi-rtwer. a. The thing wanted, rare.

b
1549. Chekr Hurt Sedit. (1641) 28 That men .. need-

ing^ divers things, may in litle roome know where to finde
their lack. 1599 Hakluyt Voy. IT. it. 65 Knowing that out
of his countrey the Realme of England might be better
serued with lackes, then hee in comparison from vs. 1848
W. H. Bartlett Egypt to Pal. vi. (1879) 138 One great,
lack here and elsewhere is the green sod.

t b. The weight deficient in a specified quantity

;

short weight. Obs.
178a Phil. Trans. XCIII. 135 The average of weight hath

been only 2 grains 153 decimals lack por lb. which was paid
by the moneyers at the scale.

t Lack, sb.'z Obs. [See Alack int. and Good
a. 6 b.] Only in the exclamation Good lack I

1638 Tsee Good a. 6 b]. 167a H. More Brie/ Reply 134
Good lack I 1775 SHEatOAN St. Patrick's Day 11. iii, Good
lack, good lack, to think of the instability of human affairs.

"777 — ScA. Scandal id. ii, Good lack, you surprise me 1

1807 CaABBE Par. Reg. ill. 822 « Good-lack \ quoth James,
'thy sorrows pierce my breast

14

f Lack, sb.% Obs. rare [ad. F. lacs, a special

use of lacs noose.] An instrument formerly in use

for extracting a foetus ; « Fillet 2 c
1754-64 Smellie Midwif. I. 250 Different practitioners

had recourse to different kinds of fillets or lacks.

tLack, a, Obs. Also 5 lakk, 6 lacks, [ad.

or cogn. with ON. lak-r :—OTent. *lako-, cogn. with

Lack sb.1 The mod.Du. lak insipid, luxurious, may
possibly be connected.]

1. Of a quantity in measurement: Short, wanting.
1479 Surtees Misc. (1890) 20, vj yerdes, ane ynche lakk.

1589 Acc. Bk. W. Wray in\ Antiquary XXXI 1
. 79 A yeard

lacke nale tufte taffete, iijj. iijrf. 1644 Nye Gunnery 2nd
Alphab. (1670) 16 Your degree of Random is four and three

1 quarters, or five lack one quarter.

b. Little lack of: not far short of (a specified

! condition).

,
1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. May 264 Sicke, sicke, alas, and

little lack of dead.

2. Missing.
1591 Harington Orl. Fur. xvii. x xviii, When he found his

wife and men were lack.

3. Sc. Deficient in quality, inferior, poor.
14. . Hoiu Good Wife taught Dau. 56 in Barbour's Bruce,

And hear honour, bettir thing, And lawar stat, lakar
clething. C1470 Henry Wallace ix. 98 The lakest ship,

that is his Hot within, May say 11 us doun on to a dulfull

ded. 1501 Douglas Pal. Hon. t. 534 Diuers vthers .

.

Quliais lakkest weed was silkis ouir brouderit. 1582-8 Hist.
I Jas. VI (i 804) 245 As to the laik money printed at his
awin comand before he was Regent.

Lack (lock), Forms : 2 lacen, 3 laken, 4
lac, 4-6 lakyn, lake, lakke (n, -in, -yn, 4-7
lak, lacke, {6 lacce), 6-7 Sc. laik, 4 lacky (s.w.

dial. 8 lackee, 9 -y) ;
pa. pple. 4 i-lakked. [f.

Lack or a. Cf. Ml)u. taken to be wanting, to

blame (mod.Du. to blame, despise, condemn).]

1 1. mtr. To be wanting or missing ; to be de-
ficient in quantity or degree. In early use const,

with dative or to. Obs. (But to be lacking is current

;

see Lacking ///. a.)

a 1 175 Colt. Horn. 233 Wat lacede 3eu an alle mire rice

bat 3ie [etc.l. C1250 Gen. $ Ex. 1231 'I id-like hem gan oat
water laken. 136a Lakgl. /'. PI. A. v. 238 And thauh my
lyflode lakke letten I nulle That vche mon schal habben his.

I

c 1386 Chaucer Sec. Nun*s T. 498 Ther lakketh no thyng
to thyne outter even That thou r.art blynd. c 1430 Pilgr.
Ly/Manhode iv, ix. (1869) 181 A crooked staf me lakketh
for to cholle with, c 1460 Fortescue Abs. <y Lim. Mon.
xi. (1885) 137 A suhsidie .. as shall accomplishe that wich
shall lakke hj"m off such livelod. 1515 More in Grafton
Chron. (1568) II. 758 His drift covertly conveyed, lacked not
in helpyng forth his brother Duke of Clarence to his death.
a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VI 154 b, In him lacked neiiher

good will nor courage. 1588 A. King tr. Canisins* Ca/ech. 85
Ye. .effectual grace of sa gret a sacrament can na wayis laik

i heirin. 1611 BtaLE Gen. xviii. 28 Peraduenture there shall

lacke flue of the fiftie righteous. 1849 C. Bronte Shirley
iv. 36 A man in whom awe, imagination and tenderness lack.

*f* b. To be a defaulter, to be absent. Obs.

c 1465 Pol. Ret. % L. Poems 5 Many yeeris hast bou lakkyd
owte of this londe. 1467 Eng. Gilds (1870) 386 Yf eny of
the xlviij lakke or dissease.

fc. To be faulty or defective ; to offend
j
(with

dative) to offend against. Obs.

13 .. E. E. Allit. P. B. 723 Fyfty .. pat neuer lakked by
laue, bot loued ay traube. c 1450 Holland Hoxvlat 994 Bot
gif I lak in my lcid, that nocht till allow is.

5 d. «Lao v. (Cf. also Lache v. b.)

1775 S. Thaver Jrnl. (1867) 14 The people are very weak
and begin to lack in the rear, being so much reduced with
hunger and cold.

2. trans. To be without, not to have ; to have loo

little of; to be destitute of or deficient in.

£1320 K. Brunne Medit. 883 Ful feyn bey wulde Ihesu
down taken But strengbeand ynstrumentysbotbepeylakkyn.
1470-84 MaloRy Arthur is. x, For though I lacke wepen,
I shall lacke no worship. 1484 Caxton Fables 0/A Ijonce
iv, Thow rendrest not to me al my gold . . For of hit I lack

four hondred pyeces. 1526 Pilgr. Per/ (W. de W. 1531) 1 b,

Ascrybe it .. to my insuffycyency and ignoraunce, whiche
lacke both lernynge and eloquence. 1573 Satir. Poems
Reform, xxxix. 76 Not laiking na thing that bclangit to
weir. 1588 Udall Diotrephes (Arb.) 10 Rather than hee
[Judas] woulde lacke money he would sell Ijsus Christ him-
selfe. 1611 Bible Luke viiu 6 It withered away, because it

lacked moisture. ci68o Beveridge Serm. (1729) I. 183
What can they lack who live with him? 1807 Crabbk
Par. Reg. u 73 Learning we lack, nut books. 1813 Scott
Rokeby 1. xii, I could have laughed— hut lacked the time.

1833 51rs. Browning Prometh. Bound Wks. 1850 I. 140,
1 lack your daring, i860 Tvndall Glac. 1. xii. 88 Though
Dot viscous, the ice did not lack the quality of ' adhesive-
ness'. 1870 Mrs. Riddell Austin Friars tv, Luke Ross
felt his hfe lacked something. 1880 Miss Braddon Just as
I am vii, Dorothy's face lacked colour and brightness,

fb. with cannot-. To do or go without. Obs.

1551 Ascham Let. to E. Raven 20 Jan., Wks. 1865 1. it. 256,
1 was afraid when I came out of England to miss beer; but
I am afraid when I shall come into England, that I cannot
lack this wine. 1590 Spenser F. Q. I. vi. 22 The forlorne
mayd did with loves longing burne, And could not lacke
her loveK company. 159a Babington Notes on Gen. vii.

(1639) 29 The raine from aboue and the fountaines beneath
are things wee cannot lacke.

t C. To perceive the absence of; to miss. Obs.
1604 Shaks. Oth. 111. iii. 318 Poore Lady, shee'l run mad

When she shall lacke it. 1605 — Macb. lit. iv. 84 My
worthy Lord Your Noble Friends do lacke you. 1607 —
Cor. iv. i. 15* I shall be lou'd when I am lack d.

3. To need
?
stand in need of. f Frequent tn the

salesman's cry What d'ye lack ? (obs.)

LACK.

153° Palsgr. 601/1, I lacke, I want a tbyuge. 1535
Coverdale James i. 5 Yf eny of you lacke wyszdome let
bim axe of God. 1547-8 Ordre o/Commvnion 7 Lackyng
comfort or counsaill. 1614 B. Jonson Barth. Fair 11. 1,

What do you lacke? what is't you buy? wbat do you lack

?

rattles, drums, halberts, [etc], x668 Drvden Evening's
I^ove v. i. Wks. (1883) III. 363 To draw us in, with a what-
do-you-lack, as we passed by.

4. inlr. To be short of something. Now rare.

f Also simply, to be in want.
1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. cxviii. 141, ] shall go abiode.

.

and gette vytayle. .for within a whyle we shall lacke. 1560
Rolland Crt. fonus 1.33, 1 alone ofsiccuragc did laik. 1599

I Ma rston Sco. Villanie 11. v.Wks. 194 Liu'd he now, he should
! lack, Spight of his farming Oxcstawles. 1611 Bible Prov.

xxviii. 27 He that giueth vnto the poore, shall not lacke.
1809 E. S. Barrett Setting Sun 1 1 1. 144 Though individuals

I may lack of breeches. 1894 Outing (U. S.) XXIV. 87/1
Coffee . .we were compelled to crush, lacking of a coffee mill.

+ 5. trans. To find Macks' or faults in; to find

fault with, abuse, blame, reproach, vituperate. Also
absoL Oh. (Sc. and north, dial.)

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 797 He loves men bat in aid
tyme has bene, He lakes ba men bat now are sene. 1377
Langl. P. PI. B. xt. 2 Thanne Scripture scorned me..And
lakked me in Latyne. 1393 Ibid. C. xvi. 78 Me is lob .. to
lacky eny seete. a 1425 Wvntoun Orig. Cron. ix. xiiu 1475
Yhe wene to lak, bot yhe commend, c 1475 Rait/Coiljear
87 First to lofe, and sync to lak, Peter ! it is schame. 1496
Dives <r Paup. (W. de W.) v. iv. 200/1 The flaterer lacketh
and bacbyteth al tho that he hatetb. 1535 Stewart Cron.
Scot. (1856) 11. 102 In euerie land with all leid we are lakkit.

I
>5S8 Q. Kennedy Compend. Tract, in Wodrow Soc. Misc.
(1844) 98 Love or lack, prayse or condempne. a 1605 Mont-
gomery Misc. Poems xliii. 17 Thy leiving no man laks.

t b. To lack (gerundial inf. passing into an adj.

phrase) : to blame, blameworthy. Obs.
Scott seems to have taken the phrase to mean ' wanting

on tbe analogy of to seek.

a 1300 Cursor M. 9037 Quilk er to lac, quilk er to luue,
pair aun werckes will }>am proue. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron.
u8io) 194 He sais behind bi bak..Wordes bat er to lak.

cx^ZoLytylle Childr.Bk. 76111 BabeesBk., Ne drynkbehynde
no mannes bakke, For yf bou do, thow art to lakke. [1814
Scott Ld. 0/ isles 11. xxvii, If Bruce shall e'er find friends
again . . Old Torquil will not be to lack With twice a thou-

I

sand at bis back. i8a8 — F. M. Perth xiii, Your house has
been seldom to lack, when the crown of Scotland desired
..wise counsel. 1

1 6. In weaker sense : To depreciate, disparage,
1 lun down \ Obs. (Chiefly Sc.)

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xv. 198 As a lyoun he loketh there
men lakketh his werkes. r 1400 Gamelyn 276 Felaw he
seyde why lakkest thou his ware. £1470 Henry Wallact
viii. 906 Thocht he wes best, no nothir lak we nocht. 1513
Douglas sEneis 1. Pref. 275 Na man wil I lakkin or despyse.
1533 Oau Richt Vay 17 Thay that lichtlis and lakkis their
nichburs guidis to oders. 1691 in Ray iS". q E. C. Words 104.

17 . . Ramsay The CordiatfX. 1 Is that the thing ye're laking ?

Proi'crb. 1546 J. Hevwood Prov. (1867) 10 Better lcaue
I then lacke. 1598 Barret Thtor. Warrcs vi. i. 224.

7. Comb, in various adjs. and sbs. indicating the

absence or want of what is signified by the second
1 member, as lack-beard, -brain, -grace, -mind, -sense,

i

-wit sbs. ;
lack-laughter, 'life, -linen, -pity, -spittle,

•thought adjs. ; lack-learning, -love adjs. and sbs.

;

lack-all, one who is in want of everything ; hence
lack-allism (nonce-wd.)

; + lack-looks, a woman
who is wanting in good looks ; lack-stock {nonce-

wd.), one who has no money in stocks. Also Lack-
land, Lack-latin, Lack-lustre.
1850 Carlyle Latter-d. Pamph. L 46 Vagrant *Lackal1s,

foolish most of you, criminal many of you, miserable all.

1886 W. Graham Social Problem 7 Both the labourers and
the lack-alls who do not labour. fbid.B The great inter-

mediate and
#

most anxious class, whose condition shades
into * lack-allism. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado v. i. 196 For my
Lord *Lacke-bcard there, he and 1 shall meete. 1596 —
1 Hen. IV, 11. iii. 17 What a *lacke-braine is this? 1817
Coleridge Biog. Lit. 277 We should . . consider it as a
*lack-grace returned from transportation. 1850 Blackie
ACschytus I. 48 Many force * Lack-laughter faces to relax

Into the soft lines traced by joy. 1590 Davidson Reply to

Bancroft in WodroivSoc. Misc. 516 So is there do shaft that

oftner flicth out of their bac against others, than the boult

of *lack learning. 160a 1. Campion Art Eng. Poesie in

Ascham y
s Scholem. (1863) 261 In those lack-learning times

. . began that . . kind of Poesie . . which we abusively call

Rime and Mceter. 1765 Hlackstosf. Comm. I. 176 The
name ofparliamentum indoctum, or the lack-learning par-

liament. 1837 Sir F. Palgrave Merck, q Friar i. (1844)

16 Our common nomenclature still bears testimony to the

lack-learning of ancient times. 1889 J. Hirst in Archaeol.

Instit. Jml. No. 181. 32 The dreamy, *lack-life, symbolic
and ideal creations of the Assyrians. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. II

',

11. iv. 134 You poore, base, rascally, cheating, *lacke-Linnen-

Mate. 1861 K. H. Digbv Ch. St. John (1863) 32^ The
fustian rascal and his poor lack-linen mate. 1618 Oivles

Aim., Our *lack-lookes and barren-beauties. 1590 Shaks.
Mids. N. 11. ii. 77 Pretty soule, she durst not lye Neere this

*Iacke-loue. this kill-curtesie. 1871 R. Ellis tr. Catullus
lxxxi. 3 Only the lack-love signor, a wretch from sickly

Pisaurum. 1887 H. Knollys Lift 7aMn 17 *Lack.minds..
whose stagnant curiosity is satisfied by staring over the

ship's side. 1881 Chr. Rossetti Pageant, etc. 122 Self stab-

bing self with keen *lack-pity knife. 1881 J. M. Brown
Stud. Life 9 Many a *lacksense it has led to waste his

patrimony, a 1834 Coleridge in Blacktv. Mag. CXXX1.
(1882) 123/2, I have not words to express the^ chopped straw,

*lack -spittle, dry-chewing feel I experience in reading them.

1820 Southev Lett. (1856) III. 212 We poor lacklands and
*lackstocks who bave to earn our livelihood.

#
1829

Epist. Anniversary'17 Sauney and sentimental, with an air

So *lack-thought and so lack-a-daisycal. 1667 Drvden Sir

Martin Mar-all iv. i. Wks. (1883) 111. 53 A conceited *lack-
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wit, a designing ass. 1809 E. S. Barrett Setting Sum I. 40

Alexander, the Lackwit.

Lack (laek), Obs. exc. dial Also 9 lacky.

trans. To beat.

?<ri475 Hunt. Hare 141 Thei leyd at her with mallus

strong As fast as they might lacke. 1847 Halliwell, Lacky,

to beat severely. Devon.

[Lack, v., a spurious word explained in some

Diets. 1 to pierce the hull of (a vessel) with shot \
is evolved from lact = i laced* (in quof. for Lace v.

4 d), misunderstood as 1 lacked ' by Kingsley {West-

ward Hoi xx and xxvtii).]

Lack, Lacka, obs. forms of Lac 1 and 2
.

Lackadaisical (laekad^'zikal), a. Also 8

-daysical, 9-daisycal. [f. Lackadaisy + -jc +
-al.] Resembling one who is given to crying

'Lackaday!'; full of vapid feeling or sentiment

;

affectedly languishing. Said of persons, their

behaviour, manners, and utterances.

1768 Sterne Sent Journ. (1775) I. 61 (Ptthe\ Sitting in

my black coat, and in my lack-adaysical manner, counting

the throbs of it. 1807 Anna. Porter Ilnngar. Bro. vi.

(1832) 77 What do you cast up your lack-a-daisical eyes at,

Forshiem? 1818 Hazutt Eng. Poets vi. (1870) 146 No
man has written so many lack-a-daisical'.. verses as he. 1834

Beckford Italy I. 357 Lackadaisical loitering on the banks

of the Arve. 1852 K. S. Svrtees Sponge's S/>. Tour lxviii.

384 The . . lackadaisical misses whom be could love or not,

according to circumstances. 1870 L'Estrange Miss Mit-

ford I. v. 149 They [Miss Seward's Letters] are affected,

sentimental, and lackadaisical to the highest degree.

Hence Lackadaislcality, Lackadaisicalness,

the quality of being lackadaisical ; La ckadaisi-

cally adv., in a lackadaisical manner.
1823 Nao Monthly Mag. VII. 169 They conceive the

eternal . . lackadaisicalities touching the matter of Walter
Scott's 'more last dying words'. 1828 Miss Mitford Vil-

lage Ser. id. (1863) 59 Her father's odd ways .. and her

mother's odd speeches, and bcr sister's lack-a-daisicalness.

1829 Lytton Deverenx 11. iv. ' I think I am ', reiterated the

dead man, very lackadaisically. 1851 D. Jerrold St. Giles

xii. 121 He stands . . with one leg drawn up, and his ten

fingers interlaced lackadaisically. 1887 Pall Mall G. 17 Sept.

13/2 If Ministers refuse replies. .Don t charge them with.,

tackadaisicality.

Lackadaisy (larkad^zi), int. (sb., a.) [Ex-

tended form of Lackaday.] = Lack-a-day, hence

as sb. the utterance of the interjection ; an instance

of this; zsadj. «= Lackadaisical.
1792 Wolcot (P. Pindar) Wks. III. 38 The Swain, in

Lack a daisy sort, Held down his head as sorry for't.

1825 R. P. Ward Tremaine II. xii. 121 She, with many
lack-a-datsies, begged her to come in and dry herself. 1847
Halliwell, Lackadaisy, alack ; alas !

Laxk-a-day, int. Obs. or arch. [Aphetized

form of Alack-a-day.] = Alack-a-day.
1695 Congreye Lovefor L. 11. ii, Good lack.a-day, ha, ha,

ha. 1728 Morgan Algiers I. vi. 189 Lack-a-Day, Sir,

everything will be dwindled away to just nothing. 1719
Fielding Tom Jones x. ix, Good-lack-a-day ! why there

now, who would have thought it ! 1779 Mad. D'Arblay
Diary Nov., I wish all the cloth were like him ; but, lacka-

day ! 'tis no such thing. 1820 W. Tooke tr. Lucian I. 455
Lackaday; they are gone every mother's son. 1849 Miss
Mulock Ogilvies xvt. (1875) 127 Ah, lack-a-day ! it's a
troublesome world !

Lackage (Ise'ked^). In 9 laccage. [f. Lack v.

+ -age. (Cf. Anglo-Latin /acta in Dn Cange.)]

Deficiency of coins below standard weight.
1840 Ruding Annals Coinage I. 283 In his [Edw. IV's]

fifth year it was enacted [in the Irish parliament] that the
noble of due weight should be of the value of ten shillings.

.

and that for laccage of weight in such pieces of gold they
should be refused. Ibid. 284 It was enacted, in his seventh

year, that the laccage in weight should not be a cause for

refusing the^ money, but that the value of such laccage
should be paid in current silver.

Lacke, obs. form of Lac i, Lack.

Lacked (laekt), a. rare. [f. Lack v. l +
-ed*.] That one has been (long) without.

1590 Spenser F. Q. 1. iii. 27 My long lacked Lord.

fLaxken, v. Obs. rare-1
, [f. Lack sb. +

-EN 6.] trans. To depreciate, disparage.

1674 N. Fairfax Bulk * Selv. To Rdr., If I give out
1 set highly by it, I should lacken it as much by making
such a Fondling the Penman of it.

t Lacker. Obs. [f. Lack v.* + -er *.] One
who tacks, a. One who blames or disparages,

b. One who is missing or wanting.
1496 Dives <$ Paup. (W. de \V.) v. iv. 200/2 Comonly grete

praysers be grete lackers. #1618 J. Davies (Heref.) IVits

Pilgr.f etc. (Grosart) 24/ 1 The lack of one may cause the
wrack of at :^

Although the lackers were terrestrial gods Yet
wil theyr ruling reel, or reeling fall.

Lacker, variant of Lacquer sb. and v.

t Lacket. Obs. rare — l
. [ad. OF. laqieel, obs.

f. laqnais.*] A lackey.

1523 Ld. Berne rs Froiss. I. xvHi. 26 [They sent back]
theyr lackettis, and pagis . . in ii. shippes.

Lackey i lacquey (lae-ki), sb. Forms : a. 6
lakay, -ey, -ye, lackeie, lacquie, 6-7 lackie,
6-8 lacky, 7 lacquay, -aie, la(ck)quay, lacquy,
laquey, 6- lackey, lacquey; 6- lackeys,
lacqueys, etc. ; also 6lackeis, -yes, 7 lack(e)yes,
7-8 laquies, 6-9 lackies. &. Sc. 6 alakay, al-

lacay, 7 allakey. [ad. F. laquais, in OF. pi. la-

quaiz, laqneiz, also alacays, {h)alaques (whence the

. j8 forms), in 15th c. a kind of foot-soldier, subse-

quently a footman, servant. The etymology is

obscure ; cf. Sp., Pg. lacayo ; It. laccM is from Fr.]

1. A footman, esp. a running footman ; a valet.

a. 1529 Supplic. to King(E>. E. T. S.) 52 His wiffe, her

gentle woman or mayde, two yowmen, and one lackey. 1596
Munday Silvayn's Orator 354 How manic Noble men doe
burst their lacquise legs with running. 1616 R. C. Times'

Whistle in. 1067 Lackies before her chariot must run. 1642

Rogers Naaman 159 The lackey rides, and the Prince goes

on foote. 1709 Steele Tatter No. 44 P 1 The Coachman
with a new Cockade, and the Lacqueys with Insolence ..

in their Countenances. 1816 Byron Ch. liar. n. Notes Wks.
I. 160 He was wronged hy his lacquey, and overcharged hy
his washerwoman. 1849 Cobden Speeches 10 Popes and
potentates have run away in the disguises of lacqueys. 1855
Motley Dutch Rep. 11. ii. (1866) 146 He was not her lackey,

and..she might send some one else with her errands.

/3. 1538 Sc. Ld. Treasurer's Acc. in Pitcairn Crintin.

Trials I. 292, ix Pagis, iiij Allacayis, iij Mulilaris. 1560
Rolland Crt. Venus n. 1035 At ilk bridle ane proper
Alakay. 1600 Sc. Acts Jas. /7(i8i6) IV. 212/2 Ane allakey

put ane steil bonnet on his hcid.

b. fig. t A constant follower {obs.) ; one who is

servilely obsequious, a toady.

1588 Marfitel. Epist. (Arb.) 19, I thxnke Simonie be the

bishops lacky. 1651 lilacs New Disp. § 72. 37 There are

some flowers that are the Laquies of the sun. 1692 Washing-
ton Milton's Def. Pop. iii. (1851) 100 In Politicks no Man
more a Lackey and Slave to Tyrants than he. 1880 Sturgeon

J. Ploughm. Pict. 25 It is right to be obliging, but we are

not obliged to be every man's lackey.

2. A hanger-on, a camp follower. Obs. or arch.

1556 Acc. in Sharpe Cov. Myst. (1825) 193 Payd to xiiij

gonners and a lakye \\\s. 1580 North Plutarch (1676) 427
Slaues, . . Lackies, and other Stragglers that followed the

camp. 1600 Holland Livy v. vin. 185 Like to lawlesse

lackies that follow the campe. 1843 Lytton Last Bar. 11.

i. 122 The . . lackeys and dross of the camp—false alike to

Henry and to Edward.

3. = lackey-moth (see 4).

1857 Stainton Brit. Butterflies <y Moths 1. 156 Clisio.

campa castrensis (Ground Lackey). . . C. neustria (Lackey).

1869 E. Newman Brit. Moths 42 The Lackey {Bombyx
neustria).

4. altrib. and Comb., as lackey-boy; -brat, -slave
;

also lackey-like adj. and adv. ; lackey-cater-

pillar, the caterpillar from which the lackey-

moth is developed ;
lackey-moth, a bombycid

moth of the genus Clisiocampa (for the origin of

the name see quot. 186S).

1575 Turbervile Faulconric 371 By misfortune or negli-

gence of your *lackey boyes. 1677 Lovers Quarrel 73 in

Hazl. E. P. P. II. 256 Away this lacky hoy he ran. 1599
Marston Sco. Villanie 1. iii. Wks. 180 Shall thy Dads
*lacky brat Weare thy Sires halfe-rot finger in his hat 1

1603 J. Davies (Heref.) Microcosm. (Grosart) 37/1 Sweat
before Vertue *lacky-like doth rin To ope the gate of

Glory seinpiterne. 1829 Carlyle Misc. (1857) 19 The
Sieur Longchamp's .. most lackey-like Narrative. 1868

Wood Homes ivithout H. xxx. 577 The *l^.ckey moths are

so called on account of the bright colours of the caterpillars,

which are striped and decorated like modern footmen. 1890
Eleanor Ormerod Injur. Insects (ed. 2) 292 The cater-

pillars of the Lackey Moth are injurious to the leafage of

apples, a i6n Chapman Iliad v. 207 Like a *lackey slave.

Hence various nonce-words, t La-ckeyan a.
t
of

or pertaining to a lackey; La'ckeyed a.,

attended by lackeys ; La ckeyism, the service or

attendance of lackeys
;
La-ckeysMp, the condition

or position of lackeys; lackeys collectively.

1620 Shelton Quix. IV. xv. 120 The little blind Boy, ..

Love, would not lose the occasion offered to triumph upon
a Lackyan Soul. 176a Goldsm. Git. IV. lxi. [Ixiv.] p 5 For our
pleasure the lacquied train . .moves in review. 1830 Exam-
iner 706/2 Creating a hereditary Iackyship in the servant's

hall. 1843 Le Fevre Life Trav. Phys. III. 11. xiv. 64 As
he is awkward in all his operations he cannot enter the ranks

of lackeyship. 1843 Carlyle in Froude Life Land. (1884)

I. 312 Sound sleep for a few hours, and a lackey to awaken
you at half-past six. It is over now, all that lackeyism,

thank God !

Lackey, lacquey (lse-ki), v. Forms: see

the sb. [f. Lackey, Lacquey sb.]

+ 1. intr. To do service as a lackey, esp. as a

running footman ; to run on errands, dance atten-

dance, do menial service. Frequentlyfig. of per-

sons and immaterial things. Const, after, by, to,

upon
;
also, to lackey it. Obs.

1568 Hist. Jacob <$ Esau n. iii. C iv, I must lackey and
j
come lugging greyhound and hound. 159* Lylv Galalltea

iv. ii, Cupid,..you shall.. lackie after Diana all day. 1593

I

Marlowe Lust's Dom. 1. iv. (1657) B xj b, Alv. Shall they
thus tread thee down, which once were glad To Lacquey by
thy conquering Chariot wheeles? 1604 Dekker King's Enter,
tainm. 323 The Minutes (that lackey at the heeles of Time)
run not faster away then do our joyes. 1613 Heywood
Brazen Agei. 178 Lie lackey by the wheresoe're thou goest.

1615 Chapman Odyss. v. 131 Who would willingly Lackey
along so vast a lake of brine t ^635 Stafford Pac. Hib. ti.

iii. (1821) 243 Making him lackie it by bis horse side on foote

like a common Horseboy. 1640 N. Fiennes in Rushw. Hist.

Coll. lit. (1692) 1. 181 Let the high and great Censure of the

Church no longer lacquy after Fees. 1642 Hales Tract on
Schism 13 This abuse of Christianity to make it Lacquey to

Ambition, is a vice for which [etc.]. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk
«$• Selv. 18 The whole of this is eternity,, .that share of it that

lackies it by the worlds side is time. 1676-7 Hale Contempt.
II. 73 Intellect, that in the Throne should sit, Must lackie

after Lust, a 1677 Manton Christ's Tempt, iv. Wks. 1870 I.

295 That his power and goodness should lacquey upon, and
be at the beck of, our idle and wanton humours. 1678

CuownRTH In tell. Syst. 1. v. 864/1 It being Indecorous that

this Divine . . Power should constantly lacquey by and
attend upon natural generations. 1697 Drydf.n yEneid
Ded. e 3, He is a Foot-Poet, he Lacquies by the side of Virgil

at the best, but never mounts behind him.

2. trans. To wait upon as a lackey; to attend

closely upon ; to dance attendance upon. Chiefly

trans/, and fig.
1599 Marston .SV0. Villanie 11. vii. Wks. 203 Note no more,

Vnlesse thou spy his faire appendant whore That lackies

him. 1612-15 Hall Contempt. O. T. xix. ii, Elijah

had lacquaied his coach, and tooke a peaceable leaue at this

Townes end. 1629 FoRn Lovers Mel. \. ii,(He] Lackeys
his le((ers, does what service else He would employ his man
in. 1646 Boyle in i^f Wks. (1772) I. 29, I saw one poor
rogue, lacqueyed by his wife. 1649 Drumm. of Hawth.
Fam. Ep. Wks. (1711) 144 So many dangers and miseries

lackeying them. 1764 Churchill independence Poems II. 2,

I see Men . . lacquey the heels of those Whom Genius ranks
amongst her greatest foes. 1801 W. Taylor in Monthly
Mag. II. 505 The syllable //..came over in the suite of the

Norman families of words, and lacqueys only its early con-

nexions. 185a Erasers Mag. V. 671 Why should it lacquey
unlearned opinion, and.. submit to become the mere registry

of popular judgment? 1870 Lowfll Study Wind. 40?

The artificial method proceeds from a principle the reverse

of this, making the spirit lackey the form. 1881 Q. Per.
, Apr. 319 He had lacqueyed and flattered Walpole.

Hence La*ckeying a.

1819 Keats King Stephen 1. iv. 42 The generous Earl ..

1
with a sort of lackeying friendliness, 'lakes off the mighty
frowning from his brow.

Lacking (loc kirj), vbl. sb. [f. Lack v.* + -ikc I.]

1. The condition of bein^ without or in want of

I

(something)
;
deficiency.

1377 Langl. PL C. xnr. 26 And as low as a lombe for

* lakkyng of that hym nedeih. 1398 Trkvisa Barth. De P. P.
xix. xiii. (1495) 872 The body is pale, .for scarsytee and lack-

ynge of hlood. c 1440 Hvlton Scala Perf. (W. de W. 1494)

1. liii, This nought is no thinge elles but derkenes of

conscyence, a lackynge of loue and of lyghte. 1509 Hawks
Past. Pleas, xxi. ^Percy Soc.) 100 Where that is mesure
there is no lacking. 1543 tr. Act 1 Rich. Ill, c. 13 The sellar

shall allow or rebate at the same pryce to the I'.yar..

asmoche money as suche lackyng [F. defaule] after the rate

shall amount to. a 1548 Hall Ghron., Edw. IV 233 At every

table were apoynted .v. or .vi. gentelmen . .to se them served

without lacking, a 1851 Moir Birth Fhnvers iv. Poet. Wks.
(1852) I. 133 The Dreamer wist not what might be The
thing a-latkmg.

f f 2. The action of blaming, the condition of

being blamed ;
blame, censure. Obs.

1387-8 T. L'sk Test. Love ml ii. 112 Nothing by reason of

that, turneth in to thy praisinge ne lacking, c 1440 Hvli on
Scala Ferf. (W. de W. 1494) 11. xxii, To suffre at that may
falle, ease or unease : pmysyng or lackyng.

Lacking Jarkin),///. a. [f. Lack v. 1 + -lng 2
.]

1. Of things : Not at hand
;
missing

;
also, short

in quantity.

1480 ll'ardr. Acc. Edw. 7/^(1830) 145 Except ij yerdes

lakking in alle. 1566 Eng. Ch. Furniture (1866) 82 The
Rood with a paire of Clappers Lackinge. 1611 Hible Lev.

ii. 13 Neither shalt thou suffer the salt of the Couenant of

thy God to bee lacking from thy meat offering. 1879 'I\v
dall Fragm. Sci. (ed. 61 1 1. ii. 11 1 'lour was lacking to make
the sacramental bread. 188 1 Evans in Speaker's Comm.
N. T. III. 241 Historical materials are lacking.

2. Of persons, etc. : Deficient, falling short, in

want ;
also, defaulting, f Of a limb : Crippled.

Of a district : Destitute.

1657 R f.eve God's Plea 18 Clisophus the Sycophant of

Philip feigned himself laine, because his Master had through

! a wound a laking legge. 1805 W. Taylor in Ann. Kev.

III. 310 The lean and lacking corners of the empire produce

the most hardy and robust people. 1838 Chalmers ll'ks.

XIII. 186 He may regard God in the light of a jealous

exactor and himself in the light of a lacking tributary. 1868

Nettleshii' Browning \. 44 The tree must give me its leaf

or 1 must go lacking. 1868 Freeman Norm. Cong. (1876)

I II. vii. 23 In all kingly qualities he was utterly lacking.

I
1878 Browning La Saisiaz 61 Grant.. This same law found

1 lacking now.

Lackland be-kloend), sb. and a. [f. Lack v.l

+ Lasd sb.] A. sb. One who has no landed posses-

sions ; one who rules over no territory. B. adj. Of
persons : Having no land.

Used by mod. historians as a rendering of L. Sine Terra

(C1196 Will. Novoburg. Hist. 11. xviii.), AF. Sanz tere

(c 1367 Eulog. Hist. v. exit.), the designation of King John.

Trevisa tr. Higden's Polychron. vn. xxxii. calls him ' lohn

wib oute londes ' ; Grafton and Stowe ' Without land

1594 Greene Looking Glass Wks. (Grosart) XIV. 40 How
cheere you, gentleman ? you crie ' no lands ' too ; the Judge

hath made you a knight for a gentleman, hath dubd you sir

John Lack-land. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 255 lohn

surnamed Sine terra, that is, Without Land [marg. Or nick-

named lohn Lack-land\ 162a Rowlands Good Newts $
Bad 12 What remedy gainst Fortunes rRging fits, But Hue

like other lackelands, by my wits? 1646 Bvck Eich. Ill, 1. 6

Sobriquets.. Sansterre, Lackland. 176* Hume Hist. Eng. I.

ix. 330 John who inherited no territory . . was thence com-

monly denominated Lackland. i8ao [see lack-stock, Lack
v 7]. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIII. 126 John, King of England,

surnamed Sansterre or Lackland, a common appellation of

younger sons, whose age prevented them from holding fiefs.

i88x Spectator 22 Jan. 120 Whatever the lacklands of the

League may say to the contrary. 1887 Pall Mall G. 21 July

3/2 If they voted for the lackland lawyer they would in the

winter starve. 1899CARDL.Vauchan in Westm. Gaz. 29 Aug.

2/3 The transference.. of the great commons of England to

the rich created a lackland and beggared poor.

Lack-Latin (stress even or variable), sb. and a.

[f. Lack v.1 + Latin sb.] t A. sb. One who knows

little or no Latin
;
chiefly in SirJohn Lack-latin,



LAdKLESS.

a name for an ignorant priest. Obs. B. adj. Igno-

rant of Latin ; unlearned.
c 1534 Sir F. Bygod Treat, cone, impropriations C vj, Is it

nat great pitye to se a man to haue thre or foiirc benefyces
.. whiche he neuer cometh at, but setteth in euery one of
them a syr John lacke laten, that can scarce rede his porteus.

1552 Latimer Serm. St. Andrew's Day (1584* 216 [The
patron] will . . hyer a Syr lohn Lacke Latin, whiche shall

sayseruice. 1608 J. Day Law Trickes 1. i. (1881) 11 Your
selfe and such lacke-Latin Aduocatcs Infect the heart. 16 14
Jackson Creed 111. iii. § 5 We are bound to believe the

Church's decisions read or explicated unto us (by the pope's

messenger though a Sir John Lack-latin). 1649 G. Daniel
Trinarch., Rich. It 343 'Tis but in Ayre, as on the Earth,

one Cause ; Wee haue our I^ick-Latms, and They, their

Dawes. 1832 J. Hodgson in J. Raine Mem. (1858) II. 257
That sad lack- Latin prelate Lewis Beaumont.

fLackless (lae'kles), a. Obs. [f. Lack sb.l

+ -less.} Without fault or blame; faultless,

blameless. Const, of.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xi. 382 If a man mi3te make hym-
self goed to be poeple, Vch a lif wold be lakles. ? a 1500

Cluster PL (E. E. T. S.) vn. 544 He said to me sleeping,

that shee lackles was of sinne.

Lack-lustre (stress even or variable), a. and

sb. [f. Lack v. 1 + Lustre.]

A. adj. Wanting in lustre or brightness : orig.

of the eyes, countenance, etc., after Shakspere.
1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. 11. vii. 21 He drew a diall from his

poake: And looking on it, with lacke-lustre eye, Sayes
[etc.]. 1782 V. Knox Ess. (1819) III. clxxii. 257 With
hollow and lack-lustre eye. 1812 Bvron Ck. Har. 11. vi,

Through each lack-lustre, eyeless hole. 1844 Dickens
Mart. Chuz. iii, From a gaudy hlue to a faint lack-lustre

shade of grey. 1883 Black Shandon Betis xxxi, Existence

in these foul-smelling lanes . . seemed a lack-lustre kind of

thing.

B. sb. Theabsenceoflustreorbrightness. rare- 1
.

a 1788 Pott Chirurg. Wks. II. 02 The eyes have now a

languor and a glassiness, a lack-lustre not easy to be

described. 1847 in Craig ; and in mod. Diets.

Ilence Lacklu'strous a., wanting in lustre, dull.

1834 Neiu Monthly Mag. XL. 80 The most lacklustrous

of all games.

Lackquaie, -ay, obs. forms of Lackey.
Lacky, dial. f. Lack v. ; obs. f. Lackey.

Lacmoid (larkmoid). [f. Lacm-us + -oid.]

A coal-tar colour used in dyeing. In some mod. Diets.

Lacmus (lae'kmfts). [ad. Du. lakmoes
f

f. lak

Lac sb.i + moes pulp.] = Litmus.
1794 Sullivan Vino Nat. I. 258 The tincture of lacmus.

1812 J. Smyth Tract. 0/ Customs (1821) 150 Liimus, or

Lacmus, in the Arts, is a blue pigment, formed from Archil.

LaCOniari (lakflu-nian), a. and sb. [f. L. La-
coni-a (f. Gr. Aaxwv Laconian) + -an.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to Laconia or its in-

habitants
;
Lacedaemonian, Spartan. B. sb. An

inhabitant of Laconia.
1602 Metamorph. Tahacco 41 The rude Laconians, whom

Lycurgus care Barr'd from the traffick of exotiek ware.

1842 Fricharo Nat. Hist. Man 201 The Laconians differ in

manners and address from their neighbours lhe Arcadians.

Comb. 1580 North Plutarch (1676) 44 Some had reason

which said heretofore, to speak Laconian-like, was to be
Philosopher- like.

Laconic (lak^nik), a. and sb. Also 6 -ike, 7
-ique, 7-8 -ick. [ad. Gr. Aclkcvvik-os (L. Laconic-

us), f. Aatcwv Laconian. Cf. F. laconique."}

A. adj.

1. Of or pertaining to Laconia or its inhabitants,

made or written in Laconia; Lacedaemonian,

Spartan. Now rare.

1583 Exec, for Treason Pref. (1675) A iij, Plutarch often

?uotes the Delphick and Laconick Commentaries. 1601

Iollano Pliny II. 613 There be many other Emerauds..
taken forth of the mountain Taygctus in Laconia, and those

therefore be named Laconick. a 1683 Sidney Disc. Govt.

in. vi. (1704) 251 This was oot peculiar to the severe Laconic
Disciplin. 1807 Robinson Archsol. Grarca 11. i. 131 The
River Eurotas, which runs into the Laconic Gulf. 1850
Chubb Locks <V Keys 5 The Laconic keys consisted of three

single teeth, in the figure of the letter E. JCf. ctavern

laconicam, Plaut. Most.]

b. Characteristic of the Laconians ; Spartan -like.

1787 J. Aoams De/. Constit. Govt. Pref., Wks. 1851 IV.

287 The latest revolution that we read of, was conducted
. . in the Grecian style, with laconic energy.

2. Following the Laconian manner, esp. in speech

and writing; brief, concise, sententious. Of persons:

Affecting a brief style of speech.

1589 J as. VI in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. III. 28 To excuis

me for this my laconike writting 1 ame in suche haist. a 1625
Beaum. & Fl. Little Fr. Lawyer v. i, If thou wilt needs
know . . I will discover it . . with laconic brevity. 1667 E.
Chamberlayne St. Gt. Brit. 1. Introd. (1684) 6 Brevity and
a Laconick stile is aimed at all along. 1668 Davenaht
Man's Master 11. x. Wks. 1874 V. 32 This laconic fool makes
brevity ridiculous. 1736 Pope Let. Swift 17 Aug., Wks. 1871

VII. 345, 1 grow laconic'even beyond laconicism. 1800 Mhs.
Hervev Mourtray Fam. 1. 149 This cold laconic note . . let

down all Emma's hopes. 1833 Ht. Martineau Berkeley
Banker 1. ii. 29 * None but friends, 1 sec \ said the laconic

Mr. Williams. 1850 Kingslev All. Locke xxix. (1879) 311

That . . laconic dignity, which is the good side of the
English peasants' character. 1888 Anna Green Behind
Closed Doors iii, 'Trust me - was his laconic rejoinder^

B. sb. (The adj. used absolutely.)

f 1. A laconic speaker. Obs.
1628 J. Gaule Pract. Theor. Paneg. 22 The most compen-

dious Laconicke with a reinserted Parenthesis of (*'/ tritus

16

dicam verbis) amongst many words, will promise to dispatch
in Three. 169a L'Estrange Fables ccccxcii. 467 It was the
III hap of a Learned Laconique, to make use of Three
Words, when two would have done, .his business hardly.

2. Laconic or concise speech. Brief or con-

cise sentences.

1718 Addison Let. to Swift \n Swift's Lett. II. 540 Shall
we never again talk together in laconic? 1871 E. F. Burn
Ad Fidem xvi. 341 A man's hand writes startling laconics
on the wall.

+ 3. «=Lacomcum Obs.

1715 Leoni Palladia's Archil. (1742) II. 55 Laconic, the
Sweating Room in the Palestra?.

t Laco nical, a. Obs. [f, Laconic a. + -al.]

» Laconic a.

J576 Fleming Fanopl. Epist.'ztf The Epistles of Nucillus
were so Laconicall and shorte. 1586 T. B. La Pritnaud.
Fr. Acad. 1. (J594) * 21 Laconicall sayings, that is, .short and

|

sententious. 1605 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 338 Proposing
forsooth a streignt and laconicall manner of life. 1627
Bp. Hall Epist. 1. v. 282 All that Laconicall discipline

!

pleased him well, a 1658 Cleveland Poems (1677) 134 The !

Spartans . . studying their Laconical Brevity. 1698 Fryer
E. India P. 362 Distinctions and Laconical Evasions.

Laconically (latyniikaU), adv. [f. prec. +
-ly 2

.] After the manner of the Laconians or
Spartans, esp. in brevity of speech.
1631 Weever Anc. FuneralMon. 572 Hs. .writ thus to the

Abbot Laconically. .Who answered as briefly. 1631 Brath-
wait Eng. Gentleiv. (1641) 298 Farre bee it from me to be
so .. Laconically severe. 174a Pope Let. to Warburton
28 Dec. Wks. 1751 IX. 254, I write, you know, very laconic,

ally. 1823 Lingard Hist. Eng. VI. 32 The king laconically
I replied, that he should wait for the English . . till Friday.

1851 Alkoro in Life (1873) 206 The 'Christian Remem-
|

brancer .has taken notice of my answer very laconically.

1873 G. C. Davies Mount.
«fr
Mere xiv. 109 ' Donkeys ' he

answered laconically.

Laco'nicalness. rare—1
. Laconical quality.

1830 1 Bentham Wks. (1843) XI. 104/2 The laconicalness

1 of the observation.

Iiaconicism (latyrnisiz'm). [f. Laconic a. +
-ism.] = Laconism 2 and 2 b.

1656 Blount Gtossogr., Laconicism, a short speech, con-

taining much matter. 1694 tr. Gracian's Courtier's Oracle
;

Pref. A iij*, This made the learned. .Author affect a certain

I

vigorous Laconicism in all his writings. 1736 [see Laconic 2].

1789 Mrs. Piozzi jfourn. France I. 374 Graceful without
diffusion, and terse without laconicism. i8ox Hist. Europe

1 in Ann. Keg. 207 note, Highly as the laconicism of Buona.
I parte has been admired we [etc.]. 1865 R. F. Burton (title)

Wit and Wisdom from West Africa, a book of.. Idioms,
Enigmas, and Lacooicisms.

t Laco'iiicly, adv. Obs. rare. *= Laconically.
1709 Brit. Apollo II. No. 53. 3/2 When he Laconicly

Harangu'd.

|| Laconictim (lak^'niktfm). [L., nenter of

Laconicus Laconic, sc. balneum bath.] The
sweating-room in the bath, so called from having

been first used by the Spartans.

1696 in Phillips (ed. 5).^ 1832 Gell PomPeiana I. v. 86
The hot air of the laconicum. 1857 Birch Anc. Pottery

(1858) II. 226 The upper floor bricks, or tiles .. formed the

floor of the laconicum.

Xiaconism (lx'k^niz'm). [ad. Gr. Xatcwviopos,

f. XaKojvifrtv to Laconize. Cf. F. laconisme.]

1. Partiality for the Lacedaemonians ; the practice

of favouring the Lacedaemonian interest, rare.

1655 Stanley Hist. Phitos. m. (1701) 118/2 Xenophon..
was banished for Laconism, upon his going to Agesilaus.

1869 A. W. Waro tr. Curlius' Hist. Greece II. m. ii. 375
1 Laconism' was with increasingplain-spokenness designated
as treason against the national interests of Athens.

2. The habit or practice of imitating the Lace-

daemonian manners, esp. in brevity of speech.

1570 Leyins Manip. 146 Laconisme, laconismus. 1607

Walkingto* Opt. Glass 31, 1 doe here passe the limits of

laconisme. 1669 Gale Crt Gentiles t. m. x. 109 Is not

Laconisme, or a short stile, provided it be ful and evident,

best ? 1697 J. Collier Ess. ii. 120 And as the Language of

the Face is universal, so 'tis very comprehensive. No
Laconism can reach it. *79i-i823'D

,

1sraeli Cur. Lit. (1866)

205/1 This spiritual laconism invigorated the arm of men.
1836 Blackw. Mag. XL. 484 There is a good tone oflaconism

hit off in that dialogue. 1858 Julia Kavanagh Adete 1. i. 6

His will was brief to laconism.

b. A laconic speech ; a short and pithy sentence.

x68a Sir T. Browne Chr. Mor. (1756) 35 The hand of

Providence writes often by abbreviatures .. which like the

Laconism on the wall, are not to be made out but by a hint

or key. 1791-1823 D'Israeli Cur. Lit. (1866) 393/1 The
4 laconisms of the Lacedaemonians evidently partook of the

proverbial style. 1838 D. Jerrolo Men Charac., Chr.

Snub iii. Wks. 1864 III. 426 The highway laconism of 'yc-« r

money or your life \

tlaa'COnist. Obs. rare~ a
. [ad. Gr. Xa/cwyi-

o*Tr;y, agent-n. f. Ao*o>fff«y to Lacomze.] One who
imitates or takes part with the Lacedaemonians.

1570 in Levins Manip. 147.

Laconize (loe k^ioiz), v. [ad. Gr. kam>?vi(mv
9

f. Aqkwv Laconian : see -ize.]

1. mtr. To favour the Lacedaemonians ; to imi-

tate their customs or mode of speech ; to side with

them in politics.

1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 205 If he he disposed to

laconiw a little . . he would . . say : He is not 1792-1823
D'Israeu Cur. Lit. (1866) .392/1 The philosopher assures

those who in other cities imagined they laconised . . that

they were grossly deceived.

2. trans. To bring under the Lacedaemonian
dominion or form of government.

LACQUER.
11873 Lytton Pausanias 11. iii. (1878) 420 We will

Laconise all Hellas.

Hence La*conizing vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1 792-1823 D'Israeli Cur. Lit. (1866) 393/1 The very
instances which Plato supplies of this

4
laconising * are two

most venerable proverbs. 1869 A. W. Waro tr. Curtius'
Hist. Greece II. 111. ii. 372 The dangerous consequences of
his Laconizing tendency. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) 1. 118
The mistake of the Laconizing set in supposing [etc.].

Iiacque, obs. form of LacI.

Lacquer, lacker (lae'kaj), sb. Also 6 leckar.
6-7 laker, 7 laccar, laquer, 7 lacre. [ad. obs.
F. laere (17th c.) a kind of sealing wax « Sp.,

Pg. lacre
J 16th c It. lacra, Pg. alacre

t
laquar

(Yule) ; an unexplained variant or derivative of
Pg. lacea Lac. Lacquer is the later form, influ-

enced app. by F. laque Lac sbX\

fl. =Lac sby 1. Obs.

1579 Hakluyt Voy. (1598) I. 432 Enquire of the price of
leckar, and all other things belonging to dying. 1582 N.
Lichefielo Xx. Castanheda's Couq. E. Indies 33 marg.,
Laker is a kinde ofgum that procedeth of the Ant. 1653 H.
Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. x\'\\. (1663) 58 Oxen, .laden with.

.

Ivory, Wax, Lacre, Benjamin, Camphire and Gold in Pow-
der. Ibid. Hi. 207 They caused . . a great deal of Lacre, which
is like unto hard Wax, to be dropped scalding hot upon me.
1714 Fr. Bk. ofRates 45 Lacker for Paint or Dying.

2. a. A gold-coloured varnish, consisting chiefly

of a solution of pale shellac in alcohol, tinged

with saffron, anatta, or other colouring matters;
used chiefly as a coating for brass.

1673 Marvell Reh. Transp. 11. Wks. II. 243 His soul
seemed to have set up a gilt vehicle of lhe new lacker. 1697
Evelyn Numism. vi. 215 A sort of fine Varnish or harder
Laccar. 1708 Brit. Apollo 1. No. 2. 3/1 Lacquer [is per-
form'd] with Leaf Silver, ting'd to a Gold Colour, by a
Varnish compos'd of Rectify'd Spirits and Gums. 1773 Phil.
Trans. LXIII. 326 The best apartments .. have usually a
broad cornish of lacker, or false gold, round their coved
ceilings. 1825 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic731 To make
Lacquer of various Tints. 1855 Browning Old Pictures
Florence xxxii, No civic guards, all plumes and lacquer.

fig. 1681 T. Flatman Heract. Ridens (171 3) 1. No. 37.

241 They have got such a trick of gilding this Pill of Damna-
tion with the spiriiual Lacker of a safe Conscience and
Protesiani. 1863 Mhs;. Oliphant Salem Ch. ii. 30 The thin

superficial lacker with which Miss Phoebe was coated.

b. Applied to various kinds of resinous varnish,

capable of taking a hard polish, used in Japan,
China, Burmah, and India for coating articles of

wood or other materials
;

chiefly the * Japanese
lacquer', obtained from the Rhus vernicifera.

1697 Dam pier Voy. 1. (1729) 400 Laquer which is used in

Japanning of Cabinets. 1888 Pall Mall G. 19 Nov. 2/1

Lacquer is the sap of the lacquer-tree, Rhus vernicifera,

drawn off by making incisions in the bark during the rainy

season, 1889 Nature 31 Oct. 655 Japanese lacquer is the

product of a tree, the Rhus vernicifera.

3. The class of decorative articles made of wood
coated with lacquer (sense 2 b), and often inlaid

with ornaments of ivory, mother-of-pearl, or metal

;

chiefly made in Japan, China, and India. Also //.

works of art of this kind.

1895 Daily News 17 May 6/2 Rare specimens of the finest

old lacquers by great masters. Mod. Really good Japanese
lacquer is not easy to procure.

4. Comb.*. + lacquer-hat (see quot.) ; lacquer-

tree, the tree {Rhus vernicifera) that yields Japan
lacquer; also,a similar tree in S.America; lacquer-

ware = sense 3 ;
lacquer-work, the making of

lacquer-ware ; also = lacquer-ware; lacquer-wort,

? = lacquer-tree.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), *Lacker-Hat, a Hat made
without stiffening. [1863 Hates Nat. A mazon vii. (1864) 173
Its borders were composed in great part of . ,*Lacre-trees,

whose berries exude globules of wax resembling gamboge.]

1884 Pall Malt G. 24 Apr. 2/2 The cultivation of lhe lacquer

tree has rapidly declined. 1697 Dampier Voy. 1. (1729^ 409
They make very fine *Lacquer-ware. tjo$Lond. Gaz. No.

4166/3 Laden with raw Silks, China Lacker-Ware, and Salt-

petre. 1861 C. P. Hodgson Resid. Japan 28 It is .. dis-

graceful for a Japanese to part with old lacquer ware. 1669

Pepys Diary 23 Apr., Sir Philip Howard and Watson (the

inventors, as they pretend, of the business of varnishing and
•lacker-worke). 1878 J. J. Young Ceram. Art (1879) 165

In Japan Princes are said to have engaged in lacquer.work.

1659 ToRaiANo, Silphione, *laker-wort, some say it is an
hearb yielding the gum Beniamin.

Lacquer, lacker (lae-ksi), v. Also 8 laccar.

[f. Lacquer sb.] trans. To cover or coat wilh

lacquer ; hence gen. to varnish ; occas. of the ma-
terial : To serve as a varnish for. Also with over.

1688 G. Parker & J. Stalker Japaningxwm. 56 To lacquer

in Oyl, such things as arc to be exposed to the Weather.

169a Lond. Gaz. No. 2813/4 The places appointed for

receiving Guns, and Pistols ..,or other Ironwork to be

Lacquer'd .. are [etc,]. 1720 De Foe Capt. Singleton

xviii. (1840) 315 Her stern .. was now all lackered. 1745

J. Mason Sctf-Knoivl. 111. viii. (1853) 210 A smooth and

shining varnish, which may lacker over the basest Metal
x8aa Imison Set. * Art II. 14 The best material for the

lamp furnace is brass lackered. 1830 Lindlev Nat. Syst.

Bot. 129 The Black Lac of the Burmah country, with which

the natives lacker various kinds of ware. 1859 L. Oliphant

China $ Japan II. x. 227 A very handsome china bowl,

curiously lacquered inside.

transf. and fig. X705 T. Bradbury Serm. 5 Nov. xoi

They may have Names that are laccarM over with a false

Divinity. 1720 Gay Poems (174s) H- " From patches

justly plac'd they borrow graces And with vermilion lacker



LACQUERED,
o'er their faces. 1735 Connoisseur No. 65 r 2 A pretty

fellow lacquers his pale face with as many varnishes as

a fine lady. 1807 Opie in Lect. Paint, iv. (1848) 336

The knowledge of his principle . . served only to lacquer

over poverty of thought and feebleness of design. 1831

Edin. Pert. LI 1 1. 223 Lackered over with an outer coating

of fair-seeming.

Lacquered, lackered (lse-kwd), ppl. a. [f.

Lacquer v. + -ed*.] Covered or coated with

lacquer; varnished.

1687 Lond. Gaz. No. 2273/7 Lackered Ware Trunks. 1731

Swift A nsiv. Simile 115 Apollo stirs not out of door With-

out his lacker'd coach and four. 1777 Robertson Hist.

Awer. (1783) III. 37Q They are composed of .. lacquered

copper-plates. 1838 Dickens Kick. Nick, vi, With spears

in their hands like lackered area railings. 1835 Thackeray
Nr.vcomes II. 240 The other passed into the club in his

lacquered boots. 1859 L.Olii hant ( hina $ Japan II. x. 227

A lacquered cabinet, very highly finished.

trans/, and fig. 1805 Sir M. A. Suee Rhymes on Art
(1806) 42 Life a listless, lacker'd gloom. 1851 D. jKRROLn^V.
Giles xx'm. 241 The thiefs face .. wore the smug, lackered

look of a fortunate scoundrel. 1854 Thac keray Neivcomes
I. 74 His lacquered moustache. 1884 Browning FerishtaVs
Fancies 94 Knowledge, the golden ?—lacquered ignor-

ance !

Lacquerer, lackerer lse-karaj\ [f. Lacquer
v. + -ER LJ One who coats with lacquer ; one who
lacquers. /*/. andfig.
1845 Miall in Nonconf. V. 260 Mr. Macaulay, the best

lacquerer of historic ware which modern times have fur-

nished. 1884 B'ham Daily Post 24 Jan. 3/4 Lacquerer

Wanted, used to Brass Bedstead Work. 1899 C. J. Holmes
Hoknsai 43 The lacquerer Korin alone seems to have

stiffened the sweetness of his country with a proportionate

measure of strength.

Lacquering, lackering (larkarirj), vbl. sl>.

[f. Lacquer v. + -ing '.] The action or process

of coating with lacquer
;
varnishing. Also quasi-

concr., the coat of lacquer laid on.

1688 G. Parker & J. Stalker Japaning xxi.64 To make
Lackering shew like Burnisht Gold. 1822 I mison Set. cy A rt

I I. 314 This.is in fact rather lacquering than staining. 1874

M icklethwaite Mod. Par. Churches 301 Lacquering, which

is the usual method of finishing brass-work. 1877 Sik R.
Alcock in Art Jml. June 162/2 In some cases the lacquer-

ing is in relief.

b. attrib., as lacquering-stone (see quot.).

1854 Tomlinson Cycl Useful Arts II. 104 In hrasswork

factories, a lackering- stone, with a hroad flat top, is used for

holding the articles which are to be heated preparatory to

lackering.

Lacquey, Iacquie, -y : see Lackey.
Laere, variant of Lacquer.
Laerim- : see Lachrym-.

Lacrosse (lakr^s). [F. la the + crosse a hooked

stick.] A North American game at ball, introduced

into England from Canada. Iu the general arrange-

ments it resembles hockey or football, but the ball

is a small one, driven and caught with a Crosse.

[1763 A. Henry Trav., The Indians call the game bag-

gatiway. By the French in Canada it is named ' le jeu de
la crosse*. 1805 Pike Sources Mississ. (i8io> 18 Passed, .a

prairie called Le Cross, from a game of ball played fre-

quently on it by the Sioux Indians.] 1867 (title) Laws of

La Crosse. 1884 S. E. Dawson Handbk. Canada 225
Lacrosse is the national game of Canada, practised by the

Indians long previous to the arrival of Europeans.

b. altrib., as lacrosse-man-, lacrosse-stick =
Crosse.
x88i Sun 14 May 6/5 The lacrosse men greeted this with

hisses and groans.

Hence Lacro*sser, one who plays at lacrosse.

1884 Sporting Times 9 June 3/5 The lacrossers of the

South [of England].

Laerym-: see Lachrym-.
Lacta : sec Lac \
t LactaxeOUS, a. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. L. lact-
f

lac milk +-aceous.] Milk-like, milky.

1656 Ridgley Pract. Physick 18 The cause is a watery,

sharp, salt, lactaccous humour.

t La'ctage. Obs. [f. L. lact-, lac milk + -age.

Cf. OF. laictage(s, F. iaitage.] Milk produce.

1753 Shuckford Creation $ Fall Man Pref. 98 Abel did

not sacrifice a Lamb ; but perhaps only some Wool and
Cream, of the Lactage, and Growth of the Firstlings of his

Flock.

LactagOgue (larktag^g), a. [f. L. loci-, lac

milk + Gr. aywyos leading.] Adapted to pioduce

a flow of milk.

1887 Molonev Forestry W. Afr. 389 Tonic, alterative,

aphrodisiac, demulcent, and lactagogue.

Lactamide (larktamaid). Chem. [f. L. lact 7

lac milk + Amide.] The amide of lactic acid.

1848 FowNEs C//<fw». (ed. 2) 389 Lactide . . combines with

ammonia, forming lactamide.

Lactant (larktant), a. rare~°. [ad. L. fac-

tant-cm, pr. pple. of laciare to suckle.] Stickling.

1727 in Bailey (vol. II).

Lactarene, lactarine (hrktarfn). [f. as

next + -ene, -INE.] A preparation of casein from

milk, used in printing calico.

1858 in Simmonds Diet. Trade. i860 O'Neill Chem. Calico
Printing 166 Lactarine and other preparations of milk ..are

..employed for fixing ultramarine and similar colours.

Lactarious (lxkte^^s), a. rare" 0
* [f. I..

laclarius Lactary + -ous.] = Lactary a.) 'ap-

plied to some of the agarics which yield a milky
Vol. VI.

17

juice' Mayne Expos. Lex. 1855). Hence I»sc- 1

ta'riously adv. {jocular nonce-wd.) on milk diet.

1775 C. Sturges in J. Grangers Lett. (1805) 167 Her
little boy goes on lactariously well.

II Lactarium (lnekte<»'ri#m). [L. neut. of lac-

tarius pertaining to milk, f. lad-, lac milk.] An
establishment for the sale of milk ; a dairy.

1809 European Mag. LX. 22 Our milk houses are called

Iactariums. 1825 Hone Every-day Bk. I. 103 He [S. Crisp,

d. 1784I was the institutor of the Lactarium m St. George's
Fields.

Lactary (larktari), a. and sb. rare* [ad. L.

laclari-us, f. lad-, lac milk.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to milk ; concerned

with milk. + Of a plant : Yielding a milky juice.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. vi. x. 323 Why also

j

from lactary or milky plants which have a white and
1

lacteous juice dispersed through every part, there arise

1 Mowers blue and yellow? 1657 Tomlinson A'enou's Disp.
I 263 A Lactary and a ferulaceous Herb. 1717-51 Chambers

Cycl. s.v. Column, Lactary Column,M Rome [ = L. lac/aria

columna). 1892 Ld. Lyttun A'ing Poppy 1. 381 The Titular

Head Of the State's Lactary department, she.

B. sb. fa. ^Secquot. 1623.J Obs.—" b. A dairy.

1623 Cockeram, Lactarte, She that selleth niilke. 1669-81

Worliuge Syst. Agric, Diet. Fust., Lactary, a Dairy- (

house. 1755 in Johnson. Hence iu mod. Diets.

Lactate Tx-kuv
t). Chem. [f. Lact ic + -ate*.]

. A salt of lactic acid.

i794 Pearson Table Chem. Nomeucl. § 24 Lactates, com-
pounds of Acid ot M ilk with different liases. 1819 J. (».

Children Chem. Anal. 317 Lactate of lead..; lactate of
iron..; lactate of copper. 1899 Cagnky JaksiJCs Clin.

Diagn. vi. ltd. 4> 234 Crystals of lactate of lime occur in the

discharges of children.

Lactation Uvkt<? 5 j3n\ [n. of action f. L.

lactare to suckle. Cf. f". lactation.]

1. The action or process of giving suck to an

infant
;
suckling.

1668 \Vn.kins Peal Char. it. ix. § 2. 233 Lactation, giving

suck. 1806 Med. Jrnl. XV. 215 The remote causes of

nervous diseases, &c. viz. in .. Lactation. 1836-7 Sir W.
Hamilton^A*//7/^. 1. App. 410 By the end of the full period

of lactation, it has.. reached the full proportion of the adult.

i860 Tanner Pregnancy ii. 48 During the periods of lac-

tation and pregnancy. 1879 Khory Princ. Med. 18 Pro-

longed lactation also causes giddiness.

1 2. The process of secreting milk from the mam-
mary glands.

1857 J. H. Wai.sh Dom. Fcon. 559 The establishment of

lactation is the turning-point of the lying-in-room.

Lacteal (lse'kt*ial), a. and sb. Also 7 lacteall.

I [f. L. /aete-us (f. lact-, lac milk) + -AL.]

A. adj.

1. Oi or pertaining to milk; consisting of milk. 1

Lactealfever, milk fever.

1658 Phillips, Lacteal, or Lacteous, milky, milk white, or
' madt of milk. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Lacteal fevers,

a term used by medical writers to express what the women
call milk fevers. X802 Med. Jrnl. V II 1. 443 Restoring a
certain degree of order in the process of lacteal secretion,

j

1854 Owen Skel. Teeth (1855) 70 The lacteal organs of the

dugong are placed on the breast.

I
jocularly. 1868 Daily Tel. 14 Apr., She proceeded very

J

quietly to give him [her infant! a lacteal lunch. 1882 Sala
I
Amer. Kevis. (1885) 246 The animals [cows].. are driven

I home, there to yield their lacteal tribute.

b. Resembling milk ; milk-white, rare" 1
.

1633 P. Fletcher Purple /si. 11. xii, Like the lacteal

stones which heaven pave. 1658 [see ij.

2. Of a vessel, etc. in the animal body : Convey-

ing a milky fluid, sc. chyle.

1664 Power Exp. Philos. 1. 66 The Stomach and guts,

and their appendent Vessels, the lacteal Veins. 1691 Kav
Creation \. (1692) 66 There should have been some lacteal

Veins formed. 1813 J. Thomson Lect. Dijlam. 357 Sub-
j

stances which.. the lacteal abs^bents refuse to take up.

1843 J.G. Wilkinson Sivedenborg's A mm. Kingd. I. v. 144
They have lacteal vessels, or lymphatics.

Hence Laxteally adv. (Webster, 1864).

B. sb.pl.

1. Phys. The lymphatic vessels of the mesentery,
|

originating in the small intestine, and conveying
!

the chyle from thence to the thoracic duct
;
chyli-

ferous vessels.

1680 Plot Staffordsh. (1686) 290 How it should pass the

Lacteals, or with the Wood through the other small capil-

laries. 1691 Rav Creation it. (1692) 63 Driving by their

Peristalticlc Motion the Chyle into the Lacteals. 1758
Johnson Idler No. 17 F 8 [Against vivisection.! He surely

buys knowledge dear, who leams the use of the lacteals
|

at the expence of his humanity. 1800 Med. Jrnl. XXI. 296
Air will be absorbed from it by the lacteals as well as

'

chyle. 1822 34 Good's Bk. Nat. I. 275 The vessels are

called lacteals, from the usual milky appearance of the

liquid they absorb and contain. 1885-8 Fagce & Pye-Smith
Princ. Med. (ed. 2) 169 The absorption by the lacteals of

matters from the affected parts of the intestine.

f 2. Bot. The lactiferous ducts.

1672-3 Grew Anat. Plants 11. iii. § 25 (1682) 68 The
Lacteals of Dandelion.

Lactean (lae'kt/an), a. [f. as prec + -an.]

f a. « Lacteal a. i b {obsJ). b. = Lacteal a. 2.

(In mod. Diets.)

1659 Moxon TutorAstron. \. 25 Blaeu saith, This Lactean
j

whiteness and clearness ariseth from a great number of little
j

stars, constipated in that part of Heaven.

Iiacteill (las'ktzm). Also -me. [ad. mod.L.
laetcTna (F. lactiine). i. L. lacle-tts : see Lacteal

LACTIFEROUS.

and -in, -ine.] Solidified milk obtained by
evaporation.

1855 in Mayne Expos. Lex., Lacteht, 1888 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
Lacteine.

Lacteous (larku'as), a. [f. L. lactc-us (see

Lacteal) + -ous.]

1. Of the nature of milk ; milky.
1646 [see Lactary a.\ 1666 J. Smith Old Age (ed. 2) 174

There is a lacteous, and a caseous part therein. X696 J.
Ldwaros Demonstr. Existence God n. 101 Others reckon
it to be a lacteous excrement.

fig. 1870 Lowell Among my Bks. Ser. 1. (1873) 188 Pro.
fessors who were forever assiduously browsing in vales of

Emm .. slowly secreting lacteous facts.

2. Resembling milk; of the colour of milk.

\ LacIeons circle-, the Milky Way. f Lacteous

star: one belonging to the Milky Way.
1646 Sir T, Browne Pseud. Pp.iv. xii. 211 Though we

k*ave out the Lacteous circle, .yet [etc.J. 1669 W. Simpson
UydroL Chym. 278 The lacteous cremor or milky juyce.

1677 Pj.ot Ox/ordsh. 48 Two small and very weak springs,

of a lacteous colour but no such tast. 1682 Sir T. Brown

k

Chr. Mor. n 1. § 24 Numerous numbers must be content to

stand like lacteous or nebulous Stars. 1826 Kikby & Sis

Fntomol. IV. 278 Lacteous (lacteus), while with a slight

tint of blue.

f3. - Lacteal a. 2. Obs.

1692 Ekniley Boyle Let t. iii. 8 The Lungs are suitable

for Respiration,, .the Lacteous Vessels for the Reception of

the Chyle.

Hence La'cteously adv., in a lacteous nmnner
(Webster, 1S64).

t Lactesce, v. Obs. rare— 1

. In 7 lacteas.

[ad. L. lact?sc-cre : sec Lactescent.] intr. To
become milky.

1696 W. Cowi'ER in Phil. Trans. XIX. 305 By evaporating
such Urine by heat, as in a Spouii over a Candle it will lactess

and become thick.

Lactescence (laktcsens). [f. Lactescent :

see -EMCE.]

1. A milky appearance ; milkiness.

1684 5 Boyle IHit. Mm. Waters 57 We perceiv'd a light

lactescence to be produe'd, and a whitish Pi ecipitale very
slowly to subside. 1756 C. Lixas Ess. Waters 1. 139 The
solution uf soap mixes smoothly and causes a slight lactes-

cence. In mod. Diets.

2. Hot. An abundant flow of sap from certain

plants when wounded, commonly white, but some-

times red.

1760 Lee Itttrod. Bo.*, tu. xx. {1765^ 216 Lactescence,

Milkiness, is when a copious Juice flows out on any injury

done to the Plant. In mod. Diets.

t Lactescency. [X as prec: see -kncy.]

= Lactkscknck 1.

1757 Walkek in Phil. Trans. L. 124 A solution of sac-

charum Satumi ..left the upper parts of the water clear and
colourless, but formed a lactescency towards the bottom.

Lactescent la-kte-sent , a. [ad. L. lactescent-

em, pres. pple. f. ladesche, inchoative vb. f. lacicte

to be milky, f. lact~, lac milk.]

1. Becoming milky; having a milky appearance.
1668 Phil. Trans. 111. 752 Concerning lactescent Iiloud iu

a man. .whose liloud alwayes tiiru'd into Milk. 1757
Walker in Phil. Trans. L. 135 Saccharum Saturni being

added to the solution, precipitated a thick lactescent cluud.

1815 Sporting Mag. XLVL 63 The lactescent juice of the

former [lettuce] is powerfully narcotic. 1876 (iwoss Dis.

Bladder 196 The urine assumes a turbid, purulent, or lac-

tescent aspect.

2. Of plants : Yielding a milky juice.

1677 Phil, Ttans. VIII. 6006 Cheggio, a lactescent plant,

found in Cambaja. 1724 Switzer Pract. Gard. vu. lviii.

(1727) 308 Common ladies thistle . . on account of its lactes-

cent quality. 1830 Lindi.ev Nat. Syst. Bot. 1 1 Limnocharis.

a genus belonging to Butomese, is lactescent. r88o in Gray
Struct. Bot. (ed. 6) 4

1
7/2.

3. Used for : Producing or secreting milk.

1796 Duncan Ann. Med. I. 2j6 Tension of ihe nipples of

lactescent women at the sight of a child. 1835 Kirbs
flab. % Inst. Attim. II. xxiv. 478 The entire skin of the

abdomen forms a pocket, inclosing the lactescent organs.

Lactic (larktik), a. Chem. [f. L. lact-, lac

milk + -ic] Of or pertaining to milk. Lactic

acid C 3H 6
0

3), the acid formed in sour milk. Lactic

fermentation, the souring of milk, induced by

certain bacteria, which decompose the milk sugar.

1790 Kerr tr. Lavoisier's Elem. Chem. 121 Lactic acid,

xtos Imison Sci. $ Art II. 139 The lactic acid is found in

sour whey. 1874 Roscoe Elem. Chem. xxxiv. 367 Lactic acid

is contained in sour milk, and is formed from sugar by a

peculiar change called the lactic fermentation. 1879 St.

George's Ilosp. Rep. IX. 163 Treatment was by port-wine,

salicylate of soda, and lactic acid spray.

Lactide (larktaid). Chem. [f. as prec. + -IDE.]

A substance, C 6
1I 804 , formed by the decomposi-

tion of lactic acid.

1848 Fownes Chem. (ed. 2) 389. 1869 Roscoe Elem. Chem.
368 Lactic acid . . whenheated, forms lactide, and dilactic acid.

tLaxtifer. Obs. rare- 1

, [a. late L. lactifer

milk-bearing, f. lact(i)~, lac milk + -fer bearing.]

A lactiferous vessel.

1673-4 Grew Anat. Plants tu. I. ii. § 16 (1682) 109 The
outmost which make the other Rings [of the Bark] in Arched
Parcels, are the Lactifers.

Lactiferous O^Kere5)* a. [f. L. lactifer

(see prec.) + -ous.]

1. Of animals and their organs: Producing,

secreting, or conveying milk.



LACTIFIC.

169 1 Ray Creation 1. (1692) 144 He makes the Breasts to
be .. Glandules .. made up of an infinite number of little
Knots or Kernels, each whereof hath its excretory Vessel or
lactiferous Duct. 1794-6 E. Darwin Zoon. I. 171 The
females of lactiferous animals have another natural inlet of
plea u re or pain from the suckling of their offspring. 1801
liiNGLEY A nim. Biog. (1813) I. 15 The class of animals de-
nominated .. Mammalia, comprehends all those which
nourish their offspring by means of lactiferous glands or
teats. 1822-34 Goafs Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 193 Perfect
milk in every separate lactiferous tube.

2. Of plants and their organs : Conveying or
yielding a milky fluid.

1673-4 Grew Aunt. Plants in. it. iv. § 10 (1682) 133 The
Lactiferous and ResJniferous Vessels of Plants. 167s Phil.
Trans. X. 487 He finds sap vessels to be .. Lymphaiducts
and Lactiferous. 1753 in Chambers Cycl. Snpp. 1801
Trans. Soc. Arts XIX. ig8 Lettuces running to seed . . are
known to be more particularly lactiferous. 1854 J« Hogg
Microsc. 11. iv. 409 Plants are likewise furnished with lac-
tiferous ducts or tissue.

Hence Lactiferousness, the quality of yielding
milk in abundance.
1879 Punch r Nov. 195/2 The natural lactifeTou.sness of

the Alderney.

+ Laetrile, a. Obs. rare-*, [f. L. lactj)-, lac

milk + -Fic. Cf. F. lactiflque.] Milk-producing.
1657 W. Coles Adam in Eden xciv, The lactific vertues

which do reside in this herb.

So f Iiacti'fical a., in the same sense.
1656 Blol'nt Glossogr.

% LacHfical, milk-breeding, milk-
making, milk-yeelding. 1676 in Coles; 1721 in Bailey;
and in mod. Diets.

t Lactifica-tion. Obs. rare - 1
. [See prec. and

-FICATION.] The making or secreting of milk.
1666 J. Smith Old Age (ed. 2) 106, I shall only mention

five;..Chylification, Sanguification, Assimilation, Lactifi-
cation, and Spermification.

Lactiflorous (lre ktiflo^ras), a. rare. [f. L.
lacti; lac milk + flor-em flower + -ous.] Having
flowers white like milk. 1855 in Mayne Expos. Lex.

Iiactifluons lxkti*fl/«s), a. [as if f. L. *lacti-

flu us (after the analogy of wclltfluus, f. lact{i lac
milk +flu-, stem offluere to flow) + -ous.] Flow-
ing or abounding with milk.

1774 Curtis Flora Loud. (1777) l. xxxv, Most plants of
this Genus [Euphorbia] contain in them this milky and
gummy substance . . and this lactifluous property. 1855
Lai lev Mystic 82 And that, lactifluous, from whose flower-
tipped stem .

. the Caraccan Indian drains, At day-dawn,
creamy draughts.

t La'Ctiform, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. L. lacli-,

lac milk + -form.] In the form of milk, like milk.
1681 in tr. Wilis' Rem. Med. Wks. Vocah.

Lactifugal [kektrfitfgal), a. Med. [f. next
+ -al.] Acting as a lactifuge. In mod. Diets.

Lactifuge (larktifittds). Med. [f. L. lacti-, lac

milk + -fuoe.J A medicine which retards the se-

cretion of milk. 1855 in Mayne Expos. Lex.

Lactin (toe'ktin). Chem. Also -ine. [f. L.
lact-, lac milk + -in.] = Lacto.se.
1844 Fownes Chem. 364 Sugar of milk ; lactine. 1858

Ibid. (e.i. 7) 4io.Lactin.

Lactivorous (lsektrvoras), a. rare. [f. L„
lacti-, lac milk + -vor-us devouring + -ous.] Milk-
devouring.
1824 New Monthly Mag. XI. 314 Babies.—Noisy lac-

tivorous auimalculac. 1855 in Mavnk Expos. Lex.
Lacto- (lse kt^), used as combining form of L.

lact-, lac milk : as in Lactobutyro-meter, an
instrument for estimating the amount of butter in

a given quantity of milk. Lactocele = Galacto-
celk. Lacto-pho-sphate, a salt of lactic and
phosphoric acids in combination. La cto-protein,
a normal albuminous constituent of milk. La oto-

scope [sec -scope], an instrument for ascertaining
the purity of milk from the amount of resistance it

offers to the passage of light. Lacto-thermo -

meter, an instrument for ascertaining the tempera-
ture of milk.

1884 Health Exhib. Catal. 25/1 Graduated Cream Glasses,
*Lactobutyrometer. 1855 Mayne Expos. Lex., *Lactocele.
1878 A. Hamilton Nerv. Dis. 335 The syrup of the *lactc-
phosphate of lime. 1864 Reader No. 86. 239/2 A new
albuminoidal substance found in milk .. *lacto-proteine.
1858 Simmonos Diet. Trade\ *Lactoscofie, an instrument
invented by M. Donne, of Paris, for ascertaining the opacity
of milk, and thus estimating the richness of the fluid in
cream. 1884 Health Exhib. Catal. 25/1 Milk Thermo-
meters. .*Lacto-Thermometer.

Lactometer (laekt^mfoi). [f. Lacto- +
-metek.] An instrument for gauging the purity
of milk.
1817 Btackw. Mag. II. 219 A Lactometer^ for ascertaining

the comparative value of each cow's milk in a dairy. 187a
Echo 8 Oct. s Milk which was proved by the lactometer to
be more than half water.

Lactone (lse'kWn). Chem. [f. L. lad-, lac

milk + -one.] (See quot.)
1848 FownesCAtw. (ed. 2) 389 Another product of the action

of heat on lactic acid, is lactone, a colourless volatile liquid.

Hence Lactonio a., of or pertaining to lactone.

ejactory, an erroneous form of Lactary.]
actose (lae-ktJus). [f. L. lact-, lac + -ose2.

Cf. F. lactose.] A saccharine substance present in

milk, commonly called sugar of milk.

18

1858 Fownes* Chem. (ed. 7) 410 Sugar of milk; lactin
;

lactose. 1869 Roscoe Elem. Chem. 396 Lactuse, or milk
sugar, occurs only in the milk of mammalia.
ilLactosuria (l3ekt<?siu*-ria). Path. [quasi-

Latin, f. prec. + Gr. owp-o*' urine + -ia.] (See quot.)

t
1866 A. Flint Princ. Med. (1880) 73 Milk-sugar is present

in the urine of females during lactation. This condition
is lactosuria.

II Lactucarium (IrektiwkeVritfm). [mod.L.,
f. L. /actiica lettuce.] The inspissated juice of
various kinds of lettuce, used as a drug.
1836 J. M. Gully Magendie's Formul. (ed. 2) 16$ Dr.

Duncan has described the different modes of obtaining
lettuce juice, by him called lactucarium. 1876 Harley Mat.
Med. (ed.6) 541 French lactucarium is formed into circular
cakes \ \ inch in diameter.

Lactucic (Uektiw'sik), a. Chem. [f. as next +
-IC. Cf. F. lactucique.] Lactucic acid : a crystalline

acid found in the juice of the Lactuca virosa.
1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 150. Lactucic acid was

discovered by PfafT. 1865-7* >n Watts Vict. Chem. III. 465.

Lactucin (larktiwsin). Chem. [f. L. lacluc-a

lettuce + -IX Cf. F. lactucine.] A crystalline

bitter substance contained in lactucarium.
1875 H. C. Wood Therap. (1879)

Lactyl (Ue-ktil). Chem. [f. L. lact-, lac milk
+--yl.] An organic radical derived from lactic

acid. Also attrib.

1868 Frames' Chem. ted. 10) 764 Lactyl Chloride is. a
colourless liquid.

Lacuna (laki/7-na). PI. lacunae, lacunas, [a.

1,. lacuna ahole, pit, i.lacusLake sbA Cf. Lacune.]
1. In a manuscript, an inscription, the text of

an author : A hiatus, blank, missing portion. Also
trans/.

1663 Sir R. MoaAY in Lauderd. Papers (Camden) I.

181 \ ou do well to leave no Lacunas in your letters. 1694
Gibson in Lett. Lit. Men iCamdcn) 228 The lacuna of his
behaviour in Holland, Dr. Gregory perhaps may be able to
makeup. 1851 D. Wilson Preh. Ann. \\. v. (1863) II. 326
The context which fills up the numerous lacunae of the

I

time-worn inscription. 1875 Maine Hist. Inst. ix. 256 The
I description given . . is followed by a lacuna in the manu-
I

script 1892 Zangwill Bcnv Myst. 147 There were various
1

lacuna? and hypotheses in the case for tbe defence.

2. Chiefly in physical science : A gap, an empty
space, spot, or cavity, a. gen.
1872 Proctor Ess. Astron. xxiv. 303 The gaps and lacunae

are left relatively clear of lucid stars. 1879 Rutlev Study
Rocks x. 107 Fluid lacunae . . are of frequent occurrence in

nepheline. t88o Sat. Rev. 15 May 637 The curious lacuna
in the field of vision, known as the blind spot.

b. Anat. 1 A mucous follicle ; also, a space in the

connective tissue giving origin to a lymphatic*
{Syd. Soc. Lex. 1888).
1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey^ Lacunae are certain small Pores

j

or Passages in tbe Neck of the Womb. 1722 Quincv Lex.
Physico-Med. (ed. 2) 175 Between this Muscle [Sphincterj
and the inner membrane of the Vagina, there are several
little Glands, whose excretory Ducts are called Lacuna?.
1874 Van Buren Dis. GeniU Org. 77 Inflammation seals the
orifice of the follicle and the lacuna is converted into a cyst
containing pus.

C. Anat. One of the small cavities in the bone
substance which contain the bone corpuscles o:

osteoblasts (Syd. Soc. Lex. 188S).
1845 Todo & Bowman Phys. Anat. I. 10^ They [poresl

soon arrange themselves in sets, each of which.. discharges
itself into a small cavity or lacuna. 1859 t see Lacunal a\
1867 J. Hogg Microsc. 1. ii. 57 The observation of . . the
Haversian canals and the lacunsc of bones.

d. Zool. One of the spaces left among the tissues

of the lower animals, which serve in place of vessels

for the circulation of the body fluids.

1867 J. Hogg Microsc. luiii. 566 Minute capillary ramifi-

cations [in flukes! terminating in small oval shaped sacs or
lacunae.

e. Bot. An air-space in the cellular tissue of

plants, an air-cell. Also, a small pit or depression
on the upper surface of the thallus of lichens.

1836 Loudon Encycl. Plants 948 (Lichens) Lacunsc are
small hollows or pits on the upper surface of the frond.

1856 in Henslow Diet. Bot. Terms. 1874 Cookr Fungi
41 In Tuburcinia, the minute cells are compacted into a
hollow sphere, having lacunae communicating with the
interior.

Lacunal (laki«*nal), a. [£ Lacuna + -al.]

Of or pertaining to a lacuna, resembling a lacuna.
1846 Dana Zooph. iv. (1848) 58 The intermediate lateral

pores or lacunal spaces. 18^9 J. Tomes Dental Surg. 86
A bone lacuna, situated within a semi-circular indentation
in the dentine, gives the appearance of a lacunal cell. 1874
Van Burkn Dis. Genii. Org. 77 Another form of lacuna!
inflammation is where the lacuna magna in the roof of
the urethra continues inflamed.

Itacnnar (laki«-naj), sb. Arch. PI. lacunars,
lacunaria

vlseki»neVria). [a. L. lacunar; f. la-

cuna : see Lacuna.] a. The ceiling or under
surface of any part, when it consists of sunk or

hollowed compartments, b.//. The sunken panels
in such a ceiling.

1696 Phillips, Lacunar {in Architect ), the flooring or
planking above the Porticoes; a cieled roofarched or fretted.

1737-41 in Chambers Cycl. 17*7-1800 in Bailev. 1823
P. Nicholson Pract. Buitd. 587 Lacunariar, or Lacunars,
panels or coffers formed on the ceilings of apartments, and
sometimes on the soffits of coronae in the Ionic, Corinthian,
and Composite orders. 1845 Athenaeum 11 Jan. 48 On the
grounds of the coffers forming the lacunaria of the ceilings.

LACUSTRINE.

Lacunar (lakitf-naj), a. [f. Lacuna + -ar.]
Of or pertaining to a lacuna or lacunae

;
consisting

of or characterized by lacunae.
1870 Rolleston Anim. Life p. cv, The circulation is

always more or less extensively lacunar, even arteries may
be wanting. 1871 Huxlev Anat. Inv. A nim. \. (1877) 57
The venous system remains more or less lacunar. 1884
Bower & Scott De Bary's Phaner. 430 The 2one of lacunar
parenchyma, .surrounds the vascular bundles. 1897Allbutt's
Syst. Med. IV. 743 The only affection that can be confused
with this mycosis is chronic lacunar tonsillitis.

Lacunary (laki/7-nan),*, [f. Lacuna + -ary 2;
after F. lacunaire.]

1. Of or pertaining to a lacuna
; consisting of or

resembling lacunae.

1857 E. C. Otte Quatre/ages' Rambles Nat. II. 289
Lacunary passages connected these two cavities together.
1868 P.M. Duncan Insect World lntrod. 14 On reaching
the interior of the head it opens in the lacunar)' inter-
organic system.

2. Math. Lacunaryfunction (see quots.). Lacu-
nary space : an area in a plane, every point ofwhich
is the affix of a value of the variable for which a

given function has no determinate values.

1893 Cavley in Q. Jml. Math. Nay 281 A function such
as this, existing only for points within a certain region and
not for the whole of the infinite plane, is said to be a
lacunary function. 1893 A. R. Forsyth Theory Functions
§ 87. 141 YVeierstrass was the first to draw attention to
lacunary functions as they may be called. Ibid. 143 The
first step in the construction of a function which shall have
any assigned lacunary space.

tLacunate, v. Obs. rare- °. [f. L. lacunat-
t

ppl. stem of lacunare, f. lacuna."]

162] Cockeram, Lacunate, to make ditches or holes.

Hence + Lacuna-Won, a making of holes.
1658 in Phillii s. 1676 in Coles.

Lacune Jaki/7 n). [Anglicized form of Lacuna.
Cf. F. lacune.]

1. = Lacuna 1. Now rare.

1701 Beverley Apoc. Quest. 43 Which. .1 look upon as a
very Great Lacune in his Scheme. 1784 Henlev in Beck'
ford's Vathek (1868) 189 note, There being a lacune in hrs
transcript of the original. 18x4 W. Taylor in Rohbcrd
Mem. II. 450 He could trust to his extempore eloquence for

supplying the lacunes of bis text. 1887 Dublin Rev. July
213 In the episcopal succession there are some few lacunes
which there are no data to fill.

2. = Lacuna 2.

1846 Dana Zooph. iv. (1848) 3s The various cavities,

lacunes, or pores in the tissues of the animaL
Iiacune, obs. form of Lagoon.
Lacunose (laki/7*nJ«s), a. [ad. L. Iacnn6s-us>

f. lacuna Lacuna.] Abounding in lacunae : a.

Having many cavities or depressions; furrowed,

pitted ; spec, in Nat. Hist.
1816 T. Brown Elem. Conchol. 155 Lacunose, having the

surface covered with small pits. 1826 Kirbv & Sr. Entontvl.
IV. 270 I>acunose {lacunosa), having a few scattered,
irregular, broadish but shallow excavations. 1874 Cooke
Fungi 56 These latter have either a smooth, warted, spinu-
lose, or lacunose epispore.

b. Of a manuscript : Kull of gaps or hiatuses.

1894 R. Ellis Fables of Phaedrus o The lacunose con-
dition of both MSS. at this part of Book iv.

•(] In combining form lacunoso-: lacuno^o-fi'stu-
losea. Bot., having lacunae and fistulae; lacuno so-

ru-g-ose a. Bot.
t
wrinkled with irregular furrows.

1866 Treas. Bot. 655/2 Lacunoso-rugose, marked by deep
broad irregular wrinkles, as the shell of the walnut, or stone
of the peach. 1887 YV. Phillips Brit. Discomycetes 13 Ribs
slender, solid, not lacunoso-fistulose, as in the preceding.

Hence Jiacnno sity, lacunose quality.

1895 A themeurn 31 Aug. 290/2 The vocabulary conveys a
general impression of lacunosity and inconsistency.

t Lacu'nous, a. Obs. rare — 1
, [f. Lacuna +

-ous.] Resembling a hollow or lacuna.

1653 R. Sanoers Physiogn. 272 This Iacunous hollow of

the upper lip, between the nostrils and the upper lip.

Lacunulose (laki/7'ntfh?ns , a. Bot. [f. mod.
L. lacunula (dim. of Lacuna) + -08E.] Minutely
lacunose.
1882 Tuckerman N.Amer. Lichens 1. 61 P[armelia\ lopfty-

rea. Ach. ;.. lobes flattish lacunulose, flexuous.

Lacuscular (lako skirflaj), a. [f. L. locus-

cul-us (dim. of lacus Lake sbA ) + -ar.] Of or per-

taining to a small pool
;
frequenting small pools.

1878 J. Colquhoun Moor ft Loch (1880) I. 266 Perhaps
the most lacuscular is the tuft.

Lacustral (lak»*stral), a. rare—*, [f. as next

+ -AL.] -LaCUSTIUNE.
1843 in Humble Diet. Ceol. 1865 in Page Handbk. Geol. T.

Lacustrian (lakp'Slrian), a. and sb. rare.

[f. as next + -iAN.J A. adj. * Lacustrine 1 b.

B. sb. An inhabitant of a lacustrine dwelling.

1865 Reader 8 July 30 The waters of the Lake of Con-
stance have been so low this winter as to allow important

researches to be made concerning the lacustrian habiiations.

1884 W. Westall in Coutemp. Rev. XLVI. 70 There is

ample evidence that the Lacustrians of the Bronze Period
had reached a high degree of civilization.

Lacustrine (lakfstrin), a. [f. as if L. *la-

custrt- {{. lacus Lake sbA, after the analogy of

palustri-f paluster, i. pallid-, palus marsh) + -ine.]

Of or pertaining to a lake or lakes. Said esp. of

plants and animals inhabiting lakes, and Geol. of

strata, etc., which originated by deposition at the



LAC VIRGINIS.

bottom of lakes; also with reference to ' lake-

dwellings* such as those of prehistoric Kuroj e.

lacustrine age, period': the period when lake-

dwellings were common.
1830 Lykll Prhtc. Geol. 1. iii. 49 Tl e lacustrine and allu-

vial deposits of Italy. 1833 Ibid. III. 220, I collected

stv species of lacustrine shells. 1843 Port lock Geol. 165

The clays and sands . . on Lough Neagh . . were of lacus-

trine origin. 18S0 H. Miller Footer. Creat. i. (1874) 9
Lacustrine plants. i8£i D. Wilson Preh. Ann. ( j 863 > I. t.

38 The lacustrine habitations of Switzerland. 1868 Pearo
Water-Farm. iii. 30 The stream we design to cultivate must
possess no lacustrine head. 1869 Ll brock Preh. Times ix.

<ed. 2) 291 The bones generally occur in the lacustrine shell

marl. 1875 Emerson Lett. <$ Soc. A ims, Prog. Ctttt. Wks.
(Bohn) III. 225 Who would live in the stone age .. or the

lacustrine ? 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 143 Lacustrine Petto,

The alluvial tract formed by a river at its embouchure into

a lake. 1879 Rutley Study Rocks iii. 15 Identified with a
marine or a lacustrine fauna. 1880 Hahting Brit. Anim.
Extinct 3 Wild boars. ,u allowing, .in lacustrine mire.

II Lac Virginis. [L., lit, milk of the Virgin.]

fl. Some cosmetic. Obs.

1477 Norton Orditt. v. in Ash mole Theat.Chem. (1652) 77
As Water of Litharge which would not misse With Water
of Azot to make lac virginis. 159* Nashe Penilesse C 2,

She should haue noynted your face ouer night with Lac
?rirginis. 1641 French Distilt. (1651) v. 142 This salt . . is

as good as any Lac virginis to clear, and smooth the face.

1698 Sir R. Southwell in Phil. Trans. XX. 88 Thismaketb
the Lac Virginis for the common Wash.
2. A kind of wine ; ? = G. Liebfraimiilch.
1820 Blackiu. Mag. VI 11. 44 The Parsons should grow

misty On good Lac Virginis, or Lackryma Christi.

Lacy (te !'si), a. Also lacey. [f. Lace sb. + -y l
]

Consisting of, or having the appearance of, lace.

1804 in Charlotte Smith's Convcrs. I. 57 Eluding him, on
lacey plume The silver moth enjoys the gloom. 1823 (;alt

Entail I. xv. 112 A thin mist, partaking more of the lacy

character of a haze than the texture ofa vapour. 1848 Sara
Coleridge in Q. Ret', Mar. 439 To display the lacy vein-

work of a leaf apart from the cellular tissue. 1883 Miss
Brouchton Belinda L 1. ix. 157 Clad in one of those lawny,

lacy gowns.

Lacye, -yn, obs. forms of Lace v.

Lad(ljed \sb.l Forms 14 6 ladde, 6-8 *SV. lawd,

7 ladd, 5- lad. [ME. ladde, of obscure origin.

Possibly a use of the definite form of the pa. pple. of

Lead v. ; in ME. lad is a dialectal variant of led pa. pple.

The use might have originated in the application of tie

plural ladde clltptically to the followers of a lord. .Actual

evidence, however, is wanting. It is noteworthy ihat a
'Godric Ladda'* attests a document written 1088-1123
(Earle Land Charters 270V If this cognomen be (as is

possible) identical with ME. ladde, its evidence is unfavour-
able to the derivation suggested above.
Quite inadmissible, both on the ground of phonology and

meaning, is the current statement that the word is cognate
with the last syllable of the Qoth. juggalanPs young man;
the ending -tatt/s (stem danda- adj.,landi- sb.), which does
not occur as an independent word

}
has in compounds the

sense ' having (a certain) growth or size ', as in hwelau/>s how
great, sioataufs so great, samatan/>s equally great. The
Celtic derivations commonly alleged are also worthless ; the
Welsh llatodts a dictionary figment invented to explain the
feminine

y

lodes (in Dictionaries tlodes), which Prof. Rhys has
shown to be shortened from herlodes, fern, of hcrlawd, a. ME.
lurid Haklot ; and the Irish lath does not exist in either

the earlier or the later sense of 4
lad but means ' hero ' or

* champion '.1

f 1. A serving-man, attendant ; a man of low
birth and position ; a varlet. Obs.
c 1300 Havclok 1786 * Hwat haue ye seid ', quoth a ladde.

13.. E. F. Allit. P. C. 154 Mony ladde }>er forth-lep to

laue & to kest. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xix. 32 To make
lordes of laddes Of lond that he wynneth. C1380 Sir
Ferttmb. 4451 And weben art bou ; bov ladde prout? c 1430
Syr Gcner. \Roxb.) 8280 Whan Serenides the Ring had,
Glad she was, and called a lad, c 1440 York Myst. xxix.

390 pis ladde [Jesus] with his lesyngis has oure lawes lome.
C1485 Digby Myst. (1882) 111. 43 Lord and lad, to my law
doth lowte. 1313 Braoshaw.S7. 1Verburge 1. 1015 A lad to

weddc a lady is an inconuenyent. c 1530 L. Cox R/wt.
(1899) 77 He had with hym syngyng laddes and women
seruantes. 1530 Lynoesay Test. Papyngo 391 Pandaris,

f>ykthankis, custronis, and clatteraris, Loupis vp frome
addis, sine lychtisamang lardis. 153$ Coverdale i Sam.

ii. 15 Or euer they burned the fatt, the prestes lad [Vulg.

Puer\ came;
and sayde [etc]. 1549-50 in Swayne Churchw.

Acc. Sarum (1896) 277 Smythe the carpenter for j dayes
Labor for his servaunte Clerke and his ladde for takyng
downe of the tytnbre. 1721 Kei.lv Scot. Prov. 240 Lay up
like a Laird, and seek like a Lad.

2. A boy, youth ; a young man, young fellow.

Also, in the diction of pastoral poetry, used to

denote 'a young shepherd \ In wider sense applied
familiarly or endearingly ^sometimes ironically) to

a male person of any age, esp. in the form of address

my lad. Lad ofwax : a shoemaker.
[^1440 Promp. Pant. 283/1 Ladde, or knave, garcio.

1483 Cath. Angl. 206/1 A Ladde, vbi a knaffe.] 1535
Coverdale Prov. xxii. 15 Foolishnes sticketh in the hcrte
of y* lad, but y rod of correccion driueth it awaye. 155a
Eatimer Sernt. (1584) 323 First he is a chtlde ; afterward
he b.comm-th a ladde ; then a yong man, and after that a
{>erfect man. 156a A. Scott Poems (S. T. S.) i. 53 Lymmer
awdis and litle lass's, 1596 Shaks, i Hen. IV, 1. ii, us
Prin. Wnere shall we take a purse to morrow, lacke? Fat.
Where thou wilt Lad. 1600 Dekkkr Honest IVh. ft.

Dram. Wks. 11, 115 How now old I^d, what doest cry?
160a Narcissus (1893) 78 Why, well said, my ladds of
mettall. 1608 Willet Hexa/>la Exod. 787 Our blessed
Sauiour .. said to his disciples, children, or lads, haue
ye any meate ? a 1650 Captain Carr 30 in Furnivall
Percy Folio I. 8« ' He not giue over my house ', shee said,

19

1 neither for Ladds nor man \ 1709 Byrom Lit. Rem. (1854)
I. 1. 6 The other two sizers, one sophister, the other a
I^ancashirc lad of our year. 1717 Lady M. W. Montagu
Let. to Pope \ Apr., The young lads . . divert themselves
with making garlands for their favourite lambs. 1724 1)k

Foe Mem. Cavalier (1840) 269 The old lad was not to be
caught. 1794 Sporting Mag. III. 201 Requesting \ouiis
a brother lad of wax to make me some of your tight shoes.

1829 Hooo Eug. Aram viii, My gentle lad, what is't >ou
read ? 1856 R. M. Ballantyne Smntflakes ff Sunbeams
xxviii. 390 What did you say struck you, Harry, my lad?

1871 R. Ellis tr. Catullus Ixxviii. 4 lively the lady, the lad

lovely, a company sweet. 1886 Rusk in Preettrita I. v.

140 All handsome lads and pretty lasses,

f b. A man of spirit and vigour,
<r 1553 Uuall Royster D.w. vii. Arb.) 71, I trowe they

shall finde and feele that I am a lad.

3. Sc. A sweetheart.

1725 Ramsay Gentle Sheph. v. ii, And am I then a match
for my ain lad ? 1781 J. Mavne Logan Braes in Chambers*
Cyel. Eng. Lit. II. 493 While my dear lad maun face his

faes Far, far frae me. ijr86 Burns Dream xtv, Ye royal
Lasses dainty, Heav'n . . gie you lads a-plenty.

4. altrib., as lad-porter; f lad-age, the nge of
boyhood

;
lad-bairn, -wean Sc., a male child.

1605 Sylvester Du Bartas it. iii. 1. Vocation 170 Here
have I past my *Lad-age fair and good. 17.. Herd's
Collect. Sc. Songs (1776) II. 149 This maiden had a br;:w

*lad-l aim. 1821 Galt Ann. Parish xix. 180 There wa*. a
greater christening of lad bairns than had ever been in any
year during my incumbency.

^ 1894 Daily News it .Sept.

5/3 A *lad porter on the . . Railway, 1821 Hogg Jacobite
Relit s 11. 175 Bonny orphan lad-weans twa.

I Ience the nonce tods. La ddess, a girl, lass

;

Laddism, ihe condition or character of a lad
;

Iia dhood, the state of being a lad.

1768 H. Wai pole Corr. (1837) II. 407, 1 know that he is

a very amiable lad and I do not know that she is not as
amiable a laddess. 1843 Bhukw. Mag. LI II. 80 They ..

emerge, into the full and perfect imago of little lords ..

without any of those intermediate conditions of laddism,
hobble-de-hoyism [etch 1883 Spectator 28 Apr. 543 Youth
or ladhood was now protra< ted further into life. 1891
Century Mag. Nov. 61 In this region 1 grew to ladhood.

t Lad, sb.2 Obs. rare, A thong. Hence I

f Iia'dded a., thonged,
c 1440 Promp. Par?*, 283 '1 Ladde, thwonge (A**, thounge,

S. thang^, liguta. Ladclyd, ligulatus. 1847 Halliwell,
Lad, a thong of leather; a shoe-latchet.

Lad, obs, pa. t. and pple. of Lkad v.

II Ladanum (lsc'dantfm). Also 6 {anglicized)

ladane. [L. ladanum, ledanum, a. (jr. AdSoro)/,

I

Xrjbavov, f. \fjbov mastic, Cf. Labimxum and
Lacdam m.]

1. A gum resin which exudes from plants of the

genus Cisti s, esp. (\ ladaniferus and C. Crcticus.

I much used in perfumery and for fumigation.
\c 1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg. 17a ladani \ j, & resolue it

in iiij of oile of mirtilles. Ibid. 188 Olium ladani. 1 1551

j
Tlrnj:k Herbal \. K vj, Ladanum .. hath the propertie to

! bind to gethcr to warme, to make softe and to open the
I mouthes of the veynes. 1568 Skeyne The Pest (i860} 31 ,

Kikand thairtill .. sa in elk ill of ladane as salbe thocht ex.
I pedient. 161 1 Cotgr., Ladane, the sweet Oumme Lada-
num. 1634 Peacham Gentl. Exerc. 1. xii. 40 Sistis (that
beareth that excellent gumme Ladanum^ 1648 Herrick

|

Hesper. (1869) 194 How can I chuse but kisse her, whence 1

do's come The storax, sptknard, myrrhe and ladanum. 1861
Miss Pratt Flower. PI. I, 161 The balsam called Ladanum
. .is produced by the Cistits Creticus.

f2. ^Lavdanum. Obs.

X627 tr. Bacon's Life ff Death (1651) 29 The compound
Opiates are Treacle, Methridate, Ladanum, &c.

Ladde-borde: see Larboard.
Ladden, rare obs. pa. pple. of Lat>e v.

Ladder (lse dai\ sb. Forms : 1 hlseder, hla ri-

der, 2-4 leddre, 4 Kent, lheddre, 3-5 (6 Sc.)

ledder, 4-5 leddir(e, leddyr, 3-4 laddre, 4 lad-

dir, 6- ladar, 6-7 lather, 4- ladder. [OK.
/ild'd(d)er str. fem., corresp. to OFris. hleder,

hladder-, MDn. ledere (Do. leer
y
also ladder from

Fris.), 01 1G. Icitara (MHG., mod.G. leiter)'.-

OTeut, *lilaidrjd, f. Teut. root *hli- : hlai- (whence

Lean v.) Aryan *kli- : cf. Gr. xXifia^ ladder,]

1. An appliance made of wood, metal, or rope,

usually portable, consisting of a series of bars

(* rungs *^ or steps fixed between two supports,

by means of which one may ascend to or descend

from a height.

971 Blickl. Horn. 209 J>acr wses ^ewuna ba^m folce . . } a:t

hie sefter hlaeddrum up to Saem gtatsenum fa:te asti^on.

c xooo ./Elfric Gen. xxviii. 12 pafceseah he on swefne stan«

dan ane hlaedre fram eorSan to heofenan. a 1100 Gere/a in

Anglia (1886) IX. 263 Hlsedre, horscamb and sceara. c 1250
Gen. <y Ex. 1607 He..saa..fro Sc erfte up til beuene bein,

A leddre stonden. 1297 K. Glouc. (Rolls) 3103 Hii.. cables
vette ynowe & laddrcn & leuours, e 1340 Cursor M. 3779
(Fairf.) In slepe a ladder him bojt he seyghe fra be firma-

ment ri^t to his tyghe. 1375 Barbour Bruce x. 642 Thai
set thair Ldder to the wall. £-1400 Destr. Troy 4761 pai
wonyn on the wallis lightly with ladders. 1560 J. Dxrs tr,

Stcidane 's Chron. our Time 159 The Emperour goynge forth

as farrc as the ladder of the shippe to mete him, receaveth
him in. 1587 Fleming Contn. HolinsfiedXW. 356/1 A lather

of fourteene staves would but reach to the top. i6»i G.
Sanoys Ovid's Met. xiy. (1626) 298 [He] oft a lather tooke
To gather fruit. 1726-7 Swift Gulliver t. i. 25 That several

ladders should be applied to my sides, on which, .the inha«

bitants mounted. 1840 Dickens OldC, Shop 11, Kit mounted
half way up a short ladder.

LADDER.

f b. esp, '1 he steps to a gallows. Chiefly in

phr. to bring to the ladder. Groom of the ladder

(jocular) : a hangman. Obs.
a 1533 Ld. Eeknkks Htton lix. 204 [luoiyn] commaundyd

a .xxx. men to lede hym to y" galows & . . they causyd (he
mynstrell to mount vp on y« ladder. 1594 Nashe un/ort.
Trav. Wlcs. 1883-4 V. 138, I .. should haue been hanged,
was brought to the ladder, ., and yet for all that scap'd
dancing in a hempen circle. Ibid. 151 Casting inee off the
ladder. Ibid. 185 A fidler cannot turne his pin so soone, as
he [an executionerl would turn a man of the ladder. 1601
Dlnt Path-iu. Heaven 311 Many . . haue becne brought to

the gallowes, and haue confessed vpon the ladder, thattetc.].

a 1640 Day Pcrcgr. Si hoi. (1881) 72 A kinsman of myne that
is grome of the ladder and yeoman of the corde. 1655 Gur-
nall Chr. in Arm. xix. 11669) 233 '2 The offtr of a pardon
comes too late to him that has tui n'd himself off the Ladder.

c. Jig, Also in phr. f To draw up the ladder

after itself [cf. F. apr?s ha ilfaut tircr l'<?< hclle] :

to be unapproachable. To see through a ladder'.

to see what is obvious. To kick don>ti the ladder:

said of persons who repudiate or ignore the friend-

ships or associations by means of which they have

risen in the world.
<rii75 Lamb. Ifoot. 129 Din »s sunfulla nionna leddre.

a 122$ Auer. I\*. 354 And foi"5i bet Dauid hefde j eos two
stalen of bisse leddre, bauh he king were, he clomb upward.

1340 Ayerib. 246 pis is | e laste stape of be lheddie of per-

feccion. 1377 Lancl. P. PI. ¥>. xvi. 44 The Fende. b ith a
laddre there to, of lesynges aren the ronges. 1477 Marl
Rivers (Ca.vton) Dictcs 77 Men sette moche stoie by the

foresayde science and was their opynion that it was the

laddre to go vp into alle other sciences. 1593 Shaks.
Rich. II, v. i. 55 Northumberland, thou Ladder where-
withall The mounting Ibillingbrooke ascends my Throne.
a 1625 Coik in CJutcn Coil. Cur. I. n$ It is not the true

way . . for men to niise themsilv< s by ladde; s of detraction.

1670 I assels Vcy. Italy l. 87 After the Donio, I saw ihe

Church of the Annunciata, which draweth up the Ladder
after it for neatness. 1794 NkLSON in Nio>lns />/'.>/.

(ed. 2) L449 Ihincan is, I think, a little altered; there i*.

nothing like kicking down the ladder a man ris« s by. 1843
Lp Fevre Life Trav. Phys. I. 1. iv. 74 With these two
houses alone I have worked up the medical ladder of my
life. 1848 Thackkkay Book 0/ Snobs vii. (1872) 27 She has
struggled so gallantly fur polite reputation that -die has won
it; pitilessly kicking down the ladder as she advanced
degree bydegiee, 1853 Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. vi.

37 Can't ye see through a ladder, ye black nigger? 1868

Frkkman Norm. Cong. '1876) II. vit. 73 He now began to

climb the ladder of preferment afresh.

2. With qualifying words indicating its use, con-

struction, position, etc., as fire-, extension-, rope-,

sealing-, step ladder, etc. Also Xaut., as accom-

modation, bowsprit, entering, gallery, quarter,

stem ladder. Also Jacob's laudkk.
1626 Cai't. Smith Accid. Vug. Sea-men 13 An en t ring

laddt r or cleats. 1706 Phillus (ed. Kersey s. v. Ladders,
the Bolt-sprit-ladder, at the Peak-head, made fast over the

Holt-sprit, to get upon it. 1758 Sharp in Naval Chron.
VIII. 154 He. got into a boat from the stern ladder. 1769
Falconkr Diet. Ma riue (1780) s.v. Ladder, Accommodation
Ladder, is a sort of light stair-case, occasionally fixed on the

gangway of the admiral, or commander in chief, of a fleet.

Ibid., Quarter-Ladders, two ladders of rope, depending
from the right and left side of a ship's stern.

3. Applied to things more or less resembling a

ladder. Often with qualifying words, as cheese,

coopers, paring ladder (see quots.) ; fish ladder (see

Fish sbA 7).
1688 R. H(.n.\iK Armoury 111. 318/2 The paring Ladder,

or Coopers Ladder . . By the help of this all Barrel Staves

or Boards are held fast and sure while the Work-man is

paring or shaving them. Ibid. 335/1 A Cheese Ladder .

.

serveth to lay over the Cheese Tub for the Cheese Fat to

rest upon, while the Dairy Woman presseth the Whay
out of the Cruds. ibid. 339/2 The Cart Lathers are the

Crooked peeces set over the Cart wheels to keepe Hay and
Straw loaden off them. 1851 Catal. Gt. Exhib. 376 Scotch
cart .. with ladders complete, so as to be used as a dung or

harvest cart. 1875 Plain Needlework 10 A crochet needle

(to pick up the ladders in stockings).
^

1875 Knicht Diet.

Mech., Ladder\ a notched cleat or stick in a bookcase, for

supporting shelves. 1883 Fisluries Exhib. Catal. fed. 4) 90
Two Salmon ladders, One Jumping ladder, One Swimming
Ladder. 1888 Lockwood's Diet. AJeih. Ettgin., Ladder,
a series of mud buckets which are carried up and down in

an oblique direction, for emptying and refilling in dredging
operations. 1890 IVesleyan Methodist's Mag. Mar. 162 A
woven-ladder tape for Venetian blinds, in lieu of hand«made
ladders. 1892 Daily Ntrws 25 Jan. 3/3 The fli wers are

formed into ruches, which trim the skirt and are carried up
the sides, with a ladder of ribbons between the lints.

4. In names of plants, as Christs ladder (see

Chhist $\ Ladder to Heaven see quots. . Also

Jacob's ladder.
1640 Parkinson Theat. Bot. 699 Wee in English [call itl

Salomons Seale most usually, but in some countries the

people call it ladder to Heaven, .. from the forme of the

stalke of leaves, one being set above another. 1760 Lee In-

trod. Bot. App. (1765) 316 ladder to Heaven, Convailarta.

1879 Britten & Hollano Flant-n., Ladder to Heaven. (1)

Polemonium cxrulenm, L. (2) Poljgonatum multijlorufu.

5. altrib. and Comb. a. simple allrib., as ladder

foot, rung, f stale, stave ; h, objective, as ladder-

climber (in quot. ; C. instrumental, as ladder-

travelling", ladder-bridged adj. ; d. similative, as

ladder-path, road; laddenvise adv.

1898 Westm. Gas. 26 Aug. 8/2 The *ladder-bridged

crevasse. 1870 Even. Standatd 17 Sent., The *ladder.

climbers, who now direct the affairs of Paris. <ri470 Henry-
son Mor. Fab. v. (Part. Beasts) xliii. Syne furth him led,

and to the gallowis gais, And at the nedder-fute his leif he
3-2
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tais. 1814 S. Rogers Jacquel. Poems (1839) 26 Up many a
Madder-path he guided. i8a8 J. R. Best Italy as it is 30
We had descended many steps of the *ladder-road. i6ao
in Swayne Churchw. Acc. Sarum (1896) 171 For a peece of
Timber to make *Ladder Rungs, i2<t. a 1*25 Ancr. R. 354
peos two [binges] scheome and pine..beo5 be two *leddre
stalen bet beoo upriht to be heouene. c 1440 Promp. Parv.
393/1 *Leddyr stafe, scalarium. 1608 Willf.t Hexapla
Exod. 606 As ladder staues they were equally distant one
from another. 1855 Cornwall 156 The *ladder-traveiling
is rendered less fatiguing, by being varied and broken up
into short journeys. 1593 Q\ Eliz. Boethius 1. pr. 1.7 Be-
twine bothe lettars, *ladarwise, certain steps wer marked.

6. Special comb. : ladder-braid, a kind of braid

made on the lace-pillow; ladder-carriage, one

for conveying fire- 1adders (Knight Diet. A/ech.

1875); ladder company, detachment Mil. (see

quot.) ; ladder-dance (see quot.) ; hence ladder-

dancer
\
ladder-dredge, a dredge having buckets

carried round on a ladder-like chain (Cent. Diet.);

ladder-like a., resembling a ladder, gradational

;

also adv.
;

ladder-man, 4

in a fire-brigade, a

member of a hook-and-ladder company ' (Cent.

Did. ) ; ladder party

«

ladder detachment ; lad-

der point, a form of ladder stitch ; ladder shell,

a marine shell of the genus Scalaria, a staircase-

shell, wcntletrap; ladder stitch, a cross-bar

stitch in embroidery ; ladder-truck, a vehicle for

carrying fire-ladders and hooks; ladder-walker
= ladder-dancer ; ladder way, a 'way* by which
one descends or ascends hy means of a ladder, {a)

in the deck of a ship, (b) in the shaft of a mine

;

ladder-work, work done with the help of a ladder,

e.g. house -painting, etc. (Simmonds Did. Trade
1858).
188a Cat-j.ff.ild & Sawaro Did. Needlework 43 * Ladder

braid. 1884 Mil. Engineering 1. 11. 87 The men told off to
one ladder (4 files or more, according to length of ladder)
form a ' *laddcr detachment ' and the detachments for onp
line of ladders form a ' *ladder company ', or

1 ladder double
company'. 1801 Strutt Sports $ Past. 111. v. 173 The
*Ladder-dance ; so

<

called, because the performer stands
upon a ladder, which he shifts from place to place, and
ascends or descends without losing the equilibrium, or per-
mitting it to fall. 1709 Steele Taller No. 12 p 18 * ladder-
dancers, Rope-dancers, Jugglers. 1859 Coknwallis New
World I. 21 A 'ladderlike flight of steps. 1884 Bower &
Scott De Bary's Phaner. 303 Parallel bundles, . .connected
in a ladder-like manner by transverse branches. 1897
Mary Kikgst.ey //'. Africa 565 The great parallel terraces
over which, ladderlike, the neighbouring Congo has cut its

bed. 1898 P. Manson Trap. Diseases x. 181 A gradual
ladder-like rise [of temperature]. 1884 Mil. Engineering}.
11. 98 It is always advisable to have officers and non-com-
missioned officers, .with Madder parties. 1891 A. H. Craw-
kurd Gen. Crawfurd <V Light Di?'. 230 Fleming . . fell

leading the ladder party .. at Badajoz. 1882 Caulfeild
& Saward Did. Needlework 186 *Ladder stitch, there are
two kinds of this stitch, the open, called *Ladder Point, or
Point d'Echelle, in which the bars forming the stitch ate
taken across an open space, and the closed, known as Jacob,
and Ship Ladder, in which the bars are worked on to the
material itself. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 258 r 3 Why should
not .. *ladder- walkers, and Posture-makers appear again
on our Stage ? c itgoRndim. Narig. (Weale) 128 *Ladder-
ways, the openings in the decks wherein the ladders are
placed. 1875 J. H. Collins A/etat Mining 77 A shaft
. . large enou h t 0 allow of ample pumping i pa e, a good
ladder-way [etc. J.

Hence noncc-wds. ladderless a., having no
ladder; La daery a., rescmblinr^a ladder.
185a Erasers Mag. XLVI. 455 Short flights of abrupt lad-

dery steps. 1897 P- Warung Tales Old Regime 78 They were
separated from (he surface by sixty feet of ladderless shaft.

Ladder lx doj), v. ? Obs. [f. Laduek sb]
trans. To scale with a ladder; to furnish with
a ladder or with ladders. Also absol.
a 1578 Lindf.sav (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (1728) 191 His

friends came rushing forward to ladder the walls. 158a-8
Hist. Jos. VI (1804) 173 The men of Leith . .looking for na
uther thing bot. .to haue ladderit and winn the hous. 1643
Session Pee. in Ilist. Brechin (1867) 232 To Alexander
Talbert for laddering the church 3s. *d. 1665 J. Webb
Stone-Heng (1725) 188 They came from their Stations .. by
Planks laid from His unto their Stones, and otherwise they
could not, without laddringup and down.
Ladder, obs. form of Lather.

Laddered (toe'etaid), a. [f. Ladder sb. + -ed -\]

Furnished with a ladder
; fof a rope, made into

a ladder.
1608 Middleton Earn. Loz>e\. ii, Attempt not to ascend
My chamber-window by a laddered rope. 187 . Stevenson
Child's Card. Verses {1895) 81 He [the sun] Into the
laddered hayloft smiles. 1891 Ld. Lytton King Poppy iv.

83 Their ladder 'd scaffolds swarm'd, as high in heaven.

Laddie (lardi). Chiefly Sc. [f. Lad sb. + -ie.]

/Pfoung lad, a lad. (A term of endearment.)
1546 Bale Eng. Votaries 1. (1550) 16 bt He had a laddy

waytynge on hym called Benignus. 1731 Ramsav (title)
Yellow Haired Laddie. i«8 — Soger Laddie. 1789 Burns
Ep. to Dr. Blacklock vi, I hae a wife and twa wee laddies.
1865 G. Macdonald A. Forbes 51, 1 ken nae thing agen the
laddie. 1884 Annie Swan Dorothea A'irke xvii. 155 'Aunt
Janet 7 • Ay, laddie*.

t Lade, sb.l Obs. Also 1 hle&d, 3 ladd. [f. Lade
v. (OE. hlsed is commonly compared with ON.
hlafi stack, pile, and interpreted ' mound because
it renders L. agger

; but the sense of 'burden ' is

possible.)] a. Draught, b. Load, burden, lading.

C897 K. /Elprfd Gregory"* Past. xxi. 160 BesittaS hie

utan..& beraS hiere hlaed to [L comportabis aggerem],
craoQ Ormin 19313 We lodenn alle twinne ladd Off hiss god-
nessess welle. f 1435 Torr. Portugal 1663 With hym faught
a yong knyght Ech on other laid good lade. 150a Arnolde
Chron. (1811) 220 That they may be in our sayde landis

and lordshippys for too bye and gader lade and fretth and
cary awaye, or doo to bee caryed awey and conueied into

the sayde kyngdom of England.

Lade (1^'d), sb.2 [app. a variant of Lead sb. 2

(which occurs mnch earlier in the same sense)

;

perh. confused with lade, the regular Sc. and northern
form of Lode, OE. Idd. The synonymous Leat is

not etymologically related.]

1. A channel constructed for leading water to a

mill wheel ; a mill-race. (Often in comb, mill-

lade.) Chiefly Sc.
1808-80 Jamieson, Lade, lead. 186a Ad 25 <y 26 Vict.

c. 97 § 6 The construction or alteration of mill dams, or
lades, or water wheels so as to afford a reasonable means
for the passage of salmon. 1864 A. M'Kay Hist. Kil-
tnarnock (1880) 106 Acorn-mill, which was driven by a lade
that flowed through the same spot. 1868 Perthsti. Jml.
18 June, Some fine sport was enjoyed; but the saTmon
on two or three occasions made a rush into the lade and
escaped.

% 2. A sb. lade, with a sense * channel, water-

course, mouth of a river*, has been evolved by
etymologists from place-names in which the last

element is -lade (OE. geldd channel, as in Crecca-

gelad Cricklade) ; the interpretation has been sug-

gested by Lade v. The word was admitted into

Bailey's and Johnson's Diets., and has occasionally

been used in literature.

Ii6a3 Lisle AZlfric on O. ft N. Test. To Rdr. 34 How
many learned men haue mistaken the name of a place neere
Oxford called Creklade? as if it sauored of Greeke, when
it is but old English, and signifies Ostium riunli, a place
where some Creeke or little brooke doth lade or empty it

selfe into a greater water.] 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey),
Lada in old Records), ..a l>ade, Lading, or Course of
Water. 1721-1800 Bailey, Lade, a Passage of Water, the
Mouth of a River. 1865 Kingslev Herew. II. xi. 180
Cotinglade .. seemingly a lade, leat, or canal through (Tot-

tenham Fen to the Westwater. 1873 H Kingslky Oakshott
xxvi. 184 Every trickling tiny lade, every foaming brook,
told its own story.

Lade h?'d), sb$ local. [?f. Lade v.] A board
or rail fixed to the side of a cart or waggon to

give greater width.
1686 Lonti. Gaz. No. M88/4 Lost . . a short turn Waggon,

with two pair of Harness and a Cart Saddle, with Wheel
I^des. 1847 'n Hai.liwkll. 1875 Blackmork A. Lorraine
III. v. 72 The vice-president's cart was in the shed close
by, and on the front lade sat Bonny.

Lade (^ !d\ v. Forms: 1 hladan, (ladarf,

% (Orw.) ladenn, ^4 lhade, 6 laade, 7 laid),

? 3, 4- lade. Pa. t. 1 hlod, (once sehl6od), 3-4
lode ; weak 5- laded. Pa. pple. 1 (se)hladen,

4 Made. 4-6 (8 Sc. poet.) lade. (6 ladden, Sc.

ladin\ 4 laden ; weak 5 ladyd, 6- laded.
[Com.' Tcut. str. vb. : OK. hladan \hl6d

\
gehladen\

corrcsp. to OFris. Alada, OS. hladan (Dtt. laden,,

ON. klaQa (Sw. ladda) ; with consonant-ablaut the

word appears in OMG. hladan (G. laden), Goth.

{of )hlapan :-OTeut. Hla/>-, hlad- :-pre-Teut.
*klat-, parallel with *klad- in OS1. klasti lo place.

The general Teut senses are those represented hy
branch I; hranch II is peculiar to Eng., but OS.
has the sense ' to pnt (liquor) into a vessel ', as

a particular application of a sense similar to 2

below. Another derivative of the root is MHG.
luot burden, mass, multitude r—OTeut. *M6p& ; in

the OE. hlSH booty, multitude, OLG. hlStha booty,

this type seems to have coalesced with OTeut.
*ltlanp<t

The pa. t. has from 15th c been coojugated* weak. The
pa. pple. is^ still usually strong when used in the senses of
branch 1 ; in those of branch II it is now always weak.]

I. To load.

L trans. To put the cargo on board (a ship).

Also (now only in passive) to load (a vehicle, a

beast of burden).
Beoivutf (Z.) 896 S«ebat gehleod. Ibid. 1897 pa wses on

sande sar^eap naca hladen herewaxlum. 13.. Coer de L.
1384 Thrittene schyppys i-lade with hyvys Of bees. Ibid.

1388 Another schyp was laden . . With an engyne hyghte
Robynet. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls^ IV. 197 A boot bat

was so hevy lade wib men pat folowede hym pat it sanke
doun. a 1420 Hoccleye De Reg. Princ. 983 To lade a
cart or fill a barwe. 1513 Douglas Mneis m. vi. 211 Our
kervalis howis ladis and prymys he With huge charge of
siluir. 1535 CovKRnALE Ezek. xit. 12 The chefest that is

amonge you, shall lade his shoulders in the darcke, and get
him awaye. 161 1 Bible Gen. xlii. 26 They laded their asses

with the corne. 171 1 Addison Sped. No. 69 f 5 Our Ships
are laden with the Harvest of every Climate. 1830 Scott
Demonol. tx, A foreign ship richly laded with wines. 1853
KMiEGrinnell Ejcp.xxxvi. (1856) 325 A sledge.. kept laden

to meet emergencies. 1864 Temnyson Eh. Ard. 817 He.

.

help'd At lading and unlading the tall barks.

b. To load (a person) with gifts, etc., (a tree,

branch) with fruit; lo charge or fill abundantly.

Now only in pa. pple. laden, loaded, fraught,

heavily charged with, f Also, to lade up.

1481 Caxton Godfrey iv. 22 Whan he myght fynde the

mcssagers of Charlcmayn, he charged and laded them alle

with richesses of thoryent. 1484 — Chivalry 4 A tree wel
laden and charged of fruyte. ifag Capt. Smith Trav. «V

Adv. 9 With every man a bundle of sedge and bavins still

throwne before them, so laded up the Lake, as [etc.]. 1674
Ray Collect. IVords, Husb. 130 Corn, .the earlier it is sown,
carten's paribus, the better laden it is. 1693 Drydex Ovid s
Met. xm. Acisja Than apples fairer, when the boughs they
lade. 1820 Shelley Sensit. Plant in. ua A northern whirl-
wind . . Shook the bougbs thus laden. 1847 Wilson Chr.
North (1857) I. 231 Shores laden with all kinds of beauty.
1849 Murchison Siluria iv. 67 These, .sandstones arc laden
with a profusion of fossils. 1865 Trollope Belton Est. xxiti.

279 Her eyes were laden with tears. 1878 Huxley Physiogr.
47 [The air] must have become laden with moisture.

C. To burden, load oppressively; chiefly in

immaterial sense. Now only (somewhat arch.)

in pa. pple., burdened with sin, sorrow, etc.

1538 Starkey Engtatut 1. ii. 28 Yf we be thys lade wyth
ignorance, a 1553 Udall Royster D. in. it (Arb.) 41 Doth
not loue lade you

( 1555 Eden Decades 159 It is not lawful
for any to lade his neighbours waules with rafters. 160a
Life T. Cromwell 11. tit. 93 Lade him with irons. 1606
Shaks. Ant. ff CL v. ii. 123, I.. do confesse 1 haue Bene
laden with like frailties, a 1618 Raleigh Rem. (1644) 54
To lade no one man with too much preferment. 1655 Cul-
pepper & Cole Riveritts xv. vi. 420 Miserable Woman-Kind
is commonly laded with . .manifold Diseases, a 1656 Bp.Hai.l
Breath. Devout Soul 168 Saviour, thy sinner is sufficiently

laden, with the burden of his iniquities. 17*4 Ramsay Health
143 Phimos, who by his livid colour shews Him lade with vile

diseases. 1841 Lane Arab. Nts. I. 90 Laden with the sin

which they had committed.

2. To put or place as a burden, freight, or cargo

;

now only, to ship (goods as cargo.
Beowulf"(2.) 2775 Him on bearm hlodon bunan and discas

sylfes dome, a 1000 Riddles iv. 65 (Gr.) Ic. .me [on] hrycjs
hlade, baet ic habban sccal. a 1000 Cxdmon's Gen. 2901 (Gr.)
Ongan ba ad hladan. a 1300 A'. Horn 1409 Ston he dude
lade, And lym therto he made. 147a IVaterfordArch in iof7i

Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 309 From the porte that
the saide marchandise is lade unto the porte of the said citie.

t 1489 Caxton Sonncs of Aymon xxvhi. 580 Thenne fet he
stones & morter in grete plente . . and I promyse you that
reynawd laded more atones than xv. other dyde. 1543-3
Ad 34 % 35^ Hen. VIII, c. 9 § 3 No person, .shall enbote
or lade . . anie wheate . . in anie picard. 1665 Lond. Gaz.
No. 16/2 A Legorn ship .. bound to Tunis with moneys to
lade Corn. 1799 Nelson in Nicolas Disp. (1845) III. 347
He had his Vessel seized by the Genoese, when lading wine
for our Fleet. 1800 Colquhoun Comm. Thames viit. 261
It is impossible to lade or deliver Cargoes. 1888 Brvce

,
Amer. Contmw. III. vi. cxiv. 641 The surplus products.,
must be laden on board the vessels,

b. absol. or intr.
C1470 Henry Wallace ix. 704 Quhen thai off hay was

ladand most bysse. 1611 Bible Neh. iv. 17 They that bare
bnrdeus, with those that laded. 1667 Lond. Gaz. No. 202/1
As many light ships come in the last evening Tyde to lade.

171a E. Cooke Voy. S. Sea 179 At this High-land uf Art-
quipa, is good anchoring, where Vessels use to lade. 1796
Morse Amer. Geog. I. 450 A pier, .at which vessels .. lade
and unlade.

1 3. To lay a burden of (guilt) upon. Also absol.

X53S Coverdalk Detti. xxit. 8 Make a battlement aboute
thy rofe, that thou lade not bloude vpon thine house yf eny
man fall therof. a 1541 Wyatt Poet. IVks. (1861) 196 Him
seemeth that the shade Of his offence again his force assays
By violent despair on him to lade.

t 4. To load or charge (a gun)
;

also, to load

(cartridges) in a gun. Obs.

1633 T. Stafford /'/tc. Hib. m. viii. (1810) 569 Going to

lade lier againe, their Gunner was slaine at his Peece. 1635
Ld. Lindsey in Sir W. Monson Naval Tracts in. (1704)

335/1 To command the Gunners to laid Cartrages. 1690
Jl/or. Ess. Present 'Times vii. 129 Cannon-like, will dis-

charge but once till they are new Laden.

II. To draw water.

5. trans. To draw ^water) ; to take up or remove
(water or other fluids) from a river, a vessel, etc.,

with a ladle, scoop, or by similar means ; to bale.

T occas. with cogn. obj. (Now chiefly techn. and
dial.)

c 950 Lindisf. Gosp. John iv. 7 Cuom uif of Saer byrfe to

ladanne [Rushw. hladanne] uacter. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John
ii 9 J>a benas so5lice wiston be bact waeter hlodon. ciooo
jElfric Horn. II. 180 ZEnne ealdne munuc water hladende.
<riaoo Ormin 14044 Gab..and ladebb upp & berebb itt Till

balldernnann onn hwfedd. Ibid. 193 13 We lodenn alle

twinne ladd Off hiss godnessess welle. £1330 Arth. <y

Alert. 1475 <K6lbtng) pai. .pe water vp loden po, Al way hi

to & to. 1340 Ayenb. 178 Alsuo ase hit behoueb ofte bet

ssip lhade out bet weter pet alneway geb in. £1440 Promp.
Parv. 283/2 Ladyn or lay water, .vatilo. c 1430 Merlin 37
Thei hadde a-wey the erthe, and fonde the water, and dede
it to laden onte. 1530 Palscr. 600/1, 1 laade water with a
scoup or any other thyng out of a dytche or pytte. a 1648
Digby Closet Open. (1677) 8 Then lade forth your liquor and
set it a cooling. 1674 Ray Colled. Words, Smelting Silver

114 It is laded out and cast into long square bars. 1725
Bradley Earn. Did. s.v. Brewery, The first Wort.. must
be pumped or laded off into one or more Coolers. 1784
Twam ley Dairying 47 To lade off the Whey clear from
Curd. 1839 Ure Diet. A rts 585 I3y lading the glass out of
one pot into another . . with copper ladles. 184a J. Aiton
Domest. Econ. 33a Out of this underbuck you must lade

the ale-wort into the tun-tub.

b. absol. or intr.

,
1611-15 Hp. Hall Centempl., N. T. u. v, She did not

think best to hide at the shallow channel, but runs rather

to the well-head. 1613-16 W. Browne Brit. Past. 1. v.

(1772) I. 14s Or with their hats lade [for fishl in a brooke.

1 74 1 Compl, EanwPiece t. vi. 379 You must gradually lade

out of the second Copper.

t6. To emply by * lading \ Obs.

c 153a Du Wes Introd. Er. in Palsgr. 1020 Whan a man
doth come to the great see for to lade [F. espuis/r] it.



LADED.

1593 Shaks.~3 Hen. V/, MI. ii. 139 Like one that . . chides

the Sea . . Saying hee'le lade it dry. 1628 Bp. Hall Old
Relig. (1686) 73 We are not they who think to lade the sea

with an egg-shell.

f 7. tram. Of a ship : To let in (\vater\ Obs.

1413-30 Lyog. Chron. Troy 1. iii. The shyp. .was so staunche
it myht no water lade. 1530 Falsgr. 601/1, 1 lade, I take

in water, as a shyp or bote that is nat staunched. . . This
bote ladeth in water a pace.

8. Comb. The verb stem used in comb, with

names of vessels used in lading, as laJc-\ bowl,

•bucket t -gallon (dial, gawn^ gorn)
f f -mele [? M K.

Mele, bowl], -pail.

1430 Jnv. in Line. Chapter Acc. Bkm A. 2. 30 If. 69,

1 *ladebolle. .6d. 1891 l/arttand Gloss ., * La*lc-buckct, a
small dipping-bucket, used in brewing, &c. C1575 Bal-

four's Practkks (1754) 234 The air .sail haue .. the best

brewing leid, the mask fat, with tub, barrellis, and Maid-

gallon. 1881 Leicester Gloss., *Lade-gawn, . . any vessel

for lading out liquid. 1847 Halliwell, * Lade-gorn, a pail

with a long handle to lade water out with. Derb. Also

called a lade-pail. 1579 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec.

Oxford 401 Bruers measures, as barrells, kilderkins, firkins,

runletts, .*lademcales, gallons. 1558 Lmilcnv Churchw.
Acc. (Camden) 87 Paid for a vesselle and a *lad payle to

putt in lyme. 1886 Klworthy IV. Somrset fVord-bk., Late
fat'/..A late-pail (or lade-pail) is commonly used for dipping
hot water from a copper, or for making cider.

Lade, Sc. and north, form of Load sb.

Ladeborde : see Larboard.

t Laded, ppL a, [f. Lade#. + -eiA] = Laden.
1630 Drayton Descr. E/ysium 3 Pomegranates . . Their

laded branches bow, 1697 Dryoen Virg. Georg. it. 75 ? The
laded Boughs their Fruits in Autumn bear. 1708 Rhode
/stand Col. Rec. (1859) 1V - 5^ Very few of tne enemy's
privateers, .will, .outsail one of our laded vessels.

t La*del. Obs. rare - l
. [f. lade Lode sb. *-

-el ? A little path, by-path.

1387^ T. Usk Test. Love 1. iii. 'Skeat) 1. 42 By smale
pathes, that swyne and hogges hadden made, as lanes with
ladels their maste to seche.

Laden (l^'d'n), v. Also 6 Sc. ladin, ladue,
laiden, 7 laidin. [f. Lade v. + -en ; but perh.

partly a Se.var. of Loaden v.] trans. = I,ahk z\

1514 Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1844) I. 8g The . . gudis that
happmnts to be input and ladnyt in the samyn schippis.

1531 Ibid. 142 The losing and laidnyng of schippis.

1579 jMinday in Hakluyt Voy. (15891 151 Euery prisoner
being most grieuously ladened with yrons on their legges.

1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. x. 356 To ladne him
with deceitful leisingis, criniinablecrymes, and tailes vntrue.

1607 Walkington* Opt. Glass 147 Trees . . ladened with .

.

fruits. 1652 Gaule Magastrom. 303 They . . used him with all

curtesie, and ladened him with gifts. 1746 W. Horsi.ky
Fool (1748) II. No. 63. 94 Let each Mule carry his own
Burthen, and not laden him further. 1808-18 Jamieson,
Ladenin time, the time of laying in winter provisions. 1885
Mrs. C. L. Pirkis /,ady Lovelace I. i. 19 He ladened him-
self obediently with Edie's belongings. 1890 Clshing Hull
i' //*' Thorn II. xiii. 243 Tbe air was ladened with the fra-

grance ofjasmine.

Laden (l^'d'ii), ///. a. [str. pa. pple. of Lade
v.] Burdened, loaded, weighed down (//'/. and

Jig.)* Often in cemb. with sbs., as sorrow-laden
;

also Heavy-laden.
^ 1595 Maynaroe Drake's Voy. (Hakl. Soc.) 3 A man enter-

ing into matters with so laden a foote, that the other's meat
would be eaten before his spit could come to the fire. 1693
Dryuen Ovid's Met. xm. Act's 118 The laden boughs for

you alone shall bear. 0:1790 T. Warton Eclog. iii. 94
Where .. clust'ring nuts thetr laden branches bend. 1850
Robertson Serm. Ser. 111. v. 70 The better . . impulses of a
laden spirit. 1867 Smyth Sailor's IVord-bk., Laden, the
state of a ship when charged with materials equal to her
capacity. 1868 Lynch Rivulet clxii. ii. Now mount the
laden clouds, Now flames the darkening sky. 1897 Daily
Neivs 13 Sept. 7/1 The laden trains start hence.

Laden, obs. form of Latten, brass.

Lader (l^'dai). lObs. [f. Lade v. + -er 1

.]

One who lades ; esp. one who freights a ship.

1542 3 Act 34 <$• 35 Hen. VIII, c. 9 § 3 The said owner or
lader of the said picard bote or other vessel. 1552 Act 5 «y

6 Ediv. VI, c. 14 § 7 The Buying of any Corn.. by any such
Badger, leader, Kidder or Carrier. 1626 Impeachm. Dk.
Buckhtn. (Camden) 42 The name of the lader of the fore-

said hides. 1697 View Penal Laivs 9 A Lader of Corn or
Grain. 1755 Magens Insurances I. 494 The Goods, .appear
to have been . . restored .. to the Masters of the Ships in

which they were laden
; and, by the Customs of the Sea, the

Master is in the Place of the Lader, and answerable to him.
Lade sterne, obs. form of Lodestar.
La-di-da ijadida*). slang. [Onomator3beic,*in

ridicule of * swell* modes of utterance. Cf.
Haw-haw.] A derisive term for one who affects

gentility ; a * swell Also atlrib. or adj. m Lardy-
DARDY,
c 1883 in Atkin House Scrafs (1887) 166 The young 'un

goes to music-halls And does the la-di-da. 1893 Gunter
Baron Montez 111. viii. 77 That French brother of his, Frank,
the Parisian la-de-da. 1895 Westm. Gas. 31 Jan. 3/2, 1 may
tell you we are all homely girls. We don't want any la-di-da
members.

fLa'died, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Lady sb. +

•edJ Lady-like
; soft, gentle.

1628 Feltham Resolves 11. (i-l Yiii. 20 Sores are not to bee
anguish't with a rusticke pressure ; but gently streaked with
a Ladyed hand.
Ladify : see Ladyfy.
Ladin, obs. Sc. f. Laden v. \ obs. Sc. pa. pple.

of Lade v.

Lading fl^-dirj), vbl sb. [f. Lade v. + -ing L]

21

1. The action of the verb Lade ; the loading of

a ship with its cargo ; tbe bailing or ladling out of

water, etc. Bill of lading (see Bill sb.3 10).

1500 Galway Arch, in \oth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App.
v. 391 In lading and discharding of his goodes. .into forayn
realmis. 1661 Feltham Resolves, Lusoria xxxv. (1677) 32
Must we haue fire still glowing under us, Only that we
with constant Lading may Keep our selues cool? 1743
Loud, tf Country Brew. 11. (cd. 2) 121 Where the Water is

put over by the Hand-bowl, or what is called Lading over.

X839 Ure Diet. Arts 589 The transfer of the glass into the
cuvettes, is called lading.

2. concr. That with which a ship is laded
;
freight,

cargo. fAlso transf. (see qnots. 1611, 1621).
1526 TtNDALE Acts xxvii. 10 Syrs, 1 perccave that thys

vyage wilbe with hurte and domage, not off the ladynge
and shippe only: but also off ou re lyues. 1611 Cotgk.,
Prendre son set, to swill, quaffe, caroose ; \o take in his

lading, or his liquor, to the full. 1621 Molle Camerar.
Liv. Libr. v. xiii. 369 Drunkards .. when they haue their

lading of wine. 1669 Narrokough Jml. in Acc. Sev. Late
Voy. 1. (1694) 7 With much ado I got off a boats lading of
Water. 1670 Ibid. (171 1) 91, I was bound for China, and.

.

had rich leading for that Country. 1709 Loud. Gaz. No.
4598*4 Two Ships lading of.. Russia Rhine Hemp. 1834

1 H. Miller Scenes *f Leg. xxi. (1857) 303 A small sloop .

.

j

entered the frith, to take in a lading of meal. 1836 W.
Irving Astoria II. 169 The crews were saved, but much of

I

the lading was lost or damaged. 1870 Morris Earthly
Par, 111. iv. 184 A lading of great rarities,

j

Jig. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. xxv, When mighty Lo\e 1

would cleave in twain The lading of a single pain.

1 3. A place where cargoes are laded. Obs.

I

1594 Norokn Spec. Ilrit., Essex iCamden» 10 It is in-

j

uironed with creekes, which leade to eertayne ladtnges, as
to Landymer lading, .wher they take in wood.

4. atlrib. and Comb., as lading-can {dial. ,"fgin,
j

hole, utensil, well.

1886 Cheshire Gloss., *Lading can, a small tin can, con-
taining two or three quarts, used for taking hot water out
ofa boder. [Common in the north midlands and Vork>hirc\l

1497 *Vrt7». Acc. Hen. I'll U896) 103 * Lading gynncj.
/bid. ioi Lading gynnes . . iij. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts
589 Glass-making, In this operation I* lading '1 ladles of

' wrought iron are employed, w hich are plunged into the puts

j

through the upper openings or ^lading boles. 1872 H.\ri>
1 wick Trad. Lane. i§g The only *lading or haling utensil

employed hy the miserable sinner should be a limpet shell.

1769 Johnson Let. to Mrs. 7'hrale 14 Aug.. The lading-
well in this ill-fated George Lane lies shamefully neglected.

Ladiship, variant of Ladyship.
Ladisman, variant of Lodkkman.
La'dkin. [f. Lad sb. + -kix.] A young lad.

1642 H. Mork Song 0/ Soul 1. in. xxxi, Tharrhon that
[

' young ladkin high I.

Ladle (UWl'l , sb. Forms: 1-2 hlaedel, 3
ladele,4-5ladel, 5 laddil, ladill, ladyl, ladyll e,

5-7 ladell(e, 6 ladil, 7 ladul, 5- ladle. [OE.
hlxdcl, f. liladan Lade v. : see -el.]

1. A large spoon with a long handle and cup-

|

shaped bowl, used chiefly for lading liquids.

a 1000 OE. Gloss, in Haupt's Zeitschrift IX. 418 Autlia,
mid hlaidelc. a 1100 Gere/a in Anglia (1886) IX. 264 Cytel, I

hlnsdel, pannan. CH90 S. Eng. Leg. I. 187/94 Sethbe
salt heo nome And Mid ladeles on is wonxlene it ca«,ten.

1377 Langl. /\ PI. B. xtx. 274 A Iadel bugge with a longe
stele, That cast for to kepe a crokke to sane the falte

abouen. c 1386 Chaucer A'/i/.'j T. 1162 The cook yscalded,
j

for al his longe Iadel. c 1440 Promf. Pari: 283/2 I^dylle,

I

pot spone, concus. 1468-9 Durham Acc. Rolls (Surtees) I.

I
92, 2 laddils et 1 scomer de cupro pro coquina, 23d. 1590
Spknser E. Q. ii. vii. 36 Some stird the molten owre with
ladles great. 1602 Plat Detightes for Ladies Recipe liv,

You must haue a fine brason ladle to let run the sugar
vppon the seedes. 1680 Boyle Exper. Prodtic. Chym. Princ.
1. ly. 48 The materials of Glass, .having been.. kept long in

fusion, the mixture casts up the superfluous salt, which the
work-mentake off with Ladles, c ijiZPrior Ladle 135 Aladle
for our silver dish Is what 1 want. 1744 Berkeley/.*/. Tar
Water § 2 Wks. 1871 III. 462 Stir . . with a wooden ladle,

or flat stick. 1773 Loud. Chron. 7 Sept. 248/3 Punch ladles.

1844 Mem. Babylonian P'cess 11. 54 Jaffa contains some
fine marble fountains, to which ladles are attached hy chains,

for the convenience of the stranger who is athirst. 1867
Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Paying-ladle, an iron ladle with
a long channelled spout opposite to the handle ; it is used
to pour melted pitch into the seams. 1895 Daily Neivs
12 Sept. 3/5 An egg-and-ladle race.^

2. In various technical applications.

a. Gunnery. * An instrument for charging with

loose powder ; formed of a cylindrical sheet erf

copper-tube fitted to the end of a long staff' (Smyth
Sailors Word-bk. 1867). Also a similar instru-

ment for removing tbe shot from a cannon.

1497 Nav. Acc. Hen. V/I (1896) 85 Charging ladells . . ii,

Rammers. .ij. 162a R. Hawkins Voy. S.Seai 1847) 185 ^ye
j

..could not avoyd the danger, to charge and discharge with
the ladell, especially in so hotte a fight. 1627 Capt. Smith
Seaman's Gram. viii. 34 The Master Gunner hath the

charge of the ordnance, and shot,powdcr, match, ladles (etc.].

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780) 1 4 b, Cannon are
cnarged . .with an instrument . .termed a ladle. 1851 Douglas
Nav. Gunnery (ed. 3) 518 To practise with the Eprouvette,
charge it with a small quantity of loose powder, by means
of a ladle.

b. Founding. A pan with a handle, to hold
molten metal for pouring. Also in G/ass-makingf

a similar instrument used to convey molten glass

from the pot to the cuvette.

1483 Catlt. Attgl. 206/2 A Ladylle for yeayn%e,fusorzum.
*495 Acc. Hen. VII (1896) 195 Ladylles of iron to

melt lede. 1823 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 404 Ladles are

of three or four different sizes, and are used for melting the

LADRONE.
solder. 1839 (see Lauing vbl.sb. 4]. 1881 Raymonu Mining
Gloss., Ladle, a vessel into which molten melal is conveyed
from the furnace or crucible, and from which it is poured
into the moulds.

+ 3. Applied to the cup of an acorn. Obs.

1599 A. Al. tr. Gabelhouer s Bk. Physickc 172/1 Take of
the best Aquavitae a quarte-.and Akorne dishes or Ladles.

4. One of the float-boards of a water-wheel.
1611 Cotgr., Aubes, the short boordes which are set into

th' outside of a water-mills wheele ; we call them, ladles, or

aue-boords. 1673-4 Grkw A nat. Plant* in. vii. § 6 (1682)

138 The Ladles and soles of a Mill-wheel are always made
of Kim. 1731 Brighton in Phil. Trans. XXXV11. 11 The
Ladles or Paddles 14 Foot long. 1875 in Knight Diet. Mech.

T 5. Sc.
1 A burghal duty charged on grain, meal,

and flour, brought to market for sale ; also, the

proceeds or income obtained from that duty \

Also, ' The dish or vessel used as tbe measure in

exacting this duty ' (Jam. Supp/.). Obs.

'574 Burgh Rcc. tilasgov* (1876) I. 14 The ca^ualtteis of
the mercat calHt the Ladill is sett to Robert Millare, mele-
man, quhill Whit.sone tysday nixtocum.

6. attrib. and Comb., as ladle-staff, -washer ; lad/e-

shaped adj.; ladle-board

^

Ladle 4; ladle dues
Sc. (sec sense 5I ;

ladle-furnace, a gas furnace

in which the metal to be melted is contained in

a ladle; ladle-man, i (aj (sec quot. 1750); 'J'.

a workman who uses a ladle sense 2 b); ladle-

shell local U. S.\, a name for certain large shells

Fttlgur, Sycotyptts, etc.), which are or may be used

as ladles in baling out boats, etc. (Cent. Did.)
\

ladle-wood />£/., the wood of a S. African tree

(Cassine Colpoon , used for carving Trcas. Bot.

1S66 .

1744 pKSAcri.lKtts Exper. Philos. II. 92 Therefore the

M.adle-1'oard is stinck hy tw ice the Matter. 1793 Smf.aton
Edystene L. $ 197 To knock off the Floats or I radle-boards

from the wheels. 1853 CIlyns Power Water App. 148 The
floats or ladle-boards. 1832 -53 \Vhistle-/hnkte (Scot. Songs
Ser. 11. 120 note, Farmer of "ladle-dues. 1880 Cootey's Cycl.

Pract. Receipts (ed. 6) 1. 772 'Ladle furnace. This takes
ladles up to 6$ inches diameter, and will melt 6 to 8 lbs. of
7\nc in aboul 15 minutes. 1750 W. Km. is Mod. t/nsbandm.
III. 1. 184 An Insect seldom, or never, misses altacking

our green Cherries with so much Diliytnce and Fury, as
to spoil great Numbers- of them, hy eating into their very
Stone; and, because of this hollow Operation, we call

them * Lad/emen, or the Green Fly, or Hug. 1884 .V/.

James's Gaj. ij June 11/1 Thomas Green, a ladleman ..

was fearfully scalded all over the body. 1685 Census In-

structions 03 Bessemer Steel Manufacture . . Ladle Man.
1877 Raymond Statist. Mines <S- Mining 3S4 [ The clay] is

beaten in w ith a 'ladle-shaped instrument aitai lied to a long
handle. 1669 Stlrmy Mariner's Mag. v. 68 Flit the Ladle
home to the Chamber stedily holding your Thumb upon the

upper part of the ^Ladle-staff. 1470 85 Malory Arthur vii.

v. 219 What arte thou but a h^ke and a torner of broches
and a Tadyl wessher.

Ladle (L^'d'l), v. [f. Ladle sb.] trans, a. To
fit up ^a water mill ; with ladle-boards, b. To lift

out with a ladle. Also with out.

XS2S i" W. H. Turner Select. Rcc. Oxford 55 Ladillyng
of myll, makyng of the flodde yates, ^1532 Du Wes /ntrod.

Er. in Palsgr. 945 To ladle, espuiser. 1858 Lyiton What
Will He do 1. iv, Vance ladled out the toddy.

transf. 1873 G. C. DaviFs Mount. A Mere .xiii. 102

Insinuate your fingers softly under him and ladle him out.

Ladleful (U' d'lfulj. [f. Ladle sb. + -fix 2.]

As much as fills a labile.

c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 8 pan caste a ladel-ful, or more
or lasse, of boter per to. 1389 R. Harvey PI. Perc. A ij b,

The first ladlefull had a sinacke as soft as pap. 1700
Tyrrell Hist. Eng. II. 900 The .. Cook .. cast a I^adle-full

of Boiling Water in his Face. 17*7 Sw ift Wonder of alt
IV. Wks. 1755 11. 11. 56 He takes a pot of scalding oyl and
throws it by great ladlesfull directly at the ladies. 1871

C. Gibbon Lack ofGold vi, He raised the ladleful of the

liquid and allowed its contents to drip into the glass.

Ladler (1^-dbi). [f. Ladle v. + -er L]

1. One who ladles.

1875 Whyte Melville Kaierfelto 1. (1876) 4 'A fine!
1

objected the punch-ladler, judicially. 1885 Census Instruc-

tions 89 Rolled Plate Glass Making : Ladler.

2. Sc. 'The customer of the ladle in the grain

market ' (Jam. Suppl.).

1643 Burgh Rec. Glasgow (1881) II. 57 It is to be remem-
bred that the ladlearis hes receavit seavine ladils. 1644 Ibid.

71 The ladillars hes gottin scavin ladils.

La dlike, a, [f. Lad l + -like.] Resembling

a lad ; in quots. +churlish, unknightly (cf. Lad 1 1).

1450-70 Golagros «v Gazu.gs Yhit ar thi latis vnlufsum and
ladlike. Ibid. z6o He was ladlike of laitis.

Ladne, obs. Sc. form of Laden v.

Ijadner, var. Lardinek Obs.

Ladrone. Also 8 Sc. ladren, laydron, la-

therin, 7, 9 ladron, 9 lath(e ron. [a. early OF.
ladron (see Laroun) :-L. latrott-em robber. In

mod. use ad. Sp. ladron :—L. lairon-em.]

1. Sc. (Stressed la'dron.) Used as a vague term of

reproach : Rogue, blackguard.
a 1557 Lyndesay in Pt'nkerions Sc. Poems (1792) II. 8

Quhair hes ihow bene, fals ladrone lown 7 1706 J. Watson's
Collect. Poems 1. 11 But when Indemnity came down. The
Laydron caught me by the Thraple. 1718 Ramsay Christ's

Kirk Gr. in. xv, Whisht, ladren. 1789 D. Davidson Sea*

sons 90 Maggy wha fu' well did ken, The lurking Latherin*s

meaning. 1887 Service Dr* Duguid, Thou impiddent

latheron !

attrib. 181 1 (jalt Ann. Parish xxi v. 159 She. .would not

let me .mess or mell with the lathron lasses of the clachan.



LADRY.

2. (ladr^'n.) Used occas. in books on Spain or

Spanish America for : A highwayman. Also attrib.

(see quot. 1S67).

[1626 Shirley Brothers v. iii. (1652) 62 Fed. I am become
the talk Of every Picaro and Ladron.] 183a W. Irving
Alhambra L 17 With the protection of our redoubtable
Squire, Sancho, we were not afraid of all the ladroncs of
Andalusia. 1851 Maynb Reid Scalp Hunt. ix. 74 There
are other ladroncs besides the Indians. 1867 Smyth Sailor's

Word-bk., Ladrone ship, literally a pirate, but it is the

usual epithet applied by the Chinese to a man-of-war. 1883

Ld. Saltoi/n Serais I. i'i. 189 They would have been bold

ladroncs that molested any travellers conducted by him.

t La'dry. Sc. Obs. [a. F. ladrerie, lit. leprosy,

f. ladre (see Lazar).] Impure discourse.

14.. Hoiv Good Wi/e taught Dau. 86 in Barbour**
Bruce, Thoill thaim nocht rage with rybaldry, Na men gill

thame with neuir vith ladry. a 1491 Priests o/Peblis 17 Thay
lufit nocht with ladry, nor with lown, Nor with trumpours to

travel throw the town, a 1500 Ratis Raving ill. 184 Luf
nocht raginge na rebaldry, Na our loud lauchtyr na ladry,

For maner makis man of valour.

Lad's love. dial. [Cf. Boy's love.] The
Southern- wood {Artemisia Abrotanum).
a 1825 FoRBY/'or. E.Anglia. Lad'sdove, the herb southern-

wood. 1827 Clare Sheph. Cat. 58 Sprigs of lad's-love. 1851

Mavhew Lond. Labour I. 137 Southernwood (called 'lad's

love' or
1
old man ' by some). 1884 J. Hattos in Harpers

Mag. July 234/2 Roses, and ' lad's-love \ or 'old-man

Lady (h? 5 di). sb. Forms: 1 hlsefdi'53, hlsefdf,

hleef-, hl6fdis3, Xorthumb. hUfdia, Mercian

hldfdie, 2-4 lefdi, 3 leefdi, laevedi, laf(e)di e,

lafvedi, leafdi, leivedi, leofdi, levede, Orm.
laflfdis,3 4lavedi, levedi, -y, 4 laidi, -y, laved3,

laydy, lody, lefdye, lavdi, -y, levedie, levidi,

lhevodi, -y, livedi. 4-5 lavedy, lefdy, lade, 4-7
ladi(e, -ye, (pi. ladise'. 6, 9 Sc. leddy, 9 arch.

ladye, 4- lady. [OK. hlw/dige wk. fern. ; f. hid/

bread, Loaf + root atg- to knead : see Dough.
Like the corresponding masc. designation hla/ord, 1,ord,

the word is not found outMde Eng. (the I cel. ta/Jih adopted
from ME.), The etyra. above stated is not very plau«.ible

wi«.h regard to sense ; but the attempts to explain klse/dtze

as a deiiv. of hld/ord are unsatisfactory: the fern, suffix

in OE. is dege, not dge, and the umlaut in (he first syllable

is difficult to explain on this supposition.

The OE. Jr, being regularly shortened in ME, before two
consonants, yielded regularly a and / according to dialect.

The ME. lefdi, levdi, is represented by Sc. leddy. I'he

other form la/di ( — */avdi) became lAvedi 13 syllables^, and
by regular development lavedi; afterwards the e became
silent and the v was dropped ; hence the mod. Eng. form.

The genitive sing. (OE. hlJefdt^au) became by regular

phonetic change in ME. coincident in form with the nom.

;

hence certain syntactical combs, have the appearance of

proper compounds, as lady bird, Lady-<fay, Lady-chapel.]

I. As a designation for a woman.

fl. A mistress in relalion to servants or slaves;

the female head of a household. Obs.

The 1 8th c. instances in brackets seem to represent a re-

development of this sense from sense 6 a.

t 825 Ve$p. Psalter cxxii[i). 2 Swe swe ejan menen.es hon*

dum hlafdian hire, a 1000 Laws 0/ Penitents ii. § 4 in

Thorpe Ane. Laws II. 184 $if hwyle wif .. hire wifman
swinge* & heo burh l>a swingle wyrd dead . . faeste seo hUef*

di^e .vit. ^ear. a 1100 Ags. Voc. in Wr.-Wi'ilcker 31026
Mater/amilias, hiredes moder oSoe hlapfdi^e. a 1225 A ncr.

R. 4 Ant beos riwle nis hute vorto serui |»e o6er. pc ooer is

ase lefdi : beos is a>e buften. c 1250 Gen. tf Ex. 967 For<5

sirten ^he bi abram slep, Of hire leuedi nam }he no kep.

1382 Wyclif Ps. cxxii[i]. 2 As the e}en of the hondmaide,
in the hondis of hir ladi.

_
— Pro-v. xxx. 23 Bi an hand

worn man, whan she were eir of hir ladi. [1718 Freethinker
No. 17. 116 Her Maid .. lisps out to me that her Lady is

gone to Bed. a 1745 Swift Dirtct. Servants iii. (1745) 50
When you are sent on a Message, deliver it in your own
Words.. not in the Words of your Master or Lady.]

2. A woman who rules over subjects, or to whom
obedience or feudal homage is due ; the feminine

designation corresponding to lord. Now poet, or

rhetorical, exc. in lady ofthe manor. + In OE. used

spec, (instead oicwin, Queen) as the title of the con-

sort of the king of Wessex (afterwards of England).
a 1000 O. E. Chron. an. 918 Her vEoelflaed forSferde

Myrcena hlaifdixe. 1038-44 Charter 0/ASl^oine in Kemble
Cod. Dipl. IV. 76 Eadweard cinge and /Elfeyfu seo hlef-

di^e, and Eadsi^e arcebisceop. c 1205 Lay. 6310 Bruttes

nemnede J?a la^en after bar lafuedi. 138a Wyclif Isa.

xlvit 7 Thou agreggcdUt the 50c gretli, and seidest, In to

euermor 1 shal ben a ladi, X387 Trevisa Higden Rolls)

IV. 129 J>e laste lady of Cartage hadde ri^t suche a manere
ende as Dydo be firste lady hadde. C1450 Merlin 362
* And also \ quod she, * 1 am lady of the reame eleped the

londe susteyne '. 148 1 Caxton Myrr. 11. ii. 65 Asia the

grete. .takeththe name of a quene that somtyme was lady of

this regyon and was callid Asia, 156a WinJet Cert. Trac>
fates i. Wks. 1888 I. 10 We suspect nocht zoure gentle

humanitte, . . to be ofiendit with vs zour pure anis, bot our

Soucrane Ladyis fre liegis. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. Introd,

4 Great Ladie of the greatest Isle, c 1630 Risdon Surv.
Devon $ 43 (18 10) 50 Beatrix de Vallibus was lady of this

land. 1633 Milton Arcades 105 Bring your Flocks, and
live with us, Here ye shall have greater grace, To serve the

I^ady of this place. 171 1 Act 9 Anne in Lond. Gas.

No. 4870/1 Any Lord or I-ady of a Manor might appoint

several Game-keepers. 1832 Tennvson Dream Fair Worn.

97 No marvel, sovereign lady : in fair field Myself for such

a face had boldly died.

f b. trans/, and fig. Obs.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 176 pet fleschs wolde awih'gen & hicomen
to ful itowen touward hire lefdi, }if hit nere ibeaten. 138a

Wyclif tsa. xlvii. 5 Thou i>balt no more he clepid the

22

ladi of reumes [161 1 the Ladie of kingdomes]. 1565 Cooper
Thesaurus s. v, Ausfeje, Musa auspice. . the ladie of learn-

yn$ beyng our guide. 1587 Golding De Mornay xvi. 265
This Spirit of ours .. was free of it selfe, and Ladie of the
bodie, and therefore could not receyue her first corruption

from the bodic. 1591 Sparry tr. Cattan's Geomancie B 2 b,

! By the influence of the Sunne she [the Eagle] hath a mar-
ueilous property, which is, to be Lady of all other birdes.

/^oox R. Johnson Kingd.fy Commit'. (1603) 107 Rome, once
the l^dy of tbe world, a 1610 Heai.ey Epictetus (1636)

79 Beware that thoa hurt not thy minde, the Lady of thy
workes, and thine actions governesse.

c. A woman who is the object of chivalrous

devotion; a mistress, 'lady-love*.
c 1374 Chaucer Troylus 1. 811 Many a man hath love ful

dere y-bought, Twenty winter that his lady wiste, That
never yet his lady mouth he kiste. 1509 Haww Past. Pleas.
xvni. (Percy Soc) 83 You are my lady, you are my masteres,
Whome 1 shalV serve with atl my gentyfnes. a 1547 Surrey
in Totters Misc. <Azb.) 20 A praise of his loue : wherein he
reproueth them that compare their Ladies with his. 1588

1

Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 436. 1631 T. James Voy. 71 This
euening being May eucn ; we.. chose Ladies, and did cere-

|

1
moniously weare their names in our Caps. 1867 Tennyson
Window 120 Never a line from my lady yet 1 Is it ay or

I
no ? a 1881 Rossetti House ofLife viii, My lady only loves
th- heart of Love.

3. spec. The Virgin Mary. Usually Our Lady
\
= L. Domina A'ostra, and equivalents in all mod.
European langs.) f Our Lady s bands : pregnancy.
a 900 Cynewulf Crist 284 Cristes be^nas cwebafl ond

singaS past |»u sie hla:fdi>e hal^um meahtum wuldor-
|

weorudes. ^1175 Lamb. How. 17 He wes iboren of tire

lefdi Zeinte Marie, c 1200 Triii. Colt Horn. 161 Maidene
\

\ maide and heuene quen and englene lafdi. <ti2ooOrmin
2127 Ure deore landi) wass J>urrh Drihhten nemmnedd I

I

Mar5e. c 1325 Metr. Horn. 160 like day deuotely Herd 1

scho messe of our Lefdye. ^1410 I >o>.

- e Bonavent. Mirr.
' ii. 28 (Gibbs MS.) pan come bei forbermore to be house of

oure lady cosyn Elizabeth. 1513 Moke in Grafton Chron. 1

1 (1568) II. 761 By Gods blessed Ladie (that was euer his
]

othet. 1553 Becon Reliqucs of Rome (1563) 233* Ye shall

also praye . . for the women that bene in our Ladyes bandes
, and with childe. a 1555 Articles imputed to Latimer in

I Foxe A. <t .1/. (1563) 1309 '2 No doubt our lady was, through I

the goodnes of God, a good & a gratious creature, 1592
Shaks. Rom. «$• Jul. it. v. 63 O Gods Lady deare, Are yow

!

so hot? marrie come vp 1 trow. 1^97 Mks. Radclifke
Italian xi, On the morning of our hign festival, our I^ady's

day, it is usual for such as devote themselves to heaven to I

receive the veil. 183a Tennyson Mariana iii, Low on her '

knees herself she cast, Before Our Lady murmur'd she.

fb. Our, the Lady in March, or lent: the ;

Annunciation, Mar. 25. Cur Lady in LLarvest : !

the Assumption ,
Aug. J 5. Our L ady in December :

the Conception, Dec. 8. (See Lady-day.)
c 1297 R. Gi.ouc. (Rolls) 9080 Vr leuedy \v.rr. leuedi di>i,

1 lefdi day] in deceinbre. c 1483 Caxton Dialogues (E.E.T.S.)
! 28/21 Our ladye in marche. Ibid. 28/21 Our lady in herue>t.

1608 A cc. Bk. II '. J! 'ray in Antiqnary XXXI L 213 A great

, fro^t from Martinmas till almost y* Lady in lent,

f c. An image of the Virgin Mary. Obs.

1563 Homilies 11. Agst. Idolatry lit. (1859) 225 Christo*

phers, Ladies, and Mary Magdalenes, and other Saints. 4

1606 Arraignm. late Traitors D 1 b, Their [Papists'] kiss-

ing of babies, their kneeling to wedden Ladies.

4. A woman of superior position in society, or to
|

whom such a position is conventionally or by cour-

tesy attributed. Originally, the word connoted a

degree equal to that expressed by lord ; but it was

I

(like its synonyms in all European langs.) early

I
widened in application, while the corresponding

, masc. term retained its restricted comprehension.

In mod. use lady is the recognized fern, analogue of

gentleman, and is applied to all women above a

loosely-defined and variable, but usually not very

elevated standard ofsocial position. Often used [esp.

in 'this lady') as a more courteous synonym for

' woman \ without reference to the status of the per-

son spoken of. See also Fine tady, Young lady.
As the traditional association of lady with lord still

survives, the former is a title of ostensibly higher dignity

than gentleman. Hence, and not directly as the result of

the sentiment of gallantry, the customary order of words in
4 ladies and gentlemen '.

citos Lay. 24715 AUe ba tafdies leoneden }eond walles to

bihalden ba du}o5en. c 1*30 HaliMeid. 9 Aslce bes cwenes,

bes riche cuntasses, bes inodie lafdis. 1*97 R. Glocc. (Rolls)

3280 Mony was be vayre leuedi bat icome was ber to. 134Q
Ayenb. 215 J>e greate lhordes and he greate Iheuedyes.

£1350 Will. Paleme 2968 Whan bat Toveli ladi hade
listened his wordes. .for loye sche wept. 1377 Lasgl. P. PI.

B. xvni. 33s Vlyke a Iusarde with a lady visage, c 1386

Chaucer A ut.'s T. 808 A companye of ladies . . clad in

clothes blake, i486 Bk. St. A Ibaus ¥ vj, A Heuy of Ladies.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. tW. de W. 1531) 268 Labouryng &
seruyng for these two ladyes, Lya & Rachel, c 1560

A. Scott Poems (S. T. S.) vi. 27 A lord to lufe a silly lass,

A leddy als, for luf. to tak Ane propir page. 1588 Shaks.

L. L. L. it. t. 102 What Ladyis that same 7 1589 Putten.
ham Eng. Poesie m. xxiv. (Arb.) 296 For Ladies and women
to weepe . . it is nothing vncomely. 1611 Beaum. & Fl.

Knt. Bum. Pestle in. iv, To punish all the sad enormities

Thou hast committed against ladies gent. 1664 Evelvn
Kal. Hort. in Sylva, etc. (1729) 190 Keep your Wall and
Palisade-Trees.. sharp'd like a l^tdys Fan. 1674 D.rvues
Epil. Misc. (1685) 289 A Country Lip may have the Velvet

touch, Tho* She s no Lady, you may think her such. 170a

Addison Dial. Medals t Wks. 1721 I. 438 We find too on
Medals the representations ofLadies that have given occasion

to whole volumes on the account only of a face. 1768-74

Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 246 This is giving the ladies*

reason, 4
1 1 is so because it is *. 1791 CowrtR RetiredCat 38

LADY.
Linen such as merchants introduce From India, for the
ladies' use. 1807-8 W. Irving Saltnag. xviii. (i860) 414 It

appears to be an established maxim . . that a lady loses her
dignity when she condescends to be useful. 1886 Miss
Mr lock K. Arthur i. 11 Poor lady ! . . But if she were a
real lady she would never be an opera-singer. 1888 Harper's
Mag. Nov. 960/x She was born, in onr familiar phrase, a
lady, and ..throughout a long life, she was surrounded with
perfect ease of circumstance.

b. vocaiively. [a) In the singular, now confined

to poetic or rhetorical use. {b) In the plural^ the

ordinary term of oral address to a number of

women, without reference to their rank ; corre-

sponding to * Madam ' in the singular.

#
The uneducated, esp. in London, still often use 4 Lady*

in the sing, as a term of address fur
1 Madam * or ' Ma'am

4:1384 CHAUcta H. Fame in. 519 Lady, graunte ns now
good fame, e 1400 Senvdone Bab. 1889 Noe, certes, lady, it

is not I. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado 11. i. 285 Pedr. Come
Lady, come, you haue lost the heart of Signior Benedicke.

1634 Milton Cotnits 277 What chance, good Lady, hath
bereft you thus? Ibid. 310, 1 can conduct you, Lady, to a
low But loyal cottage. 1808 [see Gentleman 4 b]. 1819
ShfxllV Ccnci v. ii. 172 Know you this paper, Lady?

f c. L.ady errant : a humorous feminine ana-

logue of 'knight errant \
a 1643 CAaTWBicHT (title) The Lady Errant. 1655 Fuller

Ch. Hist. vi. vii. 364 Conscientious Catholicks conceded
these Lady Errants so much to deviate frcm feminine ..

modesty, .that they zealously decried their practice.

d. Applied to fairies.

1628 Milton Vacation Exere. 60 At thy birth The Fait ry
ladies daunc't upen the hearth. a 1650 A". Arthurs
Death 235 in Furnivall Percy Folio I. 506 He see a barge
from the land goe, & hearde I^adyes houlc & cry.

e. Phraseological expressions. Lady 0/ the lake,

(a) the designation of a peisonage in the Arthurian

legends, Nimue or Vivien ; f (/>) a nymph ; f {<) a

kept mistress. Lady 0/pleasure, a courtesan,whore.

/ adyo/easy virtue, a woman whose chastity is easily

assailable. Louty 0/ the/y^nS'Pan ^
a jocular term

for a cook. Lady c/ Babylon, 0/ Rome, abushe
terms for the Roman Catholic Church, with refer-

ence to the 'scarlet woman 7
of the Apocalypse,

f L.ady 0/ honour, f lady 0/presence, a lady w ho
holds the position of attendant to a queen or

princess (cf. maid of honour) \
similarly latly o/the

bedchamber, lady-in-waiting.
1470-85 Malorv Arthur i.xxv. 73 What damoysel Is that?

said Arthur. That is the lady of the lake, said Merlyn. 1530
Palsgr. 237 '1 I^ady of presence, damoiselle dhonneur.

1536 Hen. VI 1 1 Let. 10 Jan. in Halliwell Lett. Eng. Kings
(1846) I. 352 At the interment [of Katharine of Arragon] it

is requisite to have the presence of a good many ladies of

honour. 1579 Si enser Sheph. Cat. Apr. 120 They bene all

Ladyes of the lake behigbt [E. K. Gloss, Ladyes of the lake
\>r. Nymphes], 1625 Massinger AVw Way 11. i, Thou shalt

dine .. With me, and with a, lady. Marrall. Lady? What
lady? With the Lady of the Lake, or Queen of Fairies?

1631 High Commission Cases (Camden) 187 The Lady
Willoughby . . now one of the I^adyes of Honour attendant

upon the Queene. 1637 Shirley (title) The Lady of

Pleasure, c 1645 Howf.i l Lett. (1650) I. 447 He hath no
such cloisters or houses for ladies of pleasure. 1678 Butler
Hud. 111. i. 869 The difference Marriage makes 'Twut Wives,
and Indies ofthe Lakes. 1708 Mottelx Rabelais (1737) V.

217 Kept-Wenches, Kind-hearted-Things, Ladies of Pleasure,

by what . . Names soever dignified. 1785 G rose Diet. I 'nig.

Tongue, Lady fl/ easy virtue, a woman of the town, a pro-

stitute. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias 111. x. P 4 The lady of the

frying-pan ..was assisted in her cookery by the coachman.
1809 [see Easy a. 12]. 1858 Trollope Barchester T. xx.

150 The ordeal through which he had gone, in resisting the

blandishments of the lady of Rome, i860 — Castle Rich-

mond I. v. 83 The pope, with his lady of Babylon, his college

of cardinals [etc.]. 186a Mrs. H. Wood Mrs. Hallib. n.

xii. 205 Making the avowal as freely as though he had pro-

claimed that his mother was lady-in-waiting to the Queen.

5. A woman whose manners, habits, and senti-

ments have the refinement characteristic of the

higher ranks of society.

x86i Geo. Eliot Silas M. 1. xi. 185 She had the essential

attributes of a lady—high veracity, delicate honour in her

dealings, deference to others, and refined personal habits.

1880 C. E. Noktos Ch.'building Mid. Ages iL 40 Her
[Venice's] gentlemen were the firj>t in Europe, and the first

modern ladies were Venetian.

6. As an honorific title.

a. A prefix forming part of the customary de-

signation of a woman of rank. Also in My lady,

an appellation used (chiefly by inferiors) in speak-

ing to or of those who are designated by this prefix.

In the i5~i6th c, The (or My) Lady was prefixed to the

Christian name of a female member of the royal family, as
' Princess ' is now. With regard to the use of the prefix in

the titles of the nobility of the British Isles, usage has

varied greatly at different times, but the following rules are

now established : (1) In speaking of a marchioness countess,

viscountess, or baroness (whether she be such in her own
right, by marriage, or by courtesy), the prefix f^ty is a

less formal substitute for the specific designation of rank,

which is not used in conversational^ address : thus ' the

Marchioness (of) A.' is spoken to, and informally spoken of,

as * l^ady A.' (2) The daughters of dukes, marquises, and

earls have Lady (more formally, e. g. on a superscription,

The Lady) prefixed to their Christian names. (3) The wife

of the holder of a courtesy title in which Lord is prefixed to

a Christian name is known as 4 (The) Lady John B.* (4)

The wife of a baronet or other knight (* Sir John C) is

commonly spoken of as 4 I^dy C.*, the .strictly correct

appellation 'Dame Mary C being confined to legal docu-

ments, sepulchral monuments, and the like.



LADY.

c 1489 Caxton Blanchardyn Ded. 1 Unto the right noble

Euyssant & excellent pryncesse, my redoubted lady, my
idy Margarete, duchesse of Somercete. 1509 in Fisher's

Wks. (1876) 288 The moost excellent pryncesse my lady the

kynges graundame. a 1548 11all Ckrvn., Hen. VHl 238 b,

The Ladye Marques Dorset. 1555 Grimald in TotteVs Misc.

(Arb.) 113 An Epitaph of the ladye Margaret Lee. 1594
Shaks. Kick. Ill, 1. ii. Stage direct. , Enter the Coarse of

Henrie the sixt .. Lady Anne being the Mourner. 1599
Broughton's Lett. vtt. 21 Who selected him . . to bee tbc Lady
Margarets Reader, a 1674 Clarendon Hist. Reb. xi. § 235
The general's wife, the ladyFayrefax. 1694 Congreve Double
Dealer Dram. Pers., Lord Touchwood, . . Sir Paul Plyant .

.

Knight. .Lady Touchwood. . Lady Plyant. a 1715 Blrnet
Own Time t. {1724) I. 19 Lady Margaret Dowglas was the

child so provided for. /Sid. ill. 353 The Lady Bellasis, the

widow of the Lord Bellasis's son. 1719 Prior {title) Verses
spoken to Lady Henrietta Cavendish-Holies Harley,
Countess of Oxford. 1766 Gentl. Mag. XXXVI. 103/

1

Lady North,—of a son. Ibid., Lady Anne Conway, eldest

daughter to the Earl of Hertford. 1833 Tennyson {title)

Lady Clara Vere de Vere. 1864 — Aylmer's F. 190 My I

lady's Indian kinsman. 1870 Disraeli Lothair II. xiv. 148
Lot hair danced with Lady Flora Falkirk, and her sister, '

Lady Grizell, was in the same quadrille.

b. Prefixed to the names of goddesses, allegorical

personages, personifications, etc. Obs. or arch.

C1205 Lay. 1x98 Leafdi Diana: leoue Diana he;e Diana,

help me to neode. c 1425 Lydg. Assembly ofGods 239 My
j

lady Dianei the goddesse. 1508 Dunbar Gold. Targe 74
Thare saw I . . The fresch Aurora, and lady Flora schene. 1

Ibid. 210 A wofull prisonnerc To lady Beautee. 1551

Robinson tr. A/ore's Utop. n. (Arb.) 160 If that same
j

worthye princesse lady money did not alone stop up the*
waye betwene vs and our lyuing. 1566 Drant Horace's
Sat. 1. iii. I> vj, Thus graunte you must, that fearc of wronge

;

set ladye lawe in forte. 1597 J. Payne Royal Exch. 20
|

[Those] that make so small accowmpt of religion and good
lyfe, otherwyse then of there belly God and ladie pleasure.

a 1625 Boys Wks. (1629) 487 Ladie Venus dwels at the signe
!

of the Iuic'bush.

C. Prefixed to titles of honour or designations of

dignified office, as an added mark of respect. Obs.

or arch. Lady Mayoress ; see Mayoress.
C1386 Chalcer Prioress' Prol. 13 My lady Prioresse.

1530 Palsgr. 237/1 Lady maystres, dame dhonnevr ; govuer-
nante. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VHl, v. iii. 169 You shall haue
two noble Partners with you : the old Duchesse of Nortblke,

and Lady Marquess Dorset. 1638 Foro Fancies iv. ii, Are
you not enthroned The lady-regent ? 1710 Suaftesb. Adv.
Author in. ii. 167 The Method of expostulating with his ,

Lady-Governess. 1721 SravpE Eccl. Mem. 1 1. i. 3 The Lady
Mary, the Kings daughter.appointed for the lady godmother.
1771 Smollett Humph. CI. 8 Aug., The lady-directress of

the ball . . had her conveyed to another room. 1820 Scott
Abbot xii, ' They call me Lady Abbess, or Mother at the
least, who address me said Dame Bridget.

d. Prefixed to designations of relationship, by
way of respectful address or reference. (Cf. F.

Madame voire mire, etc.) arch.

15. . Roberte the Deuyll 522 in Hazlitt E. P. P. 1. 239 And
when he sawe hys mother goynge, He sayde, alas, Lady
mother, speake with me. 1528 More Dial. 111. xii. Wks.
227/2 But were 1 Pope. By my soule quod he, I would ye
wer, & my lady your wife Popesse too. 1602 2nd Pt. Re-
turn fr. Pamass. 11. vi. 083 A Turkey Pye, or a piece of
Venison, which my Lady Grand*mother sent me. 1628 Ford
Lovers Mel. tv. it, Your business with my lady-daughter
toss-pot ? 1655 Dryden {title) Lines in a Letter to his Lady
Cousin Honor Driden. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones xv. v,

Answer for yourself, lady cousin. 1805 Scott Last Minstr.
vi. xxiii, But that my ladye-mother there Sits lonely in her

|

castle-hall. 1820 W.Tooke tr. Lucian 1. 730 As to your lady- ,

bride, I envy not her beauty. 1855 Tennyson Maud t. iv. 1

15, 1 bow'd to his lady-sister as she rode by.

7. Wife, consort. Now, as in the original use,

chiefly restricted to instances in which the formal

title of * Lady * is involved in the relationship. In

the iSth and the former half of the 19th c. the

wider use was prevalent in polite society, but is

now regarded as vulgar, esp. in the phrase your
good lady.

c 1205 Lay. 2864 Swa be king haihte, to wrSscipe hishefdi.

a 1400-30 Alexander 517 Sire beie sail borne be a barne of
pi blithe lady. 1483 Caxton G. de la Tottr exxxv. M vb,
A grete lady, whiche was lady to a baron. 1613 Organ
Specif. Worcester Cathedral, S r Jo Packinton & his Lady.
1686 S. Sewall Diary 23 Sept., Gov. Bradstreet is gone
with his lady to Salem, a 1715 Burnet Own Time 11.

(1724) I. 338 About the end of May, Duke Lauderdale came
down with his Lady in great pomp. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's
Trait. (1760) IV. 7 The lady of a noble Venetian . . is in-

dulged with greater freedom in this respect. 1768 Sterne
Sent. Journ. 1 1775) 1 1. 98 {Sword) The Marquis. . supported
his lady. T. Twining Trav. Amer. (1894) 87 She
was granddaughter of Mrs. Washington, the President's
lady. 1796 Lamb Lei. to Coleridge Corr. & Wks. 1868 1.

|

11 It has endeared us more than any thing to your good
lady. 1796 Jane^Austen Pride j- Prey. (1833) 1

4 My dear
Mr. Bcnnet said his lady to him one day, ' have you
heard ' fete.]. — Sense <$• Sens. (1879)1 By a former mar-
riage, Mr. Dashwood had one son ; by his present lady,
three daughters. 1825 Waterton Wand. S. Amer. iv. ii.

313 The unfortunate governor and his lady lost their lives.

1841 L'pool Mercury 11 June 195/4 On Thursday, the 3d
instant, the lady of Thomas William Phillips, Esq. . . of a
daughter. . . On Monday last, at Everton, the lady of

j

Thomas Shaw, Esq., of a daughter. 1841 C. Anderson
A uc. Models lox An organ was lately given by the estima-
ble lady of the Rev. J. B. Stonehouse .. to the church of
Owston. 1845 Stephen Comm. Latvs Eng. (1874) II. 608
As where it |i.c. a peerage] is limited to a man and the heirs
male of his body by Elizabeth, his present lady, i860
O. W. Holmes Elsie V. vii. <i86i) 71 'How's your health,
Colonel Sprowle*. *Very well, much obleeged to you.
Hope you and your good lady arc well \

23

II. In transferred applications,

f 8. A queen at chess. Obs.

c 1489 Caxton Sons 0/Aymon xxii. 478 The duk rycharde
. . helde in his bande a lady of yvery, wherwyth he wolde
have gyven a mate to yonnet.

9. A kind of butterfly; now painted lady.

1611 Florio, Papigliotte, any kind of Ladie or butter-flie.

1846 Embleton in Proc. Benv. Nat. Club II. 171 Not a
single specimen has been observed of the Peacock, Wood
Lady, Wall Brown, or the Dark Green Aglaia. 1893 Earl
Dunmore Pamirs I. 197 This 'painted lady' was the name
by which a certain gaudy butterfly was known.

10. The calcareous structure in the stomach of

a lobster, serving for the trituration of its food
;

fancifully supposed to resemble the outline of a

seated female figure.

1704 Swift Batl. Bks. Misc. (1711) 253 Like the Lady in a

Lobster. 1796 J. Adams Diary 28 July Wks. 1851 1 11. 421

To-day, at dinner, seeing lobsters at table, I inquired after

the Lady, and Mis. B. rose and went into the kitchen to

her husband, who sent in the little lady herself, in the cradle

in which she resides. 1804 Parley Land. Art Cookery (ed,

iol 47 Take out their bodies, and what is called the lady.

11. The smallest size of Welsh (and Cornish^

roofing slates. (Cf. Countess, Duchess.)
1803 Sporting Mug. XX. 109 He had delivered to the

defendant eight thousand Countesses and eleven thousand
Ladies. 1859 (-*W"-T Archit. II. ii. (ed. 4) 501 Ladies are

generally about 15 in. long, and about 8 in. wide. 1893
Brown Opening Rly. to th'labole xxiii, We've countess,

duchess . .doubles, ladies, slabs, and flags.

12. Afemale hound. (Cf. 14b, and ladypack in 16.)
1861 Whvte Melville Mkt.Harb. x. 80 Nineteen couple

are they of ladies, with the cleanest of heads and necks.

13. Naat. (See quots.)

171 1 W. Sutueki.ano Shipbuild. Assist. 43 A Lady's Hole,
or Place for the Gunner's small stores, which Stares are

looked after by one they call a 1-ady, who is put in by turns

to keep the Gun-room clean. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-
bk., Lady 0/ t/it Gun-room, a gunner's mate, who takes
charge of the after-scuttle, where gunners' stores are kept.

III. In Combination.
14. appositively (qnasi-a<r/.). a. Prefixed, with

the sense * female to designations of employment,
office, function, etc., which are ordinarily applied

to men, as in lady actor, citizen, clerk, critic, doctor,

farmer,friend,guest,page ,
president\ reader; singer,

sitpet inlend^nt, tyrant, etc.

1684 Otway Atheist 11. i. Wks. 1728 11. 29 The I^idy-

Tyrant of your Enchanted Castle, a 1687 Waller H'ks.

(1729) 222 Prologue for the Lady-Actors. 1694 Concre\ k

Double Denier Kpil., The I^ady Criticks who are better

Read, Enquire if Characters are nicely bred. 1775 M ai>.

D'Arblay Early Diary (1889) II. 109 She has a line voice,

and has great merit, for a lady singer. 1784 K. Bagk
Barham Dcnvns L 9 Instead of hunting for . . a wealthy
widow, or a rich lady citizen, he retired to his country seat.

1818 Shelley Rosalind «y Helen 91 Bring home with you
That sweet strange lady-friend. 1826 M iss Mitforh / 'Hinge
Ser. n. (1863)428 A good sort of lady-farmer. 1827 G. Darley
Sylvia 1 10 Or any lady-page that soothes A steed whose neck
she hardly smoothes. 1837 Dickens Pickw. xxx, If our ob-

servant lady readers can deduce any satisfactory inferences

from these facts, we beg them by all means to do so. 1848
Blackw. Mag. Aug. i§6 Miss Martineau is lady-president

of the gossip school, i860 G. H. K. in \'ac. Tour. 137
l'hese hinds, .are the lady-superintendents ofan educational
institution for young stags. 1890 * Rolk Boldrewoou ' Col.

Reformer (1891) 333 The first lady-guest ever seen at Rain-
bar. 1891 A rgus (Melbourne) 7 Nov. 9/2 The ' lady doctor

'

has become an institution in Victoria. 1894 Daily Ncios
28 Mar. 3

r
2 To the lady clerks is allotted half the ledger

keeping.

b. Used jocularly for 'female' with names of

animals.
1820 Shelley LFdipits 11. i. 157 Gentlemen swine, and

gentle lady-pigs. 1832 Irving Alhambra II. 33 The very
beetle woos its lady-beetle in the dust. 1887 (i. R. Sims
Mary Jane's Mem. 37 The dog.. had five beautiful puppies
afterwards it being a lady-dog. 1894 G. R. O'Reilly in

Pop. Sci. Monthly Nov. 77 One .. night an old lady cobra
surprised me by depositing a number of living young ones.

c. Prefixedtodesignationsofemployment usually

associated with inferiority of social rank, to denote

that the person is or claims to be regarded as a lady.

Cf. lady-help (see 16 below).
181 1 L. M. Hawkins C'tess Gertr. I. 94 Some lady-

nurses .. forego not an hour's amusement. 1873 St. Paul's
Mag. ti. 233 He, a dignified ecclesiastic butler, with a per-

fect palate for port, to be levelled with a pert little chit of

a 1 lady-housekeeper*. 1898 Advt. in Westm. Gas. 11 July

2/3 Lady-Cook, also Lady- Parlourmaid wanted. . lady-nurse

and man kept.

15. Obvious combinations: a. attrihutive (per-

taining to a lady or ladies), as lady-bower, -cham-

ber", (characteristic of or befitting a lady), as

lady-air, -fingers, -look, -slangy -trifle ;
(consisting

of ladies), as lady portion, train, world, b. simi-

lative, as lady-clad, faced, -handed, -locking, -soft

adjs. c. instrumental, as lady-laden adj.

a 1637 B. Jonson Underwoods, Eupheme ix, She had a
mind as calm as she was fair, Not lost or troubled with light

*lady-air. 1741 Richaroson Pamela (1824) I. xv. 253 What,
I say, had I to do, to take upon me lady-airs, and resent ?

1832 J. Bree St. Herbert's Isle 19 The burly thane, .oft in

*lady-bower would long remain. 1853 Merivale Rom. Rep.
xi. (1867) 323 This tender nursling of a patrician *lady-

chamber was climbing mountains on foot. 1847 Tennyson
Princess Prol. 119 But while they talk'd, above their heads
I saw The feudal warrior *lady-clad. c 1610 Sir J. Iffei.vil

Mem. (Bannatyne) 120 He wes very lusty, berdles, and *lady
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facit. 1831 Howitt Seasons 1837* 3*7 Rose-wood desk*;,

where *lady-fingers pen lady-lavs. 1728 Ramsay Archers
diverting themselves 28 The *lady-handed lad. 1887 Times
(weekly ed.) 24 June 4/4 Every balcony, .was f * lady-laden '.

1824 Miss Mitforo Village Ser. 1. (1863) 4, I have never
seen anyone in her station who possessed so thoroughly that
u indefinable charm, the *lady-look. 1834 H. Miller Scenes

«V Leg. xx. (1857) 291 So * lady- looking a person, and au
h eiress to boo t . 1866 Whittier Marg. Smith 's jfrnl. Prose
Wks. 1889 I. 11 His daughter, Rebecca, is just about my
age, very tall and lady-looking. 1890 ' Rolf Boldrewooo'
Col. Reformer (1891) 165 The *Iady portion of the guests.
1821 * P. Atall ' {title) The Hermit in Philadelphia, Second
Series, containing some Account of Young Belles and Co-
quettes .. Dandy-Slang and *Lady-Slang. 1607 Markham
Caval. it. (161 7) 15 This Cauezan 1 haue seen very good
hors-men vse, but with such a temperate and * Lady soft a

;

hand, that [etc.]. 1717 K. Fenton Poems 11 1 The *Lady.
Train dispers'd, the pensive Form Of Agamemnon came.
1606 Shaks. Ant. A> 67, v. ii. 165, I some *I>ady trifles haue
reseru'd Immoment toyes. 1775 Mad. D'Akhi.ay Early
Diary 21 Nov., Being lierself a performer of reputation in

the *lady world, she [etc.].

16. Special comb.
v
in many cases oiig. syntactical

uses of lady genitive, in sense 3) : Lady -altar, an

altar in a Lady- chapel
;

lady-apple, a kind of

small apple, with a red waxy-looking skin ; valued

chiefly for its ornamental appearance ; also attrib.

;

Lady-bell (also Our Lady bell), a bell for ringing

the Angelus ; lady-bug dial, and I'. .S". = L.\j>y-

birij; lady-chair, a seat formed by the hands of

two persons standing facing each other : each per-

\

son grasping his own left wrist with his right hand,
' and the j ight wrist of the opposite person with his

i left hand, or vice versa
;
lady -clock Lady-bjhd \

lady-court, the court of a lady of a manor (in

mod. Diets.) ;
lady -crab, a name given variously

to certain species of crabs remarkable for elegance

of colouring or form; (Our) Lady ove, even,

I

the day before a Lady-day; lady-fluke (see
1

quot.)
;

'lady-fly = Lady-jjiud
;
lady-fowl, a name

for the .smew or the widgeon ; lady -help, a woman
I engaged to perform domestic service on the under-

standing that she is to be considered and treated

by her employers as a lady
;
lady-killer humorous,

a man who is credited with dangerous power of

fascination over women ; so lady-killing sb. and

adj.; Lady -meat (also lady's meat), alms given

I in Our Lady's honour arch. ;
lady-monger con*

tempiuous, a i lady's man
' ;

lady-pack, a pack of

female hounds
; f lady-pear, some variety of pear ;

(Our) Lady-psalter, the ' 1 '.SALTER of the Blessed

Virgin Mary
' ;

Lady-quarter, the quarter in which

j

Lady-day occurs
;
Lady -tide, the time of the year

about Lady-day
; f lady-wit, an effeminate pre-

,

tender to culture; Lady-worshipper, one who
worships the Virgin Mary. Also Lai>y-BIB1>, La1»Y-

I
cow, etc.

1898 Weekly Reg. i6^July 6S Mrs. Franks . . presented .1

carved oak "lady-altar in memory of her late father, i860
1 (). W. Holmes 'Prof. Brtakf.-t. iii. (Paterson^ 50 Joe, witli

his cheeks like * lady-apples. 1876 T. Hardy Ethelberta

(1890) 24 The girl with the lady-apple cheeks. 1541 Ludlow
Churchw. Acc. (Camden) 8 For mendynge of the whele of

our *bady belle. 1872 Ellacombe Bells ofCh. viii. in Ch.

Bells Devon 395 Six other bells from the rood tower, called

the Lady liells. 1787 (Ikose Pop. Superstit. in Provinc.
' Gloss., etc. 64 1 1 is held extremely unlucky to kill a cricket, a

*lady-bug, a swallow [etc. ]. 1869 M i<s. StoweO/^w Folks

xxvi. 298 Tina, .insisted upon it that we should occasionally

carry her in a *lady-chair over to this island. 1848 C. Brontj

J. Eyre (1857) 255 That was only a *lady-clock, child,
4
flying

away home'. 1894 Hall Caine Manxman A lady-

clock settled on her wrist. 1882 CasselVs Nat. Hist. VI. 200

The Velvet Fiddler Crab .. in the Channel Islands is known
as the *Lady Crab, from its velvet coat. 1884 Stand. Nat.
Hist. 1888) 11. 63 Platyouichus ocellatus, lady crab. 1885

C. F. Holder Man'els Anim. Life 171 Their motions..

;
resembling those of our common lady-crab. 1306 Pol. Songs
(Camden) 219 This wes on oure*Levedy even, a 1548 Hall
Citron., Hen. VI1

1

255 The Quene his wife was delivered of

a daughter, on our lady Even before Christmas. 1603 Owen
Pembrokesh. (1891) 191 At vsuall feastes that ys the one on

our ladie Eve in March, the other at Maye Eve. 1836

j

Yarrell Brit. Fishes II. 323 *Lady fluke. The Holibut
;

Hippoglossus vulgaris. 1714 OwSheph. Week Thursday 83

This *lady-fly I take from off the grass. 1821 Clare VilL

Minstr. 1. 209 I^dy-fly with freckled wings, Watch her up
1 the tall bent climb. 1772 Rutty Nat. Hist. Dublin I. 335

The *Lady-Fowl..is much esteemed in the London market
'

. .the Male being distinguished by the name of Easterling,

,
and the female strictly called the Lady-fowl. /bid. 336

The cock Lady-fowl is entirely distinct from the cock

Widgeon. 1893 Newton Diet. Birds, Lady-fnvl, said to be

a name of the Wigeon. 1875 Punch 11 Sept. 98/1 In poor

genteel families, *lady-helps could bardly expect any wages.

1881 M iss Braddon OneThingNcedfxtl'ix, 1 suppose we must

call this paragon ofyours a lady-help. 1811 Ora $ Juliet II.

197 Upwards of twenty sat down at table, amongst whom
was the Mady killer, or Colonel Sackville. 1884 Graphic

4 Oct. 362/1 He had been a lady-killer in his day, and was by

no means out of the hunt yet. 1825 C. M. Westmacott Eng.

Spy 1 . 192 *Ladykilling coterie. 1837 Marryat Dogfiend li,

1 Pretty lady-killing muttered the sergeant. 1858 R. S. Sur-

tees Ask Mamma i. 2 Nature bad favoured Billy's preten-

sions in the lady-killing way. 1849 Rock Ck, ofFathers II I.

ix. 284 Many an alms was given for Mary*s sake, and the food,

so set aside, went by the name of ** Lady-meat \ 1879 E.

Waterton Pietas Mariana 115 Bread and meat given in our

Ladye's loYe were called Saint Marye's loaf, and Ladymeat.
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1597 1st Ft. Returnfr. Parnass. iv. i. 1236 This haberdasher
of lyes, this bracchidochio, this *ladyemungcr. 1678 Butler
IIlid. 111. i. 378 He serv'd two Prentiehips and longer I' th'

Myst'ry of a Lady-Monger. 1861 Whytr Melville Mkt.
liarb. 10 He did not quite fancy making one of that crowd
of irregular-horse who appear on a Wednesday at Crick or

Misterton, to the unspeakable dismay of the Pytchlcy *lady
pack. 1896 Westm. Gaz. 18 Dec. 4/1 Crossing the Swift

brook the lady pack made play across the meadows beyond
at a rare pace. 1664 Evelyn A'al. Uort. in Sylva etc.

(1729) 223 Sugar- Pear, * Lady-Pear, Amadot, Ambret. c 1380
Wvclif Set. Wks. 1 1 1. 1 13 Te seie eche day our *Lad i saute r.

1547 Homilies 1. Good irks. 111. (1859) 62 Papistical super-

stitions and abuses . . Lady Psalters and Rosaries. 1803 in

Naval Chron. XV. 217 The men working in *Lady Quarter,

1802. 2888 Bill-Juading at Maidstone, *Ladytide. 1894
Athenxum 17 Mar. 341/1 The practice of sending sheep to

be kept in the Weald districts from Michaelmas to Ladytide
is not wholly abandoned. 1647 H. More Song ofSoul To
Rdr. 6/2 Some * Lady-wits that can like nothing that is not

as compos'd as their own hair, or as smooth as their Mis-
tresses Looking-glasse. 2579 Tomson Calviris Serin. Tim.
893/2 If God do make men that haue some deuotion, whiche
are * Ladie worshippers [etc.].

b. In names of planls : lady-brasken, the

brake, Pteris aquilina
;
lady-fern, an elegant fern,

Athyrium Filix-femina
;
lady-key (s, {a) the prim-

rose, Primula verts (Britten nnd Holland Plant-n.

1879) ; (/>) (see quot.)
;
lady-lorda (see cjuot.).

iBioBlacfcw.Mag. June 278/1 Having removed the heather

and decayed leafs of * lady-bracken which covered the in-

scription. 1825-80 Jamieson, Lady-l>rackcn, the female fern.

2825 J. Wilson Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 1. 73 Groves o' the

*ladyfern embowering the sleeping roe. 1859 Capers BalL
<$• Songs 137 A crown of lady-fern she wore. 1863 Kikcslev
Water- Bab. 14 The great tuft of lady ferns. 1887 Kent.
Gloss., *Lady-keys, same as Lady-lords. *Lady-lords, lords

and ladies; the name given by children to the wild arum.

17. Specialized collocations with the genitive

lady's (occas. ladies*) : lady's companion, a small

case or bag arranged to hold implements for needle-

work, etc. ; ladies* fair ? nonce-wJ. , a bazaar ; ladies'

gallery, a gallery in the House ofCommons reserved

for ladies; lady's gown,' a gift made by a purchaser

to the vendor's wife on her renouncing her life-rent

in her husband's estate* (Ca^sell)
;
lady's hole,

(a) jVaut. fsee quot.)
;

b) a card game (also my
lady s hole

;
lady's hood.SV, the omentum ofa pig;

lady's ladder, 4 shrouds rattled too closely '(Smyth
Sailors JVord-bk. 1867 ;

lady's lo&f= lady meat
(sense 16) ; lady's maid, a woman servant whose
special duty it is to attend to the toilet of a lady

;

lady's or ladies' man, a man who is devoted to

the society of women and is assiduous in paying
them small attentions ; ladies' school, a school

for the education of 'young ladies'
;
lady's wind

Naut. (see quot.)
; f lady's woman, (a) ? one who

professes devotion to Our Lady; b) a lady's maid.
1844 Marg. Fuller Worn. 19M C. (1862) 35 Governors of

Madies' fairs are no less engrossed by such a charge, than
the governor of a state by his. 1897 Oiida Massarcues
xvii, The speaker's box. .is much more comfortable than the
*Lady\s Gallery. 2722 \V. Sutherland Shipbuild. Assist. 43
A * Lady's Hole, or Place for theGunner's small Stores, which
Stores are looked after by one they call a Lady. 273a Mrs.
Pendarves Let. to Mrs. A . Granville in Mrs. Deluny's Life
<r Corr. 385 We got early into our inn, played at my lady's

hole, supped, and went early to bed. 1813 Snorting Map
XLII. 273 From whist, that charms the noble's soul, To
kitchen putt and lady's hole. 1826 J. Wilson Noct. Ambr.
Wks. 1855 1. 133 What black puddins 1—and oh what tripe !

Only think o' the Meddy's hood and monyplies !—Then the
marrowbanes. 1875 T. E. Bkidgett OurLady's Dowry 242
Alms, which naturally accompanied fasting, were also given
in our Lady's honour. 1 n deed this was so constant a practice,

that it acquired a peculiar name as Lady's meat or * Lady's
loaf. 1808 Ann. Reg. 71 Elizabeth Daniels, "lady's maid,
said Sir A. Paget always visited at the house. 1840 Dickens
Old C. Shop xxxix, The man who sang the song with the
lady's-maid. 1863 Miss Braddon Eleanors Vict. (1878) I.

iii. 23 The German governess and the Parisian lady's-maid
still attended upon Vane's daughters. 1784 Cowper Tiroc.

423 A slave at court, elsewhere a *lady*s man. 1809 JNI alkin
Gil Bias vii. vii. (Rtldg.) 23, I should have chosen the
youngest, and the most of a lady's man. 284a Thackeray
Fitz-Boodle Pap. Pref. (1887) 10, I am not .. a ladies' man.
2892 N. Gould Double Event 149 They told me you were
not a ladies' man, Mr. Smirke. 286$ Dickens Mut. Fr. 1.

iv, He had an order for another * Ladies' School . .door-plate.

2886 Century Mag. XXXII. 700/2 A gentle breeze blew
from the Shore., a ' "lady's wind', sailors would call it.

2579 Tomson Calviti's Serin. Tint. 885/2 Hee ISt. Paul]
saith not women but simple women, as if he said, these little

*Ladies women [orig. ees petites bigotes], that woulde eat
the crucifix (as we say) which make a shewe of great devo-
tion. 2748 Smollett Rod. Rand, xi, The deplorable vanity
and secondhand airs of a lady's woman.

b. In names of plants.

Lady's here is in origin a shortening of Our- Lady's, and
became familiar through the 26th c herbalists; in more
recent times ladies' has in some cases been substituted, the
change being perhaps assisted by the old spelling ladies of
the possessive singular. The designation is usually given
to plants of a more than usual beauty or delicacy. (Cf. G.
Marien-,frauen; and F. de notre Dame.)
Lady's bedstraw (see Bedstraw) ;

lady's
bower, clematis

;
lady's comb, ihc Shepherd's

Needle, Scandix Pecten ; lady'a delight, the

violet ; lady's foxglove, the Great Mullein, Ver-
bascum Thapsus; lady's glass, looking-glass,
Campanula Speculum

; (Our) Lady's hair, [a) the

grass Briza media ;

f
b) Adiantum Capillus-veneris,

also called Venus* hair; f lady's linen, ? = Lady-
smock

; t (Our) Lady's milkwort, a name for

Lungwort, Pulmonaria officinalis ; f (Our) Lady's
mint, Mentha viridis ;

lady's navel [adaptation

of L. umbilicus Veneris], a name for Navelwort,

Cotyledon Umbilicus ; f (Our) Lady's signet «
Lady's seal ; lady's thimble, (a) the Heath Bell,

Campanula rotundifolia ;
(b) the Foxglove, Digi-

talispurpurea (Syd.Soc. Lex. 1888); lady's thumb
U. S. ,

Polygonum Persicaria ; f (Our) Lady's tree

(see quot.). See also Lady's finger, Lady's glove,
Lady's laces, etc.

2597 Gekarde Herbal 11. ccexxvi. (1633) 887 *Ladies
Bower is called in La tine Ambuxum. 2696 Phillips (ed. 5),

Ladies Bower, (Clematis), a Plant, which . . is fit to make
Rowers and Arbors, even for Ladies. 2760 J. Lee Introd.Bot.
App.,Lady's Bower, Clematis. 2597GERARDE Herbal it.cccc.

884 The I^atines call it Scandix of others Acus Veneris,

and Acus Tastoris, or Shepheards Needle, wilde Cheruill,

and * Ladies Combe. 2783 Ainsworth Lat. Diet. (Morell) 1.

' s.v. Comb, Lady's comb, /W7/« Veneris. 2860 O.W. Holmes
Elsie V. v. (1861) 46 Flower-de-luces, and MadyVdelights. I

2776-96 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) 1 1. 248 Great White
Mullein .. *Ladics Foxglove. 2597 Gerarde Herbal ii. i

civ. § 4. 356 It is called .. Venus looking glassc, Speculum \

Veneris, or *Ladies glasse. 2552 *Ladyes heyre [see Hair
sb. 4 bj. 2597 Gerarde Herbal \\. cccclvii. 983 In English
black Maiden haireand Venus haire, and may be called our
Ladies haire. 2794 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. xiii. 135 Briza

or ladies' hair. 2762 W. Stukexey Palarogr. Sacra (1763) •

25 Botanists.. show a very particular regard to the fair sex

. . as we may well conclude from so many names they give
to plants; ladys fingers, ladys traces, *ladys linen, .. ladys
slipper, etc. 2640 Parkinson Theat. Bot. 2740 *Ladies, or
Venus looking-glasse. 2677 Grew Anat. Plants, Colours

j

Plants i. § 15 {1682) 271 The youngest Buds of Ladys- 1

Lookinglass. 2879 Britten & Holland Plant-n., *Lady's
(Our) Milkwort, Pulmonaria officinalis. 2597 Gerakde

j

Herbal 11. cexv. 553 In English Speare Mint, common
1 Garden Mint, *our Ladies Mint [etc.]. Ibid, cxliii. § 3. 424

Nauelwoort is called, .in English Pennywoort, Wall Penny-
woort, *Ladies nauell, and Hipwoort. 2622 Cotgr., I

Escueller, Hipwort, Wall-penniewort, Ladies-nauell (an

hearbc. 2657 W. Coles Adam in Eden exci. 299 The
black Bryony is called Sigillum Sanctae Mariae,our * Ladies

.

Signet. 2853 G. Johnston Nat. Hist. E. Bord. I. 134
Campanula rotaudiflora. Blue-Bells : *Ladies' Thimbles.
Ibid. 258 Our little girls glove their fingers with them
[Digitalis purpurea] and call them Ladies' thimbles. 2608
Topsell Serpents (1658) 602 In ancient time, the ignorant

multitude, seeing a Birch tree with green leaves in the
Winter, did call it our *Ladies Tree, or a holy tree, at.

tributing that greenness to miracle.

Hence Iia'dydom, the realm of ladies. La dylah

I

a.
f
resembling a lady, having the objectionable

characteristics of a * fine lady \ La'dyisni, the
|

I

manners or behaviour of a lady (cf. young-ladyism\ I

I»a dyness, (a) cf. quot. 1538 ;
(b) effeminacy.

2538 Latimer Serm. Rem. (Parker Soc.) 403 By reason

of their lady [a wooden image of Our Lady] they have been
given to much idleness ; but now that she is gone, they be
turned to laboriousness, and so from ladyness to godliness.

1785 [E. Perron ft] Occas. Verses, Who
<J>
What is a Man ?

235 Powder*d fops of ladyness. 2830 Examiner 773/1 The
whining ofan artificial and lady-ish City Miss. 2843 Eraser's

Mag. XXVU1. 568 Accustomed to the atmosphere and
language of I-adydom. 2856 Whyte Melville Rate Cow

\

xxi, Miss Molasses, the pink of propriety and ' what-would-
mamma-say' ladyism.

Lady (h? l di), v. [f. Lady sb.]

1 1. trans. To make a lady of ; to raise to the

rank of a lady ; to address as ' lady \ Obs.

2607 Marston What you will 1. i. Wks. 1887 II. 337 I

loco. Nay, sir, her estimation's mounted up. She shall be
ladied and sweet-madam 'd now. Ran. Be ladied ? Ha!
ha ! 2624 W. B. Philosophers Banquet (ed. 2) A iij h,

Widowes with their heapes of hourded gold, That would be

Ladied though a month to hold.

f b. To render lady-like or feminine. Obs.

2656 W. Montague Accompt. Worn. 222 It is to be feared

that Ladies too Chevaliere, are beyond modesty: Men too

much Ladyed, are short of Manhood.
2. intr. To lady it : to play the lady or mistress. I

(Cf. to lord it, queen it.) rare.

2600 Breton PasquiVs Mad-cajpe 27 A lacke will be a I

Gentleman And mistris Needens Lady it at least, a 2638
Mede Wks. 1. (2672) 240 That great seven-hilled City still

Ladies it over the Nations of the Earth. 2868 W. Cory
Lett, Jmts. (1897) 252 My lawn with a single harebell

ladying it over the grass.

Lady-bird li^dijbajd). [In sense 1, i. L.\dy

sb. 3 (genitive, as in Lady-day). Cf. G. Marien-
huhn, Marienkdftr

f
Afarienwurmcheu.]

1. The common name for the coleopterous insects 1

belonging to the genus Coccinella.

2704 A. van Leuwennoek in Phil. Trans. XXV. 2615

Flies, in likeness to Cow-ladies or Lady-birds, as some call I

'em. 2826 Kiabv & Sr. Entomol. II. 9 Many years ago,

those [sc. the banks] of the Humbcr were so thickly strewed

with the common Lady-bird (C. Septempnnctata, L.) that
|

[etc.]. 2861 Delamer Ft. Gard. 260 Encourage lady-birds

. .which eat or rather suck the aphides.

2. A sweetheart. (Often used as a term of en-

dearment.)
259a Shaks Rom. ff Jul. 1. iii. 3 What Lamb : what

l^ady-bird . . Where's this Girle ? 2599 B. Jonson t>"M/Vf
Rev. 11. i, Is that your new ruffe, sweet lady-bird ? 2656

R. Fletched Poems 276 A cast of Lacquyes, and a Lady-
bird. a. 2700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Lady-birds, Light or

Lewd Women. 2858 Lvtton What wilt he do 1. xiv, Let
us come into the town, lady bird, and choose a doll.

Lady Chapel. Orig. Our Lady or Lady a)

chapel. A chapel dedicated to the Virgin, at-

tached to large churches, generally situated east-

ward of the high altar.

2439 in E. Eng. Wills 224 A Ctb wex to mynystere and
to serue to the vse of the Salue of oure lady chapell yn the
said chirch of seynt Austyns. 2553 T. Rose in Foxe A. %M
: (1583) II. 2084/2, 1 was called agayne into Christcs church

within their Ladies chapell (as they termed it), a 2562 G.
Cavendish Wolsey (1893) 78 And therein our Lady
Chappell he sayd his servyce & masse. 2720 Hearne
Collect. (O. H. S.) II. 339 Queen Katherin . . was buried at
Westminster, in our Ladies Chapell. 2728 B. Willis Mitred
Abbeys I. Index 2 The Lady Chapel [in text our Ladys
Chapell adorn'd and other parts»of the Church improved.
2880 Times 8 June 4/2 There was a chancel at the east end,
and at the side a 1 Lady chapel '—each with its altar.

Iiady-COW l^-d^kcm). [f. Lady sb. 3 (geni-
tive, as in next . Cf. G. Marienhth.]
1. =Lady-bibd. (Cf. Cow-lady.)
2606 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iv. r. Trophies 274 [Goliath

says to David:] () Lady-cow [Fr. Ha petit Damereau !},

Thou shalt no more he-star thy wanton brow With thine
eyes raves. 2630 Drayton Muses Eliz. viii. 70 The l^ady-
Cow : The dainty shejl vpon her backe Of Crimson strew'd
with spots of blacka. 2723 Derham Phys. Theol. 8 note,
Wasps, Bees, . .and Lady-Cows. 2868 Daily Neivs 25 Aug.,
The earth for several miles adjoining the river Severn.,was
thickly covered with insects commonly called * lady cows \
2. nonce-use. A term of mock dignity for a cow.
2649 Lovelace Poems (28641 63 A rev'rend lady-cow

drawes neere,

Lady day (l^-dijd^). Orig. Our Lady day.
[f. Lady sb. 3 genitive : see the etymological note
on the word).] A day kept in celebration of some
event in the life of the Virgin Mary. Now only
March 25th, the Feast of the Annunciation; formerly
also Dec. 8th, the Conception of the Virgin, Sep.

8th, the Nativity, and Aug. 15th, the Assumption.
2297 [see Lady sb. 3 bj. a 2300 Cursor M. 27288 + 65 On

our laidy day alvsoo, pe syn was first wroght. a 2450 Knt.
de la Tour (1868) 37 It happed that oure lady day felle on
the sonday. c 2450 Merlin 220 This was on oure lady day
in septembre. 2556 Chron. Gr. Friars (Camden) 2 Then was
a grete wyntcr of frost and colde that lastyd from ncw-
yeres daye unto our lady day the Annunciacion. 2578
Scatter Manor Roll (N. W. Line. Gloss.), Euery one shall

take vppe ther tuppes or rammes before the first ladie daye.
2622 CoTGa. s.v. Dame, L 'assumption notre Dame, Our
Ladie day in Haruest. 2665 Wood Life 25 May, Rent
which was due the last Our Lady day. 2888 M. Arnold in

19M Cent. Jan. 27 On Lady Day he [Shelley] was summoned
before the authorities of his College.

Lady-fish (bJ {,
di|fiJ A name applied in

various parts of the world to many different species

of fish, as Albula vulpes, I/arpe rufa, Scomberesox
saurus, Sillago domina.
2712 E. Cooke Voy. S. Sea-x+i The Lady»Fish, being a very

small Sort taken off Cape St. Lucas. 2884-5 Stand. Nat.
Hist. (2888) III. 237 A single species (Albula vulpes) the
bone-fish or lady-fish of our Atlantic coasts. 2885 Daily
Tel. 25 Sept. 2/2 The dainty, long-jawed beings whicb in

the Soudan were called * lady-fish *.

Ladyfy, ladify (l^'difsi), v. [f. Lapy sb. +
-FY.] trans. To make a lady of ; lo give the litle

of i Lady 9
to. Hence La-dyfied ///. a. (colloq.),

having the airs of a fine lady.
260a Dekkek Satiromastix Wks. 2873 I. 222 lie enter

into bond to be dub'd by what day thou wilt, when the next
action is laydc upon me thou shalt be Ladified. 262a Row-
LANns Good Newes <y B. 7 She.. would be Madam\b Wor-
ship'd, Ladifide. 263a Massinger City Madam iv. ivf He
made a knight, And your sweet mistress-ship ladyfied. 268a

Mrs. Behn CVy.Heiress 62 How, Mrs. Dy Ladyfi'd ! This
is an excellent way of disposing an old cast-otT Mistriss.

2882 Oxfordsh. Gloss., Lcuiyfied, lady-like. [2883 D. C.

Murray Hearts III. xxxiii. 229 Azubah had certainly

grown wonderfully fine ladyfied in the last year or two.]

2885 T. Mozlev Reinin. Toivns, etc. II. 222 They could

hardly be restrained from ladifying every plain Mrs. who
came near them.

tlia'dyhead. Obs.rare~ l
. In 4 ladyhede.

[f. Lady sb. + -head.] = Ladyship.
2390 Gowek Conf. II. 40 Whan she goth to here masse

That time shall nought overpasse, 1Tiat I napproche her

ladyhede.

Ladyhood (l^-di,hud). [f. Lady j£. + -hoop.]

1. The state or condition of being a lady; the

qualities pertaining to a lady.

2820 Coleridge Lett., Confers., etc. I. 42 She often

represents to my mind the best parts of the Spanish Santa
Teresa ladyhood by nature. 2878 Bksant& Rice Cetia's

Arb. xli, A lady about five-and-forty. .with delicate features

and an air of perfect ladyhood.

2. Ladies collectively ; the realm of ladies.

2822 Blackw. Mag. X. 63 The gallantry of ladyhood is

ahroad. 2879 F. Harrison Choice Bks. (1886) 46 That
wonderful storehouse, .preserves for us an inimitable picture

of the knighthood, ladyhood, and yeomanry of the Middle
Aqes,

Ladykin l^-dikin). [f. Lady sb. +-kin.] A
little lady; occas. used as a term of endearment.
2853 Miss Sheppard Ch. Auchester I. 322, 1 had missed

it in my room—that baby of mine, that doll, that ladykin.

2876 T. Hardv Ethelberta (1890) 315 The young ladykin

whom the solemn vowing concerned had lingered round the

choir screen. 2884 Browning Ferishtah, Camel-driver 46
* Ha, Ladykin, Still at thy frolics, girl of gold ?

' laughed be.

La*dykind. rare. [f. Lady sb, + Kind, after

womankind] The lady or female portion of a

party ; also looselyt a woman.



LADYLESS.

1829 Scott JmL 34 Mar., This morning our sportsmen

took leave, and their ladykind .. followed after breakfast.

1878 E. J. Thelawny Shelley, etc. (1887) 107 An ordinary

lady-kind would have screamed.

Ladyless (l^diles), a. [f. Lady sb. + -less.]

Having no lady ;
unaccompanied by a lady.

1470-85 Malory Arthur \\\\. xxvi, Sythen I am lady les

I wil wyn thy lady. 1858 Morris A". Arthur's Tomb 37
Perchance, indeed, quite ladyless were best. 1888 Brycr
Amer.Commw. 111. vi. cv. 518 At hotels their [women's!

sitting-room is .. sometimes the only available public room,
ladyless guests being driven to the bar or the hall.

Ladylike J^'dilaik), a. and adv. [f. Lady sb.

+ -like.] A. adj.

1. Of a woman: Having the distinctive appearance

or manner of a lady. Also (in early use chiefly")

said sarcastically of men : Effeminately delicate

or solicitous about elegance or propriety. 1 1» a

personification : Comparable to a lady ;
queenly.

1601 R. Johnson Kingd. <y Co/nmw. (1603) 30 And
Madera, famous for the Wines which grow therm, and the

lady-like Hand of all the Atlanticjue sea. 1656 Artif.

Handsom. 179 Some of these so rigid, yet very spruce and
Ladylike preachers, think fit to gratifie as their own person*,

so their kind hearers and spectators. 1756 Cowpek Let. to

Town Wks. (1837) XV. 262 Those lady-like gentlemen,

whom we may distinguish by the title of their mother's own
sons. 1813 Examiner % Mar. 156/2 Miss Smith is a very

lady-like actress. 1818 Hazlitt Eng. Poets viii. (1870) 196

He is a very lady-like poet. i8a8 Scott /"'. M. Perth xxxi,

Tell me now, how look I, thus disposed on the couch-
languishing and ladylike, ha? 1851 Mrs. Carlyle Lett,

II. 199 A pretty, ladylike, rather silly young woman.
2. Befitting a lady

;
resembling what pertains to

a lady ; sometimes with depreciatory sense, effemi-

nately delicate or graceful.

1586 Warner Alb. Eng. 11. ix. (1592) 37 With fingers

Ladie-like. 1687 Dryden Hind <y P. 11. 686 The dew-drops
on her silken hide Her tender constitution did declare Too
lady-like a long fatigue to bear. 1698 Cuownk Caligula 1.

Dram. Wks. 1874 IV. 358 A manly daring soul lurks deep,

Under this gentle lady-like outside. 1739 Cibbfr Apol.

(1756) II. 31 After a few days of these coy lady-like com-
pliances on his side, we grew into a more conversable

temper. 1754 Richardson Crandison (178 1) II I. xyii. 137
Perhaps you mean no more than to give a little specimen of

Lady-like pride in those words. 1816 Scott Antiq. xi, The
controversy began in smooth, oily, lady-like terms, but is

now waxing more sour and eager as we set on. 1824 Miss
Mitford Village Ser. 1. (1863) 216 Her lady-like spirit

would have scorned the idea of selling them. 1877 Mrs.
Forrester Mignon I. 53 You have not a very lady-like way
of expressing yourself. 1890 L. Falconer Mile. Ixe i.

(1 891) 20,
1

1 hope you will teach Evelyn some of these

pretty things ', said Mrs. Merrington. 'There is something
so ladylike ahout them'. 1900 Skeat Chaucer Canon 139
Both [poems].. are wholly lacking in interesting touches of
personal character. Whatever opinions they express are of
a highly genteel and ladylike order.

Hence Ladylikeness.
1875 Howells Foregone Cone/. (1882) 30s He remembered

the charm of her perfect ladylikeness.

t B. adv. As a lady does ; in the guise of a

lady. Obs.

a 1635 Corbet Poems (1807) 126 Nor didst thou two
years after talk of force, Or, lady-like, make suit for a
divorce^ C1650 Roxburgh Ba/lais (1888) VI. 544 Achilles
he was in disguise, When first he heard of this enterprue,
He Lady-like with a Lady lay.

Ladyling (b^'dilirj). rare. [f. Lvdy sk +
-ling.J AUttlelady.
1855 Bailey Mystic 137 Ladylings and lordlings dancing,

piping, harping^ 1895 F. Thompson Sister Songs 5, I bid
them dance, 1 bid them sing, For the limpid glance Of my
ladyling.

La'dy-love. Also pseud o-arch. ladye-love.
[f.L.VDYjA (in sense 1 appositive ; in sense 2 at/rib.).]

1. A lady wbo is loved ; a sweetheart.
A supposed example quoted from R. Wilson's Coblers Pro-

fhesit (1594I is not to the point ; Venus is called ' Lady
Love* by more than one of the dramatis personam

1733 Theobald's Shaks. Rom. <y Jul. 1. ii. 102 Vour Lady-
love [1623 Ladies louel. 1805 Scott I~ast Minstr. tv. xix,

With favour in his crest, or glove, Memorial of his ladye-
love. 1841 James Brigand ii, What man is there without
a lady-love. 1871 Miss Yonge Cameos II. xxxii. 331 She
begged the King to consent to his..marriage with his lady-love.

2. Love for ladies.

1818 Byron Ch. Har. iv. xl, The minstrel who . . Sang
ladye-love and war.

La'dyly, a. Obs. exc. as nonce-wd. Also 5
ladily. [f. Lady sb. + -ly 1.] Befitting or char-

acteristic of a lady, ladylike.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 773 Ouer alle ober so hys bou
clambe, To lede with hym so ladyly lyf. la 1400 Morte
Arth. 3254 In a surcott of sylke .. with ladily lappes the
lenghe of a }erdc. C1477 Caxton Jason 12 b, He brought
to his mynde her fair and fresshe colour—her ladyly may-
tiene and her noble facoun and corpulence. 1840 Tait's
Mag. VI I.385 We do not refer to the fashionable annuals,
those very ineffable bulletins of lordly and ladyly inanity.

t La'&yly, adv. Obs. [f. as prec. + -ly In

a manner befitting a lady ; as a lady.
C1450 Lonelich Gratl xxvi. 129 This duchesse nolde

therto assente . . and excused here ful ladyly.

Lady's cushion. Also 6 Our Lady's cush-
ion, fa. The plant Thrift, Armeria tnaritima.
Obs, b. The Mossy Saxifrage, Saxifraga hypnoides.
1578 Lytb Dodoens iv. 1. 509 That kinde of grasse whiche

groweth by the sea syde, is called.. in Enjrlishe our Ladies
quishion. 1597 Oerarde Herbal v.. clxxvii. 483 In English
Thrift, Sea grasse, and our Ladies Cushion. 1794 Maatyn

Vol. VI.

25

I Rousseau's Bot.xxx. 171 From the manner of its growth in

a thick tuft, it [mossy Saxifrage] has acquired the English

name of Ladies Cushion. 1854 S. Thomson Wild El. in.

(ed. 4) 201 The Lady's cushion—mossy saxifrage.

Lady's finger, lady-finger. /'/. occas.

ladies' fingers.

1. ting, and //. The plant Anlhyllis vulneraria,

the Kidney Vetch.
Also applied dial, to various other plants, as Lotus corn/',

culatust formerly called lady/inger grass) : see liritten and
Holland Plant-n.

1670 Kay Catal. Plant. Angl. 24 Anthyllis legutninosa. . .

Kidney-vetch, Ladies finger. 1743 in W. Ellis Mod. I/us*

bandm. (1750) II. 1. xv. 148 Your Lady-finger-grass or Uirds-

foot Trefoil .. which is the botanical Name). 1756 Watson
in Phil. Trans. XLIX. 842 Kidney Vetch, or Ladies Finger.

1848 C. A. Johns Week at Lizard 306 Anthyllis vnlneraria,

variety Diltcnii, Lady's-fingers, occurs, .all along the coast.

2. Applied to various objects of long and slender

form. a. A kind of cake (cf. finger biscuit). ? Obs.

1820 Kf.ats Cap <y Hells xlviii, Steep Some lady's-fingers

nice in Candy wine. 1828 Lights <y Shades II. 1 ,6 Honey

Iand
ladies* fingers for tea.

b. Austral. A kind of grape. Also, a banana.
1892 E. Reeves Homeward Hound 90 The very finest

ladies'-fingers, sweet-waters, and muscatels. 1893 M rs. C.

Praed Outlaw ff Lawmaker II. 01 They were sitting ..

in the banana grove, whither Elsie had gone on pretext of

I
finding some still ungathered 4 Lady's fingers'.

c. U.S. (a ) A variety of the potato
;

(b) One
of the branchiae of the lobster; {c) A variety of

apple. {Cent. Diet.)

Lady's glove. Also 6 7 Our Ladies, 7 8

ladies gloves, 9 lady glove. [Orig. Lady
sb. 3.] The foxglove, /h'gitalis purpurea. The
name has been applied several other plants, e. g.

t Lungwort, J'ulmonaria officinalis; bleawoit,

Inula Conyza ; the liird's-foot Trefoil, Lotus cor-

niculalus (dial.).

1538 Rx.yot Diet. Addit., Baahar..an herbe..some docall

it .. our ladies gloues. t6n Cotgr., Cantelee, the heaibe
called Kox-glone.s, our Ladies gloues. i6ai I>kal\\i. &

I

Pilgrim v. vi, Full of pincks, and Ladies gloves [mod. edd.

1 lady-gloves], Of hartes-ease too. 1668 Wilkins Real Char.
11. iv. § 3. 80 Sage of Jerusalem, Ladies-glove [marg. Put-

j

monaria). 1736 Hailey llousch. Diet. 369 Ladies Cloves.

The vertues of thU plant [rleawort] are to warm and dry;
1 but it is also an opener. 1879 likitten & Holland Plant-n.

t

Lady glove, Digitalis purpurea, /bid., Lady's glove, Lotus
corniculoiiis.

Ladyship l^dijtp , sb. Forms: see Lady
and -ship. Also 7-8 cottoq. la*ship.

1. The condition of being a lady ; rank as a lady.

a 1225 Anfr. R. 100 >if bu hauest uor^iten nu bi wurofule
lefdischipe,—go & folewe beos geat. £1230 Hali Meid. 7
And trukie for a mon of lam be heuenliche lauerd & luilin

her lafdischipe. 13 . E. E* Allit. P. A. 577 More haf I of

ioyc & blysse here-inne, Of ladyschyp gret & lyuez blom.

1623 Massingkr Bondman in. iii, How dost thou like Thy
ladyship, Zanthia ? 1771 Contempt. Man 1 1. 152 This Lady
did not enjoy her Title long—she died in the fifth Year of

her ladyship. 1856 Emkrson Eng. Traits Wks. 1874 II.

134 What facility and plenteousness of knighthood, lord-

ship, ladyship, royalty, loyalty ! 1874 Trolioi-e Lady Anna
1 iv. 26 He hated the counte>s-ship of the countess, and the

!
ladyship of the Lady Anna.

2. The personality of a lady. In her
t
your

ladyship^ a respectful substitute for she, you, re-

ferring to a lady; in mod. use only to one whose
rank is designated by the titular prefix * Lady '.

Also used sarcastically.

C1374 Chaucer Anel. <y Arc. 191 Shc.drof hym forthe,

Ynnethe list her knowe That he was servaunt vn to hir Iadi-

shippe. 400 Destr. Troy 3352 Ne trawes not, tru lady, [ at

I take wolde Thy ladyship to losse, ne in lust holde. a 1400-
50 Alexander y]\$, 1 leue it to ^our ladyschip bis lange no3t
vnknawen. a 1500 Elowcr Leaf\xx\, Yet 1 would pray
Vour ladiship . . That 1 might knowe What that these
knightes be in rich armour. 1551 Crowley Pleas. $ I*avi
"Ded., I thought it my duty to dedicate the same vnto youre
Ladishyppes name. 1600 Shaks. A. Y. JL. 1. ii. 120 If it

please your Ladiships, you may see the end. 1650 Nicholas
Papers (Camden) 174 Lord Jermyn in a jeering manner, as
her ladyshipp conceaved, told her be hoped now shortly
Sir Edward Herbert would returne to Paris. 1700 Congbeve
Way 0/ World it. v, O Mem, your Laship staid to peruse
a Pecquet of Letters, 1711 Addison Sped. No. 37 p 1,

I waited upon her Ladysnip pretty early in the morning.
a 1839 Praed Poems (1865) II. 34 Her ladyship is in a huff.

fig* '595 Shaks. Johnxw.x. ug Thou Fortunes Cham-
pion, that do'st neuer fight But when her humorous Ladi-
ship is by To teach thee safety,

fb. concr. =Lady. Obs.

1390 Goweh Con/. 11. 301 My sone, of that unkindship,
The which toward thy ladiship, Thou pleignest, for she
woll the nought. Thou art to blamen of thy thought,

c. nonce-use. One who is called * her ladyship

1784 Cowper Task 11. 386 Constant at routs, familiar with
a round Of ladyships, a stranger to the poor.

1 3. Kindness or beneficence befitting a mistress.

1390 Gower Con/. 1. 128 This maidc.To whom this lady
hath behote Of ladiship all that she can To vengen her upon
this man. Lbid. III. 66 Tho quod the quene. . I wol do the
such ladiship, Wherof thou shall for evermo Be riche.

4. A district governed by a lady, nonce-use.

1709 Steele Tatter No. 46 P 5 All that long Course of
Building is under particular Districts or Ladiships, after the
Manner of Lordships in other Parts.

Hence ta dysliip v. (nonce~ivd.) trans., to give

the title of ' Your Ladyship ' to. Also to lady-

ship it*

LADY^ TBACES.

1813 E. S. Barrett Heroine (1815) 111. 9 'Ladyship! Oh,
her ladyship !' and away he cantered, ladyshipping it, till

he was out of hearing. 1820 Hermit in London IV. 165
He so ladyshiped Lady what s her ugly name, that it

was quite disgusting,

t Lady-silver. Obs. Also 5 ladesilver. [? f.

Lady : possibly because payable at Lady-day.]
1425-6 Durh. MS. Burs. Roll, \)s. \\\)d. rcc. pro ladesilver

ejusdetn ville per annum. 1536-7 Durham Acc. Rolls
(Surtecs) 672 Et de 6s. Bd. rec. de eodem Coll. pro ladysiluer

debit, tenentibus ibidem.

Lady's laces. fAlso lady-laees. The
striped garden variety of Fhalaris arundinacea.

1597 Gkraroe J/erba/ 1. iv. 5 The grasse called in Latine
; Cramen sulcatum, or Picturn : and by our English women,
j

Ladies Laces, bicause it is stript or furrowed with white and

j

greene strakes, like silke laces. 1611 Cotgr, Aignillettes
d'armes, the hearbe, or grasse, called Ladies laces, white
Carneleon grasse, painted, or furrow ed grasse. 1706 Phillips
(ed. Kersey), Lady-laces, a sort of striped Grass. 1713 J.

J

Prtivkr in Phil. Trans. XXVII I. 179 Painted Grass, or

Ladies Laces. 1821 Ci.ark /'///. R/instr. II. 97, I .. Tried
through the pales to get the tempting (lowers, As lady's

laces, everlasting peas.

t Lady's longing. Obs. In 7 ladies long-

ing ; also 6 lady longing. A variety of apple.

1591 Lvlv Endym. in. iii. 38 For fruit these, fritters,

mcdlers, hartichokes and ladylongings. 1664 Kvklyn Kai.
1 I/ort. in Sylva, etc. (1729) 213 Apples, The Ladies Longing,

the Kirkhain Apple, John Apple [etc.], 1676 Wohlidge
Cyder (1691) 211 There is a curious apple newly propagated,

called Pome-appease.. . 1 suppose this is that which is called

the Ladies Longing.

Lady's mantle. Also 6 Our Ladies, 6 8

ladies. [Lady sb. 3 ; cf. G. I'raucn-, Marien-

mantel.'] A common name for the rosaceous berb

Ahkemilla vulgaris. Also applied, with qualifi-

cation, to other species (see quot. 1S64).

1548 TtJRNKR Names 0/ llerbes 82 Alchhuilla .. is called

in english our Ladies Mantel or syndow. 1578 Lytf. Dodorus
I. xcviii. 140 Great Snnicle or Ladies Mautell, groweth in

some places of this countrey. 1611 CdTttR., Alchimille,

Liuns foot, Ladies mantle, great Sanicle. 1794 Martyn
Rousseau s Bot. xv. 167 Ladies mantle lias a calyx of one
permanent leaf divided into eight si^nienK. 1864 Sowi-.rry

Brit. Bot. led. V III. 140 Silvery LadyVMantle. /bid. 14T

Alpine Lady's Mantle. 1882 (,d. H erds 673 Silken Alpine
lady's mantle rare.

Lady-smock. Also lady's, ladies' smoek.
A common name for the Click 00- flower, Carda-

mine prafensis. (Applied locally also to Convol-

vulus septum.)
1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. Ii. 905 Ladie-smockes all siluer

white. 1597 I'ERakde l/erbal 11. xviii. 203 They are com-
monly called in Latine, Flos Cuculi \ \m Lnglish Cuckowe
flowers, .at the Namptwich in Cheshire.. Ladie smockes.

1648 HftKKicic Hcsper. (1869) 121 I)i*poseThat lady-smock,

I that pansie, and that rose Neatly apart. 1794 M ar i vn Rous-
seau s Bot. xxiii. 325 Ladies Sinock, (forgive the vulgar

name) has the calyx gaping a little. 1796 II. Hunter tr.

j

^7. Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) 1. 83 Some of the convolvu-

luses, vulgarly called lady's-smock. 1874 T. Hardy FarJr.
Madding Crowd I. 239 Clear white ladies' smocks. 1878
Browning Poets Croisic 96 Chains of lndy's.smock.

Lady's seal. ? Obs. Also 6 Our Ladies seale.

1. The plant Solomon's Seal, Polygonatum multi-

Jloruvi.
? 1516 Crete Hert-all Z iij. Sigillum sancte marye or sigil-

lum Salamonis is al one herbe that is called Salomons seale

or our ladies seale. 1870 Treas. Bot., Lady's seal, Conval-
laria Polygonatum.

2. The Black Bryony, Tarnus communis.
1578 Lyte Dodoens 111. xlvii. 383 Our Ladies Seale hath

long branches, flexible, of a wooddishe substance. 1597
Oeraroe L/erbal u. cccvii. 722 Called .. in English blacke

Bryonie, wilde Vine, and our Ladies Scale. 1712 tr. Pomet's
! Hist. Drugs I. 30 The Rlack Vine, which some have given

the name of our Lady's Seal.

Lady's slipper. Also 6 Our Ladies slip-

per, 8-9 ladies', lady slipper.

1, A common book-name for tbe orchidaceous

plant Cypripcdiuvi Calccolus. Also applied occas.

to the cultivated calceolaria, and the Bird's-foot

Trefoil, Lotus corniculatus.

1597 Gerarde Herbal 11. cvii. 359 Ovr Ladies Shooe or

Slipper, hath a thicke knobbed rooie. 1794 Martyn Rous-
scan's Bot. xxvii. 422 The Ladies Slipper .. its singular,

large hollow inflated nectary. 1861 Miss Pratt Ftoioer.

PL II. 116 Lotus corniculatus . .commonly called Lady's
Slipper. 1872 Oliver Elem. Bot. it. 266 One extremely rare

British species, the Lady's Slipper {Cypripedium Calceolus).

1894 Wilkins & Vivian Green bay tree II. 161 Tbe boxes

of geranium and lady-slipper in the window.

2. ? V.S. The garden -balsam, hupatiens balsa-

mina (Cent. Diet.).

Lady's thistle. Also 6 Our ladies, 6-7

lady, 8-9 ladies' thistle. [Cf.G. Frauendistd,T)w.

Vrouwendistel.] The thistle Carduus Marianus.
155a Elyot Diet. s.v. Spina, Spina alba, Our ladies

Thistle. 1578 Lyte Dodoens iy. lxii. 525 Our Ladyes Thistel

groweth . . in rough untoyled places. 1579 Lamgham Card.
Health (1633) 634 Lady Thistles. 1688 R. Holme Armoury
xi. 63/2 The Lady-Thistle is our common Thistle. 1776-96
Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) III. 190 Milk Thistle.

Ladies Thistle. 1831 J. Davies Manual Mat. Med, 436
Ladies' thistle. Carduus marianus.

Lady's traces, tresses. Also 6-9 lady,

ladies* traces, lady's traces. Name for tbe

plants of the genus Spiranthes (N.O. Orehidacese)
;

also locally applied to grasses of the genus Briza.

1548 Turner Names of Herbes 70 Satyrion . . bryngeth



furth whyte floures in the ende of harueste, and it is called

Lady traces. 1578 Lvte Dodoens 11. lvi. 222 The sweete
Orchis, or Ladic traces are mostc commonly to be found in

high, untilled, and dry places. 1597 Gebardr Herbal 1.

cii.*i68 Friezland Ladic traces hath two small round stones

or bulbes. 161 1 Cotgr., Satyrion a trois couillons. Triple

Orchis, or triple Ladies traces. 1794 Mabtyn Rousseau's
Bot. xxvii. 419 The spiral Ophrys commonly called Triple

Ladies' Traces. 184s C. W. Johnson Farmers Encycl.,

Briza media, common quaking grass ; ladies' tresses. 1848

C. A. Johns Week at Lizard 310 Neottia spiralis, Lady's

tresses, an orchidcous plant about six inches high.

II Laen (l<?
ln). O.E.Law. [OE./#«: see Loan.]

An estate held as a benefice.

* 988 in Birch Cart. Sax. III. 329 pa ;$ewat Eadric ar
jElfheh cwideleas & /Elfeb fc ng to his Irene, a 1000 /Elfbic

Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 115/36 Precarium, landcslam. 1844

Lingard Anglo-Sax. Ch. (1858) I. App. K. 371 National

Property at the disposal of the king, to be distributed by
im as laens (loans) or benefices. 1876 Digbv Krai Prop.

I. i. § 2. 17 The person having the 'laen 1 possessing only

the usufructuary enjoyment to a greater or less extent.

b. Comb. : lsen-land, land held as Mxn ' ; lsen-

right, heneficiary right.

985 in Kemble Codex Dipt. III. 217 Fif hida Se Oswald
. . bocab Eadrice . . swa swa he hit aer hasfde to lamlande.

187a K. \V. Robkrtson Hist, Ess. 117 Lacnlands or bene-

fices. Ibid. 153 In property held by Laen-right possessions,

privileges and obligations devolved upon the eldest born.

«874-5 S tubus Const. Hist. I. v. 77 Either bookland or

folkland could be,, .under the name of Ixnland, held by free

cultivators.

lipotropic (lvtr^'pik), a. Also erron. leio-.

[f. Gr. Acuo-y left + rponiK-of turning, f. rpowq a

turn.] Turned or turning to the left : said of the

whorls of a shell
;
opposed to dexiotropic.

1883 (see DexiotropicJ.

Leased, Laesion, variants of I.esed, Lesion*.

|| Laet (l€t). Hist. [OK. hvt (found only once)

= OIlG. (? descendant of a freedman
;
glossed

Hberlinus) :—OTetit. *l£to-z, app. related to OE.
txlan Let v. 1

] The Old English designation for

a person of status intermediate between that of a

freeman and a slave.

a 1000 Laws .Et/te/b. (Liebermann) § 26 Gif laet of skehfl,

bone seles»tan xxx sell, for^elde ; *if bane oberne of slachS,

lx. scillingum forgelde ; 5am priddan xl scillingum for-

*elden. 1875 Stubiss Const. Hist. I. iv. 64 The three ranks
of men, the noble, the freeman, and the bet.

t Lae*table, a. Obs. rare— °. [ad.L. fotabilis,

f. fotari to rejoice, f. fclus joyful.] 1 Worthy to

bee reioyced at ' (Cockcram, 1623).

t Laeta*tion. Obs. Also 7 letation. [ad. L.

l.rtilt'ion-em , f. lale L. folare to render fertile,

f. h.tus fertile, joyful.] A manuring ; also qtiasi-

coticr. manure.
(Frequent in Evelyn; in the Advertisement prefixed to

ed. 3 of Sylva, 1679 he says that ' the meaner capacities'

among bis readers may ' read for letation, dung '.)

1664 Evklyn Syiva !. ii. (1670) 11 Meliorating barren-

ground with sweet and comminuted lactations.

Laetic (Irtik), a. Hist. [ad. late L. fotic-us, f.

fotus (see below); the word is usually viewed as

adopted from Teut. *lwto-z (see L.kt).] Of or

pertaining to the foil, a class of non-Roman culti-

vators under the later Roman empire, who occupied

lands for which they paid tribute.

1839 K eightley Hist. Eng. 1 . 1 29 At a subsequ en ^period
[in Roman history! lands denominated Laetic were qiven in

the interior of the provinces to larger bodies of the Bar-
barians on similar condition. 1874 Stubbs Const. Nisi. I.

vi. 161 As the freemen were mingled more or less with lastic

or native races. 189a C. M. Andrrws Old Eng. Manor
Introd. 39 Fortions of the Teutonic laetic organization may
have lingered in Kent.

Laati'ficant, a. rare — 1

, [ad. L. fotificant-

em, pres. pple. of folificare to make glad, f.

fotifiens gladdening, f. hvt-us joyful.] Of a
medicine : Cheering, stimulating.

1627 tr. Bacons Life^ Death ^651) 28 Vapours work
powerfully upon the Spirits, .by laetificant Medecincs,. .&c.

1855 Mavnk Expos. Lex.) Lxtificans, . .letificant.

t Laetrficate, v. Obs. rare~°. [i.h. fotifi-

cat-, ppl. stem of fotifica-re see prec.).] trans.

To make joyful, cheer, revive. 1623 in Cock Eaam.

Hence fliaetification, rejoicing
;
also, a making

joyful. + Iisetl-ficativa a., adapted to cheer.

c 1485 Digby Mysl. (1882) 1. 26 The shepherdes of Cristes

birthe made letificacion. 1623 Cockeram ii, Reioycing,
.. 1 .aerification. 1657 Tomlinson Renou"s Disf. 386*

Storax is a good ingredient for cordial and laettficative

antidotes.

Laevigate, obs. form of Levigate.

IcBVO-, levo- (\i'vo)y used as combining form

of L. ixvus, in the sense * (turning or turned) to the

left \ in physical and chemical terms, chiefly having

reference to the property possessed by certain sub-

stances of causing the plane of a ray of polarized

light to rotate to the left (cf. Dextro-). Among
these are : a. Ii»vogyrate, Iiaevogry rous adjs.,

characterized by turning the plane of polarization

to the left. Iisevo-rota-tion, rotation to the left.

Leevo-ro'tatory a., » Ljevogyrate. b. Ii»vo-

compound, a chemical compound which causes

laevo-rotation. Ii»vo-glTi ,cose = L,*'ViJL03E.

vo-racemlc, L®vo-tartaTlc acid, the modifica-

26

tions of racemic and tartaric acid which are lsevo-

rotatory. Hence Lwvo-ra'cemate, -ta'rtrate,

the salts of these.

rti8s6 Havdn (Cent. s.v. Levogyrate), If the analyser has

to be turned from right to left to obtain the natural order

of colours, the quartr is called left-handed or *levogyrate.

1853 *Levoracemic acid [sec Dextro- hj. 188a Nature
XXV. 283 With each electrode, diverging currents produce

dextro- and converging ones *la:vo-rotation. 1873 Fownes*
Chew. (ed. 11) 779 Both are *levorotatory. 1897 Allbutt's

Syst. Med. III. 216 When the urine is laevo-rotatory after

trituration with Fehling. 1876 tr. Schutzenberger's Fer*
went. 6 Paratartaric acid easily splits up . . into dextro-

tartaric and *la:vo-tartaric acid.

Iisevulin, levnlin ,l/"vi2?lin). Chtm. [f. L,e-

TUL-ose + -in.] A substance resemhling dextrin,

obtained from the roots of certain composite plants.

Hence Iisavnlinlc, only in /. acid (see quot. 1888).
1888 Syd. Soc. Lex., Lan>ulin

y
CaHioOj. .Lsevulinic acid

.. CjHf>0;j. 1897 Naturalist 44 The root contains . . also

sugar, levulin, while its juice exposed to the air ferments.

Laevnlose, levnlose (Irvi/Jfons). Chem. [f.

L. fov-us left + -iLE 4- -ose.] The form of Glucose
which is Irevo-rotatory to polarized light ; fruit-

I

sugar. (Cf. Dextrose.)
1871 Roscoe Elevt. Cfum. 396 In manna and honey mixed

with levulose, or left-handed glucose. 1878 Kingzf.tt
Anim. Chem. 404 Cane sugar is first resolved into dextrose
and kevulose before it ferments. 1897 A llbutt's Syst. Med.
III. 386 Cane sugar is partly left unchanged, partly con-
verted into glucose and Isevulose.

Hence I^sevulosane [ + -ane] (see quot.\
1876 Harley Mat. Med. (ed, 6) 792 Heated to 338

0 hevu-
lose loses water and is converted into la^vulosane.

Lafayette lafrye't). U.S. [f. the name of

the trench general Lafayette.]

1. A scisenoid fish of the Northern United States
|

(Liostorn its xanthurns).

\
1859 Barti.ktt Did. Arner,, Lafayette fish (Leiostomus

obliquHs), a delicious sea-fish, which appears in the summer
in great abundance at Cape Island on the Jersey coast. .

.

The name Lafayette . . was given it on account of its appear-

ance one summer coinciding with the last visit of General
Lafayette to America.

2. A stromateoid fish (Stromatens triacanlhits

\

1884-5 Stand. Nat. Hist. (1888) 111. 215 A much smaller

species .. otherwise known as 'Lafayette' or 'Cape May
goodie \

Iiaf(e, obs. f. Lave sb. ; obs. Sc. f. Loaf sb.

Laferk, obs. Sc. form of Lark.
Laff, LafFe, obs. forms of Laugh, Lwe sb.

Lafful, obs. form of Lawful.
Laft, Sc. form of Loft.

Laft(e, obs. pa. t. and pa. pple. of Leave.
Tjafter, dial, form of Laughter 2

.

Lafully, obs. form of Lawfully.
Lag (teg)> sb. 1 and a. [Belongs to Lag v.-

;

the origin and mutual 1 elation of the words are

obscure.
1

In some parts of England fog, seg, lag, or foggie, seggie>,

laggie, are used in children's games as substitutes for

'first, second, last' (sec Eng. Dial. Dut. s.y. Fog). This
suggests the possibility that lag may have originated in the

language of sports as an arbitrary distortion of last; but

even in that case the word may have coalesced with a

homophone of independent origin. The current hypothesis

that the adj. is a. Welsh //^(earlier ttac). It. and Gael.

lag, slack, weak, is highly improbable. There is some
affinity of sense between lag and Lack a. and v. (cf. to

come lag and to come lock) ; the former might conceivably

be an alteration of the latter under the influence of words
like Flag v. 1

, Fag sb* Cf. further MDa. lakke to go
slowly (Ralkar).]

A. sb. 1. The last or hindmost person (in a

race, game, sequence of any kind). Now rare cxc.

in schoolboy use.

1514 Barclay 1st Eclogue in Cyi. $ Uplondyshm. (Percy

Soc.) p. xii, In the tavern remayne they last for lag. 1587
Drant Horace s Ep. R vj. Since eche man bragges, the lagge

of vs A shendefull shame him take. 161 1 Cotgr. s.v. Dernier,

Le dernier le lonp le mange... lags come to the lash. 1641

M. Frank Serm. vii. (1672) 112 The novissimus virorwn,
the lag and fag of all a very scum of men. 1687 jSIiegk

Gt. Fr. Diet. 11, Lag, a School-Word that signifies the last,

ledertiier. As the Lag of a Form, le dernier d"une Ctasse.

1700 Drvden Iliad i. 337 In threats the foremost, but the

lag in fight. 1776 Jefferson Writ. (ed. Ford) II. 39 The
omission of H— and B— and my being next to the lag |tn the

nomination of delegatesi give me some alarm. 1777 JntiNSON
Lei. to Mrs. Thrale 25 Oct., How long doyou stay at Bright-

helmstone ? Now the company is gone, why should you be

the lag ? 1815 Sporting Mag. XVI. 310 Ward first mounted
the stage and Cannon was no lag. 1859 Fabrab J. Home
iv. 38, 1 say, Julian, I vote we both try for lag; next trials,

It'd save lots of grind. 1890 A. Lang SirS. Northcote 1. 1.

15 Staflbrd Northcote occupied the undistinguished place

of 4 lag * in his form.

b. Comb.-, lag-out ( = Mast out
1

), the name of

a boys* game.
1845 in Brasenose Ate 76 No marble in circles on the hall*

step rolls, We cannot play lag-out, nor yet three-holes.

1 2. //. What remains in a vessel after the liquor

is drawn off; dregs, lees. Obs.

15.. ReguL Househ. Earl Northumb. (1770) 57 That
Vinacre be made of the brokyn Wynes. . And that the Laggs
be provide by the Clerks of the Hous and markid after thei

be past drawing that thei can be set no more of broche.

1594 Plat Jewell-ho. nr. 65 Transmutations . . of old lags

of Sacks or Malmesies .. into Muskadcls. 16x5 Mabkham
Eng. Iloustiv. 11. iv. (t668) 116 Laggs of Claret and Sack.

LAG.

1703 Art <$• Myst. Vintners 21 Muskadel is sophisticated

with the Lags of Sack.

f3. The lowest class. (Cf. lag-end.) Obs.- 1

1607 Shaks. Timon in. vi. 90 The Senators of Athens,
together with the common legge \R<nve (1709) and later
editors lagj of People.

4. [from the vb.] The condition of lagging.

1837 Eraser*s Mag. XVI. 114 When Spaniard meets
Spaniard, then comes, not the tug, but the lag, of war.

b. Physics. The retardation in a current or

movement of any kind; the amount of this retar-

dation. Lag of the tide : the interval by which
the tide-wave falls behind the mean time in the

first and third quarters of the moon.
1855 Ogilvie Suppl. s.v., The lag of the tide. . . The lag of

the steam»valve of a steam-engine. 1881 Chambfbs in

Nature XXI 1 1. 399 The remarkable lag which takes place in

the occurrence of the critical barometric epochs at the more
easterly stations. 189a Electrical Engineer 16 Sept. 287/1
It is- obvious that at the point where B cuts the axis the

induction is a maximum ; hence if there were no 'magnetic
lag

1 and no currents in the iron, this point should occur at

the same time as that at which the current is a maximum.
B. adj.

1. + Last, hindmost (obs.) ;
belated, lingering

behind, lngging, tardy (now rare). (In early in-

stances only absoL or predicative, and hence hardly

distinguishable from the sb.) f (To come) lag of\

short of
;
too late for, or in arrear of.

1552 Huloet, Lagge and last. 1568 Hist. Jacob Esau
v. v. F iv b, Haue not we well hunted, of blessing to come
lagge? 1589 R. Habvev Pen: 22 Beshrow him that

conies lagge in so good a course. 1594 Shaks. Rich. llit

11. i. 90 Some taidie Cripple. .That came too lagge to see

him buried. 1605 — Lear 1. ii. 6, I am some twelue, or

fourteene Moonshines Lag of a Erother. 1612 Two Noble
K. v. iv. 8 Beguile The gout and rheum, that in lag hours
attend For grey approaches. 1624 Sib C. Mountagu in

Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 260 Your neigh,

hour will struggle so long for place as he will be cast lagg.

a 1639 T. Carkw To Mistresse in Absence 31 There seated

in those heavenly bowers, Wee'lc cheat the lag and lingring

hours. 1678-9 Dkvuen & Lee (Edipus in. i, Then hell has
been among ye, And some lag fiend yet lingers in the

grove. 1691 Wood Ath.Oxon. 1. 594 A fourth person, who
comes lagg, as having lately appeared in print . . tells us .

.

he died. 1742 R. Blair Grave 731 Even the lag flesh

Re^ts. 1785 Bubns Address Deil iii, An' faith ! thou 's

neither lag nor lame. 1832-53 Whistle-Binkie (Scot. Songs)
Ser. 11. 100 Lauchie had looms, but was lag at the weaving,

b. as an exclamation at play (see quot. 1869).
1600 Arm in Maids of More-Cl.C^ Boy. Now Iohn, i'le

cry first, /oh. And i'le cry lagge. I was in hoblies hole.

1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Lag or Lag last is said by boys
when playing at pitch and toss, or other games, in order
tkat they may bespeak the last pitch.

2. Special collocations (sometimes hyphened) :

lag-end, the hinder or latter part, the fag end

(now rare) ; + lag-man, the last man, the one

who brings up the rear ; f lag-tooth, a wisdom
tooth (from its late appearance). Also Comb.:
lag-bellied a., ? slow-paced, tardy.

1396 Shaks. 1 lien. TV, v. i. 24, I could be well content To
entertaine the Lagge-end of my life With quiet hours. 1599
Nashe Lenten Stuffe 57 The Essex calfe or lagman, who
had lost the calues of his legs by gnawing on the horslegs.

1611 Flobio, Sophronisteri, the two teeth which grow last

when a man is about twentie yeares ould, lag-teeth. 1624
Hevwooo Gunaik. 1. 17 In the lagge end of the same troope
were driven a certaine number of faire and goodlie oxen.
t8*2 Hooo Lycus the Centaur 62 From the lag-bellied toad
To the mammoth. 1857 Mrs. Mathews lea-Table T. I.

204 A shelter, .where they may ..wear away the lag-end of
their madness.

Lag lzeg*), sb.'1 Also 7 lagg. [app. a. ON. fygg,

recorded only in the sense ' rim of a barrel * (cf.

I b) ; but the Sw. lagg means also ' slave whence
laggkiirl vessel composed of staves, cask.]

1. A stave of a barrel. Now dial.

1672 Hoole Comenius" Vis. World 165 The Cooper ..

maketh Hoops of Hassel-rods..and Lags of Timber. 1676
Burgery of Sheffield 209 For mendyng the church yatis

and barrelllaggs and nayles +s. 4d. 1869 in Lonsdale Gloss.

fb. (See quot.) Obs. rare" 0
.

1688 R. Holme Armoury 111. 108/1 Lag, Ls a piece put into

the top of a Barrel staff that is broken ofTat the Grooping.

2. One of the staves or laths forming the covering

of a band-drum or a steam boiler or cylinder, or

the upper casing of a carding machine.

1847 Specif. Syhes' $ Ogderis Patent No. ^1798 On these

bands [in a carding enginel we fix a continued series of

lags or small blocks of wood. 1875 in Knight Diet. Mech.

3. Comb. : lag-link, a link for holding a lag or

bar (Cent. Diet.)
;
lag-machine , a machine for

shaping wooden lags (see sense 2); lag-screw,

(a) a flat-headed screw used to secure lags to

cylinders or drums
;

(b) U. S. « coach-screw.

1873 T. Richabos Wood-working Factories 26 Almost any
kind of shafting can be hung with safety on wood screws, or

lag screws. 1875 Knight Did. Mech., Lag-machine.

t Lag, Obs. [Of unknown origin; cf. G.

lache cleft or mark in a tree. Cf. Lag vfi] A
cleft or rift in timber. Also Comb., as lag-cltft

unless lagge in quot. 1579 be the adj.).

1579 Hyll Ord. Bees (1608) 24 The stocke thus cut asunder

at "both the ends, couer with a faire sheet e, le^t any lagge

clifts appeare after the cutting. 1790 W. Marshall Midi.
Couniiet 1 L 333 The Mag *

. . is a cleft, or rift, reaching

sometimes from the top to the bottom of the stem, and,

perhaps, to near its center.



LAG.

t Lag, sb.* Cant. Obs. Also 6 lagge. [Pos-
|

sibly f. lag, Lage v. to wash.] Lag of duds : a
* buck ' or • wash ' of clothes.

1567 Habman Caveat 86 We wyll fylche some duddcs of

the Kufiemans, or myll the ken for a lagge of dudes. 162*

Beaum. & Vi. Beggar's Bush v. i, If it be milling of a lag

of duds, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Lag-a dndds, a

Buck of Cloths. As tve cloy the Lag ofDudds, come let

us Steal that Buck of Cloths. 17*5 in New Cant. Diet.

Lag (lag), sbA Cant. [f. Lag *>.3]

1. A convict who has been transported or sen-

tenced to penal servitude.

181s J. H. Vaux Flash Diet.., Lag, a convict under
sentence of transportation. 1828 'Jon Bee' Living Pid.
Lond. 39 A few are 'returned lags'. 1887 IVesttn. Rev.

June 383 ft was no uncommon thing to see an old ' lag

'

enlarged for good conduct. 1894 H. Nisrf.t Bush Girfs
Rom. 232 As Wildrake was walking along the beach, he met
a lag who had got his ticketof-leave.

2. A term of transportation or penal servitude.

i8si Haggart Life 84 Another prisoner, .under sentence

of lag for fourteen stretch. 1896 Daily News 13 May 9/5,

I have had a look round with another man who did a lag

with me.

3. Comb. : lag-fever, -ship (see qnots ).

18x1 Lex. Balatron. , Lag/ever, a term of ridicule applied
|

to men who being under sentence of transportation, pretend

illness, to avoid being sent from gaol to the hulks. i8u
. H. Vaux Flash Diet., Lag ship, a transport chartered

y government for the conveyance of convicts to New South

Wale* ; also a hulk or floating prison,

fljag, sb.*> Obs. rare. ? A flock (of geese).

1624 Mountague New Gagg, To Rdr., Hec hath stopped

the mouths of all Protestants for euer ; the proudest of tliem '

dare not hiscere hereafter against Himsclfe, or any one of

his Lagg. ibid. 180 This Goose the Oagger may put his

Gag into the Btls of many of his owne Gaggle, as well as i

into others Lagges. [1896 Eng. Dial. Diet., A-lag, Cum.,
the sporting term for a flock of geese.]

t Lag, 0. 1 Obs. [Of obscure origin ; cf. Dag
v. l

y
Clag p.]

1. trans. To daggle, render wet or muddy.
[a 1300 ? Implied in Belag v.] c 1440 Promp. Fart'. 283

j

Laggyd, or bedrabelyd, labefactus, paludosus. Laggyn, or

drablyn, palustro.

2. intr. To daggle, become wet or muddy.
1682 Bunvan Holy War 23a Let them [your new gar*

ments] not lag with dust and dirt.

Lag (keg), v.2 Also 6-7 lagg, 6-8 lagge. [See

Lag sbA and a.]

1. intr. To fail to maintain the desired speed of

progress ; to slacken one's pace, as from weakness
or sloth ; to fail to keep pace with others ; to hang
back, fall behind, remain in the rear. Often with be-

hind adv. or const, after, behind preps. ; also withe?;;.

1530 Palsgr. 601/1, I lagge behynde my felowes, j'e trayne.
j

. .Why lagge you ever hehynde on this facion ? 1570 Levins
Manip. 10/23 To hag,fatigare, fatiscere. 1607 Tournf.ur
Rev. Trag. 11. Erb, To prison with the Villaine. Death shall

not long lag after him. i6»* R. Hawkins Voy. S. Sea
(1847) 173 The admirall . .be^an to lagge a sterne, and with

j

him other two shipper. 1651 Davenant Gondibert tit. iti.

xxvi, And lagg'd like Baggage Treasure in the Wars. 1657
Milton 1*. L. x. 266, I shall not lag behinde, nor erre The
way, thou leading. 1697 Dryden sEpicid x\\. 379 He lags

and labours in his flight. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 137 p 4
His Master.. wondered what made the lazy young Dog lag
behind. 1748 Joiisson Van. Hum. Wishes 313 Super-
fluous Mags' the vet'ran on the stage. 1800 Womdsw.

j

Brothers 363 He, at length Through weariness, . . lagged
J

behind. 1801 Mar. Eixjewohth Knapsack (1832) 298 My
poor fellows, how they lag 1 1824 W. Ibving Trav. II. 107
Suffering them (his mules] to lag on at a snail's pace. 1837— Capt. Bonneville II. 46 He grew silent and gloomy, and
lagged behind the rest. 1857 Hughes Tom Broivti it. iii.

(187 1) 260 When they had crossed three or four fields

without a check, Arthur began to lag. 1897 A llbntfs Syst.

Med. IV. 402 If the sign is present, the upper eyelids lag,

nut closely following the movements of the eyeballs,

b. of immaterial things and fig.
159X Shaks. i Hen. VI, m. iii. 34 Fortune, in fauor makes

him lagge behinde. a 1661 Fuller Worthies (1840) 1 1 1. 498
And this our Gildas [the Fourth]; who laggeth last in the
team of his name sakes. 1703 ). Savage Lett. Atttients vi.

40 We lagg in the care ot Things of no kin to us. 1713
Swift CadcnnsSf Vanessa 355 Ideas came into her mind So
fast, his lessons lagg'd behind. 176a Foote Lvar m. Wks.
1799 I. 322 Think how the tedious time has lagg'd along.

1775 Burke Sp. Cone. Amer. Wks. HI. 44 When we speak
of the commerce with our colonies, fiction lags after truth.
i8»o W. Invisc; Sketch Bk. II. 94 The vocal parts generally
lagging a little behind the instrumental. 1833 Ht. Mar-
tikeau Fr. Wines <r Pol. vi. 84 Business lagged in every
department of the administration. 1865 Carlvle Fredk.
Gt. xvtt. ii. (1872) VII. 14 Military preparation does lag
at a shameful rate. 1874 Green Short Hist. vi. § 6. 332
The work lagged for five years in the hands of the bisbops.
1892 Electricat Engineer 16 Sept. 287/2 The maximum in-

duction lags behind the maximum magnetising force.

2. trans. To cause to lag ; to retard, to tire.

Obs. exc. dial.

*57© (see \\ 163* Heywood 1st Pt. Iron Age v. WT
ks.

1874 III. 338 The weight would lagge thee that art wont
to flye. 1638 R. Bbathwait Psalm cli. 298 Thine Armours
load, but laggs faint heart, for flight the more unfit. 1876
Whitby Gloss., Lagg'd, tired as with carrying a load.

1 3. trans. To drag after one.
1530 Palsgr. 601/1 He laggeth the dogge at his horse

tayle : it trayne le chien a la queue de son cheual.
Hence f Lagged a., delayed, tardy.
160* Marston Antonio's Rev. r. 1. Wks. 1856 I. 75 O, I

could eate Thy fumbling throat, for thy lagd censure.
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Lag (loeg\ r\3

f 1. trans. To carry off, steal. Obs.

1573 Tusser Husb. xx. (1878) 54 Some corne away lag in

bottle and bag. Some steales, for a iest, egges out of the

nest. Ibid, xxxvi. 86 Poore cunnie, so bagged, is soone

ouer lagged.

2. a. To transport or send to penal servitude.

1812 J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., Lag, to transport for seven

years or upwards. 1838 Dicrens O. Twist xvi, They'll

ask no questions after him, fear they should be obliged to

prosecute, and so get him lagged. 1870 Reaoe Put 1 'onrself

in His Place II. 288 Let Little alone, or the trade will

make it their job to lag you.

b. To catch, apprehend.
1847 De Quincev Schlosser's Lit. Hist. Wks. 1858 VIII,

58 Aladdin himself only escaped being lagged for a
rogue and a conjurer by a flying jump after his palace.

1858 A. Mavhew Paved w. Gold m. i. 252 They tell him
adventures of how they were nearly 'lagged hy the con-

stables'. 1891 Nat Gould Double Event xxxiv, I'm a dead
un. Vou'll never lag me alive, you cur !

Lag (Iscg), vJ [f. Lag sb. 2] trans. To cover

a boiler, etc.) with wooden 'lags', strips of felt , etc.

1887 Ewino in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 488/1 The loss of

efficiency due to this cause will therefore be greater in an
unprotected cylinder than in one which is well lagged or
covered with non-conducting material. 1888 in Sheffield

Gloss. 1891 Labour Commission Gloss., Lagging a boiler,

covering a boiler in a steamship with some material to keep in

the heat. 1898 Dublin Rev. Apr. 423 Lagged outside with
layers of fell two centimetres thick.

Lag, v.5 dial. [Cf. Lag sb.Z] (See quot.)

[1570: Levins renders lag v. by fatiscere, which it is

barely possible may be meant to express the sense of this

vb. along with that of Lag tO] 1881 Leicestersh. Gloss.,

Lag, to crack or split from the centre like wood from heat

or hasty drying. 1888 in Sheffield Gloss.

Lag: see Lage Cant {sb. and v.).

Lagan Morgan). Law . Also 6 lagen, 7, 8 lagon,

ligan, 9 lagen d. [a. OF. lagan, lagnen, lagan

d

(whence mcd.L. laganuvi)
\
pern, of Scandinavian

origin, from the root of Lie, Lay vbs. Cf. ON.
logn, pi. lagnir, 'a net laid in the sea' (Vigf.%

The spelling ligan seems to be clue to pseudo-

etymology.] Goods or wreckage lying on the bed
of the sea. Cf. Flotsam and Jetsam.
[x»oo Carta de Dunewic in Stuhbs Sel. Charters (1895)

311 De ewagio de wrec et lagan.] 1531 Charterparty in

R. G. Marsden Sel. PL Crt. A dm. 11894) 37 Yff the sayd
shype take any pryse purchase any flot*on or lagen. 1533
Ibid., Flotezon or lagason. 1591 Articles cone. Admiralty
21 July § 6 Any ship, yron, leade, or other goods floating

or lying under the water or in the depth, of which there is

no possessor or owner, which commonly are called 1'lotzon,

Jet.sou,and Lagan. 1605 Coke AV/.v. (1624) 106 b Lagan (vel

potius est quand [etc.; translated in quot. 1641]. 1622

Callis Stat. Sewers (1647) f 8 Iciting Coke] Flotsan, Jet?>an

and Lagan are goods on or in the S -a, and . . they belong to the

King. 1641 Termes de la Ley 193 Lagan is such a parcell of

goods as the Mariners in a danger of shipwracke cast out .

.

and fasten to them a boigh or corke, that so they may fmde
them. . . These goods are called Lagan or Ligan a ligando.

1707 J. Chamheki.ayne.S7. Gt. Brit. 1. 11. x. 143 To the Lord
Iligh Admiral belongs.. a Share of all lawful Prizes, Lagon..
that is, goods lying in the Sea, on Ground. 1865 Kingsley
Hereiv. \. vi. 171 Prowling about the shore after the waifs
of the storm, deserted jetsom and lagend. 1894 Ad $7-%
Viet. c. 60 § 510 In this Part of this Act.. 1 wreck 1 includes
jetsam, flotsam, lagan, and derelict found in or on the shores
of the sea or any tidal water.

Hence f La-gander, an officer (at Calais) who
takes charge of lagan or wreckage.
1526 in Dillon Customs 0/Pale (1892) 86 If ther be anie

manner of Wracke found by the sea coste, it mu>te be pre-

sented to the Lagander or to the Sergeante . . broughte to

the foresaide Lagander's hous.

IlIiagaTto. Obs. [Sp. lagarto: see Alliga-
Ton.] An alligator.

1577 Fkampton Joyful Naus 11. 73b, Pimple stones.,
whiche are founde in greate quantitie in the mawes of
Caimanes, y l are called Lagartos. 1596 Raleigh Discov.
Gviana 48 We saw in it [the Orenoque] diners sorts of
strange fishes, & of maruellous bignes, but for Lagartos
it exceeded, for there were thousandsof those vglie serpents.
x6oo Hakluyt Voy. III. 489 In this riuer we killed a mon-
strous I^agarto or Crocodile.

t Lage, lag, sb. Cant. Obs. Also 7 lagge.
[Origin and phonetic form uncertain.] Water; urine.

1567 Harman Caveat 83 Lage, water. 1610 RowLANns
Martin Mark-all E 3, Lagge, water or pisse, 1641 Bbomk
Joinall Crew 11. Wks. 1873 III. 391, I bowse no I-age, but
a whole Gage Of this I 11 bowse to you. 1665 R. Head
Eng. Rogue 1. v. (1680) 46 Lage, water. 1676-1708 Coles
Lage. 1839 Matsell Voc. (Farmer), Lag.
Hence f Lagr(e v. a. intr. To make water,

b. trans. To water (spirits). Also, to wash off.

1567 Harman Caveat 85,^ I will lage it of with a gage of
benebousc... I wull washe it of with a quart of gooddrynke.
18x2 J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., Lag, to make water. To
Are spirits, wine, &c-, is to adulterate them with water.

La*gen. Obs. exc. Hist. Also 6 laggori, 7, 9
lagan. [ad. L. lagona, lagena, flagon, ad. Gr.
\dyvvos."} A liquid measure (see quots.).

1570 ^Levins Manip. 163/44 A Laggon, lagena. 1607
Cowell Interpr., Clerk of'the market' . .is an officer, .whose
dutie is to take charge of the kings measures . . : as of
elns, yards, la^ens. 1676 Coles, Lagen. .a measure of six

Sectaries. 1841 Tytler Hist. Scot. (1879) I. 237 With an
obligation to sell their ale to the abbott at the rate of a lagen
and a half for a penny. 1891 J. Tait Two Cent. Border
Ch. Life II. 218 The lagan was equal to 7 quarts.

Lagen, variant of Laggin.

LAGGER.

j
+ Lagena'rious, a. Obs. rare-K [f. L. lagena

a flagon + -akiois.] Flagon-shaped.
1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp. 241 Four sorts of Cucur-

bites, the greater, the lesser, or the lagenarious.

Lagend, Lagene, obs. ff. Lagan, Laggin.
Lagenian (lad.^rnian), a. Zool. [f. L. lagena
+ -IAN.] Like or pertaining to the genus Lagena of

Foraminifera
f
having a straight chambered shell.

1890 in Weuster.

Lageniform (ladsrnifpjm^ a. Zool. and Hot.
[f. as prec. + -u)form.] (See quoO
1826 Kibby & Sp. Eutomol. IV. 268 Lageniform. .bellying

out and then ending in a narrow neck, something like a
j

bottle. 1862 M. C. Cooke Man. Bot. Terms, Lageniform,
shaped like a Florence flask. 1868 W. \\. Carpenter Micro-
scope (ed. 4) § 382. 500 The shell of Nodosaria is obviously
made up of a succession of Lageniform chambers.

Lager beer la-ga^bi^i'. Also simply lager.

! [ad. G. lager-bier beer brewed for keeping, f. lager

a store + bier beer.] A light beer, consumed
largely in Germany and America, and to some
extent in Kngland.
1853 Ure Did. Arts (ed. 4 1. 153 Beers at present brewed

in Germany. ..11. Wheat I^ager-httx (slowly fermented).
1858 N. V. Express June (Harriett", The German drinks his

lager, and drinks it apparently in indefinite quantities. 1863
Dicky Federal St. II. 80 Neither for love nor money could
a stranger obtain a drink more intoxicating than lager beer.

attrib. i88a Sai.a Amer. Revis. 1885' 401 Tinware shops,
butchers', bakers' and lager beer Saloons.

Hliage'tta,lage'tto. [\Y est Indian.] A genus
of dicot)lcdonous tiee> of the \V. Indies (N.O.
Thymeh acew) ; also called lace-bark.

1756 I'. Bkownk Jamaica 371 The LaRetto or Lace-Bark
tree. 1773 Phil. Trans. LXI1I. 492 Specimen of the
Lagetta Tiee, and its lace-like Bark, from Jamaica.

Laggard (lx'gajd),^. and sb. Also 9 laggart.

[f. La<; 7'A + -aiu).]

A. adj. I^ggi'ig, hanging back, loitering, slow.

Ch icily of living things, their actions, and attri-

butes. Occas. of days, time, etc.

1701 Rowe Tamerlane iv. i, Tho' I aggard in the Race
.. 1 will pursue the shining Path thou tread'st. 1706
[Ward] Wooden World Dissected (1708) 31 [ I he press-gang
lieutenant] beats up all Quarters . . and drives the laggard
Dog along the Streets, with as much noise and Bustle

as Butchers do Swine to Smithfield. 1713 J. Hi'ghks
Ode to Creator World 4 Decrepit Winter, higgard in

the Dance .. A heavy Season does maintain. 1747 Col-
lins Passions 112 Than all which charms this laggard
age. 1814 S< oit Lord of Isles tv. xviii, And Lennox
cheer'd the laggard hounds. 1843 Manning Senn. xvi.

(1848) I. 235 Ours is a . . laggard obedience at the best.

1871 P/w grave Lyr. Ponns 91 My heart outruns tht^e lag-

gait limbs. 1889 JessoI'P Coming of Friars iv. 183 The
Angel of Death mo\es at no laggard pace.

B. sb. One w ho la^s behind ; a lingerer, loiterer.

1808 Scott Alarm, v. xii
:
A laggard in love, and a dastard

In war. 1836 W. Irving Astoria L Sj He meant to let the

laggards oflf for a long pull and a hearty fright, i860 Kaw-
unson Herodotus IV. ix. lxxvii, 449 They declared them-
selves to deserve a fine, as laggarts. 1876 Tait Ret, Adv.
Rhys. Sci. x. (ed. 21 259 Formed of the laggards, as it weie,

which have been thrown out of the race.

Hence La-g-g-ard v.
y
to play the laggard. Also

La ggardism, La'ggardly adv., La'ggardness.
1835 Plsey I^ei. to Newman in Liddon, etc. Life Pusey

(1893) II. i. 8 [It] hardly seems to come heartily, because

it has not come before, but comes laggardly. 1865 Can lyle
Fredk. Gt. xv. viii. (1872) VI, 40 Austrian* mainly are

gone laggarding with D'Ahremberg up the Rhine. 1865
Stit. Rev. XIX. 75^/1 The insolent contempt of labour

on the one hand, and the petty aping of laggardism and
polite inanity on the other. 1869 Gollbl rn Purs. Holiness
1. 10 That laggardness of will.

Laggen, variant of Laggix.

Lagger (l?c'g3J !

, sbl [f. Lag v.- + -er l
.]

1. One who lags or hangs back ; a lingerer,

loiterer.

1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. x\ii. 18 Theyr hole host, .are

all a norsebacke . . without it be the traundals and laggers

of the oost, who folow after a^ foote. 1682 Dryhen Duke of
Guise IV. ii. The guard is mine, to . . lash the laggers from
the sight of day. 1789 Mrs. Piozzi Jouru. France I. 286

The mob .. lash the laggers along with great indignation.

1844 Stanley Arnold 1. iv. 235 Himself always keeping

with the laggers, that none might strain their strength hy

I

trying to be in front with bim. t8$a R. S. Surtees

!

Sponge's Sp. 7our li. 291 The laggers were stealing quietly

up the lanes and by-roads. 1878 Fr. A. Kkmble Record
Girlhood 1 1. iv. 131 The laggers who would fain have fallen

a few paces out of the sound of the dreary parrotry of her

inventory.

2. slajig. A sailor. [? A distinct word : cf. Lage.]
1 81 a J. II. Vaux Flash Did., Lagger, a sailor.

Lagger (lse'gar), sb~ Cant. [f. Lag v.z or sb.6]

A convict undergoing or having undergone penal

servitude.

1819 Sporting Mag. III. 230/2 The laggers had an interest

as to the result. 1880 S. Lakeman Kaffir-Land 19 Many
of them were what they termed at the Cape, laggers.. men
who, having got away from Norfolk Island, or other pen-

folds for black sheep, lag behind, under the guardianship

of Dutch laws.

t La*gger, v. Obs. [? f. Lag v.2 + -er 2
; but cf.

Icel. lakra to loiter.] intr. To lag, linger, loiter.

c\6zo A. Hume Brit. Tongue Ded. (1865) 2^Heere my
harte laggarcd on the hope of your Majestie's judgement.
1 6a2 R. Preston Godly Man's fttanis. ii. 49 They shall

neuer come to the Lord, that 1agger by the way.



LAGGIN.

LagginClae'gin). Sc. and north. Also61aggyne,
lagene, 8 legen, 8-9 laggen, 9 lagen. [f. ON.
logg of the same meaning: see Lag sb& The
identification of the suffix is uncertain ; it may be

-1NG ^ (cf. Lagging vbl. sb.3)J]

1. The projecting part of the staves at the bottom

part of a cask or other hooped vessel.

1587 Sc. Acts Jos. VI (1814) HI. 522/1 That. .fee edge of

be bottom, cntring within the laggyne be pairit outwith,

toward be nethir syde. 1893 in North umbld. Gloss.

b. «LAG *M I. ? Obs.

1825 Brockett N. C. Words
>
Laggins, staves.

2. The inner angle of a wooden dish, between the

sides and the bottom.
1786 Burns Dream xv, But or the day was done, I trow,

The laggen they hae clautet Fu' clean that day. 1802 R.

Anderson Cumbcrld. Ball. 24 When on the teable furst

they set The butter'd sops, sec greasy chops, Tween lug

and laggen ! oh what fun, To see them girn and eat

!

transf. 1842 Chr. Jml. 309 The * laggin' of the Sowen-pot.

3. Comb. : laggen-gird, a hoop securing the

bottom of a tub or wooden vessel. Phr. To cast

a laggen-gird': to have an illegitimate child.

1718 Ramsay Christis Kirke Gr. in. ix, I . .coosta Legen.
girth my sell, Lang or I married Tammie. 1821 Hlactrw.

Mag. Jan. 406 2 Ye'll souk the laggin-gird off the quaigh,

and mar yere minstrelsy and our mirth.

lagging" (he'gin/, vbl. sb. 1 [f. L\G v.2 +
-ijtg l.J The action or condition of Lag v.-

1600 Holland Livy vr. vii. 221 What meanes this strange

and unwonted lagging behind? 1862 Dana Man. Geol. 4:

The westward tropical flow is due simply to a slight lagging

of the waters. 1867 Denison Astron. without Math. 123

This is called the priming and lagging of the tides. 1897
Allbuti's Syst. Med. II. 915 Cardiac irregularity is a fre-

quent consequence of tobacco-smoking, lagging and inter-

mission being die earlier forms of it.

Lagging (lse'girj), vbl. sb.'1 [f. Lag v.z +
-1NG J.J A sentence or term of imprisonment or

penal servitude. Also attrib. (see quot. 1 8 1 2 .

1812J. H. Vaux Flash Diet.) Lagging matter, any species

of crime for which a person is liable on conviction to be

transported. . . Speaking of a person likely to be transported

they say lagging dues will be concerned. 1838 Dickens O.
Twist xliii, If they do [get fresh evidence], it's a case of

lagging. 1844 Port Phillip Patriot 22 July 2/6, 1 remained
with him five years after I served my Magging'.

Lagging U^'git)), vM* so-^ U- Lag v * +
-Ing KJ The action of the vb. Lag*.
1. The action of covering a boiler, an arch, a wall,

etc , with strips of wood or felt.

1870 Eng. Mech. 11 Feb. 516 i This may be .. prevented
by careful ' lagging ' with non-conductors of heat. 1895
Hatch & Chalmers Gold Mines of Rand vi. 121 Side

lagging is >>cldom necessary after the first 50 or 100 feet.

attrib. 1884 Leisure Hour Sept. 531/2 The old engine-

house was exchanged for part of the old lagging shop.

2. //. and collect, sing. The material with which
this is done. Also attrib.

1851 Pract. Mech. Jrnl. III. 242 The boiler is covered
with lagging and Russia sheet iron. 1867 ' Ben Brierlky*
Marlocks Merriton 68 The fence (his own making) was but
a rickety fabric of ' laggins ', worn-out treadles [etc.]. 1869
Lonsdale Gloss., Laggins, the part of the wooden frame
work upon which the stones are laid when building an arch.

1870 Spott's Did. Engineering 11. 479 The term bolster has
also been applied to the pieces of timber placed across the

ribs of the centering of an arch to support the voussoirs

;

but these are more generally known by the name of laggings.

1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Lagging, planks, slabs, or
small timber placed over the caps or behincS the posts of the

timbering.

Lagging tlae-gig), PPL a -

[
f- Lao z'-

2 + -ING "J
That lags ;

behindhand, lingering, loitering, tardy.

x593 Shaks. Rich. If, 1. iii. 214 Foure lagging Winters,
and foure wanton springs End in a word. 1655 Fuller Ch.
Hist. v. i. § 4 The lagging money which was last sent

thither. 1697 Dryden Virg. Past. viii. 25 Come, Lucifer,

drive on the lagging Day. 1735 Somkrville Chase 1. 280
A lagging Line Of babling Curs [shall] disgrace thy broken
Pack. 18x3 Scott Trierm. in. xxxiii, A lofty lay Seem'd
thus to chide his lagging way.^ 1832 Ht. Martineau Deme-
rara i. 6 The slaves came with a lagging step. 1859 G.
Meredith R. Fevevel xxxiii, The eager woman hastened
his lagging mouth.

Hence La gglngly adv.
£1817 Hogg Tales <$ Sk. 111. 50 Moves heavily and lag-

gingly along. 187a Lever Lei. Kilgobbin xxxvi. (1875) 210
Thoughts that came laggingly.

Laggon, variant of Lagen.
LaggooseUae'gigtfs). a. (See Grey lag goose.)

y b. Gill Laggoose : a personification of slolh.

1573 Tusser JIusb. lxxxv. (1878) 174 Beware of Gill lag-

goose, disordring thy house.

Lagh e, Jaghe, obs. forms ofLaugh, Law, Low.
Laght, lajt, obs. pa. t. of Latch v.*

Laghter, -ir, eic., obs. forms of Laughter.
Laghtnes, obs. form of Lowness.
La'g-last. [f. Lag v. 2 + Last adv.] One who

lags or lingers to the very last. Also attrib.

1830 James Darnley ix. 41 He'll be lag last. «85«

Eraser s Mag. XLIII. 634 The laglasts, springing simul-

taneously out of bed, turned the late quiet dormitory into

a very noisy assembly-room. j86a Chr. Rossetti Goblin
Market, etc. (1884^ 84 One day in the country Is worth a

day and a year Of the dusty, musty, lag-last fashion That
days drone elsewhere. 1869 Isee Lag a. 1 b].

t La'gly, adv. Obs. rare -°. [f. Lag a. + -LY 2
.]

i6tx Florio, 149 Diretanamente, lastly, lagly, behind all.
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Iaagomorph (larg^m^Jl). Zool. [f. Gr. \ayw-s

hare -t- ^op^rj form.] One of the Lagomorpha y a

group of rodents of which the hares form one

family. Hence Iiagomo rpMc a.
}
having the form

and structure of a hare.
188a Pop. Set. Monthly XX. 423 The lagomorphs hares),

almost exclusively of the northern hemisphere.

||
Lagomys (lne*g#mis). Zool. [mod.L., f. Gr.

Xayoo-s hare + /nfc mouse.] The tailless hare, the

typical genus of the group Lagomyidx of rodents.

1869 L ubbock Preh. Times ix*. 297 The lagomys, or tailless

hare, . .has been identified by Prof. Owen among the bones
from Kents Cavern.

Lagon, obs. form of Lagan.
LagOllite (larg<Jnait). A/in. [f. It. lagotu

Lagoon named by Huot, 1841 : see -ite.] A
hydrous borate of iron from the Tuscan lagoons.
1850 Dana Min. 446 Lagonitc. An earthy mineral of an

ochreous yellow color. 1868 Ibid. (cd. 5) 600 Lagonite ..

occurs as an incrustation.

LagOOU 1 (lagw'n). Also 7-9 lagune, and 7-9
in Jt. form laguna, pi. lagune. [ad. F. lagune,

ad. It. and Sp. laguna :—L. lacuna pool.]

1. An area of salt or brackish water separated

from the sea by low sand-banks, esp. one of those

in the neighbourhood of Venice.
x6u in Crt.

<fr
Times Jas. I{\%4%) I. 184 He was observed

that day to row to and fro in (he laguna towards Murano,
to see what show his house made. 1673 Ray Journ. Low
C. 8 The Lagune or Flats about Venice. 1697 Dam-
pier Voyages I. 241 They went into a Lagune, or Lake
of Salt-water [on the Mexican coast]. The mouth of this

Lagune is not Pistol-shot wide. 1716 Loud. Gaz. No.
5407/2 People., have come over the Lagune on the Ice.

1763 W. Roberts Nat. Hist. Florida 8 This river.. forms a
lagune at the mouth. 1789 Mas. Piozzi Journ. France 1.

187 Covering the lagoons with gaiety and splendour. 1803
W. Taylor in Ann. Re7>. I. 32 The ornithorhynchus, .. an
animal peculiar to the lagoons in New South Wales. 1818

Shelley Lett. Pr. Wks. 1888 II. 237 He took me in his

gondola across the laguna to a long sandy island. 1856
Mrs. Hrowning A nr. Leigh vii. 715 God alone above each,

as the sun O'er level lagunes. 1874 Lykll litem. Geol. i. 4

i

1 Lagoons' nearly separated by sand bars from the ocean.

1883 F. M. Pearo Conlrad. I. 1 Behind them and beyond
the lagoons lay the tossing and flying waves of the Adriatic.

2. The lake-like stretch of water enclosed in an

atoll.

1769 Cook Jml. 4 Apr. (1893'* 55 Found it to be an Island

. .of an Oval form, with a Lagoon in the Middle, for winch
I named it Lagoon Island. 184a Prichard .Vat. Hist. Man
326 Reefs of coral rock, generally disposed in a circular form,

I and enclosing a lagoon. 1878 Huxlf.v Physiogr. xv. led. 2.)

' 254 Inside the rim of land, there is a shallow lake, or lagoon,

of clear green water.

3. attrib. and Comb., as lagoon-channel ; lagoon-
island, an atoll ;

lagoon-whaling, the occupa-

tion of hunting the grey-whale in the Californian

I

lagoons {Cent. Diet.).

1845 Darwin Voy. Nat. xx. (1832) 452 This is one of the

lagoon-islands (or atolls) of coral formation. Ibid. 469 The
I

depth within the Lagoon-channel, .varies much.

llenceLagoo'nishtf., characterized by the presence

of lagoons
;
Lag-oo'nless a., having no lagoon.

1841 Tait's Mag. VIII. 348 The numerous creeks, islands,

and inlets in this lagoonish .. coast are minutely described.

1877 Le Conte Elem. Geol. ii. (1879) 142 Sometimes the

lagoon closes up, and a lagoonless island is the result.

LagOOn *-(Iag/7*n). rare. [Anglicized form (after

LagoVjnI) of It. lagone, augmentative of lago:—

L. lacus Lake sb.*) Jn Tuscany, the basin of a hot

spring from which borax is obtained.

1868 Dana Min. (ed. 5) 882 Larderellite. .Occurs at the

Tuscan lagoons. 1885 Geikie Text-bk. Geol. ill. 1. i. § 2

(ed. 2I 218 The lagoons of Tuscany.

I| LagOphthalmUS (lre^gfffbgeim^s). Path.

[mod.L., ad. Gr. XayajfOaKpos adj. 'hare-eyed'

(Le. unable to close the eyes, as the hare was

supposed to be), f. Xayws hare + b<p9<i\p6s eye.

The disease is called by Galen to Xay&xpdakpov.')

A morbid condition, in which the eye remains wide

open. Also called ||
Panophthalmia, and in an-

glicized form fltasophtha-lmy. Hence tag-oph-

thalmic a.
y

pertaining to, or affected with,

lagophthalmns.
1637 Physical Diet., Lago/hthalruus. 1656 Blount, Lag-

ophihalmy. 1676 Coles, Lagophthatmia. 1888 Syd. Soc.

Lex., Lagophthatmia, Lagophthalmic, Lagophtlialmus.

LagOpode (largtfpJad). [ad. Gr. \ayd>no8-,

XaywTTovs, f. Xaydu-s hare + wo5-, irovs foot.] A
ptarmigan. (Cf. Lag OPUS.) In some mod. Diets.

Lagopodotis (lag?
,

pfy^3S)» a' U' as Pr
.

ec »

+ -ous.] Having feet like those of a hare ;
having

the foot thickly covered with feathers or fur.

1855 in Mayne Expos. Lex.

Lagopons (lag^'pas), a. Bot. [f. mod.L.

lagop-us (see Lagopus) + -ous.] Ofcertain plants

:

Having rhizomes resembling a hare's foot.

I n some mod. Diets.

tLagO'pns. Obs. [a. L. lagopus, Gr. \ay&-
irovs, f. \aycvs hare + irovs foot.] A bird with a foot

resembling that of a hare ; the ptarmigan.
1693 Sir f. P. Blount Nat. Hist. 3S5 Some.. Birds. .live

upon the highest tops of the Alps, and that all the winter

too.. as.. the Lagopus among birds. 1773 Barrincton in

LAICIZATION.
Phil. Trans. LXIII. 224 The Lagopus, of which M. de
Bufion gives an engraving, is in its winter plumage.

Iiagotic lagJ'i tik), a. [f. Gr. Xayw-s hare +
qjt-j vvs ear + -ic] Having ears like a hare's.
In some mod. Diets.

II Lagre (lagr). [Fr.] In sheet-glass making :

A sheet of perfectly smooth glass, placed between
the flattening stone and the cylinder to be flattened.

1883 H. Chance Princ. Glassmaking 129 The flattening-
stone, from the slight irregularities of whose surface it is

protected by a lagre or sheet of glass laid upon the stone.
1890 W. J. Gordon Foundry 148 In his furnace is a stone
with a piece of glass on it ; upon this so-called 'lagre* the
cylinder lies with its split side uppermost.
Lagune, variant of Lagoon 1.

Lagwort (lje'gw^it). [f. Lag v.2 + Worm]
The plant Petasiies Vulgaris (Britten 8c Holland).
1702 in J. K. Diet. 1725 Bradley Fam. Diet. s.v. Syrup,

The Roots of Lagwort, Elicampane, Smallage and Fennel.

Lahe(n, Iah^enn, obs. forms of Laugh v.

Laht, pa. t. and pa. pple. of Latch v.*

t Lahter. Obs. Korms : 1 leahter, 2 lehter,

3 leihter. [OE. leahter, f. OTent. *lahan (OE.
Itfan) to blame.] A vice, sin, crime.
C900 tr. Bseda's Hist. lit. xi. [xiii.J (1890) 190 Ic ma syn»

num & lcahtrum peowdc, ponne Godcs bebodum. 971
Ulickl. Horn. 163 Ne hie nsenig leahter ne drefde. 01175
Cott. Horn. 243 In pes deofles hcriscole fihted agen us his

iferred gewerjed gastes, and unbeawes and unwraste lahtres.

ciaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 79 De fule lehtres him holdea
hunden on here bralshipe. a iaaS Ancr. R. 156 Noa empti
studc iSe heorte to underuongen fiesliche leibtren.

Lahter, ohs. form of Laughter.
Lai, obs. f. Lay sb. and v., and of lay, pa. t. Lie.

Laic (l^'ik), a. and sb. Forms : 6-7 laik(e,

(7 laycke), 7-8 layick;e, 7-9 laick(e, 6- laic,

[ad. late L. laicus, Gr. AaiVcoy, f. Xaoy the people.

Cf. OF. laic, laique.']

A. adj. Of or pertaining to a layman or the laity

;

non-clerical, secular, temporal ; = Lay a.

1562 WinJet (title) The last Blast of the Trompet of Godis
worde . . Put furtb . . At the desyre of ye inferiour ordoure of
Clergie, and laic men. 1596 Dalbvmple tr. Leslie's Hist.
Scot. 1. 105 w<rr^.,Thrie ordourisof the Realme, Ecclesiastik,

NobiUlie, and the laik sorte. 1626 Meade in Ellis Orig.
I Lett. Ser. 1. 111. 220 It understands the King not to be

I

merely laic, but a mixed person. 1634 Sis T. Herbert
I

Trav. 86 A well voiced boy from the .. top of their

Churches sings Eulogies to Mahomet . . and then eacb
Laycke Pagan fals to devotion. x66a J. Babcrave Pope
Alex. VII (1867) 38 To avoid the appearance at a laic

King's court. 1736 Chandler Hist. Persec. to The prose-

cution [of Socrates] was truly laick. 1821 Lamb Elia Ser. t.

Jmperf. Sympathies, A kind of secondary 01 laic-truth is

1 tolerated, where clergy-truth—oath-truth, by the nature of
the circumstances, is not required. 1861 Tulloch Eng.

' Purit. ii. 291 The common life, clerical and laic, is of a very
coarse kind.

B. sb. One of the laity ; a layman or lay person ;

I one who is not an ecclesiastic.

1596 Dalrvmplf. tr. Leslie's Hist Scot. x. 297 He sendis

j

messingeris . . with the fyre crose in thair handes, . . sulde
' shaw it out to al man haith laikis and kirkmen. 1609 Bp.

]

Hall Dtssivas.fr. Poperie Wks. (1627) 642 How wretch-
1 edly and fearefulfy must their poorc layicks needs die 1 1660
1 R. Coke Power <y Subj. 167 If lie be a Laick, he shall be
excommunicated from every Christian thing. 1739J.TRAPP
Right, overmuch xo For unletter'd Laics to take upon them
to expound or interpret the Scriptures. 1787 Sir J. Hawkins
Johnson 261 The clergyman was now become an amphibious
being, that is to say, both an ecclesiastic and a laic. 1823
Ljncard Hist. Eng. VI. 245 A committee of thirty-two

members, half laics and half clergymen. 1847 Bi'shnell
Chr. Nurt. iv. (1861) 114 No person, whether laic or priest.

1884 Tennyson Becket u i, Laics and barons, thro' The
random gifts of careless kings, have graspt Her livings.

Laic, variant of Lake sb.2 Obs., play.

Laical (l£ l *ikal), a. Also6lai-, laycall. [f.as

prec. + -al.] =prec. Also occas., non-professional.

I1290 Rolls 0/ParIt. I. 60/2 Exactionibus..per quas plus

exturquent de populo quam omnes Cur' laycales.] 1563-87
Foxe A. tf M. (1596J 1050/1 The distinction used to be
made betweene the priestcs communion and the laicall com-
munion. 1596 Bell Surv. Popery tn. x. 408 The faithful

laycall people. 1656 in Blount Glossogr, 1704 Nelson
Fest. <y Fasts x. (1739) 603 The Canon Law. .declares that

every Laical Person who.. shall take a Bribe for a Presenta-

tion .. shall be excommunicated. 1818 Ladv Morgan
Anfobiog. (1859) x°6 '^n 's religious house . . is almost laical.

1821-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 557. No complaint is

so common as fever; none in which mankind, whether pro-

fessional or laical, are so little likely to be mistaken. 1864

Lowell Fireside Trav. 175 A phrase commonly indicated

in laical literature by the same sign which senes for

Doctorate in Divinity. 1886 Atltenaeunt 17 July 79/a The
special circumstances of Dulwich make its headmastership

one more laical, .than that of other leading schools.

absol. 1605 Camden Rem., Wise Sp. 180 In all ages the

Clericall will flatter, as well las] the Laicall.

Hence Laica'lity, the state or condition of a

layman
;
Iia'ically adv., in a laical manner; after

the manner of a layman. In mod. Diets.

Laicization (le hisaiz^'Jan). [f. next + -ation.

Cf. F. laicisationJ\ The action or process of ren-

dering lay or subjecting to lay control.

1881 Sat. Rev. 0 July 37\ The example of England was
frequently quoted in support of this process of laicization *.

1884 Ch. Tunes 13 June 445/3 There is one reform which
we desire to see carried out . . that is what we may call the

laicisation of the parish churches. 1889 Times 5 Jan. 5/3

The laicization of the hospitals has provoked, and still



LAICIZE.

provokes, extreme irritation. 1896 Speaker 25 July 102/2

The laicisation of elementary education may easily be

exaggerated.

Laicize (l<?Ws3iz), v. Also -ise. [f. Laic a.

+ -ize. Cf. F. laieiser.] trans. To make lay

;

lo deprive of a clerical character; to secularize,

esp. lo commit (a school, etc.) to the direction of

laymen ; to make (an office) tenable by laymen.

1870 Nonconformist 30 Nov. 11 33 A measure tending

.. to laicise .. the constitution and government of the

Universities. »88a Q. Rev. Oct. 491 Clerical fellowships

have been extinguished, and the Headships of Houses
laicised. 1885 Pa.lt Matt G. 16 June 3/2 The proposal to

laicize the names of the Paris streets, and banish therefrom

the word *Sainte'. 1896 Fldin. Rev. July 211 It is com-
petent for the authority to laicise a public school.

Hence Laicizing1

vbl. sb. and ppl. a. Also I*ai-

clzer, one who laicizes. Iia'icism (see quot. 1 796).

1796 Hist, in Ann. Reg. 185 This occasional exercise of

the priestly function was denominated laicism, and repre-

sented as sacrilegious usurpation of the sacerdotal rights.

1884 Athenaeum 19 July 79/3 The laicizing of the staff of

masters. 1890 Ch. Rev. 11 Aug., First we had the laicising

of the dons, then the marrying of the fellows. 1891 Tablet

2 May 691 In five years the laicisers have squandered

IS millions of francs. 1893 Nation (N. Y.) 24 Aug. 133/3
Certain laicizing Catholics. 1897 Dowdkn /•>. Lit. 73
Whether it had its origin in a laicising of the irreverent

celebration of the Feast of Fools.

Laid (1M), ppf. a. [pa. pplc. of Lay v.] In

various senses of the vb. f Of a design : Deliber-

ately framed. Laid drain (see quot. 1811); laid

paper (see quot. 1839) 5 laid ™ool, tarry wool
;

laid-work (see Couching vbl. sb. 2, quot. i8S4^
(Cf. best-laid, New-law.)
a 1547 Surrey AZn. it. 054 My shoulders broad, and laied

neck [L. subjectaque colla] with garments gan \ spread.

1697 'n Perry Hist. Coll. Amer. Cot. Ch. I. 46 A laid designe

to obstruct . . the business . . of the College. 1720 Ozki.l

tr. Vertot's Rom. Ret. I. in. 169 There seemed to be
a laid Design of making away with all the Senators.

1733 Berkeley Vitui. Theory Vision § 5 Wks. 1871 I. 374,
I think one may observe a laid design^ gradually to under-
mine the belief of the Divine Attributes and Natural
Religion. 1790 Gkosk Prov. Gloss, (ed. 2), Tain', just

frozen. When water is slightly frozen, it is said to be laid.

Norf. 1805 Southev Ballads, etc. Poet. Wks. VI. 266 The
Old Dragon's own laid egg was this. 1805 Foksyth
Beauties Scotl. 1 1. 127, 25$ lib. of what is called laid wool
to the stone. x8n G. S. Keith Agric. Smy. A berd. 426
It is generally found advisable to use a laid drain, i. e.

a row of stones laid on each side, . . and a course of tlat

stones laid above these. 1818 J. Hassell Hides $ Walks
II. 106 Mr. Staines manufactures wove drawing papers and
laid writing ones. 1825 J.

Nicholson Operat. Mechanic

373 Observing that the laid wires should be parallel with
the axis. 1839 Urk Dirt. Arts 927 A strong raised wire is

laid along each of the cross bars [of the mouldl to which
the other wires are fastened ; this gives the laid paper
its ribbed appearance. 1880 Paper $ Printing Trades
Jrnl. xxx. 8 The thick cream laid paper on which this

work is printed. 1886 Pall Mall G. 28 July 6A There
are many good standing pieces [of wheat] . . A laid crop

being quite a rarity, except in some of the fens. 1900 / Vestm.
Gaz. xo July 10/1 Harvest labour . . is . . mucb greater for

laid fields than for good standing crops.

b. of rope, with some defining word prefixed,

as eable-y hawser-, short-, stack-, soft-, twice-laid,

for which see the first member.
c. with adverbs, as doiun, out, up

; f laid in —
1 inlaid \
1598 tnv. in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) III. 325

A. .bedsteade of walnuttree varnished vpon layd in woorke.
1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780), Laid-up

y
the situation

of a ship when she is either moored in a harbour during
the winter-season, or laid by, for want of employment : or
when by age and craziness she is rendered incapable of
further service. 1837 Steuart Planters G. (1828) 390 An
ill laid-out place . . is, generally speaking, the work of the

owner. 1851 Greknwell Coal-trade Terms Northumb.
Durh. 34 A laid out tub of coals is a tub of coals con-

taining stones or foul coal beyond a certain specified

quantity, usually one quart. 185a C W. H[oskins} Talpa
60 However good in their way broad principles, and laid

down courses of cropping or of treatment may be.
_
1882

De Windt Equator 22,! n the midst of beautifully laid-out

gardens, is the.. Palace of the Raja.

Xiaid(e, Sc. and north, form of Load sb. »

Laidly (l£*cHi ), a. Now Sc. and arch, (with

allusion to ballad use). Also 4 laithly, 5 lathely,

6 laithlie, 7, 9 laidlie, 8 laily. [Northern var.

of Loathly.] Offensive, hideous, repulsive.

a 1300 Cursor M. 2406 (Gott.) Sore x me drede, par we wend
bi bis laithly lede. a 1400-50 Alexander 491 He . . Lete sa
lathely a late. 1513 Douglas /Encis iv. viii. 100 Wynis gude
Anon returnit into laithlie blude. 1567 Gude Godly Hall.
(S. T. S.) 40 Lickand the fylth furth of his laithlie ilesche.

a 1605 Polwart Flyting to. Montgomerie 132 With laidlie

language, loud and large, a 1800 Laily Worm % Machrel
ii. in Child Ballads (1884) I. 316/1 She has made me the
laily worm, That lies at the fit o the Tree. 1843 Blackio.
Mag. LI II. 177 When first the destrier eyed The laidly
thing, it swerved aside. 1849 Lytton A*. Arthur vi. Ixvi,

The laidliest widows find consoling mates. 1878 lath Cent.
992 Her laidly wooer, whose income was better than his looks.

1884 Q. Rev. Apr. 326 Long black boats, outriggered, and
manned, as one might think, by a lot of overgrown black
spiders, so long, so lank, so 1

laidlie * are the crew.

Laid-sterne, obs. form of Loadstar.
tLaidure. Obs. [a. F. laideur, f. laid ugly.]

Ugliness, deformity.
1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 431 b/i, I wold fayne susteyn on

my lyppes suche laydure or shame as long as I shal lyuesoo

29

that alle the euyl vyce of sweryng were lefte and caste out

from aile our royatne.

Laier, Laiety, obs. fL L.ur sb., Layer, Laity.
[

Laife(o, obs. form of Lay fee.

Laigh. (lex), a-> aĉ v^ anc* s&- Also 4*9
laich e, 5 laych, 4 lawch, 5 lauch. [See Low a.]

A. adj. — Ia>w a. in various senses : Near the

ground, not elevated ; f inferior in rank or quality;

not loud.

1375 Barbour Bruce xm. 6st And it, that wondir lawch i

wer ere, Mon lowp on loft in the contrereJv c 1375^ Troy-

bk. 11. 1719 Now as hillis hie yt schauris Now set laich

with ane nobir skift. c 1470 Henry Wallace x. 622 The
lauch way till Enrawyn thai ryd. 1581 Satir. Poems 1

Reform, xliv. 119 Go hencs then, lounis ! the laich vay in
j

Abyssis. is8*-8 Hist. Jas. VI (1804) 75 Finding the len-

tell stane of the bak zet to be sumquhat laiche. 1693
Scot. Presbyt. liloq. (1738) 124 Christ .. rode upon an A«s,

;

which is a Laigh Ueast. 1728 Ramsay Last Sp. Miser xxv,

Sic are but very laigh concerns, Compar'd with thee. 1733
Scots Mag. Apr. 162/2 The commi*sioners .. shall meet
in the laigh council-house, Edinburgh. 1816 Scon Autiq.

\

i, A sharp- looking old dame., who inhabited a ' laigh shop ',

anglicdy a cellar. 1881 Stevenso

n

#

Thrawn Janet Wk>.
1895 III. 253 It's a lang, laigh, mirk chalmer. ibid. 257

|

When a' of a sudden he heard alaigh, uncanny steer upstairs.

1894 CKOcKtTT Lilac Sunbouuet 74 One of the farms at 1

the ' laigh ' end of the parish.

B. adv. In a low position ; to a low point ; in

a low lone.

1583 Satir. Poems Reform. \lv. 349 Laich in a lymbus,
whair they lay. 1596 Dalkymplb tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. vti.

2Quhen he saw the vertues of the Brusc.and how laich [he]

was brocht. 179a Burns Bessy $ Spinnin Wheel i, I'll

set me down and sing and spin, While laigh descends the

simmer sun. 1868 O. Macoonald R. Falconer \, 18 Speyk
laicher, man; she'll maybe hear ye. 1893 Stkvknson
Catriona 20 I>ut—laigh^ in your ear, man — I'm maybe no
very keen on the other side.

C. sb. a. A hollow, b. A low-lying ground.
1... Chart. Aberbrothok (Advoc. Libr. MS.) 79 J'as>and

|

eist downwart to the grcyn laigh to Gemylis myr. 1768

Ross 11elfnote (1789) 47 A burn ran in the laigh, ayont
1

there lay As many feeding on the other brae. 1798 Statist.

Acc. Scot. XX. 232 The whole laigh of Moray had been
covered with the sea in the year 1010. 1811 G. S. Kehh
Aerie. Sunt. Aberd. 172 Low wet lands, called laighs.

Laik, Sc. form of Lack ; variant of Lake.

-laik, suffix, in the Ormulum written -le^c, in

northern and north-midland lexts usually -laik,

-layk(e, in the Ancren Riwle (MS. Nero) and a

few other 13th c. texts -leic, -lec, -loik
;
appended

in ME. to adjs. to form sbs. of quality, none of

which have survived into mod. ling. Etymologi-

cally it represents the ON. -leik-r str. masc. which

(with a parallel form -Icike wk. masc; is the or-
1

dinary suffix in ON. corresponding functionally to

the Eng. -ttess ; its use in Eng. must have originated

in words adopted from Scandinavian, as godletfc

(Orm.) from ON. g66leikr\ but already in the

Orranlum (^1200) it is added freely to native

English adjs., as in clwitle^c cleanness, gredi$le&
greediness. Ormin has in all 28 words of this

formation ; in some instances he originally wrote

-nesse, but -letfc has been substituted ' in a ruder

but apparently contemporary hand * (editorial note

in Orm. 1 1. 349) ; the reason was perh. metrical,
;

as -lejjc and -nesse were in Ormin's prosody equi-

valent only before a vowel. Except in the Ormulum
the suffix is somewhat rare, and no instance is known
of its heing appended to an adj. of Romanic origin.

The ON. -leik-r corresponds in form with the OE. suffix

-lac (usually neut., rarely masc), now -lock (q.v. for the

etymology); but in function the two are distinct, the ON.
suffix being appended only to adjs., and the OE. suffix

only to sbs. or verb-stems to form sbs. expressive of action.

Occasionally the suffix representing OE. -lac was in northern

or north midland texts written -laik* so that it became
coincident in form with the Scandinavian suffix, e.g. in

dwimerlatk (Alex.), ivedlaik (R. Brunne).

Laike, variant of Lake z\t, sb£ y
sb.Z

Laill, variant of Leal.
Laily, variant of Laidly a.

tLain, sb.* Obs. Also 5-6 layn(e, 6 lane,

[f. Lain v.; cf. ON. leyni neut., hiding-place,

t leyni in secret.] Concealment ; chiefly in with-

out {ox but) lain, without concealment or disguise.

a 1300 Cursor M. 13966 (CotO, I sal spek of his sisters

tua, Jat was martha, wit-vten lain, and als sua mari mag-
|

dalain. c 1460 Towneley Myst. xvi. 146, I kepe not layn,

truly Syn thay cam by you fast, An or here way in hy thay

soght. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. I. 306 To say the suith but

lane. 1560 Rolland Crt. Venus in. 760 The fourt I can find ,

Sit withoutin lane. 1575 Wyfe Lapped in Morrelks Skin 83
|

in Hazl. E. P. P. IV. 184 Her mother doth teach her, with-

outen layne To be mayster of ber husband another day.

tlaain, sb? Obs. Also 6 laine, 6-7 lane. [?f.

lain pa. pple. of Lie v.1] A layer, a stratum.

1577 Harrison England u. xii. (1877) 1. 23s In plastering

. . of our fairest houses ouer our heads, we vse to Jaie first

a laine or two of white morter tempered with hatre, vpon
laths. 1584 R. Scot Discov. Witchcr. xnt. xxx. 279 The
bottome being no deeper than as it may conteine one lane

of corne or pepper glewed thereupon. 1677 Plot Oxfordsh.
260 After every six inches thickness of Corn, a stratum of

Pebbles, . .then Corn again to the same thickness, and so SSS
[i. e. stratum super stratum} to ten lains apiece, c 168a

J. Colmns Making of Salt in Engl. 121 The Meat ..is
|

LAIR.

pack'd . . with Salt betwixt every Lane or Lay. 1706 Phillu s

(.ed. Kersey), Laines (in Masonry), Courses or Ranks laid in

the building of Stone or Brick-walls.

Lain, v. Obs. exc. Sc. Forms : 4, 6 leyn e, {6-7
lean(e,7lene),4-5(9vS^.)layn(e,4-6lane,lain(e.

[a. ON. tyyna to conceal, corresponding to OK.
// tr&nan to deny,OS. Itignian (Du . loochenen ,OHG.
loug\t)nen (MUG. lougenen, G. liiugnen, lettgneri),

Goth, (and OTeut.) laitgnjan ; f. OTeut. *laugnd
sir. fern, represented by OHG. hitgita denial, ON.
laun Sw., Da. Ion secrecy, concealment; f. Teut.

root *laug- (: leug- : lug-) : see Lie sb.i, v.'1

Phonologitally some of the foi ms might descend from OK.
(Anglian) *legnati \ but the examples seem to show the

specially ON. development of sense.]

trans. To conceal, hide; lo be silent about, dis-

guise (a fact). Also absol. A'ot to ox at) lain : not

lo be concealed. Hence Laiuing, vbl. sb.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1549 (Cott.) In sua lang time, es noght
to lain, be planetes all ar went again. Ibid. 2738 (Gott.)

Abraham . . fra he wil i noght leyne mi priuite. c 1350
Wilt. Palcrne 906, 1 wol it nou;t layne. c 1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints, Syuwn t, ludas 162 Of our kine gyf bou wil frane,

we are hebreis nocht to layne. ?rfi400 Morle A rth. 419
Gret vele Lucius, thi lorde, and layne noghte bise wordes.

c 1400 I 'ivaine <y Gaio. 703 Thou mon be ded, es noght at

laine, Lor my lord that thou has sjayne. 1 1400 tr. Sccretu
Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 100 Hut bai layned it to his flader.

t 1420 Avow. Arth. xxxiii, Hit is atte the quene wille Qwi
schuld 1 layne Y c 1440 York Myst. xxv. 101 Thistjdyngis
schall haue no laynyng. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (1858;

II. 648 Makdufc.in nothing wald lane, How Makcobey
bayth wyfe and barnis had slane. 1598 R. Reknakd tr.

Terence, Adripki it I. iii,He lained nothing (L. ;////// refit nit],

1638 Lratiiwait Bessie Bell iv, 'Las, maidens must faine it

;

1 love though I laine it. ^1650 Earte Westmorld. 120 in

Lurnivall Percy Folio I. 305 Duke lohn of Austria is my
Master*, name, he will ncuer Lene it vpon die sea a 1802

^amic Telfer xxx. in Child Ballads (1890' IV. 7/:, I winna
layne my name fur thee. 1862 Hist.or Prov. Scot. 212

Women and bairns layne what they ken na.

Lain. pa. pj>le. of Lie.

Laine Oe ln . local. A name ^iven to certain

tiacts oi arable land at the foot of the Sussex Downs.
1794 Ann. Agric. XXII. 219 Rent of the arable, including

the laines, is 1 5^. per acre. Ibid. 230 The laines or bottoms .

.

Laine land or arable. 1797 Ibid. XXVII!. 124 His course is

what is called in Sussex three laines, that is, wheat once in

three years. 1881 Sawvkk Land 'Tenure Brighton in I'roc.

liitorp. Land Soc. 95 [Outside the boundaries of Brighton]
were fiv*: large tracts of land, known as the Tenantry
Laines. and called the Last Laine, Little Laine, Hilly

Laine, North Laine, and West Laine. ..These Laines were
again divided into furlongs. . . The ' Tenantry flock ' was.,

when taken from the Down, invariably kept in the fallow

lands or grattens in the 'Tenantry Laines 18. Spectator
No. 2137. 574 (Cent ; reference erroneous) Light falls the

rain on link and laine.

Lainer {Icudj . Obs. in literary use. Also 4-7
layner, 5-7 laner, 5 lanyr. [a. F. laniere ;

afterwards re-adopted' as lanyer, corrupted into

Lanyard.] A lace, strap, thong, lash.

c 1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 1646 Gig^inge of sheeldes, with

layneres [Comb. MS. Ianyerysl lacinge. 1387 Trkvisa
iligdtn (Rolls) V. 369 Hire hosen .. i-tcyed wib layners al

aboute. 14.. Sir Beucs 2753+ 85 'MS. K.) Hese laynery*

[/>7«/<rt/layuerys] he took anon And fastenyd hys hawberk
hym vpon. c 1440 Promp. Pat~i>. 286 1 Lancre, ligula.

c 1450 Merlin 697 A-noon brake the layners that he had
bonnden vp his hoseu of stiell. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg.

338/1 Layners or lachettes of theyre skynne were cutte

cute of theyr back. — G. de la Tour Cj b, Vf I shold

sytte lowe I myght brtke my poyntes or layners. 1485
Naval Acc. Hen. I'll (1896) 37 Layners for the truss perell

.. j. 1610 Holla sn Camden s Brit. I. 542 An oxe hide

cut out into very smal laners, that we call Thongs. 1616

Bullokar, Layners [printed Layuers], thongs of lether.

Mod. (Essex) This whip wants a new lainer.

Laing, Sc. form of Lo.ng.

Laip, obs. Sc. form of Lap vA
Lair (le»j), j//. 1 Forms: 1 leser, 3-6 leir, 5

layere, 5-7 lare, layre, 5-7 leyre, 6-7 lear^e,

laire, laier, (lieare), 6-9 layer, 9 Sc. layre,

dial, lear, 4- lair. See also Layer. [OE, le^er

str. neut., corresponding to OKris. legor lying,

situation, OS. legar neut., bed, bed of sickness (Du.

leger bed, camp), OHG. ieger masc, bed, camp
(mod.G. lager, influenced by lage, lying, situation),

ON. legr neut., seduction. Golh. ligr-s masc, bed

OTeut. *legro- t f. root *leg- : see Lie tj.
1

]

f 1. The action or fact of lying. Obs.

Beorvtilf (Gr.) 3043 Se [sc. se draca] wses fiftijes fot^e*

mearces lang on lexere. C893 Alfred Oros. i. i. §23 Mid
ban langan lexere }>a;s deadan mannes inne. 1513 Douglas
sEncis viu. iv. 70 All the beistis war Repaterit weyll

eftyr thair nychtis lair. 1631 Markham Way to Get Wealth
v. ii. xviii. (1668) 87 Touching the keeping of Corn after it

is thrash t and drest, it is divers wayes to be done, as by
stowage or place of lear.

fb. A lying with a person ; fornication. Obs.

1296 Durham Halmote Rolls (Surtees) 1 Eda filta Pater

Noster pro leyr, 6d. I33*~3 tbid. 13 De Ivetta Horner, pro

leyr in adulterio, 2s. 1361 Ibid. 27 De Christiana ancilla

Willelmi capellani pro leyr cum capellano, 2s.

f c. Of land : The state of lying fallow. Obs.

1602 Carew Cornwall 20a, The Tiller.. is driuen to giue

it at least seuen or eight yeres leyre.

2. The resting place of a corpse ; a grave, tomb.

Now only Sc., a plot in a graveyard.

c 1000 Laws Northumbr. Priests § 62 in Schmid Gesetze 370



LAIR.

bolide he claenes tejeres. c iooo Sax. Leechd. III. 288 Unsac
he waes on life beo on le^ere swa swa he mote. ? a 1400 Morte
ArtA. 2293 Sir Arthure. .ledde hyme to the layere thare the

kynglygges. ct^zs WyntovnOwx.vii. x.3243 Hechesydhis
layre in till Kelsew. ^1470 Haruinc Chron. lxxxiv. iii,

The mynstcr churche . . Of Glastonbury, where nowe he hath
his leyre. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot' U858) 1. 118 Ane feild

full fair, Quhair that him self befoir chesit his lair, a 1578
Linoesav (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S. T. S.) I. 154 Sanct
Salvatouris colledge quhairin he maid his lair verri cureous-

lie and costlie. 186a McQueen in Afarm. Afag. XLVI.
162 Some of the inhabitants .. had their family 4

lair 'or

burying-place in the graveyard of a village. 1890 [Notice

in Stromness Ch.-yard] The Committee appointed by the

Heritors to take charge of the new Burial Ground have had
before them alternative plans for placing of lairs.

3. That whereon one lies down to sleep ; a bed,

couch, f At or to lair : in or to bed. f To take

one's lair: to take to one's bed. Now chiefly

with some reference to sense 5 b.

a 1000 Wi/e's Comfit. 34 Frynd le^er weardiab bonne ic

on uhtan ana gonge. c 1200 Trin. Coll. JHorn. 103 He be3

ne8er panne he er was, alse fro sete to leire. a 1300 Cursor
M. 29091 In askes and in hare, and weping and vneses lair.

ci4»5 Dispute Mary % Cross 96 in Leg. Rood (1871) App.
200 My love I lulled vppe in hys leir.^ 1494 Acta Dom.
Cow. 11739) 372/2 His wiflf wes liand in cheld bed lare.

16x9 H. Hutton Folios Anat. (Percy Soc.>35 Robin has

for tobaccho sold his chairc, Reserving nothing but a stoole

for 's lare. 1633 T. Adams Comm. *. Pet. i. 9 (1865) J07

The physician coming to his patient inquires the time when
he took his layre. 1821 Clare Vill. Minstr. II. 24 The
shepherd .. on the sloping pond-head lies at lair. 1831

Carlyle Sart. Res. (1858* 13 Wretchedness shivers

hunger-stricken into its lair of straw. 1851 Mavse Reid
Scalp ffunt. xx. 139 There were * lairs ' among the under-

wood, constructed of branches. 1899 F. T. Bum.kn Log of
a Sea-waifido The villainous den beneath the top-gallant*

forecastle, far in the fore part of the ship, which is the lair

of seamen in most Fnglish ships.

trans/, and fi*. 1814 Scott Ld. of Isles iv. iv, Till

stretch'd upon the bloody hir Each rebel corpse was laid !

1821 Shelley Prometh. Unb. 1. 687 We make there our
liquid lair.

4. A place for animals to lie down in. a. for

domestic animals. f Also, a haunt or range.

Now spec, an enclosure or large shed for cattle on

the way to market.
By Spenser, if the reading be correct, used pscudoarch.

for 'pasture '.

fi4ao Paltad. on Hush. 1^52 Take hcede ek if the

dwellers in that leir Her wombis sidis, reynysswelle or ake.

1513 Douglas .Ends xm. Prol. 44 All stoyr and catall

seysit in thar lair. 1573 'ITssek flush, cxiii. (1878) 206
Borne I was.. In Essex laier, in village faier, that Riuen-
hall hight. 1596 Sfknskr F. Q. iv. viii. 29 More hard for

hungry steed t' al>staine from pleasant lare. a 1605 Mont-
gomery: Mitides Mel., Ps. xxiii. 5 He makes my leare In
feelds so fare. 164$ 13 lit he Eng. fmprcv. frnfir. (1653) 110

The Warmest parts of many Pastures, which Sheep and
Cattell chuse alway for their Lieare. 165, Drypln l

r
irg.

Georg. 111. 233 Nature shall provide . . Mossy Caverns for

their Evening lare. 1725 Bradley Fain. Diet. s.v. Con;
You must.. fill up the Hole* carefully that are in the Cow-
house«yard or Layer. 1810 in Risdoti's Surv. Devon 406
Each flock of sheep has its particular range, ..These places

are called lears. 1821 Clare Vill. Minstr. 11. 105 Low of
distant cattle . . dropping down to lair. 1865 Daily 'f'et.

22 Aug. $
f$ These lairs .. are tolerably comfortable places,

and the cattle have food and water while staying there. 1887
Times 27 Aug. 11/4 Hay, straw, and forage for use in the lairs.

b. for beasts of chase or of prey. Phr. At /air:

in his or their lair.

1576 Tukberv. Yenerie 115. 159a Nashe P. Pen Hesse
(ed. 2) 31 b, All the nimble Citizens of the wood betooke
them to their Laire. 1626 Breton Fantosticks, Summer
(1857) 324 The stately Hart is at Layre in the high wood.
1667 Milton P. L. yn. 457 Out of the ground up rose, As
from his laire the wilde Beast. 1735 Somerville Chase in.

294 Fierce from his Lair springs forth the speckled Pard.
1840 Thirlwall Greece vn. Iv. 96 They were hunted like

wild beasts into their lairs. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. I.

11. 535 In that forest was the lair Of a great boar.

trans/, and fig. 18x4 Byron Lara 11. ix, He had hoped
quiet in his sullen lair, i860 W. Collins Worn. White 111.

viii. 383, 1 had .stirred in its lair the serpent-hatred of years.

1870 Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. xxxii. 6 Before the great
devouring floods leap forth from their lairs.

c. of other animals.

1841 Browning Pippa 167 That mossy lair of lizards.

i860 Emerson Cond. Li/e, Fate Wks. (Bohn) II. 324 Every
creature,—wren or dragon,—shall make its own

J
air. 1867

F. Francis Angling v. (1880) 182 A fish feeding in his lair.

5. Agric* Nature or kind of soil, with reference

to its effect on the quality of crops, or of the

animals pastured upon it.

1519 Horman Vutg. j 78 The tyllar wyll .. shone it as

poysonde leyre. 1530 Palsgr. 237/2 Layre of a grounde,
terroy\r\ 1573 Tlsskr Husb. (1878) 141 What laier much
better then there, or cheaper (tbereon to doowell?) 1610

Folkingham Art o/ Survey I. viii. 15 Virgill infers the

best layer for Tillage to be an Earth which is blackish

and darke. 1616 Surfi.et & Markh. Countrry Farme
117 Sheepe bred either of a fruitful! ground, and rich leare,

or vpon barren ground, and poore leare. 1623 Markmam
Cheape <fr

Good ffusb. (ed. 3) 104 Leare, which is the

earth on which a Sheepe lyeth, and giueth him his colour,

is much to be respected ; the red Leare is held the best.

1655 Moffet & Bennkt ffcallh's fmprov. (1746) 158 Chuse
the Female before the Male I rabbit],, .and both from out a
chalky Ground and a sweety I^ayer. 1688 R. Holme
Armoury 11. 135/2 Sheep at their l^ear. Some say, Feeding
or Grasing. 1709 A. Young Agric. Lines. 211 Where
the soil is so good as to run well to grass good layers are

easily formed. 1847 JrnL R. Agric. Soc. viii. 1. 64 Manure
ts used heavily on clover-layers.

fig. 1565 Jewel Refit. Harding (161 1) 355 Lacke of Deuo-

30

tion both in the people and in the Priest, is a good leare to

breed Masses. 1602 Breton Wonders worth fiearing{Qxosa.T\)

8/1 His Bride and hee were both Rabbets of one Laier.

6. Comb. : lair-holder Sc., the owner of a grave
;

f lair- stall, f -stead, a grave within a church ;

t lair-stone, a gravestone
; f lair-stow, a burial-

place.

1864 N. fJ. Nail 2 Nov., The subcommittee of the •lair-

holders thought it would [etc.]. 1541 Mem. A' i><7« (Surtees)

1 1 1. 105 Pro denariis debitis pro le *layrestall infra ecclesiam.

1672 Vestry lifts. (Surtees) 338 For laying downe layerstalls,

5s. 1559 Rictimottd. Wills (Surtees 1853} 130, 1 gyue for

my *lare stede in the churche iij\ iiij"
1
. 1538 Invent, in

Archeeologia LI. 71 I tin the laton on the *larestoncs, vd.

1565 Wills <* ftn>. .V.
, C. (Surtees 1815) 247 For his lairstone

in ye church iij". iiijd. C163* in Brand Ifist. Newcastle
(1789) 1. 370 note, One swea tree with two rolles for taking
and laying down lairstoues. c 1000 ^Elfric ffom. (Th.) I.

430 Ypolitus 3a bebyrisde 3one hal^an lichaman on dWe
wudewan *lexer-stowe. c 1205 Lay. 22874 Me 110m alle

ba dedo & to lcirstowe heom ladden.

Lair (le-u), sb.'* Now dial. Also 4, 8 lare,

4-5 layre, 4-5, 9 laire, 8 laier. [a. ON. kir\$\v.

ler. Da. leer) OTettt. type *laizo-n, ? cogn. w.
laimo- Loam.] Clay, mire, mud. \ Under lair \

under the ground.
a 1300 Cursor M. 519 O watur his blod, his fless o lair, His

hete o fir, hijs and of air. a 1340 Hampole Psalter Ixviii.

18 Out take roe of the lare that ,i. be not infestid.

a 1400-50 Alexander 4445 All sail leue 30W at be laste and
in-to laire worth. 4:1440 York Mysi. xxx'i. 213 One I^azar

.. Lay laken vndir layre fro lymine and fro light.

1637 Rutherforu Lett. (1862) I. 276 My short legs could
not step ouer this lair or sinking mire. 1787 Grose
Proxi. Gloss., Laier, soil, dung. I'Xs. and Surf, fan; a
quagmire. N. 1803 W. S. Rose Amadis 76 He sees two
damsels o'er the laire advance. 1815 Brock ett N. C.

Words, Lair, mire, dirt. 1893 Xorthumbld. Gloss., Lair,
mud, 'sleek quicksand,' or any soft yielding surface. 1895
Crockett Men 0/ Moss flags 31 He was covered with the

lair of the moss-hags.

tLair, Obs. Also 5-6 layer, 6 leyar,

leire, laire. A ewer.

1491 Willofl'aughan (Somerset Ho.), A layer of sillier ouer
gilt. 1508 Sponselles L. Marye 25 in Camden Misc. (1895),

No saltc.cuppe, or layer . .set on the horde. 1565 in Leland's
Collect. (1770) 1. 11. 691 The Communion Table was richly

furnished with Plate .. viz. . . Two great Leires, garnished
with stones. 1576 in H. Walpole I'ertue's A need. Paint.

(1786) I. 287 A fair bason and lair guilt.

Lair ^1c»j Also 2 leire. [f. Laik sb.*]

+ 1. trans. To prostrate, lay on the ground.
c 1200 J'rin. Coll. ffom. 103 pe rihte bileue and be soSe

luue..ben leirede and slaine on his heorte.

2. a. intr. To lie, repose {on a bed), b. Of
cattle: To go to their lair. c. trans. To place

in a lair. Also rejl. To find one's lair. d. To
serve as a lair for ; in quot. lS^ofig.
1607 Topsell Serpents (1658) 766 Vnder this herb a

Snake full cold doth lear [ = L. latet anguis sub he/ba].

166a G. Swinnock Li/e 0/ Christ Pref., O how sad is it

that so many precious souls should be laring on their beds
of security and idleness. 1821 Clare Vill. Minstr. II. 74
The berries of the brambly wood . . Which, when his cattle

lair, he runs to get. 1851 Mayse Rejo Rifie Rangers i.

13 The jaguar is not far distant, 'laired' in the secret depths
of the impenetrable jungle.

%
1853 Alex. Smith Li/e Drama

x. 183 I'd rather lair me with a fiend in fire Than look on
such a face as hers to-night. 1870 Lowell Cathedral Poet.

Wks. (1879) 453 As a mountain seems To dwellers round
its bases but a heap Of barren obstacle that lairs the

storm. 1890 Daily 'Pet. 22 May 5.0 At this moment there-

arc over 7,000 beasts laired in Deptford Market.

Lair (leaj), v.2 Also 6 lare. [f. Lair sb.'2]

1. intr. To stick or sink in mire or bog.

a 157a Knox Hist. Re/. Wks. (1846) I. 86 Some Scot tisine 11

not knowing the ground lared, and lost thair horse.

a 1575 Diurn Occut r. {Bannatyne Club) 252 In the quhilk

passage ane of thair greit peices of ordinance larit. 1785
Burns Winter Nt. iii, Silly sheep, wha ..thro' the drift,

deep-lairing, sprattle. 1805 Stale, Leslie o/Pcnvis 74 (Jam.)

His cattle sometimes laired in the waggle. 1880 in Antrim
«V Down Gloss. 1897 Crockett Lads Love xxix. 290, 1 feared

o' lairin' in the moss mysel*.

fig. 1859 Cairns in Li/e (1895) 438 The subject [origin of

livil] is the deepest bog in which the human mind can lair.

2. trans. To cause or allow to sink in inire or

a morass. Also rejl.

c 1560 A. Scott Poems (S. T. S.) xx. 46 Thow wald no 1

rest but raik, And lair thee in be royre. ^1578 LiNnESAY
(Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S. T. S.) I. 405 They come to ane
place callit the Solloun mose and thair in faint and mis-

cheiffit thair horse. 172a Ramsay Three Bonnets^ iv. 76
But past relief lar'd in a midding, He's now oblig'd to

do her bidding. 1830 Lvell Princ. Geol. (187^) II. III. xliv.

510 In Scotland.. Cattle venturing on a 'quaking moss \are
often mired or 1

laired '. 1875 W. MOlwraitii Guide Wig-
townshire 76 Watery flows, 111 which sheep and cattle some-
times lair themselves. 1894 Crockett Raiders (ed. 3) 213
They say that King Robert, .laired and bogged a hale army
o' the English there.

Jig. a 1810 Tannahill Poems (1846) 83 Some . . polemic
wigbt..\Vba lairs himself in controversy.

Lair, obs. f. Layku; Sc. f. Lore, learning.

Lairage (leVredg). [f. Laik sbl or vA + -age.]

1. The placing of cattle in a lair or lairs.

i83i Daily News 31 Tan. 2/6 The lands and buildings at

Birkenhead approved by the Privy Council for the landing
or lairage of foreign animals. 1881 Cork Constitution 1 2 Apr.,

The housing and lairage of stall-fed cattle.

2. a. collect. Space where cattle may lie down
and rest. b. An establishment where cattle are

placed in lairs.

LAISSEZ-ALLER.
Summary 26 July 6/4 Cattle lairage will be provided.

1887 Vpool Daily Post 14 Feb. 3/7 He visited the lairages
* and found several oxen suffering from suppurating wounds
j

on the head. 1893 Standard 15 Aug. 5/1 The butchers
prefer to attend the lairages at Birkenhead.
3. allrib. and Comb.
1871 Daily News 16 Sept., His duty being to collect the

j
outdoor lairage accounts. 1882 Pall Mall G. 26 July 7/2
Increasing the lairage accommodation at Deptford Cattle
Market. 1883 Kosher Princ. Rating 25 Lairage dues,
levied on the consignees of foreign cattle. 1896 'Times
(weekly ed.) 599/2 Lairage-slaughtered beef and mutton.
Lairbar : see Labbar.
Laird le»jd>. Sc. Also 5-7 lard(e. [The re-

gular Sc. form of Lord (repr. northern ME. laverd\
surviving only in a special sense.
The southern form lord was as early as the 14th c intro-

duced into Scottish use in the'* English senses of tbe word.
The native form lard appears occasionally in the 15th c
instead of lord : for examples see Lord sb.]

A landed proprietor. In ancient times limited to

those who beld immediately from the king.
(TX45o HollaNn Horvlat 197 Pure freris..That

> with the
leif of the lard, Will cum to the come 3ard At ewyn and at
morn. 1508 Kf.nnedie Flyting w. Dunbar 515, I sail gcr
bake the to the lard of Hillhouse. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot*

(1858) I. 65 Ouir all the land lord or laird wes nane, Hot he
tuke part at that tyme witht the taue. 1596 Dalrymple tr.

Leslie's ffist. Scot. ix. 177 The lard of Ccsfurde meites
him. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. il § 19 A petition drawn
up in the names of the nobility, lairds, clergy and burgesses,
to the King. 1716 Lond. Gaz. No. 5424/2 Our Detachment
burnt the Laird's House. 1721 Ramsav Whin.Bush Club
1, Tho', to my loss, I am nae laird, By birth, my title's fair.

1786 Burns Twa Dogs 51 Our Laird gets in his racked
rents. 1846 M«Culloch Acc. Brit. Kmfi. (1854) II. 205 By
the lesser barons were meant the proprietors of the smaller
class of estates, provincially called lairds. 1872 E. W.
Robertson Hist. Ess. 138 note, In Scotland every tenant
in capite, holding in Ward and Blench, continued to be
reckoned as a Baron and was known as the Laird.

Hence (chiefly noncc-ivds. Iial rdess, a laird's

wife
;
LaiTdie, a petty laird ; Lai rdly a.

}
having

the rank or quality of lairds; Lairdo craey [after

aristocracy\ lairds as forming a ruling class.

17. . in Hogg Jacob. Relics (1819) I. 83 Wha the deil hae
we got! en for a king But a wee wee German lairdie ? 1819
Metropolis III. 83 The Highland and Border Lairdies.

1848 Tait's Mag. XV. 123 1'he Scotch lairdocracy may
take it into their heads. 1857 Aiton Domest. Econ.
51 The Court of Teinds, . . by their cruel bias to the lairdo-

cracy, starve the ministers of the kirk. 1863 Burton Book
flunter xo Her sister lairdesses were enriching the tea-

table conversation with broad descriptions of the abomin-
able vices of their several spouses. 1877 Tinsleys Mag.
XXI. 46 He yet was descended from an ancient lairdly

stock in that northern county.

Lairdship Oe^jd,Jip). [f. Laird + -suip.]

1. The condition or dignity of a laird. Also
quasi-f<?//<v\ Lairds as a whole.

1854 H. Miller Sch. <V Schm. (1858) 395 The august
shadow of lairdship lay heavy on society. 1870 Ramsay
Remin. (ed. 18) p. xxviii, The annals of 1 Forfarshire laird-
ship '.

2. The estate of a laird.

1649 Bp. Guthrie Mem. (1702) 91 Mr. A. M.. .having been
. .preferred to the Lairdship of Balvaird. a 1693 Urqnhetrfs
Rabelais 111. ii. 26 He wasted, .the.. Revenue of his Laird-

ship. 1725 De Foe Journey thrd Scott. (1729) 4 (Jam.) A
lairdship is a tract of land with a mansion house upon it,

where a gentleman hath his residence. 1816 Scott Old
Mori, xl, When ye tak up the lairdship, ye maun tak tho
auld name and designation again. 1864 Burton Sect Abr.
J I. ti. 182 An estate held directly of the crown was a laird-

ship.

fig. 1794 Burns Contented tin Little ii, My Freedom's
my lairdship nae monarch dare touch.

Lairg ;e, obs. Sc. form of Large.
Lairock, obs. form of Lark.

t Lairwite. Old Law. Also 1 leserwfte, 3

learwite, 4 leyrewite. [OL. Uierwite, f. leger

lying, Laik sb. 1 + wile fine.] A tine for fornica-

tion or adultery, esp. with a bondwoman.
[a 1x35 Laws o/llcn. f, xxiii. § 23 in Schmid Gesetze 447

Si cjuis blodwitam, fightwham, legerwham et hujusinodi

forisfaciat.] c 1230 Hati Meid. 47 pu. .waldes warpe me as

wrecche ibi learwite. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 97
Leyrewite, amendes for hggynge by a bond womman.

_
1670

Blount Law Diet. s.v. Adultety, The penalty of this stn

was called Lairwite by our Saxons.

fLai ry, sb. Obs. rare" 0
. In Glayris, 7 lairie.

1598 Florio, Couata, .. any birds hatching or sitting, a
nestfull, a layne [1611 lairie}, an eyas.

Lairy (leVri), a. Also 4 lay
v
'e)ry. [f. Lair

j//.2 + .y 1.] fa. Earthly, filthy {obs.). b. Boggy,

miry, swampy.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter xvii[i]. 36 [32I, I lepe ouer all be

thorny and be lairy besynes of |>is warld. c 1340 — Prose

Tr. (1866) 13 All bat it duellis in it lyftes abowne layery

lustes and vile couaytes. 17.. Donald/} Flora 10 (Jam.)

Did ony [ewes] , .Come near the lairy springs. 1855 Morton
Cycl. Agric. II. 724 Lairy (Scot.) wet,

#
swampy. 1897

Crockett Lads' Love xxix. 200 Wallowing mid-thigh in

the lairy depths of the Muckle Flowe.

Lais, obs. Sc. form of Lack.

Laisar, -er, obs. forms of Leisure.

Laise : see Leese v.

IlLaissez-aller (l*»'s* ark; Fr. \ese

Also laisser aller. [Fr. ; as next + aller to go,

i.e. let (persons or things go.] Absence of re-

straint ; unconstrained ease and freedom.



LAISSEZ-FAIRE.

1843 Thackeray Miss L&we Misc. Ess. (1885) 310 As
Wilder said with some justice, though with a good deal too

much laisser-aller of tongue. i86j — Philip II. xxi, Sir

John .. was constrained to confess that this young man's

conduct showed a great deal too much laissez tiller.

attrib. 1818 Laoy S. Morgan Flor. MacarthyW. iii.

178 He found or fancied in her what he called the
' delicious laissez alter ease of a charming French woman '.

183* Ld. Lytton Godolphin xx, Those well-chosen laissez

alter feasts. 1839 Dickens Nich. Nick. Pref., A magnificent

high-handed laissez-atler neglect.

H Laissez-faire Qfi'u fe«i ; Fr. lese ffr). Also

laisser-faire. [Fr. ; laissez imp. of laisser to let

+Jaire to do, i.e. let (people) do (as they think

best).

Laissez /aire et laissez passer was the maxim of the

French free-trade economists of the 18th c. ; it is usually

attributed lo Gournay (Littre' s. v. laisser).]

A phrase expressive of the principle that govern-

ment should not interfere with the action^ of indi-

viduals, esp. in industrial affairs and in trade.

Also attrib. Hence Laissez-faireism.

18*5 [Marq. Nqkmanby} Eng. m Italy I. 296 The laissez

/aire system of apathy. 1848 Simmonds's Colon. Mag.
Aug. 338 Mammonism, laisse2-faireism, Chartism, cur-

rency-restriction [etcl. 1873 H. Spencer Stud. Social, xiv.

352 Shall we not call that aiso a laissez-faire that is almost

wicked in its indifference. 1887 Contemp. Rev. May 696

The ' orthodox * laissez-faire political economy. 1891 S. C.

Scrivener Our Fields * Cities 168 Laissez-faire is the

motto, the gospel, of the person who lives upon the work

of another.

Laist, Sc. form of Laced pa. pple. of Lace v.

LaistofF, -stowe, variants of Laystow.

tliait,^.1 Obs. Forms: \ 16set(u, lt"set(u, -yt,

le^etJ, 3.4 ieit, 2, 4 leyt, 3 li3t, 4 laite, layt e,

ley;t, 4-5 leate, late, 6 layth. [OE. l^el,

llgel masc. and neut., llgetu fern., f. leg, lleg flame.

Cf. Lait v. ]

] Lightning ; occas. flash of fire.

cooo tr. B.rda's Hist. iv. iii. fi8oo) 268 Drihten . . lexetas

sceotaS of heofonum. 971 Blickl. Horn. 91 /Efter psem

wolcne cyme)> le^etu. ciooo Ags. Gosp. Matt, xxviii. 3

Hys ansyn wzes swylce Ifoyt [cxx6o flatten, leytl. £1175
Lamb. Horn. 43 Heore ebem «cean swa deS be leit a-monge

bunre. c 1105 Lay. 25599 M e )>uhte . . bat l>a sae gon to heme
of leite & of fure. 1*97 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 6283 Ech dunt

pd^te li^t [MS. B. ley^tl as it were and bondring. 13. . Gaw.
A Gr. Knl. 199 He loked as layt so ly}t. 1340 Ayenb. 66

Lhapbbet sme£> efter be layt. 1382 Wyllif Fxod. ix. 23 The
Lord 3af. .dyversly rennynge leyt is upon the erthe. c 1449
Pecock Repr. 482 Leit gooth out of the eest and apperith

into the west. 1470-85 Malory Arthur xvn. xt, Ther felle

a sodeyne tempest and thonder layte and rayne. ?«isoo
Chester Pi. II. 85 Leate, thounder, and eirth beganne to

quake, Therof I am adreade. 151 3 Hraoshaw St. \Ver.

Surge ii. 121 Thondryng and layth, erth-quake moost terrible.

tliait, sb* Obs. [f. Lait v.*] In 5 laytt.

Searching, search.

c 1460 Totvnelcy Myst. xxiv. 238 Lefe syrs, let he youre

laytt and loke that ye layn.

tliait, v± Obs. Forms: 3-4 leite(n, 5 layt,

pa. t. 3 Ieited, 5 layt, laytid. [?OE. Venetian,

f. lieg (:—*laugi-z) flame
;
cognate and parallel

formations are Goth, lauhatjan, OHG. lohatfan,

lohe)2n, -tin, lougazzan.] intr. To flash, gleam, 1

lighten. Hence fLoitende { = *tailing) ppl. a.

ci»os Lay. 18539 Ofte he hire lokede on & leitede mid
ejene. a 1225 A7i/A. 1370 I be leitende fur, het warpen
euch fot. tfi2*5 St. Marker. 13 Ich loki ne mei, swa paet

liht leomeS ant leiteS. a 11x5 A tier. A\ 356 Ne kuineo* non 1

into Parais bute buruh bisse leitende sweorde. 1390G0WF.R
Conf. III. 95 The thunder-stroke smit, er it leite. C1425
Seven Sag. (P.) 2228 Hyt laytyd, thondred, and reynned
among. Ibid. 2234 Hyt raynyd ne thondryd ne layt nout

Sythen thou wentyst out of thys toune.

Lait (l* lt), Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 4 latt,

4-5 layte, lait(e, 5-9 late, 9 lait. [a. ON. leita,

corresponding to OE. wldtian to behold, Goth.
'

wlaitdn (ntpi&XiirtaOai) ; related by ablaut loON.
lit-r, OE. wlite aspect, appearance, OS. wlili face, 1

form, Goth, ivlit-s face, and ON. ///a, OE. wlitan

to look.]

1. trans. To look or search for; to seek, try to

find. Also with inf. or clause as object.

n 1300 Cursor M. 7323 Omang {jit puple sal bou latt

A stalworth man bat saul haitt. 13.. E. E. A Hit. P. C.

277 He lurkkes & laytes where watz le best, a 1350 St.

yantes 305 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881) 101 Graithly

up he laites and lukes All his bagges and all his bokes.

a 1400 Sir Perc. 255 The grete Godd for to layte Fynde
hyme whenne he may. c 1400 Ywaine 9f Gaw. 237 Aven-

|

tures for to layt in land, a 1400--1450 Alexander 2341 (Dubl.)

Lates ane ober lodesman, alosed more of strenth. £1440
York Myst. xyu. iii Vn-witty men }e werre To lepe ouere
lande to late a Iadde. 1674-91 Ray N. C. Words^'Vo Late,
Cumb\ to seek. 1787 Grose Prov* Gloss., Lait, to seek
any thing hidden. N. 1864 Atkinson Stanton Grange 122

Now, all you can do is to late her poor little body. 1891
— Moorland Par. 136 Are you laiting goud?

f b. To search or look through ; to examine.
13.. St. Erketvwolde 155 in Horstm. Altengl. Lee:. (1881)

269 We haue oure librarie laitid bes longe seuene dayes.

2. absol. or intr. To look, search. Also dial.

To look for a word ; to hesitate in speech.
c 1300 Cursor M. 5975 Quar.to suld yee ferrer lait. 13.

.

E. E. Allit. P. B. 97 Sayde be lordt to bo ledez, laytez

3et ferre. c 1400 Destr. Troy 7669 All. .laited aftur be lede

with a light wille. c 1460 Towneley Myst. x. 137 And this
|

is, who wyll late, The sext moneth of hyr conceytate, That
geld is cafd. Ibid, xviii. i8oTMse ar thecommaundmentys

j

31

ten, who so will lely layt. t8o4 R. Anderson Cumbertd.
Ball. 87 He ne'er lies a teale widout laitin.

Lait, Sc. and north, form of Late.

Laiter, obs. variant of LaughtepA
Laith, Laith-: see Loath, Loath-.

Laithly, obs. form of Laidly a. dial.

t Lai ting. Obs. Also 4 leityng e. [f. Lait

v. 1 + -ing J.] Lightning.
CX340 Cursor Jlf. 533 (Trin.) ponder & leitynge [Colt.

leueningl. 1388 Wyclif Ecclris. xxxii. 14 Leityng schal go
bifore hail. 142a tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 141 Of
the Reynealso comyth. .manyharmes, Asthondyr, laitynge.

Laity (l^'iti). Forms: 6 layetie, 6-7 lai-,

laytie, 6-8 laiety, 7 layVty, 7- laity, [f. lai,

Lay a. + -(i)ty. An AK. laiti occurs, with ihe

sense of May property
1

(cf. realty, spiritualty), in

Year-bk. 33 Ed. I (1864) 411.]

1. The condition or slate of a layman ; the not

being in orders.

16x6 Bi li.okar, Laltie, the estate or degree of a lay

man. 17*6 Ayi.ifff. Parcrgoti 208 The more usual Causes of

this Deprivation are such as these, viz. a mere Laity, or

want of Holy Orders [etcl. 1831 Maxning Let. in Life

(1895) I. x. 72 The objection against my laity has been

strongly urged.

2. The body of the people not in orders as op-

posed to the clergy; laymen collectively. (The

older term for *the laity* was Lay 1«"kk. In 1548
a synonymous lealty oecurs app. as a noncc-wd.)

? 1541 Constitutio T. Cranmeri et aliorum in Wilkins

Concilia (1737) III. 862/2 In the yere of our Lord MDXLI
it was agreed .. that if any of the inferionr degree dyd
receave at their table any Arch-bishop, Bishop, ..or any
of the lnitie of lyke degree, as Duke, Marquess [etc.j.

1546 Langley tr. Pol. I'erg. De Invent, iv. iii. 85 In the

Christen common welihe there bee two sortes of menne one
called the lay tie. 1579 Kenton Cuieciard. in. (1599) 143

The diuision being no le*>e amongst the spintunltie

then the layetie. 1660 K. Coke Power Subj. 82 Both

of them have power to consecrate the Sacrament of our
Lord's Supper, and give it to the laity. 1710 Prioeai x
Orig. Tithes iii. 162 The Alienations .. of Tithes which
gave unto the Laiety in France a civil Right to them. 1780

W. Cole in Willis & Clark Cambridge (18861 III. 68 Most
of the Clerical Subscribers, and possibly many of the

Layity. 1837-9 Hallam Hist. Lit. I. 1. iii. § 42 The clergy

were now retrograding, while the laity were advancing.

1870 Dickens E. Drood ii, You may offer bad grammar
to the laity, or the humbler clergy, but not to the Dean.

3. Unprofessional people, as opposed lo those

who follow some learned profession, to artists, etc.

183* Ai'stin jfurispr. xx.wiii, Ihe laity tor non-lawyer

past of the community) are competent to conceive the more
general rules. 1875 Helps Ess., Otganh. Daily Life 107

Artists are wont to think the criticisms of the laity rather

weak and superfluous. 1880 H. Qlilter in Mactu. Mag.
Sept. 393 Most of the laity still connect the word pre-

Raphaelitism with visions of gaunt melancholy women.
1898 Allbutt's Syst. Med. V. 281 The disease being one of

the existence of which the laity maybe said to be ignorant.

Hence Laityship nonce-zvd., the position or

personality of one of the laity; in quot. a jocular title.

1670 Eachard Cout. Clergy 128 Should I make thy laity-

ship heir of such an estate .. thou wouldest count me the

wisest man that ever was since the creation.

Laizer, obs. form of Lazar.
Lak, obs. form of Lack ; var. Lac 2

.

Lakay, Iiaka(y)i), obs. ff. Lackey, Lakin 1.

t Lake, sb.l Obs. Forms: 1 lae, 2-3 lac,

(lak-
v

, $ loc, (lok-), loac. [OE. lac (:—prehis-

toric *laiko
m

,
*laikd) ncut. and fern. ; not found

with the same meaning in any other Teut. lang.,

but usually identified with the Com. Tent. *Iaiko-
1 play *, Lake sbt With regard lo the sense, it

may be compared with OE. licimi lo please, Like
v., from another grade of the same root.] An
offering, sacrifice ; also, a gift. Only OE. and

early ME. To lake (dat.), as a gift.

Beowulf'{Z.) 1584 He. .o5er swyle ut of-ferede Ia8-Iicu lac.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. viii. 4 Ac gang aet-eowe pe bam
sacerde and bring hym ba lac be moyses bebead on hyra
^ecySnesse. C1175 Lamb. Horn. 39 Ne con him crist na
mare bong bene pah he slo^e bin child and bere be his

heaued to lake, c izoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 45 pe pre loc be

ich er nemde bat is gold, and recheles and mirre. a 1215

Leg. Kath. 63 De riche reoSeren ..brohten to lake. ^12x5
Ancr. R. 152 pe breo kinges. .offreu Jesu Crist beo deore-

wurSe breo lokes. c 1250 Gen. <fr
Ex.^ 1798 And iacob sente

fer bi-foren him riche loac, and sundri boren.

t Lake, sb* Obs. Forms : 2 Orm. le^k, 3

leyk, 4 laic, 4-6 laik(e, layk(e, 5 lak(e. [a.

ON. leik-r play, corresp. to OE. Idc neut. or masc.

warlike activity (once only; but see Lake sb. l\
011G. letch masc. and neut. song, melody, Goth.

laik-s dance :-OTeut. *laiko-
t
a verbal sb. from

*laikan to play, Lake vJ]
1. Play, sport, fun, glee. In //. games, tricks,

goings on.
cixoo Ormin 2166 Inn segaede and in le^kess. c 1300

Havelok 102 1 For it ne was non horse-knaue .. That he
ne kam thider, the leyk to se. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 274
pat for her lodlych laykez alosed >ay were. 1340-70 Alex.
$ Dind. 465 We ne louen in our land no laik nor no mirthe.

a 1400 Sir Perc. 1704 The childe hadd no powste His
laykes to lett a 1400-50 A lexander 4685 pe cursed laike

o couatis ware clene with it drenchid. c 1460 Tcnvneley

Myst. xvi. 66 Welcom hym worshipfully laghyng with lake.

1570 Levins Manip. 198/15 A layke, play, ludus.

LAKE.

I b. A stake at play.
I 1597 Montgqmerie Cherrie % Slae xioo, I pledge, or all

the play be playd That sum sail lose a laike.

I 2. A fight, contest.

[a 1000 Guthine 1007 Wfta nealzeceS unlast laces.] c 1400

Destr. Troy 10408 pe lyght wex lasse, and be laik endit.

c 14x0 Auturs ofArth. 538 (Douce MS.) Lordes and ladies

of bat laike likes, c 1470 Golagros % Gaw. 832 Thus may
ye lippin on the lake, throu lair that I leir. 1515 Scot.

Field 569 in Cketham Misc. (1856) II, This layke lasted on
the lande, the lengthe of fower howers.

Lake l^k), sb.* Obs. exc. dial. [OE. lacu

str. fern. ; the sense shows that it is not ad. \..lacus
' (see next) but a nalive word, from a Teut. root

*lak- denoting moisture ; cf. OE. leccan to moisten,

Lktch v., also Leak sb. and v.

The OHG. ta/tha G. lache) pond, bog, is formally co-

incident, but is perh. of Latin origin.]

A small stream of running water ; also, a channel

for water. Obs. exc. dial.

9S5 Charter of Edred in Earle Charters 382 Daet to

Mie^Se forda andlang lace ut on Temere. 1235-5* Rentalia
Glaston. (Somerset Kec. Hoc.) 35^ Pro decern acris inter Lak.

t 1450 Holland Hoivlat 19 This riche Revir dovn ran..

Throwe ane forest . . And for to lende by that laike

thocht me levar. 1559 Morwyng Evouym. 346 The matter
must . . l e by and by tied and preyed in a little presse of

wood, with a little lake or gutter of wood. C1630 Risdon
S//r7>. Devon § 341 (1810) 351 Lyn, a pretty lake, streameth

out of the Exmoor hills. 1630 T. Wkstcote Devon. < 1845)

265 We shall find Iiim ITaw] a very small lake at his birth

in Dartmoor. 1842-71 Pl'lman Rustic Sk. 6 Vrem rise to

mouth there's lots o' lakes,— An rivers zum— that into 'n

fall. 1880 E. Corttw. Gloss., Lake, a small stream of

running water. 1885 Pall Mall G. 11 June 41 Kach tiny

drain, called locally a ' lake ', was edged broadly by a band
1

of great saffron -hued king cups.

b. Comb.\ f lake-frith, the close-time for fish-

ing in a slream
; t lake-rift, a gully made by a

stream.
1x35-52 Rentalia Glaston. (Somerset Rec. Soc.) 141 Et

debet sen arte I.akefrithe. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. V>. 536
And lyonnez and lelxirdez to be lake ryftes.

Lake (1<:"'1<)» sb± Forms: 3, 5 lac, 3, 4 lak,

4 5 laake, leke
f
4-6 lacke. 5-7 Sc. laik e, 6 Sc.

layk, 7 laque, 3- lake. [Early ME. lac*
f

a. OF.
lac

f
ad. L. lacus basin, tub, tnnk, lake, pond ; the

popular form of the word in OF. was lai. The
present En£. form lake recorded from the 14th e.)

may be due lo confusion with prec, or perh. rather

to independent adoption of L. Incus.]

1. A large bod) of water enlirely surrounded by

land
;
properly, one sufficiently large to form a

geographical feature, but in recent use often applied

to an ornamental water in a park, etc.

C1205 Lay. 1279-80 Ouer ben lac of Siluius & ouer
ben lac [c 1275 lakel of Philisteus. a 1300 Cursor M.
2863 A stinkand see, bal semes als a lake of hell. 13..

A\ E. Allit. P. Ii. 438 |?enne lasned be llak bat large

watz are. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xx. (Blasius) 226 Quhy
th< le }e bame oure godis tak, & \>\s to kast bame in \c lak ?

c 1400 Maun DC v. (Roxb.^ xxi. 98 In be grund of pat lac er

l
funden faire precious stanes. e 1450 St. Cuthbert \ Suttees)

799 par is .1 grete lake nere hand. 1513 Douglas AHneis
vu. xii. 150 Of thair bruyt resoundis the river And all the

layk of Asia fer and neyr. 15*0 Caxtons Chron. Eng..

Descr. Irel. 5/1 The ryver Ban renneth out of the leke into

: the north ocean. 1657 Howell Londinop. 382 Keing built

on the South sic e of a large Laqne. 1696 Whiston Theory
Earth iv. 1722 362 There were only smaller Lakes and
Seas, but no great Ocean before the Deluge. 1774 Goldsm.
Nat. Hist. 11776) I. 84 Nothing can exceed the beauty of

the landscape which this lake affords 1813 Kyron Let.

5 Sept., in Moore Lett. $ Jrnls. (1830) I. 426 Rogers wants
me to go with him on a crusade to the Lakes. 1835
Wordsworth {title) A Guide through the District of the

Lakes. 1836 W. laviKG Astoria I. 210 The navigation of

the lakes is carried on by steamboats. 1853 M. Arnold
Sohrab $ R usturn Poems 1877 I. 108 Never more Shall

1 the lake glass her, flying over it.

b. trans/, and Jig. (perh. in some instances from

sense 2).

a 12*5 AV. Marker. 14 ich leade ham. -ibe ladliche lake of

the suti sunne. 1516 Tindale Rev. xx. 14 Deth and hell

were cast into the lake of fyre. 1669 Sturmv Mariner's
Mag. Verses a 4 Over the Ocean's Universal Lake. x866

G. Macdonald Ann. Q. Neighb. ii. (1878) 21 Close by
the vestry-door, there was this little billowy lake of grass.

1890 W. J. Gordon Foundry 109 We can see the wide lake

I of liquid metal simmeriDg and spurting like porridge.

c. The Great Lake (a phrase borrowed from

the North American Indians) : the Atlantic ocean.

The Great Lakes : the five lakes Superior, Huron,

Michigan, Erie, and Ontario, which form the

boundary between Canada and Ihe U. S.

1727 C. Colden Hist. Five Indian Nations 64 We have

I put ourselves tinder the great Sacbem Charles, that lives on
the other side of the great Lake. 1857 G. Lawrence Guy
Liv. xxxi. 308 The most terrible tempest that ever desolated

the shores of the Great Lake.

\ 2. A pond, a pool. Obs.

a 1000 O. E. Chron. an. 656 (Laud MS.) purh aelle ba

meres and feonnes ba liggen toward Huntendune porte and
bas meres and laces, a 1300 Cursor M. 11934 parbi satt

lesus on his plai, And lakes seuen he made o clai. c 1325

Song Mercy 162 in E. E. P. (1862) 123 We slepe a[sl swolle

swyn in lake, c 1386 Chaucer Wife's Prol. 269 Ne noon so

grey goos gooth in the lake, a 1400 Pistill of Susan 229
1 He lyft vp be lach and leop ouer be lake, bat 30uthe.

I ? a 1500 Chester PI. (E. E. T. S.) vii. 291 Lye there, lydder,
1

in the lake. 1609 Sc. Acts ?as. VI (1816) IV. 432/1 All

vtheris, garthis, pullis, haldis, Laikis and nettis.



LAKE.

f 3. [after Vulg. lacus.] A pit ; a den (of lions) ;

occas. a grave. Obs.

c i3»o R. Brunne Medit. 347 For bey to my soule deluyn
a lake, a 1340 Hamtole Psalter vh. 16 pe lake he oppynd
and vp grofe it. 138a Wyclif Isa. xxxviii. 18 Thci shul
not abyden thi treuthe, that gon doun in to the lake, a 1450
Cov. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 350 Whan he dede ryse out of his

lake Than was ther suche an erthe quake That [etc.].

1506 Gltvlforoe Pilgr. (Camden) 35 And set hym in y*
lake of lyons where Danycll the prophetc was.

fig. a 1400 Prytner (1891) 83 He ladde me out of be
laak of wrechchednesse.

fb. An underground dungeon ; a piison. Obs.

1382 Wyclif Jcr. xxxviii. 6 Thei putte doun Jeremye in

cordis and in to the lake. 1447 Bokenham Seyntys (Roxb.

)

{'3
Cristyn thus entryd was In to that horribyl and lothful

ake.

f4. Used after L. lacus = a wine-vat. Obs.
1382 Wyclif Rev. xiv. 20 And the lake is defoulid with

oute the citee, and the blood wente out of the lake vn to

the brijdels of horsis. 1657 G. Thornlev Daphnis Chloe

48 Daphnis cast them [sc. grapes] into the prcsse, and trod
them there; and then anon, out of the Lake, tunn'd the
Wine into the Butts.

5. attrib. and Comb. : a. simple attrib., as lake-

fishery -fowl, -levels -shore (in quot. atIrib.), -side,

-system ; also lakeward adj. and adv. Also in the

names of fishes, as lake-herring, -shady -sturgeon,

-trout, -whiting, for which see the second member.
1883 F. A. Smith Swedish Fisheries 13 (Fish. Exh. Publ.)

It is scarcely possible to find the approximate value of the
•lake fisheries of Sweden by the official returns. 1813 Hogg
Queens Wake, AV. Second Wks. (1876) 26 The * lake-fowl's

wake was heard no more, i860 Maury Phys. Geog. Sea
(Low) xii. §538 A lowering of the *lake- level. 1896 Howells
Impressions Exp. 7 In that cold * lake-shore country
the people dwelt in wooden structures. 1560 J. Daus tr.

\

Sleidane's Comm. 323 After they couche them selues in a
\

pece of grounde, by the *Iake side. 1727 Philip Quarll
(1816) 31 He attended me to the lake side. 1871 W. Morris
in Mackail Life (1899' I. 258 A swan rose trumpeting
from the lakeside. 1861 Times 22 Oct., Canada and the
*lake system, .cut into the States on the north. 1871 W.
Morris in Mackail Life (1899) 27°

'

Ine sloPe on the
"lakeward side.

b. instrumental, as lake-moated, -reflected, -sur-

rounded* adjs. c. locative, as lake-diver; lake-

resounding adj. Also lake like adj.

x6s7 Reeve God's Plea 23 What art thou? .. Adam's
Ulcer, . . the *lake-diver, the furnace brand, the brimstone*
match of that cursed man. 1843 Ruskin Mod. Paint. I.

11. 111. iv. 251 White and 'lake-like fields [of mist]. 1820
Scott A bbot xxxviii, The locked, guarded, and lake-moated
Castle of Lochleven. 1821 Shelley Prometh. Unb. 1. i. 744
He will watch ..the *lake-reflected sun illume the yellow
bees. 1717 Parnell Homers Batt. Frogs ff Mice 5 The
*Lake-resounding Frogs selected Fare. 1821 Smclley Pro-
meth. Unb. 11. ii. 38 Like many a * lake-surrounded flute,

Sounds overflow the listener s brain.

6. Special comb. : lake-basin, a depression which
contains, or has contained, a lake ; lake-country
— Lake-land

;
lake-crater, a crater which contains

or has contained a lake ; lake-fever U. S. locals

malaria; lake -fly U.S., an ephemerid (Ephe-
mera simulans), which swarms in the Great Lakes
late in July {Cent. Did.

\ lake-lawyer U. S., a
jocular name given to two different fishes, the bow-
fin and the burbot, in allusion to their voracity ; I

lake-lodge, -ore (see cmols. ) ; lake-weed, water-
pepper (Polygonum hydropiper). Also L A K e-land.
1833 Lvell Princ. Geol. 111. 9 The whole assemblage

must terminate somewhere ;. .where they reach the bound-
'

aryof the original *lake-basin. 1875 Lowell Wks. {1890)
FV. 363 The greater part of Wordsworth's vacations was
spent in his native "Lake-country. 1833 Lvell Princ.
Geol. 111. 197 If we pass from the Upper to the Lower
Eifel we find the celebrated *lake-crater of Laach. 1859
Bartlett Diet, Amer. t *Lake lawyer, the Western
Mud-fish. ,. Dr. Kirtland says it is .. called the lake
lawyer, from its 'ferocious looks and voracious habits'.
1884 Evangelical Mag. May 212 [Beavers'] lodges are
built sometimes on the shores of lakes . . These are called
4 *lake- lodges \ 1864 T. L. Phipson [/tiffs. Minute Life x.

'

256 In the lakes of Sweden there are vast layers of iron
oxide almost exclusively built up by animalcules. This
kind of iron-stone is called *lake-ore. 1693 Phil. Trans.
XVII. 876 Tis branched and seeded something like Spinage
or Mercury, but leaved rather like *Lakeweed. 1760 J. Lee
Introd. B<rt. App. 316 Lakeweed, Polygonum.

b. Lake poets, school, terms casually applied
to the three poets, Coleridge, Sonthey, and Words-
worth, who resided in the region of the English
Lakes ; lake poetry, the poetry written hy them.
1817 Edin. Rev. Aug. ^09 When we have occasion to

consider any new publication from the Lake school. 1837
Penny Cycl. VII. 343/2 The appellation of Lake-poets, given
to these three individuals after the publication of the
'Lyrical Ballads.' 1843 H. N. Coleridge in Stanley Life
A mold (1884) I. i, 16 What has been somewhat unreason-
ably called the Lake Poetry. 1874 L. Stephen Hours in
Library II. 307 To the whole Lake school his [Hazlitt's]
attitude is always the same—justice done grudgingly.

C. Lake-dweller, one who in pre-historic times
lived in a lake-dwelling or lake-habitation,
i.e. one built upon piles driven into the bed of a
lake; lake-hamlet, -settlement, -village, a col-

lection ofsuch dwellings; lake-man = lake-dweller.
1863 Lvkll Antiq. Man 21 In the stone period the Make-

dwellers cultivated all these cereals. Ibid. 18 The Swiss
•lake-dwellings seem first to have attracted attention during
the dry winter of 1833-4. *8*4 Times (weekly ed.) 19 Sept.
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12 Researches into the lake-dwellings of West Scotland.
1865 Lubbock Pre/t, Times 69 The piles used in the Swiss
Stone age *Lake-habitations were evidently, .prepared with
the help of stone axes. Ibid. (1878) 54 A. .piece of pottery
apparently intended to represent a *Lake-hamlet. 1884 W.
Westall Conlemp. Rev. July 70 The brain of the Make-
man was equal to that of the men of our own time. 1863
Lyell Antiq, Man 23 The reindeer is missing in the Swiss
•lake-settlements. 1865 Lubeock Preh. Times 126 The
•Lake-villages of the Bronze age were contemporaneous,

t Lake, sb£ Obs. Also 6 Sc. laik, 7 layke.
[First found in Chancer

;
prob. a. Du. taken, corresp.

to OE. lacheti 'clamidem* (Wr.-Wulcker 377/22),
OFris. leken, OS. lakan mantle (chlamys), veil of
the temple, OHG. lahhan (MHG. lacheti), mod.G.
lakan from LG.] Fine linen.

c 1386 Chaccer Sir 'Pkopat 147 He dide next his white
leere Of clooth of lake fyn and cleere. 1447 Bokenham
Seyntys (Roxb.) 73 Bryngyng hir brede als whyt as lake.
1501 Douglas Pal. Hon. 1. hi, Thir fair ladyis in silk and
claith of laik. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. 111. 234 Quhilk
causit hes to lurk wnder the laik Richt mony cowart durst
nocht cum tostraik. 1603 Philotus Ix, The quhytest layke
bot with the blackest asse.

Lake (hf'k), sb.Z [Orig. a variant of Lac.1]
1. A pigment of a reddish hue, originally obtained

from lac (cf. Lac* 2), and now from cochineal
treated as in 3.

1616 Dullokar, Lake, a faire red colour vsed by painters.
1622 Peacham Compl. Gent, xiiL (1634) 130 Lay your colours
upon your Pallet thus: first your white lead, then Lake.
1674 Beale's Pocket Bk. in H. Walpole Vcrtue's A need.
Paint. (1786) III. 131 Several parcells of Lake of my own
makeing. 1728 Desaguliers in Phil. Trans. XXXV. 608
Instead of Vermilion the red Paper may be painted with
Carmine or Lake. 1816 J. Smith Panorama Sci.

<fr Art II.

751 Deep Prussian blue and lake, .form a purple of the next
degree of excellence. 1859 Gullick & Tim us Paint. 224
The common lake is prepared from Brazil wood.
2. transf. as the name of a colour.
1660 Albert Durer Revived 11 Lake ..is an excellent

Crimson-colour. 1686 Aglionby Painting Illustr. 1. 23 In
j

imploying of fine Colours, as fine lacks Ultra Marine Green,
&c. 188* Garden 7 Oct. 312 3 Of new flowers there are
Constancy, yellow, deeply edged with lake.

3. In extended sense : A pigment obtained by
,

the combination of animal, vegetable, or coal-tar
|

colouring matter with some metallic oxide or earth,
j

I

Often preceded by some qualifying word, as crim-
j

I
son, Florence, green, madder, yellow, etc. lake.

Indian lake : a crimson pigment prepared from 1

stick lac treated with alum and alkali.

1684 R. Waller Xat. E.xper. 137 How to take the Lake
of any Flower. 1791 Hamilton Berthollet's Dyeing I. i.i,

ii. 37 If a solution of a colouring substance he mixed with
a solution of alum .. [and] if .. we add an alkali .. the
colouring particles are then precipitated, combined with the
alumine . . tbis compound has got the name of Lake. 1812
Sir H. Davy C/iem. Philos. 430 The red juices of fruits 1

were fixed by it [tungsten] so as to make permanent and
|

beautiful lakes. 182* l>nsoN.SYf. «$ Art 11. 410 The lakes
j

chiefly used are red colours, and these are of different quali-
'

ties. 1853 W. Gregory inorg. Chem, (ed. 3) 204 Carmine
is a lake of cochineal. 1866 Roscoe Elem. Chem. xx. 180 '

Alumina . . has the power of forming insoluble compounds
called lakes with vegetable colouring matter. 1877 O Neill >

in Encycl. Brit. VII. ^73/1 The precipitate is usually called
the Make ' of the particular metal and colouring matter.

4. Comb., as lake-red, vermilion sbs. and adjs.;

lake-coloured adj.

1764 Mas. Rust. l.
m
166 vote, The lake-red used by the

painters in enamel is composed of fine gold dissolved
in aqua regia, with sal armoniac. 1796 Withering Brit.
Plants (cd.^i IV. 214 Pilcus fine lake red, changing with
age to a rich orange and buff. 1882 Garden 25 Mar.
196/2 A leafy cluster of blossoms.. of a brilliant lake-vermil-

lion hue. 1898 P. Manson Trot. Diseases i. 25 The black
pigment shews up very distinctly in the homogeneous lake,

coloured sheet of free hxmoglobin.

Lake (l^k), v.1 Now chiefly dial. Forms: 1

l&can 4 leyke, laiky, 4-6 laike, layke, 6, 9 laak,

8 9 laik, 4- lake. [A Com. Teut. reduplicative str.

vb., OE. Idcan, pa. t. Mole, ldc= ON. leika, pa. I. Uk
(Sw. leka, Da. lege), Golh. laikan, pa. t. lailaik,

MHG. leichen, pa. t. leichte, pa. pple. geleichen.

The word seems in ME. to have been re-adopted in

the Scandinavian form. Its currency is almost

entirely northern, no forms with 0 being known.
The inflexion has been weak since the 1 3th c]
T 1. inlr. To exert oneself, move quickly, leap,

spring; hence, to fight. Obs.
Beowulf'(Z.) 2848 Da ne dorston aer dareSum lacan on

hyra man-dryhtnes miclan bearfe. a 1000 Juliana 674 Heli-
seus . . leolc ofer la^uflod longe hwile on swonrade. c 1205
Lay. 21270 ArcW him lace to swa hit a liun weoren. Ibid.

28522 Hit l*ec toward hirede folc vnimete. £-1400 Destr.
Troy 9997 Thus bai laiket o be laund the long day ouer.

t D. trans. To move quickly.
c 1205 Lav. 29662 Up he lace bene staf pat water per after

)<op.

2. intr. To play, sport ; oecas, in amorous or ob-

scene sense; dial, to take a holiday from work;
to be out of work. Also with about, away,
c 1300 Havelok 950 The children . . with him leykeden here

fille. 13.. E, E, A Hit. P, B. 872 Laykei wyth hem as
yow lyst & letez my gestes one. 1393 Lahgl. P. Pt. C. 1.

187 And yf hym luste for to layke panne loke we mowe.
c 1400 Destr. Trov 12734 This Clunestra . . For lacke of hir
lord Iaikcd besyde. c 1440 York Myst. xxvi. 238 How bis

losell laykis with his lorde. 1570 Levins Manip. 198/15.
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I
«599 T. Cltwook Caltha Poet. Pref. (181 5) A v, Let the

j

lasses giue over laaktng in the greene. 1674 Ray A'. C.
Words 28 To Lake : to Play, a word common to all the
North Country. 1803 R. Anderson Cumberld. Ball. 62
I he peat-stack we us'd to lake roun '11 be brunt ere this !

a 1804 J. Mathkr Songs (1862) 91 (Sheffield Gloss.) Why
don t these play-acting foak lake away ? z8i8 Scott Hrl.
Midi, xxxiii, Any tidy lass .. that .. would not go laiking
about to wakes and fairs. 1859 Mrs. Gask ell Round the
So/all. 101 The men [in Westmoreland) occasionally going
off laking..that is. drinking, for days together. 1892 Spec-
tator 16 Apr. 529/1 Tbe Yorkshire word to signify playing,

1

as generally understood, is * laking

t b. quzsi-trans. To sport with, mock. Obs.
I

l3 - Seuyn Sag. (W.) 1212 A! hou wimmcn conne hit
I
make Whan thai wil ani man lake

!

f 3. refi. To amuse oneself, play, Obs.
£135° Wilt.Palerue 31 [He} layked him long while to

lesten bat merbe. c 1380 Sir Eerumb. 3356 pai hadden .

.

1
burdes bri3te & bolde . .to layky hem wan pay wolde. a 1400-

I 50 Alexander 1770 Se quat I send to be, son bi-selfe with
to laike. c 1425 Wyntoun Crm. 11. xiv. 1271 As this Queyne

! apon a day Hyr laykand in a medow lay.

+ Lake, Obs. [f. Lake sbA] trans. To
present an offering or sacrifice to.
<ri20o Ormin 1 1 72 pa lakesst tu Drihhtin wibb shep Gast-

like i bine bsewess. Ibid. 7430 pa bre kingess lakedenn Crist
Wibb brinne kinne lakess.

Lake C^k), [f. Lake s&fi] trans. To
make lake-coloured.
1808 Allbutes Syst. Med. V. 446 This difficulty (number

of chrornocytes obscuring leucocytes] may be overcome by
using Thomas' 0*3 acetic acid solution for diluting the
blood, this having the effect of * laking ' the chrornocytes.

Lake, obs. form of Lac s6J, Lack.
Lakeism : see Lakism.

La'ke-land, la keland, [f. Lake sbA +
Land.] The land of lakes

;
spec, the region of the

English lakes, consisting of parts of Cumberland,
Lancashire, and Westmoreland. Also attrib.
1829 Solthey Sir T. More 11. 150 Those contests were

carried on at a distance from our Lake-land. 1883 Spectator
21 July 928/r Lovers of English lakeland. 1884 Illustr.
Lond. Ncivs 22 Nov. 491 Will you enlighten us lakeland
folk? 1895 Daily A'civs 19 Aug. 3/1 How delicious are
these lakeland gardens.

Hence La-Icelander, a dweller in lakeland.
1895 Daily News ig Aug. 3/1 As to the rain, Lakelanders

seemed to think their district is greatly maligned.

Lakeless (In kles , a. [f. Lake sbA + -less.]

Having no lakes.

188a G. Allen Colin Clout's Cat (1883) 216 Relatively
hilly and lakeless Europe 1893 Daily News 17 Nov. 5/4
In respect of equability of flow.. the Thames is probably
superior to all other lakeless rivers in this country.

Lakelet O^'kilet). [f. Lake sbA + -let.] A
small lake. Also transf.

1796 W. Marshall W. England 1. 13 Dosmary Pool, a
small lakelet . . lies among the mountains. 1865 Livingstone
Zambesi x\x. 393 The fine fish which abound in the lakelet.

1883 Stkvenson Silverado Sq. (1886) 81 A little white lake-
let of fog would he seen far down in Napa Valley.

Laken, obs. f. Lack vA; variant of Lakin.

Laker O^'kw) 1. [f. Lake sb.$ + -er 1.]

f 1. A visitor to the English lakes. [A pun : see

quol. 1805.] Obs.
1 798 ii' PlumptreI {title) The Lakers ; a Comic Opera

in Three Acts. 1805 Kr. Watson in R.Watson Life (1S1Z) 11.

269 Lakers{such is the denomination by which wedistinguish
those who come to see our country, intimating thereby not
only that they arc persons of taste who wish to view our
lakes, but idle persons who love laking : the old Saxon
word to lake, or play, being of common use among school-
boys in these parts). 1806 South ey in C. C. Soutney Life
III. 41 You would come as a mere laker and pay a guide
for telling you what to admire. 1829 — Sir P. More (1831)

1. 42 A stepping-stile has been placed to accommodate Lakers
with an easier access.

2. One of the 1 Lake poels \
1819 Miss Mitforo in L'Estrange Life (1870) 11. 73

Apropos to Mr. Jeffrey and Mr. Wordsworth, I want you
to read one fair specimen of the great Laker. 1876 E. Fitz-
Geralo Lett. (1889) I. 381 The Lakers all .. first despised,

and then patronised 1 Walter Scott ',

3. ( U. S. local.) A fish living in or taken from a

lake, spec, the lake-trout of N. America.
1846 J. Wilsom Let. in Hamilton Mem. vii. (1859) 234

Fresh-water ones [trout] found in the river, but more like

lakers. 1876 Forest ff Stream 13 July 368/2 He pulls like

a laker, and you'll think you've got a whale.

4. A boat constructed for sailing on the great

lakes of America.
1887 Century Mag. Aug. 484/2 A twenty-foot laker can

slip through any lock without scratching her paint.

Laker J
. [f.LAKEr. 1 +-EU 1

.] One who 'lakes'.

1805 [see Laker 1 1]. 1876 in Whitby Gtoss. t s.v. Lake.

Lake-wake, erroneous form of Like-wake.
Lakey, obs. form of Lackey ; var. Laky a.2

Lakh : see Lac 2
.

Lakie (l^ ki). Se, Also 8 leaky. An
irregularity in the tides observed in the Firth of

Forth (see qnot. 1795). Also lakie-tidc.

1710 Sibbalo Hist. Fife (1803) 87 There are lakie* in the

river of Forth, which are in no other river in Scotland.

1795 Sinclair Statist. Acc. Scot. XIV. 612 The tides in

the river Forth .. exhibit a phenomenon not to be found
(it is said) in any ,«her part of the globe. This is what
the sailors call a leaky tide. ..When the water has flowed

for 3 hours, it then runs back for about an hour and a
half; .. it returns immediately, and flows during another
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hour and a half to the same height it was at before, and
this change takes place both in the flood and ebb tides.

1885 D. Beverioge Culross <$• Tulliallaji I. i. 35 The lakie

tide never recedes much more than two feet before returning

on its regular course. ..When the lakie has run its course,

the tide flows or recedes, as the case may be, to the proper

limit of high or low water.

Latin 1 (l^'kin). Obs. exc. dial. Also 5 lakan,

lakayn, 5-6 laykin, -yn, 8 laken, laking, 9 (in

glossaries) lairkin. [app. connected with Lake
v. 1

; cf, ON. leika plaything.] A plaything, toy;

in quots. 1440, 1460 said of a baby.
Bp. Kennet (C1700), quoted in Promj>. Parv., gives

' Leikin, a sweetheart. Northumb.'
c 1^40 Gesta Rom. xxxii. 123 (Harl. MS.) He putt yp in

his bosom bes iij. lakayns. c 1460 Toivneley Myst. xiii. 242
Ilk yere that commys to man She hryngys furth a lakan.

1570 Levins Manip. 134/5 A Laykin, habie, crepundia.

1790 Grose Prov. Gloss, (ed. 2) Suppl., Lakings, playthings

for children. North. 1790 Mrs. Wheeler Westmld. Dia I.

(1821) 87, 1 brout her a Lunnon laken, a conny bab.
t
1855

Robinson Whitby G/oss., Lairfcins, children's toys ; trinkets

in general.

f IiaMn 2
. Obs. Also 5, 7 laken, 6lakens. See

also Byrlakin. [Contracted f. Lady + -kin; cf.

bodikins, pittikins.'] Only in By {pur) lakin, a

trivial form of By Our Lady,
1406 Dives <5- Paup. (W. de W.) n. xii. 12 1/2 Some [swerel

by laken, some by our lady. 1533 More Apol. iv. Wks.
849/2 By our lakens brother husband . . yet woulde 1 rather

abyde the peril! of breding wormes in my bely. 1610 Shaks.
Temp. m. iii. 1 By'r lakin, 1 can goe no further, Sir, My old

bones akes. 1616 [\V. HaughtonJ English-men for my
Money C4, Btr laken sirs, 1 thinks lis one a clocke. a 1625

[see Byrlakin].

Laking ( \e
l -kirj) , vbL sb. 1 No \v dial, [f. LA k e

v. 1 + -ing 1
.] Playing, amusement. Also atlrib.

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 594 When he es yhung and
luffes laykyng. c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. viii. xxxv. 5188
Than he Sayd .. God mot at yhoure laykyng be ! a 1816

[see Laker]. 1857 E. Waugh Lane. Life 216 They were
used to call this pastime .. Making wiV Boggart' ; that is,

playing with the Boggart. 1884 H. Srebohm Brit. Birds
II. 436 These ' laking '-places, as they are locally termed,
are frequented by a great number of males, who fight for

possession of the females.

Laking (l*ukirj),z>£/. sb? [f. LakejM + -ingL]

a. Visiting the English lakes, b. Writing poetry

in the style of the Lake school.
1822 J. Wilson LakesNole, Wks. 1856 VI. 105 We should

suppose that Spring was a season by no means amiss for

Laking. 1837 Foreign Q. Rev. XIX. 301 German romanti-
cism and English laking are one.

Lakish (l^-kij), a. [f. Lake sbA + -ish.]

fl. a. Abounding in lakes or pools, b. In-

habiting a lake. Obs.

1590 Greene Orl. Fur. (1599) F 3, 1 know he knowes that

watrie lakish hill-
^

1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. $ Min.
Introd., Fishes which are . . lakish, as the Umbla, trout,

carp [etc.]. 1681 Chetham Angler's Vade-m. x\. § 1 (1689)

110 All Fishes, whether Marine, Fluviatile, or Lakish.

2. Of or pertaining to the Lake poets; resem-

bling the productions of those poets.

1819 Abelard $ Heloisa 222 Oh ! that we had the Lakish
pow'r To dwell on owls !—for half an hour. 1822 Blackw.
Mag. XI. 478 The Edinburgh Reviewers would say it was
a Lakish rant. 1831 Ibid. XXIX. 218 This couplet .. was
pronounced ' lakish '.

Hence Lakiskness.
1831 Blackw. Mag. XXIX. 218 Talking oHakishness—

the Southrons..have a strange idea of the Lakes.

Lakist (l^-kist). [f. Lake ^.4 + -ist. Adopted
in Fr. as lakist *.] A member or adherent of the

'Lake School ' of poetry; a Lake poet.
182* New Monthly Mag

:
V. 546 Voted at last a rhymer

and a pedant by the lakists and cockneys, a 1849 P°E
Cockton Wks. 1864 III. 462 The cant of the Lakists would
establish the exact converse. 1883 B*ham Daily Post
2 Apr. 5/xThe last surviving son of another 1 Lakist' has
followed him.

So La'kism, affectation of the style of the Lake
poets.

1822 Blackw. Mag. XI. 462 The third canto of Childe
Harold . . which from beginning to end is Lakeism—rank
Lakeism.
Lakka, Iiakke, obs. forms of Lac 1

, Lack.
Laky (U'-ki), a.1 [f. Lake sbA + -y L] Of or

pertaining to a lake ; lake-like.

i6n Cotgr., Lacnstre, lakie, belonging to a lake. 1808
Scott Marm. v. Introd

; ,
By., flanking towers, and laky

flood, Guarded and garrison d she stood. 1826 W. Elliott
Nun 43 And all the Italian glory of the day, seems sweetly
sleeping in each laky ray.

Laky (l£ l,ki), a.2 Also 9 lakey. [f. Lake sb.$

+ -y!.j Of or pertaining to lake ; of the colour of

lake ; spec, of the blood, when the red corpuscles

are acted upon by some solvent.

1849 Blacktv. Mag. LXVI. 420 The gray stones.. are of a
delicate hue, blue intermingling with pale greenish and
lakey tints. 1898 P. Manson Trop. Diseases xxxi. 457 note,
The haemoglobin has become diffused and the blood lakey.

Lakye, obs. form of Lackey.
La-la (la*la

#
), a. [adj. use of la la interj.: see

La int. b.] ' So-so *, not so good as it might be,

poor.
1800 in Spirit Publ. Jrnls. (1801) IV. 253 Finding my

appetite very la, la, took two glasses of bitters. 1806 Surr
Winter in London I. 240 As to his singing, it is but la la.

a 1849 Hartley Coleridge Ess. (1851) II. 94 A species of
composition so la-la and lackadaisacal.
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t Lale, v. Obs. rare. [Cf. Da. lalle to prattle.]

intr. To speak.
13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 153 pen be lorde wonder loude

laled & cryed. Ibid. B. 913 pen laled Loth, 'lorde what is

be>t ?' [1877 A'. W. Line. Gloss., Loll, to cry out. J

Lall vlsel), v. [Echoic, after L. lalldre.] intr.

To say Mai, lal * ; to speak childishly. Hence
La'lling vbl. sb. Also atlrib.

1878 lr. Ziemssen's Cycl. Med. XIV. xxxv. 844 When
stammering attains such a grade that the speech is thereby

rendered very indistinct or entirely unintelligible, it is

called lalling (lallatio). /bid., When the attendants are

silly enough to imitate this lalling, ..the speech may retain

a childish, lalling character.

Lallan (Ue'lan), a. and sb. Sc. [variant of

Lowland.] A. adj. Belonging to the Lowlands
of Scotland. B. sb. (Also Lallans.} The Low-
land Scotch dialect.

1785 Blrns Addr. to Deil xix, But a' your doings to

rehearse ..Wad ding a' Lallan tongue, or Erse, In prose

or rhyme. — To W. Simpson, Posiscr. ii, They . . spak
their thoughts in plain, braid Lallans. 1791 A. Wilson
Laurel Disputed Poems (1816) 40 (Jam.) Far aflf onr gentles

for their poets flew, And scorn 'd to own that Lallan songs
they knew. 1887 R. L. Stevenson Mem. $ Portraits, Pas-
toral 99, I translate John's Lallan, for 1 cannot do it justice,

being born Britannis in montibus.

tLa llate, v. Obs. rare~°. [f. ppl. stem of

L. lalldre : sec next.] * To speakc baby-like
'

(Coekeram, 1623).

Lallation (lscl^'foii). [n. of action f. L. lalldre

to 'sing lalla or lullaby* (Lewis & Sh.). Cf. F.
foliation.] fa. Childish utterance (obs.). b. An
imperfect pronunciation of r, by which the sound of

that letter is confused with that of / ; lambdacism.
1647 R. Baron Cyprian Acad. Aij b, This makes me hope

that yon will dispence with the Lallation and Low dialect

of this babe [sc. a book], whose tone is rude. 1864 R. F.

Uurton Dahome I. 158 The I'opos and Dahomans have the
same lallation as the Chinese, who call rum ' lum '.

Lam (la.*in), sb.l [? f. Lam v. (sense 2 b).] A
kind of fishing net. Also lam-net. (Cf. Lammet.
1626 Spelman Gloss, s.v. Lama, Sed nos hodie retis genus

quo vtuntur piscatores, a lam vocamus. 1895 K. Angl.
Gloss., Lam net, a net into which fish are driven hy beating
the water.

Lam (lxm), sb.* Weaving, [ad. F. lame (lit.

i blade') in the same sense.] (See quot. 1SS3.)
i8ox J. Bitttkrwortji in A. Barlow Weaving {1878) 317

The generality of weavers couple the fust and third healds
or shafts, and so are enabled to weave it with only two
lams. 1883 Almondb. $ Huddersf. Gloss., Lams, pieces of
wood in a loom, connected with the treadles by strings,

which are connected also with the jacks (above) in a similar

way, and work the yelds.

Lam (Item), v. Forms : 6-8 lamme, lamb,

7 lambe, 8 lamm, 6- lam. [Cf. ON. letnja (pa. t.

lamda), lit. * to lame* ( = OE.l^mian, f. lama Lame),
but chiefly used with reference to beating.]

1. trans. To beat soundly; to thrash ; to 1 whaek\
Now colloq. or vulgar.

1595 [implied in Belam]. 1596 Thomas Diet. (1606),

De/usto, to lamme or bumbast with strokes. 1631 Celestina

ix. in They will not sticke to strip them and lamme them
soundly. 1719 Ozell tr. Misson's Mem. 306 A Fellow,

whom he lamb d most horribly. 1783 Ainsworth Lat. Diet.

(Morelb 1, Lammed, Vcrberatus. 18x2 H. & J. Smith
Rej. Addr., G. Barnwell, Quoth he, I wonld pummel and
lam her well. 1869 F. H. Ludlow Little Bro. 16, I wish
I'd been there ; I'd ha' lammed him, I would !

trans/. 1898 Westm. Gaz.^ 20 July 7/2 The Lancashire
amateur . . woke up in astonishing fashion and lammed the

ball in every direction to the delight of all beholders.

2. intr. Chiefly school-boy slang, as to lam (it)

into one, to lam out.

1875 A. R. Hope My Schoolboy Fr. 179
1

1 had six cuts.

.

and Vialls did lam into me.*
t

i88z 1 F. Anstey* Vice VersA
(ed. 19) 84 ' Let him undress now, and we can lam it into

him afterwards with slippers.' 1894 Conan Doyle Rowul
Red Lamp 276

1 Lam out with your whip as hard as you
can lick.'

b. dial. (See quot.) Cf. Lam sb.l

1895 E. Angl. Gloss., Lamming for eels, thrashing the
water lo make the eels go into a net.

Hence La'mming vbl.sb.
f
a beating, a thrashing.

161 1 Beaum. & Fl. King no K. v. iii, One whose dull

body will require a lamming. 1611 Cotgr.» Gaulie, .. a
cudgelling, hasting, thwacking, lamming. 1883 A Imondb. <$

Lfudders/. Gloss., Lammin, i.e. lamming, a beating.

Lam, obs. form of Lamb, Lame, Loam.
Lama 1 (la-ma). Also 9 erron. llama. [Thi-

betan blama, the b being silent.] The title given

to the Buddhist priests of Mongolia and Thibet.

The chief Lamas of Thibet and Mongolia are called

respectively Dalai (dalae or delli)-lama, or simply
Dalai

y
and Tesko- or Teshu-lama ; the former is

the higher in dignity, and is known to Europeans
as the ' Grand Lama*.
The^ Dalai Lama lives in the strictest seclusion, and is

worshipped with almost divine honours.
^
When he dies, the

lamas profess to search for a child who gives evidence that

the soul of the deceased pontiff has entered into htm ; when
found, the child succeeds to the office.

1654 tr. Martini'sConq. China 13 This Letter.. he sent by
one of their Indian Priests (whom they call Lama). 1698

J. Crull Muscony 64 A certain High Priest, whom they
call Dalae-Lama, or Lamalamalow. 1755 Hanwav Trav.
(1762) 1. n. xvL 68 Their supreme deity is the delli lama.

1807 W. Irving Life $ Lett. (1864) 1. 199 When surrounded

LAMB.
like the grand Lama.. by a crowd of humble adorers. 1876
Times 15 May 5/2 The greater in this last respect .. is the
Dalai (or 'Ocean') Lama of Lhasa; the other is the
Panchen Rinbochd ('Jewel Doctor '), or Teshu Lama of
Tashi-lunpo. 1881 Ch. Bells 10 Dec, 24 '1 In spite of the
determined aniagonism of the preaching of the Shamans
and Lamas from Mongolia. 1895 Waudkll Buddhism 0/
Tibet 1 Tibet, the mystic Land of the Grand Lama, joint
God and King of many millions.

att rib. 1799 W. Tooke View Russian Etnp. II. 119 We
find in the russian empire .. the lama, and the schamane
religions. 1861 Swinhok N. China Camp. 366 The majority
of the llama temples were situated outside tbe wall.

Hence La'maic a., of or pertaining to the lamas
;

helieved or taught by the lamas. Iia'maism (also

lamism), the system of doctrine and observances
inculcated and maintained by the lamas. La'ma-
ist, one who professes lamaism ; also atlrib.

Lamai-stic a., of or pertaining to the lamaists.
' La'maite Lamaist. Lamai tic a. - Lamaistic.

1814 tr. Klaprotfis Trav. 115 This is the greatest festival

of the Lamaites. 181 7 Edin. Rev. XXV III. 313 Prayer is

one of ihe principal duties enjoined by Lamaism. 1827
H. K. Li.oyu tr. Timbowskis Trav. II. 207 before the
introduction of the Lamaic religion among them [the

Mongolsl. 1834 Good's Study Mai. (ed. 4) 111. 108 The
cruel and senseless ptnances and punishments sustained in

many of the convents and nunneries of Lamism. 1840
Carlyle Heroes (1858) 188, I find Grand Lamaism itself

to have a kind of truth in it. 1852 Btaekw. Mag. LXX1.
347 The Lamaitic worship. 1883 Athememn 24 Feb. 242 'x

The Lamaist ic deviations from the simplicity of Gautama's
teaching. 1889 Century Mag. Mar. 657/2 The great annual
festival of the lamaists in July. 1895 Waddell Buddhism
0/ Tibet 287 The Lamaist temple i* called * God's house '.

Ibid. 298 The Lamaist sceptre or Do>je.

[Lama 2 la-ma). [Sp. ; lit. 'plate'.] Gold
or silver cloth, originally made in Spain.
1818 La Belle Assemble"?XV II. 137 2 A gold embroidered

lama drapery., llorders of silver lama on crimson satin.

1821 in Mrs. Armytage Old Crt. Customs 118831 36 A dress
of silver lama over French lilac.

Lama, erroneous form of Llama.

I t La'manisxn. Obs. [After F. lamanisme

I

(Hue).] * Lamaism. So £ama-nical<?.» Lamaic.
185a! Blackw, Mag. LXXI. 339 The Tibetan portion ..

is inhabited by a rough race, retaining many primitive
superstitions beneath the engrafted Lamanism. 1867 M.

I

Joxes Hue's Tartary 243 The foundation of the lamanical
hierarchy, framed in imitation of the pontifical court. Ibid.

252 It is with this view [of enfeebling the strength of the
Mongol princes] that the Emperors patronise lamanism.

Lamantin lamrenthv. Also 8-9 lame ra-

tine, lamentin, 9 lamantine. [a. F. lamanlin,
lamenting The manatee.
1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Lamentine. 176a Gcntl.

Mag. 208 Tortoises also and lamantins are found here in

great plenty [in Granada). 1797 Naval Lhron.WW. 333
The lamentin (sea-cow or manattcej. 1827 G. HlGGixs
Celtic Druids 138 The bones of mammiferous sea animals
namely, of the Lamentin and of seals. 1865 Lcbbock
Prch. Times viii. (1869) 250 The Manatee or Lamautin.

Lamar, variant of Lambek 1
, amber.

Lamarckian (lama*jkian), a. and sb. [f.

Lamarck, the name of a French botanist and
zoologist (1 ^44-1 829

s

) + -ian.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to Lamarck or to his

theory respecting the eau?e of organic evolution,

which he ascrihed to inheiitable modifications pro-

duced in the individual by habit, appetency, and
the direct action of the environment. B. sb. One
who holds Lamarckian views.
1846 Dana Zooph. vii. $ 106 (1848) 107 These remarks are

intended to support no monad or Lamarckian theory. 1858
Darwin Life <V Lett. II. 121 To talk of climate or Lamarck-
ian habit producing such adaptations to other organic
beings, is futile. 1893 Athenxum 12 Aug. 220/2 Hegel was
a keen enough scientific critic to see the defects of the
Lamarckian theory.

So Iiama rckianism, Iiama'rckism, the doctrine

of the origin of species as laid down hy Lamarck.
Lama-rckite =Lamakckian sb.

1884 Stand. Nat. Hist. (1888) I. p. lvi, These views essen-

tially agree with what is known as Lamarckianism. 1884
Ray Lankestkr in Athenxum 29 Mar. 412/2 Lamarckism
looks very well on paper, but .. when put to the test of

observation and experiment it collapses absolutely. 1890
Times (weekly ed.) 10 Jan. 7 ^3 There are [in biologyl pure
Darwinists, Wallaceists, Weissmannisls, Lamarckites, and
Romanesists.

Lamasery (lama'sari). Also lamasary, lama-
serai, lamassery, lamastery, lamestery. [a. F.

lamaserie, app. formed irreg. by Hue from lama :

see Lama 1
.

The spelling lamaserai indicates that the word has been
supposed to be a compound of Pers. sardl inn (see Serai).)

A Thibetan or Mongolian monastery of lamas.

1867 M. Jones Hue's Tartary 36 During our stay at

Tolon Noor, we had frecruent occasion to visit the Lamas-
eries, or Lama Monasteries. 1870 Pall Mall G. 23 Nov,
11, I was for seven years steward of the grand lamasary of

Ga-den. 188* Baber in R. Gjrog. Soc. Suppl. Papers I. 1.

96 It contains many lamaserais of 200 or 300 mooks, some
indeed of 2000 or 3000.

Lamasse, obs. form of Lammas.

lamb (lsem), sb. Forms: a. 1 lam b, lamp,
l§mb, 2, 4-6 lam, 4-6 lame, 4-7 lambe, 5-6

lamme, 7 lamm, 2- lamb. PL 1 lamb, 3
lambre, Orm. lammbre, 3-5 lambren, 4 lam-
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berne, 4-5 lambryn, 5 lamber, lamborn, lam-
bres, lambron, 6 lambes, (lame?, Sc. lammis\
6- lambs, £. 1-5 lomb, lombor, 2-5 lombe,

3 lombbe, 4 lome, loombe, (lowmpe), 4-5
loomb, 5 loom. PL 1 lomber, lombern, lom-
bor, lombro, lombur, 3 lombren. [Com. Teut.

:

OK. iamb, lambor (Ipmb, Igmbor), limb str. neut.,

corresponds to OS. lamb (Du., MLG. lam), OHG.
lamb (MHG. lamib, lamp, mod.G. lamm), ON.
lamb (Sw. lamm. Da. lam), Goth, lamb :-OTeut.

*lamboz-, *lambiz- ; no certain extra-Teut. affinities

have been found.
The regular pi. form in OE. was Ipmberu {*lambent) :—

OTeut. *lambozd ; there were disyllabic forms produced by
omission of the final or syncopation of the middle vowel

;

the occasional form lamb is due to the analogy of animal

names of the o declension. In ME. the plural was
assimilated to that of the •« declension (.cf. children,

calveren, brethren).]

1. The young of the sheep.

£-725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) E216 Enixa est genu it

agnam idest ceolhor lomb. 1:825 Vesp. Psalter cxiii. 6

Muntas for hwon uphofun *e swe swe rommas & hyllas

swe swe lomberu scepa. 858 Charier of sEtlulberkt in

O. K. Texts 438, xx lamba & xx fehta. a 900 Kent. Glosses

in Wr.-Wiilcker 61/29 Et quasi agnus lasciuiens, and swa
ple^ende lamp. Limits/. Gosp. Luke x. 3 Ic sendo

mih sualombro bi-(uih ulfum. c xooo /Elfric Exod. xii. 5

Witodlice ba:t lamb sceal heon anwintre pur Iamb clx-ne

and unwemme. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 87 pet i-offrede lomb bet

be engel het offrian UtacneS crUtes define, a 1225 A ncr. A*.

66 Monie eume5 to ou ischrud mid louibes fieo«>e, & beo5

wode wulues. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 7609 Wolues dede
hii nimej> vorb, bat er dude as lombe. a. 1300 Cursor M.
1 1302 Wit hir child suld offer bare, A lamb if sco sua
riche ware. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 229. label.,

departide kydes from lambren. £1425 Lydc. Assembly 0/
Gods 801 Humylyte was the furst : a lambe he bestrode.

c 1440 Jacob's Well 38 )>e tythe owyth to be payed of lam-

bryn. 1486 Bk. St. A /bans C vij b, lake pressure made of

a loinbe that was borne in vntyme. 1500 20 Dunbar Poems
xxxviii. iS He for our saik that sufferit to be slane, And lyk

a Iamb in sacrifice wes dicht, Is lyk a lyone rissin vp agane.

1535 Covekdalk is. lxv*. 25 The wolff and the lambe shal

fede together, a 1550 Christ is A'irke Gr. xx, Bludy berkit

wes thair baird, As thay bad worriet lnminis. 1586 Vestry

Bks. (Surteesi 21 Item recenved of Nicolas Newbye fortwoe
lames .. ijs. vjd. 1621 Miimi.Kros Sun in Arhs Wks.
(liullem VII. 348 Illustrated by proper emblems .. as .

.

Sincerity by a Lamb. 1667 Milton P. L. xi. 645 Ewes
and thir bleating Lambs. 1735 Somerville Chase in. 26

The poor defenceless Lamb, .. Supplier a rich Repast.

1784 Cowt'EK Task vi. in Sheepwatks populous with

bleating lambs. 1813 Shelley Q. Mab viii. 128 His teeth

are harmless, custom's force has made I lis natuie as the

nature of a lamb. 1884 Ruskin Pleas. Eng. 1885) 133
A I arab means an Apostle, a Lion an Evangelist.

trans/, and /ig. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 87 Vf we be

hys trew shepe, fruytfull in wolle of verteues .. and in

lambren of good dedes. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent. iv. iv. 97
Alas poor Proteus, thou ha*-t entertaiu'd A Foxe, to be the

Shepheard of thy Lambs.

b. Proverbs.
1620 Shelton Quix. n. vii. 40 As soone goes the yong

lambe to the roste, as the olde sheepe. 1748 Richardson
Clarissa I. x. 60 In for the lamb, as the saying is, in for the

sheep. 1768 [see God 5 b]. Mod. As well be hanged for

a sheep as a lamb.

2. /ig. Applied to persons, a. A young member
of a Mock, esp. of the church.
c xooo Ags. Gosp. John xxj. 15 He cwaeS to him heald

mine lamb [c 950 Lindis/., c 1160 Hatton lombor]. r 1200

Okmin 13329 To stanndenn gaen be labe gast, To werenn
hise lammbre. a 1225 St. Marker. 12 Icham mi lauerdes

lomb, aat he is min hirde. c 1386 Chaucer Pars. '/'. r 718
Therfore shul they neuere han part of the pasture of lambes,

that is the blisse of heuene. 1526 Pilfr. Per/ (W. de W.
1531) 2 To shewe the waye of vertue to his yonge pilgrymes

& tender lambes. 1761 Wesley Jml. 21 Jan. (1827) III.

38, I spent a hour with one who was as hot as any of the

lambs at the tabernacle ; but she is now a calm, reasonable
woman. 1864 Tennyson AyInter's F. 361 Leolin, I almost
sin in envying you : The very whitest lamb in all my fold

Loves you.

b. One who is as meek, gentle, innocent, or weak
as a lamb.
r 1000 /Elfric Horn. I. 390 He gefullode 5one wulf and

geworhte to lambe. 13. . Cursor M. 20010+671 (B. M. Add.
MS.) lesu crist, godes sone, of a wilde hounde hab maJ e a
lomb. £1460 Tozvneley Myst. xxiii. 391 Maria. Alas,

my lam so mylde, whi wille thou fare me fro Emang
thise wulfeswylde. 1500-20 Dunbak Poems Hi. 4 lie is na
Dog; he is a Lam. 1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesiexu. xxiv.

{Art.) 299 It is comely for a man to be a lambe in the house,

and a Lyon in the field. 1819 Shellev Cettci it. i. 136

Innocent lambs 1 They thought not any ill. 1858 Lytton
What will he do t. xiv, The Baron was a lamb compared to

a fine lady.

c. used as a term of endearment.
<* *553 Uoall Royster D. 1. iv. (Arb.) 27 Ah sir, be good

to hir, she is but as gristle, Ah sweete lambe and coney.

1673 Kirkman Unlucky Cit. 165 But Lamb [sc. his wife], you
mistake the matter quite. 1715 De Foe Earn. Instruct. 1.

iii. (1841) I. 59 To hear the dear lamb ask me, Father, will

not God be angry with me. 1820 Shellev Fiordispitta 76

And say, sweet lamb, would you not learn [etc.]?

d. A simpleton ; one who is cheated ;
esp. one

who speculates and loses his money.
1668 Leatliermore 's Adv. cottc. Gaming (ed. 2) 5 When

a young Gentleman or Prentice comes into this School

of Vertue unskil'd in the quibbles and devices there

practiced, they call him a Lamb. 1680 Cotton Compl.
Gamester (ed. 2) 5 And then the Rooks . . laugh and grin,

saying the Lamb is bitten. 1881 J. Mills Too/ast to last

III. x. 127 'In order—That we may not be among the

skinned lambs \ interrupted William Bottles. 1884 Chicago
Tribune Feb., 'Lamb' is an outsider who goes into the
market and leaves his money. 1886 Glaooen Applied Chr.
204 A recent estimate . . puts the amount of which the
4 lambs ' are shorn in this New York stock market alone at

eight hundred million dollars a year.

3. The Lamb, f God's Lamb, the Lamb of God.

(After John i. 29, Rev. xvii. 14, etc)
a 1000 Guthlac 1015 Gr.) Ic siddan mot.. godes lomber in

sindreamurn siS5an awo for5 folgtan. c 1000 Ags. Gosp.

John i. 29 Her is godes lamb, her is se be deS awes middan-
eardes synme. c 1200 Ormin 12649 Crist Wass Godess
Lamb 3ehatten. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 413 My lorde
be lombe, bur} hys god-hede, He toke my self to hys
maryage. 1340 Ayeub. 232 Vol^eb bet lamb of mildenesse
bet is lesu crist. a 1400 Prymer (1891) 68 Loomb of god .

.

haue mercy on us. c 1430 Hymns Virg. 53 J>is lomb, y spak
of him £at al be worldis synne a-batys. 1567 Gnde Godlie
Ball. (b. T. S. 43 That Lamb for sober summe was sauld.

1611 Bible Rev. xxii. 1 A pure riuer of water of life .. pro-

ceeding out of the throne of God, and of the Lambe. 1784
Cowper Task vi. 702 One */>ng employs all nations, and all

cry,
4 Worthy the Lamb, for He was slain for us

!

' 184a
Tennyson St. Agnes' Eve 17 So shows my soul before the
I^amb, My spirit before Thee.

b. Her. Holy Lamb = Agnus Dei b.

1823 in Caaub Technol. Diet. 1843 Fosbroke Cycl.
Antiq. 815 Holy~Lamb. This was anciently a lamb with

J

St. John pointing to him, and was ordered to be changed
into the human form by the Trullan canons made in 653.
1882 Cussans Her. vi. (ed. 3) 100 The Paschal or Holy
Lamb is a Lamb passant supporting with its dexter fore-leg

a staff, usually m bend-sinistcr, from which depends a
Uanner, charged with a Cross of St. George.

I

4. a. The name given to the proverbially

cruel anil rapacious soldiers of Col. Kirke's regi-

ment in 1684-6, in ironical allusion to the device

of the Paschal Lamb on lheir flag. b. The name
given to bodies of 'roughs' hired to commit acts

of violence at elections. (The ' Nottingham
Lambs' were notorious about 1860-1870.)
1744 Ralph Hist. Eng. I. 838 So infamous was the Be-

j

haviour of his own particular Corps, that he [Kirke] him-
i self, by way of Irony, call'd them his Lambs; an appella-

tion which was adopted by the whole West of England.

1757 HtWiE Hist. II. 387. 1844 Times 4 Nov. 5/2 Upwards
j

of 200 'lambs ' were employed by the same political party

to carry off voters. Note. ' Lambs'., means ruffians em-
ployed at elections to impress upon the persons and property
of the peaceable inhabitants lhe 4 physical force' doctrine.

1849 Macaulav Hist. Eng. iii. I. 334 As they had been
levied for the purpose of waging war on an infidel nation,

I

they bore on their rlag a Christian emblem, the Paschal
I^amb, .. These men, the rude>^ and most ferocious in the

English army, were called Kirke's Lambs. 1869 Latest
Xeivs 17 Oct., Samuel Dawson was examined at some
length in reference to the employment of a number of
' lambs', or roughs, in Stracey's interest at the last election.

5. In various applications, a. The flesh of the

lamb used as food.

1620 Vesnkr Via Recta iii. 50 Lambe of two or three

moneths old is the best. 1683 Tryon Way to Health 92
There is no flesh either more healthy or grateful than Lamb.
1841 Lank Aral: Xts. I. 123 Lamb or Mutton cut into

small pieces.

fig. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias x. xii. (Rtldg.) 384 The
I happy man.. seemed to be very little less happy than his

partner .. ; and one would have sworn .. that he liked

mutton better than lamb. [Said of a bridegroom and his

elderly bride.]

b. short for Lambskin.
1527 Lane. Wills (Chetham Soc.) I. 6 My gowne furrett

w* whyte lambe. 1567 K. Ml lcaster Fortescnes De Laud.
Leg. (1672) 123 b, The Serjeants Cape is ever Furred with

I white Lambe. 1889 Daily Nnvs 24 Dec. 2/7 Allow me to

state what means are employed to procure the Persian lamb

j

or Astrakhan.

c. Vegetable lamb'. =Barometz.
' 1698 A. Brano Emb. Muscovy to China 125, I am not

very apt to give credit to the Relations of the vulgar sort in

Muscovy, among which, that of, the Vegetable Lamm is a

! general received Fable.

0. attrib. and Comb. : a. simple attributive, as

lamb-cote, \ -fell, -flesh, fold, -glove, hurdle,

-meadow, -shepherd, -trade, b. objective, as lamb-

hymning, -shearing, c. instrumental (sense 5 b)

as lamb- lined.
1459-60 Durham Acc. Rolls (Surtees) 320 Pro tectura

apud le *lambecote. C1500 in Arnold Chron. (1811) 75

j

*tambefelle for the C.i. d. C1400 tr. Secreta. Secret.,

Gov. Lordsh. 78 Meene metys engendrys noght bolnynges

j
ne superfluytes, as *lombe fflessh, motoun and Capouns. 1884

j
Gilmour Mongols 91 Most of the west side [of the tent]

was taken up by a *lamb-fold. 1811 Self Instructor 121,

3 pair of fine *larab gloves. 1805 R. w. Dickson Pract.

Agric. (1807) 1. 160 Fig. 7 represents a "lamb-hurdle, a 1711

Ken Edmund Poet. Wks. 1721 11. 366 As we wander o're

the blissful Plains, You daily shall compose *Lamb-hymn-
ing strains. 1591 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. iv. 706 A
payr of *Lamb-lyn'd buskins on her feet. 1459-60 Durham
Acc. Rolls (Surtees) 320 Pro falcacione de le "Lammedowe.
1774 * Lamb-shearing [see lamb-ale inj below]. 1886 C
Scott Sheep~Earmhtg 130 Lamb-shearing has long been an
established practice in East Cornwall and other parts,

a 1711 Ken Sim Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 331 May 1, like

you, sing the *Lamb-Shepherd's Love. 1895 Daily News
31 May 8/7 *Lamb trade firm.

7. Special Comb. : lamb-ale (see quot.); lambs'-
cage (see quot.)

;
lamb-creep, a hole in a hedge

or hurdle just large enough for lambs to get in and
out of the fold (see Cbkepj/^.^; lamb-emptied a.,

emptied of lambs ; limb-fashion, after the fashion

of a lamb; used in prov. phr. mniton dressed

j

Iambfashion, applied to an old woman dressed in

youtbfnl style; lamb-florin Hist., a florin stamped
with the * Agnus Dei 9

; lamVa fry (see quot.)
;

lamb-hog, a lamb of the second year; lamb-
house see quot.)

; f lamb's -leaae, a meadow
in which lambs are reared; flamb'a leather,
lambskin

;
lamb-ram, a ram under two years old ;

lamb-stones, the testicles of a lamb; lamb-
suckler, lamb-suckling see quotsA
1774 Warton Hist. Eng. Poetry (1840) III. 119 *Lamb-

ale is still used at the village of Kirtlington in Oxfordshire,
for an annual feast or celebrity at lamb-shearing. 1857
Tol'lmin Smith Parish 503 The 'Ales' were numerous.
Brand mentions .. Lamb-Ales, Leet-Ales, [etc.]. 1813 T.
Davis Agric. Wilts 264 *Lambs'-Cages, cribs for foddering
sheep in fold

; they are usually made semi-cylindrical, with
cleft Ash-rods about six to seven feet long and about one
foot diameter. 1886 C. Scott Sheep-Fanning 167 If the
ewes and lambs are folded, *lamb creeps <hn be brought
into use. 1898 ' Rolf liOLOREwoou' Rom. Canvass Town
96 The ewes of the *lamb-einptied small yard are then care-
fully counted out. 1810 SplendidFollies 1. 131 Ewe mutton
without garnish is a tough bite, to be sure; but methinks
she's dished herself off to day, *lamb-fashion. 1885 R.
Sharpe Cat. City Letters 107 The i7o*Iamb-florins in their
keeping. 1888 Elworthy IV. Somerset Word~bk. s.y.,
The product of lambs' castration are called * lamb's. fries.

1891 Haboy Tess (1900) 8/2, I should like for supper,

—

well, lamb's fry. 1607 Topsell Fourf. Beasts (1658) 495

J

As, the first year, we call it in English a Lamb, so, the

]

second year, a Hog, *Lam-hog, or Teg if it be a female
1891 Times 28 Sept. 4/1 Lamb-hogs, 18*. to 28*. per head.
1819 Rees Cycl. XX, * Lamb-house, ..the place where

I

lambs are fattened. 1609 Bp. W. Barlow Answ. Nameless
Cath. 58 Wherein, if the Reader obserue (as if he had

. beene brought vp in *Lambs-lease) he seemes for the most

j

part very tenderly affected. 1607 T. Cocks Acc. 27 Apr.
j

ICauterb. Cath. Libr. MS. E. 31) *Lambes lethcr gloves
6d. 1886 C. Scott Sheep Farming 74 A good strong

j

*lamb ram will serve as many as twenty-five ewes without
' hurt. a\6i^ Overbury Charac., Ordinarie Fencer Wks.
I (1856) 112 tor an inward bruise, *lambstones and sweet-

breads are his onely sperma ceti which he eats at night.

1677 Compleat Servant-Maid 87 Put in Lamb-stones and
sweetbreads. 1819 Rees Cycl. XX, *Lamb-suckler, . . a

1 person who.. carries on the business of fattening house-
lamb. Ibid., Lamb-suckling,, .the art of fattening house-
lamb.

b. In various plant names, as lamb's cress, Car-
damine hirsnta

;
lambkill, (a) Andromeda mar-

iana (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1888); (b) U.S. the sheep-

laurel, Kalmia angustifolia ; lamb's lettuce =
Cokn-salad

( Valerianella olitoria); lamb's quar-
tern's, (a) Atriplex hastata or palula ; (b) Cheno-
podinm album ; lamb'a tails, the calkins of the

hazel, Corylus Avcllana; lamb *a toe s, a name
for Lotus corniculatus, Anthyllis Vnlneraria, and
ftlcdicago lupulina. Also Lamb's tongue.
c 1000 Sax. Lcechd. II. 24 Cersan szedes. sume men hataS

*lambes cersan. a 1100 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 300/14 Tkias-

\

pis, lambescerse. 1882 in Frieno Devonshire Plant-n.
1851 S. Jldo Margaret xiv. (1871)90 Cymes of viburnums,

1

ro»e-blooming *lambkill. 1597 Gerarde Herbal 11. xxxv.

I

§ 1. 242 * Lambes Lettuce. 1830 Linoley Nat. Syst. Bot.

197 The young leaves of the species of Valerianella are
1 eaien as salad, under the French name of Mache, or the

English one of Lamb's Lettuce. 1873^ Oliver Elem. Bot.

J

ti. 192 Corn-salad, or Lamb's-lcttuce .. is eaten as a salad.

1773 Hawkesworth Voy. III. 442 We also once or twice
met with a plant like what the country people in England
call *Lamb's quarters, or Fat-hen. 1869 E. A. Parkes

j
Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 233 A salad made of the * lamb's
quarter' {jChenot>odinm album\ was found very useful.

188* Garden 4 Feb. 77/1 That modest kind of beauty which
j

these catkins,
4 pussies ', and ' *lambs'.tails as the country

people call them, suggest. 1896 Wanvicksh. Gloss., Lambs -

tails, the male catkins of ha2el and filbert trees. i8ai Clare

I

/ 'ill. Minstr. II. 94 Handfuls. .of rose and *lambtoe sweet.

Lamb (loem), v. [f. Lamb sb.]

1. trans, (passive only.) To bear or bring forth
;

I to 'drop ' (a lamb\
1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 5 It. .inableth the lambe

to seeke after a Hvinge soe soone as it is lambed. 1735
Uraolev Earn. Did. s,v. Lamb, If he be like to dye when
first Lambed, it is usual to open his Mouth and blow therein.

«793 Hollym Inclos. Act 13 A modus of one shilling a score

of all Iambs lambed and living at Midsummer, c 1817 Hogg
Tales <y Sk. 1 V. 199 The. .shepherd ..found her with a new-

I yeaned lamb on the very gair of the Crawmel Craig, where
' she was lambed herself. 18*9 Glover's Hist. Derby I. 214

Not one of these [rams} was lambed before Feb. 6, 1828.

2. intr. To bring forth a lamb ; to yean.

16 1 1 Cotgr., Agneter, to lambe. 1641 Best Farm. Bks.

(Surtees} 5 An ewe putt into a goode pasture three weekes
afore shee lambe, is as goode as to lett her goe in a goode
pasture three weekes after. 1701 J. Brand Zetland^(1703)
75 As for the sheep, .. they Lamb not so soon as with us.

1846 J. Baxter Liar. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) 11. p. xxii, Each
ewe. .lambing at two, three, and four years old.

3. Of a shepherd : To lend (ewes) at lambing-

I
time. Also, to lamb down.
1850 Jml. R. Agric. Soc. XI. 1. 76 The flocks are usually

lambed down about the latter end of March. 1851 Ibid.

XII. 11. 574 Every shepherd considers himself an adept at

lambing his ewes. Mod. Advt., Wanted, a Cowman, one

used to lamb-down a few Ewes preferred.

4. Lamb down. Austral. [? a transferred use

of sense 3.] trans, a. To part with, pay down
(money), esp. recklessly. Also absoL

1890 Melbourne Argus 7 June 4/2 The paying off of

drovers, the selling off of horses, the 4 lambing down' of

cheques. Ibid. 9 Aug. 4/5 The old woman, of course,
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thought that we were on gold, and would lamb down at the I

finish in her shanty.

b. To induce (a person) to get rid of his money

;

to * clean out \ Also absol.

1873 M. Clarke Holiday Peak, etc. 21 Trowbridge's did

not 1 lamb down 1 so well as the Three Posts. 1890 Mel-

bourneA rgus 16Auu. 4/7 One used to serve drinks in the bar,

the other kept the billiard-table. Between them they lambed

down more shearers and drovers than all the rest on the river.

Hence Lambed ///. a. , La'mbing {down) vbl. sb.

1611 Cotgr., Agneli, lambed. 1844 Stephens Bk. Farm
II. 590 Of the lambing of ewes. Ibid. 601 Think also what
sort of care is bestowed on a newly lambed flock. 1850 Jml.
R. Agric. Soc. XI. 1. 76, 1 have kept 500 ewes in lamb this

j

way. .and had them in very high condition, .on their lambing

down. 1867 Gainsborough News 23 Mar., 200 lambed and
|

in-lamb ewes and gimmers. 1873 J. 13. Stephens Black *\

Gin si It is the Bushman come to town..Come to do his

* lambing down 1

. 1880 G. Walch Victoria in 1880. 130

The operation—combining equal parts of hocussing, over-

charging, and direct robbery . . and facetiously christened

by bush landlords * lambing down '.

Lamb, obs. form of Lam v.

Lamba ^larmba). [Malagasy.] A large cloak

worn by the natives of Madagascar.
1880 J. Sibree Gt. A/r. Island xvi. 326 The specially

national article of dress is the lamba, a piece of cloth about

three yards long and two wide. 1805 Daily News 21 Nov.

5/3 The natives in their white lambas.

fLamback, v. Obs. Also 6 lambacke,

lamboak(e. [? f. Lam v. + Back sb.] trans. To
beat, thrash. Also fig.
1589 Rare Triumphs Love $ Fori. iv. in Five Old Plays

(Roxb.) 122 You are no devill ; mas, and I wist you were, I

would lamback the devill out of you. 1591 Nashe Prog-

nostication 17 Sundrie tall fellowes .. armed with good

cudgels, shall so lambeake the.se stubborne hus-wiues. 1592

G. Harvey Four Lett. iii. 21 That brauely threatned to

coniure-vpp one, which should massacre Martins witt
}
or

should bee lambackd himself with ten yeares prouision.

1601 Monday Death Earl Huntington v. i.Ria, With this

dagger lustilie lambackt.

Hence fliamback sb., a whack, a heavy blow.

Also f Lambacker, one who beats or drubs.

1591 Greene Disc. Coosnage (1592) 25 Fiue or sixe wiues

gaue him a score of sound lambeakes with their cudgels.

1592 G. Harvey Piercers Super. 131 Out upon thee for a

cowardly lambacker.

Lambaste (lremb^'st), v. slang and dial.

Also 9 lambust. [? f. Lam v. + Baste v.] trans.

To beat, thrash. Hence Lamba'sting vbl. sb.

1637 I. Jones & Davenant Brit. Tri. 18 Stand off a while

and see how lie lambaste him. 1678 J. Phillips Taver-

nier's Trav. 1. viii. 52 Otherwise they would be fin'd, and
lambasted with a good Cudgel. 1694 Motteux Rabelais
iv. xii. 48 If they were long without a tight Lambasting.

1837 Haliburton Clockm. 1. xxiii, I am six foot six in my
stockin feet, by gum, and can lambaste any two of you in

no time. 1867 Smvth Sailors Word-bk., Lambustiug, a

starting with a rope's end. 1877 *V. W. Line. Gloss., Lam-
baste, to beat.

Lambative, variant of Lambitive Obs.

Lambda (lse'mda). Also 7 lamda. [Gr. Kapfiba

(or Xdfloa).]

1. The nth letter of the Greek alphabet, A, A.

C1400 Maundev. (1839) iii. 20 Thei clepen hem .. a Alpha
..« Kappa, A Lambda. 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor.
1324 Whether in the Future tense it [the verb /SaAAw]

should lose one of the two Lamdaes? 1799 Kirwan Geol.

Ess. 285 The calcareous mountains of Savoy are often arched
like a lambda.

2. Anat. 'The point of junction of the sagittal

and lambdoidal sutures' (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1888).
,

[c 1400 Lanfrattc's Cirurg. 109 A boon be which is clepid

alauda. (Toe Latin has : ad modurn liters laudse grecat.)]

3. Lambda moth, a molh so called from a mark
on its wings, resembling the letter (Webster 1890).

1798 Nemnich Polyglot Lex. Nat. Hist.
}
Eng., Lambda

moth, Phalacna gamma.
Lambdacism (larmdasiz'tn), labdacism

(lse'bd-). [ad. L. lambdacismns, labdacismus, a.

Gr. \a{p)&dafci<Tfx6s, f. Ad(/i)/35a Lambda.]
1. A too frequent repetition of the letter / in

speaking or writing.

1658 Phillips, Labdacisme, Lambdacisme. 1676 Coles,

Lambdacism. 1753 Chambers Cycl* Snpp., Labdacism,
Aa/SSaxioyjiof, in rhetoric, the too frequent repetition of the

letter L.

2. A faulty pronunciation of the letter r, making
it sound like /; lallatton.

1864 R. F. Burton Da/tome I. 158 Allada is called by
older authors Ardrah, another instance of lambdacism, con-

fusing the L and the R.

tLa'mbdal, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Lambda +

-al.J m Lambdoidal.
1634 T. Johnson tr. Pare/s Chintrg. x. viii. (1678) 234 If

that part of one of the bones of the Bregma, which is next

to the Lambda! suture [orig. suture lambdoide) be smitten.

Lambdoid (lae'mdoid), a. [a. F. lambdoide,

ad. mod. L. lambdoides, ad. Gr. Aa/4/35o€i5-i}s : see

Lambda and -oidJ = Lambdoidal i.

1597 A. M. tr. Gnillemeau's Fr. Chintrg. 42/2 In the end

of the suture lamdoid, behind vnder the eare. 1741 Monro
Anat. (ed. 3) 70 The old Anatomists reckoned the proper

Lambdoid Suture to terminate at the Squamous Sutures.

1866 Huxlev Prefu Rem. Caitkn. 88 There is a large

Wormian bone in the right crus of the lambdoid suture.

Lambdoidal (lsemdordal), a. Also 7-9 lam-

doidal. [f. prec. + -al.] Resembling the Greek

letter lambda (A) in form.

1. Anal. Lambdoidal suture (f commissure), the

suture connecting the two parietal bones with the

occipital. Also lambdoidal ridge (see quot. 1SS8).

1653 Urquhart Rabelais 1. xxvii, If any thought by flight

to escape, he made his head to flie in pieces by the Lam-
I

doidal commissure, which is a seame in the hinder part of

the scull. 1698 Tyson in Phil. Trans. XX. 148 The Lamb-
doidal Suture. 174 1 Monro Anat. (ed. 3) 7a The Lamb-
doidal Suture, begins some way below, and farther back
than the Vertex or Crown of the Head, whence its two 1

Legs are stretched obliquely down and to each Side, in

Form of the Greek Letter A. 1866 Huxley Preh. Rem.
Caithn. 86 The coronal suture is traceable throughout ; the

sagittal and the middle part of the lambdoidal are almost

completely obliterated. 1888 Syd. Soc. Lex., Lambdoidal
ridge, the edge of the occipital bone forming the lambdoid
suture, which in some animals, as the cat, forms a salient

ridge for the attachment of muscles.

2. nonce-use. Resembling the shape of the small

Greek letter lambda A.

18 1 8 J. Hrown Psyche 189 Bid her forbear when males are

by, To stand like an inverted Y. Since modesty and sense

avoid all Postures and attitudes lamdoidal.

Lambe, obs. form of Lam v.

Lambeak(e, variant of Lamback v. Obs.

II Lambeau. Obs. Also 6 lambewe. VI.

lambeaux (also erroneously used as sing.). [Fr. :

see Label.] A strip or fillet hanging from a

head-dress or garment. In Her.
y

one of the

dependent points of a label (see Label 5) ; occas.

the label itself.

156a Leigh Armorie (1597) 107 He beareth Argent, a fyle

with iij Lambeaux Azure, for a difference. Some will call

them a Lahell of three pointes. .. The field Argent, a File,

and one Lambewe Vert. 1599 Hakluyt Voy. II. 11. 81 At
bis cappe hang certaiue Lambeaux much like vntoa liishops

Miter. 1610 (Jlmllim Heraldry 1. vi. (161 1) 22 Some other

authors call them files, and others Lambeaux or labels.

1688 K. Holme Armoury 1. 108/2 Lambeaux, Plaits of a

!
Garment. 1828-40 Ijerry Kncycl. Herald. 1, Cross lam.

1 beaux is the bearing of a cross upon a lambeaux or label.

Hence f Lambeanxed a.,
4 dovetailed ' {Gloss.

Her. 1847).

II Lambel (larmbel). Her. [Fr. ; older form

J of Lambeau (see prec.).] In Fr. Heraldry, a file

used as a mark of cadency.

1847 Gloss. Her., Lambcl, see Label. 1896 Daily Xews 7

Apr. 5/4 Before the death of the Comte de Chambord, the

Comte de Paris had a horizontal bar or lambel on his shield.

This showed that he belonged to a younger branch of the

Royal family.

Lambency (lre'mbcnsi). [f. next : see -ENCY.]

i. The state or quality of being lambent or shin-

ing with a clear soft light like a flame. Also (with

//.). an instance or occurrence of such shining.

1817 L, Hunt Day by the Fire in Hazlitt's Round Tabic

1 1. 146 Sometimes a little flame appears at the corner of the

grate like a quivering spangle ; sometimes it swells out at

top into a restless and brief lambency. 183s Neiv Monthly
Mag. XI 111. 305 The morning star, melting into the east

with its transcendent lambency and whiteness. 1845 \hi

Quincey Snspiria de Pro/undis 1. in Btackw. Mag. LVIL
279 The fitful gloom and sudden lambencies of the room by
fire-light suited our evening state of feelings. 1856 Ruskin
Mod. Paint. IV. v. viii. § 9 The soft lambency of the

streamlet.

Jig. 1866 Carlyle Remin. (1881) I. 86 Hut there were

sacred lambencies, tongues of authentic flame from heaven

which kindled what was best in one. 1873 Symonos Gf h.

Poets viii. 250 So that his [Aristnphanes'l splendour is like

that of northern streamers in its lambency, though swift and

piercing as forked lightnings in its intensity.

b. trans/. Hrilliance and delicate play of wit or

fancy.

1871 Carlyle in Mrs. Carlyle's Lett. I. 153 Thought,

flowing out in lambencies of beautiful spontaneous wit and

fancy. 1871 Morley Vauvenargues in Crit. Misc. 1. (1878)

14 The presence of a certain lambency and play even in

the exposition of truths of perfect assurance. 1886 Steven-

son Pr.ptto 1. iv. 51 A man of great erudition and some
lambencies of wit.

*\ 2. In etymological sense : The action of licking.

1834 Ox/. Univ. Mag. I. 176 Tbe mother's tongue . . with

assiduous lambency has licked the unsightly cubs into shape.

Lambent (lse-mbent), a. [ad. L. lambent-em,

pr. pple. of lambhe to lick.]
1 1. Of a flame (fire, light : Playing lightly upon

I or gliding c?ver a surface without burning it, like a

I
* tongue of fire

' ;
shining with a soft clear light and

1 without fierce heat.

I
1647 Cowley Mistress, Ansiv. Platouicks, As useless lo

despairing Lovers grown, As Lambent flames, to men i' th'

Frigid Zone. 1656 — Pindar. Odes, Destinie iv, The Star

that did my Being frame, Was but a Lambent Flame, And
some small Light it did dispence, But neither Heat nor

Influence. 1697 Dryden JEneid vn. 114 Lambent Glories

dane'd about her Head. 1781 Cavallo in Phil. Trans.

LXXL 330 Because its light. .was stationary and not lam-

bent. 1834 Mrs. Somerville Comtex. Phys. Sci. xxviii.

(1849) 323 Those lambent, diffuse flashes of lightning with-

out thunder, so frequent in warm summer evenings. 18S4

Thackeray Newcomes I. 284 The lambent lights of the

starry host of heaven. 187X Roscoe Elem. Chem. 13 Sul-

phur, which in the air burns with a pale lambent flame,

b. trans/, andfig.
1682Dryuen MacFlecknoe 1 x 1 His brows thickfogs instead

of glories grace, And lambent dulness played around his face.

1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) 111. xxxi. 187 My next

point will be to make her acknowledge a lambent flame, a

preference ofme to all other men at least. 1841 Myers Cath.

Th. iv. xxxiu. 340 A mild and lambent ligbt of Prophecy may

be considered as encircling their [the Jews'! whole consti-

tution. 1866 G. Macdonald Ann. Q. Xeighb. xii. (18781

235 His intellect was rather a lambent flame than a genial

warmth.

C. By extension, of eyes, the sky, etc. : Emitting,

or suffused with, a soft clear light
;
softly radiant.

1717 Pope Eloisa 64 Those smiling eyes, attemp'ring ev'ry

ray, Shone sweetly lambent with celestial day. 1808 J.

Barlow Colnmb. v. 304 A general jubilee, o'er earth and
heaven, Leads the gay morn and lights the lambent even.

1867 Lyoia M. Child Rom. Repuh. \. 3 Her large brown
eyes were, .lambent with interior light. 1873 Black Pr.
Thnle vi. 94 The strange lambent darkness ..of those
northern twilights. 1877 — Green Past. iv. (1878) 29 The
great acacia spread its feathery branches into a cloudless

and lambent sky. 1887 Rt'SKiN Prxtcrita II. 159 The
Rhone flows like one lambent jewel.

d. fig. Of wit, style, etc. : Playing lightly and
brilliantly over its subjects; gracefully sportive.

1871 Morley J. de Maistrc in Crit. Misc. 1. (1S78) 112

A humour now and then a little sardonic, but more often

genial and lambent. 1879 O. W. Holmes Motley viii. 59
Lambent phrases in stately articles. 1880 Disraeli Lndym.
Ixxvii, The style so picturesque and lambent

!

2. In etymological sense: Licking, that licks,

f Also = Lambitive a. rare.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Lambent, licking with the

Tongue ; as, Lambent Medicines, i e. such as are taken by
licking off from the end of a Stick of Licorish, &c. 1784
Cown-.R Task vi. 782 To dally with the crested worm . . or

to receive The lambent homage of bis arrowy tongue. 1826

Kirhy & Si'. Entomol. I1828) IV. 492 The Hynienoptera
generally lap their food with their tongue and may be
called lambent injects.

Lanibently (larmbcntli). adv. [f. prec. +

-ly -.] In a lambent manner.
1819 SiiKLi.Kv /*. Bell 3rd vi. xxvi, In the death hues of

agony Lambently flashing from a f:sh. 1883 V. M. Ckaw-
l oRl) Mr. Jsaacs xiii. 289 The blazing eyes flamed, lani-

bently under the bla«k brows. 1889 b'nh'crsal Rev. 111.

143 Its wit played lambently over the doings of Society.

t La'iuber ]
. Obs. Chiefly north, dial. Also

4 6 lambre, 5 laumb(e]re, lambur, Iawmcr,

6, y lammcr, 9 Iamar, -er, -our. [a. Y. Tambrc,

applied csp. to ombre jaunc 1 yello'w amber i. u.

amber as 'listingvushed from ambre gris or Ambkr-
citis.] Amber. Also ailrib., as /amber l>ead<.

colour.

a 1387 Sinon. Bar/hot. (Anted. Oxoii.1 26 Ka.abre, i.

lambre. c 1400 Malndkv. iRoxb.) \\i. 97 Ledes of laumfue.

1429 Test. J.bor. vSui tecst 1. 417 A pate of lambre bedes.

c 1430 Two Cookery- b/cs. 26 Take. .Safron, bat it haueafayre
Lauinhere coloure. c 1450 Ilk. < ttrtasye 480 in Balwes Bk.

t

Hedys of coralle and lambur. 1550 1 .ynufsay Sqr. Meldt ton

1008 Than scbo pass.it vntohir Chahner, And fand hir madin-

nis, sweit as Lammer^ Sleipaud full sound. 1552 Muloki,
Ambre called lambre or yelow Ambre. 1603 E. Fairfax

Eclog. iv. in Eliz. Cooper Muses Libr. (1737' L 30S Crown thy

Lamber Horns with L'orall Roses. 1610 Markiiam Mas/, rp.

I. xiv. 38 If the vrine . . be. .high-coloured, bright and cleare

like lamber and not like amber- 1724 Ramsay Tea t. Misi

.

(1733) 1. 107 Jler locks that shinM like lammer. 1806 R.

Ja.mieson Pop. Ballads 1. 181 It is your ladys heart's

blood : 'Tis as clear as tbe lamer. 1818 Scott Hr!. Midi.

xiii, Dinna ye think poor Jennie's een wi' the tears in them
glanced like lamour beads, Mr. Saddletree? — Br. Lamm.
xii, A grogram gown, lammer beads, and a clean cocker-

nony.

Lamber 2 (larmoi] . [f. Lamb v. + -erL]

1. ( )ne who tends ewes when lambing.

1809 ]). Price in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Rs. lxxviii, 71

Many lambs maybe lost without its being possible to charge

the lamber with neglect or ignorance. Ibid, in H. Stephens

Bk. Farm (18491 1. 591/1 Lambing presents a scene of con-

fusion, .which it is the lamber's business to rectify.

2. A lambing ewe.
1886 C Scott S/ieep Farming 80 At the end of the first

week the second lot of lambers may be brought in,

Lamber(ne, obs. pi. form of Lamb.
Lambetive, vanant of Lambitive Obs.

Lambewe, variant of Lambeau Obs.

Lambhood (larmhud). [f. Lamb sb. + -hood.]

The state of being a lamb ; the youth of a sheep.

1853 Ld. Cockburn Circuit Journeys (1888) 397 It was a

leg which told how it had strayed among mountains from

its lambhood to its death. 1891 E. & D. Gerard Sensit.

Plant 1. 11. vii. 279 They themselves will have left their

lambhood behind them for ever.

Lambie (ta-mi). Sc. Also lammie, lammy.
[Sec -IE, -v.] A term of endearment for a lamb

and hence for a child or young person.

1718 Ramsay Christ's Kirk Gr. 111. xx, She her man like

a lammy led Hame. 1768 Ross Helenore (1789) 14 For

tweesh twa hillocks the poor lambie lies. 1785 Burks Holy

Fair iii, The third cam up, hap-step-anMowp, As light as

ony lambie. 1801 Macneill Poems IT. 84, 1 held her to

my beating heart, My young, my smiling Lammie!

Lambiness (lce'mines). nonce-wd. [LLambj^.

+ -y (adj. suffix) + -ness.] Lamb-like quality.

1886 Stevenson Pr. Otto 11. iv. 105, I have always abomin-

ated tbe lamb, and nourished a romantic feeling for the

wolf. O, be done with lambiness !

Lambing (loe-mirj), vbl. sb. Also 6 lamming,

[f. Lamb v. + -ING j
.] The parturition or yeaning

of lambs ;
(of a lamb) birth, time of birth. Also

attrib., as lambing/old, season, time.

1573 Tusser Husb. xxxv. (1878) 80 Now therefore tbine

ewe, vpon lamming so neere, desireth in pasture that^ all

may be cleere. 161 1 Cotgr. s.v. Agneler, At lambing time

we find what Ewes were full. 1616 Surfl. & Markh.
Country Farme in When the Ewe is in Lambing.
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1797 Monthly Mag. III. 486 A premium of five guineas to

the owner ofthe best South-down wether, to be two years
old last lambing-time. 1813 Examiner 3 May 279/2 The
lambing has been .. successful. x86x Peabson Early <fr

Mid. Ages Eng. 141 The tithes . . were due three times a

year,—at the lambing season, at harvest-time, and at Mar-
tinmas. x88x A. C. Grant Bush Life Queensland xxxii.

{1882) 328 Stone had also done very well ; his lambings had
been good. 1886 C. Scott Sheep-Fanning 79 Admirable
lambing folds can be constructed very readily . . with no
other materials than wattled hurdles and straw.

Lambing, a. [f. La jib v. + -ing 2
.] Of

a ewe : Breeding, with young.
«86i Times 24 Sept., The roots are . . carted to lambing

ewes on tbe pastures. 1883 Pall Malt G. 17 Mar. 4/1 They
smash the farmer's gates, level his fences . . frighten the

lambing ewes.

Lambish. (lae-mij), a. rare. [f. Lamb sb. +
-18H. Ci. sheepish.] Lamb-like, meek as a lamb.
c 1374 Chaucer Former Age 50 The lambisshe pepyl voyd

of all vice, Hadden noo fantasye to debate. C1470 Harding
Chron. lxii. ii, He had also a lambish patience To here all

pleyntes mekely with sobernes.

T La'mbitate, v. Obs. rare—°. [f. 'L.lat/tbit&t-,

ppl. stem of Iambitare
i
frequentative of lambere to

lick.] 'To lick or lap' (Cockeram, 1623).

t Lambrtion. Obs. rare— °. [n. of action f. L. I

lambere to lick.] (See quots.)

1658 Phillips, Lambition, a licking, or lapping with, the

tongue, also a going over a thing with a soft touch. 1676
in Coles. 1721-1800 Bailey, Lambition, a Licking.

t La*mbitive, a. and sb. Obs. Also 7-8 lam-
bative, lamb stive, [ad. mod.L. lambitlv-um !

( = B. below), f. lambere to lick : see -ive.]

A. adj. Of medicines : Taken by licking up with

the tongue. B. sb. A medicine so taken.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. i\\ viii. 198 In affections

both of Lungs and weazon, Physitians make use of syrupes,

and lambitive medicines. 1656 W. D. tr. Contemns' Gale •

Lat. Unl. § 818. 255 Lamhatives, or medicines to be lickt

in. 1671 BlagRAVE Astral. Physic 87 These lambetives are
usually taken witb a liquori*h stick. 1684 tr. Bonet's Alere i

Comptt. xiv. 479 Some Physicians do ill in prescribing
Lambitives at the first visit. 1696 ). Edwards Demonsir. ,

Exist. God it. 44 l^ohocs and the like lambitive medicines
|

for distempers in the lungs. 1710 Steelk Tatlcr No. 266
T 3 Upon the Mantle Tree . . stood a Pot of Lambetive
Electuary. 1710 T. Fuller Pharm. F,xtemp. 273, I have
utterly denied the immediate descent of La-nbatives into tbe
Lungs.

Lambkin llse'nririn)- [f. Lamb sb. + -kin.]

1. A little lamb, young lamb.
1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. Dec. 8 O soveraigne Pan ! . . 1

Which of our tender Lambkins takest keepe. 1613-16 W.
Browne Brit. Past. I. iii, Doridon ..Goes sadly forth . . To
ope his fold and let his Lamkins out. 1693 Drvoen tr.

Ovid's Met. xiii. Acis 129 In their warm folds their tender
lambkins lie. 1725 Pope Odyss. ix. 160 The kid distinguish'd

from the lambkin lies. 1870 J. H. Newman Gram. Assent
1, v. 108 The new-dropped lamb recognizes each of his

fellow-lambkins as a whole.

2, transf. A young tender person ; chiefly used
j

as a term of endearment.
1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, v. iii. 121 Sir John, thy tender

Lamb-kinne now is King. 1599 —^ Hen. V, 11. i. 133 Let '

vs condole the knight, for (Lambekins) we will liue. 1681
Oiwav Soldier's Fort. in. i. Wks. 1728 I. 370 Poor Fool!
poor Birdsnies! poor Lambkin ! 1741 Richardson Pamela
I. 162 Well, well, Lambkin iwhich the Foolish often calls

me). 1812 Shellev Devils Walk vii. 3 One would think
that the innocents fair, Poor lambkins ! were just doing
nothing at all. i860 Reade Cloister ,f II. Ixxviii, We will

pray for her, won't we, my lambkin ; when we are old
enough ? 1889 H. F. Wood Eng. Rue Cain ii, It staggered
me, and I'm no lambkin.

Lamb-like, lamblike (Ice-mbik), a. Like
a lamb, or that of a lamb ; gentle, meek.
1599 ? Kyd Soliman <y Perseda 1. A 4 Put Lambe-like

mildenes to your Lyons strength. x6x6 R. Sheldon Snrv.
Miracles CJu Rome 161 What else doth the beast, .portend
by his lambe-like homes but Anti-christ? 1621 Quarles
Esther (1638) 105 Thy Lamb-like Countenance so faire, so
meeke. a 1711 Ken Sion Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 334 With
nerves of Lambs, Soul, string your Lute, They'll best wilh
Lamb-like Agnes sute. 1840 Mrs. Carlvle Lett. I. 119,
I am very lamb-like to-day. 1843 Carlvle Past Pr. 1.

iii. (1845) 10 What a lamblike Insurrection !

Lambling (lae-mlirjX rare. [See -ling.] A
young or little lamb, a lambkin.
1591 Sylvester Dn Bartas 1. ii. 181 The Lambling tender.

1839 Bailev Festtts (1840) 77 Like lambling strayed from
some gold-fleecy flock. 1857 Thackeaav Virgin. (1858) I.

v. 36 It was over the black sheep I negroes] of the Castle-
wood flock that Mr. Ward somehow had the most influence.

These woolly lamblings were immensely affected by his

exhortations.

Lambly (larmli), a. nonce-ivd. [See -ly *.]

Resembling (that of) a lamb, lamb-like.
i868

#
Bushnell Serm. Living Subj. 437 Yet in Christ

there is a godly or rather lambly sorrow.

Lambmass, -mes(se, obs. ff. Lammas.
Lamborn, obs. pi. form of Lamb.
Lamboys (larmboiz\ Antiq. [In quota 1548

(the source from which the word is derived) the

meaning is obscure, and it has been suspected

that lamboys is a mistake for some form of Jam-
bkrs or Jambeaux,] The name given by mod.
antiquaries to : An imitation in steel ofthe ' bases'

or skirt, reaching from the waist to the knee

;

occasionally found in armour of the Tudor period.

36

If the word meant what Meyrick supposes, there is an
anachronism in Hall's use of it.

a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen* IV 12 The tasses, the lamboys,
the backpece. 1824 Meyrick Auc. Armour II. 220 The
large puckered plates of steel, which cover each thigh to the

knee, and continue behind, except where hollowed out for

tbe saddle. These plates are. .in imitation of cloth, and called

lamboys. 1834 Planch e Brit, Costume 225 The lamboys,.

.

a sort of petticoat of steel in imitation of the puckered skirts

or petticoat of cloth or velvet worn at this time. 1841 J.
Hewitt Tower 66 On the edge of the lamboys or skirts are

the initials of the royal pair. 1863 Thobnburv Trite as
Steel I. 132 The spreading lamboys or steel skirts of the

period.

Lamb-pie.
1. lit. A pie made of lamb

; ffig. applied to a

young woman.
a 1625 Beaum. & Fl. Custom Country 1. i, A Surgeon, I

must confessc an excellent desector ; One that has cut up
more young tender Lamb-pies—.

2. punningly. (Cf. Lam v., Lambskin.)
1607 M arkham Caval. vin. (1617) 6 This beating of horses

thus amongst Horse-coursers is called giuing them Lambe-
pye, from a knauish iest of a horse-coursers Boy. 1609
Dekker Lanthorne <y Candle-light x. Wks. (Grosart) III.

280 How a Horse-courser makes a lade that has no stomach
to eate Lamb-pye. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Lamb-pye,
Beating or Drubbing. 1791 Pegge Derbicisms Ser. n. 109
Lam, to beat ; hence Lamb-pye, a drubbing, a 1825 Forbv
Voc. E. Anglia.

Lambre(n, obs. pi. forms of Lamb.
Lambrequin (tarmbrekin). Also 8 Hame-

quin, 9 lambrikin. [a. F. lambrequin.]

1. A scarf or piece of stuff worn over the helmet
as a coveriig. In Her. represented with one end
(which is eut or jagged) pendant or floating. (In

18th c. works explained as = Label or Lambkau.)
1725 J. Coats Diet. Heraldry, Lambrequin, the Point of

a Label ; or Label of a File. 1780 Edmonuson Heraldry
II. Gloss., Lambrequin, or Lameqnin. a 1843 Southey
Comm. -pi. Bk. {1851) IV. 202 Lambrequins, ribbands
embroidered with silver and gold, which hung from the

armets of the knights. 1869 Cussans Her. (1893; 190
The Mantling, Lambrequin or Cointise is tbe ornamental
accessory which generally appears behind and around the

Escutcheon. It was probably devised to protect the Helmet
from the rain and sun, in the same manner that the Surcoat
protected the armour. 1891 Cornh. Mag. May 456, I might
bear it as a token or lambrequin upon my helm.

2. U. S. A cornice with a valance of pendent
labels or pointed pieces, placed over a door or

window ; a short curtain or piece of drapery (with

the lower edge either scalloped or straight) sus-

pended for ornament from a mantel-shelf. Also
transf. and atlrib.

1883 F. M. Crawford Dr. Claudius iii, Mr. Barker
smiled under the lambrikin of his moustache. 1885
Howells Silas Lapham (1891) II. 55 Heavy curtains.,
hung from gilt lambrequin frames at the window. 1885
Century Mag. Aug. 581 At dull times it is usual to renovate
an entire floor [of a Hotel] with carpets, curtains and
lambrequins. 1888 T. W. Higginson Women <y Men 162
The carved marble mantle-piece was concealed by a
lambrequin.

3. Ceramics. Ornamentation consisting of solid

colour with a lower edge of jagged or scalloped

outline. Also altrib.

1873 Mas - Palliser tr. Jacqnemarfs Ceram. Art 362
Let us explain what we understand by lambrequins, den-
telles and style rayonnant. 1878 J. J. Young Ceram. Art
(1879* 127 On others are. .lace or lambrequin patterns.

Iiambres, -ron, -ryn, obs. pi. forms of Lamb.
Lambskin (larmskin), sb. Also lamb's skin.

1. a. The skin or hide of a lamb with the wool
on. Proverbial phr. a wolf (or fox) in a lamb's

skin. b. The same dressed and used for clothing,

for ornamentation of dress, for mats, etc. Often
in collect, sing., denoting the material or fur so

prepared.
ta 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 229 A burnet cote . . Furred

with no menivere, But with a furre rough of here, Of lambe-
skinnes hevy and Make. C1375 Se. Leg. Saints xxv.
(Julian) 506 For he resemblyt fore to be worthy and gud j

bot 3et he wykyt wolfe wes withine, & heylyt in a lame-
skine. Ibid, xxxl. (Eugenia) 378 He is wolf in lamskinc
hyd, & ful verray ypocrite. 1492 Ld. Treas. Acc. Scot I. I.

202 Item, for quhyte smal cotton Jamskynnis to lyne this

gowne. 1500-10 Dunbar Poems xiii. 37 Sum in ane lamb
skin is ane tod. 1562 Act 5 Eliz. c. 22 § 1 Yt shall

not bee lawful . . to pull, sheare, clippe, or take away the
wool of anie sheepe skinne or lambe skinne. 1371 Satir.
Poems Reform, xxix. 45 Schawing quhow, wolhs in lam
skynis I be puire scheip }e misgyde. a 1586 Sidney A rcadia
11. (1622) 115 Like rich Tissew furd with Lambe-skins.
1603 Shaks. Meas. for M. in. ii. 9 A fur'd gowne to keepe
him warnic ; and furd with Foxe and Lamb-skins too.

j68* Otwav Venice Preserved 1. i. Wks, 1727 II. 276 A
Rogue that uses Beauty like a Lamb-skin, Barely to keep
him warm. 1834 L. Ritchie Wand, by Seine 139 A kind
of cloak, .furred with lambskin.

2. Leather prepared from the skin of lambs.

1745 De Foe's Eng. Tradesman xxvi. (1841) I. 266 Her
gloves, lambskin, from Berwick and Northumberland, or

Scotland.
m
1899 Westm. Gaz. 1 June 3/2 The volumes.. are

bound in limp lambskin, gilt lettered.

3. Woollen cloth made to resemble lambskin
(Ogilvie).

f 4. punningly. A heavy blow. Obs. (Cf. Lamb-
skin v.. Lam v.)

[1546 J.^Hevwooo Prov. (1867) 62 She must obey those
lambs, or els a lambs skyn,Ye will prouyde for hir, to lap her

LAMB,
in.] 1573 G. Harvey Lctterdtk. (Camden) 14 Les ifyou get
ous within the half swurd you chaunc to give us the lam-
skin. 1600 S. Forman Autobiog. (1849) 7i I d>d give her
three or four lambskines with the yerd. 1622 R. Hawk^s
Voy. S. Sea xli. 97, I discovered their slynesse, and with
a truncheon, which I had in mine hand, gaue the Indians
three or foure good lamskinnes.

5. Mining. Anthracite slack, culm.
1873 Weales Diet. Terms (ed. 4), Lamb-skin, a name given

to a variety of anthracite coal sold at Swansea.
6. atlrib. ; f lamb-skin-man (see quot.).
^1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Lamb-skin-nun, the

Judges of tbe several Courts.

+ Lambskin, v. Obs. [f. Lambskix sb.] trans.

To beat, to thrash.

1589. Marprel. EpiU B, He hath giuen the cause sicken a
wipe in his bricke, and so lambskinned the same, that the
cause will be the warmer. . for it. 1592 G. Harvey Pierce's
Super. 131 To lamback him with ten yeares preparation,
that can Tamskin thee with a dayes warning. 1635 Brome
Sparagus Card. iv. v. Wks. 1873 111. 185 Or if I baste you
not well a fine, and Lambe-skinne your jackets till your
bones rattle i' your hides.

Lambskin-it : see Lansquenet.
Lamb's tongue.
1. A name given to species of plantain (tr. med.

L. arnoglossa, Gr. upv6y\waaov)
t
and other plants.

1
1578 Lyte Dodoens 1. lxiii. 92 Plantayne is called in Greeke

opi oyAwtrao? that is Lingua Agnina, Lammes tungue. 1597
Gerarde Herbal 11. xcit. § 6. 340. 1688 R. Holme Armoury
11. 64^2 A bunch of Plantan Leaves .. some call it Lambs
Tongue. 1803 Trans. Soc. Arts XXI. 171 A sort of weed
provincially termed Lamb's Tongue (somewhat resembling
the sweet gale in appearance, but not in smell).

2. A sort of plane (see quot.) ; also the moulding
shaped by this plane.

1858 Skyring's Builder's Prices (ed. 48) 36 If astragal and
hollow, lamb's tongue or other modern bar, add i$d. 1875
Knight Diet. Meek., Lamb's-tongue, a plane with a deep,
narrow bit for making quirks.

Lamb's-wool (larmzwul).

1. The wool of lambs; soft fine wool used for

hosiery and other clothing
; clothing-material made

of this wool.
1552 Act 5$ 6Edw. VI, c 6 § 1 Some by myngelinge Fell

\Yooll and Lambes Wool . . witbe Fleese Wooll. 1631 Star
Chamb. Cases (Camden) 13 Tbey changed tbe markes of the
sheepe, and deteyned tbejambes wooll, and when it was de-
manded it was denyed as if it were upon the sheepes backes.
1830 MissM iTFOtin Vullage Ser. iv. (1863) 163 1 he poor little

creatures, shivering tho' wrapt in lamb's-wool and swan's-
down. 1854 Emerson Lett, Soc. Aims, Resources Wks.
(Bohn) III. 209 The invalid sits shivering in lambs-wool
and furs.

fig. 1869 Trollope He knew iv. (1878) 19 Wrapping
himself up for life in the scanty lambswoolof a fellowship,

b. atlrib.

1836 E. Howard R. Reefer xxiii, White lamb's-wool
stockings. 1837 J. F. Palmer Devonsh. Gloss., Lambs-
wool-sky, a collection of white orbicular masses of cloud
(cirrostratus). 1886 Fortn. Rev. Feb. 179 The sponges arc
sorted . . into glove, reef, lamb's wool, grass, &c.

2. A drink consisting of hot ale mixed with the

pulp of roasted apples, and sugared and spiced.

1592 G. Harvey Pierce's Super. 33 Drinking a Cupp of
Lammeswool. 1595 Peele Old Wives T. Wks. (Rtldg.T

446/1 Lay a crab in the fire to roast for lamb's-wool. 1621
Burton Anat. Mel. 11. v. 111. L (1651) 399, 1 finde those that
commend use of Apples in Splenatick and tbis kinde of
Melancholy (Lambswooll some call it). 1666 Pepvs Diary 9
Nov., We to cards till two in the morning, and drinking
lamb's-wool. 1725 Sloane Jamaica II. 147 They roast
«a ripe plantain and mix it with a pint and half of water,

and it is like Lamb's Wool. 1766 Goldsm. Vic. W. xi,

The lamb's wool, even in the opinion of my wife, who
was a connoisseur, was excellent.

^
1839 Mrs. Palmer

Devon. Dial. iv. 59
1 There is two special stubberd trees, vor

making squab pies and Iambs wool.'

Lambur, variant of Lamber* Obs., amber.
Lamda, Lamdoidal : see Lambda, -doidal.

Lame (l^m), sb. 1 ? Obs. Also 6-7 laram, 7-
lame. [a. F. lame:—h. ldm{m)ina, lamna thin piece

or plate.] A thin plate, esp, of metal ; a thin piece

of any substance, a lamina
;
spec, applied to the

small overlapping steel plates used in old armour.
a 1586 Sidney A rcadia in. (1590) 288 He strake Phalantus

iust vpon the gorget, so as he battred the lamms thereof.

161 1 Florio, Alt', wings,^ Also among armorers called
lamms. 1633 J-

Done Hist. Septuagint 47 Think e not it

was couered with Plates or Lames of Gold superficially but
was made all of solide, massie, pure and fine Gold. 1725
Bradlev Fam. Diet. s. v. Nose, It has a great Extent in a
small Space, because it wraps up all the bony Lames that
stick to the cribrous Bone. 1834 Planche Brit. Costume
223 The helmet assumes the form of the head, having move-
able lames or plates at the back to guard the neck. 1869
Boutrll Arms Arm. viii. 147 To the lower part of this

demi-cuirass there was attached a system of articulated
lames, or narrow plates, in their contour adapted to cover
the figure, 1894 Antiquary Jan. 26 The most curious part
of the present suit is the tonlet, a system of lames or half--
hoops of steel, which, supported by leather straps inside,

descend nearly to the knees tn form of a short petticoat.

t Lame, sb.2 Obs. [f. Lame a.] Lameness

;

infirmity.

a 1300 Cursor M. 22323 (Cott.) A mikel man. .Luued wel
wit-vten lame, wit-vten last al his licam. f 1340 Ibid. 5153
(Trin.), I may not rise he seide for lame, c 1425 Wyntoun
Cron. viti. xxxv. 5243 Hesayd, that he wald[ayl] na-thyng.
..Thus hapnyd till hym off this lame. 1500-20 Dunbar
Poems xxviii. 34 Off God grit kyndness may je clame, That
helpis his peple fra cruke and lame.



LAME. LAMELLIFEROUS.

Lame (I2*m), a. Forms: i lama, (lame),

loma, 3 lomme, 3-4 lome, 4 lam, 2- lame.

[OE. lama, Igma (the wk. declension is, from some

unexplained cause, used in indefinite as well as

definite context, the form in -a being, moreover,

commonly used for all genders), corresponding to

OFris. /am, lorn, OS. larno (Du. lam), OlIG. /am

(MHG. lam, mod.G. lakm), ON. lame (wk.)

OTeut. */amo- ; an ablaut-variant is *ldmjo- in

OHG. Inomi, MHG. liieme dull, slack, gentle,

early mod.G. lum?n, whence liimmel blockhead.

From the same root is OS1. lomitl lo break.]

1. Of a person or animal : a. Crippled or im-

paired in any way ; weak, infirm
;
paralysed ; un-

able to move. Const. on,of(c(. 1 c). Obs. exc. arch.

Cjz$ Corpus Gloss. 815 Conclamatns, tornmotus loma.

cyaa tr. Boedas Hist. v. v. (1890) 396 He waes loma & ealra

his Homa befcnunga benumen. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt,

ix. 2 Da brohton liij hym amne laman [L. paralyticnut] on

bedde lic*ende. c 1000 ^lfric Gloss, in Wr.-Wfllcker 112/ 2

Pleuriiicus, on sidan lama, uel sidadl. Ibid. 162/1 Debilis,

uel enematus, lame, a 1250 Owl <$- Night. 363 5et bu me seist

on ober schome bat ich am on mine cjen lome. a 1300 Cursor

5«53 (Gott.), J may noght rise, i am sua lame. X530 Palsgr.

317/1 I^anie of all ones lymmes, perclus. 1581 Mulcaster
Positions xxii. (1887) 94 Tbey did thinke the childe tame of

the one side. 1604 E. Grimstone Hist. Siege Ostend 63

A Germaine. .who was lame of halfe his body, and simple.

1878 B. Taylor Deukalion t. iv. 37 One gets old and lame,

And then the Gods themselves forget their words.

b. Crippled through injury to, or defect in, a

limb ; spec, disabled in the foot or leg, so as to

walk haltingly or be unable to walk.
Proverb. To help a lame dog over a stile : see Dog sb. 15 f.

c 1000 iftLFFic Saints' Lives (1885) I. 220 pa laej ba;r sum
creopare lama fram cild-hade. £1205 Lay. 19479 Uder be

lome [^1275 lame] mon. a 1300 Cursor M. 8136 An here-

mite bar bai fand at ham, Jn pat montan, was halt and lam.

1388 Wyclif 2 Sam. v. 8 A blynde man and lame schulen

not entre in to the temple, a 1529 Skelton E. Rummyng
512 Up she stert, halfe lame, And skantly could go For
payne and for wo. 16x1 Bible 2 Saw. xix. 26 Thy seruant

sayd, I will saddle me an asse that I may ride thereon, ..

because thy seruant is lame. 1762-71 H.Walpole Vertne's

Anted. Paint. (1786) 111. 76 He hurt his hip at the fire of

London and went lame for the rest of his life. 1871 Miss
Yonge Cameos II. xxx. 314 He kicked her downstairs, so

that she broke her leg, and went lame ever after. 1875
Towett Plato (ed. 2) V. 364 In the use of the hands we are

in a manner lame. 1880 Times 18 Sept. 9/5 Lame men
might be illustrious warriors like Agesilaus, bold horsemen
like Scott, extraordinary swimmers like Byron.

C. Const, of in, fort, \with (the crippled part).

a J300 Cursor M. 12260 pat be poueral get sum bote, And
ganging bat ar lame o fote. c 1460 Play Sacram. 768
Jonathas on thyn hand thow art but lame. 1581 Savii.e

Tacitus* Hist. iv. Ixxxi. (1591) 232 Another lame of a hande
[L. manttm xger\ c 164^ T. Tvlly Siege 0/ Carlisle 11840)

36 Hinks, .. being lame 111 that hand he was shot in. 1646
Sir J. Temple Irish Rebcll. (1746) 206 Her hand grew black
and blew, rankled, and she was extreme lame with it. 1676
Hobbks Iliad 11. 193 Lame of one Leg he was. 1685 Loud.
Gas. No. 2072/4 A Man, .. ruddy Countenance,, .and lame
ofone of his little fingers. 1766 Entick Lotuion IV. 285 If

they were lame in their arms. 1870 L'Estran'ge Miss Mit*

ford 1. v. 132 Poor Marmion is lame in one of his hind legs.

d. absoL
a xooo Elene 1214 (Gr.) Oft him feorran to Laman, limseoce,

' lefe cwomon. a 1300 Cursor M. 19096 Pe oncall of his hali

nam, has lent us hele nu to bis lame. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B.

xtx. 120 He made lame to lepe. 1484 Caxton Fables of
Al/once vii. (1889) 272 Of euery lame scabbed and of alle

suche that had ony counterfaytour on theyr bodyeshe tooke
a peny. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems lxxxii. 53 _

Through
streittis nane may mak progres, For cry of cruikit, blind,

and lame. 1535 Coveroale Job xxix. 15, I was an eye
unto the blynde, and a fote to the lame, a 1619 Daniel ().\
Who reproves the lame, must^ go upright. 1715 Gay Trivia
It. 51 But above all, the groping blind direct, And from the

pressing throng, the lame protect.

e. said of the limb ; also of footsteps, etc.

a 1300 Cursor M. 17950 His lymmes. .^it are laine. 159a
Davies Immort. Soul xxx. xiii, (1714) 93 Most Legs can
nimbly run, tho' some be lame, a 1656 Bp. Hall Soliloq.

26 What have I got by it but a lame shoulder and a galled
back? 1675 W. Harbord Let. to Earl Essex in Essex
Papers (Camden) I. 318 Had not my lame foote compelled
me to make use ofmy Coache. 17x0 Loud. Gaz. No. 4784/4
The Thumb on his Right Hand is Lame. 1775 Johnson
Let. to Mrs. Thrale 17 Junt, Her present qualifications

for the niceties of needlework being dim eyes and lame
fingers. 1840 R. H. Dana Be/. Mast xxix. 99 Tossing, .from
eight to ten thousand hides, until my wrists became so lame
that 1 gave in. 1859 Tennyson Enid 628 Myself would
work eye dim, and finger lame. 1885 R. Bridges Eros
Psyche, Apr. 24 With footsteps slow and lame They gather'd
up their lagging company.

+ f. trans/, of trees. Obs.
1600 Surflet Country Farm m. xlvii.522 Trees become

lame when they be planted in too drie a place. Ibid,
{margin) Lame trees.

2. Jig. Maimed, halting; imperfect or defective,

unsatisfactory as wanting a part or parts. Said
esp. of an argument, excuse, account, narrative,

or the like. + Phr. lame to Ihegrotmd (cf. Anlrim
& Dawn Gloss, s. v. Lame * A stab of a bayonet
which has lamed me to the ground ').

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus 11. Prol. 17 Disblameth me yfony
word be lame. For as myn auctor seyde so sey I. 1390
Gower Con/. II. 218 The gold hath made his wittes lame.
1531 Elvot Gov. i.xxv, That the knowlege and contempla-
tion of Natures operations were lame and . . imperfecte,

I if there followed none actuall experience. 1581 J. Bell

]

Haddon's Answ. Osor. 164 b, Let us yet helpe his lame
Logicke as well as we may. 1604 Shaks. Oth. it. i. 162

Oh most lame and impotent conclusion. 1634 Canne Necess.

Separation (1849) 287, I will not contend much with him
about the proposition, which is lame to the ground. 1668

Hale Pre/, to Rolle's Abridgm. 9 Tables, or other Re-
pertories . . are oftentimes short, and give a lame account
of the Subject sought for. 1670 Temple Let. to Sir J.
Temple Wks. 1731 II. 245, I found the Business of ad-

mitting the Emperor into the Guarantee, went downright
lame, a 1677 Barrow Semi. Wks. 1 686 1 1 1 . 208 Nothing of
worth or weight can be atchieved. .with a faint heart, with
a lame endeavour. 1699 Bentlev P/tal. 259 Our Argument
from the Date of Phrynichus's Phwnissce will be very lame
and precarious. 1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 253 Alterations,

or Tearing and pulling the Building to pieces after it is

begun .. makes the Building lame and Deficieut. 17*6
Swift Gulliver 111. iii. 197 The theory of comets, which at

, present is very lame and defective. 1800 Mrs. Hekvey
Mourtray Fam. 1 1. 104 Her account was so lame and im-

perfect, that Mrs. Mourtray lost all patience. 1818 Hazlitt
! Eng. Poets iv. (1870) 100 His grammatical construction is

often lame and imperfect. 1867 Freeman Norm. Conq.

(1876) I. iv. 218 This certainly seems a very lame story.

b. Const, of, in (the defective part) : cf. 1 c.

Also with to and inf.
C1366 Chaucer A. B. C. 76 And who so goth to you be

rihte wey Him thar not drede in soule to be lame, a 1420
Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 2797 Swich vnbuxumnesse Suf-
fred, vs make wol of seuerte lame. 1578 Banister Hist.

j
Man viu. 99 ldiotes and foolish bodyes, who hauyng defect

in this [reason], are lame in all the rest, c 1586 C'tess
I
Pembroke Ps. cm. i, What gratious he. .hath done for thee,

Be quick to mind, to utter be not lame. 1604 Shaks. Oth.
I. iii. 63 Heing not deficient, blind, or lame of sense, a 1656
Bp. Hall Soliloq. 35 Alas, we cannot be but lame in all our
obediences. 1819 Shelley Peter Bell 3rd yi. xxi. 4 His
thoughts grew weak, drow sy, and lame Of their intelligence.

i860 Motley Netherl. (1868) I. iii. 77 This course seemed
to be lame in many parts.

C. Said of metrical i
feet ' or the verses composed

of them : Halting, metrically defective.

1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. in. ii. 178 Cel. That's no matter:
the feet might beare y

e verses. Ros. 1, but the feet were
lame and could not beare themselues without the verse.

1608 — Per. iv. Prol. 48 The lame feete of my rime. 1693
Dryden Persius, Sat. i. (1697) 406 The Prose is Fustian,

and the Numbers lame. 1751 Chatham Lett. Nephew i. 1

Your translation. .is very close to the sense of the original

..the numbers not lame, or rough.

3. Phr. Lame duck: see Duck sbA 9. f To
come by ike lame post :

K
o{ news, etc.) to be behind

lime.

1658 Osborn fas. I iii. Wks. (1673) 469 Till by a lamer
Post he was advertised of his being joyfully Proclaimed in

London by the Lord Mayor and Aldermen. 1701 Mott in

Sir J. Floyer Hot Cold Bath. n. 240 Yours of the 24" 1 of
May I received, but it bad the misfortune to come by the

Lame Post, or else you had sooner received an Answer.

4. Comb., as lame-born, -fooled, -horsed, -legged,

f -limb adjs.

1823 Bentham Not Paul 306 The *lame-born cripple.

1614 Raleigh Hist. World m. (1634) 67 Seldome the villaine

though much haste he make *Lame-footed Vengeance failes

to overtake. 1881 Blackmore Christowell xl, Labouring
along with the *lame-horsed guns. 1610 Holland Camden's
Brit. 1. 515 Being skornfully rejected by Judith the mother
for that he was * lame-legged. 1583 T. Watson Centurie 0/
Loue xcviii. Poems (Arb.) 134 Loue is. .A *Lamelimme Lust.

Lame (b? lm), v. [f. Lame a. ; OK. had lemian

1 of equivalent formation ( = ON. lynja) which did

not survive into ME.] trans. To make lame ; to

cripple.

c 1300 Hazelok 2755 Hwan he hauede him so shamed, His
hand of plat, and yuele lamed, c 1330 R. Brunne Citron.

Wace (Rolls) 1836 pen was Coryneus a-schamed pat he was
for be geaunt lamed. 1375 Barbouk Bruce iv. 284 The
kyng, throu his cheuelry, Wes laid at erd and lamyt bath.

C1440 Promp. Parv. 286/r Lamyn, or make lame, acclau-

! dicfl (MS. K. claudico). 1460 Lybeans Disc. 1917 Hys
stede was lamed. 1607 Shaks. Cor. iv. vii. 7, I cannot
helpe it now, Vnlesse by vsing meanes I lame the foote Of
our designe. 1650 W. Brough Sacr. Princ. (1659) 219
Covetousness. .lames the hand to good works. 1700 Dryden
Fables, Cock <y Fox 644 The son and heir Affronted once
a cock of noble kind, And either lam'd his legs, or struck

him blind. 1725 De Foe Voy. round IVorld (1840) 338 They
killed eleven or twelve., and lamed as many. 1859 Ten nyson
Elaine 487 A spear Down-glancing lamed the charger,

b. Iransf. and fig. To cripple, maim, disable.

1568 Satir. Poems Re/orm. xlvii. 51 Now 3e ar Iamit fra

labour, I lament it. x6u Shaks. IVint. T. v. ii. 62, 1 neuer
heard of such another Encounter; which lames Report to

follow it. — Cy/nb. y. y. 163 For
#

Feature, laming The
shrine of Venus, or straight-pight Minerva. 1699 Dam pier
Voy. II. 11. 129 We kept firing at her, in hopes to have lamed
either Mast or Yard. 1865 Carlyle Frcdk. Gt. iv. x. (1872)

II. 37 The Spanish Navy got well lamed in the business.

1868 Tennyson Lucretius 123 My mind Stumbles, and all

my faculties are lamed. 1878 E. Jenkins Haverkolme 45
Lamed by tbe reticence imposed on him as a condition of
his office, he had made a halting explanation.

Hence Lamed (l^md), ppl. a.

a 1586 Sidney A rcadia m. (1590) 293b, His minde was euill

wayted on by his lamed force, so as he receyued still more
and more woundes. 1602 F. Hering Anat. 4 One-eyed or
lamed Fencers. 1839 CxuLYtzC/tartism iii. (1858) 15 That
was a broken reed to lean on . . and did but run into his

lamed right-hand.
absol. 1567 Gude Godly Ball. (S. T. S.) 67 He haillit

the seik, sair, lamit, and blinde.

Lame, obs. f. Lamb; Sc. and north, dial. f. Loam.
Lamel (lse'mel). Now rare. [ad. L. lamella

(see next).] = Lamella.

! 1676 Coles, Lamel, a little thin plate. 1677 GaEW Anat.
Plants iy. in. i. § 8 (1682) 180 From this utmost Paren-

1 chyma Nine or Ten Insertions or Lamells arc produced.

168 1 H. More Postscr. to Glanvilts Sadducismus 39 By
vertue of any Lamels or Plates of Metal. 1848 in Ckaic.

1871 Miss Yonge Cameos (1877) II. xiv. 159 Every mottoed

lamel, so tersely and correctly sculptured, associated also so

closely with his historical and English recollections.

I
!! Lamella (lame'la). ri. lamellae (lame-U*).

[L. lamella, dim. of Lamina.] A Ihin plate,

scale, layer, or film, esp. of bone or tissue
;
e.g.

j

one of the thin scales or plates which compose
* some shells, one of the gills forming tbe hymeninm

1

of a mushroom, one of the erect scales appended

to the corollas of some flowers.

1678 Phil. Trans. XI 1. 977 These Lamellae, wherewith the

said Tunick is roll'd up in so many more folds. 1741 Monro
Anat.Bones (ed.3^ 87 The nasal Lamella of the ethmoid Bone.

1777 G. Forsti-.r l ey. round World I. 502 A talcous stone,

j

which when exposed to the sun and air . . dissolves into la-

mellce. 1830 Linulky Nat. Syst. Bot. 244 Corolla monopeta-

I

lou.s . .5-Iobed, with 2 lamella; at the base of each lobe. 1841-

71 T. K. Jones A nim. Kingd. (ed. 4) 428 The ventral surface

of the central lamella of the terminal fin. 1879 Rutley

;

Study Rocks x. 87 More than fifty lamellae have been noted,

under the microscope, in a single crystal.

Lamellar (lame-lai), a. Chiefly scientific, [f.

i prec. + -ar. Cf. K. lamcllaire.] Consisting of,

chanicterized by, or airan^cd in, lamella? or thin

plates or scales.

1794 Sullivan View Nat. I. 439 Its texture, lamellar or

j

scaly. 1796 Kirwan Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 244 Lamellar,

!

by home called foliated, or sparry quartz. 1849 Dana Geol.

iii. (1850) 274 The lava is lamellar in structure. 1870

Hookiir Stud. Flom -24,4, Convolvulacese. .Stigmas capitate

linear or lamellar. 1881 Maxwell Electr. Magn. II. 34
If a magnet can be divided into simple magnetic shells,

j

either closed or having their edges on the surface of the

magnet, the distribution of magnetism is called Lamellar.

Hence Lame-Uarly adv., in thin plates or scales

(Webster, 182S).

Lamellate (larmeUt), a. [ad. mod.L. lamel-

latns : see Lamella and -atk*.] Furnished with

or arranged in lamellae ; lamellar.

1826K1RBY& Sp. Eniomol. IV. 311 Lamellate {Lamellati\
when the last joint is divided into transverse lamella;. 1846

Dana Zooph. (1848.) 359 Cones acervate and proceeding from

lamellate cells.

Hence Iiame*llately adv.

1846 Dana Zooph. iv. §48 (1848) 54 The lamejlae of the

I stars in an Astra*a . . extend throughout the intersiitial

j

spaces between the cells, striating lamellately the surface.

Lamellated JarineL'HKT , a. [formed as L.\-

I
MELLATE + -ED 2

.] — LAMELLATE.
1713 Derham Phys.'Theol. viu. iv. 402 The lamellated

I

Antennae of some, the Clavellated of others. 1780 J. T.

j

Dillon Trav. Spain (1781) 211 This lamellated metal is

composed of various plates. 1831 R. Knox Cloquct's Anat.
! 413 A true lamellated lobule, composed of a great number

I

of parallel transverse lamina:. 1851-6 Woodward Mollusca

24 The lamellated tentacles of the nudibranchs.

Lamellibrancll ^lame-librrcnk), sb. (a.) Zool.

[ad. mod.L. lamellibrancll ia pi., t. L. Lamella +
Gr. Ppayxia gi^ s -] A lamellibranchiate or bivalve

mollusc ; one of the Lamellibranchiala.

1855 H. Spencer Princ. Psychol. (1872) I. 1. ii. 15 In the

I

Lamellibranchs several such . . ganglia are distributed . . in

different parts of the hody. 1872 Nicholson Palseont. 188

No Lamellihranch is destitute of a shell.

b. ailrib. or adj. = Lamellibranchiate a.

1867 J. Hogg Microsc. 11. ii. 377 Tne contents of the

stomachs of most Lamellibranch molluscs .. exhibit a con-

j

siderable admixture of the minute calcareous Foraminifera.

Lamellibranchiate (lamel ibne-nki Kv, a.

(sb.) Zool. [ad. mod.L. lamellibranchidlus (im-

(
plied in -ata sb. pi.) : see prec. + -ate 3.] Belong-

ing to the group Lamellibranchiala of molluscs (so

called as having lamellate gills; of which the ordi-

nary bivalves (oysters, mussels, etc.) are typical.

1855 Ogilvie, Suppl., Lamellibranchiate, relating to the

lamellibranchiata. 1863 Lyell Antiq. Man xx. 404 The
existing lamellibranchiate bivalves. 1880 Huxley Cray/ish

356 The little lamellibranchiate mollusk, Cyclas/ontinalis.

b. sb. A lamellibranch ; a bivalve mollusc.

1842 P.rande Diet. Sci. etc.. Lamellibranchiates, Lamelli-

branchiata, an order of Acephalous Mollusks.

Lamellicom (lame-Hk^in), a. and sb. Ent.

[ad. mod.L. lamellicomis, f. L. lamella thin plate

+ comu horn.] A. adj. Belonging to the Lamelli-

cornes of Latreille's system or the modern group

Lamellicomia of beetles, having antennae charac-

terized by a lamelliform club. B. sb. A lamellicom

beetle, as the dung-beetle, cockchafer, etc.

184a Brande Did. Sci. etc. Lamcllicoms. 1843 Kirby &
Sp. Entomol. 1 1. 314 The dung-chafers . . and others of the

lamellicom beetles. 1871 Darwin Desc. Man I. xi. 390 We
know that ants and certain lamellicom beetles are capable of

feeling an attachment for each other.

So Lamellico-rnate, -co-rnous adjs. = prec. adj.

1852 Th. Ross Humboldt's Trav. J. vii. 257 The Indians

assured us that the guachara does not pursue . . the lamelli-

comous insects. 1855 Mayne Expos. Lex., Lamellicomis
..lamellicomate.

Lamelliferous (la^rneli-feras), a. [f. Lamella

+ -(i)febous.] Having a lamellate structure.

1832 Lyell Princ. Geol. II. 111 The madrepores, or lamelli-

ferous polyparia. 1876 Page Adv. Texi-Bk. Geol. xiv. 245

j

Lamelliferous corals.



LAMELLIFORM.

Lamelliform (lame-lif^im), a. [f. Lamella
+ -(i)form.] Having the form or structure of a

lamella or thin plate.

1819 G. Samouelle Entomol. Compcnd. 233 Antennae
lamelliform, small, (etc.]. 1869 Gillmore tr. Mgnhefs
Kept. <$• Birds ii. 253 The Scoters have the bill broad, with
dilated margins, and coarse lamelliform teeth. 1882 Vines
Sacfts' Bot. 338 The hymcnium .. covers the surface of the

lamelliform, peg-shaped, or tubular projections of the under,
side of the pileus.

Lamelliped (lame* liped),#. and sb. Zool. [ad.

mod.L. lamellipedia (pi.), f. L. lamella thin plate

+ped-
y

pes, foot.] A. adj. Belonging to the

Lamellipedia, a division of conchiferous molluscs,

having a flattened lamelliform foot. B. sb. One
of the Lamellipedia.
1855 Ogilvie, Suppl., LamelUpeds, a section of conchifers

containing bivalves with the foot broad and thin, as in

Cardiaceae, &c. 1888 Syd. Soc. Lex., Lamelltpede, having
flattened and lamelliform feet.

Lamellirostral (lamelirp'stral), a. and sb.

Ornith. [f. mod.L. lamellirostris; f. Lamella +
L. rostr-um beak + -AL.] A. adj. Belonging to

the Lamellirostres, the fourth family of Cuviers
sixth order {Palmipedes) of birds, so called as hav-

ing lamellose bills. B. sb. A lamellirostral bird.

1835-6 Tooo Cycl. Aruit. I. 277/2 The lamellirostral

Palmipedes. 1839-47 Ibid. III. 387/1 The flat and sensitive

bill of a lamellirostral bird. 184a Brande Diet. Set. etc,
Latnelliros/rals, Lamellirostres, a tribe of swimming birds

. comprehending those in which the margin of the beaks are

furnished with numerous lamella; or dental plates, arranged
in a regular series, as in the swan, goose, and duck.

Also Lamellirostrate a. « prec. adj. ^Ma)ne
Expos. Lex. 1855) ; Lamelliroster = prec. sb.

{Cent. Did.).

Lamellose Oame'lJus
v

, a. seientijic. [f. Lam-
ella + -ose.] Arranged in or composed of lamellae.
175a Sir J. Hill Hist. Anim.41% The beak of the Anas

is convex . . the whole verge is furnished with transverse,
lamellose teeth. 1846 Dana Zooph. 11848) 571 Glomerate
or lamellose. 1854 Woodward Mollusca 11. 2^7 Up er
valve limpet-like, smooth or concentrically lamelloive. 1875
Blake Zool. 266 The branchiae are at the sides of the body,
. . mostly lamellose.

b. Comb, lamellose- (also qnasi-L. iaraellosoO
dentate a.

% having lamelliform teeth, as the bill

of a duck ; lamellose-stellate a., having lamellx
arranged in star-shaped groups.
1855 Mayne Expos. Lex., Lamellosodentatus . .lamelloso-

dentate. 1856 8 W. Clark Van der Hoeven's Zool. i. 88
Polypary conical, with base acuminate, cell single, terminal,
lamellose-stellate. Ibid. II. 383 Mill with margins lamellose-
dentate internally.

Lamellous lame lis;, a. rare. [f. Lamella
+ -ouh.] —Lamellose.
1803 Med. Jml. X. 43 A lamellous or fibrous matter.

Lamellule [lame'liwl). [f. Lamella + -ule.]
A small lamella. 1888 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Lamely (lP-mli), adv. [f. Lame a. + -ly 2
.]

In a lame manner; with halting steps or limbs;
haltingly

; imperfectly, defectively, inefficiently.

1591 Shaks. Two Gent. 11. i. 07 Vat. She enjoin'd me, To
write some lines to one she loves.., Speed. Are they not
lamely writt? 1594 — Rich. Ill, 1. i. 22 Deform'd, vn-
finish d . . scarse halfe made vp, And that so lamely and
vnfashtonable, That dogges barke at me, as I halt by them.
1599 Life More in Wordsw. Eccl. Biog. 11851) II. 94 This
booke . . is translated . . into English absurdly and lamely.
1614 T. Aoams in Spurgeon 'Pros. Dav. lxxi. 18 A comedy
that . . goes lamely off in the last act, finds no applause.
1679 Dryohn Troyhts A> Cr. Pref., So lamely is it left to u.s,

that it is not divided into Acts. 1709 Steele & Swift
latter No. 66 r 1 They who speak gracefully, are very
lamely represented in having their Speeches read or repeated
by unskilful People. 1739 Hume limit. Nature (1874) I. In-
trod. 305 Principlestaken upon trust, consequences lamely de-
duced from them. 1837 Carlylk Er. Rev.\. 1 v. iv, Halting
lamely along, thou noticestnext Bishop Talleyrand- Perigord.
1885 R. W. Dixon Hist. Ch. Eng. II I. 201 Cardwell lamely
tries to screen Ridley.

Lamen, variant of Lamin.
Lameness (l* 1 'nines), [f. Lame a. + -ness.]
The condition or quality of being lame ; unsound-
ness of a limb causing halting movement; Jig. im-
perfectness, defectiveness.

1530 Palsgr. 237/1 Lamenesse, mehaygitele". 1597 A. M.
tr. Gttitlemean

s

s Er. Chiring. 31/1 The patient is wholye
cured, without retayninge any lamnes in his arm. 1658 A.
Fox Wurtz' Surg. 11. ix. 78 On the Temple is a sinew,
which if that be cut, it causeth lameness in the jaw bone.
1658 9 Burton*s Diary (1828 > III. 18, 1 love not to hear it,

that there is a lameness in this House. 1670 Dryoen 2nd
PL Conq. Granada 163 The lameness of tbeir plots. 1723
S. Morlano Spec. Lat. Diet. 9 As for the Law, care has
been taken to help the Lameness of their Latin. 1782
Wilson in Phil. Trans. LXXI 1 1. 16^ The lameness of the
views . . may .. proceed .. from our . . imperfect knowledge.
1841 Catlin N. Amcr. Ind. (1844) II. xl. 50 Complaining
of the lameness of our bones from the chase on the former
day. 1846 GaoTE Greece (1862) 1 1, vii. 189 Respecting the
lameness of Tyrtaeus, we can say nothing.

Iiamenrie, -y, variants of Lemanry.
Lament (lament), sb. [ad. L. lament-urn

wailing, weeping, lamentation.]

1. An act of lamenting, a passionate or demon-
strative expression of grief. Also poet, the action
of lamenting, lamentation.

38

1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, 1. i. 103 To adde to your laments !

.. I must informe you of a dismall fight. Betwixt the stout
'

Lord Talbot, and the French, c 159a Marlowe Jew of
Malta 1. ii, Why stand you thus, unmoved with my laments ? I

16J9 Milton Christ's Nativity 183 A voice of weeping
j

heard, and loud lament. 1697 DaYOEN Virg. Georg. iv. 666
All her fellow Nymphs the Mountains tear Wnh loud
Laments. 1715-20 Pope Iliad xxtu. 17 The troops, .thrice

in order led .. tbeir coursers round the dead; And thrice
tbeir sorrows and laments renew. 1768 Beattie Minstr. 1.

xxxiv, When the long-sounding curfew from afar Loaded
with loud lament the lonely gale. 1821 Shelley Hellas 868
Voices Of strange lament .soothe my supreme repose. 1869

J. N autiseav Ess. II.283What is this but the morbid lament
of scepticism? 1870 Bryant Iliad I. v. 136 On his knees
With sad lament he fell.

2. A set or conventional form of mourning ; a
song of grief, an elegy

;
esp. a dirge performed at

a death or burial ; also, the air to which such a
lamentation is sung or played.
1698 M. Martin Voy.St. Kilda (1749) 57 Upon those Occa-

sions [they] make doleful Songs, which they call Laments.
1791 Burns {title) Lament for J[ames, Earl of Glencairn.
1814 Scott Lord 0/ Jsles v. xxvii, Soon as the dire lament
was play 'd. 1822 D. Stewart Sk. Highlanders 1. 8 1 Solemn
and melancholy airs or Laments (as they call them) for their
deceased friends. 188a Ouioa In Maremma I. 154 It was
rarely that she chose other themes than the passionate
laments of the provincial canzoni.

Lament (Jame-nl), v. [ad. L. lament*an, f.

lament-um Lament sb. Cf. F. lamenter.]

1. trans. To express profound sorrow for or con-
cerning; also, in mod. use, lo feel sorrow for; to

mourn for the loss of (a person) ; to bewail (an

occurrence, etc. : with simple obj. or clause).

1535 CovERnAi.E Luke xxiii. 37 There folowed him a greate
multitude of people and of wemen, which bewayled and I

lamented him. 1548^9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer Collect
Ash-Wednesday, Wee worthely lamentyng oure synnes.
161 1 Bible i Sam. xxv. 1 Samuel died, and all the Israelites

I

. .lamented htm. X667 Milton P. L. 1. 448 Thammuzcaine
next behind, Whose annual wound in Lebanon allur'd The I

Syrian Damsels to lament his fate In amorous dittyes all a
Summers day. 1712 Hearse Collect. ((). H. S.i HI. 453
He died in the 32^ Year of his Age, and is much lamented.

|

1756-7 tr. Keysler's Trav. 1760) IV. 94 This stone laments
!

the death of Andrea Pisano. 1794 Mrs. Raixufke A/yst.
j

j

Udolpho xxx, For your own sake I lament this. x8oi Med.
Jrttl. V. 559 As she was thus lamenting her situation, she 1

was seized by a very violent convulsive fit. 1856 Krolok
I Hist. Eng. 11858) II. vL 13 The parliament had lamented

that the duties of the religious houses were left unfulfilled.

2. intr. To express (also, simply, to feel) pro-
1 found grief ; to mourn passionately. Const, for,

rarely after ; also with indirect pass.

1530 Palsgr. 603/2, I laiuente, I make mone for a losse.^/V

lameute. a 1533 Ld. Hkrners Huon lxxxii. 256 It wolde
haue made a hard herte to lament. 1595 Locrine tit. i. 160

(

He loves not most that doth lament the most. 1603
Knolles Hist. Turks (1638) 106 Greatly lamented for 'by I

all the Christians in Syria. 1611 Bible i Sam. vii. 2 All
j

the house of Israel lamented after the Lord. 1667 MiCton
L. xt. 671 Adam was all in tears, and to his guide I

lamenting turnd full sad. 1697 Dkyoen Virg. Georg. iv.
j

743 Her Children gone, The Mother Nightingale laments
alone. 1738 Glove8 Leouidas t. 245 Forget not her, who

j

now for thee laments. 1830 Tennyson Dying Sivan 7 With
an inner voice the river ran, Adown it floated a dying swan,
And loudly did lament.

b. ref. in the same sense, arch.

1749 Fielding Tom Jones 11. vii, Because he does not cry
out and lament himself, like those of a childish or effeminate
temper. 1768 STEaNK Sent. Jaunt. (1775) 124 {Eragment)
The poor notary .. lamented himself as he walk'd along in

this manner. 1788 Charlotte Smith Emmelbu (1816) IV.
178 She. . bursts into tear-;, and laments herself over him. 1850
Mrs. Jami-son Leg. Monast. Ord. (18631 99 When Hugohn
returned, he began to lament himself because of the robbery.

f 3. causative. To cause grief to, distress. Obs.

1580 Lupton Sivqila t. 131 What paines he hath put me
to euer since, bothe nighte and day, it would lament you
if you knewe it. 1583 Stocker tr. Civ. IVarres Loive C
1. 113a, It greatly lamen teth, and maruellouslv amazeth vs.

1704 in Ashton Social Life Q. Amu (1882) I. 124 He lay
much Lamented and wonderfully affrighted with the Old

jWoman coming to afflict him.

Lamentable (ke-mentab'l), a. (sb.) [a. F.

lamentable or ad. L. lamentctbil-is, f. lamenta-rl to

Lament : see -able.]

1. Of persons, their appearance, actions, voice,

song, etc. : Full of or expressing sorrow or grief

;

mournful, doleful. Now rare or arck.
I43a-$Q tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 317 In whiche place.. lament,

able voices be herde ofte tymes. 1494 Fabyan Chron. iv.

Ixxv. 53 The lamentable request made vnto hym by the
sayde Ambassade. 150* Will of Auncell (Somerset Ho.),
An Image of or blessid lady of grace as lamentable as can
be devised. 1513 Douglas Mncis 11. vi. [v.l 38, I see stand
me befor,..maist lamentable [L. motstissimus] Hector, With
large fluide of teris. 1529 Act 21 Hen. VII7, c 16 § n Our
true and faithful Subjects, .exhibited unto us a lamentahle
Bill of Complaint, a 1548 Hall Chron., Heft. IV 9 With
a lamentable voyce and a sorowfull countenance. 1600
Hakluyt Voy. (1810) III. 380 Dancing and singing in a
lamentahle tune. 1656 Blocnt Glossogr., Elegiographcr,
a writer of Elegies, or lamentable verses. 1725 Pope Odyss.
x. 61 1 Where. .Cocytus' lamentable waters spread. 1739 Lo.
CASTLEOuaaow in Swift's Lett. (1766) II. 261 A lamentable
Hymn to Death, from a lover, ascribed to his mistress. 1848
C. Bronte J. Eyre (1873) 2 With ceaseless rain sweeping
away wildly before a long and lamentable blast. 1851 H aw-
thobne Snoiy Image, Old News (1879) "54 I he lamentable
friends, trailing their long black garments. 1873 Symonds
Grk. Poets xi. 370 With this wail the thin lamentable voice
of the desiccated rhetorician ceases.

LAMENTATION.
2. That is to be lamented ; such as to call *br

lamentation, sorrow, or grief; pitiable, deplorable.
c 1430 Lydg. Minor P. 145 That owgly careyn lamentable.

1490 Caxton Eneydos ii. 16 It is a greuous thyng to me to
passe ouer so lyghtly the lamentable circumstaunces. .in >oo
fewe word is. a 1500 Assembly of Ladies 686 The ca.se
itself is inly lamentable. 1545 Brinklow Compt. xxiii.

(1874) 58 What a lamentable thing is this, that men shuld
be dryuyn from the Gospel of Christ. 1587 Collingwoou
in Border Papers (1894) 1. 259 The .. lamentable estayt ol
this ruinose and waysted cuntre. 1590 Spenser /*. Q. 111. iv.

42 Tbey..strowe with fiowres the lamentable bcarc. 1639
Woooali. IVks. Pref. (1653) 18 The most lamentahle
diseases of poor men require the most care of the Surgeon.
1667 Milton P. L. u. 617 Thir lamentable lot. 171a
Steele Sped. No. 509 f2 A lamentable change from that
simplicity of manners. 1855 M acaulay Hist. Eng. xiii. III.
331 Another Macdonald, destined to a lamentable and
horrible end.

b. In jocular or trivial use :
' Pitiful, despicable

*

(J.) ; wretchedly had. Cf. deplorable.
a 1699 Stillincfl. (J.), This bishop, to make out the dis-

parity between the heathens and them, flies to this lament-
able refuge. 1876 Steoman Victorian Poets iii. 65 But
when he [Landor] .. attempted to regulate the orthography
of our laoguage the result was something lamentable.

fB.sb.pl. Laments, complainings. Obs.
1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) VIII. 5 Come, come,

good Norton,, .you are up again with your lamentables !

Hence La'mentableness.
1589 Rider Eng. -Lat. Diet., Lamentablenes, etegia. 1737

Bailey vol. 1 1, Lamentablettess, wofulness, pittablcness.

Lamentably (larmentabli), adv. Also 6 la-
mentablely. £L Lamentable + -ly 2

.]

1. With lamentation or passionate expression of
sorrow

;
mournfully, dolefully. Now rare.

1470-85 Maloky Arthur v. v, They lefte her shryking
and cryenge lamentably. 1523 Lo. Berners Eroiss* I. vii.

5 She .. lamentably recounted to hym all the felonyes and
iniuries done to her by Syr Hewe Spencer. 1534 More
Comf. agst. Trib. 11. Wks. 1201/2 Lette him lamentablye
beseche God of hys gracyous ayde and helpe, to strength
hys infyrmitie. 1575-85 Abp. Sanoys Serm. xv. 260 Of this
his great miserie he complaineth him lamentably in diuerse
of his Psalmes. 1611 Shaks. IVint. T. iv. iv. 190, 1 loue a
ballad but euen too well, if it be dolefule matter merrily set
downe : or a very pleasant tbing indeede, and sung lament-
ably. 1679 Hist. Jetzersi-zfi She complains Lamentably
of the affront done her. 1783 Wolcot (P. Pindar) Odes to
K. A.'s vi. Wks. 1812 1. 64 Pity it is! 'tis true 'tis pity.
As Shakspeare lamentably says. 1847 James J. Marston
Hall xii, He spoke learnedly and lamentably upon the evils
and inconveniences of his own profession.

2. So as to call for lamentation or mourning

;

pitiably, deplorably ; hence (with weakened mean-
ing), woefully, grievously.
1577-S7 Holinshed Chron. III. 355/2 A hundred and

twentie temporall men with diuerse preests and manic
women were drowned and lamentablie perished. 1585 J.
Noroen Sinf. Man's Solace i. 13 b, Lazarus, who lament-
ablely oppressed with hunger . . begged at his gate. 1606
Shaks. Ant. <y CI. 111. x. 26 Our Fortune on the Sea is out
of breath, And sinkes most lamentably. 1671 Glanvill
Disc. M. Stnbbe 23 What you add . . is lamentably imper-
tinent.

^
1678 Wanley IVottd. Lit. World'v. ii. § 78. 472/1

The miserable Emperour being lamentably trod to death in

the Throng. 1816 T. L. Peacock Headlong Hall ii, It will

grow small by degrees and lamentably less. 1849 Macaclay
Hist. Eng. ii. I. 212 He had a strong though a lamentably
perverted sense of duty and honor. 1885 Leeds Mercury
24 June 4/4 The new Government will be so lamentably
weak in debating power.

fLamenta'do. Obs. rare"' 1
. [quasi-Sp. f.

Lament.] Lament, lamentation.
1618 Lithgow (title) The Pilgrimes Farewell to his native

Country, .with his Lamentado in his second Travels, his
Passionado on the Rhyne, &c.

Lamentation (lxmenl«FNj3n). [a. F. lamen-
tation or ad. L. lamentation-em, n. of action f.

lamentarl to Lament.] The action of lamenting

;

the passionate or demonstrative expression of grief

;

mourning ; in weakened sense, regret

1375 Barbour Btuce xx. 282 The lamentacioune .. That
thai folk for thair lord maid. 138a Wyclif Luke vii. 3a
We han maad lamentacioun, and 5e han not wept, c 1400
Destr. Troy 7156 Myche weping & wo,.. And lamentacioun
full long for fcme of hym one. a 1533 Lo. Berners Huon
xxxv. no They all made gret lamentasyon for bis depart*
yng. 1535 Coveroale Ps. lxxvii. 64 Their prestcs were
slaync.and there were no wyddowes to make lamentacion.
1601 Shaks. All's Well 1. i. 64 Moderate lamentation is the
right of the dead, excessiue greefe the enemie to the liuing.

1667 Milton P. L. 11. 579 Cocytus, nam'd of lamentation
loud Heard on the ruful stream. 1819 Shelley Cenci iv. i.

185 There shall be lamentation heard in Heaven As o'er an
angel fallen. 1850 M«Cosh Div. Govt. 111. iii. (1874) 435
Another subject of general lamentation is the evil produced
by party spirit.

m
attrib. 1817 Coasett Pot. Reg. XXXI I. 122 The Morn-

ing Chronicle, .treated the town with some neat lamentation
puffs.

b. An instance of this ; a lament. The I.amenta-
lions offeremiah, or, shortly, Lamentations [Vulg.

Lamentaliones, LXX. &pijvoi] : the title of one of

the poetical books of the Old Testament, tradition-

ally ascribed to the prophet Jeremiah, and having
for its subject the destruction of Jerusalem by Ihe

Chaldeans.
138a Wyclif a Chron. xxxv. 25 As lawe it is hadde in

Irael, Loo ! it is told writea in tbe Lamentaciouos. a 1533
Ld. Berners Huon I v. 189 He caused his Nephew to be

buryed with sore wepynges and lamen tacyons. 1535 Cover.



LAMENTATIOUS.
dale Jer. xlviii. 5 At the goinge vp vnto Luhith (here shall

arise a lamentacion. 1611 Bible Etek. xix. t Take thon vp

a lamentation for the princes of Israel. 17*5 De Foe l
r
oy.

round World (1840) 87 A sad lamentation and howling.

1836 W. Irving Astoria IL 45 The lamentations of women
who had lost some relative in the foray. 1841 Lane Arab.
Nts. 1. no, I will call it the House of Lamentations. 1855

Kingslev Heroes, Theseus m. 237 A great lamentation arose

throughout the city.

c. EccL One of the lessons (taken from Lamen-
tations) in the office of Tenebne.
i8«>3 Dale tr. BaldeschVs Ceremonial 185 The latter

having made a genuflection to the Altar, and a reverence

to the choir, sings the Lamentation, without asking the

Benediction.

Hence Lamenta tional a.

1837 Bentham Wks. (1838-43) X. 61 Half lamentational,

half congratulational, rhythmical commonplaces.

t Lamentations, a. Obs. rare- 1
. In 4

lamentaeious. [f. Lamentation": see -ous.j

Marked by lamentation.
1387-8 T. Use Test. Love 1. i. (Skeat) 1. 128 The soune of

my lamentaeious wepyng.

t Lamentatory, a. Obs. rare~~\ [f. L.

lamentari to Lament : see -oky.] = prec.

1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. To Rdr. r 5 b uotet Nunci.
atorie, Lamentatorie, Mandatorie, Laudatorie.

Lamented (lamented), a. [f. Lament v.

+ -ED 1
.] Mourned for; bewailed; regretted.

1611 Cotgr., RegrettS) .. bcwayled, lamented. 1667

Flavel Saint Indeed {1754) 73 Involuntary and lamented

distractions. 1709 Pope Ess. Crit. 733 This humble praise,

lamented shade 1 receive. 1784 Cowpkr Task iv. 576
Lamented change ! 1859 M. Thomson Caxvnpore 83 We
thought it a more savoury meal than any of the recherche

culinary curiosities of the lamented Soyer. 1864 Lis Kanu
Uncle Silas I. xxiv. 297 Your late lamented father.

Hence + Itame'ntedly adv.

1645 Milton Colast. 24 Somtimes they are not both actors,

but the one of them most lamentedly passive.

Lamenter (laments), [f. Laments. + -erV]
One who laments or mourns.
1589 Rider Eng.-Lat. Dict.

t
A Lamen tour, lamentator.

1607 Hieron Wks. I, 362 The renued spirit .. for sinnes

past and committed is an vnfained lamenter. c 1610 Women \

Saints 206 This spake I with as highe a voice as I coulde,

to the end that I might drowne the sounde of thelamenters.

174a Richardson Pamela IV. 405, I might have contimi'd

on in the Words of the Royal Lamenter. 1748 — Clarissa

(x8xi) IV. 7 What a cruelty in my fate! said the sweet
lamenter. 1861 Tulloch Eng. Purit. iii. 366 He was a
great lamenter of the extremities of the times.

Lamentfol (lame'ntfuT),^. rare—1
, [f. Lament

sb. + -ful.] Charged with lament ; mournful.
1876 Dowden Poems 82 But thou art terrible, with the un-

revealed Burden of dim lamentful prophecies.

Lamenting, variant of Lamantin.
Lamenting (lame'ntirj), vbl. sb. [-1NG1.] The

action of the verb Lament ; lamentation.

1513 Douglas sEnets xi. ii. 7 To be present at the lament-
yng Of his fadir, to confort his muruyng. 1530 Palsgr.

237/1 Lamentyng, regret. 1605 Shaks. Macb. \\. iii. 61

Our Chimneys were blowne downe, And (as they say)

lamentings heard i' th' Ayre. 1680 Otwav Orphan iv. vi.

156a Should'st thou know the cause of my lamenting. 1819 1

Shellev Julian $ Maddalo 216 Fierce yells, and howlings,
j

and lamentings keen.

Lamenting (lame-ntin,),///. a. [-ing 2
.] That

laments or mourns.
1581 Sidney Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 28 The. .lamenting looke

of Lucrecia. Ibid. 44 The lamenting Elegiack. 1393 Shaks.
Lucr. 1079 By this, lamenting Philomel had ended The
well>tuned warble of her nightly sorrow. 1674 R. Godfrey
Inj. <J-

Ab. Physic 122 He domineering through deficiency

in Medicine, causeth the lamenting Patient to cry out .

.

Give me a Medicine or else 1 die. a 382a Shellev Dante's
Convito 10 How the lamenting spirit moans in it. 1857
Ruskin Pol. Econ. Art i.(i868) 4 They saw kings and rich

men coming down to the shore of Acheron, in lamenting and
lamentable crowds.

Hence Lame'ntingly adv.
ci6io Sir J. Melvil Mem. (1735 10 Then said the

Treasurer lamentingly, 'My Life or Warding is a small

Matter'. 1655 Simeon Ashe Funeral Serm. R. Robinson
18 June 7 Laying lamentingly to heart the death ofrighteous
and mercifufl ones. 1804 J. Grahame Sabbath (1839) 25^2

When sad the voice of Cona, in the gale, Lamentingly the

song of Selma sang. 1831 Eraser's Ma*. III. 435 He
informs [them], very lamentingly, that they must grow old.

Lamer, variant of Lamber 1
, amber.

Lamesse, obs. form of Lammas.
Lamester (U'-mstai). [See -ster.] — next.

1639 W. Sclater Worthy Communicant Rewarded 19 As
those Lamestcrs at the poole of Bethesda. 1850 James
Old Oak Chest 111. 12 A rude man . . who would not even
ask an old lamester like mysel* to sit down.

Lameter, lamiter (wf'mitaj). Sc. and dial.

Also 9 lametar, laimeter. [f. Lame a. ; the

formation is obscure.] A lame person ; a cripple.

1804 J. SraUTHEas Poor Man's Sabbath Wks. 1850 1. 43
A lisping lamiter, of feeble frame, c 1 8 17 Hogg Ta les Sk.
V. 358 He proved a lametar to the day of his death. 1848
C. BaoNTR 7. Eyrexxxvi. (1837) 448 You have, .friends who
will .. not suffer you to devote yourself to a blind lameter
like me. 1884 J. Payne tooi Nts. VIII. 119 The king ..

sent after her that one-eyed lameter, for that he was his
chief vizier. 1896 Crockett Men of Moss Hags xliii. 307
A foot..came into the passage, dunt-duntuY like a lameter
hirplio' on two staves.

attrib. i8az Galt Entail 1. xiii. 95 Jenny Hirple, a
lameter woman, who went round among the houses of the
heritors of the parish with a stilt.

39

IlLametta (lame-ta). [It., dim. of lama~
Lame sbX\ Brass, silver, or gold foil or wire.

1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade.

\\ Lamia (l^-mia). Forms : 4 lamya, 4- lamia.

PI. 4 lamie, 7, 9 lamia?, 9 lamias. Also (angli-

cized) 4 larrqe, 4, 6 lamye, 8 lamie. [L. lamia

a witch who was supposed to suek children's

blood, a sorceress, also, a kind of flatfish, a species

of owl, a. Gr. Adfiia a fabulous monster, also, a

fish of prey. Cf. F. lamie.]

1. A fabulous monster supposed to have the body 1

of a woman, and to prey upon human beings and

suck the blood of children. Also, a witch, she-

demon.
The word is used in early translations of the Bible in

/sa.xxxiv. isand Lam. iv.3, where the A. V. has respectively

'shrichowle', marg.'Or, night-monster and Sea monsters',

marg. ' Or, sea calues

1382 Wvcmf Jsa. xxx iv. 15 There shal lyn lamya. .and he

fyndeth to himself reste. —Lam. iv. 3 The cruel beestis

clepid lamya, nakclen ther tetes, 3eeuen ther whelpus

souken. 1398 Tkf.visa Barth. De P. R. xviil. xlviii. (14951

809 In Siaa ben beestys wyth shape of men and fete of

horses: and suche wonderfull beestys ben callyd Lamie
amonge many men. i6zt Burton .4 nat. Mel. ill. ii. 1. i. 1 1660)

438 Apollonius. .by some probable conjectures, found her out

to be a Serpent, a . Lamia. [Hence 1820 Keats {title)

Lamia.] 1622 Massinger I'irg. Mart. iv. i, Where's the

lamia That tears my entrails? 1674 CorrosCompl. Gamester ,

(1680) 13 For here you shall be quickly destroy 'd under 1

pretence of kindness, as Men were by the Lamia: of old.

1757 E. Pkrhonkt Mitre 1. xi. As plump as Lamies fed with
fawn. 1865 IUkiNO-(JoULn Werewolves xv. 255 Troops of

lamias, female evil spirits. 187 1 B. Tavlor Eanst (1875) 1 1.

11. iii. 113 They are the Lamiai, wenches vile, With bra/en

brows and lips that smile.

f2. Jchth. In \\ illoughby's and some later

classificalions, a genus of sharks. Obs.

1727-41 Cnambers Cyd. s.v. Pish, The cam's carcharias,

or lamia, the white shark. 1776 J. Nf.ii.i. Serm. ?r4

Whatever kind of fish it was, whether it w:is a w hale or a
lamia, . . where is the occasion for. . condemning this passage

of Holy Writ as fabulous?

3. Ent. A genus oflongieorn beetles (J. C. Fahri-

cius, 1775").

In recent Diets.

Laniiger Jarmidapi). dial. Also lammiger.
[Cf. Lamkteu.] A lame person, a cripple.

1847 Halliwell, Lameter, a cripple. North. In the

West of England a lamiger. 1886 T. Hardy Mayor 0/
Casterbr. II. 220 What can we two poor lammigers do
against such a multitude !

Lamin (ljvmin). Forms: 5-6 lamyn'e, 6 7

lamine, 6- lamin, 7- lamen. [Anglicized form

of next. Cf. F. lamine.] A lamina ; a thin plate

or layer (of metal, etc.) ; a plate of metal used as

an astrological instrument or as a eharm.
1489 Caxtos Faytes of A. 11. xxxv. 147 Thys engyn is

called Towre. It behoueth hym to be couered that may
with lamynes of yron lest fyre sholde be caste or sette

therin. 1376 Baker Jewell of Health 42 b, Spreade that

sediment on a Lamyne of Iron polyshed and burning, or

redde hote. 1647 Lilly Chr. Astrol. xcvii. 485 Without I

exact knowledge of the Astrologicall planetary hour, no ,

worthy work can be done, with it wonders, either i i colkct*
'

ing Hearbs, framing Sibils, Images, Lamens, &c. 1678

Phil. Trans. XI 1. 976 The cavities hereof [the Nose] are

fill'd with many Cartilaginous 1 amines distinct one from
another. i68a Phil. Collect. XII. No. 5. 159 The increase

of the Oyster shell is caused by the addition of a new lamen
or plate in the shell. 1783 W. F. Martyn Geog. Mag. 11.

508 An exfoliated circular lamen of the green part of the

tree. 1816 Scott Ant iq. xxiii, You have used neither

charm, lamen, sigil, talisman, spell, crystal, pentacle . . nor
geomantic figure. 1875 Hlacrmore^. Lorraine 111. xxviL

Q40 Its lustre and versatile radiance flow from innumerable
lamins, united by fusion in the endless flux of years.

II Lamina (larmina). PI. laminae Tx-mim\
Chiefly scientific. [L. lam(m)ina. Cf. Lame sb. 1

]

A thin plate, scale, layer, or flake (of metal, etc/).

3656 Blount Glossogr., Lamina, a thin plate of any
mettal, most commonly such as Sculpters use to engrave

|

upon. 1670 J. Beale in Phil. 'Trans. V. 1159 'Tis. .full of
very small and thin Lamina?, seeming to be Metalline, and
bright like the purest Silver. 1674 Petty Disc. Dnpl.
Proportion 122, 1 think it easiest to consider Elastic,

Springing, or Resilient Bodies, as Lamina?, Laths, or Lines.

1709 F. Hauksbee Phys. Mech. Exfer. Suppl. (1719) 329
Pieces of Brass Laminae, whose Thickness when laid one
upon another,.. made a Distance between the Planes equal
to ^ of an inch. 179a Belknap Hist. Neiv-Hampsh. III.

98 This bark is composed of several laminae. 1797 M.
Baillie Morb. Anal. (1807) 51 Many small broken lamina:

of the coagulable lymph. 1800 tr. Lagrange's Chem. II. 63
Lead.,may be reduced into laminae and plates thinner than
paper. 183a Gell Pompciana 11. xiii. 22 The chamber
was covered with laminas of rare marbles, i860 Tyndall
Glac. 1. xx i. 148 At some places the ice had been weathered
into lamina? not more than a line in thickness.

b. Aiiat.,Qtc. A thin layer of bone, membrane,
or other structure.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey) s.v.t In Anatomy, Laminar are

the Plates or Tables of the Scull, two in number. 1815
W. Phillips Outl. Mm. <$- Geol. (1818) 105 These shells, .are

. .extremely brittle, and readily separate into laminae. 1843
Vouatt Horst 375 The Horny Laminas [of the foot]. 1859
Darwin Orig. Spec. vii. (1872) 183 The middle and longest
lamina in the Greenland whale is ten, twelve, or even 15 feet

in length. 1864 Mavhew fllnstr. Horse Managemt. 95
The laminae, or the highly-sensitive covering of the internal

foot, secrete the inward layer ofhorn. 1881 Mivart Cat 35 A
superior broad and flat portion called the neural lamina.

LAMINATE.

C. Gcol. The thinnest separable layer in strati*

fied rock deposits.

1794 Sullivan Vievo Nat. I. 421 In caverns and fissures

laminas of spar .. crystallize in various forms. 1849
Mlrchison Siluria vii. 129 The laminas of deposit being
marked by layers of shells and corals. 187a Nicholson
Pa/xont. 6 The finer beds of clay or sand will all be
arranged in thicker or thinner layers or laminas.

d. Bot. {a) A thin * plate ' of tissue, as in the
* gill * of a mushroom, {b) The blade, Mimb',
or expanded portion of a leaf, (c) The (usually

widened) upper part or ' limb * of a petal, [d) The
expanded part of the thallus or frond in algce, etc.

1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. 1. iii. (1765) 7 Lamina, a thin

Plate, which is the upper Part, and usually spreading.

1776-96 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) I. 393 The 2 lamina
\sic\ or plaies which constitute each gill. 1830 Lindley
Nat. Syst. Bot. 1 53 Leaves radical, with a hollow urn shaped
petiole, at the apex of which is articulated the lamina. x86i

Cooke Man. Struct. Bot. (1893) 63 The upper or free portion

[of a petal] is called the lamina or limb. 1875 Bennett &
I Iyer Sachs' Bot. 296 A cellular lamina or a mass of tissue

which fixes itself by root-hairs and produces the thallus by
growth at its apex.

e. Kinematics.
1837 Whewell Hist. Induct. Set. vm. vi. II. 331 Any com-

bination of rods, strings, and laminai. 1878 Wolstenholme
Math. Probl. ^ed. 2) 416 A lamina moves in its own plane

so that two fixed points of it desciibe straight lines with

accelerations f, ('. 1882 Minchin Unipl. Kinemat. 39 The
lotus traced out in the body, .is a circle concentric with the

lamina.

Laminable larminab'l), a. [f. L. *ldmin<Jre

(see Laminatk v.) + -ablk.] Capable of being

formed into thin plates or layers.

1796 Kirwan Elem. Min. (ed. 2! II. 103 Laminable as

Gold. 1856 Leisure Hour V. 268/1 Beautiful white metal,

..ductile, laminable, fusible, and toujih.

llencc Laminabi'lity, laminable quality.

1839 Cue Did. Arts s.v. Laminable, A table of the relative

la 11 ii liability of metals. 1881 Nature No. 627. 14 Iron., com-
bines the qualities of tenacity and lamiuabiliiy, with a
greater sensitiveness in its elect) ic resistance to temperature

changes than either gold, platinum, or silver.

Laminal (lLirminal , a. [1. Lamina + -al.]

Formed into lamina;; laminar.

1825 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 727 Until the whole
be precipitated upon the zinc, which will assume the form

of a iree or bush, whose leases and branches are laminai, or

plates of a metallic lustre.

Laminar larminiu), a. [f. Lamina + -ab.]

Cf. F. laminairc] Consisting of or arranged in

lamina', thin plates, or layers.

181 1 Pinkekton Petrat. 1. 220 Laminar pitch-stone, in

thin horizontal layers. 1843 I'ktrik Round 'lowers /re/.

11. iii. 210 Bracteati—by which is understood, thin laminar

pieces, usually of silver. 1854 Woodward Mollusca 11. 214

Discina and Lingula consist almost entirely of a horny
animal substance, which is laminar. 1875 Blake Zool. 202

Iii lis laminar, with a small proportion of the border free.

1876 II arlev Mat. Med. ied. 6) 75 Soft laminar crystals.

Lamiliarian laminc^rian , a. [f. mod.L.

Laminaria name of a genus of seaweeds (see quot.

1S83), f. L. lamina thin plate.] Laminarian zone :

the zone of the sea, extending from low-water

mailc to a depth of ninety feet, in which seaweeds

ol the genus Laminaria are found.

1851 6 Woodward Mollusca 149 The key-hole limpets ..

chiefly inhabit the laminarian zone. 1883 Good Wonts Aug.

530/1 Below the littoral we come upon the great laminarian

/one, the region of waving laminaria, or sea-tangle.

Laminarite Jaj'minar^it). Geol. [1. as prec.

+ -n\E.] A broad-leaved fossil seaweed supposed

to be allied to the genus Laminaria.

1839 Penny (yd. XIII. 283 2 Laminarites. Brongniart,

classing fossil fuci according to the analogy they offer to

recent tribes, uses this term for one species found in (be

secondary strata of Aix, near La Rochelie.

Laminary Jnj-minari), a. [f. Lamina + -aky.

Cf. F. laminaire.] Laminar.
1830 Maunder Treas. Knowl. I., Laminary, composed

of layers. 1853 Til. Ross Humboldt's Trav. III. xxxii. 381

I'egmatite, composed of laminary felspar.

Laminate (larmin^t), a. [ad. mod.L. lami-

tidt~tts'. see next and -ate-.] Having the form

of or consisting of a lamina or thin plate ; furnished

with a lamina or lamina?.

1668 Wilkins Real Char. llTv. § 6. 12S Exanguious animals

. . having a broad head with two short, broad, laminate

prominencies from it. 1826 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. IV. 300

Laminate Horn (Cornu laminatum), a horn dilated at its

base into a flat plate. Ibid. 346 Laminate [laminatse), when
the posterior coxae form a broad thin plate wbich covers the

trochanter and the base of the thighs. 185a Dana Crust. 1.

316 Upper finger laminate.

Laminate 0^*min£lt )> v- V- L - *temi*at-,

ppl. stem of *ldminare, f. Lamina : see -ate 3.

Cf. F. laminer, It. laminare.]

1. trans. To beat or roll (metal) into thin plates.

1666 Boyle Orig. Formes <J-
Quat. 370 We take then the

finest Gold we can procure, and having either Granulated it,

or Laminated it, we dissolve it. 1684 — Porousn. Anim.
<y Solid Bod. vii. 108 We took good Copper laminated to the

thickness of a shilling or thereabouts. 1825 J. Nicholson
Operat. Mechanic 633 Milled lead is laminated . . by means
of a roller or flatting-mill. 1831 J. Hollano Manuf. Metal
I. 122 The art of laminating ductile metal by passing it

between a pair of rollers.

2. To separate or split into layers or leaves.

Also intr. for refl.



LAMINATED.
1668 Phil Tram . III. 783 Very many vasa laerytnalia

of Glass, which by length of time were become laminated
into divers leaves. 1864 Jml. R. Agric Soc. XXV. n. 373When dried by exposure, it laminates like thin slate. 1866
Rogers Agric. 4 Prices I. it 19 Where stone was easily
laminated, a rude drain was formed by laying large stones
in the course.

3. To cover or overlay with plates (of metal).
1607 Evelyn Numism. vi. 213 Laminated only with a thin

Foil. .of. .Metal. 1869 Latest Neivs 3 Oct. 15 Gold richly
laminated with flowers or texts from the Alcoran.

4. To manufacture by placing layer upon layer
of material.

1858 Greener Gunnery 224 My method of laminating
steel. 1888 Scribner's Mag. Aug. 180/2 ' Laminating the
armature core that is, making it up out of a great number
of thin sheets of iron.

Hence Iia*minating vbl. sb. (in comb.).
1823 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 406 In the operation of

making it [milled lead], a laminating-roller is used. 1875
Knight Diet. Mech., Laminaiing-machine, a gold*-beater's
rolling-mill for reducing the ingot ofgold to such a thickness
that a square inch will weigh 6$ grains.

Laminated (te-min^ted), a. [f. Lami-
nate v. + -ed l.] Consisting of, arranged in, or
furnished with laminre ; formed or manufactured
in a succession of layers of material, as some
metallic objects, etc. In armour (see quot. 1869).
Laminated tubercle : the nodule of the cerebellum (Svd.

Sac. Lex. 1888).

1668 Wilkins Real Char. 11. iii. § 2. 61 [Stones] of a
laminated figure, either natural, or factitious. 1677 Plot
Ox/ordsh. 71 Those [lumps of pyrites] from Clifton aforesaid
seem to be laminated. 1768 Pennant Zoo I. I. Pref. 4 The
laminated lead ore of Lord Hoptoun's mines. 1794 Scl-
livan View Sat. II. 332 Crystals and gems . . are all found
to be of a foliated or laminated structure. 1833 Lyell
Princ. Grot. III. 78 Volcanic tuff thinly laminated. 1851
Illustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 31 x Section of rail and laminated
beam. 1851 Richardson Geol. viii. 230 They respire by
laminated branchiae. 1858 Greener Gunnery 222 A lamin.
ated steel barrel has never been known to burst. 1869
Boutell Arms Sf Arm. iii. 51 Laminated corslets .. of iron
or steel—corslets, that is, formed of rows of metal scales sewn
upon garments of leather or linen, in such a manner that the
scales in each row would overlap those in the row below
them. 187a Huxley Phys. xi. 262 Overhanging the fourth
ventricle is a great laminated mass, the cerebellum. 1875
Knight Diet. Mech., Laminated Arch, a timber arch made
of successive thicknesses of planking bent on to a centreing
and secured together by tree-nails.

Lamination (loemin^ -Jan), [f. Laminate v. :

see -at ion.]
1. The action of laminating or beating metal

into thiu plates, rare— 0
, b. ' In Midwifery, ap-

plied to the method of reducing the size of the
skull in embryotomy by cutting it into slices ' {Syd.
Soc. Lex. 188S).

1676 Coles, Lamination^ a beating into a Lamina.
2. The condition of being laminated; arrange-

ment in lamince ; laminated structure. Also concr.
in pi. lamince.

1830 Lyell Princ. Geol. I. 205 The lamination of some of
the concentric masses of San Filippo is so minute, that sixty
may be counted in the thickness of an inch. 1845 Todd &
Bowman Phys. Anat. I. 120 The lamination of bone. 1858
Geikie Hist. Boulder xi. 226 A few thin laminations of
coal, i860 TyNDALL Glac. 1. xxt. 148 Near to the moraine
. .a magni6cent lamination was developed. 1870 Rolleston
Anim. Life Introd. 53 Its grey matter however is consider-
able iu quantity, owing to its transverse lamination.

la-ming, sb. dial. 'iObs. [?f. Lame sbA +
-ing 1

; or var. Lamin\] (See quots.)
1686 Plot Staff<^rdsh. 131 The partings or lamings which

the coal has iu it self; . . all coale-Mines . . haveing divers
partitions in the body of the coal it self, made by thin sub-
stances called partings or lamings. Ibid. 141 The Laming 1

(that lyes between the measures of the coaK 1847 Halli-
well, Lamings, the partings of coal. Staff.

Laming (l^-mirj), vbl. sb. [f. Lame v. +-ing\]
The action of the verb Lame; rendering lame,
halting, or defective.

1583 Babjngton Commandm. vi. (1637) 49 Hurting and
laming of our brethren in fight. 1590 L%Je Mere in Wordsw.
Eccl. Biog. (1853) II. 118 To the laming and blemishing of
a most notable sentence, 1849 Grote Greece 11. lxi. (1862)
311 The laming of their horses on the hard and stony soil.

1863 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. III. 181, I have given myself a
bad headache in addition to my other lamings.

Lamini- flse'mini), comb, form of Lamina,
as in I«amini*ferous a.

t

1 having a structure
consisting of lamince or layers' (Ogilvie 1851).
Itami'niform a. t laminar in form or structure.

Iiaminipla'ntar a. Orttilh. [L. planta sole],

having laminate tarsi ; pertaining to the Lamini-
plantares of Sundevall's classification. Iiamini-
planta-tion, the quality or condition of being
laminiplantar.

1834 McMurtrie Cuvier's Anim. Kingd. 345 The four
last [feet] are compressed, ciliated, or Tanuniform. 187a
Coles Key N. Amer. Birds (1884) 126 This results from
the larainiplantation..and is equally well exhibited by most
passerine birds, whether they have booted or anteriorly
scutellate tarsi. 1888 Syd. Soc. Lex., Laminiplantar,
applied to the metatarsus of birds when the integument
forms a continuous horny sheath along its anterior and
lateral surfaces, as in thrushes.

II Laminitis (loeminat'tis). [f. Lamina + -itis.]

Inflammation of the sensitive laminae of a horse's

hoof.
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1843 Youatt Horse 382 Chronic laminitis. .is a species of
founder.

Laminose (larmin^ , a. [f. Lamina + -ose.]
Consisting of or having the form of laminoe.
1826 Kirry & Sp. Entomol. IV. xxxviii. 57 Laminose or

foliaceous respiratory appendages distinguish the sides of
the larvae..of the Ephemerae. 1871 Cooke Brit. Pungi I.

314 Thelephora fastidiosa . . Effused, soft, amorphous, in-
crusting, white, passing into laminose branches.

Laminous (lre'miuas), a. [f. Lamina + -ous.]
= prec
1798 Landor Gebir 11. 9 Wks. 1846 II. 490/1 Some raise the

painted pavement, some on wheels Draw slow its laminous

I

lenSlh* Asiat Ann, Reg. 276/1 Leaves opposite,
! ..fruit laminous. 1807 Vancouver Agric. Devon (1813)

xi The whole of this rock is of a laminous character.

Lamish. (I^-miJ), a. [f. Lame a. + -ish.]
Somewhat lame.
iS9« Nashe P. Penilesse Wks. (Grosart) II. 68, I could

no refraine but bequeath it to the Priuie, leafe hy leafe as I

read it, it was so vgly, dorbellicall, and lamish. 1689 Lond.
Gaz. No. 2448/4 One Grey Gelding about 14 hands and a
halfe high, goes lamish behind. 1711 Ibid. No. 4895 4
Trots lamish with his off Leg behind. 1881 Carlyle in
Remin. 1. 164 Something lamish about one of the knees or
ankles. 1887 Jessopp Arcady ii. 41 He was lamish and
walked with a stick.

Lamism ; see under Lama.
Larrikin, obs. form of Lambkin.
Lamm, obs. form of Lam v., Lamb, Lame sb\
Lammas (lcemas), sb. Forms: iHlaf-, Hlam-

maesse, -messe, 2-7 Lammasse, 3 Lanmasse, 3-4
Lamasse, 3-5 Lam(m)es{s)e, 6-7 Lambmes;se,
Lammes, 7 Lamas, 8 Lambmass, 5- Lammas.
[OE. hldfmxsse. f. hldf bread, Loaf + mxsse
Mass; alterwards popularly apprehended as if f.

Lamb + Mass.]

1. The 1st of August (Festtim Sancti Petri ad
Vincula in the Roman calendar; see also Gule),
in the early English church observed as a harvest
festival, at which loaves of bread were consecrated,
made from the first ripe corn. (In Scotland, one of
the usual quarter-days.) Also, the part of the year
marked by this festival.

£893 K. /Elfreo Oros. v. xiii. § 2 pset (wass) on bacre tide
calcndas Agustus, & on bam dae^e be we bataS 'hlaf.
masse'. 1154 O. E. Chron. an. H35 (Laud MS.) On bis
3aere for se king . .oner sae set te Lammasse. c 1*90 S. Eng.
Leg. I. 37/124 Bi-fore lamasse seueni^ht. ? a 1400 Morte
Arlh. 421, I salle at Lanimese take leue. C1440 Prom/.
Parv. 286 '1 Lammesse, festum agnorum, vet Pcsttim ad
Vincula Sancti Petri. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. ccxliv.
(1482) 296 To mete at Southampton by lammasse next sewyng
without ony delay. 1570 Reg. Ministers in Lauder's
Tractate (1864) Pref. 10 William Lauder, Minister of For-
gondynye (in 1567), [his stipend] iiijxx//. [£80], and xxli.
mairsen Lambmes, 1569. a 1651 Calderwood Hist. Kirk
(1843) II. 393 Adam, called Bishop of Orkney, was delated
for not visiting the kirks of his countrie, from Lambmesse
to Allhallowmesse. 1716 Addison Drummer v. i, Six years
old last Lammas. 1833 Tennyson in Mem. (1897

1

I. 112 A
voice ran round the hills When corny Lammas bound the
sheaves.

+ 2. Short for Lammas-wheat. Obs.
1677 Plot Ox/ordsh. 151 The white Lammas has both

ears and grain white, and the red Lammas both red.

3. Latter Lammas {^day), a day that will

never come. At latter Lammas : humorously for
* Never \

1567 Gascoigne Instruct. Making Verse Posies (1575)
U jj, Many writers . .draw their sentences in length, & make
an ende at latter Lammas. 1576 — Steele Gl. (Arb.) 55
This is the cause (beleue me now my Lorde). .That courtiers
thriue, at latter Lammas day. 164a Fuller Holy Pro/.
St. iv. xv. 316 This your will At latter lammas wee'l
fulfill, a 1734 North Lives (1826) I. 4 The very expecta-
tion of them puts me in mind of latter Lammas. 1805 W.
Taylor in Ann. Rev. III. 244 This convocation was some-
what unbecomingly postponed to latter Lammas. 1857
Kihgslev Two V. Ago vii, A treatise .. which will be pub-
lished probably . . in the season of Latter Lammas, and the
Greek Kalends.

4. altrib. and Comb. : chiefly with the sense of
'occurring* or (of fruits) ' ripening at Lammas/ as
Lammas-apple

,
-assize, -eve, -feast, -month, -night,

-tide, -time; Lammas-day, August 1 ; Lammas-
land (see quot 1870) ; similarly Lammas-field,
-mead, -meadow-ground, -rights; Lammas-tower
(see quot. 1 792) ; Lammas-wheat » winter wheat.
1886 Elworthy IV. Somerset iVord-bk., *Lammas-apple,

c 1605 Ace. Bk. IV. IVray in Antiquary XXXI I. 313 This
yeare (1604) was *lammasse sysies nolden at Rippo'. c 1000 I

Sax. Leechd. III. 290 Nim of5am ^ehal^edan hlafe be man I

halite on *hlafma:sse daejs- 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 8669 In
a boresdai it was & \>t, morwe al so After lammasse day J>at

bis dede was ydo. 1*87 Treyisa Higden (Rolls) V. 239 Of
hem is be feste [of] Lammesse day, pey Peter were brou3t
out of prisoun aboute Ester tyme. a 1557 Dium. Occurr.
(Bannatyne Club) 9 Wpoun the Lambes day, the king
desyrit fra all his officiaris renunciatioun of thair offices.

1677 W. Hughes Man 0/ Sin 11. viii. 122 On the first of
August {Lammas Day; that the Reader may not forget it).

159a Shaks. Rom. $ Jul. 1. iii. 17 Of all daies in the yeare
come *Lammas Eue at night shall she be fourteene. 1820
Combe Consol. 1. 132 I'm sure he'll grieve From Midsummer
to Lammas Eve. 1721 Ramsay Richy $ Sandy 40 We'll
meikle miss his blyth and witty jest, At spaining time, or at
our *Lambmass feast. 187a E.W. Robertson Hist. Ess. 246
The Roman tribesman . . would probably have followed the
early custom retained in the regulations of the * *Lammas
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fields' in England, his arable resuming the character of
common pasturage as soon as the crops were off the
ground. 1787 Mrs. Trimmer Qiconomy Charity 113 The
privilege of the people to turn in on the *Lammas lands
is insensibly sliding away. 1870 Lubbock Orig. Civiliz. x.
(1875) 445 Thus our ' Lammas Lands' were so called, be-
cause they were private property until Lammas Day (Aug. j

)

after which period they were subject to common rights of
pasturage till the spring. 1826 Sutuiay Times 27 Aug. 3/3To enquire to whom the right of hiring, mowing or feeding,
off the crops on King's or *Lammas Meads vested. 1604
Lond. Gaz. No. 2989/4 [It] has tbc benefit of a good Com-
mon, and several Acres of *Lammas Meadow-Ground. 1387

J
revisa Higden (Rolls) IV. 369 Claudius bygan to regne in
Lammesse monbe [L. mense Augusto]. 1297 R. Glouc.

(Rolls) 11650 In a *lammasse ni^t . . Out of Wurcetre he
wendc. 189a Law Re/. Weekly Notes 165/1 Lands which
were subject to *lammas rights had been acquired by the
Ealing Local Board, e 1330 R. Brunne Chron. {18101 221
pe fift day it was after *Lammesse tide, & writen is in bat
pas, at Euesham gan bei ride. 1592 Shaks. Rom. * Jul.
1. 111. 15 How long is it now to Lammas tide? 136a Langl.
P. PI. A. ix. 314 Bi this lyflode we mot lyue till *Lammasse
tyme. 1792 Archarol. Scot. I. [194 Each of these communi-
t»es agreed to build a tower in some consp«wUous place .

.

which was to serve as the place of their rendezvous on
Lammas day. Ibid.] 198 The name of *Lammas towers
will remain, .after the celebration of the festival has ceased.
1594 Carew HuarU's Exam. H its (1616) 6 Some bring a
plentifull encrease of good *Lammas Wheat. 1832 Veg.
Subst. Pood 31 Winter, or Lammas Wheat

—

Triticum
hvbemum.
Lammbre, obs. pi. form of Lamb.
Lamme, obs. form of Lam v., Lamb.
Lammer, variant of Lamber l Obs., amber.
Lammergeyer (te-majgaiaj). Also lammer-

geier. [a. G. Idmmergeier, f. lammer, pi. of latum
I
lamb + geier vulture, Geib, hence lit. * Iamb-vul-
tureY) The Bearded Vulttire, Gypaetus barbatus

;

it is the largest European bird ol prey, and inhabits

I

lofty mountains in Southern Europe, Asia, and
I Northern Africa.

1817 L. Simond Switzerland^(1822) I. 239 An inaccessible
shelf of rock, . . upon which a lammergeyer . . once alighted
with an infant it had carried away. 18.. Mrs. Hemans
Cavcm Three Tells Poems (1875) 341 They start not at.,
the Lammer-geyer's cry. 1867 A. L. Adams Wand. Nat.
India 78 The Lammergeyer is easily distinguished from the
other vultures by its pointed wings and wedge-shaped tail.

tLammet. Obs.- 1 [Cf. Lam A kind
of fishing-net.

1558 Act 1 Eliz. c. 17 § 1 No Person . . with .. Weblister,
Seur, Lammet, or with any Device or Engine, .shall take.

.

Spawn or Fry of Eels, Salmon, Pike or Pikerel.

Lammie, lammy (larmi). [Perh. a parti-

cular use of lammie, Lambik] A thick quilted
woollen over-garment worn by sailors in cold
weather. In quot. altrib.

1886 Gentl. Mag. Oct. 390 The look-out, who, wrapped in
his lammy suit, was stationed in the bows.
Lammie, -y, variants of Lambie.
Lamnoid (Ix mnoid), a. and sb. Zool. [f.

mod.L. Lamna (a genus of sharks ; a. Gr. hdfiva

some kind of fish of piey) + -oid.] A. adj. Per-
taining to or resembling the Lamnidse, a family of
sharks. B. sb. One of the Lamnidse.
In some recent Diets.

Iiamour, variant of Lamber 1 Obs., amber.
Lamp (loemp), sb.* Forms : 2-7 lampe, 3-6

laumpe, (4 lompe, 5 lawmp(e), 4- lamp. [ad.

F. lampe (recorded from 12th c.) » Pr. and It.

lampa, ad. L. lampas, Gr. Xa//irdy, f. X&piruv to
shine.]

1. A vessel containing oil, which is burnt at

a wick, for the purpose of illumination. Now
also a vessel of glass or some similar malerial,

enclosing the source of illumination, whether
a candle, oil, gas-jet, or incandescent wire. Often
preceded by some defining word, as arc, Argand,
Davy, electric, gas, spirit, sitn, Vesta lamp.
e xxoo Vices

<fr
Virtues 33 Hit wile on lampe bernen

brihte. c 1230 Hali Meid. 45 As is wiSute lihte oile in a
laumpe. 13. . A". Alts. 5253 Tofore the kyng honge .. two
thousande laumpes of gold. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. 11. 186
Hit is as lewede as a lamp bat no lyght ys ynne. <r X449
Pecock Re/r. 11. xviii. 258 A laumpe nangith bifore Seint
Kateryn. 1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton^ Dictes 70, I haue
putte more oille in my lampe to studie by. 15x6 Pilgr.

Perf\ (W. de \V. 1531) 128 b, Apperynge to hym .. in y*
similitude of the good aungell, with great lyghtes and
lampes. 1584 R. Scot Discoz\ Witchcr. xiv. 1.(1886) 295
Also their lamps, . . alembicks, viols, croslets, cucurbits,
[etc.]. 1605 Shaks. Macb. n. iv. 7 Darke Night strangles
the trauailing Lampe. 1685 Lond. Gaz. No. 2092/4
A Patent . . for enlightening the Streets, by a new sort of
Lantern with Lamps. 1756-7 tr. Keyslers Trav. {1760)
III. 186 Seven golden lamps are continually burning before
the image. 1806 A. Duncan Nelson's Puneral 13 Lamps,
having two candles in each. 1829 Nat. Philos.^ Heat ix. 47
(U. K. S.) A quantity of the liquid., was .. rapidly distilled

into the globe, by the heat of an Argand lamp. 1850 L.
Hunt Autobiog. III. 251 Their [actors J only one object in

life is to keep themselves, as they phrase it, * before the
lamps

'
; that is to say, in the eyes of the audieoce, and in

the receipt of personal applause, c 1865 Lethebv in Circ.
Set. I. si3/1 Among the disadvantages of the Vesta lamp,
are its liability to smoke, and its disagreeable smell. 189s
Electrical Engineer 16 Sept. 283/1 Forked terminals fixed
on the ends of the connecting wires serve to complete the
circuit between lamp and battery.
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b. (Said of a lilerary composition;. To smell

of (or f taste) the lamp : to be ihe manifest pro-

duct of nocturnal or laborious study.

1579 North Plutarch, Demosthenes (1595) 889 Pytheas..

taunting htm on a time, tolde him, his reasons smelled of the

lampe. Vea, replied Demosthenes sharply againe : so is there

great difference, Pytheas, betwixt thy labor and myne by
,

lampelight. 1615 in Breton's Cfuirac. Essaies <C>rosart) 4/r

He that shall read thy characters . . must bay they are well

written. They taste the lampe. 173a Berkeley Alciphr. v.

§ 20 That dry. .pedantic, .style, which smells of the lamp and

college. 1768 Chesterp. Lett. 268 But they [Familiar Let.

tersl should seem easy and natural, and not smell of the lamp.

1887 Saintsbury Elizabethan Lit. iv. 91 Hardly any poet

smells of the lamp less disagreeably than Spenser.

c. Used for torch ; (in qnots. 1722 and 1 84S-9 with

allusion, after Plato Legg. 776 b and Lncret. 11. 79,

to the Grecian torch-race : see Lampadedhomv).
138a Wyclif Sang Sot. viii. 6 The laumpis of it the

laumpes of fir, and of flaumes. 1610 Shaks. Temp. iv. i. 23 I

Therefore take heede, As Hymens Lamps shall light you.

1722 Woli.astok Rclig. Nat. vL 1 36 Or death extinguishes

him and his title together, and he delivers the lamp to his

next man. 1848-9 Kixgsley Poems, World's Age ii, Still

the race of Hero-spirits Pass the lamp from hand to hand.

d. = safety-lamp.

1839 Ure Diet. Arts
t
Lamp of Davy. 1883 in Gresley ,

Gloss. Coal Mining.

2. transf a. sing. One of the heavenly bodies,

the sun, moon, a star or meteor
;
also, a flash (of .

lightning). //. The stars or heavenly bodies in

general. Also lamMs of the night, ihe world.

1423 Jas. I, Kingis Q. Ixxii, Esperus his lampis gan to

light. 155.. in Dunbar's Poems (18^3) 329 The Sterne of

glory is rissyn ws to gyd, ..Abone Phebus, the radius lamp
divm. 1591 Harimgton Orl. Fur. ix. Ixix, Straight like a

lampe of lightning out it flies. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 17

Those lampes or torches make long traines. X613 Pcrchas
Pilgrimage 11614) 13 It is high time for me to descend from

these measures of time ; the lampes of the world. 1665

Sir T. Herbert t'rav. U677) 5 When they see Sun, we see

the Lamps of night. 179a Wolcot (P. Pindar) tt'ks. III.

198 Mild and placid as the light Shed by the Worm, the

lamp of dewy night. 1813 Scott Trierm. 111. ii, Thus as he

lay the lamp of night Was quivering on his armour bright.

1821 Shelley Prometh. Uub. 1. i. 362 Von clear lamps that

measure and divide the weary years. 1830 Hogg in Blackiv.

Mag. XXVII. 767 Lamps of glory begemm'd the sky.

b. pi. The eyes (formerly poet. ; now slang).

1590 Shaks. _
Com. Err. v. i. 315 My wasting lampes

some fading glimmer left. 1647 Fanshawe Faith/. Sheph.

(1676) 77 Behold that proud one on me turn Her sparkling

lamps. 1812 J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., Lamps, the eyes; to

have queer lamps, is to have sore or weak eyes.

3. fig. A source or centre of light, spiritual or

intellectual. Also, lamp of'beauty', joy\ life, etc.

'Seven lamps' are freq. mentioned in Biblical passages

either as part of the Temple furniture or in symbolic

references (e. g. Ex. xxv. 37, Zech. iv. 2, Rev. iv. 5 ;

hence allusive uses as in quots. 1582, 1849.

1500-20 Dunbar Poems Ixxvii. 2 Blyth Aberdein, .. The
lamp of bewtie, bountie, and blythnes. Ibid. Ixxxvi. 13

O lamp Iemand befoir the trone devync !..0 mater Jhesu,
salue Maria ! 1567 Cud*

<fr
Godlie Ball. (S. T. S .1 162 Go,

hart, vnto the lampe of lycht, . .Go, hart, vnto thy Sauiour.

1576 Fleming Panopl. Ep. 434 ttote, Cambridge and Oxen-
ford the twoe lampesof England, for learning, knowledge, etc.

158* Bentley {title) The Monument of Matrons ; contein*

tng seven severall Lamps of Virginity, a 1626 Bacon Nmv
Att. (1650) 33 We have Tbree that take care . .to Direct New
Experiments, of a Higher Light, . .These we call Lamps.
1633 Bp. Hall Medit. $ Votvs (1851) 78 Blessed be God, that

hath set up so many clear lamps in his Church. 163s K.

Bolton Com/. Ajffl.Consc. xviii. (ed. 2)331 Hold out a lamp
of goodly profession to the eye of the world. 1717 L. Howel
Desiderins (ed. 3) 86 This Lamp is called by the Name of

Good Conscience. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. xiv. (1840) 249
The great lamp of instruction, the Spirit of God. 174a

Young Nl. Th. m. 2 Reason, that heav'nlighted lamp in

man. 1780 Cow per Table T. 556 Ages elapsed ere Homer's
lamp appeared. 1814 Scott Ld.o/ Isles iv. xi, Quench'd
is his lamp of varied lore. 1828 Carlyle Misc. (1857) I. 218

Quesnay's lamp, .kindled the lamp of Adam Smith. 1849
Ruskin {title) The Seven Lamps of Architecture. 1878

. P. Hopps jesus ii. ir Whoever despaired of the world,

e. at least, kept the lamp of hope burning brightly in his

soul.

4. attrib. and Comb. : a. simple attributive, as

lamp accident, f basin, -bracket, -burner, -chimney,

-eolton, -fete, -fire, -glass, -globe, -house, t -micro-

meter, -room, -scissors, -sconce, -shade, -soot, -stand,

-stead, -stove, -student.

1895 Daily News 17^ Oct. 6/6 Switzerland appears to share
with Germany practical immunity from *lamp accidents.

1531 AIS. Aec. St. John's Hosp., CanUrb., Paid for mend*
yng of the *lamp basyn viij</. 1552 Ihv. in Arcli3col. Cant.
VIII. joi Item an old lampe-bason oflaten. 1875 Knight
Diet. Mech., *Lamp-bracket. 1851 Illustr. Catal. Gt. Ex-
hib. 1106 * Lamp-burners indifferent numbers. 1782 Her-
schel in Phil. Trans. LXXII. 167 The wick of the flame
consists only of a single very thin *lamp-cotton thread. 1899
Watts-Donton Aylwin (1900) 82/2 It is one of the great
*lamp-fetes of Sats. 1707 Curios, in Husb. <$• Gard. 344
Make a *Lamp Fire under it. 1521 MS. Ace. St. John's
Hosp., Canterh., Paied for a *lampe glasse }d. 1876 F. S.
Williams Midi. Railw. 655 The driver . . now takes his lamps
to the *lamphouse to be cleaned and trimmed by the lamp-
men. 1782 Herschel in PhiL Trans. LXXII. 165 The
instrument I am going to describe, which I call a *Lamp-
Micrometer, is free from all these defects. 1895 Daily
News 25 Sept. 7/2 The boatswain was in charge of the
*lamp-room, but did not trim the lamp. 1766 Amoky J.
Buncte (1825) II. 82 The golden *lamp-sconce of seven
golden candlesticks. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xxxix.
(1856) 35s Our clothing .. was black with *lamp-soot.

Vol. VI.
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1897 Micklethwaite Ornaments Rubric 3oWe find a *lamp-

stead in a wall in the form of a niche. 1875 Knight Diet.

Mech., * Lamp-stove. 1681 W. Robertson Phraseot. Gen.

(1693) 798*Lainp students, that study by the lamp, or candle.

b. objective, as lamp-bearer, -bearing, -cleaner,

-maker, -trimmer, >f -waster; lamp-lighting adj.

and sb,

1849 James Woodman xiv.Vou must he my *lamp-bearer.

1824 J. Symmons /Eschylus 1 Agatu. 31 Such is the course of

the * lamp-bearing games. 1898 Daily News 17 Nov. 5/4

He gossiped with the * lump-cleaner and the porter. 1823

Byron Juan xi. xxvi, The French were not yet a *lamp. 1

lighting nation. 1872
4 Mark Twain* Inuoc. Abr. xii. 82

We went out to a restaurant, just after lamp-lighting. 1598

Florio, Lamparo, a *lainpe-maker. 1875 Carpentry A> Join, i

100 A disc of talc, to be had of any lampmaker, will

answer even better than tin. 1:882 Navy List July 466
,

*Lamptrimmer. .in 1st Class Ships. 1641 Marmion Anti-

quary m. L F 3 b, Head-scratchers, thumb-biters, ^amp-
wasters.

C. instrumental, as lamp-decked, -healed, -lighted,
\

f -lined, -lit, -ivar/ned adjs. Also lamp-like adj.

1826 MiLMAN A. Bolcyn (1827) 33 Around the *lamp-

deck'd altar high and dim. 1875 CarJ>entry <$• Join. 95 We
will now describe a better class of "lamp-heated ea»e. 1844

Dickens Mart. Chuz. v, The now *lamp-lighted streets.

1674 Petty Disc. Dupt. Proportion 95 Let there be a

*Lamplike Vessel of common Aquavita:. 1819 Shelley
Cyclops 615 Fire will burn his lamp-like eyes. 1650 Fuller
Pisgah 11. viii. 174 Gedeons men by order from him hrake

their Mamp lined pitchers. 1835 Court Mag. VI. 82 In

*lamplit vistas cold and grey, The street*
t
deserted stretch

away. 1847 Tknnvson I*rincess iv. 8 No bigger than a
glow-worm shone the tent Lamp-lit from the inner. 1852

R. S. Slktf.es Sponges Sp. Tour (1893) 2S6 Sundry ''lamp-

warmed dishes of savoury grills.

5. Special comb. : f lamp-beam, ?a chandelier
;

lamp-fish (see cjttut.)
;
lamp-fly, ? a t;lo\v-\vorm

;

lamp-furnaee, a furnace in which a lamp was used

as the means of heating; lamp-hole, a hole or

opening to receive a lamp ; in sewers, a hole to

admit of the passage of a lamp
; f lamp-iron,

a projecting iron rod from which a lamp was
|

suspended ; in the French Revolution sometimes

used as a gallows; lamp-jack U.S. (see quot.) ;
.

lamp-man, (a) a manufacturer of or dealer in
j

lamps
;
{b one who has charge of or tends lamps

;

lamp-moss, moss used as material for lamp-wicks

;

lamp-shell, a brachiopod, csp. one of the genus

Terebratula or family Ierebratulidx
;
lamp-wiek,

(a) the wick of a lamp
;

(b) the labiate plant

Phlomis Lychnites.

1565 C.olding Ovid's Met. xir. (1567) 151 b, He ran And
j

pulled downe a "Lainpbeame [L. /itnate] full of lyghte>.
j

1883 C. V. Holder in llatpers Mag. Jan. 186/1 The
|

Scopelus resplendens . . is called the brilliant *lamp-fish

. .from the fact that it has upon its head at night a glowing
light. 1840 Browning Sordello in. 105 Thorn-rows Alive

with *lamp-flies. 1641 French Distill, v. (i6<;i> ! 53 'I'here I

is another sort of *Lamp furnaces with three candles.
'

1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. (1681) 195 Therefore may you '

with much facility hatch three or four douzen of Eggs
|

in a Lamp-furnace made of a few Boards, only by the heat

of a Candle or Lamp. 1770 Hewson in Phil. Trans. LX.
1

j

385, I therefore prepared a lamp-furnace with a small
1 vessel of water upon it. 1884 Health Exhib. Catal. 55/2

Ventilator with Dirt Boxes and *Lamphole Cover com-
1 bined. 1890 W. J. Gordon Foundry 151 The second-class

{>assengers .. drenched by the rain pouring through the

amp-hole I 1790 Burke Ft: Rev. Wks. V. 171 Though
the latter should act with the libel and the *Iamp-iron.

1831 Soc. Li/e Eng. % Fr. 411 The lamp^iron yet remains

at the corner of the Place de Greve, to which Foulon

<
. .was suspended in July 1790. 1849 Miss Warner i/ 'jY/V

j

1 wide World i, As he hooked his ladder on the lamp-irons,

ran up and lit the lamp. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl.,

*Lamp jack (Railway), a hood over a lamp chimney on the .

I roof of a car. 1704 Land. Gaz. No. 4060/6 *Lamp-men,
j

I Ironmongers, Brasiers. 1797 Mrs. A. M. Bennrtt Beggar
Girl (1813) V. 240 Fiddlers, tailors, lampinen, and all

sorts of trades. 1876 [see lamp-house in 4]. 1892 Daily
j

News 3 Mar. 5/6 Ihe lamp man inside .. hands out the

check and a lamp to collier No. 46. 1865 Lubbock Preh.

Times 401 The women have lamps and stone-Tcettles, *lamp- 1

mos$ [etc.]. 1854 Woodward Mollusca 11. 209 The Brachio-

poda are bivalve shell-fish. . . Their forms are symmetrical,

and so commonly resemble antique lamps that they were
called lampades or 1 *lamp-shells ' by the old naturalists.

1876 Huxley Amer. Addresses ii. (1877) 36 One of the

1 cretaceous lamp-shells 'Terebratula). 1863 Berkeley Brit.

j
Mosses ix. 39 One species lof moss] affords a substitute for

!*lampwicks to the Esquimaux,

t Lamp, sb.2 Obs. rare — x
. [? for *lampne, ad.

L. lamina (ef. Lame sb*).] ? A plate.

£1386 Chaucer Can. Yeont. Prol. $ T. 211 And in an
erthen potte how put is al . . And wel y-covered with a lampe
[f.r. lamp, laumpe] of glas.

Lamp (lcemp), v.* [f. Lamp sb.1
]

1. intr. To shine. Also fig.
1609 Daniel Civ. Wars viti. lxiv, A cbeerliriess did with

her hopes arise That lamped cleerer then it did before.

1820 L. Hunt Indicator No. 22 (1822) 1. 175 An evil fire out

of their eyes came lamping. 1837-35 Wans Scholar 0/
Thcbet Ben .Khorat 37 White-brow'd Vesta, lamping on her
path Lonely and planet-calm. 1875 Browning Aristoph.

APol. 5345 Fire—with smoke—All night went lamping on !

2. trans. To supply with lamps.
?<:i6oo Distracted Emp. \. L tn Bullen O. PL III. 172 To

play with Luna or newe lampe the starres. 1602 Marston
Antonio's Rca. 111. i. Wks. 1856 I. 105 Set tapers to the

toumbe, and lampe the church. 1889 G. Findlay Eng.
Railway 128 Men engaged^ at out stations in cleaning,

lamping, and examining carriages.

LAMPAS.

3. transf To lifjht as with a lamp.
1808 T. Barlow Columb. ix. 5 Like one surrounding sky

Lamp'd with reverberant fires. 1839 Bailey Festus xxxi.

(1852)515 Falling stars. . Lamping the red horizon fitfully.

1868 Browning Ring % Bk. vt. 1 173 Scattered lighis Lamp-
ing the rush and roll of the abyss.

Jig. 1890 K. Gossu in A/Aenwum 10 May 605/2 A star to

lamp Man's heart to heaven.

Hence Lamped ///. a.

1822 B. W. Pkoctek Let. 0/ Boccaccio iv, Some lamped
feast.

Lamp (Jjemp), 0.- Sc. [? An onomatopoeic

formation suggested by Limp v. Cf. Lamtek v.]

intr.
1 To go quickly by taking long steps ' (Jam.).

a 1605 Montgomerie Misc. Poems xli. 39 The stoned
steed htanipis '1 hrou curatf«-* and crampis, Syn on the land

lampis. 1819 W. Tknnant Papistjy Storm'd 11827) 3

] .Ampin' alang in joyous glee Frae jaw to jaw athort the

sea. 1820 Scott Aionastery x.\xiii, It was all her father's

own fault, that let her run lamping about the country, liding

on bare-backed nag*;. 1884 T. Si-eedy Sport xvi. 278 Those
who . . >hoot down the hares as they come unsuspectingly
' lamping ' forward.

Iiampad (larmpa:d\ poet. rare. [ad. Gr. Kafi-

wa5-, Aa^wds, Lami' sb. 1] In //., ihe seven { lamps of

fire ' binning before the throne of God (Rev. iv. 5,1.

1796 Colkhidgk Ode Departing Year v. 76 Till wheeling
round the throne the I.am pad* seven. (The mystic Words
of Heaven) Permissive signal make. 1862 Trench Poems
1 32 Now 1 know To what was likened the large utterance

sent By Him who mid the golden lampads went.

Iiampadary (larmpadari). [ad. L. lampadd-

ritts, L>zantine Gr. kannalaptos, (. Aa//nn? (sec

L.\ Mi' j<U) ; in sense 2 as if ad. L. *lampadartum.
Cf. V. lampadtiire.]

1. Hist. An officer in the church of Constantinople,

whose duly it was to provide for the lighting uf

the church, and to bear a taper before the empeior

and ihe patriarch in processions.

1727 41 in Chambers Cycl. 1731 in Bailey vol. II.

2. A cluster ot lamps; a candelabrum, rare.

1885 Fall Mall G. 1 June 7/1 At nightfall thirty-two

lampndai ie> were lighted, the lamps in the Champs IClySees

and the >t reels being covered wilh crape.

Iiampadedromy lampadediomi). Gr. An-
tic/, [ad. Gr. Ao/i7ra5r;?po^/a, f. Xa^nah-, Aa/inos

torch + -hpojxia tunning.] A torch-iace; a race

(on foot or horseback) in which a lighted torch

was passed from hand lo hand.
1848 Cuaig has the incorrect form Lampadrome. So in

many later Uicis. 1889 Century Diet., Lampadcdroviy.

Lampadephore lae mpad/fo<u). Gr. Antiq.

[ad. Gr. Aa/i7rn5r/^o/)oy, f. \afirra6-, Ao^rray torch +-

if op-, <l>(p-, stem of tf>(ptiv lo bear.] A torch-bearer

;

spec, a competitor in a torch-race.

II Iiainpadephoria, lampadophoria
[lse:mpad*-, launpadfjffria^. Gr. Antiq. [a. Gr.

\apLrrcbrjif)opia
f
XapL-natiotpopia, f. as prec] — L.VMPA-

DtDHOMY.
1848 Chaic, Lampadcphoria. 1850 Leitch tr. C. O. Mai-

lers Anc. Art § 423 (ed. 2) 608 On a vase found at Kertsch

..the beginning of a lampadophoria.

Iiampadist (hv mpadist . Gr. Antiq. [ad.

Gr. XapL-nQhiai-qSj agent-n. f. Xa^-nali^av to run a

torch-race, Xofxirah-, Xaunas torch, Lamf.] A com-
petitor in a torch-race.

1838 leaser's Mag. XVII 1. 512 As amid the race of

torches one Succeeds another Lampadist in the course.

1848 in Craig; and in later Diets.

Iiampadite lx'mpadoit). A/in. [Named by

Iluot in 1 84 1, after l'rof. W. A. Lampadius, who
first described it : see -ite.] A cupriferous vaiiety

of wad.
1850 Dana Mitt. 461 Wad, Earthy cobalt. . . I.ampadite.

1892 Ibid. 258 Lampadite is found at Schlackenwald.

Iiampadomancy (larmpadJma-nsi). [ad.

med.L. *lampadowantia, f. Gr. Aa^iraS-, Ao^Tra?

Lamp sb. 1 + fiavrda divination.] (See quots.)

1652GAULE Magastrom.xix. 166 Lampadomancy,[diviningl
by candles and lamps. 1888 Syd. Soc. Lex., Lampado-
mancy, a mode of divination by the observation of substances

burned in a lamp.

Lampas (larmpas), sb.1 Forms : 6 lampysse,

6-7 lampasse, 7 vulg. lamprey(e s, 8 lampars,

lampra y is, lampus, 8-9 lampers, 6- lampas.

[a. Y. lampas (in 16th c. also lampast I, in 1 2-1 51I1 c.

gen., a disease producing intense thirst (e.g. attri-

buted to
1 Dives ' in hell), later only a disease of

horses.

The origin is obscure. The primary sense may be { inside

of the mouth
'

; this is not proved by the existence of the

phrase humccter le lampas ' to whet one's whistle but cf.

lampass/ (Her.) 'langued' (see Lampassing); some Fr.

dialect glossaries, also, have the word with the sense

'uvula'. Florio has It. lampasco as the name of the

disease, and Littre* cites a Fr. dial, form empas, which is

due to mistake of the initial / for the article.]

A disease incident to horses, consisting in a swel-

ling of the fleshy lining of the roof of the moulh
behind the front teeth.

1523 Fitzherb. Husb. § 81 In the mouthe is the lampas,

& is a thycke skyn full of bloude, hangynge ouer his tethe

aboue, that he may not eate. 1547 Salesbury Welsh Diet.

Mintag, Lampysse. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. Hi. ii. 52 His
horse, .troubled with the Lampasse. 1607 Topsell Four-/,



LAMPAS.
Beasts (1658) 282 The Lampass, called of the Italians,

LamPascus, proceedeth of the abundance of bloud. 170a

Lond. Gaz. No. 3868/4 A Strawberry Gelding with a bald

Face, . . newly burnt of the Lampus. 1741 Compl. Fam.-
Piece 111. 446 Let a Smith burn it down with a hot Iron;

this is a compleat Cure for the Lampars. 1772 Nugent tr.

Hist, Fr. Gerund II. 418 My girl thy cuzzen I^idora first

of all had the lamprays or soare mouth, then she had the

small-pox. 1828 Sporting Mag. XXI II. 127 The Lampas
is. .a swelling, .of some of the lowermost ridges or bars of

the palate. 1884 Bradford Observer 15 May, He mentioned

. . that the horse did not eat well, and said it was suffering

from ' lampas

Lampas loempas), sb.2 Also 4 lawmpas, 6

lampors. [The combination lampas dotick (Du.

doek clothe in the second quot. suggests that the

word may be adopted from Dn. ; the recorded form

in MDti. and early mod.Du. is tampers (cf. the Eng.

form lampors) ; mod.Du. has lamfer (the MDti.

lamfeter, denoting some appurtenance of a hawk,

is identified with tbis by Verwijs and Verdam, but

with doubtful correctness). The etymology is quite

obscure ; derivation from Gr, KapirpSs, shining, was

suggested in the 16th c. In sense 2 the Eng. word

is a. F. lampas, recorded only from the 18th c, and

possibly a different word.]

f 1. A kind of glossy crape. Obs.

1390 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) I. 130 Half a pes of lawmpas.

.

A volet of lawmpas neu. a 1548 Hall Ckron., Hen. VIIf
(1809) 519 Ye orrelettes were of rolles wrethed on Lampas
douck holow so that the Golde shewed thorow the Lampas
douck. 1559 Letter (N.), Before the stoole of estate salt

another mayde, all clothyd in white, and her face coveryd
with white lampors.

2. A kind of /lowered silk, originally imported

from China.
1 851 Illnstr. Catal. Gt. E.xkib. 1262 Piece of figured

lampas, in Algerian silk, crop of 1850, manufactured at

Lyons. 1889 fall Mall G. 17 Apr. 2/1 The new-made
Countess, who is in white lampas, with spotless ermine and
yellow for relief. 1894 Daily News 11 Apr. 3.1 The over-

dress is in rich lampas of the same period.

fLa'mpas, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Lampas sb,*]

trans. To cure a horse of the lampas.
1536 MS. Acc. St. Johns Hosp., Canterb., Payd for

lampasyng off owre mare jd.

t La'mpassing, vbl. sb. Obs. rare" 1

. Her.

[f. F. jampasst langued, f. lampas-. see Lampas
sbA] The manner in which an animal is langued.
1586 Feune Bltiz. Gentrie 306 The difference of the cullors,

in their attyring arming lampassing or membring, will so

differ and make diuers the sayde armes.

t Lampate. Chem. Obs. [f. Lamp-ic + -ate.]

A salt of ' lampic' acid ; an aldehydate.

1819 J. G. Children Chetn. Anal. 282 Lampate of mag-
nesia. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts s.v.

+ Lampatram. Obs. rare- 1
.

a 1529 Skelton E. Rummyng 506 Quake, quake, sayd the

duck In that lampatrams lap.

Tjamp-black (ke*mpbke;k, lnMnpblark). Also

7-S (and 9 dial.) lam-black, A pigment consisting

of almost pare carbon in a state of fine division
;

made by collecting the soot produced by burning

oil or (now usually) gas. Also attrib., as in lamp-

black-ink \ lamp-black furnace, an apparatus

for making lamp-black.
1598 Haydockf. tr. Lomazzo 111. iv. 99 The shels of

almondes burnt, ball blacke, Lampe-blacke. 161 a Pkacham
Gent. Exerc. 1. 76 The making of ordinary lamp blacke.

Take a torch or linke, and hold it vuder the bottome of
a latten basen, and as it groweth to be furd and blacke
within, strike it with a feather into some shell or other, and
grind it with gumme water. 1723 J. Smith Art Paint, in

Oyl (ed. 5) 29 Lam-black, a Colour of so greasy a nature.

1772 Van H akr in Abridg. Specif. Ship Building (1862)

23 [To the deposit on the interior of a vessel held oyer
the cylinder in which the mineral is heated so as to receive

the smoke] I give the name of lamp black. 1799 G. Smith
Laboratory II. 37 Draw with the lainp-black-ink lines from
one side to the other, 1879 Prescott Sp. Telephone 38 The
best substance for these disks is lamp-black, such as is pro-

duced by the burning of any of the lighter hydrocarbons.

Lamp-black (IxmpblarlO, v. trans. To paint,

smear, or coat with lampblack.
1676 Wycherley PI. Dealer nr. i, The Clerks Ink is scarce

off of your fingers, you that newly come from Lamhlacking
the Judges shooes, and are not fit to wipe mine ! a 1704 T.
Brown Praise Poi<erty Wks. 1730 1. 98 A . . scoundrel who
knows no pleasure beyond . . lampblacking signs.

Hence Lamp bla'cked ppl. a.

1864 Morning Star 25 May 4 The lamp-blacked nigger
melodists. 1889 Lond. ff Edinb. Philos. Mag. Ser. v.

XXVI I. 2 A thickly lampblacked thermometric apparatus.

1899 Watts-Dunton Aytwin t.1900) 132/2 Piles of lamp,
blacked coffins.

Lamper (larmpaa), sb. U.S. coltoq. [f. Lamp
j<M + -ER 1

.] (See quot.)
1886 Pall Mall G. 23 Sept. 12/r In Philadelphia, women

make a good living as professional ' lampers \ They con-

tract to call each day, and trim and keep in perfect order
the lamps of the household.

Lamper (larmpai), v. dial. [? freq. of Lamp v .
2

;

see-ER ^.] inir, (See quot. 1895.)
1727 Bradley Fam. Diet. s.v. Hart, Now there are three

ways to know when a Hart is spent, i. He will run stiff,

high and lampering. 189s E. Angl. Gtoss.
t
To tamper

along, to take big strides.

Lamper-eel. [?f. lampre, var» of Lamprey
+ Eel. But cf. Lamprel.]

42

1. =Lamprey.
1824 Mactaggart Gallovtd. Encycl.t

Lamper eels, .. com-
mon in spring wells during summer, a 1825 For by Voc. E.
Anglia, Lamper-eel, the lamprey. 1885 Harper's Mag.
Mar. 65Q/1 Lamper eels ascended the river. 1897 Outing
(U. S.) XXX. 440/1 The lamprey, or lamper-eel, may once
have been considered a delicacy.

2. U.S. The mutton-fisb or eel-pout {Zoarces

angidllaris) of N, America.
1885 Stafid. Nat. Hist. (1888) III. 259 Mutton-fish, .. eel-

pout, and lamper-eel are names bestowed on the Zoarces
anguillaris.

Lampern (kernpajn). Forms : 4-5 laumprun,
lamproun, 4-8 lampron, 5 lampren, lamprone,
lamprun(e

t 5-6 laumpron, lawmpron, lawm-
perowne, 5-7 lampurne, 7 lamperne, 1am-
proon, 7- lampern. [a. OK. latnproyon, lam-

prion, lampreon
t

dim. of lampreie Lamprey.]

I

The river lamprey {PelromyzonJlnviatilis).
1324-5 Durham Acc. Rolls (Surtees) 14, 60 Lamprouns,

1382 Wyclif Job Prol. 671 As if thou woldest an eel or a

!
launiprun hoJde with streite hondis. c 1460 J. Russell Bk.

I Nurture 588 Elis & lampurnes rosted. 1589 Cogan Haven
0/ Health (1636) clxxx. 165 Lamprayes or Lampurnes bee

partly of the nature of Eeles. 1655 Moufet A Bennet
Health's Improv. (1746)277 The little ones called Lamprons
are best broil'd, but the great ones called Lampreys are best

baked. J730 Mks. Dklany in Life Corr. (i860 I. 265
Many thanks for the lampems. 1838 Johnston in Proc.

Berw. Nat. Club 1. No. 6. 176 The Lampern or River

I
Lamprey. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Caial. (ed. 4) 125 Weels
used on the Apron of Weirs for taking Lamp^rns.
attrib. 1565 Richmotui. Wills (Surtees 1853) 178 Fyve

long spets, j lampron spet. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 11.

\ 325/2 A Lampron-Grigg, then a Lampret, then a Lamprell,

then a Lamprey. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 57 Eel

j

Wheels or Traps. Lampern Spurts as used in Thames
Fishery.

Lampers, variant of Lampas sb.*

Lampert, obs. form of Limpet.
1 Lampful (larmpfuT, a. poet. [f. Lamp st>.l +

I

-FUL.] Of the sky: Full of 1 lamps starry.

1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. ii. 1. AH' 500 A temporal

j

beauty of the lampfull skies. 1866 W. Stokes Goidelica

(1872) 125 Let lampful heaven's Sovran spare us from our
,

misery.

tLa mpic, a. Chem. Obs. [f. Lamp sb. + -ic.

(The name was proposed hy Daniell : the substance was
first prepared by burning ether in a lamp with a platinum

j
wire twisted round the wick.)]

In lampic acid', an earlier name of aldehyde.
1819 J. F. Daniell in Jrnl. Sci. a- Arts VI. 320 After

much consideration, it is but with diffidence that I venture

to propose for it the appellation of Lampic acid. 1819
! J. G. Chilorkn Chem. Anal. 282 I^ampic acid formed from

j

ether is a colourless fluid, with an intensely sour taste, and
pungent odour. 1839 Uke Diet. Arts 738.

Lamping (larmpirp, vbl. sb. [f. Lamp v. 1 +
-1no l

.] A sudden blaze of light.

1814 Cary Dante, Par. xxv. 80 A lamping [It. tam/o], as
of quick and vollied lightning, Within tbe bosom of that

' mighty sheen, Play'd tremulous.

Lamping 'Lt-mpirj
,

a. ff. Lamp v\ +
,
-ING 2

. Pern, suggested by It. lampa fife.'] Hash-
t ing, beaming, resplendent.

1590 Si'enser F. Q. in. Hi. 1 Most sacred fyre, . . ykindled
1 first above Emongst th' eternall spheres and lamping sky.

I
1610 G. Fletcher Christ's Vict. 1. x, Her eye with heav'ns,

j so, and more brightly shin'd Her lamping sight. 1828

! Blackiv. Mag. XXI 11. 688 His bright forehead ..and his

' large lamping eyes. 1859 Lo. Lvtton Wanderer 8 Hot
; oleanders in a rosy vale Searched hy the lamping fly. 1885
' R. F. P.urton Arab, Nls. V. 353 She flew oft*, like the

j

wafts of the wind or the lamping leven.

Lampion (loe-mpfon). [a. F. lampion, ad. It.

lampione carriage or street lamp, augmentative of

i /ampa Lamp sb!] A pot or cup, often of coloured
! glass, containing oil or grease with a wick, used in

illuminations.

1848 Thackeray Van. Fair lxfi, At the French Chan*
cellerie they had six more lampions in their illumination

than ours had. 1855 Browning Men ff Worn., Respect'

I ability iii, Eh ! down in the Court three lampions flare-

Put forward your best foot ! 1889 G. W. Cable Stories

of Louisiana 110 Hidden among' the leaves were millions

of fantastically colored lampions seeming like so many
glow-worms.

Lampist (lae'mpist). [ad, K. lampisle
f

(. lampe

:

sec Lamp sbA and -ist.]

1. One skilled in, or employed in, the construction

or management of lamps.
1839 Ure Diet. Artsf etc. 735 The operations of the

lampist .. belong to a treatise upon handicraft trades.

1855 Sillimas in Cone & Johns Petrolia iv. (1870) 64, 1 have
submitted the lamp burning^ Petroleum to the inspection of

the most experienced lampists who were accessible. 1858

Lardner Hand-bk. Nat. Phil. 124 One of the difficulties

with which lampists have had to struggle was, to [etc.].

2. nonce-use. (Sec quot.)

1887 Ribton-Turner Vagrants Vagrancy xxvii. 559
Allampadati, or Lampists, who during Passion Week and
at the great festivals begged oil for the lamps which are

lighted in front of the host, or the images of the virgin.

Lampistry (loe'mpistri). rare, [ad, 1< lampis-

teriet L lampiste : see prec. and -eby.] The kind

of plastic art appropriate to the decoration of

lamps.
1874 Edin. Rev, July 199 We may observe tbe difference

between lampistry and sculpture.

Lampit, Sc. form of Limpkt.

LAMPOONERY.

Lampiess (lae-mples), a. [f. Lampj^ + -less.]

Destitute of lamps*
a 1625 Fletcher Mad Lover 11. i, Your Ladies eyes are

lamplesse to that vertue. 1819 Shelley Cenci v. iv. 59 The
wide, grey, lampless, deep, unpeopled world ! 1849 J- Ster-
ling in Eraser s Mag. XXX IX. 411 A lampless archway.
1884 A. J. Butler Anc. Coptic Ch. 1. i. 36 More often 111

the present day they are tncoloured and lampless.

Lamplet (larmplut). [f. Lamp sb.1 + -let.]

A small lamp.
1621 Quarles Argalus ff P. (1678)97 Enter you Lamplets

of Terrestrial fire. 1855 Bailey Mjysticn\ Emerald lamp*
lets ranked around it, tempered this with cooler ray. 1884
Chr. Comtnw. 11 Dec. 119/5 Electricians W<H probably have
invented a lamplet which will last for months.

Lamplight (lae'mp^ait). [f.LAMp^.i + Light.]

The lignt afforded by a lamp or lamps.
1579 [see Lamp sb.* 1 b]. 1705 Hickeringill Priest-cr. 1,

(1721) 53 Juglers play their Tricks, .by Candle-light, or dim
Lamp-li^nt. 182a Byron Werner in. iiL 23 A distant lamp-
light is an incident. 183a G. Downes Lett. Cont. Countries
I. 397 We descended by lamp-light to a considerable depth.
1884 Roe Nat. Ser. Story Hi. in Harpers Mag. Feb. 457/1
Lamp-li^bt and fire-light revealed a group.

Lamplighter (loe
,mp

l
bit9j). [f. Lampj^.! +

LlGHTEK.]
1. One who lights lamps ; one uhose business it

is to light tbe street lamps.
Like a lamplighter : said with allusion to the rapiditywith

which the lamplighter ran on his rounds, or climbed tbe
ladders formerly used to reach the street lamps.

1750 Baker in Phil. Trans. XLVI.601 A Lamp-lighter
was giving an Account, that [etc.]. 1776 Court <$• City Reg.
167/2 John Bird, master lamp lighter, a 1813 A. Wilson
Hogjnenae Poet. Wks. (1846) 293 .So Dempster, and Brodie,

in Co., Like lampjighters ran to the baker's. 1830 Markyat
King's Oivn xxxiii, Skim up the rigging like a lamplighter.

1843 Bethune Sc. Fireside Stor. 68 That's Lucifer, flying

about like a lamplighter. 1874 Blrnano My iime 'xx. 12 The
arrival of the lamplighter in the winter-time was quite the

event of the day.

2. U. S. A contrivance for lighting lamps ; e. g.

a spill of paper, a torch, or an electric appliance*

1859 Emily Dickinson Lett. (1894) I. 194 Please, now 1

write so often, make lamplighter of me.

3. local U.S. The calico bass.

In recent (American) Diets.

Lamp oil. Oil used for burning in a lamp;
alsofig. nocturnal labour or study,

1581 Sidney Apol. Poetrie (1595) H h, Some of my Maisters
the Phylosophers, spent a good deale of theyr Lamp-oyle.in
setting foorth the excellencie of it. 1598 Barret Theor,
Warres 13^ Common lampe oyle. 1657 W. Coles Adam
in Eden clL 231 The Countrey-man . . that had eaten Fish

fryed with Lamp-Oyl. 184a S. Lover Handy Andy iii,

Andy, .returned with a can of lamp-oil to Dick. 1895 Daily
News 17 Oct. 6/7 The question of the safety of the lamp oils

that are now finding their way into the English market.
attrib. 1888 Syd. Soc. Lex., Lamp-oil seeds, the seeds of

Ruinus viridis.

Lampoon (laemp/rn), sb. [a. F. lampon,

recorded from 17th c. ; the vb. t latnponner
>
to

ridicule, is cited from Brantome (died 1614).
The Fr. etymologists regard the sb. as f. tampons * let us

drink \ imperative of lamper (slang) to booze, guzzje.]

A virulent or scurrilous satire upon an individual.

1645 Evelyn Mem. (1857) 1. 174 Here they still paste up
their drolling lampoons and scurrilous papers. 1689 Shad-
well Bury F. t. i, 1 pepper'd the Court with libels and
lampoons, a 1704 T. Brown Pindar. Petit. Lds. Council
Wks. 1730 I. 61 Should you order Tho. Erown, To be
wbipp'd thro' the town, For scurvy lampoon. 1779-81
chnson L. P., Pope Wks. IV. 3 On his master at Twyford
e had already exercised his poetry in a lampoon. 1830

DTsraeli Chas I, \\\. vii. 153 This circumstance only

appeared by two bitter lampoons in the works of Jonson.

184a De Quincev Pagan Oraeles Wks. 1858 VI 1 1. 172 The
rancorous lampoons of Gregory Nazianzen against his sove-

reign. 1872 Minto Eng. Prose Lit. 1. ii. 145 Taking tbe

lampoons of tbe time as documents of literal fidelity.

Comb, 17*1 Strype Eccl. Mem. II. vii. 54 Among the rest

[of the ballads] there was published a very unlucky one,

lampoon-wise, .pretending to take the part of the papists

against the preachers.

Lampoon (lcemp« n),iv. [f. Lampoon^.] trans.

To make the subject of a lampoon; to abuse or

satirize virulently in writing.

a 1657 Lovelace Poems (1864) 233 The noblest matrons of

the isle lampoon. 1706 Farquhar Recruiting Ojffictr 1. i,

Wks. 1892 U. 131 Suppose we lampooned all the pretty

women in town, and left her out? 1768-74 Tucker Lt.Nat.
(1834) 11. 362 Thwarted in the cabinet, baited in parliament,

and lampooned in public. 182a Hazlitt Table-t. 1. vi. 125

He lampooned the French Revolution when it was hailed

as the dawn of liberty by millions. 1878 Maclear Celts

vii. 115 The bards.. did not scruple to defame or lampoon
any who annoyed them.

Lampooner (bxmpK'noi). [f. Lampoon v.+
-ER One who lampoons.
1693 Dryden Juvenal p. lix, How few Lampooners

are there now living, who are capable of this Duty. 1779-81
Johnson L. P., Pope Wks. IV. 77 A lampooner, who scat-

tered his ink without fear or decency. 186* Merivale Rom.
Emp.{i%6$< IV. xxxiii. 103 Augustus had the good sense to

bear with temper the virulence of clandestine lampooners.

1879 Sala Paris herselfagain (1880) II. xxv. 359 The stern

Republican, the unsparing lampooner of Louis Philippe.

Lampoonery (lcemp*7*n3ri). [f. Lampoon sb,

+ -eky.J The practice of writing lampoons ; lam-
pooning quality or spirit.

1715 Key to Lock (17 18) 2 1 A very artful Pun to conceal
his wicked Lampoonery, 1889 Voice (N. Y.) 12 Dec,We do



LAMPOONIST.

not complain of the lampoonery and ferocity of the expres-

sions.

Lampoonist (lasmp/z-nist). [f. Lampoon sb,

+ -I8T.J A writer of lampoons.
1880 Standard ia July 4/8 The shafts of that lively lam-

poonistJM. Rochefort] will now be directed against the

Republic
Lampors, obs. form of Lampas sb. 2

Lamp-post vlarmpip^ist). [f. Lamp sb. +
Post.] A post, usually of iron, used to support a

street-lamp. Sometimes with allusion to its use

daring the French Revolution for hanging a victim

of popular fury.

1790 Roy in Phil, Trans. LXXX. 164 The same socket

that fitted the top of the flag-staff, or lamp-pot, could be

applied to the tripod. 1790 Hurkr Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 109
This sort of discourse does well enough with the lamp-post
for its second. 1865 Dickens Mui. Fr. 1. v, He contrived

a back to his wooden stoot by placing it against the lamp-

Eost. 1880 L. Wallace Ben-Hnr 295 A platform garnished

y some lamp-posts.

Lampras, -ays, obs. forms of Lampas sb.i

t Lamprel. Obs, Forms : 6 lawmprell, lam-
prile, 6-7 lamprelT., 7 lampreel, -pril(l. [? f.

lampre Lamprey + -el L Cf. F. lamprtllon.] Some
fish resembling the lamprey

;
according to R. Holme

the lamprey at a certain stage of growth.
1526 Househ. Exp, Sir T, Le Strang* (B. M. Add. MS.

27448. If. 30 b). Item, .ij lawmprclls and a counger, iij</. 1561
Hollvbush Horn, Apoth. 38 b, Such diseased must beware
of smouth fishes, as lies, I ampriles, Barbels, Tenches. 1601

Holland Pliny I. 246 The table is serued with a kinde of

I^mprels or Elepoots like to sea Lampreis. 1653 Walton
Angler xiii. 165 Fish, whose shape and natore are much
like the Eel.. namely, the Lamprel, tbe Lamprey, and the

Lamperne. 1688 [see Lampret).

Lampren, obs. form of Lampehw.
tLampret. Obs. Also 7 lamprete, -prld.

[Orig. a mere var. of Lamprey; but the ending

was apprehended as the dim. suffix -ET.] A lamprey
at a certain stage of growth.
1656 \V. D. tr. Coiticnius' Gate Lat. Unl. § 153. 45 Others

are smooth, slippery, long, as the Eel, the Conger, the

Lamprey, the Lamprete. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 11.

325/2 How several sorts of Fish are named according to

their Age, or Growth. ..A Lamprey\ first a Lampron—
Grigg, then a Lamp ret, then a Lampre11

%
then a Lamprey.

A Lamfiroit, first a Barle, then a Barling, then a Lamprcll,
and then a Lamprey or Lampron.

Lamprey (lae'mpri). Forms: 3, 6-7 lamprsi'e,
-ye, 4-7 lampray(e, laumpray, -ee, -ey, 5 laum-
perey, lawmpory, 5-7 lampre, 6-7 lampry , lam-
prie, 4- lampr3y. [a. OF. *lamprete (OF. and
mod.F. lamproie) = Pr. lamprcza, lamprea, lam-
prada, It. lapipreda (the Sp., Pg. lamprca seem lo

be from Fr.) :—med.L. lampreda (glossed mnnrna
c 1050 in Wr. -Wulcker 1 So/28); the word was
adopted into the Teut. langs.: OK. lamprede (also

tenipedu Limpet), OHG. lampreta (mod.G, lam-

prete, whence Sw., Da. lamprel), MDu. lampreide.

The ulterior etymology is uncertain.

The med.L. lampreda is usually believed to be an altera-

tion of the synonymous lampetra (recorded earlier, viz. in

tbe Glossary of Philoxenus, ?4~5th c), which is explained as

f. L. lambire to lick + petra stone, in allusion to the fact

that the lamprey attaches itself by a sucker to stones. The
use of med.L. lamprida for the Limpet as well as the
lamprey gives some plausibility to this ; but possibly lam-
petra may be merely an etymologizing perversion.]

A fish of the genus Petromyzon, resembling an
eel in shape and in having no scales. It has a

mouth like a sucker, pouch-like gills, seven
spiracles or apertures on each side of the head, and
a fistula or opening on the top of the head.
1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 9114-17 J?o he com he willede of an

lampreye to ete..& et as in luper cas, vor bulke lampreie
him slou. 1333-4 Durham Acc. Rolls (Surtees) 21 In xij

Laumprays.
^
c 1400 Rom. Rose 7038 They defende hem with

lamprey, With luce, with elis, with samons. a 1400-50
Alexander 5473 Lamprays of we^t Twa hundreth pond ay
a pece. 1444 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 218 Withoute avys
make no comparysoun Atween a laumperey and a shynyng
snake. 1531 Tinoale Exp. 1 John ProL, Wks. (1573) 388/2
The boy . . would fayne haue eaten of the pastie of lamprsse.

1634 R. H. Salernes Regim. 88 Although Lampreyes be
a little wholesommer then Eeles, and lesse jeopardous.
1671-3 Marvell Reh. Transp. Wks. 1776 IT. 61 He hath
been fed all his life with vipers insteed of lampres, and
scorpions for cray fish. 17*0 Gay Poems (1745) II. 122
Why then send lampreys? fy, for shame 'Twill set a
virgins blood on flame. 1837 M. Donovan Dom. Econ. II.

201 The lamprey, like the eel .. is remarkably tenacious of
life. 1870 Yeats Nat. Hist. Comm. 324 Lampreys reach
this country packed in jars with vinegar, . . and bay leaves.

b. attrib, and Comb., as lamprey-pie\ -zveel;

lamprey bake = lamprey-pie; lamprey-eel, the
Sea-lamprey ^terotnyzon marinus)

;
lamprey-

stock (see qnot.).
<ri44o Douce MS. 55 If. 31 b, *Lampray hake. £1460

J. Russell Bk, Nurture 630 Fresche lamprey bake his it

must be dight. 1883 C. F. Holder in Harper's Mag. Dec.
102/1 Very similar in its habit of erecting a nest is the
*lamprey-eel {Petromyzon marinus). 1599 Buttes
Dyets drie Dinner M 3 Many in England have surfetted of
*Lampry pies, as our Chronicles will tell us. 1599 Massingek,
etc. OldLawn. i. (1656)22 Backe Snakes for Lamprie Pies,
and Cats for Cunnies. 1885 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 365
*Lamprey 1 Stock '.—A wooden Cylinder for catching Lam-
preys. Ibid. 366 "Lamprey-Weel.

43

Lamprey(e)s, obs. form of Lampas sby

LamprO (larmpro), repr. Gr. \afxirpo-t com-
bining form of Gr. Aa//npoy bright, shining, as in :

Iia mprophane [Gr. <pav-
t
(patvttv to show] Min.,

a mineral occurring in long, thin, cleavable folia at

Longban, Wermland, Sweden (Cassell, 18S5 ; ;

lia mprophoiner [Gr. <pwvfj + -er], an instrument

for increasing the intensity of sound; so Iiaiupro-
pho ny, a term for a clear and sonorous state of the

voice (Mayne Expos, Lex. 1855) ;
Lamprophyre

[Gr.(7rop)<piJp€os purple: sec Porphyry], the name
given by Gvimbcl to rocks, considerably varied in

lithological character, occurring in dikes in strata

of palaeozoic age; hence Lainprophy rlc a., of

or pertaining to lamprophyre {Cent, Did.) ; Lam
protype [Gr. tvttos type] Photogr., a paper print

glazed with collodion and gelatine {Cent. Diet.).

1875 Knight Did. Mech., Lamprolype (Photography),
a polished collodion picture. 1897 Amer, Ann. /Avi/'June
265 In the Indiana Institution experiments are in pro-
gress with the ' lamprophoner an instrument which .

.

increases the intensity of sound.

Lampron, -roon, etc., obs. ff. of Lampekn.
Lampus, obs. form of Lampas sb. 1

Lampyrine (larmpfrin), a. and sb. [f. L.

lampyris glowworm (adopted in mod. Latin as

the name of the glowworm genus;, a. Gr. \aftnvp'ci,

, f. Kafjiirav to shine. See -ine.] A. adj. Of or

pertaining to the Lampyrinx or fire-flies. B. sb.

One of the Lampyrimv.
1843 Drasde Diet. Sti. etc. s. v. Lampyriuv, The females

of some of the Lnmpyrine tribe are apterous .. and aie
luminous. All the Lampyrines, when .seized, pre>s their

feet and antenn;e against their body, and remain as motion-
less as if they were dead.

Lampysse, obs. form of Lampas sb. 1

Lamyn e, variant of Lamin.
Lan, variant of Pen Obs.

t
reward, recompense.

Lan, pa. t. cf Lixnk Obs.
f
to cease.

|! Lana (I^-na). [S. American.] (See quot.)
1858 Simmonds Diet. J'radc, Lana, a close grained wood

j

obtained in Demtrara from Gettipa Americana.. .T ha fruit

!
yields the pigment known as Lana dye, with which the
Indians stain their faces and persons.

Lanar, obs. form of Lannkk.

t Lana rious, a. Obs. rare"0
. [fAj.lanari its

I

(f. lana wool) *- -ous.] 'Of or belonging to wool

'

(Blount Glossogr. 1656-81).

Iianarkite (he'naikoit). A/in. [Named by

I
Beudant, 1832, from Lanarkshire, where it was

I

first found. Sec -ITS.] Stilphoearbonatc of lead,
' found in greenish-white, grey, or yellowish crystals.

1835 Sheparo Mill. 11. I. 300 Lanarkite. 1868 Dana Mill.

(ed. 5) 628 Lanarkite, Sulphato-Carbonate of Lead,

f La*nary. Obs. rare—°. [ad. L. Idndria

(? sc. fabrica) fern, of land'/ ins : see Lanarious.]

'A wool-house, a warehouse or storehouse for

wool* (1727 Bailey vol. 11).

Lanate (l/ l *ntyt), a. Bot. and Ent. [ad. L.

ldnat-us
y

f. lana wool : sec -ate 'A] Having a
woolly covering or surface.

1760 J. Leb Introd. Bot. 111. v. (1765) 182 Lauate, woolly,
when they are covered as it were with a spider's web.
1826 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. IV. 275 Lanate (Lauata),
covered with fine, very long, flexible and rather curling
hairs like wool.

So Lariated a.
f
in the same sense.

2828-32 in Webster.

Lancashire (lse-rjkajoj). [f. Lancaster the

name of the county town + Shire, with contrac-

tion.] The name of one of the northern counties

of England, used attrib. in Lancashire boiler (see

quot. 18S8); also (in quots. ellipt, as sb.) as the

designation of a breed of cattle
;
also, of a breed

of canary.

1834 Youatt Cattle vi. 203 The dairy-farmers . . if they
permit any admixture of short-horn blood., are anxious
that that of the old Lancashire's shall decidedly prevail.

1888 LockwoocVs Diet. Meeh. Engin.y Lancashire Biriler,

a horizontal, cylindrical, internally fired boiler, having two
flues. 1898 Daily Neius 28 Nov. 3/3 Slim and sprightly

Yorkshires . . contrast strongly with the equally esteemed
Lancash ires of pale yellow plumage.

Lancaster (larrjk&stsi). [f. the name of the

inventor, C. W. Lancaster (died 1878).] In full

Lancaster gun
y rifle , the name of a cannon and

rifle (respectively) having a slightly oval bore.

1857 G. Lawrence Guy Liv. iv. 40 Guy's great Lancaster

rang out with the roar of a small field-piece. 1858 Greener
Gunnery 121 Wrought iron shells have already been
thoroughly tried in the Lancaster ova! gun. i860 All
Year Round No. 73. 545 As for the Lancaster guns, how
thoy burst

!

Lancasterian (la?rjka?stI©Tian), a. Also

(early in 9) Lancastrian, [f. the proper name
Lancaster + -ian.] Of or pertaining to Joseph
Lancaster (1 778-1838) and the monitorial form

of instruction which he established in schools.

1807 G. W. Marriot in Southey Life A. Bell (1844) II. 200

He praises Lancaster as the founder of the Lancasterian

System. i8i» Southky Lett. (1856) 1 1. 255 The Lancastrian
scheme must needs operate to undermine the Church Estab-

lishment. 1813 L. Hunt in Examiner 17 May 305/2 The

LANCE.
' Church is against the Lancasterian system. 1832 G.
Downes Lett, tout. Countries I. 465 lie has founded a
Lancasterian School for boys. 1870 Anderson Missions
Amer. Bd. U 1 . vii. 95 He established several Greek Lancas-

< terian schools, with the New Testament for a class-book.

Lancastrian (lxrjkarstrian), a. and sb. [f.

Lancaster -f -ian. Cf. Yorklst.]
A. adj. Pertaining to the Knglish royal family

which based its title on its descent from John of

Gaunt Duke of Lancaster (died 1399), or to tnc

parly (whose emblem was the Red Rose) that

supported this family in the "Wars of the Roses.
1828-40 Tvtler Hist. Scot, (1864) I. 14s Kor his good

service in the destruction of the Lancastrian fiction. 1861

Sat. Rci>. 21 Dec. 643 The deal It* of the l,ancavtrian

Princes did not.. open to him a near prospect of the crown.

B. sb.

1. An adherent of the house of Lancaster; one
of the Lancastrian faction in the Wars of the Roses.

1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 129/1 Henry VI was after his

death revered as a martyr by the Lancastrians.

2. A native of Lancashire.
x888 I'kyck Amer. Comimv. III. vr.*c.\iii. 627 The differ-

ence between a Yorkshireman and a Lancastrian.

Also -\ Lanca*strist ^ prcc. 15. 1.

1654 Vii.vaix Epit. Ess. iv. 66 Yorkists and Lancastrists

on English land Darraind twelv cruel conflicts.

Lance Ions), sb. 1 Forms: 3-8 launce. (4
lancie), 5 lans, launse, lcr.ee, 6 lanse, launch ,

lawnce, 8 St. lanss, 4-lanco. See also Latnce.
, [a. F. iance — Vr. lansa, Catal. llama, Sp. lanza,

Pg. lanca, It. lancid :—

1

lancea. The F. word
has been adopted in all the Teut. lan^.s. : MDu.
lanse, lancie (Du. lans), MUG., mod.G. !anze t

Da. landse, Sw. fans.

According to Varro the L. word was from a Spanish
(? Iberian) source. Connexion with the synonymous Gr.

Aoyx*] »s phonologically improbable.}

1. A weapon, consisting of a lon^ wooden shaft

and an iron or steel head, held by a horseman in

charging at full speed, and sustained formerly by
a rest, now by a strap, through which the arm is

passed. To break a lance (see jiiiKAK v. 3). La)ice

in rest (see K>sr .

c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 281 '118 preo launcenc he heohl in is

hond. 1377 Lasgi.. PI, 1». 111. 303 Alio that bercih

baslarde, brode swerde or lannce. Shal be demed to the

deth. ^1473 G. Asiihy Active Polity Prince 541 Yoine
Comyns shrnie nat here dagger, ne Lance, Xe noon other

wepins defensife. 1580 Sii>nky Ps. y.x\v. i, O Lord ..

take thy launce, and stoppe the way of those That secke

my bane. 1604 K. G[rimstoxk] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies

iv. 303 The Indian* kil them with lan noes and crossebowe*.

1673 Ray Jonrn. Lmo C. 234 The combatants being mounted
on horseback wiih I.aunces in their hands, mil one at

another a full gallop. 1777 Watson Philip II 1339) 43 I ne

count's lance broke on Henry's corslet. 1781 Gibbon Dee/.

<Y /'". Iviii. 111. 434 The lance was the. .peculiar weapon of

the knight. 1815 L'lphixsionk Acc, Canbul (1842 11. 193

,

Their arms are a long and heavy lance and a shield,

b. trans/, zndjig.

1390 Gowek Con/. III. 351 And in his hond with many
a firy laonce He [Cupid] woundeth ofte. 1430-40 Lvnc.
P>ochas 1. iv. (1494) b ij b/i Tymcall consunnth with his

sherpe launce. 1713 Yovng Last Day \. i-zZ And death
might shake his threat'ning launce in vain. 1825 Losgi .

Sunrise on Hills 10 Many n pinnacle Through the gray
mist thrust up its shattered lance. 1880 C. & V. Dakwin
Movent. PI. 79 Their [the leaves] lamina! were .. pressed

against each 01 her, forming a lance or wedge by which
means they had broken through the ground. 1887 Mrs.
Hurnett Little Ld. Fannthroy v. 86 He liked the big

1 broad-branched trees, with the late afternoon sunlight

striking golden lances through them.

fc.flg. Career as a soldier. Cbs. rare~l

,

a 1635 N ainton Frag tit. Reg. (Arb.)2Q Hitherto 1 have only
touch d him in his Courtship. 1 conclude him in his Lance,

td. As a unit of measurement. Obs. rare- 1
.

1604 E. G[rimstone1 D'Acosta's Hist. Indies iv. xxxvii.

311 It riseth many elles, yea, many launces in height.

j
2. A similar weapon, used for various purposes,

e.g. for spearing fish; also in the whale-fishery,

with modifying prefixes, as bomb-, gnu-, hand-

lance, an instalment for killing the whale, after he

has been harpooned and wearied out.

1727-41 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Fishery^ [Whale- Fishery.]

: Thrusting a long steeled lance under his gills into bis breast.

1790 Asiatic Res. II. 342 When a man dies, all his live

,

stock, cloth, hatchets, fishing lances, and in short every

moveable thing he possessed is buried with him. 1883

f isheries Exhib. Catal. ipo Earliest types of the hand-

lances, formerly . .used for killing whales, .the old-fashioned,

non-explosive gun-lance, and the bomb-lance.

3. = Lancet. Now rare.

X575TURBERV. Fauleonric 346 If the pin open not of itselfe,

slit it and open it with a little sharp launce of Steele made
whot. 1576 Newton LemnrYs Complex. 1. x. 83 The
veynes . . swel out . . offering themselues to the Launce,

by incision hansomly to be cut. 1681 Glanvill Sad-

ducismus i\. 181 [He] took a Launce and launc't one of her

hands. 1769 R. Griffith Cordian Knot IT. 122 By.. the

I
surgeon's lance I was dragged back to life and wretchedness

again. 1878 L. P. Meredith Teeth j8o If the lance is sharp,

it generally does not hurt at all.

4. A horse-soldier armed with a lance ; a lancer.

x6oa Segar Hon, Mil. ff Civ. iv. xiv. 224 Esquires.. able at

the Musters to present a Launce or light horse, for the Prince's

seruice. 1633 T. Stafford Pete, IIib. it. xxvi. (1810)467 There
is now in readioesse 150 Launces, which shall be presently

j
embarqued. 1734 De Foe Mem, Cavalier (1840) 227 Those
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LANCE. 44 LANCE-KNIGHT.

lances . . were brave fellows. 1831 Scott Cast. Dang, ii, A
lance, in other words, a belted knight, commands this party.

b. Hist. A man-at-arms with his attendant

archers, foot-soldiers, etc. Cf. F. lancefournic.
1818 Hallam Mid. Ages (1872) !. 468 A lance in tbe

technical language of those ages included the lighter cavalry

attached to the man at arms, as well as himself. 1864 Kirk
Ckas. Bold 1 1, tv. iii. 413 The 'lance ' was simply the feudal

family—the baron, or knight, with his wontca retinue of
kinsmen and dependents.

f 5. A branch of a tree, a shoot. Obs.

13.. E. E. Allii. P. A. 977 Lurked by launcez so lufiy

leued. 1523 Fitzherb. Husb. § 138 Thou muste get thy
grafles of the fayrest lanses, that thou canste fyude on the

tree. 1669 Worlioge Syxt. Agric. (1681) 132 Those [Graffs]

you find to shoot up in one Lance, pinch off their tender tops.

6. In technical uses: a. Carpentry. 'A pointed

blade, usually employed to sever the grain on each

side of the intended path of a chipping-bit or router

'

(Knight Diet, Meek. 1S75).

b. Mil. {a) t An iron rod which is fixed across

the earthen mould of a shell, and which keeps

it suspended in the air when it is cast \ (/>) * An
instrument which conveys the charge of a piece

of ordnance and forces it home into the bore*

(James Milit. Diet. 1802^.

C. Pyroteehny. (See quots.) [F. lance a feu.']

1878 Kentish Pyrotechn. Trcas. 112 Lances. These are

little cases charged with white or coloured star composition.

1879 W. H. Browne Pyroteehny vii. 81 l.ances are ..small,

thin cases, containing compositions which burn with awhile
or coloured flame.

7. attrib. and Comb. : a. simple attributive, ns

lance-Maiie, -bucket, -butt, -game, -head, -rest,

-shaft, -throw, -thrust ; b. objective, as lance-

breaking; c. instrumental, as lance-pierced\ -worn
adjs. ; d. similative, as lance-acuminated, -leaved,

-like, -shaped adjs.

1800 Asiatic Ami. Keg., Misc. Tracts 271/1 Ovate, Man ce-

acuminated, entire towards the base. 1849 Stovkl Cwine's
Necess. Introd. g Truths in his hand were like *lance-blades

in a cupping instrument, they entered the whole length of

their steel. 1829 Scott Ho. ofAspen 1. i, Neither hunting,

nor feasting, nor *lance-breaking for me !
_
1876 Jas. Grant

One of the '6oo' i. 5 Captains of troops will report to Lieu-

tenant .. on the state of the saddlery, holsters, and *lance-

buckets. 1865 Kingsley Uereiv. i. (1877) 36 When he came
to the abbey-gate, he smote thereon with his *lance-hutt.

1801 Strutt Sports
<fr

Past. lit. i. io3 The Just or * lance*

game, .differed materially from the tournament. 1851 D.
Wilson Pre/i. Ann. (1863^ I. vi. 173 The arrow and *lance

heads, constructed from the amorphous masses of native

flint. 1811 A. T. Thomson Loud. Disj>. (1818) 609 Take of
* lance-leaved cinchona bark bruised, an ounce. 1579 J.
Joxes Preserv. Bodie <y Soule 1. xl. 87 leasing Starres .

.

as herdelike, *launcelike, swordlike jetc.]. 1868 Lynch
Rivulet clxiii. ii, The lance-like rain, the darting hail.

1897 Dublin Rev. Apr. 375 The * lance-pierced side of
Christ. 1855 Ogilvik, Suppl., *Lance-rest. 1869 Boutell
Arms ff. Arm. x. 206 At this period [c 1450-1500] a lance*

rest was fixed to the upper part of the breast-plate on the
right side. 1868 G. Stephens Runic Mou. I. 314 It is not.

.

likely that all the long and round and straight poles found in

the Danish Mosses, .have always been *lJance-shafts. 1776

J. Lee Introd. Bot. Ex plan. Terms 389 Lanceolate, #iance«

shaped. X8S4 T. Moore Brit. Perns 26 The leafy part of the

frond is lance-shaped. 1856 Kane A ret. Expl. II. xxviii. 282
On two occasions we came upon the walrus sleeping,—once
within actual *lance- thrust. 184a Fabeh Styrian Lake 269
Like bruised embossing on a *lance-worn shield.

8. Special comb. : lance-corporal [after Lance-
pesade] (see quol. 1 802) ; f lance-eggad a. Bot. ~
lance-ovate ; lance-famed a., famed for prowess
with the lance ; lance-fish = Launce ; lance-head
= lance-snake ; lance-knife, ? = Lancet ; lance-
linear a. Bot., narrowly lanceolate, almost linear;

lance-man, f (a) a highwayman
;

(b a warrior

armed with a lance ; lance-oblong a. Bol.
r
nar-

rowly oblong ; lanc3-oval a. Bot.
}
narrowly oval

;

lance- ovate a. «= prec. ; lance-sergeant [on
analogy of lance-corporal], a corporal acting as

sergeant; lance -snake, a venomous snake of the

American genusBothrops (or Craspedoeephalus), esp.

B. lanceolatus, oftheW. Indies ; = Fer-de-lance 2.

1786 Grose Milit. Antiq.\.-$\i The lancepesata, anspesade,
or as the present term is, * lance corporal. 180a C. Jamks
Milit. Diet. s.v. Corporal, Lance-Corporal, one who acts as
corporal, receiving pay as a private. 1844 Regitt. <V Ord.
Army 133 Corporals may be appointed to act as Lance-
Serjeants, and the most approved Private Soldiers as Lance-
Corporals. 1787 Earn. Plants I. 242 Divisions of the Border
*Iance-egg

,

d. 1718 Pofe Iliad xiiL 278 The *Lance-fam'd
!<5oi>pi<aut6*1 Idomen of Crete. 1839-6* Sir J. Richardson,
etc. Museum Nat. Hist. (1868) 11. 40/2 Amongst the former,
or spine-tailed species [of Crotalidse], are the *Lance-heads
{Craspedocepkalind) of the New World. Ibid. 41/1 The
Lance-head is the most ahundant of all serpents in the
islands of Martinique and St. Lucia. 1610 Markham
Masterp. n. cxi. 306 Others take a sharpe *launce-knife,
and [etc.]. 1787 Earn. Plants I. 30 Petals.. *lance-linear.

1589 Rider Eng.-Lat. Diet., A *Launce man, kastiger.

1592 Greene Coitny Catching 11. A 3 b, The Priggar is he
that steales the horse. . . The Priggar if he be a Launce
man, that is, one that is already horst, then [etc.J. 1598
Florio, Lanciatore . . a lance-man, a pike-man. 1808 Pike
Sources Mississ. in. App. (18 10) 11 The lancemen are always
mounted. 1787 Earn. Plants I. 285 Germ *Iance-oblong,
compressed, a 1794 Sir W. Jones in Asiatic Res. (1795)
IV. 262 Leaves opposite, *lance-OYal, pointed at both ends.
1889 in Lancet 27 Apr. I. 866/2 The cocci, as found in
the blood of an inoculated animal, are, as a rule, oyr! or

lance-oval in form. 1799 Asiatic Res. VI. 349 Leaflets..

*lance-ovate, entire, smooth. 1815 Wellington in Gurw.
Desp. (1838) XII. 617, I now beg leave to recommend to

you *Lance Sergeant Graham of the Coldstream regiment

of Guards. 1880 Casseil's Nat. Hist. IV. -,iq The last

group of the American Pit Vipers is that of the *Lance
Snakes. One of these is tbe Yellow Viper, of Martinique,

called Fer-de-lance there.

fiance,**. 2 Obs. In 4(5) launce, lanss.

[f. Lance v.]

1. A leap, bound, dash. (Cf. Launch sb.\

1375 Barbour Bruce x. 414 And he that was in iuperdy

Till de, a lanss [MS. E. launce] till him he maid.

2. A cut, incision, slit.

i669WoaLiocE6>j/. Agric. vii. $ 10(1681) 132 It [Pinching]

gives not that wound to Trees that Incisions or Lances
usually do. . . Giving the Lance close behind a Bud, a thing

to be especially observed in Pruning. Ibid. 133 When you

j
cut any Pithy Tree, .make your Lance under, or on one side.

Iiance (Ions), v. Forms : 4-8 launce, 4 Sc.

launss, 4 6 chiefly Sc. lans s, 5 lawnce, 5-6
launse, 4- lance, [a. OF. lancier (F. lancer)

L. latfeedre, f. lancea Lance sb.i ; the ONF. form

lanchier was adopted as Launch v. In branch II

f. Lance sb\\

I. 1. trans. To fling, hurl, launch, throw (a

dart, also fire, lightning, smoke) ; to shoot out (the

tongue) ; to put forth (blossoms). Also with forth,

out, up. Now rare (chiefly poet.).

13. . Guy Warn*. (A.> 2394 To him bai launced bope spere
and swerd. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xix. 10 The tree hihte
trew e-loue . . launceb vp blossemes. £-1394 /'. PI. Crede 551 pei

Ifriars]. launceb hei^e her hemmes wip babelyng in stretes.

• c 153a I)u Wes Introd. Er. in Palsgr. 949 To lance, lancer.

1598 Barret Theor. Warres 111. i. 32 A lauelin . . they did
\ lance or dart at the enemie. 1663 Sin G. Mackenzie Relig.
\ Stoic iii. (1685) 28 As beams are lanced out from the body
! of the Sun. 1710 Lond. Gaz. No. 4653/1 A spread Eagle,

representing his Majesty's Arms, lanced a Rocket. 1795-7
Southey 'Juvenile <fr

Minor Poems Poet. Wks. II. 210 The
lightning is lanced at our sires. 1801 — Thataba V. xi,

The adder in her haunts disturbed Lanced at the intruding
staff her arrowy tongue. 1827 1. Taylor Transm. Arte.

Bks. xvii. 279 He affirms [Xerxes] to have lanced darts at

the sun. 1834 M. Scott Cruise Midge (1859^ 488 Rolling
I in snioaky wreaths and lancing out ragged shreds from

their lower edges. 1898 M. P. Shiel Yellow Danger 136
The torpedo-boat lances one of her horrid needles of steel.

b. with immaterial obj., e.g. a look; falso
withforth.
13.. E. E.Allit. P. C. 350 Lo! my lore is in be loke,

lance hit berinne. 1635 Person Varieties 1. 15 The Stars,

and tbe.se celestiall bodies . . doe lance forth their power
upon the Earth also. 175a Carte Hist. Eng. 111. 9 The
pope was to lance his censures against the common enemy.
1765 H. Walpole Otranto iv. (1798) 76 Here 1 lance her
anathema at thy head. 1832 Examiner 436/1 He lances

;

one of his droll looks. 1855 M. Arnold The Voice 3 As the
kindling glances . .Which the bright moon lances From her
tranquil sphere. 1898 M. P. Shiel Yellow Danger 157
Suddenly he lanced a horrid shriek.

f c. refl. To hurl oneself, to spring, shoot. Obs.
0530 La Berners Artk. Lyt. Bryt. {18x4) 183 He

launced hymselfe [from the ship] & lepte into the myddes of
the prease wyth his good swerde in his hande. 1658 R.
White tr. Digby's Powd. Symp. (1660) 20 The light. . lancing
herself by a marvellous celerity on all sides by strcight lines.

2. int. for refl. To bound, spring, move quickly,

rush. Alsowithforth, out. Const, on. Obs. exc. dial.

^1330 R. Brunne C\fc;wi.(i8io) 94 With a herde bei mette,
a herte berof gan lance. 1375 Harbour Bruce in. 122 He..

:
strak with spurs the stede in hy, And he lansyt furth

I delyvirly. c 1470 Golaeros $ Gaw. 901 He lansit out our
i ane land, and drew noght ane lyte. c 1470 Henrvson Mor.

Eab. v. {Pari. Beasts) vii, Ane vnicorne come lansand oner
ane law. 1481 Caxton Godfrey xliii. 82 The conestables.

.

launced on this partye of thoost whiche was not yet passed.
i5*3 Douglas Aineis ix. ix. 74 Turnus, lanssand lychtly our
the landis. 1530 Lynoesav Test. Papyngo 353 3e, that now
bene lansyng vpe the ledder, Tak tent in tyme. 1840 Evi-
dence Hull Docks Comm. 74 When there is no wind, we
lance along with poles. 1883 Hampsh. Gfoss^ Lance, to
leap, bound ; the deer are said 'to lance over the turf.

t b. transf andfig. Of leaves, fire : To spring,

spring forth, shoot up. Of pain : To shoot. Obs.
13. . Gaw. tf Gr. Knt. 526 ]?e leuer Jancen fro pe lynde, &

ly^ten on be grounde. 13.. E. E. A Hit. P. B. 066 As
lance leuez of J>e boke bat lepes in twynne. 1393 Langl.
/*. Pt. C. xiii. 185 Of greyn ded in erthe Atte laste launceth
vp wher-by we lyuen alle. a 1400 Pistill of Susan 109 pe
Lilye, be louache, launsyng wib leue. c 1470 Henry Wallace

I
vii. 429 The lemand low sone lanssyt apon hycht. 1756
Mounsev in Phil. Trans. L. 21 The pain on the stomach re-

turned, which lanced to the left side, with dartings inwardly,

f 3. trans. To launch (a boat).
c 1515 CockeLorell's B. 12 Some y« longe bote dyde launce,

some mende y« corse.

b. intr. To launch forth, push out.

1526 Pilgr. Perf (W. de W. 1531) 141b, Now hath y*
patriarke Noe all his chyldren . . in his shy p, & is launced
from the Iande. 1581 Stuolev tr. Seneca s Agametu. 1.

Chorus 61 Nor launcing to the depe where bottom none is

found. 1595 Mavnarde Drake's Voy. (Hakl. Soc.) 7 Had
wee lancea under the forte at our first cominge to anchor,
we had [etc.].

f 4. To throw out (a tale, words, etc.) ; to utter.

13.. Gaw, ff Gr. Knt. 12 12 Al la^ande be lady lanced bo
bourdez. Ibid. 2124 pat I schal lelly yow layne, & lance
neuer tale.

t 5. intr. To make a dash or stroke with a pen.
1588 J. M ELLts Briefe Instruct. Eiij, When yee haue

thus entered it into Journall, then presently after in the
memoriall. .yce shall fauoce or make a stroke.

II. 6. To pierce with or as with a lance or a
lancet ; to cut, gash, slit. Also, to slit open ; lo

open. Obs. exc. poet.

13.. E. E. A Hit. P. B. 1428 I He] comaundes hym cofiy

coheres to lance, c 1440 Promp. Parv. 290 Lawncyn [v.r.

lawnchyn], or stynge wythe a spere, or blode yiyne,
tanceo. 1586 Marlowe 1st Pt. Tambnrl. 1. ii, We will

lift our swords, And ..lance his greedy thirsting ihroat,

1615 G. Sandys 'Prav. 12 la the Summer they lanced
the rine with a stone. 1638 Penit. Conf. vii. (1657) 155
Baals Priests, lancing themselves to procure audience.
1678 Bunyan Pilgr. j. 167 Then they Lanced his flesh

with Knives. 17x3 Tickell Guardian No. 125 f 9 Bold
Nimrod first . . laue'd the bristling boar.^ 1728 Morgan
Algiers II. iii. 253 They lanced the Ravisher, and every
one of the Turks. 1783 Phil. Trans. LXX1 II. 241 On the
brain being lanced, the. .whale died immediately.

fig. 1494 Fabyan Chron. vii. 431 Many with great honours
I dyd whylom auaunce, That nowe with dyshonoure doon
me stynge and launce. 182.8 Blackiv. Mag. XXIV. 716 The
jagged lightning lanced the forest-gulfs with its swift and
perilous beauty.

b. intr. To pierce.

a 1400 Leg. Rood (1871) X42 pe swerd of loue borw hire

gan launce.

c. trans. To wound or kill with a lance.

1898 Westm. Gaz. 6 Apr. 6^3 The troopers lancing and
sabring, and the officers pistolling the Dervishes.

7. Surg. To make an incision in (the gums, a

sore
r
a lumonr) with a lancet ; to cut open. Occas.

with a person as object. Also, to fetch out or let

out by lancing.

1474 Caxton Ckcsse lit. v. hjh, The surgyens.. ought not
to be hasty to launce and cutte aposthumes & soores. 1526
Pilgr. Perf (W. de W. 1531) 278 O blessed lorde, here in

this lyfe, cutte me, burne me, launce me, that fynally thou
mayst haue mercy on me. 1575 Turberv. Eaulconrie

2S7 The way to cure it, is to give the humor a vent by

I

launsing it. 1578 T. Wilcocks Serin. Pawlcs 93 Thrust
diligently your sword of iustice in, to launce out all corrup-

j
tion and bagage which is gathered in the bowels. 1615

1
Latham Ealconry (1633) J32 ^ou must nauc t0 'aunce

\ it long wayes as the sinews do run. 1654 Trapp Comm.
Job v. 18 He is both a Father and a physitian, hee lanceth

us not unlesse need be. 1722 De Foe Plague (1884) 268 To
lance and dress the .. Tumours. 1725 PorE Odyss. xiv. 87
Of two [porkers] his cutlass lanced the spouting blood. 1878
L. I*. Meredith Teeth 36 The dentist.. sees the immediate
beneficial results of lancing bot, congested gums.

I

1561 Daus tr. Bullinger on Apoc. (1573) 38 We arc
many tymes launced and cut with the word of God, to our
great profit and discipline. i6ai Quarles Esther xli. 1 2 b,

When Haman then had lancM his ripVied griefe, In bloody
tearmes, they thus appli'd reliefe.^ 1665 Hoyle Occas. Reft.

in. vi, The Orator.. is more sollicitous to tickle their Ears,

than . . to launce their Consciences. 1705 Hickeringill
Priest-cr. 1t.viii.90 Some Inconveniencies in Church-Govern-
ment, are better palliated, then lanced to the bottom,

b. absol. or intr. To make an incision.

1646 1. Hall llorae Vac. 48 They doe better Launce into

secret humours.

Hence Lanced ///. a.

1607 Topsell Four-f Beastx 516 To .. spread them vpon
the aforesaid eaten or launced woundes.

Lanced (lanst), a. [f. Lance sbl + -ed2]
Having a lance or point

;
pointed or shaped like

a lance.

1787 Earn. Plants I. 32 The leaflets lanced. 1815 Kirby &
Sp. Entomol. I. 3gi The bloodthirsty gnat has five Isuckersl,

some acutely lanced at the extremity. 1894 Ulackmore
Pertycross 23 The delicate bells of sky-blue flax quiver-

ing on lanced foliage.

Lancegay (lcrnsig<?i). Obs. exc. Hist. Also

4-8 lauccegayfe, 5 lawncegay, 6 launcezagaye,
launsgay, 7 erron. lance de gay. [a. OF. lance-

gaye, f. (with contraction) lance, Lance sb. 1 + zagaye

(see Zagaie, Assagai).] A kind of lance.

1 1383 Act 7 Rich. II, c.13 § 1 Le Roi defende quedesoremes
nulfhomme chivache deinz le Roialme armez .. ovesque

lancegay.] c 1386 Chaucer SirThopas 41 In his hand a
launcegay A long swerd hy his side. 1390 Gower Conf. 1 1 1.

369 A firy lancegay, Which whilom through my hert he
cast. 1467 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 388 That no man go armed,

to bere launcegayes, Gleyves, Speres, and other wepyn.

c 1500 Robin Hood (Ritsou) 18 He bare a launsgay in his

honde. 1591 Sir J. Smyth Instruct. Milit. 199, 1 would
wish them to have Launces commonly called Launceza*

gayas of good, the, and stifle ash. 1605 Camden Rem.
(1657) 209 To speak of lesser weapons, both defensive and
offensive of our nation, as their granad, baselard, launce-

gay, &c. would be endless. 1614 Raleigh Hist. World
v. iii. 5 x. 359 These carrying a kinde of Lance de gay,

sharpe at both ends, which they held in the middest of

the staffe. 1799 Scott Sheph. Tale, A launcegay strong,

full twelve ells long, Hy every warrior hung.

attrib. 1436 Nottingham^ Rec. II. 158 Duorum garmen-

torum, unius clocher, et unius launcegaysshaft.

La'nce-kniglit. Hist. Forms : see Lance

sb. and Knight. Also 6 lance-kneyght, 9
lance-knecht ; and see Lansquenet, [ad. G.

lanzknecht {lanz - Lance sbX), an etymologizing

perversion of landsknecht, {.lands, genitive of land
Land sb. + knecht servant.

Originally the G. word denoted the mercenary foot-soldiers

belonging to tbe imperial territory, in contradistinction to

the Swiss ; but it was very early applied in a wider sense ;

afterwards the etymological association with lance caused it

to be restricted to men armed with a lance or similar weapon. 1

A mercenary foot-soldier, esp. one armed with

a lance or pike.

1530 Palsgr. 237/1 Lansknyght, lancequenet. iS5<> w«

LvNHiCarioifs Cron. 248 Many Launceknyghtesofthe Ger-

mayne nation sawe with their eyes that letch 155a Huloet,
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Men bearyng shyldes of silucr, called launce knyghtes,
;

argyraspidx. 1579 Dicges Stratiot. 120 The Lance
Kneyghts also encamp always in the ficlde very stronglye.

1581J. Bell IIaddon'sA nsw. Osor. 463 b, Although Aoy^cuof

be nothing els thenagreeke word.signifiyng a launcekmght.

J598 B. Jonson Ev. Man in Hum. u. I, Well, now must
I practise to get the true garbe of one of these Launce-

knights. 1606 Bryskett Civ. Life 145 The Lansknight

and the Switzer vse also the fife at this day with the drum.

1815 Scott Talism. vi, Give him a flagon of Rhenish to drink

with his besmirched baaren-hauters and lancc-knechts.

attrib. 1653 Urquhart Rabelais 1. xxxv, Tripe t would
have traiterously cleft his head with his horscmans sword,

or lanse-knight fauchion.

trans/, c 1626 Dick ofDevon iv. i. in Bullen O. PL II. 63

The needle lance knights, .put so many hookes and eyes to

every hose and dubblet.

Lancelet (lcrnslet). Also 6 laneelette,

launeelet, -lot, (jlaneelot. [f. Lance sb. 1 + -let.]

f 1. A lancet. Obs.

1573 Baret Alv. L 77 A Lancelet te or like instrument,

scalprum chirnrgicmn. 1589 Riuer Rng.-Lat. Diet. s.v.

Launce, A Launcelot to cut wounds, smilium. 1593 G.

Harvby New Letter 12 Pierces Supererogation .. is lest

beholding to the penknife : Nashes S. Fame hath somewhat
more of the launeelet. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Launcelot,

or Lancelot.

2. Zool. A smalt fish-like animal: =* Amphioxus.
1836 Varrell Brit Fishes II. 468 The Lancelet, Am-

phioxus lanceolatus. 1846 Carpenter Physiol. 382 The
Amphioxus or Lancelot. 1847-9 Touo Cycl. Anat. IV. 450/2

In the.. lancelet the only vestige of a distinct hepatic organ

is a large coccum. 1859 Darwin Orig. Spec. iv. (1873) 9)
Members of the shark family would not tend to supplant the

lancelet.

tliancell. Obs. Also 4 launsele. [a. OF.
lancele, dim. of lanct Lance sby\ A herb (Plan-

tago lanceolata),

a 1400 Med. MS, in Archxologia XXX. 356 Take jws of

launsele I seye W1 y' whyte of tweyne eyre. 1538 Ti rner
Libeltus, Lancell, Plantago.

t La'ncely, a. Obs. In 6 launcely. [f. Lance
sb. 1 + -LY 1.] Proper to a lance ; In nee- like.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia n. (1622) 179 His Lances . . strong

to giue a launcely blow indeede.

t Lancement. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Lance v.

+ -ment. Cf. F. tancemenl.] The action of

lancing or cutting ; an incision.

1638 Sir T. Mayerne Architnag. Anglo-Gall. xix. 15 Vou
must make some Lancements or inlets [in the fowll .. that

your said spices may the better hold or fasten.

t La'ncent, a. and sb. Obs. Also 5 lance-

aunt) lawncent. [a. F. lancant, pres. pple. of

lancer Lance A*, adj. That lances, adapted for

lancing. B. sb. ~ Lancet (if not a scribal error).

4:1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lords/t. 111 Oper Instru-

ment} perceaunt & lanceaunt. C1440 Promp. Parv. 290
Lawncent [v. r. lawnset], or blode yryne, lanceola. 1623

Mabbe tr. Aleman's Guzman d'Alf. 11. 142 It is nuw
a great while agoe since I finger'd my fleame or lancent.

Iianceolar (lcrnsitflai), a. [f. L. lanceola

(see next) + -ar.] = next.

1810 Asiatic Res. XI. 165 Leaves broad, lanceolar, sub*

sessile on their sheath.

Lanceolate (krnsfWt), a. Chiefly in scientific

use. [ad. L. lanceolatus, f. lanceola smalt lance ; in

med.L. lancet, dim. of lancea Lance sbX] Resem-
bling a spcar-head in shape ; narrow and tapering

to each end.
1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. m. v. (1765) 176 Lanceolate,

Spear-shaped ; wben the Figure is oblong, narrowing
gradually at each End towards the Extremity. 1794
Martyn Rousseau's Bot. xxii. 313 Toadflax has linear leaves
inclining to lanceolate. 1845 Linoley Sch. Bot. iv. (1858)
36 Wood Anemone. . . Leaflets lanceolate, lobed, and cut.

1851-6 Woodward Mollusca 69 Loligo vulgaris : . . Pen
lanceolate, with the shaft produced in front. 1869 Gillmoke
tr. Figuier's Reptiles <$ Birds ii. 46 The broad , fl at, and 1anceo-
late form of head is exemplified in certain Tree Snakes.

*I b. Used for
1 lancet-shaped '.

^
1883 Century Mag. Apr. 821/1 The long, shapeless splits

in the walls became the delicate lanceolate windows.

c. Comb., signifying * laneeolate and 'be-

tween lanceolate and . . . as lanceolale-acule,

-Itttear, -subulate adjs. ; also in quasi-Lat. form
lanceolato-, as tanccolalo-hastate, -subulate adjs.

1806 Galpine Brit. Bot. 184 L[eavcsl lanceolato-hastate.
1836 Loudon Encycl. Plants 897 Sphagnum cu$pi latum .

.

Leaves lanceolato-subulate lax. 1845 Linoley Sch. Bot. vi.

(1858) 82 Leaves green, smooth, lanceolate-linear. 1847 W". E.
Steele Field Bot. 73 Sep[als] lanceolate-acute. 1870 Hooker
Stud. Flora 240 Sepals slender lanceolate-subulate.

Hence La'nceolately adv., in a lanceolate shape.
Also Lanceolation, the property of being lanceo-
late (in recent Diets.).
187a H. C. Wooo Fresh^Water Algae tog [Closlerium]

Narrowly laneeolatcly-fusiform.

Lanceolated (lcrnsztfl^ted), a. [formed as
Lanceolate + -ed.] = Lanceolate.
175* Sia J. Hill Hist. Anim. 78 The sharp-horned

Phalacna .. with white lanceolated wings. 1753 Chambers
Cycl. Supp. s.v. Leaf, Lanceolated Leaf. 1769 Pennant
Zool. III. 62 The tail is lanceolated and sharp at the end.
178* Marshall in Phil. Trans. LXXIII. 220 A delicate
point or sting.. which on a cursory view appears to be a
simple lanceolated instrument. 1821 Scott Pirate xxv,
The votary dropped his offering . . through the mullions of
a lanceolated window.

Lancepesade, lanceprisado (lans,peza d,

la^nsjpriza'dtf). Hist. Forms : a. 6 lancepezzade,

7 lance-, lans(e)pesade, -ado, lanspasata, 8

lancepesata, lanspeasade. Ct. Anspessade.
/?. 7 laneepers-, -pros-, -prez-, -pris, -prizade,

-ado, lans-, launeepres-, -prisade, -ado, 9 lance-

prisade. [a. F. lancepessade (now anspessade
* lanccpesado, the meanest officer in a foot-com-

pany ' (Cotgr.), ad. It. lancia spezzala,\h. * broken

lance ' (spezzare to break in pieces, ' dispiece *,

f. s- — dis- + pezza piece). For the quasi-Sp.

ending of some forms see -ado; the forms with r
are due to association with Sp. presa grip, clutch.

The It. word is recorded only in the senses 'one of a

prince's bodyguard ' and {in //.) 'soldiers of a superior class

not included in the ordinary companies'; Florin (s.v.

Spezzato) renders it * a demi-lance, light horseman *; Italian

etymologists suggest that the primary sense was 'one whose
lance has often been shivered in warfare, one who has seen

much service* (Tommaseo s.v. Spezzato). The peculiar Kr.

and Eng. sense (= lance-corporal) can be accounted for only
conjecturally, but it may have arisen from the practice of
appointing specially experienced privates, in emergencies,
to act as officers of the lowest rank.]

a. (See quot. 1578.) b. A non-commissioned
officer of the lowest grade ; a lance-corporal.

1578 Fenton Guicciard. II. 104 The Marquis .. being
followed with a valiant companye ofyounge gentlemen and
Lancepe7zades (these are hraue and proued souldieis inter-

teyncd aboue the ordinary companies). 1605 Tryall Chcv. I

m. i. in Hullen O. PL Iii. 305 The tother Launcepresado.
[Applied derisively by a soldier to an officer of high rank.]
161 1 Chapman May Day Plays 1873 II. 390 Serjeant Picmeat,
Corporall Conny, Lancepri/ado Larke. 1617 Midulkion&
Rowley Fair Quarrel iv. iv, I will learne to roare, and still

maintain the name of captaine over these Launcepresadoes.
1625 Markham Soldier s Accid. 7 The Lanspresado. .in the

Corporalls absence, as vpon a guard or otherwise, doth all

the Corporalls duties. 1708 Loud Gaz. No. 4420 7, 10 Ser-

jeants, 10 Corporals, 10 Lanspessades. 1758 J. Watson
Milit. Diet. (ed. 5) Lancepesade, an inferior Officer, sul>-

ordinate to the Corporal, to assist him in his Duty, and
supply his Place in his Absence. 1816 Scott 11 oodst.

xxxiv, Thou, Zeruhbahel Robins, I know wilt be their

lance-prisade.

c. trans/.
a 1605 Polwart Flyfrngw. Montgomerie 795 field Li-set

!

marmissed ! lansprezed to the lowne^ ! 1622 Massinoi r

Virg. Mart. n. i, This Bacchus, who is. .lanceprczade to led

noses, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Lanspresado, he

that comes into Company with but Two pence in his

Pocket.

1» In the Italian sense (see above) with corrupt

It. form.
1687 Land. Gaz. No. 2250/3 His Eminencies own Equipage

consisted of.. 12 Pages, as many Lanspasata* or Gentlemen,
walking on foot by him, 12 more on Horse-back Jetc.].

Lancequenet, obs. variant of Lansqukkkt.

fla'ticer 1
. Obs. Forms: 5 lanceour, 6 7

launcer, 7 lancer, [ad. OF. lanceor, lanceur,

f. lancer to lance, throw, or f. Lance v. + -ER J
.j

One who, or that which lances, in senses of the vb.

1. One who lances or throws (a dart).

1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 215 Archeris, abhlastres,

and Lanceouris of Partes brandynge.

2. ^ Lancet.
JS37 MattJuids Bible, 1 Kings xviii. 28 They . . cut them

selues as their mancr was with knyues and launcers [i6n
lancers]. 1587 Mascali. Gov. Cattle (1627) 177 Raze him
with a crooked launcer, from the heele to the toe. 161

1

Florio, Lanciatore, a launcer. 16x4 T. White Martyrd.
St. George Cb, The Pincers, Lancers, Hunger, Thirst did
tyre His holy bodie. a 1625 Boys Whs. (1629-30) 39 They
sec him whetting his lancer to cut the throat of the disease.

1688 R. Holme Armoury \\\. 324/2 Another [Farriers Instru-

ment] with a sharp point, called a Lancer.

La'ncer 2 Gtt'nsaj). Forms : 6 lancere, 6-7
launcier, 6-8 lancier, 7 laneeer(e, launeeer,
launcer, 7- lancer, [a. or ad. F. lancicr, f. lance

Lance sbA Cf. late L. lancearins or lancian us.]

1. A (cavalry) soldier armed with a lance ; now
only, a soldier belonging to one of certain regi-

ments officially called Lancers.
In the Pritish army there are now six regiments of

Lancers, the 5th, 9th, 12th, 16th, 17th, and 21st. They arc

armed witb carbine (formerly sword) and pistol as well as

lance.

1590 Marlowe 2nd Pf. Tatuburl. 1. ii. Fsb, Backt by
stout Lanceres of Germany. 1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit.

ix. xiii. § 107. 740 In his Company were, not aboue fiftcene

Lanciers. 161 1 Florio, Lanciere, a launcier. 1648 Lane.
Tracts (Chetham Soc.) 26^ Collonal Thornhaugh . . was
slaine, being ran into the body, and thigh, and head, by the
enemies Launcers. 171a Perquisite Monger 14 Invested
with the Command of a Regiment of Horse and a Troop of
Lanciers. 1833 Regul. Instr. Cavalry 1. 159 The lancer is

to have his lance near the right foot. 1879 Casselts Techn.
Educ. III. 362 The lancer has sword and pistol besides his

lance.

transf. a 1657 Lovelace Poems (1864) 177 The heron
mounted doth appear On his own Peg'sus a lanceer.

2. //. The name of a species of quadrille. Also

the music proper to this dance.
186a A thenxum 25 Jan. 111 The 4 Lancers now so fashion-

able, was introduced by Laborde in 1836. 1868 B. Harte
Arctic Vision, Trip it all ye merry dancers In the airiest of
lancers. 1870 H. Smart Racefor Wife i, As she whirls by
in the Valse, or glides in front of them in the Lancers.

3. attrib. and Comb., as lancer-braiding, -cap,

-regiment ; also lancer-like adj.

1897 Daily News 16 Mar. 6/4 Bolero white cloth is

arranged under the *lancer braiding. 1844 W. H. Max-
well Sports ff Adv. Scott, iii. (1855) 45 The *lancer cap and

green habit of the Honourable Juliana Beningfield ! 1892
E. Reevks Homeward Hound 248 Making .. quadrille and
*lancer-like figures with sudden turns on the toes. 1868
Regul. <V Ord. A rmy r 1x46 In a *lancer Regiment, the Men
who collected the lances, are to be marched to the baggage
waggons.

Lancet (la'nset). Forms: 5 lan-, lawneette,
lawnset, 6 launeette, 6-S launcet, 6- lancet,

[ad. OF. F. Jancelle, dim. of lance Lance sbA Cf.

It. lancctta.]

fl. a. ?A small lance, a dart. b. In whale-

fishery = Lance sb. 1 2. Obs.
c 1420 Siege Rouen in Archxologia XX J. 52 And also

lawnset ys were kyde on hey, For to schcte boih fcrre an
ney. 1752 Bond in Phil. Trans. XLY II. 4^0 Which the
fishers observing, row up and dispatch the whale with long
lancets.

2. A surgical instrument of various forms usually

with two edges and a point like a lance, used for

bleeding, opening abscesses, etc.

C1440 [see Lanxknt]. 1474 Caxton Chesse 86 He dyd his

vysage to be kut(e wyth a knyf and lancettis endlong and
overthuart. 1530 Palsgr. 237,1 Lancet, an instrument,
lancette. 1543 Traueron Vigors Chirurg. (1586) 64 Cut the
Scrophule.. with a sharpe instrument, as with a launcet.

1612 Woodall Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 18 Without question
each Surgeons Mate knowcth a Launcet as well as myself.

1665 Boyle Occas. Rejl. 11. iv, And calls for a Lancet, rather

than a Julep. 1775 S»ifridan67. Pair. Day i.i, Such an arm
for a bandage, veins that seemed to invite the Lancet. 1837
W. Irving Capt. Bonneville III. 146 When they underwent
the operation of the lancet, the doctor's w ife and another lady
were present. 1856 1 )kuht Surgeon's I 'ade met nm 631 The
operator, .pushes the lancet obliquely into the vein,

b. Enl. (See quot.)
1826 Kirby & Si*. Entomol. III. 362 Scal/ella (the Lancet s\

a pair of instruments, usually more slender than the Cuhelli,
which probably enter the veins or sap-vessels, and together
with them form a tube for suction.

3. Short for lanccl-arch, -light, -window.
1848 B. Webd Continent. Fcclcsiol. 45 Two stages of tall

Pointed arches, and a hut;e lancet within each. 1864 Tf.nny-

SON Aylmers F. 622 Greenish glimmerings through the
lancets. 1879 Sir G. Scott Led. Archil. 1. 296 Sortie

gable-end with its lofty lancets shows the noble scale of the
ancient church.

4. allrib. ai.d Comb., as lancet edge
, f -ichthyo-

dont ; lancet shaped adj.
;
lancet-fish, the doctor-

fish {Acanthurus
; f lancet-loupe, a loophole

for throwing darts (cf. la).

187s Carpentry Join. 52 A side fibster, .having a second
point or *lancet edge to cut the fibres across as the work
proceeds. 1840 Mudie Cuvier's Anim. Kingd. 11849) 303
Acanthurus, "Lancet-fishes, have.. a strong spine on each
side of the tail, as sharp as a lancet, with which they inflict

severe wounds. 1708 I hit. Trans. XXVI. 78 The *Lancct
or Mucronated Ichthyodont. J562 Phaer Aineid )x. Ccj,
The Troyans. through their *launcet loupes their whirling

darts do thick bestowe. 1899 Cagney tr. Jaksch's Clin.

Diagn. vi. (cd. 4) 232 Certain *lancct-shaped bodies.

b. Arch., as lancet areh, one with an acutely-

pointed head resembling the blade of a lancet

;

laneet window, a high and narrow window ter-

minating in a lancet arch
;
similarly, lancet Gothic,

laneel light, lancet style.

1823 P. Nicholson Tract. Build. 587 * Lancet-arch. 1848
Rickman Archil. 50 Lancet arches., have a radius longer

than the breadth of the arch. 1836 Gent1. Mag. Feb. 164/2

A chapel .. The style is the *lancet Gothic. 1874 Parker
Goth. Archil. 1. iv. 131 In the transept of Salisbury Cathedral
..is a good example of a window of four *lancet-h^ht«. 1849
Freeman Archil. 352 The details lose the great distinctness

of the *Lancet style. 1781 J. Warton Kiddington (17S3) 17
Mouldings of *lancet windows. 1866 G. Macdonalu Ann.
Q. Seighb. ii. (1878) 20 The dusky light that came through
a small lancet window.
Hence Lanceteer, one who uses a lancet; a

surgeon. Lance'ted a., (of a window) having a

lancet arch
;
(of a chinch) having lancet-windows.

1824 Examiner B/s A person named Mort-r, a lanceteer,

residing in the same place. 1855 Whkwri.i. in Mrs S.

Douglas Life (1881) 562 Where, rich-glowing, the light

streams through the lanceted window. 1864 Ckowdy C/t.

Choirtuas'er 27 A little lancet ted church.

Lancewood (krns,wud). [f. Lance sbA +
Wood sb.] a. A tough elastic wood imported

ehieflyfrom the West Indies, used for carriage- shafts,

fishing-rods, eabinet-work, etc. Also, a fishing-rod

made of this wood. b. A tree yielding this wood
;

the best known are Duguelia quitarensis from Cuba
and Guiana and Oxandra virgata from Jamaica.

4 The name in Australia is given to Backhousia myrtifolia

and in New Zealand toPanax crassifolium '(M orrisAustral
Eng. 1898).

1697 Damher Voy. I. 118 The Lancewood grows strait

like our young Ashes; it is very hard, tough and heavy.

1756 P. Browne Jatnaica 177 The aculeated Lycium or

Lance-wood. This shrub is common in most parts of the

island. 1858 O. W. Holmes Aut. Breakf. (1883^ 221 He
sent for lancewood to make the thills. 1879 CasselCs Techn.

Educ. IV. 160/2 The very best ash.. is greatly inferior to

lance-wood both in strength and elasticity. 1895 Outing

(U.S.) XXVI. 376/x We put the little lancewoods together

and started out.

Lanch, obs. form of Launch sb. and v.

t Lanchara. Obs. Also 7 lanehare, 9
Lantcha. [a. Pg. lanchara, ad. Malay lancharan

(Kinkert), f. lanchar quick, nimble.} 1 A kind of

small vessel often mentioned in the Portuguese

histories of the 16th and 17th centuries' (Yule).
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1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. ix. 27 These things being

laden aboard a Lanchara with oars. Ibid. vii. 18 Five Lan-
chares.

Lanchet : see Laxdshard.

t Lanci'ferOTlS, a. Obs.rare^0
. [f. med.L.

lancifer (f. lanc-ea lance + -(i)/er bearing) + -ous.]

Bearing a lance.

1656 in Blount Glossogr. 1676 in Coles.

Lanciform (lcrnsif^im), a. [f. Lance sb. +
-(i)form.] Lance or lancet-shaped.

1855 in Mavne Expos. Lex. 1861 Sat. Rev. 27 July 102

These humble buildings have sometimes no east window at

all : at other times only a single narrow lanciform light.

Lancinate (Icrnsin^t ), v. rare. [f. L. lanci-

nat-, ppl. stem of lanchidre to rend, tear to pieces

(rendered 'to strike, thrust through' in Cooper

Thesaurus 1565).] trans. To pierce, tear.

1603 Haksnet Pop. Impost. 91 Blacke hel-mettal . . to

excoriat and lancinate a deuil. 1623 Cocker am, Lancinate,
to thrust through. 1876 Overmatched 1. vii. 117 How had

she lancinated the wound, already, as she could see, quick

and bleeding !

Lancinating (Itrnsin/lirj), ///. a. [f. prec

+ -1NG-. J Chiefly of pain : Acute, darting, piercing.

1762 R. Guy Pract. Ops, Cancers 77 She complained of

frequent lancinating Pains. 1804 Abernkthy Surg. Obs.

39 The pain is lancinating. 18 13 J. Thomson Led. Infant.

473 A burning and lancinating sensation. 1861 F. H.
Ramadge Curabil. Consumption 71 Lancinating pains

snooting in the direction of the ear.

fig. 1814 Sporting Mag. XUV. 147 He inflicts, without

mercy, the most ingenious, home-direcied and mo>.t lancinat-

ing cuts. 1894 Westm. Gaz. 12 Feb. 3/2 Simplicity in re-

counting his own exploits excuses lancinating criticisms

ahout other people.

Lancination lansin^Jan). [as if ad. L. *lan-

cintition-cm, n. of action f. lancimire to Lancwt-

ATK.] The action of lancinating ;
_

cutting, lancing.

1630 Donne Serm. xiii. 132 Every Sin is an Incision of the

SouTe, a Lancination, a Phlebotomy, a 1670 Hacket Cent.

Serm. 2^1 He took upon him to cure us. .by cutting and
lancination.

b. trans/. A culling in/a, an indentation.

1650 Fuller Pisgak it. v. xii. 164 Undoubtedly Judah
his portion made many incisure* and lancinations into the

Tribe of Simeon, hindering the entireness thereof.

C. fig. Piercing pain ; acute agony.
1649JER.TAVLO8 Gt. Exemp. t. Exhortation § 15 With what

affections and lancinations of spirit, with what effusions of

love, Jesus prayed. 1669 Addr. Hopeful }'onng Gentry 62

[LoveJ hreaks in upon you withal the noise, tumult and
lancination of distracted passions.

Lancing1

(Icrnsiij), vbl. sb. [f. Laxce v. + -ING

1. The action of the vb. Lance in various senses :

e.g. fa. Launching (of boats), f b. Piercing,

pricking, c. Cutting with a lancet.

1470-85 Malory Arthur xxi. ii, Thenne there was laun-

cynge of grete botes and smal. 1592 Daviks Imu/art. Soul
11. vii. (1714 28 The cruel Lancing of the knotty Gout.
1638 Maker tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. Il> 202 You m^ke with

it [syllogisme] a wholesome and delightful lancing. 1645
Milton Tetrach. Introd., Wks. 1851 1 V. 140 The launcing of

that old apo^temated error. 1655 Wood Life 17 Dec, Which
caused a swelling in his cheek, .and that a lancing thereof,

which made him unfit to appears in public. 1677 ^>A
,

IK
Crt. Gentiles tit. 105 God forbids his people this funeral rite

of cutting and lancing hecause abused to Demon-idolatrie.

attrib. 1530 Palsgr. 604/2, 1 launce a sore, as a cyrurgien

dolhe with A launsyng yron. 1859 Sala Gas-light tf D. x.

119 He has curiously a dominant passion for leaping, darting

the lancing pole, .and other feats of strength and agility.

2. Acting as a lancer.

1838-9 Thackeray Major Gahagan in, A ball.. put a stop

to his lancing.

Lancing (lcrnsirj\ ///. a. [f. Lance v. +

-ING 2
.] That lances: a. Darling forward; fig.

? bold, dashing, b. Of a ship : Launching, put-

ting forth, c. Cutting, piercing.

1573 L. Lloid Pilgr. Princes (1586) 6 b, Hercules., hearde
the offers of these two launcing Ladies. 1635 Person
Varieties 1. 13 The Comets, and these lancing Dragons,
and falling Stars, &c. . . we visibly see. 1647 Stanley PreIt's

Oronta (1650) 5 Along the shore the wretched mothers stray

. .The lancing ships beholding from on high. 1697 Dryden
Virg. Georg. tiL 695 When the launcing knife requires his

hands. 1756 Mounsey in Phil. Trans. 1. 20 But the scene

soon began again with lancing pain in the left eye.

Land (Irend), sb. Forms : 1- land ; also 1, 3-5

7 lond, 4-6 londe, 4-7 lande, (3 loande, 4 loond,
lont, 5 lonnde, lanndo, 8-9 Sc. Ian, Ian'). [Com.
Teut. : OE. land, Ignd sir. neut. OFris. /and, /ond,

OS. (Dn., LG.) land, OHG. lant (MHG. Ian/,

land-, mod.G. land), ON. (Sw., Da.) and Goth.

/<?W:-OTeut. */andom
,
cogn. w. OCeltic *landd

fern. (Irish land, lann enclosure, Welsh Han en-

closure, church, Cornish lan, Breton lann heath),

whence the F. lande, heath, moor. The pre-Teut.

*lojtdh- is not evidenced in the other Aryan langs.,

but an ablaut-variant *lendh~ appears in OSl. ledina

heath, desert (Russian Jin^a, JBiflima', and in MSw.,
mod.Sw. linda waste or fallow land ]

I. The simple word.

1. The solid portion of the earth's surface, as

opposed to sea, water. Ql.firm land (see Firm a.

8), Dry land, f Occas. classed as one of the

'elements'- Earth sbJ 14. Often in phr. to

land, on land (cf. Aland), by land.(\n quot. 184

1

trans/.) ; also f at laud = on land, ashore.

Beowulf 1623 Com ba to lande lidmanna helm swicmiod
swymman. C900 tr. Bzda's Hist. 11. iii. (1890) 104 Seo is

monijra folca ceapstow of londe & of sae cumendra. C1205
Lay. 117 On Itali^e he com on lond. c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 103

It hiled al Sis werldes drof, And fier, and walkne, and
water, and lond. C1300 Have/ok 721 Fro londe woren he
bote a mile. 13. . E. E. A Hit. P. C. 322 pe barrez of vche
a bonk ful bigly me haldes, pat I may lacliche no lont.

C1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 266 ANouber suld werri

bi lond, no in water bi schip. c 1386 CHAUCEa Man
of Law's Pro/. 29 Ye seken lond and see for yowre
wynnynges. £1400 Maunoev. (1839) i. 6 He may go by
many Weyes, bothe on See and Londe. 1539 Tavkrner
Erasm. Prozf. (1552) 13 It is most pleasaunte rowynge nere

the land, and walkynge nere the sea. 1590 Spknseu E. Q.
111. ii. 7 To bunt out perilles. .By sea, by land, where so they
may be mett. 1604 E. G[kimstone] D'Acostas Hist. Indies

11. xi. 107 We feele greater heat at land then at sea. Ibid.

in. ii. 118 It behooves vs now to treuteof the three elements,

aire, water and land. 1610 Shaks. Temp. II. i. 122, I not
doubt He came aliue to Land. 1667 Milton P. L. xi. 337

;
His Omnipresence fills Land, Sea, and Aire. 1675 tr.

j
Machiavel/Cs Prince xii. (1S83) 82 They began to enterprise

at land. 1719 De Foe Crusoe I. viii, I fairly descry'd Land,
whether an Island or a Continent, J could not tell. 1798
Coleridge Anc. Mar. vii. xiii. And now, all in my own
countree, I stood on the firm land ! 1841 Fa. A. Kembi.e
Rcc. Later Life (1882) II. 142 At the beginning of railroad

travelling, persons who preferred posting on the high road
were said to go by land. 1849-50 Altsos Hist. Europe
VIII. 628 All the great defeats of Fiance at land have come
from England i855 Kingsley Hcreiv. i. {1877) 44, I was
never afraid .. to speak my mind to them, by sea or land.

b. Nautical phrases, t To take land : to come
to land ; to land, go ashore. Land to : just within

sight of land, when at sea. f To raise land : to

sail with the land just within sight. To lay the

land: to lose sight of land, f To set (lite) land: to

take the bearings of land. Land hot a cry of

sailors when first sighting land. Land shut in

(see quot. 1753").

C1330 R. Urunnk Chron. (1810) 59 Whan be kyng wist,

bat bei had taken land, c 1375 Barbour Bruce xvt. 551
Quhill thai . On vest half, toward Dunfcrmlyne, Tuk land.

rtI 533 I'D - Herners f/iton xiii. 528 They . . aryuyd at the

I
poi te of Mar>eyle there they toke londe. 161 x Cotcr.

t
Snrgir,

to arriue, take land, goe ashore. 1627 Capt. Smith Sea-
man's Gram. ix. 43 One to the top to looke out for land,

the man cries out Land to ; which is iust so farre as a ken-
ning, or a man may see the land. And to lay a land is to saile

! from it iust so farre as you can see it. 1633 T. James Voy. 28

I

We hnll'd off, North North-East, but still raised land. 1669
Srt'RMV Mariner's Mag, j. 21 When we set Land, some
this, some that do gue^s. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp. s.v.,

Land shut in, at sea. When another point of land hinders

the sight of that which a ship came from, then they say the

J

land is shut in. Setting the Land, at sea, is observing by
]

the compass how it bears. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine
I (1780), I erre qui

'

fuit, double-land, or land shut in behind
a cape or promontory. 1840 R. H. Dana P>ef. Mast iv. 8

I

A man on the forecastle called out 1 Land ho !'

c. Phs*. How the land lies : primarily Naut. (see

quot. a 1700) ; now chieflyfig. = what is the state

of affairs.

a 1700 15. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, How lies the Laud? How
stands the Reckoning? 1809 Malkin Gil Bias vii, vii.

(Rtldg.) 14 Several gentlemen . . had a mind to feel how
the land lay. 1870 Miss Kridgman Eo. Lynne I. vii. 99
Uncle Charles's eyes had discovered how the land lay as

regarded Rose and himself.

t d. A tract of land. Also trans/, of ice. Obs.

1604 E. G[rimstone] D'Acostas Hist. Indies 111. x. 153
There is a straight and a long and stretched out land on
eyther side. 1652 Needham tr. Selden's Mare CI. To Rdr.,

A large Bay or inlet of the Sea, .. entering in betwixt two
lands. 1669 Stl'Rmy Mariner's Mag. iv. 139 Captain Luke
Fox in his North-West Discoveries . . complained fearfully

of the fast Lands o( Ice upon those Coasts.

2. Ground or soil, esp. as having a particular use

or particular properties. Often with defining word,

as arable land, corn-land, plough-land, stubble land.

C825 Vesp. Psalter cvii. 37 And seowun lond & plantadon
win^eardas. a 1050 Liber Scintill. x. (1S89) 51 Fxrlic &
swi<5lic storm on hryre landu [L. arua] forhwyrfS. C1050
Supp. AClfric's foe. in Wr.-Wulcker 177/» Seges, jesawen
accer vet land. £1380 Wyclip Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 3s Lond
wel eerid and wel dungid. c i4ao Paltad. on Husb. 1. 8 Tilynge
is vs to write of euery londe. c 1475 Pict. Voc. in Wr.«
Wiilclcer 796 Hec bovata, a hoxgangyn lond. ../fee virgata,

n eryd lond. Hie selis, a ryggyd lond. 163a Milton
VAllegro 64 While the Plowman neer at hand, Whistles

ore the Furrow'd Land. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. Ml. 605
And from the marshy Land Salt Herbage for the fodd'ring

Rack provide. 1727-sa Chambers Cycl. s. v. Mushroom,
They are never found but on burnt lands. 1752 Humk Ess.

$ Treat. (1777 I.283 In England, the lftncl is rich, but coarse.

1813 Shelley Q. Mab v. 8 Loading with loathsome rottenness

the land. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. v. I. 593 The land to a
great extent round his pleasure grounds was in his own hands.

1856 Olmsteu Slave States 616 The conversation was almost
exclusively confined to the topics of steam-boats, .. black-

land, red-land, bottom-land, timber-land {etc.].

jb. poet. «= Ground in various senses. Obs.
aiooo Cxdntotfs Getu 20% (Gr.) Inc is .. wilde deor on

geweald sescaki & lifigenae, 6a 5e land tredaS. 14..
Eencing w. Two^ Handed Sword in Eel. Ant. 1. 309 Frcsly
smyte thy strokis by dene. And hold wel thy lond that hyt
may be scne. 1596 Spenser E. Q. v. vii. 7 Her selfe uppon
the land

#
She did prostrate. 1716 Pope Iliad vti. 18 He.,

roll'd, with Limbs relax'd, along the Land.

3. A part of the earth's surface marked off by
natural or political boundaries or considered as an

integral section of the globe ; a country, territory.

Also put for the people of a country.
(Spmetimes defined by aphrase containing the name of the

country or stating one of its prominent characteristics or

products, as the land of Egypt, the land of the midnight
sun, the land ofthe chrysanthemum, etc. Cf. b and c.)

C725 Corpus Gloss. 1995 Territorinm, lond. #900 O.E.
Chron. an. 787 (Parker MS.) J>a:t waeron ba aerestan scipu
Deniscra monna be Angel cynnes lond ^esohton. 971 Blicfcl.

Hom.\^7 ponne is seocxriceon Campania baeslandes^emacro.
1154 O.E. Chron. an. 1132 (Laud MS.) Disjear com Henri
king to bis land. £1205 Lay. 1244 Albion hattc bat lond.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 10154 He sende to alle be bissopes
of |ks lond is sonde. ^11300 Cursor M. 3766 pis esau..
Oute o be land did iacob chace. 13.. E. E. Allit. P.
A. 936 In ludy londe. 1382 Wyclif Gen. xxi. 33 Abyma-
lech .. and Phicol .. lurneden a3en into the loond of
Palestynes. 1:1400 Destr. Troy 13932, I haue faryn out of
fere lannd my fader to seche. 14 . . Sir Beues 2327 (MS. M.)
All the lond after hem drowse Armyd with good harnes
inou^e. 14.. Dyal. Gent. <y Husb. xtx Rede me, etc (Arb.)
14S God left neuer lande yet vnpunished which agaynst his
worde made resistance. C1450 Merlin'-zd Vortiger . . often
tyme fanght so with them that he drof bem oute of hys
londe. 153^ Coveroale Exod. iii. 8 To carye them out of
that londe, in to a good and wyde londe, euen in to a londe
that floweth with mylke and hony. 1611 Bible Josh. ii. 1

Go, Yiew the land, euen Iericho. — Isa. ix. 1 When at the
first he lightly afflicted lhe land of Zcbulun and the land of
Naphtali. 1629 Milton Hymn Nativity 221 He feels from
Juda's Land The dredded Infants hand. 1697 DavpEN
/Eneis vn. 148 These Answers in the silent Night receiv'd

The King himself divulg'd, the Land believ'd. 1770G0LDS.M.
Des. Village 51 111 fares the land, to hastening ills a prey,
Where wealth accumulates, and men decay. 1819 Shelley
Piter Bell v. xv, He made songs for all the land Sweet both
to feel and understand. 1849 Macaui.ay Hist. Eng. iii. I.

279 In our own land, the national wealth has, during at least

six centuries, been almost uninterruptedly increasing.

fig. 1593 Shaks. Lucr, 439^ Her bare brest, the heart of all

her land. 1595 — John iv. ti. 245 In the body of this fleshly

Land, This kingdome, this Confine of blood, and breathe.

b. Phrases. Law 0/ the land (f land's law : see

Land-law i) : see Law sb.* Land 0/ promise

(f proviission, f repromission, f behest), promised
land : see Promise sb., etc. Land 0/ cakes (Sc.)

:

see Cake sb. 1 b. See also Holy Land.
c 1300 [see Beukst sb. 1 1. c 1400 Maunoey. (Roxb.) Pref. 1

pe land of repromission, pat men calles be Haly I^ind. 1513
iSftAnsHAw St. Werlmrge 1. 1612 Duke Iosnc.Ledynge the

1 Isrehelytes to the lande of promyssyon. C1730 P>crt Lett.

j

N. Scotl. (1760) Jl. xxiv. 271 The Ix>wlanders call their pari

1 of the Country the Land of Cakes, a 1846 J. Imlah Song,
Laud 0" Cakes, An' fill ye up and toast the cup, Tbe land

o' cakes for ever.

c. fig.
^ Realm, domain. Land 0/ the leal (Sc.):

t the realm of the blessed departed, heaven. Land0/
the living: the present life. In the land 0/the living

(a Hebraism) : alive. Lando/Ar
od: see Nod.

C825 I'esp. Psalter cxiv. 9 In londe lif?;endra.
_
C1230

liati Mcid. 13 Ibis world bat is icleopet lond of unlicnesse.

13. . Minor Poemsfr. I ernon MS. (E. E. T. S.) 637/22 Ye
shal not with-outen Strif fro this world passe to be lond of
lyf. 1611 IJible Jcr. xi. 19 Let vs cut him off from the

land of the liuing. 1671 Milton Samson 99 As in the land

of darkness yet in light, To live a life half dead, a living

death. 1707 Curios, in Husb. Gard. 313 In the Land of
Nature we are often out of our Knowledge. 1798 Lady
Nairn e Song, The Land of the Leal, I'm wearin' awa*

John, . . To the land o' the leaL 1806-7 J* BE8ESFOaD
Miseries Hum. Life (1826) vi. Introd. 116 You'd better have
sent out Jedidiah Buxton if he is still in the land of the

living. 1819 J. Hoogson in Raine Mem. (1857) 1. 223, 1 was
frequently travelling in the Land of Nod. 1836 IaviNG As*
toria 1. 129 They dug a grave, .in which they deposited the

corpse, with a biscuit .. and a small quantity of tobacco, as

provisions for its journey in the land of spirits. 1871 Morley
Voltaire (1886) 10 There are unseen lands of knowledge and
truth beyond the present.

fd. In ME. poetry used vaguely in certain

expletive phrases : on or in land, to eome to land.

Cf similar uses of Town. Obs.

<r 1 175 Lamb. Horn. 65 To eni monne bet is on londe. c 1300

Harro7u. Hell 46 pritti winter and b"dde half ^er, Ilaui

woned in londe her. £1320 Cast. Love 551 Maken I chulle

Pees to londe come,. .And sauen al be folk in londe. c 1380

Sir Eerumb. 2793 Welawo to longe y lyue in londe. c 1386

Chaucer Sir 'Thofias 176 His steede .. gooth an Ambil in

the way Ful softely and rounde In londe.

^1 e. U.S. Substituted euphemistically for Lord,

in phrases the land knows, Good land!
1849 Miss Warnes Wide wide World xiv,

1 But what are

they called turnpikes for?* *The land knows—-1 don't*.

1889 * Mark Twain* Yankee Crt. K. Arthur xi. 110 Good
land ! a man can't keep his functions regular on spring

chickens thirteen hundred years old.

4. Ground or territory as owned by a person or

viewed as public or private property; landed

property. (Common, concealed, copyhold, debatable,

demesne, /abric, fiscal land or lands : see the

defining words. Also Boxd-land, Ckown-land i.)

971 Blickl. Horn. 51 pa teoban sceattas . . £e on lande, je

on obmm bingum. cxaos Lay. 3914 His lond he huld half

3er. a 1300 Cursor M. 4033 To dele pair landes bam be-

luixs bat aiber might bam aid wit his. 1362 Langl. /'. PL
A. vi 1. 295 Laborers that haue no lond to liuen on bote

heore honden. C1386 Chaucer Pro/. 579 \yorthy lo been

stywardes of rente and lond Of any lord that is in Engelond.

1509 Hawks Past. P/eas. xvi, (Percy Soc.) 72 Borne to great

land, treasure, and substaunce. 1587 Lady Stafford in

Col/ect. (O. H. S.) I. 209 They have recovered their land,

with the Arrerages. 1602 Shaks. Ham. v. i. 113 This fellow

might be in's time a great buyer of I^and. 1611 Bible

9 Kings viii. 3 She went foorth to crie vnto the king for her

house, and for her land. 1732 Berkeley A/eiphr. 1. § 1 A
convenient house with a hundred acres of land adjoining

to it. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. vi. 11. 142 He had no

intention of depriving the English colonists of their land.

1878 Jkvons Prim. Pol. Econ. 12 Some one will say that

he is bevond question rich, who owns a great deal of land.



LAND, 47 LAND.

b. //. Territorial possessions, f Also rarely in

sing., a piece of landed property, an estate in land.

f tooo Saints* Lives (1883) I. 19a Feower land he
forjeaf for5 In mid him aelbeodijum to andfencge and to

ailmes-daedum. c 1250 Gen. <V Ex. 1843 Dor him solde an lond

kinge emor. ctry> Spec. Gy Wanv. 163 pouh man haue
muche katel As londes, rentes, and ober god. a 1450 Knt.
de la Tour (1868) 86 [He) became . . riche . . and purchased
londes and possessiones.

f
1360 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm.

423 b note, John Frederick demaundeth his landes and
dignities. «S99 Shaks. //en. V, 1. i. 9 All the Temporal 1

Lands which men deuout By Testament haue giuen to the

Church, a 1656 Hp. Hall Rent. Wks. (1660) 143 Who should
have your Lands but your heirs? 1787 Burns Poems (1809)

II. 101 note, The Earl gave him a four merk land near the

castle. 1827 Jarmas Powers Devises II. 135 All his

messuages, lands, and tenements. 1841 W. Spalding Italy

It. 1st. 1. 84 Considering this grievance more tolerable than
. .tbe loss ofthe public lands, 1849 Macaulav Hist. Eng. vi.

II. 130 Their lands had been divided by Cromwell among
his followers.

c. Law. (See quots.)

i6a8 Coke On Lift. 4 Laud in the legall signification compre-
hended! any ground, soile or earth whatsoeuer, as meadowes,
pastures, woods, moores, waters niarishes, furses and heath,

. .It legally includeth also all castles, houses, and other build-

ings. 1767 Blackstone Comm. II. 18 Land hath also, in its

legal signification, an indefinite extent, upwards as well as

downwards. 1839 Penny Cycl. XI 1 1. 300/1 Land in its most
restricted legal signification is confined to arable ground.

.. In its more wide legal signification land extends also to

meadow, pasture, woods, moors, waters, &c.

f 5. The country, as opposed to the town. On
{in, f Sc. to) land : in the country

;
also, into the

country; hence, to distant parts. Obs.

1 900 tr. Bxda"s Hist, in, xx. [xxviii.] (1890) 246 Byri* &
lond & ceastre & tunas & hus. c 1000 JElkric Gram, xxxviii.

(Z.) 234 Ruri, on lande. c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 702 A poure
person dwellynge vpon lond. — Nun's Pr. T. 4069 Swiche a
loye was it to here hem synge,..ln sweete accord, My lief is

faren in londe. ? a 1400 Plowman*s T. 11 38 Thou .. livest

in londe, as a lorell. 1425 Sc. Acts fas. I (1814) II. 11/2

Ande at bis be done als wele in borowis as to lande throu

al be realme. c 1470 Henryson Tale 0/Dog 123 [He] dytis

all tbe pure men up-on-land, 1491 Sc. Acts fas. IV (18x4)

I I. 226/a The aulde statutis and ordinances maid of before

baith to burghe and to lande. 1513-75-1818 [see Burgh b],

<xi8oo Jock the Leg in Child Bailouts (1894) V. 128 In

brough or land.

6. Expanse of conntry of undefined extent ; =*

Country i b. rare exc. with qualifying word, as

down-land^ Highland, Lowland, mountain-land

\

etc.

1610 Shaks. Temp. iv. i. 130 Leaue your crispe channels,

and on this greene-Land Answere your summons. 1784
Cowper Task 1. 323 The Ouse, dividing the well-watered

land, Now glitters in the sun, and now retires. 1833
Tennyson May Queen in. 7 And sweet is all the land about,

and all the flowers that blow.

7. One of the strips into which a corn-field, or

a pasture-field that has been ploughed, is divided

by water-furrows. Often taken as a measure of

land-area and of length, of value varying according

to local custom.
1377 Langl,. -P. PI. B. xvit. 58 Feith bad first si^te of hym

..And nolde nou^t netghen bym by nyne londes lengthe.

151c Will in Market Harbord Rec. (1890) 211 A lond of
barly next the whet lond. 1523 Fitzherb. Husb. § 2 In

Kente they haue other maner of plowes,. .some wyll tourue
the sheldbredth at euery landes ende, and plowe all one
waye. — Surv. 38 b, A furlong called Dale furlong y*

whiche furlong conteyneth .xxx. landes and two heed landes.

a 1550 Merry Jest Mylner Abynglou 77 in Hazl. E. P. P.
III. 103 The mylners house is nere, Not the length of a
lande. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Arefennem, a measure of

ground as much as our lande or halfe aker. 1641 Best
Earnr. Bks. (Surtees) 5 To putt ewes into the Carre three

weekes before Lady-day, allowing five ewes for a lande.

1679 Blount A nc. Tenures 21 To cut down one Land of
Corn. 1688 R. Holme Armoury III. 137/1 Land, or Lond,
or Launde, in some places called a Loone, it is as much as

two large Buts. 1767 Cries of Blood 7 Ho went down
Campden field ..about a lands length. 1786 The Ilar'st

Rig xxv. (i8oj) 12 O' Gath'rcrs next, unruly-bauds Do
spread themsel's athwart the Lands. 1791 Cowper Retire-
merit 421 Green balks and furrowed lands. 1793 Trans.
Soc. Arts V. 83 The produce of one land or ridge of each
crop. 1817-18 Cobbett Resid. U. S. (1822) 114, I made a
sort of land with the plough, and made it pretty level at top.

1861 Times 4 Oct. 7/4 Fields laid out in six-yard lands with
deep water-furrows for the sake of drainage.

8. Sc. A building divided into fiats or tenements

for different households, each tenement being called

a * house \
1456 Extracts Burgh Rec. Peebles (187 2) 11: A land Hand

of this side the Hau. 1457 Ibid. 116 A land was his fadcris

Hand in the burgh Peblis. 1466 ExtractsA berd. Reg. (1 844)
1. 26 He conquest a lande within your saide burgh. 1482 Act
A ndit. (1839) 107/2 Diuerss housis. .lying in the brugh of
Edinburgh, on be north side of be strete. .betuix be land of
Johne patonsone & be land of N icol spedy on be est & west
partes. 1555 Sc. Acts Mary (1814) 11. 490/2 The anuuellar
hauand the grownd annuel! vpone ony brint land quhilk is

or beis repaiellit. 1753 W. Maitlano Hist. Edin. 11. 140
Tbe^ Buildings here, elsewhere called Houses, are de.
nominated Lands. 1776 E. Topham Lett. Edin. 27 These
buildings are divided by extremely thick partition walls,
into large houses, which are called lands, and each story of
a land is called a house. Every land has a common stair,

case. 1780 Arnot Hist. Edin. 11. i. (1816) 185 The houses
were piled to an enormous height, some of them amounting
to twelve stories. These were called lands. £1817 Hogg
Tales <$• Sk. V. 68, 1 showed him down stairs; and just as
he turned the corner of the next land, a man came rushing
violently by him. 1858 Mrs. Oliphant Laird of Norlaiu
I. 308 The Mand\ or block of buildings in which it was

placed, formed one side of a little street. 1864 Burton
Scot Abr. II. i. 117, 1 remember an old Maud' in the High
Street of Edinburgh. 1893 Stevenson Catriona 238 A cer-

tain frail old gentlewoman . .wbo dwelt in the top ofa tall land
on a strait close.

9. Technical uses. a. [trans/, from 7.] The space
between the grooves of a rifle bore

;
also, the space

between the furrows of a mill-stone, b. In a steam-
engine, * the imperforated portion of the face-plate

of a slide-valve' (Knigbt Diet. Mech. 1875). c.

* The lap of the strakts in a clincher-built boat.

Also called landing* (find.).

1854 Chamb. Jrnl. II. 202 These furrows and belts [in the
bore of a cannon], technically called lands. 1857 Sir P. I>k
Colquholn Comfan. Oarsman's Guide 28 The lans are
where one straik overlaps another. 1864 Daily Tel 15 June,
Some of the 'lands' being slightly injured, as might . . have
been expected with so delicate a Nystem of rifling, 1681
Metal World No. 9. 131 The circular or angular lands and
furrows [of a mill-stone].

II. Attributive uses and Combinations*
10. General relations, a. simple attrib., as land'

belt, -boom, f -cape, -crescent, -development, -estate,

I \ -ground, -labour, -mass, f -people, -price, -rent

,

I -revenue, -sculpture, -security, -spit, -strip , -tenant

,

i -tenure, -wave, -wealth.
1856 Kane A ret. K.xpi. I. viii. 78, I am obliged to follow

the tortuous *land-belt. 1891 Stevenson & L. Osbolkne
Wrecker (1892) 288 There was some rumour of a Napa
*land-boom. 1656 Blount Glossogr.^ *Landca/e, an end of
land that streteheth further into the Sea then other parts of
the Continent thereabouts. 1875 W. McIlwkaith Guide
Wigtownshire 48 The "land crescent that forms the bay.

1895 Laiu 'J imcs 13 July 254 if the Company is a *Land-
development one. 1690 Mor. liss. relat. Pres. Times iii. 41
The Enjoyment of *Land Estates. 1575 Laneiiam /,<•/. (1871)

t 4 *Londground by pool or riuer. 1776 Bl'rke /. et. 14 Aug.,

j
Condemned to *Lnnd Labour at the last Assizes for this

County. 1856 Kane Arct. Expl. I. i. 16 The probable exten-

sion of the *land-masses of Greenland to the Far North. 1881

Judd Volcanoes 287 The land-masses of theglobe. c 1440 Eng.
Conq. Irel. xxxvii. 91 The Monde-Pepill that crystyn shold be.

1898 Atlantic Monthly Apr. 498/2 Immigrants were pouring
into the state, and "land-prices were rising. 1706 in Arbuth-
not's Misc. Whs. (1751) II. 192 Paying high Interest for

Money, which * Land-rents cannot discharge. 1733 Swift
Reasons agst. Settling Tithe 0/Hemp, etc. Wks. 1761 III.

313 The land -rents of Ireland are computed to about
two millions. 1689 Lond. Gaz. No. 2472/4 The Office of
Receiver of the *Land-Kevenues for the Counties of Suffolk

and Cambridge. 1800 Asiat. Ann. Reg., I'rcc. Pari. 15 2

Land revenues to the amount of 151,042/, 188a Gkikik
Text-bk. Geol. vn. 922 A chief element in the progress of
*land -sculpture, is geological structure. 1677 Varrankiv
Eng. Improz'. 17 The *Land Security was so uncertain and
bad, and it was so troublesome and chargeable getting their

Moneys again when they had occasion to use it. 1865 Sat.
1 Rev. 5 Aug. 182 Two *landspits and three bays arc ignored
by Van de Velde. 1878 Browning Poets Croisic 10 To that

' *land-strip waters wash. 1543 tr. Act 14 Edw. Ill, stat.

i. c. 3 The heyres executours, and vlande tenauntes of suche
ministers and receyuours. 1607^ Cowell Intcrpr*., Laud
tenent. 1876 Digdv Real Prof. 1. i. § 1. 2 The main features

of "land-tenure. 1864 K. F. Burton Dahome 35 Gentle
ridges . . not unlike the wrinkles or *land waves behind S.

Paul de Loanda. 1845 Darwin in Life Lett. (1887) I.

343 note, So as to lessen the difference in ^land-wealth.

b. objective and objective genitive, as land-buyer,

-catcher, -ditching, -hirer, -hunter, -monger, -mono-

polist, -nationalization, -nationalizer, -occupier,

-proprietor, -roller, f -tilie, -tiller, -tilling ; land-de-

vouring, -eating, -scourging, -tilling, -visiting adjs.

1362 Langl. P. PI. A. xi. 209 A ledere of louedayes and a
*lond biggere. 1598 R. Bernard Terence, IJeeyra in. v,

They .. are no great land-biers, a 1625 Beal m. & Fl. Wit
•without M. v. li, Thou most reverent *land-catcher. 1641

Vicars God in Mount 12 These and such like *Land-devour-
ing enormities. 1806-7 A. Voung Agric. Essex (1813) 1. 116

*Land-ditching is done at different prices. 1883 G. C. Davies
Norfolk Broads xl. (1884) 315 Walberswick is a decayed
port, a victim of tbe *land-eating sea. 1552 Huloet, * Lande
hyrer, redemptor. 1894 Outing (U. S.) June 172 Four or

I
five rough-looking men—evidently *land-hunters. 1647 H/.r-

vev Schola Cordis vii. 7 The greedy *landmunger. 1798 I.

Allen Hist. Vermont 21 The persecutions of the settlers

1

were carried on by the Governor and his *land-monopolists.

1882 A. R. Wallace ;f/7£>) *Land Nationalization. Its neces-

sity and its aims. 1884 Pall MallG. 5 Mar. 3/1 One point.

.

will, .be sei2ed upon bythe*land national izers. 1576 Act 18

Eliz. c. 10 § 10 All the Inhabitants and *Land-occu piers

within the whole Isle. 1829 Southev Sir T. More (1831)

II. 135 The relation between land-owner and land-occupier

has undergone an unkindly alteration. 1815 L. Simond
Tour Gt. Brit. 1. 172 The *land-proprietor does not get

more than three per cent. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech.,

* Land-roller, one for leveling ground and mashing clods

in getting land into tilth for crops. 1641 Vicars God in

Mount 48 Such a *Land-scourging rod. c 1205 Lay. 14847

We scullen. .wurSen mils li5e wi5 ha *lond-tilien. 1387-8

T. Usk Test. Love 1. iii. (Skeat)J. 32 Than good *lond-tilIers

ginne shape for the erthe . .to bringe forth more corn, c 1475
Pict. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 804/34 Hie cultor, a londtyllere.

1895 Q. Rev. Apr. 555 The interests of the landowner and
the land-tiller became antagonistic c 1420 Pallad. on Huib.
1. 528 Donge of fowlis is ful necessary To *londtiling. 1393
Langl. P. PI C. ix. 140 5e ben wastours . . that deuouren

That leel *land-tylynge men leelliche byswynken. 1883

C. F. Holder in Harper's Mag. Dec. 107/2 Jumping and
*land-visiting fishes.

e. instrumental, as land-penned, sheltered, sur-

rounded adjs. ;
similative, as land-like adj.

1804 Coleridge Lett. (1895) 470 This [the green on the

water], though occasioned by the impurity of tbe nigh

shore . . forms a home scene ; it is warm and *landlike.

1850 Tennyson In Mem. ciii. 56 We steer'd her toward a

crimson cloud That landlike slept along the deep. 1883
Harper's Mag. Aug. 4 53/1 * Land-penned rivers. 1883
Moloney W. African Eisheries (Fish. Exhib. Publ.) 27
Grassy banks of *land-sheltered waters. 1776 Mickle tr.

Camoens' Lusiad 479 *Land- surrounded waves.

11. attrib., passing into adj., with the sense

:

Belonging or attached to, or characteristic of, the

land
;

living, situated, taking place, or performed
upon land (as opposed to water or sea) ; terrestrial

:

as in land-admiral, -army, -battery, -battle, -com-

munication, -company, -engine, -jight, -form,

-guods< -gunner, \ -herd, -journey, -life, -monster,

I

-passage, -pilot, -plant, -prospect, -siren, -soldier,

-spout, -trade, -travel, -wages, -zvar, warfare, etc.

1490 Act 7 Hen. VII, c. x § 1 If any Captain .. give them
not their full Wages . . except for Jackets for them that
receive Laud-wages. 1595 Si-knsek Col. Clout 278 The fields

In which dame Cynthia her landheards fed. 1618 Polton
I lotus ill. vi. (1636) 191 Impatient of land-life, they launcht

againe into their water. 1625 Queries agst. Dk. Buckhm. in

Rusbw.///i7XW/.{i659>1.2i7Adiniraland General in the Fleet

of the Sea, and Land-Army. 1625 Plkcuas (title) Purchas
his Pilgriines contayuing a History of the World in Sea
Voyages and Lande TiavelU. 1630 Wmjswokih Pilgr. vi.

51, I intreated him for a commission and patent for a land
company in Flanders. 1634 Mu.ion Counts 307 To find

out that.. Would overtask tbe lest Land-Pilots art. 1667
Phil. Trans. II. 488 Their Land-voyage fiom Pekin to

Goa. 1667 Pews Diary 4 Apr., I made Sir G. Carteret
merry with tellifig him how many Land-admirals we are to

I

have this year. 1^69 Stlkmy Mariner's Mag. To Rdr.,

A most useful Instrument for all Land and Sea Gunners.
! x68a SnL'Tin:t<NE Loyal Bro. in. Wks. 1721 I. 44 Curse on

these land syrens ! 1694 fond. Gaj. No. 3023/3 They, .are

to be provided for in their way as Land-Sold itrs are in

their march. 1695 Pkiok Taking Xamnr 86 The water,
nymphs are too unkind To Villeroy ; are the land-nymphs
so? 1711 Siiaftesh. Charac. (1737) II. 289 Anchoring at
sea, remote from all land-prospect. 1774 Goi.nsM. Aat.

Hist. I. 395 The nature . . of these land spouts. 1785 J.
PlllI.Lll'S Treat. Inland Xavig. p. vi, Roads for land-com-
munication and carriage. 1817 Pari. Peb. 316 Of the lords

of the Admiralty, thiec of tbe sea officers, and one of the
land lords, were efficient officers. 181a Spreif. Brunei's
Patent No. 4683. 3 The common governor usually applied
to land engines cannot act regularly at sea. 1844 H. H.
WilSon Brit. India I. 335 Being exposed to the tire of the
laud-batteries as well as of the shipping. 185a Okotk Greece

I II. Ixxxii. X. 665 If the preparations for land- warfare were
' thus stupendous, those for Sea-warfare were fully equal if not

superior. 1884 Powlk & Scoi r De Baty's Phaner. %oo 'I he
foliage of land-plants. 1897 Willis tlenver. 1 7. I. 160 All

the Water-plants that are here dealt witli are undoubtedly
descended from land forms.

b. Prefixed to names of animals to indicate that

they are terrestrial in their habits, and esp. to dis-

tinguish them from aquatic animals of the same
name ; as land-animal, -beast, -bird, f -cormorant,

-dog, f -dove, -dragon
,

-\ -eft, -fowl, -mammifera,
-mouse, -mollusca (hence land-molluscan adj.),

f -pullen, -reptile, -scorpion, -spaniel (also fig.),

-toad
;
land-beetle, a terrestrial predatory beetle,

one of the group Gecuicphaga ;
land-bug, a bug of

the group Geocores; land eholonian, a tortoise;

land-cod, a kiud of catfish, the mathemeg, Amiu-
rus borealis (Cent. Diet.) ; land crocodile, f (a)

? meant to designate the Cayman; {b) the sand-

monitor, Psammosaurns arenarins (Cent. Diet.)

;

land-leeeh, a ltech of the genus ffrmod/psa,

abounding in Ceylon
;
land-lobster, f -martin

(see quots.); Iand-otter, *any ordinary otter of

the subfamily Lulrvix, inhabiting rivers and lakes,

as distinguished from the sea- otter, Enhydris ma-
rina' (Cent. Diet.); land-pike, =Hell-bendeu
I

;
land-shell, a terrestrial mollusk or its shell

;

land-slater, a terrestrial isopod crustacean, a

wood-louse
;

land-snail, a snail of the family

Hclicidx ;
land-sole, the common red slug, Arion

rufus; land-tortoise, -tnrtle, any tortoise or

turtle of terrestrial habits
; + land-urchin, the

hedgehog ; f land-winkle, a snail.

1691 Rav Creation (1692) 62 So necessary is it [air] for

us and other * Land-Animals. 1748 Anson's Voy. 11. viii.

217 Besides these mischievous land-animals, the sea., is

infested with great numbers of alligators. i6ox Holland
Pliny 1. 191 Let vs retume now to discourse of other

liuing creatures ; and first of *land-beasts. 1836-9 Tonu
Cycl. Anett. II. 888/1 This division into lobes occurs

in most of the *land -beetles. 1570 Order for Swans in

Hone Every-day Bk. (1827) II. 959 The . . custome of

this Realme. .dothe allow to every Owner of such ground

. . to take one *Land-bird. 1863 Kingsley Water-Bab.
vii. 343 The sea-birds sang as they streamed out into the

ocean, and the land-birds as thev built among the boughs.

£1865 Circ. Sci. (ed. Wylde) 11. 184/1 The Geocores or

*Land-bugs. 1880 CasselCs Nat. Hist. IV. 240 The *Land
Chelonians, a 1653 G. Daniel Idyll iv. 4 * Land-Cormorants
may Challeng them for food. 1688 R. Holme Armoury
n. 159/2 He beareth Azure, the Bresilian *Land Crocodile,

proper. 1664 Cotton Scarron. iv. (17:5) 69 Curs, Spaniels,

Water-dogs, Bandogs, and *Land-dogs. 1712 E. Cooke
Voy. S. Sea 319 Saw some Widgeons, and many *Land-
Doves. 1894 Mivart in Cosmopolitan XVI. 344 The
enormous *land-dragons that lived by rapine. X768 G.

White Selborne xvii. 49 The water-eft or newt is only the

larva of the *land-eft. 1669 Worlidce Syst. Agric. (1681)

304 If *Land-Fowl gather towards the Water. 1859

Tennext Ceylon I. 302 Of all the plagues which beset the

traveller in the rising grounds of Ceylon, the most detested

are the *land leeches. 1897 JVesttu. Gaz. 20 Aug. 2/1



LAND.

Huge 4 *Iand lobsters —the 1 robber crab
1

of the Pacific

Islands. 1830 Lyell Princ. Geol. I. 96 The annihilation

of certain genera of *]and-inammifera. 1674 Ray Collect.

Words, Eng. Birds 86 The * Land-martin or Shore-bird

:

Mrundo r/paria. i6ot Holland Pliny 1 1. 403 A certain

wel, wherein there keep ordinarily *land-mice. 1881 Na-
ture XXIV. 84 The *land-moIluscan fauna of Socotra.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), *Land-Pike, a Creature in

America, like the Fish of the same Name, but having Legs

instead of Fins. i6ox Holland Pliny I. 507 Hens, and
other *1and pullen. 1796 Stedman Surinmm II. x.xviii. 315,

I narrowly escaped being bitten by a *land-scorpion. This

insect is of the size of a small cray-fish. 1853 Zoologist XI.

4127 In "land-shells .. the locality would not be easily sur-

passed. 1880 A. R. Wallace IsL Life v. 76 The air-breathing

mollusca, commonly called land-shells. 1863 Wood Nat.

Hist. 111. 632 The *Land-sIater \Oniscus asellus). 1729

WooDWAao Nat. Hist Fossils 1. 1. 151 A *Land-Snail,

incrusted over with ..fine Stoney Matter. 1854 Woodward
Mollusca it. 168 The *Iand-soles occasionally devour animal

substances. 1576 Fleming tr. Cains' Eng. Dogs § 2 (end)

*Land spaniels. 16 16 Rick Cabinet 55 b, He would proue .

.

a good land-spaniel or setter for a hungry Courtier, to smell

him out a thousand pound sute, for a hundred pound profit.

1624 Hkywood Captives 1 v. i. in Bullen O. PI. I V, Proceed sea-

gull. Thus land-spaniell ; no man can say this is my fishe till

he finde it in his nett. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776; VI 1. 105

It is only the Rubeth, the *land toad, which has the property

of sucking. Ibid. VI. 380 The *land tortoise will live in the

water, and . . the sea turtle can be fed upon land. 1850 Lyell
2nd Visit U. S. II. 293 In Mr. Clark's garden were several

land-tortoises tTesludo clausa, Say). 1697 Dampier Voy.

1. 109 We refresht our selves very well, both with *Land
and Sea Turtles. 1796 Stedman Surinam I J. xxiii. 163

The land-turtle of Surinam is not more than eighteen or

twenty inches in length. 1603 Hollano Plutarch's Mor.

973 The hedghoge, or *land urchin. 160 1 — Pliny 1. 218

Of the Viper, *Land-winkles or Snailes, and Lizards.

12. Special combinations : land abutment, the

terminal pier at the landward end of a bridge;

land-agency, the occupation or profession of a

land-agent ;
land-agent, a steward or manager of

landed property ;
also, an agent for the sale of land,

an estate agent ; land-arch, an arch or bridge which

spans diy land
; f land-bat, a measure of land of

varying length
;
land-berg ? nonce-wd. (after ice-

berg),an * ice-mountain ' on land; land-blink, an

atmospheric glow seen from a distance over snow-

covered land in the arctic regions
; f land-board

? nonce-wd. (after seaboard , the borders of a coun-

try; f land-born a., native; land-breaat, the whole
frontage formed by the abutment and wing- walls or

retaining walls of a bridge ; land-bred a., brought

up on land (as distinguished from on sea)
;
also,

native, indigenous; fland-carrack, (a) ?a coasting

vessel
;
(b = land-frigale

;
land-cast, an orienta-

tion
;
land-chain, a surveyor's chain (Simmonds)

;

f land-coal, coal transported by land; land-com-
munity, joint or common ownership of land; land-
company, a commercial company formed for the

exploitation of land; land-cook U.S., one who
4 cooks * land for the market ; land-dummier
Austral, (see Dummy v.) ; so land-dummying

;

f land-evil, (a) an epidemic
;
(b) ? the falling sick-

ness, epilepsy; flandfang, holding-ground for an

anchor; f land-fast, an attachment on the land for

a vessel ; f land-feather, a bay or inlet ; + land-
fish, (a) ? fresh-water fish

; (/>) a fish that lives on
land; hence, an unnatural creature; t land-fri-

gate, a harlot, strumpet
; land-fyrd OE. and Hist.,

the land force; f land-good [ad. Du. landgoed], a

landed estate ; land-honour see Honour sb. 7)

;

land-horse, the horse on the land-side of a plough;
land-hunger, keen desire for the acquisition of

land ; hence land-hungry a. ; land-ice, ice at-

tached to the shore, as distinguished from lloe

;

T land-ill, an epidemic (cf. land-evil)
;
land-job-

ber, one who makes a business of buying and selling

land on speculation ; so land-jobbing ; land-lead,
a navigahle opening in the ice along the shore

;

f land-leak, ? a leak produced in a vessel before

starting on a voyage ; land-looker U. S. (see

qtiot) ; f land-lurch v., to rob of land (see

Lurch v.)
; + land - male, ' a reserved rent

charged upon a piece of land by the chief lord of
the fee, or a subsequent mesne owner' (Wright
Provinc. Diet. 1857); also attrib. land-male-book

;

f land-march, territory bordering on another

country ; land-marker, 1 a machine for laying out
rows for planting' (Knight Diet. Aleck. 1875);

f land-mate (see quot.) ; + land-mead, a tract of

meadow land ; land-mistress — Landlady i ;

t land-neck, an isthmus ; f land-oath (see

quot); land-office U.S. and Colonial (see quot.

1855); land-packet U.S. (see quot.); land-
passage, + (a) an isthmus

;
(d) passage by land

;

f land-peerage (see quot.) ;
land-pirate, one

who robs on land, a highwayman ; f also, a lite-

rary pirate; land-plaster, < rock-gypsum ground
to a powder for use as a fertilizer' (Cent. Diet.);

t land-pole, the pole or perch; land-presser,

an apparatus for pressing down the soil ; land-

48

province, 'a province of the land distinct from
others in the assemblage of plants or animals

which it contains, or in tbeir distribution ' (Cassell,

1 884) ; f land-raker (seefoot-land-raker, s. v. Foot

35) ;
land-reeve, -roll (see quots.)

; + land-
rush, a landslip ; land sale, (a) a sale of land; (6)

applied attrib. to collieries which are worked on
' a small scale and from which coal is supplied only

to the country round ; the coal so disposed of

;

land-score, Hist.* a division of land [repr. OE.
landscortt]

; t land-scot, a tax on land formerly

levied in some parishes for the maintenance of the

church; land-scrip U.S., a negotiable certificate,

issued by the U. S. government or by corporate

bodies holding donations of land therefrom, entitling

the holder to the possession of certain portions of

public land (Webster, 1864) ;
land-scurvy, scurvy

occurring on land, as amongst inmates of work-
honses, armies, etc. ; land-sergeant (see quot.

1893) ;
also, the steward of an estate

;
land-shark,

j

[a) one who makes a livelihood by preying upon

[

seamen when ashore
;
{b) rarely, a land-grabber

;

land-siek a., (a) sick for the sight of land ; (b)

Natit., (of a ship) impeded in its movements by
being close to land ; land-slide U.S.** Landslip;
o\soJig. (tf. avalanche)-, f land-speech, a language,

tongue ; f land-stall, a staith or landing-place

;

f land-stead a. Colonial, provided with landed

\

property ;
land-steward, one who manages a

! landed estate for the owner
;
land-stone, a stone

turned up in digging
;
land-stool, ? Sc. = land-

stall
; t land-strait, an isthmus

;
land-stream,

a current in the sea due to river waters
; f land-

strife, strife with respect to land, agrarian conten-

tion
;
land-swarmer, app. a kind of rocket ; land-

swell, the roll of the water near the shore ; land-

thief, {a) one who robs on land or ashore ; (b) a

robber of land; land-tide Sc., 'the undulating

I motion of the air, as perceived on a droughty

day ' (Jam.) ; land-trash, broken ice near the

shore; f land-turn, a land-breeze ; land-valuer,

one whose profession is to examine and declare

the value of land or landed estates ; land-waiter
mt landing-waiter see Landing vbl. sb.) ; land-

war, {a) a war waged on land, opposed to a

naval war; (6) a 'war' or contention with respect

to land or landed property ; land-warrant U. S.

(see quot. 1858) ;
land-wash, the wash of the tide

near the shore; + land-water a., amphibious,

nondescript
; + land-wine [cf. Dfi. landwijn, G.

landwein\, wine of native or home growth; land-

worthiness nonce-wd. , fitness to travel over land
;

1 land-yard local (see quot. 1828).

1776 G. Semple Building in Water 7 It was composed of

twenty Arches, nineteen Piers, and two *Land Abutments.
1868 M. Pattison Aeadent. Org. iv. noThe requirement that

he should be experienced in *land-agency, may seem in itself

not unreasonable. 1846 Cobden Sp. (1870) 1. 354 We know
right well that their [landlords'! *land agents are their elec-

. tioneering agents. 1805 Forsyth Beauties Scotl. I V. 274 The
I

bridge consists of ten arches, one of winch is a *Iand-arch.

j

1603 Owe* Pembrokeshire 1891) i35The*Iande bajteor

pole of Penbrokshire is in Kernes xij foote . .Pcnbrokshire xj

foote. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xlv. (1856) 420 When first the

mass separates from the *land-berg or glacier. 1B35 Sir J.

Ross Narr. *nd Voy. iii. 41 The *landbhnk was now very per-

ceptible; and in the evening we discerned the land itself. 1790
TKFFKRSoxffV?7.(ed. Ford) V.229 If Great Britain establishes

herself on our whole 'land-board [i e. along the Mississippi].

1796— in Pickering Vocab. U.S. (1816) 170 The position and
circumstances of the United States leave them nothing to fear

on their land-board. 1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie ill. xix.

(Arb.) 21 5 The *land-borne Hues safe, the forreine at his ease.

1739 Lauelye Short Acc. Piers Westm. Bridge 70 Each of

the *Land Breasts are to spread about 25 Feet on each Side

of the Bridge. 1591 Svlvester Dh Bartas 1. tv. 160 We re-

semble * Land-bred Novices New brought aboord to venture

on the Seas. 1596 Spenser State Irel. Wks. (Globe) 627/2

Whatsoever relickes there were left of the land-bredd people.

1887 F. M. CaAWFoaD Paul Patoff 1. viii. 273 Till one day
the land-bred boaster puts to sea in a Channel steamer.

1604 Shaks. Oth. 1. ii. 50 Faith, he to night hath boarded

a *Land Carract. 1629 Davenant Albovine in. i, Grim. I

must be furnish'd too. Cuny. With a Mistresse? Grim.

Yes, inquire me out some old Land-Carack. 1881 Bi.ack-

mobe Christcnvell l,He turned uponhis track. .and making
a correct *landcast this time, found his way to the fountains

of the Taw. a 1661 Fullkk Worthies, Shro/>sh. (1662) 11.x

One may observe a threefold difference in our English-Coale.

1 Sea-coale..2 *Land-coale, at Mendip, Bed worth, &c and
carted into other Counties. 3 What one may call River or

1 Fresh-water-Coale. 1874 Stlbbs Const. Hist. I. v. 85 The
I historical township is the body of alodial owners who bave
advanced beyond the stage of*land-community. 1854 Lowell

1

*jfml. in Italy Prose Wks. t8oo I. 172 Nothing else but an
American *land-company ever managed to induce settlers

upon territory of such uninhabitable quality. 1807 Edin.

I

Rev. X. 112 How comes it to pass that the American *Iand-

1 cook is cunning enough to carry on his trick. 1880 Gentt.

Mag. CCXLVI. 77 The successes and failures of Australian

•Iand-dummiers. ibid. 76 The fraudulent transaction known
j

as *land-dummying. a 1225 Ancr. R. 360 pet *lond vuel bat

aIlelondesleienon,&ligge53etmonie. c^1440 Promp. Parv.
312/1 Lond ivyl, sekenesse {P. londe euyll), epi/eucia. 1557
Bubrough in Hakluyt (1886) III. 153 Where a ship may ride

LAND.
. .in 4 fadomc.of water, and haue *Landfange for a North

^and by West winde. 1703 W. Dami-ikr Voy. III. 36 There
"is not clean Ground enough for above ^ Ships.. One even of
these must lie close to the Shore, with a *Land-fast there.

£1582 DiccES in Arcfueologia XI. 236 The south baye or
*landfether of the great sluce. 1419 LiberA tbus 221 ( Rolls)

I. 376 Qui ducit *landfisshe post prandium, bene licet ei

hospitari piscem suum, et in crastino ponere piscem siium in

foro Domini Regis. 1606 Shaks, Tr. $ Cr. mi. iii. 264 Hee's
growne a very land-fish, languagelesse, a monster. 1611
L. Whitaker in Coryat Crudi/iis Introd. Verses, Here to

this *Land-Friggat he's ferried by Charon, He bords her;
a seruicc a hot and a rare one. 11.. O. E. Chron. an. 1001

(Laud MS.), Ne him to ne dorste scip here on sae, ne *land-

I
fyrd. 1874 Grf.es Short Hist. ii. § 4. 75 The Land-Fyrd, or

I general levy of fighting men. 1591 Horsev 'Prav. (Hakl.
Soc) 246 Purchasing . . howses and *landgoods upon which
they did inhahite. 1671 Maoox (title) Baronia Anglica,

a History of *Land-Honours and Baronies, and of Feu-
dal Tenure in capite. a 1848 Finlayson in Chambers's
Inform. I. 486/2 The . . most forward horse, should be put
in the furrow, and only bound back to the right or off theet

• of the *land-horse. 1862 J. M. Luhlow Hist. U. S.x'x. 22t
The *land-bunger of the South now outstripped even the

I
ambition of conquest of Mr. Polk. 1889 Century Mag. Jan.

369/2 When the * land-hungry band of Welsh and Norman
barons entered Ireland. t820 Scoresky in Ann. Reg. 11. 1324

j
*Land ice consistsof drift-ice attached to the shore; or dnft-

|

ice, which, by being covered with mud or gravel, appears to

have recently been in contact with the shore ; or the flat-ice,

resting on the land, not having the appearance or elevation

,

of ice-bergs. 1856 Kase Arct. Expl. 1. xxiii. 281 Crossing
the land-ices by portage. 1873 J. Geikie Gt. Ice Age (1894)

I

547 These boulders could not have been carried by land-ice.

I £1500 Addic. Scot. Cron. (1819) 4 The *land 111 .. was so
1 violent b* bar deit ma b* yere than euir bar deit ouder in

j

pestilens[etc.l. rti74sSwiFTZ>/>ri;/..SV'r7^«/jvii.74Lethim

:
be at Home to none but . . a *Land-Jobbcr, or bis Inventor
of new Funds. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U. S. IV. xv. 419 A

I physician, land-jobber, and subservient political intriguer.

1
1856 Kane Arct. Expl. II. xxviii. 278 Here the *land-leads

I ceased, with the exception of some small and* scarcely

practicable openings near the shore. 1649 G. Daniel Ttiu-
arch., Hen. I', xcii, What horror stops my Quill? ere yet

aboard Wee see theRoyall Fraught, a* Land-Leake Springs.

1891 R. A. Alceb in Voice (N. Y.) 15 Oct., What woodsmen
call a 4 *land-looker i.e. a timber expert whose business it is

to locate pine timber land in Michigan. 1602 Wabneb/J/£.
Eng. IX. xlvi. 217 Hence countrie Loutes *land lurch their

Lords. 1390-91 Durham Acc. Rolls (Surtees) 392 Pro
*landmale, gd. 1416-17 Ibid. 614 Pro ligatura cujusdam
libri vocati Ie landmalebok, i6d". 1429 Ibid. 60 In laynd-

I

mayle solut. sacristan Dunelm., tf/-Jd. 1577 in Balfour

Oppressions in Orku. ff Shell. (iSpg) 18 Ane dewiite that

pay to the Kingis Maiestie for tnair scat and landmales

zeirlie. 1665 Vestry Bis. (Surtees) 218, 15 August, Paid
for Land Male, is. gd. 1614 Selden Titles Hon. 212

Many of the Imperial Marquisats . . had their names from

being *Land-marches of the Mate, and not from their mari-

time situation. 1670 Blount Glossogr., *Land-mate, in

Herefordshire he that in Harvest-time reaps on the same
ridge of ground, or Land, with another, they call Land-
mates, that is fellow Laborers on the same hand. 1577-87
Harrison England 1. xviii. (1877) III. 132 Our medowes, are

either bottomes .. or else such as we call *land meads, and
borrowed from the best and fattest pasturages, i860 Gen.
P. Thompson A udi AltAW. exxxiv. 102 I f our Welsh *land-

mistress said,
4 Here are Martin and John making me fair

offers for the farm ' [etc.]. 1618 Bolton Florus 11. xvi. (1636)

140 At the very entrance of the Isthmus or *Land-neck. 1672

Petty Pol. Anat. xil Tracts (1769) 364 Of all oaths they

[the Irish] think themselves at much liberty to take a •land-

oath, as they call it : Which is an oath to prove a forged

deed, a possession, livery or seisin, payment of rent, &c. in

order to recover for their country-men the lands which they

forfeited. 1790 A. Hamilton Whs. (1886) VII. 48 It seems
requisite that the general *land-office should be established

at the seat of government. 1855 Ogilvie, Suppl., Land'
office, in most colonies there are land-offices, in which the

sales of new land are registered, and warrants issued for

! the location of land, and other business respecting unsettled

land is transacted. 1882 Rep. to Ho. Repr. Piec. Met. U.S.

153 It is owned by the Union Mill and Mining Company,
which once did a land-office business in ore crushing. 1847

W. T. Pobter Quarter Race 115 Known as the Captain of

a 4 *Iand-packet '—in plain term?, the driver of an ox-team.

1601 H olland Pliny 1. 78 Another *land passage or Isthmus

there is of like streightness. .and of equall breadth with that

of Corinth. 164a Declar. Chas. I to Parlt. in Rushw. Hist.

\ Coll. 111. (1692) 1. 602 He hath . .cut the Banks, and let in the

Waters to drown the Land-passages, and to make the Town
inaccessahle by that way. a 1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. 11.

vii. joo There is no Land-passage from this Elder World unto

that of America. 1741 T. Robinson Gavelkind 11. viii. 273 A
Custom: . is set up at present in mostM anors of. . the . .Weald

under the Name of * Landpeerage ; whereby the Owners of

the Lands, on each side the Highways, claim to exclude the

Lord from the Property of the Soil of the Way, and of the

Trees growing thereon. 1609 Dekkeb Lanth. ff Candle-l.

viii. Wks. (Grosart) III. 262The Cabbines where these *Land-

pyrates lodge in the night, are the Out-barnes of Farmers.

^1670 in T. Brooks Wks. (1867) VI. 388 Some dishonest

booksellers, called land-pirates, who make it their practice

to steal impressions of other men's copies, a 1700 B. E.

Diet. Cant. Cretv, Land-pirates, Highwaymen or any other

Robbers. 1890 ' Rolf Boldrewood ' Miner's Right (1899)

148/x A bloody murdering land-pirate that ought to he hung

at the yard-arm. 1603 Owen Pembrokesh. xvi. (1891) 133

The vsuall measure ofland vsed in this shire much differeth

from the statute acre, for yt differeth all together in sum-

i minge vp, as allso in the *land pole. 1834 Penny Cycl. 11.

, 224/2 In such soils an artificial pan may be formed by the

*Iand-presser or press-drill. 184a Bbanoe Diet. See. etc,
*'Land-reeve, a subordinate officer on an extensive estate,

who acts as an assistant to the land steward. 1858 Sim-

monds Diet. Trade, *Land-roll, a clod-crusher and seam-

presser. 1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 39 Mony burlis of sianmrs

& stanis that tumlit doune vitht the *land rusche. 1708

J. C. Compl. Collier (1845^ 47 * Land-Sale Collieries. 1848

Simmonds Colon. Mag. May 63 The whole sum realised

by land sales, i860 Eng. $ lor. Mining Gloss., Aew-
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castle Terms, Landsah, coals sold to the country in the

neighbourhood of the pit. 1886 J. Bovn Bewick Gleanings

2 His father and grandfather before him, had .. held a

small Mandsale' colliery near their home at Cherryburn.

1828 N. Carlisle Acc. Charities 295 Anciently the greatest

part of the Country lay in common, only some parcels

about the villages being inclosed, and a small quantity in

*Land-Scores allotted out for tillage. 1617 tn G. W. Hill

& \V\ II. Frere Mem. Stepney Parish (1891) 77 There

shalbe a generall *Landskot and assessem* made of all the

inhabitants of the parish .. toward the necessane repayre

of the Church. 187S Parish Sussex Gloss., Lansevl

or Laudscote. 1789 W. Buchan Dom. Med. (1790) 397

Harrowgate-water is certainly an excellent medicine in

the *land scurvy. 1891 C Creighton Hist. Epidemics

605 note, At one time land-scurvy was detected (under

the influence of theory) in many forms, a 1775 llobie

Noble ix. in Child Ballads (1890) IV. 2/2, 1 dare not

with you into England ride, The * land-sergeant has tne

at feid. 1893 Northumbld. Gloss., Land-serjeant, one

of the officers of the Border watch, under the Warden

of the March. 1894 R. S. Ferguson Hist. Westmorland

107 The steward or land-sergeant of their barony or manor.

1769 Wesley Jrnl. 30 Mar., Let all beware of these *land-

sharks. 1815 Scott Guy M. xxxiv, Lieutenant Brown.,

told him some gooses gazette about his being taken in a

skirmish with the landsharks. 1857 Kingslev /** V. Ago

iv, Can't trust the>e landsharks; they'll plunder even the

rings off a corpse's fingers. They think every wreck a god-

send. 1846 H . M elville Typee i. heaitiiig, A *land-sick ship.

1856 Emerson Eng. Traits iv. 63 Slain by a *land-slide, like

the agricultural King Onund. 1870 Lowell Study Wind.

340 The Roman road, which linked them with the only

past they knew, had been buried under the great bar.

barian land-slide. 1870 Anoerson Missions A mer. Bd. 1 1

.

xxxiv. 308 A terrible landslide occurred, an eruption of mud,

earth, and rocks. 1895 Century Mag. Mar. 734 1 here was

then a great landslide of votes for McClellan. c 1250 Gen.

* Ex. 660 Sexti *lond-speches and .xii. mo, weren delt oane

in werlde So. 1739 Riding Rec. VI 1 1. 227 Money laid

out in repairing the *land stall leading to Burn and Masham
Bridges. 1688 New Jersey Archives (1881) II. 31 I here is

a gushet of about 2000 acres., which I design to take vp for

you, being good land ; so 1 think by farr you will be the

best *land-stead of any concerned in the province. c\no\

Ibid. II. 34 He says 1 was in 1688, the best 1 .and stead of

any concern'd in the Province. 1535 Stewart Cron. .Scot.

II. 679 His *land-stewart in the tyme he matd Ouir all

Scotland. 1701 Steele Enueral v. i. (1702) 72 He is not

now with his Land-steward. 1899 Crockett Kit A eunedy

xiv. 100 'My lord answered the land steward, meekly,

'were it a thing' [etc.]. 1796 Capt. Haig Diary in J.

Russell Haigs (i88tt 482 Many Mand stones, some whin

ones, but mostly all fine quarried stones. 1813 R. Kerr
Agric. Benv. 35 In all free soils, numerous stones, pro-

vincially termed land-stones, are found. 1886 Cheshire

Gloss., Land stones, the name given .. to the pebbles and

boulders turned up in digging and draining. "873 W.
McDowell Hist. Dumfries 1. 584

'

lne pier or landstool

was commenced. 1601 R. Johnson Kingd.
9f

Comtmv.

(1603) 11 Peruana is. .enuironed on al sides with the sea,

saue wheras the forsaid *Landstreight doth ioyn the same

to Mcxicana. i6a$ Bp. Mountagu App. Csesar 11. v.

158 In a Foreland or Landstreight where two Seas meet.

1868 Swinburne Poems <$• Ballads (ed. 3> 73 The *land-

stream and the tide-stream in the sea. 1553 Grimaloe

Cicero's Offices it. (1558) 109 Did not *land striues bring

them tod istruction? 1799 G. Smith Laboratory I. 10 Charge

for *land swarmers, or small rockets. 181a J. Wilson\
Isle

0/Palms iv. 552 As her gilded prow is dancing Through the

%ndswell. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. 1. iii. 24 There be land

rats, and water rats, water theeues, and *land theeues. 1865

Kingsley Herew. I. X...229, I am Hereward the Berserker,

the land-thief, the sea-thief. 1894H. Spencer in Westm. Gas.

29 Aug. 8/2 The stronger peoples have been land-thieves

from the beginning, and have remained land-thieves down

to the present hour. 1818 Edin. Mag. Oct. 328/2 Whar
the dew neer scanc't, nor the *landtide danc t Nor rain

had ever fawn. 1856 Kane Arct. Expl. I. xxvi. 341 The
Mand-trash is cemented by young ice. 1676 Coles, *Land-

turn, the same from oft the land by night, as a Brieze

is off the Sea by day. 1844 Cobden Sp. (1870) I. 127

They are all auctioneers and *land-valuers. 1711 Swift

Examiner No. 28 f 4 Give a Guinea to a Knavish *Land-

Waiter, and he shall connive at the Merchant for cheating

the Queen of an Hundred. 1809 R. Langford Introd.

Traiie 132 Land waiter or searcher, a Custom-House

officer who enters goods imported. 1714 Q. Anne in Lond.

Gaz. No. 5204/2 They are Delivered from a Consuming

*Land-War. 1870 Emerson Soc. <y Solit. x. 204 Who, sitting

in his closet, can lay out the plans of a campaign —sea-war

and land-war. 1873 J. Godkin (title) The Land-War tn

Ireland. 1787 Jepferson Writ. (1859) 1 1. 334 Sharpers had

duped so many with their unlocated *land- warrants. 1858

Simmonds Diet. Trade, Land-warrant, a title to a lot of

public land ; an American security or official document for

entering or settling upon government land, much dealt in

among jobbers. 1557 W. Towrson in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 114

The *land wash went so sore, that it overthrew his hoate,

and one of the men was drowned. 1891 Blizzard 0/ 1891

it 26 Breakers fell with great force close to the landwash

and over the promenade. 1721 De Foe Moll Flanders

(ed. 3) 58 This amphibious Creature, this •Land-water-

thing, call'd, a Gentleman-Tradesman. 1 390-1 Earl Derby's
Exped. (Camden) 47 Lautre barell continente xxix stopas

de *lande-wyn, 1373 ^ARET Alv. L 80 Land wine, or

of our owne countrie growing, vinnm indigena. 178a

Pownall Antiq. 140 The ..state., of the *land-worker.

1827 G. Higgins Celtic Druids 192 When the borders of

Europe began to be settled and cultivated by the land-

workers. 1794-1811 Ld. Ellenborough in Espinasse Rep.

III. 259 He would expect a clear *landworthiness in the

carriage itself to be established. 1828 N. Carlisle Acc.

Charities 295 Two staves or 18 feet, in .. Cornwall, are

a *Land Yard, and 160 Land Yards are an English acre.

1869 Blackmore Lpma D. xii, I could smell supper, when
hungry, through a hundred landyards of bog.

Land (tend), v. [f. Land sb. (OK. had lyidan

of similar formation : see Lend v.)]

I. Transitive senses.
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1. a. To bring to land; lo set on shore; to dis-

embark.
a 1300 K. Horn 779A gode schup he hurede, pat him scholde

londe In Westene londe. 1508 Kennedie Elytingw. Dunbar
461 The skippar bad ger land the at the Bus. 1665 Bovle

Octas. Ref. iv. xii. (1848) 246, 1 see the Water-man prepare

to Land us. 1678 Wanley Wond. Lit. World v. ii. § 79.

472/1 He Landed an Army in Apulia. 1748 Anson's Voy.

11. xiv. 286 Our ships, when we should land our men, would

keep at.. a distance. 1838 Thirlwall Greece III. xx. 149

The troops, having been landed in Cephallenia. 1842

Campbell Napoleon $ Brit. Sailor 64 He should be shipped

to England Old And safely landed. 1894 Hall Caine
Manxman v. iii. 288 Four hundred boats were coming, .to

land their cargoes.

b. To bring to the surface (from a mme\ lObs.

1603 Owen Pembrokeshire xi. (1891) 91 These persons

will Lande about, .hundred barells of coale in a daye.

2. To bring into a specified place, e. g. as a stage

in or termination of a journey ; to bring into a certain

position : usually with advb. phr. Alsofig. to bring

into a certain position or to a particular point in a

course or process. (Cf. 8.)

1649 J KR - Taylor Gt. Exemp. Ep. Ded a *b. It is onely a

holy life that lands u^ there [sc. in heaven}. 1649 Blithe Eng.

Improv. Impr. (1653) 57 This drain to be continued to that

place where you have most conveniencie to land your water.

1850 M^Cosh Dir. Govt. 11. ii. (1874) 212 The pantheKt,

when compelled to explain himself, is landed in Atheism.

1856 Wiiyte Melville Kate Cov. xix, Now then, give us

your hand ; one foot on the box, one on the roller-bolt, and

now you're landed. 1859 Thackeray Virgin. II. 1. 4 Poor

Harry's fine folks have been too fine for him, and have

ended by landing him here. 1874 Hurnand My time xxviii.

271 A jerk that nearly landed me on his [the horse's] back.

1878 Bosw. Smith Carthage 200 The pass over the Cottian

Alps . . would have landed Hannibal in the territory of the

Taurini. 1882 Krsant Revolt 0/ Man vi. (1883 126 Such

a sermon .. would infallibly land its composer in a

prison. 1892 Bookman Oct. 29/2 His wife, his temperament,

his philanthropy contrive to land him in fraudulent bank-

ruptcy.

b. To set down from a vehicle. (CI. 8 b.

)

1851 Thackeray Eng. Hum. iii. (1853) 108 The lCxeter ,

Fly.. having.. landed its passengers for supper and sleep.
|

x859 — Virgin. 1. xxvii. 213 One chair after another landed

ladies at the Baroness's door. 1894 Mrs. H.Waro Marcel/a

II. 267 His hansom landed him at the door of a great

mansion.
i

c. slang. To set (a person) 'on his feet .

1868 Yates Rock Ahead it. vi, Lord Ticehurst, having
,

done his duty in landing Gilbert [viz. by giving him an

introduction!, had strolled away. 1876 Hin'dley Adv.
Cheap Jack 33, 1 bought a big covered cart and a good

strong horse. And I was landed! 1879 ' A utobiog. of a

Thief' in Macm. Mag. XL. 502, 1 was landed (was all right)

this time without them getting me up a lead (a collection).

d. Naut. To lower on to the deck or elsewhere

by a rope or tackle.

1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk., To landon deck. A nautical

anomaly, meaning to lower casks or weighty goods on deck

from the tackles. 188a Narks Seamanship ^ed. 6) 61 Land

them on the taffrail.

e. slang. To get (a blow") home.
1888 Runciman Chequers 93 Their object is to land one

cunning blow. 1891 Genii. Mag. Aug. 110 That's right,

Captain Kitty ! .. Land him [sc. the Devill one in the eye.

f. Sforling coiioq. (with and without compl.) To
bring (a horse) 1 home ', i. e. to the v inning post ; to

place first in a race. Also intr. to get in first, win.

1853 Whyte Melville Digby Grand 1. vi. 151 St. Agatha

..after one of the finest races on record, is landed a winner

by a neck. 1890 1 Rolf Bolorewood ' Col. Reformer \ 1891)

291 A shower of flukes at the latter end landed him the

winner. 1891 Licensed Victualler's Gaz. 20 Mar. (Farmer),

Had the French filly landed, what a shout would have

arisen from the ring ! 1898 Daily AVwf 28 May 8/3 The
Prince's colours were landed amid enthusiastic cheering.

3. Angling. To biing (a fish) to land, esp. by

means of a gaff, hook, or net. Also, to land the net.

1613 J. Dennvs Secrets Angling u. xxi, Then with a net,

see how at last he lands A mighty carp. 1653 Walton
Compl. Angler iv. 105 Help me to land this as you did the

other. 1787 Isee Lanoing-netI. 1867 F. Francis Angling

viii. (1880) 297 When you have hooked a grayling your next

job is to land him. 1873 Act 36 ft 37 Vict. c. lxxi. § 14 Any
person who shall . .work any seine or draft net for salmon.

.

within one hundred yards from, .any other seine or draft net

. . before such last-mentioned net is fully drawn in and landed,

shall . . be liable [etc.]. 1883 Manch. Exam. 30 Oct. 8/4, 1 will

not trouble you with an account of the trout and grayling

we landed during the first two or three days of our visit.

1884 Pae Eustace 62 They were pretty constantly engaged

in shooting and landing the net.

b. fig. To catch or 'get hold of
1
(a person) ; to

secure or win (a sum of money, esp. in betting or

horse-racing).

1854 Whyte Melville Gen. Bounce II. xx. 114. I landed

a hundred gold mohrs by backing his new lot for the

Governor-General's Cup. 1857 Hughes Tom Brown 11. vn,

You must be gentle with me if you want to land me. 1876

Ouioa Winter City vi. 143 So that they land their bets,

what do they care? 1884 Black in Harper's Mag. Dec.

24/1, I can't say I've landed a fortune over its tips.

1 4. To throw (a bridge) across a river. Obs.

1637 Petit, to C/ias. I in Willis & Clark Cambridge

(1 886) I. 91 They may be suffered at their owne chardge to

land a bridge over y* river. 1638 Chas. I Let. to Kings
College, ibid., To permitt them at their owne charge to land

a bridge from the middest of y
l o* Colledge.

f5. To bestow land upon. Obs. nonce-use.

1624 Hevwood Captives 1. i. in Bullen O. PI. IV, Thou
hast monied me in this, Nay landed me . . And putt mee in

a large possession.

LANDAULET.

6. a. Volandnp\ tofillorblock up (a watercourse,

pond,elc.) partially or wholly with earth ; to silt up.

1605 Willet Hexapla Gen. 30 Gobaris caused the naturall

current, landed vp, to be opened and enlarged. 168a Bunyan
Holy War 307 Diabolus sought to land up Mouthgate with

dirt. 1793 K. Mylne Rep. J harness tsis 16 These lands

have a very imperfect drainage at present, by the water*

courses and ditches being landed up. 1815 W. Marratt
Hist. Lincolush. III. 243 A serpentine fish pond.. partly

landed up. 1851 Jml. R. Agric. Soc. XII. U. 3«> The
liver became landed up by the sediment of the tides,

b. To earth up celery). Also with uf.
a 1806 Abercromuie in Loudon Gardening 111. 1. (1822) 723

Repeat this, .till by degrees they are landed up from twelve

inches to two feet. 1836 [see Lanoing vbl. sb. 2].

II. Intransitive senses.

7. To come to land ; to go ashore from a ship

or boat ; to disembark. Of a ship, etc. : To touch

at a place in order to set down passengers.

In early use occas. conjugated with the verb to be.

1382 Wycuf 1 Mace. iii. 42 The cost appliede, or londide,

at the coostis of hem. 1387 Trevisa Higdcn (Rolls) 11. 151

lrisch Scottes londede at Argoyl. c 1400 Sir Beues p. 24

(MS. S.) With her ship here gon hey lond. a 1450 Le
Morte At th. 3054 He wende to haue larnlyd At Dower.

1470-85 Malory Arthur 1. xvii, The Sarasyns ar londed

in their countieyes mo than xl M. a 1548 Hall Chroii.,

Hen. VIII 230 b, He had knowledge .. that the Frenche

army entended to land in the Isle of Wight, 1611

Bible Acts xxi. 3 We . . sailed into Syria, and landed

at Tyre. 1661 Dryden To his Sacred Majesty 9 Thus,

royal Sir, to see you landed here Was cause enuugh of

triumph for a year. 1723 Poi-e Odyss. xin. 156 Heboid him
landed, careless and asleep, From all th' eluded dangers of

the deep! 1748 Anson s Voy. 11. xiii. 276 No place where

it was possible for a boat to land. 1837 Marryat Dog-

femfxx'ii, The dog.. landed at the same stairs where the

boats land. i88« Mrs. B. M. Crokf.r Proper Pride I. ii.

11 Among the passengers who landed at Southampton from

the Peninsular and Oriental Rosetta.

8. lit. mdfig. To arrive at a place, a stage in

a journey, or the like ; to come to a stage in a

progression; to end in something. (Cf. 2.)

1679 Moxon Meek, Exerc. 153 Landing by the first pair

of Stairs with your Face towards the Kast. 1721 Ramsay
Elegy Patie Bimie iii, When strangers landed. 1726

Woiirtnv Corr. 0843) III. 243 Thus this matter is entered

on ; w here it will land, the Lord himself direct. 1727 Ibid.

304 If any subordination and dependence [of the Persons of

the Trinity] . . were asserted, he could not but think it

would land in a dependent and independent (iod.

b. To alight upon the ground, e.g. from a vehicle,

after a leap, etc. (Cf. 2 b.)

1693 Southerne Maid's Last Prayer ill. ii, Lady Susan.

There's a Coach stopt, 1 hope 'lis hers. Jano. Tis iny Lady
Trickit's; she's ju.st Landed. 1708 Lond. Gaz. No. 4427 14

To receive them as they Landed out of their Coaches.

1814 Sporting Mag. XLIII. 287 The spot where ihe horse

took off to where he landed is above eighteen feet. 1837

M arryat Dog-fend xxxvii, It landed among some cabbage-

leaves.

iQ.fig. To fall, light j/pon). Obs.

a 1670 Hacket 2nd Serin, on lucarnat. (io^s'! ir Each
parcel of comfort landed jump., in the same model of Ground.

1727 Wodrow Corr. (1843) HI. 304 We inquired into the

reports, found them all land on Mr. Simson.

Land, obs. f. Lant sb. 1
, urine ; van Lai nd Obs.

Landabrid.es, erron. f. Lindabrides Obs.

t Iia*ndage. Obs. In 5 londage. [f. Land v.

+ -age.] Landing, coming ashore.

1470-85 Malory Arthur xxi. ii, There was syr Mordred

redy awaytynge vpon his londage to lette his owne fadei to

lande vp the lande that he was kyng ouer.

j|
Landamman u (la-ndaman). [Swiss Ger.

;

f. land Lasd sb. + amrnan[n=:G. amtmann, f. ami

office, magistracy + mann man.] In Switzerland,

the title applied to the chief magistrate in certain

cantons, and formerly also to the chief officer in

certain smaller administrative districts.

1796 Morse Amer. Geog. 11. 308 The village of Gersaw.

.

has its land amman, its council of regency. i8« L. Simond

Switzerland 1. 438 All the landammanns and staithalters.

x868 Kirk Chas. Bold 111. v. iii. 435 The old landamman
of Schwytz, Ulrich Katzy, gave wiser counsel.

Lianaar, obs. variant of Launder.
Landart, Sc. form of Landward.

Landau (lsrndo). Also 8 landeau, lando.

[f. Landau, the name of a town in Germany, where

the vehicle was first made. The Ger. name is

landauer, short for landaner tvagen.'] A four-

wheeled carriage, the top of which, being made in

two parts, may be closed or thrown open. When
open, the rear part is folded back, and the front

part entirely removed. Also landau carriage.

1743 in J. Strang Glasgow (1856) 17 The coach or lando to

contain six passengers. 17486V. James s Even. Post No.

5082 Three Landaus with six Horses each .. waited his

coming. 1753 Shenstone Wis. $ Lett. III. 218 There

were near 200 people gathered round Lady Luxborough s

landeau at Birmingham. 1786 Wesley Wks. iiZr2) XI.

322 The Pope was in an open landau. 1794 W. *elton

Carriages (1801) I. 22 The body of a landau carriage differs

nothing in sbape from a Coach. The landau is the Coach

form, the landaulet the Chariot form. 1879 Casselts Techn.

Educ. I V. 306/1 The landau . . combines more than the

advantages of three distinct vehicles—a close carriage, a

barouche or half-headed carriage, and one entirely open.

landaulet (lse^ndole-t). Also -ette. [f. prec.

+ -let.] A small landan ; a coupe with a folding

top like a landau. Also called demi-landau.



LAND-BANK.

1794 lsee Landau ]. 1799 GentI. Mag. I. 449 A vehicle with

a bow-window, that is not a coach, or landau, or chariot, or

landaulet, or sociable, c 1815 Jane Austen Persuas. (1833)

II. xii. 438 The mistress of a very pretty landaulette. 1880

Tennyson Sisters 84 An open landaulet Whirled by.

Iia*nd-ba:nk. A banking institution which

issues notes on the securily of landed property.

1696 {title) Remarks on the proceedings of the Commis-
sioners for putting in Execution the Act past last Session

for establishing a Land-Bank. 17x1 Shaftesb. Charac.

(1737) III. 45 In Egypt, the generation or tribe, being once

set apart as sacred, wou'd. .be able.. to establish themselves

a plentiful and growing fund, or religious land-bank. 1790

Burke Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 416 To establish a current cir-

culating credit upon any Land-bank . . has hitherto proved

difficult. 1900 Pilot 19 May 351/1 A gentleman energetic

in promoting the spread of Iandbanks (perhaps the best of

several good things which Mr. Plunkett has introduced in

Ireland).

La-nd-boc (-I»«k). Hist. [OE. landbdc, f. land

Land sb. + bdc Book sb.] A charter or deed by

which land is granted.

961 in Earle Land Charters (1888) 109 ^is is baera feower

hyda land boc act wibijlea be eadgar cing haefo fcebocod

cenulfe on ece yrfe. a 1000 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 225/2

Donatio, land bee. a 1207 Gervask (of Canterbury) Gesta

Regum Wks. (Rolls) 11. 59 Has scedulas tunc temporis
* land-bokes id est libros terrarum, Angli vocabant. 1676

Coles, Landboc, a Deed whereby lands are holden. 1839

Keightley Hist. Eng. I. 78 Landbocs or grants and charters

were there [i.e. in the Hundred mote] read out and published.

La'nd-'breeze. A breeze blowing from the

land seawards.
1667 H. Stubbe in Phil. Trans. II. 490 There is little of

Land-brise, because the Mountain is remote from thence.

1698 Frykr Acc. E. India $ P. 55 The Land-Breezes brought
a poysonous Smel! on board Ship. 1783 Cowper Loss R.
George 9 A land-breeze shook the shrouds, And she was
overset. 1846 Grote Greece 11. xlix. (1862) IV. 316 The
strong land-breeze out of the Gulf of Corinth.

t Land-brist. St. Obs. Also byrst, birst.

[Cf. OX. brest-r oulburst, crash.] Surf.

1375 Barbour Bruce iv. 444 Bot the vynde wes thame
agayn, That it gert sa the land-brist [v.r. byrst] ryss, That
thai mycht weld the se na viss. 1513 Douglas &neis vii.

Prol. 21 Landbrist rumland rudely. Jbid. x. vi. 11 Na land

brist [ed. 1553 birst] lyppering on the wallis.

Iia-nd-ca:rriage. [See Land sb. 11.] Car-

riage, conveyance, or transport by land
;
also, the

cost of such carriage.

1613 Plrcmas Pilgrimage (1864) 63 Spices are deere in

Persia by reason of the long land-carriage from Masulapatan
this way. 1726 Leoni Albertis Arc/tit. I. 4/2 The easy
bringing in ..of Necessaries, both by Land Carriage and
Water Carriage. 1825 J. Nicholson O/erat. Mechanic 526
The expense of quarrying, land-carriage to the place where
it is to be used [etc.]. c 1850 Arab. Nts. (Rtldg.) 120,

I. .sent it by land-carriage to the nearest seaport.

La nd-ckeap. Obs. exc. Uisl. [OK. landcktp,

f. land Land sb. + ciap Cheap sb. Cf. ON. land-

kaup^ A customary fine paid to the lord upon
the alienation of land.

^848 in Birch Carlul. Sax. ^1887) H« 35 Ego Berchtwulf
cyning sile ForSrede minum Segne ni^en higida lond .. he
salde to lond ceape xxx mancessan & nigen hand scillinga
wi5 5aem londe. 1670 Blount Law Diet., Land cheap,
a certain ancient customary Fine, paid either in Mony or
Cattel, at every alienation of land lying within some
Mannor, or within the liberty of some Borough.
Landchet, variant of Landsh ard.

La'nd-crab. [See Land sb. 11.] Any of the
various species of crabs thaL live mostly on land but
resort to the sea for breeding.
1638 T. Verney To Sir E. Verney in Verney Papers

(1853) igs Tbees land-crabs are innumerable, . . they are very
like our sea-crabs, but nothing att all soe good, becaus most
of them are poysonous. 1779 Forrest Voy. N. Guinea
74 Some Papua people brought me land crabs, shaped like
lobsters. 1871 Mather Travancore 92 Landcrabs burrow in
the rice fields, and are used as food by the slave castes.
trans/. 1665 Hooke Microgr. 178 The little Mite-worm,

which I call a Land-crab.

tLand-damn, v. Obs. rare-'1
, trans. ?To

make a hell on earth for (a person).
The sense is uncertain; the text may be corrupt. The

alleged survival of the word in dialects, with the sense ' to
abuse with rancour ' (E. D. D.), appears to be imperfectly
authenticated.
*6n Shaks. Wint. T. 11. i. T43 Vou are abus'd, and by

some^ putter on, That will be damn d for't ; would I knew the
Villaine, I would Land-damne him.

i| Landdrost (lse nd^rJast). Also erron. land-
ro(o)st. [S. African Du. ; f. land Land sb. + drost
(see Drossabd).] A kind of magistrate in South
Africa.

1731 Medley Kolben*s Cape G. Hope II. 10 He gave this
Land-Drost the powers of a Fiscal . . to seize and prosecute
all criminals, vagabonds, and disorderly persons. 1888
Times (weekly ed.) 25 May 7/3 President Kruger appointed
as landroost an Austrian gentleman. 1895 C. S. Horne
Story 0/tJu L. M. S. 64 The local magistrate, or landdrost.

IlLande (land). [Fr. See Ladnd, Lawn.]
A tract of wild land, a moor. Used by Eng.
writers chiefly with reference to S. W. France.
179a A. Young Trav. France 43 These landes are sandy

tracts covered with pine trees. 1883 Ouida Wanda II. 19
Out on the landes some cows were driven through the
heather and broom.
Lande, Landeau, obs. ff. Laund, Landau.
landed (larnded^, a. [f. Land sb. + -ED 2.
The OE. gela/idod(=MHG. gelandet), which occurs once
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in the sense 1 below, is ofdifferent formation, the pple. of a vb.
j

*landian (cf. gddian to endow with goods). It is possible

that the mod. word may partly represent this,]

1. Possessed of land
;
having an estate in land.

Formerly often qualified by advs., as most, well, best

landed', also in parasynthetic comb., as great-landed. The
collocation landed man was not uncommonly written with

a bypben and occas. as a single word.
riooo Laws o/sEl/tclstan § 11 in Schmid Gesetze 26 R\c

minra bejna be fcelandod Sy. £»44° Promp. Parv. 312/1

Londyd, or indwyd wythe lond, terradotatus.
t
c 1470

Henry Wallace ix. 1810 Na landyt man chapyt with him
bot ane. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxii, 76 How suld I leif that

is not landit ? 1579 J. Stubbes Gaping Gulf D iij, Noble
men and other great landed ones. 1595 Shaks . John 1. i. 1 77
A landlesse Knight, makes thee a landed Squire. 1605

Camden Rem. (1637) 212 Descended from an Ancestor well

landed in Kent. 1647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng\ 1. xxii.

(1739)40 In such case a Country-Gentleman should be fined

one hundred and twenty shillings if he were landed, a 1661

Fuller Worthies (1840) II. 454 SirOliver Hingham was
born, richly landed, and buried in Hingham. 1691 Locke
Consik. Lower. Interest (1692) 16 The Landed man who
think , perhaps by the fall of Interest to raise the Valu of

his Land. 1714 Swift Pres. State Affairs Wks. 1755 II. 1.

202 The majority of landed-men. 1778 Eoswell Johnson
(1851) I V. 104 That a landed gentleman is not under any obli-

gation to reside upon his estate. 1849-50 Alison Hist.

Europe XIV. xcv. § 96. 190 The gradual extinction of the

old landed aristocracy.

b. trans/, (/tumorous). Characteristic of, or

giving the impression of, a landed man.
1826 Syd. Smith Whs. (1859) II. 88/2 A large man, with a

large head, and very landed manner.

2. Landed interest*, interest or concern in land

as a possession ; the class having such interest.

171X Addison Spect. No. 126 r 8 The first of them inclined

to the landed and the other to the monied Interest. 17x9

W. Wood Surv. Trade 76, I have shewn, how much it con-

cerns the Landed and Trading Interests to be Friends to I

I
each other. 1842 Bischoff Woollen Manitf. II. 265 It be- 1

came evident that the landed interest were mistaken in the ,

views they entertained, a 1859 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xxiv.

(1861) V. 126 The old landed interest, the old Cavalier

interest, had now no share in the favours of the Crown.
1880 Disraeli Endym. I. i. 7 There are other interests

old landed besides the landed interest now.

3. Consisting of land
;
consisting in the posses-

sion of land ; (of revenue) derived from land.

1711 Adoison Sfect. No. 69 ? 7 It has multiplied the

Number of the Rich, made our Landed Estates infinitely

more Valuable than they were formerly. 1796 Ld. Shef.
field in Ld. Auckland's Corr. III. 357 Not because
they had . . talents .

.
, but because they have landed pro-

perty. x8oo Stuart in Owen Wellesley's Dcsp. ^75 The
landed revenues of Guzerat are also very considerable.

1809-10 Coleridge Friend (1865) 126 Those tribes. -which
possess individual landed property. 1862 Trollope Orley
F. i, A landed estate in Yorkshire of considerable extent

and value. 1896 Law Times CI I. 124/2 Could the coroner
himself be removed for want of the landed qualification ?

Landed (lae-nded),///. a. [f. Land v. + -ed l.]

That has lauded or gone ashore : in comb, as new-,

newly- landed*
1835 Court Mag. VI. 235/2 The new-landed throng Find

no lodging at hand. 1890 ' Rolf Boldrewood 1 Miners
Right (1899) 76/1 For a newly-landed official, I don't recol*

lect seeing your equal.

Laud-end. Now dial. A piece of ground at

the end of a ' land ' in a ploughed field. (See also

quots. 1877, 1893.)
1555 Stanford Churchw. Ace, Antiquary XVII. 110/2

For Reping doune ye corne yt growyde at mens landds
endds y* wich was sooyd to farre upon the comon viijd .

1610 Quarter Sess. Rec. in N. R. Record Soc. I. 202 (N. W.
Line Gloss.) Tbo. Skelton .. tooke vj* a daie . . and a land

end of grass besides, of Geo. Osborne of the same. 1624
Rental in Sheffield Gloss., Rich. Shirtclyffe had 8 land ends
at will vijj. 1870 in E. Peacock RalfSkirl. III. xv. 240 An
the eller tree blossoms like snaw was besprent On the land

ends 'at ligs by the side o' the Trent. 1877 N. W. Line.
Gloss., Laud-ends, (1) small portions of cultivated land

between the Trent bank and the road, at the ends of the

lands in the open fields, more commonly called groves,

1893 Northumbld. Gloss., Landin, Land-end, the end of

a ridge or of a furrow in ploughing, or of a drill in drilling

. . where it meets the heedrig. 1899 Dickinson & Prevost
Cumberld. Gloss., Heedlin\ . . Land end, head rig or head-
land, or those butts in a ploughed field which lie at right

angles to the general direction of the others.

Lauder (larndaj). [f. Land v. + -eh i.]

1. One who lands or goes ashore.

1859 Tennyson Enid 330 The sweet voice of a bird, Heard
by the lander in a lonely isle. 1890 C. Martyn W. Phillips

16 The famous landers on Plymouth Rock.
2. Mining. The man who 1 lands

1

the kibble at

the mouth of the shaft.

1847 Halliwell. 1865 J. T. F. Turner Slate Quarries
8 Wagons . . are filled by a party of men . . called * fillers

while a similar number of 1 landers ' and ' emptiers ', at the
surface, receive and dispose of their freight.

Lander, -erer, variants of Laundeh, -erer.

Landert, Sc. form of Landward.
Landfall (lre-ndf^l).

1. JVaut. An approach to or sighting of land, esp.

for the first time on a sea-voyage. To make a good I

(or bad) landfall : to meet with land in accordance '

with (or contrary to) one's reckoning.
1617 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. ix. 43 A good Land

fall is when we fall iust with our reckoning, if otherwise
a bad Land fall. 1670 Narborough in Acc.Sev. Late Voy.
1. (1711)79 The best Land-fall in my Opinion, is to make the
face of Cape Desseada for to come out of the South Sea to

go into tbe Streight of Magellan. 1706 IE. Ward] Wooden

LAND-GRABBER.
World (1708) 89 If his Reckoning in a long Voyage, jump
with his Land-fall, he's as exalted [etc.]. 1850 Scorf.sbv
Cheever's Whalem. Adv. xviii. (1859) 281 11 is not un™ a
captain has made three or four good landfalls just accord-
ing to his calculations that the living by faith in . .the results
upon his slate begin[s] to come easy. 1891 Winsor Colum-
bus ix. 214 Las Casas reports the journal of Columbus
unabridged for a period after the landfall.

b. cotter. The first land i made 'on a sea-voyage.
1883 T. W. Higginson in Harpers Mag. Jan. 218/2 His

1 Prima Vista ', or point first seen—what sailors call landfall
— was . . Cape Breton. 1884 Sir T. Brassey in 10M Cent.
May 833 The Bahamas will be for ever memorable as the
landfall of Columbus.
2. 4 A sudden translation of property in land by

the death of a rich man '

(J.).
1876 Whitly Gloss. s,v., ' They've got a bonny land«fall

a large amount of property bequeathed.

3. A landslip. (Ogilvie, 1882.)

t Landfall, v. Naul. Obs.rare~°. [f. prec]
intr. To make a * landfall '.

1727 Boyer Eng.-Fr. Diet., To land fall (a Sea-term),
atterrer.

La nd-flood. Overflowing of land by water
from a swollen river or other inland water.
1390 Gower Con/. III. 126 Februar, which .. with lond*

flodes in his rage At fordes letteth the passage. 1523
F1T2HERB. Husb. § 54 Grasse, that the lande-floudde renneth
ouer, isverye ylle for shepe, bycause of the sande and fylthe
that stycketh vppon it. 1646 Fuller Wounded Consc.{i^i)
303 Like a land-flood, quickly come, quickly gone. 1720
De Foe Capt. Singleton ix. (1840) 166 The rivers were ..

swelled with the landfloods. 1833 Lyell Princ. Geol. III.

181 The land-floods which accompany earthquakes.
attrib. 1852 Wiggins Embanking 69 Any.. rush of tidal

or land-flood waters against the bank.

XS79 Fenton Guicciard. vn. (1599) 296 The furie of

Almaines entring ltalie as a landflood. a 1628 Preston
Neiv Coid. (1630) 83 It is but a Pond, it is but a land-floud,

the spring of comfort belongs only to the Saints, 1830
Scott Demonol. viii. 242 Some of the country clergy were
carried away by the landflood of superstition.

Landfolk (loendf^k). ?Obs. Also 9 lands-
folk. [OE. landfolc, f. land Land sb. + folc

Folk. Cf. MHG. lantvolc, G. landvolk.] The
people of a land or country.
c tooo ^Elfric Saints' Lives (E. E. T. S.) II. 324 J?a. .com

baet land -folc to be baer to lafe wses ba. 11205 Lay. 30930
pat lond-folc wes bliSe for heore leod-kinge. a 1250 Owl <$•

Night. 1 156 That lond-folc wurth i-dorve. a 1300 Cursor
M. 9752, I saL.sauc bi land folk al fra wa. 1425 Eng.
Cong. Irel. xxxvii. 90 (Dubl. MS.) pe lond-folke, that crysten
shold be. 1865 Kingsley Herew. I. xvii. 304 Tosti .. went
off to the Isle of Wight and forced the landsfolk to give
him money.

La nd-force. A force serving on land ; a

military as opposed to a naval force. Also
the troops or soldiers composing such a force.

x6*4 Raleigh Hist. World in. (1634) 73 The Navie of
Athens, .over-threw the fleet of Xerxes, whose Land-forces

were soone after discomfited by them. X790 Beatson Nov.
Mil. Mem. II. igi Having on board . . near 3,000 land*

forces. 1849 Grote Greece 11. xx xviii. V. 38 He surveyed
. . his masses of land-force covering the shore.

+ Land-gate. Obs. [See Gate sbS\

1. Sc. Way or passage over land ; also used advb.

* by land. Also + Iiandgates adv., ? landward,

away from the sea.

1536 Bellenden Cron. Scot. {1821) I. 143 He began to.,

come landgait ouir the riveir of Levin. X637 Rutherford
Lett. (1862) I.456 If ye..w<» have only summer weather and
a land-gate not a sea-way, to heaven. 1765 Ross Helenore

(1789) 05 Land-gates unto the hills she took the gate.

2. (See quot.)

1726 Kersey, Landgate, a long and narrow Piece of Land.

Land-gavel (lse-ndga^vel). Hist. Forms: 1

land-gafol, 3 lond-gavel, lon-;avel 7 4 lond-

gov^e)l, 5 langable, 7 languable, 7, 9 land-

gable, 9 -gavel. [OE. latuigafol, f. land Land sb.

+ gafol Gavel sb.i] Land-tribute, land-tax ; rent

for land, gronnd-i ent. Also attrib.

c 1000 Rect. Sing. Pers. c. 2 in Schmid Gesetze 372 He
sceal land-gafol syllan. . £1205 Lay. 7465 Fehten he wold

wi5 Cezar pe axede lon-jauel her. Ibid. 7789 ^eond al he

sette reuwen..f>o fengen ba lond-gauel. 1308 Cat. Close

Rolls (1892) 59 lThere are delivered to him 25-, nd. of rent

called] Londgovl [to be received in New Bukenham from

the following tenants]. 1478 R. Ricart Mayor 0/Bristol's
Cal. (Camden) 9 This Tount of Uristowe is holde of oure

souueraigne Lorde the Kinge in frank burgage and with-

out mcane by reason of his langable of the same, c 1640

J. Smyth Lives Berkcleys (1883) I. 338 Out of his landgable

rents of Bristol], he gave yearly 3". 6». 8d. to a preist. 1670

in Blount Law Diet. 1676 Wood's Life, etc (Oxf. Hist.

Soc.) IT. 340 The townsmen would have the college pay for

it as a languable. 1882 Bramston & Lekoy Historic Win-
chester 69 The King's lands in Winton rendering Land-

gable and Burgage. 1897 Maitland Domesday Beyond

182, 310 tenements paying landgavel to the king's farmers.

La*nd-gra=b"ber. One who grabs or seizes

upon land ^landed property or territory), esp. in

an unfair or underhand manner ; spec, in reference

to Irish agrarian agitation, a man who takes a

farm from which a tenant has been evicted.

187a Goldw. Smith in Fortn. Rev. Mar. 354 The great

Elizabethan mansions. .are the graceful monuments of the

Tudor land-grabbers. s88o Times 24 Nov. 6/1 The holding

had been taken by a land-grabber. 1883 Nonconf. $ {"dep.

28 Dec. j 176/2 Filibustering operations of 4 land-grabbers

in New Guinea.



LANDGRAVATE.
So £a*nd-grabbing vbl. sb., the action or prac-

tice of a land-grabber; Land-gfracing ppl. a.

1880 Daily Tel. 27 Oct., To protest against land grabbing.

1884 Mary Hickson Ireland in 1.7th C. I. lntrod. 6 That
selfish, land grabbing spirit. 188^ Spectator 3 Sept. 1169
* Land-grabbing ' as it is called,— i. e., the taking of land

from which another has been evicted.

Landgravate (lsendgr/v#). [f. next + -ate K]
*= Landgraviate.
1761 Brit. Mag. II. 162 By accounts from Turingia, we

learn that his Prussian Majesty . . has already entered that

landgravate. 1802 Brookes' Gazetteer (ed. 12), Leuchtenberg,
a town of Bavaria, in a landgravate of the same name.
1865 Cornk. Mag. Aug. 221 Hesse-Homburg . . is a Land-
gravate.. and its capital is Homburg.

Landgrave (Ise'ndgre'v). Also 6 langrave,

6-7 lantgrave, 7 landtgrave. jS. 6 lan(t)z-,

landisgrave, 7 lants-, landsgrave. [a. MHG.
lantgrdve (G. landgraf) = MLG. landgrave (Dn.

landgraaf) : see Land sb. and Grave sb.*] In

Germany, a count having jurisdiction over a ter-

ritory, and having under him several inferior

counts
;

later, the title of certain German princes.

t$i6 Fabyan's Chron. vn. 328 After the dethofhir
hushonde, Langraue, duke of Thorynge in Almayne. 1560
Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 57 b, Then was he led to Duke
George of Saxonie, and to the Lanugrave. 1616 J. Wheler
in Bucclenck MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 179 A daughter
of the Lantsgrave of Hessen. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Land-
grave, or Landsgrave. 1673 Ray Journ. Low C. 78 The
Lantgrave of Darmstadt. 1756 Nugknt Gr. Tour II. 421
Hanau had formerly counts of its own, but the last of them
dying in 1736 without issue, it devolved to the landgrave
of Hesse Cassel. 1839 Penny CycL XL 192/1 The Temporal
princes were :—the archduke of Austria, .the landgraves of
Hessen-Cassel and Hessen-Darmstadt . . the landgrave of
Leuchtenburg [etc.].

t b. In the colony of Carolina (see quots.). Obs.

1702 S. Carolina Stat. (1836) 1. 42 The upper house, con-
sisting of the Landgraves and Casiques..are. .a middle
state between Lords and Commons. 1707 J. Archdale
Carolina 13 They are there by Patent, under the Great
Seal of the Provinces, call'd Landgraves and Cassocks, in

lieu of Earls and Lords.

Hence ia'ndgraveship = Landgraviate.
Landgravess = Landgravine.
1669 Locke D/t. Constit. Carolina xii. in 33^ D. K. R.

259 Upon ye devolution ofany Iandgraveship or cassiqueship.
17x6 M. Davies A then. Brit. 111. Crit. Ilist. 107 At Jena
in the Landgraveship of Thuring. 176a tr. Bnsching's Syst.
Gcog. IV. 429 Caroline Christina, who had been espoused
Landgravess of Hesse-Philipsthal. Ibid. V. 504 Christina
Magdalena, Landgravess - dowager to Hesse-Homburg.
1809 Southey Q. Rev. II. 329 The Landgraveship with
which Locke had been requited for his legislative labours.

Landgraviate (laendgr^'vi^). [ad. med.L,
landgraviat-us, f. Landgrave (med.L. -gravid) :

see -ate *. Cf. F. landgraviate] The office, juris-

diction, or province of a landgrave.
1656 in Blount Glossogr. 1709 Loud. Gaz. No. 4542/1

His Imperial Majesty.. has been pleased.. to grant him the
Landgraviate of Leuchtenberg, an immediate Fee of the
Kmpire. 1836 Penny Cycl. V. 290 Charles managed to
acquire the landgraviate of Alsace.

Landgravine (larndgravfn). Also 7 -inne.
[ad. G. Tandgrdfin, Du. iandgravin.] The wife of
a landgrave ; a female ruler of a landgraviate.
168a Lond. Gaz. No. 1744/2 The Landgravinne of Hesse.

1779 ]' Moore View Soc. Fr. II. liii. 33 The Landgravine
plays at Quadrille, and chooses her own party every night.
1882-3 Schafp Encycl. Relig. Knowl. II. 1261 The widowed
landgravine Elizabeth.

La ndho lder, A holder, proprietor, or occu-
pier of land ; in mod. use sometimes (opposed to

land-owner), a tenant holding land from a pro-
prietor.

1414 Rolls Parll. IV. 58 They have cleymed ..the Kynges
trew lieges, that ben his fre tenentz annexed to his Coroune,
as for her bonde bore men, and her bonde lond holderes.
166a Dugdale Imbanking 51 The Land-holders in the said
Marsh. 1691 Locke Consid. Lower. 1 71terest (1692) 88
Here is one fourth part of his yearly Income goes imme-
diately out of the Landlords and Landholders Pocket. 1741
Tailfer {title) A . . Narrative of the Colony of Georgia in
America . . By Pat. Tailfer, M.D. ..and others, Land-holders
in Georgia. 1800 Asiat. Ann. Reg., Chron. 28/1 The great
body of the land-holders appear fully impressed with a
sense of the^ superior comforts they enjoy. 1874 Green
Short Hist, k § 1. 3 In the very earliest glimpse we get of
the German race we see them a race of land-holders and
land-tillers. 1880 McCarthy in 19M Cent. Aug. 310 A com-
bination of all the great interests concerned, the landowner
as well as the landholder ; the peer as well as the peasant.

So La ndho lding a.

1876 Digbv Real. Prop. 1. i. § 1. 8 The assembly of land-
holding inhabitants considered as tenants of a lord.

t Landier. Sc. Obs. Also laundier. [a. F.
landier : see Andiron, Landiron.1 An andiron.
1457 Extracts Burgh Recs. Peebles (1872) 119 A spet

and Jantter, a peudar cbader, a dis [etc.]. 161a Sc. Bk.
Rates in HalyburtotCs Ledger (1867) 292 Brassin wark sic
as landiers, chandlers, baissones [etc]. Ibid. 317 Laundiers,
of latten..of irne.

Landimere (larndimi<u). Obs. exc. Sc. Also

9 landimar, lanimer. [OE. landgemmre, f. land
Land sb. + ge-msere boundary, Mere.] Boundary
of land. Iiandimere's or Lanimer day, the day
on which theannual perambulation ofthe boundaries
is made in Lanarkshire and Aherdeen.
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944 in Earle Land Charters (1888) 178 Dis sint ba land
fcemsera & se embegang bara landa to baddan byri^ & to

doddan forda & to efer dune. 1825-80 Jamieson, Landimar,
..2. A march or boundary of landed property, Aberd. To
ride the Landimeres, to examine the marches, ibid.,

Lanarks. . . The day in which the procession is made is

called Landimere's day. 1864 Edin, Daily Rev. 11 June,
Lanimer Day at Lanark. 1888 Scott. Leader 16 May 5
Lanark Landimeres.

*i
' A land-measurer...This word is here [viz. in

Skene] used improperly ' (Jam.).
1597 Skene De Verb. Sign. s. v. Particata, The measurers

of land, called Landimers, in Latine, Agrituensores. 1670
BlountLaw Diet., Landimers,measurers ofLand, anciently
so called. 1825-80 Jamieson, Lannimor, a person employed
by conterminous proprietors to adjust marches between
their lands, Ayrsh.

Landing (larndin"), vbl. sb. [f. Land v. +
-TNG 1.] I. The action of the verb Land.
1. The action of coming to land or putting

ashore ; disembarkation.
^1440 Promp. Parv. 312/1 Londynge fro schyppe and

watur, apfllicacio. 1577-87 Holinshed Chron. 1. 9/2 They
take landing within the dominion of king (JofFarus. 1655
Nicholas Papers (Camden) II. 308 Att his landing att

Towre wharfe. 1697 Dampier Voy. I. 264 There is Water
enough for Boats and Canoes to enter, and smooth landing
after you are in. 1748 Anson's Voy. 111. vii. 355 The Com-
modore, .was salutedat his landing by eleven guns. 1798
Dk. Clarence in Nicolas Disp. (1845) 111. 10 note, The
French cannot effect a landing in Ireland. 1855 Stanlky
Mem. Canterb. \. (1857) 3 There are five great landings in

English history, each of vast importance.

b. Arrival at a stage or place of landing, e. g.

on a staircase.

1705 Addison Trav. Italy 433 A Stair-Case, .where. . the
Disposition of the Lights, and the convenient Landing are
admirably well contiiv'd.

c. Coming to ground at the end of a leap.

1881 Times 14 Feb. 4/2 The taking off at the jumps was
awkward, and the landing more ugly still.

2. a. Landing zip : blocking up of a watercourse

by earth or mud. b. Earthing up of plants.

1692 Ray Dissol. World in. v. (1732) 352 This Landing up
and Atterration of the Skirts of the Sea. a 1806 Abek-

j
crombie in Loudon Gardening 111. i. (1822) 723 Give them
[celery-plants] a final landing-up near the tops. 1856 Lever
Martins 0/Cro'M. 4 Celery, that wanted landing.

I
3. Angling. (See Land v. 3.)
1884 Public Opinion 5 Sept. 302/1 His attention is fixed

upon . . the skilful ' landing ' of his fish.

4. Mining. (See quot. 1S60 and Land v. 1 b.)

i860 Eng. $ For. Mining Gloss., S. Staffs. Terms, Landing,
the banksman receiving the loaded skip at surface.

II. Concrete senses.

5. A place for disembarking passengers or un-

lading goods ; a landing-place.
1609 Daniel Civ. Wars vu. xxxvi, Defend all landings,

barre all passages. 1793 S.meaton Edystone L. § 100
Amending the landing at the Edystone. Ibid., As my

I

proposed materials would not swim, a safe landing became
a still more important object.

b. ' The platform of a railway station * (Sim-
monds Did. Trade 1858). ? Obs.

'

6. A platform in which a flight of stairs termi-

nates ; a resting-place between two flights of stairs.

, 1789 P. Smyth tr. Aldrich's Archil. (1818) 122 A resting-

! place, or landing, should he contrived after 9, 11, or at the
utmost 13 steps. 1836-9 Dickens Sk. Boz ii, He took to

pieces the eight day clock on the front Landing. 1869 E. A.
1
P/rkes Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 308 The ablution rooms..
must be placed on the landings. 1882 Macm. Mag. XLVI.
441 The five bedrooms all opened on a square landing,

b. Stone used in or suitable for the construction

of staircase landings.

1847 Smeaton Builder's Man. 190, 6-in. rubbed York
landing. 1858 Skyring's Builders' Prices (ed. 48) 84,

3 inch Portland balcony^ bottoms, or landings. 1886 Mod.
Newspaper Advt., All kinds of flags, steps, landings,.. &c.

7. Various technical senses (chiefly U.S.). a.

(See quot. 1844.) b. Lumbering. A place where
logs are landed and stored, c. 'A platform of

a furnace at the charging height
1
(Knight Did.

Meek, 1875). d. Boat-building. «Land sb. 9 c

(q.v.). e. Mining. A place at the mouth of a
shaft for the landing of kibbles or other receptacles

{Cent. Did.), f. Fortif. * The horizontal space at

the entrance of a gallery or return* {Ibid.).

1844 Gosse in Zoologist II. 706 Every extensive planter,

whose estate borders on the river [Alabama], has what is

called a landing ; that is a large building to contain bales of
cotton. 1868 Harper's Mag. XXXVI. 420 We emerged
from the tbick timber into an opening through which ran
Tibbett's Brook. Here was what is called the landing, .we
could see thousands of logs that had been hauled. 1883
Gresley Gloss. Coal Mining

t
Landing, a level stage for

loading or unloading coals upon,

8. attrib. and Comb., as (sense 1) landing-pier,

"quay
)
-stairs, -steps, (sense 3) landing-gaff, -hook

t

-ring ; landing charges, rates (Ogilvie), 1 charges

or fees paid on goods unloaded from a vessel* (Web-
ster, 1864); landing floor = sense 6; landing-
stage, a platform, often a floating one, for the

landing of passengers and goods from sea-vessels

;

landing-strake Boat-building, f the upper strake

but one' (Weale's Rtidim. Nav. 128) ; landing-
surveyor, a customs officer who appoints and
superintends the landing waiters; landing-waiter,

LANDISH.

a customs officer whose duty is to superintend the
landing of goods and to examine them. Also
Landing-net, -place.
1856 Capekn Poems (cd. 2) 143 A cautious footfall stealing

Gently o'er the *landing -floor. 1741 Compl. Fam.-Piece 11.

ii. 330 A young Angler should be furnished . .with .^Land-
ing-Hook, . . Shot and Floats of divers Sorts. 1858 Sim-
monos Diet. T?'ade, *Landing-pier, Landing-stage. 1861
M. Pattison^. (1889) I. 45 Broad "landing quays covered
with cranes lined the river bank. 1883 fisheries Exhib.
Catal. 51 "Landing Rings, Gaffs, Nets, &c. 1861 Dickens
Gt. Expect, liv, An old "landing-stage. 1868 Less. Mid.
Age 269 On Monday morning, in a thick white fog, 1 entered
a little steamer at the landing-stage at Liverpool. 1838
Dickkns O. Twist viii, The steps . . form a *landing-stairs
from the river. 1887 Spectator 21 May 692^1 Jack is going
to sea, and his friends are on the landing-stairs to take leave
of him. i838ThirlwallG:;v^ Ill.xxii. 239 He., advanced
foremost on the landing-steps.^ 1864 Mrs. Lloyd Ladies
Pole. 28 A little natural pier, in which landing.steps had
been cut. 1812 J. Smyth Tract. 0/Customs (1821) 144 Sail-

cloth and Sails are required to be stamped in the presence
of a *Landing-Surveyor and Landing-waiter, on the common
quay. 1797 Monthly Mag. 111. 480 Mr. J. Brook, "landing
waiter of the custom-house.

Landing, ///. a. [-ing 2
.] That lands; in

Mil. phr. landingforce, party.
1884 Pall Mall G. 8 Sept. 8/1 This was due to the French

having no landing force. 1894 Ld. Wolseley Life Marl-
borough II. 175 Sending three armed boats ashore, a landing
party took the battery.

La'nding-net. A net for landing large fish.

1653 Walton Angler ii. 60 Reach me that Landing net.

1787 Bkst Angling (ed. 2) 15 A landing net, to land large
fish with, and which are made with joints to fold up in

a small compass. 1848 Thackkray Bk. Snobs xxvi, Fish-
ing-rods, and landing-nets. 1885 Athcn&um 1 Aug. 136 3
Mr. Webster does not appear to use any landing-net, which
increases the difficulty of capturing fish.

b. trans/. ' A pair of forceps with a small net

attached to the blade, devised by A. Buchanan,
for the removal of the ealculus from the bladder
in lithotomy' {Syd. Soc. Lex. 188S).

La'nding-place.
1. A place where passengers and goods are or can

be landed or disembarked.
1512 Act 4 lien. I'llI, c. 1 § 1 The Frenchemen .. knowe

I
aswel! every haven and creke within the sayde Countie as
every landyng place. 1620- 55 I- Jones Stoue-lleng (1725)

j
13 They were imbarked, dis-imbarked, and brought from
their Landing Place to Salisbury Plain, 1687 Lond. Ga^.

I

No. 2221/8 Lost.
. , between Richmond and Putney Landing-

place, a Point Crevat and Cuffs. 1748 Anson's Voy. 11. vi.

j

191 Pilots were ordered to .. conduct him to the most con-

I

venient landing-place. 1840 R. H. Dana Be/. Mast vii. 15
Waiting at the landing place for our boat to come ashore,

b. A platform at a railway station.

1882 in Ogilvie.

2. = Landing vbl. sb. 6 now the usual word).
1611 Cotgr., Aire, .. the halfe-pace, or landing place of

a half-pace ^taire. 1625 Bacon Ess., Building (Arb.) 550
l
The Staire* likewise . . let them bee vpon a Faire open

!

Newell, and finely raild in ..And a very Faire Landing
Place at the Top. 1765 Foote Commissary 1. Wks. 1799
II. 7 Simon.. flew up stairs, fell over the landing-place, and
quite barr'd up the way. 1840 Dickens Barn. Rudge \x,

His stealthy footsteps on the landing-place out>ide. 1849
Macaulay Hist. Eng. iii. 1. 352 The staircases and landing
places are not wanting in grandeur.
attrib. 185a R. S. Surteks Sponge's Sp. Tour x.\.\iv,

(1893) 193 The dinner and ball invitations gradually dwindled
away, till he became a mere stop-gap at the one, and a
landing-place appendage at the other.

3. trans/, and Jig. [in prec. senses). A place at
' which one arrives ; a stopping- or resting-place.

1727 Arbuthnot Tables Anc. Coins, etc. vii. 151 What the
Romans called Vestibulum was no part of the House, but
the Court or Landing-place between it and the Street. 1850
Tennvson In Mem. xlvii, He seeks at least Upon the last

and sharpest height. .Some landing-place, to cla^p and say,
4 Farewell ! We lose ourselves in hght 1861 Hughes
Tom Bro7vu at Ox/. 1. Introd. 2 Tom was .. beginning to

feel that it was high time for him to be getting to regular
work again..A landing place is a famous thing, but it is

only enjoyable for a time by any mortal who deserves one
at all. 1884 J. Tait Mind in Matter (1892) 245 When the
conscience-troubles, lead to scepticism, the ultimate land-

ing-place, -is superstition.

t Landiron \ Obs. Also 5 laundyren, 6

lawndyme, laund^e iron, 6-7 landyron, 7

-iyron. [An alteration ^influenced hy Iron, as in

And] ron) of Landier a., Y. landier = def. article

/' + OF. andier andiron.] An andiron, fire-dog.

1459-60 Durham Ace. Rolls Surtees) 89 It. ij cobertez

alias laundyrens, ij rostyngyrens. 15x1 Nottingham Rec.

No. 1384. 42 Unum lawndyrne, pretii xviijrf^ 1541 in Lane.
Wills % Invent. I. 128, ij. old great laund irons, v.?. 1590
Inv. Line, in Midi. Co. Hist. Coll. II. 31 Item ..ij landyrons,

one fireshovell. 1640 Brathwait Boutster Lect. 304 Her
Pots, Pipkings, Kettles, Land-irons with all her other

Utensiles. 1685 Inv. Ch. Wetherill 0/ Keadby 15 JSlay

(N. W. Line. Gloss.), One iyron potte and one land iyron

with spitts and racks and crookes.

f Landiron 2
. Obs. [? f. Land sb. + Iron sb.]

A kind of iron.

1428 in Surtees Misc. (1888) 2 Sent hym with hys awen
cariage iij c & di. of landyren. Ibid. 3 He had mykyll with
in him of dross and landiren.

t La'ndish, a. Obs. Also 3 londisse, 5 land-
ysahe. [f. Land sb. + -ish.] a. Belonging to the

land or country ; native, b. Of the commons or

common people.
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LAND-JUNKER.
a 1300 K. llorti 634 A] wib sarazines kyn, And none

londisse Men [Rilsou Mid unlondisshe menne,Of Sarazynes
kenne). 1489 Caxton Faytes ofA. 1. x. 26 They putte no
dyfference betwene them [sc. the noblemen] & the landish-

mew. Ibid. xxiv. 76 Thcalarme that the landysshe peple

or commons maken.

Land-junker (-yvgkaz). Also anglicized

-younker. [Ger,] A country-squire.
1840 Thackeray Catherine it, 1 . .eased a great fat-headed

Warwickshire land-junker . . of forty pieces, i860 Motley
Netherlands II. 548 Land-younkers. .paid their h!ack-mail.

Landlady (larndte ldi). [f. Land sb. + Lady sb.

Of. landlord.^

1. * A woman who has tenants holding from her*

U-)> ^fig- a mistress, rare.
a 1536 Tindale Expos. Matt. v. Wks. (1573^ 210/1 Let thy

wife visit thy Landladye three or four tymes in a yea re,

wyth spised cakes . . and such like. 1600 Dekker Fort'una tus
Wks. 1873 I. 84 Great landlady of hearts pardon me. 1687
Miege Gt. Fr. Diet. n,s.v. Landlady\ 1 am the Tenant, and
she is my Landlady. Mod. Our landlady lives next door.

2. The hostess of an inn ; the mistress of a lodging-

or boarding-house.
1654 Nicholas Papers (Camden) II. 56 She called for the

Landlord and Landlady of the Lodging. 1667 Pepys Diary
7 Oct., There was so much tearing company in the house
that we could not see the landlady. 1734 Berkeley Let. to

T. Prior Apr., Wks. 1871 IV. 227 The landlady of the

lodging must . . be obliged to furnish linen. 1824 Scott
Redgattntlet let. xii, We soon reached the Shepherd's Hush,
where the old landlady was sitting up waiting for us. 1857
Dickens Lett. (1880) II. 30 We have a very obliging and
comfortable landlady. 1886 Ruskin Praeterita I. vii. 209
The early widowed landlady of the King's Head Inn.

3. Sc. One's hostess, the wife of one's host or

entertainer. ? Obs.

1815 Scnrr Guy
m
M. iii, The circumstances of the landlady

{Mrs. Bertram, wife of the laird] were pleaded to Mannering
. .as an apology for her not appearing to welcome her guest.

Hence (nonce-tvds.) La ndladydom, the realm of

landladies. La ndladyhood, -ship, the position

or dignity of a landlady. La'ndladyish a. f
resem-

bling or characteristic of a landlady.

b
1854 Taifs Mag. XXL 349 The end of my Iandladyship

is drawing nigh. 186a J. Skinner Let. 12 July in Life xi.

(1884) 209 .Maggie was in all the dignity of Iandladyhood.
1864 Realm 30 Mar. 8 Mrs. Falconer as Dame Quickly
displayed a proper amount of landladyish indignation at

her corpulent customer's misdeeds. 1890 Baring-Goulo
Pennycomequicks 194 When I come to land ladydom.

Land-law. [In sense i repr. OE. landlagn. f.

land Land sb. + lagu Law sbA ; otherwise a modern
formation. Cf. OX. lands fyg.]

1. (Also gland's law.) The law of a land or

country ; the ' law of the land '.

1000 Red. Sing. Fers. c. 4 in Schmid Gesetze 376 Deos
landla^u staent on suman lande. Ibid. c. 21 ibid. 382
Landla^a syn mistlice, swa ic <ex .. sacde. a 1300 Cursor
M. 12095 pat he yu ne luue mare ban lands lau, c 1380
Wyclif Wks. (1880) 132 To stryue and plede for worldly
possessions by londis Iawe. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxviii,

It's the fashion here for decent bodies, and ilka land has its

ain land-law '.

2. Law, or a law, relating to land considered as

property.
1878 N. Amer. Rev. CXXYT1. 253 The land-laws of that

country. 1894 Daily News 20 Apr. 4/7 Mr. John Stuart
Mill pointed out that the English land law system was
peculiar, and even was alone, among the land law systems
of Europe. 1894 F. N. Thori-e Govt. U.S. 9 Land-laws
originate in the use of the land for grazing.

Land league. An association of Irish tenant

farmers and others, organized in 1879 by Charles
Stewart Parnell under the name of 'The Irish

National Land League' (and suppressed by the

Government in 1 881), having for its object primarily

the reduction of rent, and ultimately the carrying

out of radical changes in the Irish land-laws, e. g.

by the substitution of peasant proprietors for land-

lords. Hence La-nd-league v. trans., to treat

according to the principles of the Land League.
Iia'nd-lea^uer, a member of or sympathizer with
the Land League. La-nd-leagnism, the principles

or practice of the Land League.
1880 Libr. Univ. Knowl. (N, Y.) VI 1 1. 136 The incendiary

speeches of the Land Leaguers. 1881 Times 17 Jan. 12 '2

The Land League strikes at the root of Irish misery. 1881
C. piBBON Heart's Problem iv. (1884^ 56 He could quite
believe that the old tailor and his family had gone to
America on some Land League commission. i88x Sullivan
in Macm. Mag. XL1V. 343 The Land League and Land
Leaguism have kept the peace in Ulster on this occasion.
1886 Sat. Rev. 6 Mar. 315/2 A Welsh Parliament, in

which they might disestablish the hated Church, land-
league the landlords.

t Land-leaper. Obs. Also 4-6 -leper(e, 5
-lepar, 7 Sc. -leiper. [f. Land sb. + Leap v. (in

the sense ' to run ') + -er * Laxd-loper.
[1362 Langl. P. PI. A. v. 258 pat Penitencia is pike he

schulde polissche newe, And lepe with him ouerlond al his

lyf tyme.] 1377 Ibid. B. xv. 207 He ne is nou3te in lolleres,

ne in^ lande-leperes [v.r. land-lepynge] hermytes. 14..
Voc. in Wr..Wulcker 565/46 Arvambnlnst a londlepar.
e 1460 Towneley Myst. xvi. 166 Gett I those land lepars
I hreke ilka bone. 1560-77 Misogonus iv, ii. 11 (Brand!)
Thou landleper, thou runagat roge. 1565 Calfhill Anno.
Treat. Crosse 51 b, Then eyther was your author a Iyer, or a
leude byshop : to forsake nys charge and be such a land*
leaper. 1621 Burton Anat. McL I. ii. tit. xv. (1676) 83/2 Let
Marriners learn Astronomy . .Landleapers Geography. Ibid.

52

ti. iii. iy. 212/2 Alexander, Caesar, Trajan, Adrian, were as

so many land-leapers, now in the East, now in the West,
little at home, a 1670 Hacket Abp. Williams It. (1692)m
As Budaeus says proverbially of a Land-leaper, that makes
himself a Cripple and cries out for help, Totle emit qui non
novit. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Land-leaper's-spurge,
a kind of Herb.

Hence f Iiandleapt a., ? vagabond, runaway;
Land-leaping sb. (arc/i.)

f
? vagabond style of

living; f a., vagabond.
1377 Land-lepynge (see above]. 160* Warner Alb. Eng.

X. Iv. (1612) 245 With her, Mendoza, Papists here, forren,

and Land-leapt Foes. 1886 M. K. Macmillan Dagonet the

Jester 'xxx. 135 In good sooth your learning and land-leaping

is nought but a kind of fooling.

t Land-leave. Obs. ? A fee paid for permis-

sion to convey goods over certain land.

?ci357 Durliam Aec. Rolls (Surtees) 560 Pro 3 par.

Molarum lucrand. . . praeter Landleve et cariag. eorundem,
xiijx. i\\)d. 1664 in Hargreave Coll. Tracts (1787) I. 57 The
defendants pretended title to it as parcell of the town of
Plymouth, and shewed usage to have had certain customs
calkd land-leave, terri^e, £v\_. 1669 in \th R /. Hist.
MSS. Comm. 11874) 405/2 Penrose .. said .. that he had
always received a 15th part of all goods cast on shore upon
his ground for Land leave.

Landless (larndles), a. [f. Land sb. + -less.]

1. Not possessing land; having no landed property,
t 1000 Laws ofsEthclstan 11. c. 8 in Schmid Gesetze 136

Be landleasum mannum . .jif hwyle landleas man folgode
on ooTe scire. 1540-1 Klyot Image Gm>. 115 We shall

neither haue usurour dwell in this citee, nor gentilmen
landlesse. 1602 Shaks. Ham. 1. i. 98 Voung Kortinbras ..

Hath. .Shark'd vp a List of Landlesse Resolutes. 1638
Bromk Antipodes 1. i. Wks. 1873 111. 234 As mad as land-

lesse Squire could bee. 1814 Scott Ld. of Isles 111. xxxi,

A landless prince, whose wandering life Is but one scene of

blood and strife. 1865 Edin. Rev. CXX1. 36 Turned
adrift landless and homeless. 1878 A" A mer. Rev. CXXV 1 1.

io2 The negro, poor, landless, and deserted by the North.

2. Without land, void of land.

1605 Sylvester Dn Bartas Ii. iii. in. Law 1197 A Fruit-

less, Flood-less, yea a Land-less Land. 1868 Morris
Earthly Par. (1870) I. 16 Risk dying in an unknown land-
less sea. Ibid., Within the landless waters of the west.

Hence Landlessness.
1851 H. Melville Whale xxiii. 118 In landlessness alone

resides the highest truth.

Land-line.
1. The outline of the land against sky and sea.

1871; W. M«Ilwhaith Guide Wigtownshire 50 Ross Isle
j

terminates the land-line of the view.

2. A telegraphic line running overland, as opposed
j

to a cable.

1884 S. E. Dawson Handbk. Canaila 21 The (telegraphic 1

cables and the land-lines in British Columhia. 1887 Pall
MatlG. 9 Dec. 8/1 The Western Union now controls the
land-line system of the United States,

3. Fishing. Line passing from the end of the seine

to the shore Knight Did. Mech. Suppl. 1 884'

,

Land-lock (lce'ndl^k), rare. [? Back-forma-
tion from next.]

f 1. The condittbn of being landlocked,
1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. ix. 45 Land locked.

Land locke, is when the land is round about you,
attrib. a 1661 Fuller Worthies, ShropsU. in. (1662^ 1,

I behold it [sc. Shropshire] really (though not so Repu(ed)
the biggest Land-lock-shire in England.
2. Landlocked country.

1805 Outing (U.S.) XXVII. 239/2 From Prospect Hill is

had a delightful view of the Devonshire Valley, one of those
many deceptive land locks, which (etc.1.

Landlocked (lre
4
ndi/>kt), pa.pple. and a.

[See Lock v.] Shut in or enclosed by land ; almost

entirely surrounded hy land, as a harhour, etc.

Also Iransf. of fish : Living in land-locked waters

so as to be shut off from the sea.

16a* R. HAWKtss Voy. S. Sea (1847) 92 In the lesser of
these ilands, is a cave for a small ship to ryde in, land-lockt.

1607 DavoEN l "irg.% Georg. Ded, (17^1) 1, 194 A good Con-
science is a Port which is Land-lock'd on every side. 1740
Woodroofeui Hanway^s Treat. (1672) 1, iv. lix. 275 Twelve
or fifteen sail of ships might lie land-locked, with the utmost
security. 1770 Forrest Voy. N. Guinea 253 Went farther

round into a land-locked bay, and moored the vessel. 1840
R. H. Dana Bef. Mast xiv. 36 Decidedly the best harbour
on the coast, being completely land-locked. 1868 Rep. U S.
CommissionerAgric. 324 The taking of. .land-locked salmon
by any other means than by hook and hand-line is pro-

hibited. X876 Page Adv. Text-bk. Geol. ii. 44 The shores

of the land-locked Baltic.

b. Hemmed in, limited, or hindered from move-
ment by surrounding land.

1770 Baretti Jonrtt. Lond. to Genoa I. xiv. 88 Our land-
lock'd Ladies on the other side the Alps. 1847 Disraeli
Tattered iil vii, The little caravan was apparently land-

locked. 1855 Kingsley Glancus (1878) 62 Along a pleasant

road, with laud-locked glimpses of the bay.

Land-loper, -louper (larndl^paj, -lan^paj).

Now chiefly Sc. Also 7 -lowper, 8 -looper. [ad.

Dn. landlooper (= MHG. lanllouf&re
y
G. land-

la'u/er)
t

f. land Land sb. + loopen to run : see

Leap v. Cf. Landleaper ]
1. One who runs up and down the land; a vaga-

bond
; Jig. f a renegade ; an adventurer.

15.. tr. Bull Pope Martin (C1417) in Foxe A. ff M. (1583)

648/2 Certaine Archheretickes haue risen and sprongvp..
being landlopers, schismatikes, and seditious persons. 1580
Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong, Vn villotier, a lande loper,

a runnagate. a 1605 Polwart Flyting w. Montgomerie
757 Land lowper, light skowper, ragged rowper like a

LANDLORDISM.
raven. 1622 Bacon Hen. VII 114 Hee [Perkin Warbeck]
had beene from his Child-hood such a Wanderer, or (as the
King called him) such a Land-loper. 164a Howell For.
Trav. (Arb.) 57 Such Travellers as these may bee termed
Land lopers, as the Dutchman saith, rather than Travellers.
1681 W. Rubertson Phraseol. Gen. (1693) 799 A Land-
loper, prxdo. 1701 C. Wolli v 7ml. New York (i860)
19 The materials of this Journal have laid by me several
years expecting that some Landlooper or other in those
parts would have done it more methodically. 1816 Scott
Antiq. xhi, This High-German land-louper, Dousterswivel.
X855 Motley Dutch Rep. iv. iii. (1866) 596 Bands of land-
loupers had been employed, .to set fire to villages and towns
in every direction.

Comb. 1787 Burns Let. to W. Nicol 1 June, My Iand-
lowper-like stravaguin.

f2. « Land-lubber. Obs.
1694 Motteux Rabelais v. xviii, We layby and run adrift,

that is in a Landlopers phrase, we temporis'd it. a 1700
B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Land-topers or Land-lubbers,
Fresb-water Seamen so called by the true Tarrs. 1725 in
New Cant. Did.

La*nd-lo:ping, -looping, ppl. a. Now Sc.

[Back-formation lrom prec. + -wo l.] Wandering,
roving, vagabond. Alsofig.
1577 Hounshed Chron. {1807-8) II. 401 These his land-

loping legats and Nuncios have their manifold collusions
to couscn christian kingdoms of their revenues. 1694 S.
Johnson Notes Past Let. Bp. Burnet \. 32 It is a Lond-
Jopeing Argument. 1816 Scott Antiq. xxvi, 1 canna think
it an unlawfu' thing to pit a bit trick on sic a Iand-louping
scoundrel, that just lives by tricking honester folk. 1828— F. M. Perth iv, These land-louping Highland scoundrels.

Landlord (larndlfid), sb. Also 6 land^i s-

lord. [f. Land sb. + Lord sb, OE. had land-
hldford, but the mod. word is a new formation.]

1. Originally, a lord or ow ner of land ; in recorded
use applied only spec, to the person who lets land
to a tenant. Hence (perh. already in 16th c.) in

widened sense (as the correlative of tenant): A
person of whom another person holds any tenement,
whether a piece of land, a building or part of a
bnilding,
a 1000 in Earle Latui Charters (1888) 376 JEt selcttin were

Se binnan 5am .xxx. hidan is sebyreS a;fre se oSer fisc oam
landhlafordc. c 1000 Laws ofEdgar Suppl. c. 11 in Scbmid
Geselze 196 Healde se land-hlaford ^»aet forstolene orL.oS
pait se a^enfrisea paet xeacsigc. t^tg Liber Albus 192 b
( Rolls) f . 221 Le lessour, appelle * landlorde\ 1455-6Gregory
Chron. (Camden) 199 The Lombardys. .toke grete old man-
cyons in Winchester . . and causyd the londe lordys to do
grete coste in reparacyons. 155a in Vieary's Anat. (1888)
App. 111. ii. 152 Suche rate as thei paye in yerely rent, .to

the landelordes therof. 1553 T. Wilson Rhet. 15 Would
servauntes obey their masters.. the tenaunt his landlord:.

>557 F. Seager Seh. Virtue 107 1 in Babees Bk.
t
Ve that

be landlordes and haue housen to let. 1587 Sc. Acts
Jas. VI (18 14) II 1. 462/1 [>e landislordes and baillies vpoun
quhais landis and in quhais Jurisdictioun \>a\ duell. e 1590
Grkene Fr. Bacon x. u, I am the lands-lord keeper of thy
holds. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II, n. i. 113 Landlord of England
art thou, and not King. 1662 Stillingfju Orig. Sacr. Hi.

iii. § x His Landlord may dispossess hiin of all he hath
upon displeasure. 1701 De Foe Orig. Po7ver People Misc.

('703) 157 If the King was universal Landlord, he ought to

be universal Governor of Right. 1809 Lamb Let. to

Coleridge 7 June, 1 have been turned out of my chambers
in the Temple by a landlord who wanted them for himself.

1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) I. 282 Six months notice to quit

must be given by a landlord to his tenant at will. 1876
Freeman Norm. Conq. V. xxiv. 381 The doctrine was
established that the King was the supreme landlord. 1878
Jevons Prim. Pot, Econ. 92 The laws concerning landlord
and tenant have been made by landlords,

b. fig. (said of God.)
<x 1635 Corbet Poems (1807) 6 It wounded me the Land,

lord of all times Should let long lives and leases to their

crimes. 1676 W. Hurbard Happiness ofPeople 59 It is no
wonder if God our great Land-lord, layes his arrest upon
our tillage.

2. a. In extended sense: The person in whose
house one lodges or boards for payment ; one's
* host b. The master of an inn, an innkeeper.

^1674 Clarendon Hist. Reb. xiil § 86 He new dressed

himself, changing clothes with his landlord. 1692 Luttkell
Brief R el. (1857) II. 4" His landlords daughter testified

that (etc.1. 1724 Swift Drapiers Lett. \. Wks. 1761 111.

21 Suppose you go to an alehouse with that base money
and the landlord gives you a quart for four of those half-

pence. 1774 GoLnsM. Retal. 3 If our landlord supplies us
with beef and with fish. 1777 Sheridan Trip Scarb. 1. i,

1 suppose, sir, 1 must charge the landlord- to be very
particular where he stows thisr 1870 Daily News 16 Apr.,
The word landlord is never used here [sc. New England] in

its primary or English signification, and is applied only tu

the keeper of a tavern or boarding house.

3. A host or entertainer (in private). Chiefly St.

1725 De Foe Voy. round World (1840) 65 Which their new
landlords took very kindly. 1858 Ramsay Remin. Ser. 1.

(i860) 256 Persons still persist among us in calling tbe head
of the family, or the host, the landlord. 1864 Burton Scot.

Abr. I. i. 26 Not so satisfactory . . as the confiding landlord

expects it to be.

Landlordism (Ire-ndlfudiz'm). [f. prec. sb. +
-ism,] The principles or practice of landlords

;

the system according to which land is owned by
landlords to whom tenants pay a fixed rent (chiefly

used with reference to Ireland) ; advocacy or prac-

tice of such a system.

1844 Maky Hennell Soc. Systems 82 The Mail, the

recognized organ of Irish landlordism. 1849 Cobden Speeches

87 If it is tbe spirit of landlordism that stands in the way
of improvement in Ireland. 1880 McCarthy Own Times



LANDLORDLY.
IV. 281 The landlordism of Ireland was, compared with

most European institutions, a thing of the day before

yesterday.

La-ndlordly, a. [-lyV| Belonging to or

characteristic ot a landlord or landlords.

1853 Lowell Moorehead Jml. Prose Wks. 1800 I. 18 He
waits upon it himself in the good old landlordly fashion.

1866 Daily Tel. 8 Jan. 4/6 Landlordly coercion. 1897

Maitland Domesday Beyond 199 As far as landlordly

rights are concerned.

t La-ndlordry. Obs. rare- 1

, [-ry.] Land-

lords as a class.

1597-8 Bp. Hall Sat. v. i. 98 Such pilfring slips of Pety
land-lordrye.

Landlordship. [-ship.] The position or

condition of a landlord ; the tenure of such a

position. Also, with poss. pron., used as a title.

[1824 Blackiv. Mag. XV. 15 The evil system of middle-

landlordship.] 1828 Miss Mitford Village Ser. in. 44
IHel did not intend to retire yet awhile to the landlord-

ship of the Hell. 1874 Ruskin Fors Clav. IV. 199 Neither

British constitution nor British law . . can keep your land-

lordships safe. 1897 Maitland Domesday #c Beyond 172

Lordship in becoming landlordship begins to lose its most
dangerous element.

Land-lubber (Ire ndlz? bor). [Lubber occurs

in the 16th c. in this sense.] A sailor's term of

contempt for a landsman.
a 1700 [see Lanu-loper 2]. 1752 Johnson Rambler No. ig8

F 11 My Uncle.. bid me prepare myself against next year

for no land lubber should touch his money. 1824 W. Irving

T. Trait. (1849) 417 There was many a land-lubber looked

on that might much better have swung in his stead. 1875

R. F. Burton Gorilla L. II. 15 The philosophic landlubber

often wonders at the eternal restlessness of his naval brother-

man. 1884 Par Eustace 130 The service is not intended to

pamper landlubbers, but to make smart seamen.

Hence Laadlubberish, Iia'ndlubberly adjs.

1829 J. Wilson in Blackiv. Mag. XXXVI. 912 Land-
lubberish terms, i860 Dickens Lett. 4 Sept. (1880) II. 119

The costermongers in the street outside, .have an earthy,

and, as I may say, a landlubberly aspect. 1893 Vizetei.ly

Glances Back I. viii. 166 My land-lubberly intelligence

failed to $;rasp the proper meaning.

Landman (lse*ndm&n). [OE. landmann. i.

land Land sb. +mam Man si. Cf. MI1G. /a/it-

man native, mod.G. landmann
y
Du. landman

countryman, peasant, farmer. Cf. Landsman.]

+ 1, A man of a (specified or indicated) country.

=: Countryman i. Obs. rare.

<?iooo Caedmon's Exod. 179 (Gr.) Feond onse^on laSum
eaxan landmanna cyme. 1000 Ordin. Dnnssete c. 6 in

Schmid Gesetze 360. 1641 Milton Ch. Govt. 1. vii. 29 The
Englishman of many other nations is least atheisticall.. ;

but . . he may fall not unlikely sometimes as anv other land

man into an uncouth opinion.

2. A countryman, peasant.

(In Carlyle, after G. landtnann.)
a 1300 Cursor M. 28072 Nu sal i tell be..Hu bu sal sceu bi

scrift to preist,..pat landmen mai sumquat lere, To scape
pair scrift wit his samplere. /did. 2941 1 Quen he [a cleric 1

chaunges crnn or wede, And funden [es] in land mans dede.

1497 Extracts A herd. Re?. (1844) I. 60 That euere burges
sal inbring certaine landmen, out duellaris . . to remane
within the tone. 1543 Ibid. 191 The toune is hauely mur-
murit be the landmen. 18*5 Carlyle Schiller in. (1845) 215
They are no philosophers or tribunes, but frank, stalwart

landmen.

3. = Landsman 2. Now rare or Obs.

1480 Howard Housek. Bks. (Roxb.) 9, iij. M. men. lande
men and maryners . . arrayed for the werre. 1606 Shaks.
Ant. #t CI. iv. iii. 11 If tomorrow Our Nauie thriue, I

liaue an absolute hope Our Landmen will stand vp. 1664

J. Keymor Dutch Fish. 6 Thus they make their Land-
men Seamen, their Seamen Fishermen, their Fishermen
Mariners. 1752 Fieloing Amelia in. iv, What inspires a
landman with the highest apprehension of danger gives not

the least concern to a sailor. 1769 De Foes Tour Gt. Brit.

(ed. 7) 11. 129 The Distinction between Landmen and Sea-

men on board, which used to create Animosity, and subject

the Landmen to some Hardships. 1808 G. Edwards Tract.

Plan i. 7 The facility with which these convert landmen into

sailors. 1846 \V hatelyA ddit. Elcnt. Rhet. 3 Nau deal terms
.it is little loss to a landman to be ignorant of.

f4. A man having landed property. Obs.

1562 A. Scott Poems (S. T. S.) i- 156 But kirkmennis cursit

substance semis sweit 'I 'ill landmen, w* bat lend burd lyme
are lyttit. 1670 Blount Law Diet. (1691), Lamtman, the
Terre-tenant. 1708 J. Cha.mberlayne St. Gt. Brit. it. 111.

iii. (1737) 405 A Gentleman of three Generations claims
Precedency from any ordinary Land-man, who has but
newly acquired his Lands.

Landmark (landmark). [OE. landmearc fern.:

see Land sb. and Mark sb. (Cf. G. landmark
boundary, landmarke sailor's landmark.)]
1. The boundary of a country, estate, etc. ; an

object set up to mark a boundary line.

982 in Kemble Cod. Dipl. 111. 189 Seo landmearce US of
Terstan upp be Hohtuninga mearce. a 1000 Juliana 635
Da waes £elxded lond-mearce neah. 1535 Coveroale job
xxiv. 2 Some men there be, that remoue other mens londe
markes. 161 1 Bible Dent, xxvii. 17 Cursed be he that
remooueth his neighbours land-marke [Coverdale mark].
1791 BunKECorr. (1844) III. 211 When. .he returned to the
possession of his estates, . . he found none of the ancient
landmarks removed. 1838 Thirlwall Greece II. xiv. 235
The landmarks of Plataea . . were carried forward to the
Asopus. Ibid. IV. xxxvi. 4t6 The landmarks which separated
the two states had been removed.
Jig. a 1652 J. Smith Sel. Disc. iv. 1 26 May we not too hastily
displace the ancient termini, and remove the land-marks of
virtue and vice? 177 1 Junius' Lett. lxi. 319 He has intro-

duced new law, and removed the landmarks established by
former decisions. 1858 Bright Sp., Reforms 27 Oct. (1876)

53

284, 1 do not wish to endanger or remove any of the ancient

landmarks of our Constitution,

fb. ?A district. Obs. [So formerly G. landmark.]
1550 W. Lynne Cation's Cron. 255 He wrought much wo

to the citie of Brunswike, roauing and burnyng in her

suburbes, villages, landmarkes, and lurisdictions.

2. An object in the landscape, which, by its

conspicuousness, serves as a guide in the direction

of one's course (prig, and esp. as a guide to sailors

in navigation)
; hence, any conspicuous object

which characterizes a neighbourhood or disti ict.

1570 Dee Math. Pre/ iS Hydrographie, requireth a par-

ticuiar Register of certaine Landmarkes. .from the sea. 1627
Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. ix. 43 A Land marke, is any

* Mountainc, Rocke, Church, Wind-mill or the like, that the

Pilot can know by comparing one by another how they
beare by the compasse. 1667 Milton /*. L. xi. 432 Ith*

midst an Altar as the Land-mark .stood. 1719 L>E Foe
Crusoe \\. ii. (1840) 34 Having no chart for the coast, nor
any land.mark. 1856 Kroudk Hist. Eng. (1858) 11. vii. 183

Like unskilful sailors who have lost the landmarks of their

course. 1859 LMckens Lett. U880) II. 91 The house alto-

gether is the great landmark of the whole neighbourhood.
Jig. 1712 Hughes Sped. No. 316 r 2 Now one Face of Indo-
lence overspreads the whole, and I have no Land- mark to

direct my self by. 1880 Times 18 Sept. 9 3 Two or three

land-marks, however, in the dreary wa>le [of evidence]

I

attract attention.

3. (In mod. use.) An object which marks or is

associated with some event or stage in a process

;

esp. a characteristic, a modification, etc., or an

event, which marks a period or turning-point in

I the history of a thing.

1859 C. Barker Assoc. Princ. ii. 46 This important land-

mark in our social history. 1862 Mill Utilit. 5 This.. man,

I

whose system of thought will long remain one of the land-

marks in the history of philosophical .speculation. 1870
Rollkston Auim. Life 127 The black pigment specks which
are seen in this variety [of leechL .seem. . to point in the same
direction as those more constant land-marks just specified.

1884 W. K. Parker Mammal. Descent vii. (1885) 177 In
these skulls the landmarks are all gone, except the holes for

the vessels and nerves (etc.].

Land-marshal, [ad. Sw. landlmarskalk,

l
G. land/narsckall.} a. In Sweden, the speaker or

I

president of the assembly of the first estate, "b. In

I Prussia, Austria, etc., the marshal of a province.
1682 Lond.Gaz. No. 1767/1 His Majesty has named Karon

Fabian Wrede, to be Land* Marshal, that is, Speaker, or

;

President, in the Assembly of the Nobility and Gentry.
1711 Ibid. No. 48oS /

i His Majesty has..conferr'd the Kni-

j

ployment of Land-Marshal of Prussia upon his Chamberlain.
1862 H. Marrvat Year in Sweden I. 408 No member was
allowed to leave the chamber during the transaction of

business without permission of the landmarshal. 1898 Daily
News 29 Jan. 7/3 The Moravian Diet at Kriinn. . . The
Landmarshal, who was presiding, asked them to leave

the Diet.

Land-measure, ta. Measmement of land

(obs.). b. Any of the denominations ol measure-

ment used in stating the area of land (e.g. the acre,

the rood, etc. ; also applied as a name for the

system of such denominations in current use.

1611 Cotgr., Latte.n Land-measure .. in some places
longer then in other. i65a Atwell Faith/. Snrrcyor i. 1

Of errours in Land-measure. 1857 Kouchkr Mensuration 5
Land Measure by Gunter's Chain. 1 00 linear links = 1 linear

chain. 1900 Addy in Ar
. t, Q. 20 Oct. 303/1 (heading) English

and Roman Land Measures.

So La nd-measuring-, -measurement, the art

or process of determining by measurement the aiea

of lands, fields, far ins, etc. : propeily a subordinate

branch of land-surveying, but the terms aie often

used synonymously.
1570 Dee Math. Pre/. 14 Other Philosophers, writing

Rules for land measuring. 1849 Chambers' Itt/orm. 1 1. 624/1
The principle of throwing the area of any given field or set

of fields into triangular spaces, is that pursued in ail pro-

cesses of land-measurement. Ibid. 624/2 In land-measuring,
the scale of operations is ordinarily too limited to require

any such allowance for difference of levels.

la-nd-measnrer.
1. One whose occupation is land-measuring.
1632 MS. Acc. St. John's Hosp, Cauterb., Layd out on

our selues and the landmeasurer when we went to . . laye

out our land. 1828 Miss Mitforo Village Ser. 111. 232
A staid, thick, sober, silent, middle-aged personage, who
united the offices of schoolmaster and land-measurer.

2. [tr. mod.L. geomelraJ] A geometer moth.
188 . CassetVs Nat. Hist. VI. 66 The Geometra: (or Land

Measurers).

La nd-mere. ? Obs. In "7 -meare, 9 -meer.
[f. Land sb. + Mere sb. (OK. msere). Cf. Landi-
MERE.] A boundary of land.

1603 Owen Pembrokeshire (1891) 5 And then by land-

meares from Kilhredyn to Cronmere Water. 1884 C. Rogers
Soc. Li/eScotl. 1 1. xiv. 333 Land MeerProcessions, or Riding
of the Marches.

+ La*nd-meter. Obs. In 6-7 -meater, 7
-meeter. [f. Land sb. + Meter, agent-n. f. Mete
v., to measure.] A land-measurer or surveyor.
1582 E. Worsop (title) A Discoverie of Sundrie errours

and faults daily committed by Landemeaters to the damage
of her Maiesties subiects. 1608 Norton Stevin's Disme
D 2 The greater number of Land-meaters vse not the Pole,

but a chayne line of 3, 4 or s Perch long, c 1613 Soc. Cond.
People Anglesey (i860) 32 Ihe English yard . . is used by.,
masons, carpenters, land-meeters and others. 1636 Beuwell
ititlc) The Way to Geometry, being necessary . . for Astro.

i
homers, Geographers, Land-meaters [etc.}, by Peter Ramus.

LANDSCAPE.

So f Land-mete, a measurement ofland ; f Land-
metingf, land-measuring.
1608 Norton Stevin's Disme D 1 b. Of the Computations

of Land-meating. Ibid. D ^ b, The like is sufficiently

manifest amongst Land-meats in surfaces.

La nd-metster. Sc. [See Metstku (f. Mete
v. + -ster).] « Land-meter.
1726 Minutes Presbytery in Sage Meiuorab. Dottiest i< a

(i88g) I. 7 Cite masons, wrights, and land metiers [Iread
•metsters]. The said, .land-melsters [read metsters] being

duly sworn. 1822 Law Caset
Rer. D. Macarthur (Jam.),

John Currie, land-metster.

Lando, obs. form of Landau.
Landocracy (l?end^ krasi\ jocular, [f. Land

sb. : see -cracy.J The class of people which owes
its controlling position in the country to its posses-

sion of landed property. So La'ndocrat, a member
' of this class.

1848 Simmonds's Colon. Mag. Aug. 343 The Landocracy
— in which term we comprehend all landowners great and
small, a 1865 Coboes in Daily News {1869) 16 Jan., The
aristocracy and landocracy and moneyocracy m ho govern our

elections. 1882 T. "Mozley Remin. II. xcviii. 173 [I felt]

a deep grievance wiih the I'ritish landocracy. 18^3 Nat.
Observer 23 Sept. 484/1 The wail of the landocrat is heard
in the land.

Landowner (lce*n(h?unoj\ [f. Land sb. +

Owner.
J An owner or proprietor ol land. Hence

Landownership

.

a 1733 North Ld. Kpr. North (17421 177 Any Land < )wner
may make that whkh they call a Key. next 10 the River.

1845 Darwin t'oy. Nat. ml (1879) 255 Each landowner in

the valley posse^es a certain portion of hill-counlry. 1849
Macauc.av Hist. Eng. vi. II. 141 Landowners hastened to

sell their estates for whatever could be got. 1867 Mis-
cmavh NcoA's Old France II. 334 Lngland^ landownersbip
will never be without the repre^errfatives and itlkct«.l

honours of her ancient Aristocracy. 1878 Jkyons Prim.
Pol. Eton. 91 Many large land-owners in England refuse to

let their land for long periods.

So Iiandowning1

sb. mid a.

1845 MiALI. in Noncon/. V. 149 The landowning majority

contemplate no conce>«sion< 1881 Maim. Mag. NLIV. 127

1 Landow ning and farming are ;us much busiue>>es as cotton-

I
spinning. 1894 Mrs. H. Waud Mareella I. 280, I ., ha\c

I no landowning relations.

Landrail ^l?e'ndrtTl l). [See Rail ; cf. ivaler-

rail. So G. landralle.] The corn-crake, Crex

fralensis.
1766 Pknnant Zool. (1768) 11. 387 The land rail lays from

twelve to twenty eggs, of a dull white color, marked with

a few yellow spots. 1828 Stark Elew. Na\ IHit. I. 30J

The Laud-Rail is a migratory species, appearing in Britain

about the latter end of April, and departing about the

middle or close of September. 1877 L. Morris Epic Hades
I. 3 Through the dew The landrail brushed.

La nd-rat. [Cf. G. landralle, -ra/ze land-rat,

land- lubber.] A rat that lives on land, f Also

used as a term of abuse.

1596 Shaks. Mcrch. V. 1. iit. 24 There be Land rats, and
water rats, water theeues, and land theeue>— I mean, pirates.

1609 Dkkker GuCs Hornc bk. Wks. (Grosart II. 233 The
Duke's Tomb is a Sanctuary, and will keepe you alive from

wormes and land-rattes, that long to be feeding on your
carkas. 1632 Shirley Ball iv. ii, Lo. Will you not draw?

, Bo. Not against your honour, but you shall ?ee. Lo. And
vex my eyes to look on such a Land-rat. i860 Wynter
Curios. Civi'izat. 129 There are in England two kirn's of

land-rats,—the old English black rat, and the Norwegian
or brown rat.

Landress, Landrie, obs. ff. Laundress, -hy.

La*nd-right. OE. and Hist. [OK. landriht

(see Land sb. and Right sb.) : cf. OS. landriht
%

OFris. landriuc/tt, 01 1G. lantre/it, G. landreclit.]

* Law of the land
;
legal rights of natives of the

country
;
legal obligation connected with land or

estate ' (Sweet Ags. Did.).
Beo7vui/ Gr.) 2886 Londrihtes mot baere ma^bur^e monna

ae^hwylc idel hweorfan. a 1000 Czedmons Gen. 191 1 Gr.)

Unc inodise ymb mearce sittaS. .ne willa'A rumor unc land-

riht heora. — Exod. 354 Landriht ^ebah. 1872 E. W.
Robertson Hist. Ess. 236 note, In later days it was a prin-

ciple of Land-right that no freeman should be amerced
* above his \ver\ 1892 Stopkdku A. 1'rookk E. E. Lit. i. 6

He received money and landright from the King.

Landscape (1^'ndsk^p). Forms: a. 7lan(d)-,

landtschap, lantschape, landt-shape, landscap,

-skap, (lantskop, land-scept), 7-8 landskape,

-schape, -shape, -chape, 7- landssape. 8. 6-8

(9 arch.) landskip ; also 6 launce-skippe, 7

lan(d)tskip, lantsc h ip, lanscippe, land-, lant-

skipp. [a. Du. landsckap ( = OE. landsceap neut,

landscipe masc., OS. i'andscepi neut., OHG. lant-

scaf, mod.G. landschaft fem.,ON. landskap-r masc.)

,

f. land Land sb. + -schap (see -ship). The word

was introduced as a technical term of painters; the

corrupt form in -skip was according to our quots.

a few years earlier than the more correct form.]

1. A picture representing natural inland scenery,

as distinguished from a sea picture, a portrait, etc.

a. 1603 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. vii. 13 The cunning
Painter . . Limning a Land-scape, various, rich, and rare.

1605 I>. Jonson Masque Blackness Wks, {1616) 803^ First,

for the Scene, was drawne a Landtschap, consisting of

small woods. 16 . . A. Gibson VEnvoy in GttHtim's

Heraldry (i66o\ As in a curious Lant-schape, oft we see

Nature, so follow'd, as we think it's she. 1683 Dryoen
Life Plutarch Ded. 18 Lu this part of the landschape be



LANDSCAPE.
cast into shadows that the heightnings of the other may
appear more beautiful. 182 1 Craig Led. Drawing v. 271

If..you paint your landscapes in oil-colours. 1841-4 Emek-
son Ess., Artvlks. (Bohn) I. 145 In landscapes, the painter

should give the suggestion of a fairer creation than we
know. 1809 L. Cust in Nat. Gallery Brit. Art 8 The land-

scapes exhibited on this occasion by Constable.

0. 1598 R. Haydocke tr. Lotnazzo in. i. 94 In a table

donne by Caesar Sestius where hee had painted Landskipc;.

1615 G. Sanuys Trav. 154 Vallies such as are figured in the

most beautifull land-skips. 1648 Bury Wilts (Camden) 216,

I give alsoe vnto her LaPP,the landskipp inamiled vpon gold

which is in the Dutch cabinett in my closett. 1698 Fryer

Acc. E. India <y P. 83 Such a Troop as went to apprehend

our Saviour, dressed after the same manner we find them on

old Landskips. 1702 ling. Theophrast. 116 The perfections

of a fine Landskip decrease, when you behold it at a close

view. 1718 J. CHAMnERLAYNK Relig. Philos. 1 1730) III. xxv.

§ 29 A noble Landskip of Men, Trees, Flowers . . and such

like. 1725 Watts Logic if. iv, As a Painter who professes

to draw a fair and distinct' Landskip in the Twilight, when
he can hardly distinguish a House from a Tree.

t b. spec* The background of scenery in a portrait

or figure- painting. Obs.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Latulskip, Parergon, Paisage or

By-work, which is an expressing of the Land, by Hills,

Woods, Castles, Valleys, Rivers, Cities, &c. as far as may be

shewed in our Horizon. All that which in a Picture is not

of the body or argument thereof is Landskip, Parergon, or

by-work. 1676 Beale Pocket-bk. in H. Walpole Virtue's

Anccd. Paint. {1786) 1 1 1. 134, 1 gave Mr. Manby two ounces

of very good lake., in consideration of the landskip he did

in the Countess of Clare's picture.

2. A view or prospect of natural inland scenery,

such as can be taken in at a glance from one point

of view ; a piece of country scenery.

a. 1725 Pope Odyss. in. 630 O'er the shaded landscape

rush'd the night. 1742 Voung Nt. Th. vi. 773 Sumptuous
Cities., gild our l^andschape with their glitt' ring Spires.

1750 Gray Elegy 5 Now fades the glimmering landscape on

the sight. 1876 Mozlev Univ. Senti.v. 99 There are no
two more different landscapes than the same under altered

skies. 1877 Black Green Past. ii. (1878) 11 What could he

a fitter surrounding for this young English girl than this

English-looking landscape?

0. 1632 M11.ton UAllegro 70 Streit mine eye has caught
new pleasures Whilst the l^ntskip round it measures. 1635
A. Stafford Petti. Glory (1869) 86 As terrible to them as

a Lansdppe with a May-pole in it.
_
1697 AnuisoN Ess.

Gcorg. in Dryden's I'irg. sig. ? 4 It raises in our Minds a
pleasing variety of Scenes and Landskips. 1712 — Sp<ct.

No. 411 f 2 Scenes and Landskips more beautiful than any
that can be found in the whole Compass of Nature. 1748
Anson s Voy. 11. i. 111 Thus we coasted the shore, fully em-
ployed in the contemplation of thK diversified landskip. 1855
F»ailey Mystic 107 Where bright Herat, city' of roses, lights

With dome and minaret the landskip green. 1894 Crockett
Raiders (ed. 3^ 29 The hues of the landskip and the sea.

3. In generalized sense (from 1 and 2) : Inland

natural scenery, or its representation in painting.
a. 1606 Dekkkr Sev. Sitines Ded., A Drolleric (or Dutch

peece of Lantskop). 1747 Hoare in Phil. Trans. XLIV.
570 These Pictures shew, that the Antients understood Per-

spective and Landschape. 1795 CoLtKirxiE Lines on Climb'
ing Brockley Coomb, What a luxury of landscape meets My
gaze I 1844 Rt'SKiN Mod, Paint. (1851) I. Pref. to ed. 2. 25
The true ideal of landscape is precisely the same as that of

the human form. 1873 Pater Renaissance 142 The feeling

for landscape is often described as a modern one.

0. 1602 DtKKER Satiromastix C 2, Good peeces of lant-

skip, shew best a far off. a 1649 Drumm. of Hawth.
Poems 104 Like imagin'd Landskip in the Aire. 1667
Milton P. L. v. 142 The Sun .. Discovering in wide l^ant-

skip all the East Of Paradise and Edens happie Plains.

1678 Cuoworth Intell. Syst. 1. v. 855 Landskip in Picture.

4. In various obsolete transf. and fig. uses.

fa. A view, prospect of something.
161 » W. Parkes Cnrtaint'Dr. (1876) 22 In my mental!

and priuate Peregrinations, taking a view and land-scape .

.

of all the famous Courts and Cities of the world. 1658 R.
Franck North. Mem. (J821) 195 Come, then, let us break
the heart of these hills, and bless our eyes with a landskip
of the Lowlands. 1698 Fryer Acc. E. Ituiia <y P. 3 Too
great a distance to take a perfect Landschap, it being only
discernible to be Land, a 1711 Ken Serm. Wks. (1838) 155
The Love of God. .presented Daniel with a clearer land-
scape of the Gospel than any other prophet ever had.

fb. A distant prospect ; a vista. (Cf. 2 b.)

1599 Nashe Lenten Stuff Wks. (Grosart) V. 204, 1 care
not, if in a dimme farre of launce-skippe, I take the
paines to describe this . . Metropolis of the redde Fish.
a 1613 Overuury Charac, Whore (1616), The «ns of other
women shew in Landsrip, far off and full of shadow ; hers
in Statue, neere hand, and bigger in the life. 1643 T.
Fuller Serin. Reform. (1875) 6 The Jewes .. saw Christ
presented in a land-scept, and beheld him through the
perspective of faith. 1654 H. L'Estrahge Chas. I (1655) 62
These storms appeared as Land-skaps and aloof. 1698
Norris Pract. Disc. IV. 221 Nothing which this visible

World can set before us is worthy our regard, especially
when at the End of the Landskip the Invisible Glories of
Heaven Solicit and Court our Love.

t C. The object of one's gaze.

1659 Lady Alimony 11. v. C4, There is a Caranto-man
with all my heart ! must Beauty he his Land.skip on the
seat of Justice? 1664 Lo. Falkland Marriage Nt. 1. i. 4
At distances she is a Goodly Landskip.

+ d. A sketch, adumbration, outline; occas. a
faint or shadowy representation.
a 1649 Din mm. of Hawth. Irene Wks. (171 1) 168 Imaginary

and fantastical councils, landskips of commonwealths.
i6£o Cuarleton Paradoxes 69 Every single entity con-
tames, .an adumbration or landskip of the whole Vniverse,
a 1680 Charnock Attrib. God(\f&i) 420 This is butasmall
Landskip of some of his Works- of Power, the outsides or
extremities of it. 1692 Bentlkv Boyle Led. x. (1715) 366
This shcrt but true Sketch and faithful Landskip of Popery,

54

1709 Mrs. Manley New Atal. (ed. 2) II. 57 A Feint, a dis-

tant Landshape of immortal joys.

f e. A compendium, epitome.
1656 in Clarendon Hist. Red. xv. §113 That Landskip

[MS. lantskipp] of iniquity, that Sink of Sin, and that Com-
pendium of baseness, who now calls himself our Protector.

a 1670 Hacket Abp. Williams It. (1693) 59 London . . is .

.

our England of England, and our Land.skip and Represent-
ation of the whole Island. 1679 C. Nesse Antid. agst.

Popery 104 To g\ve hut a scantling and landskip of some of
them. Ibid. 197 This scantling landskip or compendium.
[1826 Scott Woodst. xxv, That landscape of iniquity, that

sink of sin, . . Oliver Cromwell.)

ff. A bird's-eye view; a plan, sketch, map.
1642 Howell For. Trav. (Arb.) 21 Some have used to get

on the top of the highest Steeple, where one may view.. all

the Countrey circumjacent.. and so take a Landskip of it.

c 1645 — Lett. (1726) 87 If you saw the l^andskip of it {viz.

a house] you would be mightily taken with it. 1657 ^«
Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 2 The weather clearing up, the
Ma.*>ter and Mates drew out several plots and Landscapes :

which they had formerly taken upon the Coast of France
and England. la 1700 Prost of 1683-4 {Percy Soc.) p. xiv,

There was first a map, or landskip, cut in copper, represent-

ing all the manner of the camp. 1723 Pres. State Russia I.

306 It rather resembles a Landskip of many Boroughs than
a City.

1 f S- The depiction or description of something
1 iu words.

1681-6 J. Scott Chr. Life (1747) 111. 119 Precepts and
Discourses of Virtue are only the dead Pictures and artificial

I

Landskips and Descriptions of it. 1689 Burnet Tracts I.

' 5, 1 will not describe the Valley of Dauphine, all to

Chambery, nor entertain you with a Landskip of the
Country, which deserves a better Pencil than mine. 1704
Addison Italy Pref. (1733) 12 To compare the Natural

I Face of the Country with the Landskips that the Poets

j

have given us of it. 1712 — Sped. No. 416 P 5 In this case
the Poet seems to get the better of Nature ; he takes indeed
the landskip after her, but gives it more vigorous Touches.

5. allrib. and Comb., as landscape art, book-plate,

I draughtsmall, -lover, -ivork\ landscape-garden-
ing, the art of laying out grounds so as to produce

I the effect of natural scenery; so landscape-garden
t

1 -gardener
;
landscape lens, a lens used in pho-

I
tographing landscape; landscape marble, a

I variety of marble which shows dendritic workings
' resembling shrubbery or trees ; landscape mirror,
= Claude Loukaink glass {Cent. Diet.) \ land-

scape-painter, one who paints landscapes, a land-

scapist ; so landscape-painting
; f landscape-

worker, a landscapist.

1874 R. Tyrwhitt Sketch. Clubp. vii, A series of papers on
*1 landscape Art—that is to say on all works of art in which
landscape is concerned. 1880 Warren Book-plates vi. 52 The
landscape hook- plate, .was rather the lineal descendant of
the Chippendale than of the Jacobean style. 1861 Thorn-
bury Turner I. 50 Dayes, the *land.scape-draftsman and
geographical artist. 1806 J. Dallaway Obsetv. Eng.A rchit.

' 245 Detached pieces of architecture are essential in creating

I a landscape garden. 1827 Sikuart /'tattler's G. (1828;

386 Useful to the General Planter, as well as to the * Land-
scape Gardener. 1870 Lowell Study^ Wind. (1886) 333
The landscape-gardeners of literature give to a paltry half-

acre the air of a park. 1805 H. Repton (title) Observations

(

on the Theory and Practice of *Landscape Gardening.
1861 Delamer Ft. Gard. 5 A park in the Brownean style

of landscape-gardening. 1890 Anthotty %s Ptwtogr. Bull.

111. 170. A fairly good camera and a single landscape lens.

1882 Tennyson To Virgil ii, * Landscape-lover, lord of
language. 1816 R. Jameson Min. 11. 196 It resembles in

many respects the landscape marble. 1883 Encyct. Brit.

XV. 529 The well known landscape marble or Cotham
stone. 1793 A. Mcrphv Tacitus (1811) 1. p. lxii, What
*landskip painter can equal the description [etc.].

m
1842

Tennyson Ld. ofBurleigh 7 He is but a landscape-painter,

And a village maiden she. xB6t Thornblry Turner 1. 22

Most true, jet most poetic of landscape-pain ters.
#
1706 Art

of Painting (1744) 406 He understood *landskip-painting

and perform'd 111 it to perfection. 1841 W. Spaloing Italy

% It. 1st. I L 402 landscape-painting, .may be said to have
owed its origin to Titian. 1632 Sherwooo, *Landskip ivorke

(in painting^, Paisage, grotesques. 1598 R. Haydocke tr.

Lomazzo in. i. 94 Barnazano, an excellent *Landskip-worker.

Hence £a'ndseape v. trans., lo represent as a

landscape ; to picture, depict.

x66i Holvoay Surv. World To Rdr., As weary travelour

.. oft .. Landskippes the Vale, with pencil; placing here
Medow, there Arable [etc.J. x868 Browning Ring ^ Bk. U
1^552 Putting solely that On panel somewhere in the House
of Fame, Landscaping what I saved, not what I saw.

Landscapist (lce ndsk^'pist). [f. as prec +
-1 st. J A painter of landscape, landscape-painter.

1843 Ruskin Mod. Paint. 11. i. vii. § 16 (1851) I. 90 The
professed landscapes of the Dutch school. 1869 — Q. of
Air 199 If you are a landscapist, Turner must be your only
guide. 1880 Athenaeum 29 May 700/2 For the greater
number of our landscapists Girtin and Turner have lived in

vain. x88i Grant White Eng. Without $ Within 455
Like the ideal composition of an imaginative landscapist.

Laud's end.
fl. « Land-end. Obs.
c 1394 P. PI. Crede 437 And at he londes ende laye a litell

croin-bolle. 15... Wife of Auchterttiuclity (Bann. MS.) 9
He lowsit the pluche at the landis end, And dratf his oxin
hame at evin. 1562 J. Heywood Prov.

<fr
Epigr. (1867) 68

Thou gossepst at home, to meete me at landis ende.

2. The extremity or furthest projecting point of
a country. Now only as the proper name of the
most westerly point of Great Britain.

14.. Sailing Directions Circuutnavig. En<r. (Hakluyt
Soc 1889) 17 A newe cours and tide betwenc Englonde and
Irlonde and the Londis end. Ibid. 18 The Londes end of

LANDSMAN.
Irlonde. 1604 E. G[rimstone] D'A cosla's Hist. Indies m.
xi. 156 They passed on no further, neither could they dis-

cover the lands end (which some holde to be there). 1793
Phil. Trans. LXXX11L 190 We . . were barely able to lay

a course through tbe passage between those islands and the

Land's End.

La*nd-se:rvice. Service performed on land
;

military, as opposed to naval, service.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia (1622) 123 Seeing wberein the
Sea-discipline differed from Land«service. 1597 Shaks.
2 lien. IV, 1. ii. 154 As 1 was then adtiised by iny learned
Councel, in the lawes of this Land*seruice, I did not come.
1697 Dryoen sEnet's Ded. f 3, 1 Writ not always in the

proper terms of Navigation, Land-Service, or in the Cart
of any Profession. 1725 De Foe Voy. round World (1840)

57 A good army for land-service. 1801 T. S. Surr Splendid
Misery 1 L. ig4 Salano, a Neapolitan pirate originally, .took
to the land service afterwards, and committed murders out
of number. 1819 Byron yuan 1. iv, The prince is all for

the land-service, Forgetting Duncan, Nelson, Howe, and
Jtrvis.

Landsfolk : see Landfolk.
Landsgrave : sec Landgrave.
Landshard (larn(d)Jajd). dial. Also land-

sherd, landehet, lanehet, lanshet, langet. [f.

Land sb. + Shard sb. The forms show contamina-

tion with the synonymous linchet^ =Linchet.
1813 T. Davis Agric. Wilis App. 259 Linck, Linchct, or

Landshard, the mere green-sward dividing two pieces of
arable in a common -field called in Hants, a lay bank. 1847
Halliwell, Langet, a strip of ground. West. t886 W.
Somerset Gloss., Landsherd, a ridge or strip of land left

unploughed or untitled. 1891 T. Harov Tess (1900) 104/2
A stretch of a hundred odd acres, .rising above stony lan-

chets or lynchets. 1893 H. J. MouLEtVrf Dorset 81 The
terraces called landchets or linchets.

Land-side.
t L The shore. Obs.
a 1533 Ld. Berners tltion exxiii. 443 He caste his ancre

nere to the land syde. Ibid. clxi. 623 And then the waues
brought me to the lond syde.

2. The side towards the land or on which there

is land (not water .

1840 Thirlwall Greece VI 1. 343 To assault the city 011

the land-side. 1852 C. W. Hoskvns Talpa 181 Playing
upon the edge, or land-side of the trench as it advances.

187s W. M e
l lwraith Guide Wigtownshire 51 On the

accessible land-side a double line of protection was thus
formed.

3. The flat side of a plough which is turned

towards the unploughed land.

1765 A. Dickson Treat. Agric. »ed. 2^ 239 The plough
being confined on the land-side, and at liberty on the fur-

side, which naturally gives it less land. 1875 in Knight
Did. Mech.
Landsknecht : see Lansquenet.

Landslip (larndslip). The sliding down of a

mass of land on a mountain or cliff side ; land

which has so fallen. Also Jig. and attrib.

1679 Roxb. Ballads IV. 549 Paint dismal Ruin stalking

in the rear, Than Landslip Desolation far and near. 1774
Golosm. Nat. Hist. (1776) L 158 Those disruptions of hills,

which are known by the name of land-slips. 1830 Lyfll
Pt'iuc. Geol. 1. 2^6 There was an immense land-slip from
this cliff, by which Dover was shaken as if by an earth-

quake. 1872 Baker Nile Tribut. iv. 62 The valley was
a succession of landslips and watercourses. 1894 Pop. Sci.

Monthly June 281 Landslip lakes have been noticed by
Lyell, and Gilbert records the formation of small lakes

behind landslip terraces.

Hence La*ndslipped, Iia ndsllppy adjs.
y
charac-

terized by landslips.

1885 H. O. Forbes Nat. Wand. E. Archip. 474 An eerie

and dangerous path, dilapidated and often landslipped.

1893 G. Allen Scatlyivag I. 49 Where the rocks towards
the slope were loosest and most landslippy.

Landsman (leendzmsen". PI. landsmen, [f.

geuit. of Land sb. + Man sb. Cf. Landman.]

f 1. A native of a particular country. Obs.

ctooo ^Elfric Horn. II. 26 Twegen landes menn and an
aelbcodis. %%.. O. E. Chrott. an. 1068 (l^iud MS.) Da coinon

8a landes menn to^eanes him & hine ofslo^on. c 1200 Trin.

Coll. Horn. 197 0<5cr kinnes neddre is ut in oSer londe. .and
te londes men hire bigaleS ooer wile and swo lacheS and
doS of Hue. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VI 1. 33 It were
a wrecched schame bat a newe comyngc schuldc putte ulde
londesmen [L. veteres iticolas] out of here place,

b. One's fellow-countryman, rare.

1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. \. hi. Furies 806 If (brave
Lands-men) your war-thirst be such [orig. Que si taut, 6

Francois, vons cerchez tes batailles] . . What holds you
here? 1823 Scott Qneutiti D. vit I am innocent—1 am
your own native landsman. 1882-3 SchafTs Encycl. Retig.

Knowl. I. 319/2 [He] boldly dissuaded his landsmen from
idolatry.

2. a. One who lives or has his business on land :

opposed to seaman, b. Nant. 'The rating for-

merly of those on board a ship who had never

been to sea, and who were usually stationed among
the waisters or after-guard ' (Adm. Smyth).
1666-7 Pi-.rvs Diaty 2 Jan., The French..have certainly

shipped landsmen, great numbers^ at liiest. 1788 IJurns

1st Hp. to R. Graham 50 Weak, timid landsmen on life's

stormy main. 1830 Marryat King's Own i, Employed, as

a landsman usually is, in the afterguard, or waist, of the

ship. 1845 Darwin Voy. Nat. x. (1879) 208 Sailors . . can
make out a distant object much better than a landsman.

1883 Stevenson Treas. 1st. iv. xviii, Thomas Redruth .

.

landsman, shot by the mutineers.

80 La ndswoman.
1891 H. S. Merriman Prisoners Capt. III. viii. 144 The

strangeness of a landswoman to all things maritime.



LAND-SPRING.

La'ild-spring. 'A spring which comes into
1

action only after heavy rains * (Webster). Alsoyfc.

164a Rogicbs Naaman To Rdr., All he hath is drawn

from a land-spring of naturall parts and gifts. 1675 E.

Wilson Spadacr. Dunelm. 15 Such are only Land-springs,

and in no sort to be called perpetual Springs. 1774 G.

White Selbortie 14 Feb., Landsprings, which we call levants.

1824 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 1. ^1863) 37 Our land-

springs were dried up: our wells were exhausted. 1898

Watts-Dunton Aytwin (1000) 109/1 Enormous masses of

the cliff newly disintegrated by the landsprings.

Hence I,a nd-spri ngry a., full of land-springs.

J767 Bush Hibernia Cur. (1769) 80 In very moist,

land-springy grounds.

Landsquenet, obs. form of Lansquenet.

11 Landsturm (k-ntjtuim). [Ger. ~ lit. ' land-

storm \] In Germany, Switzerland, etc., a general

levy in time of war; the forces so called out ; the

militia force consisting of those men not serving in

the army or navy or in Ihe lamiwehr.

1814 Alpine Sk. i. 20 Some skirmishing between about

sixty Cossacks . . and a strong party of the landstnim

[sic]. 1866 Cornh. Afag: Nov. 553 The * Landsturm '
.

.

should only be employed in the home districts. 1874 Miss

R. H. Busk Tirol ix. 288 The Landsturm was out.

La-nd-SUrveying. The process, art, or pro-

fession of measuring, and making plans of, landed

property.

1771 Breaks {title) A complete system of Land-Surveying.

1849 Chambers' Inform. II. 623 '1 Trigonometry .. is of

great importance .. in land-surveying. Ibid. 624/1 A prin-

ciple of measuring by triangles, which is common alike to

land-surveying and the trigonometrical surveys of engineers.

1858 Simmonos Diet. Trade, Land-surveying C/iain-maker,

a manufacturer of the chain-links used by surveyors.

Land-survey:or.
f 1. = landing-surveyor (see Landing vhl. sb. 8).

1755 Chamberlayne State Gt. Brit. 11. III. 58 Port of Leith

. .William Towrie . . Land-Surveyor. 1776 Addit. to Pope

1. 2 note, When George I. made him [Rowe] one of the land

surveyors of the port of London.

2. One whose professional occupation is to measure

land, draw up plans of estates, and the like.

170a B. Marston in N. E. Hist. <y Gen. Register (1873^

XXVI 1. 399, 1 am engaged to go out with a large Company
|

who are going to make a Settlement on the Hand Bulam. .
(

as their Land Surveyor General, a 1815 G. Rose Diaries

(i860) II. 443 Mr. Wakefield, the land-surveyor, was at
|

Cuffnells. 1853 Herschel Pop. Lect. Sci. 11. vii. (1873) 54
1

The triangle in question is always what a land surveyor
j

would call a favourable one for calculation.

II
Land-tag hvntilax). Also 6 landtaye, 7

landt-tag ;
{anglicized) land-day. [Ger. (MHG.

lanttac) - lit,
i land-day'.] In Germany, the diet

or legislative body of a state ; formerly, the Diet

of Empire or of the German Confederation.

1591 Wotton Let. 27 Feb. in Reliq. IV. (1685) 628 Of our
Landtaye we hear nothing yet, but the necessity is such as I

it must be shortly. 1665 Lotut. Gas. No. 11/1 It's now 1

determined in Concilio Senatorum, at Warsaw, that the

Parliament shall begin the 17th of March, and the Landt-

tag the third of February. 1668 Ibid. No. 225/2 The Land-
day for Prussia is to begin the third day of the next month
at Marienburgh, in Order to the General Diet. 1684 Sea*-
derbeg Rediv. ii. 22 They have a Cunvention held in each

County, call'd The Landt-Tag, six weeks before the Session

of the Diet.

La nd-tax. A tax assessed upon landed pro-

perty.

1533 Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1844) I. 148 Land takis.

Rubislaw xx*. 1690 Consid. Raising Money 34 There will

be nothing . .so much for the good of the Nation, as a Land-
Tax. 1709 Royal Proclam. in Loud. Gaz. No. 4510/1 Re-
ceivers or Collectors of the Land-Taxes for the Years 1708

and 1709. 1827 Hallam Const. Hist. (1876) 1 1 1, xv. 135 The
first land-tax was imposed in 1690, at the rate of three

shillings in the pound on the rental. 1858 J. B. Norton
Topics 82 Pitt's scheme of the year 1798 for the redemption

of the land-tax. 1882 Macm. Mag. XLVI. 366 The old

military tenures were abolished and the land-tax was im-

posed by way of compensation to the Crown for the dues
which it thereby lost
attrib. and Comb. 1740 Lady Hartford Corr. (1805) II.

92 The land-tax gatherers. 1765-93 Blackstone Comm.
(ed. 12) 174 The land-tax and malt-tax acts are passed for

one year only. 1858 Ld. St. Leonards Handy-Bk. Prop.
Law ix. 62 The Clerk of the Land-tax Commissioners.

Land-tie (lce'ndtai). A rod, beam, piece of

masonry, etc. imbedded in the earth at one end,

and connected at the other end with a wall or other

building in order to secure it in position, or to

relieve it from the pressure of a bank, etc.

1715 Leoni Palladids Arc/tit. (1742) I. 82 The Banks are
exposed to be wash'd away by the Waters, whence the
Bridge in such a case would become destitute of I.and-tyes,

and remain an Island. Ibid. II. 27 Anoth er Wall with Stone
Land-ties, that enter'd into the Hill. 1874 Thearle Naval
Arc/tit. 9 In the Royal dockyards, where the ground of the
building slip is paved with hewn stone, it is customary to
alternate with the latter transverse baulks of timber, termed
Mand

#
ties'. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Land-tie, a rod

securing a face-wall to a bank.

Landward (larndwp-id), adv. and a. Also 6
landewarde, Sc. 5-8 landwart, 8 landart, 9 -ert.

[f. Land sb. : see -ward.]
A. adv.

1. In phrases with preps.

fa. To landward, in {the) landward*, in the

country, as opposed to the town. Sc.

1424 Sc, Acts Jas. I, c. 2i (1814) II. 8/1 J>ai .. sail haue

55

a certane takyn to landwart of be schireff & in burowis of

be aldermen & be baljeis. 1457 Ibid. 49/* Within burowis

and commonys to landwart. 1536 BELLF.NnKN Cron. Scot.

xii. v. (1821) II. 264 Ane vailyeant and lusty man, of Rreter

curate and spreit than onyman that was nurist in landwart,

as he was. a 1572 Knox Hist. Re/. Wks. 1846 1. 276 Als-

weall within towncs as to landwarte. 1753 Scots Mag. Apr.

203/1 No part of the parish is to landward.

b. To (the) landward : towards or in the direc-

tion of the land ; on or to the land side {of\
^450 St. Cnlhbert (Surtees) 631 Whils bai wer bus to

landward boune. 1300-20 Dunbar Poems xxxix. 17 In

burghis, to landwart and to sie. 1555 Euen Decades 352

Vppon the innermoste necke to the landewarde is a tufte of

trees. 1625 K. Long tr. Barclays Argenis 11. i. 68 Where
the mountaine looks to landward of the ile. a 1674 Milton

Hist. Mosc. Wks. 1738 11. 129 To the Land-ward [stand}

Mezen and Slobotca . . : To Seaward lies the Cape of Can-

dinos. 1725 De Foe Voy. round World (1840) 65 As for

fortifications to the landward, they had none. 1853 Kanic

Grinnell Exp. xii. (1856) 86 Except to landward, there is

nothing to arrest the eye. 1876 T. Hardy Ethelberta (1890)

26 On the broad moor to landward of the town.

2. Towards the land ;
=- 1 b.

1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 318 Couched betweeue

a high cliffe sea-ward and as high an hill land-ward.^ 1816

Worosw. Ode, 1 Imagination—ne'er before content' 13 A
sudden shower That land-ward stretches from the sea.

1868-70 Morris Earthly Par. I. 237 Landward she Saw the

low green meadows lie. 1873 Black Pr. T/utte vi. 90 Deep
and narrow valleys, that ran landward.

3. Sc. In the country ; =ia, rare.

J827 Scott Surg. Dan. i, Within burgh, and not land-

ward.

B. adj.

1. Sc. Belonging to, inhabiting the country

;

country-, rustic.

1533 Bklleniikn Livy 1. (1822) 5 It wes callit eftir Pagus,

that is to say, ane landwart towne. 1585 Jas. I Ess. Poesie

(Arb.) 63 Gif zour purpose be of landwart efiairis, To vse

corruptit and vplandis wordis. 1596 Dai.RYMI'LK (r. Leslie's

Hist. Scot. x. 344 The burgessis, and landwart men. 1637-

50 Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow See.) 24 The communion to

be celebrated within burghs four times in the yeare, in

landwart twise. 1649 Bp. Guthrie Mem. (1702) 54 A Land-

ward Kirk in Galloway. 1676 W. Row Coutn. Blair's

Autolnog. x. {1848) 168 The common people in the land-

ward round about the town. 17.. Ramsay Birth ofDrum-
lanrig ii, Some landart lass. 1725 — Gent. Sheph. iv. ii,

I've shook off my landwart cast In foreign cities. 1816

Scott Old Mort. viii, The door was locked, as is usual

in landward towns in this eountry. Note, A landward town

is a dwelling situated in the country. 1854 H. Miller Sch.

If Schm. (1858) 362 The landward contemporaries of my
grandfather. 1876 Grant Burgh Sch. Scot. 11. ii. 127 The
town councils generally took more interest in the welfare of

a school, .than the landward heritors.

2. Lying or situated towards the lnnd (as opposed

to the sea) ; occas. belonging to the land.

1845 Stocqueler Handbk. Brit. India (1854) 129 The
Upper and Lower Circular Roads, which nearly encompass

the city on its eastern or landward side. 1859 R. F. Bi'rton

Centr. Afr. in Jml Geogr. Soc. XXIX. 436 The tree .

.

censes to be found at any distance beyond the^ landward

counterdope, and it is unknown in the interior. 1865

Reader 2 Sept. 253/2 This barbarian innocency on the part

of our landward population as to the teeming plenty of the

deep. 1881 J. Grant Cameronians 1. i. 16 On the landward
side the view was different.

3. Comb, landward-bred a. (Sc.^, country- bred.

1816 Scott Old Mort. xiv, 1 am landward-hred. 1893

Stevenson Catriona 7 If you are landward bred it will be

different.

Hence La ndwardness (landertness) Scif rusticity.

1882 Stevenson Earn. Stud. 61 He [sc. Burns! affected

a rusticity or landertness.

Landwards (lrendwpidz), adv. [f. Land sb. :

see -wards.] ~prec. A 2. fAlso to the land-

wards.
1574 W. Bourne Regt. for Sea xiv. (1577) 41a, If you

come directly to the Tandwarde?. 1833 Ht. Martineau
Tale of Tyne v. 82 Not only was there this treacherous

Cut to beguile them landwards, .but there was a labyrinth

at sea. 1885 Law Times LXX1X. -117/2 The soil as far

landwards as where the ordinary high-water mark was
before the construction of the pier.

xia nd-wa:ter a. Water that flows through

or over land, as opposed to sea water, b. A land-

flood, c. Water free from ice along a frozen

shore.

1531-2 Act 23 Hen. VI11 c. 5 ?, Lande waters, and other

outragious springes in and upon medowes, pastures, and
other lowe groundes. 1598 W. Phillips Liuschoten (1864I

192 The land-waters that by the contiuuall raine falletb

from the Hills. 1604 E. G[rimstone] D'Acosta's Hist.

Indies 11. vi. 91 Land-waters, as rivers, fountains*, brookes,

springs, floods, and lakes, a 1631 Donne Serm. Ii. 520

Sudden riches come like a Landwater and bring much foul-

nesse with them. 1725 De Foe Voy. round IVorld (1840)

335 Which river they supposed to be.. swelled with a land-

water. X807 Vancouver Agric. Devon (1813) 297 No springs

or land-waters are to be found here. 1856 Kane Arct. Expl.
II. xxvi. 264 We .. found ourselves in a stretch of the land-

water wide enough to give us rowing-room.

La-nd-way.
+ 1. A way or path over land. Also advb. = by

land. Obs.
c X250 Gen. (f Ex. 2681 Bi a lond weise he wente rijt. c 1470
Harding Chron. clxxvhi. xv,Thei tooke none hede ofshippes

home again But landeway ride for all the Scottes dain.

f 2. local. A path by which coal is landed. Obs.

1603 Owen Pembrokesh. xi. (1891) 89 The people carried

the coales vppon their backes aionge stayres wbich they

called lande wayes.

LANE.

3. V. S. A road giving access to land.

1899 I). P. Corey Hist. Nalden 90 The land-way and drift-

way along the five acre lots ended at the head of the North
River.

So La'iidways adv., by land, overland.

a 1670 Spalding Troub. Chas. I (1829) 14 He has them
landways to London, and from thence transported them by

sea over into France. 1804 Soutijey in Ann. Rev. 11. 63

It is remarkable that Newcastle coal should he cheaper than

coal carried landways.

11 Landwehr (la-ndver). [Ger. = 1 land-

• defence'.] In Germany and some other countries,

that part of the organized land forces (correspond-

ing to the militia of Great lirilain) of which con-

tinuous service is required only in time of war.

Also transf. (quot. 1855".

1815 Hkl. M. Williams Pres. St.Erance xiv. 313 A great

part of these troops were of the landwehr, or Prussian levy

in mass. 1855 Grote Greece 11. xcii. (1856) XII. 77 The
i poor and hardy Landwehr of Macedonia, constantly on the

defensive against predatory neighbours. 1866 Cornh. Mag.
Nov. 552 To every district was assigned a detachment of the

Landwehr proportionate to its population. 1878 SeeLEV
Stein II. 130 The Prussian Landwehr dates. .from 1813.

b. attrib.
t
as landwehr man.

1866 Cornh. Mag. Nov. 553 The Landwehrmen were to

provide their own uniforms.

La'nd-wind. A wind blowing from the land

seawards. Also attrib. (Cf. Land-kkkkze.)
1598 W. Pinli.U'S Liuschoten ^864) 192 The East windes

begtnne to biowe from otT the Land into the Seas, whereby
they are called Teneinhos, that is to say, the Land windes,

1604 L. GIrlmstonk] D'Atosta's Hist. Indies 111. viii. 142

There be foraine or land windes which come from the land.

1793 S.meaton Edystoue L. § 12 Being a Land-wind, it must

blow hard before it raises any considerable sea at the rock.

1804 Med. Jntt. X 11. 538 It is not uncommon, during the

land-wind, for the thermometer to st:md at upwards of 1000

in the shade. 1848 Longf. Sir 11. Gilbert v, Alas! the

land-wind failed. 1862 Mus. Si-eid Last Years hid. 44 In

the laud-wind season.

t La-nd-wrack, -wreck. Obs. A wreck on

! land ; the destruction of some object on land ; the

object so destroyed.

1649 Ci. Daniel Trinarch., Hen. 11', xxiii, Thus Land-
wraks Gaidars lye, Or Cockle Shells vpon the Shores are

I
drye. 1667 Waterhouse Eire Loud. 32 What they took

being in a kind of Land-wreck, wherein no body owned
goods, a 1707 Hi-. Patrick Antobiog. (1839 12 Mr. Fuller

. .was mistaken in saying this College was like a landwiack,

. .in which there was one left to keep possession.

Lane l^'n), sb. Also 5 laane, o laine, layne.

Sec also Loax .v/;.- [OE. lane, fyne wk. fern. =
OFris. lana, lona, laen ("North Kris. lana

f
hna),

j
Du. laan (t6th c. laen).]

I. 1. A narrow way between hedges or bonks;

a narrow road or street between houses or walls;

a bye-way. Blind lane, t turn-again lane : a cul-

de-sac (see also quot. 172^).

971 Blickl. Horn. 237 Forbon f»e .. pinne Uchoman ^eond

I
l>isse ceastre lanan hie tostenceaS. 13. . Sir Beues (A.) 4439
pe cri aros be ech a side liobe of lane and of strete. c 1386

Chaucer Can. Ycom. Prat. iy T. 105 In the suburbes of

a tout) .. Luikynge in hemes and in !anes blynde. 1478
P>oToNER Itin. (Nasmith 1778) 177 A laane goyng yn the

south syde of Seynt Stevyn church. 1480 Caxtos Chron.

Eng. ccxlii. (1482) 278 Euery strete and lane in london and

I

in the subarbes. 1511 Nottingham Rec. 111. 338 Clensyng

of the lauys at the comyng in off the towne. 1531 Tin dale
Expos. 1 John Prol. Wks. (1573) 388/1 It is becomme
a turnagaine lane vnto them, which they can not goe

thorough. 1611 UinLE Luke xiv. 21 Goe.. into the streetes

and lanes of the city, and bring in hither the poore. 1611

Siiaks. Cymb. v. iii. 13 Lo. Where was this Lane? Pest.

Close by the battell, "ditch'd, and wall'd with turph. 1698

J. Fryer Acc. E. India <y /\ 105 The Hedges and Lanes are

chiefly set with two sorts of liushes. 1725 New Cant. Diet.,

Blind Lane, a Lane fit to lun down to avoid Pursuers,

after a Villainy committed. 1794 Att Inclos. S. Kelsey

12 Any of the Roads or Ways within the Manor .. which

j shall be made into Lanes, or fenced on both Sides. 1828

Miss Mitforu Village Ser. m. 148 Their way., leading

through cross country lanes. 183a Tennyson Miiler'i Dan.

130 The lanes were white with May. 1837 Dickens Pickw.
vii, Their walk lay through shady lanes.

fig. a 1625 Beaum. &. Fl. Laws of Candy 1. ii, The man
That had a heart to think he could but follow, .through the

laoes Of danger and amazement,

b. Proverb. Also allusively.

1778 Foote Trip Calais 11. Wks. 1709 II. 355 It is a long

j

lane that has no turning. 1890 W. E. N orris Misadventure

I

xvii, The longest lane, however, has a turning. 1893

I

Miss Harraden Ships that f>ass. etc. 158 The lane had

,
come to an ending at last, and Mr. Reffold was dead.

II. Transferred senses.

2. A narrow or comparatively narrow passage or

way, or something resembling this
;
esp. a channel

of water in an ice-field (also called a vein); the

course prescribed for ocean steamers.

c 1420 Pallad. on Hnsb. ix. 170 And yf hit happe an hil

thi water mete, Let make a lane & thorgh thi licour hale.

17x4 Gay Trivia ill. 25 Forth issuing from steep lanes, the

colliers' steeds Drag the black load. 1835 Sir J. Ross
Narr. Qnd Voy. Explan. Terms 15 A lane or vein, a narrow

channel between two floes or fields, or between the ice and

the shore. 1843 Tennyson Gold. Year 50 And like a lane

of beams athwart the sea. 1847 — Princess v. 6 By glim-

mering lanes and walls of canvas led Threading the soldier-

city. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xxviii. (1856) 228 A black

lane of open water stopped our progress. x86a Sir H.
Holland Ess., Atlantic Ocean 223 It is proposed to mark
off lanes, 20 or 25 miles in width .. as the routes ..to be

followed and adhered to, by all steam vessels.



LANE.

b. A passage between two lines of persons ; a

way to pass through a crowd.
1525 Ld. Bernf.rs Froiss. II. ccxvii. Iccxiii.] 672 The people

. . made a lane for hym to passe thorough. 1587 Fleming
Contn. Holinshed 1 1 1. 1906/1 A double canon . . shooting

off, made, .a lane among the Frenchmen. 1677 Loud. Gaz.

No. 1206/x The Magistrates did . . pass through a Lane of

their own guards. 1701 W. Wotton Hist, Rome 395 The
People made a Lane for him and the Chariot to pass. 1806

Naval Chron. XV. 141 The 7th Royal Veteran battalion.

.

formed a lane two deep, i860 O. \V. Holmes Pro/.

Break/.-t. v. (Paterson) 100 The fire-buckets passed along

a 1 lane * at a fire. 1867 ^foKRls Jason it. 287 Then moved
the princes . . Between a lane ofmen. 1875 Tennyson Q.Mary
1. i, Stand back, keep a clear lane ! 1893 Forbes-M itch ell

Retain. Gt. Mutiny 145 Every charge [of grape-shot] .

.

leaving a lane of dead from four to five yards wide.

/ig. 1641 Milton Ch. Govt. vii. (1851) 132 Passe on .. to

establish the truth though it were through a lane of j>ects

and heresies on each side.

3. Austral. A long narrow yard leading into the

final yard in a kangaroo drive.

x866 Comh. Mag. Dec. 741 Longer enclosures, called
* lanes ', led in circuitous fashion to this oubliette. 1890
* Rolp Bolukewood ' Col. Re/omter xviii. 226 About fifty

head have been run into the drafting lane. . . The ' lane ' is

a long narrow yard about three panels wide and eight in

length—a panel of fencing is not quite nine feet in length—
immediately connected with the pound or final yard.

4. slang. The throat
;

chiefly in the lane, the

narrow, red lane, etc.

1542 Uoall Erasm. Apoph. 119 Whole mainour places .

.

thei make no bones ne sticke not, quite and clene to swallowe

down the narrowe lane, and the same to spue vp again.

a 1553 — Royster D. 1. iii. (Arb.) 20 Good ale for the nones,

Whtche will slide downe the lane without any bones. 181a

G. Colman Poet. Vagaries (1818) 75 O butter'd egg ! . . 1 bid

your yelk glide down my throat's red lane. .1865 Loud.
Soc. Jan. 13, I eat the macaroon. You see it's all gone
down Red Lion Lane.

b. The lane: short for various 'lanes' in the

City or for buildings situated there, e.g. Drnry
Lane {Theatre), Petticoat Lane, etc. : see quots.

1856 Mayhew Gt. World Lond. 82 note, Horsemonger
Lane Jail—The lane. 1879

kAutobiog. 0/a thie/
x

in Macm.
Mag. XL. 500 We used to . . sell it . . to a fence . . down ihe

Lane (Petticoat Lane*. 1880 G. R. Sims Ballads Babylon,
Forgotten 9 Whenever the Lane tried Shakespeare, I was one
of the leading men. 1899 Westm. Gaz. 24 Apr. 2/3 When
people who know that district [Drury-lane] hear it said that

there has been 'another murder in the lane they have no
need to ask what particular lane is referred to.

5. Sc. A sluggish stream of water ; also the

smooth part of a stream. (Perh. a different word.)
1825-80 in Jamieson. 1891 Daily Neivs 2 July 4/8 Vast

pastoral expanses, with here a loch, and there a ' lane
1

or

sullen deep stream threading the wilderness. 1897 Crockett
Lads* Love xxv. 253^ The still, black pools of the lazy,

sluggish, peaty ' lane .

III. 6. altrib. and Comb., as laneend, -side,

-way, lanefilling adj.; lane-born a., country-

born, rustic; lane-galloper hunting, ant who keeps

to the lanes in preference to riding across country

;

lane-route, a route laid out for oeean steamers.

1834 Landor Exam. Shaks.Wks. 1846 11. 279/2 *Lane born
j

boys, .embezzling hazel-nuts in a woollen cap. 1898 Westm.
Gaz. 12 Mar. 2/1 A proclamation . . was .. posted at every
*lane-end throughout his dominions. 1831 How itt Seasons

O837) 13 Deep, *lane-filling, hedge-burying snows. 1826
Sporting Mag. XVI I. 361 That when the select few have
got well away with the hounds, .they should be stopped, to

enable tailers, "lane-gallopers, and all the ot iroAAm of the

field to come up. 1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 22 Y* doore
be the "lane syde. 188a Standard 8 Dec. 3/4 There was a
border, or *laneway, near the house of the Prisoner.

t Lane, v. dial. Obs. rare. [f. Lane sb.]

trans. To lane off : To mark the course of (intended

roads) ; to mark the roads on (land).

177a Welton Inclos. Act 13 After the same [roads] shall be
laned-off. 1773 Harpham Inclos. Act 15 At all times after

the seme [lands] shall be laned off.

Lane, Sc. form of Loan sb. and v., Lone a.

Lane, var. Lain sb., concealment
; v., to conceal.

Lane, variant of Lain sb.2 , stratum.

Lane, obs. form of Lawn, linen.

Laneing, var. Loaning Sc. and north., a lane.

t Laneous, a. Obs. rare-*, [f. L. lane-us»({.

lana wool) + -ous.] Of or pertaining to wool.
1676 in Coles. 1727 in Bailey vol. II.

Laner(e, variant of Laineb, lash, thong.

Laner, Laneret(te : see Lanner, -et, falcon.

Lanesome, Sc. form of Lonesome.

Xianey (\e x,vX), a. nonce-wd. [f. Lane sb.* +
-yl.l Of or pertaining to a lane.

1876 W. Marston Dram. *f Poet. Wks. II. 345 Whether
they rise by grey-walled Towns..Or bend from laney nooks
that skirt the bay.

Lang, Lang-: see Langue i, Long, Long-.
Langaon, variant of Longanon Obs., rectum.

Langage, -ed, obs. forms of Lanouage, -tax

Langald, Langate : see Langle sb., Languet.

Iiangbanite (Ise'rjhanait). Mm. [Named by
Flink, 1887, from Langban, Sweden, where it was
first found : see -ite.] Silicate of manganese with
antimonate of iron in black hexagonal crystals.

1887 Amer. Jml. Sci. Ser. in. XXXIV. 72.

Langdebeef, -befe, etc. : see Langue de iheuf.

Lange, obs. variant of Langue, Lai nch v.

56

tLangel 1. dial. Obs. Also laungell. [?a,

OF. tangent:—popular L. *ldneolu?n, dim. of la-

nenm something woollen, f. lana wool.] A woollen

rug or blanket.

1324-5 Durham Acc. Rolls (Surtees) 165, v" iiij
of uln.

panin pro lanugells [read laungells] et pro coopertuns, 105*.

gd. 1366-7 in Charters, etc. Priory Finchale (Surtees) lxx ii,

xxviij ulnis pro saccis, et blanketts pro langells. 1383-4
Durham Acc. Rolls (Surtees) 390 In 14 uln. de blanket
empt. pro Iangels.,4*. id.

Langel(l, variant of Langle.

t Langer, adv. north, and Sc. Obs. Also lan-

gare, -ayr, -eir. [f. lang Long adv. + Ere adv.]

Long ere, long since.

1303 R. BauNNE Handl. Synne 10660 But, langer bat y
sykerde pe, Shalt pou haue no skabe for me. a 1375 Lay
Folks Mass Bk. App. iv. 338 Two wyues sat ponder, langare.

1513 Douglas sEueisv. Prol. 35 Langer in murning, now in

melody. Ibid. xu. xi. 40, 1 knew full weill at it was thou,
langere, That letc].

tla'ngem, v. Obs. rare- 1
. [? f. Languok +

-EN tntr. To languish, lie sick.

c 1440 Hylton Scala Per/. (W. de W. 1494) n. xvii, He
shall langern [1533 linger] a gretc whyle or that he be fully

hole.

Langet, variant of Landshard, Languet.

t Langfad. Sc. Obs. Also 7 erron. lime fad.

[a. Gaelic long fhada (where long is the sb. : cf.

W. llong, ship) long ship.] A kind of war-vessel.

1536 Hellenden Cron. Scot. (1821) I. 43 With niony
galyouns and lang faddis. 1641 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. in.

(1692) 1. [407] The numhre of Bottts or Lime Faddis.

Langhalde, -hold : see Langle sb.

Langing, obs. form of Longing.

Langite (lse'rjgait). Min. [Named by Maske-
lyne, 1 864, after V. von Lang : see -ite.] A hydrous

oxy-sulphate of copper, resembling brochantite.

1863 Reader No. 114. 259/1 Langite and gypsum. 1867
Readwin Index Min. 21, 1868 Dana Min. (ed. 5) 665.

Lang-kail. Sc. [f. lang Long a. + kail Kale.]

A variety of borecole ; sometimes called * Scotch

kale Also altrib.

ij*± Ramsay Tea l. Misc. (1733) I. 89 And there will be
lang-kail and pottage And hannocks of barley-meal. 1789
Burns Capt. Grose's Peregrin, viii, The knife that nicket

Abel's craig .. was a faulding jocteleg, Or lang-kail gullie.

182a Scott Monast. i, The ill-cultivated garden afforded
1 lang-cale and the river gave salmon.

Langle (lae'rjg'l), sb. Obs. exc. dial. Forms

:

4 langald, langhalde, 6 langhold, 8 langel 1,

8, 9 dial, langle. [Of obscure origin ; both form

and sense appear to point to an OF. *langle,

*lengle:—L,. lingnla thong, strap, dim. of lingua

tongue; but the word is app. not recorded in

French. Cf. Lingell.] A thong, rope, or other

contrivance used to confine the legs of an animal in

order to prevent its straying ; a hobble. Msofig.
1394-5 Durham Acc. Rolls (Surtees) 599 In 3 Tethirs cum

paribus de langalds 22^. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R.
xvnt. xiv. (1495) 774 An oxe herde fedeth and nouryssheth
oxen : and byndeth their fete with a^ langhaldcs. 1609 J.
Pory tr. Leo's A/rica III. 137 Certaine langols or withs,

which the Africans put upon their horses feete. 1737
Ramsay Sc. Prov. (1797) 95 Ye ha'e ay a foot out o' the

langle. 1880 A ntrim «y Dotvtt Gloss, s.v., A * sheep's langle

'

is a short piece of any kind of rope, with a slip knot at each
end. The loops are passed over the fore and hind leg of a
sheep.

Langle O^'rjg'l), v. Obs. exc. dial. In 5, 8

langel, 7 langoL [f. prcc. sb.] trans. To fasten

with a thong ; to confine (the legs ofan animal) with

a thong, rope, or the like. Hence Langled ppl. a.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 286/2 Langelyd, or teyyn to-gedyr,

eolligattts. Ibid., Langelyn or byynd tCKgeder, colligo (P.

contpedio). 1647 Trapp Comm. Rom. vii. 24 This carcase

of sin to which I am tied and lungold [sic]. 1650 — Comm.
Gen. iv. 12 He was langold to it, and must abide by it. 1755
Forbes Ajax* Sp. 25 This.. your sma banes wou*d langel

sair. Ibid., Key, Langel, entangle. 1790 Grose Prov.
Gloss, (ed. 2), Langled, having the legs coupled together

at a small distance, North. 1880 Antrim tf Down Gloss..

Langle, to tie the hind foot and the fore foot of an animal
together, to prevent it straying far.

Langobardic (IxrjgJbaudik), a. [ad. late

L. Langobardic-tts, f. Langobardi the Lombards.]
= L0MBARDIC.
1724 Waterlano A than. Creed 50 The character of the

manuscript is Langobardick. Ibid. vi. 86 The manuscript
of Bobio, in Langobardick character.

t LangOO'n. Obs. [ad. F. Langon, name of a

town on the Garonne.] A kind of white wine.

1674 Gallantry & la Mode 15 Suspition then I washt
away With old Langoon and cleansing Whey. 1680 Shad-
well Wont. Captain \. 5 He us'd to let him have very good
Langoon and Burdvaux. 1693 Content. Liquors 7 (Stanf.)

The White Wines . . And Trusty Langoon. 1750 E. Smith
Compl. Housnv. (ed. 14) 116 'the best langoon white wine.

II Langooty, lungooty (l»rjg« ti). Also lan-

gotee, -ty. ^Hindi langoti.] (See quots.)
1816 ' Qui* ' Grand Master 11. 43 note. The hamauls, or

bearers of 1 ndia, are literally naked, with the exception of an
article of dress called a langooty . . which I cannot describe
better to my female readers, than substituting a pocket,
handkerchief for Eve's fig-leaf. 1826 J. Levden & W.
Erskine tr. Mem. Baber 333 A langoti. .is a piece of clout
that hangs down two spans from the navel. 1889 Blacfav.
Mag. Aug. 242 He ordered the natives to muffle the cubs
in their turbans or langooties.

LANGUAGE.
Langorius, obs. Sc. form of Languorous.
Langot, obs. form of Laxguet.
Iiangrage (l^'rjgred,^). Naut. and Mil. Also

langridge. [Of unknown origin.] Case-slot

loaded wilh pieces of iron of irregular shape,

formerly used in naval warfare to damage the

rigging and sails of the enemy.
1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780), Langrel, or langrags,

a particular kind of shot, formed of bolts, nails, bars, or

other pieces of iron tied together, and forming a sort of
cylinder, which corresponds with the bore of the cannon.

1796 Nei.son in Nicolas Disp. (1845) 1L 146 It is well known
that English ships of war are furnished with no such
ammunition as langrage. 1839 W. O. Manning Law
Nations iv. vi. (1875) 203 Except the use of langridge
(mitraille). 186a Beveridce Hist. India I. in. xi. 637 A
twenty-four pounder, double loaded with langrage.
attrib. 178 » Justamond Priv. Life Lewis XV, III. 385

The gunners .. could not stand the langrage-shot. 18x3
Southey Nelson v. (Rtldg.1 128 Nelson received a severe

wound on the head from a piece of langridge shot.

t Langrel,^. Nant. Obs. Also 7 -rill. *=prec.

i6»7 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. xiv. 67 Langrill shot.

Langrell shot runnes loose with a shackell, to be shortened

when you put it into the Peece. 1669 Sturmy Mariner's
Mag. 1. ig Be sure to load our Guns with Cross-bar and Lan-
grel. 1769 [see Language]. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.,
Langrel, or Langrage.

Langrel, a. Obs. exc. dial. [? f. lang Long a.

;

cf. gangrel.] Tall ,

1 lanky
1608 Topsell Serpents (1658) 810 The wary Bird soared

so high above his reach, that the langrel Serpent could not

catch him. 1847 Halliwell, Langrel, very tall. .lanky.

t La*Hgret. Obs. A kind of false die.

c 1550 Dice-Play Ajb, A bale of Langretes contrary to

the vantage. Ibid. Cj, A well fauored die that semeth
good & square : yet is the forbed longer on the cater

and tray, then any*other way, and therfore holdeth the

name of a langret. 1591 Greene Disc. Coosnage (1859) 11

The Chetor with a langret, cut contrarie to the vantage,

wil cros-bite 'a bard cater tray. 1600 Rowlands Lett.

Humours Blood iii. 59 His Langrets, with his Hie men,
and his low, Are ready what his pleasure is to throw.

Langridge, variant of Language.

Langsettle (larnset'l). north. diaL Forms :

4 lang8e<lil, 5 -aedylle, -cetel, longsetylle, 6

langaaddil, -saild, -settell, 7 long settle, (9 dial.

lang-, long-saddle), 8-9 lang-settle. [f. lang

Long a. + Settle sb.] A long bench or 1 settle \
usually with arms and n high back.

1352-3 Durham Acc. Rolls (Surtees) 208, 1 langsedil.

I oc. in Wr.-Wulcker 657/9 Hoc sedile, langsedylle.

14.. Norn. ibid. 723/37 Hoc sedile, a longsetylle. 1571

Wills
<J-

tnv. N. C. (burtees 1835) 366 A langsettell, a round
dyssenge table. x6aa N. Riding Rec. IV. 156 Convey-
ance of a cottage house and heirloomes (one long settle

onelie excepted). 1790 GaosE Prov. Gloss, (ed. a), Lang'
settle, a bench like a settee. North. 1841 C. Anderson A nc.

Models 128 What is vulgarly called the long saddle in an
ale-house. 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss., Lang settit, a
long seat or form with a back-rail and arms; in some cases,

however, the back, &c, is an entire boarded surface,

b. attrib., as langseltle-bed, -end, -form.

1566 tnv. R. Wardr. (1815) 173 Item, ane langsaddil-bed.

15.. Abcrd.Rcg. XVI. (Jam.), Ane languid bed. Ibid.,

XVII. [ibid.), Ane langsadill form of fyr worcht iiij sh. 1785

Huiton Bran New Wark 137 (E. D. S.) Bibles and testa-

ments were formerly seen on the sconce or lang settle end.

Langshan (lfe rjjjen). [Name of a locality

about nfty miles from Shanghai ; in Chinese =
* wolf hill \] A breed of domestic fowl, Introduced

from China (see quots.).

1871 in A. C. C. & C. W. G. Langshan Foivls ii. 11, 1 send

you some fowls by S. S. Achilles .. they are black, and are

called Langshans. 1884-5 L- Wright Poultry 227 About
the year 1872 .. a fresh importation of black Chinese fowls

was shown.. .At first shown as Cochins, they were very soon

shown by their admirers as ' Langshans', which was alleged

to be their native name in North China.

Langspiel (lse-nspfl). [a. Norw. langspil, f.

lang long + spil play.] A kind of harp formerly

used in Shetland.
182s Scott Pirate xv, The sound of the Gue, and the

Langspiel.

Langsyne (la^nsarn), adv. (sb.) Sc. [Properly

two words : see Long adv. and Syne adv.] Long
since, long ago. Also sb. esp. in anld lang syne.

(Somewhat common in English use with allusion

to Burns's song.)

1500-20 DuNBAa Poems xxiv. 34, 1 had bene deid langsyne,

dowtless. 1570 Satir. Poems Re/ontt. xvii. 3 In eirth lang

syne yair had been nothing than, Saif only vice, a 1774
FKacussoN Poems (1807) 309 Hame^'er langsyne you hae

been blithe to pack. 1788 Horns Auld Lang Sy/te, For

auld lang syne, my dear, For auld lang syne, We'll tak

a cup o' kindness yet, For auld lang syne. 1820 Scott
Monast. iv, Like what I hae seen langsyne

?
when we dwelt

at Avenel. 1841 Lvtton Nt. <y Morn. 11. vii, A friend . . of

the happy lang syne. 1870 H. Smart Race/or Wi/e ii, In

days lang syne.

Langteraloo, -trilloo, var. ff. Lanterloo Obs.

t Langtra. dial. Obs. ? «Lanterloo.
1796 Pegge Anonym. (1809) 245 I^angtra, as they pronounce

it, is a game at cards much played in Derbyshire and
Staffordshire.

Iianguable, obs. form of Land-gavel.

Language (te'rjgwed^), sb.1 Forms : 3-6 lan-

gage, (3 langag, 4 longage, langwag, 5 lnn£-

wache, langegage), 3, 5- language, fa. F. Ian-



LANGUAGE.

gage ^recorded from 12th c.)=>Pr. leng{ii\atge , len-

gage, Sp. lenguajc, Pg. linguage{m, It. Unguaggio

pop.L. type *lingualicum
i

f. lingua tongue, lan-

guage (F. langue: see Langue).
The-form with «, due to assimilation with the F. langue,

occurs
1

in AF. writings of the 12th c, and in Eng. from

about 1300.]

t.
1. The whole body of words and of methods of

combination of words used by a nalion, people, or

race ; a * tongue \ Dead language : a language no

longer in vernacular use.

cizgoS. E. Leg. I. 108/55 With men bat onder-stoden hire

langage. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 1569 Vor in N langage of

rome rane a frogge is. a 1300 Cursor M. 247 (Gott.) Seldom
was for ani chance Englis tong preched in Trance, Gif we
bairn ilkan bair language [MS. Cott. langage], And ban do
we na vtetrage. Ibid., 6384 (Gott.) pis mete, .pai called it

in bair langag man. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 157

Walsche men and Scottes, bat beeb nou3t i-medled wib ober

nacions, holdeb wel nyh hir firste longage and speche.

1*1400 Apol. Loll. 32 In a langwag vnknowun ilk man and
womman mat rede. C1449 PECock Repr. 1. xii. 66 Thei..

han vsid the hool Bible . . in her modris langage. c 1450
Mirour Salnacionn 3650 Wymmen spak these diuerse lange-

gages, 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. i. 40 They haue beene at

a great feast of Languages, and stolne the scraps. 1589
Puttenham Eng. Poesie 111. iv. (Arb.) 156^After a speach is

fully fashioned to the common vnderstanding, and accepted

by consent of a whole countrey and nation, it is called a

language. 1699 Bentley Phal. xiii. 392 Every living

Language . . is m p"eTpetual motion and alteration. 1769

De Foes TonrGt. Brit. (ed. 7) IV. 303 It is called in the

Irish Language, 1-colm-kill ; some call it lona. 1779-81

Johnson L. P., A ddisott Wks. 111. 44 A dead language, in

which nothing is mean because nothing is familiar. -1823

De Quincev Lett. Yng. Man Wks. i860 XIV. 37 On this

Babel of an earth, .there are said to be about three thousand

languages and jargons. 1845 M. Pattison Ess. (1889) I. 13

In fact, Bede is writing in a dead language, Gregory in a
living. 1875 Stubbs Const. Nisi. 11. 414 The use of the

English language in the Courts of law was ordered in 1362.

fig. 1720 Gay Prof. Dime 4 Love, devoid of art. Spoke
the consenting language of the heart. - 18x2 W. C. Bryant
Thanatopsis 3 To him who in the love of Nature holds Com-
munion with her visible forms, she speaks A various language.

b. trans/. Applied to methods of expressing

the thonghts, feelings, wants, etc., otherwise than by

words. Finger language = Dactylology. Lan-
guage offlowers\ a method of expressing sentiments

by means of flowers.

1606 Shaks. TV. <$• Cr. iv. v. 55 Ther's a language in her

eye, her cheeke, her lip. 1697 Collier Ess. Mor. Sttbj. it.

120 As the language of the Face is universal so Vis very

comprehensive. 171 1 Steele Sped. No. 66 7 2 She is utterly

a Foreigner to the Language of Looks and Glances. 1827

Whately Logic (1850) Introd. § 6 A Deaf-mute, before he
has been taught a Language, either the Finger-language, or

Reading, cannot carry on a train of Reasoning. 1837 Penny
Cycl. VIII. 282/2 Dactylology must not be confounded with

toe natural language of the deaf and dumb, which is purely

a language of mimic signs. 1876 Mozlev Univ. Serm. vi.

134 All action is . . besides being action, language. 1880

Times 23 June 9/5 Teaching the deaf by signs and by
finger language. 1894 H. Drummond Ascent^ Man 212 A
sign Language is of no use when one savage is at one end
ol a wood and his wife at the other.

c. trans/. Applied to the inarticulate sounds

used by the lower animals, birds, etc.

1601 Shaks. Airs Well iv. i. 22 Choughs language, gabble
enough, and good enough. 1667 Milton P. L, vm. 373 H
not the Earth With various living creatures, and tbe Aire
Replenisht, . . know'st thou not Thir language and thir

wayes? 1797 Bewick Brit. Birds (1847) I. p. xxvii, The
notes, or as it may with more propriety be called, the

language of birds.

I

2. In generalized sense : Words and the methods
of combining them for the expression of thought.

_ 1599 Shaks. Much Ado iy. i. 98 There is not chastitie

enough in language, Without offence to vtter them. 1644
Milton Edttc. Wks. (1847) 98/2 Language is but the instru-

ment conveying to us things useful to be known. 1781
Cowper Conz>crsat. 15 So language in the mouths of the

adult, . . Too often proves an implement cf play. 1841
Trench Parables ii. (1877) 25 Language is ever needing to

be recalled, minted and issued anew. 1862 J. Martinkau
Ess. (i89i)IV. 104 Language, that wonderful crystallization

of the very flow and spray of thought. 189a ^Vestcott
Gospel ofLife 186 Language must be to the last inadequate
to express the results of perfect observation.

b. Power or faculty of speech ;
ability to speak

a foreign tongue. Now rare.

1526 Wolsey Let. to Tayler in Strype Eccl. Mem. I. v.

66 A gentleman,. who had knowledge of the country^ and
good language to pass. x6oi Shaks. Alls Well iv. i. 77,
I shall loose my life for want of language. If there be
heere German or Dane, Low Dutch, Italian, or French, let

him speake to me. 1610 — Temp. it. ii. 86 Here is that

which will giue language to you Cat; open your mouth.
1790 Cowper Receipt Mothers Pict. \ Oh that those lips

had language

!

-n*3. The form of words in which a person expresses

himself; manner or style of expression. Bad
language coarse or vulgar expressions. Strong
language : expressions indicative of violeut or

excited feeling.

a 1300 Cursor Ql-^yipi Iacob . . pat es to sai wit right
langage, Supplahter als of heritage. C1384 Chaucer //.

Fame tu 353 With-outen any subtilite Of speche.. Vor
harde langage and hard matere Is encombrouse for to
here Attones. CX425 Lvdg. Assembly Gods 368 In elo-

quence of langage he passyd all the pak. 1430-40 —
Bochas 11, xiii. (1554) S3 a, Though some folke wer large
of their langage Amisse to expoune by report. £1489

Vol. VI.

57

! Caxton Blanchardyn i. 14 For it is sayde in comyn lan.

gage, that the goode byrde affeyteth hirself. a 1533 Lo.
Berners Hnon Ixix. 236 Come to y» poynt, and vse no
more such langage nor suche scrymonyes. 1593 Shaks.
2 lien. VI, iv. ix. 45 Be not to rough in termes, For he is

fierce, and cannot brooke hard Language. 161 1 Bihle
Ecclus. vi. 5 Sweet language will multiply friends. 1641
Sir T. Browne Kelig. Med. i, 8 5 By his sentence I stand
excommunicated : Heretick is the best language he affords

me. 1694 Penn Pref. to G. Fox's Jnd. (1827J I. 15 They
also used the plain language of Thou and Thee. 1770 Junius
Lett. 187 They suggest to him a language full of severity

and reproach. 1809-10 Coleridge Friend (1865) 135 These
pretended constitutionalists recurred to the language of in-

sult. 1849 Macau lav Hist. Eng. vi. II. 118 He lived and
died, in the significant language of one of his countrymen, a
bad Christian, but a good Protestant.

t
1855 M otle

y

#

Dutch
Rep. 11. ii. (1856) 155 In all these interviews he had uniformly
used one language: his future wife was to 'live as a
Catholic \ 187s Jowett Plato (ed. 2* V. 348 The language
used to a servant ought always tu be that of a command.

b. The phraseology or terms of a science, art,

profession, etc., or of a class of persons.

1502 Ord. Crysten Men <W. de \V. 1506) Prol. 4 The swete
and fayre langage of theyr pbylosophy. 1596 Shaks.
1 Hen. IT, 11. iv. 21, 1 can drinke with any Tinker in his

owne Language, 1611 — Cymb. liiJ* iii. 74 This is not
Hunters Language. 1651 JIobbes Leviath. 111. xxxiv. 207
The words Body, and Spirit, which in the language of the
Schools are termed Substances, Corporeall and lncorporeall.

1747 Spence Polymetis vm. xv. 243 Those attributes of
the Sword, Victory, and Globe, say very plainly (in the
language of the statuaries) that fete.]. 1841 J. K. Young
Math. Dissert, i. 10 Thus can be expressed in the language
of algebra, not only distance^ but position. 1891 Speaker
2 May 532/1 In it metaphysics have again condescended
to speak the language of polite letters.

C. The style (of a literary composition)
; also,

the wording (of a document, statnte, etc.).

171a AnnisoN Sped. No. 285 r 6 It is not therefore suffi*

cient that the Language of an Fpic Poem be Perspicuous,
unless it be also Sublime. 1781 Cowper Cowersat. 236
A tale should be judicious, clear, succinct, The language
plain. 1886 Sir J. Stirling in Law Times Rep. LV. 283 2

There are two remarks which I desire to make on the

language of the Act.

d. Long language : f (a) verbosity (tr. Gr. paKpo-

Xoy'ta
;

(b) language composed of words written

in full, as opposed to cipher.

1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie in. xxii. (Arb.) 264 Macro-
logia, or long language, when we vse large clauses or sen-

tences more than is requisite to the matter. 1823 J. Bad-
cock Dom. Amusent. 34 Those Greeks did not use cypher,
but the long language of the country.

e. vulgar. Short for bad language (sec aboveV
1886 Besant Childr. Gibeon 11. xxv, That rude eloquence

which is known in Ivy Lane as ' language '. 1893 Selous
Trav. S. EmAfrica$ The sailor, .had never ceased to pour
out a continuous flood of

4 language ' all the time.

W. The act of speaking or talking; the use of

speTch. By language : so to speak. In language

with : in conversation with. Without language :

not to make many words. Obs.

a 1400 Cov. Myst. iv. Noah's Flood ii, Afftyr Adam with-

outyn langage, The secunde fadyr am I [Noe] in fay.

a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 18 M/ fader sette me m
langage with her. 1461 Paston Lett. No. 393 II. 17.

I said I dwelled uppon the cost of the see here, and he

langage hit were more necessareto with hold men here than
take from hit. 1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes 57 One
was surer in keping his tunge, than in moche speking, for in

moche langage one may lightly erre. 1490 Caxton
, Eneydos xxviii. 107 Wythout eny more langage dydo ..
1

seased thenne the swerde. 15x4 Barclay Cyt. $ Up-
londyshm, (Percy Soc.) p. xviii, To morowe of court we
may have more language.

fb. That which is said, words, talk, report;

esp. words expressive of censure or opprobrium.

Also //. reports, sayings. To say language against :

to talk against, speak opprobriously of. Obs.

a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 2 And so thei dede Jbothe

deseiue ladies and gentilwomen, and bere forthe diuerse

langages on hem. 146s Marg. Paston in P. Lett. No. 502
I II. 188, 1 hyre moch langage of the demenyng betwene you

and herre. 1467 Mann, Househ. Exp. (Roxb.) 172 5e

haue mekel on setenge langwache a3enste me, were of

I meryel gretely for I have ^effen 3owe no schwsche kawse.

1470-85 Malory Arthur u. xl, Euery daye syre Palomydes
brauled and sayd langage ageynst syr Tristram. 1485
Caxton Chas. Gt. 225 Feragus said in this manere. . . The
valyaunt Rolland was contente rygnt W€| l» & accepted hys
langage. 1636 Sir H. Blunt Voy. Levant 33 A Jurke .

.

gave such a Language of our Nation, and threatning to all

whom they should light upon, as made me upon all demands
professe my selfe a Scotchman.

t_ 5. A commnnity of people having the same form of

speech, a nation, arch. [A literalism of translation.]

1388 Wyclif Dan. v. 19 Alle puplis, lynagis, and langagis

[1382 tungis], 161 1 Bible Ibid. 1653 URQUHART/?a^<r/a/>

U x, All people, and all languages and nations.

b. A national division or branch of a religious

and military Order, e.g. of the Hospitallers.
^

1727-52 Chambers Cycl., Language is also used, in the

order of Malta, for nation. 1728 Morgan Algiers I. v. 314
Don Raimond Perellos de Roccapoul, of the Language ol

Aragon,..was elected Grand Master. 1885 Catlwlic Diet.

(ed. 3) 413/2 The order fof Hospitallers] ..was divided into

eight 4 languages ', Provence, Auvergne, France, Aragon,
Castile, England, Germany, and Italy.

6. attrib. and Comb. a. simple a Urinative, as

language-capacity, -family, -history, -turn ; b.

I objective, as language-maher, -teacher ;
language-

|
master, a teacher of language or languages

IiANGTJE.

1875 Whitney Life Lan xiv. 281 Every division of the
human race has been, long enough in existence for its
"language-capacities to work themselves out. 1891 Tablet 29
Aug. 331 The rank it hnlds among the *Ianguage-familiesof
the world. 1875 Whitney Life Lang. Pref. 5 Scholars ..

versed in the facts of *language-history. 1607 Brewer
Lingua ill. v. F 2,*These same Munguage makers haue the
very aualtty of colde in their wit, that freezeth all Hetero-
geneall languages together. 1712 Addison Sped. No. 305
T 11 The Third is a sort of * Language-Master, who is to
instruct them in the Style proper for a Foreign Minister
in his ordinary Discourse. 1831 T. Moore Mem. (1854) VI.
190 It turned out that what his friend, the language-master,
had. .been teaching him was Mas- Breton ! 1826 Pisey Let.

j
to Lloyd in Life (1893) 1. v. 97 A *Ianguage-teaclier gives ine
lectures . . five times a week. 1803 South ky Let. to C. IV.
W. Wynn 9 June, In all these modern ballads there is a

1 modernism of thought and ^language-turns to me very per-
ceptible.

Language Jie'ijgwedj),^. [I Laxc.i'age sb.]

trans. To express in language, put into \vords.

1636 Abp. Williams Holy Table (1637) 95 Learn, Doctour,
learn to language this Sacrament from a Prelate of this
Church, a 1652 J. Smith Set. Disc. vi. xiii. (1821) 294 The
style and manner,' of languagtng all pieces of prophecy.
1655 Filler Ch.plist. vi. v. False Miracles § 11 Predic-
tions., were langoaged in such doubtfull Expressions, that
they bare a double sense. 1667 Wateriiolse Fire Loud.
185 Seneca has langunged this appositely to us.

b. Iransf. To express by gestured.
1824 A'eiv Monthly Mag. X. 196 Twas languagetl by the

tell-tale eye.

J Icncc La-nguaging vbl. sb. In quot. attrib.

1875 Lowell in N. Amer. Rev. CXX. 395 It is very
likely that Daniel had only the thinking and languagin^

. parts of a poet's outfit.

Language, variant of Languid sb. (sense 2).

Languaged (Ijc'qgwi-djjd), ///. a. [f. Lan-
1 Gl'ACE Sb. + -El)^.]

\ 1. Skilled in a language or languages. Also
7vcll languaged.
1303 R. Brunne Handl. Syntte 8005 J?oghe he were wyser

ban Salamon And bettyr langagede J>an was Mercyon. 1513
Karl Worcester, etc. Let. to lien. I'llI in Strype hcil.
Mem. (1721)1.6 If any Doctors of Civil Law and Languaged
might he found in Lngland. 1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie
in. xxiii. (Arb.) 278, I maruell your Noblemen of England

1 doe not desire to be better languaged in forraiiH: languages.
T. Mathews Let. to BurghIty 2 Aug. in Tytler Hist.

Scot. (186V l^r« 200 Well languaged in the French and
Italian. 1605 D. Joxson Volpone 11. ii, Great generall
schollers, . . The onely languag'd-nien, of all the world \

ifa'j-'j'j Feltham Resolves 1. Ixx.wii. 135 Well uersed in the

j

World, languaged and well read in men. i6«8 Farle
I

Microcosm., Meere Dull Phisiiian <Arb.» 25 He is indeed
only language! in diseahes, and *peakes Greeke many times
when he knows not. 1671 V. I'hili.ips Reg. Xecess. 222

I

The six Gentlemen of the Privy Chamber should be well

I

languaged.

b. Provided with or having a language. Chiefly

with qualifying word prefixed : Characterized by
the use of or expressed in (such or such) a language,

I or (manyj etc.) languages.
1605 Verstegan Dec. In tell. i. (1628) 5 This towre by

these new languaged Masons thus left vnfim>hed. 1628
l*p. I^all Old Relig.xXui 2. 121 How doth hee tell vs that

I in a strange languaged prayer the vnderstanding is vnfruit-

full. 1725 Pope Odyss. in. 408 He. . many languag'd nations

j

has survey'd. 1708 Canning New Morality 46 in Anti-
yacobin 9 July, The stream of verse and many-languaged

j

prose. 1865 D'A. W. Thomison Wayside Th. of Asopho-

!

philos. 1. 5 The many-languaged harbour. 1870 Lowell
Among my Bks. Ser. 1/151 That tree which Father Hue
saw in Tartary, whose leaves were languaged. 1871 (J.

Macdonald Sonnets concerning Jesus v
t
How had we tead,

as in new-languaged books, Clear love of God.
2. With qualifying word prefixed : 1 laving (good,

etc.) speech, (well or fair) -spoken. ?Obs.

1470-85 Malorv Arthur vu. xxxvi, This syr Gareth was
a noble knyghte and a wel rulyd and fayr langaged. 1523
Ld. IjERNf.rs Froiss. I. cexxxi. 316 These two sage and
well languaged knightes. 1561 T. Hobv tr. Castigliofie

>
s

Courtyer Yyiv, To be well spoken and faire languaged.
1613-16 W. Browne Brit. Past. 11. 303 Well-languag'd
Daniel. 1633 Hevwood Eng. Trav. 111. Wks. 1874 IV. 43
Pray be more open languag'd. 1652 Kirkman Clerio $
Lozia 44 Her gently languag'd mouth opened it self

disclose the dream to Vincia.

3. Kxpressed in language, worded. Also with

qualifying word, as well.

1646 S. Bolton Arraignm. Err. 236 Because an opinion

comes languaged under the most receptible terrrcs. 1691

Wood Ath. Oxon. II. 169 His .. well-languid Sermons
speak him eminent in his generation.

Langnageless (Ix-rjgwed^le--), a. [f. Lan-

I

guage sb. + -less.] Without language.

1606 Shaks. Tr. $ Cr. 111. iii. 2^4 Hee's growne a very

land-fish, languageles^e, a monsier. 1848 Lytton Harold
vu. v, They understand me nA poor languageless savages.

1863 Hawthorne Our OH Home (1883) 1. 37 Tool-less,

houseless, languageless, *xcept for a few guttural sounds.

+ Languages Obs. rare. Also 5 Iangageur.

[a. OF. langage<tr ' a prater . . . babler ' (CotgtO, f.

langagier to talk abundantly, f. langage Language.]

a. A verbose person, b. One versed in languages.

1483 Caxton G. de la Tour Bviijb, We ought not to

stryuc; ayenst them that ben langageurs and full of wordes.

r 1570 Pride <J-
Lo*wl. (184 1) 30 Travayled he bad, and was

j
u languager.

j II Laugne (lang\ In 4 lauge, 7 lang. [Fr.]

I f 1. A tongue or language. Obs. rare.

ri33o R. Brunne Chron. Ware (Rolls) 125 And berfore

[
for be comonalte pat blythely wild listen to me, On lighte



LANGUED.
fange I it began. 1388 Wyclif Gen. xi. x The lond was of

0 langage [2 MSS. langc]. — Esther i. 22 In dyuerse

langagis [MS. C. langis] and lettris. CX665 R. Carpenter

Pragm. Jesuit Epil. 66 If your Iang be scanty, Th' Italian

Tongue welcoms you tttttie quanti.

2. « Language 5 b.

J799 Nelson in Nicolas Disp. (1845) HI. 3*3 H" & U in

my power, you shall be elected a Chevalier of the Order.

1 find the Russian Langue has the privilege of admitting

married men. i8o» Naval Chron. VIII. 124 There shall

be no English nor French Langues. 1888 Ch. Times 13 Ju y
6x3 There is no reason why each nation or langue should

not maintain at Rome a sort of embassy, with its chapel at

St Peter's.

Langued (lcengd), a. Her. [f. K langue

tongue + -ed 2
: ef. F. langui.] Of a charge:

Represented with a tongue of a specified tincture.

X571 BossEWELL^rwwjV 11. 37 One Lyon Saliant d'Azure,

armed, langued,and crowned Gules. 16x0 Guillim Heraldry

vr. vii. (161 1 ) 276 A lion Rampand Pearle, armed and

langued saphire. 1663 Butler Hud. I. ii. 259 Armed, as

Heraulds cant, and langued Or, as the Vulgar say, sharp,

fanged. 179a Statist. Acc. Scot. V. 497 On a branch in the

sinister side a bell langued or. 1870 Rock Text. Fabr. 1.

49 A hound, green, collared, armed, and langued white.

t Langue de bceuf. Obs. Forms : 5-6

lang(e)debefe, -beefe, -boef, -beafe, -biefe, 5

landebeffe, long debefe, long debeof, 6 langue-

debiefe, -beuf, ling du beaffe, landebeuf, 7

langdebeef, -beuf, landebeef, (8 Langley beef).

[Fr. ; lit. * ox tongue

1. A name variously applied to certain bora-

gineons and other plants with rough leaves, as

Echium vulgare, Helminlhia echioides, Borrago

officinalis, etc., for most of which the etymological!)-

synonymous name Bug loss has been applied.

c 1400 Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 84 Of water of lange

de boef, a Rote, c 1440 A nc. Cookery in Househ. Ord. ( 1790)

426 Take cole, and borage, and lang de beeff, and parsell.

[^1450 Alphita (Anecd. Oxon.) 24 Bnglossa .. (gall, lange

de beof), anglice oxtunge] 1551 Turner Herbal 1. Givb,
Dioscorides. .saythe that Cirsion (whyche I take to be oure
langdebefe) hath longer leues than buglossum. 1573. Tlsseb
Husb. xxxix. 1x878) 93 Seedes and herbes for the Kitchen.

.

Langdebiefe. 1597 Gerarde Herbal 11. eclxx. § 2. 654 Lang
de Beefe is a kinde heereof, altogither lesser. Ibid, celxxi.

656 Landebeuf. 1601 Hollano Pliny II. 279 The leaves

tof Cirsion] in forme resemble an ox tongue or the hearbe
Langue-de-boeufe. 1615 Makkham Eng. Honsew. 11. i. (1668)

J4 To quicken a mans wits, spirit and memory, let bim take
Langdebeef, which is gathered in June or July. 1620
Venner Via Kectaxn. 146 Lang de beuf is., of like operation

with Borage and Buglosse. 1732 Ellis Tract. Farmer
(ed. 2) 47 That called here Langley- Beef.

S*. A kind of spike or halbert, with a head shaped
like an ox tongue.

1450 Rolls of Ptirll. V. 212 Arraied in fourme of werre,
with Jakkes Salettez, longe Swerdes, long Deheofs, Bore-
speres, and all other uninerciable forbodon wepons. 1453
Nottingham Rec. 11. 216 Cum uno langdebefe et dagario.

1487 Will of J. Cooke (Somerset Ho.), A jak, a salett & a
long debefe. 1488 Will ofShamebournt (ibid.>, viij saletty

& iiij landebeffe & pollax. 1885 Faikholt Costume II. 271.

II Languedoc \jaf1gd0k). Wine produced in the

old province of Langtiedoc, iti the south of France.
1709 Addison Tatler No. X31 ? 7 Two more [drops] ..

heightened it into a perfect Languedoc. 1755 GentL Mag.
XXV. 326 Much lov'd Languedoc that guggles forth Krom
mouth of long-neck'd bottle.

tlia'nguefy, v. Obs.rare. Also -ify. [Formed
to represent L. fangitefarifre, f.languere: see Lan-
guish v. and -fy.]

1. trans. To make faint or languid.
1607 Schol. Disc. agst. Antichr. 11. vi. 59 By the clamour*

whereof how many, .were couched and languefied?
2. intr. To become weak or languid.
rti734 North Exam. 1. iii. § no (1740) 197 The Plot ..

began tu languify, and must haue gone out, like a Snuff, if

this Murder had not happened.
Hence f Ija'nguefying ppl. a.

1651 Biggs New Disp. r 207 Physitians may deservedly
suffer the lash and feel compunction for their inhumane
Ianguifying practises.

Languell, variant of Langel Obs.

tlia'nguent, a. Obs. [ad. L. langitent-em,
pr. pple. of languerc : see Languish v.] That is

sick ; in qnot. absol.

£1510 Bxrclav Mirr. Gd. Manners (1570) F ij, Geue nowe
to poore languent spiritual! medicine.

LangTieScent Ucerjgwe'sent), a. rare. [ad.
L. languescent em, pr. pple. of languesctre to be-
come faint, f.languere: see Languish v.] Grow-
ing faint or languid.

1837 Carlvls Fr. Rev. II. 1. xi, Scarcely have the
languescent mercenary Fifteen Thousand laid down their
tools. 1855 Bailev Mystic 18 In massive ease and power
Languescent.

Langnet (Iarn_g\vet), sb. Also 5-7 langettfe,
5-8 langet, 6, 9 languette, 7 langate, langot.*
[a. F. languette, dim. oi langue tongue.] Anything
shaped like a little tongue. ,

f 1. The tongue of a balance. Obs.
1413 Pilgr. Scnvlt (Caxton) 1. xiv. (1859) xi Pledours in

worldly courtes hauen tonges lyke to the languet of the
balaunee that draweth hym. .to the more peys*unt party.

1 2. A tongue-shaped ornament
;
esp. a * drop * of

amber, jet, ete. Obs.
1430 Wilt of Grymston (Somerset Ho.), J par precum A*

\

jete langettes. 1451 Wilt of Halle (ibid.), Par precum de '

58

1 Aumbre voc. langetes. 1538 Elyot Diet., Langnritim,

langettes ofaumbre, lyke to longe bcadestones. a X548 Hall
Chron., Hen. VIII (i8og> 791 A clothe of estate of the same
worke, valanced with frettes knotted and langettes tassaled

,
with Venice golde and siluer.

f3. The thong used for tying a shoe, a latchet,

c 1460 Tcnvneley Mysi. Hi. 224 Take the ther a lange tt To
I tye vp thi hose. 1674 Ray jV. C. Words 28 The Langot of

I
the Shooe; The latchet of the shooe. 1688 R. Holme
Armoury m. 291/2 The Punching Lead is for the Punching
of Holes in the instep and Langctts of a Shooe for the ties

to go through. 1787 Grose Prov. Gloss., Langot.

4. Applied to tongue-shaped parts of various

implements; e.g. a narrow blade projecting at the

edge of a spade.
1611 Floaio, Lingula. . Also that parte of the barre which

is put vnder the weight, and sticketh in the roller, the point,

end or languet. 1649 Blithe Eng. tm/rov. tm/r. (1653) 68

Which Spade shoo must be made with two sides, or Langets,

up from the end of the hit, like as if you would plant two
broad Knife Blades to look upwards with their points upon
a common Spade. 1659 Torriano, Stile% a languet or pin

of a pair of writing-tables. 1669 Woalidge Syst. Agric.

(1681) 231 For the cutting Trenches in Watery, Clayie, or

Morish Lands, they usually use a Spade, with a Langet or

Fin like a knife, turned up by the side of the Spade, and
sometimes on both sides. 1677 Plot Oxfordsh. 238 [A pipe]

terminated in a very small Cistern, of water behind a stone

of the rock, and having a mouth and Languet just above its

surface. 1727 Bradley Earn. Diet. s. v. Chimney, If the

Funnel is loose, you must have Languets or Tenons at the

Sides. 1875 Knight Diet. Meek., Languet, Languette
2. A thin tongue of metal placed between the blades of a

comb-cutter's saw, to pre ^.rve their distance. 3. A smjll

piece of metal on a sword-hilt which overhangs the scabbard.

5. Organ-building. In a line-pipe : A flat plate

or tongue fastened by its edge to the top of the

foot, and opposite the mouth. Also Languid sb.

1851 Seidel Organ 21 An organ . . which contained the

1 following labial or languet registers. 1875 Knight Diet.

Mech. s. v. Mouth-pipe, At a point opposite the mouth .. a
! languette, or plate, is placed, nearly closing the interior

area of the pipe.

f6. a. A spatula, b. (See quot. 1656.) Obs.

1580 Hollvbano Treas. Fr. Tong, Magdaleons, a langate,

or roller, little round stones like a roller. x6xx Cotg«. s. v.

Magdaleon. 1611 Florio, Lingua .. Also a little spatle or

I

languet to take salues out of a boxe. 1656 Blount Glossogr.,

Magdaleon, a Langate or long plaister like a Rowler. Dr.
I Brlowne]. 1823 Crabb Technol. Diet., Langate, a linen

roller for a wound.
7. A 1 tongue ' or narrow projecting piece of land.

1610 Hollano Camden's Brit. 1. 606 From the Cuie,
Northwestward, there Shooteth out a languet of land or

1 promontorie of the maine-land into the Sea. 1652-62 Heyi.in
Cosmogr. iv. (1682) 40 At the point of a long Languet, or

tongue of Rock. 1670 Blount Glossogr., Langate or Lan-
guet, a long and narrow peece of land or other thing.

^
1673

j

Rav Jotirti. Low C. (1738) I. 219 The haven of Messina is

I . . compassed almost round with the city on one side, and a
narrow languet or neck of land on the other.

f8. gen. A tongue-shaped piece of anything. Obs.

1686 Plot Staffordsh. 266 A true Hippomanes, or Languet
of flesh of a dark purple colour near four inches long, that

dropt from the forehead of a Colt newly foled.

9. Z00L One of the row of little tongue-like or

tentacular processes along the dorsal edge of the

branchial sac of an ascidian.

1849-51 Tooo Cycl. Attat. IV. 12x9/2 The branchial sac of

the Botryllidae is very similar to that of the ClavelliniUse.
1

. . The erest or fold corresponding to the anterior border of
the branchial sinus has no membraneous languet. 1870
Rolleston Anim. Life 67 Along the opposite side of the

branchial sac there runs the 'oral lamina 'which in other

species, such as Ascidia Intestinalis, may be represented

by a row of ' languettes \ 1878 Bell Gegenbaury

s Comfr.
Anat. 401 The tongue-like appendages t* languets') found
in Ascidians. .form a long row along the dorsal surface.

t Languet, v. Obs. rare—1

. [a.QF./a?igi<et-er

to wag the tongue, chatter.] intr. To chatter,

talk idly. Henee f Iiangueting vbl. sb.

rx43o Pilgr. LyfManhode iff. xxxii. (1869) 153 So michel
haue ) gabbed and forsworn, and so falshche languettcd,

that j shal neuere he bileeued. Ibid., And for the
hrennynge that she hath, to assemble ootheres goodes hi

false languet inges and vntrewe swertnges.

Languid (lje*rjgwid), sh Also (in sense 2)

language. [Corruption of Languet.]
tl. = Languet 3. Obs.
1688 R. Holme Armoury in. 14/2 Close Shooes, are such

as have no open in the sides of the Latchets or Languides.

2. » Languet 5. (Also att?ih)
185* Seidel Organ 78 The language, just above the foot to

which it is soldered on. 1855 Hopkins Organ 360 The lan-

guage or languid is the flat plate of metal that lies horizon-

tally over the top of the foot, just inside the moutb. Ibid.

375 Languid Wood Pipes are sometimes made. 1876 Hii.fs
Catech. Organ iv. (1878) 34 A flat piece of metal called the
language, or languid.

Languid (larrjgwid), a* fa. F. langnide or ad.

L. languid-US, f. langnere to Languish.]
1. Of persons or animals, the body, etc. : Faint,

weak ; inert from fatigue or weakness; wanting in

vigour or vitality.

'597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. gob/a The
natural caliditye being in tbese partes feeble and languide.
161$ Crooke Body of Man 338 The first births in the
beginning of the seauenth moneth are . . verie languid and
weake. 1707 FLOVF.a Physic. Pulse-Watch 33 A languid
Pulse depends on languid Spirits. 1744 Armstrong Prescrv.
Health 111. 381 Happy he whose toil Has o'er his languid
pow rLss limbs difiWd A plying lassitud i. 1774 Golc^m.
Nat. Hist. (1776) VII. 168 {Serpents) Their lungs, are long

LANGUIDNBSS.
and large, and doubtless are necessary to promote their
languid circulation. x8i6 J . Wilson City Plague 11. ii, How
Eale you look ! Wearied, and pale, and languid. 1857 Mrs.
Iatty Parablesfr. Nat. Ser. it. (1868) 144 Languid, indeed,

was the voice, and languid were the movements of the
grub. 1876 J. Saunders Lion in Path xi, This recent ill-

ness had t.till left him languid.
transf. 1764 Goldsm. Trav. 218 Unknown to them when

sensual pleasures cloy, To fill the languid pause with finer

joy. x83» Tennyson Lotos-eaters 5 All round the coast the
languid air did swoon. 1871 Miss Yonge Catneos 1 1, xxxii.

333 No doubt he had longed for her in the weary languid
hours before Meaux.

b. Of persons and their deportment : Slow in

movement
; showing an indisposition (natural or

affected) to physical exertion.

^
X728 Voung Love Fame v, The languid lady next appears

in state, Who was not born to carry her own weight. 1863
I

Fr. A. Kemble Resid. in Georgia 67 They are languid in
their deportment.

2. Of persons, their character, feelings, actions,

etc. : Not easily roused to emotion, exhibiting only
faint interest or concern

;
spiritless, apathetic. Of

interest, impressions: Faint, weak.
1713 Aooison Cato 1. v, I'll hasten to my troops, And fire

their languid souls with Cato's virtue. 1713 Stlele
Guardian No. 18 F x [Death] which, by reason of its

seeming distance makes but languid impressions upon the
mind. X742 Pope Dune. iy. 46 With mincing step, small voice,
and languid eye. 1751 Butlea Charge Clergy Durham
Wks. 1874 II. 331 Without somewhat of this nature, piety
will grow languid even among the better sort of men. 1774
BuflhiE Amer. Tax. Wks. 1842 I. 160, 1 never heard a more
languid debate in this house. 3791 M rs. Radcliffe Rom.
Forest i, M adame gazed with concern upon her languid
countenance. 1849 Lvtton Caxtons 12 He was too lazy or
too languid where only his own interests were at stake.

1840 Macaulav Hist. Eng. ii. I. 177 In him dislike was a
languid feeling. Ibid. v. 570 A war of which the theatre
was so distant, .excited only a languid interest in London.
Ibid. xvii. I V. 90 An appeal which might have moved the
most languid and effeminate natures to heroic exertion.

1870 Howson Metaph. St. Paul iv. 153 What a contrast
this is to our dull and languid Christianity !

b. Of ideas, style, language : Wanting in force,

vividness, or interest. Said also of a writer.
a X677 Babrow Scitn. Wks. 1686 Ill.xxxvi. 404 Methtnks

I
the highest expressions that language, .can afford, are very
languid and faint in comparison of what they strain to

I represent, when [etc.]. a 1704 T. Brown Sat. Antients
Wks. 1730 I. 24 To hear Homer call'd dull and heavy..and
Horace an Author unpolished languid and without force.

1864 Burton Scot. Abr. II. ii. X79 They sent me two inscrip-

tions but they were long and languid. 1865 Carlyle Freak.
Gt. xx. vi. (1872) IX. 108 He had written certain thin Books,
all of a thin languid nature. X865 Seeley Ecct Homo iiL

(ed. 8) 25 The languid dreams of commentators.

3. Of business, trade, or other activity viewed
externally to persons : Sluggish, dull, not brisk or
lively.

1832 Dibdin {title) Bibliophobia. Remarks on the present
languid and depressed state of Literature and the Book
Trade. 1833 Ht. MAaTiNEAU Vanderput ff S. iv. 64 The
business has been very languid. 1866 Crump Banking viii.

169 On account of the circulation of their currencies being
more languid. 1866 Rocers Agric. <!j- Prices I. xviii. 406
The market for exports was exceedingly languid. 1887
Daily News 20 June 2/5 A languid tone has been observed
in many quarters.

4. Of inanimate things, physical motion, etc.:

Weak, wanting in force ; slow of movement.
X646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 111. xxv. 176 A languid

and dumbe allision upon the parts. J691 Bentley Boyle
Led. 190 No motion so swift or languid^ but a greater
velocity or slowness may still be conceived. 17x5-10
Pope Iliad ix. 279 When the languid flames at length
subside. 1748 Shenstone Odes, Verses to W. Lyttleton iv.

When languid suns are taking leave Of every drooping
tree. 1830 Lvell Princ. Geol. I. 199 That the same power
.. should even in it's more languid state be capable of
raising to the surface considerable quantities of water from
the interior. 1834 Macaulav Pitt Ess. (1854) 302 Two
rivers met, the one gentle, languid, and though languid, yet
of no depth,

b. Of colour : Faint, not vivid.

1747 Gollo Eng. Ants 3 The first are of a languid Red
;

the second extremely black and Khining. 1764 Reio Inquiry
vi. § 22 The colours of objects, according as they are more
distant, become more faint and languid.

Languidly loe*rjgwidli), adv. [f. Languid a.

+ -ly 2.] In a languid manner.
1660 Boyle Neiu Exp. Phys. Mech. xlii. 386 The Men-

struum also working as languidly upon^ the coral, as it did

before they were put into the Receiver. 1729 Butler
Serm. Wks. 1874 II, 99 Peevishness, .languidly discharges

itself upon every thing which comes in its way. 1747
Wesley Prim. Physic (1762) 86 When the Nerves perform
their Office too languidly. X798 Malthus Popul. iiSiy) I,

247 With a population nearly stationary, or at most inereas.

ing very languidly. 1849 Macaulav Hist. Eng. v. I. 548
They either neglected it altogether, or executed it languidly

and tardily.

Languidness (lce-rjgwidnes). [f. Languid a.

4- -ness.] The quality or condition of being

languid; languor.

1665 Bovle Exp. Hist. Cold xiii. (1683) 132 This languid-

ness of operation may perhaps proceed in great part from

the smalness of the Pieces of Ice that were imploy'd. 1678

Wood Life 8 Jan., Colds without coifing or running at the

nose, onfie a languedness and faintness. 1744 Wall in

Phil. Trans. XLIll. 224 The Operation of Musk much
resembles that of Opium ; but . . it leaves not behind it any

1 Stupor or Languidness. 176a R. Guv Tract. Obs.Cancers
\ m The seeming Languidness and Inactivity of the contained

j Humour.



LANGUIFIC.

t Iiangui'fic, <*• Obs. ran—0
, [ad. late L.

languifie-us , f. languere: see Languish and

-fic] = next. (Bailey vol. II. 1727.)

t Iiailgurfical, a. Obs. rare~°. [(. as prec.

+ -AL.j (See quots.)

1656 Blount Glossogr.
t
Languifical, that makes faint or

weak. 1676 Colks, Langui/icaf, causing languor,

languish (larngwif), sb. [f. the verb.]

1. The action or state of languishing.

c 1380 Wvclip Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 198 Crist was. .occupied

in heeling of syke men and men bat were in languishe. 138a
— Luke IV. 40 Sike men with dyuerse langwischingis [v.r.

languyschis, languisches]. 1485 Caxton Chas. Gi. 233 Of
the languysshe that was comynge to Charles, he wyste not,

how sone it was cornyng. 156a Phaer sEueid ix. B b iij b,

The purple floure that .. In languish withering dies. 1592

Shaks. Rom.
<J- Jul. 1. ii. 49 One desparate greefe cures

with anothers languish . 1613-16 W. Browne Brit. Past. 1.

i. 11 Faire Nymph, surcease this death-alluring languish.

168a T. A. Carolina 19 It .. being .. admirable in the

languishes of the Spirit Paintings, 1718 Entertainer xix.

129 Religion is upon the Languish, and only the Ghost of

Godliness remains. 1833 Hartley Coleridge Poems 1. 1 18

A long record of perishable languish.

2. A tender look or glance.

1715-ao Pope Iliad xvm. 50 The blue languish of soft

Aha's eye. 17*8-46 Thomson Spring 949 Then forth he

walks, Beneath the trembling languish of her beam. 180a

W. Irving Lett J. Oldstyle (1824) 19 An arch glance in one

box was rivalled by a smile in another; . . and in a fourth

a most bewitching languish carried all before it.

t languish, a. Obs. ran-0
. [?f. the vb.]

Languishing, sickly.

155a Huloet, Languyshe to he, langueo. 1660 Hexham,
een Wockacrt, a Pyning or a Languish man.

Languish, (ta-rjgwij), v. Forms: 4 languis,

-uysc3, 4-5 -uess(e, -uysh(e, -uyseVe, -wiss e,

«wys(se, -wisch(e, -wis(s)h(e, -usch(e, -ussh(e,

4-6 -uiss(e, -uissh(e, (6 language), 4- languish,

[a. F. /angttiss-, langttir, = Pr., Sp., Pg. languir.

It. languire :—popular L. */augutre for class. L.

langue-re (inchoative languescHre)
;
perh. cogn. w.

L. lax-us (see Lax a.) and Tent. *slako- Slack
1. intr. Of living beings (also of plants or vegeta-

tion) : To grow weak, faint, or feeble ; to lose health,

have one's vitality impaired ; to continue in a state

of feebleness and suffering, f In early use often :

To be sick (const, of).
a i^ooCnrsor M. 14138 In his sekenes he languist sua, J?at

he na fote had might to ga. C1330 R. Bbunne Chron.
Wace (Rolls) 9550 Bedrede doun ful longe he lay, &
languissed so forp fro day to day. 1382 \V\clif Dan. viii.

27 And Y, Danyel, languyshide, and was seeke by ful man ye
days. 1494 Fabyan Chron. 651 He lastly fell in a greuouse
sykenesse . . And so Ianguysshynge by the space of thre

yeres more before he dyed. 1601 Shaks. All's Well 1. i. 37
What is it..the King languishes of? La/. A Fistula, my
Lord. 1635 R« Bolton Com/. Affl. Consc. v. (ed. 2) 202
Some for the losse of an over-loved child have languished,

fallen into a consumption and lost their owne lives. 1744
Berkeley Siris § 77 Those who had been cured by evacua-
tions often languished long. 1759 tr. DuhamcVs Husb. u.

i. (1762) 123 Observing one day a tuft of wheat which
languished. 1783 Crabbe Village 1. lit Health, Labour's
fair child, that languishes with wealth. 1798 Ferriar
Illustr. Sterne ii. 24 He wrote for the recreation of persons
languishing in sickness. 1850 Mrs. Jameson Leg. Monast.
Ord. [1863) 197 It was said of him that he did not live, but
languished through life. 1865 Kingsley Hereiv. xiv. 180
He lies languishing of wounds.

fg. i6$2-6i Heylin Cosmogr. iv. (1682)26 It began to

languish, and was at last reduced to nothing but a few
scattered Houses. 1882 Pebody Eng. Journalism xviii.

134 The Morning Chronicle . .languished and died.

b. To live under conditions which lower the

vitality or depress the spirits.

' 1489 Caxton Faytes ofA. in. xxiii. 223 To ..make hys
prysonners to langwysshe in pryson. 1592 tr. Junius on
Rev. ix. 4 The miserable world languishing in so great
calamities. 1711 Addison S/ect. No. 181 f 2, 1, .have ever
since languished under the Displeasure of an inexorable
Father.

#
1797 Mrs. Radcliffe Italian xi,The unfortunate

captive is left to languish in chains and darkness. 1828
Carlylf. Afisc. (tSsj) 1. 195 The street where he languished
in poverty is called by his name. 1879 Farrar St. Paul
(1883) 329 Peoples languishing under the withering atrophy
of Turkish rule.

2. Of appetites or activities : To grow slack, lose

vigour or intensity, t Of light, colour, sound, etc.

:

To become faint.

1626 Bacon Sylva § 255 Visibles and Audibles . . doe
languish and lessen by degrees, according to the Distance
of the Obiects from the Scnsories. 1635 R. Bolton Com/
Affl. Consc. xii. (ed. 2) 509 The brightness of lamps languish
in the light. 1707 Watts Hymn, 1 Come holy Spirit, heavenly
Dove'' lii, Hosannas languish on our Tongues, And our
Devotion dies. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xx. IV. 516
Along the eastern frontier of France the war during this
year seemed to languish. 1871 Napheys Prev. $ Cure Dis.
11. i. 414 The appetite languishes,

fb. Of health: To fall off.
1729 Savage Wanderer v. 670 Late months, that made the

vernal season gay, Saw my health languish offin pale decay.
3. To droop in spirits; to pine with love, grief,

or the like.

a 1300 Cursor M. 24646, I languis al for be. 138a Wvclif
Song Sol. v. 8, I languysshe for looue. ^1386 Chaucer
Frankl. T. 222 He dorste nat his sorwe telle But* Ian-
gwissheth as a furye dooth in helle. c 1400 Destr. Troy
9154 Made hym langwys in Loue & Longynges grete.
1483 Caxton Cato Gy'b, Whan the courage languyssheth

59

& . . is abandonned to slouthfulnesse. 1509 Hawes Past.
Picas, xvi. (Percy Soc.) 72 Languysshe no more, but plucke
up thyne herte. 1562 Edf.n Let. to Sir W. Cecil 1 Aug.
in 1st 3 Eng. Bks. A titer. (Arb.) p. xliij, My spirites hereto-

fore no lesse languysshed for lacke of suche a Patrone.

1590 Shaks. Alids. N. 11. i. 29 Loue and languish for his

sake. 1604 — Oth. III. iii. 43 A man that languishes in your
displeasure^ 1697 ^KYDEN ^'Jf* Georg. 111. 334 With two
fair Eyes his Mistress burns his Breast; He looks, and
languishes, and leaves his Rest. 1791 Burns Panic Wee

I Thingy Wishfully I look and languish In that h mi f;ue

o' thine. 1844 Thirlwall Greece VI II. lxii. 134 The spirit

I

languished as the body decayed. 1871 R. Ellis tr. Catullus
xxxii. 11 A lover Here 1 languish alone.

b. To waste away with desire or longing to

pine for. Also const, with infinitive.

[161 1 : see 4 a.] 1699 Relat. Sir T. Morgan's Progr. in

Somers Tracts Ser. iv. (1753) III. 160 Major-general Morgan
desired the Marshal not 10 let him languish for Orders. 1720
Ozell VertoVs Rom. Rep. 1 . v. 282 The People langu ished for

the Restoration of their Tribunes. 1738 Wesley Psalms VI.

iv, Yet still with never-ceasing Moans I languish for Relief.

1791 GewPER Iliad 11. 430 What soldier languishes and sighs
To leave us? 1847 De Cjuincey Sp. Mil. Nun i, The poor
nuns, who .. were languishing for some amusement. 1870
Bryant Iliad 1. 11. 49 All give way to grief And languish to

return.

c. To assume a languid look or expression, as

< an indication of sorrowful or tender emotion. Also
1 qu&si-lrans.

I 1714 M rs. M anlev Adv. Rivella 71, 1 saw his Eyes always
, fix d on her with unspeakable Delight, whilst hers languish'd

him some returns. 1849 Thackeray Pendennis lx, When
a visitor comes in, she smiles and languishes, you'd think

1 that butter wouldn't melt in her mouth.

4. a. quasi -Ivans, (usually with out) : To pass

(a period of time) in languishing.
1611 Shaks. Cyntl*. I. vi. 72 To think lhat man.. will's free

houres languish For assured bondage. 1683 Temi'I.k Mem.
Wks. 1731 L 449 He languish'd out the rest of the Summer,
and died. 1713 Addison Cato 11. v, Hut whilst I live I must
not hold my tongue, And languish out old age in his dis-

pleasure. 1734 tr. Rollins Anc. Hist. xvi. ii. § 8. VII. 302
Those who chose rather to destroy one another, than languish
out their lives in that miserable manner.

fb. causal. To make to languish. Obs. rare.

IS75 Benton Gold. Epist. Usfo^ 222 The displeasures

, passing in our house pearce deeper, and as a martyr lan-

guishe the heart euen vnto death. 1603 Florio Montaigne
in. v. 529 Least by that jouissance he might or quench, or

satisfie, or languish [F. allanguir) that burning flame ..

wherewith he gloryed.

t Languishant, Obs. rare- 1

, [partial

anglicizing of F. fang-uissanl, pres. pple. of lan-

gitir to Languish.] Languishing, suffering from

languor.

[1673 Drvdkn Marr. a la Modem, i. 37 Mel. That glance,

how sutes it with my face? Phil. "I'is so languissant 1

Mel. Languissant \ that word shall he mine too.] 1674 T.

Ti rnor Case Bankers $ Creditors I ntrod. 4 The whole body
in fine becomes Feavourish and I^anguishant.

Languished (lncrjgwift), a. Poet. [f.

Languish v. +-edL] Reduced to languor, that is

made or has become languid.
1621 G. Sandvs Ovid's Met. 1. (1632) 16 Cyllenius spyes
How leaden sleep had seal'd vp all his eyes; Then, silent,

with his Magick rod he strokes Their languisht lights, which
sounder sleep prouokes. 1634 Milton E/it. March. Win-
chester 33 And the languisht Mothers Womb Was not long a
livingTomb. 1667— L. vi. 497. 1671 —Samson 1 19 With
languish't head unpropt. 1693 Watts Death Mrs. M. W.
Wks. 1 813 IX. 298 >\ Groaning and panting on the bed,
With ghastly air, and languish'd head. 1697 Dryden /Eneid
x. 1013 The Troops.. Their Darts with Clamour at a distance
drive : And only keep the languish'd War alive.

Languisher (larqgwijw). [f. Languish v. +
-er 1

.] One who languishes or pines; also, one

who assumes languid looks, or casts glances ex-

pressive of amorous languor.

1599 Nashe Lenten Stnffe 37 Our moderne phisitions, that

to any sicke languishers if they be able to waggle their

chaps, propound veale for one of the highest nourishers.

1713 Steele Guardian No. 87 F 1 The very servants are

I

bent upon delights, and commence oglers and languishers.

1751 Mrs. E. Carter in Rambler No. 100 F 2 These un-
happy languishers in obscurity. 1759 Mason Caraciacus

77 Mingle the potion so, that it may kill me Just at the
instant, this poor languisher Heaves his last sigh.

Languishing (l?e-ngwijin), vbl sb. [f. Lan-
guish v. + -ingI.J The action of the verbLANGUisH

;

1 languor. With a and pi. : An attack of languor or

faintness, esp. such as proceeds from disease.

^1374 Chaucer Troylus 1. 529 Then w:re 1 quyt of

I

langwysshyng yn drede. 138a Wvclif Luke iv. 40 Sike

I

men with dyuerse langwischingis. C1477 Caxton Jason
8 b, Feling also the languisshing and smarting of their

woundes. 1500-30 Dunbar Poems lxxxv. 23 Bricht^ sygn,
gladyng our languishing. 1601 Shaks. AIVs Well \. iii. 235
A remedie. .To cure the desperate languishings whereof The
King is rendered lost. 1611 Bible Ps. xli. 3 The Lord will

strengthen him vpon the bed ol languishing, a 1688 Cud-
worth Immnt. Mor. (1731) 161 If this Harmonica 1 Tem-
perature of the whole Body be disturbed . . Weakness and
Languishing will immediately seize upon it. Z711 Steele
Sped. No. 140 F 2 He . . speaks of Flames, Tortures, Lan-
guishing* and Ecstasies, a 1715 Burnet Own Time (1724)

1. 391 He fell into a languishing, which, after some months
carried bim off. 1816 Chalmers Let. in ££^(1851) II. 53
To sustain you under all the sickenings, and faintings, and
languishings of your earthly disease.

Languishing (iDe rjgwi/irj ),///. a. [f. Lan-
guish v. + -ing2.J That languishes.

1. Declining in health, pining away, drooping.

LANG-UISHMENT.

! Now rare, f In early use : Suffering from sickness

or disease.

-1340 Hampoi.e Prose Tr. (1866) 2 Shewe be to bis
languessande, he bou leche vn-to bis woundyde 138a
Wyclif John v. 3 A greet multitude of lnngwischinge men.
1683 Trvon Way to Health vi. ^(1697) 100 The gasping
parched Earth and languishing Nature, a 1715 Burnkt ihvti

Time (1724) I. 585 He was now in so languishing a Mate,
..that. .his death. .seemed to be very near. 1719 London
& Wise Cotu/l. GanL 112 The weaker and more languishing
a Tree is, the sooner it ought to be prtiu'd. 1777 Johnson
Let. to Mrs. Thrale 27 Aug., The poor languishing Lady is

glad to see me. 1858 Bryant Rain-dream ii, A thousand
languishing fields, A thousand fainting gardens, are re-

freshed.

b. Said of a sicknes?, a dcalh : Lingering. ? Obs.
i6ii Shaks. Cymb. 1. v. g These most poysonous Com-

pounds, Which are the moouers of a languishing death. 1612
Woooall Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 185 A Flux drawing to

! a languishing dropsie is mortal. 1683 Trvon If ay to

I Health xix. (.1697) 424 Consumptions, and other languishing

I

Diseases. 1709 Steele Tatlcr No. 78 f 8. I am just

recovered out of a languishing Sickness. 1768 H. Wajtole
Hist. Doubts 129 His wife, who died of a languishing dis*

temper.

c. fig. of immaterial things.

1382 Wyclif Wisd. x\ii. 8 Kro the langu ysshende soule.

i(.6i {title) An Humble Representation of the Sad Condition
( )1 many of the Kings Party,Who since Hi* Majesties Happy
Kestauration have no Relief, and but Languishing Hopes.

1697 Jos. Woodward Rel. Soc. London Ded. (1701) 6 Do
nil that you regularly can, toward, .the revival of languishing
religion, a 1711 Ki-.n Divine Love Wks. (18381 327 My

I

weak and languishing soul.

2. a. Pining with love or grief, b. With reference

to looks or behaviour: Expressive of sentimental

emotion (now nsed in ridicule).

I 'la 1400 Morte Arth. 4339 Ladys langues*>ande and low-
rande to achewe. 1657 G. T110RNI.F.Y Dap/mis cfr Chloe 61

They [lovers] are languishing and carelesse to other things.

1683 D'Urfkv ,V<w Colled. Songs 9 Possess the pleasing
toil of languishing Embraces ! 1683 J'rvon Way to Health
.\i.\. 11697) 4 2 & Whether they look Soberly, or Meiry, Lan-
guishing, or with Wide Mouths. 1748 Smollett Rod. Rand.
lxii. (18041 445 Looking at me with a languishing eye, he
said [etc.}.

3. Suffering from, or exhibiling. weariness or

ennui
;

acting in a slow or tardy fashion. Of a

narrative, etc. : Failing to excite interest.

1655 Eaki. Orrery Parthen. (1676) 1 With so languishing
and careless a pace a 1693 Dkydkn Juvenal Dtd. (1697)7
Mr. Smith, and Mr. Johnson .. were two such languishing
Gentlemen in their Conversation. 1711 Addison Sped. No.
255 f 1 The soul . . is . . slow in its resolves, and languishing

in its executions. 1741 tr. JPA rgens' Chinese Lett, xxiii.

J62 Our Poets deprive themselves of a great Advantage, by
1 ejecting almost all Narratives as languishing, and putting
the most simple and most cruel Things equally into Dialogue
and Action.

Iianguishingly ,l?e-rjgwijirjli% adv. [-i.y-.]

In a languishing manner. Now chiefly, in a manner
expressive of sentimental tenderness.

1579 TwvNF. Phisicke agst. Port. n. xlix. 225 a, Sorowc.
My chylde is dead of a fal from an hygh. Reason. Vnto
them that dye languishing]}', death often times seemeth the

sharper, a 1586 Sidnky Arcadia 111. (1622) 291 Howsoeuer
the dulnesse of Melancholy would haue langui.shingly

yeelded therunto. 1657 R. Mossom in Spnrgeon Treas.

Dav. Ps. xxx. 7 The soul becomes languishingly afflicted,

even with all variety of disquietments. 1668 Dkyuf.n All
for Lore ill. i. (1678) 35 She.. cast a look so languishingly
sweet, As if, secure of all beholders hearts, Neglecting she

could take 'em. 1733 Chf.vnf. Eng. Malady 1. xi. § 13(1734'

107 The Digestions and Secretions must be weaker and
more languishingly perform'd than they ought to be. 1761

}. Hawkfswortu Edgar $ Emm. 11. i. 21 Kdgar, being
hYd with the charms of 1' mmeline, first gaz'd languishingly

upon her. 1813 Kyron Giaour xviii, Her eye's dark charm
'twere vain to tell, But ga7e on that of the Ga?elle, It will

assist thy fancy well ; As large, as languishingly dark. 1850
Kjngsi.f.y Alt. Locke xxxvi. (1879 380 Their long arms and
golden tresses waved languishingly downward in the breeze.

1856 CAamb. Jml. V. 157 A fat, fair, .creature, shutting one
eye languishingly.

Languishment lse rjgwijmcnt). [f. Lan-
, Gl'ISH V. + -MENT.J

I

1. Sickness, illness ;
physical weakness, faintness,

j
1
lining, or suffering. ? Obs.

1596 Spenser F. Q. iv. xii. 23 Who now was falne into

I new languishment Of his old hurt, which was not throughly

cured . 1609 J . Dav i fs (H e re f. ) HolyRoode F 3 b , That in

the Lab'rinth of his Languishment [*.. Christ's passion] We
may, though lost therein, find solagement.

_
1625 Jackson

Creed v. viii. 73 The languishment of a certain friend . .hath

taught me of late, that we are best men when we are

sickly. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. vii. xiii. 364 lie

dyed at Chalcis of a naturall death and languishment of

stomack. 1742 Young A7. Th. v. 496 When by the bed of

Languishment we sit. 1809 Kendall Trav. II. lii. 211

Pulmonary consumption. . . 'Phis disease, which, after the

country-people among the whites, they call a languishment,

is equally fatal to the Indians. 1831 J. Wilson in Blackw.
Mag. XXIX. 289 A hue foreboding languishment and
decay. 1845 Wordsw. Love Lies Bleeding 8 Thus leans.

.

Earthward in uncomplaining languishment, The dying
Gladiator.

b. //. Sufferings, fits of weakness or illness.

1665 Boyle Occas. Re/l. 11. iii. (1848) 107 If it [a Disease]
tire out the Patient with tedious Langu isbments. 1674
T. Turnor Case Bankers $ Creditors Concl.33 The I .aw.

.

acquits the person that steals viands to pacify the present

I .angu ishments of nature. x68& Evelyn Mrs. Godolphin 1 50
Thus ended this incomparable Lady :.. leaving .. a discon-

solate Husband, whose vnexpressible griefe. .would hardly
8-2



LANGUISHNESS.
suffer him to be spectator of her languishmen ts. 1702 C.

Mather Magu. Chr. 111. in. (1852' 577 He fell into some
languishments attended with a fever.

c. Weariness, lassitude, languor ; listlessness,

inertness.

c j6*o T. Robinson Mary Magd. 388 Parte of her time in

idle languishernent . .shee spent, a 1680 Charnock A ttrib.

God U834) II. 23 God can produce more worlds than the

sun dotb plants every year, without weariness, without lan-

guishment. 1748 Thomson Cast. Indol. 1. 39 Each sound,

too, here to languishment inclined, Lulled the weak bosom,

and induced ease.
. (

d. Jig. Ofthings : Decline, decay, loss of activity.

1617 Hieron Wks. 1610-20) II. 252 The graces of re-

generation and sanctification, when they are abused and

brought to a kinde of languishment. 1626 T. H[awkins]

Caussin's Holy Crt. 117 The first is a ceriaine languish-

ment, and debility of Fayth. 182 1 Examiner S46/^ There

is a languishment here for want of persecution.

2. Mental pain, distress or pining
;

sorrow,

trouble, grief; depression or affliction of spirits,

sadness.

1591 Spenser Ruins Time 159 Yet it is comfort in great

languishment, To be bemoncd with compassion kinde.

1591 Trottb. Raigue K. John (161 1) 38 Madame good

cbeere, these drouping languishmenis Add no redress to

salue our awkward haps. 1626 T. H[a\vkins] Caussin's

Holy Crt. 427 Mariamne resisted the dull languishments

of this captiuity with a generous constancy. 1681 Glanvill

Sadducismtts 11. 206 He would put him in a course to rid

his Wife of this languishment and trouble. 1751 Johnson
Rambler No. 159 P n Who can wonder that the mind ..

quickly sinks into languishment and despondency.

3. esp. Sorrow caused by love or by longing of

any kind ; amorous grief or pain.

a 1541 Wvatt Compl. Love in Tottefs Misc. (Arb.) 48 Thence
came the tears, and thence the bitter torment, The sighs,

the words, and eke the languishment. 1594 Spenser
Amorrtti Ix, The spheare of Cupid fourty yeares containes :

Which 1 have wasted in Ion? Innguishment. 1596 Edw. Ill,

II. i. 14 How heart-sick and how full of languishment Her
beauty makes me. a 1711 Ken Ilymnotheo Poet. Wks. 1721

I I I. 237 As a chast Dove. . For her dead Mate a lively Love
retains, And in continued Languishment remains. 1712

Steele Sped. No. 4Z3 ? 5 The Comparison of Strephon's

Gayety to Damon's Languishment. 18 19 Keats Sonn.,
' Happy is England\ Vet do I sometimes feel a lan-

guishment For skies Italian. 1822 B W. Procter Scett-s

Julian Apostate ii, That inward languishment of mind,

which dreams Of some remote and high accomplishment.

1877 Mrs. Oliphant Makers Elor. i. i\ Love-agonies and
langui.Oiments beyond the reach of words.

b. Expression of longing or tenderness.

1709 W. King Art ofLove iv, 19 Whilst sinking eyes with

tang lisbment profess Follies his tongue refuses to confess.

1717 Laoy M. W. Montagu Let. to C'tess ManZ Apr., Her
eyes !—large and black, with all the soft languishment of

the blue. 1748 Smollett Rod. Rand. (18121 I. 361 A look

full of languishment. 1814 Scott Wav, ii, The sighs and
languishments of the fair tell-tale. 1876 Geo. Elk>t Dan.
Der. v. xxxv, Adorers who might hover around her with

languishment.

t La nguishness. Obs.i-arc-\ [f! Languish
a. + -ness.] Languor, languid condition.

1540 Hyroe tr. Vives' Instr. Chr. Worn. (1592) Rj, That
languishnes should be avoided and put from the body.

Languister, obs. var. Linguister.

Languor (be'rjgaj, lre'rjgwyj), sb. Forms : 4-5
langur e, langoure, 4-6 langor (e, 4, 6, 8 lan-

guour, (6 Sc. langre), 4-7 (8-9) langour, 4-
languor, [a. OF. languor

•,
lcmgo{it)r (mod.F.

languour), ad. L. languor-em , f. langu-ere: see

Languish v. Cf. Pr. languors, Sp., Pg. langor.

It. languore of the same meaning ; Roumanian
l&ngoare * nervous fever \]

1 1. Disease, sickness, illness. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 3596 Sua has eild now bis ysaac ledd pat

he in langur lijs in bedd. Ibid. 14179 To ded sal noght his

langur turn. C1330 R. Brunne Citron. Wace (Rolls) 16675
In langour lay he many a day, & deyde be twelfte kalende
of May. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xix. 142 He lechedc hem
of here langoure lazars and blynde botbe. c 1425 Lyoc.
Assembly of Gods 1853 ln hele and in langoure. 1544
Phaer Pestilence (1553) Kivb, [He] curethe..all theyre
gryeuous scores, languoures and dyseases. 1590 Spenser
F. Q. in. xii. 16 From thenceforth a wretched life they
ladd, In wilfull languor and consuming smart. 1593 Nashe
Christ's T. 86 a, Hee will, .heale euery disease and languor
amongst you. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj. 9 Gif they, .verifies

in the court, the infirmitie to be an e langour (or ane vehement
seiknes of bodie or of minde). [a 1850 Rossetti Dante <$•

Circ. 1. (1874) 136 Over the curse of blindness she prevails,

And heals sick languors in the public squares.]

f2. Distressed condition, sad case, woeful

plight. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 4499 Bot ioseph in bat prisun lai, Wit

langor Iengand and with care. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xiv. 117
Beggeres..That al her lyf han lyued in langour and in de-

faute. c 1386 Chaucer Monk's T. 417 Off the Erl Hugelyn
of Pyze the langour Ther may no tonge telle for pitee. c 1450
Lonklich Grail xxxvii. 606 5»f it so be that 1 from 50W go,

Neuere getcn ?e helpe ne Socour 30W to bryngen owt of this

langour. 1462 Pol. Poems (Rolls) 1 1. 267 In whos tynie ther
was habundaunce with plentee of welthe and erthely joye,

without langoure. 1513 Braoshaw St. Werburge 1. 68 And
how this lyfe is of no suerte Now in great languor now in

prosperyte. 1390 Spenser F. Q. hi. iii. 35 Whiles thus thy
Britons doe in languour pine.

1 3. Mental suffering or distress, pining, sorrow,

affliction of spirit. To make languor : to mourn,
make lament. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 24603 Mi surful scurs pat bat sagb ledd

60

' wit sli langurs, c 1350 Will. Palerne 986 His liif nel nou^t
for langour last til to-morwe. C1386 Chaucer Pars. T.

I
r 649 [He] hath swich langour in soule, that he may neither

rede ne singe in hooly chirche. c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun

3769 In whas absence alwaye sho brent in swilk langoure.

C1470 Henrv Wallace t. 270 For dreid thar of in gret

languor he grew. 1470-85 Malorv Arthur*, viii, There

I

he made grete langour and dole. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg.
\

58b/i, I shal not hrynge none of the langours no sorowes

I
upon the. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. in. i. 13 My harts deepe
languor, and my soules sad tcares. 1593 T. Watson Tears
Eaucie iii. Poems (Arb.) 180 That she would worke my
dollor, And by her meanes procure my endles langor. 16 14

i

Raleigh Hist. World 11. xxii. § 5 (1634) 465 The text, .saith,

they exercised upon Joas ignominious judgements and that

departing from him, they dismissed him in great languor,

b. Sc. [? associated with lang
f
Long a. and v.~]

• f (a) Longing for some object {obs.). {b) Knnui.

To hold out oflanger : to amuse.
1396 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. x. 457 To rccreat

the quene and hald her out of Langre. 1616 Rollock* On
the Passion 383 If thou hast not a desire, but art afraid to

flit, it is a token that thou hast no langour cf God.
*

4. Faintness, weariness, lassitude, fatigue (of

the body or faculties).

1656 Bloint Glossogr., Languor, faintness, feebleness,

want of spirit. 1707 Plover Physic. Pulse-Watch 34 Great
Evacuations produces Languor of Spirits, 1731 Johnson
Rambler No. 90 F 2 That can hardly fail to relieve the

languors of attention. 176a Golosm. Cit. W. xliv, All the

senses seem so combined, as to be soon tired into languor
by the gratification of any one of them. 1789 W. Buchan
Dom. Med. (1790) 141 When the fever comes on gradually,
the patient generally complains first of languor or listless-

ness. 1818 Mrs. Shelley Erankenst. iv. (1865) 68, I nearly
sank to the ground through languor and extreme weakness.

1874 Blackie SelfCult. 50 The feverishness and the languor
that are the necessary consequences of prolonged artificial

wakefulness. 1878 C. Stanford Symb. Christ i. 31 In the

midst of the languor or pains of death.

b. Expression or indication of lassitude, in the

voice, features, etc.

1760-72 tr. fuau $ riloa's Voy. fed. 3) L 122 Here their

pronunciation has a faintness and languor. 1783 Pott
Chimrg. Wks. II. 92 The eyes have now a languor and
glassiness.

c. Habitual lassitude and inertia in one's move-
ments and behaviour, want of energy and alertness

(whether as a natural quality or an affectation).

1825 Lytton Falkland 30 There was spread over his

countenance an expression of mingled energy and languor.

1852 Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tout's C. xvi, She now opened her
eyes, and seemed quite to forget her languor. 1863 Mrs.
Oliphant Salem Ch. x. 171 That stick over which his tall

person swayed with fashionable languor.

d. Tenderness or softness (ofmood, feeling, etc)

;

lassitude of spirit caused by sorrow, amorous long-

ing, or the like. Said also of a melody.
1751 Johnson Rambler No. 94 T 2 The same languor of

melody will suit an absent lover. 1791 Mrs. Radcljffe
Rom. Forest i, The languor of sorrow threw a melancholy
grace upon her features. 179* S. Rogers Pleas. Mem.
11. 170 A softer tone of light pervades the whole And steals

a pensive languor o'er the soul. 18x9 Byron yuan 1. cxiv,

The silver light. .Breathes also to the heart, and o'er it

throws A loving languor, which is not repose. 1832 Tenny-
son Eleanore 77 Whene'er The languors of thy love-deep

eyes Float on to
t
me. 1865 Swlnulkne Poems $ Ball.,

Dolores 67 The lilies and languors of virtue.

5. Of immaterial things: Depressed or drooping

condition, want of activity or interest
;
slackness,

dullness.

a 1748 Watts hnprcn*. Mind 1. xiii. (1868) 114 Academical
disputation ..relieves the languor of private study and medi-

1 tation. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 153 r 18, 1 had formerly
1 been celebrated as a wit, and not perceiving any languor in

my imagination, 1 essayed to revive that gaiety. 175a Hume
Ess. % Treat. (1777) 1. 348 The arts must fall into a state of

languor, and lose emulation and novelty. 1769 Burke
Late St. A'rt/. Wks. 1842 I. 89 Possibly some parts of the

kingdom may have felt something like a languor in busi-

ness. 1786 W. Thomson Philip II/, v. 329 A place, .where
she would be freed from the languor of her present solitude.

Ibid. 353 Since that time, it [that monarchy] had exhibited

I a striking token of improvidence and langour. Ibid. 402
A manifest langour and irresolution appeared in her [Spain's]

counsels. 1838 Thirlwall Greece III. xxii. 218 Athens
discovered none of the langour of recent convalescence.

1895 Daily News 18 June 2/6 Extreme languor now charac-

terizes the trade for field seeds.

b. Of the air, sky, etc. : Heaviness, absence of

life and motion, oppressive stillness.

1728-46 Thomson Spring 442 When the sun Shakes from
I his noonday throne the scattering clouds, Even shooting

listless languor thro' the deeps. 1742 Pope Dune. iv. 304
Lily-silver'd vales, Diffusing languor in the panting gales.

1762 Falconer Shipwr. 1. 332 A sullen languour still the

skies opprest, And held th' unwilling ship in strong arrest.

1772-84 Cook Voy. (1790) IV. 1245 The sky became serene;

but with a haziness and languor, as if the current of air,

like water upon an equipoise, moved only by its own im-

Eulse. 1858 Hawthorhe Fr. <f-
//. Jrnls. II. 220 The

inguor of Rome,—its weary pavements, its little life.

+ Iia'nguor, v. Obs. Forms : 4-5 langor(e,
langur(e, 5 languowr e, -uyre, -wyre, langer,

I
5-6 langour, 6 languer. [a. OF. langorer, also

langorir, f. langor sb. : see prec] = Languish v.

(in various senses).

c 13S0 Will. Palerne 983 He has langured for ?our loue
a fill long while, e 1386 Chaucer Merck. T. 623 (Corpus

I Alb.) Now wol I speke of woful dauyan bat langureb [v.r.

\
langwisshcth] for loue as }e schullen heere. c 1400 Lan-
franc's Cirurg. 73 pei ben so feble bat bei dien, or ellis bei

LANIATE.

I

languren [v.r. langoren] longe tyme. 14. . Circumcision in
I Tnndale's Vis. (1843) 95 Salue unto hem that langor in

sekenes. C1440 Gesta Rom. 11. xxiv. 342 ( Add. MS.) The
lady for love be-gan to langour. 1470-85 Maloky Arthur
ix. xx, He came to the herd men wandry"S a"d langeryngr.

1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 255 b, Our blessed

sauyour..so thyrsted and langoured for the saluacyon of
mankynd, that [etc].

Hence f La ngouring vbl. sb. and ///. a.

ci.330 R. Crlnne Chrou. Wace (Rolls) 9565 Our kyng
pat lay in langoryng. 1387-8 T. Usk Test. Loz'e 11. xiv.

(Skcat) 1. 59 Thus as an oxe to thy langoryng deth wer thou
dravven. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye in To vysyte the
languiynge pourc 1552 Hi'loet, Languerynge in carr,

sorowe or thought, lauguidus.

t Languorment. Obs. [f. Langour v. +
-MENT.j A state of languishing.

1593 Nashe Ckrisfs T. (1613) 54 With a hoarse sound,
(such as fitteth farre-spent languorment).

Languorous (larrjgworas), a. Also 5 langor-
ous, o Sc. langorius. [ad. OF. lango{u)rcux,

f. langor Languor sb."]

fl. Distressful, sorrowful, mournful. Obs.

1490 Caxton Encydos iv. 20 Durynge the langorous tyme
. that polidorus tolde this vysion myserable. 1549 Compl.
I Scot. Epist. 1 Anc.medicyne. .to curc.al the langonus

desolat & affligit pepil. Ibid. vii. 70 Quhen this lady
persauit hyr thre sonnis in that langonus stait. 1590
Spenser F. Q. it. i. 9 Deare lady ! how shall I declare thy
cace, Whom late I left in languorous constraynt? 1834
Beckford Italy 11. 295 Then succeeded some languorous
tirannas-

2. Full of, characterized by, or suggestive of,

languor (see Languor sb. 4-5).
/11821 Keats Sonn., Tlie day is gone. Bright eyesaccom-

plish'd shape, and lang'rous waist. 1847 Tennyson Princess
vn. 48 A medicine in themselves To wile the length from
languorous hours, and draw The sting from pain. 1879
Mrs. Pattison Renaissance Art Er. viii. The languorous
sentiment of the Italian model was dispelled by the liveli-

ness native to the French character. 1882 I. Payne icx>i

j
Nts. I. 155 Slender and sleepy-eyed, and languorous of

gait. 1883 Lady Violet Greville Keith's Wife II. 95
She threw killing glances from her languorou!* black eyes.

1886" Symonds Renaiss. It., Cath. React. (1898) VII. xii.

200 The devotion of the cloister was becoming languorous
and soft. 1887 Old Man's Favour 1 1. 286 The atmosphere
was. .languorous and heavy with the rich scent of flowers.

Hence Iia'ngnoroTisly adv.

1875 Howells Foregone Cottcl. 25 The air,, was here
1 almost languorously warm. 1879 Atkettzum 24 May 671
A portrait.. of a young mother. .languorously reposing in

, a crimson chair.

|| Langur (l27'ijgu»i). Also lungoor, lungar,

langour. [Hindi langur, cogn. w. Skr. Idngtilin,

having a tail.] The name applied in India to

certain species of monkeys of the genus Stmnopi-

theats, esp. S. enlellus (see Entellus) and S.

I

schistaceus.

a 1826 H F.BF.R yourn. Upper Prov. Ind. (1844) 1 1 • 85 Why
I

do you challenge the lungoor? he cannot answer you!
1842 Penny Cycl. XXL 223 Lungar. i860 Rlw.ll Diary
India 1. 249 The trees, .affording..cover to innumerable
langours. 1880 V. Ball Jungle Life India i. 3 Troops of

long-tailed monkeys called Langurs.

t Iianguste. Obs. rare. [a. OF. langiistt (cf.

F. langousle crayfish), repr. L, locusla.'] = Locust.
c 1200 Triu. Coll. Horn. 127 Weste was his wunienge and

stark haire of oiuente his wede, wilde hunie and languste his

mete and water was his drinke.

t Lanhure, adv. Obs. [A comb, of the

synonymous H ire adv. ; the prefixed element

seems connected with OE. Id Lo «r/.J At least.

a 1225 Leg. Kath. 557 Ich mihte. . wel, hahben awealt hire,

5if ha nalde wi5 luue, wi5 luoer eie, lanhure. a 1225 St.

Marker. 12 Swic nuthe lanhure swikele swarte deouel.

C1230 Halt' Meid. 21 pat he greiSede ham lanhure ba ha
walden of meidenes henscipc.

Laniard, variant of Lanyard.
Laniarifbrm (lamieo-riffim .a. [f.L. lanidri-us

Laniauy a. + -FoilX.J Shaped like laniary teeth.

1847-52 Tooo Cycl. Anat. IV. 881/2 The office of the two
laniariform teeth is to pierce and retain the prey. 1881

Owen in Nature XXII I. 523 The molars probably .. all

more or less laniariform.

+ IianiaTious, «. Obs, rare. [f. as prec. +
-cus.] Butcher-like.

1651 Biggs New Disp. r 236 They have a trick of paring

away, (palpably lanianous) and wounding the membrane.

+ Laniary,^. 1 Obs.-° In7laniarie. [ad.L.

lanidrium, \. lanius butcher.] A shambles (Cock-

eram, 1623).

Laniary (Ionian), a. and sb.2 [ad. L. laniarius

pertaining to a butcher, f. lanius butcher, f. lanidre

to tear.] A. adj. Of teeth : Adapted for tearing

;

canine. B. sb. A laniary or canine toothy
1826 Kirby & Sp. Eutomol. 1 1 1. 445 These are principally

their claws or laniary teeth. 1839-47 Toud Cycl. Anat. 111.

242/x The laniaries [of Insectivora] small. 1854 R. Owen
Skel. # Teeth in Circ. Sci.

t
Organ. Nat. 1. 270 The laniary

or canine teeth of carnivorous quadrupeds. Ibid. 271 Some
[teeth] present the laniary type. 1888 Syd. Soc. Lex.,

Laniary teeth.

Laniate (loe-ni^t), v. rare-1
, [f. L. lamdt-,

ppl. stem of lanidre to tear.] trans. To tear to

pieces. 80 La-niated a. (Cockerain, 1623).

1721 Bailhy, Laniate, to butcher, to cut up, to quarter, to

tear in Pieces. (Hence in Johnson 1755; and in later

Diets.) 1886 UuaTON Arab. Nts. I. 115 Bedded on new
made scones and cakes in piles to laniate.
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t Lania tion. Obs.- Q [ad. L. /ani&iion-em,

n. of action f. laniarc to tear.] * A tearing like

a butcher* (Cockeram, 1623).

Lanier, obs. form of Lanner.
LaniferotlS (l^nrferes), a. [f. L. lanifer (f.

/ana wool + -fer bearing) + -ous.] Wool-bearing.
1656 in Blount Glossogr. 1676 in Coles. 1794 Mrs.

Piozzt Synon. I. 353 Care and cultivation.. in laniferous

animals is of apparent use. 1805 Luccock Nat. Wool 28

The laniferous animals were very early diffused over the

western parts of Asia.

LaniflC (U'ni'fik), a. rare, [ad. L. /anifie-us,

f. /ana wool + -ficus making : see -fic] a. Wool-
bearing. b. Busied in spinning wool.
a 1693 Urqtihart's Rabelais III. H. (1737) 353 All the

Lanific Trees of Seres. 1806 W. Taylor in Ann. Rev. IV.

772 The distinct offices of the lanific sisters, as Catullus

calls them, were afterwards transferred to the distaff and
the rock.

So t Lani'flcal, a. (1656 in Blount G/ossogr.),

t Lani ficons, a, (1721 in Bailey).

+ La'nifice. Obs. rare, [a. obs. F. lanifice,

ad. L. /anificium ,f. /anificus : see prec] A spin-

ning or weaving of wool ; also concr. wool-work.
1626 Bacon Sylva § 696 The Moath breedeth vpon Cloth,

and other Lanifices. 1633 Prynne Histriom. 21 Or use

any spelles or ceremonies, .in their lanifices.

Laniflorous (l^snifl5«T9s)
?

a. [f. L. /ana

wool + fldr-,jlds flower + -ous.] (See <jitot.)

1855 Mavne Expos. Lex., Laniflorus, having woolly
flowers, as the incisions or divisions of the limb of the corol

of Asclepias lanijlora : laniflorous,

LanigerotlS (lJ'nrdaeras), a. [f. L. idniger

(f. /ana wool + ger- carrying) + -ous.] Wool-
bearing; woolly.
1608 Topsell Serpents (1658) 784 Whether there be within

them [spiders] a certain lanigerous fertility . . as in silk-

worms. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey) Lanigerous Trees, those

sort of Trees that bear a woolly, downy Substance ; as .

.

Poplars, Willows, and Osiers. 1786-7 tr. Savary's LetLfr.
Egypt I. 316 This triangular rush [the papyrus] .. bears

a lanigerous tuft. 1839 G. Raymond in New Monthly
Mag. LV1I. 408 He had a bushy, lanigerous head. 1841

T. Southey (title) A Treatise on Sheep : . . suggesting ideas

for the Introduction of other Lanigerous Animals suited to

.the Climate. 1881 Academy No. 491. 252 To him the republic

is a.. lanigerous and pelliferous region.

Lanlmer : see Landimer.
fLa'ning. Obs. rare-*. [f. Lane sb. +

-ing l.] = Loaning.
c 1648-50 Brathwait Barnabees Jml. tn. P4 Singing

along down Sautry laning, 1 saw a Tombe one had beene
laine in.

t Lanio nious, a. Obs. rare~~°. [f. L. /a-

nioni-us (f. lanion-em = /anins butcher) + -ous.]

Of or pertaining to a butcher. 1656 in Blount Glossogr.

t Lanipendious, a, Obs. rare~°. [f. L.

/anipendi-us (f. /ana wool + pend-ere to weigh)

+ -OUS.] Engaged in weighing or spinning wool.
1636 in Blount Glossogr, 1676 in Coles,

||Lanista(lani*sta). Rom.Antiq. [L.] A trainer

of gladiators.

1834 Lytton Pompeii 11. LOur lanista would tell a different

story. Comb. 1880 L. Wallace Ben-Hnr 432, I did not
tell thee tbat 1 am lanista-taught. Defend thyself

!

Lank (tank), a. (sb.) Also 6-7 lanck(e,
lanke. [OE. hlanc\ not found in other Teut.

langs. ; a primary sense ' flexible ' may be inferred

from the factitive vb. (OTeut. *k/ankjan) which
appears in Ger. /enken to bend, turn aside. Other
cognates are ME. Lonke =OHG. /ancha (whence
Rom. yianco Flank) ; see also Link sb.]

A. adj.

1. Loose from emptiness; not filled out or

plump
;
shrunken, spare

;
flabby, hollow.

a. of the animal body or its parts.
a 1000 Judith 205 (Gr.) J>aes se hlanca sefeah wulf in

walde. 1556 Withals Diet. (1568) 8ob/i Lanke or thinne
in the bodie, as they tbat be leane, strigosus, macilentns.
1576TURBERV. Veneric 362 And that oftentimes is the foulest
and worst favourd by cause he is overwearied and lankest.

1583 Stanyhurst sEtteis nr. (Arb.) 8g With lanck wan
visadge. 1603 Dekkek Grissil (Shaks. Soc.) 10 In the lean
arms of lank necessity.^ 1633 P. Fletcher Purple tsL xu.
xxxii, Long sootie hair Fill'd up his lank cheeks. 1648
Hunting ofFox 21 They must looke to goe out as lank and
lean as they came in. 1649 G. Daniel Trinarch., Hen. V,
cci, A Tiger, (whom lanke Ravin fires To sett vpon the
Herds). 1668 Cu lpepper & Cole Barthoi. A nat. 1 . xiv. 37
Because any Artery being tied, is full, and swells towards
the Heart, but is empty, and lank towards the Veins. 1709
Steele Taller No. 28 r 6 The Men of the Service look like
Spectres, with long Sides, and lank Cheeks. J713 —
Englishn. No. 40. 261 A lank Monsieur with a huge Fruz
W'ggj . . is France in little. 1726 Gay Fables 1. xxiii. 20
Cats, wbo lank with hunger mew'd. 1791 Boswell Johnson
15 Mar. an. 1779, The bard was a lank bony figure, with
short black hair. 1820 W. Irving Sketch Bk.W. 354 He
was a huge feeder, and though lank, had the dilating
powers of an Anaconda. 1848 Mrs. Jameson Sacr. % Leg.
Art

m
(1850) 45 This lank, formal angel is from the Greco-

Italian school of the eleventh century.

b.
^
of vegetable growth. Of grass : Long and

flaccid, f Of a harvest : Meagre, scanty.
1634-5 Brereton Trav. (Chetham Soc.) 36 Here is barren

dry sandy land as in Sherwood Forest, like Bowden Downs,
save longer lank grass. 1645 Quarles Sol. Recant. x\. 75
Cast not lank grain upon too lean a ground. 1658 IV/iole

Duty Man xvii. §11 If by the sparingness of our alms, we
make ourselves a lank harvest hereafter. 1697 Dryden
Virg. Georg. ti. 342 Lest the lank Ears in length of Stem be
lost. 1884 Mrs. C. Praed Zero ii, These lank, sickly guru-

trees make me feel quice sentimental.

c. of inanimate things, esp. of a bag, bladder or

purse. ? Obs,

j
c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Gr.) cxviii. 83 lc eom nu xeworden werum

' anlicast. swa bu on hriine setest hlance cylle. 1571 Campion
Hist. Irel. 11. x. (1633) 138 If your bagges bee full where
theirs were lancke. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, 1. iii. 132 The

,
Commons hast thou rackt, the Clergies Bags Are lanke and

j

leane with thy Extortions. 1602 2nd Ft. Returnfr. Par.
,

nass. iv. ill 1934 Drinking a long lank watching candles
smoake. 1660 Boyle New Exp. P/tys. Meek. xiii. 84 A great

Bladder well tyed at the Neck, but very lank. 1719 D'U rhky
Pills 1 . 272 M y Purse . . is but lank, 1830 Galt Lawrie T.

11. x. (1849) 73 A day at this time was precious to my light

and lank purse.

t d. of immaterial things. Alsofig. Obs.

1607 Walkington Opt. Glass 27 His conceit is as lancke
as a shotten Herrin. 1615 T. Aoams White Devil 26 That

I subtle winnower, .w*1 keep the soule. .lanke with ignorance.

i6zz in Reliq. Wott. {1685) 248 The Empire grew lank

! and the Popedom tumorous. 1638 Bp. Rkynolos Serm.
July i2tk 43 Men of greene heads, of crude and lanke
abilities, a 1650 Scot. Field 269 in Furnivall Percy Folio
1. 226 Now lanke is their losse: our lord itt amend ! 1663

I J. Spencer Prodigies (1665) 111 Tempted to blow out with
their quills a lean and lank occurrence. 1664 H. More
Myst. Iniq. 360 It is but a lank business to take notice of
one single Statue for Idolatry. 1729 Young Imperinm

1 Pelagi Pref., Lank writing is what 1 think ought most to

be declined. 1780 Cowper Table T. 532 From him who
rears a poem lank and long.

2. Of hair : Without curl or wave, straight and

]

flat.

1690 Shadwell Am. Bigot in. i. Thick lips and lank
flaxen hair. 1727 Braolky Fam. Diet. s.v. Hair, To make
that which curls too much, lanker, anoint it thoroughly .

.

with Oil of LHlies. 1776 Mao. D'Arulay Early Diary
5 Apr., Two of her curls came quite unpinned, and fell lank
on one of her shoulder*. 1835 Willis Pcncillings I. xxiv.

168 High cheek bones, lank liair, and heavy shoulders. 1849
Macallay Hist. Eng. i. !. 82 The extreme Puritan was at

once known, .by. .his lank hair.

f3. Drooping, languid. Obs.rare~ x
.

1634 Milton Comtis 835 Nereus, . . piteous of her woes,

j

rear'd her lank head.

4. Comb., chiefly parasynthetic, as /ank-bei/ied,

-cheeked, -eared, -haired, -jawed, -sided, -winged
1

adjs. ; also lank-b/(nvn, iean adjs.

1691 Loud. Gaz. No. 2559/4 Stoln.., a black Gelding..
*lank Belly'd, and a switch Tail. 1785 Franklin Lett.
Wks. 1840 VI. 507 A *lank blown bladder laid before a fire

will soon swell, grow tight, and burst. 1838 Jas. Grant
j

Sk. Loud. 184 A little, *lank-cheeked, sharp-eyed man. 1820
Keats Hyperion 1. 230 () *lank-ear'd Phantoms of black-

t

weeded pool, ! 1687 Land. Gaz. No. 2207/4 T. L. and C. L.,

j

middle-sized men . . *lank-hair'd. 1849 M acaulay Hist. Eng.

J

iii. I. 370 Puritan coffee houses, .where lankhaired men dis-

cussed election and reprobation through their noses. 1778
Miss Burney Evelina (1787) III. xxi. 233 Is he as *lank-
jawed as ever? 1843 Lytton Last Bar. 11. i, Our red-faced

j

yeomen, alas, are fast sinking into lank-jawed mechanics.

1599 Shaks. Hen. V, iv. Prol. 26 Their gesture sad Inuesting
*lanke-leane Cheekes. 1743 R. Blair Grave 337 The *lank-

, sided M iser . . meanly stole . . From Back and Belly too, their

proper Cheer. 1649 G. Daniel Trinarck., lieu. V, lxviii,

Where *lanke-wing'd Puttocks hope to catcb their Prey.

B. sb.

fl. Leanness, scarcity, thinness. Obs.
1 Only in proverbial phrase. (See quots.)

1655 Fuller Hist. Comb. iii. § 16. 47 margin, A Bank and
1

a Lank of Charitie. a 1661 — Worthies, SkroPsh. 111. (1662)

10 This Ioseph collected from the present plenty, that a

I

future famine would follow, as in this kind, a Lank con-
stantly attendeth a Bank. 1727 Boyer Eng.-Fr. Diet. s.v.,

A Lank makes a Bank. Ce Proverbe s appliqueaux Femmes
q?ii deche'ettt dis le moment qifelles sont enceintes Jusqu'a
ce que lenr ventre commence a lever.

2. A lanky or lean person.
1881 Mrs. Lynn Linton My Love 111. 212 You are not

such a peaky lank as you were.

Hence + I«a*nkisli a., somewhat lank; + La*nkly
adv., in a lank manner ; La nkness, the condition

of being lank.
1611 Cotgr., Maigrement, Meagerly, . . lankly, slenderly.

Ibid., MaigrcU, Meagarnesse, leannesse, thinnesse, lanke-
nesse. 1627-77 Feltham Resolves 11. xxiv. 209 She, like the

humble one, falls flat, and lankly lies upon the earth, a 1643
W. Cartwright Ordinary 112. v, Hungry Notes are fit for

Knels r May lankenes be No Quest to me. «i648Digby
Closet Open. (1677) 160 They [the guts] are to be cleansed in

the ordinary manner and filled very lankly. 1689 Loud.
Gaz. No. 2483/4 A Tall fresh coloured Fellow, with lankish

white Hair. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) 1. 317 Being thus
compelled to open its jaws, it [a viper] once more resumed
its former lankness. 1824 Examiner 23/2 There was a

I

baggardness and lankness about his cheeks. 1840 Dickens
Barn. Rudge xxxv, A certain lankness of cheek . . added
nearly ten years to his age.

t Lank, v. Obs. [f. Lank a.]

• 1. trans. To make lank.

1519 Horman Vulg. 39 b, As soone as thou arte vp lanke
thy bely [L. levato alvum\ and spett out rotten Heme. 156a
Leigh Armorie (1597) 44 b. The Lion.. (if he be in daunger
to bee chased) . . vomiteth at his will, and lanketh him^elfe.

1604 Meeting ofGallants 7, I rack the vaines and Sinewes,
lancke the lungs. 1610 G. Fletcher Chrisfs Vict. 1. xiii,

Greefes companie. .lankes the cbeekes.

2. intr. To become lank or shrunken.
1606 Shaks. Ant. ft CI. 1. iv. 71 And all tbis. .Was borne

so like a Soldiour, that thy cheeke So much as lank'd not.

Lanket (Ire'rjkeO, v. diai. [f. lankel
3

dial.

form of Langet.] trans. In the Isle of Man

:

To tie the legs of an ox, a horse, etc. together, as

a restriction on its movements ; to hobble.
1894 Hall Caine Manxman v. x. 313 There were a few

oxen also, tethered and lanketted.

Lanktraloo, variant of Laxtehloo Obs.

Lanky (lK-rjki), a. [f. Lank a. + -yl.] Awk-
wardly* or ungracefully lean and long, t Also
(of hair) somewhat lank {obs.).

1670 Lond. Gaz. No. 437/4 He is., of a tall Stature^ with
fair lanky hair. 18 18 Tonn, Lanky adj., a vulgar expression to

denote a tall thin person. 1833 Ht. Maktineau Cinnamon
cy Pearls v. 82 Their worn and lanky frames. 1847-8 H.
Miller First I/upr. i. (i860 3 A tall lanky Northumbrian.
1B60AII Year Round No. 72, 509, I pass by many a church,
. . with their tall hulking fronts and lanky pillars. 1861 W. H.
R ussELL in Times 12 July, A sharp-looking Creole, on a
lanky pony, . . superintended their labours. 1874 IJurnand
My time ii. 21 The lanky Charles.. did something with a

churus to it. 1892 Baring-Gould Sir. Survivals v. 1 12 The
spiral coil would prevent the lanky rushlight from falling over,

b. Comb., as /anky-cared, -/imbed adjs.

1813 W. H. Irfland Scribbleomania 82 The station of

groom to a lanky-ear'd Neddy. 1896 Mary Bkaumont yean
Setou 170 A schoolboy, bright-eyed and lanky-liinbed.

I La nnarcl. Obs. Also 6-7 lanard(e. [variant

of Lannek, ? after haggard sb.] = next.

1530 Palsgr. 237/2 Lanarde a hauke, lanier. 1598 Florio,

Lainero
y a kind of hauke called a lanard or a lanaret. 1607

Brewer Lingua 11. vi. E2 A wondrous flight Of Falcons,

Haggards, Hobbies, Terselets, l anards and Goshaukes.
a 1627 Miodleton & Rowley Sp. Gipsy iv. iii. That young
lannard . . if you can whbtle her To come to fist, make trial.

Lanner (larnai . Forms : 5 7 laner(e, -yei\e,

(5 lanare, 6 lanor), 6-7 lanier, 6 lanar, 7 larmar,
6- lanner. fad. F. /anier, app. a subst. use of the

j

OY. /an ier cowardly.
Cf. the med.L. synonym tardarins, and the description

Me lannier. .est mol et sans courage quoted by Godef. s.v.]

A species of falcon, found in countries bordering

on the Mediterranean, Fa/co lanarius or F.fe/-

deggi. In Fa/conry , the female of tbis species.

CX400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxv. 117 Gentill fawcouns,
laneres, sagres, sperhawkes, i486 [see LanneretJ. 1575
Tlrberv. Faulconrie 114 You muste haue a gentle Lanner.

1598 Sylvester DuBartas 1. v. 720 The Marlin, Lanar, and
the gentle Tercel 1. 1637 T. Morton New Eng. Canaan
(1883) ig.8 The use whereof in other parts makes the Lan-
nars there more bussardly then they be in New England.
1676 Lond. Gaz. No. 1127/4 Lost Aug. 27. at night, a young
Lanner Nyes Hawk without Bells or Jesses. 1766 Pennan 1

Zool. (1768) 1. 134 Except the Lanner none seem to have been

noted among the British birds by any of our c untrymen.

1834 R. Mudie Brit. Birds (1841) I. 87 The Lnuuer [Falco

Lanarius) bears some resemblance to the pcitgrirje. but

I

it is smaller. 1852 R. F. Burton Fahonry Indus ii. 18

The female was called a Lanner, the male a Lanneret. i860

Longf. Wayside Inn, Crew Long Serpent i, Downward
fluttered sail and banner as alights the screaming lanner.

attrib. 1686 tr. Chardins Trav. Persia 1. 82 Lanner-
Hawks, Gos-Hawks, Hobbies. 1873 Tristram Moab ii. 32
A pair of lanner falcons.

Lanneret (lse'nerel). Forms : 5 lanret(t, 5-6

lanerette, 6 lanaret, 6-9 laneret, (6 -at
, J Ian-

naret, 7- lanneret. [ad. OF. and F. laneret in

same sense.] The male of the lanner.

1432-S0 tr- Higden (Rolls) I. 339 Hawkes that be called

lanerettes [printed lane ret tes]. c 1440 Promp. Parr'. 286/2

Lanret, hauke, tardarins. i486 Bk. St. Albans D iv,

I

Ther is a Lanare and a Lanrell [Iread Lanrett], And
theys belong to a Squyer. 1495 Act 11 Hen. I'll e. 17

Laner lanerette or fawcon. 1575 Turbeuv. Faulconrie 123
1 The myllane and the lanerette. 1637 'J* Morton New Eng.
Canaan (1883) 196 At my first arrival! in those parts [I]

practised to take a Lannaret, which I reclaimed. 1838 J. P.

Kennedy Rob of Boivl xiv. 151 The falcone [was] bent to

fly the cast of lanerets.

Lanolin (loenJlin. Chem. Also lanoline. [f.

L. /ana wool + ol-ettm oil + -Jtf 1. Named by O.

Liebreich.] The cholesterin- fatty matter extracted

from sheep's wool, used as a basis for ointments.

1885 Brit. Med. Jml. 5 Dec. II. 1075/1 Dr. Oscar Lieb-

reich read a paper on Lanolin before the Berlin Medical

Society, on October 28th. 1894 Brit. Jml. Photogr. XL1.

I

16 First grease their hands with lanoline or vaseline.

Lanose (l^nJus), a. scientific, [ad. L. lanos~us,

f. /ana wool.] Of the nature of wool
;
woolly.

Hence Lano'sity, wool 1 in ess [Syd. Soc. Lex. 1 8SS).

1852 Dana Crust. 1. 335 Hand naked and smooth without,

..within over a spot lanose. 1871 Cooke Fungi 786 My-
celium forming white lanose patches.

Lanret(t, obs. form of Lanneret.

Lansfordite (larnsf^idait). Min. [Named by

Genth, i8SS,from Lansford'm Pennsylvania, where

it was found : see -ite.] Hydrous carbonate of

magnesium, resembling paraffin when first found.

1888 in Amer. Jml. Sci. Ser. in. XXXVI. 156. 1892 in

Dana Min. 305.

Lanshet, variant of Landshard.

f La'nsket. Obs. rare "*'.

a 1625 Fletcher Woman's Prize \\. vi, How knowst thou ?

yaq. 1 pcep't in At a loose lansket.

Lansquenet (la'nskenet). Forms: 7 lance-

quene(n
;
t

?
lansquenight, 7-8 lanskenet, 8

landsguenet, (sense 2 only, lamb-skin-it), 7, 9
lansciuenett(e, 9 (sense 2) lansguinnet, 7- lans-

quenet. 0. (sense 1 only) 9 landsknecht, lanz-

knecht. See also Lance-knight, [a. F. /ansquenet,



LANT.

ad. G. landsknecht lit. servant of the country, f. lands
\

(gen.) country + knccht servant. The Ger. word
was at an early date miswritten lanzknecht, as if

f. lanz lance.]

1. Hist. One of a class of mercenary soldiers in
]

the German and other continental armies in the

17th and 18th centuries.

Originally applied to the serfs brought into the field by
the nobles within the territories of the Empire, in contra-

distinction to the Swiss mercenaries. Subsequently this
|

distinction became obsolete, and the designation seems to

have connoted a particular kind of equipment, of which

a lance was part.

1607 Dkkkek Knights Conjuring'(Percy) 59 Our Iansque-
|

night of Lowe-Germanie. 1608 E. Grimstone Hist. France
I

(16:1)662 Christopher.. brought ten thousand Lansquenet-;

to passe the A Ipes. 162x A. Court Constancie 1. 8 Certaine
;

Women. .cryed out,.. That the Lanskenets had eaten vp

Children. 17*6-31 Tindal Rapiris Hist. Eng. xvii. (1743)

] 1. 138 Ten thousand Switzers, two thousand Landsquenets.

1824 Byron De/otmed Trans/. 1. ii, From some Stray

bullet of our lansquenets. 1845 S. Austin tr. Rankc's
Hist. Re/. I. 235 In the year 1513, the authorities hesitated

to punish some deserters from the Landsknechts. 1855

Motley Dutch Rep. If. ii. (1866) 163 Some were disguised

as hussars, some as miners, some as lansquenettes. 1884

Contemp. Rev. June 818 He gave up entire communes to

be pillaged by the lansquenets.

fa. In the incorrect Ger. form lanzknccht.

1856 Froude Hist. Eng. I. 240 1 f. .his German Ianzknechts

bad stormed the Holy City.

2. A game at cards, of German origin.

1687 Lond. Gaz. No. 2263^3 Strictly forbidding all Per-

sons .. to use or allow any Gaming in their Houses, more
.

particularly the Games of Hoca, Bassett, or Lansquenett,

1707 J. Stevens Qutvcdo's Com. Wks. (1709) 204 We play'd
!

at Lanskenet. 1735 Bailev, Lamb Skin-it, a certain Game
|

at Cards. 1766 Anstey Rath Guide ix. (1804^ 72 And to

play I bid adieu, Hazard, lansquenet, and loo, Fairest

nymph, to dance with you. 1859 Thackkr*ay Virgin, xli,

He dines at White's ordinary, and sits down to Macco and
j

lansquenet afterwards. 1885 Mabei. Collins i'retiiest

JToman vi, Each day she dreaded to hear that he had lost

everything at lansquenet.

Lanss, obs. Sc. form of L\nce.

Iiant (lsent), sb,*1 Now rare. Forms: I

hland, hlond, 7 8 land, 7- lant. [OK. hland,

hlftid =» ON. hland. (The form lant seems to

belong to n.w. dialecls; cf. Lancashire bant for

band.)] Urine, esp. stale urine used for various
'

industrial purposes, chamber-lye.
<- 1000 Sax. Leechd. 1. 362 "Wearras & weartan on we^ I

to donne nim wnlle & wnet mid biccean blonde. Ibid. II.

40 Wi3 earena deafe ^enim hryberes ^eallan wib gajten
j

hland ^emen^ed. x6u Coigr., Vrine, vrine, lant, stale,
!

chamber-lye. 1634-5 Breketon Trav. (Chetham Soc.) 106
\

The linen do so strongly ta«*te and smell of lant and other
noisome savours, as that [eic.]. 1640 Glapthorne Wit in

Constable 11. Wks. 1874 I. 191 Your nose by its complexion
does betray Vour frequent drinking country Ale with lant

in't. 1787 Grose Proz>. Gloss., Laud, or Lant, urine. 1859
Autobiog, Beggar boy 105 Twice a-week I had to collect

stale lant (nrine\ from a number of places where it was
preserved for me.
atlrlb. 1870 tr. Erckmann-Chatriaris Blockade Phals-

bnrg 139 A lane. . full of dungheaps and lant-holes.

Lant (tent), sb? A fish « Launch.
1620 J. Mason New/ound-land (1887) 151 May bath cods

and lants in good quantity. 1880 4 Day Brit. Fishes 1. 332
Ammodytcs tobianus . . Lesser launce . . lant, Cornwall.

Lant, sb.?> dial. Short for Lantkkloo.
1706 Ace. Bk. Sir J. Fontis (1894) 422 Ix»t at lant with

L. Col. his lady Sec. £0 10. 2. 1899 Pkevost Cnmberld.
Gloss., Lant, Lantcr, the game of Loo. A distinction is

made between Lant, and Lantcr, five cards l>eing required
for the latter. The proper designation may be tbree-card
and five-card loo.

tLant, v. Obs. Also 7-8 leiut. [f. Lantj^.i]
trans. To mingle with 4

lant \
1630 Tinker 0/ Turvey Dcd. l'2p. 5, I have drunke double*

lanted Ale, and single-lanted, but never gulped downe such
Hypocrenian liquor in all my life. 1663 M. W. Marriage
Broker v. i. 73 My Hostess takings will be very small,
Although her lanted ale be nere so strong. 1674 J. Wbight
Mock-Thyestes J34 Dead drunk with double lanted Ale.
1674-91 Ray N. C. Words 42 To Leint Ale, to put Urine into
it to make it strong. 1787 in Grose Prov. Gloss. s.v. Land.
trans/. 1656 [S. Holland] Wit 4- Fancy in a Maze 1. vi.

58 They found their eares unguented with warm water,
well lanted with a viscuous Ingredient.

Lant, obs. pa. t. of Tend.
Lantado, lante do. Short for Adelantado.
160a Minnt.ETON Blurt iv. iii. Gib, Vour Lantedocs nor

your Lanteeroes cannot seme your turne. 1633 T. Stafford
Pac. /fib. II. iii.(i8io) 255 They reported that the Lantado
wished rather his person then the Ship.

II Lantana (laentf'-na;. [mod.L. ; the name is

found in Gesncr.] A genus of gamopetalons
plants of N.O. Vcrbcnaceir, remarkable for their

bright flowers.

1791 W. Bartram Carolina J03 There grows on this

i-iland, many curious shrubs, particularly a beautiful species

of Lantana. 188a Coruh. Mag. Jan. 24 Fritz Muller noticed
a lantana in South America which changes colour as its

flowering advances. 1893 Daily News 26 July 7/4 That
showy flower, the Lantana.

Lantane, obs. form of Lantern.
Lantanium, variant of Lanthanium.
Lantannric (IxntaniuVrik), a. Chem. [f.

Lantana + Uric] Lantannric add (see quot.).
i856 Odlinc Anim. Chem. 135 Lantanuricacid is probably

identical witb the allanturic acid of Pelouze.
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Lantarne, lanterne, obs. fT. Lantern.

I! Lantcha (lx'ntja). [Shortened from Lan-
CHara.] =Lanchara. In some recent Diets.

T La'nterloo. Obs. Forms : 7 lanter(eUoo,
(langtrilloo, lanktraloo), 8 Ian(g)teraloo, lanc-

trelooe, lantreloo. [ad. F. lantnr{e)lit, orig.

the unmeaning refrain of a song popular in the

1 7th c. ( cf. the earlier laturelnre). Cf. Dn. lanterln.']

The older form of the game now called Loo. (The
knave of clubs, called * Tarn was the highest card.)

1668 Etheredge She Would ifShe Could v.\ Wks. (1888)

213 They are.. playing at lanterloo with my old Lady Love-
youth and her daughter. 1679 Shadwell True Widow iy.

49 Let's send for some Cards, and play at Lang.trilloo in

the Box. 1685 Crowne Sir Courtly Nice in. 22 Thou art ..

the very Pam at Lantereloo, the knave that picks up all.

1710 Steele Tatler No. 2^5 p 2 An old Ninepence bent
both Ways by Lilly, the Almanack-maker for Luck at Lang-
teraloo. 1711 Puckle Club § 123.23 Guess then the num-
bers of frauds there are at . . Lantreloo.

Lantern (larntain), sb. Forms : 3-4 lanter'e,

4-6 launtern(e, 4 7 lanterne, (4 -time, 4-5
-tyrne, 5 tarne,laterne), 5 lantane, lawnterne,
-tryn, 5-6lantron, 6lantren, -trin, -turne, 6-7
lanthorne, 8-9 lanthern, 6-9 lanthorn, 4- lan-
tern, [ad. F. lanterne, ad. L. lanterna, also laterna,

believed lo be ad. Gr. \afXTrrfjp (f. Ad^Tr-tiv to shine,

cf. Lamp sb.) f with ending after L. lucerna.
The form lanthom is prob. due to popular etymology,

lanterns having formerly been almost always made of horn.]

1. A transparent case, e. g. of glass, horn, talc,

containing and protecting a light. For blind, bull's

eye, Chinese, Friar s lantern, sec those words. Also
Dark Lanteiin, Magic Lantern.
a 1300 Cursor M. 12910 He pe chess als his lanter Be-for his

face be light to here [Go'tt. lantern : bern]. Ibid. 15847 Quar-
ter haf yee taken me, And als a theif vm-soght Wit lantern.

c 1385 Chal-cea L. G. II '. 926 Dido, I shal as I can flblwe thyn
lanterne as thew go»t byforn. a 1400 50 Alexander 5398
L131 lemand e^en as lanterns he had. c 1470 IIenrv // dllace
xi. 1255 Lyk till lawntryns it illuminyt socler. 1587 Fleming
Contn. Holinshcd III.^376/2 The said lanthorne to 1* main-
teined by those two widowes that shall haue the hanging of
them out. 1615 Crdore Body o/Man 460 It is like a sliuer of
the Muscouy glasse whereof we vse to make Lanthorns. 1635
Quakles Embl. v. xii. 289 Alas, what serves our reason, l*ut,

like dark lanthornes, to accomplish Treason With greater
clo^enesse? 1755 Johnson, Lantern, .it is by mistake often
written lantliorn. 1756 Nugent Gr. Tour II. 238 The
streets are.. well furnished with lanthorns for the winter
nights. 1816 C. Wolfe Burial ofSir J. Moore 8 By the
struggling moon-beam's misty light And the lantern dimly
burning. 1840 Marryat Poor Jack xiii, Our poop lanterns
were so large that the men used to get inside them to clean
them. 1873 G. C. Dames Mount. <y Mere xvi. 140 Fishing
up a lanthom he turned the light on her face.

b. f Lantern and candle-light : the old cry of

the London bellman at night. Hence + lantern

and candle man: a bellman.
1592 Namie P. Penilessc C 2, It is said, Lawrence Lucifer,

that you went vp and downe London crying then like

a lanterne and candle man. 1600 Hevwood lidw. //' 1.

(1613) C, No more calling of lanthorne and candle light.

160a Dekkkk Satiromastix 1 2 b, Dost roare, bulchin,

dost roare? th'ast a good rounciuall voice to cry Lanthorne
& Candle-light.

c. Proverbs, f To bear the lantern : to show the

way as a leader.

a 1483 Pol. Poems (Rolls) 11. 283 Of alle the remes in the
worlde this beryth the lanterne. 156a J. Hevwood Prox*. ff

Fpigr. (1867) 205 A lanthorne and a light mayde : manerly
sayde. 1683 Hubnet More's Utopia 2 They need not my
Commendations, unless I would, according to the Proverb,
Shew the Sun with a Lanthom. 18*7 Carlvle in Froude
Life (1882) 1. 374 To prove the existence of God, as Paley has
attempted to do, is like lighting a lantern to seek for the sun.

d. spec. « Magic Lantern. Chiefly attrih. (sec 8).

2. a. trans/. Now rare.

c 1374 Chaucer Troyl/tsv. 543 O lanterne, of which queint

is pi light. 1398TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xvi. xii. (Tollem.
MS.) In a temple of Venus is made a candelstik, on pe
whiche was a lantarne so hrennynge pat [etcl 1513 Douglas
ACneis tti. ix. 91 Lyk onto the lantrin of the mone. 1536
Ueli.enden Cron, Seot. (1821) I. 52 Utheris. .belevit ..that

the . . lanternis of the hevin, war verray Goddis. 1641

J. Jackson True Evang. T. t. 25 Others [Nero] staked
through, rosined and waxened over their bodies, and so set

them lighted up, as torches and lanthornes to passengers.

1664 Power Exp. Philos. t. 24 The Gloworm . .This is that
Night Animal with its Lanthom in its tail. 1880 W. Wat-
son Prince's Quest (1892) 92 And now the Moon her lant-

hom had withdrawn.

b. Jig. Applied to things metaphorically giving

light, f Formerly often of j^ersons.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 1046 J>e lombe her lantyrne with-
outen drede. 138a Wvclif Ps. cxviii[ij. 105 lanterne
to my feet thi woord, and li^t to myn pathis. 1387 T«e-
visa Higden (Rolls) VII. 171 Two lantcrnes of pe world
. . Lanfranc, and Anselme. la 141a Lvdg. Two Merch. 454
His lives lanterne, staff of bis crokyd age. 14*3 Jas. 1

King'ts Q. Ixxi, And [Muses] with }our bryght lanternis
conuoye My pen, to write my turment and my Ioye. 1503
Hawe§ Examp. Vrirt. xtv. (Arb.) 66 O geme of g^ntylnes
and lanterne of plasure. 1548 Vicary Anat. To Brethren
(1888) 11 Galen, the Lanterne of all Chirurgions. 1558 Knox
First Blast (Arb.) 31 Those that shuld haue bene the
lanterns to others. 1577-87 Holinshed Scot. Chron. (1805)
II. 42 The cathedrell church of Murrey, the lantren and
ornament of all the north part of Scotland. 1591 Spenser
Ruins Time 169 Camden ! . . lanterne unto late succeeding
age. 16*7-77 Feltham Resolves 1. xviii. 31 Extreme poverty

LANTERN.
< one calls a Lanthom, that lights us to all miseries. 1766
I Smollett Trav. 99 This great lanthorn of medicine is

become very rich. 1874 Bancroft Footpr. Time i. 38
The lantern of science has guided us on the track of time.

3. fa. A lighthouse, b. The chamber at the
top of a lighthouse, in which the light is placed,

f C. Some part of a ship.

a. 1601 Holland Pliny \. 110 In truth it [a watch-towerl
serueth in right good stead as a Lanthorne. 1615 G. Sandys
Trav. 40 Vpon the shore there is an high Lanterne, large
enough at the top to containe about threescore persons,
which by night d recteth the sailer into the entrance of the
P»osphorus. 1 70s Addison Italy 258 Caprea, where the Lant-
hom fix'd on hi^h, Shines like a Moon through the benighted
Sky, While by its Deams the wary Sailor steers.

b. 1706 Mobse Arner.Geog. 1. 440 Within that stands
the lanthom. 1809 Kendall Trav. 1 1, xxxv. 9 The height
. . measured from its base to the top of the lanthom, is sixty-
nine feet. 1851 lllustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 320 The bird.,
was carried against the lantern in a gale. 188a Standard

I

23 May, The height of the new tower above high water to
I

the middle of the lanthorne is 130 feet.

1 C. 1661 Pepvs Diary jy Jfan., The 'Soverayne* .. is

a most noble ship : . . all went into the lanthorne together.

4. Arch. An erection, either square, circular, ellip-

1
tical, or polygonal, on the top either of a dome or

[

of an apartment, having the sides pierced, and the

1 apertures glazed, to admit light; a similar struc-

ture serving as a means of ventilation, or for any
other purpose* In quots. 1600 used to translate

L. ctibn&n and fastigium.
11406 Scriptores tres (Surtces) 144 Hie etiam inagnam

partem campanilis, vulgo lantern, minsterii Eboracensis
construxit. 1547 Boorde Introd. Kttowl. x. (1870) 151 The
spyre of the churche is a curyous and a right goodly
lantren. 1600 Hollanu Lhy x. xxiii. 368 The image of
1 upiter himselfe in the lanterne or frontispice of the Capitoll.
Ibid, xxxvii. iii. 946 Both the lanterne, yea and the leaved
dores thereof, were foully disfigured. 1634-5 Brereton
Trav. (Chetham Soc.) 174 A tower-like building, almost
like your lanthorns in college halls. 1766 Entick London
IV. 291 Upon which tower a short spire rises, with its base
fixed on a broad lanthern. a 1817 T. Dwigiit Trav. New
Eng. (1 821) 1. 521 The prospect of this town, and its environs,
is taken completely from the lantern of the State-House.
1831 Lytton Godolph. Ix, I^ady Lrpingham was in the lantern
of the House of Commons.
5. A name of certain fishe* (cf. lantern-fish in 9).

a. The whiff, Arnoglossus megastomns. b. ? U. S.

A species of gurnard, 7'rigla obsettra.

1674 Ray Collect. Words, Sea Fishes 100 Lanterns : Lug
j

aleth Cornubiensibus. 1686 — Wiltughby*s Jchthyogr. iv.

102 Arnoglossus.. species ilia quam ptscatores nostri Cor-
nubienses & pelluciditate sua a Lantern . .vocant. 1880-4
F. Day Urit. L'ishes II. 23 Arnoglossus tttegastoma, ..

Names, . .lantern, referring to its semi-transparency when
held up against the light.

6. a. The luminous appendage of the lantern-fly.

*7$° G. Edwards Birds 111. 120 The Fly, I take to be
1

a Kind of Fire- Fly, and that part on his Head, the Lant-
hom. 1810 A. v. Sack Voy. Surinam 279 From the head

1 rises a large proboscis of an oval form, but tapering most
towards the head, and making one third of the whole size

j
of the insect, which is vulgarly called the lantern, emitting

a bright light.

b. Lantern of Aristotle (see quots.).

[This is derived from Arist. Hist. Anim. iy. v. (Bekker

p. 531) where the body of the echinus is said to be shaped

1

like the frame of a lantern (Aa/xn-T>ip).l

1841-71 T. R. Jones Anim. Kingd. (ed. 4) 216 Dental
system of Echinus, j. Represents three of the pyramidal

> pieces forming the 'lantern of Aristotle' in situ. 1870
Nicholson Man. Zoot. xvii. (1880) 108 In Echinus this

[masticating apparatusl consists of five long calcareous rod-
like teeth, which perforate five triangular pyramids, the whole
forming a singular structure known as ' Aristotle's Lantern '.

7. Technical uses. a. Calico-printing, etc. A
steam chamber in v^hich the colours of printed

I fabrics are fixed. 1839 in Ure Diet. Arts 233.

b. Electricity. The part of the case of the qttad-

I rant electrometer which surrounds the mirror and

suspension-fibres.
187a Sir W. Thomson Electrostatics Magn. 363 Plaic 1

fig. 1 represents the front elevation of the instrument,ofwhich
the chief bulk consists of a jar of white glass, .supported on
three legs by a brass mounting, cemented round the otitside

of its mouth, which is closed by a plate of stout^ sheet -brass,

with a lantern-shaped cover standing over a wide aperture

in its centre. For brevity, in what follows these three parts

will be called the jar, the main cover, and the lantern. 1889

in Century Diet.

C. Founding. 1 A perforated barrel to form

a core upon * (YV.).

1839 Ure Diet. Arts 519 The lantern is a cylinder or

a truncated hollow cone of cast iron, about half an inch

thick ; and differently shaped for every different core.

d. Afech, A form of cog-wheel (sec quot.

1812-16). Also lantern-wheel.

1659 Leak Watenoks. j8 Near the end, there is., a
Lanthorn or Pinion of 12. Staves. 1709 F. H auksbee Phys.-

Mech. Exp. 1 The Winch is fasten d to a Spindle, that

passes thro' a lanthorn, whose Pins perform the Office

of Cogs. 1805 Brewster in J. Ferguson Led. I. 8a note,

I A lantern. i8i»-i6 Plavfair Nat. Phil. (1819) 1. 79 Some
times the smaller wheel is a cylinder, in which the top and
bottom are formed by circular plates or boards, connected

' by staves inserted at equal distances along their circum-

l

ferences, serving as teeth ; this is called a lantern. 1829

Nat. Philos., Mech. 11. vii. 30 (U. K. S.), The teeth of tbc

wheel, instead of working in the leaves of a pinion, are

made to act upon a form of wheel called a lantern. 1884

I
F. J. Britten Watch % Clockm. 208 The screw is slipped

into a hole in a narrow-faced * lantern '.



LANTERN. 63 LAODICEAN.

8. attrib. and Comb. : a. simple attributive, as

lantern-glass,-horn, -post; also (sense i d) lantern

entertainment, -photograph, -plate, -size
;

(sense 4)
lantern roof, tower, turret, b. objective, as Ian-

tern-bearer, -maker, c. instrumental, as lantern-

led, -lit adjs.

1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Latemarius, a *Ianterne bearer.

1883 Stevenson Treas. 1st. 1. v, A rush was made upon
the 'Admiral Benbow', the lantern-bearer following. 161

1

Cotgr., Lantemier, a *Lanterne-carrier. 1890 Anthony s

Photogr. Butt. III. 37 *Lantern entertainments.
, 1897 Marv

Kingsley IV. Africa 590, 1 see he has smashed the *lantern

glass again. 1543 tr. Act 1 Rich. Ill, c. 12 No merchaunt
Straungier [shall] . . brynge into this Realms of Englond to

be sold any maner. .*lantern homes. i8ao Scoresbv Acc.
Arctic Reg. I. 486 It is. .semi-transparent, almost like lan-

tern-horns. «8o8 Scott Marm. iv. i, Better we had through
mire and bush Been *lanthorn-led by Friar Rush [cf. Milton
VAllegro 104]. 1884 J. Colborne Hicks Pasha 218 We
enjoyed our coffee at fresco in the cool *lantern-lit garden.

1598 Florio, Lantemaro, a *lanterne maker. 1668 H.
MORE Div. Dial. it. 193 To prevent the Art of the Lantern-
maker. 1884 B'ham Daily Post 3 Nov. 7/3 Three of the

members will demonstrate the processes of photography, by
*lantcrn-photographs. .taken during the conversazione. 1889
Anthonys Photogr. Bull. II. 2gi Placing the negative in a
printing frame, the *lan tern platewas laid upon it, film to film.

1871 Morlev Condorcet in Crit. Misc. Ser. :. (1878) 53
Summary hangings at the nearest *lantern-post. 1882 M iss

Braddon Ml. Royal I. ii. 46 Its wide shallow staircase,

curiously carved balustrades, and *lantern roof. 1889

Anthonys Photogr. Bull. II. 66 Carriers, to carry quarter

plates or *lantern-size plates. 1896 Westm. Gaz. 8 Sept 3/3

Amateur photographers are learning to make ^lantern slides

from their own negatives. 16x5 G. Sandys Trav. 40fig.,
F. the foote of the *Lanterne Tower. 1762 H. Wali-ole
Vertue's A need. Paint. (1765) I. 121 note, The Lantern-
tower in the same cathedral [Ely]. 1879 Sir G. Scott Led.
Archil. II. 262 The dome \o( the Baptistery at Florence]

had formerly an eye, like the Pantheon, but has now a

*lantern turret.

9. Special combs. : lantern-bellows, a kind of

bellows resembling in structure a Chinese lantern ;

lantern-braces (see quot.); lantern-carrier (also

-bearer) = lantern-fly, lantern-face, ? = Lantern-
jaws

;
lantern-fish, the smooth sole ; lantern-

fly, one of several species of insects of the family

Fulgoridse (see qnots.); f lantern-leaves, thin

sheets of horn for lanterns ; +lantern-lerry, * some
trick of producing artificial light ' (Nares) ; lan-

tern-light, (a) the light from a lantern ; (//) a
* light * (i. e. a glazed frame or sash) in the side of

a lantern (sense 4) ;
(c) an arrangement for giving

light through the roof of an apartment ; lantern-
man, one who carries a lantern, f spec, one who
empties privies by lantern-light, a nightman

;

lantern-pier, ?a pier supporting a lantern (sense

4) ; lantern-pinion = lantern-wheel ; lantern-
pump (see quot.) ; lantern-service, a religious

service during which magic-lantern slides are em-
ployed to furnish illustrations

;
lantern-shell, the

bivalve genus Anaiina, with a translucent shell

;

lantern-spar (see quot.)
;
lantern-sprat, a sprat

infested by a Lernaean parasite (see quot.)
; + lan-

tern-stairs (see quot.) ; lantern-wheel = sense

7 d. Also Lantern-jaws.
1875 Knight Diet Mech., * Lantern-bellows, so called

from its resemblance to a paper lantern. 1867 Smyth
Sailor** IVord-bk, *Lantern-braces, iron bars to secure the
lanterns. 1810 A. v. Sack Voy. Surinam 279 The *Lantern
Carrier. .The *Lantern Bearer. 1795 J. Wolcot (P. Pindar)
Royal Tour 10 Lo, Pitt arrives ! alas with *lantern face !

1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., *Lanternfish. 1769 Pennant
Zool. III. 191 It [the smooth sole] is a scarce species, but
is found in Cornwall, where from its transparency, it is

called tbe Lantern Fisb. x8«a Couch in Linnxan Trans.
XIV. 78 Carter, or Lantern fish, Pleuronectes megastoma
..It is also called Marysole. x88o IV. Cornwall Gloss.,

Lanthorfiflsh, a smooth sole. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp.,
*Lanternfly. 1780 J. T. Dillon Trav. Spain (1781) 474
Those harmless insects called lan thorn flies. 1802 Binglev
Anbn. Biog. (1813) III. 172 The Great Lantern Fly. 1883
C F. HoLOEa in Harper's Mag. Jan. 101/1 The Chinese have
the curious lantern-fly (Fnlgora candelaria), with its long
cylindrical proboscis, from the transparent sides of which a
brilliant light appears. 17^ Fr. Bk. ofRates 44 *Lanthorn-
Leaves, as mercery, per 100 Weight, 03 00. xj*t C. King Brit.
Merch. I. 294 Lanthorn Leaves, c 1630 B. Jonson Expost.
Inigo Jones Smiling at his feat Of Mantern-lerry. c 1400
Maundev. (Roxb.) xii. 50 If men caste in to it a
*lanterne-light, it fletez abouen. 18 14 Southey Roderick
jcxi. 139 Why 'twas in quest of such a man as this That
the old Grecian searched by lantborn light. 1823 P.
Nicholson Pract. Build. 188 With regard to tbe lighting
of a grand stair-case, a Iantern-Iigbt is the most appro-
priate. 1897 Hall Caine Christian x, There was a
refreshment-room with its lantern lights pulled open. 1599
Nashe Ltnien Stuffe 57 Wee will make him . . tell what
*Lanterneman or groome of Hecates close stoole hee is.

11813 Sporting Mag. XLII. 4 The lanthorn-man should be
silent, nor show the light till at the place of sport. 1889 P. H.
Emerson Eng. Idyjs 8g Now he felt sure a lantern-man
was approaching him. 1848 B. Webb Continent. Ecclesiol.
98 The four evangelists are in niches over the *lantcrn-piers.
1884 F. J. BaiTTEN Watch $ Clockm. 140 *Lantem pinions
answer admirably as followers, but are not suited for driving.
1875 Knight Diet. Mech., *Lantern-pump, one having
a pair of disks at the end of a flexible cylinder, like a Chinese
lantern. 1897 Ck. Times 20 Aug. 1 87/1 Th e *lantern services,
especially that on the Life of Christ \ proved most helpful
to the people. 1851-6 S. P. Woodward Mollusca 11. 321
Anatina, Lamarck. *Lantern-shell. 11777 Watson in Phil.

Trans. LXVIII. 867 A piece of rhomboidal, otherwise called

refracting or *lantern spar, was broken into four smaller

pieces. 1880-4 F. Day Brit. Fishes II. 233 This Lernea is

luminous at night-time, and fishermen assert that shoals of

sprats are often preceded by several of these fishes infesterl

by parasites and which have occasioned their being termed
• *lanthorn sprats 1653 Urquhart Rabelais 1. liii, Between
every tower, in the midst of the said body of building, there

was a paire of winding (such as we now call *lantern) staires.

1179a Young Trav. France (1889) 17 The stone drawn up by
* Ian thorn-wheels ofa great diameter. 1831 G. R. PoaTEa Silk

Manuf. 199 These parallel spokes are then connected together

by bands of string, thus forming a kind of lantern-wheel.

Hence t Lanterner, a maker of lanterns.

c 1515 Cocke LorelfsB 10 Lanterners, stryngers, grynders.

Lantern (l?e*nt3in), v. Also 8-9 lanthorn.
[f. the sh.]

1. a. trans. To enclose as in a lantern, b. To
furnish with a lantern ; to light with a lantern.

11789 E. Darwin Pot. Card. n. (1791) 112 Prometheus.,
lantern'd in his breast, . . Bore the bright treasure to his

,

Man of Clay. 1799 Southey Nondescripts iii. 24 Were it

midnight, I should walk Self-lanthorn'd, saturate with
sunbeams. 1832 Lamb Let. to Cary in Talfourd Final Mem.
xviii. 174, I dreaded that Argus Portitor who doubtless lan-

terned me out, on that prodigious night. 1846 C. Maitland

I

Ch. Catacombs 227 If a Christian woman marries a Pagan
..she must go in and out of a gate laurelled and lanterned.

2. To put to death by hanging upon a lamp-post.

(= K. lanterner.)

1855 in Wkight. i860 in Worcester ; and in later Diets.

1 lence La nternedppl. a., furnished with a lantern.

1800-24 Campbell Grave ofSuicide 6 N or will the lantern'd
fisherman at eve Launch on that water,

Lantern, variant of Lentukn Sc., Lent.

Lanternist (Ue-ntamist). [f. Laktkrn sb. +
-1ST.] One who uses a magic lantern.
1880 Ch. Times 12 Nov. 744 Photographs of the persecuted

clergy, with their churches, &c, would be of great use to
' lanternists ' this winter. 1891 Anthony's Photogr. Bull.
IV. 336 A bad lot of slides.. or a bungling lanternist.

Lantern-jaws, Long thin jaws, giving a

hollow appearance to the cheek. Hence Lantern-
jawed a., having lantern-jaws.

136* Langl. P. PI. A, vn. 163 Hongur .. bufifetede the
Brutiner ahoute bothe his chekes; He lokede lykalanterne
al his lyf after.] #1700 lj. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Lantern
jaivd, a very lean, thin faced Fellow. 1707 J. Stevens Qic*
vrdo's Com. Wis. (1709^ 372 A Lanthorn-Jaw'd Woman, with
a Hatchet- Face. 1711 Addison S/ect. No. 173 r 5 A Plough-
man . . being very lucky in a Pair of long Lanthorn-Jaws,
wrung his face into., a hideous Grimace. 1778 Wolcot
(P. Pindar) Poetic Fp. Reviewers Wks. 181 2 1. 3 The censure
dire my lantern jaws will rue. 1818 Scott Rob Roy vi, His
lantern jaws and long chin assumed the appearance of a pair
of nut-crackers. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xxix, Drink
yourself, and light up your lantern jaws, old boy. 1865
TvLoa Early Hist. Man. ii. 30 To give himself a lantern-

j

jawed look.

Lantgrave, obs. form of Landgrave.
Lanthanite (l?eTransit). Mm. [f. next +

-ITE. Named by Haidinger, 1845.] Hydrous car-

bonate of lanthanum, found in white tabular crystals.

1849 J. Nicol Min. 344 Lanthanite . . is found in the
emerald mines of the Musso Valley. 1868 Dana Min. (ed. 5)

709 Lanthanite.. Effervesces in the acids.

Lanthanum (te-nbani>m). Chem. Also 9
lant(h)anium. [f. Gr. XavOav-civ to escape notice

(see quot. 1 841).] A rare element belonging to

the group of earth metals, found in certain rare

minerals, e.g. cerite ; it was discovered by Mosan-
der 1839-41. Symbol Ln. Also attrib.

1841 Brande Man. Chew.(ed.5) 877 Another metallic oxide,
i which, as it has hitherto lain concealed in oxide of cerium,
1 he [Mosanderl designates Lantanum (Kavdafdv, to lurk).

184* Parnell Chem. Anal. (1845)338 Oxide of lantanium.

1849 D. Campbell Inorg. Chem. 167 Lanthanum. 1863
Foivnes' Chem. (ed. 9) 320 Metallic lanthanium is prepared
like cerium. Ibid., A tolerably pure lanthanium salt may

I

be obtained by [etc.]. 1873 Ibid. (ed. 11)381 Lanthanum
Sulphate forms small prismatic crystals.

Lanthern, variant of Lantern.
Lanthopine (Isrnh^pin). Chem. [f. Gr. Xav-

0av(iv (see prec.) + Op-ium + -ine : see -ine.]

An alkaloid fonnd in opium.
1888 Syd. Soc. Lex., Lanthopin, C33 H2 r, NO4.
Lanthorn, variant ol Lantern.
t La'ntify, v. Obs. rare "x

. [f. Lant sbA +
-(t)fy.] trans. To wet with urine.

a 1652 A. Wilson Inconst. Laity 11. ii. (1814) 37 A goodly
peece of puff pac't, A little lantified, to hold the gilding.

Lantirne, obs. form of Lantern.
1Iiantone. Obs. rare— 1

. [Anglicized form
of LantanA.] The wayfaring tree, Viburnum
Lantana.
*733-7 Miller Gard. Diet. (ed. 3) s.v. Viscum, The Bark

of our Lantone or Way-faring Shrub.

Lantreloo, variant of Lanterloo Obs.

Lantren, -in, -on, obs. forms of Lantern.
Lants-, lantzgrave, obs. forms ofLandgrave.
La'ntnm (Ise-nt^m). [prob. merely echoic]
A kind of accordion or concertina, shaped and
played like a hnrdy-gurdy.
1876 Stainer & Barrett Did. Mtts. Terms.
Lanturne, -yrne, obs. forms of Lantern.
tlianu'ge. Obs. rare" 0

, [ad. L. lanugo, f.

lana wool.J (See quot.)

1623 Cockrram, Lanuge, Downe, or the beard when it

first appeares to grow.

Lanuginic (iEeni/^i-nik), a. Chem. [f. L.

lanfigin- (see next) + -ic] L. acid (see quot.).
1888 Syd. Soc. Lex., Lanttginic acid, an acid obtained by

boiling wool in potash.

Lanuginose (lanizl-d^in^s),^. scientific, [ad.

L. lanuginos us, f. laniigm- {lanugo) down, f. lana
wool: see -ose.J =next.
1693 Phil. Trans. XVII. 684 The Stone is oblong flattish,

and lanuginose. 1731 Massey ibid. XXXV11. 218 These.

.

soon became covered with an exceeding white fine Iauu-

ginose Substance. 1826 in Kirby & Sp. Entomol. IV. 275.

Lanuginous (Iani;7'd3in3s\ Chiefly scien-

tific, [ad. L. lanuginds-us\ see prec. and -ous.]

Covered with down or fine soft hair ;
having a surface

resembling down ; of the nature of down
;
downy.

*575 Lameham Let. (1871) 56 Lanuginoous az a lad of
^ eygnteen yee[r]z. 1608 Topskll Serpents (1658) 670 Hairy

or lauuginous Caterpillars. 1671 Phil. Trans. VI. 2167
That Lanuginous Stone, called Amianthus. 1684 Ibid.

XIV. 823 A lanuginous matter exactly resembling that of

pappous Plants. 1706 IjAYNakd in Sir J. Floyer Hot Cold
Bath. II. 236 The Mouth and Tongue .. by reason of its

downy and lanuginous Membrane. 1762 A*<i/. Hist, in

i „/>///. Reg. 76/1 Clothed with a lanuginous skin. 1796
i Kirwan Elem. Min. (ed. 2) II. 28 Found in Lanuginous
I

Crystals on the walls of an old cellar. 1877 Ccui- s & Allen
N. Amer. Rod. 46 Lanuginous tufts of hair.

Hence Lanu-ginousness. (liailey,vol.II. 1727.)

II Lanugo (lani/7-g<?). scientific. [L. f. lana
wool.] line soft hair or down, or a surface re-

sembling thk
; spec, that covering the human foetus.

1677 Phil. Trans. XII. 004 The lanugo seen upon a Peach,
Quince, or the like. 1766 Misc. Ess. in Ann. Reg. 192/1 A
Monchinel-apple falling into the sea and lying in the water
will contract a lanugo of salt-petre. 1871 Darwin Desc.
Man I. i. 25 The. .so-called lanugo, with which the human
foetus during the sixth month is thickly covered. 1876
Duhring Dis. Skin 33 Very fine, soft hair, called lanugo,

! found upon the face, trunk, and other regions.
attrib. and Comb. 1891 \V. A. Jam ikson Dis. Skin \. (ed. 31

4 The small lanugo hairs seem as if dependents of the
sehaceous glands. 1897 A ttbntfs Syst. Med. 1 1 1. 686 A tuft

of delicate lanugo-like hair-;.

Lanx l3cijks\ Antiq. [L.] A large dish.

1857 Birch Anc. Pottery (1858) II. 317 The catinus was
larue enough to hold the tail of a tunny, the lanx could

I

hold a crab. 1864 Q. R t v. July 235 The magnificent silver

Manx' or di^h, weighing 150 ounces, which was found in

17^4 at Cor.stopitum.

Lanyard ^liCnyaid). Forms : a. 5 lan5er,

5-6, 9 dial, lanyer, 7 lannier, 9 dial, lanner.
>3. 7 lanyeard, lennerd, 7-9 lan n iard, 8 erron.

land yard, 8- lanyard. [A re-adoption of F.

lanii}re i^see LainKit).]

•|- 1. = Laixck. Obs.

1483 Cath. Angl. 208/1 A lan5er, lignla. 1530 pAi.sca.

237/2 Lanyer of Tether, Lisniere. 1787 Marshall Norfolk
(1795) II. 383 Lanniard, the thong of a whip, a 1825 Foruv
I 'oc. F. Anglia, Lanner, Lanyer, the la.sh of a whip.

2. A'aut. ' A short piece of rope or line made
fast to anything lo secure it, or as a handle

1

^Sinyth

Sailor s I Vord- bk. )

.

a. Used to secure the shrouds and stays.

1626 Capt. Smith Accid. Yng. Sea-men 15 They haue all

of them pullies, . . Lanyeards, caskets, and crowes feete.

(

1627 — Seaman s Gram. v. 49 Those Lanniers are many
small Ropes reeued into the dead mens eyes of all shrouds.

I 1709 Loud. Gaz. No. 4543 1 Having, .cut all the Land yards

I

of the Falmouth's Fore and Mizen-shrowds. 1748 Anson y

$
Voy. i. x. 104 We exerted ourselves the hest we could.. to
reeve new lanyards. 1833 M. Scott Tom Cringle (1862) 347
A hammock, slung hy two lanyards fastened to rings.

1840 K. H. Dana Bef. Mast Gloss., Lanyards, ropes rove
through the dead-eyes, for setting up rigging. 1881 Sir T.

' Martiv Llorace U xiv, Dost thou not,. hear thy lanyards
moan and shriek ?

b. Used for firing a gun.
1825 H. B. Gascoignk Xaz>. Fame 95 Captains of the guns

their Laniards bear. 1836 Mahryat Midsh. Easy xxx, The
captains of the guns had dropped their lanyards in dis-

appointment. i85i \V. H. Russell in 'Times 10 July, The
gunner pulled the lanyard hard, but the tube did not explode.

1876 Daily jVcios 30 Sept. 2/2 The artillerymen would . . have
no objection to firing the gun themselves with a lanyard.

c. Used for various other purposes.
1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag. 1. 17 Stand by to hawl off

above the Lennerd of the Whipstaff. 1797 Nelson ia

Nicolas Disp. (1845) II. 417 Four ladders, (each of which to

have a lanyard four fathoms long), 1864 Reader 8 Oct. 454
A small knife lashed with a lanyard to the wrist. X883
Stevenson Treas. 1st. 11. x, He carried his crutch by a lan-

\ ard round his neck. 1897 R. Kipling Captains Courageous
76 Tbe lanyard of a bell that hung just behind the windlass.

d. The material of which lanyards are made.
i86« Times 7 Mar., A packing of lanyard [was] put between

the armour plates and screw nuts. 1883 Fisheries Exhtb.
Catal. 24 Tarred Russian Hemp Laniard.

tla*nyer, v. Obs. [f. lanyer (see prec.).]

trans. To bind with a thong.

1483 Cath. Angl. 208/1 To lan^ere, ligulare.

Lanzknecht (Ger.) : see Lansqtjexet.

Laodicean (lrtfdisran), a. and sb. [f. L. Lao-
dice-a (a. Gr. Aao&Kaa) a city in Asia Minor + -an.]

A. adj. a. Of or pertaining to Laodicea.
b. Having the fault for which the Church of
Laodicea is reproached in Rev. iii. 15, 16; hence,
' lukewarm, neither cold nor hot \ 'indifferent in

religion, politics, etc.



LAP.

1633 Eari. Manth. A I Mondo (1636) 127 Worse . . is profane
!s ewtralitic, or Laodicean coldnesse. 1642 Rogers Naaman
24 Laiy, Laodicean temper of a fulsome, carelesse, surfeted
spirit. 1877 L. Tollemache in Fortn. Rev. Dec 857
Laodicean liberals sometimes boast that [etc]. 1888 Mrs.
H. Ward R. Elsmere 165 You will loathe all this Laodicean
cant of tolerance as I do. 1889 Times 12 Sept. 7/1 A force

of which Englishmen in these somewhat Laodicean days
may easily fail to take proper account.

B. sb. a. An inhabitant of Laodicea. b. One
who is lukewarm or indifferent in religion, poli-

tics, etc.

161 1 Bible Rev. iii. 14 And vnto the Angel of the Church
of the Laodiceans, write. 1646 P. Bllkeley Gospel Covt.

in. 239 These are.. Laodiceans, who are poore, and blind

and naked. 1772 Fletcher Appeal \Vks. 1795 I. 230

Antinomian Laodiceans, and Antichristian Pharisees, are

equally blameable. 1849 Macai'lay Hist. Eng. vii. II. 233
Two years earlier he would have been pronounced by
numerous bigots on both sides a mere Laodicean. 1881

T. Hardy {title) A Laodicean.

Hence Iiaodiceanism, lukewarm ness, indiffer-

ence.

1774 J. Adams Lett. Wks. 1850 1 1. 340 There is, in this town
and county, a Laodiceanism that I have not found in any
other place. 1836 Spurgeon New Park St. Pulpit I. 204

Let not Laodiceanism get into Southwark.

Lap (la?p), sb.l Forms : 1 l©ppa, 3-7 lappe,

6 lapp, 4- lap. [OE. lappa, hvppa wk. ma sc. =
OFris. lappa, OS. lappo (Essen gloss.), MDu. lappe

(Du. lap), OHG. (with unexplained instead of

pf) lappa fern. (MUG. lappe masc. and fern., mod.G.
lappenmasc); cf. ON. lepp-r clout, rag, lock of hair.

App. the OTeut. type would be *lappon- with// for earlier

/« ; the pre-Teut. root might be either *lof-%
*lob-%

oe*lobh-.

Scholars have variously suggested connexion with Or. Aoj3os

Lobe (see sense 2 a below), with Skr. ramb-, lamb-, to hang
loose, or with Lith. Idpas patch.]

I. A part (of a garment or the like) either

hanging down or projecting so as to admit of

being folded over; a flap, lappet. In later use

chiefly, a piece that hangs down at the bottom of

a garment, one of the skirts of a coat, a portion of

the skirt of a robe. Hence //. {collog.) a tail-coat.

c 897 K. vElfred Gregorys Past, xxviii. 197 [Dauid] for-

cearf his men ties senne la^ppan [L. omm chlamydis]. c 1190
S. Eng. Leg. I. 101/29 And cam ant touchede be lappe of

ore louerdes clobes ene. 13. . E. E. A Hit. P. A. 201 Wyth
lappei large. 13. . Gaw.fy Gr. Knt. 1356 Bi be by^t al of be

byjes, pc lappez pay lance hi-hynde. 4:1374 Chaucer Troylus
11. 399 (448) She hym a-gayn by be lappe caughte. a 1400 Sir
Beues 2456 (MS. S.) pe Lyoun . .with his teeb. .kitte a pece of

his lappe. la 1400 Morte A rth. 3255 And with ladily lappes

the lenghe of a jerde. ^1430 Pil^r. Lyf Manhode 11. li.

(1869) 200 And hadde trussed hire lappes in hire girdel, redy
. . for to wrastle. c 1460 Emare 654 Her vysage she gan hyde,
With the hynther lappes [of her surkote]. 150a Ord. Crysten
.Men 11. v. (W.'de W. 1506) 95 Pryde is shewed in gownes,
in furres, with sleues with syde lappes or plyted. 1530
Palsgr. 237/2 Lappe or *Vyrt,gyron. 1535 Coverdale Ezek.
v. 3 Take a little off the same & bynde it in thy cote lappe.

*555 W. Watreman Eardle Eacions 11. xi. 258 Their women
..vpon their heades do vse a certeine attire, .. wherof the

one lappe so rangeth vpon whiche side semeth her good.

1583 Satir. Poems Reform, xlv. 870 Who tuke him by the

lap and lewch. 1608 Willet Hcxafla Exod. 638 The Ephod
. .had foure laps or wings. 1620 in Gutch Coll. Cur. 1. 172

They were never able to cut so much as the lap of her coat.

1637 Rutherford Lett. (1862) I. 200 Let me beseech your
Lordship to draw by the lap of time's curtain and to look
in thro' the window to great and endless eternity, a 1656
Hales Gold. Rem. 16S8) 262 When David had cut off the
lap of Saul's Garment. 17.. Mary MyIt xii. in Child Ballads
(1880) III. 386 The lap cam aff her shoe. £1817 Hocc; Tales
«y Sr. 1 1 1. 259 Wiped his eyes . . with the lap of hts plaid. 1824
Scott Redganntlct xi, With the lap of my cloak cast over
my face. 1828 — F. M. Perth viii, The . . horseman's feet

did not by any means come beneath the laps of the saddle.

1876 Whitby Gloss., Laps, the skirts of a coat. 1878 Mox-

ley's Ess. I. Introd. 16 A little fellow in a jacket, which had
to be exchanged for ' laps ' before the examination.

Jig. 1651 Coronat. Chas. II at Scoone 7 That wc may be
far from cutting ofa lap of that just power . . which God hath
allowed to the King.

+ b. transf. The outlying part (of an army).
Cf. the use of 1 skirt '. Obs.
a 1578 LisnESAY (Pitscottie) Chron.Scot. (S. T. S.) I. 314

The laird o( Ccsfurde. .sett on
#

fercelie wpoun the lape and
winge of the laird of Balclucheis fuild.

2. Applied to certain parts of the body

:

a. of the ear, liver, lungs : = Lobe. Obs. exc.

in ear-lap, [A Com. Tent, sense.]

rxooo Sax. Leeckd. II. 198 Sio [lifer] bib on pa swibran
sidan abened ob bone neweseoban sio hsefS fif Ijeppan. 14.

.

Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 63 1 '8 Lap of be ere. 1538 Elyot Diet,
Ftbrse, are the extreme partes of the liuer, the hart, or the
lunges, or of other thinges wherin is any diuysyon, they maye
be called lappes, brymmes. 1573 Rar&tAIv. L 86 The lappes
ofthe lights or lunges, fibrscpulmonis. 1607 Topsell Four-/.

Beasts (.1658) 402 The laps or fillets of the liver of a Mouse.
1647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. t. lix. (1739) 117 The Synod
..decreed that men should cut their Hair so as their Eyes and
laps of their Ears might be seen. 1638 Rowlanos Moufet's
Theat. Ins. 912 The convulsion of the laps of the lungs
(which uscth to be a deadly disease). x68i W. Robertson
Phraseol. Gen. (1693) 799 The lap of the ear, lobus. 172a
Ramsay Three Bonnets it. 52 Require a thing I'll part wi'

never I She's get as soon a lap o* my liver.

f b. A fold of flesh or skin ; oceas. the female

pndendum. Obs.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvm. xiii. (MS. Bodl.

3738) In Siria beb oxen bat haue no dewe lappis nother
fresche lappes vnder brote \ L. paiearta snbguttnre]. c 1420

64

[see Dewlap], 1553 Eoen Treat. Neive Ind. (Arb.) 16

The two great tuskes . . hauinge on euerye syde lappes

hanging downe of the bignes of two hand breald]th. 160s
Timme Quersit. I. xiii. 60 By reason of his soliditie and
hardness inconcocted, .it doth fret and teare the laps of the

' stomach. 1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts (1658) 74 The female

[is gelded] by searing her privy parts within the brim and
laps thereofwith a hot iron. 1615 Crooke Body ofMan 250

The Clitoris is a small body, not continuated at all with the

bladder, but placed in the height of the lap.

f3. A piece of cloth, a cloth, clont. Obs.

c 1386 Chaucer Clerk's T. 529 That he pryuely Sholde
this child . . winde and wrappe And carie it in a cofre or in

a lappe. ? a 1400 Morte Arth. 3286 Nowe es lefte me no
lappe my lygham to hele. c 1460 Towneley Myst. xxiv. 265

A lap..ffor-tatyrd and torne. 14 Pol. RcL <$• L. Poems
227 For ich nabbe clout ne lappe.

4. The Map' (sense r) of a garment used as

a receptacle, f a. The fold of a robe (e.g. the toga)

over the breast, which served as a pocket or pouch
;

hence, tbe bosom.
In figurative use this sense is sometimes hardly to be dis-

tinguished from sense 5.

£1290 .y. Eng. Leg. I. 284/229 In heore lapi«?n buy
brou^ten mete. 1393 Lancl. P. PL C. xix. 27,3 In bus bosom

I he bar a thyngand thatheblcssedeofte. And ich loked in hus
lappe, a lazar lay ther-ynne. c 1400 Sorvdone Bab. 1800 Thai
smyten of here hedes alle, Eche man toke one in his lappe.

c 1440 Gesta Rom. lxix. 32i(Harl. MS.) Such ben to be put out
of be lappe of holy chirche. 1484 Caxton Chivalry 1. 6 He
heganne to rede in a lytyl book that he had in his lappe. 1513
Douglas sEnets xt. xv. 19 Hys rych mantill, of quham the

forbreist lappis. .was buklit wyth a knot, c 1586 C'tess Pem-
broke Ps. exxix. iv, [Your harvest] Filling neither reapers

I

hand Nor the binders inbow'd lapp. x6oo Holland Lrvy xxi.

xviii. 403 Having made a hollow lap within tbe plait and fold

of his side gowne. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 1. vi. § 14. 31 1

1

was the Christian Church which, .did preserve in the sacred
lappe and bosome thereof, the pretious Relieves even of

Heathen learning. 1643 Myst. Iniq. 3 He desires that the

Prince of Wales inight be brought backe againe into the lap

of the Romish Church.

b. The front portion of a skirt when held up to

I

contain or catch something.
13. . SeuynSag. <\V.) 901 Ful he gaderedc his barm, In his

I other lappe he gaderede some, c 1386 Chaucer Sqr.'s T. 433
She . .heeld hir lappe abrood, for wel sche wiste The flfaukon

I

moste fallen fro the twist. 1636 Heywood Love's Mistress

I

11. i. Wks. 1874 V. 109 Hold up your lapps; tho' them you
cannot see That bring this gold. 1848 Lytton Harold 1. i,

Followed bygirls with laps full of flowers. 1848M rs. Jameson
Sacr. Leg. A rt (1850) 41 Some come dancing forward with

flowers in their hands or in the lap of their robe.

5. The front portion of the body from the %vaist

to the knees of a person seated, considered with

its covering garments as the place in or on which

j

a child is nursed or any object held.

c 1175 Lay. 30261 Com bar a bour-cniht and sat adun forb

riht . . he nam ban kynges hefd and leydc vppe his lappe
[earlier text in his b«rm]. 1340 Hampole Pr. Conse. 6766
Als a childe bat sittes in be moder lappe. c 1386 Chaucer
Prol. 686 His walet lay biforn hym in his lappe. 1393
Langl. P. PI. C. ix. 283 Ich sauh hym [Lazarus] sittc . . in

Abraham's lappe. c 1422 Hoccleve Min. Poems (1892) 231

j

Streeche out anoon thy lappe, In which wole I myn heed
doun leye and reste. c 1440 Gesta Rom. Ixv. 286 (Harl. MS.)

) She late hit [a stone] fall m be lappe of gwido. 1535 Cover-
dale Pro7>. xvi. 34 The lottes are cast in to the lappe,hut their

fall stondeth in the Lord. 1605 Shaks. Macb. 1. iii. 3 A
Saylors Wife had Chestnuts in her Lappe. 1667 Milton
P. L. ix. 1060 So rose. . Herculean Samson from the Harlot-
lap Of Philistcan Dalilah. 1709 Steele Tatler No. 15P2

j

She lays me upon my Face in her Lap. 1768-74 Tucker
Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 387 A child will never grow to vigorous
manhood, wbo is kept always in his mother's lap. 1791

j

Charlotte Smith Desmond III. 125 Of those six [persons],

three were infants in lap. 183a Ht. Martine \u Ireland iii.

I 43 Dora had sunk down at her mother's feet, hiding her
! face in her lap. 1894 Hall Caine Manxman vi. lit, The
I child lay outstretched on Grannie's lap.

b. transf. A hollow among hills.

1745 Warton Pleas. Melanch. 253 Sunny vales In pros-

I

pect vast their level laps expand. 1810 W. Irving Sketch
Bk., Leg. Sleepy Hollow (1865) 416 A little valley, or rather

j

lap of land, among high hills. 1847 Le Fanu 'P. O'Brien
312 A little village lay in the lap of a hill. 1870 F. R.

j
Wilson Ch. Lindisf. 126 Edlingham church stands in a
green lap of a vale. 1883 Harper's Mag. Aug. 327/1 Two
hundred miles west. .lies Altoona, in the lap ofthe.. Moun-
tains.

C. fig. Freq. in such expressions as in fortune's,

nature's, pleasure's lap ; bred up, nursed, etc. in

the lap ^"(luxury, etc.). f To lay in (a person's)

lap : to thrust upon his notice. For in the lap of
Providence, litefuture, of. Gr. $c£tv \v yovvact,

1531 Elyot Gov. ii. iv, Lete yonge gentilmen haue often

times tolde to them, and (as it is vulgarcly spoken) layde
in their lappesj how [etc.]. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II, v. ii. 47
Who are the Violets now, That strew the greene lap of the
new-come Spring? 1398 Spenser Wks. (Grosart) I. 544 A
Countrie of yor ownc dominion, lying hard vnder the lapp

I of England. 1616 R. C. Timer Whistle v. 2125, I luld

a sleep in pleasures lap. 16x7 Hieron Wks. II. 266 He
would . . sleepe securely vpon the lap of Gods protection.

' 1646 Hamilton Papers (Camden) 124 When they finde

I

these wishes throwne in their lap, Ithcylwill he apt enough
I

to turne their sailes another way. 1667 Milton P. L. ix.

104 1 Flowers were the couch . . Earth's freshest softest lap.

I

171a Pridealx Direct. Chytuardens (ed. 4) 105 There is in
the Lap of Providence an appointed Time yet to come.
1736-46 Thomson Winter 593 They pine beneath the
b.ightest skies, In Nature's richest lap. 1742 Young Nt.

, Th. J. 259 What Numbers, once in Fortune s Lap high-fed,

j

Solicit the cold Hand of Charity 1 1764 Goldsm. Trav.

j

172 But winter lingering chills the lap of May. 1796 Morse

LAP.

Amer. Geog. I. 30 Nursed in the lap of indolence. 1797
Godwin Enquirer 11. xii. 402 Bred up., in the lap of repub-
lican freedom. 1802 Mar. Eogeworth Moral T. (1816) 1.

vi. 36 Brought up in the lap of luxury. 1803 R. Hall Wks.
(1833) I. 190 Freedom poured into our lap opulence and arts.

1806 A. Duncan Nelson 317 A thorough seaman, .nursed in
the lap of hardship. 1818 Jas. Mill Brit. India II. iv. v.

217 The current of presents, .flowed very naturally, and very
copiously, into the lap of the strangers. 1810 Keats 'Eve
St. Agnes xv, Madeline asleep in lap of legends old. s8»
Bvron Werner 11. ii 103 Kash, new to life, and rear'd in
luxury's lap. 1884 Pall Mail G. 10 May 1/2 These things,

I however, he in the lap of the future.

t6. To fall into the lap or laps of: to come
within the reach, or into the power, of. Also, to

be left in the laps : to be left in difficulties, ' in

the lurch'. {Lapse is sometimes written for laps,

by confusion with Lapse sb.)

The origin of this use is somewhat obscure ; it may be
from sense 5 ; but cf. G. durch die lapfen gehen, to escape,
get clear off, where la/pen means literally a contrivance for
catching deer.

1558 in Strype Ann. Ref 1. App. iv. 5 Clemency to be
extended not before they do . . acknowledge themselves to
have fallen in the Lapse of the Law. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's
Comm. 153 b, In the retire they fel into the lappes of their
ennemies. 1598 R. Bernard Terence, Andria lit. v, Dost
thou not see me left in the lapps thro' thy device and coun-
saile? 1602 Warner Alb. hng.ix. li. (1612I 230 Tbey will

exact by Torture what thou thinkest, ..till in the Lapse
thou fall, a 1618 Raleigh Rem. (1644) 122 Let them blame
their own folly ii they, .fall head-long into the lap of endless
perdition, a 1641 Sir W. Monson Naz ral Tracts v. (1704)

463/1 They cannot avoid falling into the lap of one of the
other two [ships].

7. attrib. and Comb., as (sense 5) f lap-child,

-cloth, f -mantle, -spaniel (cf. Lapdog), -thing;

lap-board, a board to lay on the lap, as a substi-

tute for a table ; lap-cock (see quot. 1848) ; f lap-

lettuce, ? curly lettuce; f lap-lock = Dewlap;
lap-shaver (see quot.) ; lap-table *= lap-board ;

lap-tea (l/.S. local), a tea at which the guests take

refreshments in their laps, not at a table. Also
Lap-dog, Lapstone.
1875 Knight Diet. Mech., *LaP-board, a board resting on

the lap and hollowed out on tbe side next the user. Em*
ployed by tailors and seamstresses to cut out work upon.
1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. 111. iii. § 3^

Canterbury his servants
dandled this *Iap-chi!de with a witness. 1849 Rock Ch. of
Fathers I. v.409 The *lap-cloth, under tbe name of'gremiale ',

is still employed in our ritual. 1880 L. Wallace Ben-Hur
iv. xiv. (1884) 223 They laved their hands again, had their

lapcloths shaken out. 180a Dubolrdiel Statist. Surv.
Do7vn 125 It [grass] is made into small cocks called •lap-

cocks. 1848 Jrnl. R. Agric.Soc. IX. it. 515 Lap-cocks, i.e.

. .small heaps of the dimensions just capaole of being taken
up in the arms. 1796 C. Marshall Garden, xx. (1813) 425
Small sallading and *lap lettuce .. on a little heat. 1660
H exham Dutch Diet., Vaen, the Bullocks, or *Laplock of
Oxen. 1603 Q. Eliz. Wardr. in Leisure Hour (1884) 673/2,
18 *lappe mantles. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech.,*Lap-shaver,
a machine for shaving leather to a thickness. . . The term
is derived from the old practice of shaving away in*

equalities by means of a knife while the leather is laid upon
a board in the lap. 1705 Lond. Gas. No. 4144/4 A *Lap
Spaniel . . Bitch. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl., *Lap
table, a sewing or cutting-out table, supported in or over
the lap. 1866 Lowell Bigtow P. Introd., Poems 1890 II.

197 *LaP-tea : where the guests are too many to sit at table.

X740 J. Miller Mahomet u. ii, Shall enervating contagious
love . . make a *laptbing of me?

Lap (laep), sb* Also 4 lappe. [f. Lap vA]
1. ^mething that is lapped.

a. Liquid food for dogs. Also slang and dial.,

any weak beverage or tbin liquid food (cf. Cat-
lap), b. slang. Drink, liquor in general.

a. 1567 Harman Caveat 83 Lap, butter milke or whey.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Lap, Pottage, Butter-milk,

or Whey, c 1700 Street Robberies Consider d, Lap, Spoon-
meat, a X7$4 Fielding Jon. Wild 1. xiv

t
As when their lap is

finished, the cautious huntsman to their kennel gathers the

nimble-footed hounds. 1781 P. Beckford Hunting (1802)

50* If your hounds are low in flesh, and have far to go to

cover, they may all have a little thin lap again in the evening.

a 182$ Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Lap, thinl)roth or porridge

;

weak tea, &c 1886 Elworthy W. Somerset Word-bk. s.v.,

* Call this here tay 1 1 calls it lap '.

b. 1618 Hornby Scourge Dronk. (1859) l7 Hee which will

not take bis lap downe free, Lap, so they terme it, such as

does do vse. 16x3 J. Taylor (Water P.) Wks. (1630) 11. 29

They will . . inforce mee to drinke with such a deale of

complementall oratory, as otfivith your Lap, Windvpyour
Bottome [etc.]. a 1625 Beaum. & Fu Bonduca 1. ii, A pretty

valiant fellow, Die for a little lap and lechery? 1641 Brome
Jovial Crew n. Wks. 1873 1 1 1. 388 Here's Pannum and Lap.

1725 New Cant. Diet., Lap. .also strong Drink of any Sort.

1815 Scott Guy Mann, xxviii, The gentry . . would have
given baith lap and pannel to ony poor gypsey. 1865 Slang
Diet., Lap, liquor, drink.

2. The action or an act of lapping ; so much as

may be taken up thus ; a 1 ick, smack, taste. Alsofig.
1393 Langl. P. PL C. 111. 37 What man bat loueb mede

. .He shal lese for hure loue a lappe of trcwe charite. 1820

Mrs. PiozziZ<?r. 9 June, Mr. Iveson will have a Lap of tbe

Pellegrini Picture, a 1837 Beddoes^c. Brother 1. 1, These
veiny pipes hold a dog's lap of blood, i860 Holme Lee
Leg. Fairy Land 77 He persuaded them [two puppies] to

take a lap at his breakfast.

3. A sound resembling that of lapping; e.g. that

produced by wavelets on the beach.

1884 W. C. Smith Kildrostan 43 Only the lap of the

rippling wave Broke on the hush of their solitude. 1889

Amelia Barr Feet ofClay iv. 64 The lary whish and lap ol

the ocean.
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Lap(bep),j/>.3 [f. Lap^.2]

fl. ? Something wrapped up ; a bundle. Obs.

1673 New Jersey Archives 1 1880) I. 132 In token whereof
they presented about 20 deer skins, 2 (g! 3 laps of Heaver,

and t string of Wampum.
2. The amount by which one thing overlaps or

covers a part of another; hence cotter, the over-

lapping part.

tioo Trans. Soc.Arts XVIII. 377 Stopping the apertures

between the laps of glass with putty. 1808 Pike Sources
Mississ. it. (1810) 194 note, Those logs were joined together

by a lap of about two feet at each end. 1823 P. Nichol-
son Pract. Build. 399 All kinds of slate have a lap of each
joint, generally equal to one-third of the length of the slate.

^1850 Rndim. Xavig. (Weale) 128 Laps, the remaining
part of the ends of carlinqs, &c which are to bear a great

weight or pressure, such as the capstan-step. 1869 Sir K.

Rfeu Shipbni/d. ii. 39 The laps of the ouier keel-plate and
garboard .. require the usual double row (of rivets]. 1895

Jml. R. Ifist. Brit. Art hit. 14 Mar. 351 The roof should

. . have a lap of at least 3$ inches of tiles. 1897 Daily News 10

May 5/5'l he hand made cigarette, .having a smaller ' lap '.

b. Half-lap : an arrangement for the joining of

rails, shalts, etc., consisting in cutting away half

the thickness of each of the two ends to be joined,

and fitting them together. Also atlrib.

1816 Sped/. Losh $ Stephenson's Patent No. 4067. 6 The
half lap joinings of the rails. 1825 N. Wood Railroads
(1838)42 [The rails) are now formed with a half-lap. 1875
Carpentry Q Join, yi The half lap dovetail . . has this one
advantage, that [etc.].

c. Steam-engine, The distance traversed by a

slide-valve beyond what is needed to close the

passage of steam to or from the cylinder.

1869 E. Malbon in Eng. Mech. 3 Dec. 282/2 Ascertain if

they have had equal lap on the steam and exhaust side.

1881 J. W. Aston in Metal World No. 18. 274 The amount
that these faces overlap the steam-ports being termed the

lap of the valve. 1895 Mod. Steam Eng. 38 The lap of the

slide being equally divided.

d. U.S. 'Any portion of a railroad track used

in common by the trains of more than one system

'

(Funk's Stand. Diet. 1893).

3. Euchre. (See qnot.)

1886 Euchre : how to play it iii. 40 The Lap game may be
played by two, three, or four persons, when they agree to

play a series of games, so that the tap may be applied,

which is simply counting upon the score of the ensuing
game all the points made over and above the five of which
the game consists.

4. A layer or sheet (usually wound npon a bobbin

or roller) into which cotton, wool, or flax is formed

in certain stages of its manufacture.
1825 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 381 The cotton is in

this state called a lap. 1888 J. Paton Wool in Encycl. Brit.

XXI V. 658 The wool [for felted cloth] is scribbled or carded
out into a uniform lap of extreme thinness. 1890 W.

J.
Gordon Foundry 163 The scutcher turns out the fibre in

a thick fleecy mat, or ' lap', which is wound round a roller.

5. The act of encircling, or the length of rope

reqnired to encircle, a drum or wheel . Also, enough
of silk, thread, etc., fc> go once round something.
1867 W. W. Smyth Coal tf Coal-mining 163 A large vertical

cylinder . . 16, 18, or even 20 feet in diameter at the first lap

of the rope. 1867 F. Francis Angling iv. <i88o) 134 It

should be tied by a lap or two of silk. 1888 Lockwood's
Diet. Mech. Engin., Lap . . (4) a single turn of a rope or

chain around a barrel.

b. Racing. One of the number of turns round

the track, that arc required to complete the course.
1861 Chamb. Jml. 23 Nov. 333 They had gone fourteen

Maps' (as these circuits are technically called). 1870 R.
Burn Rome 297 The number of laps was usually seven.

1884 Dickens' Diet. Lond. 27/2 A running track, three laps

to the mile. 1894 Astley 50 Years Life II. 155 Having
measured off the requisite number of laps to the mile on the

gTavel walks in our kitchen-garden.

6. atlrib. and Comb., as (sense 2) lap-butt, -cart-

ing, -dovetail, -dovetailing -jointed ;
lap-zvetd sb.

and vb.; (sense 4) lap-bobbin, -cylinder
,
-machine,

-roller; (sense 5 b) lap-scorer, -sprint. Also lap-

joint (see quot. 1847); +Hp-yard, the part of

a roll of cloth which forms the outside wrapper.

Also Lap-streak.
189a Daily News 9 Sept. 6/1 The shell plating . . is fitted

on the *lap-butt principle. 1874 Thearle Naval A rchit. 47
When these carhngs are required to resist an upward in-

stead of the ordinary downward thrust, they . . lap over the
under side of the beams, in which case they are termed *Iap
cartings.

^
1851 lllustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 263 This felt or

lap is delivered to a wooden *lap-cylinder. 1847 Smeaton
Builder's Man. 89 Fig. 24 represents the pin part of a *Iap-

dovetail. 1825 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 588 *Lap
dovetailing conceals the dovetail, but shews the thickness
of the lap on the return side. 18*3 P. Nicholson Pract.
Build. 164 Folding doors, which meet together upon a *lap-

Joint. 1847 Smeaton Builder*s Man. 93 In a lap-joint, that
is,^ in lapping two pieces together, supposing them of equal
thickness, half the substance of each should be cut away.
1874 Thearle Naval Archit. 113 The bulkheads, .are con-
nected by single-riveted lap joints and butts. Ibid., Liners
are required behind the stiffenersbythe*lap-jointed system.
1879 CasselCs Techn. Educ. IV. 209/1 Carding engines, *lap.
machines or doublers [etc]. 1806 Westm. Gaz. 25 July 5/2
At one corner outside the track a little shed is filled with the
* "lap-scorers *. 1886 Cyclist 25 Aug. 1 174/1 Fenlon, by a fine

*lap sprint, landed a winner by five yards. 1875 Knight
Dict.^ Mech., *Lap-weld {Forging), a weld in which the
welding edges are thinned down, lapped, and welded. Mod.
Catal., The tubes are *lapwelded. 1733 P. Lindsay Interest
Scot. 93 No Part of it [Linen Cloth] worse than the*Lap-
yard or outside Cover.

Vol. VI.

Lap (tap), sb.* [Of obscure etymology
;
perh.

a use of prec.j as the original tool may have been

a ' lap
1

or wrapping of cloth or leather.] A rotating

disk of soft metal or wood, used to hold polishing

powder in cutting or polishing gems or metal.
181*16 J. Smith Panorama Scu #e Art I. 35 In the

manufacture of cutlery, the use of the stone is followed by
that of the lap or glazor. 1833 J. Hollano Manuf. Metal
11. 29 The blade being properly ground, is then glazed, by
applying it to the lap. 1884 F. J. Hrittfn Watch <y

Llockm. 212 A soft steel lap at first and afterwards a zinc

one are generally used. 1888 Sheffield Gloss., /,,i/,a wooden
wheel with a leaden surface usedfto glaze razors,

b. Gttn making. ^See quots.)

1881 (jReenf.r Gun 238 The lap is fixed into a head
revolving 650 times a minute. The barrel is moved back-
wards and forwards upon the lap. 1886 YVaisingham
& Payne-Gallwev Shooting 1. 71 The poli>her, or * lap as

it is called, consists of an iron rod round which is secured
a leaden plug the exact size of the tube.

Lap laep),^. 1 Forms: a. ilapian,4 6,$ Sc. lape,

5 -6 Sc. laip, 9 Sc. lepe. p. 4-6 lappe, 4 lap.

[OE. lapian M LG. and M Du. lapen, OI 10. lafan ;

cf. Icel. lepja ; the OTeut. root *lap- (cogn. w. L.

tamt>?re,GT. Xanrav to lick, lap) is represenled also

by OHG. leffil, mod.G. loffel spoon. The normal
representative of the OK. word is the obsolete lape\

the form lappe, lap may be due to the influence of

1\ laper (an adoption of the Tent, word).]

1 1. itttr. To take up liquid with the tongue.

In OK. const, on, in early mod. ling. /;/. Obs.

c 1 000 Sax. Leechd. II. ^Gebeorh J,aut hie. .neahi nesiije

lapien on hunij. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. V,. 1434 Let bise

ladyes of hem lape. 1390 (iowi-K Con/. III. 215 What man
that hath the water nome Up in his hande and lappeth so,

To thy part chese out alle tho. c 1470 Mf.nryson A/or. Fab.
xn. (Wolf <*• Lamb) i, I

The Iambi In the stieme lnipit to

cuill his thrist. c 1570 Afarr. H it <y Seteuie iv. iii. I>iij,

Alas why hath she this delite to lap in Kilties blode? 1607

Shaks. Pinion in. vi. 95 Vncouer Dogges. and lap. < 1630

Risdon Surv. Devon § 286 1 1810) 296 Cattle accustomed io

drink or lap. 1721 Ramsav On a Punch-bowl 7 Take up my
Ladle, fill, and lape. 1731 Moktimkh in Phil, Ttans.
XXXVI 1. 172 And then he lapped again, but could not

stand on his Legs.

2. trans. Of animals, rarely of human beings:

To take up (liquid, rarely lood) with the tongue;

to drink greedily up like an animal ). Also with up.

a X340 IIamiolk Psalter lxvii. 25 Herkand agayn wickid-

nes lapand watire of grace. 1382 Wyclik Judg. vii. 5

Thilk that with hoond and with tonge lapen the wntrK
1481 Caxton Reyjiard \\\. (Aib.) 34 There lemed I fyrst

to lapen of the bloode. 1513 Douglas sEneis x. x. 44
Thyr sey monstreis . . [sal] lape thy blude thai hungeir to

asswage. 1610 Shaks. Temp. 11. i. 288 They'l take sugges-

tion, as a Cat laps milke. 1681 W, Kobkkison Phrased.
Gen. (1693) 799 They lap up their meat, what they eat. 1709
Steele Tatter No. 40 P 9 He had the Cholick last Wet-k
with lapping sour Milk. 1735 Somkrville Chase 1. 155
Soon as the growling Pack .. Have lapp'd their smoaking
Viands. 1813 Hoed Queen's Wake 177 He baitit the lyon

to diedis of weir, Quhill he lepit the blude to the kyng-
dome deire. 1819 Moore Tom Crib (ed. 3) 21 Up he rose

in a funk, lapp'd a toothful of brandy, And to it again. 1849
.Macaulay Hist. Eng. viii. II. 384 Some basons of water for

washing were suffered to pa*s. . . The jurymen, raging with
thirst, soon lapped up the whole. 187 1 Rossf.tti Poems,
Eden Bower xlix, The soul of one shall be made thy brother,

And thy tongue shall lap the blood of the other.

t 3. To snck (a teat). Obs. rare~K
156a Phaer AEneid xiu. Ccj b, Their mammies teats thci

lap w l hungrie lipps.

4. itttr. Of water : To move with a rippling sound

like that made in lapping. Also with in, up.

1823 Scott Peveril xxxvi, Flinty steps,, .against which the

tide lapped fitfully with small successive waves. 1840

Marryat Poor Jack xxii, You'd think that the water was
lapping in right among us. 1842 Tennyson Morte oTA rthur

116, 1 heard the water lapping on the crag. 1873 Hlack
Pr. Thule xxiii. 384 The sea lapped around the boat. 1887

Ruskin Prxtetita 1 1. 152 The water. . lapping up, or lashing,

under breeze, against the terrace wall.

5. trans. To beat upon (the shore, etc.) with a

lapping sound.
1854 Mrs. Gaskell North S. vii, The distant sea,

lapping the sandy shore with measured sound. 1874 Longf.
Cadenabbia. iv, I . . hear the water . . lapping the steps beneath
my feet. 1883 Mrs. .Rollins New Eng. Bygones 59 Where
was a rotting old boat, which the waves lapped lazily.

Lap (lrep ), v.2 Forms : 4-6 lappe, 4-5 wlappe,
5-6 lape, 4- lap. [Not in OE. or in any other

I
Tent. lang. ; first recorded c 1 200-1 2 2 5 in the com-

I pound bi-lappe, bi-leppe. Prob. f. Lap sb.1 in the

1 sense ' fold ' or ' piece of cloth The perplexing

I

form wlappe (Wyclif, Pecock) is prob. not original,

j

but due to the influence of the synonymous Wuap
v. ; it is hardly likely that OF. vloper, veloper, vo-

I loper can have contributed to the change of form.]

1. tram. To coil, fold, wrap (a garment, or any-

thing supple). Const, about, in, "fott, f over, round,

+ to, f until ; also with about, routid advs.
a 1300 Sartnun xxxix. in E. E. P. (1862)^ In to bis world
..he bro;te a stinkind felle i-lappid ber an. a 1350 St.

Laurence 194 in Horstm. Altengl. I*eg. (1881) no Iren
plates he gert bam glew And lap until his sides ay new.
1390 Cower Conf. II. 268 That yonge fresshe quene^That
mantel lapped her aboute. £-1440 Gesta Rom. vii. 17
(Harl. MS.) She lappid hire taile aboute be corde of the

-belle. is°l Douglas Pal. Hon. Prol. 3 Paill Aurora .

.

I
Her russat mantill .. Lappit about the heuinly circum-

stance. 1569 Newton Cicero's Olde Age 38 a, The vine
.. lappeth it selfe fast, to what soever it commeth ncare.

1578 Banister Hist. Man 1. 19 Nature hath in such
wise lapped, and fastened to the tooth [of the Vertebra] a
solid Ligament. 1600 1 Iakllvt Voy. (1810) II 1. 497 The frier

lapping a garinente about his arme [etc.]. 1677 Moxon
Mech. EAerc. 18 Hammer the Plate that is lap d over the
wyre close to the wyre. 1704 Swift T. Tub xi, He would
lap a Piece of it about a Sore Toe. 1774 Goldsm. Nat.
Jlist. (1776) IV. F2i This is lapped round the rest of the
body. 1832 Blackw. Mag. XXX [.625 Lapping the skirts

..about the little feet. 1839 Uke Diet. Arts 215 After they
are bleached . . they are lapped round in urtat lengths of
several pieces. 1849 Rock (ho/Fathers II. 140 Its. upper
roll, in*tead of being lapped about, was ktpt fastened in its

place.. by a golden pin. 1859 Tennknt Ceylon 11. Mil, v.

363 They .. mutually entwined their trunks, lapped them
round their limbs and neck.

trans/. < 1470 Hknnv Wallace ix. 146 The wer schippis

was lappyt thaini about. 1513 Douglas A^ineis ti. x. 201

About my feit My spous lappit fell doun into the }et.

b. /;///*. for rcjl. Const, about, round. Now
rare c xc. dial.

1563 Homilies 11. Agst. Disobedience \ Rebel, iv. (1859)

577 A great tree, caught him by. .his goodly hair, lapping
about it as he fled. 1680 Find. Reforming Clergy (ed. 2)

16 This is a fine pliable principle .. 'twill lap about your
finger like Barbary Gold. 1717 Lady M. W. Montai;u
Let. to CtesS Mar 1 Apr., Tin* [dre^] . laps all round
them, not unlike a riding I ood. 1845 Sir W. Nahek Conq.
Scinde 11. vi. 387 The two legiments thus opposed, lapped
round the nearest point of the houses. 1883 Ahnondbnry
Gloss., Lap, the end of a pieCfc of doth, which in weaving
laps round the low beam.

f 2. To fold, fold together', to roll /// in

successive layers. On^t. into. Obs. or dial.

1390 (low ik Con/. 11. 320 She wafe a cloth of silke all

white .. And lapped it logtihrr. 1398 Tri-msa Barth. De
P. R. x\ 11. xriv. 14951 061 The leues of l^appates ben ..

wonderly wr.dlyd and lappyd. a 1400-50 tf'ars At'f.f. 4-68

(Juen he had lukitl <>n ) e l>n^ he lappid it to-gediu-. 154EI 77
Yicakv Anat. iv. u£B8> 30 1 his Piamater deuideth the sub-
Staunce of the Urayne, and lappeth it into certeu sulks or

diuisions. 1561 1 Ui s Ir. Bnllingcr on Apoc. (157 0 95 As a

booke lapped \p together, a 1568 Ascham Let. to h. Ravin,
That he may both see m-ws &c. largely told, and aUo leatn

to lap up a letter. 1641 H. 1!fst Farm. Bks. (Surn-es)

To give chaige that in lapping tip a fleece, they allway r-,

pulle the inne side of the tle.-ce oulwardes. 1678 1)1 1 lU ss

o\- Ni wcAsn> in Bnei leiuh A/SS.i 11 i>t. MSS. Comm.) 1.

Since I lapt up my letter I writ this. 1725 1»k I- oh /Vv.
round World 0840) 347 Pulls' hides joined, and lapped and
lolletl one over another, c 1790 I.miso.n Seh, Art II. £0 A.

,

clean linen rag lapped up.

fig. 1577-87 H ol in si u n Ch> -on. (1807-8) IV. 401 Lapping
up (.among a bundle of other misfortunes < this e\ill chance.

3. To enfold in a wrap or wraps, to enwmp,
swathe; h( nee, to clothe, to bind tip, tie round.

Const, in, + witli,^ within. Also w ith + in, over,

round, up. Vb lap on\ to attach or fix on with a

lapping of thread or the like, f To lap in lead : to

place in a leaden coffin
;
hence, to entomb.

13. . E. E. Allit. /'. P. 175 Alle byn cber lymez lapped ful

clene, penne may hou se }.y sauior. c 1325 Ryng <v Hermyt
289 in Hazl. F. P. P. 1. 24 Go to slepe, And I schall lape

thee with my cope, c 1340 Hamiole Prose Tr. (1866) 5

Laid in a crib and lappid in clathis. 1382 Wvclif Matt.
xx vii. 59 The body taken, Ioseph wlappide [i388lappide] it in

a clene sendel. ? a 1400 Morte A rth. 2300 They . . hawmede
|>airehonourliche kynges, .. Lappede them in lede. c 1450

ME. Med. Bk. (Heinrich) 170 Lappe hem [warts] in wort

leues. 1330 Test. Fbor. (Surtees) V. 292 Unto every ij or iij

gud and discieit women that wyndes and lappis my body in

one sheit. .iiij#r". 1578 Lytk Dodoens in. iii, 317 The seede,

lapped as it were in a certaine white wool!. 1601 Dent
Pathiv. Heaven 376 Christ lesus .. will swaddle you, and
lappe you. 1608 M mm.in on Mad World it. ii. 44 Let him
trap me in gold, and I'll lap him in lead. 1627 Capt. Smith
Seaman's Gram. xiii. 60 With a malet in the one hand, it

a plug lapped in Okum..in the other. 1685 R. Bcrton
Eng. Emp. Amer. iv. 83, 1 shewed the Captain and his

Wife my f ingers, who. .bid me lap it up again. 1727 Swn t

Gulliver 11. i, I . . laid myself at full length upon the hand-

kerchief, with the remainder of which he lapped me up to

the head. 1780 Phil. Trans. LXX. App. 3 This brush is

again lapped round with thread. 1817 Scott Harold 1. xx,

The good old Prelate lies lapp'd in lead.
m
1821 Clare Fill.

Minstr. 11. 31 The mower too lapt up his scythe from our

sight. 1832 Blackw. Mag. XXXI. 624, I had fished . . ; but

having broken my top in an unlucky leap, was. .lapping the

fracture. 1861 Reade Cloister <y //. Iv. (1896) 154 A good

dozen of spices lapped in flax paper. 1867 F. Francis

Anglingx'ni.{iSZo) 467 Lay the tail to the hook.. and lap it

on securely. 1876 Pkeece & Sivewricht Telegraphy 233

The ends are lapped over with tape and yarn to prevent

abrasion of the gutta percha.

trans/. 1388 Wyclif Exod. xiv. 27 The Lord wlappide

hem in the myddis of the floodis. 1587 Golding De Mornay
ii. (161 7) 16 The Sea and Earth together are lapped vp in

the Ayre. 160a Marston Antonio's Rev. ill. iii. Wks. 1856

I. in Were thy heart lapt up In any flesh but in Piero's

bloode, I would thus kisse it. a 1628 Preston AVw Covt.

(1634) 96 Who lookes upon him as lapping the waters as in

a garment, 1657 W. Morice Coena quasi Koivrj Pref. 2

Tbe reasons thereof in writing.. I lapt up in one sheet, and

transmitted to him. i860 Ruskin Mod. Paint. V. ix. ii.

§ 19. 216 Lapped in pale Elysian mist.

f b. To hem in, press close upon with a hostile

force, or with something noxious. Also with about,

in. Obs. (in later use only Se.)

CIJ30 R. Brunne Chron. (18 io) 276 Lap bam bituex 30W.

c 1430 Syr Tryam. 1057 Tbey lapped bym in on every syde.

14.. Pol. Ret. <$• L. Poems 04 Thus ame I lappyd all

a-boute; With todys and snaks. £1470 Henry Wallace
ix. 1843 Thiddyr he past, and lappyt it [Dunde] about. 1552
Lvndesav Monarche 3974 The Roman is lappit thame about,

That be no waye thay mycht wyn out.

9



LAP.

f c. To fold (in the arms)
; to clasp, embrace.

J

c 1350 Parlt. Three Ages (text B) 247 With ladis full lufly

lapped yn armes. ^1374 Chaucer Compl. Mars 76 This !

worthi Mars that is ofknyghthode wel The flour of feyrcnesse
lappeth in his armes. C1440 Bone Flor. 113 Sche schalL.in
hur lovely armes me lappe. c 1470 Henry Wallace vi. 54 He
at will may lap hyr in his armys. 1513 Douglas /Eneis 111. ix.

38 Gruling on his kneis, He lappit me fast by baith the theis.

fd. Proverb. To be lapped in one's mother*

s

smock : to be bom to fortune. Obs.

1690 W. Walker Idiomat. Anglo-Lat. 262 He was lapt in

his mother's smock, (planefortunsejilius).

4. In immaterial senses, fa. To involve; to i

imply, include ; to implicate, entangle; to wrap up
in a disguise. Obs.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter x\vn\. t Rightwismen pat ere not

. . lappid in errours of be warld. 1395 Purvey Rcmonstr.
(1851) 3 No preest or dekene wlappith hymself in seculer

officis. cn*$ Lyog. Assembly of Gods 126 And .. er they

coude beware, With a sodeyn pyry, he lappyd hem in care.

c 1440 Gesta Rom. xxvii. 103 (Harl. MS.>, I am a thef,

sal. lappid with swiche a synne. c 1460 Towneley Myst.
xiii. 4, I am al lappyd In sorow. c 1540 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng.
Hist, (Camden No. 291 112 Howsooer the matter was lapped
up, it is apparent. 1549 [see Lapping vbl. sb? xz\. 155a
Latimer Serm. Gosp. 1. 150 He lappeth up all thynges in

Loue. — st/i Serm. Lord's Prayer (1562) 37 This Vs
lappeth in a! other men with my prayer. 1589 R. Robinson
Gold. Mirr. (Chetham Soc.) 25 No . . secret shift so closely

lapt, but Time the trueth shall trie. 1594 Carew Httarte s

Exam. Wits xi. (1596) 172 Herein is lapped vp a very great

secret. 1627-77 Felt-ham Resolves n. xxix. 218 You shall.

.

whether you will or no . .be lapp'd in some drunken fray. I

b. Of conditions or influences : To enfold, stir-
\

round, esp, with soothing, stupefying, or seductive

effect. Often with round.
c 1350 Will. Palerue 340 Swiche listes of loue hadde lapped

his hert c 1400 Destr. Troy 465 Soche likyng of loue
lappit hir within. ^1450 Cov. Mysf. (Shaks. Soc.) 125 The
plage of dompnese his leppis lappyd. 1632 Milton
L'Allegro 136 And ever against eating Cares Lap me in soft

Lydian Aires, Married to immortal verse. 1745 Warton
Pleas. Melamh. 201 Till all my soul is. .lapp'd in Paradise.
1806 Moore Genius Harmony \. 19 Such downy dreams, As
lap the spirit of the seventh sphere. 1819 S. Rogiirs Num.
I-ife 757 Lapping the soul in sweetest melancholy! 1821
Joanna Baillik Metr. Leg., Ghost of Foulon liv, A spell of
horror lapped him round. 1853 M. Arnold Requicscat 12
For peace her soul was yearning, And now peace laps her
round. 1871 L. Stephen Playgr. Europe viii. (1894) 174,
I was . . lapped in some dim consciousness that I had still

an hour and a half before . . starting. 1877 L. M orris Epic 1

Hades 1. 13, I who was .. Only a careless boy lapt round
with ease. 1880 Swinburnh Songs Springtides 17 The joy
that like a garment, .lapped him over and under.

5. With allusion to Lap sb. 5 : To enfold caress-

ingly like a child in its mother's lap; tonurse, fondle,

caress; to surround with soothing and shielding care.

Now chiefly pass., to be nursed in luxnry, etc.

r 1430 Hymns Virg. 3 pou .. pat lappid me loueli with
liking song. £1430 Syr Tryam. 417 Sche toke up hur tone
to hur And lapped hyt fulle lythe. 1556 J. Heywood
Spider <$• F. ii. 16 ^yho all my life haue beene Lapped in lap
of thy fayre flattering flow res. a 1649 Drumm. of IIawth.

|Poems Wks. (17U) 18 It is his hap To lie lap'd in her lap. \

1811 W. R. Spencer Nursing True Love 1 Lapt on I

Cythera's golden sands. 1822 Hazlitt Table- 1. Ser. ic. xvi.

(1869) 323 We grow fastidious, effeminate, lapped in idle

luxury. 1847 Bushnf.ll C/ir. Nurt. 11. ii. (i86i> 259 The
child that is . . lovingly lapped in the peaceful trust of
Providence, is born to a glorious heritage. 1862 Goulburn
Pers. Relig. 1 1 . in. viii. 202 Moses has been lapped in royal
luxury from his infancy. 1865 Carlyle Fredk. Gl. xn. ix.

(1872) IV. 210 Beautiful blue world of Hills, .fruitful valleys
lapped in them. 1870 Bryant Iliad I. vi. 189 There is a
town Lapped in the pasture-grounds.

6. trans, a. To lay (something) on, over 'another
thing) so as partly to cover it. b. Of a slide-valve

:

To pass over and close (a port). Also, to cause (a

slide-valve) to overlap the port. c. ? V.S. Of a
boat, in racing: To come partly alongside (another).
1607 Markham Caval. H. (161 7) 175 Till you perceiue at

last he lap and throw his outmost leg ouer his inmost. 1676
Grew Attat. Plants iv. 11. ii. § 2 (1682) 164 The Leaves of
the Flower of Blattaria. .are so lapped one over another, as
to make an Equilateral Pentangle. 1678 Moxon Meek.
Exerc. 67 Two Boards are thus lapped on the edges over
one another. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (181 1) IV. 157
[She] Lapped one horse-lip over the other and was silent.

1825 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 626 When laid on
the roof, they [slates] are bonded and lapped as iri*common
slating, i860 E. Malbon in Eng. Mech. 3 I tec. 282/3
Lapping the nigh pressure valves will greatly raise the ex-
haust side. i^jgCasselts Techn. Ednc. IV. 79/1 The edge-

j

joints, as well as the butts, are generally lapped.
b. 1870 Eng. Mech. 28 Jan. 482/3 The steam-valve .

.

commences to lap its port by the motion of the eccentric.
C. 1897 Webster s.v. Lap, The hinder boat lapped the

foremost one.

7. inlr. fa. To lap on to, over, upon (some-
thing) : to lie upon, so as to cover partially

;
also,

to lie upon and project over, overlap, b. To pro-
ject into (something).

1677 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 18 Double the end of the Plate
over the wyre to lap over it. 1774 Golosm. Nat. Hist.

(1776) IV. 120 One edge sticks in the skin, while the other
laps over that immediately behind it. 1776-96 Withering
Brit. Plafits (ed. 3) II. 399 Calyx segments lapping over
each other. 1779 Projects in Ann. Reg. 103/2 When either
of the ends of any of the laths laps over other laths. 1843
Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. IV. 1. 34 They should be laid as
regularly as possible—one part lapping on to the next
layer. 1846 Ibid. VII. 1. 51 The four furrows . . then lie two

66

furrows right and left, lapping on to the furrow-slices

thrown out of the old furrows. C1850 Rudim. Navig.
(Weale) 128 The mast-carlings are said to lap upon the

l>eams by reason of their great depth ; and head-ledges at

the ends lap over the coamings. 1853 G. Johnston Nat.
Hist. E. Bord. I. 263 They lap over rocks and shelving

banks, 18^4 Kelly & Tomlinson tr. Arago's Aslron. 57
If the two images of the sun be made to lap over each other.

1856 Kane Arct. Expl. I. xxiii. 286 One end lapped into

the west side a considerable distance.

8. With over adv. : To project beyond something

else, forming a lap or flap
; Jig. to extend beyond 1

some limit.

1631 R. Bvfield Docir.Sabb. 102 The. .end. .lapped over,

and strucke the childe. a 1661 Fuller Worthies (1840) I.

343 Worldly wealth he cared not for, desiring only to make 1

both ends meet ; and as for that little that lapped over he
gave it to pious uses. 1681 Grew Musaeuni 171 The upper
Wings.., at tbeir hinder ends, where they lap over, trans-

parent, .like the Wing of a Fly. 1895 M ackail Latin Lit.

135 He outlived Augustus by three years
}
and so laps over

j

into the somhre period of the Julio-Claudian dynasty.

9. Euchre. [Cf. Lap j£.3 3.] inlr. (See qnol.)
'

b. Racing. [Cf. Lap sb.% 5 b.] trans. To get one
or more laps ahead of (a competitor).
1890 ' Cavendish ' Pocket Guide to Euchre 9 If the score I

of a game laps (that is, if more points are made than are
necessary to win a game), the surplus is carried to the next 1

game. 1890 Jllnstr. Sporting % Dram. Aretvs 26 Apr. 210/1
He lapped most of his opponents before half the distance

j

was covered. 1897 Daily Neivs 30 Aug. 3/3 Stocks started

well, and lapped his opponents in the first 20 miles.

10. [Properly another word, f. Lapj/v* sense 4.]
trans. To reduce raw cotton to a lap.

1851 Art Jrnl. Illustr. Catal. p. iv**/ 1 Tt»s cylinder is

cleaned of the teazed cotton by means of brushes, which
deliver the cotton on to fluted rollers so regularly, that it

comes out of the machine lapped into the form of a broad,
felt-like web of cleaned cotton. 1879 Escott England 1.

150 The various rooms for scutching, lapping, carding and
roving the raw fibre [cotton].

11. Comb., as lap-band, -bander, diaL (see

quots.) ; lap-work, work in which one part is

interchangeably lapped over another.
1681 Grew Musoeum 373 The Ground is a Packthred-

Caule ; not Netted, but Woven. Into which by the Indian-
Women are wrought, by a kind of Lap-Work, the Quills of
Porcupines. 1829 Brockett N. C. Words, Laplander, that

1

which binds closely one thing to another. . . A tremendous
|

oath is frequently called a lap-bander. 1868 Atkinson
Cleveland Gloss., Lap-band, hoop-iron.

Lap (la^p)i v.Z [back-formation from tapcock: sec

hkVsbAa.'] trans. To pnt up (hay) in small cocks,
j

1839 W. Carleton Fardorougha (ed. 2) 57 We'd get this

hay lapp'd in half the time.

Lap Irep), v.* [f. Lap sbj<\ trans. (Sec quots.)
1881 Gkeener Gun 238 Most of the barrels are lapped or

polished with a lead and emery upon another bench. 1888
Shtffield Gloss., Lap, to polish steel on a wood or lead
surface prepared with flint stone, thus giving it a beautiful

opalescence.

Jjap, obs. and Sc. pa. t. of Leap.

tLapaxtic, a. and sb. Med. Obs. [ad. Gr.

KairaKTtf<-<js purgative, f. Xanaaotiv to evacuate.]

A. adj. Purgative, laxative. (Mayne Expos. Lex.

1855.) B. sb. in pi. (See quot.)

1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Lapactics, a term used by 1

the old writers in medicine to express such things as purged 1

by stool, or at least gently loosened the belly.

Lapadary, obs. form of Lapidahy.

Laparo- (larparo), rarely before a vowel lapar-, 1

combining form of Gr. Kandpd flank, f. \airapos

soft, in mod. terms ofAnal., Surg., etc. Laparo-
tomy [Gr. itcTon-, itcrtpvup to cut out], 1 an ex-

cision or cutting out of a portion of the intestine

at the side* {Syd. Soc. Lex. 1888). X.a*parocele
[Gr. *r/Ar/ tumour], f (a) ventral hernia at the flank

or side of the belly ; (b) lumbar hernia. La-paro-
tome [Gr. «ro/*os cutter], an instrument for per-

forming laparotomy (1855 in Mayne Expos. Lex.
s.v. Laparotomies). Laparo tomy [Gr. -ro/ita cut-

ting], a cutting through the abdominal walls into

the cavity of the abdomen ; hence (in some recent

Diets.) La paroto mic a., pertaining to laparo-

tomy ; Laparo tomist, one who performs laparo-

tomy ; Laparo'tomlze v. trans., to perform lapa-

rotomy upon. Also prefixed to the names of various

surgical operations to denote that they are performed
by cutting through the abdominal wall, as in la-paro*

colo'tomy, -entero'tomy, -hysterectomy : for these

and many similar terms see Mayne Expos. Lex.

(1855) and Syd. Soc. Lex. (18S8).
1802-19 Rees Cycl., Laparocele, a tjrm, in Surgery,

denoting a swelling, or hernia, at the side of the belly.

1878 T. Bryant Pract. Surg. I. 630 In Laparotomy the
abdomen should be opened in the median line below the
umbilicus. 1879 J. M. Duhcan Led. Dis. Worn. viii. (1889)

49 The laparotomy enthusiasm of recent t i mes. 1885 L ancet
26 Sept. 566 It indicates the real value of laparotomy as an
aid to herniotomy.

Laparostict(laypaw,stikt),tf. and sb. Eni. [f.

Laparo- + Gr. otikt-6s spotted, vbl. adj. f. ari^iv
to prick.] a. adj. Of scarabaeid beetles : Having I

abdominal spiracles in the membrane connecting
the dorsal and ventral corneous plates, b. sb. A
laparostict beetle.

LAPIDAMST.

188a Amer. Nat. XXI 1. 951 This genus [Pleocoma], which
he insisted was a Laparostict, and not a Pleurostict

Lamellicorn.

Lapdanum, obs. form of Labdanum.
La p-dog. [f. Lap sb.* 5 + Doc] A small

dog, such as is allowed to lie in a lady's lap.

1645 Evelyn Diary May, The lap-dogs which the ladies

are so fond of. 1709 Prior When Cat is Away& Nor rats

nor mice the lap-dog fear. 1774 Golijsm. Nat. Ilist. 1 1. 168

The lapdog at the time of Dr. Caius was of Maltese breed.

1802 Wolcot iP. Pindar) Ld. Belgrave Wks. 1812 IV. 516

A poor tame thing Just like a Lap-dog in a string. 1881

Hrsant & Rice Chapl. ofFleet 1. x, The pet and plaything

. .a sort of lapdog to be carried in. .coaches.

attrib. 181a Sporting Mag. XXXVI. 71 Lap-dog beagles.

1838 Lyttov Alice vi. iii, Had I not fed his lap-dog vanity

. .you would be Caroline Merton still.

Lape, obs. form of Lap vJ, v.2

Lap-eared : see Lop-eared.

Lapel (l&pe'l). Also 9 lapell(e, lappel. [f. Lap
sbA + -el.] That part of the front of a coat which

is folded over towards either shoulder.

1789 Mrs. Piozzi Joum. France I. 340 A si iff brocaded
silk, and green lapels. 1803 Jane Porter Thaddeus xiv.

(1831) 128 The sleet falling on his dress, lodged in its em-
broidered lappels. 1838 Dickens Nick. Nick, xiv, Laving
bis hand upon the lappel of his threadbare coat. 1876 Geo.
El cot Dan. Der. v. xxxvi, He . . held the lapels of his coat

with his thumbs under the collar as his manner was.
attrib. 1824 in S. B. Weeks South. Quakers % Slavery

131 [In 1824 Friends in Southern U.S. record their con-

demnation of] fcuch articles of dress as Iapell coats. 1849
Ai.b. Smith Pottleton Leg. xxv. 261 With inches of ribbon

in their lappel button-holes.

Lapelled (l&pe-ld), pa. pple. and ///. a. [f.

Lapel sb. (as if through *lapel vb.) + -ed.]

1. Furnished with a lapel, or with one of a specified

kind.

1751 Smollett Per. Pic. (1779) I. viii. 68 His waistcoat

was of red plush lapelled with green velvet. 1766 in W,
Smith Bouquet's Exped. (1868) 111 A short coat of brown
cloth, lapelled, and without plaits. 1848 J. Grant Adv. of
Aidc-de-C. iv, A scarlet uniform, lapelled and faced with

black velvet. 1861 Thornburv Turner I. 65, I ste, again,

his frilled shirt, . . his lapelled waistcoat, and his Michael
Angelo watch-seal.

2. Folded over so as to form a lapel.

1789 E. Darwin Bot. Gard. 11. (1791) 148 With net-wove
sash and glittering gorget dress'd, And scarlet robe lapell'd

upon her breast, Stern Ara frowns. 1829 Mrs. Southev
Churchyards I. 290 A . . coat, of dark blue broad cloth,

lapelled back with two rows of.. buttons.

Lapful (Ise'pful), sb. and a. [f. Lap sb.1 + -ful.]

A. sb. So much as will fill a person's lap.

[1611 Bible 2 Kings iv. 39 One.. found a wild vine, and
gathered thereof wilde gourds his lap full.] 1611 Cotgr.,
Gironnie, a lapfull, or bosomefull of. 1648 Ward {title)

The Simple Cobbler's Boy, with a Lapful of Caveats. 1710
Swift Tatter No. 230 r 2 They are banded about from
Lap-fulls in every Coffee-house to Persons of Quality. 1850
Mrs. Jameson Leg. Monast. Ord. (1863) 313 Her proper
attribute is the lapful of roses. 1887 Baring-Gould Gave-
rocks xiii, I have got a lap-full of chestnuts.

B. adj. Having the lap full. rare.

1884 Svmonds Shaks. Predecessors vii. § 3. 264 Lap-full

of flowers.. the country lass of English art returns from
those excursions.

Lapicide (lce pisaid). [ad. L. lapicxda, contrac-

tion for iapidicfda.i. lapid-, lapis stone: see -cide i.]

One who cuts stones, or inscriptions on stone.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Lapicide, a digger, or hewer of
stones ; a Stone-cutter or Free-Mason. 1736 in Bailey (fol.).

1831 M. Russell Egypt iv. (1853) 107 The Master Mo-
hammed Ahmed, lapicide, has opened them. 1889 D. O.
Hogarth Devia Cypria 9 The cognomina of the three*

brothers being identical, the lapicide has not repeated them.

Hence + I.aplcida'rlal a., of or pertaining to the

work of a lapicide
; f Lapici-dary, one who is

engaged in stone-cutting ; a lapidary.

159a R. D. Hypnerotomachia 23b, The workemanship.

.

seemed to excell the cunning of any humaine Lapicidarie.

Ibid. 00 The hollowed and bending leaves with all the other

lapiciuariall lineaments, were performed with such an emu-
lation of nature as was woonderfull.

t La pidable, a. Obs. rare-0
, [as if ad. L,

*lapidabitis, f. lapidare to stone, from lapid-, lapis

stone.] That may be stoned.

1656 in Blount Glossogr. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey^
Lapidabte, marriageable^ fit for a husband. IThis strange

mistake is copied in some later Diets.]

Lapidaire, obs. form of Lapidary.

t La pidar, a. Obs. rare~x
. [ad. L. lapidaris,

f. lapid-, lapis stone. ] Of the nature of slone.

1767 Bush Hibertiia Cur. (1^69) 61 A similar natural

process with many sparry or lapidar productions.

Tjapidar(e, obs. form ol Lapidary.

Lapidarian (!rcpide>rian), a. rare. [f. L.

lapidari-us + -an.] a. Versed in the knowledge

of stones, b. Kxecuted in, or inscribed on, slone.

1683 Pettus Flela Min. 11. 4 Our Author.. was not a
Sophisticating Alchimist, nor a Lapidarian Philosopher.

1864 Webster s.v., A lapidarian record. 188a RaU {title)

Observationson Cup-shaped and other Lapidarian Sculpture.

t Lapida rious, a. Obs. rare-0, [f. as prec.

+ -ous.T Consisting of stones ; stony.

1656 in Blount Glossogr. Hence in mod. Diets.

t La*pidarist. Obs. rare. [f. next + -ist.] =
Lapidary B Vb.
1607 Topsell Fourf. Beasts (1658) 340 The skilfid lapi-

darists of Germany affirm that this beast hath a stone in his



LAPIDARY.

eyes. i6eo Shelton Quit. iv. vi. II. 70 A most precious

Diamond, of whose Goodness and Quality all the Lapi-

darists that had view'd the same, would rest satisfied.

Iiapidary (lae-pidari), a. and sb. Forms : 4-5

lapidaire, 4-6 Sc. lapidar, 4-7 lapidarie, -ye, (5

lapadary, lipidarye), 7 lapidare, -ery, 6- lapi-

dary, [ad. L. lapiddrius
t

f. lapid-, lapis stone.

Cf. F. lapidaire. In 11 2 and 3 ad. L. lapi-

darium or L. type *lapidaria.]

A. adj.

1. Concerned with stones, rare exc. in lapidary

bee (see quots. 1854-68).
1831-57 De Quincey Dr. Parr Wks. VI. 164 That lapi-

dary style of retort in which their wrath has been trained

to express itself. 1835 Conrt Mag. VI. 166/2 An Irish

pavior expressed an anxiety to enter into paitnershhp with

a friend, who likewise followed the same lapidary profession.

1854 H. Millkr Sch. «$ Schm. (1858) 68 The lapidary red-

tipped bees, that built amid the recesses of ancient eairns,

and in old dry stone walls. 1868 Wood Hemes without

II. vii. 138 The Lapidary Hee (Bombus lafitiarhts\

2. a. Of au inscription, etc. : Engraved on stone,

esp. monumental stones, b. Of style, etc. : Cha-

racteristic of or suitable for monumental inscrip-

tions.

1724 Life ofDr. Rarivick 40 note, See a farther Account

of him.. in Dr. Jenkins's Lapidary Verses prefixed to those

Sermons. 1730 A. Gordon MaffcPs Ampkith. 147 These
Words.. expressed, in the Lapidary Stile, that it was built

from its very Foundation. 1775 Johnson in Bonvell Dec,
In lapidary inscriptions a man is not upon oath. 1817 Lamb
Let. to Ayrton in Talfourd Final Mem. x. 101 Tell me
candidly how you relish This, which they call The lapidary

style, 1822 Hykon Vis. Jndgm. xii, He s huried ;
save the

undertaker's bill, Or lapidary scrawl. 1838-9 1 1 allam Hist.

Lit. II. viii. 11. §63. 361 They were the encouragers of a

numismatic and lapidary erudition. 1873 Tristkam Moab
vii. 135 If the new-comers had had any reverence for the

lapidary records of their predecessors. 1899 Academy
j8 Feh. 210/2 A stanza [which] has a lapidary dignity, as

of some thing carved in stone.

B. sb.

1. One busied about or concerned with stones,

a. An artificer who cuts, polishes, or engraves

gems or precious stones.

1382 Wyclif Ecclus. xlv. 13 With werk of the lapidarie

grauun. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems Ixiii. 15 Glaring wrichtu,

goldsmythis and lapidaris. 1555 Lden Decades 233 The
region of Malabar where are many cunnynge Lapidaries,

1624 Flktchkr Rule a Wife v. it, An excellent lapidary

set those stones sure. 1684 Winstanlky in Shafts. C. Praise

401 Cornish Diamonds are not Polished by any Lapidary.

'753 Smollett Ct. Fathom (1784^ 92 ;2 Ratchkali, who was
an exquisite lapidary, had set it in Mich a manner, as would
have imposed upon any ordinary jeweller, i860 Tyndali.
Glac. 1. xx. 141 Portions of the vertical walls.. are polished

..as if they had come from the hands of a lapidary. 1869

Houtell Arms <y Arm. v. (1874) 81 The productions of the

scutptor and the lapidary.

f b. One who is skilled in the nature and kinds

of gems or precious stones ; a connoisseur of lapi-

dary work. Obs.

C1440 Gesta Rom. xxiv. 89 (Had. MS.) He went to a
lapadary, that was expert in the vertue of stonys. 1577
Stanvwurst Descr. frcl. Ep. Dcd. in Holinshcd, If it shall

stand with your honor his pleasure (whom I take to he an
expert lapidarie). 1639' G. Daniel Ecclus. xxxii. 14 The
bright Carbuncle (whose wondrous flame Pussies the skillfull

Lapidare to Name), a 1658 Clevklano Gen. I 'oems (,1677) \66
The Lapidary tells you how the Compassionate Turco^c
confesselh the Sickness of his Wearer by changing colour.

1750 tr. Leonardos' Mirr. Stones 145 (225), I find twelve
species of the emerald described hy lapidaries. 1796 Kik-

wan Elem. Mitt. (ed. 2) I. 361 This name I
Pudding stone]

was invented by English Lapidaries.

2. A treatise on"(precious) stones. Obs. exc. Hist,
e 1375 ^Vr. Leg: Saints, Margaret 2 Qwa wil be vertu wyt

ofstanis In be lapidar ma fynd ane is [etc.1. c 1384 Chaucer
H. Fame 111. 262 The fynest stones faire That men reden
in the lapidaire. ^1440 Lydg. Secrecs 539, I dar sevn
breflly, and nat tarye, Is noon suych stoon ffound in the

lapydarye. 165a As timole Theat. Chem. ii\ Alle Stonys
in the lapidery. 1884 Symonds Shafts. Predecessors xiii.

512 The Bestiaries and Lapidaries of the Middle Ages.

+ 3. collect, [after sbs. in -ery.] Precious stones

in general
;
jewcilery. Obs.

1509 Barclay Shyp ofFolys (1570) 43 There is no.. Car.
bunclc, Ruble,.. Nor other lapidary comparable to me.
1609 Armim Maids of Morc-Cl. F 4 A lewell .. Who.se
lining beauty staind all lapidary.

4. aitrib., as lapidary(Vrnill, -wheel, the grind-

ing nnd polishing apparatus of the lapidary.
1839 Urk Diet. Arts 738 The lapidary's mill, or wheel.

1875 Knight Diet. Meek., Lapidary-mil I\ Lapidary-whccl.
1878 Huxley Physiogr. 58 As though they Jibe crystals]
had just l>een polished at the lapidary's wheel.

Lapidate (larpid^'t), v. [f. L. lapiddt-, ppl.

stem of lapidare, in same sense, f. lapid-, lapis a
stone. Cf. F. lapider.~\ trans. To throw stones

at, to pelt with stones ; also, to stone to death.
1623 in Cockeram. 1816 Byron To Moore 24 Dec, Whom

the . . mob quartered and lapidated. 1824 Scott St. Ronatts
xxxi, We were lapidated by the natives, pebbled to some
purpose, I give you my word. 1837 Erasers Mag. XVI.
666 They may go on lapidating him. .with paving-stones.
1876 G. Mereoith Reauch. Career II. x. 185 It is better
they be roused to lapidate us than soused in their sty.

Lapidation (laepid^-Jan). [ad, L. lapidd-

tidn-em, n. of action f. lapidare : see prec]
1. spec. The punishment of stoning to death.
161 1 Florio, Lapidatione, a Lapidation, a stoning. 166a

67

Stillingfl. Orig. Sacr. it. v. § 3 Gods own messengers

I were] punished with the death of seducers, which was lapi-

dation. 1796 Morse Atner. Geog. II. 628 Punishments
flaying alive, lapidation, plucking out the eyes. 1830

D'Isralli Chas. /, III. xv. 328 A man gathering faggots in

a wood was condemned to the punishment of lapidation.

1855 R. F. Bur-ion El-Mcdinah II. xxi. 281 Adultery, if

detected» would be punished by lapidation, according to the

rigour of the Koranic law.

i5. gen. The action or process of throwing stones

;

pelting with stones.

1802 A. Ranken Hist. France II. iv. ii. 291 He was
invulnerable by either fire or lions, or popular lapidation.

1844 For. Q. Rev. XXXIII. 94 The people, .treated them
to a taste of lapidation. 1879 Temple Bar LVL 497 The
tenants are too hungry to lake interest in the lapidation of

the devoted animal {a donkey].

fig. 1864 Sat. Rev. 24 Dec. 766/2 Quite content to au-ait

the lapidation that is in store for us from Chairmen and
Secretaries.

Lapidator (locpiuV7 taj) . [a. L. lapida/or,

agent-n. f. lapidare: sec Lapidate Z'.] One who
stones. 18. . in Ogilvie (citing Scotsman).

T Lapi'dement. Obs. rare"1
, [a. 1«\ lapide-

mcnt, i. lapidcr, ad. L. lapidare to Lapidate.] »
Lapidation.
1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 1230/2. I may not here.. the

lapydementis that the fendes don to ine.

Lapideous (lapi'dfts), a. Now rare. Also 7
-ious. [f. L. lapide-us, f. lapid-, lapis stone.]

1. Of the nature of stone, stony.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 11. v. 91 The. .lapidificall

juyce of the sea. .entring the parts of that plant .. coin cits

it into a lapideous substance. 1694 Phil. Trans. XVII I.

112 This Lapidious Concretion took up the whole Cavity of

the Madder. 1758 Lori.ase Nat. Hist. Cornwall xv. § 7.

164 From malleable and metallic they become lnpideou*,

1865 A. S. Hkrschel in Intell. Obscrv. No. 39. 220 The
lapideous morsels.

f 2. Consisting of or inscribed on stone. Obs.

1807 G. Chalmers Caledonia I. Pref. 7 Camden, by throw-
ing his antiquarian eye on the lapideous records, which hud
been dug from its foundations, ascertained that.. fact.

Lapidery, obs. form of Lapidary.

t Lapidescence. Obs. [f. Lafidescknt a. -.

sec -ENCK-] Lapidcscent condition; petrifaction.

So f Lapidescency, in qttot. quasi-tw/rr., a result

of petrifaction.

1646 Sir T. IJrownk Pseud. Ep. in. xxiii. 167 Those frag-

ments and pieces of Enpis Ceratites, commonly termed
Cornttfossite. .are but the Lapidesceiicies and petrifactivc

mutations of hard bodies. 1650 Chari.kton Paradoxes
Prol, 23 A ..laborious exploration of the Causes of Coagula-
tion, conductive to l.apidescence or Petrifaction. 1799 Kik-
wan Geol. Ess. 125 Some proportion of water is always neces-

sary to promote this lapidescence.

Lapidescent (1a?pidcscnO, a. and sb. ? Obs.

[ad. L. lapidcscent-em, pres. pple. of lapidcsccre to

become stouy, f. lapid-, lapis stone] a. adj. That
is in process of becoming stone

;
.\having a tendency

to solidify into stone. Said chiefly of ' petrifying
'

waters and the salts dissolvetT^or'siispendcd in them,

b. sb. A ' lapidcscent ' substance'. * _ y
1644 Evelyn Mem. {1857) I. 77 Thc\dropsTheeting wjtb

some lapidcscent matter, it converts them into a hard stone.

1675 — Terra (1676) 42 Worm-casts hardened by the air

and a certain lapidescent sulcus, or spirit, which it meets
with. 1694 Salmon Pate's Pispens. (1713) 62/2 Whence the

Stone and Gravel, and the lapidescent Concretions iti the

Gout are produe'd. 1737-41 Ciiamhkrs Cycl., Lapidcscent
Waters or Springs. 176 . ICu.is in Phil. Trans. LVII.406
All ofthem are very distinct ..fiom all vegetables, on account
ol their lapidescent substance. 1811 K. Naclkax SparCavc
62 This lapidescent process is perpetually goinj; forward.

1828-97 Wehster, Lapidescent, sb., Any substance which
has the quality of petrifying a body.

t Lapi dial, a. Obs. rare—x
. [f. L. lapid-,

lapis stone + -AL.] Resembling stone
;
stony. So

f Lapi'dian a.
}
concerned with stones ;

working
on stones.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabclhouer's Bk. Physickc 71/2 Till such
time the Vineger be evaporated, and the Alumme agayne of

a lapidialle obdnratnes. 1600 E. Blount GarcouVs Hosp.

I
Incur. Footcs 21 If thou beest the Lapidian Iupiter [orig. se

tu sei quel Gioue Lapidco\ which workest wonders in stones.

t Lapidifa ctory, a. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. La-

j

pjdify, after the analogy of Calefactory, etc.]

Of or pertaining to the making of stones.

1650 Charlkton Paradoxes Prol. 23 The .. Lapidifactory

Principle, to wbicb all Concreted substances owe their

Coagulation.

Lapidific Opidrfik), a. ? Obs. [f.' L. lapid-,

lapis stone + -(i)fic. Cf. F. lapidijique.'] Adapted
1 to or concerned with the making of stones.

1693 Sir T. P. Bi.ount Nat. Ifist- 35 In the Kidneys ..

that part which ..is the most Lapidifick of the whole Body.

1746 Simon in Phil. 'Trans. XLIV. 317 The finer the lapi-

dific Particles are, the more heautiful and natural the Petri-

faction will appear. 1786 Jefferson Writ. (1859) 1. 516
Have we any better proof of such an effort of nature, than

i of her shooting a lapidific juice into the form of a shell.

1802 Pi.AYFAin lltustr. Hittton. Theory 373 Carrying some
cementing substance along with it, or some lapidific juice,

as it is called.

So f Iiapidi fical a = Lapidific.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 11. i. 50 Crystal!, .is. .con-

creted by. .lapidificall principles of its owne. 167S E
;
Wil-

son Spadacrene Dunelm. 46 The Seeds of Petrifaction, or
lapidifical Principle, which converts all materials it meets
wilhall into a stony concrete.

LAPIS.

Lapidification(lapi:difik<f 1 Jan), [f. Lapidify:
see -ficatio>\] The action or process of convert-

ing or being converted into stone.

1626 Bacon Sylva § 82 Lapidification of Substances more
soft, is likewise another degree of Condensation. 1727 5*
Chambers Cyct., Lapidification, in chemistry, an operation
whereby any substance is convened into a sort of stone.

1774 Projects in Ann. Reg. 110/1 It . . turned out a kind of

instantaneous lapidification. 1851 Richardson Geol. (18551

31 Cesalpini . . ascribing them (fossils] ..to 1

the retiring of
the sea and the lapidification of the soil'. 1875 Lyf.u.
Princ. Geol. I. 11. x viii. 426 We shall feel no surprise at the

lapidification of the newly deposited sediment in this Delta.

Lapidify (laprdifai), v. [ad. F. lapidifier, ad.

med.L. lapidijiidre, f. lapid-, lapis stone : see -FY.]

fa. intr. To become stone, b. trans. To make
or turn into stone.

1657 Tomlinson Renotts Disp. 422 Where this Cliry^tal-

line humour . . lapidifies. 1816 W. Smith Strata Ident. 31

The Fuller's Larth Kock . in many places is so soft and
imperfectly lapidified as scarcely to deserve the name of

stone, i860 Macm. Mag. I. 410 Layers of coloured clayey
sand, in the lowest parts almost lapidified. 1874 Lvki.l

Elem. Geol, iv. 45 Vet when the whole is
1

lapidified' it may
not form one homogeneous mass.

Hence Laprdified ///. a.
;
Laprdifying vbl. sb.

and ppl. a.

1669 W. Simpson Hxdrol. Chym. 266 From which lapidi-

fying juyce [etc.]. 1830 Lvi 1.1. Princ. Geol. I. 25 Porous
bodies .. mighi be converted into stone, as bciiii; permeable
to what he [Mattioli] termed the ' lapidifying juice *. 1832

Ibid. 11. 257 Lapidified plants. 1832 Dh i.a \\\ < Geol.

Mart. led. 2) 145 A. . struggle between the destiuctive j.ower

of the Neia, and the lapidifying power of the Velino. 1835
Kimtv Hab. <v Inst. Aaim. I. viii. 260 They [pearls] aie pro-

duced by 1 he extravasation of a lapidifying fluid.

Lapidious, obs. form of Lapidkols.

t Iia'pidist. Obs. rare. [f. L. lapid-
,
lapis +

-1st.J Lafiiiaky sb. 1 a or b.

1647 Tkapp Comm. Mark vii. 33 The wi^e lapid is t brings

not his softer stones to the stithy. 1691 Kay Creation r.

(1692) 81 The factitious Stones of Ch\ mists in imitation

being easily detected by an ordinary Fapidist.

Iiapi'dity. [ad. med.L. lapiditds, L L. lapid ,

lapis stone : see -nr.] The quality of Lciiilj stone.

1750 tr. Leovanlus Miry. Stones 84 Others say, crystal

acquires its lapidity from earth iliess and not from eo!dne->.->.

1847 [see Acrlity].

Jjapidose (Uc*]>id^«s), a. [ad. L. lapidoim^ f.

la}id~, lapis stonc.J
• *1. Abounding in stones. Also, of stony nature.

c 1420 Pallad. on f/usb. xti. 225 Ther cleyi loud)* are and
htptdo»e, With donge is good to helpc hem. 1807 C>.

C'HAI.MbKS Caledonia I. 1 . ii. 8,- Carns,.ate more numerous
in North, than in South Kritain, hom its abounding more
with l.ipidose substances.

2. (trowing in stony ground* 1866 in '/'reus. Pot.

tLa'pidouS, a. Obs. rare 1

, [f. L. lapid-,

lapis + -OI.S. CI. I\ /apideit.v.] l ull of stones.

1610 Makkoccii MetA. Physick v. xxv. (1639) 352 Commit
the cure of a Scinhus spleene and a lapidotis liver, to ihe

wisedome of the Physician.

t Lapillation Oscpil^-Jan), Obs. [f. L. /#////-

Iits, dim. ol lapis stone + -Ai urs.] See quot. 1 7.2 -\)

1722 (JeiNtY Lex. P/ivsicfl-Mid. (ed. 2' 229 J'aracelsus

calls the same Faculty (of turning any 1'odies inlo a stony

Nature] in an human Ilody Lapillation. 1724 in Umli.v.

II Itapilli Mapii^i), //. [1-., pi. of lapillus, dim.

of lapis stone. In the specific sense orip;. the

plural of ]t. Lap] 1,1.0.] Small stones or pebbles;

now only spec, of the fragments of stone ejected

from volcanoes.

1747 Gent I. Mag. 523 Most of their lapilli are a fluor of the

stalactite kind. 1833 Lykli. Princ. Geol. 1 1 1. Gloss,, Lapilli,

small volcanic cinders. 1858 Ckikik Hist. Boulder xh. 237
Aslits and lapilli, ejected from some suhinarinc orifice.

1875 Lyei.l Princ. Geol. II. 11. x.wi. tS Ashes and lapilli f)f

the size of nuts (were projected 1 as far as 40 miles. 1883
K. A. Proctor in Contemp. Rev. Oct. 567 A heavy rain

of cinders and lapilli.

Hence Lapiinform a., pebble-shaped.
1836-9 Toon Cycl. A nat. II. 537/1 A small pouch con-

taining.. a lapilliform body.

II Lapillo (laprl,b). [It. ; ad. L. lapillus: sec

Lapilli.] Matter ejected from volcanoes in the

form of lapilli.

181 1 PiNKtRTON Pelral. I. 48 Mountains, .formed of heaps

of scoria?, fragments of lava and of lapillo. 1862 G. I\

Sckope V
rolcauos 57 The lapillo is generally of a deep-black

colour.

II Lapis r lse pis). The Latin word for ' stone \

1. Used with qualification in several med.L. names

of minerals and gems : lapis Armenus, Armenian

stone, a blue carbonate of copper; lapis calami-

naris, calamine ; lapis causticus, caustic potash
;

lapis divinus, a preparation consisting of copper

sulphate, potassium nitrate, alum, ajid camphor;

lapis granatus, garnet ;
lapis haematites, haema-

' tite; lapis hibernicus (see quot.); lapis infer-

ualis, lunar caustic (cf. Infebnal A 4 a) ;
lapis

Lydius,basanite ; lapis judaieus = Jews' stone 1

;

lapis ollaris, potstone, or soapstone.

1641 French Distill, iii. (1651) 82 Take of *Lapis Armenus
. .as much as you please.^ 1796 Kirwan Elent.Min. (ed. 2)

II. 153 Lapis Armenus is Chalk or Gypsum impregnated
with the blue Calx of Copper. 1696 Phillips (ed. $\
Cadmia, Brass Oar or Stone out of which I>rass is tryed or

j

molten, called by divers "Lapis Calaminaris. 1799 G. Smith
1 D-2



LAPISE.

Laboratory I. 108 Add to it a third part of powdered
lapis calaminaris. 1822 Imison Set. Art 11. 228 Brass is

made by fusing together lapis calaminaris (which is an
ore of zinc) and copper. 1657 Physical Diet., *Lapis
Granalus, the Granate stone. 1741 Compl. Fam.-Piece I. i.

76 Take the fine Powder of *Lapis Haematites. 1778
Woulfe in Phil. Trans. LXIX. 25 The Irish slate, *lapis

Hybernicus of the druggists. 1741 Compl. Fam.-Piece i. i.

40 Take of * Lapis Infernalis one Ounce. \c 1400 Lanfranc's
Cirurg. 278 H, cineris vitris .. lapidis spongie, *Iapidis

iudaici. .ana j.] 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 11. v. 92
Bezoar is Antidotall, Lapis Judaicus diureticall. 1772-84
Cook Voy. (1790) V. 1722 Besides the *lapis 1yd ius, we
found a species of cream-coloured whetstone. 1696 Phillips
(ed. 5),

*Lapis Nephriticus, a Stone of great Efficacy against
the Stone in the Kidneys. 1753 Hanway Trav. (1762) I.

vii. xcv. 437 A cup of lapis nephriticus. 1796 Kikwan
Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 155 Pot-stone, * Lapis Ollaris. 1865
Lubbock Prch. Times xiv. (1869) 482 A. .lamp or shallow
vessel of lapis ollaris.

2. Short for : a. med.L. lapis philosophicus
,

philosophers' stone ; b. Lapis lazuli.
1666-7 Locke Let. to Boyle 24 Feb. in B.'s Wks. 1772 VI.

537 He and I are now upon a new sort of chemistry, i.e.

extracting money out of the scholars pockets ; and if we can
do that, you need not fear but in time we shall have the
lapis. 1811 Pinkerton Petral. II. 89 At Ekaterinburg in

Siberia. . 1 inquired, .concerning the nature of the mountains
whence the Lapis is brought. 1861 All Year Round V. 14
Basalt, lapis, syenite.

tLapise, v. Obs. Also 6 lapyse, -yst, 6-7
lappise, 8 lapis t. [Cf. F. glapiss-, glapir (also

ctapir, said of a rabbit) to yelp.] (See quots.)
1576 Turberv. Vcncrie 86 Never fearyng to make him

lappise or call on. [bid. 240 When they [Hounds] open in

the string for a Greyhounde in his course) we say They
lapyse. 1686 Blome Gentl. Recr. 11. 82 If the Hound sti-k
well upon the Scent, then let him hold him short for fear
lest he Lapist (that is open).

I!Lapis lazuli, lapis-lazuli (Ise'pis Ire-zii?-

bij. Min. Also 6-7 lapis lazari, 7 lazarilli. Also
shortened Lazuli. [L. lapis + med.L. lazuli gen.
of lazulum : see Azure.] A complex silicate con-
taining sulphur, of bright blue colour, used as a
pigment (see Ultramarine). Also, the colour of
this mineral.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvi. cii. (1495^ 588 Zineth
is a stone other a veyn<- of erthe wherof lapis Lazuli is

made. 1460-70 Bk. Quintessence it. 18 Poudre of lapis
lasuly. C1530 in Gutch Coll. Cur. II. 341 A peyrc of Heydes
of Lapis Lazary. 1641 French Distill, v. (1651) 168 It will
become full of golden veins very like true lapis lazuli.

169a Si-ttle Tri. Lond. 9 On the Right and Left of these
Columns, stand four Pilasters of Lapis Lazari. 1740 Thomp-
son & Hogg in Hanways Trav. (176?) I. tv. Hi. 243 For-
merly they received lapis-lazuli, and other precious stones,
from Biddukshan. 1823 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 414
Ultramarine is a preparation of calcined lapis-lazuli. 1870
Disraeli Lothair l.xxi, The terrace . . looked upon a sea of
lapis lazuli.

attrib. 1881 E. Coxon Basil PL II. 78 The splendour of
the wrinkled lapis lazuli sea. 1896 G. M. Stjsteu Life R. F.
Burton xi. 169 The water., was of a deep lapis lazuli blue.

Lapist, variant of Lapise v. Oh.
Laplacian 'lapla-sian),**. [f. Laplace, the name

of a celebrated French astronomer and mathema-
tician + -i an.] Of or pertaining to Laplace

;
origi-

nating with Laplace.
1881 Maxwell Electr. <$• Magn. 1. 117 When we have

to specify a distribution [of electricity] which is at once
irrotational and solenoidal, we shall call it a Laplacian dis-
tribution ; Laplace having pointed out some of the most
important properties of such a distrihution.

Lapland (larpland). [a. S\v. Lappland: see
Lapp and Land.] The region which forms the
most northerly portion of the Scandinavian pen in-

sula, now divided politically between Norway,
Sweden, and Russia.
Formerly, the fabled home of witches and magicians, who

had power to send winds and tempests. Freq. attrib., as
Lapland witch, giant, etc.

c 1590 Marlowe Faustus l i, Like . . Lapland Gyants,
trotting by our sides. 1621 Burton Anat. Mel. t. if. 1. ii.

63 And nothing so familiar . . as for Witches and Sorcerers,
in Lapland, Lituania, and all ouer Scandia, to sell winds to
Marnners, and cause tempests. 1636 Shirley Duke's Mistr.
11. M1638) C4b, I . . dare Encounter with an armie out of
Lapland. 1640 Habington Q. ofArragon 1. i, Your Lord-
ship then Shall walke as safe, as if a Lapland witch.,
preserv'd you shot- free. 1668 Drydkn Even. Love 11. (1671)
26 Not a Ship shall pass out from any Port, but shall ask
thee for a wind; thou shalt have all the trade of Lapland
within a month. 1679 Oldham Sat. Jesuits in. (1685) 55How travelling Saints, well mounted on a Switch, Ride
Journeys thro' the Air, like Lapland Witch. 1695 Congreve
Love for love lit. 42 Marry thee ! Oons I'll Marry a Lap-
land Witch as soon, and live upon selling of contrary Winds,
and Wrack'd Vessels. 1725 Ramsay Gent. Sheph. 11. ii,

Lapland clay, Mixt with the venom ofblack taids and snakes.
180a Woaosw. 1 Dear Child ofNature \ An old age, serene
and bright And lovely as a Lapland night.

+ b. A native of this region ; a Lapland witch.
1634 T. Hevwood Lane, latches v. K, Then to work, to

work my pretty Laplands: Pinch, here, scratch. 1635 —
//ierarcJt. vm. 506 1 he Finnes and Laplands are acquainted
well With such like Sp'rits, and Windes to Merchants sell.

Laplander (hrpHfocfai). [f. prec. + -erL]
An inhabitant of Lapland ; a Lapp.
1437 Shirley Yng. Admirall iv. G2 Great Lady of the

Laplanders. 1647 Case Kingd. 10 As if they ment to
imprison ./Bolus, .in a bagge (as lis said of the Laplanders). 1

171a Swift Jrnl. to Stella 17 June, Can I help wind and
'

weather? am I a Laplander? am I a witch? 1778 Abigail

68

I Adams in J. Adams' Fam. Lett. (1876) 343 By Heaven, if

you could, you have changed hearts with some frozen
Laplander. 1839 E. D. Clarke Trav. Russia 52/1 Others
. .were smoking, .much after the manner of Laplanders.

So Laplandian, Laplandic, La'plandish adjs.,

of or pertaining to* Lapland, its people, or their

language.
<*i7ii Ken Edmund 1. Wks. 1721 II. 10 To a delusive

Banquet, I last Night Sent, the Laplandian Witches to invite.

1796 Morse Amer. Geog. 11. 54 The Laplandic grammar
of Mr. Lindahl. 1881 Aled. Temp. Jrnl. XLVI1. 167 A
steady diminution of the population of the Laplandish part
of Norriand commenced in 1825.

Lap-lap (laepilsep), sb. [Echoic reduplication
of Lap sb.'- 3 ] A frequently reiterated sound of
lapping. Also attrib. Hence Lap-lap v. intr.
1834 M. Scott Cruise Midge (1863) 60 The rushing water

. .lap lapping against our hows. 18. . Condi. Mag. (Ogilv.),
There was nothing to be heard but the faint lap-lap of the
water against the pier. 1890 W. J. Goroon Foundry 164
Yarn i» being rinsed on square spindles that jerk it with
a curious lap-lap motion as they turn it round and round,
sunk to half its length in the water.

t La pling. Obs. [f. Lap sb.l + -ling.] One
who loves to lie on a (lady's) lap.

1627-77 Feltham Resolves i. lviii. 90 He might have swam
in Gold, and liv'd a lapling to the silk and dainties. 1658
Hewytt Last Ser/n. 7 You must not stream out your Youth
in Wine and live a Lapling to the Silk and Dainties.

Laplolly, obs. form of Loblolly.
Iiaponian, variant of Lapponian.
Lapp (tap), sb. and a. [a. Sw, Lapp, possibly

in origin a term of contempt: cf. MHG. lappe
simpleton. In med.L. the name was Lap{p)o (pi.

Lapi^p ones), whence K. Lapon; see Lapponic]
A. sb. One of a Mongoloid race (called by them-
selves Sab»t^

9
characterized by dwarfish stature,

inhabiting the north of Scandinavia. B. adj. Per-
taining to this race, Lappish ; also absol. the Lap-
pish language.
1859 T. S. Hknderson Mem. E. Henderson II. 64 The

huis where a party of Lapps were located. 1879 J. A. H.
Murray Addr. Philol. Soc. 46 Used in several cases as a
supine in Finn and Lapp.

t Lappa* cean, a. Oh. ran -°. [f. L. lappace us
(f. lappa a bur) + -an.] = next.
1656 Blount Gtossogr., Lappacean, of or like a bur.

Lappaceous (Isep^Jas), a. Bot. [f. as prec.

+ -ors.] Of, pertaining to, or resembling a bur.
1707 Sloank Jamaica 38 To which follows several large

rough lappaceous or echinated seeds. 1866 Treas. Bot. 660/1
Lappaceous^ having the appearance of a lappa or bur; that
is to say, of a round body covered with small hooks.

Lapped (tapt), ///. a. [f. Lap + -edL]
In senses of the vb. fa. Wrapped up, disguised,

b. fig. Lulled, c. Formed with, or arranged so
as to form a lap or laps.

1637 Gillespie Eng. Pop. Cerem. Ep. A ij b, The lapped
Nicodemite, holdes it enough to yeeld some secret assent to
the trueth. 1825 J. Nicholson Opcrat. Mechanic 589 Fig.
602, a lapped and tongued mitre. 1850 S. Doueli. Roman
viii. Poet. Wks. 1875 1. 161/2 The lapp'd sense in soft con-
fusion own'd Redolent light. 1869 Sir E. Reeu Shipbuild.
i.

I 7 The plating of the bottom was made flush from this
point to above the turn of the bilge, by plates worked l>e-

tween the lapped edges of the outer over-lapping plates of
the bottom.

Lappel, variant of Lapel.
Lapper 1 (larpaj). [f. Lap v> +-erL] One
who laps, or takes up (liquid) with the tongue.
1606 J. Carpenter Solomon's Solace vii. 38 Those doggish

lappers, and those faint hearted dastardes. 1826 Kirbv &
Sr. Entomol. III. 418 The great majority of the Hymen-
optera order, .though furnished with mandibles and maxilla;,
never use them for mastication, but really lap their fooa
with their tongue : these therefore might be denominated
tappers. 1827 Black™. Mag. XXII. 470 The pupils of the
modern school discover in him but the crafty, cruel, and
cowardly lapper of blood.

Lapper 2 (larp3.i). [f. Lap v% + -ek 1.]

1. One who laps or folds up (linen).
173a Swift Consitl. Two Bills Pr. Wks. 1898 II L 269

They may be lappers of linen, bailiffs of the manor, they
may let blood letc.]. 1801 Labour Commission Gloss.,
Lappers^ male operatives who fold into shape for the market
the various fabrics that are manufactured in the textile
industry. 1893 Star 29 Apr. 2/6 The trade of the linen
lapper consists in measuring the goods and folding them for
the different markets.

2. «= lapping-machine (see Lapping vbl. sb.2 3).
I n some mod. Diets.

Lapper (hrpai). [f. Lap vA + -er 1
.] One

who uses a lap or lapidary's wheel.
1877 Gee Pract. Gold-worker 178 The lapper produces

the plain and diamond-shaped-surfaces by the rotary action
of the lapidary's wheel. 1896 Mod. Advt., Lapper wanted,
to fill in spare time with polishing.

Lapper : see Lopper.
Lappet (l^xrpet), sb. Also 7-8 lappit. [f-

Lap so? + -et.J

1. A loose or overlapping part of a garment,
forming a flap or fold.

ifiaTwvsw sknerd xi. Kkjb, The yelowish silken weed,
.

.
Whohc lappets ratling large in knot of costly gold were

tyde. 1676 Grew Anat. Fiourrs i. § 3 (1682) 164 Or as
Taylors use to split their Stomachers into several Lappets,
to spread. 1734 tr. Roitin's Anc. Hist. (1827) II. 11. 85 He
threw out of the lappet of his robe, in the midst of the
senate, some African figs. 1866 J. G« M urphv Comm. Ex.

LAPPET
xxvlii. 8 It was a shoulder-piece . . or single lappet covering
the back and reaching under the arm.

b. gen. A part of anything that hangs loose

;

a flap ; a key-hole guard.
1677 Loud. Gaz. No. 1215/4 Lost in Easter Term 1676, an

Almanack bound with red Leather with a Lappet tyed over
with a red Ribon. 1780 Phil. Trans. LXX. App. 32, 1 ..

covered everything well with the lappets of the rag. 1867
L Hogg Microsc. 1. iii. 174 The little lappet of tin-foil can
be so doubled as to shorten the aperture. 1885 C Gibbon
Hard Knot I. xv. 212 He closed the door, . . bolted it, and
drew the porcelain 1

lappet ' over the key-hole.

2. a. A fold or pendent piece of flesh, skin,
membrane, etc. (cf. Lap sb. 1 2).
1605 Timme Quersit. 1. xiii. 66 The salts of mynt and

worme-wood are good to purge the lappets and tunicles of
the stomach. 1705 Petiver in Phil. Trans. XXV. 1955A thin furrowed lappet exerts itself near J of an inch from
the side of the Shell. 1826 Kirbv & Sr. Entomol. II

L

I

446 Slender lacinix or lappets fringed with hair. 1861 J. R.
Greene Man. Anim. Kingd. y Cotlent. 218 The apical ap-
pendages, or lappets, of some Beroidse. 1865 Jeffreys Brit.
Conchol. III. 320 Mantle thin and semitransparcnt,. .lappets
large in proportion, forming two saucer-shaped lobes, one
on each side of the tentacles. 1871 Darwin Desc. Man II.
yiii. 72 The fleshy appendages about the head of the male
Tragopan pheasant swell into a large lappet on the throat,

b. A lobe of the ear, liver, lungs, etc.

1609 Holland A mm. Marcell. xxv. iii. 264 An horsemans
jauelin . . stucke fast in the neather lappet or fillet of his liuer.
1628 Le Grys tr. Barclay*s A rgenis 91 The naturall order
being broken the lappets of it [the liuer] did appeare out
of their owne place. 1650 Bulw er Anthropomet. 95 The
Malabars both men and women, the lappets of their Karcs
are open, a 1693 Urqnluxrt's. Rabelais in. iv. 49 The Lights
never cease with its Lappets and Bellows to cool and

i
refresh it (the Blood], 1727 A. Hamilton New Acc. E.

|

Imi. 11. xxxvii. 56 Their Ears large, and the Lappets very
thick. 1870 Kolleston Anim. Lift 52 A triangular lappet,

1 the so-called 1 columellar lobule \

3. The flap or skirt (of a coat). Also, the lapel.
1726 Swift Gulliver 11. 1. 100 Lifting up the lappet of

his coat. 18x2
J. Henry Camp. agst. Quebec 142 He had

no pockets to this coat, unless you may call the flannel such
which interiorly lined the lappets. 1843 Borrow Bible in
Spain 324 A grey kerseymere coat with short lappets. 1883
D. C. Murray Hearts 1. 3 Laying hold of him by the lappet
of the coat.

4. An appendage or pendant to head-gear of
any kind; esp. one of the streamers attached to

a lady's head-dress. Also, in clerical attire, =
Hand sh* 4 b.

ci7ao Duke of Montagu in Bncclench MSS. (Hist.
MSS. Comm.) I. 367 Kour pinners with., eight lappets
hanging down behind. 1781 Gibbon Decl. ff F. III. liii.

297 Twu strings or lappets of pearl depended on either cheek.
1787 J. King Bath Rules in Gmde Water. Places (1806) 30,
3dly, That ladies who intend dancing minuets do wear

j

lappets. 1851 Layard Pop. Acc. Discov. Nineveh xiii. 324
With the addition of lappets falling over the ears. 1863
Geo. Eliot Romola x, The black cloth berreita, or simple
cap with upturned lappet. 1869 E. A. Parkes Pract.
Hygiene (ed. 3) 401 A sealskin cap with ear lappets. 1869
Daily News 30 Jan., He wore the black gown and white
lappets of the church of England. 1876 Humphreys Coin
Coll. Man. xii. 147 A kind of tiara, with a singular striped

I

or plaited lappet falling down at the back. 1879 'Hesra
j

Stretton' Thro. Needle's Eye I. 151 Mrs. H. tossed the
long lappets of her lace cap behind ner shoulders.
transf. 1601 Hollano Pliny I. 229 They [goats] have

two lappets, locks or plaits as it were of haire, hanging
downe along their bodie on either side from their neck.
6. Short for lappel- moth.
1857 Stainton Brit. Butterflies <$ Moths J. 157 Gastro-

pacha quercifolia (Lappet). 1862 K. Newman Brit. Moths
(1869) 45 The Lappet (Lasiocampa quercifolia). /bid. 46
The Small Lappet {Lasiocampa iticifolia).

6. allrib. and Comb, in words denoting products
of or appliances for lappet-weaving (see below), as
lappet-cloth, -Jrame, -lay, -loom, -muslin, -needle,

-wheel. Also lappet-end, the free end of a lappet
of lace, etc., often highly ornamented; + lappet-
head, a head-dress provided with lappets (see

Lappkted ///. a.) ; lappet-moth, one of several

species of bombycid moths
; lappet-weaving, a

method of weaving by which figures are produced
on the surface of clotn by means of needles placed
in a sliding frame.
1863 J. Watson Art Weaving 206 The ground of *lappet

cloth may be either plain texture or gauze. \8BoArt Jrnl.
Jan. 8/2 Designs . . for Lace *Lappet Ends. 1878 A. Barlow
Weaving xvi. 189 Fig. 193.. represents.. the *lappet frame
with four needles only fitted to a loom. 1759 Goldsm. Mem.
Voltaire (Globe) 500/1 He beheld his ugly friend, dressed up
in a *lappet-head and petticoat, approach to salute him. 1781
Cowper Truth 139 She sails with lappet-head and mincing
airs Dulyat chink of bell to morning prayers. 1863J.Watson
Art Weaving 311 The *Lappet Lay for a power-loom is

similar in many respects to a common lay. Ibid. 215
*Lappet looms. 18x6 Kirby & Sr. Entomol. (1818) Il.xxi.
222 One of our largest moths—called by collectors the
*Lappet-moth. 188a Cassell's Nat. Hist. VI. 62 The
Lappet Moth (Gastropacha quercifolia') . . may be known
by its reddish-brown dentated wings. 1858 Simmonus Diet.
Trade., Lappet.muslin, a white or coloured, sprigged or
striped muslin for dresses, &c 1863 J. Watson A rl Weaving
311 "Lappet needles are made from brass or iron wire. [bid.

205 So lappet weaving is ju>»t to make representations of
different kinds of flowers, birds, and other things, on the
surface of woven cloth. Ibid. 218 The *lappet wheel requires
to be moved one tootb every second shot.

Lappet (larpet), v. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To
cover with, or as with a lappet.
1864 Webster (citing Lanoor). Hence in mod. Diets.



LAPPETED.

lappeted (la/peted), ppl. a. [f. Lappet sb.
J

+ -FA)*.] Of a person: Wearing lappets. Of
a head-dress : Provided with lappets.

1797-1805 S. & Ht. LEKCanterb. 7". V. 177 Her defection

was lamented by her lapetted, rouged and titled friends.

1804 Euro*. Mag. XLV. 330/1 The Lady had on .a double

lappctted head. 1824 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 1. 37 The
towering lappeted cap 1884 Mag. Art Jan. 104 A well-

dressed woman, in.. a lappeted head-dress.

Lappewincke, -winke, etc. obs. ff. Lapwing.

tliappian. Obs. [f. Lapp + -ian.J A Lapp
or Laplander.
1599 Abbot Descr. World (1634^ 61 Damianus a Goes hath

written a pretty Treatise describing the manners of those

Lap pians.

Lappic (larpik), a. (sb.) [(. Lapp +• -ic]

Pertaining to the Lapps. Also absol. the Lappic

language. (Ogilvie.)

Lapping (larpirj), vbl. sb. 1 [f. Lap u.l +•

-ing LJ The action of Lap vA in various senses.

1. Taking up liquid with the tongue.
7^1400 Morte Arth. 3236 Allc fore lapyn^e of blude of

my lele knyghtez. c 1440 Promp. Parv. zSjfe Lappynge of 1

howndys, Iambitus. 161 1 Cotcr., Lappemcnt, a lapping, 1

or licking vp.

2. Of water: Breaking gently against a solid body.
1855 Longf. Hiaw. ill. 100 The little Hiawatha ..heard 1

the lapping of the water. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.,
Lat>ping

%
the undulations occasioned in the waves by the

paddle-wheels of a steam-boat. 1876 Miss Hkaddon J.
/laggard's Dan. III. 19 The gentle lapping of summer
waves upon the pebbly beach. 1884 Harpers Mag. Aug.
392/2 The gentle lapping of the wavelets.

Lapping (Irc-pirj), vbl sb.* [f. Lap v* +
\

-ing Lj The action of Lap in various senses.

1 1. The action of wrapping up in something
;

|

in quots. concr. A wrapping ;
trappings, wraps,

j

b. Folding (in the arms)
;
embracing ; also caress-

j

ing, fondling, c. Winding/// (of a matter). Obs.

c 1380 Wyclif Sel Wks. \\\. 28 J?ou leftist him al be

lappmge of pride and ipocrisie. 1 1400 Dcstr. Troy 476 So
j

luffly, so lykyng with lapping in armys. c 1440 Promp.
Pan>. 515/2 WajJpynge, happynge or hyllynge [S. lappynge).

1549 Lahmkr 4th Scrm. be/. Edw. V/ (Arb.) 122 There is

not a more comfortable lesson in all the scripture, then here

now in the lappyng vp of the matter.
^
1627 77 Ff.lihaai

Resolves \. xxxi. 54 The loving pa t in her, wanted an
j

object ; so play, and lapping of it [her dog], made her place

it there. 1763-71 11. Wali'Ole Vertue's Anted. Paint.

(1786) IV. 3 As those casual lappings and flowing .streamers

were imitated from nothing.

d. concr. (See qtiot.).

1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Lapping, a kind of machine
blanket or wrapping material, used by calico-piinter.s, &c,
and made either plain, twilled, or fine.

2. The action of causing one thing to lap over
\

another ; the condition of being so placed. Also
cotter, the part that laps over.

1607 Markham Caval. 11. (1617) 173 Which indeede im-
portesa lapping or folding ouer of the outmost legge ouer i

the inmost. 1678 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 67 Two Boards are
thus lapped on the edges over one another, this lapping over

j

is called Rabbetting. 1703 T. N. City $ C. Purchaser 146
Gain .. is . . us'd for the lapping of the end of the Joyst,
&c. upon a Trimmer or Girder. 1867 Smyth Sailors
Word-bk., s. v., In the polar seas, lapping applies to the i

young or thin ice, one plate overlapping another.

3. The process of forming into laps ; attrib. in

lapping cylinder, machine (cf. Lap sb.^6).
1825 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 381 The doffing*

plate continually strips the doffer cylinder of the carded
cotton, which it delivers upon the lapping cylinder in one
continuous web of about 18 inches wide. 1831 L. D. B. I

Gordon in A rt Jml. Illustr. Caial. p. iv**/i The web of
cleaned cotton.. is passed through a lapping machine.

Lapping (larpirj), vbl sb.3 [f. Lap v.*] The
action or process of grinding or polish ing on a i lap \

1877 Gke Pract. Gold-worker 178 Lapping .. is a distinct i

process of finishing jewellery. 1S79 Cassell's Tcchn. Educ.
IV* 350/2 * Lapping \ .consists in grinding small facets such
as those cut on a diamond to bring up its lustre, and which
are cut on the gold for the same reason. 1886 Walsingham

j& Paynk-Gai.lwey Shooting 1. iv. 69 A barrel . . undergoes
three distinct stages, viz. ; rough-boring

;
fine-boring ; and

polishing or lapping.

Lapping (larpirj), a 1 [f. Lap v\ + -ing 1
.]

1. That laps or takes up liquid with the tongue. I

1398 Trevisa Earth. De P. R. xvili. i. (1495) 742 Kynde
ordenyth wysely in houndes and in other lappynge beestes
tendre tonge longe and plyaunt.
trans/, and Jig. 1865 Swinburne /licet 80 Roses whose

hps the flame has deadened Drink till the lapping leaves
are reddened. 1871 Rossetti Last Con/ess. 349 The . . flame
..has come to be The lapping blaze of hells environment
Whose tongues all bid the molten heart despair.

2. Of water, waves : Breaking gently on the shore,
etc. ; plashing softly.

1862 M. Hopkins Hawaii 355 This Aphrodite stepping on
shore from the lapping waters was instantly recognized as
superlatively beautiful. 1873 Black Pr. Thule xxvii. 454
The yacht, .was cutting her placid way through the lapping
waves. 1894 Glaustone Horace, Odes hi. xvii, Where
lapping Liris pours His current on Marica's shores.

Lapping (larpirj), ///. at [f. Lap v'i +
-ing a.J In senses of the vb.
1703 T. N. City 4 C. Purchaser 195 He Soddereth the

Lapping-sheet down to the other. 1839 Ure Diet Arts
215 To spread out the web as it is drawn over it by the
rotation of the lapping roller. 1876 Preece & Sivewright
Telegraphy 222 The lapping wire was destroyed.
Lappise, variant of Lapise v. Obs.

69

Lappish (Ige'piJ), tf.and sb. [i. Lapp + -ish.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to the Lapps or iheir

language. B. sb. The language of The Lapps.

1873 Jevons Money iv. 20 Its equivalent in the kindred
Lappish tongue. 1877 Dawson Orig. World xiv. 299 The
smaller or Lappish race. 1882-3 Schaff Encycl. Rejig.

Kncnvl. III.2498/1 He .translated Luther's catechism into

Lappish ; wrote . . a Lappish spelling-book [etc.], 1897
Saga-Pk. Viking Club Jan. 344 Peter being a Finnish Lap
spoke K.vamsk as well as Lappish.

JLappit, obs. form of Lappet.

t Lappoint. Obs. rare. [Corruption of Lap-
wing. Minsheu (Ductor in Ling. 1617) gives

laponin as the Fr. name of the bird.] = Lapwing.
1584 R. Scot Pisco?'. Witchcr. xit. xviii. 268 The smoke

of a lappoints fethers Irenders penn.e upttpge in Wier] driueth

spirits awaie.

Lappouian fjzerwu'nian), a. and sb. Also 8 9
Laponian. [ad. med.L. Lap p/m-cm (see Lapp)

+ -lAN.j A. adj. Of or pertaining to the Lapps,

or their language. B. sb. A Lapp.
1607 Topsell Four/. Reacts (16581 459 There was a

Lapponiau which brought one of these into Germany. 1768
Bkattik Minstr. \. lix, The chill Lapponian's dreary land.

1834 M acallay in Trexelyan Life (1876) II. 377, 1 amused
myself with making out a Laponian New Testament by the

help of a Norwegian Dictionary.

vSo Lappo'nic, a. [cf. Y. laponique.] prcc. A.
1890 in Wkbsikr.

tLa'ppy, tf. Obs. rarc~l
. [f. Lap .nU + -y L]

Resembling a lnp or lobe.
1611 Cotgr., Lobeau, a little lobe,'lap, or lappie peece of.

tLa'pron. Sc. Obs. Also 6 laproun. [ad.

F. lapcrcau, laprcau, dim. of lapin rabbit.] A
young rabbit.

1547 Prues ProT'is. in M aitland Hist. Edin. r. i. (1753) 1

3

'Ihe best Lapron 2*1
. 1551 Sc. Acts Mary (1814) 1 1. 484/1

Item the laproun .\].d. Ibid. 486/2 That na mancr of per-

sonn tak vpone hand to slay ony Lapron is.

Jjap8
r
obs. form of Lapse.

Lapsabi lity, lapsibility. ? Obs. [f. next:

see -1TY.] Liability to err or fall.

1661 Rust Let. cone. Origen 48 Though they should
through th« lapsability of their nature fall from this eminent
pitch ot primitive felicity. 1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 1.

iv. § 36. 565 It implieth imperfection that is, peccability

and lapsibility. 1682 II. Mork Annot. GlanvilVs L,n.x O.
80 His humane nature being ever void of that lapsabilitie

which is essential to humanitie.

Lapsable, lapsible (Ucpsab'h -ib'l), a. [f.

L. types */apsabi/is, *lapsibilis, i. L. lapsdre (sec

Lapse v.) or laps-, ppl. stem of labiXo fall, slip.]

1. Liable to pass or change ; liable to err or fall.

Const, into. ? Obs.

1678 Cldworth intell. Syst. 1. iv. § 36. 565 No particular

Created .Spirits [are] absolutely in their own nature im-

peccable, but lapsible into vitious habits, /bid. v. 793 The
Former [Demons] are Lapsable, into Aereal Hodies only,

and no further. 170a Pres. State Jacobitism 26 Arguments
for Compassion may be drawn from the lapsable Estate of

Mankind.

2. Law. Liable to lapse or become forfeited.

1751 Linus N. Carolina (1791) 147 Which said Lots, hy
Reason of the Proviso in the said Deed mentioned, will

soon hecome lapsable.

Lapse (J^ps), sb. Also 7 lap(p)s. [ad. L.

lapsus («- stem), a slip or fall, f. labl to glide, slip,

fall. Cf. F. laps. In ling, the physical senses are

of late appearance, though earlier than in the vb.]

1. .A ' slip ' of the memory, the tongue, the pen,

or t the understanding ; a slight error, a mistake.

1526 Pilgr. Per/ (\V. de W. 1531) 100 Anone by lapse of
tonge they ronne in to inconuenyentes. 1610 Glillim
Heraldry 11. viii. (161 1) 76 Leat they fall into the Laps of
the iteration or doubling of any prohihited word.s. 1643
Sir T. Brownk Relig. Med. 1. § 7 Not Heresies in me, but
bare Errors, and single Lapses of my understanding. 1665
Stillingfi.. Acc. Protest. Reltg. 198 Those very words which
his Lordship, by a lapse of memory, attributes to Occham.
1674 Dkyden State /nnoc.t

AutJwr's Apol. Heroic Poet.

(1692) B i b, Tis. .unmanly to snarl at the little lapses of

a Pen, from which Virgil himself stands not exempted.
1706 [Ward] Wooden World U708) 18 Sometimes their

villanous Reflexions take Wind, and then ten to one but
their Bullet-heads compound for the Lapses of their Tongue.
1885 W. H. Thompson in Atlienxum 23 May 662/1 A
further lapse of memory in the venerable astronomer's
letter is the statement [etc.].

2. A falling from rectitude, imputable to weak-
ness or lack of precaution : a moral ' slip'.

158a Earl Essex in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. 111. 80, 1 do
beseache your good Lordship, notwithstanding the lapse of

my ynuth, still to continue a loving frende unto me. 1601
Shaks. All's Well 11. iii. 170, 1 will throw thee . . Into the
staggers, and the carelesse lapse Of youth and ignorance.
1672 Wilkins Nat. Relig. 225 The fear of God . . mu<t
fortifie us in our temptations, and restore us in our lapses.

1712 Steele Sped. No. 276 t 1 To., abruptly inform a
virtuous Woman of the Lapse of one who till then was in
the same Degree of Esteem with her self. 1838 Pkescott
Ferd. $ Is. U846) II. v. 362 The severe training which he
had undergone made him less charitable for the lapses of
others.

tb. Theol. The 'Fall* (of Adam). Obs.
1659 Pearson Creed x. 729 The first affection we can

conceive in him upon the lapse of man, is wrath and in-

dignation, aijn Ken Psyche Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 217
To heaVnly Truths my Mind Is by the Lapse, born Blind.
1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 375 Evil is represented
to have been brought upon the human race by tbe lapse of
Adam.

LAPSE.

I C. A lapsing or apostatizing from the faith,

a falling into heresy. Also, in weaker sense, an
involuntary deviation from one's principles or rule

of action.

1660 H. More Myst. GodI. x. xvii. 206 Suspecting our
selves not to have emerged cjiiite out of this General Apos-
tasy of the Church, into which the Spirit of God ha> fore-

told she would be lapsed for 1260 years; let us see if we
can find out .vhat Remainders of this Lapse are still upon
ns. 1753 Scots Jfag. July 315/1 Of our lapses and relapses*
since, I may perhaps treat. 1796 Bl-rke Regie. Peace iv.

Wks. IX. 66 It is from their lapses and deviation:* from
their principle, that alone we have any thing to hone. 1828
IVIsraeu Chas. /, I. iii. 43 Laud . . read a li^t ot persons
whom he had recovered from their lapses into Papistry.

1873 Dixon Two Queens I. 1. ii. 9 Domingo heard of men
being stabbed and hung for lapse of f.iith.

3. A decline to a lower state or degree
; fa fall

ijn temperature).

'533 Elyot Cast. Ilelthc (1541) 8 a, Accordynge to the
lapse or decaye of the temperatures of the sayd humours.
1620 V enN v n Via Recta viii. 170 If. .the lapse be in heat,
ineaies and drinkes of colde quality agreeable to the lap.^e

. .are to he vsed. 1680 Hlkni.t Rochester 1 1692) 85 So that
it is plain there is a Lapse of the high powers of the Soul.

185s Macaulay Hist Eng. xiv. III. 434 The hero sank
again into a voluptuary ; and the lapse was deep and hope-
less. 1875 Posie (jains 1. <ed. 2) 125 A lapse from liber to

servus was a dissolution of ni;irria.L;e, for servos was in-

I

capable of maliimony. 1883 11. Spenlek in Contentp, Rct;
\

XI III. 5 All these lapses from higher to lower form* begin

I

in trifling ways.

I

4. a. Lan>. The termination of a right or privi-

lege through neglect to exercise it within the limited

time, or through failure of some contingency. In

catly use only with reference to ecclesiastical

patronage.
1570 Act 1 ; Eli. . c. i-J § 7 No Title to confer or present

by Lapf-e, shall acxrue upon any I >epryvation, ipso fa<to.

1615 J as. I in Pualeuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.* 1.171
Spiritual livings do often fall void either by laji.se or by the
death of the incumbent. 1642 tr. Perkins Pro/ fik. i. ?? 1

8 After the five moneths past tbe Oidinary shall present for

Lapps. 1654 Mkamiiai.i. Just I 'ind, iv. 1661 > 69 The Kin^
only could incuir no lapse, Null/an tempm otcurrit Reel.
1726 Aylii-i-k Paragon 117 A Layman ought to Present
within four Months, and a Clergyman within six, otherwise
a Devolution or Lapse of Right happens. 1767 Miacksiom.
Comm. II. 276 The law has therefore given this right of lapse,

in otder to ijuicken the patron. 1788 H. Wau-om-. Rcntin
\ ii. 53 15y the lapse ofsome annuities on lives not so pi nlongi d
as her own. she found herself straitened. 1827 J,\k.m\n

Powell's Der>ises (ed. 3) II. 51 The destination of sum^, given
out of the produce of land devised to be sold, failing by lapse.

1844 Wn.UAM.H Real /'j'Op. (18771 - IO 'J'l,e failure of a devi e

by the decease of the devisee in the testatoi's lifetime, i.>

called a lapse. 1875 Sir BBS Const, /list, II. x\ii. 6ui The
Presentation to vacant churches after lapse.

b. gen. A falling into disuse ; nn intermission.

1838 I'rkscott Ecrd. Is. 11846) II. xiv. 41 Restoring the
authority of the law, which was exposed to such perpetual
lapses. 1847 9 Heli'S Friends in C, Ser. t. (1851 > 7 A casual
function which may be fulfilled at once after any lapse of

exercise.

5. A falling into ruin. rare.

1605 Bacon Ad7\ Learn, t. \ii. § 6. 35 His [Adrian's! whole
time was a very restanration of all the lapses and decayes
of former times. 1894 Rlackmokk Perlytross 7 The vaults

of the Waldron race lay at the bottom of half the lapse

[of a church).

6. A gliding, flow (of water) ; rmasww/fr. a

gliding flood. Also occas. a gentle downward
motion.
1667 Milton P. L. fin. 263 Sunny Plaines, And liquid

Lapse of murmuting Streams. 1725 I'oi'ii ( hlyss. xvii. 232
From the rock, with liquid lapse distills A limpid fount.

1784 Cowpeh Task iv. 326 The downy flakes Descending,
I and, with never-ceasing lapse Sol tly alighting upon all below,

j

Assimilate all objects. 1794 HuRDlS Fears Affect. 22 The
' liquid lapse Of Rolher gliding o'er some pebhly shoal. 1822

I

T. Taylor Apuleins 98 Near the lapse of the fountain there

was a royal house. 1823 Longf. Purin I 0/ Minnisink 4
With soft and silent lapse came down The glory, that the

wood receives, At sunset, in its golden leaves. 1850 Mrs.
Drowning My Doves vi, They listen . . For lapse of water
swell of breeze. 1836 Aird Poet. Wks. 27 Down comes the

stream, a lapse of living amethyst. 1879 Trench Poems 52
With lapse just audible, From font to font the waters fell.

/ig. x8oo Moore Remarks on A nacrecn 5 The sweetest

lapses of the cygnet's song, c 1800 K. White Poems (1S37)

138 And laugh, and seize the glittering lapse of joy.

b. Of life, time, etc. : The gliding or passing

away, passage ; a period or interval elapsed.

1758 JuiiNSON Idler No. 13 f 3 During this gentle lapse

of life. 1790 Gibbon Misc. Wks. (1814) III. 416 The term

of his mortal existence was almost commensurate with the

lapse of the eleventh century. 1818 Jas, Mill Brit. India

11. v. v. 484 Troops, .could not.. be collected without a

lapse of time. 1833 M. Arnold Scholar-Gipsy xv, No, no,

thou hast not felt the lapse of hours. X877 Mrs. Olu'HANT
Makers Flor. v. 124 A lapse of a hundred years is not much
in the story of such a city as Florence. 1898 J. T. Fowler
Durham Cathedral^62Old inhabitants, after a lapse of nearly

three centuries and a half, still speak of 'The Abbey'.

*i 7. Confused with laps
y
pi. of Lap sb.

1538, 160* [see Lap sbA 6].

Lapse (la:ps), v. [ad. L. lapsdre to si ip, stumble,

fall, f. /aps-y ppl. stem of lain to glide, slip, fall. In

some sense?, prob. a new formation on Lapse sb.

(Tbe physical applications, though etymologically

primary, are of late appearance in Eng.)]

I. Intransitive senses,

i 1, To fall away by slow degrees ,* to pass or sink
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gradually through absence of effort or sustaining in-

fluence. Also with away, back. Constr./m>/, info.

1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T. 1. 39 Many lapsed

and apostatized from the faith. 1654 H. L'Estrangk
C/ias. I (1655) 124 So ill are even the best actions relisht

of men lapsed into common disdain. 1691 Norkis Pract.

Disc. 169 Man is deeply lapsed and degenerated from

a state of Excellency. 1704 Nelson Fest. $ Fasts vi.

(«739^ 79 Their Fathers lapsed into Idolatry. 1798 Malthus
^Popul. U817; 111. 151 Should the British constitution ulti-

mately lapse into a despotism. 1804 Knox & J ebb Corr. I.

121 Those that are lapsed into some wounding sin. 1851

lllustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 205 Hybrids.. gradually lapse

into the one or the other of the originals. 18.. Dickens
Repr. Pieces (1866) 128 They seemed to lapse away, of mere

imbecility. 1862 Gollblrm I'ers. Relig. III. "..{1873) ^4
Take away the variety of vocations, .and. .society lapses

again into barbarism. 1872 Black Adv. Phaeton xxx. 407

The road itself seems lapsing back into moorland. 1873

Hurton Hist. Scot. VI. Ixviii. 131 In his account of this

copy of the book, Prynne lapses from his usual exactness.

1891 K. Peacock Ar
. Brendan I. 25 Joel lapsed into thought.

+b. simply. To fall into error, heresy, or sin. Obs.

i6n Shars. Cymb. in. vi. 12 To lapse in Fulnesse Is

sorer, then to lye for Neede. 1649 Roberts Clavis Bibl.

368 That highest wisdomc cannot secure us from lapsing, if

the Lord a little leave us to ourselves. 1667 Milton L.

x. 574 Oft they fell Into the same illusion, not as Man Whom
they triumphd once lapst.

c. nonce-use. To pass out of existence; to

become eliminated.

1884 tr. Loizc's Logic 322 The case (C-a - E+a). The
part a disappears in our observation from Cor is by experi-

mental means made to lapse.

t 2. To fall into decay. Obs.

1620 Vennkr I'ia Recta viii. 170 The like respect also, in

reducing a constitution lapsed, is to bee had of the age.

1654 H. L'Estrangk C/tas. /(1655) 167 Having appointed

the .. Governour of the Castle, to take order for the re-

edification of what was lapsed.

3. Law. ( )f a benefice, an estate, a right, etc.

:

To fall in, pass away, revert (to some one) owing

to non-fulfilment of conditions or failure of persons

entitled to possession. Of a devise or grant : To
become void. Quot. 1726 may be pass, of 7.)

1726 Ayliffe Parcrgon 333 Such I'enefices as are lapsed

unto the Bishop. 1767 I»lackstone Comm. 11. 183 If they

do not both agree within six months, the right of presentation

shall lapse. 1806 Si rr Winter in Loud, (ed. 3) 111. 44

There must be an heir to the 1'eauchamp estates, or they

will lapse into possession of the crown. 1827 Jakman
Powdfs Devises (ed. 3

1 1 1. 327 If- the gift were to testator's

children, .by name, . .the share of one of the objects subse-

quently dying in his lifetime would, if the gift were joint,

survive to the others ; hut, if it were several, lapse. 1845

Siei iikv ( omm. Laws En^.iiSj^ 1 . 1 77 Tl'e estate which
was lapsed or fallen in by the death of the last tenant. 1852

Hook Ch. Diet. (1871) 430 When a patron neglects to present

a clergyman 10 a benefice in hi.s ^ift within six months after

its vacancy, the benefice lapses to the bishop ; and if he
does not collate within six months, it lapses to the arch-

bishop; and if he neglects to collate within six months, it

lapses to the Crown. 1874 Grkkn Short /list. iv. § 2. 168

The bulk of the earldoms had already lapsed to the Crown.

1876 Diguy Real Pro^. viii. 351 If a devisee dies in the life-

time of the testator, though the devise may have been ex-

pressed to be made to him and his heirs, . . the devise lapses, or

fails to take effect. 1879 Cassetfs Techn. Ednc. 1 V. 90/2 For
the whole of fourteen years it lay unused, the consequence

was that the patent altogether lapsed. 1884 Law Times
Rep. 12 Apr. 202 1 The income, .lapses and goes to the testa-

tor's widow and grandson, as next of kin.

trans/. 1882 J. H . Blunt Re/. Ch. Eng. II. 2 The govern-

ment lapsed into the hands of a few working members of the

l'rivy Council.

4. To glide, pass with an effortless motion ; also,

to descend gradually, to sink, subside.

1798 Lanmor Cebir Wks. 1846 11. 491 And now one arm
Fell, and her other lapsing o'er the neck Of Gebir, s>wung

against his back incurved. 1838 Hawthorne />. <y //.

Jmls. It. 127 Where angels might alight, lapsing downward
from heaven. 1867 Howells Ital. Jonm. 3 1 7 They rise and
lapse [sc. in intonationl several times in each sentence. 1889

The Comity ix, I manage a cool ' How do you do, Mr.

Vaudrcy?' and lapse into a low chair.

b. Of a stream: To glide, flow; app. used by

many writers with a reminiscence or eehoof Lapz>.*

(sense 4). Also with along. Occas. of a person,

a vessel : To float, glide gently over the water.-

183a L. Hunt Sonnets Poems 211 Hear the fruitful stream

lapsing along Twixt villages. — Sir R. Esher (1850)

255, I lapsed about the Isis in a boat. 1853 Hawthorne
Blithedale Rom. I. xii. 220, 1 saw the river lapsing calmly

unward. 1859 Dickens Haunted Ho. iv. 19 Of rippling

waves, that lapsed in silver hush Upon the beach. 1863

Cowden Clark e Shahs. Char. vi. 142 And, with this, come
thronging visions of the ' silver Thames ' . . and barges lapsing

on its tranquil tide. 1865 Cornlu Mag. Oct. 447 The mur-
murous water lapses against the far-off sea-wall with a sound
as of a distant hum of bees. 1880 W. Watson Prince's

Quest, River (1892) 132 My soul is such a stream as thou

Lapsing along it knows not how.

c. Of time : To glide past, pass away.
170a C. Mather Alagn. Chr. iv. iv. (1852) 77 Sixteen

years will this summer be lapsed since [etc.]. i860 Haw.
thorne Afaro. Faun (1878) 11. xvi. 118 She knew that the

moments were fleetly lapsing away.

II. Transitive (causative) senses.

f 5. To cause to slip or fall, to draw down. Const.

into. Obs.
1664 H. More Alyst. Iniq. 250 That notorious serpentine

shape which deceived Adam and Eve and Lapsed them into

rebellion. 1681 — Exp. Dan. App. i. 258 In lapsing and
keeping down the Empire in Superstition and Idolatry.

I f 6. To let slip (time, a term) ; to let pass without
|

being turned to account. Obs.

1667 Decay Chr. Piety vi. r 17 We know the danger of

lapsing time in ease of mortgage, but here our danger is

greater. 1680 Moroen Geog. Red. (1685) 127^ Erick the

Fifth, .lapsed his time of demanding the Investiture of the

Electorship. 1683 Cave Ecclesiastici, Chrysostom 528 He
,

would many times lapse the usual times of dining, and eat

nothing till the evening. 1726 Avlifke Parergon 81 An
Appeal may be deserted by the Appellants lapsing the

I
Term of Law.

f 7. To allow (a right) to lapse ; to suffer the

lapse of (a living) ; to forfeit, lose. Obs.

1642 Lauo Diary Wks. 1853 III. 249 Tuesday I received

I
a letter, dated Jan. 17, from His Majesty, to give Chartham

I to M r. Reddinge, or lapse it to him. 1660 Plea/or Atinisters

in Sequestration 4 The complainants have lapsed their I

;

Livings. 1687 in Alagd. Coll. * Jas. II (O.H.S.) 45 Q- Eliz:

did jure suo make Dr Hond praes: y" Coll. hailing lapsd y
r

! election. 1697 Con/er. Lambeth in \V. S. Perry Hist. Coll.
|

[ At/ier. Col. Ch. 1. 47 A Vestry cannot lapse their right of
presentation as a patron may.

^8. ? Associated with lapse = laps pi. (Lap
sb. 1 8): ?To pounce upon as an offender, appre-

hend. Obs.
x6oi Shaks. Twcl. N. in. iii. 36 For which if I be lapsed

in this place I shall pay deere.

Lapsed (lsepst),///. a. [f. Lapse v. + -eO 1
.]

1
1. That has glided away, dropped out of use, 1

disappeared from sight, or fallen into decay.

1667 Milton L. 111. 176 Once more
1^

will renew His
lapsed powers, though forfeit and enthrall'd By sin to foul

j

exorbitant desires. 1823 Byron Juan xvi. xxi, A monk . . i

appear'd, Now in tht moonlight, and now lapsed in shade.
;

1854 1L Miller Si A. •>• Schm. iv. (1857) 66 During the
j

lapsed century the waves had largely encroached on the low
flat shores. 1881 Times 2 Feb. 9/2 The House of Commons
must recover its lapsed authority. 1890 John Bull 5 Apr.
2;i/i It is probable that the lapsed custom of an annual
dinner will be revived.

fb. That has been let slip incautiously. Obs.

1741 Watts fmprev. Aliudix. (1801) 80 Let there be..no
sudden seizure of a lapNed syllable to play upon it.

2. Of a person : Fallen or sunk into a lower grade,

or a depraved condition; esp. fallen into sin, or

from the faith (ef. Collapsed 3) ; applied Hist, I

to Christians who denied the faith during perse- !

cution. Lapsed classes, masses : those who have
|

dropped out of social sianding. Also absol.

1638 Penit. Con/. Hi. (1657) 36 Surh a lapsed sinner may
not be incapable of pardon. 1664 II. More Afyst. fniq.xiv.

43 But this plea is in common with the Heathensand lapsed

Christians. 1668 — Div. Dial. 1. xvi. (1713) 35 That the
;

standing Spirits hugely exceed the number of the lapsed,
j

1677 Horn ecK tit. Law Consid. iv. (1704) 98 Free you from
the rubbish the lapsed posterity of Adain lies groaning

under. 1702 Eciiarii Led. Ilist. 111. v. 406 His greatest

Concern was for the Case of the Lapsed. 1706 Stanhope
Paraphr. I II. 294 The Author of all Goodness to lapsed Man.
1754 Kicharoson Grandison (ed. 6) 11. 231 May not virtue

itself pity the lapsed? 182a Lamb Elia Ser. 1. Praise
\ Cliimneysw., Good blood and gentle conditions, derived from '

1
lost ance>try and a lapsed pedigree. 1831-3 E. Burton Reel.

Hist. xxv. (1845) 532 These lapsed Christians, as they were
called, .retained their belief in Christ. 1854 H, Millkr^VA.
fySch/u. xvi. (1857) 367 It almost necessarily takes its place

1 among the lapsed classes. 1865 Pusev Truth Eng. Ch. 198

The lapsed were restored under the prospect of renewed
persecution. 1887 Pall Mall G. 8 Mar. 2/2 To facilitate the

elevation of the lapsed masses.

3. Said of a fief, devise, or legacy, the light to

which has passed from Ihe original holder, devisee,

or legatee.

1617 Minsheu Dudor, s.v. Lapse, That Benefice is in lapse

, or lapsed, whereunto he that ought to present, hath omitted
or slipped his opportunities. 1767 Blackstone Comm. 1 1.

513 If the legatee dies before the testator, the legacy is a lost

I or lapsed legacy, and shall sink into the residuum. 1816 Scott
Antiq. xviii, His lands .. were reassumed by the emperor

I as a lapsed fief. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) VI. 195 The
devise was lapsed and void. 1896 1. F. Tout F.dw. /, i. 16

The bestowal of lapsed fiefs was among the most important
of the prerogatives of the Crown.

Lapser (larpsw). [f. Lapse v. + be I.] One
who lapses or falls awayfrom (something, f esp.

from the Christian faith).

1695 J. Sage Cyprianie Age Wks. 1847 II. 9 Such as .

.

absolved thelapsers. 1718 Hickes & Nelson J. Kcttlnvcll
111. Iv. 330 With regard to any . . who were looked upon by
him as l^apsers. 1899 19M Cent. Sept. 451 These lapsers
from sobriety.

Lapsibility, -ible : see Lapsa-.

Lapsided, variant of Lopsided.

Lapsing (larpsirj), vbl. sb. [f. Lapse v. +
-ikg Lj The action of the vb. Lapse, a. Glid-

ing or dropping of water, b. In immaterial sense :

The action or process of sinking or dropping

;

j

also, of falling lo (a public body) as an acquisi-

tion.

1663 J. Spencer Prodigies i 1665) 145 The lapsing of that
People to the grossest ignorance. 1820 L. Hunt Indicator
No. 24 (1822) I. 187 In the notes of the birds and the lapsing
of the water-fall. 1862 Goulburn Pers. Relig. I. 1. iv. 64
To reduce prayer to a form . . But how to prevent. . its lapsing
into a form ? 1884 H. Spencer in Pop. Sci. Alouthlv XXIV. 1

727 The law-makers who provided for the ultimate lapsing of 1

French railways to the state.

Lapsing, a. [f. Lapsed. + -ing*.]

1. a. Of water: Gliding, dropping, b. Of lime :

Gliding or passing away.

aiyyi Smollett (Wore.\ To magic murmur of lapsing
streams. 1794 Mrs. Radclifke Alyst. Udolpho xv, At twi-

Hght honr, with tritons gay I danee upon the lapsing tides.

\Z%j\n Hone Every-day Bk. II. 893We pass near some gently
lapsing water. 1841 Ladv Flora Hastings/^/w ii Though
many a lapsing year hath intervened. 1862 W. Story Roba
diR. xvii. 11864)352 Rome is the city of fountains. Wherever
one goes he bears the pleasant sound of lapsing water. 186a
S. Lucas Secularia 381 Test the growth of enlightenment
by lapsing centuries.

2. Sinking (into decay or depravity); failing,

flagging.

1667 Decay Ckr. Piety vii. 146 The lapsing state of human
corruption. x668 How?: Bless. Righteous (1825) 90 It is the
peculiar honor and prerogative of a Deity . . to be the
fulcrum, the centre of a lapsing creation. 1867 G. Mac-
donald Poems 67 O lapsing heart ! thy feeble strain Sends
up the blood so spare.

Hence Iia*psingrly atfv., in a lapsing manner.
1848 Blackiv. Alag. LXIV. 291 The soft moan Of billows

that shoreward Arc lapsingly thrown.

Iiapstar, Sc. f. Lobstek.

Iia'pstone. f f. Lap sb. 1 + Stone.] A stone

that shoemakers lay in their laps to beat their

leather upon.
1778 Love Feast 18 Next, black-thumh'd Johson .. throws

his Lap-Stone down. 1794 Wolcot (P. Pindar) Ode For.
Soldiers, Behold his pretty ringers wax the thread, And now
the leather on the lap-stone hole, a 1810 Tannamll Come
haute to Lingcls Poems (1846) 143 Come hame to your lap-

stane, come hame to your last, It's a bonny afTair that your
family maun fast. 185a Hawthornk Blithedale Rom. I. v.

68 A lapstone, a hammer, a piece of sole-leather, and some
waxed ends.

La-p-streak. [f. Lap j/;.3 0r v.z + Streak.]
A boat in which each streak overlaps the one
below ; a clinker-built boat.
i860 All Year Round No. 75. 587 Two boats. ..Long

graceful lapstreaks, roomy and stifT, yet so light that [etc.l.

1873 Forest ^ Stream 25 Sept. 108/2 Five six-oared shells,

two six-oared lapstreaks.

attrib. 1895 Outing [U.S.) XXVI. 488/2 Their boat is of

lap-streak construction.

Ilence La pstreaked a., (of a boat) built in

this fashion. Iia'p-streaker ( U. &'.), one who uses

such a boat.

1883 Pall A/alt G. 30 Aug. 11/1 The owner's gig. .will be
of cedar, lapstreaked.

11 Lapsus (larp«i>s). [L. ; see Lapsk sb.] A
lapse, slip, or error. Chiefly in the L. phrases

lapsus li nguoe, a slip of the tongue, and lapsus
calami, a slip of the pen.

1667 Dryukn Atari. Alar~all nr. (r668) 28 What have
1 done besides a little lapStis linguae? 1713 Auoison
Guardian No. 121 ? 3 He., was unfortunately betrayed

into a lapsus lingua;. 1822 J. Flint Lett. Amer. 109 The
people committed the lapMis, when they [etch 1893 Nation
<N. V.) 2 Mar. 165/2 'I he following .. is a lapsus calami

whose occurrence it is quite impossible to understand.

Laputan (lapi/7'tan),«. and sb. In Swift Lapu-
tian. [f. faputa, the flying island in Gullivers

Travels, whose inhabitants were addicted to

visionary projects : see -an, -IAN.] A. adj\ Of or

pertaining to Laputa ; hence, chimerical, visionary,

absurd. B. sb. An inhabitant of Laputa.

1726 Swift Gulliver in. ii. (heading),Thc Humours and
Dispositions of the Laputtans described. 1866 Hersciikl
Fam. Led. ii. 62 After all, Swift's idea of extracting sun-

beams out of cucumbers, which he attributes to his Laputan
philosophers, may not be so very absurd, 1870 O. W. Holmks
Mechanism in Th. <$• A for. in Old Vol.cf Li/e (1891) 293

note, It is curious to compare the laputan idea of extracting

sunbeams from encumbers with George Stephenson's famous
saying about coal.

So Iiapu-tically adv. (tionce-?vd.)
t

afler the

fashion of the Laputans.
1x849 Poe R. H. fforne Wks. 1864 III. 426 Occupied,

Laputically, in their great work of a progress that never

progresses.

Lapwing (lx pwitj). Forms : 1 hl€apewince,

4 lhapwyuehe, 4-7 lapwinge, -wynge, lap-,

lappewin(c)ke, -wynke, (4 leepwynke, 5
lapwinch, -wynche, 7 -winc(k)le), 4- lapwing.

Also 6 Laitoint. [OL. httapewince, str. fem., f.

hlcapan to leap + * wine- to totter, waver (so

01 IG. wiukan, MUG. winken, also to wink; cf.

OE. wmcian to wink. The bird was named from

the manner of its flight. The current form is in

part due to popular etymology, which connected

the word with Laf t»a and Wing sb. (see quot.

1 61 7).] A well-known bird of the plover family,

Vanellits vulgaris or cristatus, common in the

temperate parls of the Old World. Called also

Pewit, from its peculiar cry. Its eggs are the

* plovers' eggs* of the London markets. Allusions

are frequent to ils crested head, to its wily method

of drawing away a visitor from its nest, and to the

notion that the newly hatched lapwing runs about

with its head in the shell.

c io$oA?s. Voc. in Wr.-Wukker 260/2 Cw.hleapewince.

1340 Ayenb. 61 Hy byebase be lhapw>nche bet tne velbe of

man makeb his nest. 1390 Gowkr Con/. 11. 329 A lappe-

winke has lost his feith And is the brid falsest of alle. e 143©

Lvdo. Temrlc 0/ Glass 495 + 21 Had In dispit, ryght as

a-mong foulys Ben layis. Pyis, Lapwyngis & these Oulys.

a 1529 Skelton P. Sparotve 430 [They] With puwyt the lap-

wyng, The versycles shall syng. c 153a Du Wes Introd. Fr.
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in Pahgr. on The lapwyng, le uauiau. 1569 J. Sanford tr.

Agrippa's Van. Artsiyjh, ^G Lapwinice, .seemcth to haue
some royall thinge, and weareth acrowne. 1592 Greene A rt

Conny Catching 11. 4 Who . . cry wiih the lapwing farthest
'

from their nest. 1602 Sh\ks. Ham. v. ii. 192 This Lapwing
runs away with the shell on his head. 1606 Sir G. Goose*

\

cappe 1. i. in Hullen O. PI. HI. 9 As fenrefull as a Haire,

and will lye like a Lapwing. 1617 Minshku Ductor, a
|

Lappe-iving, q. leapwiog, because he lappes or clappes the
|

wings so often, a 16*8 F. Grrvillk Sidney (1652) 204 Like
Lapwings with the shels of authority about their neeks.

1633 T. Stafforo Pac. l!il>. if. iii. (1810) 239 And left the

Wood with the Lapwings policie ; that they being busied in ,

pursuite of them, the other might reniaine secure within

that Fastnesse. 1786 VtVRKzAftou Water ii, Thou green-

crested lapwing, thy screaming forbear. 1842 Tknnvson
Loeksley I/afi'18 In the Spring the wanton lapwing gets him*
self another crest. 1876 Suu.es Sc. Ntttur. xiii. led. 4) 260
Vou could now hear., the pleasant peewit of the Lapwing.

b. allrib. and Comb., as in lapwing stratagem,

lapwing-like adv. ; lapwing-gull sec (juot. 1844^.
1638 liftathwait Spir. Spicetie 406 Lapwing-like, with

|

shell on head, I begun to write, before my yeares could

well make mee an Author. 1669 Dryokn Tyrannic Love
J

iv. i, Your guilt dares not approach what it would hide ; l?ut

diaws me off, and llapwing-like) flies wide. 1676 in Hist.

Northfield (Mass.) (1S75) 86 lie careful not to be deceived 1

hy their lapwing stratagems, by drawing you off from the

rest to follow some men. 1844 W. 11. Maxwell Sports

<v Adv. Scotl. (1855) 326 The Laughing Gull., or lilack I

Head, .has been called * peewit ' or * lapwing gull *.

Lapyst, variant of La pise v. Obs.

Laquais, -ay, obs. forms of Lackky.
Laque, obs. form of Lac sbA and 'J.

II Laquear (larkw/ai). [L, f. laque-us noose,

band : see Lace sb.]

a. Arch. (See cjnots.)

1706 Phillips (ed. kersey\ Laquear (in Archit.), a Roof,
|

the inward Roof of a House; the Roof of a Chamber
einbowed, channelled, and done with Fret-work.

_
1859

Gwilt Arc/n't. (ed. 4) Gloss., s.v. Lacunar, The ceiling of

any part in architecture receives the name of lacunar only

when it consists of compartments sunk or hollowed, without

spaces or bands, between the panels; if it is with bands, it

is called laquear.

b. Anat. (See quot. 1888.)
1888 Syd. Soc. Lex., Laquear, the roof of a part. 1889

J. M. Duncan Lect.Dis. Wome?i xxit. (ed.4) 172 Where the

disease attacks^only parts of the passage, as the laquear.

Laquearian (Isekw/eVrian), a. [f. L. hupte-

ari-ns (see next) + -ax.] Of a gladiator : Armed
with a noose to entangle his antagonist.

1818 Byron Ch. liar. iv. exlii. note, Whether the wonderful
statue which suggested this image be a laquearian gladiator.

t La*<jueary, sb. Obs. rare" 0
, [app. ad. L.

laqueana (pi. of Laquear), treated as sing.]

= Laquear.
1656-81 Hlount Glossogr.

,
Laqueary, the roof of a cham-

ber. 1658-96 in Phillips.

+ La queary, a. Obs. fare— 1

, [ad. L. laque-

arius, f. laqueus noose.] = Laqueartan.
168a Sir T. Browne Chr. Mor. 1. § 24 Our inward An- !

tagonists . . like Retiary and Laqueary Combatants, with
Nets, Frauds and Entanglements fall upon us.

t La"queat,/tf. pple. Sc. Obs. [ad. L. laque-
'

iii-uSj pa. pple. of laqueare to ensnare, f. laqueus !

noose : see Lace sb.] Ensnared.
1560 Rollano Crt. Femes in. 375 With lust of luif jit he

was laqueat.

T Laquea'tion. Obs, [n. of action f. L.

laqueare : see prec.] (See quot.)
1638 A. Rf.ao Chirurg. vii. 50 So much I have thought

good to deliver unto you concerning laqueation or dry
stitching.

Laquer, obs. form of Lacquer.
Laquesaa : see Lac 2

.

I! Lar (lar). PI. || lares (le>rfz), lars (lajz).

Also 7 larre. [L. lar, pi. lares, earlier lases.]

1. 2\oman Myth. a. pi. The tutelary deities of

a honse ; household gods ; hence, the home.
Often coupled with Penates, b. sing. A house-
hold or ancestral deity ; also trans/, andyfj:
1586 T. B. LaPrhnaud. Fr. Acad. 1. (1594) 473 The

ancients had a private and houshold god, whom tbey called
lar, which we may translate into our language, the god of
the harth. 1600 Hollano Livy vm. ix. 287 O yee Lares
and domestical gods. 1629' Milton Christ s Nativity iqx
In ennsecrated Earth, And on the holy Hearth, The Lars,
and Lemuresmoan with midnight plaint. 1647 R. Stapylton
Juvenal 278 Build houses; joyne to ours anothers lares;
Sleepe safe, confiding in our neighbours cares. 1648 Her rick
Hesper., Pan. to Sir L. Pemberton 4 To thee, thy lady,
younglings and as farre As to thy genius and thy larre. 1743
Pope Dune. iv. 366 So shall each youth . . keep his Lares, tho*
his house be sold. 1775 H. Walpole Lett. (1857) VI. 270,
1 am returned to my own Lares and Penates—to my dogs and
cats. 183a L. Hunt Poems 239 So shall no disease or jar
Hurt thy house, or chill thy Lar. 1889 Lowell Oracle of
Goldfishes Last Poems (1895) 14 You were my wonders, you
my Lars, 1 n darkling days my sun and stars. 1889 A thensenm
20 July 88/3 Thomas Pitt, .through his sons and daughters,
the great lar of not fewer than five families in tbe English
peerage.

f c. A sprite, hobgoblin. Obs.
•59s Florio, Mtxzzamolo, a sprite.. a hodgpoker, a lar in

the chimney.

2. Zool. The white-handed gibbon of Htirmah,
Hylobales lar.

1819 Rees Cycl. s.v., The lar, or, as it is sometimes de-
nominated the gibbon. 1859 Wood Nat. Hist, I. 34 The
J.ar, or White-handed Gibbon,
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Larach (la-rax). Ateo lerroch. [Gael.

Brack site of a building, habitation. Olrish

hUhrach (mod. Ir. lailhreach\ f. OCellie *la to

extend.] The site of a building or habitation.

1705 Court Bk. Barony of Vrie 11892) 113 [Thai] ilke

teimant keepe ther owen larache. a 1774 Fkkgusson
Farmer s higle Poems (1845) 38 In its auld lenoch yet the

deas remains. 1794 Statist. Acc. Scot. XI 1. 273 note,

Amidst the various changes, .of. .proprietors they have con-

tinued in the same possession, and on the self.same Larach.

II Lararium. (lare>ri£m) . [L. lararium lar-cs

(see Lar).] The part of a Roman house where
the images of Lares or household gods were kept

;

hence, a private shrine or chapel.
1706 in Phillips (ed. Kersey). 1816 J. Dallawav Statuary

<V Sculpt, iii. 165 The Penates .. were deposited in the
Lararium or wardrobe which stood in some secret apart-
ment, the sleeping room or library. 1848 Lyiton Harold
1. i, The old lararium, stripped of its ancient images of
ancestor and god. 1871 Fakkar ll'itn. Hist. iii. 98 note,

The Emperor Alexantier Severn^ admitted an image of
Christ into his lararium.

t Larbar, a. and sb. I iiiefly Sc. In 5 larbre,
6 larbar, la(i rbair. [Of obseure origin : of.

Leku a., empty.] a. adj. Lean
;
exhausted, worn

out. b. sb. A lean, withered, or worn out person.
i486 />'/'. St. Albans Kviijb, He is meegre larbie and

leenc. 1508 Dunbar Flytingw. Kcunedie 121 Lene larbar,

lonngeour, haith lowsy in iisk anil lon^e. /bid. 169 The
larbar Ink is of thy lang lene craig. — Tua mariit ivemen
175 His Iwmu is vaxit larbar, anil lyis into swonne. 1603
J'liilott/s xxxv, W ith ane lairbair for to ly, Anc auld fleid

stock, baitli cauld and dry.
Comb. 1603 PitHatus cxii, Sa larbair-lyke Io as scho lyis.

Larboard (Irrjbo-jd, -bo.nl), sb. a.) Naul.

Korms: a. 4 ladde-borde, 5 ladeborde, lathe-

borde, latebord. P. 6 larborde, lerbord,
leereboord, 6-f larbo o rd, 7 lubbord, 7- lar-

board. [ME. lad (I eborde, lalhcbordc, altered in

the 1 6th e. into ler-
t

lecre-, larbord, by fonu-

assoeialion with the contemporary ster- y -s/ee/c-
}

starbord. The second component is OK. bord
}

ON. borde, ship's side (l$n.uu> sb. 12); the migin
of the first component, which appears as ladde-,

lade-, lathe-
}
late-, has not been determined.

Some would connect it with I .auk v., taking it to mean
'the side on which cargo was reLci\ed', or on which deck
cargo was placed.

In OE. the corresponding term was krebord; this diil not

survive into M ft., though its etymological equivalent still

remains in all the mod. continental Tent, tongues, and uas
adopted into Rom. (F. bttbord). The word seems to have
meant 1 the side at the ba k of the steersman '

; the rudder
or steering-paddle of early («crmnnic ships having been
worked over the right side, whence the name steorbord
1 steering-side Starboard.]

The side of a ship which is to the left hand of

a person looking from the stern towards the btiws.

Opposed to starboard. (Kreq. in phr. \fiihoul the

article, as ^011, '[by, \ a, to larboard.'

The term has now been discarded io the navy and sup-

planted by port, to avoid confusion with the similar-

sounding starboard.
a. 13.. E. E.Allit. P. C. 106 pay layden in 00 ladde-

borde ik. pe lofe wynnes. 1495 Naval Acc. lien. I'll

(1896) 203 Devettes. .j a sterbortl an other a latebord.

/3. 15. . Sir A. Barton in Surtees Misc. (188b 68 F. there

bye lerbord or by lowe That Seootte would overcome yowe.
Ibid. 69 A larborde wher Sir Andrewe Jay. 1583 Stany-
hurst sEneis 1. (Arb.) 21 Theire ships toolarboord doo nod.

1591 Raleigh Last Fight Rev. (ArbJ 19 Two on her lar-

boord, and two on her starboord. 1598 Hakli;yt i'oy. 1. 4
Vpon his steereboord alwayesthe desert land, and vpon the

leereboord the maine Ocean. 1667 Milton P. L. 11. 1019
When Ulysses on the Larbord shuond Charybdis. 1698
Froger Voy. 171 We saw five Ships, three to the Star-

board, and two to the Lar-board. 1707 Lond. Gaz. No.
4380/2 In firing along our Larboard, we saw he had a
Design to board us on the Bow. 1853 Herschkl Pop. Lect.

Sci. 1. § 17 (1873) 11 She will heel over to larboard.

t b. as adv. « To larboard
;
formerly used as

a nautical command. Obs.

1634-5 Brereton Trav. (Chetham Soc.) 169 Larboard,
that is, to the left hand. 1647 R. Stapylton Juvenal 224

Larboard now The reeling tree, then starboard, fore't to

bow. 1663 Gerbier Counsel 32 As well understood, .as

one at Sea among Mariners; saying, Steere, or Lar-board.

1667 Dryden Tempest 1. i, You Dogs, is this a time to

sleep ? Lubbord. Heave together, Lads.

B. attrib. passing into adj. Belonging to or

situated on the left or port side of a vessel.

1495 Naval Acc. Hen. I'// (1&96) 192 Latheborde Bowers
. .Sterborde destrelles. . Ladeborde destrelles. a 1613 Over-
bury A Wife, Saylor, In a storme tis disputable . .on which
side of the ship he may be saued best, whether his faith

bee starre-bord faith or lar-bord. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage
ix. vii. 862 The Land on Larbord side (saith Sir R. Haw-
kins) is without doubt Hands. 1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's
Gram. ix. 39 His Mate with his Larboord men..releeues
them till foure in the morning. 1669 Sturmy Mariner's
Mag. 1. 18 Cast off your Larboard-Braces. 174JJ Auson's
Voy. 1. vi. 59 A signal was made .. to bring to with the lar-

board tacks. Jbid. 11. v. 177 About four points on the

larboard-bow. 176a Falconer Shipzvr. 1. 282 On the lar-

board quarter. 1833 M arryat P. Simple viii, Ease off the

'

larboard hawser. 2867 Smvth Sailor's Word-bk., Larboard-
watch, the old term for port-watch,

b. humorously used for: I^ft.

1781 Cowper Let. to J. Newton 18 Mar., Wks. 1837 XV.
75 A slight disorder in my larboaid eye may possibly pre-

vent my writing you a long letter.

LARCH.

La-rbolins, -ians, sb. //. Kaut. [Short f.

Larboard + ? - ling. Cf. Starbolins.] (See quot.^

1867 Smyth Sailors iV'ordd>k., Larbolins, or Larbotians,
a cant term implying the Jarhoard-watch.

Larcener (lausenaj). Also 7 lassoner. [f.

Lahckny + -ER I. Cf. OF. larctnertr.] One who
commits larceny; chiefly petty larcener, one who
commits petty larceny. Aho fig.

1634-5 Brerktos Trav. (Chetham Soc) 20 As a punish-
ment., upon whores, petty lareeners, shippers that exact.

1640 Fuller Josephs Coat 1 Cor. xi. 50 'I he whip for the
petty lassoner. 1642 — Holy <Y Prof. SI. 11. xxiv. 152 '1 bus
petty La reeners are encouraged into Felons. 1839 Frasn s

Mae,. XIX. 91 Mother about perjurers, robl ers, larceners.

1854 Lady Lyiton Behind Scenes 1. iv, Thai great petiy

larcener of sentiment, Lawrence Sterne. 1864 Sik F. Pai -

GRAVK Norm. \ Fug. 111. 373 How it was possible .. lo

imprison the petty larcener unless the offrncv was duly laid

in the indictment.

LaTcenish (lauscnifl, a. [f. Law kny + -ixn.]

Disposed to larceny or small thefts.

1862 Ik'Kios BK\ Hunter 50 A tendency to be larcenish.

Larcenist (UrJsenist). [1". I-akckny + -ist.]

— I AKCKNKK.
1803 Svn. Smith //'/*. (iE69> 30 The injtnies which have

been inflicted on society by pickpocket**, latt cnisis and petty

felons. 1882 Macfu. Afag. XLV. 370 These have also

Suffered by the predatoiy lingeis of p< il> larrenMs.

Larcenous OiiusOnosj, a. [f. Lahckx-y +
-(jis. Cf. i)Y . larcittrti.Vf Itirrcciuos.] I'trtaiiiin^

to or eharactcri/.ctl hy larceny ; thievish.

1742 Fiiit.DiNc; y. Andrews iv. v, 'Ay' says the Justice,

'a kind of felonious hircenou.s Thing'. 1807 S^ a. Smi iu
/*. Plymhys Lett. iv. Wks. 1840 111. 403 '1 he anpiittal of

any noble and official thief would nol fail t<» diffuse the

most heartfelt satisfaction ovel the laicciioiKand burglarious
world. 1861 ])kkkns (it. F.xpect. ii, 1 knew. .that 111 y
lar< enou.s rehearches might find notliing available in the safe.

1880 Swim i ksk Stud. .Shales. 63 In all the laoettoUs little

bundle of verse. 1888 tii.Ai>sioNii in 19M (cut. XXIII.
783 A huge larcenous appiopiiation . . of goods which do
nut belong to them.

Hence Iia-rcenously ad7'.
f
Lhicvishly.

1864 in Wf.BsiKR. 1882 Daily News 3 Jan. 5/4 Moliere
was accused . . of larctnously conveying the iilea< of J es

/'recienses Ridicules from a piece acted two 5 eats 1 efore.

Larceny i.lauscni). J.aio. Also 6 Iarcenie.

laisor.ie, S lareiny. [nj)|>. f. AV. /an in ser

Lawis) r -Y,
] cih. with a recollection of \» /al;,'-

a'niitm.] The felonious taking and earning away
id ihe jiersonal goods of another with intent to

eomeit thein to the taker's use. Also ^v//. theft.

Distinction was formerly made between grand and petty

larceny, ihe former being the larceny of pl< perty having a
value of more, the latter of less, than 12 pence. Simple,
mi.xed, or compound larceny (see quot. 1700'.

1 1460 Foxikscl'k Abs. \ Lint. Men. xiii. (1S83) 142 There
is no man hanged in Scotlande in \ij. jeie to gedur iTor

robbery. And >el thai ben often tjmes hanged ftor larceny

[ed. 1714 lacenye, I/.V./'/v/^'laicerje]. 1581 Lamhakoi Firt u.

it. vii. o6o2> 272 All manner of theft, w hether it weie robbei ie

it selfe, or great or petite Larcenie. 1596 Mi: \V. lUi inw
Three Serm. i. i?6 lagging men on to Larsonies, 'I hefts. 1764
IlcKN Poor Lavs 137 l

Jicking of pockets, and such olliei

larcenies. 1769 IjI.aCkstonk Comm. IV. 229 I^arciny . is

distinguished by the law into two sorts; the one called

simple larciny, or plain theft unaccompanied with any
other atrocious circumstance ; and mixt or compound lar-

ciny, which also includes in it the aggravation of a taking

from one's house or person. 1818 Scott Rob Roy vi, You
aie not charged with any petty larceny, or vulgar felony.

1850 Ulackik sfischylus 11. 17 This god.. wilt thou Not
hate, thou, whom his impious larceny Did chiefly injure?

187 x Smiles Cltarac. vi. (1876) 184 It is said that Lord
Chatham was the fust to set the example of disdaining to

govern by petty larceny. 1875 Poste (Joins in. (ed. 21 462
liy English law. to take a man's own goods out of the

hands of a bailee, if the taking have the effect of charging

,
the bailee, is larceny.

t Iia*rcery. Obs. Also 7 lasserie. [Cf.

I
Larceny and Lakctnby.] Larceny.
?<? 1500 fsee c 1460 in prec.] x6u Florio, Latrociuatione,

larceiie. 1613 K. Cawurev Table Alpli. (ed. 3*, PettiUis-

serie. stealing of things of no great value.

Larch (laJtJ). Also 6 larche, larshe. P. S

larieh
;
larmcb. [Introduced by Tinner (see quot.

1 548 in 3', acl. G. larche :—MUG. lerche, larche

:—OHG. *lerihha, *larihha, an early adoption

(prior to the assibilation of c in Latin) oi L. /arte-

em, larix (whence late Gr. \api£) : correspond-

ing phonetically to OCeltic *darik- (Irish dair,

genitive darach, Welsh dar) oak. Other Eng.

writers in the 16th. c. adopted the word in the L.

form (see Larix), sometimes corrupted into larinx;

hence app. some of the dialectal forms given

above. Cf. further Du. lariks, and the unexplained

forms G. lorche, Du. lorke{booni) ; also It. /mice,

Sp. Idrice, Pg. larico, F. (Cotgr.) larege, lareze,

med.L. laresus.]

1. A well-known coniferous tree ; Abies Larix or

Larix ettropxa, a native of the Alps, which is

largely cultivated in this country. Its timber is

tough and durable. It yields Venetian turpentine,

and the bark is used in tanning, b. Any tree of

the genus Larix, e.g. the American Larch, L.

amtricarta.

1548, etc. fsee larch-tree in 3]. 1576 Newton Lemnies

t



LARCHEN.
Complex, i. 72 Y* best is that, which Usueth out of y* Larch,
thePyne.or the Firre tree. 1794 Mrs. Radclifke Myst.
Udolpho iii, The scene of barrenness was here and there

interrupted by the spreading branches uf the larch and cedar.

1827-35 Willis May 15 The larch stands green and beautiful

Ainid the sombre firs. 1832 Planting 33 (I.. U. K.) Finns
Pendula, black larch. — microcarpa, red larch. — larix,

cummon larch. 1850 Tf-Xnyson In Mem. xci, When rosy

plumelets tuft the larch. 1866 Treas. Bttt.s.v. Larix, The
American Larch, Abies or Larix pendula, is the tree known
to the Canadians as the Tamarack.
2. The wood of this tree.

1867 W. W. Smyth Coal 141 The props are usually of

larch, or, in low seams, of oak.

3. atIrib., as larch-plank, -plant, -tret, -turpen-

tine', larch-bark, ihe bark of the larch-tree; lhe

/artcis cortex of the British Pharmacopoeia ; larch
red, a substance obtained by boiling extract of

larch- bark with dilute sulphuric acid Cassell)
;

larch-scale, a scale-like insect which infests larch

trees; larch-wood, (a) the wood of the larch

tree
;

(b) a wood consisting of larch trees.

1827 Stklart Plantei-s C. (1828) 489 The present Mr.
White, had often drawn more than £400 a year for his
* Larch-bark only. 1847 Smeaion Builder s Man. 43 Tiberius

caused the Naumachiarian bridge ..to be rebuilt of 'larch

planks. 1871 Palgraye Lyr. Poems 30 The young * larch,

plant upon Pelion's side. 1832 Planting 72 (L. U. K.)
Coccus lariceo [sic], * larch scale. 1548 Ti rsf.h Names 0/
Herbes 46 l^arix or larex groweth on the highest toppes or

the Alpes. .frenche men cal it Dularge. It maye be called

inenglishea *Larchetree. 1578 [see Larix]. 1601 Holland
Pliny 11. 182 From the Larch iree there issueth a subtilland
thin liquor. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Larix, the Larinch-
tree, or Larch-Tree. 1712 tr. Pomet's Hist. Drugs L 66
Cedrus Magna .. is a Species of the Inarch Tree. 1728
Keksf.v, Larix, the Larich-tree, or Larch- tree. 1855 Longf.
Hiaw. VII. 49 (iive me. .of your fibrous roots, O Larch- Tree !

1616 Bcillokar, *Larch 'turpentine, a kind of Turpentine or
rosen growing vpon the Larch tree in Italie, vsed often in

oyntments and emplaisters. 1780 Coxk Rnss. Disc. 46
Another ship built of "larch-wood. 1856 Miss Mi lock
J. Halifax xxv, It was lovely to see the morning sun
climbing over One- Tree Hill, catching the larchwood jetc.].

Larchen (la \ajen \ a. [f. Larch + -ex suffix*.]
Consisting of larches, larch-.

18 18 Keats Msg Merrilies 10 Her Brothers were the
craggy hills, ller Sisters larchen trees, a 1851 Moir Poems,
To Wounded Ptarmigan vii, From larchen grove to grove.

tlia'rcin. Obs. Also 5 larson, 6 larcyne,
-ine, larrecine, 7 larzon, iarcon. [a. AY. and
K. larcin, OK. larrecin falso lanine fem.) L.
Iatrodniutn robbery, f. latro robber.]

1. = Larceny.
[1292 Uritton 1. xxv. § 115 De Apels de Robberies et de

I^arciris.l £-1400 Plowman's T. 323 Tything of bribry and
larson Will make falshed full foul fall ! ^1530 L. Cox Rhet.
(1899) 75 To Brytayns» Gaseoignes, and Polones, [is attri-

buted! larcyne [v.r. larrecine]. 1598 Florio, Furto, a
theevery, a larcine, a burglar ie. 1658 tr. Bcrgeracs Satyr.
Char. Pref. a Others content them selves with petty I^arcins.

1679 Blount Anc. Tenures 119 If he be condemned for a
common Larcin, he ought to be hanged.

2. One who commits larceny ; a larcener.
1596 in Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864) IV. 350 Shall any castle

or habytacle of mine be assailed by a night larcin. 1624
Bp. Hall Trve Peace-Maker Wks. (1627) 540 Whips for
harlots, brands for petty larzon s, ropes for felons, a 1656 —
Rem. Wks. fi66o) 11 Some poor petty-larcons and pilferers.

t La'rcinry. Obs. Also 7 larcenary. [f.

Lakcik + -ry.J Larceny.
a 1639 Carfw Coelum Brit. (1640) 214 The god of petty

Larcinry. 1656 Earl Mon.m. Advt. fr. Pamass. 183
Having committed many larcenaries.

Lard (laid), sb. Forms : 4-6 larde, 5 laard,

5 laiirde, 4- lard. [a. OF. (inod.F.) lard bacon
( = It., Sp., Pg. lardo) :—L. lardum, laridum,
usually believed to he cogn. w. Or. \dp-Tv6s fat,

\&p-6s pleasant to the taste.]

f 1. The fat of a swine ; (fat) bacon or pork
;

rarely, other fat meat used for larding. Obs.
£1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 12 Take larde of porke, wele

sobyn. Ibid. 26 Take tho ox tongc.Sethe hit, broche hit
in lard ychc dele. ^1440 Promp. Parv. a88/i Larde of
flesche, irdcu^ C1460 Fortkscoe Abs. Lim. Mon. iii.

{1885) 114 Thai eyten no flesshe but yf it be right seldom
a title larde. 1552 Holoet, Larde, succidia. 1607 Topsell
Four-/. Beasts (1658) 532 The fat of Swine they commonly
call Lard which groweth betwixt the skin and the flesh.
16 15 [see Laro v. i). 1626 Bacon Sylva § 997 She got
a Peece of Lard with the Skin on, and rubbed the Warts
all ouer with the Fat Side. 1693 Dryden Ovids Met. tm.
Baucis % P. 107 By this the boiling kettle had prepar'd And
to the table sent the smoaking lard. 1725 Bradley Fair.
Diet. s.v. Swine, Feeding a Hog for Lard or Boar for brawn.
pig. a 1613 Overbuby A W ife (1638) 290 Patience is the

lard of the leane meat of adversitie.

' fb. ? A slice of fat. Obs,
c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 49 Take lardez of Venysoun.
2. (pflen hogs lard.) The internal fat of the
abdomen of a swine, csp. when rendered and clari-

fied, much used in cooking, and in pharmacy as
the basis of unguents.

c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. I. 433 Frote hit wel with larde
ffaat & decoct. 1556 Withals Diet, (1568) 18 h/i Axungia
propria, is larde or hogges greace. 1704 Lond. Gaz. No.
4026/3 Lading, consisting of . . Dry Codfish, Dry Jack,
Hogslard. 1707 Mortimer Husb. (1708) 189 If Hogs get a
Swelling on the side of their Throat .. anoint it with Hog's
I^rd. 1811 A. T. Thomson Lond. Disp. (1818) 728 The
addition of the metallic solution to the melted mixture of

72

lard and oil. 1825 J. Neal Pro. Jonathan I. 76 A kind of
|

sweet cake fried in lard. 1836-9 1'ono Cycl. Auat. 1 1. 232/2
When hog's-lard becomes rancid, a peculiar volatile acid

|

forms in it. 1873 K. Smith Foods 139 Lard is derived from
the loose fat of the pig, and is a very pure fat.

b. transf.
1486 Bk. St. Albans C v h, Veue hir larde of a gote. 1835

W. Irving Tour Prairies 306 Fritters of flour fried in bears
lard. 1849 Sk. Nat. Hist., Mammalia III. 162 In the

1
Greenland whale the layer of this subcutaneous lard varies

j

from eight or ten to 20 inches in depth.

C. Earth lard (see qtiot.).

1801 Trans. Soc. Arts XIX. 175 The Grubs of the Cock-
chafer .. appear like lumps of white faL Hence the British

(

t

name ' Earth- Lard '.

3. atlrib., as lard-slice
;

lard-butter, -cheese,

substitutes for butter and cheese made from lard
;

f lard-house = Lakhkk
;

lard-oil, 'a valuable

oil made from lard, used for burning, and for

I

lubricating machinery ' (Ogilvie, 1SS2); lard-

stone, a kind of soft stone found in China ; cf.

! agalmatolite.
1881 Chicago Times 16 Apr., Very little *lard-butter is

now sold in Chicago. Ibid., Large amounts of butterine and
*lard-cheese were sold here as ihe genuine article. 1555
Richmond, Wills (Surtees) 85 All the sailing vessell in the
*lardhouse. 1599 M issued, A Lardary, or lard-house.

a 1693 Crquhart's Rabelais in, xxiii. 193 Some l^ackey,
! snatching at the *l^ardslices. 1811 Pinkkrton Petral. I.

374 The rock called *lard-stone, used by the Chinese.

Lard (laid), v. [ad. F. lard-cr, f. lard (see

Laud sb.).]

1. Cookery, (trans.) To insert small strips of

bacon (f or of other fat meal) in the substance >

1 of (meat, poultry, etc.) before cooking. Also absol.
,

1

(Cf. IXTER1,AK!>7\ I.)

£1330 R. Ukunsr Chron. U'ace tRolls> 15756 lie schar a
pece out of his be, & lardid it rostoid. < 1420 Liber Cocorum
(1862) 21 Perboyle the hare and larde hit wele, Sethyn loke
thou rost hir everydele. ^1430 Two Cookery-bks. 18 Take
Conyngys. sethe hem, oper larde hem & Rost hem. 1615
Makkiiam Fug. Ilousew. 11. ii. (1664) 73 If you will Roast
any Venison, . . if it be lean, you shall either lard it with
Mutton lard, or Pork lard. 1661 lx)VELL Hist. Anim. *
Min. 73 The skinn being pulled off, the flesh larded, & stuck

,

with cloves, may be rosted. 1741 Cotnpl. Fant.-Piece 1. ii.

136 Plea your Hare, and lard it with liacon. 1769 Mks.
|

RaffaI.ii Eng. Honsckpr. (1778) 127 Take three young
ducks, lard them down each side ihe breast. 1884 Girl's

\

Own Paper June 4^1, 1 Nearly all lean meat may he larded
with advantage.

1 2. To enrich with or as with fat ; to fatten.

(Cf. Ekl.\ki>.) Obs.

1579 S^enskr S/uph. Cat. Feb. no A goodly Oake ..

Whilome had bene the King of the field,. .And with his nuts

j

larded many swine. 1596S11AKS. 1 Hen. //',! i.u. 116 FalstarTe

,
sweates to death, and I^ards the leane eanh as he walkes
along. 1607 — Timon IV. iii. 12 It is the Pastour Lards the
Brothers sides,The want that makes him leane. i6o7I>kkk:ek

j

Whore Babylon Wks. 1873 IL 221 This lards me fat with
laughter. 1621 Burton Anat. Mel. Democr. to Rdr. (1651)7
They lard their lean books with the fat of others works.
16*4 Sanderson Serm. I. 184 Thou hast larded thy leaner
revenues with fat collops sacrilegiously cut out of the sides
or flanks of the church, a 1661 Fuller Worthies ( 1840) 1 1 1.

240 [Wheat-earsJ Naturally larded with lumps of fat. a 1687

J

Cotton Noon Quatrains Poems (1689) 235 l he lagging Ox
is now unbound, From larding the new turn'd-up ground,

t b. intr. for rejl. or pass.

1612 [see Larding ppl. a.\.

3. trans/. To slick all over with ; to cover, line,

or strew urith. -Obs. or arch.

1543 Sir J. Wallof in State Papers IX. 457 Divers of the
Frenchemen's horse killed, and well larded with arrows. I

1590 Maki owe Edw. It, 1. iv, He weares a short Italian
hooded cloake, Larded with pearle. 1602 Shaks. Ham. iv. v.

37 White his Shrow'd as the Mountaine Snow . . larded with
sweet flowers. 1611 Sfeeo Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xv. § 55 Their
sides were altogether larded with arrowes. 1631 H. Shirley
Mart. Souldier 11. i. in Bullen O. PL I. 190 A Soldado Cas-
sacke of Scarlet, larded thickc with Gold l^ace. 1641 Milton
Reform, n. (1851) 70 His Navall mines that have larded our
Seas, a 1658 Cleveland Times 13 A Land.. Larded with
Springs, and fring'd with curled Woods. 1843 Lytton Last
Bar. 1. ii, Larding himself with sharp knives and bodkins.

1565 Jewel Def. Apol. {161 1) 407 Yee thought it good,
thus to lard the same, by a proper Parenthesis. 1660 tr.

Atnyratdns' Treat, cone. Retig. 111. iii. 362 His gross follies

wherewith he hath larded and strewed it. 1687 Settle A* 5/7*.

Dryden 81 But to lard his gross oversights with some more
pardonable mistakes.

4. To intersperse or garnish (speech or wriling)

with particular words, expressions, ideas, etc. ; to

interlard.

1549 Compl. Scot. Prol. to Rdr. 16, I thocht it nocht
necessairtil hef fardit ande lardit this tracteit vitht exquisite
termis, 1581 Sidney Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 53 They say, the
L»rtck,is larded with passionate Sonnets. 1598 Shaks. Merry
W. tv. vi. 14 The mirth whereof, so larded with my matter,

That neither (singly) can be manifested Without the shew
of both. 1601 — Ham. v. it. 20 An exact command, Larded
with many seuerall sorts of reason. #1661 Fuller Wor-
thies xxiv, Monkes began to lard the lives of their Saints

with lies. 41677 Barrow Serm. Wks. 1716 I. 158 How
mean a skill to lard every sentence with an oath. 170a Eng.
Xheophrast. 52 A few modish lewd words to lard his Dis-
course with. 41797 H. Walpole Mem. Geo. II (1847) !.

xiL 404 Lord Egmont . . always larded . . his speeches with
speculative topics of government. 1823 Scott Quentin D. x,

Unable to refrain from larding them with interjections of
s

surprise. 1837 Howrrr Rur. Life (1862) 1. iv. 39 Their

'

conversation was larded and illustrated with the phraseology
of their own favourite pursuit.

LARDER.

5. To smear or cover with lard or fat ; to grease.

rare.

c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. 1. 436 Vp walle hit eucry side In
lyke maner, eek larde it. 1740 Somerville Hobbinolw. 306
His Buff Doublet, larded o'er with Fat Of slaughter'd
I irutes. 1842 Tennyson Will 11 'aterproofxx viti, Old boxes,
larded with the steam Of thirty thousand dinners.

t 6. intr. To ooze with laid or faL Obs, rare.

1577 Hanmer Anc. Eccl. Hist. (1650) 161 His whole body
larded and distilled much like unto.. melting wax.
7. trans. To adulterate with lard.
1886 Pall Mall G. 20 Sept. 3/1 The Mahommedans fear

that their ghee may be larded."

Lard, obs. form of Lairo, L< kf>.

Lardacein (la.id^*s/,in). Chem. [f. as next

+ -ix.] A nitrogenous substance found deposited
tinder morbid conditions in certain minute arteries

and tissues of the body.
1873 Rai.ff. Phys. Chem. 10 The so called amyloid sub-

stance or lardacein. 1890 Athenaeum 15 Mar. 344/1 The
substance, .may perhaps be allied tu lardacein.

Lardaceous (lajd^-Jas), a. Med. [f. Lard
sb. + -aceous.] Of the nature of or resembling
lard ; containing lardacein

;
spec, applied to a form

of degeneration characterized by the formation ol

lardacein; also said of the patient.

1822 lUactciV. Mag. XII. 526 The body when choked and
obstructed by this lardaceons incumbrance. 1873 T. H,
Green Introd. Pathol, (ed. 2) 59 Amyloid degeneration, .is

often known as the lardaceous, or waxy change. 1876
Duhring D/s. Skin 434 A solid, fatty, lardaceous deposit
beneath the epidermis. 1897 A llbuit's Syst. Med. IV. 409
It was not known when he began to be lardaceous.

Larda city. rare. Lardaceous condition.

1897 Atlbiilt'sSyst. Med. 111. 276, 1 have often thought that

temporary suppuration may produce temporary lardacity.

Lardarie, -ary, var. Lardhy Obs.

*I*arded (1 a-jded ),///- a. [f. Lard v. + -edL]
Stuffed with fat bacon ; smeared with lard, greased.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 288/1 Laardyd, tardatns. 1570
Levins Manip. 49/25 Larded, lardo adifiatus. a 1700
Dhydf.n Iliad 1. Fables (1700) igt Larded Thighs on loaded

Altars laid. 1709 Aouison Tatter No. 148 f 9 A lardtd

Turkey. 1724 Ramsay Health 67 The larded peacock, and
the tarts de tnoy. 1784 Cowter Task iv. 642 As smart
above As meal and larded locks can make him. 1821 Clark
r ill. Minstr. 1. 43 To hunt the pig, As soapt and larded

through the crowd he flies. 1837 Dickens Pickw. xiv,

There's a very nice ham.. and a beautiful cold larded fowl.

1862 Eraser's Mag. July 42 The application of a hot iron

to his ' larded ' feet.

Lardeous (la*jd/,os), a, rarc—°. [(. mod.L.

lardeus, f. lardum L.\Rl> : see-ous.] Lardaceous.

1855 in Mayne Expos. Lex.

Larder 1 (laMdsj). Forms; 4, 7 lardere, 5, 7
latdre, 5 lardar, -yr e, -ure, laardere, lardder,

lardtire, (6 lawder), 7 Sc. lairder, 4- larder.

[a. OF. tardier, AF. larder med.L. lardariuvi,

f. lardum Lard sb. Cf. OF. lardoir> lardotter

' garde-manger '.]

1. A room or closet in which meat (? ortg. bacon)

and other provisions are stored.

c 1305 St. Kenelm 236 in E. E. P. (1862) 54 J>e} his larder

were ne} ido & his somer lese lene. c 1330 R. Bkunne Chron.
(i8to) 28 Alle Nortbwales he set to treuage hie. Tuenti

pounde of gold be jere . .& per to fyue hundreth kie ilk 3ere to

his lardere. c 1340 Cursor M. 4688 (Trin.) Moo ben a bousande
seleres Filled he wip wynes..And larderes \GStt. lardineris)

w ib sal t flesshe. 1390-1 Ea * I Dtrfy^s Exped.{ Camden)60 Pro
ligno et clauis per ipsum einptis ibidem pro la lardre. c 1440

Promp. Parv 288/1 Laardere, lardarinm. 1468-9 Durham
Acc. Rolls (Surtees) 92, 1 axe pro Ie lardar. 1541 Act 33
Hen. VIII c. 12 § 13 The serieant of the larder for the

time being ot the same household. 1567 M aplet Gr. Forest

105 Espying hir time when and how she may come to the

Lawder or Vittailehouse. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, v. iv. 5

Good M. Porter I belong to th" Larder. 1644 D. Home Hist.

Douglas 28 This Cellar is called yet the Douglas Lairder

icf. Lardinek i. 1375]. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) I.

378 The hen gratifies her desires in hatching and breeding

up chickens Tor the larder. 1784 Cowper Task n. 615 Dress

drains our cellar dry, And keeps our larder lean. 1838

Prescott Ferd. <$• Is. (1846) III. xx. 266 The larders of

Savona were filled with the choicest game. 1858 R. S.

Surtees Ask Mamma lxx. 3x1 The whole repast bespoke

the exhausted larder peculiar to the end of the week. 1877
Mrs. Forrester Mignon I. 50 Utterly unmindful of the

probable condition of the larder at home.

b. transf. and Jig. Something serving as a store-

house.
1623 Lisle Mljric on O. $ N. Test. Ded. 34 Forth, Taw,

Cluyd, Terns, Severne, H umber, Trent, And foure great

Seas, your Larders be for I^ent. 186^ J. S. Harford
Recoil. W, Wilberforce 195 It {the antediluvian mammoth)
had only been hanging in Nature's larder for the last five

thousand years. 1877 Mrs. Oliphant Makers Flor. viii.

220 His table became the larder and patrimony of the poor.

1 2. fig. Chiefly in phr. to make larder of: to

turn into meat for the larder ; to bring to Ihe

slaughter-house, hence, to slaughter; to larder,

to the slaughter-house. Also oceas. simply »
slaughter. Obs.
a 1330 Otuel 1 1 29 Al the Ktnges ost. .maden a foul larder.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter lxxxii. 10 Zebee, that is, swilke bat

pe deuyl makis his lardere of. C1380 Wyclif Eng. Wks,
(1880) 251 Prelatis court is bat ben dennys of beues &
Iarderis of helle. 1387-8 '1*. Usk Test. Low it. xiv. (Skeat)

1. 13 Thus drawen was this innocente, as an oxe to the

larder. 1390 Gower Conf. III. 124 Than [in November) is

the larder of the swine, c 1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.) 7228 Of

i
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oon he hoped larder to make, c 1450 Merlin 337 The
knyghtes of the rounde table made soche lardure thourgh

the telde as it hadde ben shepe strangeled with wolves.

3. attrib. and Comb. : larder-beetle, an insect

which devours stored animal foods, Dermestes

lardarius (Cent. Diet.) ; larder-fly, ? the same

;

t larder-house = sense 1 ; + larder-silver, some

kind of manorial dues (cf. larding money).

1836-9 Tood Cycl. A nat. II. 872/2 In the maggot of the

*larder-flies . . the mouth is formed . . differently. 1390-1

Earl Derby*s Exped. (Camden) 24 Duobus vatettis pro

mundacione le *larderhous, vj d. 1460-1 Durham Acc.

Rolls (Surtees) 90 Pro le pavyng in le larderhouse. C1540

Hoorde The boteefor toLeme IS j b, The celler, the kytchyn,

the larderhowse with al other howses of offices, a 1568

Asciiam Scholem. 1. (Arb.) 45 This similitude is not rude,

nor borowed of the larder house. 1486-7 Bailiff's MS.
Acc. Duuster Boro\, De iiij* vj<1 de proficuis cujusdam con-

suetudinis vocati *ljarder sylver.

Hence La'rderless a., without a larder.

1852 Foro in O. Rev. Mar. 436 The barren larderless

venta.. without shelter or food for man or beast.

Larder 2
. [f. Lard v. + -ml.] One who lards.

1598 Fuorio, Lardatore, a larder, one that lardes meate.

LardereUite (laidere'loit). Mm. [Named

by Bechi, 1854, after Count F. de Larderel, who
owned the fumaroles where it was found.] Hydrous

borate of ammonium, occurring as a white powder.

1854 Amer. Jrnl. Set. XVII. 129 LardereUite .. dissolves

in hot water. 1868 Dana Mm. (ed. 5) 882 LardereUite .

.

Occurs at the Tuscan lagoons.

Larderer (laMderaj). [f. Larder + -er 1.

? after Cellarek.] One who has charge of a larder.

1483 Catli. Angl. 208/2 A lardercre, lardarius. 15..

ReguL Jlottseh. Earl Northutnb. (1770) 16^ That the saide

Clarks of the Kechinge . . faile not appoint the Larderer

ande Cooks. 1550 Bale Eng. Votaries 11. 64 b, The Kynge
had made.. an other Roger whyche was hys larderer, the

byshop of Herforde. 1577-87 Holinsheo Chron. III. 930/1

The lord Aburgauennie to be chiefe larderer. 16x1 Si*rkd

Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xiii. § 2 The Mannour of S. in Norfolke

was holden of the King by the seruice of Chiefe Larderer

at his Coronation. 1745 tr. Columella's Hnsb. xu. iii,

Such things as we make use of upon holidays, .these we
d liver ;d to the Larderer.

Larderie, -ery, var. Lardry Obs.

t Lardet. Obs. rare -°. [f. Lard sb. + -et.]

A small piece of bacon for larding meat.

1598 Florio, Lardegli, Lardelli, the pieces of larde, or

lardet that they put into rostemeate.

Iiardiform (la\idif£im), a. Med. [f. LardjA
+ -(i)form.] Resembling lard, Iardaceous.

i860 in Fowler Med. Voc. 1888 Syd. Soc.Lcx., Lardi-

form tissue, a term applied to a variety of scirrhous cancer

having the appearance of lard.

Lardine (la'jd/h). [f. L vrd sb. + -ike.] A
commercial name for an inferior substitute for lard.

1888 Grocer 20 Oct., 'Lardine', which is made from the

refuse of lard. 1895 Daily Nevus 8 May 8/6 Lardine con-

sisted of lard and cotton seed oil.

Lardiner (laudina-i). Forms: 4-5 larde-

ner(e, 4, 7, 9 lardiner, 5 -yner, lardnir, lard-

nare, 6 Sc. ladinar, ladner, laidner, 7 Se,

lairner. [a. AF. lardiner, an altered form (? after

gardiner Gardener ; for the form cf. vintner) of

larder% OF. tardier
y

f. lard : see Lard sb,]

+ 1. = Larder 1. north, and Sc. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 4688 (Gott.) Ma ban a thousand celers

Fild he wid wines..And Iardineris wid saltid fless. 1375
Barbour Bruce v. 410 Tharfor the men of that cuntre,

For sic thingis thar mellit were, Callit it ' the Douglas
lardenere \ c 1450 Holland Hoiulat 217 Quhill the lardnir

IMS. B. lardunl was laid, held he na houss. 14 . . Chaluier*

Ian Ayrc. 20 {Sc. Stat. I.), Item quhen pai opyn fische pai

hike nocht quheder bai be mesale fische or wane, bat js be

cause quhy na fischar suld mak lardnare. 1663 tnv. Ld.

J. Gordon s Furniture, Item, in the lairner, ane mat and
ane pair of blankets. 1710 Colvil Whig Supplic. 11. (1741)

94 His Wardrobe and his Buttery; His Lardner and his

Bibliotheck.

2. An official who has charge of a larder. Obs. exc.

as the title of an honorary office (see quot. 1887).
[13. . Liber Custumamm (i860) 474 Tenuj. .par le service

destre Chief Lardiner al Coronement nostre dit Seignur le

Roy.] 0400 Dogg Lardyner in Babees Bk. 358 Hoo so
maky3t at Crystysmas a dogge lardyner and yn March
a sowe gardyner, . .he schall neuer haue good larder ne fayre
gardyn. 1469 Househ. Ord. (1790) 93 To see the remaines
hadde into the lardre, and the lardener to be charged with
it. 1507 Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1844) !• 437 The fleschouris,

baxteris, brousteris, ladinaris. 1601 F. Tate Househ. Ord.
Edw. 11% 50 (1876) 34 Vsher of the larder,under the lardiner.

1610 Holland Camden''s Brit. 1. 473 Sculton . .was held by
this tenure, that the Lord thereof on the Coronation daie of
the Kings of England, should bee chiefe Lardiner. 1679
Blount Ane. Tenures 10. 1887 St. James's Gas. 25 Aug.
5/1 To the manor of Scoulton, in the county of Norfolk, is

attached the office of Chief Lardiner, whose duty it is on
the coronation day to attend to the provisions in the royal
larder.

1 3. attrib. in ladner time, the time when cattle

were slaughtered ; also (confused with Lade v.),

in t ladner ship, a freight or transport ship. Se.

1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Nisi. Scot. II. vin. 96 With
a ladner schip [L. navi oneraria] standeng thair be chance.
Ibid. II. ix. 237 Certane shipis callet ladner. 1805 in

Ramsay ScotI. $ Scotsmen in iZth Cent. (1888) II. ii. 69 The
laidner or slaughtering time was therefore an occasion of
mucb festivity. 1861 Smiles Lives Engineers 1 1. 97 Salted
beefand mutton, which was stored up at ladner time, betwixt
Michaelmas and Martinmas, for the year's consumption.

Vol. VI.

Larding (laudirj), vhl. sb. [f. Lakd v. + -inu 1
.]

I
The action of the verb Laud; the preparation of

,
meat for cooking by inserting pieces of fat bacon,

f Rarely concr. Fat, grease, unguent.
r 1440 Promp. Parv. 288/1 Laardynge, lardacio. 1583

Stanvhlrst /Ends 111. (Arb.) 79 Soom feloes naked with
larding smearye hebasted. n6*45 Howell Lett. (1650) I.

v. xxxviii. 174 He is also good at Larding of meat after the

mode of France. 1736 Bailey llovsh. Diet. 376 Larding is

done with slips of bacon which must be cut small and of

a convenient length according to the meat or fowl that you
would lard. 1884 Girls' Own Paper June 491/1 Larding is

one of the advanced operations in cooLery.

b. Jig. (See Lakd v.)

1674 N. Fairfax Bulk <y Selv. To Rdr., The Larding of
Latine with High Dutch. 1687 Settle Rejl. Dryden 22

j

l'le..with Larding of part Quibble, and part Sophistry
imitate his way of arguing.

c. altrib. and Comb., larding-bacon, bacon
used in the culinary operation of larding; \ lard-

ing money (see quot.) ; larding-needle, -pin,

f -priek, f -stick, pointed instruments with which
the meat is pieiced and the bacon inserted in the

process of larding meat.
1884 Girls' Own Paper June 491^ *Larding bacon is

sold by many dealers. 1670 I3i.ou.nt Law Diet. (1^91),
*Larding-money, in the Manour of liradford in Com. Wilts,

the Tenants pay to the Marquis ofWinchestor, their Land-
lord, a small yearly Rent by this Name. 1870 Wame's Every-
day Cookery 23 *Larding needle, made with split ends, like

a cleft stick, to receive strips of fat bacon. 1598 Florio,
Lardaruola, a lardrie, a larder, a *larding pinne. 1693
Loud. Gaz. No. 2853/4, 1 Orange Strainer. 1 Larding Pin.

1697 tr. C'tess D'Annoys Trav. 11706)201 Don Augnstin in-

treated me also, to let him have some of my Larding-Pins.

1796 Mrs. Glasse Cookery v. 60 Put the bacon through
and through the beef with the larding-pin. 1845 [see

Lardon]. 1611 Cotgr., Larder,., to pricke, or pierce, as
with a "larding pricke. 1580 Hollyhand Treas. Er. Pong,
Vne Lardoire, a *larding sticke. i6n Cotgk., Lardoire,
a larding sticke, or pricke. 1694 Mottel'x Rabelais iv.

xxix. (1737) 120 lie's the most industrious Larding-stick

and Skewer- maker.

La rding,///, a. [f. Labdv. + -I»u *] Fat-

tening (in trans, and intr. senses).

1612 Drayton Poly-olb. xiv. 108 Th' unweldy larding

swine his mawe then having fild. ^1630 in Kisdon Surv.
Devon § 308 (1810) 315 Our lofty tower'd trees.. Did to the

savage swine let fall their larding mast.

Lardite (laudait). Mm. [ad. mod.L. lard-

Ties (Wallerius, 1778), f. lardum 'see Lard sb.)

;

its earlier Fr. name was * pierre de lard \] j a. A
:
synonym of Steatite, b. A synonym of Faooditk.
1796 Kikwan Elem. Miu. (ed. 2) 1. 153 Indurated Steatites.

Lardites of Wallerius. 1814 Allan Min. Nojt/cn. 46 .Stea-

tite .. Lardite. 1868 Das'a Min. (ed. 5) Gen. Index 817/2
Lardite, v. pagodite.

T LaTdlet. Obs. rare- 0
, [f. Lard sb. + -let.]

A small piece of bacon for larding meat.

1659 Torriano, Spioccan\ to lard birds with lardlets.

Lardon (Ia-jd3n),lard00il (lajd/?n). Coo&cry.

Also 5 lardun. [a. F\ lardon (= It. fan/one),

f. lard : see Lard sb.] One of the pieces of bacon or

, pork which are inserted in meat in the process of

larding.

c 1450 [see Lardiner i]. 1653 Urquhart Rabelais 11. xiv,

The lardons or little slices of bacon, wherewith I was stuck,

kept off the blow. 1658 tr. Bergerac's Satyr. Char. xxv.

92 A lumpe of Veale that struts about upon its lardons.

1747 Mrs. Glasse Cookery To Rdr., When I bid them lard

a Fowl, if I should bid them lard with large Lardoons, they

would not know what I meant : Hut when I say they must
lard with little Pieces of Bacon, they know what I mean.

1845 Eliza Acton Mod. Cookery (ed. 2) 167 The lardoons.

.

must be drawn through with a large larding-pin. 1884

Girls' Own Paper June 491/1 The process of inserting slips

of bacon, called lardons, into lean meat by means of a

larding-needle.

Lardose (laud£»s). Obs. exc. Hist. Also 6

laordose. [?a. F. Vardoise {ardoise slate, with

prefixed article).] The name given to the screen

at the back of the high altar of Durham cathedral.

1593 Ane. Mon. Rites, etc. Durham (Surtees) 6 Betwixt the

said High Altar and St. Cuthbert's Feriture is all of French

Peere . . with faire Images of alabaster being most finely

gilted, beinge called in the antient history the Laordose

[ed. 1672 Lardosej, the said curious workmanshipp of French

Peere or Laordose reachinge in hight almost to the middle

vault 1838 Britton Diet. Archit., Lardose, a corruption

of the French term Varriere dos, employed to^ designate

the high altar-screen of Durham Cathedral. 1850 in Parker
Gloss. Terms Archit.

t La'rdry. Obs. Forms: 6-7 lardery,-erie,

lardarie, -y, lardrie, -y. [ad. OF. larderie^ f.

lard\ see Lard sb. and -ery.] «= LardeuI 1.

1538 Leland /tin. 1. 55 The 4 [Tower] contelnith the

Botery, Pantery, Pastery, Lardery, and Kechyn. 1594
Barnfield Aff. Sheph. 11. xiv, Then will 1 lay out all my
Lardarie (Of Cheese, of Cracknells, Curds and Clowted-

creame). 1598 Florio, Carnaio, Cartiario, a lardrie or place

to hang and keepe meate in. 1631 Weever Anc. Funeral
Mon. 630 Clarke of the Kings Ritchin, and keeper of his

Lardarie. 1661 Cowley Adv. Exper. Philos. in Verses %
Ess. (1669) 45 That it contain the Kitchin, Butteries, Brew-

house, Bakehouse, Dairy, Lardry, Stables, &c.

attrib. 1649 in E. B. Chancellor Hist. Richmond (1885)

91 One little Gallery above-stayrs, used for the Pantry and
Larderie men.

lardy (laudi), a. [f. Lard sb. + -y.] Full

of or containing lard ; fat.

1881 Oxfordsh. Gloss. Suppl., Lardy cake, lard cake.

Also Fatty-cake. 1888 R. Dowling Miracle Gold I. v. 98
The pallid, lardy, stolid face of the publican. 1892 Daily
Neivs 23 Dec. 5/6 A quality of lean and nutritious flesh

much superior to the lardy bacons which come from foreign

countries.

Lardy-dardy (laMdidaudi), a. slang. [Cf.

La-di-da.] Characteristic of an affected swell

;

j

languidly foppish.

1861 Miss Bradoon Trail Serpent iv. vi. 227 VouVe not

much good, my friend, says I, wiih your lardy-dardy ways,
and your cold-blooded words, whoever you are. 1874
Punch 14 Mar. iog/i Thi-. only when the lardy-daidy swells

are present. 1887 Illustr. Loud. Xnvs 15 Oct. 4.18 The
modern 4 lardy-dardy ' school [of acting].

Hence Lardy-dardy v. inlr., to act ihe swell,

to 'do the la-di-da

1887 Sims Mary Jane's Mem. 58 Other men were lardy-

dardying about, .enjoying themselves.

t Lare J
. Obs. rare ~\ [ad. L. tarns.] ? A sea-

gull.

1388 Wyclif Lev. xi. 16 A strucioun, and n\5t crowe,

a lare, and an hauke hi his kinde.

t Lare -. Obs. [Of obscure origin : ? connected

with Lathe sb.z] A turner's lathe.

161 1 Cotgk., 'Ponrnoir, a Turne, turning wheele, or
• Turners wheele, called a Lathe or Lare. 1684 R. Waller
• Xat. Exper. 75 To take the Lump of Ice out whole, we
made a small crease round it, where by putting it again in

1 the Lare, it might be cut in two in the midst, /bid. 77.

Lare : see Lair, Layer, Lokk.

Laree: see Lamn.
Larel, obs. form of Laurel.

+ Iiarew. Obs. Also 1 lareow, rifirow,

laruu), 2 lareaw. [OK. lardoiv, for * liir-ftozv

I

(whence ME. LoiiTHEW .] A teacher.

cgoo tr. Bsedds Hist. in. xriii. [x.xtw] (i3qo) 240 He hafde
I arest Triimha;re hiscop him to lareoue. c gSP Lhidisj.

Gosp. John iii. 2 La laruu uu uuton f>aette from (lode cm
^ecuome laruu. c 1050 \'oc. in "SVr.-Wulcker 390/35 Do^mu-
tista, lareow. «ii7S Cott. /lorn. 241 Ur hlaford Sanctis

I paulus..is beoden lareaw. t 1200 Oumin* 7233 lii^kopes-

& larewess.

Large (lajdg\ a., adv.. and sb. Forms: 4-7

larg, 6 largue, Se. lairg, lairge, lerge, 6-7

Tardg(e. 2- large, [a. V. large, now chiefly in

the sense * broad, wide' :— L. larga, fern, of targets

abundant, copious, bountiful, profuse. The tnase.

largns gave OF. tare, larg (whence MK. lari;.

liirt>ite)
t
but these forms were ultimately supplanted

by the fern, form large : though in nautical sense?.

mod.F. has largue masc. and fern., adopted from

southern dialects. Cf. Lr. larg, targtte, broad,

Sp., l'g. largo long, It. largo wide.]

A. adj.

1 1. 1. l iberal in giving; generous; bountiful,

munificent
;

open-handed. Also, libeial in ex-

penditure, prodigal, lavish. (Cf. Fool-large.)

j

Const, of, in. Obs.

£•1175 Lamb. Horn. i43.pe lar.^e Men and pemildc Men.

.

sculen heon icleoped on be fader riht hakie. a 1225 Ancr.

R. 430 Se uorS ase 5e muwen of drunch and of mete and of

cloS, . . heoS large touward ham [servants], pauh ;e pe

neruwure beon and te herdure to ou suluen. 13.. Guy
ll'anu. iAJ 1265 He was large, curteys, and fre. 1375
IUrhour Bruce xi. 148 The landis of Scotland deh he then

Of othir niennis landis large wes he. c 1386 Lhalckk Pars.

T. f 391 To be liberal, that is to seyn, lnrge by mesure.

( a 1420'HoccLEVE De Reg. Priuc. 1 ,93 She I Fortune] lovethe

yonge folk and large of despence. c 1450 Merita 150 Vef
euer ye haue be large of yeftes here before, loke now tliat

ye be larger hensforth. 1470-85 Malory Arthur v«. vii,

Syre knyghte thou art ful lai ge of my hors and my harneys,

I Iete the wete it coste the nonghte. c 1500 Lancelot 1765

F.eith larg and iffis frely of thi thing. 153° Palsor. 317, 1

j

Large in expence, prodiguc. 1553 G ki maldk Cicero's OJlices

n. (1558) go That other kinde of largegiuing whiche proceedes

of liberalitie. 1593 Suaks. 2 Hen. V/, 1. i. 11 The poore

King Reignier, whose large btyle Agrees not with the lean-

nesse of his purse. 1664 J. Wilson Cheats v. iii. Drain.

\Vks. (1874) 93 Indeed 1 won't ! You have been large to me
already. [Jolly would press money upon him.} 1688

Drydkn Britannia Rediv. 86 Large of his treasures.

absol. 13 . . K.A lis. 2054 Theo large geveth ; the nythyng
I lourith. 1484 Caxton Fables ofsEsop v. xii. < 1889^ 170 And
,

therefore more despendeth the nygard than the large.

II. Ample, wide, great.

1 2. Ample in quantity
;

copious, abundant.

Obs.
;
merged in sen?e 8.

The early instances referring to gifts or alftis may belong

to sense r. . „

a ji2$Ancr. R. 168 Noble men & wummen raakie3 large

relef. a 1240 Ureisun in Cott. Horn. 187 Hwet dep penne

bi blod isched on pe rode, hwet dep penne pe large broc of

bi softe side, a 1300 Cursor M. 3964 Iacob fan sent him

of his aght Giftes large, a 1400-50 Alexander 602 Large

lyonslocki.s pat lange ere and scharpe. C1425 Lydc. Assembly

of Gods 2067 That to dyscerne 1 purpose nat to deele So

large by my wyll hit longeth nat to me. 155a Htloet,

Large, aboundaunt or plentyfull, affluent. 1578 Timme
Calvin on Gen. 161 This. .ofTereth unto us, large matter of
bewailing our misery. 1582 N. T. (Rhem.) Mark. xii. 40

These shall receive larger judgement [Vulg. prolixius

judicium; 161 1 greater damnation]. 1599 Hakluyt Voy.

II. L 31 The kings of France and England gaue large money
towards the maintenance of the army. 1635 R. N. Camden s

Hist. Eliz. 1. an. 9. 67 She gave them large thanks. 1667

Milton P. L. v. ^58 And we have yet large; day, for scarce

the Sun Hath finisht half his journey.

1 3. Ample in spatial extent ;
allowing plenty of
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room j spacions, roomy, capacious. Obs. ;
merged

in sense 8.

a 1225 Ancr. A*. 18 Makied on owcr mube mil tc bume
a creoiz, & et ' Deus in adjutorium a large creoiz mit be
\>\eo vinir « vrom abuue be vorheaued dun to be breoste.

f 1330 R. liBUNNE Chron. (1810) I. 144 Large er bo landes,

bat his eldres wonnen. 138a Wyclif Heb. ix. 11 Forsoth
CtVx beynge a bischop of good is to comynge [entride] bi

a larger and perfiter tabernacle IL. amplius et fier/ectius].

1330 Gower Con/. 111. 27 He seeth her front is large and
pleine Withoute frounce of any greine. c 1400 Dcstr. Troy
10389 Olofte for to lenge in his large sete. 1526 Pilgr. Per/.

(W. de W. 1531) 2b, The byrde in a cage, be the cage.,

neuer so large and hye, can not be contented or quyete.

1530 Palsgr. 237/2 Large grounde, covrtil Ibid. 31 7/1

Large wyde and brode, spacieux, article. 1604 E. G[rim-

Stone] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies v. xvii. 373 They retired

themselves into a large place, where there were many lights.

1697 Dryoen Virg. Ceorg. iv. 531 Two Golden Horns on
his large Front he wears.

t b. Const, of.

c 1340 Cursor M. 22322 (Fairf.) A mikil man of stature

heyc & large of face. ^1400 Maundev. (1839) v. 43 So is

the Contree large of Lengthe. 1535 Coverdale AW;, vii.

4 As for y* cite, it was large of rowmc, and greate.

c. fig. Of the ' heart ' : Capacious. Cf. 6.

In the earliest instances the expression is a literal transla-

tion from the Heb., where 'heart' means intellect.

1535 Coverdale i A7«£-5-iv.29Godgaue Salomon maruelous
greate wyszdome and vnderstondinge, and a large hert.

1667 Milton P. L. 1. 444. That nxorius King, whose heart

though large, Heguil'd by fair Idolatresses, fell To Idols foul.

1686 Waller H. R.H. Mother to Pr. Orange Poems 244 Tho
streighter Bounds your Fortune did confine, In your large

Heart was found a wealthy Mine. 1876 Blackie SongsRelig.

<y Li/e 228 The brain by knowledge grows, the heart Is

larger made by loving.

1 4. Extensive in transverse dimension ;
— Broad

a. 1, lb. [The usual sense in mod. Fr.] Often
in phrase long and large, for which wide and
large sometimes occurs. Obs.

1377 Langl. P. Pi. IS. xvm. 45 Kothe as longe and as
j

large bi loft and by grounde. £-1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) I

v. x6 It es nere hand a c. cubites large. 1500-20 Dunrar r

Poems Ixxii. 49 Ane croce that was baith large and Iang, To
beir thai gaif lhat blessit Lord. 1578 Lyte Dodoetis 1. viii.

15 The great Clote hath leaves very large and long. 1599
Abp. Abbot J)escr. World {1634) 281 The Spaniards.,
entered Florida . . and there conquered a thousand miles
wide and large. 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. xxxviii.

152 Three hundred ladders made, very strong, and so large,

that three men might easily mount up on them a front. 1667
Milton P. L. 1. 195 His other Parts .. extended long and
large Lay floating many a rood. Ibid. iv. 223 Southward

j

through Eden went a River large. 1709 Blair in Phil.
Trans. XXVII. 141 Two Tusks 2$ Spans large, and 8 foot
long. 1715 Leoni Palladia's Archit. (1742) I. 78 The
Ways ought to be .. so large, that Carriages and Horses be
no hindrance to each other when they meet.

f 5. With definite measures of space and time,
{

indicating the full or rather more than the full

quantity : = Good A. 20. Obs.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. x. 162 Leue him on thi left halue
a large myle or more. 1529 Malory's Arthur x. Ixiv, They
fought., two large houres and neuer brethed them, 1678
Loud. Gaz. No. 1315/1 At Bucken, a large LeBgue from
Friburg. 1707 Ibid. 4336/7 As to the Breadth of the Chanel,
it is a large half Mile. 1737 tr. Le Comic's Mem. <$• Rent.
China iii. 79 The steps . . being almost all 10 large inches high, i

fb. Of the time of day: Fully come, full. Obs.
c 1386 Chaucer Sqr.'s T. 352 They slepen til that it was

pryme large, c 1470 Henrv Wallace rv. 223 Thir men went
furth as it was large mydnycht.
6. Of immaterial things: Wide in range or

capacity
; comprehensive, extensive, capacious.

a 1300 Cursor M. 93 Mater fynd 5e large and brade? 1340
Ham pole Pr. Consc. 3915 Bot alle bis dett may bar be qwytt
Thurgh large pardon, wha-swa has itt. C1400 ApoL Lolt. 8
A feibful curat owib to notify to his sugets, were is pardoun,
sikirar, largar, & for les price, to be bout to his sogets. 1500
Galivay Arch, in 10M Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 391
In as ampull and lardg manner as we grauntid to anny other
ffreman. <? 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. IV 15 b, Exhortyng
them with large promisses and flatteryng wordes. 1560 Daus
tr. Sleidane's Comm. 239 b, I wyH sende Ambassadours to the
assemhlye with large commission. 1595 Shaks. John 1. L
88 Doe you not read some tokens of my sonne In the large
composition of this man? x6o6 — Tr. <$• Cr. 1. iii. 223 Fair
leaue and large security. 1667 Milton P. L. xti. 305 From
imposition of strict Laws, to free Acceptance of large Grace.
1704 Swift Median. Operat. Spir. Misc. (171 1) 296 A large
Memory, plentifully fraught with Theological Polysyllables.
a 1715 Burnet Own Time (1724) I. 179 It was resolved, that
whatever should be granted . .should go in so large a manner,
that Papists should be comprehended within it. 1730-46
Thomson Autumn 280 Vernal suns and showers Diffuse
their warmest, largest influence. 1738 Wesley Ps. cxvi. v,
How good Thou art, How large thy Grace ! 1778 Sir J.
Reynolds Disc. viii. (1876) 450 Notions large, liberal and
complete. 1779-81 Johnson L. P., Smith, His memory was
large and tenacious. 1784 Cowper Task 1 11. 423 No portion
left That may disgrace his art, or disappoint Large expecta-
tion. 1793 Burke Policy A Hies Wks. VII. 176, 1 speak of
policy too in a large light ; in which large light, policy too
is a sacred thing. 184a Tennyson Locksley Hall n 1

Vearning for the large excitement tbat the coming years
would yield. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. i. I. 106 A good
reason for giving large powers to a trustworthy magistrate.
a 1859 Ibid. xxiii. (1861) V. 91 The English Government ..

had been willing to make large allowance for Berwick's
peculiar position. 1885 Sir N. Lindley in Laio Times Rep.
LI I. 319/2, 1 think the language is large enough to include
them. 1886 Law Times LXXXI. 172/1 The court had a
large discretion as to the joinder of parties.

b. Of persons, with reference to some specified
attribute or action. Const, in, of. Cf. sense 1.

74

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Theodera 220 J)u art larg of cheryte.

1574 Hellovves Gueuara's Fatn. Ep. U577) 63 It is not
a lust thing to be large in sinning, and snort in praying.
161a T. Taylor Comm. Titus iii. 1 When Paul would be
large in commending the Church of the Romanes, be
affirmeth they were full of goodaessc. 1672 Wilkins Nat.
Relig. 326 To be generous and large in their well-wishing
and tbtir well-doing. 1883 F. M. Pearo Contrad. xxvi, He
was large in his offers of friendship towards a young nephew
of Mr. Pritchard's.

c. With reference lo artistic treatment : Broad.
1782 Sir J. Reynolds Disc. x\. (1876) 28 In his colouring

he was large and general.

7. Of discourse, narrative, or literary Ireatment

:

Ample, copious, lengthy. Now rare.

1477 Marc Paston in P. Lett. No. 799 111. 193 The
large comunycacyon that dyvers tymes hathe ben had
towchyng the maryage of my cosyn Margery, .and my son
Iohn. 1526 Tindale Acts xx. 2 When he had gone over
those parties, and geven them large exhortacions, 1577
Frampton Joy/nl Ne7vs n. (1596) 80 Of many others which
shoulde bee verie large to speake of. x6» R. Hawkins
Voy. S. Sea 131 It were large to recount the voyages and
worthy enterprises overthrowne by this pollicie. 1655
Stanley Hist. Pkilos. 11. (1701) 65/1 Plutarch, hath this
large Discourse upon it. 1675 Temple Let. to Chas. II
Wks. 1731 11. 344 Since the Prince's Return, I have had
two large Discourses with his Highness. 1685 Wood Life
13 Apr., Mr. Wyatt spake a large speech by hart. 1705
Hearne Collect. 23 July (O.H.S.) I. 13 Mr. Milles writ
a large reply. 1756-82 J. Warton Ess. Pope (ed. 4) I. ii. 49
These observations on Thomson.. would not have been so
large if there had been already any considerable criticism on
his Character, i860 Motley Netherl. (1868) 1. v. 273 He fell

into large and particular discourse with the deputies.

*f b. Of persons : Copious in writing or speech
;

diffuse, lengthy, prolix. Obs.
1605 Bacon Adv. Learn, it. xviii. § 8 (1873) i8t Antiihcta

are theses argued pro et contra ; wherein men may be more
large and laborious. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 108
My intent is to bee largest in relation of those things which
are not in the Scriptures. 1618 Bolton Floncs (1636) Ded.,
He held it more honorable to be.. the first among briefe
writers than one among few in the large ones. 1668 Temi-lk
Let. to Ld. Arlington Wks. 1731 II. 82 The Marquis is

large in arguiag to me, that our Interest lies in a joint War.
1679 Penn Addr. Prot. it. App. (1692) 240, I could be very
large upon this point. 1711 Hearne Collect. (O.H.S.) HI.
136, I am afraid he will be much too large, tho' 'tis certain
w< he shall do will be very curious and learned. 1737
WinsTON Josephus,A tttiq. xn. vi.§ 3 He was very large in his
encomiums upon the young man. 1763 J. Brown Poetry q
Mtts. vi. in Homer is equal, large, flowing and harmonious;
Eschylus is uaeven, concise, abrupt and rugged. 1788
Priestley Led. Hist. iv. xxiii. 179 His work is an epitome
of the Roman History to his own times, upon which he is

more large.

8. In mod. Eng., a general designation for con-
siderable magnitude, used instead of greal when
it is not intended to convey the emotional impli-

cation now belonging to that word. (See Grkat
a. 6.) The more colloquial or less refined synonym
is big.

a. Of material objects. Also in phrases like

large oflimb — ' having large limbs
Not ordinarily said of persons; the occasional use of

expressions like 'a large man' is somewhat playful, the
notion being 1 taking up a great deal of room \ To say
'the larger (=' bigger') children' is admissible, if perh.
somewhat unusual, but the positive (and, indeed, the com.
parative in the singular) could not be similarly used.
In the earlier examples there may be some notion of the

sense 'ample'.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 288/1 Large, bey, longe, and semely,

Procerus. 1526 Tinoale6W. vi. 11 Beholdc how large a letter

I have written vnto you with myne awne honde. 1 1560 A.
Scott Poems (S.T.S.) ii. 135 Thow art moir lerg^ of lyth and
lym Nor I am, he sic thre. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. iv. L 4 While
L.kisse thy faire large earcs. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's
Hist. Scot. I. 46 In this toune is the Kingis castel baith
lairge and stark. 1611 Bible Mark xiv. 15 He will shew
you a large (Gr. fieya : earlier versions ' great '] vpper
roome furnished. 1667 Milton P. L. x. 529 Now Dragon
grown, larger than whom the Sun Ingenderd in the
Pythian Vale on slime. 1697 Dryoen Virg. Georg. iv. 805
A large Cluster of black Grapes. — AZneid x. 432 Great
Theron, large of Limb, of Gyant height. 1751 Affect. JVarr.
Wager 89 One of us killed a large Seal. .Such Hits as these
were but rare, and very far from affording Supplies. 1791
W. Bertram Carolina 10 These swamps are daily clearing
and improving into large fruitful rice plantations. 1803
Rapton Landsc. Gard, (1805) 21 We generally pronounce
that object large, the whole of which the eye cannot at
once comprehend. ^ 1816 J.Smith Panorama Sci. Art
I. 14 The large vice must be firmly fixed to the side of
the work-bench. 1837 Dickens Pickw. ii, A large lady
in blue satin. 1837 Mas. Sherwooo H. Milner 111. xvi.

323 An infant, and three or four larger children. 1840
Marryat Poor Jack i, He was a very large man, standing
six feet high. 1868 Lockyer Elem. Astrou. iii. § 16 (1879)
?>i At rising or setting, the Moon sometimes appears to be
arger than it does when high up in the sky. 1870 Dickens
E. Drood vi, * Is he a large man, Ma?' * I should call him
a large man, my dear, .but that his voice is so much larger '.

1895 Bookman Oct. 26/2 Plans . . should not be large folded
sheets, but single page plans of small districts, .with a key-
map. \*&Law Times Rep. LXXII1. 615/1 There were two
gates, one large one for carriages and the other a small one
for foot passengers.
absol. iS9S Shaks. John 11. i. 101 This little abstract doth

contawe tbat large, Which died in Geffrey.

b. Used in the specific names of objects lo
distinguish a kind or variety of greater size than
the ordinary ; also large-paper, a size of paper
used for a special or limited edition of a book,

LARGE.

having wider margins than tha^ of Ihe ordinary
edition ; also atIrib.

1 714 Lond. Gaz. No. 5225/3 The Price of the few large
Paper that are printed [will be] 40*. per Book in Sheets.
1727 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Minion, The large Minion, or one
of ihe largest si/e, has its bore 34 inch diameter, and is rooo
pounds weight. 1803 Dibdin Introd. Classics 11 note, The
large paper edition of this work is chiefly sought after. 1837
Macgillivray Withering's Brit. Plants ted. 4) 334 I^arge
While Helleborine. 1859 Stainton Brit. Buttet/lies
Moths II. 34 Geovtdra papiliottaria (Large Emerald). 1862
E. Newman Brit. Moths 11869) 299 The Large Nutmeg
(Mameslraanceps). 1878 Print. Trades Jrnl. xxv. 20 Large
post folio size. 1883 NVallem J'isli. Supply Norxvay 16 (Kish.
Exhib. Publ.) 'Large* or North-herring. 1896 Allbuit's
Sysi. Med. 1. 192 Fatty changes in the kidneys .. Large
white, and small white kidneys. Mod. The second edition
of the book is a large octavo.

C. Of collective unities, quantities, dimensions,
or any immaterial entity of which extensive as dis-

tinct from intensive magnitude can be predicated.
1526 Tindale Rev. xxi. 16 The length was as large as the

bredth of hitt. 1679 Penn Addr. Prot. 11. v. (1692) 135 [It]

is . . in a large Degree true among u*. 1751 Labelye
Westm. Br. 72 At the Commissioners Desire, and before a
very large Board, I had the Honour of explaining my
Method. 1823 De Quincev Lett. Ednc. ii. Wks. (i860)
XIV, 26 Forty years are not too large a period for such
a work. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. iii. 1. 325 It is certainly
now more than seven times as great as the larger-of these
two sums. Ibid. vii. II. 2:6 That party was not large ; but
the. .virtues of those who belonged to it made it respectable.
1881 Jowett Thucyd. I. 224 The simplicity which is so
large an element in a noble nature was laughed to scorn and
disappeared. 1895 R. L. Douglas in Bookman Oct. 22 '2

Louis [XIV] was in a large measure responsible for the
horrors of the Rcvojution. Mod. He made large profits on
some articles, but his business did not pay on the whole.

d. Of a movement, pace, etc. : Covering a good
exlent of ground at a step. (Cf. MS. 6.)
1-1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 117 He, bat yn

goynge, hauys his paas large and latly, welfare shall folwe
him yn all his werkys. 1719 De Foe Cn4Soe 1. xx. (1840)

358 As fast as we could make our horses go, which .. was
only a good large trot. 17. . in *

J. Larwood ' (L. R. Sadler)
Bk. Cleric. Anecd. (1871) 229 {A contemporary jouraalUt
describes Orator Henley as entering like a harlequin by
a door behind the pulpit, and] at one large leap jumping
into it, and falling to work.

+ e. rarely of actions or processes, with refer-

ence to degree.
1660 x Marvell Corr. xviii. Wks. 1872-5 II. 50 As I shall

haue more busynesse or more news, I shall giue you a
larger trouble. 1748 Anson's Voy. 11. xiii. 276 They.,
found every where so large a surf, that there was not the
least possibility of their landing.

f. Of a meal : Heavy, abundant (cf. 2). ? rare.

1748 Anson's Voy. 111. ii. 313 Having .. made a large beef
breakfast. 1890 Kipling Light that/ailed vi, After a large
lunch 1 hey went down to tbe beach.

g. Of sounds heard in auscultation : Full,

sonorous. Also of the pulse : Full.

iSm 34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 544 note, If a pulse
be both hard and large, it is a strong pulse also. 1898
Allbutt's Syst. Med. V. 10 To the first [class] belong the

large or sonorous, the small or sibilant, and the intermediate
or subsihilant rhonchi. Ibid. 142 The large, coarse, toneless

rattles produced by mucus and air in the trachea and
larger bronchi.

h. With an agent-noun or its equivalent : That
is engaged in the occupation or business implied
on a large scale.

1883 Manch. Exam. 29 Oct. 5/4 The largest calico printer

in the world. 1891 J. G. Paton Antobiog. 4 Large farmers
and small farmers. 189a Law Times XCII. 177/a A very
large oyster planter.

9. Of speech or manner : Pompous, imposing,

assuming airs of grandeur, * big \

1605 Shaks. Lear 1. i. 187 Vour large speeches, may your
deeds approue. 1818 Hallam Mid. Ages (1872) III. 153
The prerogative was always named in large and pompous
expressions. 1894 Hall Caine Manxman Hi. xx. 192
Caesar made a prolonged A-hm ! and said in a large way,
1 Has the carriage arrived ?

'

III. Not rigorous or restricted : lax, free.

[Developed from sense 3.]

1 10. Indulgent, lax ; not strict or rigorous. Obs.

1*1440 Jacob's Well xvi, 108 Takyng non hede of pi

wycked suspectys .
.' ne of bi consentyng to euyll, ne of

bi large conscyence. 1594 Mirr. Policy (1599) N ij, Kings
. . ought . . to be carefull, that they put not couetous men
& such as haue a large conscience in publick offices &
authority. 1604 Parsons 3rd Pt. Three Convers. Eng.

374 The King, vpon his first breach with the Pope, was
somewhat carelesse & large towards the protestants. 1609
Bible (Douay) x Sam. xxiv. Comm., A large conscience

sticketh at nothing. 1694 Strype Mem. Cranmer in.

xxxvi. 456 When King Henry was large towards the Protes-

tants, Cranmer was so also. 1733 Nral Hist. Pnrit. II.

245 If the Puritans were too strict in keeping Holy the

Sabbath, his Grace [Laud] was too large in his indulgence.

+ 11. Having few or no restrictions or limita-

tions ;
allowing considerable freedom. Also said

of persons with respect lo their thought or

action.

c 1510 Lytellgeste Robyn hode (W. de W.) vii. 108 Smyte
on boldely sayd R,obyn I gyue the large leue. a 1548 Hall
Chron., lien. IV xo It was concluded, that kyng Richard
should continew in a large prisone. 1635 R. N. Camden's
Hist. Eliz. in. an. 27. 267 Shee besought that she might be
kept in larger custody. 1671 Milton P. R. 1. 365 Leaving
my dolorous Prison I enjoy Large liberty to round this

Globe of Earth. x68o Conned. Col. Rcc. (1859) H 1. 299 Onr
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people in this Colony are, some strict Congregational! men,

others more large Congregationall men, and some moderate
Presbeterians. 1793 in Morse A titer. Geog. (1796) I. 274
General Baptists, .who hold Large Communion,

fb. Liberated, free. Const, of Obs. rare.

1600 Fairfax Tasso 1. Ixxxiv. 18 Of burdens all he set the

Paynims large.

T c. Of * circumstances ' : Easy. Obs.

1738 Neai. Hist. Purit. IV. 404 Many families who the

last week were in large circumstances, were now reduced to

beggary-

f 12. Of language : Used in a wide sense, loose,

inaccurate. Obs. rare.

c 1400 Lanfrancs Cirurg. 305 Cauterium is seid in ij.

maners, bat is to seie large & streit [L. cauterium dicitur

duolnts modis, large <$• stride], c 1449 Pecock Kefir. 1. xix.

116 In thilk maner oi vnpropre and large speche,in which it

may thou} vnpropirli be seid that [etc.].

fl3. Of speech, etc. : Free, unrestrained; (in

bad sense) lax, licentious, improper, gross. Obs.

c 1374 Chaucer Troylusv. 804 Sommenseyn he[Diomede]
was of tunge large. C1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. t. 73
{>ei seien bat Baptist was to harde, and Cristis lyfe was to

arge, but bei have f ainden a good mene. c 1400 Rom. Kos

4144 On me he leyeth a pitous charge, FJicause his tunge

was to large. C1401 Lydg. Flour Curtesye 157 Dredful
j

also of tonges that hen large. 1553 Grimalde Cicero s

Offices 1. (1558) 46 The very maner of our iesting muste not

he to large nor unsober. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado it. iii. 206

The man doth fear God, howsoeuer it seeme s not in him, by
some large ieasts hee will make. Ibid. iv. i. 53* 1 neuer

tempted her with word too large.

14. Naul. Said of a wind that crosses the line of

the ship's course in a favourable direction, esp. on

the beam or quarter. (Cf. F. vent largtte ; also

Free a. 13 b.)

1591 in Hakluyfs Voy. (1600) III. 491 When the wind
came larger we waied anchor and set saile. 1627 Capt.

Smith Seaman's Gram. ix. 44 When a ship sailes with

a large wind towards the land. 1669 Narborough in Acc.

Sev. Late Voy. 1. (1694) 8 As we got Southerly and the

Wind grew large, we might alter our Course when we
would. 1748 Anson's Voy. 11. vii. 213 As we had the wind

large, we kept in a good depth of water. 1769 Falconer
Diet. Marine (1780) Kk3D, The ships .. have the wind six

points large, or more properly on the quarter; which is con-

sidered as the most favourable manner of sailing, because

all the sails co-operate to increase the ship's velocity. 1831

in Kipping Sailmaking (ed. 2) 185.

IV. 15. Comb. a. Parasynthetic combinations, '

unlimited in number, as large-acred) -bayed
',
-bodied^

-boned, -brained\ -browed, -celled, -finned, -flewed,

-framed, -fronded, -grained, -headed, -ideaed, -leaved,

-limbed, -looked, -lugged, -moulded, -natured, -quar-

tered, -sized, -souled, -spaced, -thoughted, -utter-
|

anced, -viewed, -wheeled adjs. ; also large-bore,

-calibre, -scale, -type adjs. b. Combinations with

pa. pples., in which large is used as a complement, as
j

large-drawn, -grown, -made adjs. c. Special comb.:

large-eyed a., having a large eye or large eyes ;

'

characterized by wide open eyes ; large -greaveda.,

the specific epithet of the S. American tortoise

Podoetiemis expansa, having the legs protected by 1

large greave-like plates; large-lunged a. Path., I

characterized by enlargement of the lungs ; large-

minded a., having a liberal or generous mind
;

marked by breadth of ideas
;
taking a large view

|

of things; hence large-mindedness (in recent Diets.) ; I

large-mouth, a variety of the black bass, Micro-

pterus salmoides ; f large-parted a., of great paits
j

or talents. Also Large-handed, Large-hearted.
*737 PopE H°r' B^fiist. «• 240 Heathcote himself, and

such *large-acred men. 1612 Drayton Poly-olb. iii. 1 1 5 The
Marge-bay'd Barne. 1693 Drvden Persius (1697) 500 Such 1

as were to pass for Germans : . .
*Large Body'd Men. 1702

Lond. Gaz. No. 3849/4 A roan Gelding, . . large Body'd.

1854 H. Miller Sch. <t Schm. (1858) 320 A tall, large-

bodied, small-headed man. 1741 Richardson Pamela
(1824) 1. 84 A giant of a man . .

*large-boned and scraggy.

1859 Geo. Eliot A. Bcde i, A large-boned muscular man
ncarly'six feet high. 1898 Daily Ncivs 1 Mar. 5/4 The old

•large bore pistols. 1874 Carpenter Ment. Phys. 1. ii. § 88

(1879) 98 *Large-brained persons, of strong Intellectual and 1

Volitional powers. 183a Tennyson Pal. Art xli, Plato the

wise, and *large-brow'd Verulam. r897 IVestm. Gaz. 28 Apr.
[

7/2 Nine *large-calibre cannon. 1875 Bennett & Dyer
Sachs' Bot. 440 Smaller cells enclosing a *larger-celled tissue, i

1844 Mrs. Browning Lay Brown Rosary 11. 112 The great

willow, her lattice before, *Large-drawn in the moon, lieth
'

calm on the floor. 1853 G. Johnston Nat. Hist. E. Bord.
I. io5The*largeHdugged sow. r8i8 Shelley Homer's Hymn
to Sun 4 Euryphaessa, * large-eyed nymph. r86i J. Brent in

A rchaeol. Cant. IV. 28 A large-eyed needle or bodkin. 1876
Geo. ELtOT Dan. Der. II. xxix. 2^4 A large-eyed gravity.

a 1661 Holyday Juvenal 91 The fair trout and *larg-fin'd

barbel. 1565 Golding Ovid's Met. m. (1593) 62 Tone of
them cald jolliboy a great And *largeflewd bound. 1890
* Rolf Boldrewooo' Col. Reformer (1891) 311 *Large-
frained healthy wethers. 1897 Mary Kingsley IV. Africa
570 The most exquisite dark-green, *large-fronded moss.

1773-84 Cook Voy. (1790) I. 15 Cnrn which is *large grained
and fine. 1816 W. Phillips Mitt. 129 Of a large-grained and
soft calcareous stone. 1858 Greener Gunnery 39 Large-
grained gunpowder. 1880 Casselfs Nat. Hist. IV. 255 These
*Large Grieved Tortoises line the shallow water in great rows.
»6o3 Drayton Barons Wars vi. xxviii. 131 The tree ..Whose
•large growne body doth repulse the wind. r8a8 Miss
Mitford Village Ser. til. 75 That stunted and *large-

headed appearance which betokens a dwarf. 1883 P. Brooks
Serm. 279 *Large-idead, or small-idead, appreciative or un-
appreciative. 1891 T. Hardy Tess xxvii, The *large«leavcd

rhubarb and cabbage plants. r6ia Drayton Poly-olb. v.

238 Where once the portly Oke, and *large-limb ,d Popler

stood. r623 Milton Ps. exxxvi. 69 Large-Iim'd Og he did

subdue. 1647 Crashaw Poems 105 These curtained windows,
this self-pnson'd eye Out-stares the lids of *large-look'd

tyranny. r66r K. W. Conf Charac., Informer (i860) 47
A..*large lugg'd eagle ey'd hircocervus. 1806 Allbuit's

Syst. Med. 1. 315 Emphysema, in the tense or *farge-lunged

form. 1824 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 1. 221 A *large-

made though meagre woman. »7«5 Young Sat. iv. n
*I,arge-minded men. 1833 J. H. Newman Ariatts 111. i. (1876)

247 A generous and large-minded prince. 1847 Tennvson
Princess v. 509 That *Iarge-moulded man, His visage all

agrin as at a wake. J893 Outing (U. S.) XXL I. 94/1 In the

fresh pond above Nag\s Head.. are found the ^large-mouth

black-bass [etc.], 1897 Ibid. XXX. 219/2 Florida large-mouths

weighing well up in the 'teens 1836 Emerson ling. Traits,

Char. Wks.(Bohni II. 57 They are *large-natured, and not so

easily amused as the southerners, a 1639 Bp. Buowning
Serm. 1 1674) 1 1. xviii. 234 Quick and *large-parted men. 1689

Lond. Gaz. No. 2432/4 A *large Quartered brown Gelding.

1897 Westm. Gaz. 14 Apr. 1/3 The *large-scale maps of

Essex and Norfolk, a 1678 M akvell Poev/s, Afifileton Ho.,

When *larger-sized men did stoop To enter at a narrow
loop. 1763 A. Dickson Treat. Agric. 11. 'ed. 2) 256 The
largest-sized cattle should be placed next the plough. 1853
Sir H. Douglas Milit. Bridges (ed. 3) 271 Two or three

large-sized pickaxes. 1715 Tickkll Iliad 10 The *Large-
soul'd Greeks consent. 1856 R. A. Vauchan Mystics i i8oo)

I. 108 How much we owe still to that large-souled Augustine.

1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt Introd., The "large-spaced, slow-

moving life of homesteads and far-away cottages. 1871

E. F. Burr Ad Fidem viii. 139 *Latge-thoughted policy.

1899 Westm.Gaz. 2 Feb. 2/3 The *Iarge-type letters. 1870

Lowell Among my Bks. Ser. 1. (1873) ^3 His *large-

utteranced genius. 189a Forttt. Rev. LI. 741 A clear-headed

and*large-viewed student of architecture, i860 W. G. Clark
in Vac. Tour 49 A * large-wheeled single-horse vehicle.

B. adv.

f 1. Amply
;

fully, quite, by a great deal ; abun-

dantly. Chiefly north, and Sc. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 8812 (Cott.) It wanted large an cln on
lenglit. c 1340 Ibid. 7332 ^Fairf.) Saul, .was heyer ben any
man large hi a meten 5>pan. c 1470 Henry Wallace v. 204 Xv
fute large he lap out of that in. 1330 Palsgr. 317 '2 L.irge

open, patent'. 1387 Fleming Contu. Holinshed III. 1327/1

Garded with such a sufficient companie as might expresse

the honor of justice the larger in that behalfe. 1637 50
Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow SocJ 281 It is a question if

fiapatus fiolitiats be not large worse nor fiafiatus ecclesiaS'

ticus. 1666 J . Livingstone in Life (1845) I. 163 There «a.
large more of that sort the year before. 1667 Milton /*. L.

xi. 728 A Vessel of huge bulk . . and in the side a dore Con-
triv'd, and of provisions laid in large For Man and Beast.

+ 2. Liberally, generously. Obs.

1477 Marg. Paston in P. Lett. No. 801 III. 197 That I

dele not evenly with theym to geve lohn l'aston .so large, and
theym so lytyll. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I.

63 Mair bountiful and larsje thay lyue, than evin thair.

1667 Milton P. L. v. 317 Well we may afford Our givers

thir own gifts, and large bestow From large be*,towd.

+ 3. Freely, unrestrainedly, boldly. Obs.

la 1400 Morte Arth. 1784 }one kynge .. karpes fulle large

Be-cause he killyd this kene. C1440 York Myst. xx. 118

But 31U, sone, schulde boti lette Here for to speke ouere

large. [Cf. in large, C. 8 a.] c 1500 Notbroxvnc Maid 167 in

Hazl. E. P. P. II. 279 Theirs be the charge That speke so

large In hurting of my name.

+ 4. Of speech and writing : At length, fully. Obs.

1301 Plumfiton Corr. (Camden) 154 As for all other causes,

this bringer can shew to you by mouth, as larg as I can
wryte. 1554 Latimer in Foxe A. M. (1563) 982, I cannot

speake Latin, so longe and so large. 1633 T. Stafford Pac.

Hib. 1. xv. (1810) 172 As I need not larger to expresse it.

c 1643 Milton Sonu., On the new forcers of Conscience 20

New Presbyter is but Old Priest writ Large. 1676 I . Mather
K. Philip's War (1862) 83, I thought to have written some-

what more large with respect to Reformation.

+ 5. ? Far and wide. Obs.

c r400 Destr. Troy 741 pow loket not large, for lust rat be

hlyndit.

*f 6. With big steps ; with ample gait. Obs.

r.642 Fuller Holy $ Prof St. iv. iv. 254 Quick and large-

striding minds loving to walk together. 169S Loud. Gaz.

No. 3065/4 A black Gelding, above 14 hands,. .Trotts large.

7. Naut. a. With a ' large
1 wind; with the

wind on the quarter or abaft the beam ;
' with the

wind free when studding sails will draw' (Smyth);

off the wind : chiefly in to sail, go large. (Cf.

Free adv. c.)

{1513 Douglas Mtteis vi. i. 1 Thus wepand said, and leit

his riot go large (L. classique immittit habeuas).] 1627

Capt. Smith Seaman*s Gram. xii. 57 If you weather him,.,

he will laske, or goe large, a 1688 Dk. Buckhm. Cabin-Boy
Wks. 1705 II. 101 He could Sail a Yatcht both nigh and
large. 1748 Anson's Voy. 111. v. 342 The proas. .lying much
nearer the wind than any other vessel . .have an advantage,

which no vessels that go large can ever pretend to. 1789
Trans. Soe. ArtsVll. 210 It can only operate to steer a ship

large (and that but very wildly). 1793 Smeaton Edystone
L. § 159 Two points behind the beam (or large). 1794
Rigging & Seamanship 1L. 265 The ship runs .. large.

a 1845 Hood Pain in Pleasure-Boat 16 Nothing, Ma'am,
but a little slop ! go large, Bill ! keep her full

!

b. By and large : see By adv. id. f Also fig.

In one direction and another, all ways.
r.669 [see By]. 1706 IWard] Wooden World Dissected

(1708) 35 Tho' he tries every Way, both by and large, to

keep up with his Leader. Ibid. 106 Take this same plain

blunt Sea-Animal, by and large, ..and you'll find him of

more intrinsick Value.

c. ? Wide of a particular course, whether one's

own or another's.

1670 Lond. Gaz. No. 519/2 The Sally man got large from

bim. r7*6 Shelyocke Voy. round World 23a She kept

away large, and at too great a distance to perceive any
thing of us. 1816 * Quiz ' Grand Master 1. 15 Why are you
blind? d—n you, steer large, You'll get aboard of that coal

barge.

d. Naut. and Mil. To go or lead large : in a

manoeuvre, to break off at a particular point from
the course marked out, and proceed straight ahead.
r.749 Capt. Innes in Naval Chron. III. 93 Did not the

Strafford, .obey the Signal for leading large. 1797 Nelson
in Nicolas Disfi. (1845) II. 341 Perceiving the Spanish
Ships all to bear up before the Wind,, .evidently with an
intention of forming their Line going large, joining their

separated Division,, .or flying from us— to prevent either of

their schemes from taking effect, I ordered the ship to be
wore. X833 Regttl. Ittstr. Cavahy 1. plate 1, 3 Leading

' File circle. 4 Go large.

C. sb.

I. The simple ^vord.

fl. Liberality, bounty; ? also = Laiigess 2 c. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M^. 27861 Frenes of hert and large of gift.

1377 Langl. PI. V>. xix. 43 It bicometh to a kynge to

kepeand to defende, And conquerour of conquest his lawes

and his large. 1426 Lydg. Dc Guil. Filgr. 451 To be

Conservyd ffro dampnarion vnder the large off thy Charyte.

1537 in Strype Feci. Mem. II. i. 3 W hen the prince vva«i

c hristened . . Carter . . proclaimed his name in the form

following 'Cod.. grant good life and long to the.. Prince

Ld ward.. Large, Large'.

f 2. Kxtent, size. Obs.

c 1470 Golagros Gaw. 241 The land wes likand in large

and lufsum to call,

f 3. ? Freedom. Obs. (Cf. fi, 9 belo\v.>

1326 Skelton Magttyf 182 So that welthe with measure
shalbe conbyned, And lyberte his large with measure shall

make.

4, Afus. The longest note recognized in the

early notation, equivalent to two or three ' longs \

according to the rhythm employed
;

also, the

character by which it was denoted, viz. or fZ}-

<t 1547 ProxK in Antiq. AV/. d8o>) IV. 406 He may not

make his brcvys to short, nor his largs to longe. 1394 Harn-
ulld Sheph. Cout. iii, My Prick -Song's ahvayes full of

Largues and Longs. 1397 Mokllv Introd. Mus. 9. 1603

J. [lAViks Microcosm. (1878' 81 O let tho longest \a\v^ be

shortest liriefes In this discordant Note. 1609 Doli.ani>

Ornith. Microl. 39 A Large is a figure, whose length i>

thrise as much as his breadth, haning 011 the part toward
your right hand a small tayle. 1706 A. Bkofokd Temple
Mus. xi. 227 In Process of Time, they added a longer Note,

. .which they called a Large. 1727-41 Chambers Cyct. ».v.

Note. 1876 Stainer & Uarrett Dnt. Mus. Terms.

II. Phrases.

5. At large, a. At liberty, free, wilbont restraint,

f At more large : at greater liberty.

1399 Pol. Poems (Rolls I. 396 Hc.lete him go at large to

lepe where he wolde. a 1420 Hocclevk Dc Reg. Print . 277
Hy tyme it is to. .walke at large out of pi piisoun. 1470-85
Malory Arthur v. Ix, I wille slee the and euer I ma\e geie

the at large. 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. ccexxxiv. s.j3

1 hare king determyned to departe, and go and lye in

garysons, to be at more large. 1379 Spenser Sheph. i 'al.

May 40 Letting their sheepe runne at large. 1667 Milton
P. L. 1. 213 Left him at large lo his own dark designs. Ibid.

ill. 430 Hete walk'd the Kiend at large in spacious field.

171 1 Steele Sfiect. No. 154 ? 2, I always kept Company
with those who lived most at large. 1724 De Foe Mem.
Cavalier (1840) 196 The enemy . . lived a little at large, too

much for good soldiers, about Cirencester. 1727 Poie, etc.

Art of Sinking 76 Small beer, which is indeed vapid and
insipid, if left at large and let abroad. 1833 Ht. Makiineau
Briery Creek iv. 93 Whether appropriated, or left at large

because they cannot be appropriated. 1837 Carlvi.e Ft:

Rev. I. vii. i, The King is conquered ;
going at large on his

parole. 1878 Eosw. Smith Carthage 353 They felt also that

Hannibal was still at large, and it might not be well to drive

him to despair.

b. In an unsettled or unfixed state; not limited

or confined one way or another. ? Obs.

1611 Speed Theat. Gt. Brit. \. (1614) 1/2 Which as a
i matter merely conjecturall.. I leave at large, a 1715 Burnet

j

Own Time (1724) 1. 183 Another point was fixed by the Act
of Uniformity, which was more at large formerly. 1782

I

Cowier Friendshifi 136 On points which God has left at

large, How fiercely will they meet and charge! 1833 I.

Taylor Fanat. vi. i6g The tremendous doctrine of eternal

perdition, .will remain at large. .to be drawn on this side or

that as may best subserve the purposes of intimidation.

j
c. Of speech or writing: At length, in full,

i
fully.

1

1472-3 Rot. Pari. 12 <y 13 Edw. IV § 36 As in the said your

Letters Patentes therof is conteyned more at large. 1387

M ascall Govt. Cattle (1627) 158 There he shall finde written

all things more at lardge. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslies

Hist. Scot. 1. 8, 1 ..will explicat mair at lairge quhilkes to

Scotland ar proper. 1628 Earle Microcosm., I'ug. Raw
Preacher (Arb.) 22 His prayer is conceited, and no man
remembers his Colledge more at large. ' 1660 Trial Regie.

23 If you plead Not guilty; you shall be heard at large.

1668 Drvden Evetiing's Love 11. L Wks. 1883 III. 287 I'll

wait on you some other time, to discourse more at large of

astrology. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 11. xi. (1840) 237, 1 .. told

him the story at large. 1843 Stephen Comm. Laws Eng.

(1874) II. 295 As was explained at large in a former chapter.

1890 Spectator x Nov. 590/2 Tbe Oxford speech, which

Mr. Froudc quotes at large.

fd. In full size: said e.g. in contrast with the

smaller scale of a model or abridgement. (Cf. 8 b.)

1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. iv. iv. 175 A land it selfe at large, a

potent Dukedome. r6o6 — Tr. ft Cr. 1. iii. 346 There is

scene The baby figure of the Gyant-masse Of things to come
at large. 1793 Smeaton Edystone L. § 128 The design for

the Lighthouse . . was subject to some change in entering on
tbe detail of the work at large. X799 Han. More Fern.

Educ. (ed. 4) 1. 181 Abridgments.. are put.. into the hands
10-2
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of youth, who have, or ought to have, leisure for the works
at large.

e. As a whole, as a body ; in general ;
(taken)

altogether.
1588 Shaks. L. L. L. 1. i. 156 So to the Lawes at large

I write my name. 1645 Fuller Good Th. in Btui T. (1841)

14 Not only of the commission at large but so of the
quorum. 1766 Goldsm. Vic. W. xx, I now therefore was
left once more upon the world at large. 1790 Bi rke />.
Rev. Wks. V. 179 All punishments are for example towards
the conservation of the people at large. 1833 Ht. Martineau
Brooke Farm viii. 102 He would be serving me and society

at large. 186a H. Spencer First Princ. 11. i. § 36 (1875)

130 Moral Philosophy and Political Philosophy, agree with

Philosophy at large in the comprehensiveness of their

reasonings and conclusions. 1868 Pref. to Digby's Voy.

Medit. 36 The credit which they obtained him wilh the

people at large. 1874 Grees Short Hist. vii. § 7. 415 In his

own day he was the poet of England at large.

f. In a general way ; in a general sense ; with-

out particularizing. Now rare.

1625 Bacon Ess., Stud. (Arb.) 9 And Studies themselues

doe giue forth Directions too much at Large, except they be

bounded in by experience. 1640 Fi ller Joseph's Coat vi.

(1867) 165 And be not only their acquaintance at large, but

in ordinary. 1667 Milton P. L. vm. 191 Not to know at

large of things remote From use,, .but to know That which
before us lies in daily life. 1670 R. Montagu in Buccleuch
MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 485 Promises made at large.

1718 Atterbury Serin. (1734) I. 181 Whether these were < f

the Number of the Eleven, or only Disciples at large. 1896

LawQ. Rev July 199 The Official Receiver mu-t find fraud,

not at large, but against the particular examinee.

fg. To the open
;
away, off. Obs.

1546 J. Hevwood Prov. 1 1867) 35 If this nightes lodgeyng
and bordyng Maie ease the, . . Then welcome, or els get the

streight at iarge.

h. In the open sea. rare.

1643 Sir T. Browne Relig. Med, 1. § 3 Who had rather

\enture at large their decayed bottome then bring her in to

be new trim'd in the dock.

f i. Over a large surface or area ; abroad. Obs.

1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. Oct. 44 There may thy Muse
display her fluttryng wing, And stretch her selfe at kuv'e

from East to West. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614 J yr>
The first thing hee doth is to stretch out his handes at large.

1675 Land. Gaz. No. 1029 '3 We hear that he has quartered
his Cavalry at large, for their better refreshment in several

neighbouring Villages. 1715 Leoni Palladia's Archit.
1 1742) I. 101 Seeing that the .. legions were so clo^e and
crouded, he commaided them to set themselves more at

large . . so they might have room to handle their Weapons.
17x2 De Foe Plague (1756) 229 They wr.uld by their living

so much at large, be much better prepared, .than if the same
Number of People lived close together.

j. Naut. = 1 going large* see 1». 7 a).

1757 Capt. Randall in Naval Citron. XIV. 98 We. .tiicd

them before the Wind— then at large.

k. Law. (See quot.)

1767 Blackstone Comm. II. iii. 34 Common in gross or at
lar^e, is such as is neither appendant nor appurtenant to
laud, but is annexed to a man's person

; being granted to
him and to his heirs by deed ; or [ctcl

1. U. S. Said of electors or elected who repre-

sent the whole of a State and not merely a district

of it.

1741 B. Lynde Diary (1880) 161 , I was again chose a
Counsellor in ye 1st 18, and my Coz. Win. Browne chose
a Counsellor at Large. 1864 Webster s. v., Electors at
large, electors chosen to represent the whole of a Stale, in

distinction from those chosen to represent one of the districts

in a State. 1888 Bryce Amcr. Comtmv. I. xiii. 166 The
additional member or members are elected by the voters of
the whole State on a general ticket, and are called 'repre-
sentatives at large \

m. Without definite aim or specific application.
1863 H. Cox Iustit. \\.\\. 569 The pleadings are at large

. .and do not tend to definite issues. i8gi Ediu. Rett. July
{Tales R. Kipling), lie knows that a single stroke well
aimed returns a better result than a score which are
delivered at large.

f 6. At one's large : at liberty. Obs.
£1384 Chaucer //. Fame 11. 237 While eche of hein is at

his large, Lyght thinge vpwarde and downwarde charge.
a 1420 Hoccleve De Reg. Priuc. 1455 It sore me agaste To
bynde me, where I was at my large, c 1450 St. Cuthbert
(Surtees) 1176 pan myght we leue all at oure large. 1479
Plumpton Corr. (Camden) 34, 1 will that ye suffer him to he
at his larg without longer enpresonment. 1502 Arxoldb
Citron. (181 1) 114 Thei . . may . . at ther large and libartie..

goo and come.

1 7. At the large : at the utmost. Obs.
? 121400 Morte Arth. 447 Seucne dayes to Sandewyche,

I sette at the large, Sexty myle on a daye.

8. In large, f a free, unrestrained, or bold
manner. Obs,
CX460 Tcnvneley Myst. xviii. 90 Neuer the les, son, yit

shuld thou lett her for to .speke in large. [Cf. York Myst.
xx. 118 Here for to speke oucre large.]

b. On a large scale : opposed to in little. (Also
in the large?)

1614 Sylvester Little Bat las 12 To do, in Little, what
in Large was done. 1662 J. B;,Rt,aAVE Pope Alex. VI!
(1867) 138 The copies of which [picture] in large I gave,
one to his Ma1'*. .another. .to my patron. 17x2 J.James
tr. Le BlotuCs Gardening 36 The . . Plates represent, in
large, the same Designs, .as those described in little. 1793
Svkaton Edys/one L. § 219 note, I have made trial of this

method, both in small and in large. 1840 Arnold Let. in

Life Corr. (1844) II. ix. 200 Viewed in the large, as they
are seen in India. 1855 Browning Old Pict. Florence xxi,

Where (he strong- ana the weak, this world's congeries,
Repeat in large what they practised in small.

T 9. To the (or one s) large : to or into a state

of freedom. Obs.

76

13. . Fvang. Nicoa. 1032 in Archiv Stud. nen. S/r. LIIL
410 How bat he wan o way ffro presoune vn to be large.

e 1400 Destr. Troy 10996 Philmen the fre kyng. . He lete to

be large. cx$ao Melnsine xxxvi. 255 He was out of the

lane & came to his large.

flO. With the largest: in the most liheral

fashion. Obs.

1515 Lr>. Beakers Frot'ss. II. cxviii. [cxiv.] 339 They
.. payed euery thynge with the largeste [Fr. bien # large-

ment], so that euery man was eontente.

Large (lajd^), v. [f. Targe a. Cf. OF. largir

and (with sense 3) F. largner.']

f 1. trans. To enlarge, increase, widen. Obs,

a 1340 Hamfole Psalter cxlii[i]. 6, I largid my willys and
my werkis. Ibid. Cant. 499 Largid is my mouth abouen
my enmys. £1380 Wyclif Serin. Sel. Wks. II. 248 For his

propre or pryvy avauntage shulde not man lette to large bis

love. 138a — 1 Citron, xviii. 3 Whanne he wente for to

largen his empyre vnto the flode of Eufraten. c 1440 Promp.
Pafv. 288/1 Largyn, or make large, amplio, amplifico, 1647
H. More Song ofSoul it. i. 1. viii, To large their spirit L5y

vaster cups of Bacchus.

fb. intr, ? To increase {in something).
£-1380 Wyclif Wks. (t88o) 341 J>us we largen in sacra*

mentis, for iche good sensible dede bat we don, or bat
springith of mannes charite, may be called a sacrament,

f 2. intr. To get or keep awayfrom or wide (ef\
1506 GuYLFoanR PUgr. (Camden) 60 With mervayllous

dyffycullie we larged frome the shore.

3. Araul. Of the wind : To become ' large
1622 R. Hawkins Voy, S. Sea (1847) 116 Thwart Cape

I

Froward, the wind larged with us. 1633 T. James Voy.
18 The winde larged, and wee stowed auay S. S. W. 1890
Hall Caine Bondman xxiv. III. 4 Suddenly the wind
larged again.

t Larged,-///' a. Obs. rare. [f. prec. -f -ED 1.]

Knlarged, unconstrained, slack.

1382 Wyclif Fcclus. xxxiii. 26 He werketh in disciplyne,

and the largid [v.r. large, Vulgate laxa] hond to hym
secheth to resten, and secheth fredam.

Large-handed, (Stress variable.)

fl. Jig. Grasping, rnpacious. Obs.

1607 Shaks. Timon iv. i. 11 Large-handed Robbers your
graue Masters are.

2. Jig. Generous, liberal, open-handed.
a 1628 (implied In Large-havdepnessI. 1885 CasselVs

Encycl. Diet, s.v., Large-handed charity.

3. lit. Having large hands.
1896 O. Schrkiner in Fortnightly Rev. Aug. 233 They

[Boers] are generally large-limbed, large-handed men.

Hence Iiarge-ha ndedness (in quet. ? lavish

-

ncss, or ? rapacity).

a 1628 F.-Greville Sidney xvi. (1652) 208 Shee wntched
over the nimble Spirits, selfe seeking or large handednesse

!

of her active Secretaries.

Large-hearted, a. (Stress variable.) Having
a large heart (see Large a. 3 c) ;

magnanimous,
generous

;
having wide sympathies.

1645 Waller Ctess Carlisle in Mourning 32 Such as
I made Sheba's curious Queen resort To the large hearted
1 Hebrews famous Court. 1842 Manning Serin, ii. (1848) I.

22 We see some men large-hearted and generous, denying
themselves, almost above measure. 1865 Pusey Truth Eng.
Ch. 17 It is strange to contrast his niggard concessions with
the large-hearted statements of Roman Catholics of other

daj-s, 1888 Burgon Lives 12 Gd. Men I. Pref. 27 Large-
hearted and open-handed too he was, when a real case was
brought before him.

Hence Large-keartedness, magnanimity, gene-

rosity.

1640 Bp. Reynolds Passions xvii. (1647) 452 In regard of
Reasonable and Spiritual Desires, The effects of this affec-

tion are : Large-heartedness and Liberality. 1851 D. Jer-

[

aot.i> St. Giles xxiii. 241 The cobbler . . being mightily
touched by the large-heartedness of Elast. 1876 Mozley
Univ. Serin, iv. {1877) 87 Suddenly endowed with a new
large-heartedness and benevolence.

Largely (la'idgli) , adv. Also 3-4 largeliche,

4-6 largly, -lie, 5 largele, 6 Sc. lairglie. [f.

Large a. + -ly 2
.] In a large manner.

1. Liberally, generously, bountifully. Now arch,

and with mixture of sense 2.

c 1230 //aft Meld. 29 |>at he nule gladluche tfinde be large-
' liche al bat te biheoued. 1397 R. Gi.ouc. (Rollsi 7869 He }ef

. . To abbeys and to priories largeliche of is golde. a 1300
Cursor M. 27873 He may . . largely do almus dede. c 1491
Chast. Goddes Chyld. viii. 22 Some tyme they wyll yeue
largely. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 258 Take wilh you Gold
and Silver..and depart largely thereof unto your men of
warre. 1583 GoLntNG Cafoirt on Dent. Ixix. 421 Wee haue
gods grace much largelier towardes vs. 1827 Keblk Chr,
V. Sund: after Ascension, Largely Thou givest, gracious
Ix>rd, Largely Thy gifts should be restor'd. 1879 Browning
Pheidippides 48 1 00 rash Love in its choice, paid you so
largely service so slack !

2. Copiously, abundantly ; in a large measure

;

to a great extent ; extensively, greatly, consider-

ably, much.

p
aizz$ Ancr. R. 112 So largeliche ant so swuoe vleau pet

ilke blodi swot of his blisfufe bodie. 1393 Langl. P. PI.
C. 111. 138 For thorw lesynges }e lacchen largeliche mede.
1469 Plumpton Corr. (Camden) 23 Yor and it go to matter
in law, it will cost mony largely, e 1470 Henry Wallace
xi. 879 He . . Send to the Erll, and thankit him largele. 1529
Mori? Dyaloge 1. Wks. 139/2 What so euer fashion of wor-
shipping of Latria be, the same is as largely done to saintes
and ymages as to god. 1580 Sidney Ps. xvtn. vi, He lifted

me, unto a largly noble place. 1594 Bacon Let. to A. Bacon
in Spedding Lett. (1861) I. 340 There is a collection of Dr.
James, of foreign states, largeliest of Flanders, which fete.].

x6xi Bible x Mace, xvi, t6 When Simon and his sonnes

LARGENESS.
had drunke largely. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 210
They sup largely. 1697 Dbyden Virg. Georg. ill. 482 The
salacious Goat encreases more ; And twice as largely yields
her milky Store. X747 Wesley Prim. Physic (1762) 114
Drink largely of warm Lemonade. 1849 Macai lay Hist.
Eng. iv. I. 432 The patient was bled largely. 1880 Geikie
Phys. Geog. iv. § 24. 228 Water enters largely into the com-
position of the bodies both of plants and animals. 1887
Lightfoot Leaders North. Ch. (1891) 3 The prosperity of
a Church, as of a Nation, depends largely on its connexion
with the past. 1891 Freeman Sk. Fr. Trav, 120 These
surrounding hills are largely rocky.

+ b. With >vords expressive of quantity or
extent : Fully, quite. Obs,
i2g7 R. Glolc (Rolls) 10528 Al a 3er largeliche this

wrechede ilaste. 1377 Langl. PI. B. xx. 86 That
largelich a legioun lese her lyf. ^1386 Chauceb Knt.'s T.
xoo8 Another, Tbat coste largely of gold a fother. <ri4oo
Vwaine Gaw. 423, I wate that he was largely By the
shuldres mare than i.

+ 3. Of discourse : At (great) length, in full,

fully. Obs. or arch,

1483 Caxton G. de la Tour Dv, Gretter boldnesse to
speke to her more largely. ^1x533 Frith Disput. Purgat.
(1829) 121 Which point I will touch more largely anon.
1551 Turner Herbal 1. B vij, This herbe is so well knowen
in all contrees, that I nede not largelyer to describe it.

1655 Stanley Hist. Philos. t. (1701) 55/1 The Feast is

largely described by Plutarch. 178a Priestley Corrupt.
Chr. I. Pref. 19, I have written .. largely on the subject of
tbe soul. 1801 Strutt Sports $ Past. 111. iii. 160 We shall
have occasion farther on to speak more largely concerning
all these kinds. 1831 Society I. 154 The girls had written
so largely to their friend, she would not repeat news.

4. Generally; with a wide or general applica-

tion or comprehension ; in a wide sense, rare or

arch.
ei^Zo Wyclif Sel. Wks, III. 344 5if men speken largeli,

many men ben here more blessid ban be pope. 1533 Frith
Mirr. Sacrm. Bapt. (1829^ 287, I take the congregation of
God in this place even somewhat largely, this is, for all

them that are thought or counted to be the members of
Christ. xs?o Act 13 EUz. c. 8 § 6 The sayde Statute, .shalbe
most largely and strongly construed for the repressing of
Usuiie. X613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 228 \"his name
/Ethiopia sometimes taken more largely, otherwhiles more
straimed. 1646 Sir T. Hrowne Pseud. Fp, 1. iii. (1686) 6
Error, to speak largely, is a false judgement. 1774 Burke
Amer. Tax. Wks. 1842 I. 155 He was certainly in the right
when he took the matter largely. 1868 Gladstone Jnv,
Mutuii ii. (1869) 43 His IProitos'] subjects may have been
Argives of Argolis, taken largely.

t b. Loosely, inaccurately. 06s.

£1449 Pecock Repr. 1. xix. 116 Ech of the xj. gouern-
auncis, which y schal . . menteyne and defende is groundid
in Holj Scripture largeli and vnpropirli forto speke of
grounding. 1654 Bramhall Just Vind.lu (1661) 17 In all

Sacraments improperly and largely so called.

1 5. Freely, without restraint. Obs,
c 1425 Lydg. Assembly ofGods 1637 Wantons . . Oft sythe

bryng hem sylf in dystresse, Because they somtyme to
largely deele. c 1440 York Myst. xxx. 493 Me likes no}t
[t]his langage so largely for to lye. f 1530 Ld. Berners
Arth. Lyt. Bryt. (1814^396 Ye saye not wysely to call the
archebysshoptraitour. .it is to largely sayde. 1564 J. Rastell
Confut.Jeu'elCs Serm. 73 1 1 ys Iargelye and lowdelye spoken.

1 6, For a large sum ; at a high price. Obs. rare.

161 1 Cokyat Crudities 216 Certaine prisoners being largely

hired by the King of Spaine conspired together.

f7. Widely. Obs.

1551 Recorde Pathw. Ktunvl, 1. iii, Open your compasse
as largely as you can.

8. In large characters, leltcrs, or outlines; on
a lnrgc scale (of drawing). Now rare,

1624 Bf.df.ll Lett. iv. 78 On the top of this Tower, was
this representation curiously and largely cut. 1680 Moxon
Mech. Exerc. 237 The Fore-Puppet is more largely delineated
in Plate 18. 1887 Sir G. Trevelyan in Standard 27 Aug.
2/3 You could almost read them across the floor of the

House, they are so largely printed.

0. With lofty demeanour
;

loflily, pompously.
1857 Trollope Barchcster T. xlvi. (1858) 389 He, there-

fore, walked rather largely upon the earth. 1887 Hall
Caine Deemster xviii. 107

1 Do you know, my good people',

he said largely, M'm at a loss to understand what you
mean '.

t La'rgemost, adv. Obs. rare. [f. Large a.

+ - most.J Most largely or considerably; most.
x666 T. Livingstone in I^ife 1^1845) I. 132 That year was

to me the large most profitable year I had in the schools.

Largen (KridgV),».. poet, [f. Largka. + -kn5.]

1. intr. To grow large or larger.

1844 Patmore Poems 145 Eyes, large always, slowly

largen. X889 Lowell in Atlantic Monthly LXIV. 148

The one eye tbat meets my view, Lidless and strangely

largening.

2. trans. To make large or larger, enlarge.

1869 Lowell Pictfr. Appledore vi. 51 No more a vision,

reddened, largened, The moon dips toward her mountain
nest. x88x Emily Dickinson Lett. (1894) I. 186 Each new
width of love largens all the rest.

Largeness (la-jd^nes). [f. Large a. +-ness.]

+ 1. Liberality, open-handedness ; freedom in

giving or spending. Obs.
a X300 Cursor M. 27404 Largenes fesl sett again couetteis.

£1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 174 Prestis weiward of lif.,

colotiren . . glotonye bi largenesse & fedynge of pore men.
a 1400-50 Atexamter 3404 Syn it lokid has pe largenes of

be lord of heuen, J>at me bis diadenic of Dary demed is &
graunted. 1500-ao Dunbar Poems xlvi. 84 Luve makis
wreches full of lergeness. a- 1540 Barnes Wks. (1 S73) 362/ 1

The grace, which is geuen of the largenes of God. 1598
Grenewey Tacitus* Ann, 1. xL (1622) 21 That Germanicus
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had purchased the souldiers fauour by largenesse. #1626
Hp. Andrkwks Serm. vii. (1661) 436 His largenesse or

bounty, as it were.. the casting abroad of His new coine.

personified. 1377 Langl. /'. PL B. v. 632 Largenesse the

lady heo let in ful manye. c 1430 Hymns Virg. 63 Quod
largenes in almesse dede. 16*7 Donne Serm. clvii. VI. 274

Alacrity married with a Thoughtfulness and Largeness

married with a Providence.

f2. Lengthiness or prolixity (of discourse or

writing). Obs.

1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. hi. 221 Ye stile runneth cf

it selfe into such largenesse with plentie of matter, y t [etc.].

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. 1. § 3 In other things we may
be more briefe, but the waight of these requireth largenes.

1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. iv. ii. § sThe Reader I presume will

pardon our largeness . . in relating the proceedings against

this first Martyr. 1655 Stanley Hist. Philos. I. (1701) 46/2

By reason of the largness of the Discourse. 1664 94 South
Serm. 11. 192 If "the Matter of our Prayers lies within so

narrow a compass, why^ should the Dress and Out-side of

them spread, .into so wide and disproportioned a largeness?

3. Amplitude of dimension
;
great size, volume,

or bulk
;
bigness. + Also, magnitude or size in the

abstract (obs.).

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 7024 My3te no man ayme
be largenesse [F.grandur]. c 14^0 Syr.Gener. (R0XDJ794 In

a twelmonth he waxed more Of largenes. .Than any othir in

yeres thre. 1448 Hen. V 1 Will in Willis & Clark Cambridge
(1886) 1. 370 Ouer the >aid librarie an hows of the some
largenesse. a 1400-50 Alexander 68 For all he largenes of

lenth at he luke my*,t. 1523 Act 14 «r *5 ^€n > VI

U

c. 6 One
other way .. of asgreate largenesse in bredeth or larger than

the said olde way. 1568 Grafton Chron. 1 1 . 85 1 he bones

of a great .. man, among the which bones, the buckle bone
..was of such largenesse, as . . did declare the man to be

.xiiti. foote. 1603 Owen Pembrokeshire ( 1 891) 2 Other sheres

in Wales of farre more lardgnes. 1653-4 Whitklock e Jrnl.

Swed. Emb. (1772) 1. m By reason of the largenes, and
roughnes of the water. 1661 Lovell Hist. Amm. $ A/in.

Introd. b 6, Their motion is slow, by reason of their large-

nesse. 1708 J. Chamberlayne St. Gt. Brit. 11. 1. ii. (1737)

305 Glasgow. . in respectof Largeness, Building,[etc.l . . is the

chief city in the Kingdom next to Edinburgh. 1726 Swift
Gulliver 11. i. 98 Each hook about the largeness of six

scythes. 1785 Sarah Fieloing Ophelia I. xix, The large-

ness of the assembly. 1807 G. Chalmers Caledonia I. 111.

x. 458 They were similar, in the largeness of their joints, and
in the likeness of their hair,

b. semi concr.

ci6n Chapman /Had xvnr. 314 Then wrapt the body
round In largenesse of a fine white sheete. 1871 R. Lllis
tr. Catullus Ixxxvi. 3 In all that bodily largeness Lives not

a grain of salt, breathes not a charm anywhere.

4. Of immaterial things: Amplitude; (.large)

size or extent ; extensiveness.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 15 31) 220 Of suche largenes

it may of ryght be sayd and called catholicall. 1605 Bacon
Adv. Learn. 1. Ded., 1 .. wonder at., the largenesse of

your capacitie. x6o6 Shaks. Tr, Cr 1. iii. 5 The ample
proposition that hope makes . . Favies in the promist

largeness. 1651 Filler Abel Rediv., Fox (1867) 1!. 85
Considering the height of his friends and largeness of his

deserts. 1832 Ht. M artineau Each %All viii. 109 Complaints
were made against the largeness of their profits. 1856 Frocde
Hist. Eng. (1858) 1. i. 57 The largeness of the power, .com-
mitted to the councils was at once a temptation . . to abuse
those powers. 1864 Bowen Lo^ic xiii. (1870) 428 The
largeness of his information. 1886 Manch. Exam. 9 June
5/3* The unexpected largeness of the majority.

f 5. Breadth, width. Obs.

C1400 Maundev. (1839) xxv. 258 It . . strecchethe toward
the West in lengthe. .in largenesse, it durethe to the Cytee
ofAlizandre. 1597 A. M. tr. Guillemean's Fr. Chirurg. 14/2

Consideringe the largenes and length of the wounde. 1607
Markham Caval. vi. (1617) ig Lay ouer it two or three

other Blanke s at their vttermost largenesse. 17^47 Carte
Hist. Eng. 1. 11 The largeness, depth or rapidity of the

stream of rivers, which they had occasion to pass.

6. The attribute or quality of not being circum-

scribed or limited in scope, range, or capacity

;

the reverse of narrowness.
138a Wyclif 1 Kings iv. 29 God }af wisdam to Salomon,

and myche prudence .
. , and laargenesse of herte. 1551 T.

Wilson Logike (1580) 8b, If any worde be Used that hath
a double meanyng, restrain the largenesse thereof, and
declarehow you will have it taken. 1690 Locke //um. Vnd. iv.

xvii. (169s) 388 Some Men of that Strength ofJudgment, and
Largeness of Comprehension, that [etc \ 1692 L'Estrange
Fables viii. (1708) 10 If the Largeness of his Heart shall carry
him beyond the Line of Necessary Prudence, a 1715 Burnet
Own Time (1724) 1. 589 A man of his temper, and of his large-

ness in point of opinion. 1845-6 Trench Hids. Led. Ser. 1. iii.

36 One who 4. in ihc largeness of his love would send none
empty away. 1855 Macau lay Hist. Eng. xx. IV. 492 A man
.. distinguished .. by the largeness of his views and by his

superiority to vulgar prejudices. 1874 Green Short Hist.
vih. § 1. 456 The largeness of temper which characterized
all the nobler minds of his day.

b. Of artistic treatment : Breadth.
1885 Manch. Exam. 21 Mays/4 A frequent largeness of

phrase, with quaintness of response. 1885 A themeum 23 May
669/3 This picture . . may be mentioned as a true illustration

of breadth and largeness of style.

t 7. Freedom, scope, opportunity. Obs. rare.
a 1631 Donne Lett. Ixxx. Serm. etc. (Alford) VJ. 397 Your
man brought me your letter of the 8th of December this

2 1.st of the .same, to Chelsey and gives me the largeness,
till Friday, to send a letter to Paul's house.

8. Lofty hearing, pomposity.
1887 Hall Caine Deemster xxvij. 175 The perspiration

.started from his temples, but his dignity and his largeness
did not desert him.

t Largeour. Obs. rare—\ In 6 largeouer.
[a. F. largeur, f. large Large a ] Width, girth.

*545 Reynold Byrth Mankynde 1. iv. 23 A certaine thinne

. . skinne . . which compasseth round the amplitude and large-

ouer of the belly.

t Largeous, a. Obs. rare*"
1

, [f. Large a. +
-ous.] Liberal, bountiful.

1583 Stcbbes Anat. A bits. Iijb, But as some be over

largeous, so some are spare enough.

t Largerly, adv. Obs, rare, [irreg. f. larger,

com p. ot Large a. + -LY 2
. Cf. largierly,bloodierly!\

More largely.

c 1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 176 Lest ber falshede

growide more and largerli [v.r. largerely] envenymede be

Chirche. 1633 Spelman Hist. Sacrilege (1846) 121 Largerly.

Largess, largesse (lard^es). arch, and
literary. Forms : 3-4 largesce, 4-7 larges,

(5 -eys, -is, 7 lardges), 3- largesse, 6- largess,

[a. F. largesse = Pr., Sp. largneza
1
It. larghezza

late L. *largitia, f. largtts (see Large a.).]

fl. Liberality, bountifulness, munificence. Obs.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 416 Of ancrekurtesie, and ofancre largesse,

is i-kumen ofte sunne. c 1340 Cuisor M. 27404 (Fairf.)

Largesse gaine couairise is sette. c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T.

F 210 Jhesu Crist yeueth us thise yifies of his largesse and
of his souereyn bountee. 1477 Karl Kivkrs Caxton) Dictes

8 Largesse and liberalite is knowen whan a man is in

necessite and pourete. 1549 Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par.
Tim. 12 Himnes wherwith the larges of god is praysed
before nieate. 1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesic i. xx. (Arb.)

58 The Prince hauing all plentie to vse largesse by. 1623
Cockeram, Largesse, Liberalitie.

personified, 1362 Langl. P. PI. A.m. 112 Largesse the
ladi ledeth in ful monye. la 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 1 157
Not Avarice, the foule caytyf,Was half to grype so ententyf,

As Largesse is to yeve and spende. #1420 Ilocci eve Pc
Reg. Princ. 41 19 Of myne helply lady souereyne Largesse,

my lady, now wd I ryme.

2. Liberal or bountiful bestowal of gifts ; occas.

t lavish expenditure ; concr. money or other gifts

freely bestowed, e. g. by a sovereign upon some
' special occasion of rejoicing or the like.

a 1340 Hamiole Psalter Cant. 505 Worshipful he is in

larges of giftys. c 1470 Golagros <y Gaw. 423 For na larger
my lord noght wil he neuer let. 1484 Caxton Chivalry 67
Whan it shal be lyme of necessite to make largesse his

I hondes must gyue and dispende. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's

Inst. in. xx. (1634) 43^ So great and .
co plenteous largesse

of his benefits doth in a manner oveiwhelme us. 1593
j

Shaks. Rich. //, 1. iv. 44 Our Coffers, with too great a Court,

j

And liberal! Largesse, are growne somewhat light. 1614
Lodge Seneca 3 Neither can the prodigalitie and largesse

of anything bee honest. 1622 II \kkwii.l Davids Voiu ii. 86

I The widowes . . heart being put to h< r mite, gave it weight

J

aboue the greater .. largess of the Pharisee. 1698 Krykr
j

Acc. E. India ty /\ 107 The Governor goes in Procession,

and bestows his Largess. 1864 15i rt ov Scot Abr. I. v. 302

I

The handsel-day belongs to the New Year itself. U is still
'

in full practice in Scotland a.s a tlayuflarg ss. 1870 Dickkss

j

E. Drood xiii, Largess, in the form of odds and ends of cold

cream and pomatum, .. was freely distributed among the

attendants. 1873 P>ro\vning Red Cott. St. -cap 256 Vour
planned benevolence To man, your proposed largess to the

Church. 1887 Dow en Virg. /Encid v. 248 /Eneas .. then
gives to the crews Largess noble of three steers each.

b. In particularized sen«e : A free gift or dole

of money, etc.

1561 Daus tr. Bttllinger on Apoc. (1573) 187 Least any man
shoulde vnthankfully and uniustly take away this larges of
the French Kyng. 1600 Hou and Livy xxiv. xxi. 522 There
was good hope that the souldiours should haue a largesse

dealt amongst them out of the kings treasure. 1611 Hey-
woon Gold. Age in. i. Wks. 1874 III. 52 Let all raryeties

Showre downe from heauen a lardges. 1655 Stanley Hist.

Philos. in. (1701) 101/2 Courting vulgar Applause with
Largesses and Feasts. 1725 Dk Fok / "oy. round 11

T
orld (1840)

103, 1 gave a largess or bounty of five dollars a man. 1814
Scott Chivalry 1874) 38 Largesses to the heralds and
minstrels, .were necessary accompaniments to the investiture

of a person of rank. 1840 Arnold Hist. Rome (1 846) 1 1 . ix.

54 His triumphs were followed by various largesses of

provisions and money to the populace.

C. Largess ! or f A largess ! : a call for a gift of

money, addressed to a person of relatively high

position on some special occasion. (Still in use

locally at ' harvest home '
; otherwise Hist.)

1377 Langl. P. PI. 15. xm. 449 A blynd man.. To crie

a largesse by-for oure lorde. c 1384 Chaucer //. Fame in.

219 Ther mette I cryinge many oon A larges larges. c 1485
Dgby Myst. (1882) in. 261 A largeys, ^e lord, I crye \>\% day.

1573 Tusser Hnsb. (1878! 129 Giue gloues to thy reapers a
larges to crie. 1587 Fleming Contn. Ifolinshed III. 1342/2
Then the heralds cried A larges, and the trumpets and drums
were sounded euerie where. 1674-91 Ray S.<\ E. C. Words
104 A Largess, . . a Gift to Harvest-men particularly, who
cry a Largess so many times as there are pence given. 1688

R. Holme Armoury 1. 3/2 Heraulds have a right three

several times to cry Largesse. 1787 Grose Prov. Gloss. s.v.
f

The reapers in Essex and Suffolk ask all rassengers for a
largess, and when any money is given to them, all shout
together largess, largess. 1808 Scott Marm. r. xi, Now
largesse, largesse, Lord Marmion. a 1825 Fokhy Voc. E.
Auglia, Largess, a gift to reapers in harvest. When they
have received it, they shout thrice, the words ' halloo largess '.

3. trans/, and Jig. (from 2). A generous or

plentiful bestowal
;
something freely bestowed.

a 1533 Ld. Hernkrs Gold. Bk. Af. Aurel. (1546) Evijb,
The greateste vyllahy in a villayne is to be gyuen in largesse

of lyes. 1682 Drydkn Relig. Laici'364 The Book's a common
largess to mankind. 1688 Crowne Darius 1. Dram. Wks.
1874 III. 382 He's like the sun, a largesse to the world.

1785 CowpfcR Seedless Alarm 62 How glad they catch the
largess of the skies. 1832 Tennyson 1All good things have
not hpt aloof 4, I have not lacked thy mild reproof, Nor
golden largess of thy piaise. 1888 Lowell Protest 2, 1 could
not bear to see those eyes On all with wasteful largess shine.

I f 4. Freedom, liberty. At his largesse, at liberty

j

(cf. at ones large), at one's own discretion. Obs.

1375 Barbour Bruc^ v. 427 Quharhe mycht at his largess

be. c 1425 Lydg. Assembly of Gods 1327 There to haue.

.

largesse to stryke as longeth tO
f

thy cure. 0470 Henky
^Wallace ix. 524 Thai., maid thaim fre, at their fargis {v.r.

*at larges] 10 pass. 1547 Act 1 Ediv. VI y c. 3 § 4 He shall

not goe ahroad, and at larges. 1594 Carew Hnartes Exam.
Wits (1596) 225 Discoursing of the largesse and liberty which
souldiers enioy in Italic

5. atlrib. (dial.)

1827 Hone Every-day Bk. II. 1047 The 1 Largess '-cry,

the
4 Harvest-home !

* 1856 Farmer's Mag. Jan. 79 Two
especial seasons of jollity among them generally occur in

each year—the harvest-home, . . and the largess feast.

Larget (la-jd^et). [Fr. ; f. large Large a.]

' A piece of bar-iron, eut off to a length . . forming

a blank to be heated and rolled into a sheet of

iron ' (1S75 Knight Diet. Afecli.).

Largier, eomp. of Largy a. Obs.

t Largierly, adv. Obs. rare ~\ In 6 lar-

gyorly. [irreg. f. largier, comp. of Largy a. +
-ly 2

.] More fully, at greater length.

1536 K. Keerlky in Four C. Eng. Lett. 34 Wyeh fault he
shall know of me heyrafter more largyorly.

t Largi'fical, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. largific-us
:

(f. largits : see Lahge a.) + -al.] Liberal, bountiful.

1656 in Bi.ount Glossogr. 1708 Brit, Apollo 1. No. 33.

2 r The Benignity of our Largitical Essence. 1709 Ibid.

II. No. 64. 2/2 Largilkal Redundances.

t Largi'fluent, a. Obs. rare~ x
. In 5 largy-.

[f. L. largijlu-its (.Lucrelius + -ent.]

c 1460 Play Sacram. 824 O thu largyfluent lord most of

lyghtnesse.

tLargilocLUent, a. Obs. rare^ 0
. [f. L.

largi/o(]U-its, I. largits (see Lahge a.) + loqui V)

speak : see -1.NT.] ' bull of woids, that is liberal

of his tongue' (Hlotmt Glossogr. 16=6 .

t La*rging t
vbl. sb. Obs. [f. Large v. +

-1XG L] Knlargement.
1510 Acc. in Willis & Clark Cambridge 11886) II. 200 The

largienge uf the vestrie dore.

Largish la'id^ij , a. [f. Large a. + -imi.]

.Somewhat large.

1787 Earn. Plants 1. 90 '1 he <ji\isi<>n>> roundish, com ave,

expanding, largish. 1807-26 S. Co< >i er Surg. 108 I he largish

ligatures used in Mr. \\'arncr\ time. 1872 1>i sani & Rice
Ready Monty M. v, He carried about with him a largish

sum in valuables and money.
Comb. 1831 A. Ukaiu.i-.y in J. Maine Mew. f. Hodgson

(1858) II. 308 A largish sized box.

Largitioil 1 arc! 3 i"J.->n . Now rare. [ad. L.

largition-cm, 11. of action f. largirl to be libcial

1 or bountiful, f. largits see I,.\K<;i: a.\ Cf. obs. F.

largiliou.] The bestowal of gilts or largess;

bountiful giving. Also an instance ol this.

1533 I>EU Knukn Livj n. (1822) 1^9 The Fadcri*. .dredand

j

Cassiu 4
-, be ihir laigiciouns, to coW|iu.s sit fUvoure and

riches that michl be m ysunt to (huh liberie. 1570-6 Lam-
kardk Peramb. Kent (18261 456 He had, by .nieat largilion

and briberie, prevailed at Home, a 1670 Hackkt A bp.

Williams 1. 1 16921 225 Necessity is the companion of im-

moderate largilion. 1781 S. I'Eints Hist. Connect. 318 The
largition enabled them to build a meeting and settle a
minister. 1854 Cakdl. Wiskm an Fabiota 11. xxviii. (1855!

307 The separate cell, which Agnes had obtained .. backed
by her parents' handsome largition*.

llence Iiargrtional a., of the nature of largess.

J656 in Blount Glossogr.

t Largitude. Obs. rare -\ [ad. late L.

largiiildo, f. largits
v
see Large a.) : sec -itude.]

IJreadlh, width.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer s Bk. Physicke 11 2/1 Cut the

same of such a largitude ns> you desire to have it.

Ii Largo ^la'Jg^. Mits. [It. bioad.] A
1
leim indicating that a passage is to be rendered in

slow time and with a broad, dignifted treatment.

Also trans/.

1683 Purcell 2,'Pt. SounatasTo Rdr. (1893^, Presto Largo,

Poco Largo, or Largo by it self. 1724 [see Grave a?]. 1753
Chambers CycL S//pp.

t
Largo, in the Italian music, a slow

movement, one degree quicker than grave and two than

adagio. 1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt \. xiii. 279 The gathering

excitement of speech gave more and more energy to his

manner . . he ., ended with his deepest-toned largo, keeping

his hands clasped behind him.

t Largy, a., adv., and sb. Obs. [f. Larue a.

+ -Y.] A. adj. Large. B. adv. Largely. C. sb.

At the largiest : in the fullest manner.

1395 Purvey Remonstr. (1851) 154 Of this abhominacoun
it is seid largiere bifore in the ij. article, c 1400 Dcstr. Troy

4961 Lar.eior ben a lawriall & lengur wiih all. 1535 Cover-
dale 2 Mace. ii. 32 He..vseth few wordes, and toucheth

not the matter at the largiest. i555~8 Phaer sEncid 1.

Biij, Largy streames out from his eies he shed. 1567
Turberv. Ovid's Ep. 143 b, 1 n largie seas . . Aye fleeting to

and fro. 1594 Carew Passo (1881J 102 Who open ..saw
this largy gate.

Lariat (ta'riat), sb. Also lariette, larriet.

[a. Sp.Ja reata (see Reata).] A rope used for

picketing horses or mules ; a eord or rope with

a noose used in catehing wild cattle ; the lasso of

Mexico and South America.
1835 W. Irving Tour Prairies 26 Lariats, or noosed cords,

used in catching the wild horse. 1859 Marcy Prairie Trav.
i. 41 Lariats made of hemp are the best. 1861 G. F.



LARICK.

Berkeley Sportsm. \l
r
. Prairies xv. 250 Two mules put so '

near together that they had got their larriets entangled. 1

1876 Besant & Rice Gold. Butterfly (1877) 3 The horsehair

lariette, which serves the Western Nimrod for lassoing by
day and for keeping off snakes at night.

Hence La riat v. trans., to secure with a lariat.

1850 13. Taylor Eldorado xl (1862) 104 My mules had*
already been caught and Jariated.

Lariat, obs. form of Loriot, golden oriole.

larick (loe'rik). Sc. and north. Also lerrick.

[sing. f. Larix taken as a pi.] = Larch.
1805 A, Scott Poems 197 (Jam.> A planting .. Where

pitches an* laricks were seen. 1893 NorthumbId. Gloss.,

Larick, larch fir. 1896 Lumsokn Poems 160 Lang tail an'

swirly Twinktin' on the lerrick taps.

Larid (lze*rid). Ornith. [ad. mod.lv. Larid- ft
3

,

f. larus gull.] A bird of the Laridse- or gull

family. In recent Diets.

Hence Xiaridine a., having the characters of

the gull family.

1877 Coues Birds iV.-JK. 589 Various classifications of the

Laridine birds . . have been proposed.

Larie, Larielle, vars. Lauby, Laurel.
Lariette, variant of Lariat.

Larigot (lre'rigpt). Mits. [ad. K. larigot, OF. t

larigau 4 a Flute or Pipe., called so by lite
'

clowncs in some parts of France' (Cotgr.), of i

unknown origin.] An organ-stop : sec quot.

1876 Milks Catech. Organ \k. (1878) 69 Larigot, Nine-
teenth, Octave Twelfth, a small metal Mutation stop. . . The
Larigot sounds a perfect fifth above the Fifteenth, and

[

consequently a Nineteenth above the Diapasons.

Larikin, variant of Larhikix.
1 Larin (larrm). Also 6 larine, (larijrO, 8

laryn
; 7 lari, lar(r)ee, lawree. [Pers. tori,

V f. Lar name of a territory on the north of the

Persian Gulf (Yule).] A kind of Persian and
Arabic money formerly in use. consisling of a

strip of metal bent over in the form of a hook.
1588 Hickocke tr. Frederick's l-'oy. hid. 35 b, I bought

many sailed kine there . .for halfe a Larine a peece, which
Larine may be twelue shillinges sixe pence. i6t6 N.
Whithixcton in Purchas Pi'grmts (16231 I. 484 We agreed
with one of the Ragies or Governours kinred for twenty
Laries (twenty shillings) to conduct vs. 1623 Dotum. Im-
peachm. Buckhm. (Camden) 77 Lawreee, beinc;e peeces of
silver, .woithe aboute tenne pence. 1634 Sir T. Herbert
Prav. 151 Larrees fashioned like point-aglets, and are worth
ten pence. 1681 R. Knox Hist. Relat. iv. vi. 144 Five and
twenty Larees, that is, five dollars. 1704 Collect. \

r
#y.

«( "hurchill) III. 822/2 The most current coin here are the 1

Silver l.aryns, each whereof is -worth about \od.

Larine (Iarrin), a. Ornith. [ad. mod.L.
|

Larin ,r, f. lar/ts gu\\.] Pertaining to the f.ariiw, i

a sub- family of the Jjaridm. In recent Diets.

Lari'noid,#. rare. [f.Gr. Aa/>iV-ds fatted +-0 id.]

i860 Fowler Med. Voc. Larinoid, syn. of lardaccous.
\

1 888 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Larix (Irc'riks). Also S laryx. (3. 6 larnix,
j

7 larinx, 8 -ynx. [L. (see Lahch).]
1. a. — Lahch. Also attrib., as larix tree, wood.

j

(Now only Sc. : ef. Lahick.)
*572 J- Jones Bathes 0/ Bath it. 12 b, The oka trees,

pyne trees, larnix [sic] trees, fir trees, ash tiecs. 1578 Lyra
Dodocns vi. xcii. 775 Of the larche or larix tree. 161

1

Cotgr , Laregc, the Larch, or Larinx tree. 1626 ft agon
Sylva $ 642 The Mosse of the Larix Tree burnetii also
«weet, and sparkleth in the Hunting. 1744 Dkummond
Trav. i. (1754) 16 The larynx is as frequent upon the
mountains in this country, as the white pine, or common
Scotch fir. 1770-4 A. Huntek Georg. Ess, (1803) 1. 515
A small summer-house finished with Larix wood. 1791
Newte Tour Eng. <y Scot. 240 Plane trees, poplars, birches,

limes, larixes. 1805 Forsyth Beauties Scott. I. 429 They
[squirrels] attack the young Scotch firs, but more particularly
the larix and elm. 1842 J. Aiton Domest. Econ. (1857)
163 Gates should be made of. .Larix wood.

|| b. Bol. The genus of coniferous trees to which
the larches belong.

f 2. The herb Camphorosma mompcliacnm. Obs.
1548 Turner Names ofHerbes 26 Chamepeuce is a very

rare herbe . . it may be called in ICnglishe Alpeare or Petie
Larix. 1624-61 Davenport City Nightcap 1. a I'eauty, like

1 be Herb Larix, is cod i* th' water, Hut hot i' th' stomack.

Lark (laik), sb.l, laverock (larvarak, Sc.
I

] t
T*sT3k). Forms: a. 1 laferee, law-, lau(w)erce,
licwcrce, lauricse, -e, 3-4 laverke, 5 laveroe,

-k ke, (lavereok, lawrok , 6 laverok(e, lavo-
rocke, Sc. laferok, 7 laveraeke, lavroe, leve-

ro^k, -ucke, 9 dial, lair-, layroek, 5- chiefly

Sc. lav(e)roek, lav'roek. B. 4-7 larke, 4- lark.

[OE. Idferce, older Ixwerce, ldnriav,xvk. fern., corre-

sponding to Du. leemverik, OIIG. lerahha (MUG.
and mod.G. lerche)^ ON". Ikvirke (masc), MSw.
hvrikia (S\v. liirka, Da. lerke) ; not found in Goth.
The ulterior etymologv is unknown : some of the OK.

forms, and the ON. Ixvirke (only in the Edda Gloss., and
perh. from Eng.) lend themselves to the interpretation
' treason-worker ' (OE. Ixw, ON. li, treason ; cf. ON. ill-

virke worker of ill) ; but, apart from the fact that nothing
is known in folklore to account for such a designation, the
Teut. forms generally seem to point to some such OTeut.
type as *taiit>ir,ikjdn-.]

1. A name nsed generally for any bird of the

family Alaudidx, but usually signifying, when

78

used without a prefix, the Skylark (Alauda
arvensis). The lark has a sandy-brown plumage,
and remarkably long hind-claws (cf. Larkspur).
o. c 725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) 71/2 Laudae, laurice,

1000 yULFRtc Gloss, in Wr. AVulcker 131/28 Alanda,
lauerce. c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 67/455 A gret hep of lauer-

kene opon le churche a-hjhte. a 1310 in Wright Lyric
P. xx, 40 Ich wold ich were a threstelcok, A bountyng
other a lavereok, Swete bryd ! latjfiG Chaucer K&m.
Rose 662 Ther mighte men see many flokkes Of turtles

and laverokkes. c 1420 Liber Cocornm (1862) 36 Other
smalle bryddes . . As osel, smityng, laveroe gray, Pertryk,
werkock. 14.38 Z>£. Alcxaiuler Gt. (Hannatyne) 12 It semis
thay sparhalki^ war And we lawrokis that durst bot dar.

a 1650 Eger <5- Grine 922 in Furnivall Percy Folio I. 383
The throstlecocke, the Nightingale, the laueracke, & the
wild woodhall. 1725 Kamsav Gent. Sheph. 11. iv, Hark how
the lav'rocks chant aboon our heads, a 1810 Tannahill
Winter iv? his cloudy brow Poems (1846' 112 Now lavrocks
sing to hail the spring, And nature all is cheery. 1837
K. Nicoix Poems (1842) 77 Where laverocks lilting sing Is

the place that I love be>t. 1897 Outing (U. S.) XXIX.
595/1 A colony of tuneful lavrocks darted their almost per-

pendicular flight above our heads.

p. ? a 1366 Chaucek Rout. Rose 915 With fynche, with
lark, and with archaungelle. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 1498 On
be morwe wan it was day, & \>e larke by-gan to synge, pys
messegers come in god aray. c 1450 Holland Hmvlat 714
The blyth Laik that begynnis. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. in. i.

158 Did euer Rauen sing so like a l^rke? i6ao Vennek
I'ia Recta iii. 63 Larkes are of a delicate taste in eattng.

1774 Goi.dsm. Nat. /list. (1776) V. 10 An hawk perceives

a lark at a distance which neither men nor dogs could spy.

1828 Wokdsw. Mom. Exerc. iv, Ne'er could Fancy bend
the buoyant Lark To melancholy service. 1876 Smiles
Sc. Nalttr. xiii. (ed. 4) 260 You could now hear the. .bright

carol of the Lark.

b. With allusion lo the lark's habits; e.g. its

early song, and the height it attains in contrast

with Ihe low position of its nest.

1580 Lyly Euphrtt's (Arb.) 229 Goe to bed with the Lambe,
and rise with the I^arke. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, v. iii. 56
Stir with (he I^irke to morrow, gentle Norfolk. 1613 —
lieu. V III, it. iii. 94 With your Theame, I could O're-mount
the Larke. 1607 Dkkkkr Ucstio. IIocWVs. 1873 II. 295
We . .mu^t he vp with the lark. 1798 Colkriijge Anc. Mar.
v. xv, Sometimes a dropping from the sky I heard the I^av-

rock sing. 1822 I>. W. Pkoctlr I.ysander lone \, He
constant . . As larks arc to the morn or bats to eve. 1826

J. Wu.son Not 1. Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 131 Nae lively lilting

awa like a rising laverock. 1865 Wai/gh Lane. Songs 26

Though we Hvin" o' th' floor same as layrocks We'n go up
like layrocks to sing.

c. Proverbs.
< 1530 R. Hilles Common-PL Bk. (1858) 140 And hevyn

fell we shall have meny larkys. 1546 J. IIeywood Prav.
(1867) 9 A leg of a larke Is better than is the tody of a
ky^ht. Ibid. 20 Louers Hue by lone, ye as larkes line by
leekes. 1589 Greene Mo:aphou (Arb.) 48 Men ..die for

lone, when larkes die with leekes. 1711 Brit. Apollo III.

No. 153. 3/2 When the Sky falls, we snail catch Larks.

d. With some defining prefix, or qualifying

adjective, denoting some meml)er of the genus or

family, as Crested Lark, Horned Lark, Red Lark,

Shore-lark ; also Skylakk, Wuodlark.
J766 Pennant Zool. (1768* II. 239 Red-lark. 1784-5 —
A ret. Zool. ( 1 792 1 1 1. 84 Shore Lark . .A lauda alpestris. 1837
GovLoBirds Europe 1 1 1. i65Crested Lark, A lauda crista ta.

1894 R. H. Sharpe Ilaudbk. Birds Gt. Brit. {1896) 80 The
Horned Larks are principally northern birds, occurring

throughout the greater part of North America . . more than
one form of Horned Lark ts found in the higher ranges of

the Himalayas. Ibid. 89 The Wood-Lark .. agrees with
the Crested Lark, . . in having the first primary quill well

developed.

2. A pplicd with defining prefix to birds resembling

the lai k, but not belonging lo the Alaudidx ; e. g. to

certain buntings and pipits. Also TlTLAKK.
1766 Pennant Zool. (1768) II. 238 It is larger than the

til-lark. 1848 Zoologist VI. 2290 The meadow pipet is the
' twit lark '. 1849 Ibid.VM. 2354 The tree pipet is the ' tree-

lark '. 1862 Woou Mat. Hist. 1 1. 484 The Lapland Hunting,
Snow Hunting. . . In some places it is called the . .White Lark.

1893 Newton Diet. Birds 512 The Mud-Lark, Rock Lark,
Titlark, and Tree-Lark are Pipits. The Grasshopper-
I^irk is one of the .iquatic Warblers, while the Meadow-
Lark of America . . is an Icterus. Sand-Lark and Sea«Lark
are . . names often given to some of the smaller members of
the Limicolx. 1894 R. B. Sharpe llandbk. Birds Gt. Brit.

(1896) 70 From the curious 'scribbling
1 on the egc;s the

Yellow Bunting.. is in many places known as the ' Writing
I^ark '.

3. allrib. and Comb.> as lark-song, 'Catcher',

lark-awakened
\ -footed adjs. ; also lark-like adj.

;

lark*call (see quot.) ; + larVs-claw, the wild lark-

spur
; lark-finch, -sparrow, a bird of the western

U. S., Chondesles gramtnaens ; + lark-flsh ( « L.
alauda) a name given to certain species of lilcnny

;

lark*s-foot = Lahkspl r ; lark's-head A Tant.j

a form of bend (Knight Did. Mech.\ ; lavroek-
height (noncc wd.), the height that the lark rises

lo ; lark-silver, an annual payment due to the

Crown from tenants of the Honour of Clare;
lark's toes = LAUKsruu

; lark-worm, a kind of

tape-worm (see quot.). Also Lahk('s>heel.
1835 Edin. Rev. LX. 324 The tell-tale smoke of Mark-

awakened cottages. 1791 E. Darwin Bot. Gard. 1. Notes
89 There is a whistle, termed a *lark-call, which consists
of a hollow cylinder of tin-plate, closed at both ends. 1881
Macm. Mag. XLV. 42 A Mark-catcher will catch and
slaughter ignominiously in a single night more skylarks than
a falconer can hope to catch with one hawk in a year.

1578 Lyte Vodoens 11. xv. 165 The wilde [Lark's spur] is

LARKER.
called . . in English . .MLarckes Claw. 1776-96 Withering
Brit. Plants ed. 3) II. 494 Larks-claw. 1831 A.Wilson
& Hona parte A mer. Ornith. I V. 1 26 Fringiilagrawmaea—
*Lark Finch. 1898 Burroughs' Riverby^ Index, Lark finch or
lark sparrow, Chondesles grammacus. x66i Lovell Hist.
Amm. «y Min. I ntrod. a 6 b, Fishes . .smooth, as the MLarkfish
cristate and not cristate. 1573 Tusser Husb. xliii. (1878) 96
Herbes, branches, and flowers, for windowes and pots, .

.

*Larkes foot. 1626 Bacon Syh>a § 510 This Experiment or
severall Colours, comming up from one seed, would be tried
also in Larkes-Fott. J607 Topseli. Four-/. Beasts (1658) 253
The Epithets of a swift running courser are these, winged or
wing-bearing, *Lark-footed. 1785 Lurns llallmvcen xxvi,
Poor Lizzie's heart maist lap the hool ; Near Mav'rock height
she jumpit. 1742 Young Nt. Ik. v. 20 Pleasure, *Lark-like,
nests upon the Ground. 1894 R. Ik Sharpe llandbk. Birds
Gt. Brit. (1896) 79 The Meadow-Pipit having a Lark-like
hind claw. 1635 J. Layer in N. $ (). 9th Ser. V. figoo) 376
The lete is of Clare, of fee, and ye townsmen paid . . $s. per
annum for Markesilver, but what the meaning of it is, I know
not. 1900 /£/V/.,The term larkesilver first occurs in the reign
of Richard II. The Court Leet at Meldreth has not been
held for centuries, but the

1
larksilver ' [etc.] are still paid by

the parish constable to the Commissioners of Woods and
Forests. 1880G. Meredith Tragic Com. {tZZi) 193 He. .had
within the month receded her lark-song of her betrothal.

1597 * Larkes Toes [see Lakk-heel 1]. 1863 Wood Nat.
1/ist. 1 1 1. 713 *Lark-worm, Tznia platycephala.
Lark laik), sb* colloq. [iJelongs to Lark v.2]
A frolicsome adventure, a spree. Also lo go on,

have, lake a lark.

181 r Lex. Balatronictwt, Lark, a piece of merriment.
People playing together jocosely. xZxz J. H. Vaux Flash
Diet., Lark, fun or sport of any kind, to create which is

termed knocking up a lark. 1813 Pykon Let. 27 Sept. in

Moore Lett. <f- Jrnls. (1830) I. 428 You must and shall

meet me . . and take what, in flash dialect, is poetically

termed ' a lark ' with Rogers and me for accomplices. 183$
Markvat jfac. Faith/, xxxviii, Tom was .. alwavs .. ready
for any lark or nonsense. 1837 Dickens Picfnv. ii, * Here's
a lark , shouted half a dozen hackney-coachmen. 1857 Mrs.
Carlvle Lett. II. 321 My mother ..once by way of a lark,

invited her to tea. 1873 Holland A. Bonnie, xvi. 254
1
It's

a lark, fellows', said Mullens from behind his handkercheif.

1884 Punch 1 Mar. 108/1 Bradlaugh only having a lark

with the Hon. Gentlemen.

Lark (laik) , sb,'>i A r
attt. A small boat (Smyth

Sailors IVord-bk. 1867).
1796 Grose's Diet. I'ulg. Tongue, Lark, a boat.

Lark (laik), v.* [f. Lakk j<U] intr. To catch

larks. In mod. Diets.

Lark (lark), colloq. (orig. slang.) [Belongs

to Laiik sb* ; the sb. and vb. appear first in

1 Si 1-3. The origin is somewhat uncertain.
Possibly it may represent the northern Lake v., as heard

by sporting men from Yorkshire jockeys or grooms; the

sound (leak, Ixsk), which is written laitk in Robinson's
Whitby Glossary and in dialect books, would to a southern
hearer more naturally suggest 1

lark ' than ' lake * as its

equivalent in educated pronunciation. On the other hand,
it is quite as likely that the word may have originated in

some allusion to Lark sb.* ; cf. the similar use of skylark vb.

(which, however, is app. not recorded till much later).]

1. intr. To play iricks, frolic; to ride in a frolic*

some manner; to ride across conntiy. Also with

about.

1813 Col. Hawker Diary (1893) I. 68 Having larked all

the way down the road. 1835 Niwrod's Hunting Tour 227
There is another way of making use of horse-flesh . .and that

is, what in the language of the day is called 'larking*.

One of the party holds up his hat which is a signal Tor

the start ; and, putting their horses' heads in a direction

for Melton, away they go, and stop at nothing till they
get there. 1842 IUrham Ingol. Leg. Ser. 11. St. Cntli-

lert, Don't Mark' with the watch, or annoy the Dolice

!

1846 57 De Qlincev Keats Wks. VI. 276 note, It is a ticklish

thing to lark with honest men's names. 1848 Thackekay
Van. Fair Ixv. 496 Jumping the widest brooks, and larking

over the newest gates in the country. 1857 Highes 'Pom
Brmvti 1. v, I^arking about at leap-frog to keep themselves
warm. j86i Wiiyte Melville Mkt. Harb. 56 If we are to

lark home..l may as well ride a nag I can trust. 1871
4 M. Lecrano' Cambr. Ereshm. 261 These .. expert rider*

..set off to Mark' it home. 1889 H. O'Reilly 50 Years on
Trail 3, I was always larking about and playing pranks on
my schoolfellows.

2. trans. To make fun of, tease spoi lively (a per-

son' ; to ride (a horse) across countrv.

1848 Thackeray I 'an. Fair Ixvi. 603 A staid English

maid . . whom Georgy used to ' lark dreadfully, with
accounts of German robbers and ghosts. 1861 Whvtk
Melville Mkt. Harb. 21 *May I lark him?' said he. pull-

ing up after a short canter to and fro on the turf by the

wayside.

3. To clear (a fence) with a Hying leap.

1834 Ainsworth Rookivood iv. vtt, lless was neither

strained by her gliding passage down the slippery bill side,

nor shaken by larking tne fence in the meadow.

Larker 1 (laukai). [f. Lark sb. 1 + -Kit J
.] One

whose occupation it is to catch larks.

1634 A.Warwick Spare Min. (1637)68 When 1 see the

l^arker's day net spread out in a fatre morning. 1766 Pen-
nant Zool. {1768) II. 235 When the weather grows gloomy
the larker changes his engine. 1789 G. Whitb Selborne

xxvii. (1853) 108 The larkers in dragging their nets by night

frequently catch them [fieldfares] in the wheat-stubbles.

Larker 2 (lauka-t). colloq. [f. Lakk v.- + -eb ]
.]

One given to * larking ' or sporting.

1826 Sporting Mag. XVII I. 285 He has been a bit of a
larker in his time. 1896 Westm. Gas. 3 July 1/3 He was
conveyed by the Markers', who were medical students, to

the statue of William III.

Larker* (laMkai). [Cf. Labk sb#\ (Sec

quot.)



LARK-HEEL. 79

x896 Argosy XIX. 278 Seine fishing is carried on by com*
panies, each company owning 3 boats—the ' seine boat ' .

.

the 1 vollier '. .and another small boat called a larker.

Lark-heel, lark's-heel.
1. a. - Larkspur, b. Indian cress or garden

nasturtium (
Tropxolum).

1597 Gerarde Herbal it. ccccxxvi. 923 Flos Regius . . in

English Larkes spur, Larkes heele, Larkes toes, Larkes clawe
and Munkes hoode. x6iz Two Noble K. 1. i. Song, Mary-
golds, on death beds blowing, Larkes-heeles trymme. 1669
Worlioge Sysf. Agric. (1681) 280 Now sow Larks-heels,

Canditufts, Columbines, &c. 1695 Tate tr. Cowley's Plants
iv. C.'s Wks. 1721 111. 360 The Indian-Cress our Climate
now does bear, Call 'd Larks-heel, 'cause he wears a Horse-

inans Spur. 1706 J. Gardiner Rapin's Gard. (1728) 18 The
Larkheel train, And Lychnis famous for her scarlet stain.

11760 J. Lee Jntrod. Bot. App. (1765) 316 Lark's Heel, Del-
phinium. 18*7 Clark Sheph. Cal. 58 The tall topp'd lark-

heels, feather'd thick with flowers.

2. The elongated heel, common among negroes.

1865 Livingstone Zambesi 501 Nor do we meet what is

termed the lark-heel any oftener here than among the

civilized races of Europe. 187* — in Daily News 29 July,
Prognathous jaws, lark heels, and other physical peculiari-

ties common among slaves and West Coast negroes.

Hence Lark-heeled a. (See quots.)

1837 Gould Birds Europe III. i6g Lark-heeled Hunting;
Plectrophanes Lapponica, Selby. 1855 Robinson Whitby
Gloss., Lairock-heeCd, having an uncommon projection of
heel. 1862 Wood Nat. Hist. II. 567 The Coccygina;, or

Lark-heeled Cuckoos, so called from their long hind toe.

Larking (jaukirj), vbl. sby [f. Lark v.^ +
-iNG K] The action or process of catching larks.

altrib. in larking-glass, a machine with mirrors,

used to attract larks to the net.

18*6 S. R. Jackson in Hone Every-day Bk. II. 118

Persons go out with what is called a larking glass.

Larking (laukirj), vbl. sb.% colloq. [f. Lark
v.

'1 + -iNG L] The action of Lark v.'1 ;
fun, frolic.

1813 Col. Hawker Diary (1893) 1. 68 Much as larking was
in force, there had been no spree to top this. 1825 EF.nixiKS

Let. 19 July in Poems p. xlvii, Two Oxford men, professors

of genteel larking. 1838 Laoy Granville Lett. 14 July,
He .. like me, shuns actual practical larking.

Larking (laukirj), a. colloq. [f. Lark
+ -ING That larks

;
frolicsome, sportive.

1828 J. H. Newman Lett. (1891) I. 182, I have learned to

leap, .which is a larking thing for a don. 1848 Thackeray
Bk. Snobs x, The Marking' or raffish Military Snob. 1889
'Rolf BoLDaEwooo* Robbery under Arms (1890) 330
Maddie was in one of her larking humours.

Hence Iia*rkingly adv.
1896 H. \V. Wolf in Contemp. Rev. Aug. 204 Larkingly

engaging in acrobatics.

Larkish (laukij), a. colloq. [f. Lark sb.2 +
-1SH.] Of the nature of a * lark

9

; frolicsome.
1882 Echo 29 Aug. 1/5 Foote lost his leg owing to amputa-

tion caused by a larkish exploit with the Duke of York.

Hence La rkishness.
a 1893 Sir A. Blackwood Records Life (1896) 14 One other

exploit was the result of West's and my larkishness that half.

Larksome (lauksflm), a. colloq. [f. Lark
sb* + -some.] Given to ' larking sportive.

1871 Daily News it Sept., Hinting .. that the melodrama
bad not been produced for larksome purposes. 1890 Longm.
Mag. Sept. 574 Obstreperous and larksome ghosts.

Larkspur (la'ikspy-O. Bot. [f. Lark sb.% +
Spur.] Any plant of the genus Delphinium ; so

called from the spur-shaped calyx. The common
larkspur is D. Consolida.

1578 Lytk Dodoens 11. xv. 165 The garden Larkes Spurre
floureth all the Somer long. 1597 Gerarde Herbal 11.

ccccxxvi. 922 The garden Larkes spur hath a rounde stem
full of branches. Ibid. 923 The wilde Larkes spur hath most
fine iagged leaues. 1664 Evelyn Kal. Hort. Feb. (1679) ix

Sow also Lark-spurs, &c. 1769 De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit.

(ed. 7) I. 89 In the Ground between these Hills and Cam-
bridge grows naturally abundance of Larkspur. 1856 M iss

Mulock J. Halifax xxi, Sweet-Williams and white-Nancies,
and larkspur and London-pride. 1882 Garden 11 Feb. 91/2
Larkspurs are exceedingly showy annuals.

Lark-spurred, a. (See quot.)

1805 J. Lawrence Cattle (1809) 531 The old shepherds had
a comical notion, that sheep blind in the summer were lark*
spurred ; that the sheep having trod upon a lark's nest, the
old one. .had spurred the intruder in the eye. 1837 Youatt
SheeP x. 406.

Larky (la-rid), a. colloq. [f. Lark sb.% + -y.]

Inclined or ready for a lark
; frolicsome, sportive.

1851 H. Mayo Pop.Superst. (ed. 2) 133 When the Devil is

larky, he solicits the witches to dance round htm. *866
Spectator 24 Nov. 1301/1 An under-bred, ignorant, larky
young naval lieutenant. 1885 ' F. Anstey ' Tinted Venus
24, ' I look larky, don't I said poor Tweddle, dolefully.

t Larm, sb. Obs. Also 6-7 larme. [Aphetic
form ofAlarm sb. Cf. Larcm and G. larm noise.]

= Alarm sb. 4. Also to blow, ring a larm.
1530 Palsgr. 237/2 Larme in a felde, alarmc. 1557

TotttVs Misc. (Arb.) J98 Then come they to the larme,
then shew they in the fielde. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's
Comm. 65 Therfore be ryngeth a larme and admonysbeth
all men to [etc.]. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus s.v. Cano

t

Bellicum canere, . . to blowe a larme. 1581 Studley Seneca's
Hercules CEtaeus 216 To thumpe vppon thy sounding breast
thy griefe with doleful larmes. 1633 P. Fletcheb Purple
Isl. xi. 2 To change my oaten quill For trumpet Marms.
fb. attrib. larm-list, ?a body of firemen or

militia. U.S. Obs.

1779 Hist. Ptlham, Mass. (1898) 133 Voted that the Arms
. .be sold at Public Vendue to the Highest Bidder, None to
bide But the training band and Larm list.

LARVA.

Larry (lre-ri), sb.% dial. a. (See quot. 185 . ).

b. Liquid mortar, grout. Hence Larry v. dial.

I (see quot. 1890).
185. Diet. At chit. (Arch. Publ. Soc), Larry, a kind of

long handled iron hoe with holes in it, used by bricklayers

in making mortar ; and to rake backwards and forwards the
moriar laid on walls when mixing it with water to form
grout. 1890 Gloucester Gloss., Larry, liquid mortar, growt.

Hence 1

to larry it in
1 means to flush up well with growt.

Larry, variant of Lorry.
Larson, Larsonie : see Larcin, Larceny.
Larthew, variant of Louthkw Obs., teacher.

Lamm (leVr*>m, Ice'i/mi), sb. Forms : 6

larome, larowme, 8 lai-rom, -um, 6 larum.
[Aphetic form ol Alarum.]
1. A call to arms, a batlle-ery; news of an

enemy's approach
;
any sound lo warn ot danger.

j
f Hence {rarely') a sudden altack.

1549 Coyerdalf, etc. Erasut. Par. Eph. p. xiv, What larum

I
soeuer happeneth, with lhis buckeler it shalbc vaynquished.

iSS5 Eden Decades 56 They fieicely assayled theyr enemy
with a larome. 1555 Proctor IVyat's Rebel/. \) lij b, In the

night there happened a larum, sundrie criinge : tieason,

Treason. 1559 Fabyan's Chron. vu. 707 ^ir Tlmma-.
Poinynges .. cried a newe larum, and sette on the Fiench-
nicn. 1607 Shaks. Cor. 1. iv. 9 Then .shall we heme iheii

Larum, & lhey Ours. 1755 in G. Sheldon Hist. Dee/field,

Mass. 11895) 1. 638 We fired several larrums and the great

gun at Fort JJuininer was shot. 1784 Cowter Task w.

569 The first larum of the lock's shrill throat May prove

a trumpet, summoning your ear To horrid sounds of hostile

j

feet. i8iz Byron C/t. Ha>. u. 72. 1833 H r. Martini-.ac
/*';-. Wines .y Pol. vii. too The drums and larums which kepi

all Paris awake. 1847 Lv noN Lucretia (185.O 185 A brum
lof a door-bell] loud enough to startle the whole couit.

fig. 1650 R. StaI'YI.ton Strada's L<r:v C. H'arres 1. 7

Warned by his disease, that still rung ihe larum of death.

b. In wider sense : A tumult in jus noise ; a

hul)buh, uproar.
a 1533 Lr>. IjERNFRS Huoti exxix. 472 Then the crye and

larum hegan. 1588 Suaks. Tit. A. \. \. 147 Keinaineth
nought but . . with low'd Larums [tol welcome them to Rome.
1596 Dalkymplk tr. Leslies Hist. Scot. II. vu. 5 Thay
crie a larum, that [etc.]. 1800 Coi kridcf. Wallenst. \. vii,

lint whence arose this larum in the camp? 1840 Thacki ray
Paris Sk.-bk. 11860) 151 His invention has nut made so

much noise and latum in the world as some others. 1858
G. Maciionai.d Phantasies xix. in Whs. Ean<. y <y /mag.
U871) VI. 96 The continually renewed laiuni of a landrail.

fig. 1593 R. HaR\KV Philad. t, I will be so bold as

ansWere your larum, lunching the hi>tory of mighty Unite.

t c. Aii uneasy condition. - Alarm 12. Obs.

1598 Suaks. Metry W. 111. v. 73 The peaking Cumnto
her husband, .dwelling in a continual larum of ielousie.

f 2. An apparatus attached to a clock or watch,

to produce a linging sound at any fixed hour. Obs.

1586 Rkigiit Melanc. xiii. 66 Automatical! instruments as

clockes, watches, & larums. 1607 iJi-.KKi-K Whore Babylon
Wks. 1873 II. 264 What houre is this? does not my larum
strike? This watch goes false. 1648 iU: Wilkins Math.
Magichy Dvdalns iii. 171 That larum w hich .. would both

wake a man, and of it self light a candle for him at any set

bower of the night. 1692 Locke Kdnc. xiv. Wks. 1727 111. 6

Others . . have set their Stomachs by a constant usage, like

Larums to cal) on them for four or five. 1807 South hY
in Rem. II. K. White 1,1819) I. 34 He would . . rise again to

his work at five, at the call of a larum, which he had fixed

I to a Dutch clock in his chamber.
transf and fig. i66« Cowley Disc. Govt. O. Cronnvell in

Verses $ Ess. (1687) 7° There needs no Noise at all

t' awaken Sin Th' Adulterer and the Thief his Larum has

within. 1691 Shadwell Scourers 1. ii. Dram. Wks. (1720)

326 Will the larum of your tongue never lie down. 1711

Steele Spect. No. n f 1 She had often an Inclination to

interrupt him, but could find no Opportunity 'till the Larum
ceased of its self. 1778 G. White Selborne 9 Sept., By this

(crowiilgl he has been distinguished in all ages as the

countryman's clock or larum.

3. allrib. and Comb. f as larum- call, -clock, -watch.

Also Larum-bell.
1683 Lond. Gaz. No. 1846/4 A large Silver Larum Watch

with a Chain. 1697 Ibid. No. 3251/4 Lost, .a Larum Clock
i in a little Box. 18*1 Joanna Rah.lie Metr. Leg., Ghost
Eadon xxii, Till they heard a bugle's larum call.

Larum (larr^m), v. Obs. exc. dial. Also 8

larom. [f. Larum sb.]

f 1. trans, a. To sound forth loudly, b. To
alarm. Obs.

1595 P- T. G. tr. Blanchardine 11. Ded., Hailing presumed
to tune my rustic stringes to larum foorth my simple musicke.

1758 S. Thompson Diary 21 July (1896) 12 At prayer this

evening we were Laromed by a false outcry.

2. intr. f&. To rush down with loud cries [obs.).

b. 1 To talk incessantly ' (Holderness Gloss. 1877).

1728 Pope Dune. hi. 158 Down, down they larum, with

impetuous whirl, The Pindars and the Mihons of a Curl.

La*rum-bell. Obs. exc. poet. [f. Larum sb,

+ Bell.] = Alarm-bell.
1568 T. Howell Arb. Amitie (1879) 57 Lest by the way

some watchman lay, to ring the larome bell. 15^0 Spenser
/<'. Q. n. ix. 25. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, tn. 1. 17. £609

Heywood Brit. Troy xv. lxxi, The Larum Bels of death

on all sides ringing, a 1634 Chapman A Iphonsus Plays 1873
HI. 248 Run to the Tow'r and Ring the Larum P>ell. 1813

Scott Roheby 11. xxv, Ring out the castle larum bell

!

Larva (la-jva). PL larvae. [L. larva a ghost,

spectre, hobgoblin ; also, a mask.]

1. A disembodied spirit; a ghost, hobgoblin,

spectre. Obs. exc. Hist.
1651 BAXTEa Inf. Baft. 273, I live almost perpetually in

my bed or chair or pulpit ; as Calvin said of Cassander ; such

Larm,e\ Obs. rare~ x
. [Aphetic form of Alarm

v.] trans. To alarm.
1758 S.Thompson Diary 20 July (1896) 11 In the morning

10 men in a scout waylaid by the Indians, and shot at and
larmed the Fort.

Larmier (larnw). Also 7 larmer. [a. F.

larmier in same sense, f. larme a tear.]

1. Arch. - Corona 4, DitiF sbA 4 a.

1696 Phillips (ed. 5), Larmer. 1723 Chambers tr. Le
Clercs Treat. An hit. L 25 Corona with its Larmier or

Drip underneath. 1727-41 Chambers Cycl., The Larmier is

also called corona, and in English the drip. 1875 in Knight
Diet. Mtch.

2. Anal. (See quot.)
1848 in Craig. 1893 Lydekker Horns «y Hoofs 64 The

lachrymal fossa— in which t ests the gland termed thecrumen,
larmier, or 1 tear-bag '.

Larmoyailt larmoranO

,

a. [ad. F. larmoyant,

pres. pple. of larmoyer'tu be learlul, f. larme lear.J

Given to tears, lachrymose.
[1813 Byron Let. 2 Oct. in Moore Life (1830) II. 4^0 Pait

ihou know'st 1 can be a right merry and conceited fellow,

and rarely ' larmoyant \| 1824 Miss Miti-ord Village
Ser. t. (1863) 81 Ellen and 1, although not at all larmoyante
sort of people, h;id much ado not to cry. 1897 Naturalist
270 Another strange face, though not so larinoyani, provoca-
tive of laughter unto tears.

Larom(e, -owme, obs. forms of Larum.
t Iiaroil. Obs. Also 4 Iaroun, 6 la-roone,

7 lar(r)one, larroone. [ad. OF. larom (F. lar-

ron) :—L. lalron-em. Cf. Ladroxe.] A robber.

13. . A". A lis. 4209 Of thefihe V wol me defende, Ageyn
knyght, swayn, and baron n, That Y no am no laroun. 1598
Shaks. Merry W. 1. iv. 71 O Diable, Diahle : vat is in my

I
Closset? Villanie, La-roone : Rugby, my kapier. 1631
H. Shirley Mart. Sonldier u. iii, I am Prince over thove

Publicans, lx)rd over these Larroones, Regent of lhese Rugs.
a 1656 Ltsshfr Ann. vt. (1658) 358 Hut like a very I.aion,

sought to strip his brother of all that he had in his necessity.

Larrecine, variant of Larcjn Obs.

Larree : see Lauin.
Larriet, variant of Lariat.

Larrikin (larrikin). Chiefly Austral. Also
I larikin. [Of uncertain origin

;
possibly i. Larry

{

(a nickname for Lawrence, common in Ireland)

! + -KIN.

The word seems to have originated in Melhourne not long
before 1870; but the current story that it was evolved by a

j

reporter from an Irish policeman's pronunciation of larking,

j

heard in a Melbourne police-court in 1869, appears to Le
a figment, nS trace of the incident being found in the local

I papers of the time. (See Morris, A astral Eng., s. v.) A
guess that has been proposed is that it is short for Eng.
slang leary kiuchen.]

A (usually juvenile) street rowdy ; the Australian

equivalent of the i Hoodlum ' or ' Hooligan \
1870 Melbourne Herald 4 Apr. 3/2 Three larikins . . had

behaved in a very disorderly manner in Little Latrobe-
street. 1886-7 I^l'RTO.n Arab. Nts. I. 4 Story of the Larri-

kin and the Cook. 1890 Melbourne Argus 26 May 6/7 He
was set upon by a gang of larrikins, who tried to rescue his

prisoner. 1898 G. W. Steevens With Kitchener to Khar-
turn 142 Lord and larrikin, Balliol and the Board School,

the Sirdar's bratn and the camel's back—all welded into one.

b. altrib. passing into adj.

1870 M. Clarke Goody Two Shoes 26 He's a lively little

Larrikin Lad, and his name is Little Boy Blue. 1884 Lit.
Era II. 165 Such a larrikin phrase as 'O crimini' is to he
found . .in his writings. 1891 L. Kinglake Australian at //.

108 The larrikin hordes of the cities of Australia.

Hence Iiarrikiness, a female larrikin ; Iiarri-

kinlsm, the habits and practices of larrikins.

1870 Australian (Richmond, Vict.) 10 Sept. 3/3 (Morris)

A slight attempt at • lamkinism ' was manifested. 1871

I

Colling^vood Advertiser (Austral.) 22 June 3/5 (ibid.) Evi-
dence was tendered as to the manner of life led by these

I larikinesses. 189* E. Kinglake Australian at II. 106
Larrikinism confines itself to no particular class. 1892 G.
Parker Round Compass Austral, xii. 224 Nor does the

young larrikiness. .exist as a class.

Larrom, -um, obs. forms of Larum.
Larrup (larr#p), v. dial, and colloq. Also

larrop, lirrop. trans. To beat, flog, thrash.

Hence Iia'rruping vbl. sb.

x8a^ Moor Suffolk PVds. 208 Larrup, to beat—similar to

lace, lather [etc.]. 1824 Peake Amer. Abr. 1. i, I'll larrup

you till you can't stand, a 1823 Jennings Observ. Dial. IV.

Eng. 53 To Lirrop, to beat. This is said to be a corruption of

the sea term, he-rope, a 1825 Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Larrup.
J829 Fonblanque Eng. under 7 Administr. (1837.1 I. 246 Is

this a land of liberty, where a man can't larrop hisown nigger?

1833-4 Jack Giant AT. v. xiv. in Cotnic Nursery T. (1846)

v. 44 Drinking success to the hero stout Who larruped the

Giants out-and-out. 1874 M. Collins Transmigr. I. xii. 221

He larruped me once when I was a boy for throwing stones at

a cat. 1889
1 Rolf Bolorewood* Robbery^ underA rms ( 1 890)

156
1 Your father'll give you a fine larrupin' if he comes home

and there's that cow lost '. 1893 ZtNCKE IVAerstead 261 Here
[in East Anglia] the farmer used in old times to ' larrup ' his

idle disorderly boys.

Larry (ta*ri), sb.1 dial.

1. Confusion, excitement.
1876 T. Hardy Ethclberta (1890) 358 * My brain is all in

a spin, wi* being rafted up in such a larry !' 1886 —Mayor
ofCasterbr. xxxvi, 1 The worst larry for me was that pleasant

business at Horewood'.

2. (See quot.)
1883 Nature XXVII. 452 The ' Larry* is a dense mass of

rolling white land fog, and is confined to the bottom of the

Teign valley.



LARVAL. 80 LARYNGOSCOPY.

a larva 1 am that here am called up. 1882 Eucycl. Brit. XIV7
.

|

313/2 The dead . . were . . spirits of terror . . : in this fearful

sense the names Lemures and still more Larvae were appro-
|

priated to them.

Jig. 1827 Svo. Smith in Ediu. Rev. Mar. 429 There is the

larva of tyranny, and the skeleton of malice.
j

2. a. An insect in the grub state, i.e. from the
|

time of its leaving the egg till its transformation into

a pupa. b. Applied to the early immatme form of
j

animals of other classes, when the development to

maturity involves some sort of metamorphosis.
In the first qnot. the word is used in a general sense=

'mask', * guise': the technical restricted use is due to

Liiuueus. In the larva the perfect form, or imago, of the

insect is nnrecogni^able.

1 1691 Rav Creation I. (1692) 7^ We exclude both these
,

from the degree of Species, making them to be the same
Insect under a different Larva or Habit.] 1768 G. Wlirnt

Selbortie xviii. (1789) 54 The famrofiniects are full of eggs.

1770 Pennant tool. IV. 37 The two small ones [sc. lizards]

are Larvx, with their branchial fins, which drop off when
rhey quit the water. 1815 Kikby & Sp. Entomol. I.67 This

Linne called the larva state, and an insect when in it a

larva. 1837 Goring & I'kitchakd Mietvgr. 212 Among
aquatic larva?, the most beautiful and delicate are those of the '

numerous species of gnat. 1 849 M u rchison Siluria App. 1 >.

539 They are larv.e of Echinoderms. 1859 Darwin ( >rig. I

Spec, xiii 44oCuvier did not perceive that a barnacle was..

a

crustacean; but a glance at the larva shows this to be the case,
j

1874 Brewer in Cones Birds N. W. 65 Collecting flies and
larvae among a clump of locust trees. 1897 Daily News

j

23 Jan. 6/1 This plaice larva has no mouth, at least no open
j

mouth.
. #

1

fig* *854 H. Rogers Ess. II. i. 32 He is sure to deposit in
j

his own writings the larvae of future controversies.

C. atlrib., as larvaform, -state.

1791 K. Dakwin Bot. Card. 1. 197 So in his silken sepulchre

the vvonn, Warm'd with new life, unfolds his larva form,
j

1874 CftRPKNTiiR Me/it. Pltys. 1. ij. § 59 (1879} 58 1 ,ie change
from the larva to the perfect or imago state of the Insect.

Larval Jauval\tf. [ad. L. lanull-is pertaining

lo larva?, or ghosts.]

f 1. See qnot.) Obs.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Larval, belonging to a night-
j

spirit, goblin or masker, haggish, ghastly, dreadful.

2. Of or pertaining lo a larva or grub; character-

istic of a larva.

1848 in Maunoer Treas. Nat. Hist. 791. 1851-6 Woon*
warp Mollusca iv. 21 The young [of mollusca] generally pass

through one preparatory, or larval, stage. 1859 IJarwin Orig.

Spec. it. (1878) 35 The immature and larval states of many
of the lower animals. 1894 H. Drum.mond Ascent Man 352 '

The larval forms of the Star-fish or the Sea Urchin.. are ,

disguised past all recognition.

b. Of an animal : In the condition of a larva.

1864 Reader IV. 669/1 The mode in which the larval
|

flukes found in the molluscs re-enter the sheep. 1866 Dk.
Argvi.l Reign Law iv. led. 4) 197 The eating of some larval

I

parasite into the tissue of the wing.

3. Path. Of a disease : Latent, undeveloped*
|

Also, * applied to certain diseases in which the

skin of the face is disfigured as if covered by a

mask 1 (Mayne Expos. Lex. 1855).
1897 Allbutfs Syst. Med. 111. 172 Certain irritations in

the various organs, such as characterize irregular or larval

gout. 1898 P. Manson Trop. Dis. vi. 105 The quinine test

is generally conclusive in . . the various larval forms of
malaria, ibid. viii. 159 Abortive or larval plague.

Larvate (lauv^t), a. [ad. mod.L. larvat-us,

i. larva a mask: see -ate 2 2, Cf. F. larv<?.]

Masked, covered as by a mask.
1846 Buchanan Technol. Diet., Larvate, masked ; applied

in entomology. 1848 Maunder Treas. Nat. Hist. 791
Larvate, masked, as a larva or caterpillar. 1888 Syd. Soc.

j

Lex.

Larvated (lauv^ted), a. [f. prec. + ed 1.]

fa. Provided with a mask {obs.). b. trans/.

Masked, concealed. In Path, (see qnot. 1888).
1623 Cockekam, Laruated, masqued. 1658 Phillips, Z«r-

ftf/rt/, masqued or visarded for the representing some Gobling
or dreadful Spirit. 1727 in Bailey vol. 11. 1832 W. Stepjikn-
son Gateshead Poems 39 He., can place his soul at stake,

With sanctity larvated. 1888 Syd. Soc. Lex., Larvated,
applied to diseases whose ordinary symptoms are hidden.

t Larva*tion. Obs. [f. as prec. + -ation,]

A discoloration of the face in a fever-patient,

producing a resemblance lo a mask ; a masking.
1651 Biggs New Disp. r 234 These larvations vanish, the

feaver being taken away.

Larve (laiv). [a. F. larve, ad. L. larva.]

1. = Larva i.

1603 Florio^ Montaigne 1. xvii. (1632) 27 Larves, Hob-
goblins, Robbin-good-fellowes, and such other Bug-beares.
1822 W. Irving Braceb. Hall (1823) 1. 174 The opinions of
the ancient philosophers about larves, or nocturnal pharv
toms. 1863 Veronia I II. 147 Elementary spirits, .for which
a later philosophy has furnished the designation of larves.

t 2. A mask ; ///. and^g. Obs.
a 1656 Hales^ Gold. Rem. (1688) 423 Under this larve,

this whirling suit of Toleration, there lay personated more
dangerous designs. 1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles II. iv. 365
Mpoyuiitov signifies, .the face, that part, .which was covered
. .with the larve or visard.

3. = Larva 2.

1769 Pennant Zool. III. 15 We .. are uncertain whether
we ever met with it [a lizardl under the form of a larve.

1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 353 Sometimes
resembling the larves of insects. X852 Dana Crust. 11. 1594
The animal is probably the larve of some Penaeidean.

tLarved, a. Obs. rare— 1
, [f, L. larva mask

t -ED,] Masked, concealed,

1654 ViLVAtN Theol. Treat, vi. 174 That grand general

Apostasy into Analogical larved Idolatry.

Larvi- (la\ivi), combining form of L. larva,

Lahva. La rvicide [-cide 1 ] ,a preparation adapted

to kill larva? ; also atlrib. or adj. So Larvicidal a.

Larvi 'colous a. [L. colore to inhabit : see

-ous], living in the body of larva? (Mayne Expos.

Lex. 1855). Larviform a. [-form], having the

form of a larva. larvi 'gerous a. [-gerols],

bearing or containing larva?. Larvi parous a. [L.

par-en to bring forth: see -ous], (a) producing

young in the condition of larva?, (b) produced in

the form of larva?.

1900 Brit. Med. Jrtil. No. 2041. 305 A cheap *larviddal
substance . .not injurious to the growth of the rice plants.

Ibid. 325 The "larvicides are intended to be used for the
destruction of mosquito larva: and pupae in pools and
ditches. Ibid., Professor Celli showed experiments at the
Institute of Hygiene with certain insecticide and larvicide

substances. 1848 Maunder Treas. Nat. Hist. 791 *Larvi'
form, shaped like a larva. 1891 C. L. Morgan Anim. Life 223
The females of certain beetles are described by Professor
Kiley as larvifurm. 1884 Stand. Nat. Hist. (1888; II. 428
When ready to change into the *larvigerous pupa: they (the
maggots of the bot-fly] dislodge themselves. 1815 Kirby
& Sp. Entomol. 1. 103 So Aristotle employs it, when he
says that all insects produce a Scolex, or are *larviparuus.

1826 Ibid. I II . 65 Lan'iparous, coming forth from the matrix
in the state of larva:. 1858 Lewes Sea-side Stud. 285 The
viviparous or larviparous generation effects a multiplication
of lhe plant-lice adequate to keep pace with the rapid
growth and increase of the vegetable kingdom in spring
and summer.
Lary, variant of Lauhy Obs., laurel.

Laryngal (larrijgal), a. [f. mod.L. laryng-

Laryn.x + -al.] Produced in the larynx.
1818-60 WuaYelv Commpl. Bk. (1864) 168, K, D, &c. are

sounded in the larynx . . so that they might be called . . the
laryngal . . letters. 1883 Siotsman 0 May 6 4 That the only
service of praise acceptable to the Deity consists in human
laryngal sounds.

Laryngeal latrnd^/al), a. and sb. Anat. and

Surg. Also 9 laringeal. [f. mod.L. larynge-us

(f. laryng-, Larynx) + -al.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to the larynx ; e.g.

laryngeal muscle, nerve. Of a disease : Affecting

or seated in the larynx. Of an instrument : Used
in treating or examining the larynx.

1795 Haigmton in Phil. Trans. LXXXV. 198 The eighth

pair of nerves communicates energy to the larynx by means
of the laryngeal branch. 1854 Bushman in Circ. Sci. (c 1865)

I. 282/1 The superior laryngeal nerve. 1861 T. J. Graham
Tract. Med. 179 Constituting what.. is frequently spoken
of as laringeal phthisis. 1871 Darwin Desc. Man II.

xviii. 276 The male gorilla .. when adult is furnished

with a laryngeal sack. 1880 M. Mackenzie Dis. Throat

«v Nose 1. 235 The patient may be directed to practise on
himself.. with the laryngeal mirror. 1881 Mivart Cat 229
There are no less than eight pairs of laryngeal muscles.

1897 Allbittt's Syst. Med. IV. 791 The chief remedy is the

application of astringents to the cords by means of the

laryngeal brush.

JB. sb. A laryngeal nerve or artery*

In some mod. Diets.

So Lary ngean, a. [see -AN.] = LARYNGEAL.
1828 io Webstkr. Hence in mod. Diets.

Laryngectomy (lserindse-ktomi). Surg. [f.

Gr. \apvyy-, Larynx + tic out + -rofua a cutting.]

The excision of the larynx.
1888 in Syd. Soc. Lex. 1897 Allbutfs Syst. Med. IV. 840

Thyrotomy, or subhyoid pharyngotomy, with removal of

the growth by excision and partial laryngectomy, offers

the best chance of getting rid of the whole disease.

Hence Laryngecto mic a. i n some mod. Diets.

Laryngic (larrnd^ik), a. [f. as prec. + -ic]

- Laryngeal.
1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4^ I. 459 Laryngismus.

Laryngic suffocation. 1887 Pall Mall G. 3 Sept. 7/1 The
disposition to laryngic catarrh is also much less marked.

ft Laryngismus (la^rind^i'zm^s). I'alh. [mod,

L. laryngismus, f. laryng-, Larynx. Gr. \apvy-

yiafios had the sense of shouting, f. Xapvyyifav (f.

\apvy{ larynx) to shout.] Spasm of the muscles

closing the larynx
;
laryngic suffocation.

1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 460 In spasmodic
laryngismus the constriction commences in the larynx.

1897 Allbittt's Syst. Med. 111. ux In these cases laryngis-

mus is a constant accompaniment.

lience Laryngismal a., of or pertaining to

laryngismus.
1880 Fncycl. Bril. XI. 390/2 Tracheotomy in laryngismal

epilepsy.

11 Laryngitis (la^rind^srtis). Path. [mod.L.,

f. as prec. + -itis.] Inflammation of the lining

membrane of the larynx*

^
1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) I, 460 Laryngitis or

inflammation of the larynx. 1879 St. George's Hosp. Rep.
IX. 555^ The treatment of the earlier stages of catarrhal

laryngitis.

Hence Laryngi tio a., pertaining to or of the

nature of laryngitis. (In recent Diets.)

Laryngo- (lari-rjg^), before a vowel laryngr-,

combining form of Larynx, chiefly in anatomical,

pathological and surgical terms. Iiary:ngo-
cata*rrh, catarrh of the larynx (Mayne Expos.
Lex. 1885). Laryngfo-fi-ssnre, the division

of the thyroid cartilage {Syd. Soc. Lex. 1888).

Laryngrography (-fgrafi) [-graphy], a descrip-

tion of the larynx (Mayne). Laryngolo'gical a.,

pertaining to laryngology. Laryngo Toglst, one
who is versed in laryngology. Laryngology
(-piod^i) [-logy], that branch of medical science

which treats of the larynx and its diseases. Lar-
yngopharyngeal a., pertaining both to the

larynx and to the pharynx. Laryngo>pha*rynx,
the larynx and the pharynx together. Laryngo-
phony (-frfoni) [Gr. ~<pwv'ta sounding], ' the

sound of the voice as heard through the stetho-

scope applied over the larynx ' (Grant LLoopers

L.ex. Med. 1839). Lary^ngophthi slcal a., per-

taining to laryngophthisis (Mayne). Laryngo*-
phthisis, consumption of the larynx (Mayne).
Lary ngorrhcea [Gr. /Sota a flowing], 'a pit nitons

or serous flow from the larynx* (Mayne"). Lar-
yngospa-sm, spasm or convulsion of the larynx

v
Mayne). Lary ngosteno'sis [Gr. orkveuow a

being straitened], contraction ofthelarynx(Mayne).
Laryngostrobo scopy [Gr. <?T/x5/3o-y a whirling

+ -scopy] (see quot.). Lary ngotracheal a.,

pertaining lo both the larynx and the trachea or

windpipe. Lary-ngotracheo'tomy, Lary ngo*
ty phoid, Laryn go-typhus (see quots.).

1888 M. Mackenzie Fredk. the Noble L 11, 1 had never
seen him mentioned in *laryngological literature. 1871
— Growths in Larynx iii. 18 From the varying, .character
of the voice, .the presence ofa growth may be occasionally
inferred by the experienced *laryngologist. 1842 Dunglisos
Med. Lex., * Laryngology. 1887 {title >, Journal of Laryngo-
logy and Rhinology. 1892 Pall Mall G. 4 Feb. 6/2 laryngo-
logy being his almost invariable subject.

p
1872 Cohen Dis.

Throat 10 The Maryngo-pbaryngeal sinuses. 1897 All-

butt's Syst. Med. IV. 754 When the *laryngo-pharynx and
oesophagus are the primary seat \oi cancer], the cervical

glands are not so rapidly implicated. 1862 H. W. Fuller
Dis. Lungs 105 In *)aryngophony. .the voice seems not only
to be produced but to be concentrated immediately beneath
the stethoscope. 1880 M. Mackenzie Dis. Throat % Nose 1.

289 Excessive secretion from the larynx Claryngorrhoea 1

.

1878 CasselCs Earn. Mag. 574/2 *Laryngostrorx>scopy .

.

a method of examining the vibrations of the vocal chords
during the production of sounds. 1880 M. Mackenzie Dis.
Throat <V Nose 1. 559 Contraction of the *laryngo-tracheal
canal. 1897 Allbutfs Syst. Med. IV. 764 The front part of
the neck corresponding to the larynx and upper part of the

trachea, the laryngotracheal region. 1879 St. George's
Hosp. Rep. IX. 587 *Laryngotracheotomy was therefore

performed. 1888 Syd. Soc. Lex., Laryngotracheotomy,
the operation of opening the larynx by division of the crico-

thyroid membrane, the cricoid cartilage, the crico-tracheal

membrane, and some of the upper rings of the trachea also.

1896 Allbutfs Syst. Med. I. 812 In very rare cases [typhoid
fever commences with] laryngeal symptoms i*laryngo-

typhoid). Ibid. 818 Ulcerations, which according to some
observers are due to the typhoid bacillus, and may thus be
looked upon as a typical form of typhoid, ' laryngo-typhoid '.

1888 Syd. Soc. Lex., *Laryngotyphus, a form of typhus
fever in which there is secondary ulceration of the larynx
and necrosis of its cartilages. 1897 Allbutfs Syst. Med. 11.

364 Its occurrence [sc. laryngitis in typhus] led Rokitansky
to give to this variety the name of Laryngo-typhus.

Laryngoscope (larirjg^skjup). [f. Laryngo-
+ -scope.] An apparatus which by a combina-
tion of mirrors enables an observer to inspect

a patient's larynx,

1860 Med. Times tj Gaz. I. 453 The highly practical

results obtained on the Continent by the use of the Laryngo-
scope. 1864 Max Muller Sci. Lang. Ser. n. iii. (1868) 109

The newly.invented laryngoscope (a small looking-glass,

which enables the observer to see as far as the bifurcation

of the witidpipe and the bronchial tubes). 1880 M. Mac;
kenzie Dis. Throat ff Nose 1. 213 There is no trace of

a laryngoscope bet'ore the middle of the eighteenth century.

LaryngOSCOpiC (lari:rjg£,sk^pik), a. [f. as

prec: see -scoric.] Of or pertaining to lhe

laryngoscope, or to inspection of the larynx.

1861 tr. CzcrmaVs Uses of Laryngoscope t. 1 My laryngo-

scopy studies. 1864 T. Hoijvies Syst. Surg. (1870) IV. 518
Mackenzie's 'rack movement laryngoscoptc lamp '..is ad-

mirably adapted for use in the consulting room. 187a

Cohen Dis. Throat it A good light is an indispensable pre-

requisite to a laryngoscopic examination. 1896 Allbutfs

Syst. Med. 1. 287 There is slight hoarseness with the

laryngoscopic appearances of laryngeal catarrh.

So Iiary-ngosco*pical a. » prec. ; whence
Laryivgosco'pically adv., with respect to, or by

the use of the laryngoscope.

1861 tr. Ctemtak's Uses ofLaryngoscope i. 6 On the manner
of obtaining the laryngoscopical image enlarged. 1864 T.

Holmes Syst. Surg. (1870) IV. 519 Laryngoscopical and

other examinations. 1870 Sat. Rev. 13 Sept. 322 A Com-
mittee so laryngoscopically learned. 1880 M. Mackenzie
his. Throat ft Nose I. 558 That this condition, .arises after

tracheotomy has been proved laryngoscopically by Gerhardt.

Laryngoscopist (Irerirjgp sk^pist). [f. La-

ryngoscope + -1st.] One who uses, or is skilled

in using, the laryngoscope.

1864 T. Holmes Syst. Surg. (1870) IV. 514 Dr. B. G.

Babington appears to have j'ust claims to be considered the

first successful laryngoscopist. 1880 M. Mackenzie Dis.

Throat Nos' ' 2
.
21 Various lamps, .recommended by

different laryngoscopists.

Laryngoscopy (loerirjg^sMpi). [f. Lakyngo-

+ Gr. -(TKoma inspection.] Inspection of the

larynx ; the use of the laryngoscope.

1861 Brail/noaite's Retrosp. Med. XLII 0o Those who
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wish to occupy themselves with laryngoscopy will do welt

to follow Turck's advice. 1897 A Mutt's Syst. Med. IV.

672 For rhinoscopy the same reflector and source of illumina-

tion are employed as for laryngoscopy.

Laryngotome (larrrjgrt^rn). Surg. [I

Laryngo- + Gr. -to>os cutter.] An instrument for

performing laryngotomy (Mayne Expos. Lex. 1 S55).

Laryngotomy (teriggp'tomi). Surg. [ad. Gr.

\apvyyoron'ia t f. \apvyyo- Larynx + -To/zta cut-

ting.] The operation of cutting into the larynx

from without, esp. in order to provide an aperture

for respiration.

1661 Loveli, ///*/. Anim. tf A/in. 354 The quinzey .. ; it's

cured, by .. laryngotomy, and thin diet. 1684 tr. Battel's

Merc. Cot/ipit. 1. 13 Breath may be restored to the Chonking

Patient, by the help of Laryngotomy. 1725 N. Roiunson

Theory of Physick 27 3 In this Case, Laryngotomy is the

last Refuge the miserable Patient has for his Life. 1872

Cohen Dis. Throat 43 The wound left after laryngotomy

or tracheotomy.

Hence Lary^ngoto-mic a., pertaining to or of

the nature of laryngotomy. In some mod. Diets.

Larynx (lae-rirjks). Anal. PI. larynges
(lari-ndj/'z). Also 6-7 larinx, 6 laringa. [a. Gr.

\apvy£, mod.L. larynx.] A cavity in the throat

with cartilaginous walls, containing the vocal

cords, by means of which sounds are produced.

In man and most animals this cavity forms the

upper part of the trachea or wind-pipe. In birds

there are two larynges, one at each end of .the

trachea ; the lower of these, called Syrinx, is the

true organ of sound.

1578 Panister Hist. Man I. 16 h, This Larinx is the

Organ, by which we receiue and put forth breath ; as also

of makyng and fourmyng voyce. 1397 A. M. tr. Gut'lle-

mean's Fr. Chirurg. 19/2 Muscles situated aboute the

Laringa. 1633 P. Fletcher Purple Isi. iv. 45 note, The
Larynx, or coveryng of the winde-pipe is a grisly sub-

stance. 173a Arbuthnot Rules ofDiet 387 The Ulcer may
break suddenly into the Larynx with the danger of Suffoca-

tion. 1802 Palev Nat. Theol. x. § 5 The larynx . . besides its

other uses, is also a musical instrument. 188* Mivakt Cat

223 At its front end the trachea expands into a membranous
and cartilaginous box-like structure called the larynx. 1900

West/n. Gas. 20 June 1/2 Splendid lungs and larynges

which had never known a London fog.

attrib. 1861 BraWvwaite 's Retrosp. Med. XL11. 8S The
observer, .introduces the larynx-speculum.

Larzon, variant of Laucin Obs.

Las (las), int. [aphctic form of Alas.] =Alas.
1604 Dekker Honest Wh. 1. x. G, Las ! now 1 see The

reason why fond women loue to buy Adulterate complexion.

1694 Congreve Double Dealer iv. iii, O las ! no indeed, Sir

Paul. 1844 Mrs. Browning House 0/ Clouds xii, Poet's

thought,—not poet's sigh. 'Las, they come together !

Las, obs. form of Lace, Lass, Less.

Lasar, variant of Lazak.
Lasar(e, obs. Sc. form of Leisure.

t Lasard. Obs. rare- 1
. [?a. F. lizard, lit.

' lizard ', in 17th c. the name of some kind of fire-

arm.] A kind of musket.
1641 Earl Cork Diary in Lismore Papers Ser. 1. (1886)

V. 201 Paid Tho. Badnedg for five new lasard muskets.

Lascar (lse'skai, Iceskau). Also 7 laskayre,

(luscar), 7-8 lascarr. [Either an erroneous Euro-

pean use of Urdu lashkar army, camp (see Lash-

kar), or a shortened form of its derivative lashkari

(see Lasoabine). In Pg. c 1600 laschar occurs in

the same sense as lasquarim t
i.e. native soldier ; this

use, from which thecurrent applications are derived,

is not recorded in Eng. (but see qnot. 1698 in 1).]

1. An East Indian sailor.

1625 Purchas Pilgrims I. v. 650, 1 caused all my Las-

kayres to remaine aboord the Vnicorne. 1696 Ovington
Voy. Sttrratt 464 The English Sailers . . perceiv'd the soft-

ness of the Indian Lascarrs ; how tame they were [etc.].

1698 Frver Acc. E. India P. 107 The Seamen and Soldiers

diner only in a Vowel, the one being pronounced with an if,

the other with an a ; as Luscar is a Soldier ; Lascar, a Sea-

man. 171a W. Rogers Voy. (1718) 311, 36 Manila Indians,

calPd Las-carrs. 1777 Miller in Phil. Trans. LXV 1 1 1 . 172

Besides the four lascars that rowed the boat. 1800 Asiatic

Ann. Reg., Chron. 46/1 There were only the captain and
three officers, with 13 lascars, able to do duty. 1832

Marrvat N. ForsterxW, If we only had all English sea-

men on board, instead of these Lascars and Chinamen.

1849 Longf. Building of Ship 161 Where the tumbling
surf, O'er the coral reefs of Madagascar, Washes the feet of

the swarthy Lascar.

attrib. and Comb. 1887 Pall Mall
%
G. 3 Aug. 2/- The

second mate of a Lascar-manned ship is on watch until

four o'clock. 1900 Daily News 20 Sept. 9/4 Sickness broke
out among the Lascar crew.

2. Anglo-Indian. * A tent-pitcher
' ;

also, an in-

ferior class of artilleryman (more fully gun-lascar).

1798 Webbe in Owen Welleslcy's Desp. 7 A body of about
14,000 men can be drawn together, including Lascars and
pioneers. 1799 Bairo ibid. 126 One hundred artillerymen
with a proportion of gun lascars. 1800 Wellington in

Gurw. Desp. (1837) I. 125 We can get neither recruits,

servants, lascars, coolies, or bullock drivers. 1870 J.
W.

Kaye Hist. Sepoy War II. iv. iii. 89 AH the natives in the
Magazine, the gun-lascars, the artificers and others.

Lascaree (laeskarr). Also 8 lascari. [a.

Urdn (Pers.) lashkari': see next.]

tl. =Lascar i. Obs.
171a E. Cooke Voy.S. Sea 354 All the Prisoners were put

Aboard the Birk, except about 30 Lascari s.

Vol. VI,

HI

' 2. * A short spear used in the East Indies as a

hunting-spear, or more rarely as a javelin for

throwing* (Cent. Diet.).

t Lascari'ne. Indian. Obs. Also 6 lascari in,

8 -yn
,
9 lascoreen. [ad. Pg. lasqitarin, -im, a. Urdu

(Pers.) lashkari (adj., military; hence as sb., a

soldier), f. lashkar army : see Lashkar.] An
East Indian soldier; also, one of the native police.

1598 W. Phillips Linschotcn 1. xxxix. 74 The soldier of

Hallagate, which k called l^ascariin. 1704 Collect. I'oy.

(Churchill) 111. 706/2 A Convoy of 20 Lascaryns, under the

Command of a Colonel. 1807 Cordiner Ceylon 1. 170

A large open boat formed the van, containing his ex-

cellency's guard or lascoreens. 1825 Heiier Jml. xxvii.

(ed. 2) 140 Attended by some lascarines, who answer in sonic

respects to our peons in Calcutta.

Lasce, obs. form of Lass.

t Lascll. Obs. In 5 lassche. [The rede

lassche of the quot. represents OE. riadhsc ' pell is

rubricata' (Napier Gil. no. 5324) ; cf. OHG. loski

(MHG. losche y
early mod.G. lasch, loseh).] A fine

kind of red leather ; ? morocco.
14 . . E. E. Misc. (Warton Club) S6 To make rede lassche,

1 take [etc. 1.

Lasche, obs. form of Lash sb,\ a., and v.*

t laschety. Obs. rare. Also 8 laschcte.

[ad. V. lascheti, now Uchete : see Lash a. and

-TY.] Laxity, carelessness.

1673 O. Walker Educ. 11. iv. (ed. 2) 263 The general

defect being negligence, laschety, and love of case. 1702

C. Mather Magn. Chr. iv. iv. (1852) 83 He had a certain

discretion, without any childish laschete or levity in his

behavior.

Lascitt, variant of 1,asset Obs.

t Lascrve, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. F. lascii>e> ad.

L. lascivits.] Lascivious, wanton.
1647 Lilly Chr. Astvol. cvii. 5^7 Lyra.. inclines to gravity

and sobriety, yet but with outward pretences, for usually

the person is lascive.

t Lasci'viate, v. Obs. rare, [erroneously ad.

L. lascivire, after verbs in -iate : sec -atk :\] ititr.

To sport wantonly; to indulge in unseemly jesting.

1627-77 Feltham Resolves 1. xx. 36 Divinity should not

lasciviatc [ed. 1709 has be wanton]. .. Gravity becomes the

pulpit. 1636 in Blount Glossogr. 1721 in IJailey.

Hence Lasci viathig ppl. a.

1660 Charac. Italy To Rdr. A iij, lie will ..say these

Whimsies are hut fngenii lascivicntis Jlosculi, the super-

fluous Excrescencies of lasciviating wit.

t Lascrviency. Obs. rare. [f. next : sec

1

-ency.] Lasciviousness, wantonness.
1664 H. More Myst. Init], xii. 153 Any villanies. .that the

lasciviency of their own lawless phancy shall suggest. 1681

I Hallywei.l Melampr. 9 Men, . . through the . . lasciviency

of the bodily life, quite lose the . . sense of true Goodness.

f Lasci vient, a. Obs. [ad. L. lascivient-cm,

pres. pple. of lascivire to be wanton, f. lascivits

1 wanton.] Wantoning, lascivious.

1653 H. More Conject. Cabbal. (1713) 21 Set upon doing
things, .according as the various toyings and titillations of

the lascivient Life of the Vehicle suggested to him [Adam].

a 1703 Burkitt On N. T. 1 Cor. v. 5 For the destruction

I of the flesh, so lascivient in him.

Hence f Lasci"viently adv.

1664 H. More Myst. Jnig. 331 Men ran up and down in

Vizards madly and lasciviently.

f Lascivicrsity. Obs. rare" 0
, [f. next + -ity.]

Lasciviousness. 1727 in Bailey vol. 1 1.

Lascivious (lasrvias), a. Also 5 lassivyous,

6 lacivious. [ad. late L. lascTvios-us (Isidore),

f. L. lascTvi-a (n. of quality f. lascivus sportive, in

bad sense lustful, licentious) : see -ous.]

1. Inclined to lust, lewd, wanton.
c 1425 Lydg. Assembly ofGods 686 Lastyuyous [read lascy-

I

uyous] lurdeyns, & pykers of males. 1494 Fabyan Chron. vtt.

402 Y° lassiuyous and wanton disposicions of the sayd Pyers
1

of Gaueston. 1555 Eof.n Decades 141 He chaunced to lyue

in those lasciuious and wanton dayes. 1567 Maplet Gr.

Forest 88 The Gotebucke is verie wanton or lasciuious. 1601

Shaks. All's Wellw. iii. 248, 1 knew the young Count to be

,
a dangerous and lasciuious hoy. 1601 Hollano Pliny 1 1. 544

1
One picture there is of his doing, wherein he would seeme
to depaint Lascivious [quoted in mod. Diets, as ' lascious '1

{

wantonnesse. 1667 Milton- P. L. jx. 1014 Hee on Eve
Began to cast lascivious Eyes. 1781 Cowper Anti-Thefy-

1 phthora 199 The Fauns and Satyrs, a lascivious race,

Shrieked at the sight. 1856 Mrs. Browning Anr. Leigh
111. 767 Thin dangling locks, and flat lascivious mouth.

1 Comb. 1586 W. Webbe Eng. Poetrie D iiij, He . .is wholy
to bee reputed a laciuious disposed personne.

b. Inciting to lust or wantonness. fAlso in

milder sense, voluptuous, luxurious. Obs.

1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesic 11. ix. [x.] (Arb.) 97 Carols

I and rounds and such light or lasciuious Poemes. 1594
I Shaks. Rich. Ill, 1. i. 13 He capers nimbly in a ladies

Chamber, To the lasciuious pleasing of a Lute. 1602 T.
Fitzherbert Apol. 36 b, How many are there .. that ..

make no scruple to keep lasciuious pictures to prouoke
themselues to lust? 1621 Burton Anat. Mel. u. ii. u.

(1651) 240 By Philters and such kinde of lascivious meats.

I

1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 155 Their garments
! are something lascivious, for being cut and open their skin

is seen. 1671 L. Adoison IV. Barbary 150 That they should

have Cbaires there to sit in with as much lascivious ease,

as at home. 1780 Cowper Table T. 462 To the lascivious

\ pipe and wanton song, That charm down fear, they frolic

it along. 1838 LvTTON Leila 1. iv, Not thine the lascivious

arts of the Moorish maidens.

LASH.

1 2. Used for : Rank, luxuriant.

1698 Fryer Acc. E. India <y 243 Forded several Plashes

where flourished lascivious Shrubs.

Lasciviouslynasi-vbsli),a<&>. [f.prcc. + -ly^.]

1. In a lascivious manner, lewdly.

1546 Langlev Pol. I'erg. De Invent. 11 1. ix. 76b, Menne
& Women were permitted moste lasciuiously to bath
together. 1611 1'f.aum. & F.L. Kingtf No K. 111. iii, 1 would
desire her loue I^asciuiouslie, leudlie, incestuouslie. 1624

Wotton Archit. 1. 37 The Corintliian, is a Columne,
lasciuiously decked like a Curtezane. 1786 tr. Bedford's
I'alhek (1S68) 110 A throng of Genii and other fantastic

spirits of each sex danced lasciviously in troops,

f 2. ' In sense of L. lascive.) Sportively. Obs.

1607 Topskll Fourf. Beasts 11658) 32 A young maid,
playing with the bear lasciviously, did so provoke it that

he tore her in pieces.

Lasciviousness (lasi-viasnos). ff. as prcc.

h-NKSS.] The quality of bein^ lascivious.

1596 Spenser F. Q. Ded. Verses to Kahrigh, The vertnous*

nes of Belphrehe, the lasciviousnes of Nelknofa, and many
the like. 1611 Biiilh /:'///. iv. 10. 1680 Dkvdkn (h/d's

Epist. Pref., The lasciviousness of his Klcgh-s. 1796 Moksk
Avier.Geog. II. 546 They acquire, as they grow warm in

the dance, a frantic lasciviousness. 1900 Killing in // estm.

Gar.. 14 May 5/3 If, through any intellectual hisciviotiMKss,

we .. prefer to tickle our emotions by being generous . at

other people's expense.

t Lasci'vity. Obs. [ad. F. lascivite, ad. L.

lasavilat-em, f. lascivus.] -^prcc.

1490 Caxton Encydos ix. 37 To rendre thcym from theyr

lacyuyte in-to. .shaniefaste chastyte. 1313 Ukadsiiaw St.

Werbnrge \. 1923 The natural! niocyon of his lasiynyie

Was shortly slaked.

fLascivy. Obs. 7are—°. [ad. L. lascTvia : see

Lascivious a.] Lasciviousness. 1727111 IIaii rv vol. 11.

Lase, obs. form of Lack ; obs. Sc. form of Lass.

Laser It
75,

s.*)j). Hist. Also 6 lasser. 7 lazer.

[a. L. lilser.] A gum-rcsin mentioned by Roman
writers ; obtained from an umbelliferous plant called

liiserpiciiim or silphium (<7i%/ior).

[c 1420 Ballad, on Husb. iv. 326 Stampe a qnantile ».f

laseris with wyne.] 1578 I -vi 1^ Dtuioens^ 111. cxii. 3".i From
out of the routes and stalkes being scarified and cut thnvetli

a certayne strong Honor, .. called baser. 1579 l.wiHAM
Gard. //m///ut633) 411 The liearbe being nibbed, suudlelh

like vnto Laser. 1591 Prkcivall A/. Diet., Beujtiy. herbe

laser.

b. ( omb. : + laser-tree, the tree yielding laser

;

laser-wort, any plant of the genus Laserpitinm,

esp. L. latifolium.
1626 Hacon Sylva § 555 A Kind of Spongie Excrescence,

1 which growetb chiefly upon the Roots of the *bast-r-Tree.

I S97 C>RKA«iJF. Herbal it. cccxci. (1633! 1007 Laserpitium

called in Knglish "baserwort, 1658 J. K. tr. MouJI'et's

Thcat. Insects 1057 Take Cafltorcum, ba/ei wort, 1 'upper, t»f

each four drams. 1760 J. 1-kk fntrod. Bot. App. 316 leaser-

wort, Laserpitintn. 1796 Morbr A mer. Geog. I. i83 (Ireat

laserwort, and Wild Angelica. 1870 'Picas. Bid., baseruori,

Laserpitintn ; also Thupsia I.aserpitii.

Laser, var. Lazak; obs. form of Leisuue.

Laserte, variant of Lackkt 1 Obs.

Laset, variant of Lasskt Obs.

Lash (lcej), sb. 1 Also 4-6 lasshe, 5 las(c)he.

[? f. Lash v.*]

1. f a. gen. A sudden or violent blow ; a dashing

or sweeping stroke (obs.). b. spec. A stroke with

a thong or whip.
c 1330 Arth. <y Merl. 9375 (Kolbing) Kehenans com wib gret

rape S: ^af king Arthour swiche a las, pat Art hour al astohed

was. c 1374 Ch aucer Troylus \. 220 l'roude bayard gyi.nelh

for to skyppe. .Til he a lassh haue of be lout; whippe. 1387

Trevisa Higden ( Rolls* VI. 31 Foure score lasshes [1,. otto*

ginta verberd\. <ri46o Play Sacratn. 468 On lashe I shalle

hyme lende or yt be long. 1549 Coverdale, etc. Erasm.
Par. Heb. 23 Oure parentes..dyd wyth .. lashes teache vs

the commen hehauiour of this lyfe. 1604 E. G[rimstone1

D'Acosta's Hist, indies v. xvii. 374 Therewith they whipped
themselves, giving great lashes over their shoulders. 1639

Fuller Holy Warn. xi. (1840 64 All desiring to have a

lash at the dog in the manger. 1661 T. Lye in Morn.
Exerc.Cripplegate xviii. 459, 1 that have deserved the blow

of an Executioners Axe, am sent away with the Lash

only of a Fathers Rod. 1735 Somerville Chase 11. 116

Let each Lash Bite to the Quick, till howling he return.

1769 Junius Lett. xxxv. 165 The private men have .. five

hundred lashes if they desert. 1791 Mrs. Radcuffe Rom.
Forest ii, I gave my horse a lash that sounded through the

forest. 1844 RegitI. Ord. Army 230 The Mutiny Act

restricts the award of Corporal Punishment by a General

Court-Martial to 200 Lashes. 1880 Mrs. Forrester Roy

j
3. Viola I. 17S The first lash brought the colour to her

Ch
tVansf. and fig. 15^ Pilgr. Pcrf. (W. de W. 1531) *59

Moost domage of all and perylous lasshe they procure to

themselfe. 1599 Marston Sco. Villanie 1. Proem., Skud

from the lashes of my yerking rime. 1602 Siwvks. Nam.
^ 111. i. 50 How smart a lash that speech doth g»ue my Con-

science. 1693 in Drydens Juvenal iv. Argt., The Poet .

.

brings in Crispinus, whom he had a lash at in his first

Satyr. 1697 Bentley PhaL Pref. (1699) 3 This was meant

as a lash for me. 1710 Aooison Whig Exam. No. 2 r 5

The first lash of his Satyr falls upon the Censor of Great

Britain. ...
2. The flexihle part of a whip ; now sometimes

in narrower sense, the piece of whipcord or the

like forming the extremity of this. Cf. Lash sb. 2

c 1381 Chaucer Pari. Fottles 178 The boxtre pipere,

holm to whippis lasch. J59* Shaks. Rom. 4- Jul. 1. iv. 63

Her Whip of Crickets bone, the Lash of Philome. 171

1

Aooison Sped. No. 108 f 2, I observed . .that your Whip
wanted a Lash to it. a 1800 Cowper Morning Dream 30



LASH.

In his hnnd A scourge hung with lashes he bore. 1819
Shelley Cenci iv. i. 69 He will not ask it of me till the

lash Be broken in its last and deepest wound. 1859
Jephson Brittany vii. 04 Employing himself in plaiting

fresh pieces [of whipcord] . . on the lash of his whip.

b. Vsedpoel. and rhetorically = * whip, scourge'.

lit. and fig. Also in phrase, + Out of (a person's)

lash : out of danger from (his) attacks.

1586 L Hooker Hist. Jrel. in Ho/inshedU. 98/1 He was
out of "his lash that minded to haue betraied him. a 1656

Bi*. Hall Rem. Wks. (1660) 209 The slave fears the lash

of hiscruell Master. 1659 Bp. Walton Consid. Considered

197 The Yulgar Latin scapes the lash pretty well. 1715-20

Pope Iliad v. 457 The lash resounds, the rapid chariot flies.
|

173a Swift Corr. Wks. 1841 II. 671 Lest they should fall

under the lash of the penal laws. 1786 Mad. D'Arhlay
Diary 28 Nov., With all this.. she has not escaped the lash

of scandal. 1820 Shellev Hymn to Mercury Ixxxv,

Apollo, .gave him in return the glittering lash, Installing

him as herdsman. 1838 Tmirlwall Greece II. 288 The
Persians . . were driven on to the conflict by the lash of

their commanders. 1887 Bowen Virg. sEueid vi. 571

Tisiphone .. Scourges the trembling sinners, her fierce lash

arming her hands. 1891 S. C. Scrivener Our Fields <y

Cities 117 Hunger is as keen a lash as the whip of the

overseer of slaves.

C. The lash : the punishment of flogging.

1694 F. Braggf. Disc. Parables (1706) I. vii. 238 Such Vaga-

bonds, .would, .look upon honest Industry as more eligible

than the Lash. 171 1 Steele Sped. No. 157 f 6 This Custom
of educating by the Lash. 1781 Gibbon Decl. E. xxxl
III. 126 He expired under the lash, i860 Knight's Eng.
Cycl, Arts # Set. V. 654 Serious breaches of discipline are

still punished with the lash. 1881 Times 29 Mar. 9/3 There
is throughout these kingdoms a strong instinctive dislike

of the lash.

+ d. ?The next place to the front in a team of

four horses. Cf. lash-horse in 5. Obs. rare — 1
.

1607 Markuam Cava/, v. (1617) 56 Cause him to be put

vnto the Cart, placing him in that place which the Carters

call the Lash, so that hee may haue two Horses to follow

Ijehiude him, whome together with the loade . . he cannot
draw away.

% e. An alleged name for a ' company ' of

carters. Obs. rare— x
. 1486 Bk. St. Albans Fvij.

3. Short for EiE-LASn.
1706 Brougham in Phil. Trans. LXXXV1. 267 Priestley

[makes them arise] from inflection through the lashes. 1797
Coleridge Christabcl 1. 316 Tears she sheds—Large tears

that leave the lashes bright ! 1840 Dickens Barn. Rudgc
i, Long dark lashes . . concealed his downcast eyes.

f4. Phrases of obscure origin in which the

identity of the word is doubtful. To leave in the

lash = to leave In the lurch. To lie in the lash :

to be left in the lurch. To run in or upon the lash :

to incur more debts than one can pay. Obs.

[Possibly we should compare in the lash with out 0/ his

lash (quot. 1586 in 2 b). The passage from Tusser (quot.

1573 below) is given by Johnson as his only example of the

sense ' a leash or string in which an animal is held, a snare
1

(cf. Lash sb.%). Some have assigned to the sb. in these

phrases a sense ' mire '.]

1573 Tusser Husb. lxiii. (187S) 144 The fermer they leaue

in the lash, with losses on euerie side. 1575 Gascoigne
Fable Ferd. leron. Posies 228 My Nell hath stolne thy
finest stuffie and left thee in the lash^ 1576 Woolton Chr.
Manual I iij, The wyse and welmeaningdebtour who, goeth
eyther vppon the score, or booke, hath oftentymes an eye
vnto the score ; least he be ouerreckoned and runne in the

lashe. 1584 R. Wilson Three Ladies Lond. 11. A iij, 1 will

flaunt it and braue it after the lusty swash : lie deceiue
thousandes, what care I who lye in the lashe? 1607 Hieron
Wks. I. 436 We runne on still vpon the lash, and neuer
looke on the score, a. 1624 Bp. M. Smith Serm. (1632) 110

When we lost Call is in his quarrel 1, he left vs in the lash,

and gaue vs the slip.

5. altrib. and Comb., as (sense 1) lash-free

;

(sense 3) lash-shaded, -shadowed adjs. ; lash-horse

(see quot.); lash-whip, a whip with a lash,

opposed to a 1 crop
1

(see Crop sb. 7 c).

1623 B. Tonson Masques, Time Vind., I with this whipp
you see Doe lash the Time, and am my selfe *lash-free.

1887 Kentish Gloss., *Lash horse, the third horse from the

plough or wagon, or horse before a pin-horse in the team.
187a J. H. Ingraham Pillar ofFire 111 The aquiline nose

and the *lash-shaded dark, bright eye. 1891 T. Hardy Tess

(1900) 1 1 5/2 Her ..*lash-shadowed eyes. 1787 ' G. Gambado '

Acad. Horsemen (1809) 35, I would advise you always to

ride with a *lash whip ; it shews the sportsman.

Xiash (lxj), sb* [Perh. var. of Latch sb., a.

OF. lache vbl. sb., f. lachier
t
dial, variant of lacier ;

see Lace v. Cf. Swiss Ger. laschen shoe-lace.

It is possible that the three senses below have arisen from
the substitution of Lash sb. 1 for other words of somewhat
similar sound and meaning.]

1 1. A string, cord, thong. Cf. Lace sb. 2, Latch
sb.1 1. Obs. (Quot. c 1440 is somewhat doubtful;

throat-lash is current as a var. of throat-latch.)

ciwo Prom/. Parv. 288/1 Lasche, stroke [sic], ligula.

f2. Lasso 1. Obs. rare.

1748 Anson's Voy. 1. vi. 65 A machine, which the English
. .at Buenos Ayres, generally denominate a lash. It is made
of a thong of several fathoms in length .. with a running
noose at one end of it. Ibid. 66 The address both of the

Spaniards and Indians in . . the use of this lash or noose.

3. Weaving. —Leare or Leash.
1731 Mortimer in Phil. Trans. XXXVII. 106. 1831

G. R. Porter Silk Manuf. 246 Eight rows, forming as

many leases or lashes in the warp. 1857 Parkhill Hist.
Paisley xiv. 113 In the shawl manufacture the lashes have
to be drawn twice. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Lash (Weav-
ing), a thong formed of the combined ends of the cords by
which a certain set of yarns arc raised in the process of
weaving Brussels carpet.
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Lash (lsef), a. Obs. exc. dial. Also 4-5 laehe,

5 laaeh, lacehe, 5-7 lasch(e, 6 lashe. [a. OF.
lasche (F. Idche) vbl. adj., f. OF. lascher (F. Idcher) :

see Lache v. With sense 3, cf. Lush a.}

f 1. Culpably negligent or remiss. Obs.

<ri374 Chaucer Boeth. iv. pr. iii. 122 Yif he be slowe

and astoned and lache he lyueb as an asse. cx^rt Hoc*
clevk Learn to Die 267 How laach and negligent Haue y
been. 1549 Comf>l. Scot. xvii. 146 Thai that var lasche

couuardis gat nothing. 1567 Satir. Poems Reform, v. 64
Sen God hes to }ow power lent, Gif ye be lashe ye ar to

blame. 1673 O. \Valker Educ. v. 39 Immoderate praise

makes him. .lasch and negligent. 1694 L'Estrange Fables

385 A lasche demission of Sovereign authority.

f2. In physical sense : Loose, lax, relaxed. Obs.

1513 Douglas AZncis ix. xiii. 81 Hys wery breist and
lymmys lasch. 1530 Palsgr. 31 7/1 Lashe nat fast, lache.

1546 Phaver Regbn. Ly/e Liij, Goute, which proccdeth som
time of debility of the synowes being lashe.

3. a. Of food, fruits, grass, etc. : Soft, watery,

b. Of weather: Raw, wet. C. Of a hide: Tender,

d. Lash egg (see quot. a 1825). Obs* exc. dial.

c 1440 Pronip. Pan*. 288/1 Lasche, or to fresche, and vn-
savery. 1599 H. Ruttes Dyetsdrie Dinner I, Not so good
for the weake. .stomackes, for it is of a lash and yet grosse
substance. 1658 Sir T. Browne Gard. Cyrus v. 71 Fruits
being unwholsome and lash, before the fourth, or fifth

Veare. 1787 W. Marshall Norfolk (1705) II. 383 Lash,
or Lasky, very wet; as 'cold lashy weainer'. 1798 Ann.
Agric. XXX. 314 A thick hide is bad, and a very thin one
too lash, a 1825 Foruy I'oc. E. Ang/ia, Lash-egg, an egg
without a full formed shell; covered only with a tough film.

1857 Morrow Romany Rye (1858) I. 299 'After Septemher
the grass is good for little, lash and sour at best.'

Hence t La'slily aih).

1694 Sir W. Hope Sword-mans Vade-m. 12 That he may
not by heing advised to play calmly, fall into the other
extreme of playing too carelessly, Iashly, and perhaps
timerously.

Lash (lcej),f Forms: (fa. 1. 4 last, laiste),4-6

las(s)eh(e, lasshe, 5 lassehyn, 5-6 lashe, 6- lash.

[Of difficult etymology. The quots. seem to show
j

that in branch I. the vb. is the source, not the deri-

vative, of Lash sbA An onomatopoeic origin is pos-

sible, and is favoured by the early appearance of the

parallel and nearly synonymous Lush v. ; cf. dash,

dusk, flashy flush, mash, mush, smash, smnsh, etc.

Some uses resemble those of K. Idcher (OF. lascher)

to loose, let go (Idcher un cottp to Met fly The
senses in branch II. are from the sb., and in mod.
use have coloured the other senses.]

I. To move swiftly and suddenly.

1. intr. To make a sudden movement ; to dash,

fly, rush, spring, start. Of light : To flash. Of
tears, water: To pour, rush. Occas. with allusion

!o Lash sbA 2. Also with about, f asttnder, away,
back, down, out, f together. Const, at, from, into,

•j* on, out of to.

c 1330 Arth. fif Merl. 9263 (K5lhing) Mani geauntes . . pat
on Arthour at ones last & wib his hors to grounde him dast.

13.. S. Erkenivo/de 334 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881)

273 Li;tly lasshit ber a leme loghe in f>e abyme. 13. . Minor
Poems fr. Vernon MS. (K. E. T. S.) 502/346 Wip his teth

anon He logged, bat al in-synder gon lasch. la 1400 Morte
Arth. 2801 Whene ledys with longe spcris Lasschene to
gedyrs. a 1400-50 Alexander 553 pe lhjt lemand late laschis

fra f>e heuyn. c 1460 Emare 298 The teres lasshed out of his
yyen. 1470-85 Malorv Arthur vi. xi. 200 Al thre lasshed
on hym at ones with swerdes. Ibid. xii. 203 Thenne they
drewe her swerdes and lasshyd to gyder egerly. 1627 Felt-
ham Resolves 11. It ] xlliii.J (1628) 39 Thou knowest not ..

what ioyes thou losest, when thou fondly lashest into new
offences. 1633 Quarles Ded. to P. Fletcher's Poet. Misc.,
I . . Past on my way ; I Iasht through thick and thinne. 1670
Cotton Espernon lit. xi. 562 To keep them, .from lashing
into those extremes, whereinto [etc.]. a 1716 South Serm.
(1744) XI. 249 When it [sin] finds the least vent, it lashes

out to the purpose. i8ao Edin. Mag. May 421 Wi' swash
an' swow, the angry jow Cam lashan down the braes. 1851
Rijskin Stones Ven. (1874) I. xxv. 283 A lizard [in stone]
pausing and curling himself round a little in the angle

;

one expects him the next instant to lash round the shaft
and vanish. 1883 Annie Thomas Mod. Uottsewife 124 The
rain was still lashing down furiously. 1897 Allbutt*s Syst.
Med. 1 1. 1065 The Filariae sanguinis, .wriggling and lashing
about..among the corpuscles.

2. To let fly at, make a dash or rush al, aim a
*blow at. f Also with at used adverbially. In later

use, with mixture of sense 6.

a 1400-50 Alexander 1392 Archars . . Lasch [Dublin MS.
lashe] at bam of loft. 1470-85 Malorv Arthur w. x, The
chorle. .lasshyd at hym with a gretc clubbe. 1513 Douglas
ACneis xit. ix. 67 Now lasch thai at with hludy swerdis
brycht. 1596 Si'enser F. Q. iv. vi. 16 Lashing dreadfully

at every part. Ibid, v, v. 6 She hewd, she foynd, she lasht,

she laid on every side. 1693 Dhvoen Persius* Sat. v. (1697)

471 To laugh at Follies, or to lash at Vice. 1728 T. Sherioan
Persins Prol. (1739) 4 lie rather lashes at those Poetasters.

1859 Tennyson Enid 563 Each, .lash'd at each . . with such
blows, that (etc.).

b. To lash oat : to strike ont violently, to lay

about one vigorously; (of a horse) to kick out.

Ahofig. f Also to lash it out.

1567 Trial/ Treas. (1850) 42 Vet will I ..repugne, lashe

out, and kicke. 1587 Fleming Conln. Ho/inshed III. 321/2
After that to the barriers, where they lashed it out lustihe,

and fought couragiouslie. 1852 Smkolev L. Arundel xxxv.

269 Lewis..lashed out too, when he was first put in harness.

1884 Truth 4 Sept. 369/2 He.. 'revived pamphleteering
*

only to lash out at a famous Quarterly Reviewer for the

great Tory historian's vilification of Carlyle. 1900 F. Anstev

LASH.

Brass Bott/e x\y. 222 He might .. be lashing out with his
hind legs and kicking everything to pieces,

t c. trans. To assail, attack.
c 1330 Arth. Sr Mer/. 9783 (Kolhing), Bohort als a geaunt

laiste & be heued al todaiste.

3. trans. To dash, throw, or move violently. Obs.
exc. in technical use. f Also with forth, out, up.
To /ash off, to strike off.

c 1330 A rth.% Merl. 7584 (Kolbing) Among be rihaus anon
he dast &sum beheued ofhe laist. a 1400- 50A /exander 1325
He laschis out a lange swerde quen his launce failes. c 1430
Chert. A ssigne 323 Feraunce launces vp his fete & lasschethe
out his yen. 1519 Horman Vu/g. 54 He lasshed ageynst
the grounde the cuppe that I loued beste. 154a Lam. 3-

Piteous Treat, in Ilarl. Misc. (MbIIi.) I. 241 Lashinge
oute, and shotyngeof, in all the haste theyr greate gownes
and harquebusshes. 1693 Dryden Ovid's Met. xn. 472 He
falls ; and lashinj? up his Heels, his Rider throws. 1879
Casse/Ts Techn.Educ. IV. 378/1 The wool-comber .. throws
or * lashes * a handful of wool . . over the points of the teeth.

1 4. To lavish, squander. Chiefly with ont. Obs.
1513 More Rich. Ill, Wks. 62/1 There was dayly pilled

fro good men & honest, gret substnunce of goodes to be
lashed oute among vnthriftes. 1539 Tavern er Erasm.
Prov. (1552) n They had leuer lash out theyr wicked Mam-
mon on the dead than on the quicke. 1573 Tusser husb.
xxiii. (1878) 64 Some horsekeeper lasheth out prouender so
. .that corne loft is empted er chapman hath his. 1586 J.
Hooker Hist. Ire/, in llo/inshedW. 30/1 Then would he
lash & powre all that euer he had in store or treasurie.

1603 H. Crosse Vertues Commw. (1878) 64 [He] must in-

stantly, .lash out that riotously, that his father got miserly.
1609 \V. M. Man in MooneC 3 h, You suppose it a great glory
to fash your coyne, you care not where, nor vppon whom.
1630 IJrathwait Eng. Gent/em. (1641) 88 Neither to hoard
UP niggardly nor lash out all lavishly. 1657 S. Puachas
Po/. Flying-Ins. 11. 327 A wicked man doth prodigally lash
out all his joyes in the time of his prosperilie.

t b. To pourout orforth impetuously (words, etc.).

1529 More Dyaloge iv. Wks. 287/1 Colis . . lasheth out
scripture in bedelem as fast as they bothe in Almayn.
* I555 Harpsfield Divorce lien. VIII (Camden) 232 Then
lasheth he forth many authorities and examples. 1556
J. Heywooo Spider <$• F. ii. 56 Hate, lashth out trewth,
foes to displease. X577 tr. Bnllinger's Decades (1592) 120,

Som men fash out cursings and othes of God, thereby pro-
uoking him to anger. 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. v.

13 Lashing out some words, that were a little more harsher
than was requisite.

5. intr. Of persons. With ont : To rush, launch
out, into excess of any kind; to break out into

violent language ; to squander one's substance, be
lavish. (In some quots. ^absoi. use of 4.)
a 1560 BECON Sick Man*s Salve (1572) 145 Then lash they

out, & liberally geue unto the poore, because they can keepe
it no longer. 1592 Greene Def. Conny Catch. (1859) J3
A yoong youthful Gentleman, given a little to lash out
liberally. 1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. it. 287 So
that hee . . fall into no excesse, neither lash out beyond all

reason and measure. 1629 Z. Boyd Last Battel/ 826 That
I lash not out into tbe excesse ofsupperfluitie ofwickednesse.
1664 Floddan F. in. 22 Alas too lewdly he lashed out And
foolishly his Ordnance spend. 1670 Cotton Espernon 111. ix.

470 Yet could not the Duke .. sometimes forbear lashing
out into very free expressions.

^
1709 Strvpe Ann. Rcf.^ I.

xiv. (1824) 281 It consisted not with the gravity, .of a nation
professing true religion, to lash out so excessively that way
(in dress].

II. Senses referring to Lash sb."1

6. trans. To beat, strike with a lash, whip, f rod,

etc. ; to flog, scourge.

1398 Trevisa Barth. deP.R. vi. xii. Oollem. MS.), A
bonde seruaunt . . is bete and lasshid with ?erdis. c 1440
Promp. Parv. 288/1 JLasschyn. .verbero. 1500-90 Di nbar
Poems xxvi. 75 Belliall, with a hrydill ren^ic, Evir lascht

thame on the lun3ie. 1605 Siiaks. Lear iv. vi. 165 Why dost
thou lash that Whore ? 1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav.
363 Some . . furiously lash their bare shoulders with thorns.

1725 De Foe Voy. round World (1840) 89 What became of

the fellow that was lashed we knew not. 1839 Dickens
Nich. Nick, vii, Lashing the pony until they reached their

journey's end. 1858 Mas. Carlyle Lett. II. 361 The lady
lashed her horse and set off in pursuit. 1887 Bowen Virg.
JEncid v. 147 The charioteer as he speeds Tosses his flowing
reins, and arising, lashes his steeds.

absol. a 1684 T. Lve in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. Ixxxix.

30-4 He lashes in love, in measure, in pity, and compassion.

1697 Dryoen Virg. Georg. in. 169 The Youthful Charioteers
. .Stoop to the Reins, and lash with all their Force.

b. transf, esp. of the action of waves upon the

shore, etc. Occas. intr. To fall with a lashing

movement on the shore.
c 1694 Prior Lady's Looking Glass 16 Big waves lash the

frighten'd shores. 1735 SomervillkCA^^ hi. 255 Ah ! what
avails]., thy length of Tail, That lashes thy broad Sides.

1762 Falconer Shifnvr. Proem 52 From where th' Atlantic
lasbes Labrador. 1818 Shellev Lines Euganean Hi//s 186
Poesy's unfailing river. .Lashing with melodious wave Many
a sacred poet's grave. 1837 Apperley Chase, Road Turf
(1898)48 Another hound slips out of cover., with his nose to
the ground and his stern lashing his side, a 1851 Moir Poems,
Star/ight ReJ/., Lash the hoarse billows on the shore. 1853
C. Bronte Vi/lette i. (1876) 3 It was a wet night ; the rain

lashed the panes. 1887 Bowen Virg. sEneidiv. 249 Atlas
the rude, .lashed by the wind and the rain evermore.

c. fig. ;
esp. ' To scourge with satire *

(J. ) ; to

castigate in words, rebuke, satirize, vituperate.

1590 Siiaks. Com. Err. 11. i. 15 Why, headstrong liberty

is lasht with woe. 1621 Burton A nat. Me/. 11. i. 1. i. (1651)
221 He calls a Magician Gods Minister and his Vicar ..for
which he is lashed by T. Erastus. 1661 T. Lve in Morn.
Exerc. Cripp/egate xviii. 436 It is true God may frown on,

yea, and severely lash a Solomon, a Tedidiab, when they
break his Statutes, ai 704 T. Brown Persins'* Sat. 1. Wks.
17?° L 53» I must . . Lash the vile town with my satirick

rhime. 1801 Strutt Sports # Past. 1. ii. 27 They [the hunt-



IiASH.

ing clergy1 were severely lashed by the poets and moralists.

1837-9 Hallam Hist. Lit. f. vii. 1. 391 He does not fail to

lash the schoolmen directly. 1859 Tennyson Pelleas
<fr

Ettarrc 581 A scourge am I To lash the treasons of the

Table Round. 1877 Black Green Past. xxv. 203 ttalfour.

.

found himself lashed and torn to pieces every morning by
the ' Englebury Mercury *.

7. With adv. or phrase as complement : To urge

or drive by, or as by, lashes.

1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, v. iii. 328 Let's whip these straglers

o're the Seas againe, Lash hence these ouer-weening Ragges
of France. 1666 Dryden Attn. Mirab. eclxxii, Those that

disobey'd He lash'd to duty with his sword of light. 1715-20

Pope Iliad x. 584 These [steeds], with his bow unbent, lie

lash*d along. 1729 T. Cooke Talcs, Proposals, etc. 182 He
does not threaten to disarm him, but.. to lash him from the

Assembly. 1737 I?rackkn Farriery Imp'''.(1757) 11. 132 The
passionate pedantic Schoolmaster, that lashes his, Disciples

into learning. 1781 Cowper Trut/1260 A glassy lake. . Lashed
into foaming waves. 1838 Dickkns Mich. Nick, xxviii, The
excitement into which she had been lashed. 1864 Tennyson
Aylmer's F. 325 Should I find you by my doors again, My
men shall lash you from them like a dog. 1871 Miss Vongk
Cameos II. xvh. 188 The violence of a weak nature lashed

up to rage. 1884 W. C. Smith Kildrostan 89 Then I see.,

the waves Lashed into madness. 1893 Selous Trav. S. E.

Africa. 307 A strong head wind lashed the river into waves.

absol. a 1716 South Serin. (J.), Let men out of their way
lash on ever so fast, they are not at all the nearer their

journey's end.

fb. To force out by a lash or stroke. Obs.

1643 Rogers Naaman 23 Others have their eie lasht out

by a twig in their travaile.

Lash. (toef), v. 2- [l'erh. f. Lash sb.-, or a. OF.
tackier, dialectal var. of lacier : see Lace v.

Words of similar sound, and somewhat approximating in

sense, are Du. lassclum, to patch, sew together, to scarf

(timber); G. laschen to fit with a gusset, to scarf; from

M.Du. lasc/w (mod. lasch) rag, patch, gusset; G. lasch,

lasche flap, lappet, gusset, scarf-joint. But it does not

appear probable that these have any connexion with the

Eng. word.l

f 1. trans. To lac<j (a garment). Obs.

c 1440 Promp. Parv.iSS/i Lasschyn, ligulo. 1602 Mir>
dlkton Blurt 11. ii. Dib, An Eele-skin sleeue lasht heere

and there with lace, Hye coller, lasht agen ; breeche lasht

also. i6n Cotgr., Aiguilletter, to whip, or lash, with

points.

2. Chiefly Naut. To fasten or make fast with a

cord, rope, thong, piece of twine, etc. ; t to trass

(clothes) ; to fasten to (something). Also with

dozvn, on, together', + rejl. of a plant. Lash away,
lash ami carry (see quots. 1867',

1624 Capt. Smith Virginia v. 194 Her Ordnance heing
lashed so fast they could not be vnloosed. 169a Capt. Smith's
Seaman s Grant. I. xvi. 79 l^sh the Fish on to the Mast. 1711
W. Sutherland Shipbnttd. Assis t. 37 Holts to lash the Boats
on the upper Deck. 1712 tr. Pomet s Hist. Drugs 1 . 31 This
Plant . . lashes itself round any tree that is near it. 1748
Ansotfs Voy. nr. iv. 330 We had not a gun on hoard lashed.

1772-84 Cook Voy. (1790) VI. 1956 A child .. had been
lashed under the thwarts of the canoe. 1793 Smeaton
Edystone L. § 07, note, The rods were here lashed together
hy a packthread. i8*9Loncf. Wreck Hesperus xx, A maiden
fair, Lashed close to a drifting mast. 1836 W. Irving
Astoria II. 257 The Indians had lashed their canoes to

the ship. 1840 R. H. Dana Be/. Mast xxi.w 105 All our
spare spars were taken on board and lashed. 1853 Sir R.

Douglas llfilit.Bridges {cd.s)66 marg., Lash down Pontoons.
1867 F. Francis Angling xiii. (1880) 461 This process of

lashing on a hook. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Lash
and carry the order given hy the boatswain and his mates
on piping up the hammocks, to accelerate the duty. Ibid.,

Lash away, a phrase to hasten the lashing of hammocks.
1879 Lady Brassey Sunshitu <y Storm 26 Our chairs were
lashed. 1889 Aut/wuy's Photogr. Bull II. 55 Lash all

together by passing a string several times round each end
of the package.

Lash \}xf), v.^dial. trans. To comb (the hair).

Also with out.

1863 Mrs. Toogood Yorks. Dial,, Go and lash thee hair

out, child. 1886 Alice Rea Bcckside Boggle 9 Is just wesh
me and lash me hair. 1894 Hall Caine Manxman 111. xii.

170 Take the redyng comb and lash your hair out.

b. Comb. : lash-comb, a wide-toothed comb
(Lonsdale Gloss. 1869).
1887 Hall Caine Deemster vi. 38 When the lash comb

had tossed back his long hair. 1894 — Manxman 108.

Lashed (tajt), ///. a.i [f. Lash v. 1 + -ei>i.]

Beaten with or as with a whip.
1611 Cotgr., Foiiette', whipped, lashed, scourged, a 1625

Fletcher Lffi'c's Cure n.i, Vour lashed shoulders [covered]
with a Velvet Pee. 1818 Shelley Rev. Islam 1. iii. 3 And
the lashed deeps Glitter and boil beneath.

Lashed (lwjt), ///. a* [f. Lash v 2 + -»>*.]
Fastened with a lash or cord.

1897 R. Kipling Captains Courageous 53 The lashed
wheel groaned and kicked softly.

Lashed (MO,///, a.* [f. Lash sbA + -ed2.]
Furnished with lashes. Chiefly with qualifying
word prefixed, as black-, dark-, long-lashed.
1776 J. Lee Inirod. Bot. Explan. Terms 389, Ciliatz,

lashed like the eye. 1854 Whittier Maud Mutter 32 A
pleased surprise Looked from her long-lashed hazel eyes.

Lasher (larjai). [f. Lash v.\ 2 + -er L] One
who or that which lashes.

1 1. One who beats or whips. Also Jig.
160* 15. Jonson Poetaster Apol. Dial., Wks. (1616) 352 Or

I Could doe worse, Arm'd with Arch ilochvs fury, write
Iamhicks, Should make the desperate lashers hang them-
selues. 1611 Cotgr., Foiietteur, a whipper,scourger. lasher.

2. In the names of fishes, e.g. lasher bull-head.
Also Father-lasher.

83

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Lasher bull-head, a name
for the fish Coitus scorpins.

3. Naut. (See quot. 1848.) = Lashing vbl. sb.%

1669 Sturwy Mariners Mag. t. 20 Make readyto board
him ; Have your Lashers clear, and able men with them.
1711 \V. Sutherland Shipbnild. Assist. 143 Lashers lor the

Yards as big as the Lanyards of the Shrowds. 1848
Diddlecombe Art of Rigging 20, Lashers.—The ropes
employed to lash or secure particular objects ; as jeers, etc.

4. Chiefly local (on the Thames). The body of

water that lashes or rushes over an opening in a

j

barrier or weir ; hence the opening itself, and by
extension, a weir.

1677 Plot Oxfordsh. 185 Our Mills and Locks have most
of them hack streams and lashers to carry off the water
when it is too plentiful. 1800 Hurdis Fav. Village 06
Not louder falls The foamy lasher's cataract superb In

fullest flood-lime. 1840 Ann. Reg. 15 The lasher is an \

opening to let off the water when too high. 1858 Hughes
Scouring White Horse 16 The great lasher at Pangbourn,
where the water was rushing and dancing through in the
sunlight. 1884 Blackiv. Mag. 342 The huge rafts of silver-

fir.. shoot the lashers in safety.

b. The pool into which the water of the lasher

falls.

1851 G. Butler Lei. in Recoil. (1892) 70, 1 bathed in a lasher
about four miles from Oxford. 1853 M« Arnolo Scholar-
Gipsy x, Men who through these wide fields of breezy grass
..To bathe in the abandon'd lasher pass. 1861 Hughes Tom
Brmvn at Ox/. IL xii. 232 He sculled down to Sandford,
bathed in the lasher, and returned in time for chapel. 1872
Daily Navs 3 May 5/3 If the. .Hoard can prevent bathing in

these dangerous lashers it ought to do so without delay.

Lashing (larjin), vbl. sb. 1 [f. Lash v.i +
-ixg L] The action of Lash v.J in various senses

;

beating, flogging ; an instance of this, t Lashing 1

out, lavishing, squandering.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 6789 Mony lyue of lept with lasshyng

!
of swerdis. c 1440 Promp. Pant. 2S8/2 Laschynge, or

j

betynge. 1553 Grimaldk Cicero's Offices (1556) 85 These
lasshinges oute of money which bee done to clawe the mill-

titude. 1651-3 Jkr. Tayi ok Serin. /or Year (1678) 344
Those secret lashings and whips of the exterminating Angel.
1791 Purke 'Ph. Fr. Affairs Wks. (1808) VII. 41 The king
|of Sweden] .. keeps up the top with continual agitation

!
and lashing. 1801 T. Milken in Life xiii. (1842) 246 He

j

said some things which . . called for a fresh lashing. 1900
Daily News 19 Feb. 2/5 As a rule the natives took their

lashings quietly.

b. //. {Anglo-Irish). • Floods', abundance.
1829 Scott Jrnl. 18 Mar., Cigars in loads, whisky in lash-

ings. 1841 S. C. Hall Ireland (1B43) 334 There's lashins

of holy water, and blessed palm. 1856 Levkk Mat tins 0/
Cro'M. 84 A good dinner, some excellent port wine, and 1

' lashings ' of whiskey-punch. 1883 Lo. Saltoun Scraps 1.

116 There's plenty of sport to be had, an' lashins of parties,

an' balls, an' picnics. 1884 lilustr. Land. AVrt-j 24 May
|

510 '3 ' There's lashins of room ', said the driver.

Lashing hxyj"ti)), vbl. sb. 2 Chiefly Aaul. [f.

Lash v.- + -jng '.] The action of Lash v.- ; the
|

aetion of fastening any movable body with a cord.

Hence concr. the cord used for this purpose.
1669 Stukmy Mariners Mag. 1. ii. 20 Ix>ose the Lathings,

we will sheer off our Ship. 1719 Capt. W. Wkiglkswori ji

1 MS. Log-bk. 0/ the* LyelP 20 Oct., At 8 cast off our l.ash-

j

ings and made Sail. 1758 J. Ui.ake Plan Mar. Syst. 0
I
A hammock, with a lashing, shall be delivered him, and a
birth assigned to hang it^ in. 1789 G. Keatk Pclew 1st, 4
In the afternoon the lashings of the booms broke. 1834 47
J . S. M acaulay Field Fortif. (1851) 139 The . . side rails are

|

secured with rack lashings to the extreme balks. 1836
W. Irving Astoria III. 220 It was impossible to stand at

the helm without the assistance of lashings. 1869TROY-IK
Change Ringing 5 It is well to keep lashings ready for all

the bells in a tower.
^
1872-6 Voyle & Stevenson Milit.

Diet, Lashings used in mounting and dismounting guns
are of different dimensions.
Comb. 1828 J. M. Spearman Brit. Gunner (ed. 2) 19

Lashing Rope. 1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk., Lashing-
eyes, fittings for lower stays, block-strops, &c, by loops
made in the ends of ropes, for a lashing to be rove through
to secure them. 1884 Knight Diet. Aleck.

t Suppl, Lashing
knot, A form of bend.

1

^
Lashing (laj-Jirj), ///. a. [f. Lash vA + -ing

That lashes.

14.. Siege Jerusalem 17/304 Was nojt bot . . red la&ch-

(
yng lye [i.e. flamel alle pc londe oner, c 1645 Howell

I

Lett. 1. 2 Under a learned (though lashing) Master. 1693
Dryden Juvenal 1. (1697) 11 The Lady, next, requires a
lashing Line, Who squeez'd a Toad into her Husband's

' Wine. 1714 Gay Trivia 11. 231 The lashing whip resounds.
i8« Byron Ck. Har. \. Ixxv, Bounds with one lashing
spring the mighty brute. i8jo Shelley Cloudy. I wield
the flail of the lashing hail. 1827 44 Willis Films A'eiv
Haven 129 The air Below the lashing tree-tops was all black.

1885 Stevenson Dynamiter 198 A certain day of lashing
rain in December. 1900 Edinb. Rev. Oct. 379 This lashing
sarcasm was undeserved.

Hence La slilngly adv., in a lathing manner;

f a. Lavishly, b. By means of the lash or whip.

m
1573 Tlsser Husb. ix. (1878) 17 To lash not out too lash-

inglie, for feare of pinching penurie. 1839 New Monthly
Mag. LVI. 358 Tripes bawled out, '\Vo-ho!*—a sound
Woodpecker and old Peter willingly obeyed, in spite of
Dick's persuasions lashingly applied.

La'ship, obs. colloquial form of Ladyship.

II Lashkar (lx'Jkar). Lndian. Also 7 lescar,

leskar. [Urdu (Pers.) lashkar army,

camp. See Lascar.] fa. A camp of native

Indian soldiers (obs.). b. In the newspaper ac-

counts of the Afridi campaign of 1897, frequently

used for : A body of Afridi soldiers.

LASK.

1616 StR T. Roe in Purehas Pilgrims (1625) I. 559, I tooke
horse to auoyd presse and other inconuenience and crossed
out of tbe Leskar before him. 1625 Terry ibid. II. ix. vi.

1481 There being no lesse then two hundred thousand men,
women, and children in this Leskar, or Cam pe. 1634 Sir
T. Herbekt Trav. 32 Normall his Queene .. had passed
safely ouer the Riuer, with most part of the Lescar, or Army,
which shee immediately put into Battaglia.

Lashless (tejlcs), a. [f. Lash sbA (sense 3)
+ -less.] Devoid of (eye-)lashes.

1813 Keats Lamia 11. 288 His lashless eyelids stretch
around his demon eyes. 1840 Browning Sordello 111. 350
Tiring suitors out With . . lashles., eyes Inveterately tear-
shot. 1879 Dowoen Sonthey i. 5 Ma'am Powell .. with her
lashless eyes gorgonized the new pupil.

tLa'shlite, lashlight. Obs. Also 7 lagh-
slite, 8 lagslite. [laundered form of OL. lahslit,

f. lah law + slit tear, breach.] The fine imposed
for breach of (1 )anish) law.
c 1030 Laivso/Cunt 11. c. 15 (Liebermann) 318 Beo se wi5

bone cinge exx scyll' scyldi^ on Engla la^e . . and on Dena
la^e lahslitcs scykljg. 11. , Laws 0/ Wilt. I c. 39 (Schmid)
345 In Danelahe erit foris facturade suo laslite [A V. laxlite).

11.. Lajvs 0/ Hen. / c. 11 § u (Schmid) 443 Si quis Dei
rectitudines per vim teneat, solvat lashlitecum Dacispknam
wham cum Anglis. 1607 C<>wei. Interpr., l.aghstitc. 1647
N. Bacon Disc. Go?>t. Fug. 1. xl. 99 Even in (Germany they
had learned the trick to seta price upon that crime; and
this they afterward called ..lashlight. 1721 Bailey, Lags-
lite, a. Breach of the Law. i86« Miall Title Deeds Ch.
Eng. 21 note, Lash lite denoted a common forfeiture among
the Danes.

t La'Shness. Obs. Also 5-6 laehenes, 6
lasshnesse, 7 lasch (c)ncs(s. [f. Lash a. +
-ness.] Slackness (of body or mind)

;
remissness;

also, cowardice.
c 1477 Caxton Jason 15, 1 cannot haue meruaille ynough

of the grete slouthe and laehenes of your men. 1484
Ordre 0/ Chyualry 77 (Woutonye . . engendreth slonthe and
l.ichenes ofbody. 1530 1'ai.sow. 237/2 Lasshnesse. lasckcti.

1533 St. Papers Hen. I'll I, 11. 162 The great laehenes my
Lord of Ossory hath imputed to me. 1591 R. I.ruck Serin.
vi. O v b, Let it not come to p.isse be }our misbehaueour and
lashnes, that the glorie of God.. be impared in any wait*.
1641 K. Haillie Lett. -V Jrtds. (1841) L 347 In the end, after
some lashness and fagging, he made, .ane pathetick oration.

1673 O- Walker F.dnc. \. v. (ed. 2) 36 Not to . . degenerate
into softnes and laschenes.

Lasioilite Kx v.if/noil). Min. [Named by Kuchs
1S16; irregularly f. Gr. Kaaiov, ncnt. of Xamos hairy
(in allusion to its fibrous structure and capillary

crystals; -t- -itk.] A synonym of Wavei.litk.
1819 Ann. Philos. XIX. 281 Lasionite must be ranked

amon^ the salts. 1861 Hkistow Gloss. Min. 209 Lasionite,
Kuchs. A var. of wavellite. 1868 Dana Min. (ed. 51 57^.

Lask (lusk), sbA Also 6 7 laskc. [a. ONK.
*lasque Central OF. lasche loosening, relaxation,

f. lasker = laschcr (mod.F. Mcher) to loosen.]

1. Looseness of ihc bowels, diarrhoea; an attack

of this ;
= Lax sb.'- 1. Now only in veterinary use.

1542 Fabyan's Chron. vil. 701 Many honeSte persones
died of y

e hote agues, and of a grcate laskc. 1574 N F.w ion
Health Mag. 10 Meate excessively ingurgitate and eaten.

.

engendreth .. laskes and vomit. 1601 IL»i.lani> Pliny 1 1.

93 The Cornell tree., is not good for bees, for if they chance
to tast the floure therof, they fal presently into a vehement
lask. 1671 Salmon Syn. Med. 111. xxii, 433 Klixweed, the
seed stops laskes, and issues of blood. 1727 I»r.m)1.kv Fam.
Diet., Aniseed, has the Virtue to appease Jlelly-Kuml'lingH
and Gripes, Lask, Vomiting, and the Hiccup. 1803 Macnau
in PrizeEss. Highl. Soc. 1 1 .208 The 1 .ask or Scon r . . genei ally

originates from feebleness, cold, or grazing on a soft ri<.h

pasture, without a mixture of hard grass.

t 2. A laxative, aperient ; Lax sb.~ 2.

a 1550 Image Ipocr. in Skeltons Wks. (1843) 1 433 They
gave ther lurde a laske To purge withal! his caske.

3. Comb. : laskwort, a herb supposed to be a

remedy for * lask' or diarrhoea.

1647 Lilly Chr. Astral, ix. 64 Violets, Lask wort [ete.l.

Lask lask), sb:2 [?a. MDu. lasche (prob. pro-

nounced la5x"> ; mod.Dti. lasch, pronounced las)

piece cut out, flap.] (Sec quots.)

1864 Couch Brit. Fishes II. 125 A hook baited with a
slice (termed a lask) from the side of a mackarel. 1874
Woon Nat. Hist. 581 To pass the hook through the thicker
end of the strip— technically called a * lask '.

tLask, a. Obs. Also 5 laske. [? a. ONK.
*lasqtte~ Central OF. lasche: see Lash aJ] Loose
(in the bowels)

;
relaxed, weak. Cf. Lash a. 2.

c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 91 He [buttir] norishethe

a man to be laske. 17ZI Lailev, Lask, loose in the Belly.

1727 IJradley Fam. Diet. s. v. f«w, 1 1 is (horse's] lips and
all his body grows lask and feeble.

Lask (lask), v. Also 4-7 laske, 5 leske. [? a.

ONK. *lasquer = Central OF. laschcr (mod.F.

hUher) to loosen, relax :—popular L. *lascdrc «=

class. L. laxdrc, f. lax-ns Lax a.]

fl. trans. To lower in quality, quantity, or

strength, relax ; to thin (the blood) ; to shorten

(life) ; to alleviate (pain). Obs.

^1350 Will. Palerne 570 Heijh heveue king to gode
havene me sende ober laske mi liif daywes wib inne a litel

tcrme. Ibid. 950, I wol a litel and litel laskit [i.e. lask it] in

hast. C1400 Lan/rancs Cirurg. 280 Sumnien seien bat

olde men hen able to be kutt, for her blood is miche laskid

& her hete.
_
Ibid. 296 pou schalt laske his greet blood wib

blood-letyngis. e 1440 Jacob's Well 196 For bis superfluyte
mayst bem ncuere ben heyl in soule, tyl bis blood be leskyd
in blood-letyng. a 1450 Myrc 1736 Laske hys peynes or ce^e
hys synne.
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IiASKET.

f 2. intr. To become loose in the bowels ; to purge.

1552 fscc Lax v.\. 1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. 1. ill.

Furies 529 Soft Child-hood puling . . Are apt to Laske
through much humidity. 1618 Owles Almanack 43 Then
will they untrusse a hoope and laske like a squirt. 1634 R. H.
Salernes Regan. 23 Goates milk, .makcth a man to laske.

3. Naut. To 1 go large
' ; to sail neither ' by the

wind' nor 'before the wind'.
1622 R. Hawkins Voy. S. Sea (1847) 40 When we cast

about, shee beganne to vere shete, and to goe away lasking.

1626 Capt.^ Smith Acrid. Yng.Sea-mcn 29 Goe large, laske,

ware yawning. 1684 Bucanicrs A mer. 11. ( 1 698) 1 38 We bore

up one point of the compass thereby to hinder her lasking

away. 1726 G. Roberts Four Years Voy. 378 Vou must
put the Ship away lasking, or afore the Wind. ijg&Gentl.

Mag. XXVI. 602 The admiral, .kept lasking away, angling

from the enemy. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Lasking
along, sailing away with a quartering wind.

f 4. Alining. (App. used as a word of command

:

see quot.) Obs.
ij47 Hooson Miners Diet. L iij, Lash [is] a word used in

drawing Shafts, Sumps, &c. for Spare Rope, or not enough ;

as Lask, the Drawer understands he must let down more
Rope ; and no Lask is that the Rope is too short to hang
on the Corfe.

Hence f Iia-sking vbl. s/>., purging, diarrhoea

;

La-skingf vbl. sb. and ///. a. Naut., * (going) large \

1527 Andrew Brunswyke y

s Distyll. Waters liiv, The
snme water, .stopped all manerof laskynge. .1706 Phillips

(ed. Kersey), Lasking (Sea-Term), when a Ship sails neither

by a Wind, nor directly before the Wind,, .she is said To go
lasking. 1882 T. Roosevelt Naval War 1812 (18831 120

The Java . . came down in a lasking course on her adver-

sary's weather quarter.

Lask, Laskayre, obs. ff. Lasque, Lascar.
Lask(e, variant of Lesk, Hank, groin.

Lasket (la'sket). JVaut. [Pern, an alteration,

after Gasket, of F. lacct (sec Latchet) which is

used in the same sense.] One of the loops or rings

of cord by which a bonnet is attached to the foot

of a sail.

1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn., Laskets or Latches, are small

Lines like Loops, fnstned by sowing into the Bonnets and
Drablers of a Ship; in order to lace the Bonnets to the

Courses, or the Drablers to the Bonnets. 1721 in Bailey.
1867 in Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.

tLa'skyyz. Obs.~°. [f.LvsKa. +-y.] =Lask^.
1552 Hui.oet, Laskic and laxatiue.

Laso, variant of Lasso.

t La'Spick. Obs. rare — *. [a. F. Vaspic

( =- Asnc 3 with prefixed article).] = Aspic.
1761 Bill ofFare in Pennant London (1813) 563 Garnished

round with Plates of sorts, as I .aspicks, Rolards, &c.

La'Spring. [Perh. a corruption of lax-pink

(see Lax sb.1 b)
;
interpreted as a contraction fur

last spring \ cf. last brood in quot. 1S61.] One of

the inany nam c s for the young sal raon . Also gravel

laspring.

1760 Hawkins in Walton's Angler 1. vi. 143 note, A small

but excellent fish of the Trout kind, called a Last-spring.
Ibid. vii. 153 note. 1836 Varkkll Brit. Fishes II. 50
Brandling, Fingerling, Skirling, Gravelling, Laspring,
Sparling, &c. 1861 Act 24-5 Vict. c. 100. § 4 'Voting of
Salmon ' shall include . . Par, Spawn, Pink, Last Spring,
Hepper, Last Brood, Gravelling [etc. J. 1881 19M Cent.
Apr. 693 It is. .unlawful for me., to catch a small samlet or

laspring as long as my finger, although there are thousands
on the streams below my house. 1889 'J. Bigkekdyke*
Bk. All-round Angler \\\. 7 Gravel laspring, same as par.

Lasque (lask). Also 7 laske, 8 lask. [? a. l'ers.

cJLiJ lashk, bit, piece] (Sec quots.) Also lasque

diamond.
1678 Loud. Gas. No. 1330/4 A Laske, Indian-cut,. .weigh-

ing 6. carrots i full. 1751 D. Jeffries Diamonds 115
Lasks . . are in general ill shaped, or irregular in their form
at the girdle. 1813 Mawe Diamonds (1823)81 Lasquesare
formed from flat or veiny diamonds. 1874 Wkstkoit
Precious Stones 4 Lasque diamonds arc the flat thin stones
used much in native Indian work, in neck and head-bands,
bangles, rings, &c.

Lass (J?es). Forms : 4 las, lasce. 4 7 lasso,

6 Sc. lase, 6- lass. [ML. lasce, las(se
;
perh. a. pre-

historic ON. *lasqa, wk. fern, of *lasqar unmarried

:

cf. MSw. losk kona unmarried woman.
The adj. means primarily 'free from ties'; hence the above

sen.se and those of ' unoccupied ', ' having no fixed abode',
which are also recorded in M Sw. The Icel. Igsk-r occurs
onty in the sense 'idle, weak '.

The phonology of the Eng. word, according to the above
conjecture, is somewhat difficult ; but the same sound-
change occurs in other northern forms, as ass for *ask (ashes),

asse for ask v., buss for busk.\

1. A girl.

In northern and north midland dialects the ordinary word ;

in the southern counties it has little or no popular currency.
a 1300 Cursor M. 2608 Tit abram ban dame sarc said,

• Yone lasce. . For-bi bat sco has barn o he, Als in despit sco
haldes me '. c 1325 Metr. Horn. 39 Bifor him com a fair yong
lasce That Hcrodias dohtcr was. c 137S Sc. Leg. Saints,
Baptista 632 Medyature als wes he, betwene ws & pe trinite.

?et he, bat of sic uertu wes, wes gefine til a lurdan las.

a 1400 -50 Alexander yj46 If any consaue bar a knaf ban
kepis him Vis modire .. Vij }ere with-in oure-selfe. .. And
be scho lyuir of a lasse scho lengis in our bur^e. a 15*9
Skelton Col. Cloute 426 The money for theyr masses spent
among wanton lasses, a 159a Greene Geo. a Greene.(iS99^
D2, He that is olde, and marries with a lasse, Lies but at

home and prooues himselfe an asse. 1611 Shaks. Wiut.
T. iv. iv. 156 This is the prettiest Low-borne Lasse,

that euer Ran on the greene-sord. 1645 Waller Battle
Summer Isi. 11. 47 A goodly theater, where rocks are

round ; With reverend age, and lovely lasses crown'd. 1672

84

Westminster Drollery n. 80 Come lasses and lads Take
leave of your Dadds And away to the May-pole hey. 1678
Ray Prov. (ed. 2) 80 The lass i' the red petticoat shall pay
for all . . meaning . . a wife with a good portion. 1722 De
Foe MollFlanders (1840) 7 Pray which is the little lass that

is to be a gentlewoman? 1777 Sheridan Sch. Scandal 111.

ii. {song), Let the toast pass, Drink to the lass. 1786 L/ar'st

Rig 55 The Highland lasses raise the song, In music wild,

and sweet, and strong. 1805 Wordsw. Prelude vm. 38 liut

one there is, the loveliest of them all, Some sweet lass of

the valley. 1843 Betiiune Sc. Fireside Stor. 49 You are

a good and warm-hearted lass, Jenny.

b. spec. A maid-servant. Sc. and north, dial.

1788 Marshall Yorksh. II. 339 Lass, the vulgar name of

a maid-servant. 1793 Statist. Acc. Scot. VIII. 350 As far

as the lass has cash or credit, to procure braws, she will,

step by step, follow hard after what she deems grand and
fine in her betters. 1815 Scott Guy J/, xlv, It will may be
no be sae weel to speak about it while that lang-lugged lim-

mer o' a lass is gaun flisking in and out o' the room.

c. Applied playfully as a form of address to a
mare or a bitch. Cf. Girl sb. 2

1834 Ainsworth Rookwood III. iv. viii. 332 'Art hurt,

lass?' asked Dick, as she [Bess] shook herself and slightly

shivered. 1837 Dickens Pickwick xix,
4 Hi, Juno, lass—hi,

old girt ; down, Daph, down said Wardle, caressing the
dogs.

2. A lady-love, a sweetheart. Also trans/.

1596 Spenser F. Q. vi. iii. 14 And eke that Lady, his faire

lovely lasse. 1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. v. iii. 17 It was a
Louer, and his lasse. 1697 Dkyden Virg. Gcorg. til. 335
The youthfull Bull .. Forsakes his Food, and pining for the
Lass, Is joyless of the Grove. 1784 Cowper Task j. 36
There might ye see the shepherd and his lass. 1788 R.
Galloway Poems 90 The lads upon their lasses ca'd To sec

gin they were dress'd.

3. atlrib. and Comb., as lass-quean (dial.); t lass-
lorn a.

y
forsaken by one's lass or sweetheart.

1610 Shaks. Temp. iv. i. 68 Thy broome groues ; Whose
I

shadow the dismissed Batchelor loues, Being lasse-lorne.

1818 Scott Rob Roy xxii, A>k the lass-quean there, if it

isna a fundamental rule in my household.

flia'SSate, a. Obs. rare~ x

. [ad. L. lavattts,

pa. pple. of lassdre, f. tassus, weary.] Tired, wearied.
1694 Motteux Rabelais v. 248 You .. there your Lassate

Corps reanimate.

t La'SSate, v . Obs. rare ~°. [I. L. lassdt-

:

see prec] trans. To weary. 1623 in Cockeram ii.

t Lassa'tion. Obs. [n, of action f. L. lassdre :

see 1 >assate a."] Relaxation ; weariness.
1650 Charleton Paradoxes 139 The Imagination in this

life is not onely subject to lassation. 1669 W. Simpson
I llydrot. Chym. g-j The animal spirits are . . wearied and
! willingly give themselves up to a lassation.

Las se for Iat see : see Let v.

Lasse, obs. form of Lass, Less.

Lasserie : see Larcery Obs.

t La'SSet. Obs. Also 6 laset, 7 lascitt. [a.

G. lasset, lassitz, of Slavonic origin ; cf. OS1. lasica,

Czech lasice, laska, Russian jiacTKU, F. lasqitctte.]

Also lasset-mousc, -ivcasely a fur-bearing animal;
the ermine or miniver.

1591 G. Fletcher Russe Commw. (I lakh Soc.) 14 Their
beasts of strange kinds are the losh ..the gurnstale, the laset

or minever. 1607 Topsell Four-f. Beasts (1658) 424 There
is no

f

difference between the Lascitt mouse and the l^ascitt

wecsill. 1611 Cotgr., Rat de Lasse, the l^asset Mouse ; a
beast that beares the I'urre which we call Mineuar.

Lassie (larsi). Chiefly Sc. Also 9 lassy. [f.

Lass + dim in. suflix -IE (-*).] A lass, girl.

1725 Ramsay Gentle She/A. 1. song vi, I yield, dear lassie,

ye bae won. 1792 Burns ' What can a young lassie '
i,

What can a young lassie do wP an auld man ? 1802 Mar.
Edgeworth A/oral 'P. (1816) I. ix. 74 What sort of a lassy

is the cobbler's daughter? 1889 Harrie Window in Thrums
169 Na, it's other lassies

1

brothers they like as a rule.

llenee Iia'ssieliood, girlhood. La ssieisli a.,

young-womanish.
1857 A. Wallace Gloaming 0/Life iL 28 Where Robin

.. has to make the important transition from the equivocal
garb of lassfe-hood into his first ' corduroys '. 1882 J. Brown
llorx Subs., y. Leech, etc 307 There is a somewhat vulgar
and lassieish objection to Landseer's subjects, that they are
painful.

Lassitude (larsitiwd). [a. V. lassitude, ad. L.

lassitudo, f. lassus weary.] The condition of being

weary whether in body or mind ; a flagging of the

bodily or mental powers ; indifference to exertion
;

weariness ; an instance of this.

1533 Ei.yot Cast, ilelthc (1541) 84 b, lassitude is a dis-

position towarde syckencsse, wherin a man fclcth a soore-

nesse, a swcllinge or an inflammation. 1581 Mulcaster
Positions xxxin. (1887) 119 Though they faint, and feele

some little lassitude and wearines. 1626 Uacon Sytva
§ 730 Lassitude is remedied by bathing or anointing with
oil and warm water. 1647 Trai'P Comm. Matt. i.\. 37 Such
as will labour Jto lassitude. 1653 H. More Conjcct. Cabbal.

(1713) i^Lassttude of Contemplation, and of Affectation of
Immateriality . .brought upon him remisness and drowsiness
to such like exercises. 1711 Siiai-tesb. Charac. (1737) U«
11. i. 115 Ordinary Lassitudes, Uneasinesses, and Defects of
Disposition. 1756 Lurke Subl. % B. iv. vi, A long exercise
of the mental powers induces a remarkable lassitude of the

I

whole body. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola xvi, The feverish

excitement, .had given place to a dull, regretful lassitude.

1886 Ruskin Prxterita 1. 307 Periods of renewed enthusiasm
after intervals of lassitude.

Lasso (ke'sfl), sb. Also 9 laso, lazie, lazo.

[Sp. lazo (in America pronounced la*s^) = OK. laz :

see Lack sb.]

1. A long rope of uiitanned hide, from 10 to 30

LAST.

yards in length, having at the end a noose to catch

cattle and wild horses; used chiefly in Spanish
America.
[1768 J. IVyron Karr. Patagonia, (ed. 2) 221 The la5o is a

long thong of leather, at the end of which they made
a sliding noose.} 1808 Narr. Exped. Gen. Crau/nrd 11.

viii. 189 Numbers of these fellows, with the lazie, hovered
about us. 1835 W. Irving Tour Prairies xix, The coil of
cordage, .is called a lariat, and answers to the laso of South
America, i860 O. W. Holmes Elsie V. xxv. (1891) 356
Measuring his distance., as nicely as if he were throwing his
lasso. 1879 Bi erdohm Patagonia v, 66 Before it could
recover Garcia's lasso whizzed through the air and lighted
on its neck.

2. Mil. - lasso-harness.

1847 F. A. Griffiths Artil. Man. (ed. 4) 167 The first

time they were required to draw by means of the Lasso.
1868 Regit I. Ord. Army § 614 Ten Men per Troop . . are
to be eepjipped with the tackle of the Lasso.

3. atlrib. and Comb., as lasso-man ; lasso-like

adj.
;
lasso-cell, one of the urticating cells of the

Calaitcrala, which eject the contained thread in

the manner of a lasso
;
lasso-harness, a kind of

girth placed round a cavalry horse, with a lasso or

long rope attached, for use in drawing guns, etc., as

an assistance to the draught-horses.
1865 Agassiz Seaside Stud. Nat. Hist. 18 The* lasso-cells

are very formidable weapons. 1885 C. F. Holder Marvels
Anim. IJ/e 25 The beautiful sea-anemone .. covered in

many parts by lasso-cells that hurl out sharp, poisonous
darts. 1847 A- Griffiths Artil. Man. (ed. 4) 166 *Ijasso
Harness consists of a brown leather circingle, and one trace.

1841-71 T. R. Jones Anim. K'ingd. (ed. 4) 58 The inner
wall [of the thread-cellj is much stronger, having one ex-

tremity open and prolonged into a stout rather fusifurm
sheath which terminates in a long *lasso-like filament. 1808
J)rk;.-Gen. Craufurd in TrialofLieut.-Gen. J. Whitelocke
I. 196 *Lasso men employed in killing cattle for the troops.

Lasso (lixrstf), v. Also lazo. [f. Lasso sb.]

1. trans. To catch with a lasso.

1807 Ex^ed. to Buenos Ayres 6 Here and there they
'lassoed' the stragglers. 1831 Trelawny Adv. Younger
Son xxv. (1890) 116 Like the wild horse lazoed by the
South American Gauchoes. 1881 P. B. du Chaillu Laud
Midn.Sun 1 1 . 80A man went into the wood and returned with
a deer he had lassoed. 1891 Smiles J. Murray II. xxviii. 252
He.. crossed the Pampas, catching and lassoing wild horses.

2. Mil. To draw (guns, etc.) with lasso-harness.

1864 Daily Tel. 14 Mar., The mode of lassoing guns, as
practised by the mounted troop of the Royal Engineers.

Hence La ssoed ///. a., Xia'ssoinff vbl. sb. Also
La ssoer, one who lassoes.

1864 Sala in Daily Tel. 5 May, Called in to treat cases of
private shooting, stabbing, and lassoing. 1881 Darwin in

I^ifc <f Lett. III. 245 A struggling and lassoed cow. 1882
Sala A mer. Rei'is. (1885) 413 The. .neighing of our lassoed

horses. 1896 Chamb. Jml. XIII. 16/2 The lassoers often

manage to take two or three [horses! per man.

Xiassock (larsfTk). Sc. [f. Lass + diminutive

suffix -ock.] A little girl.

1816 Scott Old Mort. v, I mind, when I was a gilpy of a
lassock, seeing the Duke. 1818 — RobRoyxxxvi, I wadna
for ever sa muckle that even the lassock Mattit kenn'd ony
thing about it . 1887 R. Buchanan Heir ofLinne i, A young
lassock's petticoat from the linen-press.

Lassy me, int. vulgar. Also lausy me.
[? Contraction of Lord save me !] Used to express

surprise.

1840 Earham tngol. Leg. Ser. 1. Spectre Tappiugton,
* Lassy me !

' said Miss Julia. 1890 W. A. Wallace Only
a Sister 338 Lausy me 1 what's in the taking now, dearie.

Last (last), sbA Forms : 1 last, lscst, lebste,

4 8 laste, 4-5 lest(e, 4- last. [OE. last masc.,

footstep, lirst fern., boot, Iseste fern., shoemaker s

last, cogn. w. Du. lecst masc, QWG.lcist (MHG,
leist, mocl.G. leiste{n masc), last, ON. leist-r foot,

sock (Sw.
;
Da. last last), Goth, laist-s footstep,

track (tx»'os),cogn. w. OHG. (7aagan) -leisa track,

rut (MHG. lcis(e fern., gelcis trackway, mod.G.
gcleise. gleise rut) ; by most recent scholars referred

to a Teut. root */ais- (:lts-) to follow a track

(whence in immaterial sense Goth, lais pret.-pres.,

I know, and the related words : see Learn v.,

Loke), cogn. w. L. lira furrow. Some, however,

would connect it with the Teut. *laip-,laia*- (: OK.
lidan to go) ; see Load sb.]

fl. A footstep, track, trace. After OE. only

in Sc. phrase Not a last : nothing, not at all.

Beowulf (Z.) 132 Hie bss laSan^ last sceawedon. 971
Blickl. Horn. 127 Man dac^hwainlice pa moldan nimeh
on ba;m lastum. £1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxiv. {Pciagia)
102 Oure verray spouse, rekis nocht a laste how foule ore

vnfaire we be. /bid. xliii. (Cecile) 580 pu ma with Hi

handis taste, Vo hu ma nocht se a laste. a 1500 Ratis Raving
' t. 2339 That louit neuer his lord a last.

2. A wooden model of the foot, on which shoe-

! makers shape boots and shoes.

c 1000 i'rTLFRic Gloss, in Wr.-Wulckcr 125/32 Calopodium
uel mustricuta, taste, a 1300 Sat. People Kildare xiii. in

E. E. P. (1862) 1 54 Hail be ^e sutlers [? retul sutarsl wib ^our
1 mani lestes. C1440 /'romp. Parv. 298/2 Leste, sowtarys

,

forme,formula. 1483 Cat/i. A ngt. 209/1 A Laste of a sowter,

formula. 1589 Greene Meuaphon (Arb.) 54 That as he
were a Coblers eldest sonnc, would by the laste tell where
anothers shooe wrings. 1644 Jessop Angel of Eph. 6
Tbese Lawyers . . stretch Scripture as they please, just as
the Shoe-maker doth his leather with his teethj to fit it to

his Laste. 1714 Gay Trivia. 1. 35 Should the big Laste ex-

I tend the shoe too wide. 1810 Sporting Mag. XXXV. 192



LAST. 85 LAST.

[A prize-fight] between two brethren of the last. 1842

Dickens Amer. Notes (1850) 69/2 Occasionally there is a

drowsy sound from some lone weaver's shuttle.or shoemaker's

last.

b. trans/, and fig. ? Obs.

a 1592 H. Smith IVks. (1866-7) I. 391 All three are of one

last. 1604 Dekker Honest Wh. Wks. 1873 II. 138, I set

my braines vpon an vpright Last. 1607 Miodlkton
Michaelm. Term t. i, Here's gallants of all sizes, of all

lasts. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (161 4) 372 I^esse matters

set on the Friers lasts, make seely Papists belecye letc.].

16*5 Fletcher Noble Gent. 111. ii, As though his spirit were

a last or two Above his veines and stretch t his noble hide.

1647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. i. liii. (t 739) 94 The Normans
had reduced the Saxon law .unto their own Last, which
stretched their desire as far as the estate would hear.

c. With allusion to the proverb Let the cobbler

stick to his last (* Nc sutor ultra crepklam ').

1592 Shaks. Rom. Jul. 1. ii. 40 Hcere it is written, that

the Shoo-maker should meddle with his Yard, and the

Tayler with his Last 1605 Heywood Ifyou know not me
Wks. 1874 1. 210 Shoomaker, you goe a little beyond your
last. 1692-4 R. L' Estrange Fables ccx.w. (1708) 245 The
Cohler is not to go beyond his Last. 1768-74 Ticker Lt.

iWi^. (1834) II. 330 To enter upon these discussions would
be carrying the shoemaker beyond his last. 1875 Jowktt
Plato (ed. 2) III. 53 Great evil may arise from the cobbler

leaving his last and turning into, .a legislator.

3. Comb., as last-maker.

1583 Faversham Par. Keg. (MS.), John Wythcrs, an olde

man, a lastmaker. 1825 J. Nicholson Opera t. Mechanic 8

The second sort of lever is presented to us in the cutting-

knives used by last-makers.

Last (last), sb? Forms: * hlaost, 4-6 laste,

le»t(e, (6 lasse), 4- last. [OE. hirst neut ,
t
cor-

resp. to OF lis. hlesl, MLG., MI)u., Du. last masc.

and fern., OIIG. hlastt last masc. and fern. (MHO.,
inod.G. last fern.)

;
according to the now prevailing

View repr. a prc-Teut. type *klat-sto- (-sti-), parallel

with *klal-to- represented by ON. htass neut., load

;

f. *klal- root of Lade v.

Some scholars still adhere to the older view that WGor.
*hlast- and ON. Alass both represent a prc-Teut. *klalt-,

the divergence being conjectured to be due to difference of

accentual conditions.]

fl. A load, burden, weight carried. Obs.

Beowulf (Z.) 52 Men ne cunnon secgan. .hwa ba^m hlaestc

on-feng. c 1000 Riddles ii. 15 (Gr.) Saga, hwa mec becce obbe
hu ic hatte, be ba hlajst bere. 1390 Langl. Rich. RcJcles
iv. 74 Than lay the lordis a-lee with laste and with charge,
And bare aboute the barge and blamed the maistcr.

2. A commercial denomination of weight, capa-

city, or quantity, varying for different kinds of

goods and in different localities. Cf. G. last.

Originally the ' last ' must have been the quantity carried

at one time by the vehicle (boat, wagon, etc > ordinarily

used for the particular kind of merchandise. As a weight,
it is often stated to be (like the Ger. weight of the same
name) nominally equivalent either to 2 tons or to 4,000 lbs.

In wool weight it is 4368 lbs. (=12 sacks). A last of gun-
powder is said to be 2,400 lbs. (=24 barrels), and of
feathers or flax 1,700 lbs.

The equivalence of the last of wool with 12 sacks seems
to have led to an association of the word with the number
twelve. Thus a last of hides was formerly 12 dozen (also

20 dickers of 10 hides each); of beer 12 barrels; of pitch
12 (sometimes 14) barrels; of cod and herrings 12 barrels

(but of red herrings and pilchards 10,000 to 13,200 fish).

As a measure for grain and malt, the last was in the 16th c.

12 quarters, but is now 10 quarters = 80 bushels.

[1314-5 Rolls of Partt. 1. 312/2, UH. lest & dim* de
quyre.) 1333-4 Durham Acc. Rolls (Surtees) 30 In
uno last ct ix M 1 allec. melioribus emp. .. vjli. v]s.

viijd. 1390-1 Earl Derby's Exfied (Camden) 58 Et
pro j laste de beer .. Et pro j laste de vino de Ryne.
1396-7 Durham Acc. Rolls (Surtees) 600 In j last bitu-

minis, 34*. 1428 in Surtees Misc. (1888) 2 John Bower
proferd to sell hym a laste of osmundes. 1469 Househ. Ord.
(1700) 102 White Herringes a laste, that is to say, xij bar-

relfes. c 1483 Caxton Dialogues vi. 21 Men selle the goodes,
. .By sackes or by lastcs. i486 Naval Acc. Hen. VII (1896)

15 A last of pitch and Tarrc. 1509-10 Act 1 Hen. VIII,
C. 20 § 1 For the Subsidie .. of every laste of hydes
Ixv|s. viijrt'. 1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII, c. 14 For every laste

of whete and rye xxvu. viib/. 1548 Privy Council Acts
(1890) II. 174 Serpentyne pouldre, iij lestes. 1583 Salir.
Poems Reform, xlv. 882 To get a licence.. For fortie last of
1 nglis beir. 1^97 Skene De Verb. Sign. s. v. Serplaith, I tern

24mealesmakisaneLast. Item, of meilleand malt called coist,

ane last makis ane Scottish chalder. 1599 Nashe Lenten
Stuffe Ep. Ded. (end), For a whole laste of redde Herrings.
1612 Hopton Consetv. Veares 164 A Last of Wool! is 4368
pounds, or 1 2 Sackes. 1640 in Entick London II. 170 Quern-
stones, the last. 1665 Loud. Gaz. No, 8/1 Sixteen Lasts of
Gunpowder, and Four thousand Musquets are brought in

hither. 1725 Bradley Earn. Diet., s.v., A Last of Cod
Fish is twelve Barrels ; a Last of Herrings is twenty Cades,
or ten Thousand. 1727 Ibid. s.v. Ale, Twelve Ale-Barrels
making a Last. 1750 Carte Hist. Eng. II. 418 An extra-
ordinary duty of ten shillings on a sack of wool, and a last

of leather for one year. 1753 Hanway Trav. (1762) I. vn.
Ixxxvi. 401 They have . . exported fourteen thousand lasts,

or twenty-eight thousand tuns English of all sorts of grain.

1875 Stubbs Const. Hist. 11. xvi. 412 A grant of., forty
shillings on the last of leather. 1884 Brit. Almanac *
Companion 33 A Yarmouth last of herrings is supposed to
count 13,200 fish. 1893 Lang Red Fairy Bk. 318 Someone
who could brew a hundred lasts of malt at one brewing.
1804 R. Leighton Wreck Golden Fleece 143 A single 'last'

lot herringsl being equal to ten thousand fish.

fb. trans/. A huge indefinite number. Obs.
e 1386 Chaucer Prioress' Prot. 4 God yeve this Monk a

thousand last quade yeer. 1581 Rich Fartw. Milit. Pro-
fess. Tj, Goyng his waie to his sweete harte, tellyng her
tbe whole discourse . . with a whole laste of kisses. 1712

Arruthnot John Bull m. ix, Ten thousand last of devils

haul me, if I don't love thee as 1 love my life.

f 3. A unit in the measurement of a ship's burden

= 2 tons (occas. 1 ton\ Obs.

1643 Dcclar. Lords % Comm., Reb. Irel. 46 The ship called

Saint Michaell the Archangell of burden an hundred and
twentie Lasts or Tuns. 1722 Lond. Gaz. No. 6096/3 The
..Snow. .is of the Burthen of 5*0 or 60 Tons or 25 or 30

Lasts. 1796 in Morse Amer. Geog. II. 52 The Swedish

vessels which perforin the voyage to China, are generally

of four hundred lasts burden.

+ 4. ? A dozen (of hawks). Obs.

162. Horsey Trav. (Hakl. Soc.) 234 Two -white garr-

faulkens, a last of girckens and a last of sloght faulcons

and two gashaukes.

f5. Shetland. Last 0/ land : a quantity of land

= iS merks. Obs.

1605 Feu Contract in Mill Diary (1889) 193 The said

twa last of land in Sandwick. a 1733 Shetland*Acts 36 in

Proc. See. Ant. Scot. (1892) XXVI. 201 That none have

more swine than four upon a last of land over winter.

f Last, sb.'i Obs. Also 3-4 lest. [a. ON.
lost r (genit. lasiar, dat. lesti) :-OTeut. *lahsl-uz,

f. *lah-, whence OIIG. lahan, OE. Man to blame.

Cf. Lahtkk.] A fault, vice, sin; blame; also, a

physical blemish.

CI175 Lamb. Horn. 145 Summc men luuieS . . galiche

lectres and Inhere fnstes. c 1200 Ormin 4522 Korr grcdhj-

nesse iss heli} las>t P.iforenn Godess e3hne. t 1205 Lay.

22974 pe mon he him weorc la5 him cuo*e last fmde.
c 1300 Cursor ffl. 22324 (Edin.) Wiboutin laste

^
al his

liccaine. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. x. 37 Betere is were
thtinne home laste, then syde robes ant synke into stymie.

c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 459 For bo} y ben in batail schent it

ys no lest for hem.

Last (last), shA Also 5 lest. [f. Last v. 1

]

1. Continuance, duration. Now rare.

a 1300 Cursor M. 19562 In last o cristen mans lijf. c 1470
Hknry Wallace vi. 90 l'y on fortoun, fy on thi frcwall

<]uheyll
;
Fy on thi traist, for her it has no lest. 1587

Ft.KMiNG ConIn. llolinshcd III. 1549/2 Things memorable,
of perpetuitie, fame, and last, a 1626 Bacon New Atl.

(1650) 29 These Drinks are of Severall Ages, some to the

Age or Last of forty yeares. 1884 Pall MallG. 12 Jan. 4 2

Another omission, and a more important one, from the

point of view of the literary last of the book, is [etc.].

2. Power of holding on or out ;
' staying ' power.

1857 Hughks Tom Brown it. vii, It's a fair trial of skill

and last between us and them [the masters]. 1865 Pall
Mall G. 16 May 10 His [a waterman's] Mast' is not in the

same proportion to his pace as that of the amateur.

Last (lost), j/*.5 Obs. exc. Hist. [ad. Anglo-

Latin lastui/i, lestitm (Domesday JSook lest), used

as the regular equivalent of late OE. livp Lathe sb. 1

The etymology is obscure : it is difficult on the ground of

sen.se to suppose the word to he connected with Last sb.'*,

or with the OF. /^loading of a.ship. It is also difficult on

the ground of form to connect the word with OK. Lip ; it

is conceivable (hat the Norman lest might represent this by
sound-substitution, but no analogous instance is known.]

= Lathe sbl Also ns the designation of an ad-

ministrative assembly (sec quot. 1670) ; more fully

last-court.

1086 Domesday Bk. I. 1/3 Has., leges regis concordant
hostes de quatuor Lestis, hoc est Boruuar Lest, & Eslrelest

& Linuuartlest & Wiuuartlcst. c 1 120 Rochester Bridgc-botc
Charter in Birch Cart. Sax. III. 658 (Latin text), l'ostea

sexta pera debet fieri de holmgehurna et de tolo illo lesto

quae [sic] ad hoc pertinet. Ibid. (OE. text) ponne is syo
syoxte per to holinsan human & to eallan bam laibe. a 1272
CliartcrRomney Marsh (1597)73 Si aliquis. .conuincatur per
testimonium lialliui et luratorum in communi lasto, ainer-

cietur[etc.]. c 1380W.THOKN Chron. inTwysdcn Hist. Angl.
Scriptores dctcm (1652) 1777 Hie [sc. Elfredus] constituit

Hundred & Lestes. 1570-6 Lamrardk Peramb. Kent (1826)

165 Of this place the whole Last of Shipwey (conteining

twelve Hundrethes) at the first tooke, and yet continucih,

the name. 1662 DuniMLK Imbanking 34 Also it was decreed
and ordained that twice every year, for ever, there should be
held a principal and general Last, within the said Land and
Marsh. 1670 ISlount Law Did., Last also, in the Marshes
of East Kent, signifies a Court held by Twenty four Jurats,

and summoned by the two Bailiffs thereof, wherein they make
Orders, lay and levy Taxes, impose Penalties, &c. For pre-

servation of the said Marshes. 1729 in Jacob Laiu Diet.

1753 in Chambers Cycl. Snpp.

Last (last), a., adv., and sb.& Forms : 1 latost,

(lsetest), 2-3 latest, latst, (3 Ormin lattst), 3
least, 3, 4-5 (Sc.) lest(e, 4-6 laste, 6 Sc. laist,

4- last. [OE. latost, Northumb. falest, superl. of

Ixt adj., late adv. Cf. OFris. ktast, lest, OS. latst

,

last, letist (MLG. lest, Du. laatst, lest), OIIG.
latest, legist (MUG. letzest, lelzst, lelsl, mod.G.
letzl\ ON. latast-r. The syncopation of the vowel
before -st must have originated in the inflected

forms ; for the subsequent dropping of the / cf. Best.

The mod. Latest does not descend from early ME.
latest, but is a new-formation on the positive.]

A. adj. Following all others ;
coming at the end.

I. As simple adjective.

1. Following all the others in a series, succession,

order, or enumeration
;
subsequent to all others in

occurrence, existence, etc.

For the syntactical relation involved in last comer and
the like, cf. early riser, etc. (See Earlv a. \ sl ttole.)

c 1200 Ormin 4168 sefennde, be lattste da^5, He s«tte

be??m to resste. a 1300 Cursor M. 1492 J>e formast werld
adam be-gan, bar-of lameth [i.e. I^amech] be last man.
1340 Ayenb. 245 J>e laste yefbe and be meste and J>e he^este

is be yefbe of wysdom. c 1400 Lanfrani's Cirurg. 58 In be
lasto chapitle of be firste book, c 1440 Fromf>. Pari'. 288/2
Laste, save one, penultimus. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen.
VIII 244 She was the last of the right lyre and name, of

Plantagenet. c 1560 A. Scott Poems (S.T.S.) xii. 51 lt is

hot waist Mo wirde to taist, }e haif my laist. 1560 Daus
tr. Sltidane's Comm. 12 b, A prophete that sayil Maximilian
should be the last Germaine Kmperour. 1604 K. G[rim-
stone] D'Acosla's Hist. Indies v. xxviii. 415 The twelfth

and last month was called Ayntara. i6n Cotgr. s.v.

Dernier, The last cummers get the maistcrie. 1613 I'ukciias
Pilgrimage (16x4' 223 This last clause.. is added by the

Talnmdists. 1667 Milton /'. L. v. 166 Fairest of Starrs,

last in the train of Night, If better thou belong not to the

dawn. Ibid. xu. 330 Of Kings The Last. 1724 Di: KoK
Mem. Cavalier (1840^ 275 This was the last day of May.
1794 Mks. KadcUFFE Myst. Udolpho iv, The sun now gave
his last light. 1800 Worusw, Waterfall <S- Eglantine, The
J iriar quaked and much I fear Those accents were his la>t.

1842 Tennyson Love <y Duty 65 A hundred tim*s In that

last ki^s, which never was the last, Farewell, like end lev*

welcome, lived and died. 1864 En. Ard. J17 When the

last of those last moments came. 1864 Lk Fanu Uncle .Silas

II. v. 70 So the morning came—my last for many a day
at Know I.

h. With a cardinal numeral. In this combina-

tion two varieties of word-order are commonly used.

(a) The more frequent form till the 17th c. appears

to be the two {three, etc.) last ( = V. les deux tier-

/tiers, G. die zwei lelzle/i) ; the variant seven the

last appears in one example, (b) The form the

last two (Itwee, etc.) is now I he more frequent of

the two, exc. where last is equivalent to ' la^t-

nicntioned
'

; see also 3.

(a) 1382 Wvclif Re?', xv. i, Seuenaungelshaumgeseiienthe
laste plages [so 1388, with V.rr. the laste seuene, the seneue
laste; later versions the seven la*t(c]. c 1450 ME. Med. Bk.
(Heinrich) 144 A veyne by twene two laste fyngerts. 1526
Pilgr. Perf. ^YV. de W. 1531) 1 b, The two last dayes fper-

teynethl to the contemplatyue lyfe. 1710 C. Wijeati.y Ch.
Eng. Man's Companion 51 The two last of these vcrsicle>,.

a 1715 Uurnkt Crtvn Time (1724) f. 501 Three parliaments
had sat. The two last had not mentioned him. 1779-81
Johnson L. /'., Young W ks. 1\. ^42 The three last sum/a-.
are not more remarkable for just rh\mes. 1818 II.mi.it 1

Led. Eng. Poets iii, Chaucer, Spenser, Shakespeare, and
Milton. ..The two last have had justice done them by the
voice of common fame.

{b) 1388 [see a)}. 1669 Sr uKMY Mariner's Mag. iv. 205,
In the 12th and 13th, or last two Columns of j-onr Journal.
1805 Johusou %

s Diet. s.v. Disloyal, The last three [ed. 17 =,5

three latter] senses are now obsolete. 1833 Regnl. lustr.

Cavalry 1. 98 Place the last three fingers behind the steel,

1898 Daily Ntnos 8 Aug. 6/5 The last two volumes (fifth and
sixth) of their new edition of Macaulay's History,

c. Collided with least.

a 1586 Sidnky Arcadia 1. (1633) 14 Among many strange
conceits you told me. .truely even the last, .would not seem
the. least unto me. 1389 Nasiif. Pref. to Greene's Menaphon
(Arb.) 17 For the last, though not the least of them all.

1595 Sl'IvNSKR Col. Clout 444 And there, though last, not
least, is Action. 1399 H. Hlttes Dyets dric Pinner Ciij,

Loth these, are of last and least request. 1601 Simks. Jul
C. in. i. 180 Though last, not least in loue. 1852 Uickkns
Bleak Ho. lviii, Volumnia . . is a prey to honors of many
kinds. Not last nor least among them, possibly, is a horror

of what may befall her little income.

fd. ellipt. The last day (of a monlh). Obs.

1560 Dais tr. Slcidane's Comm. no The last of June.
1596 Acc. Bk. IV. Wray in Antiquary XXXI 1. 119 This
laste of octobr. 1630 Wadswokth Pilgr. vi. 52 He.. dyed,
Nouemher the last, 1623. 1683 Tryon Way to Health v.

(1697) 86 From the midlc of June to the last of October.

e. In spatial sense : Utmost, extreme, remotest

(rare), f Also, hindmost, rearmost.
a 1225 Leg. Hath. 586 Clerkes .. of alle clergies tit of

Ali.vandres lond pe aire leste ende \v.rr. laste, leastel.

a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII, 239 The kyng rode to the
last ende of the ranke where the Spcares or Pencyoners
stoode. 1549 in Strype E^cl. Mem. II. App. DO. 104 The
L. Gray was fain . . to retyre to our last horsemen and foot-

men. 1871 R. Ellis tr. Catullus Ixviii. 102 The land's

last verge Holds him.

2. Belonging to the end or final stage, esp. be-

longing to the end of life or the end of the world.

(In some applications only a contextual use of

sense 1.) f Last age: the closing years of life,

old age. The/our last things (Theol. ; =_ L. qua-

tuor novissimd) : Death, Judgement, Heaven, and

Hell.
r 1200 Vices <S- Virtues (1888) 19 Des wer^inge nis bute

erres of 5are lac7ste I? = latste or lasstel. c 1200 'Prin.

Coll. Horn. 5 Of oe lateste to-enme of ure loucrd specS be

holie hoc on o(5er stede. 1382 Wyclif Wisd. iv. 8 The laste

age 1 1388 celde, Vulg. setuclus] forsothe wrshipeful is not
longe durende. 1382 — 1 Cor. xv. 52 In a moment, in the

smytinge of an y}e, in the laste trumpe. 1440 J. Shirley
Dethc K. James 29 Translated . . bi yonre symple subget

John Shirley, in his laste age. 1479 Earl Rivers {title)

The book named Cordyal which treteth of the four last and
final thinges. 1560 Daus tr. Slcidaue's Comm. 216 b, He
confessed his doctryne constantlye even to the laste breathe.

a 1621 Beaum. & Fl. Thierry $ Theod. v. ii, Bear vm vnto
their last beds. 1638 Baker tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. II.) 59
Having performed to him the last duties. 1697 Drydf.n
Virg. Georg. \w. 763 With his last Voice, Eurydice, he cry'd.

1709 Pope Ess. Crit. 403 That sun . . Which from the first

has shone on ages past, Enlights the present, and shall warm
the last. 178 1 Cowper Truth 564 'Twas the last trumpet
—see the Judge enthroned. 1S33 J. H. Newman Arians
iv. iii. (1876) 326 Hosius..with his last breath, abjured the
heresy.

b. + (One's) last day; the day of one's death

(obs.). The last day: the Day of Judgement, the



LAST. LAST.

end of the world. The last days : the concluding

period in the life or history of (a person, etc.);

also the period including and immediately pre-

ceding the Last Judgement. Similarly the last

time, times.

a 1300 Cursor M. 5458 Thinges . . bat . . suld in last dais

bi-tidd. Ibid. 23928 On min aun last dai. 1340 Hampole
Pr. Consc. 1986 pe last day of man is hyd. Ibid. 2596
Swilk als his last day fyndes a man . . Swilk^ mon he be

demed at be ende. 1388 Wyci.if Isa. ii. 2 And in the laste

daies the hil of the hous of the Lord schal be maad redi in

the cop of hillis. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidans's Comm. 189 b,

Before the laste dayc of judgement. 161 1 Bible John vi.

39, I should lose nothing, but should raise it vp againe at

the last day. — x Pet. 1. 5 Ready to be reuealed in the last

time [<V Katpt? i<Tx*Ttp\. Ibid. 20 Who . . was manifest in

these last times [eir* eerxarwr tS>v xpovtov] for you. 1613

Pcrchas Pilgrimage (161 4) 548 Our English first had

Trade heere in the last times of Queene Elizabeth. 1651

Hobbes Leviath. 111. xli. 262 The day of Judgment, (which

is therefore also called, the last day). 1834 Lytton {title)

The List Days of Pompeii. 1883 K. W. Dixon Mano 1. iv.

10 Wherefore the last days seem to be begun.

C. Last end: the very end, + the utmost extre-

mity or limit
;
esp. the end of life, death. (Cf.

MHG. das lelzle cnde\ OE. had se ylemesla ende.)

arch, and dial.

1377 Langl. /*. PI. B. xiv. 133 Alias ! bat ricchesse shal reue

and robbe mannes soule Fram be lone of owre lorde at his

laste ende! c 1425 Wvntoun Cron. tx. Prol. 31 Off this

Tretys the last end Tyl bettyr than I am, I commend.
1 450-1 530 Myrr. our Ladye 260 This 1 haue writen vpon
this antempnc for the laste ende seineth darckely spoken.
161 1 Cotgr. s. v. Final, Fin finale, the last end of all.

1611 Bible Num. xxiii. 10 Let mee die the death of
the righteous, and let my last end be like his. c 1625
Milton Death Fair Infant 77 Till the worlds last-end

shall make thy name to live. 1637 Sc. Bk. Com. Prayer
Public Baptism (Rubric', At the last end, the Preshyter ..

shall say this exhortation following. 1889 N. W. Line.
Gloss., 1 caame at th' start, an' I've seed th' last end on it

[a sale].. .She's been aailin' a long time, poor thing, bud her
last end's cuin'd at last.

3. Occurring or presenting itself next before a
point of time expressed or implied in the sentence;

the present lime, or next before; most recent,

latest. \ The last age: recent times.
With a cardinal numeral the order is now always the last

htm {three, etc.).

1377 Lancl. /*. PI. B. xvni. 311 And now for thi last

lesynge ylore we haue Adam, And al owrc lordeship. 1411
Polls of'Pari/. 111. 650 1 The last Parlement of oure sayd
liege Lord, a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. IV, 18 So muche
was their courages abated, .with the rememhraunce of the
la^t conflicte and batail. 1562 WinJet Cert. Tractates
i. Wks. 1888 I. 7 ^our eldaris in the last aige foresaid. 1598
Shars Merry W. iv. ii. 98 To meete him at the doorc with
it, as they did last time. 1610 — Temp. v. i. 153 When did
you lose your daughter? In this last Tempest. 1660
F. Brooke tr. Lc Platte's Trav. 246 For those three or four
last A^es. 1669 Marvell Corr. exxx. Wks. 1872-5 II. 294
Having writ to you last post saves ine the labor of a long
letter this. 1678 T. Rymer \title\ The Tragedies of the
last Ane consider'd. 1750 Johnson Rambler "Ho. 71 p 11

Among the improvements made by the last centuries in

human knowledge.^ 1797-1805 S. & Ht. Lee Cantcrb. P.
V. 292 He wore his best Hrutus wig, which was curled in

the last new taste. 1804 Aled. Jrnl. XII. 166 In the last

fortnight, a number of subjects, .have been submitted to the
test. 1843 H. Miller in J. L. Watson Life R. S. Candlish
vi. (1882) 78 The events of the last twelve days. 1885 J. Pavn
Tatkof Tmux 1. t68, ' 1 say, my astute young friend . .where
have you been to these last three hours ?

' Mod. We have
been having bad weather these last few weeks.

b. Said esp. of the period, season, etc., occtirring

next before the time of writing or speaking, as last

JVednesday, last Christmas. Last day (now d ial .\
yesterday ; f last morning, yesterday morning ; last

evening yesterday evening. Cf. equivalent phrases
in H. 2 b.

(Orig. used with a demonstrative, this or the, and still

sometimes with the former when a very recent date is indi-
cated ; with the names of days and months, the adj. may
precede or follow the sb., as last Tuesday or Tuesday last,
last January or January last.)

c 1340 Cursor M. 16122 (Trin.) A sty pat she in hir slcpyng
say pis ilke laste ny}t. a 1400-50 Alexander 2785 Two. .pat
lost wcr nowe be last day. 150* Privy Purse Exp. FJiz. of
York (1830) 110 Tharrerags of the last yere. a 1553 UnallRoyster J). 11. i. (Arb.) 33 Loe yond the olde nourse that was
wyth vs last day. 1560 Dai s tr. Sleidam's Comm. 201b,
Commyng thither the laste yere in Decembre. 1591 Shaks.
Two Gent. 11. i. 86 Last morning You could not see to wipe my
sliooes. 1613 Pukchas Pilgrimage (1614) 96 On Hartholmew
day last 1613. 1677 E. Smith in 12M Rep. Hist. MSS.Comm.
App. v. 37 His Majesty, .went on Munday last to Windsor
to see his workemcn. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 53 f 4 Yours
of Saturday last. 171a AnnisoN Sped. No. 305 Pi In the
Daily Courant of last Friday. 1784 Cowper Tiroc. 834
Their breath a sample of last night's regale. 1787 Lurks
}tumble Petit, Prnar Water in, Last day I grat wi'. spite
and teen, As Poet Burn r came by. 1795C0WPER PairingTime
Anticipated 28 A Finch. .With golden wing and satin poll,
A last year's bird. 1816 Byron Ch. /tar. ill. xxviii, Last
noon beheld them full of lusty life, Last eve in Beauty's
circle proudly gay. 1847 Halliwell, Last-day, yesterday.
West. 187a Raymond Statist. Mines «y Mining 185 I>ast
fall a Chicago merchant shipped a fair stock of merchandise
to Eldorado.

c. With ellipsis of letter. Now chiefly in com-
mercial use.

1678 Wotton Let. to Dr. C. in Reliq. (165 1) 501, 1 find in
the bowels of your last . . much harsh and stifTe matter from
Scotland. £1645 Howbll Lett. I. vi. xv. (1650) 202 Your

last unto me was in French of the first current. 1749
Fielding Tom Jones xvm. iv, My worthy friend, I informed
you in my last.

d. ellipt. {eolloq.) (A person's) latest joke, freak,

characteristic action or utterance.

Mod. Have you heard Professor X.'s last?

4. That comes at the end of a series arranged

in order of rank or estimation ; lowest. Chiefly

!

ellipl.

1382 Wvclif Mark i.v. 34 If any man wole be the first

among 50U, he schal be the laste, and mynystre of allc.

1601 Chester in Shaks. C. Praise 43 King Arthur the last

of the nine Worthies. 1709 Pope Ess. Crit. 196 Oh may
some spark of your celestial fire, The last, the meanest of
your sons inspire. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) IV. 183
[The manati] may be indiscriminately called the last of
beasts, or the first of fishes. 1781 Cowt'F.R Expost. 242 The
last of nations now, though once the first. 1871 R. Ellis
tr. Catullus xlix. 6 He as easily last among the poets As
thou surely the first among the pleaders.

5. Remaining or arrived at after others have dis-

appeared, have been removed, exhausted, or spent

;

the only remaining.
1382 Wyclip Luke xii. 59 Thou schalt not go thennis, til

thou }elde also the last ferthing. 1388 — Amos ix. 1,

Y schal sic bi swerd the laste of hem. 1560 Daus tr.

I Sleidane's Comm. 120 Than flye they unto her, as unto the
laste ancker. Ibid. 216 They of necessitie doe flee to the
laste remedye. 1596 Spenser State. Ircl. Wks, (Globe)
682/2 Such an one I could name, upon whom . . our last

hopes now rest. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, iv. ii. 44 Wee
rcadic are to trye our fortunes, To the last man. 1613 —
Hen. VIII, 111. ii. 453 Take an Inuentary of all 1 haue, To
the last peny. 1637 Milton Lycidas 71 That last infirmity

, of Noble mind. 1697 Dkvden Virg. Georg. iv. 274 Having
spent the last Remains of Light. 1697 Damimer Voy. I. 20
This night our last Slave run away. 1743 Lady M. W.
Montagu Let. to Mr. Worthy 10 June, lieing always at his

last shirt and last guinea. 1781 Cowper Hope 378 Mercy,
fled to as the last resort, a 1836 O. W. Holmes Last Lea)
viii, If I should live to be The last leaf upon the tree. 1857
Buckle Civiliz. I. xii. 686 There can be no doubt that
rebellion is the last remedy against tyranny.

b. With the application defined by a relative

clause or to with injin. Often with idiomatic force

= ' most unlikely ' BKKt wiwil ling * most unsuit-

able \
a 1450 Knt. de la Tour. (1868) 61 The .ix. foly, and

the last, that Eue dedc was the grettest. 1513 More
in Grafton Chron. (1368) II. 757 In the Sommer last that
ever be sawe. 1535 Covekdale 2 Sam. xix. 11 Why wyl
ye he the last to fetch the kynge agaync vnto his house?
^1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII, 243 b^ This was the last

Monkc that was seen in his clothyng in Englande. 1588
Shaks. L. L. L. t. i. 161, 1 am the last that will fast

keepe his oath. 1659 Harkis Parival's Iron Age 138
This was the last favour Fortune did this Darling of hers.

1790 Cowi'ER Catharina 9 The last evening ramble we made,
—Catharina, Maria, and 1. 1832 Ht. Martineau L ife in
Wilds iv. 53 One of the last men we could spare. 1838
Prkscott Feni. <y Is. 11. xvi. III. 251 She was the last

person to l>e approached with undue familiarity. 1852 Mrs.
Stowe Uncle Tom's C. xxx. 279 It's the last night we may
be together. 1861 Gen. P. Thompson Audi Alt. (ed. 2) 111.

clx.wiL 213 Dcllona is the last of the goddesses to be flirted

with.

6. After which there is nothing to be done or

said; final, conclusive, definitive. ?Xow only in

the collocation last ivord.

1654 Pramhai.l Just Vitui. vii. (1661) 228 AH Christian
Nations do challenge this ritjht ..to be the last Judges of
their own liberties^ and priviledges. Ibid. viii. 232 The
Catholick Church, .is the last visible Judg of controversies,
and the supream Ecclesiastical Court. 1678 Dltler find.
iu. ii. 1330 Money that like the Sword of Kings, Is the last

Reason of all things. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 142 r 8
Whatever shall be the last decision of the law. 1881
S. Colvin Prcf. to Select. Landor's Writings (1882) 6 Con-
cerning this part of Landor's work,.. Mr. Swinburne has in

those two felicitous lines said the last word. 1891 Church
Oxford Movement x. 167 It [Evangelical theology

| regarded
the Epistles ofSt. Paul as the last word of the Gospel message.

t b. Last hand : the final or finishing stroke or

touch.
1614 Selden Titles Hon. Ded. a Hj, Some yeer since it was

finisirt, wanting, only in some parts, my last hand. 1648-
1865 [see Hand sb. 13 b}. 1676 Dryden Dram. Wks. (172s)
IV. 81 To recommend it to the King's perusal, before (he
last Hand was added to it. 1704 Swiffs T. Tub To Rdr.,
Whether the work received his last hand or whether he
intended to fill up defective places. 1715-20 Poi-e Iliad
xvm. 702 Thus the broad shield complete the artist crown'd

J

With his last hand.

7. Reaching its ultimate limit
;
attaining a degree

beyond which one cannot go; tilmost, extreme.
Now chiefly in phr. of the last importance. (Cf.

F. dernier.}
a 1674 Clarendon Hist. Rcb. xiv. § 130 He told the earl

that he would impart a secret to him of the last importance.
1693 Dryden Lucretius 11. 13 Their last endeavours bend
To outshine each other. 1705 Stanhope Paraphr. 11. 424
One of the last Affronts, capable of being passed upon any
Man. 1711 Light to Blindxn \oth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.
App. y. no A Prince, who with the last zeal is desir'd by
sufTering nations.

m
1775 Harris Phitos. Arrangetn. (1841)

348 Demosthenes, in whom rhetoric attained its last perfec-
tion. 1827 Scott Napoleon xxxvi, Territory of the last
and most important consequence. 1849 Macau lay Hist.
Eng. ix. 1 1. 395 Their Church was suffering the last excess

1 of injury and insult. 1875 E. White Life in Christ m.
! xxii. (1878) 325 The citation of these words . . in order to
. support the speculation . .seems to the last degree perverse.

1881 Mahaffy Old Greek Edttc. iii. 26 Rowing . .was of the
I

last importance in their naval warfare.

ellipl. 1667 Milton P. L. ix. 1079 Even shame, the last

of evils. 1727 Fielding Love in Sev. Masques 1. v, Well,
positively, going into a bookseller's shop is to me the last

of fatigues.

8. Special collocations. Last brood, last
spring (see Laspring), terms denoting a young
salmon at a certain stage of growth.
1861 Act 24-5 Vict. c. 109 § 4.

For last east /. ditch, I. extremity, I. gasp, I. heirt

I. honour{s
y

I. legs, I. multiplier^ I. name, I. post,

I. straw, I. will, see the sbs.

II. absol. (quasi

D. In certain absolute uses,

a. With a demonstrative or relative adj. : The
last-mentioned person or thing.

1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 44 b, Which two last were
not agreed upon. 1640 Bp. Hall Cht. Modcr. (Ward) 33/2
These two last will teach him to acknowledge and admire
other men's better faculties. 1697 Dampier Voy. 1. 215 With
a Fireship and 3 Tenders, which last had not a constant crew.
1796 H. Hunter tr. St.-Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) I. 418
It. .contains, as it ought, the history of the knowledge, and
of the errors of his time. These last arc sometimes imputed
to hirn very unjustly. 1864 M iss Braddon H. Dunbar 1 1.

iii. 43 To this last, love is faitb.

fb. The last (advb.) : at last, 6na11y. Sc. Obs.
c 1340 Cursor M. 6818 (Trin.) pe flesshe ^at beest bifore

hab tast Etc 5c not berof be last [Colt., Eairf. a last(e).

a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S. T. S.) I. 35
[Theyl maid greit lauboris and trawcllis to bring them to
peace and concord wbill the last they brocht them togither
in S. Geillis kirk.

t c. The latest or most recent part
;
conclusion,

end. Obs.
1607 Shaks. Temp. 1. ii. 107 Sit still, ^nd beare the last

of our sea-sorrow. 1669 Sturmy Mariners Mag. 1. 18 We
will draw to the last with a Man of War in Chase and tak-

ing of her Prize.

t d. The last time. Obs. rare.
j6oi Shaks. All's Well v. iii. 79 The last that ere I tooke

her leaue at Court.

e. The last day or last moments (of a life) ; the

end of life, death. Chiefly with a possessive.

1382 WvcLtF Ecclus. xxx. 1 That he glade in his laste

[Vulg. til Ixtctnr in novissimo suo). 1618 Bolton Florus
iv. vi. (1636) 303 Who would not wonder that those most
wise men used not their own hands at their last ? a 1635
NAvmox Eragm. Reg. (Arb.) 44 The haughtinesse of his

!
spirit, which accompanied him to his last. 1671 Milton
Samson 1426 The last of me or no I cannot warrant. 1748

1 Richardson Clarissa VII. 4 1 8 She regrets to this hour, and

)
declares that she shall to the last of her life, her cruel treat-

ment of that sister. 1817 Evron Manfred 111. i. 88 When
I

Rome's sixth Emperor was near his last, i860 Lever One
ofthem xlvi, As be drew nigh his last his sufferings gave little

intervals of rest. Mod. Towards the last the pain seemed to

I

leave him, and his end was very peaceful.

f. Onfs last : the last thing a pereon does or

can do ; used esp. with certain verbs, the sb. im-
plied by them being understood, e.g. to breathe

one's last (se. breath), to look one's last (sc. look).

1592 Shaks. Rom. <y Jul. v. iii. 112 Eyes looke your last.

Armes take your last embrace. 1593, 1651, 1714 [see

Breathe v. 10 c]. 1597 Shaks.^ Lovers Compl. 168 The
one a palate hath that needs will taste, Though Reason
weep, and cry Mt is thy last '. 1607 — Timon 111. vi. 100
This is Titnons last, a 1711 Ken Hymnotheo Poet. Wks.
1721 111. 68 On his Cross breathing his painful last. 1717
Addison Ovids Met. 11. Poems (1790) 118 The swans..now
sung their last, and dy'd. 1790 Burns Tarn o* Shanter 73
The wind blew as 'twad blawn its last. 1864 Le Fanu

I Uncle Silas II. v. 71, I was looking my last .. on the old

, house, and lingered.

tg. The utmost, the extremity. Obs.

1633 T. Stafford Pac. Ilib. 11. xxiiL (1810)433 Hee and
all his would rather endure the last of misery, then bee
foynd guilty of so fowle a treason.

h. mod. colloq. The end of one's dealings with

something.
1854 Dickens Hard T. 1. viii, If it was ever to reach your

father's ears I should never hear the last of it. Mod, colloq.

I am glad I've seen the last of that dismal creature.

10. In phrases formed wilh prepositions,

a. At last, at the last (ME. al or a fan laste,

atle laste \ also alasl(e, 0 least, Alast adv. ; in

Ormin all tallre latlsle = at the last of all) : at the

end, in the end, finally, ultimately. In ME. poetry

often = * in fine ' after all *.

ciaoo Ormin 13319 Te Laferrd Jesu Crist Ilimm sc^de
att tallre lattste, Nu shallt tu nemmnedd l>en Ccfas. c iao$

Lay. 26785 A ban laste f<: 1275 at ban lastel ne niihte mon
wite wlia oScme smite, a 1225 Leg. Kath. 41 O least wift

stronge tintreohen & licomliche pmen. CX340 Cursor fll.

4274 (Trin.) At \>e laste hit most be kidde. 1362 Langl. P.

PI. A. 11. 110 Hit schal bi sitten oure soules soreatte laste.

c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. 11. pr. vi. 54 Ancyat be laste 1 may con-

clude be same )'inge of al pe 3iftes of fortune. £1386— Prol.

707 Trewely to tellen atte laste, He was in chirche a noble

ecclesiaste. a 1400-50 A lexander 1007 Pe be floure neuer

sa fresche it fadis at )>e last, a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868)

18 Atte the laste she waxc right familicr with me. 1535
Coverdalf. Ps. Ixxxix. 13 Turne the agaync (o Ix>rde) at

the last, and be gracious vnto thy servauntes. 1596 Shaks.

Tarn. Shr. v. i. 130 Happilie I haue arriued at the last Vnto
the wished haucn of my blisse. i6w> Skelton Quix. II. iv.

iv. 46 It is not lost, that comes at last. 1668 Dryden Even.
Lo:re Prol. 28 But at the last you threw them off with scorn.

«68 1 Flavel MetA. Grace v. 67 Nothing can comfort a man
that must to bell at last. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 2 r 1 His
Temper being jovial, he at last got over it. 1819 Shelley
Cenci II. i. 57 0 I before worse comes of it Twere wise to

die : it ends in that at last. 1821 Keats Isabella xxii, And
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at the last, these men of cruel clay Cut Mercy, .to the bone. I

1868 Dickens Uncomm. Trav. xxviii, At last to my great joy,
|

I received notice of his safearrival. 1886 Rlskin Pmterita
1. 268 Here at last 1 had found a man who spoke only of

what lie had seen, and known.

b. At {the) long last: at the end of all; finally,

ultimately. [Perh. associated with Last .r/>.
4
] Now

rare.

1523 Skelton Carl. Laurel 1398 How than lyke a man
he wan the barbican With a sawte of solace at the longe

last. 169* R. L'Estrange Fables exeviii. 168 This Woman,
1 say. .was at the Long-Last prevail'd upon to hear the Will

read. 1864 Carlylk Frcdk.Gt. IV. 21 j At long last, on

Sunday. 1870 Lowell Study Wind. 131 We can find a

useful and instructive solace in a hearty abuse of human
nature, which at the long last is always to blame.

f c. By the last : at the latest. Obs.

a 1175 Cott, Horn. 231 He.,sette a:nne de^ie bat hi alle be

be latst to ba de}ie ber were. Ibid. 235. c 1330 A rth. <y

Merl.^iS6 (Kolbing) And that strengbe him last Fort arne-

morwe hi be last.

f d. In the last : in the end, finally. Obs. rare.

1607 Shaks. Cor. v. vi. 42 And in the last, When he had
carried Rome, and that we look'd For no lesse Spoile, then

Glory.

e. To the last : f [a) to the utmost ;
(b) up to

or until the end, esp. up to the last moment of life,

to the point of death ; also till the last.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 12015 When the Cite* was sesit &
serchet to the last. 1602 Shaks. Ham. It. i. 100 He seemM
to finde his way without his eyes, For out adores he went..

And to the last, bended their light on me. 17 19 De
Foe Crusoe 11. xvi. (1840) 326 He was always the same to

the last, e 1730 Moribututus in Bnccleuch MSS. (Hist.

MSS. Comm.) 1. 380 This fate must necessarily attend the

honestest who pays to the last. 1780 Cowper Progr. Err.

107 It. .brands him to the last What atheists call him—a de-

signing knave. 1849 Macaolay Hist. Eng. v. I. 665 To the

last she preserved a tranquil courage. 1855 Ibid. xii. 1 11 . 196

The men who guarded these walls. . were determined to resist

to the last. 1864 Tennyson Ayliner's F.714 And these had

been together from the first; They might have been together

till the last. 1878 F. Hall in Nation (N. V.) XXVI. 422/1

Almost from his boyhood, and to thevery last, his thoughts

were well-nigh engrossed by the radical problems of mind
and matter. 1885 Manch. Exam. 23 May 5/4 He refused to

the last the religious consolations which the Archbishop of

Parts was wishful to offer hiin.

B. adv.

1. After all others ; at the latest time ; at the end.

Occas. coupled with least.

c888 K. Alfred Boeth. (Sedgefield) xxxiv. § 10 paer beer

..hit hraftost weaxan mae* & latost wealowian. ^975
Rnshw. Gosp. Matt xxii. 27 ]>e laetest [Lindisf. Se bet-

mestal bonne ealra & bait wit ek a-swalt. 1382 Wyclik
2 Sam. xix. ti Whi ben ?e comen last to brynge a}en the

kyng into his hows? c 1420 Pallad. on Ilusb. x. 155 Gith

is last eke in this mone ysowe. c 1450 ME. Med. Bk,
(Heinrich) 145 Geue be seek to drinke last, when he gos to

bedde. 1526 Tinoalk Matt. xxii. 27 Laste of all the woman
dyed also. 1562 J. ITeywooo Prov. <y Epigr. (1867) 160

He that cumth last make all fast, c 1600 Shaks. Souu. xc
9 If thou wilt leave me, do not leave me last. 1613 —
Hen. VIII, in. ii. 444 Love thy selfe last. 1667 Milton
P. L. 111. 278 Nor Man the least Though last created.

1715-20 Pope Iliad x-xm. 607 Last came Admetus, thy un-

happy son. 1808 Scott Alarm. 1. viii, Last, twenty yeomen
two and two.

2. On the occasion next before the present ; in

the last instance ; most lately ; latest,

a 1300 Cursor M. 3989 Vte-ouer bis flum, last quen i ferd,

C1300 Havelok 678 panne i last[ej spak with be. 1526

Pilgr. Prrf. (W. de W. 1531) 307 Those seuen wordes .

.

whiehe thou spake last before thy moost precyous deth,

xS9i Shaks. Two Gent. ti. i. 12, 1 was last chidden for being

too slow. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 632 Since 1 last

published these Relations, certaine Letters have beene

{>rinted. 1719 De Foe Crusoe n. xiii. (1840) 280 He came
ast from Astracan. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) TIL 408

The paternal grandmother of the person last seised. 1819

Shelley Cenciv. ii. 22 When did you see him last ? 1822 —
Hellas 209 The robes they last On Death's bare ribs had cast.

t b. Last pasty also Sc. last by past, last was :

(with dates) - Last a. 3 b ; also (ofa period of time)

extending to the present, (the) past (year, etc.). Obs.

1411 Rolls oj Parlt. III. 650/1 The Saterday neghst

after the fest of Seint Michael last passed. 1461 Paston
Lett. No. 368 I. 543 The Bysshop of Norwich sente us on
Thrusday laste paste to gader the dymes. 1484 Caxton
Fables of jEsop iv. xvii, What hast thow done al the

somer last passed. 1549 Latimer 1st Serin, be/. Edw. VI
(Arb.) 19 Sermons ,, preached in Lente last past, a 1557
Dittrn. Occurr. (Bannatyne) 123 Vpoun the xxv day of

August last by past. 1559 Kennedy Let. in Wodr. Soc.

Misc. (1844) 266 The day . , (quhilk wes Sounday last wes).

171 1 Steele Sped. No. 48 ra The Beau has varied his

Dress every Day of his Life for these thirty Years last past.

Ibid. No. 53 p 7, I am a Gentleman who for many Years
last past have been well Known to be truly Splenetick.

3. As the last thing to be mentioned or consi-

dered ; in the last place, lastly.

1560 Daus tr. Sleidants Comm. 114 b, Belmen are hyred
..to declare the name.. also wher and whan they shal be
buried, and last to exhorte the people to praye for the dead.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, v. v. Epil., First, my Feare : then,

my Curtsie: last, my Speech. 1613 — Hen. VIII, 111. ii.

403 Last, that the Lady Anne, Whom the King hath in

secrecie long married, This day was viewM in open. 1819
Shelley Cenciui. t 354 You may Conceive such half con-
jectures as 1 do, From her fixed paleness, and the lofty grief

Of her stern brow . . and last From this. 1851 Kingsley
Yeast xvii, Last, but not least, is it not the very property of
man that he is a spirit invested with flesh and blood?

4. In the end, finally.

1667 Milton P. L. VI. 797 By force or fraud Weening to

87

prosper, and at length prevaile Against God and Messiah,
|

or to fall In universal ruin last. Jbid. XI. 542 In thy blood

will reigne A melancholly damp of cold and dry To waigh

thy spirits down, and last consume The Balme of Life.

a 1700 Dkvdkn Ovid's Met. x. Pygmal. 12 Pleas'd with bis

Idol, he commends, admires, Adores; and last, the Thing
ador'd, desires. X859 Tennyson Enid 42 The King Mused
for a little on his plea, but, last, Allowing it, the prince and

Enid rode.. to the shores of Severn. 1871 K. Ellis tr.

Catullus Ixiv. 239 So for a while that eharge did Theseus

faithfully cherish. Last, it melted away.

C. Combinations.

1. Chiefly of the adv. with ppl. adjs., as last-

born , -cited\ -erected, -made
,
-mentioned, -named.

1868 Milman .S7. PauVs 230 And, Mast-born, Christian

tolerance and charity. 1639 Pearson Creed (1859) 164 If

then we consider the two *fast-cited verses by themselves.

1863 H. Cox Instit. 1. viii. 129 The last cited statute. 1807

Vancouver Agrtc. Devon (1813) 97 In the Mast-erected cot-

tages, 1 .. have made a double roof. 1626 Jackson Creed
viii. 1. v. § 1 The new and Mast-made visible creature man.

1863 Lyell Ant it], Man 25 This "last-mentioned race. 1838

Dickens O. Twist xiii, The "last-named apartment. 1869

Dunkin Midn. Sky 59 The last-named being near the

horizon.

2. occas. of the adj. qualifying a sb., the whole

being used attrib., as last-century, last-time.

1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Per. II. xx. 12 Last-century chil-

dren. 1894 \V. C. Simpson in Mem. (1899) 132 The votes

are to he given to the most pressing last-time case.

Last (last), v.1 Forms : 1 ldbstaB,16stan, 2-4

lasten, lesten, 3 leesten, leosten, Orm. lasstenn,

4-5 laste, -in, leste, -yn, lesst, 5-6 Sc. lest,

4- last ; also Ylast. pa. t. 1 laeste, 2 lastede,

3 loeste, leaste, 4 5 last(e, leste, 4 lasted e, -et,

-id(e, lested(e, 4, 6 lastit, 5 lasted, fres.pple.

4 lastand(e, -onde. pa.ffie. 4 last, 5 Sc. lestyd.

Sec also Ylast. [OE. livstan wk. vb., corresponds

to OKris. Itista, lesta to fulfil, to pay (duties), OS.

K-stian to execute, OllG. (MHG., mod.G.' kitten

to afford, yield, Goth, laistjan to follow, f.OTcut.

laitti- (-to-) : see Last sb.1]

fl. trans, a. In OE. only : To follow (a leader
;

with dative), to follow, pursue (a course, a prac-

tice; with accusative), h. To accomplish, cany
out, execute (a command), perform (a promise) ; to

pay (tribute), to abide by, maintain (peace). Obs.

Beowulf (Gr.) 2663 Leofa biowulf la:st eall tela. 837
Charter ofBadanod '.n O. E. Texts 450 1c biddo .. Sa;t se

monn se hijon londes unnen to brucanne $a ilean wisan

leste on swajsendum to minre tide. 971 Blickl. Horn. 185

Gif bu wilt his wordum hyran & his bebodu hestan, bu
forleosest bin rice, a 1000 Boeth. Mctr. \. 27 (Sedgefield)

Peah wais nia^orinca mod mid Crecum, ^if hi leodfruman

lyestan dorsten. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 189 He him seluen

com and lestede his bihese. c 1205 Lay. 9848 pu mine fader

swore to lasten alche ;ere .. gauel in to Rome. C1250 Gen.

Iff Ex. 2906 Dat ic Se haue lioten wel, Ic it sal lesten euerile

del. c 1315 Shoreham 65 To leste Of chaste professioun

Hys solenipne hy-heste. 1387 Tkevisa Higden (Rolls) 1 1 1.

383 [Philip] wolde by-hote more ban he wolde laste. ^1420
Hoccleve De Beg. Print. 2218 Hym oghte . . heete naght
a deel By word ne bond, but if he wole it laste. 1480

Caxton Chron. Eng. cexvii. 204 This pees for to holde

and last.

2. intr. Of a state of things, a process, period of

time : To continue, endure, go on.

^900 Cynewulf Crist 128S ponne him dafcas bxstun.

1154a E. Chron. an. 1137 (Laud MS.) And Set lastede baxix
wintre wile Stephne was King, c 1200 Ormin 2228 And tatt

himm shollde hiss kinedom A lasstenn butenn ende. a 1225

Ancr. E. 20 Siggeo non efter mete . . be hwule bet sumer
lested. c X250 Gen. «y Ex. 2952 Dis wreche, in al egypte

ri?t, Lestede fulle seuene ni^t. 13. . SirBeues 2789 (MS. A)

So be-twene hem leste bat fi^t, Til it was be berke ni^t.

c 1430 Hymns Virg. 87 It is likened to a schadewe bat may
not longe leste. a 1500 Flower <y Leaf288 The justes last

an houre and more. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. xxi. 96
This seige lastit laager nor the seigeris thairof luikit fioi.

1580 Sioney Ps. tx. iii, Their renown, which seem'd so like

to last, Thou dost put out. 161 1 Bible Judg. xiv. 17 Shee
wept before him the seuen dayes, while the feast lasted.

1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 11. 405 For length of Ages lasts

his happy Reign. 1781 Cowper Hope 746 These shall last

when night has quenched the pole. 1806 Med. Jrnl. XV.
507 The pain returned about eleven, and lasted till one.

1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xviii. IV. 190 While the civil

war lasted, his vassals could not tend their herds, .in peace.

1895 Law Times XC1X. 499/2 Even if fine weather lasts,

days are considerably shorter at this time of year.

fb. With complement or prepositional phrase :

To continue in a specified condition, couise of

action, etc. ; to remain or dwell in (at, etc.) a

place. Also, to last long that . . . not, to be a long

time before doing so-and-so. Obs.

ciz$o Gen. % Ex. 4147 And 803 him [Moyses] lestede

hise si^te brirjt. r 1340 Cursor M. 2479 (Trin.) Abraham
last & his ban Bisyde be lond of canaan. 1375 Barbour
Bruce xx. 272 In liff quhill he lestit ay, With all our fais

dred war we. c 1380 Wyclif \Vks. (1880) 71 Graunte bi

seruauntes grace to laste trewe in be gospel. 1382 — Acts
xii. 16 Forsoth Petre lastide knockynge. C1385 Chaucer
L. G. IV. 791 Cleopatra, And longe hym thoughte that the

sunne laste That it nere gon vndyr the se a doun. c 1400

Apol. Loll. 38 If bei last in ber synnet ,.ber blessing is

turnid in to cursing. ^1470 Henry Wallace 1. 412 On
athir side full fast on him thai dange ; Gret perell was gifT

thai had lestyt lang..1513 Douglas /Encisx.v. 51 Amangis
the fludis for to leyf and lest. 1667 Milton P. L. VI. 693
Whence in perpetual fight they needs must last Endless,

and no solution will be found.

3, To hold out, continue fresh, unbroken, unde-
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cayed, unexhausted. Also (now rarely) of per-

sons : To continue in life.

a 1300 Cursor M. 12764 Ferli bam thoght hu he moght
last, Wit sua gret trauail and fast. 1390 Gow'EK Conf,
II. 195 While thilke mirrour lust, Ther was no lond,

which [etc], c 1400 Maundf.v. (Kuxb.) ii. 5 pai trowed
bat he schuld hafe bene hingand apon J>:tt crosse als lang
as bat crosse myght last, a 1400-50 Alexander 989 Aires

for nane alyens quils Alexander last is. i486 BA: St.

Alban- E v, While that frute may last his time is neuer

past. 1596 Shaks. Men A. V. 111. ii. 207 At laM, if promise

last, I got a promise of this faire one bcere To bane her

loue. 1602 — Ham. v. i. 183 A Tanner will last you nine

year. 1631 Got'GE God's Arrows in. §65. 304 To annoint

their rolles..with aliquour. .which kept them from rottinu',

and made them last the longer. 1703 Moxon Mt\h. Fxci\.

239 Those. . Bricks ..will last to Kternity. 1715 20 Poj-k

Iliad xx iv. 779 The rock for ever lasts, the tears for

ever flow. 1849 Rlskin Scv. Lumps vi. § 6. 1 68, 1 would
have, then, our ordinary dwelling-houses built t<" last.

1874 Hei.I'S Soc. Press, ii. 17 The cows do not last ;i third

part of the time that they would last in the countiy. 1884

Spectator 4 Oct. 1286/1 He was able by rationing the towns-

men as well as his troops to make this supply last to the

present time.

b. Willi indirect obj. : To suffice for a person's

(or animal's) requirements for a specified time.

1530 Palscr. 604/1 This gowne hath lasted him longe.

1698 Fryek Aic. E. India <s
/'. 263 A stock of Haul Ksg*»

..which will last them from Spahaun to the Poit. 1719

|)k Foe Crusoe \\. iv. (1840) 71 They should have a pro-

portion of corn given them to last them eight months. 1856

Rase Aret. EJtpl. 1. vi. 56 Our two bears lasted the cor-

mutants but eight days.
_
1893 Karl Dl'nmoke Pamirs 11.

11 j As much corn, .as will last Us a month.

C. quosi-/m/«. (a) To continue in vigour as lon^

as or longer than (something else). Now only

with out. f (ti) To sustain, hold out under or

against.

c 1500 Lancelot 811 l^ot al to few thei war, and mycht
nochl lest This gret Rout that cuinmyth one mj fast.

1603 Shaks. Mens, for M. it. i. 139 This will last out a

night in Russia When nights are longest there, a ifin

Ukaum. & Ft.. Maid's Trng. in. ii, I pray, my leggts Will

last that pace that 1 will carrie them. 1G58 Sir T. Hkownk
Ilydriot. v. 27 Old Families last not three Oakc^ 1875

Jowktt Plato (ed. 2) IV. 200 lie who lasts out his com-
petitors in the game without missing, shall be our King.

1878 Sk.kgi.on Treat. Pa:'. I's. civ. 23 If labour lasts

out the average daylight it is certainly all that any man
ought to expect of another.

T 4. To extend in space ; to reach, stretch. Obs.

CI205 Lav. 5819 Ne leaste hit [a ditch] na wiht ane mile.

13.. K. Alis. 25^6 Of his people theo grete pray Laste

twenty tnyle way. c 1315 Suokkmam 3 Thy laddre nys

nau^t of wode That may to hevene leste. c 1386 Ciial'ckr

Cleric's 7*. 266 Ther. .deynteuous vitaille. .may be fonnde

as fer as last ytaille. c 1400 Laufrauc'i Cirurg. 108 {>e

Urate boon, .lastih to be seem bat depaitib )>e heed ipiaiter.

41450 Mtrlin 274 More than a myle lasted the toute.

1470 85 Mai.ory Arthur xvii. iv, He hunted in a woode of

his whiche lasted vnto the see. 1493 Festivall \\\ . de \V.

1515) 53 b, Than he was ware of a pyller of fyre that lasted

from erth to heuen. 1577 Hfllowks Cm nurd's Chron. 39

A broad high waye that lasted two leagues and halfe.

tLast, Obs. rare" 1
. [OK. (ge)hltvstafi, f.

hln»st Last sb,-] trans. To load, bus den.

b 900 tr. Breda's Hist. v. ix, (1890) 412 Mid by heo 5a
ba:t seip ^ehlested hefdan mid bajtn bingutn.l 13- • F. E.

Allit. P. A. 1145, I loked among his uieyny schene, How
)»ay wyth lyf wern laste & lade.

f Last, v* [ON. lasta, f. last-, Ipstr blame.]

trans. To blaspheme, blame.
a i2zS Juliana 70 And feng to fiten his inawmez and lasten

his lauerd. a 1225 Ancr. R. 352 I'reise him, laste hiin, .

.

al him is iliche leof. c 1300 Thrush <y Night. 107 in Ha/1.

F. P. P. 1. 52 Thou lastest hem, thou hauest wou.

Last (kist), vA [f. Last sb. 1] trans. To put

(a boot or shoe) on the last.

1880 Times 21 Sept. 4/4 Light boots.. are lasted inside

out, sewed by machine as by hand, and then turned.

Lastage (la-sted^). Also 4-5, 8 lestage, 7

lastidge. [a. AY. and F. lestage (med.L. testa-

tum), f. lest - Last sb. 2
]

1. A toll payable by traders attending fairs and

markets. Obs. exc. Hist.

[1290 Rolls of Parlt. I. 60/1 Thomas de Hamuli'

recepit lestagium .. de omnibus Mereandisis. 1292 ISrit-

ton 1. xx. § 1 De pleder en sa court pletz de vee de

naam, ou de aver lestage, ou amereiement de ses tenauntz.l

1387 Tkevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 97 Lestage, custom i-cha-

langed in chepynges and in feyres. 1502 Arnolde Chron.

(i8xi) 17 That alle the citezens of London be quyt off toll

and lastage, 1616 Hullokak, Lastage^ a terme in the

common law, which signifieth to be quite of a. certaine

payment in faires and markets, for carrying of things where

a man will.

t 2. The ballast of a ship. Obs.

[1397-8 Act 21 Rich. II, c. 18 Toutz maneres dez Niefs

au dit porte.. portent ovesq eux tout lour lastage des bones

piers covenables pur lestuffure de les Beeknes susditz.]

Promp. Pan: 299/1 Lestage of a shyppe, sabnrra.

1543 tr. Act 21 Rich. //, c. 18 All maner of shyppes ..

shall brynge with them all theyr lastage of good stones.

1736 A insworth Lat. Diet, ii, Saburra. . Ballast, or lastage.

3. A payment for liberty to load a ship ; a port

duly levied at so much per 1

last*.

1592 in Picton Vpool Mnnic. Fee. (1883) I. 70 tthe various

heads under which dues were claimed are set forth as fol-

lows :-] Daiage ; Lastage ;
Wharfage [etc]. 1603Owen Pern-

brokeshire ( 1 891 ) 1 64 Anchorage, lastage,and halast . 1706 in

Picton Vpool Munic. Rec. (1886) II. 21 Free from all Toll,

Passage, Lastage. 1739 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 97/2 The better

regulation of lastage and ballaslage in the 1 names. 1789
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Brand Hist. Newcastle II. 714 Lastage is three-pence per

last [of goods on board ships piloted]. 1865 C R. Man-
ning in Norfolk A rchceology\ 11. 4 Sir William Gerberge
was possessed of a moiety of the lastage at Yarmouth.

4. An impost levied on the cateh of herrings at

so much per last.

1601 J. KEVMoa Dutch Fish. (1664) 4 There was paid

above 300000/. 14 years past, .for Exizes, Licences, Wastage,

and lastage. 164 1 S. Smith Herring Buss Trade 2 In the

Lastidge where the nets are haild in.

5. -Tonnage. Cf. Last sb2 2.

1858 Merc. Marine Mag. V. 247 The Tonnage or Lastage

of Ships.

f 6. Garbage, rubbish. Obs. rare-°.

1691 Blount Law Diet., Lastage, was also used for Gar-

bage, Kubbidge, or such like Filth.

7. Comb, lastage-free a., free of lastage (sense 3).

1395 in Rolls Parlt. V. 405/1 Quod sint Wrecfry & Wite-

fry, Lestagefry & Lunatofry.

t Lastage, v. Obs. [f. the sb.] trans. To
supply with lastage or ballast.

155a Huloet, Lastaged or balased, sahnrratus. 1599

Minsheu Sp. Diet., To lastage, or balasse, lastrar.

Laster (lcrstai), sb. 1 [f. Last sbJ + -kr!.] In

Hootmaking, a workman who shapes a boot or

shoe, by fixing the parts smoothly on a last.

1878 Ure's Diet. Arts IV. 121 The sole, .is now taken in

hand by the laster, who secures it by a few tacks to the

upper [etc.]. 1885 Harper's Mag. Jan. 282/? The laster is

about the only shoemaker left who can still talk . . of his

'kit \

Laster (lcrsta 1), sb.% U> Last v -
1 + *ER

1

0 °ne

who or that which lasts, a. Of a person : One who
has staying power, b. Of a fruit : That continues

fresh and sound.
1719 London & Wise Comfl. Gard. iv. 56 The Rnssellet.

It's no Ions laster, but soon grows soft and pappy. 1861

Huciiks Tom Brown at O.xf. xv\. (1889) 152, 1 put him
down as a laster, and he has trained well.

[Lastery, spurious word in Diets., is from the

early edd. of Spenser F. Q. 11. ix. st. 41 ; but in the
1 Faults eseap'd in the Printing ' the word is cor-

rected tO C ASTORY, q.V.]

fLastfttl, a. Obs. rare* Also r selastfuL [f.

OK. ge-ldst duty + -Ft L.] Helpful, serviceable.

c 1000 Laws 0/ /Ethclstan vt. c. 4 (Sch mid) 160 D;ct aelc

man wacreoorum jselast full, c 1200 Trin. Call. Horn. 183 pn
ware me lastful on alle bo be ich wolde we ware onmode
godes wille to done.

Lasting (krstirj), sb. [Elliptical use of Last-

ing />//. a7\ A durable kind of cloth ; = EVER-
LASTING \\. 3.

1782 Pennant Journ. Chester to Lond. 141 The making
and sale of shags, camblets, Listings, tammies, Sec. 1844
G. Dooo Textile Mam//, iv. 113, 3-4 Ladings, 3-4 Fancy
Lastings. 1857 James Hist. Worsted Manuf. x. 362 There
were different sorts of lastings as prunelles wrought with

three healds. Also serge de Berry. 1871 Echo 14 Jan.,

Other branches of trade, . . such as damask and lastings,

have much benefitted by the war. 1878 A. Barlow Weaving*

440 Lastings, a strong cloth used for ladies' boots and made
of hard twisted yarn. 1895 Strand Mag. Mar. 311 The
man is clothed in a suit of ' lasting '— that curious leathery

material affected by the London apprentices in the days of

(Jueen Elizabeth,

b. allrib.

1872 6 Vovle & Stevenson Milit. Diet., Lasting Cloth,

a material similar to prunella cloth. ..It has the property of

not readily catching tire. 1892 Labour Commission Gloss.,

Lasting-shoes, shoes of which the tops or upper parts are

made from lasting.

Lasting (lo-stirj), vbl. sbA s
Also 4-5 lasting,

[f. Last v. 1 + -ing The action of Last vA
;

continuance, duration, permanence.
c 1340 Cursor M. 19562 (Fairf.) In lasting of crimen

mannis life. 1375 Barboir Bruce ix#28} Thai had bath
bot schort lestmg, For thai deit soyn eftir sync, c 1400
tr. Secreta Secret., Gozk Lordsh. 108 After be quality te of
by tresour is be lastyng and be defens, of by kyngdom.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 299/1 Lestynge, or yndurynge, perdu-
racio. 1580 JIollybano Treas. Fr. Tong, Longue di/re'e, of
long during or lasting. 1597 Bacon Ess., Reg. Health (Arb.)

58 To be free minded, and chearefully disposed at howers
of meate, and of sleepe, and of exercise/ is the best precept
of long lasting. 1609 B. Tonson .S7/. Worn. 11. Hi, Thou
art made for euer . . if this felicitie haue lasting. 1715
Leoni Palladia's Archit. (1742) I. 30 To prevent the Doors
and Windows from being press'd with too much weight .

.

is of no little importance for the lasting of the Building.

1765 A. Dickson Treat. Agric. II. (ed. 2) 230 The lasting

of th<* iron plough, and the value of the iron.

b. Staying power ; =Last sb.* 2. Also atlrib.

i860 Russell Diary fndia II. 346 Essentials to develope
a man in stature, or strength, or ' lasting 1898 St. James's
Gaz. 12 Nov. 4/1 That mysterious thing known as 'lasting

power or ' staying quality '.

tLa'sting, vbl, sb* Obs. Also 3 lastung.

[f. Last v.'<* + -ing L] Abuse, blame, reproach.
a 1225 After. R. 66 Vor heo hunteS efter pris, & keccheo"

lastunge. Ibid. 212 puruh more lastunge heo wrcncheS hit

to wurse. ^1380 VYvclif Wks. (1880) 270 A bef is more
worbi to be suftrid ban be lastynge of a lesyngmongere.

Lasting (krstiij), vbh sb£ [f. Last vA +
-ing 1 .] The action of shaping a boot or shoe

on the last : chiefly atfrib.
f
as lasting-awl, -machine,

f -slick; lasting-jack, -pincers (see quots.).

1875 Knight Diet. Meeh., *Lasting-jack, an implement
to hold the last while straining and securing the upper
thereon. 1805 Daily News 13 Alar. 3/2 There is a magnetic
*lasting machine which takes up the tacks and presses them

into a boot when it is on the last. 1875 Knight Diet.

Mech., *Lasting-pincers (Shoemahing), a tool to grip the

edges of the upper leather of a boot and draw it over the

last. 1719 D'UaFEY Pills VI. 92 My Lasts.. and my *last«

ing Sticks.

Lasting (la'stirj), ///. a. and adj. Forms:
2-3 lostend, -inde, 3 leastinde, 4-5 lastand,

-end, -ond, 4-6* Sc. and north, lestand, 4- last-

ing, [f. Last vA + -ing 2
.]

1. Continuing, enduring; also of long continu-

ance, permanent. (In early use often contextually

= * everlasting *.) \ Always (or. fay) lasting

=

Everlasting.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 159^ Eche hele, lestende liht, and

endeles lif. a 1225 Leg. h'ath. 2294 To arisen from ream
to an lestinde labtre. 1358 Charter Hen. Ill in Tyrrell
Hist. Eng. Uyoo) 1 1. App. 25 We willen thet this beostede-
faM and lestinde. C1330 R. BauNNE Chrflh. (1810) 221

Stoutly was bat stonre, long lastand bat fight. 1375 IUb-
Boua Bruce xx. 620 God . . Bryng ws hye till nevynnis
bliss, Quhar all-wayis lestand liking is. C1440 Vork
Mysi. i. 46 In blys for to byde in hys blyssyng, Ay las-

tande. t 1470 Henry Wallace VII. 104 To thi reward thou
sail haiff lestand hlyss. ta 1550 in Dunbar's Poems (1893)

328 Fall on kneis doun Befoir the king of lestand lyfe and
lycht. a 1586 SionevA rcadia 111. (1590) 337 b, The strongest

building, and lastingest monarchies are subiect to end. 1603
}'». Jonson N. Jas.' Entertaium. Coronation Wks. (1616)

862 That did auspicate So lasting glory to Avgvstvs state.

1651 IIoubes Leviath. 11. xvii. 87 Somwhat else required
to make their Agreement constant and lasting. 1682 Sir T.
Browne Let. Wks. (1836) I. 346 Retarded by the lasting

south-west wind. 1738 G. Lillo Marina III. ii. 47 The
lasting'st peace is death. 1776 Gibbon Decl. % F. xii. I.

346 A lasting deliverance from the inroads of the Scythian
nations. 1809 Med. Jrnl. XXI. 312 It is not.. from a vast

variety ofexternal applications . . that we are to expect lasting

or even temporary benefit. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
xv. III. 506 The husband of that Alice Lisle whose death
has left a lasting stain on the memory of James the Second.

1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) V. 363 All these things are only

I

lasting when they depend upoiT one another.

2. Of material substances : Durable, f Of pro-

visions, fruit, etc. : Keeping well
;
continuing fresh

, and undecayed {obs.).

C1350 Will. Paleruc 1736 [She] laced wel eche leine wib
la-^tend |>onges. 1590. H. Buttes Dyets drie Dinner N v,

Creame . . neither is it so lasting as butter. x6oa Shaks.
Ham. 1. iii. 8 A Violet .. Forward, not permanent; sweet,
not lasting. 1604 E. G[kimstonk] D'Acosta's^ Hist. Indies

\ 111. xvii. 173 This stone .. is light and lasting. 1660 F.

I'KOOKt: tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 55 A sort of good lasting fish.

1669 Stlkmv Mariner's Mag. vu. 50 And Spanish Brown
will make a lasting Colour for course Work. 17*1 Berkeley
Prev. Ruin Gt. Brit. Wks. 111. 199 Our black cloth is

neither so lasting, nor of so good a dye as the Dutch.

3. Sporting slang. Of a horse : Able to 'stay';

possessed of staying power. (Cf. Last sbA
)

1811 Sporting Mag. XXXVII. 135 To get not only speedy
1 but lasting racers. x8at Ibid. New Ser. VII L 88 How
[

much a.. lasting English racer, is capable of performing.

Lastingly (lcrstirjli), adv. Forms: 4 lasten-

lyche, lestendliche, 4-5 lastaudly, 5 *SV". les-

tandly, 4- lastingly, [f. Lasting a, + -lv2.]

: In a lasting manner ;
continually, enduringly, per-

|

manenlly, perpetually, persistently,

j
a 1340 Hampole Psalter xxvi. 13, I sail seke bi face

j

lastandly til my ded. 1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 45 Lesten-

j
Iiche for to fyndyn ..on candelle. e 1400 tr. Secreta Secret.,

Gov. Lordsh. 60 Wynter and somer bat God hauys lastandly

stabyled of cold and hete. C1470 Henrv Wallace vin. 659
Thocht he refusyt it [the croun] lestandly to her. a 1682

Sir T. Browne t racts 15 So to incorporate wine and oil

that they may lastingly hold together. 1749 Weslev
Jrnl. 14 Apr., Some .. were deeply and lastingly affected.

1798 Mao. D Arblay Let. Mar., I have escaped offending

lastingly the Royal Mistress I love and honour. 1856

Miss Biro Englislnu. in Atner. 273 Kindness which
should make my recollections ofQuebec lastingly agreeable.

i860 J. F. Thkupp fntrod. to Ps. II. 65 As though in them
were lastingly perpetuated that olden hatred wherewith
their forefather Esau had hated Jacob.

Lastingness (la stirjues). [f.as prec. + -ness.]

The quality of being lasting; continuance, dura-

tion, permanence. Also, durability, f constancy,

perseverance.
a 1340 Hampoi.e Psalter ii. 7 pe lastandnes of god euer-

mare is all at ans. C1440 Jacob*s Well 289 Lastvngnes
fayleth no}t in wele ne wo tyl be lyues ende. e 1470 Henry
Wallace viu. 1319 Pees is in hewyn, with blyss and lestand-

nas. a 1586 Sidney A rcadia 1. (1590) 8 The consideration

of the exceeding lastingnesse. c 1645 Howell Lett. (1650)

II. 36 Though the heart be the box of love, the memory is

the box of lastingnes. 1670 Clarenoon Contetupl. /*s. in

Tracts (1727) 621 The lastingnes* of anything adds very
much to the esteem of it. 1704 Newton Optics in. 1.(1721)

322 The lastingness of the Motions excited in the bottom
of the Eye by Light. 1715 Leoni Palladio's Archit. (1742)
1. 10 The solidity and lastingness of the Work. 1820
Examiner No. 650. 609/1 It was all over with them, as to
any real tenure of empire, any lastingness of dictation.

1851 Caroline Fox Jrnl. (1882) II. 160 The lastingness of
an individual conviction is with him a pledge of its truth.

1885 Pater Marir/s II. 19 Anxious to try the lastingness of
bis own Epicurean rose-garden.

t La stless, a. Obs. Also 3 leasteless. [ad.

ON. laslalattss
>

f. last-, Ipstr (see Last sb.%) +
-lauss, -less.] Blameless.
a 1225 St. Marker. 12 Ah leaf me gan lefdi leasteles ich

be bidde. a 1225 Juliana 44 Godes Hcom.; bat he nom on
pe lastelese meiden. c 1250 Compassio Marine v. in Holy
Rood (1894) 79 pine loates weren lasteles. a 1310 in Wrigbt
Lyric P. xvi. 52 A lussum ledy lasteles.

Lastly (lcrstli), adv. Also 4 Sc. lestely. [f.

Last a. + -LY 2
.]

1. At the end; in the last instance; ultimately.

Obs. or arch. exc. as used to indicate the last point

or conclusion of a discourse or the like : In the last

place, finally.

C1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Paulus 187 Wit bu bat schorte
tynie I sail tholl now, bot lestely I sail luf sine with my lord
Ibesu withowtyn fyne. c 1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps. li.

viii, Lastly, O Lord, how soe I stand or fall, Leave not thy
loved Sion to embrace. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. v. Hi. 104 Our
Brothers were beheaded, Our Fathers teares despis'd, ..

Lastly, my selfe vnkindly banished. 1598 — Merry W. 1.

i. 142 There is three Vmpires in this matter,, .that is, Master
Page .. and there is my selfe . . and . . (lastly, and finally)

mine Host. 1605 Willet Hexapla Gen. 386 Lastely he
made him ruler of his house. 1611 Bible Trausl. Pre/. 1

And lastly, that the Church be sufficiently provided for.

1631 Weever Anc. Funeral Mon. 697 Alice his wife (who
lastly married one William Ramsey). 1641 J. Jackson
True Evang. T. 11. 115 S. Peter lastly was crucified

under Nero. 1667 Milton P. L. mi. 240, I for bis sake will

leave Thy bosom, . . and for him lastly die Well pleased.

1749 Bracken Farriery (ed. 6) 20 Fourthly, and Lastly;
I recommend Purging as usefull in gross Habits. 1783
Hailes Antiq. C/tr. Ch. ii. 44 And lastly, that the argu-

ments of the Apostle satisfied some of the Jews. i86x
Lytton & Fane TannhtSuser 113 With the strength that

lastly comes to break All bonds. 1875 Lightfoot Comm.
Col. (1886) 218 Lastly of all, show your gratitude by your
thanksgiving.

t 2. Conclusively, finally. Obs.

16 ia Drayton Poly-olb. v. 79 Then take my finall doome
pronounced lastlie this. 1637 Milton LycidasSs As he pro-

nounces lastly on each deed.

t3. Very lately, recently. Obs.

1592 Greene Groat's W. Wit (1617) 36 Young luuenall,

that byting Satyrist, that lastly with mee together writ a
Comedie. 1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T. 1. 50 The blood
of him . .who lastly suffered, it may be yesterday, or to day.

La stness. rare. [f. Last a. + -nkss.] The
condition of being last or of there being a last one.

1625 Gill Sacr. Philos. 1. 89 If the world be eternall,

then neither was there any first man, neither can there be

any last : without which lastnesse there cannot be any
generall resurrection of men.

II Iiat (lat). [Hindi lat, lath.] a. A staff, pole

{rare in Eng. use), b. Antiq* 'An obelisk or

columnar monument ; specifically used for the an-

cient Buddhist columns of Eastern India* (Yule).

1800 Asiatic Ann. Reg., Misc. Tracts 313/2 A high pillar

of stone called Bheem-lat, or the Tealee, or oilman s lat or

staff. 1876 J. Fergusson Hist. fnd. $ East. Archit. 1. ii.

52 The oldest authentic examples of these lats that we are

acquainted with are those which King A^oka set up.

1890 Westm. Gaz. 18 Aug. 2/1 A bamboo lat descended
on nis skull.

Lat, obs. and dial. f. Late, Lath.
Lat, obs, form of Let v.

!l Lata (la*ta). Also latah. The Malay name
under which a form of religious hysteria is known
in Java. It is characterized by a rapid ejaculation

of inarticulate sounds, and a succession of involun-

tary movements, with temporary loss of conscious*

ness {Syd. Soc. Lex. 1SS8).

1884 Western Daily Press 25 Tune 7/5 This disease has

been met with in Java, where it is known as Lata. 1895
W. G. Ellis in Jrnl. Ment. Sci. (1897) 32 (heading) Latah.

A Mentnl Malady of the Malays. Ibid. 33 Under the name
• Latah * the Malays describe a variety of peculiar nervous

conditions of a transitory character.

Latakia (lxt2lkr*a\ [Short for Latahia tobacco.]

A fine kind of Turkish tobacco produced near and

shipped from Latakia (the ancient Laodicea), a sea-

port of Syiia.

1833 Disraeli Corr. iv. Sister 19 Jan., Smoking Latakia.

1849 Thackerav Pendennis xxxix, Enveloped in fragrant

clouds of Latakia.

Latch (lrctj), sbA Forms : 4-5 lach, lacchfe,

5-6 (7) lache, 5-6 latche, 6- latch. [The
equivalence of sense 1 with Lace sb. suggests that

the word (in that sense at least) may be a. OF.
lache lace, a vbl. noun f. lachier (= Central OF.
lacier) popular L. *laciare, f. *lacium Lace sb.

Sense 2 is prob. a development of this ; on the

other hand, the analogy of catch sb. gives some

support to the view that it may be f. Latch vJ]

1. A loop or noose ; a gin, snare ; a 1 tangle *
; a

latchet, thong. A latch of links : {dial.) a string

of sausages. Obs. exc. dial, and iechn.

?a 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 1624 Love wil noon other

bridde cacche Though he sette either net or lacche.
^
1624

Capt. Smith Virginia iv. 129 She Ithe ship] was fast in the

latch of our cable, which in haste of weighing our anchor

hung aloofe. 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav.xxW. 79 All

Scepters do serve but as latches to his most rich sandals.

1840 Spuroens Suppl. to Forby(\Z.X>.$>.), Latch, . . As a sb.,

it means a thong of leather. 1895 E. Angl. Gloss., Latch of
Links, a string of sausages.

2. A fastening for a door or gate, so contrived

as to admit of its being opened from the outside.

It now usually consists of a small bar which falls or

slides into a catch, and is lifted or drawn by means

of a thumb-lever, string, etc. passed through the

door. Now also, a small kind of spring-lock for

a front-door (more fully night-lalcH) which is

opened from the outside by means of a key. On



LATCH.

the latch : (said of a door) fastened with a latch

only; so off the latch, unlatched, ajar. Also with

qualifying word, as dead-, night-, spring-, q.v.

1331 [? Implied by Dkaw-latch 2]. 138a Wvclif Song
Sol. v. 6 The lach of my dore I openede to my lemman.
a 1400 Fistill of Susan 229 To be ^nte sapely they jedyn

. . And he left up be lacche. c 1420 Chron. Vilod. st. 732
And breke up bothe lok and lache. c 1440 Partonope 5440
Vp she nome The lacch of the dorc and in she come.

1520 [see Catch sb.t
10J. 1575 i>amm. Gurton 111. Hi,

Take heede, Cocke, pull in the latche ! 1611 Siiaks. Wint.
T. iv. iv. 449 If euer henceforth, thou These rurall Latches,

to his entrance open. 1624-5 in Swayne Churchw. Acc.
Sarum (1896) 180 A cache and a Lache for the Church
gate. 1637 Heywood Royall King m. vii. Wks. 1874 VI.

47 Pray draw the latch, sir. 1765 Wkslkv Jrnl. 25 May,
The door [is] only on the latch. 1833 Mt. Martineau
Briery Creek iii. 54 For want of a latch, the gate .. was
tied. 184a Tennyson Dora 127 The door was off the latch :

they peep'd and saw The boy set up betwixt his grandsire's

knees. 1851 Longf. Gold. Leg. 11. In the Garden, To thee

it [the thought of death] is not So much even as the lifting

of a latch. 1885 Black Wh. Heather ii, The outer door
is on the latch, thieves being unheard of in this remote
neighbourhood.

3. techn. f (a) The click of the ratchet-wheel of

a loom (obs.). f(b) See quot. 1704 (obs.). (c)

Nattt. = Lasket. (d) 1 A cord clamp which
holds the in-board end of a mackerel-line " (Knight

Diet. Afech. 1875). (e) The part of a knitting-

machine needle which closes the hook to allow

the loop to pass over its head ( = Fly sb.% 5 f).

1688 R. Holme Armoury in. 107/2 The Latch [of a
lyoomel is an Iron or peece of Wood that falls into the Catch
of the Wheel aforesaid, which holds the Varn Beam from
turning. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. 1, Latches are those

Parts of a Clock which [windl up, and unlock the Work.
1710 Ibid. II, Latches in a Ship, are the same with Laskets.

1875 Knight Did. Afech. 1238/2 Two positions of the

latch-needle : one with the latch lying back, . . the other
showing the hook closed by the latch.

f 4. Mil. Antiq. (See quots.) Obs.

1547-8 tn Meyrick Ant. Arm. (1824) III. 10 Crosse-bowes
called latches, windlasses for them. 1786 Grose Armour
«fr Weapons 59 There were two sorts of English cross bows,
one called Latches, the other Prodds.

5. attrib. and Comb., as latch-hole ; latch-like

adj.; latch-closer, -lifter, -opener, devices for

closing and opening the latch of a knitting-machine

needle (Knight Diet. Mech. 1 875); f latch-drawer,
one who draws or lifts the latch to enter for an
unlawful purpose = Draw-latch 2

;
latch-needle,

a kind of knitting-machine needle, the hook of

which is closed by a latch (see 3 e). Also Latch-
key, Latch-string.
1393 Langl. P. PI. C. ix. 288 Lyers and *lacche drawers.

c 1440 Jacob's Welt 134 Lacche-drawerys, bat vndon inennys
dorys, 1861 Geo. Eliot Silas M. iv, Dunstan ..pushed his

fingers through the *latch-hole. 1894 Crockett Raiders
246 One that came to the door and spied upon me through
the latch-hole. 1875 *Latch-needle [see 3].

+ Latch, sb.2 Naut. Obs. [? cf. Lurch sb.']

Lurch. (See also lee-latch, Lee sb.)

a 1687 Petty Pol. Arith. iii. (1691) 51 Such [Ships] as
draw much Water, and4iave a deep Latch in the Sea.

Latch (tetj), v. 1 Forms: 1 laecc(e)an, se-
l8ecc(e)an, Northwnb. laecca, 3 Orm. lacchenn,
3-4 (6) lache, 3-4 lacche, 4 lach, (lachche,
laache, lachi), 4-5 lachen, 6 latche, (Sc. lauch),
6- latch. Pa. t. a. 1 (se-)l8Bht'e, Northnmh.
(se)lahte, 3 laht(e, 3-4 laght, lau;t(e, (3lahut,

4 laught, lau^tte, lauht, laute, lawte, lawght,
leijte), 4-5 laijt. 0. 4 lached, Sc. lacht, 7
latcht, 7- latched. Pa. pple. a. 1 (se-)lasht, 3
lah(h)t, la;t, 4 lauht, laught (e, 4-5 lau;te, 5
laijt, laght(e, y-laujthe. 0. 4 lachched, lached,
6 Sc. lachit, 4, 7- latched. [OE. ?secc(e)an

(Northumb. Isecca) wk. vb. ; not found in the other

Teut. langs. ; ihe OTent. type *lakk~ may repre-

sent either pre-Teut. *laqn- cogn. w. L. laqueus
(see Lace sb.), OS1. fyca to catch, ensnare, po-lect

snare, or *lagn- cogn. w. Gr. \d^a$at (:— *lagy-)

to take.]

1 1. trans. To take hold of, grasp, seize (esp. with
the hand or claws) ; to clasp, embrace (with the
arms). Also intr. or absol. with at, on, till. Obs.
c 1000 ^lfric Horn. II. 122 Germanus fcekehte 5one pistol

aet Gregories aerendracan, and hine totner. c 1160 Hatton
Gosp. Mark ix. 18 Se swa bwaer he hine laecd [Ags. Gosp.
;c,elaec5l forgnit hine. a 1225 After. R. 102 HweSer pe cat
of helle claurede .

. , & cauhte [z>. rr. lahte, lachte], mid his
cleafres, hir heorte heaued? 11x225 Juliana 38 pis eadie
meiden .. pen engeHeop to anc lahte him. ciz$oGen.
Ex. 2621 A fostre wimman, On was tette he sone aue5 la^t.

a 1300 Cursor AT. 7240 Quils sampson slepped, sco laght
a schere, His hare sco kerf. 13. . Partt. thre Ages 52 Bot
at the laste he loutted doun & laughte till his mete. 13.

.

Gaw. $ Gr. Knt. 328 Ly3tly lepez he hym to, & last at his
honde. 1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love 1. iii. (Skeat) 1. 51 Then
were

<
there mowe to lache myne handes, and drawe me

to shippe. c 1400 St. Alexius (Laud 622) 219 And whan he
[Alexius] seide bad al his wille be holy gost hir laustte.
a. 1440 Sir Degrev. 827 And I in armus had y-lau3the
That commely and swete.

fb. To grasp with the mind, to comprehend.
<riooo itlfric Gram. viii. (Z.) 23 Dis bing ic xelaehte.

a 1300 A*. Horn 243 Horn in herte la}te Al bat he him ta^te.

Vol. VI.

89

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Barnal>as 140 And fra Barnabas had
tauchte pe trewcht to hyme, he it sone lacht.

fc. To pull or strike swiftly 0^ out, up; to dart

out (the tongue). AlsoJig. Obs.
a 1225 St. Marher. 9 Lahte ut his tunge swa long bat he

swong hire al abuten his swire, ant semde as ba ha scharp
sweord of his mu8 lahte. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. C. 425 Now
lorde lach out my lyf, hit lastes to longe. C1350 Will.
Palerne 1244 panne li^tly len he n-doun & lau}t out his

brond. Ibid. 2308 Our wurpi werwolf, .lau^t vp be ?oiig

lyoun li^tly in his moupe. t a 140a Alorte Arth. 1515 pay
ledde hyn» furthe in pe rowte, and lached ofe his wedes.
c 1430 Hymns I'irg. 76 For deeb his swerd out ha|? lau^te.

IS35 Stewart Cron. Scot. (18^8) 1. 383 1 1 el me and hewmont
werhewin in schunder, Lymms war lachit hard of be thekne.

\ 2. To take with force ; to capture, seize upon
(a person or his goods). Obs.

C950 Lindisf. Gosp. Mark xiv. 48 Allsuae to 5eafe fcie

foerdon mi6 suordum et stengum..to hneccane mec. ciooo
Ags. Laios, Instit. Polity § 19 (Th.) II. 328 Hi .. keccad
of manna be^eatum hwxt hi jtfon ma^an. a 1300 Cursor
Al. 6766 If 1 giue be for to kepe Ox or ass .. And it wit
wiberwin be laght. Ibid. 7928 For to spar his aim aght
bis pouer mans seep he laght. 1393 Langl. PL C. tu. 215
And if 3e lacche lyere let hym nat a sknpie. 1399 — Rich.
Redeles 11. 159 The knyttis . . That rentis and robis with
raveyn evere lau^te. 1535 Si f.wart Cron. Scot. (1858) 1. 277
The Romanis fled.. thai war lachit at the last.

f b. To catch (with a snare, net, etc.). Obs.
c I200 Ornun 13474 To lacchenn him wibp spelless nettTo

brinngenn himm to Criste. a 1250 Oivl Night. 1057 Lim
and grinei . . Sette and lede the for to lacche. a 1300
Cursor Al. 29532 Ar bou be laght in findes snarr. c 1350
Leg. Cathol.) Pope Gregory 17 Out of an abbay thai wercn
yseiu With nettes..To lache fische.

3. To catch (something falling) ; to catch or re-

ceive m (a receptacle). Obs. exc. dial.

1530 Pai sgr. 604/1, I latche, 1 catche a thyng that is

throwen to me in my handes . .je happe. If I had latched
the potte betjme, it had nat fallen to the grounde. 1579
Spknskr Shcph. Cal. Mar. 94 Tho pumie stones 1 ha^tly
hent And threwe ; but nought availed: He.. oft the pumits
latched. 1600 Holland Livy 161 Some latch the firebrands
as they flew. 1601 — Pliny 1. 301 Vniesse there be good
heed taken that the eggs be latched in some soft bed vnder-
nuath, they are soone broken. 1639 Horn & Rob. Gate
Lang. Uni^ xxxv. § 415 A dairy-maid milketh out milk
latching it in a milk-paile. Ibid. xli. §445 The droppings,
or any thing else spilt by chance, is latcht in a laith-pan.

1787 W. Marshall Norfolk (1795) H- 383 To Lahlt, to

catch as water, &c. a 1825 Fokby I'oc. E. Anglta, Latch,
to catch what falls.

4. To be the recipient of, to get ; to receive

(a name, gift ; a blow, injury) ; to catch, take (a

disease). Obs. exc. dial.

a 1300 Cursor A/. 19038 pat bat had bus or ani aght pai
said b^m and be pris laght, Ue-for be apostels fete it brognt.
c 1300 Havelok 744 The stede of (irim the name laute.

C1330 R. Erunne Chron. (1810) 94 pc kyng stode ouer nehi,

be stroke he lauht so smerte. ibid. 332 pe erleof Arundelle
his londes lauht he ban. — Chron. U acc (Roll*) 8813 po
pat were seke, or had laught skabes. 1340-70 A lex. <y lUnd,
40 For we ben hid in oure holis or we harm laache. 1340-70
A lisannder 4 Lordes, and ooper..bat boldely thinken . . For
to lachen hem loose. 1393 Langl. /'. PI. C. it. 101 Thei
shoulde . . neuere leue for loue in hope to lacche seluer.

c 1400 Yivaine <r Gaiv. 3230 For nowther of tham na woundes
laght. 1513 Douglas AZneis vm. Prol. 27 All leidis langis
in land to lauch quhat thnim lcif is. c 1600 Shaks. Satin.

cxiii, Mine eye .. no forme deliucrs to the heart Of bird, of
flowre, or shape which it doth latch, a 1603 T. Cart whig ur
Con/at. Rhem. N. 7^(1618) 306 They should haue warded
and latched the enemies strokes. 1605 Shaks, Alacb. iv. iii.

192, 1 haue words That would be howl'd out in the desert
ayre Where hearing should not latch them. 1633 P. Fi.etchkr
Purple 1st. ix. i, The Bridegroom Sunne. .Leaves his star-

chamber . . His shines the Earth soon latcht to gild her
flowers. 1649 Bp. Hall Cases Consc. ir. x. (1650) 155 A man
that latches the weapon in his own body to save his Prince.

£1655 Lovedav Lett. (1659) 47 My first request then is, that

if you latch any news that jetc] . . you will not grudge to

send it me. 1875 Lane. Gloss. s.v., To latch a distemper.

t b. In ME. poetry often used (esp. for allitera-

tion) in various senses of Take
;
e.g. in phrases to

latch delight, to latch one's ease, one's leave. Obs.
«i3oo Cursor Al. 2445 To pastur commun pat laght pe

land f»e quilk bam neiest lay to hand. ^
/bid. 4999 pair leue

bai laght. Ibid. 10778 Pan was pe mai ioseph bi-taght, And
he has hir in spusail laght. 13.. Gaiv. Gr. K~nt. 1676
For-py bow lye in by loft, & lach pyn ese. 13.. E. E.
Allit. P. A. 1 128 To loue pe lombe his meyny in melle,
I-wysse I last a gret delyt. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xvit. 148
The sone that sent was til erthe..and mankynde lau^te.

Ibid. C. iv. 26 Whenne thei had lauht here leue at bys lady
mede. c 1400 Destr. Troy 13360 Euery lede to the lond
laghtyn bere gayre. a 1400-50 Alexander 3861 He..po3t
bare a longe quile to lie & lachen his esee.

f 5. To reach, get to (land, a destination) ; to

take, 4 get on * (the water, way). Obs.
C1330 R. Brunnb Chron. (1810) 120 With hors & herneis

Bristow has scho latcbed. ? a 1400 Morte Arth. 750 Laun*
che2 lede apone lufe, lacchene per depe2. C1400 Destr.
Troy 5702 And who pat lacchit the lond with the lyf ben,
Were . . tyrnet to dethe. Ibid. 12483 Thus the lordes in hor
longyng laghton be watur. c 1400 Yivaine 4* Gaw. 2025 Fra
his lord the way he lagbC.

6. intr. To alight, settle, dial.

a 1825 Forbv Voc. E. A nglia, Latch, . . to alight. Ex. ' He
will always latch on his legs.' 1847 Halliwell, Latch, to
light or lall. Suj}olk. Kennet gives these meanings as
current in Durham. 1871 East Anglian IV. in The
Golden crested Wren, often caught by the hand while
1 latching ' in the rigging.

latch (laetf), z>.2 [f. Latch sb.*] trans. To
fasten or secure with a latch. Obs.

LATCHING.
1530 Palsgr. 604/1, I lat' he a doore, 1 shytte it by the

latche. 1556 J. HiCYwoon Spider if-
/•'. lvii. 89 The very

locke and key. That lacheth and lockth vs all, from quiet
stey. 1579 Spensrr Sheph. Cal. May 291 He popt him in,

and his basket did latch. 1865 IhcKKNS Niut.br. iv. xv,
He latched the garden-gate. 1882 J. Mawtuorne Fort.
Fool 1. xxxi, The street door was to be latched, but not bolted.

b. slang. (See quot.)
ri7oo in Street Robberies Consider d. 1725 New Cant-

Did., Latch, let in.

t Latch, v. : > Pui/ding. Obs. rare. [?a. ONT'.
ladder — Central OK. lacier Lack ?'.] trans. To
cover with interlaced work. (Cf. Lack sb. 4.)
1598 in Willis & Clark Cambridge ( 1S86) 1 1. 252 The par-

ticions betwixt euery fellowes chamber on both sides of the
same to he double latched with good lath lyine and haie.

1625 Pi rcuas Pilgrims it. 1369 Kampiers made of that

woodden walled fashion, double, and betwixt them Karth
and Stones, but so latched with crosse Timber, they are

very strong.

Latch, Latche, varinnts of Leach v., Lache v.

Latched (toetjt), ///. a. ff. Latch v? and sb.

+ -ED. J Fastened with or having a latch.

c 1440 Pron'p. Parv. 284/1 Latchyd, or speryd wythe a
leche, pcssnlattts. 1693 I.OCKK Ednc. § 131. 161 The D»^>r

was only latch'd, and when he had the Latch in his Hand,
he turn'd about his Head [etc.]. 1722 Dk Kof. Plague
(1840) 118 He had left the Door open, or only latched.

Latchednes, -nesse, vars. Laciiei^ess Obs.

Latches 'se, obs. forms of Laches.

Latchet (larljet). ]
;ornis : 4-6 lachet, 4-5

lacchet, 5 lachett, 6 latchett, 6- latchet. [ad.

OF. lachet, dial. var. of lacet, dim. of laz, las,

Lace sb.]

f 1. A loop ; a narrow strip of anything, a thong.

Obs. exc. as in c.

( 1350 ipomadsn 4458 (K<"<lbing) He gnfl* hym «;uche a
spetuous falle. In sunder bra^t the lnchettes all, That shuld
bis helme socoure. 13.. Gaw. <v Gr.hut. 591 His harnays
watz ryche, pe lest lachet ou[|>]er loupe lemed ofgolde. 14.

.

Siege Jerusalem 42/748 A grete girdel of gold. . Layb vmbe
his lendis, with lacche te*. juow. 1483 C.axion Gold. Leg.
338/ j Lnyners or lnchettes nf theyre skynne were tutte
oute of thejT back. 1660 IIkxham Dutch Di(t. % Ecu
Klinck snoer, a Latchet, 1 l«mg, or Cord that Rii^gs the bell

in a house. 1676 HomsF.s I/iad{ 1677) 45 Antl t'ari- th<n was
mightily distrest, Choakt by the latchet underneath his

chin. 1709 Ih.AiRin Phil. Trans. XXY11, 1 45 Then.* were
two I^vtchets, or Foldings of Wire plac'd in the inner .side.

I f b. Naut. = Lasket. Obs.

1497 Na?al Acc. Hen. I'll (iS</>) 321, iiij Smale lynes
1 for lachetes & Kobyns to the seid Ship. 161 1 Co'ifiK., Les
! nervins des bonnet/es, the latchebs wherewith bonn< t>. be

fastened to a sayle. 1627 L'apt. Smith Seatnan\i (ham.
v. 24 Latchets are small lines sowed in the lioimets and
L>rablers like looj»s to lash, .the Hon net to the course, or the

course to the Diabler.

c. A thong used to fasten a shoe; a (shoe- lace.

Now only dial. exc. in Itfblicnl allusions.

c 1440 Promp. Part'. 284/1 Lachet of a schoo, tenca. 1483
Caxton Gold. Leg. 166 b i They of the towne within had so

grete defaulte that they ete theyr shoys and lachettR 1526
'l iNDALF Alark i. 7 \Vhos shue latchett 1 am not worthy to

stoupe doune and vnlose. 1535 Covkkhai f. l.sa. v. 27. 1555
EntN Decades 298 l'atentes of woodde whiche they make
faste to theyr feete with latchettes. 1688 Cai-t. J. S. A rt 0/
War 16 Keeping . .the hut-end near the Latchet of your shoe.

1785 Boswrll Tour to Hebrides n Aug.au. 1773, Dr. Adam
Smith . . told us he was glad to know that Milton wore
latchets in his shoes instead of buckles. 1827 Scorr Ttvo
Drozersn, I would not kiss any man's dirtv latchets for

leave to bake in his oven. 1839 Losgf. Ihperion iv. v, IJay,

like a weary pilgrim, had reached the western gate of

heaven, and Evening stooped down to unloose the latchets

of his sandal-shoon. 1859 J- Bhown Rab .y /'*. (1862) 27 lie

. .put them [shoes] on, breaking one of the leather latchets.

f d. Phrases. Po go above or beyond one's latchet

:

to meddle with what does not concern one. (Cf.

Last sb.l 2 c.) A lie with a latchet : a great lie.

1580 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 475 And yet in that goc not

aboue thy latchet. 1603 H. Crosse Vertues Commw. (187S)

61 The shomaker must not goe beyond his latchet. 1610 A.
Cooke Pope Joane 20 He writes, that, in as much as she

was a Germaine, no Germaine could euer since be chosen

Pope. Which is a lie with a latchet. 1612 Woooalil Surg.
Alate Wks. (1653) 263, I to my Latchet will return, and rest

me in a mean. 1647 Ward Simp. Cobler 40 You will say 1

am now beyond my latchet ; but you would not say so, if

you knew how high my latchet will stretch, when 1 heare

a lye with a latchet, that reaches up to his throat that first

forged it. 1694 Motteux Rabelais v. xxx. 152 That's a
Lye with a Latchet : Tho 'twere vElian that Long-Bow-man
that told you so, never believe him.

2. A catch or fastening for a shutter-bar. [? Another

word, f. Latch sb.1 4 -et.]

1842-59 Gwilt Archit. 11. iii. § 2263. 593 Door springs .

.

door chains., bars with latchets, shelf brackets [etc.].

f 3. Comb. 1 latchet-line, cord for latchets.

1468 in Alann. «y Househ. Exp. (Roxb.) 347 Paid for ij.

pert2 lachet lyne and halfl". . xip/. ob.

Latchett (te-tjet). Also latchet. A name
applied to the gurnard, Trigla cuculus.

1882W. Houghton in Academy 14 Oct. 280 Latchett.—This

name . . is used to designate one of the gurnards or gurnets.

It is well known in the Grimsby fish-market. 1889 Catholic

News 1 June 8/4 Latchets &f. to 11s. per box.

Latching (loe-tjin.), vbl. sb. [f. Latch v.1 +
-1NG !.]

f 1. The action of the vb. Latch. Obs.

1362 Langl. P. Pt. A, 1. ioi And leuen for no loue ne
lacching of 3'iftus. a 1400-50 A lexander 1835 For be lach-

ynge of your Lorde sail noght a bde weyndc.



LATCH-KEY.

2. Nant. =-Lasket. Also latching* keys.

1794 Rigging $ Seamanship 84 A bonnet . . has latchings

jn the upper part . . to go through holes in the foot of the

sail. 1851 Kipping Saitmakiug (ed. 2) 37 The additional

parts of sails, made to fasten with latchings to the foot of

the sails. 1867 Smyth Sailors Wordbk.
t
Latchings keys,

loops on the head-rope of a bonnet, by which it is laced to

the foot of the sail.

Latch-key (lartf,k*). A key used to draw back

the night-latch of a door.

1839 Dickkns Nkh. Nick, xvi, Here, at all hours of the

night, may be heard the rattling of latch-keys in their re-

spective keyholes. 1856 Mks. Carlyle Lett. II. 270 He
opened the door with his latch-key.

attrib. 1892 2angwi ll Bow Mystery 37> The fron t door .

.

is guarded by the latchkey lock and the big lock.

Latchous, var. Lachous a. Obs., negligent.

La'tch-pail. dial. [See Latch z/.i] (Seequots.)

1639 Horn & Rob. Gate Lang. Unl. xli § 445 The drop-

pings, or any thing else spilt by chance, is latcht in a lntch-

pan. a 1825 Forby foe. E. Anglia, Latch-pan. \Xk pan

placed under the joint while it i> roasting, to latch the

dripping.

La'tcll-Strillg. A string passed through a

hole in a door so that the latch may he raised from

the outside. Hencefig. in U.S. colloquial phrases.

1861 Gho. Ei.iot Silas M. iv, Intending to shake the door

and pull the latch-striug up and down, not doubting that

the door was fastened. 1887 K. Kggi.vston Graysous xxiv.

(1888) 254 Zeke impatiently rattled the door of the cabin,

the latch-string of which had been drawn in to lock it. 1887

Pall MallG. 8 Jan. 6 2 We have, .hung our latch string out

to you and yours. 1889 in Times 5 Mar. 9/2 Her [the Jj nited

States'l free latehstring never was drawn in Against the

meanest child of Adam's kin. 1893 Advance (Chicago)

16 Mar. 209 ' Our latch string is out', has become a classic

expression of cordial hospitality. 1895 Daily Sews 19 Apr.

4 '7 The htrh-string of KnglMi society hangs outside the

door for an American.

t Late, sl>.
1 Ol'S. Forms : a. 3-5 late, 4 lat,

5-8 Sc. lait, (6 laitt, laytt). /S. 3-5 lote, 4 lot.

7. 2-4lete, 3laete. [a. ON. (1) hit let, letting (as

in btob-lat "blood-letting ,
loss, in pi. manners,

sounds
; (2

N
tivte (only in nom. and acc.) manner,

sound ; f. root of Lkt 7'. 1
]

1. Look
;
appearance, aspect ; outward manner

or beating.
a. C1200 Ormin 1213 bu .. hafesst set, tohh bu be

3ting, Klldernemanness late, a 1225 A tier. R. 90 *if bu

makest . . eni luue kites tonward un5cauwes. 4:1320 Sir
Trisir. 2097 It semeb by his lat As he bir neuer had sene

Wib M^t. CT375 .SV. Leg. Saints (Bartholomaeus) ^35

With gret noyse & il-mowtht late. 1375 Harhoi'r Brm c

vii. 127 Thai chantjit contenanss and late, c J470 Cotagros

«V Caw. 746 LufMim of lait.

p. c 1250 Gen. -V Ex. 2 p8 Wid reweli lote, and sorwe, and
wep. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. S95 Lyk to hymself of lote

& hwe.
y. £1175 Lamb. Horn. 69 Habben [we] feir letc and ec

skil. C1200 Tritt. Coll. Horn. 79 He maked letc of }-ole-

burdnesse and neoeles ne haued non. c 1205 Lav. 18543

Ofte he hire lob to & makede hire letes. a 1250 (hot ,y

Night. 35 For bine vule Lie. c 1340 Cursor M. 14053

(Tiriti.) Ihesu bo bihelde hir lcte.

b. Looks, manners, behaviour ; hence, ac-

tions, goings-on.
a. c 1205 Lay. 1196 Ofte he custe bat wcofed mid wnsumc

lates. a 1225 Leg. Katlt. 103 peos lufsume lafdi wio laste

lese lates. a 1400 lsntithas 180 So come a lvonne with

Intys un-mylde. 1 a 1400 Mortc Arih. 248 Lughe one
hyine lufily with lykande lates. a 1400-50 Alexander 3908
Porms, as a prince said, persayued par latis. c 1470 Cola,

gros <y Caw. 160 lie wes ladlike of laitU, and li^ht of his

fere. 1501 Douglas Pal. Hon. 111. 302 Men that callis

lady is lidder, And licht of laitis. c 1560 A. Scott Poems
xxxiv. 84 Auldit rubiatouris To hant the laitlis of lawdi*.

1590 A. Hume Hymns, etc. (1832) 2 Alace, how lang bane I

delayed To leaue the laits of youth ? 1728 Ramsay Monk
.y Millers Wife 215 Sic laits appear to us sae awfu\ We
hardly think your learning l.iwfu*.

p. c 1205 Lay. 14321 Freond saaSe to freond c mid faeire

loten bende Leofue freond wxs hail, c 1400 Destr. Troy
10770 Hit ^re labur to long hir lotis to tell.

y. ci«05 Lay. 15661 Vurtigerne . . ba lamedi aueng mid
swiSe uarire laiten. a 1300 Cursor M. 328s Ne was sco not

o letes [Fairf. lates] light.

2. Voice, sound.
a 1300 Cursor AT. 12456 Quen iesus herd bis quaintng gret

be late bai thoru be cite let, lie had bar-for wel gret pile.

C1325 Metr. Horn. 123 Ilir lufli lat [MS. C. voice] es win
gastlye, That Iesus drinkes ful gladlye. 13.. E. E. A lift.

P. C. 161 pe lot of be wyndes. 13.. Gaw. Gr. Knt. 1398
Wyth lote/ bat were to lowe. a 1400-50 Alexander 4384
pan we bane liking to lithe be late of be foules.

Late (LTl t), a.l (sl>.2) Forms : 1 Iset, (lat-), 3
let, 3-7 chiefly Sc. and north, lat, (4 latt, slant),

3- late ; Sc. {and north.) 4-5 layt, 4-6 lait, 5
layte, 5-7 laite, 6 lett. For the comparative and
superlative see Later, Lattkr, and Latest, Last.

[Com. Teut. : OK. Ixt OKris. let, OS. lat, LG. hit

(Du. laal), OIKL, WHO. las, (G. lass), ON. lal-r

(Sw. lat, Du. lad)
t
(ioth. lals

f
all in the sense of

'slow, sluggish, lazy':—OTeut. *lalo- ; f. *lat- (:—

pre-Teut. *lad-
t

cf. L. lassns weary « *lad-lus)

ablaut-var. of *i?l- : see Lkt v. 1

]

1. Slow, tardy ; dial, slow in progress, tedious.

Const, to with inf. ; also with gen. or of Now dial.

Beowulf j 529 Eft waes unraed, nalas elncs Ixt." ^897 K.

Alfred Gregory's Past, xxxviii. 281 SwiSe ^eornfull to

^ehieranne, & swi5e l.-et to sprecaune. 971 Blickl. Horn.

43 Se maesse-preost se be bi5 to lxl ba.-t he frxt deofol of

90

men adrife, e 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 238 Be latre mehunge
innan. c 1200 Trim. Coll. Horn. 183 To gode bu ware slau &
let, & to euele spac & hwat. c 1230 Halt Meid. 37 His wax.
unge se lat & sc slaw his thrifti. a 1300 Cursor M. 17288

+ 374 'A! foyls', quod our lord, 'ful latt are 3c to traw \

13.. E. E. Atlii. P. Ik 1172 Of leaute he watz lat to his lorde

hende. a 1375 Joseph A rim. 695 loseph . . Called him Mor-
dreyns ' a lat inon ' in troube. 1422 tr. Secrtta Secret., Priv.

Priv. 223 Laat of mevynge, and Slow to take nedys but yf

thay bene grete. 1674-91 Ray N. C. Words 42 Lat, late,

slow, tedious. . . Lat week. 1826 Wilbraham Gloss. Cheshire

S3 Lat-afoot, slow in moving. 1887 S. Cheshire Gloss.y

Lat.. (4) tedious. 'A lat job'.

2. Occurring, coming, or being after the dtie or

customary time
;

delayed or deferred in time.

Const, to with inf., and for. Frequently in the

impcra. phrase it is {loo) late to do something.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke i. 21 pxt folc waes zachariam sean "

bidiende & wundredon bset he on bam temple laet waes.

1297 K. Glouc. (Rolls) 7824 It was bo to late ynoiu c 1375
Sc. Leg. Saints xxix. (Placidas) 2 Lat penance is rycht

I>erolouse. Jbid. xxxviii. (Adrian) 77 5et wil 1, Jxj it lat l>e,

to crUte and his treutht tak me. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane"s

Comm. 113 b, She aunswereth that it is to late nowe to

examyne the licence, whiche so longe synce they had
allowed, a 1572 Knox Jfist. Kef. Wks. 1846 I. 116 Thei
begane to susj>ect, (albeit it was to lett). 1588 Shaks.
L. L. L. 1. i. to8 So you to studie now it is too late. 1676

Laoy Cmaworth in 1 2th Rep. Hist. AfSS. Comm. App. v.

33 A great snow with us makes the post so late that [etc.].

1779-81 Johnson L. P., Prior Wks. HI. 144 Of his be-

haviour in the lighter parts of life, it is too late to get much
intelligence. 1816 A. C. Hutchison Pract. Obs. Surg.
(1826) 206 4 Ah Pat, my boy, you are pust in time to be too

late*. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xiti. III. 349 Their late

repentance nuyht perbaps give them a fair claim to pardon.

1862 Mrs. H.'Woon Chauniugs I. iv. 58 The head-master

. . is waiting for you ; mai king you all late, of course. 1884

May Chommblin Brown-Eyes x. 102 The cab is at the door;
don't l>e late for the train.

Id. Of plants, fruit, etc.: Flowering or ripening

at an advanced season of the year.

ri440 Prosnp. Pan*. 288/2 Late frute, sirotinns. 1697
Dryoen Virg. Georg. iv. 184 The late Narcissus. 1727-51

Chambers Cycl. s.v. Eltnvcr, Autumnal or late Flowers,

denotes those of September and October. 1796 C. Marshall
Gardening (181 3) 405 Sow annuals of all sorts for a late

blow. 1837 M Actii i.Livray Withering's Brit. Plants (ed. 4)

332 Late Spider Orchis. .Early Spider Orchis.

c. Of fruit, etc.: Hackward in ripening. Of
seasons : Prolonged or deferred beyond their due

time, t dial. Of weather : Unseasonable.
1631 Milton Spun., Arriv. Age Tiveuty-three 3 My late

spring no bud or blossom shew'th. 1674-91 Ray X. C. Words
s.v. J. at, Lat weather; wet or otherwise unseasonable

weather. 1886 Cheshire Gloss., Lat, . . (2) back w ard ;

4 A lat

spring '. 1887 S. Cheshire Gloss, s.v. Lat, * My wuts bin very

lat this 'ear '.

d. With agent-nouns and vbl. sbs. (For the

syntactical relation, cf. Eakly a. 1 a note.)

Late comers in Fr. Hist, (trans!, of F. tard-veuns), the

name given to troops of soldiers, who were disbanded after

the treaty of liretigny (1374) and overran and ravaged

France (see quot. 1869).

c 1430 How Wise Man taught Son 69 in Balecs Bk., Of
late walking, comeb debate. 1598 Shaks. Merry W. y. v.

153 This is enough to be the decay of lust and late-walking

through the Reabne. 1612 Bacon Ess., Custom, For it is

true that late learners cannot so well take the plie. 1869 W.
Longman Hist. Edit). Ill, II. iv. 63 A cloud of Lorrainers,

ttrabunter.s, and Germans spread themselves over Cham-
pagne and the countries of the Upper Meuse, and these

called themselves the 4 Tard venus ', or late comers, ' because

they had not as yet much pillaged the kingdom of France*.

1873 Hamerton Jutell. Life x. x. 387 The late- risers are

rebels and sinners—in this respect—to a man. 1891 Cornh.

Mag. Oct. 416 His whole life was spent in raids . . upon the

Ilrabanters, late-comers, flayers, [etc.]. 1892 J. S. Flktchkr
When Chas. I was A*. (1896) 18 Then did late-comers, hear-

ing the solitary bell, hurry their movements.

5. Advanced in point of time in the course of the

day or night. (Frequent in the impers. phrase it is

late the t ime is advanced.) Phr. late hours : hours

which encroach on the proper time for sleep.

Hence colloq. of persons, in the sense ' keeping late

hours, rising or going to bed late

aioooAndreas i2io(Gr.)Nisseostund latu. 1340 IIampole

Pr. Consc. 1 433 Now es arly, now es late, Nuw es day, now es

nyght. 1375 Barbohr Brttcevu. 236 It wes weill lat of nycht

be then, a 1400 50 Alexander 5051 f>ar logis he fra 1c late

ni3t till efte be li^t schewis. £1470 Henry Wallace v. 244

'Quhat art thow walkis that gait?* ' A trew man, Schyr,

thocht my wiagis be layt '. 1513 Douglas sh'neis vu. i. 34
In silence, al the lait nycht [L. sera sub noete] rummesand.
ei 1548 Hali. Chrou., Hen. V1J1, 240 To se. .how late it was

in the nyght yer the footemen coulde get ouer Loudon
brydgc. 1634 Milton Counts 179 The rudeuesse, and
swilPd insolence Of .such late Wassailers. 1732 Ukrkelf.y

Alciphr. 11. § 13 Without love, and wine, and play, and late

hours we hold life not to be worth living. 1776 Trial of
Nundocomar-zji It being late, the Court adjourned till the

next morning at yeven o'clock. 1842 Ti-nnyson Vision Sin
1, 1 had a vision when the night was late. 1870 Swinucrne
Ess. .V Stud. 367 The stunted brushwood, the late and pale

sky. 1884 Bread Winners 76 Drunkenness, late hours, and
botchy work. 1897 Ouhm Massarenes xiv, We are all of us

Yery late people.

fig. phrase. 1797 Washington Let. Writ. 1892 XI II. 411

It is too late in the day for me to sec the result. 1824

Hyron Def. Transf. 11. iii. 155 A sage reflection, Uut some-
what late P the day.

4. belonging to an advanced stage in a period,

the development of something, the history of a

science, langnage, etc. Also occas. in partitive con-

cord, the lale portion of (a period, season).

LATE.

c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1879) 332 What meued bis late popes
to make furst bis Inwe.,and god meued not crist ne hise

vikcrs to sue it. 1583 Fulkk Defence iii. 114 The late

pettie Prelates of the seconde Nicene Councell. 1777
Sir W. Ionks Turkish Ode x. Poems 93 Late gloomy
winter chill'd the sullen air. 1781 Cowpkr Eetirement 31

Looked for at so late a day, In the last scene of such a
senseless play. 1784 — Tiroe. 143 L'en in transitory life's

late day. 1842 Prichard Nat. Jlist. Man 141 The Chaldee
of the late Scriptures of the Old Testament. 1849-52 Roci;

Ch. ofFathers 111. i. 194 note. The 1 Dome ', or last judg-

ment, is shown in late but beautiful Flemish stained glass

at Fairford. 1868 W. K. Par k er Shouldcrgirdle % Sternum
Vertebr. 185 The ossification of the sternum in the lleini-

pods is very late, as compared with the Fowl. 1888 Swf.et

Hist. Eng. Sounds § 609. 164 The late Latin hymn metres.

Ibid. § 756. 200, 1800-1850 Early Living English. 1850-

1900 Late Living English.

5. ( )f a person : That was alive not long ago, but

is not now ;
recently deceased.

1490 Caxton Eueydos vi. 28 Her swete and late amyable
husbonde. a 1548 Hall Chrou., Hen. IV, 10 h, The honie-

cide of Thomas bis uncle late duke of Glocester. 1570
Kurilanan Admonitioiin Wks. (S.T.S.) 22 Ye murthour ol

ye lait King Henry. 1662 Stillingfl. Grig. Saer. 11. vii.

§ 7 The lale learned Rabbi Manasse Hen Israel. 1727 De
Fok Syst. Magic 1. iii. (1840) 84 Our late friend Jonathan.

1794 Mrs. Radcliffe Myst. l/dolpho xxv, 1 did nothing

but dream I saw my late lady's ghost. 1838 I vtton A lice

23, 1 always call the late Lord Vargravc iny father. 1884

Times (weekly ed.) 5 Sept. 1/1 The remains of the late Lord
Ampthill.

b. That was recently (what is implied by the sb.)

but is not now. [App. developed from the use of

Late adv. 4 b.]

^1548 Hall Chron., Hen. JVt 19 b, [Hel maried Jane
Duches of Britaine late wife to Jhon duke of ISritaine.

ibid., Hen. VJII, 240 At the late Freers walle all men
alyghted savyng the Kyng. 1689 Wood Life 7 Nov., A late

Roman Catholic schoolmaster . .hath embraced^ his former

persuasion, viz. protestancy. 1766 Goi dsm. Vic. W. xxv,

Our late dwelling. 1820 W. Irving Sketch Bk. 1. 48 All the

splendid furniture of his late residence. 1842 Macali.ay

Ess., Fred. Gt. (1887) 717 He conceived himself secure from

the power of his late master.

6. Recent in date ; that has recently happened

or occurred
;
recently made, performed, completed ;

of recent times ;
belonging to a recent i>eriod. Now

Obs. of persons, and chielly in phr. of late years.

1513 More in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 803 All things

were in late dayes so covertly demeaned. 1560 Daus tr. Slei-

dane's Comm. 168 b, The kynge- .was than scarcely amended

of a late disease. 1573 Satir. Poems Reform, xl. 210 Of lat

3eiris. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V
y

ll. h". 61 Who are the late

Commissioners? 1667 Milton P. L. v. 113 111 matching

words and deeds long past or late. 1685 Baxtfr Paraphr.

N. 'P., 1 Tim. iii. 6 Not a late young Convert. 171 1 Hudgell

Sped. No. 161 f 1 My late going into the Country has

encreased the Number of my Correspondents. 1817 Cole*

ridge Biogr. Lit. 103 The late war, was a war produced

by the Morning Post. 1838 Macallay Lei. to Napier in

Trevclyan Life (1876) II. vii. 10 His late articles, particu-

larly the long one in the April number, have very high

merit. 1849 — Hist. Eng. vi. II. 104 During the late reign

Johnson had published a book entitled Julian the Apostate.

1893 W. P. Courtney in Academy 13 May 412/3 The public

appetite for the consumption of memoirs has been wonder-

fully sharpened of late years.

7. colloq. Having to do with persons or things

that arrive late.

Late mark, a mark indicating that a scholar is late for

school ; so late book, a book to contain such marks. Late

fee, an increased fee paid in order to secure the dispatch

of a letter posted after the advertised time of collection

(earlier latedelterfee).

1862 Mrs. H. Wood Channings 1. xr. 237 Ihey escaped

the 1 late ' mark. 1864 Brit. Postal Guide Jan. 16 Upon
payment of a late fee of fourpence. 1889 Skrinr Mem. E.

Thritigx. 9 Excluded wretches.. entered, and.. wrote their

names in tne late-book.^

B. altsol. or quasw^.

f 1. Lateness, tardiness. Obs. rare.

a 1400 Destr. Troy 9679 The store was full stith, ben

stynt bai for late. Jbid. 10913 All left bai for late & lackyng

of*un.
t

2. Of late : during a comparatively short time

extending to the present
;
recently, lately.

C1470 Henry Wallace v. 757 Sen I off laitt now come

owt off the west In this cuntre. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems

xiv. 46 Sa mony jugeis and lordis now maid of lait. a 1533

to. 1'ernkrs Huon W. 172 Of late 1 haue lost my jjoode lorde

and mayster. 1611 IiinLR John xi. 8 Master, the lewes

of late sought to stone thee, and goest thou thither againe?

1644 Evklyn Mem. (1857) I. 121 Till of late that some of

the stones were carried away to repair the city walls.

1716 AonisoN Freeholder No. 32 r 2 Great Numbers of

them [women] have of late eloped from their Allegiance.

1827 Steuart Planter's G. (1828) 14 Since the Ladies of

late have become students of Chemistry. 1845 Stephen

Comm. Laws Eng. (1874) II. 744 In modern times, and

particularly of late, various alterations have been introduced.

t Late, a* Ol'S. rare- 1
, [ad. L. lat-us broad.]

lirond, wide.

1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp. 297 leaves . long, late,

mucronated, hispid.

Late (h?'0» a<tv- Forms: 1 late; the rest as

in Late a. 1 [OE. late = OITG. laz, lazxo slowly,

lazily (comp. laqtfr) ; f. hft, lat- Late a.1]

f 1. Slowly. (Only OE.)
c 1 000 Sax. L eechd. 1 1. 1

96 1 *te mylt ga:ten flaesc. c 1050

Voc. in Wr.-Wnlcker 430/15 Eettto, late.

2. After the proper or usual time ; at an advanced

or deferred period ; after delay ; at a late stage or

season.



LATE.

a iooo O. E. CAreftt. an. 807 (Parker MS.) Late on ^eare.

cxooo Juliatta 444 Ic |«6t sylf gecneow to late micles.

a 1200 Moral Ode 128 Wei late he latheS uuel were be ne

mei hit don ne mare, c 1200 Ormin 753 patt te^ swa late

rnihhtenn child I mikell elde streonenn. c 1320 Sir Tristr.

695 Fair his tale bi can Rohand, bei he com late, c 1375

Sc. Lee: Saints xviit. {Egipciane) 1483 Pocht at I lat turne

me to pe, dere laydy, }et bu succure me. c 1386 Chaucer
Pars. T. P300 Whan he comth by thilke encheson to late to

ehirche. 1483 Cath.Angl. 209/2 Late ripe, serotinus, tardus.

1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 13 Then shal we bewaile

oar bondage all to late. 1598 Shaks. Merry W. 11. ii. 328

better three houres too soone, then a mynute too late.

<ii657 Sir W. Murk Misc. Poems i. 127 In tyine tak heid

then, least too lait thou mourne. 1766 Goldsm. Vic. W. ii,

Hut not till too late I discovered that he was violently

attached to the contrary opinion. 1862 Thackeray Philip

xxxv, Philip had come late to dinner.

trans/. 1897 W. C. Hazlitt 4 Gen. Lit. Earn. II. 155

Byron said, her costume began too late, and ended too soon.

Proverb, c 1386 Chaucer Can. J 'com. Prol. «$ T. 857 For

bet than never is late, c 1425 Lydg. Assembly ofGods 1204

He seyde Vyce to forsake ys bettyr late then neuer. 1529

More Suppl. Soulys Wks. 336/2 Sith that late is better then

neuer. 1708 Ockley Saracens (1848) 222 Whilst he was

murdering the unhappy Aleppians, Kaled (better late than

never) came to their relief.

b. Coupled with early, (fere), soon, (f rathe).

C1200 Ormin 6242 Beon ar & late o 5unkerr weorrc.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 338 03er ich hit do ungledliche oOer to er

oSer to leate. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xxxvi. 99 Er ant

late y be thy foo. £1340 Cursor M. 1318 (Trin.) Fison,

gison, tigre, & eufrate Al erbe bese vveten erly & late.

1362 Lancl. P. PL A. x. 13 Dohet..serueb bat ladi lelly

bobe kite and rabe. c 1425 [see Ere A x], 1430-40 Lydg.

Bochas 111. i. (1554) 69 b, Glad Pouert, late nother sone,

With thy riches hath nothing to done. 1578, 1795 [see Ere
A 1]. 1818 Byron Ch. Har. iv. clxxi, A weight. .which

crushes soon or late.

3. Of the time of day : At or till a late hour.

c 1400 Lanfranc
y

s Cirtirg. 189 Herwib bou schalt anoynte

hir face at euen late, c 1475 Rauf Coityar 40 Euill

lykand was the King it nichtit him sa lait.
#
1500-20

Dunbar Poems lvii. 8 Sum lait at eyin briugis in the

moreis. 1540 Bible' (Great) Ps. exxvii. 2 It is but loste

laboure that ye haste to ryse up early, and so late take

reste [1611 .to sit vp late]. 16x3 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614)

210 They continue singing till late in the night. 1697

Dryoen Virg. Georg. iv. 197 Late returning home he

supp'd at Ease. 1698 Fryer Acc. E. India «y P. 74 It is

dangerous to walk late for fear of falling into the Hands
of those . . Rascals. 1716 Addison Freeholder No. 22 p 3
We sat pretty late over our punch. 1794 Mrs. Radcliffe
Myst. Udoipho xv, After supper, her aunt sat late. 1837
Dickens Pickwick x.xxvii, I was up very late last night.

4. Recently, of late, lately; in recent times; not

long since ; but now ; f not long (ago, before).

Now only poet,

c 1330 R. Brunne Ghron. (1810) 149 He regncs after him,

and late had be coroune. c 1340 Cursor M. 7917 (Trin.)

Twey men were late in londe A pore and a riche wononde.
1362 Langl. P. PI. A. 111. 105 Ichaue a Kniht hette Con-
science com late from bi-^onde. 1377 Ibid. B. xvi. 249, I

herde seyne late Of a barne bat [etc.]. e 1400 Destr. Troy

4887 Noght leng sitben but late. 1470-85 Malory Arthur
xiv. viii, She asked hym yf he had etc ony mete late.

Nay madame truly I ete no mete nyghe this thre dayes.

1490 Caxton Encydos Prol. 1 A lytyl booke in frenshe,

whiche late was translated oute of latyn. 1513 More in

Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 767 The great obloquy that he
was in so late before. 1530 Palsgr. 143 Naguayres, lately

or late a go. 1592 Shaks. Ven. Ad. 1131 Their vertue

lost, wherein they late exceld. 1665 Manley Grotius' Low
C. Warres 625 The Castle, .which he had late before ren-

dred to the people of Cleves. 1677 W. Mountagu in Buc-
clench MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 325 The sickness late

upon her. 1769 Sir W. Jones Pal. Fortune Poems (1777)

17 The bower, which late outshone the rosy morn. 1812

Byron Ch. Har. To lanthe i, Those climes where I have
late been straying. 1820 Keats St. Agnes xii, He had a
fever late. 1883 R. W. Dixon Mano 1. viii. 20 Gazing the

sky which late thou seemed st to shun.

b. Not long since (but not now)
;
recently (but

no longer). (Cf. Late a. 5 b.)

1474 Caxton Chesse 57 John the monke late cardynal of
Rome. 1491 Act 7 Hen. VII, c 15 John Mountagu late

Erie of Sarum. 151a Act 4 Hen, VIII, c. 10 The Domy-
nyons . . that late were to Edwarde Courteney. 1590 Spenser
E. Q. in. iii. 42 Late king, now captive ; late lord, now
forlorne. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II, 11. i. 282 His brother
Archbishop, late of Canterbury. 1605 — Ham. 11. ii. 530
A clout about that head, Where late the Diadem stood.

1669 (title) The mute Christian under the Smarting Rod..
By Thomas Brooks late Preacher of the Word at St. Mar-
garets New Fish-street, London. 1706 Loud. Gas. No.
4249/4 John Barton, late of London, Clothdrawer. 185a
Thackeray Esmond 1. xiy, As Esmond crossed oyer to his

own room, late the chaplain's.

+ 5. Behind the others; in Ihe rear. rare.

1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 111. 708 Where.. thou seest a
single Sheep . . Listlessly to crop the tender Grass, Or late

to lag behind.

6. Relatively near the end of a historical period
or of the history of a nation, etc.

1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. i. I. 22 Some faint traces of
the institution of villenage were detected by the curious so
late as the days of the Stuarts.

7. Comb. When qualifying a following pph adj.,

the word, like most other advs., is commonly
hyphened, forming innumerable quasi-compounds,
as (sense 2) late-begun, -blowing, -bom, -coming,

-flowering, -lamented, -lingering, -protracted', (sense

4) late-belrayed, -built, -coined, -come, -disturbed,

-embarked, -filled, -found, -imprisoned, -kissed, -lost,

-met,- raised, -sacked, -taken, -transformed adjs.

91

1651 Jer. Taylor Stmt,for Year 1. vi. 75 A..*late-begun

repentance. 1591 Shaks. x Hen. VI, 11 1. ii. 82 As sure as

in this *late betrayed Towne, Great Cordelions Heart was
buryed. a 1800 Cowper Winter Nosegay iii, The charms of

the *late-blowing rose. 188 1 M. Arnold IVcstminsterAbb. 8

Hither he came, *late-born and long-desired. 1709 Lond.
Gaz. No. 4535/3 An excellent "late-huilt dwelling House.

1613 T. Godwin Rom. Antiq. (1625* 29 Novi, id est, *late-

coyned Nobles or vpstarts. X639 Fuller Holy War 11.

xxix. (1647) 81 The *late-come Pilgrims. 1626 Bacon Sylva

§ 421 A *Late-Comming Fruit. 1596 Shaks. x Hen. IV, it.

iii. 62 Like bubbles in a *late-disturbed Streame. 1592 —
j

Vcn. Ad. exxxvi, As one on shore Gazing upon a 'late-

embarked friend. 1884 W. C. Smith Kildrostan 43 At
the head of a *late filled Grave. x8r4 Worusw. White
Doe Ryl. iv. 86 *Late-flowering woodbine. 1855 Motley
Dutch Rep. {1861) I. 12 That noble Language which her

late-flowering literature has rendered so illustrious. 1559
W. Cunningham Cosmogr. Glassc 169 The *late founde
Ilandes. 1883 K. W. Dixon Mano 1. iv. 8 Whilst our late

found advantage all is ceased. 1725 Por-E Odyss. x. 488

Around them throng With leaps and bounds their *late-

imprison'd young. 1599 Marston Sco. Villanie 11. vi,

Mato. .with his Mate kist-hand my booke doth grace. 1819

Shelley Prometh. Unb. 1. 608 An early-chosen, "late-

lamented home. 1859 Ld. Lytton Wanderer (ed. 2) 297
The maid, *Late-lingering in her lover's arm. 1850 Tenny-
son In Mem. xiii. 2 A * late-lost form that sleep reveals.

1631 Chapman Czesar «y Pompey Plays 1873 III. 152 In our

*late-met Senate. 1790 Han. Mokk Rvlig. Fash. World
(1791)211 The frequent and *late-protractcd ball. 1711 Light
to Blind in xoM Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 126 Many
regiments of his *late raysed army. 1593 Shaks. Lucr.
ccxlix, Who like a * late-sacked island vastly stood, a 1586

Sihney Arcadia 1. (1622) 42 Remembering that it was late-

taken loue, which had wrought this new course. 1725 Pope
Odyss. x. 532 Mean-while the Goddess, with indulgent cares

And social joys, the *late-transform"d repairs.

Late, var. Lait ; obs. f. Lath ; see Let v.

Latebord, obs. form of Larboard.

II Latebra (lartJbra). Embryology. [L., = « hid-

ing-place f. late-re to be hid.] * A small spheri-

cal mass of white yolk in the centre of the yellow

yolk of a fowl's egg.' (Syd. Soc. Lex. 18SS).

Latebricole, a. rare"~°. [ad. mod.L. late-

bricola, f. L. latebra (see prec.) -hcol-ere to inhabit.]
' (See qnot.)

1889 in Century Diet. 1894 Gould Illustr. Diet. Med.,
I Latebricole, in biology, inhabiting a hiding-place, as certain

spiders, crabs, etc.

t LatebrOTlS, Obs. rare~~°. [ad. L. lalc-

bros-its, f. latebra : see prec.] * That is full of holes,

and dens to hide in' (IMount Glossogr. 1656).

Iiated (l*
1, ted),ppl. a. poet, [as if f. Vale vb. !

(f. Late a.*) + -ed 1
.] ^- Belated.

a 1592 Greene Orpharion Wks. (Grosart) XII. 73 Cvpicl
\

abroade was lated 111 the night. 1592 Waknek Alb. Eng.
VIII. xli. (1612) 198 If, perhaps, he lated wcare. 1605 Shaks.
Macb. 111. iii. 6 Now spurs the lated traveller apace. x6o6
— Ant. <y CI. 111. xi. 3, I am so lated in the world, that I

Haue lost my way for euer. 1697 Drydkn Virg. Past. vn.

56 Come when my lated Sheep at Night return. 1812

1>yron Ch. liar. 1. lxxii, Ne vacant space for lated wight is

found. 1813 Scott Rokcby \\. x, The lated peasant shunned
the dell. 1829 — Doom Devorgoil \\. ii, Some hcdge-iiui,

the haunt of lated drunkards. 1867 G. Macoonalo Poems
67 High sails the lated crow. 1898 T. Hakdy Wcsscx Poems
80 Albeit therein—as lated tongues bespoke— Prunswick's
high heart was drained.

Lateen (lcctni), a. (sb.) Also S latin, S-9

latino, 9 lattino, latteen. [A phonetic spelling

of V. latine (in voile laiine,
i Latin sail ', in allusion

to its use in the Mediterranean), fern, of latin
* Latin a. Cf. It. latina (Florio).] Lateen sail : a

triangular sail suspended by a long yard at an

angle of about 45 degrees to the mast. Hence,

belonging to or having such a rig, as lateen mizzen,

vessel, yard.
1727-41 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Sail, Others are triangular,

called . . by some Latin-sails, because chiefly used in Italy.

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780), Lateen-sail, .. fre-

quently used by xebecs, polacres, settees, and other vessels

.. in the Mediterranean sea. Ibid. Tt 4, All yards are

either square or lateen. 1777 Forster Voy. round World
1. 462 Their sails, which are latine, are made of strong mats.

1779 Forrest Voy. N. Guinea 10, I.. gave her a lateen

mizen. 1836 Marryat Mids/i. Easy xiii, The white latteen

sails of the gun-boat. 1836 E. Howard R. Reefer xl, There
was a spanking felucca, with her long lateen sails brailed

up. 1842 E. Nai'ier Mediterranean I. 312 These Latine

vessels, or 'misticos* and 'feluccas', as they are generally

termed, are fine boats. 1848 W. 1 rvtng Columbus I. 130 The
latine sails of the Nina were also altered into square sails,

that she might work more steadily and securely. 1883 G. C,

Davies Norfolk Broads ix. 67 In the old times the almost

universal rig was the lateen, the most picturesque of all rigs.

Comb. x88o Daily Tel. 17 Sept., Lateen-rigged feluccas,

b. A lateener.

1836 Marryat Midsh. Easy (1863) 275 Only three men
were left in the latteens, and four in the galliot.

Hence Latee ner, a vessel wilh a lateen rig.

1882 G. C. Davies Riv. % Broads Norf. % Suff. viii. 49 An
eigbt-ton lateener. 1883— Norfolk Broads ix. 68 One or

two ancient craft at Norwich, are the only survivors of the

old lateeners.

f La'teful, a. Obs. [f. Late a* + -ful.] Late

in season.
X382 Wyclif Jos. v. 7 An erthe tilyer abijdith precious

fruy t of the erthe, paciently suffringe, til he receyue tyme-

ful and lateful [so 1388]. 1388 — Hos. vi. 3 He schal come
as a reyn to vs which is timeful and lateful [138a late],

Lateis, obs. form of Lattice.

LATENCY.

t Iia'teliliess. Obs. rare. Also 4 latlynes.

ff. next + -NESS. j a. Tardiness, b. Recency.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter xxxix. 24 J)at hulynes [MS. S.

latlynes] bat he will not biMl. 1605 Kai.i-.icu Introd. Hist.
Fliig. (1693) 2 A Work difficult, as well for the Antiquity, as
the Latefiness of things done. 1610 Healey St. Aug. Citie

ofGod xv. xx. 557 The latelinesse of maturity, whereby they
were not enabled to generation vntill they were aboue one
hundred yeares old.

+ La-tely, a. Obs. ff. Late a.i + -ly *.]

1. Slow.
C1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 117 lie, bat yn

goynge, hauys his paas large and latly, welfare shall folwe
him yn all his werkys.

2. Recent, late.

1581 Si cubes Tivo Wunderf Examples in Shaks. Soc.

Papers (1849) IV. 85 Rememher thou thy lately plague, of

blayue, of botche, and bile.

Lately (l^'tli), adv. [OK. Mike ( ON.
latligd), 1". l<rt- Late a.I + -lice -ly -

; but mostly

a mod. formation. (The inflected comparative and
superlative are obs. ]

f 1. Slowly, tardily, sluggishly
;

reluctantly,

sparingly. Obs.

ciooo Life of Guthlac xx. (1848) 80/12 Da andswarode
he him 1.xt lice, a 1340 IFamioli: Psalter lxxi. 15 Wise men
of weildes witte wenes bat bai be rightwis . . & forthy hai

are latlicr turned till shrift. (21400 Relig. Pieces Jr.
TJiomton MS. 17 pou ^mys ilke a daye bat at noghte
avayles the, ami euer mare oner lattly }»at it may availe

the. c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lotdsh. 55 Do he hit

noght ouer latly ne ouer ha^tly. ibid. 73 Sterjnge of

body, ne bathes vse but latly. Ibid. 114 Of a meene heued
bytwen greet and lytill, latly spekyng but mystere be.

f 2. After or beyond the usual or proper time

;

behind time ; at a late hour, late. Obs.

1515 Barclay Egloges 11. (1570) Avb 1 That bath me
caused so lately to be here. 1589 R. Har\ky PI. Pen:
(1590) 2 A policie.. which they put in practise too lately.

1614 Loix.k Seneca 1 l'eing badly lent, they are worse
satisfied, and being unrehtored are too lately complained of.

3. Not long since ; within a short time past

;

within recent times; recently, of late.

1483 Oi//*. A/igl. 210/1 Latly, uuper. 1494 Kabyan Chron.
I. iv. 11 There to buylde a Cytie in the remembrauuee of

the Cytie of Tioye lately sulmerted. 1500-20 IK'nmak
Poems x\\\. 6 Hot laitly liehtit of my meir, I come of Edin-

burgh fra the Sessioun. 1536 Tindalk Acts xviit. 2 A. .iewe

named Aquila, .. latly come from Itali. 1533 Gau Hit hi
Vayi^.'Y. S.) 104 The sekkis..quhilk ar rissine laitlie in tlu^

kirk. 1581 Savm.k Tacitus
1

Hist. 11. liii. (1591) 85 To enquire

uewes of the pas.sengers which latejyest came fioni those

quarters. 1591 Syl\ kstkr Du Partus 1. vi. 1 131 T was first

a green Tree, then a gallant Hull, Lately a Mushroom, now
a flying Gull. 1645 Milton* Tetrach.XVks, 1051 IV. 167 They
were suspected of pollution by some seets of Philosophy and
Religions of old, and latelier among the Papists. 1670 LaijY

Maky Ib-.RTIK in 12th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 2J

There is letely come out a new play by Mr. Dreyden. a 1758
Ramsay Vision vi, Thy graneinu;, and maneing, Have
laitlie reieh'd myne eir. 1766 Golosm. / 'ic. W. xvi, One of

your tenants, whose mother is lately dead. 1849 Macaclay
Hist. Eng. ix. I. 469 The Kxclusionists, lately so powerful,

might rise in arms against him.

b. In comb, with ppl. adjs.

1607 Hi kron Wks. I. 230 Some vnexp»:rienced it lately-

pressed souldiers. 1612 Dkavion Polyolb. xvii. 267 The
lately-passed times denominate the new. 1619— Leg. Robt.

/Vi-. Normandy exxi, Dealing abroad his lately-purchas'd

Prey. x848 Ll'CKI.ky Iliad 239 With lately-whetted axes.

^4. At a later time, subsequently. Obs. rare— 1
.

1673 Wood Life 14 July, He said that he would leave it

(being too long to recite) to a book that would lately come
forth.

t La'temost, a. Obs. Forms : 1 lffit(e)mest,

^hlsetmestl, 3 latemist, -most, 7 latmost. [Oe -

livt(e)mest, f. hvt Late a^ + superb suffix -mest.]

Last.
C950 Lhidisf. Gosp. Luke xii. 59 Ne gais Su 5ona oS5

uuledlice Sone hbetmesto [Rushiu. lajtemestu, Ags. Gosp.

ytemystan] pricclu <5u for^eldc. r 975 Rush?v. Gosp. John
vi. 40 Aweco ic bine on 3a:m laetemesta da:£e. c 1275 Lay.

1 1080 pat was be latemi>le [earlier te.xt utemesten] read

pat Custance iwarj? dead. ?a 1300 Death 49 in O.E. Misc.

171 pc latemest dai deb baueS ibrouhit. a 1638 Meoe Wks.
(1672) 111. 597 The latmost Head is counted both a Seventh

and an Eighth, though in truth it he hut the Seventh

according to the Vision. Ibid. 609 The latter times of the

Fourth Kingdom .. are the latmost times of the last times,

or last times in special.

Laten (1^-t'n), v. [f. Late aA + -en.] a.

intr. To become or grow late. b. trans. To
make late. Hence La'tening vbl. sb. and a.

1880 Miss Broughton Sec, Th. 111. v, Meanwhile the tich

summer latens. 1887 Athenxum ig Feb. 252/2 The.. cal-

culation of fifty minutes' latening [of the moon] every day.

1889 Pall Mall G. 14 Nov. 2/1 The first numbers of the new
daily will have to go to press as early as 1 1 p.m., latening

the hour by degrees. 1890 Temple Bar Aug. 474 At this

latening season.

Laten, obs. f. Latin, var. Latten ; obs. inf. Let.

Latence (U'-tens). rare. [f. Latent a. : see

-ence.] =next.

1794 Coleridge Destiny Nations iii, Infinite Love Whose
latence is the plenitude of all.

Latency (l^tensi). [f. Latent a. : see -ency.]

The condition or quality of being latent ; concealed

condition, nature, or existence
;

spec, in Biol, (see

quot. 18SS).
a 1638 Mede Wks. (1672) v. 921 By the Woman in the

Wilderness, I understand the condition of the true Church
12-2



LATENESS.
in respect of her Latency and Invisibility to the eyes of
man. 1794 Paley Evid. (1800) II. II. vii. 105 Which unde-
signedness is gathered from their latency, their minuteness,
their obliquity [etc.], 1817 Chalmers Astron. Disc. iv.

(1852) 93 Beneath the surface of all that the eye can rest

upon, there lies the profoundness of a most unsearchable
latency. 1883 Tvnoall in Times 28 May 5 Every great

scientific generalisation, .is preceded bya period of latency,

to use a medical term. 1883 Froc. Roy. Soc. Lotid. XXXV.
281 On the Variations of Latency in certain Skeletal

Muscles of some different Animals. 1888 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
Latency^ a term applied to certain dispositions, powers,
capabilities, or faculties, which may lie concealed in a plant,

an animal, or a race, and only become manifest when the

necessary conditions for their development are supplied.

1890 Nature 11 Dec. 123 The transfer and latency of heat.

1898 A UbutVs Syst. Med. V. 173 The extreme latency of

the tubercle bacillus postulated by some writers.

Lateness (L? l 'tnes). Al?o I leetnys, 4-5 lat-

nes^se. [OE. l&tnes, f. l&t Late a. 1 + -nes -ness.]

The quality or condition of being late. a. Slow-
ness. (Now dial.) b. The being advanced in

some period of time. C. The being behind usual

or proper time, d. Recency.
c 1050 ByrhtfertKs Handboc inA nglia ( 1 885^ VIII. 308 Eall

swa bsere sunnan la^tnys binnan feower ^eara f;ece. c 1375
Sc. Leg. Saints xviii. (Egipdane) ig pe latnes of be houre.
c 1400 tr. Secrcta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 8g J>e souerayn verdi

mayntcignes alle |>inges, ffor it geues latnesse, and it mnkys
swyftnesse. 1587 Goloisg Dc Mornay viii. (1617) 112 Thus
do ye see the latcnesse of the Westerne Nations. 1727 Swift
Let. to Gay 23 Nov., Wks. 1841 II. 610 Your lateness in

life, .might be improper to begin the world with, but almost
the eldest men may hope to see changes in a court. 1750 Cos-
tard Dissert. Kesitak 29A farther proofof the lateness of that
Composition [sc. the Book ofJob]. 1840 Thirlwall Greece
VII, 311 The lateness of the season. 1874 Savce Compar.
Phitol. vi, 216 The existence of compounds in a language
may be considered a mark of lateness. 1881 Y\xcu Lect.
Teaching 74 A systematic record for each pupil of these
particulars :. .(3) absence

; (4) lateness. 1885 Bookseller May
4 54/2 Its palpable lateness of date. 1887 S. Cheshire Gloss.,

Latu'ss, delay, slowness.

Latent (latent), a. [ad. L. latcnt-em, pres.

pple. of latere to be hidden. Cf. F. latent] Hid-
den, concealed (f rarely const. from) ;

present or I

existing, but not manifest, exhibited, or developed,
j

(The opposite ofpatent?)
Latent ambiguity, in Law, a doubt as to the meaning of

a document, not patent from the document itself, but raised
by the evidence of some extrinsic and collateral matter
(Wharton Law Lev. 1848).

1616 Ijullokar, Latent, hiden, or secret. 1624 Gataker
Transul'st., etc. 197 The pretence of a Church and Religion
like to theirs in former ages canot..be defended. .. Some
will haue it to haue heene latent and invisible for 800 .

.

yeers. 1651 Baxter Inf. Bapt. 241 Though the Historical!
part have some latent corruption in it. 1671 J. Weustek

{

Metallogr. iii. 55 A metalline plastick principle latent in it.

1689 T. Plunket Char. GoodCommander Prol. , New Neces- 1

sitics Will things produce, now latent from the wise. 1736
Ruii.KR Anal, 1. i. Wks. 1874 I. 26 We know not what latent
powers and capacities they [brutes] may be endued with.

!

1757 Hukiie Abridgm.Eng. Hist. XV Us. 1842 11. 530 An I

cxei tion of a latent genius. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Ene: i. I.

100 Under this apparent concord a great schism was latent.

Ibid. v. 568 The meaning latent under this specious phrase.
1873 Black Tr. Thulc xv. 2|i The latent force of character ,

that underlay all her submissive gentleness. 1879 IIai>da*m
Apost. Succ. iv. 80 Dollinger's expression, that the Episco-
pate was from the first latent in the Apostolate.

b. Of material things. ? Obs.
1646 Sir T. Browne Tscnd. Ep. iv. xiii. 223 That most

insects are latent, from the setting of the 7 Starres. a 1661
Fuller Worthies (1840) 1 1 1. 138 His admirable writings of
mathematics are latent with some private possessors, c 1690
Scottow in Harpers Mag. Mar. (1883) 501/2 A snake which
Lay Latent in the Tender Grass. 1700 Drvden Ajax <y

Ulysses 172 The glitt'rmg helm by moonlight will proclaim
The latent robber. 1769 Gray Odefor Music 3rd Air, Thy
liberal heart . . Shall raise from earth the latent gem To glitter
on the diadem,

c. That is really but not evidently what is im-
plied by the sb. ; disguised, rare.
1662 J. Bargrave Pope Alex. Vll (1867) 19 This latent

nuntio gave over his fruitless design. 1725 Poi'K Odyss. ill.

54 Then first approaching to the cider guest, The latent
goddess^ In these words addrest. 1892 Stevenson Across
the Plains i. 26, I had been but a latent emigrant, now I was
to be branded once more, and put apart with my fellows.

d. rath. * Applied to diseases, the usual symp-
toms of which are not manifest, and to symptoms
which do not appear under conditions in which
they are natural' (Syd. Soe. Lex. 1888). Also
latent period, the period during which a disease
lurks in lhe system before manifesting its presence.
1684 [see Latic]. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey) s.v. Cancer,

Primitive Cancer, is that which comes of it self, and appears
at first about the bigness of a Pea or Bean, causing an inward
continual and pricking Pain; during which time it iscall'd an
Occult, Latent, or Blind Cancer. 1834 J. Forbes Laenncc's
Dis. Chest (ed. 4) 97 The constant presence of a catarrhal
affection ofthe lungs, either latent or manifest. 1837 M. Hall
Med. 143 Rubeola is unequivocally contagious. A latent
period of from ten to fourteen days intervenes between ex-
posure and tbe development of the febrile symptoms. 1897
Allbutt's Syst. Med. IV. 9 The foregoing train of symptoms
being . . known as those of ' gouty dyspepsia ' or as ' sup-
pressed '/anomalous ' or latent gout.

e. Physics, Latent electricity : see qnot. 1885.
Latent heat : see Heat sb. 2c; so f latent calorie.
1816 J. Smith Panorama Set'. $ Art 11. 334 Latent caloric

may become sensible in a variety of ways. 1885 Watson &
Bl'ruury Math. Theory Etcctr. «y Magn. I. 83 'l he fluid of

92

either kind in any electrified body in excess of that of the
opposite kind is called the Free Electricity of the body, and
the remaining fluids of the body, consisting of equal amounts
of fluids of opposite kinds, together constitute what is called
the Latent, Combined or Fixed Electricity of the body.

f. Bot. and Zool.

1787 Pamities of Plants I. 263 The rudiments of eight
anthers latent in the bottom of the flower. 1826 Kirby &
Spknce Entom. IV. 348 Latent (Latens) when it [the post
dorsolum) is covered by the mesotborax. 1856 Henslow
Diet. Bot. Ttrtns,Latent, lying dormant till excited by some
particular stimulus; as the adventitious buds occasionally
developed in trees.

g*. Ly
hotogr.

C1865 J. Wvloe in CircSci. I. 157/2 The latent picture
becomes developed. 1878 Abney Treat. Photogr. iii. 18 The
invisible image is frequently termed latent, an appellation
which, though convenient, is yet open to some criticism.

Ucnce Latently adv., in a latent manner, so as
to be hidden or invisible ; La tentness, latency.
1651 Raleigh's Ghost 103 Who would not affirm that a

certain understanding . . were invisibly and latently in the
said things? 1660 J. Durham Comm. Rev. xii. 531 Her
latentnesse and inconspicuousnes.se. 1684 T. Burnet Theory
Earth 1. 285 Neither can we . . judge , . of what things tbe
memory may be still latently conserv'd. 1837 Whewell
Hist. Induct. Sci. iv. v. I. 343 The lateral support .. was
supplied latently.

later (I<?
1<Uj), a. and adv. Also 6 Sc. laitter.

[f. Late aA +-kh 3. (The OE. comparative lalor

is represented by Latteu a. ; the modern word is

a new formation.)]

A. adj. More late
;
coming at a longer interval

after the usual or proper time ; further advanced in

a period ; more recent.

1559 W. Cunningham Cosmogr. Glasse xip, 1 have fotowed
Ptolomajus in certaine pointes .. In th* other, I have used
later writers travelles. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist.
Scot. I. 5 The laitter historiographers. 1632 Milton Pen-
stroso 101 Or what (though rare) of later age, Ennobled
hath the Huskind stage. 1698 Fryer Acc. E. India <y

75 This seems to be of later date than that of Canorein.
1784 Cowper Tiroc. no In early days the conscience has
inmost A quickness, which in later life is lost. 1871 Morley
Voltaire;(i886) 8 The strange and sinister method of assault
upon religion which we of a later day watch with wondering
eyes. 1878 R. H. Mutton Scott it. 19 The later border songs
of his own country.

B. adv. At a later time or period; subse-
quently. Later on : subsequently.
1548 Uoai.l, etc. Erasm. Par. Matt. ii. j-2 Christe is no

where knowen later or with more difficultie, than in. .princes
courtes. 1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 393 The Tide
and Ebbe coming sooner or later. 1667 Milton /*. L. x. 613
To destroy, or unimmortal make All kinds, and for destruc-
tion to mature Sooner or later. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
iv. I. 518 Three days later the King informed the House
that [etc.]. 1868 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) II. vii. 127
A foretaste of what was to come fifteen years later. 1882
Times 12 July 5 The Admiral ran up the signal . . and later
on sent the Hittern and Beacon to assist in the work.
Comb. 1823 Joanna IUillie Collect. Poems 273 Leave

we the clouds of ancient story, For scenes of later-parted
glory.

Later, obs. form of Latter a.

Laterad (larteiasd), adv. Anal. [f. L. later-,

latus side + -ad (see Dextrad).] Towards tbe side.
1814 Wishart Scarpa s Hernia 1. 79 note, More dorsad

and laterad and yet more to the dermal aspect. 1888 A mer.
Jml. Psychol. 1. 492 Caudad the cells were connected with
the postero-lateral column, while cephalad and laterad they
could be seen to be connected with the direct cerebellar tract.

Lateral (larteral), a. and sb. [ad. L. lateralis,

f. later-, latus side. Cf. P. lateral.] A. adj.

1. Of or pertaining to the side; situated at or
issuing from the side ; side-, fin quot. 1600, of
a look : Directed sideways.
Lateral branch (of a family) : a branch descended from a

brother or sister of a person in the direct line of descent.
Lateral moraine: see the sb, t Judge lateral: an assessor

;

cf. sidejudge.
1600 B. Jonson Undcrtvoods xxiii. {In A uthorcni), One

coming with a lateral view, Unto a cunning piece wrought
perspective, Wants faculty to make a censure true. x6ir
Florio, Laterate, latcrall, of one or some side, belonging
to a side. 1681 W. Roblrtson Phrascol. Gen. (1693) 779A Judge-lateral, adsessor. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey) s.v.,

Judge Lateral, one that assists and sits on the Bench with
another Judge ; an Assessour. 1710 A. Gordon MaffcCs
Ampkith, 287 The four lateral Arches at the two greatest
Gates. 1787 M. Cutler in Life, etc. 0888) I. 289 He has
but one son, whose name is Jesse, which has been much of
a family name in the lateral branches. 1820 W. Irving
Sketch Bh. II. 200, 1 .. found my way to a lateral portal which
was the every-day entrance to the mansion. 1831 Brewster
Optics xxxi. 261 There is produced the appearance of two

rsons moving in opposite directions constituting wbat has
en termed a lateral mirage. 1850 Merivale Rom. Emp.

(1865) I. vii. 284 Bya lateral movement they reached the
banks of the river, i860 Tyndall Glac. 11. xviii. 325 In
virtue of the quicker central flow the lateral ice is subject to
an oblique strain. 1867 F. Francis Angling i. (1880) 14 lie
should.. let his motions be as little lateral as possible. 1874
Micklethwaite Mod. Par. Churches 23 All the main en-
trances, whether western or lateral. 1878 I Iuxley Physiogr.
118 l he river and its lateral streams.

+ 2. Existing or moving side by side. Of winds :

Coming from the same half (eastern or western)
of the horizon. Also in comb, lateral-sited adj.

c x6n Chapman Iliad ix. 4 As two lateral -sited winds (the
West wind and tbe North) Meete at the Thracian seas blacke
breast. 1635 Swan Spec. M. (1670) 145 Eurus on the one
side and Creciason the other, being, .lateral winds pertinent

LATERAL.
to the East. 1654 H. L'Estrange Chas. I (1655) 221 The
Commons Charge and the Earls Defence run lateral and in
pale each with other. 1662 Hobbes Seven Prob. Wks. 1845
VII. 42 It must needs move the air before it, even to the
earth, and the earth repel it, and so make lateral winds
every way. 1667 Milton P. L. x. 705 Eurus and Zephir,
with thir lateral noise, Sirocco and Libecchio.

3. Specific scientific uses.

a. Anat. and Zool. Situated on one side or other
of the mesial plane, as lateral eye, Jin, lobe, ven-
triele.

1722 Quincy Lex. Physico~Mcd. (ed. 2) 50 This Plexus
reaches from one lateral Ventricle to the other, passing
under the Fornix, above the tbird Ventricle. 1826 Kirby
& Sp. Entomot. IV. 314 Lateral .. when they (eyes] are
placed in the side of the head. 1830 K. Knox Be'clard's
Anat. 232 The external ligaments are placed at the two
sides of the articulation, and for this reason are called lateral
ligaments. 1840 E. Wilson Anat. Vadc M. (1842) 340 The
lateral sinuses are often unequal in size. 1870 Rolleston
Anim. Life lntrod. 62 The sensory organs developed in
Fish, in connection with the 'lateral line . 1880 Gunther
Eishes 68 The articulation with the vertebral column is

effected by a pair of lateral condyles.

b. Bot. Belonging to, situated or borne upon
the side of an organ, as lateral bud, flower,

petal.

1776^96 Withkring Brit. Plants (ed. 3) II. 306 Umbels
on fruit-stalks, both lateral, and terminating. 1787 Families
of Plants I. 5 The lateral divisions of the exterior corol.

1830 Linoley Nat. Syst. Bot. 216 The two carpellary leaves
of which the fruit is formed are lateral, or right and left

with respect to the common axis of the inflorescence. 1837
Macgillivray Withering** Brit. Plants (ed. 4) 88 Lateral
flowers destitute of germen. 2875 Uknnett & Dver Sachs"
Bot. 155 Lateral shoots arise far most frequently at a greater
distance from the apex of the stem than the youngest leaves.

c. Path. Of diseases : (a) Affecting the side

or sides of the body
;

(b) confined to one side of
the body (see quots.)

;
(e) (of curvature of the

spine) directed sideways.
1724 Bailey, Lateral DUease [tr. L. morbus lateralis], the

Pleurisy. 1727-41 Chambers Cyct. s.v. Palsy, Lateral
Palsy, called also Hemiplegia, is the same disease with the
paraplegia

; only that it affects but one side of the body.
1852 Miller Practice Surg. (ed. 2) xxiv. 303 lateral curva-
ture of the spine. 1878 tr. Zicmsscn'sCycl. Med. XIII. 453
That form of chronic myelitis called lateral sclerosis.

d. Surg. Lateral operation', a mode of cutting

for the stone, in whicli the prostate gland and neck
of the bladder are divided laterally. Also lateral

lithotomy.

1727-41 Chambers Cycl. s.v . Lithotomy, The lateral opera-
tion, invented by Frere Jacques . . of the third order of

S. Francis. X730 Hist. Litteraria I. 416 The lateral Opera-
tion for the Extraction of the Stone. 1870 T. Holmes Syst.
Surgery (ed. 2) IV. 1059 The causes of death after lateral

lithotomy arc the following.

e. Conch. Situated on one side or other of the

hinge, as lateral tooth.

1816 T. Brown Elcm. Conchol. 20 Lateral Teeth are teeth

which diverge from the umbo. 1828 Stark Elem. Nat.
Hist. II. 106 Shell regular, inequivalve, inequilateral; a
single primary tooth in each valvc.no lateral teeth.

tf. Math. Of a quantity: Of the first power.
Of equations : Linear. Obs.
1674 S. Jeake AritJu (1701) iv. iv. iv. 645 If 170 304 782 be

divided .. by 1250, the Quotient shall be Quadrattcal, and
if by 6480, the Quotient shall be Lateral. Ibid., If then
the lateral Coefficient 15, and n/oi6o, and VC1250. and
y'qtj 6480 be made Sur solids, they shall produce four Homo*
geneal Species of Affections. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey),
Lateral Equation (in Algebra), such an Equation as has but
one Root.

g. Cryst. Applied to those axes of a crystal or

ctystalline form which are inclined to the main or
' vertical ' axis ; also to edges, faces, or angles, con-

nected with such axes.
1805-17 R. Jamkson Char. Min. (ed. 3) 104 Lateral edges

are the edges of the lateral faces of the lahle, so that there
are eight lateral edges in a four-sided table. 1823 II. J.
Brooke lntrod. Crystallogr. 207^ Classy. Lateral solid

angles replaced by single planes inclining on the superior
edges. 1851 Richardson Gcol. v. {1855) 86 The edges pro-
duced by the meeting of the lateral planes, are termed
lateral edges. x868 Dana Min. lntrod. 21 [The Hexagonal!
system differs from the Tetragonal in having three equal
lateral axes . . instead o( two ; the vertical . .is at right angles
to the lateral.

h. Physics and Mechanics. Acting or placed at

right angles to the line of motion or of strain.

Lateralpressure or stress\ a pressure or stress at right
angles to the length, as of a beam or bridge.
Lateral strength, strength which resists a tendency to

fracture arising from lateral pressure. (Webster, 1864.)

1803 J. Wood Princ. Meek. vii. 154 When the lateral

motion is entirely prevented by the adhesion of the body to
the plane. 1881 Voung Every Man his own Mechanic
§ 441. 193 We must now proceed to tbe method of forming
lateral joints. 1885 J. A. L. Waddell Syst. Iron Railr.
Bridges Japan 246 Lateral Rod . . Lateral Stmt . . Lateral
System.

B. sb.

1. A lateral or side part, member, or object
; f a

wind that is ' lateral ' (see A. 2) to another {obs.)
\

a lateral shoot, tooth, branch, etc.

1635 Swan Spec. M. (1670) 145 These winds .. if at any
time they blow up rain.. then continue it by the space of a
whole day. The reason of which I take to be, because .

.

their laterals, not being absolutely of the same quality, may
arise together with them and so bring Rain. 1730 A.
Gordon Maffcfs Amphith. 298 In the Walls of these
Laterals are two Hollows. 1851 Beck's Florist 107 As



LATERALITY.

laterals are produced, 1 pinch them off; but I never stop

the main stein. 1851-6 Woodward Mollusca 157 Chiton

Squamosus .. lingnal teeth 3 ; median small, lateral* large.

i8s6 Olmsted Slave States 366 From this trunk [road]

there are many laterals, i860 Dklamer Kitch. Gard. (1861

1

177 Look over tomatoes, and suppress all useless laterals.

1866 Tate Brit. Mollnsks iii. 50 The term laterals is em-

ployed., to designate a series of teeth between the rachidian

and the uncini. 1887 Pall Mall G. 22 June 5/2 llissus .

.

would not make a lateral for an irrigating ditch in Colorado.

f2. One of a series of numbers in arithmetical

progression from which a series of 1 triangular

'

numbers are formed by the summation of each

successive term and all those preceding it. See

Figurate a. Obs,

1706 W. Jones Syn. Palmar. Matheseos 162.

Laterality (lreterarltti). [f. prec. + -ITY.J

fa. The quality of having (distinct) sides
;
(right-

or left-) sidedness; also, the condition of being

sideways. Obs. b. (See quot. 1894.)
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ed. iv. v. 187 This preva-

lency is uncertainly placed in the laterallity, or custom
determines its indifferency. Ibid. 191 These lateralities in

man are not only fallihle, if relatively determined unto each
other, but made in reference unto the heavens and quarters

of the Globe. Ibid. 192 We may as reasonably conclude
a right and left laterallity in the Ark or navall edifice of

Noah. 1656 Blount Glossogr
,
Laterality, the side-being,

or being side-ways of a thing. 1894 Gould Illusir. Diet.

Med., Laterality, excessive development on one side.

Lateralized (larterataizd),///. a. [f. Lateral
a. + -1ZE + -ED 1

.] Rendered lateral in position
;

placed at the side. Laleralized operation ^ lateral

operation.
1835-6 Tooo Cycl. A nat. 1. 400 The lateralised. .operation

for stone. 1891 Sir D. Wilson Right Hand 198 The
viscera of the quadruped have the same general lateialised

position as in man.

Laterally lce'teralt), adv. [f. Lateral a. +
-LY 2

.] At the side ; to or from the side ; in a side

direction ;
sideways.

1561 Eden tr. Cortez* Arte Nanig. t. viii. 10 The inferior

parte is moued. .laterally. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep.
iv. i, 181 Pectinals, or such as have their bones made laterally

like a comb. 1694 W. Holder Disc. cone. Time 89 The
Days whereof are set Laterally after and against the Columns
of (the] Golden Number. 1797 Holcroft tr. Stolberg*s

Trav. (ed. 2) III. lxxx. 259 A rope.. was fastened laterally

to a wall. 1857 C. Bronte Professor I. x. 160 [She]
turned her eye laterally on me. i860 Tynoau. Glac. 1.

v. 38 The greater portion of it [the water! escaping later-

ally from the glacier. 1861 Hulme tr. Moquin-Tandon 11.

tn. iii. 96 The rostrum [of the Crayfish] is dentated laterally.

1866 Howells Venet. Life 128 They, .abandoned the main
subject of dispute and took up the quarrel laterally.

Lateran (larteran). [ad. L. Laterdn-a, Later-

dn-um.'] The name of a locality in Rome, originally

the site of the palace belonging to the family of

the Platttii Laterani, afterwards of the palace of the

popes of the same name, and the cathedral church
known as St. John Lateran [L. Sancli Joannis in

Zaterano]. Also attrib. or as adj. ( — Eccl. L.

Lateramnsis), esp. with reference to the five general

councils of the Western Church held in the church
of St. John Lateran.
1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 1568 {Nero] let hit rere a noble

court ..& clupede laterane [v.r. be court laterane]. Ibid.

1573 J?e verste churche bat me let in be world rere, Seint
Jones de lateran. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 18 h,

The decrees of the last counsel of Ivaterane. Ibid. 19 Then
called he a Counsell agaynste the nexte yeare, to begynne
at Rome . . in the Churche Laterane. 1692 Burnet Past.
Care v. 92 The Thirteenth Canon of the Third Lateran
Council, runs thus. 1727-52 Chambers Cycl s.v., A church
called S. John of Lateran. Ibid., Canons Regular of the
Congregation of the Lateran. 1845 S. Austin Range's Hist.

Ref. I. 333 The decision of the Lateran council. 1896 Ch.
Times 1 May 505/4 The Lateran and Tridentine dogma of
Transubstantiation.

Lateran, Sc. form of Latrine and Lectern.
Lateratour, obs, form of Literature.

Lateri- (lce'teri), combining form of L. later-,

latus side, in scientific terms : cL Latero-. La teri-

cirmbent (-ktrmbent) a. [L. cumbent-em, pr. pple.

oicumbireto lie], lying on the side. Laterl-fle xion
[cf. F. lateriflexiott], a flexion or bending sideways;
lateral curvature {Cent. Diet.). Lateriflora!,
-florous (-floo'ral, -floo'ras) adjs. Bot. [L. flor-,
fids flower], having lateral flowers. Laterifolious
(-fjn'lbs) a. Bot. [L,. folium leaf], of flowers : see

quot. La terigrade (-gr^'d) a. Zool. [L. -grad-us
walking], belonging to the group Laterigradiv of
spiders, which run sideways ; sb. a spider of this

group ; so Lateri gracious a. (Mayne Expos. Lex.
'855). Laterinerved (-naivd), -nervous a., (of

leaves) having lateral nerves. Lateriversiou, a
turning or deviation to one side.

1883 Wilder & Gage A not. Technot. (Cent.), *Lateri*
cumbent, with a block transversely under the neck. 1888
Syd. Soc. Lex., *Laterifloral, having at the side flowers.
1855 Mavne Expos. Lex., Lateriflorus .. *lateriflorous.

1760 J. Lee Itttrod. Bot. iti. xxi. (1765) 218 * Laterifolious,
such as come out at the Side of the" Base of the Leaf.
1887 Amer. Nat. XXL 966 The Thomisidae, or *laterigrade
spiders. 1866 Treas. Bot., *Laterinerved, straight-veined,
like the leaves of grasses. 1898 G. E. Herman Dis. Women
x. 103 *Lateriversion is either normal .. or results from the

93

uterus being pulled aside by adhesions, or pushed aside by
a swelling.

Laterite (la/tcrait). A/in. [f. L. later brick

+ -iTE 1
.] A red, porous, ferruginous rock, form-

ing the surface covering in some parts of India and

south-western Asia.
1807 F. Buchanan Journ.fr. Madras II. 460 In general,

the Laterite, or brick-stone, comes very near the surface.

1871 Tvi.or Prim. Cult. 1. 5^ In the gravel-beds of Europe,
the laterite of India, and other mote superficial localities.

att rib. 1851 R. F. Burton Goa 176 A pile of laterite rock
rising abruptly from a level expanse of sand. 1886 (Juille-

maki> Cruise Marchcsa II. 327 The red laterite roads.

Lateritic (kcterrtik;, a. [f. prec. + -ic] Re-
sembling or of the nature of laterite.

1847 Capt. Nkwbold in Jrul. Asiatic Soc. Bengal XIV.
305 Lateritic sandstone. 1880 V. Bai l Jungle Life hid.
1. 4 A very notable change . . from a swampy alluvium into

a lateritic gravel.

Lateri.ti.OllS (lxterijbs), a. Also latericeous
(in mod. American Diets.), [f. L. laleritius, -icius,

{. later brick : see -lTloi'S LJ Pertaining to or re-

sembling briek ; of the colour of brick, btick-rcd :

said chiefly of urinary deposits.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Lateritious, made of hrick, or like

brick. 1658 Phillhs, Latencious. 1733 Ciilym-: Eng.
Malady 11. xi. § 2 (1734) 229 The Water . . never with a
gross or full lateritious Sediment. 1763 K. Stonk in Phil.
Traits. L11I. 200 t he longer they aie kept the more they
incline to a cinnamon or lateritious colour. 1875 H. C. Wood
Therap. (1879) 418 A secretion of thick lateritious urine.

t La termore, a. Obs. [A double comp. f.

Later + -moke.] Later, last.

1548 Udali., etc. Erasm. Par. Mark i. 12-15 I> it mcete
that the carnal! be fyrbte, and that latermore, whicJic is

j

spirituall and gostely.

Laterne, obs. form of Lantkrn.
Latero- (lartero), taken as combining form of

! L. later- , talus side : cf. LATEKK Prefixed to Eng.
words, forming compounds, usually hyphened {a)

in sense ' pertaining to the side (and another part) ',

' pertaining to the side of (a specified structure)

e.g. latero-anterior, -caudai, -cervical, -dorsal,

-marginal, -nuchal, posterior, -ventral adjs. ; (b)
1 on or towards the side*, e.g. lateroflexion, -prone

adj., 'pulsion, -version.

1848 Johnston in Proc. Bern*. Nat. Club II. No. 6. 296
There are four eyes in two *latero-antetior groups. 1852
Dana Crust. 1. 625 Lateroanterior spines large. 1888
Comstock Introd. Entomol, 1. ix. 219 *Latero-catidal
angles of the head unarmed. 1888 An/. Soc. Lex., *Latero-
cenncal, relating to a side and a neck, or to the side of the
neck. *Latcro-dorsal, situated on the side of the back.
1857 Bullock Cazcaux' Midwif. 54 This inflexion may
take place anteriorly, posteriorly, or laterally, and has been
styled accordingly anteflexion, retroflexion, and "Matero-

I flexion. 1869 T. H. Tannicr Pratt. Med. (ed. 6) II. 319

J

Where the uterus is bgrtt and its fundus fixed to the right
or left side, the cervix remaining in the median line (latero-

1 flexion) this deviation from the natural position will [etc.].

1881-2 W. S. Kent Man. Infusoria II. 792 A few postero-
1 marginal or caudal, but never a continuous series of *latcro-

[
marginal seta?. 1872 Cocks Key iV. Amer. Birds (1884)

734 *Latero • nuchal feathers elongated. 1852 Dana
Crust. 1. 217 The *latero-posterior margin is somewhat
less oblique. 1856 Woodward Mollusca 4^6 The lateio-

posterior margins of the body. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med.
IV. 340 The patient being placed on the back, or else in

the *latero-prone position. 1888 Syd. Soc. Lex.. *Latere-
pulsion, an involuntary impulse towards one or other side.

1881-2 W. S. Ki;nt Man. Infusoria II. 790 The composi-
tion of each of the *latero-ventral rows. i86g T. H. Tannhk
Pracl. Med. (ed. 6) II. 351 Supposing the fundus to be in-

clined to one side of the body while the os uteri looks to-

wards the opposite side Olateroversion), there will [etc.].

Lates, obs. form of Lattice.

Latescent (U'tc-sent), a. [ad. L. lalesccnt-em,

pr. pple. of lat'escere, inceptive of latere to be bid.

J

Becoming latent, bidden, or obscure. So Late*s-
cence, latescent condition or quality.

1836-7 Sir W. Hamilton Meiaph. xxx. (1859) H. 215 This
obscuration can be conceived in every infinite degree, be-
tween incipient latescence and irrecoverable latency. Ibid.

xxxii. I F. 251 The under play of the latescent activities.

t Lateship. Obs. rare— 1
. In 4 latsehipc.

[f. Late a.1 + -ship.] Slowness, sluggishness.
13.. Minor Poems fr. Vernon MS. (E. E. T. S.) 523/26

J?orw bi ginnyng vertu encresceb, And porw latschipe hit is

wib-drawe & ceseb.

LateSOllie (l^-ts^m), a. (and adv.). Obs. cxc.

dial. Also 4 latsom, -sum. fOE. txtstim, f. Iwt
Latea.1 +-SOME.] Backward; slow, sluggish; late.

11 . . O.E. Chron. an. 1089 (Laud MS.) Wars swiSe laetsum
£ear on corne. 1340 Hampolk Pr. Consc. 793 He es swyft
tospek..And latsom and slaw for to here. 1382 Wyclif
Exod. iv. 10 Y am of more latsum and of more slow tongue.
1:1450 Mirour Saluacionn 1142 And hroght hym preciouse
giftcs and latsomest to fynd. 1469 Plumpton Cdrr. (Camden)
21 Whether is so latesum in this cuntrey, that men can
neither well gett corne nor hay. 1847 IVIiistle-Binkie (Scot.
Songs) (1890) II. 200 We've dandered baith latesome and
early. 1877-89 in N. XV. Line. Gloss.

Hence t Iia^tesomeness.
a 1340 Ham pole Psalter xxiti. 3 Wha is sett here for lat-

sumnes. 1357 Lay Folks Catech. 528 Of this syn [slauthe]
comes, .latsumncsse or lite to draw opon lenthe Any gode
dede that we sal do.

Latesse, obs. form of Lattice.
Latest (latest), a\ {adv^sK\ Also 5 lattest.

[Amod. superlative f. Late<i.1 + -est, the connexion

LATE-WHILES.

of Last a. (repr. OK. latost, latst), with the posi-

tive having been obscured by its change of form
and its independent sense-development.]

1. =L.\ST. Now arch, and poet.

[c 1420 Pallad. on rlusb. 1. 363 The see grauel is lattest for

to drye, And lattest may thow therwith edifie.J 1588 Siiaks.

L. L. L. v. ii. 797 Now at the latest minute of ihe hourc,

I Grant vs your foues. 1591 Troub. Raigne K. John ( 1 6 1 1

)

29 lie fight it out unto the latest man. 1604 Siiaks. Oth. 1. iii.

28 To leaue that latest, which concernes hiin first. 1607 Top-
sell Fotir-f. Beasts {1658) 337 The thinnest or latest pait of
the milk of a Mare. 1619 Dkayton Idea No. 61 Now at the
last ga^pe of Loues latest Breath. 1669 Drvdi-.n Tyr. Lore

I v. 1 "lisdone, tyrant, this is thy latest hour. I795.Souihkv
Joan of Arc 1. 320, I had her latest look of earthly love,

I felt her hand's last pres*ure. 1821 Kkats Isabella xliii,

How she might . .sing to it one latest lullaby. i864Tknnyson
Enoch A. 728 For I'hillip's dwelling fronted 011 the sheet,

The latest house to landward. 1883 R. W. Dixon Mano 1.

i. 1, I, Fetgant, living now my latest days.

absol. <ri440 Girald. Hist. Iret. -*6 Thay wer fyrst y-sete

yn be latest of be host.

2. Most late; most recent.

I 593 Siiaks. Rich. /I, v. vi. 1 'I he latest ntwes we beare,
Is that [etcj. 1825 Solihkv T. Paraguay I)ed. viii, Take
therefore n<j\v thy Father's latest lay, ..Perhaps his last.

1884 Times [weekly ed.) 17 Oct. 3/2 The latest .. of these
speeches. 1884 G>aphic 23 Aug. 198/1 Tha passengers in

all except the latent trains are as a rule oideily enough.
1900 F. Ansiey Brass Bottle i. 5 Let's have a look at

I Leevor's latest performance.

b.,Phr. At [the) latest', at the most advanced
hour, at the most distant date (cf. At prep. 25 c\
1884 Times Jan. 9/3 Letwecn February, or March at

latest, and May.
3. quasi-adv. 'e.g. in Comb, with ppl. adjs. : cf.

Late adv. 7;.

1667 Milton P. I. v. iS My fairest, my cs.pou.s'd
t
my

latest found. 1864 Tennyson Enoch A. 150 Nuising the
sickly babe, her latest -born.

Late-wake, corrupt form of Likk-wakk.
1771 Pmnnant 'Tour Stoll. in 1760, 112 The Late-wake

,
is a ceremony used at funerals. 1814 Stoir Ld. of Isles

vi. .x.vxiv, Hid Ninian's convent light their shrine. For
late-wake of f )e A 1 gent i ne. 1821 G.m.i Ann. Parish xxiv.

222 The body was. .retno\ ed to Mr. Mutchkin's brew-house,
where the lads and lassies kept the late wake.

Latewar, variant of Lkctimky.

t La*teward, a. and adv. Obs. Also 5-6 lat-

ward. [f. Late aA +-w.uu>.] A. adj.

1. Late, slow, backward : said mostly of fruit and
crops ripening, and seasons of the year.

1538 Flvot Pict., (
' ordumfrnum, latew artle liaye. Cordi

1 agni, latewarde lambe*. 1546 Svpplic. Poore Commons
(K. E.T. S.) 71 They mighte not gather their grapes nor
frutes twyse, hut must leue the latw ard fruit. 1587 ( >ol.i>lNU

De Mot nay viii, 93 If (ircece were to lateward thetein [the

studie of wisedome], where shall the antiquitie thereof be
found among the Gentiles? 1589 Ft.l-MtNti I'irg. Georg \. o
There Vesper or th' euening doth kindle lateward lights.

1601 Holland Pliny I. 501 Trees \shieh be late-ward and
keep their fruit long ere they ii|>en. 1611 Coiml, A mere-
satsou, . . a late harvest, a lateward yeare. a 1659 O^boun
Ess. iii. Wks. (1673) 568 The Garden having not yet pro-
duced any Fruit so lateward. 1719 London & Wise Compt.
Gard. 273 We sow our last Cucumbers about the tenth or

twelfth of this Month, to have some lateward ones. 1745
tr. Columella's Husb. xi. ii, Now it is time to have finished

the digging and dressing of your lateward rosebeds.

2. Pertaining to a late period, rare.

1577 Harrison England 11. ix. (1877! t. 190 Such also was
the lateward estimation of them [the old laws} that (etc.],

B. adv.

1. Of late, recently.

1471 Sir J. Paston in P. Lett. No. 670 111.6 As myehe
plesyer and hertys ease as I have latw ard causyd you to

have trowbyll and thow<;ht. 1649 l>r. Hall Conjirm. \ 1651

J

28 Deducing it self thiougli all the ages of the Church,
(though lateward not without some taint of superstitious

intetspersions).

2. Late, after the due time or season.

1572 Mascall Plant. <V Graff, v. 24 Whether the tree be
forwarde or not, or to be graffed sooue or latewarde. 1573
Tusslr Ilusb. .xlvi. {1878) iox Who soweth tuo lateward,
hath seldome good seed. 1609 Uiblk (Douay) Jer. ii. 3r

Am 1 become a wildernes to Israel, or a lateward springing
land? 1620 P.p. Hall Hon. Mar. Clergy lit. § 13 The cited

clergy and laity doe now thus late-ward discusse de iure.

1659 Torriano, Sero, late, or lateward.

]

3. ? Towards tbe last.

1494 Fabyan Chron. vn. 622 The most losse turned euer
latewarde vpon y° Fnglysh partie.

Also fLa'tewards adv., lately, recently.

1483 Act 1 Rich. Ill, c. 13 The Putts of Malmseys late-

wards brought into this.. Realm.

t La'tewardry, a. Obs. rare. [f. Latew a m>
+ -ly !.] - Latewakd a. 1.

1573 Tusskr Husb. xxi. (1878) 56 Leaue latewardly rering.

t Jja'tewardly, adv. Obs. [f. as prec. +
-ly 2

.] a. Of late, lately, b. At a late date.

1720 Strype Stew's Snrv. Loud. I. 6 This our City of

London was also walled with Stone in the Time of the

Roman Government here *, but yet very latewardly [eda.

1598-1633 lately]. For it seenieth not to have been walled

in the Year of our Lord ccxevt. 1721 — Eccl. Mem. 1 1. i. 9
His tutors were latewardly much detained at court. Ibin.
1 1 L xviii. 147 Here latewardly also were J. Pilkington [etc.].

Latewes, obs. form of Lettlxe.

Late-while (S, adv. [f. Late a} + While sb. t

with and without genitival s.] Of late, recently.

1839 Bailey Eestus xix. (1848) 227 Hast met that anger
late-whtle? 1887 vi\ Cheshire Gloss., Late-wheiles, of late

.
.

' I hanna seyn nowt on her late-wheiles \



LATEX.

I! Latex (teHeks). [L., = liquid, fluid.]

f L Old Phys. The name given to juice of any

sort in the body
;
esp. the watery part of the blood

and other secretions.

1662 J. Chandler Van Hclutont's Oriat. 115 Religion is

amazed. .at the finding of a latex or liquor, which being

reduced to the least Atomes possible to nature, as loving a
single life, would despise the Wedlocks of every ferment.

Ibid. 194 Seperation of tbe Liquor Latex, Urine, and Sweat
doth employ the Liver. 1669 W. Simpson llydrol Chym.
31 The exorbitant latex, which before w?s extravasated runs

in its own chanels again. 1766 Spry in Phil. Trans. LV1I.

91 Her blood appeared of a good texture, otherwise than

giving off a little more than its due proportion of latex.

2. Bot. A milky liquid found in many plants

(in special vessels called laticiferous), which exudes

when the plant is wounded, and coagulates on ex-

posure to the air.

1835 UxoLT.vIntrod.Bot. (1848) J 1. 338Many plants . , when
old, have a milky latex. 1858 Carpenter Veg. Phys.§sB
Destined for the conveyance of the latex or prepared juice

of the plant. 1885 Gooualk Physiol. Dot. 96 Upon expo-

sure to the air latex coagulates, and forms upon drying

a sticky, elastic mass.
attrib. 1874 Cooke Fungi 23 True latex vessels occur

occasionally in Agaricus. 1885 Goooale Physiol. Bot. 95
Latex-cells are not restricted to any one organ of the plant.

Lateys^e, obs. form of Lattice.

Lath, (la))), sb. Forms : a. 1 lsett, (//. lsetta,

latta), 5 8 latt, 6-7 latte, 5, 7-9 dial, lat; //.

4-6 lattes, -is, 5 lattys, lates, latez, 6 layttes,

6- latts, 8- lats. j9. 4-6 lathe, (4 lixppe, latthe'

,

6- lath. [OE. lull sb. fern, (whence mod. dial.

hzl) corresponds to MD11. latte Du./a/), 1 1G. dial.

latz, Da. (1 6th c.) latte, hvtle, ledhe (now lmgte
t

which is phonetically difficult . The ME. lappe,

from which the modern standard Eng. form de-

scends, prob. represents an OE. *hrpp', as this

would correspond to the synonymous OHG. lat{f)at

ladda (MUG., mod.G. lalte) ; but the mutual re-

lation of the two types is obscure, and the occur-

rence of a geminated / in OTeut. has no known
parallel or explanation. Some scholars think that

the substitution ofJ> for / was due to the influence

of the synonymous (and perh. cognate) Welsh
llalh - Irish slot :-OCcltic *slalla. The Teut.

word has passed into the Rom. langs. (cf. It. lalta
r

Sp. lata, F. latle) ; it is nsu. regarded as cogn. w.

MUG. lade plank (mod.G. la<kn counter, shop).]

1. A thin narrow strip of wood used to form a
groundwork upon which to fasten the slates or tiles

of a roof or the plaster of a wall or ceiling, and in

the construction of lattice or trellis work and Vene-
tian blinds. Double

,
single,pantile lath : sec quots.

1825, 1842-59.
n. ciooo Mlimc Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilckcr 126 Asscres,

l<etta. £1050 Suppl. .Elfri's Gloss., ibid. 1S5 Asscres,
latta, net reafteres. 1361-2 Durham Acc. Rolls (Surtees)

385 Cum calec, lattes, et sclatstan. « 1400-50 Alexander
756* [He] stighillys hym in som stede

;
a stable by hyra

one, With lang lates of yren, bat he might lig in. c 1425
•S7. Mary 0/ Oiguics 1. ii. in Auglia VIII. 136/1 She slepte
but litil & bat vpon a fewe lattys. c 1450 .S7. Cuthbcrt
(Surtees) 642 Ue be lattis it toke festnyng. 1483 4 in
Swaync Churchw. Acc. Sarum (1896) 33 For v bondellez
of latez. 1515-16 Durham Acc. Polls (Surtees) 25^ In le

Storehouse .. ccc layttes. 1578 Richmond. Wills (.Surtees

1853) 282 Woodd and bords..with slangs hots, and cares,
and spelks, and latts, xxs. 1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees)

148 They will Sowe downe theire thatch in fowcr places ..

allsoc sowingc once aboutc a latte, ever betwixt sparre and
sparre. 1662 J. Davies tr. (Stearins' Voy. Amb. 395 The
houses of this Village were very wretched ones, as being
built only with lats nail'd across, and plaister'd over with
clay. 1674 Ray N. C. Words 29 A Lath is also called a
Lat in the Northern Dialect. 1779 Mann in Phil. Trans.
LXIX. 6v6 Latts.. were nailed against each end. 1878
Cumbld. Gloss., Lat, lath .

.

4 As thin as a lat '. 1886 S. W.
Line. Gloss., Lat, a lath.

0. 1330 Keuftg Ord. in Gross Gild Merch. II. 134 Noe
burgess shall buy .. boards, lathes, tyles. <r 1380 Wvclik
Serin. Sel. Wks. If. 167 J3i be labbis bei senten htm doun,
wib his bed. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. clxvii.

('495) 7" The lathe is longe and somwhat brode and
playne and thyn and is naylled thwart ouer to the rafterers
and theron hangyth slattes, tyle and shyngles. 1523 F|T3-
iierii. Ilusb. § 15 They [harowe bullesj . . haue shotes of
wode put through theyni lyke lathes. 1563 Hyi.l Art
Garden. (1593) 7 The Romans vsed to inclose and fence
their gardens with stakes and laths. 1703 Moxon Mech.
Fxcrc. 244 Laths . . are made of heart of Oak, for outside
Work .

. ; and of Fir for inside Plastering. 1725 Bradley
Fain. Diet. s. v., A Bundle of Laths is generally call'd a
Hundred of Laths. 1825 J. Nicholson Opera t. Mechanic
611 The single are the thinnest .. those called lath and
half, are supposed to be one third thicker than the single

;

and the double laths are twice that thickness. 1842-59
Gwilt Archil. Gloss, s.v. Lath, Pantile lat/is are long
square pieces of fir, on which the pantiles hang. 1866
Rogers Agric. $ Prices I. xx. 487 Stout oak laths rent from
heart timber. 1881 Young Every Man his own Mechanic
i 175 Specialities in Venetian blind laths. Ibid. § 445 In
planing, .laths for trellis-work.

b. collect. Laths as a material used in building
(chiefly as a groundwork for a coating of plaster)

to form a wall or partition. Freq. iR lath ami
plaster (often written with hyphens, esp. when used
attrib. or quasi-a^'.) ; also rarely lath and clay.

94

1573 Tusser Husb. xvii. (1878) 36 A frower of iron, for clean-

ing of lath. 1663 Ge RisiKR Counsel 79 Ruff cast upon Lath .

.

is worth eighteen pence the yard, 1715 Prior Down-Hall 1 52

A house should be built, or with brick, or with stone. Why
'tis plaster and lath. 1719 De Foe Crusoe n. xiv. (1840)

285 It was . . a house built, as we call it in England, with

lath and plaster. 1765 Griffith in Phil Trans. LV. 274
A lath and plaister wall. 1807 Crabbe Par. Reg, 1. Wks.
1834 II. 150 A paltry screen Of paper'd lath. 1839 Car.
lvle C/iartisut viii. 158 Dons, Tons . . not a few. .of burnt
brick, of timber, of lath-and-clay. 1859 Jephson Brittany
xvi. 269 Buildings of lath and plaster. 1866 Rogers Agric.

$ Prices 1. xx. 496 Lath-and-plaster work.

2. In wider application : A thin, narrow, flat

piece of wood used for any purpose. Also, as the

material of a counterfeit weapon, as bow, sword of
lath, f Dagger of lath : see Dagger i b.

1592 Shaks. Rom. <$• Jul. 1. iv. 5 No Cupid . . Bearing a
Tartar's painted Bow of lath. 1616 Surfl. & Markh.
Country F'ariu 35 Hee shall cut the loots of the Vines,
and set square Laths or Props for the defending of them.
1658 A. Fox Wurtz%

Surg. it. xvii. 124 One lath or splinter
j

will serve the turn here. And apply the lath either above
or below the great sinew on the Arm. 1796 J. Owen Trav.
Europe II. 504 An old woman, .holding a lath lighted at
one end. 1820 Scott Ivanhoe \, A sword of lath.

b. transf, applied to what is slender or fragile.

1633 Qi arles Prelim. Verses to Fletcher s Purple 1st., His
ribs are laths, daub'd o're Plaister'd w ith flesh, and bloud.

1748 Smollett Rod. Rand (1812) 1. 59 You man of lath. 1799
Mao. DAkblay Lett, to Dr. Barney, July, 'Vou used to

be as thin as Dr. Lind \ says the King. Lind was then in

sight—a mere lath.
#
1814 Scott Ld. of Isles it. i. lnterl.,

Some phantom, fashionably thin, With limb of lath.

3. The bending part of an arbalest or cross-bow.

1545 Rates Custom ho. a vii, Crosbowe lathes the pounde
\vi\d. 1685 I3oylk Effects of Mot. viii. 91 When the Lath
of a Cross-bow stands bent.

4. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attributive, as

lath-hammer, -wood; b. quast-^r/. (in sense

of 1 made of a lath or of laths as lath-house,

partition, sword, wall, -work; c. objective, as

lath-cleaver, -maker, -render, -river, -splitter,

-splitting', d. parasynthctic and sitnilativc, as

lalh-backed, -legged, -like adjs. e. special com-
binations, as lath-bedstead, a bedstead with laths

to support the bedding
; lath-brick, a long narrow

brick used for the floors of grain-kilns; flath-
brod, ? a small lath-nail

;
lath-coop, -pot U, S,

(sec quot. for lath-pot). Also Lath-nail.
1676 Wychkrley PI. Dealer it. i, Thou pitiful, paltry,

^lath-back'd Fellow. 1830 K. B. Pkake Crt. % City 1. iii,

Brother, observe his make—none of your lath-backed wishy-

wnsby breed. 1806 Med. Jrnl. XV. 11 A *lath bedstead.

1677 Plot O.xfordsh. 251 * Lath-bricks . . are put in the
place of the Laths or Spars (supported by Pillars) in Oasts
for drying mault. 1823 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 587
Lath-bricks, .used for drying malt upon. 1536 7 Durham
Acc. Rolls (Surlees) 698, 2000 'latbroddc:; ad 25. id. 1620
iVaivorth Ilousch. Bks. (Surtees) 132, c. of late broade.s, iij<r*.

1622 Canterb. Marriage Licences (IMS.), Will'm Paine of
the Citty of Cant. *latcleaver. 1825 J. Nicholson Opcrat.
Mechanic 612 The lath-cleavers having cut their timber.

.

cleave each piece with wedges. 1573 Tusser Ilusb. xvii.

(1878) 37 A *lath hammer. 1882 Garden 7 Jan. 1/2 Azaleas,
Sec. are kept under a * lath-house shelter through the
summer months. 1523 Fitzheru. Ilusb. § 78 The .ix. proper-
tyes of an asse .. the syxte, to be *lathe-legged. 1611

Cotgk., Tringlc, a. .*lath.like peece of wood. 1674 Moxon
Tutor Aslron. (ed. 3) 201 A sphear is complicated only of
Lath-like Circles to represent each Orb. 1530 Palsgk. 237/2
* Lathe maker, faisevr de lattes. 1533 MS* Acc St.

Johns Itosp., Canterb., To the lathe maker xvij<Y. 1607
Canterb. Marriage Licences (MS.), Abraham G;irke of
Marden, latmaker. 1886 Kuskin Prstcrita 1. 286 Sepa-
rated only by a *lath partition. 1887 G. 15. Goodk. etc.

Fisheries of U.S. II. 666 The term * lath -pot is a!mo>t uni-

versally employed to designate the common forms of closed
lobster traps, . . providing they are constructed of laths or of
any narrow strips of wood. Other names, .are

4

box-traps ',

4

house-pots \ ' stick-pots 4
*lath-coops 1688 Loiut. Gaz.

No. 2318/4 A Man . .by Trade a Hoopshaver, or M^atlirender.
1610 in Eng. Hist. Rev. (1898) XIII. 524 A Math Ryvcr.
1876 Whitby Gloss., Lal rivcr, one who splits laths for the
plasterers. 1858 Simmonos Diet. Trade, *'Lath-splitter,
1882 Ogilvik, *Lath-splitting. 1697 Dryoen Virg. Georg.
iv. 168 The God obscene, who frights away, With his *l Jath
Sword, the Thiefs and Birds of Prey, 1756 Hp. Pococke
Trav. (1889) II. 228 Outhouses, .built.. with what they call

*lath walls. 164^ Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 16 Ashen
barres . . very streight and riven very thinne allmost like

unto^ *latte-wood. 1887 Moloney Forestry Hr. Afr. 3
Foreign and Colonial Timber used for. .lath-wood, shingles
for roofs, Sic. 161 1 Cotgr., Latagcy . .*lath-worke. 1663
Gerdier Counsel 79 Ruff cast upon Lath-work, the owner
finding all, is worth eight pence a yard. 1863 R. ¥>. Peacock
S. Lonsdale Dial, in Trans. Philol. Soc. 262 He's gloorin
out a 't winda, en shewin 1

hissel through 't lat-wark.

Lath (la£), v. Also 6 lathe, 7-9 dial. lat. [f.

Lath sb.] trans. To cover or furnish (a wall or

ceiling) with laths for plastering. Also with over.
C1532 Du Wes Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. §49 To lathe with

lathes, latter. 1575 Churchw. Acc. Stanford in Antiquary
XVI 1. 171/1 It. for lathing & mending the churche bowse
mounds \d. 1600 Surflet Countrie Fartne 1. xviii. 113
[The feasant] house shall be .. thicke latted and of clouen
boardes. 1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 148 After that
an house is latted, the first thatch that is layd on woulde
bee of rye-strawe. 1725 Bradlev Fam. Diet. s.v. Walls,
Watls

;
.being quarter'd and lath'd between the Timber, or

sometimes lathed all over, they are plaister'd with J/)me.
1823 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 110 When lathed over,
the lath may be equally stiff to sustain the plaster, i860
Daily Neivs 10 Sept., The dining-rooms . . in the sixteenth
century were neither lathed nor plastered. 1886 S, W.

LATHE.
Line. Gloss., Latted, part., covered with laths : as

4
III have

it studded and latted \
absol. 1663 Gerbier Counsel 79 To Lath and lay with

Lime and haire. 1703 Moxon mech. Exerc. 250 A Budget
..to put their Nails in when they Lath.

Hence Lathed a. Also La ther, one who
fixes laths or makes lath-work.
1578 Banister Hist. Man v. 65 Liki the plaster, or dawbe

vnto the latted house. 1897 Daily News 8 Dec 4/4 By em-
ploying lathers to do the lathing work instead of plasterers.

Lath, obs. form of Loath.
Lathe (\e&>)> sb.i [Late OE. 1x6 str. ncut.,

corresponding to ON. IdS (poet.) landed posses-

sion, land OTeut. *liPfo
m

; according to some
scholars cogn. w, -lie<t- in Goth, un-leds poor (?lit.

without landed possessions), OE. un-lxd{e wretched.
The form lathe (recorded from 14th c.) would, if it repre-

sented a pronunciation handed down by oral tradition, imply
that the OE. word had a short vowel, and connexion with
Ionian, to summon, would then be possible. Probably, how-

I ever, the word had little oral currency, so that its form may
have been influenced by the spelling of early documents.
The identity of the word with ON. Ida* (which involves the
conclusion that the OE. form was Ixo) is rendered almost
certain by the following facts. (1) The OE. word is in one
instance recorded in the sense of the ON. word, viz., in the
legal formula ' ne Syne ic bines ne IsbSes ne landes ne sace
ne socne* (Schmid, Gesetze der Angclsachsen, app. xi),

where it has the same alliterative association as in the
frequent ON. phrase Mand ok lad '. (2) This alliterative

association recurs in our first quotation, where the word has
its specific Kentish application. (3) Our second quotation
implies that ' the lathe of Aylesford

1

was tbe territory that
was under a Jurisdiction attached to the manor ofAylesford,
so that the development of the special Kentish use from the
general sense of Manded possession* presents no difficulty.

The possibility is not excluded that the Kentish term may
represent a coalescence of the original OE. territory,

with other words of similar form : cf. ON. leiff fern, a court
or judicial assembly, and OE. -Ixff or -krSe in mdtlxtfu pi.,

attendances at a 4 moot ' or assembly (?related to ON. l(b*a,

OE. ltdau, to go) ; also mod, Da. l<rgd 4 division of a parish
for military purposes '

(f. root of Lie, Lay rbs.).

The latinized leidegra'ei (see b) may, as is commonly
assumed

t
represent an OE. *lx^ger^fan 4 lathe-reeves'; but

the text is of little authority.]

One of the administrative districts (now five in

number) into which Kent is divided, each com-
prising several hundreds.
la 1100 Charter in Birch Cart. Sax. If I. 162 Seo dufcuS

folces on westan Caent, bacr baet land and baH laeS to li5.

ft 120 Rochester Bridge-bote Charier ibid. 659 Of a^les-
forda & of ellan bam lsebe be bser to lib. [Latin text: De
/Eilesforda et de toto illo lesto quod ad illud manerium
pertinet. (See Last *£.*)] c 1150 in Laivs cfEdw. Conf c 31

(interpolation) in Schmid Gesetze 508 note 5, In quibusdam
vero provinces Anglice vocantur le5 [v.r. vocabatur led],

quod isti dicunt tithinge[z/,r. txihinge], 1392-3 Rolls Parlt.
111. 305/1 Certains Wapentakes, Hundredes, Rapes, Lathes,
Pail lies. .& Villes,queux furent grant parcelle del Ferme des
corps des Countees. 1545 Act 37 Hen. Will, c. 25 § 9 In
every such Shire Riding l^atbe Wapentake RapeCitieTowne
Borough Isle. 1570-6 Lambarde Pcramb. Kent (1826) 3
The whole Shyre hath long been divided into five partes

communly called Lathes. 1670 Blount Law Dict. t Lathe or

Zf//*,..is a great part of a County, sometimes containing
three or more Hundreds or Wapentakes; as it is used in

Kent and Sussex. 1765 Blackstone Comm. J. 1 16 In some
counties there is an intermediate division between the shire

and the hundreds, as lathes in Kent, and rapes in Sussex.

1832 Act 2
(J- 3 Will. IV, c. 64 § 9 Such Eastern Division shall

include the whole of the respective lathes of St. Augustine
and Shepway. 1875 Stubbs Const. Hist. I. v. too la Kent
, . the hundreds are arranged in Lathes or Lests.

b. Comb, : t lathe reeve, the official charged

with the administration of a lathe
; t lath© silver

(sec quot. 1778).
c 1200 London interpolation in Leges Hen. I, c 7 § 2 (MS.

0310) in Schmid Gesetze 440 note 4, Leidcgrevei^ vicarii.

1765 Blackstonk Comm. I. 116 These had .. their lathe-

reeves and rapc-recves, acting in subordination to the shire-

reevc. 1778 IIasted Kent J. 124 The chief-rent payable to

the crown, called lath or tythe silver, .. was Bs. as was
returned by the survey taken in 1650.

Lathe l^o), sb.~ Now only dial. Also Olaythe,
6-7 lath, 7,8 dial, leath, 9 dial, leathe, laith(e.

fa. ON. hlada (Sw. lada, Da. lade), connected with

hlafia Lade v.] A barn.
c 1250 Gcn.ff Fx. 2134 To maken laSesand gaderen coren.

a 1300 Cursor M. ^681 (Gott.) Wid win and corn, fless and
mcle, And [Ireadpai] fild be lathes here and bar. c 1384
Chauckr //. Fame lit. 1050 For allc mote oute other late

or rathe, Alle the sheves in the lathe, c 1425 Voc. in Wr.-
Wiilckcr 670 Hoc orreum, lathe. Hoc grauariumt idem
est. c 1450 St. Cuthbcrt (Surtees) 7643 He gait bigg
thaim in house and lathe. ^1550 Plumpton Corr. (Camden)

257 They ar threshing in the one lath beanes and barley
both. 1605 Camden Rent. 101 Lath, a Barne among thetn

of Lincolnshire. 1781 J. Hutton Tour to Caves Gloss.

92 Leath, barn. 1847 L. Bronik Wuthering Heights I. ii.

16 4 Goa rahnd by th' end ut* laith \ 1893 Peel Spen Valley

203 Garside's old laithe stood about where Mr. Dawson's
shops now are.

£>. attrib., as lathe-door, -yard,

c 1746 J. Collier (Tim Bobbin) View Lane. Dial. Wks.
(1862) 67 Just as i'r gett'n to th' Leath Dur. 1891 Atkinson
Last ofGiant Killers 214 The fowls of the lathe-yards even
bad not been spared.

Lathe (1^8), Also 5, 7 lath. [Of obscure

history
;
prob. eognate with Da. lad, in drejelad

turning-lathe, also in other compounds in which it

has the general sense of 4 stand, supporting frame-

work', e.g. savelad saw-bench, stngelad bedstead,

tflndelad gantry, v&verlad loom. The Da. word



LATHE.

is prob. a special nse of lad pile, heap regularly

lmilt up:-ON. hlad, related to hMa to Lank.
If the coincidence in form and meaning with Da. lout_bc

not purely accidental, the ftng. word must, notwithstanding

its late occurrence, have come down from the time of the

Danish settlements in England. (A native OK. connate is

out of the question, as it would have had d, not &.) The Da.

word, in compounds, is cited by Kalkar from the i5~i6thc.

As the older form of turning lathe, used as late as the

19th century, was worked by means of a spring-lath over-

head (see drawing in Encycl. Brit. cd. 9, XI V. 323), it is not

wholly impossible that the word may be a modification of

Lath sb. ; but against this is the occurrence of the word in

the wider Danish sense (see sense 1).

The ON. taut (in Diets, iniswrilten lotf, and explained

'smith's lathe') is commonly given as the etymon, hut

erroneously. All that is known of the word is that it was
used in composition to form poetic synonyms for gold.]

fl. Igen. A supporting structure, stand, scaffold.

1476 Record St. Mary's Ratcliffc in Ant/'/. Sarisb. (177O
209 A new Sepulchre .. with all the ordinance that longetli

thereto; that is to say, A lath made of timber and iron

work, thereto; Item, thereto longcth Heven, made of timber

..Item Hell made of timber and iron-work with Devils.

2. spec. (More fully (timing-lathe.) A machine

for turning wood, metal, ivory, etc., in which the

article to be turned is held in a horizontal position

by means of adjustable centres and rotated against

the tools with which it is cut to the required shape.

The lathe is used chiefly for turning circular and oval

work, hut it is also used for turning Irregular forms and

111 engraving figure-work and geometrical designs on metal.

1611 [see Lark'2]. 1659 Leak Watenoks. 25 As in a Turners

loathe. 1678 liuTLEK Hud. 111. ii. 376 Could turn Ins Word
and Oath and Faith As many ways as in a Lath. 1753

Hogarth Anal. Beauty x. 58 A turner, in his lathe, might

turn a much finer neck. 1812-16 J. Smith Panorama St i.

<V Art I. 31 A file.. to smooth wood or metal revolving

in the lathe. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) 111. 616 In the

form of a globe, round as from a lathe.

b. With qualifying words indicating (a) the

source of driving power, as engine-, fool-, hand-,

etc. ; (6) a special form of construction, as centre-,

chuck-, duplex-, mandrel-, pole-, etc.
;
{c) the kind

of work done with it, as cliasing-, fluting-, oval-,

screw-cutting-, etc. ; for which see those words.

C. A machine for 'throwing' and turning pottery-

ware, the article being placed upon a revolving

horizontal disc. (More explicitly potter's lathe.)

1773 Encycl. Brit. 1 1 1. 506/2 The wheel and lathe are the

chief .. instruments in pottery; the first for large works,

and the last for small. ..The potter's lathe is also a kind

of wheel, hut more simple and slight than the former.

1839 Urk Diet. Arts 1012 In large potteries, the whole of

the lathes, both for throwing and turning, are put in motion

by a steam engine.

3. altrib. and Comb., as lathe-chuck, -drill,

-frame, -mark, -work \ lathe-turned adj. ; latho-

bearer, -carrier, -dog, various names for the

appliance which connects the object to be turned

with the centres of the lathe
;
lathe-bed, the lower

framework of a lathe, having a slot from end to

end in which one or both of the heads may be

moved backwards or forwards; lathe-frame, the

frame upon which the lathe stands
;
lathe-head,

(a) the head-stock of a lathe; [b) ' a small dental

or laboratory lathe that may be fitted to a beneh
'

(Cent. Did.) ; lathe-man (see quot.) ; lathc-

treader, a man or boy employed to turn the

potter's lathe.

1853 O. Hvrnf. Handbh. Artisan 146 Sometimes . . the

grinder is laid upon the *lathe-l>earers or other support. 1849
YVeale Diet. Terms 253/1 A long frame, called the * lathe-

bed . . is fixed at each end upon two short standards. 1879
CasselCs Tectin. Educ. IV. 266/1 The slide -rest will., move
along the lathe-bed. 1873 J. Richards Wood-working Fac-

tories 160 The shear, or *lathe frame .. can be made of

wood. 1893 Labour Commission Gloss., *Lath Men, brass-

finishers employed solely in f\irning at the lathe and not

engaged in fitting at the bench or vice. 1868 G. Stephens
Runic Mon. I. 287 On the battered and broken metal we
can still see traces of the *lathe-mark. 1865 Eliza Metk-
yard Life J. Wedgwood 1. 338 This branch of the trade

employed a skilled body of men . . and the boys called

*1athe-treaders who made the necessary movements for

them. 1868 G. Stephens Runic Mon. 1. 286 ' Barbarian '

work of this period was as often *lat he-turned as Roman.
1875 Carpentry <y Join. 146 For *lathe work I have pursued

a different course.

Lathe lh?*0, shA In 7 lath, 7- S leath. [Cogn.

w. Sw. lad, of the same meaning; cf. prec. and Lay
sb.] The movable swing-frame or batten of a loom.
a 1633 Austin Medit. (1635) 281 At every change the

Shittle flyes thorow and thorow it [the web] ; and ever and
anone the Lath thumps and smites it. 1688 R. Holme
Armoury 111. 107/2 The Leath, that is a moving Frame in

which the reed is placed by which the Woof is knockt or
beaten into the Warp. 1743 Maxwell Set. Trans. 342 The
Weaver should.. likewise be careful each time he throws
the Shuttle, that he draws the Thread straight and light to

the Cloth, before he strikes with the l^eath. 1889 Posselt
Ttehn. Textile Design 123 Lay, Lathe or Batten, a part

of a loom. To it are secured the shuttle-boxes and the reed.

Lathe, v. Obs, exc. dial. Also 9 dial. Iaith(e.

[OE. latSian * OFris, laihia, ladia, OS. Mian,
OHG. ladon (MUG., mod.G. laden), ON. lada,

Goth. la}Cm
\
cogn. w. Goth, lapaleikd willingly.]

trans. To invite, call.

C900 tr. B&das Hist. m. iii. [v.] (1890) 160 ponne labode

05

be hi ha* hi onfengan pam fteryne Cristes ^eleafan. c 1050

Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 429 Inuitat me, he me lathath. 017$
Lamb. /torn. 145 Ach him is wel bet is iladed from lutel

weole to muchele. a 122s Aucr. R. 144 Eihte binges nomc-

liche munege'd & laftieo us to wakien i sume gnde. 13..

E. R. Allit, t\ Ii. 163 To bis frelych feste bat fele am to

called, For alle arn labeil lullyly. i432 '5° tr - Itigden (Rolls)

V. 275 Hengistus calledc or lathede by treason the kynge
of Urileync. 1859 Wauch Poems <y Lane. Songs 11. (1870)

82 Aw'll laithe a rook o' neighl>our lads.

H ence f Lather, one who invites or summons.
a 117$ Cott. Horn. 235 An besser la^e of |»e within vvcr

laoieres moehe. Ibid. 237 An bisser beoO bedeles ami
ladieres. [Cf. later, lavier (Pembrokesh.) : see K. li.D.)

Lathe, obs. form of Loatit, Loath k.

Latheborde, obs. form of Lauhoaud.

|| Lathee (latp). Anglo-Indian, Also lathi,

latti. [1 1 incli lathi.] A long heavy slick, usually

of bamboo and bound with iron.

1850 Fanny Par kis Wand, Pilgrim I. xiv. 13- A very

heavy lathi, a solid male bamboo, five feet five inches long,

headed with iron in a imM formidable manner, i860 Kis- ,

SKI.L Diary India II. 317 Sometimes a peasant inns away
with a long lathee or Mick over his shoulder. 1878 Lije

iu Mofussil I. 114 We tame upon about a hundred men . .
,

all with laities . . in their hands. 1895 Mrs. 15. M. Cuoki.u

Village Talcs (1806) 187 A man's body found in a nullah,

killed by a sickle or a lathi (heavy stick>.

Lathen (hrjVn), a. rare. [f. Lath sb. + -ex ».]

Made of lath.

1843 II. Ainsworth Windsor C. iv. v, Settle the grievance

with thy [a jester's] lathen dagger. 1868 I5ko\vnin<; Ring
iy Bk. 1. 123^ In the plain closet .. With . .one stool One table

and one lathen crucifix There sits the Pope. Hnd.y. 849 My
poor lathen dagger puts aside Kaeh pass o' the lhlboa.

Lather to-ffai), sb. Also 1 leatSor, 7 ladder,

lavour. [OK. Itlalior str. netit. ~ ON. laudr wash-

ing soda, foam (Sw. lodder soap) :—OTetit. type

*laitf>ro
ia :~pre-Tctit. *lotttrom (=(ir. Xotrpi-v,

\0vTp6v bath, Irish loathar washing vessel), f. root

*lou- to wash («L. lavdre) + ~tro~ instrumental i

suffix.] I

1. fa. (OK. only.) Washing soda. b. A fioth
j

or foam made by the agitation of a mixture of son])
j

and water.
c 1000 Sax. Leccttd. III. 2 Le^e on clao* gnid in water

gnid swiSe pan heo sy eall selected bweah mid by le.idru

p.Kl henfod ^clonic. Cio$o I've, in Wr.-Wnlckcr 4;,?/cJ

Mtr ia, ^et is of leafire. Ibid. 456/14 Xitrunt, knoor. 1583

Stuuuks Anaf. A bus. it. (1882) 50 Then shall jour mouth
be bossed wiih the lather ..(for they haue their sweele I

balles where\\it)i-all they vse to washe). 1669 W. Simi«son 1

llydrol. Chym. 335, 1 ordered the maid to put some of the

usual soap thereto.. and it made a very good lather (as they I

call it). 1677 Compl. Senumt Maid 64 Wash them very

well in three Ladders. 1799 G. Smith Laboratory 1. 392 \

Take scalding hot water, and .. with Newcastle soap beat i

and work np a clear lather. 1815 Scott Let. to Dk. Bin- \

eleut h 1 >ec. in Lockhart, It looked like a shaving-brush, and
|

the goblet might be intended to make the lather. 1873 K.

Smith Foods 279 Hard water, .prevents the formation of a
;

lather, until a large quantity of soap has been added.

Jig. 1725 Hailky Krasm. Collotj. 570 Such as by the

leather of Tears, and Soap of Repentance .. have washed
away their Pollutions.

b. transf Violent perspiration, esp. the frothy

sweat of a horse.

1660 F. Ukookb tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 143, I could not

possibly bring forth a word.. being all in a lavour with

agony and distresse. 1828 in Weustfr. 1837 Mks. Sickk-

wooo //. Milncr 111. v, Miss Hell had already exercised htr

fa mare] so well, that, to use a jockey term, she was all in

a lather. 1883 E. Pkknkll-Hlm hirst Cream Leicestersh.

238 The mare ..was covered with lather.

2. The action of lathering or applying lather to.

1626 Midoletox Women Bnvare W. 11. ii, She'd .. sponge

up herself, And give her neck three lathers.

3. altrib. and Comb., blather -bowl', lather-dried

\

-making adjs. ;
lather-boy, a boy employed in

a barber's shop to lather the chins of customers.

1856 R. W. Procter Barber's S/top xxi. (1883)216 A
* lather bowl. 1898 Daily News o Dec. 5/7 They were

'*lather boys to a barber
1

. 1852 R. S. Surtees Sponges
Sp. Tour (189 s) 294 Reining in the now * lather-dried brown.

ei6n Chapman Iliad xi. 370 His Mather-making jaws.

Lather (lre-oa-i), v. Forms: 1 (se)l#5ran,

lflSrian, 3 lepere, liflere, 5 lathere, 6- lather, 7

ladder,laver(in laveringppl.atY).). [OE.*liedran,

le'drau, corresponds to ON. Ifyftra :-OTeut. *lau-

prjan, f. *lauprom \ see Lather From the

1 6th c. the word has been assimilated in form to

the sb. ; cf. Icel. lajtdra.']

1. trans. To cover with or as with a lather; to

wash in or with a lather.

C950 Liudisf. Gosp. John xi. 2 Maria uutudlice wacs 5io

^eouo 1

^ vet sniiridc vet leorede 3one drihten mift sniirinise.

croooSax. Leeehd. 11. 124 Lybre mid sapan. Ibid. III. 2

Tsee Lather sb. 1 a]. 1654 Oayton Pleas. Notes 11. t. 33
Their Horses, .by excessive heats, continuall evaporations,

and sweats.. were laundred and laddered. 1713 Addison
Guardian No. 71 f 4 He would rub and lather a man's

head, till he had got out every thing that was in it. 1715

tr. Paneirollus* Rernnt Mem. 1. 1. iv. 12 Cleaner and
brighter, than if it had been lather'd with a Wash-ball.

1748 Smollett Rod. Rand. viii. (1804) 36 He lathered my
face. 1851 D. Jeruold St. Giles xxiii. 235 The self-same

brush that had lathered the beard of that very vulgar man.

x86a Geo. Eliot Romola xvi, Nello skipped round him,

lathered him, seized him by the nose, and scraped him.

Pronerb. i860 Hughes Tom Brown at Ox/, xxiii, 'Twas

waste of soap to lather an ass,

LATHING.

f b. absol. or intr, Obs. rare.

C1430 Pilgr. I^yfManhode 1. Hi. (1869) 32 And for that j

kan so wel wasshe, so wel lathere . . hath god maad me his

chamhrere. 1630 J. Tavi.or (Water 1\) Praise Cleans
Lir.uen Wks. 11. i6q/i For l aundresses are testy Win n
they arc lathering iu their hmuLle Lroth.

fc. intr. in (jnasi-passive sense.

1691 Phil. Trans. XVII. 532 IThey] put them over a Fire

till they are more than I Mood-warm ; which will make them
[skins] ladder and sconr |ieife<:l1y clean.

2. intr. To become covered with foam ; now
chietly of a horse.

a 122$ Julian, t if\ Ami I* ten hire sua huWe bat bin?

leofliche lich licVeri al oblode. ISimilarly // r225 Leg. A'afh.

1554.] a 1225 .S7. Murber. 5 Hit brek om r.d ;inl lilhi-rde o
ltlode. e 1275 Lav. 7 I le ^w;nv^ in ban lihlc hat be li'Jtiede

[e 1205 laucde] a swote. 1884 St. yamr.\\ Gas. 1 May 7/1

llanester.. lathered a gond tb-al befoie bring saddled.

3. To prod ne'e and fonu a lalhtr or frolh. Said

esp. of water when mixed wtlh s< -np ; nboof sonp.
1608 Armin Xest Niuu. ti°.\ •) >i '1 he hotting of this mule

made the mingled ccmfetlion lather. 1677 1'ioj (Ivjordsb.

36 Water such a*., would lath« 1 will. 1715 t»\Y Hp. /a

Part lUtrlington i«/ I htr sbiits her hii^y Ihi^eri nib, While
the sop*: lathers our tin; ft •amine; tnb. 1789 I » Win 11

Selborue i. 3 A line limpid vvatei. but ubii hd<it«snnt latln-i

well with s»)ap. 1796 Kn.w.vs h.lem. M:n. nd. 1. i^y It

[indurated litlniiuargti] dors mil hither, yrl is detersive,

4. trans. To spread on like lallu r.

1885 Mamh. R.xaut. 10 Feb. 5 3 In nthir pictures coarsr

yellow paint appeals to has t- been lathen d o\\ with a trow* I.

5. To beat, thrash. Also intr. w it 1 1 into. Jig.

*797 riiug Mag. X. 120 He was so well lathc-n d that

be was nc?ir his end. 1850 1'. L'unoK War ,/ ilat\ st I he

u\oi ions cleric to-i was., latheteil with a earn*. 1886 Man-
wi i.i. tiuw Silcmc Ihuu Maitlnnd I. \'. r.»y lie was a
latherm' into Hotspur |.i ln»ise| like mad.

Hence La tlicred ///. a., La thering" vbl. sb.

and ///. a. Also La therer.
I5g8 Fi.nKlo, Saptmata, a sopincr, a latin ing. 1630 J.

Tmlok (Wtiler I'.i P/a/se ( I, tine L/uu-u l)e«b, Wks. 11

16 1. Not doubting but the lathering sncls of >i»nr liunilie

will wa^h away all silt li faults. 1647 11. Mi.KK //«,•///»'.

Phtlos i. Her curbeil sited-, foatuimj out lavuiug lane.

1814 Son in v Carmiua AtttUa I'oet. Wks. III. , 4 -, Winn
at the lookill!4-u!ass with lalber'd thin .. I sit. 1836 J ..

How .-Mm R. Reeji / h i, \ stubble of y»»ur growth . . rnpiire -

a double la 1 In* 1 ing. 1863 too. Ki 101 Romeia \u, 1 be

doctor bad Ids latheied hue mined towaids the giemp.

1865 C.\hl\ 1 1: Freak. (,t. >.\ in. x. 107?) \ 1 1. • Sin li a pell

mell. j.iir King mnsi h.i\e givt n ih» m a dn adlul latin iin.:.

1899 // estm. i.az. io May j lioy. employed as l;nh. 1. 1> in

bai Skis' shops.

Lather^ (djs. form of 1 .Tather.

Xiatherin, -on, ohs. Sc. lorms of 1 .\ 1 nti n f.

Lathery v
l;e->ori\ a. [f. Lathi n sb. v v 1

.]

Consisting of or covered with, or as with, lather.

Chiefly Jig. y
'frothy', unsubstantial. Also of a

huise: Coveted with foam.
1803 \V. T.wi.ou in Ann. Re?'. I. 390 A certain lathery

tautology w hith makes a mouthful of biealh into a eisti 1 nfnl

of sud. " 1819 S01 inf.Y Lett. aSJ) 111. 150 ll»\iiit! s*i

aside a paper .. to substitute a lathery 1 omp< viiiun of his

own. 1880 Ula<:kmo»k .'/. Anerley 1. xvii. M73 Sluit ing,

ami wringing, and riivsiug went on,o\er the bubhbd and
lathery luif. 1890 1!. I'l-.KkY Broughton Ho. xiii. ^71 (Funk'

The horse was lathery fiom his ten miles of uphill wmk.

Lathing C^'WU'i vl'L sl'- x A,su s liltti »K
[f. Lath v. + -iNis '.]

1. The action of the vl». Lath.
1544 C/turchw. Ace. St. Giles, Reading 70 To a mason foi

lathyng hanjd dawbyng iiij«/. 1663 Oi-uiukk Counsel i ion (
)

78 Lathing is woiih six pence the yaid. 1823 1*. Nkiu'Lson
Frait. Build. 372 l»y lathing is meaut the nailing up laths.

.

on the ceiling and partitions.

2. eoncr. Lath-work.
1756 P. BitOWN'K Jamaica 342 The outward part of the

trunk [of Cocoa Nut| is made into lattings. 1825 J. Nnaioi.-

son Operat. Mechanic 612 Lathing, laying, and set ..is,

when the work, after being lathed, is covered with one coat

of lime and hair, and afterwards . . a thin and smooth coat

spread over it, consisting of lime only, or, as the workmen
call it, putty, or set. . . Lathing, floating, and set . . differs

from the foregoing, in having the first coat pricked up
to receive the set, which is here called the fioaiin^. 1858

Simmonds Diet. Trade, Lathing, small wooden bars to li\

mortar in ; bed staves for the centre frame of a bedstead,

to rest the 1>edding on. 1889 Anthony 's Photogr. Bull. 1 1.

9 Thin lathing should be tacked on over the paper joints.

1891 Pall Mall G. 14 M ay 1/3 The plaster . . is spread

upon expanded metal lathing.

3. Comb. : lathing hammer, + hatchet, a

lather's hammer with a cutting peen for shortening

laths ; lathing saw, a saw for cutting iron laths

;

lathing staff (see quot. ij'oj).

1703M0XON Mech. Exerc. 249 A "Lathing Hammer .,

with which the Laths are nailed on with its head, and with

its Edge they cut them to any length. 1797 Trial oj J.

Dobbins, at Worcester, 3 A *laihing hatchet. 1890 W. J.

Gordon Foundry 223 *Lathing saws. iS77~87 Holinshep
Chron. (1807-8) 11. 736 Hir husband [lohn Tiler) .. came
running home with his 'lathing staffe in his hand. 1703

Moxon Mech. Exerc. 248 A Lathing Staff of Iron, in the

form of a Cross, to stay the cross Laths while they are

nailed to the long Laths, and also to clinch the Nails.

Lathing (l^'Sin), vbl. sb. 2 Obs. exc. dial. Also

1-3 lasting e. [f. Lathe v. + -ing L] An invi-

tation ;

:

a calling together. Also, a congregation.

C897 K. vKlkred Gregory's Past, lib 405 Be &ere mill-

sunga jefter fcere laSunja is swi5e wel ^esaud Surh Essaias

Sone wit^an. C1175 Lamb. Horn. 93 And alle beo ileafulle

laSunge him ihersummede. C1205 Lay. 51 15 pa makeden
heo ane laSunge [c 1275 labinge] of heore leoue folke. 1547



LATH-NAIL.

Salesbury Welsh Diet., Gwys gtvahadd, lathyng, byddyng.
1611 Cotcr., Semonce, a bidding, lathing, limiting. 1674

Ray N, C, Words 29 Lathing, entreaty or invitation

:

You need no lathing : You need no invitation or urging.

1746 Exmoor Scolding I. 189 (K. U.S.) '1 ha wut net look

vor Lathing, chell warndy. 1857 Waugh Lane. Life 54
* Come, poo a cheer up', said he,

4
an' need no moor lathein '.

Lath-nail. A nail for fixing laths upon

battens.

1388-9 Abingdon Acc. (Camden) 54 In Iatthes et latthe nay]

vj*. 1422-3 /hid. 97 In lutlmail et bordnail emptis iijj. 1483-4

itiSwayne Chrtrchru. Acc. Sartmi (1896) 33 For iiij ml. latez

nayllez. 1509-10 Durh. Acc Rolls (Surtees) 105 Pro v«
lattnalis. 1540 Ludlow Chnrchw. Acc, (Camden) 3 Payd
for horde nayle and lathe neale for .the same cofer. 1667

II.Siubbi: in Phil, Trans. II. 502, I heated a Lath-nail

glowing hot. 1881 Volng Every Man his o:on Mechanic

« 330 The lath nail . . used for nailing laths to quartering.

Lathy i la R , a, [f. Lath sb. + -v K]

1. Resembling a lath ; thin or long and thin like

a lalh. Said esp. of a very thin person.

167a Wood Life (O. II. S.) II. 239 Duns Scotus his picture

—a leane laihie man. a 1756 G. West Abuse Trap, xx,

lle..efr hjs lathy falchion brandished. 1784 J. ISakry in

Led. Taint, iii. (1848) 148 In some parts of the profile view

it is too lathy and slender. 1828 Scott E. M. Perth ii, His

figure was gaunt and lathy. 1851 Eraser's Mag. XLII1.

167/1 From the hips downwards ht was remarkably well

made, straight, and lathy. 1881 Grant White Eng. With-

out <fr W. ix. 201 The elder daughter was, I will not say a

lathy girl, hut very slim. 1893 E. II. ISarkkb Wand. S.

Waters 265 The lathy poplars leaning in every direction.

2. Made of lath (and plaster; .

1804 Collins Scripscar/ 12 One of John Bull's True
Preed, overhearing, by chance, Through a lathy partition,

those good friends to France. 1855 Itouseh. Words XI I.

215 We are divided only hy a lathy partition.

Lathyric lapi-rik), a. Path. [f. Lathyr-us
+ -ic.J Produced by the use of the seeds of a plant

of the genus Lalhyrus ;
causing lathyrism.

\ZtyjAllbtttesSyst. Med. II. 806 This. . would suggest a simi-

larity of action between the lathyric and the ergotic poisoning.

Lathyrin Qlre'J Trin). Chem. [f. asprec. + -in
]

An amorphous, yellow, bitter substance obtained

by Keinseh from the species of the genus Lathyrus

{Syd. Soc. Lex. 188S).

Lathyrism ;ise*]>iriz*m). Path. [f. Lathyr-uh,

+ -18M.] A condition prod need by the use as

food of the seeds of some species of the genus

Lalhyrus, It is characterized by formication,

tremors, convulsive movements, and paraplegia.

1888 in Syd. Soc. Lex. 1897 Allbntfs Syst. Med. \\.

461 A paralytic affection called lathyrism, resulting from the

use of a dal prepared from a lentil i.athyrus sativus,

prevails extensively in upper and Central India.

|! LathyrUS (lse'blrfls). [mod.L., a. Gr. \aOvpos

a kind ol vetch.] The name of a genus of plants

(N.O. Leguminos.v", comprising the 'everlasting

pea * Z. latifolins) and other species.

1741 Cow/l. Earn. Piece 11. iii. 386 Blue fiower'd Lathyrus.

1778 G. White Selbornt xli. (1789) 236 Lathyrus sylz-estris,

narrow-leaved or wild lathyrus.

Lati- (l^'ti, loeli), combining form of L. talus

broad, as Latico state a. Zoo!. [Costate], having
broad ribs (Mayne Expos. Lex. 1S55 ; and in later

Diets.). Latide ntate a. Zool. [Dentate], having

broad teeth (Mayne Expos. Lex. 1855 ; and in later

Diets.). Latifo liate a, Bot, [Foliate] =next
(Ogilvie Suppl. 1855 ; and in recent Diets.). Latl-

foiions a. [f. L. latifoli-us (f. latus broad + folium
leal) + -ous], having broad leaves. Iiatipe*nnate

a. Ornilh. [Pennwte], having broad wings (Mayne
Expos. Lex, 1855) ; so Latipe-nnine a, (in recent

Diets.), f liatiro-sfcrous a. Ornilh. [L. roslr-um

beak + -ous], having a broad beak ; so X>atiro' fi-

lial, Latiro-strate adjs. (in recent Diets.). La-tf-

sept a. Sol. [Septum], having a broad septum.

Latiste'rnal a. [Sternum], having a broad

breast-bone. „

1656 Blount Glossogr., *Lat:/olious. J797 Encycl. Brit.

IX. 581/1 The latifolions, or everlasting pea. 1646 Sir T.
Browne Pseud. Ep. in. xxv. 172 Vet have they a knowne
and open disadvantage from an other, which is not common
unto any singing bird wee know, that is a flat hill : For no
*Latiro?»trous animal, .were ever commended for their note.

1650 Ibid. v. i. 234 l>atirostrous or flat bild birdes. 1877
A. \V. Bennett tr. Thomfs Bot. 413 The silicula is said to

be angustisept . . or *latisept. 1880 Libr. Univ. KnowI.

(N.V.) XII. 324 They {anthropoid apes] have a sternum,
and are therefore sometimes called *latistcmal apes.

Latialite (l^'Jalait). Min. [f. L. Lalidl-is

of or belonging to Latium + -ite.] =» HaOyne.
1868 Dana Min. 332. 1869 Phillips Y'esnv. x. 293 tlauyne,

or Latialite occurs disseminated and in cavities of gray
micaceous or augitic lava.

Latian (l^'Jan), a. [f.L. Lali-um (see Latin)
+ -an.] Of or belonging to Lalium ; Lalin.

1598 Grenewey Tacitus' Ann. if. vin. (1622) 149 What.

.

if any of the Latian Senators fall to decay? 1631 Mas-
singer Believe as yon List 1. ii, All rich ornaments of your
Latian dames. 1849 Macaulav Hist. Eng. i. (1874) 4 No
magnificent remains of Latian porches . . are to be found in

Britain. 1879 M. Pattison Milton iii (1880) 4a lln the
Kpitaphium DainnnisJ Milton takes a formal farewell of
the Latian muse.

t Latihulate, v. Obs. rare- 0
, [f. ppl. stem

of L. latilmlari, f. latibulum : see next.]

96

! 1623 Cockeram, Latibulate, privily to hide ones selfe in

a corner.

f Latibule. Obs. rare. Also 7 latible. [ad. L.

latibul-um, f. latere \ see Latkkt.J A hiding- place.

1633 Cockkram, Latibule,* denne or lurking place. 1658

PitiLLii-s, Latible, a hiding or lurking place. [1691 Kay
! Creation 1. (1692) 114 One great Mother-wasp., lying hid

in some hollow tree or other latibulum.]

Latibulize (latrbiwlaiz), v. rare. [f. L. lati-

bul-um a hiding-place + -ize.] intr. To retire into

a hiding-place or retreat (for the winter).
180a Shaw Gen. Zool. III. 1. 11 note. When kept in gardens

in Italy and Germany, it [the Tortoise! is observed to latibu-

lize in October, and to reappear in April.

t Latic, a. Obs. rare. In 7 latiek. [ad. mod.

L. latic-a, a. Arab, icil lapiqa^ (Avicenna Qanun
IV. fen i, treat, ii. p. 23).] A quotidian fever, or

phlegmatic lever, in which there are no symptoms of

apyrexy or intei mission (Mayne Expos. Lex. 1855).
1684 tr. Bonefs Merc. Compit. vi. 226 In a Phlegmaiick

Ague, which the Arabians call Latick, or Latent, ibid., In
a Latick Ague we inu*t have a care of Purges.

LaticiferOUS (lnetisrferas), a. Pot. [f. L.

lalic-j Latex + -(i)fekous. (Jf. Y, latidftre.']

Hearing or containing latex. Laticiferous tissue,

tissue containing laticiferous tubes or vessels.

1835 Lindi.ev Introd. Bot. (1848) II. 392 A portion of
cinenchynia, or laticiferous tissue. 1861 H. Macmillan
Eootu. J*age Nat. 257 Like the milk in the laticiferous

vessels of. . lettuce. 2884 Hower& Scott De Bary's Phatter.

432 The laticiferous tubes .. traverse the entire body of the
plant as a continuous system.

Laticlave (Uu'liklJ'v)- Rom. Antiq. [ad.

late L. laticlaviitMi laticlavHS
i

f. latus broad +
claims purple stripe. (In cl.l-. the term was talus

c/avus.)] A badge consisting of two broad purple

stripes on Ihe edge of lhe tunic, worn by senators

and certain other classes of persons of high rank.

1658 in Putt.Lirs. 1739 Mei.moth Eitzosb. Lett. (1749)
II. 125 When 1 was first invested with the laticlave. 1781
Gibbox Decl. $ P'- xvii. II. 30 The Roman knights who
were distinguished by the permission of wearing the laticlave.

1793 A. Murpiiv Tacitus (1805) VIII. 11 Pliny the younger
* shews, that the laticlave was a favour granted by the emperor

on particular occasions. 1871 Farrak Witn. Hist. iii. 100

A symbol more glorious than the laticlave of consuls or the
diadem of kings.
trans/. 1848 Ii. Webb Continental Ecclesiol. 433 Angels

who are in white, with laticlaves of gold.

It Latiftmdia (l<.
7itif2rndia% sb.pl. Also 7 an-

glicized latifunds. [L. pi. of latifundinm , f. latus

broad + fundus estate.] Large estates.

1630 T. Westcote Devon. (1845) 242 Lach of them having
their parks and large lati -funds. 1869 Rogeks Hist. Glean-
ings Ser. 1. 66 The latifundia of our time had hardly begun
to exist. U874 Mahaffy Soc. Life Greece xii. 375 The
Roman latt/uudia.]

Hence Latifu ndian a., notue-ivd.^ possessing

large estates.

a 1734 North Exam. 11. v. § 156 (1740) 414 Although the
Interest of a very latifundian Faction was concerned.

Latijs, obs. form of Lattice.

t La timer . Obs. Also 4-5 latymer, 4 ? laty-

nier, latynere. [a. OF. latim{m)iery a corrup-
tion (pern. orig. graphic, but adopted in oral use)

oilatinier, f. L^alini see Latin sb.] An interpreter.

C1205 Lay, 14319 He wes be bezste latimer bat a:r com
her. a 13 10 in Wright Lyric P. xv. 49 Lyare wes mi latymer.
13. . A". A lis, 7089 Ther he fond latimeris, That ladde him
to hyghe rocheris. c 1330 R. Urunne Chron. Wace (Rolls)

I

7573 Pvs Iireb was be kynges latynier. 1x400 Maunof.v.
(1839) v. 58 And alle weys fynden Men Latyneres to go with

j

hem. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. Ivii. 41 A latymer told the
kyng the full understondyng ther of wassaylle.

Latin (lzc'tin), a. and sb. Forms : 3-6 Latyn,
! 3-7 Latino, 5-6 Latyne, Laten, 6 Latten,
(Lattin, Sc. Latyng), 3- Latin, [a. L. Lalin-
us adj., f. Lalium, the portion of Italy whieh in-

cluded Rome. Cf. F. latin. The word (as sb.

denoting the language) was adopted in OE. as

I

Imien (see Ledes).]
A. adj.

1. Of or pertaining to Latium or the ancient

Latins (or Romans).
£1391 Chaucer Astrol. Pro!. 2 As wel as suffyseth to

thise noble clerkes Grekes thise same conclusions in Greek
..and to the Latin folk in Luin. 155a Bk. Com. Prayer
Ordin. Pref., learned in the Latyne tongue. 1557 Grimald
in Tottels Misc. (Arb.) 116 Caiet the Phrygian.. who gaue
to Latine stronds the name. 1644 Milton Areop. (Arb.)

37 Na:vius and Plautus the first Latine comedians. 1670-98
Lassels Voy. Italy Pref. 3, I am writing of the Latin
country. 188a OuinA Maremtna I. 149 The ruins of
Roman roads, of Latin castles.

2. Pertaining to, characteristic of, or composed
in the language of the ancient Latins or Romans.
Of a writer, scholar, etc. : Versed in the Latin

language.
c 950 Lindisf. Go$p. Matt. Pro!., Latinis exetu/laribus,

latinum bisenum. c 1470 Henry Wallace xi. 1413 Kftyr the
pruffgeyfTyn frathe Latynbuk. 1535 Stewart Crow. Scot. II.

356 In Latyng letteris and in dowbill forme Tha wrait it.

1588 Shaks. L. L, L. hi. L X38 Remuneration, O, that's the
Latine word for three-farthings, a 1614 Donne Bia0apaTo?
(1644) 160 The Latine Text is thus cited. 1668 Wilkins
Real Char. iv. vi. 453 Latin Grammar. 1712 in Picton
L'poot Munic< Rec. (18S6) 1 1. 6 In the Chancery of England

LATIN.

I

in the Petty Bag Office or Latin side. 1774 J. Bryant
(

Mythot. I. no He sometimes subjoins the Latine termi-

J

nation. 1777 Robkrtson Hist. Aoicr. (1783) 11. 451 A
Latin translation of them appeared in Germany. 1845 Stod-

' dart Gram, in Encycl. Metro/. (1847) 1. 163/1 Adelung ..

is of opinion that the Latin et, and Greek en are identical
in origin with the Teutonic enti, unte, &c.

b. Irmtsf. jocular),
1598 Shaks. Merty W. iv. i. 50 Hang-hog is latten for

Paeon. 1599 H. Run f.s Dyets drie Dinner K iv, So these
two words, Late it, are the unlettered mans latine for any
good meate. 1738 Svuft Pol. Convers. If. 157 Brandy is

Latin for a Goose, and Tace is l^tin for a Candle.
3. The distinctive epithet of that branch of lhe

Catholic Church which acknowledges the primacy
of the Bishop ot Rome, and uses the Latin tongue
in its rites and formularies. Also applied to its

rites, clergy, etc.

1560, a 1600 [see Greek a. 3]. 1654 Jer. Taylor Real
Pres. 67 These words., are usually called the words of
Consecration in the Latine Church. 1796 H. Hunter St.
Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) III. 689 To have the Latin
offices of our churches chanted in French. 1845 S. AtsTiN
Rauhc's Hist. Re/. I. 483 He wished to break up the unity
of Latin Christendom. 1869 H. Vaughan Year 0/ Pre-
paration \. xii. 113 The Easterns deliberated among them-
selves without the presence of any Latin bishops. 1899
J. Stalker Christol. Jesus ii. 47 The Greek and Latin
Fathers, from trenaeus downwards, thus employ it.

4. a. Hist. Applied (in opposition to Creek) to

what perlains to the peoples of Western Kurope,
viewed in their relations with the Eastern Empire
and with the Saracens and Turks, b. Used as a
designation for the European peoples which speak
languages descended from Latin ; often with impli-

cation of the erroneous notion that these peoples

are of Roman descent.
Latin League : a proposed association of Latin nations,

advocated by the Spanish minister Castelar in 1884, to
restore the balance of power in Europe, and check the
increasing influence of Germany. Latin Union', the mone-
tary alliance formed in 1865 by France, Belgium, Italy and
Switzerland, and afterwards joined by Greece, its object
being the adoption and maintenance of a uniform system of
bimetallic coinage in each of these states, and the recog-
nition by each state of the coins of the others as legal tender.

1788 Gibbon Decl. <y F, IviiL heading VL 1 Charac-
ters of the Latin princes.— . . Godfrey of Bouillon, first

King of Jerusalem.—Institutions of the French or Latin
Kingdom. Ibid. Ixi. heading VI. 174 Partition of the
Empire by the French and Venetians.—Five Latin Em-
perors ofthe Houses of Flanders and Courtenay [1204-1261].
1821 Bvron K The isles 0/ Greece* xiv. {Don *jfttan Ml.), But
Turkish force, and Latin fraud, Would break your shield,

however broad. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, Truth Wks.
(Iiohn) II.51 The Teutonic tribes have a national singleness

of heart,which contrasts with the Latin races. 1882 Sat. Rev.
18 Mar. 323/1 One of Senor Castelar's tirades on the Latin
League.

+ 5. Of a kind of printing type -Roman. Obs.

1709 Tanner 3 Oct. in Ballard MSS. IV. 53 Their Latin
Small-Letter being worn out.

6. Phrases. Latin cross : see Cross sb. 18.

L.atin square (in Math.) : see quot.

1890 Caylky Colt. Math. Papers (1897) XI II. 55 If in each
line of a square of ns compartments the same n letters a,

b, e
f

. . are arranged so that no letter occurs twice in the

same column, we have what was termed hy Eulcr ' a Latin
square.'

B. absol. and as sb.

1. The language of the Latins or people of ancient

Rome ; lhe Latin language.
ca$o Liudis/.Gosp. Mark v. 41 Interpraetatnm, fcetrahtad

in latin, c 1375 t>assion our Lord 470 in OE. Misc. 50 Hit
wes iwryten on ebreu on gryv and latyn. c 1390 S. Eng. Leg.
I. 143/1305 pat ne connen latin non. c 1391 Chaucer Asttol.

Prol. 2 For latyn ne kanstow yh but smal, my lite sone.

a Mao Hoccleve De Reg. Print. 1854 Endite in frensch

or latyn bi greef clere. 1553 Eden Treat. Neite lud.
title-p., Translated out of Latyne into Englishe. 1633 K.

Jonson in Shaks. Whs. (1st Fo.) Pref. verses, And though
thou hadst small Lat ine, and K;sse Greeke. 1678 Cudwoktii
Intell. Syst. 1. v. 894 When a man speaking Latin, observes
not the laws of grammar. 171a Stkele Spect. No. 296 P 1

They adore and honour the Sound of Latin as it is old Italian.

1845 At. Pattison Ess. (1889) 1. 13 The Latin which Gregory
writes is, with little difference, his native tongue. 1847
James J, Marston Hall vii, 1 was filled with a great deal

more Latin than I ever knew what lo do with.

b. with qualifying words, as gooii, bad, etc.

Dog-latin : see Dog sb. 1 7 e. False J^atin : Lalin

whieh is faulty in construction; hence trans/., a
breach of manners.
1551 T. Wilson Logike (1580) 3 A Grammarian is better

liked, that speaketh true & good Latine, than he y*

speaketh false. 1588 Shaks. L.L.L.v. i. 83 Oh I smell

false Latine, dunghel for ttngncm. a i6a6 Bacon Kciv A it.

(1900)2 Written ..in Ancient Greeke, and in good Latine
of the Schoole, and in Spanish. 1665 G. H avers P. delta

Valleys Trav. E. India 186 He (the King) bid us several

times put on our Hats ; but our Captain, .answer'd that he
would not, that they should not cause him to commit that
false Latine.

c. Thieves* Latin, the secret language or 4 cant*

of thieves.

182 1 Scorr A'entlto. xxix, A very learned man..and can
vent Greek and Hebrew as fast as t can Thieves' Latin.

18*4— Redgauntlet ch. xiii, Tbe thieves»Latin called slang.

2. An inhabitant or native of Latium ; one who
possessed the ' Latin right ' of citizenship, t Also,

one who spoke or wrote the Latin language ; a

Latin writer or author (obs.).



LATIN. LATITANCY.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvu. cviii. (1495) 670 Many I

Latines calk the notte tre louilanus. a 1400-50 Alexander
5652 Sum in latens lare sum langage of grece. 1594
Klundev>l Exerc. 111. i.xxxvi. (1636) 351 Time consisteth of

two parts.. knit together hy a common hand, called of the

Latines Nunc, that is to say, now. 1615 Hedwell Moham.
Imp. 1. § 15 The languages of . . the Syrians, Greekes, and
Latines. 1644 Digbv Bodies xxxii. (1645) 336 So that to

exercise sense (which the Latines doe call sentire..) is [etc.].

1841 W. Spalding Italy <y //. Jsi. 1. 326 The Sabines and
Latins worshipped the powers of external nature. 1880

Muiriikao Gains 1. §28 Latins may attain to Roman eiti-

zenship in many ways.

3. (Chiefly in pi.) a. I/isl. The designation given

at the period of the Crusades to persons belonging

to any of the Western nations of Kurope, in contra-

distinction to the * Greeks
'

; = Frank sb. (Cf. A
4 a.) b. A member or adherent of the Latin or

Western Church ; now rare or obs. exc. with refer-

ence to subjects of the Turkish Empire.
c 1400 MAUNnEV. (1839) iii. iq [Men of Grecc] suffrc

not the Latynes to syngen at here Aw teres. 1547 [see

Greek sb. 2]. 168a O. N. tr. Boileaus Lutrin iv. 296
Why vex we then Dead Fathers, Greeks and Lattins?
Our Mother Tongue will serve to Mumhle Mattins. 1788
Giubon Decl. A> F. liii. V. 510 After the restoration of the
Western empire by Charlemagne and the Othos, the names
of Franks and Latins acquired an equal signification and
extent. 1867 Lauv Herbert Cradle L. iii. 76 It was only
intended for the Catholics (here lat Jerusalem] called
* Latins'). 1881 Conuer in Encycl. Brit. XI 11. 644/1 The
Latins in Palestine are not numerous, the country villages,

when Christian, belonging generally to the Greek Church.
|

1 4. A translation into Latin, as a school exercise, i

Chiefly
_

c 1500 Song in Rel. Ant. I. 117 Latens for to make. 155a
Hui.oet Nn iij, With all the Lattens to the sayde nombres.
a 1568 AsCHAuScholem. (Arh.) 88 The hard pointes of
Grammar . . which scholers in common scholes, hy making
of Latines, be groping at. 1607 Statutes in Hist. Wake-
fieldGram. Sett. (1892)68 Makinge of translations or Latins.

1679 W. Walker Eng. Particles Pref., The first column
contains some Englishes, the second such childish and bald
Latines as we often find them turned into.

5. Comb.: f Latin-maker, a writer of Latin, a

Latinist
; + Latin making, Latin coin posil ion ;

f Latin-wit, wit that depends for its quality on I

being expressed in Latin.

14.. Norn, in Wr.-Wulcker 682 Hie lalinista, a *Latyn-
f

maker, a 1568 Ascham Scholem. (Arb.) 102 Though yc say
well, in a *latin making, . . yet you being hut in do[u]bte .

.

ye gather and lay vp in memorie, no sure frute of learning
!

. .But if ye fault in translation, ye ar[e] easelie taught, how
j

. . to amende it. 1670 Eacharo Cont. Clergy-^ Such tilings

as these go for wit so long as they continue in Latin ; but '

what dismally shrim'd things would they appear, if turn'd
1

into English? And. .we shall find the advantages of * Latin-
wit to he very small and slender, when it comes into the world.

|

+ La'tin, v. Obs. [f. Latin sb.]

1. trans. To render or turn into Latin.
1563 L. Humfrev (title) The Nobles or of Nobilitye. .

.

Whereto for the readers commoditye, . . is con pled the
small treatyse of Philo a Jewe. My the same Author out
of the Greeke Latined. 1584 R. Scot Discoz>. Witchcr. vi.

i. (1886) 89 Chasaph, being an Ilebrue word, is Latined
Venefianm. 1670 Eachard Cont. Clergy 31 He hales in

,

all proverbs, .. tales .. ready latin'd to his hand out of
Licosthenes. 1678 Cudworth Intell. SysA. 1. i. § 3. 5 That

|

of the Greek Poet, Latin'd by Cicero.

b. To Latin it: to speak or write Latin.
1581 Mulcaster Positions i. (1887) 3 Though he thinke

he haue the habite and can Latin it exceading well.

2. To interlard with Lai in. rare~ l
.

i553 T. Wilson Rhet. 86 b, The..foolishe phantasticallthat
smelles but of learnyng . . will so latine their tongues, that
the simple cannot but wonder at their talke.

Hence La tined ppl. a., versed in Latin ; La tin-

ing vbl. sb.

'579 Fulke Con/nt. Sanders 626 He chargeth the bishop
with false Latining and worse Englishing of this greeke.
1591 Percivall Sp. Vict. E ij, That the Latined Reader,
may be the sooner acquainted with this toong .. let him
marke this table following, which I set downe in Latine.

Latin(e, obs. form of Lateen, Latten.
Latiner (lae'tinw). coltoq. [f. Latin sb. or v.

+ -eh h Cf. F. latineur, G. Lateiner. (Distinct

from latynere Latimer.)] A Latin scholar ; one
who speaks Latin.
a 1691 in E. Pocock's Life § 3 (1816) 95

1 Our parson is one
Mr. Pocock, a plain honest man ; but master ', said they,
4 he is no Latiner \ 1727 W. Mather Yng. Maris Comp.
17 K is not heard in 15ack .. for the Latinersmade the same
sound with c alone. 1752 Foote Taste 1. Wks. 1799 I« *3
The children are all wonderful latiners. 1834-43 Southey
Doctor xxiii. (1862) 55 Rowland Dixon in no Latiner. .

.

Schools are the proper place for representing such pieces,
and if I had but Latiners enough we would have them
ourselves. 1857 Borrow Rom. Rye xlii. The chap that I'm
talking about . . came out first-rate Latiner.

Latinic (latrnik), a. [f. Latin + -ic] Of or
pertaining to the ancient Latins or to the modern
Latin nations.

1875 Whitney Life Lang. vii. 116 A nearly pure Latinic
dialect. 1894 Review of Rev. (Amer. ed.) Aug. 166/1
France and the Latinic countries.

t La*tinish, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Latin + -ish.]

Of the nature of Latin.
a 1603 T. Cartwricht Confut. Rhem. N. T. (1618) 632

Avoyding the word dedicated as forraine and Latinish.

Latinism (lartiniz'm). [f. Latin + -ism. Cf.
Y. /alinisme.] An idiom or form of expression

Yoj, f VJ f

characteristic of the Latin language, esp. one used

by a writer in another language
;
conformity in

style to Latin models. Also, rarely, the modes of

thought characteristic of the ancient Romans.
1570 Levins Manip. 146 Latin isrne, latinismvs. 161a

Ijrinsley Z,r/rf. Lit. 98 That the Latinismes bee obserued. .
|

and to expresse them by as elegant and fit phrases as wee
can in our tongue. 164a Milton Apol. Smect. (1851) 310
Preferring the gay ranknesse of . . any moderne fustianist :

before the native Latinisms of Cicero. 1712 Addison Sped.
No. 285 P9 Milton.. has infused a great many Latinisms,

as well as Graecisms .. into the language of his poem.
1837 Thackeray Carlyle's Fr. Rev., It abounds with Ger-

manisms and Latinisms. 1849 Eraser's Mag. XXXIX.
394 He is so imbued with Latinism that the whole beautiful

Hellenic manifestation seems .. an impertinence to his

eyes. 1855 Milman /,/>/. C/tr. xiv. vii. (1864) IX. 238 His
Latinisms, and words of Latin descent, might seem drawn
directly from the Vulgate. 1875 Stedman Victorian Poets
(1887) 161 Milton's Latinism is so pronounced as to be un-
English.

Latinist (lfe'liuist). Also 6 Xiatenyste, 7
Lattinist. [f. Latin + -iht. Cf. med. L.

Lalinista, F. /alinisle.]

1. One who is versed in the Latin language ; a
Latin scholar

;
\occas. a writer of Latin.

1538 Covehdale Let. to Ld. Crvmwell Wks. (Parker
Soc.) II. 494 There is diversity of reading

j

among the
Hebrews, Chaldees, and Greeks, and Latinists. 1547
Loorue Brcv. Health l.vxx. 33 Some grekes with the la-

1

tenystes doth name it Cholera. ..In Englyshe it is named
the belly ache. 1583 Stanyhurst JEneis Ded. (Arb.) 4,
1 heeld no Latinist so fit.. as Virgil. 1612 Kktnsley Lud.
Lit. 158 For ., placing the words after the manner of the
purest Latinists. 1660 Pkpys Diary 29 June, My Lord
must have some good Latinist to make the preamble to his

Patent. 1784 Cowper Tiroc. 382 Church-ladders are not
always mounted best By learned Clerks and Latinists pro-
fess'd. 1821 Jefferson Autobiog. Writ. 1892 I. 3 My
teacher, .was but a superficial Latinist. 188a Masson Edin.
Sketches 230 The worst Latinist in the whole school.

attrib. 160a ?nd Pt. Return fr. Parnass. iv. ii. 1677
(Arh.) 54, 1 am stil haunted witl^thcse needy Lattinist

fellowes.

2. A theologian of the Latin Church.
a 1568 Cover dale Hope Eaithf. xviii. (1574) 140 Among

the Greekes also and Latinistes there wer excellent men.

Latinistic (lretini-stik), a. [f. Latinist + -ic]

Pertaining to or characterized by latinism; charac-

teristic of a latinist.

1804 Coleridge Let. 10 Afar, in Lit. Rem. (1836) 11. 413
[Sir T. Browne's diction is) hyperlatinistic. 1886 SYMosns
Renaiss. It., Catholic React. (1898) VII. viii. 23 The clas-

sical enthusiasm of the Renaissance is on the point of expir-
ing in those Latinistic artifices.

80 Iiatinl'stical a.

1723 Mather Vind. Bible 45 Lat mistical words are to he
found in the New Testament.

Latinitaster. rare- 0
, [irreg. f. next + -aster.]

A petty latinist.

1836 Smart Walker remodelled p. 1, [Examples of suffix

-aster] grammaticaster, latinitaster. Hence in mod. Diets.

Latinity (latnriti). [ad. L. tathtitalew, f.

Laiimts : see Latin and -ITV.]

1. The manner of speaking or writing Latin
;

Latin (with reference to its construction or style).

In the first quot. the sense of the word is doubtful, and the
text insecure.

1619 in Crt. # Times Jas. I (1848) 11. 172 One Shingle-
ton .. who preaching in Pauls .. glanced, they say, scan-
dalously at him [Bacon], and his Latinities, as he called them.
a 1656 Hall Rem. Wks. (1660) 241 The Romans expressed
the womans marriage by, nitbere, which signifies to vail. .

.

Neither doubt 1 but before all latinity was hatched this was
alluded to hy Abimelech, Genes. 20. 16. 1661 Hoyle Style
of Script. (1675) 148 That cardinal ..that said, that once
indeed he had read the Pible, but if he were to do it again,
'twould lose him all his Latinity. 1781 Giubon Decl. % F.
xlvii. H.738 His latinity is pure. 1826 Miss Mrrford Ullage
Ser. in. (1863) 519 [He] used to .. growl as he compounded
the medicines over the bad latinity of the prescriptions. 1831
Carlyle Sart. Res. (1858) 81, I undertook to compose his

Epitaph, .which, however, for an alleged defect of Latinity
..still remains unengraven. 1865 Merivale Ro?n. Emp.
VIIL Ixiv. 100 The last^ remains we possess of classical
Latinity are the biographies of the later emperors.

2. Roman Law. The stains of a Latin citizen.

1880 Mlmrhead Gains 1. §22 note 1 On the nature of

colonial latinity see Savigny. Ibid. § 96 Latinity is either
the greater or the lesser. There is the greater latinity when
those who . . fill some high office or magistracy, acquire
Roman citizenship along with their parents, wives, and chil-

dren ; the lesser, when those who . . hold a magisterial or
other high office, themselves alone attain to citizenship.

Latinization (Inelinaiz^-Jon). [f. next +
-ATIon.] The action of latinizing or making Latin
in form ; the rendering or turning into Latin.

1830 De Quincey in Blackw. Mag. XXVIII. 646 The
Latinization of Grecian proper names. 1837 T, Hook Jack
Brag xiv, Andrew Borde, or according to his own absurd
latinisation of his name, Andreas Perforatus. 1861 J. G.
Sheppard Fall Rome viii. 409 From that invasion we may
date the era of its complete Latinization. 1861 M. Arnold
Pop. Edrtc. France 172 By the mixture of our race, by the
Latinisation of our language. 1898 Trans. Amer. Philol.
Soc. XXVI 11. 49 A Latinization of the speculative and
didactic poem of Empedocles.

Latinize (lartinaiz), v. [ad. L. latTnizare, f.

Latlnns Latin : see -ize.]

1. trans. To turn into Latin, to write in Latin,

to give a Latin form to (a word, etc., of another
language).

1589 Nashe Pref. to Greene's Mcnaphon (Arb.) 9 That
could scarcelie latinize their necke-ver.se. 1603 Florio
Montaigne (1634) 555 Tovtter this verse, latinized by Cicero.

a 1682 Sjr T. Browne Tracts 86 Pliny hath latinized that

word into ./Era. 1691 Wood Ath. Oxon. II. 10 He had
a hand in latinizing that . . book. 1728 N. Salmon in Lett.

Lit. Men (Camden) 361 They took the antient names of

Rivers and Provinces, only latinizing them. 1855 Trench
Eng. Past $ Pres. iii. 107 The tendency to latinize our spec h
received a new impulse from the levival of learning. 188

1

Athenaeum 26 Feb. 294/t That island .. which forages our
geographers have insisted on Latinizing from the Russian
Novaya Zemlya into Nova Zembla.

2. To make Latin or Latin-like; to make con-

formable to the ideas, eustoms, etc. of the Latins,

or to the rites, etc. of the Latin Church.
1603 Florio Montaigne I. xxv. (1632) 84 M y Father and my

Mother learned so much Latine. .To be short, we uere all so

Latinized, that [etc.]. 1682 Whh.kr Joutn. Greece \. 31 They
make profession of the Greek Religion ; but ate in most things
Latinized, except in Obedience to the Sea of Rome. J699
Wanley in Lett. Lit. Men (Canidtn) 273 The help of many
such at Rome (being Latiniz'd), father Kiichor could not

want. 1866 Corn/till Mag. May 539 Gaul was Latinized

in language, manners, and laws, and yet her people remained
essentially Celtic. 1882-3 ^- Washburn in SchafT Encycl.

Relig. Knmvl. 549 The Roman Catholic Church has. .made
great efforts to Latinize its Oriental branches.

3. To transcribe in Latin characters.

'837-9 FJallam Hist. Lit. ii. ». g 7 These sprinklings of

Greek in mediaeval writings, whether in their proper charac-
ters or latinised.

4. intr. To use Latin forms, idioms, etc.

1642, 1724 [see Latinizing a.]. 1646 Sir T. Brounk
Pseud. E/>. v. vii. ^46 Marke who writ his Gospell at Rome
did Latinize and wrote it I\a£apTji'os. 1697 Drvdi-n Ded.
sEncis (near end), I will not excuse but justify myself for

one pretended crime . .that I latinize too much. 1849 Tick
nor Sp. Lit. II. 485 note, He Latinizes less in the poems
that follow, because it is more difficult to do it in verse.

1892 Guardian 18 May 743 '2 Some of the correctors Latinise
strongly. Ibid. 743/3 The MS. quite certainly does not
Latinise hut Graecises.

Ilcnee La-timzed fpl. a.\ La'tiniziug vbl. sb.

and a.

1642 Milton Apol. Smect. Wks. 1738 I. 127 The lofty

nakedness of your latinizing Barbarian. 1724 Watekland
A than. Creed 96 It is plain from the copy it self, that it

was no Latinizing Greek that made it. 1807 G. Cuai.mi rs

Caledonia 1. 1. i. 16 note, Darius is merely the latiui/ed Dur.
1837-9 Hallam Hist. Lit. vii. 11. £ 9 A Latinised phraseology.

1849 1'icknor Sp. Lit. III. 350 'I hey had fled from the
ruins of the Latinized kingdom of the Goihs. 1853 Kimk-
lev Hypatia i.v. 109 They spoke with sneers of Augnstine\
Latinizing tendencies^ 1870 Lowell Study // ind. ( 1 886) 3^
It was of Latinising in this sense that Uryden was guiity.

1896 Tablet 9 May 725 The outcry against Latinizing is a

favourite battle-cry.

Latinizer (lse'tiiwiwi). [f. Latinize v. +
-Kit L Cf. V. latiniseu)\\ One who latinizes ; a

latinist.

1603 Florio Montaigne 1. xxv. (1632"* 81 These collegiall

Latinizers. 1885 Homilet. Rev. Feb. 98 Half-educated men
who can beat him as latinizers.

Latiuless (la-tinbV), a. [f. Latin sb. + -less.]

Without Latin
;
ignorant of Latin.

1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe 64 Latinless dolts. 1615 tr.

Brightman's Revelation 144 There is no Castle sodefeuced,
which a latinlesse Asse laden with golden metal! may not
scale and eonquerre. 1848 Lyitun Harold \ 1. \i, An example
of learning to our Latinless nobles.

tLatinly (Ia-tinli), adv. Obs. \f. Latin a. +
-ly In Latin ; in good or pure Latin.

1388 Wvcuf J's. Prol., A Sauter .. that .. Lat in! i is seid

an orgne. 1548 Q. Kath. Barr Let. to University Camh.
in Strype Feci. Mem. II. App. K. 39 Your letters ,. be
Latynely wrytten. 1559 Morwyng Evmxm. 67 They which
speake not very aptly nor latinly, a 1577 Sir T. Smith
Commiv. Fug. in. x. 128 Eidei commissum, or more latinely,

fidei commit tere.
<

1606 Warner Alb. Eng. xv. xciii. 374
Rome heere prevailing, laten lie, old Britons, Picts, were said
Of their self-painting. 1656 Heylin Snrv. Frame 111. iii.

150 You shall hardly findea man amongst them [the French}
which cannot make a shift to expresse himself in that lan-

guage [sc. Latin] ; nor one amongst an hundred that can
do it Latinly.

t Lation. Jsirot. Obs. [a. L. IiiIion-cm, n. of

action f. tat-, ppl. stem of ferre to bear, carry.]

The action of moving, or the motion of a body
from one place to another ; motion of translation.

1603 Sir C. Heydon Jud. Astrol. xii. 290 Then Lation
or locall permutation should not he the first of all motions.
a 1619 Fotherby Atheom. 11. i. § 4. 177, I meane Lation, or

local-inotion from one place to another, 1648 IJerrick
Hesper. (1869) 64 Make me the straight and oblique lines,

The motions, Iations, and the signes. 1655 Stanley Hist.

Philos. 1. (1701) j(x The four kinds of motion (viz. Lation,

Alteration, Diminution, Accretion). 1690 Leybol rn Curs.
Math. 431 The Mundane System is consider"d. .having the

Sun in the Centre, exempt from any motion of Lation.

Latipennate, -rostrous, -sept, etc. : see Lati-.

Iiatish 0TI
*tiJ), a. Also lateish. [f. Late a.

+ -ish.] Somewhat late. Also quasi adv.
161 1 Cotgr., Tardelet, latish ; or, somewhat tardie.

1741 Richardson Pamela II. 172 Tt will b% a little latish

today. 1817 R. B. Haydon Let. in Keats' Wks. (1889)

1 1 1. 49 I'll be at Reynolds tonight but latish. 1837 T. Hook
Jack Brag xiv, It was lateish in the evening when he
reached Hastings. 1865 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. viii. iii. (1872)

11 L 14 It is Sunday 27th of May
2
latish. 1892 Stevenson

• Across the Plains 204 Latish at night,

Latitancy (lx'titansi). [f. next : see -ancy.]
The state of lying concealed or hid ; spec, in Pkys.
and Path, (see quots.). Of an animal : Hibernation.

13
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1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. in. xxi. 163 [The

Cameleonl by reason of its .. latitancy in the winter . . will

long subsist without a visible sustcntation.
m

Ibid* iv.

xiii. a?3 By this way Aristotle through all his books of

Animals, distinguished* their times of generation, latitancy,

migration, sanity, and venation. 1701 Beverley Apoc.

Quest. 37 If we can find according to Prophecy there ought

to be such a Latitancy, or Secrecy of the Papacy. 1888

Syd. Soc. Lex., Latitancy, . . A term expressive of the

hypothesis that the ovum and the spermatozoa he in wait

for each other, as it were, after insemination. 1890 Billings

Nat. Med. Diet., Latitancy, the condition of lying in wait,

of waiting for development under favorable circumstances.

latitant (lae'titant),*. {sb.) [ad. L. lotitant-em,

pr. pple. of latitare to lie hid.] That lies con-

cealed or hid ;
lurking ; latent ;

(of an animal)

hibernal ing.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. ill. xxi. 163 Lizards,

Snails, and divers other insects latitant many nioneths in

the yeare. 1650 Charleston Paradoxes 77 In the outward

man the Magicall |>ower is latitant. 1650 Bulwek
Anthrop^uet. (1653) 26.1 The Latitant effect is supposed

greater than indeed it is, which had not been so much
suspected had she not painted lier selfe. 1660 Bovi.k New
Exp. Phys. Atech. xvii. 128 By forcing the small latitant

bubbles of Air to disclose themselves and break. 1660 II.

More A/yst. Godl. To Rdr. 20 Some latitant aver*eness or

enmity to Religion it self. i68a — Annot. Glanvill's Lux
O. 8r That facultie or measure of it in their Plastick,

essentially latitant there.

b. sb. One who is in hiding. (Cf. next word.)

1887 Edhi. Rev. July 146 Leaving him in the position of

a latitant from justice.

Latitat (lse'litrtt). Law. Obs. exc. Hist. [a.

L. latitat, 3rd pers. sing. ind. pres. of latitare to

lie concealed.] A writ which supposed the defen-

dant to lie concealed and which summoned him to

answer in the King's Bench.
1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Annotare reos absentes, when

the iudge ordeineth persons accused in their absence to be

sought for : as to send out a latitat, c 1570 Pride <V Land.

(1841) 75 Then ryseth quarrell : .. out gon sub penes, out

flaien latitattes. 1620 Melton Astrolog. 67 Writs, Latitats,

and Procidendos. 1647 Ward Simp. Cobler 66, I desire him
also to conceale himself as deeply as he can, if he cannot

get a speciall pardon, to weare a Latitat about his neck.

1768 Bi.ackstone Comm. III. 236 There issues out a writ

of latitat, to the sheriff of another county. 1796 J. Anstry
Pleatlers Guide (1803) 55 If haply John-a-Stile provoke The
legal fight 'gainst lohn-a-Noke, The Latitat the foe l^sie^cs

And baffles him in Banco Regis. 1843 Lever J. Hinton
v. (1878) 32 You may laugh at a latitat, .. and snap your
fingers at any process-server. 1848 Stewart Mem. A.
Averell xviii. 375 Having bailiffs serving him with latitats.

+ b. trans/. = Latitation. Obs. rare" 1
.

1647 R. Stapvlton Juvenal 248 In which his flight .. he

was a while in Latium, which took the name from his latitat.

tLa'titate, v. Obs. rare-*, [f. L. latitat-,

ppl. stem of latitare to lie hid.] intr. ' To lurkc

'

(Cockeram 1623).

Latitation (lcetil^ "Jan). [ad. L. latitation-

cm, f. latitare to lie hid.J The fact of lying con-

cealed
;
hiding, lurking.

1623 Cockeram, Latitation, a lurking. 1629 J ackson
Creed vi. 11. xxxviii. § 6 The women of Hungary .. buried

their children alive lest their timorous outcries mi^ht bewray
the place of their abode or latitation. 1875 Poste Gains
iv. Comm. (ed. 2) 510 Avoidance of in jus vocatio by
latitation or keeping house rendered a defendant liable to

manus injectio.

Latitude (lxiiti//d). [ad. L. ldlitud-o, f. latus

broad, wide : see -tcde. Cf. V. latitude.]

I. Breadth, width.

1. Transverse dimension ; extent as measured from

side to side ; breadth, width of a surface, as opposed

to length; also^^r.spaciousncss. Naw on\yjoa/lar.

C1391 Chaucer Astro/. 11. § 39 pe latitude of a climat is a

lyne ymagined from north to south be space of the erthe,

fro the byginnyng of the firste clyinat vnto the vcrrey ende
of the same climat. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vni.

xxiv. (1495) 335 Orion, .his lengthe and longitude strctchyth

nyghe to trie brede and latitude of thre sygnes. 1412 zo

Lydg. Citron. Troy Hi. xxvi, Twenty pase was the latytude.

1471 Riplkv Comp. Alch. 11. xi. in Ashm. (1652) 137 Ally-

tude, Latytude, and Profundyte. 1559 W. Cunningham
Cosmogr. Glasse 25 The latitude and bredtb of theZodiack
is .xij. degrees. 1571 Dk.ges Pantom. 1. xxv. H b, The
square of y* ditches latitude. 1615 G. Sandys Trap. 2 The
Oulph of Venice. .being seuen hundred miles in length,

and seuen score in latitude. 1650 Fuller Pisgah 364 The
great latitude and capacity of the Temple consisted in the

outward Courts, a 1677 Hale J*rim. Orig. Man. 1. ii. 64
Though his [sc. man's] Feet, the Basis of the Pillar of his

1'ody, be much narrower than the latitude of his Body.
1692-4 L'Estrange Fables ccclvii. (1708) 375 'Tis a Field of
a Huge latitude that the Devil has to Dance .. in. 1713
Poi'K Frenzy J. Dennis Miscell. (1732) II 1. 4 The latitude
ofwho\e Countenance was not a little eclips'd by the Fullness

of his Peruke. 1739 Neve Builders Diet. (ed. 3) s.v. Build-
ing, The Longitude, Latitude and Crassitude of Ground-
plates. 1830 T. Hamilton C. Thornton (1845)99 His beaver
was. .distinguished by an unusual latitude of brim.

t b. A tract or area as defined by its breadth
j

a wide compass or extent. Obs.
*43*-5<> *r. Higden (Rolls) I. 81 Mony multitudes of peplc

may sytte vnder the latitude of oon figge tre. 1605 Bacon
Adv. Learn. 1. vii. § 1 (1873) 52 Fruitful showers .. serve

but for that season, and for a latitude of ground where they
fall. 1650 Fuller Pisgah 11. iii. 95 A chace with a ven-

geance all the latitude of the land, the Canaanites flying as

far as sea or mountains would give them leave. 1675 Bkooks
Gold. Key Wks. 1867 V. 59 What a vast distance is there

betwixt the cast and west ! of all visible latitudes, this is

the greatest. 1791 Cowper Yardley Oak 21 Thy yet close-

folded latitude of boughs.

2. Extent, range, scope. Also, great or full extent.

Now rare.

1605 Bacon Adv. Learn, u. xxv. § 9 (1873) 258 It is a

thing of great use well to define what, and of what latitude

those points are. 1615 Bacon Ess., Atheism (Arb.) 337 Kven
those Barbarous People, have the Notion, though they have
not the Latitude, and Kxtent of it. 1646 Sir T. Browne
Pseud. Ep. 1. viii. 33 For his great learning and latitude of

knowledge sirnamed Magnus. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. 11. ii.

§ 77 Grant this Miracle of Oswald's Hand literally true in

the Latitude thereof. 1674 Playforo Skill A/us. 111. 16

They have assumed the nature of some part for a Note or

two, and so want the full latitude of a Bass in those Notes,

a 1677 Barrow Ser/u. Wks. 1716 II. 123 The Greek word
in the latitude of its signification, .comprehendeth all these

senses. 1691 Kay Creation 1. (1692) 167 To compass and
comprehend the whole Latitude of Learning. 1751 John-
son Rambler No. 105 p 1 The latitude to which this design

may be extended. 1776 R. King in Life <y Corr. (1894) 1.

22 Had the scheme been executed with success, in its

greatest latitude. 1801 Strut!- Sports 4- Past. 1. i. 16 If 1

this record be taken in its full latitude. 1851 Mansel/V^/. I

Logica (i860) 40 The often quoted passage of Locke, .when I

understood in its proper latitude.

f b. The range within which anything may vary.

1533 Elyot Cast. He/the (1541) 52 a, Meate but a lytn.1

excedynge temperance, .may yet kepe the body within the 1

latitude or boundes of helthe. 1645 Fi ller Good Th. in

Bad T. (1680) 68, I find myself in the latitude of a fever : |

I am neither welt nor ill. 1649 Jer, Taylor Gt. Exemp.
11. Disc. ix. 110 Our love to God consists not in any one

j

determinate degree, but hath such a latitude, as best agrees

with the condition of men. 1717 J. Keill Anim. Oeeon.

(1738)247 The Latitude of a natural Perspiration is from
about a Pound and half to three Pound.

1
1796 Kirwan

E/em. A/in. (ed. 2) 1. 160 Few stones admit of a greater

latitude of composition.

f e. Local range ; wide diffusion or prevalence.

1612 Davies Why /re/and, etc. (1787) 177 The execution

of all these laws had no greater latitude than the Pale. 1638

Chillingw. Re/ig. Prot. 1. vi. § 42-.363 lf you should

contend for latitude willi anyone Religion, Mahumetisme
would carry the victory from you.

3. Freedom from narrow restrictions; width or

I liberality of construction or interpretation ; toler-
j

I

ated or permitted variety of action or opinion.

1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. iii. § 2 (1873) 99 Allowing . .

j

j
that latitude which is agreeable and familiar unto divine

prophecies ; being of the nature of their author, with whom
|

a thousand years are but as one day. 1642 Chas. 1 in
j

Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1692) 111. I. 595 The Latitude they !

allow us of granting or denying of Pardons. 1647 Cl.A*
\

rf.ndon Hist. Reb. vi. § 198 A latitude of Judgement
no Court can challenge to it self in any Cases. 1648

Eiktm Bas. xiv. 115 In such latitudes of sens, I believ
;

inanie that love Mee and the Chorch well, may have taken

the Covenant, who [etc.l. 1651 ISaxtkr Inf. Bapt. 246 A
greater latitude there must be left in doctrinals then prac- !

ticals. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. ix. i. § 51 Christ went down
1

to Hell (to preach to the Spirits there,) which last clause is

left out in these Articles, and men left to a latitude concern- 1

ing the cause, time, and manner of his Descent. 1687

Dryoen Hind <y III. 160 Your sons of latitude that court
|

your grace. [Cf. 1. 187 Vour sons of breadth.l 1711 Addison
Spect. No. 44 P 8 There is a much greater Latitude for

1

comick than tragick Artifices. 1726 De For /fist. Devil
\

1. ii. (1840) 28 The devil has some little latitudes and ad van-
j

tages for mischief. 1749 Fielding Tom Jonesxv 'ix, He gave
j

a latitude to his friends tongue, and desired him to speak
j

plainly what he knew. 1753 Hanway Trav. (1762) 1. 11. xvi.

70 A latitude to kill might subject the innocent to great 1

inconveniencies. 1779 J. Moore View Soc. Fr. (1789) 1.x.

68 The greatest ease and latitude allowed in behaviour and
dress. 1838-9 Hallam Hist. /.it. IV. iv. iv. § 27. 165

Natural good has been defined by Cumberland with more
J

latitude than has been used by Paley. 1858 Ld. St.

Leonaros Handy-Bk. Prop. Law ii. 7 The latitude which I

a court of equity allows itself in enforcing agreements
against the letter. 1863 Kiwjlakk Crimea (1877) 1. xi. 150 1

In regard to time the Emperor grants you no latitude,
j

1868 Stanley Westm. Abb. iv. 325 Courayer's 1 Last Semi-
|

mints', which were of the extremest latitude in theology. J

fb. Laxily of conduct or principle. Obs.

1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals 11. 1. 127 They live with that

latitude and licentiousness, as if there were neither God,
nor Jostice for them. 1679 Penn Addr. Prot. 1. iii. (1692)

7 Which way soever this ungodly Latitude came in. 170a

Eng. Theophrast. zyj If statesmen .. worked their heads, :

there would be no occasion for Latitude and insincerity,

c. altrib. + latitude man= LAT!TUi)L\AiuAN.

i66« S. P. (title) BriefAccount of the new Sect of Latitude-

men. Ibid. 5 In opposition to that hide-hound, strait-lac'd

spirit that did then prevail, they were called Latitude-men.

II. In Geography and Astronomy.

4. Geog. a. Angular distance on a meridian :

only in degree, minute, etc. of latitude, b. The
angular distance on its meridian (of any place on

the earth's surface) north or south from the equa-

tor
;
quantitatively identical with the elevation of

I the pole above the horizon, and with the declina-

tion of the zenith.

For circle, parallel oflatitude, see those words.

[In their original geographical use latitude (L. latilndo,

Gr. 7rAaro«) and longitude (L. longitudo, Gr. \lt\ko<C) meant
quite literally the 'breadth' and 'length' of the oblong
map of the known world ; this literal sense remained even
in the expression 'degrees of latitude and longitude' (Moipm
irAarov; *c«i /ii)kow). By a natural development the terms

afterwards came (in late Latin, app. not yet in Greek) to

denote the distance of any place, in the breadthwise and
lengthwise direction respectively, from the ciicle assumed
as the origin of measurement.]
c 1391 Chaucer Astral. Prol., A suffisaunt astralabie as

for owre orizonte, conipowncd after the latitude of Oxen-

ford. Ibid. n. § *2 The latitude of any place in a regioun
is the distance fro the senyth vnto the lupiinoxial. 1327
R. Thorne in Hakluyt Voy. (1580) 253 This latitude is the
measure of the world from North to South, c 1550 Disc.
Common Weal Eng. (1893) 13 b, How could youe knowe
towarde what coste ye be sea driven withoute knowledge
of the latitude of the place by the poolle and the lengthe by
the starres? 1559 W. Cunningham Cosmogr. Glasse 123
Ther shalbe so many, as there are paralleles of latitude,

whose nombre as I saide was .90. 162a Drayton Poly-olb.
xix. 316 To fortie three Degrees of North'ly Latitude. 1669
Sturmy A'/ariner's A/ag. iv. iv. 157 How to correct the
Account, when the Dead Latitude differs from the Observed
Latitude, if the Difference of Latitude be less by Estima-
tion than it is by Observation [etc.], 1698 Kf.ill Exatn.
Theory Earth (1734) 107 The Latitude of Paris being
48 '• 45'. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey) s.v., Whenever a Ship
sails to or from the Equinoctial on either side, her way thus
gain'd is calPd her Difference of latitude. 1836 Marryat
A/idsh. Easy xxxviii. We have made a famous run. It's

twelve o'clock, and if you please I'll work the latitude. 1867
Dknison Astron. ivit/iout A/ath. 9 A degree of latitude

measured on any meridian is a1x>ut 6g miles everywhere.

c. A locality as marked or defined by parallels

of latitude
;
usually in = regions, climes, parts

of the world. A\soJig.
1632 Massinger City A/adam 11. ii, They serve For any

latitude in Christendom. 1704 Lond. Gaz. No. 3988/1 A
Prench Privateer . . which he took in this Latitude. 1719
De Foe Crusoe 1. vi. (1840) ioij I was something chilly,

which I knew was* not usual in that latitude. 1760-2
Goldsmith Cit. 0/the World cxiv. (Globe) 265^1 A lady's

whole cargo of smiles, sighs, and whispers, is declared
utterly contraband, till she arrives in the warm latitudes of
twenty-two. 1845 Foro Handbk. Spain 1. 59 Very little

meat and wine arc necessary in these hot latitudes. 1855
Prescott Philip It 1. v. (1857) 75 The flag of Castile was
seen in the remotest latitudes.—on the Atlantic, the Pacific,

and the far-off Indian seas. 1871 Morley Carlyle (1878) 157
Men who have long since moved far away from these

spiritual latitudes. 1882 W. R. Greg A/isc. Ess. Ser. 1. v.

103 Those latitudes and altitudes where no crops will giow.

1885 J. Martineau Types Eth. Theory 1. 115 Leaving blank
vast latitudes on the map of human thought.

5. Astron. The angular distance ol a heavenly body
from the ecliptic : called spec, celestial latitude.

(See also Ascending vbl. sb.
t
Geocentric a. 1,

Heliocentric a. 1, Hkliographic a. 1.)

The history of this sense appears to be as follows. Orig.

the word was applied, on the analogy of the geographical
use (see 4) to denote the angular distance of a point in the

celestial sphere from the equator, measured along a secondary
to the latter. This, however, was not accurately distin-

guished by name from the distance of a point from the
ecliptic, the terms 'latitude' and 'declination* being em-
ployed indiscriminately with reference to both these ways
of indicating position. (Cf. quot. 1391.) In mod. use, the

terms have been differentiated, declination being appro-
priated to what was originally and with historical propriety

called * latitude while latitude became the name for

distance from the ecliptic.

<ri39i Chaucer Astral. 11. § 17 Fro the Equinoxial may
the declinacion or the latitude of any body celestial be
rikned, after the site north or south,..& riht so may the

latitude or the declinacion of any body celestial, satie only
of the sonne . . be rekned fro the Ecliptic lyne. 1551
Rkcorde Cast, R'norvl. (1556) 176 Proprelye they d00 call

that the Latitude of the Planetes, when they swarue from
the Ecliptike line. 1594 Dlunoevil Exerc. in. 1. xi. (1636)

298 The Latitude is counted from the said Ecliptique line

towards any of the Poles of the Zodiaqne. 1601 Holland
Pliny I. 11 Mars in his latitude leaueth the eclipticke line

foure halfe degrees. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey) s.v., Ap-
parent Latitude, is the Distance of the apparent, or seeming
Place of any Planet from the Ecliptick ; and True Latitude
is the Distance of its real Place from the same Ecliptick.

1868 Lockyer Elem. Astron. § 555. 269 '1 he right ascension

and declination are then easily converted by calculation

into celestial longitude and latitude if required.

Latitudinal (lcetiti/^dinal), a. and sb. [f. L.

latitiidin-, -tudo Latitude + -al.]

1. Relating to breadth or width, rare.

1671 Grew Anat. Plants \. ii. § 28 (1682) 17 The Latitudinal

growth of the Root. 1879 J. M. Duncan Led. Dis. Women
1. (1889) 2 liounded below by a horizontal or latitudinal line

which joins the iliac crests.

2. Relating to, connected with, or depending on

geographical latitude
;
corresponding with lines of

latitude.

1778 Suuckburgm in Phil. Trans. LXV1II. 687 note, P»e-

tween the lat. 56 * and 79
0

.. the zero of the scale moves
through a space of no less than 32

0
; whereas, between the

lat. 46° and 56
0

it is perfectly stationary, .which great want
of proportion., is of itself some argument against the exist-

ence of such a latitudinal equation. 1855 Maury P/iys.

Geog. Sea v. § 289 The latitudinal limits of the northern
edge of the northeast trade-winds are variable. 1867 Raw-
linson Anc. Mon. IV. i. 31 Its principal mountain ranges
are latitudinal, or from west to east. 1874 Coues Birds
N. W. 19 In respect of latitudinal distribution the Tufted
Titmouse offers much the same case as the Ulue-gray Gnat,
catcher. 1880 Haugiiton Phys. Geog. v. 204 The latitudinal

width of this part of Africa is 6v\ 1897 Allbntfs Syst.

A/ed. IV. 137 The latitudinal and altitudinal relations of

hepatic abscess.

+ B. sb. Anat. The name of two muscles of the

epigastrium. Obs.

1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Chirurg. I jb, Of what
villes is the stomacke composed.. .Of longytudynalles to

drawe in & tranuersalles to rcteyne & latitudinalles to put
forth. 154&-77 Vicary Anat. viii. (1888) 63 Two Latitu-

dinales coinming from the baeke-wards to the wombe.
1 lence I.atitu-diiially adv., in respect of breadth

or latitude.

1853 Lytton A/y Novel 11. vii, The bones, .in the skin of

Jackeymo spread out latitudinally. 1884 Alanch. Exam,



LATITUDINARIAN.

20 Aug. 6/3 This submarine swamp extends fifty miles lati-

tudinally.

Latitudina-rially, adv. rare~\ \i.Hatitudi-

mortal (formed as next) + -ly -.] With latitude or

laxity of distinction.

1853 De Quince y Autobiog. Sk., Laxton Wks. 1863 XIV.
400 note. Colours were as loosely and latitudinarially dis-

tinguished by the Greeks and Romans as degrees of affinity

and consanguinity are everywhere.

Latitudinarian (la^titk/dine^rian), a. and sb.

[f. L. l&tihudin- , Idtitudo Latitude, after trini-

larian, etc. Cf. F. latitudinalre.]

A. adj. Allowing, favouring, or characterized by
latitude in opinion or action, esp. in matters of re-

ligion ; not insisting on strict adherence to or con-

formity with an established code, standard, formula,

etc.
;
tolerating free thought or laxity of belief on

religious questions; characteristic of the latitudi-

narians (see B).
1672-1702 Comber Comp, Temple 368 There were no

such Latitudinarian Principles among the Apostles. 1697
Collier Ess. Mor. Subj. 1. t'1709) j66 When you have made
the most of it, 1 foresee this Latitudinarian Love will be

expensive. 1733 Lei. to Mr. Holden 26 in Ellys Plea
for Sacram. Test. (1790) 39 The prevailing opinion of

England is Latitudinarian. 1794 Sullivan View Nat. V.

200 There was a latitudinarian harmony. . among the reli-

gions of the ancient world. 181a Shelley Proposals Prose

Wks. 1888 I. 273 li is a very latitudinarian system of

morality that permits its professor to employ bad mean-,

for any end whatever. 1822-34 Goods Study Med. (ed. 4)

IV. 470 Herpes .. being .. by others extended so widely

as to include both the preceding and the ensuing genus

.. and in the latitudinarian sense of the term, it is em-
ployed by Mr. 13. Bell. 1827 Hallam Const. Hist. (1876)

III. xiv. 56 The men most conspicuous in the reign of

Charles II.. were of the class who had been denominated
Latitudinarian divines. 1849 Macaulay Hist, Eng. vii. II.

182 His opinions respecting ecclesiastical polity and modes
of worship were latitudinarian. 1858 Longf. in Life (i8gi)

II. 360 The sermon, .very latitudinarian in doctrine.

B. sb. One who practises or favours latitude in

thought, action, or conduct, esp. in religious mat-

ters; spec, one of those divines of the English Church
in the 17th century, who, while attached to episco-

pal government and forms of worship, regarded

them as things indifferent
;
hence, one who, though

not a sceptic, is indifferent as to particular creeds

and forms of church government or worship.
1662 S. P. New Sect Latitude-men 7 Our Latitudinarians

..are by alt means for a Liturgy. 1669 Pepys Diary
16 Mar., Dr. Wilkins, my friend, the Bishop of Chester . . is

a mighty rising man, as being a Latitudinarian. 1676
Wycherley PI. Dealer 1. i, Why, thou art a Latitudinarian

in Friendship, that is no Friend ; thou dost side with all

Mankind, but wilt suffer for none, a 1680 Butler Rem.
(1759) II. 177 A Latitudinarian . .believes the Way to Heaven
is never the belter for being strait. 1684 J. Goooman Old
Relig. (1848) 42 To be such Latitudinarians, as to think it

indifferent what religion a man be of. 1696 Phillips
(ed. 5), Latitudinarians in Religion, are those who profess

a Freedom, and as it were a greater Latitude than usual

in their Principles and Doctrine. It is also vulgarly applied
to such as take a more than ordinary Liberty in their Lives

and Conversations, a 1700 B. E. Did. Cant. Crew, Lati-
tudinarian, a Churchman at large, one that is no Slave to

Kubrick, .and in fine looks towards Lambeth, and rowes to

•Geneva. 1705 Hearne Collect. 22 Nov. (O. H. S.) 1. 92
This Discourse is a Justification of a Latitudinarian (the

word was first hatch'd at Cambridge) against ye Zealous
Nonconformists. 1753 Wesley Eng. Diet., Latitudi-
narian, one who fancies all religions are saving. 1822

Syd. Smith Wks. {1867* II. 6 These latitudinarians leant to

Arminianism rather than to high Calvinism. 1859 All Year
Round No. 28. 38,

1
1 am afraid going abroad has made you

a latitudinarian
1

, she said, anxiously. 1862 R Vaughan
Nonconformity 393 According to Baxter, the Latitudi-

narians were mostly Cambridge men.

Latitudinarianism (la^titiwdineVrianiz'm).

[f. prec. + -ism.] Latitudinarian doctrine, opinions,

principles, or practiee ; the professions or practice

of a latitudinarian or the latitudinarians.

1676 R. Grove Vind. Conforming^ Clergy (1680) 25 Let
us see what he understands hy this fearful Bugbear of
Latitudinarianism. 1771 Wesley Wks. {iBj2) V. 502 A
catholic spirit is not speculative latitudinarianism. 1844
Disraeli Coningsby 111. ii, There must be substituted for

this latitudinarianism something sound and deep, a 1859
Macaulay Biog. (1867) 12 The majority of King William's
bishops were inclined to latitudinarianism. 1867 Frouoe
Short Stud. (ed. 2) 57 Latitudinarianism loosens the ele-

mentary principles of theology.

Latitu'dinary, a. [f. L. latitudin- Latitude
+ -ARY.] = Latitudinarian A.
1834 Sir W. Hamilton Discuss. (1852) 507 The latitudi-

nary divines of Cambridge.

t Latitu'dinism. Oh. [Formed as prec. +
-ism.] ^Latitudinarianism.
1667 Locke Toleration in Fox Bourne Life (1876) I. iv.

194 Whether toleration and latitudinism would prevent
those evils. 1685 M. Barne Authority Ch. Guides Pref. 4
Latitudinism in Principles is evermore accompanied with
Libertinism in Practice.

Latitudinous (laetitiw-dinas), a. [Formed as

prec. + -ous.] Characterized by latitude of inter-

pretation.

1838 Calhoun Wks. III. 223 These [impediments]., ought
to be irresistible with all, except the latitudinous in con-
struction. 1865 Greeley Amer. Conjd. I. viii. 82 These

* were . . accused of seeking its subversion through . . latitu-

dinous and unwarrauted construction.

99

I Latli, rare obs. form of Loathly.

Latly, -most, etc. : sec Lately, Latemost, etc.

I
Latoen, -one, obs. forms of Latten.

Latomy (lartomi). Hist. rare. [ad. Gr. Adro/ua,

j f. Aaas, Aas stone + -ro/Ata cutting.] A stone

quarry
;

spec, of those at Syracuse.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Latomy, a Quarry of stones.

1798 W. Taylor in Monthly Rev. XXV. 504 Were these

embassies mere child's play, or were there Timoleons con-

cealed in the latomies ?

Laton : see Latten.

Latonian (lat^-nian), a. (sb,) [f. L. Ldtoni-us

f. Ldtdna, a. *Gr. (TEolic) hdrcov, (Doric) Aara;,
j

! (Attic) Aijtw: see -an.] A. adj. Pertaining to

j
Latona ( = Gr. Leto^, the mother of Apollo and

Diana. B. sb. The Latonian : Apollo.

1591 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. iv. 538 Latonian Twins ..

why hide you so your shining Fronts? 1656 1'lount

t Glossogr. s. v., We use Latonian lights for the Sun and
Moon (Latona's children). 1819 Shei.lky Lett. Prose Wks.

i
18S0 IV. 82 A spectacle little suited to the antique and

j

Latonian nature of the place. 1820 - Hymn to Mercury

I

Ixxi, He .. Subdued the strong Latonian, by the might Of
winning music.

Latony, obs. form of Litany.

I
t Iia'tor, Sc. Obs. In 6 latour. [a. L. Idtor."]

< The bearer (of a letter).

' 1529 Earl Angus in St. Papers I/en. VIII, IV. 562 As
forthir the said latour can mair largely mak manifest unto

I

zour Grace.

Latoun, obs. or arch, form of Latten.

T Latrabi'lity. Obs. [f. L. Idlrdbil-is bark-

.
ing + -ity.] The quality or faculty of barking.
1668 H. More Div. Dial. 111. xxxiv. (1713) 272 These

rational Creatures may.. agree all in Rationality; as the

sundry species of Dogs here on Earth agree in Latrability.

Tjatrant (Intrant), a. [ad. L. latrant-em, pr.

pple. of latrdre to bark.] liarking. Chiefly Jig.
1702 C. Mather Magn. Chr. vii. App. (1852) 620 The

balanl and latrant noises of that sort of people. 1706
Phillips (ed. Kersey), Latrant, barking ; as A Latrant

\ Writer, an Author that does nothing but bark and snarl at

others. 1714 Tickell Fragm. on IIlotting in Steele Poet.

Misc. 178 The Minds and Genius of the Latrant Race.

1737 M. Green Spleen 464 Whose latrant stomachs oft

molest The deep-laid plans their dreams suggest. 1861

R. Quin Heather Lintic (1866) 115 Thy latrant mu^e aye
glooms sae sour.

t Latrate, v. Obsr* [f. L. latrdre to bark :
;

see -ate.] (Sec quots.)

1623 Cockekam, Latrate, to barke like a dog. Ibid. 11,

To Carpe, Conlatrate, Latrate.

Latratioil (hitr^'Jon). [n. of action f. L. latrdre

to bark.] A barking ; also
fig,

1623 Cockeram, Lairation, a balking. i6gi E. Rawson
1

in Andros Tracts 1.68 It must needs be beneath a gre;U

Mind to take notice of such Latrations, or to answer them
any otherwise than with contempt. 1824 New Monthly
Mag. XI. 424 We have no three-headed dog chained at the

gate of Tartarus to startle the visitants by his tri-Iinguar

j latrations. 1828 Blacktu. Mag. XXI II. 194 If a dog bile

a pig, the narrative teems with ' virus*, the ' rabid animal ',

and the * lairation ' of the patient.

|| Latrator. Obs.- 0 [L. idlrdtor, f. latrdre.']

1623 Cockeram, Latrator, which barketh, or ray leth, or
' scofleth.

t Latrede, a. Obs. rare. [OE. Ixtrxde, f. Ixl

Late a. + ried counsel, Kede.] Slow, tardy.

C897 K. ^Elfred Gregory's Past. xx. 148 Oft mon bi3

swi<5e wandi^ende act aelcutn weorce & swifte la?lra:de. c 1386

Chaucer Pars. T. r 644 Whan a man is so latrede \v.rr.

laterede, latied, lattred] or larying er he wil tome to god.

Latreutic (latnrtik), a. rare. [ad. Gr. Aa-

TpcuTi/f-os pertaining to divine worship, f. \arp€v-uv:

sec Latbia.] Of the nature of Latria.
1845 LiNCARO Anglo-Sax. Ch. 1 1, x. 1 11 note, He venerates,

indeed, the holy images, but pays lalreulic worship to the

Holy Trinity alone.

Latreutical, a. rare. [f. prec. + -al.] « prec.
|

1627 Bp. H/.ll No Peace iv. Rome § 19 That in the

Sacred Supper there is a sacrifice . .none ofvs euer doubted

:

I

but that is then either latreuticall, as Bellarmine distin-

. guishes it not ill, or eucharisticall. 1833 Rock Ilierurg. I.
j

171 Sacrifice . . is severally denominated Latreutical, or of
praise and supreme adoration, Eucharistic, or of thanks-

giving, Propitiatory and Impetratory.

II Latria (latrara). TheoL Also 7 latreia.

[late L. latria, a. Gr. Karpda service, service to

j

God, divine worship, f. Xarptv-uv lo serve, serve

with prayer.] In Roman Catholic language : The
supreme worship which is due to God alone (distin-

guished from Dulia and HlVEBDULlA).
(1426 Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. 22952 Off this place, ffolkes

alle, 'Latrya' they me calle. Myne offyce is mosle in

wakynge, To kepe the gate aboute the kynge.] 1526 Pilgr.

j

Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 44 b, This latria is holy and due
reuerence to god in prayers, vowes, tythes, othes and in the

j
seruice of god. 1635 Pagitt Christianogr. 1. iii. (1636) 131

It is 'the common opinion in Spaine and Italy that Latria,

or divine honor, is due to the Crosse. 1645 — Heresiogr.

(ed. 2) 147 The Papists make two Degrees of Religious
\ worship ; the highest they call Latreia. 1845 Lingard
L Anglo-Sax. Ch. II. x. 111 The worship of latria due lo

I

God only, and that of dulia, the respect wbich may justly

be shewn to his creatures. 1859 1. Taylor Logic in Thcol.

I 225 What now becomes of the distinction between the

dulia, and the hyper-dulia, and the latria ?

Hence fLatrial, +I.atrian adjs. rare, of the

'nature of latria.

-LATRY.

1550 Bale Apol. 141 They can make false Goddes, and
gyve to them latryall honoure. 1635 Pagitt Christiattogr.

11. vii. (1636) 68 The Romists say that they give to the

Saints one kinde of worship, to wit, Dulian, and to God
another and a greater, Latrian.

Latrine (lalrrn). Also 7 Sc. latron, lateran.

[a. Fr. (chie/ly in pi. latrines), a. L. Idtrhia privy,

contr. f. lavdtrina, f. lavdre to wash.] A privy,

esp. in a camp, barracks, hospital, or similar place.

1642 Spalding Tronb. Chas. /(Bannatyne Club) II. 82 He
also lirred the laterans in the Colledge, whereby the sin-

dentis had not sic naturall eisnvnt as befoir. 1673-88

, Fountainhall in M. P. Brown Snppl. Decis. (1826) 111. 29^
The public river of Tweed, whose use is common, and
which dimits in the sea which is the latrons and receptacle of

the universe. 1808 T. Craufuru Univ. Edin. 150, 1628 and

1629, the publick latrines. . were built where now ihey stand.

1867 Standard 23 Nov. 3 The longer the occupation of

the camp the greater necessity for good drainage, for

making new and filling up old latrines. 1869 E. A Parkes
Tract. Hygiene (ed. 31 311 Cesspit* are now discontinued

in most barracks, and water latrines are used. 1884 Health
Exhib. Catal. 59/1 Knamelled Karthenware Latrine. 1897

Hughes Mcditerr. Fever v. 181 Latrines are for want of

space often in close proximity to bed-rooms.

Latrobite (lartrJboit). Min. [f. the name of

its discoverer, the Rev. C. J. Latrobe + -ite.] A
pink variety of anorthite from Labrador.
1837 Dana Min. 299 Latrohile has been found only on

Ametik island near the coast of Labrador.

t Latrocinate, v. Obs.- ° [f. L. latrocindri

10 rob on the highway : see -ate.] (See <)tiot.)

1623 Cockeram, Latrocinate, to rob, lo play the theefc.

t Latrocinatiou. Obs.~° [ad. L. latrdcind-

tion-cm, f. latrocindri (see prec.).] (See quot.)

1656 Blount Glossogr., Latrocinatiou, theft, robbery.

tXatrociny. Obs. Also 5 -synie, -eynye,

7 -einie. [ad. L. latrdcini-um highway-robbery,

band of robbers, f. latro : see next. Cf. Larceny.]

1. Highway-robbery, brigandage, frecbooling,

plundering.
C1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode ill. xvii. (1869) 144 Contte

bourse it h cleped, and latrusynie the defaniede. 1607

Toi'SKLL Foitr-f. Beasts (1658) 26-1 These . . possessed lh<

Mountains and Dtrseil places of Thessaly, being given lo

all manner of Lalrociny and Dcpucdution. 1619 ruRcins
Microcosmus xlvii. 438 Publike Lalrocinies, Rapes, Mur-
thers, Hell vj)on Earth. 1657 Thoknley tr. Longus 1

Daphnis <V Chloc 40 Escaping two dangers at once, ship-

wreck and lalrociny.

2. A band of robbers. In quots. trans/.

1474 Caxton Chcsse iv. i. (i860) 1 viij b> A royanie wytb
out habundaunce of goodes . . may beller be callyd a latro-

cynye or a nest of theuys than a royanie. c 1643 Ma.ximcs
Unfolded ^5 Because the faction sou.uhl by force lo piuvaih

,

11 was aptly called a Latrocinie. 1732 SrACKHol'SK lli*t

Bible 111. v. (1752)!. 389 When .. Oppression rul'd, and the

Government was turned into a meie Lalrociny.

t Latroil. Obs. [ad. L. latron~cin, latro, hire-

ling, mercenary, freebooter, robber. Cf. Ladhone.]

A robber, brigand, plunderer.

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage 11. vii. (1614) 13;, 1 ineane those

Latron-patrons and Patrou-latrons, whereof these extend lo

the vtmost whatsoever might, and whatsoeuer colour of right,

in Exemptions, Custodies, Priuiledges and prauileges

whereby euery ' John-a Stile ' shall intercept the Churches
due. 1634 Canne Nccess. Scpar. (1849) 272 In their writings

against the pielates . . they call them all latron*. 1657

Thoknley tr. Longus Daphnis «y Chloc 108 Counting such

actions to suit belter with a Latron than the Grand Captain

of an Army. 1658 J. Jones Ovid's Ibis 116 What may
sacrilegious latrons expect ? 1879 G. Merelui 11 Egoist 11 1

.

iii. 74 The hymeneal pair are licensed freebooters levying

black mail on us;.. 1 apprehend that Mr. Whilford has a

lower order of latrons in his mind.

Latron, obs. Sc. variant of Latrine, Lectern.

t Lai;ronage. Obs. rare- \ [f. Latron l +
-age.] Robbery, brigandage.
1619 ruRCHAS RHcrocosmns lxii. 624 Abusing . . ihe Court*

and Lawyers, to Patronise his Latronage and Violence.

Latrosynie, valiant of Latrociny Obs.

Latrirncular, a. rare- 1

. [f. L. latruncul-its

robber, piece in the game of Matrimonii
?

+ -ar.]

Pertaining to the ancient Roman game of latrtui-

culi, somewhat resembling draughts or chess.

i$2S Fosuroke Encyci. Antiq. (1843) N. 678 Circumstan-

tial evidence supports Montfaucon in his latruncular origin

of it (chess],

-latry, -olatry, representing Gr. -Aarpaa wor-

ship, as in €Woj\o\aTpda Idolatry. Other exam-

ples, legitimately formed on possible Gr. types,

are angelolatry, astrolatry, bibliolatry, cosmolatry,

demonolatry, grammatolatry, Mariolatry, q.v.

Hence, in humorous nonce-use, have been formed

divers hybrids, as babyplatry (q.v.), crochetolatry

,

dutiolatry, lordolatry. Corresponding to this is the

termination -(o)lalerf representing Gr. -Aar/^y, as

in idolater, bibliolater.

1848 Thackeray Bk. Sttobs iii. (1892) 13 How should it be

otherwise in a country where Lordolatry is part of our

creed ? 1859 F. E. Paget Curate of Cumb., etc. 330 She
was immolating health and spirits in crochetolatry. 1891

Harper's Mag. Oct. 770/2 The question of how far the

Puritan civilization has carried the cult of the personal con-

science into mere dutiolatry.

Latschipe, -som, -sum : see Lateship,-some.

Latst, ohs. form of Last a.

Latt : see Lait v., Late, Let.
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LATTEN.

Latteen, variant of Lateen.

Latten (Ise'ten). Forms : 4-5 (also 9 arch,)

latoun, latun, 5-6 latyn, 5-7, 9 laten, (5 latoen,

-one), 5-8 latin, 6 lattinne, -onn, -yne, -yng,

latynn, 6-7 latino, lattyn(n, 6-9 lattin, (7
laden), 4- laton, 5- latton, latten. [a. Ob\
laton, leiton, niod.F. latton Pr. lato, Sp. laton,

Pg. latoo, Ptedmontese loton
f It. ottone (the initial

/ having been dropped throngh being mistaken

for the def. article). The relation between these

forms is obscure ; if the Fr. form be original, it

wonId point to a popnlar L. type * lacton-em ; if

the word was originally Sp., it may be a derivative

of Com. Rom. *latta lath, tin-plate (It. latta, Sp.,

Pg. lata, F. latte; of Tent, origin: see Lath).

From Fr. the word was adopted into the Teut. and

Slav, langa. : cf. Du. latoen , ON. latun, Russian

aaiyith.]

1. A mixed metal ofyellow colour, either identical

with, or closely resembling, brass ; often hammered
into thin sheets. Now only arch, and Nisi,

The word occurs not infrequently as a translation of L.

0ric/iakuttt.

[1339 >n Riley Lond. Mem. (1868) 205 Sex Instrumenta
dc Tatone. vocitata Gonnes.] 1340 Hampolk Pr. Consc.

4367 His fete er like latoun bright AIs in a ehymne bryn-

nand light. 1382 Wyclip i Kings\\\. 45 Al!e the vessels .

.

wercn oflatoun [L. de aurickalco\. c 1386 CuAUCEa Prol. 699
He hadde a croys of laton ful of' stones. — Frankl. P.

517 Phebus wax old and hewed lyk laton. 14. . Sir Bcucs
(MS. M) 1 134 Pclouris and durris were all of brasse, With
laten sett and with glassc. c 1425 Voc. in Wr.-Wulclcer6^3/is
Hoc auricalcum, latone. 1494 Fabyan Ckron. vi. clvi. 145
An horologe or a clocke of laten. 1528 More Dyaloge 1.

Wks. 132/2 Whan we se dayly a great pece of siluer, brasse,

laten or yron drawen at length into smale wier. 1538 inv.
in Ardixologia LI. 71 Itm the laton on the larestones, vs.

1553 Inv. Ch.Vfrids, Stafford\n Ann. Dioc. Lichfield'(1863)

49, ij candelstyks of lattyn, one erysmatorye of latten.

1582 N. T. ( Rhein.) Rev. i. 15 And his feete like to latten

as in a burning fornace. 1600 Dkkker Fortunatus Wks.
1873 1« i24

>
Whether it were lead or lattin that haspt downe

those winking casements, I knowe not. 1639 Fuller Holy
It 'ar in. xiii. {1840) 138 It was concluded, that they should
not celebrate the sacrament in glass., but in chalices of
latten. 1603 Evelyn De la Quint. Compl. Gard., Direct.
Melons 4 The Noses of the Pipes might easily be Inserted
into a larger Pipe of Laton. 1715 Leoni Palladia s A rehit.

(1742) I. 5 Latten . . is another sort of Copper colour'd with
Lapis Calantinaris. 1885 R. F. Burton 1001 Nts. I. 141
A dome of yellow laton from Andalusia. 1890 W. Morris
in Eng. Itlustr. Mag. July 755 She brought him the hand-
washing water in a basin of latten.

b. Black latten = latten-brass (see 3 b). Shaven
fatten, a thinner kind than black Litten. Roll lotten,

latten polished on both sides ready for use (Sim-
monds Diet. Trade 1858).
1660 Act 12 C/ias. If c. 4 Sched. Rates Inwards, Lattin

vocant blacke Lattin the hundred weight . . ij //. shaven
Lattin.. iij/j. vjj. v\\\d. 1714 Fr. Bk. of Rates 413 His
Majesty, .does permit the l).inuh and Swedish Ships to
come loaded with . . Lattcn-black, or ruled. 1812 J. Smyth
Pract. ofCustoms (1821) 120 Shaven Latten is distinguished
from Black Latten by its thinness and brightness on both
sides of the sheets.

2. Iron tinned over, tin-plate; more explicitly

white latten. Also, any metal made in thin sheets.

Now dial.

161 1 Cotgr., Per btatu, White Lattin. 1615 De Mont-
fort's Sur-j. E. Ind. 37 A little hollow pipe of white latten.

1669 Boyle Contn. New Exp. I. {1682) 43 Pipes of. .Tin or
I^aton as they call thin Plates of Iron Tinn'd over. 1676
Worlidoe Cyder (1691) 147 Vour vessel ought to be of
latten. .the tin yielding no bad tincture to the liquor. 1706
Phillips (ed. Kersey), Latten or Lattin, Iron tinn'd over.
1728 Rutty in Phil. Trans. XXXV. 630 The making of
Tin-plates, or Lattin, as it is called, being not commonly
practised in England. 1799 G. Smith Laboratory I. 238
The art ofmaking tin plates or latten. 181 a J. Smyth Pract.
of Customs {1821) 120 Iron Plates tinned over are sometimes
termed Latten. a 1825 in Forrv Voc. E. Anglia, Latten,
We do not mean any mixed metal, but give the name to
common tin-plate. 1875 Knight Vict. Mech., Latten, thin
metal. Metal in sheets.

3. attrib. often passing into adj. = Consisting or
made of latten.

1492 Nottingham Rec. III. 24, j laton bason, pretii ijj.

1513 Douglas sEneis vti. Prol. 4 Cleir schynand bemys,
and goldin symmeris hew, In lattoun colour altering haill of
new. 1529 Churchiv. Acc. St. Giles, Reading 37 Laten
wire for the chyme. 1608 Sylvester Du Bartas n. iv. iv.

Decay 944 A Dry-fat, sheath'd in latton plates with-out.
1623 Webster DeviCs Laiv-Case iv. ii, Here s a latten spoon,
and a long one, to feed with the devil. 1655 Mrq. Wor-
cester Cent. Inv. § 39 A Lattin or Plate Lanthorn. 1670-1
Narborough Jrnl. in Acc. Sev. Late Voy. 1. (171 1) 37 In
a hole of the Pool lay a Lattcir*br Tin Hox. 1673 Shadwkll
Epsom Wells iv. ii. Wks. {1720) 248 No people in the world
can make Lattin ware, or work our tin well but they. 1714
Fr. Bk. ofRates 270 Latin Plates or White Iron per Barrel
containing 4^0 double Plates. 1729 Shelvocke Artillery
v. 398 Bind it upon them with Iron or Lattin Wyre. 1825
Scott Betrothed xi, A latten chain will hecome me as well
as beaten gold. 1865 Swinblane Masque Q. Bersale 85
Low-barred latoun shot-windows. 1877 W. Jones Finger-
ring 89 A massive latten tbumb-ring.

b. Latten-hrass, milled- brass in thin plates or
sheets, used by braziers and for drawing into wire.
1676 W. B[rowne] Man. Goldstn. 97 The Grain Weights

are made of pieces of thin Brass, commonly called Latin-
Brass. 1812 J. Smyth Pract. ofCustoms (1821) 120 Black

100

Latten, or Latten Brass, is imported in thin sheets of
]

various sizes, sometimes scraped with a knife.

% Used with a pun on Latin.
1607 Brewer Lingua in. v. F 2, Congealing English I

Tynne, Graeeian Gold, Romaine Latine all in a lumpe. 1624
Beoeix Lett. vi. 96 The Barbarous not La tine but lead of
the stile, . . doe eonuince them of falshood. 1631 Brathwait
Whimzies 119 Of all metals, hee hates Latin : for hee hath
heard how it was sometime the Roman tongue, a 1655
Sir N. L'Estrange in Shaks. C. Praise 282 [Alleged saying
of Shaks.], I faith Ben,: Tie e'en give him a douzen good
I itti'i Spoon*. , and th u halt translate th_m.

Lattener (larlenai). Also 4-5, 9 latoner, 5
-enere, -ennare. [f. Latten + -eh 1

.] A worker
in or maker of latten.

139*-$ Earl Derby's Exped. (Camden) 157 Et ij latoners
per ij dies ijj. 1415 York Myst. Introd. 26 Latoners.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 288/2 Latenere, or latennare {S. lato*

nere), erarius. 1885 Atheneeum 17 Oct. 513/3 ' Latten' or
some other word connected with the craft of the founders
and latoners.

Latter (lartea), a. {adv.) Forms : 1 lator
{adv.), latera, leetra {adj.), 2 leter {adv.), 3
lattre, 3-4 latere, 4-5 lattere, latir, -yr, (.Sir. 5
lattire, 5-6 letter, 6-yr, 6-7 -er, 7 ?leater), 3-6
later (and 6-7 in sense 5), 3- latter. [OE. Ixtra

(fern, and neut. -e) adj., lator adv., compar. of fori

Late; cf. OFris. lelora, lettera latter, Du. later

later, MHG. lazier later, ON. latare more slug-

gish.

The mod. 1 tfr is a new-formation >n the positive ; it is

difficult to determine how far it goes hack, as the spelling
later may have represented the form with short vowel even
as recently as the 17th c. ; in sense 5 later is here treated as
a spelling of latter in the more recent as well as in the
earlier examples.]

A. adj.

fl. Slower. OE. and early ME.
c 1000 Laws Ecclcs. Instit. § 3 in Thorpe Anc. Laws II.

404 pact he by la:tra bi<5 to uncystum. c 1000 Cleric Exod.
iv. 10 (Gr.) Siodan pu spracce to binum beowe, ie liaefde be
lactran tungan. c 1205 Lay. 5011 Weoren heo of Rome alle

ridinde, ba oSre a foten .. and slowen alle here hors ; here
hasp wes be laettere.

2. Monging to a subsequent or comparatively
advanced period; later. Sometimes contexlually

= ' second ' (cf. Lattermath). Now only poet, or

€rch. with reference to periods of the year and
their productions.
ciaoo Okmin 15409 pin forrme win iss swibe god, pin

lattre win iss bettre. ibid. 19984 Alt Cristess lattre come.
c 1230 Hali Meid. 7 Hire latere were is lasse wurS & lesse

haueS ben hauede ear hire earre. 1506 Dalrymple tr.

Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 4 The lattir historiographers [calted

us] Albicans, and the Realmc Albanie. Ibid. 86 In thir lattir

dayss..is sa brocht to passe, that in the people is gretter

constancie. 1611 Bible Transl. Pref. 3 We forbeare to

descend to latter Fathers. — JoelW. 23 He will cause to come
downe for you the raine, the former ratne, and the latter raine

in the first month. 1624 Quarles yobxv. 19 My kindly words
were welcome as a latter Raine. 1649 Milton Eikon. 136 1

Former with latter steps in the progress of well doing need
not reconcilement. 1662 Stillingfl. Orig. Sacr. m. ii. § 7
The tatter Platonists. 1708 Swift Sentim. Ch. Eng. Man
Wks. 1755 II. 1. 54 The opinion and practice of the latter

Cato. 1727 Bradley Fam. Diet.
,
Eddish, . . the latter

Pasture or Grass that comes after Mowing or Reaping. 1801

Strutt Sports Past. 1. i. 7 These pursuits are said by
latter writers to have been [etc. J. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. 1,

Be near me when my faith is dry, And men the flies of latter

spring. 1863 Cowoen Clarke Shaks. Char. xv. 373 Gaunt
suddenly fefi away from him, like the latter snow. 1864
SwiNBUaNE Atalattta 1397 Pale as grass, or latter flowers.

b. + Latter-lady {in harvest), the Feast of the

Nativity of the Virgin Mary (cf. Lady sb. 3 b).

f Latter Mary day {Saint Marie day the latter,

etc.), one of the later feasts of the Virgin Mary, as

the Nativity, Sept 8, or the Assumption, Aug. 15.

f Latter meat (Sc.), 'victuals brought from the

master's to the servant's table' (Jam.). Latter

Lammas : see Lammas.
11.. O.E. Chron. an. 1052 {MS. D.) )?is wacs jr.edon .vil

nihton aer baire lateran sancta Maria msessan. 1297 R. Glouc
(Rolls) 7813 pe morwe after seinte man day be later \v.r.

latter] ded he was. 15. . Aberd. Reg. XV. 617 (Jam.) At the

assumptioune of our Lady callit the letter Mareday. 1541
Ibid. XVII. (Jam.), The nativite of our Lady callit the

Lettir mareday nixt to cum. 1641 Pest Farm. Bks.
(Surtees) 11 Tuppes beinge fedde are to bee kept noe longer

then Latter-lady in harvest. 1660 J. Lamont Diary(Ma\t-
land Ctub) 124 Johne Paterson, meason in Auchtermouchtie,
strake throw new doores in the leatcr meate roume. 1721

Ramsav Elegy on Patie Birnie xv, Ane's thrawart porter

wadna let Htm in while latter meat was hett.

3. Pertaining to the end of life, of a period, a

temporal sequence, the world; «sLast. Obs. exc.

arch, in latter days.
1513 Douglas SEneis 11. v. 93 We fey pepIc.Quham till

j

this was the dulefull lettir day. Ibid. vm. ix. 94 At lattyr

poynt [ L. digressu supremo] quhen that war to depart. 1530
Proper Dyaloge (Arb.) 129 Vour fruudes, almoste at the

latter cast. 1535 Coverdale Jer. xxiii. 20 In the latter

dayes ye shall knowe his meanynge. a 1547 Surrey AZtteid

11. 4 14 The later day and fate of Troy is come. 1588 A. King
Canisius* Catech. I itij, On ye letter day of december. Ibid^
is In the letter day of iudgment. 1594 Marlowe & NashiP
Dido ti. C 1 b, At whose latter gaspe Ioues marble statue
can to bend the brow. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. lvt. § 9
That life which shall make them glorious at the later day.
1609 Skene Reg. Maj. 35 She may make na disposition in

her letter will, anent her husbands gudes and geir. a 1649
Dkumm. op Hawth. Hist. Jos. V, Wks. (171 1) 114 The

LATTEKMATH.
cardinal put in hjs hands some blank papers, of which they
composed a latter-wilk 1816 Jkffersom Writ. O830) IV.
296 All the latter years of aged men are overshadowed with
its gloom. 1883 R. W. Dixon Mano 1. iv. 11 This sign
moreover doth St. John transmit, That in the latter days we
shall be tricked By Satan's legates.

b. Latter end : the concluding part (of a period,
etc.) ; Ibe end of life, (one's) death. Also pun-
ningly, the posteriors.
c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 256/33 In be latere ende ol Jeneuer.

a 1400-50 Alexander 3891 Him liinpis all be loose be be
lattire end. c 1420 Chron. Vilod. 2219 In be laterh'ende
of be office. 1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 135 He
that hit wil not desyre, he shall atte the latyr ende be shente.
^1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIIF 243 b, In ye latter ende of
this moneth. 1368 Grafton Chron. II. 292 From the later
ende of Marche untill the later ende of July. 1630 Prynne
Anti-Armifu 122 What is the chiefe grounde . . of most
mens delaying their amendment to their latter ends. 1697
Dampier Voy. 351 About the latter end of August. 1710
Palmer Proverbs 247 Death . .shou'd never be spoken of in
jrst : for a man may play with almost any thing safer than
his latter-end. 1845 M. Pattison Ess. (1889) I. 17 At the
latter end of the spring of 577. 1852 R. Coombfs in Aquatic
Notes Cambridge 104 Throw the body forward with a spring,
as if your latter end was made of Indian-rubber. 1803
G. E. Mathfson About Holland 10 The latter end of the
Rhine is not so romantic, .as its earlier career in Germany.
t4. Sc. Hinder, hindmost. Obs.

?S33 Bellenden Livyn. (1822) 199 The Volschis. .followit
feirsly on the latter skirtis of tbair armye.
5. That has been mentioned second of two:

opposed toformer.
»S5S in Strype Eccl. Mem. III. App. xliv. 126 This latter

sort . . are more hated in the sight of God than the other.
1632 Sanderson Serm. 58 Of the later sort are such outward
actions [etc.]. 1755 Johnson s.v. Disloyal 4 The three latter
senses are now obsolete. 1780 Bentham Princ. Legist.
xvii. § 6 The latter mode is not less certain than the former,

b. absol. or ellipl.

1608 Shaks. Per. 111. ii. 29 Vertue and Cunning Were en-
dowments greater then Noblenesse & Riches; Carelesse
Ileyres May the two latter darken and expend; But !m-
mortalitie attendes tbe former Making a man a god. 1611
Bible Transl. Pref 8 To the later we answere; that wee
doe not deny letc]. 1678 Young Serm. at Whitehall 29 Dec.
7 The Civilians distinguishing a Law into parts, the Precep-
tive Part, . . and the Distributive Part, . . are pleas'd to call

this later the Sanction . . of the Law. 1870 F. R. Wilsom
Ch. Lindisf. 99 A nave and chancel, with a small vestry on
the north side of the latter.

fB. adv. a. More slowly, b. Laler. Obs.
C1050 Bvrhtfertlfs Handboc in Anglia (1885) VIII. 324

Ne lator pon .ii. id. martii. C1175 Lamb. Horn. 15 Eour
eyber sunegaS bi-foran drihten and ec leter a,e beoo sahtc.

a 1200 Moral Ode 131 0*3er rafler o3er later; milce he seal

imeten. c 1200 Ormin 13206 pohhwhebbre comm he lattre till

To lefenn uppo Criste. 1362 Langl. PI. A. 1. 173 pat nts no
treube of Tnnite but tricherie of helle, And a ieornyng for

lewed men be latere [v.rr. latter(e] forte dele, c 1400 Lan-
frattcs Cirurg. 217 Ful scelden it comeb of cotre, & more
lattere of malancoli. 1413 Pilgr. Sotvte (Caxton 1483) v.

xiv. 109 Tbe sone depepdeth of the fader nouther more ne
lesse neither latter ne rather than the fader. 1422 tr.

Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 220 More latre Is he [the

Maleneoly man] wourthe than a colerike man.
Comb. 1500 Shaks. Com. Err. 1. i. 79 My wife, more care,

full for the latter borne.

Latter, variant of Laughter 2.

La tter-day, adjective phr. Belonging to ' the

latter days'; modern. Latter-day Saints, the

name by which the Mormons call themselves.

t
1842 Caswall City of Mormons 22 On the door . . was an

inscription to the following effect :
* Office of Joseph Smith,.

President of the Church of Latter Day Saints*. i8so
Carlyle (title) Latter-day Pamphlets. 1851 M ayhew Lond.
Labour I. 22 Neither the Latter-day Saints nor any similar

sect, have made converts among the costermongers. 1855
Trollope Warden xiv. 222 The painting of some of these

latter-day pictures [sc. of the Pre-KafTaellite School]. 1884
Matich. Exam. 29 Feb. 5/3 The whole circumstances were
thoroughly mediaeval from a latter-day English point of
view. 1897 Dowden Fr.Lit. iv. iv. 320 Andre* Chenier .

.

a latter-day Greek or demi-Greelc himseff.

Latterkin (lse'tojkin). Also 7 laperkin, 9
?latherkin (Simmonds 1858). A glazier's tool

used in making lead-lights (see qtiot. 1825).
1688 R. Holme Armoury 111. 384/1 In this square are three

Glasiers Tools; the first., is termed a Laperkin. It is a
short piece ofWood made streigfeton one edge [etc.]. . .With
this, being a kind of Ruler he [the Workman! cuts Quarries
of any Size. 1825 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 638 The
latterkin is a piece of hard woocf pointed, to run in the

groove of the lead, and widen it for the easier reception of
the glass. 1839 Gwilt Encycl. Archit. (ed. 4) 586.

Latterly (lie tajli), adv. [f. Latter a. + -ly 2
.]

a. At the latter end (of life or of some period).

b. Of late, lately.

1734 J. Richardson Life Milton 2 Latterly he [Milton]

was—No; Not Short and Thick, but [etc. J. 1735-6 Pegge
Kenlicisms (E. D. S.) Latterly, adv., the latter part of bis

time. 1755 Johnson, Latterly, . . a low word lately hatched.

1762-71 H. Walpolk Vcrtue's Atwcd. Paint. (1786) IV. 143
He died Sept. 23, 1766, at Hammersmith, though latterly

he resided chiefly at Bath. 1821 T. Foster in Lifeff Corr.

{1846) II. 46 A languid tone of health into which I have
latterly fallen. 1883 Gilmouk Mongols xxix. 339 He.. gave
away so much that, latterly, he had little left. iZ&$Manch.
Exam. 24^ Feb. 5/1 If there has been anything like an in.

crease of ill-feeling latterly.

Lattermath. (Ix-teimab). dial. Also 6-7 later-

math (e,7 latter-meath, leather-math. [f. Latter
a. + Math {OK.mxp) mowing.] The 'latter' mow-
ing ; the aftermath. Als6, the crops then reaped.
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1530 Palsgr. 237/2 Latermathe. 1587 Harrison England
i.xviii. (1881) ill. 133 Of such [medowe.Jas are twise mowed
I speake not, sith their later math is not so wholsome
..as the first. 1611 Cotgr., Arriere-saison, later math.
1660 Charac. Italy 84 Some Soyls . . afford four Latier-
meaths of Hay. 1692 Tryon Good House wife vii. (ed. 2)

70 [Hotter made in Summerl is much finer than that which
is made of Rowings or Leather-Math (as they call it). 1736
A insworth Lat, Diet. s.v. Cordus, Fmtum eordum, the
latter math.

^
1813 Sir H. Davy Agric. Chctn. (1814) 363

Grasses.. which afford.. the greatest quantities of spring,
summer, latter-math and winter produce. 1880 Ji- vferies
Gt. Estate 128 The aftermath, or, as country people call it,

the ' lattermath

La'ttermint. rare. [f. Latter a. + Mint sb.]

? A late kind of mint.
1818 Keats Endym. tv. 579 Savory, latter- mint, and colonv

bines.

Lattermost (lartojnumst), a. [f. Latteu a. +
-most.] Last.
i8ai Blaekiv. Mag. X. 116 Domesticus, the foremost man,

is not more of a ring-leader, .than Mr. and Mrs. Crux, the
lattermost. 1879 E. Arnold Lt. Asia vui, 222 Fresh Issues
upon the Universe that sum Which is the lattermost of lives.

-Lattern, Sc. form of Lectern.

t La'tterness. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Latter a. +

-ness.] The condition of being later or subsequent.
1674 N. Fairfax Bulk <$• Selv. 14 Any other word that

can., cut off all formerncss and lattemess.

t Latterward, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Latter

+ -WARD. ] = LATEWARD.
157a Mascall Plant, .y Graff. (1651) 43 Ye shall graffe

them on a latterward fruit, as Pome Richard.

t La*ttew. Obs. Forms : r l&dpeow, -teaw,
-t(6)ow, ldfltteow, ldt6au, -6aw, -60w, ldtiteow,

-%6ovr, -temw, -tlow, Norlhttmb. latua, 2 ladtew,
lajd-, leetteow, 3 latflam, latteu, lattow. [OE.
IdtlMow, la'tte'ow, IdiQe'oiv, f. tad leading, Lode +
piow servant, THEW.J A leader.

£825 Vcsp. Psalter xx.x. 4 Ladtow me flu hist. <:888

K. Alfred Boeth. xxxiii. § 5 pa eart aegfter £c w«, %c
ladbeow, sio stow Se se we* to li?5. e 1200 Trin. Coll.

Horn. 161 For bat be storres liht is hem god Iat3;cu. Ibid.

ip7 Alse mannes heued is he3est lime and latteu swo wissctf

nhtte bi-leue be soule. a 1225 Juliana 33 Laucrd Hues
lattow lead mc buth bis..lif.

Lattice (lse'tis), sb. Forms : 4 latijs, latis,

//. latises, -is, 4-6 latys, 5 lates, lateys(e,

5-6 latyse, 6 lateis, latesse, latise, lattes(e,

-is, lettise, lattas(s)es, 6-7 lattesse, 6-8 lat-

tise, lettice, 7 latico, latteise, //. lettases, 6-
lattice, [a. OF. and F. lallis, f. lalle Lath.]
1. A structure made of laths, or of wood or

metal crossed and fastened together, with open
spaces left between ; used as a screen, e. g. in

window openings and the like; a window, gate,

screen, etc. so constructed.
1382 Wycuf Prov. vii. 6 Fro the windowe . . of myn hous

bi the latys 1 beheeld the a,unge man. 14.. Chaucer's
Troylusw. 566(615) (Harl. MS. 3943) A 1 go we sec, caste
up the latis [v.r. yatesj wyde, For thurgh this strete he
most to palays ryde. c 1440 Gesta Rom. lxxx. 400 (Add.M S.)

The pareshe preste. .sate at his selle, and lokede oute at his
latyse towarde the kyrke. 1452-3 in Willis & Clark Cam-
bridge (1 886) II. 449 Pro factura x lateys in deambulatorio.
<r*475 Partenay 4747 He.. The lateis unshitte. 1562 J.
Heywood Pro7f.fi Epigr. (1867) 1 16 Lattise keepeth out the
light and letth in the windc. 1569 Bury Wills (Camden)
155 The glasse lattases and bourdes belonginge to the hovvsc.
j6ii Birlb 2 Kings i. 2 Ahaziah fel downe thorow a lattessc

in his vpper chamber, a 1674 M ilton Hist. Mosc. Wks. 1 738
II. 130 Small Windows, some of Glass, some with Lat ices, or
Iron Bars. 1693 Eyelyn ZV la Quint. Cotnpt. Gard. II. 114
A Lattice of narrow Laths nail'd a cross one another checker*
wise, every square consisting of about twelve Inches. 17 17
Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to Lady Rich 1 Apr., They are
made a good deal in the manner of the Dutch stage coaches,
having wooden lattices painted and gilded. 1741 tr.D'Argens
Chinese Lett. xxv. 172 When they don't choose to be con-
cealed, they open the Lettices. 18 14 Scott Ld. ofIsles v. i,

The sunbeam, through the narrow lattice, fell Upon the
snowy neck [etc.]. 1822 Byron Werner v. i. 44 The flowers
fell faster— Rain'd from each lattice at his feet. 1866 Rogers
Agric. 9f Prices I. xx. 488 The diamond shape of the glass
of old casements was suggested by the ancient lattice.

fig. 1621 Donne Progr. Soul, <2ndA nniv. Poems ( 1 630) 243
Thou shalt not peepe through lattices of eyes, Nor hearc
through Labyrinths of eares. 164a Fuller Holy <$• Prof.
St. v. xiii. 409 He will . . creep out at the lattice of a word.
1670 Devout Commnn. (1688) 93 Stand not at a distance
hehind the walls : shew thyself through the lattice of thy
ordinance. 174a Young Nt. Th. nt. 473 Life's a debtor
to the grave. Dark lattice ! letting in eternal day. 1850
Tennyson In Mem. lxx, Thro' a lattice on the soul Looks
thy fair face and makes it still.

f b. A window of lattice-work (usually painted
red), or a pattern on the shutter or wall imitating
this (see Chequer j<M 4), formerly a common mark
of an alehouse or inn. Obs.
1575 Gascoigne Glasse Govt. iv. vi, There, at a howse with

a red lattyce, you shall finde an old baode . .and a yong dam-
setl. 1589 R. Harvey PI. Perc. (1590) 15 As they which
determine vpon an Ale bench whether the passenger that
passeth by the lettise be a Saint or a Diuell. 159a A rden of
Faversham H 2, He. .had beene sure to hauc had his Signe
puld down, & his latice borne away the next night. 1594
Plat Jcwell-ko. 11. 15 Some Alewiues, if they had knowne
this receipt . . wold haue bung out holly bushes at their
red lettises, and so they might haue beene mistaken for
Tauerns, of many ale knights. 1397 Shaks. 2 lien. IV>

n. ii. 86 He cafl'd me euen now (my Lord) through a
red Lattice. 1598 B. Jonson Ev. Man in Hum. hi. Hi,
At tbe signe of tbe water-tankerd, hard hy the greene

lattice. 163 . Wotton Educ. in Reliq. (1672) g7 Amongst 1

Tradesmen ..they are not poorest, whose Shop windows
open over a red Lettice. 1639 Mayne City Match 1. ii, If
he draw not A Lattice to your doore, and hang a bush out.
1689 Suadwell Bury F. 1. i. She by Art makes her face
look like a new white wall with a red lettice. 1735 Dyciih
& Pardon Diet., Lattice . . with us now is generally an

I

ensign of an Alehouse, which to make it the more con-
spicuous is commonly painted of various Colours, and those
who have not a real Wooden one up at their Door, cause
Chequers or Squares like 'cm to be painted on their Window-
shutiers, Walls or Side-posts of the Door, &e.

C. Work of the kind described in 1 ; lattices
1

collectively; » Lattice-work. Msofg.
1577 Harrison England it. xii. (1877) I. 236 Our countrie

houses, in steed of glasse, did use much lattise. 1597 Shaks.
Lozfcrs Compl. 14 Some beauty peept through lettice of
sear'd age. 1601 — All's Well 11. lii. 225 My good window
of Lettice fare thee well. 1611 Coryat Crudities 50 The
vpper part of the window . . is made of glasse or lattise.

1890 F. (J. Carienter in Amer. Agriculturalist Oct. 512
(Funk) Kude frames of lattice filled with greased paper to
act as windows.

2. Iransf. Something with open interlaced struc-

ture like that of a lattice.

«6S7 Tomlinson Renou's Dis/>. Pref., This harmless Essay
I .. may. .induce your charity to connive at our imbecillity,

I
Dy glancing through the Lattice of a diminishing Telescope.
1684 R. Waller Nat. E.xper. 132 Taking a sheet of Paper,
we made several little Lattices in it. 1895 C. R. Ii. Barrett
Surrey iii. gi An oak tree with a curiously twisted lattice of
roots.

+ 3. A part of the nnditorium of a theatre (see
qnot.). Obs.

0
x8i8 J. Warrurton etc. Dublin II. in 3 boxer, 5* ji>.

;

lattices 4*. 4^. ; pit 3*. yi. \ gallery 2s. 2d. Ibid. 118 note,
The interior of the house (^17931 formed an ellipse, and was
divided into three compartments—pit, boxes, and lattices,
which were without division.

4. altrib. and Comh.
%

as lattice-blind, 4mtgk
x

-dosing, -edge, -hole, -maker, -mil, -/>a/te
f -pattern ;

lattice-bar />ridge-building (see cjtiot.) ; lattice

beam ~ lattice girder; lattiee-braid, a nnrrmv
lattice-like braid made on the lace-pillow (Caul-
feild and Saward Did. Needlework 1SS2 p. 43^ ;

lattice-bridge (see quot. 1 857) ; flattiee cal-

trop (see quot.); lattiee-cell (see qttot. and cf.

Latticed 2 b\* lattice frame, girder, a girder

consisting of two horizontal bars connected by
diagonal bars crossed so as to resemble lattice-

work ; lattice leaf (plant), the Onvirattdt a fene-
stralis or lacc-leaf of Madagascar; also laltieo

plant; lattico moss, a moss of the genus O'//-

clidotns ; lattice point Math, (see quot.) ; lat-

tiee-stitch (see quot.) ; lattice-truss, * one having
horizontal chords and inclined intersecting braces'

(Knight Vict* Afec/i. 1S75); lattice-wise adv., in

the form of a laltice or lattice-work.
1885 WADnFXL Syst. Iron Railr. Bridges Japan 246

*
Lattice-bar^ a har belonging to a system of latticing. 1850
G. D. Dejipsf.y Iron Girder Bridges iv. 36 ^Lattice beams.
1832 Tknnvson Mariana in S. 87 backward the lattice-
blind she flung. 1878 Svmonos Many Moods 175 The star
of Love, those *lattice-boughs between. 1838 P. Stevenson .

Civil Engin. N. Amcr. via. 231 Town's Patent *Lattice >

Hridge. 1857 I I umher Iron Bridges * Girders 14 The Trellis i

Girderor Lattice 1 .ridge, consisting ofa top and bottom flange
connected by a number of Hat iron bars which are rivetted
across each other at a certain angle, thus forming a lat- ,

tice. 1497 Nav. Acc. lien. VII (1896) 97 *Latescaltraps
[Footnote, Perhaps coltraps united by lattice work or rods
forming a kind of chcval-dcfrise, and thus distinguished
from 'casting caltrops']. 1888 Syd. Soc. Lex., *Lattice-

j

cells, in llotany, Mold's term for cells whose walls are irre-
'

gularly thickened in such a manner as to form a kind of net-
j

work sculptured in relief, c 1425 St. Eliz. of Spalbeck in

Anglia VIII. 114 '46 f>e chapel is departyd fro £e chaum- I

hyr wib a smalle *latys-closynge. 1847 Tennyson Princess
\

II. 15 Here and there on *lattice edges lay Or book or lute,
j

1838 D. Stevenson Civil Engin. N. Amer. viii. 233 *Lat-
(

tice-frames. 1852 Rep. Brit. Assoc. Notices 123 Barton
(title of art) On the Calculation of strains in 'Lattice Gir-
ders. J897 Daily News 6 Sept. 5/3 A steel pillar with a
lattice girder construction. 1556 J. Heywood Spider <y F.
i. 32 In at a *lattcs hole .. fast flew there in a flie

;
1866

Treas. Bol. s. v. Onvirandra, O. fnestralis . . is best
known as the *Lattice-leaf plant, from its singular leaves
resembling open lattice-work. 1872 Oliver Etem. Bot. it.

252 Allied to the Pondweeds is the rare Lattice- leaf (Onvi-
randra fnestralis) of Madagascar. 1562 J. Heywood
Prov. # Epigr. (1867) ti6, 1 wishe .. *Lattisc makers few,
and glasiers many. 1868 Tripp Brit. Mosses 108 Cincli-
dotus,. .'Lattice Moss. 1480 Wardr. Acc. Edzv. /K(r83o)
122 For dT M' of*latis.naille price \\]d. 1840 Mrs. Norton
Dream 268 Beaming all redly thro' the *lattice-pane. 1875
Fortnum Majolica viii. 71 "Lattice and diaper patterns.

1877 Bennett ThontPs Bot. 457 The aquatic Onvirandra
or "lattice plant. 1857 in Cayley Coll. Math. Papers (1890)
III. 40 Imagine now in a plane, a rectangular system of
coordinates (x. y) and the whole plane divided by lines

parallel to the axes at distances =1 from each other into

sqoares of the dimension = r. And let the angles which do
not lie on the axes of coordinates be called **lattice points '.

1882 Caulfeild & Saward Diet. Needlewk. 187 "Lattice-

stitch, a stitch used in Ticking work and other ornamental
Embroideries for borders and formed of straight interlaced
lines. 1538 Elyot Diet., CaJicellit latteses, or any thynge
made *lattese wyse. a 1548 Hall Citron., Hen. VIII 239
Ryche cloth of golde traYerced latyse wyse square. 1601
Holland Pliny 1. 166 Some sinewes running streight out in

length, others crossing ouerthwart latttse-wise. 1715 Lkoni
Palladio's Archit. (xt^ II. 37 An additional Door.. made
Lettice-wise ; to the end that the People standing without
might see what was done in the Temple.

Lattice (lartis), v. [f. prcc] trans. To furnish

with a lattice or lattice-work. Also with up, over.

1428 in Heath Grocers' Comp. (1829* ^ The stide parlorc
and tresance lattizid, glazid and sdyd with othir necesbarii>.

1538 Lei.Ano ttiu. I. 55 A Closet in the midlc of 8 Squares
latt.sid aboutc. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Clathrarc, to close
with crosse barres, or iraylcs : to letii>e vp. 1664 Power
Exp. rhilos. 1. 7 Her eye is all latticed 01 chequered with
dimples like Common Klyes. 1726 Swim Gulliver 11. iv.

73 Lach Window was latticed with Iron Wire on the out-
side. 1856 Kane Ant. Expi. I. xi. 117 It was a wooden
structure, latticed and pierced with auger-holes. 1867 Lawy
Hkrrert Cradle L. 1. 9 The narrow streets which arc-

latticed over with matting.

Lattice, obs. fonn of Lkttuce.

Latticed l?c-tisl\ a. Also 6 lattis(e)d, let

ticed, -uced, -ised, latized, 7 latised. [f. Lat-
tice sb. + -ED L\]
1. Kumkhccl wiih a lattice or lattice-work.

1565 GoLinsc Oz>nf$ Met. 11. (1593)32 Their hooves tin y
maincly beat upon the latlisd grate. 1662 (tRKENUAi.cn in

Kllis Orr'g. Lett. Scr. it. IV. 12 A low, long, and narrow
latticed window. 1795 Socthfv yornt of Arc til. 2 Th"
early sun Pour'd on the latticed cot a cheerfol gleam.
a 1845 Hood Open Question i, Shut the gardens! lo> V th<-

latticed gate ! 1863 Cieo. lii.toT Romola iii, A latticed

screen .. divided the shop from a room of about equal
size.

2. Shaped or arranged like a lattice, a. gen.
1577 B. Googe Ilercsbaefis Hush. (1586) 25b, You must

. .harrowe it. which is don with a lettuscd instrument ful

of teeth. 1787 (Ji.ovkk A thenaid xxvii. 108 Huge alders. .

shed Disparted moonlight through the lattie'd boughs.

b. Aat. Hist. Having a conformation or mark-
ing resembling lattice-work. Of plant-cells : see

quot. 1877 and lattice-cell, Lattice sb. \. Of leaves
1 *=Caxcki,late.

1664 Power E.\p. Philos. I. 25 Her eye is. foraminulou^
and latticed like that of other In ects. 1816 T. Proun
Idem. Conchol. 155 Latticed, having longitudinal lines or
furrows, decussate by transverse ones. 1862 Cookk Brit,
Euugi 93 The l atticed Stinkhorn (Clathtus ninecllafui).
1862 Kkwman Brit. Moths (iSfy) 87 The Latticed Heath
(Sirenia elathrata\ 1877 Pi nni.tt Thome's Bot. 40

\

Sieve-tubes, or bast-vessels result from the coalescence of
cells standing one over another, the partition walls of which,

J

or sieve-discs, have become perforated in the manner of a
sieve. . . Of similar construction arc latticed celU, the paiti-

t ion-walls ofwhich arc no! actually perforated, but only thick-
ened in a sieve-like manner. 1885 A. S. Pfnnington Brit.
Zoophytes 161 Phellia Brodruii,. .'The Latticed Corklct '.

c. Her.
1847 Gloss. Heraldry. I.aithed, Treilb; or Portcullis, d

a pattern resembling frctty, but placed cross-ways, lt may
be interlaced or not.

Lattice-window. A window furnished with
a lattice

;
also, in mod. use, one composed of small

diamond-shaped panes set in lead -work.
1515-16 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (18S6) It. Pro

factura fencstrarum ..scilicet latyswyndows. a 1533 Pn
Pkrneks Iluon civiii. 609 Out of y< chaumbrc vhcras she
shal be in she shal se lliem all. .thrughe a latcysc wynduwi

.

1560 Daus tr. Sleidaue's Comm. 32 b, The 1 »octor> of
Divinite stande in the latcssc windowes. 161 1 Coryat
Crudities 207 Praseii dores, thereof the middle .. is made
of solid btasse, the other fonie in the forme of latteise

windowes. 1743 Pocockk Destr. East I. 16 They [galleys]

are made with lattise windows all round. 1838 IMckkns
O. 'Twist xxxiv, A cottage-room, with a lattice-window.
1880 Disraeli Endym. I. xi. 86 An old hall with gable
ends and lattice windows.

Lattice-WOrk. Wood or metal work con-

sisting of crossing strips with small openings; —
Lattice sb. 1. Also, something resembling this.

1487 Will in Boston Lett. Ill, 465 A nother towcll of

latise wcrk. 1600 SurPLeT Country Earin 509 The latice

worke or climing and running frames made for the fine.

1664 Power Exp. Philos. 1. 25 The like curious l,att ice-

work I have also observ'd in the crustaceous Cornea of the

Creckets Eye. 1784 Cowtkr Task 1. 42 The cane, .severed

into stripes That interlaced each other, these supplied Of
texture firm a lattice-work. 1838 Tuiklwai.l Greece HP
xx. 145 lt. .was guarded on either side by a strong lattice-

work of forest timber. 1853 StR H. Douglas Milit.

Bridges (ed. 3) 340 The bow-and-tie construction is thought
to be superior in strength to lattice-work . .for a bridge.

Latticing (lartisirj\ [f. Lattice sb. or v. +
-1NG L] The process ot making a lattice or lattice-

work ; in Bridge-building (see quot.).

1885 Waodell Syst. Iron Rai/r. Bridges Japan 246,

Latticing, a system of bars crossing each other at the

middle of their lengths, used to connect the two channels

of a strut in order to make them act as one member.

Lattine, obs. variant of Lateen.
Lattin(ne, -o(u n, «yn(e,-yng,-ynn,latun,

ehs. forms of Lattex.
Lattly, obs. form of Lately adv.

Lattouce, ohs. Sc. form of Lettuce.

Lattyn : see Let v.

II Latus 1 (l^Mys). Math. [L. = side.] Used in

the foilowingterms in Conic sections : latus rectum,
a straight line drawn through the focus of a conic

at right angles to the transverse diameter, the

parameter ; latus primarium (see quot. 1 706) ;

f latus transversum, the transverse diameter.
1702 Ralphson Math. Diet. App. Conic Sections n In a

Parabola the Rectangle ofthe Diameter, and Latus Rectum.
I is equal to the Rectangle of the Segments of the double

Ordinate. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Latus primarium,
. . a Right-line drawn thro' the Vertex\ or Top of the

I Section, parallel to the Base of the Triangular Section of



LATUS.

the Cone, and within it. Ibid., Latus Transversnm, (in

an Hyperbola) is a Ri^ht-line lying between the Vertex's
of the two opposite Sections. 1734 J. Ward Inirod.
Math. lv. i. (ed. 6) 367 The Diameter of a Circle being
that Right-line which passes thro' its Centre or Focus .

.

may . be properly call'd the Circle's Latus Rectum : And
altho' it loses the Name of Diameter when the Circle de-

generates into an Ellipsis, yet it retains the Name of

La 1us Rectum. 1859 Parkinson Optics (1866) 256 A lumi-

nous point is placed at one of the foci of a semi-eljipticarc

bounded by the axis major: prove that the whole illumina-

tion of the arc varies inversely as the latus rectum.

II Latus 2 {W'lfis). Anliq. [Lale L.^Gr. AoVas.]

A large fish inhabiting the Nile and other regions.

1598 Epnlario F iiij b, To dresse a Latus or shadow fish.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Latus,.. a. huge Fish peculiar (o

the River Nile, which is often of Two Hundred Pounds
Weight. 1753 Chambers Cycl. S/ipf., Latus, . . the name
of a fish of the coracinus, or umbra kind. 1857 Hikcii Attc.

Pottery (1858) I. 90 Among fisbes, the latus, .. and the

oxyrhyncus.

Latyn, obs. form of Latin, Latten, Let v.

Latynere, -tynier : see Latimek.
Latyng, -ynge, obs. forms of Latix, Letting.
Latynn, obs. form of Latten.
IiAU, obs. form of Law, Low.
Iiaubanite Ipbanoif. Min. [Named by

Traube, 1SS7, from Lauban in Silesia, where it

was first found: see -ite.] Hydrous silicate of

aluminium and calcium, resembling stilbite.

1888 Amer. Jrnl. Set. Ser. in. XXXV. 418 Laubanite.
A zeolite resembling stilbite.

Lauber, -or, etc., Sc. forms of Labouh.
Lauch : see Latch 0.1, Laugh, Law, Low.
Lauchful, obs. Sc. form of Lawful.
Laucht, obs. Sc. form of Laugh v., Low a.

t Lauxlitane, a. Sc. Obs. [a. Gaelic lach-

dunn = Irish lachtna.] Dull coloured, swarthy.
I37S Barjjour Bruce xix. 672 A lawchiane [MS. E lauch-

t.ine] mantill tlian hyiu by Lyand apon the bed he saw.
a 1568 in Pinkerton Auc. Sc. Poems (1786) 192 My rubie
cheeks, was reid as rone, Ar leyn,and lauehtane as the Ieid.

Lauchter, -ir, obs. Sc. forms uf Laughteu.
Lauchtfull, obs. Sc. form of Lawful.
Laucyouse, var. Lauttous Obs., luxurious.

Laud (l§d), sbA Forms: 4-7 laude, 6-7
lawd(e, 6 laud. [a. OF. laude, ad. L. laud-em

,

latis praise.]

1. Praise, high commendation. Also f in laud of,

honour and laud, laud and glory {honour, thanks)

;

I
lo give laud. Now;-are e x c. in hym n s.

£1384 Chaucer 11. Pame in. 232 Pursevantes and
herauldes Tliatcrien ryclie folkes laudes. c 1386— Prioress'
r. 8 In laude .. Of thee ..To telle a slorie I wol do my
labour. — Friar's V. 55 He was, if I shal yeven him his
laude, A tlieef, and eek a somnour, and a baude. a 1470
Tn-rot-T Cxsar iv. (1530) 5 That the enterpryce myghl be to
the lawd and profyte of his legion. 1494 Fauyan Chron. v.

txviii. 9^ To hyni that laude & thankys shulde be geuv.ii

vino. 1509 Hawks Past. Pleas, xxxvt. ( Percy Soc.l 187
To (he laude and glory Of wyse dame Pallas it was so
edified. 1552 Lvndksay Monarche 4125 Onely to God be
laude and utore. 1593 Q. ICliz. Bocth. in. pr. vi. 53 They
that falsely be praised, needs must they blush at their
own laude. 162a Bacon Hen. VII 106 For which this

Assembly and all Christians are to render laud and thankes
unto God 1640 Gent Knave in Gr. 11. I. E b, So well, as
/Ksop could discharge his scene, whereby he won most laud.

1725 Poi e Odyss. xiv. 442 Great laud and praise were
mine . . for spotless faith divine. 1819 Jeh-krson Autobiog.
Ann., Wks. 1859 1. 117 Wc willingly cede to her the laud
of having.. been ..'the cradle of sound principles'. 1849
Longf. Kavana^h xvii. Prose Wks. 1886 II. 346 Sibylline
leaves . . in laud and exaltation of her modest relative.

1858 Nhalk. BernarddeM. (1865) 27 His laud and benediction
Thy ransomed people raise. 1879 Dixon Windsor II. xxiv.

250 His chief employment being the laud of his dead love,

b. A cause or subject for praise, rare.
1560 Roi.land Crt. Venus 11. 351 It was na laude, nor }it

Ilumanitie On sic ane wicht lo scbaw thame villanous.
1890 J. H. S riKMNG Gi/ford Leet. xiy. 278 That is not a
fault : that is rather a laud.

+ C. ?Praiseworthiness. Obs.
1576 Gascoignb Compt. Philotueue (Arb.) qa And by the

lawde of bis pretence His lewdnesse was acquit.

2. pi. The first of the day-hours of the Church,
the Psalms of which always end with Pss. exlviii-cl,

sung as one ]>salm and technically called laudes.
a 1340 Hamk)le Psalter lxii. 1 pis salme is ay songen in

be lauds, a 1400 Prymer (i8gi) 88 Here begynneth laudes.
c 1460 Toumeley Myst. xiii. 180 Sir, this same day at morne
I thaym left in the corne, When they rang lawdys.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 251 Meditacyons at the
laudes, vnlo the endc of matyns, diuided accordyng to
euery psalmc. a 1711 Ken Hymns Festiv. Poet. Wks. 1721
!. 20 The Evening Lamb .. Was by the hallow'd Fire but
half-consum'd, When Mary ros^ to Lauds. 1805 Scott
Last Minstr. \. xxxi, Now midnight lauds were in Melrose
sung. 1843 M. Pattison Diary in Mem. (1885) 190 At 6
went to Matins, which with Lauds and Prime take about
an hour and a half.

trans/. 1509 11 awes Past. Pleas, xxxiu. (Percy Soc.) 169
The lytic byrdes swetely dyd syng Laudes to their maker
early in the mornyng. 1577 Vallahs T. Two Swannes in
Lelands /tin. (1759) V. p. viii, The inerrie Nightingale .

,

Ringes out all night the never ceasing laudes Of God.
1659 Hammond On Ps. lix. 16 Paraphr. 300 To make this
the matter of my daily morning lauds.

3. A hymn or ascription of praise.

1S30 Palsgr. 237/2 Laude a prayse, laude. 1604 Shaks.

102

I Ham. iv. vii. 1 78 (2nd Qo.) Which lime she chaunlcd snatches
of old laudes. 1657 Sparrow Bk. Com. Prayer^ So was
it of old ordained., that the Lauds or Praises should be said

..immediately after the Gospel. ijyjVJAix.v.iJ<mi Eucharist
49 The Christians offered up Spiritual Sacrifices, Prayers
and Lauds. 1877 Svmonus Kenaiss. Italy I 1. 320 An author
of devotional lauds l

= lt. laude] aud mystery plays.

+ Land, sb. 2 Obs. [ad. med.L. laud-urn, vbl. sb.

f. lauddre (Laud v.), used in the extended sense ' to

give a judgement upon V) Decision, judgement.
I ^1465 Eng. Chron. (Camden 1856) 77 After loog trete

bothc partyes submytted theym to the laude and arbytrement
1 of the kyng. 1542 Sc. Acts Mary (1814) II. 416 To here
and se be decrete laude and sentence of forfaltour gevin.

Laud (Ipd), v. Forms: 5-7 laude, (5 loud),

6-7 lawde, 6- laud. [ad. L. laud-are, f. laud-,

latis praise.] trans. To praise, to sing or speak
the praises of; to celebrate. Often to laud and
bless {praise, magnify). Originally implying an
act of worship.

1377 Lanul. P. PI. C. Xt. 102 Neyther for loue laude it

noujl ne lakke it for enuye. c 1440 Bone Flor. 1883 The
lady . . forthe ys gon, Loudyng the trynyte, To a noonre.

1477 Lakl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes 68 So ye shal be happy,
& your werkes lauded. 1509 Hawks Past. Pleas, viii.

(Percy Soc.) 32 We ought to laude and magnify Your excel-
lent springes of famous poetry. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W.
1531)251 We excite & moue. .all creatures to laude & blesse
god. tfi6io Women Saints 34 They therefore fast and
pray and lawde our Lord. 1670 Walton Lives iv. 317
[Tht>] did at Ni s bt . « betake themselves to prayers and
lauding God. 1812 H. & J. Smith Kej. Addr.

y Cui
Bono f xii, To build a temple worthy of a god, To laud
a monkey. 1833 Ht. Martinkau 'P. 0/ Tyne vil 122 He
jauded the arrangements. 1850 Kingslev Alt. Locke v,

To he called ..ambitious for the very same aspirations which
are lauded up to the skies in the sons of the rich. 1868
Hawthokni; Amer. Notc-Bks. II. 1, 1 laud my stars, how-
ever, that you will nut have your first impressions of., our
future home from such a day as this.

absot. 1850 Nealk Med. Hymns (1867) 168 Sing we
lauding And applauding.

Hence Laudod ///. a.

1824 Dihdin Libr. Comp. 557 Son of the above lauded
octogenarian. 1856 J. Vovng Demonol. iv. viL 437 More.

.

I
than, all ihe elaborate disquisitions or lauded aphorisms of
ancient ami modern wibduni together.
absot. 1887 Chamb. Jrnl. IV. 12 A rising power that

would crush . the lauders and the lauded.

Laud, obs. form oi Lewd.
Laudability (l^dabrllu). rare. [ad. L. laud-

|

dbilitas, f. lauaabilis 1 see next.] The quality of
being a fit subject for praise

; praiseworthiness.
1715 Mem. A bp. Tenison 5 Names .. however instructive

by the Laudability of their Characters. 1829 S. Turner
Hist. Eng. 11. xxxi. IV. 363 This doctrine of the laudability
and right of assassinating sovereigns was taught by others
. .of the Jesuit fraternity.

Laudable (l^dab'l), a. Also 6 laudabul,
lawd o able, 6 7 laudible. [ad. L. laaddbilis,

f. lauddre : see L.Vfl) v. and -able.]
1. Of immaterial things, actions, etc. : Traise-

worthy, commendable. + Also, in early use, of
the nature of praise, laudatory.
c 1420 Chron. Vilod. (Horstin.) 1359 And dred bus laudable

wordus more in hure bou^t. 1479 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 4 1 1 The
. .laudable eustuines foresaide. 1503-4 Act 19 lieu. Ill c. 4
After the lawdeable custome used in tyme of his moste noble
progenytours. 1583 Stubbks Anat. A bus. 11. (1882) 53 The
laudable sciences of phisick and surgerie. 1605 Shaks.
Macb. iv. ii. 76 This earthly world : where to do harme Is
often laudable, c 1610 Women Saints 178 When his precious
ashes and laudable corps was caried to the martyrs seate.
1670 Walton Lives iv. 278 A laudible ambition to be some-
thing more than he then was. 1710 Stkelk 'Pat/crNo. 180
f 6 In the Si^ht of Reason, nothing is laudable but what is
guided by Reason. 1761 1 1 cm e Hist. Eng. III. Hv. 165 His
conduct., was innocent, and even laudable. 1791 Gentl.
Mag. 1/2 A wish that so laudable an institution may be more
generally known. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. vi. II. 74
Using scandalous means for the purpose of obtaining a
laudable end. 1879 Miss IJkaudon Ctov. Foot lit. 269 He
carried out this resolve with laudable firmness. 1886 Ruskin
Prxtcnta I. 398 Laudable curiosity.

+ b. Of testimony : Trustworthy. Obs.
1664 Evelyn Syha 84 Ui>on laudable and unsuspected

Record.

2. Of material objects and physical conditions:
Of satisfactory nature, quality, or operation ;

healthy, sound, wholesome. Now only Med. of
secretions, esp. pus (see quots.).
1514 Barclay Cyt. $ Uptondyshm. (Percy Soc.) 4 The

somer season men countetb now laudable. £1550 Lloyd
1 Proas. Health (1585) bij, A bloudy fluxe, an hidropsy or

madncsse after a frenesy, are laudable. 1607 Topskll
! Four-/. Beasts (1658) 464 The sheep of the Isle Chins are

very small, and yet their milk maketh very laudable cheese.
1634 R. H. Salcrties Regim. 27 Kids flesh is better and
more laudable then any other flesh. 1673 Evklvh Terra
(1676) 127 It may be a laudable Compost for moist grounds.
1669 Hovle Contn. New Exp. u. (1682) 185, I found the
Apple of a laudable colour, e 1720 Gibson Farrier's Guide
11. liii. (1738) 207 To promote a laudable growth or flesh.
17*5 N - Robinson Theory Physick 269 If after the third
Day a laudable Expectoration does not appear, .then Ietcj.
1794-6 E. Darwin Zoon. (1801) I. 501 Ulcers which are said
to abound with laudable pus. i8ag Health * Longevity

j 229 Easier and sooner reduced to laudable chyle. 1878
T. Bryant Praci. Surg. I. jg When thick and creamy, it is
known as healthy or laudable pus.

,

3. sb. in /I. a. Laudable qualities, good points,
b. l'ci sons of title, dignities. Obs. or nonee-uses.

LAUDATIVE.
I 1715 M. Davies At/ten. Brit. I. 321 To do Justice, even

to ones Enemy's Laudables. 1815 Q. Rev. XIV*. 135 The
number of these Laudables, including Dukes [etc.].

Llenee Laivdableness.
1695 J. Edwards Perfect. Script. 423 He asserts the truth

of his docli ine, and the laudableness of his actions. 1730-6
in Bailey (fob). 3768-74 Tucrer Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 243 We
shall . . look upon the laudableness of an action as a certain
evidence of its usefulness.

Laudably (l^dabli), adv. [f. pree. + -ly
1* In a praiseworthy manner, so as to deserve

praise.

14.77 Ka «l Rivers (Caxton) Dictes 87 He ansuerd to speke
htil and laudably. 1533 in Vicarys Anat. (1888) App. xiv.

263 Occupacions Iawdablye vsed and contynued withyn
this Cytye. 1646 Sir T. Hrowne Pseud. Ef. vi. x. 322 The
Cbyimsts have attempted laudably, reducing their causes
unto Sal, Sulphur, and Mercury. 1748 Richardson Clarissa
(181 1) 1. xxviii. 199 Would not love and pity excusably, nay
laudably, make a good wife .. give up her own will .. to
oblige a husband. 1876 Black Madcap V. vi. 52 A.. young
man. .laudably anxious to be instructed.

f 2. 1 n a sound and healthy manner. Obs. rare.
1699 E

v

elyh A cctaria 129 Some Plants not only nourish
laudably, but induce a manifest and wholsoni Change.
Laudanine (l^-danain). Chem. Also -in.

[f. Laudan-um + -ineO.] A colourless to pale
ted crystalline alkaloid contained in opium.
1892 Morlev & Muir Watts' Diet. Ghent. III. 120

Laudanine C2«H2,>N03.

Laudanum (Vd'ntfm). Also 8 lodanum, 9
dial, lodlum, Se. lodomy. [a. mod.L. laudanum,
used by Paracelsus as the name of a medicament for

which he gives a pretended prescription, the ingre-

dients compiising leaf-gold, pearls not perforated,

etc. (Ofera 1658 1. 492/2). Tt was early suspected
that opium was the real agent of the cures which
1'aracelsus professed to have effected by this costly

means; hence the name was applied to certain

opiate preparations which were sold as identical

with his famous remedy.
It is doubtful whether the word as used by Paracelsus was

a fanciful application of laudanum a med.L. variant o(
Ladanum, or was suggested by laudare lo praise or by
some other word, or was fonned quite arbitrarily.]

1. In early use, a name for various preparations in

which opium was the main ingredient. Now only :

The simple alcoholic tincture of opium.
1602-3 ftlanningham Diary (Camden) 46 There is a certaine

kinde of compound called Laudanum . .the virtue of it l>

very soueraigne to mitigate anie payne. 1643 Sir T. Bkownf:
Rciig. Med. 11. § 12, 1 need no other Laudanum than this

to make me sleep. 1694 Salmon Bate's Dispens. (1713)
267/2 It is of the Nature of other Laudanums. 1704 F.

Fuller Medic. Gymn. (1711) 255, I was deny'd likewise thu
Ease which is to be obtain'd by Laudanum. 1739 'R. I>ull

1

tr. Dcdehindus' Grobianus 166 Your M ischief, being fully

done, Will make you sleep as well as Laudanum, a 1828
Lang Johnny More ix. in Child Ballatls (1892) IV. 398 They
..gae him draps o lodomy That laid him fast asleep. 1852
Mrs. Stow v.Unclc'Fom

%

s C. xxxiv. 3to, I gave him laudanum,
and held him close lo my bosom while he slept to death.

fig. aiyw Ken Dcdicat. Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 3 Pain
haunting me, I court the sacred Muse, Verse is the only
Laudanum I use. 1789 G. Keaie Pelenv 1st. 293 The
Laudanum of rhetoric, whose property will occasionally
benumb, .the power of common understandings.

t2. = Ladanum 1.

1616 IJullokar, Laudanum, a yellowish gumme, as
some write ; notwithstanding others affirm it to be made of
a dew, which falleth vjxm a certaine herbe in Greece. 1702
W. J. Bruyn's Voy. Levant Ixxii. 272 laudanum.. proceeds
from a Dew w hich falls on the leaves of a small Plant about
half a foot high, which does something re;»emble small Sage.

*3. Comb. , as laudanum-raised adj.

1800 Weems Washington i. (1877) 8 The fine laudanum-
raised spirits of the young sparklers.

Hence Lau'danum v. trans., to dose with lau-

danum.
1839-40 Thackeray Catherine v, You'd laudanum him.

Laudation (louV'-fon). [ad. L. lauddtioti-em,

11. of action f. lauddre to Laud.] The action of

i praising ; an instance of this, a laudatory inscrip-

tion. Also, the condition of being praised, as f to

be ox to have in laudation.
c 1470 G. Ashbv Dicta Vhilos. 1232 Poems 99 And hi*

figure in Recommendacion Shal be had, and in Laudation,
xsog Hawks Past. Pleas, xliv. (Percy Soc.) 212 Dame
Fame was in laudation, la 1550 in Dunbar's Poems (1893)
329 And on this day in his laudatioun Auc Kcdemptor lesu !

• nil }c cry. 1848 Dickfns Dornbey vii, Notwithstanding
his liberal laudation of himself, however, the Major was
selfish. 1865 Reader 27 May 589/3 Success in this matter

I would stamp him as a man of talent. He would be singled
out for laudation. 1868 Stanlev Wcsttn. Abb. iv. 338 As
we read the long laudation on the pedestal.

Laudative (l^ dativ), a.- and sb. rare. [ad.

L. landdliv us, f. laudat-, ppl. stem of lauddre to

Laud. Cf. V. laudalif] A. adj. Expressive of
, praise ; laudatory. Const, of.

1609 Holland Amm. Marcell. xvt. i. 52 Now whatsoever
in tins narration shall be delivered . . shall pcrtaine in manner
tn a laudative argument. 1656 IJlolnt Glossogr., Lauda-
th'c, of or belonging to commendation, wherein praise is

contained. 1814 BlacAw. Mag. XVI. 3 Strains not simply
laudative of Oporto, but vituperative . . of Bordeaux
Comb. 1833 Carlvle in Kroude Life (1882) 1 1. 346 A kind

of lampoon, laudative-vituperative (as it ought to be).

f B. sb. A laudative expression or discourse ; a
eulogy, panegyric. Obs.
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1605 lUcos Adv. Leant. 1. v. § T2 (1873) 44* I have no

purpose to enter into a laudative of learning. 1633 Wotton
Let. in Reliq. 456 A tempest of Panegyricks and

Laudatives of their Princes, 1674 T. '1 i pnoh Case Bankers

% Creditors Introd. 2 Thuanus .. unto other laudatives of

that Princes Reign, adds this.

Laudator (1odt7l To.i).* [n. U laudator, agent-n.

f. laudare to Laud.] One who praises : a eulogist.

1825 Blackw. Mag. XVI II. 177 Of our mngarine he is a

most determined reader .. and frequently not a laudator.

1830 G. R. Oleic Country Curate I. ix. 174 Suspecting . . I

the design of his laudator was to pass censure upon myself.

1834 Eraser's Mag. X. 715 Consequences never contem-
[

plated by the laudators of the peace-loving priesthood.

Laudatory (lSvKtori), a. and sb. [ad. L.

laudatorins adj., f. laudare to Laud.] A. adj. Kx- 1

pressive of praise ;
culogislic. Const, of.

iSSS Ahp. Parker Ps. 326 This laudatory is : and thanklh

Gods gentlenes. ^1633 Ausiin Medit. (1635) 190 His

[Christ's] Laudatory Sermon to the People concerning John.

1821 Foster in Life .y Corr. (tS^) H-41 "l"he laudatory

testimony inscribed upon it. 1824 HkntHam Bk. Fallacies

Wks. 1843 H.413 '1 'he object of laudatory personalities is

to effect the rejection of a measure. 1838 James Robber

viii, Wiley muttered something not very laudatory of his

companion. 1858 Hawthorne Fr.ff It. Jrnls. I. 291 An
|

artist is not apt to speak in a very laudatory style of a

brother artist. 1884 /'/»/« (weekly ed.) to Oct. 13/1 Monu-

mental inscriptions, laudatory of gods and kings.

fB. sb. A laudatory discourse, a eulogy. Obs.

1620 E. Ulount Iforae Subs. 353, 1 will not enter into a

Laudatory thereof. 1642 Milton Apol. Sweet, 77 A
laudatory of itself obtruded in the very first word.

Hence lau datorily adv.

1847 Blacfao. Mag. LX1L 323 A dangerous competitor

recently and landatorily noticed in the pages of Maga.

Laudean, obs. form of Laudian.

Laudefy, variant of Laudipv Obs.

Lauder (l§'dw). [f. Laud v. + -ek l.] « Lau-

dator.
1611 Cotgr., Lottangicr, a praiser, lauder, com mender.

1827 Beodoes Let. in Poems (1851) p. Ixxv, llc..is a

deep philosopher, a tauder of Spinosa. 1871 Daily Aews

13 Jan., We cannot sufficiently condole with the landers of

those old times.

Laudian l£dian\ a. (sb.) Also 7-8 laudoan.

[f.name of William Laud, archbishop of Canterbury

1633-45 + -IAN.] Of, pertaining to, or charac-

teristic of Land ; favouring the tenets or practices

of Laud; instituted by Laud. Also as sb.
t
a follower

of Laud.
1691 Uaxter Nat. Ch. xiv. 68 The Laudian New Church

|

men, that are for a Forreign Jurisdiction. 17x0 Managers'

Pro * Con 47 The Modern Laudeans can scarce bear the

Word Reformation. 1738 Neai. lint. Purit. IV. 4081110

Earl of Clarendon was a Protestant of Laudcan principles

in Church and State. 1853 Marsden Early Purit. 445 The

tendency of the Laudian theology. 1861 W. S. Perry // 1st.

Ch. Eng. 1. xv. 555 The Laudian system of Church Govern-

ment. 1874 Grken Short Hist. viii. 495 'l'he Laudian
1

clergy .. regarded it [Sunday 1 simply as one among the

holidays of the Church.

Hence £au dianism, the principles and practice

of Land and his followers.

1872 R. Rainv Led. Ch. Scot. ii. (1883) 94 fie will say this

is l.audianism t
in principle identical with the Anglican

High Churchism.

Laudible, obs. form of Laudable.

Iiaudifica'tion. rare* 1
, [f. L. lawlific-are

(sec next) + -ation.] The action of extolling with

praise.

1890 Marq. Salisbury Sp. 6 Aug., Questions. .so con-

structed as to conduce.. in the greatest possible degree to

ihe self-laudification of the questioner.

t Lairdify, v. Obs. rare. Also laudefy. [ad.

L. laudiftcare (only in Gloss.) f. laud-, fans praise;

sec -fy.] trans. To extol with praises.

c 1470 Harding Chron. xxxex. Hi, For whichc he was full

greately magnified In all his reatme with people laudefyed

I/;/>//tvr*landefyed|. Ibid, xlvii. iv, loseph [i.e. Joscphus]

. .fully laudifyed [/W'/ta/landifyedl The lawe of Christe.

Landing (lp dig), vbl. sb. [f. L\ud v. + -ingL]

The action of the vb. Laud ;
laudation.

1489 Caxton Faytes of A.\. x. 26 Vegece thus saith to

the lawdyng and praysyng of them, c xgoo Melusine xxxix.

304 Wherof they gaaf tawdyng to our lord god deuoutely.

1533 Articles imputed to Latimer in Foxe A. M. (1563)

1310/2 Salutyng or gretyng, laudyng or praysing is not

properly prayeng. c 1610 Women Saints 19 Who talke

nothing but that appertayneth to the lauding of god.

at/rib. 1827 Edin. Rev. XLVl. 359 It is the inevitable

consequence of such lauding-bouts, that the little are

exalted.

Lauding (l§*dirj), ///. a. [f. Laud v. + -ing K J

That lauds or praises.

1895 H. Spencer in Contemp. Rev. 229 We meet with the

lauding official in his simplest form—the orator.

Laudisiu (h/diz'm). [f. Land (see Laudian)

+ -ism.] The principles and practice of Abp.

Laud.
a 1834 Coleridge Lit. Rem. (1839) IV. 154* 1 sP<>kc above

of ' Romanism \ Cut call it, if yon tike, Laudism, or Lam-
bethism in temporalities and ceremonials. 1841 Miall in

Nonconf. 1. 73 Laudism and ultra-churchism.

Landist 1 05'dist). [f. Laud sb.i + -ist.] One
who writes 1 lauds' or hymns.
1890 Harper's Mag. July 272/2 The thought came into

[Carducci'sJ head . . to show that . . without any faith at all

one might reproduce the forms of the blessed laudists of

the thirteenth century.

Laudist 2 (l§ ,clist). tf-
Laltd (Fec Indian)

+ -ist.] A follower of Laud or his principles.

1730 Swift Vind. Ld. Carteret 27, I do not And how his

E yean he justly censured for favouring none hut lligh-

Church, High-Flyers, Termagants, Laudists [«u\l.

Xiaue, obs. form of Law, Low.

Laugh (luf), sb. Also 9 Sc. lauch. [f. next

vb. CI. MUG., mod.G. lache, l)u. loch.]

1. The action of laughing
;
laughing, or an in-

clination to laugh ;
laughter, rare.

1690 Crowne ling. Frier v. 45 Oh, l'me full of laugh, and

must give it sonic vent. 1694 Congnrvk Double Dealer ill.

ix. 37 You are never pleased hut when we arc all upon ihe

broad grin; all laugh and no Company. 1768 (ioi.osM.

Goodjt. Man 1, Do yon find jest, and I'll find laugh, I promise

you. 1891 S. J. Duncan Amcr. Girl in Loud. 191 Mr. Praite

had very hlue eyes with a great deal of laugh in them.

2. An instance of laughing; (a person's) ch.ir.ic-

tciisltc manner of laughing.

1713 SfKELK Guardian No. 29M The laugh of men of

wit is for the mo*t part hut a faint constrained kind of

half-laugh, a 1732 Gay Fables n. i. 36 So monstrous like i

the portrait s found, Alt know it, and (he laugh goes round,

1792 S. Kikierr Pleas. Mem. 1. ^ 'The heart's light laugh

pursued ihe circling jest. 1796 Jane Austen Sense <y

Sens. (1849) 277 F.linor could have forgiven everything hut
(

her laugh. 1826 J. Wilson Xoct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 1. T75 His 1

licht-hlue ciinnin ecu, and that hashfu' lovin lamb. 1838

Tiiirlwau. Greece IV. 215 That the people <ould he ex-

peeled to join in the laugh raised at the expense of the ,

demagogues. 1848 Thackkhay Let. 4 < >ct. in Scribuer's Mag.
I. 399/1, 1 laughed a sad laugh. 1857 Si'Ukgeon AVti> Park
St. Pulpit II. 131 It is a figment and a fiction, a laugh ami

a dream.
ftg. 1841 L. Hunt Seer (1864) 4 When she stooped, .over

the tinder-box on a cold morning, and rejoiced to see the

first laugh of the fire. 1894 W. Watson To R. If. Hution

Odes, etc. 2, I have seen the mom one laugh of gold.

3. In phr. 7b have the laugh at or of, to raise

the laugh against (a person , to have ux get the

laugh on ones side. On the laugh : laughing.

c 1712 Swift Hints Ess. Cowers. Wks. 1765 XIII. ?57

Singling out a weak adversary, grtling the laugh on his

side, and then carrying all before him. 1766 Goi.nsM. /'/V.

\V. vii, This effectually raised the laugh against poor

Moses. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI. 17 May, He. found no

great difficulty in turning the laugh np<»n the aggre-s<«r.

1847 Marryat Childr. N. Forest v, Vou'ye heal us .. and

have the laugh on your side now. 1848 Tuacki-.kay I 'an.

Fair v\, 'Of course you did ciied Osborne, still on the

laugh. 1865 Kingsi.f.y Hereto, ii. 65 If 1 have had my laugh

at them, they have had theirs at me. 1881 Fhewkk lloluFs

7 3 'ears S. Afr. II. iv. 80 Meriko had the laugh U me.

4. - Laughing-stock, rare.

1817 PjVron Beppo xc\'m t
lie oft became ihe laugh of ihem.

5. atlrib. and Comb., as laugh- maker, -shriek
;

f laugh-dove = Laugher 2.

1755 Man No. 6. r 1 The cry of the laugh-dove 1834

H. Caunter in Oriental Ann. xiv. 187 The shrill laugh-

shriek of the jackal. 1850 Ht. Martineau Hist. Peace II.

602 The great laugh-maker, Liston.

Laugh(laf),z^. Forms: 1 hlehhan,hli:e)hth;an >

\L\gsh K
Yi)a,Ti,Nortliumb. hlschha, 2-4lei;en,3leh-,

litqen, lahe(n, lauhwen, Orm. lal^henn, 4
\e5e(n, leygho, -3(h)o, 1(11)0556, lee5e, ley5o,

lyhe, ly^he, li^e, la5^h)e(n, lau5e, law5he(n,

lay(g)hyu, Sc. laucht, 4-5 lagh(e, ^50,
lau3w(h)e, law3(e, la^we, lo3e, 4-6 laughen,

lawghen, law(g)whe, law3h(e, (5 ley3h,

lawhyn), 5-6 lawo, Lo^e, lahe, Sc. lacb, 6

laffe, loffe, 5-9 Sc. lauch, lawch, 5- laugh.

Pa. t. 1 hlos, hloh, 4-5 logh(e, lough(e, lowh(e,

41030, lou3(h), louh, lou, lohu, I00W3, low3;e,

I003, loowe, 5 lowgh, I01130, Sc. lugh(c,

5-6 Sc. leughe, leu3e, 6 lawgh, lewgh, low,

Sc. louche, lewch, luiche, 6- Sc. leuch, leugh.

weak forms, 4 lei^ede, -ide, la3ed, laughede,

loght, Sc. laucht, lucht, 5 leyghed, lau3ed,

louched, Sc. lauchit, 6 lawght, lought, 5-

laughed. Pa. pplc. 4 laughen, lawhen, 6 Sc.

lachin, 5- laughed. [A Com. Teut. str. vb.,

but in the later periods of most of the langs. con-

jugated wholly or partially weak. OK. hlelihan,

hliehhan, Anglian khrhhan, pa. t. k!6g, hloh, pi.

hMgou, pa. pple. *hlagen, *hfagen, corresponds to

OKris. hlacka, pa. t. hlackade,0% Vilahan. pa. t.

pi. hloguu, pa. pple. hlagan (MDu. lagchen, lachcu,

pa. t. loeg, pa. pple. gelaghen, mod.Du. lachen, pa.

t. lachtc, pa. pplc. gelachen), OHG. hlahhen, pa. t.

hlock, also hlahhtn, pa. t. hlahhtta (MHG., mod.

G. lachen, pa. t. lackte, pa. pple. gelacht), ON.

hlxfa, pa. t. hlS, pi. hltgn, pa. pple. hlegenn (Sw.

le, pa. t. log, Da. le, pa. t. to), Goth, hlahfan, pa. t.

hldh (whence causative ttfhttjan) ; the Tent, root

*hlah-(: *hldk- : *hlag-) represents a pre-Teut *&lak-
t

prob. echoic ; cf. *klok- in Gr. Kkwaotiv to cluck.

The OTeut. type has a ^-suffix in the present-

stem, but not in the pa. t. or pa. pple. The mod.

Eng. form descends from the Anglian hlsehhan.]

. \Tintr. To manifest the combination of' bodily

phenomena (spasmodic utterance of inarticulate

sounds, facial distortion, shaking of the sides, etc.)

which forms the instinctive expression of mirth or

of sense of something ludicrous, and which can

also be occasioned by certain physical sensations,

esp. that produced by tickling. Also transf. to

have the emotion fof mirth, amiremenl, scorn 1

which is expressed by laughing.

r8o7 K. /Ki.mi'.o Gregory's Past, xxvii. 187 Wa cow fie

mi hliehaa, fofftam -c sculon eft wepan. c 1000 /I'.uiuc

Gen. xviii. 15 J>a atsoc Sarra : Nc hloh ic na. t'n.d cwart

j»a..ac l'u hW'Se. < 1200 Vices 4 I 'irtites (; 888J i->7 \\v\

mann is swa hhnd <^at he fart* to Iielle lci^indf. r 1200

Okmin 5663 lie we]ic)»|i ec foir allc ba )«ill bh^htfiin her

wibb ^innc. a 1225 Amr. R. 2 ;o And |
ronnc mid isi, r « dde

tnues leaped lauhwiude mm\ 1297 R. *!loic. (PulL)

2^33 kint; hii;an somdrl to lyhe, \*> he hunk- J
is. a 1300

Ftorh % PI. 477 |>U ob« re lujcn nnd luidde rIl-o. 13.

.

/•;. Attil. P. Ii. 65 , P« nne }e hmde hyhynde \>a dor for

hnstnar lav d. c 1320 Mr Pristr. 158 > S« \v coin wibndiink

of main and lou^. 1340 Ayenb.u^ Ne jiel n<: is n:i}i hf of

man, ac of < hild !><'t n<m wep|» nou Ihu^|>. < 1375 A<
.

Lig.

Saints i. ifetr/ts) i!.|o \'ni:iv,is . of brass ™.l slane. \>M

sem>t lo laucht all elaue. < 1085 Ciiai cm L. (». If Pn;l.

03 Kyght so mowc >e »iute < I nun h<n hiin^e Snm> h \<<i-,

ryjilil as yow lyst . to lan^hr or |»I< yn. c 1425 I.Hh.. . l&sen llv

ofGods 404 P;m £»au to ( ;iri>e of hysh wh' h:i^pyi«- (
he

fawwri then mi p:.nyt«» law v. < 1460 l\>i\*neh v Myst wtv. i>j

Sowt- U.fihe.'ind inaide s<».d . Ik-k-. c 1470 G>*l**gtvs \ i>a:y.

1.-65 The lordis on the toihir side f..r liking lhay leugh.

1481 Caxion Reynard xx.xii. Arb.iy.? \ «: la\\h>d for ye

w.re wtl [ihs>tl. 1555 I'll 'i- n Dctdts vO Tluy sawe lh<-

i.it uttenaunle lauqh. 1590 Shaks. Mids X. n. i. 55 I hen

the whole quite hold til* ir hi| S, and h;t!e. a 1657 S)R \\ .

Mi'KK Mist. Poems ii. 38 Lain bin- to sie my trickling leur

donne go. 1676 Hoiuu-s ///**•/ 1. 5r" And then the (Jods

laught all at once outright. 1728 R.n.msw Autunontie o>>

Lore 32 Me Iciuh and with nn>onsy j.*t, Ciy'd, * Niboui

,

I'm right blylb in mind 1754 Cit.\ imam Left. Nephew
v. -,5 It is gem-rally better to sunk than laugh out. 1839

LaSk Arab. Xfs. I. 98 "1 be 'Kfreel laugbeil, and, walking

on before him, said, < > fisherman, ftnW me. 1868 (1. Mai -

DONALD A'. I- ah oner I. -?Z He km h, and ^peirt gin I wad
list, and gae me a shillin. 1890 Ham. Caini-: Bondman
I. X, Then she bniglied like a bell.

b. In proverbial and fig. phrases. To laugh in

ones sleeve, lo Jaiit^h lo om&elf, lo nurse inward

feelings (if amusement, 'lo laugh on the other,

"alongside of one's face, mouth : lo change from

laughter and exultation lo sadness and vexation.

1560 Dai s tr. SuidauPs Comm. 64 If I cm ted ivme to

avenge the injurus that you have done me, 1 myght langhe

in my slyve. 1562 Mi«\woou Fiw. y Ffiigr. id;

1 hey laugh that win. 1622 M ay Heir in. i, Lrt them lavish

Tliat win the prize. 1642 Ko«.i-:ks Xaaman 2»8'Ihou. .ha 1

fl< erd and laught in thy sleeve at the sine* re. 1775 Sin hilas

Rivals 11. i, "l is false, sir ; 1 know you are laughing in yi.111

sleeve. 1779 Cow pkr t.fte of 11 orld RepioveJ 24 \'..n laugh

—'lis well—the tale applied May make 3011 laugh on l\ th< 1

side. 1809 Mai kin Gil Bias 11. v. f 2 We were made in

laugh on the other side of our mouths by an unforeseen

occurrence. 1853 M. Aknoi.o l./npedocles on Etna 1. ii, Tin

(;< ds laugh in their sleeve To uaich man doubt and fear.

1889' K01.F PoioKKwoun' Robbery Vuder A mis xxxiii, 1 H

make some of \e laugh on the wrong side.

c. Attributed poet, and rhetorically in inanimate

objects, chietly with reference to movement or piny

of light and colour which is appiehcnded as ihe

expression of jo)Ous feeling.

t-1386 Cuaickr Ktit's T. 636 Firy Phehus ri^eth vjv so

brighte That al the Orient laugheth of the lighte. 1398

J'KKvtsA Bart It. De l\ A*, xiv. I. (149V 485 For fayrnesse

and grene springynge that is therin it is saydc that uieeiles

langhe. c 1420 A nines ofArtA. 161 (i)ou< e MS.) My le?v

[wasj as be lele, louched one higbte. 1535. Covfruai r

Ps. Ixv. 13 The valleys sioiide so ihi« ke with corue \ l

they laugh and synge. 1725 Poi*k (\iyss. 111 601 In the

dazzling goblet laughs the w inc. 1784 Cowi KK 'Paste VI. 817

The fruitful field Laughs with abundance. 1803-6 Wokdsw.
Intitn. Inmtorl. iv, The heavens laugh with you in your

jubilee. 1805 — Pi elude iv. Poems n388) 261/1 The sea

lay laughing at a distance, 1818 M11.MAN Sattior 9 The

sparkling wine laugh'd up, As eager 'twere to touch so fair

a lip. 1852 HawthoRNK Grandfather's Chair 11. i. (1879)

75 The wood hie. .laughs broadly through ihe room. 1875

Longf. Masque of Pandora i, The waters of a biook...

Limpid and laughing in the summer's sun ! 1894 ISaking-

Govlu Descr/s S. France 1. 2 This mountain plateau laughs

with verdure.

t d. / augh and lay (or lie) down : an obsolete

game at cards.

1522 Skei.ton Why not to Court 92S Now nothynge but

pay, pay, With, laughe and lay downe, Porowgh, cyte, and

lowne. 1591 Pi.ohm 2nd Fruites 67 What game doo you

plaie at cards? At prunero, at trump, at laugh and lie

downe. 1594 1 vly Moth. Bomb. (1632) Ud ij, At laugh anil

lie downe if they play, What asse against the spoit can

bray ? 1634 S. R. Noble Soldier 1. ii. in Pullen O. PL I. 268

Sorrow becomes me best. A suit of laugh and lye downe

would wear better, a 1825 Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Laugh-

atuiday-dowui a childish game at cards.

2. quzsi-trans. with cognate object. AlsO, to

utter laughingly or with laughter.

c 1470 A". Estmere 235 in Percy's Reliq., The tadyc lough

a toud laughter, As shee sate by the king. 1606 bHARS. / r.

Hf Cr. I iii. 163 The large Achilles. . laughs out a loud ap-

plause, c 1650 Lad ofLeartie 215 in Kurmvall Percy Potto

I. 190 A loud laughter the Ladie lought. 1842 J'knnvsom

Lady Clare, He laugh'd a laugh of merry scorn. 1848 {see

Laugh sb. 2). 187X R. Ellis tr. Catullus xxxi. 14 Laugh

out whatever laughter at the hearth rings clear,

b. in passive (nonce-use).

1844 Mrs. Browning Drama Exile Poems 1850 1. 66 For

is all laughed in vain 7

3. With dat. of person, and to with sb. expressing

the effect, as in to laugh to scorn (now arch, and

literary), flo Iditgh to bismcr, hcthingj hoker.
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The vb. in these phrases is now apprehended as transi-

tive : cf. sense 6.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 270 Hwon bet }e habben herdi bileaue

mile ^e buten lauhwen him lude tobismarc. a 1240 Wohunge
ia Cott. Horn. 283 Ha..lalihen be to hokcre per bu o rode
bengest. n 130a Cursor M. 15881 (GGtt.) J>e feluns logh

[v.r. low^ej him til hcthing on ilk side, alias! 1:1340 ibid.

2028 (Trin.) Cam. .was vnkynde ynouje To scorne he his

fadir louje. 13.. Minor Poems fr. Vernon MS, xxxvii. 184

Alle wolle bei ful jare Lauhwhe be to bisemare. c 1425
Seven Sag. (P.) 1995 The clerkys. .louhe to scorne the em-
perour. 1535 Coveroale Ps. xxi[ij. 7 All they y 1 se ine,

laugh me to scorne. 1540 — Fruit/. Less. i. (1593) P 1 b,

The wisest of all is laughed to scorne. a 1839 Praeo Poems
(1864) II. 395, I laughed to scorn the elements—And chiefly

those of Learning. 1866 Howells Venet. Life 306 This
was too much, and we laughed him to scorn.

4. With preps, a. With at, f of, t on, over, in-

dicating the cause of laughter. fAIso with on,

upon (rarely up, to) in the sense : To look pleasantly

on, to smile on.

C825 Vesft. Psatter li[i]. 8 Rchtwise. .ofer hine hlaehaS.

a 1300 Cursor M. 272?, (Gott.) Sare .. Herd bis word and
lohu [v.rr. loghe, low^e] bar-att. c 1300 Havelok 903 The
kok stod, and on him low. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc.

1092 pe world laghes on man and smyles. 1377 Langl.
/*. Pi. B. xi. 203 For thi loue we as leue bretheren shal

and vehe man laughe vp other, c 1380 Wvclif Serm.
Sel. Wks. I. 150 >if . . be world lei^e to him in killynge of

his enenryes. c 1386 Chaucer Reeve s Prot. 1 Whan folk

hadde laughen at this nyce cas. c 1400 Rom. Rose 5060 She
..laugheth on him, and makilh hiin feeste. f 1430 Syr
Gener. (Koxb.) 3253 Thoo Anazaree vpon hi in lough, c 1500
'Phrce Kings' Sons 37 The quene & fferaunt lough wele at

the wordes of hir dougbtir. 1535 Coveroale i Esdras iv.

31 Vf she laughed vpon him, he laughed also. iomMabhe
tr. Alemans Guzman d 'At/. II. 226 Whereat they laugh't

a good. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia 65 He bad the picture

of a foole at the entrance, . . laughing on an Urinall. 1669
I'ki'YS Diary 7 Jan., A bold, merry slut, who lay laughing
there upon people. 1811 IWron Juan iv. iv, If I laugh at

any mortal thing, 'Tis that I may not weep. 1880 Mrs.
Forrester Roy <y V. I. 7 Dreams, indeed, my dear ! .. I

have not forgotten them : I often laugh heartily over them.

b. To laugh at (rarely f of, f upon) : to make
fun of, mock at; to deride, ridicule. Also in in-

direct pass.
C1374 Chaucer Anel. Arc. 234 He laughethe at my

peyne. 1484 Caxton Fables ofACsop 11. xii, Of the etiyUe
of other, men ought not to lawhe ne scorne. 1513 More in

Grafton Ckron. (1568) 11. 781 [He] laughed upon him, as

though he woulde say, you shall have neede of one sone.

15.. Peebles to Play ix, All that lookit thein upon Leugh
fast at their array. 1560 Daus tr. SleiJane's Comm. 18 b,

A lighte and verye weakc reason . . and even laughed at of
the Romanes them selves. 1604 K. GfRiMSTONP.] D'Acosta's
Hist, indies 1. i. 2 In bis Commentaiies vpon the Epistle

to the Hebrewes, he doth laugh at those, which hold the

heavens to be round. 1722 1)k Foe Plague (1840) 12 My
Brother . . laught at all I bad suggested. 1724 — Mem.
Cavalier it. 202 Our Major was .. laughed at by the whole
Army. 1786 Kurs.s Ordination iv, How graceless Hain
leugh at his Dad. 1802 R. Anukrson Cumberld. Pall. 25
Far maist 1 leugh at Grizzy thrown. 1807-8 I kving Salmag.
(1 824 1 97 Giving parties to people who laugh at them. 1866

Reader No. 169. 295/2 Laughed at by mere litterarians. 1880
L. Stephen Pope iv. 89 Though Pope laughed at the advice,

we might fancy that he took it to heart.

h 5. trans. To laugh or mock at, deride. Obs.

^950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. ix. 24 ^elilo^tm hine. c 1000

/Kli-ric Horn. \\. 482 Da apostoli hlo^on S.xra deofla

leasunga. 1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. Jan. 66 She . .laughes
the songes, that Colin Clout dotb make.

6. With obj. and compl. or advb. phr. : To pro-

duce a specified effect upon (a person") by laughing.
1387 Trevisa liigden (Rolls) I. 305 Men laughe hem selve

to deab. 1603 Siiaks. Meas.for M. 11. ii. 123 Angels.. who
with our spleenes, Would all themselves laugh mortal. 1610
— Temp. 11. i. 188 Will you laugh me asleep, for 1 am very
heauy. Ibid. ii. 159, I shall laugh my selfe to death at this

puppi-headed Monster. 1647 Trapp Comm. Fpist. <f Rev.
296 [2 Thess. iii. 11] Whose whole life is to eat, and drink.

.

and laugh themselves fat. 1668 Chas. 1 1 in Julia Cartwright
Henrietta 0/ Orleans (1894) 264 James did maintaine for

some time that she was not painted, hut he was quickly
laffed out of it. 1679 J. Goodman Penitent Pardoned 11. ii.

(1713) 196 The company . . laughed the cunning man out of
countenance, ctjiz .Swift Hints Ess. Cotwers. Wks. 1765
XI II. 262 Love, honour, friendship, generosity,. ,under the
name of fopperies, have been for some tiine^laughed out
of doors. 1732 Berkeley Alcipltr. 111. § 15 These authors
laugh men out of their religion, as Horace did out of their

vices. 1784 Cowper Task 11. 321 Whom [has it] laughed
into reform? 1827 Hare Guesses (1859)248 Is there any-
body living . . who has not often been laught out of what
he ought to have done, and laught into what he ought not
to have done. 1863 Cowoen Clarke Shaks. Char. x. 268
A fellow who will joke and laugh the money out of your
pocket. 1890 'Rolf Bolorkwood 1

Col. Reformer (1891)
102 Sure ye d be laughed out of any hunting-field in Britain
ifye took one of them things there.

7. With adverbs. To laugh away : f fa) to let go
with a laugh

;
(b) to dismiss or get rid of with a

laugh
; (e) to while away (time) with laughter.

To laugh down : to subdue or silence with laughter.

To laugh off, out = to laugh away (6). To laugh
over: Io recall or repeat with laughter or mirth.
1591 Spenser M. Hubberd 704 Yet would he laugh it out

..And tell them that they greatly him mistooke. 1598
Siiaks. Merry W. v. v. 256 Let us. .laugh this sport ore by
a Countrie fire. 1604 — Oth. iv. i. 113 Now he denies it

faintly: and laugjies it out. 1606 — Ant. $ CL 11. vi. J09
Pompey doth this day laugh away his Fortune. 1715
Vahurugh Country Ho. I. i, They all got drunk and lay in
the Barn, and next Morning laughM it off for a Frofick.

1780 Cowper Table T. 239 And laughs the sense of misery far

away. 1781 — Retirement 452 lie. .talks and laughs away
his vacant hours. 1797 Mrs. Radcliffe Italian xiii,

Vivaldi tried to laugh away her apprehension. 1806 Surr
Winter in Lond. III. 221 Though burning with envy . . her
grace attempted to laugh out the scene. 1809 Malki.m6/7
Bias Xii. i. r 8 Instead of laughing it off, 1 was fool enough
to be angry. 1820 Hvron Mar. Fat. iv. i. 10, I strove
Tolaugh the thought away. 1842 Tennvson Locksley Hall
89 Baby lips will laugh me down. 1855 — Maud 1. xix.

60 Whenever she touch'd on me This brother had laugh'd
her down. 1880 Mrs. Lvnn Linton^ Rebel of Fam. ii,

Clarissa.. laughed off the proposal as a joke.

Laughable (lu-fab'l), a. [f. Laugh v. + -able.]

That may be laughed at; to be laughed at.

1596 Siiaks. Merck. V. u \. 56 They'll not shew their teeth
in way of smile, Though Nestor sweare the iest be laugh-
able. 1693 Dkyokn- Juvenal Ded. (1697) 5a He [Persius]
was not a laughable Writer. 1840 Caklvle Heroes iv. (1858)

293 Puritanism was only despicable, laughable then ; but
nobody can manage to laugh at it now. 1853 Keaue Cltr.

Johnstone 258 [He] had fallen in love with her in a manner
that was half pathetic, half laughable. 1870 Oui da Held in
Bondage 78 She could not see that she had said anything
laughable.

•] Similarly laugh-at-ahle. (jwnce-iod.)

1844 T. T. Hewlett Parsons $ W. iv, His being deemed
so laugh-at-able a character.

Hence Lau ghably adv., Lau gfliableness.
1815 Lady Granville L.ctt. 1 Aug. (1894) I. 68 She follows

and watches him quite laughably. 1853 Kane Grinnell
Exp. xxx. (1856) 259 All our eatables became laughably
consolidated, and after different fashions. 1864 Webster,
Laughableness. 1872 ' Mark Twain ' Jnnoc. Abr. 194 The
dress of the men is laughably grotesque.

Langhee (lafr). nonce-wd. [f. Laugh v. +
-EE. J The person laughed at.

1829 Cablyle Misc. (1872) 1). 134 Laughter seems to
depend not less on the laugher than on the laughee.

Laugher (lu-fai). [f. Laugh v. + -er i.]

1. One who laughs; one addicled to laughing;
also, a scoffer.

c 1410 Love Bonavent. Mirr. vi. (Gibbs MS.), Crystes
wepynges and teers comforteth not dissolute laughers, c 1515
Cocke LorclPs B. 1 1 Swerei s, and outragyous laughers. 1597
Shaks. Lover's Comfit. 124 To make the weeper laugh, the
laugher weepe. 1676 Ethekkdge Man ofMode 111. ii, Softly,

these are laughers, yuu do not know em, 1702 Steele
Grief ii la Aiode 1. i. 1 You are of the Laughers [mispr.
Laughters], the Wits that take the Liberty to deride all

Things that are Magnificent and Solemn, a 1715 1'urnet
Own Time {1724) L 260 For the author of the Rehearsal
Transprosed had all the men of wit (or, as the French
phrase it, all the Laughers) on his side. 1784 Cowper
Let. to Ur

. Un-win in Corr. {1824) L 331 The laughers yon
mention may live to he sensible of their mistake. 1812
D'Israeli Calam. A nth. (1867) 115 The wit has gained
over the laughers on his side. 1821-30 Li\ Cockhlkn
Mem. ii. (18741 92 The public sided with the best laugher.

1897
1 Mark Twain 'More J ramps Abr. Ixvii, Most ofthem

are. .good-natured, and easy laughers.

2. A variety of the domestic pigeon, so called

from its peculiar note.

1765 Treat. Dom. Pigeons 133 The laugher is about the
size of a middling runt, ami of much the same make. 1867
Teget.meier Pigeons xviii. 159 Under the title of the
Laugher, Moore describes a variety that, like the Trumpeter,
has a very peculiar voice.

Laughful duffed), a. [i. Laugh sb. + -ful.]

Full ot laughing, mirthful.

1825 Scott Talism. xv, The laughful look of some merry
one has taken thine eye. 1883 Wingate Lost Laird xvi,

After one brief, laughful apology she took her whiff when
she desired it.

Laughing (lo-firj), vbL sb. [f. Laugh v. +
-1NG l.J The action of the vb. Laugh

;
laughter

;

f an instance of this. Phrase, to burst out (a) laugh-

ing,

1340 Ayerjb. 128 Hc.euremo ssolle by myd god ine paise
and ine le^inge. 138a Wyclif Job viii. 21 To the time that
thi mouth be fulfdd with lathing, c 1440 Jacob's Well 171
Leyjhyng & enioyng, in a seke body, is sygne of deth.
a 1450 Kni. de la Tour (1868) 42 lie saw the fende write
alle the laughinges that were betweue the women atte the
masse. 1363-83 Foxe A. fc M. II. 1212/2 Whereat was
good laughyug in sleeues of some. 1576 Fleming Panopt.
Fpist. 281 At the estate of such as are to be lamented, you
fall a laughing. 1650 Hobbes Hum. Nat. ix. 104 Laughing
to ones self putteth all the rest to jealonsic and examination
of tn mv lve . 1692 J 1 strangi FabL i. Life Atsop (1708)
18 bis, They all hurst out a laughing by Consent. 1737
Fieloing Hist. Reg. til. Wks. 1882 X. 230 He*s a laughing
in his sleeve at the patriots. 1801 Mar. Edgeworth A ngellna
iv. (1832) 69 ' Nat 1

1 exclaimed Miss Hodges, bursting out
laughing. 181a Part. Debate 7 May in Examiner 11 May
207/2 Hcar,hear

;
and laughing. 1848 Kingslev Yeast viii,

' lie you a laughing at a poor fellow in his trouble ?

'

Proverb. 13.. Minor Poems fr. Vernon ^.(E.E.T.S.)
534A85 pe folis knowen bi his lauhwhing. 1423 tr. Secreia
Secret., Priv. Priv. 141 By ofte laghynge thow mayste know
a fole.

b. aitrib. and Comb., as laughing-humour, -side,

-thing, -time \ f laughing-game = Laughing-
stock

; laughing-matter (esp. in phr. it is no
or not a laughing matter), a subject for laughter

;

laughJng-musele, the risorius, or the muscle that
produces the contortions attendant upon laughter

;

t laughing-peal, a peal of laughter ; tlaughing-
post, -stake = Laughing-stock.
1564 tr. Jezvefs Apot. Ch. Eng. 1. (1859) 5 (They] did

count them [Christians] no better than the vilest filth, the
offscourings and * laughing games of the whole world. 1875
Iowktt Plato (ed. 2) I. 436 Though not in a *laughing
humour, I swear that I cannot help laughing. 1563-83 Foxe

A.ty M. II. 1 763/1 Then the audience laughed agayne : and
Maister Latimer spake vnto them saying : why my maistcrs,
this is no *Iaughyug matter. 1 aunsweare vppon lyfe and
death. 1793 Sheriuan in Slieridaniana 141 A joke in your
mouth is no laughing matter. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias vii.

xiv. These little festivities were laughing matters. 1833
Marryat /'. Simple ix, It^was not exactly a laughing
matter to me. 1593 • Foulface ' Bacchus Bountie C 3,
The whole hull for loy did ring out a loud *lafh*ng peale.
1810 Splendid Follies II. 150 Nobody can't say I have
stuck myself up for a *laugbing post. 1864 Knight Pas-
sages IVork.^ Life 1. i. 106 One Iperson] I especially remem-
ber as looking upon the *laughvng side of human affairs.

a 1625 ? Fletcher Faith/". Friends 1. iii, He lay in Vulcan's
gyves a *laughing-stake. 1541 R. Copland Galyen's
Terap. 2 F iv b, It shuld be a *laughyng thynge that so
many of dyners and often contraryes shulde be taken of a
communyte. 1534 More Comf.agst. Trib. 1. xiii. (1553) cvb.
To proue that thys lyfe is 110 *latighyng tyme.

Laughing (la-fin,),///, a. [(.Laugh v. + -ing2.]
That laughs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 7366 In visage es he bright and clere,

In red of heu T o laghand chere. 13.. Gaio. ff Gr. Kttt.

988 pus wyth lajande lotez pe lorde hit tayt makez. 1375
Ijaruol'r Bruce U. 34 [He] schawyt him, with lauchand
cher, The Endcntur. c 1532 Du Wes Introd. Fr. in Palsgr.
922 A gyrle havyng laughyng eyes. 1557 Totfel's Misc.
(Ark) 257 Wo shall yeld thee frendes in laughing wealth
to loue. c 1590 Mauifolde Enormities 111 Chciham Misc.
IV, The Scornefull lafhnge Countenance of other som.
1709 Steele Tatter No. 58 P 2 A Man would be apt to
think in this laughing Town, that [etc.]. 1725 Poi»e Odyss.
ix. 10 O'er the foaming bowl the laughing wine. 1761
Churchill Night Poems I. 90 Night's laughing hours un-
heeded slip away. 1781 K. Darwin Bot. Gard. i. (1791) 5
And tunes to softer notes her laughing lyre. 1821 Shelley
Adonais xlix, A light of laughing flowers along the grass
is spread. 1851 Carlyle Sterling 111. iii. (1872) 183 A biisk
laughing sea. .made a pleasant outlook. 1885 J. Payn Talk
of Tenon I. 75 Maggie held up her finger reprovingly, hut
her laughing eyes belied the gesture.

b. In the names of animals, so called from their

ery or aspeet : laughing-bird dial., the green
woodpecker {Gecinus viridis) ; laughing-erow,
a name for various Asiatic birds

;
by some writers

used as laughing-thrush
\
laughing-goose, the

white-fronted goose (/Iuser albifrons)
;
laughing-

owl (see quot.)
; laughing- thrush, a name given

to certain Asiatic birds (see quots.). See also
Gull sbA, Hyena, Jackass.
1862 Wooo Nat. Hist. IF. 345 The *Laughing-Crow of

India (Garrulax leucolophns). 1879 Rossjter Diet. Sci.
Terms s. v., Laughing Crow, Cinciosoma erythrocephalus,
a bird belonging ro Memlidff. 1772 Forster in Phil.
Trans. LX1). 415 The *laughing goose is of the size of the
Canada or small grey goose. 1830 Col. Hawker Diary
U893) II. 13 Hagged 3 of the while-fronted laughing geese.

1873 \V. L. Hullkr Birds N. Zealand 21 Scehglaux albi-

factes ("Laughing Owl). 1859-62 Sir J. Richardson, etc.

Mas. Nat. Hist. (1S68) I. 331 The *Laughing Thrush
{P/erocyclus cachiunaus) .. is especially abundant in the
thick woods which cloihe the Neilgherries. 1879 Rossitrr
Diet. Sci. Terms, s.v., Laughing Thrush, Tr 01haloptef

a

phwniceum. 1880 A. R
;
Wallace 1st. Life iii. 44 The fine

laughing-thrushes, forming the genus Garrulax.

Hence Laughingly adv., in a laughing manner.
1563-83 Foxe A. % M. II. 1 524/1 For (sayth he laugh-

ingly; Ins Chapleine gaue him counsel not to strike me with
bis Crosiersiafle, for that T would strike agayne. 1825 Hone
Every-day Bi: I. 112 Laughingly he taunted them. 1874
Gri:en Short Hist. ix. § 3. 617 Charles laughingly bid him
set all fear aside. 1894 Fenn In Alpine Valley 11. 139 To
take troubles laughingly.

Laughing gas. Nilrons oxide, NaO; so

called from the exhilarating effects it produces
when inhaled. (See also Gas sb. 3d.)
184a Hranoe Diet. Sci., etc, Nitrous oxide. ..When

nitrous oxide is respired, it produces effects somewhat
similar to those of intoxication ; hence it has been called

laughing gas. 1869 Daily News 2 Jan., Protoxide of nitro-

gen, more commonly called laughing-gas.

Laughing-stock, [f. Laughing vbl. sb. +
Stock.] An object of laughter ; a butt for ridi-

cule ; said both of persons and things.

1533 Frith Bk. agst. Rastcll (1829) 219 Albeit .. I he
reputed a laughing-stock in this world. 1581 Siohey Apol.
Poetrie (Arb.) 20 Poetry .. is fallen to be the laughing
stocke of children. 1667-8 Pepys Diary 4 Jan., 1 perceive
my Lord Anglesey do make a mere laughing-stock of this

Act.
^
1775 Sheridan St. Pair. Day 11. iv, You'l] be a

laughing stock to the whole bench, and a byword with all

the pig-tailed lawyers. 1813 Sporting Mag. XL1 1. 213
lie could not see any fun in being made a laughing-stock of.

1852 H. Rogers Eel. Faith (1864) 369 A numerous party
to whom the old superstition was a laughing stock. 1881
Macm, Mag. XL1V. n8 No wonder that the parish priest

becomes the laughingstock of the nobles.

Laughsome (la'fs#m), a. [f. Laugh sb. +
-some.J a. Of persons : Addicted to laughing,

mirthful, b. Of things : Provocative of laughter

;

laughable.
1620 Shelton Quix. lit. vi, 'No more, good Sir', quoth

Sancho; *for I confess I have been somewhat too laughsoine',

1798 Coleridge A nc. Mar. 1. iii, Nay, if thou'st got a laugh-

some tale, Mariner ! come wij,h me. 1884 G. Allen Phi-
Ustia l.iv. 113 Fly oway, sweet little frolicsome, laughsome
creature.

Laught, ohs. pa. t. of Latch.

Laughter 1 Ua 'ft3-0' Forms : I hleahtor,
hlehter, I, 3 leahter, 3 lahter, lehter, leih-

ter, 4 laghter, lajter, laght;t)ir, lau^tur,

lauhter, loijter, 5 laghtur, laughtir, (laughtre),

5-6 lauehtir, 6 laughtur, Sc* lau-, lawehter, 4-
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laughter. [OE. h leahtor str. masc. = OHG. hlaktar

(MHO. lahter, whence collective gelehttr, mod.G.
gelachter), ON.' hldtr (MSw. later, Da. latter) :-

OTeut. *hlahtro-z, f. root *hlah- : see Laugh v.]

1. The action of laughing; occas. a manner of

laughing. Homeric laughter (see Iliad I. 599,
Odyss. xx. 346).
Beowulf 611 (Gr.) Daer waes hadeba hleahtor. C897 K.

/Klfred Gregory's Past, xxxiv. 230 Hie habbaS swa: micle

mede oSerra monna godra weorca, . . swa: we habbaS
oats hleahtres, Sonne we hlihhaS glijmonna unnyttes
craeftes. a toyo Liber Scinti11. \x. (1889) 171 purh leahter

stunt wyrcS scylda. C1205 Lav. 3045 Mid gomene & mid
lehtre [c 1275 lihtre]. 1340 Hampole Pr. Come. 1451 Now
es laghter and now es gretyng. 1388 Wyclif Job viii. 21

Til thi mouth be fillid with leister, a 1400-50 Alexander
96 A lowde Ia3ter he lo;e. 14.. How Good Wife taught
Dan. 15 in Barbour's Bruce, Nocht lowd of lauchtir, na
of langage crouss. 1535 Coverdale Ps . exxv. 3 Then shal

oure mouth be fylled with laughter. 1576 Fleming Panopl.
Epist. 283 When 1 behold there undiscrete behauours, . . I

cannot but burst out into laughter. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L.
v. ii. 80 O I am stab'd with laughter. 1651 Hubbf.s
Leviath. 1. vi. 27 Much Laughter at the defects of others, is

a signe of Pusillanimity. 1713 Steele Guardian No. 29 r 25
Laughter is a vent of any sudden joy. 1754 Chatham Lett.

Nephew v. 35 It is rare to see in any one a graceful laughter.

1793 Holckoft Lavater's Physiog. xxx. 148 The physio-

gnomy of laughter would be the best ofelementary books for

the knowledge of man. 1812 Byron Ch. Nar. 11. xcvii,

Laughter, vainly loud, False to the heart, distorts the hollow

cheek. 1826 J. Wilson Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 1. 174 The .

.

hubbub o' curses, enduV in shouts o' deevilish lauchter.

1863 Geo. Eliot Romola xii, In the vain laughter of folly

wisdom hears half its applause. 1866 R. Chambers Ess.

Ser. it. 180 Man .. has a faculty of the ludicrous in his

mental organisation, and muscles in the face.. to express the

sensatiun in. .laughter.

Personified. 1632 Milton L"Allegroy Laughter holding
both his sides.

transf. 1825 Longf. Spirit Poetry 16 The silver brook
.. Slips down through moss-grown stones with endless

laughter.

b. An instance of this, a laugh. Now rare.

971 Blickl. Horn. 59 Hwaer beob bonne . . ba un^emetlican
hleahtras. ciaoo Tri/i. Coll. Horn. \^ Forlete lahtres,

and idele songes. c 1205 Lay. 12 19 His lauedi Diana hine

leofliche biheolde mid wnsume leahtren. a 121$ Ancr. R.
156 To underunngen flesliche leihtren. 13.. Gaw. <$- Gr.
Knt. 12 17 pus he hourded ajayn with mony a hlybe latter.

la 1400 Morte Arth. 2673 With lowde laghttirs one lofte

for lykynge of byrdez. 1546 T. Heywood Prov. (1867) 78
Better is the last smyle, than the fyrst laughter. 1560 Daus
tr. Sleidanc's Comm. 57 b, Then with a greate laughter {he

saide) they would have it so. 1651 Life Father Sarpi
(1676) 10 Whereat the Duke breaking into a laughter,

replyed. 1692 R. L'Estrange Fables, Life AZsoP (1708) 8

Whereupon &sop brake out into a Loud Laughter. 1775
Golosm. Scarron II. 22 They broke out into a laughter for

four or five several times successively. 1840 Browning
Sordello in. 98 Exchanging quick low laughters.

f c. In various obsolete phrases.

a i2»s Ancr. R. 212 To bringen o leibtre hore ontfule

loucrd. C1374 Chaucer Troylus 11. 1120 (1169) She for

laughter wende for to dye. a 1375 Lay Folks Mass Bk.
App. iv. 324 He barst on lauhtre. c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 5054
Diamede full depely drough out a laughter, a 1400-50
A lexander 5303 pan has pat hende him by be hand & hent
vp a la^tir. a 1420 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 3400 The
Kyng tooke up a laughtir, and went his way. 1480 Caxton
Cnron. Eng. exxviii. (1482) 107 The kynge. .a grete laughter

toke vp. 1506 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. ScotI. II. vm.
125 Al war lyk tocleiue of lauchter. 1608 Armin Nest Ninn.
(1842) 32 Shec forgetting modesty, gapte out a laughter.

d. Used for : A subject or matter for laughter.

1596 Shaks. 1 Hen. IV, it. ii. 101 It would be argument
for a Weeke, Laughter for

#
a Moneth, and a good lest for

euer. 1601 — Jul. C. iv. iii. 114 Hath Cassius liu'd To be
but Mirth and Laughter to his Brutus? 1864 Tennyson
Enoch Arden 184 All his Annie's fears, Save, as his Annie's,

were a laughter to him. — Aylmer's F. 498 A mockery to

the yeomen over ale, And laughter to their lords.

If 2. An alleged name for a company of ostlers.

i486 Bk. St. Albans F vj b, A Laughtre of Ostelores.

3. attrib. and Comb., as laughter-book, -burst,

-maker', laughter-dimpled, -lighted, -lit, -loving,

-stirring, -twinklitig adjs. ; f laughter-crack vb.

1851 Mad. de Chatelain {title) A *Laughter-Book for

Little Folk. 1868 Ld. Houghton Select, fr. Wks. 208
Each repeated *laughter-hurst. 1634 Heywood Lancash.
Witches n. Wks. 1874 IV. 188 Our sides are charm'd, or

else this stuffe Would *laughter-cracke them. 1887 G.
Meredith Ballads P. 113 A *laughter-dimpled counte-
nance. 1813 Scott Tricrm. 1. xviii, *Laughter-lighted eyes.

a 1847 Eliza Cook Rory CTMorc vi, Apollo with daughter-
lit face. 1592 Daniel Delia, Sontt. x, Thou. .*Laughter-
louing Goddesse, worldly pleasures Queen. 1807-8 W.
Irving Salmag. (1824) 126 One of those confounded good
thoughts struck his laughter-loving brain, 1850 Grote
Greecew. Ixvii. VIII. 456 The professional jester or*laughter-
maker at the banquets of rich Athenian citizens. 1877
Dowden Shaks. Prim. vi. 66 *Laughter-stirring surprises.

1826 Hor. Smith Tor Hill (1838) II. 225 The. Slaughter-
twinkling eyes of the Frenchman.
Hence Lau ffhterful, Iiatrgrhterless adjs.

1825 Blackw. Mag. XVIII. 440 No unfit haunting place
For things of . . laughterless beatitude. 1897 Ibid. Nov.
680/1 The brute . . takes himself with the most laughterless
gravity. 1898 Sal. Rev. 9 July 39 A teacher as rich and
laughterful, as mendacious and corrupting as life itself.

Laughter^ (la'ftai). dial. Also 7 laiter, 8 Sc.

lachter, 8-9 lafter, 9 dial, latter, lawter. [a.

ON. *lahtr, Idttr:- OTeut. Vahtro™, f. *!ag~,

root of Lay v.] The whole number of eggs laid

by a fowl before she is ready to sit.

Vol. VI.

1601 Holland Pliny I. 298 Pullets lay more than old

hennes, but they be lesse, especially the first and last of one
laiter. 1703 Thoresby Let. to Ray s.v. (E.D.SJ, A hen lays

her laughter ; that is, all the eggs she will lay that time.

1787 Grose Prov. Gloss., Lafler [printed Easier) or Lawter,
thirteen eggs to set a hen. 1790 Morison Poems 68 Her [sc.

a goose] lachter's laid with which she's set. a 1825 Foruy
Foe, E. Anglia, Latter. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss,, Lafter, the

number of eggs laid by a hen before she begins to wish to sit.

Iiau'ghworthy,^. Deserving to be laughed at.

1616 B. Jonson Fpigr. cxxxiiijThey laugh't at his laugh-
worthy, fate. 1848 Thackeray in Punch 20 May 207 Bo-
cause the object was laughworthy.

Laugliy (hrfi), a. rare. [f. Laugh sb. -i -y 1.]

Inclined to laugh.

1837 Thackeray Ravensiviug i, Let us laugh when we
are laughy.

Iiauhter, obs. form of Laughter.
Laumb(e)re, variant of LambkkI Obs., amber.

Laumontite (lp'mfTntsit). Min. Earlier lomo-
nite, laumonite. [Named (G. lomonit) by Wer-
ner, 1805, after Gillet de I^aumont, its discoverer:

see -ite.] Hydrous silicate of1 aluminium and
calcium, found in crystals which lose water when
exposed to the air.

1805 Jameson Syst. Min. II. 539 Lomonitc. 1808 T.
Allan Alphab. List 42 Laumonite. 1843 Portlock Geol.
218 Laumonite has only been observed at Portrush, and is

there very rare. 1868 Dana Min. (ed. 5) 400 Laumontite
occurs in the cavities of trap. 1894 Amcr. Jrnl.Sci. Ser. 111.

XLVIII. 190 Laumontite. .Loses about 4 its water at 300
0
.

Laumpe, ob*. form of Lamp sb.i

Laumpron, -un, obs. forms of Lampekn.
tLaunce 1

. Obs. rare-*, [ad. L. lance-m
(lanx), It. lance.'] A scale, balance.

1590 Spenser F. Q. 111. vii. 4 Need teacheth her.. That
fortune all in equall launce doth sway.

Launce 2 flans). Zool. Also 7 lawnce, lance.

[? identical with Lance sb. 1 ; the name may allude

to the shape of the fish; cf. Lancelet, and G.

lanzenfisch, a kind of chrctodon.] A fish of the

genus Ammodytes', the sand-eel; « Lantj^.2 Also
called sanil'la{u)nce. Sable launce : the capelin.

1623 Whitbourne Newfoundland 89 A sufficient quantity
of Herrings, Mackerel, Capeling, and Lawnce, to bait their

hooks withal. Ibid. 114 Mackarell, Herrings, Lance, Caplin,
Dogfish. 1691 Ray Creation (1701) 156 We found the
stomach of nne we dissected full of Sand-eels or Launces,
which for the most part lie deep in the sand. 1769 Pennant
Brit. Zool. III. 123 The launce is found on most of our
sandy shores during some of the summer months. 1848
C. A. Johns Week at Lizard 26 The launce or sand-eel is

a small cylindrical fish from six to twelve inches long. 1883
L. 2. Joncas Fish. Canada 13 (Fish. Exhib. I'uhl.) The
cod-fish resorts .. to the coast . . in pursuit of the caplin or
sable launce, on which it feeds.

Launcelet, -ot, obs. forms of Lancelet.
Tjauncer,Launcet(te,obs.fT.LANCEH-,LANCET.

Launch. (IgnJ, lanj), sb\ [f. Launch v.]

f I. The action or an act of lancing ; a prick. Obs.

1558 Traheron in S. R. Maitland Ess. Reform. (1849)
80 If I shal perceaue that it shalbe to your welth, I wil not
sticke to giue you a launch or two. 1596 Spenser Hymn
Heavenly Love 162 What hart can feele least touch ofso sore
launch ?

2. The* action or an act of launching, shooting

forth, or springing. Obs. exc. dial.

C1440 Promp. Parv. 290/2 Lawnche, or skyppe, saltns.

a 1825 Forby Foe. E. Anglia, Launch, a long stride.

t3. coftcr. Shoots of a plant. Alsoyf^-. Obs.
a 1400 Pistill of Susan (Ingilby MS.) 109 pe lyly, be

louage, be launches so lefe. c 1430 Hymns Firg. 3 Veni de
libano, bou loueli in launche.

4. a. The action or process of launching a vessel.

Also fig. with out. b. The starting off of a bird

in flight.

18x4 Scott Let. to Soutltey 17 June in Lockhart, The
first time I happened to see a launch. 1835-6 Todd Cycl.
Anat. I. 208/1 The first launch of the bird into the air is

produced by an ordinary leap from the ground. 1879 J.
Martineau Ess. (1891) IV. 271 Its daring launch-out on the
ocean of real being. 1879 Cassettes Techn. Educ. IV.
223/2 Bearing surfaces should be well greased .. before the
launch takes place.

5. concr. in Ship-building. (See quot. 1850.)
1711 W. Sutherland Shipbuild. Assist. 23 Erecting a Ship

on the Launch, and launching her from thence. 1712 Lona.
Gaz. No. 5019/5 Wherein are two large Launches and
a large dry Dock. C1850 Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 128
Launch, the slip or descent whereon the ship is built,

including the whole of the machinery used in launching.

6. dial. A trap for taking eels. 1847 in Halliwell.

7. attrib., as launch-block, launch-ways {Cent.

Diet.) = launching-iuays, launching-planks

.

17*0 De Foe Capt. Si?igleton iii. (1840) 50 A launch-block
ana cradles.

Launch (l^nf, lanj) , sb.2 Also 7-8 lanch. [ad.

Sp. lancha pinnace, perh. of Malay origin: see

Lanchara, Lantcha.]
1. The largest boat of a man-of-war, more flat-

bottomed than a long boat, for use in shallow
water, usually sloop-rigged.
1697 Dampier Foy. (1729) 1. 2 The Craft which carried us

was a Lanch, or Long Boat. 1742 Woodroofe in Hanway
Trav. (1762) 1. 11. xvii. 76 We had . .a launch of ten tuns witb
sixteen oars. 1833 Marrvat P. Simple (1863) 248 The
launch, yawl, first and second cutters, were the boats ap-
pointed for the expedition.

2. A large boat propelled by electricity, steam, etc.

{electric launch, steam-launch) used for transporting

passengers, or as a pleasure-craft.

1865 Livingstone Zambesi xxx. 423 Natives from all parts
of the country came to see the launch. 1880 Daily Tel.

26 Nov., The Judge directed them that to find a verdict of
guilty they must be satisfied that the defendant omitted to
perform an obvious duty in navigating his launch.
Comb. 1894 C. H. Cook "Thames Rights 21 On the

Thames, some 370 launch-owners endanger the lives of many
thousands of people. Ibid. 28 A man absolutely ignorant
of steam or other vessels may be a launch-driver.

Launch (l^nj, lanj), v. Forms : 4-5 launche,

(5 laun-, lawnchyn, launsche
, 5 6 lawnehe,

5-9 lanch'e, (6 lange, launge), 6- launch, [ad.

ONF. lancher=* Central OK. lancier : see Lance v.]

f 1. trans. To pierce, transfix, wound; cut, slit;

to make fa wound) by piercing. Also with up. Obs.
c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 6811 Toax..with a tore speire .. hyin

launchit to dethe. 1460 Libeaus Desc. 293 (Kaluza) Wib his

sper he will launche All bat a^ens him rit. 1484 Caxton
(

Fables ofsEsop v. x, Two rainmes within a medowe whiche
with theyr homes launched eche other. 1590 Spenser /''. Q.
in. ii. 37 Whose love hath gryde My feeble brest of late,

and launched this wound wyde. 1596 Ibid. vi. ii. 6 A sharpe
bore-speare, With which he wont to launch the salvage hart
Ofmany a Lyon. 1615G. Sandys T+-az>. 12 In the beginning
of August lanch they the rine, from whence the masticke
distilleth. 1622 IjFal'm. & Fl. Faithf Shepherdess iv.

iii, Hee, Directed by his fury, Hloodelye, Lanch t vpp
her brest. 1670 Drvden isl PL Conq. Granada 1. i, Nine
Bulls were launch'd by his victorious arm.

fb. To cut with a lancet, to lance; to let out

(infection) by lancing. Obs.
1426 Lvnc De Guil. Pilgr. 18357 For pouerte Is bothe

medicyne and leche To launche the hoodie off Properte.

*593 Nasi ie ( hrist's T. 82 a, So wil they giue them more .

.

to feede their sores then to launch them. 1598 Q. Kliz.
Plutarch xiv. 23 As wound that bloudies hit self while hit

is Launged. 1604 Drayton (^1-/310 To lanch th* infection

of a poysoned state. 161 2 Woodall Surg. Mate Wks.
(1653) 10 If you he wary, yon need not launch or cut the
gum at all. 1641 T. Edwards Reasons <(»sf. Independancy
10 The foote. .is dressed, lanched and ordered, not by it selfe,

but by the hands and eyes.

fig. 1625 (jUARi.Es Sion's Elegies 11. xiv. I) 2 b, Thy
Prophets .. RubhM where they should hatie launcht. 1640
Fi ller Joseph's Coat, J)az-id's Repent. (1867) 224 Nathan,
than whom was none more skilled to lanch A festered soul.

2. To hurl, shoot, discharge, send off (a missile .

(Cf. Lance v. i .) f Also, to heave (the lead).

?/ii4oo Morle Arth. 750 Schipe-mene Launches lede
apone lufe. c 1489 Caxton Blauchardyu xliii. 164 Launch-
ynge and castyng to hym speres and dartes. 1697 Drydk.N
sEncid 11. 364 And launch'd against their Navy Phrygian
fire. 1791 Mrs. KADCLiFhE Rom. Forest ix, All the thun-
ders of heaven seemed launched at this defenceless head.
1808 Scott Mann. 1. Introd. 80 Nor mourn ye less his

perished worth Who. .launched that thunderbolt of war On
Kgypt. 1837 W.Irving Capt. Bonneville I. 268 Much ns
they thirsted for his blood, they forebore to launch a shaft.

absol. c 1500 Melusinexx\. 137 Thanne bygan the Cypry ens
..to shote & to launche on the paynemes.

b. with immaterial object, e.g. a blow, censure,

threat, sentence.

1748 Richardson Clarissa (1 811) VII. 196 The best in the
world to launch a guess. 1865 Lecky Ration, f 1878) I. 251
Week after week he launched from the pulpit the most
scathing invectives. 1869 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) III.

xii. 89 The assembled Fathers at once went on to launch
the censures of the church against offenders of every degree.

1875 Stubbs Const. Hist. II. xvi. 345 A threat launched
especially at the Despensers. 1886 G.T. Stokks Celtic Ch.
(1888) 171 Jerome, therefore, launched a treatise against him.

t c. To throw (a person)
; reft, to hurl oneself,

dart, rush. Obs.
13. . Seuyn Sag. (W.) 1904 The louerd. .in a bed he dede

hire launche. 1604 E. G[kimstonk] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies
iv. xxxix. 315 Then do they launch themselves foorth.

d. To dart forward (a weapon, a limb, etc.).

Now only, to dart out (something long and flexible).

!
c 1386 Chaucer Sompn. T. 437 Doun his hand he launcheth

! to the clifte. 1426 Lydg. Dc Guil. Pilgr. 461 Hyr syxthe
hand she gan to launche Lowe doun vn-to hyr haunche.

j

1484 Caxton Enables of sEsop in. ii, The booll . . smote
strongly whith his feet after the man and launched his

homes at hym. 1847-9 Todd Cycl. Anat. IV. 293/1 The
whole tongue is then launched out with a rapidity that is

perfectly amazing.

3. intr. for rejl. To be set into sudden or rapid

motion ; to nish, plunge, start or shoot forth
;

t to leap, vault
; transf. to ' skip ' in reading. Obs.

exc. dial.

13. . K. Alls. 3746 He gan in the water launche : Up he
cam in that othir side.^ la 1400 Morte Arth. 194 Of ilke a
leche the lowe launschide fulle hye. Ibid. 2560 Who lukes

to the lefte syde, whene his horse launches, c 1400 Destr.
Troy 12307 pai demet be duke.. to. .launche out of towne.
c 1440 Promp. Pan>. 290/2 Lawnchyn, or skyppyn ouer a
dyke, . . perconto. 1480 Caxton Ovid's Met. xi. xix, The
mortal floodes launchid in by the places opend. ? a 1500
Chester PI. vii. 469 Lanch on ! I will not be the last upon
Mary for to marveyle. 155a Huloet, Launche to shore,

appcllere ripam. 1570 Levins Manip. 22/34 To lanch ouer
a boke,Percurrcre. 1 787 B est A ngling (ed. 2) 45 He [a fish 1

will launch and plunge in sucb a manner, that, .he will tear

away his hold. 1814W. Irying in Lifefy Lett. (1864) 1. 317
The poor animal, .gazed at me.. and then launching away
to the left, 1 presently heard it plunge into the river, a 1825
Forby Foe. E. Anglia, Launch, to take long strides,

t b. transf. To shoot, sprout. Also, to project.

1401 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 90 Thei ben bastard braunches
that launchen from oure bileve. 1698 Fryer Acc. E. India
% P. 49 The Cape lanches into the Sea with Three Points.



LAUNCHANT. 106 LAUNDERER.

c.fig. (Now usually with cut.) To enter boldly

or freely into a course of action; to rush into

expense; to burst out into unrestrained speech,

f To launch it out : to flaunt, make a display.

1608 Middleton Fam. Love v. iii. I 3, If master Gerardine

. . would yet be induced to take your Neece . . would you
launch with a thousand pound, besides her fathers portion ?

162a Fletcher Sp. Curate 11. i,When you love, lanch it out in

silks and velvets. 1624 Bedell Lett. vii. 1 15 Thus Pamelius

;

and presently lanches forth into the Priuiledges of the See

of Rome. 1685 Boyle Enq. Notion Nat. vi. 196, 1 want time

to launch into an ample discourse. 1711 Steele Sped.
No. 49 P 4 He enjoys a great Fortune handsomly, without

lanching into Expence. 1712-13 Pope Guardian No. 4 F 6

There is no subject 1 could lanch into with more pleasure

than your panegyrick. 1732 Arbuthnot Rules ofDiet 430,

1 have lanch'd out of my subject in this Article. 174

1

Richardson Pamela (1824) I. 136 One launching out upon
my complexion, another upon my eyes. X745 De Foe's

Eng. Tradesman (1 841 ) 1 .vii. 49 He has perhaps launched out

in trade beyond his reach, c 1820 S. Rogkrs /taly Descent 38

For awhile he held his peace.. Hut soon, the danger passed,

launched forth again. 1855 M ilman£<z/. Chr. in.vii. (1864) 1 1.

J43 The triumphant Pontiff, .launches out into a panegyric

on the mercy and benignity of the usurper. 1865 Carlvi.k

Fredk. Gt. xvi. xv. (1872) VI. 316, 1 began to launch-out on
Fried rich's actions, but he rapidly interrupted. 1887 Jessopp
A ready i. 9 The small man .. is . . slow to launch out into

expense when things are going well. j888 Burcjon Lives
12 Gd. Men I. iii. 358 You could not vex him more than by
launching out against some common acquaintance. 1889
Rusiun Praetcrita 111. 11 She launched involuntarily into

an eager and beautiful little sermon.

4. trans. To cause (a vessel) to move or slide

from the land, or the stocks, into the water; to

set afloat ; to lower (a boat) into the water.
la 1400 Morte Artk. 3921 He .. Gers lawnche his botes

appone a lawe watire. 1511 Nottingham Kec. 111. 332
To lawnche the boote in to the water. 1523 Lo. Bersers
Froiss. I. ccccxiii. 722 There came two other bnrkes .. and
anone they were langed into the ryuer. 1555 Act 2 <$- 3 /'//. >v

Mary c. 16 § 7 Before the said Boate .. bee lanched out of
the Yarde or Grounde. c 1590 M arlowe Faust xiii. 91 Was
this the face that launch'd a thousand ships. 1653 Hoi.-

croft Procopius in. x. 92 He lancht into the Tiber also 200.

Pinnaces. 1702 Pope Sappho 250 O launch thy bark, nor
fear the wat'ry plain. 1756-7 tr. Keyslers Trav. (1760) IV.

45 From these sheds they are launched into the deep can. ils.

1821 Joanna IUii.i.ie Metr^ Leg, Columbus Iviii. 2 Kre
from his home He launch his vent'rous bark. 1856 Kane
Arct. E.xpl. 11. iii. 4=; Our boats must be sledged over some
60. .miles of terrible ice before launching and loading them.

b. Iii wider sense: To send off, start upon a

course, send adrift.

1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. xiii. 62 Out goes the
boat, they are lanched from the ship side, a 1680 I'UTI.EH

Rem. (1759) L 217 When Pudding-Wives were launcht in

cock quean Stools. 1715-20 Port Iliad vm. 455 Haste,
lanch thy chariot, thro' yon ranks to ride. 1820 Scott
fvanhoc xx.\i, Fling open the door, and lanch the Moating
bridge. 1831 Hrewstfr Neivton (1855^ I. xiii. 359 The
planets, like the comets, might have been launched in
different diiections.

c - fig* To start (a person) in, into, or on a
business, career, etc. ; to set on foot (a project) ; to

commence (an action). Also with out. To launch
into eternity : rhetorically for 1 lo put to death
i6oz Marston Ant. *t Mel. iv. G b, Was neuer Prince

.. With louder shouts of tryumph launched out Into the
surgy maine of gouermnent. 1678 Hlnvan PUgr. 1.

217 Being lanched again into the gulf of misery. 1711
Addison Sped. No. 108 r 7 We find several Citizens that
were lanched into the World with narrow Fortunes. 1719
De Foe Crusoe 11. xiii. (1840) 274, 1 am now launched quite
beside my design. 1802 Med. Jml. vtil. 275 The mention
of this term serves to launch the author into a digression.
i8iz Examiner 30 Nov. 768/1 The platform, from whence
he was to he launched into eternity. 1837 W. Irving Capt.
Bonnez'ille 1. 43 The worthy captain, . . fairly launched on
the broad prairies, with his face to the boundless west.
1839-40 — Wolfert's R. (1855) 213 It was agreed that
as soon as I should be fairly launched in business we would
be married. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola vi, The pretty
youngster, .was well launched in Bardo's favourable regard.
1873 Yeats Grozvth Comm. 275 The Mississippi scheme
launched by John Law. 1884 H. B. Bucklev in Law Times
Rep. 22 Mar. 115/1 The plaintiff himself has launched this
action in the Chancery Division.

f5. Mtr. Of the ship: To be launched, to pass
into the water. Obs.
1665 Loud. Gas. No. 5/4 The Resolution now in the Dock,

Launches on Tuesday 28. 1677 W. Hughes Man 0/ Sin
in. iii. 67 A fourth, . . with some Prayers and three signings
of the Cross made a Ship lanch with few men. 1769 Fal-
coner Diet. Marine {1780) H 4, Cradles, placed under the
bottom, to conduct the ship, .into the water whilst lanching.

6. To push forth, out from land, put to sea,

advance seawards ; lit. and Jig. To launch into
eternity: rhetorically for 'to die'.

'534 Tindale Luke y. 4 He sayde Ynto Simon : Launche
out in to the depe. 1555 Eden Decades 55 He lanched
from that lande and directed his course to Vraba. 1598
Drayton Heroic. Ep. xiii. 53 The Thames. .That dane'd my
Barge, in lanching from thestayre. 1604 E. G[rimstone]
D'A costa?s Hist. Indies 1. xviii. 60, 1 doe not finde in ancient
bookes, that they have lanched farre into the Ocean, a 1656
Bp. Hall Rem. Wks. (1660) 385 What need I lanch forth
into this forrain deep? 1676 Dryof.n Aurengz. 11. i. 25
Lanching out into a Sea of strife. 1720 M rs. Manley Power
ofLove (1741) I. 123 He was afraid his Soul should launch
into Eternity without a Guide to direct his Penitence.
»74S De Foe's Eng. Tradesman (1841) I. ii. 12 The time of
my servitude being at length expired, I am now launched
forth into the great ocean of business. 1766 Hume Let. to
11. IValpole in ff'/j Remin. 165, 1 find 1 am launching out

insensibly Into an immense ocean of common-place. 1769
Burke Late St. Nation Wks. 11. 160 To have launched
into a new sea, I fear a boundless sea, of expence. 1773
Johnson Let. to Mrs. Thrule 21 Sept., We launched into

one of the straits of the Atlantick Ocean. 1838 Thiri wall
Greece II. xii. 107 Before any Greek navigator ventured ..

to launch out beyond Sicily. 1875 Longf. Masque of
Pandora ii, Forth I launch On the sustaining air.

7. trans. Naut + a. To set up, hoist (a yard).

b. To move (casks, heavy goods, etc.) by pushing.

c. ' Launch-ho ! The order to let go the top-rope,

after the top-mast has been swayed up and Added *

(Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. 1867).
1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. ix. 41 Vnparrell the

mi/en yard and lanch it, and the saile ouer her Lee quarter.

1692 Capt. Smith's Seaman's Gram. 1. xvi. 79 When a Yard
is hoisted high enough, they usually call aloud Launch-hoe,
that is hoise no more. 171 1 \V. Sutherland Shipbuild.
Assist. 161 To Launch; .. to leave off pulling, haling, or
heaving. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Snpp., Launch, a term
used in several sea phrases, as launch out the capstan bars,
that is, put them out ; launch aft, or foreward on, that is,

when things are stowed in the hold, to put them more aft,

or foreward on. 1769 Falcon fr Diet. Marine (1780), Lanch,
the order to let go the top-rope, after any top-mast isfided.

8. Public School slang. (See quots.)

1865 G. F. Berkeley My Life, etc. I. 129, 1 had [at

Sandhurst about 181 5] to undergo the usual torments of
being * launched', tbat is, having my bed reversed while 1

was asleep [etc.]. 1878 H. C Adams Wykehamica 426
Launch, to drag a hoy, bed-clothes, mattress, and all, off

his bedstead on to the floor.

9. intr. To propel a boat with a pole, etc. ;
spec.

in Wild-fowl shooting (see qnot. 1824).
1824 P. Hawker Instr. I'ng. Sfortsmen ^d. 3) 329 Off they

set, ..crawling on their knees, and shoving this punt before
them 011 the mud. Thus travelling all night (by * launch-
ing' over the mud, and rowing across the creeks). 1856
P. Thompson Hist. Boston 713 Launching- propelling a
barge or small vessel in a river by means of a poy.

10. dial. (See quot.)

1847 Halliwells.v., To launch leeks is to plant them like

celery in trenches. West.

t Iiairnchant, a. Obs. [a. ONF. Ianchant,

pres. pple.of lanchisr Launch v.] Darling, leaping.
C1400 Destr. Troy 4630 With a launchant laite lightonyd

the water. Ibid. 12006 All the cite vnsakrely bai set vppon
fyre, With grt t launchaund lowes into the light ayre. c 1450
Merlin ?88 The toon myght not come to that other but
iannchant.

Launched (lonjt, lanft), ///. a. [{. Launch v.

+ -ed 1.] In senses of the vb.
1601 Wef.vkr Mirr. Mart. Fij, With goarie sides, and

deeper lanched breftt. 1639 G. Daniel Ecclus. xli. 54 Let
thy blushes rise From a lanch't heart. 1875 Browning
Aristoph. Apol. 95 The launched lie Whence heavenly fire

has withered. 1896 Daily News 1 Apr. 6/5 A launched vessel
always begins her career by [etc. J.

Launcher (lj'njw, la'nJVi). [f. Launch v. +
-fir l.] One who launches, in senses of the vh.

1824 P. Hawker Instr. Vug. Sportsmen (ed. 3) 329 A
family .. who are by far the best launchers in Hampshire.
1827 — Diary (1893) 1. 302 The vagabond mud launchers.

1897 Westm. Gaz. 19 Aug. 6/3 To make the launchers of
schemes responsible for their promises. 1899 Daily Neivs
4 May 7/3 All hands turned out at once to launch the life-

boat, .. four of the most useful launchers, .being women.

Launching (lpnjirj, la njirj\ vbl. sb. [f.

Launch v. + -jng 1
.] The action of the vb. Launch.

1592 Daviks Imnwrt. Soul xxx. Iviii. (1714) 104 That
Launching, and Progression of the Mind, Which all men
have. i6oa 2nd Ft. Return fr. far/toss. 1. i. 95 Nought
but lanching can the wound auayle. 1605 Svlvf.ster Du
Bartai 11. iii. 11. Fathers 67 Such ill-rigg'd ships would
even in lanching sink. 1669 Bunvan Holy Citie 259 This
signifieth our launching into F.ternity. 1745 De Foe's Eng.
Tradesman (1841) 1. vi. 44 Such miserable havoc has
launching out into . . remote undertakings, made amongst
tradesmen. 1751 Labelve Westm. Br. 28 The lowering or
launching of the finished Caisson. i8za J. Feint Lett.
Amer. 129 The launching of a large steam-boat attracted
a great assemblage of spectators. 1824 P. IJ awker Instr.
J 'ng. Sportsmen (ed. 3) 332 Birds may be approached much
nearer by this means than by any other kind of ' launching

b. attrilh and Comb., as launching-cord, -cradle,

-line
; launching-cleat, the block ofwood fastened

to a ship when in dry dock or on the slips, to catcli

the head of the * shore
' ; launchiug-plauks (see

quot.)
;
launching-punt, -sledge, a boat used in

shooting wild fowl (eC Launch v. 9) ; launch-
ing-tube, a tube in a war-vessel for launching
torpedoes ; "irnxnching-weiys,^ launching-flanhs.
1898 Westm. Gaz. 15 Dec. 4/1 The Princess, .has only to

sever the launching cord to set the Irresistible free. Ibid.,
The launching cradle is a massive structure of wood and
iron, weighing 300 tons. 1691 T. 1 1 [a le] Aec. New Invent.
124 It swims at the line representing the *launching line.

c 1850 Rudim. Nav/'g. (Weale) 128 *Launching planks, a
set of planks mostly used to form the platform on each side
of the ship, whereon the bilgeways slide for the purpose of
launching. 1824 P. Hawker Instr. i'ng. Sportsmen (ed.3)
326 Hampshire *Launching-punt. Ibid. 332 The light
^launching sledge is in the foreground. 1846 A. Young
Naut. Diet., * Launching-ways, the same as Bilge-ways.

Lannd (l§nd). Obs. exc. arch. Forms : 4-6
launde, 5-9 lawnd(e, (5, 7 land, 7 launt), 6-
laund. See also Lawn sb.* [a. OK. launde, F.
lande wooded ground, a. OCeltic Vandd (Irish

latin, Welsh llan} Breton lann) : see Land sb.]

An open space among woods, a glade (
•= L. saltus)

;

unfilled ground, pasture.

1340 Ayenb. 216 J>e fole wyfmen bet guob mid stondinde
nhicke as hert ine launde. 13.. E. E. A Hit. P. B. 1207
Loude alarom vpon launde lulted wasbenne. 1387TRF.VISA
Higden (Rolls) V. 251 Som of hem com out of hilles and
laundes, here mannes help failede. C1425 Wyntoun Cron.
Vii. i. 50 Tbare thai fand A fayre brade land and a ple^and.
15.. Adam Bel 4x9 in Ritson Anc. I\ P. 21 Then went
they down into a launde, These noble archares all thre.

*55* Robinson tr. More's Utop. 41 Vou loste no small
quantity ofgrounde by forestcs, chases, laundes, and parkes.

1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, 111. i. 2 Through this Laund anon
the Deere will come. 1631 Hrathwait Wkimzies, P'orrestcr

37 The lawnd is his temple, the birds his quirresters. 1650
T. Bayly Herba Parietis 3 A.. bridge, between which and
the palace, was a stately launt. 1700 Dryden FaMes,
Palamon *c Arc. nr. 898 That grove for eve green, that
conscious lawnd Where he with Palamon fought hand to
hand, a 1825 Forby Voc. E. Auglia, Lawnd, a lawn. 1891
Atkinson Last of Giant Killers 204 Through the launds
and glades, out on to the moor.
attrib. a 1440 Sir Degrev. 596 Undir a lynd or thei lente,

By alaundesyde. r 1440 Promp. Parr.^gx/i Lawnde kepare,
salator. 1523 Fitzherb. Suw. 5 All the grounde within
pale or hedge as well the launde grounde as of the wode
grounde.

Laund (e, obs. form of Lawn sbj (fine linen).

Launde iron, variant of Landiron Obs.

Launder (l^'ndaj, landai), sk Forms: 4-9
lander, 4 Sc. landar, laynder, 5-7 la(u)ndre,
law(e)nder(e, 5- launder. [Contraction of

j

Lavender sb*]

+ 1. A person (of either sex) who washes linen. Obs.
a 1350 St. Brice 71 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881) 156
A woman bat his lander was. 1375 Barbour Bruce xvi.

1

273 It is ane landar ..That hir childyne richt now hass tane.

, c 1440 Promp. Pan/. 290/1 Lawndere, lotor, lotrix. 1477
I
Norton Ord. Alch. v. m Ashm. (1652) 79 As Laundres wit-
ness evidently, When of Ashes thei make their Lye. a 1530
Heywood Play Weather (Hrandl) 894 She wolde banyshe
the sonne And then were we pore launders all vndonne.

! 1573 Tusser Husb. lxxxiii. (1878) 173 In washing by hand,
haue an eie to thy boll, for launders and millers, be quick
of their toll. 1584 Cogan Haven Health (1636) 28 Amylum
is taken to be starch, the use whereof is best knowne to

Launders, a 1603 T. Caktwkight Coufnt. Rhem. N. T.
(1618) 31 How small things they lie, that these cunning
Launders can with so small cost make white.

2. a. A frottgh for water, either cut in the earth,

or formed of wood
;

esf. in Mining, a trough for

washing the ore clean from dirt. b. A rain-water

gutter,
"f*

C. A tube made out of a hollow tree {obs.).

1667 Primatt City § C. Build. 8 The water brought to
the top of the wheel, in landers or troughs which cast the
same into 1 Jackets made in the wheel. 1671 Phil. Trans.
VI. 2108 The Launder (i.e. a trench cut in ihe floor, 8 foot

long, and 10 foot over) stopt at ihe other end with a turf, so

that the waters run away, and the Ore sinks to the bottom.

1734 Desagui.iers Ibid. XXXIX. 48 This centrifugal Wheel
can in a little Time drive down Air through wooden Trunks
(or Launders 1 of seven Inches l)ore. 1753 Chambers Cycl.
Supp. s.v. Dressing, The launder, .fills up with the dressed
ore. 1865 Crt. Com. Pleas 10 July, A lander or trough ..

had been constructed to carry water to his works across
the defendant's land. 1884 West. Morn. News 9 Aug. 1/4
Lot of Launders, 14 buddies. 1891 Blizzard of 1891 25
Icicles hung inches long from windowsills and launders of
the houses.

Launder (ly ndaj, la nd^j), v. Also 7 lander,
laundre. [f. Launder sb.]

1. trans. To wash and * get up* (linen).

1664 Butler Hud. it. 1. 171 It does your visage more
adorn Than if'twere prun'd.and starcht, and lander'd. 1818
Scott Bride ofLamm, xviii, The picture, is up in the old
I'aron's hall that the maids launder the clothes in. 1883
G. Cable Dr. Sevier xvii, His dress was coarse but clean

;

his linen soft and badly laundered. 1890 Century Mag.
Oct. 933/1 White duck, which they were permitted to send
outside to be laundered.
absol. 1709 Mrs. Mani.fv Secret Mem. (ed. 2) 1. 150 Some

of their beggarly Soldiers Trulls does nothing but Launder
for 'em, they'r always at the Wash-Tub.
transf. andfig. 1597 Shaks. Lover'sCompl. 16 Laund'ring

the silken figures in the brine, That seasoned woe had pel-

leted in teares. 1654 [i-.ee Lather v. i). 1878 Swinburne
Poems Ball. Ser. it. 223 (tr. Villon) The rain has washed
and laundered us all five.

t 2. To' sweat * (gold or plate). Obs.
1610 P>. Jonson Alch. 1. i, Til bring .. Thy necke within

a nooze, for laund ring gold and barbing it.

Hence Lairndered ///. a.

1892 Daily News 31 Mar. 5/5 Ravacho! . .is rather a dandy,
and affects nicely-laundered shirts. 1893 Kate Wiggin
Cathedral Courtship 151 A freshly laundered cushion cover.

Launderer (l^-ndaraj, la-ndorai). Also 5 lawn-
derer, 6-7 landerer, 7 laundrer. [f. Laundek
sb.: see -ku 1

3 ; now regarded as f. Launder v.]

1. One who launders (linen). Obs. exc. U.S.
c X47S Cath. A ngl. (Add. MS.) 210/2 L&wndf:rer,candidtiriaf

lotrix. 1550 J. Coke Eng. <$• Fr. Heralds § 101 (1877) 89
I^aunderers. 1598 Kitchin Courts Leet (1675) 379 The
Woman which is Landerer or Nurse shall be essoined. 1631
1'rath wait Whimzies, Launderer^56 A launderer may bee as
well a male as a female, by course of nature. 1666 Evelvn
Mem. (1857) 1 1 L 185 The cook and laundrer comprehended
in the numher. 1876 Dixon White Conq. 1. xvii. 171
Having their work done better and cheaper by.. Chinese
launderers in Jackson Street. 1884 Circular (The makers
of an ironing machine shown at the Health Exhibition ask
the support of] launderers and laundresses, 1889 Daily
Ne7vs 8 June 5/1 A laundress, or washerwoman [in America],
is now 1 a lady launderer '.

fig. a 1680 Butleh Rem. (1759) If. 386 An Anabaptist ..

is a Landerer of Souls, and tries them, as Men do Witches,
by Water.

f 2. One who * launders * gold or plate ; a sweater.
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1632 I>. Lupton Lend. $ Country Carbonadoed (1857) 277

Some of the men are cunning Landerers of plate, and get

much by washing that plate they handle, and it hath come
from some of them, .a great deale the lighter.

t Laundon. Obs. rare-1
. [a. OF. landon, f.

lande : see Laund.] O laundon : on the field.

? a 1400 Morte Arth. 1768 The kynge of Lebc be-fore the

wawurde he ledez, And alle his lele lige mene o laundone

ascriez.

Laundress (lo'ndres, la'ndres), sb. Forms

:

6-7 landres(se, laundres(se, (7 landeress,

lawndresse), 7-8 landress, 7- laundress, [f.

Launder v. + -ess.]

1. A woman whose occupation it is to wash and
' get up * linen.

1550 Coverd. Spiritual! Perle vi. (1560) 75 As tbe dier,

blecher, or tbe laundresse washeth . . the foule, vncleanly
and defiled clothes. 1555 Eden Decades 319 He sent to

lande certcyne of his men with ihe landressesof the shyppes.

1598 Shaks. Merry W. tu. iii. 155 Carry them to the

Landresse in Datchet mead. 1623 MmoLETON More Dis-
semblers v. i. 104 His jealous laundress, That for the love

she bears him starches yellow. 1710 Steele Tatter No. 189

P 3 Write down what you give out to your Landress, and
what she brings Home again. 1732 Berkeley Alciphr.

11. § 2 She employs milliners, laundresses, tire-women.

a 1859 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xvii. V. 68 A Dutchwoman
. . employed as a laundress at Whitehall.

2. A caretaker of chambers in the Inns of Court.

159a Greene Groafs W. Wit (1617) 29 His hostesse writte

vp the wofull remembrance of him, his Laundresse and his

hoy. i6n Barrf.y Ram Alley r. i, No punie Inne a Court
But keepes a Landresse at his command To doe him scruice.

1731 Genii. Mag. I. 206/2 He had been very careful to avoid

the Use of the Words Chambers, Laundress, &c. 1836

Dickens Pickw. xx, It's a curious circumstance, Sam, that

they call the old women in these inns, laundresses. 1841

S. Warren Ten Thons. a Year III. 357 Greatly to the

surprise of his laundress, he made his appearance^ at his

chambers between six and seven o'clock in the morning.

tLau-ndress, v. Obs. [f. Laundress sb.]

a. trans. To furnish with laundresses, b. intr.

To act as a laundress.

1612 Webster White Devil G 2, Did I want Ten leash of

Curtisans, it would furnish me; Nay lawndrese three

Armies. 1636 Sir H. Blount Voy. Levant 14 Their Wives
are used.. but to dresse their meat, to Laundresse [etc.].

Laundry (Ig'ndri, la'ndri). Also 6 landerie,

-y, 8 landry. [Altered form of Lavendry after

Launder.]

f 1. The action or process of washing. Obs.

a 1530 Heywood Play Weather (Brandl) 896 Excepte the

sonne shyne that our clothes may dry, We can do ryght
nought in our laundry. Ibid. 1 100 Then came there a nother

that lyueth by laundry, c i6n Chapman Iliad xxn. 135
Where Trojan wives and tbeir fair daughters had Laundry
for tbeir fine linen weeds. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 394 Chalkie
Water is too fretting As it appeareth in Laundry of Clotbes,

which wear out apace, if you use such Water.

2. An apartment or establishment, where linen,

etc. is washed and ' got up \

1577 B. Googe HeresbacJCs Husb. (1586) 13 Hyther also

runnes the water from the Laundry to moist it the better.

1648 Mayne Amorous War 11. iv, To starch, and to belong
Unto their Laundries. 1715 Leoni Palladio's Arc/tit. (1742)

1. 5t Tbe Wood-house, the Landry, and a pretty fine Garden.

1798 Canning Elegy li. in Antu Jacobin 14 May (1852) 132

No story half so shocking By kitchen fire or laundry. 1807

Crabbe Par. Reg. 11. 89 Fair Lucy first, the laundry's grace
and pride. 1851 Illustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 194 Sample of

refined Indian blue, for the laundry.

f 3. Used blunderingly for Laundress.
1598 Shaks. Merry W. 1. ii. 5 There dwels one Mistris

Suickly, which is in the manner of his Nurse, or his dry
urse, or his Cooke, or his Laundry.

4. attrib., as laundry-battledore, -blue, -blue-bag,

f -house, -maid, -man, -•woman*
a 1668 Davenant Play-ho. to Lei Wks. (1673) 77 We'll

make 'em bring Their *Laundry Battledores. 1899 Westm.
Gaz.B Aug. 6/1 Large supplies of. .*laundry blue. 1880Plain
Hints Needlexvork 33 Run a tape through tbe holes, and it

will make a ' *Laundry Blue-bag \ 1585 Wills ty Inv. N. C.

(Surtees i860) II. 108 To euerieof the maides of the *landerie

house 2S. 6d. 1632 B. Jonson Magn. Lady iy. i, I will.,

cry it through..every office of the *laundry-maids. 1855
Mrs. Gaskell North <y S. ix, She was no longer Peggy
the laundry.maid, but Margaret Hale, the lady. 1708 J.
Chamberlayne St. Gt. Brit. n. in. List xlix. (1743) 162 The
Matron is to take care of tbe Men s Linnen . .& deliver it to

the *Laundryman once a week. 1883 Stevenson Silverado
Squatters 14 There are the blacksmith's, .. and Kong Sam
Kee, the Chinese laundryman's. 1863 Fr. A. Kemble Resid.
in Georgia 24 The eldest son of our *laundry-woman.

t Lau'ndy, a. Obs. rare-0, [f. Laund + -y *
.]

*= Lawny a*
1611 Florio, Landoso, laundie, full of laundes.

Laune, obs. form of Lawn sb.

Launge, obs. form of Launch v.

Launsgay, variant of Lancegay.
taunt, variant of Laund Obs.

Jjauiitern(e, obs. form of Lantern.

II Laura (lg'ra). Christian Antiq. [Gr. \avpa,
lane, passage, alley.] An aggregation of detached
cells, tenanted by recluse monks under a superior,

in Egypt and the desert country near the Jordan.
1727-52 in Chambers Cycl. 1819 Southey in Q. Rev.

XXII. 66 Like one of the eastern Lauras—an assemblage of
separate cells, each inhabited by a recluse. 1845 Petrie
Eccl. Archit. Irel. 42s These [separate cells] formed a
Laura, like the habitations of the Egyptian ascetics. 1871
Farrar Witn. Hist. v. 170 It would have perished in some
lonely laura of desert cenobites.

Lauraceous (l$r^-Jos), a. Bat. [f. mod.L.
tanrace-sc + -ous.] Of or belonging to the N.O.
Lauracex or laurel family. In recent Diets.

Laurate (lg'r^t). Chem. [f. L. laur-us laurel

+ -ate. See Lauric.] A salt of lauric acid.

1873 Foivnes* Chem. (ed. 11) 690 The laura tes of the

alkali-metals and of barium are soluble in water.

t Laure. Obs. Also 1 laur, lawer. [OE. four,

ad. L. laurus. Cf. OF. laure (perh. the source in

ME.).] The laurel or bay-tree; also, the leaves

of the same woven into a chaplct. Also laure tree.

971 Blickl. Horn. 187 Simon ..mid lawere gebea^od ongan
fleo^aiK c xoaoSax. Leechd. 1 1 . 20 Wib healfes heafdes ece,

5emm laures croppan dust, c 1384 Chaucer H. Fame 111.

17 Thou shalt see me go Unto the nexte laure I see And
kisse bit for hit is thy tree. 1549 Contpt. Scott, xvii. 149
He vas crounit \itht ane croune of laure tre. 1567 Gudc \

Godlie Ball. (S.T.S.) 98 Sum tyme a Tyrane flureis haif

1 sene Lyke lawre tre, quhilk euer growis grcne.

Laureal, laurear, obs. forms of Laurel sb. 1

Laureate (Jprz^t), a. andsb. Also 4-5 lauriat,

5-6 lawreat, 5-7 lawriat(e, 4-9 laureat. [ad.

L. laureat- us crowned with laurel, f. laurea laurel-

tree, laurel crown, fem. of laureus made of laurel,

f. laur-us : sec Laurel.]
A. adj.

1. Crowned with laurel, wearing .1 laurel crown
or wreath (as a symbol of distinction or eminence).
1616 Bullokar, Laureate, crowned with Laurell. a 1618

Sylvester Du Bartas (Grosart) I. 9 These laureat Temples
,

which the Laurel grace. 1637 Milton Lycidas 151 To
strew the Laureat Herse where Lycid lies. 1742 Collins
Ode Simplicity 33 While Rome could none esteem Hut
Virtue's Patriot Theme, You lovVl her Hills, and led her
Laureat Hand. 1818 Byron Ch. Har. iv. Ivii, The crown

,
Which Petrarch's laureate hrow supremely wore. 1864 J.
Evans Coins Anc. Brit. 38 The laureate head of Apollo.

b. Of a crown, wreath : Consisting of laurel, or

imitating one composed of laurel (blending with

the attributive use of the sb.). Hence {pet.)

laureate shade.
i4ia-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy Prol. (1513) A ij, The palmc

laureat Whiche y* they wan by knygthode in theyr dayes.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 243/1 He . . sawe . . saynt domynyk
crowned with a crowne of gold laureate. 1597 Pilgr. Par-
nass. 1. st There may youre templs be adornd with bays .

.

There may you sit in softe greenc lauriate shade. 1628

Wither Brit. Remevib. iv. 1794 The Lawreat Wreath. 1655
H. Vaughan Silex Scint. Pref., That is the Rpa&eZov, and I

Laureate Crown, which idle Poems will., bring to their

unrelenting Authors. 1744 Akensioe Pleas. Imag. 1. 54 Un-
fading flowers Cull'd from the laureate vale's profound
recess, Where never poet gain'd a wreath before. 1769
Gray Ode for Music vii, To grace thy youthful brow The
laureate wreath, that Cecil wore, she brings.

f C. Laureate letters [tr. L. liltcrx, laurcat$\,

a letter or dispatch announcing a victory . Obs.

1508 Kennedie Flyting to. Dunbar 28 Thow fall doun att

the roist, My laureat lettres at the and I lowis. 1533
Bellenden Livy v. (1822) 442 Come laureat letteris fra

Posthumtus, schawing all this victorie as it was fallin to

Romanis. « 1656 Ussher Ann. vi. (1658) 549 Lucullus
dispatched his letters laureat to the Senate.

2. With a sb. denoting an agent or the like

:

Worthy of special distinction or honour, pre-eminent

in the (indicated) sphere or faculty.

The adj . often followed the sb., in imitation of Latin order.

a. gen. ? Obs.
1508' Dunbar Ballad Ld. Barnard Stewart 4 Most

valyeand, most laureat hie wictour. 1508 Kennedie Flytiug
7v. Dunbar 524 Judas, iow, iuglour, Lollard laureate, c 1590
Marlowe Faust, iii. 32 No, Faustus, Thou art conjuror

|

laureat, That canst command great Mephistophilis.

b. spec. Distinguished for excellence as a poet,

worthy of the Muses
1
crown. Poet laureate : in

early use, a title given generally to eminent poets,

and sometimes conferred by certain universities;

in mod. use, the title given to a poet who receives

a stipend as an officer of the Royal Household,
his duty being to write court-odes, etc.

The first poet laureate in the modern sense^ was Ben
Jonson, but the title seems to have been first officially given

to his successor, Davenant (appointed 1638).

C1386 Chaucer Clerk's Prol. 31 Fraunceys Petrak the I

lauriat poete. ? c 1400 Lydg. JEsofis Fab. Prol. 8 This poyet
laureate Callyd Ysopos. 1423 Jas. I Kingis Q. cxcvii,Gowere j

and chaucere. .Superlatiue as poetis laureate. 1432-50 tr.

Higden (Rolls) 1. 13 That nowble and laureate poete callede

Homerus. [i486 in Rymer Fccdera XII. 317 Cum Nos ..

concesserimus Bernardo Andreae Poetac Laureato quandam
Annuitatem Decern Marcarum.] 1490 [title) The Dylectable

Newesse . . ofthe GloryousV ictoryc of the Rhodyans agaynst
the Turkes. Translated from the Latin of G. Caoursin by
Joban Kaye (Poete Lawreate). 1508 Dunbar Gold. Targe
262 O morall Gower, and Ludgate laureate, a 1529 Skelton t

Agst. Gamesche iv. 84 At Oxforth, the vniversyte, Auaunsid
I was to that degre ; By hole consent of theyr senate, I was 1

made poete lawreate. 1586 W. Webbe Eng. Poetrie (Arb.)

19 The famous and learned Lawreat Masters of Englande.

1642 Milton Apol. Smcct. Wks. 1851 III. 272 The laureat

fraternity of Poets. 1686 Plot Stqjjfbrdsh. 275 Robert
Whittington . . was a great Grammarian, Poet laureat of

Oxford, and Protovates Angliae. 1691 Wood Ath. Oxon.
II. 255 Sir Will. D'avenant, sometimes Laureat Poet to the

said King. 1697 Verdicts Virg. $ Homer vi. 26 Our Laureat
Poet tells us, that [etc.]. 1738 Johnson London 198 The
laureat tribe in venal verse relate, How virtue wars with

persecuting fate. 1843 Dvce Skelton s Wks. I. p. xv, There
would . . be no doubt that Skelton was. .poet laureat or court

poet to Henry tbe Eighth, if [etc.].

3. trans/, of things : Worthy of the laurel-wreath

;

deserving to be honoured for eloquence, etc. In

later use also: Of or pertaining to poets, or to a
poet laureate.

IS3S Stewart Cron. Scot. (1858) I. 32 With goldin toung
and lippis laureat. 1560 Rollano Crt. Venus 111. 13 Luifsum
Ladies, of langage Laureat.

_
C1595 J. Dickenson Sheph.

Compl. (1878) 13 O how diuinely would the swaine haue
sung In Laureate lines of beauteous Ladies praise. 1598
Marston Pygmal., Author's Praise 136 Come, Come,
Augustus, crowne my laureat quill. 1815 L. Hunt Feast
Poets 18 The fancies that flow'd at this laureat meeting.
182 1 Byron yuan in. Ixxx, There was no doubt he earn'd
his laureate pension. 1847 Grote Greece (1862) III. xliii.

556 The laureat strains of Pindar.

B. sb.

1. Poet laureate (see A. 2 b).

a 1529 Skklton Calliope Wks. (ed. Dyce) I. 197 Calliope.

.

Whiche gaue to me The high degre Laureat to be Of fame
royall. 1597-8 lip. Hall Sat. 1. ix. 2 Cupid hath crowned
a new laureat. a 1618 Svlvksti-r Epist. Wks. (Grosart)

II. 337 O thou that art the Laureat'.s liberall Fautor ! . .

Ouide thou, Apollo, this first course of mine. 1687 M.
C'likj-ord Notes Dryden ii. 7 Our Laureat has not
pass'd for so Learned a man as he desires his unlearned
Admirers should esteem him. 1780 Cowier Table '/'.

109 Ihe courtly laureat pays J lis quit-rent ode, his pepper
corn of praise. 1806 Surr Winter in loud. (ed. 3) J 1 1.

134, I really think the fire of the laureat, Pye, in-

creases with his years. 1825 Kkbi.e Oceas. Papers (1877)
102 The panegyrical strains of this greatest of laureate^

[Spenser]. 184 1 W. S talcing Italy It. 1st. II. 2oClaudian
. . was the court laureate of the western empire till his

patron's fall. 1884 Chr. World 21 Aug. 679/1 Kcble may
be spoken of.. as the laureate of the Church,

b. A court-panegyiisl.

1863 Cowden Clarke Shaks. Char, ml 3<->s He has indeed
been their champion, their laureate, their brother, tbeir

fiiend. 1867 Frkkman JYorm. Com/. 1876) I. iv. 169 An
author who was writing as the mere laureate of the Norman
court. 1868 Ibid. J I. vii. 3 He is very distinctly not an
historian, but a biographer, sometimes a laureate.

2. U.S. (See quot.) Cf. Laureate v. 2 a.

1888 Brvce Amer. Commw. III. vi. cii. 445 note, Mr. D. C
Oilman ..mentions the following among the degree titles

awarded in some institutions to women, the titles of I'achelor

and Master being deemed inappropriate :—Laureate of
Science, Proficient in Mumc, Maid of Philosophy.

3. Numism. = Laukel sb.^ 4.

1727-51 Chamuers Cycl. s.v. Coin, In England, the current
species of gold are, the guinea, half-guinea, jacobus, laureat,

angel, and rose*noble. Ibid., The Carolus or Laureat, 23^.

Laureate (I^tzV'Oj v- Obs, exc. Hist. Pa. 1.

7 {Sc.) laureat
;
pa. pple. 4-5 lauriat, 4-7 lau-

reate, 5 lawriate, 6 lawreat. [f. L. lauredt-us :

see prec. and -ate 3.]

1. trans. To crown with laurel in token of honour
;

to crown as victor, poet, or ihe like; to confer

honourable distinction upon.
c 1386 Chaucer Monk's T. 706 To Rome agayn repaireth

Iulius With his triumphe lauriat ful hye. 1430 Lydg. St.

Margaret 497 Of martirdam thus she toke the croun..Was
laureat thurgh hir parfit suffraunce. 1430-40 — Bochas nr.

xv. (1554) 88 b, Thus in short time this prince in his estate

On land and water was twise laureate. £1470 Henryson
Mor. Fab. vm. {Preach. Swalloiv)xxx\x, Esope, that noble
clerk, Ane poet wirthie to be lawriate. 1509 Barclay Shyp
0/ Folys{\%7\)\\.\i By his reygne is all Englonde lawreat.

c 1510 - Mirr. Gd. Manners (1570) D j, Before the victorie

no man is laureate, At ending thou shalt haue palme, victory

and mede. 1581 Sioney Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 60 Let vs

rather plant more Laurels, for to engarland our Poets
heads, {which honor of beeing laureat, as besides them, onely

tryumphant Captaines weare, is [etc]).

2. spec. a. To graduate or confer a University

degree upon. b. To appoint (a poet) to the office

of 1 Laureate
1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 447 After he had

past his course of pbilosophie, and wes laureat in St.

Androes. 1662 Ray Three Itin. 11. 157 Most of the students

here .. wear no gowns, till they be laureat as they call it

—

that is, commence. 1695 Sibbald Autobiog. (1834) 129, 1 was
a Basler and Magistrant under Mr. William Tweedy, who
laureat me July 1659. 1

7
I5 M. Davies A then. Brit. I. 23

He [R.Whit tington] supplicated the venerable Congregation

of Regents .. that he might be laureated.^ He was very

solemnly crown'd, or his Temples adorn'd with a Wreath of

Lawrel ; that is, doctorated in the Arts of Grammar and
Rhetorick. 1729 Pope OfPoet Laureate Wks. 1886 X. 448

If Mr. Cibber be laureated. 1774 Warton Hist. Eng.
Poetry xxv. (1840) II. 332 About the year 1489, Skelton was
laureated at Oxford, and in the year 1493, was permitted to

wear his laurel at Cambridge. 1864 Burton ^/ A br. I. v.

252 That old community of privileges which made the

member of one university a citizen of all others, . . whether

he were laureated in Paris or Bologna, Upsala or St. An-
drews. 1884 J. Harrison On re Tonnis Coltedge iii. 63 In

Aug8t 1587 Rollock laureated his first class.

Laureated (l^r/^ted), a. [f. Laureate v.

+ -ed 1.] Crowned with laurel ; =Lauueate a.

1611 Florio, Laticlauio, a kind of long Imperiall robe, ..

that., triumphant Generals, laureated Poets, .were wont to

weare in Rome. 1644 Evelyn Diary 14 Nov., Before this,

go many crown'd and laureated figures. 1656 Blount
Glossogr., Laureated letters [cf. Laureate A. 1 c]. 1771

Phil. Trans. LXI. 351 The laureated head really represents

Jupiter Mamas. 1877 Ruskin Fors Clav. No. 76 VII. 98

Tbis voice, coming to you from the laureated singer of

England [Tennyson]. 1879 H. Phillips Addit. Notes
Coins 8 A fine bronze medal exhibits a laureated head of

Napoleon.

Laureateship (l^ni&fip)* [f. Laureate sb.

+ -ship.] a. The office of (poet) laureate.
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LAUREATION. 108 LAURELLED.
1785 Rolliad 1. {title) Probationary Odes Tor the

Laureatship. 1813 Scott Let. to Jos. Saltantyne 24 Aug.
in Lock/iart, I have a letter by order of the Prince Regent
offering me the laureateship in the most flattering terms.

1858 Masson Milton I. 387 The year 1632 was (nominally)
the thirteenth year of the laureateship of Ben Jonson.

b. The personality of a laureate (used jocosely,

with possessive pron., as a title).

1732 GentI. Mag. 563/2 Here, replied his Laureatship,

are my Works, presenting a large Volume in Quarto. 1829

SoUTHEy Epistle in Anniversary 21 To personate my in-

jured Laureateship.

Laureation (lgr/i^iJan), [f. Laureate v. : see

-ATiON.] The action of crowning with laurel or

making laureate; in the Scottish Universities, a

term for graduation or admission to a degree ;
also,

the creation of a poet laureate*

1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 422 Mr. Patrick

Simson, after his laureation, went to Ingland.^ 1649 l\p-

Guthrie Mem. (1702) 21 Being a Professor of Philosophy in

St. Andrews he did at the Laureation of his Class chuse
Archbishop Gladstone for his Patron. 1680 G. Hickks
Spirit 0/ Popery 28 Yet they now complain of the King,
Parliament, and Council, for obliging Expectants, and
Scholars, at their Laureaiion to take the Oath of Allegiance.

1730 T. Boston Mem. ii. 17 Being allowed only /16 Scotts

by my father for the laureation, I borrowed 20 merks from
one of my brothers. 1774 Warton Hist. Eng. Poetry xxv.

(1840) II. 331 These scholastic laureations, however, seem
to have given rise to the appellation in question [pacta
laureatns]. 1834 Sir W. Hamilton Discuss. U 852) 483
The right of laureation conceded to the University of

Vienna by Maximilian I . . constituted what may be held

a distinct faculty,—a Collegium Poeticuni. 1843 Dvcb
Pre/. toSkelton's Wks. it Skelton's laureation at Oxford.
1867 Masson Ediu. Sketches 39 Their graduation, or, as it

was called, their 'laureation ', in Arts.

Laurel (ty'rel), sb.1 Forms : a. 4 lorer\e,

lorrer, 4-7 laurer(e, 5-7 lawrer^e, 5 laurear,

-ier, lawrare,6lawryr, 7 lowrier. 0. .flaureal,

5 laurialle, -yel, lawriall, -ielle, (loryel, larel,

-ielle), 5 6lorel(l,6~7 lau-, lawrell, 7 lawreall,

7-8 lawrel, '7 lowrell), 6- laurel, [ad. F. laitrier

for lorier, f. OF. lor :-L. lattr-tts : the 0 forms arise

from the common substitution of / for a second r

in a word. Cf. mod.Sp. laurel. In some of the

forms there may be confusion with Laukkole.]
1. The Bay-tree or Bay-laurel, Lauras nobilis:

see Bay sb} 2. Now rare exc. as in 2.

o. a 1300 Cursor M. 8235 He . . planted tres hat war to

prais, O cedre, o pine, and o lorrer. c 1381 Chaucer Pari.
Foulcs 182 The victor palm, the laurer \v.rr. Iawrer,

laureol] to deuyne. a 1400 Med. MS. in Archxologia XXX.
358 Lewys of lorere & rwe y

u take. 1413-20 Lydg. Chron.
Troy 1. viii, With y* lawrcr .. They crowned ben. c 1500
Lancelot 82 To my spreit vas seen A birde, yat was as ony
lawrare green. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xlvi. 6 Vpone a blisful

hrenche oflawryr grene. X652 Ashmole Tlieat. diem. 214
The Laurer of nature ys ever grene.

0. c 1350 [>ee laurel-tree in 6]. c 1400 Destr. Troy 4961
A trc.Largior hen a lawriall & Iengur withal I. 1-1420

Anturs ofArth. vi, By a lauryel he lay, vndur a Itfe sale.

1496 Dives <y Paup. (W. de W.) 1. xxviii. 66 Some he or*

deyned to be grene wynter & somer, as lorell, l>oxe, holme.
1561 Hollybush Horn. Apoth. 23 b, Take .. the leaves of
Lorel or IJayc. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 173 The Lawrell,
both leafe, bark, and berry, is by nature hot. 1624 Capt.
Smith Virginia 1. to A scopo, a kindeofTree like Lowrell.

1734 Pope Ess. Man iv. 11 Twin'd with the wreaths Par-
nassian laurels yield.^ 1808 Scott in Biog. Notices (1880)

19 He would have twisted another branch of laurel into his
garland. 1876 Harley Mat. Mtd. (ed. 6) 450 The Laurel or
Sweet Hay, is a native of the North of Asia and the Medi*
terranean regions.

t b. The leaves of the same used medicinally.

1477 Norton Ord. Alch. v. in Ashm. (1652) 67 Lawrell
the Laxative. 1533 Elyot Cast. Helthe (1539) 60 Lawrell.

c. Any plant of the genus Laurus or the N.O.
Lauraceve.
1846 Linolev Veg. Kingd. 535 Order ccv. Lauracea;—

Laurels. Ibid. 537 In some cases a volatile oil is ohtained
from the Laurels in large quantities.

2. The foliage of this tree as an emblem of
victory or of distinction in poetry, etc.

a. collect, sing.

a. c 1386 Chaucer A'nt.s T. 169 Hoom he rood anon With
laurer crowned as a Conquerour. 1*1425 Lydg. Assembly
Gods 791 Crownyd with laurer as lord vyctoryous. 1515
Barclay Egloges 1. (1570) A j b/2 Then who would ascribe,

except he were a foole, The pleasant laurer vnto the mourn-
ing cowle. 1604 J. Webster Ode in S. Harrison A rchs Tri.
B b, To euery brow They did allow The liuing Laurer which
begirted round Their rusty Helmets.

fS. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) V. 169 pere he dede
meny victories, and gat a crown of laureal bat hyng bitwene
iweie pilers. c 1460 Play Sacram. 882 Gyff lawrelle to that

lord of myght. a 1631 Donne Epigr. (1652) 97 It with
Lawrell crown'd thy conquering Browes. 1813SCOTT Trierm.
m. xxxv, A erown did that fourth maiden hold, .. Of glossy

laurel made.

b. A branch or wreath of this tree. lit. and fig.
a. 1429 Pol. Poems (Rolls) 1 1. 141 Cod of his grace gaf to

thy kynrede The palme of conquest, the laurere of victorye.

c 1430 Lydg. Mm. Poems (Percy Soc> 26 Laurear of martirs,

foundid on holynes ! 1607 Dekker Knts. Conjur. (1842) 75
These elder fathers of the diuine furie gaue him [Spenser] a
lawrer, and sung his welcome.

/S. 1578 Timme Caluine on Gen. 207 The Oliue. . was a sign

of peace, even as the Lawrell is a token of victory 1709
Steele Tatler No. 76 p 4 Virtue need never ask twice for

her Lawrel. £1718 Prior Ladle 36 Fame flies after with
a laurel. 1847 Lmerson Repr. Men, Goetltf Wks. (Bohn) I

.

387 Still be is a poet—poet of a prouder laurel than any

contemporary. 1850 Prescott Peru II. 351 The laurel of
the hero . . grows best on the battle-field.

C. //. in the same sense, lit. and fig. Also in

phr. to reap, win ones laurels, to repose, rest
t
retire

on one's laurels. To look to otters laurels : lo beware
of losing one's pre-eminence.

1583 Jas. 1 Ess. Pocsic (Arb.) 23 Phoebus crowns all verses

..with Laurers always grene. 1606 Shaks. Tr. % Cr. 1. iii.

107 Prerogatiue of Age, Crownes, Scepters, Lawrels. 1642
Fuller Holyfe Prof.St. m. iii. 157 The Conquerours in the
Olympian games did not put on tbe Laurells on their own
heads. x68o Otwav Orphan Ded., Under the Spreading of
that Shade, where two of the best [Poets] have planted
their Lawrels. 1758 Johnson Idler No. 21 P 4 They neither

pant for laurels, nor delight in blood. 1805 Med. Jml. XIV.
372 Puny attempts to blast the laurels .. or Jenner. 1818
Byron Juan 1. exxvi, Tis sweet to win, no matter how, one's
laurels. 1855 Motley Dutch Rep.v. i. (1866) 651 Here he
reaped his first laurels. 1859 Helps Friends in C. Ser. 11. I.

To Rdr. 6 They might really repose upon their laurels. 1874
Deltsch Rem. 250 Let them rest on their laurels for a while.
1882 Mrs. Riddell Pr. 0/ Wales*s Garden-Party 306 The
fair widow would be wise to look to her laurels. 1886 * Hugh
Conway' Living or Dead xxx, Rothwell .. wrote one more
book ; then retired on his laurels.

f d. The dignity of Poet Laureate. Ohs.
1700 Dryden Fables Pref. (1721) 3 My countryman and

a predecessor in the Laurel [Cnaucer]. 1814 Edin. Rev.
Jan. 454 A Dramatic Poem ; which we earnestly hope
was written before he [Southey] came to bis Laurel and
Butt of Sherry.

3. In modern use, applied to many trees and
! shrubs having leaves resembling those of the true

laurel ; esp. Cerasus Latirocerasus , the common
laurel or cherry-laurel.

1664 Evelyn Kal. Hart. (1679^ 33 [Plants] not perishing
hut in excessive Colds, .. Laurels, Cherry Laurel. 1736
Bailev Housek. Diet. 378 Laurel, the Cherry Laurel or
common Great Laurel. 1785 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. vii.

79 The genus Plum, comprehending the Apricot and Cherry
. .and also the Laurel. 1820 Wordsw. To Rev. Dr. Words-
7oorth i, Tbe encircling laurels .. Gave back a rich and
dazzling sheen. 1846 J. Baxter Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4!

1 1. 17 The common laurel . .was brought from Constantinople

j

to Holland in 1576. 1888 Miss Bkaddon Fatal Three 1. v,

A winding walk through thickets of laurel and arbutus.

"i b. Some forms of this word were by certain

writers of the 16th c. appropriated lo the Spurge
Laurel (see Laureole).
1548 Turner [see Laury]. 1578 Lvte Dodoens m. xxxvi.

367 Lauriel groweth of the heigth of a foote and a halfe or
more. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 452 In this rank is to be
reckoned the wild shrub called Lowrier or Chamsedaphne.

C. With defining word : Alexandrian Laurel,
Ruscus racemosus ; American Dwarf or Moun-
tain Laurel = Kalmia ; Cherry Laurel (see

sense 3 above)
; Copse Laurel = Spurge Laurel

;

Great Laurel, an American name lor Rhodo-
dendron maximum ( Treas. Bot. 1 866) ; Japan
Laurel= A rcUBA ; Native Laurel (Tasmania),

Anoptents glandulosus ;
Portugal Laurel, Cera-

sus Lusitanica; Seaside Laurel, Xylophylla lati-

I folia ;
Spurge Laurel, Daphne Lanreola. For

Ground-, Rose*, Sheep-laurel, sec the first member.
161 1 Cotgr., Laureole, spurge Laurell, little Laurcll.

1736 [see 3]. 1760 J. Lkf. fntrod. Bot. App. 316 Laurel,

\L\a 1 Irian, Rus us. I aurel, Dwarf, of Am j'n n, Kalmia.
Laurel, Sea-side, Phyllanthus. laurel, Spurge, Daphne.
1774 Niciiolls Let. in Corr. w. Gray (1843) 174 The Portugal
laurel, your favourite Portugal laurel, grows to a size here

which would tempt you to poison it through envy. 1882

Garden 4 Feb. 85/2 The Alexandrian Laurel (Ruscus race-

mosus) is one of our most precious plants for foliage with
cut flowers in winter. 1889 J. H. Maiden Useful Native
Plants Austral. 292 * Native Laurel '. * Mock Orange \

4. Numism. One of the English gold pieces (esp.

those of 20s.), first coined in 1619, on which the

monarch's head was figured with a wreath of laurel.

Cf. Laureate sb. 3.

a 1613 Camden Ann. Jas. /, an. 1619, 3 Sept., Aurea Re-
gis moneta prodiit cum ejus capite laureato, unde Laurells
nomen statim invenit apud vulgus, diversi valoris, scil. xxs.

cum xx. xs. cum x. & quinquc solidorum cum v, 1743
Snelling Gold Coin 20 The Unite or Laurel. 1866 Crump
Banking x. 224 Gold laurel James I. 1884 Kenvon Gold
Coins Eng. 137 The Laurels were also called Broad Pieces.

5. altrib. and Comb.', a. simple attributive, as

laurel-hand, -berry, -hough, -branchy -bush, -chaplet,

-crown, -garland, -leaf, *shadc, -shrub, -thicket,

-wreath ; b. parasynthetic, as laurel-leaved adj.

;

c. objective, as laurel-bearing, -worthy adjs. ; d.

instrumental, as laitrcl-broiocd, -crowned, -decked

\

-locked, -wreathed adjs. Also laurel-like adj.

1584 Hudson Du Bartas 1 Judith title-p. (i6n\ Binde
your hrowes with * Laurer hand. 1611 Florio, Laurifero,
Maurell-bcaring. 1561 Hollybush Horn, Apoth. 3 A penny
worth of *lorel or baye berries. 1811 A. T. Thomson Lonit.

Disp. (1818) 230 Laurel berries. .are imported from the
Streights. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 246/2 They that

vaynquysshyd in bataylle were crowned wyth *laurier
bowes. a 1393 Marlowe Fanstus (1604) F 2, Cut is the
branch that might haue growne ful straight, And burned is

Apolloes Laurel bough. 1550 Lyndesav Test. Sor. Meldrum
138 Ilk Barroun beirand, in his hand, on hie, Ane *Lawrer
branehe, in signe of victorie. 162a Bacon Hen. VII 85 Rather
with an Oliue-branch . . then a Laurel-branch in his Hand.
1823 Byron Juan xm. xxxiii, The blaze Of sunset halos
o'er the *laurel-brow *d. 1657 Trapp Comm. Ps. xx. 5 They
presented a Palm, or * Laurel-hush, to Jupiter. 1830
Worosw. Russian Fugitive ill. ii, Conquerors thanked the
GodsAVith *laurel chaplets crowned. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. V{,

iv. vi. 34 To whom the Heau'ns, in thy Natiuitie, Adjudg'd
an Oliue-Branch and * Lawrell Crowne. 1882. A. Hare
in Gd. Words May 338 The poet Em pedocles, draped in
purple robes, wearing a lanrel crown. C1374 Chaucer
TroyIus v. 1107 The * laurer crowned Phebus. a 1847
Eliza Cook Song Old Year ii. 15 Chant a roundelay
over my *IaureI-deck'd bier. 1577 Northbrooke Dicing
(1843) 1 01 A chrktian man ought not to go with a *laurell
garland vpon his heade. 1607 F. Mason Author. Ch. Ep.
Ded. 3 Who . . decked their victorious heads with lawreall
garlands. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) IV. 295 For cove-
tise of..*launal leves wi£ oute eny fruyt. 1*1450 ME.
Med. Bk. (Heinrich) 146 Take of..percely, saueyne, lorel
leues. X747 Wesley Prim. Physic (1762) 56 As much
as lies on a sixpence of powder'd Lawrel Leaves. 1787
Fatn. Plants I. 379 * Laurel-leaved Tulip-tree. 1833 Ht.
Martineau Cinnamon P. iii 41 The *laurel-like cinna-
mon. 1850 Mrs. Browning Poems If. 223 Her [Italy}
*laurcMocked .. Csesars passing uninvoked. 1894 Glad-
stone Horace Odes 11. xv. 9 Dense *laiirel-shade shall stop
the rays Of Summer. x8io Tennyson Poet's Mind 14
Every spicy flower Of the *TaureI-shrubs. 1840 Browning
Sordello Wks. 1896 I. 132 Beneath a flowering *IaureI
thicket lay Sordello. 1616 W. Browne Brit. Past. 11. i,

In *Laurel 1-worthy rymes Her loue shall Line vntill the end
of times. 1721-a Amherst Terrx F'il. No. 10 (1754) 48 This
. . bard has . . lampoon'd those, who fix'd the immortal
*laurel-wreath upon his brows. 1818 Byron Ch. Har, iv.

xli, The true laurel-wreath which glory weaves Is of the tree

no bolt of thunder cleaves. 1878 Symonds Many Moods,
Love Death 165 The * laurel-wreathed choir.

6. Special comb. : laurel-bay, f (a) = laurel-

berry; {b) « Bay-laurel (sense 1); laurel-bottle,
' a bottle containing crushed lanrel leaves, used by
entomologists for killing insects; laurel-eherry
= cherry laurel ; hence laurel-cherry water= laurel

water - + laurel-man, ?a member of one of the

parties disaffected to the Hanover dynasty ; laurel-

1 oil « oil of laurel, a solid fat obtained from the

berries of Laurus nobilis {Syd. Soc. Lex.) ; laurel-

thyme *= Laurustixcs ; laurel-tree = sense 1 ;

laurel-water Med., the water obtained by distil-

lation from the leaves of the cherry-laurel and con-

taining a small proportion of prussic acid.

c 1450 ME. Med. Bk. (Heinrich) 198 Tak .. *Iorel

hayes nistad in oyle. 1813 Scott Trierm. m. xxxix,
Round the Champion's hrows were bound The crown . . Of
the green laurel-bay. 187a Wood insects at Home 26 The
following is the neatest way of making a * laurel-bottie. 1787
Earn. Plants I. 339 * Laurel-cherry« 182a-34 Good's Study
Med. (ed.4) I. 487 Laurel-cherry water. 1730 Swift VinJt.

Ld. Carteret 27 Inflamers of Quarrels between the two
Nations, . . Haters of True Protestants, *Lawrel-men,
Annists, ..and the like. 1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org.
Bodies 439 * Laurel oil is expressed from the berries of
the laurus nobilis. 1693 Evelyn De la Quint. Compt.
Gard. II. 173 We have now. .but few Flowers, except those

of * Laurel-Time, or Laurus Thymus, c 1350 Will. Palerue
2983 Vnder a louely *lorel trc in a grene place, c 1415 Lvdg.
Temple of Glas 115 Daphne vnto a laurer tre Itumed was.

1549-62 Sternhold & H. Ps. xxxvii. 35 Flourishing
as doth the Laurell tree. 1731 Mauden in Phil. Trans.
XXXVII. 85 One Part of * Laurel-Water to four of Brandy.
i8»9 Carlyle Misc. (1857) II. 25 Counter-plottings, and
laurel-water pharmacy.

I
Hence Lau relship = Laureateship.
1820 Examiner No. 612. 1/2 Receiving the laurel which

had been worn by Dryden, and Spenser, and Ben Jonson,
; and Daniel (a list of laurelships somewhat doubtful).

laurel (1^'rel), sb.2 A salmon that has remained

in fresh water d tiring the summer.
1861 Act 24 <$• 25 Vict, c X09 § 4 All migratory Fish of the

J

Genus Salmon . . that is to say .. Kelt, Laurel, Girling.

t Latrrel, a. Obs. [(. Laurel sb. 1] Crowned
or wreathed with laurel

;
hence, renowned.

1579-80 North Plutarch (1595) 131 Lycomedes . . hauing
taken very rich furniture and flags, did afterwards conse-

crate them to Apollo laurell. [Sic; but perh.'mispr. for

laurel-bearer ; Amyot surnommi Portant laurier.] 1606

Siiaks. Ant, % CI. 1. iii. 100 Vpon your Sword Sit Laurell

victory.

Laurel (lp'rel), v. [f. Laurel trans. To
wreathe with laurel; to adorn with or as with laurel.

1631 H. Shirley Marl. Souldier v. in Rullen O. PI. I.

242 The good, how e*re trod under, Are Lawreld safe in

thunder. 1663 Sir G. Mackenzie Relig. Stoic xvi. (1685)

143 Lawrel'd and rewarded. 1762-71 II. Walpole Vertues
Anecd. Paint. (1785) V. 87 Sir Edward Nicholas, secretary

of state; oval frame laurelled. 1831 Westtn. Rev. Jan. 234
Our Casar was bald, and we laurelled his defect. 1850
Neale Med. Hymns (1867) 153 Laurelled with the stote vic-

torious. 1867 F. M. Finch Blue tf Gray in A tlantic Monthly
Sept. 370 They banish our anger forever When they laurel

the graves of our dead !

b. To serve as a decoration for.

1821 Sporting Mag. VII. 192 Ever green be the garland

that laurels thy fame.

Laurelled (l^Vreld), ///. a. [f. Laurel sb} or

v. + -ed.] a. Adorned, crowned, or wreathed with

laurel. Hence fig. honoured, illustrious: cf.

Laureate. + Laurelled tetters : cf. Laureate
A. 1 c. b. Covered with a growth of laurel ;

also,

made of laurel.

168a Drvden Dk. Guise in. i, The Trophic of my Lawrell'd

Honesty ShouM bar me from forsaking this bad World.
'

x$53 — Persius Sat. (1607) 496 Th' Express is come With
LaureHM Letters from the Camp to Rome. 1700 Prior
Carmen Seculare 379 From his oozy Bed, l>oyn shall raise

his Laurell'd Head. 1744 Akenside Pleas, /mag. 1. 413
The choir Of laurel'd science. 1791 E. Darwih Bot. Gard.

1. 56 Liberty returns with laurell'd peace. 1815 W. Taylor
in Monthly Rev. LXXVTI. 471 Laurelled rather than ex

«



LAURENCE.
cellenl in funeral eulogy. 182a Wordsw. Soun., Xew
Churches, Laurelled armies, not to be withstood—What
serve they?

>
1867 M. Arnold Heine's Gra7>e 57 Here no

sepulchre built In the laurell'd rock. 1879 Frol he Cxsar
xxvi. 442 With laurelled fasces and laurelled wreaths. 1886
Symonds Renaiss. It., Catholic React. (1898) VII. viii. 3a
Uow touching was the destiny of this laurelled exile [TassoJ.

t Lau rence \ Obs. In 5- 6 low-ranee, -ence.

[? The ( christian name : see next.] A name fer the
fox. Cf. Lowry.
£1470 Hen-ayson Mor. Fab. x. (Fox * Wo!/) iii, The

wolf was neirar nor he wend, For in ane busk he lay, and
lowrence baith. 1528 Lyndesav Drcme 895 Lowrance .

.

dois, but reuth, (he sely scheip dounthryng.

Laurence-, Lawrence (ty-rens). [ad. L.
Laurentius.] A Christian name, used to denote a
personification of indolence. Laurence bids wages :

a proverbial phrase meaning that the attractions

of idleness are tempting. Also Lazy Laurence,
a reproachful designation lor an idle person.
Possibly the alliteration of the last-quoted phrase may

sufficiently account for the use of the name
; some, however,

have suggested an allusion to the heat prevalent about
St. Laurence's day (Aug. 10). Another conjecture is that
there was ft joke to the effect that when the martyr St.

Laurence^ told his tormentors to turn him round on his
gridiron, it was because he was too lazy to turn himself. It

is important to note that the equivalent G. derfault Lenz
(Lenz—Lorenz) has been in use from the 16th c. ; see Grimm
s.v. Lenz.
1796 Pegge Anonym. (1809) 348 Laurence bids wages \

a proverhial saying for to be lazy ; because St. Laurence's
day is the 10th of August, within the dog-days, and when
the weather is usually very hot and faint. 1821 Clare Vtll.

Minstr. II. 23 When, .the warm sun smiles And 'Lawrence
wages bids* un hills and stiles. 1880 E. Cornw. Gloss.,
He s as lazy as Larence. One wad think that Larence had
got hold o'n.

Lanrentian (lore-nPan), a. Geo!, [f. L. Lau-
rcnii-us Laurence + -an.] A designation of certain

sedimentary strata found in Canada near the river

St. Lawrence. Also quasi-j£. in collective sense.

1863 A.C Ramsay Fhys. Geog. v. (1878) 55 The Lanrentian
rocks are the oldest formations at present known in the
world. 187a W. S. Symonds Kcc. Rocks ii. 21 The Lauren-
tian, or 1'asement, sedimentary deposits are divided into
two series. 1875 Dawson Dawn ofLife vii. 176 The Lower
Laurentian of Canada, .is found to contain thick and widely
distributed beds of limestone. 1876 Pa<.e Adv. Text-bk.
Geo/, x. 187 The Laurentian strata, till the year 1862, were
regarded as metamorphic.

tLanreole. Obs. Also 4, 5 lauriol(e, lawryol.
[a. F. laureole, ad. L. laureola, lit. a little garland
of laurel.] Spurge Laurel, Daphne Laureola. (In
early use not clearly distinguished from L,\uuKL.r£.l)
c 1386 Chaucer Nun's Pr. T. 143 Of lawriol, Centaute,

and ffumetere. c 1430 Lydg. Commend. Our Lady 73 Thou
mirthe of martyrs, sweter than citole, .. Unto virgynes
eternal lauriole. c 1440 F'romp. Parv. 291/1 Latu)ryol, herbe
(Uwryal K., lawryol S.\ laureola. 1596 P. Burrough Meth.
Phisick 'ed. 3) 444 Laureole is more forcible in operation.

Laurestmus, variant of Laurustinvs.

fLauret. Obs. [Corruption of Laureate.] =
LAUREL sb.l 4. 1731 in Bailey vol. II.

Laurie (l§*rik), a. Chem. [f. L. laur-us Laurel
+ -ic] Laurie acid, a white crystalline compound
(C, 2H 2402) obtained from the berries of Laurus
nobilis. Hence in Laurie aldehyde, ether : names
of compounds derived from this acid.
1873 Fownes" Chem. (ed. 11) 689 Laurie acid is insoluble in

water. 1876 Harlev Mat. Med. (ed. 6) 680 Besides which
there are small quantities of lanric aldehyd Ci2H 2 < O.

t Lauricomous, a. Obs.~° [f. L. laurieom-us,
f. laurus laurel + coma hair + -ous.] 1 Full of Bays
at Top, having Hair like Bays' (Bailey vol. ] 1, 1 727).
tLauri'ferouSjtf. Obs. rare- 0

. [{.l.Jattrifer,
f. laurus laurel + -ous.] Laurel-bearing.
1656 in Blount Glossogr. 1731-1800 in Bailey. Hence
m mod. Diets.

t Laurrgerous, a. Obs. rare—0 , [f. L. laurU
ger, f. laurus laurel -f- -ger bearing + -ous.] 1 Wear-
ing a garland of Bays' (Bailey vol. II, 1727).
Laurin (l2'rin). Chem. [f. L. laur-us + -in L]
A crystalline substance (C 22H30O3) obtained from
the berries of Laurus nobilis.

1838 T. Thomson Chem, Org. Bodies 910 The laurin of
Bonastre has an acrid and bitter taste, and its smell is
analogous to that of laurel oil.

t Laurine, a. Obs. [ad. L. {oleum) launnum.
f. laurus laurel.] (Oil) of laurel.
<:i4oo Latifrancs Cirurg. 57 Hote oiles, as oile of coste,

oile of laurine [Add. MS. oyle lauryneb c 1420 Pallad. on
Husb. iv. 145 Madifie hit so in oil lauryne. £1450 ME.
Med. Eh. (Heinrich) 170 Tak anoynement, bat ys y cleped
agryppa, & oyle lauryne.

Laurionite (lprtfnait). Min. [Named by
Kechlin, 1887, from Laurion, in Greece, where it

was found : see -ite.] Oxy-chloride of lead, formed
by the action ©f sea-water on ancient lead slags.
1887 Amer. Jml. Set. XXXV. 418 Laurionite occurs in

white prismatic crystals. 1900 Brit. Mus. Return 156.
Lauristinus, variant of Laurustinus.
Lanrite (l§*»it). Min. [Named by Wohler,

1866, after Mrs. Laura Joy r see -ite.] Sulphide
of ruthenium, found with platinum in small brilliant
crystals.
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1866 Amer. Jml. Set. XL!!. 422. 1868 Dana Mm. (ed. 5)

74 Laurite. .. From the platinum washings of Horneo.

t Lau rize, v. Obs. rare- 1

. [L L. laur-us (see

Laurel sbA) + -vie.] trans. To crown with laurel.
<zi6i8 Sylvester Sonn. iii, Our humble notes, though

little noted now, .. LaunVd (hereafter) 'mong the loftie-

mounted ; Shall sing a part that Princes shall allow.

Laurastine (1§TflsUin). Also erron. 7lauri-,

9 laure-. [Anglicized form of next.] =next.
1683-4 Robinson in Phil. Trans. XXIX. 477 Myrtles, ..

P.ays, Laurustines. 1693 Dr. T. R. in Phil. Trans. XVII.
686 The Lauristines or Wild Hays. 1789 G. Willi e Selborne
Ix. 290 The bays, laurustines, and laurels, were killed to the
ground. 1848 Thackeray Bk. Snobs xxxi, Myrtles and
glistening laurustines.

jj Laumstinus (l^rpstainik). Also 7 8 laurus
tinus, 9 erron. laures-, lauristinus. [a. mod.L.
(orig. two words) laurus tinus (L. laurus laurel,

tinus a plant, pcrh. the laurustinus).] An evergreen
winler-tlowering shrub, Viburnum Tinus.
1664 Kvelyn Kal. liort. (1679) 9, January.. Flowers in

Prime .. Prim-roses, Lanrus-tinus, Mezereon. 1723 P»raulky
Fam. Diet. s. v., There are three Sorts of the Laurus Tinus
cultivated in our Country. 1765 Wilkes Corr. (1805J II. 140
Laurels and laurustinuses were in all the hedges. 1840
Barium Ingot. Leg. Ser. 1. Spectre Tappiugton, From the
midst of a thickset laurustinus [hel diew forth a gardener's
spade. 1861 Delamf.r Ft. Gard. 3 Laurustinnses,. .and even
Portugal laurels, arc kept in tubs, that they may be housed
when frost comes. 1882 J. Hardy in Proc. Bent: A'at. Club
IX. No. 3. 435 The Lanrestinuses have been sore damaged,
t Laury. Obs. Also 4 lorrei, lorry, 5 lorey,

6 leury, lowrie, laurye, ?laurew, 7 lary. -ie, 8
lowry. [? f. L. launa, fern, of laureus adj., but used
as sh. for the tree itself.] « Laurel sb.^
a 1400 Med. MS. in Archeot. XXX. 368 Whanne yis erbe

is gaderid yiis, In lewys oflorry it must be wouunde. 14.

.

Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 577/26 Damfinis, a loreytre. /bid.
592/4 Laurus, a loreytre. 1422 tr. Secreta Setret.

t
Priv.

Priv. 245 AI the grene is fadid, outake the Pynes, lorreis,
olyues, and few othyr trcn. 1508 Dunbar Ballad Ld. B.
Stewart 67 Thi cristall helme with lawry sulci be crownyt.
JS33 Ukllkndkn Livy 11.(1822) 181 lie wald not ressave
the crown of laurew [z'.r. latirerl, to have the samin deforniit
with the public dolonre. 1548 Turner Names oj ilerbcs 34
(E. D. 8.) Daphnoides called of the cohimnne sort Laureola,
in englishe Lauriel, Wei, or Loury. 1549 Compi. Stot.
vi. 60 The laurye tree. 1598 Kj.orio, J. aureola, the
herbe perwinkle. Also the shrub lowrie or lawrell. i68t
Colvil Whigs Supplic. {1751) 106 Turpentine and larte
berries. Ibid. 121 Trembling he stood, in a quandary, And
purg'd, as he had eaten lary. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kerrey),
Loivry or L^owaray, a Shrub, otherwise call'd Spurge- Laurel.
Laus e, lausen, obs. ff. Lo' se Lo.sk v.

II Laus tibi. Obs. [L. = * praise to thee '.] A
name for the White Narcissus, A r

arcissus pod it us.
1548 Turner Xames 0/ Iferbcs (1881) 55 Narcissus. . wyth

a white flourc.it is called of diuerse, whyte Laus tibi, it

maye be called also whyte dnfiiidyl. 1567 Mai-let Gr.
Forest 48 Laus tibi or white DaflTadill in Greeke is called
Narkissos. X573 I usskr llusb. xliii. (1878) 96.

Lauta, laute, obs. Sc. ff. Lewty.
+ Lautious, a. Obs. rare~ x

. In 6 laucyouse.
[Improper formation f. L. laul-us (sec next) +
•mus.] Luxurious. Hence Lautiously adv.
1547 l'»ooRUF. Brev. Health cxliii. 53 With meates and

drynkes lautiously educated. Ibid, cclxxx. 93 This impedi-
ment [fatnessl doth come of. .laucyouse fedyng.

t Lauti'tious, a. Obs. rare"1
. [{. L. lautilia

mngnificence (f.lautus washed, sumptuous) + -ou.s.J

Sumptuous.
1648 H krrick Hesfcr., Im itation (1869)281 Such lautitious

meat, The like not Heliogabalus did eat.

II Lautu (lau*t«). [Quichua ttautu (Tschudi),
Ihuito (Gon9alez, 1608).] * A band of cotton,
twisted and worn on the head of the Inca of Peru,
as a badge of royalty' (Webster, 1828-32, citing
Barlow).
1807 J. Barlow Columb. in. 136 The white lautu graced

his lofty brow.

Lauwhen, obs. form of Laugh v.

Lauwine (l9*win, Ger. lanvrna). Also lawine.
[ad. G. lawine, according to Kluge f. lau mild,
tepid.] An avalanche.
18 18 Hyron C/t. liar. iv. xii, Nations melt . .and downward

go, Like lauwine loosen d from the mountain's belt. 1833
Penny Cyct. I. 389 Geoerally termed Avalanches, or some-
times lauwines. 1845 Blackw. Mag. LV1IL 34, I see. the
clifT-cradled lawine essay its first motion. 188 1 J. Nichol
Death Themistoctes,ttc. 131 Down whose slope the Lauwine
thunders.

Lauxe, obs. form of Lax, salmon.
Lauyst, obs. snperl. of Low a.

Lava (la va), [a. It. lava (f. lavare to wash :

see Lave v.*), orig. 'a streame or gutter snddainly
caused by raine' (Florio 1611), applied in the
Neapolitan dialect to 1 lava-stream from Vesuvius

;

hence adopted in literary It., where it developed
the senses represented by 2 and 3 below. Hence
sP-> pgv ^e r., LV, Da., Sw. lava. F. lave.]

fl. A stream of molten rock issuing from the
crater of a volcano or from fissures in the earth.
1750 Phil. Trans. XLVIL x. 52 The wells.. near the

places where the lava's stopped, are sometimes found full.

1767 Hamilton ibid. LVIII. 6 Another lava forced its way
out of the same place from whence came the lava last year.

2. The fluid or semi-fluid matter flowing from
a volcano.

LAVADERO.
1760 Ann. Reg, Chron. 86/1 On the 21st tilt. ..all the

j

neighbourhood of Mount Vesuvius was overflowed by a
j

deluge of burning bitumen called lava. 1820 Keats Lamia
. 1. 157 As the lava ravishes the mead. 1832 De la Bkch*

Gee/. Man. (ed. 2) 109 The lava burst out. .at three different
points, about eight or nine miles from each other. 1885
'Times 27 Aug. 5 The phenomenon which the>e people-
understand by 'aluvion ' is really the stream of lava.

Jig. 1821 Shelley Lett. Prose Wks. 1880 IV. 197 We are
surrounded here iu Pisa hy revolutionary volcanoes., the
lava has not yet reached Tuscany. 1876 Hlmi-hrey Com
Coll. Man. xix. 247 The lava of Roman power overflowed
its native crater.

3. The substance that results from the cooling of
the molten rock.

1750 Phil. Trans. XLY1L xxi. 150 This lava . . is a very
hard substance, like stone, of a slate colour. 1789 Mus.
Piozzt Journ. Frame II. 36 One of these towns is crushed
. . tinder loads of heavy lava. 1806 Gazetteer Scotl. (ed. 21

306 The greater part of it is composed of lava, in which the
I different layers or currents are very evident. 1837 W.
I

Irving Capt. Bonneville (184^ 243 (Jreat masses of lava
lay scattered about in every direction. 1882 Rep. to
Ito. Rcpr. Free. Met. UmS. 62-2 Volcanic breccia ami vol-
canic conglomerates arc likewi.se designated by the term
'lava'.

b. A kind of lava, a bed of lava.
1796 Kikwan Elcm. Min. (ed. 2) I. 400 Any matter that

has issued out of a volcano in a liquified state .. is in
general, styled a lava. 1809 Ukvdonh Sicily vii. 71 They
pierced through seven distinct lavas one under the other.
1872 Dana Corals ii. 154 The cavities of a lava or basalt
become filled. 1882 (Jkikje Tcxt-bk. Geo/. 111. 1. i. § 1. 203
Lavas differ from each other in the extent to which they
are impregnated with gases and vapours.

4. attrib. and Comb.: a. simple attributive, ns
lava-ash, -column

,
-cone, -current, -flow, -plain,

-rill, -sea, -stream, -torrent ; lava-like adj. ; also
lava- flag, -millstone

v
sce fjtiots. ; lava-streak

U.S., a basaltic dyke ; lava ware 'see quot. .

b. instrumental, as lava- capped\ -lit, -paved^adjs.
1882 Rep. to Ho. Rcpr. Prec. Met. U.S. 6J4 The filling

up . .of the old river beds by * lava-ash. Ibid. 63S The bed
rock of almost every Mava-capped mountain shows the same
peculiarity.

t

1862 (I. P. .SUiOt'K l ohatios 23 The "lava-
i column having set-niitigly sunk too far within the vent.

1882 Geikik Fext-bk. Gcol. til. 1. i. § 3. 246 A flat *Iava-
cone 13,760 feet above the sea. 1830 Lyku. Frinc. Gcol. I.

327 The "lava-current . .may still lie traced, by aid of the
scoriae on its surface. i8it Pinkkkion Frtra/. II. V36 A .

.

hasalt fragment.. called *lava flag. 1888 J. Prkstwu m Geot.
II.91 Beds ofcontemporaneous "lava-flows. 1802 Pi wimk
Itiustr.ltutton. Theory -74 Crystallized, sparry or "Kiva likc
structure. 1876 Gko. Kliot Dan. Per. IV. Ixv. 'flic
*!ava-lit track of her trouhled conscience. 1858 SiMMovm
Diet. Trade, ' La7a-mil/stoues, hard and coarse I asnltic
millstones, obtained from quarries near Andernach on the
Rhine. 1837 W. Irving Capt. Bonneville III. 77 The
immense *lnva plain of San Gabriel. 1869 Pim.nrs I'esuv.
iii. 83 Small "lava-rills among them. 1871 W. Moi'Kis in
Mackail Lifci 1895) L 268 A low mound of soft gra-, ri-ing

I

like an island from the much-riven 'lava-sea. 1872 K. H.
I Smyth Mining Statist. 47 * 'Lavn streaks', or dykes, are
found associated with all the main lines of icef* at Sand-
hurst. 1833 Lykll Frinc. Geot. III. 184 1'he branches.,

i are formed simply of two *lava stie:inis. 1878 IL xlf.v
Physiogr. 192 These 'lava-tot rents are often of great magni-
tude. i860 lire's Diet. Aris (ed. 5) II 641 'Lava-ware, a
peculiar stoneware, manufactured and coloured to assume
the semi- vitreous appearance of lava.

c. similative (quasi-*™/.).
1818 Ryron Ck. liar. iv. Ii, While thy lips are With lava

kisses melting while they burn.

II Lavabo (lav^'-li). [L. lavabo, 1st pers. sing,

fut. t. of lavare to wash.]
1. Ecel. a. The ritual washing of the celebrant's

hands at the offertory, accompanied in lhe Roman
rite by the saying of Ps. xxvi. 6, beginning Lavabo
inter innoccntes manus mcas. b. The small towel
used to wipe the priest's hands, c. The basin used
for the washing.
1858 Direct. Aug I. Gloss. 232 Lavabo, the secreta oratio

of the Priest when water is poured on his fingers before the
Prayer of Oblation. [An incorrect explanation.! 1870 Rock
Text. Fabr. y. 203 These small liturgical toweks got . . the
oame of Lavabo cloths or Lavaboes. 188^ Pater Marins
iv. xxiii, The . . pontiff, as he . . moved his hands . . at the
Lavabo, or at the various henedictions.

2. a. A washing trough used in some mediaeval
monasteries, b. Awash-sland. (In some mod. Diets.)
1883 Mag. ofArt Dec. 47/1 We give a reproduction of.

.

one aspect of the lavabo, or washing-trough, which gives
its name to the lavatory.

t Lava cre. Obs. Also 65V. lavachre. [ad. L.
lavderum bath, f. lavare to wash : see Lave v. 1

] A
[
bath or font ; esp. in figurative phrases descriptive

o f bapt ism . e .g. lavacf'e ofregeneration, ofsalvation

,

after Tit. iii. 5 Vulg. lavacrum regenerationis (cf.

Lavkr sb. 2 2).

1548 Uoall, etc. Erasm. Far. Luke iii. 47 To consecrate
and halowe the lavacre or founte of eternall salvacion.
a 1572 Knox Hist. Re/. Wks. 1846 1. 304 Thei war receaved
in his honshold by the laYachre of spiritnall regeneratiouo.
1657 Tomlinson Renoti's Disp. 185 They were so much
taken with Lavacres that some of them, .would bathe them-
selves seven times a day.

II Lavade ro. Obs. [Sp., f. lavar to wash : see
Lave vX] A place for washing gold ore.
1717 tr. Frezier's Voy. S. Sea 110 On the Descent of the

Mountain they shew'd me a Stream, where there is a rich
Lavadero, or Place for washing of Gold. 1760-73 tr. yuan *
Utloa's Voy. (ed. 3) I. 452 The gold taken out of all
these LaYaderos or mines in the province of Quito. 1799



LAVAGE.
W. Tooke View Russian Etnp. III. 414 To these mines
belong three lavaderos. .together having 861 troughs.

Lavage (Iie'ved^, Fr. lava's), [a. V, lavage, f.

/aver to wash.] A washing, spec, in Med. a cleans-

ing of the stomach by means ofemetics administered

in large quantities of water.
1895 Morison Pyloroplasty 4 The treatment consisted of

daily stomach lavage. 1898 Daily Navs 2 Aug. 5/2 This
native treatment is the lavage of hot oil to stop the bleeding.

Lavage, -aige, obs. forms of Lavish a.

Lavalto, variant of Lavolta.

t Lavament. Obs. [ad. med.L. lavdmentum,
{. lavare to wash. Cf. Lavement.] A washing

;

concr., a wash, lotion.

1597 A. M. tr. Gnillcmcaris Fr. Cirurg. 34D/2 With
cleanc linnen. .and with decent and convenient lavamentes
we ought to sustayne them {fistulous gutsl. Ibid. 49/2
We may, in this disease vse certayne exsiecating Lava-
mentes. 1658 A. Fox Wurtz %

Surg. 11. xii. 93 Make a
I^avamcnt of Liquorice, let it run gently into the Wound.
1823 J. Badcock Dom. Amnsem. 18 Herrings .. undergo
the fir;>t lavament in stale chamher-lye.

Lavand, obs. Sc. form of Lavender sb.2

Lavander, obs. form of Lavender.
Lavandrie, variant of Lavendry Obs.

II Lava'nge. rare. [F. lavange, also lavanche,

believed to be an alteration of Avalanche due to

association with laver to wash.] = Avalanche.
1806 J. Montgomery Wanderer Switz. 111. xxxii, Like

a Winter's weight of snow, When the huge Lavanges break,
Devastating all below.

Lavant (levant), sb. psubst. use of next.]

(See qttot. 1774.)
1774 G. White Sclborne x\x. (17891 174 The land-springs,

which we call lavants, break out much on the downs of
Sussex, Hampshire, and Wiltshire. 1875 Sussex C/oss.
s.v., How it did rain ! It ran down the street in a lavant.

1900 Academy 28 Apr. 365/1 The waterings and 'lavants'
from the hills leave her [Rye] arid.

t Lavant, a. Obs. [a. F. lavant, pr. pple. of
laver to wash.] That bathes

; given to bathing.
1661 Lovell Hist. Anint. $ Min. Inlrod. a 5, Birds . . are

.. pulveratricious lavant, as the pigeon, ring-dove [etc.].

Lavatic lavartik), a. [f. Lav-a + -atic]
1830 M aunder Treas. Knowl. i, Lavatic, consisting of or

resembling lava.

Lavation 'lav^-Jbn). [ad. L. lavation-em, n. of
action f. lavare to wash.] The action of washing,
an instance of this

;
concr., water for washing.

1627 Hakewill Apol. iv. i. § 6. 283 Such filthy stufle was
by loose lewd varlets sung before her [Berecynthia'sl charet
on the solemn e day of her lavation. 1652 H. C. Looking-
Glassefor Ladies 14 If women once be cleansed by lava-
tion.

>
1800 Med. Jrnl. IV. 27 The beneficial effects of cold

lavation in febrile disorders. 1827 Lytton Pclham viii,

Our lavations are performed in a cracked basin. 1855
T. Guthrie Gospel in Ezek. (1856) 247 With this sacred
lavation the priest sprinkles the man. 1879 Sala J'aris
herself Again (ed. 4) II. xii. 185 The lavation of their
befouled linen. 1894 Goui.o Illnstr. Diet. Med., Lavation
0/ the Bloody intravenous injection of water.

Hence Lava'tional a., pertaining to lavation.
1887 Halliwell LifcofShaks. II. 368*Towels. .employed

for lavational purposes were called washing-towels.

fLa'vatlve. Obs. [f. L. lav-are to wash +
-ative.] A draught to wash down food or medicine.
1633 Hart Diet ofDiseased 1. viii. 30 Now and then they

will afford themselves a cup of good liquor, as a lavative,
to wash downe this rubbish. Ibid. in. xv. 288 As for the
lavative, ordinarily given after purgations, .it is hard to
determine the particular houre.

Lavatorial laevalo^ rial), a. [f.L. *lavatori-ns,
f. lavare towash + -AL.] Of or pertaining to washing.
1839 Laov Lytton Cheveley (ed. 2) II. iv. 117 Three pair

of cotton stockings .. bearing very bilious symptoms of the
lavatorial skilt of Sally. 1898 Daily Neivs 3 Sept. 3/1 The
simplicity of the lavatorial arrangement could hardly be
improved upon.

Lavatory (Irc'valsri), sb. Forms: 4-7 lava-
torie, -ye, o lavatori, lavetarye, 4- lavatory,
[ad. L. lavatorium a place for washing, f. lavare
to wash : see Lave vX\
1. A vessel for washing, a laver, a bath. Also
EccL f(a) a piscina

;
(b) (see quot. 1866).

a 1375 Lay Folks Mass Bk. App. iv. 606 Whon he hab
vsed he walkep riht To I^auatorie ber bit is diht For to
wassche his hende. 1382 Wyclif Exod. xxx. 18 And thow
shalt make a brasun lauatory with his foot to wasshe with.
14. . Lvdg. in Lay Folks Mass Bk. App. v. 135 Whan the
prestc gothe to the lauatori. 141 3 Contractfor Catterick
Church (1834) 10 An awter and a lauatory acordaunt in the
este end. 1435 Contractfor FothcringhayChurch in Dugdalc
Monast. (1673) III. 11.163 Lavatorism aither side of the wall,
which shall serve for four Auters. 1519 Test. Ebor. (Surtees)
V. 100 To he buried w 4in the where, nyghte to the lavatori.

1538 Inv. in Archzol. LI. 72 ltni thelavetarye of tynneand
lead. 1649 Jkk. Taylor Gt. Exemp. in. sect. xy. 77 They
should dip in his lavatory, and be washed with his baptism.
1839 Longf. Hyperion iv. iii, On a lavatory, below, sat
a cherub. 1866 Direct. Angl. (ed. 3) 355 Lavatory* a water
drain in the Sacristy where the Priest washes his hands
before vesting.

fig. and in fig. phrases. Cf. Lavacre,
Laver sb*
1447 Bokenham Seyntys (Roxb.) 74 The lavatorye we

graunte of immortalite Here in this watir. a 1500 Mankind
(Brandl 1896) 39/12 By hys gloryus passyone, bat blyssyde
lauatorye. ^26 Pilgr. Perf (W. de W. 1531) 60 b, As in
the lauatory of grace thou mayst wasshe . . the . . by con-
fessyon. 1631 Wekver^4«c FuneralMon. 310 The Iaua-

110

torie of holy regeneration . a 1633 Austin Medit.^(1635) 196
Converting it [Jordan] into the Lavatory of Baptisme.

2. a. Eccl. The ritual washing of the celebrant's

hands : {a) at the offertory (cf. Lavabo 1 a) ; f (b)

after the cleansing of the vessels following the

communion.
a 151a Fabyan Will in Chron. Pref. 4 W» condicion that

at the tyme of the Lavatorye tieryehe of theym turne theym
to the people, and exortc theym to pray for y* soules follow-

ing. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1 531) 261 From the latter

lauatory vnto Ite missa est. 1563-87 Foxe A. <$• M. (1596)

895/2 When he had sayd Masse, he made Dukes and Earles

. . to hold the bason at the I^auatories. 1896 Brightwan
Liturgies E.fy W. I. Gloss., Lavatory, the handwashing
on the part of the minister at the offertory. .. While the

offertory cither wholly or in part has been moved back to

the beginning of the [Eastern] liturgy, the lavatory has
generally kept its place.

b. gen. The act of washing.
1620 Shelton Quix. 11. xxxii. 211 The Duke and Duchcsse

. .stood expecting what would become of this Lauatory.

f 3. A lotion, a wash. Obs.

1490 Caxton Encydos xxviii. no They must be wasshed
wyth wyne or wyth some other lauatorye. 1544 Phaer
Regitn. Lyfe (1560^ H ivb, Ve may minister the lavatorie

that herafter ensueth. 1665 Harvey Advice agst. Plague 1 4
! Lavatories to wash the temples, hand >, wrists, and Jugulars.

1694 Westmacott Script. Herb. 19 Barbers use them for

their grateful smell to perfume their lavatories and washes.

4. An apartment furnished with apparatus for

I

washing the hands and face. Now often including

waler-eloscts, etc.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Lavatory, a place or vessel to

wash in, a Font or Conduit ; 1661 [addition] such is that

at the Buttery door of the Inner Temple, where the
Gentlemen wash their hands ; also a Laundry. 1845
W. Saunders Guide Brighton 68 By a sudden turn

to the left, we attain 'The Cottage' ; at (he far end of its

porch is the gentlemen's room, denominated by a con-

temporary a Lavatory, i860 Luck of Ladys/uede II. 78
The good Benedictine carried him off into the lavatory.

1864 Morning Star 2 Feb.. There are separate lavatories

for the men and for the women and children.

5. A laundry.
1661 [see prec. sense].

_
1878 Stevenson Inland Voy.

180 We landed at a floating lavatory, where the washer-
women were still beating the clothes.

6. - Lavadero.
1727-52 Chambers Cycl, Lavatory, or Lavadcro.

7. (See quot.)

185 . Archit. Diet. (Archit. Publ. Soc.\ Lavatory, a paved
room, belonging to a dead-house, in which a corpse that is

to he examined is kept under a shower of some disinfecting

fluid.

8. atlrib. : f lavatory stone, a piscina.

1487-6 Durham Acc. Rolls (Surtees) 651, iiijor spultes cum
j lavatory stone.

Lavatory (Jne'valDri), a. [ad. assumed L. *lava-

tori-us, f. lavare to wash : see Lave v. 1
] Of or

pertaining to washing.
1846 in Worcester citing Month. Rev. 1865 Merivale

Rom. Emp. VIII. lxvL 217 The latter, .contrasts the lavatory
resources of Rome with those of Grecian cities generally.
1890 Cornh. Mag. Oct. 358 His linen long-coat is a perfect
marvel of the lavatory art,, .so snowy white is it.

tLavatrine. Obs. rare~°. [ad.L. lavatrTnat

f. lavare to wash ; see Lave v.2] (See quot.)
1623 Cockeram, Lauatrine, a square stone in a kitchin,

with a hole to auoid water, a sincker.

fLavatrix. Obs. rare-0
, [assumed L. fem.

( bb L. lotrix) of lavator one who washes, f. lavare

to wash.] A woman who washes.
1623 in Cockeram.

ttavatur. Sc. Obs. Also 6 lavatar. [ad.

F. lavaloire Lavatory.] =« Lavatory i .

1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (1858) I. 101 With lauatar,
lamp, with buke and mouy bell Thir Drewideis thair syne
did gar to dwell. 1543 Inv. R. Wardr. (1815) 58 Item, ane
gryt clam shell gilt for the lavatur.

fLavature. Obs. [ad.L. type *tavatftra(= c\.

L. loturd), i. lavare to wash.] A lotion, a Wash.
1601 Holland Pliny II. 73 A lauature [of mallows] re-

pressed all tettars Ibid. 170 The leaues boiled in rain
water, together with the barke of the blackc fig-tree..do
make a lauature or water to colour the hair [blacke].

Lave (U lv), sbX Obs. exc. Sc. Forms : 1 Hf, 2

(to) lafon, 3 loave, 3-5 law(e, 4 laf(e, laffe,

4-7 laif, laiff(e, layfe, -fif, 6 le(a)ve, 7 laiv, 4-
lave. [OE. &tf- OFris. lava, OLG. leva, OHG.
leiba, ON. let/, Goth. /tf/&z :-OTcut. *lait>d str.

fcm. ; for the further etymology see Leave v.]

What is left, is over, or remains ; the rerrfaindcr,

the rest. a. of persons. (In OE. the word had
also the sense * relict, widow \)
a 1000 O. E. Chron. an. 867 (Parker MS.), Sio Iaf wib bone

here fri)? nam. £1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Andreas 987 Syne
be lawe ine bar degre War to met set. 1375 Barbour Bruce
11. 306 The lave sone wnarmyt war. c 1450 Hollano Hmvlat
446 With lordis ofScotland, lerit, and the laif. c 1470 H enry
Wallace it. 175 All wcildand God, resawe My petows spreit
. .amange the law ! 1513 Douglas sEneis v. 11. 67 Quham
followis all the laif in lyke maneir. 1573 Satir. Poems
Reform, xxxix. 228 As for the leue, thair wes hot lytill leid.

1664 Flodden F. 1. 9 Of doughty Knights the Justy lave
I never could by name repeat. 1725 Ramsay Gentle Sheph.
1. i, My Peggy speaks sac sweetly, To a' the lave I'm cauld.
1786 Har'st Rig 45 Auld Rodney. . didna loiter like the
lave. 1816 Scott Antiq. xlv, 'Auld Mucklebackit's gane
wi' the lave.' 1881 L. B. Walforo Dick Netherby v. 57
4 Gif her ain fayther has his fling at my puir bairn, it's like
the lave will follow.'

LAVE.

b. of things.

971 Blickl. Horn, in Hwaet bit la elles seo laf buton
wyrma mete, a 1225 Ancr. R. 168 Nis bis large relef?

Nis bis muchel loaue? a 1300 Cursor M. 7116 His wijf
fader and inodcr he gaue O bis hony at ete be laue. c 1375
Sc. Leg. Saints, Panlns 351 Paulis hed, bat bar wes hyd
A-mange be lafe, a hyrd has tane.

_
1427 Sc. Acts Jas. I

(1814) II. 1 5/1 pe quhilkiscommissaris salhaf ful ande playn
power of al be laif of he schirefdome. c 1450 St. Cuthbcrt
(Surtees) 1306 Half his brede his horse he gaue, And kepid
to hiin self be laue. 1530 Lynoesav Test. Papyngo 825
Androw and lhone did leif thare possessioun,Thar schippis,

& nettis, lyinnes, and all the laue. 1583 Satir. Poems
Reform, xlv. 224 Five hundreth merkis he to him gave,
And tuik in hand to pay the leave. 1721 Ramsay Prospect

of Plenty x, Excepting some wha a the lave will nick.

1785 Burns Jolly Beggars Air v, Your every care and fear

May whistle owre the lave o't. 1816 Scott Old Mart, vi,

I'll pay the lave out o' the butter siller. 1865 G. Macdonald
A. Forbes 44 Jist help me oot, an' lea the lave to me.

f c. in adj. phr. To lave — remaining, surviving.

971 Blickl. Horn. 79 pa hi £yt genaman \>xs folces be bacr

to lafe waes. .hund teontij b 11^0^ 11* a "75 Cott. Horn. 221

J?e ni^on werod, be ber to lafon were, c 1205 Lay. 28583

Pa nas ber na mare i ban fehte to laue.

Lave, sb* rare. [f. Lave #.1] a. The sea.

b. The action of laving, wash.
1825 ' Blackmantle ' (Westmacott) Engl. Spy (1826) 177

Like the sea-mew that skims o*er the lave. 1865 Dublin
Univ. Mag. \ I. 350 The crystal lymph Through sands and
ivy pulsed with ceaseless lave.

+ Lave,«. Obs. Also 7 loave, 7-8 corrupllyle&f.

[See Lave v.*] Of ears: Drooping, hanging.
a 1400-50 Alexander 4748 With laith leggis & lange & twa

laue eres. x6o6 Wily Beguiled 58 And I were a woman.
I would lug offhis laue eares. 1659 LadyA limony 11. vi, But
take especial care You button on your night-cap

—

Morisco.
After th* new fashion With his loave Ears without it. 1675

J. Smith Chr. Rclig. Appeal 11. 9 Here the little Ear, there

the lave Ear.

b. Comb. : lave-ears, drooping or hanging ears

(of a horse) ; hence lave-eared (corruptly leaf-

eared) a., having ' lave-ears \

1570 Levins Manip. 42/45 Laue cared, plaudits. 1597
tst Pt. Return Parnass. 1. 1. 345 Thou lave-ear'd ass, that

loves dross more than arts! 1607 Markham Caval. vn.

(1617)43 Of the disease belonging to the eares of a Horse,
and first of the laue-eares, or banging eares. 1685 Loud.
Gaz. Na 2092/4 A large strong grey Gelding, . . somewhat
leaf-ear'd. 1701 Ibid. No. 3750/4 Stolen or strayed, .a strong

bay Cart-Horse . . very wide Lave-Ear'd. a 1720 Gibson
Diet. Horses viii. (ed. 3) 128 This Method is commonly used
by the Jockeys to Leaf-eared Horses, to cause them to carry

their ears more upright. 1741 Conipl. Fam.-Piece ill. 463
The hanging of the Ears is called by some the Lave-ears.

Lave (l^v), v. 1 Now chiefly poet. Forms: 1

lafian, xelafian, 2-3 lavin, 7 Sc. lawe, 4- lave.

[Two distinct formations appear to have coalesced

—

(1) OE. had lafian to wash by affusion, to pour

(water), corresponding formally to MDu., Du.
laven, OHG. labdn (MHG., mod.G. laden) to

refresh ; cf. OHG. laba, mod.G. lobe refreshment.

By some scholars the OE., Du., and Ger. words
are considered to represent a WGer. adoption of

L. lavare to wash. This view involves some diffi-

culty, as the numerous OHG. examples refer to

refreshment by food, drink, or warmth, so that the

assumed primary sense * to wash \ if it ever existed,

must have been quite forgotten. The L. origin,

however, accounts well for the senses of the OE.
word, which perh. may be only accidentally similar

in form to the continental words. (2) In ME. the

representative of the OE. vb. blended mdistinguish-

ably with the vb. a. F. laver ( = Pr., Sp., Pg. lavar,

It. lavare) L. lavare= Gr. Xofaiv, f.OAryan root

*lou- to wash (whence Lather).]

1. trans. To wash, bathe.

Beowulf 2722 (Gr.) J>egn unjemetc till winedryhten his

wstcre jelafcde. ciooo Sax. Leechd. III. 48 Lafa bin

heafod mid do swa oft swa be bearf sy. c iaoo Trin. Coll.

Horn. 145 Hie his fet lauede mid hire bote teres. 1390
Gower Con/. III. 337 She was anouc with water laved.

1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. 11. i. 350 Basons, and ewers, to laue

her dainty hands. 1637 Milton Lycidas 175. .1650 Bulwek
Anthropomet. 159 Who could not endure the liquid test, but

were soon laved into a ridiculous aspect. 1725 Pope
Odyss. vi. 44 The wave, Where their fair vests Phseacian

virgins lave. 1735 Somerville Chase 1. 1S1 Tumultuous
soon they plunge into the Stream, There lave their reeking

Sides. 1827-35 Willis Leper 152 He took a little water in

His hand And laved the sufferer's brow. 1858 Neale
Bernard de M. (1865) 35 Who . . Bore with me in defilement

And from defilement laved. 1871 R. Ellis Catullus Ixiv. 162

Now in waters clear thy feet like ivory laving.

fig. 1605 Shaks. Macb. m. ii. 33 Wee must laue Our
Honors in these flattering streames. 1810 Scott Lady of
L. 1. xv, And when the midnight moon should lave Her
forehead in the silver wave. 1843 Lytton Last Bar. t. ii,

In those bitter tears, childhood itself was laved from her

soul for ever.

b. intr. for rcjl. To bathe, lit. and fig.
1701 Cibber Love makes Man 11. ii, Happy he that ...un-

confin'd may lave and wanton there. 1704 Pope Windsor
For. 209 In her chaste current oft the goddess laves. 1801

Foster in Life % Corr. (1846) I. 129 To lave in the stream,

the tide of deeper sentiments. 1811 Miss Mitforo in Life

L v. 129 The calm lake ..Where the young cygnets lave.

fc. To lave a (-with): to be bathed in or

covered with (blood, sweat). Obs.

c 1205 Lav, 7480 He swonc i bon fehte pat al he lauede

asweote [<:xa7S leberede a swotej. ^1300 Judas in Rel.



LAVE.

Ant. I. 144 He drou hymselve bi the cop, that al it lavede

a blode.

2. trans. Of a river, a body of water : To wash
against, to flow along or past. v
1623 tr. Favine's Theat. Hon. 11. i. 67 For this River.

.

commeth to laue the Towne of Namure. 1666 Drvden
Ann. Mirab. cliii, Guns . . Whose low-laid mouths each
mounting billow laves. 1704 Addison Italy (1733) 129 The
bord'ring Ocean laves Her silent Coast, a 1717 Parnell
Night-Piece on Death 20 A place of graves, Whose wall the

silent water laves. 1791 Covvper Iliad xxr. 318 The flood,

Jove'o offspring, laved his shoulders. 1814 Scott Ld. of
Isles v. viii, He leant against a stranded hoat,. .And counted
every rippling wave, As higher yet her sides they lave. 1859
Cavern Ball. $ Songs 47 Where Torridge laves its hanks of

green. 1887 Spectator 30 July 1016/2 The shire is laved

by a sea teeming with fish.

al'sol. 1808 Scott Mann. in. x, There, through the summer
day, Cool streams are laving.

3. To pour out with or as with a ladle; to ladle.

Also absol. Const, f *//, into, on
y
upon.

fxooo Sax. Leechd. II. 124 Hat waeter lafa on. ^1310
in Wright Lyric P. xxv. 72 Ihesu, . .The deu of grace upon
me lave. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. A 607 He lauez hys gyftes as

water of dyche. a 1400 Sir Perc. 2250 Thay wolde not lett

long thone, Bot lavede in hir with a spone. a 1648 Digry
Closet Open. (1677) 24 This being done lave and bounce it

[the honey and waterl very well and often. 1703 T. N. City

C. Purchaser 190 The Lead being melted.. is laved into

the Pan. #1711 Ken Hymns Evang. Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 81

The Saint . . on his Head the hallow'd Water lav'd. 1825

Lockhart Reg. Dalton vi. i. (1842) 350 He . . laved a few cool

drops upon his brow. i86a Macnt. Mag. Apr. 519 Lave the

water. .in slight handfuls. .gently over the head and face,

f b. intr. To run, stream. Obs.

^1425 Festivals Ch. 220 in Leg. Rood (1871) 217 Dropes
rede as ripe cherrees, bat fro his flesshe gan lave.

1 4. trans. To draw (water) out or up with a

bucket, ladle, or scoop ; to bale. Also with out
}

npy with complement, and absol. Obs.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. C. 154 Mony ladde ber forth-lep to

lane & to kest, Scopen out tffe scabel water, c 1374 Chaucer
Boet/i. in. metr.xii.(E.E.T.S.) 107 [Orpheus] spak and song
in wepynge alle bat euer he hadde resceyued and laued oute
of be noble welles of hys modir calliope. 1387 Trevisa
Higden (Rolls) III. 415 pat lorde was woned to., lave

up water of pitts. 1458 in Turner Dom. Arc/iit. 111.

41 With xi. laborers lavyng at onys. 1508 Kennedie
Flytingw, Dunbar 471 Thow fylde faster than fyftensum
mycht lawe. 1601 W. Parry Trav. Sir A . Sherley 6 To
laue water out of this rotten boate. 1621 Burton Anai.
Mel. 1. ii. iv. vii. (1651) 167 When I have laved the sea dry,

thou shalt understand the mystery of the Trinity. 1644
Evelyn Diary w Oct., As we were weary with pumping and
laving out tbe water, a 1700 Dryden tr. Ozu'eCs Met. xi.

Ceyx Alcyone 109 A fourth, with Labour, laves Th' in-

truding Seas, and Waves ejects on Waves. 1708 J. C. Compl.
Collier (1845) 13 It were Folly and unreasonable Charge.,
to Lave, or fill 20 or 30 Tubs of Water per hour.

trans/. 1677 Plot Oxfordsh. 5 It [a storm of wind] was
yet so violent, that it laved water out of the River Cherwell,
and cast it quite over the Bridge at Magdalen College.

t Lave, v.2 Obs. rare- 1

. [Cf. ON. lafa to

droop.] Of the ears : To droop, hang down.
1597-8 Bp. Hall Sat. iv. i. 72 His eares hang laving, like

a new-lug'd swine.

Lave, obs. form of Law.
Laveer (Iavl^u), v. Naut. Obs. exc. in literary

use. Forms : 6-7 lavere, (7 laver, -eir, -ier, 7-8
loft-veer), 7- laveer. [ad. Du. laveeretiy in 1 7th c.

also/<?mfo??*,MDu. laeveren>loveren, ad. F.(i6thc.)

loveer, now louvoyer (for the suffix in Du. cf. domi-
neren Domineer v.)

y
f. lof windward (of Du. or

LG. origin : see Luff). The Du. word has been
adopted in other langs. as G. lavierefi, Sw. tofvera,

Da. lavere] intr. To beat to windward ; to tack.

1598 W. Phillips tr. Linsc/wten 1. xcvi. 179 The Indian
ships, .durst not anker there ; but only vsed tolauere to and
fro. 1608 HiEaoN 2nd Pt. Def. Ministers' Reasons for
Refns. Subscript. 149 The winde being against him, he
laveirs and turneth another tacke. 1648 Earl Westmore-
land Otia Sacra (1879) I03 Lie on a Tack Port and Laveer,
Sometimes to weather, then to Lee. i66« Dryden Astrata

Redux 65 Those that 'gainst stiff gales laveering go, Must
be at once resolv'd and skilful too. 1718 J. Chamderlavne
Relig. P/iilos. (1730) II. xix. § 58 They can always pass
through this Streight by Laveering or Tacking, even tho*

the Wind he contrary. 1876 Bancroft Hist. 17. S. V. xxiii.

593 It went for the Chesapeake, laveering against the stiff

southerly winds of the season.

fig. a 1667 Cowley Liberty Verses & Ess. (1687) 81 To
bend and turn about his own Nature, and laveer with every
wind. 1800 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. X. 319 Instead of
bearing down on the point for which he is bound.. Klopstock
is continually laveering. 1885 Mrs. C. L. Pirkis Lady
Lovelace II. xxiii. 55 Neither skilful nor resolved enough to
1 laveer' against them [the fates].

Hence f JLaveerer, one who laveers.

1670 Clarendon Ess. Tracts (1727) 183 They [the School-
men] are the best Laveerers of the World.

+ Iiavel. Obs.rarer-\ [ad. It. lavello 'a lauer in

a Barbers shops* (Florio), ad. L. labelhtm bowl,
bathing-tub.] A wide shallow pan or bowl.
1658 tr. Porta's Nat. Magic vi. ii. 179 Let water be often

poured into the lavel [L. in labeltum], and* stirred about.
/bid.. Skim the lavel [L. conca decapuletur].

t Lavell. Obs. The epiglottis.

1530 Palscr. 237/2 Lavell that standeth in the myddes of
the throte, alovttte. 1847 Halliwell, Lavell^ the flap that
covers the top of the windpipe. Still used in Devon.

Lavellan. Sc. A kind of weasel (Jam.).
1684 Sibbald Scot. Illustr. ii. in. ii Lavellan, Animal in

Cathanesia frequens. 1771 Pennant Tour Scott, in 1769

ill

(1774) 175, I enquired here after the Lavellan, which, from
description, I suspect to be the Water Shrew Mouse.

Lavement (l£ l'V|ment). [a. F. lavement', f.

laver to wash ; cf. Lavament.)
1. The action of washing, or cleansing, rare.

1650 Ashmole Chym. Collect. 23 In the fourth distillation

follows the Lavement. 1891 Comh. Mag. Mar. 323 Those
down below pause in the lavement of their hands.

2. Med. An injection.

'794 fj« Williams] Crying lip. to Col. Mack 18 Bring
a not lavement, and infuse it Mack. 1825 W. Heherden
tr. Cicero

1

's Lett, to Alliens x. 13 He ordered them to come
again the next day, as he.. was taking a lavement. 1872
Contemp, Rev. XXI. 149 The application of lavements to

women and children. 1876 Curling Dis. Rectum (ed. 4) 48
They have regularly used the cold-water lavements.

t La*vender, sbX Obs. Forms: 4-5 laven-
dere, 4 6 lavendre,. 5 lavan-, -en-, -under,
-dyre, 4- lavender. Also in contracted form
Launder, [a. OF. lavandier masc., lavandiere

fern. (mod.F. lavandiere fern.) = Sp. lavandero

masc, -era fern., Pg. lavandeira fern., It. lavandaio

masc, lavandaja
f
lavandara fern., ad. late L. lavan-

dariuSy -aria (whence OHG. laventariy ladantari
1
fullo'i, f. lavanda (orig. neut. pi. 'things to be

j

washed but in Kom. used as fern, sing. : cf. It.

lavanda washing), f. lavare to wash : see Lave v.

Cf. L. lavandaria neut. pi. (occurring once) ' things to

be washed '. For the formation cf. also med.L. referenda-
rius.]

A washerwoman, laundress. + Formerly also

(rarefy), a man who washes clothes, a washerman.
[a 1300 Chrou. Veiroburg. (Camden No. 47) 122 De catallis

Johannis le Lavandere, fugitivi.] a 1310 in Wright Lyric P.
xv. 49 Prude wes my plowe fere, Lecherie my lavendere. •

c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. Prol. 358 Knuyc . . is lauender In
j

the grete court alway. £1430 Syr Getter. (Roxb.) 2328 The
|

lauenders she saw in the rloode, Ful besilie washing a shert.
|

^1470 Harding C/trou. cxcni. ii, Ladies faire with their

gentilwomen Chamberers also and lauenders. a 1483 in

Househ. Ord. (1790) 85 Of the whiche soape the seyde I

clerke spicers shalle take allowaunce in his dayly dockette

by the recorde of the seide yeoman lavender. 1501 // 'ill of \

W'adyngton (Somerset Mo.\ My lavendre KateryneGybl es.
'

a 1536 Will ofP*cess Catharine in Strype Reel. A/em. 1.
j

App. lxix. 170, 1 ordain that my lavander be paid of that

which is due unto her. 1567111 Chalmers Maty (1818) 177
Lauandrie. Margaret l'alcomie, lauander.

Lavender (Ice*vendor), sb.~ and a. Forms:
3 6 lavendre, 5 lavendere, 6-7 lavander, 6-

lavender. Also 6 .5V. lavand. [a. AF. lavendre

(OF. *lavandre, whence mod. 1'rov. alebandrd)

for *lavendle:—med.L. lavendula
y
also lavaudu/a,

livendula, Uvendola (10- nth c. in Goet2 Corp.

Gil. Latin. III. 629/5), levindohty lavindula ; cf.

It. lavendola (Diez ; not in Diets.), Sp. lavdndula

(in Diets, only as a botanical name); also F. la-

vande (cited from Christine de Pisan, 14-15111 c),

It., Sp. lavanda. The med.L. lavcndtda was taken

into OHG. or early MUG. as lavendla (in MSS. of

1 2th c. ; seeAlid. Classen III. 105), whence M IIG.

and early mod.G. lavendel^e, lobendel, lobengele y

lanbangely lavandel, lavander, lafander ; the stand-

ard form in Ger., Du., .Sw., Da. is now lavendel.

The current hypothesis is that med.L. lavcndtda is a cor-

rupt form of lavand/da, a dim. of the shorter word which
appears in It. as lavanda (see above). This is commonly
identified with It. lavanda 1 washing the supposition being
that the name refers to the use of the plant either for per-

fuming baths (so already in 16th c. writers) or as laid among
freshly washed linen {see 2 below). But on the ground of

sense.development this does not seem plausible ; a word
literally meaning ' washing' would hardly without change of

form come to denote a non-essential adjunct to washing.
Besides, the earliest form appears to be livemiula ; if this

could be connected with L. livere to be livid or bluish, the

sense would be appropriate, but the formation is obscure ;

M. Paul Meyer suggests, as a possibility, that the original

form may have been ^livindula for *lividulay
f. llvidus

Livid. (A med.L. word of about the same date and of app.

similar form is calendula marigold.) It is not certain that

the word has not changed its application, as in early glosses

livcnditla y
laveudula, are given as synonymous with sam-

sucits and amaracus, which properly mean 'marjoram';
hut plant-names were applied often very loosely. The It.

lavanda
y
F. tavande, would seem to be a back-formation

from med.L. lavaudula.)

A. Sb.

1. The plant Lavandula vera (N.O. La\biatse)y a

small shrub with small pale lilac-coloured flowers,

and narrow oblong or lanceolate leaves ; it is a

native of the south of Europe and Northern Africa,

but cultivated extensively in other countries for its

perfume. Also applied, usually with denning word,

to the two other species of Lavandula, L. Spica

(distinguished as French lavender and ^Lavender
spike)y and L, Stcechas (formerly ^Lavender gentle).

Oil oj'lavendery
the essential oil obtained by distillation

of the blossoms of L. wra, used in medicine and perfumery.

An inferior kind is obtained from the two other species, and
is used in making varnishes and for other industrial pur-

poses ; that from L. Spica is called 1
oil of spike \

£1265 Voc. Plants in Wr. Wulcker 557/9 Lauendnla
y

lauendre. 1x440 Pronip. Pan*. 290/1 Lavendere, herbe,

Lavendula. c 1450A iphiia (Anted. Oxon.) 92/1 Laveudula,
gall, et angb lauendre. 1530 Palsgr. 237/2 Lavendre an
herbe, tanende. 1538 Turnkr Libeltust Lavender, psettdo-

,. nardus. <ri$$o Lloyd Treas. Health (1585) Lj, Take

LAVENDER COTTON.
of lauender gentle .3. & a half. 1570 Satir. Poems Reform.
xv. 9 Thow Lauand, lurk ; thow time, be tint ; Thow
Margelene, swaif. 1573 Baret^/z'., Lauander. .lanendula.

1577 B. Googk HcrcsbaclCs Husb. (1586) 66 Lavender is

called in Latine Lavanda or Lavendula. 1578 Lyte Dodoens
11. bxxxvi. 264 Lauender is of two sortes, male and female.

1597 Gerardk Herbal 11. clxxix. (1633) 584 Lavender Spike
is called in Latine Lavendula. 161 1 Shaks. /J"int. T. iv.

tv. 104 Here's flowres for you : Hot Lauender, Mints,
Sauorv, mariorum. a 1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. 111. vi.

2S0 The Seeds of Lavander kept a little warm and moist,

will turn into Moths. 1751 Hill Hist. Mat. Med. 424
Lavender has at all times been famous as a cephalic, nervous,

and uterine medicine. 1796 C. Marsh all Garden, xvi. {1813)

268 Lavender . . is for its pleasant aromatic scent found in

most gardens. 1859 Gullick & Timbs Paint. 209 The
English oil of lavender, or the inferior foreign oil of spike

(a larger species of lavender^ is preferred in enamel painting.

b. Applied to certain other plants. Sea Laven-
der, Stalice Limonittm ; also called f Marsh Laven-

der (obs. ) , /avendcr 1 7i rift. 7 Lavender 0 f Spa i n
= Lavknder COTTOX.
1530 Palsgr. 237/2 Lavendre of Spaygne, apres. 1597

Gerarue Herbal 11. lxxxvii. § 2. 333 The people neere the

sea side where it groweth do call it Marsh Lauander, and
Sea Lauander. 1760 J. Lkk In trod. Bot. App. 316 Sea
Lavender, Statice. 1837 Macgillivray Wit/wring's Brit.

Plants (ed. 4) 154 S[tattce] Limouium, Lavender Thrift.

2. The flowers and stalks of Lavandula vera,

placed among linen or other clothes in order to

preserve them from moths when they are to be

stored for some time. 7o lay {up) in lavender:

{a) to lay aside carefully for future use
;

b) slang,

to pawn
;

(c) to put out of the way of doing harm,

as a person by imprisoning him or the like.

1584 Stanford Ckurchiv. Acc. in Antiquary WW. 210 '1

It. lavender for the churche clothes. 1589 Nashh Pre/.
Greene s Meuaphon (Arb.) 8 1'ought at the decreet though
they smell of the friplet s lauander halfe a yeere after. 1592
Greene Vpst. Courtier (1871) 34 He is ready to lend the

lower money upon rings .. or any other good pawn, but the

poor gentleman pay.-, so dear for the lavender it is hi id up
in, that [etc.]. 1605 Chapman, etc. Easttv. 11 o. G 2, Good
faith rather then thou shoutde^t pawne a rag more iPe lay

my ladiship in lauender, If I knew where. 1628 Karik
Microcosm., Vug. ra-.ve BreaJicr (Arb.) 23 He. .ha's a iest

still in lauender for llellarmine. a 1639 Wen ton Let. t<>

Walton in Relit/. (1651) 51L' Yours hath !yen m> lon^ by me
(as it were in lavender' without an answer, 1648 Petit.

Bast. Assoc. 9 It is the duty of a State to lay him [the

king] solemnly in such kind of Lavender as grows in the vy

of Deuteronomy, a 1700 U. E. Jh'ct. Cant. Creu>
t
LayJ-

tip-in Lavender, when any Cloaths or other Moveables ;uv

pawn'd or dipt for present Money. 1822 Scott Nigel xxiii,

Lowestoffe is laid up in lavender only for having shown \oii

the way into Alsatia. 1826 — Mai. Matagr. ii, The orna-

ments are redeemed from the paw n-hrokei s„ worn perhaps mi

the Sunday, and returned to lavender ia* the phrase ^ncsi

on the next Monday. 1858 'Ihackkray I'itgiu. 1. xwiii.

258 What woinan . . has not the bridal-favours and raiim-m

stowed away, and packed in lavender, in the inmost (.on-

board* of her heart V 1888 Academy Teh. 1 1 1 3 The ..hi

maid., with her little romance carefully pieerved in tin-

lavender of memory.
S. The colour of lavender- flowers, a very pah*

blue with a trace of red.

1882 Garden 16 Dec. 533/3 Chrysanthemum*, .. I'/V

Rageuse, a large recurved flower, .colour white tinted with

lavender. 1886 Fknn Master Ceremonies i, They were of

richest purple, fading into lavender and grey.

4. atlrib. and Comb.
y

as lavender-growing;

lavender-blue, -brown, -grey, -scented adjs. ; la-

vender-sugar, a sweetmeat medicated Willi

lavender.

1796 Kirwan Elem. M/u. (ed. 2) I. "8 * Lavender blue—blue
with a mixture of grey, and a shade of led. 1813 Skehfies

Citarac. (ed. 2) I. 218 Spangled crape petticoat, with

*lavender brown train. 1834 Mks. Somkrvii.ie Covue.x.

rhys.Sei. xix. (1849) 181 Visible rays of a *lavender grey

colour. 1900 Daily News 28 Aug. 5/1 Some persons find

*Iavender-growing very profitable. 1871 M. Collins Mr</.

*r Merch. I. ii. 60 Linen lavender-scented. i&\o Splendui

Follies I. 19 Hand ^lavender-sugar to the old man.

B. adj. Of the colour of lavender-flowers (see

A. 3). Also in Comb.
1882 Garden 20 May 354/3 Clematises.. with flowers of a

delicate lavender shade. 1883 Congregatioualist Nov. goo

He moved on, with springy step, wearing la\ender kid

gloves. 1890 * Rolf Doldrewooo ' Col. Reformer (189O 16

»

The lavender-kid-wearing tribe of modern youth. 1897

Mary Kingsley IV. Africa 341 Ohanjo evidently thought

him too much of a lavender-kid-glove gentleman to deal

with bush trade.

La*vender, z>. [f. Lavendekj^. 2
] trans. Toper-

fume with lavender; to put lavender among (linen .

1820 Kkats Eve St. A%ncs xxx, In blanched linen, smooth,

and lavender'd. 1839 11. Rogers Ess. II. Hi. 148 The word

'stench' is lavendered over into 'unpleasant effluvia', or an
*
ill odour \ a 1845 Hood Two Peacocks ofBedfont xxv, The

solemn clerk goes lavender'd and shorn. 1874 M. Collins

Transmigr. III. i. 3, I lay there, amid lavendered linen.

1875 Tennyson Q. Mary 111. v, It shall be all my study for

one hour To rose and lavender my horsiness. 1893 M . (J ray

Last Sentence 1. v, Snowy linen lavendered by the young
bride's own hands.

% Used (after Lavender sb.i) for Launder v. i.

1843 Willis Ncio Mirror (Cent.), The smell of soap, from

the lavendering in the back-yard.

Iia*vender CO'tton. A name for Ground
cypress {Santolina Chamseeyparissus) ; formerly

confused with Artemisia Abrolanon or maritima.
1530 Palsgr. 237/2 Lavendre cotten, cipres. 1538 Turner

Libellus, Lavender cotton, Absinthium, 1577 B. Googe



LAVENDER-WATER.
Heresbach's Hush, (i 586) 66 b, Lavender cotten, . . 6ome call it

. . Santunia and female Sotheruewood. 1579 Langham Gard.
Health (1633^ 34^ Lauender cotton, or garden Cypers,
dnmke with wine, is good against all poyson it venum : it

is the female kind of Sothernwood. 1741 Compl. Fam.-
Piece 1. i. 37 Lavender-Cotton, .. Camomile, Lavender-rops
..uf each of these Herbs a small Handful. 1882 Garden
17 June 427 1 As edging plants . . Lavender Cotton.

La'vender-wa-ter. A perfume compounded,
with alcohol and ambergris, from the distilled

(lowers of lavender.

1563 Hyll Art Garden. (1503) 99 Distil it in a limbek of
glas . . into which put a little Lauender water & peper.

1758 J. S. Le Draw's Obserzt. Surg: (1771) 294 They bathed
the Part with Lavender Water, a 1863 Thackeray Fi/x-

Hoodle's Prof. Mi**:. Wks. IV. 21 What a fine odour of

lavender-water

!

t Lavendry. Obs. Forms : 4-5 lavendryc,

5 -dray, 6 lavandrie. [ad. OF. lavan-, iaven-

ilerie, f. lavandier Lavender sb}~\ a. = Laun

i

m v

1 ; b. —Laundry 2; c. ^Laundress sb. 1.

1377 Langl. P. Pi. B. xv. 182 panne wil he some tyme
Labory in a lauendrye. 1393 ibid. C. xvii. 330 And laueb
hem in be lauandrie. a 1483 Liber Niger in Honseh. Ord.
(1790*85 Office of Lavendrey, two yeomen "...and if there

[

be a Queene in housholde, then there be weomen lavendryes
j

for the chambre, warderobe, itc. 1567 [see Lavender sb}\.
,

Lavendulan (lave*ndu/Ian). A/in. Also -ane.
;

[Named by Bretlhattpt, 1837 ; f. mod.L. lavendula 1

lavender + -an.] Arseniate of copper with cobalt,

of a lavender- blue colour.

1844 Dana Min. 527 Lavendulan. . Fuses easily before the
blowpipe. 1872 Nevili. Catai. Min. 144 Erythrite . . var.
Lavendulane. 1892 Dana Min. 814 Lavendulati .. Occurs
wilh cobalt and other ores.

Lave ndulite. Min. [f. as prcc. + -ite.] - prec.

1878 Mineral. Mag. II. 101 Lavendulite .. occurs in large
blocks of cobalt ore.

Lave net. [Of unknown origin ; cf. Lammkt,
lam-net (s.v. Lam v.).] (See qttot. 1883.)
1875 IjUcklano Log-bA: 346 Three fishermen were standing

wai-»t deep. . wot king their lave nets. 1883 Fisheries Exhib.
CaiaL ied. 4) 125 Lave Net . . used in the estuary to take
salmon on the sands in the shallow water. 1894 Westm. 1

Gaz. 30 July 8/2 On Thursday Mr. Henry Cadogan, with
a lave net, caught in the same water a young shark.

Iiavenite (larvenait). Min. [Named by
lirogger, 1 ^85, from the Laven (Sw. Litven) islands,

where it was found.] Silicate of zirconium, found
in brown monoclinic crystals.

1886 A titer, jfrui. Sci. Ser. 111. XXXI. 230 L&venite is a
\

mineral of chestnut brutvn to yellowish color.

Laventine (larvcntin). [Corruption of Levan-
tink.] A trade name for a mixture of silk and
COtton. In some mod. Diets.

Laver (b*''Y3i), sb.* Also I laber. [a. L. /aver.]

f 1. A water-plant mentioned by Pliny ;
= Or.

clou. Obs.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. L 254 Deos wyrt be man sion & oSrum

namau laber nemnep by5 cenned on waetum stowum. 1562
Turner Herbal 11. 32 Sion otherwise called lauer is found
in waters with a fat busheryght vp wilh biode leues. x6oi
Holland Pliny 11. 255 The roots. .are as effectual in this

case as green Lauer [margin, Water cresses).

2. From the 1 7th c. applied by writers to various

marine algre, and now used as a trade or culinary

name for the edible species. Purple laver, Por-
phyra laciniata. Green laver, Ulva latissima and
Ulva lactuca.
1611 Cotgr., Herbe marine* Slanke, Wrake, Lauer, Sea-

grasse. 173a Arruthsot Rules of Diet 257 Laver, which is

the Lactuca Marina or Sea*Lettuce. 1766 Anstey Bath
Guide v. 32 Fine potted Laver, fresh Oysters, and Pies

!

1843.97*//*/. Acc. Scot VI 1. 400 The Ulva lathsima which
makes a pickle called

1
laver', is found on the coast. 1847

Sir J. C. Ross Voy.S. Seas II. 266 The green, pink, and
purple laver* of Great Lritain may be readily recognized.

1894 Daily News 1 Dec. 5/4 Laver is now in full season,
and is best imported straight from Ireland.
att rib. 1873 M. Collins Squire Silchester I. xv. 191 Vou

don't get moor mutton with hot laver sauce every day.

Laver (l£"v3i), sb* Forms : 4-6 lavor, la-

yout e, s lavowre,lavre,lavyre, lawere,-owre,
-orre, .SV. levare, 5-6 Sc. lavar, 6 Sc. lawer,
lawar(e, {dial. leyver% 5- laver. [a. OF. la-

veoir, /avttr L. /avdtorittm : see Lavatoky.]
1. A vessel, basin, or cistern for washing ; in early

use, chiefly a wash-hand-basin or a water-jug,

usually of metal ; occas. a pan or bowl for water,

irrespective of its purpose. Now only poet, or

rhetorical. + Also applied to the piscina, and to

the lavatory in a monastic cloister.

C1386 Chaucer Wife's Prol. 287 Assen, oxen, hors, and
houndes..been assayd atdiuerse stoundes, Eacyns, lauours,
er that men hem bye. c 1394 P. Pi Crcdc 196 pan kam 1 to

bat cloister., it was..Wib lauoures of fatun louelyche
y-greithed. a 1400 Octottian 1299 Lauor and basyn they
gon calle, To wassche and aryse. 1420 F. E. Wills (1882)
46 Also iij. bascli]nus,..with ij. Iauerus. £1460 J. Russell
Bk. Nurture 232 \ry Ewry horde with basons & lauour,
watur hoot & cold, eche ober to alay. 1483 Act \ Rich. Hi,
c. 12 § 2 That no merchaunt Straungier .. brynge into this

Realme .. Chafynge disshes hangynge lavers [etc.]. 1483
Caxton Gold. Leg. 442 b/i He wessheth his handes at the
pyscync or lauer for this y* no thynge of the Sacramente ne
may abyde at his handes. 1487 WillofLaurence (Somerset
Hu.), A water laver for the fyr. 1488 ittv. R. Wardr. (1815)
10 Item a levare of silver ouregilt with a cover. 1507 PiIton
Churchiv. Acc. (Somerset Rec. Soc.) 53 Item j basen and

112

j lauer of latcn. 1549 Compl. Scot. Ep. to Q. Mary 7 He
gart delyuir lo the said pure man . . ane goldiu vattir Iauar.

i55*-3 fnv. Ch. Goods, Staff, in Ann. Lichfield (1863I IV.
31 A handbell, a crosse of wodde, a surpfes, and a lavor.

15S7-8 Durham Acc. Rolls {Surtees) 715 In factum unius
hostii pro le lavers, Zti. 1579 Langham Card. Health (1633)

514 Wash thy hands in a lauer, wheriil is put some Sage.

1593 Rites ofDnrh. (Surtees) 70 Within the Cloyster Garth
. .was a fair Laver or Conditt. 1598 Klorio, Vacile, a basen
to wash hands in, a lauer. 1605 Timme Qnersit. 1. xiii. 58
Vulcan washed Phoebus in the same lauer. 1647 A. Ross
Myst. Poet. xvi. (1648) 388 In her temple at Cumaj ..

Justin Martyr saw the three lavers where she used to
wash her <elf. 1725 Poi-e Odyss. 1. 182 With copious water
the bright vase supplies A silver laver, of capacious size.

ibid. 111. 558 Young Aretus.. Iirought the full laver u'er
their hands to pour. 1864 Tvsskn Ch. Bells of Sussex 1

1

1'1'he ljell -founders* arms.] A chevron between three lavers.

b. Used to render Vnlg. la{>rum,l\eb. "iVS kiyyor,

applied to the large brazen vessel for the ablutions
ol the priests, mentioned in the descriptions of the

Mosaic Tabernacle and of the Temple of Solomon.
1535 Coveruale Exod. xxx. 1 8 Thou shalt make a brasen

lauer. .to wash. — i A'ings vii. 39 The lauer set he before
on the righte hande towarde the south. 1647 R. Baiixik
Analmptism 166 The laver, .was not of the capacity for one
man to bath. 1869 W. P. Macray Graue «$ Truth (1875)
46 Nicodemus, as a teacher in Israel, should have been
looking for the antitype of temple and laver.

c. The basin of a fountain. Obs. exc. arch.
1604 Dkrker King's Entertainm. 153 b, Some prettie

distaunce from them an artificial! Lauer or Fount was
erected. 1645 Evelys Diary 18 Jan., Many stately foun-
taines. .casting water into antiq lavors. 1664 Pei'VS Diary
14 June, A mighty fine, cool place it is, with a great laver
of water in the middle. 1670 Ulount Gtossogr., Laver,
a Pond or washing place. 1825 Longf. Spirit Poetry 14
Where the silver brook, From its full laver, pours the white
cascade.

2. Irans/.anc]fig. The baptismal font; the spiritual

'washing' of baptism; in wider sense, any spiritually

cleansing agency. After Gr. kovrpuv TraXiyyfvHJias

Tit. iii. 5 : cf. Lavacre.

1340 Ayenb. 162 pet ober bing is zobe ssrifte bet is bet
lauor huer he^ him ssel ofte wesse. 14 13 Pilgr. Sotole
(Caxton) 1. xiii. (1859) 9 Eke theune hit sheweth that he
hath this lauure desalowid. 1548-9 ( Mar. : Bk. ton/. Prayer,
Private Baptism, This holesome lauer of regeneracion.
1574 tr. Marlorat's Apocalips 29 Seeyug that Baptime is

called the Lauer of newe birth. 1612 T. Taylor Comm.
Titus ii. 14 This is the onely fountaine opened to the
house of Dauid for Sinne and Vncleannesse, this is the
onely lauer of the Church. 1631 Weever Anc. Funeral
Mon. 59 At whose hands he receiued the lauer nf baptisme.
1670 Moriii State Fug. 2 Haptism is the l^avre of Regenera-
tion, a 1684 Leighton Whs. (1835^ 1. 115 No other laver
can fetch it out but the Sprinkling of The Hlood of Jesus
Christ. 1846 Keble Lyra inuoc. (1873)49 Christ's Laver
hath refreshing power.

f 3. A process or mode of ablution. Obs.
1671 L. AomsoN W. Barbary viii. 148 All the Musalmim of

the Alcoran use washing in a mystic signification of internal
purity, and .. the soul receives the l>eneht of their corporeal
Lavors. 1671 Milton Samson 1727 And from the stream
With lavers pure and cleansing herbs wash off The clotted
gore. <ti684 Leighton Comm. 1 Pet. ii. 9. 303 No other
l^iver can do it, no water, but that fountain opened for sin.

4. attrib.

1660 Ait 12 Chas. ii, c. 4 Schedule s.v. Brass, Brass of
Laver Cocks the pound j. s. ivd.

La-ver, sb.Z Her. [? For */ever-cntter (alluding
to the name Leversedge) : see Lever, iris- pi ant.]
A coulter or ploughshare when used as a bearing.
Also laver cutter.

1828-40 in Berry Encyci. Herald. I, (whence in recent
Diets.) 1894 Parker's Gloss. Her. s.v. Plough, Argent, a
chevron between three laver cutters (or ploughshares, also
called scythe blades) sable—Leversedge, co. Chester.

tLa'ver, a. Obs. rare-1
. ? » Blabber a.

1598 Marston Pygmal. iv. (v.) 75 Let his [the hound's!
lauer hp Speake 111 reproch of Natures workmanship.

tLa»ver,v. Obs. [f. Laver intr. To bathe.
1607 Walkikgtom Opt. Glass 37 With surfets tympany he

ginning swell All wan eft laver^ in Saint Buxton , well.

Laver, obs. form of Lather v.

Laveracke, -eok> -octk, -ok(ke : see Lark sb.*

Laverd, obs. form of Lord.
Lavic (la-vik), a. [f. Lava + -ic. Cf. F. la-

vit/ue.] Of or pertaining to lava.

1835 For. Q. Rev. XV. 82 The three volcanic periods
termed by geologists trachytic, basaltic, and lavic.

t Iiavi dnian. Obs. rare ~\ [prob. from Celtic
Cornish ; cf. * Visnan, vidnan, a sand lance or sand
eel ' {IVest Cormv. Gloss.).] A fish of some kind.
1606 Act 3 Jas. /, C.12 For taking of Herring, Pilchards,

Sprats or Lauydnyan.

laving (l^'virj), vbl. sb. [f. Lave z/.i + -ing I
.]

The action of the vb. Lave 1 in various senses;

f baling; washing. Also attrib., laving-bowl, a
baling bowl or scoop.
1458 R. Fannande Inscr. St. Helen's, Abingdon in Leland

Itin. (1769) VII. 80Then the strenghe of the streme astoned
them stronge, In labor and lavyng moche money was lore.

1484-5 Durham Acc. Rolls (Surtees) 649, vij lavyng bollez.
161 \ Florio, Lauatura, a washing, a lauing.

Laving (Ur'-virj),///. a. [f. Lave v} + -ing 2.]

That laves in various senses
; + flowing, washing,

purifying
; bathing (in quot. intr.).

13. . E. F. Allit. P. B. 366 J>e mukel lauande loghe to be
lyfte rered. 13.. S. Erkeniuolde 314 in Horstm. Altengl.
£^.(1881)273 lie. .to be totimbe lukyd, To be lichc per hit

LAVISH.
lay with lauande teres. 1671 Milton P. R. t. 2S0 As I rose
out of the laving stream. 1812 Hykon Ch.Har. 11. xxiv,
Thus bending o'er the vessel's laving side, To gaze on Dian's
wave-reflected sphere.

t Lavish, sb. Obs. Forms : 5 lavas, 6 lavess^e,
lavasse, lavish, [a. OF. lavasse, lavache

t
deluge of

rain. Cf. OK. lewis torrent (of words).] Profusion,
excessive abundance, extravagant otil pouring or
expenditure; prodigality, lav ishncss. Phr. to make
lavish.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 364/2 Ther was no lauas in their
speche ne euylle. 1534 Whitinton Tnllyes Offices (1540)
11. 101 The other large lauesse is appropried as to flatterers
of the commen people. 1548 Uoall Erasm. Par. Luke vii.

86 b, Dooest thou see this woman . . niakyng lauasse of hir
precious perfumed oynctemente. 1565 T. Stapleton Fo> tr.

Faith 117 They ryot not in lauish, but hue in fasting. 1583
Stubbes Anat. Alms. 11. (1882) 40 If euerie brooker would

I

deale thus, their would not so many false knaues bring
them such lauish of stollen goods, as they do. 1589 Nashe
Introd. Greene's Menaphon (Arb.) 8 The sweete sacietie of
eloquence, which the lauish of our copious language maie
f>rocure. £1592 Marlon k Massacre Paris xxiv. 102 lie
oves me . . that makes most lavish of his blood. 1597
J. Payne Royal Fxcii. 11 You shall surely answere and
make accowmpte for the lavers and misspendinge of your
maysters goods.

Lavish (Irc-viJ), a. Forms : 5-6 lavas, lavage,
6 laves, laveis, lavaige, Sc. lawage, lavash, 6-
lavish, [f. Lavish sb.]

1. a. With reference to speech: Unrestrained,
effusive; esp. in phrase lavish of {one's) tongue.

Now only as contextual use of 2.

1485 Eliz. C'tess Surrev in Paston Lett. No. 886 III. 323
I They have not ben of that disposicion to be lavas of theyr

tungys, whan they had moore cause of booldnes than they
have nowe. 15x9 More Dyaloge iv. Wks. 245/1 JThough
many confessors are] in al other thing so light and laues of
theyr tong. .yet finde we neuer . . cause giuen of complaint,
through . . secretes vttred . . by the confessoure. 1535 Stewart
Cron. Scot. III. 114 'Trow ;e', he said, * for jour speiking
so proude. Or lichtlie langage bayth lawage and loude...

( That I dar nocht to my purpois proceid*. 1594 \st Pt.
1 Contention 1. i. 25 Th' excessiue loue I beare vnto your

Grace. Forbids me to be lauish of my tongue. 1675 Tra-
I herne Ciir. Ethics 415 How do old men even dote into

lavish discourses of the beginning of their lives. 1701 Rowe
Ambit. Step-Moth. it. ii. 761, I bore his lavish Tongue.
174J Yocng fit. Th. 11. 284 But why on Time so lavish is

my song? 1807 Crabbe Birth ofFlattery 264 The lavish
tongue shall honest truths impart.

t b. Of conduct or disposition : Unrestrained,

impeluous; loose, wild, licentious. Obs.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, iv. iv. 64 When Meanes and lauish
Manners meete together. 1605 — Macb. 1. ii. 57 Curbing

I

his lauish spirit. 1634 Milton Comus 465 When lust,. by
j

leud and lavish act of sin, l^ets in defilement to the inward
f)arts. 1640 Qlarlks Enchirid. 111. 28 If he be given to
avish Company, endeavour to stave him off with lawfull

j

Recreations.

t c. Extravagant or ' wild ' in speculation. Obs.

1693 J. Eowaros A nth. O. $ N. Test. 252 If.. I have
shewed my self arbitrary' and lavish in some of the deriva-
tions.

2. a. Expending or bestowing without stint or
measure ; unboundedly liberal or profuse

;
prodigal.

Const of in. In early use often : Wasteful, extrava-

gant.
c 1475 Caih. Angl. 210 (Add. MS.) Lavage, prodigut.

1546 J. Heywooo Prov. (1867) 54 He is so Iaueis, the
stocke beginneth to droope. 1548-67 Thomas Ital. Dict.

t

Discipalrici, lauage woman, they that will spend out ol

reason. 1553 Grimalde Cicero's Offices 1.(1558) *i Lauisher
than their goods wil beare. 1565 uolding Ovid's Met. 180
The lauas earth doth yeeld you plenteously Most gentle
foode, &c. 1576 Fleming Panopt. Epist. 240 Lest you be
carefull in keeping.. or to prodigall and lavash in wasting
them. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. iV, ill. ii. 39 Had 1 so lauish
of my presence beene, So common hackney'd in the eyes
of men. 1597 Hooker Feci. Pol. v. Ixv. § 20 The liberall

harted man is . . by the iudgement of the miserable lauish.

1605 Play Stucley in Simpson Sch. Shaks. (1878) 1. 262,
I ever fear'd that my courageous brother . . would be too
lavish of his person. 1643 Burrovghks Exp. tlosea 11.

vii. (1652) 276 Vou often tell your lavish wasting servants,
they will be glad of a crust before they dye. 1697 Dryden
I'irg. Past. vii. 76 Lavish Nature laughs, and strows her
Stores around. 1710 Hearnk Collect. (O. H. S.J III. 51
When we are so lavish of our Money upon Trifles.^ a 1763
Shknstone Elegies i. 17 The mourner, lavish of his tears.

1791 Floswell Johnson (1816) IV. 482, 1 have not been lavish
of useless letters. 1824 W. Irving T. Trav. I. 113 His
bounty was lavish and open-handed. 1849 Ri skin Set:
Lamps iv. § 3. 97 In this respect Nature is sparing of her
highest, and lavish of her less, beauty. 1867 Freeman
Norm. Cong. 11876) I. iv. 152 The people thus formed ..

were, .the most lavish in gifts to holy places.

b. Expended, bestowed, or produced in unstinted
profusion

;
profuse, abundant.

1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 220 He writeth toDionysius.

.

and alies, to leave off their lavash cheare and delicates. 1603
Shaks. Meas.for M. 11. ii. 24 Let her hane needfull but not
lauish meanes. 1697 Drvoen Virg. Georg. 1. 423 The low'ring
Spring, with lavish Rain, Beats down the slender Stem and
bearded Grain. 1779-81 Johnson L. P., Young Wks, IV. 277
His three Plays all concluded with lavish suicide. 1832
Tennyson Eleanore 12 Thou wert nursed in some delicious
land Of lavish lights, and floating shades. 1848 W. H.
Kelly tr. L. Blanc's Hist. Ten Y. II. 446 He .. received
him at Neuilly with lavish marks of regard. 1883-4
O'Donovan Story Men* ii. 26 He wore a silk tunic, .with
lavish gold embroidery.

3. dial. Of grass or wheat : Rank, overgrown.
£1730 Poynter MS. Gloss, in N. <$• Q. Ser. vt. VI II. 45

Lavage^ rank. 1842 Pulman Sketches (1871) 111 The grass
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is too lavidge. 1844 Barnes Poems Rural Life Gloss.,

Lavish, rank. ' That wheat is lavish.
1

Lavish (larvij), v. Also 6 lavesse. [f. La-
vish a.]

1. mtr. To be lavish. + a. To be profuse in ex-

pense ; to plunge into (excess). Also lo lavish it.

Obs. b. To be lavish of words ; to exaggerate.

Obs. C. Of rain : To pour along in torrents, rare.

2567 Maplkt Gr. Forest 105 He, fearing the Female to

lauish and to be no sparer of such vittailes as they haue
..stenteth the Female. 1623 R. Cawhrev Tabic Alph.,

Lauish, to spend extraordinarily. 1614 D. Dyke Atyst. Self-

deceiving x\\\. 274 The Scripture saith not the minister may
luxuriously lauish it, but onely Hue of the altar. 1625
Cooke Pope yuan 69 You lauish when you talke of 400.

yeares after. For 1 haue prooued vnto you alreadie, hy
the bookes that are yet extant, that it was knowne sooner.

1625 Bp. Mountagu App. C&sarziy S. Aug. in commending
him did not lavish at all, where he saith, that he was .

.

magni uoutinis {etc.]. 1642 J. Ball Answ. Canne I. 54 You
lavish s nnewhat when you say without limitation [etc.].

1698 Fkykr Acc. E. India <$• P. 162 His Father dying soon,

. . he . . lavishes into Excesses not approved of. 1830 Galt
Laurie T.\\\. iii. (1849) 9° The rain came lavishing along
as if the windows of heaven were opened.

2. trans. To bestow, deal out, distribute, or spend
profusely and recklessly; also with away

y
out.

Const, in, on or npon
> rarely to.

a. with material object. Also, to shed (blood)

in profusion.

1542 Uoall tr. Erasmus* Apopkth. 235 Those persones,
wbo of a ryottousnesse did prodigally lauesse out and
waste their substauitce . . vpon eookes, or reuellers lete.].

1592 Nobody ff Someb. in Simpson Sch. Shaks. (187S) I.

288 Helpe us to lavish our abundant treasures In masks,
sports, revells, riots, ^and strange pleasures 2622 Bible
Isa. xlvt. 6 They lauish gold out of the bagge. 1650 \V.

Brougii Sacr Princ. (1659) 407 Shall all be lavished away
that should be so laid out? 1692 Washington tr. Milton 's

Def Pop. xii. 229 That he might . . lavish out in one House,
the Riches and Wealth . . of three Nations. 1713 Aouison
Catou.x, We lavish 'd at our deaths the blood of thousands.
a 1715 Burnet Own Time (1724) I. 245 Money, which she
lavished out in a most profuse vanity. 1786 Burke, W.
KasttugsWks. 1842 1 1. i43That excessive salaries and emolu-
ments, .have been lavished by the said Warren Hastings to

sundry individuals. 1796 Campaigns 2793-4, I. 1. ix. 92
Twas a pity brave men should be lavish'd away. 1820 W
Irving Sketch Bk. II. 256 The children .. lavish all their

holyday money in^ toys. 1852 D. G. Mitchell Eres/i
Clean. 229 The savings of the week are lavished upon the
indulgences of Sunday.

b. with immaterial object.

1581 Sidney Apol. Poetrit
;
(Arb ) 67 But I haue lauished

out too many wordes of this play matter. 1622 Quarles
Esther v. E 3 b, Each Virgin keepes her turne, and all the
night They lewdly lauish in the Kings delight. 1639
Fuller Holy War it. xxxiv. (1840) 95 Pity it is that any
pity should be lavished on them. 1653 tr. Hales Dissert.
He Pace iv.^ 19 Is it credible that he will lavish out so
excellent gifts., on men depraved with so many errors.

1672 Drvoen Cong. Granada \. i, Ev'ry Life You lavish
thus, in this\intestine Strife, a 2704 T. Brown Praise
Poverty .Wks,M730 1. 200 Lavishing your favours. 2763
W. Harris in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 401 His good
nature . . was lavished away on those who had least pre-
tenee to his favour. 1766 Golosm. Vic. W xxi, To see
her lavish some kind looks upon my unfortunate son. 2845
Ford Handbk. Spain 1. 50 INature] lavishes . . her fairest

charms where most unseen. 2856 H. Rogers Ess. tl. viii.

368 No end of controversy has been lavished on the
philosopher's precise view. 2862 J. Martineau Ess. 12869)
1 1. 400 The blind force of instinctive life .. Plato treats with
none of the atVniration lavished on it by Mr. Carlyle.

Hence Lavisher, one who lavishes.
2612 Cotgr., Gaspilleur

t a spend-all, .. lauisher. a 2629
Fotherry At/ieom. 11. i. § 8 (2622) 189 God is not a Lauisher,
but a Dispenser of his blessings. 1634 Sir M. Sandys Ess.
209 Let those Lavish ers then, that made the Covetous their
Voyders, Live so thriftily, as to pay their debts in their
life time.

Lavishing (larvijirj), vbl. sb. [f. Lavish v. +
-ING i.] The action of the vb. Lavish.
«573 Baret^/z/. L 227 Lauishing or wastfull ryot. 2581

Savile Tacitus, Hist. 11. lxxxii. (2591) 202 Aman..firme
against these lamshings to souldiers. 1822 Examiner 28
Sept. 620/2 These . . sacrifices, and lavishings of money, are
. . to be attempted for not one single good. 1850 M«Cosu
Div. Govt. 111. i. (2874) 327 Love without justice is the mere
lavishing of a weak affection.

Lavishing (tewijirj),///. a. [f. Lavish v. +
-ING 2.] That lavishes; extravagant; f given to
reckless or unrestrained behaviour.
2598 Grknewev Tacitus' Attn. iv. v. (1622) 95 By reason

of his ownc lauishing toong. 1659 Howeli. Lex., Prov.
Let. of Advice, Be wary of too costly and lavishing a Wife.
Hence I*a*vishingly adv.
a 2585 Abp. SANnvs Serm. xvi. 284 It is the wives dutte.

.

not lauishingly to wast or spoile their goods; but letc.].
2688 Bunyan ferns. Sinner Saved (2886) 72 To those that
sinned not lavishingly. 1794 Hist, in Ann. Reg. 282 It was
. .a secret why the troops were paid for so lavishingly.

Lavishly (IsevijK), adv. [f. Lavish a. + -ly*.]
Jn a lavish manner.
2571 Golding Calvin on Ps. lxvt. 23 They Iauishly IL.

futtltter] force vpon God whatsoeuer comes at theire tunges
ende. 2577 tr. Bullinger's Decades (2592) 422 They could
not hut bee greatly offended, to see the Gentiles so
lamshly to vse the thinges prohibited. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen.
/K,.iv. K. 57 Some about him haue too lauishly Wrested
his meaning and Authoritie. 1631 Gouge God's Arrows 11.

vii. 242 What is violently or fraudulently gotten, will be
lavishly spent, a 2656 Ussher A nn. vi. (1658) 354 So lavishly
insulting over the fall of so great a person. 2769 Junius
Lett. (2804) t. 29 Whether or no the man, who has praised

Vol. VI.

him so lavishly, be himself deserving of praise. 2843 Gal-
lenga /taly, Past Pr. ^848) I. p. xxvii, They shed blood
lavishly. 2856 Lev er Martins of Cro' M. 207 No praise

of mine— . . however lavishly it was squandered—could
possihly raise you in your own esteem. 2867 Freeman
Norm. Cong. (2876) II. vii. 33 If they took with one hand
ItheyJ gave lavishly with the other.

Lavishnient (Ice'vijment). Now rare. [f.

Lavish v. + -ment.] The action of lavishing.

1630 Lord Hist. Banians 44 Yet giuen to lavishment of
their gettings, if they were not admonished by their Law.
2662 J. Chandlkr / an Kelmonfs Oriat. 273 This, .might
..remain safe for a long lime, without a lavishment of the
health. 2722 Shaftesb. Cliarac. (1737) III. Misc. ill. ii. 272
Let us suppose him .. without any apparent Luxury or
Lavishment in his Manners. 2824 Carv Dante, Hell xi. 47
Whoe'er ..In reckless lavishment his talent wastes. 2839
Bailey Festus (1848)32, 2 To feel..That hope, nor" love, nor
fear. .Can cheek the royal lavishment of life.

Lavishness U^'vijnes). [f. Lavish a. + -ness.]

f 1. Absence of restraint, recklessness. Obs.
c Caxton Jason 142 And [L'sonj shewde how he

wolde punisshe his sone Iason for the la 11esshenus of his

body 1553 Bkende tr. Q. Curtius iv. 45 b, I'onishing with
losse of lief, the laveMies uf the tounge. 1555 Kuen Decades
j2 marg.. Hurt uf lauyshenes of the longe. 2649 Jim.
Faylor Gt. Exemp. 11. Ad Sec. xii. 57 Lest as it happens
in sudden joyes, the lavishnessc of his spirit should transport
him to intemperance.

2. Unlimited bounty
;
extravagance, prodigality.

2590 Spenser F\ Q. ii. vii. 12 Riches .. First got with
guile, .. And after spent with pride and lavishness. 2623
Bingham Xenoph., Comp. Kom. a> Mod. Wars X 3, Lest it

might be consumed by their Cabin-mates in lauishnesse and
idle expenees. 1663 Blair Antobiog. vii. (1848) 95 My
foolish lavishness gaue lo his servant two Jacobuses. 2750
Johnson Rambler No. 53 r 13 They . . scatter with a kind
of wild desperation and affected lavishness. 1857 Buskin
Pol. Eton. Art 12 The lavishness of pride. 1859 K. F. liiRioN
Ceutr. Af . in Jrul. Gcog. Sot. XXIX. 213 The wondrous
lavishness of Nature. 1874 Green S/iort Hist. vii. § 5. ^89
'The lavishness of a new wealth united with a lavishness of
life, a love of beauty, of colour, of display, to revolutionize
F.nglish dress.

Lavolta (lav^-lta), sb. Obs. exc. arch. Also 6 7
lavalto, -olto, levalto, -olto, (7lovalto\ angli-

cized lavolt, 6 lavolta. [f. It. la the + volla turn.]
' A lively dance for two persons, consisting a good
deal in high and active bounds ' (^Nares). Also
trans/, and Jig.

[2584 R. Scor Discov. Witchcr. m. ii. 42 These .. night-
dansing witches brought out of Italie into France that
danse which is called La volta.) ^2590 Greens Fr. Bacon
viii. (1630) D4, And draw the JJolphins to thy louely Kyes,
To dance Lauultas in the purple streames. 2599 M ansion

Villanie 11. Ad rithmum 193 Come prettie pleasing
symphonie of words .. And daunce Leu ol toes in my poesie.

2600 S. Nicholson Acolastus (1876) 47 Behold the suune-
beames for thy Beauties sake, Dancing Lauoltoes on the

,

liquid floare. 1603 J. Daviks Mkrocosmos (Grosartt 04/1 In

I

Matecheines, Lavolts, and Burgamasks. 2627 B. Junson
I

Chlorida{idy>) B, Ixion. .does nothing but cut capreoL. .and
j leades Lauoltos with the Lamia;. 2627-77 Fkluiam Resolves
\ 1. xiii. 21 Mortality . . cheeks us in the frisks and levaltocs
i of our dancing blood. 2672 Cro wne Juliana v. 49 His soul

shall dance Levaltoes in the aire at the Queens wedding.
2698 Fryer Acc. E. India «y P. 128 The busy Apes.. made
strange Levaltoes with their hanging Brats from one Bough

I to another. 2879 G. Macdonald Sir Gibbie 111. xiv. 232 He
J

first danced round her several times, .and executed his old

;

lavolta of delight.

tLavo'lta, v. Obs. cxc. arch. Jn 6 lavalto,
anglicized 6 lev alt, 9 lavolt. [f. prec. sb.] intr.To

I dance a lavolta; to caper as in the lavolta.
2590 Nashe Almond for Parrat 19 b, The legs ..they

leapt, they daunced, and I leualtetl to the Vials of vanitie.

*599 — Lenten Stuffe 36 Do but marke him on your walles
..how he sallies & laualtos. 1822 W. Tknnant Thane of
Fife 1 1. 65 Like spark from fire lavohing through the dance.

T Lavoltetee*r. Obs. rare~ l
. [f. Latolta sb.

+ -eer, ? after charioteer.] One who dances the
1
lavolta'.

2625 Fletcher Fair Maid of Inn hi. i, A lavolteteere,
a saltatory, a dancer with a Kit at his bum.
Lavrock, variant of Lark.
Lavrovite (Ise'vitfvait). Min. Also lavroffite.

[Named by von Kokscharov, 1867, in honour of
N. von Lavrov: sec -ite.] A green variety of
pyroxene, containing vanadium.
1868 Dana Min. (ed. 5) 216 Lavrovite ..is an alumina

pyroxene, colored green by vanadium. 2879 Amer. Jml.
Sci. Ser. 11. L. 272 Lavroffite (Lawrowite) has been, .shown
to be a vanadiferous diopside.

Lavy (lse'vi). A local (St. Kilda) name for the
guillemot,
2698 M. Martin Voy. Kilda (1749) 7 Eighteen ofthe Eggs

laid by the Fowl called by them Lavy. Ibid. 31 The Lavy,
so eall'd hy the Inhabitants of St. Kilda. 2766 Pennant
Zool. (2768) 1 1. 4 10. 1802 G. Montagu Omith. Diet. (1833)
54s. 2867 in Smvtii Sailor's Word-bit.

Law (l£), sbl Forms : 1 lasu (oblique cases lage,

nom. and accTpl. laga, once la^an ; in comb. lah-)
)
2

la5we
)la5a,2-5la5e,3Z^^y(7;«^7«lfiB5e,la3we,3laha,

,

3-5 lagh.e, 3-7 lau(e, lawe, Sc. lauwe, 4 lach(t,
laght, (lake), lauh,4,6 6V. la, lawch, 5^V.laucht,
lauo, laugh, 5-9 Sc. lauch, 5- law. [Late OK.
(c 1000) tagu str. fern. (pi. la&a\ a. prehistoric ON.
*lagu (:-OIceL lpg)

} pi. of lag neut. ; in sing, the
word meant in Olcel. « something laid or fixed

*

(specific senses being, e. g. * layer, stratum \ * share
in an undertaking 4

partnership *,
1 fixed or market

price ' set tune etc.) ; the pi. had the collective

sense 1 law *, and in ONorw. its form became (as in

OK.) a fern. sing. ; cf. OSw. lagh ncut. sing, and pi.,

law, Sw. lag, pi. lagar
y
Da. lew. The ON. lag

corresponds to OS. -lag ncut. (in the compounds
ahlar-laga pi. destined length of life, or- lag fate,

war) :-OTeut. *lago»\ f. root *%•- :-OAryan *logh-

(: *kgk-) t see Lay, Lie vbs. The 1 ,at. leg-, lex is "not

now generally believed to be cognate (being referred

to the root *leg- of legcre to gather, read, Ktyav to

gather, say) ; but in many other langs. the word fur
* law

4

is derived from roots meaning * to place
'

;

cf.,e.g., Eng. Doom, Gr. BtfjtSj Ofa^o?, L. slalntnm,
G. gesclz. The native wonTin OK. was wi see A\.
^As law is the usual Eng. rendering of L. le x, and to some
extent of L. jus, and of Gr. rojuo?, iis development of st-nses

has been in ^onie degree affected by the uses of these words,
j

I. A rule ol conduct imposed by authority.
* IIaman law.

1. The body of rules, whether proceeding from
formal enactment or from custom, which a parti-

cular state or community recognizes as binding on
its members or subjects. (In this sense usually the

law.) f Also, in early use, a code or system of

rules of this kind.
[As the word was in Scandina\ ian a plural, though adopted

in OK. as a sing., this collective sense is etyinologieally
prior to that of ' .specific eti.n intent ' (sense 2K]
a 1000 Laws of Ethelred \\. c. 37 (Selunid) sif he bine

laoian wille. .do oaut be dam deopestan ade. .on Lngla la^u,
and on I Jena la*e. be 5.ini oe heora l:i^u si, 11. . O. /:'.

Citron, an. 1064 (Laud MS.) He niwade ft.er Cnutes la^e.
c 2205 Lay. 6^05 pa makede heo ane laV', and Kude 5eon
I'.-it lcode. a 2300 Cursor M. 19^70 )>l- wit k pai h.dd |»e lau
f(jrdrede. c 2425 Wyntoun ( ro/i. iv. \ ii. 672 |

lie] governyd
w ytht his lauth the land, a 2548 Hai.l Citron., Hen. I 'III,

247 All offices had by dower., to be confiscat and spent
to die use and costume of the law. 1596 Shaks. A/erch. I'.

iv. i. 178 The Venetian Law Cannot impugne you as you
do proceed. 2662 IJk. Comm. Prayer I'ref., lnjoyned by
the Lawv of the Land. 2726 Swn r Gulliver iv. \, l*ut he
was at a loss how it should come to pass, that the law, which
was intended fur every man's preservation, should be any
man's ruin. 2764 (ioi.usM. J r<r;\ 386 Laws grind the pour,
and rich men rule lhe law. 1785 I'ali-y Mor. Philos. Wks.
1825 IV. 184 The law of Kngland constrains no man lo
become his own accuser. 1833 Ht. M.ariinkal' Month.
Strike i. 10 Had \\e nut our combinations, when c<-mbina-
ti<-n was against the law ? 2896 /.«;<» Times Rep. LXX 1 1 1

.

690/2 This conn l as no juri^liction over the pioperly in

America ; it is go\< rued hy the law of that country.

b. ( )fteii viewed, with more or less of personifica-

tion, as an agent utteiing or cnfoicing the rules of

which it consists.

2513 Moke in (Jraflon Chreu. (1568) 11. 774 Then the lawe
makeih me his garden. 1622 Shaks. Wint. '/'. iv. i\'. 715
This being done, let the Law goe whittle. 2628 Sik J. K1.1OT
Speech Pari, in Furster Life 1 1. 124 The law designs loevevy
man his own. 2728 V01 no Lozv Fame 1. (1757) 80 When
the Law shews lier leeth, but dares not bite. 1794 Uckkk
Corr. (1844) IV. 228 The law is wiser than cabal or interest.

2838 Dickens O. Tivist li,
1

If the law supposes that,' said
Mr. Bumble,. the law is a ass—a idiot '.

c. In proverbs and proverbial phrases. The law
of the JMedcs and Persians , often used (with allusion

to Pan. vi. 12) as the type of something unalterable.
2382 Wyci.if Pan. vi. 15 The lawe of Med is and Persis.

2564 tr. Martyr's Comm. Jutfeesxi. 189 b, It is an (title

Prouerbe . . Lawe and Country. For every region hath
certaine citstomes of their ownc, which cannot easel ye be
chaunged. 2826 Sc<»tt Autb/. xxvi, Aweel, aweel, Maggie,
ilka land has itsain lauch. 2853 ' C. lh-.or. ' Verdant Green
I. ii, His word is no longer the law of the Mkdes and
Persians, as it was at home. 2884 KinKK Haggard Dawn
xxxv, Once given, like the law of the Medes and Persians,
it altereth not.

fd. What the law awards
; what is due accord-

ing to law. Obs.

2470-85 Malory Arthur vtli. ii. 275 Wei said the King
Melyodas, and therfor shal ye haue the lawe. And soo she
was dampned..to be brent. 1593 Shaks. 2 Ken. I f, 1. iii.

214 This is the Law, and this Duke Humfreyes doome.
e. To wage one's law Wager of law. see Wage

v. j Wager sb.

2. One of the individual rules which constitute

the Maw' (sense 1) of a state or polity. In early

use only//. The plural has often a collective sense

(after l^.jura, leges) approaching sense 1.

a 2023 Wulfstan Kom. (2883) 275 Ka de £e nu forS la^an
gode fyr5or. 21.. O. E. Citron, an. 2086 (Laud MS.) He
laj^de laga . . 3a; t swa hwa swa slo^e heort o<^5e hinde
oact hine man seeolde blendian. C2205 Lay. 2078 And
he heom onleide bat weoren lawen gode. 2297 R. Glouc.
(Rolls) 9642 William bastard . . luber lawes made ynou.
a 2300 Cursor M. 121 15 Of your laues 2 am vttan For
ertfili fader haf i nan. c 2320 Sir 'Pristr. 904 Tvo 3ere

he sett bat land His lawes made he eri. < 2400 Apol.

Loll. 63 To swilk lauis & to swilk maneris sehuld ilk

iuge obey, c 2460 Fortkscue Abs. $ Lim. Mon. ii.

(2885) 122 The rfore it is that be lawes seyn, quod principi
/>lacnit left's habet vigorem. 2500-20 Dunbar Poems xiv.

28 That alt the Inwis ar not sett by ane bene, a 2548 Hall
Citron., Ken. IV, 7 b, He said that the lawes of the realme
were in his head. 2560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 382 b,

Such thinges as were decreed in the counsel in fourmer
yeares, ought not to have the force of a law. 1623 Shaks.
Ken. VI11, nt. ii. 334 His faults lye open to the Lawes.
2637 Decree Star Chamb. § 3 in Milton's Areop. (Arb.) 20
That all Bookes concerning the common Lawes of this

Realme shall be printed by the especiatl allowance of the
Lords ehiefe Justices, c 2670 Hobbes Dial. Com. Laivs

15
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(1677) 32 A Law is the Command of him, or them that

have the Soveraign Power, 1683 Col. Ree. Pennsylv. 1.

21 Other duties by any law or statute due to vs. 1690

Chii.o Disc. Trade (ed. 4) 61 The French peasantry are

a slavish, cowardly people, because the laws of their country
has made them slaves, a 1715 Burnet Own Time (1734)

II. 189 By the Portian Law, no Citizen could he put to

Death for any Crime whatsoever. 1735-8 Bolingbroke
On Parties 104 The Laws of the Land are known. 1843
Carlyle Past

<fr
Pres. 1. iii, And other idle Laws and Un-

laws. 1856 Knight Pop. Hist. Eng. 1 . xxiv. 364 The Saxon
King and Confessor, for whose equal laws the people bad
been clamouring for two centuries,

b. Proverbs.
c 1470 Harding Chron. lxxxvi. v, Wronge lawes maketh

shortegouernaunce. a xyA\\KL\.Chron.,Hen.VI, i6gTholde

spoken proverbs, here toke place: New Lordes, new lawes.

1578 Timme Caluine on Gen. 70 According to the common
Proverb ' Of evil manners spring good laws '. 1874 T. HARnv
Madding Croivd\\i\, ' New lords new laws ', as the saying is.

3. In generalized sense.

a. Laws regarded as obeyed or enforced ; con-

trolling inflnence of laws ; the condition of society

characterized by the observance of the laws. Often

in phrase law and order. Proverb : Necessity has

(or knows) no law.
c 1 175 Lamb, Horn. 109 1'ifbe biscop biS jemeles, and pet folc

butan steore eft butan la^e. ^1250 Ten Abuses inO.E. Misc.

184 Lond wi5-ute la^e [v.r. lawej. a 1327 Pot. Songs (Camden)
150 Thus wil walketh in londe, and lawe is for-lore, 1377
Langl. P. PI. B. Prol. 122 The Kyng and the comune and
kynde with the thridde Shope lawe and lewte eche man to

knowehisowne. ^1555 Ridley Lament. Ch. (1566) Div.The
latter reason . . includeth a necessitie which, after the common
sayinge, bathe no lawe. i6ox ?Marston Pasquil $ Kath.
1. 68 Poore and neede hath no law. 1653 H. Cogan tr.

Pinto's Trav. xlvi. 268 Necessity, which hath no law, com*
pelled us thereunto. 1847 Marryat Childr. N. Forest xvii,

5ler father could not do otherwise. Necessity has no law.

1881 in T. W. Reid Life IV. E. Forster (1S88) I I. viii.

371 To support the Lord- Lieutenant ..in maintaining law
and order in this country [Ireland].

b. (a) Laws in general, regarded as a class or

species of human institutions. Court of law. see

Court sb. 1 ir. (b) That department of know-
ledge or study of which laws arc the subject-matter

;

jurisprudence.

14.. Sir Beues 3573 (MS. N.) Sir King, bat may not ben
don bi lawe. ^ 143° Hymns Virg. 61 Quod resoun, 'in
age of .xx. ^eer, Goo to oxenford, or lerne lawe'. 1611

Florio, Lecito, lawfull, good in law. 1635 Sibbes Sottas
Conjl. xvii. U833) 136 Law being the joint reason and consent
of many men for the public good hath a use for guidance of
all action that fall under the same. 1644 Milton Educ. 5
After this, they are to dive into the grounds of law, and legall

justice. 1680 Dkyden OvicCs Epist. Pref, He was desigu'd
to the Study of the Law. 1724 Swift Draf>ier"s Lett. vii.

Wks. 1 761 1 1 1. 140 In all free nations 1 take the proper defini-

tion of law to be, The will of the majority of those who have
the property in land. 1809-10 Coleridge Friend (1865) 53
Jnries do not sit in a court of conscience, but of law. 1818
Cruise Digest (ed. 2) I. 114 A person having an estate . . by
the operation of some principle of law. 1821 J. Q. Aoams
in C. Davies Metr. Syst. in. (1871) 113 The pound of 15
ounces .. has never been recognised in England by law.

184 1-4 Emerson Ess., Experience Wks. (Hohn) 1. 188 The
intellect, .judges law as well as fact. 1842 J. H. Newman
Par. Serm. VI. xxiii, 359 He consults men learned in the
law. 1882 Hinsdale Garfield Educ. \1.2gs If you become
a lawyer, you must remember that the science of law is not
fixed like geometry, but is a growth which keeps pace with
the progress of society. 1891 Law Times XC1 1. 99/2 This
natural sequence hardened first into custom and then
into law.

c. f /» law (of wedlock) : lawfully married.

Also in the combinations Brother-in-law, Fatu ru-

in-law, etc., for which see those words ; and in

f law's father, ffather in the law, rarely used for
* falher-in-law

1

; so also + mother of Imo.
[Cf. 16th c. F. fere en lot de mariage (Godef.).]
c X230 Halt Meid. 21 pis is tenne hare song pat beon ilahe

ofwed lac. c 1250 Gen. % Ex. 2764 To wife in la^e he hire nam.
1538 Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1844) I. 154 lonat Harbour, his
moder of law. 1552 Latimer Serm. \st Sund. Epiph. (1584)
301 b, The house where Jesus was, with hismother, and Joseph
his Father in the lawe. 1593 Q. Eliz. Boetk. 1. pr. iv. 12 My
holy jawes fath r Symmacus,. .defendes vs from all suspicion
of this cryme, [1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, iv. i. 24 Their Aunt
1 am in law, in loue their Mother. 1596 — Tarn. Skr. iv.

y. 60 And now by Law, as well as reuerent age, I may
intitle thee my louing Father.]

d. In more comprehensive sense: Rules or injunc-

tions that must be obeyed. To give {the) laiv (to) :

to exercise undisputed sway ; to impose one's will

f upon (another), f To have (the) law to do some*
thing : to be commanded f Law will I : arbi-

trary rule, making one's own will law.
a 1225 Leg. Kath. 779 NeliS hit nawt to pe to leggen lahe

upon me. c 1340 Cursor M. 5729 (Fairf.) Moyses had \?c

lagh to kepe to his eldefadere shepe bat was pe prest of
madian. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints ii. (Paulus) 202 To thve
knychttis pane wes he tawcht, pat hym to sla son has lacht.

c 1386 Chaucer Rnt.'s T. 306 Who shal yeue a louere any
lawe? a 1564 Bkcon Calech. Wks. 1564 1. 495 To con-
uince them, not with fyre & fagot . . or with lawe will I.

1601 R. Johnson Kingd. $ Comtmv. (1603) 38 We have
seen the Portugal*, by reason of their sea forces . . to have
given the law to those famous princes. 16x7 Morvson
Jtin. 11. 63 He hoped shortly to give law to tbeir irregular
humours. 1656 15. Harris ParivaVs Don Age (1659) M2

Every body stood mute, at the expectation of a success,

which was to give the Law. 1712 Swift Proposalfor cor-
rect. Eng. Tongue Miscell. (1727) I. 327 A Succession of
affected Phrases, and new conceited Words .. borrowed.,
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from those, who, under the Character of Men of Wit and
Pleasure, pretend to give the Law. 1726-$! Tindal Rapin's
Hist. Eng. (1743) 11. no The Gantois seeing their neigh-
bours so powerful and able to give them law. 1775 John-
son Tax. no Tyr. 79 No man ever could give law to lan-

guage. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. iii. I. 397 In literature

she gave law to the world. 185a Thackeray B. Lyndon i.

For a time. .Mr. Barry gave he law at Castle Brady. 1866
CoNiNGTON.^««Wv.i33Tbe wind gives law, your toil is vain.

Predicativtly. 1842 Tennyson Dora 06 Vou knew my
word was law, and yet you dared To slight it. 1853 ' C.
Bede' Verdant Green \. ii, Lik« a good and dutiful son,

however, his father's wishes were law.

4. With defining word, indicating some one of

the branches into which law, as an object of study

or exposition, may be divided, according to the

matter with which it is concerned, as commercial,

ecclesiastical, etc. law, the law of banking, of evi-

dence, etc. ; or according to the source from which
it is derived, as statute law, customary law, case-

law (see Case sb. 1
), etc.

(
The) Canon Law\ see

Canon 1 i b. See also Civil law, Common law.
Martial law. see Martial.

b. Both laws [after med.L.(doctor, etc.)utriusoue

funs'] : in mediaeval use referring to the Civil and
the Canon Law; in modern Scotland, the Roman
Civil Law and the municipal law of the country.
1677-87 Holinsheo Hist. Scot. 284/1 Peter Mallart doctor

of both lawes. 1808 Scott Mem. in Loci/tart i, We attended
the regular classes of both laws in the University of Edin-
burgh.

c. International law, the law of nations, under
which nations are regarded as individual members
of a common polily, bound by a common rule of

agreement or custom
;
opposed to municipal law,

the rules binding in local jurisdictions (see Muni-
cipal).
The term law 0/nations (L.Jusgentium) meant in Roman

use the rules common to the law of all nations (often coupled
with law 0/nature in sense 9 c ; so in Shaks. Hen. V, 11. iv.

80 and Trail, n. ii. 184). The transition to the mod. sense
was facilitated by the appeal to ' the law of nations

1

in rela*

lion to such matters as the treatment of ambassadors or
the obligation to observe treaties.

#1548 Hall Chron., Edw. IV, 229 He was an officer of
amies (to whom credite, by the lawe of all nacions, ought
to be geven). 1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. 1. x. § 12 There is

a third kind of law which touches all such several bodies
politic, so far forth as one of them hath public commerce
with another. And this third is the Law of Nations. £165*
Hobbes Rhet. (1681) 39 The Law or Custom of Nations. 1723
Pres. State Russia 11. 283 Beaten, and contrary to the Law
of Nations, taken into Custody. 1769 Blackstone Comm.
IV. 66 The law of nations is a system of rules.. established
by universal consent among the civilized inhabitants of the
world. 1870 Pall Mall G. 24 Dec. 10 Between municipal
law., and international law, there is only a qualified and
even a somewhat remote analogy. 1896 Lord Russell of
Killowen in Law Quart. Rez: XII. 313 The aggregate of
the rules to which nations have agreed to conform in their
conduct towards one another are properly to be designated
* International Law . Ibid. 317 International Law, as such,
includes only so much of the law of morals or of right
reason or of natural law (whatever these phrases may
cover) as nations have agreed to regard as International
Law. 1899 Justice Gray in U. S. Rep. clxxv. 700 Inter-
national law is part of our law, and must be ascertained
and administered by the courts of justice of appropriate
Jurisdiction, as often as questions of right depending upon
it are duly presented for their determination.

5. In English technical use applied in a restricted

sense to the Statute and Common Law, in contra-

distinction to Equity.
1591 Lambaroe Archeion (1635) 68 Besides his Court of

mcere Law, he must .. reserve to himselfe . . a certaine
soveraigne and preheminent Power, by which he may both
supply the want, and correct the rigour of that Positive or
written Law. 1745, 1765 [see Equity 4]. 1818 Cruise
Digest (ed. 2) III. 460 He would give law and equity, and
not pronounce upon law and equity. 185a Dickens Bleak
Ho. lxii, Did you ever know English law, or equity either,

plain and to the purpose ?

6. Applied predicatively to decisions or opinions
on legal questions to denote that they are correct.

Also good or bad law.

. "593 lsee '765 Blackstone Comm. L Introd. 70 If
it be found that the former decision is manifestly absurd
or unjust, it h declared, not that such a sentence was bad
law, but that it was not law. 179. Wolcot iP. Pindar)
Expost. Odes vi, What's sound at Ilippocrene, the Poet's
Spa, Is not at Westminster sound law ! 1891 Ld. Coleridge
in Law Times Rep. LXV. 580/1 We are unable to concur
in these dicta, and speaking with all deference we think
they are not law.

7. (Usually the law.) The profession which is

concerned with the exposition of the law, with
pleading in the courts, and with the transaction of

business requiring skilled knowledge of law ; the

profession of a lawyer. Orig. in man of law (now
somewhat arch.), a lawyer ; so f(fl gentlevian)

toward the laiv.

1340 1Iami«olk7V. Const. 5942 Men of laghe [er halden].

.

to travayle and to counsaile jpam bat askes counsayle. c 1386
Chaucer Prol. 309 A Sergeant of the lawe, war and wys.— Man 0/ Law's Prol. Introd. 33 * Sir man of lawe ' quod
he, ' so have ye blis Tel us a tale anon \ c 1460 Totuneley
Myst. xxx. 8 Ther may no man of lagh help with no
quantyce. 1551 Robinson tr. Mores Uiop. u. (Arb.) 128
Euery man should tel the same tale before the iudge that
he wold tel to his man of law. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's
Comm. 473 Leaving the practise of the law. 1563 V>. Googe

LAW.
Eglogs (Arb.) 75 Lawe gyues the gayne, and Physycke fyls
the Purse. 1566 Acts $ Constit. Scotl. To Rdr. 4« iij, Our
Souerane Lady seing the Lawis..to be for the maist part
unknawin,bot to the Iugeis, and men of Law. 1592 Greene
Art Conuy Catch, in. 14 They espied a Gentleman toward
the lawe entring in., and a countrey Clyent going with him.
f 1780 Cowi-ER Jackdaw v, The world, with all its motley
rout, Church, army, physic, law. Mod. Three of his
brothers are in the law.

b. Legal knowledge ; legal acquirements.
1630 Bp. Bedell in Ussher's Lett. (1686) 454 This Pro-

testation having neither Latin, nor Law, nor common
Sence, doth declare the Skill of him that drew it. 1645
Milton Cotast. Wks. 1851 IV. 348 These made the Cham-
party

v
hee contributed the Law, and both joynd in the

Divinity. 1884 Church Bacon iii. 63 Coke thoroughly dis-

liked Bacon. He thought lightly of his law.

8. The action of the courts of law, as a means of
procuring redress of grievances or enforcing claims

;

judicial remedy. Frequent in phrases to go to

(f the) law, to have or take the law of or on (a

person), + to call^(a person) unto the Law, fto draw
tnlo laws, llcnceoccas. used recourse to the courts,

litigation, f The day of laxo : the day of trial.

C1450 Holland Hcnvtat 224 The crovss Capone .. Was
officiate . . that the law leidis In caussis consistoriale. 1500-20
Dunbar Poems xiii. 79 Sum bydand the law layis land in

wed. 1523 Lo, Berkers Froiss. I. xii. 11 That she and her
sonne shulde take ryght and lawe on them, accordyng to
theyr desertis. 1526 Tindale i Cor. vi. 1 Howe dare one
of you.. goo to lawe vnder the wicked? 1535 Coverhale
Prov. xxv. 8 Be not haistie to go to the lawe. 1562 J. Hev-
wood Prov. $ Epigr. (1867) 193 You beyng a pleader at
law, Pray hir to let fall thaction at law now. 1565 T. Ran-
dolph in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. 11. 198 The Daye of Lawe
agaynste the iiii Bourgois men of thys towne is lyke to
holde. *573 L. Lloio Pilgr. Princes (1607) 133 Being striken
and spurned by the same man, Socrates was counselled to call

the same vnto the law before the Judges. 1596 Spenser State
/rel.yVVis. (Globe) 623/i Soe as it was not . .possible to drawe
him into lawes . . it is hard for everye tryning dett .. to be
driven to lawe. c 1630 Risoon Surv. Deron § 47 (1810) 54
There was a long suit in law. 1677 Yarranton Eng. Improv.
24 For ten years there will be more Law than ever to clear up
Titles. 171 1 Addison Sped. No 122 r 4 A Fellow famous
for taking the Law of every Body. 1762-71 H. Walpole
Vertne's A need. Paint. (1786) V. 234 Dubosc, with whom he
broke and went to law. 17850 Newgate Cat V; 27 Surely no
man in his senses would deliberately embark in law. 1796
Paine Writ. (1895) HI. 239 A sharper..may find a way.. to
cheat some other party, without that party being able, as
the phrase is, to take the law of him. 1800 Mar. Edge-
worth Castle Rackrent Gloss. 24 * I'll have the law of you,
so I will

!
'—is the saying of an Eng1i>hman who expects

justice. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias 1. v. p 11 The hangers-on
of the law. 1848 Thackeray Van. F. vi. 52 'There's a
hackney-coachman down stairs, .vowing he'll have the law
of you . Ibid. vii. 61

1 She was as bad as he', said Tinker.
' She took the law of every one of her tradesmen \ i8ox E.
Kinglake Australian at H. 35 The very name of 'Law'
is a bogie that frightens a man out of bis wits.

t>. transf. To take the law into one's own hands-.

to redress one's own grievance,or punish an offender,

without obtaining judicial assistance. To have the

law in one's own hands : lo possess the means of

redress, to be master of the situation.

*573 G. Harvey Letter>bk. (Camden) 3 The law was now
in there own hands.

c. Halifax law, Lidford law : the summary
procedure of certain local tribunals which had or

assumed the power of inflicting senlence
/
of death

on thieves ; the rule proverbially ascribed to them
was * hang first, try afterwards \ f Stafford law :

?punningly for a thrashing. Cf. Lynch law.
1565 Jewel Rept. Harding 356 But heere he thought

. . to call vs Theeues, and wicked fudges, and to charge vs
with the Law of Lydford, 1589 Hay any Work A iij, Non
would be sogroshead as to gather that I threatned him with
blowes, and to deale by Stafford law. a 1641 Wentworth
Let. to Ld. Mountmorris in N. <y Q. sth Ser. IV. 16

llallifaxe lawe hath ben executed in kinde, 1 am already
hanged, and now wee cum to examine and consider of the
evidence. 1710 Brit. Apollo II. No. 3. 5/2 First Hang and
Draw, Then hear the cause by Lidford Law.

** Divine law.

9. The body of commandments which express the

will of God with regard lo the conduct of His
intelligent creatures. Also (with a, the, and //.)
a particular commandment.

a. gen. So God's (Christ's law), the law of Goa.
a 1023 Wllfstan Horn. (1883) 158 Godes laje healdan.

175 Lamb. Horn. 55 Halde we godes la5e. c 1205 Lav.
14803 Hc.^tahte pan folke godes lae^e, ^1275 Passion our
Lord 674 in O. E. Misc. 56 Seoppe in alle londes hi eoden
vor to prechen, and . godes lawe techen. a 1300 Cursor M.
2690 Ful wel pis lagh sal he yeme. £ 1330 ^/er. Gy Warzt\
38 A good man . . pat liuede al in godes lawe. c 1380 Wyclif
Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 26 To bis ende shulden clerkes traveile.

.

for love of Goddis lawe. 1382 — Rom. vii. 25, 1 my silf by
resoun of the soule serue to the lawe of God. c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 289/2 Law of Godde. f 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) lit.

j

1857 Crystes servont and yower to be, & pe lave of hym
ever to fulfyll. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII 246 To be
observed by christen men, as . . consonant to the law of
God. 1683, Tryon Way to Health xix. (1697) 419 The good

I and holy tear of the Lord, and his Innocent Law.

b. as communicated by express revelation, esp. in

the Bible. Hence occas. the Scriptures themselves.
c 1025 Rule St. Benet (Logeman) 88 Si xeraed aetforan pam

cuman seo godcunde laje. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 81 In pisse

worlde [sc. the age before Moses] nas na lage, ne na larpeu.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter I. 2 Bot in lagh ofe lauerd his wille be
ai, And his lagh thinke he night and dai. 1567 Good «$•



LAW.
Godly Bali. (S. T. S.) 190 Ooddis word and lawls the peple
misknawis. 1611 Bible Ps. i. 2 His delight is in the Law
of the Lord. 1719 Watts Ps. i. (Short Metre) 5 Who.,
makes the Law of God His Study and Delight.

c. as implanted by natnre in the human mind,
or as capable of being demonstrated by reason.

Formerly often the law of nature (now rarefy,

because of the frequency of that expression in

sense 1 7), + law of kind, natural law, the law of
reason, etc.

The expression taw of tuiture {lex naturae or uaturalis,
jus naturale) in Cicero, Seneca, and the Roman jurists, is

ultimately derived from the 4>v<tik'ov Sikcuoi/ of Aristotle.

c 1225 Leg. Kath. 964 Hit is a^ein riht ant a^ein leaue of
cuch cundetich lahe. a txoo Cursor M. 28491 (Cott.) And
haf i broken wit foly, pe lagh o kynd thoru ficheri. c 1340
Ibid. 1576 (Trin.) J>e lawe ofsobencs ny of kynde Wolde bei

no tyme fynde. 1390 Gower Con/. 111. 272 But he the
bestes wolue binde Only to lawes of nature, c 1470 G. Ash by
Active Policy Prince 695 Poems 34 If forgoten be al lawe
positifc, Remembre the noble lawe of nature. 1484 Caxton
Fables 0/JEsop II. Proem, The Athenyens the whiche lyued
after the lawe of Kynde. 1513 More in Grafton Chron.
(1568) II. 774 The lawe of nature wyllcth the mother to

keepe the childe. 1531 St. German Doctor Stud. 1. ii,

The lawe of nature . . consydered generally . . is referred to

all creatures as well resonable as vnresonable . . the lawe of

nature specially consydered, whiche is also called the lawe
of reason, parteyneth onely to creatures reasonable, that is

man. .As to the orderyng of thededesof man, it is preferred

before the lawe of god. And it is writen in the herte of

euery man. 1x1548 Hall Chron., Hen. V"73 b, 1 shnld not

do that whiche by the lawes of nature and reason 1 ought to

do, which is to rendre kyndnes for kyndnes. 1594 Hooker
Eccl. Pol. 1. viii. § 8 The Law of Reason or Human Nature.

§ 9 Laws of Reason. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 111. ii. 357.
a 1614 Donne BiaOauaros (1644) 34 That part of Gods Law
which bindes alwayes, bound before it was written . .and that

is the Law of nature. 1692 South Serm. (1697) I. 482 The
Law of Nature, .. 1 take to be nothing else, but the mind
uf God, signified to a Rational agent by the bare discourse

of his Reason. 1712 Berkeley Passive Obed. § 33 Self-

preservation is. .the very first and fundamental law ofnature.

1765 Blackstonk Comm. I. Introd. § 2. 39 This will of his

maker is called the law of nature. 1780 Bentham Princ.
Legist. Wks. 1843 9 ' nstea <l of the phrase, Law of Nature,
you have sometimes Law of Reason. 1878 Gladstone
Prim. Homer 109 Natural law was profoundly revered,

while conventional law hardly yet existed. *

10. The system of moral and ceremonial precepts

contained in the Pentateuch ; also in a narrower
sense applied to the ceremonial portion of the

system considered separately. More explicitly, the

law of Aloses, the Mosaic or Jewish law, etc.

£1000 jElfric O. T. in Grein Ags. Prosa 1. 5 God him
sette ac, baetys open lagu, bam folce to steore. c 1200 Ormin
1961 Annd tatt wass ned tatt, }ho wass ba Wibb Godess
la}he weddedd. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 2500, 1 pe munt of Synai
per Moyses fatte be lahe et ure lauerd. t 1250 0. Kent.
Serm. in O. E. Misc. 26 po dede he somoni alle po wyse
clerekes pet kube be laghe. a 1300 Cursor M. 6451 heading,
(Gott.) Tell i sal of moyses law. c 1330 Spec. Gy Warw. 358
At be mount of Sytiay . . bar god him }af pe firste lawe. 1398
Trevisa Barth. Dc P. R. ix. xxvi. (1495) 363 Alway in the
Saterdaye preestes declaryd and expownyd the lawe to
the peple. a 1400-50 A lexander 1546 lust is of iewry & iogis

of the lawe. c 1585 R. Browne Ansxv. Cartivright^ They
read in the Booke of the Lawe. 1611 Bible Rom. ii. 14 The
Gentiles which haue not the Law, doe by nature the things
contained in the Law.

b. In expressed or implied opposition to the

Gospel : The Mosaic dispensation
;
also, the system

of Divine commands and of penalties imposed for

disobedience contained in the Scriptures, considered

apart from the offer of salvation by faith in Christ,

1382 Wyclif Gal. iii. n No man is iustified in the lawe
anentis God. 1529 Frith Pistle Chr. Rdr. (1829) 461 The
law was given us, that we might know what to do and what
to eschew. 1595 Shaks. John it. i. 180 The Canon of the
Law is laide on him. 1758 S. Hayward Serm. i. 2 To guard
the Galatians against a dependence on the law. 1827 Keble
Chr. V. Easter Sunday 20 No brighter. .Than Reason's or
the Law's pale beams. 1842 J, H. Newman Par. Serm,
VI. i. 2 Vain were all the deeds of the Law. 1859 J,
Cumivhng Ruth vi. 109 By what be suffered I escape the
law's curse.

c. The Pentateuch as distinguished from the

other portions of the Old Testament Scriptures.
1382 Wyclif John viii. 5 Moses in the lawe comaundide vs

for to stoone siche. 1526 Pilgr. Per/ (W. deW. 1531) 298 b, O
very messyas, promysed in the lawe formannesredempcyon.
1611 Bible 2 Mace. xv. 9 Comforting them out of the law,
and the prophets.

f 11. A * dispensation \ The old law : the Mosaie
dispensation, the ' Old Covenant

' ;
also, the books

of the Old Testament. The new law : the Gospel
dispensation,
c 1000 Ml/ric's Past. Pp. xl. in Thorpe Laws 11. 380 Nu

is seo ealde lagu $eendod aefter Cristes to-cyme. a 1175
Cott. Horn. 235 pas fif che<5en beo3 fif la^an for ban be god
is burh besen ^ecnowe. C1200 Vices Virtues (1888) 7
AiSer Surh Sare ealde la^we and iec Surh 5are niewe.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 3 Aduent bitocneS bre time, on be
was bi-fore be old la^e, pe o8er was on he holde la}e, and
be bridde was on be newe la}e. a 1225 Ancr. R. 58 Uorbi
was ihoten a Godes half iScn olde lawe baet put were euer
iwrien. a 1300 Cursor M. 21285 Tuin axils er tuin laghs.
Ibid. 21644 Ke Hcknes o bis tre sa tru, In be aid lagh was
be-for be neu. a 1340 Hampole Psalter cxviii. 99, 1 vndir*
stode bettire ban be docturs of be aide laghe. c 1450 Coin-
Pcndious olde treat. (Arb,) 172 As kinge Antioche eame in
the ende wellnygh of ye olde lawe, and brent the bokes of
gods lawe. .So now Antichrist, .brenneth nowe nygh thende
of ye new lawe theuangely of Christe. 1542 Becon Potation
/or Lent Wks. 1564 I. 50b, Christ the true lyght of the
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I world is com, therfore those Ceremonies of the olde law are I

nowe nomore necessary.

fl2. A religious system; the Christian, Jewish,
Mohammedan, or Pagan religion. By my law :

j

by my faith ; also to swear one's law* Cf. Lay sb.'t
'

a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1349We leauecJ pi lahe. .Ant turned alle
|

to Criste. c 1290 S. Eng. Leg, I. 17/564 Heore lawe nas
]

ri3tnou}t, pat ne bi-liefden nnu^ton be rode, a 1300 K. Horn
65 Hi here la}e asoke. 13.. Str Bates (A.) 1780 pe seue

'

I

kni3r.es of heben lawe Beues slou} that ilche stounde. c 1375
Sc. Leg. Saints vii. {Jacobus Minor) 190 Faraseis & wys-
menc of lowis lach mad answere bane, a 1400 Pislill 0/

j
Susan 3 He was so lele in his lawe. 4:1400 Maunijkv.

,

(1839) xx 'u# 2 5 2 Thei suffren, that folk of alle Lawes may
peysibelyduellen amonges hem. a 1400-50 Alexander 4306 '

1 In him we lely beleue & in na la}e elhs. c 1450 .St. Cuthbert
(Surtees) 4824 And forsake his paynym lawe. c 1477

1
Caxton Jason 86 b, By my lawe sire sayd Mopsius 1 see no
way. C1500 Melusine xlix. 324 He sware hys lawe that
lytel or nought he .shuld entrcte hym. 1613 Purchas

I

Pilgrimage (1614) 312 But the Mufti being highest Inter-
preter of their Law . . must indeed have preeminence. 1685
Stillingfl. Orig. Brit. i. g Here the first Disciples of the

' Catholick Law found an ancient Church.
*** Combined applications'.

13. Often used as the suhject'of propositions
; equally applying to human and divine law. In
I juristic and philosophical works often with defini-

tions intended to include also the senses explained
in branches II and 111 below. (See quots.)
1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. 1. ii. § 1 That which doth assign

unto each thing the kind, that wiiich doth moderate the
force and power, that which doth appoint the form and
measure, of working, the same we term a Law. Ibid. .\vi.

§ 8 Of Law there can be no less acknowledged, than lhat
: her seat is the bosom of God, her voice the harmony of the

world. 1611 Bible Transl. Pre/. 3 The Scripture is . . a
I

Pandect of profitable lawes, against rebellious spirits. 1651
1 Iobbks Leviath. 11. xxvi. 137 My designe l>eing not to shew
what is Law here, and there, hut what is Law. 1690 Locnii
Govt. 11. vi. § 57 Law, in its proper Notion, is. .the Direction
of a <t ee and intelligent Agent to his proper Interest. 1765
Bi.ackstone Comm. I. 39 This then is the general significa-
tion of law, a rule of action dictated by some superior being.
1836 J. Gii.uekt Chr. Atoncm. Notes (1852) 344 Law

,
speaks the language of indignation against crime. 1889
Kuskin Praeterita III. 159 Men of perfect genius are known

J

in all centuries by their perfect lespect to all law.

II. Without reference to an external commanding
authority.

tl4. Custom, customary rule or usage; habit,

practice, ' ways \ Laiv of {the) land : custom of
the country. At thieves' law. after the manner
of thieves. Obs.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 25 penne hafest bu bes hundes la^e,

pe nu speoweS and efU) hit fret, c 1200 Okmin 2373 £ho
!

wollde^ ben Rihht lashelikc fesstnedd Wibb macche, swa
summ i J?att aid wass kyhe to ben fesstned. c 1220 Bestiary
23 De 5ridde la^e haueo <5e leun. a 1225 Juliana 10 5ef bu

:
wult leauen be lahen bat tu list in. a 1300 A'. Horn 1109

I
(Ritsun) An horn hue ber an honde, For that wes lawe of
londe. 13.. Gaiv Gr. Knt. 790 Enbaned vnder be
abataylment in be best lawe. C1330 K. Bhunnk Chron. u8io)
322 pe lord of Badenauh. . Lyued at theues lauh. a 1400-50
Alexander 4402 A«nothirc la^e is in^oure lande at oure lord
hatis. 1535 Coverdale 1 Sam. viii. 9 Yet testifye vnto
them and shewe them the lawe of the kynge that shall
ratgne ouer them. 15 . . Adam Bel, etc. in Ha^rl. E. P. P.
11. 158 Whan they came before the kyng, As it was the
lawe of tbe lande, They kneled downe.

f b. Old Cant. With distinctive word prefixed :

A particular branch of the art of thieving.
c 1550 Dice-Ptay Bivb. Thus giue they their owne con-

ueyance the name of cheting law, so do they other termes,
as sacking law : high law, Fygging law, and such lyke.

1591 Grfenk Disc. Coosnage (1859) 33 Hereupon doe they
give their false conveyance the name of Conny-catching
Lawe, as there be also other Lawes, as High-l^aw, Sacking
Law, Figging Law, Cheting l^awe, Barnards Lawe.

1 15. What is or is considered right or proper

;

justice or correctness of conduct. Also right and
law ; against, in, out of with law. Ofa lazv : with

good reason. Obs.
c i2oo Ormin 6256 pe birrb himm biddenn don be rihht &

la}he. C1250 Gen. $ Ex. 536 Wapmcn bi-gunnen quad
mester.. A oefis kinde, a-^enes la^e. 13 . . Guy Warw. (A.)

410 Bi mi trewbe . . Schal Y mi fader J>e tiding here, Thou
worbest to hewen . . O^r wib wilde riors to-drawe For bi

foly, & bat wer lawe. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (18 10) 113
Dauid did but lawe, Maid had his seruage. c 1340 Cursor
M. 13052 (Trin.) 5iU is she bi brober wif whom bou shuldes
not haue with lawe. 1422 tr. Secrcta Secret. , Priv. Priv. 128

To deme betwen al maner of folke. .wythout goynge assyd
owt of lawe. a 1400-50 Alexander 4666 Neuir-pe-les of

a la^e hald we vs dri^tins. c 1440 York Myst. viii. 10 Alle
in lawe to lede ber lyfTe.

16. A rule of action or procedure; one of the

rules defining correct procedure in an art or depart-

ment of action, or in a game. + Also, manner of life.

a 1225 [see 3d], a 1300 CursorM. 7940 Godd mad be king
of israel, To lede be folk wit laghes lei. 142a tr. Secreta
Secret. , Priv. Priv. 1 49 Ouer al thynge the wysdome of a
kyng sholde his law gouerne aftyr the law of god. c 1460
Towneley Myst. xxviii. 44 Wherfor in woman is no laghe
ffor she is withoutten aghe. 161 1 Bible Rom. ii. 14 These
[the Gentiles] hauing not the Law, are a Law vnto them*
selues. 1638 BAKEft tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. Ill) 102 And the
lawes of decencie are so ancient, that they seem to be a part
of the ancient religion. 1671 L. Addison IV. Barbary 50
Contrary to all Ingenuity and Laws of Hospitality. Ibid.

52 That he who aspires after.. Conquest, ought not to binde
himself to the Laws of a fair Gamester. 1683 Tryon Way
to Health xix. (1697) 430 The Lord endued Man with the
Spirit of Understanding, by which he might be a Guide and
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Law unto himself. 1736 Butler Anal. 1. iv. 134 A few who
shamelessly avow, .their mere will and pleasure to be their
law of life. 1742 Hovle {title) A short treatise on the game
of Whist. Containing ihe laws of the game. 1837 Sir W.
Hamilton Logic v. (1866) 1. 78 For free intelligences, a law
is an ideal necessity given in 1 he form of a piecept, which
we ought to follow. 1856 Froudk Hist. Eng. 1. i. 29 Self-
protection is the first law of life. 1867 {title) The laws of
Football, as played at Ru^by School. 1877 E. k. Conokr
Bus. Faith vi. 259 A moral law states what ought to be.

b. The code or body of rules lecognized in a

specified department ot action. Law of arms :

the recognized custom of professional soldiers

;

f also, the rules of heraldry. Law of honour (see

Honour sb. 9 h).

a 1300 Cursor Al. 26276 Lagh o penance will bat [etc ].

i486 Bk. St. Albans K iij, By the law of venery as 1 dare
vnder take, c 1500 in (J. Eliz. A tad. (1879) 100 Law of
aruiys disponys fTor theme be sett and portrait with pic-

touris. 1530 Palsgr. 237/2 Law c of amies, droict darmes.
a 1548 Hall Chron. ^ Hen. VIII, 255 He might have kepte
theim in straite prison, by juste lawe of Amies. 1557 TottelVs
AIisc. i Arb.) 139 Of loueis lawe he toke no cure. 1626 Jack-
son Cjeed viii. xiv. § 2 Unto Satan the professed rebel
against him . . he did vouchsafe the benefit of the law of
Armes or duel.

III. Scientific and philosophical uses.

17. In the sciences of observation, a theoretical

principle deduced from particular facts, applicable

to a defined group or class of phenomena, and
expressible by the statement that a particular

phenomenon always occurs il certain conditions be
present. In the physical sciences, and occasionally

in others, called more explicitly hnv of nature or

natural law.
The * laws of nature

,
by those who first used the term in

this sense, were viewed as commands imposed by the Deity
upon matter, and even writers who do not accept this view
often speak of them as 'uheyed by the phenomena, or as
agents by which the phenomena are produced.
1665 Phil. Trans. 1. 31 I he changes be varied according

to very odd Laws. 1665 Boyle Occas. Reft. iv. vi, The
\Wdume. .of God does, .confine the creatures to the estab-
lished Laws of Nature. 1690 Lock*: Hum. tJnd. 1. iii. § 1;
A law of Nature, .something that we being ignorant of may
attain to the knowledge of by the use and due application
of our natural Faculties. 1697 Dry hen t 'irg.Gcorg.u ^98
Happy the Man, who, studying Natures Laws, Thro*
known Lffects can trace the sectet Cause. 1755 Johnson,
LaTi'. an established and constant mode or process; a fixed

conespondence of cause and effect. 1764 Rf.iu tmjuby vi.

§ 13 The laws of nattue are nothing else but the most
general facts relating to the operations of nature. 1794

J. Hution Philos. Light, etc. 16 We. .name those rules of

action the laws of nature. 1827 Whatl ly Logic \ 1837) 361

The conformity of individual ca*es to the general rule u
that which constitutes a Law of Nature. 1865 Reader -'9 Apr.

484/3 A Law expresses an invariable order of phenomena
or facts. 1875 Maine Hist. Instit. (ed. 41 373 Law., has
been applied derivatively to the orderly sequences of Nature.

1883 H. Dri.mmono Nat. Laiv in Spir. W (ed. 2) 5 Trie-

Laws uf Nature are simply statements of the ordeily con-

dition of things in Nature. 1898 G. Mkhkdith Odes Fr.
hist. 62 Those firm laws Which we name Gods.

b. With reference to a particular science or field

of inquiry.
Laws 0/motion '. chiefly used spec, for the three following

I propositions formulated by Newton : (1) A_ body must con-

tinue in its state of rest or of uniform motion in a straight

1

line, unless acted on by some external force ; (2) Change of

motion takes place in the direction of the impressed foice,

and is proportional to it ; (3) Action and reaction are equal,

and in contrary directions.

1668 Phil. Trans. 111. 864 A Summary Account given by
Dr. John Wallis, Of theGeneial Laws of Mot ion,., communi-
cated to the R. Society, Novemb 26. 1668. 1669 Ibid. IV.

925 A Summary Account Of the Laws of Motion, communi-
cated by Mr. Christian Hugcns in a Letter to the R. Society.

1726 tr. Gregory's Astron. 1. 112 The Law of Attraction

being the same as before. 1727-52 Chambers Cyil. s.v.

I Motion, The general laws of motion were first brought into

a system .. by Dr. Wallis, Sir Christopher Wren, and M.
Huygens. 1765 Blackstone Comm. I. Introd. § 2. 38 The
laws of motion, of gravitation, of optics, or mechanics.

1849 M \caulay Hist. Fug. i. I. 48 Whoever passes in Ger-

;

many from a Roman Catholic to a Protestant principality .

.

finds that he has passed from a lower to a higher grade of

civilization. On the other side of the Atlantic the same law
prevails. 1854 Brewster More Worlds xv. 221 The law of

universal gravitation is established for several of these

systems. 1857 S. P. Hall in Merc. Marine Mag. {1858) V.

11 It does seem strange that, .greater attention is not given

to the Law of Storms, i860 Tyndall Glac. it. xi. 289 As
regards the motion of the surface of a glacier, two laws are to

be borne in mind. 1864 Kowen Logic ix. 308 The fact that

water stands at this level is ranked among many other fact*.,

i

which are comprehended under the general statement called

a Law of Hydrostatics. 1877 E. R. Conder Bos. Faith iii. 122

The laws of reasoning. 1884 tr. Lotze\s Metaph. 333 Stated

in its complete logical form a law is always a universal

hypothetical judgment, which states that whenever C is or

holds good, E is or holds good.

C. In certain sciences, particular 'laws* are known
by the names of their discoverers, as in the follow-

ing examples. (Most of these terms are of general

European currency, their equivalents being used in

Fr., Ger., It., etc.)

(a) Astronomy.
Bode's law, an empirical formula representing the dis-

tances of the orbits of the other planets from the orbit of

Mercury as forming an approximate geometrical progres-

sion. Kepler's laws, the three propositions established

by J[ohn Kepler (1571-1630) with regard to the planetary

motions : (i) That the planets move ip ellipses, the sun being

15-2
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in one of the foci ; (2) That the radius vector of a planet
describes equal areas in equal times ; (3) That the square
of the periodic time of a planet is directly proportional to

the cube of its mean distance from the sun.

1781 Chambers' Cycl., Kepler's Law, is that law ofthe plane-

tary motions discovered by Kepler. 1805 Edin. Rev. Jan.

443 Kepler's Laws. 1833 Hfrschel Astron. Index, Bode's
law of planetary distances. 1837 Whewell Itulnct.Sci. 1. 416
One of the important rules known to us as ' Kepler's laws '.

(b) Physks,
Avogadro's law, the law that equal volumes of different

gases, pressure and temperature being equal, contain^ the

same number of molecules. Boyle's law, the principle,

published by Robert lioyle about 1662, that the volume of

a given mass of gas (the temperature being constant) varies

inversely as the pressure. Charles's law, the law dis-

covered by Alex. Ce'sar Charles (1 746-1 823) that for every

degree centigrade of rise in temperature, the volume of a
pas increases by -00366 of its amount at zero. Dulong and
Petit's law, the law that all the chemical elements have
approximately the same atomic heat.

i860 Maxwell Sci. Papers (1890) 1. 389 Boyle and
Mariotte's law. 1863 Atkinson GanoCs Physics 110 The
laws of the compressibility of gases were studied separately

by Boyle and by Mariotti. . . Each of these philosophers ar-

rived at the same law, which in England bears the name of

Boyle's, and on the continent of Mariotti's. /61W.2ZS Dulong
and Petit's law may be thus expressed ; the same quantity

of heat is needed to heat an atom of all simple hodies to the

same extent. 1880 Cleminshaw tr. Witrtz" Atomic Theory
v. 95 The ' law as it is generally called, of Avogadro and
Ampere may be enunciated as follows : Equal volumes of

gases or vapours contain the same number of molecules. 1884
Daniell Princ. Physics 223 Then the volume varies as the

'absolute temperature' (Charles's Law, often attributed to

Gay Lussac).

(7) Philology.

Grimm's law, the rule formulated by Jacob Grimm (in the
2nd ed. of his Deutsche Grammatik, 1 S22) with regard to the
representation in the Germanic langs. of certain consonants
of the primitive Aryan language. Grimm's statement was
that original aspirates became media: in Gothic, Ix>w German,
English, Old Norse, etc. and tenues in High German ;

original media: became tenues in Gothic, etc., and 'aspirates'

{supposed to be represented by spirants and affricates) in

High German; and original tenues became 'aspirates' in

Gothic, etc. and mediae in High German. The formula is no
longer accepted as correct, but the name of ' Grimm's law ' is

still applied to its rectified form, which is too complicated to

be stated here. Verner's law, discovered by Karl Verner
of Copenhagen in 1875, deals with a class of exceptions to

Grimm's law, and is to the effect that an original Germanic
voiceless spirant, when following or terminating a primi-
tively unaccented syllable, became a voiced spirant, which
jn the historic Germanic langs. is under certain conditions
represented by a media ; the z which according to the
' law ' results from s is, except in Gothic, normally repre-

sented by r. Grassmann's law, published by Hermann
Grassmann in 1863, is that when primitive Aryan had two
aspirates in the same or successive syllables the former of

them was in Sanskrit changed into the corresponding
media, and in Greek into the corresponding tenuis.

1841 Latham Eng. Lang. 190 An important fact relating

to the change of consonants, which is currently called

Grimm's Law. 1878 Sweet in Academy 9 Feb. 123/2 Ver-
ner's law [explained].

(d) Pol. Econ.
Gresham's law, the principle, involved in Sir Thomas

Gresham's letter to Q. Elizabeth in 1558, that 'bad money
drives out good 1

, i.e. that when debased money (sc. coins
reduced in weight or fineness, or both) is current in the
same country with coins of full legal weight and fineness,

the latter will tend to be exported, leaving the inferior

money as the only circulating medium.
1858 Macleod Elcm. Pol. Econ. .77 As he was the first

to perceive that a bad and debased currency is the cause ol

the disappearance of the good money, we are only doing
what is just, in calling this great fundamental law of the
currency by his name. We may call it Gresham's law of
the currency.

18. In generalized sense : Laws (of Natnre) in

general ; the order and regularity in Nature of
which laws are the expression,
« 1853 Robertson Serm. Ser. iv. iii. (1876) 26 Such an

event is invariably followed by such a consequence. This
we call law. 1865 Mojeley Mirac.W. 39 In the argument
against miracles the first objection is that they are against
law. 1866 Dk. Argyll Reign Law ii. (1867) 64 We have Law
as applied simply to an observed Order of facts. 1873
H. Spencer Stud. Sociol. ii. 42 The accepted conception of
law is that of an established order to which the manifesta-
tions of a power or force conform. 1883 H. Drummond
Nat. Law in Spir. W. i. 1. {1884^ s The fundamental con-
ception of Law is an ascertained working sequence, .among
the Phenomena of Nature.

19. Math. The rule orprinciple on which a series,

or the construction of a curve, etc., depends.
1805-17 R. Jameson Char. Min. fed. 3) 163 The law which

produces an octahedron from a cube.

IV. 20. Sport. An allowance in time or dis-

tance made to an animal that is to be hunted, or

to one of the competitors in a race, in order to

ensure equal conditions ; a start; in phrases to get
y

give, have {fair) law (of).
1600 R. Whyte in Nichols Progr. Q. Eliz. III. 91 Hir

Grace .. sawe sixteen buckes (all having fayre lawe) pulled
downe with greyhoundes, in a laund. 1607 Markham Caval.
in. (1617) 82 That the formost getting his law of the hind-
most, do win the wager. 161 1 — Country Content. I. vii.

(1668) 43 That the Fewterer shall give the Hare twelve score
Law, ere he loose the Greyhounds. 1666-7 Denham Direct.
Paint, i. v. 7 So Huntsmen fair unto the Hares give Law.
1704 Collect. Voy. (Churchill) III. 40/1 If the Bird has Law
of him, he will hardly overtake him. 1706 E. Ward Hud.
Rediv. (1707) I. 1. 22 The silly Hare.. Having good Law,
sat down to rest her. 1787 G. White Selbome vl (1789) 18
When the devoted deer was separated from his companions,

they gave him, by their watches, law,, .for twenty minutes.
1811 .Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 142 Give her law and she'll

hold it a mile. 1829 J. R. Best Pers. «y Lit. Mem. 77 Tbe
accident was owing to his giving his horse too much law.
1861 Whyte Melville Mkt. Harb. x. (ed. 12) 82 The fox.,
having obtained, .a little law of his pursuers, takes advantage
of the lull to slip away. 1883 E. Pennell-Elmmrst Cream
Leicestersh. 312 The pack were now together,, .the fox had
gained but little law.

b. Hence, Indulgence, mercy.
1649 Fuller Just Man's Funeral 17 God will give them

fair law. 1719 De Foe Crusoe it. xi. (1840)236 Merchant-
ships show but little law to pirates, if they get them in their
power. 1848 T. H. Newman Loss

<fr
Gain 289 We shall have

you back again among us by next Christmas . . 1 can't give
you greater law. 1849 E. E. Napier Excnrs. S. Africa II.

101 The *on dit* is that he has ten days more law. 1879
Geo. Eliot Coll. Break/. /\594, 1 will never grant One
inch of law to fetfble blasphemies.

V. ailrib. and Comb.
21. Simple attributive, a. Pertaining to the law

as a body of rules to be obeyed, as in law-system
;

pertaining to law as a department of study, as in

law authority,dictionary, -faculty,language, -learn-
ing, -library, -lore, -pedant, -point, -school, -student,

-tractate, -vocable, -word ; pertaining to the legal

profession, as law-craft, -gentleman, -list, -person,

f -solicitor; pertaining to forensic procedure and
litigation, as inflaw-bar, -case, -charges, -chicanery1

,

costs, -court, -fight, -quirk, -reports, -sale, -suitor,

-writings; pertaining to the Mosaic dispensation
or to the law in opposition to the gospel, as in law-
covenant, -curse, -work, -worker.
1818 Cobbett Pol. Reg. XXXIII. 381 His book is the

greatest of all * Law-Authorities. 1602 Warner Alb. Eng.
xii. lxxiii. 302 At Westminsters *Law-Barres. 1710 Tatlcr
No. 190 r 3 No one would offer to put a *Law-Case to me.
1776 Foote Bankrupt 111. Wks. 1799 II. 126 The Attorney
General to the paper, that answers the law cases, is not come
yet. 1669 Marvell Corr. cxii. Wks. 1872-5 II. 271 Your
* law-charges here amount not to 5H. 1819 Hermit in London
II. 135 Long acquainted with law-persons and law-charges.
1795 Burke Trat ts Popery Laws iv. Wks. IX. 394 Vexatious
litigation and crooked *law-chicanery. t6i8 Bolton Florus
iv. xii. (1636) 325 Hee durst set up a * Law-court, and sit in

judgement within his Crxmpe. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat.
(1834) II. 258 Justification . . is a term taken from the law.
courts. 1878 N. Amcr. Rci>. CXXVII. 57 Condemned by
the law-courts. 1803 A. Swanston Serm.

«fr
Led. II. 168

The term of the *law-covenant might be somewhat relaxed.

1587 Goloing De Mornay xx. (1617) 345 *Lawecraft hath
I almost as many sundry lawes as cases. 183a Southey in

Q. Rev. XLVII. 504 The sober follies which disgrace our
!

law-craft. 1786 A. Gib Sacred Contempt. 11. 1. iii. 177
Through a full effect of the * law-curse to which they are
naturally subjected. 1594 Carew Huarte s Exam. Wits
xi. (1596) 154 In the Maw-faculty euery law containeth
a seueral particular case. 1880 Mrs. Oliphant He that
will not, etc xxxi, He could not fight for his inheritance.,
unless indeed it were a Maw-fight in the courts. 1837
Dickens Pickiv. xlvi, If you *law-gentl<mnen do these things
on speculation, why you must get a loss now and then you
know. 1808 Bentham Sc. Reform 43 *Law-learning, with
falshood for the basis of it. 1799 H. K. White Let. to bro.

Neville Rem. {1825) 179 With. .a very large Maw library to
refer to. 185* Dickens Bleak Ho. x, Almanacs, diaries,
and Maw-lists. 1812 Jefferson Writ. (1830) IV. 179 The.

.

chaos of Maw-lore from which we wished to be emancipated.
1751 H. Walpole Lett. (1846) II. 382 Vou would easily
believe this story, if you knew what a mere Maw-pedant
it is ! 1819 Maw-persons

j

[see law-charges above]. 1819
Scott in Biog. Notices ii. (1880) 385 If a Mawpoint were
submitted tobim. 1667 Decay Chr. Piety vii. p 10 Solicitous

1

.. to .. leave nothing to the mercy of a Maw-quirk. 1888
Lighihall Vug. Seigneur 70 Before the parish church, just
after mass on Sunday forenoon, the bailifTcries his Maw-sales.
1738 Warbur ton Z?jV.Z,<gytf. 1. 431 That known Story of two
*Law Sollicitors. 1884 HarpersMag. LXVI 1 1. 817 The next
call was upon S—,a young Maw-student, a 17*0 Sheffield
(Dk. of Buckhm.) Wks. (1753) I. 160 We did not, as Maw-
suitors for contention, Disburse more charges than the prize
was worth. 1880 Gladstone in Daily Neivs 17 June 2/4
Allowing for all the differences in the Maw system of the
two countries. 1649 Milton Eikon. v. 45 To which and
other *Law-tractats I referr the more Lawyerlie mooting of
this point. 1845 Carlyle Cromwell (1871) V. 60 Hundreds
of *Law-vocables, a 1654 Selden Table-T. (Arb.) 64 Alto,
dinm is a *Law-word contrairy to Fendum. 1645 Ruther-
ford Tryal Tri. Faith (1845) l9% God healeth the sinner
from his guiltiness (it is a law-word). lt>id. 149 It is likely

Judas and Cain.. had some Maw-work in their heart, and
yet were never converted. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xii, Wi'
ony rag of human rightenusness, or formal law-work, i860
N. Macmichael Pilgrim Ps. 251 Law-work keeps him
struggling . . for years before he finds peace in believing.

*577 Vautrodillier Luther on Ep. Gal. 131, I haue the
author and Lord of the Scripture wyth me, on whose side
I will rather stand, then beleue all the rablement of 'Law-
workers. 1701 Loud. Gaz. No. 3749/6 The original Titles
to Estates, and other *Law-Writings.

b. Pertaining to or commonly used for legal

treatises or documents, as law-binding, -calf, -sheep.

1727-51 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Book-binding, French-binding,
law-binding, marble-binding [etc.]. 1837 Dickkns Pickw.
xxxiv, Goodly octavos, with a red label behind, and that
underdone-pie-crust-colourcd cover, which is technically
known as * law-calf. 1879 CasselCs 'Pechn. Educ. IV. 89/1
The uncoloured skin, .is used in the peculiar style of binding
called Law. 1895 J. Zaehnsdorp Hist. Bookbind. 25 Law
Calf.—Law books are usually bound in calf left wholly un-
coloured.

C. with the sense 'as defined by law, according

to the legal view as in law-goodness, 'guilt, -infant,

obligation, fpower, reckoning, righteousness ; law-
honest adj.

1850 Robertson Serm. Ser. ill. v. 65 Goodnes , . . which is

produced by rewards and punishments—Maw goodness,Maw-
righteousnt-ss. 1645 Rutherford Tryal Tri. Faith (1845)
197 Not only shall justification free us.. from all Maw-guilt.

.

but [etc.]. 1873 Spectator 22 Feb. 236/2 To find repre-
sentatives who after a double winnowing are commonly
* Maw honest will abstain from actual bribes or actual
plundering of the State till. 1810 Sporting Mag. XXXV. 62
The consent and approbation of the fair Maw-infant. 1645
Rutherford Tryal <y Tri. Faith (1845) 201 Christ's pardon
in like manner doth remove a Maw-obligation to eternal
death. 1647 Mercurius Brit., His Spectacles 4 A King.,
whilest he is absent from his Parliament as a man, he is

legally and in his *Law-power present, 1800 A. Swanston
Sertn. Led. I. 326^ The sufferings which Christ endured
are his by God's gracious imputation and in Maw-reckoning.

22. a. Objective, as law-bearer, -evader, -framer,
-fulfiller, ^-monger, -preacher, f-racker; law-
catching, -making, -preaching vbl. sbs. ; law-
magnifying vbl. sb. and ppl. a.; law-contemning,
-cracking, -loving, f -monging, -revering adjs. b.
Instrumental, as law-beaten, -bound, -condemned,

-forced, -locked, -made, -ridden adjs. c. Locative,
as law-learned adj. ; hence law-lcarnedness.
1483 Cath. Angl. 210/2 A *Law berer, legifer. 1645

Milton Tetrach. Wks. 1851 IV. 190 Let the buyer beware,
saith the old *Law-beaten terme. a 1613 Overbury Charac.,
Franklin Wks. (1856) 149 To bee Maw-bound among men,
is like to be hide-bound among his beasts. 16*5 Fletcher
& Shirley 1ft. Walker iv. i, I'll . . let my Lady go a-foot a
* Law-catching. 1681 Flavel Meth. Grcue vi. 120, I am a
Maw-condemned, and a self-condemned sinner. 1805 Scott
Last Miustr.iv. xxiv, Your Maw contemning kinsmen. 1606
Wily Beguiled B 4 b, This Mawcracking cogfoyst. 1894 H.
Gardener Unoff. Patriot i Being both a law-breaker and a
Maw-evader. 1794 Coleridge Relig. Musings I. 102 The
morsel toss'd by Maw-forced charity. 1876 Fox Bourne Locke
1 1 1. xiii. 392-3 Expert Maw-framers. 1870 Spurgeon Treas.
Dav. Ps. xl. 8 The atoning sacrifice, the Maw-fulfiller. 1606
Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iv. 11. Trophies 1308 The *Law-
learnd Sage. 1658-9 Burtons Diary (1828) IV. 121 A Iaw-
karned head and an eloquent tongue. 1895 Jane Menzies
Cynenvulfs Elene 38 The law-learned one, the ancient sage.
1826 Bentham in Westm. Rev. Oct. 492 *Law-learnedness
in this and the higher grade. 1886 G. Allen Maimie's
Sake xiv, We must behave ourselves like civilized people,
clothed and * law-locked. 1698 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. ii.

in. Colonics 424 Th' ingenious, Towr-full, and *Law-loving
Soil, Which Jove did with his Leman's name en-stile. i6*a
Drayton Poly-olb. xxn. i^His father the lord Weljs, who
he supposed might sway His so outrageous son with his
lov'd Maw-made brother, Sir Thomas Dymock. 1744 E.
Erskine Serm. Wks. 1871 III. 185 The Maw-magnifying
righteousness of Christ. 1786 A. Gib Sacred Contempt. 337
The justice-satisfying and law-magnifying of His atonement.
1690 Child Disc. Trade (ed. 4) 33 Every nation does pro-
ceed according to peculiar methods of their own in.. Maw-
making. 1645 Milton Colast. 18 Though this catering
* Law-monger bee bold to call it wicked, a 1693 Urqn-
hart's Rabelais ill. xliv. 362 *Law-monging Attorneys.

1645 Rutherford Tryal Tri. Faith ^(1845) 144 Your
"law-preachers lead men from the foundation, Christ. 1875
E. White Life in Christ 111. xxii. (1878) 322 Those ante-
diluvians who had heard the Maw-preaching of Enoch and
of Noah. 1635 Brathwait Arcad. Pr. 217 If I should be
Judge, .. *Law-rackers should be all made readers of the
Anatomy Lecture in Pluto's court. 1862 S. Lucas Secnlaria
200 Their act is memorably characteristic of our Maw-
revering race. 1835 Marryat Olla Podr. iii, England is

no longer priest-ridden . . but . . she is */aw-ridden. 1874
Helps Soc. Press, ii. 23 A very considerably law-ridden
country.

23. Special comb. : law-act, (a) a transaction in

law; (b) (see Act sb. 8); law-bible, applied by
Irish Roman Catholics to the Authorized Version

;

law-bred a., bred or trained in legal studies ; law-
church (disparagingly), the Established Church

;

flaw-daughter (see 3c above); flaw-driver,
one who drives or works at the law ; a lawyer

;

f law-father (see 3 e above) ; f law-free a., not

legally convicted or condemned ; law-French, the

corrupt variety of Norman French used in English

law-books ; f law-house, a court of justice ; law-
keeper, f (a) a guardian of the law ; -= Gr. vofto-

<pvka£ ;
(b) an observer of tbe law ; law-Latin, the

barbarous Latin of early English statutes; law-
lord, (a) one of the members of the House ofLords
qualified to take part in its judicial business

;
{b) in

Scotland colloq., one of those judges who have by
courtesy the style of c Lord

' ;
law-lordship, the

office or dignity of a law-lord ; law-neck- eloth,
humorous for *a pillory'; law-office (U.S.), a
lawyers office ; law-officer, a public functionary

employed in the administration of the law, or to

advise the government in legal matters; spec, in

England, law-officer (of the Crown), either the

Attorney or Solicitor General; hence law-officer-

ship', flaw-place, (a) a post as law professor;

(b) position in the eye of the law ; law-post, ? a

post marking the limit of * law ' (sense 20) ; f law-
prudent a. [afterjurisprttdenlid], marked by legal

learning; flaw-puddering, pothering about the

law; flaw -setter, a lawgiver; law-term, (a)

a word or expression used in law ; (b) one of the

periods appointed for the sitting of the law-courts

;

law-writer, f (a) a legislator
;

(b) one who writes

books on law; (<:) one who copies or engrosses

legal documents.



LAW. 117 lawedT
1645 Rutherfobo Tryal <$ Tri. Faith (1845) 215 The re-

newed apprehension of the grace of God . . maketh not
a new forensical and *law-act. 1708 J. Chamberlayne St.

Gt. Brit. 1. 111. xi. 470 After a Man has heen five years
Katchellor of Law, or seven years Master of Arts, he may
be Doctor of Law, provided he keep two Law-Acts, and
Oppose once. 1847 w« Cakleton '1 raits Irish Peasantry
(i860) 11. 5 The consoling reflection that he swore only on
a *Law Bible. 1836 Sir H. Taylor Statesman xxxii. 251
The fault of a *jaw-hred mind lies commonly in seeing too

much of a question, not seeing its parts in their due pro-

portions. i8a6 in Cobbett Rur. Rides (1885) II. 185 He
wishes to support the *law church, and the army. 1845
G. Oliver Biog. yesnits 42 A minister of the Law-church
was called in for his opinion. 1583 Stanyhurst sEneis ir.

(Arb.) 60 And Hecuba old Princesse dyd I see, with number,
an hundred *Law daughters. 1625 Fletcher & Shirley
Nt. Walker iv. i, She's the merriest thing among these *law-
drivers, And in their studies half a day together. 1583
Stanyhurst ALneis^ it. (Arb. ) 54 Next cooms thee lusty

Choroebus Soon to king Priamus by law : thus he *lawfather
helping, a 1670 Spalding Troub. C/tas. I (Bannatyne Club)
I. 12 To quyte him who had married his sister, so long as

he was *Iaw free, he could not with his honour. 1644 Milton
Educ. Wks. (1847) 00/2 To smatter Latin with an English
mouth, is as ill a bearing as *law French. 1876 Digby
Real Prop. v. 205 note, The reports in the Year Books are

written in the strange jargon called law-French, a 1610
Healey Theophrastus (1636) 91 Stroutirig it in the *Lawe
house, saying ; There is no dwelling in this Citte. 1644 Mil-
ton Areop. (Arb.) 40 That no Poet should so much as read to

any privat man, what he had writt'n, untill the Judges and
*Law-keepers had seen it. 1894 H. Gardener Unoff. Patriot

3 [A man may] be at once a law-breaker and a good man,
or a law-keeper and a bad one. a 1613 Ovehburv A Wife
(1638) 192 He hates all but *Law-Latine. 1713 Berkeley
Guardian No. 62 P 4 An imitation of the polite style, . . is

abandoned for law-Latin. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, v, 1 ken
our law-latin offends Mr. Butler's ears. 1773 Burke Corr.

(1844) 1. 444 The measure . . will not be opposed in council

by any great *law-lord in the kingdom. 1883 Freeman in

Loiigm. Mag
%
II. 482 There has been something like the

revival of a Kind of professional peerage in the persons of

certain of the law-lords. 1901 Dundee Advertiser 12 Apr.,
' Lord Newbottle '—there never was such a title in the

Scottish Peerage, though it was a law-lord's title.^ 188a Daily
News 3 June 2/2 An Irish Judge had been nominated to fill

one of the *law-lordships of the House of Lords. 1789 Wol-
cot (P. Pindar) Expost. Odevx. Wks. 1812 II. 228 Perchance
*Law Neck-cloths, form'd of deal or oak.. Shall rudely hug
his harmless throat. 1896 Chatauqua Mag. Dec. 322/1 The
daily routine and drudgery ofa *law-office. 1781 SirW.Jones
Ess. Bailments 85 The great *Iaw-officer of the Othman
court. 1817 Sp. Earl Liverpool in Petri. Debates 778 It

might turn out, that the law officers in 1801 had acted upon
their own opinion. 1896 Daily News 1 July 7/2 An Under-
Secretaryship for India . . was a poor substitute for a
*Law Officership. 1587 in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS.
Comm.) 25 A *Lawe place now voyde by the departure of
M r Doctor Day. a 1771 J. Gill in Treas. Dav. Ps. cxix. 122

Put himself in their law-place and stead, and became re-

sponsible to law and justice for them. 1741 Compl. Earn.-
Piece 11. i. 309 The first, which is next the Dog-house and
Pens, is the *Law- Post, and is distant from them 160 Yards.
1645 Milton Tetrack. 55 Heerin declaring his annotation
to be slight & nothing *law prudent. — Colas t. 16 The
Servitor . . declaring his capacity nothing refin'd since his

*Law-puddering, but still the same it was in the Pantry,
and at the Dresser. 157a L. Lloyo Pilgr. Pr. (1607) 65
Lycurgus that auncient *law-setter. 1693 DRYnEN Juvenal
(1697) p. lxvi, Writings, which my Author Tacitus, from
the *Law-Term, calls famosos libellos. 1758 S. Haywaro
Serm. i. 11 The word Condemnation is a law-term. 1580
Hollybano Treas. Er. Tong

y
Legislaleur,..a Law-maker,

a *Iawe-writer.

t Law, sb.2 Obs. Also 5 lagh, 6 Sc. lacht,

lauch. Cf. Lawing sb. Sc. [ad. ON. lag market-
price] Score, share of expense, legal charge.
C 1410 Hoccleve Crt Good Company 33 Paie your lagh.

15. . Peebles to Play xi, Ane bad pay, ane ither said, nay,
Byd quhill we rakin our lauch. 1530 Extracts Aberd.
Reg. (1844) 1. 137 The said day, lohne Anderson was con-
victed in ane lacht of vj scillingis .. because he [etc.].

Law (1§), sb$ Sc. and north. Also 3-5 lau(e,

4 3 7 lawe. [Northern repr. OE, hldw Low sb.]

I. A hill, esp. one more or less round or conical.

Sometimes with local designation prefixed, as

North Berwick Law, Cushat Law.
#1300 Cursor M. 4081 Wit pair fee bituix hair lauus.

Ibid. 7393 * He es he said, ' bar he es won, Wit our seep
apon pe lau.* 13. . E. E. A Hit. P. B. 092 No}t saued watz
bot Segor pat sat on a lawe.^ £1470 Henryson Mor. Fab.
v. (Pari. Beasts) vii, Ane vnicorne come lansand ouer ane
law. 1628 Cokk On Litt. 5 b, I^aw signifieth a hill. 1807
Heaorick Arran 154 Artificial hills, called laws, in various
parts of the country. 1813 Hogg Queers Wake 69 We
raide the tod doune on the hill, The martin on the law. 1825
J.Wilson Noct.Ambr. Wks. I. 96 1 11c forest shaw and
lofty law Frae grief and gloom arouse ye. 189a Stevenson
Across the Plains 209 You might climb the Law . . and be-
hold the face of many counties.
attrib. c 1420 Anturs of Arlh. Iii, He ladde bat lady so

longe by pe lawe sides.

f 2. A monumental tumulus of stones. Obs.
1607 Camden Britannia 660 In quibus quod mireris,

plures sunt lapidum strues admodum magnae Lawes
vocant, quas in memoriam occisorum olim aggestas credunt
vicini.

Law (1§), v. [OE. lagian, f. lagu Law sbX[
I I. trans. To ordain (laws) ; to establish as a
law; to render lawful. Obs.
a 1023 Wulfstan Horn. Ii. (Napier) 274/7 La^jab gode

woroldlafcan and lecfcaS paertoeacan, paet ure cristendom
faeste stande. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1206 As his ahne goddlec
labede hit ant lokede. 1651 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng.
It. xxvii. (1739) 124 The King hath a power of Lawing and
Unlawing in Christ's Kingdom.

b. To command or impose as law. rare-1
.

1855 Bailey Mystic 82 The vast Baobab .. Within whose
cavernous, .trunk Meet village senates, lawing peace and
war To dusky tribes.

f c. 7o law it : to act the lawgiver. Obs.

1653 H. Cogan Scarlet Gown Ep. Ded., That pragma-
tique Superintendent Court, and Consistory, which Lords and
Lawes it, or would willingly doe so, over the whole world,

d. Sc. (J nonce-use.) To give the law to
J
control.

178s Burns Women s Minds iv, But for how lang the file

I may stang. Let inclination law that.

2. intr. To go to law, litigate. Also to law it.

Also colloq. or dial, in indirect passive.
la 1550 Hyc Way to Spyttel Ho. 709 in Hazl. F. P. P. IV.

59 They that lawe for a debt vntrew. 1581 Mulcaster
Positions xxxvi. (1887) 138 He will needes lawe it, which

1
careth for no lawe. 1624 Fletcher Rule a Wife iv. iii, Ye
must law and claw before ye get it. 171a Arbdthnot John

I

Bull 11. iii, If we law it on, till Lewis turns honest, I am
j

afraid our credit will run low at ttlackwell Hall ! a 1734
North Lives I. 108 There [sc. Ho. of Lords] the knight
lawed by himself, for no person opposed him. 1866 Geo.
Eliot F. Holt (1868) 7 People who inherited estates that
were lawed about.
quasi-trans. 1742 Fielding y. Andrews 11. v, Two of my

neighbours have been at law nbout a house, till they have
both lawed themselves into a gaol.

b. trans. To go to law with, proceed against in

the courts.

1647 Trapp Comm. 1 Cor. vi. 7 By your litigious lawing
one another, you betray a great deal of weaknesse. 1786
Nelson in Nicolas Disp. (1845) I. 169 One sends me a chal-

lenge ; another Laws me : but I keep them all off. i860
Reaoe Cloister $ H. (1861) IV. 398 Alas, poor soul ! And for

what shall I law him? 1870 E. Peacock Ralf Skirt. II.

117 You can't law a man ye knaw for a job like that.

3. To mutilate (an animal) so as to render it

incapable of doing mischief. Almost exclusively

I

spec, to Expeditate (a dog). Obs. exc. Hist.

I

XS34 G. Ferrers tr. Carta de Foresta in Gi. Charter etc.

i § 6 (1542) B ij b, He whose dog is not lawed [orig. ex-
peditatus] & so founde shalbe amercyed [etc.]. 1610 W,
Folkingham Art of Survey in. iv. 71 Foote-geld implies I

a Priuiledge to keepe Dogges within the Forrest not ex-

peditated or lawed sans controule. 1616 Rich Cabinet 54 b.

His own [cattle] are so ringed, and yoakt, and lawde, that {

they neuer tre^passe on any other man. 1866 Chamb. Jml. I

xxvnt. 261 They were forbidden to take anything for lawing
|

dogs. 1886 Contemp. Rev. XX. 505 The cur which the 1

husbandman kept might only exist if he had been ' lawed \ |

or so mutilated, that the idea of poaching was for ever
banished from his mind.

Law (lg), int. Now vulgar. Also 9 laws. 1

[Cf. La, Lo, of which it may have been in origin

an alteration prompted by an instinctive sense of

expressiveness in the vowel sound ; in later use it

has coalesced with lor — Lokd as an exclamation.]

An exclamation now expressing chiefly astonish-
j

ment or admiration, or (often) surprise at being

asked a question ; in early use chiefly asscveratiye.
[

With t law ye cf. la you s.v. La.
1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 414 To begin Wench, so Cod

helpe me law, My love to thee is sound sans cracke or flaw.

i6oa Marston Antonio"s Rev. iv. iii. Wks. 1856 I. 125 Lawe
1, I begin to swell—puffe. 1620 Shelton Quix. 11. xxv.
169 Law ye there (quoth Sancho) did not I tell you [etc.].

176a Ann. Reg. 134 ' O law, madam said the poor children.

1813 Sketches Ckarac. (ed. 2) I. 59 Law ! 1 wonder at that,

replied Mrs. ManselL 1853 *C. Heoe' Verdant Green
\. vi, ' Law bless me, sir 1863-5 J. Thomson Sunday at
Hampstead ix, But law ! Think of becoming a poor naked
squaw I 1878 Mrs. Stowe Poganuc P. iii. 26 Laws, he's

an old bachelor. 1887 R. M. Johnston in Harper's Mag.
Apr. 729/1 Ah, law me ! Cut it's no business of mine. Ibid.

729/2 Good gracious, laws o' mercy, sister !

Law, obs. form of Lave, Lay sb.'1 . Low.
Law-abiding, a. [f. Law sb.i + pr. pple. of

Abide v. The formation may have been due to

a reminiscence of the next word.] Abiding by,

i.e., maintaining or submitting to the law.
1867 Freeman Norm. Com/. I. vi. 558 The great Earl .

.

who on every other occasion appears as conciliatory and law-
abiding. 1878 Bosw. Smith Carthage 63 If the Roman
people had not been the most law-abiding people in the
world all public business must have come to a standstill.

Hence Law-abidingness.
1880 Fortn. Rev. Feb. 311 National self-respect demands

a decent conformity to law-ahidingness and morality. 1889
Spectator 28 Sept., That most useful of civic virtues, law-
abidingness.

Lawaier, -ayer, obs. forms of Lmvter.
Lawar(e, obs. Sc. form of Laver sb.2

t Law-biding,///, a. Sc. Obs. [f. Law s6A +
pres. pple. of Bide v. to await.]

1. * Waiting the regular course of law* (Jam.).
1597 Skene De Verb. Sign. s.v. Recognition, Gif the

vassall is fugitive for slauchter, and not law bidand, the
superiour may [etc.].

2. a. Standing good in law. b. Able to answer
an accusation.

1637 Rutherford Lett. (1862) I. 268, 1 cannot take God's
word without a caution as if Christ had lost and sold His
credit and were not in my books responsal and lawbiding.

'755 Guthrie's Trial 112 (Jam.) The soul is pursued for

guilt more or less, and is not law-biding ; Christ Jesus is the
city of refuge.

Law-board (-brod, etc.), var. Lay-board dial.

Law-book. |X Law sbA + Book; cf. ON.
Ifg-m.]
1. A book containing a code of laws.

c 1200 Ormin 16944 nahht ma^ ec bitacnenn uss All

batt stafflike lare Off Moysaesess la^heboc. 1860 Max
Muller Hist. Sanskrit Lit. lntrod. (ed. 2) 62 The different

dates ascribed to Mann as the author of our Law-book.
2. Chiefly //. A book treating of law.

*555 Gardiner Will in Wills Doctors Com. (1863) 43, I l>e-

queathtoThomasWorlicheallmyhumanitieandlawebookes.
1660 Trial Regie. 10 Gentlemen, Let me tell you what our
Law-books say. 1720-21 C. Phii-ps in Swift's Lett. (1766) II.

13 The oldest man alive, or any law-book, cannot give any
instance of such a proceeding. 1781 Gibbon Decl. <y F. xvii.

II. 42 In the fourth century, many camels might have been
laden with law-books. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U. S. 1. xvii.

495 Europe suffered from the multiplication of law-books.

Law-borrOW. Sc. Law. Now only in plural.

Also 5 -burgh, pi. -borowis, -bowrous, -boris,

7-9 -burrows, [f. Law sb.l + Borrow sb.~\ The
legal security required from a person that he will

not injure the person, family, or property of another;

security of the peace. Also action, bond of law-

borrows. To swear a law-borrowsagainst (a person )

:

to make an affidavit of being in danger from him.
1457 Sc. Acts yas. //(1814) II. 51/1 And gif ony man be

fedyt . . pe schirref sail furthwithe of bath be parteis tak law
borowis. 1474 Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1844) 1. 406 He was
nocht under law borrowis anent the said William of Cadioti.

1484 Ibid. 40 William Futhes is becumin law burgh that Wil-
liam Vmfray salbe vnscathit in tym cuming. 1597 Sc. Acts
yas. IIt § 13 heading. The Proclamation of generall peace :

Of law-burrowes. 1609 Skene Reg. Alaf, Crimes 142 Gif
ane complains to the Schiref, and desires lawborrows of
ane other man ; and the Schiref doe not his office thereaneut,
he sail pay fourtie poundes. 1752 J. Lovthian Form of
Process App. (ed. 2) 281 Interdictions, Inhibitions, and Law-
burrows. 1864 A. Lkighton Leg. Edin. (1886} 171 Had
forced the deacon to swear a lawborrows against him. 1884
Manch. Exam. 18 Sept. 5/5 John Fraser, sheriff officer,

raised an action oflawburrows against John Nome Anderson.
fig. 1636 Rut hf.hfoku Lett. (1862) 1. 174 Men would have
law-borrows against Christ's cross.

t Law-breach. Obs. [OE. lahbryce, f. lah-,

lagu Law sb.i + bryce breaking.] A breach or

breaking of the law.
10x4 Wllfstan Serm. ad Anglos in Horn, xxxiii. (Napier I

166 note, p«t waes Reworden . .cfurh laewedra lahbryce. 1382
Wyclif Isa. i. 5 Lawe breche or trespassing a^eins the lawe.

t Law-break, v. Obs. rare-', [f. Law slO +
Break v. ; after next sb.] intr. To break the law.

138^Wyclif Is. xlviii. 8, 1 wot forsothe, for lawe brcking
thou shalt lawe brekc [L. praa'aricanspracvaricaberis].

Law'-breaker. [OE. had lahbreca of the

same meaning.] One who violates the law.
[a 1050 Liber Sou/ill. ii. (1889)0 par healdan gebyld we

na scylan ac wiSstandan fam lahbrecan.] c 1440 Pro/up.
Parv. 289/2 Lawe brekare, legirumpus. c 1450 Mironr
Saluacioun 3550 Lawbrekers and ydolatrers with boldc
visage blamed hee. 1547 Primer Oj, Deliuer me . . out of

the hande of the. .lawe breaker. 1611 Shaks. Cymb. i\\ ii.

75 Thou art a Robber, A Law-breaker, a Villainc
;
yeeld thee

Theefe. 1663 Killigrew Parson's Wed. v. ii. (1664) 141

That Tongue, .which now growes hoarse with flattering the

freat Lav -breakers. 1876 Oxford Bible- l/c//>s, Mountains,
t was on Mount Ebal that the cursing of the law-breakers

took place.

So Law-breaking vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1767 Sp.agst. Suspending $ Disp. Prerogative in Hansard
Pari. Hist. (18 13) XVI. 258 There was no such distinction

in the days, when the law-making and the law-breaking pre-

rogative walked forth at noon tide. 1881 limes 9 Apr.

1 1/5 Temporal Courts would deal more timidly with clerical

law-breaking.

Lawch, Lawehter : see Laughs., Laughter L
Lawd, obs. form of Laud, Lewd <z.

Law*-day. Obs. exc. Hist. [f. Law sbX\

1. The day for the meeting of a court of law,

csp. of the sheriff's court, once in six months, or

of the court leet, once a year ; hence used for the

session of such a court, and the court itself.

1235-52 Reni.Glaston. (Som. Rec. Soc.) 189 Salvis duobus
laghedaghes. 129a Vear-bk. 20 # 21 Edw. I (Rolls) 339
A deus lauedaues [printed lauedanes] par an. 1331 Lit.

Cantuar. 31 Oct. (Rolls) I. 403 Ad exigendum et manu-
tenendum jura..ac etiam Curiam nostram de Godmersham,
quae dicitur Laghe daye, die Veneris proxime sequente. 1444
Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1844) 1. 399 The law dayis eftir

M ichelmess. 1467 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 370 That the articles

of the yelde aforeseid be redde and declared at the lawday.

1516 in \V. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 16 Two tymys
yn y e yere to kepe a lawedaye there. 1535 Act 27 Hen. VIII

\

c. 26 § 23 [Lordes marchers] shall have.. their Lordshippes
Courtis Baron Court letes and Lawedayes. 1589 R. Harvky
PI. Perc. (i860) 5, 1 will present you at the law day for a ryot.

1604 Shaks. Oth. Hi. iii. 140 Who ha's that breast so pure,

Wherein vncleanly Apprehensions Keepe Leetes and Law-
dayes? 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 201 Thirdly, that

Thursday should be Court or law-day for deciding contro-

versies. 1641 Termes de la Ley 194 Law-day signifies

a Leet or Sheriffes tourne. 1710 Hearne Collect. 23 Apr.

(O. H. S.) II. 379 A Lawday of the Dean and Canons of

Hereford. 1890 Gross Gild Merck. 11. 105 The 'curia

legalis ' (Law-day) was held yearly the Monday next after

the feast of St. Hilary.

2. A day appointed for the discharge of a bond,

after which the debtor could not at common law
be relieved from the forfeiture.

1492 Ryman Poems xcii. 6 in Archiv Stud. neu. Spr.
LXXXIX. 266, 1 make an ende within shorte space. 1 sette

no lawe day in the case.

LawdeabJe, obs. form of Laudable.
Lawe, obs. form of Laugh, Lave.

t Lawed, ///. a. Obs. [f. Law sbA + -ed* ]

Provided with laws.



LAWFUL.
1639 Saltmarsh Policy 109 In attempts of conquest spie

out and informe your selfe first, whether they be such as

are well lawed and disciplined, or carelesse and disordered.

Lawed, obs. form of Lewd.
Laweour, -er(e, -eyer(e, obs. fT. Lawyer.
Lawer(e, obs. Sc. form of Layer sb*

Lawful (l9*ful), a. Forms : 4 laghful, 4-6 Sc.

lachful, (5 laffull), 5-6 Sc. lauch(t)ful(l» 6 lau-

full, law(e)foll, 6-8 lawfull, 6- lawful, [f.

Law sbl + -ful. Cf. ON. logfallr.]

1. According or not contrary lo law, permitted

by law. Frequent in predicalive use.

1398 Trevisa Bartk. De P.R. xvii. xlviii. (1495) 63 2

was not lawfull to defoylle the laurer tree in vnhoneste and
vnlawfulr vses. c 1440 Prowf. Parv. 289/2 Lawfulle, legi*

titnus. 1526 Tin dale Johnx. 10 It is the sabboth day, it

is not laufult for the to cary thy beed. 1535 Coverdalk
Ezek. xxxiii. 16 In so moch as he doth now the thinge that

is lawfull and right, he shall lyue. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's

Comm. 250 It is law full for all men, to save themselves

from violence. 1590 Swinburne Testaments 11 By this

word lawfull, is excluded . . whatsoeuer is contrary to justice,

pietie, or equity. 1665 Manley Grotins' Lmo C. Wants
739 Upon debate of the matter in the great Council of the

Kingdome, and in a lawful manner. 1718 Lady M. W.
Montagu Let. to C'tess Bristol 10 Apr., He .. inquired

whether it was lawful to permit it. 1796 H. Hunter St.-

Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) III. 642, I shall not examine
whether that possession be lawful. 181 7 W. Selwyn Law
Nisi Prins (ed. 41 II. 922 It shall be law ful for the jury . .to

find a verdict for the plaintiff. 1835 1. 'Jay lor Spir. Despot.

vi. 249 Constantine's establishment of Christianity de-
j

daring it to be a. .Lawful Religion. 1849 Macaulax Hist.
Eng. v. I. 567 A lawful military operation.

t b. Permissible ; allowable, justifiable. Obs.

1599 Shaks. Hen. V, iv. viii. 122 Is it now lawfull and I

yileii^e your Maieslie, to tell how many is kill'd? 1717
j

Fkf.zikr Vby.S. Sea 6g It .seems lawful to believe, that,

among the Children of our common Parent, God has formed !

three Sorts of Colours in the Flesh of Men.

t c. Of a disease : ? Normal. Obs.
1610 RarroUgh Meth. Physick v. xxi. (1639) 3>8 Foure

particular orders to be kept in curing a lawfull Oedema.

2. Appointed, sanctioned, or recognized by law;
legally qualified or entitled. Now chiefly in certain !

traditional collocations, as lawful heir,king,money,
parliament, sovereign, succession, title

;
also, lawful

captive, prey, prize, {to be} lawful game. «
a 1300 CursorM. 26903 pasober [plightesj the quilk he bette !

Hot noght wit penance laghful sett. 1439 E. E. Wills (1882)
j

122, xx markes of laufull money. 11440 Jacob's Well 98 j

Foneue bi lawefull accyoun, & seke ferst loue. 1456 Ex*
tracts Burgh Rec. Peebles (1872) in Geyf thar was ony

|

lachful ar to that land. 1526 Gahvay Arch, in \oth
\

Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 402 No carpenter nor

masson shall have no workeman but that which shallbe .

laufull workeman in that sience [sic]. 1535 Stewart Cron.
Scot. (1858) 111. 393 His eldest sone . . to his place suld

succeid As lauchifuil air. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm.
20 b, Lawfull succession. Ibid. 243 Yf they have any lawful

impediment. 1562 WinJet Cert. Tractates Wks. 1888 I. 2

Thre Questionis, tweching the lauchful vocatioun of Iohne
Knox. 1571 Satir. Poems Reform, xxvi. 118 He being
Crownit in lauchfull Parliament. 1581 Ibid. xliv. ioj That
lauchfull pastors of the Kirk sould be depryuit. 1595 Shaks.

j

John 11. 1. 95 Thou hast vnder-wrought his lawfull King.
1604 — Oth. 1. ii. 51 If it proue lawfull prize, he's made
for euer. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. u. xxviii. 165 A Banished

|

man, is a lawfull enemy of the Common-wealth. 1763
Rhode Island Col. Rec. (1861) VI. 359 All mortgages,
bonds, [etc.] . . wherein the payment of money is . . pro-

'

inised, shall be taken and understood to mean lawful

money. 1766 Foruyce Serm. Vug. Worn. (1767) I. iii. 108
j

They will consider her as lawful game. 1768 Blackstone
Comm. 111. 69 Prize vessels . . condemned in any courts of
admiralty or vice-admiralty as lawful prize. 1817 \V. Selwyn
Law Nisi Prins (ed. 4) II. 854 Having no lawful impedi-
ment. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) VI. 278 So that my
executrix shall pay in good time all lawful debts. 1871
Freeman Norm. Con<j. (1876) IV. xyu. 54 Himself in his

own reading of the law, a lawful King.

fb. ellipt. = lawful money, weight. Obs.

1533 Chnrchiv. Acc. Croscombe (Som. Rec. Soc.)4o For to

delyver thc^ sayd x scheppe so good as they ware or ells

xiijx. iiij</. in good and lawfoll. 1778 A. Auams in Earn.
Lett. (1876) 343 It takes, .fifty pounds lawful for a hundred
of sugar, and fifty dollars for a hundred of flour.

c. Of a marriage : Such as the law permits ; and
regards as valid. Of offspring: Born in lawful

wedlock, legitimate.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxviii. {iMargaret) 163, I wes borne
this towne within, In lauchful bed of folk mychtty. 1513
Douglas /Eueis 111. v. 2? Helenus, The lachfull sone of the
king Priam us. a 1548 Hall Citron., Rich. III. 49 Makyng
much suite lo have her ioyned with him in lawfull matri-

mony. 1560 Daus tr. Sieidaue^s Comm. 35 b, The same .

.

ought nowe tu be every where received for lawfull wives.

Ibid. 424 Moste men doubted of the lawful birth of his

syster. 1600 Shaks. A. V. L. ill. iii. 71 Truly she must be
giuen, or the marriage is nol lawfull. 1606 — Ant. A> Ct.

111. xiii. 107 Ilaue I .. Forborne the getting of a lawfull

Race, a 1657 Sir W. Mure Mist. Rmvallan Wks. (S. T. S.)

II. 249 The great Stewart .. invited home againe Elizabeth
Mure to his Lawfull bed. a 1699 Lady Halkkit Autobiog.

(1875) 1 Constant to the only lawfull embraces of the

Queen. 1827 Jarman Penvells Devises (ed. 3^ II. 247 In
case M. B. should die.. without leaving lawful issue of her
body. 1885 Law Rep. 29 Ch. Div. 270 Had been the

lawful wife of the testator, and Adclinda his legitimate

daughter by her.

d. Lawful age, years : the age at which a person

attains his legal majority; also, the age at which
a person becomes legally competent to perform

118

some act or to hold some office. Lawful day.

one in which it is lawful to transact business, or

some particular kind of business.

a 1548 Hall Citron., Hen. V, 80 b, TU my sonne come to

his lawful age. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 424 He
himselfe was of lawefull yeres. 1708 Royal Proclam. 1 1 July

in Land. Gaz. No. 4456/1 Upon the Tenth Day of October

next to come, . .if the same be a Lawful Day.

f3. Observant of law or duty; law-abiding,

faithful, loyal. Obs.

£1375 Sc. Leg. Saints ii. (Paulus) 218 For 1 am cristis

lauchtful knycht. c 1430 Hymns Virg. 113 Ech man bat.,

loueb a lawful lijf to lede. c 1475 RaufCoityar 508 Bot as

ane lauchfull man my laidis to leid. 1483 Caxton Cato G iv b,

It is the souerayn gyfte of god for to haue a good and
lawful wyf. 1560 Rollano Crt. Venus 1. 581 Lufe is tres-

sonable : Nocht lauchfull, but scho is lamentable. 164a

J. Marsh Argum. Militia 4 Every lawfull Subject is taken

to be within tbe protection of the King.

f 4. Pertaining to or concerned with law. Obs.

1387 Tkevisa lligdcn (Rolls) I. 35 Lawefulman in be peple

\L. politici in pcpulo]. 1631 Weevf.h Anc. Enneral Mon.
722 In matters lawfull to depend vpon the pleasure and
direction of the Archbishop.

1 5. a. quasi-J^. ; b. quasi-<K&. ; c. as an excla-

mation. Obs.
150a Ord. Crystcn Men (W. de W. 1506) 11. vi. 99 In

kepynge faythe, trouth and lawfull for y loue of god
pryncypally. 1656 Phillips Purch. Patt. (16761 2 That th'

Seller be .so old, That he may lawful sell, thou lawful hold.

1787 Grose Prov. Gloss., Lawful, Oh lawful case, an
interjection, Derb. 1700 Pegge Derbicisms (E. D. S.) s.v..

Ah lawful, and ah lawful case ! exclamations.

Lawfully (lg'fuli), adv. [f. Lawful + -ly 2.]

In a lawful manner.

1, In accordance with law.

a 1300 Cursor M. 261 11 Scrift es opin scheuing o breist

I^aufulli mad be-for be preist. c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 74
pes false men seye in here doyinge bat crist was lafully

don to the deb. c 1400 Destr. Troy 3512 Qwyle ye lawfully

lefe may & your lyf haue. c 1430 Freemasonry 300 }et most
the mayster, by good resone, Warne hem lawfully by-fore

none, c 1470 Hknrvson Tale 0/Dog 66 This exceptioun
Wes of na strenth, nor lauchfullie mycht stand, 'iax^oa

Chester PL (Shaks. Soc.) I. 208 This woman. .Was wedded
lawfullye this other yeaire. 151a Act 4 Hen. VIII, c. 9
Preamble, The heires males of his body laufully begoten.

15*6 Pilgr. Perf. (W.de W. 1531) 165b, Thus, .we may per*

ceyue what thoughtes .. we may lawfully admyt .. in y*

tyme of the seruyce of god. a 1548 Hall Citron., Hen. VIII
242 b, That the kyng might lawfully mary where he would.
155a Abp. Hamilton Catech. (1884) 5 General counsallis

lauchfully gaderit in the halye spreit. c 1560 A. Scott Poems
(S T. S.) xxxiv. 58 }it thair is lesum lufe That law'fully

suld lest. 1588 A. King tr. Canisius' Catech., Con/ess. 9
Adulterie lauchefullieprouen. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj. Table
74 The defender being lawfullie summoned, may vse his

lawfull esson zeis. 1638 R. Baker tr. Balzac's Lett. III. 102

There are certain bounds. .which neither you nor we can
lawfully passe. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. 1. xiv. 69 What
I lawfully Covenant, I cannot lawfully break. 1765 Black-
stone Comm. l.xvi. (1793) 573 He may lawfully correct his

child,, beiu und^r age, in a reasonable manner. 1817 \V,

Selwyn Law Nisi Pritts (ed. 4) 11. 1116 The declaration
ought to have stated, that the mare was lawfully on the
common. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) VI. 316 Without
having issue on her body lawfully begotten. 1849 M acaulay
Hist. Eng. ii. I. 159 Each provincial a-1 <-mhly mi ;ht law-
fully have a permanent president. 1885 Dunckley in

Manch. Weekly Times 24 Feb. 5/5, I cannot pray for those
who are engaged, however lawfully as men may think, in

shedding blood.

f 2. Loyally, faithfully. Obs.
c 1500 Melusinexx. 32 And indide I lawfully [Fr. icautmcnt]

promytte you that so shal I doo.

Lawfulness (l^-fulncs). [f. Lawful +-kess.]
The quality of being lawful ; legality ; in early use

rcsj^cl for law.
a 1 250 (hub$ Night, x 741 Nawt for hire tale, Ah do for mire

lahfulncssc. 1530 Palsgr. 237/2 Laufulnesse, licitite', loysi-

blcte. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. xlviii. § 7 The lawfulness
of our prayer for .leliuerance out of all [calamities). 1631
Gouge Gods Arrows 1. xliii. 69 This great instance of Gods
being angry, gives an evident demonstration of the lawful-
nesse of anger. 1635-56 Cowley Davideis iv. Notes (1669)

149 That is no more a proof of the Right, than their Prac-
tice was of the Lawfulness of Idolatry. 1741 Richardson
Pamela I. 140 Let him, who has Power to command me,
look to the Lawfulness of it. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
xxi. IV. 566 To question the lawfulness of assassination
..was to question the authority of the most illustrious

Jesuits.

Lawgh, obs. form of Laugh v., Low.
Lawgiver (iy givoj). [f. Law + Giver.

Cf. Icelandic log-gfafari, Da. lovgivcr.] One who
gives, i. c. makes or promulgates, a law or code of

laws; a legislator.

138a Wyclif yob xx.wi. 22 Lo ! he^e God in his strcngthc,

and noon to hyin lie in lawe 3iueres [Vulg. legislatoribus].

c 1400 Apol. Loll. 74 Not only is holi writ despicid bi bat
sciens, fvc blasfemid, but Gud Himsilf bat is be law ^euar.

1535 Coveroalk Isa. xxxiii. 22 The Lorde shalbe oure
lawe geuer. 1597-8 IUcon Ess., Honour (Arb.) 70 In the
second place are Legislators, Lawgiuers. 161 1 Bible Ps.
Ix. 7 Iudah is my I«iwgiuer. 1689-90 Tkmplk Ess. Learn-
ing Wks. 1731 I. 292 They arc content Pythagoras should
pass for a Law-giver, but by no means for a Philosopher.
1786 A. Gib Sacred Contempt. 1. iii. 36 The Supreme Law-
giver is entitled to the absolute subjection of his reasonable
creature. 1835 Tin rlwall Greece 1. 135 Minos appeaiw in

the. .character. .of a wise and just lawgiver. 184a Miall
in Nonconf. II. 1 We bow to no law-giver in the church but
Christ. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U. S. VI. Index 510 [Sir

Geo. CalvertJ a wise and bencvulent law-giver.

LAWK,
Law-giving, vbl. sb. Also 5 lawes-yovyng.

[f. Law so. 1 + Giving vbl. sb.} The action or pro-

cess of giving laws
;
legislation.

1475 Bk. Noblesse (Roxb.) 73 They bene christen men,
and lyvyng under your obeissaunce, lawes-yovyng, and
yelding to youre lawes. 1645 Milton Tetrach. Wks. 1851

IV. 178 This is the very end of Lawgiving, to abolish evil

customs by wholsom Laws. 1876 Oxford Bible-Helps,
Mountains, Mount Horeb was the scene of the burning-
bush and of the law-giving.

Law-giving, ppl. a. [f. Law sb.1 + Giving
a.] That gives or makes laws. Also occas.

that * gives the law ' to or determines.
1581 Sidney Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 22 In Turky, besides

their lawe-giuing Diuines, tbey haue no other Writers but
Poets. 1645 Milton Tetrach. Wks. 1851 IV. 196 As if the
will of God were becom sinfull, or sin stronger then his

direct and Law-giving will. 1827 Hare Guesses (1859) 310

Men would still worship the creature, under the form of
abstractions and laws, instead of the living, lawgiving
Creator. 1865 Grote Plato I. i. 12 The nature of number
was imperative and lawgiving.

LawJiand. The style of hand-writing used

for legal documents. Also occas., matter written

in this hand.
1731 GentI. Mag. I. 98 It is not the Lawyers that have

invented these Law-bands, to keep their clients in ignor-

ance. 1748 Hartley Obsetv. Moji 1. m. 302 The common
Round-hand, various Law-hands, and various Short-hands.

1776 J. Aoams Wks. (1854) IX. 433 You must make your-

self sufficiently acquainted with law-french and with the

abbreviated law-hand, to read and understand the cases

reported in these books. 185a Dickens Bleak Ho. xlvii,

An immense desert of law-hand and parchment.

Lawhe, -hyn, obs. forms of Laugh v.

Lawier(e, obs. form of Lawyee.
Lawine, variant of Lauwine.
Lawing (l^irj), sb. Sc. [f. Law sb.2 + -ing

A reckoning at a tavern ; a tavern-bill.

^535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (1858) II. 633 The Scottis

couutit thair lawing so deir. 1686 G. Stuart Joco-ser.

Disc. 68 Come to my house some other day I'll pay the

lawing, gang your way. 1728 Ramsay Lure 4 Night-
drinking sots counting their lawin. * a 1774 Fergusson
Lcith Races Poems (1845) 33 They rake the grunds o' ilka

barrel To profit by the lawin. 1824 Scott RedgauntUt
ii, No man should enter the door of a public-house without
paying his lawing.

b. Comb. : lawing-free a., not called upon for

one's share in the bill ; scot-free.

17.. Song, Andro $ his Cutty Gun in Ramsay Tea-t.

Misc. 0775' Il« 229 She heght to keep me lawing-free. 1794
Poems, Eng. Scot. «y Lat. 103 I'm no for letting ye, ye sect

(As I ware rich) gang lawin free.

Lawing (l^'irj), vbl. sb. [f. Law v. + -ing L]

The action of the vb. Law.
1. Going to law

;
litigation. Obs. exc. arch.

c 1485 E. E. Misc. (Warton Club) 51 As many as her doth
here For lawing schalle they not stere. 1526 Tinoale
2 Cor. xii. 20, I fearc lest there be foundc amonge you
lawynge IGr. epet?, Wvcl. stryuyngis, Cov. debates, 1611

variance, 1881 (R.V.) strife]. 1554-9 T. Waterioune in

Songs <r Ball, (i860) 10 Behold throughe lawyng howe som
be brought bar. 1586 J. Hooker Hist. Ircl. in Holinshed
1 1. 54/2 Lawing & vexation in the towns, one dailie suing
and troubling another. 1603 Carew Cornwall 64a, To
defray the extraordinaire charge of building, marriage,
lawing, or such like. 1640 D. Cawqrey Three Serm. (1641)

2 Warre is but a more public kind of Lawing. 1737 Ozell
Rabelais in. v. 33 note, So Lawing was his natural Element.
1891 H. Harte 1st Earn. Tasajara iv, It might be a matter
of ' lawing ' hereafter.

Proverb. 156a J. Heywooo Epigr. (1867) 180 Great
lawyng, small louyng. 1631 Pp. Webbe Quietn. (1657) 201

Then should we have less Tawing and more love.

attrib. 1598 Barret Theor. Wanes 167 It is not so light

a matter to skirmish among the musket bullet, as to pen
out a Lawing plea-

2. The action of cutting off the claws or ball of

a dog's forefeet
;
expeditation. Obs. exc. Hist.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Lawing of dogs. 1768 Black-
stone Comm. III. 72 The court of regard, or survey of

dogs, is to be holden every third year for the lawing or

expeditation of mastiffs. 1876 Freeman Norm. Conq. V.
xxiii. 163 In his love for the chase he.. kept up the cruel

mutilation, the lawing, as it was called, of all dogs in the
neighbourhood of the royal forests.

t Lawing, a, Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Law v. +

-ing Given to litigation.

1640 X). Cawdrey Three Serm. (1641) Ep. Ded., To strangle

the lawlesse contentions of this Lawing age.

t Lawish, a. Obs. [f. Law sb. 1 + -ish.] Per-

taining to the law, savouring of the law. In quots.

referring to the ceremonial or Mosaic law.

1560 Becon Catech. Wks. 1564 I. 444b, This lawysh
sprinkling was a figure of the bloud of Christ. 1654 ViLVAtN
Theol. 'Treat, iv. 118 Al Lawish Ceremonies which pre-

figured him [are] abolished.

Lawit, obs. Sc. form of Lewd, lay.

Lawk, lawks 09k(s), inl. Also 8-9 lauk.

[vulgar form of Lack sb.'* or deformation of Lord.]
= Lord ! Also Lawh-a-daisy (me) and as sb. «
Lack-a-daisy. Lawk-a-mnssy= Lordhavemercy !;

also as z/, = to cry * Lawk-a-mussy
!'

1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 168 Lauk 1 that can-
not be like mistress, for she has never a blue gown. 1837
I)ickens Pickw. xxxix, Lauk, Mr. Wcller,..how you do
frighten one I a 1845 Hooo Lost Heir 25 Lawk help me,
I don't know where to look. 1864 J. Payn Sir Massingberd

33 Spread-eagled fruit-trees, or, as school-boys called them,

I

• !awk-a-daisics \ 1886 Pioneer (N. Y.) Oct. (Cent.),

1



LAWLESS. 119 LAWN.
t Lawks ! ' exclaimed Mrs. Partington,

4 what monsters these

master-builders must be !' 1890 Baring-Goi ld Arminell
xlix. 464 Lawk, miss ! She wouldn't stand no nonsense.

,893 — Cheap Jack Z. L 10 The servant maids . . were
..lawk-a»mussying and oh-mying over the bargains.

Lawland, Sc. form of Lowland.
Lawle, obs. Sc. form of Lowly.

Lawless (Ip-lte), a. [f. Law sb. ] + -less.]

1. Without law, having no laws
;
ignorant of, or

not regulated by law. Of a law : Not based on

principles of right. Now rare,

a 1200 Moral Ode 291 per bu8 bo hebenemen, be were

lawelese [v.r. lase-lease]. a 1327 Pol. Songs (Camden) 254

For miht is riht, the lond is laweles. 1340-70 A lex. <y Dittd.

006 For as bestes }e ben by no skile reuled, . . So be 3e, ludus,

by-lad & lawe-les alse. 1470-85 M alory A rthuri. xix, Ther
was oomen in to their lancles people that were laules. 1398

Hakluyt Voy. I. 20 A barbarous and inhumane people

whose law is lawlesse. a 1656 Up. Hall Sp. Defence Co?i-

vocation. Shall the enemies of the Church . . say we are

a lawless Church? 1789 Belsham Ess. I. 4 If the deter-

minations of the will are themselves lawless and uncertain.

1812 Byron Ch. liar, 11. xlvii, Albania's chief, whose dread

command Is lawless law. 1836 W. Irving Astoria III. 254
Commercial feuds in the lawless depths of the wilderness.

b. Exempt from law, not within the province of

law, above or beyond the reach of law. + Also, in

the position of an outlaw.
C1250 Bracton De Legibns 111. tract. 11. xi. § 1 & extunc

utlagabitur,sicut ille qui est extra legem, sicut Laughelesman
[v.r. LaghelestnanJ. 1602 How to choose good wife H 4, I

haue procur'd a licence, and this night We will be married in

a lawlesse Church. 163a M assinger City Madam v. ii, You
shall find you are not lawless, and that your moneys Cannot
justify your villanies. 1656 S. H. Gold. Laio 49 He is not

bound to it, £6r the Lord of the Law is Lawless. 1685 Baxter
Paraphr. N. T. Matt. xii. 37 Christ hath not made us lawless

. .in vain. 1865 Mozley Mirac. vi. 117 Such an anomalous oc-

currence would be lawless, and a contradiction to known law.

2. Of persons, their actions : Regardless of, or

disobedient to law. + Occas. of an action : Illegal,

unlawful {obs.). Of passions, etc. : Uncontrolled

by law, unbridled, licentious.

a 1300 CursorM. 7304 (Gott. ) For nouber er s;e war ne wise,

Bot for 30W riches ouer lawe-lis. 33.. E. E. A Hit. P. C.

170, I leue here be sum losynger, sum lawles wrech. c 1394
P. PI. Crede 609 It is a laweles lijf as lordynges vsen. 14..

Siege Jerusalem 25/496 Lat neuer bis lawles ledis lau} at

his harmys. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 36 Great is the

lawlesse laying on of the sword and warlike weapon. 1588

Shaks. Tit. A. 1. i. 312 A Valliant sonne in-law thou shalt

enioy : One, fit to bandy with thy lawlesse Sonnes. 1591
— Two Gent. iv. i. 54 That they may hold excusM our

lawlesse liues. 1594 — Rich. Ill, 1. iv. 224 He needs no
indirect or lawlesse course, To cut off those that haue
offended him. 1604 Dekker Honest Wh. Wks. 1873 II. 133

Lawlesse desires are seas scorning all bounds. 1642 Fuller
Holy $ Prof. St. v. xiv. 411 At. the lnnes of Court under
pretence to learn Law, he learns to be lawlesse. 1697
Dryden Virg. Georg. II. 637 Wine urg'd to lawless Lust

the Centaurs Train, a 1704 T. Brown Sat. Woman Wks.
1730 I. 56 Revenge implacable, and lawless fires. 1812

Crabbe Tales 3 Beneath hini fix'd, our man of law, That
lawless man the foe of order, saw. 1846 Keble Lyra Innoc.

(1873) 40 Shaming lawless mirth. 1855 Macaulay Hist.

Eng.x'm. III. 326 He should be protected against lawless

violence. 1888 M. Morris Claverhottse x. 183 Among these

lawless spirits, he who would be obeyed must be feared.

absol. 1557 N.T. (Genev.) 1 Tim. 1.9 The Lawe is. .geuen
.. vnto the lawles. 1809-10 Coleridge Friend (1865) 137,

I have said that to withstand the arguments of the lawless,

the Anti-jacobins proposed to suspend the law.

b. said of animals and inanimate objects.

1738 Wesley Psalms lxxxix. vi, Thou dost the lawless

Sea controul. 1781 Gibbon Decl. % F. lxxi. III. 803 The
lawless river overturned the palaces.. on its banks. 1854
Baoham Halieut. 154 A prison for wild lawless birds.

Hence Lawlessly adv., in a lawless manner.
1591 Shaks. Two Gent: v. iii. 14 He. .will not vsea woman

lawlesly. a 1656 Bp. Hall Imposition Hands § 14 Wks.
1808 IX. 808 How lawlessly vicious are the lives of too many.

Lawlessness (lp-lcsnes). [f. Lawless +
-ness.] The quality of being lawless

;
disregard

of, or disobedience to, law or rule.

1591 Spenser M. Hubbard 1310 Gluttonie, malice, pride,

and covetize, And lawlesnes raigning with riotize. 161 x

Cotgr., Illegality . . lawlesnesse. 1855 Macaulay Hist.
Eng. xviii. IV. 200 A frightful instance of the lawlessness

and ferocity of those marauders, i860 J. Thrupp fntrod.

to Ps. 11. 69 Unholiness and lawlessness of life. 1871
Morley Carlyle in Crit. Misc. Ser. 1. 215 Byron, whose
genius, daring, and melodramatic lawlessness, exercised
what now seems such an amazing fascination over the least

revolutionary of European nations.

Law-like (hjlaik), a. [f. Law sb.1 + Like.] a.

Like to law, having a resemblance to law, or to

legal phraseology or proceedings. Now rare. + b.

Disposed or inclined to law or rule. Obs.

1553 Grimalde Cicero's Offices 1. (1558) 3 Plato coulde haue
spoken very grauelie and plentifully if he would haue
practised ye kiwljke sort of pleading. 1575 Gascoigne
Ditlce bellum echi, Let not my verse your lawlike minds
displease. 1638 Lisle Ags. Monnm.y Lord's Prayer &c,
The ten lawlike words, that God himself taught Moyses.
1644 Milton Dh>orce 11. vii. 47 The giving of any law or
law-like dispence to sin for hardnesse^ of heart. 1818
Cobrett Pol. Reg. XXXI II. 301 Provisions dressed forth

with all the * saids ' and other law-like words.

t Lawly, a. and adv. Obs. [f. Law sbj- : see
-lyI and *J A. adj. Lawful. B. adv. In a
lawful manner ; lawfully.
C1200 Ormin 1965 La3heli3 weddedd wibb am*5 maeehe.

£-1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 13 Gef he ben la3eliche bispusede,

bat is unriht. c xazo Bestiary 695 In boke is 5e turtres lif

I writer**) rime, wti la^elike }e holdeS luue al hire lif time,
j

a 1250 Prov. Alfred 72 in O. E. Misc. 106 Hw he schule

his lond laweliche holde. Ibid, 77 pe eorl and be ebelyng
ibureb vnder godne king, bat lond to leden myd lawelyche
deden.

Lawly, Lawlynas, obs. ff. Lowly, Lowliness.

Law -ma ker, [f. Law sbA +Makku.] One
who makes laws ; a lawgiver, legislator.

c 1380 Antecrist in Todd 3 Treat. Wyclif 115 David seib

Lord sett bou a lawe maker upon hem. a 1540 Barnes Wks.
(1573) 207 As tbough I had condempned the lawemaker,
lawe, and execution thereof. 1587 Golding De Momay xxv.

I 381 The Scepter shall not he taken from Iuda, nor the
Lawmaker from betweene her feete vntill Silo come. 1623

1 M assinger Boiuiman iv. ii, Wise lawmakers From each well

governed private house derived The perfect model of a

! commonwealtb. 1699 Bentley Phal. 335 Aristotle informs
I us, that the best and most of the Law-makers were Men of

the middle Rank. 1833 Ht. Martinkau Tale Tyne v. 94
The practice of these lawmakers agreed with their principfe.

1881 Times 5 Feb. 9/3 No laws work uninterruptedly with-

out the supervision of the lawmaker.

Lawman (lp-m&n). Now chiefly Hist. [f.

Law sb.1 + Man ; the OE. lahtnann was prob. a.

ON. laga-y tpgmann- (nom. -matir' , whence Anglo-
i Latin lagamannns

y
lagemannus, by some writers

on legal antiquities anglicized as lagernan.]

1. OE. Law. a. One whose official duty it was
to declare the law. (Kingsley's use is incorrect.)

a 1000 Ordiu. Duns:etas c. 3 iu Schmid Gesetze 360, xii

I
lahmen scylon riht tajcean Wealan and /Englan, vi Englisce

I and vi Wylisce. la 1200 Laws Edw. Conf c. 38 ibid. 518
! Postea inquirat justicia per lagemannos. 1865 Kingsley

Ilerew. xx,
4 Where is the lawman of the town V * I was

lawman last night, to see such law done as there is left ',

said Pery.

b. In the five Danish boroughs, one of a specified

number of magistrates or aldermen (in some cases

twelve). (As our knowledge of this class of officials

is mainly derived from Domesday, which uses the

I

latinized form lagemannus, the word often appears

j

Hist, as lagernan.)

1086 Dofnesday Bk. (1783) I. 336 In ipsa ciuitate erant .xii.

I Lagernan idest habentes sacam & socani. 1672 Cowtii.L

Inter/r., Lagernan Homo habens legem, or as we term it,

Homo legalis, such as we now call Good men of the Jury,
; 1673 Ogilby Brit. 156 Lincoln ..in Doomsday-Book ac-

counted.. 900 Burgesses, with 12 Lage-men having Sac and
Soc. C1818 Britton Lincolnsh. 796 In the time of the

Conqueror, Stamford was governed by the lagemen or alder-

men. 1864 Sir F. Palgrave Norm. $ Eng. IV. 5 Lincoln's

Lawmen kept their statutes. 1875 Sturbs Const. Hist. 1 1 1,

xxi. 578 York . . retained . . vestiges of the constitutional

government by its lawmen which had existed before the

Conquest. 1897 Maitland Domesday <<j- Beyond 89 The
lawmen of Stamford had sake and soke within their houses.

2. Orkney and Shetland. Tbe president of the

supreme court in the Orkney and the Shetland

Islands respectively. Also lawman-general. (The
Scandinavian form laginan occurs in historical use.)

1554 tr. Diploma Bp. Orkney in BannatyneCl. Misc. III.

(1855) 84 The .seill of..Henrie Randale lawman [orig.

tegifcri\.
p
1576 in Oppress. Orkney Zetld. (1859) 36

The electione of Nichole Ayth . . to the office of Lawman-
generale of all Zetland. Ibid. 37 Quhilk the said Lawman
keipit and observit as ane just bismeyre all his dayis. 1805

I Barry Orkney 217 The President, or principal person in the

Lawting, was named the Great Foud or Lagman. 1892 G.
Goudie in Proc. Soc. Ant. Scotl. XXVI. 190 A functionary
termed the 4 Lawman ' held the important office of legal .

adviser and judge of assize, and had generally the super-

intendence of the framing and interpretation of the law. .

.

The office of Lawman was apparently elective.

3. A man of law, lawyer. Obs. exc. as nonce-wd.
iS35 Stewart Cron. Scot. (1858) 1. 87 He hes gart seik in

mony sindrie land . . Leichis, lawmen, and mony vther mo.

j

1588 Fraunce Lawiers Log. Ded., The study of the law,.,

by these lawmens report, is so hard. 1694 R. L'Estrange
Fables cexxvii. (17 14) 247 Nothing Commoner in Times of

Danger than for Law-Men to leave their Masters. 1830

J. Hodgson in J. Raine Mem. (1858) II. 177 Mr. Howard
the artist, who resides . . with his brother, I think, who is

a lawman.

Lawmer, variant of Lambek 3
3
amber.

Law-merchant. Comm. [f. Law sbA +
Merchant a. }

in imitation of the med.L. lex

mercatoria.1 A special system of rules for the

regulation of trade and commerce, differing in some
respects from the Common Law.
1622 Malynes. (title) Consuetudo vel Lex Mercatoria,

or the Ancient Law- Merchant. 1663 Marvell Corr. xl.

Wks. 1872-5 II. 88 Those things may better be redressed

by the law merchant, or lex mercatirria. a 1687 Petty
Pol. Arith. 1.(1691) 22 Liberty of Conscience, Registry of

Conveyances, . .and Law Merchant, rise all from the same
Spring, tend to the same Sea. 1777 Sheridan Sch. Scand. \

11. ii, Yes, madam, 1 would have law merchant for them too. i

1856 H. Broome Comm. Common Law 11 Lord Campbell
remarks that the general lien of bankers is part of the law
merchant.

Lawmp- : see Lamp-.

Lawn (I911), sb. 1 Also 5-6 laun(e, lawnd(e,

5-7 laund^e, lawne, 6 la(a)ne. [According to

Prof. Skeat, from the name of Laon in France.
This suggestion has since been independently made by

A. Thomas (Romania XXIX. 182, 1900), who shows that
linen manufactures were carried on extensively at Laon
as late as the 18th c. A slight difficulty is presented by the
fact that the earliest known form of the word is launde,
which long remained more frequent in use than the shorter
form ;

this, however, may be due to association with Laund,
I Lawn sb,*}

1. A kind of fine linen, resembling cambric
; //.

pieces or sorts of this linen.

1415 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) 1. 382, j plice de lawnd. 1423
Rolls ofParlt. IV. 2^9 Item, 1 remenauntde Laun, conf \ iii

alnz pris l'aln' \\\s. n\\d. C1440 Generydes 73 Ther was an
hanged bedde, And ther vppon a shtte of launde was
spredde. 1483 Acc. Coronntiofi Rich. Ill, in Antiq. Reper-
tory II. 251 A coyfe made of a plyte of lawne. 1502 Priv.
Pitrse E.xp. Eliz. of York (1830) 50 A plyte of lawnde fur a
shirte for the childe of grace at Reding, a 1548 Hall
C/iron., Hen. Fill, 240 b, But on her head she had a cap
as she ware on the satuvdai before with a cornet of laune.

1594 Plat Jewell-ho. 111. 46 You must tie the powder hard
in a rag of Laune or thin Cambrick. 1634 Sir T. Herhi-.rt
Trar. 38 Long haire and loose,, .covered with a fine thinnu
vaile of Callico Lawne. 1640 in Noorthonck Lond. 11773'

838/2 Lawns, the whole piece id. 1692 Benilf.v Boyle
Lect. 123 In vessels cover'd with fine lawn, so as to admit
the air and keep out the insects, no living thing was ever
produced. 1730-46 Thomson Autumn 86 Bright in glossy

silk and flowing lawn. 1764 Hadli-.v in Phil. 'Trans.

LIV. 5 Sold in the shops for is. $d. \x-r yard, under the
name of long lawn. 1793 Miss Chownk in Ld. Auckland's
Corr. (1861) II. 511 If you can get fine lawns, bring them
with you, for they arc rare. 1813 ScoiT Trierm. 111. xi,

A summer mist arose ; . . It seem'd a veil of filmy lawn. 1829
i'ng. Lady^s Bk. 501 Take a common vase.. and cover it

entirely with widow'.s-lawn.

transf and fig. 1555 Edkn Decades 186 Her bodye was
. .full of a laune wherof they make their webhes. 1591 Syl-
vester D11 Bartas \. vii. 667 Then neat and nimbly her new
web she [the spider] weaves, With her line shuttle ciicularly

drawn Through all tbe circuit of her open lawn. 1663 Cow-
ley Hymn Light xix, The Virgin Lillies in their White,
Are clad but with the Lawn of almost naked Light.
Prorrrb. 1546 J. Heywood Prov. (1S67) 15 He that will

sell lawne before lie can folde it, He shall repent him
before he haue solde it. 1598 Uaks'kiei.u Pecnniu x.t.wi,

No peece of Lawne *o pure, but hath some fret.

2. spec. This fabric used for the sleeves of a

bishop. Hence, the dignity or office of a bishop.
a 1732 Gay Fables 11. iv, You ask me if I ever knew

Court chaplains thus the lawn pursue. 1732 Poi'E I'p.
Cobham 136 A Saint in Crape is twice a Saint in Lawn.
1763 Chi'rchill Ep. to Hogarth (ed. 2) 6 Whilst Thou In

Lawn had'st whispet 'd ton sleeping croud, c 1800 Svi>. Smith
in Lady Holland Mem. (1855) I. ii. 28 Those who were too
honest to sell them [sc. liberal opinions] for the ermine of the
judge or the lawn of the pi elate. 1894 Hall Caisk Manx-
tmin v. xi. 315 He took one ot the two chairs under the
canopy; the other was taken by the LTshop in his lawn.

t 3. An article of dress made of lawn. Obs.
C1480 Henryson Test. Cues. 4^2 Thy gay garmentis, with
mony gudely goun, Thy plesand lawn pinnii with goblin
prene. 1573-80 G. Harvey Letter-ble. (.Camden 1 1 •< N<<
laanes or the like, to bewitch delite. 1578 T. N. tr < on,].

W. India 204 They were covered with a lawne called Nacar.
1610 G. Fletcheh Christ's I 'let. 1. liii, Her vpper gaiment
was a silken lawne. 1633 P. Ft ficher Purple Isl. ir. \ iii,

Lest eyes .should surfet with too greedy sight, Transparent
lawns withhold, more to increase delight. c 1704 Prior
Henry $ Emma 360 To stop the wounds, my finest lawn
I'd tear. 1812 J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., Lawn, a white
cambric handkerchief.

fb. ? A piece of lawn used to strangle a person.

1590 Marlowe Edw. II
}

v. iv. 32 (1598), I learned in

Naples how . . To strangle with a lawne thrust through [later

$tos down] the throte. 1622 S. Ward Life of Faith in

Death \. 64 Here thou, .shiuerest to hear of the strappado,
the racke, or the Lawne.

4. tcchn. Short for lawn sieve : A fine sieve,

generally of silk, through which porcelain ' slip

cement, etc., are strained, to ensure uniform fineness.

1853 Ure Diet. Arts (ed. 4) II. 453 (s.v. Porcelain), The
mixture [of 'slips ' or fluid clays] is now passed . . through
fine sieves or lawns ' woven of silk, and containing 300
threads to the square inch. 1895 Times 10 Jan. 3/6 [Cement-
manufacture]. The use of suxh lawns.. would.. be almost
impracticable.

5. Bot. A name for Venus' Navelwort {Cyno-

glossuvi officinale).

1778 Milne Bot. Diet. (ed. 2) 22 Cynogiossu?n, Hound's
Tongue, Venus's Navel Wort, Lawn.

6. attrib. and Comb. a. attributive (' made of

or consisting of lawn ')
; b. objective, as f /awn-

maker; c. instrumental, as lawn-7'obed adj. Also

Lawn-sleeved a.

1477 Norton Ord. Alch. vii. in Ashm. (1652) 103 Lawne
Kercheefes fayre. c 1515 Cocke LorelCs B. 10 Golde sheres,

keuerchef, launds, and reben makers. 1562 PiUlleyn Bk.
Simples 86 a, Covering the place with a Launde clothe. 1565
Goloing Ovid's Met. To Rdr. (1593) 4 As Persian kings <hM

never go abroad with open face, But with somelawneor silken

scarfe. 1602 Marston Antonio'
1

s Rez\ n. ii. C4b, Loake
on those lips, Those now lawne pillowes. 1697 tr. Ctess

D'A nnoy's Trav. (1706) 284 The Embassadors are obligedI .

.

to put on certain little Lawn Cuffs, which they wear quite

flat upon their sleeves. 17 10 Steele & Addison Tatler

No. 257 P 3 The Lawn Apron that was whiter than Ermin.

171 1 Ld. Marshal's Order 26 Apr. in Lond. Gaz. No. 4840/3

That the Peeresses .. wear Black Silk, Laune Linnen, and
White Gloves. 1719 Tickell To Earl Warwick

y
On Death

Addison, The duties by the lawn-robed prelate pay'd. 1819

Keats Eve ofSt. Mark 53 From plaited lawn-frill, fine and
thin, She lifted up her soft warm chin. 1856 Miss Mi)lock

J. Halifax ix. (1859) 101 Garnished with the snowiest of

lawn frills and ruffles.

d. Special comb.: f lawn-man (derisively\ a

bishop ;
lawn-sieve, a fine sieve, made of lawn (or

silk), used in cookery, porcelain-manufacture, etc. :

cf. sense 4. Also Lawn-sleeves.
1795 Wolcot (P. Pindar) Liberty's last Squeak Wks. 1812

1 1 1. 432 May those lawn-men, born to happier fate Chase
not the Curate from their grand abode. 1806 A. Hunter
OfUna (ed. 3) 32 Run it through a lawn sieve. 1807 T.



LAWN. 120 LAWYER.
Thomson Chem. (ed. 3) II. 492 The clay is reduced nearly

to the consistence of milk with water, and the liquid passed
through lawn sieves gradually increasing in fineness.

Lawn (I911), sb.~ Also 6 laune, 7 lawne.
[Later form of Laund.]
1. An open space between woods; a glade. —
Laund. Now arch, and dial. ^
1548 Elvot Diet,, Satins, a place voyde of trees, as a

laune in a parke or forrest. 1591 Greene Farnu. to Folly

(1617)D 3 b. Herstatureand her shape was passing tall, Diana-

tike, when longst the Lawne s she goes. 1615 G. Sanovs Trav.

202 A goodly forrest .. intermixed with fiuitfull and flowry

lawnes. 1637 Milton Lycidas 2s Ere the high Lawns
appear'd Under the opening eye- lids of the morn, We drove

a field. 1730-46 Thomson A utumn .405 The thistly lawn,

the thick-entangled broom. 1780 A. Young Tour Int.
I. xviii. (1892) 404 The hills .. consist of a large lawn in the

center of the two woods, that to the right of an immense
extent. 1805 Worosw. Waggoner iv. 38 Thence look thou
forth o'er wood and lawn Hoar with the frost-like dews of

dawn ! 1876 Morris Sigurd 1. 25 She came where that

tawn of the woods lay wide in the flood of light. 1899
Times 3 Mar. 15/3 So long as the favourite feeding places—
tawns, as they are called—of their cattle are not interfered

with, . . no possible injury can be done to the commoners
[of the New Forest].

fig* ^35 Brathwait Arcaui. Pr. I. 120 Privacy was his

Lawne, and discontent his Lure.

b. A stretch of untilled ground; an extent of

gra?s-covered land. Also in generalized sense.

1674 Ray S. % E. C. Words 70 Lawn in a Park : Plain
untilled ground. 1749 L. Evans Middle Brii. Cot. (1755) ir

They J
Indians] fix their Towns commonly on the Edges of

great Rivers for the Sake of the rich Lawns to sow their

Corn in. 179. Burns My Nannie's Awa iii, Thou laverock

that springs frae the dews o* the lawn. 1820 W. Irving
Sketch Bk. I. 124 Vast lawns that extend like sheets of vivid

green. 1839 E. D. Clarke Trav. Russia 47/1 The roads

(if a fine turf lawn may be so denominated). 1863 W.
Barnes Dorset Gloss., Lawn or Laiund, unploughed land

;

the unplonghed part of an arable field. 1890 Si ience 1 2 Sept.

141 A birdseye view, .would show 60 acres of beautiful lawn
besprinkled with buildings.

2. A portion of a garden or pleasure-ground,

covered with grass, which is kept closely mown.
(Somewhat different in early use: cf. quot. 1733 and

sense 1.)

1733 Miller Gardeners Diet., Lawn is a great Plain in

a Park, or a spacious Plain adjoining to a noble Seat. . . As
to the Situation of a Lawn, it will be best in the Front of
the House, and to lie open to the neighbouring Country and
not pent up with Trees. 1761 Descr. S. Carolina 6 Fine
Savannahs, .a Kind of natural Lawns, and sonic of them as
beautiful as those made by Art. 1829 Wonnsw. Foetus
Sentwt. xxx, This Lawn, a carpet all alive With shadows
flung from leaves. 1856 Emkrson Eng. Traits, Universities
Wks. (Bohn) II. 83, I had but a single day wherein to see.,

the beautiful lawns and gnnlens of the colleges. 1875 J. D.
Heath Croquet flayer 89 Finely sifted earth must now be
spread over the lawn.

3. altrib. and Comb., as lawn-shading adj.; lawn-
//aV adj. and adv.; lawn-meet, the meeting of a hunt

in front of a gentleman's house ; lawn-mower, a

machine provided with revolving spiral knives for

cutting the grass on a lawn ; lawn-party, a party

held on a lawn, a garden-party
;
lawn-sprinkler,

a machine with revolving tubular arms from which
water is sprinkled like rain. Also Lawx-texnis.
1879 M iss 1 Jiao Rocky Mountains 1 2 1 Fluwery pastures

..sloping 'lawnlike to bright swift streams. 1890 D.iily

Mews 8 Dec. 5/5 A 'lawn meet of the West Norfolk Hunt
took place at Sandtinghain. 1875 K.NK.HT Diet. Mali.,
* Lawn-mower. 185a W. Collins Basil y. (1856) 17 At
pic nics, 'lawn-parties, little country gatherings of all sorts.

1820 Keats Hyperion ill. 25 Poplars, and 'lawn shading
palms. 1884 Knight Dh t. Mech. Supp!.. *Lawn Sprinkler.

Iiawn (I911), v. [f. Lawn sb.-\ tram. To turn

(arable land) into lawn or grass-land; to make
(ground) lawn-like.

1766 IAnstey] Bath Guide EpH. 337 To improve an old

Family Seat By Lawning a hundred good Acres of Wheat.
1781 1814 Parliamentary Hist. XXL 1282 Several of the

country clergy, .chose to lawn their church yards and cut

a w.ty the noxious yew trees. 179a A. Young Trav. Fram e

9; A gently falling vale with a little stream through it,

iliat might be made anything of for lawning and watering.
1868 Dokan Saints

<S«
Sin. I. 256 This led in later times to

lawning cemeteries on the part of incumbents, who would
iv.it plant bince they might not cut down.

Lawneent, variant of Lancknt Oh.
Lawneh(e, ohs. form of Launch v.

Lawnd(e, var. Laund Ohs. ; ohs. IT. Lawn sb. x

Lawndere, obs. form of Launder.
Lawndresse, obs. form of Laundress.
Lawndyrne, variant of Landiron 1 Obs.

Lawned Opnd), ///. a. [f. Lawn sbA + -ed 2
]

Decked willi lawn, wearing lawn sleeves.

1794 Mathtas Purs. Lit. (1708) 109 May the muse in

lasting strains record That lawn'd Kudymion of a happier

age. 1848 Wmittikr Prose Wks. (1889) II. 358 Oxford sent

up its tawned deputations.

Lawnly, adv. nonct-wd. [f. Lawn sbA 4- -lyL]

After the mnnner of a wearer of lawn.
18. . Landou Exam. Shak. Wks. 1846 1 1. 286 This is not

the doctrine of the silkenly and lawnly religious.

Lawn sleeves, lawn-sleeves. Sleeves

of lawn, considered as forming part of the episcopal

dress. Hence, the dignity or office of a bishop;

also, a bishop or bishops.
C1640 Troutbeck in llkkerin^ill Priest-Cr. (1107) 11. iii.

34 That unhappy Yetdiet occasioned to me the loss of

20000/. of my Uncle's.. Estate Dis-inhenting me.. lest any
of the Lawn-Sleeves . . should lay their Fingers on't. 1674
Essex Papers (Camden) 1# 177 Wee . . find little assistance
from those we might most justly expect it from (y» Lawne
Sleeves). 1710 Hearne Collect. (O.ll.S.) J J. 355 A Man
of great Note For the sake of Laun-sleeves is aturning his

Coat. 1730 Fielding Rape upon Rape 111. v, Why, I

should sooner have suspected ermine or lawn-sleeves. 1768-

74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 492 If they [parents) propose
. divinity, they think of the lawn sleeves. 1859 Thackeray
Virgin. II. x. 73 My tords of the lawn sleeves have lost

half their honours now. 1882 Besant Revolt 0/ Man viii.

(1883* 188 The Bishop himself appeared, in lawn-sleeves and
surplice.

1 Ience Lawn-sleeved a.

1651 Cleveland Poems 51 A fair blew-apron'd Priest, a
Lawn-sleev'd brother. x68a O. N. tr. Boileans Luirin
1. 162 [Hel Tells them.. what rude Affronters Of Laun-
sleev'd Grandeur were these Sawcy Chanters, a 1743
Savage Progr. Divine Wks. 1775 If. 125 Lawn-sleev'd, and
mitred, stand he now confest.

Iiawn-te'nnis. [Lawn sb.2] A modification

of the game of tennis, played in the open air on
a lawn, or other prepared ground.
1874 Army Navy Gaz. XV. 154 A new game has just

been patented by Major Wingfield ..'Lawn Tennis'—for

that is the name, .is a clever adaptation of Tennis to the
exigencies of an ordinary lawn. 1882 Miss Braddon Mt.
Royal I. vi. 190 And now came the brief bright season of

\ rustic entertainments . . lawn-tennis—archery—water parties.

attrib. 1884 Harper s Mag. Jan. 297/2 I^awn*tennis clubs.

Xjawnterne, -tryn, obs. forms of Lantern.
Lawny (lo-ni 1, a.i [f. Lawn slO + -v.]

1. Made of lawn.
1598 Bp. Hall Sat. iv. iv. 31 When a plum'd Fanne may

shade thy chalked face, And lawny strips thy naked bosome
gtace. 1604 Drayton Moses Map Miracles 12 The. . winde
. . was ..angrie with her Iawnie vaile.That fromhissight ilen-

1 uiouslie should hide her. 1641 Milton Ch. Govt. 11. iii. Wks.
1851 III. 173 Not she her selfc.buta false-whked, a lawnie

I

resemblance of her. 1657 Thornlf.y tr. Lougus' Dapknts <y

Chloe 2 Their vests, and lawnie-peiticoats tied, and tuckt
up at the waste. 1795 Coleridge Lcwti v, Perhaps the

breezes. . I Ia\e snatched aloft the lawny shroud Of Lady
fair—that died for love. 1817 Keats Sleep $ Beauty 374
A fold of lawny mantle dabbling swims At the bath's edge.

1825 Blackw. Mag. XVIII. 446 Heaven's gleam Her light

loose lawny vestment silver'd. 1853 DeQctncey Autobiogr.
Sk. Wks. I. 23 Visions of beds with white lawny curtains.

b. Dressed in lawn ; also pertaining to a nearer

of lawn, i. e. a bishop.

1647 Ward Simp. Coblerjt Let Salvation come . . with .

.

I
lawny embracements. 1691 C. Blount Opening 0/Session in

, Collect. 0/Poems 21 Their Lawney Conscience, whose De-
signs were seen, In voting out the King to serve the Queen.
17428 Suenstone Scltootmistr. 1^4 The times when..

1
lawny saints in smould'ring flames did burn.

2. Resembling lawn; lawn-like
; f soft as lawn.

1615 Ckooke Body ofM^au v. I'ref. (1631) 257 As a Spider in

the center of her Lawny Canopy with admirable skil weauelh
her Cipresse web. 1618 N. WaruS. Ward's Jet/no Kp.
I)ed., Impatient of cure; nut only of searching acrimonious

I

waters., but shie of the most soft and lawny touches. 1880
Miss Bkoi'guton Sec. Th. in. iii, Her eyes are absently
fixed on the lawny mists that swathe the fells' fair necks.

Lawny a.- [f. Lawk j^ + -y.] fa.
\
Containing lawns or glades ^obs.). b. Resembling
a lawn ; covered with smooth green turf.

1613-16 W. Browne Brit. Past. 11. i, Through Forrests,

Mountainesor the I^awny ground. 1727-46 Thomson Sum-
mcr 768 Stupendous rocks That . . tift Cool to the middle
air their lawny tops. 1809 Campbell Gertrude in. iv,

l

Where . . pines their lawny walk encompass round. 1822
Siiklli-.y Ifie 1 , There was a little lawny islet. 1871 M.

' Collins Mnj. $ AUrch. it J. vi. 175 The river running be-

tween lawny margins.

Lawrare, -er(e, -yr, obs. forms of Lai hel.

Lawreall, -el(l, -iall e, -ielle, -yel, obs. ff.

Laijuel.

Lawrencite (1^'rensait). Min. [Named by
Daubree, 1877, after its discoverer J. Laionnte
Smith : see -ite.J Ferrous chloride found in

meteoric iron.

1877 Amer. Jrul. Sci. Ser. 111. XIII. 318. 1892 Dana
Min. 165 Drops of ferric chloride,. .formecf from lawieneiie,

j
often exude, .from the surface of meteoric iron.

Lawrio, variant of Lowkie Sc., a fox.

t Lawrightman. Orkney and Shetland. Obs.

Also 6 lawrik-, lawricht-. [f. Law sb.1 + Riciit

sb. \- Man ; intended as a rendering in etymological

equivalents of the local lagraelman = ON. Ipgn'tlu-

?jiadr a member of the Ipgrella \lpg law + rtila lo

make right) or public court of law held during lite

general assembly (thing).] (See quols.}

1554 tr. Diploma Bp. Orkney in Banuatyne CI. Misc. til.

(1855) 84 The seill of.. Joanne Cragy myne armyng, of

Richard Fodringainelawrik-men myne, of Alexander Sinclar

myne jetc.]. 1576 in Oppress. Orkney <y Zetld. ( 1 8591 1 6 Ane
discreit man of ilk paroche, by the rest.callit The Lawricht-

man, quha mesurit oure dewitie, callit Wadmell.and weyit

our dewitieof buttir. 1708 J. Chamberlayne State Gt. Brit.

ii. 1. iii. 408 Six or seven of the most honest and intelligent

persons within the Parish, called Lawrightmen. These ..

have the Oversight of the People, in manner of Constables.

1733 GiFKOHn Description 7Mld.K 1786)48There is also in each
parish a lawrightman,.. His business is to weigh and measure

the rent-butter and oil, and also to judge of the quality

thereof. 1805 G. Barry Orkney Isi. 217 The inferior ones

had their council also, composed of members denominated
Lagraetmen or Lawrightmen, who were a kind of constables

for the execution of justice in their respective islands. 182a

Scott Pirate xviii, To do justice betwixt man and man,

like a Fowd or a Lawright man at a lawting lang syne.

Lawrok, obs. form of Lark.
Ijawryol,Lawryr : see Laureole, Laurel sb>

f Lawson-eve, -even, short for Low Stmday
even Saturday in Easter week. %
1725 Hearne R . Brunne's Chron. (1810) 521/1 Saturday in

Easter week, or as it is also called with us Lawson even.

1841 H ami-son Med.sEvi Kalend. II. 236 Lawson Even is,

therefore, Low Sunday Eve.

Lawsonite (lo'ssnait). Min. [Named by
Knnsome, 1K95, after A. C. Lawson: see -ite.J

Hydrous silicate of aluminium and calcium, occur-

ring usually in light blue crystals.

1895 Amer. Jrul. Sci. Ser. 111. L. 75 Lawsonite.. is a new
rock.forming mineral.

Iiaw-sta'tioner. [f. Law sbA + Stationer.]

A tradesman who keeps in stock stationery and
other articles required by lawyers. In Great Britain

and Ireland, the business includes the taking in of

manuscripts and legal documents to be fairly copied

or engrossed.
1836 Sir H. Taylor Statesman xxiii. 169 Paying persons

in the rank of law-stationers and their hired writers at the

rate of so much per falio. 1851 Mayiikw Loud. Labour \.

383 Some copying, that 1 occasionally obtain from the law-

stationers.

t Lawstead. Obs. In 7 lawsteed. [f. Law
sbA + slede Stead, used as equivalent of L.ji/s/i'

Hum {(.jus law + stare to stand) a standing still

of law.] A vacation.
1600 Hollano Lh-y in. xxvii. 106 Then Quintius.. pro-

claimed a publicke vacation or Lawsteed. 1606 — Sucton.

124 The. . King of Kings, .dissolved the Societie of his great

Pceres and Princes at his table ; which among the Parthians

is as much as a Law-steed.

Lawsuit (1§ si;7t). [f. Law sb.* + Suit sb.]

A suit in law; a prosecution of a claim in a court

of law.
1624 Gataker Transnbst. 131 As if in a Law-suite..a man

taketh hold, .of somewhat that falleih from his adversaries.

1685 Baxter Paraphr. N. T. Matt. v. 38 etc., Patience may
cost you less than a Law-suit or Revenge. 1735-6 Sheridan
in S-wi/t's Lett. (1768) IV. 153 As I do not wear a sword,
I must have recourse to the weapon in my hand. It is

a better method than a lawsuit. 178* Priestley Corrupt.
Chr. II. x. 268 The bishops made themselves judges in all

law suits. 1809-10 Coleridge Friend (1865) 137 As if

a mere lawsuit were carrying on between John Doe and
Richard Roe ! 1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt (1868) 16 Ah,
you've had Durfey's debts as well as the lawsuits.

Lawta, -te, -tie, -tifh, -ty : see Lewty.
Lawter, variant of Laughter 2

.

t Lawting, dial. Obs. [a. OX. lt>g}wg, from

l{>g Law sb.°+ J>ing assembly.] In Orkney and
Shetland, the former supreme court of judicature.

1805 Barry Orkney 217 With power of holding and ad-

journing courts called I^xwtings. 1811 Scott Pirate xix,

The Lawting, with the Raddnicn and Lawright men, con-

I

filmed the division.

Xjawty, Sc. variant of Lewty. Obs.

Law*-WO^rthy, "ilfist. Also law-worth, [f.

Law sb. 1 + WoitTHY : a modern rendering of OE.
fivra laga iveorde (fc, etc.), ' worthy of (i.c. entitled

to) the laws (which, etc.).*] a. Ofpersons : Having
a standing in the law-courts

;
possessed of fall legal

rights, b. Of things: Within the purview of the

law ; able to be dealt with by a court of law.

\\dtA-teChartcrWill. I toLond. in Slubhs Select Charters

83 Ic wylle pat *et beon eallra pa;ra la^a weorSe be fcyt

wxran in Eadwerdes da:fce kynges.) 1818 Hallam Mid.
Ages (1872) II. 277 The strongest proof of his being, as it

was called, law-worthy, and possessing a rank. 1857 Toulm.
Smith Parish 21 The inquiry having been made by the oath

of good and law-worth men of the neighbourhood. 1884

W. O'C. Morris in Contemp. Rev. Feb. 177 litis enormous
and growing mass of property was not lawworthy under
Kuglish law. 1896 — Ireland x. 333 The claims, however,

which in fact approached a joint ownership over millions

of acres, continued, as before, to be not law-worthy: they

had never been recognized by the State.

Lawyer (\^'yox\ Forms: 4 lawyere, 4-7
lawer(e, 4,6-8 lawier(e, (5 lawcour, laweyer (e,

lawyer, lawyour, 6lawaier, -ayer),6- lawyer,
[f. Law sb.l + -ykk : see also -ier.]

1. One versed in the law ; a member of the legnl

profession, one whose business it is to conduit

suits in the cotuts, or to advise clienis, in the

widest sense embracing every branch of the pio-

fession, though in colloquial use often limited to

attorneys and solicitors, f Mgli lawyer (see High
a. 21).

1377 Langl. P. PL I*, vii. 59 }e legi.stres and lawyeres
Holdeth this for treuthe. 1387 Trkvisa Higden (RoUs) 1 1 1.

275 Anoher Socrates was of Crees, a greet philosofer and
lawiei e [ U igden orator). 1413 / 'ilgr. SoTvle (Caxton 1483) 111.

iv. 53 Ve aduocates ye laweours and maynteners of wrong.

1543 Grafton Contn. Harding, Hen. VII 584 He had
of his counsa ill.. Syr Charles Uooth a lawer, then byshop of
Herforde. i5s6Laudf.r Tractate j^vj Sum Solistars,now thir

dayis, Vincusis Laweris in jthare cause. 159* Greene Upst.
Courtier K, Then the lawier was a simple man, and in the
highest degree was but a bare scriuener. 161 1 Bible Matt.
xxii. 35 Then one of them, which was a Lawyer, asked him a
question. 1637 Nabbes Microcosm, v. Gib, Bless me!
who's this? one of the divells she lawyers ? 1688 Shadwell
Sqr. Alsatia 11. i. Wks. 1720 IV. 44 A modest learned
Lawyer, of little Practice, for want of Impudence. 171a
Steele Sped. No 480 p 7, I am now clerk to a lawier.

1765 Blackstone Comm. I. 32 A lawyer thus educated to
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the bar. 1760 Cowper Report Adjudged Case 25 Then
shifting his side, as a lawyer knows how. 1845 Polson
Law in Encycl. Metro/. II. 819/1 Textbooks, written by
eminent lawyers, have, .an authority in Westminster Hall.

' Proverb. 1553 T. Wilson Rhet. 20 b, The lawyer never

dieth a begger. The lawyer can never want a hvyng till

the yearth want men.

b. In mod. versions of the N.T.: An expounder

of the Mosaic law.

1526 Tin dale Luke x.25 A Certayne Lawere[Gr.voM«to^>

Vulg. legisperitns; Wyclif 'a wise man of the lawe ') stode

vp and tempted hym.

f c. Sc.
4A professor of law ' (Jam.). ? Obs.

1567 Buchanan Reform. St. Andres (S. T. S.) 14 The
College of Diuinite. Personis. Ane Principal to be Reidar

in Hebrew. Ane Lawer. Ibid. 15 The lawar sal reid dayly

an hore in law. 1579 Sc. Acts Jas. VI (1814) III. 180/2

That the lawer.. of befuir in the new college sail tetc.].

f 2. a. A lawgiver, b. A lawmaker. Obs.

1534 MoaE*<9» the Passion Wks. 1 294/1 Theyr olde lawyer

Moises. 1638 New Litany in Bk. Sc. Pasquils (1868) 53
From cobling acts of Parliament Against the Lowers intent.

3. dial. A long bramble. Also in New Zealand,

etc., applied to ceitain creeping plants.

1857 Reaoe Course True Love 52 We call these long briars

lawyers. 1863 Kingsley Water- Bab. 34 The lawyers

tripped him up and tore his shins as if they had sharks'

teeth. 1875 Sussex Gloss. y
Lawyer, a long hranihle full of

thorns, so called because 'when once they gets a holt an ye,

ye doant easy get shut of 'em'. 1889 H. H. Romh.lv
Verandah in N. Guinea 56 Tearing the vines and lawyers

with their teeth.

4. Pcnanglawyer: a kind of walking-stick, made
from the stem of a dwarf palm (Matala acutifolia,

Griffith), a native of Penang and Singapore. In

England often misapplied to the Malacca cane.

App. with jocular reference to the use of the weapon in

settling disputes at Penang. It has been suggested that

the name may be a corruption of Malay pinang lfyar
y
wild

areca, or pinang Idyor fire-dried areca. The dwarf pal in

has prickly stalks, so that the notion may be the same as in

sense 3 and in lawyerpalm.
1838 P. Cunningham A'. S. Wales (ed. 3) II. 64 With

a Penang lawyer hugged close under his right arm. 1894

Conan Doyle S. Holmes 10 His stick, which was a Penang
lawyer, weighted with lead.

5. Zool. The name given locally in America to

a. the Black-necked Stilt {Himanlopus nigricollis)

;

b. the Burbot {Lota maculosa), and the Bow fin or

Mudfish(Amia calva) : cf. lake-lawyer (Lake sb.i 6).

£1850 Hammond Wild Northern Scenes 45 (Bartlett),

* What on earth is that ?
' said I to the fisherman. * That \

said he, * is a species of ling ; which we call in these parts

a lawyer*. 1850 Bartlett Diet. Amer., Laivyer .. the

black-necked Stilt. . . On the New Jersey coast it is some-

times called lawyer on account of its Mong bill*. 1884

Riverside Nat. Nisi. (1888) III. 97 Amia calva, the bow-

fin, .. or lawyer.

6. and Comb.,*s lawyer^crafl, -life \
lawyer-

made adj.
;

lawyer-like adj. and adv. ; lawyer-

cane, -palm, -vine Austral., names for Rubits

australis, Calamus austrail's, and Flagellaria indica,

the stems of which are armed with sharp thorns.

i8a7 Brntham Ration. Evid. Wks. 1843 VI. 351 The
punishment of death.. (so long as *lawyercraft reigns) will

ever continue to be a favourite policy with the English

lawyer. 1861 W. F. Collier Hist. Eng. Lit. 481 Pictures

of middle-class *lawyer-life. 1575 Brieff Disc.^ Troub.

Franck/ord 208 The *lawierlike hearinge off suites that

appertaine to liuinges. 1637 Documents agst. Prynne
(Camden) 83 That it was not possible Mr Burton should

drawe his aunsweare to Mr. Attornyes soe lawyerlike as it

was done without the helpe of some lawyer. 1876 Fox
Bourne Locke I. i. 6 Most of the entries are evidently in

the elder Locke's own lawyer-like hand writing*, i860 Gen. P.

Thompson Audi Alt. III. cix. 27 The popular resistance in

the present case is right, though the *lawyer-made law

should be wrong. 1800 Lumholt* Cannibals 103 The stem

and leaves are studded with the sharpest thorns, which

continually cling to you and draw blood, hence its not very

polite name of *lawyer-palm. 189a G. Parker Round
Compass Austral, xiv. 356 Don't touch that *lawyer-vine

;

it will tear you properly, and then not let you go.

Hence Lawyeress, the wife of a lawyer; a female

lawyer. Lawyering vbl. sb. colloq., the follow-

ing of the lawyer's profession
;
similarly Lawyer-

ing ppl. a. Lawyerling, a contemptuous term

for a lawyer
;
also, a young lawyer, a law-student

;

also attrib. Lawyerly a., lawyer-like. Law-
yerthip, the condition or dignity of a lawyer,

f Lawyery, lawyers as a cl*ss.

1649 Milton Eikon. v. 45 To which . . Law-tractats I referr

the more Lawyerlie mooting of this point. 1676 Wvchebley
PL Dealer iy. x, I have taken my leave of lawyering and
pettifogging. 1716 M. Davies A then. Brit. II. To Rdr. 26
Our Magnificent Nobility, .. our Munificent Lawyery, or

our Wealthy Gentry. 1830 D. O'Connell in Ann. Reg.,

Chron. 176/3 A wretched English scribe . . urged on by his

paltry, pitiful lawyerings. .. The English Major-general
and his lawyerling staff. 1835 Greville Mem. Geo. IV
(1875) 111. xxviii.278 Dined yesterday with the Vice-Chan-
cellor ; sixteen people, .almost all lawyers and lawyeresses.

1861 Mrs. H. Wood E. Lynne i,
* Egad ! lawyering can't

be such bad work, Carlyfe '. ' Nor is it . . But you must
remember that a good fortune was left me by my uncle . .*.

4
1 know. The proceeds of lawyering also \ 186a Mavhew

Prisons 0/London 72 A chapel-like edifice called the ' hall

'

. .where the lawyerhngs 4 qualify ' for the bar. 1871 Carlvle
in Mrs.Carlyles Lett. II. 374 W. H., the now lawyering,
parliamenteering, &c. ; loud man. 1881 Masson Carlyle in

Macm. Mag. XLV. 64 The Edinburgh . . of Jeffrey in the
early heyday of bis lawyership and editorship of the Edin-

Vol. VI.

burgh Reinew. 1896 Columbus Dispatch (Ohio) 1 1 Jan. 4/4
Miss Nellie G. Robison, the Cincinnati lawyeress.

Iiax (laeks), sb\ Obs. (levived as an alien word.)

In 1 leax, laex, lex, 7 lauxe, lask, (//.) laek(e)s.

[OE. leax OHG., MUG. lahs (mod.G. lacks),

Du., ON., Svv., Da. lax :-OTeiU. *lahs- (cons.-

stem); cognate and synonymous forms are Lith.

laszisza, Lettish lasts, Russian Jioeoct,, Polish Toso^.]

A salmon ; in later use some particular kind of

salmon (see quots.).

In the 17th c. the word seems to have been obsolete exc.

in the north ; southern writers merely guess at the meaning ;

Minsheu 1617 (followed by Phillips) app. connected the word
with Lax a. In recent examples it represents the Sw. or Nor-
wegian word, as applied to the salmon of those countries.

c 725 Corpus Gloss., E 315 Essox, laex. a 1000 Boeih.
Metr. xix. 12 Hwy ;$e nu ne set tan on sume dune Usenet

eowru, bonne eow foil lysted leax o65e cypeian 2 t 1050
Suppl. /Et/ric's Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 180/33 Esocius, vet
salmo, lex. c 1300 Havelok 754 He tok }»e stuigitin, and
be qual, And be tutbut and lax with al. Ibid. 896 He har

up wel a carte lode Of segges, laxes, of playces brode.

ri3*o Pol. Songs (Camden) 151 Theune mot ych habbe
hennen a-rost, l'eyr on fyhshe day lauuprey ant lax. 1488

Acta Dom. Cone. 89/1 Extending Merely to ix** of sahnond
laxis takin vp he hun. 1589 Rim-.a Eng.-Lat. Diet. 1721

A Laxe, a fish so called, exos, eso.v. 1601 Holland Pliny
1. 242 The Lax, in the Khene. 1617 Minsheu Ductor, Lax,
a fish so called, a fish which hath no bones. 1621 Naworth
Honseh. Bks. (Surlees) 165 One great lauxe, iiij*. ibid. 84

Lask. 1656 W. D. tr. Comeuins' Gate Lat. Unl. § 154 The
pointed Sturgeon, and gristly Lax, greatning to the length

of fowr and twentie feet. 1677 Johnson in Ray's Corr.

{ 1848) 127 In the mouth of Kden, in Cumberland, the fisheis

have four distinctions of yearly growth .. before they come
to be lackes ; . . the Lacks, or overgrown salmon. 1882

Mrs. H. Rkeve Cookery «f ifonsek. xiv. 104 Norwegian
I^ax (Salmon). 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catat. 68 Tunny,
Char, Lax, Cod, Haddock, Herring, Oysters, &c.

b. Comb., as laxfisher \
flax-pink, ?n salmon

at a certain stage of growth (cf. Laspiuno).
1533-4 Act 25 lien. VIII, c. 7 The yonge frye spaune or

broode of any kynde of Salmon called lakspynkes smowtis
or salmon pele. 1543 Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1844) L
1 and Johnn Freser, laxfyschar. a 1670 Spalding Troub.

Chas. /(Bannatyne Club) I. 305 The masters and lax-fishers

of Dee and Don. 1875New Hist. Aberdeensh. I. 99 A very

pleasant footpath for the lax fishers.

Iiax, sb* Also 6-7 laxe. [? f. Lax v.]

fL A laxative medicine, an aperient. Obs.

1526 Pilgr Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 171 Pocyons, laxes,

. . and other medecynes. 1544 Phakr Regim. Ly/e (1553)

K j h, It is good to take an infusion or laxe of rubarbe.

i. Looseness of the bowels, diarrhoea (in men and

cattle) ; =Lask sb.* Obs. exc. dial.

1340 Hvboe tr. Vices' Instr. Chr. Worn. (1502) Q ij, Often
changing his sheets and his clouts, because he had an ex-

ceeding laxe. 1542 Boouoe Dyetary xxii. (1870) 286 Maces
. . is good for the blody tlyxe and laxes. 1573 Tussk.r Husb.
xix. (1878) S3 Which so, if ye giue, with the water and chalke,

thou makest the laxe fro thy cow away walke. 1607 Top-

skll Four/. Beasts (1658) 298 The lax or bloudy Mix. 1610

Mask ham Masterp. 1. lxx. 147 Of the Laxe, or too much
scouring of Horses. 1737 Bracken Farriery Impr. (1756)

I. 216 If the Lax or Scouring continues too long upon him.

J770 Hahly in Phil. Trans. LXl. 133 She was seized with

a smart lax. 1876 in Whitby Gloss. 1877 N. W. Line.

Gloss. ,
Lax, a looseness of the bowels. See Lask.

trans/ 1577 Fulke Two Trtat. agst. Papists 11. 366

Being trobled with a sore laxe of the tongue, which I take

to be a like disease in y1 mouth that it is in y*3 wombe.

3. ? Relief, release, rare"1
.

41800 Bonny Baby Livingston xviii. in Child Ballads

(1890) IV. 233/2 O wherefore should 1 tell my grief, Since

lax 1 canna find ?

Iiax (laeks), a. [ad. L. lax-us loose ;
cogn. w.

langitere to Languish, and prob. also with Teut.

*slako- Slack a.]

1. Of the bowels : Acting easily, loose, f Of a

person : Having the bowels unduly relaxed.

e 1400 Maukdev. (1839) xiv. 152 Men putten it [manna] in

Medicynes for riche men, to make tbe Wombe lax, and to

purge evylle lUode. 1530 Falscr. 317/1 Laxe as one that

hath the flyxe or squyrte,y^n^«.r. a 1776 R . James Dissert.

Fevers (1778) no, I do not neglect on these occasions,

proper evacuations by bleeding, and keeping the body
somewhat lax. 1804 Abernethy Surg. Obs. 188 The bowels

lax. 1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 37 A moderately

lax state of the bowels lessens the risk of worse consequences

from dentition.

2. Slack; not tense, rigid, or tight. Hence of

bodily constitution or mental powers : Wanting in

1 tone * or tension. Now somewhat rare.

1660 tr. Amyraldus' Treat, cone. Relig. H. t. *54 The
springs are some too stiffe, and others too laxe. 1669 Hol-
der Elem. Speech 129 Though their outward Ear be stopt by

the Laxe Membrane to all Sounds that come that way. 173*

Abbuthnot Rules 0/Diet 409 Especially Mothers of a weak

lax Constitution. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 85 p 7 That

neither tbe Faculties of the one [the inind] nor of the other

[the body] be suffered to grow lax or torpid for Want of Use.

1789 W. Buchan Dom. Med. (1790) 339 When it attacks the

tender and delicate, or persons of a weak lax fibre. 1842

Abdv Water Cure (1843) 64 Abdomen soft, lax, and without

inequalities.

b. Of the limbs, attitude: Relaxed, without

muscular tension, rare.

183a L. Hunt Hero % Leanderw. 89 His tossing hands are

lax. 1887 D. C. Murrav& Herman One Trav. Returns vi.

91 He fell back in his chair and lay lax with closed eyes.

c. Of attachment or connexion of any kind:

Weak in force, easily dissolved.

1782 Kirwan in Phil. Tram. LXX1I. 216 Nitrous air

where the union of phlogiston to the acid is of the laxest

kind.

3. a. Of organic tissue, stone, soils, etc. : Loose
in texture

;
loosely cohering or compacted ; porous.

1 61 5 Crook e Body 0/ Man 206 That it may firme, stay,

and as it were knit together his soft and laxe flesh. 1653
H. Mow' Antid. Ath. 1. xi. (1712) 34 This lax pith or marrow
in Man's head. 1691 Kav Creation it. (1692) 127 The flesh of

this sort of Fish being lax and spungy, and nothing so firm,

solid and weighty as that of the bony Fishes. 1695 Wood-
ward Nat. Hist. Earth 11. (1723) 77 Not only in the more
lax, Chalk, Clay, and Marie, hut even in the most solid,

Stone. 1713 Durham Phys..'J heol. 62 Some [delight] in

a lax or sandy, some a heavy or clayie Soil. 1746 Simon
in Phil. Trans. Xt.I Y\ 314 Wood, Vegetables, or any other

lax Bodies. .whose Pores, being open [etc.]. 1811 Pinkeu-
ton Petral. I. 295 note, i>a Costa. . mentions the whet-stone

of Derbyshire as of a lax texture, easily pervaded by water.

1835 6 Todd Cycl. At/at. 1 . 1 1 1 The psoas muscle is covered

with a lax ..cellular tissue. 1873 T. H. (jRKEn fu/?od.

Pathol, (ed. 2) 191 Those organs which possess a lax struc-

ture as the lungs. "1875 LyetPs Princ. Geol. 1. 1. ii. 225

Their stems had also a lax tissue.

b. Hot. 'Said of parts which are distant from

each other, wilh an open arrangement, such as the

panicle among the kinds of inflorescence *
( Treas.

not. 1S66).

1796 Witjjehing Brit. Plants fed. 3) 111. 294 [Equisetnm
Palustre] Sheaths larger and more lax than those of E. a>-

Tcnse. 1837 Maccilu\ray Withering's Brit. Pi. (ed. 4) id

The Panicle .. presents the following varieties: Loose or

Tax, when the stalks are distant. 1845 Linui.f.y Sch. Bat.

iv. (1858) 32 Racemes lax when in fruit. 1846 Dan v Zooph.

(1848) 591 Pinnules oblique, arcuate, lax. 1877 84 V. K.

Ilu.MK Wild FL p. viii, Flowers in a lax spike, purple, at

times fragrant.

4. Of clothes : Loose- fitting, worn loosely. Of
persons : Negligent in attire and deportment.

Of handwriting : Not compact; also, careless, not

precise, nonce-uses.
1621 Hen ion Ana/. Met. in. ii. in. iii. (1651^ 474 They .

.

hint and crucifie themselves, sometimes in laxe clothes, an
hundred yards I think in a gown, a sleeve. 1783 Cowh-k
Let. 7 Mar., Life & Wks. (1836J II. i?o Your manuscript
indeed is close, and I do not reckon mine very lax. 1812

H. it J. Smith Rej. Addr., Theatre 71 Lax in their gaiters,

la.xer in their gait. 1885 W. M. Rossini 1 in Athemvum
6 May 641/3 The German character for sir . .would be con-

siderably like that fur iu.

.

; in rapid or lax handwriting the

two might be almost identical.

5. Ofrules, discipline, conduct, observance: Loose,

slack, not strict or severe. Of ideas, interpretation,

etc. : Loose, vague, not precise or exact. Said also

of the agent (in both uses).

£1450 tr. De Imitatione 1. xxv. 37 He bat euermore sekih

bo binges hat are most laxe and most remisse, shal em 1

be in anguissh. £1555 Harpsfiulu Divorce Hen. VII

i

Camden) 187 If the Queen. .can be moved. .to take vow of

chastity, or enter in laxe religion. 1671 True Noncon/ 115

As for this your Laxe acceptation of a professed indiffereney

in externals. 1736 IJutlkr Anal. 1. vi. Wks. 1874 I. 113 In

a lax way of speaking. 1755 Joktin Diss. vi. 260 The word
xteruns itself is sometimes of a lax signification. 1770

liuRKK Pres. Discont. Wks. 1842 I. 146 Under the lax and
indeterminate idea of the honour 0/ the croivn. 1803 R.
Hall Wks. (1833) J. 1 60 A lax theology is the natural parent

of a lax morality. 1821 Lamti Elia Ser. 1. Imperfect Sym-
pathies, The custom of resorting to an oath . . is apt . . to

introduce into the laxer sort of minds the notion of two
kinds of truth. 1840 Macaulay Ess., Ranke (1851) II. 136

To this enthusiastic neophyte their discipline seemed lax

and their movements sluggish. 1854 Thackeray Newcomcs
I. 43, 1 was a lax and negligent attendant. 1855 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. xv. 111. 570 The oath of allegiance, the Whigs
said, was drawn in terms far too lax. 1856 Frol de Hist.

Eng. (1858
1

! I. i. 86 The execution of justice was as lax in

practice as it was severe in theory. 1868 E. Edwards Ralegh

I. iv. 68 Writers possessing extremely lax notions of the laws

of evidence. 1874 Green Short Hist. viii. § 10. 581 Richard

[Cromwell] was known to be lax and godless in his conduct.

1884 Manch. Exam. 18 June 4/7 They were lax in their

attendance, losing perhaps one or two days . . per week. 1 884

Ld. Coleridge in Law Rep. 12 Q. Bench Div. 327 Towards

the close of his life the practice of the Court became some-

what easier and laxer.

b. said of versification.

1749 Power Pros. Numbers 47 If the antient Poetry was

too lax in its Numbers, the modern is certainly too strict.

1817 Mooae Lalla R. (1824) r6r The lax and easy kind of

metre in which it was written. 1847 L. Hunt Men, Women,

<y B. II. viii. 14s The lax metre and versification resembling

those of the second order of French tales in verse.

6. quasi-adz/. So as to have ample room. [A
Latinism : cf. Laxity 4 ]

1667 Milton P. L. vn. 162 Mean while inhabit laxe, ye

Powers of Heav'n. [Cf. Cicero De domo sua xliv. 115 Ha-
bitare laxe et ?nagnifice voluit.)

7. Comb., as lax -fibred, -flowered adjs.

1761 Pulteney in Phil. Trans. LI I. 353 Women, children,

and weakly men . .are lax-fihred. 1861 Miss Pratt Fltnver.

PI. V. 210 J^ax-flowered Orchis. 1870 Hooker Stud. Flora

356 Aceras anthropophora, . .Spike lax-flowered.

t Iiax, v. Obs. [ad. L. laxare, f. lax-us Lax a.]

trans. To make lax; to loosen, relax; to purge.

Also absol.

1398 TaEVisA Barth. De P. R. vi. xxi. (1495) aio Hote

water clensyth and laxyth and pourgyth the wombe. Ibid.

xvn. I v. 635 The whyte rote of Eleborus laxyth' both vpwarde

and dounwarde. 15*8 Paynel tr. Reg. Salemi (1535) 60 a,

Butter.. laxetbe the bealye out of measure, and prouoketh

one to vomyte. 1540 Raynold Byrt/t Mankynde 15 h, Yf
the woman, .haue been longe sycke before her labor, yf she

haue ben sore laxed [ed. 1552 lasked]. 16*7-77 Feltham

v



LAXABLE.
Resolves u. L 259 That we should laxe our seWes in all the

corrupt . . pleasures of life. 1675 Evelyn Terra (1676) 57
Laxing the parts, and giving easy deliverance to its off-

spring. 1685 Cotton tr. Montaigne 1. liv. (17 11) 470 An
extream Fear, and an extream Ardour of Courage, do equally

trouble and lax the Belly.

Hence Laxed///. a.
y
made loose or slack, relaxed.

Laxing- vbl. sb., loosening.

c 1400 Lau/ranc's Cirnrg. 268 For brekyng of be siphac

& of bis laxyng. 1613 Cockeram ii, Released, Laxed,

Relaxed. 1679 Evelyn Sytva xxx. (ed. 3) 176 Those laxed

parts, and Vessels by which the humour did ascend, grow
dry and close. 1718 Prior Solomon m. 162 When the lax'd

Sinews of the weaken'd Eye In wat'ry Damps or dim
Suffusion lye.

t La'xable, a. Obs. rare*1
, [ad. L. type laxa-

bil-is, f. laxare : see Lax v. and -able.] Of the

body : Easily purged,
1
loose*.

1607 Topsell Four./. Beasts (1658) 337 Drink .. mingled

with Mares milk, doth make the body loose and laxable.

tliaxament. Obs."0 [ad. L. laxdmenl-um

an extending, relaxation, etc., f. laxare to Lax.]

1623 Cockeram, Laxatnent, a release.

t La'xate, v. Obs. [f, ppl. stem of L. laxare

Lax v.] trans. To loosen, relax. Also absoL

\tx\ Cockeram, Laxate, to release, to loose, to pardon.

1652 French Yorksk.Spa viii.72 it corroborates, astringeth,

and laxateth. Ibid. xi. 96 Exercise is . . very necessary, as

being good to laxate the passages of the body. 1661 Lovell
Ifist, A Htm. <y Min. 211 All fat things laxate the stomach.

Hence fLa'xated ///. a., fLa xating vbl. sb.

1652 French Yorksh. Spa iv. 41 They that have very cold,

weak and laxated stomacks. /bid. viu. 73 If by its laxating,

evacuation is promoted.

taxation (locksJ'-Jbn). [ad. L. laxdtion-em
y

n. of action f. laxdre\ see Lax v, and -atiok.]

The action of loosening or relaxing ; the state of

being loosened or relaxed ; occas. an instance or

means of relaxing, a laxative application.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vut. xxvii. (1495) 337 Hote
water is contrary to laxacion yf the heete of the aj re is not

stronge for the tyme also. £-1550 Lloyd Treat, Health

(1585) Kiv, Hcanes sodde in Veniger..do greatlye withold

taxation. 1579 Twyne Phisicke agst. Fort. t. x.\iv. 33a,

These are the prouocations of leacherie, these are the taxa-

tions of libertie. 1640 L5p. Reynolds Passions v. 34 That
Law, without execution whereof there cannot hut follow

a laxation of the whole frame J
of Nature 1. 1661 Lovkll

lIist.Anitn.8f Min. 420 The hernia,, .it's cured by laxation.

1669 W. Simpson Hydro!. Chym. 127 i?y reason of the laxa-

tion and flagging of the membranes. 1699 T. Rennet
Dissenters' Pleas. (1711*5 By reason of., laxation ofdisciplin

in those wars, Atheism has much increas'd. 1832 I.Tavlor
Saturday Even. 26 The movement— the taxation of the

human mind in all countries. 1897 Allbutts Syst. Med.
IV. 252 An initial mercurial purge, followed by milder saline

iaxations. .will afford some amelioration.

Laxative (lavksativ), a. and sb. AUo 4 6

laxatif, -yf(e, 6 laxitive. [a. F. laxatif, -ive, ad.

L. laxatw-us, f. laxare : see Lax v. and -at ive.]

A. adj. Having the property of relaxing.

1. Of medicines, food, etc. : Having the property

of loosening and evacuating the bowels.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. cxii. (1495) 675 Some
oyle. .is laxatyf and nesshynge. c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirnrg.

184, I ne knewe no medicyn laxatif bat is so good. 1481

Caxton Reynard xxxii. ( Arb .) go J Ie knewe . .alle the herbes

. . whiche were viscose or laxatyf. 1547 Hoorde Brer.

Health §110 Vse laxatiue meates. .if nede do require. 1598
Sylvester Du Bartas 11. i. 111. Furies 646 Our Glysters

laxative. 1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 185
Tortoises, .excellent meat, . . but are so laxative, they cause

even DLsenterias. 1732 Arbuthnot Rules of Diet t. 244
Tamarinds, Astringent, yet laxative to the lower Helly.

1789 W. Ruchan Dom. Med. (1790) 293 Fomentations and
laxative clysters are by no means to be' omitted. 1809 Pjnk-
nev Trav. France 222 Those countries are most healthy

where, from an ordinary laxative diet, the body is always
kept open. 1861 Bentley Man. Bot. 579 Some lof the

Composite are laxative and anthelmintic.

2. Of the bowels, or the bodily constitution :

Loose, subject to 'flux' or free discharge of the

feces. Of a disease : Characterized by such dis-

charge. Now rare.

1546 J. Heywood Prcn>. (1867) 34 Ye would .. geue me
a purgacion. Hut 1 am laxatiue inough. 1573 Baret^4/z'.

L 153 Lctise is good to make one laxitiue or go to y»stoole.

1608 Middleton Fan/. Love lit. iii, What a laxatiue fever

shakes me. 1620 Vennkr Via Recta v. 90 A very good
medicinable meate, for such as are too laxatiue, and subject

to fluxes. 1635 Brereton Trav. (Chetham Soc.) I. 130

My body was always . . inclined to be laxative and soluble.

1708 Brit. Apollo No. 38. 3/2 Vou seem prone to Excess,

Whence this Laxative Ailing arises. 1722 Qlincy Lex.
Phys.-Med. (ed. 2), Laxative, signifies loose in Body, so as

to go frequently to stool. 1801 Med. Jrnl. V. 261 Bowels
laxative, tongue and skin healthy. 1822-54 Good1

s Study
Med. (ed. 4) 1. 194 If confined in youth, in advanced life

they tthe bowels] are often laxative.

b. trans/. Unable to contain one's speech or

emotions. ? Obs.
1601 B. Jonson Poetaster Apol. Dial., Fellowes of practis'd

and most laxatiue tongues. 1607 W. S. Puritan III. F2,
I am of such a laxatiue laughter, that if the Deuilt him selfe

stood by, i should laugh in his face. 1622 T. Scott Belg.
Pismire Pref. 2 My owne Countri-men haue tongues laxa*

tiue enough, and Strangers are in their wordes .. libertines.

a 1639 W. Whateley Prototypes t. vi. (1640) 85 This sinne

proceedeth from a twattling laxative humour causing that a

man must vent all he knows and be talking of many things.

3. 1 laving a loosing power, affording remission

or relief, rare.

122

1645 Milton Tetrach. Wks. 1851 IV. 216 A law giving

permissions laxative to unmarry a wife and marry a lust.

1649 — Eikon. xiv. 138 The simpler sort he furnishes with

laxative, hee termes them general clauses, which may serve

to releeve them against the Covnant tak'n.

B. sb. 1. A laxative medicine ;
' a slightly pur-

gative medicine which simply unloads the bowels

'

(Syd. Soc. Lex.).
c 1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 1898 Hym gayneth neither for

to gete his lif, Vomyt vpward ne dounward laxatif. —
Nun's Pr. T. 142 Er ye take youre laxatyues. Of lawriol,

Centaure, and ffumetere. c 1400 Lanfrancs Cirnrg, 333
Whanne his body is maad elene wib laxatiuis. 1412-20
Lydg. Chron. Troy 1. iii, And made him [sc. Cerberus] voide
his venym in ye strife And upwarde gaue hym suche a laxa-

tyfe That all the worlde his brethe contagyous Infected hath.

1572 Mascall Plant. <$• Graff. (1592) 57 The iuyce of Elder,
of Turbith, or such like laxitiues. 1612 Woooall Surg.

Mate Wks. (1653) 154 Thou maist also give the partie some
laxative. 1726 Swiet Gulliver m. vi. 83 Lenitives, Aperi*
tives, . . Laxatives. 1822-34 Goods Study Med. (ed. 4)1 37
If the bowels be confined, we must employ cooling taxativ

1874 R. Hooper's Physic. Voile M. 1. v. (ed. 9) 230 Brown
bread often proves an effectual laxative.

f2. ? Relaxed condition of the bowels, *flux\
Obs. rare.
c 1430 Lydg. Reason Sens. 3439 The drynke. .Which the

mynystres of babel Maden. . And gaf hyt to kyng Sedechye
Wher thorgh he had a laxatyf That he shortly lost hys lyf.

1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxxiii. 140 He cowth gif cure for

laxatyve. 1527 Andrew Brunswyke's Disiyll. Waters
Aijb, Who so drynke the same (walwort) water at eche
tyme ii ounces or two ounces and a halk causetb laxatyfe.

La-xativeness. [f. prec. 4- -ness.] Loose
or relaxed condition (of the body, etc.).

1610 Markham Masterp. I. xii. 33 Laxatiuenesse or loos-

nesse of the body is a signe of a hot liner. 1611 Cotgr.,
Co/trance, a flux, a laxatiuenesse in the bodie. 1615 Mark-
ham Eng. Honser<v. 11. vi. (1668) 142 It. .proceedeth .. from
a laxativeness or looseness of milk. 1725 Braolev Fami.

Diet. s.v. Scouriug-long-sot/ght, Either by over-heating or
by unwholsome Fodder, which will br^ed Laxativeness.

b. Looseness of tongue.
1866 Sal. Rez>. 1 Sept. 234/2 Their silence is quite refresh-

ing beside the rhetorical laxativeness of others.

Laxator (Ueks^t^i). Anat. [mod.L., agent-n.

f. L. laxare (see Lax z\).] Name formerly given

to a (supposed) muscle ol the external ear.

1799 Home Far in Phil. Trans. XC. 9 The largest of these

is called the obliquus, and is the antagonist of the tensor

muscle; the other is very small, and is called ihe laxatur.

1808 Med. Jrnl. XtX. 393 Soemmerring again errs .. in

considering the muscle as entirely a laxator.

Laxism (larksiz'm\ [f. Lax a. + -ism.] The
views of the 1 laxists*.

1895 Dublin Rev. Oct. 276 Laxism and Jansenism.

Laxist (Lx ksist . [f. Lax a. + -ist.] One who
favours lax views or interpretation : spec, the desig-

nation given by modern historians to the school of

casuists in the Roman church who maintained that

it was justifiable to follow any probability, however
slight, in favour of liberty. Also attrib.

1865 F. Oakkley in Ess. Rclig. $ Lit. 144 One of two
extreme attitudes; that of unpractical theorists, on the one
hand, or that of practical laxists on the other. 1882 Little-
dale in Encycl. Brit. XIV. 638/2 Some of the stricter

casuists say so, hut Liguori sides with the laxists. 1884
Ch. Times 366/2 There is a disastrous recommendation of
the laxist school in handling moral questions. iSgoGuardiau
7 May 741/1 There have been ' rigorist ' and 4

laxist ' views
on points of morals and discipline.

La-xitude. rare -\ [See -tude.] Laxity.
i86t Wright Fss. Archxol. II. xvii. 97 The laxitude of

mediieval manners.

Laxity (l^e ksiti). [a. F. laxil{
%
ad. L. laxi-

tatem, f. laxus Lax a.] The quality of being lax.

1. Looseness, irrelentiveness (of the bowels, etc.)
;

slackness, want of tension (in the muscular or

nervous fibres, etc.).

1528 Pavnf.l tr. Reg. Salemi (1535) 119 b, Superfluous
drynkynge of cold drynke.. causeth the palsey, or laxite of
themembres. 1620VENNER Via Retta\\\\. i84Thestomacke
. .if it be subtect to laxitie. 1672 Wiseman Wounds 11. v. 36
There arises a laxity and indigesture in the Wound. 1707
Fi.oyer Physic. Pulse- Watch 203 The Laxity of Fibres in

the Habit of the Body, or Viscera, is restored by Exercise,

Friction, and cold Baths. 1775 Johnson Let. to Mrs.
Titrate 13 July, In her early state of laxity and feebleness.

1789 W. Buchah Dom. Med. (1790) 319 This disease may.,
proceed from too great a laxity of the organs which secrete

the urine. 1799 M. Underwood Dis. L/tildr. (ed. 4) I. 6
The great moist ute and taxity of infants.

2. Looseness of texture or cohesion
;

openness,

uneompact structure or arrangement.
1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 229 The skin ..by the

ctosenesse or laxitie thereof, as he drawes it in
?
or lets it

out. 1660 Boyle Neno Exp. Phys Mech. xxxvi. 300 The
dif-form consistence, as to laxity and compactness of the
Air at several distances from us. 1692 Bentley Boyle Lect.

vii. (1693) 25 The former tcausel could never beget Whirl-
pools in a Chaos of so great a Laxity and Thinness.

3. Looseness or slackness in the moral and intel-

lectual spheres; want of firmness, strictness, or

precision.

1623 Cockeram, Laxitie, pardon, chiefly cheapnesse. 1656
Blount Glossogr., Laxity, looseness, witdness, liberty. 1775
Johnson Tax. no Tyr. 20 Every expedition would in those
daysoflaxity have produced a distinct and independent state*

1795 Mason Ch. Mtts. in. 187, I need not observe on the
laxity of that Version. 1830 Scott Demonol. viih 260 Such
laxity ofdiscipline afforded scope to the wildest enthusiasm.

LAY.

1838 J. H. Newman Par. Serm. (1839) IV. ix. 156 All these
laxities of conduct impress upon our conscience a vague
sense, .of guilt. 1849 Macaulav Hist. Eng. ix. II. 422 The
very faults of their colleague, the known laxity nf his prin-
ciples. 1858 Froude Hist. Eng. III. xvi. 407 Laxity of
assertion in matters of number is so habitual as to have lost

the character of falsehood. 1865 Tylor Early Hist. Man.
iv. 77 Carelessness and laxity in articulation. 1870 Rogers
Hist. Gleanings Ser. 11. 54 Laxity of belief is coupled with
Laxity of practice. 1875 Protests Lords I. Pref. to A taxity
of language, which must have conveyed far more than the
framers of the Act contemplated. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2)
III. 265 Such tales .. engender laxity of morals among the
young.

+-4. Spaciousness. [A Latinism : cf. Lax a. 6.]
1650 Ft lle r Pisgah 11. v. 122 The hills in Palestine gener-

ally had in their sides plenty^ of caves, and those of such
Laxity and receit that ours in England are but conny-
boroughs if compared to the palaces which those hollow
places afforded.

Laxly (lx-ksli), adv. [f. Lax a. + -ly 2
.]

1. In physical sense - Loosely; with loose cohesion

;

slackly, without tension.

1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters I. 24 With lit] all the other
elements . . are more laxly or intimately blended. 1887
D. C. Murray & Herman Ont Trav. Returns ii. 35 The
queen's head fell laxly on the arm which encircled her.

b. Bot.
t
etc. : With loose or open arrangement

;

not closely, compactly, or densely.

1847 W« E- Steele Field Bot. 191 The flor. thin, laxly

imbricated. 1852 Dana Crust. 1. 586 Hand. . taxly pubescent
about the fingers. 1867 J. R. Jackson in Intel). Observ.
No. 62. 129 Laxly or densely imbricate. 1870 Hooker
Stud. Flora 101 Vicia sylvatica ... Racemes laxly 6-18-

flowered.

2. With moral or intellectual looseness ; without

strictness, precision, or exactness.
i&SoAnsw. Stillingfleet's Serm. 12 We will not speak sn

laxly altogether as he does there. 1773 Johnson in Bosivelt

24 Oct, Nobody, at times, talks more laxly than I do. 1779
IJurkeI ibid. 12-19 Oct., I do not think that men who li\e

axly in the world, as you and I do, can with propriety

assume such an authority. 1838-9 Hallam Hist. Lit. III.

in. vi. 302 The former of these corrective functions must
have been rather laxly exercised. 1867 Freeman Norm.
Cony. (ed. 3) I. iii. 102 The . . Thegits would attend more
laxly. 1868 Ibid (1876) II. ix. 403 \Ve mu^t remember how
laxly that word is often tak^n. 1889 H. I). Trail 1. Straf
ford 74 The enforcement of the laxly administered penal
statutes.

Laxmannite (loe'ksmanaiO. Min. [Named
after E. Laxmann^ a Swedish chemist : see -1TE.]

A synonym of Valql elinite.

1884 in CasselCs Encyd. Diet.

LaxneSS (lre'ksnes) . [f. Lax a. + -nes-?.] The
quality of being lax ;

laxity : a. in physical senses.

1634 T. Johnson tr. Patty's Chirurg. xxvi. xlii. (1678) 658
Cold Waters or Maths., help the laxnessof the bowels. 1669

Holder Elem. Speech 161 It is requisite that the Tympanum
be tense.. ; otheiwise the taxness of that Membrane will

..damp the sound 1681 Glanvill Sadducismus 1. (1682I

15s Like some Body passing through an over-targe or wide
hole, wheie it cannot stick by reason of the laxness of the

passage. 1718 Quincv Compl. Disp. 6 By the greater lax-

ness of its Contexture it will not lie in so little room. 1774
Garden in Phil. Trans LXV. 105 This carina is very

distinguishable .. by its thinness, its apparent laxness.

b. in moral or intellectual senses.

1676 W. Hubbard Happiness of People Pref., Too much
rigidness nn the one hand, or taxness on the other. 1715
Wodrow Corr. (1843) If 96 The universal laxness of the

age. 1841 Elphinsionk Hist. lud. I. 51 The laxness, con-

fusion, and barbai ism which peivade this branch of the law.

1843 Thackeray Raven %'uing vii. Deploring.. the dreadful

immorality which . .arose in consequence of their laxness.

f La'Xy, a. Obs. rare [f. Lax a. + -Y =Lax
a. 3 a.

1 7 16- 21 Mist's Weekly Jrnl. (1722) II. 24 Her Flesh is

laxy and flabby.

Lay (1^)> s t>-
1 Oh. exc. dial. Forms : a. 1 lasu,

3 la3e
; //. .3 lawes, 4 lauen. £. 3 lei-e, 3, 5 ley,

4 leye, laie, 4-5 laye, 4, 9 (dial) lay. [OK. lagu

(oblique cases la^e) ; the 0 forms may represent

either an OE. *l#>£e dat , acc , or gen., or the ON.
legi dative, legir plural, of the equivalent lpg-n—
OTeut. *Ligti-z pre-Tent. *laht-s lacus

Lake sb.*). It is nlso probable that in some
inslances the 0 forms represent an adoption of

OK. lai pool L. Itu ttw.] A lake, pool.

a. a 1000 Boeth. Melr. ix. 40 Lyft and laju land ynil>-

clyppab garsecg embegyrt gumena rite, a 1000 Caedmou's
Gen. 211 (Gr.) La^o yrnende. a 1300 Childh. Jesus 3M-W
in Horstm. Alieugl. Leg. (1875) 12-1 j Watur hare with inne

he bronze. His lawes niaken |>are inne he bou^te. Bote a

giwof lieoite wrac Alle hise lawes bare he to brae, lesu

him seide with hastiue wille..>wi bast bou to broke mi lay?

1340-70 Alisannder 3856 Theo blod, of heom that was
siawen, Ran by flodis and by lauen.

£• ct23P Arth. tf Merl. 5296 pe blod ran in be valaie So
water out of a laie. Ibid. 9652 He made alle a valaye Al so

it weie a brod leye. 1387 Trevisa tttgdeu (Rolls) III. 367
Alisaundrc. .hadde alle maner bestes in kepyng in hyves.in

layes in fisshe weres and pondes. 1390 Gower Conf. II.

167 She was nigh the great lay Of Tuton I- L. Tritonia

pains] founde, where she lay A cbild for cast, a 1440 Sir

Degrev. 239 One a launde by a ley These lordus dounne
lyght . 1481 Caxton Godfrey cciii. 298 The cyte of tabarye,

whiche stondeth on the laye of Geme. a 1825 Forby Vac.

R. Angliet, Lay, a very large pond. 1840 Spuroens Snppl.

Voc, E. Anglia, Lays', always, I believe, in the plural

number : as • Denhani lays '. Ponds in the midst of coppice

and timber.



LAY.

b. attrib., as lay-fen, -mire.

c 1205 Lav. 22835 Dra^eS hine to ane more & do3 hine in t

an Icy uen [c 1275 laie fen], a 1225 Ancr. R. 328 So me
deoppre \vade3 into pe ueondes leie uenne [MS. T. i"5e

deoueles lei mure], so me kumeS later up. a 1225 Marherele
14 lch leade ham ipe leiuen [printed leinen] ant ibe ladliche

lake of pe suti sunne. c 1230 HaliMeid. 33 Hwase liS ileinen

[/. e. i lei uen, MS. B. ileifen] deope bisunken.

tliay,^.2 Oh. Iri3le5he,lai. [a. ON. leiga

hire, toll.] Hire. Also in eomb. Ie3heraann

(=ON. leigumadr), a hireling.

C1200 Ormin 6222 And junnc birrp ^unnkerr le^hemenn
Rihht la^belike ledenn. Ibid. 6234 And heore le^he birrp 1

hemm beon Rasdhj bann iit iss addledd. a 1300 Cursor M. I

11814 Nu neghes tim to tak his lai fPair/, inede, Trin. pay].

tiay,^- 3 Oh. Also 3 lei, 3-4 lai(e, 5 ley, 5-O

laye. [a. OF. lei, mod.F. lot law = Pr. ley, let, Cat.

Hey, Sp. ley, Pg. lei. It. legge:-L. legem , lex law.]

Law ;
esp. religious law ; hence, a religion, a faith.

a 1225 Leg. Kath. 166 paet cristene weren & leaffule in

godes lei. Ibid. 832 Sone se ich awei warp ower witlese

lei. c 1250 Gen. Ex. 1201 Dor-of holden o"e ieuwes lay.

61290 S. Eng. Leg. 1. 457/18 Formest he wende to Or-

lians to prechie godes lay. a 1300 Cursor M. 1428 Fra
abraham. .Til moyses J?at gaf pe lai. Ibid. 1474 To fight al

for be cristen lay. Ibid. 13593 'A prophet', said he, 'be

mi lai'. 13.. Sir Beucs (A.) 1053 pow schelt swere vpon
pe lay. ^»37S Sc. Leg. Saints ii. {Paulus) 983 All pat

euire war of lowis lay. c 138$ Chaucer Sqr.'s T. 10. c 1400

Sowdone Bab. 764 If he will Baptised be And lefe his fals

laye. 6 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 105 My fey,

My byleue, and my ley, er pes. ct44o York Myst. xi. 44
Now are they like to lose our layse. Ibid, xxxviii. 445 It is

gretely against oure lay. 1513 Douglas sEneis vi. xiv. 8

Numa Pompilius, quhilk sail.. Begyn and statut with lawis

and haly layis The cheif cetie of Rome. 1534 Tindalk A cts

xxvi. 5 After the most straytest secte of oure laye f 1526 lawe],

lyved 1 a pharisaye. 1593 Peelk Chron. Edw. /, B 3, Tis
Churchmans laie and veritie To liue in lone and charitie.

1599 ? Kyd Soliman Pers. I. A 4 b, Welcome vnto thee
I

renowned Turke, Not for thy lay, but for thy worth in armes.

lay (l£ l
)j sb* Also 3-4 lai, 4-6 laie, 4-7

laye. [a. OK. lai (recorded from the 1 2th c.) =
Pr. lais t

lays ; of uncertain etymology.
The most likely view is that favoured by M. Gaston Parts,

that the word is of Teut. origin, an adoption of some form

of the word represented by OHG., MHG. leich,p)ay,

melody, song. Tbe ON. lag (see Law sb. 1

), used in the

Sense of 1 tune ', would also be phonetically a possible source.

Connexion with Teut. *leu/o> (OE. ledt, Ger. tied) is out of

the question, as are the Celtic words commonly cited : the

Irish laoidh is believed to represent an OCeltic type *ludi*
',

the Welsh llais voice, sound, is too remote in meaning, and
the assumed Breton equivalent is non-existent.]

1. A short lyric or narrative poem intended to

be stmg.
Originally applied spec, to the poems, usually dealing with

matter of history or romantic adventure, which were sung by
minstrels. From the 16th to the 18th c. the word was a
mere poetical synonym for ' song This use still continues,

but lay is now often employed (partly after G. with

which it is often erroneously supposed to be etymolpgically

connected) as the appropriate term for a popular historical

ballad such as those on which the Homeric poems are by
|

some believed to be founded. Some writers have misapplied

it to long poems of epic character like the Nibelungenlied

or Beowulf.
a 1240 Ureisun in Coil. Horn. 199 pet ich habbe be i-sungen

oesne englissce lai. £1320 Sir Tristr. 551 An harpour
made alay. £1320 Orpheo 13-16 In Brytayn this layes arne

ywrytt..Of aventures that fillen by dayes, Wherof Brytons
made her layes. C1386 Chaucer Merck. T. 637 And in

a lettre wroot he al his sorwe In manere of a com-
pleynt or a lay. — Frankl. Prol. 2 Thise olde gen til

Britons in hir dayes Of diuerse auentures maden layes,

. • Whiche layes with hir Instrumentz they songe, Or elles

redden hem for hir plesance. a 1400-50 Alexander 6

Sum has langing of lute lays to herken. i47°-85 Malory
Arthur x. xxxi, Thenne came Elyas the harper .. and told

hym the lay that Dynadan had made by Kynge Marke.

1483 Caxton G. da la Tour Aj, I made songes layes

Roundels balades. 1592 Davies Immort. Soul ix. iv. (1714)

60 The holy Angels Choir Doth spread his Glory forth with

spiritual Lays. 1608 Shaks. Per. v. Prol. 4 Shee sings like

one immortall, and shee daunces As Goddesse like to her

admired layes. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. it. 542 To
"Bacchus therefore let us tune our Lays. 1714 Gay Trivia
1. 2i My Country's Love demands the Lays. 17x8 Prior
Solomon 11. 80 Each morn they wak'd me with a sprightly

lay; Of opening Heaven they sung, a 1758 Ramsay Some
of the Contents iii, Attackis his fretnd Dunbar in comick
layis. 1805 Scott {title) The Lay of the Last Minstrel.

1827 Keble Chr. y.. Catechism, Why should we think He
turns away From infants' simple lays. 1842 Macau lay
(title) Lays of Ancient Rome. 1849 — His.*. Eng. iii. 1. 418
The popular lays chaunted about the streets of Norwich
and Leeds in the time of Charles the Second. 1850 Tenny-
som In Mem. xlviii, These brief lays, of Sorrow born. 1886

F. 13. Jf.vons in Jrnl. Hellenic Studies VII 303 The theory

of the aggregationists, that the Iliad is an agglomeration of
originally independent lays.

b. poet. Applied to the song of birds.

13.. K. Alt's. 521 1 Mery time it is in May, The foules

syngeth ber lay. 136a Langl. P. PI. A. ix. 57 For to leorne

the layes that Iouely foules maden. ^1386 Chaucer Sir
Thopas 58 The thrustelcok made eek bit> lay. 1390 Gower
Con/. 111. 119 Whan eyery bird upon his lay Among the

grene leves singeth. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, i. iii. 93
Madame, my selfe hauc . . plac't a Quier of such enticing

Iiirds, That she will light to listen to tbe Layes. 174a

Young Nt. Th. 1. 443 Sweet Philomel ! . . ev'ry star Is deaf
to mine, enaraour'd of thy lay. a 1788 J. Logan Cuckoo iv,

The school-boy .. Starts, the new voice of Spring to hear,

And imitates thy lay.

1 2. Strain, tune. Obs.
a. 1529 Skelton Agst. Garnesche iv. 6 Your chorlyshe
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chauntyng ys all o' lay. 1581 J. Bei l Haddons Answ.
Osor. 118 A continuall ianglyug of this Portingall Coockoe
chatteryng alwayes one maner of laye in myne eares.

t Lay, sb.$ Oh. rare*~ l

. [? repr. OE. =
ON. lag: see Law sb.2] A bill, score, reckoning.
13 . . Metr. Horn. (Vernon MS.) in A rchiv Stud. neu. Spr.
LVH. 267 He. .bad his hostes feede hem bat day And sette

heore costes in his lay.

+ Lay, sb.§ Also 5-6 laye, laie, 6-8 ley.

[? Aphetie form of Allay sb. 1
] Alloy, Chiefly

attrib. in lay metal\ the name of a kind of pewter.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxiii. (George) 402 pi godis . . Ar

mad bot of handis of mene Of gold and siluir & of clay, Of
stok,of stone ore of lay. 1489 Will 0/ /Fjw/<?r(Soraerset Ho.),

j C de fyne metall et j C de lay metall. 1503 Act 19 Hen.
Vlly c. 6 § 3 That no manere of person..make no holowe
wares of Peauter, that is to say Salter and Pottes that is

made of Peweter called Ley Metell, but that it may be after

the Assise of Peauter Ley Metell wrought within the Cite
of London. 1534 in Peacock Eng. Ch. Furniture (1866) 210
Item xxv platers of lay metall. 1538 Inv. in J. W. C lark

Barnwell lntrod. (1897) 23 Item j lauer of laye mettell.

1794 G. Adams Nat. $ Exp. Philos. I. App. 562 Lead and
tin Ley-pewter, soft soldier).

Lay 0e {
), sb.7 Also 6-7 laye, laie, ley(e. [f.

Lay z/.l]

f 1. A wager, bet, stake. Often in phr. even lay
f

a wager in which the chances aie equal on either

side, an even chance. Hence (in Jair, good, etc.

lay) = chance, hazard. Oh.
1584 R. Scot Discov. Witchcr. vn. iv. (1886) 107 It is an

even laie, that an idiot shall conjecture right. 1593 Shaks.
2 Hen. VI, v. ii. 27 Cli/. My soule and hodie on the action

both. Yor. A dreadfull lay. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 405
They bound themselues by a sa*red lay and oth to fight it

out to the last man. 1604 Dekker Honest \. i. Wks.
1873 II. 17 Done, 'tis a lay, joyne goU on it. 1610 Hkaum.
is: Fl. Scorn/ Lady v. i, If 1 had been unhandsome, old or

jealous, 't had been an e\en lay she might have scorn 'd me.
;

1725 New Cant. Diet. s.v. Lay, An I Iazard or Chance ; as, He
stands a queer Lay \ He stands an odd Chance, or is in great

Danger. 1726 De Foe Hist. Devil \. x. (1840) 135 I5y ven-

turing my life upon an even lay with him. 1729 E. Ekskine
Wis. 1 1871) 1. 453 What a fair lay sinners living under the

Gospel dispensation have for the eternal Salvation uf their

Souls. 1769 Chkstkrf. Lett. 296 You will stand a very good
lay, for if it is a prize it shall be yours, if a blank, mine.

2. A place of lying or lodging; lair, couch (of

animals). Now rare.

1590 Greene Mourn. Garni. (1616) 42 The Fawnc doth

choose his foode by the laie of the olde Bucke. a 1625

1>eaum. &. Fi.. Bonduca t. ii, I have found ye, Your lays,

and out leaps, Junius, haunts, and lodges. 1867 F. Francis
j

Angling vii. (1880) 252 The boatman will probably know ..

the lay of the trout.

t b. ? Right of pasturing cattle ; ? number of
j

cattle pastured at one time. Obs.

1596 in T. Harwood Lichfield (1806) 527 Rec. for the fyrst

leye into the Churche yarde for foure and twentye beabtes

and a weanynge calfe—xxxvj. s.

f 3. A layer, stratum ; a * course ' (of masonry).

1594 Plat Jcwdhho. 1. 35 Py making a lay of dung of

a foot in thicknesse. 1599 Hakluvt I'oy. 11. 1. 214 First

they layed a lay of Brickes, then a Mat made of Canes,

square as the Brickes. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 280 It was
devised, that a Viall should have a Lay of Wire Strings

below, as close to the Belly as a Lute. 1678 Moxon Mech.
Exerc. 65 Continue your several lays of Plaining, till the

whole upside of the Stuff be plained. a68z J. Collins
Making Salt 16 It was . . pressed into a Cask, with sprink-

lings of Salt between each Lay. 1693 Evelyn De la Quint,
j

Cotnpl. Gard., Re/l. Agric. 55 These .. make up what we
call a Bed or Lay of Roots. 1704 Addison Italy (1733) 225 i

Different Lays of white and black Marble. 1725 Bradley
Earn. Diet. s.v. Vertigo, Those [Animal Spirits] that are in

the Lays of the Optick Nerves. 1769 Mrs. Kaffald Eng.

Housekpr. (1778) 221 Lay them in the same water, with a lay

of leaves betwixt.

4. The aet of imposing a tax ; an impost, assess-

ment, rate, tax. Now dial.

1558 in Picton L'pool. Munic. Rec. (1883) 1. 95 It is to

he levied by force of one ley yearly to be gathered by the

Bailiffs for the time being. 1597 Churchzv. Acc. Cartmet
in J. Stockdale Ann. Lartmel, etc (1872) 36 A caste or laye

should bee forthwith had throughout all the parish. 1601

Acc.-Bk. W. Wray in Antiquary XXX 11. 79 A note of all

layes and sesments . . one laye of xxx*. 1624 Sir E. Sandys

15 Apr. in Cobbett Pari. Hist. (1806) I. 1421 In the lay of

the first Imposition, . . it was promised, That [etc.]. 1647

in Picton L'pool Munic. Rec. (1883) 1. 143 A Ley or Taxacion

of xii*. c »86o Staton Rays/ro' th' Loomenary 34 1 ts some

beggar, or else its th' chap ut collects th' lays. 1861 Smiles

Engineers I. 419 In 1750 a lay of 3^. in the pound produced

only £6 2s. iW. 1888 Slieffield
} Gloss.,

Lay, a rate, an assess,

ment.

5. Rate or ' terms * of purchase or remuneration.

heal U.S.
171a Connect. Col. Rec. (1870) V. 333 Provided that such

land.. shall be sold to such possessors thereof at the same

lay as the residue of said land. 1775 N. Hampsk. Prov.

Papers (1873) V11 - 42 5 Provided there can be more built

at an easier Lay than in the country by the company.

1792 B. Makston in N. Eng. Hist. % Gen. Register (1873)

XXVII. 399, 1 am engaged to go out with a large Company
..[to Africa] as their Land Surveyor General, on a pretty

good lay. 1816 Pickering Vocab. U.S., Lay, terms or con-

ditions of a bargain ;
price. Ex. 1 bought the articles at

a good lay; he bought his goods on the same lay that

1 did mine. A low word. New England. 1856 Peter Gott

(Bartlett), He took in his fish at such a lay, that he made
a good profit on them.

6. slang. A line or plan of busiuess, occupation,

adventure, etc. ; a (particular) job, ' line', or * tack *

:

often in phr. on (a certain) lay.

LAY.

1707 Farquhar Beaux .Strat in. iii, Cou'd 1 bring her to

a Bastard, 1 shou'd have her all 10 my self; but 1 dare not
put it upon that Lay, for fear of being sent for a Soldier.

1715 Wodrow Corr. (1843) H. 97 To distinguish myself
from the refusers upon a Jacobite lay. 1721 Cibber School-
boy ill. Dram. Wks. 1754 I. 23 The Puppy will play, tho' he
knows no more of the Lay than a Milkwonian. 1760 C.
Johnston Chrysal (1822) 1. 174, 1 first set them on the
lay. j8i8 Scott Hrt. Midi xvi, I shall be on that lay nae
mair. 1852 Dickens Bleak Ho. xxii, He's not to be found
on his old lay. 1858 Gen. P. Thompson A udi Alt 1. Iii.

201 It is a sad thing for a great country.. to have taken to

the filibustering lay. If the %vord is from the vocabulary of

thieves, to the conduct of thieves it is appiopriate. 1876
Besant & Rice Gold. Butterfly xxxiv, For a year or two
he wrote poetry. But the r>apers in America, he found,

were in a league against genius. So he gave up that lay.

7. The way, position, or direction in which some-

thing is laid or lies {esp. said of country)
j
disposi-

tion or arrangement with respect to something.

^Cf . Lie sb.

)

1819 Sporting Mag. V. 50 The correctness of their [dogs']

judgment on the lay of the country. 1851 *)rnl. R . Agric
Soc. XII. if. 647 Where the corn has a decided lean in one
direction, the machine, if worked against the lay of the

straw, meets with the requisite resistance. 1864 Thorkau
Maine W. iii. (1869) 163, I did not know the exaci route

myself, but steered by the lay of tbe land. 1867 K. Francis
Angling x. (1880) 174 If the angler pulls against the.. lay of

the weed. 1878 H. M. Stanley Dark Cont. I. xvi. 434
Seams of white quart/ travelled along the lay of (he strata.

1886 Walsingham 8: Payne-Gallwey Shooting I. 89 The
lay of a gun to the shoulder when aimed depends .. upon
the 'cast off and slope of the heel-plate.

b. Nattt. Of a rope : The direction or amount
of twist given to the strands. iCf. Lay v. 37.)

Also in Spinning (see quot. 1851).
1800 Cai-t. Harvkv in Naval Chron. XII. 19s, I \\a^

inclined to attribute this defect to the soft lay of the cable.

1839 Uke Diet. Arts 1071 In no one instance has a lupe or

cable thus formed, been found defective in the lay. 1851

L 1). Ii. Gokdon in Art Jrnl. Catal. Gt. Exhib. v**/2 In

the bobbin and fly-frames, the amount of lay, or quantity of

twist given to the roving, is as little as is compatible with

their being unwound without impairing their uniformity.

c i860 H. Stuart Seaman* Catcch. 2 By taking a half hitch

round and against the lay of the rupe.

c. Printing. See quots. ;
' the proper position

of the sheet of paper and the frame of type on the

bed of a press or machine, when ready for working
'

(Cassell).

1871 Amer. Encytl. Print, ed. Ringwah), Lay 0/ the

Case, the system upon which the various letters, points,

spaces, quadrats, etc., arc distributed among the different

boxes in a case. 1888 Jacobi Printers' I'ocab., Lay, this

refers to the position of the print on a sheet of paper.

8. A share in a venture; esp. in Whaling, the

proportion of the proceeds of a voyage which is

allotted to a man.
On a lay, on shaies (Cent. Diet.). Also, by the lay

{Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. 1867).

1850 Scorksbv Cheevers Whalcm. Adv. iii. 11S59I 35 With
eager hope to obtain the oily material wherewith to. .make

good their May'. 1859 Jrnl. R. Agric. .Soc. XX. 1. 113

Every one on board .. has 'a lay' in the \entuie. 1879

H. George Progr. ff Pov. 1. iii. (1881) 47 On American

whaling ships the custom is not to pay fixed wages, hut

a May', or proportion of the catch. 1898 F. T. Bollkn
Cmise ' Cachalot ' iv. U900) 33 Each of us was on the two

hundredth ' lay', .which means that for every two hundred

barrels taken on board, we were entitled to one.

9. In {good,full) lay : laying eggs.

1885 Bazaar 30 Mar. 1267/3, 4 pullets, in full lay.

10. concr. (See quot.)

1794 W. Felton Carriages tiSoi) 11. Gloss., Lay, a strip

of leather, which is sewed on the top of another that is

broader, for the purpose of additional strength, or to confine

a smaller buckle.

11. Comb. : f lay-layer, an assessor of rates.

1669 in Picton L'pool Munic. Rec. (1883) I. 328 The
common assesso" or Leylayers of this towne.

Lay (U 1

)* diaL tvar - Lathe sb.'* and sbJ]

L Weaving. The batten of a loom ;
«= Lathe j/>.4

1789 A. Wilson in Poems % Lit. Prose (1876) 1. 16 The
palefaced weaver plies the resounding lay. 1825 J. Nichol-

son Operat. Mechanic 412 The lay which carries the reed,

is hung from a bar. 1844 G. Dodd Textile Manu/. i. 44

The batten or lay by which the weft-thread is driven up

close. i8g2 J. M. Bariue Little Minister iii. 20 The lay

still swung at little windows like a great ghost pendulum.

b. Comb. : lay-cap, a wooden bar which lies o»

the top of the reed and is held by the workman in

working the lay; lay-raee (see quot. 1855).

The comb, lay-rod, lea-rod, in some Diets, referred to this

word, is an incorrect form of lease-rod: see Lease j^and
cf. Lea sb.*. ...
1831 G. R. Porter Silk Mann/. 217 A top piece having a

longitudinal groove along its lower side which is called the

*lay-cap. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 1287 The lay-tap .. is the

part of the lay which the hand-loom weaver seizes with his

hand, in order to swing it towards him. 1853
1

Ogilvie

Suppl., *Lay-race, that part of the lay on which the shuttle

travels from one side to the other of the web.

2. Used for Lathe sb* 2.

In parts of Scotland, the turning lathe is still called lay.

1797 Godwin in C. K. Paul Li/e (1876) 1. 259 The potters

we saw in the morning, turning a wheel, or treading a lay.

Lay (I*1
), (and sb.) Also 5-6 laye, 6 leye,

laii, 5-7 laie, 6-7 lai. [a. F. lai (now replaced by

the learned form laique) :—eeel.L. laicus, a. Gr.

\oXk6s (ef. Laic). Cf. M Du. leee (Du. leek), OHG.
leigo (MHG. leige, leie, mod.G. laie) layman.]
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1. Of persons : Belonging to the ' people
1

as con-
tradistinguished from the clergy; not in orders,

non-clerical.
When prefixed to official titles, the adj. is often hyphened.
C1330 [see B]. 1432-50 [see Layman], c 1440 Jacob's

Well 34 Alle relygious men, bat to leryd or to lay-folk

. . mynystren ony of pise in sacramentys. 1481 Caxton
Godfrey xv. 42 1 he inaners of the Clergye and of the laye

peple. 1550 Crowley Inform. Petit. 4 The laie and pri-

uate persons ar as well of the flocke of Christe as the other.

1577 Colet Fruit/. Adtuon.5 If thou be lay and vnmaried.
1641 Milton Ch.Govt. n.iii. 52 Neither did the first Nicene
councel. .think it any robbery to require the help, .of many
learned lay brethren, as they were then called. 1651 C.
Cartwright Cert. Relig. 1. 76 It is erroneous . . that a Lay-
man (as your Lay-Chancellour) should excommunicate and
deliver up soules to Sathan. 1654 H. L'Estrange C/ias. I
(1655) 186 No Convocation having power to grant any
Subsidies, or aid without confirmation from the Lay-Senate.

1717 Berkeley Jrnl. Tour Italy 8 Jan., Wks. 1871 IV. 514
A good number of gentlemen, lay as well as ecclesiastic. 1747
Wesley Wks. (1872) II. 67 He expressed the most rooted

prejudice against Lay-Preachers. 1766 Gray Corr. N.
Nicholls (1843) 65 Ansel is lately dead, a lay-fellow of your
college. 18 18 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) III. 68 A general pre-

scription de non dtcimando can no more be set up against

a lay impropriator than against a spiritual person. 1820

Scott Monast. xiii, [A] mill, erected on the lands of a lay-

baron. 1873 Hamkrton Intell. Life xi. i. (1875) 398 A
powerful lay element is certainly separating itself from the

ecclesiastical element all over Europe. 1893 Globe 1 July 6/4
The Lay Helpers' Association of the diocese of London.

2. Characteristic of, connected or concerned with,

occupied or performed by, laymen or the laity.

1609 HiuLE<Douay^ 1 1. I ndex, Laiheadshippe of the Church
is rejected by most Heretiques, and by al Catholiques. 1613
Suaks. /fen. Vlll, 1. iv. 11 Had the Cardinall But balfe

my Lay-thoughts in him. 1649 Ier. Taylor Gt. Exemf*.
11. Ad Sec. xi. 25 It cannot hallow a Lay designe, and
make it fitt to become a religious ministery. 1675 in Pari,
/list. (1808) IV. 783 This bribing men by drink is a lay

simony. 1750 Carte Hist, ling. II. 129 These were levelled

against lay-pa(ronages, and the prohibitions of secular

Courls. 1765 IjLACkstone Comm. I. 458 Lay corporations
are of two sorts, civil and eleemosynary. 1767 Ibid. II. 61

The four kinds of lay tenure which subsisted in England,
till the middle of the last century. 1780 Couter Progr.
Err, 37*»-\Vith reverend tutor clad in habit lay. 1816

Coleridge {title), The Statesman's Manual..A lay Sermon,
addressed to the higher classes of society. 1867 Trollopk
Last Citron. Pa rset II. xlvii. 31 The bishop strove to get
up a little lay conversation.

3. Transferred senses. + a. Uninstructed, un-

learned. Obs. rare.

c 1330 R. Brinnk Chron. (1S10) 171 Lered men and lay,

fre and bond of toune. 1335 Covkrdale Acts iv. 13 They
sawe the boldnesse of Peter & Ihon and marueyled lor

they were sure y* they were vnlerned and laye people.

b. Non-professional, not expert, esp. with refer-

ence to law and medicine.
1810 Hentham [see Gent sb.\ 1826 — in Wcstm. Rev.

Oc(. 457 Lay-gents however .. will, .see a convenience in it.

1861 M aine Anc. Laiu (1874) 71 A mine of law unrevealed
to the bar and to the lay-public 1883 W. A. Jevons in

Law Times 27 Oct. 431/2 Lay legislators . . jumped to the
conclusion that [etc.]. 1892 Paw Times XCIV. 17 1/2 There
is a natural confusion in the lay mind between a trustee and
an executor. 1897 J. W. Clark Barnwell p. Ixvii. The
prevention of disease, as well as the cure of it, is too
technical for lay interference.

fc. Unhallowed, unsanetified ; unspiritual, secn-

lar, worldly, esp. in phr. lay pari. Obs.

1609 Bible (Douay) 1 Sam. \xi. 4, I have no lay breads
[Vulg. laicas panes] at hand, but only holy bread, a 1613
0\>r»uky A Wife, etc. (1638* 49 That goodly frame we see
of flesh and blood . .it is I say But their Lay-part ; but well

digested food. 1615 T. Adams Spir. Navig. 40 We see but
the lay-part of things with these opticke organs. 1633 O.
Heruekt Temple, Priesthood x, Exchanging my lay-sword
For that of th' holy word, a 1668 Sir W. Waller Dir.
Medit. (1839) 58 Thou hast shewed mercy to my worldly
part, to my lay part ; O heal my spiritual part.

4. Special collocations. Lay abbot (see quot.).

Lay baptism, baptism administered by a layman.
Lay bishop, f(a) applied derisively to those who
set up as teachers of morality; (/>) a playful term
for a lay-rector. Lay brother, a man who has

taken the habit and vows of a religious order, but

is employed mostly in manual labour and is exempt
from the studies or choir-dntics required of the other

rnembers. fLay chattels [AF. lai chalet] (see

quot.)» Lay clerk, (a) a ' singing man ' in a cathe-

dral or collegiate church
;

(b) a parish clerk : see

Clerk sb. 2 b. Lay communion, (a) the condi-

tion of being in communion with the Church as a

layman ; (b) the communicating of the laity in the

Eucharist. Lay deacon, a man in deacon's orders

who devotes only part of his time to religious mini-

strations, while following a secular employment.

Lay older (see Elder sb.3 4) ; hence !ay-ehiership.

Lay judge, a judge who is not a lawyer {Cent.

Did.). Lay lord, a peer who is not a lawyer

;

opposed to laic; lord. Lay pope, a layman who
assumes the authority of a pope, fLay presbyter,

? = ' lay elder ' ; hence laypresbytery. Lay reader,

a layman licensed Io conduct religious services. Lay
rector (see Rectok). Lay sister, the analogue in

a female religious order of a lay brother. Lay
vicar (sec Vicar). See also Lay-fee.
1872 Gloss. Eccl. Terms (ed, Shipley), s.v. Abbot, *Lay~

Abbot a layman in possession ofabbey property. Called also

Abbot Non-religious. 17*6AyliffePa rerg. 105 Such Priests

as question'd the Validity of *Lay- Baptism. 1693 Dryden
^rdA/iseell. Ded.

f
Those *lay-bishops, as some call them,

who, under pretence of reforming the stage, would intrude

themselves upon us, as our superiors. 1870 L'Kstkange
Aliss AJitford I. ii. 58 The Colonel [Beaumont] is the

patron,, .he is what they call a lay bishop, and still receives

the tributary pence from the communicants. in

A/irr. our Ladye p. xxi, I N. N. brober professyd in the

order & degre of a *lay brother or ffocary. 1679 Trials

ofWakeman, etc. 34 He is a Benedictine Monk, or at least-

wise a Lay Brother. 1743 Popes Duneiad iv. 576 note
%

1 A Gregorian, one a Gonnogon A sort of Lay-brothers,

Slips from the Root of the Free-masons. 1865 Kings ley
Herew. \. (1875) 39 He dismounted, and halloed to a lay bro-

I ther to see to his horse. 1618 Selden Tithes ii. 13 After those

Tenths thus disposed of the remnant of that yeers increase

they called pmno fVin that is, as if you should say,

euery way prepared or fit for common vse, or absolutely

1 *Lay Chattels. 181 1 Busby Diet. A/us.,*Lay-Clerk, a vocal

I
officiate in a cathedral, who takes part in the services and

I anthems, but ts not of the priesthood. 1877 Lee Gloss.

j

Liturg. <5- Eccl. Terms, Lay clerk, . . a layman wbo in the

Church of England, by the tacit consent of the bishop or

ordinary, or by the direct authority of the parish priest, assists

in divine service. 189a J. C. Blomfiei.d//«/. Heyfordi'j He
was fulfilling theoffice of lay-clerk in that parish. 1680 Allen
Peace # Unity Postscr. 149 Their concession touching the

Lawfulness of *Lay-Communion with our Parish Churches.

1847 CARnL.WiSKMAN Ess., Unreality A ugl. Belief(iSs$) 11.

406 The Host given in lay-communion. 1880 W. Smith &
Chketiiam Diet. C/tr. Antiq. 11. 947 Offences which in a lay-

man were punished by o<f»opteTfi<K, . .were in the clergy punish-

ed by reduction to ' lay communion \ 1861 M. Arnold Pop.
Ednc. France 117 If the National schools of England were
taught by an order of *lay deacons. 1884 Sat, Rev. 12 ]u\y

49
;2 The proposed scheme of starting a new order of minis-

ters in the Church of England under the strangely paradoxi-

cal designation . .of ' lay-deacons 1594 Hookkr Peel. Pol.

Pref § 4. 22 The power of your *Iay elders. 1827 Hai.lam
Const, /list. (1876) III. xvii. 314 Each parish had its minis-

ter, lay-elder, and deacon. 1641 Smectymnuus Find. A nsw.

xv. 185 A! patrons of "Layeldership. 1863 H. Cox fustit. n.

vi. 481 Certain "lay lords expressed an intention of voting,

but ultimately, on the recommendation of the law lords, with-

drew. 18*6 W. E. Andrews Rev. Fo.xe's A. ff AI. II. 179 The
mere tools of the royal "lay-pope, a 1663 Sanderson Serm.
(1681) II. Pref. 7 Where are your *lay-presbyters, your classes,

&c. to be found in Scripture? 1640 Br. If all Episc. 111. ii.

224 Wheresoever they finde mention of an Elder m the New
Testament, [they] think presently of a *Lay- Presbytery.
1883 Official Ycar-bk. C/t. Eng. 110 The importance .. of
recognizing the assistance of *I^ay Readers, and of assigning

them their proper place in the service of the Church. ..

The office of Lay Reader is also fully recognized in the

Protestant Episcopal Church in the United States. 1709
Sthkle Tatter No. 129 T 4 Whether the Ladies so called

are Nuns or * I/ay-Sisters. 1825 Scott Betrothed xvii, Her
cellaress, her precentrix, and the lay-sisters of the kitchen.

5. Comb., as f lay-cometled adj.

1613 Sir II. Finch Leno (1636) To Rdr., The very phrase,

the termes of Art, excluding all hope of accrue to Lay-
conceited opinions.

f B. absol. and sb. The lay people, laity
;

also,

a layman. Obs.

c 1330 R. Pri nnb Chron. (1810) 100 J>e kyng in be courte

of be lay be clerkes wild justise. ^1511 Colet in Lupton
Life (1887) 302 The clergies, .part ones reformed., than may
we with a iuste order procede to the reformation of the lays

[ed. 1661 laities; L. laicalis] part. 1528 Tindale Obed.

Chr. A/an 40 b, What other thynge causeth the laye so

title to regarde there princes, as that they se them both

dispised and disobeyed of the spiritualte? ^i$3* Do Wes
/ntrod. Fr. in Palsgr. 1020 All the men.. as well clerkes

& lays. 1579 Spenser S/tep/t. Cat. May 76 Men of the laye.

1602 Warner Alb. Eng. ix. I. (1612) 227 From the Laie the

Scriptures light to hide, c 1616 Jonson Epigr. exxxi. Wks.
(1616) 813 The learn'd haue no more priuiledgethen the lay.

1670 Milton Hist. Eng. iv. Wks. 1851 V. 181 Sparing

neither Preist nor Lay. 1680 G. Hickes Spirit of Popery

2* They were Privilcdged to come to the Altar, when all

other Laies were forbidden.

Lay (l^1

), v -
1 Pa. t. and pa. pple. laid (U*d).

Infinitive : 1 lecgan, leegean, 2-5 legge(n, 6-7

(sense 1 c) ledge, 3-5 leyn, 4 lein, lain, leye,

lai, 4-5 leyne, leie, 4-6 laye, ley, 5 leyen, 6

Sc. la, 6-7 laie, 4- lay. Indicative Present-,

sing. 1st pcrs* 1 leege, 4 legge, leye (etc.), 4-

lay. 2nd pers. 1 le^cst, 3 leist, 6 lay st, 6-

layest. 3*/ pers. a. 1 les(e)tS, 2 leiS**, 3 legged,

lei5e«, 3-4 left, 4 layp, leyj>, leggij), 4-5 leiep,

5-6 layth, 6 laieth, 4- (now arch.) layeth. 0.

4-7 layes, lals, 5 legges, 7 laies, 4- lays, plural,

a. 1 lecgaj>, lecgeap, 3 leggeoU, legged, left.

0. 3-6 laye, 4 leyn, lein, leye, leie, 5 leyhe, 6

laie, 4- lay. 7. Sc. and north. 5 layez, 6 layis.

Indicative Past : sing, ui and yd pers. 1 lesde,

lsexde, 16de, 2 leisde, 2-3 lseide, 2-5 leide, 3
leaide, Orm. le^de, 3-6 leydo, 4 leid, legged,

lait, Sc. lad, 4-5 lade, 4-7 laide, 4-8 layd(e, 5
leyd, leged, leghed, layid, 5-7 layed, laied,

7-8 lay'd, 4- laid, plural. 1 le^don, leesdon,

leidon, 2-3 laridon, 2-4 leiden, 3 ledden, 4 lai-

den, 4-5 leyden,5 laidon ; also (in 4 and subse-

quently) as ist and 3rd pers. sing. Imperative',

sing. Tlese, 3 Orm. 1055, 3-5 ley, leie, 4 leye,

I 5 le, 6 laye, 4- lay. plural. 1 lecga]?, 3-4 leggej),

4 leip, 4- lay. 0. north, and Sc. 4 laes, lays,

I lais. Gerund-. 4-6 layeng, 5 legginge, legynge,

j
6 (sense 1 c) lodging, 5 leying, leiyng, leyng,

5-6 layng(e, 6 laieng, laiyng, 6-7 layeing, 4-
laying. Present Participle: a. 1 lecgende, 4
north, and Sc. leyond, layand. 0. (as in the

Gerund). Past Participle: 1 sel€d, seleisd, 3
ileid, yleid, ilaeld, Orm. le^d, 3-5 leid(e,

leyd, 4 ylaid(e, ylayde, leyde, 4-5 yleyd, 4-6
layde, 4-7 laide, layed, 4-8 layd, 5 ilaid,leied,

leyed,led, 6layede, (sense 1 c) ledgde, 6-7 laied,

7 laPd, 7 8 lay'd, 4- laid. [OK. /g^«*OFris.
ledsa, lega, leia, OS. leggian (Du. leggen), OHG.
tecken, legen (MUG., mod.G. legen), ON. legja

(Sw. liiggn, Da. togge), Goth. ( = OTeut.) lag/an,

f. *lag- a blaul -variant of OTeut. *leg- : see Lie v.

The normal representative of the OE. inf. and of the ist

persuing, and the plural pres. tense, would be *ledge; the
existing form of the present-stem is evolved from the 2nd
and 3rd pers. sing. pres. tense, in which the g of the OTeut.
vb. was followed not by j but by i,

t
and therefore escaped

the WGer. gemination, so that OE. in these instances bas^
instead of eg.]

General sense : To cause to lie.

I. To prostrate.

1. trans. To bring or cast down from an erect

position (in OE. often, to strike down, slay) ; "\Jig.

to cast down, abase, humble. Now only with

complement denoting prostration or extension upon
a surface. To lay low : see the adj.

c888 K. Alfred Boeth. (Sedgcfield) xli. § 3 He..ha:t
fcaldan baet segl & eac hwilum lecgan bone maest. <r 1000
Laws ofAthctstan 11. c a (Schmid) Hine lecge for beof se

tk him tocume. ci*oo Tritt. Coll. Horn. 165 Al riht is leid

and wogh arered. 13.. E. E. A Hit. P. B. 1650 Who-so
hym lyked to lyfte, on lofte watz he sone, & quo-so hym
lyked to lay, watz lo^ed bylyue. 13^7 Langl. P. PI. B. v.

359 [lie] cau^te hym bi the myddel, For to lifte hym alofte

and leyde him on his knowes. £1440 Partonope 7007, f

leyd hym flatt than in the med. 1595 Shaks. John it. i. 397
Shall we . . lay this Angiers euen with the ground ? 1660
F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Traz>. 6 With a mortall wound on
the forehead [he] laid him dead at his feete. 1671 Milton
P. R.n. 332 A multitude with Spades and Axes armM To lay

hills plain, fell woods, or valleys fill. 1785 Co'wpkr Poplar
Field 7 And now in the grass behold they are laid, And the

tree is my seat that once lent me a shade ! 1850 Tail's

A/ag. XVII. 754/1 The abbey was laid in ruins by the ex-

plosion. 1879 Browning /. /vanovitch 95 We check the fire

by laying flat Each building in its path. 1890 Guardian 24

Sept. 1486/1 One third of the town was laid in ashes.

T b. To lay to grouttd, to earth (Sc. at eird)

:

to stretch upon or bring to the ground ; to bring

low, throw down, overthrow, destroy. Obs.

c 1205 Lay. 27328 We heom scullen awelden leggen heom
to grunde. ^1330 Arth. % Alert. 5086 (Kolbing) Hou
Wawain & his feren . . H adden . . h*« b/>usand leyd to grounde.

1375 Barbour Bruce 111. 16 And weill ost. .War layd at erd,

but recoveryng. 1470-85 Malory Arthur 1. x, At the

fourth passage there mette two for two, and hothe were Icid

vnto the erthc. 1513 Douglas /Encis xi. xiii. 62 Mony
Troianis ded to ground scho laid.

c. Of wind or rain : To beat down (crops).

Chiefly in passive. (In i6~i 7th c. spelt ledge.)

1590 Plain Pcrc. 21 Send not awhirjwinde amongst them,

least . . they . . be ledgde on the ground. 1613 R..C. Table

Alph. (ed. 3), Cadence . . properly the ledging of come by a
tempest. 1626 [see Laying vbl.sb. \\. 1727 Bover Fr. Diet.

s. v., The Rain has laid the Corn, la Pluye a couche" les Bleds.

1787 Winter Syst. Httsb. 63 The straw grows so luxuriant,

as to be beaten down and laid by high winds and heavy

rains. 1799 A. Young Agric. Line. 162 If laid, it [se. flaxj

will not do for seed. 1846 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. VII. it. 288

It bore wheat again, ..but the weather of July laid it.

1859 Tennyson Geraint 764 Yniol with that hard message
went ; it felt Like flaws in summer laying lusty corn. 1870

Ramsay Remin. ii. (ed. 18) 26 The crops being much laid.

2. To 'bring to bed* of a child; to deliver (a

mother). Obs. cxc. dial, f Also refl. said of the

mother. (Cf. 53 c.)

i-i46o Tmvneley Afyst. xiii. 520 And gyll, my wyfe, rose

nott here syn she lade hir. 1605 festry Bks. tSuitees) 56
Item given to the bird of Pittington forlayinge a hogge, \)d.

1669 Plymouth Col. Rtc. (1856) V. 14, I went to her father

Winters house . . as I was informed of her being laid; and
shee haneing a young child in her lapp, 1 asked her whoe was
the father of it. 1682 Bunyan Holy W ar 168 The midwife

that laid my mother of me. 1684 Lauy R. Russell Lett.

1. xvii. 50, I hear my Lady Digby is safely laid of a girl.

1716 C'ikss Cowper Diary (1864) 126 The English Ladies

all pressed to have the Princess laid by Sir David Hamilton.

1724 J. Maubkay {title) Female Physician Comprehending
.. particular directions for laying women, in all cases of

difficult and preternatural births. 1828 Carr Craven Dial,

Lay, Lig, to perform the office of an accoucheur. ' He com
to lay my daam 1876 in Whitby Gloss.

3. To cause to subside (the sea, a tempest, a cloud

of dust, etc.) ; f to put a stop to (an annoyance)

{obs.) ; to allay (anxiety), appease (anger, appetite,

etc.). Now arch, or dial. exc. in to lay the dust.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter lxxxiv. 4 pou leyed alle bi wreth bat

bou was inne. C1340 CursorM. 590o(Trin.)To morweshul bo

fli^es be leide. 1398 Trkvisa Barth. De P. R. v. vi. (149s)

112 Vf the eye lyddes. .ben full of flesshc wythin. .thenne lie

layeth the syghte [L. visum iutpedinnt]. c 1430 Syr Genet .

(Roxb.) 1782 If ye me doo as ye me seid, A grete part of my
care is leid. 1508 Dunbar Flyting 10. Pohuart 96 }it come
1 hame, fals baird, to lay thy boist. 1539 Tavern er PIrasm.
Prov. (1552) 4 Moue not an euyll that is well layed. 1579

Gosson Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 25 Terpaudrus with his notes

layeth the tempest. Suaks. Two Gent. 11. iii. 35 See

how I lay the dust with my teares. a 164s Laud Serm.

(1847) 127 To show His disciples that His command could

lay the sea. 1630 R. Stavylton Strada's Low C, Warren



LAY.

iv. 77 This report he was so farre from sleighting..lhat he

laid it, before it could passe out of Spain. 1671 Milton
/'. R. iv. 429 Who. .still d the roar Of thunder, chas'd the

clouds, and laid the winds. 1695 Blackmore Pr. Arth. u

307 Th* enchanted Winds straightway their Kury laid. 171a

Addison Speel. No. 46s F 1 The doubt which was laid

revives again. ^1715 Burnet Own Time (1724) I« 6° He
upon his coming over did for some time lay the heats that

were among the Highlanders. 1727 Bover Fr. Dict.s.v. t

To lay the Stomach for a while, etourdir la grosse /aim.
187a Black Adv. Phaeton xxii. 308 * It was merely to lay

the dust said Bell, as though she had ordered the shower.

1879 Farrar St. Pant I. 181 To lav the secret misgivings

which had begun to rise in his mind. 1891 Rutland Gloss.

s.vM ' The bit of fish as you sent me laid my appetite '. 1900

Q. Rev. Apr. 459 These fears ought now to be laid.

b. To prevent (a spirit) from ' walking*. Often

in fig. context.

159a Shaks. Rom. <fr Jul. n. i. 26 To raise a spirit in his

Mistresse circle, .. letting it stand Till she had laid it, and
coniured it downe. 1678 Butler Ihid. 111. ii. 466 For

nothing but his Interest Could lay his Devi! of Contest.

1706 Estcourt Fair Example in. i, When the Devil is up
in a Woman, the wisest way is to lay it. 17x6 Addison
Drummer n. i, He knows the secret of laying ghosts or of

quieting houses that are haunted. 1850 Tennyson In Mem.
xevt. 16 He faced the spectres of the mind And laid them.

1851 D. Jerrold St. Giles xvt. 162 With a strong will, he

laid the rising ghosts of his boyish days. 1883 Froudb
Short Stud. IV. 11. i. 170, I remember his being called upon
to lay a troublesome ghost.

4. fTo bring down, reduce (a swelling) {oh.)
;

to smooth down, make to lie evenly.

1579 Spensbr Sheph. Cal. Oct. no When my Gates shall

han their bellies layd: Cuddie shall haue a Kidde to stoic

his farme. 1823 J. Badcock Dom. Amusem. 185 This will

lay some blisters, and prevent others rising. 1892 Leisure

Hour Nov. 72/2 Silk hats are c renovated ' by brushing them
round smoothly with a wet brush to lay the nap.

6. Naut. To sail out to such a distance as to

bring (an object) to or below the horizon. (Op-

posed to raise.)

1574 Bourne Regiment for Sea xiit. (1577) 39 a .
In got'lg

to the North, you doe rayse the Pole, and lay the Kqui-

noctiall. 171 1 Jwik't. <V Sea Die t., 'Po Lay the Laud. When
they have sail'd out of Sight of Land, they say, they have
Laid the Land. 1711 Lond. Gaz. No. 4887/3 We chased

them till Ten, at which time we had laid their Hulls. 1769

Falconer Diet. Marine (1780^, Laying the Laud, in navi-

gation, the state of motion which increases the distance

from the coast, so as to make it appear lower and smaller

;

..used tn contradistinction to raising the land.

6. Gardening. « Layer v. 1 b. Also reft, of the

plant. lObs.
1565 Cooper Thesaurus s.v. Sterna, Vites strat.r, ou,r

<y conslralae. Vines growyng close to the gronnde, or layed

or planted in the earth. 1664 Evelvn A'al. Ifort. July (1679)

2t You may lay Myrtils, Laurels, and other curious Greens.

1696 Phillips (ed. 5), To Lay, in Gardening is to bend down
the Branches, and cover them that they may take Root. 1707-

12 Mortimer Husb.w, 185 The chief time of laying gilliflowers

is in July. 1770 Waring in Phil. Trans. LX L 387 Inferiour

plants, that sometimes, in the phrase of gardening, lay them-

selves. 1822 Loudon Encycl. Garden. § 1646. 978 In that

case the new plants [pinks] are not so well rooted as those

layed earlier. 1851 B'ham ff Midi. Gardeners Mag. May
68 Lay and peg your plants.

b. dial. 1 To lay a hedge, to trim it back, cutting

the boughs half through, and then bending them

down and intertwining them so as to strengthen

the fence* {Wiltsh. Gloss.).

1765 Museum Rust. IV. 80 Making, plashing and laying

live hedges. 1851 frtit. R. Agric.Soc. XII. 11. 336 The
fences, .nave been plashed and laid.

II. To deposit.

7. To place in a position of rest on the ground

or any other supporting surface ; to deposit in sonic

situation specified by means of an adverb or phrase,

f To lay lake 1 to offer sacrifice (quot. 1225).

£950 Lindisf. Go$p. Matt. xxt. 8 Hia jeSurscon tuiggo of

'treum & jebredon vcl le^don on wej. CI175 Lamb. Horn.
101 Da ileaflTuIIen brohton heore gersuin, and leiden heo et

bere apostlan fotan. cmoo Moral Ode 12 in 'Trin. Cell.

Horn.* Alto muchel tc habbe ispend, to litel ileid on horde.

C1200 Ormin 14666 Snib itt, allsitt wjere an shep, & le^
itt upponn allterr. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1895 }ef bu Icist lac

to ure liuiende godes. a 1300 Cursor M. 7t86Vp [Sampson]
bar be yatis o pe tun, And laid bam on a hei dun. c 1350
Wilt. Palcrne 3234 pat men mi^t Iegge him mete& wateren
atte wille. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints i. [Petrus) 429 He can it

ta, . . and syne it lade In his slefe. 1387 Trevisa Higden
(Rolls) VII. 363 He was wont to legge his heed uppon a
forme of be chirche. 1399 Langl. Rich. Redeles ti. 186
Lymed leues were leyde all aboute. c 1450 Two Cookery-
bks. 109 Take brede . . and make it broune, and ley hit in

vynegre. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xii. 14 Thorms laid in

thy way. 1535 Coverdale Lev. t. 8 Y« peces .. shal they
lave vpon the wodd. 158a N. T. (Rhem.) Matt. viii. 20
The sonnc of man hath not where to lay his head. ISo
i6n; earlier versions 'rest'.] 1604 E. G[rimstonk]
D'Acosta's Hist. Indies v. xxiv. 394 Al the people did

humble themselves, laying earth vpon their heads. 1664
Evelvn Rat. Hort. July (1679) 21 If it prove too wet, lay

your pots side-long. 1666 Boyle Orig. Formes $ Qual. 355,
I had layd it upon a piece of white Paper by the fires side

to dry. 1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag. I. 31 Laying a Ruler
over the Intersections.. draw the line GH. 1607 Dryden
Virg. Georg. tv. 64 Plaister thou their chinky Hives with
Clay, And leafy Branches o'er their Lodgings lav. 1701
W. Wotton Hist. Route, Commodus ii. 233 He layd the

Book upon the Bed. 1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies
676 Two pieces of paper.. were laid upon each other, and
allowed to dry. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. v. I. 532 He
had contrived to scatter lampoons about the terrace of

Windsor, and even to lay them under the royal pillow.

125

8. With mixture of sense I.

a. To place (a person, one's limbs, oneself) in

a recumbent posture in a specified place. To be

laid', to lie down, recline (f formerly sometimes
without a specifying adv. or phrase").

c 1200 Ormin 3401 J>e;s fundenn baer be child \>xr itt wass
le^d i cribbe. ri.275 Sinners Bcwart 284 in O. E. Misc.
81 Ye me., leyden in softe bedde. a 1300 Cursor M. 8604
(Cott.) Wimmen .. J>at Iais [MS. Triu. leyn] in bedd yong
bam bam bi. c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. Prol. H. 208 Whan 1

was leyd, and had niyn eyen hed. c 1475 Partenay 2889 Hut
slepe myght he noght when that he was led. a 1548 Hall
Chron. t Hen. V, 80 Kyttg Henry wexed sicker and sicker,

and so was layd in a horselitter. a 1598 Peele Merrie
yests (C1620) 13 With much ado her maid had her to bed,

who was no sooner layd, but she fell fast asleepe. 1608
Topsell Serpents (1658) 756 When he is laid, he careth not
for rising again, a 1701 SkuLkv Pindaric Ode Wks. 1778
II. 17 The bleating sheep are laid; And on the earth the

nightly dewdistils. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. iii. I. 3*1
The coarse jollity of the afternoon was often prolonged
till the revellers were laid under the table. 1849 Aytoun
Pcems, Hermotimus it, Fain I'd lay me gently by thy side.

1853 M; Arnold Scholar-Gipsy iii, The bent grass where
I am laid.

b. To deposit in the grave ; to bury. Only with

adv. or phrase indicating the place. To lay ones
bones', to be buried (in a specified place).

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John xx. 15 Se^e me hwar |m hine
ledest [c 1 160 Hat/on Go$p. leydcst], 11.. O. E. Chro/i. an.

1075 (Laud MS.) Se cyng hi let bryngan to Westtiiynstre.

.

& l;c^de hi wio Ladward kyng hire hlaforde. f 1175 L.amb.
/low. 51 Kfterban bet be mon bio* dead, me lei5 bene licoine

in here bruh. £1205 Lay. 17842 Legged tne an amt aL-nde

inne Stan-henge. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 2251 We. .^at licoine

awei ledden & leiden in eorSe. ^1250 Gen. <y I'.x. 816
Fowre biried r5or but ; dor was leid adnm and eua, Abrain

si5cn and sarra. a 1300 Cursor M. 17794 Lang es Ran Siit

bai war ded, laid vnder stall, c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints vii.

(Katerine) 1179 Angelis..hire body bare to niont synay, &
lait It bare. 1388 Wvclif Acts xiii. 36 Dauid. diede, anil

was leid with hi.se fadiis. a 1400 Prynter (1891) 50 Thei
leyde hym in his gratie. 1578 W. Hunnis in Farad.
Dainty Devices 2 After they be lavde in graiu*. 1697

Dryden sEncis xt. 310 Part, in the Places where they fell,

are laid. 1698 Kkykr Ate. E. India P. 57 The Ai*so
salubrious, that never any Knglish are remembered to lay

their Hones here. 1836 W. Ikying Astoria 1. 121 My uncle

was lost a few years ago on this same bar, anil 1 am now
going to lay my bones alongside of his. 1853 M. Arnoi.ii

Scholar-Gipsy xiv, Thou from earth art gone Long since,

^nd in some quiet churchyard laid. 1879 Morllv Burke
ix. 206 He was laid in the little church at Beaconslield.

C. To lay to sleep, asleep : to put to rest ; to put

in the last resting- pin ce, tn btuy; also Jig. Also

to lay to rest, \ab?d, \to bed.

a 1300 Cursor M. 14199 L.i/ar vr frcind es laid on-slepe.

1340-70 Alisaunder 8?j lice sawe .. How bat lone lie 1 1 lif

laide was a bedde, And a gracious God gripte hnr in

arincs. ^1400 Dcslr. Troy 10410 Thai .. logget be long

nyght, layd horn to rest. 1591 Spensfr 7 t ares Mu. es

183 O! all is gone; and all that goodly glee.. Is layd

ahed, and no where now to see. 1606 Siiaks. Ant. \
CI. it. it. 232 Royall Wench : She made great Ca-sar lay his

Sword to bed. i6to — Temp. 11. i. 284. 1676 Homu s

Iliad xiv. Table Contents, Juno by the help of Venus
Iayelh Jove asleep. 1692 tr. Saltust 33 Malice and Pride

were laid asleep. 1701 W. Wotton Hist. Rome, Commodus
ii. 235 The Poyfton soon layd him to sleep. 1814 J. Hunter
Who wrote Cavendish's Wolsey I 13 There is, in jhis, what
might lay a general biographer, who was a very Argus,

asleep. 1869 A. W. Wakd tr. Curtius' Hist. Greece II. it.

v. 112 He was laid to rest among his ancestors. 1881

Gardiner 8c Mi llingkr Study Eng. Hist, u x. 1S6 The
questions springing out of the Toleration Act had long been

latd asleep.

9. To produce and deposit (an egg). Alsort/W.

Often in fig. conlexts.

<;iooo Sax. Lcechd. III. 204 Henne s^ru lecgan fcestreon

mid carfulnysse Se[tacna3]. a 1225 Atur. R. 66 pe hen

hwon heo haueS ileid, ne con buten kakclen. 13.. A".

A lis. 568 A faukon .. Art ay he laide. ^1420 Pallad.

on Husb. 1. 583 Willow they oftyn hacche & eyron

greteThey legge. i$*3 Fitzherb. Husb. § 146 Thou must

take hede how thy hennes duckes & gees do ley. 1553

Eden Treat. Ncivc fud. (Arb.) 9, I wold be loth to lay an

egge, wherof other men might hatche a serpent. 161

1

Bible Isa. xxxiv. 15 There shall the great owle make her

nest, and lay and hatch. 1678 Hitler Hud. til. tit. 625

Like Nest-eggs, to make Clients lay. 1711 Aodison Speet.

No. 120 r 14 When she has laid her Eggs in such a manner
that she can cover them. 1780 Coww r Progr. Err. 239

Remorse, the fatal egg by Pleasure laid In every bosom
where her nest ts made. 1830 Marryat A'itig's Own xh,

One of the hens laid astray. 1841 Jml. R. Agric. Soe. 1 1,

t. 23 rTheyl lay their eggs in the bodies of other insects.

1884 Times (weekly ed.) 19 Sept. 6/4 [Pheasants! lay freely

in the thick coverts on the hillsides.

f 10. To deposit (payment). Obs. rare.

c 1475 Rau/Coiliear 209 God forbid. .That for ane nichtis

harbery Pay suld be laid.

til. With advb. phr. as complement, e.g. to

I wed, io pledge, in pawn : To deposit as a pledge

J
or in pawn ;

hence, to mortgage (lands). Also,

to lay a wed. Obs.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 8083 He. .leide willam is broher to

j wedde normandye. c 1374 Chaucer Compl. Mars 205 They
1 myghten lyghtly ley hire hede to borowe. 1377 Langi.asu

P. PL B. xvmi. 31 LyL.leyth his lif to wedde, bat [etc.].

1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 8 pat bey Ieye a suffisaunt wed.

£1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) ii. 6 pe emperour had layd bam
Ibisc relyquesl in wedd for a grete soume of gold. 14&1

1 Paslon Lett. No. 407 II. 33 A dyamaunt and a gret perle,

I

which were leyd to plegge by oure fader. 1300-20 Dunbar
Poems xiii. 22 Sum bydand the law layis land in wed.

LAY.

1530 Palsgr. 603/1, I lay to morgage, as one dothe his

herytage. a 1533 Lu. Burners Huon cxlvi. 552 Without..
Iaynge to plegge any fote of londe pertenynge to my churche.
1560 Daus tr. Slcidaue's Comm. 246 b, That he laie to
them againe in mortgage so mutch of hys owne landes.

1598 Shaks. Merry IV. 11. ti. 5, I haue beene content (Sir)

you should lay my countenance to pawne. 1600 Hakluyt
Voy. (1810) III, 365 She layd part of her owne tewcls..to
gage. 1609 Skene Reg. Mai. 49 Ane thing is laid in wad
to ane certaine day. 1698 [K. Ferguson] View Eceles. 53
(61), I do pledge and lay my Word to pawn that [etc.].

f b. To give up as a hostage. Also, id lay a
hostage. Obs.

13.. Guy Warxv. (A.) 2476 My bodi J-erfore in ostage
1 legge. 1523 Ld. Hkhners Froiss. I. Ixxxviii. no He layed
his sonne in hostage, a 1533 — Huon xiii. 37 Y° kyng sayd
that Huon muost lay hostage. Ibid, xviii. 51, 1 wyll thou
layest vnto me good hostages, a 1557 Dium. Oerurr.
(liannatyne) 10 The next yeir thereftcr he was redeemit
and his tua sones laid for htm.

}2. To put down or deposit as a wager ; to slake,

btt, or wager (a sum, one's head, life, etc.). Also
to lay a wager.
a 1300 Floriz Bt. 7S6 (Ifauskneclit) ^erne^ he wile \>c

1 bidde and preie, pat jut legge be cupe to pleie. 1303 R.

[

IJrunnk HandI. Synne 5598 A waiour dar y wyb }ow ley

pat [etc.]. c 1320 Sir 7 ristr. 678 pai golden me tat y layd.

c 1350 Will. Pnlernc 2169, I dcr leye mi lif hit was be Jif»cr

treytour. 1393 LANGr.. /*. PL C. tx. 291 Ich dar legge myn
ties. 1404 in Ellis Ort\'. Lett. Scr. 11. I. 36, I durste lae

my htde, that [etc.l. f 1449 Piic ock Rcpr. 11. ii. 145 V dare
avowe and dare leie what waiour eny man wole me foito

h ie, that [etc.]. 1530 P.msgr. 60? '1, I lay a nobyll agayn^t
a puny that it is, nat so. 1573 New Custom 1. ii. Bj, Harke
Simplicities hee is some pre acher I wyll lay my gowne. 1597
Siiaks. 2 Hen. IV, v. v. m. 1632 J. I'ory in Ellis Orig.

Lett. Scr. 11. 111. 277 Ike would lay ten to one, the kin^
was dead. 1711 Sikkik Spec/. No. 79 r 5 I'll lay what
Wager she pleases against her prc>cnt Favoutite. 1784
CmM'fcR Tiroc 863 Canst thou .. Lay stah a stake upon
the losing side? 1802 Mar. Enchwoiri 11 Moral T. (i

ucf>)

I. iv. ij) Me spent his time* in training horse-, laying bet-,

[etc.], 1887 Ho\vt~N Virg. liclog. m. 29 This heifer 1 lay

thee lest thou decline what stake for the coming ba»tl«

is thine? 1891 W. Robinson Her L.ovc <y His Life III.

vi. iii. 135, I never l.iy wagers.

b. absol. or intr. To wager, bet.

In MK. poetry / lay, I dare lay is often used as little

more than a riming expletive.

( 1380 .S/> Fernml: 2367 Of Chatlemeyn ne hi> ferrde

n*d»l»r|> bay "on help, } U-cue. 1 1384 CllAfCM< //. Fame
II. 166 There I seye Mo wmuler thynges dar 1 leye. 1 1420

1 Avow. Arth. xxx viii, Dim is lefe 1 dar lay, To hald that lu*

he^ie. c 1470 Golagros <\ (>o~t: 9^ Vhit ar thi lati> vnluf-nin

I and ladlike, I lay. 1535 Co\eki».M.k Isa, xiv. 15 Vet daue
j

I 'aye, y l tliou shall be bfmight downe to the depe of hell.

1G77 W. Huf/llES Man of Sin in. i. 13 She offers a W.i^m.
. . They lay : and 'twas for what the Friar owed, a 1680

I'uiiKR Rem. 11759) I. 14$ Hooking Oaniester> never lay

Upon those Hands, that use fair Day. 1777 Mao. \Y.\v-

itlay Party Diary (1889) 11. 211, 1 ventured not to lay

against her, because 1 thought her rather too much in the

secret. 1883 SiEVhNSON Trfas. lit. I v. xx, 1 know a gentle-

man, and you may lay to that. 1889 M. K. Carter Mrs.
Severn 1. 1. xiii. 254, 1 lay 1*11 keep drier on my own shanks.

fl3. trans. To relinquish, sacrifice (one's life ;

^ - lay down ( 5 i c . Obs.

1 1330 Arth. % MerL 7188 (KMhing*i 0}ain . . bare him
hunh worn he & rigg<*, His Iiif he dede htm here legge.

Hid. 2026. 6\2&. 1340 Ayenb. 149 We ssolle legge oure

jsnules uor oure biobicn. c 1430 Christ's Compl. 591 in Pol.

Ret. $ L. Poems (iZ66^ 201 For |>i lone my lijf ylaied. 1567

Gudc <V Gotilie Ball. (S. T. S.) 142 Than suld we outher do
or die, Or ellis our lyfowe suld lay for it.

1 14. To lose the faculty of (speech', north. Obs.

C1350 Medical MS. in Anh.eologia XXX. 354 }if a man
for sekenesse hat leyde speche. 1566 Wills $ Inv. M. C.

(Surlees 1835)261 Thcs things hearafter fouloing was pro-

pounded to him when he had layd spetch, and he . . gau his

consent by sygnes. 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc )

439 He hoped that he should yit speak, suppose it be said

that his speech is laid, and show his awin mynde.

III. To place, set, apply.

15. To place close to\ to put to for a purpose,

to apply ; somelimes const, on, upon, f To lay

car to : to give car to, listen or attend to. To lay

to heart : sec Heart ^.42.
a 1000 CzdmotCs Gen. 2336 ^Gr.) Abraham. .le^dehleor on

eordan. c 1000 /Elfric Gen. xxi. 7 pxt Sarra sceolde lecgan

cild to hyre breoste to ^esoce on ylde. e 1000 Sax. Lcechd.

*I 1 1. 86 Mint win^earcles saet 8c. .Ie?;e nnpan bat sar. e 1*00

7Vv/i. Cott. Hon/. 197 pe neddt c seche5 a ston and lei<5 hire

on eare ber to. c 1220 Bestiary 359 Is non at nede Sat ooer

later), Oc Iei^eo" his skinbon on oores lendbon. a 1300 Cursor

M. 16340 (Cott.) Pilate. Of his clothes vn-clethcs him, And
oj>er on him did Iai. Ibid. 23831 (Cott.) Sdden com we sarmon

nere . . peere ^ar-to scldcn we Iai. c 1340 Ibid. 1241 (Trin.)

Vpon his spade his brest he leide. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints

ti. (Paulus) 388 t>e hcvid han to be fete bat lad ..and..a bowt
turnyt be ded body. 1377 Langl. P. PL B. xvt. 44 The
Fende .. leith a laddre there-to, of lesynges are the ronges.

C1384 Cmai cer //. Fame 1. 291 That he that fully knoweth

therbe May savely ley hyt to his ye. c 1400 Rom. Rose

761 1 Ley no deef ere to my speking. c 1450 ME. Med. Bk.

(Heinrich) 201 Tak yarwe & le be rotos y brused to be teb.

1526 Tindale Luke iii. 9 Nowe also ys the axe leyd vnto

the rote off the trees. 1602 Shaks. Ham. in. iv. 145 Lay
not a flattering Vnction to your soule, That not your t res-

passe, hut my madnesse speakes. 1605 — Macb. \. iii. 44
Ky each at once her choppie finger laying Vpon her skinnte

lips. 161 1 Biblk Ezeh. xxxvii. 6, I wil lay sinewis vpon
you, and wil bring vp flesh vpon you. 1817 Blachiv. Mag.
1 1. 86/1 Instead of passing the one-horse chaise, he [a horse]

laid his counter close up to it, and stopt it. 1877 Miss Yongb
Cameos Ser. ill. xiv. 124 He had laid the spark to the train,

f b. To attach, add, annex to.



LAY.

a 1023 Wulfstan Ifont. (Napier) 274 Leofan menu, la&aft

gode woroldla^an and lergafi jwertocacan, bat [etc.). a 1225

Leg. Kattt. 1434 Se rudie & se leade iliiet c-atierench leor

as ltlic ilcid to rose. 1388 Wyclh- JulIns. xviii. 5 It i> not

to make lesse, nether to leie to. 1560 HiRLE iGenev.) fsa.

v. 8 Wo vnto them that ioyne house to hou^e, and lay field

to field. 1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie 11. xi. (Arb.) 117 He
conquered . .Egypt, and layd it to his dominion. 1601 H01.-

I and Pliny I. 53 The lownes next to the marches . . laid to

Hcctica. 1647 N. Hacon Disc. Goz'l. Eng. t. ii. (1739' 20

'I he Incumbent also of every Church had Glebe laid to the

Church, a i6s6Ussher Ann. vt. (1658) 253 A multitude of

lownes and villages, .all which he laid toVorus his King-
dom. 1819 in Picton Vpool Munic. Rec (1886) II. 373 The
buildings.. may be removed and part of the land laid to the

j>treel in the intended line of improvement.

+ C. To lay from, off : to put away from (one-

self) ; to take (one's fingers) off something. Obs,

4-1375 Se. Leg. Saints iii. (Andrew) 684 His clathis all fra

hym he lad. 1526 Tinoalk Efh. iv. 22 I^ayc from you that

olde man, which is corrupte thorowe the deceavable lnstes.

1601 Shaks Jul. C. 1. ii. 243 lie was very loath to lay his

fingers off it. 161 1 Piule Jonah iii. 6 lie laid his robe

from him.

f d. To put in or commit to prisonV Obs.

< 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 2603 Dor ise son he leide in bonde. 1434
Water/. Arch, in \oth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. y. 297
The said cttsaine. .shal be commyited and layed to jayle.

1526 Tiniiale Luke iii. 20 Then Herode. .added this above

all and leyd J lion in preson. 1560 l>.\es tr. Sleidances

Comm. 426 Hughe Latimer, .whomekyng I'Mward delivered

out of the tower, layd in there by bis father for doctrine.

+ e. To compare with. Otis.

1577 H. I. tr. Rttllingers Decadesu. viii. 172 They conferre

the one with the other & lay them with the lawe.
^

f. To lay into or in one: to convert into one
apartment or structure. ? local.

1849 Jrul. R. Agric. Soc. X. it. 412 Two bad cottages of

one room each, if laid into one, might make an extremely
good one. 1861 R Willis in Willis & Clark Cambridge
lt886) III. 174 Whenever the additional structure is com-
pleted, this wall can be removed, and the whole will be laid

j 11 one.

fg. To lay a name on : to give a name to.

a 1300 Cursor M. gfaj His names er bir, wit vten les, pat

he prophet has on him laid. Ibid. 10577 Maria to nam on
hir bai laid, A Is be angel had bain forwit said.

h. To put (dogs) on a scent. {CS. 55 i.) Also,

To lay a trail on (a quarry).

1781 CowrER Exfiost. 520 Thy soldiery, the Pope's well-

managed pack.. when he laid them on the scent of blood,

Would hunt a Saracen through fire and flood. 1861 Temple
Bar IV. 53 He gets a little

1 law ' before the pack are laid

upon his track. 1888 Times 13 Oct. 7/6 A tiail should be

laid on a man who makes his way along IxDth frequented

and unfrequented streets and on to some railway station.

16. a. To place (affection, hope, confidence) on
or in a person or thing. \ Also, to lay praise

,

one's blessing, etc. upon. To lay f prize, store

upon : to value, set store by. arch.

<ii3oo Cursor M. 18341 On all his santes..His saing laid

bat drightin dere. a 1307 Thrush -S- Night. 158 in Hazl.
E. P. P. \. 56 Thou art ounwis. On hem to leggen so
niichel pris. c 1350 il'i'll. Palcrne 1448 pe loos on hire is

leide. c 1374 Chai'cer Troylus v. 1846 For he nil falsen no
wight, dar 1 seye, That wol his herte al hoollyon him leye.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints i. (Petrus) 236 Sic loiss on hym-self
he laide. 1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 65 My luf is laid apon ane
knycht. 1580 Sidney Ps. xxi. vii, Our king In heav'n his
trust hath laied. 1601 Shaks. A Ifs II ell m. iii. 2 We Great
in our hope, lay our best loue and credence Vpon thy
promising fortune. 1719 Watts Ps. cxxi. i, To heav'n I lift

my waiting eyes, There all my hopes are laid. 1883 R. W.
Dixon Mano 1. xiv. 45 And though on Blanche his love
was wholly laid. 1889 Doyle M. Clarke xxxiii. 365 Neither
now or at any time.. have I laid great store upon my life.

+ b. To lay (one's care, concerns) on God: to

commit, trust to Him. Obs.
c 1200 Ormin 2381 And all a,ho le^de batt o Godd & onn

hiss lefe wille, patt he barroffe shollde don All whattse hiss

wille wa;re. 1671 Milton P. R. ti. 54 Let us be glad of
this, and all our fears Lay on his Providence.

17. To lay . . . before', to place in front of, to

bring to the sight of; hence, to bring to the notice
of, to submit to the consideration of; fpass. to be
in store for. (Cf. branch IV.)
nooo MLVRtcGen. xxx'i. 37 Leje hit her beforan binum

freondum. c i $40 Cursor M. 15714 (Trin.) Muchel wooif he
wist is bifore Inm leide. r 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints vi. (Thomas^
102 A blak hund .. gat It, ^ lad before bame all. c 1420
Pallad. onHusb, 1. 66t When she fynl a corn, She chicketh
hem and laylh hit hem by fare. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W.
1531) 14 They, .brought the pryce therof, and layde it before
the fete of the apostles. 1535 Coverdale Gen. xxx. 41 He
layed the staues in the dryiiktnae troughes before the eyes
of the flock es. — 1 Chron. xxi[i]. 10 Thre thinges laye 1

before the, chose ye one of them. 1712 Addison Sped. No.
457 r 1, I shall this Day lay before my Reader a Letter.

a 1715 Burnet Own Time (1734) 1 1. 602 The Lower House
ordered him to lay the Matter before the Attorney-General
for his Opinion. 1729 Hutlkr Ser/u. Wks. 1874 II. 00 We
ought to lay these things plainly and honestly before our
mind. 1766 Golpsm. Vic. Jr. xxvtii, 1 hope you have nool>
jretion to laying your case before the uncle. 1849 Aytoun
Poems, ISuried Elowcrs 163 And 1 laid my heart before thee,

Laid it, darling, at thy feet ! 1856 Vhovdk t/ist. Eng. (1858)
I. it. 94 Cardinal Morton.. laid the condition of the secular
clergy before the assembled prelates.

18. To set (a snare, a trap, an ambush) ; f to set

vwatch) . To lay wait : see Wa 1t sb. (and Await sb. ) .

1200 Trin. Coll. //out. 209 Ure fo..lei(5 grime in a
wilderne to henlen be deor. a 1300 Cursor M. 1^894 $eming
on biin yee lai. c 1400 Destr. Troy 10743 Th-C ledes witb-
oute . . Laidon wacche to be wall is, £at no wegh pasL c 1440

126

Bone Flor. 1358 To kepe the place day and nyghtys, And
wach aljowte bur lay. a 1533 Ld. Bfrnkrs Huon Ixxxiii.

We . . layde our busshement in a lytell wood. 1535
Covkroale Ps. I xiv. 5 IThey] commoned amonge them
selues, how they maye laye snares, iz 1548 Hall Chron.,
Edit: IP, 222 b. Watche was privilie leyd for him. 1591
Shaks. i Hen. VI, 111. i. 22 Thou layd'st a Trap to take my
Life. 1670 A. Koblrts Adv. T. S. 111 The first time they
laid an Ambuscado in their way. 111859 Macaulay Hist.
Eng. xxiii. V. 93 Melfort was particularly active in laying

traps for the young noblemen and gentlemen of the Legation.

D. intr. To layfor: to set an ambush or a Irap

for ; to beset the path of ; to lie in wait for, waylay.

1494 Fabyan Chron. vii. 300, ii. M. of his men. .were layde
for, it distressyd. 1530 Palsgr. 602/1, 1 laye for, as hunters
or fysshers layeth his nettes for his praye, je tens. I have
layde for a pickrell, but I wene I shall catche a frogge. 1603
Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 569 Ueing hardly laied for al
sea by Cortugogli a famous pirat. 1609 Holland Arum.
Marcell. xix. ix. 134 The inhabitants beyond Tigris,
stretghtly layed for, were all massacred every mothers child.

1623 Massingkr Dk. Milan v. i. L3, Men in debt.. layd
for by their creditors. 1648 Pp. Hall Select Th. 84 Kven
our Pdessed Leader . . when he found that he was laid for

in Judaea, flees into Galilee. 1893 AT
at. Observerio May 22/1

He was 'laid for' by a scoundrel whom, being a magistrate,
he had sent up for trial. 1897 Mary Kingsley IV. A/rica
291 The men go and lay for a rubber-hunter.

f c. trans. To set watch or guard in (a place)

;

to beset; to search (a place) for. Obs.

^
1560 Daus tr. Sleidanes Comm. 77 Somuche as the waye

is layde, that I can neyther coine nor sende unto you. 1593
Shaks. 2 Hen. 17, iv. x. 4, I.. durst not peepe out, for all

the Country is laid for me. 1607 Middleton Vour Eive
Gallants iv. 04 b, Maister Primero was rob'd of a Carkanet
\pon monday last ; laid the Goldsmiths and found it. 1608— Trick Catch Old One v ii, 1 have been laying all the
(own for thee. 1621 H. King Ser/u. 3 As exquisite glut-
tons lay all markets for fare, a 1645 H kywood Fort, by
Land Sea 11. Wks. 1874 VI. 390 Continue our pursuit, all

ways are layd.

19. To lay siege to, + unlo
f f about, -[against,

+ before : to besiege ; also fig. to attack, t Also
to lay battery, blockade to.

c 1400 Soiodone Bab. 2071 The sege he did leyen a-bowte
On every side of that Cite, c 1449 Pecock Repr. 258 King
Herri leieth a sege to Harflew. 1470-85 M alory A rlhur
xx. x. 814 All his boost made hem redy to laye syege aboute
sir Launcelot. 1485 Caxton Chas. 67. 205 He layed syege
before it by the space of foure monethes. 1500-20 Dlnbar
Poems xlit. 53 Gar lay ane sege vnto }one fort. 1560 Daus
tr. Sleidane's Comm. 184 King Fernando besegeth Offen %

\

or Buda and layeth to it battery. 1598 Shahs. Merry W.
j

ti. ii. 244 To lay an amiable siege to the honesty of this

I
Fords wife. 1647 May Hist. Pari. 111. v. 98 Three daies
after the siege was layed. 1713 Light to Blind in loth Rep.
Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 200 His General .. had lay'd
a blocade .. to Girona with 12,000 men. 1877 Miss Vonge

j

Cameos Ser. nt. i. 5 He laid siege to Roxburgh Castle,

f 20. To post or station (a body of soldiers, etc.)

;

to station post-horses) along a route. Also, to

beset (a place) with soldiers. Obs.
1454 Paston Lett. 1. 271 The seide Thomas, .layde dyvers

folks arraied in maner of werrc.in ij busshements. 1523
Lo. Herners Eroiss. 1. xc. 113 The lorde Loyes . . and sir

Othes Domes, were layd on the see about Geriuay. 1535
Coverdalk 2 Chron. xxxiii. 14 He. .layed captaynes in ye
stronge cities of luda. a 1548 Hall Chron., Ediv. il \ 208
Without anye army layd.. to kepe the Erie from landyng.

1577 87 Holinshed Chron. I. 87/2 They, .laie the sea coasts
full of souldiers. 1596 Si enser State Irel. Wks. (Globe)

[
664/1 There is a bande of souldiours layed in Mounster.
1689 Shadwkli. Bury E. iv. Wks. 1720 IV. 182 He has laid

1

horses, and will be ready to escape. 1736 Leoiard Life

j

Marlborough III. 299 Parties of Horse.. were laid on the
Road lietween Antwerp and that Town, to Escort his Grace.
1861 Temple Bar VI. 566, I travelled in a manner which ,,

used to be .. very common in India. . . It is called 'laying
horses' ; that is, you 'lay' out a horse every seven or eight
miles along the road you are going to lake.

b. To place or locate (a scene), f Also, to assign

j

to a specified locality. To lay the venue : see the sb.

1570-6 Lambaroe Peramb. Kent (1826) 185 The book of
Domesday (speaking of Apuldore) laicth it in the hundreth
of LMaekburne. 1592 Shaks. Rom. A/ Jul. Prol. 2 (Qo.
15971 la /aire Verona, where we lay our Scene. 1601 Hol-
land Pliny \. 14 £ Other Geographers. Jay it as a dependant
annexed to AfTriek. 1668 Drvoen Dram. Poesic Ess. (ed.

Ker) I. 83 The scene of it \ The Silent fVoman) is laid in

Ixmdon. 1784 Covvpeh 'Task iv. 697, I never framed a wish
or formed a plan . . But there I laid the scene. 1868 Glad-
stone Jut*. Mundi ii. (18701 34.^ the legend of the birth
of hurustheus, the scene is laid in'Apyo? 'AyaiKor.

21. With object denoting a member of the body,
a. gen. To place (one's limbs, etc.) in a certain

posilion.

1362 Langl. /\ PI. A. vn. 1 15 And summe leiden the legges
a-liri as suche losels cunne. 1530 I'alsgr. 602/1 Laye your .

legges a crosse and 1 wyll teache you a play. 1604 Shaks.
Ota. 11. iii. 424 (Qo.), Then layed his leg Ouer my thigh,
and sighM, and kissed. 1842 Tennyson Beggar Maid 1

Her arms across her breast she laid. 1859 Jei uson Brit-
tany iii. 29 The horse who was caressed in this affectionate
style had scarcely the spirit even to lay back his ears,

t b. To lay eyes on: to ' set eyes on \ look at.
rti225 Aner. R. 56 Heo letie him leggen eien on hire.

1676 Marvkll Mr. Smirke 42 The fairest thing that ever
eyes were laid on. 1818 W, Irving Sketck bk., Leg. Sleepy
Holloiv, From the moment Ichabod laid his eyes upon the^e
regions of delight, the peace of his mind was at an end.

C. To lay hands (or + hand) on or upon (f also
in, to) a person or thing

; (in the earliest onots.
const, dat, pron, as indirect obj. with on adv.):
(a) in lit. sense, to place one's hands on or apply

LAY.

them to, esp. for purposes of appropriation or in

violence ; hence {b) lo seize, get hold of, appro-
priate

;
(<-) to do violence to ; now to lay violent

hands on (with oneself— to commit suicide)
;
(d)

to perform the rite of imposition of hands in confir-

mation or ordination.
c 1000 Riddles Ixxx, 4 (Gr.) Cwen mec hwilum hwitloccedu

hond on le^eS. c 1205 Lay. 8192 Ne funde he nonne swa
kene mon, J>at hond him durste leggen on. c 1250 Gen.
Ex. 4113 And Sine homles ley him on, Sey him on oin stede
to gon. c 1300 Havelok 094 Neuere more he him misdede,
Ne hond on him with yuele leyde. a 1300 Cursor

M
'. 12893

(Cott.) A ! Ion .. nan was worthier ban bou Hand to lai on
suete iesu To giue him bat hali sacrament. C1340 Ibid.

19393 (Pairf.) On ham bai laide baire halt hande & a quile
ware praiande. 1340 Ayenb. 4 1 Sacrilege is . . huanne me layb
hand ine kueade ine cletk. c 1380 Wvclif Set. Wks. III. 321
Alle bo bat leyn hond on f.idiror modir in violence ben cursed
of God and man. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes 0/Aymon xxii. 479
It is trouth that X rybawdes cam here ryghl now and layd
hande vpon me. a 1533 Ld. Pkbners Huon Iviii. lo^Gera-
ines. .layd handes on him, as though be toke hym prysoner.

1550 Crowley Last Trump q IfGod haue layede hys hande
on the, And made the lowe. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 362
There was no great Ship on the Sea that the French men
could lay iheyr handes upon. 1605 Shaks. Lear iv.vi. 192
Oh heere he is ; lay hand vpon him, Sir. 1606 G W. tr.

Justine xi.ni. 135 Hy meanes whereof, the treason conuning
to light, the Ligurians were laide hand on. ^

1662 Bk. Com.
Prayer, Burial Dead (Rubric), Or have laid violent hands
upon themselves. 1726 Adz>. Copt. R. Boyle 55, I loaded
them with . . any thing I could lay my Hands on. 1784
Cowter Task 11. 393 O ye mitred heads . . lay not careless

hands On skulls that cannot teach, and will not learn, i860
Dickkns Uncomm. Trav. xiii. Any object they think they
can lay their thieving hands on. 1889 Jessopp Coming of
Eriars ii. 99 A mob. .laid hands on a quantity of timber fit

for building purpose^, and look it away bodily. ' tBgoGuar-
dian 29 Oct. 1693 '3 The Government have laid hands on
the last fraction of the sum reserved for the redemption of

the public debt.

+ d. To lay (a) hand : to assist, ' lend
1

a hand.
1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 192 Happy is that man or

child can lay a hand lo help to draw it. 1645 Pagvtt
Heresiogr. (1662^ 46 Alas our poor Church is oppressed, and
who layeth hand to help ?

e. To lay a finger or ones finger upon : see

FlNGEK sb. 3 a.

1724 De Foe Mem. Cavalier (1840) 157 The Parliament
b«*gan to lay their fingers on the great ones. 1836 Keble
Serm. viii. Postscr. (1848) 376 To select for himself a certain

number of divine truths out of the great body of the
Scriptures, on which he may lay his finger and say ; This,

and this alone, is the Gospel. 1865, 1894 [see Finger^. 3a)

22. To lay hold {up on, of : to take into one's

£rasp, to grasp, seize on (with material and imma-
terial obj.) ; to avail oneself of (a pretext).

1535 Coveruale Proi: iii. 18 She is a tre of life to them
that laye holdc vpon her. 1579 Gosson Sch. Abuse (Arb.)

54 If he presume to enter our house, .we lay holde on his

locks, turne him away with his backe full of stripes 1604
K. G[rimstoneJ D'Atosta's Hist, indies iv. vi. 221 Hee
was forced to laybolde vpon a braunch. 1611 BinLE Matt.
xiv. 3. ~ 1 Tim. vi. 12. 1613 Purchas Pitgrimage (1614)

889 Stealing closely, or openly, any thing they could Tay hold

on. 1710 Steele Tatter No. 194 P 12 For offering in so

rude a Manner to lay hold on a Virgin, 1714 Addison
Sped. No. 556 7 5, 1 laid hold of all Opportunities to exert

it. a 1715 IJurnet Own Time (1724) I. 245 Lady Dyserl
laid hold on his absence in Scotland to make a bieach
l>etween them. 1726 G. Roberts Eour years Voy. 26, I

was willing to lay hold of the Friegbt offered, for fear his

Sloop should come. 1836 Marryat Midsh. Easy ii, So
saying, the boatswain lays hold of the boy. 1874 Helps
Soc, Press, ii. 24 There is no municipality which can lay

hold of thh land.

23. tcfl. and intr. To apply oneself to; +to set

oneself against.

1535 Coverdale 1 Sam. ii. 29 Why layest thou (by selfe

then agaynst my sacrifices and meatofTeringes? 1856 Kane
A ret. Expl. II. xxix. 297 Not even after the death of the

usuk did our men lay to their oars more heartily. 1865
Carlyle Eredk. Gt. xviii. xii. (1872) VIII. 21 When Fried."

rich laid himself to engineering, 1 observe, he did it well,

24. Mil. To set (a gun, etc.) in the correct posi-

tion for hitting a mark. Also absol.

1480 [see Laying vbl. sb. il 1565 Cooper Thesaurus s.v.

A reus, Tendere aliqttoatxum, to lay or leuell toward. 1859
F. A. Griffiths Artil. Man. (1862) 103 No 1 commands
and lays. 1877 Clerv Minor Tactics xi. 134 Not. .so much
by the distance the gun can carry, as by the accuracy with

which it can be laid. 1883 Ld. Saltocn Scraps I. 224 A
young officer of the line regiment asked to be allowed lo

lay the gun for that shot.

25. To put into a condition (usually one of £ib-

jection, passivity, or exposure to view or danger;

cf. the corresponding uses of Lie v.), which is

expressed by a complementary adj., adv., or advb.

phrase, as in to layfallow, idle ; to lay (land) dry,

under water ; lay under necessity, obligation, diffi-

culty, a command, etc. To lay bare: (a) to denude,

remove the covering from
;

(b) to expose to view,

reveal, f To lay in forbode : to prohibit the use

of. + To Jay to sight : to reveal, disclose. To
lay under contribution : see Contribution i b.

t To lay in (or a) water : fig. to make nugatory

(see Water). Kor lay open, waste, see the adjs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 765 pc midward tre is vs outtan Our laucrd

in forbot has it laid. 1563 Homilies It. Matrimony (1859^

5n Let him . . never lay these matters to sight. 1703 Collier
Ess. Mor. Subj, il 42 It lays him at the mercy of chance
and humour, 1736 Lediahd Life Marlborough I. 156 He
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first laid the Country under Water. 1748 Anson's Voy. 11.

xii. 262 This laid us under a necessity of filling all our

casks from the furthest part of the lake. 1748 Chester f.

Lett. (1792) It. clxviii. 124 Which might.. lay him under

difficulties both what to say, and how to look. 1807 Sir R.
Wilson Jml. 2 July in Life (1862) J I. viii.291, 1 rowed part

of the way in the queen's boat, an exercise.. of which my
hands will long bear the marks, as they are laid hare over

the whole of both palms. 1862 Tvnuall Mountaineer, vi.

44 A space of comparatively dry clay was laid bare. 1877
Miss Yonge Cameos Ser. ill. xxxi. 311 He was laid under

orders to follow the commands of the Spanish king. 1897
'

Daily News 26 Feb. 7/3 Another workmen's train was
!

stopped . . many workmen being thus laid idle for the day.

b. To lay fast: to set fast, render unable to

proceed or escape
; f formerly, to put in letters,

imprison (also flo lay fast by the feet). Also to

lay by the heels : see Heel sb*1 iS*

1560 Daus tr. Steidane's Comm. 42 b, [They] required

that they might be layde faste by the feete. 1584 [see

Hf.f.l sbA 18]. 1623 Lisle sElfric on O. % N. Test.,

Apostles Dispersed, Then laid they his guide fast, that he
might not any way escape by Might. 1677 Otway Clwarts

Seapin 1. i, I know how to lay that rogue my sou fast. 1809

Hebkr in Q. Rev. It. 288 If we are laid fast by want of

horses, or mutiny of drivers. 1889 Doyle M. Clarke x.xxiv.

308 He had heard that you were laid by the heels.

c. Naut. With ad vb. com pi., as alongside
,
by the

lee, etc. 73? lay aback (see quote. 1867, 1S81).

1627 Capt. Smith Seantan*s Gram. ix. 43 Lay the ship by
the Lee to trie the Dipsie line. 1769 Falconek Diet.

Marine (1780) E ee 4 h, Mettre d Scier, . .to back the sails,

or lay them aback, so as to make the vessel fall astern.

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. 6g To bagpipe the mizen is
\

to lay it aback, by bringing the sheet to the mizen-shrouds.

1869 W. Longman Hist. Edw. Ill, 1. xviii. 326 The King
ordered his ship to be laid alongside a large Spaniard. 1881

Hamersly Ataval Encycl., To lay a yard aback, is to brace

it in such a way that the wind will blow against the forward

side of the sail. 1891 Cornh. Mag. June 583 Lay her two
courses to tbe wind.

d. Naut. To lay . . * aboard : to run into or

alongside (a ship), usually in order to board her.

So to lay close, to lay athwart the hawse.

1593 Siiaks. 2 Hen. VI, tv. i. 25, 1 lost mine eye in laying the

prize aboord. 1669 Stukmy Mariner's Mag. 1. 19 Tlfcu if we
should be laid aboard, we might clear our Decks. 1707 Loud.
Gitz. No. 4369/3 The Sloop soon laid her aboard. 1731 Cait.
W. Wrigleswoktii M V. Log bfe. ofthe 'Lyell ' 2 July, A Col-

Iier lay'd us athwart the Hawse, and broke our Flying Jib

I»oom letc.]. 1799 Neuson Let. 9 Feb. in Nicolas Disp. 1

(1845) III.260 Lay a Frenchman close, and you will beat

him. 1883 Stevenson Treas. 1st. xi. (1886) 90 Why, how
many tall ships, think ye, now, I have seen laid aboard V

t e. To brin^ home to* Obs.

1709 Steele 'Latter No. 71 P 1 Such a Tract as shall lay

Gaming home to the Bosoms of all who lov e . . their Families.

IV. To present, put forward (cf. lay before, 17 .

26. To put forward, allege (a claim, t reason,

f excuse, j example, etc.) : oflen with clause as obj.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) V. 57 He leieb [v.r. leip]

for hym be vers of be sawter, ' God schal nou^t be wroob
for evereinore*. 1481 Caxton Myrr. m. xxiv. 193, I

j

leye for myn excuse, that I haue to my power folowed

my copye. 1481-4 E. Paston in P. Lett. III. 279 My
huswyffe trustythe to ley to 30W her huswyferey for her

excuse. 1491 Act 7 Hen. VI7, c. 2 § 1 Courtes where the

seid protections shalbe pleded or leyed for any of the

seid persons. 1513 More in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 789
When he had layde for the proofe and confirmation of this

sentence, examples taken out of the olde testament. 1539
— Dyaloge 111. Wks. 211/1 Many a witnesse was there to

whom he layd none exception, c 1530 L. Cox Rttet. (1899)

82 He layeth for hym that his mothers abhominable iniury '

constrayned him thereto, a 1533 Ln. IJerners Gold. Bk.
M.Aurel. (1546) Fiij, We muste not lay excuses, a 1540
Rarnes Wks. (1573) 345/1 The Priests layd that they were
best worthy. 156a Apol. Priv. Masse 4 b, Jf you haue no
scriptures to lay for you, then trouble our mother the holy

catholike churche no longer. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, 1. 1.

152 Plantagenet, for all the Clayme thou lay'st Thinke not,

that Henry shall be so depos'd. 1601 R. Johnson Kingd.

$ Commtv. (1603) ig8 These are the reasons which I meante
to lay. 1647 Cowley Mistr., Written in Juice cf Lemon
vii, And to her Hand lay noble claim. 1847 Markyat
Childr. N. Forest xxvi, I prevented it being given to any ,

other, by laying claim to it myself.

b. To present (an information, indictment) in

legal form.
1798 Bay Attier. Law Rep. (1809) 1. 245 ln an indictment

for manslaughter, it is necessary to lay it to have been done
voluntarily. 1838 {see Information 5 a {a)}. 1870 Rogers
Hist. Gleanings Ser. it. 162 Information having been laid

that he had forsworn himself. 1891 Standard 8 Apr. 5 1

Anyone,..whether personally aggrieved or not, may lay an
information.

c. f {a) To assign (a date), (b) Law. To state

or describe as ; to fix (damages) at a certain amount.
C1440 Capgrave Life Si. Kath. v. 1699 The day of her

deth eke ful fayre he leyth Of nouembre moneth. 1770
Foote Lame Loz'er 11. Wks. 1799 II. 72 The field.. is laid

in the indictment as round. 1820 Gifforo Compl. Eng.
Lawyer U. 248 The time of the death must he laid within
a year and a day after the mortal stroke was given. Ibid.,

The facts must be laid to be done treasonably, and against
his allegiance. 1891 Athenseum 7 Mar. 306/1 He laid his

damages at 20,000/. ; the arbitrators gave him one farthing.

fd. To expound, set forth, lay open. Obs,
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 1. (1590) 16 b, And yet thus much

l w\\ say for my selfe, that 1 haue not laid these matters,
either so openly, or largely to any as your selfe.

fe. intr* To give information, tell. Obs. rare,
c 1470 Henry Wallace vn. 31 To lord Persye off this mattir

thai laid.

27. To bring forward as a charge, accusation,

or imputation ; to impute, attribute, ascribe (some-
j

thing objectionable). Const, to. + unto, f against,

t in, on* ? arch.
c 1425 Lydg. Assemb.Gods 208 TJiow mayst he dismayde To

here so gret compleyntes ayene the layde.^ 1473 Warkw.
Chron. (Camden) 5 There was leyde to him nye tresone.

C1530 Hickscoruer (c 1550) Civb, They sayde I was a
thefe and layde felonye vppon me. a 1533 Ln. Hkkners
Gold. Bk, M. Anret. (1546) Cviijb, Lette no man .. lay

against the goddes, that they be cruell. 1580 Sidney Ps.

xxxv. v, Who did me wrong against me wittnexse beaie,

Laying such things as never in me were. 1597 Mokley
lutrod. Mas. 76 These objections which you laie against

me. 161 1 Bible Job xxiv. 12 God layeth not folly to them.

1690 Wood Life 25 July, E. G. with child, layd on the tap-

ster. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones 1. in, I'll warrant 'tis not

her first [illegitimate child], by her impudence in laying it

to your worship. 1795-7 Southf.y Juvenile Poems Poet.

Wks. 11. 236 That . . you should lay to me Unkind neglect.

1861 Temple Bar II. 247 'This was laid to her overweening
pride. 1874 Dasknt Halfa Life 1 1 1. 288 He had of course

to lay his sleeplessness on something, and so he laid it on
the lobster salad. 1890 Temple Bar Oct. 296, I laid the

theft on J'astonjee.

b. Phr. To lay to (a person's) charge, at or to

(his) door, fin ;
his) dish, fin (his) neck: to

impute to, charge upon. Also to lay to one's

credit, f reproach, etc. (Sec also the sbs.)

1530 Pai.sgk. 603/1 Wyll you laye thefte to his charge, and
have no better a grounde? a 1533 Ld. Hekneks Huon
xxxiii. 102 It shall neuer be layde to my reproche. 1534
Tindale Acts vii. 60 Lorde laye not this synne to their

charge. 1551 Robinson tr. Mores Utop. 1. (Arb.i 66 The
wickedness and foilye of others shalbe imputed to hym, and
layde in his nekke. 1551, 1722 [see Dish sb. i d]. 1681

11. Moke Exp. Dan. 19^ 'The Pontilician Party have no
reason to lay>uch things in thedi«di of the Reformed. 1701,

1749 [see Dock sb. 6]. 1824 Scott .V/. Rouau's xxiii, Do
not force a broken-hearted Mster to lay her death at > out-

door. 1885 Mrs. C. L. Pirkis Lady Lovelace 11. xxii. 53
You .. laid his death to my charge. 1892 tiiackiv. Mag.
CLI. 156/2 This . . must be laid to the credit of the Tories. I

V. To impose as a burden.

28. To impose (a penally, command, obligation,

burden, tax, etc.). Const, on, upon
( f to). tJSce

also Load sb.)

a iooo Guthlac 685 (Gr.) pact !se . . on his wergengan wite

legdon. 11.. O. E. Chton. 1064 (Lund MS.) Hi l.e^dou

a?rende on bine to bam cynge Kadwarde. Ibid. an. H37
Hi laiiden gajildes on the tunes. a 1225 A iter, R. 346
•pe preost ne perf. .leggen o<Vr schrift on ou. a 1300 Cursor
M. 18455 Sanl michael for-hot 011 us laid. < 1380 Wvci.n-

IVAs. (1880) 336 It were as myche nede to leye now as

myche penaunce to ^umme, as letc.}. 1423 J.\^. I RingisQ.
c.\x, Thus sail on the my charge bene I laid. 1500 20 Di s-

hak Poems xxi. 28 On frudome is laid foirfaltour. a 1533
Li>. Leknkrs 11uon lx\. 240 You knowe the payne that 1

layde on your hedes yf Huon dyd not acconiplysslie my
message. 1557 N. T. t< ienev.) 1 Cor. ix. 16 For neiehsitie is 1

layd vpon me [Gr. tudyxi) yup not imttnui], and wo is it
|

vnto me, yf I preacbe not the Gospel. 1590 I'asi/uil's

Apol. i. C iij b, People may not looke to lay all vppon the

Pardons shoulders. 1621 Ki.ffiNr. Debates Ho. Lords (Cam-
den) 66 Yf . . the delinquent is worthy of a greate punish-

ment; but, the question is, by whom yt is to be lajedV

1662 Siii.linc;fl. Orig. Sat r. it. vi. § 6 \Ve are not to think

that an Oath byes any greater obligation upon Clod for

performance, then the meer declaration of his will. 1697

Potter Ant iq. Greece 1. xxi. (171 5U21 If a pecuniary Mulct
was laid upon him. 1781 D. Williams tr. Voltaire's Pram.

\

IVKs. It. 103 Once only do I mean to lay my commands
upon you. 1790 Jrfi-t.rsom Writ. (1859) III. 153 The im- .

probability that Congress would ever lay taxes where the 1

States could do it separately. 184s McCi li.ocii Taxation
1. x. (1852) 345 An additional duty .. was laid on windows.

1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xxi. IV. 554 iNorthumberlaiKl

strictly obeyed the injunction which had been laid on him.

1870 Rogers Hist. Gleanings Ser. it. 195 The burden of

proof being laid on the accused person. 1877 Miss Voxel*

Cameos Ser. III. xxiv. ^30 Severe fines were laid on all the

villages. 1885 E. F. Bvrknk Entangled II. n.viii. 265 The
dead mother has laid it upon you to find it.

fb. To quarter soldiers) on or upon. Obs.

1612 Davies Why Ireland, etc. (1787) 43 The soldiers, for

want of pay, were sessed and laid upon the subjects against

their will. 1669 Ormonde MSS. in 10/// Rep. Hist. MSS.
Comm. App. v. 102 Wee require the souldiers . . to draw off

from the petitioner and his tenants, and.. to. .shew by what

authority .. they are layd uppon them, ibid., It not being

lawfull to lay souldiers on any persons.

f c. To assess, rate, tax (a person). Obs.

C1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 261 Marchaunt & burgeis

to be sext be laid. 1467 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 387 What per-

sone that refuseth to paye, at that tyme as he ys assessed

or leyd, shal paye to the coinen cofre xi.d. 1707 in Picton

L'poot Mimic. Rec. (1886) II. 45 He is still lay'd and

tax'd for it. 1712 Priofaux Direct. Ch.-ivardens (ed. 4)

47 The Lands, in respect of which he is lay'd, are out of the

Parish.

29. To cast (blame, + aspersions, f ridicule) on or

upon ; also const. + in, f to.

13.. A'. Alls. 1553 'Iiyschop,' he saide, 'there is a

sclaunder, Y-layd on ine kyng Alisaunder '. C1330 Spec.

Gy Wanv. 592 Many a skorn [was] on him leid [7'. r.

lleidej. 1390 Gower Conf. I. 76 The blame upon the

duke they laide. 1530 Palsgr. 602/2 Why lay you the

blame of this faute to me? 1545 Ascham Toxoph. (Arb.)

30 The fault is not to be layed in the thyng whiche was

worthie to he written vpon. 1560 Daus tr. Steidane's Comm.
244 Yf any man shulde lay the blame in us. 1590 Spenser

/; Q. in. 1. 11 And laid the blame, not to his carriage, But

to his starting steed that swarv'd asyde. 1647 May Hist.

Pari. 1. i. 14 A declaration . . wherein aspertions were laid

vpon some members. 1676 C. Hatton in Hatton Corr. (1878)

130 AH y
f blame wase layd on y* wine and he pardoned.

|

1820 W. I Rv iNG Sketch-bk*, Rip van IK, The good wives of

the village, .never failed, .to lay all the blame on Dame van
Winkle.

30. To lay stress, weight, emphasis on or upon :

to emphasize, bring into special prominence, attach

great impoitnnce to.

1666 Pki-ys Diary 3 July, The Mouse do not lay much
weight upon him, or any thing he says. 1676 Glanmli.
Ess, vii. 33 They doated upon little, needless, foolish things,

and lay'd a great stress of Religion upon thein. 1686

Hornkck Crucif. Jesus viii, 136 The Greek Church to thU
day lays the stress of consecration upon the prayer of tin*

Holy Ghost. 1700 Wali.ls in Collect. (O. II. S.) L 327 He
seems to lay weight on this. 1748 J. Mason Elocut. 26 '!

o

*ee that it Lthe Emphasis] be always laid on the eniphatical

Word. 1824 L. Mi rimy Eng. Gram. ied. 5) 1. 363 To lay

the emphasis with exact propriety, is a constant exercise of

good sense and attention. 1845 M* Cllloch Taxatiou ti.

vi. (1852) 307 The only objection, .on which any stress can

Le fairly laid. 1890 T. V. Tou r Hist. Eng.fr. 1689. 234 'The

great teachers laid all the stress on dogma.

31. To bring (a stick, etc.) down upon ; to inflict

fblows). Also to lay it ou (lit. and fig.\

C1314 Guy Warw, (Auchinleck MS.) 7524 And we leyd on

hem dintes grete. 1399 Langl. Rich. Redeles 111. 338 They
leid on hi leigis, Richard, las*his y-now. 1500-20 Dunbar
Poems Ixi. 14 Thane is thair laid on ine ane quhip. a 1550
Christis Rirke Gr. xiv, 'The reird rais rudely with the rapps,

Quhen rungs wer layd on riggis. 1601 Shaks. ////. C. iv. iii.

268 I .ayest thou ihy Leaden Mace vpon my I'oy? 1833
Macaulay in Life # Le£t. (1880) I. 337, I have laid it 011

Walpole. .unsparingly. 1879 Frouije Crsar xx. 338 What
it my son wishes to lay a stick on my back?

32. absol, and intr. To deal blows; to make an

attack. Chiefly in phraseological expressions with

preps, a. To lay on or upon : to attack vigorously,

to beat soundly. (See also lay on, 55 b.)

a 1225 Ancr. R. 292 Mid le holie rode steaue, bet him is

loSest kuggel, leie on be deouel dogge. c 130S Edmund
Conf 112 in E. E. P. (1862) 74 And tuere seide bis holi man
as he leide on hiie fa-te Maide |u srfialt lurny bus awei
forto caste pi fole wil of bi flench, c 1330 Arth. a> Merl.

4046 (Kolbing) Ich on obei gan to legge. c 1460 Townetev
Atyst. xvi. 425 Thar was none that I spard, hot lade on and
<!ang them. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eue Ixii. 46 The \\b>ie

dragon e^rely assaylled the jeede and la>d on hym -*o

strongly that [et< .]. 1526 /'/'4'r. Petf. iW. do W. 15x11

253 b, 'They layde on hym with theyr fy>te* and other

wepens. 1590 Wkrbk J'uii'. Arb.) 20 Ye Turkes woukle
lay \pon them as \pun Horses, and beat thein in such suit,

;js ufi times they dyed, t 1610 Women .Saints 146 He
layeth on her with threat es. 1640 tr. / 'erdere's Rom. Rom
I. x. ^6 They laid upon one another with such fury, as [etr j

1758 (jOI.ijsm. Mem. /hot. 0895) 11. 17 Ra^al ! replied the

'Tyrant, give me the Stick; and taking it in bis Hand ..

with the most inhuman I'arbarily he laid on the initwiisiiug

Slave. x8i4SoriMKv Roderick x.\v, Laying ou the Moors
with that goud sword.

f b. To lay to, unto: to assault, attack, press

hard (lit. andySV. . Also to lay home, hard, hardly

\

to* Obs.
t 1430 Syr Trytun. 1073 Alle the fosters to hym cun lay

\N'>th sterue worde and mode. 1SS7 N. T. i(Jenev.) Ma>k
xiv. C&note, lVter piepaieth him selfe to flee if he were

farther layd \11to. 1581 II. Kicni Earay Mil. Ptot. G iv b,

'I he Marchaunt.. with greate impui tiinitie lequested her in

the waie of manage, and so hardly he laied vnto her, that

[etc.]. 1602 Shaks. Ham. 111. iv. 1 Louke you lay home to

him. 1603 Knoi.ljs Hht. links (1621) iy The wane was
again begun, and the 1 ilie more hardly laid unto than I efore.

16Z3 Bin<;ham Xenophon 109 At this instant they were

a vaulted, and hardly laid vntospon the hill. 1650 Tmin-
Comm., Gen. \\\\. 329 He lays it haul to them still : As wfo
should say, the longer I hear you, the worse I like you.

1724 De Fok Mem. Cavalier (1840) 284, I found my major

hard laid to, hut righting like a lion.

c. To lay at: to aim blows or an attack at;

to strike at; to attack, assail (///. and Jig.). In

1 ^ iSlh c. often in indirect passive. Now chiefly

dial.

'}a 1400 Arth. % Merl. 2464 (Kolbing>, A 100 Sarazens. . All

att once att him layd. 1440 J. Shirley Dethe K. James
(1818) 16 The traitours .. laid at the chaumbur dors .. with

levours and with axes. 1548 Uoall, etc. Erasm. Par.

Matt. xii. 74, I am layed at with deadly deceytes. 1561

Hobv tr. Castigliones Courtier iv. Vv ij. The beautiful

women haue alwaies more siiyters, and be more instantlye

laide at in loue [It. sono pin.. soiliatate damor], then the

foule. 1579 Spenskk Sheph. Cat. Feb. 214 Fiercely the

good man at him did laye. 1600 Holland Livy v. xxiv. 196

The. .Senators .. came forth to the multitude, and offered

themselves to be laid at, smitten and slaine. 1611 Bible

Job xii. 26 The sword of him that layeth at him cannot

hold. 1 719 De Foe Crusoe 11. v. (1840) 102 Our men being

thus hard laid at, Atkins wounded. 1728 Ramsay General

Mistake 82 Even beauty guards in vain, he lays at a . 1876

Surrey Gloss., The rabbits have laid at that wheat un-

accountably. 1899 Expositor Jan. 54 The lie lays at the

truth and the Truth must lay at the lie.

d. To lay into: to belabour; to
c pitch into\

slang or colloq.

1838 D. Jerkold Men of Char., John Applejohn xm,

I shall be very happy . . to go and hold the door, while you

lay into the ruffian. 186s Dickens Mut. Fr. 1. iv. Laying

into me with your little bonnet. 1876 ' Mark! wain 1 ramp

Abr iii. (1880) I. 22 He [a birdl laid into his work like

a nigger. 1887 G. R. Sims Mary Janes Mem. 108 She

would lay into Master John with her stick.

e. To lay abend one : to deal violent and repeated

blows on all sides ; occas. (trans.) to lay (a weapon)

about one. Hence Jig, to act vigorously, make

strenuous efforts, do one's utmost.

c 1435 Terr* Portugal 1036 Fast he leyd hym a-bowte All

bat somyrres nyght. 1596 Sfknser Q, tv. iv. 32 And
with his brondiron round about him layd. a 1618 Sylvester
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Sonn. xvi. Wks, (Grosart) II. 39 When liken Lion to pre-

serve her yong, Thou laydst about ihee to redeeme the

same. 1631 R. Bolton Com/. Affl. Consc. 49 Thou , that

now laies about the for thee world and wealth. 1674 Essex
Papers (Camden) 1. 279 He lays about him on all hands
where there is any the least project of gaine. 1690 Locke
Hum. Und. 111. vi. (1695) 244 Those Words, with which
they art so armed at all points, and with which they so

confidently lay about them. 1720 Mrs. Manlev Power
Love (1741) 1. 55 How they laid about them to commend
your Soul to God ! 1727 Dover Fr. Diet, s.v., To lay about
one's self, ./aire tons ies efforts, remuVr Ctrl et tern. 1837
Disraeli Venetia iv. xviii, They laid about them with their

staves, 1889 Doyle M. Clarke xxxii. 353 We cut a way to

his rescue, and laid our swords about us.

1 33. impers. Of the wind, weather : To be

violent. Obs,
<ri475 Kan/ Coityar 139 Sa troublit with storm is was

I neuer stad ; Of ilk airt of the Kist sa laithly it laid. [Cf.

1825-80 Jamikson, To Lay On. 1. To rain, to hail, to

snow heavily; as ' It's layin' o' snaw'.J

t 34. To strike, beat (a person) on the face, over

Lhe head, etc. To lay on Ihe lips : to kiss. Obs.

In these uses the per>»onal obj. is prob. to be regarded as

a dative.

1530 Palsgr. 602/2, I lay hym on the face. . . I layde liyin

betweene lhe necke and the shoulders that ! made hym
gionc. 1599 Massingeh, etc. Old Law ji. ii. (i6s6)\lC 1 b,

lie lay you o'th lips and leave you. 1602 Makston
Ant. $ Mel. 11. Wks. 1S56 1. 25 Faith, sweet, ile Jay thee on

the lips for that jest. 1628 Earle Microcosm., Upstait
Country Knt, (Arb.) 38 Heing once laid ore the shoulder

with a Knighthood. 1690 W. Walker Idiomat. Anglo-
Lat. 228 He laid him over the face with his bands as hard
as he could strike. 171 2 Aruuthnot John Bull ill. v, The
cook laid them over the pate with a ladle.

VI. To dispose or arrange in proper relative

position over a surface.

35. trans. To place in the proper or designed

position (something that extends horizontally, e.g.

a foundation (often Jig.), a lloor, stones or bricks

in building, etc.).

c 1000 Ags. Go$p. Luke xiv. 29 Syooan he baene grund-
weall le&o [c 1160 Hatton Gosf>. lei^S], c 1340 Cursor M.
13285 (Trin.) At be see lame & Ion he fonde As bei were
lynes leyond. 1340-70 Alex, # Dind. 438 To legge lym obur
ston. 1382 Wvclif Ileb. vi. 1 Not eftsoone leggynge the
foundament of penaunce fro deede werkis. C1400 Rom.
Rose 4149 Aboute hiin lefte he no inasoun,That stoon conde
leye, nequerrour. C1425 Lvdg. Assemb. Gods 596 All the
baytys that ye for hym haue leyde. 1495 Act n Hen. VII,
c. 23 The same herynges shuld be wele truly and justly

leyed and packed. 1526 Tindale Ileb.x. 10 Thou loide in

the begynnynge hast layde the foundacion of the erth. 1576
Fleming Panopt. Efist. 283 They lay traines of treason to

ovei throw their princes. 1644 Diguv Nat. Bodies x. (1645)

94 Proceeding upon our grounds before laved. 1662 Gkr-
uitR Priuc. 33 Paviors (after the liricks are laid) throw sharp
Sand over them. 1680 Moxox Mech. Kxerc. 217 You may
begin at the Verge, and so lay several Grooves close by one
another till you come to the Center. 1751 Lauelve WestM.
Br. 71 The laying the Foundation of Stone-Piers. 1800
Mar. Eogeworth Castle Rackrent 44 She laid the corner-
stone of all her future misfortunes at that very instant. 1818

Jas. Mill Brit. India 11. v. viii.651 The political conduct of
the Governor-General lays sufficient ground for the presump-
tion ihat (etcl. 1823 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 263 When
you lay your floors, let the joints be fitted and tacked down.
1840 R. H. Dana Be/. Mast xxxiii. 125 From the time her
keel was laid, she had never been so driven. 1842-59 Gwilt
Arc/tit. § 1810 Slating is sometimes laid lozengewise. 1845
Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. VI. n. 266 The ordinary mode of
farming is to lay the ground in ridges. 1848 Chambers**
In/omi, I. 489/1 That manner of ploughing and laying the
ridges . . which will best keep the land dry. 1890 Coruh,
Mag. Sept. 270 The first submarine cable was laid.

b. To set out (a table), to spread (the cloth),

place in order (the plates, dishes, knives and forks,

etc.) in preparation for a meal
;
hence, in later use.

to set out the table for (a meal). Also absol.

t Also, to prepare (a bed).
c 1300 Havelok 1722 panne [he] were set, and bord leyd.

c 1330 Arih. Merl. 6508 (Kolbing) pese weschen bis gentil
man & leyd tables after ban. C1375 Barbour Bruce v. 388
The met all reddy grathit, Vith burdis set and clathis laid.

1530 Palsgr. 603/1 Lay the table, for we must dyne in al

the haste. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, lit. ii. 11 Haue you layd
faire the Hed? 1668-9 Pepvs Diary 8 Jan., Home to my
wife's chamber, my people having laid the cloth, and got the
rooms all clean. 1788 Clara Reeve Exiles III. no, I made
the servant lay his bed in order. 1797 M rs. Bennett Beggar
Girl 1. viii. 257 When the cloth was laying for supper. 1836
Makrvat Japhet Ixxviii, I found that the table was laid lor

three. 1848 Thackeray Van. FairxW, A little dinner.,
was laid in the dining-room. 1861 Dickens Gt. Expect, iv,

We found the table laid. ., the dinner dressing. 1883 Black
Shandon Bells xviii, The little maidservant.. laid the cloth.

1890 Wevman House 0/ IVol/iv, These gentlemen will not
sup with me. . Lay for them at the other end.

C. To trace (a ground-plan).

1594 Marlowe & Nashk Dido v, When I was laying a
platform for these walls. 1601 Holland Ptiuy I. 99
Danochares the Architect laid the modell and platforme
tberof [sc. of Alexandria] by a subtil and witty deuise. 1615
G. Sanovs Trav. 29 It is reported that when the workmen
began to lay the platforme at Chalcedon, how certain Eagles
conueyed their lines to the other side of the Streight.

d. f (a) To lay a buck : to put clothes in soak
for washing (obs.), (b) To lay leaven (see quot.

.1891).
[Possibly confused (a) with some derivative of Lye, and

(b) wiih Lav v.\ Allav v.; but this is uncertain.)

1573 Tusser Hvsb. (1878) 166 Maides, three a clock, knede,
lay your bucks, or go brew. 1611 Cotgr. s.v. Faire, Faire
la buie, to lay, or wash, a bucke. 1633 D. RIogers] Treat.

Sacraments \. 42 Shee that cannot lay a leaven, but thinkes

of the kingdome of Christ. 1891 Sheffield Gloss, Suppl.,

Lay, to mix ; only used in the phrase ' to lay leaven i.e. to

mix the yeast with oat meal in making oat-cake. 1893
Northtttnb. Gloss., Lay, to mix dough for bread making.
4 Lay the breed '—to mix the flour with the yeast, to make
the dough.

e. To lay a Jirex to place the fuel ready for

lighting.

1876 Jevons Logic Prim, jo If one fire be laid and lighted

exactly like another, it ought to burn like it. 1886 Hksant
Childr. Gibeon 11. i, The fire was laid.. with the resinous
wheels, which burn fiercely.

f. Printing. To lay type : ' to put new sorts in

cases* (Jacobi Printers* Voc, 1888). Also, to lay

the case.

1683 Moxon Mech. Exerc, Printing 200 The manner how
i the several sorts of Letters are disposed in the several Boxes,

is called, Laying of the Case. 1808 C. Stower Printer's
, Gram. vi. 151 Laying of Cases. This implies filling them

with sorts of a new fount of letter.

36. To re-steel (a cutting instrument), dial,

1472-3 Isee Laying vbl. sb. 1]. 1475-6 Durham Acc. Rolls
(Surtees) 25 Et sol. eidem pro le laynge ij axes, \jd, 1605
/ 'estry Bis. (Surtees) 55 For layinge the church hack with
new iron, viij*/. 1620 in Swayne Churchw. Acc. (1896) 172
For Layinge lhe pickax ijf. Zd. 1893 IViltsh. Gloss., To lay
a toot, to steel its edge afresh. 1893 in Northumbld, Gloss.

37. Nope-making. To twist yarn to form (a

I

strand), or strands to form (a rope).
i486 (see Laying vbl. sb, 1]. 1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's

I Gram. vii. 30 If the Cable bee well made, we say it is well
> laid. 1726 Shblvocke Voy. round World 240 Those who
were ashore made twice lay'd stuff for rigging. 1793 Smeaton

I

Edystoue L. § 281 A bridle cable was laid perfectly pliant.

1839 Uhe Diet. Arts 1070 The last part of the process of

I

rope-making, is to lay the cordage. 1853 Jbid. 11. 560 The
manner of laying the yarns into ropes.

b. intr. said of the rope.

1796 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 485/1 Then., the top comes away
from the swivel, .and the line begins to lay.

38. trans. In immaterial sense : To fix the out-

lines of, arrange, devise (a plan, plot, scheme)
; f to

establish (a law), settle, lay down (a principle)

;

f to draw up the plan of (a literary composition).

To lay one's account : see Account sb. 1 5.

ix.. O. E. Chron. an. 1086 (Laud MS.) He sactte mycel
deorfriS & he la:^de Urja ba;rwi5. c 1430 Freemasonry 449
Suche ordynance at the semble was layd. 1591 Shaks.
1 Hen. VI, 11. iii. 4 The plot is laid. 1616 B. Jonson FJpigr.,

To weak Gamesterin Poetry, 1 cannot for the stage a Drama
lay, Tragick or Comick. 1644 Milton Jdgm. Wks.
1738 1. 87 If we retain our principles already laid. 1692 R.
L'Estrange Fables, Li/e JEsop (1708) 8 Several Little

Tnles and Jests that I take to be neither well Laid, nor well

I

put together. 1701 W. Wotton Hist. Rome, Marcus v. 83

I

His Design had been long laid, a 1715 1'urnet Own Time
I (1724) I. 401 The argument for it was laid thus. 1838
Tinklwall, Greece II. xi. 56 His schemes also were more
artfully laid. 1880 Libr. Univ. R'nowl. (N. Y.) VI 1 1. 381
When the conspiracy was laid to put Jesus to death,

f b. gen. To contrive, arrange. Obs.

1627 Donne Serm. v. (1640) 51 God had laid it so, that
Moses should be setled this way. a 1677 Barlow Serm. Wks.
1 7 16 I.62 Is it not great imprudence so to lay our business
that any other matter shall thwart or thrust out devotion?
1712 Akbuthnot John Bull 111. ii, We have laid it so, that
he is to be in the next room.

c. intr, f To make arrangements or plans for
(obs.) ; to plan, contrive, or intend to do something
(now dial, and US,), (Cf. lay out, 56 f.)

c 1450 Mironr Saluacionn 2058 Saul laide for his dethe als

for hys mortale enemy. 1573 Tlsser Hush, lxvii. (1878) 1 56
Lay thou to saue,..And then tbou shalt enriched be. J587
Golding De Mornay xiv. (1617) 222 Mans mind can skill.

.

to lay earnestly for warre in seeking or enioying of peace.
— Ovid's Met. xit. 277 And what is wrought in all the
world he leaies to vnderstand. 1601 Holland Pliny 1. 413
M en loue rather to haue plenty from their vines, than other-
wise lay for the goodnesse thereof. 1633 Bp. Hall Hard

i
Texts, N. T. 11 If he lay to please the one the other will be
offended. 1648 Svmmons Vind. Chas. I, 113 Mahomet layed
to perpetuate his religion by introducing of ignorance, [etc.].

a 182s Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Lay, to intend, to lay out, to
lay a plan. Ex. ' 1 lay to plough for turnips tomorrow
1896 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. 3 Dec. 4/3 Fitzsimmons evidently

! laying to get in right on jaw.

39. fa. InOE.: To direct (one's steps). b.Naut.
To lay one's (or a) course : sec quots. 1867, 1881.
a xooo Caedmon's Gen. 2400 (Gr.) Lastas legdon . . 08 bset

I
hie on Sodoman, weall stape burg wlitan meahton. 1669
Stuhmv Mariner's Mag. t. 18 The Wind will be Northerly,

1 make ready to go about ; we shall lay our Course another
way. 1793 Kennell in Phil. Trans. LXXX 1 1 1. 100We were
driven to the north of Scilly ; and were barely able to lay a
course through the passage between those islands and the
Land's End. 1867 Smyth Sailors Woni-bk., To lay Iter
course, to be able to sail in the direction wished for, however
barely the wind permits it. 1881 Hamersly Naval Eucyil.
s-y., A ship lavs her course when being close-hauled, the
wind permits the desired course to be steered. 1890 W. ¥.
Rae Maygrove 111. ix. 307 The steamer's course was laid
for Michipicoten.

f c. To apply or devote (one's power, affection,

possessions) to. Also const, into. Obs,
a 1300 Cursor M, 26294 If..bou haf oft-sith laid might His

wrangwis liuelad j for to right. 1340-70 Alisannder 203 He
had his liking ilaide bat Ladle too wedde. a 1400 in Eng.
Gilds (1870) 357 }if eny good man of be town leib his good
to be commune nede of be town. 1627-77 Feltham Resolves
1. 1. 1 He ..lays his heart into pleasures, and forgets the
future.

f 40. To set down in writing ; to put into, express
or 'couch* in (certain language or terms). Obs.

£1330 Arth. 4- Merl. 1288 (KSlbing) Merlin to Blasi ber
meche seyd, pat Blasi al in writt leyd. c 1330 R. Bhunne
Chron. Wacc (Rolls) 184 Als Geflrey in latyn sayd So
MaystcrWace in frankis layd. ^1385 Chaucer L.G. IV.
2516 Phillis, Hir lettre. .here & there in Ryme 1 haue it

laide. la 1400 Arth. Sf Merl. (Douce MS.) 1792 (Kolbing)
In be T.ruyt he bit layde. a 1631 Donne 6 Serm. (1634) ii. 6
The phrase, .is thus conceived and layed, In our image and
then, After our likencssc. 1682 Bunvan Holy War 215
[The Charter] fairly engraven upon the doors thereof, aud
laid in Letters of Gold. 1714 Steele Lover No. 27(1723)
160 They . . carry a secret Instruction, in that they lay the
Sense of the Author still closer in Words of his own. 1775
De Lolme Rug. Const. 1. x. (1784) 90 In all writs, care
must hti taken that they be laid and formed according to
their case.

41. Art, a. To put upon a surface in layers

;

to put or arrange (colours, + a picture) on canvas.
1570 1'ahet Alv. L 54 To laie colour on a picture.

<ri6oo Shaks. Sonn. ci, Truth needs no collour, with his
collour fixt ; lieautie no pensell, beauiie's truth to lay. 1671
Milton /\ A*, iv. 343 Their swelling Epithetes thick laid
As varnish on a Harlots cheek. 1690 Locke Hum. Und.
11. x. (1695) 71 The Pictures drawn in our Minds are laid in
fading Colours. i727_ Boyer Fr. Diit. S.V., To lay the
Colours deep (in Painting), empater. 1781 Cowper Retire-
ment 798 To teach the canvas innocent deceit, Or lay the
landscape on the snowy sheet. 1859 Ruskin Two Paths
App. iv. (1891) 259 In every given touch lof colour] laid on
canvas. Ibid, 261 The refinement of work consists not in
laying absolutely little colour, but in always laying precisely
the right quantity.

b. To lay a ground : to spread a coating over
a surface, as a basis for colours. So In Photo-
graphy, to lay the grain,
1762-71 H. Walpole / 'ertuis Anecd, Paint. (1786) V. 141

Blooteling . . found out the application of the chisel for
laying grounds, which much exceeded the roller. 1839
J'enuy Cycl. XI 1 1 . 94/2 Three processes are usually required
in japanning; laying the ground, painting, and finishing.

1854 Scoffern in Orr's Circ. Set'., Chem. 90 The last

[stage], technically called
4 laying the grain', must be

effected by hand. It consists in rubbing the surface of the
plate in one direction, by means of a buffer.

42. To cover, spread, or coat (with something),
esp. by way of ornament (as in embroidery).
?«i366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 1076 A robe ofpurprc.it

ful wel With orfrays leyd was everydel. c 1400 Siege
of Troy 135 (MS. Harl. 525) in Archtv Stud. neu. Spr.
LXXII. 15 There were sheldis gyk and leyd wyth ynde.
C1440 Anc. Cookery in Househ. Ord. (1790) 433 Take
a faire urthen pot, and lay hit well with splentes in the
bothum, that the flessh neigh hit not. 1562-3 in Willis &
Clark Cambridge (1886) 111. 296 To the Painter for leyinge
the Irons of the greate Postes in oyle and red leade iij*.

1578 Lyte Dodoens 1. xix. 29 Softe wollie leaves, as it were
layde with a certayne downe or fine cotton. 1603 Knolles
Hist. 7>/rA\r (1621) 832 Short cloakes layed with silver lace.

1663 Gerbier Counsel 80 Lathed and laid with Lime and
haire. 1820 Scott Monast. iii, She is convent-bred, and can
lay silk broidery. 1879 E. Arnold Lt, Asia 34 Black steel,

Laid with gold tendrils. 1889 Frouof. Chie/s 0/ Dunboy
!

xxvi. 399 They . . dug a pit, and laid the bottom of it with

I

thorns. 1891 Chamb. Jrnl. 5 Dec. 770/1 My bath-room is

.. a part of the veranda laid with zinc.

VII. 43. In intransitive uses, coinciding witli

or resembling those of Lie v. 1

In the earliest examples the verb appears to be intransitive

for reflexive or passive. Now (exc. in Nautical lang.,

see b) it is only dialectal or an illiterate substitute for tie, its

identity of form with the past tense of the latter no doubt
accounting largely for the confusion. In the

a
17th and 18th

centuries, it was not app. regarded as a solecism. (For lay
in wait see Wait sb.)

c 1300 Harroiv. Hell 147 Sathanas,y bynde the, her shalt

j

thou lay, O that come domcsday.
,
«3 • . Sir Benes 2643

(MS. A.) par he schel leggen ay, Til nit come domes dai.

a 1400 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 363 pl no man ne legge in lond
ne in tenement, .be whyle |?e suquestre ys bare set. c 1420
Chron. Vilod. 3340 (Horstm.) J>e chest . . In be wbyche pis

blessud virgyn leyth y-closot inne. c 1489 Caxton Blan-
chardyn li.195 His cheff standarde ouer thrawen and layng
vpon the grounde. 1498 IVillo/IVood/brdeiSomzrsetHo.),

,

Where my wif legges. 1530 Palsgr. 605/2 It leyeth on my
' herte. I tell you as it lyeth on my herte. 1625 Bacon

Ess., Nature (Arb.) 363 Nature will lay buried a great

Time, and yet reuiue. 1628 Earle Microcosm., Pretender
to Learning (Arb.) 53 Some. .Folio, which, .hath laid open
in the same Page this half yeere. 166a J. Stryfe in Lett.

Lit. Men (Camden) 179 At my first Coming, I laid alone.

1665 Wood Life 25 Sept. (O. H. S.) 11. 46 The lady of

Castlemaine's two children began to lay at our house. Ibid.

56 The books layd upon the booksellours' hands. 1736
Butler Anal. 11. vi. 231 The general Proof of natural

Religion, .does, I think, lay Level to Common Men. 1749
Fieloing Tom Jones 1. vi, The flame which had before

laid in embryo now burst forth. 1768-74 Tucker Li. Nat.
(1834) II. 558 Eating when we are hungry, .. laying down
when sleepy. 1794 J- Hidlake Poems 4 She..on the ground,

to catch each sound would lay. 1818 Hvron Ch, Har. iv.

clxxx, Thou., dash est him again to earth :—there let him
lay. 1828 J. Kaine St. Cuthbert 78 They found the vene-

rable body . . laying on its right side. 1890 Daily News
13 Oct. 7/1 A large Danish boarhound .. knocked a little

boy.. down, laid on hiin, and bit him over the eye. 1900

F. Anstev Brass Bottle vi. 80 * They're all layin' down on
the road opposite our door.'

b. Naut. To put oneself in the position indi-

cated by the accompanying phrase or adv., e.g. to

lay at anchor, to lay by the wind. (See also lay

along, lay by, lay in, lay out, etc. in branch VIII.)

To lay on the oars, to cease rowing.

1530 Palsgh. 605/1, I ley at anker, as a shyppe dothe,yV
ancre. 1549 Eow. VI Jrnl, (Roxb.) II. 227 Thei laying at

anker bett the French. 1670 A. Roberts Adventures oj

T. S. 8 He commanded to lay by the Wind, until the Ships

came within Call. 1830 Marrvat Kings Own xlvi, The
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boats laid upon their oars. 1881 H amtrsly NavalEncyd.
s.v.. To lay is used (although incorrectly) in the sense of to

go or come ; as layforward* fay aft, lay down from aloft',

lay out on theyards, etc. 1894 C. N. Rouinson Brit. Fleet

181 Captains are sainted by laying on the oars (in other

words ceasing to row).

VIII. With adverbs in specialized uses.

44. Lay about, fa. trans. To surround, beset.

14.. Arth. % Mert. (Percy MS.) 2452 (Kfllbing), A xoo

Sarazens on a rowte Att once layd him all about. 1555 J.

Proctor Wyafs Reb. 33 b, The lorde Aburgaueny and the

shiriffe .. deuised to laye the countree aboute, that they

[Wyat and others] mouyht not escape.

f b. intr. To contrive, plan, take measures {Jo

do something) ; to look out or make a search for.

a 1618 Sylvester Mayden's Blush 66 Hee labours, and
hee layes-about that dear Issue to exterminate. 1727

Dover Fr. Diet. s.v., To Jay about, in order to get an Office,

briguer, recherchcr un Lmploi. 1755 Shkbdeare Lydia
(176a) II. 176 She therefore laid about for a proper person

to dispatch as an emissary to accomplish this design.

f c. To strike out with vigour ; = to lay about

one (32 e). Obs.

[C1330 Arth. «fr
Merl. 2874 (Kolbing) About he leyd on so

hard, pat his swerd brast atvo.l 1607 Rowlands /list. Guy
Warwick* 29 He drew his sword, and laid about. 1663

Hutler Hud. 1. ii. 799 Hut when his nut-brown Sword was
out Courageously he laid about.

45. Lay abroad, trans. To spread out; to set I

out for view; to spread (a net). Obs. exc. arch.

1530 Palsgr. ooi/i, 1 laye abrode clothes in the sonne to

be ayred or dried. . I laye abrode, as hunters or fysshers do
j

their nettes. . . I laye abrode monay, or vessell, or bookes to

be vewed, je mels au large. 1535 [see Ahroad adv. ic],

1570 Baret Ah. L 54 To laie ahroade hey in the sunne to

drie. 1604 E. G[rimstonk] D'Acosla's Mist. Indies v. xxiv.

3gS Hauing layed abroade these bones. 1883 R.W. Dixon
Mano 1. xvi. 50 For he abroad capacious nets had laid.

f46. Lay along", a. trans. To stretch at full

length (also, all along) ;
hence, to lay low, prostrate;

to destroy, overthrow, kill.

M*3» x Sl&y *592 i »761 lsee Along adv. 6]. 1597 A. M.
tr. Gnilhmeans Fr. Chiritrg. 350/1 Shee is without all

strength, cleane layed a-longe. 1599 Witluds' Diet. 62 b, To
ouerthrow, lay along, and destroie, stemo. 1697 JJryoen

/Kneid 1. 266 The Leaders first He laid along.

b. intr. (Naut. : see 43b.) Of a ship: To
lean over with a side wind. (Cf. lie along.)

1779 Barnard in Phil. Trans. LXX. 107 That leakage,

washing from side to side, will cause the ship to lay along.

1 47. Lay apart, trans. To put aside or away
from one ; to omit purposely (to do something).

1526 Tindale Jas. i. 21 Wherfore laye a parte all filthynes

I so 161 1]. c 1530 L. Cox Rhet. (1899) 52 All maters of the

law layd for the tyme vtterly a part. 1563 Homilies 11.

Rogation 1, Wee shall . . lay apart to speake of the profound

and unsearchable nature of Almighty God, rather acknow-

ledging our weakenesse, then rashly to attempt letc.]. 1590

Spenser F. Q. 1. Introd. 3 Lay now thy.. bow apart. 1599
Shaks. Hen. V, 11. iv. 78 That you diuest your selve and lay

apart The borrowed Glories.

48. Lay aside, trans, a. To put away from

one's person (as a garment, weapon, or the like)
;

|

to put on one side.

C1386 Chaucer Man of Law's T. 615 They moste ..

leye a lyte hir holinesse asyde As for the tyme. 1540

Coverdale Fruitf. Less. To Rdr. (1 593) A 4 b, The old Adam
ought we to lay aside. 156s Cooper Thesaurus s. v. Cotido,

Seponert * condere, to lay aside and loeke vp. 1595, 161 x t

Isee Aside 3I. 1781 D. Williams tr. Voltaire's Dram. Wks. '

1 1. 1 40 A father cannot lay aside the father. 1824-9 Lanoor
/mag. Conv. Wks. 1846 I. 321 On entering the apartment of I

the women of your country, you lay aside both slipper and
turban. 1849 Aytoun Poems, Buried Flower 181 Death had
laid aside his terror. 1890 LippincotCs Mag. May 632 The
editor laid aside the last proof-sheet.

b. To reject or dismiss from one's consideration

or action; to abandon or postpone (a design), dis-

continue (an occupation).

1440 [see Aside 4]. 1470-85 Malory Arthur iv. xx. 145,

I praye to god that he send yow honour and worship. A said

the Knyghte I may laye that on syde. 1530 Palsgr. 605/ 1,

I ley away, or I laye asyde my worke to loyter. 1579 Gosson
Sch. Abuse (Arb.) To Gen tiew. Lond. 60 When our good
desires are once laide aside. 1607 [see Aside 4]. 16 13
Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 207 After sunne set, all this while

the women lay aside their worke. a 17 15 Burnet Own Time
{1724) 1. 66 So the design of the rising was laid aside. 1766
Brooke Fool of Quality (1792) 1. 152 Laying Peter aside,

who think you was the greatest hero among the moderns?
18*4 Mackintosh Sp. Ho. Comm. 1 Tune, Wks. 1846 HI.
417, I think myself entitled to lay aside . . the testimony of

the coachman. 1877 Miss Yonge Cameos Ser. m. xxv. 237
The burghers laid aside their revelries.

+ C. To put out of the way, get rid of. Obs.

1596 Dalrymplk tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. v. 275 Quhen he
had pacifiet his cuntrey, layd asyde his aide ennimies letc.].

1708 Swift Sent. Ch. Eng. Man Wks. 1735 II. I. 77 When
a prince was laid aside for male-administration. 1726-31
Tindal Rapin's Hist. Eng. (1743) II. xvn. 110 To lay aside

this troublesome Regent.
d. To set apartfor a purpose.

1711 Addison Sped. No. 58 F 1, I intend to lay aside

a whole Week for this Undertaking.
e. pass. To be incapacitated for work by illness.

1879 Shairp Bums 172 At this crisis his faithful wife was
laid aside, unable to attend him. 1901 Punch 3 Apr. 262/1
More than once laid aside by break down of health.

49. Lay away, trans, a. ~ lay aside, a, b.

a 1400 Ipomedon (Kolbing) 338/7 He laid a way his home
& his hunter clothes & armed him all in white. 1526
Tindale Heb. xii. 1 Lett vs.. laye a waye all that preseth
vs doune, and the sinne that hangeth on vs. 1563-87 Foxe

Vol, VI.

A.
«fr
M. (1506) 70/2 They were .. readie to laie awaie

their armour and weapons. 1581 Savile Tacitus, Hist. iv.

(1612) 140 That passion, amongst all other, euen of wise men
is last layed away. 1628 Houbf.s Thncyd. (1822) 4 |They]
laid away, .the fashion of wearing linen coats. 1641 Chas. J

in Rushiv. Hist. Coll. ill. (1692) I. 457 That laying away
all disputes, you go on cheaifully and speedily for the

Reducing of Ireland. 1845 Longk. Belfry ofBruges, Curfew
ii. 4 The book is completed, And closed, like the day ; And
the hand that has written it Lays it away,

b. To bury. ? U.S.
1885 M. E. Wilkins in Harpers Mag. Mar. 594/1 It was

hardly six months since my poor sister was laid away.

50. Lay by. a. trans. = lay aside, 48 a, b;

T" also — lay aside, 48 c.

1439 in Rymer Fordera (1710) X. 727/2 That Matiere
.. was so lightly laide by at Arras and noon Inclination

shewed therto. c 1585 R. Browne Answ. Cartwright 6 He
must . , laye by his proofe as vntrue. 1599 Shaks. Much
Ado v. i. 64, I am fore'd to lay my reuerence by. 1644
Milton Areop. (Arb.) 38 Leaving it to each ones conscience

to read or to lay by. 1674 Ray Collect. Words, Prepar.
Tin 123 The cinder or slag .. they take off with a shovel

and lay it by. 1681 Drvdkn Abs. <y Ac/tit. 507 These
were for laying honest David by On principles of pure good
husbandry. 1709 Steele latter No. 47 iT 7, 1 shall theiefore

lay by my Drama for some Time. 1736 Lediaru Life
Marlborough I. 118 It was Pity that so able a Man.,
should be laid by, as useless and forgotten. 1781 Cowh r
Cotivcrsat. 670 It views the truth with a distorted rye,

And either warps or lays it useless hy. 1798 Laniior Gvbir
1. 51 His buckler and his corslet he laid by. 1867 J. IS. UtisK

tr. I irgifs sEncid 233 Lay by your wonted tasks.

b. To put away in store; to store up; to save

(money). Also absol.

1786 Ijlrns To Auld Mare xvii, A heapit stimpart, Pll

reserve ane Laid by for you. 1825 New Monthly Mag.
XVJ. 312 Of her twelve hundred a-year, she regularly lays

by two-thirds. 1853 Lytion My Novel iv. v, It is a great

sum,, .but 1 will lay by, as you aie kind enough to trust me.

1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xx. IV. 501 Persons who had
laid by money would rather put it into the Hank. 1873
H. Spencer Stud. Sot tot. xv. 367 Few of them lay by in

anticipation of times when work is slack.

C. To put away for future disposal or for safety.

1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. xiv. (1840) 239, I perceived .. two
miserable wretches dragged from the boats, where, it seems
they were laid by, and were now brought out for the

slaughter. 1821 Keats Isabella lii, She wrapped it up; and
for its tomb did choose A gaiden-pot, wherein she laid it by.

1893 Fit Id 25 Feb. ^97/3 She has not been put afloat yet,

but is laid by till open weather sets in.

d. pass. To be Maid aside' by illness (cf. 48c).
1782 Macqueen in Med. Comnntn. I. 69 They are. .seized

with a Catarrh.., which rages so fast that in twenty-four

hours, every individual . . is .. laid by. 1825-80 Jamieson,
To Lay By. 1. To overdo, to make unfit for woik ;. .2. To
be confined by ailment; as, 'He's laid by". 1889 Mrs.
Comyns Carr Marg. Maliphant 1. xii. 237 Father is often

laid by, and unable to go round the farm.

e. intr. (Naut.) = lay to (58 c).

1697 Lond. Gaz. No. 3287/3 They all laid by a considerable

time, and then making Sail stood to the Westward. 1741

S. Speed in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 395
Their not hoisting their colours. .and. .not laying by for us.

51. Lay down, trans.

a. To put (something that one is holding or

carrying) down upon the ground or any olher sur-

face ; to put off, discard (a garment, armour). To
lay down (one's) arms : to surrender.

c 1205 Lay. 5070 Leie a-dun bin hzere scrud & binne rede

sceld, and j?i sper longe. a 1300 Cursor M. 3296 Mi hemes
dun heir did 1 Iai. C1375 .SV. Leg. Saints 1. {Petrus) 224,

I did as myn moder saide, In be corn myn huwk doun lade,

and bad it do bat do sulde L c 1386 Chaucer Reeve's 'J'.

165 Lay doun thy swerd, and I wil myn alswa. 1560 Dal s

tr. SI idant's Comm. 423 That with al spede they laye downe
theyr weapons, and devise some meanes of concorde. 1659

D. Pell Impr Sea 451 note, They laid down their anus,

and put on mourning. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair l.wii,

She laid down the cup of tea. 1890 T. F. Tou r Hist. Eng.

142 Eighteen thousand French soldiers laid down their arms
to the raw army that had defeated them at b*aylen.

b. To resign, relinquish (office, power, dignity,

hopes, etc. ; f also absol. *= to retire from office,

etc.); fto discard, cease to bear (a name), dis-

continue, 'drop' (a custom, fashion); f to gi\e

up the wearing or use of.

CX205 Lay 2037 pa leodene. .leiden adun bene noma, &
Trinouant heo nemneden. 13.. Sir Tristr. 11S7 Tristrem

he gan doun lain, And seyd tramti is lie hi^t. a 1450 A'ul.

de la Tour (1868) 62 Ladyes. . that . . hadde highe hornes, the

whiche the holy man beganne to reprove, and yeue diuerse

ensaumples to make hem to be laydedoun. 15.. in Dun-
bar's Poems (1893) 327 In hairt be blytht and lay all dolour

doun. 1577 Harrison England 11. xii. (1877J 1. 236 Home
in windows is quite laid downe in euerie place. 161 1 Speed
Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xiii. (1623) 752 Those consultations of the

Laitie were laide downe. 1682 Luttrell Brief Ret. (1857)

I. 176 There is a discourse .. that the lord chanceller will lay

down, and be succeeded by the lord eheif justice Pemberton.

1697 Dryden sEneis xi. 473 What Hopes you had in Dio-

mede, lay down. 1714 Audison Sped. No. 556 r x Upon
laying down the Office of Spectator, a 1715 Burnet Own
Time (1724) I. 461 They Ithe clergy] seemed now to lay

down all fears and apprehensions of Popery. 1720 De Foe
Capt. Singleton xiii. U840) 226 It was a good retreat for

those that were willing to leave off, and lay down. 1778

Johnson Let. to Boswell^ July, He has laid down his coach,

and talks of making more contractions of his expense. 1826

Scott Woodit. vii, Will he lay down his power?

C. To place in a recumbent or prostrate position.

Often refl. (f in early use conjugated with to be).

f Also, to bring to bed of a child (cf. 2 above).

[a 1225 Ancr. R. 288 Hwon be heorte . . Iei5 hire salf adune-
ward, & buhS him ase he bit.] ^1250 Old Kent. Senti. in

O. E. Misc. (1872) 32 Ure lord was i-leid him don to slepe.

a 1300 Cursor M. 15675 Ful buxumli he laid him don apon
bat erlh bare. 11450 Merlin 88 She is now leide down in

hir bedde of a childe male. 1481 Caxton Reynard xxxvii.

(Arb.) 104 Tho wente he and leyd hyui doun vnder a tre in

I the grasse. 1535 CoviuuiALE Vs. iv. 8 Thei fore wil 1 laye

me downe in peace, & take my rest. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII,
1

1. iii. 40 The slye whorsons Haue got a speeding tricke to lay
downe Ladies. 1781-3 Cowi-hr Alex. Selkirk 50 The sea-

fowl is gone to her nest, The beast is laid down in his lair.

1791 — Odyss. x. 64 Around my head Winding my mantle,

[ 1 1 lay'd me down l>elo\v. 1816 Wolfe BurialSir J. Moore
29 Slowly and sadly we laid him down.

d. To put down (money) as a wager or a pay-

ment
; f to pay (a debt).

14.. Lyug. London Lyckpeny, Lay down your sylver, and
here you may speede. 1464-5 Manners <y Ilouseh. Ea/>.

Eng. (Roxb. 184 1) 487 Laid to Kobart Klerke that he
leid doune, xijrf. 1560 Dads tr. Sleidaue's Comm. 246 b,

Le.sydes those . . Dukates, whyche lie bathe alreadye de-

frayde (he] shall laye downe as muche more at Venise.

1583 1 Iollyba Ni) Campo di Fior 137 What shall we laye

downe V What shall we stake? 71623 Donnk Lett. (1651)

230 He writ to me that 8 1 woidd discharge bun, and that

M r Selden would lay down half, a 1640 Massinger Very
Woman 11. i, 1 have done nothing .. that may justly claim
A title to your friendship; and much less Laid down the

debt which.. not 1 but mankind Stands bound to tender
1692 K. L'JCstrance Fables, Life of /Esop (1708) 15 Lay
down the Money upon the Nail, and the lousiness is done.

e. To sacrifice (one's life).

161 1 lb ble John x. 15, xv. 13. 1781 Cowpi.r Expostul.

536 To waste thy life in arms or lay it down In causeless

feuds. 1862 Temple Bar VI. 190 Ready .. to lay down
fortune, freedom, and perhaps life itself, for their sake.

f. f'l'o put down, overthiow (obs.). Aho jVaul.

of wind or sea : To make (a vessel) lie 011 her side.

e 1205 Lav. 551 A londe & a watere he heom adun leaide.

a 1225 Leg. Kath. 773 5ef me is ileuet bmh mi leoue lauerd
for to leggeli ham adun. 1340 Hamioi.k Pr. Consc. 4415
He [Antichrist] sal drawe ti! liym bailie lered and lewed,

1 Ami trysten law sal be doun layde. c 1380 Wvclii? Wks.
(1880) 10 Lest here ypocrisie be parcelled and here wyn
nynge and vforIdly fame leid a-doun. 1387 Trkvisa Higden
(Rolls) III. 237 Foure |>owsand of Sparlanes fd uppon hem
and leyde adoun and slou^ (if hem hiedayes to fcidres. 1745
I*. Thomas Jml. Anson's Voy. 24 A raging Sea took us.,

with that Violence that it. .laid down the Ship in a Manner
quite on her Side.

g. To conslruct (roads, railways, ships). Also

to lay down a keel.

1851 Ittustr. Catal. Gt. Exhih. 1127 Levelling instrument
..intended, .for laying down railroads and highways. 1884

I Leeds Mercury 15 Nov. 6/0 It is not .. intended to lay down
any new ironclads at present. 1890 T. F. Tout Hist. Eng.
240 Ijrunel laid down the Great Western. 1897 Daily Neu-s

I

23 J an - 3/5 H er keel will be laid down in the cour.se of a

week or two.

h. To establish, formulate definitely (a principle,

rule) ; to prescribe (a course of aclion, limits, etc.).

To lay dmon the law : to declare \v hat the law (with regard

to something) is; hence cottot/, to make dogmatic state-

ments, esp. in argument.

1493 Fcstiall fW. de W. 1496) 1 b, Holy chirche leyth

downe songes of melody as Te demn lau. Gloria in excelsis.

1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary ii. (1625) 63, I have determined
..under this Nariatory. .title to lay downe my limits. 1628

Earle Micfocosm., Medling Man (Arh.j 89 Hee layes >ou
downe a hundred wild plots, all impossible things. 1676
Glanvill hss. iii. 13 Laying down Rules for solving some
l/ubick and IJiquadratick Equations. 1712 Lerkeley Pass.

Oled. § 16 If the criterion we have laid down be true.

a 1715 Uurnet Own Time (1724) I. 273 He assured him he

would pay the debt : But did not lay down any method
of doing it. 1762 Foote Orators 1. i, I tell thee what,
Ephraiin, if thee can'st but once learn to lay down the

j

law, there's no knowing what thee may'st rise, 1765
Llackstone Comm. I. 238 We may now be allowed to lay

I

down the law of redress against public oppression. 1845
M'Cilloch Taxation 1. iv. (1852; 127 It may be safely laid

down that at all times a considerable number of occupiers of

land are losing by their business, i860 TynoallGVoc. 11. xv.

308 He laid down the conditions of the problem with perfect

clearness. 1865 Trollope Belton Est. xviii. 205 She
endeavoured to . . lay down for herself a line of conduct.

1885 Mrs. C. Praed Affinities L ix. 206 He was in the

midst of an argument, . . and was laying down the law in

this fashion.
*

i. To set down or mark out (a pfrtn) on paper

;

to delineate; +to describe (a geometrical figure).

1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag. 1, 31 How to lay down a

Triangle in a Circle. Ibid. v. 6 After you have taken the

Angles .. You must Protract or lay down the Figure. 1697

Dam pier Voy. I. xvi. 448 Many shoals . . that are not laid

down in our Drafts. 1793 Sweaton Edystone L. § 99, 1 was
.. laying down the measures of the rock upon paper. 1817

Scott Search after Happiness iii, Jf Rennell has it not,

you'll find, mayhap, The isle laid down in Captain Sindbad's

map. 1853 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XIV. 1. 101 A map on
which the drains of each field are laid down. 1890 T. F.

Tout Hist. Eng. 292 He now laid down clearly the island

groups of the North Pacific.

f j. To put down in writing ; to treat of. Obs.

J583 Stubbes Anat. A bus. 11. (1882) 67, I will laye downe
vnto you some such corruptions and abuses, as seeme to be

inormous. 1634 W. Woon New Eng. Prosp. To Rdr., I have

laid downe the nature of the Countrey, without any partiall

respect unto it. 1659 D. Pell Impr. Sea 131, f have laid

down some of my thoughts about this word, They tliat go
down. 1756 Johnson Observ. St. Affairs Wks. 1787 X.145
It is then a proper time, .to lay down with distinct particu-

larity what rumour always huddles in general exclamations,

or perplexes by undigested narratives.

t k. To lay down by : to consider together with.

16x4 Raleigh Hist, World 1, iii. § 15 Lay down by those
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pleasures and benefits the fearful and dangerous thunders

and lightnings, . .with other inconveniences, and then there

will be found no comparison between the one and the other.

1. To ' run and fell * (a seam) ; to trim, em-

broider. Obs. or arch.

1611 Cotgr., Rentraire, to lay in, or lay downe, a seame.

£1650 Johnnie Armstrong vi. in Child Ballads (1889) III.

360 Ve shall every one have a velvet coat, Laid down with

golden laces three. i8ao Scorr Monast. xiv, A scarlet

cloak, laid down with silver lace three inches broad.

m. Agric. To convert (arable land) into pasture ;
•

to put under grass, etc. Const, in, to, under, with.

1608 in N. Riding Rec. (1884) I. 122 For converting and

laying down of 60 acres of arrahle land in pasture. 1743

R. Maxwell Set, Trans. 52 It is a prodigious Error to

overcrop Ground, before laying it down with Grass-seeds.

1780 Trans. Hoc. Arts 1. 88 Seeds for laying down arable land

to grass. 1844 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. V. 1. 64 The land is

laid down with red or white clover. 1845 Ibid, il 446 This

ground was laid down with oats and grass. Ibid. VI. 11. 528,

14 acres laid down under gorse. 1879 Escorr England I. 59

M uch of this land has been newly laid down to grass.

n. To store (wine) by putting it away in cellars.

1838 Dickens Nick. Nick, xxxvii, 'That was laid down,

when Mr. Linkinwater first come, that wine was'. 1878

Besant & Rice Celiacs Arb. xv. (1887) 108 A generous

flow of port, of which every respectable Briton then kept

a cellar, carefully labelled and laid down years before.

f O. To cause to subside ; to pacify, appease. Obs.

1563 W. Fulke Meteors (1640) 19 b, For who can aflirme

from whence it [windl was raysed, or where it is laid downe ?

1628 Earle Microcosm., High-Spirited Man (Arb.) 92 A
man quickly fired, and quickly laid downe with satisfaction.

p. 1tinting. * To put pages on the stone for

imposition* (Jacobi Printer's Vocab. 188S). Also

(see second quot.).

1825 Hansard Typographia 411 Having disposed, or' laid

down ', the pages in this right order. Ibid. 769 To lay down
a gathering, is to place the several heaps, with their signa-

tures following each other, upon henches or forms of a proper

height.

q. To deposit and fix (a coating).

1839 Penny Cycl. XIII. 95/1 The composition, which is

elastic and very flexible, may be immediately laid down
upon the japanned surface.

r. Sporting slang. To lay himself (or simply

lay) dozon to his work: of a horse, etc., to pnt all

his strength into a race.

1885 How ells Silas Lapham (1891) 1. 63 The mare ..

understood the signal, and, as an admirer said, 'she laid

down to her work*. 1893 Itlnstr. Sport. <y Draw. News
20 May 375/1 He never seemed to faiily lay himself down
to his work, and. .Thomas won as he liked.

62. Lay forth, f a - To stretch out in a prostrate

position ; to bring out and display openly.

£14*0 Chron. Vilod. 1840 (Horstm.) For alle thyng as

forthe redy herto y-leyde. ^1430 Hymns I'irg. 76 Now
mote y leie forb my necke, For deep his swerd out hab
laujte. 1535 Cover nALE 1 Mace. iii. 48 They.Jayde forth

the bokes of the lawe. 1590 Si'ENSF.R F. Q. 1. introd. 2

Lay forth out of thine everlasting scryne The antique

roller, where they lye hidden still. 1630 in Descr. Thames
(1758) 65 No Fisherman . . shall at any Time hereafter ship

their Draw-Nets . . into their Boats, before such time as

they have laid forth all their whole Net. 1667 Milton
P. L. IV. 259 Grots and Caves.. 'ore which the mantling

Vine Layes forth her purple Grape.

t b. To put or bring forward in argument or

the like ; to expound ; to make patent ; to expose.

Also rcjl. to expatiate upon.
£1386 Chaucer Man of La:us T. 115 Many a suhtil

resoun forth they lcyden. 1577 tr. Bullinger's Decades

(1592) 1, 1 will .. laie foorth vnto you.. those things which

a godly man ought to think. 1633 Bp. Hall Hard Texts,

N. T. 191 Those wonderful mercies of God \v h haue been

now laid forth unto you. 1663 J. Spencer Vnlg. Proph. Pref.,

The present Undertaking to lay forth the impostures wrapt

up in this.. instance of Enthusiasm. 1692 K. L Estrange
Fables xiii. (1708) 16 [The Fox] lays himself forth upon the

Gracefulness of the Raven's Person [etc.].

f c. To spend, expend, lay out. Obs.

1584 Vestry Bks. (Surtees) 16 Item laid forthe by the said

churchwardens, the xxvij day of June for fower lams,

vjj. \\d. 1633 Bp. Hall Hard Texts, N. T. 318 She shall

not . . lay up treasure for the inriching of herselfe but shall

distribute it rather and lay it forth for the benefit of Gods
Saints. 1649 Liberties Customcs ofMyncrs C, He shall

pay 4T. for the twelve mens dinners, and the Barmaster to

lay forth the mony.

d. ?To spread out with a view to ornament;

to deck, array. Now dial. Cf. lay out (56 j).

1656 Artif. Handsom. 115 How do they exclaime..
against braiding or laying forth, and powdering, or colour,

ing their haire? 1868 Atkinson Cleveland Gloss., Laid
out, Laidforth, Decked out, arrayed, 4 got up \

53. Lay in. a. trans. See simple senses and

In. f To lay in an oar, mentioned as an accom-

paniment of setting sail; also absol.(\n quot. 13 . .).

To lay in the oars : to unship them.
c 1300 Ha7/clokji& Sone dede he leyn in an ore, And drou

him to be heye sc. 13. • E. E. Allit. P. C. 106 pay layden

in on laddeborde & pe lofe Wynnes. 1485 Caxtoh Chas.

CI. 37 At the moment when the thorne was drawen fro

the crowne he took hys syght, and whan it was layed in

ageyn he recouuerd his heeryng. a 159a Greene Geo.

a Greene (1599) E4, [Shoemaker speaks in the road] Stay

tilt 1 lay in my Tooles. 1769 Jalconer Diet. Marine
(1780) Ccc b, Leve-rame ! Unship the oars 1 the order to the

rowers to lay in their oars. 1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk.,

Lay in the oars, unship them from the rowlocks, and place

them fore and aft in the boat.

b. To place in store ; to provide oneself with a

stock of. Also said of ' taking in * food ; hence

130

absoL to feed vigorously (now vulgar). fAlso
oecas. to put stores into, stock (a place).

1579 Tomson Calvin's Serm. Tim. 297/2 If a man hee
giuen to quaffing and laying in, he careth not..howe other

be prouided for. 1625 Bacon Ess., Plantations (Arb.) 532
And to be Laid in, and Stored vp, and then Detiuered out
in Proportion. 166a Gurnall Chr. in Arm. (1669) 308/2
We see in a Town besieged, though it he well laid in with
Corn . . what straits they are soon put to. 1677 Lauv
Chaworth in Hist. MSS. Comm. xith Rep. App. v. 37,
1 have laid you in some heare. 1698 Fryer Acc. E. India
tr P. 246 They observe this Maxim, Always to lay in

Ballast, they eating heartily. 1709 Adoison Tatter No. 131

F 3 A great Magazine of Wines that he had laid in before

the War. 1855 Macau lav Hist. Eng. xv. III. 589 The
rustic Jacobites were laying in arms. 1865 Carlvle Fredk.
Gt. xvi. xi. (1872) VI. 277 So soon as we have horses, it will

not appear strange that we lay«in a little hay. 1889 * Rolf
Bolorewood* Robbery under Arms vii, Then.. the eggs
and hacon—my word ! how Jim did lay in.

+ c. To put in (a claim). Also absol,

1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1638) 123 The County of

Tripolis layd in for himseife, that he was descended from
Raymund of Tholous. 1710 Aooison Whig Exam. No. 5
r 2 After this short preface by which . . 1 lay in my claim to

be a Politician, I shall enter on my discourse. 1734 N.
Hampsh. Prov. Papers (1870) IV. 842 There is a new
Church erected at the South end of Boston and they are

laying in for Mr. Brown. 1747 Mem. Nutreb. Crt. I. x. 169
She applied to the then acting ministers, laying in her claim
to her principality.

t cL intr. To scheme or exert oneself to do

something. To lay in for : to make one's object,

lay oneself out for, exert oneself to gain. Obs.

1599 Sir E. Sandys Europse Speculum (1629) 178 There is

scant any office or estate can fall void, but they lay in hy
all meanes to get into it. 164a Rogers Naaman 502 If

thou lay in for faith, come with an heart empty of other

thoughts. 1681 Dryden Abs. <y Achit. To Rdr., If 1 happen
to please the more moderate sort, 1 shall be sure of .. the

best judges . . And I confess 1 have laid in for those, by
rebating the satire . . from carrying too sharp an edge.

e. trans. (Agric.). To enclose or reserve (a

mendow) for hay. Cf. 60 b (b).

1600 Sc. Acts Jas. VI (1816) IV. 228/1 patt all persones
quha hes teillit . . ony pairt .. of his maiesteis .. or vtheris

commounteis That they within }eir & day .. lay in the

samyn commounteis agane. 1727 CcnvclCs Laiv Diet. s.v.

/'alcatura. Meadows hay'd, or laid in for Hay.
<
1851 Jrnl.

R. Agric. Soc. XII. 11. 387 The proportion of hay is not great,

the meadows are Maid in' in April and May.
f. Gardening, (a) To place in position (the

new wood of a trained tree), (b) (See quot. 1898.)
1802 W. Forsyth Treat. Fruit-trees 31 It is too common

a practice to lay-in the shoots at full length. 1890 Black-
more Kit 111. xiv. 185, I can lay a tree in straight enough,
but 1 am out of my line telling things. 1898 Wright &
Dewar Johnson's Gardener's Diet 548/2 Laying-in is a
gardener's term for training the bianches of espaliers and
wall-trees. Laying-in-by-the-heels is his mode of describing

a plant's having the roots roughly buried in the soil for

some temporary purpose.

g. Printing. ( See quot.)

1683 Moxon Printing 383 When the Press-man lays Sheets

on the Tympan, it is stiled laying in Sheets.

f h. ?To put (hounds) into cover. Obs.

1735 Somerville Chase 11. 150 Here, Huntsman, bring ..

all thy jolly Hounds, And calmly lay them in.

i. To paint (a picture or some of its parts) in

the first unfinished stage.

1676 Beale Pocket bk. in H. Watpole Vertiters A need.

Paint. (1786) 111. 135 Moneys paid my son Barth. for work,
laying in the draperys of his mother's pictures. 1784

J. Barrv in Led. Paint, vi. (1848) 215 Painting upon a

darki'h ground . .will ..tend to .d troy the purity . .of all

nr lighter tints, particularly if you do not employ a great

y of colour in the laying ihem in. 1859 Sala Gas-light

<$• D. ii. 24 The whitewasher . . is summoned to
4 lay in ' the

great masses of colour. 1886 Pall Mall G. 8 Oct. 4/2 An
artist Maid in' a picture for an amateur, who muddled on
with it for awhile and got ii accepted at the Academy, but

the artist who had laid the picture in was himself rejected,

f j. To lay (a cloth) ; = sense 35 b. Obs.

1788 G. Colman Jr. Ways $ Means 1. i, The cloth is laid

in for breakfast.

f k. To * run and fell ' (a seam). Obs.

161 1 [see 51 1J.

1. To deliver, 'get in ' (a Mow) ; to shed, * turn

on 1
(tears).

1809 M al kin Gil Bias ti. it. F 5 Tacintha was hy his bed-

side, laying in her tears by wholesale, /bid. vii. i. F 9,

1 had no sooner laid in this home stroke [etc.]. 1865

Carlvle Fredk. Gt. xv. xiii. (1872) VI. 107 A sharp brush

of fighting; not great in quantity, but laid in at the right

moment.
m. To discontinue working (a colliery).

1846 M. A. Richardson Local Historians^ Table-bk. V.

78 Several collieries having been laid in this day. 1896
Daily Neivs 28 Sept. 7/5 The miners at Haswell Colliery,

county Durham, finished bringing their gear to bank 011

Saturday, and the pits are now laid in.

n. intr. (Naut.) To come in from the yards

after reefing or furling. (Cf. lie in.)

i860 H. Stuart Seaman's Catech. 46 The outside men
will lay out and unclamp the booms,..then lay in again.

54. Lay off. fa. trans. To take off, take

away ; to put off or remove from oneself.
c 159* Marlowe Massacre Paris (? 1600) B 4, Thou traitor

Guise, lay of thy hloudy hands ! 1628 tr. Tassos Aminta
l i. B 4 Stay for me till 1 haue in yon fresh fount Layd off

tbe sweat and dust that yesterday I soyld me with, a 1631
Donne Serin, lxxxviii. IV. 121 S*. Gregory says that the
Soul had laid off. .all outward ornaments. 1727 Boyer Fr.
Diet. s.v.

f
To lay off a Garment, quitter un habit.

LAY.

fb. Abut. To steer (a ship) away from the shore.

Also inlr.
f to remain stationary outside a harbour.

1610 Shaks. Temp. 1. i. 52 Lay her a hold, a hold, set her
two courses off to Sea againe, lay her off. 1781 Jefferson
Corr. Wks. 1859 I. 291 Eight of them had got over the bar,

and many others were laying off.

C. To mark or separate off (plots of ground, etc.)

;

to plot out land in some way or for some purpose.
1748 Washington Jrnl. 30 Mar., This Morning began our

Intended business of Laying of£f] Lots. 1765 A. Dickson
Treat. Agric. 111. vi. (ed. 2) 400 Laying off land, after a very
few crops of corn, into grass for pasture. 179s J. Phillips
Hist. Inland Navig. 357 The partial hand of nature has
laid off America upon a much larger scale than any other
?art of the world. 1801 A. Ranken Hist. France 1. 442
'hey.. directed that the streets should be laid off obliquely.

1847 7rnl. R. Agric. Soc. VIII. 11. 370 Care must be taken
. . to lay off the land in hroad flats 1890 Harper's Mag.
Nov. 870/2 Laying parterres off in fanciful designs with
little shells.

d. To 4
set off* (distances) upon a surface.

1 797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVII. 393/2 Lay offthe dimensions
of the waste rail found in the table ; and.. draw aline [etc].

1859 Ruskin Perspective xvii. 79 The dividing points .

.

will lay off distances on the retiring inclined line. 188a

Minchin Unipl. Kinemat. 2 By laying off the different

times along Ox.

e. Shipbuilding. To transfer (plans) from the

paper in the full size on the floor of the mould-loft.

1863 P. Barrv Dockyard Econ. 139 The chief draftsman
and his assistants May off', or draw all the lines on the

inould-loft floor, to the full size. 1893 Field 25 Feb. 297/2,
1 . .advise that the boat be ' laid off at full size and batten-

faired.

f. dial, and U.S. To discontinue ; to discontinue

the working of ; to dismiss (a workman), usually

temporarily. Also intr., to take a rest.

1841 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. II. 11. 181 It is removed at

intervals, chiefly in frost, when ploughing is laid off. 1868

Atkinson Cleveland Gloss , Laid 4^ applied to a person
who from illness or other disablement is incapable of work-
ing as usual. 1888 Daily Neius 17 Sept. 2/7 One of the

leading works in the district at Darlington has been laid off

by a strike. 1892 Nation (N V.) 25 Aug. 135/1 To give

notice of intention to May off* any hands in their employ.

1897 W. D. Howells Landlord at Lions Head 65 When
the husbands come up Saturday nights, they don't want to

go nn a tramp Sundays. They want to lay off and rest.

55. Lay on. a. trans. To impose (an injunc-

tion, penalty, tax); f to bestow (a name) upon,

(in early use with dative pronoun as in 19 b.)

11 . . O. E. Chron. an 1052 (Laud MS ) pe folc fceald heom
swa mycel swa hi heom on leaden. <"«75 Lamb. Horn. 31
BluSeliche he wule herkein pet be preost him leiS on. c 1230
Gen. $ Fx 3994 Sal ic non wurd mu^en for5-don, Vten Sat

god me lei5 on. £1450 Loneuch Merlin 988 (Kolhing)

What name they scholden leyn hym vppon. 1813 Gentl.

Mag. May 429/2, 1 think laying on a tax would greatly

enrich the public purse. xZ-^Act 3 <fr 4 Will. Il\c. 46 §64
The meeting is for the purpose of laying on an assessment.

1881 Gardiner & Mullinger Study Eng. Hist. 1. x. 185

Charles 1 had used the special powers entrusted to him.. to

lay on ship-money.

b. intr. To deal blows with vigour ; to make
vigorous attack, assail. (Formerly often with

dative pronoun denoting the object of attack.)

1 1205 Lav. 13708 Mid sweorde legge5 heom on
;

a iaas

Juliana 17 Legge5 on se luSerliche on hire leofliche Iich.

c 1330 A rth. Merl. 8445 iK Gibing) He laid on wip schourge
and bad hir go. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 1 533 Lokeab bat }e

legge hem an & sleb hem a-doun wyb iny}t. a 1420 HoccleVe
De Reg. Princ. 1102 He dremeth theeues comen in And
on his cofres knokke, & leye on fa*te. 1480 Caxton Chron.

Eng. ccxliv. (1482) 299 Our men of armcs leyde on with

stakes 1330 Palsgr. 601/2 I^aye on, lay on upon the iade.

1598 Grf.newev Tacitus" Ann. 1. viii. (1622) 14 They . . laide

them on with stripes. 1605 Shaks. Macb. v. viii. 33 Lay on
Macduffe, And damn'd be him, that first cries hold, enough.

1693 Drvoen Juvemil ill. (1607 68 Answer, or answer not,

'tis all the same : He lays me on, and makes me bear the

blame. 1698 Van8rvgh Prov. Wife iv. Hi, He came at us.,

and laid us on with a great quarter-staff. 1836 Marrvat
Midsh. Easy xii, The pleasure of thrashing his enemy .. was
quite enough—and he laid well on. 1843 Macaulay Lays
Anc. Rome. Lake Regillns xxvii, 1 will lay on for Tuscu-
lum, And lay thou on for Rome ! 1882 Freeman in Stephens

Life b Lett, (1895) II. 267, 1 fancy people will lay on more
zealously for either of the extremes.

c. trans. To inflict (blows) ; to ply (the lash)

vigorously. Also to lay it on (in quot.yfc.).

a 1400 Octovian 1061 Ley on strokes with good empryse.

14. . Libeaus Dcscomts 2os6(Kalu7a) Ley on strokes swifte.

1611 Beaum. & Fl. KingQ No King iv.ii. (1619)53 Vou haue
paid me equall, Heavens, And sent my owne rod to correct

me with . . Lay it on, 1 ustice, till my soule melt in me. 1656

Baxter Reformed Pastor 111. i, We disgrace them to the

utmost, and lay it on ns plainly as we can speak. 1732
Fielding Mock Doctor viii, Those blows .

v
which I was

oblig'd to have the honour of laying on so thick upon you.

1892 Field 26 Nov. 799/3 A stirrup leather well laid on.

f d. intr. To set oneself vigorously (Jo do some-

thing).

1587 Turberv. Trag. T. (1837) 38 The hungrie dogs,..

Layde on as fast her fleshye flankes to teare.

e. To lay (it) on : t (<*) to be lavish in expense

{obs.) ;
(b) to pile on the charge for goods, etc.

1590 Marlowe Edw. // (1598) E 4, Thou shalt heue
crownes of vs t'out bid the Barons ; And, Spenser, spare

them not, lay it on. 1606 Shaks. Tr. <J- Cr. \. ii. 224 There*s

no iesting, laying on, tak't off, who fw]ill as they say, there

be hacks. 1610 — Temp. 111. ii. 160, 1 would I could see

thisTaborer, He layes it on. 1611 Cotgr., Cocker snr la

grosse taille, (as wee say) to lay it on, (take it off who as

will ;) to spend, or borrow, exceeding much. 161a Sir C
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Mountagu in Bnecleueh MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) 1. 239

Here is..much preparations at this wedding for masks., one

ofeight lords and eight ladies, whereofmy cousin An Dudley

onfe], and two from the Inner Courts, who the[y] .say will

lay it on. 1727 Boyer Fr. Diet, s.v., I had a good Fortune,

and laid on to some Tune, as long as it lasted.

f. To apply a coat of (paint, varnish, etc.) to

a surface. Hence in phr. to lay (it) on thick, with

a trowel, to be excessive in flattery, eulogy, etc.

1600 Shaks. A. V. L. !. ii. 112 Well said, that was laid on

with a trowell. 1601 — Twel. N, 1. v. 258 Tis beauty truly

blent, whose red and white, Natures owne sweet, and

cunning hand laid on. 1611 — Wint. T. v. iii 49. 1660

F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 379 Pulverized bold lay d

on with gumme. 1839 Penny CycL XIII. 95/1 The colou rs

aie tempered with nil and varnish, and the metallic powders

laid on with gold size. 1842-59 Gwilt Archit. § 2233 All

the first coats of plastering are laid on with this tool. 1875

Jowett Plato led. 2) III. 51 Dyers first prepare the white

ground and then lay on the dye of purple. 1893 Laio Timcs
XC1V. 452/1 It is nauseous to hear the adulation of Mr.

Neville, who laid butter on with a spade.

g. Agric. Of cattle: To 'put on', increase in

(flesh) ; also absol.

1807 Southey Espriellas Lett. (1808) I. 58 All the fat

being laid on, as graziers speak, anew. 1813 Vancouver
Aerie. Devon 229 This animal would lay on from the

middle of May until the middle of November, about two

score per quarter. 1840 Jrnl. R. Agrie. Soc. I. in. 333

Well-bred sheep.. lay on flesh quick.

h. Printing. To place the sheets of paper on

the type to be printed. + Hence, to print an edition

of (so many copies) ; intr. of a bookseller, ? to

bespeak a number of copies from a printer (obs.).

1576 in Stationers' Reg. (Arb.) II. 137 Licenced vnto him

the praise offollie to print not aboue xv« of any impression

with this condicon that any of the cumpany may laie on

with him reasonablie at euery impression as they think

good. 1683 Moxon Aleck. Exerc, Printing- 383 Lay on, I

a phrase used for the Number of Books to be Printed.

Thus they say, There is 1000, 2000, 3000, &c. Laid on. 1849

Chambers' Inform. II. 720/1 No alteration has been made
in the manner of ' laying on ' the paper.

i. To put (dogs) on the scent. Also trans/. 111

jocular use. Cf. 15 h.

1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. 111. iv. § 20 Such hounds are easier

laid on, then either rated or hollowed off. 1861 Dickens

Gt. Expect, xliii, How long we might have remained in

this ridiculous position it is impossible^ say, but for the

incursion of three thriving farmers—laid on by the waiter

I think—who came into the coffee-room. 1861 Thackeray
Four Georges iv. (1862) 186 But now I am ashamed to

mount and lay good dogs on, to summon a full field, and

then to hunt the poor game. 1863 Kingsley Water-Bab. 68

Bring the dog here and lay him on. 1879 Sala Paris Her-

selfAgain I. xvii. 276 The oldest waiters . . had seemingly

been 1
laid on * to attend on the guests. 1891 Field 7 Nov.

696/2 No horsemen got forward with the stag before the

hounds were laid on.

f j. To trim, embroider. Cf. lay down (51 1).

1563-83 Foxe A. <5- At. IT. 2047/1 His Ierkin was laid on (

with gold lace faire and braue.

k. To provide for the supply of (water, gas, etc.)

through pipes from a reservoir.

1853 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XIV. u 153 The water being

laid on distributed itself beautifully and evenly over the

surface. 1869 E. A. Parkes Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 319

Water in large quantities must be laid on in pipes,

56. Lay out. a. trans. To extend at length

;

to take out and expose to view, to the air, etc. ; to

spread out in order ; to lay so as to project outwards.

a 1400-50 Alexander 778 He layd owt a lang neke & hys

hand likkys 1500-20 Dunbar Poems x. 45 Now spring vp

flowris fra the rute ., Layout ^our levis lustely. 1535 in

Yicar/sAnat. (1888) 1. 171 That they may have warnyng to

lay owt theyre offal of theyre howses ynto theopon streates.

1580 Sidney Ps. x. vi, O, with how simple look He ofte

laieth out his hook ! 1619 R. Harris Drunkards Cup 21

They bee buckt with drinke, and then laid out to bee Sunn'd

and scornd. 1683 Moxon Meek. Exerc, Printing^ Layout
Sheets. When the Press-man takes Sheets off the Tympan,
and lays them on the Heap, it is stiled Laying out Sheets.

1748 Anson's Voy. in. v. 341 There is a frame laid out from

her to windward. 1835 Sir J. Ross Narr. 2nd Voy, xxxiii.

467 Laying out hawsers to warp her offwhen this should take

place. 1849 Thackeray Pendennis i, His letters were laid

out there in expectation of his arrival. 1859 H. T. Ellis

Hong Kong to Alanitta 239 Refreshments .. were laid out

in an adjoining room. 1890 Conan Doyle Firm ofGirdle-
stone xxxiii. 265 The deal table., was laid out roughly as for

a meal.

ta. To stretch out and prepare (a body) for burial ;
^

hence {slang) to stretch out in death, to lay low, to
*

1 do for '
; Jig. to put ' hors de combat \

1595 A. Copley Wits, Fits <y Fancies 195 One said

to a little child whose father died that morning, and
was layd out in a coffin in the Kitchin, Alas, (etc.] 1606

Shaks. Tr. «y Cr. it. iii. 36 If she that laies thee out

sayes thou art a fair coarse. 1848 M rs. Gaskell AT. Barton
vi. (1882) 16/1 They reverently laid out the corpse—Wilson
fetching his only spare shirt to array it in. 1891 Harper's

Afag. Oct. 777/2 Hydropathy gave him fits, and eclecticism

almost lays him out. 1892 Steyenson & L. Osbournk
Wrecker xxv. 417 He gave the wretched man an opiate

that laid him out within ten- minutes. 1894 Nation (N. Y.)

22 Nov. 373/2 Never were so many demagogues laid out in

one day as in the elections of a fortnight ago.

c. To spend, expend (money). Also absol.

C1449 Pecock 91 If therto thei han eny expensis

bifore leid out and mynystrid. 1486-1504 Let. 7 Jan. in

Denton Eng. in \$tk C. (1888) 318 note D, Mane men wyll

ley owt more to kepe vnder the pore thfen] for to helpe

thaym. 1535 Coverdale Isa. Iv. 2 Wherfore do ye lays out

youre moneye, for the thin ere y* fedeth not. 1596 Shaks.

1 Hen. IVy iv. ii. 6 Bard. Will you giue me Money, Cap-

taine? Fal. Lay out, lay out. 1610 — Temp. 11. ii. 34
When they will not giue a doit to relieue a lame Kegger,

they will lay out ten to see a dead Indian. 1615 Tomkis
Albumazar 111. v. F3b, Lay out some roaring oathes For

me ; Tie pay thee againe with interest. 1711 Steele Sped.

No. 54 r 2 Most of our Professors never lay out a Farthing

either in Pen, Ink, or Paper. 1843 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. I.

254, 2I. 10s. was more than 1 cared to lay out of my own
money on the article. 1895 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xx. IV.

471 He laid out all his gains in purchasing land.

t d. To employ or exercise (powers, effort). Obs.

1651 Baxter Saints' Rest ill. vi. § 26 (ed. 2) 127 They .

.

should lay out all their strength on the work of God.

1656 Burtons Diary (1828) I. 24 If you do not lay out

your especial endeavours in the things of God. 1665 Boyle
Occas. Refl. v. i. (1848* 296 A mis-expence of his 'lime or

Talents : whether they be laid out upon Speculative Notions

in Theology, or {etc.]. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 98 F 5

Nature has laid out all her Art in beautifying the Face.

a 1715 Burnet On'n Time (1724) 1. 190 He .. did not lay-

out his learning with the diligence with which he laid

it in.

e. refl. +To exert oneself in, upon (obs.); to take

measures, frame one's conduct with a view to effect-

ing a purpose or gaining an object. Const. for, to

with inf.

1659 C. Noble Austv. Immod. Qucrits 1 The Grandees of

our Nation, who laid out themselves to the utmost in their.

.

contrivements for the peace, .of their Country. 1678 Bun kr

Hud. in. i. 143 Who never fail'd..To lay themselves out, to

supplant Each other Cousin-German Saint. 1732 Berkeley
Alcipkr. 1 . 194 Vou shall often see even the learned ..Divine

lay himself out in explaining Things inexplicable. 1745

Lett, in Rep. Cond. Sir J. Cope (1746) 119, I will lay my-
self out to know the Conduct and Conversation of all my
Neighbours. 1757 Burke Abridgem. Eng. Hist. 1. iii. Wk>.
X. 228 If they discovered any provincial laying himself out

for popularity. 1809 Kendall Trav. II. xlvii. 147 A large

proportion of the inhabitants lay themselves out to give

entertainment. 1827 Cur. Worosw. A'. Chas. Author hen
Basil. (1828) 140 The running off to quite a different matter

. . may fairly generate a suspicion, that the writer lays him-

self out upon what is easy, and was not wanted. 1880

T. Hardy Trumpet Major xxii, Takr it careless, my son,.

.

and lay yourself out to enjoy snacks and cordials.

f. intr. Withfor : + To make a search for, look

out for (obs.); to take measures to win or get.

Also, to scheme, plan to effect some purpose.

1624 T. Davies in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 140, 1 . .began

to lay out for those Books you writ for. 1656 Stanley // ist.

Pkilos, v. (1701) 169/1 Dionysius laid out to take him, but

could not light on him. 171213 Swift Jrnl. Stella 4 Feb.,

Lady Masham, who has been laying out (or my acquaintance.

a 1715 Burnet Ozun Time 11724) 1. 397, 1 laid out for MSS,
and searched into all offices. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 97

r 12 Women .. most observed when they seem themselves

least to observe, or to lay out for observation. 1813 Col.

Hawker Diary (1893) I. 82, I had given up all idea of this

buck, having laid out for him since about August 30. 1834

J. H. Newman Par Semi. x. I. 150 To be seen of men, to

lay out for human praise. 1867 Howells Hal. Journ. 57

He laid out to go ashore the next time he came to Venice.

g. To display, exhibit, expose ; to set forth,

expound, demonstrate. ? Now rare.

c 1440 York Afyst. xxvi. 251 5©ure langage }e lay oute to

lang, But Judas, we trewly be trast. 1661 Marvei.l Corr.

xxxii. Wks. 1872-5 II. 76 The King's Counsell is to be heard

at our barr, to lay out euidence against the King's dead and

lining judges. 1666 Pepys Diary 14 July. I wrote .. to the

Duke of Vork, laying out our want of money again, a 1715

Burnet Own Time (1724) 1. 214 He.. laid out the necessity

of raising some more force for securing the quiet of Scotland.

1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) VI. 107 Sally was laying

out the law, and prating away in her usual dictatorial

manner. 1789 Charlotte Smith Ethelinde 1. 94 Sir Edward
. .found it doubly delightful to lay out his whole soul in the

soft and sensible society of Ethelinde. 1855 Bain Senses <y

Int. 1, i. §4 (1864) 7 The mode of laying out the subject that

has occurred to an able physiologist. 1864 Froude Short

Stud. (1872) I. 2 Laying out his matter as easily . . as if he

had been talking to us at his own fireside.

h. To apportion (land) for a purpose ; to plot

or plan out (grounds, streets, etc.).

1608 [see Laying vbl. sb. 1 b]. 1632 MSS. Acc. Si. John's

Hosp., Cauterb., Layd out on our selues and the land-

measurer when we went to . . laye out our land. 1689 Col.

Rec. Peunsylv. L 298 An ordr for y* laying out a Road
from Philadelphia to Bucks County. 1705 Addison Italy

1 The Mountains about the Town .. laid out in beautiful

Gardens. 1796 Jane Austen Pride % Prej. xxviii, The
garden . . was large and well laid-out. 1799 Scotland

Described (ed. 2) 18 Pleasure-grounds have been in many
places laid out. 1840 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. 1. 111. 259,

1 laid out the drains 30 feet apart. 1855 Macaulay Hist.

Eng. xii. III. 188 Those who laid out the city had never

meant that it should be able to stand a regular siege. 1885

Sir J. Bacon in Latv Times Rep. LI I. 509/2 The roads had

been laid out, but were not completed.

i. To plan or map out ; to set as a task or duty.

1742 Richardson Pamela III. 205 Shall it be as Mrs. B.

lays it out, or not? 1868 Mas. Whitney P. Strong vm.

(1869) 97, I know . . what she has laid out for herself to do.

1872 Black Adv. Phaeton xxxi. 412 In laying out plans for

another month's holiday. 1879 M. Pattison Milton 11. 29

Lycidas is laid out on the lines of the accepted pastoral

fiction.

+j. To put (false hair) in order. Obs. (Cf. 52 d.)

1580 I yly Eupkues (Arb.) 445 The haire they lay out

groweth vpon their owne heads. 1656 Artif. Handsom. 59

When she laid out the combings of her own or others more

youthfull haire when ber own ...seemed lesse becoming her.

-fk. Cards. (Piquet, Ecarte, etc.) To discard,

throw out (a card or cards) from one's hand.

1687 Miege Gt. Fr. Diet. 11. s.v., To lay out bis Cards, at

Picket, faire son. icart, 17*7-52 Chambers Cycl. s.v.

Picqnet, If one of the gamesters finds he has not a court

card in his hand, he has to aeclare he has carte blanche,

and tell how many cards he will lay out [etc.].

1 1. intr. To incline and project outward. Obs.

1793 Smeaton Fdystone L. 195 Till the stones are cleared

of the boat, the shears lay out considerably.

m. intr. (Naut.) To occupy a position on a

yard towards the yard arms for the purpose of

manipulating the sails. (Cf. lie out.)

1829 Marryat F. Mildmay vii,Themen laying out on the

yards. 1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk., Laying or Lying
out on a yard, to go out towards the yard-arms.

57. Lay over, trans, a. To overlay.

1535 Coverdale Hab. ii. 19 It is layed oucr with golde

and syluer. 1663 Gerbier Counsel 84 The laying over a

Wall, white in oil, twelve pence a yard. 1698 Fryer Acc.

E. India <V P. 56 Sads, laid over with Boughs. 1732 Lord
Tvrawly in Bncclenck MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 381

Crimson velvet, laid all over with gold lace.

b. U.S. colloq. To miss, allow to pass by

;

to postpone ; to lay a temporary embargo on.

1885 A. Gray Lett. (1893) 772 At Las Vegas, New Mexico,
we laid over one train, to re^t and see the Hot Springs.

1890 St. Nicholas Mag. Sept. 920/1, I know of tennis

matches .. that have been laid over lor hours because of

a sprained ankle. 1890 Standard 20 Nov. 5/2 Great regions

were 1

laid over '. They were taboo to the hunter until the

fur animal* had time to recover themselves.

c. ? U.S. colloq. To excel, to ' put in the shade \
1869 B. Harte Luck Roaring Lamp (1870) 15 They've

a street up there in ' Roaring ' that would lay over any
.street in Red Dog. 1876 Mark Twain Tramp Abr. (1880)

1. ii. 19 In scolding ..a blue-jay can lay over anything,

human or divine.

f58. Lay to. a. trans. To place in juxtaposi-

tion ; to apply (a medicinal remedy) to the body ;

also to lay to one's ear, to listen to, obey ; to lay

to the deaf ear, to turn a deaf ear. Obs.

In the Wye! if quots. merely a literalism of translation.

1382 Wv< 1 n- I\ el. viii. 16, I leide to [L.rt//<w«/]myn herte.

I

— Lcclus. ii. 4 A lie that to thee shul ben letdto [L. quod tibi

i

appliatum fuctit]. c 1400 Rom. Roue 2660 Than shalt thou

ittotipe, and lay to ere, If they within a-slepe be. c 1450

Merlin 261 The cat 11 leide to the deef ere. 1513 Dout.i.AS

sKncis 1. Biol. 488 To ilk cunnand wieht lay to my < ir. 1551

Turner Herbal 1. Fj b,The leuesof this herbe layd to with

salt. 1584 Cocan Haven Health (1636) 25 Being laid to

outwardly, as a medecine. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 262

The kaues .. of Ephedros brought into a liniment and laid

too, do discusse and dissolue them. 1620 Frier Rush 19

lie made a great fire and set on the pot, and layed to the spit.

fb. To put or brinj; into action; to bring to

bear ; esp. in to lay to ones liaud(s.

C1386 Chaucer Piol. 841 Ley hond to, every man.

C1440 Hylton Scala Pcrf (W. de W. 1494) t. xxxix, Our
lorde. .layeth to his honde and smyteth down the deuyll.

1530 Pai.sgr. 603/1, 1 laye to my hande to helpe that a thyng

maye be doone. 1535 Coverdale Ps. c.wih. [cxix.] 126 It is

tyme for the (o Lorde to laye to thine honde. 1560 Daus
tr. Slfidaue's Comm. 233 With all hys force and power, he

layeth to all hys munition. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist.

74 Lay too all the might you can make. 1610 Shaks. Temp.

iv. i. 251 Monster, lay to your fingers : helpe to beare this

away, c 1620 Z. Bovu Zion's Flowers (1855) 20 Lay to your

armes, and help, .afford.

C. intr. (Ifout.) To come to a stationary posi-

tion with the head towards the wind ; = lie by.

1798 Nelson in Nicolas Disp. (1845) III. 20 The Terpsi-

chore . . continued to lay to under bare poles. 1866 R. M.
t Ballantyne Shift. Winds xiii. (1881) 131 [He] was obliged

to lay-to until daylight, as the weather was thick.

69. Lay together, a. trans. To place in juxta-

position ; to add together ; f to compare ; f to put

together, construct; -\ pass, to be composed 0/".

[a 1300 Cursor M. 29529 (Cott.) pir pointes of cursing haf

i said, and soth and scortly samen laid.] c 1340 Ibid. 550

(Fairf.) Of ber binges J?at I haue sayde was adam cors to-

geder layde. 1530 Palsga. 605/1, 1 ley styekes or brands

togyther, to make a fyre. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm.
469 That the same fyre whiche many yeares since they had

layde together, myght nowe. .breake out. 1565 T. Staplk-

ton Fortr. Faith 74 All which numbrcs being layed together

arising well toward to twenty thousand soules. a 1568

Ascham Scliolem. 11. (Arb.) 88 Whan he bringeth it trans-

lated vnto you, bring you forth the place of Tullie : lay

them together : compare the one with the other. 1628 1.

Spencer Logick 114 To ktcpe a dore, and to dwell in the

tents %c. are layd together. 1678 Bunyan Pilgr. r. Author a

Apol. 236 O then come hither, And lay my Book, thy

Head, and Heart together. 1692 Burnet Past. Care 11. 15,

1 will . . lay both the Rules and the Reproofs that are in

them together. 1707 (see Eye sb. 1 2 f ]. 1727 Boyer Fr.

Diet. s.v., Lay his Words and Deeds together, comparez ses

Paroles avec ses actions. 1853 Ube Diet. Arts II. 562

A simpler . . mode of. . laying the strands together.

b. To lay . . heads together: to confer together.

c 1381 Ch.\ucea Pari. Foules 554 The watyr foulis han

here hedis leid To gedere. 1483 Nottingham Rec. II. 393

[They] leyd theyr hedes to geder to vnderstand how they

myght haue verrey evydence and Knolage. 1583 Goldinc

Calvin on Deut. clxxviii. 1108 If all the greatest Doctors

of y* world shold lay their heads together they coulde not

attaine to the vnderstanding thereof. 1650 R. Stapylton

Strada's Low C. Warres vm. 5 Then laying their heads

together . . [they] created them a Generall. 1760 Gray

Corr. (1843) 210 We shall lay our heads together, and try

if we cannot hammer out as good a thing about you. 1893

Bookman June 83/1 [They] laid their heads together and

gradually built up this picturesque mountain of lies,

f c. To concoct, compose (a story) ; also absol.

1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1638) 770 At such time as the

old mans fury was ouerpast, falling of purpose into talke

with him about the matter, she laid together in her sons

behalf, and alledged [etc.]. a 1715 Burnet Owt Time^n)
1. 580 His story was so ill laid together, that the Court

was ashamed to make use of it.

17-2
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f cL intr. To engage (in combat). Obs.

C1205 Lav. 5904 Heore wepnen weoren Hhte heo leiden

to-gadere & feorliche ftihten.

60. Lay tip. a. trans. See simple senses and

Up ; to put up and extend (one's limbs) on a couch

;

f to erect (a building) ; + to vomit, ' throw up* (obs.).

1570 Googe Popish Kingd. iv. 53 And miserably they

reele, till as their stomacke vp they lay. 1579-80 North
Plutarch (1676) 757 Antonius being aueasie stomacked with

his Surfeit he had taken, was compelled to lay up all before

them, and one of his friends held him his Gown instead of

a Bason. 1788 J. May Jrnl. * Lett. (1873) 86 To-day

finished laying up the house, and put on the roof, c 1830

Houlston Tracts No. 87. 11 Her daughter must go home,

and lay up her legs till they got quite well

b. Agric. (a) To throw up (land) in ridges as a

preparation for sowing : often with compl., as dry,

rough, in ridges, (b) To reserve for hay. Cf. 53 e.

184a Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. III. II. 171 Every arable field

which is laid up in ridges probably requires.. to be drained.

1844 Ibid. V. 1. 167 After being fed the meadows are laid up,

and in about six weeks produce an excellent crop of hay.

185a Ibid. XII 1. 1. 62 The land.. is either sown with wheat

at Michaelmas or laid up dry, for barley in the spring.

1883 Kroude Hist. Skctdus 74 (Norway Fjords) There

were forty or fifty acres of grass laid up for hay.

c. To deposit or put away in a place for safety

;

lo store up (goods, provisions) ; to put by.
^
Often

absol. to save money. Also with immaterial obj.

To lay up in lavender : see Lavender sb.2 2.

la 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 184 Gret tresours up to

leyn. c 1400 Row. Rose 5680 They . . ley not up for her

living. 15*6 Tindale Luke i. 66 And all they that hcrde

them layde them vppe in their hertes, — 2 Cor. xii. 14

The children ought nott to laye vppe for the fathers and
mothers. [So 161 1.] 1560 Dals tr. Sleidane's Comm.
229 b, That the same should be laied up into a eheste fast

locked. ai6z6 Bacov Neiv Atl. (1/00) 9 The Strangers

House is at this time Rich, and much aforehand ; For it

hath layd up Revenew these 37 yeares. 1651 N. I'acon

Pise. Govt. Eng. II. xxvi. (1739) 115 It encourages men to

gather and lay up, when they have Law to hold by what
they have. 1690 Locke Ess. Hum. Und. 11. x. § 10 The
faculty of laying up and retaining ihe ideas that are brought
into the mind. 1709 Stkki.k Tatter No. qi f 1, 1 have, by
leading a very wary Life, laid up a little Money. 1736
Lkdiaro Life Marlborough 111. 194 The Allies design'd

to lay up large Magazines at Douay. 1879 Miss Vongk
Cameos Ser. iv. xx. 216 Lines which she had probably

composed and laid up in her memory. 1879 M. Pattison
Milton xiii. 212 His poems he wished laid up in the Bod-
leian. 1885 E. F. 1'yrknk Entangled I. 1. xiii. 248 Vou
could not bear the agony that would be laid up for you in

an unhappy union.

+ d. To place in confinement, imprison. Obs.

1565 CoorER Thesaurus s.v. Career, Condi in carcerem,
to be Iayed vp in {prison]. 1569 in J. Hooker Life Sir P.
Carew App. (1857) 233 The messenger . . was layed op by
the helys. 1602 2nd ft. Return /r. Parnass. 1. ii. 240
Sweete Constable doth take the wondring eare, And layes

it vp in willing prisonment. 1632 Massinger City Mattam
1. in, When laid up for debt.

e. To cause to keep indoors or in bed through

illness; often in pass, to be (taken) ill, to keep

one's bed. In recent colloquial use also intr., to

take to one's bed.

1554 Sir J. Mason in Tytler Ediv. (1839) II. 456 The
constitution of his body being so easy to be overthrown, as

a little travel taken more than it he able to hear were
enough to lay him up. 1600 Shaks. A. V. L. 1. iii. 7
Then there were two Cosens laid vp, when the one should
be lam'd with reasons, and the other mad without any.

1676 Laoy Chaworth in 12th Ref>. Hist. IHSS. Comm.
App. v. 32 This seveare weather which hath laid [me] up in

the house this ten days. 1709 Ste kle Taller No. 82 ? 5
While he was laid up with the Gout. 1771 Foote Maid
of B. in. Wks. 1799 ll. 230 My gout.. lays me up for four

or five months in a year. 1840 R. H. Dana Be/. Mast xxxi.

117, 1 should be laid up for a long time, and perhaps have
the lock-jaw. 1877 Miss Vongk Cameos Ser. in. xxv. 241
An attack of small-pox. .laid him up for a short time. 1893
A. S. Eccles Sciatica 49 Busy persons who can ill afford

to lay up and be absent from their affairs for some days,

t f. To bury. Obs.
7581 Savile Tacitus, Agric. (1622) 202 Yet wast thou

laied vp with fewer teares. 1655 E. Terry Voy. E. India
309 It [Pile] was begun by Achabar sha..and finished by
his Son, who since was laid up beside him.

g. To put away (a ship) in dock or some other

place of safety. Also intr. for pass, or rejl.

1667 Pepys Diary 14 June, The counsel that brought us
into this misery, by laying up all the great ships. 1701 in

Picton Lpool Afunic. Ree. (1883) I. 300 Ships that are to be
layd up. 1735 DeFoe New Voy. 18 At length we.. arrived
again at the Port ofSt. Julian. .. Here we resolved tolayup
for tbe winter. 1795 Nelson in Nicolas Disp. (1845) II. 69
We must both soon be laid up to repair. 1838 Thirlwall
Greece IV. xxvii. 25 The Peloponnesians . . laid up their

fleet for the rest of the winter. 1849 Tent's Mag.^ XVI.
158/1 The sands, on which a vessel is laid up, arc minutely
and beautifully detailed. 1885 Times (weekly ed.) 1 1 Sept.

9/3 The ice-hulks and the swift yawls, .moored and laid up
in ordinary. 1890 Murray's Mag. Oct. 469, 1 shall send
the yacht round to Gosport to lay up.
trans/. 1855 Dickens Dorrit 1. xxiv, Mr. F.'s Aunt was,

for the time laid up in ordinary in her chamber.

h. Shipbuilding. (See quot.)

1869 Sir E. Reeu Shipbuilding x. 197 The heads of the

rivets are generally laid-up, that is, are made close to the

surface, against which they fit by a few heavy blows given
by the workman.

i. Rope- making. = sense 37.
c i860 H. Stuart Sea/nan's Catech. 28 Lay up the centre

strands together, take the next two strands and lay them

132

up together.,? when you have laid it up to within ten inches

of the end, lay both strands up together [etc). 1882

Nares Seamanship (ed. 6) 26 Gun gear [is] laid up left

handed.

j. NauL (intr.) To direct the course.
183a Makryat AT. Forster xli, The French squadron ..

tacked and laid up directly for them. 1858 Merc. Marine
Mag. V. 71 We neither could lay up for it, nor overhaul it.

k. Printing. (See quot. 1S41.)

1808 Stower Printer's Gram. 156 A form cannot be well

laid up without plenty of water. 1841 Savage Diet. Print'
ings.v., Before the letter ofa worked-off form is distributed,

. .if the work be finished it is unlocked upon a board laid in

the trough and well rinsed with water, while the compositor
keeps working the pages backward and forward with his

hands, and continues pouring water on them titf the lye and
ink are washed away..; this is termed laying-up.

f 1. To surpass, excel. Obs.
1601 R. Johnson Kingd. Comnnu. (1603) 40 In suffering

of hunger, thirst, heat* cold, labor and extremities, they wil

laie up any nation in Europe.

IX. 61. Comb. : lay-down a. (also laid-down),

applied to a collar which is folded over instead of

standing up; also as sb., a 4 turn-down ' collar;

t lay-holding a. t that lays hold, tenacious ; lay-

over a. = lay-down.
a 1586 Sidney A rcadiax. (1629) 89 Vran Laid hold on

him with most lay-holding grace. 1838 Dickens Nich.
Nick, xxvii, A black gentleman.. with a lay down collar

with two tassels. 185a R. S. Surtees Spongers SA. Tour
(1893) 339 The three Master Baskets in coats and lay-over

collars. 1880 Miss Bird Japan I. 47 A laid-down collar.

1889 W. S. Gilbert Foggertys Fairy (1892) 151 Serious
collars, substitutes for the unprofessional * lay-downs ' I

usually wore.

fcsr Phrase-key.
To be laid (= to lie down) 8a; it lays (impcrs. of wind

and weather) 33 ; lay aback 25 c ; I abed 8 c ; I aboard 25 d ;

/about 44; /about one 32c; /abroad 45; / one's account
38: / along 46; /alongside 25c; /an amhush 18; / apart

47 ; / aside 48 ; / asleep 8c ; / at (-attack) 32 c; / at one's

door 27 b; / athwart the hawse 25 d ; / a-water 25 ; / away
49; / the axe (to) 15; / hare 25 ; / battery 19; / a bed 35 b ;

/before 17; / a bet 12; / blame (on) 291/0 blockade 19;
/ one's bones 8 b; / bread, / a buck 35 d ; / a burden on
28; / by 50; /by the heels 25b; / by the lee 25c; / the

case {Printing) 35 f ; / claim ?6 ; / close 25 d ; / the cloth

35b; / colours 41 a; / (one's) course 39 b; /down 51 j / the

dust 3; / a duty (on) 28; /ear to 15 ; / eggs 9; / emphasis
30 ; / eyes on 21 b ; / fast 25 b ; / a finger on 21 e ; / a fire

35 cj / for (-lay wait for) 18 b ; / for ( plan for) 38c;
/ forth 52; / from one 15 c; / a ghost 3b; / the grain, /

a ground 41 b; /a gun 24 ; / a hand 21 d ; / hands on 21 c

;

/ hard(ly to 32 b ; / (
— wager) one's head 12 ; / to heart 15 ;

/ a hedge 6b;/ hold (of, on) 22 ; / home to 25 e, 32 b ; /

a hostage 11 b; / in 53; /in one's dish, neck 27 b? I in

mortgage, pawn, fwed 11 ; / in one, inioone 15 f ; / in prison

13 d ; / in water 25 ; / in words, writing, etc. 40; / an infor-

mation 26b; / into ( = belabour) 32 d; lit on 31, 55c, f; /
the land {Naut.) 5 ; / leaven 35 d ; / one's life 12, 13 ; / load
about one 32 c ; / load on, see Load sb. ; / one's love upon
16a;/ low 1 ; / a name on 15 g ; / off 54 ; / on 55 ; / on
(= attack, belabour) 32 a; / on a scent or track 15 h; / (a

person) on the face, the lips 34 ; / open 25 ; / out 56; / over

57 ; / (a person) over the head, etc. 34 ; / pay 10 ; / a picture

41a;/ the scene 20 b j / the sea 3 ; / siege 1 9 ; / a snare 1 8 ;

/ (—quarter) soldiers upon 28 b ; / speech 14 \l stress 30 ; /

a table 35 h ; /a tax (on) 28 ; / to 58 ; / to ( = impute or at-

tribute to) 27 ; / to (-attack) 32 b ; / to do (= plan or intend

to do) 38 c; / to one's charge, credit 27 b r / to one's door
27 b ; / to ground, earth 1 b ; / to heart 15 ; / to jail 15 c; /to
pledge (gage, mortgage, pawn, fwed) 11; / to rest, sleep,

bed 8c; / to sight 25 ; / together 59 ; / a trail (on ) 1 5 h ; / a
trap 18; / type (Printing) 35 f; / under contribution, obli-

gation, etc., under water 25; / unto (= attaek) 32 b; / up
60; / a wager 12; / wait 18; / waste 25 ; / watch 18 ; /a twed
11; / weight (upon) 30; / the wind 3 ; / with (=compare
with) 15 ej / with (=cover or spread with) 42.

Lay, Obs. [Aphetic f. Allay v. 2, to mix.]

trans. To mix or Alloy (metals).

1489 Sc. Acts Jos. 7^(1814) If. 221/1 Tuiching the article

of goldsmythis, quilkis Layis and makkis falss mixtouris
of ewill metale. 1554 Ld. Trcas. Acc. Scot. Sept., Aucht
unce of siluer, 10 mak ane assay of siluer and layit mony.
a 1572 Knox /list. Re/. Wks. 1846 I. 403 Sche dois sua
corrupt the layit money, and hes brocht it in sick basenes,
and sic quantatie of scruiff, that [etc 1.

t Lay, int. Obs. An exclamatory substilute for

lord!
1700 W. King Transactioneer 33 Gent. Pray what's tbat?

Transact. Oh lay ! Why don't yuu know ?

Lay, pa. t. of Lie v. 1 Lay : see Lea, Lkk, Ley.

t LayaWe, a. Obs. [f. Lay v.* + -able.] Rate-

able, taxable.

c Acc. Bk. W. Wray in Antiquary XXX II. 279 The
layable rentes of all my landes.

Layband (l^'brcnd). Also (?6 laband), 7 ley-

band, [f. lay, Lea sbA + Band sb. The identity

and meaning of the word in the first quot. are

doubtful.] a. The string with which a 'lea* or

skein is tied up. b. (See quot. 1847.)
1597. Wills * fttv. N. C. (Surtees i860) 283, v els of

camericke, 46*. 8d. v els of lawn 36*. xvj labandes Bs. 1598
Florio, Bdndine, the lay-bande of a skaine of threed. 1615
Markham Eng. Honscw. 11. v. (1668) 137 Vou shall as you
reel it, with aXeyband of a big twist, divide the slipping or
skean into divers leyes. 1847 Halliwell, Lay-band, a small
roller. West. It is explained as a towel in one MS. glossary.

Lay-bed. Also 6 labed. [f. Lay vX\ The
bed in which something is laid or lies : a. a grave
(now dial.)

; fb.a layer, stratum.
1541 RicJmwnd. Wills (Surtees 1853) 24, I gyf to the

churche warks and for my labed vjj. viij<£ 17*8 W, SmiYh

LAYER.
Ann. Univ. College 251 When, for ought I know, the Status
might be in its Lay-bed, and not taken out of the Quarry.
1876 Whitby Gloss., Layd>ed, a grave.

Lay-board. Sc. and north, dial. Also la-

board, law-board, etc. [? f. Lay vJ Cf. G. lege-

bretl, Du. legbord, board for laying something on.]

The board on which tailors iron their seams. (Cf.

lap-board, s.v. Lap sb* 9.)
1804 Galloway Lutuarly 57 fE. D. D.) His laboard gave,

and gives, old bakers bread, a 1813 A. Wilson Poems
(1876) II. 44 As soon's she reekt the sooty bield, Whare
labrod he sat cockin'. 1829 Hogg Sheph. Cat. I. 180 Afore
1 were a landless lady. I wad rather be a tailor's lay board.
1867 Gregor Banffs. Gloss., Laydfuird.

Lay-by (l^-bai). [f. Lay vA + By adv.]

A. sb.

1. A ' slack ' part of a river in which barges are

laid by out of use.

1879 E. J. Castle Law 0/ Rating 61 Pumping station,

wharf, lay-by for barges. 1891 Field 7 Mar. 344/2 A lay-

by near Windsor Bridge. 1892 Ibid. 1 7 Sept. 454/3 Screened
lay-byes and deep pools. 1899 Daily Neivs 9 May 3/1 There
is a river frontage to the Thames of 160 ft. with private dock
and lay-by for three barges.

2. Something laid by or saved ; savings.

1894 Baring-Gould Kitty Alone III. 65, I had gone with
all my little lay-by to get you out of your difficulties.

B. attrib. or adj. Intended to be * laid by \
1804 W. Taylor in Robberds Mem. 1. 492 Vou might .

.

have executed, .a correct and expurgated copy for a lay-by
' edition.

Layeail, obs. form of Laical a.

Laych(e, variant of Laigh.
Layeke, obs. form of Laic.

Layd, obs. pa. t. Lay v.* ; obs. north, f. Load.
Lay-day (Ul *d^). Comm. [app. f. Lay v.1]

One of a certain number of days allowed according

to a charter-party for the loading and unloading

of cargo.

1845 Stephen Comm. Laws Eng. (1874) II. 141 That he
will . . load and unload the goods within a certain number of
days (usually called lay or running days). 1857 C Gribble
in Merc. Marine Mag. (1858) V. 5 Your consignees, .do not
trouble themselves until your lay days are expired.

Laydman, obs. form of Loadman.
Laye : see Lay sb., a. and z>.,also Leye Obs.

t
flame.

Layen, obs. pa. pple. of Lie v.1

Layer (1<?
1'3J), sb. Forms : 4 legger, leier,

4-5 leyer, 5 loyare, 5-7 lare, 6 laier, 7 lear(e,

leer, layre, 8 lair, 7- layer, [f. Lay vA + -er!.]

I. 1. One who or that which lays (in various

senses) ; one who lays siege, plots, etc. Also with

sb. in comb., as f besiege- layer, plate layer, etc.

1538 Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1844) 1. 156 It selbe lesum to

quhatsumeuer nychtbour that icprehendis the layaris of
the said fulze in the place forsayd [etc]. 155a Hlloet,
Besiege laier, obsessor. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk <$• Selv.

152 Layers of plots and traps, a 1684 Leighton Comm.
1 Pet. ii. 6 The Lord Himself is the layer of this corner
stone. 1737 J. Chamuerlayne St. Gt. Brit. 11. HI. 93 Layers
and Takers of Paper on and from the Rolling -Presses. 1871

Proctor Light Sci. 311 The layer of the odds 1884 Mrs.
Houstol n Caught in Snare 1 1. vi. 71 A layer of the demon
of jealousy. 1891 Pall Mall G. 11 Nov. 6/3 At St. Ouen
there was no betting, the layers refusing to do any business.

f b. One who lays stones ; a mason. (CL brick-

layer.) Obs.
1182 Wyclif 1 Chron.xxiL 15 Many craftise men, masonns

f

and leyers (1388 leggeris of stonysj. — Ezra iii. 7 Thei

I

5eve money to heweris of stonus,and to leieris [v.r. leggeris,

1388 liggerisj. 1425 in Dugdale Monast. III. Ii. 164 During
I all the sayd werke the seid Will. Horwode shall nether set
1 mo nor fewer Free-Masons Rogh Setters ne Leyefrls there-

upon, c X440 Promp. Parv. 294/1 Leyare, or werkare wythe
stone and mortere, cetntntanus. 1641 Sanderson Serin.

II. 194 The workmen, and labourers (layers, fillers, servers,

and the rest).

f c. One who lays or fixes the amount of (an

impost).
160a Acc. Bk. W. Wray in Antiquary XXXIf. 80

Imp'm. one laye . . of \d. ob. a noble . . Wm. Wray, Robt
Hodgesonn and R. Atkingson beinge layers of the sayme.

d. Of a hen (with adj. good, etc.).

1707 Mortimer Httsb. 191 The oldest [Hens] being always
reckoned the best Sitters, and the youngest the best Layers.

1880 Standard 27 Dec., Tbe hens are of a bad breed and
are infrequent layers.

e. with advs. (see Lay VIII) : layer-on
(a) Printing, the operator who 1 feeds

1 a printing-

machine ; (b) Engineering, 1 an automatic mecha-
nism which in a coining- press, embossing-press, or

other analogous machine feeds blanks to the dies

' of the press (Cent. Did.).
155* Huloet, A layer out of mony, dhpensator. 15^9

Shaks. Hen. V, v. ii. 248 Old Age, that ill layer vp of

Beautie. 1635 J. Gore Well-doing 25 A good layer up
makes a goodlayer out, and a good sparer makes a good
spender. 1666 Pei-vs Diary 3 July. The worst iudge of

matters, or layer together of what he hath read, in the

world. 1708 N. Jersey Archives (1881) II I. 280 The layers

out of the High way. 171 1 Shaftesb. Charac. (1737) 11.

330 Spirit-hunters, witch-finders, and layers-out for hellish

storys and diabolical transactions. 1797 Mrs. Bennett
Beggar Girl VI 1. x. 384 An exceeding good dresser of

hair and layer-on of rouge. 1849 Alb. Smith Pottleton

Leg. vi, One of these Jold womenl was the layer-out of

the village, to whom the management of the last dreary

toilet for the grave was, by long usage, always conceded.

1849 Chambers' In/orm. II. 720/2 This machine requires a
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layer-on and takeroff of sheets at each end. 1887 Standard
7 Oct. 3/2 A printer's 'layer-on*. 1896 W. Morris in
Mackaif Z.{)£ (1899) I. 230 The layer-out of a garden.

II. Something which is laid.

2. A thickness of matter spread over a surface

;

esp. one of a series of such thicknesses ; a stratum,

course, or bed. In early use chiefly in Cookery.
1615 Markham Eng. Honsetv. (1660) 83 Take Codhns .

.

and lay a lear thereof in the bottom of the pye. 1616
Surfu & Markh. Country Farme 409 If you lay them
iDamaske-plumsl betweene mulberrie-leaues, or vine-leaues,

one leare aboue another in a close box made for the purpose.
1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 126 Just 10 boards in every
chesse or layer. 1644 G. Pi.atts in Harllib's Legacy {1651.)

200, 1 would have all the richest Farmers.. to thrash up the
most part of their other Corn, and to take down the foresaid
Rick, and to make it up again with a leere of thrashed Corn,
with chaffe and all together, a 1648 Digbv Closet Opened
(1677) 165 Put no more Collops into one pan at once than
meerly to cover it with one Lare. 1684 T. Burnet Theory
Earth 1. 167 The inner veins and lares of the earth are also

broken as well as the surface. 1703 T. N . City C. Fur-
chaser 161 Some Gutters, .have a Lair of Sand for the Lead
to lie upon. 1747 Mrs. Glassr Cookery iv. 60 Then lay in

your Dish a Layer of Mince-meat, and a Layer of Yolk of

Eggs, .. a Layer of Anchovies [etc.]. 1774 Golhsm. Nat.
Hist. (1776) I. 37 These layers of shells .. must have been
brought there fey successive depositions. ? 17. . Receipts in

Cookery 11 (Jam.) Lay in a lare of the beef, and throw on it

plenty of suet with more spice, salt and fruits, do so lare

after lare, till it be full. 1802 Playfair Illnstr. Hnttou.
Theory 44 Rocks having their layers exactly parallel are
very common. 1807 J. E. Smith Fhys. Boi. 30 1 n the Fir .

.

Each of these circular layers is externally most hard and
solid. 1828 Carr Craven Dial., Layer, . . 2. a slice from
the breast of a fowl. 1845 Buod Dis. Liver 6 A layer of

areolar .. tissue. t86o Tyndall Glac. 1. xviii. 132 A deep
layer of fresh snow overspread the mountain. 1880 Geikie
Fhys. Geog. tv. xxi. 187 Stripping off the layer of vegetation
we see below it the layer of soil on which the plants grow.

fig. a 1658 Cleveland Foems (1677) 24 So mixt they nre

one knows not whether's thicker A Layre of Burgess, or a
Layre of Vicar. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. II. xxiii. mo
Gwendolen's better self., made a desperate effort to find

its way above the stifling layers of egoistic disappointment
and irritation.

3. Gardening and Agric. a. A shoot or twig of

a plant fastened down and partly covered with earth,

in order that it may strike root while still attached

to the parent stock, and so propagate the plant.

1664 Evelvn Sylva (1679) J 3 Many Trees are also propa-
gated by Cuttings* and Layers. — A'a/. Hort. June
(1679) 19 Cytisus lunaius will be multiplied by slips in

a moist place,. but neither hy Seeds or Layers. 1712 J.

Jamks tr. Le Blonds Gardening 141 The Dutch Lime . . is

easily produced by Layers. 177a in Mrs. Delanys Lett.

Ser. it. I. 475 On examining the layers of my large blooming
magnolia I found one remarkably vigorous. 1813 Sir H.
Daw Agric. Chetu. (1814) 361 The grasses that propagate
themselves by layers. 1846 J. Baxter Libr. Tract. Agric.
(ed. 4) 1. 31 1 Many layers are lost, or prevented from striking

kindly, by being covered too deep.

b. //. Patches of laid or trodden corn.

1634 \V. Tirwhyt tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. I.) 79 When I see
the Grasse trodden downe, and . . the Come full of Layers

:

I am well assured it is neither Wind nor Haile, hath made
this work.

c. A field of grass or clover ; see also quot. 1793.
[Perh. a special development of Lair so. 1

5 (q.v.>, influenced
by association with Lav v.)

.
r793 Ann. Agric. XXL 611 note, Layer is the term used

in Suffolk for artificial grasses, that rest longer than one
year. 1895 E.Angl. Gloss., Layer, arable land in grass and
clover. 1898 Rioer Haggard in Longnt. Mag. Oct. 498
Last year it and No. 39 were clover layers, but the crop
they yielded was poor.

d. (See qttots.)

1787 W. Marshall Norfolk (1795) II. 383 Layer, plants
ofhedgewood; quick. 1794 Trans. Soc. Arts XI 1. 106
Planted with three rows of fine white-thorn layer, inter-

mixed with Oak and Ash. 1895 ^' Angl. Gloss., Law or
Layer, young plants, such as whitethorn, crab, and brier.

4. Other specific and technical senses, a. ? Some
measure of flax. ? Cf. Lea sbA f b. An oyster-

bed (see quots.). c. Silk-mannf (See quot.)

d. A pavior's flag .or flag-stone, e. Tanning. =
bloomer-pit (see Bloomer*), f. (See quot.)
a. 173a Acc. Worklwuses 42 Every pound of six-penny

flax, spun to 24 layers.

b; 173S Dvche & Pardon Did., Layer, . . a Place in the
retired Part of a River, Sea, &c. commonly called a Creek,
where young Oysters are laid to grow. 1758 Descr. Thames
338 They [Oysters] are laid in Beds or Rills or Salt-water,
in order to fat them, and these they term Layers.
e. 1825 J. Nicholson Operai. Mechanic 396 A small

light rod of wood, called a layer, which has a wire eye fixed
into it, is placed at a little distance from, and opposite, to
each bobbin, so as to conduct the thread thereupon; and as
the layer moves constantly hackwards and forwards, the
thread is regularly spread upon the length of the bobbin.
d. 1829 Glover's Nisi. Derby 1. 90 Paviers' flags, or

layers.

6. 1707 Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 307/1 They [hides] are then
removed into another pit, called a layer, in which they are
laid smooth,with bark ground very fine strewed between each
hide. i98$Harper*s Mag.Jan. 276/1 Hides remain in a ' first

layer' for six or eight days. The same process is repeated
in a 'second layer* in other vats for about two weeks, and
in a third, or splitting layer', for about four weeks.

1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Layer, . . 2. (Leather-maxu*
facture.) A welt or strengthening strip.

III. 5. atlrib. and Comb. : layer-board,-board-
ing, boarding for sustaining roof-gutters of lead

;

also tear-board (Ogilvie) ;
layer-ooral, a fossil

coral of the genus Stroma lofora ;
layer-reared a.,

reared from a Mayer*; layer- stool, a root from
which layers are produced.
1842-59 Gwilt Encycl. Archit. § 2350. 630 Table for

guttering . .6-inch *layerhoard. 1875 Dawson Dawn ofLife
vi. 156 The Stromatopora.-, or * layer-corals. 1832 Planting
(L. U. K.) 54 Grafted and *layer reared species, /bid. 3$
Transplanting trees from seed beds, Mayer- stools, cutting
grounds.

Layer (UTi -oi), v. [f. Layer sb. 3.]

1. Gardening, a. inlr. To bend down ' layers

'

to the ground and cover them partly with earth so

that they may strike root and propagate the plant,

b. trans. To propagate by * layers \ c. To make
a layer of.

1832 Planting (L. U. K.) 27 The root which produces the
young shoots for layering is called the stool. 1841-60 T.
Rivers Fruit Garden (ed. 9) 4 To make this emission of
roots more certain, the stem may be tongued, as usual in

layering. 1845 Florist's Jml. 144 Preparation should be
made for striking pinks, and layering carnations. 1858
Glen ny Gard. Evcry-day Bk. 252/1 If a healthy shoot can
be layered and struck. 1891 T. K. Kkkbel Old <y New
Country Life 213 Cutting and 'Layering

1

the stiff white-
thorn hedges.

2. Of crops : To be laid flat as by wind or rain

in eonsequence of weakness of growth.
1882 Vines Sachs' Bot. 851 It is on this that the upgrowth

of * layered ' Wheat depends. 1890 Carter's Seed Catal.
1 Sept. 35 The Goldthorpe Hurley is remai kable for stout
long straw, rendering it less liable to layer in rainy weather
than other, Harlcys. 1891 Times 10 Oct. 12/4 The layering

,

. .of the corn rendered the use of machines impossible.

Layer : see Lai 11.

Layered (hr'-ajd), a. [f. Layer sb. 2 + -ED 2
.]

J

Divided into layers
;
having layers (of a particular

J

character or number) ; covered with layers.

1852 G. W. Oriis Nile Notes in W. H. Gregory Egjpt
(1859) I. 270 Hills and regularly layered rocks. 1887 Anicr.
Naturalist XXL 420 Certain two-layered spongedarv<e.
1898 G. W. STEKVENS With Kitchener to Khartum 174
Our faces were layered with coffee colour.

Layer-Over. dial. Also lare-over, lay-over,

layer, etc (see En^. Dial. Diet.). (See quots.)
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Larewcr, said when the

true Name of the thing must (in decency) l>e concealed.

1725 in Ncio Cant. Diet. 1785 Grose Diet. Vnlg. Tongue,
l.arcovcrs for Medlers, an answer frequently given to

children, or young people, as a rebuke for their impertinent

curiosity, in enquiring what is contained in a box, bundle,
j

or any other closed conveyance, a 1825 Fokby Voc. E.

Atiglia, Layer-over, a gentle term for some instrument of

chastisement. 1888 Sheffield Gloss., Layorsfor-meddlers.

Layery {\e x 'zn)
t
a. rare. [f. Laykh sb, + -Y.]

Consisting of or formed in layers.

1832 L. Hunt Dryads 17 From hedge to layery beech.

Layery, Layetie, obs. forms ot Laiky a.. Laity.

II Layette (lo'c-t). [Fr.]

1. A complete outfit of garments, loilet articles, .

and bedding for a new-born child.

1874 Princess Alice Mevi. 26 Apr. (1884) 321 Let mc '

thank you.. for the present towards the layette— a most
kind assistance.

2. (See quot.)
I 1885 Farrow Mil. Encycl., Layette, A three-sided tray . .

j

used to carry powder from one mortar to another in powder-
mills.

Layety, obs. form of Laity.

Layfe, obs. form of Lave x<M

Lay-fee. Obs. exe. Hist. Forms : see Lay a.

and Fee sb.2 ; also 4 laifeo, 5 laife, layfe, 6

laffye. [a. AF. laife.]

1. A fee or estate in land held in consideration of

secular services, as distinguished from an eeclesi-
]

astical fee. t Also phr. of layfee (cf. Fee sb:1 1 b).

c 1290 Beket 560 in S. Eng. Leg. 122 }if ani man ofholi

churche halt ani-bing of lay-fe 1*1300 (Percy Soc.) 556

holdeth eni laifeo] .. he schal done here-fore pe seruice pat

to be kinge bi-fallez. cmo R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 285
{
Sir', pe bisshop said,

{
of fis we pray be, pat. .nouht of our

lay fe Be taxed with non of 30urs \ la 1400 Plowman's Tate

741 Therewith they purchase hem lay fee In londe there hem
liketh best. 1553 Becon Reliques ofRome (1563) 246b, Al y l

.

.

maken holy churche Layfee, yl is halowed and blessed. 1651

G. W. tr. Co-Mel's Inst. 148 An Inventory of such Goods and

Chattels, as they shall finde in the Lay-fee of the party

deceased. 1730 Carte Hist. Eng. II. 283 Arrogating to

his own courts the cognisance of lay-fees in the case of

persons of the first quality. 1868 Freeman Norm. Conq.

(1876) 1 1, viii. 182 Besides his archbishopric, he held the

county ofEvreux as a lay fee.

t 2. The laity, lay people eolleelively. Orig. in

phr. of the lay fee. Obs.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. 1. (1495) 6 It suffyceth to

theym whyche ben of the lay fee or state, c 14*5 Found.

St. Bartholomeio's 19 The peple of boith ordres, the Clergie

And the laife. c 1449 Pecock Repr. it. i. 136, I wote not

that it is worth forto talke in resonyng with eny persoon

of the laife vpon eny mater of Goddis lawe. 1481 Caxton
Godfrey xv. 43 For tamende clerkes & layefee. a 1529

Skelton Replyc. 267 Why iangle you suche jestes. .To the I

people of lay fee. 1536 Exhort, to North, in Fur ni vail

Ballads fr. MSS. I. 508 The intolerable exactions that

longe he dyd vsse the laffye emonges, and also the spiritu-

altye. 1545 Primer, Injunction, To., all other of the

Clergie : as also al estates and degrees of the laye fee.

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 118 A great multitude, of the

which the king pardoned a great number of the laye Fee.

1641 Prynne Antip. 79 More of their Tenants went to the

Kings warres, then of the Tenants of them of the Lay fee.

Layff, obs. form of Lave sb.

Lay figure (l* 1
* frgai). [f. *lay (abstracted

from Layman*) + Figure sb.] A jointed wooden
figure of the human body, used by artisls as a model
for the arrangement of draperies, posing, etc.

'795 T. Hurlstone Crotchet Lodge 49 The latter, in

passing behind the Lay-figure, pushes it, and the Landlord
down together. Miss Crotchet. Heav'n's ! my niece's Lay-
figure is destroyed. 1851 Illustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 1239
Lay figures of men and women .. for artists. 1855 Mrs.
G ask ell North S. \, Her Aunt asked her to stand as a sort

of lay figure on which to display them [shawls]. 1877 Mrs.
Oliphant Makers Flor. xiv. 351 Fra Bartolommeo was the
inventor of the lay figure.

b. fig. A person of little intrinsic importance,

a 1 nonentity
'

; a character in fiction destitute of

the attributes of reality.

1835 Court Mag. VI. 166/2 Let me. .guard myself against
any possible imputation of hostility towards my proposed
lay-figure. 1859 Hklvs Friends in C. Ser. n. I. i. 20, I feel

more for the mother, who is but a lay- figure, than for the

daughter.

Lay(gjhyn, obs. form of Laugh v.

t Layheap. Obs. [? f. lay- in Laystall +

IIeapj-^.] = Laystall.
1624 Nottingham Rcc. (1889) IV. 386 To remoue cat Us,

and layhcappes, and other annoyances.

Layick e, obs. form of Laic.

Laying (1^'irj), vbl. sb. [f. Lay v. 1 4 -ing*.]

1. The action ol Lay in various senses
;
putting,

setting, placing, fixing, esp. in a designed position
;

f assessment, taxation
; f accouchement ; etc.

c 1330 K. 1 »Fi- nne Chron. (1810) 261 pe lond fulle hard was
sette in rat ilk laying. ^1440 Prontp. Pan'. 294^2 Ley-
ynge of a tltynge. posicio. 1472 3 Durham Acc. Rolls
(Surtees) 644 l'ro le laynge ftisi et rynde molendini [cf.

Lay v. 3 b]. 1480 Camon Chron. Eng. ccxliii. (14S2) 290
Anone he lcyd Iiis ordynaunce and in ihe leyng of a
gonnc come a quarell ;ind smote the good Krle Edmond in

the hede. i486 Naval Acc. thn. I ll (1896) 13 The.,
openyng and newe Ic-ying of old Kopes. ^1548 H.u.i.

Chron., Ediv. /F, 245 To reise the siege, at the layeng
w hereof he was CounsayltT and partener. 161 1 Coigk.
Proposition d' enenr, a Writ, or the laying of Kiror. 161

1

I'estry Bks. I Surtees) 65 Item payed for laying of thrc

hoggs, \yd. 1626 W.\LQnSylva $ 669 Another ill Accident i>

Laying of Come with great Haines in Haruest. 1660 Suak-
rock Vegetables 59 Circumposition is a kind of laying . . In

this the mould is born up to the bough which is to he taken
off. 1662 Ffti'YS Diary 25 May, I hey do say there ate some
plots in laying. 1712 Pridkaux Direct. Ch.-wardcns ft-d. 4)

53 The laying of the Church Knte ought to be according to

tiic Lands and the Stock. 1796 Encycl. Brit. (ed. v XVI.
485/1 The operation of uniting them [i.e. strands of a rope]

with a permanent twist is called laying. 1823 P. N ichoi.son

Tract. Build. 373 Laying consists in spreading a single coat

of lime and hair all over a ceiling and partition. 1839 F. A.

Griffiths Artil. Man. (18621 112 No. 6. .attends stool bed,

elevating screw and (juoin in laying. 1861 Hulmk tr. iMoyuiu.

Tandon 11. ill. iii. 136 Godard saw a female [Meloe] deposit

in two layings 2212 eggs.

b. with adys. or advb. pbr. (see Lay v.^ VU1).
1496 Naval Acc. Hen. VII (1896) 174 Mappes for layng

on of piche Kosyn & talow uppon the seid ship. 1526
1' indale 1 Tim. iv. 14 Leyinge on of the hondes of a seniour.

1535 Cover da lk 1 Esdras viii. 51 because of the layenge*

awayte. 1576 Fleming Pauopl. Epist. 240 In the dispensing

or laying out of your goods. 1602 Shaks. Ham. v. i. 182 We
bane many pocky Coarsesnowadates, that will scarce hold the

laying in. ? 1608 E. M . YViNGFiKun Disc. Virginia in Capt.

Smith U 'ks. (Arb.) 1. p. xc, I misliked his leying out of our
towne. a 1659 Osborn Misc. (1673) 603 Her Coniings«in

are Mathematically adjusted to her Layings-out. 1726
Leoni A Iberti's Archit. I. 76/1 Ware-houses or Vaults for

the laying up cf Goods. 1817 Keats Let. Wks. 1889 HI*

76 One of my chief layings-up is the pleasure I shall have
in showing it to you. 1844 Dickens Mart. Chuz. \\x, She
went to a lying-in or a laying-out with equal 2est and relish.

1869 Sir E. Reed Shipbuild. xx. 420 The laying-off of the

ship is proceeded with simultaneously with the preparation

of the model. 1879 Escott England L 60 The laying down
of main roads. 1892 Gardiner Student's Hist. Eng 21 The
erection of fortifications, and the laying out of streets.

2. concr. a. What is laid, in various senses of

the vb. h. A layer, bed, stratum, c. An oyster-

bed, d. Building. (See quot. 1823.)

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R.xn. vii. (1495) 417 Allc hyrdes

that ben lyke to Culuores .. laye not the thyrde tyme but

whan the seconde layenge is corrupte and dystroyed. 1683

Moxon Mech. Exerc, Printing xxiv. ? 9 Having laid down
his Dry Laying, he takes another Quire off the Dry Heap.

1703 T. V. City C. Purchaser 205 Vou must, .cover with

Sand every Laying, or Bed of Lime. 1823 P. Nicholson
Pract. Build. 391 Laying, in plastering.—The first coat on
lath of two-coat plaster, or set-work. 1846 M cCui.L0cn A cc.

Brit. Empire (1854) 1. 637 The oysters, .are deposited for

a while in beds or layings in the adjoining creeks. 1863

C. R. Markham in In tell. Observ. IV. 624 The brood

[oysters two years old] are dredged up out at sea, and placed

on layings within the river Colne. 1867 Smyth Sailors

IVord-bk., Layings, a sort of pavement of culch, on the mud
of estuaries, for forming a bed for oysters.

3. atlrib. and Comb., as laying-place; layiDg-

hook (see quot.) ;
laying-house, the house or

building in which rope is * laid ' or made ;
laying-

machine, a machine for Maying' strands into a

rope; laying-on table Printing, a table from

which the machine is fed
;
laying-on tool Book-

binding, the tool with which gold leaf is laid on the

cover or the edge of a book ;
laying-press Book*

binding, a press in which books are held while their

edges are being cut (also called lying-press) ;
laying-
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tool, -trowel, a plasterer's trowel (see quot. 1825)

;

laying-top, a grooved conical piece ofwood placed
between the strands in Maying* a rope, a Top;
laying-walk, that part of a rope -walk in which
the rope is laid.

'794 f'gging <V Seamanship 55 * Laying-}look, the hook
on which the strands are all hung together for laying or
closing. 1778 Eng. Gazetteer (ed. 2) s.v. Portsmouth, The
fire was fir^t seen to burst through the roof of the "laying-
house. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts loor Captain Huddart con-
structed a "laying-machine, which has carried his inventions
in rope-making to the greatest perfection. 1849 Chambers*
Inform. II. 719/2 On the gallery are seen eight men at
so many 1 Maymg-ontables feeding the machine. 1858
SiMMONos Diet. Trade, * Laying-on-tool, a bookbinder's
tool ; a tip. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. 1. ix, The favourite
* laying-place of several discreet hens. 1835 Hannett
Bibliopegia 172 The cutting or *laying press is foi nied of two
strong cheeks of timber, connected together with two wooden
screws and two square pins. 1825 J. Nicholson Opcrat.
Mechanic 606 The "laying and smoothing tool consists of
a flat piece of hardened iron, about ten inches in length,
and two inches and a half wide, very thin, and giound to
a semicircular shape at one end, but left square at the other.

1839 Urk Diet. Arts 1073 I" laying cables, torsion must be
given both behind and before the "laying top. 1703 Moxon
Afah. Eterc. 249 A *Laying Trowel, to lay the Lime and
Hair withall upon the Laths, it being larger than a Brick
Trowel, and fastned [to] its handle in a different manner.
1778 Eng. Gazetteer (ed. 2) s. v. Portsmouth, The rope-
makers *laying-walk and tarring-walk.

Laying (I^-irj), ///. a. [f. Lay + -ing2.]
That lays : chiefly said of hens,
1591 Pkrctvall Sp. Dkt. t Ponedera gallina, a laying hen.

1884 Roe Nat. Ser. Story ii. in Harpers Mag. Jan. 288/2,
I can keep my laying hens warm even in zero weather.

tLayit, a. Sc. Obs. [Altcied form of lawit,
LkwJ) a., influenced by Lay a.] Lay.
1563 WinJet Pour Scoir Thre Quest, title-p., Wks. 1888

I. 47 The Catholiks of the inferiour ordour of clergie and
layt men. 1621 Gude fie Godlie Ball. (S. T. S.) App. 1. 231
The lay it }e will not teiche.

Layity, obs. form of Laity.
Layk e, Laykin, -yn, obs. ff. Lake, Lakin.
Iiay-land: see Lea-land.
Layloc(k, obs. and dial, form of Lilac.
Layman 1^ l,ma*n). Also 5-6 laye-, laieman,

6leaman, leman, [Grig, two words : see Lay a.]

1. A man who is not a cleric ; one of the laity,

M32"5o tr. Iligdcn i Rolls) V. 289 That noo clerke scholde
receyve investiture of his benefice, .of the honde of a seculer
lay man. 1520 Cartons Chron. Eng. iv. 38/2 This man of
a laye nian was made pope. 1548 Gest Pr. Masse K viij,

It implieth no more one christian then another, no more y°
spiritual then the leamen. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's hist.
1. 24 Let them [the papistesl no more use this shift to
say that images are lay mennes bokes, a 1677 Harrow
Serm. Wks. 1716 I. 210 A Lay-man should not intrude
himself to administer the sacred functions. 1704 Nelson
Fest. fit Easts iii. (1739) 473 Nor would the Primitive
Church have forbidden Deacons . . to have follow ed secular
Employments, if they had been mere Laymen. 1782 Priest-
ley Corrupt. Chr. II. vii. 85 A layman might bapti/e.
1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. vi. II. 95 Of the other .six com-
missioners three were prelates and three laymen. 1865
Kingslev Herew. iii. (1875) 82 It is as good a rule fur
priest as for layman.

2. Iransf. A man who is an 1
outsider' or a non-

j

expert in relation to some particular profession, art,
j

or branch of knowledge (esp, with reference to law
and medicine).

1477 Norton Ord. A Ich. Proem in Ashm. (1652) 6 This Boke
is made, that Lay-men shulde it see, And Clerks alsoe .,

Whereby all Laymen which putteth them in prease, To seech
by Alkimy great ryches to winn May finde good Counsell.
»559 Mobwvng Evonym. 240 Dry it lyghtly by the sun, and
drawe out an oyll after the inaner of the lay men. 1574 tr.

Littletons Tenures 69b, To declare and expresse to the
lay men that be not learned in the law. 1866 Sat. Rev.
7 Apr. 403/r No prudent layman will venture to judge of the
merits of a tailor 5 log. 1888 Brvce Amer. Commw. I. 329
Sometimes this is a simple question which an intelligent
layman may answer. More frequently it is a difficult one
which needs . . the subtlety of the trained lawyer. 1897
AllbutVsSyst. Med. II. 657 The assertion so frequently
made by ignorant or unscrupulous laymen that the [medical]
profession has been influenced [etc].

So Laywoman.
1529 More Dyaloge in. Wks. 247/r How the scripture

might without great perill .. be ., taken to ley men &
women both, j 553 Becon Rcliques o/Kome (1 563) 95 They
myght lawfully be baptised in all places.. by a Layman or
by a Laywoman. 1674 Hickman Quinquart. Hist. (ed. 2)
140 Had he held that a Lay-man, or woman, may administer
the Lord's Supper. 1846 Maskell Moh, Kit. I. p. ccxi,
Having reference to baptism in times of necessity by laymen
and laywomen.

t Lay-man 2
. Obs. [a, Du, leeman, for Veden-

tnan
y

f. led 1 mcmbrum, articulus ' (Kilian"), now lid

limb, joint + man Man sb.l Cf, G, gliedermating
= Lay-figure.
1688 H. Testling Sentiments Painters 5th Table, Rather

make use of Models of Wax, than a Layman of Wood. 1706
Art 0/ Painting (1744) 31 The Painter ought to avoid all

manner of stiffness and hardness in his fulds, and be careful
that they dont smell of the lay man, as we commonly say.
1762 H. Walpole Catal. Engravers (1765) 22 Crispin Pass
. .describes the use of the inaneken or layman for disposing
draperies. 1796 Chaklotte Smith Marchmont 1. 141 She
seemed as if her shape had been imagined by some joiner.

.

on purpose to serve as a layman for the clothes she wore.

+ Iiayn(e. Obs. [variant of Lawn j£.1] Some
fine linen fabric ; ? - Lawn sb.1
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1561 Inv. R, Wardr. (1815) 150 Ane bed of layn sewit
with silk. 1581 Sc. Acts Jas. VI, c. 113 Coastelie cleithing
of silkes..layne, cammeraige, freinzies, etc. 1612 P. Lowe
Chyru7geric\\\\. v. 367 Couer it with a Linnen cloth, or for
persons of higher dignitie take layne {printed layre] or
camerige.

Jjayn(e, var. Lain ; obs. Sc. f. Loan,
Laynder, obs. form of Laundeu.
Layner, obs. form of Lainer.

Lay-out (Lr'-cLut). Chiefly U.S. [See lay out,
Lay v.* 56.]

1. Tbe laying out, planning, or disposition of
land, streets, etc; also, the land so laid out.
1888 Harper's Mag. July 285/1 Although the conception

of its lay-out dates back nearly half a century, the tree
planting that has added so much to Washington was begun
only in 1872. 1895 Forum (N.Y.) Sept. 80 In the lay-out and
construction of a very considerable part of the railway service
of this country. 1898 C. O. Parmkntf.r Hist. Pelham, Mass.
158 A portion of the town is south of the original layout.
1900 I. P. Roberts (title) The Farmstead, the Making of
the Rural Home, and the Lay-out of the Kami.
2. Something laid or spread out; a display; a

1 spread'; the tools or apparatus pertaining to
some occupation, etc.

1869 A. K. M'Clure Rocky Mts. 219 His [sc. a miner's]
necessities are appreciated by the other owners, who get up
a most expensive 1

lay-out * for him. 1898 Mark Twain in
Cosmopolitan 12 Aug. 426 Of all the barbarous layouts that
were ever contrived this was the most atrocious.

3. Cards, In Faro : sec quot.
1889 in Century Diet. 1894 Maskelyne Sharps <y Flats

189 The layout. The designation of this adjunct to the
game is derived from the fact that it forms that part of the
table upon which the players ' lay out ' their stakes. Usually
it is a green cloth, having painted upon it a representation
of the thirteen cards of one suit.

4. 1 The space occupied or fished over by a haul-
seine ' {Cent. Did.),
5. attrih. in lay-out line, 'a long line buoyed at

, each end, from which baited hook-lines run into
I deep water* {Cent. Did,).

Layr(e : sec Lair, Layer.
Layrock, obs. form of Lauk.
fLays. Obs. Earlier anglicizing of Sp, lazo

Lasso.
1726 Shelvocke Voy. 109 [Island of Chiloe on Coast of

ChiliJ They are particularly dextrous in thi owing a sliding
noose at the end of a long thong of leather, wherewith they
are sure of catching an ox, horse, &c. or any thing, even in
its full career; this they call a Lays.
Lays, Lays-band ; see Lease sb*
Laysar, -er, -our, obs. forms of Leisure.
Layse, variant of Leese Obs.

t LayShip. Obs. rare~l
, [f, Lay a. + -SHir.]

The condition of a layman ; in quot. used (with
poss. pron.) as a mock title.

1641 Milton Ch. Govt. 11. iii. Wks. 1851 111. 168 In respect
of a woodden table and the perimeter of holy ground about
it, a flagon pot, and a linnen corporal, the Priest esteems
their lay-ships unhallow'd and unclean.

Lay-soil, rare- 0
. [V corruption of Laystall,

after Sojl.] i A place to lay soil or rubbish in*
(Crabb Technol. Diet, s.v. Lay).

Laystall (I^-stol). Also 6 laye-, leystall'e,
6-7 lei-, leystal, laystale, 7 leastall, lestal(l,

? loystal. [f, Lay v. + Stall ; perh. to be re-

garded as an altered form of next.]

T 1. A burial-place. Obs.
1527 Lane. Wills (Chetham Soc.) I. 16 My bodye to be

bured w'in the white freris of Chester . . and thei to have
for my laystall xiij". iiij*. 1541 Ludlow Churchiv. Ace.
(Camden) 5 Reseyved of masteie Koxe for mr wardens
leystal le vjs. viijrr*.

2. A place where refuse and dung is laid.

1553 Surrey Ch. Goods (1869) 98 A pese of giownd to
make a leystall for the soyle of the hole paryshe. 1580
Hollyband 7'rcas. Fr. 'Pong, Voirics a*vne ville, the lay-
stall of a towne. 1590 Spenser /'*. Q. 1. v. 53 Many corses,
like a great lay-stall, Of murdred men. 1610 Death Rauil~
Hack in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) Ill 112 The house.. to be
utterly ruinated, and be converted into a common leastall.

161a Drayton Poly-olb. Pief. A, The common Lay-stall
of a Citie. 1702 Lond. Gaz. No. 3825/4 The Ground called
the Laystal at Mile-end. 1831 Carlylk Sart. Res. (1858)
26 Five-million quintals of Rags picked annually from the
Laystall. 1881 Times 25 Aug. 7/3 It does not require a very
old man to lemembera univeisal reign of cesspooK, open
ditches, and public laystalls, even in our largest and best
kept towns.
attrib. 1745 De Foes Eng. Tradesm. iii. (184 1 ) I. 20 The

brickmakers all about London mix seacoal-ashes, or laystal-
stuff, as we call it, with their clay, of which they make
brick,

1629 H. lkRTON Babel no Bethel 66 The Schoole and
Laystall of all impure spirits, a 1637 15. Jonson Under*
woods, LittleShrub Growing by, There he was, Proud, false,
and trecherous, . . the lay-stall Of putrid flesh alive ! 1644
Vicars God in Mount 152 Stage-playcs . . those most dirty
and stinking sinks or lestalls of all kinde uf abominations,
a »734 North Exam. \. iii. § 99 (1740) 191 'ITie Whole was
no better than a Laystall of Lyes.
3. ' A place where milch cows are kept in London '

(Simmonds Diet. Trade 1858).

t Laystow. Obs. Also 5 laye-, 5-6 ley, 6
laistow

v
e, 7 laistoff(?). [f. Lay v. + Stow. Cf.

Lairstow.]

LAZARET.
1. = Laystall i.

1452 Will 0/ Rampage (Somerset Ho.), Kaciant vnum
leyhtowe pro sepulturibus defunctorum. 1485 Willo/Rypon
(ibid.), For my leystow in the seid chirch.
2. - Laystall 2.

M94 Pabyan Chron. vu. cexxvi. 254 This place of Smyth,
feelde was at y» daye a laye stowe of all order of fylth. 1577
Harkison England n. xx. (1877) 1. 325 The ancient gardens
were but dunghilsand laistowes. a 1665 J. Goodwin Filled
w. the Spirit x.(i67o) 304 The fumes and smells of Lai ,toiT:„

!

Dunghills, and putrified bodies.

Laysure, obs. form of LEISURE.
Layt(e, variant of L.ut Obs. ; obs. f. Late a*
Laytell, Layth, obsfT. Little, Loath, Loathe.
Laytie, -ty, obs. forms of Laity.
Laytt, variant of Late slO Obs.
Layvel, obs. form of Level.
Laywoman : sec under Layman.
Lazar (te'-zai), sb. and a. arch. Forms: 4-7

lazare, lazer, laser, (4 laeer, lazre, 5 lasyar),
6 lasar, (laiser, laizer), 4- lazar. [a. med.L.
lazants^w application of the proper name Lazarus

>

Luke xvi. 20. Cf. F. ladre. It. lazzaro.l

A. sb.

1. A poor and diseased person, usually one afflicted

with a loathsome disease ; esp. a leper.
1340 Ayenb. 189 Ine be uorbisne of be riche manne, bet

onworbede bane lazre. c 1350 St. John 254 in Horstm.
Altcngl. Leg. (1881) 37 pe Lacer, bat died in disese. 13 ..
E. E. Allit. P. \\. 1093 l^ares ful inonye, Summe lepre,
summe lome, & lomerande blynde. c 1420 Chron. Viloti.
st. 274 Blynd la/erus and croked in chirche to lede. 1485
Caxton Chas. Gt. 37 There atle laste were guarysshed &
heled . . vhj lazars of the palesey. 1572 Nottingham Rcc.
IV. 142 A lasar of theSpyttylP House. 1577-87 Holinshed
Chron. III. 1082/2 They prouided for the lazer to ktepe him
out of the citie from clapping of dishes, and ringing of bels.
1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 522 Lazers .. so ihey used
to tearme folke infected with the Klephanliasie or Leprosie.
a 1743 Savage Epitaph on Mrs. Jones is Did piteous lazars
oft attend her door? She gave— farewell the parent of the
poor. ?i795 Colkriuge»SV«m., 'Siicel Mercy \ The Galilean
mild, Who met the Lazar turned from rich man's doors, And
called him friend, and wept upon his sores. 1884 Tennyson
Pecket 1. iv, I marked a group of lazars in the market-place
— half-rag, half-sore—beggars.

f2. (See quot. 1710,) Obs.
!573 Tusser Husb. xlix. (1878) 108 If Lazer so lothsome in

cheese be espied, let baies amend Cisley, or shift hir aside.
1710 D. Human Tusser Rediv, (1744) 52 What he [Tusserl
calls Lazer, which is an inner Corruption, or^ Rottenness of
divers Colours, is chiefly occasion'd from their using Least-
ings, or Milk soon after Calving.

3. altrib. and Comb., as lazar-like. + -man, -sore;

t lazar's elieket, clapper, snapper = lazarus clap-
per; lazar-haunter,onewho frequents places where
lazars are. Also Lazar-cote, Lazab-house.
1611 Cotgh., Claquettc, a *Lazers Clicket, or Clapper. 1835

Bkowning Paracelsus 111. 760 You are not a *lazar-haunter ;

How should you know? 160a Shaks. Ham. 1. v. 72 And
a most instant Tetter bak'd about, Most ^Lazar-like, with
vile and loathsome crust, All my smooth Body. 1552
Latimer Serm. 3rd Sund. Epiph. (1584) 309 Note here also
the behauiour of this * Lazer man. 1587 Goloing De
Moruay xxix. 463 He saw him there lapping vp his sores
among the Lazermen. 1658 tr. Bergerac's Satyr. Char.
xxvi. 98 *Lazeres snappers [orig. etiquettes de ladres\
1796 Burke Regie. Peace 1. Wks. VIII. 123 Exposing our
*lazar sores at the door of every proud servitor of the
French republick.

B. adj. Affected with a loathsome disease, esp.
leprosy; leprous. AlsoySg;
1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 108 b/i For the cruelte of Con-

stantyn god sente hym suche asekenesthat he becam lazare
and mesell. 1530 in Weaver Wells Wills (1890) 157 To the
la2ar people beyng at St. Margarets near the towne of
T[aunton] xij-'. 1546 Supplic. Poore Commons (E. E. T. S.)

62 Blind, lame, lazar, and other the impotent creatures.

1599 Shaks. Hen. K, 11. i. 80 Fetch forth the Lazar Kite of
Cressid's Kind, Doll Tcare-sheete. 1792 D. Lloyd Voy.
Life 148 Studious to heal a Lazar world.

Hence fLa'zarly a., Iazar-like, diseased.
1612-15 Bp. Hall Contempt., N. T. iv. xi, And like another

Ierusalem, for those five leprous and lazarly orders, hatb
built five porches.

Lazar, obs. Sc. form of Leisure.

t La'zar-cote. Obs, [(, Lazak + Cote sbJ]
A hut or lodge for the reception of lazars.

1470-85 Malory Arthur vm. xxxv, Syr said Gouernaile
she is put in a lazar cote. 1493 Will ofSpencer (Somerset
Ho.), The iiij Lazarcottes nygh London. 1536 in Vicary's
Anat. 0888) App. iii. 157 Thomas Barnwell, .shalbe one of
the visitors of the spyttelhowses, or lazar cotes, about this

Citye. 1563 Foxb A. $ M. 477 (bis) His [Bilney'sl preach-
ing at the lasar cots.

Lazaret (loezarc-t). Also 7 lazarett, 8-9
lazare tte, lazzaret. [a. F. lazaret, ad. It lazza-

retto, now lazzeretto ; see next.]

1. Lazakktto 1.

1611 Cotgr., Lazaret, a 1-a/aret, or Spittle for Lazers.
1667 Lond. Gaz. No. 135/2 The Grand Visier . . has given
order for. .raising a Battery Hear the Lazaret, 168a Wheler
Jotirn. Greece \. 16 A large Lazarett, as the Italians call

a Pest-house. 1783 Hamilton in Phil. Trans. LXXI1L
201 The Lazaret has some cracks in it. 1826 Gazetteer
Scot. (ed. 2) 128 A lazaret or hospital for the reception of
sick. 1888 Daily Neivs 29 Nov. 4/8 The lazarets where the
sick.. so often find their welcome passport to the grave,
trans/. *T\<\Jig. arjis Ken Hymnoiheo Poet. Wks. 1721

III. 76 In the great Portico there Night and Day, A Lazaret
of wounded Spirits lay. 1845 Sir H. Taylor /. Comnenus



LAZARETTO.

v. vit. Wlcs. 1864 II. 23s Man, for lack of manliness, is made
A lazaret for the mind's maladies.

2. = Lazaretto 2.

1721 Act Pari. in Lond. Gaz. No. 5927/5 Such Ship, House,
Lazaret, or other Place. 1769 Blackstone Comm. IV. 162

The same penalty also attends persons escaping from the

lazarets, or places wherein quarentine is to be performed.

1800 Act 39 # 40 Geo. IfI, c. 80 (title) An Act for erecting

a Lazaret on Chetney Hill, in the County of Kent, and for

reducing into one Act the Laws relating to Quarantine.

i860 Merc. Marine Mag. VII. 147 Only one box .. was
left in the lazarette. 1896 Daily News 23 July 5/4 After

purging five days' quarantine in a lazaret.

Jig. 1819 Byros Juan 11. ccxxv, The liver is the lazaret

of bile.

3. Laz vhetto 3.

1892 Stevenson & L. Osborne Wrecker xi. 185 From the

cabin the cook was storing tins into the lazarette. 1897

R. Kipling Capt. Courageous 185 He rolled to the lazarette

aft the cabin.

Lazaretto (lcezaretfl). Also 7 lazzareto,

lazaretta, 8 lazeretto, lazareta, 9 lazzaretto.

fad. It. lazzareto (Florio', now lazzeretio, (.lazzaro

Lazar.]
1. A house for the reception of the diseased poor,

esp. lepers ; a hospital, pest-house. (Chiefly used

with reference to foreign countries.)

1549 Thomas Hist. Halie 83 a, For the plague there is

a house., two miles from Venice, called the Lazaretto,

1609 W. liiDDULPH in T. Lavender Trav. cert. Englishmen
6 The Lazaretta fat Zante], which is a place like vnto the

pest house in More-fields. 1789 Mrs. Piozzi jfouru. France
1. 77 The Lazaretto.. remains a standing monument of his

piety. 1822-56 De Quincev Con/ess. (18G2) 31 Mare as the

walls of a poor house or lazaretto. 1874 Green Short Hist,

x § 1.722 His longing.. led him to examine the lazarettos of

liurope and the East.

2. A building, sometimes a ship, set apart for the

performance of quarantine.

1605 B. Jonson Fox iv. i. (1607) 12 b, Where they vse To
lie out forty, fifty dayes, sometimes, About the Lazaretto,

for their triall. 1615 G. Sandys Trav. (1621) 6 When they

haue Pratticke, they are enforced to vnlade at the Lazaretto.

Ibid, i^i To be conueyed by him vnto the Lazaretta, there

to remaine for thirtie or fortie dayes before 1 could he ad-

mitted into the Citie. 1785 Paley Mor. Phitos. (1818) II.

163 Conveyed to a lazaretto by an order of quarantine. 1853
Felton Fam. Lett. xxiv. (1865) 210 We could not shake

hand-; for that would have i>ent biin to the lazaretto for

twenty-four hours, as a plague-stricken person.

3. Natti.
1 A place parted off at the fore part of

the 'tween decks, in some merchantmen, for stowing

provisions and stores in' (Adm. Smyth 1867).

1711 in W. SvTtiKRLMinShipbuild. Assist. 161. 1783 Cole-
brooke Let. in Life (1873) 7 1 ne L>uke of Athol, Indiaman,

took tire by neglect of the steward in drawing off rnni in the

lazareta. 1799 in Navat CArou. 1. 303 The fire must be in

the lazaretto below. £1850 Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 129.

La zar-llOUSe. A house for lazars or diseased

persons, esp. lepers ; a leper-house, lazaretto.

1530 Palsgr. 237/2 Lasarhouse, lasdriere. 1543 in

Vicarys Anat. (1888) App. hi. 149 Mr. R. H. .. appointed

one of the gouernours and Vysytours of the Iazarhouses.

1610 Holland Camden's Brit. I. 574 A Lazarhouse^ of

women in Wilt-shire which one of the said sisters, being

herselfe infected with the Leprosie built for them that had
the same disease. 1667 Milton P. L. xi. 479. 1712 Audi-
son Sped. No. 363 F 13 A large hospital or lazar-house,

fill'd with persons lying under all kinds of mortal diseases.

1794 Coleridge Relig. Musings x, The closing gates Of the

full Lazar-house. 1889 Jessopp Coming of Friars i. 21

Lepers, .driven forth to curse and howl in the lazar-house

outside the walls.

fig. 18*0 Byron Mar. FaL 111. i, Thou must be cleansed

of the black blood which makes thee A lazar-house of

tyranny. 1880 G. Meredith Tragic Com. (1881) 160 Their
house would be a lazar-house, they would be condemned to

seclusion.

Lazarist (lce'zarist). [ad. F. lazariste, f. the

proper name Lazare, Lazarus.] * The popular

name for the "Congregation of the Priests of the

Mission" founded by St. Vincent of Paul in 1624,

and established a few years later in the College

of St. Lazare at Paris* {Catholic Diet. 1885).

1747 Gent I. Mag. 570 Jesuits, Oratorians, .. Lazarists, and
other whimsical orders. 1768 Boswell Corsica i. (ed. 2) 23
There is here a convent of Lazarists or missionaries. 1900 C/i.

Times 30 Nov. 614/2 The stupendous labours of Lazarists,

of Jesuits, of Marist Fathers in China.

So f Iia zarito in the same sense.

1727-52 Chambers Cycl. s.v, Laza>nsi Fathers ofS. La-
zarus, called also Lazarites.

t La'zarole. Obs. [ad. It. lazzarttolo, now laz-

zemolo.] The medlar-tree (ATespilus Germanica).
1668 Wilkins Real Char. 11. iv. § 7. 113. x688 R. Holme

Armoury 11. 119/1 Pomiferous Trees . . Lazarole.

tLa'zarous, a. Obs. Also 6 lazarus. [f.

Lazar + -ous.] Leprous. Also Jig.

1536 in Weaver Wells Wills (1800) 47, v howsses of lazarus

pepyll xx*. 1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Chimrg. %

etc. Q iij, To habyte with a lazarous woman. 1635 A. Read
Tumors

<fr Vlcers 225 The Germans have many lazarous

persons. 1651 T. Adams God's A nger Man's Comfort 87
When that Angel from heaven, gracious repentance hath
troubled the waters, the lazarous soul does but step into

them, and is cured.

Hence f La-zarousness, leprosy.
1648-60 Hexham Dutch Diet., Melaetsc/ieyt, Leprosie, or

Lazerousnesse.

Lazartus, obs. form of Lacertosk.

Lazarus (lje-zarzs). rare. [Allusive use of the

proper name: see Lazar.] A leper; a heggar.
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(In the first quot. the allusion may be to the

Lazarus who was raised from the dead : see John xi.)

1508 Dunbar Flyting w. Kenncdie 161 Thow Lazarus,

thow laithly lene tramort. 1634-5 Brereton Trav.^Chetham
Soc.) 9 Only Lazaruses. .are permitted to beg their victuals.

1850 S. G. Osborne Gleanings 15 Lazari, to whom the hated
workhouse had come to be as the palace of a Dives. 1879
Farrar Si. Paul (1883) 491 The poor, hungry-eyed Lazaruses
—half-starved slaves, .sat famishing and unrelie%ed.

b. attrib. : f lazarus-clapper, a clapper or rattle

with which a leper gave notice of his approach;

f lazarus-house = Lazar-house.
1560 Da us tr. Sleidane's Comm. 350 By the waye they set

on fyre the poore Lazarus house, cleane contrary to the lawe
of amies. 1593 Hollyhand Diet., Le Cliquet de t'huis, the
hammer or ring of a doore, also a lazarous clapper. 1634 5
Bkeketon Trav. (Chethain Soc.) 10 About half a mile from
this town is this alms-house, this Lazarus house.

f La'zary. Obs. Also 6 lazarye, lazery. [f.

Lassak + -y.J
s= Leprosy lit. and fig.

1502 ARMOLns Chron. 149 Our Lord Ihesu Cristc.be his

gret mercy hath purged you of your gret lazarye. 1541 R.
Copland Guydon's Quest. Chiring. Pj b, To .. confoite the

heade in palsy, ..and to pale lazery. 1597 A. M. ti. Guitle-

mean's Fr. Chirurg. 41/1 In those which have the lazarye,

and theire face corroded and deformed.

Laze (lt7lz), sb. colloq. [f. Laze v.] The action

of the vb. Laze ; an instance of this.

1862 Temple Par V. 32S He will take a quiet laze. 1894
Cycl. 'Pour. Club Gaz. Sept. 262 The writer contented him-
self with a laze in the gardens below.

Laze (l^z)? v. Also 7 lase. [Back-formation
]

from Lazy a.]

1. mtr. To lie, move, or act in a sleepy listless

fashion ; to enjoy oneself lazily. Also with advs.

a 1592 Greene A iphonsus in.Wks. (Grosart)XI 1 1. 370 And
canst thou stand still lazing in this sort ? 1610 Rowlands
Martin Mark-all 17 Worke is left at home vndone, and
loyterers la2e in the streete. 1611 Cotgr., S'endormir en

sentinetlo,. .to laze it when he hath most need to looke about

him. i66x K. W. Conf Charat., Laxvyer (i860) 43 lie

begins to lag and laze, like a tired jade. #1704 Compt.
Sert'aut-Maid (ed. 7) 7 Incline not to sloth, or laze in bed
1802 SoimiEV in C. C. Southey Life II. 195, 1 must sleep,

and laze, and play whist till bed time. 1868 Lowell Lett.

(1804) 1. iv. 45], I had a very pleasant time, sailing, fishing,

and lazing about. 1899 Atlantic Monthly Aug. 199/2 We
j

lazed along, hardly seeming to move at all.

fb. To laze oneself: to indulge in indolence.

1612 T. Adams Gallant's iiurden 28 b, Hence Beggars lase

themselues in the fields of idlenesse. j.620 She lion Quit.

11. xxii. 146 Lazing himselfe as if he had wakened out of 1

a. .profound sleep. 1658 (Jurnai.l Chr. in Arm. (1669) 119/1 1

In a summer's day. .he lay lazing himself on the grass.

2. qntisi-lrans. To pass away in indolence.

1627-77 Feltuam Resolves 11. xxxiv. 228 So the blondless
j

Tortoise.. lazeth his life away. 1891 E. Peacock N. Jireti-

don 11. 420 With the firm determination . .of ' lazing ' away
the rest of the day.

Hence La zing vbl. sb.

a 1626 W. Sclatkk 2 Thess. (1629) 283 The lazing of these

loyterers is not numbred amongst moitals. 1672 IVitv
Pol. Anat. (1691) 366 Their lazing seems to me to proceed

..fiom want of employment. x88o 11 S. CoorEK Coral
Lauds II 309 An hour or so of downright lazing on the

I

heath.

Laze, Lazer, obs. forms of Lace, Lazar.

Lazie, variant of Lasso.

Lazily (te'-ztU\ adv. [f. Lazy a. + -ly 2
.] In a

[

lazy manner ; without energy or spirit, sluggishly.

1587 Goloing De Morttay xxxiii. 537 He that feighteth

lasilie shalbe damned in hell. 1688 Bunyan Heavenly
Footm. (1886) 147 You run too lazily, ihe door is shut. 1744
AKMsraoNG Presert: Health U. 527 Thro' tedious channels

the congealing flood Crawls lazily, and hardly wanders on.

1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. 11. i, In a certain lazily airogaiii air.

1887 Spectator 26 Mar. 415/2 The clouds that lloat lazily

over the enchanted valley.

Laziness (l*- 1 zines). [f. Lazy a. + -ness.]

The quality of being lazy ; aversion or indisposition

to exert oneself; slothfnlness, sluggishness.

1580 in Hollyaand Treas. Fr. Tong. 1590 Spenser F.Q.
itt. vii. 12 Such laesinesse both lewd and poore attonce him

j

made. 1601 Sir W. Cornwallis Disc. Seneca (1631) 38 1

Laystnes the yonger brother of idlenes. 1631 Gouge God's

A rro7vs 1. Ded. 8 Even in leisure lasinesse is to he shunned.

1796 Morse Amer. Geog II. 394 The pride, indolence, and
laziness of the Spaniards. 1816 T. Moore Let. 1 July in

Mem. (1856) VI 11. 216 It is not right that yon and I, what-

ever may be our respective lazinesses, should continue so

long without hearing from each other. 1869 Spurgeon

J. Ploughm. Talk 7 Every man ought to have patience

and pity for poverty; hut for laziness, a long whip.

• Lazo, variant of Lasso.

Lazre, obs. form of Lazar.

La'ZUle. ? Obs. Also 6 lazuli, 7 luzzel, 7-8

lazul. [ad. L. lazulum (see Lapis lazuli).] =
Lapis lazuli. Chiefly attrtb. lazule-stone.

1598 Flos 10, Lazoli, an azure or lazuli stone. 1616 Bul-

LOKAfl, Lazule stone, a hlewish greene stone of the kinde of

marble, vsed sometime in physicke. 1639 Houn & Rob.

Gate Lang. Unl. ix. § _oo The Azure (Luzzel) stone. 17 14

Fr. Bk. ofRates 384 Merchandizes from the Levant [etc.l.

.

Lazule. 1757 tr. HenckeCs Pyritol. 284 The blue resembles

a beautiful sapphire and a lazul-stone. 1832 G. Downes
Lett. Cont. Countries I. 320 It is handsomely wrought of

marble and lazulcstone.

Lazuli (lse-zirftoi). Short for Lapis lazuli.

Also attrib., as lazuli-finch, a brilliant fringilloid

bird {Passerina amoena) of the western U. S.

1789 E. Parwin BqU Gard. 11. (179 1) , S7 L'Sht P»ers of

LAZY.

lazuli the dome surround. 1798 Sothebv tr. Wieland's
Oberon (1826) 11. 172 There gold and lazuli the walls o'eilaid.

1824W1FFEN Tasso xvi. xxiii, l-'lowers that, like lazuli in

gold, impressed A deeper charm on the beholder's mind.
1831 A. Wilson & Honaparte Amer. Ornith. IV. 132
Fringilla amana, I'onaparte, Lazuli Finch.

Lazuline (Ire'ztrflsin), a. rare- 1

, [f. Lazuli
+ -IXE.] Of the colour of lapis lazuli.

1877 Patmokf. Unknown Eros (1890) 2 Love's three-

stranded ray, Red wrath, compassion golden, lazuline delight.

Lazulite (larztrflait). Min. [f. med.L. lazul-um

(see Lapis lazuli) + -ite.] Hydrous phosphate

of aluminium and magnesium, found in blue mono-
clinic crystals; also, the colour of this mineial.

^Sometimes used -Lapis lazuli.
Named by Klaproth, 1795, from its older name lazursteiu.

1807 Aikin Diet. Chem.tf Mitt. II. 3 Lazulite.. occurs dis^

seminated in fine grains. 1818 \V. Phillips Min. 81 Lazulite

.. is perfectly distinct from Lapis Lazuli. 1849 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. viii. 11. 268 In that princely house where the

remains of Ignatius Loyola lie enshrined in lazulite and
sold. 1861 l»KisTow6Vt>s^ Min. 211 Lazulite is distinguished

from Lapis Lazuli by never being accompanied by Iron

Pyrites 1883 E Arnold Pearls Faith iv. 12 His sky is

lazulite; His earth is paved with emerald -work.
attrib. 1811 Pinkkkion Petral. II. 88 Lazulite lock.

1853 Kane Griunell M.rp. xlvii. (1856) 439 The ri<-h lazulite

blue that was reflected liom the bergs.

I knee Iiazuli tic a,
t
of or pertaining to lazul ile.

1853 Kane Griunell F.rp. viii. (1856) 62 It reminded me of

the recent cleavage of sulphate of strontian—a resemblance
more striking from the slightly lazuliiic tinge of each

tLa'Zure, a. (
}bs. rare. [See Azure. J

—

Azu'KE a. 1. Also in comb., lain re-coloured adj.

1671 J Wkbstkk MetnUogr. xvi 236 Sometimes it is red

and brown, mixed with a green colour : some are of a laznre

colour. 1683 Petils Heta Min. 1. (1686) 230 The fair

lazure colored Copper. .Oars, .contain likewise much and
good Copper

Lazurite (licziiirait). Min. [f. med.L. laiur

'see A/.uuk) + -ITE. Used first by Von Kobell in

1853, as a synonym of AzvitiTE.J The Mue pari

of lapis lamli.
189Z Dan \ Min. 433 Ordinary natural lapis lazuli is shown

to contain la 1

/ 11 lite.

Lazy (h'i'ii), a and sb. Forms: 6-7 laysy, ie,

lasie, -y, lazie, [ft laesie, -y, lasey, leasie), 7-

lazy. [( )f obscure etymology.
The earliest quoted form laysy would favour the deiivaiion

from Lay ?». with suffix as in tipsy, triiksy, etc.; but ihf

spelling is ii"t quite early enough to have etymological

significance If the word be of early origin, and e-p. if the

alleged diale< tal sense ' naught, bad ', be genuine, iheie may
possibly be connexion with ON dilapidated, /irw^i >*

decrepit, fragile, moil. It el. lasfurUa ailing, las A//,7 ailment.

Prof Sktat suspects adoption from I)u. or L(l.,and refers

to MUi. tasich, losich, mod.LG. laosig (Danneib, early

mod.Du. lenzig.]

A. adj.

1. Of persons also of animals), their disposition,

etc. : Averse lo labour, indisposed to action or

effort; idle; inactive, slothful.

1549 Hai.k Labor Journ. Leland Pref. A vij b, Those laysy

lubbers and popyshe bellygoddes. 1567 J'>iall Treas. A iv,

Vour lasy bone* I pietende so to blisse. Thai you shall haue

small luste to prate any more. 1578 T. N tr. Conq H\
Indies 191 If they were found to be la?ie and slonthfull they

should be used accordingly. 1579 Spkjsser Sheph. Cat.

Feb. 9 Lewdly comptainest thou laesie ladde, Of Winter's

wracke. for making thee sadde. 1590 — F Q. t. iv. 36 Sathan

. . forward lasht the laesy teme. 1628 pRYNNEC<r«f .
Cozens 77

Who gratihe their owue lasie dispositions, a 1658 Cleve-

land liks. (1687) 508 These lazie tender hearted Clowns.

1697 IJrvden Virg. (,corg. iv. 242 All, with uniied Foice,

combine to diive The l.-vy Drones from the laborious Hi\e

a 1770 Jortin Serm. (1771) 1. i. 13 It is a lazy modesty to

resign the leason God has conferred upon us. 1807

Crabbe Par. Reg. 111. 143 The lazy vagrants in her presence

shuok. 1878 Jevons Prim. Pol. Econ. 80 He must not be

very la/y. .for fear of being discharged.

b. trans/. Applied to things, places, or condi-

tions, favourable or appropriate to laziness.

1606 Shaks Tr. «y Cr. 1. iii. 147 With him Patroclus Vpon
a lazie Bed the liuelong day Breakes scurrill Iests. 1669

Dkydkn Tyrannic Lox>e 1. i,Two tame gown'd princes, who
at ease debate, In lazy chairs, the business of the state.

1670 md Pi. Conq. Granada ill. iii. Love, like a lazy

ague, I endure. 1680 Otway Orphan \. i, They ciy they're

weary of their lazy home. 172 1 Ramsay Morning Jnterrieiv

87 The nymph, new-wak'd, starts from the lazy down. 1840

Dickens Old C. Shop iv, The room is a cool, shady, la?y

kind of place. 1851 Longf. Gold. Leg. iv. Road to HirsJiau,

The great dog.. Hangs his head in the lazy heat.

2. Of things: Sluggish, dull, slow-moving ; now
only tra?isj. from sense 1. f Formerly of literary

style, and, in physical sense, of heat or chemical

agents : Languid, having little energy.

a 1568 Asckam Schohm. n. (Arh.) 100 Melancthon ..came

to this low kinde of writing, by vsingouer moch Paraphrasis

in reading: For studying therbie to make eueric thing

streight and easie. in sinothing and playning all things to

much, neuer leaueth, whiles the .sence it selfe be left, both

lowse and lasie. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. v. i. 41 How shall

we beguile The lazie time, if not with some delight? 1592

Arden of Faverskam Eib, The laysie minuts linger on

their time, a 1628 F. Grevil Alaham 3rd Chorus 35 A lasy

calme, wherein each foole a pilot is. 71630 Milton Time
1 Lazy leaden stepping Hours. 1668 Culpewer & Cole
Bartkol. Anat. 1. xx. 53 The condition of Spirituous blood,

forcibly issuing forth, and of a dull and lazie urin are diffe-

rent. 1693 Dryden Ovid's Met. 1. 362 With rain his iobe

and heavy mantle flow, And lazy mists are low'ring on his

brow. 1734 Phit. Trans. XXXVIII. 298 There is a gieat
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deal more of this Substance of the Lazy or Inactive, than of
the Active or Magnetick sort. 1764 Goldsm. Trav. 2 Or
by the lazy Scheld, or wandering Po. 1799 Coleridck
Lines comp. in Concert-room 26 The lazy boat sways to and
fro. 1885 R. Krioges Eros % Psyche, May 4 The sun ..

Nifting his gold through lazy mists.

f 3. dial. Bad, worthless. Obs.—°
1671 Skinner Etywol. Ling, Angl., Lazy, in agro Line,

usurpatur pro Malus,..Pravus, Perversus. 1674 Ray /V. C.

Words 29 Lazy, Naught, bad. 1787 in Grose Frov. Gloss.

4. Comb., as lazy-boned, -paced, -puffing adjs.

;

lazy-board (U.S.), a short board on the left

side of a waggon, used hy teamsters to ride on

{Cent. Did.); lazy-boots colloq. •= Lazy-bones;

lazy-cock (l/.S.) t
'a cock controlling the pipe

between the feed-pump of a locomotive and the

hose from the tank of the tender ' (Funk) ; flazy-

gut, a glutton ; lazy-guy Naut. (see Guv sb* 2)

;

lazy-jack, 'a lifting device of compounded levers

on the principle of the lazy-tongs* ^ Knight Diet.

A/ech. 1875); lazy-legs = Lazy-bones; lazy-

painter, * a small temporary rope to hold a boat

in fine weather' (Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. 1867);

lazy-pinion, a pinion serving as a transmitter of

motion between two other pinions or wheels {Cent.

Diet.) ;
lazy scissors = Lazy-tongs.

1875 A. R. Hope My Schoolboy Fr. 148 One or two *la?y«

boned fellows walked in bed. 1831 Lvtton Eng. Aram
1. ii, Why don't you rise, Mr. "Lazy- boots? Where are your
eyes? Don't you see the young ladies? 1863 Mrs. Gaskki.l

Sylvia's L. xxxv, Nancy is gone to bed this hour pa>t,

like a lazy boots as she is. 1631 Celestina >x. 105 This same
"lazy-gut was the cause . . of all this stay. 1838 IJickkss

O. Tavist xxi, Don't lag behind alieady, * Lazy-legs ! 1591

Sylvester Du Bartas 1. vi. 106 The "lazy-paced »yet lal>o.

rious) Asse. 1592 Shaks. Rom. <*J- Jul. II. ii. 31 When he be-

strides the *lazte pulTing Cloudes. 1836 *Lazy scissors [see

Lazv-tongsJ.

Hence La zyhood, laziness. La zyish a. t some-

what lazy.

1866 B, W. Procter Mem. Lamb 184 The imbecile, or

triune brought up in complete lazyhood. 1892 Argosy Jan.

4<>, 1 have six long, delicious weeks of lazyhood befoie me.

1892 Spectator 17 Dec 878/2 The lazyish, slightly slatternly

poor.

f B. sb. Used as a name for the Sloth. Obs.

1682 Sir T. fiftowNK Chr. Mor. 1. § 31 To tread a mile after

. . the heavy measures of the Lazy of Hrazilia, were a most

tiling Fennance.

Lazy (1^ zi), v. [f. Lazy a.]

1. mtr. - Laze v. i.

1612 Sylvfstf.k 'Prophets 90 Nor waits he lazying on his

bed for day. 1694 R. 1/Ksirangk Fabtes 50 They knew no

reason . . why the One should lye lazying and pampering
itself with the fruit of the Other's labour. 1765 H. TiMtthK-

lake Mem. 76 Hunting, and warring abroad, and lazying

at home. 1876 Bksant & Kick Gold. Ihdterjly 111. 81 He
. . lazied under the hanging willows by the shore. 1890

Mrs. Laffan Louts Draytott I. it. ii. 146 A snug retreat,

indeed, to read, or think, or ' lazy ' in.

2. quasi -//yz/jj. Laze v. 2.

1885 Century Mag. XX. XI. 197 We lazied the rest of the

pleasant afternoon away. 1892 Tknnyson St. Telemachus
21 Wake Thou deedless dreamer, lazying out a life Of self-

suppression, not of selrte*s love.

ta zy-back. t a. A sluggard. Obs. b. Coal-

mining. (See quot. 1881.) c. 'A high back-bar

to a carriage-seat ' ^Knight Diet. Mech. 1S75).

d. Lazy-back-chair a chair with a reclining back.

? US.
1611 Cotgr.

,
Poltron, a..slugeard lazie-backe. i860

Eng. <V For. Mining Gloss., S. Staff, l et ins l.azybaclc, the

place at surface where the coals are loaded and stacked for

sale. 1887 Pop. Sci. Mo. XXX. 748 A lazy-back chair makes
a capital observing-seat.

Iia*zy-bed. Potato-growing. A bed about six

feet wide, on which the potatoes arc laid, with a

trench on eacli side, two or three feet wide, from

which earth is taken to cover the potatoes. Also
attrib.

1743 R. Maxwf.ll Set. Trans. 159 In ley Ground they
[Potatoes] are commonly, in Scotland, planted in Lazy-beds,
as they are called. 1780 A. Young PourJrel. 1. too At r. Her-
bert has cultivated potatoes in the common lazy-Ded method.
1813 Vancouver Agric. Devon 193 The old fresh lazy-bed
mode..seems to have taken great root in Devonshire. 1846
M'Culloch Ace. Brit. Empire (1854) 1. 311 Potatoes . . arc

mostly planted tn the Irish fashion, or in lazy beds, i860

Delamkr Kitch. Card. 24 ITic lazy-bed system may be
advantageously followed on stiff retentive clays.

Iia*zy-boneS. colloq. A lazy person.

159a G. Harvey Pierce's Snper. (1593) «8$ Was .. legier-

detnane a sloweworme, or Viuacitie a lasie- bones. 1600

Hketon PasquiCs Madcap (Gro>.art) 13/2 Go tell the

labourers, that the lazie bones That will not worke, must
seeke the beggar's gaines. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias 11. i. r 6
Master lazy-bones did not like sitting up ! 1863 R. F. Nor-

ton Abeoknta II. 168 Our lazy bones who had escorted the

returner had spent four days on a two days march.

b. (See quot.) Cf. Lazy-tongs.
1785 Grose Diet. Vvlg. Tongue. Lazybones, an instrument

like a pair of tongs, for old, or very fat people, to take any-

thing from the ground without stooping.

La'zy-tongs. A system of several pairs of

levers crossing and pivoted at their centres in the

manner of scissors, so connected that the movement
of the first pair is communicated to the last, which

is fitted with ends resembling those of a pair of

tongs, for picking up objects at a distance. The

name is applied also to a similar combination of

levers used in machinery.
1836 EncycL Brit. (ed. 7) XIV. 450/a A combination of

levers called zig-zag, or lazy tongs, or scissors. /bid., 'I hese
lazy tongs are ingeniously applied by M r. A ldous of Clapton,
for conveying the motion of the beam of his steam engine to

the crank which gives the circular motion. 1847 Lo. Lino-
say Hist. Chr, A rt I. 109The other presents him (the Saviour]
the sponge of vinegar, (on the instrument commonly called

a lazy.tongs). 186a U. Makkyat Year in Sweden I. 118
Our course ran zigzag, like a pair of lazy-tongs, a 1864
Gesn'er Coalf

Petrol., ^\c. (1865) 31 The Lazy Tongs.. is

attached hy a screw-joint to the sinker bar or other suitable

rod of iron, and lowered so as to catch the end of the missing
tool in its jaws.

II Lazzaro (la-tsaro). Plur, lazzari (-*"). [It.

:

see Lazab.] =Lazzakonk.
1650 Howkll Revol. Naples (1664) 11. 115 The Lazzari

which are the scum of the Neapolitan people. 1797 Mrs.
Rauclifee Italian vii, To have as swift a pair ot heels to
as*ist in carrying him off as any lazaro in Naples need
desire. 1835 Court Mag. VI. 20/2, 1 do not pretend .. to
distinguish between the veritable lazzari, and the vagabonds.

tl Iiazzarone (IcezarJ* \\e, lalsitrfw). Chietly

//. Forms : sing. 9 laa
v
z)arone ; 8 lazaroni,

9 lazzaroni. [It. lazzarone, augmentative form of
lazzaro (Florio) Lazau.] One of the lowest class

at Naples, who lounge about the streets, living by
odd jobs, or by begging.
1792 Charlotte Smith Desmond II. 121 What wretched

and dangerous doctrine to disseminate among the lazzaroni

of England. [Note] Lazzaroni, a word descriptive of
people reduced to the utmost poverty and wietchedness.

1796 Morse Amer. Geog. II. 439 [Naples.] About 30000
la/aroni, or black guards. 1797 Mrs. Radcliffe Italian
ix, A few fishermen and lazzaroni only were loitering along
the strand. 1831 G. Uownes Lett. 1. 454 The Italian vet-

turini, a kind of peiegrinating lazzaroni, never let slip any
opportunity of paying homage to the goddess Vacuna. 1859
(Jko. Ki.iot A. Bede xvii, Neither are picturesque lazzaroni

or romantic criminals half so frequent as your common
labouter. 1878 H. M. Stanlky Dark tout. II. iii. 74 The
mo*t ragged British beggar or Neapolitan lazzarone.

attrib. z8za J. Flint Lett. Amer. 34 Lazzaroni huck-
! siers of fruit and sweetmeats, 1875 J. H. Hennet H'inter
, Medit. 1. iii. 77 Lazarone enjoyment in midwinter of sun-

shine, air, and scenery.

lb., abbreviation of L. libra 'pound', //.lbs.,

now only used of pounds weight, but formerly also

of pounds sterling.

1390^1 Karl Derby s Exped. (Camden) 11 Pro ij lb. gyn-
gere, \\s. xd. 1563-7 Buchanan Reform. St. Andros VVks.

\S. T. S.) 7 In stiver, five himdret xlvij lbs. xs. xd.

f lie, lee. Obs. [abbreviation fur med.L. {dies)

legibilis (day) appropriated for reading (see

Du Cange).] Only 111 Le day. a day on which

ordinary exercises (as distinguished from disputa-

tions) were read in the schools. Cf. DlS.

1574 M. Stokvs in (». Peacock Observ.Stat, Univ. Camb.
App. A {1841 ) p. iv, The Questionists shall gyve the Bedels

wamynge upon the Le Daye. Ibid. p. xiv, All the Deter-

miners Nhall stande in the Common Schooles every Lee Daye
from Ashe weusdaye untyll the last Acte.

Le, obs. form of Lay, Lea, Lek, Lie.

-le, suffix, pronounced (*1), of various function

and origin.

1. The usual mod.Eng. form of ME. -cl{e, -le,

rcpr. OK. -el, -ela, -{e)le in sbs. and -ol, -ul, -el in

ndjs. (The form -kl is retained where phonetic

law or orthographical convention does not permit
1

tiie change into -le, as after eh, g soft, n, r, sit, th,

and v. After m the suffix becomes -ble.)

The OE. sbs. and adjs. with / suffixes are prob. in most
cases of pre-Eng. formation. The sbs. formed on noun-
stems have sometimes an originally diminutive sense, as in

bramble', sometimes they express the notion of ' an appli-

ance or tool', as in thimble, handle. In those formed on
vh.-stems the function of the suffix is either agential as in

U'adle, instrumental as in bridle, girdle, or expressive of

some less definable relation, as in bundle. The ad]s. p which

are formed on vh.-stems, have the sense ' apt or liable ' (to

do what the vb. expresses), as in brittle, fickle, gripple,

nimble, iswiket.

h. hi riddle the syJfix represents OE. -els, the s

having been confusea with the plural ending.

2. An occasional representative of ME, -el{l, -elle,

in sbs. adopted from Fr. This has several different

sources: in castle, mantle, it is OF. -el:-L. -ellnm

dim. suffix (see -el); in cattle it is OF. -el :-L.

-ale, the neut. sing., and in battle it is OF. -aille

the neut. pi., of the adjective suffix -Hits (see -al) ;

in bottle it is OF. -eille:—L. -icula dim. suffix.

3. A verbal formative, repr. ME. -'e)leti, OE.

-lian :-OTeut. type -ildjan, with a frequentative

or sometimes a diminutive sense. Among the few

examples that go back to OE. are nestle, twinkle,

wreslle. In ME. and early mod.E. the suffix was

extensively used (like the equivalent forms in

MUG. and mod.Ger. and in Du.) to form vbs.

expressing repeated action or movement, as in

brastle, crac&le, crumple, dazzle, hobble, niggle,

paddle, sparkle, topple, wriggle, etc. Many of these

formations are from echoic roots, as babble, cackle,

gabble, giggle, gnggle, mumble, etc.

Lea (li"), sb.1 Forms: I leah, 16a, 16as

4 5-<> (9) lee
» 5-7 l 9ye » 5 lie,legb, 5-6 le, 6

lighe, laie, 6-7 laye ; 5-7 lay, 5-9 ley, 6- lea.

[OE. Ua{h masc. (genitive leas, Mages, nonu pi.

/c
(as)

t
and Hah fem. (genitive le'age), app. meaning a

tract of cultivated or cultivable land ; in spite of the

difference of sense, the words appear to be etymo-
logically identical with OlIG. loh nent. or masc.,

used to render L. Incus grove (MHG. ISA, loch

low brushwood, clearing overgrown with small

shrubs, mod.Ger, dial, loh), and perh. with Flem.
-loo in place-names, as Waterloo-, the pre-Tettt.

type *lot/(/o- occurs also in L. Incus grove, and
Lith. laukas meadow and arable land, as opposed
to wood ; the root is supposed by some scholars

to be *leuq- to shine (whence L. lucere, Eng. Light
sb., etc. ; for the sense cf. clearing) ; others have

suggested *leu- to loosen (Gr. \vuv t L. so-lv-he).

The sense has been influenced hy confusion with Lease
sb.i (OE. Ids), which seems often to have been mistaken
for a plural, and also with Lea sb?]

A tract of open ground, either meadow, pasture,

or arable land. After OE. chiefly founit (exc.

where it is the proper name of a particular piece

of ground) in poetical or rhetorical use, ordinarily

applied to grass land.

805 in Birch Cartitl. Sax. (1885) I. 450 Campus armeni-
orum id est hrilfra leah. 944 ibid. (1887) if. 540 ponne
5eu8e ic i^lfwiue & Beorhtulfe l>a» leas & pais hainmes be
norSan pare lytlan die. c 1430 Hymns Virg. (1867) 95 Bi
a forest as y gan walke With out a paleys in a leye. e 1470
Gotagros $ Gaw. 312 That plantit doun ane pailyeoun,

vpone ane plane lee. c 1470 Henrvson Fables\\\\. 1793 m
Anglia IX. 458 Luik to the lint that growis on yone le.

1513 Douclas A£neis xu. Prol. 183 In ly?>souris and on
leys litill lammis Full tait and trig socht bletand to thar

dammis. i$m6 Skf.lton Magnyf. 2093, I garde her gaspe,

1 garde her gle, With, daunce on the le, the le ! 1535
Stkwart Cron. Scot. (1858) 1. 627 Eugenius vpoune ane
lustie le Dewydit hes his ost in battellis thre. a 1541
Wyatt in 'Potters Misc. (Arb.) 90 In lusty leas at libeitie

I walkc. 1586 Durham Depos. (Surtees) 320, 1 have l»ene

yonder in the lighes. 1588 Si-ensf.b i 'irg. Gnat 110 Flowres
varietie With sundrie colours paints the sprinckled lay.

16x0 Shaks. Temp. iv. i. 60 Ceres, most bounteous Lady
thy rich Leas Of Wheate, Rye, Barley, Fetches, Oates and
Pease. 1634 M ilton Comus 965 Other trippings. .With the

mincing Dryades On the Lawns, and on the Leas. 1750
Okay Elegy i, The lowing herd winds slowly o'er the lea.

1790 Bukns Elegy Capt. Henderson \, Mourn, little hare-

bells o'er the lee. 1808 Colfriuge Three Graves lit. xxxiv,

1 saw young Edward by himself Stalk fast adown the lee.

1813 Hogg Queen's Wake 221 Stern Tushilaw strode o'er

the ley. 1849 Longf. Birds ofPassage v, From the land

of snow and sleet they seek a southern lea. 1850 Tknnvson
In Mem. cxv, Now dance the lights on lawn and lea. 1851

Kingsley Poems, Bad Squire 12 Where under the gloomy
fir-woods One spot in the ley throve rank.

transf. 161* Drayton Poly-olb. i. 23 Surging Neptunes
leas.

Used loosely for ' ground \
c 1450 Bi: Curtasyt in. 441 in Babees Bk., On legh vnsonken

hit [a pallet] shalle be made.

b. Occurring in place-names.

778 Charter of Cynnvutfln O. E. Texts 427 To bradfan)

lea*e, illo septo bradan lea^e. 86a Charter ofjEMberht
ibid, 438 Bromle.-vs—an nordan framceddan lea^e to langan

lease, c 1305 St. Kenelm 342 in E. E. P. (1862) 56 Heo

.

To ward wynchecumbe come ri}t vnder soub le}. 157a

Satir. Poems Reform, xxxi. 75 Nor quhen thay come in teir

of weir Downe to the Gallow Ley. 1620 in Willis & Clark

Cambridge (x886) I. 126 A ground .. now commonly called

S. Thomas' Leyes. 1844 S. Bamford Life of Radical 39
We found ourselves traversing Hopwood ley.

Lea 2
, ley, lay (tf, 1*), ^2 Now dial.

Forms: 4 ley3e, 4-7 leye, 5 lee, 6 laie, laye ;

5- ley, lay, 6- lea. [Elliptical use of Lea {ley,

lay) adj.] Land that has remained untilled for

some time; arable land under grass; land ' laid

down' for pasture, pasture-land, grass-land. Clover-

lay, ley. see Cloveh sb. 4.

1357 Durham Ilalmote Rolls (Surtees) 19 Concelavit cos

quidepast. fuerunt les leyes. 136a Lancl. P. PI. A. vm. 5

Treuthe .. bad holden hem at horn and heren heore lej^es

[B. vii. 5 leycsl. a 1400-50 Alexander 3561 Ai wald be wise

haue wale soile mare ban a wast lee. c »4ao Paltati. on

Husb. vi. 30 Nowe feeldes fatte . . Is good to plowe, and

leyes vp to breke. £1440 Promp. Parv. 285/1 Lay, londe

not telyd. 1533 Fitzhkrb. tlnsb. § 8 If thou haue any

leys, to falowe or to sowe otes vpon, fyrste plowe them.

i 573 Tusser Husb. xxxv. (1878) 83 In Janiuerc husband,

that poucheth the grotes will break vp his laie, or be

sowing of otes. 1610 W. Folkingham Art ofSurvey 1. ii.

36 Rapes require a broken-vp lay and a rich layer. 1638

Drumm. of Hawvth. Irene Wks. (171 1) 164 The husband-

man . .had turned his acres into leyes, his syths and ploughs

into swords. 1713 Lond. Gaz. No. 5M?/4» " Acres ol

Meadow Ground, and 4 Leys and a half in St. Ives. 1765

A. Dickson Treat. Agric. xii. (ed. 2) 259 In plowing lea,

where the sward is tough. 1780 A. Young Tour Iret.

1. 28 He also spreads this manure on lays he intends

breaking up. 1808 Cukwen Econ. Feeding Stock 12 Having

destroyed all old lays, I have no other hay than clover.

1886 Elworthy W. Somerset Word-bk., Lay, ley, land

which has been sown with annual or biennial grasses, and

has come round to the time to be reploughed. 189a Lich-

field Mercury 20 May 5/2 Good Ley for few Horses,

b. attrib.

1523 Fitzherb. Husb. § 25 Shorte hey, and leye bey is

good for shepe. 1634 W. Wood Netv Eng. Prosp. (1865) i*

lieing made into Hay, the Cattle eate it as well as it were

Lea-hay and like it as well with it. ? 17... 1 Burns) There's

Nws, Lasses iii, 1 hae as gude a craft rig As made o' yird
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and stane ; And waly fa* the ley-crap For I maun till'd

again. 1799 J. Robertson Agric. Perth 222, I learned
from a nobleman . . that good ley hay is much sought after

..for his Majesty's horses. 1805 R. W. Dickson tract.
Agric. (1807 J I. 16 This is the best object in ploughing for

a ley crop. 1813 Vancouver Agric. Devon 142 Hacking is

also performed where lay-wheat is sown immediately after

the plough, and without a previous harrowing.

Lea (lf)> s^ :i north, dial Also 5, 9 ley, (6
lease), 9 lae, leigh. [a. ON. le (S\v. fia, Da.
fee).] A scythe.

1483 Cath. Angl. 211/1 A Ley, or a sythe,filx,falcicuta.
1528 in Rogers Agric. t, Prices (1866) III. 567/2, 3 falces

called Jeys. 1573 Richmond. Wills (Surtees 1853)242, vij

lease, iij*. 1781 J. Hutton Tour to Caves Gloss. 92 Lea,
a sythe. 1855 nfoRTON Cycl. Agric. II. 724 Lea or Leigh
(Yorks.), a scythe. 1877 Holdemess Gloss., Ley.
attrib. 1855 Robinson Whi'thy Gloss., Lea-sand, :i fine sand

brought from the eastern moorlands, to lay upon the strickle

or sharpening tool for the lea. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Lea-
stone, a scythe-sharpener.

Lea (\t) t sbA Also 4 5 lo(e, 7- lay, 9 ley.

[The gloss in the Pronip. Parv. suggests that the

word is a derivative of F. Her (:— L. ligare) to

bind, tie. But cf. Lease sbA~\ A measure of yarn

of varying quantity: see quots.

1399 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) 111. 132 Et in xl lee lumtnon' |?j

emp. pro prsed. torchez 2s. 6d. [Note, A lee or lea contains 80
yards.] 1*1440 Promp. Parv. 291/2 Lee of threde, ligatura.

1469 Ripon Ch. Acts 139, x les de coverlett yarn. 1615
Markham Eng. Honsew. 11. v. (1668) 137 Some spinning by
the pound, some by the lay, and some by the day. 1633
N. Riding Rec. (1885) HI- 348 A Huby spinster presented
for stealing 10 leas of harden yarn. 1696 Phillips (ed. 5)

s. v.. Every Lea of Yarn at Kidderminster shall contain
200 Threds reel'd on a Reel four yards about, a 1704 Lockk
in Fox Bourne Life (1876) II. xih. 368 Twelve lays of good
sound merchandaole . . linen yarn or thread, each lay con-

taining 200 yards, and the whole 12 lays not weighing above
8 oz. avoirdupois. 1776 Act 17 Geo. Ill, c. 11 §11 Every
hank of., yarn shall ..contain seven raps or leas, and ..

every such rap or lea shall, .contain eighty threads, a 1825
Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Lea, forty threads of hemp-yarn.
1851 lllustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 198 Line, sliver-roving, and
yarn, from 500 leas to 200 leas, from the flax... Piece of
cloth, 200 leas warp and 200 leas weft. 188a J. Paton in

Encycl. Brit. XIV. 666/2 Throughout the United Kingdom
the standard measure of flax yarn is the ' lea ', called also in

Scotland the ' cut ' of 300 yards. 1885 F. H. Bowm an Struct.
Wool Gloss., Lea, the seventh part of a hank ; in worsted
80 yards; in cotton and silk 120 yards,

b. (See quot.)

1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Lay, a quantity of wool or other
fiber in a willow or carding-rnachine.

Lea, ley, lay Oh ^l
)t a * Forms : 4, 6 leye,

4-7 laye, 8 lee
; 5- lay, 6- ley, 7- lea. [?repr.

OE. *l&ge implied in the comb, l&ghrycg Lea-kig,

where l£g- cannot well stand for Uak Lea sb. l \ f.

the root of Lay, Lie vbs. (cf. ' lo lie fallow ') ; the

formal equivalent (:—OTeut. *l£gio-) is found with
different meaning in OHG. aba-lfigi weary, ex-

hausted, MHG. l£ge, early and dial. mod.G. liig

low, flat, of poor quality, ON . gras-l#gr lying in the

grass; cf. Low a.) Of land : Fallow, unploughed.
£•1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 6983 Al be lond,

leye tat lay. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xiv, xlviii.

( I495) 48^ Euery suche felde other lyeth laye. .other beryth
trees or is able to pasture, c 1400 Gamelyn 161 Thi lond
that lith leie wel it shal be sowe. 1591 Sylvester Du
Bartas 1. vij. 392 A Field, left lay for some few years, will

yeeld The richer crop when it again is till'd. 1675 Evelyn
Terra (1676)63 In our worn-out and exhausted lay-fields.

1788 Marshall Yorks. II. 340 To lie ley, to lie in grass ; as
lands in a common field. 1853 Raynbird Suppt. to Rham's
Diet. Farm. 466 This preparation may be made before
harvest, and applied to the lea ground in October. 1883
Contemp. Rev. Sept. 351 Long night-watches in wet ditches
and beside hedges for hares on the lea fields.

Jig. c 1430 Hymns Virg. 70 To reepe myn herucst, whidir
mat y winde? Mi londis of vertues liggen al lay. 1385
Jas. I Ess. Poesie (Arb.) 39 This subiect seame a barren
ground, With quickest spreits left ley, 1612 T. Taylor
Comm. Titus i. 3 Every vision is for an appointed time

:

let them seeme to lie lea and voide never so long. 1827
Scott Jml. 11 Dec, I saw .. no other receipt than lying
lea for a little, while taking a fallow-break to relieve my
imagination, which may be esteemed nearly cropped out.

Leace, obs. form of Lease sb.%

Leach (lftj"), sbA Obs. exc. arch. Forms : a.

4-6 leche, 5-7 leech(e, 6 leache, 6- leach. 0.

5 lese, lease, lees(s(e, leshe, lesk, 6 less. [a.

OF. lesche (F. liche).)

t L A slice (of meat, etc.) ; a strip. Obs.
o. c 1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 45 Thre leches of bacun

lay bou mot In brothe. c 1440 Anc. Cookery in Housek.
Ord. (1790) 435 Cut smal leches of two ynches of length,

f iSoo For to Serve Ld. in Babees Bk. (1868) 370 Take of
ij leches of the briste, and cowche legge and whyngge and
lechis into a faire voyde plater.

0. 14.. Noble Bk. Cookry (Napier 1882) 30 Tak the
clodde of beef and make lesks of a span longe. 11460
J. Russell Bk. Nurture 610 Put it in a dische leese by
lees.

2. A dish consisting of sliced meat, eggs, fruits,

and spices in jelly or some other coagulating ma-
terial.^ Often in adoptions of AF. combinations,
denoting particular varieties, e.g. leche frye [cf.

OF. lechefroie, mod.F. Itehefrite, dripping-pan],
damask

,
dugard, lutnbard, purple

,
royal, etc. Dry

leach : a sort of cake or gingerbread, containing
dates, etc. White leach : a gelatine ofalmonds.

Vol. VI.
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I a. 1c 1390 Forme ofCury 36 Leche Lumbard. Take rawe
j

I
Pork [etcj. C14JO in Q. Eliz. Acad. 90 Leche ffloree. ..

I
leche dalmayn. Ibid. 91 Leche damasque. Ibid. 92
Leche maskelyn. .. Leche rubby. £-1440 Anc. Cookery 111

Ilonseh. Ord. (1790) 449 And tberwith daryolus, and leche-

fryes, made of frit and friture. c 1460 J. Russell Bk.
Nurture 516 Cow heelis and Calves fete ar dere y-bou^t
some tide To medille amonge leeches & lelies. Ibid.

708 Quynces bake leche dugard. 1494 Faryan Chron. vn.

587 Leche damask, w l the kyn^es worde or prouerbe flour*

ysshed. 1530 Palsgr. 238/1 Leche made of flesshe, gelce.

1570 in Gutch Coll. Cur. II. 8 For vj lb. of alaiones to him,
fordrie leche. 1573 Barf.T/J/z>. L 154 White Leach, gelatina
amygdalorum. 1602 Plat Delightesfor La<iies (1605) § 22

This is your Gingerbread vsed at the Court. .. It is other-

wise called drie Leach. 1615 Markham Eng. Honseio. il

ii. (1668) 96 To make the best Leech take Ising-glass. .then
take Almonds. 1750 E. Smith Compl. Honsew. (ed. 14) 195
To make white Leach. 1848 H. Acnswortii Lane Witches
1. ix, 1 pray you taste this pippin jelly .. or some leach of
almonds.

/3. c 1450 Two Cookery-bks. 75 Lese fryes. 1452 in Wood
Hist. Univ. O.xon (1792) 1. 599 Leshe damask, c 1460 J.
Russkll Bk. Nurture 504 Alie maner of leessez ye may
forbere.

Leach (hip,*//. 2 Alsoyleeh, 7-9letch,9leech.
[app. f. Leach (though recorded much earlier

. than the vb. in the cognate sense) ; in senses 1-3

prob. short for attributive combs. (Letch j^. 1
, diteh

or pool, is etymologically identical.)]

1. A perforated vessel or trough used for making
lye from wood ashes by pouring water over them. '

Obs. exc. dial.

1673 Kay Journ. Low C. (1738) I. 172 This powder they
mingle with a little slaked lime., which they put into letches

1

or troughs, and pouring water upon them make the lixivium.

1674-91 — S. <y E. C. Words 104 A Letch or Lech. 1840
Spurdf.ns Snppl. to Eorby, Leach. 1894 Harper s^ Mag.
Apr. 810 Her elbow struck the leach and knocked it into

the sonp-kettle,

2. Tanning. (See quot. 18S6.)

1777 Macbride in Phil. Trans. LXVI1I. 114 The oo7e is

made by macerating the bark in common water, in a par-
j

ticular set of holes or pits, which . . are termed letches. I

1852 Mokfit Tannings Currying (1853) 22 The application
|

j
of heat to bark in leaches. 187s Knight Dut. Mech. s.v.,

In the bark-leach, the bark is contained between two per-

forated horizontal partitions in the leach. 1886 W. A. Harris
I

Techn. Diet. Fi?w

e lusnr., Leaches, in tanneries, are the pits
j

in which the tan-liquors are mixed, as distinguished from I

the tan-pits, in which the hides are steeped.

3. Salt-making. (See quot.)
1886 Cheshire Gloss., Leach, salt-making term ; the brine

(fully saturated) which drains from the salt, or is left in the

pan when the salt is drawn out. Formerly called
1

leach-

brine '.

4. a. The action of ' leaching '. b. (See quot.)
|

1828-32 Webster, I^each, a quantity of wood-ashes,
|

j

through which water passes, and thus imbibes the alkali.

5. attrib.'. f leach-brine — sense 3 ; leach-hole
(see quot. and cf. sense 4 of the vb.)

;
leach-tank,

a tank for leaching metallic ores
; + leaeh-trough

(see quot.).

1669 Phil. Trans. IV. 1065 *Leach-brine, which is such
Brine, as runs from their salt, when 'tis taken up before it

hardens, c 1682 J. Collins Salt $ Fishery 56 Cheshire
Salt-Workers call the Liquor that drops from their Salt,

being put into YVicker-baskets, Leach Brine. 1857THORFAU 1

Maim W. xvi. (1863) 313 A ' *leach hole
1

through which
the pond leaked out. 1877 Raymond Statist. Mines
Mining 403 From this line of wooden tubing the bath is to

|

be conducted to each *leach-tank by an India-rubber tube.

1686 Plot Staffordsh. 94 Through these being set in the

*Leach-troughs the salt drains it self dry in 3 hours time.

Leach (1/tJ), v\ Obs. exc. arch. Forms: a.
j

4-5 leche, 5 lecche, leeche, leyche, 7- leach.

0. 5 lese, lessh, 6 les(c)he. [f. Leach sb.^~\

trans. To cut (meat, etc.) in sliees ; to slice.

a. lazqaoMorteArth.xZZ Seyne bowes ofwylde bores with

be braune lechyde, Bernakes and botures in baterde dysches.

c 1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 37 Whenne hit is sothun, thou
schalt hit leche. c 1430 Two Cookery-bAs. 35 Take gratyd

j

Brede, & make it so chargeaunt bat it wol he y-lechyd. ,

<ri45o Ibid. 71 Leche hit [brawnl faire, but not to thyn.
|

i486 Bk. St. Albans Fvijb, Brawne leechyd. 1688 R.
|

Holme Armoury lit. 78 Terms for Carving .. Leach that

Brawn. 1864 H. Ainsworth lower Lond. 412 In the old

terms of his art, he leached the brawn.
/3. 14. . Noble Bk. Cookry (Napier 1882) 27 Then leshe it

in dyshes, c 1440 Douce MS. 55 If. 20 Mold it all to gedrys
with thyn honde till it be so stiffe that it will be lesshed.

1513 Bk. Keruynge in Babees Bk. 265 Termes of a Keruer.

Lesche y 1 brawne.

Hence + Leached ppl. a.
f
sliced, fried in slices.

+ Lea'ching vbl. sb.l
f
in quot. concr., a slice ; also

attrib. , as leaching-knife.
1416-17 Durham Acc. Rolls (Surtees) 613, 2 ladell de

auricalco et i lechyngknyfe. c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 15

Kytte hem [cakys] y lyke lechyngys. 1446 Wills $ Inv.

N. C. (Surtees 1835) I. 101, iij lesyng knyues. 1461-83
Honseh. Ord. (1700) 38 At supper leychid beefe & mutton
roste. 1488 Will ofEliz. Broivn (Somerset Ho.), Dressing
knyfys, lecchyng knyfys, choppyng knyfys.

Leach (l*tf)» v <
2 A^so leech

>
latch, letch.

[Prob, repr. OE. leccan to water (tr. L. rigare) :—

WGer. type *lakkjan :—*lak/an}
f. *lak- : see Lake

sb.% There appears to be no trace of the vb. be-

tween OE, and the examples of the technological

use in the 18th c, exc. the doubtful instance in Shaks.

and one other (see I, 2 below). The form letch is

normal ; the variant leach is phonologicallyobscure,]

LEAD.

f 1. trans. To water, wet. Obs. rare.
(In the Shaks. quot. the vb. may possibly belong to Latch

v.'*, in the transferred sense ' to fasten '.)

1 888 K. Alfred Bocth. xxxix. § 13 (Sedgefield) 136/17
llamas & snawas & se oftraeda ren leccaS ba eorSaa on
wintra. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. 11 1. ii. 36 (1st Qo.) I?ut hast
thou yet latcht \2ndQ0. 1st Fol. lachtl the Athenians eyes,
With the loue iuice, as I did bid thee doe?

f2. intr. To soften, melt. Obs.
16 14 H. Greenwood Jayle Deliv. 470 Merchants wax must

leach in a candle, before it can take a *tampe or impression.

3. a. t/ans. To cause (a liquid) to percolate

through some material.

1796 Monsv. A mer. Geog. I. 439 Cider.. is first separated
from the filth and dregs, either by leaching through sand, or
straining it through flannel cloths. 1828-32 Webster, Leach,
to wa^h, as ashes, by percolation, or causing water to pass
through them, and thus to separate from them the alkali.

The water thus charged with alkali is called lye.

b. To subject (batk, ores, etc.) to the action of

percolating wnter, etc., with the view of removing
the soluble constituents; to lixiviate.

1877 Raymond Statist. Mines <V Mining 403 Concentrated
liquid obtained by leaching the ores in this process, at

Widnes, in England. 1882 Paton in Encycl. Brit. X\\

.

382/2 The tanning materials so prepared aie next leached,
latched, or infused for preparing the strongest tanning solu-

tions. 1882 Rep. to Ilo. Repr. Prec. Met. U. S. 112 Chlori-
nation works are needed for leaching the sulphurets. 1885
Harper s Mag. Jan. 276/1 Most tanners . .grind [bark] in a
bark-mill, 'leaching* the bark to obtain the liquor.

c. intr. To pass through by percolation (Web-
ster, 1864^. Also intr. for refl. Of ashes: To be
subject to the action of percolating water.
1883 Mrs. Rollins New Eng. Bygones 68 The ashes of

those ancient wood-fires.. went to leach in the spring for the
making of family soap.

4. trans. To tnke away, ottt, by percolation.
i860 M aury Phys. Geog. Sea \. 16 The titles . .leached out

of the disintegrated materials . . every soluble ingredient
known in nature. 1877 N. S. Shalfr App. to J. A. Allen's
Atner. Bison 458 Whenever the rocks lie above the line of
the drainage, these salts have been leached away. 1884
Engineer 12 Sept., After leaching out the chloride, the tails

may be treated. 1900 Nature 19 July 277/2 A moist climate
would tend to leach the calcareous matter from the rock.

Hence Leached a.

1862 Marsh Eng. Lang. 40 A melancholy heap of leached
ashes, marrowless bones, and empty oyster-shells. 1895
OJfic. Mining Rep. N. Zealand 10 Separating the cyanide
solutions from the leached pulp.

Leache, Leacher,-y, obs ff. Leech, Lecher,- y.

Leaching, vbl. shy : see Leach v. 1

Leaching [l/'tjin), vbl. sb:- [f. Leach v.- +
-ing 1.] The action of the vb. Leach
a 900 Kent. Gloss, in Wr.-Wflicker 56/16 Et inrigatio, and

leccinc. 1877 Raymond Statist. Mines $ Mining 323 The
percentage of copper, .renders the ore unfit for amalgama-
tion without previous leaching.
attrib. 1850 H. Cutts Address Windsor Co. Agric. Soc.

tU. S. ) 12 In China, .every thing is subjected to the leaching
process, and in the form of liquid decoctions only, applied to

the land. 1877 Raymond Statist. Mines Mining 399 The
bath may be brought in contae* with the ore. .by percolation

in leach ing-tanks. 1884 Harper's Mag. Apr. 761/1 This sub-
soil water, after acting as a leeching agent of a surface, tilled

. .with. . refuse, is scarcely less foul than sewage.

Leachy (l^tji), a. V U. S. [f. Leach v.'1 4 -v.]

Of soils : ( >f a nature to let water percolate through

;

not capable of holding water
;
porous.

1879 L. Stock hkioge Iweslig. Rainfall 4 The whole depth
was 36 inches, and it would be called a very * leachy ' soil.

1880 S. W. Johnson Hazv Crops Feed 177 When a soil is

too coarsely porous it is said to be leachy or hungiy.

Lead (led), sbj Forms : ]-2 le"ad, 3 laed, 3-4
leod

s
e, 4 Kentish lyad, 3-6 led(e, 4- 6 leyde, 4-7

leed(e, Sc. leid(e, 5-6 ledde, (6 dial, lydde), 5-7
lead(e, 4- lead. [OE. AWstr. neut. = OFi is. Aid,

Du. load lead, MLG. lod (whence Sw. and Da. lod)
y

MHG. I6t (mod.G. lot, loth) plummet, sounding-

lead, also solder; cf. ON. laud fem., doubtfully

interpreted as * draw-plate for wire ' (Fritzner).

The OTeut. *landom :-Pre-Teut. *toudhom is cogn. with
Irish luaidhe (l-^loudhia fern.).]

1. The heaviest of the base metals, of a dull pale

bluish-gray colour, fusible at a low temperature,

and very useful from its softness and malleability.

Chemical symbol Pb. Rarely pi. « kinds of lead,

f To lie, be wrapt in lead : to be buried in a lead

coffin. So to lay, lap in lead : see Lap v.'2- 3. Obs.

cqoo tr. B&da's Hist. 1. Iotrod. (1890) 26 Swydce hit \sc. bis

land] is eac berende on wecga orum ares & isernes, leades

& seolfres. c 1205 Lay. 5692 Ofte heo letten grund-hat laed

\c 1275 leod] gliden heom an heore ha?fd. c 1290 S. Eng.
Leg. I. 208/272 pe feondes welden led and bras, c 1300

Seyn Julian 171 A chetel he sette ouer be fier, and fulde it

uol of lede. £-1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 229 pe patriark

be legate liggis in lede. 1340 Ayenb. 141 pe asse of be melle

pet ase blebeliche berb bere ase huite, and lyad ase pet corn.

c 1430 Lydg. in Turner Dom, Archit. 111. 39 Euery hous
coucrid was with leede. 1470-85 Malory A rthurv. viii. 174

[He] leyd them in chestys of leed. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems
xxvi. 101 The feyndis gaif thame hait leid to latp. c 1540
Pilgr. T. 24 in Thynne's Animadv. (1865) App. i. 77 Houses
of office on and other Where-on of leyd lay many a fowther.

1578 Chr. Prayers 83 We Earles and Barons were sometime

:

Now wrapt in lead, are turnd to slime. 161 1 Shaks. WittU T.

in. ii. 178 What studied torments (Tyrant) hast for me?..
What flaying? boyling ? In Leads, or Oyles? 1753 Cham-
bers Cycl. Supp. s.v., Lead and all its products turn into

glass by a strong fire. 1855 Cornwall 239 The Cornish and
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Devon lends are very rich in silver. 1871 Roscoe Elem.
Client. 258 Lead does not occur free in naluic

fb. After L. use, lead was sometimes called

black lead ( = L. plumbum nigrum) in contradis-

tinction to while lead {plumbum album), used as

a name for tin. Obs.

1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 13 There are two sortes of Lead,
the one white, and the other black.. .That other black Lead
is found most in Cantabrie. 1678 K. R[ussell] Gcber 11. 1.

H. x. 59 The same Delusion they also find in Black Lead or

Saturn. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp, s.v. Black-lead, The
common lead being the true black lead, so called by way of

contradistinction from tin, otherwise called white lead.

C. With allusion to its qualities
; e.g. its weight,

colour, want of elasticity, low value, etc, in both

lit. and Jig* expressions.
a 1300 Cursor M. 16454 be fine gold for-soke, and to

bam to be lede. 1303 R. I'runne Hand/. Synne 1173° P>"s

Ananyas fyl downe dede As blak as any lede. e 1415 Wvn-
toun Cron. vii. x. 3623 Oure gold wes changyd in to lede.

c 1440 York Myst. xviii. 20 Me thynke myne eyne hevye as

leede. 1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xvn. (Percy Soc.) 76 Dyane
derlyng pale as any leade. 1551 Robinson tr. Afore's Utop.

I. (1895) 102 They hane wrested and wriede hys [Christ's]

doctryne, and lyke a rule of leade haue applyed yt to

inennys maners. 1605 Shaks. Macb. 11. i. 6 A heanie

Summons lyes like Lead vpon me. 1606 — Ant. <y VI. in.

xi. 72 Ixme I am full of Lead. 1646 Jenkvn Remora 9 Shall

our Reformation have an heel of lead?
^
1656 Bp. Hall

Brentktugs Devon t SonI ( 1 8 5 1 ) 200 Pull th is 1ead ou t o f m y
bosom. 1725 Vounc Love Fame 11. 158 How just his grief?

one carrys in his head A less proportion of the father's lead.

1798 Coleridge Anc. Mar. vn. viii, The ship went down
like lead. 1861 J. Komond Children** Church at Home x.

157 He might have left everything the colour of lead.

d. With defining prefix, as cast-, milled-, pig-,

pot-, sheet-lead, for which see the first element.

2. Red lead : a red oxide of lead obtained from
litharge by exposing it to hot air, much used as

a pigment; — Minium. While lead (or simply

lead) : a mixture of lead carbonate and hydrated

lead oxide, much used as a pigment ; = Ceri.sk.

Bine lead : see Hlue i 2 c.

f 1450 ME. Med. Bk. (Heinrich) 203 Tak .. iij quarter of
whyt led Tak a quart of oileand red led. 1658 W. Sanderson
Graphite 54 Most excellent pure Virgin Colours are Ceruse
and White leade. 1686 Phil. Trans. XVI. 27 Red-lead, a
colour unknown to the Anttents. 1 716 Swift Progr. Beauty
Wks. 1755 III. 11. 165 White lead was sent us to repair ..

A lady's face, and China ware. 1753 Ciiamofrs Cycl. Sitpp.

s. v., The common calx of lead, red lead. 1827 R. Nkshit
in J. M. Mitchell Mem. iii. (1858) 80 It [the idol} was painted
with red lead. 1844 Fowxes Chem. 294 Red oxide ; red
l«id. Ibid. 295 Carbonate of lead ; white lead.

3. Short for Ulack lead, graphite, or plumbago.
Only with reference to its use as a material for

pencils. Hence, a small stick of graphite for

filling an 'ever-pointed' pencil.

1840 Penny Cycl. XVI 1. 402/1 Pencilsare commonly marked
with certain letters to denote the quality of the lead, as H
for hard, I) for black [etc.]. .Most [ever- pointed pencil] cases
are made with a reservoir at the top, in which a supply of
five or six leads may be carried. 1881 W. M. Williams in
Knowledge No. 4. 67 A thin stick .. like vermicelli, or the
Meads' ol ever-pointed pencils.

4. The metal regarded as fashioned into some
object, e.g. fa seal, fthe plummet of a plumb-
line, fa pipe or conduit, a leaden coffin, a bullet,

the leaden part of anything.

1340 Ayenb. 150 He dtp al . . to be line and to be reule and
to pe leade and to be leuele. Ibid. 151 Efterward he prouep
ofte his work mid lead, c 1380 Wvclif Set. H'ks. III. 309
Men of bis world dreden more be popis leed. 1596 Shaks.
1 Hen. //', v. iii. 35 Heauen keepe Lead out of mee. 1598
Sylvester Du ftartas 11. i. 1. Eden 58 Let not me.. he like
the Lead Which to some City from some Conduit-head
Brings wholsome Water, 1 1650 Halow iv. in Laneham s

Let. (1871) Pref. 172 The iudge of heavin and hell By some
predestined deadlie lead,., hath struke him dead. 1771
Burke Corr. (1844) I. 330 My passions are not to be roused
..by those who lie in their cold lead. 1884 Law Times
Rep. LI. 161/2 The attachments to buildings were made.,
by a bolt screwed into the lead of the ridge. 1887 Times
(weekly ed.) 23 Dec. 6/1 If you don't stand loyal ..you will
get the lead.

fb. A plate of lead. Obs.

1523 Fttz herb. Hush. § 122 Layde vpon.. a thynne sclatc
or Teed.

5. a. A large pot, cauldron, or kettle; a large

open vessel used in brewing and various other
operations. (Originally, one made of lead, but
early used without reference to the material.) Now
only dial. b. dial. A leaden milk-pan.
a. a 1 100 Gere/a \t\Anglia{\%%6) IX. 264 Hwer,lead,cytel,

etc. e 1250 Death 242 in O. E. Misc. 182 Also heod his

e^e-puttes ase a bruben led. c 1300 Ha7»elok 924 YshaL.
make the broys in the led. 13. . in Archiv Stud. neu. Spr.
LXXIX. 449/62 A lede of bras then did he bring with pik

fullfilled. 1370-80 Xi Tains Hell 37 in O. E. Misc. A pp. iii.

224 per weore bei turmcnted in bo ledes. 1382 Wvclif i Sam.
ii. 14 He putte it [the fleshhookj into the leede or into the
cawdroun. C1386 Chaucer Prot. 202 His eyen stepe,

and rollinge in his heed, That stemed as a forneys of
a leed. 1428 Surtees Misc. (1888) 6 Yt suld hafe brynt
oute his lede bothom. 4*1430 Two Cookcry-bks. 39 Caste
hym to sebe with bin grete Fleysshe, in lede oper in Caude-
roun. 1504 Bury Wilts (Camden) 101, 1 wilt that they shall

haue all brewyng lcdys.^ 1552 Lyndesay Monarche 5103
Sum, brynt ; sum, soddin in to leiddis. 1575 Gamm. Gurtou
iv. ii, Haue you not.. behind your furnace or leade, A hole
where a crafty knaue may crepe in for neade ? 1639 T. de
Gray Compl. Horsem. 137 Put all these into a lead or
chalderon. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Lead, a vat for dyeing.

b. 1750 W. Elus Mod. Husbandm. III. 129 To improve
Cream. To do this, take a Pint or more of Stroakings,. .and
divide U into several Pans, or Leads, or Kivers. 1813 Van*
couvKa Agric. Devon 232 Dairy utensils, consisting ofleads,
kettles, pans. .&c. 1895 ' Rosemary' Under the Chilterns
ii. 69 Rose always scoured the great 4 leads', .and left no
half-cleaned corners to taint the milk.

6. A ' bob' or lump of lead suspended by a string

to ascertain the depth of water ; a sounding-lead.

Phrases, To cast, heave the lead. To arm the lead*.

to fill the hollow in the lead with tallow in order to

discover the nature of the bottom by the substances
adhering (Smyth Sailor's IVord-bk. 1867 s.v. Arm).
\ Also, the leaden sinker of a net.

c 1440 York Myst. ix. 199, I sail caste leede and loke be
space, c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) in. 1440 Cast a led, & In
vs gyde. 1597 Montgomery Cherrie «t Sloe 1187 Their
leid ay .. Micht warn them. 1613 J. Dennys Secrets of
Angling 1. xix, Then on that Linke hang Leads of euen
waight i6z6 Capt. Smith Accid. Yng. Sea-men 29 Heaue
the lead. 1628 Digby Voy. Mcdit. <x868) 13, I sent my
shalloppes out with leades to sound the depth. 1657 Trapp
Comm. Fs. xxv. 1 The best heart is lumpish, and naturally
beareth downward, as the poise of a clock, as the lead of a net.

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine^ (1780) M m 4 Sounding with
the hand-lead, .is called heaving the lead by seamen. 1836
Marrvat Midsh. Easy xxx, A man. .lowering down the
lead, sounded in seven fathoms. 1840— Poor Jack xxxv,
We ran through the Swin by the lead, i860 Merc. Murine
Mag. VII. 248 The lead used, .was the ordinary hand-lead
ofo lbs. instead of the deep sea-lead of 28 to 32 lbs.

7. //. a. The sheets or strips of lead used to

cover a roof; often collect, for a lead flat, a lead
roof, f occas. construed as sing. b. The lead frames
of the panes in lattice or stained glass windows.
a. 1578-9 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 538

Mending the leddes over the librarie chambers. 1588 Bp.
Andkewes Serm. Spittle (1641) 5 He looketh downe on his
brethren, as if he stood on the top of a Leads. 1625 Bacon
Ess., Building (Arh.) 550 A Goodly Leads upon the Top,
railed with Stalua's interposed, a 1635 Corbet Iter Bor.
(1647) 133 Gardens cover howses there like leades. 1726
Leoni A Ibertts Archil. 1. 78 Leads or Terrasses from whence
the Soldiers may be molested with stones or darts. 1760
C.Johnston Chrysal (1822) I, 238 A cat. .whom she used to
meet in the evenings, upon the leads of the house. 1824
Scott Redgauntlet ch. xiii, Trumbull, .clambered out upon
the leads. 1873 Dixon Two Queens II. vn. vi. 42 A blare of
trumpets from the leads told every one . . that [elc.J.

b. 1705 Hearne Collect. 8 Nov. (O. H. S.) I. 68 After the
1 Examination of the Books, & a slight view of the Leads.

1885 F. Miller Glass Painting vii. 69 It gives the effect of
I weakness to see large pieces ofglass leaded with narrow leads.

8. Printing. A thin strip of type-metal or brass,

less than type-high, of varying thickness and length,

used in type-composition to separate lines; before

1 800 known as space-line.

1808 Stowf.r Printer's Gram. 515 Leads, 4 to a pica, per
pound, is. ioit. 1824 J. Johnson Typogr. II. 125 All
measures are made to pica m's, and all leads are cast to m's
of the above body. 1848 Craig, Leads or space lines. 1889
Harper's Mag. Apr. 819/1 A newspaper which .. avoids
double leads.. and all forms of typographical hysteria.

9. Iii the knitting-machine : The lead or tin socket
holding the shanks of one or more needles.

1839 Ure Diet. Arts 650 In order to fit the needles for the
frame, they are now cast into the tin sockets, or leads as
they are called by the workmen.

II. attrib. and Comb.
10. simple attrib. passing into adj. Made (wholly

or partly) of lead, consisting of lead.

1379 Mem. Ripon (Surtees^ 1 1 1. 10^ Et de j Ledepan. 1422
Surtees Misc. (Surtees) 16 Yat the lede pype and the shelfs

be the wyfe's of Symond of Stele. 181 1 Scott Itfog, Notices
Prose Wks. (1870) IV. 273 The copies had hung on the
bookseller's hands as heavy as a pile of lead bullets. 1825

J. Nicholson Ofetat. Mechanic 362 Lead pipes are some-
times cast in an iron mould, made in two halves. 1868 Rep.
to Govt. U. S. Munitions of War App. 286 These [Gatlingj
guns discharge half-pound solid lead-balls.

11. General comb. : a. attributive, as lead-colbttr,

-glaze, -grain, f -groove, -mine, -miner, -ore, -slag,

-vein.

1658 Rowland tr. Mouffefs Theat. Ins. 909 Poysoned
Honey, .staines the honey-comb with a Kinde of •Lead-
colour. 1823 P. Nicholson Tract. Build. 416 Of the Com-
pound Colours, Lead colour is of indigo and white. 1842
Parnell Chem. Anal. (1845) 276 A porcelain bason having
a 'lead glaze, a 1728 Woodward Nat. Hist. Fossils
1. (1729) 1. 207 * Lead-Grains so pure as nearly to approach
the Fineness of Virgin Lead, c 1750 J. Nelson Jrut. (1836)
84 A great company of men that worked in the *lead-groves.

1653 Manlove {title) The Liberties and Cvstomes of the
* Lead-Mines. 1665 Boyle Occas. Refl. 1. iii. heading,
Wandring. .among cover'd Lead-mines that he knew not of.

1761 Wesley Jrnl. 9 June, Most of the men are *lead-miners.

1653 Manlove Lead-Mines 4 If any . .there * Lead-oar may
get. 1661-9 Boyle Physiol. Ess. il i. 52 So unlike common
Lead-Oar, that the workmen upon that account are pleased
to call it Steel-Oar. 1854 Ronalds & Richaruson Chem.
Technol. (ed. 2) I. 10S More adapted for smelting some lead-
ores than the others. 1864 Watts Diet. Chem. II. 523
Analyses of *Lead-slags from Blast Furnace, a 1728 Wood-
ward Nat. Hist. Fossils 1. (1729) I. 159 Out of a * Lead-Vein
.. in Wales. 1874 Raymond Statist. Mines <$ Mining 313
Lead-veins, rich in silver.

b. objective, as lead-burner, -carving, -smelling
(also attrib.).

1894 Daily News 6 Sept. 6/7 M— W— , *laad burner,
brother of the deceased, said [etc.}. 1748 I^ady Lujcborouch
Let. to Shenstone Easter Sunday, The present fashion at
London, is all *lead-carving. 1877 Raymond Statist. Mines
#, Mining p. viii, *Lead-smelting blast furnaces. Ibid. 296
Lead-smelting ores can be produced.

C. instrumental, as lead-lapped, -lined
f

-ruled,
-sheathed adjs.

1830 Scott Doom Devorgoil 1. i, The dry bones of
*lead-Iapp'd ancestors. 1828 J. M. Spearman Brit. Gunner
(ed. 2) 120 Cartridges.. packed in *Lead-lined Barrels and
Cases. 1895 E. A. Parkes Health 25 Lead-lined cisterns
are, on the whole, better avoided. 1871 R. Ellis tr. Catullus
xxii. 8 The parchment-case *Lead-ruled. 1691 T. HIale]
Acc. AVw Invent. 8 *Lead-sheathed Ships,

d. parasynthetic, as lead-coloured, -lidded adjs.

e. similalive, esp. with adjs. of colour, as leail-blne,

-brown, -grey ; lead-like adj. and adv.
1882-4 Yarret!s Brit. Birds (ed. 4) III. 505 Legs and toes

pale blue, becoming *lead-blue a few days after death.
1897 Mary Kings ley W. Africa 90 A slope of smooth and
* Iead-brown slime. 1611C0TGR., Plombasse,. .*lead coloured.
1825 J. NEAL^ro. Jonathan III. 378 Spanish brown, or lead
coloured roofs. 1837 Gosse in Life (1890) 107 The insects
were . . of a * lead-grey colour. 1856 Boker Calaynos 111. ii.

Robs the *lead-lidded god ofmany an hour. 1842 Tennyson
St. Sim. Styt. 25 Those *lead-like tons of sin. 1816 Byron
Siege Cor. xiii, The mail weighed lead-like on his breast.

12. Special combs. : lead-arming, the tallow
used for 'arming* a lead (see 6) ; lead-ash, -ashes,
litharge; lead-baek (C/.S.), the American dunlin
(Cent. Diet.) ; lead-bath, (a) the mass of melted
lead in a lead-furnace

;
(b) the molten lead with

which gold and silver ores are melted before cupel-
lation

;
lead-comb, a comb made of lead, used for

the purpose of darkening the hair; f lead-dust
(see quot.) ; lead-eater dial, (see quot. 1855);
f lead foam, the oxide skimmed from the sur-

face of molten lead ; lead-foot a. » leaden-

footed ; lead glance [ = Du. loodglans], galena

;

t lead-house, ?a plumber's shop; f lead-lath,

? a batten for laying a leaden roof upon ; lead-
light, a window in which small panes are fixed in

leaden eames, also attrib. ; lead -line, (a) a sound-
ing-lead or plumb-line; (b) a line loaded with
leaden weights, running along the bottom of a net

;

(c) a bluish grey line along the gums at their

junction with the teeth, indicating lead-poisoning

;

f lead-lustre, lead oxide used as a glaze; t lead-
mall, ?a leaden mallet or a mallet for beating
lead

;
lead-man, (a) a dealer in lead

;
(b) a lead-

miner; lead-mareasite, ?zinc blende (see quot.);

lead-mill, (a) an establishment for producing milled
or sheet lead; (b) (see quot. 1864); lead-nail
(mostly //.), a nail used to fasten a sheet of lead on
a roof; lead-oehre = Massicot; lead-paper, a

test-paper treated with a preparation .of lead ; f lead-
pen ?a metallic pencil for ruling lines; lead-pen-
cil, a pencil of graphite, often enclosed in cedar or

other wood
; lead-plant (C/.S.)

t
a shrub (Amorpha

canescens) found in the west of the Mississippi

valley, and believed to indicate the presence of

lead ore
; lead-plaster = Diachylon ; lead-

poisoning, poisoning (acute or chronic) by the

introduction of lead into the system ; lead-pot,
a pot or crucible for melting lead

; + lead-pound,
a measure of weight ; lead-reeve (see quot.)

;

lead-sinker (see quot. 1S75}; lead-soap (see

quot.)
;

lead-spar = Anglesite or Cebussite ;

lead-sugar (see quot.)
;

lead-tree, {a) Bot., a
West Indian name for the tropical leguminous
tree, Lenccena Glauca

;
(b) a crystalline deposit

of metallic lead or zinc that has been placed in

a solution of acetate of lead ; lead-vitriol =
Anglesite

; + lead-walling Sall-jnaking (see

quot.) ; lead-wash = lead-water ; lead-water
(= G. bleiwasser), dilute solution of acetate of

lead (Syd.Soc. Lex. 1888); lead-work, plumber's

work and material ; work in lead esp. glaziers'

work ; lead-works an establishment for

smelting lead-ore
;
lead-wort, a herbaceous plant

of southern Europe {Plumbago Europxa)
;

also,

any plant of the genus Plumbago or the order

Plnmbaginen.
1882 Ogilvie,*Lead ash,the slag of lead. 1523-410 Swayne

Churchw. Acc. Sarum (1896) 67 For *lede asches iij//. 1799
G. Smith Laboratory I. 193 One of lead ashes. 1839 urk
Diet. Arts 754 The smelter throws a shovelful of small coal

or coke cinder upon the Mead bath. 1875 Knight Diet.

Mech., Lcadd>ath. 171s Gahtii Ciaremont 96 Nor yet

*lead-comb was on the toilet plac'd. 1727-41 Chambeas
Cycl., *Lcad Dust, is a preparation used by the potters

;

made by throwing charcoal dust into melted lead, and
stirring them a long time together. 1788-9 *Lead-e.iter

[see Caoutchouc i]. 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss., Lead-
eater, Indian-rubber, for removing pencil marks on paper.

1552 Huloet, *Leade fome or spume, tnotybd/tis. 1896 K.
Tynan Lover's Preast-Knot 15 *I^ead-foot

J
slow, Did the

day round to evening-rlame ? 1810 J. T. in Riuion's Surv.
Devon p. xv, Lead is found in the state of galena or
*lead glance. 1843 Portlock Geol. 181 Lead glance is aKo
occasionally, but not frequently met with, in small masses.

1384-5 Durham Acc. Rolls (Surtees) 390 In 3 ladys calcis

cmpt. pro *ledyhous, rod, 1424 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) III.

152 Item Ricardo Horner circa ledhows . . 7J. gd. 1466 in

Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) III. 93 The said Roofe
shal haue' sufficient "leedlathis of herty ooke sufficiently

dried. 1844 Catholic Weekly Instructor 103 Fixing a small

copper gutter at the bottom of each *lead-light. 1895
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R. rust. Brit. Archil. 14 Mar. 350 All lead-light windows

should have iron casements. 1485 kaval An. lien. VI7

{1896) 51 *Leede lynes..j. 1839 Mmimh Festtts xx. (1848) 248

Deeper than ever leadline went. 1879 .S7. George's Hosp.

Rep. IX. 100 The tobacconist had a 'lead line' on the

gums. 1485 Naval Acc. lien. VII (1896) 39 *I,ede malles

feble . . xiiij. 1497 in Ld. Treas. Acc. Scot. (1877) I. 150 Item,

to the *lede man, making ledin pellokkis. 1625 Kacon Fss.
t

Riches (Arb.) 235 A Great Colliar, A Great Corne Master, a

Great Lead-man. 1633 I J. Jonson Love's Wclc. Welbeck,

Such a light and nietall'd Dance Saw you never yet in France,

And by Lead-men, for the nonce, That turne round like

grindle-stones. 1889 Times 28 Nov. 5/6 Relaying a whole

sheet of lead for a single crack is doubtless delightful to the

leadmen. ^1728 Woodward Nat. Hist. Fossiis l (1729)

183 A * Lead-Marcasite..much like the Potters Lead-Ore..

The Miners call this Mock-Ore. Mock-Lead, Wild-Lead,

and Klinde. 1863 P. Karrv Dockyard Fcon. 109 Chatham
has a monopoly of the dockyard lead manufacture. During

the year the Mead-mill turned out 21,852 cwt. 1 qr. 21 lb.

1864 Craig Snppl., Lead-mill, a circular plate of lead

used by the lapidary for grinding or roughing. 1354 Mew.
Ripon (Surices) III. 92 In ccc *lednayle emp. \*d. i476"7

Durham Acc. Rolls (Surtees) 95 Sol. pro iiij e ledenale

..\7.d. 1536-7 Ibid. (Surtees) 698, 100 leydnalP, 5^- ^869

Lonsdale Gloss., Lead-nails. 1899 Cagney tr. JaksclCsClm.

Diagtt. v. (ed. 4) 159 The brown or black stain upon the

*lead-paper will again show the presence of hydrochloric

acid. 1682 Wilimng in Collect. (O. H. S.) I. 255 for Paper,

Inkhorne, and *Lead pen .. 00 01 05. ^1693 UrquharCs

Rabelais ml xxv. 203 He with a White Lead Pen .
.
drew

a.. Number of.. Points. 1688 R. Holme Armoury in. 111.

144/2 IJlack and red *Lead Pencils. 1704 Lond. Gaz. No.

4044/1 A Letter. . written on Horseback with a Lead-Pencil.

1863 Emerson Misc. Papers, Thorean Wks. (Bohn) III.

324 A manufacturer of lead-pencils. 1864 Weoster, *Lead-

plant. 1865 *Lead-plaster [see lead-soap\. 1878 Brm ow e

Theory* Pract. Med. 617 Chronic *lead-poisoning. 13..

Measures 0/ Weight in Ret Ant. I. 7° Sexwaxpunde
makiet .j. *leedpound. 1687 MiningLaws in Collinson Hist.

Somerset I. 117 Any miner who finds himself aggrieved

complains to an officer called the *Led reeve. 1829 Glover's

Hist. Derby 1. 242 The improvement (on the stocking-frame)

.. consisted in applying the *lead-sinkers, which are still in

use. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Lead-Sinker (Knitting-

machine), one of the devices which alternate with the jack-

sinkers in the depression of the loops between the needles.

1865 Watts Diet. Chem. III. 564 *Lead-soaps, lead-salts of

the fat-acids. Common lead-plaster is a preparation of this

kind. 1821 R. Jameson Man. Mitt. 85 Accompanied with

galena or lead-glance, and *lead-spars. 1852 SEldel Organ
122 The oxygen contained in the atmosphere is imparted to

bad brass, and produces what is called Mead-sugar which

is eagerly sought and consumed by mice. 1844 Fownes
Chem. 199 The common . . experiment of the * lead-tree.

1864 Grisebach Flora IV. Indian /si. 785 Lead-tree, Leu-

csna glauca. 1674 Ray Collect. Words, Making Salt

142 A *Lead-walling is the Brine of twenty-four hours boil-

ing for one house. 1876 Bristowe Theory Pract. Med.

(1878) 330 The local inflammation may be allayed to some
extent by the use of *lead-wash. 1875 Dental Cosmos XVI I.

510 Keep the gum covered with a pellet of cotton saturated

with *lead-water and laudanum. 1641 in Willis & Clark

Cambridge (1886) 1. 95 *Leadworke in y° East Range. 1825

J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 638 Lead-work is used in

inferior offices. 1859 Gwilt Encycl. Archit. (ed. 4) 586

Glazing, .may be classed under the heads of sashwork, lead-

work, and fretwork, a 1728 Woodward Nat. Hist. Foss. 1.

(1729) I. 7 The Lord Derwentwater s *Lead-Works near

Haden-Bndge in Northumberland. 1897 Daily Neius 25 Dec
5/7 A lad employed at a leadworks. 1727 Bailey vol. II,

*Lead-wort, a kind of herb. 1845 Lindlev Sch. Bot. (ed. 14)

104 et
Plttmbagi/tacece—Le&dvtorts. 1852 Morfit Tanning

«r Currytng (1853) 82 The dentellaria, or leadwort.

b. In names of chemical compounds, as lead

carbonate, chloride, iodide, salts, etc.

1873 Fownes' Chem. (ed. 1 1) 450 Lead Chloride, .separates

as a heavy white crystalline precipitate. Ibid.* Lead Iodide

..dissolves in boiling water. Ibid. 451 Lead Carbonate, .is

sometimes found, .crystallised in long white needles, accom-
panying other metallic ores. Ibid., Lead Nitrate,

c. In the names of diseases caused by the pre-

sence of lead in the system, as lead-colic, -distem-

per, -encephalopathy, -palsy* -paralysis, for which

see also the second member in each.

1774 Pennant Tour Scotl. in 1772* 114 The miners and
smelters are subject here., to the lead distemper which
brings on palsies. 1866 W. H. O. Sankey Led. Ment. Dis.

viii. 162 Lead palsy .. is accompanied with obstinate^ con-

stipation or lead colic, and the gums are marked with a
peculiar blue line. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. II. 967 Many
of the miners, .have died from lead encephalopathy.

Lead (1/d), sb? Forms : 4-6 lede, (4 ledde),

5-6 Sc. leid, 6 leade, 7- lead. [f. Lead ; cf.

OHG. leilt (MHG., mod.G. kite).

By Johnson, who gives one example from Herring (quot.

1745 in sense 2), it is stigmatized as ' a low, despicable word '

;

Todd quotes an instance of it from Burke, and says it is

used somewhere by Bolinghroke. ]

fl. The action of the vb. Lead 1
;
leading, direc-

tion, guidance. To take to lead : to take under
one's direction or guidance. Ohs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1570 pai left be lede of bar lau. Ibid.

12029 pan tok ioseph iesus to ledde. c 1400 Destr. Troy
10653 Horn lacked the lede of be Iorde Ector, c 1470 Henrv
Wallace tx. 1532 Decest scho was, God tuk hir sprett to

leid. c 1510 Gest Robyn IIode vn. 368 in Child Ballads (1888)

III. 74/1 Take fyue ofthe best knyghles That be in your lede.

t b. Gentlevian, man of lead : one who has a

recognized leading position. Obs.
J793 Ld. Westmorland in Lecky Eng. in \Zth C. (1887)

VI. 558 The men of talent and lead in his Majesty s service.

•184a Webster Wks. (1877) II. 130 More than thirty Whigs,
many of them gentlemen of lead and influence.

c. Direction given by going in front ;
example,

precedent
;

esp. in phr. tofollow the lead of.

1863 Bright Sp. Atiter. 30 June, To accept the lead of the

Kmperor of the French on.. one of the greatest questions.

1868 J. H. Blunt Rcf. Ch. Fug. I. 405 The king had set

an example . . and the subject was only too ready to follow

the royal lead. 1875 T. W. Hicginson Hist. U. S. xxiv. 240
Under the lead of Josiah Quincy .. a law was passed for-

bidding the importation of slaves. 1884 Lady Vkrnkv in

Contemp. Rev. Oct. 546 Is the American model a success—
a lead which it is desirable to follow out ? 1899 C'hkyne
Chr. UsePs. iii, 56 The early Christians, in interpreting the

Old Testament, followed the lead of the Jews.

d. spec, in Hunting, etc., chiefly in phr. to give

a lead, i. e., to go first in leaping a fence 01 the like,

so as lo encourage Ihe rest ; in quots. transf.

i

1859 G. A. Lawrence Sword Gown v. 52 Two Sundays
ago .. a Mr. Kolleston .. volunteered to give us a lead..

.

He went off at score, and made the pace so strong, that he
cut them all down in the first two verses. 1862 A. Tkollope

I
Orlcy harm I. xxxviii. 296, 1 lost the run, and had to see

Harriet Tristram go away with the best lead anyone has
I had to a fast thing this year. 1897 Mary Kingslky W. Africa

535 ' What thing? ' said I, not wishing to give him the lead.

e. A guiding indication.

1851 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XII. 1. 141 As I have a small
brook passing through the farm.. these carriages take their

kad from the stream in due succession. 1855 Kain Senses
Int. 11. ii. S 13 (1864) 202 For the up and down direction

we have a very impressive lead; this being the direction of
gravity.

2. The front or leading place ; the place in front

of (something)
;

freq. in phr. to take the (or a) lead.

Also, Ihe position or function of leading (e.g.,

a party, a deliberative body), leadership.

1570 Satir. Vocms Reform. x\\. 40 His Grandschir slane

at Lylhquo gif I leid. 1745 Am*. Hkkking Sp. at York
24 Sept. 6 This County .. takes the Lead of the inferior

Ones. 1761 Hi me Hist. Eng. II. xxvii. 127 He took the

lead in every jovial conversation. 1768 Stf rne^V;//. Jonru.

(1775) 72 {Rose) They take the lead, and lose it. .by turns.

1796 Burke Regie. P<acc iii. Wks. YIU. 137 To prevent

those who compose it from having the open and avowed
lead in that house. 1817 Coubett Taking Leave 13 Unless
they [the country gentlemen] shall cordially take the lead

amongst those working classes. 1840 Hood I */ Rhine 5 Tor
a mile or more the doctor took the lead and kept it. 1840

Alison Hist. Europe VI 1 1, xlix. § 18. 20 Boldly assuming the

lead in diplomacy, a 1859 Macallay Hist. Eng. xxiv. 11861)

V. 1 69 The lead of the House of Commons had, however, en-

tirely passed away from Montague, i860 Tynoall Glac. 1.

; xxv. 187 Each of our porters took the lead in turn. 1879

M. Arnolo Equality Mixed Ess. 66 On certain lines, cer-

I tain nations find their strength and take a lead. 1884 Times

j

(weekly ed.) 26 Sept. 4/1 Germany has.. taken the lead of

I other nations [in the preparation of colours from coal tar],

b. The body moving in front ; the van. U.S.
1880 Tourgle Foots Err. xxxiii. 217 The lawyers were

of course in the lead. Ibid, xxxviii. 281 Then we started

on. I rode beside Mr. Watson in the lead.

3. concr. Something that leads.

a. An artificial watercourse, esp. one leading io

a mill. Also Mill-lead. Cf. Leat.
154 1 Ludlow Chnrchw. Acc. (Camden) 9 Item, to Roger

Meysy for cuttynge downe of elloms in the ledes. .\}d. 1870

Chambers Pop. Rhymes 17 They took.. a loup in the lead

and a dip in the dam.

b. A channel in an ice-field. Cf. Lane sb. 2.

1835 Sir J. Ross Narr. -2nd Voy. Explan. Terms 15 A lead,

a channel in a direct line through the sea. 1853 Kane
Grinnell Exp. xi. (1856) 78 Something like ' a lead ' a little

'

to leeward. 1881 A. Leslik Nordenskiold's Voy. Vega I.

I

x. 519 Johnsen supposed that in a couple of hours the whole
lead would be completely closed.

c. A path ; a garden path ; an alley. Blind

j
lead= blind alley (see Blind a. n).
1590 Acts Privy Council (1899) XIX. 409 Perm} It them

to enjoye the libertie of the gardens and the orchards and

I
the leades to walke in. 1885 C. F. Holder Man'cts Anim.

Life 51 Innumerable avenues and blind leads are built to

1 mislead the various carnivorous beetles.

I
d. A leash or string for leading a dog.

1893 Daily News 18 July 6/3 Daykin had with him a dog,

j

which he held by a lead. 1898 Wcstm. Gaz. 2 Sept. 5/3

Seeing defendant with a muzzle in her hand and an un-

muzzled toy terrier on a lead in Holborn.

4. Card-playing. The action or privilege of play-

ing the first card in a round or trick. Also, the

card so played, or proper to he played, or the suit

to which it belongs. To return ones partner's

lead : to play from the same suit on getting the lead.

174a Hoyle Whist 11 If you have a Sequence of King,

Queen, and Knave, or Queen, Knave, and Ten, they are

sure Leads. Ibid. 12 Vou need seldom return your Partner s

Lead, if [etc.k 1862 'Cavendish* Whist (1879) 57 If all

your suits are weak, the lead is very disadvantageous.

1885 Proctor Whist i. 21 A forced lead from Queen and one

other. 1896 Daily News 28 Jan. 6/4 The system ofAmerican

leads—leads more frequently mentioned than adopted in

England.

5. a. Curling. The first player, or the stone first

played. Also, the course along which the stones

are driven (Jamieson, 1825-80).
1685 Lintoun Green (1817) 38 Convened for a honspeel, He

. . their lead, or driver leal. 1812 SportingMag. X L. 52 Who-
ever is last in order ..is called the driver and the first the

lead . 1820 Blackw. Mag. VI . 572 The lead, or first stone, is

always, except on very drug ice, expected to He short.

h. Bowls. (See quot.)

1753 Chambers Cyel. Sttpp. s.v. Bowling, Lead, the

advantage of throwing the block and bowling first

6. Mining, a. =Lode. b. Gold-mining. An
alluvial deposit of gold along the bed of an ancient

river. Also deep-lead, great-blue-lead (see quots.).

a. 1812 Erackenridge Views of Louisiana (18x4) 148
Leads (01 load*), are the smaller fissures^ that connect with
the larger, which are called hy the miners, caves. 1872
• Mark Twain ' Roughing it xl. (1882) 218 A ' blind lead ' is

a lead 01 ledge that does not 'crop out ' above the surface.

1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Lead.. See Lode. 1893
(Iuntkr Miss Dividends 104 Capital, .invested in the silver

leads of the great mountains.

b. 1855 A rgus (Melbourne) 19 Jan. 6/1 A great curiosity

was discovered in a hole on this lead—a tree. 1874 Ray-
MONn Statist. Mines <V Alining 16 The term 'great blue-

lead ' is employed by the miners to distinguish those portions

of the alluvium which are found to rest in a well-defined

channel. 1880 Fison & Howitt Kamilaroi 272 note, The
expression 1 deep lead ' refers to those ancient river-courses

which are now only disclosed by deep-mining operation*.

1888 F. Hume Mad. Midas 1. i, Who knew where the

n'chest leads had been in the old days.

7. Theatr. a. The leading or principal part in

a play. b. One who plays such a part.

1874 F. C. Hurnanu My time xxv. 229 She was a girl and
playing the lead in the Northern Circuit. 1884 G. Moork
Mummer's Wife (1887) 126 He had been playing heavy
leads in Shakesperian revivals. 1885 J. K. Jj;romk On the

Stage 63 Grey-headed stars, and respectable married leads.

8. a. Change-ringing.
v
See quot. 1874.) b.

A/us. The giving out of a phrase or passage by

one of the parts in a conceded piece, to be followed

in harmony by the other parts.

1671 Stkdman Tintinnalogia 55 In Ringing Half-pulls,

some Peals do cut Compass, that is—the whole hunt comes
to lead at the bnck stroke. 3834 Southky Diutor I. 304 A
lead .single was made in the middle of the peal. 1872 Pu/uh
27 Apr. 170/1 Vou always take up that

1 lead ' in the anthem
so dreadfully 4

flat '. 1874 Siainer 6k IJarhi-.tt Diet. Mu.s.

Terms s.v. Bells, A bell is said to be 'behind' wben she U
the last of ihe changing bells, and at

1 lead ' when she is the

fust. Thus the progress from ' lead ' to behind is said to be

'going up ',and from behind to lead is called 'going down '.

9. Friendly lead (see Friendly a. 2 b). Also
simply lead.

1851-61 Mayhkw Loud. Labour III. 154 We went to a
public-house where they were having 'a lead', that is a

collection for a friend who is ill, and the company throw
down what they can for a subscription, and they have in

a fiddle and make it social.

10. In various technical uses.

a. Electricity, (a) The angle between the plane

through the lines of contact of the brushes or col-

lectors of a dynamo or electric motor with the

commutator and the transverse plane bisecting

the magnetic field, (b) A conductor conveying

clectricily from the source lo the place where it is

used.
1881 Design <y Work 24 Dec. 455/2 Had properly insu-

lated and erected ' leads '
. .been employed, no serious rt.sult

would have followed personal contact. 1893 Sloam: Elc<.tr.

Dut., Lead of Brushes in a dynamo electric generator, the

lead or displacement in advance of or beyond the position at

right angles to the line connecting the poles of the field

magnet, which is given the brushes. In a motor the brushes

are set back of the right angle position, or :ire given a

negative lead. 1898 Wcsivi. Gaz. 11 Nov. 9/1 The use of

candles could be dispensed with by the use of a wandering

lead with a band electric light.

b. Engineering, etc. The distance to which

ballast, coal, soil, etc. has to be carted or other-

wise conveyed (see Lead v. x lb) to its destination.

1852 Wiggins Embanking 113 The cost of earth- work-

depends on the nature of the soil, and the distance it has

to be conveyed, which is called
1

the lead 1894 Westm. Gaz.

10 Feb. 6/1 Instead of sending the coal east and west with

short 1 leads', the company had to send it north and south

with very long * leads \

c. Horology. The action of a tooth, as a tooth

of a wheel, in impelling another tooth or pallet.

1880 Tripi'LIN & Rigg Sauniers Mod. Horology 40.

d. Naut. The direction in which running ropes

lead fair, and come down to the deck (Smyth

Sailors Word-bk. 1867). Cf. Fair-lead.
c i860 H. Stuart Seamen's Catech. 37 Ropes that want

a lead can have one . . by using a snatch block. 1865 Pall

Mall G. 30 Oct. 4 He knows .. the lead of the ropes, the

use of a boat, and a score of other things. 1897 R. Kipling

Captains Courageous 73 The lead of each rope was fixed in

Harvey's mind by the end of the rope itself.

e. Sawing. ' The overhang of a saw, to extend

the cut throughout the length of the saw and to

carry the saw back in the kerf during the return

stroke" (Knight Diet. Mech. 1875).

f. Steam-engine. (See quots.)

1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Lead of the crank, the setting

of the crank of one engine a little in advance of the right

angle to the other; namely at ioo° or no° in place of 90'.

This assists in rendering the motion of the piston more

uniform, hy moderating its velocity at the end of the stroke.

1881 Metal World No. 18. 274 The steam-port is open a

very small amount when the crank is in this condition [on

the dead centrel, the amount that the steam-port is then

open being termed the lead of the valve. 1895 Mod. Steam

Engine 29 This amount of opening before the piston com-

mences its stroke is called the lead of the slide.

11. attrib. and Comb. : lead-bars Coaching, the

bars to which the traces of the leaders are altached

;

lead-horse, ahorse thatisguided by a lead (see 3d);

lead-mule (cf. lead-horse) ;
lead-off, a commence-

ment; also that which { leads-off', the first of a

series; lead-reins Coachings the leaders' rein^;

lead-screw, 'the main screw of a lathe, which gives

the feed motion to the slide-rest' (Webster 1864).
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4 Rolf Boldrewooo' Col. Reformer (1891} 18S 13oth

check-reins were carried away and the *Iead bars broken.
1828 J. M. Spearman Brit. Gunner (ed. 2) 256 Total weight
carried by the *lead horse. 1877 Raymond Statist. Mines
*c Mining 345 Give me the *lead-mule, and the rest of us
will go on to camp. 1891 Fnn 20 Nov. 225/2 It contains
' Seven Christmas Eves the first or *Iead off being by clever

Miss Graves. 1896 Outing (U. S.) XXX. m/i The buckles

on these *lead-reins should hang even over the leader's quar-

ters. . . You have now both lead-reins in your left hand.

Lead (Ud), v. 1 Forms : 1 lsedan, 2-4 laden,

3 leaden, lseiden, 2-5 leden, leaden, (3 leoden,

Orm. ledenn), 3-5 ledde, 4-6 led e, 4, 7 leede,

4- 7 (chiefly Sc.) leide, leyde, 6-7 leade ; 6- lead.

Pres. ind. {contractedforms) : 2nd sing. I l&tst, 3
last

;
yd sing. 1 l&t, 3 lat, 3-4 let, 4 leta. Pa. t.

1 labdde, 2 leaded, 2-6 ledd(e, 3 Uedde, 3-4
leede, (3 leadde, leddede), 4-6 ladde, 4-8 lad,

5-6 ledd, (5 leded, Sc. laid), 4- led. Pa. pplc.

1 lseded, lacd, 3-6 ledde, 4-5 ladd e, lede,

4-7 lad'e, 7 lead e, 4- led. Also 3-5 with pre-

fix i-, y-, [A Com. Teut. wk. vb. (wanting in

Goth.) : OE. l&dan = OFris. leda, OS. ttdjan

(MDu. leden, leiden, Du. leiden), OHG. (MHG.,
G.) leiten, OX. leida (Sw. leda, Da. lede) :-OTeut.

*laiaja?i, f. *laiitd road, journey (see Loa», Lode
sbs.), related to OK lidan, ON. U6a to go, travel.

The word has always served as the usual rendering of

L. ducere, and this has in some degree influenced the

development of meaning.]

I. To conduct.

1. trans. To cause to go along with oneself.

+ a. To bring or take (a person or animal) to a

place. Also with away, dtnvn, etc. Obs. (Phrases

like to lead captive are now understood in sense 2.)

r82S Vesp. Psalter\xv\\[i]. 19 Asti^ende in heanisse jehefte
Ltdde heftned. ; 1000 /Elf ric Gen. vi. 19 Of eallum nytenum
. . twe^en ^emacan bu 1a.-t.st in to bain arce mid be. Ibid. xlii.

20 Lxde eoweme ^ingstan brooor to me. a 1175O//- Horn.
221 God ^eledde to him niatenu..and adam ham alle

namen 5esceop. c 1205 Lay. 26797 [He] ladde uor<5 Petreiun
lae<5 beh hit weore him. 1:1250 Gen. <y Ex. 858 Wifwes, and
vhildre .. He ledden a-wei wiS herte prud. Ibid. 2193
He dede hem binden and leden dun, And speren faste in

his prisun. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 8803 Ober kni3tcs per
were inome, . .& ilad in to engelond. c 1375 Sc. Ltg. Saints
xi. {Synton «V Jttdas) 408 pe forsad byschapis of pat stede
al hale be puple with bam lede. 1387 Tkevisa Higden
(Rolls) 1 II. 97 j?at be kyng schulde be lad awey prisoner
in to Bahilon. c 1400 Maun'DKV. (i8^g> x. 113 The Jews
ladden him upon an highe Roche, c 1460 Towneley Myst.
xiv. 70 Boldly thou thaym bynde, And with the leyde. 1530
Palsgr. 604/2 Shall 1 leade him away with me ? 1533 G\u
Riiht Vay 70 God sal leid thaime vp to the heuine with
hime quhilk ar deid in christ. 1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb.)

168 Icremy before the people were led awaye, apointeth
their exile to continue three score and ten years. 1704
Hkarne Duct. Hist. (1714) I. 395 The Pannonians . . he
successfully subdued, leading away the younger sort into

other countries.

quasi-passive in gcrutut. a 1533 Lo. Bkrners Niton cxliv.

539 The other prysoners, whom we see yonder ledyng to

the dethe warde. 1757 Eliz. Griffith Lett, ileury «y

Francis (1767) II. 87 Suppose a criminal leading forth to

execution.

b. To carry or convey, usually in a cart or other

vehicle. Now only norlh. dial. : To cart (coal, corn,

stones, turf, etc.). To lead in 'grain' : to house.
c 900 tr. Bsedas Hist. 1. i. (1390) 30 Of Breotone nsedran

on scipuin laedde wajron. Ibid. tu. v. [vii.] 168 Hardde
hiscop heht his lichoman .. laedan to Wintaceastre. c 1205
Lay. 3548 To laeden bis garisume to Ieuene mine fadere.

rti22S Leg. Kath. 2251 We, ajeines bin heast, J>aet licome
awei ledden. a 1300 Cursor AL 5129 Siluer and gold bai
wit bam ledd. 1362 Langl. P. PL A. iv. 130 Lawe serial

ben a laborer and leden [1377 lede] a-feld dounge. 137$
Barbour Bruce x. 195 Vith this Bunnok spokin nad thai

To leid thair hay. 4:1386 Chaucer Monk's T. 158 The
vessel of the temple he with hym ladde. c 1400 Mavndev.
(1839) xxiii. 248 Thei leiden hire Houses with hem upon
charlottes, c 1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 33 Whcnne thou
hast covered hit [venison] so, Lede hit home, c 1450 St.
Culhbert (Surtees) 5300 pare armour hame bai led. c 1450
Bk. Cttrtasye 813 in Bahees Bk., pe vssher ledes bat on bed
ryi.t, e 1470 Henry Wallace ix. 1610 A drawcht off wod to

leid. c 1475 RanfCoilyear 597 Leidand Coillis he }eid To
Paris the way. 1528 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) V. 260 To Smyth-
son, for ledinge corne at Acclamc, \\s. viijW. 1530 Palsgr.
604/2 He was ledde thorowe the towne upon a hardell and
so to the galowes. 1594 Acc. Bk. W. Wrayxw Antiquary
XXXII. 55 For leding ij lodes of have, xij«*. 1601 Shaks.
Airs Welt iv. iii. 208 Faith, sir, ha's led the drumme before
the English Tragedians. 1603 Owen Pembrokeshire (1891)

93 And being thus dried throwlie they [turfs) are led home
and layed then vp. 1683 Vestry Bks. (Surtees) 341 For two
load of lime and leading it, 5*. 1721 Ramsay Elegy Patie
Bimiev, Tho' peats and turfsand a'sto lead. 1799 J. Robert-
soh Agric. Pertk 105 In no case to reap when they ought to
be leading in (bousing) their grain. 1839 Stonehouse ,4 .r-

holme 43 One shilling a load is the price generally paid for

leading a cart-load of warp. 1841 yrnl. R. Agric. Soc. II.

ii. 191 He undertakes to convey (or lead, as the term is) all

the materials for a new building. 1887 Hall Caine Deem-
ster xvi. 800 Dan was sent for the pair of oxen to where they
were leading manure. 1891 Atkinson Moorland Par. 64
The people of the farm in question, .had been leading, that

ij>, carting hay in a 'catchy' time.

f c. Of a natural agent, e. g. the wind : To
carry. Obs,

if97 R. Glouc (Rolls) 2023 He ariuede at soup bamptone
as be wind bom adde ylad. a 1300 Cursor M. 1805 pe
wind him ledd a-pon be flodd. 1633 Bp. Hall Hard Texts
607 Causing the Clouds to lead in store of rain.

140

d. To bring forward, adduce (testimony) j to

bring (an action). Now only in Sc. Law.
a 1300 Cursor M. 16278 Quat mister es o wijtnessing again

him for to lede? c 1450 Holland Hoiulai 224 The crovss

Capone . . Was officiate but less that the law leidis.
^
1503

Exracts Aberd. Reg, (1844^ 1. 430 The richtis, ressoins and
allegacionis of batht the said parties, . . led T herde, sene and
understand in. 3564 Warrant in D. H. Fleming Mary Q.
of'Scots (1897) 494 Forsamekill as thair wes ane proces of

forfaltoure led aganis Mathew sumtyme Erie Leuenox [etc].

1737 Rutherford Lett. (1862) I. 379 A process leading ags*.

my guiltiness. 1831 Sir W. Hamilton Discuss. (1852) 228
No evidence has yet been led to show. 1884 Lo. Watson in

Law Rep. 9 App. Cases 253 In the Court below, the parties

were allowed and led proof of their respective averments.
1887 Scotsman 19 Mar., Proof was led to-day in tbis action
of separatioo and aliment.

2. To accompany and show the way to ; to con-

duct, guide, esp. to direct or guide by going on in

advance ; to cause to follow in one's path. Often
with ad vs., astray, away,forth, in, on, out, up, etc.

In early examples ap^p. merely a contextual use of sense 1.

/i 900 Martyrol. 26 in O. £. Texts 178 Mine englas Sec
lardaS in 5a hiofonlican Hierusalem. 971 Blickl. Horn. 27
He hine Jacdde upon swibe hea dune, c 1175 Lamb. Horn.
7 19 Monie bewas .. ledao to debe on ende ba be heom duse-
liche fol3iao. c iaoo Ormin 14468 Caym ledde himm [Abaell

ut uppo be feld. c 1205 Lav. 1098 Brutus nom Tgnogen &
into scipe laedde. c 1250 Gen. tjr Ex. 3607 Go, led Sis folc.

a 1300 Cursor M. 24620 Vnto pe tun ban i me ledd. c 1350
Will. Paterne 2618 pe werwolf hem ladde ouer mures &
muntaynes. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxv. (Thadee) 47 pane
till a chawmir scho hym lede mare priue. 1382 Wyclik Ps.
lxxvii[il. 14 He ladde hem thennes in the cloude of the day.
£•1475 RauJ'Coityar 263 To ane preuie Chalmer beliue thay
him led. 1509 Hawks Past. Pleas, xxxviii. (Percy Soc.)

I
196 The gentle porteres . . on my way then me lede.

^
1570

I

Satir. Poems Reform, xvi. 51 Bot lie will leid him in the
myre Thocht he hecht to defend him. 1603 Shaks. Mcas.
for M. in. ii. 47 How now, noble Pompey ! What, at the
wheels of Caesar? Art thou led in triumph ?

_
1667 Milton

P. L. xii. 309 Therefore shall not Moses . . his people into
Canaan lead. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 321 p 9 Satan is

afterwards led away to Gabriel. 1742 V0UNG Nt. TA. 1.

45-7 O lead my Mind . .Lead it thro' various Scenes of Life.

1847 H. Rogers Ess. (i860) III. 402 The criminal must be
led back by the same road by which he has heen led astray.

1879 Miss Vonge Cameos Ser. iv. xiii. 144 He was led into

tbe chamber of presence.

b. Of motives, conditions, circumstances: To
1

guide, direct to a place.
a 1300 Cursor M. 20386 Sais me quat has you hider ledde.

182% -Clare Vili. Minstr. II. 44 It was a happy hour That
led meup to Bamack hill. 1861 Temple Bar 1 . 467 Chance
led him to Basil. 1892 Eng. lllustr. Mag. IX. 867 Instinct
early led him into the political arena.

c. Of a clue, light, sound, etc. : To serve (a

l^erson) as an indication of the way ; to mark the

course for. Also absol. to lead in (Naut.): to

mark tne course for entering port.

1697 Dryden I'irg. Georg. iv. 222 By the tinkling Sound
of Timbrels led, The King of Heav'n in Cretan Caves they
fed. 1824 Campbell Tkeodric 185 Led by that clue, be
left not England's shore Till he had known ber.^ 1833

J. H. Newman Hymn, Lead, Kindly Light, amid the

encircling gloom, Lead Thou me on ! i860 Merc. Marine
Mag. VI i. 316 The two latter Lights in tint lead in.

d. absol., chiefly in figurative contexts.

1580 Sioney Ps. 1. i, He blessed is who . . [never] loosely

treads The straying steps as wicked councel leads. 1593
Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, 111. i. 99 We charge you .. To go with
vs vnto the Officers. King. In Gods name lead. 1602 —
Oth. 1. i. 31 1 Pray you lead on. c 1614 Sir W. Mure Dido
$ sEneas I. 89 Quhair ever thou dost leid We follow the.

1624 Quakles yob xvi. 30 My lips shall tread That ground
I . . as Truth shall leade. 1836 I. Williams in Lyra Apost.

(1849) 120 Into God's Word. .Thou leadest on and on. 1863
Cowden Clarke Shaks. Char. xvi. 390 [Thcyl who desire

to lead, must at all events make a show of following.

e. To lead the way : f (<0 with personal obj., to

guide, show the way to (obs.)
;

(b) in later use (in-

fluenced by sense 13), to go in advance of others,

take the lead in an expedition or course of action.

c 1200 Ormin 3465 Ant te^re steorrne wass wibbjiemm To
ledenn hemm be wej^e. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints ii. (Paulus)

2037>e quhilkis ledand hym pe way praide hym [etc.]. 1590
Marlowe Ed7v. //, 11. ii. (1598) D 2, Lan. Lead 011 the way.

1599 Porter Angry Worn. Abingt. (Percy Soc) 90 Lead
,

thou the way, and let me hold by thee. 1613 Shaks.
Hen. VIU, v. v. 73 Lead the wav, lords. 1697 Dryoen
Virg. Georg. tu. 123 The first to lead the Way, to tempt
the Flood. 1709 Prior Ode to Col. Villiers, And in their

various Turns the Sons must tread Those gloomy Journeys,
which their Sires have led. 1770 Goldsm. Dcs* Vill. 170
He . .allured to brighter worlds, and led the way. 1832 Ht.
Martineau Ireland ii. 22 Dora.. led the way.. in an oppo-
site direction. 1847 Marrvat Childr. N. Forest vii, I can

+ manage it, Humphrey; so lead the way. 1874 Green Short
s Nisi. ii. § 6. 89 In the silent growth and elevation of the
! English people the boroughs led the way.

3. Of a commander: To march at the head of
and direct the movement of. Also with on. f Also

I
lo conduct (warfare) = L. ducere bellnm.
/1900 O. E. Chron. an 827 (Parker MS.) Se Ecgbryht

laedde fierd to Dore wib Norban hymbre. c 1350 WillPalerne
l 1609 Wib be clennest cumpanye bat euer king ladde. 1422

tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 134 Where ben tho that
j

ladd the grete hostes ? c 1470 Golagros <$• Gatv. 655 The
thrid heght schir Bantellas, the batal to leid. c 1470 Henry
Wallace vn. 1171 Hew Kertyngayme thewantguard ledis

. he. 1513 Douglas A^neis xi. iii. 28 Nc na weirfair with
}our pepill leid I. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot.
vi. 332 He leids ane armie till Northumberland. 1605

I Shaks. Macb. v. vi. 4 Vou (worthy Vnkle) Shall . . Leade our

j
first Battell. X736 Lediard Life Marlborough II. 267 The

LEAD.

Prince.. led them on with great Gallantry. 1821 R. Tl-rnep
Arts 4- 6Vi.(ed. 18) 188 Many thousands of them [elephants;

have at once been led to battle. 1847 Marryat Chtldr. N,
Forest iv, He longed, .to lead his men on to victory.

absol. ^1420 Anturs 0/Arth. 397 (Douce MS ) Withe n

launce one loft bat lonely cone lede. 1581 Savile Tacitus
Agric. (1622) 194 The army.. cried to leade into Caledonia.
1623 Bingham Xenophon 10 Cyrus, .told them, that his pur-

pose was to lead against the great King. 1791 Cowpeh
Iliad iv. 430 Go therefore thou, Lead on.

4. To go before or alongside and guide by direct

or indirect contact ; to conduct (a person) by hold-

ing the hand or some part of the body or clothing,

(an animal) by means of a cord, halter, bridle, etc.

Const, by (the hand, etc.). Also with advs. away,
in, off, on, cut, up and dinvn, etc. To lead apes {in

hell) : see Ape sb. 6,

971 Blickl. Horn. 71 His begnas . . laeddon him to bone
eosol. ciooo Aes. Gosp. Matt xv. 14 Se blinda jtyf he
blindne laet hij feallaS begen on aenne pytt. f 1175 Lamb,
Horn, in pet mon..sarine frefrafc ooer blindne let ^1320
Sir Tristr. 446 Tristrem hunters seije ride Lesof hounded
bai ledde. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxiiL {George") 274 Ta
pi belt & hymc [a dragon] lede, & about his hals knyt it

sone. ^1420 Anturs of Arth. 447 His stede was sone
stabillede, and lede to pe sialic. 1470-85 Malory Arthur
1. xlix, The brachet was mine that the Knight lad away.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems xiii. 17 His fa sum by the oxstai
leidis. Ibid. xc. 35 That ane blynde man is led forth be
ane uther. 1530 Palsgr. 604/2 Lede my horse, I praye
you, up and downc. 1590 Spenser F. Q, i. L 4 A milke
white lamb she lad. 1614 Sir A. Gorges tr. Lucan's Phar-
salia 1. 37 Tben doth he take a faire large bull . . And him
vnto the Altar leades. 1766 Goldsm. Vic W. xxiii, The
captive soldier was led forth. 1813 Sketches Charac. (ed. 2]

T. 29 [She] returned, leading in a lovely little girl. 1830
Tennyson Ode Memory m. 10 In sweet dreams . . Thou
leddest by the hand thine infant Hope. 1862 Temple Bar
IV. 252 The chestnut. .was led off to the stable.

b. To lead (a bride) to the altar, to church (f also

simply : ? after L. ducere) : To marry.
1530 Palsgr. 604/2, I lede a bride to churche, j'e maytu*.

1700 Dryden Ovid's Metam. xti. 267 He had either led Thy
I

Mother then; or was by Promise ty'd. 1812 Landor Ct.

I
yulian v. iii. 5 He leads her to the altar, to the throne.

1842 Tennyson Ld. 0/ Burleigh 11 He .. leads her to the

j

village altar.

c. Jig. (a) In opposition to drive : To guide by
persuasion as contrasted with commands or threats.

(b) To lead by the nose (for the allusion cf. quot.

\
1604): to cause to obey submissively. Alsot^
lead by the sleeve.

c 1425 Lvog. Assemb. Gods 1680 How false idolatry ledeth
hem by the sleue. 1583 Golding Calvin on Deut. cxxl 745
Men .. suffer tbemselues to bee led by the noses like brute
beasts. 1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie 111. xxiv. (Arb.) 29*3

Princes may be lead but not driuen. 1604 Shaks. Oth. 1. iii.

407 The Moore .. will as tenderly be lead by th' Nose As
Asses are. 1631 Star Chamb. Cases (Camderi) 20 Vou shall

meete with ignorant Turyes, your duty is to open their eyes,

you may not leade them by the nose. 1749 Smollett Git

Bl. (1797) 1 II. 77 They [the great] have favourite domestics
who lead them by the nose. 1856 KiNGSLEY/Yaj'.r ff Purit,
211 A mob of fools and knaves, led by the nose in each
generation by a few arch-fools and arch-knaves. 1862 Temple
Bar IV. 167 She might be led, but would not be driven.

d. intr. (quasi-passive). To be led; to submit

to being led.

1607 Markkam Caval. u (1617) 75 Till hee be so tame ..

that he will leade vppe and downe quietlye. 1822 Scott
Pirate xxiv, My mester may lead, but he winna drive.

1887 I. R. Ladyy

s Ranche Life Montana 148 In the morn-
ing the pupils [colts] have learnt their lesson, and will lead

anywhere.

5. To guide with reference to action or opinion
;

to bring by persuasion or counsel to or into a con-

dition ; to conduct by argument or representation

to a conclusion ; to induce to do something. Said

both of persons and motives, circumstances, evi-

dence, etc.

a 1225 Leg. Kath. 261 pe feont. .Ieade3 [men] to unbileaue.

a 1300 Cursor M. 26696 He said bar-till his wijf htm ledde.

c 1330 Spec. Gy Warw. 62 pe world btirw his foule gile Hap
me lad to longe while. ^1380 Wyclik Set. Wks. III. 445
Herby bene man lad in to fendus temptacioun. 1422 tr.

Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 217 Al accordid, that kvnde
lad the chylde that to done. 1538 Starkkv Englatui 1. ii.

30 Tbe wyl of man ever commynly folowyth that to the wych
opynyon . . ledyth hyt. 1586 Hunsoon in Border Papers
U894) 1. 367 Sondrie cawscs.. leades me greatlie to mistrust

1 he Kinges good meaning towards her Majestv. a 1605
Montgomerie Devot. Poems iii. 26 To lyf that leddie sail

the leid. 1611 Bible Trans!. Pref. 1 Bruit-beasts led with

sensualitie. 1651 Hodbes Leviath. 11. xxx. 177 They ought
not to be led with admiration of the vertue [etc]. 1711 Adoi-
son Sped. No. 40 r 1 This Error they have been led into

by a ridiculous Doctrine in modern Criticism. 1736 Butler
Anal, lntrod., Wks. 1874 I. 9 Our whole nature leads us
to ascribe all moral perfection to God. 1859 Rlskin JfVtw

Patlis App. 1. (1891) 251 Tintoret . . may lead you wrong if

rou don't understand him. 1861 M. Pattison Ess. (1889)

. 41 Edward's foreign policy led him to draw closer the

ties which connected our country with Germany. 1871 \\.

Stewart Heat § 239 In studying tbe radiation of gases we
are led to some very peculiar laws. 1885 StR H . Cotton in

Law Rep. 29 Ch. Div. 479 There was nothing in the pros*

pectus to lead him to such 2 conclusion. 1888 H. F. Lester
Hartas Malitrin II. vi. 122 She knew the colonel was
easily led.

absol. 1597 Bacon Colours Gd. A Evil (Arb.) 138 Besides

their power to alter the nature of the subiect in appearance,

and so leade to error.

6. Of a way, road, etc. : To serve as a passage

for, conduct (a person) to or into a place. Hence



LEAD.

absol. or intr.
%
to have a specified goal or direction.

Cf. L. via ducit in urbem. Often in fig. contexts.

a laoo Moral Ode 337 Laete we . . be wet bene be lat be

niseoe del to helle of manne. ciaoo Or.min 12016 Forr biss

Lamb iss batt rihhte stih t>att ledebb upp till heffne. 1340
Ayenb. 165 pet is be way pet. let in-to be helle of god. c 1375
Sc. Leg. Saints xviii. (Egipciane) 843 Gyf he . . wald kene
me the gat, bat myeht mc led to the flume lordane. 138a

Wvclif Matt. vii. 14 How streit is the }ate and narcwe the

weye that ledith to lyf. 1509 Bury Wills (Camden) 112 Y
hygheway . . ledyng toward Ipswyeh. 1526 Pitgr. Per/.

(W. de W. 1531) 14 Yet bothe entendeth to go the iourney

that ledeth to the hye Jerusalem. 1603 Shaks. Meas.for
M. iv. i. 33 A little doore, Which from the Vineyard to the

Garden leades. 1621 Lady M. Wroth Urania 452 The way
of necessity leading me to follow my disdainer. 1710 Steele
Tatter No. 194 P 2 There was a single Bridge that led into

the Island. 1730 Ozell Vcrtot's Rom. Ftp. 11. ix. 48

There were but two Ways that led equally to all the Digni-

ties of the Kepublick. 1780 A. Vounc; Tour Ircl. 1. 288

The end of the lake at your feet is formed by the root of
Mangerton, on whose side the road leads. 1791 Mrs. Rao-
CLIFPE Rom. Forest ii, La Motte ascended the stairs that

led to the tower. 1821 Clare Vill. Minstr. I. 122 My
rambles led me to a gipsy's camp. 1861 Tcmpie Bar II. 547
Broad steps lead down into a garden. i88a J. Colborne
Hicks Pasha 69 Then comes the eternal arid plain leading

to the barren hills. 1889 Repentance Paul Wentivorth I.

ix. 187 Their road.. led them through a little copse.

b. intr. To form a channel into, a connecting

link to (something).

1833 Act 3 $ 4 Will. !V> c. 46 § 95 One waste or foul

water pipe . . to communicate with any drain . . leading into

a common sewer. 1851 Illustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 361

Motion is communicated to the rudder by means of two
connecting rods leading to the tiller.

c. intr. T7 had to : to have as a result or con-

sequence.
a 1770 Jortin Serm. (1771) IV. vi. 119 Pride seldom leads

to truth in points of morality. 1845 S. Austin Range's
Hist. Ref. I. 277 The general disapprobatiun excited by
the church on such weighty points, naturally led to a dis-

cussion of its other abuses. 1861 M. Pattison Ess. (1889)

I. 43 Several seizures of English cargoes led to reprisals on
our part ; reprisals led to a naval war. 1875 Bryce Holy
Rom. Emp. iv. (ed. 5) 35 The victory of Tolbiae led to the

submission of the Alemanni. ,1885 Manch. Exam. 8 July

5/3 Mr. Beeeher's former opinion that smoking leads to

drinking.

7. To lead (a person) a dance : trans/, and Jig,

to put to the trouble of hurrying from place to

place ; hence, to compel to go through a course

of irksome action. To lead (a person) a chase ;

lit. to give (a pursuer) trouble by one's speed or

circuitous course ; also fig. Also (by association

with sense 12) to lead a person a life.

a 15*9, 1599 [see Dance sb. 6 b]. 1601 Shaks. A IPs Welt 11.

iii. 49 Why he's able to leade her a Carranto. 1607 Hey-
wood Worn. Killed (16171 A 3, That's the dance her Husband
meanes to leade her. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 89 F2 Vou
know. .my Passion for Mrs. Martha, and what a Dance she
has led mc. 1715 De Foe Earn. Instruct, t. iv. (1841) 77
I'll lead her such a life she shall have little comfort of me.
1850 Mrs. Jameson Leg. Monast. Ord. (1863) 64 They led

St. Guthlac such a life, that [etc.]. 1861 Temple Bar IV. 53
He. .often leads them a fine chace over hill and dale. 1883
Fenn Middy Ensign xvii. 107 The chaps would lead him
such a life. 189s Cornh. Mag. July 15 How can the captain
so forget himself as to lead them a paper chase ? 1892
Sunday Mag. Aug. 509/2 She had led him the life of a dog.

8. With an inanimate thing as object, a. To
conduct (water, occas. steam) through a channel or

pipe. Cf. L. aquam ducere. Also with away,
forth, off, out.

Lay. 15952 pis waster wes al ilsede. 138* Wyclif
Prov. v. 16 Ben lad out thi wellis withoute forth. 1842

Jml. R. Agric. Soc. III. it. 273 Deep beds of peat, from
which the water has been led off by open drains. 1865
Ibid. Ser. it. I. n. 276 Water may be led away from a hill-

side and form a perennial stream of the greatest value.

1892 Chamb. Jmt. 4 June 360/1 A dam and shoot were
constructed.. to lead the water away faster. 1893 Ibid. 28
Jan. 6i/i The steam, .being led by a bamboo pipe to other
vessels.

b. To guide the course or direction of (some-
thing flexible); fto train (a vine), fto trace (a

line, a boundary) ; to draw or pass (a rope, etc.)

over a pulley, through a hole, etc.

C1050 tn Thorpe Dipl. Angl. 376 pa ilean be him ser

landjemaere latddon. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn.
clxxvii. (1495) 719 Vynes mow be lad wyth rayllynge
aboute houses and townes. 1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts
(1658) 441 The nose is blackish, a line being softly led
through the length, and only through the top of the outside
thereof. 1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag. v. 3 Ten small
sticks, which let him that leadeth the Chain, carry in his
Hand before. 1834-47 J. S. Macaulay Field Fortif. (1851)
219 A charge is laid on the floor, .and tt is fired with a hose
led outside. 1841 J. T. Hewlett Parish Clerk I. 79 Bleed
and blister, lead a mane, dock a tail. 1869 Boutell Arms
<y Arm. viii. (1874) 142 System of pulleys, over which strong
cords are led. 1876 Preece & Sivewright Telegraphy 37
The insulated wire.. is led up through the copper sulphate.
1885 R. Bridges Eros <V Psyche, March 25 Oltve-border'd
clouds o'er lilac led. 189a Longm. Mag. Nov. 88 Ropes.

.

led through blocks fixed to stakes.

C. Naut. intr. Of a rope : To admit of being
Mcd\
c i860 H. Stuart Seaman's Cetiech. 38 The reef tackle

leads through the upper sbeave of the sister block. 1867
Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.

f
Fair-lead, is applied to ropes as

suffering the least friction in a block, when they are said to
lead (air.

141

t d. To guide, steer (a boat) ; to guide, drive (a

carriage ; cf. F. conduire) ; to guide (a pen). Obs.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. 11. 179 Cartesadel the eomissarie
owre carte shal he lede. c 1380 Wvclif Scrm. Sel. Wks. 1.

12 Lede be boot into be hey see. c 1384 Chaucer //. Fame
11. 434 Pheton, wolde lede Algate his fader carte, and gye.
1430 Lydg. Bochas v. vii. (,1554) 127 To holde the plough
and lede it with his hond. 1484 Caxton Fables of sEsop
11. xvi, Of a carter whiche ladde a Charyot or carte whiche
a Mule drewe forthe. 1552 Latimer Serm.

t
St. Andrews

Day (1584) 241 Our Saviour . .saith to Peter, Due in altam
—Lead thy boate into the deepe. 1567 Satir. Foetus Rc-
form. iii. 49 ^Yith Romaine hand he could weill leid ane
pen.

Tie. In literalisms of translation; = L. ducere

and its compounds.
1382 Wyclif Exod. xxvi. 37 Fyue pilers. .before the whiche

shal the tente be lad. — Ezek. v. 1 Take to thee . .rasour,
shauynge heeris;..thou shalt lede it bi thin heed, and hi thi

becrd. — Mark xiv. 47 Oon of men stondinge aboute,
leding out a swerd, smot the seruaunt of the hhjeste prest.

t f. To multiply (a number into another). Obs.
c 1430 Arte ofNombryng (E. E. T. S.) 15 Lede the rote of

o quadrat into the roote of the ober quadrat, and ban wolle
the nieene shew. Ibid. 17 A digit, the whiche lade in hym*
self eubikly [etc.].

f9. To conduct (affairs^ ; to manage, govern.
c 1200 Ormin 17238 To ledenn a be bodi; rihht All affterr

Godess lare. a 1300 Cursor M. 4256 pan was ioseph bath
luued and dred Wit wisdom al his werkes ledd. c 13*0
Cast. Love 306 Wib-outen beos foure wib worschipe Mai no
Kyng lede gret lordschipe. la 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose

400 She had no-thing hir-self to lede. .More than a child of
two yeer olde. 137s Barbour Bruce I. 38 Alexander the
King. .That Scotland haid to steyr and leid. 1398 Trevisa
Barth. De P. K. 1. (1495) 2 This game rule and lede And
bringe it to a good ende. c 1470 Golagros <y Gaw . 48 Ask
leif at the lord, yone landis suld leid. 1567 Gitde «y Godlie
Ball. (S. T. S.) 41 Gif thai heir not the Law, quhilk suld
thame leide Than sail thay not in ony way is heleif.

absol. a 1300 Cursor M. 28277 Maister o childer i was
sum-quare, 1 ledd noght lele wit my lare. 1579 Spenskr
Sheph. Cal. July 185 For shepeheards (sayd he) there doen
leade, As Lordes done other where.

fb. refl. To conduct oneself, behave, act. Obs.
<rxaoo Ormin 1246 3ifT bu he ledesst all wibb skill. 1:1250

Gen. <y Ex. 2301 Hu he sulden hem best leden. a 1300
Cursor M. 8470 Hu bat he agh him for to lede. C137S Sc.

Leg. Saints xxx. {Theodcra) 833 In vertuise . . he . . sa can
hyme-selfe leyde bat . . bai . . mad hyme abbot.

T 10. To deal with, treat (cf. Guide v. 5). In

pa. pple.: Circumstanced, situated, in such and such

a condition.
c 1205 Lav. 8726 Heo weoren swioe uuele ilajd. Ibid.

27713 per weoren Rom-leoden reouliche iledde. a 1225
Leg. Kath. 624 Hume ham wakle breatin ant leaden un-

laheliche. c 1340 Cursor M. 13787 (Trin.) For so in sekenes
am 1 lad bat [etc.]. 1362 Langl. /'. PI. A. 111. 154 Heo
ledeth the lawe as hire luste. c 1450 Mtrlin 331 Whan he
saugh the kynge Rion so euell Lledde, it a-noyed hym sore.

c 1489 Caxton Sonucs ofAymon iii. 3i Thise glotons that

leden our folke so eur.sedly.

II. To carry on.

f 11. To engage or take part in, to perform

1 (dances, songs\ to utter (joyful or mournful)

I
sounds. Cf. L. ducere carmen, c/ioros, G. die

' reihenfiihren. Obs.
A different sense of to lead a dance appears under sense 1 3.

a 1000 Andreas 1477 (Gr.) He wass eft swa a;r lof Uudende.
c 1250 Gen. <f Ex. 699 Of fris kinge wil we leden songe.
a 1300 Cursor M. 28147^ Caroles, iolites, and plaies, 1c haue
be-haldyn and ledde in ways. C1325 Coer de L. 3739
The damyseles lede daunse. 13,. Gaw. Gr. Knt. 1894
}et is be lorde on be launde, ledande his gomnes.^ 1382
Wyclif Judith iii. 10 Ledende dauncis in trumpis and
timbris. c 1489 Caxton Sonues ofAymon xx. 446, I have
seen Reynawd, Alard, guychard, & Ryehard ledyng grete

joye wyth grete company of Knyghtes. 1493 Festivall

(W. de W. 1515) 26 b, Thou hast thyn armes spredde to lede

karolles and daunces.

12. To go through, pass (life, f a portion of time).

Cf. L. ducere vitam, Gr. ayuv 0iov, etc. Rarely,

t To support life by (bread), f Also with forth.
C900 tr. Bieda's Hist. iv. xxviit. [xxvii.] (1890) 360 Se asr

in medmyclum ealonde, baet is Fame nemned, ancorlif

la:dde. a xooo Boeth. Mctr. vii. 4o^Gr.) Foroon orsor^ lif eal-

nij IsedaS woruldmen wise buton wendinge. £1175 Lamb.
Horn. 89 God sette e bam israelisce folee hu heo sculden

heore lif leaden, c 1200 Ormin 9359 patt haffdenn ledd a&
bc^jre lif Affterr be flaeshess wille. a 1300 Cursor M. 4027
He ledd his liue wit-vten blam. Ibid. 13279 Wit bair

fisstng war bai fedd And pouer liuelade bai ledd. ?rti3<56*

Chaucer Rom. Rose 216 She. .ladde hir lyf only by breed

Kneden with eisel. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xvn. 18 That al

here lyf leden in lowenesse and in pouerte. c 1425 Seven
Sag. (P.) 232 To have another wyf, For to ledde with thy lif.

1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. xxiii. 32 Thus this lady ledde

forth her lyfe ther mekely. 1569 J. Rogers Gl. Godly Loue
178 Very few leade lyves. .according to the lawes of Christe.

i§79 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 189 He may at his leasure . . lead

his Winter in Athens his Summer in Naples [etc.]. 1612 H.
Peacham Minerva Brit. 46 Heere sits Repentance, solitarie,

sad, .. As greeuing for the life, that she hath lad. a 1661

Fuller Worthies (1840) 1. 276 He led his old age in London.
17x0 Steelr Tatter No. 166 r 2 The Tastless Manner of

Life, which a Set of idle Fellows lead in this Town. 1819

Crabbe T. of Hall xii, They led in comfort a domestic

life. 1821 Keats Lamia 1. 312 In Corinth.. she. .had led

Days as happy as [etc]. 1856 Frou"de Hist. Eng. (1858) 1.

i. 13 That no human being should be at liberty to lead at

his own pleasure an unaccountable existence. 1873 Brown-
ing Red Cott. Nt.-cap 156 Do lead your own life and let

( ours alone !

t b. To pass through (pain, suffering) ; to bear,

I endure.

a 1300 Cursor M. 15703 }?e Strang soru bat he ledd can na
man rede in run. C1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 15 Suffre
not Sir Frethebald long to lede bis pyne. C1435 Torr.
Portugal 1054 Yt ys wyile the worse to lede. c 1475 Parte-
nay 3785 Non knew the sorow by thaim lade and bore.

III. To precede, be foremost. (Cf. sense 2.)

13. To have the first place in ; to march in the

front line of; lit. and fig. esp. in to lead the dance
(see Dance sb. 6), to lead the van.
c 1380, a 1616 [see Dance sb. 6] 1697 Drvden A^neid

ix. 31 Messapus leads the Van. Ibid. xi. 005 Asylas leads
the Chase. 1736 Lediaro Life Marlborough 1. 98 The
Grenadiers .. led the Yan. 1839 Bailey Festus v. (1848)

49 May our country ever lead The world, for she is

worthiest. 1865 Lowell Wks. (1890) V. 285 A common-
wealth whose greatest sin it has been to lead the van in

freedom of opinion. 1869 A. W. Waro tr. Lartius' Hist.
Greece II. m.iii. 478 In ancient times the choregi themselves
led the chorus. 1884 Graphic 23 Aug., Vour cousin Gordon
and 1 .. had led the van all the morning. 1893 Harfers
Mag. Feb. 385/2 Of the causes . . pneumonia led the list.

D. absol. To go first, to have the first place.

Also with off.

1798 Capt. Millar Aug. in Nicolas Disp. h'clsonXW.
p. cfiv, The Goliath was leading, the Zealous next. 1824 g
Landor Imag. Conv. Wks. 1846 II. 249 The mounted slave

. Jed off with his master's charger. 1892 Sat. Rez>. 2 July
10/2 The boat . . was leading by two hundred yards. 1900
Blachiv. Mag. June 789 The Admiral's fiigate led.

I

fig- 1858 Greener Gunnery 300 If we take thirty or thirty-

five yards' distance as an average, the latter will not ' lead
'

in the race. 1891 Pall Mall G. so Oct. 6/1 The small hats
which are to lead for ihe coming season.

14. intr. a. Mus. iSeeqitot. 1880.) b. Change-
ringing. Of a bell : To have the

4 lead ' (see Lead
*sb.~ 8 a).

1671 Stedman Tintinnalogia 82 Every bell leads four
times, and lies behind twice, except when [etc.). 1880
Gkove Did. Mus. i

Lead, to, in fugues or imitative musir,
is to go off first with a point or subject, which is afiet wauls
taken up by the other parts successively Thus in the

Amen Chorus in the Messiah the bass * leads .

15. trans. To direct by one's example ; to set a
fashion) ; to take the directing or principal patt in

\

(proceedings of any kind) ; to be chief oi (a paity,

a movement) ; to have the official initiative in the

proceedings of (a deliberative body).
1642 Fi ller Holy <V Prof. St in. xxv 228 They should

rather lead a fashion of thrift, than follow one of riot. 1697
Humfrey R ightt-ousn. God 1. 2 Ihe Trent Doctrine (which
is the perfect Papists) ] must confess, is lead them by St.

Austine. 1841 W. SrAt.mNG Italy <y //. 1st. II. 266 The
famous insurrection led by Masanitllo. 1872 C. E. M M'KICK
Life S. Langton i. 22 The Abbot., helped to lead the move-
ment. 1880 C. K. Makkham Pernv. Bark 335 The Govern-
ment should retain the chinchona plantations, and continue

to lead the cultivation 1891 .Sat Per-. 31 Oct. 494 '1

I )israeli still led ihe House of Commons. 1892 Fail Mall It.

I 15 Sept. 7/1 He was able to lead the work himself. 1892
Eng. lllustr. Mag. IX. 867 In conversation he seems rather

[

to be led than to lead.

b. To take the directing part in (singing, a

musical performance), to perform one s own part

so as to guide the others ; so to lead a band, an
orchestra. Similarly, to lead theprayers (of a con-

gregation), to lead (a congregation" in prayer. Also

absol

1849 Chambers's Inform. II. 764/2 Sometimes a tenor

voice will attempt to lead the trebles. 1859 G. A. Lawrence
Sword % Gown v. 51 He is so very anxious to get Cecil

to lead the singing in church. 1866 (J. Macdonald Ann.
Q. Neighb. xiii. (1878) 245 'ihis line old church in which
1 was honoured to lead the prayers of my people. 1880

Goi.DW. Smith Couper iii. 41 Cowper himself was made
to do \iolence to his intense shyness by leading in prayer.

1883 Fens Middy Ensign xx\i. 159 He . . led the chorus,

which was lustily trolled out by all present. 1891 Graphic
31 Oct. 518/3 He went to lead the orchestra at the concert.

1892 Harper's Mag. May 821/2 A woman, .led the singing.

16. Of a barrister : a. trans. To act as leading

counsel in (a cause) ; to act as leader to another

barrister) ; to take precedence of. b. absol. or intr.

1806-7 J. I>eresford Miseries Hum. LifenSrf) 1. Introd.,

Were I however employed to lead the cause on our side.

1862 A. Trollope Orley Farm I. xxxiv. 268 Of course

1 must lead in defending her. 1883 Isee Lkaukr 3d.
1884 Law Times 11 Oct. LXXVII. 384/1 It has been the

practice of English Queen's Counsel to lead colonial Queen's
Counsel in appeals before the Judicial Committee.

17. Card-playing, a. intr. To play the first card

I

in a round or trick. Also with off Said also of

I
the card. To lead to or /// to : to play a card in

;

order to bring out (cards held by another player).

I

Also in indirect pass.

1677 Miege Eng. Fr. Did. s.v., To lead (in Cards ,j'ouer

le premier. 1727-52 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Ombre. Matadores
1 ..are not obliged to attend an inferior trump when it leads.

174a Hoyle Whist 11 When you lead, begin with the best

Suit in your Hand. 1863 * Cavenoish ' Whist (ed. 5) 75
Vou would often do better to - . lead up to the weak suit of

your right-hand adversary, or through the strong suit of your
left-hand adversary. 1879 — Card Ess. y etc. no Lead
originally from your strongest suit. Ibid. 165 He led off

with his own strongest suit. 1892 Field 16 July 120/1 He
i was keeping bis tenace to be led to.

b. trans. As first player, to play (a specified

card) ; to play one of (a suit or a specified suit).

Also with out.

1731 Swikt Death Dr.Stvtft 239, 1 lead a heart. 174* Hoyle
Whisl (1763) s Let us suppose the right-hand Adversary
leads a Suit. 1778 C. Jones Hoyle 's Games Impr. 90 Lead
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Pimto. 1843 Thackf.r ay Ravenswing v, You led the club.
1879 ' Cavendish ' Card Ess., etc, m It is an excellent
plan to lead out first one suit and then another. Ibid, 171,
1 led knave of diamonds . . The cluh was then led through
me. (bid. 198, 1 led the king of trumps. 189J FicldzZ Nov.
843/1 He ought in any case to lead trumps.
IV. In idiomatic combination with adverbs.

(For the non -specialized combinations, see ihe

several senses and the advs.)

18. Lead away. a. trans. To induce to follow

unthinkingly. Chiefly in passive, to yield lo en-

thusiasm, to give credence to misrepresentation.

1736 Lkdiaro Life Marlborough III. 163 Some Men are

led away hy the Spirit of Party. 1861 Temple Bar II. 395
Grace is easily led away.

b. Nant. To lead it away : to take one's course.

1720 De Foe Capt. Singleton x\\u (1840) 229 We led it away,
with the wind large, to the Maldives.

19. Lead off. a. trans. To 'open', take the

first steps in (a dance, a ball) ; hence gen. to begin,

make a beginning in ; to open (a conversation or

discussion . Const, with* b. intr. or absoL
a. 1881 Mrs. Lynn Linton My Lox'c I. xiii. 22Q The twins

leading off the family ball. 1890 A. Gissing ViU. Hampden
II. iv. 66 The dance, .was led off to the popular strains of
the 'Keel-Row'. 1893 lllustr. Lond. Neivs 28 Jan. 109/2
A well-known dramatic critic led off the congratulations.

b. 1806 R. Cumberland Menu of himself 18 On some
occasions, she would persist in a determined taciturnity, to

the regret of the company present ; and at other times
would lead off in her best manner. 1809 Malkjn Gil Bias
in. v. ? 8, 1 led off with five or six coxcombical bows. 1862
Temple Bar IV. 500 The primo tenore .. leads off with

* Hard times no more*. 1882 Stevenson Fam. Stud. 267
A boy of fifteen to lead off with a lass of seventeen. 1893
Harper's Mag. Jan. 210/2 He led off with his companion in

a sort of quickstep.

20. Lead. on. a. trans. To induce gradually to

advance ; to entice or beguile into going to greater

lengths, b. intr. To direct conversation to a subject.

1598 Shaks. Merry W. ti.i. 98 Giue him a show of comfort
in his Suit, and lead him on with a fine baited delay. 1833
Keble Serm. vi. (1848) 141 She will continually be led on
from bad to worse* 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop vi, I've led

her on to tell her secret. 1891 F. \V. Robinson Her Love «y

Ms Life III. vi. ix. ig5 Mike led on to the one subject

which engrossed hiin. 1891 Mks. Hknnikf.r Sir George vi.

113 Don't pretend, now, you didn't encourage and lead me on.

21. Lead out. tram. = Lead off 19 a. Also,

to conduct (a partner; to the dance.
1818 Scott Br. Lamm, xxxv, The picture of Auld Sir

Malise Ravenswood came down on the ha' floor, and led

out the brawl before them a'. 1859 Reade Lo7>e vie little

xiv. (t868) 190 The stable-boy .. leading out one of the

housemaids . . proceeded to country dancing.
absol. iyj6 Pratt Pupil Pleas. (1777) J. 172 The soft

things he said, while we led out.

22. Lead up. a. trans. — Lead off 1 9 a. ? Obs.

1731 Lady M. W. Montagu Poems, Farewell to Bath v,

I've led up many a ball. 1754 Richardson Grandison VI.
xxvii. 166 What a frolic dance will .she and her new husband,
in a little while, lend up. 1766 Golosm. I'ic. W. ix, Mr.
Thornhill and my eldest daughter led up the ball. 1799
Mar. Edgeworth Pop. tales, Limerick Gloves i, She did
not object to her own Jenny's leading up the ball.

b. intr. To lead tip lo : lo prepare gradually

lor ; to form a gradual preparation for.

1861 Temple Bar IV. 101 The circumstances which led up
to the explosion of the . .conspiracy. 1880 McCarthy Own
7tmes III. xlv. 381 Perhaps he had deliberately led up to

this very point. 1892 Wkstcott Gospel ofLife Pref. 22 All

earlier history leads up to the Incarnation. 1892 Sat. Rev.
2 Jan. 16/2 The harlequinade .. is led up to by a tasteful

transformation scene.

Lead Jed\ v.- Also 5 lede, leedyn, 6 leed.

[f. Lead sbA]

f 1. trans, a. To make (something) of lead. b.

To make dull and heavy as lead. Obs.
c 1420 Pallad. on Hush. ix. 175 Or pipis hit to condit me

may lede. c 1430 Titgr. Lyf Man/iode 11. xc. (7869) 109
With this ax 1 dulle and lede [F. fassommc .. et aplomme]
ihe clerkes at cherche.

2. To eover with lead. Also with over.

41440 Promp. Parv. 292/2 Leedyn wythe leed, plnmbo.

1479 Bury Wills (Camden) 53 A new rooff to the churche
of Euston and ledyd. 1530 Palsgk. 604/2, I leede, I cover
a thing, or a rofe of a house, with leede. 1552 Inventories

{Surtees) 10 And the quier all leadid. a 1661 Fuller Wor*
thics (1840) II. 293 She leaded and paved the Friday Market
Cross in Stamford. 1691*1". II[ale] Acc.^ New Invent. 40
Sent away naked saving in her Keel, which was I«eaded^.

1748 Anson's Voy. in. ii. 316 The Carpenters .. caulked all

the seams .. and leaded them over. 1826 Scott Wocntst.

xvii, We gained the roof . . which was in part leaded. 1862

[see Leaded a.].

3. To arm, load, or weight with lead.

1481 Caxton Reynard viii. (Arb.) 16 A croked staf wel
leded on thende for to playe at

-

the ballc. 1483 — Grid.

Leg. 191 b/2 They bete this holy man with . . Scourges leded.

1651-7 T. Marker Art ofAngling (1820) 25 Lead the shank

of the hook. 1787 Best Angling (ed. 2) 12 The line should

always be leaded according to the rapidity, or quietness of

the river you angle in.

4. a. To fix (glass of a window) with leaden

cames. Also with in, up.

1530 Palsgr. 604/2, I wyll leed no mo wyndowes, it is to

costely. a 1626 Bacon New A it. (1900) 26 A carved Window
ofGlasse, leaded with Gold and blew. 1885 F. M 1 ller Glass

Painting vii. 69 Where very small pieces of glass have to be

leaded in the finest or 'string
1
lead can be used. 1886

Willis & Clark Cambridge 1. 443 The glass [of the windows]
was new leaded. 1899 Mackail Life Morris II. 42 The
glass was burned and leaded up.

142

b. To set or fasten ;'/; firmly with molten lead.

1793 Smeaton Edystonc Z. 274 The next day. .Course
XXIX. was set, and its circular chain leaded in also.

f5. To line (pottery) with lead or lead-glaze;

to glaze. Also with over. Obs.

1558 Warde tr. Alexis' Secretes 73 Boyle them together

in an earthen panne or potte leaded. 1594 Plat Jeivell-ho.

11. 30 Great stone pottes that bee leaded within. 161 1 Bible
Ecclus. xxxviii. 30 He [the potter] applieth himselfe to lead

it ouer. 1686 Plot Staffordsh. 123 After the vessels are
painted, the v lead them, with that sort of Lead-Ore they cal

Smithum, which is the smallest Ore of all, beaten into dust,

finely sifted and strewed upon them.

6. Printing. To separate the lines of type by
interposing leads (see Lead sh} 8).

1841 Savage Diet. Printing 179 When a work is double
leaded. 1852 W. Wilks Half Cent. Pref., Twenty-three
sheets of bourgeois leaded. 1875 Southward Diet. Typogr.,
Lead out—a direction given in order that leads may be put
between lines of matter.

7. intr. Naut. To use Ihe lead ; to take soundings.
1858 C. Kiktos in Merc. Mating Mag. V. 246 He would

. .sooner haul off the land out of soundings, than run . .close

in and lead.

8. passive and intr. Of a gun-barrel : To become
foul with a coating of lead.
. 187s

' Stonehenge' Brit. Sports 1. 1. xi. § 6. 47 If either

gun has its barrels leaded.. the scratch-brush must be used
till the lead is removed. 1881 Greener Gun 130 The barrel

also leads very quickly.

9. trans. To smooth the inside of (a gun-harrel)

with a lap of lead (see Lap sb* h).

1881 Greener Gun 146 When once rifled, the barrel cannot
—as in the Henry, Ratchet, and other riflings—be leaded or

otherwise regulated, except with the rifling machine.

Leadable (tf-daVl), a. [f. Lead v.i + -able.]

That may be led, apt to be led.

1836 Foreign Q. Rev. XVII. 122 During this last most
misleadable, if not most leadable, age. 1885 Contemp. Rev.

July 131 The electorate, always.. blind and leadable.

Hence Leadableness, doeility.

1885 Edin. Rev. Apr. 524 Opinions which the curious

docility and leadableness of her mind had made her believe.

Leadage (lrdeda;). [f. Lead vA + -age.]

1891 Labour Cotnmission Gloss., Leadage, distance that

coal has to be conveyed from the mine to a sea-board or

railway.

t Lea'dance. Obs. rare" 1
, [f. Lead vA +

-ANCE.j The action of leading; guidance.
1682 G. D. Season. Caution North to South 7 Written Rules
..Which th' Spirits Leadance lays aside.

Leaded (leded),///. a. Also 3 i-leaded. ff. ,

Lead v.- + -ED*.] In senses of the vb. a. Covered,

lined, loaded, or weighted with lead.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 418 Ne beate ou..mid schurge i-leSered

ne Headed. 1398 Trevisa Barth. Dc P. R. xvn. xxvt.

(1495)619 Smyten downewyth leded arowes. 1538 Leland
Itin. V. 39 The Cbirch of S. Oswalde is a very faire leddid

Chirch. 1625 Bacon Ess., Building (end), Tarrasses,

Leaded aloft, and fairely garnished. 1726 Cavallier Mem. 1.
|

108, 1 perceived by chance in a Dyer's House great Leaded I

Kettles, of above seven h undred Quintals weight. 186a G. G.
J

Scot t Rep in Willis &Clark Cambridge (1 886) 1 1 . 328, 1 have
introduced a timber leaded fleche as a belfry. 1887 Ridek
Haggard Jess 3 He saw the ostrich's thick leg fly high into

the air and then sweep down like a leaded bludgeon I 1891 T.

Hardy Tess (1900) 124/2 The marble monuments and leaded
skeletons at Kmgsbere.
fig. 1889 Serine Mem. E. Thring 129 Who forgets the

leaded accents with which he would say, ' that's fatal
!

'

b. Of panes of glass: Fitted into leaden cames. 1

1855 Ogilvie Suppl., Leaded, ..set in lead; as leaded
windows. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. III. iv. 229 The drone
Of the great organ shook the leaded panes. 1887 Hissey
Holidayon Road 27 Gothic porches, leaded latticed windows,

o. Printing. Having the lines separated by leads.

1864 in Craig Suppl. 1871 Amer. Encycl. Printing (ed.

Ringwalt), Leaded Matter, matter with leads between the

lines. 1886 Pall Malt G. 10 Aug. 1/1 The leaded articles

penned in Fleet-street. 1893 R. Kipling Many Invent. 166,

I wrote three-quarters of a leaded bourgeois column.

Leaden (Ied'n), tf. Forms ; 1 leaden, 4 led un,

4 5 leden, 5 ledyn, 6 leeden, 6- leaden, [OK.
leaden : see Lead sdJ and -en 4

.

The absence of umlaut shows that the word was formed in

OE., not inherited from WGer. Cf Du. looden.\

1. Consisting or made of lead.

c 1000 in Schmid Gcsetze 414 Si bait alfaH isen o#Se arren,

leaden o55e hemen. c 1000 ^lfric Horn. 1. 426 Mid lead-

enum swipum langlice swingan. 1382 Wyclif 2 Mace. iv.

14 Pleying with ledun.dishe. 1420 E. E. Wills (1882) 46
Also iij

c
. of ledyn wy^tis. 1596 Shaks. Mcrch. V. 11. vii. 15

What says this leaden casket? 1663 Gerbier Counsel 87
Leaden gutters. »74^-7 Hekvey Medit. (181 8) 43 Swifter

than a whirlwind flies the leaden death. 18 16 J. Smith
Panorama Sti. $ Art II. 558 Distilled in a leaden, earthen,

or glass retort, 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xvi. II L 638
Deposited in a leaden coffin. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed, 2) I.

252 She descended into the deep like a leaden plummet.
1883 R. W. Dixon Mario iy. xii. 177 The leaden roofs arose
like terraces Behind the battlements.

b. In allegorical contexts, with allusion to

qualities of the metal or to the fig. senses below,

as in leaden key, sceptre', attributed poet, to the

powers of sleep or dullness ; leaden sword\ the type

of an ineffectual weapon.
>579 Fulke Heskins* Part. 396 He heweth at it with his

leaden sworde. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. iv iii. 268 O Murd'rous
slumber ! Layest thou thy Leaden Mace vpon my Boy.. ?

160a 2nd Pt. Returnfr. Parnass. iv. iii. 1887 Those leaden
spouts, That nought downe vent but what tbey do receiue.

LEADEN.
i68» 0. N. tr. Boilcau's Lutrin 1. 35 When Lye* and Eais
Nights leaden Key composes. 174a Young Nt. Th. 1. 20
Night, .stretches forth Her leaden sceptre o'er a slumb'ring

world. 1829 H. Neele Lit. Rem. 33 The leaden sceptre of
French taste was stretched over the tragic drama.

2. trans/, and fig. a. Of base quality or com-
position ; of little value ; opposed lo golden, b.

Heavy as if made of lead; oppressive, burden-

some
;
(of the limbs) hard to drag along, tardy in

movement ; hence said of movement, etc. ;
(of

slumber or soporific influences) heavy, dull, be-

numbing. C. With allusion to the want of elasti-

city in the metal : Inert, spiritless, depressing, d.

Of a dull, cold, pale colour; dull grey.

a. 1577 Batman {title) The Golden Booke of the Leaden
Goddes. 1590 Marlowe Edw. Jf, 11. ii. (1598) D 1 b, Base
leaden Earles that glory in your birth. 1612 Bp. Hall
Serm. Jmprese of God 11. Wks. (1625) 455 I he Church of

Rome.. (which cares not if she haue golden vessels, though
she haue leaden Presis). 1616 Cai-t. Smith Descr. Ncio
Kng. 33 The golden age and the leaden age.

b. 1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 172 Though God haue leaden

handes, which when they strike pay home. 158s A bp.

Sandys Serm. xii. 197 It is good for a iudge commonly to

haue leaden feete. 1609 Ev. Wont, in Hum. 111. i. in Bullen

0. PI. IV, Lay not a leaden loade of foule reproach Upon
so weake a prop. 1713 C'tess Winchei.sea Misc. Poems 13

[He] courts deforming Death, to mend his Leaden pace. 1725
Pope Odyss. iv. 610 Leaden slumbers press his drooping
eyes. 1827-44 Willis Jephtltah s Dan. 25 Onward came
The leaden tramp of thousands, i860 Reade Cloister <y H.
xxxviii. (1806) 112 He has risen, and was dragging his leaden
limbs along. 1878 B. Taylor Deukalion 1. 1. 15 That
leaden weight which pressed mine eyelids to reluctant sleep.

1887 Pall Mall G. 9 Feb. 4/1, I have never felt the atmo-
sphere of the House so leaden.

C. 1592 Shaks. I'en. <y Ad. 34 The tender boy, Who ..

powted inadulldisdaine, With leaden appetite. 1641 Milton
Ch. Govt. vi. Wks. 1851 III 124 To bring., an unactive blind-

nesse of mind upon the people hy their leaden doctrine.

1647 R. Baron Cyprian Acad. 1. 8 Saturne, that leaden planet

did cast his melancholy influence over all his intellectuals.

1865 Mekivale Rom. Emp. VI II. lxiv. 90 Under its leaden

rule little scope was left for the free and healthy exercise of

mind.
^
1889 Times (weekly ed.) 20 Dec. 5/2 In 4 the Progress

of Spring are leaden lines.

d. 4:1386 Chau.cer Can. Yeom. Prol. T. 175 Wher my
colour was bothe fressh and reed Now is it wan and of leden

bewe. 1576 Newton Let/tntVs Complex. 1. viii. 65 It de-

clyneth to a swart and leaden colour, such as we see in men
in the cold Wynter. 1840 Gen. P. Thompson Exerc. (1842)

V. 131 Sleepless nights passed under the leaden eye of him
he . . sent to death. 1865 Gossf. Land % Sea (1874) 4 The
sky was leaden. 1877 Black Green Past, xxxiv. (1878) 270
The green islands lay desolate in the midst of the leaden

sea. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. II 205 The vesicle.. has a
uniform purple or leaden appearance.

3. Qualifying other adjectives.

1844 Ruskin Arroyos Chacc (1880) 1. 288 The lights being
often a blaze of gold, and the shadows a dark leaden grey.

1846 Beddoes Let. Poems p. cix, Prose of the leadenest

drab dye has ever pursued Vour humble servant. 1885
Stevenson Dynamiter 126 Within, like a black and leaden-

heavy kernel, he was conscious of the weight upon his soul.

1894 R. B. Sharie Handbk. Birds Gt. Brit. I. 33 Bill,

leaden blue.

4. Comb. Chieflyparasynthetic, as leaden-coloured,

-eyed, -fooled, -headed, -hearted (hence leaden-

fieartedness), -heeled, 'lined, -natnred, -pated,

-skntled, -spirited, -thoughted, -weighted, -nutted,

-loinged ; also leaden-stepping, in which leaden is

cjuasi-fl(/^. ; leaden-like adv.

1598 Florio, Plombeo, . .
* leaden coloured. 1816 Shelley

A lostor 557 Leaden-coloured even. 1820 Keats Ode Night-
ingale 28 *Leaden-eyed despairs. 1596 R. LIincheI Diclla

(1877) 61 * Leaden-footed gnefe. 1899 F. T. Bullen Log
Sea-7va/f246 Never before.. had I felt time to be so leaden-

footed. 1589 Marprel. Epit. E iij, Not . . so *leaden-headed
as your brother Bridges. 185a Dickens Bleak Ho. i, A
leaden-headed old corporation. 1596 R. LIincheI Diella

(1877) 31 *Leaden-harted sleepe. 1864 E. Murray E.
Nortnan III. 28 He subsided into a sort of *leaden-

heartedness. 1598 E. Guili in Skial. (1878) 35 Thys *]eaden«

heeled passion is to dull, To keepe pace with this Satyre-

footed gull. 1877 W. Black Green Past, xxvii. (1878) 221
Water—*leaden-hued—with no trace of phosphorescent fire

in it. XS74 Hellowes Gttenaras Fam. Ep. (1577) 1°
write so neauie or *leadenlike, your Lordship had no oc-

casion. 1889 Skrine Mem. E. Thring 42 The .. *leaden«

natured boy. 1605 Florio Montaigtu 11. viii. (1632) 220,

I was the.. most Headen-pated to leame my lesson. 1681

tferaclitns Rideus No. 42 (171 3) II. 19 The Leaden-pated
Gentleman propounded the Matter. 1c 160Q Distracted
EmS. v. L in Bullen O. Pt. Ill, 242 What a *leaden-

skulld slave he makes ine. 1609 J. Davies flumonrs
Heaven on Earth (Grosart) 10/2 Let leane-fae'd •leaden-
spirited Sat urnists.. Prate what they list. 11630 Milton
Time 2 The lazy Meaden-stepping hours. 1596 R. L[incheV
Diella (1877) 52 Now *leaden-thoughted Morpheus dyms
each sigbt. x888 T. W. Reid Life W. E. Forster I. 75
M.eaden-weighted lethargy. 1596 Fitz-Gf.ffray Sir F.
Drake (1881} 58 Summons my Muse . . Her Meaden-winged
crest aloft to raise, a 1645 Featly Reynolds in Fuller Abel .

Rediv. (1867) II. 243 We university men were * leaden-
witted, who admired so dull a man.
Llence I«eadenly adv., in a leaden manner;

without elasticity or spring ; after the manner, or

with the effect of a leaden weight. Lea'denness,
the quality of being leaden both in a material and
an immaterial sense,

1611 Cotgk., y^r««j-wr^,palenesse..leadennesse of colour.

1879 G. Mekeuith Egoist \ \. vii. 141 It had sunk suddenly
ana leadenly under the sense of imprisonment. 1893 Bea*
trice Harraden Ships t/uil pass 99 The lovelessness nnd
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leadenness of his temperament. 1895 Crockett Cleg Kelly

xxvii, She went leadenly up the steps.

Leaden (led n), v. [f. Leap sbA + -en b or f.

Leaden a.] fa. trans. To fasten with molten

lead. Obs. b. To make leaden or dull. c. inlr.

To press down like lead
;
only in Leadening* ppL a.

155a IIuloet, Leaden or sowdre together, pinmbo. 1835

Prases Mag. XII. 637 A leadening weight of something
indescribable began to gather upon his heart. 1899 Speaker

29 July 107/1 The very completeness with which Mr. Mends
has done his work, .leadens his narrative.

Leaden, obs. dial, form of Leijen.

Leader 1 (l?dai). Forms: 4~6ledar(e, -er(e,

(4 ledder, leeder, 5 ledir, leedare), 5-7 .SV.

leidar, -er, (6 ledair), 6- leader, [f. Lead v. 1

+ -krL]
I. One who leads.

1. gen. in various senses of the vb. : One who
conducts, precedes as a guide, leads a person by

the hand or an animal by a cord, etc. Also with

adverbs, as leader-away ,
leader-on

t
for which see

the corresponding verbal phrases. Follow my
leader : see Follow v. \ c.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter Hv. 14 Mi leder, and mi kowth sa

gnde. c 1374 Chaucer Troylus iv. 1454 (1482) Oon thynketh

jj>e bere Kut al a-nother thynketh his ledere. 1375 Har-

bour Bruce vii. 20 He sulci ger Kath the sleuthhund and
the ledar Tyne the sleuth men ger him ta. 138a Wyclif
Matt. xv. 14 Thei ben blynde, and lederis of blynde men.

1398 Trevisa Barth. Dc P. P. xit. viii. (1 495) 418 Curlewes
haue guydesand ledars as cranes haue for they drede the

goshawke. C1450 St.Cntkbert (Snrtees) 5675 Withouten
ledar nedit he (a man struck blind 1 To abyde behynd. 1513
Douclas AZneis I. xi. 5 lilyithlie following his ledair

Achates. 1552 Huloet, Leder waye, abductor. 1598 Shaks.
Merry IV. tit. ii. 3 Vou were wont to be a follower, but now
you are a leader. 1633 Ford Broken 11. 1. ii, Without
Reason, Voycing the Leader-on a Demi-god. 1667 Milton
P. L. vi. 451 Leader to free Enjoyment of our right as

Gods. 1697 Drydem Virg. Georg. 11 1. 526 Ample Plains,

Where oft the Flocks without a Leader stray. 1838 Dickens
Nick. Mick, xiii, Follow your leader, boys, and take pattern

by Smike if you dare. x86i J. Kd.mosd Childr. Ch. at
Home i. 17 Christ is . . a leader to all that trust him.

T b. One who has the charge of (animals).

1495 Aci 11 Hen. VII, c 34 § 4 The office of the Maister-

shippe of the leder of the Dere of the parke of Okeley.

c. fThe driver of a vehicle {oh.), d. dial.

A carter.

11x300 Cursor M. 21283 Hath wise and war es bat leder

[sc. of be wain]. 1497 I'd. Treas. Acc. Scot. (1877) !• 3*5

Item, to the sand ledaris, x\\\\s. 1548 in Bnrgh Pec. Pdin.

(1871) II. 141 That na maner of persouns ledares of bume
tak [etc.f. 1847 Sheffield ludep. <E. D. D.), A coal leader.

1887 Donaloson .V nf>f>l. to Jamieson s.v., Until compara-
tively late years the occupation of water-carrier was followed

by a large number ofmen and women, some carried by hand .
.

;

some by barrow .
.

; and some by cart—those were the leaders.

1888 Sheffield Gloss., Leader, a carter.
4 A coal leader'.

2. One who leads a body of armed men ; a com-
mander, a captain.
a 1300 Cursor M. 7630 And of a thusand men o wal He

made him [David] ledder and marscal. 1387 Trevisa lligtien

(Rolls) V. 217 The oost of J>e Gothes was i-slawe in Thnscia,

and here ledere Ragadasnis was i-take. C1400 tr. Secreta

Sicret, Goz\ Lordsh. 108-9 Off lederes off ostes and here

ordinaunce .. Folwe banne vche comandour tene vicaires, &
vche vicairc tene lederes, & vche ledere tene denys. c 1470
Henry Wallace iv. 143 Our leidar is gayae, Amang onr

fays he is set him allayne. 1591 Shaks. i lieu. IT, 1. 1. 143
A worthy Leader, wanting ayd, Vnto his dastard foe-men is

belray'd. 1665 Manley Grolins' Low C. Warres 715 Sir

Horace Vere . . performed the duty, both of a good Leader
and Souldier. 1828 Scorr F. M. Perth xii, All this day .

.

they will gather to their leader's standard. 1844 H. H.
W 11son Brit. India III. 20 Detachments of troops were .

.

sent . . to secure the leaders.

3. One who guides others in action or opinion

;

one who takes the lead in any business, enterprise,

or movement ; one who is
1 followed ' by disciples

or adherents; the chief of a sect or party, tin
early use occas. a chieftain, governor.
Leader of the House 0/ Commons-, the member of the

government who has the official initiative in the proceedings
of the House.

1375 Barbour Bruce 111. 660 Anguss .. wes . . lord and
ledar off kyntyr. 1495 Act 11 Hen. VII, c. 7 The seid

. . principall or principalis leder or leders that unlau-
fully cause the seid people to gedre or rise. 1532 More
Con/ttt. Tindale Wks. 5x5/2 The leaders and maisters
of the christen fayth. 1552 Abp. Hamilton Catech. (1884)

47 To be ledar techar & direckar of the same kirk. 1596
Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scotl. ix. 213 For his brotheris

caus he was cheif leider of the ring. 1666 Temple Let. to

Godolphiu Wks. 1713 II. x8 THe Duke of Albuquerque you
will find ..no great Leader in Council or Business. 1719-20
Swift Let. Yng. Clergyman Misc. (1727) I. 361 Demosthenes
and Cicero, .each ofthem a Leader, .in a popular State. 1771
Junius Lett. Hv. 2S6, I am a partizan of the great leader
of the opposition. 1828 D'Israeli Chas. 1, II. xi. 269
A genius so commanding and so turbulent, was fitted to be
the leader of a party. 1841-4 Emerson Pss.j Manners
Wks. (liohn) I. 208 If the people should destroy class after

class, until two men only were left, one of these would be
the leader. 1874 Green Short Hist. viii. § 5. 500 The
leaders in the country party . . were thrown into prison.

X883 Froude Short Stud. IV. H. ii. 187 Circumstances in-

dependent of himself could alone have raised him into

a leader of a party.

f b. Phrases. Leader of laws : one who has

power in the state* a ruler. Leader of hail : a

guide to salvation. Obs.

«3.. E. E. Aliit. P. B. 1307 He .. hatz .. be lederes of
her lawe layd to be grounde. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints i.

(Petrus) 674 And bu [Paul] dere brothir, far wele ay
lledar of heile and saweoure. c 1440 York Myst. xxx. 55
O leder of lawis. a 1605 Montgomery: Sonn. x.\i. 1 My
lords, late lads, nou leidars of our lauis.

c. A counsel who 4 leads ' (see Lead v.^ 16) in

the conduct of a case before the conrt ; a barrister

whose status (in England, that of a King's Coun-
sel) entitles him to 4 lead \ Also, the senior counsel

of a circuit.

1856 WiLKtE Collins A Pogue's Life v, He had engaged
the leader of the circuit to defend me. 1878 Hall Student's
Guide to Bar 44 At the trial itself he will generally have a
'leader* on whom the conduct of the case w'il I wholly depend.
1883 J. H. Slater Guide Legal Prof. 17 Queen's Counsel
are usually termed ' Leaders , and they sit in front of the
utter Barristers, whom they are said to ' lead ' in any par*
ticular case in which both are engaged.

d. The foremost or most eminent member (of a

profession)
;
also, in wider sense, a person of emi-

nent position and influence.

1858 O. W. Holmes Ant. Break/.- 1. v. (1859) 115 Judges
mayors . . leaders in science . . were represented in that
meeting. 1884 tllustr. l oud. News 1 Nov. 410/3 Here is

Mr. F. Archer, the leader of his profession.

4. One who leads a choir or band of dancers,

musicians, or singers. Leader of praise (Sc. -

PllKCKNTOR.
1530 Pai.sgr. 238/1 Leeder of a daunce, auant dancevr.

1599 Shaks. Muck Ado 11. i. 157 We must follow the Leaders. ,

1811 I'usby Diet. Mns. (ed. y, Leader, a performer who in

a concert takes the principal \ iolin, receives the lime and
style of the movements from the conductor, and communi-
cates them to the rest of the band. 1859 Jeimisom Brit-

,

tany xvi. ^69 The leader, as in our village churches, was
evidently a person of immense importance 1892 Glasgow

;

Herald 22 Apr. 2/2 Leader of l'raise Wanted. 1900 Black™.
Mag. July 51/1 The leader trills ahead in runs and shakes
up and down the scale.

5. Among Methodists, the presiding member of
j

a 4 class' (see Class sb. 7 b). Usually class-leader.

1743 Wesley Art/. United So, ictus Wks. 137 i VIII. 270
There are about twelve persons in every class ; one of whom
is .styled the Leader. 1791 [see Class sb. 7 b].

6. The first man in a file, one in the front rank,

one of the foremost in a moving body. In Survey-

mg
t
the foremost carrier of the chain.

1604 Edmonds Observ. dvsar's Comm 130 F.uery one is

espc ially to acknowledge his leader or foremost man to

be the author of all his motions. 16 16 1809 [see Jile- ,

leader, File sb.* 11]. 1622 IYacmam Contpl. Gent. (16341

240 The men iti the File are to be distinguished by
the names of Leaders, Ihingeis up and Middle-men. 1857
Hl'GltKS Tom Bro~<vn \.\\\, 1 he leaders are busy making
casts into the fields on the left and right, i860 Tyniiai l

Gltic. I. x.w. 188 Another person was sent forwartl, who
drew himself up by the rope which was attached to the leader.

b. One of the front horses in a team, or the front

horse in a tandem.
a 1700 ft. E Diet. Cant. Crcu; Leaders, .the Fore-hows

in Coaches and Teams. 1784 Cowpkii Tiroc. 254 With
pack-horse constancy we keep the road. .True to the jingling

of our leader's bells. 1825 Honk Every day Bk. 1. 1191 lie

was a capital hor>e, the off-leader. 1859 Dickens P. Pi%.a
j

Cities 1. ii, The near leader \ iolently shook his head. 1886

KiSKin Pr.rtcnta I. vi. 182 If the horses were young., there ,

was a postillion for the leaders also.

7. a. Cards. The first player in a round
;
also,

|

one who 'leads' from a particular suit.

1677 Mifge Eng.-l-'r. Diet. s. v., A leader, in Cards, cclni
\

que j'oue le premier. 1742 Hhvle Whist (1763) 45 If the
|

Leader of that Suit or his Partner have the long Trump. I

1876 A. Cam PBtLL-Walker Correct Card Gloss. (1880) 12
}

Leader, the first to play each round.

b. Curling. The first player: cf. Lead j//. 2 5 a.

1789 I). Davidson Seasons 166 Next Robin o' .Mains,
j

a leader good, Close to the w itter drew.

II. A thing which leads.

8. a. gen. b. colloq. A remark or question
j

intended to lead conversation (cf. Feelku 4 b). t

c. Comm. (? U.S.) -Leading article 2.

c moo S. Eng. Leg. 1. 33/124 |>e steorre gan softe to glide I

forth, also it were |»ene way to teche. . .pe Abbot Anourede

his ledare. ri45o tr. De Imitation* tat. Ixi. 143 pe crosse is

be lif of a gode monke, & |>e leder to paradise. 1581 Mul-
castick Positions Ep. Ded. (1887)4 It is an argument which

craueth consideration, bycause it is the leader to a further

consequence. 1882 Mrs. KinnELL Pr. Wales s Garden*

Party 34 'And what did you make of them over the dish

of tea?' suggested the young man as a leader. 1889 Pop.

Sci. Monthly XXXIV. 622 A new 'rival may inflict severe

loss . . through cutting the price of a staple below cost, and

making it what is called a ' leader '. 1895 Critic 6 Apr.

263 /1 In several Sixth Avenue houses, new books by popular

writers have long been used as * leaders '—the technical

name, I believe, for goods sold at little or no profit, some- 1

times even at a loss, for the sake of drawing customers,

with a view of getting them to buy other wares as well.

9. In a tree or shrub : The shoot which grows at

the apex of the stem, or of a principal branch

;

also, a bine.

1572 Mascall Plant. * Graff. (1592) 75 Ye shall neuer

leaue aboue two or three leaders at the head of any prin-

cipall branch. 1822 Louoon Encycl. Gardening 808 Retain

a competent supply of side-shoots, with a good leader to

each mother-branch. 1880 Jefferif.s Gt. Estate 89 The
leaders of the black bryony. . twist around each other. 1892

Gardeners' Chrou. 27 Aug. 242/1 The trees are allowed to

waste their energies in the formation of a plurality of leaders

at the top.

10. A tendon. (Cf. guide, guider.)

1708 J. C, Compl. Collier (1845) 23 Cutting their Leaders
and Nerves, 1737 Hrackf.n Farriery hnpr. (1757) II. 22
What the common People call Leaders or Sinews. 1854
Owen Skel. Teeth (1855) 3 The leaders of the leg-muscles
in the turkey. 1891 Daily News 4 Sept. 3/7 In Ins second
performance he severed one of the leaders of his thigh.

11. a. In agricultural drainage : A main drain,

b. A tributary.

1844 yrnl. P. Agric. Soc. V. 1. g One of the drains that enter
the leader. 1853 Johnston Nat. Hist. Ii. Bord. I. 15

The leaders to these burns aie, in some places, called sykes.

12. = Leading article i.

1844 Disraeli Conins;sby h. vi, Give me a man who can
write a leader. 1847 K. P. Milnes in T. W. Reid Life Ld
Houghton (1891) I. ix. 401 Von can get. .a file of the Times,
the commercial leaders of which you should get up. 1862

Shirley NngteCrit. xi. 482 lie thought a page of Clarendon
as pleasant historical reading as a leader in the Times.

1892 B. Matthews Ameritauisms Brit, An American
..calls that an 'editorial which the Knglishinan calls a
1

leader

13. Mining, a. A dmin or stream that by its

colour indicates the presence of minerals, b. (See

quot. 1846.) C. A small and insignificant vein,

which leads to or indicates the proximity of a

larger and better.

1809 A. Henry Trav.iyi A green-coloured water, whit h

tinged iron of a copper-colour, issued from the hill ; ai d
this the miners called a leader. 1846 Lkockett A'. C.

Words, Leader, a small band of coal connecting the por-

tions of a coal-seam detached by a dyke, and following
which, lends the miner to the seam again. 1855 Cormvail

95 Frequently the prevailing mineral runs continuously
through the lode for considerable lengths ami depths, form-
ing what is called the leader. 1880 C. C. Adley AY/.
Pioneer Mining Co. 2 Oct. 1 Twostioiii; veins or leadeis

can ) ing copper ore have been crossed. 1890 Goldjields
I'ktoria 16 The prospects of the mine have improved,
two auriferous leaders having beet) cut. 1900 Daily News
iy June 3/2 One or two tunnels had been drawn.. on small
leaders and . diamonds had been discovered.

14. Fireworks and Gunnery. A quick match q\\

closed iu a paper tube fur the purpose of conveying

fire rapidly. Also alln'b.,as leader pipe ' see quul.V
1859 I"'. A. (iRirEiTiis Attil. Man. (18621 60 Lay a leader

of quick match alon^ the bore. Ibid, 282. 1878 Kiniish
Pyrotcihn. Treas 103 Leader l'ipes. These are for piping

qnickmatch.

15. I'hhing. (C\S.) a. The end pottion uf a

reel-line, consisting of gut, and ha\ing the siiells

of the Ily-hooks attached to it ; a easting-line.

1859 Laktlktt Diet. A titer
,
Leader, a length of finely

twisted hair, gut, or grass, for attaching an angler'* hock
to the line ; a bottom. Called also a Sncll 1885 Jimf< > s

Mag. Apr. 777 1 The llie> are attached to a leader, 01, as

our Knglish brethren term it, a casting-line.

b. ' A net so placed ns to intercept fish mid

lead them into a pound, weir, trap-net, etc.'

(Knight Did. Mali. Suppl. 1S84 .

16. Machinery, a. (See quots.

;

1805 1'KKWftiF.K in Perguson's Lett. I. 8j note, In a com-
bination of wheels that which is acted upon by the powt i.

or by some other wheel is called a 1< ailer. 1825 J. Nh.him -

son Ofirat Mechanic 21 When speaking of the action of

wheel-work in general, the wheel which aits as a mover is

called the leader, and the one upon w Inch it acts ihejiff/ou er.

1895 Mo i. Steam Engine 58 The wheels of a locomotive are

called 1st, leaders or leading-wheels.

b. U.S. leading block, c. *A principal fur-

row leading from the eye to the skill of a mill-stone
'

(1S75 Knight Did. 'iMerh. s. v. Milhtone). d.

'One of the long vertical tinibefs guiding the tarn

of a pile-driver car
1 (Funk's Stand. Did.).

17. Printings A line of dots or dashes to guide

the eye in letterpress.

1824 J. Johnson Ty/ogr. 11. iii. 59 Full points are some-

times used as leaders in tables of contents. 1871 Amor.
Encycl. Printing (ed. Ringwalt), Leaden (.... or

these consist of tw o or three dots, similar to fidl points, cast

on one type, to the em body ; there are also two or thiee

em leaders, the number of dots being multiplied aciording

to their kngth. Hyphen- fated leaders are also made t ).

18. Sr. atid C.S. A pipe to conduct water.

1875 in Knight Diet. Mech. 1890 Lowson Guid/ollo'.o

xix. 161 The name 'Spout
1

was derived from aspont, sttoupe,

or leader, that was inserted into the bank .. leading the

water which ran letc).

19. U.S. A guiding ling in an animal's nose.

{Cent. Did.)
20. altrib. and Comb., as (sense 6 b\ leader-mule

;

(sense 12) leader-column, -note, -witer.

1897 Daily News 3 June 5/4 The problem set in our "leader

columns the other day. 1890 L. C. D'Ovlk Notches \cR Not
forgetting .. to bestow an occasional cut upon the "leader-

mules. 1888 Besant Inner Home 3 No news came. I his

was especially hard on the * leader-writers.

t Lea'der^. Obs. rare- 0
, [f. Lead v.- (?otsb. )

+ -ER 1

.] A plumber.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 292/1 Leedare or plummare.

LeadereSS (lrdares). Also 6 leadress e.

[f. LeadRK I + -ess.] A female leader.

1599 Thvnne Animadv. (1865) 74 They agree yt shoulde

not be a ' minoresse but a ' mooveresse ' or leadresse of and

to anger and yre. 1888 Daily News 9 Nov. 2/1 Mrs. K.. .

.

a leader, or leaderess of the Ladies' Laud League.

Leaderette (lfdare-t). [f. Leader * (sense

12) + -ette.] A short editorial paragraph, printed

in the same type as the 'leaders
7
in a newspaper.

1880 Athenaeum 4 Sept. 289/2 One able to write crisp

Original Leaderettes, .would have preference. 1895 Mar.



/

LEADERLESS.
Corelli Sorroivs of Satan ix. (1897) 97 This paragraph
of mine, .will take the shape of a * leaderette \

Leaderless (l/dailes), a. [f. Leader! +
-lkSs.J Having no leader; without a leader.

1870 Morris Earthly Par. iv. 284 Some men must,.
l**aderless go forth unto the flame. 1878 Leckv England in
l&th C, (1883) I. 326 The party ..had been left leaderless by
the deaths of Stanhope and Sunderland. 1894 Times
15 Jan. 14/4 The would-be defenders of Paris were little

more than a leaderless mob.

Leadership (irdajfip). [f. Leader * + -SHirJ
The dignity, office, or position of a leader, esp. of

a political patty 1 also, ability to lead.

1834 Fonblanque Eng. under 7 Adminisir. (1887) III.

130 Is the leadership of the House to be conservatively
settled by placing the minority in office? 1856 E. A.
Bono Russia close 16th C. (Hakl. Soo.) Introd. 29 An
invasion of the Crim Tartars . . under the leadership of
their khan. 1x859 Macaulav Hist. Eng. xxiv. (1861) V.
165 That high position which has now been long called the
Leadership of the House of Commons. 1870 Pall Mall G.
26 Aug. 1 Nothing is wanted but military leadership and
military means. 1885 Law Times LXX1X. 351/2 Tbe
leadership of a great circuit.

Leadger, obs. form of Ledger.
Lea'dhillite. Min. [Named by Beudant,

iS32,from Leadhills in Scotland, ihe locality where
it was found : see -ite.] A snlphato-carbonate of
lead, found in whitish pearly crystals.

1835 C. U. Shepard Treat. Min. 11. 6. 1852 Phillips'
Mm. 565 Haidinger. .was led to suppose the crystallization
of leadhillite to l>e oblique. 1885 Krni Min. Simplified 362
LeadhillUe. .crystallizes in the orlhorhumhic system.

Leading (Ird\q),vbl.sb.i [{.Lead v. 1 + -ing V]
1. The action of Lead v. 1

, in various senses.
a 1300 Cursor M. 2866 If ani fische bar-in bigane, Wit

lading o be (lum iordaue, pe lijf it es for-don wit stink.

1340 Hampoi.k IV. Consc. 4217 Thurgh ledyng of be fende
lie sal even to Jerusalem wende. c 1380 Wvclif Set. Wks.
HI. 358 No woundir }if men gone bikke to helle bi be leding
of suche prelati*. c 1440 Three Kings Cologne 50 porwe be
gret mercy of god and ledyng of bis sterre, bei com . . in to
ierusalem. 1555 Philfot in Strype Ectl. Mem. 111. App. xlix.

157 Through his lovyngand comfortable leading and govern-
ance. 1570 Dke Math, /'/v/djb, Hydragogie, demonstrateth
the possible leading of Water, by Natures lawe, and by
artificiall helpe, from any head to any other place assigned.
1690 Wood Life 15 July, So feeble that he could not goe
without leading. 1805 Trans. Soc. Arts XXI II. 35 The
filling, leading, and spreading of 2500 carts of compost.
1846 Trench Mirac. Introd. (1862) 73 Humanity is being
carried forward under a mightier leading than its own.
1891 Labour Commission Gloss., Letting, conveying coals
by carts from the pits to the workmen's houses,

b. with forth, off.

01240 Lofsong in Cott. Horn. 207 Ich bide be., bi his
ledunge forS, bi al bet me him deinde, bi [etc. J. 1890 Daily
NeifS 6 Jan. 3/5 The leading off of tbe rain from the Vomero.

t C. A figure in dancing. Obs.
1694 Mottf.ux Rabelais v. xxiv. (1737) 105 Coupe's, Hops,

Leadings, Risings.

d. Light or leading (Milton) « illumination or
guidance ; hence in Jim-Ice's phrase, men of light

and leading (cf. quot. 1596 in 2).

1644 Milton Jdgm. Bucer Wks. 1851 IV. 29,6, 1 owe no
light or leading receiv'd from any man in the discovery of
this truth. 1790 Burke Fr. Rev. Wks. V. igi The men of
England, the men, 1 mean, of light and leading, in England.
1846 Disraeli Sf>. Ho. Comm. 15 June, The language that
has been used in this House by men of great light and
leading.

2. The action of commanding and marching at

the head of armed men. ^ At one's leading:
under one's command. fAlso, ability to com-
mand, generalship.
c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) vi. 20 Ilk ane admyrall sail hafe

at his ledyng foure or fyue or sex men of armes. 1411
Rolls o/Parlt. III. 650/2 All the Knyghtes and Esquiers
and Yomcn that had ledynge of men on his partic. c 1470
Henry Wallace ix. 1285 A hundreth men was at his ledyng
still. 1596 Shaks. 1 Hen. IV, iv. iii. 17, J wonder much,
being men of such great leading as you are, That you
fore-see not what impediments Drag backe our expedition.
c 1630 RtsooN Stmt. Devon § 74 (18x0) 75 Under the leading
of the Lord Walter Manny. 1642 Commiss. in Buccleuch
MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) 1. 529 Commanders for tbe
governing, leading, and commanding of them. 1719 De
For Crusoe I. xvii. (1840) 293 They would be absolutely
under my leading, as their. .captain. 1813 Scott Rokeby
111. xxiii, His gallant leading won my heart. 1828-40
Tvtlrr Hist. Scot. (1864) I. 167 The civil government in
Scotland, and the leading of its armies, were in the hands
of Mar and March. 1878 Simpson Sch. Shahs. J. 96 A great
armada was being prepared which was said to be intended
to pass the sea* unaer the leading of Stucley. 1898 United
Sendee Mag. July 406 The higher leading may go to
pieces, and confusion of command may ensue,

t b. Government, rule. Obs.

**375 Sc
:
Leg. Saints xl. {Ninian) 820 A nobil knycht

had >e leding of be land. 1375 BARaoua Bruce 1, 579 Than
thocht he to have the leding Off all Scotland, c 1430 Syr
(iener. (Roxb.) 356 AH that land was in hir ledyng.

f e. quasi-concr. The followers of a leader.

1375 Harbour Bruce xv. 302 Thai that war of his leding..
War all dcd. 1382 Wvclif Gen. 1. 9 He hadde in his
ledyng IVulg. in comitalu] chares, and rydynge men. c 1400
Rom. Rose 5863 Al the folk of hir leding,. .never wist what
was fleing.

f3. Arith. Multiplication. Const, in, into.

c 1430 Art ofNombryng(E. E.T. S.) 1 4 Nombre superficial
is bat coinetbe of ledynge of 00 nombre into a nother. Ibid.,

The solide nombre or cubike is bat bat comythe of double
ledynge of nombre in nombre.

144

4. Lead-mining. (Seeqnots.) Cf. Leader i 13 c.

1653 Manlove Lead-Mines 3 If any., find a Rake* Or
sign, or leading to the same. 1747 Hooson Miners Diet.
s.v. Break-off, If it happen that it la vein] break into
several Leadings or Strings. 1802 Mawe Min. Derbyshire
Gloss., Leadings, small sparry veins in the rock. 1829
Glovers Hist. Derby 1. 65* The branches [of a veinj have
a general communication by means of fine slender threads,
or leadings, as the miners term them.
5. A directing influence or guidance

; esp. a
spiritual indication of the proper course of action
in any case ; a term used by the Quakers.
1889 M. C. Lee Quaker Girl Nantucket 8 Ann Millet ..

began to have * leadings ' at the age of four years.

6. atlrib. and Comb., as leading-earl
;
leading-

block (see quots.)
; leading-business

( Theatr.),
the parts usually taken by the leading actor ; lead-
ing-hose, thai section of the hose from which the
water is discharged by a fire-engine; leading-rein,
a rein to lead a horse or other animal ; also fig.

;

leading-staff, + (a) a staff borne by a commanding
officer, a truncheon; (b) a staff to lead a bull by
means of a ring through its nose ; leading-strap
= Lead sb.- 3 d

; f leading-weapon, a weapon
serving as a ' leading-staff'

; leading-wire = Lead
sb.% 10 a (b). Also Leading-string.
1859 E. A. Griffiths Artil. Man. (1862) 317 A *lcading

block is a fixed pulley, which alters the direction of the
power, but does not increase it. 1867 Smyth Sailors Word-
bk., Leading-blocks, the several blocks used for guiding the
direction of any purchase, as hook, snatch or tail blocks.
1880 Era Almanack 95 My First Chapter in * Leading
Business. 1854 H - M »llf.r Sch. % Schm. (1 858) 238 An entire
sheaf that had fallen from the ' *leading-cart ' at the close of
harvesr. 1483 Ward. Acc. in Antiq. Ref>. (1807) 1. 32 And
for *ledyng rayns, xxij yerds of broode riban silk. 1826
Scott Diary 18 Apr. in Lockhart, He a boy, of six or seven,
was brought to visit me on a pony, a groom holding the
leading •rein. 1864 J. Pavn Sir Massingberd 58 If you had
had a leading-rein yourself.. at seventeen, it would have
been a great deal better for you. 1598 Barret Theor.
Warres it. i. 29, In musters and traynings to carie . . neither
Halbard, neither *leading-staflTe letc]. 1634 Kord P.Warbeck
in. i. stage direct., Enter King Henrie, his Gorget on, his
sword, plume of feathers, leading staffe. 1813 Scott Triertu.
it. xix, And Gyneth then apart he drew; To her his leading-
staff resigned. 1889 T. Hardy Mayor 0/ Casterbridge
xxix, He ran forward towards the leading-staff, seized it,

and wrenched tbe animal's head as if he would snap it off.

1856 'Stonkhence' Brit. Sports t. 111. v. 185 If. .he Idogj
must be steadily dragged along by the Meading-strap. 1622
F. Markham Ilk. War \\ \. 10 To conclude, the Colonell
is to bee armed at all points like the Captaine, onely bis
* Leading-weapon, and Feather-btaffe is of a much lesse
proportion.

b. with ad vs., as teading-in,-ofjf,-out\ in quots.

attrib. (and hardly distinct from ///. a.)

1876 Preece & Sivf.wright Telegraphy 224 On to the
square terminal pole a hollow facing or casing is fixed, down
which the * leading- in wires are led. 1884 F. J. Britten
Watch «V Clocknt. 91 The large amount of power required
to drive the 'leading off rod. 1895 Thompson & Thomas
Ellet tr. Tab. «$ Mem. 80 The *leading-out wires of electro-
magnets.

Leading (le*diij), vbl. sb.2 [f. Lead v.2 +
-ing 1

.] The action of Lead v. 2 a. A covering,
framing, or mending with lead. b. concr. = Came

;

leadwork in general, c. Printing. The action of
placing 'leads' between the lines of type. cL quasi-
concr. The fouling of a gun with lead from bullets.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 293/1 Leeding wythe \eed.plumbacio.

1563-83 Foxe A. <$• M. tl. 1799/2 Paufes Churche. .costeth
me a good deale of money by the yeare, the leading thereof.

1573 Baret Alv. L 157 A leading or souldring in lead,
plumbitnra. 1597 MS. Raxvl. D. 176 fo. 275 b, The sydes
of the Chauncell, the Leadding whereof being defectyve.
*6ii Cotgr., Plombement, a leading or tinning. 1691 T.
HIaleJ Acc. Neiv Invent. 83 The leading of the Bread
room . . was a preservation of the Bread ; . . if it had not
been for the leading of it, it would not have lasted half so
long. 1807 Svo. Smith P. Plymley's Lett. ix. Wks. 1840
J 1 1. 440 A Protestant plumber has discovered that it [the
parish church] wants new leading. 1855 Ogilvik Suppl.,
Leading, separating by leads, as in printing. 1881 Greener
Gun 261 This removes all 'leading' and deposit. 1884
Harper's Mag. Aug. 369/2 The.. panes might.. be whirled
out of their leadings. 1894 Athenaeum 26 May 674/1 The
' leading ' of the pages of the two texts differs considerably.

Leading (U'ditj), ///. a. f f. Lead iO + -ing 2.]

1. That guides, directs, or leads to somelhing;
t also, that serves as a precedent.
« 1628 F. Grevil Sidney (1652) 188 This She-David of

ours, .takes the truth for her Leading-Star, a 1633 Austin
Medit. (1635) 168 This was on., the Second Lords day
that was ever kept. And now it began to be a leading
custome to the Church. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. 1. ii. § 1

Such as make him a Britan, ground their pretence on a
leading Mistake. 1681 Flavel Meth. Grace xx. 356 It is

a leading introductive mercy to all other spiritual mercies
that follow it. ^11708 Bkveridgk Thes. Theol. (1710) II.

235 Have a particular care of leading sins, that seldom
go alone. 1745 J- Mason Self Knenvl. \. xvii. (1853) 125
A Man cannot live without some leading views. 1791 Burke
Let. Member Nat. Assembly Wks. VI. 56 One of the
strongest acts of innovation and the most leading in its c<<f»
sequences. 1793 Gouv. Morris in Sparks Life 4- Writ.
(1832) II. 277, I have not proof, but some very leading cir-
cumstances. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) IV. 277 A great
principle or leading thought suggests and arranges a world
of particulars.

b. Special collocations : leading-buoy (see

quot.)
;
leading case Law, one that serves as a

LEADING-.

precedent to decide other cases
; leading-light

A ant. (cf. leading-fhark)
; leading-mark Ar

aitt.,

one of 1 those objects which, kept in line or in transit,

guide the pilot while working into poit, as trees,

spires, buoys, etc/ (Adm. Smyth 1867); leading-
motive Mns.

t
occas. tr. Leitmotiv, q.v. ; lead-

ing note Mus. (see quot 1S89; cf. sensible nole^;
leading question, one that suggests the proper or
expected answer; spec, in Law (see quot. 1848);
leading seventh Mus. (see quot.).

1875 Knight Did. Mech., *Leading-buoy, a buoy placed
as a guide in sailing. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. 11. v. $ 1 We
cannot but gaze at the Novelty of this act (as we conceive,
a heading Case in this kind). 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
xvii. IV. 48 The leading case was that of Athaliah. 1895
North in Laiv Times Rep. LXX1II. 24/1, 1 will refer to
Barroiu v. Barroiv, a leading case perhaps on a married
woman's right and power to elect. 1875 Knight Diet.
Mech., *Leading light. 1804 Nelson in Nicolas Disp.
(1845) V. 521 The *leatfing mark for running in, is the Light-
House. 1883 F. Hueffer Wagner (ed. 2) 70 The same melody
forms a prominent part of the music-drama, and appears as
' *leading-motive ' wherever the composer wishes to suggest
the idea of the love potion. 1894 Times 13 Apr. 10/4 A few
ofthe 'leading-motives', .startle us by their originality. 1811
T. Busby Diet. Music (ed. 3), Leading note. 1889 E. Prout
Harmony i. § 13 The seventh note of the scale, which., has
a very strong tendency to lead up or rise to the tonic, is oh
that account called the Leading Note. 1824 Starkie Law
Evid. I. 11. 123 lTpon the examination of a witness in chief,
the principal rule to be observed is that Mead ing questions
are not tu be asked. 1848 Wharton Laiv Lex., Leading
question, a question which suggests to a witness the answer
which he is to make. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. viiL 1 1. 381
Williams put leading questions. 1889 E. Prout Harmony
(ed. 10) xiv. § 365 The first inversion of the dominant major
ninth is sometimes called the 'Chord of the seventh on the
leading note *,and sometimes simply the

1
* Leading Seventh '.

2. That takes (he lead
;
chief, principal, promi-

nent. Leading lady, man : the chief actress or actor
in a theatrical company. Also Leadikg-article.
16*3 B. Jonson Staph 0/N. it. i, I have read the Elements,

And Accidence, and all the leading books. 1671 L. Aooison
W. Barbary 35 A leading Person in that part ofthe Countrey.
1701 Swift Contests Nobltsty Commons iv. Miscell. (1711)71,
1 mean Popular Orators, Tribunes, or as they are now stiled
Great Speakers, Leading Men and the like. 171 1 Steele
Sped. No. 54 ? 2 Several ofthe leading Men ofthe Sect have
a great deal of the cynical Humour in them. 1734 J. Ward
Introd. Math. ii. v. (ed. 6) 176 The Solution of such Leading
Questions as are in themselves very easie, 1770 Burke
Corr. (1844) II. 275 That profession [the bar) which is so
leading in this country. 1793 Smeaton Edystone L. 5 117
The great and leading point now to be determined was,
whether the house should be rebuilt with stone. 1806 A.
Duncan Nelson's Funeral 27 Large sums were given for
standing in a cart, in a leading street. 181 7 Pari. Debates
565 Mr. Brougham., had admitted the leading facts ofthe
great distresses. 1821 Craic Led. Drawing iv. 216 The
leading events of our sacred history. 1849 Macaulav Hist.
Eng. v. I. 666 He had not been one of the leading con-
spirators. 1868 Freeman Norm. Conq. 1 1, vii. 161 He had
himself. . played a leading part in them [commotions]. 1874
Hation Clytie (ed. 10) 96, I should have put it down for a
leading lady. 1885 J. K. Jerome On the Stage 157 Our
leading man died suddenly from heart disease. 1898 All-
but^sSyst.Med.V. 615 Leading physicians both in Germany
and America.

3. That has the front place ; that goes first or in

front on the line of movement. Leading wheels:
the front pair of wheels of a locomotive (so leading
axle, springs; cf. Leader * 16 a). Leadingcard-, lhat

which is played first ; alsofig. Leading ctntnsd-
LeaderI 3 c. Leading shoot = Leader 1 9,
1597 Morlev Introd. Mus. 77 When we speak of a Fuge

or Canon, in the vnison, fift, or eight : it is to be vnderstood
from the first note of the leading part. 1683 Tryon Way to
Health xiv. (1697) 318 Drunkenness being the leading Card
to all Evils. 1690 J. Mackenzie Siege London-Derry 5/2
If we come to be made a leading-Card, sit not still and see
us sink. 11^11 Kkh Anodynes. Poet.^Wks. 1721 111. 432
When I of God a Song design, Pains intercept my leading
Line. 171a J. James tr. Le BloneCs Gardening 181 Guide
the leading Shoot of these young Trees higher and higher.
1787-51 Chambers Cyel. s.v. Eugue, The leading parts
still flying before those which follow. 1771 P. Parsons
Newmarket J J. 3a The two leading-horses ..carried about
eight stone., each wheel-horse about seven stone. 1774
J. Urvakt Mvthol. I. 80 This people. .often suppressed the
leading vowel. 179a Trans. Soc. Arts X. 18 The vigorous
leading shoots made by healthy plants from year to year.
1796 Instr. 4- Reg. Cavalry (1813) 60 Every other squadron
. and every other regiment, .manoeuvre from a leading flank.

1798 Capt. Millar in Nicolas Disp. Nelson (1846) VII.
p. cliv, The leading Ship to steer one point more to star-
board. i8as J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 129 These
mortises must be square to^he leading side of the whip.
1849-50 Weale's Did. Terms, Leading springs, the springs
fixed upon the leading a.\le-box of a locomotive engine,
bearing the weight above. Leading wluels, the wheels of
a locomotive engine, which are placed before the driving
wheels. 1854 J. S. C Abbott Napoleon (1855) J J. xx. 358
Here . . he encountered the leading Cossacks of Bluchers
army. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. x v. I II. 525 He had been
the leading counsel for the seven Bishops. 1885 U. S. Grant
Pers. Mem. I. xxii. 302 The leading boat got within a very
short distance of the water battery. 1889 PallMallG. 6 Aug.
3/3 A good 'leading' deer lof a sledge teamj is tbe most
valuable of a Samoyede's possessions. 1895 Mod. Steam
Engine 67 The leading axle. 1898 Daily Neios 4 Jan. 5
The leading engine was overturned.

4. That makes to go, drives, or communicates
motion ; in certain technical collocations.

^

176a Falconer Shipivr. 1, 480 The ship waited tbe



LEADING.
leading gale. 1772-84 Cook Voy. (1790) VI. 2175 A shoal
..makes it necessary to warp in, unless there should happen
to be a leading wind. 1841 Dana Seaman's Man. 113
Leading-wind, a fair wind. More particularly applied to

a wind abeam or quartering. 1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bit.^

Leading-partt
the rope of a tackle which runs between the

fall and the standing post... It is that part of the fall which
is to be hauled on or overhauled, to ease the purchase. 1875
Knight Biet, A/ech. t Leading-scrauiljaxhe^xhz longitudinal

screw between the shears of a lathe, by which the slide-rest

is moved longitudinally of the lathe-bed. Lead-screw.

5. Leading coach (sense obscure: cf.quot.184S).

1704 Land. Gaz. No. 4052 '1 The Gentlemen Ushers in

waiting in Her Majesty's Leading Coach. 1724 Jbid. 6233/2
The Morocco Ambassadour was conducted by the Master
of the Ceremonies to his Audience of the young Princesses,

in one of their leading Coachesand six Horses. 1736 Hkrvey
Mem. Geo. //, 1. xiii. 272 He [sc. the Prince of Orange) came
the next morning to St. James's .. though the equipage the

king sent to fetch him was only one miserable leading coach
with only ' a pair of horses '. 1848 Ibid., footn., Strange to

say, the peculiar meaning of ' a leading coach ' has been lost

in the Master of the
<

Horse's office, though these offices are

usually so conservative of etiquette.

Hence + Lea ding-ly a. (in 3 north, dial, ledand-
like), suitable for leading (a procession) ; Iiead-

Injjly adv., in a leading manner.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter xcvii. 6 In bemes ledand-like IVulg.

in tubis ductilibus] to se. 1801 W. Taylor in Robberds
Mem. I. 368 You have no other brother so likely to be
soon and leadingly settled. 1862 Ruskin Unto this Last
65 Among national manufactures .. a quite leadingly lucra-

tive one.

Leading article.
1. One of the longer large-type articles in a news-

paper, appearing as the expression of editorial

opinion on any subject ; a leader.

1807 Politics Georginm Sidns 29 The Morning News-
papers of the metropolis., in their solemn political para-

graphs, and especially in those which are called their lead*

ing articles. 1812 Examiner 25 May 333/2 Your leading

article of last Sunday. 1868 M. Path son Academ. Org.
v. 295 In the schools of Oxford is now taught in perfection

the art of writing * leading articles '.

2. Comm. a. A principal or prominent article of

trade, b. In recent use, an article which is
1 pushed*

and sold at a low price in order lo attract customers

for other things. Cf. Leader 8 b.

1818 Jas. Mill Brit. India II. iv. v. 163 A leading article

in the European traffic was the salt-petre produced in Bengal.

Lea'ding-string. Chiefly

1. Strings with which children used to be gnided

and supported when learning to walk. To be in

leading-strings : to be still a child
; Jig. to be in u

state of dependence or pupilage.

1677 Wycherlev Plain Dealer 1. 1. 1 But I'll have no
Leading-strings, I can walk alone, a 1685 Otwav Compl,
Muse xiii. \Vks. 1727 II. 366 In little time the Hell-hred
Brat .. Without his Leading-strings could walk. 1779
T. A. Mann in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 417, 1 live in

a Country where good Philosophy is still in its leading-
strings. 1780 Cowper Progr. Err. 531 One that still needs
his leading-string and bib. 1809 W. Irving Knickerb. (1861)

69 He . . gallops through mud and mire . . merely to show
that he is a lad of spirit, and out of his leading-strings.

1851 Mavhew Lond. Labour 317 Thus the 1 model ' lodgers
are kept, as it were, in leading-strings. 1884 Lowell It ks.

(1890) VI. 135 His [Cervantes'] genius soon broke away
from the leading-strings of a plot that denied free scope to

his conceptions.

2 . A cord for 1ead ing an an imal. Cf. leading rein

,

1859 Archseot. Cant. 11. 106 At the feet of each crouches
a dog with knotted leading-strings. 1886 Ruskin Prxterita
I. v. 159 Led. .by a riding master with a leading string.

Hence Leading-stringed pa. pple., nonce-wd.
y

guided with, or kept within, leading-strings.

1859 Thackeray Virgin. 1 1, xiv. 104 A powerful mettle-
some young Achilles ought not to be leading-stringed by
women too much.

fLea'dish, a. Obs. [f. Lead sbJ + -ish.]

Somewhat like lead. Also Comb., as Uadish-
coloured adj.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vii. lxiv, (1495) 280 In
theym that haue the Lepra the face is ledysshe. 1530
Palsgr. 317/t Ledysshe, plnmmee

}
ptummenx. 1577 Dee

Relat.Spir. 1. (1659) 75 That about the center is of fuskish
or leadish colour. X597 A. M. tr. Gttillemeaits Fr. Chirnrg.
3 b/i If the Fleshe of the wounde be leadishe-colourede.
1653 Sanders Pkysiogn. 183 The Excrements, of a wan
leadish colour.

Leadless (ie-dles), a. [f. Lead sbA + -less.]

Devoid of lead.

1809 Bvron Eng. Bards * Sc. Rev. 466 When Little's
leadless pistol met his eye. 185a Earp Gold Col. Australia
127 Gentlemen, whose seconds take care that they fight with
leadless pistols. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 25 Feb. 2/1 The itinerant
vendor of plaster busts and leadless pencils. Ibid. 14 June
2/2 Messrs. Minion.. have already taken steps.. to discover
a leadless glaze.

[Leadtnan, ' one who leads a dance ' (J.) : see

List ofSpurious Words and leadman in Lead sb*
12.]

t Leadsman 1
. Obs. [f. leads, genitive of Lead

sb.2* + Man.] A guide, = Lodesman.
C1510 Gest R. Node vii. 369 in Child Ballads (1888) 111.

74/1 1 I wyll be your ledes-man, And lede you the way. 1598
Barret Theor. Warres 29 They find their leadsman before
them in their due distance.

Leadsman 2 (le'dzman). [f. gen. of Lead
sb^ + Man.] The man who ' heaves' the lead in

taking soundings.

Vol. VI.

145

1857 S. Osborn Quedah xxii. 308 The rippling music of
my gun-boat's stem . . and the low call of the leadsman,
were the only signs of life. 1867 Smyth Sailor s 11 ord-bk.,
Leadsman. ..In Calcutta the young gentlemm learning to
be pilots are called leadsmen. 1875 Bedford Sailors Pocket
Bk. v. (ed. 2) 153 The foremast awning stanchion . .forms a
good support for the leadsman's breast-rope. 1891 Scribner's
Mag. Sept. 278/2 Skilful pilots ; each of whom brings his
own leadsman on board.

Iteady (le*di), a. Forms: 4 leeddy, 5 ledi,

6 ledy e, leadie, -ye, 5- leady. [f. Lead sbS
+ -Y !.] Resembling lead, usually in colour.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. viu. xii. (1495) 319 Saturuus
tokenyth sorowe . . his colour is blacke leeddy and false.

c 1400 Lanftanc's Cirnrg. 197 pe face, .is sumwhat ledi..

.

Her nailis bicomeb ledi. 1477 Norton Ord. Alch. v. in
Ashm. (1652) 65 Warm or leady Colour. 1534 Klvot Got:
*!• ( r 557> 124 His ruddy lippes wan, & his eyen ledye &
holow. a 1536 Beauty «y Good Prop. Women Cj, And to
calisto with this gyrdle celestiua Shall go and his ledy
hart make hole & lyght. 1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav.
102 His eyes grow dim, his heart turnes leady. 1756
Diet. Arts «f Set. s.v. Porcelain, This colour has a leady
cast like metal-burning mirrors. 1824 Mech. Mag. No. 52.

383 Every part of the iron . . will be found to be unusually
soft and leady. 1892 Harper s Mag. LXXX1V. 570/2
Glacier water, .always gray—a sorl of lead-y gray.

Leaf (Iff), sb. Tl. leaves (l/vz). Forms : a.

sing. 1 leaf, 2-4 lef, 3 [Cu leif, (3 lief, lieif, 4
lyeave), 3-6 lefe, (3 leve), 4 5 leyf, lefT, (4 lyf ),

4-6 leef, (4,6 leof), 6 leaffe, leefe, (leave,laif),

6-7 leafe, 3- leaf. p. pi. 1 leaf, Northumb, leofo,

hldofa, leofa, 3-4 levis, 3 6 leves, (4 leeves),

4 lewes, Sc. leivis, lewis, 5 lewys, 4-5 levys, (5
leevys), 6 Sc. levis, 5 le(e)fes, 6 leaffes, 7 S

leafs, 8 leafes, 6- leaves. [OK. Ifaf str. neut.

(pi. Ifaf) - OKris. ldf% OS. lof lot (Du. loo/),

Ol 1G. lottp masc. and neut. (MH(J. lonp, lonb-,

tnod.G. laub neut.), ON. lauf neut. (S\v. lo/, ]>a.

lov)
t

Goth, laitf-s (pi. Umbos) masc. OTeut.
*lautio~, By some scholars regarded as cogn. \v.

Lith. lupti, OS1. lupiti to peel, strip off.]

I. The organ of the plant, etc.

1. An expanded organ of a plant, produced later-

ally from a stem or branch, or springing from its

root ; one of the parts of a plant which collectively

constitute its foliage.

It is usually green, and in its most complete form consists

of a blade, footstalk, and stipules ; in popular lang. the word
leafdenotes the blade alone. Some mod. botanists use the
word in an extended sense, including all those structures
which are regarded as * modified leaves', such as stamens,
carpels, floral envelopes, bracts, etc.

C825 V'esp. Psalter xxxvi. 2 Foioon swe swe hej hreoMice
I adrujiaS & swe swe leaf wyrta hreoe fallao. 1 950 Liudisf.
!

Gosp. Matt. xxi. 19 And &esam done fiobeom enne .. &
I naeniht infand in Sxr. .buta leofo aniim. c 1200 Trin. Coll.

Horn. 177 To-}Anes wintre penne alle leues fallen, c 1290
' S. Eng. Leg. I. 7/204 A treo with bowes brode and lere,

Ake bare nas opon nobur lief ne rinde. a 1300 Cursor M.
804 pai tied bam . . wit leues brad bath o figer. 1375 Bah-
bour Bruce xvi. 67 Quhen.. lewis on the hranchis spredis.

1423 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 239 He sholde rube
his gomes with lewys of trenne. 1485 Caxton C/ias. Gt.
210 Eche man took his owtie, and cutte of the bowes &
leues. 1562 Turner Herbal 11. 162 They differ also in the

color of the leaue. 1640 Howrll Dodonds Gr. To Prince
12 They soon will cast their leafs. 1667 Milton P. L. v.

480 So from the root Springs lighter the green stalk, from
thence the leaves More aerie. 1722 Woli.aston Relig. Nat.
ix. 205 Like leaves one generation drops, and another springs

up. 1830 Tennyson Arab. Nts. viii, A sudden splendour
from behind Flush 'd all the leaves with rich gold-green.

1889 Geooes & Thomson Evol. of Sex vi. § 1 In mo*t
phanerogams . . male and female organs occur on different

leaves (stamens and carpels) of each flower,

fig. 1377 Langl. P. PL B, v. 138 On liniitoures and listres

lesynges 1 ymped, Tyl thei here leues of low speche lordes

to plese. C1386 Chaucer Pars. T. ?4i Ne by £e braunches
ne the leuys of confession. 1613 Shaks. Hen. l

r

//L, 111. ii.

3S3 This is the state of Man; to day he puts forth The
tender Leaues of hopes, lo morrow Blossomes. i860 Reade
Cloister $ H. Iv. (1896) 163 Yet our love hath lost no leaf,

thank God. 188a Jean Watson Life R. S. Candlish xiv.

148 How the leaves fall when the autumn of one's friendship

has begun.
Phrase. 1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) I. xv. 11, 1 trem-

ble as doth a leef vpon a tree. [See also Aspen a. 1.]

b. with qualifying adjs., as compound, fleshy,

lyrate, etc. q.v. ; also cold, hollow leaf (see quots.).

1831 G. Don Gard. Diet. 1. xvii, Hollcnv-leaf, form ofa cowl,

concave above. 1897 Willis Flower. PI. 1 . 102 Most ofthem
[Alpine plantsl have more or less inrolled leaves, which
perhaps., act as a protection against the cold. ..Such leaves

are termed by Jungner cold-leaves.

c. Walking leaf : see Walking ppl. a.

2. Popularly used for : A petal
;
esp. in rose-leaf.

1565 Cooper Thesaurus s.v. Vnguis, Vngids rosse .. the

thicke white parte of a rose leafe nexte the stalke. 1591
Shaks. i Hen. VI, iv. i. 92 This Fellow . . Vpbraided me
about the Rose I weare, Saying, the sanguine colour of the

Leaues Did represent my Masters blushing cheekes. c 1600

Acc. Bk. IV. IVray in Antiquary XXXII. 80 Take the
leaues of Blew violetes. 1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. (1765) 2

The Corolla, Foliation, vulgarly called the Leaves of the

Flower. 1820 Shellev Sensit. Plant 111. vii, The rose

leaves, like flakes of crimson snow, Paved the turf. 1847
Tennyson Princ. v. 189 Pure as lines of green that streak

the white Of the first snowdrop's inner leaves.

3. collect. The foliage of a plant or tree ;
leafage,

leaves. Chiefly in phr. fall of the leaf. Ln {full)

leaf : covered with leaves or foliage.

LEAF.

i«7 in Lett. Roy. lllnstr. Ladies (1846) II. 363, 1 am
sick at the fall of the leaf and at the spring of the year.

1545 Ascham Toxoph. 1. (Arb.) 48 Spring tyme, Somer,
faule of the leafe, and winter. 1625 Bacon Ess., Gardening
(Arb.) 556 The White-Thorne in Leafe. 1660 F. Brooke
tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 362 The year hegan in March with
the coming of the leaf. 1789 G. White Selborne xvi. (1853)
68 When the leaf is out. 1863 Fr. A. Kkmrle Resid. in
Georgia 19 All in full leaf and beauty.

fig. 1605 Shaks. Macb. v. iii. 23, 1 haue liu'd long enough,
my way of life Is falne into the Seare, the yellow Leafe.
181 1 W. R. Spencer Poems 44 Kre yet the green leaf of

her days was come.

f b. Used for 1 season J

,
' year *, in the descrip-

tion of wine. Obs. [Cf, V. vin de deuxfeuilles.]

1594 Plat Jeiuell-ho. 111. 71 Wine of nine or ten leaues
(as theyTerme it) which is so many yeares olde. 1715 Lend.
Gaz. No. 5385/9 Hermitage Claret, deep, bright, strong, .and
of the true Leaf. 1720 Ibid. No. 5832/4.

4. spec. The leaves of a plant cultivated for com
mercial purposes : a. of the tobacco-plant. In
the leaf, in leaves, i.e. unste mined and uncut.

<v 1618 Svlvestek Tobacco Battered 781 Impose so deep
a Taxe ( hi all these Ball, Leafe, Cane, and Pudding-packs
1641 French Distill, ii. (1651) 49 Of Tobacco in the leafe

three ounces. 1853 Ure Diet. Arts (ed. 4) II. 866 Virginia
leaf costs in bond 3^<r\ per lb.. .Ditto strips shi. 1898 '///•

Bits 7 May 105/3 Tobacco,, in the Na\y..is usually served
out in the leaf.

b. of the lea-plant see quot.).

1883 Times 2 Apr. 4 A factory in which the 'h-af, as the
green leaves gathered from the tea bushes are technically
termed, is manufactuied into tea.

5. A disease incident to sheep and lambs. (Cf.

leaf sickness in 17.) HV>s.
1726 Diet. Rust. led. 3^, Leaf a Distemper incident to

Lambs of to or 14 Days old. 1749 W. Kf.i.is .Syst. Improv.
Sheep 320 Some call it [the disease] wood-evil, and other*
the leaf. Some suppose they get it by feeding upon wood,
or .some leaf upon the ground.

6. A representation of a leaf; an ornament in the

form of a leaf; esp. in Arch, (see qnot. 1842-59).
1459 in Paston Lett. I. 478, j. close bedde of palle grene

and whyte, with levys of golde. 1664 Kvei.vn tr. J' rearms

t

An/tit. xxix. 70 The Chapter had this in, particular, that
its stalks and flexures of the leaves were made in the form

j

of Ramms horns. 1707 J. Chambkrlayne St. Gt. Brit. 1. 111.

iii. (ed. 22) 274 His [an Earl's] Coronet hath the Pearls rai«»ed

upon Points, and Leaves low between. 1727-41 Chambers
Cytl., Leaves, in architecture, are an ornairent of the
Corinthian capital, and thence borrowed into the Composite.
1842 59 Gwii.t Archit. Gloss., Leaves, ornaments imitated
from natural leaves, whereof the ancients used two sorts,

natural and imaginary.

f b. Geom. A leaf-shaped figure. ^Cf. Foliate a.

2 b, and quot. 1 796 there.) Obs.

1715 A. dk Moivrf in Phil. Trans. XXIX. 330 Whereas
the Foliate is exactly quadrable, the whole Leaf thereof

being but one third of the Square of AB.
II. Similative uses.

7. One of the folds of a folded sheet of paper,

parchment, etc.; esp. one of a number of folds

i (each containing two pages which compose a book
or manuscript, a folio; hence, the matter printed

or written thereon.
£900 tr. Barda's Hist. 1. i. 11890) 31 Man scof bara boca

leaf, be of Hibernia coman. c 1205 Lay. 46 La^amon leide
; beos hoc it ba leaf wende. 111225 67. Marker, i lch ..

I

habbe ired ant araht inoni mislu h leaf. 1340 Ayenb. Pref.,

1
And ine huyche half of be lyeaue be tuaye lcttres of be
abece. pet is to wytene .A. and .b. .A. betocneb be uerste

half of be leave ,b. be oberhalf. c 1386 Chaucer Miller s

Prol. 69 Who so list it nat yheere, Turne ouer the leef, and
chese another tale. 1490 Caxton Eueydos Prol. 2. [I] toke
a penne & ynke, and wrote a leef or tweyne. 1535 Jovk
Apol. Tindale (Arb.) 15 Read the xvj. lyue the fyrste

syde of the xij. leif. 1595 Sjenser Sonn. \. 1 Happy,
ye leaves ! when as those lilly hands . . Shall handle you.
1669 Stlrmv Mariner's Mag. iv. 202 It will be fit to ha\e
a Book in Folio, that a sheet of Paper makes but two Leafs.

1726 Swift Gulliver u. vii. 131, I . . began the other Page in

the same manner, and so turned over the Loaf. 1849
Macaulav Hist, Eng. iii. I. 389 None of these [newspapers]
. .exceeded in size a single small leaf.

fig. 1607 Shaks. Timon iv. iii. 117 [They] Are not within
the Leafe of pitty writ.

b. Phrases. To take a leaf out of (a person's)

book : see Book sb. 15. f To turn down a leaf'.

to cease for a time, f To turn {over) the {next)

leaf (obs.), to turn over a neio leaf, etc. : to ado] t

a different (now always a better) line of conduct.
J577-87 Holinshed Chron. I. 21/2 He must turne the

leafe, and take out a new lesson, by changing his former
trade of Huing into better. 1381 Mulcaster Positions
xxxvii. (1887) 148 The state is now altered,., the preferment

that way hath turned a new leafe. 1597 I^earo Theatre
God's Judgem. (1631) 92 But as soone as he was exalted to

honor, he turned ouer a new leafe, and began ..furiously to

afflict . . the . . faithfull seruants of Christ. 1601 Imp. Consid.

Sec. Priests (1675) 90 Let us all turn over the leaf, and take

another course, a 1659 Osborn Characters, etc. Wks. (1673I

647 It is time to give over, at least, to turn down a Leaf.

1809 Mamcin Gil Bias vn. ii. (Rtldg ) 12, 1 took a leaf out

of their book. 1861 Hughes Tom Brcnvn at Oxf. xiii.

(1889) 411, 1 will turn over a new leaf, and write to yoiu

+ 8. A lobe (of the lungs). (Cf. K. fnettle de

poulmon Cotgr.) Obs. rare— 1
.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. v. xxiii. (1495) 130 Thenne
to shape y* voys thayre is receyued in y« leues of y* lounges.

9. The layer of fat round the kidneys of a pig
;

also applied to the inside fat of other animals.

Now only dial,

19
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14.. Anc. Cookery in Honsen. Ord. (¥790) 425 Take the
lefe of porke sethen . .and grynde hit smalle. 155* Huloet,
I^caffe or fat of a swyne, vuctuin. 1563 Wills cy Inv. N. C.

(Surtees) 1835 I. 207 Leaves of ij swyne iiij
d
. 1630 J. Taylor

CI. Eater Kent 8 What say you to a leafe or flecke of a
brawn new kild? 1697 Dampier Voy. 106, I heard of a
Monstrous Green Turtle. . . The leaves of Fat afforded 8

Gallons of Oyl. 1753 Scots Mag. Jan. 48/2 The fore chine

weighed 64, and the leaves 75 pounds. 1854 Thoreau
Waldcn xvii. (1886) 304 A thick moist lobe, a word especially

applicable to the liver and lungs and the leaves of fat. 1876

Whitby Gloss., Leeaf or Leaf, the inside layer of fat in a

pig or a goose. 1 Geease-leeaf.* 1886 in S. W. Line. Gloss.

10. A very thin sheet of metal, esp. gold or

silver. (See also Dutch, Florence leaf. Gold leaf,

Silver leaf.)
14. . Voc. in Wr..Wnlcker 580/3 Etecturn, a lefe of goolde.

1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 10 Vpon a Stith with a Mallet it

[gold] is brought into most thin leafe or plate. 1580 Frampton
Mouardes" Dial. Iron 166 Vessels of Copper, or of the leafe

ofMilan...The leafeof Milan ismade of Iron. 1707 Curios, in

Jhisb. <y Gard.344 Put it into several Leafs of the finest Gold.

a 1800 Cowper Flatting Mill vi, He must beat it as thin and
as fine As the leaf that infolds what an invalid swallows. 1851

Illnstr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 1236 Gold and silver beaten into

leaves, for gilding.

b, A thin sheet or layer of other material pro-

duced either by beating out or by splitting; a

lamina (of horn, marble, wood, etc.). Lantern
haves (see Lantern sb. 9".

1601 Holland Pliny II. 571 The first who couered all

the walls .. with leaues of marble. 1640 in Kntkk London
II. 175 Horns of lanthorn, the 1000 leaves. 1668 Phil.

Traus. 111. 783 Very many vasa lai fymalia oi Glass,

which hy length of time were become laminated into divers

leaves. J772 Nugent tr. 11&t. Friar Gerund iv. ix. 199
The modem buildings at Home . . appear to be all por-

phyry, marble . . when, in reality, they have no more of these

stones than a thin superficial leaf. 1850 Scoresbv Cheever%
s

Whalem. Adv. iii. 11859) 38 The bones, or rather, slabs of
whalebone, radiate in leaves that lie edgewise to the mouth.
1880 Chambers' Fncycl. (U. S. ed.) s.v. Deals, When a deal

is sawed into twelve or more thin planks, they are called
* leaves \

1 11. The sheet of leather into which the teeth

of a wool-card were inserted, Obs.

1688 R. Holme Armoury 111. 92/1 The Leaf, the Leather
to set the Teeth in. Pricking the Leaf, is making holes in

the Leather, into which the teeth are put.

12. A hinged part or one of a series of ports

connected at one side or end by a hinge ; a flap.

Now rare or obs. exc. spec, as in b, c, d, e.

1420 E. E. Wills (1882) 46 A heme bat y weye her-with,

and ij leuys. c 1524 Churc/nv. Acc. St. Maryhill, Loud.
(Nichols 1797) 118 A Spear with 2 leues. 1526 Pilgr. Per/.
(W. de W. 1531) 236 He . . wrote them in a payre of tables

of stone, whiche tables had two leaues or two bredes. 1572
Lauc. Wills Chetham Soc.) II. 205 One nuicke weyne w lh

I

leaves.
I

b. One of two or more parts of a door, gate, I

or shutter turning upon hinges.
c 1380 Sir Feruuib. 1327 \>c wyndowes wern y-mad of

iaspre. .he leues were masalyne. 1382 Wyclif Judg. xvi. 3
And thens rysynge he [Sampson] took both leeues of the 1

}ate. 1581 Lamrardr Et'ren. it. vii. 1588) 265 Puttyng
backe the leafe of a window with his dagger. 161 1 Birlf.

Ezek. xli. 24 And the doores had two leaues a piece,

two turning leaues. 1723 Chambers Le Clerks Treat.
Archit. I. 102 Coach-Gates are usually made with two
Leaves or Folding-doors. 1848 Thackeray l"an. Fair
xli, Two .. personages 111 black flung open each a leaf

of the door as the carriage pulled up. 1870 Morris
Earthly Par. III. \\. 106 The chanted prayer. .Thrilled

through the brazen leaves of the great door. 1887 Times
25 Aug. 4/5 One leaf of each pair of gates.

c. A hinged llap at the side of a table to be
raised when required for use. Hence applied gen.

to any movable addition to the top of a table.

1558 Bury Wills (Camden) 151 One plaine table w lh one I

leafe. 1577 Wills <fr
Inv. N. C. (Surtees t335) I. 414 A table

withe two leves vjs. \iiyd. 1665 Pepvs Diary 28 May, Here
I saw one pretty piece of household stuff as the company
increaseth, to put a larger leaf upon an ovall table. 1797
Mar. Edgkworth Early Lessons (1S27) I. 50, 1 will hold up
this part of the table which is called the leaf. 1830 Mar-
«yat King's Own xli, He has finished the spare-leaf of the

diningtlable. 1883 Harpers Mag. Oct. 652/2 The table was
cleared off, and the leaves taken out.

d. The part of a draw-bridge or bascule-bridge

which is raised upon a hinge.

1653 Boston Rec. (1877) 1 1. 117 Liberty. . to alter the diawe
bridgej whereas it is made [to] rise in one I^eafe, and . . to

make it to rise in two leaves. 1791 Selby Bridge Act 34
The leaf or leaves of the said hridge, 1894 Westm. Gas.
30 June 5/2 The ponderous bascules or leaves of the fTowerJ
bridge were seen to rise steadily into the air.

e. A hinged sight on the barrel of a rifle.

1875 in KtiiGur Diet. Mech. s.v. Leafsight. 1896 Westm.
Gaz. 16 Sept. 3/1 Half the company with the leaf uf the

sight raised and half with it down. 1900 Daily News 2 Feb.

7/1 The sighting leaf.

13. One of the teeth of a pinion. (See also quot.

1805.)
1706 in Phillips (ed. Kersey"). 1729 Desaculiers in Phil.

Trans. XXX VI. 195 An Iron Wheel, . . to be carried round
by a Pinion, n, of a few Leaves. 1805 Brewster in Fer-
guson*s Led. I. 82 note, When the small wheel is solid and
oblong, and it's teeth longer than their distance from the
axis, .„ its teeth are named leaves. 1812-16 J. Smith Pano-
rama Sci. $ Art 1 . 35S The tooth of the wheel acts upon
the leaf of the pinion.

14. The brim of a hat. Chiefly Anglo-Irish.
^67 H. Brooke Fool ofQnal. IV. sro Harry let down the

leaf of his hat, and drew it over his eyes to conceal his

emotions. 18411 H. Aivsworth Guy Fawkes xi, His hat
was., somewhat broader in the leaf than was ordinarily
worn. 1842 Lever J. Hinton xxi. 146 A hat . . the leaf
jagged and broken. 1893 P. W. Joyce Short Hist. /ret. 1 1

8

The barread or hat was cone-shaped and without a leaf.

15. W eaving. Leaf of heddles (see quot. 1839).
Twill of three, four, etc. leaves : twill woven upon
three, four, etc. leaves of heddles ; bence attrib.,

as eight- leaf twill.
1831 G. R. Porter Silk Manuf. 238 All varieties of twilling

depend upon the. .working of the different leaves of heddles,
1839 UaE Diet. Arts 1230 The heddles being stretched be-
tween two shafts of wood, all the heddles connected by the
same shafts are called a leaf. Ibid. 1231 The draught of the
eight-leaf tweel differs in nothing, .excepting in the number
of leaves. 1888 J. Paton in Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 464/2
Regular twills of from four to eight leaves are woven in the
sam-' manner.

III. altrib. and Comb.
16. a. Simple attrib., chiefly Bot. and Vegetable

Phys., as leaf axil, -blade, -disease, -lobe, -shadow,
-shoot, -stalk, -vein.

1870 IJooKEa Stud. Flora 322 Flowers fascicled in the
upper "leaf-axils. Ibul. 367 *Leaf-blade flat. 1869 Rep.
Comm. U. S. Agric. 218 Mildew and otber "leaf diseases.

1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 15 *Leaf-lobes longer. 1863
Longf. Wayside Dm 1. Falcon of Ser Fedcrigo 50 In the
*leaf shadows of the trellises. 1865 Tylor EarlyUist. Man.
vii. 187 A pointed flexible * leaf-shoot of wild plantain. 1776
Withering Brit. Plants Gloss. 799 ^Leaf-stalk, the foot-

stalk of a leaf. 1839 Lindley Introd. Bot. (ed. 3) 138 The
petiole, or leafstalk. 1880 C. R. Markham Pernv. Bark xvii.

j 93 Distinguishable by the deep red of the * leaf-veins.

b. objective, as leafeater, shedding
; leafbear-

ing, -eating; -forming, -shedding adjs.

1875 Bennett & Dyer Sachs' Bot. 131 leaves and * Leaf-
bearing Axes. 1852 T. W. Harris Insects Injur. Feget.
(1862) 117 * Leaf- eaters. Ibid. 121 The tortoise-beetles .. are
*leaf-eatmg insects. 1884 Bower & Scott De Bary'sPhancr.
63 "Leaf-forming plants. 1837 Wheelwright tr. Aristo-
phanes I. 107 Smelling of bind-weed and * leaf-shedding
poplar, 1876 T. H ardy Ethelberta (1890) 316 The leaf-

shedding season being now at its height.

C. instrumental, as leaf- entangled, -fringed,

-laden ,-fallued, -roofed, -sheltered, -strewn, -strown.
1821 SHEi.i.EY/Vtfwt'r'/i. Vnb. iv. i. 258 The emerald light of

*leaf-en tangled beams. 1820 Keats Ode Grecian Urn 5
What '* leaf-fringed legend haunts about thy shape. . ? 1842
Faber Styrian Lake, etc. 122 * Leaf-laden waters. 1863
Longk. Wayside Inn \. Birds Killingu>orth 122 The dim,
'leaf-latticed windows of the grove. 1839 Bailey Fes/us xx. '

(1848) 238 Old orchards' "leaf-roofed aisles. 1769 G. White
Selborue (1789) 69 To yonder bench "leaf-sheltered let us
stray. 1876 T. Hardy Ethelberta 384 The "leaf-strewn path.

1730-46 Thomson Autumn 955 These now the lonesome
muse, .lead into their "leaf-strown walks.

d. parasynthetic and similative, as leafbladed,

-legged, -pointed, -shaped adjs. ; also leaf like adj.

1883 Daily AVmr 21 Sept. 5/7 A small "leafbladed sheathed
dagger. 1818 Byron Ch. liar. iv. cii, Of her consuming
cheek the autumnal "leaf-like red. 1845 Lindley Sch. Bot.

(1862) 168 The stem, .leaf-like (foliaceus). 1865 Lubbock
|

Preh. Times 17 The swords of the Bronze age., are always
more or less leaf-likc in shape. 1870 Hooker Stud. Flora
111 Rubusfruticosus . .Sepals ascending often * leaf-pointed.

1851 D. Wilson Preh. Ann. (1863) II. Ml. i. 8 The ancient
bronze "leaf-shaped sword.

17. Special comb. : leaf-bearing a., having a

leaf-like appendage; applied spec, to worms of

the family JViyllodoeid.v, which have gills in the

form of leaves; f leaf-beaten a., beaten to a

thin plate or foil; leaf-beetle, a beetle of the

family Chrysomelidw (see quot.); leaf-birth [after

childbirth], a bringing forth of leaves ; leaf-brass,

brass foil
;
leaf-bridge, a bridge constructed with

a leaf or leaves (sense 12 d) ; leaf-bud, a bud from

which leaves are produced (opposed \.ofloioer-bud);

leaf-bug U.S., a heteropterous insect of the family

Tingitidte (Cent. Did.); leaf-bundle, the bundle

of fibres running from the stem into the leaf of a

plant
;
leaf-butterfly, one of the genus Kallima

;

leaf-canopy (see quot) ; leaf-climber (see quot.

18S0) ; so leaf-climbing a. ; leaf-crumpler (see

quot.)
;
leaf-cup, f (a) ? a cup shaped like a leaf;

(b) the plant Polymnia livedolia{Treas. Bot. 1 S66)

;

leaf-cutting, a leaf used as a cutting in the pro-

pagation of certain plants; leaf-cycle Bot. (see

quot.) ; leaf- door, a flap- or folding-door (in quots.

transf. and fg.) ; leaf-eared, a corrupt form of

lave-eared (see Lave a) ; leaf-fall (poet.), the fall

of the leaf, autumn ; leaf-fat, the fat round a pig's

kidneys
;

leaf-feeder, an insect that feeds upon
plant-leaves ; leaf-flnch U.S., the common bull-

finch, Pyrrhula vulgaris {Cent. Diet.) ;
leaf-flea,

an insect of the family Psyllidx which lives on
plants {Syd. Soc. Lex. 1SS8) ; leaf-folder, a moth
whose larvte fold leaves together to form a pro-

tective covering ; leaf-footed a., having leaf-like

feet ; leaf-frog, a frog of the genus Phyllomedusa
(Webster, 1897); leaf-gap Veg. Phys., a division in

the fibre of a plant, caused by the protrusion of a
leaf-bud ; + leaf-gate, a gate with folding leaves or

flaps ; leaf-gilding vbl.sb., gilding with leaf-gold

;

leaf-green a., of the colour of green leaves ; also

quasi- ; sb. = Chlorophyll; leaf-hopper (sec

quot.)
;
leaf-insect, a name for insects of the

family P/iasmidw, esp. thegenus PhyIlium, in which
the wings and sometimes the legs resemble leaves

in shape and colour; leaf-joy nonce-wd., leaf-

lard (see quots.) ; leaf-lichen, a lichen of the

genus Parmelia or N.O. Parmeliacex
;
leaf-louse,

one of the aphides which infest the leaves of plants

;

a plant-louse
; leaf-metal, metal beaten out to a

thin leaf or foil
;
leaf-miner, a small caterpillar

of a tineid moth which eats its way between the

cuticles of leaves ; so leafmining caterpillar ; leaf-

mould,mould having a large proportion of decayed
leaves mixed with it ; leaf-netting (see quot.)

;

leaf-nosed a., having a leaf-like appendage on
the snout ; spec, applied to the phyllostomoid and
rhinolophoid bats ; leaf-opposed a. Bot., having
opposite leaves

;
leaf-plant, a plant cultivated for

its foliage; in quot. attrib.; leaf-red = Erythro-
phyll {Syd. Soc. Lex.); leaf-roller, the cater-

pillar of certain (tortricid) moths, which rolls up
the leaves of plants which it infests ; so leafroll-

ing adj. ; leaf-rosette Veg. Phys., a cluster of

leaves resembling a rosette; leaf-rust, a mould
which attacks trees, producing the appearance of

rusty spots on the leaves ; leaf-scale, a scale on
a plant-stem which develops into a leaf; leaf-

scar, the cicatrix left on the bark by the separa-

tion of the leaf-stalk of a fallen leaf; leaf-sheath,

an expansion at the axil of a leaf in some plants,

which embraces the stem and petiole
;

also, a
covering to the leaf-bearing shoots of some grasses,

e.g. the Equisetacex; f leaf-sickness (see quot.

and cf. sense 5 above) ; leaf-sight (see 1 2 e)

;

leaf- silver, silver leaf or foil; hence leaf-

silvering vbl. sb., the process of covering with
leaf-silver {Cent. Diet.) ; leaf-soil — leaf-mould

;

leaf-spine (see quot. 1882); leaf-table, a table

with a leaf or flap; leaf-tailed 0., having the tail

shaped like a leaf, applied to geckos of the genus
Phyllurns {Cent. Diet.) ; leaf-teeth (see quot.)

;

leaf-tendril, a leaf, the midrib of which grows
beyond the blade in the form of a tendril ; leaf-

thorn *e leaf-spine {Syd. Soc. Lex.) ; f leaf-tin,

tin-foil; leaf-tobacco (see quot. 1851) ; leaf-trace

Veg. Phys. (see quot. 1882); leaf-turner, i{a)
Jocular, a reader of a book

;
(b) a device for turn-

ing over the leaves of a book (Knight Diet. Mech.

187^) ;
leaf-valve, 'a valve of a pumping-engine

hinged orpivoted onone side, a flap-valve* (Knight)

;

leaf-wasp, <a saw-fly '(Webster,! 897) ; leaf-work,
ornamental work consisting of leaf-forms; t leaf-

worm, a caterpillar that devours leaves.

i88z Casselfs Nal. Hist. VI. 232 The famity of *Leaf-

bearing Worms, the Phyllodocidae, contains very beautiful

Worms. 1660 H ex 11am Dutch Diet., Klater-goudt, . .
* leafe-

beaten gold. 1852 T. W. Harris Insects Injur. Veget. (1862)

I

117 lieetles . . which, as they derive their nourishment . . from
leaves alone, may be called *leaf-beetles. 1887 Howen I 'irg.

I Eclog. 111. 56 Noweach meadow is teeming, in "leafbirth ever}4

tree. 1708 Phil. Trans. XXVI. 00 The Rosin, while warm,
would attract * Leaf-Brass. 1841 S. C. Brees Gloss. Cfv.

Engin., * Leaf- Bridge, or Hoist-Bridge. 1664 Evelvn Kal.
llort. Jan. (1706) 4 Learn.. to.. distinguish the Bearing and
Fruit -buds from the * Leaf-buds. 1839 Lindley Introd.

Bot. led. 3) 74 The usual, or normal, situation of leaf-buds

is in the axil of leaves. 1884 Bower & Scott De Baryy
s

Phaner. 256 All . . are, according to Wigand, 4
true ^leaf-

bundles, since they traverse only one internode and
then run into the leaf-organs. 1882 Casselfs Nat. Hist. VI.

232 * Leaf-butterfly of India {Kallima inachis). 1885 C. F.

Holder Marzvls Anivt. Life 147 Java, the home of the

beautiful leafbutterfly. 1889 Land Agents' Rec. p Feb. 126

A forest is said to form a ** teaf-canopy ' when the crowns
of the trees touch each other. «88o Urav Struct. Bot. iii.

§ 3 (ed. 6) 52 * Leaf-Climbers are those in which support is

gained by the action, not of the stem itself, hut of the leaves

it bears. 1880 C. & F. Darwin Movem. PI. 139 A 'leaf-

climbing plant. X884-5 Riverside A'at. Hist. (1888) 1 1. 444
The *leaf-crumplcr, Phycis indiginella, of North America.

. .The caterpillars draw together and crumple the leaves on
which they feed. 1716 Lond. Gaz. No. 5409/3 A *Leaf

Cup without a Cover. 1890 G. M. Gould AVw Med. Diet.,

Bear'sfoot, leaf cup. A popular remedy for enlargement

of the spleen, or the * ague-cake 'of malarious regions. 1882

Garden 4 Feb. 74/1. I have been successful with *leaf cut-

tings of . . Bertolonias. 1877 Bennett tr. Thome
1

's Bot. 87

If a spiral is drawn round the stem connecting the points of

attachment of the falternate or scattered] leaves. . . The
course of the spiral from any one leaf to the next leaf which

stands exactly vertically above or beneath it is therefore

termed the *leaf-cycle. 1600 J. Lane Tom Tel-troth 113

The two *leafe-dores of quondam honestie, Which on foure

vertues Cardinall were turned. 1615 Crooke Body ofMan
108 Nature hath ordained & scituated a certain value, leaf-

doore, or (loud-gate, at the beginning of this Colon. 1840

Browning Sordello 111. 95 * Leaf-fall and grass-spring for the

year. 172s Bradley Earn. Diet. s. v. Sausages,* Leaf-Fat out

of the Hogs-belly. 1853 Zoologist X 1 . 4025 The seed-feeders

..not betraying lherasejves by the discoloured blotches as

the ^leaf-feeders do. 1869 Re}. Comm. U.S. Agric. 217

Illinois: The *teaf folder, thnps, borer, and curculio are

occasionally found in vineyards. 1863 Wood Illnstr. Kat.

Hist. 111. 633 The Phyllopoda, or 'Leaf-footed Entomo-
straca. 1884 Bower & Scott De Bary's Phaner. 243 Narrow
reticulated tracheides at the edges bordering the *ieaf-gap.
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x6i$ Crooke Body ofMan 236 The tome Membranes .. do
somtimes hang dovvne on either hand in the sides by the

tleft like vnto values . .or *leafe-gates. 1839 Ure Diet. A rts

613 *Leaf gilding.. is done by giving, .a coat of gum water

or fine size, applying the gold leaf ere the surfaces be hard
dry. 1853 Ibid, (ed. 4) II. 867 Chlorophyje (*leaf-green).

1891 Daily News jq Sept. 2/1 The hat . . is in leaf green
felt. 1899 Ibid* 27 Feb. 6/6 Laburnum-yellows, leaf-greens.

1852 T. W. Harris Insects Injur. Veget. (1862) 220 Some of

the insects . . are . . called . .frog-hoppers, and to others ( Tetti-

gouiadv] may be applied the name of * leaf-hoppers, because

they live mostly on the leaves of plants. 1861 Tennknt Nat.
Hist. Ceylon 408 * Leaf-insects. 1863Wood Illnstr. Nat. Hist.
II I.486 Leaf \nscct,PhyIlium scythe". 1638 Rawlev Xx.Bacons

Life $ Death (1650) 34 Hopeisasa*Leafe-Ioy[orig.rrt«.?«rt«/

gaudiumfoliatum]; Which maybe beaten out, to a great Ex-
tention, like Gold. 1858 Simmonos Diet. Trade, *Leaflard,
lard from the flaky animal fat of the hog. 1879 Rossiter
Diet. Sci. Terms., *l,eaf lichens, Parmeliaccz. 1774 Goldsm.
Nat. Hist. (1824) III. 212 The animal which some have
called the *Leaf Louse, is of the size of a flea, and of a
bright green, or bluish-green colour. 1812 J. Smyth Tract,

of Customs (1821) 155 *Leaf Metal (except of Gold) the

packet to contain 250 leaves. 1830 J . Rennif. Insect A rchit.

xii. 239 Most of the solitary *leaf-miners either cannot or

will not construct a new mine, if ejected by an experimenter

from the old. 1883 Wood in Gd. Words Dec. 763/2 Leaf-

miners—tiny caterpillars which pass their lives between the

inner and outer layer of leaves. 1830 J. Kenme Insect

Archil, xii. 233 *Leaf-mining Caterpillars. 1*4$ Florist's

Jrnl. 53 A compost of *leaf-mould, loam, and sand, well

mixed together. 1882 Caulkeild & Saward Diet. Needle-

work $>o*Leaf Netting, also known as Luff Netting, and
worked so as to raise some of the loops of a row above the

others. 1879 Wright Anim. Life 64 The Phyllostomida;.

This family contains the simple *Leaf-nosed Nats. 1870

Hooker Stud. Flora 5 Ranunculus . . Latrachium . . Pe-

duncles usually *leaf-opposed. 1896 Howells Impressions

«fr Exp. 214 The *leaf-plant beds before the hotel. 1830

J. Rennie Insect Archil, viii. 158 The caterpillars which
are familiarly termed *leaf- rollers, are perfect hermits. Ibid.

163 The leaf-rolling caterpillars. 1875 Kbnnktt & Dvkh
Sachs" Bot. 169 The *leaf-rosettes of Crassulaceaj. 1865

Cooke Rust, Smut, etc. in A rare species in Britain is

the oak-*leaf rust {Uredo Qucrcus). 1776-96 Withering
Brit. Plants (ed. 3^ II. 490 Leaves floating, long, grass-

like, blunt, from *leaf-scales. 1835 Linuley Introd. Bot.

(1848) 1. 239 We do not .. usually find any buds in the

axils of the *Ieaf-scars. 1830 — Nat. Syst. Bot. p. xlvii,

*Leafsheaths entire .. Leafsheaths slit. 1875 Bennktt
& Dyer Sacks' Bot. 370 \Equisctum Telmateia

^
and

E. arvense] After they have formed several foliar girdles

and their apex is covered by a firm envelope of leaf-sheaths,

they break through the base of the parent leaf-sheaths.

1614 Markham Cheap. Husb. nr. xxvi. (1668) 93 The stag-

gers, or *leaf-sickness . . is ingendered in sheep by sur-

feiting on Oak-leaves or such likc.it is cold corrupt

blood, or flegm, gathered together about the brain. 1614

Camden Rem. 204 Eteauen ounces two pence ferling

[in the lb. of coin] ought to be of so pure siluer, as is

called *leafe siluer, 1712 Cooke Voy. S. Sea 87 Salvers,

Spoons,.. &c. cover'd with Leaf Silver and Gold. 1872

jnil. Horticulture 21 Mar. 262/1 *Leaf soil decays with

age, and finally becomes vegetable soil. 1894 Robinson
Cottage Gardening IV, 12/2. 1877 Bennett tr. Thomfs
Bot. 109 * Leaf-spines as in the holly. 1882 Vines Sachs'

Bot. 215 Leaf-spines are leaves which have developed

into long, conical, pointed, woody bodies. 1649 Bury
Wills (Camden) 220 A *leafe table, a forme, a great

kettle. 1884 Bower & Scott Dc Bary's Pkaner. 374 The
*Ieaf-teeth of Drosera. ..The leaf of species of Drosera
.. has at its edge and on its entire upper surface numerous
filiform teeth with broadened ends. 1877 Bennett tr.

Tlwmfs Bot. J09 Accordingly as they belong to the stein

as in the vine, or to the leaf as in the tare, they are called

stem- or *leaf-tendrils. 1611 Cotgr., Or/el, . . a kind of

*leafe-tinne. 1600 Rowlands Lett. Humours Bloods]. 77
Out upon Cane and *leafe Tabacco smell. 1851 Illnstr.

Catal. Gt. Exhib. 204 Tobacco . . the raw material, as im-

ported with the stalk on it, known as ' leaf, or ' unsteinmeil
',

tobacco. 1875 Bennett & Dyer Sachs Bot. 431 We have
here 4 common ' bundles [of Phanerogams], each of which
has one arm that ascends and bends out into the leaf, and
another which descends and runs down into the stem ; the

latter is called by Hanstein the 'inner *1eaf-trace \ 1877
Bennett tr. Tho/nfs Bot. 360 Leaf-traces, 1672 Marvkll
Rch. Transp. 1. 212 Where then were all your * Leaf-turners?

161 1 Cotgr., Fucillitre
y . . *leafe-worke, or a leauie flourish-

ing. 1841 Longf. Childr. Lords Supper 33 Bright-curling

tresses of angels Peeped . . from out of the shadowy leaf-

work, c 1000 Ags. Ps. Ixxvii. 51 (Spelman) He sealde *leaf-

wyrme [MS. C. treowyrme, Vulg. zerugini] watstin heora.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter Ixxvii. 46 And to lefe-worme bar fruit

cafe he. 1496 FysshyngC w. Angle (1883) 25 The water
docke leyf worme and the hornet worme.

Leaf (lif)> v. See also Leaver.- [f. Leaf sb. ]

1. intrt To put forth leaves or foliage. Also to

leafout (U.S.).
161 1 Cotgr., FuelIter, to leafe; or leaue ; to beare, or

bring forth leaues. 1695 Evelyn Diaryix Apr., The Spring
begins to appeare, yet the trees hardly leafd. 1759 B. Sm-
ungel. Cal. Flora. Pref., Misc. Tracts (1762) 233, I marked
the day of the month on which certain trees leafed. 1837
Lowell Lett. (1894) I. i. 19 The gooseberry bushes are

beginning to leaf out. 1855 Singleton Virgil I. 19 Now
leaf the woods. 1861 Delamur Fl. Gard.24 By making the

bulbs leaf in a reserved ground. 1872 O. W. Holmes Poet
Break/.-t. xi. (1885) 286 There it stood .. leafing out hope-

fully in April.

2. trans. To cover with foliage, poet. rare.

1849 Tail's Mag. XVI. 670 The wood that leafs the hill-

side,

b. To shade (a plant) with leafage.

1846 frnl. R. Agric. Soc. VII. 11. 592 The requisites [of

the pea] are early ripening, short and delicate bine, wbich
will not leaf or house the turnips too much.
3. a. To turn or turn over (the leaves of a book).

Now U. S. b. To number (a leaf of a book).
1663 Sir G. Mackenzie Relig. Stoic xvi. (1685) 147 Chil-

dren who love to leaf over talidouce pictures. 1875 F. J.
Flrnivall in Thynne's Animad7>. p. xlii, Q q iii is leaft or

folio 'd Fo. CC. xix. 1888 Advance (Chicago) 9 Aug., This
man in front of me who is leafing the hymn-book.

Hence Leafing- vbU sb., a. the putting forth of

leaves; b. leaf-painting, leafage {rare) ; Lea fing'

///. a. , tbat puts forlh leaves,

1610 GuiLUM Heraldry 111. vii. (161 1) 104 A liuely power
of growing, budding, leafing, blossoming and fructifying.

1759 B. Stillingkl. Cal. Flora Pref., Misc. Tracts (1762)

233 The leafing, flowering, &c. of . . plants. 1815 1 Simond

I

Tour Gt. Brit. (1817) II. 190 Glover is a very good paysa-
gisti', but his leafing is too spotty, a 1851 Moir Child's

I

Burial in Spring ii. Poet. Wks. 1852 I. 117 The birds sang

I

forth from many a leafing tree. 1868 Darwin Anim. «y PI.

I

I« x. 354 The periods of leafing and flowering differ. 1870

I

Hooker Stud. Flora 412 Carcx aquatilis ,. sheaths all

leafing, not filamentous,

Leafage .lrfrc1g\ Also 6 lefage, S levage,
[f. Leaf sb. + -age.]

1. Leaves collectively
;
foliage.

1599 T. Mfoui'KT] Silkivormcs 54 If mom and eu'n fresh

lefage they may haue. 1850 Klackik /Eschylus II. 374
When the leafage first comes out in spring. 1876 Fahmar
Marlb. Serin, iv. 30 The test of their reality is not the idle

leafage of profession, but the rich certainty of fruit. 1881
S. K. Hole Sice iii. 36 The silvery leafage of the olive.

1883 Kt'SKiN Art Eng. \. 10 The true representation of
actual Sunshine, of growing Leafage.

b. The representation of leaves or foliage, csp.

as an ornamentation.
1703 T. N. City $ C. Purchaser 108 The Drapery or Lev-

I age that is wrought upon the Heads of Pillars. 1762-71
! H. Wai.pole Vertltds A need. Paint. (1786) IV. mo The

leafage of his trees .. is hard. 1853 Ri sk in Stones Ven.
III. 1. §2. 2 Corinthian capitals, lich in leafage. 1863
Geutl. Mai". Nov. 537 We have also an extreme dislike 10..

his adopting the modern conecit of leafage in place of the

long-established, .technical term of foliation.
#
i8Q$Arch<To-

logia LI II. 554 Their freely-carved leafage is far superior I

to any foliage that could have been executed.

2. Lamination, rare.

1833 Holland Mannf. Metal II. 34g The leafage of the

wire is produced by passing it through a numerous sncees-
' sion of rayed perforations.

Lea-f-cutter.
1. An insect thai cuts or cats out portions of the !

leaves of trees
;
spec, in leaf-cutter ant, bee.

1815 Kirby & Sf. Entomol. L ig 1 The leaf-cutter bee also

(Apis ccntuncularis) by cutting pieces out .. disfigures it

[the rosel considerably. 1881 Casselfs Nat. Hist, V. 368
The .. Bees of the genus Megachile are commonly known
as Leaf-cutters. 1899 Daily News 26 July 8/2 Another
community, Leaf-Cutler Ants, of North America,

b. A bird of similar habits.

1884 G. Allkn in Longm. Mag. Jnn . 291 The South American I

leaf-cutter has .. bony Losses on its beak and palate.

2. A paper-knife. ' 6'.«V. rare' (Cent. Diet.}.

j

So Leaf-cutting- ppl. a.> in leaf-cutting antf bee
\

= pree. (sense 1 .

x8oz Bingley Anim. Bio?. (1813^ 111. 272 The Leaf-cutting

I Bee. 1874 Lubbock Wild Fl<m<crs i. 6 A species of acacia

..is apt to be stripped of its leaves by a leaf-cutting ant.

Leafdom (Irfrlom . noncc-wd* [f. Leaf sb. +
-DOM.] The realm of leaves.

1856 Ainn Poet. Wks. 127 What life the little Creeper of

the Tree To leafdom sends. 1888 Mrs. M. Hi nci:rku<u
Under-Currents I. i. 1 Clothed with a tender foliage, a very

baby leafdom, just bursting into the fuller life.

Leaf-eared : see Lave a. b.

Leafed (lift), a. (See also Leaved <0 [f.

Leaf + -ed 2
.] Having a leaf or leaves. Chiefly

in parasynthetic formations, as broad-, thick-, two-

leafed.

1. Having leaves or foliage
;
bearing (a specified

kind of) foliage, rare except with adj. prefixed.

1552 Huloet, Braunched or leafed, frondatus. 1572

ISossewell Armorie in. 2j6 The fickle is of the Moone,
a Tberebinthe tree, Saturne, floured and leafed Veneris. 1601

Holland Pliny II. 257 Some say it is leafed after the

maner of Squilla or sea-onion. 1660 Klolnt Bostol>cl 32

The colonel made choice of a thick leafed oak. 1698 Frvkr
Acc. E. India # P. 177 Bamboos, .sending from every Joint

sprouts of the same form, leafed like long Five-fingered

Grass, i860 Merc. Marine Mag. VJI. 199 A thick leafed

j

.. plant.

transf. 1659 Pecke Pamassi Pucrp. 16 Tress regain

I Hair : and Fields the verdant Grass : But when will your

Head Leafd be, as it was ?

f 2. Of a door, book, etc : Having (a specified

number of) leaves. Obs.

1598 Yong Diana 87 All the windowes were double leafed

a peece. 161 1 Cotgr., Valve, a foulding, or two-leafed

doore, or window. 161 1 CoaYAT Crudities 21 1 A two leafed

I brasen gate. 1626 tr. Parallel. A ij, A two leafed Tablet.

3. (^Broad-) brimmed. Cf. Leaf sb. 14.

184 1 H. Ainsworth Guy Ftiwkes i, With a broad-leafed

steeple-crowned hat . . pulled over his brows. 1861 W. F.

Collier /Hit. Eng. Lit. 176 A broad-leafed low-crowned

hat of Flemish beaver.

Lea-fen, a. rare- 1
, [f. Leaf sb. + -en 4

. (? Or
misprint for beaten.)] In leafengold^ Leaf-gold.
1746 Hervey Reft. Flcnver'gard. 57 This reddens into

blood in the Veins of the Mulberry, and attenuates itself

into leafen Gold to create a Covering for the Quince.

Leafery (U fori)., [f. Leaf sb. + -ery.] Leafage.

1834 J. Wilson Let. in Hamilton Mem. V. (1859) 164 The
matured and almost arid leafery of Summer. 1883 Blacfav.

Mag. July 116 The rising amphitheatre of wood behind is

singularly rich in leafery.

Leafe-sugger, dial, form of Loaf-sugak.

t Lea'fFul, a. Obs. Forms : 1 (550 l^affull, 2

lefull, 3laefful(l,lefful,leafTul. [OE. (ge)leafftillt

S. (ge)leafa belief, faith + -ful.] Faithful, believ-

ing.

£950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xxv. 21 ForSon ofer lytla 3u
were leafTull ofer moni^o^ec ic setto. £-975 Rushw. Gosp.

John xx. 27 Nelle ftu wosa unxilefend an leaf-full, c 1175
Lamb. Horn. 77 He nis nawiht alle monne lauerd ..but
lefulle monne lauerd. c 1200 Ormin 19242 WiJ>J> erjilic e;he,

tS: ec Wtyb la;(Tull herrtess .sihhbe. c 1205 Lay. 3033 Cor-
doillcnom hire leaf-fulne htiie pat heo li3en nolden [Iread
nolde]. c 1220 Bestiary 713 List ilk lefful man her-to. a 1225
Leg. Rath. 1038 Godd (pe leadeS euch leafTul to treowe
bileaue). a 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 3447 If ve listen leflul to me,
Ic wile min folc owen be.

Leaf-gold.
1. = Gold-leaf.
1598 Epulario Cj, When the Peacocke is rosted, you may

gild it with leafe gold. 1604 Middleton E. Hubburds T.

Wks. (Lullen) VI 11. 107 A quaint volume fairly bound up
in principal vellum, double-filleted with leaf-gold. 1727
W. Maimer Vng. Man's Comp. 82 Lay a little Leaf-Gold
upon a fine Earthen IMate. 1824 Miss MiiFORn Village
Ser. 1.(1863)31 liecoming thin by expansion, like leaf-gold.

fig. 1672 1)kydkn Man: a la Mode iv. iv, The dull

French poetry which is so thin, that it is the very leaf-

gold of wit.

2. Native gold in the form of lamina', rare.

1877 Ravaionm Statist. Mines A- Mining 315 Rich nests of

carbonate of lead, filled with leaf-gold, were, .found.

Leafiness (lrfim>s). [f. Leafy a. + -sm]
The stale or condition of being leafy.

1627 lisander <y Cal. I. 5 Solitarinesse perpetually resides

there in the shadow of yn impenitrable leafinesse. 1652
Co 1 n-.KELL Cassandra 1. 1 1676) 1/1 Trees whose thick leafi-

ness cast a \cry pleasing shade. 1844 Mrs. Browning
Vision Pods Concl. iv, While up the leafiness profound
A wind . . Stood ready lu blow on me when I turned that

way. 1863 Lai i s Nut. Auiacou x i ii. (1864) 438 The mar-
gins of these streams were paradises of leafiness and verdure.

t Lea-fit. Obs. [f. Leaf sb. + ? -et.]
J jKAKI.ET 1.

1787 WniiFKiw. Brit. Plants 1 >t<_t. Terms (17961 I. 66
Leajit, or little leaf ifoliolum) one of the sinule leaves of a
compound leaf. 1793 T. Makivn Lang. Pe>t., Leaflet

s

t

Foliola. Others call them Leaflts. liut I follow the
analogy of the language in forming diminutive*.. 1816

Kkitii Phys. Bot. II. 45; The lea fits of some of the legu-

minous plants., are often erected into a vertical position

on each side the leaf-stalk. 1819 11. HfSK Banquet 11. 45S*

Smooth from the spatula, heart-shaped, or awl, The winged
leatits sttetch along the wall. 1820 Kkats Isabella liv, So
that the jewel, safely casketed, Came forth, and in perfumed
leatits spread. 1830 J. K

K

nnik luscit Archit. viii. 164 The
lealits of the rose .. expand in nearly the same manner as

a fan.

Leafless (U"il#s.\ a. Also 6-7 I jcavklkkk, <j.v.

[f. Leaf s/>. + -Lt>s.] Without a leaf ; destitute

of leaves or foliage. Also fig.
i59° T. Watson Eclog. Death IValsingftain 217 in Locn).-.

fArb.) 163 Now in the woods be leafelesse euty Tret:. 1697

Dkyden .'Encid xi. 13 Above his Arms, fix'd on the leafles,

Wood, Appear'd his Plumy Crest. 1776 96 WnnhKlN<i
Brit. Plants led. 3) HI. 390 Shoots very long, rather leaf-

less below. 1824 W. Irving 7". Trav. 1. 18 A cold leafless

park. 1830 LiNOLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 330 Aphyll.t, or 1 .eafless

llowerless plants. 1839 — Introd. Bot. (ed. 3) 1J7 The petiole

may exist without the lamina, as in leafless Acacias. 1866

M. Arnold Thyrsis ii, Leafless, yet soft as spring, *1 he

tender purple spray on copse and briers !

b. Leafless tree, the gallows, slang.

1830 Lvtton Paul Clifford I. xi. 261 Uh ! there never

was life like the Robbers.. And its end?— why a eheer

from the crow d below, And a leap frum a leafless tree !

Hence Lea fiessuess.
1818 M 1 i.man Sanwr \\\\, 580 Thy o'ershadowing wood*

One bare, brown leaflessness. 1875 Miss IilKD Sandivuh
1st. (18S0) 89 Mist, cold, murk, slush, gales, leaflessness, and
all the dismal concomitants of an English winter.

Leaflet lit t> [f. Leaf sb. + -let.] A small

leaf.

1. f a. Bot. A sepal. Obs. b. />V. One of the

divisions of a compound leaf. C. popularly. A
young leaf

;
rarely, a petal.

1787 Fain. Plants 1. 153 Perianth five-leaved : the leaflets

lanced, equal, permanent. i8u A. T. Thomson Loud. Disp.

(1818) 404 The leaves arc . . pinnate, with a terminal leaflet

a little larger than the rest. 1839 Uke Diet. Arts 344 It

has a cup-shaped calyx . . The leaflets are united at their

base, of a heart shape and toothed ; stigmas three to five.

1854 Marion Harland Alone xxviii, The willow leaflets

were just putting out. 1855 Lynch Rivulet xliv. iv, When
Their [blossoms'] colour fades, their leaflets dry. 1872

Oliver Elent. Bot. 1. vii. 76 Compound leaves . . having the

bl*ie divided into leaflets. 1896 AllbntCs Syst. Med. I.

340 A decoction of aromatic plants, such as lavender or

fresh pine leaflets.

2. Phys. and Z00L An organ or part of an organ

resembling a small leaf.

1826 KtRBY & Sp. Entomol. 111. 392 Foliola (the Leaflet-*).

Rigid . . leaf-like anal organs. 1833-6 Tooo Cycl. Anal. I.

695/1 Respiration is effected by means of four branchial

leaflets . . arranged on either side of the body.

3. A small-sized leaf of paper or a sheet folded

into two or more leaves but not stitcbed, and con-

taining printed matter, chiefly for gratuitous dis-

tribution.

1867 Miss Bboughton Cometh up as Flower xv.(i878) 153
Leaflets (as Spurgeon and Co. have christened very young
tracts). x886 Q. Rev. Jan., 12 A generous gift of Liberation

leaflets for home use and distribution among the neigh-

bours. 1888 Jacobi Printers' Voc., Leaflets, jobs printed

on single leaves, either one or both sides.
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Leafull, variant of Leeful a. Obs., permissible.

Leafy (lrfi), a. (See also Leavy.) [f. Leaf sb.

-H-Yl.j

1. Having, or abounding in, leaves ; clothed with

leaves or foliage ; made or consisting of leaves.

155a Hvloet, Leaffy, or ful of lcaucs. 1607 Drvden Virg.

Georg. 1. 491 Soft whispers run along the leafy Woods.
— Virg. Past. vii. 7 Ye Trees, whose leafy Shades those

mossy Fountains keep. 1795 Pope Odyss. xi. 5135 Autumn
.. The leafy honours scattering on the ground. 1798
Coleridge Anc. Mar. v. xviii, In the leafy month of June.
18x7 Moore Lalia R. Pref. (1850) 8 Stranger, spread Thy
leafiest bed. 1864 Tennyson En. A rden 97 The leafy lanes

behind the down. 1893 N. Gale Country Afuse Ser. It.

xoi In leafy Warwickshire,

b. spec, in Bot. Foliate.

1776 J. Lee IntrQd. Bot. Explan. Terms 379 Foliatus,

leafy, furnished with Leaves. 1870 Hooker Stud. Flora

115 Flowering stems 3-5 in., lateral, ascending, leafy.

C. That produces broad-bladed leaves, as dis-

tinguished from other kinds of foliage.

1879 D. M. Wallace Australas. xi. 222 We have many
Indian genera of leafy trees, very different from the usual

Australian type.

2. Of the nature of a leaf; resembling a leaf.

a. Said of the parts of a plant.

1671 Grew Auat. Plants 1. iv. § 17 (1682) 32 Every bud,

besides its proper Leaves, is covered with divers Leafy

Pannicles or Surfoyls. 17*7 Bradley Paw. Diet. s. v. Mint,

It bears a single leav'd Flower., which turns to a mem-
branous or leafy Fruit in the Form of a Heart. 1847
W. E. Steele Field Bot. 30 Cal. of 5 leafy teeth. 1851

Carpknter Man. Pkys. (ed. 2) 466 They may form . .fronds

(expanded leafy surfaces).

b. Ol other substances : Laminate.

1754 Lewis in Phil. Trans. XLVJ 1 1, 668 A leafy or fibrous

texture, a purplish colour. .are peculiar to the mixtures
with lead. 1791 Pearson ibid. LXXXI. 324 A .. leafy, or

mica-like sediment. 1881 Borings II. 26 (E. D. D.) Leafy
clay with scares of sand.

3. Comb., as leafy'-branched adj.

1837 Macgillivray Withering*s Brit. Plants (ed. 4) 340
Leafy-branched Spurge.

Leager, leagier, obs. forms of Lkixsek.

League l/~g\ sb.l Forms: 4-5 leghe, 4-6
lege, leuge, (4 lewge, 5 lewke, leuke, leeke),

5 6 leege,6 legge, le a^que, Sc. lig, 6 7 leag e,

(y league. [Late MK. leuge, lege, leghe, etc., ad.

late L. leuga, leuca ( = late Or. a«i>yt/, ktvKrj),

according to llesychius and Jordanes a Gaulish

word ; hence OF. line, liwe mod.F. lieue), I'r. lega,

legua
f
Cat. llegua, Sp. legua, Pg. legoa. It. lega.\

An itinerary measure of distance, varying in dif-

ferent countries, but usually estimated roughly at

about 3 miles
; app. never in regular u^e in Eng-

land, but often occurring in poetical or rhetorical

statements of distance. Marine league: a unit

of distance » 3 nautical miles or 3041 fathom*.
Although the league appears never to have bren an Lnglish

measure, leuca occurs somewhat frequently in Anglo- Latin

law-books (Bracton, Fleta, etc.); it is disputed whether in

these works it means one mile or two.

1387 Trevisa lligden (RolL) V. 245 panne pey come to

gider^ in be feeldes Cathalmytes, pat conteyneb an hondred
leges [v.rr. leiiges, leghes, 1432-50 lewkes] in lenebe and
seventy in brede. 1398 — Barth. De P. R. xv. .xxii. (1495)

497 The walles of Babylone were acountyd for two lewges
and an halfe. c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) viii. 28 pis ile es
cccl. leeges aboute. 1474 Caxton Chcsse iv. i. '1481) i vij,

After the maner of lombardyc they be cal lyd myles, and
in fraunce leukes, and in englond they be callyd myles
also. 1483 — Gold. Leg. 223/2 Mount Joye .. is but half
a leeke fro seynt James. 1494 Fabyan Chron. v. Ixxxv.

63 An Hundrcth Legis . . wherof euery Lege conteyneth
.hi. Englysshe myles. 150a Arnolde Chron. 66, xvi. fur-

long make a frensh leuge printed lenge]. 1528 Lyndesay
Dreme 642-4 The quantytie of the erth Circuleir Is fyftie

thousand liggis . . Deuidyng, aye, ane lig in mylis two,
« 1533 Lo. Beaners //>«w lxxxvii. 275 A slronge castell

with in a .iii. legges of Burdeux. 1555 Eden Decades 1

Such as are expert sea men afiyrme thai euery league
conteyneth foure myles. 1559 W. Cunningham Cosmogr.
Glasse 57 The Gretians [measure] by furlonges: the
Spaniardes, and French men hy leques,. 1594 Bllndevil
Exerc. in. 11. vi. (1636) 382 The French league contained)
two of our miles, the Spanish league three, and the common
league ofGermany foure, and the great league of Germany
containeth five of our miles. 1610 Shaks. Temp. 1. ii. 145
They hurried vs a-boord a Barke Bore vs some leagues to
Sea. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. //ist. (1776) I. 42 At Touraine,
in France, .there is a plain of about nine leagues long, and
as many broad.

#
1818 Byron Ch. flar. iv. liii. note, 1 never

yet saw the picture . . which came a league within my
conception. x8a8 J. M. Spearman Brit. Gunner (ed. a) 268
A league at sea. .contains 3000 geometrical paces, or 3 English
miles. 1843 Borrow Bible in Spain 136 Before us, at the
distance of about a league and a half

;
rose the mighty

frontier chain. 1845 Ford Hantibk. Spain 1. 15 The Spanish
teague is somewhat less than three mues and a half English.

185.5 Tennyson Clutrge Light Brigade i, Half a league,

half a league, Half a league onward. 1878 Browning La
Saisiaz 25 Can I . . sharpen ear to recognize Sound o'er

league and league of silence?

b. Comb. : league-long a., that extends the

length of a league.
j883 Tennyson Charge Heavy Brigade Prol. 27 The

league-long rampart-fire. 1883 Swinburne Les Casouettes
xxiv, Forth she fared.. For a league-long raid on theWind-
ing brine.

League (Ug),J^2 Forms: 5 ligg,(?5~)6 leage,

Sc. lig
;
6 lege, liage, league, Sc. leig, lyge, lyig,

148

6-7 ligue, leaug^e, 6- league. [The form ligue,

lig, is a. F. ligue , ad. It. liga, var. of lega> vbl. sb.

f. legare to bind L. ligare. The form U{a)ge is

perh. ad. It. lega.]

1. A military, political, or commercial covenant

or compact made between parties for their mutual

protection and assistance against a common enemy,

the prosecution or safeguarding of joint interests,

and the like ; a body of states or persons associated

in such a covenant, a confederacy.
145a in Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864) if. 187, I .. binds and

obhss me, that I shall make na bond, na ligg. .quhilk sail be
contrar till his heines. 1509 Fisher Funeral Serm. Hen.
VI

I

y
Wks. (1876) 269 Leages and confyderyes he hadde

with all crysten prynces. 1513 Douglas sEneis Hi. vil 63
And this same lyge with our posteritie Sail euir remane in

faith and vnite. 1553 Eden Treat. Newe Ind. (Arb.) 13 The
cytiezins of Aden had . . made a leage with the Portugales.

1596 Dalbvmple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. 11. 132 This League
or band being maid betweine the king and the hail natione.

Ibid. v. 26a To make a Leagge or band v/1 the Scotis or
Pcichtis against the Tnglismen. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII.
I. i. 95 France hath naw'd the .League, and hath attach'd

Our Merchants goods at Burdeux. 1651 Hobbes Leviath.
II. xxii. 121 Leagues are commonly made for mutuall de-

fence. 1678 C. Hatton in H. Corr. (1878) 160 Y« league
offensive and defensive w"» y« States Gen 11

. 1783 Watson
Philip III (1839) 17 Count Hohenloe was in Germany,
employed in exciting the princes of the league of Munster
to take the field against the Spaniards. 1858 Froude Hist.
Eng. 1 1 f. xvi i. 451 The danger of a Protestant league com-
pelled the Catholic powers lo bury their rivalries.

b. spec, in Hisi. The League, a league formed in

1576 under the direction of Ihe Guises, to prevent

the accession of Henry IV to the French throne.

Holy LeagttCy a name given to several leagues in

European history, as that formed by Pope Julius II

against the French in 151 1 and the Nuremberg
League of 1 538. 1Vanseatic, Laiin League : see

these adjs. Solemn League and Covenant : sec

Covenant sb. 9 a.

By writers on ancient history the word is used in the
designation of certain confederations of states, as the

sEtolian league, the A mphictyonic league, etc.

1589 T. L.(//*7f')The Birth, Purpose, and mortal Wound oftbe
Romish holie League. 1684 Dryden (title) The history of the
League. Written in French by M. Maimbourg. Translated
into English. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Leaguer, one con-

I cern'd in the League or Confederacy in France, in the time of

King Henry HI and IV. 17*7-41 Chambers Cycl. s.v., The
!

League, by way of eminence, denotes that famous one on
foot in France, from the year 1576 to 1593. 1769 Robert-
son Chas. V, iv. Wks. 1813 V. 401 The king of England
was declared protector of this league, which they dignified

by ihe name of holy, because the pope was at the head of

it. 1838 ThirlwaixGrecce 1. 375 The Amphictyonic league
or council. Ibid. III. 39 The Delphians ..were .. induced
..to renounce their union with the Phocian league. x86i

l>vtR Mod. Europe II. 194 An alliance against the Sultan,

called the Holy league, was .. concluded between himself
(Pius V], Philip II., and the Venetians. Ibid. 450 The
Catholic Slates of the Circles of Suabia and Bavaria agreed
to enter into an alliance which afterwards obtained the

name of the Holy League.

C. In recent times often adopted in the names of

certain associations of individuals or of societies

for some common object. Anti-Corn-Law League'.

a political association formed in 1838 to procure

the abolition of the existing Corn Laws. Football

1 League \ see quot. 1899 Land, Primrose, Reform
League : see these sbs.

1 846 Wellington in
#
Croker Papers (1884) III. xxiv. 51

There were no persons in that assembly capable of sustaining

in debate the existing Corn Law against Cobden and the

Leag 1 .. 1883 f atholu Diet. (i8gf 554 1'he Catholic Total

Abstinence League of the Cross was founded in 1873. 1883
IVhitaker's Almanack 227/2 National Sunday League,..
National Temperance League. iZ8g!bid. 564/1 A Football

League has been formed, including twelve of the leading

North and Midland cluhs. ..These clubs play a sort of
American tournament for the League Championship.

_ 1894
Athletic .tVtivs 5 Nov. 1/2 The position of Notts in the

League is occasioning very considerable anxiety. 1899 Ld.
ALnENHAM Colloq. Currency (1900) Pref. 9 Tbey even pro-

po.sed to hear me, as president of the Bimetallic League.

1899 G. O. Smith in Football (Hadm. Libr.) 170 It was at

this stage Mr. MacGregor. .brought forward hit, idea of a
. football union between the leading clubs of the day. ..The

following twelve clubs wore invited to form a union between
themselves. . . Thus was the League formed. Ibid.yjx The
League was formed chiefly for the purpose of insuring
a series of first-class games [etcl-

t d. A document in which the terms of a league
are set down. Obs.
164a C. Vkknon Consid. Exch. 43 The Treasury, where

the ancient Leagues of the Realine . . and divers other ancient
Records doe lye. 165a Nekoham tr. Selden's Mare CI. 89
The Transcripts of Leagues and Treaties.

2. gen. A covenant, compact, alliance. Now rare.

1509 Hawes Conv. Swearers 42 How that ye breke the

!
lege of sothfastnesse. 1534 More On the Passion Wks.

,
1325/2 Thys is the bloud of the leage, that oure Lorde hathe

j

made with you vppon al these wordes. 1577-87 Holinsiied
Chron. III. 1 220/ 1 Conlrarie to the leagues and quietnesse of

j

both the realmes of England and Scotland. 1594 Shaks.
Rich. Ill, 1. iii. 281 lie kisse thy hand, In signe of League
and amity with thee. ci6oo —Sonu. xlvii, Betwixt mine
eye and heart a league is tooke. 1664 E. G[bimstone]
D'Acosta's Hist. Indies iv. x. 236 ThoJUgb there be a league
and simpathie betwixt golde and qmrke-silver. 16x1 Bible
1 Sam. xxii. 8 My sonne hath inad« a league with the sonne
of lesse. i6ax Burton Attatyfilel. 1. i. 11. viii, Ji65i) 35

LEAGUER.
The Appetite . . which by an admirable league of Nature,

and by mediation of the spirit commands the organ by
which it moves. 1644 Milton ydgm. Bucer Wks. 1738 I.

284 Those duties.. wherby the league of wedloc is chiefly

preserved, c 1645 Howell Lett. 1. vii. (1650) jo Our first

ligue of love, you know, was contracted among the Muses in

Oxford. 1667 MiltonAZ* iv. 339 Linkt in happie nuptial

League. 183J Brewster Newton .(1855) II. xxiv. 350 By
thus uniting philosophy with religion, he djssolved the

league which genius had formed with scepticism. 1833
Lamb Elia Ser. 11. Product. Mod. Arty What associating

teague to the imagination can there be between the seers,

or the seers not, of a presential miracle ?

3. Phr. f a- To enter league : to make a cove-

nant or alliance ; to Intehleague. Obs.

1579 Lvlv Euphues (Arb.) 49, I studyed. .to enter league

with such a one as might direct my steps. 1590 Greene
OrI. Fur. (1599) Ca, I maruaile Medor, what my father

meanes, To enter league with Countie Sacrepant? *6t8

Bolton Florus (1636) 149 They did choose to enter league,

when they could have made an end of him.

b. In league with-, having a compact with,

allied with.
X565 Cooper Thesaurus, Feedcratiy . . confederate : in

league, or alliance with. 1611 Bible Job v. 23 For thou

shalt be in league with the stones of the field. x6xx [see

League v. [
iJ. t8o8 Scott Afarm, II. vii, Jealousy. .With

sordid avarice in league. 1859 d,ckens T. Two Cities I.

ii, For anybody on the road might be a robber or in league

with robbers. 1865 Kincslev Herew. xxt, Look you, villains,

this fellow is in league with you.

4. attrib. and Comb., as league- breaker\ -fellow

\

•\-friettdy -union; (sense 1 c) league-game, -system
%

-team ;
league-hut (see quot.).

J561 Norton Calvin's Inst. iv. 104 Beeyng receyued by
the hande of a *leaguebreaker preste. 167 1 Milton Samson

\ 1 184 When they took thee As a League-breaker. 1561 Dals
tr. Bnllmger on Apoc. (1573) >75 The Gothians, and other

*league fellowes of the People of Rome. 1553 Grimalde
Cicero's Offices 11. (1558) 83 Warres were made eyther for

defence of *leagfrendes or for empire. 1895 Outing (U. S.)

XXVII. 251/2 If the American universities would send

delegates to see our 'league games. 1888 f
P. Darvl' Irel.

Disease 137 These are *Leaguc-huts, a temporary shelter

: which the [Land] League offers to ejected tenants. 1899
,
G. O. Smith in Football (Badm. Libr.) 171 In accordance
with the *League system a certain number of clubs play

" home and home matches together. Ibid. 182 Four "League
teams. 1639 Glapthorne A rgalus ff P. iv. 39 Palmes (That

do with amorous mixture twine their boughes Into a Meague-
union).

League (lig), v.1 [f. League sb* Cf. F.

liguer
y

It. legare.]

i. trans. To form or join into a league ; to band
together with ; to confederate.
i6ix Cotgr., Liguiy leagued, in league with. 1633 P.

Fletcher Pise. Eclogst etc Upon Picture Achmet, Wakeful
ambition leagu*d with hastie pride. 1638 Drumm. of Hawi h.

Irew Wks. (171 1) 166 To league a people is to make them
know their strength & power. 1648 Hamilton Papers
(Camden) 219 France, Jermin, and the Parliament of Eng-
land, are leagued to obstruct his designe. 1667 M ilton P.L.
x. 868 Out of my sight, thou Serpent, that name best Befits

thee with him leagu'd. 1791 Cowper Iliad xn. 21 Then
Neptune, with Apollo leagued, devised Its ruin.

_
1814

Worosw. White Doe 11. 32 Two Earls fast leagued in dis-

content. J874 Green Short Hist. v. § 6. 259 Hotspur.,
leagued himself with the Scots.

+ 2. To bind, connect, join. Obs.

cx6is Howell Lett. (1650) I. 51 They began to build

upon those small islands . . and in tract of time they con-

joined and leagued them together by bridges. x66o tr.

Amyraldus' Treat, cone. Relig. 111. 1. 304 The tyes that

ligue us to God.

3. intr. To join in or form a league or alliance ;

to band together. Also to league against in in-

direct pass.

1638 Drumm. of Hawth. Irene Wks. (171 1) 166 All the

world seeth, that to league is imperiously to command their

king and sovereign to cut short his pinions. 1698 Crownf.
Caligula v. Dram. Wks. 1874 IV. 416, I never knew they

leagu'd or lovM till now. 17*4 De Foe Atem. Cavalier

(1840) 37 The king, .began to see himself leagued against .

.

both by protestant and papist. 1813 Snellev {?. Mab
vm. 185 Where kings first leagued against the rights oi

men. iB»* — Hellas 537 The liger leagues not with the

stag at bay Against the hunter. 1854 Milman Lat. Chr.

111. iii. (1864) I. 402 Theodoric. left.. the Bishop of Rome.,
lo league with the rebellious subjects of Byzantium against

the Eastern Emperor.

Hence Leagued ///. a. % confederate ; Lea guing
vbl. sb.

1799 Campbell Pleas. Hope 1. 351 When leagu'd Oppres-

sion pour'd to Northern wars Her whisker'd pandoors and
her fierce hussars. 1807 Crabbe Library 136 Where first

the proud, (he great, In leagued assembly keep their cum-
brous state. 18x7 Shcllev Rev. Islam it. xiv, A tower

whose marbled walls the leagued storms withstand ! i8ai

Joanna Baillie Afetr. Leg. f
Wallace xxvii, These are the

leagued for Scotland's native right. 1840 Dickens Barn.

Rudge xxx vi, They can sustain no harm from leaguing for

this purpose. 1845 S. Austin Ranke's Hist. Re/. III.

499 The leagued states. 1869 Daily News 8 Mar., His

actual leaguing with the Scots against the independence of

England.

t League, v? Obs. rare. [a. F. legue-r
f
ad.

L. tiga-re.] trans. To bequeath.
i6a3 tr. Favitte's Theat. Hon. v. i. 40 By his testament he

leagued Normandie to Robert his eldest Sonne.

Lea'gneist. rare. In 8 leaguist. [f. League
sb." + -1st.] A party to or member of a league.

176a tr. Buschings Syst. Geog. V. 285 An agreement was
made here in 1620 betwixt the United and Leaguists-

Leagner (l*'gw), *h-
x Also 6 legher, legar,



LEAGUER. 149 LEAK.

6-7 leagure, 7 leguer, leager, leagre, 8 leiger.

[a. Du. leger eamp, formally equivalent to OE.
leter Lair sbX\

1. A military camp, esp. one engaged in a siege
;

an investing force.

1577 Holinshed Chron. I. 212/2 But when it was per-

cetued that thcyr slender ranckes were not able to resiste

the thycke leghers of the enimies. 1590 Sib J. Smyth
Disc. Weapons 2 They [military men] will not vouchsafe

.. to use our antient termes belonging to matters of

warre, but doo call a Campe by the Dutch name of

Le^ar. /1164s Featly in Fuller's Abel Rediv., Reynolds

(1867) II. 240 The leaguer is not yet broken up. 1647
Clarendon Hist. Red. vti. § 204 It would not at first be

credited at the leaguer that the earl of Essex could be in

a condition to attempt such a work. 1650 T. B[ayi.ey]

Worcester s ApopJu xoo When General Fairfax came into

the Leaguer before Raglan. 17*4 De Foe Mem. Cavalier

(1840) 120, 1 came into tbe imperial leaguer at the siege of

Leipsic. 1823 Scott Qucntin D. \, He temporised until the

enemy had broken up their leaguer. 1827 Keble Chr. Y.

2nd Sunday after Trinity, The holy house is still beset

With leaguer of stern foes. 1865 Parkman Huguenots ii.

(1875) 20 Villegagnon with six followers . . passed under
cover of night through the infidel leaguer. 1875 Stubbs
Const. Hist. II. xiv. 17 He had dispersed the leaguer at

Lincoln.

b. In leaguer \ in camp ;
engaged in a siege.

1590 Marlowe 2nd Ft. Tambitrl. 1. iu, Our men of liar-

bary haue. .laine in leagre fifteene inoneths and more. 1600

Holland Livy 446 Anniball now laie in leaguer, before the

walls of Gerion. 1675 tr. Mac/iiavelli's Frince xii. (1883)

85 They were in leaguer before a town. 1808 Scott Marm.
vi. i, Where England's King in leaguer lay. 1879 Butcher
& Lang Odyss. 39 Now we sat in leaguer there achieving
many adventures.

2. A military investment, siege.

1598 B. Jonson Ev. Afan in Hum. tit. i, It was the first,

but the best leagure, that euer I beheld, with these eies.

1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Begger Wks. 1. 100/1 Two
dangerous hurts hardly brought off from Bummill Leaguer.
1669 Sturm Y Mariner's Mag, v. 72 At the time of u
Leagure he must expect often to change his Powder. 1715
tr. Fancirollns Rerum Mem. I. 11. vi. 81 The Waste which
lay between the Houses in a Time of a Leaguer, was sown
with Corn.

>
1855 Motley Dutch Rep. nr. ix. (1866) 533

During the infinite horrors of the Harlem siege, and in the

more prosperous leaguer of Alkmaar. 1859 Smiles Self'

Helpvii. (i860) 175 The leaguer of Lucknow. 1890 Athe-
naeum 13 Dec. 811/1 The long leaguer of Miletus in the

Ionic revolt.

3. attrib. and Comb., as leaguer-proof adj.

;

7 leaguer-basket, a fascine; leaguer-f lady,

-lass, + -laundress, euphemistic names for a
woman attached to a camp.
1659 Hoole Comenius (1672) 291 Engineres who lye he-

hind *Leagure-baskets [L. gerras]. 1702 Steele Funeral
11. 36, I shall take care . . to keep you from Lord Hardy

—

From being a * Leiger Lady, From carrying a Knapsack.
1822 Scott Nigel xviii. {motto), This were a * leaguer-lass to

love a soldier,T'o bind his wounds, and kiss his bloody brow.
1895 Q. Rev. Apr. 472 Her father had dreamed that feanne
4 went with the soldiers doubtless as a ' leaguer-lass . 1629
Massingeb Picture t. i, Were it not for my honesty, 1 could
wish now I were his Meager landresse. c 1645 Howell
Lett. 1 1. iv, There are some beauties so strong, that they
are Meager-proof ; they are so barricaded that no battery.

.

can do good upon them.

T 4. This word has occasionally been substituted

by confusion for leager, Ledger, in attributive use
and in the phrase to lie leaguer.

1678 H. Vaughan Thalia Rediv. Wks. (Grosart) I. 303
Angels descend, and rule the sphere; Where Heaven lies

Ieiguer. 1727 Boyer Fr. Diet. II. s.v., A Leaguer Ambas-
sador, (one that makes a continuance) Un Ambassadettr
ordinaire. 1826 Scott IVoodst. II. x. 260 He lies leaguer,
as a sort of ambassador for his worthy masters.

Leaguer (]**gM), sb.* [f. League sb.- + -jsrI.]

1. A member of a league ; in reference to Fr.
Hist., a member or adherent of the League formed
against the Huguenots in the reign of llenry III

;

in modern times, a member of the Anti-Corn-Law
League, the Irish Land League, etc.

«S9t Colynet {title) True History of the Ciuill Warres of
France, between the French King Henry 4. and the
Leaguers. 1683 Apol. Frot. France sit. 8 The Liguers

;
.dtd well to cry, To your Quarters White Scarfs, this

is none of your quarrel. 1724 De Foe Man. Cavalier
(1840) 168 Here was no leaguers in the field, as in the story
of Nuremberg. 1729 Tindal Rapin's Hist. Eng. IX. jcvii.

103 note, After the Death of the Duke of Guise Henry 111
was accused by the Leaguers of having caused the Queen
of Scots to be put to Death. 1844 Cobuen Speech it Dec,
Speeches 1870 I. 229 One Leaguer in Manchester who has
given more money .. than [etc.]. 1864 Sala in Daily Tel.

23 Aug., This last dirty move of the Loyal Leaguers to spite
the Copperheads in view of the Chicago Convention. 1880
[see Lanuleaguer]. 189a 4 H. le Caron' 25 Y. Seer. Ser-
vice (1893) 18 1 O'Rork^ and Andrew Kettle, both Leaguers,

b. atlrib., as leaguer-town,
1591 Art. cone. Admiralty 21 July § 51 All those, that.

.

haue had trafticke with the Leaguers in France, or shipped
.. any victuals ,. for Spaine, the Islands, or any leaguer
towne in Fraunce. 1647 May Hist. Far1. 11. v. 93 Sir John
Meldrunl arrived suddenly at a Leaguer-town called Aulby.

+ 2. ? A term of reproach. ? nonce-use.
1615 Chapman Odyss. xvit. 285 This same victles Leager,

This bane of banquets ; this most nasty begger.

Leaguer (lrgw), sb$ ? Obs. Also 8 leagre,
8-9 leager, 9 legar. [?ad. Du. ligger a tun, f.

liggen to Lie vA Cf. G. leger (also legger, was-
serlegger) a measure for arrack, fresh-water
casks on board ship.] a. A certain measure of

arrack, b. A cask of wine or oil, ?of a particular
|

size. c. Naut. (See quot. 1867.)
1683 in Hache's Collect. Voy. (1699) I. 37 We had gotten

in 36 Liggers of Water already. 171* W. Rogeos Voy. 3g8
|

Half a Leaguer of Spelinan's Neep, or the best sort of
\

Arrack. 1730 Capt. W. WaiGLEswoaTH MS. Log-bk. ofthe
Lyelt 15 Aug., Started 3 Leagers of Arrack belonging to

|

the Ships Crew, into 3 Butts and^ a small Cask. 1772-84
Cook Voy. (1790) I. 362 The provisions for which the French
contracted this year.. one thousand two hundred leagers of
wine. 1789 G. Keate Felew Isi. 83 They also discovered
a cask of Arrack . . it was half a Leaguer. 1800 Naval i

Chron. HI. 66 The largest casks are called leagers, and are
of the following dimensions : Length.. 4 ft. 6 in., Diameter
of Bougc.3 ft., Diameter of Chine. .2 ft. 5 in. 180a Ibid.

VIII. 82 His object was to purchase 200 legars, to be rilled

with water.. for the use of the cattle. 181a J. Smyth Fract. !

0/Customs (1821) 169, Butts and Leaguers. 1837 Whittock
Bk. Trades (1842) 348 [Oilmen] Both parties require roomy
outskirt premises for their stores ; the former for his casks
and his 'leagers'. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Leaguers,
the longest water-casks, stowed near the kelson, of 159

I

English imperial gallons each. Kefore the invention of
water-tanks, leaguers composed the whole ground tier of
casks in inen- of-war.

Leaguer, v. [f. Leagcer

I

1 1- reft- and intr. To set one's leaguer, to en-

camp. Obs.

1629 S'hertogenbosh 15 Leaguering himself on the East
side of the Towne. 1676 W. Row Contn. Blair's Atilobiog. •

x. (1848) 161 Where the army had leaguered the year
preceding,

fb. To * lie % lodge. Obs. rare.

1596 Nashk Saffron Waldcn 157 When I legerd by him
in the Dolphin.

2. trans. To besiege, beleaguer. Chiefly in

Lea'guered, Lea'guering ///. adjs*

1715-20 Poi'E Iliad .win. 593 Two mighty hosts a leagucr d
town embrace. 1794 Coleridge Robespierre 11. i, That the
voice of truth . . though lcagurcd round By envy and her
hateful brood of hell, Be heard. 1816 Byron Siege Cor. ii,

The crescent shines Along the Moslem's leaguering lines.

1855 W. Sargent Braddock's Exped. 362 His . . defence of
Detroit against Pontiac and his leaguering hordes, i860
T. Martin Horace 19 The watchfires round Troy's leaguer'd
wall.

t Lea'guerer. Obs. [f. Leaguer sb. + -ek

A (Dutch) trooper.

1635 Glapthornk Hollander ic. (1640) D 1 b, My naturall

Dutch too is a Clownish speech, and only fit to court a
leagurer in. 1639 — Wallenstein lit. ii. E3 Sure, My
Lord intends to write some Proclamation 'Gainst wearing
holland smockes, some furious Edict 'Gainst charitable

|

. leaguerers. 1654 Webster Appius <y Virg. iv. ii. 48 Though
we dine to day As Dutch men feed their souldiers, we will

sup bravely, like Roman Iveaguerers.

Leahter, obs. form of Laughter.

Leak (1/k) , sb. Forms: 5-6 leke, 6 .SV. lek,

6-7 leake, 7 Sc. leek, 8 lake, 7- leak. [First

I
recorded late in 15th c. ; the proximate source is

I uncertain
;
perh., like many other nautical terms,

adopted from LG. or Du. ; cf. LG., MDu. lek,

inllected lek- (whence G. leek, Da. Uek\ the G.
1

leeke
t
Sw. la'cka are f. the vb.;, Du. lek

;
equivalent

forms are Ger. dial, leek, leche, ON. lekc str. mase.

It is possible that the Eng. word, notwithstanding

its late appearance, may represent an adoption of

the ON. form, or even an OF. cognate. The exact
,

relation between the sb. and the adj. and vb. is un-

determined.]

1. A hole or fissure in a vessel containing or im-

mersed in a fluid, by which the latter enters or

escapes from the vessel, so as to cause loss or in-

jury : said orig. and esp. of ships ; also in phr. + to

fall in leak, to spring a leak.

1487 Naval Acc. Hen. VII (1896) 25 The stopping of

lekes. 1497 Ibid. 131 Lost in a ship, .by occasion of a Jeke
falling in the same. 1513 Douglas /Eneis vr. vi. 67 The
jonit Barge, Sa full of riflis, and with lekkis perbratk. 1531-*
Act 23 Hen. VI!f c. 7 If . . the shippe . . happen to fall in ,

leke. 1558 W. Towrson in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 122 We I

found a great leake in the .stenune of our ship, c t6ao

Z. Boyo Zion's Floivcrs (1855) n Consider well before a
leek begin, It seeines I heare the water wheesing in. 1624

Capt. Smith Virginia vi. 230 The next day the lesser ship

sprung a leake. 1626— Accid. Yng. Sea-men ig Sling a
j

man ouerboord to stop the leake. 1642 Fuller Holy A>

Fro/. St. 1. viii. 20 Many little leaks may sink a ship. 1727
Fhilip Quarll 56 We found our Ship had sprung a Lake.

1782 Cowper Loss Roy. George ig She sprang no fatal leak.

18x4 Scott Ld. 0/ Isles 1. xviii, Rent was the sail, and
stram'd the mast, And many a leak was gaping fast,

b. trans/, andJig.
1597 Hooker Eccl. Fol. v. ix. § 2 There, .will be alwaies

euils, which no arte ofman can cure, breaches and leakes moe
then mans wit hath hands to stop. 1602 Mabston Antonio's
Rev. iv. ii. Wks. 1856 I. 120 Fooles, That can not search the
leakes of bis defectes. 1622 Hakewill Davids Vow vi. 229
It being the property of a foole to be full of leakes. 1806-7

J. Bereskobo Miseries Hum.^ Life (1826) xx. xxxv. 357
A leak in the waistcoat«pocket in which you carry all your

|

money. 1873 Hamerton In tell. Life x. viii. (1875) 373 An
able finance minister who has found means of closing a great

leak in the treasury. 1900 Ld. Rosebery Napoleon xvi. 246
Russia was tbe fatal leak in his Continental System.

2. The action of leaking ; leakage.
r828-32 in Webster. 1893 Thompson & Thomas Eleclr.

Tab. # Mem. 52 It will.. show the position of a leak from
one wire to another. 1896 Academy n Apr. 399/1 In
hydrogen the leak was slowest. . . The rate of leak in the

j
halogens is also very rapid. I

3. attrib. and Comb.-, leak-alamo, -indicator,
-signal, devices for indicating the rising or accu-

mulation of water in the hold of a ship (Knight
Did. Meek. 1875).

t Leak, a. Obs. Forms : 1 hlee, 6 lek(e, 6-7
leake, 7 Sc. leek. [In OE. hhe\ after OE. the

word does not appear until the 16th e. when it

may have been adopted from LG., MDu. lek (in-

flected lek-), whence mod.Dn. lek, Sw. lack. Da.
hvkt G. leek ; cogn. w. ON. lekr, Ger. dial, lech of

the same meaning, and with Leak sb. and v.

The OE. form presents difficulties ; the spelling hlec occurs
in the Hatton MS. of the Fas/oral Care (9th c.) and in at

least three glosses, so that it cannot well be a mere error

;

on the other hand the (apparently) cognate words in the

other Teut. langs. show no trace of the // ; in the ON. vh.

leka the initial / (not hi) is attested by the alliteration.]

^ Leaky.
C897 K. /Elfbeu Gregory's Past. Wxx. 437 SwiSe lytluni

sicera5 5aet waiter & swiSe defcellice on oaet hlece scip.

i 1 100 in Napier Glosses ii. 480 Rimosa, hlec. 11530 Ht.v-

w000 Flay Weather (Brand 1) 800 Olde moones be leake,

they can holde no water. 1544 Extracts Aberd. Reg.
(1844) I. 205 The Inglismen. .knawand that thair schip wa*
lek, geve lhaim lhair leif. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. v. 35 Ami
fifty sisters water in leke [ed. 1506 leake] vessels draw. 1621

R. Hawkins Voy. S. Sea (1847) 131 Thus, this leake-ship

went well into England. 1626 Capt. Smith Accid. Yng.
Sea-men 13 A ship cranke sided, Iron sicke. spe\ve> her
okum, a leake ship. 1637-50 Row Hist. A'irh (Wodrow
Soc.) 398 The ship not tight enough, being leek, a 1678
Marveli. Foems, Char. Holland 45 Who best could know
to pump an earth so leak.

Leak U~k), v. Forms: 5 leke, 6 leeke, Sc.

(also 8 north.) leek, 6-7 leake, Sc. lek(k, 6-

leak. [Not found before c 14 20, but prob. much
older ; a. or cogn. with ON. leka str. vb. (pa. t. lak)

to drip, to leak, corresponding to OHG. *leilicn

str. vb., found only in composition (pa. pple. ze-

lechen leaky), MUG. and dial. mod.G. lechen wk.,

to erack from drought, become leaky, MDu. leken

(pa. t. lak) to let watt* through, drip ; f, Teut. root

*lek-, ablaut variant of *lak- : see Lack a.

It is very likely that iu later use the vh. was formed aftoh
from Leak sb. or a. Sei^e 5 may be plausibly explained as

a development from sen.ve 2, but it not wholly impossible
thai it may be a distinct word, a vnr. of Leach v. t OK.
tCtcan. The LG. teeken 1 whence Sw. Idcka, Da. farkhc,

L». tecketl) is derived from, or at least refashioned after, the

equivalent of Leak a. or sb.]

1. intr. To pass (out, away, forth by a leak 01

leakage. AlsoJig., to pass away by gradual wa>U
t" 1410 Fallad. on ifusb. \i. ^ Let diche hit deep that

humour out may leke. If hit be weet. 1648 Wilkins Math.
Magicfc 11. v. 181 It is easie to conceive how .. the water,

which will perhaps by degrees leak into several parts, may
be emptyed out again, a 1728 \Voodw.\r» Sat. tfist.

Fossils 1. (1729) I. 243 A Crack, through which a small

quantity of the Liquor leak'd forth. 1791 Paine Rights oj

Man (ed. 4) 154 The gold and silver, .leak continually away
by unseen mean*,at the average rate ofabout three quarters

of a million a \ear. 1890 Spectator 23 Aug., A democracy
that has allowed it> chief political interests to leak away.

b. To leak out vfig.) : to transpire or become
known in spile of efforts at concealment.

1840 R. H. Dana Be/. Mast xiv. 33 We had heard rumour.>

of such a ship to follow us, which had leaked out from the

captain. 1852 Mrs. Stowe I'tule Tom's C. xix, 1 can see

it leaking out in fifty different ways -just that same strong,

overbearing, dominant spirit. 1884 Manch. Exam. 27 May
5/1 The outcry which was raised when the rumour of it

leaked out. 1884 *Rn\' Vivjenne 11. v, The carefully-

guarded secret had leaked out in some way or other.

2. To allow the passage of fluid through a leak :

a. inwards.
1513 Douglas /Ends 1. iii. 50 Thai all leckit, and salt

watter stremis Fast bullerand in at every ryft and boir.

1530 Palscr. 606/1, I leeke, as a shyppe or bote dothe that

taketh in water. . . labour well, syrs, at the ponipe, for our

shyppe leaketh. 1555 Euen Decades 229 One of theyr

shyppes leaked and toke water very sore, a 1568 Satir.

Foems Reform, xlvi. i9
t

Gif scho lekkis, gett men of skill

To stop hir hoilis laich in be howis. 1708 J. Philips Cyder
n. 66 Against a secret Cliff. . A Ship is dash'd, and leaking

drinks the Sea. 1873 Bkowning Red Cott. Nt.-cap 131

7

Carried pick-a-back by Eldobert 15ig-baby-fashion, lest his

leathers leak !

b. outwards.
1530 Palscr. 606/1 This hogges heed o! wyne leaketh.

XSS7 & T. (Genev.) fteb. ii. 1 note. Lest like vessells ful

of chappes we leake, and renne out on euery part. 1597
Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, iv. iv.47 That the vnited Ves^ell of their

Blood (Mingled with Venome of Suggestion ..) Shall neuer

leake, though it doe worke as strong As Aconitum, or rash

Gun-powder, a 1605 Montgojierie Misc. Foems xxxvii. 21

Go to—vhat rek? and gar the healing hrek; For, fra it lek,

I hald the danger done. 183s Sir J. Ross Narr. 2nd Voy.

vi. 86 The starboard boiler began to leak.

•f c. To * make water \ Obs. {vulgar.')

1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, 11. i. 22 Why,
#
you will allow vs

ne're a Iourden, and then we leake in your Chimney.
at66t Holyday jpnvenal 51 Some great ones drinking so

hard, that they even leak'd on their supper couches. 1673
Bryden Amboyna. v. i. 54 Boy, give me some Tobacco, ana
a Stope of Wine . . And a Tub to leak in Boy ; when was
this Table without a leaking Vessel ? 1731 Swipt Strcptum
% Chloe 164 Twelve cups of tea (with grief I speak) Had
now constraint the nymph to leak. 1796 in Grose's Diet.

Vulg. Tongue.

+ 3. pass. To have sprung a leak ; to be emptied

by leakage. Obs,



"LEAKAGE.

1607 Shaks. Tinton iv. it. 19 Leak'd is our Barke.^ 1623
in Bradford Plymouth Plantation (1856) 138 Within 14.

days after she [a ship] came againe hither, being danger-
ously leaked and hrused with tcmpestious stormes. 1699
Damhkr Voy. 1 1. in. vi. 69 Some of the Rum they found, ..

a Cask in one place, and a Cask in another ; . . some staved
against the Trees, and leeked out 1748 Anson's Voy. in.

iy« 333 We • • found many of our casks so decayed, as to be
half leaked out.

4. trans. To let (water, etc.) in or out through

a leak. ?No\v U. S. only.

1687 Hooke in Hist. Royal Soc. (1757) IV. 548 It would
be next to impossible to make pipes to hold so perfectly as

not to leak air in some parts. 1692 Locrk Etiuc. § 7 (1693)

6 To have his Shooes made so, as to leak Water. 1889 Cent.

Diet, s.v., The pipe leaks gas ; the roof leaks rain,

f b. fig. To cause to run out or escape.

1655 Gurnat.l Chr, in Arm. I. 94 When a Christian is

flush of comfort, then Satan lies upon the catch, then to

inveigle a Saint into one sin or other, which he knows will

soon leak out his joy.

5. Brewing. To cause (liquor) to run over, on,

off, in small quantities or by degrees. Obs. exc. dial.

Cf. Sc. 'To lek, leek, to pour water over bark or other

substance, in order to obtain a decoction ; to strain off,

Clydes[dale] ' (Jam.). See also Lkck v. in Eng. Dial. Diet.

1674 Ray N. C. Words 29 Leek on,-po\\rt. on more, Liquor,

v.g. 1743 Lond. Country Breiv. 11. (ed. 2) 1 1 9 Put yourM alt

in by Degrees, and stir it.. then leak on your Complement.
Jbid. 122 Leaking over.—Is what may be called putting
over the Malt, at Times, many Hand-bowls of Water, that
it may run gradually off, and wash away the Flower of the

Malt by a slow Degree. 1788 W. Marshall A\ Yorksk.
1 1. 339 To Leck-on, to add more water, as in brewing. 1790
Trans. Soc. Arts VI 11. 151 Draining the liquor through a

fcieve, instead of leaking it off gradually.

Leakage [Irked,?)- Also 5-7 lecage, 6 lekk-
oge, 8 leekage. [f. Leak v. + -age. Cf. Du.
lekkage.]

1. The action of leaking ; admission or escape of

walcr or other fluid through a hole in a vessel,

etc. ; loss of fluid by this means.
1490 in Arnolde Chrotu (181 1) 112 Alle maner auenturs

fortunes perilles and ioperdies of alle the sayd wynes, lecage
foist and egirnes.se of the same oonly exepte. 1622 Malvnks
Anc. Law-Mcrch. 195 Allowances made .. vpon Wines in

regarde of lecage of tenne or fifteene vpon the. htindreth.

1633 T. James Voy. 45, 1 would take no excuse of leakage
or other waste. 1739 Labklvk Short Acc. Piers Westm.
Bridge 34 By the Help of only four Pumps .. we easily

master 'd what Leakage we had. 1748 Alison's Voy. 11. x.

241 Jars .. are liable to no leekage, unless they are broken.

1825 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 198 We have seen an
engine of an eight-horse power of this kind at work, with
a fluid metal on the pistons : it effectually prevented the
leakage. 1861 T. L. Pkacock Gvyll Or, xix. 161 The sub-

soil of London .. converted by gas leakage into one mass of
pestilent blackness. 1875 H. C. Wood Therap. (1879) 5°9
A form of secretion, or. .leakage, from mucous membranes.

2. trans,/, and fig. Diminution resulting from
gradual waste or escape.
1642 Fuller Holy Prof. St. Pref. § 7, 1 will stop the

leakage of my soul, and what heretofore hath run out in

writing, shall hereafter, .be improved in constant preaching.

1673 Bp. S. Parker Reproof Rch. Trauspr. 11 They.,
weaken themselves by too great a leakage of their power.
1863 Kinglake Crimea I. 452 The Cabinet of Lord Aberdeen
was not famous for its power of preventing the leakage of

state matters. 1893 Sir R. Ball Story of Sun 270 The
leakage of heat is. .slow. 1895 Month May 115 The 1

leak-

age* going on in the Catholic Church in the British Isles.

1900 Speaker 22 Sept. 668/1 The frightful leakage from
deaths, wounds and sickness.

3. toner, a. That which leaks or oozes out.

Alsofig.
a 1661 Fuller Worthies Hampsh. it. (1662) 13, I behold

these his Books as the Receptacle of the Leakage and
Superfluities of his Study. 1793 Smkaton Edystone § 313
A very small leakage came in. i8ao W. Irving Sketch Pk.,

Stage Coach (1865) 234 The privilege of battening on the
drippings of the kitchen and the leakage of the tap room,

fb. A leak. Obs* rare,

1776 G. Semple Building in Water 102 Get the Water.-,
taken out, corking any Leakages that may happen to appear.

4. Allowance made for waste of fluid by leakage
from the containing vessels.

1591 Wills (f Inv. N. C. (Surtees i860) II. 108, 405. for

freght, 40*. for impost, the lekkege in myne owne hand, by
estimation, 26s. 1735 Connect. Col. Rec. (1 873) VI 1 . 563
The said retailer . . will pay to the said commissioner the
duty laid thereon by the excise act, substracting only one
fifth part thereof for leakage and wastage. 1809 R. Lang-
ford Introd. Trade 112 Leakage, allowance of duty for

waste of liquor from the vessels leaking or other^ causes.

1861 Smiles Engineers II. 196 The lightermen claimed as
their right the perquisites of 'wastage' and 'leakage'.

Leake, obs. form of Lac-, Leak, Lkek.

Leakiness lrkines). [f. Leaky a. + -ness.]

Leaky condition.
1628 Digbv Voy. Medit. (1S68) 84 Because of her leakinesse

and ill-sayling. 1835 Sir J. Ross Narr. "2nd Voy. xxii. 324
Whence arose some of our leakiness. 1864 Sala in Daily
Tel. 27 Sept., If a kettle, .shows symptoms of leakincbs.

Leaking (lrkirj), vbl.sb. [-ing I.] The action

of Ihe verb Leak ; leakage. Also altrib. in + leak-
ing tub, vessel (Leak v. 2 c).

i6n Cotgr., Coulement

.

. a leaking. 164a Rogers Naaman
To Rdr. 4 As a naile fastned in a sure place from waiuing
and leaking out. 1673 Dryden Atnboyna v. i. 54 Never
any thing of Moment was done at our Counsel Table, with-
out a leaking Tub . . great Consultations require great
Drinking, and great Drinking a great leaking Vessel.

150

Lea-king, a, [-ing 2.] That leaks or

lets water in or out ; that has a leak or leaks,

f Also of weather, showery.
c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. i. 450 When this siment is maad,

hit most insinke Vche hole & chene and euery lekyng ston.

1534 More Treat. Pass. Wks. 1386/2 Whoso lyke a foole

placeth hymselfe in a leakinge shyppe. 1610 Folkingham
Art ofSurz'. uxi. 35 A loose and light Sand swords slow
and thin, yet with rest andjecking sommers it yeelds good
Come. 1611 Bible f/eb. ii. 1 Lest at any time we should
let them slip [marg. run out as leaking vessels]. 1612 T.
Taylor Comm. Titus iii. 1 Out of a leaking vessell good
things are euer running out. c 1614 Sir W. Ml re Dido
sEtwas 1. 290 Their leiking seames drink in the floods so fast.

1678 Drvoen & Lke CKdipus 11. i. (1679) 18 All dart at once
their baleful influence In leaking Fire. 1863 A. B. Grosart
Small Sins 36 Leaking timber.

Leakless, a. [(. Leak sb. + -less.] Not
having a leak.

1899 T. S. Moore Vinedresser 4 Choose casks which thou
hast seen Are leakless.

I Lea kness, Obs, [f. Leak a. + -ness.]

Leakiness.
1508 Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1844) I. 439 And cum within

the hawin and port of the said burgh, be ane north eist wind
and lekness of ane of thair said schippis. 1625 J. Glanvill
/ 'oy. Cadiz 83 The leakness of his shipp.

Leaky l*~ki), a. [f. Leak sb. + -yL] Having
aleak or leaks; full of leaks; giving passage to

water or other fluid through a hole or fissure.

1606 Shaks. Ant. <y CI. in. xiii. 63 Sir, sir, thou art so
leaUe That we must leaue thee to thy sinking. 1610 —
Temp. 1. i. sr. 1677 W. Hubbard Narrative it. 67 He
would not venture himself in our Leakie Canoo. 173a
Bereelev Alciphr. 11. § 13 A leaky vessel, always filling

and never full. 1791 W. Jessopp ReP. Riv. Wiiham 15
Lining the Canal through the leaky Soil. .450/. 1835 Sir

J. Ross Narr. znd Voy. ii. 11 The ship was so leaky as to

r quire the constant use of two pumps. 1868 M orris
Earthly Par. \. 98 We lay Leaky, dismasted, a most help-
less prey To winds and waves. 1872 Vf.ats Techn. Hist.

1
Comm. 141 Leaky casks. 1861 Daily News 10 Mar. 6/1 A

I leaky gas pipe.

b. Incontinent of urine; passing urine frequently

or in large quantities.

1727 Gay Begg. Op. ill. ii, The Dog is leaky in his Liquor.
1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. III. 242 The patient.. had never
had an illness in his life, except that he had always been a
* leaky subject ibid., Such patients seem to drift imper-
ceptibly into the ' leaky ' state.

c. jig. Of persons, their tongues : Not reticent,

hlabhing. Of memory: Not retentive.

1692 R. L'Estrange Fables ccccxxvii. 402 Women are

j

generally so leaky, that . . I have hardly met with one of the
Sex that could not hold her Breath longer than she should
keep a secret. 1703 Quick Dec. Wife's Sister 18 Our
Memories are exceeding feeble, leaky and forgetful. 1740
Somerville Hobbitiol 1. 242 But be thou, my Muse! No
leaky Blab. 1805 G. Rose's Diaries (i860) 1. 244 It is true
he is leaky, but 1 believe would not willingly tell anything.
1845 H. Rogers Ess. 1. iii. 93 [It) must depend.. on the
doubtful authority, and leaky memory of those who report it.

Leaky, variant of Lakie Sc.

Leal (1/1), a- and adv. Forms : 3-5 lei, 3-6
lele, 4 liale, 4-5 lell(e, Sc. leile, leyll, 4-5 (7-8
Sc.) leel, 4-6 leale, 4-7 St. leill, 4-8 Sc. leil, 5
leell, 6 Sc. laill, 8- leal. [a. OF. led, usually in

semi-learned form leial, leal ( - Pr. Icyal, Hal, Cat.
Ileal, Sp. leal, It. leale), mod.F. loyal (see Loyal)
:—L. legdl-is Legal.]
A. adj. Now Sc, (and north, dial.) and in literary

use derived from Scottish.

1. Loyal, faithful, honest, true. a. Of persons,

etc. Land of the leal : sec Land sb. 3 c.

a 1300 Cursor M. 4891 Yon er thcues we lelmen wend.
Ibid. 27847 Lele of hert and fre of gyft. c 1350 \l 'ill. Palerne
4809 l?e grettest lordes of hat land pat Idlest were hold.

1375 Barbour Bruce iv. 576 He that worthy wes and leill.

a 1400-50 Alexander 2877 Lede lelist to his lord leuand of
lyue. C1460 Lauuftl 326, I yeve the Blaunehard mystede
lei. 1513 Douglas sEneis 1. Prol. 482 Thocht 1 be lawit,
my leil hart can nocht fen?e. cx$6o A. Scott Poems
(S. T. S.) x. 28 Scho wat w'outtin faill 1 am hii luvar laill.

1609 Skene Reg. Maj. 82 The eath of ellevin leill and vn-
suspecled men. 1721 Ramsay Prospect of Plenty vi, Friend-
Ship makes us leal To truth and right, a 1776 CruelMother
iii. in Child Ballasts (1882) I. 220/2 She's counted the leelest
maid o them a'. 1826 Scott Jrnl. 14 Nov., Honest Allan
Cunningham .. a leal and true Scotsman, a 1839 Praki>
Poems (1864) 1. 391 Leal subject, honest patriot, cordial
friend. 1876 Blackik Songs Relig. $ Life 119 Thou, Scot-
land's son, that wouldst be leal and true,

b. Of things, qualities, etc.

(In ME. poetry sometimes a more or less conventional
laudatory epithet = 1

noble *, * fair \)

a 1300 Cursor M. 8294 For wit bat fiur sa fress and neu,
hair stode a selcut lele [Fairf. etc. lou e)ly] heu. 13..
Minor Poems fr. Vernon MS. (K. E. T. S.) 498/204 jfcm
mai}t pou synge of loue lele. c 1350 Partt. thre Ages
(text A) 115 Longe legges and large and lele for to schewe.
^375 Sc, Leg. Saints xxx. (Thcodera) 154 Consele kane
1 kene be gad & leile. 1393 Langu P. PI. C. 1. 146 With
leel labour to lyue whyl lif and londe lasteth. c 1400 Destr.
Troy 88oo[ltlsanke. .to the leell theghes, Passond by poris
into be pure legges. c 1475 Rauf Coiljear 604 To se gif
the Coil^earis lawtie was leill. 1500-30 Dunbar Poems lxvi.

13 The leill lauhour lost, and leill seruice. a 1605 Mont-
gomery Soun. lxx. 2 lUind brutal Boy, that with thy bou
abus.es Leill leisome love by lechery and lust, lyzi Ramsay
Kutys Answer iv, There's my leal hand Win them, Til be
at your devotion. 1884 Pall Mall G. 25 Apr. 5/1 No man
ever did more leal j-etrvice than did Mackenzie during the
bad days of the miserable Cabul business.

IiEALLY.

2. True, genuine ; real, actual ; exact, accurate

;

very (truth). Of a blow or shot : Well-aimed,
hitting the mark. ? Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 6478 Ne ber bou witnes nan bot lele.

ibid. 7798, I come to tell be tiband lei. 13. . Gaw. % Gr.
K"t- 35 P>s laye. .is stad and stoken, In stori stif & stronge
With lei letteres loken. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 425 Of be
lenbe of Noe lyf to lay a lei date, pe sex hundreth of his

age & none odde ^erez. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 69
J>erof he mad me skrite, his hole to mak leale. 1393 Langl.
P. PI. C. xi. 210 Men that buth bygetyn Out of matrimonie
mowe nat haue the grace That leelle legitime by lawc may
cleyme. c 1400 Melayne 8 The ryghte leje trouthe. 1560
Rolland Crt. Venus Prol. 35 The Planeitis . . The quhilks
are in leill number thir seuin. 1597 Skene De Verb. Sign.
s.v. Bona patria, We sail leill suith say. and na suith con-
ceale. 1752 J. Louthian Form of Process (ed. 2) 83 The
said Witnesses to bear leal and soothfast Witnessing. 1789
D. Davidson Seasons 167 With that stepp'd forward lul-
lochfern, An'..A leal shot ettled at the cock.

f 3. Lawful
; also, just, fair. Obs.

c 1350 Will Palerne 1312 Whanne .. alle lele 1awes |werel
in bat lond sette. 135a Minot Poems iii. 9 His mone that

was gude and lele, Left in Braband full mekill dele.^ c 1375
Sc. Leg. Saints x\. (Ninian) 1050 Condemnyt be leile sysc.

£1400 Maun dev. (Roxb.) viii. 28 Wheder pai be geten in

leel spousage or noght. C1425 Wvntoun Cron. vti. x. 3186
Oure Kyng Alysawndyr tuk Margret, The dowchtyr of this

Kyng Henry, Into lele matrimony. C1460 Tawneley Myst.
xxiv. 296 To draw cutt is the lelyst, and long cut, lo, this

wede shall wyn. 1513 Douglas sEneis in. viii. 81 Obseru-
yng weill.. the seremonyis lele. 1727 Walker Life Peden
134 (Jam.\ I have had my leal share of wrongs this way.

4. Comb., as leal-hearted adj.

1721 Ramsay Prospect ofPlenty xi, The North Sea skip-

pers are leal-hearted men. 1859 Masson Brit. Novelists

107 The leal-hearted Scot's last visit to bis native land.

B. adv. Now only Sc.

1. Loyally, faithfully.

a 1300 Cursor M. 6857, I ..sal hald yow lei mi hight.

a 1450 Le Norte Arth. 1066, I trewly many a day Haue
Iovid lelyest in londe. c 14^0 Hollano Hoivlat 750 Luke
to the leid that the so leile lufis. a 1605 Montgomerie
Sonn. xlv. 3 Look onyone before me loved so leill. 17.. in

Herd Sc. Songs (1776) 1. 160 Had me fast, let me not gang,
If you do love me leel.

2. Honestly, lawfully. Comb, leal-come adj.
%

honestly come by.
a 1300 Cursor M. 4913 Of our lele bi-geten thing. 1500-20
Dunbar Poems lxvi. 46 Bot beneficis ar nocht leill devydit.

1637 Rutherford Lett. (1862) 1. 443 Let us claim our leel-

come and lawfully conquessed joy. 1693 Sc. Presbyt. Elo-
quence (1738) 98 Every Man hath Conversion and the New
Birth, but it's not leel come by.

3. Truly, exactly, accurately; perfectly, thor-

oughly.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 3029 Nouber lynes ne lerkes but full

jell streght. a 1400-50 Alexander 5020 Sire, bou ert lele of
ilk lede be lorde and be fadire. c 1460 Tmvneley Myst. Hi.

446 This forty dayes has rayn beyn, It will therfor abate
Fulle lele. 1513 Douglas sEneis (adfin.), Red is leill, and
tak gud tent in tyme. 1637-50 Row Hist. AVrX^Wodrow
Soc.) 285 Therby giving Mr. Andro Melvill a faire oppor-
tunitie to light leill upon Bishop Bancroft. 1730 Ramsav
Wealth 51 The dawted pettsof fate .. By pure instinct sae

leal the mark have hit 1790 D. M orison Poems 15 [She]

swore she'd be . . Kiss'd leal frae lug to lug Fu* sweet
that day.

t Leal, v. Obs. rare — 1
. In 4 lelen. [f. Leal

a.] trans. To legalize, authorize.
c 1350 Will. Palerne 5284 Whan .. be menskfull mcssan-

geres here message wisten & hade letteres of here lord to

lelen here sawes.

Leal, dial, form of Little.

Lea -land, lay -land (lrlaend, l^lxnd).
Forms : 4 leylond, 5-6 leland(e, 5-9 ley-land,

7lee-
}
6- lay-land, 7- lea-land. [f.LEAa:. + Land

sb.] Fallow land ; land ' laid down * to grass.

c 1325 Gloss. W. de Bibbestv. in Wright Voc. 153/4 Le
flally lest sa tere freche [glossed leylondl. c 1460 Totvneley
Myst. xiii. 112 On a ley-land hard I hym blaw. he commys
here at hand. 1553 Short Catech. Liturgies, etc. (1844) 525
The husljandmen, that first use to shrubbe and root out the
thorns, brambles, and weeds, out of their lay-land and un-
looked to. 1577-95 Descr. Isles Scotl. in Skene Celtic

Scotl. III. App. -437 All teillit land, and na girs but ley

land. 1671 Shetland Document in Proc. Soc. Anti<j. Scot.

(1892) XXVI. 194 To provyde laufull tennents for his

Majesteis ley lands within the said Bailyerie. 1745 tr.

Columella's Husb. \\. ii, Smaller ploughs, which are not

strong enough to rip up the fallow grounds or lay-lands.

1876 Morris Sigurd (1877) 314 They rtde the lealand high-

ways, they ride the desert plain. 1886 Elworthv W.
Somerset Word-bk., Leylands, arable land under a grass

crop. The word is a very common name for pasture fields

;

to be found in the terriers of most estates. It will never be

found in connection with meadow land proper, but it will

usually denote land once arable but now 'laid " down.
Proverbialphrase, c 1500 Payne $ Sorowe EvyllMaryage

140 in Ilazl. E. P. P. IV. 79 Yf she than wyll be no better,

Set her upon a lelande, and bydde the devyll fet her. 1599
Porter Angry Worn. Abingt. (Percy Soc.) 103, I thtnke she

is better lost then found . . and they would be ruld by me
they should set her on the Idand and bid the diuell split

her. 1631 R. H. Arraignm. Whole Creature xiv. § 1. 226

She . . is now . . abhorred . .forsaken and disrespected . . set on
a Lea land as they say, and disrespected.

Leally JrK), adv. Forms: 4 lellik, -ich(e,

-yche, leellich^e, leelly, lelli, leleli, lelyly,

lelik, leeliche, leli, leyly, 4-5 lelly, lely, lele,

4-6 lelely, 5-6 lelile, -y, 6 leillellie, lelalie,

lealie, leallelie, leily, 9 leally. [f. Leal a. +
-ly *A]

1. Loyally, faithfully, truly.



LEALNESS.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1955 (Gott.) All bat wil leleli [Cott. lely;

Fair/. Iclc] hald hair lede. Ibid. 3818 (Cott.) Of all be god
he dos me weild Lelik [Gott. lelely) his tend t sal him yeild.

13.. E. E. A Hit. P. K 1066 & lelly louy by lorde & hisleef

worbe. c 1340 Cursor M. 22777 (Edin.) t>ai foluis lellik al

his laues. c 1394 />. /'/. Cra/<r 639 pat leeueb fnlliche on
God & lellyche benkeb On his lore and his lawe. 1*1400

Destr. Troy 3875 Was neuer kyng . . jellier louyt ledys of

his aune. 1:1460 Tmvneley Myst. xviii. 182 Thise ar the

commatindmentys ten, who so will lely layt. a 1578 Linuf.-

say (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S. T. S.) I. 21 [Hel sould

stand his freind leillellie and trewlie. 1588 in Heveridge

Culross <y Tulliallan I. iv. 125 They suld use the offices

faythfullie and lealie till all persones. 1597 Skf.nf. DeVerb.
Sign. s.v. Iter, The dempster . .sail leallelie and trewlie, vse

and exerce his office. 1773 Kergusson Poems (1807) 304 Sae
lealy Til propone defences, As yet ye flung for my expences.

1837 R. Nicoli. Poems (1843) 123 The men . . Who by Scot-

land, my country, stood leally and true.

1 2. Truly, really, actually. Obs.

c 1350 Will. Pateme 95 pere walked he a-boute be walles

to winne in si}t ; & at pe last lelly a litel hole he findes.

ibid. 117 Hut lelliche bat ladi in 3oube hadde lemed iniche

schame. 1377 Lasgl. P. PL H. xii. 174 He thauknoweth
clergye can sonner aryse Out of synne . . than any lewed

lelly tC. xv. 113 sothliche]. a 1400 Re/ig. Piecesfr. Thorn-

ton MS. (1867) 30 For pat oure saule es lellv lyke vn-till be

lyknes of be fiadyr, and be Sone, and be Haly Gaste. c 147S
Ran/ Coityar 313 Tell me now lelely quhat is thy richt

name.

Lealness (lrlnes). rare-°. [f. Leal a. + -nkss.]

= LEALTY l
. 1882 in Ogilvie.

Lealty 1 (Iraki). Obs. exc. arch. [f. Leal a. +
-ty. Cf. Lewty, Loyalty.] Faithfulness, loyally.

[a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xvi. 53 Heo is solsecle of stiet-

nesse, ant ledy of lealte.l i860 Keadk Cloister e* //. (1861)

I. 270 They who travel should learn to read faces ; methink*

you might see lenity in mine sith I have seen it in yourn.

1867 Lady G. Flllkrton A stormy Li/e 111. ii. 28 As to

lealty and gratitude, she showeth herself as ignorant of these

sentiments as if they did not exist.

f Lealty 2
. Obs. rare. [f. le Lay a\ + -al +

-ty (after spiritualty\ etc.).] Laity.

1548 Gest Pr. Masse E iij b, So doo all Christianes &
the faythfull lealtye performe y° *ame.

lieam (lAn), sb.1 Now Sc. and north, dial.

Forms t 1 16oma, 2 lome, 3 4 leome, lem, 3-6

(9) leme, (4100m, lewme, lime, lym, Sc. leyme\
4-5 leem, (5 leeme, Sc. leime), 4. 6-7 leame,
6- learn. [OK. tioma str. masc. = OS. Homo, ON.
litrnei—OTentMeitknim-, iMetth- (see Light sbi .]

Light, flame ; a flash, ray, or gleam of light

;

brightness, gleam. AlsoJig.
Beowul/isij (Or.) Fyrleoht geseah, blacne leoman beorhte

scinan. c 1x7$ Lamb. Horn, jy Hehimalsebe snnnestreonb
pe lome bet ho spret in to al his wide worlde. c 1200 Triu. 1

Coll. Horn. 107 Leomene fader we clepeS ure drihten for

ban pe he sunne atend. a 1240 Ureisnn in Cott. Horn. 183

Ihesu mi leof, mi lif, mi leome. 1297 R. Gi.ot'C (Rolls) 3180
Out of pe dragons moube tueye leoines per stode beie.

a t-yyaCursor M. 17344 Ne nankins leme [Fair/ lym) o dais

light. 1375 I'arrour Bruce xi. 191 All the fclde ves in ane
leyme Vith baneris richt freschly fiawmand. C1380 .S'/>

Ferumb. 1861 Were pou he by bys leem sone bow scholdest

dye. 1387 Trevisa Higden 1 Rolls) VII. 279 Of be welle of
pat place he hadde pe leme of byleve [L. credendiflammam\.
1388 Wyclif Bible, Pre/ Ep. vi, Now newe kyn cometh
fre, from an hijt, fro heuinh lewmes. c 1400 St. Alexius
(Laud 463) 439 Out of his moup per stoed a leom. 1450-70
Golagros <$• Haw. 1254 With grete lightis on loft, that gaif

grete leinie. £1450 Mironr Saluacioun 1096 A sterne of

fulle grete leeme. 1503 Dunbar Thistle % Rose 21 All the

houss illumynit of hir lemys. 3531 Elyot Gov. r. i, A bright

leme of a torche. 1S76 Fleming Panopt. E/>ist. 172 Glorious
with the leames of learning. j6oo Holland Livy XL. lviii.

1094 Blasted with leames of lightning that dazzeled their

eie-sight. 1668 Wit. kins Real Char. 11. aim. § 1. 57 Flame,
Blaze, Coruscation, Flash, Learn, Lightfire. 1724 Ramsay
liy/e 0/Auchtermuchty x, The learn up throu the lum did
flow. 1813 Hogg Queens JVal-e, Kiimeuy (1814) 172 When
the ingle lowed with an eiry leme. 1895 Crockett Men
0/Moss Hags 160 The flickering leme of pale lightning.

Learn (lim), sb.2 diaL A drain or watercourse

in fen districts.

1601 F. Goowin Bps. 0/Eng. 221 Ve new leame that he
[Bp. Mortonl caused to be made for more conuentent cariage
to his towne . . many complaine that the course of the
riuer Nene into the sea by Clowcrosse is very much hindred
thereby. 1646 Huck Rich. J/I> 53 Doctor Morton for his

private commodity . . brought certain Leames or bigger
ditches to his owne grounds about Wisbitch. 1861 Smii.es

Engineers I. 67 Many droves, learns, eaus, and drains were
cut. 1881 Times 13 Jan. 9/4 The existing ' cuts * or ' learns 1

cease to fulfil their functions . . by a gradual alteration in

their own beds.

Leam, sb.Z dial. Also limb. The husk of

a nut. .

1854 Miss BAKRa Nortfuxmptonsh. Gloss, s.v., ' Will you
buy them in, or out of the limhs ' is a frequent inquiry in

our nut-market. Mod. (Northants.) The boy stained his

fingers with walnut learns.

Leam (lfm), v.* Now Sc. and north, dial.

Forms : 3- as in Leam sb. 1
; also 4 lume. [f. the

sb. Cf. ON. IjSma, also OE. ^eliomod having rays

(of a comet), Saxon Leechd. III. 272.] intr. To
shine, gleam ; to light np.
a 1300 Cursor M. 8197 On be morn, quen da! suld lem.

C13X0 in Wright Lyric P. 25 Ase jaspe the gentil that

lemeth with lyht. ibid. 52 Hire lure lumes liht, Ase a
launterne a nyht. c i^Zo^A'ingo/Tars 162 Alle the feldes

feor and neer Of helmes leomede lihte. c 1400 Destr. Troy
699 A triet Image ..of true golde .. With light that was
Iouely lemyng ^er-in. c 1410 Avoiv. Arlh. Ixv, There

151

come fliand a gnnne, And lemet as the leuyn. £1475
Ran/ Coilyar 326 The lyft lemit vp beliue, and licht was
the day. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (1858) III. 232 With
birneis bricht, Lyke ony lanterne lemit all of licht. 1575
Mirr. Mag., Elstride xxxv. And when she spake, her eyes

did leame as fire. 17.. Dame Oliphant xxiv. in Child
Ballads (1886) II. 410/1 He carried the match in his pocket
That kindled to her the fire .. That leamd oer Lincolnshire.

1768 Ross Nelenore (1789) 55 Now by this time, the sun
begins to leam. a 1878 H. Ainsi.ik Pilgrim. Land 0/Burns,
etc. (1892) 240 There leem'd a light frae yon high tower.

Leam, v.2 dial. Also 8 leem. [belongs to

Leam s&.$] a. trans. To free nuts from iheir husks.

1788 W. Marshall Vorksh. II. 339 Leem. 1824 Mac-
taggart Gallovid. Encycl. s.v. Benin\ The wud sae gay,

whar mony a day I learned nits wi' thee. Mod. {Northants).

He has been learning walnuts for the gardener.

b. intr. Of nuts : To separate easily from the

husk. 1846 Crockett N. C. Words, It learns well.

Leam, obs. var. Lyam ; Sc. form of Loam.

t Learner 1
. Obs. rare— 1

. In 5 lemer. [f.

Leam 7'. 1 + -er 1
.] One lhat flashes or radiates

light.

c 1440 York Myst. xlv. 11 1 Hayle, my lorde, lemer of
ligbt.

Lea'mer 2
. dial. [f. Leam sb» or i>.~ + -ekL]

A nut fully ripe. Chiefly in brawn learner, a nut

with a brown husk.
183a J. Wilson in Blacl-w. Mag. XXXI 1. 126 Clusters of

ripe nuts, which you can crack when you have gathered
them, brown learners every one. 1836 Oarsktt in Q. Rev.
Feb., Leeme* s, a north-country phrase for ripe nuts. 1855
Rohinson Whitby Gloss., Learners, or 'brown learners',

large filbert nuts.

Learner, variant of Limf.h, a hound.

Lea rning, vbl. sb. Obs. exc. dial. [f. Leam v}
+ -ixg 1.] Shining, gleaming, flashing (of light).

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII. 171 Thunder lemynge
hrend be cornes. 1398 — Barth. De P. R. vm. xvi. (1495)

324 The sonne hath verttie of hectynge of leemynge and
of brennynge. (1440 Promp. Parv. 198/2 (ilemynge, or

leinynge of lyghte, con/lagracio.

Lea'ming, a. Obs. exc. dial. [f. Leam
+ -ING-.] Gleaming, Hashing, shining.

a 1300 Cursor M. 5754 pan cald on him our lauerd dright,

Vt of his mikel lemand light. 1387 Tkkvisa Higden (Rolls)

VI 1. 447 A sterre wib a bri}t lemynge creest. c 1400 Destr.

Troy 12517 The breme lowe Of the lt-ymonde laite. 1513
Houglas sEneis 11. xii. fxi. 1 90 Lemand armour and schyn-

and scheildis brycht. 1567 Drant Horaces Ep. K viij,

A leminge lampe of light. 1611 Cotqr., Rudicu.v, radiant,

shining .. learning, full of beams. 17.. Jolly Goshawk
xxxiii. in Child Ballads (1886) II. 361/2 With lily-white

cheeks, and lemin een. 1839 Hailkv Festus vi. 1848)60
hike a shipwrecked stranger in a lighthouse, I have looked

down upon the utter side Of such thoughtsfrom the leeming
room of reason.

f Lean, 1V'. 1 Obs. Forms: 1 lean, 2 ?>
lean,

Ian, 3 laon, len, lyen. [OF. lean str. ncut. =
OFris. hhi. OS., OlIG., MUG. Ion (Du. loon,

mod.G. lohn masc), ON. lann nent. pt. (S\v. Ton
t

Da. lpn\, Goth, lann neut. OTent. *lann-. The
root fait- is referred to the same source as OSlav.

lovii capture, booty, L. Itt-crmu gnin, Cir. d7ro-Aau-

(iv to enjoy.] Reward, recompense.
Beoivul/ 1021 (Gr.) Sigores to leane. c 1000 Ags. Gosp.

Matt. xix. 29 [>e hundfealdon he onfehp lean & hajfS ece
' lif. a 1200 Moral Ode 64 per me scaL.^euen us ure

swinkes lan [12. . in O. E. Misc. 60 lean ; a 1300 in E. E. P.

24 Iyenl efter ure erninge. c 1200 Ofmin 1518 ^iflfbu sha.*w-

esst hemm whatt hen Iss 3arrkedd hemm inn heofTne.

<:i2o$ Lay. 16691 Nu \nx scalt fon hat lam ba;t bu for-ferdest

Jerusalem. « 1250 Prov. Ml/red 407 in O.E. Misc.
t \>e

mon bat her wel deb he cumeb bar he lyen foj). c 1250 Gen.

Sf Ex. 2838 Pharaun . . Was dead and hadde is werkes len.

Lean, sb. 2 : see after Lean a.

Lean (lfn), ^.3 [f. Lean v.]

I. The actor condition of leaning; inclination.

I On the lean : inclining, sloping.

1776 G. Semple Building in Water 73 Pressure from
either Side, would give them all a lean to the opposite Side.

1850 P. Cunningham Handbk. Loml. p. xxxvii/i Leaden
coffins piled thirty-feet high, and all on the lean from iheir

own immense weight. 1851 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XII. 11.

647 The corn has a decided lean in one direction. 1890
Clark Russell Ocean Trag. I. v. 106 The rounds of her

canvas whitened into marble hardness with the yearn and
lean of the distended cloths,

f 2. concr. Something to lean on ; a support.

1610 Healev tr. Vwes* St. Aug. Citie 0/ God l)ed. A,
How holy ..a man, what a light, what a leane to the chris-

I tian common-wealth IL. quale specimen colnmenque reip.

Christian.?], on whom onely it rested for many rites.

Lean (lm), a. and sb.2 Forms : 1 hleene, 2-6

lene, 3 lsene, 3, 6-7 leane, 4 Kent, hlene, Sc.

leine, leyne, 5 leenfe, 5-6 Sc. and north, leyn,

6- lean. [OE. klmte :-OTeut. type *hlainjo~,

perh. repr. a pre-Teut. *qloinio-
)
related by ablaut

to Lith. hlynas scrap, fragment, Lettish kleins

feeble. (If so, the word is not related to Lean v.
y

the pre-Teut. initial of which is k
f
not q.)~\

1. Wanting in flesh ; not plump or fat ; thin.

' Also said f of the flesh, and of a person's condi-

1 tion, growth, appearance, etc.

c 1000 ^Elfric Gen. xii. 3 OSre seofon oxan . , pa wa:ron

fule and swiSe hlzene. £1175 Lamb. Horn. 37 {hi scalt ..

festen swa bet bin licome beo be lenre. c\zq$ Lav. 19445

I

No durste paer bilamen na J«e uatte no be laene. '/T1225

\ Ancr. R. 118 Pellican is a leane fowel. c 1290 S. Eng. Leg.

LEAN.

T. 66/435 His lene bones he wolde drawe a^ein be harde
grounde. 1340 Ayenb. 53 pou sselt ueste al huet pou art

bleche and lhene. 1377 Lanc.l. PL H. V. 83 So loked he
with lene chekes lowrynge foule. r 1460 Tvumeley Myst.
ii. 112 My wynnyngis ir lx>t meyn, No wonder if that 1 he
leyn. 5513 Douglas Aiueis xii. iv. 159 Wyth chekis walxin

I

leyn. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. 1. ii. 1^4 Yond Cassius has a
leane and hungry looke, He thtnkes too much. 1774

I Golosm. Ar
at. Hist. (1776) III. 131 Their heads are small

and lean, their ears little. 1784 Cowper 77m*. 656 The
I mere school-boy's lean and tardy growth. 1844 Dickens
Mart. Chnz. li\\ She had a lean lank body. 1855 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. xii. III. 233 Nine horses were still alive . .They
were so lean that little meat was likely to he found upon

1 them. 1885 Manch. Exam. 17 Mar. 5/2 The heet-growers

! find a profitable trade in fatting lean stock brought into tht*

country.

b. with personifications.

1591 Shaks. 1 Hen. IT, iv. ii. 11 My three attendants,

Leane Famine, quartering Steele, and climbing Kire. 1634
Milton < omus 709 Praising the lean and sallow Abstinence.

1835 Lytton Ricnzi 1, viii, Lean fears and hollow-eyed

suspicions are the comrades of a hated power. 1840 1 )ickkns

Old C. Shop Ixv, The great manufacturing town reeking

with lean misery and hungry wretchedness.

C. Proverbial phrases.

c 1386 Chaucf.k C. T. Prol. 287 And leene was his hors as

is a rake. 1588 Shaks. L. I..L. 1. i. 26 Fat paunches haue
leane pates. 1611 Cotor.. s. v. Maigre, Mnigres comme
pies, as leane as Kakes twe >ayl. a 1732 Gay Sew Song on

New Similics Songs, etc. 1784 II. 115 Lean as a rake with

sighs and care.

d. trans/.

1578 Lyte Dodocns m. lxix. 410 Trichomanes . . hath the

stalkes of his leaves very small and leane. 1588 Shaks.
77/. A. 11. iii. 94 The Trees, though Soinmer, yet forlornr

and leane. 1596

—

Modi. V. 11. vi. 19 With ouer-wither'd

ribs and ragged sailer. Leane, rent, and begger'd by the

,
strumpet winde. 1606 Sir G. Goosecappe 1. i. in liullen

O. PL in. 7 Theis two strange hungry knights [will] make
the leanest trenchers that ever 1 waited on. 1693 C. Dkvi^n
in Dryden's Juvenal vii. (1697) 169 The lean Statue of a
starv'd Renown. 1772 T.Simpson Vermin-Killer 18 The
ears of the corn will be withered and lean. 1871 Rossi."! m
Poems, Even so iii, The sea .. Where the lean black craft

Seem well-nigh stagnated.

e. Shipbuilding. - Ct.KAN a. 10 b; 'sharp':

opposed to blu
ff.

1769 Fai.conkh Ditt. Marine (1780) G 3, The former of

these is called by seamen a lean, and the latter a bluj)

bow. 1874 Theaklk Naval A reftit. 17 The lean or acute

portions of the bow and stern of the ship between the ex-

tremities and the line of the inside uf the timbers.

2. Jig. Poor or meagre in quantity or quality ;

slight, mean. Somewhat arch. Of diet : Poor,

innutritions. Of employment co/lot].): L
Tnremune-

rativc.

C1325 Poem times Ed:x>. //(Percy) \liii, He wild .. gyf

the god man to diink Lene broth that is now^t, r 1400

Pride 0/ Li/e (Prandl 1898) 395 ping .. yat bou art lenust

man. euirmor hau bout opon pi dredfnl ending, a 1420

HocCMCvK Let. Cupid 407 Her heped vertu hath swich

excellence That al to lene is mannes facultee To declare it.

1581 MulcasIKK Positions xii. 11887) 250 The liuings in
1 colledges be now to to leane. 1594 T. H. La Prima/id, Et

.

Acad.U.s6i As for that consolation [against death], .it is very

leane if there be no other. 1601 Shaks. Tivel. N. ill. iv. 378
Out of my leane and low ability I le lend you something. 1637

Mit.ton Lycidas 123 Their lean and flashy songs Grate on
their scrannel Pipes of wretched straw. 1744-50 W. Kl.l.is

' Mod. Husbandm. II. 5 That would . . cause the Farmer a

lean crop, instead of a fat one, as the usual terms are. 1784

CmvPKR Task vt. 905 With lean performance ape the work of
'

love. 1850 Prkscott Peru II. 316 Their miserable carcases

furnished a lean banquet for the famishing travellers. 1875

;

Sussex Gloss., s.v.,
1 Ah sir ! stone-breaking's a lean job for

i those that ain't used to it.' 1890 F. M. Cram i-oau Cigarettt-

maker s Rom. iv, An exceedingly lean diet.

3. Of flesh : Containing little or no fat (as dis-

tinguished from muscular tissue).

c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 28 Take lene Porke, and boyle it.

1496 Eysshynge w. angle (1883) 33 Lene fies.she of the hepis

of a cony or of a catte. 1744 Armstrong A rt Pres. Health
11. (1797) 25 Chuse leaner viands. 1747 M rs. Gijvssk Cookery
iv. 59 Then cut the lean Meat off the Legs into Dice. 1837
M. Donovan Dom. Econ. 1 1. 6t The flesh of monkeys is so

lean and dry, that [eicj. 1845 Hunt) Dis. Liver If he

will, .live chiefly on lean meat, .and drink water.

4. \Yanting in rich elements or qualities. Said.

;

e.g. of soils, limestone, mortar, f water, etc. Now
! somewhat rare.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxvii. (Machor) 987 He. .gert teill

a mekill feild of land. . It was leyne & dry. c 1420 Pallad.

on Husb. v. 6 Hit dongeth londes lene. & beestes loin flbr

lene hit fedeth vp. 1523 FuziiKKn. Husb. § 20 Hawdod..
groweth comonly in rye vpon leane grounde. a 1592 Oref.nk

Jas. IV, v. i, Lands are leane where riuers do not runne.

1683 Trvon Way to Health vi.0697) 104 Such Springs..are

of a lean Saturnine Quality. 1684 T. I3uknet Theory
Earth 1. v. 55 Seeing there are two chief kinds of Terres-

|

trial liquors, those that are fat, oily, and light; and those

that are lean and more Earthy, like common Water. 1686

Plot Staffordsh. 356 Esteemed but a lean hard water.

1697 Dryden l

T
irg. Georg. 11. 293 The coarse lean Gravel,

on the Mountain sides. Scarce dewy liev'rage for the Kee*
I provides. 1703 Moxos Mech. Exerc. 241 Lime .. made of

•j greasy clammy Stone, is stronger than that made of lean

I poor Stone. 1726 Lkoni A Iberths Arc/tit. I. 49/1 For small

Stones, a thick lean Mortar is best. 1781 CowpEa Truth

I 364 As leanest land supplies the richest wine, a 1817

T. Dwigkt Trav. Nnv Eng. etc. (1821) II. 358 We rode

through a country rough, lean, and solitary. 1899 H. Sut-
cliffe By Moor Felix. 4 Above the houses a few lean

fields slope up to the heather-line.

5. Scantily furnished, ill provided, f Also, scant

j
off wanting in.



LEAN. 152 LEAN.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter xxi. 32 My saule, bat is lene of

couaitis & ricbes. 155a T. Barnabe in Ellis Orig. Lett.
Ser. II. 1 1. 200 The cuntry of Kent . . is verye lene of men by
the see syde. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, 1. ii. 82 Vea, for

obtaining of suites, whereof the Hangman hath no leane

Wardrobe. 1613 St. Paper* Col. 1622-4. 183 Cash is very
lene. 165* Wadsworth tr. Samlorafs^ Civil Wars SP'6?
Leaving the Countrie lean, poor, and dismantled of all it's

fruits and wealth. 1654 tr. MartinPsCong. China 69 That
Province which used to be most plentiful!, was lean in Corn.

1677 Yarkamton Eng. Improv. 28 Scotland is a thin and
lean Kingdom, and wanting in these things. 1784 Cowpkr
Task it. 615 Dress drains our cellar dry, And keeps our

larder lean. 1878 B. Taylor Dcukalion 1. iv. 37 My purse

is lean, so rarely comes an oholus.

b. Of seasons, etc. : Characterized by scarcity.

1670 Dryden 1st Pt. Cong. Granada 1. i. (1672) 5 Lean
times and foreign Warrs should minds unite. 1890 Spei tator

5 Apr., Sir J. Lubbock . . evidently believes that the cycle

of lean years has fairly passed.

6. Printing. In various uses. (See quots.)

1676 Moxon Print Lett. 7 Lean strokes are the narrow

strokes in a Letter, as the Left Hand stroke in Letter A, and
the Right Hand stroke in V, are Lean. 1683 — Mech.
Exerc, Printing 369 Beat Lean, is to Take but little lack,

and often : all Small Letter must be Beaten Lean. Ibid. 383

Lean Aslus, Founders call their Ashes Lean, if they are

Light ; because then they have little Mettle in them. Lean
Face, a Letter whose steins and other Stroaks have not their

full width. 1841 W. Savage Diet. Printing, Lean Face .

.

As now understood, a letter of slender proportions compared
to its height. [Cf. lean-faced in 7.] 1871 Amer. Encycl.

Printing (ed. Ringwalt), Lean work, the opposite of fat

work—that is, poor unprofitable work.

7. Comb, chiefly parasynthetic, as lean-chapt,

-cheeked, -eared, -faced, -fleshed, -horned, -jawed,

-looked, -looking, -minded, -necked, -ribbed, -souled,

-visaged, -wilted adjs.
;
flean-kinded a., belong-

ing to the lean kind.

1611 Quarles Argalus <r P. (1678) 25 From whom, What
^lean-chapt Fury did 1 snatch thee from ? 1811 W. Tennant
AnsterF. 11. Hi, * Lean.cheek'd tetchy critics. 160* 2nd Pt.

Return fr. Parnass. v. iv. 2232 His long *leane eard lugges.

1590 Shaks. Com. Err. v. i. 237 A hungry Mean fae'd Vil-

laine. 1855 Ogilvie Suppl. Lean-faced .., Among printers,

applied to letters which have not their full breadth. 1535
Coverdale Gen. xli.3 Other seuen kyne .. which were eue) I

fauoured and *leane fleshed. 1648 Herkick 11es/er., Pars-
ing I 'erses to Wife (i860) 188 Not many full-fac't moons shall

waine, *Leanhorn'd, before [etc.]. 1678 Dryden & Lkk
(Edipus iv. i, *Lean-jawed famine. 1601 J. Harrington Let.

in Nugae Antiq, (1779) II. 64 Many Mean kinded beastes

and some not unhorned. 1593 Shaks. Kick. II, 11. iv. u
And *leane-look'd Prophets whisper fearefull change. 1748
W. Hamilton Ode to Fancy, In Merits lean look'd form
t' appear. 1713 Rowe Jane Shore 1. ii. 9 *Lean-looking
sallow Care. 1866 Carlyle Reniin. 1. 82 A *lean-minded
controversial spirit. 1608 Arm in Nest Minn. 33 The *leane-

neckt crane, who had the fat foxe to dinner, a 1845 Hood
Lamia vii. 82 * Lean-ribbed tigers. 1638 Ford Lady's Trial
111. i, Poor *Iean-soul'd rogues. 1686 Lond. Gaz. No. 215V4
He is pretty tall, black hair, *lean-visag'd. 1593 Siuks.
Rich. II, 11. i. 115 A lunatike *leane-witted foole.

B. sb.

1. The lean part of anything ; lean meat.
CT.450 ME. Med. Bk. (Heinrich) 121 [T]ake a peece of

salt beof, t>e lene, & noon of be fat. 1598 Epulario C ij b,

Take the leane of a leggc of Veale. 16.. in Woo>fs Life
(Q. H. S.) II. 6noU, Some fat to my leane, John Haywood,
I say some fat to my leane. 1670 Ray Prov. 211 Jack Sprat
he loved no fat, and his wife she lov*d no lean : And yet
betwixt them both, they lick't the platters clean. 1771
(iOLOSM. Haunch ofVenison 4 The fat was so white and the
lean was so ruddy. 1774 — Nat^ (1776) VI. 210 The
lean, which they boil, is, in his opinion not inferior to beef.

1848 Chambers Inform. People I. 730/1 The lean of bacon
is rendered more difficult of digestion by the same process,

b. The flesh adhering to the blubber of a whale.
1887 [see Lean v.*]. 1888 W. T. Brannt Anint. <* I'eg.

Fats Oils 297 Any flesh, termed lean or fat lean, that

may adhere to the horse pieces is cut off.

2. Printing, fa. A thin part or stroke of a

letter, b. ' Among printers, ill-paid work* (Ogilvie,

1882). Cf. Fat sb. 5 b.

1683 Moxon Mech. Exerc, Printing n. 92 V. Dijcks Pearl
Dutch Letters .. bear such true proportion . . for the Thick-
ness, Shape, Fats and Leans, as if with Compasses he could
have measur'd.. every particular Member.

Lean (1/h), v.1 Pa. t. and pa. pple. leaned
(lfnd), leant (lent). Forms : 1 hleonian, hlinian,

Northumb. (h)lin-, (h)lionisa, 3 hlonen,leanen,
leonien, 2-6 lene, 4 leone, leny(e, len, 4 5
lyne, 5 leene, le(y)nyn, 5-7 Sc. and north.lein(e,

leyn'e, 6 -7 leane, 6- lean. Pa. t. a. 1 hleonede,
hlinode, Northumb, hlionade, -ede, 3 lende,

2-4 lened(e, 4 leonede, lynede, 4-6 Sc. lenyt,

-it, 6-7 Sc. leynit, 6- leaned. $. 5 lente, 5-7
lente, 8 ,5V. leint, 8- leant. Pa. pple. 1 North-

umb. sehlionad, 3-4 lened ; from 14th c. onwards
as in pa. t. [ME. lenen :—OE. hleonian, hlinian,

corres]x>nding to OFris. Una (cf. klenbed sick-bed),

OS. hlindn (MDu. lenen, Da. leunen), OlIG.
<Ji)linbi (MHG. linen, lenen, mod.G. lehttcn,

whence Da. fane refl.), f. Teut. root *hl¥- (ablaut-

var. of *hlai- : see Ladder) OAryan *kti- repre-

sented in Gr. *A.fjua£ ladder, L. cltviis declivity,

etc., Skr. cri to lean ; the formation of the Teut.

vb., with « suffix orig. belonging to the pres.-stem,

is paralleled in Or. ie\ivuv to make to slope, L, in-

clTnare to Incline.

I OE. had a causative hlaenan to make to lean (occurring

j

only once as simple vb. and once in each of the compounds
j

up-dhlinan and bihlaenan), corresponding to MDu. Lin n,

\
OllG. hleinen (MHG. &»/»;«) :-WGer. *Mainjan. If this

verb survived into ME., it would assume the form lenen,
thus coalescing with hleonian. Whether the mod. vb.
actually descends from both the OE. vbs. is doubtful, but
in view of the rare occurrence of Itljenan in OE. it seems
more probable that only hleonian has come down ; the
development of transitive senses presents no difficulty.]

1. intr. To recline, lie down, rest. Obs. exc. Sc.

in reflexive construction, f Formerly conjugated
with the verb to be.

cqso Lindisf. Gosp. Mark- ii. 15 Moniso bairsunigo &
synnfullo aetgeadre linijiendo weron miS Sone ha-Iende.
c 1000 Ags. Gosfi. John xiii.^33 An barra leorning-cnihta
hlinode on ba;s hxlendes b.arme. c uoo Trin. Coll. Horn.
39 De unwreste herde hloneS and slepeo. 1362 Langl. P. PI.
A. ix. 56 Vnder a lynde, vppon a launde leonede I a stounde.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xix. (Cristofore) 228 & scantly lenyt
don he was, Quhen be woyce on hym can cry. c 1385
Chal'Ckr L. G. W. Prol. 179 l^enynge on myn elbowe and
my syde. c 1450 Merlin 168 He . . yede towarde the loges
where as the thre kynges were lenynge. i486 Bk. St.
Albans F vii b, An haare in her forme shulderyng or leen-
yng. 1503 Uuniiar Thistle $ Rose 100 This lady..leit hitn
list I y lene vpone hir kne. 1513 Douglas /Eneis vm. Prol.
2 As I lenyt in a ley in Lent this last nycht. 1693 Drydkn
Ov'ufs Met. 1. 1012 She laid her down ; and leaning on her
knees, lnvok'd the cause of all her miseries. 1711 Ramsay
Vng. Laird % Edinb. Katy iii, Now and then we'll lean,
And sport upo' the velvet fog. 1724 Vision iii, I leint me
down 10 weip. 1871 \\\ Alexanoer Johnny Gibb xvi. 114
She ' lean't her doon '.

f b. Phr. To lean beside the (or one's) cushion :

to miss the point, be beside the mark. (Cf. Cushion
sb. 10 b.)

1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 30 But this your consider-
ation and purpose, (except I leane beside my cushing,) hath
in it a certaine measure and meaning. Ibid. Epit. Bjb,
Thou leanest beside the cushing : for the epistle which thou
meanest, .is a president of an epistle Dchortatorie, and not
an example of an epistle disuasorie.

f c. Of things : To lie or rest on a surface. Obs.
a 1000 Phoenix 25 (Gr.) Ne pair hleona5 00 unsmebes wiht.

1661 Boyle Examen iv. (1682) 28 A small drop of water or
Quicksilver, .when it leans upon a dry or greasie plain.

2. To incline tbe body against an object for

support ; to support oneself on, against something;

f formerly also const, to, till, up ( = upon), by.

To lean off something (colloq. in imperative" : to

cease to lean on. f 7*0 lean on the cushion (fig.)

:

?to assume the attitude or position of a preacher.
c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 1610 He..sa^..A leddre stonden..And

<Se louerd Sor uppe a-buuen Lened Soron. 1197 R. Glouc.
(Rolls) 6329 King edmond . . lenede vp is sseld. 1387 Treyisa
Iligden (Rolls) III. 309 A staf for to lyne too. c 1450 tr. De
Imitatione 11. vii. 47 Truste not ner leene not upon a windy
rede, c 1489 Caxton Blanchardyn xli. 153 She was lenyng

j

vpon her wyndowe. 1530 Palsgr. 606/1 , I leaned with my
I backe against an oke to rest me. a 1533 Lo. Berners Hnon

xiv. 38 There was lenynge in wyndows ladys & damesels a
grete nombre. 1607 Topsell Fonrf. Beasts (1658 1 167 Elks
. .who.. sleep by leaning unto trees like Elephants, a 1618

j
F. Grevil Five Yrs. K. James (1643) 62 (Somerset] thought

I

it no matter to leane on the Cushion in publique to check
some of the Nobility ; and amongst the rest to make a flat

Breach with my Lord of Canterbury. 1671 Milton Samson
1632 To let him lean a while With both his arms on those

1 two massie Pillars, c 17x0 Prior Cupid in Ambush 2 LTpon
I his arm, to let his mistress lean. 1727-46 Thomson Sunt-
i mer 721 Mid the central depth of blackening woods.. I^ans
I the huge elephant. 1774 Golosm. Nat. Hist. (1776) V. 248
They have hard stiff tails, to lean upon when climbing.

I 1829 Marrvat F. Mildmay ii, Lean off that gun. 1837
I Dickens Pickiv. vii, Let me lean on your arm. 1863 Geo.
! Eliot Romola xx, He ..leaned against the wall. 1883

R. W. Dixon Mano iv. Hi. 147 And ever on him leaned

I she lovingly, Staying on him her body's tender weight.

b. with refl. pron.

c 1110 Bestiary 634 Atre he sckeS.. andleneS him trostI[i]ke

Ser-bi. a 1 115 <4 ncr. R. 252 (MS. T.) }if betani weries, euchan
leones him to oSer. ^1300 Cursor M. 1241 He lened hiin

pan a-pon his hak. Ibid. 7805, I ..fand Saul him lenand on
his sper. c 1470 Henrv Wallace vn. 67 Syne to tbe grece

he lenyt him sobyrly. 15*3 Skelton Garl. Laurel 17, 1 lent

me to a stumpe Of an oke. 1597 Montgomery Cherrie %
1 Stae 7, I lay and leynit me to anc bus To heir the birdis beir.

c. trans/. Of inanimate objects.

c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 161 Jtese .vij. boonys ben toyned
I togidere in bis maner bat euery leenep vpon obir. c 1425
Seven Sag. (P.) 2895 He wolde a toure rere Lenand to

the mykyl toure. t6n Bible Num. xxi. 15 At the streame
of the brookes that .. lieth [marg. Heb. leaneth] vpon the

border of Moab. 1624 Wotton Archit. 1. 46 That the

Columnes may bee allowed somewhat aboue their ordinary
length, because they leane vnto so good Supporters. 1764
Golds m. Trav. 284 Where the broad ocean leans against

the land. 1887 Ruskin Praeterita 11. 423 A burn.. with
a ledge or two of sandstone to drip over, or lean against
in pools.

d. Mil. To lean upon : to be close up to some-
thing serving as a protection.
1813 Examiner 7 June 354/2 The right of the enemy

leaned upon fortified rising points. 1878 Thirlwall Greece
. IV. xxxiii. 303 Clearchus commanded the right wing, which
leaned upon the river.

e. To press upon ; to lay emphasis upon,
1736 AiHswoaTH Lat. Diet. 1. s v. Horse, A horse that

leaneth too hard on his bit. 1758 Ann. Reg. 22 The winter
would lean heavier on the besiegers. 1883 Harpers Mag.
Feb. 393 [The nickname] sounded awful enough when they
leaned heavily on the first syllable.

3. fig f To trust to for support (obs.) ; to rely or

depend m or upon. Also refl.

I a 1225 A ncr. R. 142 Heo owun to beon of so holi Hue pet
,

al holi chirche . . leonie & wreoSie upon ham. a 1340 Ham-
pole Psalter xxii. 5 pi stalworth help bat i len me till.

' c 1450 tr. De Imitatione tti. Ii. 123 Wherfore in euery* iuge-
1 ment recourse owib to be had to me, & not to leyne to

propre arbitrement. 1526 Pilgr. Perf (W. de W. 1531) 4 b,

I He sholde not lene to moche to his natural reason. 1577
Harrison England Pref. (1877) 1. p. cix, As one leaning al-

together vnto memorie. 1592 West \st Pt. Symbol. 5 2 H,
A simple or single Obligation is that which leaneth upon
right onely. 161 1 Biblf. Prm\ m. 5 Trust in the Lord ..

and leane not vnto thine owne vnderstanding. 161 1 Gude
Godlie B. (S. T. S.) App. 235 Confes thy synnis .. Vnto

thy God . . And till him leyne for euer mair. 1697 tr. Bur-
gersdicius* Logic u. vtii. 31 The necessity of consecution,
which we call'd the soul of syllogism, leans upon certain
foundations and rules. 1736 Bolingbroke Study $ Use
Hist. v. (1752) 1. 182 Christianity may lean on the civil and
ecclesiastical power. 1849 Macaulav Hist. Eng. vi. 11. 148
While Clarendon was trying to lean on Rochester, Rochester
was unable longer to support himself. 1869 Freeman
Norm. Cong. (1876) II I. xl 55 It was on the tried friendship
of that true man of God that Harold chose to lean. 1884
Daily Neivs 1 1 Feb. 5/5 He could lean neither on the terri-

tory traversed nor on Khartoum for his supplies.

4. To bend or incline in a particular direction

(usually indicated by an adv. or advb, phr.).

Const. from y over, towards ; also with advs. back,

I

out, 7 up. (Also in passive in the same sense.)
I Beoivtilf 1415 iGr.) Ob baet hefyrjenbeamas ofer harne

stan hleonian funde. a 1400-50 Alexander 1708 As he
lenytt & lokett on hys forme. £1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.)

579 Oute of the bed gan she lene. c 1470 Golagros Gmv.
11 12 He lenyt vp in the place. 1530 Palsgr. 461/2, 1 bowe or

\
leane out, as a cly ffe of a hyll or a thynge that hangeth out-

t
warde. c 1590 M arlowe Faust. (1604) D 1 b, Over the which

! fou re stately bridges leane. 1700 Dryden Pal. 4 Arc. hi.

j

442 The gods came downward to behold the wars, Sharp'ning
' their sights, and leaning from their stars. 1715-ao Pope

Iliad xi. 60 They . . leaning from the clouds, expect the war,
1818 Leigh A'. Pict. Lond. 303 The houses on each side (of

London Bridge] overhung and leaned in a most terrific

manner. 1821 Keats Isabella 23 He leant into the sun-

j

rise, o'er the balustrade, a 1839 L. E. Lanoon Poems (18^4)
II. 17 The spent stag on the grass is laid ; And over him
is leant a maid, i860 1 ynoall Glac. i. xii. 89 A cone of
ice forty feet high leaned a^uite over our track. 1883 F. M.
Crawforo Dr. Claudius \, He leaned back in his.. chair.

fig. 1640 tr. Verdere's Rom. ofRom. I. xvi. 69 A Knight
. . who . . so furiously bestirred himself, that he made the
advantage lean to that side. 1770 Goldsm. Des. Vill. 164
Ev'n his failings lean'd to virtue's side.

b. To move or be situated obliquely ; to incline ;

to swerve (aside) ; U.S. to * make tracks

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. v. xxxvl (1495) 149 The
sharpe ende of the herte lenyth inwarde to the breste.

a 1400-50 A lexander 5069 Qua list bis lymit ouir>lende,lene
to be left hand. 1546 J. Hevwooo Prov. (1867) 47 Ye leane
to the wrong shore. 1776-96 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3)

1. 287 Filaments 4, upright, 2 leaning to the same side. 1841

j

Catlin A'. Amer. Ind. (1844) 1. xiii. 98 Wraps his robe
around him and 1 leans ' as fast as possible for home. 1883

I Stevenson Treas. 1st. iv. xvi, The gigs had leaned to tbeir

right. 1894 P. Pinkerton Adriatica, Sulla Rocca, Asolo,
It [my love] may not lean Aside, nor choose between Her
own and lesser beauty.

5. To incline or tend towards, to some quality or

condition. Also, to have a tendency favourable to.

1398 Trevisa Earth. De P. R. iv. xi. (1495) 95 The colour of
malencoly humour lynyth towarde blackenes. 1538 Starkev
England I. iv. 121 Hyt [the sentence] leynytn to equyte
and consyence. 1734 Pope Ess. Man tv. 40 There's not
a blessing Individuals find. But some way leans and
hearkens to the kind. 1771 Junius Lett. lix. 306 The form
of the constitution leans rather more than enough to the

popular branch. 1844 Ld. Brougham Brit. Const, t. (1862)

6 The Government leans towards Democracy. 1855 Mac-
aulav Hist. Eng. xv. 111. 549 His political opinions

leaned towards Toryism,

p 6. To incline or tend in thought, affection, or

conduct ; to be somewhat partial or favourable

;

to be inclined or disposed to or towards, j Also,

, to have an inclination or desire after.
' 1530 Palsgr. 396 He leaneth to moche to the orthographye

of the latyne tonge. 1557 N. 'P. (Genev.) Matt. vt. 24 Or
els he shal leane to the one, and despise the^ other. 1576
Fleming Panopl. Epist. 106 When you perceived the will

of your . . friend leaning another way. 1596 Spenser State
Irel. Wks. (Globe) 613/x Tbey . . delight rather to leane to

theyrold customesand Brchoon lawes. 1604 E. G[rimstoneJ
1 D'Acosia's Hist. Indies 111. iii. 124 Aristotle leanes to the

j

contrary opinion. 1605 Verstegan Dec. Intell. i. (1628) 14

I

Such great men or commanders as some might leane vnto

I

and follow. 1666 Bunyan Grace Abound. $ 289, I found my
spirit leaned most after awakening and converting work.

1718 Newton Chronol. Amended \. 93 Thales .. might lean

a little to the opinion of former Astronomers. 1849 Macau-
lav Hist. Eng. v. 1. 585 The townsmen had long leaned

towards Presbyterian divinity and Wbig politics. 1868

Gladstone Juv. Mundi v. (1869) 140, 1 lean to another

explanation of the name.

b. To lean against ; to be unfavourable to, not

to countenance. Chiefly legal.

1804 Castlereagh in Owen Wellestcy y
s Desp. 258 The

latter .. leant to Tippoo and against us. 1818 Cruisk
Digest (ed. 2) II. 490 Which showed how strongly the

Court had leaned against survivorship. 1826 Svd. Smith
Wks. (1859) II. 1 1 7/1 If it be true, that Judges in cases ot

high treason are more liable to be influenced by the Crown,
and to lean against the prisoner. 1884 Sir C. S. C. Bow en

in Law Times Rep. I. 312/t The courts lean against this

interpretation.

t c. To defer to an opinion. Obs.

1538 Starkev England n. iii. 199 But I wold Wee schold in

our rcame gyne so much to hys (i.e. the Pope's] authoryte,

» leynyng therto as to the J ugcnicnt of God. 1559 W, CUNING-



LEAN.

ham Cosmogr. Glasse 12, I wyH omytte it : and lean© to th
1

authorise of the famous king, and grave Philosopher Al-

{monsus. 161 1 Shaks. Cymb. 1. i. 78 'Twere good, You
ean'd vnto his Sentence, with what patience Your wise-

dome may informe you.

7. Transitive (causal! uses. a. To cause to lean

or rest, to prop {against, etc.). Const, as in 2.

13.. Minor Poems fr. Vernon MS. 614/82 Rot Godes
sone . . His hed nou leoneb on bornes tynde. c 1470 Hknrv
Wallace XI. 573 His bow and suerd he lenyf till a tre. 153$
Coverdale Amos v. 19 He . . leeneth his honde vpon the

wall. 1591 Shaks. i lien. VI, 11. v. 43 Leane thine aged
Hack against mine Arme. 161 1 — Wint. T. 1. ii. 285 Is

whispering nothing? Is leaning Checke to Cheeke? 1680

Moxon Mech. Exerc. 212 Clasping the Llade of it in your

Left Hand, lean it steddy upon the Rest. 1697 Drvden
sEneid x. 1 188 His fainting Limbs against an Oak he leant.

1794 Mrs. Radclifff. Myst. Udolpho vi, He leaned his

head on her shoulder. 1797-1809 Coleridge Three Graves

IV. xviii, She tried to smile, and on his arm Mournfully

leaned her head. 1812 Hvron C/i. /far. 11. lii, The little

shepherd . . Doth lean his boyish form along the rock. 1842

Tennyson St. Sim. Styt. 213 Let him lean a ladder on

the shaft.

fig. 1603 Drayton Bar. Wars III. Ixxx, Whereon their

low deiected state to leane.

b. To cause to bend or incline.

1423 Jas. I Kingis Q. xlii, In my hede I drewe ryght

hastily, And eft-sones I lent ft forth ageyne. 1631 A. Craige
Pilgrime <$• H. 5 As I lent to my Lug, this well I heard.

1683 Moxon Mech. Exerc. , Printing xxii. p 4 If his Lines

were Hard Justified, he cannot perhaps with the first lean-

ing the Letters back get them clear out of the Stick. 1727

Hover Eng.-Er. Did. s.v., To lean one's Head hack,

ward, pencher te tele en arriere. 1844 Mrs. Drowning
Lady Geraldine's C. i, I would lean my spirit o'er you.

1887 Bowen Virg. Mneid 11. 303, I • lean mine ear to the

sounds of the air.

t Lean, v. 2 Obs. In i hlamian, 3 leanen, 5

lenen, lenyn. [OK. hltmian, f. hlxne Leak a.]

a. intr. To become lean. b. trans. To make lean.

C897 K. ^LFftEn Gregorys Past. xiv. 87 Ne bio" hit Sonne

nohtes wan buton forhaefdnesse anre, oaet he his lichoman

suence & hlaenije. Ibid, xliii. 313 Donne donne ooet fla:sc

hhena3. cirjo Hall Meid. 35 pi rudi neb schal leanen &
as gres grenen. c 1400 Lanjrauc's Cirurg. Table Contents

4 Cap. viii of fastnynge a lene lyme, and to lenen a fat

lyme. 0440 Prontp. Parv. 296/2 Lenyn, or make lene,

macero. 1450-80 tr. Secreta Secret. 2 Of thing that leneth

the body. 1616 T. Aiiams Dis. 0/ Soul 23 The spirituall

Idropsy]. .though it leanes the carkasse, lards the conscience.

Lean (l«i), v.* Whaling, [f. Lean a. and sb*\

trans. To cut away the 'lean' adhering to the

blubber of a whale. Hence Lea ning vbl. s6.
f

also with up.

1887 J. T. Brown in Fish. «$ Fish. Industr. U. S. V. Hist.

% Meth. II. 278 The pieces of flesh and muscles or Mean
are removed., with sharp knives. . .This process is called
* leaning*. Ibid. z8i I'o sever the muscles or pieces of flesh

that persist in binding the fat to the body. . . The . . process

is called Meaning up'. Ibid. 282 The mate remains and
4 leans ' the hlubber from the carcass.

Tjean(e, obs. form of Lain v., to conceal*

Leaner (irnaa). [f. Lean v.i + -er 1
.] One

who leans, inclines, or reclines.

a 1536 Tindale in Marbeck Bk. of Notes (1581) 306 To
heare the law onelie & to be a professour therof and a leaner

vnto it. 1631 R. H. Arraignm. Whole Creature i. 11

A staffe of Reedes, that deceives the leaners trust. 1646

Gaule Cases Consc. 3 Whereas our late leaners and lingerers

after such a kinde of sect, could be content to deny all these.

1856 Mrs. BaowNiNG Aur. Leigh 11. 56 Strong enough to

bear Such leaners on my shoulder.

Leaning (irnin), vbl. sb. [f. Lean vX + -isgV]

1. The action of Lean v -
1

; inclination ; reclining.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke xx. 46 pa forman hlininga [Vulg.

Primos discubitus). c 1440 Prontp. Parv. 295/1 Leiy)nynge,

appodiacio. 1530 Palsgr. 238/2 Leaning to, adhesion.

1677 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 5 According to the leaning of

the Chaps of your Vice. 1712 Budgeli. Sped. No. 277 P 17

The various Leanings and Bendings of the Head. 1830

Herschel Stud. Nat. Phil. 241 If the hricks..had all

a certain leaning or bias in one direction out of the perpen-

dicular. 1883 GtLMOUA Mongols xxvii. 321 Inexplicable

leanings and movements were seen about the shoulders.

b. Something to lean upon
; f spec, the flat hori-

zontal surface formed by the thickness of the wall

on the inner and lower side of a window.
£1532 Du Wes Introd. Er. in Palsgr. 894 Lenyng appuis.

1663 Gerbiea Counsel 20 Persons, who. .affect low leanings,

to make use either to sit on.. or to shew themselves.. to

passengers.

2. fig. Inclination, bias ;
tendency, ' penchant .

1587 Harrison England 11. v. (1877) 1. 130 [An * Italianate*

Englishman says :] He is a foole that, .will come in trouble

for constant leaning to anie [religion]. 179S Burke Th.
on Scardiy Wks. VI 1. 417 To these, great politicians may
give a leaning, but they cannot give a law. 1838-9 Hallam
Hist. Lit. IY. iv. ii. 37 The latter was as little suspected

ofan heterodox leaning as Petavius himself. 1849 Macaulav
Hist. Eng. ii. I. 231 The king was suspected by many of

a leaning towards Rome. 1871 Smiles Charac. x. (1876)

290 Frederick the Great . . manifested his strong French
leanings in his choice of books,

3. atlrib. and Comb. (=<for leaning npon or

against for rest or support*), as leaning-board,

-carpet, -chair, -cushion, -plate, -post, -staff, -sup-

port
; f leaning-height, the height of the ' lean-

ing ' (see 1 b spec.) of a window from the floor

;

also used adj. « next; + leaning-high a., of a

height to lean upon; leaning-note Mus. = A?pog-
QIattjba; leaning-stock, (a) a support (lit. and

figfy ; (b) in an organ , the ledge on which apipe rests.
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1533 in Bayley Tower Land. t. (1821) p. xx, It'm a *lenyng I

horde laide in y* same chambre wyndow. 1656 Finett Eor.
|

An/bass. 53 A Meaning Carpet laid before them, and Seats to 1

sit on. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 485 "Leaning chairs wherein 1

a man or woman may gently tak;- a nap, silting at ease and I

repose most sweetly. 1586 // 'tits <y tnv. N. C. (Surtees i860)
j

II. 129 In the greate chambre . . ij long *leaninge cushins. 1

1663 Gerbier Counsel 19 The Meaning height of the Win-
dowes, ought to be three Foot and a half. 1664 Evelyn tr.

Ereart's Arc/tit. 124 They served for Podia or posarics of
a leaning-height for which they had a slight cornice as-

sign'd them. 1663 Grrbikr Counsel 49 As for the founda-
tion of their building, it ought to be raised at first leaning

higlit ; and then to let it rest to settle, for if only brought.,
a foot high above ground, it will be pusht down again, but

i

being Meaning high, it will be preserved. 1811 liusbY Did.
Mus., Appogintnrc or * Leaning Note. 1530 Palsgr. 238/2
*Leanyng place, aptty. 1533 in Itayley Tower Loud. 1.

|

(1821) p. xix, A great carrall wymlow . . and lenyng places
made new to the same, a 1850 Rossktti Dante Circ.

I. (1874) 54 My face shows my heart's colour, verily, '

Which, fainting, seeks for any leaning-place. 153s Cover-
dale 2 Citron, ix. 18 It had two Meanynge postes vpon
both the sydes of the seate. r 1440 Prontp. Pant. 295/2
*Letymynge staffe, cahpodium, podium. 1552 Huloet,
Lenynge staffe, podium. 1530 Pai.sgr. 238/2 *Lean-
yng sioke, afttitil. 1583 Gollmng Calvin on Dent. Ivi.

335 They will be a sure and steadie leaning stocke to

rest vppon. 1642 Rogers Naantan 8 To worship Kimmon
himself, and be his Masters leaning stock in that worship.

1852 Seidel Organ 56 Sometimes this ledge, or leaning-

stock of the pipe, has a semi-circular cut, into which the

pipe leans back. 1875 Ouskley Harmony xviii. 206 Ap-
poggiaturas . .arc supposed to be a kind of buttress or Mean-
ing support to the note before which they are placed. '

Leaning (lnnrj), #>/.«. [lLkanst.i +-ixg

That leans or inclines; f inclining towards a

person in devotion or affection.

1577-87 Holinsukd Chrou. III. 919 : [Wol*ey] in whome
the king receiued such a leaning faniaMt:, for that he letc.].

|

1595 Daniel Civ. Wars iv. xxix, The wel-known right of
1

the Earle of March alurd A leaning loue, whose cause he
j

did pretend. 1697 Oryuen sEneid vni. 311 The leaning

head hung threatening o'er the flood, and nodded lo

the left. 1793 Smeaton Edystone L. § 114 The .. lean-

ing tower of Pisa. 1835 Willis Mdanie 165 Hidden by
yon leaning tree, i860 T'vndall Glac. \. xii. 89 In front of

cs was a second leaning mass.

Leanish lf*nif), a. rare. [f. Lean a. + -isn.]

Somewhat lean.

1647 \V. Ukowne tr. Polexandsrn. ^34 Her waxing leanish,

..her drooping [etc.]. 1737 I'RACKEN Farriery Impr. (1757)

II. 19 The Neck .. should be leanish.

Leanly (l/'uli), adv. [f. Lean a. + -ly 2
.] In

a lean fashion; with a le.iu body or form
;
meagrely,

poorly.
1580 HoLLYBANn Treas. Er. Tong, Maigrement, leanely.

1669 IjUNYAN UolyCitie 152 It was also (though but leanly)

represented to us by the golden slate of old Jerusalem

in the days of Solomon the King. 1827 Examiner 67/1

Most leanly shapen. 1876 Lanier Poems, Ps. West 108

So leanly sails the day behind the day.

Leanness (lrn,nes). Also 1 hlecnnes, -nys,

4 leenes, 4-5 lenesse, 5 lennesse, leynes, 5 6

lenenes(se, 6 leanenesse, leanos, Sc. lein-

nes. [f. Lean a. + -ness.] The condition or
]

quality of being lean; thinness; meagreness;
j

poverty (of land) ; barrenness ; etc.

a 1000 in Napier Glosses 192/33 Made, mid hlaennesse.

£1000 ^Elfric Horn. (Thorpe) I. 522 Hwaet is baut man be-

sette his geftanc on nySerlicum bingum, buton swilce modes
hlamnys? 1382 Wyclif Ezek. xxiv. 23 }e shulen . . faile for

! leenes in ?oure wickidnessis, 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. A*,

v. x. (1495) 116 Tomoche lenesse of the forheed and reuel- 1

ynge of the skynne. c 1400 Laufratic's Cirnrg. 86 1 f bat .

.

pe lymes ben mene hitwene fatnes & lenenes. c 1400 tr.

Secreta Secret. , Gov. Lordsh. 115 He bat hauys a mene
fface, in chekys and templys, bowynge to Lennesse. 1547 I

Borde Dyetary xvii. 276 The fatnes of flesshe is not so

moche nutrytyue as the leenes of flesshe. 1562 J. Hey-
wood Prov. Epigr. (1867) 104 Better all be fatte .. Than
linger in leannesse. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, 1. i. na The
poore King Reignier, whose large style Agrees not with the

leannesse of his porse. 1611 Speed Theat. Gt. Brit. x.

(1614) 19/1 A sand . . which being spread upon the face of

i
the earth, bettereth the leannesse thereof for grain. 1634 ,

Sik T. Herbert Trav. 147 The women .. incline rather to

corpulency than leannesse. 186a Stanley Jetv. Ch. (1877)
|

I. iv. 66 The sacred kine. .fit symbols of the leanness or the .

fertility of future years. 1871 Morlev Carlyle in Crit.
\

Misc. Ser. 1. 233 A most unlovely leanness of judgment.

Leant, pa. t. and pa. pple. of Lean v. 1

Lean-to (lfntw), sb. (and a.). Also 5 lenetoo,

7-8 leantoo, -toe, lentoo, 8 lento, 9 t/.S. dial.

leanter, linter. [f. Lean v.* + To adv.]

A. sb*
1 A building whose rafters pitch against

or lean on to another building or against a wall
*

(Gwilt) ; a penthouse.

1461 in Archxol. XX11I. 107 Emend' unius Lenetoo juxta

parlor* annex*. Magn' Aule. 1618 R. Harris SamuePs
Funeral To Rdr. (1622), M e thought it handsomer to lay all

I
my stuffe vpon the foundation, then to set vp a leane-to.

j

1638 in T. Lechford Note-Bk. (1885) 54 And also the old

house and lean-toos, yard and garden thereto belonging.

1639 Ibid. 217 Provided that the said Brackenbury shall have

..liberty to make a leanto unto the end of the parlor. 1704

Madam S. Knight Jrnl. (1865) 24 Shee conducted me to a

parlour in a little back Lento. 1782 Phil. Trans. LXX1 1.

358 A wall is continued eastward . . having a stable built

against it as a lean-to. 1854 Hawthorne Eng. Note-Bks.

(1883) I. 509 On one side of the church-tower there was a

little penthouse, or lean-to,—merely a stone roof,about three

or four feet high, and supported by a single pillar. 1861

Mrs. Stowe Pearl Orr's 1st. 10 A brown house of the

kind that the natives call Mean-to' or 'linter'. 1884 Law

LEAP.

Times Rep. LI. 238/2 An old lean-to facing Gower-sfrcet
had been raised and a room erected above it.

trattsf. 1871 L. Stephen Playgr. Europe iv. (1894) 101

A ledge of snow .. formed a kind of lean to against the ..

precipilous rock.

B. altrib. (or adj.) belonging to or of the nalure

of a building such as that described in A. Also,

placed so as to lean against something.
1649 in J. Merrill Hist. Amesbury (1880) 42 A payer of

hinges of one of y*" doores & y railes lie by y* leantoo
side. »666 Dedham Rec. (1894) IV. 122 The said bridge or

foot plankes and leaneto rayles. 1833 Marryat /*. Simple
xxi, The buildings appropriated for the prisoners were built

with lean-to roofs on one side. 1860 (Iko. Eliot Mill on El.

I. iv, A lean-to pigsty. 1881 Stevenson New Arab, Nts.

(1884) 2j6 They had set fire to the lean-lo outhouse.

t Lea*ny, a. Obs. Also 5 lenoy. [f. Lean a.

+ -Y l.] Lean.
14.. Noble BA: Cookry (Napier 1882) 95 Tnke leney

beef and cut it in thyn lesks. 1579 Spenser Sheph, Cat
July 199 They han fatte kernes, and leany knanus. 1602

Davison Rhapsody (1611) 39 Thou leany flocke that did^t

of late lament.

Leap bp), sb.^ Forms : 1 hlyp, 3 lupe (u\
leope, leep e, (lip), 4-6 lepe, 6-7 leape, 6- leap.

[OK. hlyp, Anglian Vittp str. muse. OTeut. type

*/i/(Wpi~z, corresponds (apart from declension) to

OKris. .bec-)hUp, Du. loop, OIIG. hlouf MUG.
louf, mod.Or. lauf), OX. hlaup neut. (Da. IfI*,

Sw. lop- in compounds) ; f. root of Leai' v.]

1. An act of leaping ; a springing from the ground

or other standing-place ; a bound, jump, spring.

«9oo Cynewulf Crist 747 ^Gr.) Swa we men sculon
heortan ^eliy^duni hlypum styllan. c 1130 Halt Meid. 23
A muche lupe duneward. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls)

111. 55 And foito make bat good he lepe ouer be wal at

00 leepe. a 1400 50 Alexander pou . . maa hi lepis

8c }>i laikis & quat be liste ellis As ratons or ru^e myse
in a rowme chambre. a 1420 Hocclevk De Reg. P*inc.

34 {6 He at a leep was at hir and hir ky^te. < 1450 Mir.
tin 142 It is grele netle a man to go bak to recuiier the

better lii> leep. 1470 85 Malowv Arthur in. v, The h«*rtc

lepie a grete lepe. 1573 HakkI Atv. L. 204 A leap or jump.
1660 K. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 184 They ^ spring

away with most slnpendious leaps. 1700 Wallk in Cot-

let t. (I). H. Sj 1. 318 Mr. liosely (was] observed. t«> have
leaped, at six continued leaps, one and twenty yards, three

quarters and some odd inches. 171 1 Addison .SyV<7. No.
22} f 4 Those who had taken this 1 .eap were obser\ed never

lo relapse into that I'asMon. 1774G0LDSM. Xat.Hid. 1
1
77'')

VI. 322 It sometimes happen-., however, that they Salmon 1

want strength to make the leap. 1825 SportingMag . XV. 346
Our elders tuok leaps, now they are all jumps. 1833 Regul.

Instr. Cavalry 1. 61 For the 'Standing Leap', bring the

horse up to the bar at an animated walk.. . for the ' Flying

Leap', the horse must not be hurried. 1867 Lady lh khkki

Cradle L. i. 7 The spot ..from whence the Mameluke ..

look the famous leap on horseback.

b. trans/, and fig. esp. An abrupt movement or

change; a sudden transition. Also with an adv.,

as leap-up.
ciooo Sax. Leechd. 111. 264 De salt it lunv...\>xt isO.es

monan hlyp for ban le he oferhlypS rcnne d;e^. a 1225

Ancr. R. 48 pe heorte is a ful wilde best, and makeA monie

wilde lupes, as Seint Gregorie seid,
1

nichil corde fugacius '.

1:1400 Yivaine <\ Gaiv. 72 Ful light of lepes has thou beiu»

ay. a 1420 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 1767 And for-bi, sone,

wole I make a leepe ffrom hem [stories], and go wole I to

be empryse bat 1 first took. 1577-87 Hoi inshkd Chrou.

(1807-8) IV. 653 Leaving the lord lieutenant for a while, we
will give a little leape to actions of manhood against the

enimie. 1592 Bacon Obserp. Libel Wks. 1826 V. 412 One
Harrow . . made a leap from a vain and libertine youth, to

a preciseness in the highest degree. 1661 Fkltiiam Resolves

II. xxviii. (ed. 8) 238 'Tis justly matter of amazement, for

a man in the leap of the one, or in the tumble of either of

these, to retain a mind unaltered. 1701 Swikt Contests-

Nobles % Comm. iii. Miscell. (1711) 41 Thus in a very few

Years the Commons proceeded so far as to wrest the Power
of chusing a King intirely out of the Hands of the Nobles;

which was so great a Leap . . that [etc.]. 1856 Grindon

Life t. (1875) 7 The leap of the stamens of the Kalmia from

their niches in the corolla, i860 Tvndall Glac. 11. xi. 289

The boulders and debris, .came in frequent leaps and rushes

down the precipice. 1875 Dowukn Shcdispere 86 The energy,

the leap-up, the direct advance of the will of Helena. 1885

Fairbairn Catholicism 89 Every attempt .. to discover

method and progress in creation, without leap or gap, vio-

lence or interference, .was [etc.].

C. Phrases. A leap in the dark : a hazardous

action undertaken in uncertainty as to the conse-

quences. By leaps, by leaps and bounds : by sudden

transitions ; used esp. to express startling rapidity

of advance or increase.

1698 Vanbrugh Prov. Wife v. vi, Go, now I am in for

Hobbe's Voyage : a great Leap in the Dark. 1731 De Foe

MollFhinders (1840) 75 Make matrimony, like death, a leap

in the dark. 1851 Nichol Archit. Heav. 1 54 The telescope,

in passing through it [the Milky Way], often goes by leaps

from one cumulus to another. 1867 Earl D»*bv m Han-

sard Pari. Deb. Ser. m. CLXXXIX. 952 No doubt we are

making a great experiment, and 4 taking a leap in the dark".

1885 Iliustr. Lond. News 8 Aug. 143/2 Electricity has been

advanced 'by leaps and bounds .

2. A leaping-place ;
something to be leaped over

or from. Also, the place or distance leaped.

Frequent in place-names, as Deerleap, Hindlip, Smvg*
gle^s Leap, Lover's Leap.
£1205 Lay. 1928 Nu . . haueo bat clif bare nome on seiche

leodebat ban weos Geomagoges lupe. <ri4©o Maunoev.
<Roxb.)xiri. 56 Halfe a myle fra Naiareth es be leep bat

oure Lord leped fra be lews. 1539 Dere leapes [see Deer

4 b]. 1613 Shaks. Hen. V7II,v. 1. 139 Yo» take a Precepit

for no leape of danger, And woe your owne destruction.
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169s R. L'Estkange Fables Ivii. 57 After they have carry'd

their Riders safe over All Leaps. 17x1 Adoison Sped.
No. 223 p 4 This Place was therefore called The Levels
Leap. 1791 G. Gambado Attn. Horsem. vi. (1809) qo The
soil is pretty stiff, the leaps large and frequent. 1818 J,

Lawrence: Brit, Field Sports 410 He ran his Horse at a

Leap, which every one else in the Field refused.

b. Salmon leap, a precipitous fall in a river

(either natural or contrived artificially) over which

salmon leap in ascending the river for breeding.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls* 1. 369 In Irlond bee> pre

samoun lepes. 1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. <y Min. 220 They
[salmon] are taken at leapes.

3. Of animals: The action of leaping (the

female
1607 Markham Caval. I. (1617) 38 [They] being desirous

to get into good races, are fayne to get leapes for their

Mares, either by courtesie, bribes, or stealth. 1697 Dryden
ASneidvi. 36 The rushing leap, the douhiful progeny. 1708

Loud. Gaz. No. 4428/16 A Dapple Grey Horse . . to be had
for a Guinea a Leap.
trans/. 1616 B. Jonson Devil an Ass lit. iii. '1631) 124

Meercra/t. .could you ha* . . Beene satisfied with a leape o"

your Host's daughter. 1632 Massinger City Madam iv.

ii. I well know him For a most insatiate drabber. He hath

given, Before he spent his own estate .. A hundred pound
a leap.

4. The sudden fall of a river to a lower level.

1796 Statist. Acc. Scotl. XVII. 611 Where the Esk . . forms

a linn or leap. 1809 A. Henry Trav. 16 The Sault de
Saint Louis . . is highest of the saults, falls, or leaps, in this

part of the Saint- Lawrence. 1843 Ruskin Mod. Paint. \.

U. v. iii. § 22 The quiet stream is a succession of leaps and
pools. 1872 Jenkinson Guide Eng. Laics (ed. 6) 286 The
water makes five or six leaps in its descent.

f 5. An alleged name for a ' company 1

of leo-

pards. Obs.

i486 Bk. St. Albans F vj b, A Lepe of Lebardis.

6. Mining. A fault or dislocation of strata. A
leap up or leap down, one caused by upheaval or

sinking of the strata.

1747 Hooson Miners Diet., Leap .. is when the Vein is

thrown of from its perpendicular Course, at once into the

Side ; these Leaps never happen, but at some Wayboard,
or large Bed-joynt. 1855 Cornwall 109 Vertical Intersec-

tions.—These are commonly called leaps, or throws. 1874

J. H. Collins Metal Mining Gloss, s.v. Fault. If [the

displacement of strata is] upwards, a leap or upthrow; if

downwards, a .slide or downthrow.

7. A/us. A passing from one note to another by
an interval greater than a degree of the scale.

1674 Playforo Skill Mus. i. xi. 45 By the taking of the

greater Sixth that falls by a leap. 181 1 Blsry Diet. Mus.
(ed. 3), Leaps, this word is properly applicable to any dis-

junct degree, but is generally used to signify a distance

consisting of several intermediate intervals. 1889 E. Proi t
Harmony (ed. 10^ vi. § 164 A second inversion may be ap-

proached either by leap.. or by step.. from the root position

of another chord.

8. Comb. : leap-Christian (sec quot.)
; f leap-

month, February of leap year
;

leap-ore, ' the

most inferior quality of tin ore' (Cent. IJicl.)\

leap pease, ? parched-peas
; f leap-skip a.

(nonce-wd.), applied to the knight's move in

chess ; + leap-staff, a leaping-pole. Also Leap
day, Leap year.
1647 Trapp Comm. Fp. $ Rcik App. 684 * Leap-Christians

are not so much to be liked, that all on the sudden, of noto-
rious profane become extremely precise and scrupulous.

1566 Painter Pal. Pleas. IV. 36 The *leape moneth, which
is February. 1648 60 Hexham Dutch Diet., De Schrickel*
moendt, the Leape-month. 1620 Markham Farew. Husb.
(1625) 137 The field Pease, .are onely for boyling and making
of *leape Pease, or parching, a 1649 Drumm. of Hawth.
Fatti. Fp. Wks. (1711) 146 The lady. .is. .inhibited from the
* leap-skip bound of the knights, f 1626 Dick 0/Devon, iv.

iii. in Bullen O. PI. II. 78 One with a *leape staffe may leape
over it.

Leap Oip), sb.2 Forms: 1 leap, 3-6 lep e,

4-5 leep(e, 6-7 leape, 7- leap ; dial. 5 leippe,

7-8 lib, 8 lip, 9 lep(e. [OE. Uap sir. masc. =»

ON. laup-r (MSw. leper).]

1. A basket. Now dial. Cf. Seed-leap.
c 1000 Wllfstan Horn., De Con/essione (Napier) 293 Da

bacr man up of San Se hi laefdon twelf leapas fulle. a 1250
Owl A> Night. 359 The} thu nime evere oth than lepe.
a 1300 Cursor M. 4486 A lepe .. Wit bred bat i bar on mi
heued. Hid. 197 ig In a lep men lete him dun Vte oucr be
walles 0 be tun. 1388 Wyclif Exod. ii. 3 Thanne sche
took a leep of seggc.and puttide thejong child with ynne.
>43> S° tr« Higden (Rolls) V. 195 Moyses thabbot . . toke a
lepe fulle of gravelle on his backe. 1495 6 Durham Acc.
Rolls (Surtees) 653 Pro leippez ei Scotellez pro granario.

1530 Palscr. 238/2 Lepe or a basket, corbeille. 1641 Best
Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 23 The other leape is to putte ihe
worst lockes of wooll into, a 1825 Forby Voc. E. Anglia,
Lep, lepe, a large deep basket.

fb. Used locally as a measure; in Sussex, ac-

cording to Kay, half a bushej. ? Obs.
ia77 Fxtent Manor 0/ Cerring, Suss, in Du pange s. v.

Lefa, Et colliget de nucibus in hoscocomini tertiam partem
unius mensurae, qua? vocatur Lepe, quod est tertia pars 2

bussellorum, et valet quadrantem. 1674 Ray S. $ E. C.
Words 70 A Leap or Lib ; Suss. Haifa bushel.

2. A basket in which to catch or keep fish,

nooo jElfric Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 167/14 Nassa,
bojenet, uel leap. 1297 R. Glolc. (Rolls) 5352 In lepes &
in coufles so mpche viss hii ssolleb horn bringc bat ech mon
ssal wondry of so gret cacchinge. 1382 Wyclif yob xl. 26
Whether thou shalt fille nettis with bis skyn, and the lep

[1388 leepl of fisshis with the hed of hym ? e 1440 Promp.
Parv. 297/1 Leep, for fysshe kepynge, or takynge, nassa.
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1481-90 Hoioard Househ. Bks. (Roxb.) 363 I tern., for

makenge of lepes and othir gere for the kechyn to kepe
ynne eles ij. s. i.\. d. 1530 Palscr. 287/2 Welle or lepe for

fysshe, bouticle. 1533-4 Act 25 Hen. VIII, c. 7 INo person
snal take] in., any wele.. lepe..or by any other engyne.

.

ihe yonge fryc.of any kynde of Salmon. 1603 Holland
Plutarch's Mor. 218 Weaving them close together . . after

the maner of a fishers leape or weele net. 1649 Blithe
Eng. Improv. Impr. (1653) 172 The Osier . . is of especiall

use for . . fishermen for making Leaps & instruments to

catch fish in. 1873 Act 36 37 Vict. c. 71 § 15 Except
wheels or leaps for taking Tamperns.

3. altrib. and Comb., as leap maker, iveel
\ + leap-

head, a weel ; t leap-hole (see quot. 1641).
1360-1 Dttrh. Acc. Rolls 563 Johanni lepemaker pro 4

spartis pro bracina, 2 scuteles, 2 ftekes |etc.1, Ss. ^d. 1483
L ath. Angl. 213/2 A Lepe maker, cophinarius, corbio. i6ot
Holland Pliny 1. 248 A wonderfull number of these Yeels I

. .insomuch as in the leapweeles and weernets . . there be
found somtime a thousand of them wrapped together in one '

ball. 161 1 Cotgr., Mannequin, .also, a little basket, leape-
head, or weele, made of bullrushes, and vsed by fishermen.

|

1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtses) 61 When .. wee feare that
it will heate in the mowe, then doe wee drawe up a leape
aboute the middle of each roomstead ; and soe by this
ineanes the storme getteth a vent by the leap-holes.

Leap (1/p), v. Pa. t. and pa. pple. leaped
(lipt), leapt (lept). Forms : 1 hleapan, 3
leapen, laepen n, leoppe, lupe, 4 luppefn,
lippe, lijpe, lip,leope, Kent, lheape, 3-4 lepen,
3 6 lepe, 5-6 Sc. and north, dial, leip, 5-7 leppe,

3, 6-7 leape, 6- leap. Pa. 1. 1 hl£op, //. hlupcn, |

subj. hlfepe), 3 leope;n, leop(pe, le^o)up, lupe,
3-5lep

l
pe,leep,(4>7leepe >4

-
5 lepe,4lepp,lhip,

I lhiep, lip, loop, lup, 4-7 lope, 4, 6 Sc., 9 lape,

5 lappe, laup, 6 leap, lapp, loppe, 3-9 Sc. and
north, dial, lap ; weak forms 3 leopt, 3-5 lepte,

4 leepte, lepide, lippid(e, lippte, lupten, 4 6
leped, 6 leapte, 5-7 lept, 6- leapt, leaped.
Pa. pple. 1 hl£apen, 3 ileope, 3~6lopen, 5lopon,
6 Sc. loppin,6, 8 Sc. loppen, 9^V.luppen; 7treah

I forms 4 lippid, 6-7 lept, 6- leapt, 7- leaped,

j

[A Com. Teut. reduplicating str. vb., which has

i

become weak in Kng. : OE. hleapan (pa. t. liUop,

j

pi. hlttpon, pa. pple. -hleapen) corresponds to

j

OFris. h Idpa, hliapa, pa. t. hlep, pa. pple. hlepen,

I OS. (a>)lil6pan, pa. t. pi. -hliopnn (MDu. Idpen,
|

j

Du. loopen, pa. t. Hep, pa. pple. geloopen), OHG.
j

(Ji)lauffan, loufan (M1IG. loafen, mod.G. laufen t

pa. t. lief pa. pple. gelaufen), ON. hlaupa, pa. t.

hliopy pi. hlidpom, lilupom, pa. pple. hlaupenn
i^Sw. lopa, Da. Ifbe), Goth. us)-lilaupan OTeut.
*hlaupan. The equivalent Loi P, from ON. hlattpa

7

has in Sc. and some northern dialects supplanted .

the native foim in the present stem.
No certain affinities outside Teut. are known : some

scholars have suggested connexion with Lith. kliipoti to

j
remain kneeling, klitpti to fall on one's knees, to stumble;
or with Gr. x6\vfxfioq diver.]

f 1. intr. To run ; to go hastily or with violence

;

to rush, to * throw oneself*. Also with advs., as

forth, out. (In OE., tit hUapan = to escape.) Obs.
Beowulf (Z.) 865 Hwilum heapo-rofe hleapan leton on

£e-flit faran fealwe mearas. 11.. O, E. Chrou. an. 1072
uMS. D.) Her Eadwine eorl & Morkere eorl hlupon ut &
inislice ferdon on wuda. Ibid. an. 1087 (MS. Laud), Roger
bet an of heom se hleop into bam castele a?t NorSwic.
C1205 Lav. 24847 }il" Arour ne leope to swulc hit a liun

weore and bas word seide. a 1225 yuliana 38 pis eadie
ineiden . . leop to ant lahte him. c 1250 Gen. $ Fx. 2726
And to hem ward swide he lep. 1297 R. Glouc. ( Rolls) 8170
Vor hor hors were al astoned . . ac some stode . .stille & some
lepte her & ber. a 1300 Cursor M. 4541 J>e boteler to be

|

prisun lep. c 1330 Assump. Virg. (B. RL MS.) 613 To be
j

Leere he cam lepand. 1340 Ayenb. 240 po lhip op pe
mayster and him keste. 1362 Langl. P. PI. A. Prol. 94
Erchedekenes and Deknes .. Beon lopen to londun. 1375
Barbour Bruce x. 242 Thai that neir enbuschit war Lap
out. 1528 St. Papers Hen. VI71, IV. 403 The freindes of
the said trailer are loppen to hym into Scotlaunde. c 1560
Durham Depos. (Surtees) 65 He hard a sturr in the streit,

and therwith lap furth. 1596 Dalrymfle tr. Leslie 's Hist.
Scot. ii. 163 The Scottis couragious . . leipis to straikis.

1644 R. I'aillie Lett. (1841) II. 217 Coll. Macgillespick's
son, who, with two thousand five hundred runagates from ,

Ireland, are loppen over here. 1716 Ramsay On Wit 15
Hamewaid with clever strides he lap.

t b. To break out in an illegal or disorderly way.
a 1670 J. Scot Staggering State (1754) 153 He.. grieving

that he had not that power tn court that he thought his birth

and place deserved, leapt out, and made sundry out-reds !

against tbe king.

2. To rise with both (or all four) feet suddenly
from the ground or other standing-place, alighting

in some other position ; tojump, spring. Often with
advs., as aside, down, in, out. Also with cognate
object.

£ 897 K. Alfred Gregory's Past. xxxiaL 2x4 Da:t hie ne
hliepen unwillende on Sset scorene clif unSeawa. CX200
Ormin 11792 purrh bait te labe gasthimm badd Dun laepenn
off be temniple. c 1386 Chaucer Xnt.'s T. 1829 His hors
for fere gsn to turne, And leepe aside, and foundred as he
leepe. e 1450 Merlin 21 He haddc lepte in to the ryverand
drowned hym self. 1513 Douglas AZnn's x. x. 119 The
tothir fey bruthtr. . Lap fra the cart. 1530 Lyndesay Test.
Papyngo 552 The ledder schuke, he lape, and gat one fall.

1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (1858) III. 447 He suld haif gart
him leip Thre lowpis in ane. 161a Draytom Poly-olb. 11.

322 Cauerns in the earth, so darke and wondrous deepe As

LEAP.

that, into whose mouth the desperate Roman leepe. 1688
Boylf. Final Causes Nat. Things 11. 53 He [the frogl must
. . shut his eyes, and so leap blindly. 1707 Lond. Gaz. No.
4382/4 Stolen.. a bright bay Gelding,, .walks, trots, gallops,
and leaps. 171 1 AnoisoN Sped. No. 233 P 2 This Account
..only mentioning the Name of the Lover who leaped, the
Person he leaped for. 1725 Ramsay Gentle Sheph. 1. i, I.

.

lap in o'er the dyke. 1863 Gko. Eliot Romota xx, He
leaped up the stone steps by two at a time. 1884 Lady
Verney in Contcmp. Rev. Oct. 547 To save himself by
leaping from the car.

Proi>crb. 1546 J. Hf.ywood Prov. (1867) 6 Ye may learne
, .to looke or ye leape. ^"1570 Marr. Wit % Science iv. i.

C iv, But he that leapes before he loke, good sonne, Maye
leape in the myre.

b. Phrase. {Ready) to leap out of ^oneself or
one

y

sskin (as an expression of delight or eagerness).
i6ij Shaks. Wint. F.x. ii. 54 Our King being ready tu

leape out of himsclfc, for ioy of his found Daughter. 1629
Massinger Picture ill. i, Tho' a poor snake, I will leap Out
of my skin for joy. 1776 Foote Capuchin 1. Wks. 1799 II.

388, 1 should have been ready to leap out of my skin at the
sight of a countryman in foreign parts.

c. To spring to one's seat upon a horse, into the

saddle. Often with up. Also, f to leap on, fio
leap to horse.

£900 tr. Bxda*s Hist. 11. x. [xiii.] (1890) 138 [Hcl hleop on
ba:s cyninges stedan. ^1205 Lay. 9284 Leoup he an his

stede. ^1290 .V. Eng. Leg. 1. 41/232 And lupe bou up
bi-hynde me. c 1330 Arth. A;- Mert. 5278 (Kolbing) Opon
her hors pai lopen swipe. 13.. Sir Beucs 1945 (MS. A.)
Into be sadel a lippte. 1375 Harbour Bruce 11. 28 The
bruss lap on, and thiddir raid. ^J440 Generydes 2262
Generydes leppe vppe vppon his stede. c 1450 Merlin 236
Thei dide his comaundement, and lepe to horse, a 1533
Lu. Benners Huoh Ixii. 216 Huon & his company lept on
theyr horses. 1600 Disc. Gmvrie Conspir. in Moyses Mem.
Scot. (1755) 265 Before his majestie . . could leape on horse-
back, a 1670 Spaloing Troid*. Chas. / ( Bannatyne Club) I.

94 Allwaycs, he lap on in Aberdein, about 60 horse with
swords, pihtolU, (etc.]. 1841 Elphinstone Hist. }nd. 11.

ii. 137 Huniayun had only time to leap on horseback.

d. Of a fish : To spring from the water.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VI. 203 A greet fische leep
into pe schip. 1423 J as. I. Kingis Q. cliii, Lytill fischis..

with bakkis blewe as lede, Lap and playit. 1536 Rellekoen
Cron. Scot., Descr. Alb. xi. (1541) Cijb, Als sonc as thir

salmorui cumis to ye lyn, thay leip. 1813 Hogg Queen's
Wake 71 The troutis laup out of tne Leven Louch. 1867
F. Francis Angling ix. (1880) 334 Whenever a salmon leaps

you must keep a slack line.

e. To leap al : to make a spring at in order to

seize; fig. to exhibit engemess for. Cf. tojump at.

So f to leap to be or do something.
1606 Shaks. Ant. *f CI. 111. Aiii. 51 If Caesar please, our

Master Will leape to be his Friend. 163a Massinger Maid
0/Hon. 111. i, My too curious appetite .. Would leap at a
mouldy crust. 1653 Walton Angler 214, 1 could .. see

fishes leaping at Flies of several shapes and colours. 1665
Boyle Occas. Rejl. 1. i, But observe this Dogg; I hold him
out Meat..: 'Tis held indeed higher than he can Leap; and
yet, if he Leap not at it, I do not give it him. 1671 L. Audi*
son W. Barbary 20 Large Incoms, the baite disloyalty still

leaps at. 1824 Scott Redgauntlet Let. xiii, Saunders lap at

the proposition.

3. To spring sportively up and down ; to jump
(with joy, mirth, etc.) ; to dance, skip.

<T9oo tr. Baeda's Hist.x. iii. (1801 ) 390 He up astode & £a wa?s

gongende & hleapende & Dryhten herijende. r 1205 Lav.
24697 Summe heo gunnen lepen. 1340 Ayenb. 156 J?e asse

. .beginb tu lheape and yernp to-yens him. 138a Wvclif
Matt. xi. 17 We nan sungen to 30U, and }e nan nat lippid.

1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xxxiil. iPercy Soc.) 163 My grey-

houndes leped and my stede did sterte. 1583 Babington
Commandm. iv. (1637) 39 Asking us if that were to hallow
the Sabbath .. to swill 8c to bibble, to leape, to wallow
& tumble in bed. 1611 Bible Luke vi. 23 Reioice yee
in that day, and leape for ioy. 1792 A. Wilson Watty
$ Meg, Watty lap, and danced, and kiss'd her. 1856 Mrs.
Browning Aur. Leigh 1. (1857) 41 And ankle-deep in English
grass I leaped, And clapped my hands. 1896 A. E. Hot s-

man Shropshire Lad x, And brutes in field and brutes in

pen Leap that the world goes round again.

4. To spring suddenly to or upon one's feet ; to

rise with a bound from a sitting or recumbent

position. Often with up. + To leap afoot : to

spring to the ground from horseback ; to dis-

mount.
c 1330 Arth. tf Merl. 7135 (Kolbing) [Hel gan arise of his

swou}. . Vp he lepe wib chaufed blod. c 1400 Desir. Troy
8646 Achilles . . bound vp his wounde . . Lep vp full lyuely

launch it on swithe. c 1450 Merlin 195 He lepe upon hys
feet vigerously. 1481 Caxton Godfrey lxviii. 1x3 I he due
leep a foote & drewe oute his swerde. 1697 Dryden Virg.

Georg. iv. 498 Arethusa leaping from her Bed, First lifts

above the Waves her beauteous Head. 1821 Shelley Pro-
meth. Unb. 1. 96 A pilot asleep on the howling sea Leaped
up from the deck in agony. 1859 Tennyson Vivien 842
Vivien.. Leapt from her session on his lap and stood Stifl

as a frozen viper.

Jig. 1878 Browning La Saisiaz 19 The sudden light that

leapt at the first word's provocation, from the heart-deeps

where it slept.

5. transf of things : To spring, move with a leap

or bound ; esp. to 4
fly' (by explosive or other force).

Often with advs. Alsofig.
c 1205 Lay. 22031 V3en ber leppcofl ut . . fleoS ut a pat lond.

1340 Ayenb. 27 And uor bet be herte wes uol of uenym hit

behoueb pet hit lheape out be be moube. 1398 Trevisa
Barth. De P. R. xn. iii. (1495) 4x1 I he goshawke. .smytyth

and flappyth her wynges, and in soodoynge the olde fethers

lepen out and newe growe. 1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 46

Fyrst sethc by mustuls quyl shel of lepe In water, c 1425
Seven Sag. (P.) 627 Al the vertu thcr schulde bee, Is lopon

into the lytyl tre. 1575 Gascoigne Dan Bartholomew



LEAP.

Posies 98 From reasons rule his fancie lightly lope. 1613

Siiaks. Hen. VIII* ni. »• 2°° He parted Frowning from

me, as if Ruine Leap'd from his Eyes. 1667 Marvell
Corr. xxxvi. Wks. 1872-5 II. 82 "Lis probable it [the Bill]

may this very day leap beyond any man's reach for the

future. 1790 Burke Fr. Rev. (C. P. S.) 89, I thought ten

thousand swords must have leaped from their scabbards to

avenge even a look that threatened her with insult. 1814

Cabv Dante, Pur. v. 91 The arrow, ere the cord is still,

Leapeth unto its mark, i860 Tyndai.l Glac. 1. x. 65 The
echos.. leaped from cliff to cliff. 1879 Far bar St. Paul {iZ%j)

64 The vessel was shaken, and (he name of Matthias leapt

out. 1887 Ruskin Prarterita II. 154 Above field and wood,

leaps up the Saleve Cliff, two thousand feet into the air.

t b. To burst, crack, ' fly Obs.

M77 Norton Ord. Alch. vi. in Ashm. (1652^ 05 Manie
Claies woll leape in Fier. 1604 K. [Okimstonk] D'Aeostas

Hist. Indies HI. xxvi. 198 As a chesnut laid into the fire,

leaps and breaks.
t

c. Of the heart: To beat vigorously, beat 'high
,

botttid, throb. Also rarely of the pulse.

1526 Filgr. Per/. (W. de \V. 1531) 289 b, Wherforc the

herte hoppeth and lepeth in the body. 1596 Bp. \V. Lari.ow

Three Serm. Ded. 81 Made mens hearts to leape for joy.

1688 Miegk Fr. Diet. s.v. Heart, His Heart is ready to leap

into his Mouth. 1822-34 Goafs Study Med. III. 32 He
found its [the carp's] heart leaping .. four hours after a

separation from the body. 1871 Palgravk Lyr. Poems 6

His heart leapt high as he look'd. 1900 Blackw. Mag. June

789 His pulses leaped, and his comely face Glowed with

the pride of a fighting race.

d. colloq. Of frost: To 'give or thaw suddenly.

1869 H. Stephens Bk. Farm. <ed. 2) J. 139/2 When frost

suddenly gives way in the morning about sunrise, it is said

to have 'leapt
1

.

e. Mining. (See quot.)

1747 Hooson Miners Diet, s.v., Sometimes a Vein.. will

Leap (asj much aside as a Yard .. or more. 1802 J. Mawe
iWin. Derbyshire 206 Gloss., Leap, the vein is said to leap

when a substance intersects it, and it is found again, a few

feet from the perpendicular.

f. with reference to leap-year.

1600 [see Leap davJ. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 6 Where-
upon euery fifth yeere leapeth, and one odde day is set to

the rest. 1604 Bk. Com. Prayer Rubric, When the yceres

of our Lorde may be diuided into foure euen partes, which is

euery fourth yeere : then the Sunday letter leapeth. a 1681

Wharton Disc. Yrs. Months % D. Wks. (16S3) 74 By this

Addition, .the Fixed Holy-days, and the like, do as it wetc

leap one day farther tnto the Week.

6. Jig. To pass abruptly or at a bound (from one

condition or position to another). Also with back,

down, up.
a 1225 Aner. R. 236 Lo ! hwu }>e swike wolde makien hire,

a last, leapen into prude, a 1240 Wohunge in Cott. Horn.

285 For J>enne schal i lepen fra rode in to restr. a 1300

Cursor M. 8800 pat pou barfor lepe not in ire. c 1380

Wycuf Sel. Wks. 111. 384 [>us deede beggers freris, lippen

up to kynges power. ?<xi4oo Morte Arth. 2084 Bot some

leppe fro the lyfe, that one }one Iawnde houez. 1568 Satin

Poems Reform, xlvii. 101 The pairteis mett and maid a fair

conlrack ; Rot now, allace ! the men are loppin aback For

oppin sklander, callit ane speikand devill. 1598 Grene-

wey Tacitus' A ten. vi. x. (1622) 137 He gaue him time to

leape backe from their agreements. 1613 Purchas Pilgrim-

^(1614)223 And (to leape back into the Talmud) a cer-

taine Rabbi.. saw fete]. Ibid. 746 Let us draw somewhat
nearer the Sunne, gently marching.. lest if wee should sud-

denly leape from one extremity to another, wee should [etc.].

^1670 Spalding 'Front. Chas. I (Bannatyne Club) II, 319

Forgetting his oath .. he lap in to the uther syd. 1692 K.

L'Estrange Joscphus tv. i. (1733) 78 Without leaping out of

one Slavery into another. 1846 J. Martineau^w. (1891) III.

378 They leap down from Aristotle to Bentham, from Plato to

Coleridge, with the fewest possible resting-places between,

b. To pass over at a bound; f to evade, neglect.

1596 Shaks. Merck. V. t. ii. 20 A hot temper leapes ore a

colde decree. 1658-9 Burtons Diary (1828) IV. 55, 1 could

leap over the rest, but this passed, 1 doubt it will never be

recovered in any age. 1727 A. Hamilton New Acc. E. Ind.

I. p. xv, I can perceive several Things worth noticing, they

have neglected or leapt over. 1891 Chevne Orig. Psalter

viii. 408 The world's great change was expected so shortly

that the brief waiting time might easily be leaped over.

7. trans. To spring over ; to pass from one side

to the other by leaping. Also in phr. to leap bounds

{lit. and Jig.). Also said of a bridge span.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) III. 57 Romulus diede afore

thro lepenge the walles of Rome. 1597 Montgomkrik
Cherrie <$ Slae 1046 Schaw skild and pithte resouns quhy
That Danger lap the dyke. 160 1 Shaks. Tivel. N. t. iv. 21

Be clamorous, and leape all ciuill bounds. 1697 Dryoen
Virg. Georg. m. 228 Let 'em not leap the Ditch, or swim
the Flood. 1780 Cowper Progr. Err. 93 The Nimrod..
I.eaps every fence but one. 1786 Burns Tiua Dogs 30 He
was a gash an* faithful tyke. As ever lap a sheugh or dyke.

1865 Kingsley Herew. xxviii, Come on, leap it like men !

1886 Ruskin Praeterita I. 293 The single arched bridge that

leaps the Ain.

fig. a 1637 B. Tonson Find. Ode, Mem. Sir L. Cary <V

Sir II. Morison iii, He leap'd the present age, Possest with

holy rage, To see that bright eternal day.

8. To cause (an animal) to take a leap. Also fig.
1681-6 J. Scott Chr. Life (1747) III. 355 Those restless

Furies . . will never cease stimulating and spurring us on.,

till they have leapt us headlong into the everlasting Burn-
ings. i860 Russell Diary India II. 287 [He] had leaped

his horse across a deep nullah.

9. Of certain beasts : To spring upon (the female)

in copulation. Also absol. Also f to leap upon.

»S3o TiNnALE Gen. xxxi. 10 All the rammes that leape

vpon the shepe are straked, spotted and partie. j53°
Palsgr. 606/1 Kepe your horse in the stabyll, for and he

leape a mare he wyll be the worse to journey a good whyle

after. 1535 Act 27 Hen. VIH, c 6. § 4 The Lords .. shall

not.. suffer any of the said mares to be covered or leapt

155

with any stoned Horse. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado v. iv. 49.

1656 Kidglky Pract. Physick 251 A Ram that never leaped

a Sheep. 1737 Bracken Farriery Impr.Ki-jsi) H» "8 Colts

got by such Horses that have leaned eight or ten Times
a Day. 1772 Ann. Reg. 105/1 A bull .. which leaps cows
at 5/. 5*. a cow. 1813 Sporting Mag. XLI1. 232 The young
bull . .will not leap any cows. . till the first of May.
trans/, a 1611 Bkaum. & Fl. Philaster it. ii, I had rather

be Sir Tim the schoolmaster, and leap a dairy-maid. 1639
Mayne City Match it. iii. 13 Why what are you? you will

not leap me, Sir, Pray know your distance.

10. Comb. : leap candle see quot.) ; fleap-land
a ,

vagabond (cf. land-leapcr). Also Lkap vwk\.

1839 W. J. Thoms A need. «y Tradit. (Camden) 96 The
young girls in and about Oxford h.-i%e a sport called *Lcap
Candle, for which they set a candle in the middle of the room
in a candlestick, and then draw up their coats . . and dance
over the candle back and forth with these words [etcl. 1614

I ). 1 )vkk Myst.Self-deceiving led. 8) 256 God did not allow of

such rouing *lep-land-Leuites.

Leap day. An intercalary day in the calen-

dar, esp. that of leap-year, February 29th.

1600 Holland Livy xlv. xliv. 1232 This yere leapt, and
the leap day was the morrow after the feast Terminalia.
1712 Swift Jml. Stella 29 Feb., This is leap-year, and this

is leap-day. 1833 Hkkschm. Astron. xiii. 412 The surplus

days thus thrown into the reckoning are called intercalary

or leap days. 1896 Daily Ncn>s 22 Jan. 5/4 Rossini was
born on Fehruary 29 (or 'leap-day*), 1792.

Leaper (iFpat). Forms: t hleapere, 4 lepere,

5 lepare, 6- leaper. [OF., httapere: see Leap v.

and -eh L] One who leaps.

f 1, A runner ; a dancer. Also with advs. Obs.

a 1000 O. £. Chron. an. 889 On pissUrn aeare wecm nan
faereld lo Rome, buton tuefcen hleaperas /Elfred cyng sende
mid sewritum. *riooo Ags. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 311 Salta-

tory hleapere. 1382 [implied in LeapekessI. 1393 Langi..

/'. Pi. C. x. 107 Ihe whiche aren lunalik lollers and leperes

a-houtc. c 1440 Pronip. Pan'. 297/1 Lepare, or rennare,

cursor. Lepare, or rennar a-wey. fuga.x. 1580 Holi.vhand
'Picas. Fr. Tong.,Saulteur ou danseur, a leaper, or daunser.

fb. [After Du. looper.] An irregular soldier.

1604 K. Grivstone Hist. Siege Ostend 116 General 1 Vere
sent forth some of his Leapers or aduenturers to take some
pii^oner of the enemies Canipe.

2. A person or an animal that leaps or jumps.

e 1325 Names ofHare in Rcl. Ant. I. 133 The wilde der,

the lepers. 1573 Li.oiij Filgr. Princes (16071 100 Wtastlei^,

leapers, runners and such like games were appointed.

1700 Wallis in Collect. (O. H. S.) I. 318 Who did ..

out-leap . . the next-best leaper . . hy seven inches. 1774

Got.DSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) II. 366 The Danish horses were

good leapers. 1836 C. Shaw Let. 9 May in Mem. n8}7)

56R The most extraordinary leaper, and perhaps most active-

man in Europe. 1861 Wuyik Mmaille Mkt. HaH. J75

The two horses.. both capital leapers.

b. An animal which uses leaping as a mode of

progression.

1796 Morse Amcr. Gcog. II. 254 They are also called

springers, or leapers, from the ability with which they leap,

rather than walk. 1828 Stark Elan. Nat. Hist. I. 332

Laurenti, in 776S, in his Synopsis of Reptiles, divides them
into three orders, vi/. Leapers, as the frogs; Walkers, as

the lizards ; and Seri>ents. 1881 Cassettes Nat, Hist. V. 1:1

These true Orthoptera may be readily divided into three

tribes, namely, the Leapers or S'ttltatort'ti, the Runners, or

Cursorin ; and the Earwigs, or Ettple.voptcra.

3. A hollow cylinder with a hook at one end,

employed in untwisting old ropes. Cf. Lopek.

(Knight Diet. Mech. 1875.)

t Lea*peress. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Leafek +

-ess. J A female dancer.

1382 Wycuf Ecclns. \x. 4 With a leperesse, or tumbler

[1388 daunseresse, Vulg. saltatrice], be thou not besy.

Leaperous, obs. form of Leprous.

Lea p-frog. [f- Lkap v.]

1. A boys' game in which one player places his

hands upon the bent back or shoulders of another

and leaps or vaults over htm. Also, a jump or leap

of this description.

1599 Shaks. Hen. Vt v. ii. 142 If I could winne a Lady at

Leape-frogge, or by vawhing into my Saddle, with my
Armour on my backe. 1672 Marvell Reh. iTransp. 1. 15

Like fair gamsters at Leap-frog. 1797 Holcroft Stolbergs

Trav. (ed. 2) III. lxxxvi. 402 They .. exercised themselves

at leap frog. 1834 M. Scorr Cruise Midge xix, Massa Twig
. . clapping his hands on the old lady's shoulders cleared her

and her tub cleverly by a regular leap frog. 1854 Haw-
thorne Eng. No/c-Bks. (1BB3) 1. 464 And ended, .by jump-

ing leap-frog over the backs of the whole company. 1888

Burgon Lives 12 Gd. Men I. i. 8 A double row of posts—

where boys played leap-frog.

fig. 1704 Swift Mech. Operat. Spirit Misc. (171 1) 299

There is a perpetual Game at Leap-Frog between both;

and sometimes the Flesh is uppermost, and sometimes the

Spirit. 1856 Mrs. Browning A nr. Leigh I. (1857) 35 We
play at leap-frog over the god Term.

2. Croquet. (See quot.)

1874 J. D. Heath Croquet Flayer 33 The Leapfrog or

Jump Stroke. This may be called a * fancy ' stroke . .
The

object is, when a hoop or another ball is in the way of the

strikers ball, to make the latter jump over the obstacle.

Hence leap-frog: v., to leap or vault as at leap-

frog (intr. and trans.). Iieap-frogger, one who
plays at leap-frog.

1872 G. Macdonald Wilf. Cut/to. I. xiii. 215 All I had to

do was to go on leap-frogging. 1890 Fall Mall G. 4 Jan.

2/1 Sometimes a too ambitious leap-frogger ruined his party

by overbalancing and falling off. 1891 Kipling Life's

Handicap 210 He. .tried to leapfrog into the saddle. 1894

Blackmore Perlycross xxxii. 329 Leap-frogged it la tomb-

stone], hundreds of times, when I were a boy, I have.

LEAP YEAR.

t Lea pful. Obs. [f. Lkap s/>.2 r -fux. Orig.

in syntactical comb.] A basketfut.

riooo [see Lkap sb. 2
1]. c 1380 Wycuf Serm. Sel. Wks.

II. 14 How many leepfullis of broke mete pei token aftir.

1382 — Mark viii. 8 v. rr. lepful, leepis ful. C1440 York
Myst. xxxi. 207 5a, lorde, and xij k-pfull per lefte Of releue

whan all men had eten.

t Leap-gate. Obs. Forms : 1 hlypseat, 4
Up3et, 5 lypjet'e, -zet, 7 leap-yeat. [f. Leap
sb. 1 + GATE so. 1

] Alow gate in a fence, which

can be leaped by deer, while keeping sheep from

straying.

980 in Kemble CW. Dipl. III. 180/28 Ondlang ^eardes on
o.et hlypRcat. 13.. I?ulo£. Hist. (Rolls 111. 224 Fuit ibi

una porta qua; vocatur in lingua Anglicana lip^et [v. rr.

14. . 1yp}ete, lypzet], 1609 in S. Rowe Peramb. Dartmoor
(1848) 278 The come hedges and leape yeates rounde ahoute

the same Common and fforest. c 1630 Risdon Surr. Devon

§ 215(1810) 223 The correction of the .. ditches, and leap-

jcats, shall he in the court.

Leaping (l/*pirj), vbl. sb. [f. Leapz>. + -ing 1.]

The action of the vb. Lkap, in various senses.

< 1000 JKi-FRlC Horn. I. 480 f>a unstar55i5an hleapunge
|ijc> nwedenes. 1398 Tkevisa Baith. De P. R. xvm. xxii.

1495) 781 The wykle gote is . . moo^t lyght in lepynge and
mome sharpe in sighte. c 1440 Prontp. Pan'. 297/1 Lepynge
a-wey,///£vr. 1529 Supplic. to K'ingkV.. E. T. S.) 41 Church
ales m the whiche with leappynge, daunsynge, and kyssyng,

they mayntcyne the profett of their churche. 1611 Florio,

Chiaraulaua, a kind of Caroll or song full of leaping* like

a Scotish gigge. 1622 M arhe tr. A lemaus Guzman d^Alf.

11. 49 Which way soeuer 1 sought to winde me, was but a

leaping out of the Frying Pan into the fire. 1664 Cotton
Scarrou. 30 Our /Eneas, at two leapings, Set the first foot

upon the sieppings. 1896 A. K. Housman Shropshire Lad
liv, By brooks too broad for leaping The lightfoot boys are

laid.

b. altrib. and Comb., as leaping-bar
9

-pole
;

leaping-head, -horn, the lower pommel on a

side- saddle, against which the left knee presses in

leaping; a hunting-horn, Mhtrd crutch'; f leap-

ing house, a brotbel ;
leaping-on-stone, a stone

for convenience in mounting a horse ; a horse-

block : leaping time, the lime of activity, youth.

1852 Whatkiy in Life 1866 11. vfio The Ecclesiastical

Titles Hill 1commonly called ' Lord lohn's Meaping-har ' to

afford exercise in jumping over it . 1881 M Rs. P. O Donocth k

Ladies on Horseb. 1. iii. 35 By .. pressing the left knee
against the Meaping-head. you can accomplish the tise in

your saddle. 1859 Panunc Horses \x. M4 " n c;,se °f

a horse 'bucking ', without the 'leaping horn there is nothing

to prevent a lady from being thrown up. But the leaping-

horn holds down the left knee. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, 1.

ii. 9 What a diuell hast thou to do with the time of the day ?

\nlesse houres wete cups of Sacke .. and dialls the signer

of 'Leaping-houses. 1837 Lockhakt Scott II. ii. f\ lie

immediately trotted to the side of the 'leaping-on-stone

of which Scott from his lameness found it convenient to

make use. 1859 Fakrar Jul. Home xvi. 705 Trying the

merits of his alpenstock as a ' leaping pole. 1893 Kaking-

(iot'LO Cheap Jack Z. III. 192 In the Fens, when a man
requires to traverse a considerable distance, he provides

himself with a leaping-pole. 1611 Shaks. Cyntb. iv. ii. 200

To haue turn'd my "Neaping time into a Crutch.

Leaping (irpiij>, ///. a. [f. Lkap v. + -ixo 2,]

That leaps fruns, f dances, etc. : see the vb. N

.

c 1000 ^Elfric Hovt. 1. 482 Herodes swor . . <5aet he wolde

<5a?re hleapendan dehter forxyfan swa hwzet swa heo ba:de.

c 1380 Wycuf Serm. Sel. Wks. 1. 380 More sutil and sinful

ban \>\s lepynge strumpet [sc. the daughter of Herodias).

la 1400 Morte Arth. 1460 They luyschene to-gedyres . . on

leppande stedes. 1607 Toi'&ELi Four-f. Beasts M658) 12

There is a remedy to quail these wanton leaping beast-;

[.satyrs]. 1667 Dlchess of Nhw castle in Life Duke N.

(i 886) II. 101 A grey leaping horse. 1716 Loyal Mourner^
And leaping Dolphins catch a distant View. 1870 Morris
Earthly Par. tv. (1871) aio A joy as of the leaping fire

Over the house-roof rising higher.

b. In the names of various animals, plants, etc.,

as leaping cucumber - spirting or squirting

cueumber (see Cucumber 3. ; leaping-flsh, the

fish Salarias tridactylus, of Ceylon ; so called be-

cause it comes on shore and leaps over the wet

stones, etc.; (Cape) leaping hare = jumping

hare : see Jumping ///. a. b ; leaping spider, ' a

jumping spider, one of the Salligradx' (W ).

1548-78 * Leaping cucumber [see Cucumber 3I. 1861 Tf.n-

nent Nat. Hist. Ceylon 495 Index, ^Leaping fish. 1849

Mammalia IV. 44 The *leaping hare equals our common
hare in size. 1859 Wood Nat. Hist. I. 588 The Spring

Haas, or Cape Gerboa, sometimes called, from its hare-like

aspect, the Cape Leaping Hare.

c. Leaping ague, f gout (see quots.).

1562 Turner Baths 6 This bathe, .is good for the leping

coute, that runneth from one ioynte to another. 1792

Statist. Acc. Scotl. IV. 5 A distemper called by the coun-

try-people the leaping-ague, and by physicians, St. Vitus s

dance . 1806 Forsyth Beauties Scotl. IV. 37 5 I " the mou n-

tainous part of Angus a singular disease, called there the

leaping ague, is said to exist, bearing a resemblance to St.

Vitus's dance.

Hence Lea-pinffly adv., by leaps.

1548 Elvot Diet., Assultim, leapyngly, iumpyngly.

Leaprous, Leapry, obs, ft. Leprous, Lepry.

Lea'P year. [Late ME., f. Leap sb} ; prob. of

much older formation, as the ON. klaup-dr is pre-

sumably, like other terms of the Roman calendar,

imitated from Eng.
The name may refer to the fact that in the bissextile year

any fixed festival after Feb. falls on the next week-day but

one lo that on which it fell in the preceding year, not on
20-2



LEAR. 156 LEARNED.
the next week-day as usual. Cf. med.L. saltns lunar (OE.
mdnon hlyP) t the omission of a day in the reckoning of the

lunar month, made every nineteen years to bring the calendar
into accord with the astronomical phenomena.]
A year having one day (now Feb. 29) more than

the common year ; a bissextile year, f To make
leap year cf: (fig.) to pass over.

1387 Trevisa Htgden (Rolls) IV. 199 pat tyme Iulius

amended pe kalender, and fonde be cause of the lepe }ere

[L. rationem bisexti tnvenit). 1&1 Caxton Myrr. 11. xxxi.

127 Bysexte or lepe yere, whiche in iiij yere falleth ones.

156a J. Heywooo Prov. «$ Epigr. (1867) 207 The next leape

yere after wedding was first made. 1606 Birnie Kirk-
Buriall (1833) 38 In civil entries to heritage, if it be for the

better, men can make leap-yeare of their father and seeke

farther uppe. 1704 Hearne Duct. Hist. (X714) 1. 3 That
Year was called the Bissextile; and by us Leap-Year be-

cause one day of the Week is leaped over in the Observa-
tion of the Festivals. 1834 Nat. Philos., Astron. i. 44/1

(U. K. S.) The years 1600, 2000, 2400, would be leap years.

Lear 1 (li*-0- Now Sc. and north, dial. Also

5-7 lere, 6 leare, 6-7 leer(e, 9 leir. ff. Lere
v.; but in mod. Sc. use prob. a mere graphic

variant of lair, tare ; see Lore.] Instruction, learn-

ing ; in early use f a piece of instruction, a lesson
;

falso, a doctrine, religion.

a 1400-50 Alexander 3759 For many leres maybe liinpe

slik as bou no}t wenes J £1440 Sir Gozulher 231 Y will to

Rome er than y reste, To Ieve up another lere. a 1450 Le
Morte Artlu 521 The knightis bat were wise of lere. 1579
Spenser Sheph. Cat. May 262 He, that had wel ycond his

lere. 1586 Feknk Blaz. Gentrie 22 And teach our Gentiles

vertuous leere 1594 Lyly Moth. Bomb. \\. v, He learn'd

his leere of my sonne. 1647 H.Moke Song ofSoul 11. i. 1.

xix, Queen of Philosophic and virtuous lear ! 165a Stai-yl-

ton tr. Hcrodian 37 So well his leere he couth. 1720 Ramsay
Edinburgh's Salut. vi, Classic lear and letters belle. 1837
R. Nicoll Poems (1842) 95 He gaed to the school, an' he
took to the lear. 1882 Stevenson Merry Men \\. Wks.
1895 VIII. 126 Your heid [is] dozened wi' carnal leir.

b. Comb, lear-father, a master in learning ; see

also quot. 1855.
'533 Gau Richt Vay 15 Elders techours and leirfaders.

1702 C. Leslie Reply to ' Anguis Flagellatns * Theol. Wks.
1721 II.612 The Alan who was call'd G. Fox's Lear-Father.

185s Robinson Whitby Gloss.% Lay-father ox Learfather^
a person whose conduct has influenced others ; an exemplar.

t Lear -. Obs. Forms : 4 layour, 4-5 liour^e,

lyour(e, lyre, 5 lere, 5-6 Iyer e, 6-8 leerne, 7

leir, 8 9 lear. [a. OF. lieuret
lyeure, Hurt L.

ligatura-m (see Ligattre).]
1. Tape

;
binding for the edges of a fabric.

1382-3 Durh. MS. Sacr. Roll. In lyour empt. pro le

Rediir pro magno allari, \yd. c 1440 Prom/>. Pan/. 178/1

Frenge, or lyoure, tenia. Ibid. 306/2 Lyowre, to hynde
wythe precyows clothys, ligatortnm, rcdimiculnm. 1483
Churchw. Acc. St. Dnnstans, Canterbury, For lere and
1 yngys to the same bockeram \d. 1503 Privy Purse Exp.
Eliz. York (Nicholas 1830) 91 Item for viij lb. of blewe
lyere at x\]d. the lb. viijs. 1579 Lyly Euphnes (Arb.) 79, I

meane so to mortilie my selfe, that in steede of silkes, I v\ il

weare sackcloth : for Owches and Bracelletes, Leere and
Caddys. 1736 J. Lewis /. of Tenet Gloss. (E.D.S.), Leere,
tape.

2. Cookery. A thickening for sauces, soups, etc.;

a thickened sauce.
?r 1390 Form ofCury (1780) 24 Make a layour of hrede

and blode and lay it perwith. C1430 Two Cookcry-bks. 33
Take Water and let boyle, and draw a Iyer ber-to of Brede,

of jie cromys, with wyne y-now. 1658 Sir T. Mayerne
Archimag. Anglo-Gall, xxviii. 29 Then make a Leer or
Sawce for it. 1750 K. Smith Compt. Housew. (ed. 14) 35
When 'tis baked, put in a lear of gravy with a little white
wine. 1837 Disraeli Vcnetia 1. iv, One of those rich sauces
of claret, anchovy, and sweet herbs,., which was technically

termed a Lear.

Hence LeaTing- vbL sb. (in quots. tiring, lyring)
%

binding with tape.
1480 IVardr. Acc. Edw. iV (Nicholas 1830) 126 Liour for

liring and lowping of the same arras. 151a Honseh. Bk.
Earl Northumb. (1770) 326 For Lyring Sewing and Jouning
ofStuf.

Lear 3 (n°-i). Also 7 loere. [Ferh. a devel-

oped use of lear, Lair sb.1 5; cf. quot. 1623

there.] Colour (of sheep or cattle), due to the

nature of the soil.

1601 Holland Pliny xxxi. ii. II. 403 In some places there

is no other thing bred or growing but brown & duskish, in-

somuch as not only the eattell is all of that leere, hut also

the corn upon the ground. 1616 Surfl. & Mabkham
Country Farm t. xxv. 117 Now for the leares of sheepe,

you shall vnderstand that the browne hazell leare is of all

other the best, the redd leare next to it [etc.]. 1883 Advt.
Handbill. M 's Fly, Lear, and Vermin Powder will pre-

vent the Sheep from being struck by the Fly, at the same
time producing a good Lear, which every farmer must allow

is a great advantage.

Lear, obs. f. or var. of Lair, Leer, Lehe, Liak.

Lea*-rig. dial. [OE. l&zhrycg, f. *l*'ge Lea a.

+ //^^back, Ridge.] A ridge left in grass at

the end of a ploughed field.

956 Charter in Birch Carl/tl. Sax. (1893) III. 96 To emnes
bam ealdan laej hryege. 1549 Compj. Scot. vi. 42 The end

of ane leye rig. 179a Burns My ain kinti dearie O \, I'd

meet thee on the lea-rig, My ain kind dearie ! O.

Learn (lain), v. Pa. t. and pple. learned
(15-ind , learnt (I5rnt). Forms: 1 leornian,

Nortkumb. liornija, 2 loornen, lornen, 2-3

leornie-n, 3 -in, leorny, liernin, lerni(e, 3-4
lernen, 4 leorno, lerny, l(e)ume, Kent, lierno,

lyerne, -i, -y, 4-5 leorno, 4-6 lorn(e, 4, 6, 9

dial, lam, 6 Sc. leyrne, leirne 6-7 leame, 6-
|

learn. Pa. L 1 leornode, -ade, 3 Qrm. lerrnde,

3-4 leornede, 4 lernid, leernde, lernd, 4-6
lemed, 5 leerned, lurned, -et, 5-6 lernyd, 6
Sc. lernit, leirned, -it, 7- learned, learnt. Pa.
pple. 3 lleornet, 3-5 ilerned, 3, 6 ylerned ; from
14th c. onwards as in pa. t. [OE. leornian,

|

Northumb. liorniga = OFris. lirna
y lertia, OS. lin$n

\

(not found in Du.), OHG. Mrntn, lemen (MUG.,
mod.G

.

lernen) i—^NGerMizti^jan^lizndjan, {*lis-
,

wk.-grade of *lais-, root of OTeut. *laird Lore.]

I. To acquire knowledge.
1. trans. To acquire knowledge of (a subject) or

skill in (an art, etc.) as a result of study, ex-

perience, or teaching. Const./row, of(arch.), f at

(a person). Also, to commit to memory (passages

of prose or verse), esp. in phrases to learn by heart,

by rote, for whieh see the sbs.

> 900 tr. Bxdas Hist. in. xvii. [xxiii.] (1890) 232 From fwcm
he |>aet xemet fceleornade re^ollices J?eodscipes. C975 Rnshw.
Gosp. Mark xiii. 28 From fic-beom Sonne lionii^e bispell.

c 1050 Byrhtferth's Handboc in Anglia (1885) VIII. 308/26
pam be lyste Jrisne erseft leornian. c 1175 Lamb, Horn. 55
Gif we leorniS godes lare \ c 1200 Ormin 9309 To leornenn
Iare a(t Sannt Johan Off ^H-'^re sawle nede. c 1200 Triu.
Colt. Horn. 17 Ate biginninge of cristendom elch man leor-

nede pater noster and credo, a 1225 Leg. Kath. 940 pes is al

be lare bat ich nu leorni. 1387 Thevisa Higden (Rolls) V. 167
pis Julianus in hischildehode lerned nygromancie and wicehe-
craft. c 1449 Pf.cock Repr. !. xi. 58 Al that Cristen men
and wommen ou^ten leerne thei mowe leerne out of the

I Bible. 1576 Fleming Pauopl. Epist. 238, I woulde have you
to understand and learne this lesson. 1667 Milton P. L. xi.

360 To learn True patience, and to temper joy with fear.

1715 De Foe Earn. Instruct. 1. i. (1841) 19 What shall I

learn there of God ? 1845 M. Pattison Ess. (1889) I. 16 The
Frank, .learned with implicit belief his faith from the month
of the Roman priest. 1874 Gkeen Short Hist. iv. § 1. 162

1

It was from Earl Simon, .that Edward had learned the skill

in warfare which distinguished him among the princes of his

timv..

b. with clause as obj.

ctooo /Elfric Dent. xiv. 23 Leorna J>a:t bu ondraide
Drihten on selc tid. C1200 Ormin 4970 Lernebji att me batt

' ice amm wi*s Rihht milde and meoc wibb herrte. c 1200
Trin. Coll. Horn. 73 Alle bo be ne wilen listen lorspel and
beron lernen wiche ben sinnen. 1340 Ayenb. 233 O, bu bet

j

art cristen, lyerne hou bou sselt louie god. c 1400 Catoy
s

Morals 62 in Cursor M. App. iv. 1670 Lerne ..nuat werk
bou folow salle. 1667 Milton P. L.xu. 561 Henceforth
1 learne that to obey is best. 1884 F. Temple Relat. Relig.

<y Set. vii. (1885) 220 Scientific men will learn that there are
other kinds of knowledge besides scientific knowledge.

C. W ith inf. \ also with how and inf.

C900 tr. Baeda's Hist. 111. xx. [xxviii.] (1890) 246 pa 5a he
in wreotum leornade to donne. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 117
Discite bene facere bet is . . leorniao god to wurchenne.
1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 675 Hetere him adde ibe Abbe bi-

leued her doune ban ilerned vor to fle. Ibid. 10693 So hii

mi^ie lerni traitour to be. c 1340 Cursor M. 7496 (Trin.)

pou lernedest neuer to fi^t. C1500 Merch, ff Son in Halliw.
1

Nngie Poet. 23 Y wolde lerne of marchandyse to passe
ovyr the see ! 1547 Latimer -2nd Scrm. bef. Edw. VI (Arb.)

70 So your grace must learne howe to do of Salomon, j

1602 2nd Pt. Returnfr. Pamass. v. i. 1999, 1 was a game-
j

some boy and learned to sing. 1729 Kutler Scrm. Wks.
|

1873 11. 47 There are times lor silence! when they should
learn to hear, and he attentive. 1838 Longf. Ps. Life ix,

Learn to labour and to wait. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2)

IV. 32 We learn morale, as we learn to talk, instinctively.

d. Phr. / am (yet) to learn : I am ignorant or

unaware. Now usually / have (yet) to learn.

1687 Miege Gt. Fr. Diet. 11. s.v., The truth of it we are
as yet to learn, nous n'en savonspas encore la V

r
eriti. 1726

Li oni AlbertCs Archit. I. 82, I am not to learn [It. Ne mi
e uascoso] that some . . are of opinion that very high Walls
are dangerous. 1789 Charlotte Smith Ethelinde I. 91
Whence be came. . Sir Edward was yet to learn.

2. intr. To acquire knowledge of a subject or

matter ; to receive instruction. Const, as in sense 1.

971 Blickl. Horn. 13 LeorniaS ait me, fqrSon be ic eom
mildheort. c 1000 iELFRtc Past. Ep. § 46 in Thorpe Laws
1 1 . 384 Lange sceal leornian se 6e lacran sccal. c 1340 Cursor
M. 6819 (Trin.) Lerne not of him bat is lyere, C1420 Liber
Cocorum (1862) 36 Thus have I lurnet at gentil men. 1575
Brief Disc. Tronbt. Franckford 10 God grant, we maye
lerne at their ensamples. 1605 Shaks. Lear 11. ii. 134 Sir,

I am too old to learne. 1781 Cowper Charity 120 'Tts thus
reciprocating, each with each, Alternately the nations learn

and teach. 1863 Kingsley Lett. U878) II. 161 The great

use of a public school education to you, is, not so much to

teach you things as to teach you how to learn. 1884 F. M.
Crawford Rom. Singer I. 7 He was always willing to

learn and to read.

f b. Const, on (Ihe matler sludied). Obs.

c 1340 Cursor M. 15614 (Trin.) Folweb him $oure fadir is

:

to lerne on his lare. a 1400 Pistill ofSusan 135 Wolt bou,
1adi, for loue, on vre lay lerne ? a 1668 Denham Old Age
274, 1 have heard that Socrates the wise Learned on the
lute for his last exercise.

3. trans. To acquire knowledge of (a fact) ; to

become acquainted with or informed of (some-

thing) ; to hear of, ascertain. Also with obj. clause.

c iaoo Ormin 7250 He lerrnde wel burrh hemin Whatt
da}}, and wh«re o lande, patt ^unge wenchell borenn wass. 1

1559 W. Clnningham Losmogr. Glasse 151 When you will

learne the time that it shall be full sea. 1576 Fleming
j

Panopl. Epist. 278 You, whom I had learned by common
voice to be a philosopher of great fame. 1599 Shaks, Much
Ado 11. ii. 57, I will presentlic goe learne their day of mar-
riage. 1638 Uakkr tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. II.) 27 This good
newes I have learned by a letter of yours. 1798 Jeffekson

Writ. (1859) IV. 243, 1 ..have not yet learnt his sentiments
on it. 1836 W. Irving Astoria I. 105 Lest the captain
should learn the fate of the schooner. 1855 Macaulay Hist.
Eng. xxii. IV. 717 AH that he knew about their treachery
he had learned at second hand. 1864 Browning Dram.
Pers., Mr. Sludge 221 He's dead I learn.

b. To learn out : to find out, discover. Now dial.

1629 Maxwell Herodian (1635) 171 Then, secretly tor.

turing them, he [Albinus] learnt out all their treachery.

1677 Yarranton Eng. tmprov. 109, I will tell you how
the Trick is : And if I had not been an old Clothier and
a Fulling-Boy when 1 was young I could not have learnt it

out. 1899 Raymond Two Men o' Mendip xv. 250 Mut if he
should find out ? If any should learn it out an' tell ?

c. intr. To be informed, to ascertain, hear (of).
1756 C Lucas Ess. Waters III. 243 It has never, that

I can learn, been fully observed. 1827 Sir J. Barrington
Sketches 1. ii. 29 How many rogues 'ill there be at Reuben,
as you lam, to-night? 1893 Stevenson Catriona ii. 18

He'll have to learn of it on the deaf side of his head no
later than to-morrow when I call on him.

H. To impart knowledge. Now vulgar.

4. trans. To teach. In various constructions

:

a. To leach (a person).
a 1300 Cursor M. 10028 In crist fat bat folk to lern. 138a

Wyclif Prov. ix. 7 Who lerneth I1388 techith] a scornere,

doth wrong he to hymself. £1440 York Myst. x. 20 Jtys

lernyd he me. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 2 A man
aught to lerne his doughters with good ensaumples. 1535
Coveroale/V. xxiv. 5 Lede me in thy trueih and lerne me.

1549 Compl. Scot. Prol. 14 Quhen ane ydiot . . presumis to

teche or to leyrne ane man that hes baytht speculatione

ande experiens. 1650 Fuller Pisgah 11. xii. 249 No doubt
the chickens crowed as the eocks had learned them. 1763
Foote Mayor of G. 11. Wks. 1790 1. 178 [An uneducated
speaker] If they would but once submit to be learned by me.

b. To teach (a person) to do or how to do some-
thing. (Also in passive.)

c 1340 Cursor M. 8421 (Trin,) Set him faste to gode teehing
*Jil be be lerned him self to lede. £1435 Torr. Portugal
1897 To lerne you flbr to ride.^1 1480 Caxton Descr. Brit.

34 Gentilmens children ben lerned and taught from their

yongth to speke frenssh. a 1540 Barnes /^^. (1573) 352/1
Doth bee not learne all men to come to Christ. 1590 Spenser
F. Q. \. vi. 25 He would learne The Lyon stoup to him.
1666 Bunyan Grace Ab. r 27 That my Father might learn

me to speak without this wicked way of swearing. 1706
Farquhar Recruiting Officer tit. i. The captain learned me
how to take it with an air. 179a Mary Wollstonecraft
Rights Worn. v. 181 We should learn them, above all things
to lay a due restraint on themselves. 1801 Strutt Sports «y

Past. 111. i. 115 The frequent practice of this exercise must
have learned them .. to become excellent horsemen. 1801

Coleridge Lett. I. 365 They learn us to associate a keen and
deep feeling with all the good old phrases. 1844 Disraeli
Coningsby vm. iii, Learn to know the House ; learn the

Hoube to know you. 1885 G. Allen Babylon i, * Will you
learn me to draw a church?'

c. To teach (a person a thing). Also with clause.

r 1200 Ormin 19613 To lokenn watt itt lerneb uss Off [ure]

sawle nede. 1377 Langl. P. PI. R. x. 171 Logyke I lerned

hir and many other lawes, And alle the musouns in musike
1 made hir to knowe. 1:1420 Lydg. Assembly ofGodsq^j,
I shall lerne hem a new daunce. c 1460 Fortescue Abs.

<y Lim. Mou. xi. (1885) 135 Wherby we bith lerned bat it

schal . . be goode to owre prince . . that he be well indowed.

1559 W. Cunningham Cosmogr. Glasse 33, I pray you learne

me th' use of this table. 1606 J. Carpenter Solomon's Solace
xiv. kZ So learneth he all children .. in what honor . . they

should hold those persons. 1610 Shaks. Temp. 1. ii. 365
The red-plague rid you For learning me your language.

1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. xv. (1840) 255 Having learnt him
Lnglish. 174a Richardson Pamela III. 353 Her Ladyship
asked one 01 the Children .. who learnt her her Catechism?
1876 Morris Sigurd (1877)86 Thou, .hast learned me all my
skill. 1889

1 Rolf Boldrewood' Robbery under A rms xliv,

We made up our minds to learn him a lesson.

d. To teach (a thing) to a person, rare.

1377 Langl. P. Pi. B. x. 374 Many tales }e tellcn that

Theollogye lerneth. 1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes 15 b,

He. .commaunded it shulde not be lerned to any Straungers.

1697 Collier Ess. Mor. Sub/. 1. \6i Tis the Rod, not the

Inclination, which learns the Lesson. 1893 Stevenson
Catriona 21 My father learned it to me.

+ 5. To inform (a person) of something ; with

clause or thing as second obj. Obs.

1425 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 271/1 For, as I am lerned, ther

ar to consider two thinges. 1441 Ptumpton Corr. (Camden)

f».

Ux, The said misdoers were learned by their espeeialls

sic] . . that the said officers . . had knowledge of their said

lying in waite for them, a 1456 Ld. Cromwell in Paston
Lett. III. 426 There is a greet straungenesse betwix..John
Radcliff and you . . as I am lerned. c 1500 in Q. EHz* A cad.

96 Of brutane the duk . . Richast armes is, as 1 lernit am.
1606 Shaks. Tr.

<fr Cr. 11. i. 22 Learne me the Proclamation.

1697 tr. C'tess D'Aunoy's Trav. (1706) 57 Vou learn me
Particulars I was ignorant of. Ibid. 6g Having learnt him
all which had past.

Learnable (launaVi), a. [f. Learn v. +
-able.] That may be learnt.

1629 T. Adams Medit. Creed Wks. 1099 These bee mys-
teries, yet in some measure learneable. 1818 Bentham Ch.
Eng. Pref. xi, I learnt for my first lesson, the matter, in so

far as it was learnable, of this formulary. 1840 Carlyle
Heroes iii. (1858) 240 Dante,., we need not doubt, learned
better than most all that was learnable. 1857 Kikqslev
Two V. Ago xviii. When the lesson comes . . 1 suppose it

will come in some learnable shape. 1885 Tennyson Balin
127 Gifts Born with the blood, not learnable, divine.

learned (l3,Jn&l),///. a. [f. Learn v. + -ed J.]

1 1. In distinctly participial sense. Obs. rare,
c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. v. 121 This mone al^o, by rather

lerned reson [L. ea ratione qua dictum est] To sette and
graffe in places temporate Pomgarnat is. a. 1586 Sidney
Arcadia I. (1633) 25 The error committed becomes a
sharpely learned experience. 1714 Tickell Fragm. Hunting



LEARNED.
in Steele Poet. Misc. 179 [A hound] True to the Master's

Voice, and learned Horn.

2. Of a person : In early use, that has been

taught; instructed, educated. In later use with nar-

rowed sense : Having profound knowledge gained

by study, esp. in language or some department of

literary or historical science; deeply-read, erudite.

Const, m, iqf. (Superseding the earlier Lerep.)
Learned society : a society formed for the prosecution of

some branch of learning or science.

C1340 Cursor M. 10416 (Laud) This lady was of muche
price lovid and lernyd [older texts lered] ware and wyse.

138a Wyclif Acts vii. 22 And Moyses was lernd

lernedl in al the wysdom of Egipcians. c 1400 Destr. Troy

3940 Eneas.. was..of litterure & langage lurnyt ynoghe.

1556 Ckrotu Gr. Friars (Camden) 48 The byshoppe of Wyn-
Chester, with dyvers other byshoppes & lernede men. 1639

Fuller Holy IVar 111. xxix. (1840) 170 He was very learned

. . especially for a prince, who only baiteth at learning.

,n68o Butler Rem. (1759) 1. 1 A Learn'd Society of late

. .Agree'd .. To search the Moon by her own light. 1698

Keill Exam. Theory Earth (1734) 312 That very Learned

Friend of his. .has given the World reason enough to suspect

him. i7ii HearneO//*:/. (O. H. S.) II 1
.
488 He was learned

in the British tongue. 1771 Junius Lett, lxviii. 335 Learned
. .you are, and quick in apprehension. 1791-1823 D'Iskakli

Cur. Lit. (1866) 310/2 He is a 'learned man who has cm-

braced most knowledge on the particular subject of his in-

vestigation. 1810 Scott Biog. Notices Prose Wks. (1 870) 1 1.

202 That dreaded phenomenon, a learned lady. 1823— Otic

Volume more, John Pinkerton next, and I'm truly concern'd

. . I can't call that worthy so candid as learn'd. 1847 Tenny-
son Princess vii. 299 Not learned, save in gracious household

ways. 1871 C. Davies Metr. Syst. II. 40 A system . .made.

.

by a committee of learned professors. 1898 H. Calder.
wooo Hume vL 85 The learned circles of Paris.

b. absol Chiefly in pi. the learned— 1 men of

learning \ ' the literati \
a 1568 Ascham Scholem. (Arb.) 45 This, lewde and learned,

by common experience, know. 1591 Spenseb Teares Muses
216 Each idle wit . .doth the Learneds taske upon him take.

1610 Holland Camden*s Brit. 768 Sundry ceremonies,

which I leaue to the learned in Christian antiquities. 1673
Dryden Prol. {Silent Woman) to Univ. Oxford 24 The
learned in schools . . Studies with care the anatomy of man.

1736 Bolincbroke Study Use Hist. v. (1777) 122 Let us

leave the credulous learned to write history without materials.

1817 Scott Search after Happiness vi, E'en let the learn'd

go search, and tell me if I'm wrong. 1879 Jas. Grant in

CasselVs Techn. Educ. IV. 284/2 His paper on optics

speedily drew upon him the attention of all the learned in

Europe.

C. Inflected in eompar. and super/. Now arch.

1562 Turner Herbal n. 43 The hop bushe is called ..ofy
Barbarns writers humulus, of the later learneder writer

lupuhis. 1575-85 Abp. Sandys Serin, xiv. 249 With all the

learnedst of Tatter times. 1596 Spenser F. Q. iy. ii. 35
Canacee . . was the learnedst ladie in her dayes. (71619

Fotherhy Atheom. Pref. (1622) 22 Diuers of my learnedest

and best affected Friends. 1627 Bp. Hall Passion Serin,

Wks. 425, I leaue it modestly in the middest ; let the

learneder iudge. 1646 S. Bolton Arraigum. Err. 101 The
learnedst men.. may be deceivers, 1648 Milton 'Tenure

Kings (1650) 51 Among our own Divines two of the lernedest.

1661 Boylk Spring ofA ir Pref. (1682) 6 For more learneder
men than I [etc.]. 1693 W. Freke Set. Ess. xxxiv. 224, I may
make myself learneder by reading.

^
1822 Hazi.itt Table-t.

Ser. 11. x. (i860) 204 A lady bad objected to my use of the
word learneder, as bad grammar. 1824 Lamb Let. to

Coleridge Lett. (1837) II. 164 Testimony that had been
disputed by learneder clerks than I. 1870 Emerson Soc. <y

So/it., Success Wks. (Bohn) 111. 120 The gravest and learn-

edest courts in this country shudder to face a new question.

d. Said of one * learned in the law
' ; hence ap-

plied by way of courtesy to any member of Ihc

legal profession.
c 1485 Plumpton Corr. (Camden) 48 Yt is thought by the

forsayd lernedmen, trfat [etcl. 1524 Hen. VIII in Buc-
clench MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 220 Our welbiloued
subgiet Edward Mountegue, lernedman. 1596 Shaks. Merch.
V. iv. 1. 167 You heare the learn'd Bellano what he writes.

1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) VI. 579 The^ learned^ Judges
having given their opinion . . there is nothing remaining for

the consideration of the House.

^e. trans/. Of an animal trained to make a
show of intelligence.

1833 Marryat P. Simple ix, There was also the learned
pig . . and a hundred other sights. 1837 Lover Rory O'More
xv i. (1897) 128 Here is the wondherful lamed pig that knows
the five quarters o' the world, and more.

3. Of things : Pertaining to, manifesting, or char-

acterized by, profound knowledge gained by study:

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 10, I will not dispute this

question . . A learned ignorance shall better content^ me.
1625 Bacon Ess., Atheism (Arb.) 337 Learned Times.
1632 Milton L'Allegro 132 Then to the welbtrod stage
anon, If Jonson's learned Sock be on. 1651 Fuller Abel
Rediv., Perkins (1867) II. 148 The scholar could hear no
learneder . . sermons. 1763 Dodsley Pref to Shenstone's
Wks., The father resolved to give him a learned education.
1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) I II. 455 A treatise of tenures by
a learned hand. 1823 Lamb Elia Ser. 11. Tombs in Abbey,
Your learned fondness for the architecture of your ancestors.

1824 Ibid.,Capt. Jackson, The anecdote, .diffused a learned
air through the apartment. 1837 Whewkll Hist. Induct.
Set. (1857) !• 379 The Ancients were wanting in Learned
Ignorance. 1874 Deutsch Rem. 264 A learned and lucid

paper in the current Edinburgh Revietv.

b. In art-criticism often applied to draughtsman-
ship, colouring, etc., with the sense : Exhibiting

thorough knowledge of method.
a 1830 Ha2litt Fine Arts (1873) 231 The drawing of N.

Poussin. .is merely learned and anatomical.

c. Of a language, profession, or science: Pur-

157

sued or studied chiefly by men of learning* Of the I

words in a language : Introduced by men of learn-

ing. Of plants : Known only from books (rare).

1581 Mllcasteh Positions xli. (1887) 235 The three

learned toungues, the latin, the greeke, the hebrew. 1623

Lisle Mlfric on O. <V A'. Test. Pref. (1638) 2 He knew
moreover the learneder tongues and arts as well as they.

1696 Whiston Theory Earth 11. (1722) 139 The learned

Sciences seem to have been anciently much better known.
1785 M autyn Rousseau's Bot. 1 ntrod. 4 These learned plants

however must be found in nature. 1824 L. Murray Eng. 1

Gram. (ed. 5) 1. 160 The English tongue is, in many re-

spects, materially different from the learned languages. 1

X850 Mas. Jameson Leg. Monast. Ord. (1863) 162 Students
in the learned professions at Rome. J869 Kitchin Brachefs !

Hist. Fr. Gram. 1 ntrod. 32 Word* of very different origin,

..the one popular, the other learned. Ibid. 39 This influx

oflearned words increases throughout the fifteenth century. )

Hence f Lea'rnedish learned-like.

a 1680 Butler Rem. (1759) !. 250 Some write in Hebrew.. I

T' avoid the Critic. .And seem more learnedisli, than [etc.].

Learnedly lnunndli), adv. [f. Learned
a. + -ly In a learned manner.
1549 Kale Labor. Journ. Lelaitd Pref. 1> iv h, So lerned- I

lye, lyuelye, euydently, and groundedlye . . woulde he haue (

. .described.. thysoure realmc. 1549 Chkke Hurt Scdit.

(1641)6 Vee think it is not learnedly done. 1642 Milton
Apol. Smect. Wks. 1851 111. 317 They can learnedly invent

f

a prayer of their own. 1717 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to

Mrs. Thistlcthivayte 1 Apr., I can speak very learnedly on
that subject. 1863 H. Cox lintit. m. vii. 680 He most
minutely and learnedly investigated the ancient course of
the Exchequer.
Learnedness (ld'm&dnfe). [f. Learned +

-xess.] The quality or condition of being learned.

1646 E. Fisher Mod. Divinity (ed. 2) 227 Are there not

some who give themselves to. . learnednesse and clerklikc

skill in this art and that language? 1681 H. More Exp.
Dan. 72 1 iy reason of their Learnedness in the Law. 1869
Lond. Q. Rev. Jan. 266 He is a stumbling-block .. to all

conventional learnedness. 1879 G. Merkimth Egoist II. ii.

29 The doctor's learnedness would be a subject to dilate on.

Learner ^U'jiioj). Forms: 1-2 Ieornere,

4 5 lerner, 6- learner. [OE. Ieornere, f. leoi ti-

tan : sec Learn v. and -eh '.]

1. One who learns or receives instruction ; a dis-

ciple, f In early use, a scholar, man of learning.

£900 tr. ti.vda's l/ist. iv. xxv. [xxiv.] (1890) 34 j pa heht

heo sesomnian ealle ha £ela;redestan men & pa leorneras.

c *I75 Lamb. Horn, n pa apostles itacned |>a leorneres bet

beoo pa wise wite^a pe beo'5 mi oner be halie chirche. 1413
Pilgr. Scnvle (Caxton 1483) v. via. 99 No dontc that Tubal
ne Pyctagoras had nought be but lerner* and as prenlyses

in theyr presence. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 188

Nedes must the disciple or lerner bylcue many thynges y*

j

his mayster techeth hym. 1597 Morlky /ntrod. Mux. 182

Thus hast thou.. my booke. .as 1 thought most comienieut

for the learner. 1612 [see Lath a. x 2d]. 1685 Kaxtkk
Paraphr. N. '/'., Matt. xiii. 36 It is the part of Learners,

to ask their Teachers help. 1735 Uerkblky Freest/link.

In Math. 8 21 Every learner hath a deference more or

less to authority. 1828 J. H. Moore Tract. Xavig. (ed.

20) 47 To give (he Learner some idea of the System of the

Universe. 1867 Smiles Huguenots Eng. xi. (1880) 193

James 1 1 was hut the too ready learner of the lessons of

despotism taught him by Louis XIV.

f 2. A teacher. Obs.

138a Wyclik Heb. xii. 9 We hadden fadris of oure fleisch,

lerneris [v. r. lereris, Vulg. erudilores]. 1494 Fahvam
Citron, v. exxvii. 107 A tutoure or lerner of., knyghtlye

maners.

Hence. Iiearner-like a., befitting a learner.

Learnership, the position of a learner.

1581 Sidney Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 19 Mooued with our

learner-like admiration. 1891 Pall Mall G. 17 Jan. 6/3
Candidates, .for male telegraph learnerships.

Learning (launirj), vbl. sb. Forms : 1 leorn-

ung, 4 looming, 4-6 leming, -yng(h)(e, 7 Se.

leirning, 9 vulg. larnin, 6- learning. [OE»
leornung) -ing, f. leornian : see Learn* v. and -iug1 .

Cf. OHG. lirnunga.]

1. The action of Ihe vb. Learn, a. The action

of receiving instruction or acquiring knowledge.
<r897 K. Alfred Gregorys Past. Pref. (Sweet) 3 Hu giorne

hie waeron a^Ser xe ymb lare ^e ymb liornunga. c 1340

Cursor M. 14811 (Trin.) To him was he lawe bitau^t pat he

him self bi Iernyng Iau*jt. 1477 Ear r. Rivers (Caxton) Dictcs

67 Gladnesse whtche encresses daily in me in lernynghe.

1577-87 HolinshedC/^w. III. 1 165/2 He.. for the pouertie

of his father . . not able to be mainteined here at learning.

1644 Milton Educ. Wks. (1847) 98. 2 The end then nf learn-

ing is to repair the ruins of our first parents. 1740 J. Clarke
Educ. Youth (ed. 3) 18 It .. renders the Learning of the

English Rules more tedious abundantly, than they would
be. i860 Ruskin Mod. Paint. V. ix, hi. 220 Vigilance ..

required of us, besides learning of many practical lessons.

x86x R. Owen in 19M Cent. Dec. (1897) 992 There's nothing

so good for learning, as teaching.

fb. Teaching; schooling. Obs.

C1380 Wyclif Sel. Wks. III. 393 pe gospels of Crist

written in Englische to moost lernyng of oure nacioun.

1489 Caxton Faytes ofA. iv. x. 255 It is gode for to speke

therof to the lernynge of thoos that shall most iuge therof.

1727 Philip Quarll (i8r6) 34 The otd man determined to

give him his learning, if his relations would find him in

board, and other necessaries. 1802 R. Anderson Cumberld.
Ball. 44 O, cud 1 afford it, mair larnin thou'd get !

f 2. What is learnt or taught : a. a lesson, in-

struction ; b. information or direclion ; c. the
' teaching

1
of a person ; a doctrine ;

also, a doc-

trine or maxim in law ; d. a branch of learning
;

a science; e. an acquirement. Obs.

LEASE.

a. 136a Lancl. P. PL A. 1. 174 That nis no treuthe of
trinite but.. a leornyng for lewed men, the latere forte dele.

J483 Caxton G. de la Tour exxxvii. M vij, The thre en-

seygnementes or lernynges whiche Cathon gaf to^ his sone.

16x1 Shaks. Cymb. j. i. 43 The king .. Puts to him all the

Learnings that his time Could make him the receiuer of.

b. c 1386 ChAUCEa Sec. Nun's T. 184 Right as hym was
taught by his lernynge He foond this hooty olde Vrban.
x6o6 Shaks. Ant. «y CI. 11. ii. 47, 1 did inquire it : And haue
my Learning from some true reports.

e. 1526 TtNDAi.K Rev. ii. 24 As many as have nott this

lernynge. 1549 Covkkdale, etc. Erasm. Par. Rom. 34 To
expounde unknowen learnynges.

^
1560 Pilkincton Aggeus

C ij (Matt. xv. 9), Teaching learninges which are the com-
maundemcntes of men. a 1625 Hoys IVks. (1620-30) T28

Christ the way, the truth and the life . . The truth in his

learning, the way for his lining.
#

a 1626 Bacon Max. \
Uses Com. Law Pref. [1636) 2 Particular and positive learn-

ings of lawes doe easily decline from a good temper of

justice.

d. 1570 BiLt.lNGSl.hV Euclid xi. xi. 315 It is no rare

tiling in all learninges.. to haue one thing moie generall

then an other. 1605 HacoN Adv. Learn. \. vi. § 13 (1873)

49 lie did send his divine truth into the world, waited on
with other learnings. 1613 Sir H. Finch Law (1636) 6 The
rules of Reason are of two sorts ; some taken from forreignc

learnings, both diuinc and humane.
e. i6oz Shaks. Ham. v. ii. 35, I once did hold it . . a

b.isenesse to write faire, and laboured much How to forget

that learning.

3. Knowledge, esp. of language or literary or

histoucal science, acquired by systematic study;

ako, the possession of such knowledge, learnedness.
l 1340 Cursor M. i6io8( Trin.) Men ban seidebat bou art wis,

of lernyng ?ore. 1513 Hhahshaw .S7. If'irburge 1. 2016 Put
for marchatint men hanyng litell lernyng. 1559 W. Cunning-
ham Coxmogr. Glasse 175 Oxenford..a norishe of learning,

ami a famous universuic-. 1588 Shaks. L. L. iv. iii.

314-15 Learning is but an ndiunct to our selfe, And where
we are, our Learning likewise is. 1611 liim.K Transt. Pref. 2

The rare learning lhat he hath attained vnto. 1644 Milton
Atrip. (Arb.) 60 The servil condition into which lerning ..

was brought. 1676 Lisii r in /wryjOvr, (18.18)125 [Plagiaries!

being the bane and pest of learning. 1709-xx Popk Ess.
Crit. 215 A little learning is a dang'rous thing. ^1732
Ct.w Fables it. .\i. 1738) r«i Learning by study must be won.

1756 7 tr. Eeyslers Trav. (1760^ II. 60 That Politianus wa>
a man of learning must be confessed. 1771 Junius Lett.

Ixi. 31U It. U not much to the iredit either of their learning

or integrity. 1781 (Iiuhon Peel. <y F. xxx. 111. 136 He had
betiaycd the anuenl seat of freedom and learning to the

dothie invader. 1822 HazliiT Table-/. L viii 167 Learning
is the knowledge of that which none but the learned know
1838 IIai.i.am Hist. Lit. (1847) 1. t. iii. $47. 168 .\nu-nt
learning is to be divided into two great departments. 1887

I.owki.l Pemocr. \22 What we want is not learning, but

knowledge.

b. llie new learning : the studies, esp. that t»i

the Greek language, introduced into h'.n^land in

the 16th century; also applied to the doctrines <d

the Reformation.
c 1530 L.viiMKK in Strype F.lcI. Mem. \. if. 110 Ye sayed

that it was plaine, that this New lernyng (as ye call it 1 was
not the trowth. .. Ye call the Scripture the new Leiningr-

;

which I am sure is eldre than any leminge, that ye wote to

be the old. c 1550 P»ALK A'. Jo/tan (Manly> 1156, 1 trust ye
bclevc as Holy Church doth teache ye, And from the new
lernyng ye are wyllyng for to fie. 1577 Nokthbrookk
Dicing 1843) 12 Such as impute this thing to the new learn-

ing, and preaching of the Gospell are shamefully deeeiued.

1732 Nkal Ilist. Purit. 1. 28 The King's displeasure against

the.. Pishops of the new Learning. 1874 Ori-.en Short
Uist.\\.% 4. 305 On the Uni\er.sities the influence of the

New Learning was like a passing from death to life.

4, at/rib. and Corn/'., as learning-place, -seal.

1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, iv. 1 Percy Soc.) 20, 1 went to Doc-

tryne, prayenge her good grace, For to assygne me my fyrst

*lemynge place. 1601 Shaks. A IPs Well t. i. 191 The
Court's a learning-place. 1585 Jas. I Ess. Poesie (Arb.) 33
That is a storehouse riche, a * learning seat.

t Lea'rnless, a. Obs. [f. Learn v. + -less.]

Devoid of learning.

1593 G. Fletcher Licia To Rdr. A 4 b, The.se and such

like errours. .commonlie by learnelesse heades are reputed

for loves kingdotne. 1610-25 A. Cooke Pope Joane 5 That
age was a learne-lesse and a witlesse age.

Learwite, variant of Lairvite. Obs.

tLea'ry, <*• Obs. rare~ l
. (Origin and meaning

obscure.)
164 1 Best Farm. Bhs. (Surtees) 34 The shortest and most

leary hey is allwayes accounted the best. Ibid. 73 Shep-
heards are to have an especiall eye to their hogges, and
allwayes to give them the shortest, learyest, and best hey.

Leary : see Leery a.

Leas, pa. t. of Leese, to lose.

Leasable (irsab'l), a. [f. Lease v. + -able.]

i That may be leased.

i6ti Cotcr., Affermablc,.

.

leasable, lettable, farmeable.

Lease, s6A
t
leaze (1/z). Now dial. Forms:

1 lscs, 3-6 lese, 4 5 leese, 5-9 lees, 6 leasse,

6-7 leas, 6- lease, leaze. [OE. lies str, fern. :—

OTeut. type *1&S7V& ; the orig. declension was nom.

l&s, ace, gen., dat. hkswe (whence Leasow), but

in OE. there appears also an oblique form Ixse.

The word has sometimes been confused with the

plnral of Lea sb.*

The word is prob. etymologically identical with {b?6d~)lJes,

gen. dksive^ (blood Wetting :-OTeut. type ^l^sivA pre-

Teut. *led-tw£ or *lld'swa
y

f. root of Let v. ; the original

meaning would thus be land " let alone \ not tilled.]

Pasture ;
pasturage ; meadow-land ; common,

(Cf. cow-, twe- t
horse-leased)



LEASE.

a iooo Cleric Colloq. in Wr.-Wfilcker 91/13 Ic drife sceap

mine to heora lasse. a txoo I'oe. ibid. 177/10 Compascnus
ager, gemaene lats. £1990 St. Brendan 134 in ^S". Eng. Leg.

I. 223 An ylle fair ynou}, Grene & wib wel fair lese. 1297
R. Glouc. (Rolls) 1005 Lese \v.r. leseo] last ber alle winter.

c 1350 Will. Palerne 175 Hit coube ful craftily kepe alle

here bestes& bring hem in he best lese. 1387 Trevisa Hidden
(Rolls) I. 423 In bese hilles bere is Leese t-now for al Walis.

a 1400 Prymer(i%q\) 17 We been his peple and scheep of his

leese. 1523 Fitzherb. Ifusb. § 148 Take thy horse and go
tedure hym vpon thyn owne lees. 1578 Lyte Dodocns 1. Ixiii.

91 The three first Plantaynes grow almost every wherein
pastures and leases. 162a Wither Fair Virtue C6 b, And
my Lambkins changed from Brome leaze, to the Mead at

home, a 1722 Lisle Husb. (1757) 394 The cattle cannot go

into those deep leases, they beingunder water. 1794 A. Yoij ng

in Ann. Agric. XXII. 231 Much, .common Down, .stocked

with bullock and sheep leases. 1880 Jefkeriks Hodge <y Af.

II. 277 The dead, dry grass, and the innumerable tufts of

the* leaze* which the cattle have not eaten. 1887 Kent.

Gloss., Lees, a common, or open space of pasture ground.

The Leas is the name given at Folkestone to the fine open

space of common at the top of the cliffs. 1898 T. Hardy
Wessex Poems 196 The years have gathered grayly Since

I danced upon this leaze.

Lease, sb* : see Lease a.

Lease 0«), sb.'* Also 5 lese, leas, 6 leaee.

[a. AF. les^OY. lais, his, lez, etc., a letting, leav-

ing (mod.K, with pseudo-etymological spelling

legs, ' legacy vbl. noun f. laisser to let, leave.]

1. A contract between parties, by which the one

conveys lands or tenements to the other for life,

for years, or at will, usually in consideration of

rent or other ]>eriodieal compensation. Also in

phr, to put {out) to lease; by lease, on (f in) lease.

b. The instrument by which such a conveyance is

made, c. The period of time for which the con-

tract is made.
The grantor of a lease is called the lessor, and the grantee,

the lessee. In popular lang. lease is usually confined to a
conveyance by deed for a term of years.

[129* Britton nt. xi. § 26 Qe il ne clcime ricn cl tenement
for qe terme desaunzde le les untie!.] 1483 Aet 1 Rich. Ill,

c. 1 5i 1 livery astate feoflcinent yeft relesse graunte lesis and
confirinacion of landys. 1495 Act 11 Ifen. I

r
ft, c. 9 § 2

Lessees, before . . they take or occupie biforce of any suche
leas any suchc londes. 1573 Tusskr Ifusb., Ep. to Ld. T.

Paget viii. (1878) 9 Though countrie health long staid me,
yet lesse expiring fraid me. 1583 Stubhes Auai. Abus. 11.

(18821 31, I thought one might haue had a farme or a lease

for a reasonable rent ycerely, without any fine or income
paicng. 1616 R. C. Times Whistle v. 1981 A .. young
gentleman Put out the best part of his land to lease. 1667
Pkpys Diary 4 June, I cannot have a lease of the ground
for my coach-house. 1690 Loud. Gas. No. 2542/4 To he

Lett furnished or unfurnished, hy a short Lease or Vearly
Rent. 1756 Hvmk Hist. Eng. II. xxviit. 134 He got posses-

sion, on easy leases, of the revenues of Hath, Worcester and
Hereford. 1758 Johnson Idler No. 16 f 7 [He] renewed
his uncle's lease of a farm. 1776 Adam Smith W. N. v. ii.

(1869^ II. 420 All the arable lands which are given in lease

to farmers. 1846 McCulloch Acc. Brit. Empire (1854) I.

i4g A tenant without a lease, and. consequently, depending
on the goodwill and caprice of his landlord, may not de-

teriorate his farm. 1893 Sir J. W. Chitty in Law Times
Rep. LXV1II. 429/1 The lease .. had been lent . . to the

plaintiff. . for perusal. Mod. The lease had still thirty years

to run.

2. fig. with reference to the permanence of occu-

pation guaranteed by a lease
;
csp. in phr. a {?tew)

lease of life. Also, the term during which posses-

sion or occupation is guaranteed.
C1586 C'tkss Pemrrokk Ps. lxxxi. vi, Of my graunt they

had enjoy'd A lease of blisse with endlesse date, c 1600

Suaks. Sou tt. cxlvi, Why so large cost, having so short a
lease, Dost thou vpon thy fading mansion spend ? 1605 —
Afacb. iv. i. 99 Our high plac'd Macbeth Shall Hue the l^ease

of Nature. 1628 Ruthekforo Lett. (1862) I. 36 Remember
of what age your daughter was, and that just so long was
your lease of her. 1631 Milton Epit. Marchioness Win-
Chester 52 [ Thou] That to give the world encrease, Shortned
hast thy own lives lease. 1640 Shirley Constant Maid iv.

iii, The Statutes and the Magna Charta have taken a lease

at hi^ tongues end. 1641 — Cardinal iv. i. Time has took
a lease But for three lives I hope. 1647 Clevelano Char.
Loud. Dium. 4, I wonder, for how many lives my Ix>rd

Hoptons Soule took the Lease of his Body, a 1700 Dkyden
OvtiCs Met. xv. Pythag. Philoi. 603 He., the same Lease of

Life on the same Terms renews. X706 Bavnaro in Sir J.
Mover Hot <y Cold Bath. it. 192 My Lady Ixiyd's Case, .

.

who when the vital Flame was even blinking in the Socket
. .had a new Life put to Lease. 1853 MRS - Carlvle Lett.

II. 227 She was going to have a new Tease of life with better

health. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. 1. xiii, The suspense seemed
to have taken a new lease. 1878 Seelev Stein 111. 397
Wherever Estates still existed, they seemed to have gained

a new lease of life. 1897 Mary Ringsley W. Africa 685
Men and women, who looked, as the saying goes, as if

you could take a lease of their lives.

3. Austral. ' A piece of land leased for mining

purposes' (Morris).

1890 Gold/ields Victoria 15 A nice block, of stone was
crushed from Johnston's lease.

4. Comb.) as lease-buyer, -letter, -possession. See

also Leahe-mongek, Lease-parole.
1570 Levins Manip. 204/37 Lease letter, locator... Lease

bver, conductor. 1894 A. Morrison Mean Streets 286 The
glories of lease-possession grew dim in his eyes.

Lease (lFs), j/\ 4 JVeaving. Also 4 lese, leese,

leys, 9 leas, lays. [app. a var. of Leash sb.,

perb. confused with an adoption of F. lisse, liee

(:—L. licia, pi. of lieium) = sense 2 below.]

fL A certain quantity of thread. Obs*
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A Fecamp document of 1235 in Du Cange has ' In eadem
Ecclesia reddit Presbyter . . tres leshas cere pro candela
Cf. Lea sb.i

1391 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) llf. 110 Et in xxvuj lb. cerre

pro ij torches an magnum altare .. Et in xxiiij leses Kiitia*

minis emp. pro eisdem. 1453-4 DurhamA <c. Rolls (Snrtees)

633 Pro i,dd. leese de lechino ad 15^. pro candelis inde
fiendis, $s. 1457 Ibid. 635, idd. leys de lichino.

2. The crossing of the waip-lhreads in a loom
;

Ihe place at which the warp-threads cross. Thr.

to keep, take the lease. (The corresponding
Spilalfields term is cross.)

1839 Ure Diet. Arts 1284 The lease being carefully tied

up, affords a guide to the weaver for inserting his lease-rods.

1851 Art Jrnl. fltnstr. Catal. p. vii** 2 Taking the Mease

'

previously to the yarns being submitted to the sizing process.

1883 Almondbnry $ Hudders/. Gloss., s.v. Lays,. .When the
warp is made ready for the loom, the threads are separated,
and passed alternately above and below a string called the
laysband. Where the threads cross, or perhaps the whole
arrangement itself, may be considered the lays. 1888 C P.

Brooks Cotton Afarm/. 30 The keeping of the lease. The
latter term will be understood by all connected with weaving
as heing the separation of the threads alternately.

3. « Leash 7 a.

1824 Loud, jfrnl. Arts Sci. VI 1. 184 The improved piece

of mechanism .. is to be placed immediately over the heddles
or leases of the loom. 1831 G. R. Porter SitA Mam//. 238
Separating the threads of the waip in forming the shed, thus

j

according to the weaver's phrase augmenting the number
, of leases in the harness. -

4. Comb. : lease-band (see quot. 1883 under sense

I 2) ;
lease-rod, one of the rods placed between the

j

warp-threads to keep the lease.

1824 Loud. Jrnl. Arts «y Sci. H4 The warp is drawn from
this roller over a small roller, and from thence is conducted
to the lease-rods. 1883 A. Bkown rower-loom (ed. 4} 35
The lease-rods . . play a very important part in power-loom
weaving. .. Their primary purpose is to keep the lease, so

that when any of the threads are broken their proper place

may be readily found in the web.

t Lease, a. and sb.~ Obs. Forms : 1 Has, 2-3

leas, 3 lees, 3-5 lese, 3-6 les, 4-5 lees, lesse,

4 6 less, 5 6 leace, Se. leis.s, (5 leas(s)e, leys,

6 lase\ [Com. Tent. : OE. Mas corresponds to

OFiis. Ms, OS., OHG., MHO. 16s (Du., G. los),

ON. lauss (Svv. Ids, Da. l/s), Goth, laus :—OTcut.
*lauso-, {. *laus- (: *leus- : lus-

t
whence Lose v.),

an extension of the OAryan root *leu- (Gr. Kvav
to loosen). The suffix -less is ctymologically

identical with the present word ; Loose a. is an

adoption of the ON. equivalent lauss.

In the Teut. lan&s. generally the word had the senses

'loose', 'free, unoccupied', 'destitute of loose in conduct,

immoral ' vain, empty, worthless '. In OE. the only senses

are ' destitute of (see -less) Bnd ' false, lying \)

A. adj. Untrue, false, lying.

rtooo Kent. Gloss, in Wr.-Wfilcker 59/43 Tcstem falloceni,

leasa ^ewitnesse. a 1200 Moral Ode 255 l>a pe weren
swalese[i3.. in E. P. 31 lease] bet me horn ne niihte

ileuen. c 1200 Triu. Coll. Horn. 71 We shule no ping

seien hat les heo. a 12*5 Leg. A'at/t. 1779 LeaueS to leuen

lengre on pes lease maumez, c 1250 Gen. ^ fix. 3498 Ne
I

swer it [God's name] les to fele in gatnen. c 1330 R.

j
Krunnk Chron. (1810) 34 Hot be Noitheren men held him
no leaute .. & forsoke Kdrede, ber were bci les. la 1366

Chauckr Rom. Rose 8 An Authour..That halt not dremes
false ne lees, c 1440 Promp. Pari'. 298/1 Lees, or false,

/alsus. c 1450 Erie Totons 1086 So are ye lythyr and lees.

cusoCov. Myst. (.Sbaks. Soc.) 354 He droff from me the
I fendes lees.

B. sb. Untruth, falsehood, lying. Common in

t ME. poetry in the expletive ivithout(en, but lease.

c888 K. jfcLFREO Boeth. xli. § 1 Pone mon 111x3 hatan
1 buton lease sobe sunne. £1205 Lav. 28150 pat isaeid

! ich be habbe so5 buten lease, c 12^0 Gen. % Ex. 3514
1 False witnesse dat 3u ne bere, Ne wi5 8e lese non main]

ne dere. a 1300 Cursor Af. $747 O moder bath and
maiden clene, pat siben lang, wit-vten less, P>ar child and
.sco berof wemles. c 1305 St. Lucy 155 in E. E. P. (t862)

105 A ioyful tebinge ic 50U telle £at sob is and les noat.

c 137S Sc. Leg. Saints xix. (Crtsto/ore) 99 Sa held he
furth lange but lese, til he come in a wildirnes. ci^Ss
Chaucer L. G. W. 1022 {Dido) Thus seyt the bok with-

outyn ony les. C1440 Hylton Scala Per/. (W. de W.
1494) 1. xvi, It is soth & no lees, c 1460 Toivneley Afyst,

i. 158 We held with hym ther he saide lcas.se. ^ 1500-20

Dunbak Poems 1. 24 He knawis gif this he leiss. 1513
Douglas ACneis in. ii. 115 By Olearon, and mony ilis, but

les. 15.. Adam Bel 460 in Hazl. E. P. P. IL 158 Syr, we
he outlawes of the forest, Certayne without any leace. 1598
Hakluvt Voy. I. 188 Flanders of nede must with vs haue
peace Or els shee is destroyed without lees.

Lease v, 1 Now dial. Forms : 1 lesan,

4 leese, (pa. t. lase, laas), 4-5 lese, 6- lease, 7-

leaze. [A Com. Teut. str. vb. (in Eng. wk, since

the 14th c.): OE. lesan (pa. t. hts, pi. hvson) to

gather, glean, corresponds to OFrts. lesa to read,

OS. lesan to gather (Du. lezen to gather, select,

read), OHG. lesan (MUG., mod.G. Sesen to gal her,

to read), ON. lesa to gather, pick, read (Sw. lizsa,

Da. Igcse to read), Goth, lisau, galisan to gather.

Outside Teut. the Lith. lesit (inf. lesti), to pick up
with the beak, may be cognate.]

1. trans, and intr. To glean, f Also with up.

(In OE. used in wider sense : to gather, collect.)

c 1000 Mlvric Lev. xxiii. 22 Ne fte ne gaderion ba eorbe.

.

ac laetaS bearfan and ut acymene hig lesan. 1377 Lancu
/'. PI. K vi. 68 Who so helpetb me to erie. .Shal haue leue

..to lese here in heruest. 1387 Tkevisa Higden (Rolls) L
11 Ruth bat. .la^e U'.f. laasj vp be eeres after his [sc. Boaz'I

LEASE-MONGER.
ripe men. 1546 Supplic. Poore Commons (E. K. T. S.) 71
No man myght lease, rake, or gleane his grounde after he
had gathered of his croppe. 161a Court Rolls 0/ Taynton,
co. Gloue., That no person shall lease or gleane vntill the

come there growing be carryed. C1640 J. Smyth Lives
Berfceleys (1883) I. 155 How hee set with hand, .his beanes;
and in the barn leazed ia the eare. 1684 Dryden Theo-
crilus Idyl iii. 72 Agreo, that in Harvest us'd to lease.

c 1700 Allen 4- J.lla in Evans Old Ball. (1784) 1 1. xliv. 258
Together we'll lease o'er the field. 1825 Cobbett Rur.
Rides (1830) I. 307 No less than eighty four men, women
and boys and girls gleaning, or leasing, in a field of about
ten acres. 1879 in Miss Jackson Shropsh. Word-bk.

2. To pick : in various applications (see quots.).

CJ420 Pallad. on Husb. vni. 48 Of wynter fruyt science

Vet leseth out the smale, vnto the grete So that the tree

may sende her drynke & mete, e 1430 Tiuo Cookeryd>ks. 21

Take Rys, and lese hem dene. 1609 C. 1'jUTLER Pent. Aton.
(1634) 39 1 ake four or five ^ood bandfuls of wheat or Rye
leazed out of the sheaf. 1703 Thoresby Let. to Ray(E. D. S.),

Lcyse, to pick the slain and trucks out of wheat. 1764
Afus. Rusticnm II. 223 What we in the North call leasing,

oxgathering out, the blighted ears. /bid. 226 The greatest

care should be taken to lease wheat intended for seed. 1891
Harlland Gloss., Lease (laize), to pick out weed-seeds, &c.,
by hand from imperfectly winnowed corn.

+ Lease, v. 2 Obs, In 4 lese, 6 leaze. [OE.
Icasian, f. leas Lease a. ; perhaps partly a back-

formaiion from Leasing intr. To tell lies.

c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Spclman) Ixv. 2 Leofca<5 \v.r. leasiabj be

fynd bine I L. ruenticntur tibi tnintici tni\, c 1340 Cursor
M. 22042 (Fairf.) per-fore he sais he lesis no}t [Cott. lies,

Go'tt. leies, Trin. lieb]. 1594 Knack to Kn<nv A'uave A 4,

Let Honestie receiue such punishment As he deserucs that

lea/es to the king.

Lease lft), Also 5 lese, 6 leese, lesse.

fad. AF. lesser, a specific use of OF. lesser, laissier

(mod.F. laisser) to let, let go:—L. laxare to

loosen, loose, f. lax-us loose, Lax a.]

1. trans. To grant the possession or use of (lands,

etc.) by a lease (Leash sb.*); to let out on lease.

[1292 Rkittos ii. xi. § 9 Si cej»tui .. lesse sa terre a terme

de la vie le lessour.J 1570 Levins Manip. 204/43 To
Lease or let leas, locare, dhnittere. 1592 West 1st Pt.

Symbol. § 25 lj, He which letteth, lesseth or settcth any
thing to be made or used, is called . . the lessor or lettor.

1593SHAKS. Rich. If, 11. i. 59 This land .. Is now LeasM
out .. Like to a Tenement or pelting Farme. a 1600 G.
Longe in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. III. 157 Having them-
selves no knowledge, [they I were driven to lease out the

benefitt of their Patent to the Frenchmen, a 1637 B. Jonson
Piud. Ode Mem. Sir L. Caryfy SirH. Alorison iv, Leas'd out

t'advance The profits for a time. 1726 Aylikke Parergon
285 Where the Vicar leases his Glebe, the Tenant must pay
the great Tithes to the Rector or Impropriator. 1776 Adam
Smith W. A*, v. iii. (1869) 1 1. 536 The lands in America, .are

in general not tenanted nor leased out to farmers. 1818

Cruise Digest (ed. 2) 1. 288 Lands were leased from the

10th October 1763, for eleven yeats. 1868 Peard Water-
Farm, ii. 21 Each proprietor leased his water to men
w ho having no permanent interest in the river, killed every

salmon they could catch.

trans/, and /ig. C1665 Mrs. Hutchinson Mem. Col.

Hutchinson (1846) 329 He would not give up bishops, but

only lease out their revenues, a 1845 Hooo Plea A/id-

summer Fairies xii, 'Alas', quoth she, 'ye know our fairy

lives Are leased upon the fickle faith of men \

2. To take a lease of; to hold by a lease.

1877 ' H. A. Page" De Quincey 1. xv. 319 In 1840 .. the

family was transported to Mavis Bush, a neat little cottage

which was leased for a period of years. 189a Greta
Armear What was it? (ed. 2) 8 A rich Scotchman .. had
leased a large property, .in order to indulge in his favourite

sport w'ith the famous Ballmore hounds. 1898 Westm.
Gaz. 11 May 4/2 Angling on the choice streams of the

South . . is hardly to be obtained unless by leasing a rod.

Hence Leased (Ust) ///. a.

1895 A. J. Wilson Gloss. Terms Stock Exch., Leased
Lines .. those railway securities whose interest or dividends

are dependent not on the earning power of the properties,

but upon the rent agreed to be paid by the lessee company.

Lease, var. Leese v., to lose ; and see Leash.

Leasee, -er, -o(u)r, obs. ff. Lessee, Lessob.

Leasehold (lrs,h^«ld). [f. Lease sb.z, after

freehold.^ A lenure by lease ; real estate so held.

1720 Lond. Gaz. No. 5867/3 A Leasehold of 100/. per

Annum, for 99 Years. 1870 Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps.

Ixix. 17 He has but a leasehold of his acres, and death ends

his tenure. 1874 Helps Soc. Press, ii. 25 There is also the

system of leaseholds, which must be very prejudicial to good

building. 1881 Gladstone Sp. on frish Land Bill 19 You
have the leaseholds and you have the annual tenancy,

b. attrib. or adj. Held by lease.

1731 W. Dkriiam (title) A Defence of the Churches Right

in Leasehold Estates. 1817 W. Sklwyn Law Nisi Prius

(ed. 4) II. 707 In ejectment for a leasehold estate, the lessor

of the plaintiff produced the original lease. 1858 Bright
Sp. Reform 27 Oct., A man .. comes into possession of

leasehold houses.

Hence Lea'seholder, one who possesses lease-

hold properly.

1858 J. B. Norton Tobies 220 Which thrusts a ' long

lease ' upon the 1 perpetual * leaseholder. 1883 T. Colborne
in Law Times 27 Oct. 433/1 The leaseholder, like the

agricultural tenant under the Act of 1883, is .. prevented

from contracting biniself out of the benefits of the Act.

Leaseless (lrsles), a. [f. Lease $b$ + -less.]

Not having a lease.

1882 Daily News 4 Feb. 3/4 Leaseless tenahts' rights.

t Iiease-monger. Obs. [Lease sb$\ One
who traffics in leases.

1549 Latimer fthSerm. be/. Edw. Vf (Arb.) 208 No bore

mongers fayth, no lease mongers fayth, no seller of benefices

faytli. 1550 Crowlev Epigr. 1169 Of late a leabcmongar of



LEASE-PAROLE.

London laye sycke, And thyncking to dye, his conscience
dyd him pricke. 1615 Stoiu's Ann. S68/1 Many houses ..

were all very sudainely inhabited to the great . . adnan-
tage of Landlords and Leasemongers. 1884 Q. Rev. Jan.
117 Either by the landlord or the 'leasemonger ' farms and
tenements were let to the highest bidder,

So f Lease-mong-ing-.
1580 FEfiNE Blaz. Centric 99 If such a one. .through good

husbandrye, cheuisauncing, leasemonging. .shall rise vp to

a reuenew of hundredes.

t Lease-parole. Obs. [f. Lease sb.z +
Parole.] ^See quot. 1672.)
a 1592 Lodge & Greene Looking Glasse (1598) F 2, Clowne.

At night I wil bring home my mistresse. Smith. Euen
when you please, good Adam. Clonvue. When I please,

marke thy words,
—

'tis a lease parol, to haue and to hold.

a 1613 Oversurv A Wife (1638 j 131 He is tenant by custom
to the Planets, of whom bee holds the 12 Houses by lease

paroll : paying the yearly rent of his study and time. 1672
Cowets Intetpr. s.v. Parol, Lease-parol. that is Lease per

Parol ; a Lease by word of mouth, to distinguish it from a
Lease in writing.

Leaser 1 (lrzai). Now dial. Also 4 Iczere,

6 lezer. [f. Lease v. 1 + -er L] A gleaner.

1340 Ayenb. 86 Hi abideb and wylneb bane dyab ase deb
. .be lezere his haruest. 1534 Act 25 Hen. VIII, c. 1, Stat.

Irel. (1678) 46 Every such gatherer, lezer or lezers. 1586

J. Hooker Hist. Irel. in Holinshed II. 88/1 An act against
leasers of come. 1724 Swift Drafiur's Lett. Wks. 1755
V. it. 133, I knew there was no office of any kind, which a
man from England might not have. .and. . I looked upon all

who had the disadvantage of being born here, as only in the

condition of leasers and gleaners. 1828 Miss Mitforo
VillageSer. in. 242 You cannot proceed a quarter of a mile,

without encountering some merry group of leasers.

t Lea ser 2
. Obs. rare. [OE. ttasere. Agent-n.

to Lease v*: see -ER V] A liar.

C950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt., Pref. (Skeat) 17 Leaseres vet

le^eras, falsos. 1641 ' Smectvmnuus ' Vind. Ansio. iii, 48
Hee. .lays on us unmercifully, calling us Cavellers, Leasers,
Slanderers.

Leaser 3 (l/ s3j). [f. Lease v.* + -er 1
.] One

who takes on lease ; a lessee.

1877 Raymond Statist. Mines $ Mining 300 The mine has
been in leasers' hands.

Leash (1/J),
sb. Forms: a. 3, 5 lece, 4leesse,

4-5 lees, 4-6 les, lese, 5-7 leace, lease, (5

leese, leys, lyes, 6 leas.se ). j3. 4 Sc. leysche,

4-7 lesh, 5 lesshe, leeshe, 5-6 Sc, lische, 6

leysshe, lashe, leas s he, Sc. leish, leisch,

lesch, pleach), 6- leash, [a. OF. /esse, laisse

(mod.F. laisse) ? :—L. laxa fern, of laxits Lax <?.]

1. The thong or line in which hounds or coursing-

dogs are held. Phr. f With the leash, f at a
leash, on or in {the or a) leash. Proverbial phr.

f As greyhound lei out) of leash.

a. a 1300 St. Gregory 822 in Archiv Stud. net*. Spr.
LVIL 68 Houndes bat were li}t & lent To leten of lece, to

cacche beste. 13. . Coerde L. 1923 As greyhounds stricken

out of lesse, Kyng Richard threst among the press, c 1330
Arth. <V Merl. 9126 (Kolbing) Merlin smot forb, bai after

dasse On aiber half, so grehounde of lasse. a 1400 Octouian
767 As glad as grehond y-lete of lese Florent was than.

c 1440 Partonope 558 Her lees were as softe as sylk. 1475
Bk. Noblesse 16 Every man. .had a masty hound at a lyes.

1509 Barclav ShyP ofFolys (1570 85 In comes another his

houndes at his tayle, With lynes and leases and other like

baggage. 1576 Fleming tr. Cains' Eng. Dogs 7 Beyng
restrained and drawne backe from running at random with
the leasse. 1579-80 Noaru Plutarch (1676) 1027 Having in

his right hand a Club, and in his left hand a Leace, unto
the which Thyus was tied. 1640 tr. Verdere's Rom. of
Rom. I. xxviii. 130 Perceiving a Damselt comming in with
two Lions in a lease, he went speedily down {etc.].

0. 1356-7 Durham Acc. Rolls (Surtees) 558 Pro catenis,

chapes, et leshes, et uno Cornupro venatore,. .7^. i\d. 1375
Barbour Bruce vit. 414 His leysche till him drew he, And
Jeit hts houndis gang all fre. c 1440 ipomydon 785 Furthe
he went with greyhondis thre, In a lesshe he dyd hem do.

1509 Barclay ShyP ofFolys (1570) 134 He that will labour
a beast to hunt or chase . . His lines, colers, and leshes he
must dresse. 1513 Douglas AZnets y. ix. 104 He that the
lische and fyame in schondir draue. 1688 R. Holme
Armoury m. 74/1 The Fewterer v shall receive the Grey-
hounds matched to run together, into his Leash, as soon as
be comes into the Field. 1808 Worosw. Force ofPrayer
iii, [He] holds a greyhound in a leash, To let slip upon
buck or doe. 1830 Scott Demonol. iv. 131 She led three
greyhounds in a leash. 1879 Ouioa C. Castlemaine$ Fretting
like staghounds held in leash. 1888 Times 13 Oct. 7/6 The
bounds, hunted on the leash. Ibid. 16 Oct. 10/5 The hound
worked on leash from the spot where the deer had lodged.
trausf. 1741 Mem. M. Scriblerus 1. i, 10 A Paper kite

which had broke its leash by the impetuosity of the wind.

t b. The leash : (a) the department of the

king's household concerned with the keeping of
the hounds; (b) the art or practice of coursing.
15*6 Househ. Ord. (1790) 194 The charge of 68 loves of

bread served to the officers of tbe Lesh for the expences of
the Kings Greyhounds. 155a in Strype EccL Mem. II.

xxxiii. 540 The office of child of the leashe to Iohn Streete
for life, with the wages of 40X. by year. i6u Markham
Country Content. \. vii. (1615) 104 Touching the lawes of
the lease or coursing. Ibid. 106 Those which are chosen
ludges of the leashe, shall giue their iudgements before
they depart from the field. ^1628 IVarrant in Vcrney
Papers 11853) >8o Lord Compton, master of bis majestys
leash. 1665 IVarrant in Sporting Mag. XL1I. 10 Like
as my perdecessors masters of the Leash.

2. A set ofthree
;
originally in Sporting language,

used of hounds, hawks, foxes, hares, deer, etc.
;

hence gen.
a, c 1320 Sir Tristr. 446 Tristrem hunters sei-je ride, Les

159

1 of houndes bai ledde. 1376-7 Durham A cc. Rolls (Surtees)

387 In uno lese et uno pare de turetteis. 1426 Lydg.
DeGuil. Pilgr. 21424 Swyche houndys .. God wot, I ha ino

than a Jes. i486 Bk. St. Albans F vj b, A Lece of thessame
haukis, iij. 1575 Turberv. Bk. Faulconru 166 They cast off

a cast or a lease of Sacresr which follow the peregrine

falcon. 1624 Capt. Smith Virginia vi. 231 As we passed
we see a lease of Bucks. 1690 Drvden Amphitryon IV.

(1691) 42, ] put in for a brace, or a lease. 1723 True Briton
No. 15 I. 126 Giving their Suffrages for the Good of their

Country.. and this too, not by Couples or Leases, but by
Scores, almost, at a time.

0. c 1450 Merlin 181 Gawein . . ledde in honde a leeshe of

grehoundes, and ledde also two brace folowinge hyin. 1526
Skllton Magnyf. 592 Here is a leysshe of ratches to renne
an hare. 1582 Stanyhlrst /Ends Ep. Ded. (Arb.) 9 Thee
third [posy] (for I wyl present your lordship with a leshe).

1596 Shaks. 1 lien. IV, 11. iv. 7 Siirn, 1 am sworn
brother to a leash of Drawers . . Tom, Dicke, and Francis.

1609 B. Jonson.S/V. Ii om. 111. ii, I . .kept my chamber a leash

of daies for the anguish of it. 1663 BuiLt-R Hud. 1. i. 1*14

Or Cerberus himself pronounce A Leash of Languages at

once. I705 Double Welcome xvi. 7 A Leash of Armies on
thy Plains appear. 1750 Johnson Rambler No. 51 r 8

A leash of hares to be potted by his wife. 1792 Munch-
hausens Trav. xxi. 88, I have acquired precisely nine
hundred and ninety-nine leash of languages. 1826 Scorr
Wootlst. xxii, A brace of wild-ducks and a leash of teal.

1838 Appkrlf.y Nimrod's North, lour (1874^ 259 We found
a leasli of foxes, one after another. 1859 Tknnvson Lynette
50 Then were 1 wealthier than a leash of Kings. 188a Gd.
Words 604, 1 contrived to bag a leash of trout.

i 3. Hawking. The thong or string which is

passed through the varvels of the jesses to secure

the hawk.
1497 Ld. Treas. Acc. Scott, (1877) I. 366 Item for chessis

and lischis thare vjV. 1575 Tt: kukri*. Bk. Faulcourie 147
Tying. .a cryance unto your hawkes lease. 1615 Latham
Falconry (1633) ('loss., Lease or leash is a small long thong
of leather, by which the Fauleoner holdeth his Hawkefast,
folding it^ many times about their lingers. 1635 (Juari.ks

Embl. v. ix. {1718) 282 Hut her too faithful leash doth soon
retain Her broken flight, attempted oft in vain. 1686
Blome GentI. Rcereal. 11. 62 lease or Leach. 1826 Sn<

J. S. Sebright Hawking (1828) n When he has been fur-

nished with the necessary appendages of hood, bells, jesse-,

and leash, he is to be tied to the block. 1874 Tf.xnvson
Vivien 123 Their talk was all of., terms of art, Diet and
seeling, jesses, leash and lure.

4. Jig. (with allusion to senses 1 and 3^ ;
esp. in

phrases, To hold or have in leash , to have control

over, keep in bondage.
£1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode iv. xl. (1869I 195 She is

piioresse, whiche leedeth alle be cloystreres in les, bounden
hi hondes and hi feet. 1477 Karl Rivers iCaxton) Dictes

71 Wrath ledeth shame in a lese. 1560 Bf.c'ON New Catech.
iv. Wks. 1564 1. 422 For God bathe them in lease. Yea .

.

they are his slaues. 1611 Shaks. Wint. T. iv. iv. 477 What
I was, I am : More straining on, for plucking Lacke ; not

following My leash vn willingly. 1648 Boyle Seraph. Love
xii. (1700) 62 The ravish'd Soul being shewn such Game as

that, would hate so eagerly, that she would break those
Leashes that tye her to the Body. 1821 Shelley Prometh.
(/fib. iv. i. 178 We lead along In leashes . . The clouds that

are heavy with love's sweet rain. 1842 Tennyson Lore »y

Duty 40 Thy low voice.. would.. hold passion in a leash.

1848 Kingsley Saint's Drag. 11. iv, His ministers Must lure,

not drag in leash. 1856 Mtss Mulock J. Halifax-xvii. (18591

181 It was easy to see . . that, did he once slip the leash of
his passions, it would go hard with Richard P>rithwood.

1862 Merivale Rom. Emp. (1865) VI. Ii. 231 The soldiers,

long held in the leash.. were eager to spring upon the foe.

1 5. A snare, noose. Obs.
c 1374 Chauceb Anel. $ Arc. 233 With oon worde him

list not oonys deyne To brynge ageyne my sorouful hert

in pees, For he is kaught vp in a nober lees. 1814 Caky
Dante, Par. xxvui. 12 Looking upon the beauteous eyes,

whence love Had made the leash to take me.

f6. Sc. - Lashj/'.- Obs. (Cf. Leash z;. 2.)

,
1508 Kennedie Flyting w. Dunbar 45 Lat him lay sax

leichis on thy lendis. 1508 Dunbar Flyting iv. Kennedie
looThow art bot Gluncoch with thy giltin hippts, That for

thy lount y mony a leish hes fyld.

7. Weaving, a. One of the cords (having an

eye in the middle to receive the warp-thread)

which extend between the parallel laths of the

heddle of a loom. Also written leish.

1731 Mortimer in Phil. Trans. XXXVII. 105 Some of

these Frames are made like a Loom, with a Warp passed

through the Leishes. 1878 Barlow Weaving 77 The
headles consist of two laths, between which are stretched

the required number of 'leashes' usually made of linen

i thread, and having an eye formed in the middle of them.

b. = Lease sbA 2.
*

1888 J. Paton in EncycL Brit. XXIV. 463/2 At each end
of the warp the threads are, by a mechanical device in the

heck, made to intersect alternately, formim; leashes, which
are, when taken from the reel, separately tied up, and thus

aid in maintaining the parallelism of the ends when they

are bundled up.

8. atlrib., as leash-honnd, -man; f leash-law
(see quot.).

1679 Blount Anc. Tenures 46 Leash-hounds or Park-
' hounds, such as draw after a hurt Deer in a Leash or Liam.

1721 Bailey, Leash-Laws, are Laws to be observed in

Hunting or Coursing. £1817 Hogg Tales $ Sk. II. 01

I He] ordered that the leashmen should exert themselves in

recovering their scattered hounds.

Leash (Iff)- v- Also 7 lease, [f. Leash sd.]

1. trans. To attach or connect by a leash.

1599 Shaks. Hen. V, Prol. 7 And, at his heeles, (Leasht in,

like Hounds), should Famine, Sword, and Fire, Crouch for

employment, a 1658 Lovelace Lucasta Posth. (1659) 33
Cerberus, from below Must leash'd t'himself with him
a hunting go. 1863 W. Phillips Speeches xvii. 374 We

j
were then two snarling hounds leashed together.

LEASING.

b. Jig. To link together\ csp. in threes.

1854 7ml. R. Agric. Soc. XV. i. i8» I prefer leashing

together these points of the discussion. 1887 Saixtsbury

Hist. Elizab. Lit. x. (1890) 366 He [CrashawJ was a much
younger man than either of the poets with whom we have

leashed him. 1898 Reade in New Century Re?>. IV. 501 Vet

were these rivals leashed by sacred ties.

2. fTo beat or lash with a leash {obs.); to

whip (dial.).

1503 Sc. Acts Jas. IV, c. 103 (ed. 1566) Gif ony cbilder .

.

commit ony of thir thingis. . their fathers, .sail ..deliuer the

said childe to the juge, to be leichit, scurgr it and dung. 1583

Balfour Practicks (1754) 2 7 Ord.inis the Dean of (Jilde

..to gar leisch barnis that perturbis the kiik. 159a

Lyly Midas iv. iii. K 4, If I catch thte in the forest,

thou shalt be leasht. . . A boy leasht on the single. 1677

N. Cox Gent I. Retreat, (ed. 2) 81 In many cases hcietofore

Leading was observed; that is, one must be held, enhcr

cross a Saddle, or on a mans Back, and with a pair ol I Jug.

couples receive ten pound and a Purse ; that is, ten stripes

.. and an eleventh, that used to Le as bad as the othei ten,

called a l'nrse. 1893 Northumbtd. Gloss., Leash, teesh, to

whip. ' Leesh yor horse up, man '.

Leasie, obs. form of Lazy.

Leasing (l/"ziij\ sb. Obs. 01 arch. exc. dial. (Sc.

and north. j Lornis; 1 leasung, ing, 2 ^.leasimg,

(2 lesung, 3lesin, lees's inge,lasinge.leosinge ,

3-4 lessinge, 3 6 lesinge, -yng'e, 3-7 lesing,

(4 lesenge, -ine, leesyng, Kent, lye a sii.ge.

leazinge\ 4-8 leesing, (5 ynge, -inge, lesyn,

6 leasyng(e, Sc. leis
,
leysir g, 7 leazing .? 2. 3-

leasing. [OK. lt
(asitng, f. tiasian : see Lkakk

z\- and -LngL] Lyinij, falsehood.

^950 Lindisf. Go^p. John viii. 44 Mi3oy spreced leasuutnj.

a 1 175 Cott. lion/. 229 Meo onscunede . . alle leasunye

a 1225 Aucr'.R. 82 pe deoueh.is leas, it leaMjnges feder.

c 1250 (>en. <y Fa. 2578 He wereden htm wiS lt-siug. a 1300
Floriz a;- />'/. 585 ' Is bal so}?? ' sede lie. Heo sede, ' ^e. sin-,

withute lesing '. c 1340 Cursor M. 15412 tTrin.) In to

joure hondes 1 shal him take : holtle hit 110 lesynge. 1375
Hakuoi-k Bruce iv. 480, 1 wald icvard the but lesing.

fi 1450 h ut. de la Tour 11868) 33 Ve saide ye lo\ed us. .the

which was fals lesinge. 1459 Paston Lett. I. 497 Walsham of

Chauncery,that never made lesyng, told me that [etc.]. 1500-

20 Dunbar Poems ix. 106, I knaw me vicious. Lord, and ikht
culpable In aithis sweiring, leisiug, and blaspheming. 1535
Covkkoalk 2 Esdras xiv. 18 The liueth is fled fane awn>e,
& lesynge is hard at haude. 1595 Si-knskk Col. Lieut toy

No leasing new, nor grandams fable stale. 1601 1>km
Pathtv. Heaven 75 All your faire speeches . . are nought
else but hypocrisie and lea/ing. 16 11 lilULK Ps. \ . 6 Thou
shalt destroy them that speake leasing. 1641 Mnvius
Attimaav. \Vks. 1 851 III. 211 And so take againe eithei

your manifest le-ing, or manifest ignorance. 1712 I'nr k

Alma in. 9 As folks .. prone to leasing, .Say things .it hist

because they'ie pleasing. 1825 Scott 'i alisui. .\hi, Satan

is strong within you.. and prompts thee to leading,

b. In particularized use : A lie, falsehood.

c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) v. 5 pu fordest ha be Synile leasinga

specao. c 1200 Trin. Colt. Horn. 163 De defies sed k cliL-ast

and twispeche and curs and leasinges. c 1290 S. Eng. Leg.

I. 211/400 pat wc with lesingues bi-traieth men. 1303 1\

Kkunne Haudl. Synne 633 A lesyng ys Whan pou \sust h;i[

bou sey.st mys. 'la 1366 Oiavckk Row. Rose 2 Many men
seyn that in sweveninges Ther nis but fables and lesinges.

c 1440 Gesta Rom. xx.vvi. 145 (Harl. MS.) Vnhouest and
vnleful talkingeS, lesynges, it bacbitinges. 1580 Lvi.\

Euplines lArb.) 384 So that in giuing credite to thy letters.

I may he decerned with thy leadings. 1590 Si'FsshK F.

I. vii. 48 That false pilgrim, which that leasing told. 1599
1>. Jonson Cynthia's Rtv. 1. iv, He [Lueian] doth feed >ou
with fittons, figments, and leadings. 1614 Rali-.igh ///*"/.

World 11. (1634 1 197 The Priests, .to magnifie their antiqui-

ties, filled the Records with many leasings. 1714 Gay
Sheph. Week I'rol. 74 For '1'iading fiee shall thri\e again,

Nor Leasings lend affright the Swain. 1731 Swift On
Mr. P y being put out of C. Misc. (1735) V. no Sir

R weary 'd by Will. P y's Teazings, Who inter-

rupted him in all his Leasings.

C. Comb.y as leasing-bearer ;
leasing-maker,

a liar; spec, in Sc. Lata (now Hist.), one who
utters untrue and slanderous statements such as

are likely to prejudice the relations between the

king and his subjects ; so leasing-making, verbal

sedition; f leasing-monger, a liar.

c 1440 Promp. Farv. * Lesynge berare, mendifer.
1388 Wvclik Prov. xxi. 6 He that gadrith tresours by the

tunge of a *leesing [maker]. 1424 Sc. Acts fas. I (1814) II.

8/2 All lesingis makaris & tellaris of bairn. 1484 Caxtom
Fables of A£sop iv. viii, The lesynge maker and flaterer.

1703 Lond. Gaz. No. 3953/1 Act anent Leesing-makers and
Slanderers, a 1715 Bubnet Own Time 1. (1724) 1. 25 Nor
had they the nature of the paper before them, which
was judged by the Court to be *leasing-making. 1863 H.
Cox Jtistit. 1. xi. 272 note, By the law of Scotland .. verbal

sedition or leasing-making, is inferred from letc.J. c 1380
Wyclif Wks. (1880) 268 pei ben .. *lesyngmongeris. 1496
Dives % Paup. (W. de W.) vn. ii. 277/2 Bacbyters lesyng-

mongers and wycked spekers..be the worst theues upon
the erthe.

Leasing1 (b"zirj\ vbl. sb.1 Now dial. Also 6

lezing. [I. Lease v. 1 + -ing L] Gleaning. Also
concr. = leasing com.
iS34 Act 25 Hen. VIII, c. 1 Stat. Irel. (1678) 46 Many.,

persons, .will not labour for their living, but have their sole

respect to gathering and lezing of corn in harvest time.

1772 Graves Spirit. Quixote II. 255 How much might she
earn a day, then, by her leasing? c 1825 lioulston Tracts
II. xlvii. 2 What was to become of the poor, now their

leasing was all eaten and gone ?

b. altrib.
y
leasing-corn, wheat got by gleaning.

1857 Eliza Actom Eng. Bread-Bk. 118 note, The wheat
..which her family have gleaned,—the leasing corn,—sup-
posed to make the best bread of any.



LEASING. IGO FEASTING.

Leasing (U'sirj), vbl. sb.- [f. Lease v.* + I

-ing I.] The action of Leask v.* ;
letting out (on

lease). Also allrib.

1511 Bury Wills (Camden) 124 In lesyng and lettyng y"

days werke. 16 10 J. Mokk in Bitccleuch MS. (Hist. MSS.
Comm.) 90 In case of leasing, whether you will reserve the

house. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) IV. 284 If actual pos.

session were necessary, a leasing power could never be

executed where land was in the hands of a tenant. 1880

Times 30 July 9 ^4 The leasing of shooting rights.

Leasing (lrzirj), ppl. a. 1 [f. Lease v> +
-ing-.] (i leaning.

18*9 K. Jesse Jr/it. Nat. 361 The allowance of fourteen

pence a day . . would hardly be accepted by my leasing

neighbours in place of it [viz. gleaning].

Leasing (lrziij), ppl. a* [formed as a cor-

resp. adj. to Leasing sb. Cf. Lease v*\ Lying.

1873 W. S. Mayo Never Again xii. 166 Here, take this

leasing, meeching bard. With priestly aid go bind him hard. I

LeasOW le za), sb. Now dial. Forms

:

1 //. lseswe, 16swe, Northumb. lesua, 3 Vlewse,

//.leswa, 3-6 lesewe, 4 leswe, 4 6lesue, ejleseo,

liswe, 5, 7'lesow, 6 leassewe, leyssue, Sc. lesoue,

7- leasow. j8. (chiefly .SV.) 6 lesur(e, lyssoure,

lasor, 7 leissoure, leasure, lizure, 8 liz.or, 9
lizzure, leissure. [See Lease sb.*] Pasture;

pasturage ; meadow-land.
^ 950 Liiitiisf. Gosp. John x. 9 Inn-fscreS & ut-frcreS &

lesua [Rushw. leswe, Ags. «V Nation Gosp. lxse] jemoetaS.

10.. Ags. Voc. in Wr.-Wfilcker 325/25 Pascna, heswe.

I xaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 37 Dis oref is swi3e egerne and
feche& his leswe hwile uppen trewes, and hwile uppen
cliues. <riiQ5 Lav. 2011 Bi-heold he ha leswa [c 1175

tasewes] & bene leofliche wode. a 1215 Aucr. /v. 94 Ine

heouene is large leswe. ci2$a Gen. $ Ex. 1576 Vdumea,
Sat fulsum lond, Of lewse god, was in hise^ hond. 138a

Wvclif Ps. xciv. [xcv.) 7 Wee the puple of his leswe ; and
the shep of his hond. — Jcr. xxiii. 1 Wo to the shepperdis,

that scateren and to-tern the floe of my leswe, seith the

Lord. £1440 R. Glottc. Chron. icx>5 (M.S. 5) Hor leseo

lasteth eucre. Ibid. 7701 Lesow he }af per to. 1495 Act
II Hen. VII, c. 35 § 4 Medowes lesues pastures. 150*

Aknoi-ue Chron. (1811) 174 Lesurs pasturs weies pathes

wetingliand uniustli . . witholden. 1513 Douglas /Eneisxn.
Prol. 183 In lyssouris and on leys litill lammis Full tait

and trig soclit bletand to thar dammis. 1547 Neivminster
Cartul. (1878) 310 AH lands medows leyssues and pastures.

1596 Dalrvmple tr. Leslie's Hist. .Scot. I. 27 A pasture, or as

we say, a Lesoue. 1658 Disposition in Jamieson Did. s.v.

Ltsuris, Meadows, leissouteis and pasturages. 1699 Ibid.,

Water stanks, lizures, pasturages. 1686 Plot Staffordsh.

293 Having a Lesow quite overrun with well grown broom.

1799 Trans. Sol. Arts xvn. 126 Coarse meadows, or what
are called leasows, being rough woody pastures. 1815-80

Jamikson, Leissnrt; Lizzure. a 1845 Hood Town §
Country xv, 1 hold no Lea->owes in my lease, No cot set

round with trees. 1851 Wiggins Embanking 139 After

feeding all the summer on the higher grounds, called leasows

or leazes in the dairy counties. 1894 S. E. Worcester Gloss
,

Leszow, a meadow.

Lea'SOW, v. Obs. or dial. In 1 l&s(w)ian, 3 i

leswe, leswue, 3-4 lesewe, 4 lesuwe, lisewe,

4 5 lesowe, 7 lessow. [OEJ&siuian (also Ixsian),

f. l&sw-, Ixs Leasow sb., Lease sb.*] traits, and !

inlr. To pasture, graze.
<T95o Lindisf. Gosp. Luke viii. 32 Waes Sonne Ser ede vel

sunor ber^ana mon'130 foedendra vel lesuuandra [A?s.
Gosp. lajsiendra]. c 1000 ^lfric Gen. xli. 2 (Gr.) His man
heswode on morium lande. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 39 pe
selue herdes beo be lorbewes of holi chiriche be leseweS
here orf. a 1225 Ancr. K. 100 And leswe bine ticchenes bi

heordmonne hulen, of rts & of leaues. 1382 Wvclif Matt.
viii. 30 A floe . . of many hoggis lesewynge was nat fer

from hem. — 1 Cor. ix. 7 Who feedith or lesuwith a floe,

and etith not of the mylk of the flok ? c 1425 Wvntoun
]

Cron. x. v. 212 As catell lesowyde in and oute. 1604 Dray-
ton Moses 28 Gently his fatre flocks lessow'd he along.

1825-80 Jamikson, Lesure, both as a s. and as a v., is still

used in the pastoral districts of Ayrs., Renfrs., and Lanarks.

Hence Lea'sowed (lesewed) ppl. a.

1382 Wyclif 1 Kings iv. 23 Ten fatte oxen, twenti lesewed
oxen (1388 oxis of lesewe, Vulg. pascnales].

Leasee, obs. form of Lease.
Lea8see, -our, obs. forms of Lessee, Lessor. I

Leasses, variant of Lesses Obs.

Leasshe, obs. form of Leash.

Least (l*~st), a., (sb.,) and adv. Forms: 1 l&st,
l&sast, 16esest, Northumb. basest, leassaest,

lsessest, 3 lsest, 2-5 leste, 3-4 last, 3-6 leist,

3-7 (rarely 8) lest^ 4-5 leeste, 4-6 leest, 3, 6-
least. [OE. Ixst, Iksest prehist. *laisisto-, super-

lative f. Vaisiz- Less; cf. OFris. leist. An OE.
/*m/«OFris. Icrest :—*/aizisto-, occurs in one in-

stance.] Used as the superlative of Little. A. adj.

I. In concord with sb. expressed or understood,
j

1. Little beyond all others in size or degree

;

smallest
;
slightest

; + fewest.

Not infrequently coupled with last : see Last a. 1 c
tziooo Guthlac 741 Nis baet hutu laesast baet seo lufu

cybeo. ciooo Sax. LeecJid. 11. 268 pone la;stan dael

bunges. c 1200 Ormin 15277 piss folic iss la;hesst, & tiss

lott Addlebb be la:ste mede. 1197 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 860
And best me mai to hom truste, bat of lest wordes [MS. 5 leste

ofwordys] beb. 1377 Lamgl, P. PI. B. yii. 39 Men of lawe lest

pardoun hadde bat pleteden for Mede. C1400 Lanfranc's
Cirurg. 294 pe veyne bat is bitwixe be leeste too of his foot.

c 1470 Golagros <y Gaw. 289 Lich as leif of the lyrid lest,

That welteris doun with the wynd, sa wauerand it is. 1576
Fleming Panopl. Epist. 35 To reckon your owne state

among things of least estimation. 1697 Dkyoen Mmid xu

664 Th* Italian Chiefs, and Princes, joyn their Pow'rs : Nor
least in Number, nor in Name the last. 1715 Lr>. Boling-
brokk 24 July tn Siviffs Lett. (1767) II. 210 Those

4
who

had the least mind to see me in England, have made it im-
possible for me to live any where else. 1768 Sterne Sent.
Jonrn. (1775) 128 (Act 0/ Charity) A fix'd star of the least

nagnitude. 1778 Pennant Tour in Wales I. 2 [Flint] is

the lest of the twelve Welch [Counties], 1879 Dowden
Southey 8 His last and least pupil.

ellipt. £1205 Lay. 28560 Ftftene he hafde feondliche
wunden mon mihte i bare lasten [c 1*75 leaste] twa glouen
ibraste. a 1300 Cursor M. 16947 Ogains. leist of his to
drei. Ibid. 26252 pe ferth point es noght be lest. 1340
Ayenb. 44 Huanne me . . beggeb be be gratteste wy3tes..and
zelleb by be leste. C1369 Chaucer Dethe Jilauncke 283 No
more than coude the leste of vs. 1662 J. Daviks tr. Man-
delslo's Trnv. 103 The effects of a deep resentment, where
of the least are cudgelling or caning. 1768 Sterne Sent.
Journ. (1775) 63 (Gloves) She begg'd I would try a single
pair, which seemed to be the least.

b. The least: often used, esp. in negative and
hypothelical contexts, for 1 Any, however small*,

t More emphatically, any or one the least. + For-
merly occas. with omission of the article ; also in

no least = * not the least \
c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 143 pou^ he conne not be leste

poynt of J>e gospel. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, IL iv. 153
Whether euer 1 ..spake one, the least word that might Be to
the preiudice of her present State. 1632 Brome North.
Lasse 1. vii. Wks. 1873 III. 19 One from whom You never
had, or can expect least good. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trnv.
73 Without least shew of remorse or pietie. 1659 Hammond
On Ps. I.xxxix. 7 There is no least comparison between all

the power and operations of all those. 1664 H. Power
Exp. Philos. Pref. aiij, Dioptrical Glasses .. are but a
Modern Invention 1 Antiquity gives us not the least hint
thereof. 1667 Milton P. L. in. 120 Without least impulse
or shadow of Fate. 1687 Towerson Baptism 269 Without
any the least hint of their being baptiz'd. 1697 in W. S.

Perry Hist. Coll. Atner. Col. Ch. 1. 14 Without receiving
any the least assistance from those Guns. 1699 Dam pier
i'oy. II. n. 38 Beef., without the least sign of Fat in it.

176* Geutl. Mag. 615 The least aperalive [= aperient] un-
does all immediately. 1763 Mm. Kitsticum Oct. xxn. I. 109
Every the least appearance of a weed or root of grass is

diligently picked off. 1814 Be nth am Bk. Fallacies Wks.
1843 II. 380 Scarce in any instance will l>e discovered any
the least danger of final deception. 1834 T. Medwin Angler
in Jl

r
ales 1. 262 Tiger is not like pheasant-shooting ..and

the least noise often scares away . . game of the forest. 1851
Illustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 330 Fire-escape .. intended to be
always ready . . without the least preparation.

c. In the names of certain animal and vegetable

species or varieties, distinguished by their small-

ness from others bearing the same name. (Cf.

Less, Lesser.)
1633 Gerardes Herbal 1. Ixxxvi. 137 The Least Mountain

White Narcissus. 1719 Quinxv Lex. Physico-Med. (ed. 2)

346 The least Hare's- Ear. 1766 Pennant Brit. Zool. (1776)
111. 171 Lest Hake. 1796 Morse A/uer.Geog. 1.209 Least
Golden Crown Thrush. 1813 Crabb Technol. Diet. s.v.

Har<f
t
The least Hare, Lepus minimus, which is the size of

a rat. 1831 A. Wilson & Honaparte Amer. Ornith. III.

53 The least bittern is also found in Jamaica. 1837 Mac-
gillivrav Withering*s Brit. Plants (ed. 4) 335 Least Bog
Orchis. Ibid. 366 Least Willow.

d. Least common multiple* least squares, least

constraint, least resistance : see the sbs.

2. Lowest in power or position ; meanest, (arch.)

f With agent-noun : Having very little practice

or scope. Also ellipt.

C9$o Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. v. 19 Lytel vet leasest [Ags.
Gosp. la:stj he bid jenemncd in ric beafna. 1362 Langl.
P. PI. A. 111. 25 [She] ^af. .The leste man of here mayne a
mutoun of gold, c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret^ Gov. Lordsh. 41
Pbelip be lest of his clerks. 1567 Gude $ Godlie Ball.

(S. T. S.) 44 Bot quha is maist, salhserue the leist. 1580
Sidney Ps. xxv. x, 1 am poore and least of all, 1594
Shaks. Rick. l/l,v. iii.268 The least of you shall share his

part thereof. 161 1 Bible Matt. ii. 6 Thou .. art not the

least among the Princes of luda. 1607 Dryden ACneid xi.

677, 1, Turnus, not the least of all my Name. 1717 S.

Switzer Pract. Gardiner iu vii. 58 All which is obvious to

the least practitioners in this art.

1 3. Phr. a. At the least way(s, wise : see Least-
ways, Leastwise, b. At least hand: at least. Obs.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia m, My musicke well assures me
we are (at least hand) fellow prentises to one vngratious

master.

II. Absolute uses (quasi-j^.).

4. That which is least ; the least quantity or

amount ; t the least part of something. Phrase,

to say the least (of it).

a 1200 Moral Ode 112 t>e 3e test wat biseiS ofte mest.
Ibid. 353 pe be lest haued haueS so muchel bat he bit no
more. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N.-x. i. 105 Loue therefore, and
tongue-tide simplicity, In least, speake most, to my capacity.

1591 — Two Gent. 11. vii. 68 That is the least (Lucetta) of
my feare. 1597 Bacon Coalers Gd. $ Evilt (Arb.) 150
[They] hauc no other shift but to bear it out wel, and to

make the least of it. 1850 M pCosh Div. Govt. 11. ii. (1874)
iQ^ We hold the moral Taw to be a* much, to say the least

of it, the appointment ofGod as any natural law. Mod. The
very least I can do is to apologize for the mistake.
Proverb. 1773 Gouv. Morris in Sparks Life $ Writ.

(1832) II. 289 Our Secretary of State reminds me of a maxim
of his predecessor that least said is soonest mended. 1835
Marryat Pirate x, The least said the soonest mended.
5. Governed by a prep., forming anadvb. phrase,

a. At least, at tho least (also ME. atte leste,

Ormin att allre teste). A qualifying phrase,

attached to a quantitative designation to indicate

that the amount is the smallest admissible. Hence,

in wider use, characterizing a statement as certainly

valid, even if one of a more comprehensive kind
be not allowable ; » *at any rate', c at all events'.
11.. 0. E. Chron. an. 1049 (MS. D.) Sweden .. baed Ead-

ward cyng scypfultumes j> sceolde beon aet laestan .L. scypa.
£1100 Ormin 937 patt he }uw Hike Sunennda^ Att allre

bxste tere. a 1*15 Ancr. R. 164 IhereS nu reisuns hwui
me ouh for to fleon bena world ; eihte reisuns et te leste.

a 1300 Cursor M. 6774 And if i lent be suilkin beist, bat
ded be or spilt at leist . .bou sal it quit wit iuiement. c 1375
Sc. Leg.^ Saints xxvi. (Nycholas) 219 pane askit he bame
to sel vitale A hundre medreiis at pe lest of ilke schipe.
C1386 Chaucer Man 0/ Law's Prol. 38 Thanne haue ye
do youre deuovr atte leeste. C1400 Maundev. (Roxb.)
xix. 86 {>ase ymages er ilk ane of be stature of twa men
at be leste. 1516 Tindale John xiv. 11 Att the leest

beleve me for the very workes sake.
_
1552 Bk. Com.

Prayer, Pre/, to Ordering Deacons, .xxi. yeres of age at
the least. 1563-7 Buchanan Reform. St. Andros Wks.
(1892) 8 The nombre of the classis at the leist sex. 1576
Fleming Panopl. Epist. 355 note, Man being indued with
reason (or at least ought to bee), knowledge and under-
standing. 1605 Shaks. Macb. v. v. 52 At least wee'l dye with
Harnesse on our backe. 1611 Bible Luke xix. 42. 1662 I.

Davies tr. Olearius' Voy. Ambass.p^ At lest I can say this,

I never met with any who were glad when they were beaten.
1663 Gerbieb Counsel 53 There are at the least in twenty
thousand, five thousand unfit for work. 1667 Milton
/'. L. 1. 258 Here at least We shall be free. 17x1 Addison
Sped. No. 105. p 7 The Book-Pedant is much the most
supportable ; he has at least an exercised Understanding.
1712 Steele Ibid. No. 498 r 3 As had disabled him from
being a coachman for that day at least. 1802 Mar. Edge-
worth Moral T. (1816) I. iii. 17, 1 hope.. you'll at least tell

me, that you do not really suspect me. 1834 J. H. Newman
Par. Serm. (1837) I. iii. 44 Have you not power at least

over the limbs of your body ?
#
1847-9 Helps Eriends iu C.

Ser. 1. (1857) A « "3 At least it does not contain the whole
matter. 1885 Act 48 «fr 49 Vict. c. 60 § 4 A session of the
Council shall be held once at least in every two years,

fb. By the least. At least.

a 1300 K. Horn 616 He slo} ber on haste On hundred hi

be laste [Geste Kyng Horn 6t2 at the teste]. 1-1400 Destr.
\

Troy 7623 The flode was so felle, with fallyng of Rayn,
Hit was like, by the lest, as oure lorde wold With water
haue wastid all be world efte. 1513 Douglas sEneis xn.
xiii. 29 Desist heirof, now at last, be the lest.

C. In the least, t (a) At the lowest estimate

(obs.). (b) In the smallest or slightest degree.
i6o«j Shaks. Lear 1. i. 194 What in the least Will you

tequire in present Dower with her. 1660 Wood Life 29 Nov.,
He never suffered in the least for his cause. x66z Stil-
Lingfl, Orig. Sacr. ill. iii. § 4 And is it possible . . to imagine
that the Scriptures do in the least ascribe the Origine of
evill to God? 170a Addison Dial. Medals it. Wks. 1721 I.

461 , I have been surprized to meet with a man in a Satire that

I never in the least expected to find there. 1845 Stephen
Comm. Laws Eng. 11874) II. 497 So as to restrain or

diminish in the least any of his rights or interests. 1851
- Ruskin Stones I 'en. (1874) 1. xx. 218 No sculptor can in the

I

least imitate the peculiar character of accidental fracture,

f d. With the least, (a) Inferior, (b) =At
least . Also, To speak ivilh the least : to say the least.

(c) With least or most : at all, in any way. Obs.
c 1374 Chaucer Troylus 1. 281 She nas not with the leste

of here stature. 1550-3 Decaye of England (E. E. T. S.)

I
100 It lesth the kings Maiesty .. .v. thousande markes by
the ycare with the lest [printed left). 1575 Gamm. Gurion

I v. ii. 247 Bayly. Canst thou not say any-thing to that,
I Diccon, with least or most? Diccon. Yea, mary, sir, thus

J

much 1 can say : wel, the nedle is lost ! c 1680 Beveridce
Sertn. (1729) II. 586 We..who live.. where the.. means of

grace are as . . powerfully admtnisterVI, to speak with the

least, as in any place.

f 6. as sb. A most minute quantity or part

;

a minimum. Obs.
1656 Stanley Hist. Philos. v. (1701) 161/2 There being in

Nature no least which cannot be divided. 1682 Crrech
Lucretius 1. 23 They all affirm, that Nature never rests In
breaking Bodies, and admits no Leasts. 1683 Ibid. Notes
17 Epicurus made all his Atoms to be leasts, and therefore

insensible. 1766 Amorv Buncle (1770) IV. 94 By impreg-
nating the most generous white wine, with the minims or
leasts of antimony. 1813 Busby Lucretius 1. 658 These par-

ticles themselves no parts contain, And bence are Nature's
Leasts, ot finest grain.

B. adv. In the least degree; in a degree less

than all others, or than on all other occasions.
cizoo Trin. Hom. 75 panne bu test wenst deao cumeb to

fecchende be. a 1300 Cursor M. 27201 In lauerd house.

.

bar man agh lest do dishonur. 41400-50 Alexander 2546
He was fallen in a feuer or he lest wende. c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 299/1 Leest wurthy, exiinius. 15*6 Tindale i Cor.

xii. 23 Those members of the body which we thynke lest

honest, c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. xxix, With what I most inioy

Contented least. 1667 Miltoh P. L. 1. 679 Mammon, the

, least erected Spirit that fell From Heav'-n. 1731 Berkeley

j
Alciph. 111. § 6 Alciphron has made discoveries where I least

l expected it. 1833 Ht. Martineau Er. Wines <r Pot. v. 75
1 When the time came for giving up his watch or his rat, he

thought he could least spare his live companion. 1883 R.
W. Dixoh Mano 11. i. 65 And when lord Gcrbert questioned

privily, Of me he got but little: least of all Upon that noble
' knight would I be spy.

b. The least : in the least degree.
1661 J. Davies tr. Mandetslo's Trav. 101 Drunkenness is

a Vice they can the least of any be charged withal. 1840
Marryat Poor Jack vi, He wasn*t the least groggy. 1881

Froudk Short Studies (1883) IV. 3s 1, 1 am not the least

pretending that this has been the actual history of man in

this planet.

Iieast(a, Iieastall, obs. ff. Lest, Laystall.

t Lea'sting. Obs. rare. [f. Least a, +

-INQ 3.] N. Fairfax's \yord for * atom
1674 N. Fairfax Bulk $ Setv, 30 One atome or least tng.



IiEASTNESS.

t Lea*stnes«. 06s. rare, [f. Least a. +
ness.] Minimal size.

1674 N. Fairfax Bulk <$• Selv. 100 A least billing is made
as much for cleaving, if it had hut a wherewith to be cloven ;

its leastness, not its bodiness forbidding it.

Leastways (Irstjw^z), adv. [See Way.]
fa. Orig. two words (subsequently often written

as one) in the phrase al {the) least -way(s m « at

least ' (cf. Leastwise). 06s. b. As one word, in

the same sense, dial, and vulgar.
C1386 Chaixea Clerk's T. 910 Do thou thy devoir at the

leeste weye. 1470-85 M alory A rthur iv. xxi, So this same
dolorous kny^t serued hem al, that at the lest way he smote
doune hors and man. 1526 Tinoale Acts v. is That at the

lest wayethe shadowe off Peter.. myght shadowe some of
them. 1548 Udall, etc Erasm. Par. John xviii. 37-40 If

ye wyll not spare .. hym as an innocente, at leastwaye ..

pardon hym his life as an offender. 155* Latimer Serm.
23rd Sund. Trinity (1584) 205 Let vs be moued at the

least wayes with his promises. 1606 Holland Sutton.
100 In expectance either of speedy succession after him,

or at least waies of fellowship in the Empire with him.

a 1825 Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Least-ways, adv. at least;

least-wise. 1852 Dickens Bleak Ho. liv, He was own
brother to a brimstone magpie—leastways Mrs. Sniallweed.

1866 G. Macoonald Ann. Q. Neigfib. vii. (1878) 103 She
lets them, leastways her sister go and see her.

Leastwise (K*st|waiz), adv. [See Wise sb.,

•wise, and cf. Leastways,] fa. As two words
(later often written as one) in certain phrases :

at {the) least wise, « ' at least
'

; in the least wise,

= ' in the least.* Obs. b. As one word = ' at least'.

Somewhat rare.

1534 More Com/, agst. Trio. hi. xi. (1553) P«jh, Though
a man ..abide in great authorise til he dye, yet than at

y* leaste wise euery man must leaue it at >•• last. 1577
Vautrouillier Luther on Ep. Gal. 243, I feele not my
selfe to haue any righteousnes, or at least wise, 1 feele it

but very Htle. 161 1 Bible Transl. Pre/. 2 The first

christened Emperour(at the leastwise that openly professed
the faith). 1676 Temple Let. to M. Pomponne Wks. 173

1

II. 365, I judged it a Matter of too great Weight for me to

intermeddle with in the leastwise. 1692 S. Patrick Ausiv.
Touchstone 12 Impugned.. by the Authority of Holy Scrip-

ture, or at least-wise, by the Universal Councils of CathoHck
Priests, a 1815 [see Leastways]. 1861 Geo. Eliot Silas
M. xvi. 281 It was a sign that his money would come to
light agatnj or leastwise that the robber would be made to

answer for it. 1883 A. Eoersheim Life Jesus I. ii. 20 The
old Testament, leastwise, the Law of Moses, was directly

and wholly from God.

Leat (lit). Chiefly s.w.dial. Also 6 leate, 7let(t,

9 leet. [OE. (vjseter)-£el&l(e water-conduit (the

simple word occurs also in the sense 'junction of

roads ') = OHG.gildz letting, letting out, junction,

also in comb, waz&er gilfy water-conduit (MUG.
geldr, mod.G. gelasz, also MHG. gelie^e, mod.G.
geldsze, in many senses derived from that of the

verbal root) ; f. ge- prefix (see Y-) + root of

Ixtan Let z\J] An open watercourse to con-

duct water for household purposes, mills, mining
works, etc.

1590-1 in Trans. Devon. Assoc. (1884) XVI. 526 Item pd
to 4 trumpetors that were att the leate by Mr Maiors com-
maundemt, vs. a 164* Sir W. Monson Naval Tracts iv.

(1704) 432/1 Streight, River, or other Let of Water, fresh

or salt. 1671 Phil. Trans. VI. 2098 Cut a Leat, Gurt, or
Trench. 1671 F. Phillips Reg. Necess. 235 Commissioners
of Sewers to survey Streams, Gutters, Letts, and Annoy-
ances. 1796 W. Marshall W. England II. 260 Rode to
the head of Plymouth Leat. This artificial brook is taken
out of the river Mew, towards its source. 1813 Vancouver
Agric. Devon 319 The entrance for the leat was cut at about
thirty

^
feet above the lip of the weir. 1838 Mas. Bray

Tradit. Devon I. 12312 note, Leet is used in Devonshire to
signify a stream of water. 1855 Kingsley Wesiw. Hot
xvi, I have a project to bring down a leat of fair water
from the hill-tops right into Plymouth town. 1881 Daily
News 21 Jan. 6/4 The leats on Dartmoor are choked with
snow and ice, and no water is flowing into the reservoirs.
attrib. 1882 Burton & Cameron Gold Coast/or G. I. in.

57 The water-course or leat-road of Santa Luzia.

Leat, pa. t. of Lout 06s., to stoop.

Leatch, obs. form of Leech s6$ Naut.
Leath (1*J>), s6. Obs. exc. dial. Forms: 2-316*,

leotf, lioj), 3-4 lepe, 3-5 leth, (?3~4 lyth, 5 letht),

7 lathe, 7- leath. [Early ME. left, of obscure
origin; not connected with Lithe a. Usually
regarded as equivalent to the sb. from which are
derived Ger. and Du. ledig unoccupied, also (with
negative prefix) MDu. onlede trouble. Cf. also

Lethe aJ]

1. Cessation, intermission, rest. + A leotf gdn
(early ME.) : to make peace.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 35 Swilche pine ic habbe bet me were

leofere benne al world . .most ic habben an alpi bra^e summe
lisse and summe leSe. c 1205 Lay. 9504 ?if he wule a leo5
gan [c 1275 pais makie] & halden me for lauerd. c 1250 Gen.
*r Ex. 3348 WiS Sis mete weren he fed, fowerti winter vten
leS. a 1300 Cursor M. 23260 Of belle pines.. Area bandes
es be nind, bat al pair limes ar bunden wit, witvten leth of
ani lith. a 1400-50 Alexander 4593 pa bat lepros ere &
lame, bat neuire of leth knewe. c 1460 Towneley Myst. xxi.

142 Oone worde myght thou speke ethe,yit myght it do the
som letht. 1674 Ray N. C. Words 29 Lathe, ease or^rest.
Ibid., Leath, ceasing, intermission : as no Leath of pain.

2. Mining. A soft part in a vein.

t
1747 Hooson Miner's Diet., Blanch, a piece of Ore grown

in the hard Rock, or in hard Sparr or Tuft, or any other
hard Stuff, without any Softness or Leath at all about it.

Vol. VI.
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Ibid., Leath. In hard Works it is any Joynt, or softness

that gives some Liberty and Advantage, for the better free-

ing the harder Part, in order to Cut or Blast it.

Leath, v. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 2 lettten,

3 leotJien, 4lep(e, 6, 8-9 dial, lathe, 8-9 leath(e,

leeth. [ME. lej>icn, i. lej> Leath sb.]

1, trans. To mitigate, soften, relax.

r 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 71 Alse wat swo be man his sinne
sore bimurneS ure driliten ledefli be sinne bendes, and blisseft

swo be soule. . C1205 Lay. 21922 Leofte [C1275 slake]
vre benden. C1325 Alefr. Horn. 86 Goddes graz..con>
forted him . . And lethed his soru and his kare. 13. . E. E.
A Hit. P. C. 13 Suffraunce may aswagend hem & be swellne
lebe. 1796 Marshall Vorks. 11. 330 Leathe, 10 relax; as
a cow when near calving. 1868 Atkinson Cleveland Gloss.

310 Leathe, to soften, to render that which is rigid more or
less soft and pliant.

f 2. intr. To cease, abate. Obs.
1205 Lay. 12042 pat weder leo5ede. c 1340 CursorM. 5572

(Fairf.) Of his wikkenes walde he no^t lef>. 13. . .S7. Erken-
nvolde 347 in Hor*tm. Altengl. Leg. iiSSi) 274 pe ay-lastand
life, bat leihe shalle neiier. 13.. A. E. A Hit. P. A. 377
Now I hit se, now lebe/ my lope. Ibid. B. 648 Er by lyuez
ly^t lebe vpon erbe .. schal Sare consayue & a sun here.

Hence Lea'thing vbl. sb.

a 1300 Cursor M. 7438 Ai quen [saul] was trauaild mast.

.

And [dauid] bigan to gleu or sing, Of his vn-ro he lok
lething. -535 Stewart Cron. Scot. 11858) I. 219 The king
of Pechtis, into siclike number, Thau haistilie come onir
the waiter of Huniber, Without lathen, that tymc he wes
not lidder ;

Syne in ane feiM tha licluit all togidder. Jbid.
401 Without lathin he maid no laugar lat.

Leather (le d'a.i), sb. Forms : I letfer, 4-5
leder, leper, (leeder), 4-6 ledder, -yr, 5 ledur,
-yr, (letheir), 5-7, 8 Sc. lether(e, 6 Sc. lathir, 7
lather, 6- leather. [OK. leder (only in com-
pounds, as ledcr-hose, weald-leSer bridle' —O Kris.

leither, leder, lider, leer, OSax. ledar (Du. leder,

leer), OlIG. ledar (MUG., G. leder), ON. tedr

(Sw. Idder, Da. Imter) :-OTeut. *lej>?v
m neul. :-

pre-Teut.*/<#r0
wl

, whence Irish kathar
y
Welsh lledr,

Breton ler (earlier lezr).']

I. The simple word.

1. Skin prepared for use by tanning, or some
similar process.
American leather, a kind of oilcloth ; 'an English name

for what in the U.S. is called enameled cloth' (Funk);
patent leather, leather having a fine black varnished sur-

face ;
vegetable leather, a material consisting of a layer or

layers of linen on which india-rubber is spread ; ivhite

leather, leather dressed so as to retain its natural colour.
For morocco, russia, Spanish, Turkey leat fur, s,ee the pre-

fixed words.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 324 pe hund bet fret le5er me beatcS

him anonriht. 13.. E. E. Allit, P. 13. 1581 Alle bat loked
on bat letter as lewed bay were As bay had loked in be leber

of my lyft bote, c 1380 Wycmf Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 45 So
may men go on be eyre }if it be closid wibinne leber. c 1420
Liber Cocorum (1862) 33 With leder bo mouthe ben schalt

bou bynde. c 1440 Jacob's Well 236 pe preest schal clothe
pe in why3t ledyr. c 1450 Merlin 370 Merlin made hem
digge depe undir an Oke till thei fonde a vessel of lether.

1464 fnv. in Turners Dom. Archil. 111. 113 A square
standarde, and covered with blaak letheir. 1513 Douglas
yEneis XI. xv. 9 Sovir weid Of curbul^e or leddyr wyth sylt
nalis. 1519 Churchw. Acc. St. Giles, Reading 7 For a hide
of white lether viijd . 1546 Extracts A berd. Reg. (1844) I.238
Ane bulget of blak ledder. a 1568 Ascham Scholem. (Arb.) 97
Turning of good wine, out of a faire sweete flagon of siluer,

into a foule mustie bottell of ledder. 1579 Langham Gard.
Health (1633) 665 ltiude the herbe to the hody in Crimson
lether, to stop bleeding.^ 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist.
Scot. 11. 140 The pennie he causet be cuin^et of a huiTill

hyde, to wit of sik kynde of lathir. 161 1 Biule 2 Kings i. 8

Girt with a girdle of leather about his loynes. 1704 F.

Fuller Med. Gymn. (171 1) 121 We can by squeezing make
Water pass through Leather. 1852 Morfit Tanning %
Currying (1853) 146 When placed in the tan-vats they [hides

or skins] become leather. 1893 G« Allen Scallywag 1. 97
That peculiar sort of deep-brown oil-cloth which is known
. .as American leather.

fig. 185a Mas. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. v. 29 Not a cruel

man exactly, but a man of leather.

b. //. Kinds of leather.

1853 UaE Diet. Arts (ed. 4) U. 65 A great variety of

leathers in all conditions and states of manufacture is

exhibited. 1896 Westm. Gaz. 5 Dec. 3/2 An elementary
course on the dressing of skins and more advanced courses

on the tanning ofheavy and light leathers.

c. Proverbs and proverbial sayings.

X460 Mabg. Paston in P. Leti. 1 1 1. 372 Men cut large

thongs here of other men's lether. 1583 Goloing Calvin on
Deut. cxiii. 696 The common prouerbe which saith that wee
cut large thongs of other mens lether. 1767 Fenning
Univ. Spelling Bk. 36 A Currier, being present, said ..If

you have a Mind to have the Town well fortified and secure,

take my Word, there is Nothing like Leather. 1837 Sia

F. Palgrave Merch. $ Friar {1844) 147 Depend upon it,

Sir, there is nothing like leather.

d. Leather and prunella', an expression for

something to which one is utterly indifferent.

[This is, strictly speaking, a misinterpretation of Pope's

words ; the context refers to the difference of rank between
the 'cobbler 'and the 'parson ', prunella being mentioned
as the material for the clerical gown.]

1734 Pope Ess. Man iv. 204 Worth makes the man, and
want of it, the fellow: The rest is all but leather or

prunella* 1811 Bvron Epitaph % Blackett, Then who
shall say so good a fellow Was only ' leather and prunella?'

1831 Society I. 32 A preux chevalier, to whom all others
were leather and prunella. 1879 Tbollope Thackeray 192
The man to whom these delights of American humour are
leather and prunello.

2. An article or appliance made of leather, e.g.

LEATHER.

a strap, a thong ; a piece of leather for a plaster

or to tighten a tap ; the leathern portion of a bel-

lows, or of a pump-sncker. Upper leather-, see
Upper.
c 1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg. 199 Herof bou schalt plane vpon

a leber, & leie it to be lyme bat is forseid. i486 Bk. St.

\

Albans K vj, Thessaiue letheris that be putt in hir bellis.

1497 Naval Acc. Hen. Vff (1896) 237 Coueryng & settyng
the Newe ledders vuto the seid Bellowes. c 1500 Melusine
ix. 39 At both thendes of the said thonge or leder shal
spryng out of the Roche a fayre fontayne. a 1533 Ln.
Ukrners tftton xc. 285 He . . stretched him so in his styr-

!
ropes that y* lethers streyned out thre fyngers. 1586 Vestry
Bks. (Surtces)22 Item given for the leather which it (the

(

bell clapper] hings, \\\\d. 1607 Markham Caval. 11. (1617)
1 75 Those . . thrustings forward with your legges, stirrops

and leathers. 1702 T. Saverv Miner's Friend 82 The
[friction of ihe] others are vastly encreased by the Leathers
of their Suckers. 1703 Art iff Myst. Vintners 38 Take
a course harden Cloth, and put it before the Bore.. then put
in your Leathers. 1731 Heighton in Phil.Trans. XXXV II.

9 When the Leathers [of a pump] grow too soft, they are
not capable of sustaining the Pillar to be raised. 1852 R, F.

Burton Falconry Indus iv. 47 note, Hewhs are leathers

and bells buttoned round the shank. 1853 'C. liF.nF. ' Ver-
dant Green 1. xii, They .. endeavoured to have a game of
billiards . . with curious cues that had no leathers.

b. //. Articles for wear made of leather, e. g.

shoes, slippers, leggings, breeches. Hence colloq.

' leathers ' as a name for one who wears leather

breeches or leggings.

1837 Dickens Pickio. xix, ' Out of the vay, young leathers '.

1841 Lever C. O'Malley iv. 24 His own costume of black
coat, leathers and tops was in perfect keeping, a 1845
Hood Agric. Distress vi, He taps bis leathers with his
stick. 1849 Thackeray Pendennis xx, 'Jump in, old hoy

—

go it, leathers !
' 1873 Drowning Red Cott. Nt.-cap 1317

Carried pick-a-back .. liig-baby-fashion, lest his leathers
leak! 1883 E. Pennell-Klmhikst Cream Leicestersh. 152
They., came in ibe full glory of pink and leathers 1887
I. R. Lady's Rant he Li/e Man tana 64 A great big man
with a beard, dressed in white leathers and jack-boots.

1694 Conan Dovlk S. Holmes 56, 1 glanced down at the
new patent leathers which 1 was wearing.

c. Cricket and Foothalt. The ball.

1868 Hox Theory $ Pract. Cricket 22 They [the French]
can see no delight in., getting in the way of ' leather '. 1882
Daily Tel. 17 May, SpofTorth resigned the leather to ]>oyle.

1896 A. IC. Housman Shropshire Lad xxvii, Is football

1 playing.., With bids to chase the leather, Now 1 ^.tand up
no more ?

3. Skin. Xow only slang. To lose leather', to

suffer abrasion of skin. Also, fa bag or pouch
of skin.

1303 R. Brl xne Handt.Symie 3451 pan wete men neuere,
wheber ys wheber, pe ;elughe wymple or be leber [glossed
skyn]. 13. . Ga:t>. <y (Jr. Knt. 1360 pe lyuer &. be ly^te/, he
lej;er of | e paunchez. c 1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg, 269 Whanne

J

a manne* bowels fallib into his ballokis leberis. c 1440
Jacob's Well 186 Whann she was deed, here frendys sow.
edyn [here] in hertys ledyr. c 1500 Melusine x. 41 As moche
of grounde as the hyde or leder of a hert shall mow coin-

prehende. 1541 R. CorLANo Gnydon's Quest. Chirurg.
C ij b, How many maners of skynnes or lether are there. .

.

Two, one is entrynsyke or out forth, and that is proprely
called lether. 1583 SlUUBS Aunt. A bus. I. (1879J 37
the Lord cloih our first parents iu leather? 17*6 Swift To
Earl P-b 7u Misc. 1735 V. 63 Returning sound in Limb and
Wind, Except some Leather lost behind. 1807 Sir R.
Wilson Jrut. is May in Li/e (1862) 11. vii. 214 Others
came on slowly to save their horses and their native leather.

1883 G. Stables Our Friend the Dog vii. 60 Leather—
the skin, generally applied to that of the ear. 1884 J. C01.-

uorne Hicks Pasha 50 Most of us, to use the hunting term,
were ' losing leather' rapidly.

II. attrib. and Comb.
4. simple altrib., passing into adj. Consisting

or made of leather, or of a material resembling it.

c 1000 /Elfric Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 117/3 Bulgv, leber*

coddas. 1497 Naval Acc. Hen. VII (1896) 89 Leder bagges.

1598 Barret Theor. JVarres v. iii. 134 Lether bagges or

satchels, to cary powder behind men on horsebacke. 1593
Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, 11. v. 48 His cold thinne drinke out of
his Leather Bottle. 1601 — Jul. C. 1. i. 7 Where is thy
Leather Apron, and thy Rule? 1607 TouflNEua Rev. Trag.
II. ii. Wks. 1878 11. 61 Lether-hindges to a dore. 1655
Moufet & Bennet Health's Improv. (1746) 146 Their
Flesh is hardly digested of a weak Stomach, and their

Leather Coat not easily of a strong. 1682 (title 0/ song)
The Leather Bottel. 186a Borrow Wild Wales (ed. 2) 67
Policemen . . in their blue coats and leather hats. 187a Yeats
Techn. Hist. Comm. 159 Leather gloves, saddles and harness.

b. Some combs, of the above type occur attrib.

1658 Gurnall Chr. in Arm. (1669) 91/2 A poor Leather*
coat Christian will shame and catechize a hundred of them.
1665-6 Answ. Fr. Declar. War in Hart. Misc. 11. 479
A fig for France, or any that accords With those Low-
country leather-apron lords. 1723 True Briton No. 10. I.

85 When you . . consented to use your utmost Efforts for

chusing Two proper Sheriffs in Opposition to a Majority of

Livery Men, and to stretch your Pocket among Leather-

]

Apron Stentors. 1760 Dublin Merc. 16-19 Sept. 2/2 Chairs

and settee .. leather-bottom chairs. 1897 A llbuti's Syst.

Med. II 1 . 486 The so-called 1 leather-bottle stomach \ 1900
Everybody's Mag. III. 497/2 Wool cards—leather back
implements set with wire teeth.

5. General combs, a. attributive as leather-

?nerchant, -work-, also leather-like adj.

1589 Warner Alb. Eng. vn. xxxvii. (1602) 182 My limber
wings., were *Leather-like vnplum*de. 1776 Mendes da
Costa Conchol. 121 A..toughish coriaceous or leather-like

substance. 1851 Richardson Geoi. (1855) 433 A soft, leather-

like mouth, capable of protrusion and retraction. 1861 Sat.

Rev. 3 Aug. 114/1 Great *leather-merchants. 1870 Bryant
Iliad I. vn. 222 Tychius, skilled beyond all other men In

I
*leather-work.
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LEATHER.

b. objective, as leather-cutter
, -dresser, -dyer,

-gilder; f -parer, -seller, -stainer, -worker ; leather-

cutting) -dressing^ -stitching. Also in the names
of implements used in the manufacture or pre-

paration of leather : as leather-polisher
t
-softener,

-stretcher
, -staffer.

1804 W. Tennant Ind. Recreat. II. 195 Chumars, or
•leather cutters. 1889 T. Hardv Mayor of Casterbr. iv,

The class of objects displayed in the shop-windows,
.scythes . • at the ironmongers ..at the glover's and leather

cutter's hedging-gloves [etc,). 1875 Jowett Plato ^ed.

a) 1. 220 Do you really .. know carpentering and
*leather-cutting? 1611 Cotcr., Megissier, . . a Fellmonger,

a * Leather-dresser. i86j Mrs. H. Woon Mrs. Ilnllib. 1.

xxvi. 134 When the skins came in from the leather-

dressers they were washed in a tub of cold water.

^•1515 Cocke LoretCs Ii. 11 Pardoners, kynges benche
gatherers, and *lether dyers. 169a Luttrell Brief Ret.

(1857) II. 566 Three clippers seized . . one a leather gilder.

1735 Lorid. Gaz. No. 6403/4 Joseph Woolley, . . Feather-
Fairer, c 1515 Cocke LorelCs R. 9 Bokeler makers, dyers,

and *lether sellers. 1847 Gkote Greece 11. 1. (1862) IV. 356
Kleon, the leather-seller. 1835 Hone Everyday Rk. I. 515
Mr. Bailey, .. *leather-stainer. 1891 S. C. Sckivenkr Our
Fields Kf Cities 53 Allotments for shoemakers to dig, after ten

hours of *leatherstitching per diem. 189X E. Kingi.ake
Australian at H. 61 The French "leather-workers have
discovered the capabilities of their [kangaroos'! skins.

c. instrumental, as leather-bound, -covered adjs.

1894 H. Gardener Onoff. Patriot 124 He reached up and
took down a *leather-bound volume. 1868 Rep. to Govt.

|

U. S. Munitions War 102 A *leatlier-covered seat.

d. parasynthetic derivatives (often with simila-

tive meaning), as leather-complexioned, -eared,

•legginged, -lunged, -skinned, -winged adjs.

1809 Malkin Gil Rlus yii. xiii. (Rtldg.) 16 That little

swarthy, *leather-coniple.xioned Adonis. 1683 Heraulitits

Ridens No. 61 (1713) II. 128 Twelve *Leather-ear'd Dis-

ciples might have been found in the Vicinage. 1837
Dickens Pickw. xix, Here the *leather-leggmed boy
laughed very heartily. 1853 R. S. Surtf.es Sponge's Sp.

\

Tour (1893) 48 First comes a velveteen-jacketed, leather-

legginged keeper. 1846 W, P. Scargill Puritan s Grave
20 The ruder shoutings of the *leather-lunged rabble. 1655
Mocfet Sc. Bennet Health's Improv. (1746) 304 The Pro-

vence Olives are.. more *leather skin'd, yet better for the

Stomach than the Spanish. 1896 Mrs. B. M. Croker
Village Tales 18 An active, leather-skinned man. 1390
Spenser F. Q. ij. xii. 36 The *letber>winged batt, dayes
enimy.

6. Special combs., leather-back, a large soft-

shelled turtle, Sphargis coriacea
;
leather-bark,

a tree of the genus Thymel&a\ leather-board,
a composition of leather scraps, paper, etc., glued

together and rolled into sheets, used in shoemaking
(Knight Diet. Mcch. 1875); leather carp, a

scaleless variety of the carp ; leather-cloth, cloth

coated on one side with a waterproof varni»h
;

|

leather-coat, a name for russet apples, from the

roughness of their skin
;
leather-flower, a North-

American climbing-plant {Clematis Viornd) with

thick leathery purplish sepals; leather-head, (a)

slang, a blockhead; (l>) Austral, the friar-bird;

leather-headed a., stupid, slow-witted ; hence
leatherheadedness

;
leather-hungry, + {a) some

variety of leather ;
{b) dial, skim-milk cheese

;

leather-hunting Cricket slang (cf. sense 2 c), field-

ing; f leather-kersner [MHG. kursenseret G.
kiirschner skinner] a pelterer; leather-leaf, a

low evergreen shrub of the northern U.S. {Cas-

sandra calyculaid), with coriaceous leaves {Treas.

Hoi. Suppl. 1874) ;
leather-man, a leather-seller

;

leather-mill (see quot. 1727-52); leather-
mouthed a. t having a leather-like mouth (see

quots.); leather-neck, a sailor's name for a soldier,

from the leather stock he used to wear ; leather-
paper, paper having a surface resembling that of
leather ; leather-plant, a composite plant of ihe

genus Celmisia, a native of New Zealand {Treas.

Bot. Suppl, 1874); letxther-iviTtle = leather-back;

leather-wing, a name for a bat ; leather-wood,
{a) a North American shrub of the genus Dirca

t

with a very tough bark
; {b) a Tasmanian wood

of a pale reddish mahogany colour, Encryphia
billardieri (Morris). Also Leathek-jacket.
1855 Ogilvie Suppl., *Leather-hack. 1880 Cassell's Nat.

Hist. IV. 260 The Leather-hack Turtles, whose carapace is

not covered with scales of shell, but with a dense coriaceous
skin. 1751 J. Bartram Observ. Trav. Pennsylv., etc. 28
Abundance of *leather-bark or thymelea, which is plentiful
in all this part of the country. 1880-4 * • Day Brit. Fishes
II. 159 The *leather-carp, Cy/rinus nudus, C. atepidotns,
C. coriaceus, or C. nudus, in which scales are absent, but
the skin is very much thickened. i%$jMech. Mag. 4 Apr. 321
A singularly close and valuable imitation [of leather] known
as ' Crockett's * Leather Cloth '. 1597 Shaks. 2 lien. IV, v.

iii 44 There is a dish of *Lether-coats for you. 1676 Wor-
lidge Cyder (1691) 203 The Leather-Coat or Golden-
Russeting, as some call it, is a very good Winter-Fruit.
1866 Treas. Bot. t

* Leather-flower, Clematis Viorna. a 1700
B. E. Diet. Cant. Crnv, * Leather-head, a Thick-skull'd,
Heavy-headed Fellow. 1847 L. Leichharot Overland
Exped. xiii. 461 The Leatherhead with its constantly
changing call and whistling, i860 G. Bennett Gather-
ings Nat. x. 233 Among the Honey-suckers is that singular-
looking bird, the Leatherhead, or Bald-headed Friar ( Tro-
pidorhyncus corniculatns). a 1668 Davenant News fr.
Plymouth Wks. (1673) 20 What a 'Leather-headed Dunce

162

Am 1, to ask thee. 1876 * Mark Twaih' Tramp Abr.
(1880) I. 206 His *leather-headedness is the point 1 make
against him. 1478-9 Durh. Acc.. Rolls (Surtees) 646 Sol.

pro corrio de *ledderhungry, iii.fr. 1530 Palsgr. 238/2
Lether hungi ye, cvir bovlly. 1804 R. A nuerson Cnmberld.
Rail. 103 Wi' scons, leather-hungry, and whusky. 1886 G.
Sutherland A ustraliti xxvii. 178 Occasionally, in summer,
there are days when.. the pastime of ' Meather hunting'
becomes somewhat tiresome. 1896 Westm. Gaz. 19 June
7/1 The Westerners had a long day's leather hunting at

lord's yesterday. 1226 in Gilbert Hist, ft Munic. Doc.
Ireland (Rolls) 83 Reginaldus le *letherkersnere. 1624
in Gross Gild Merch. II. 12 There have hitherto been three
Companies in the town, those of the Drapers, *Leathermen,
and Firemen. 1727-52 Chambers Cycl. s. v. Mill, * Leather-
Mills are used to scour, and prepare with oil, the skins of
stags, buffaloes, elks, bullocks, &c to make what they call

buff-leather, for the use of the soldiery. 1895 Outing
(U. S.) XXVI. 362/1 There is also a flour and leather mill.

1653 Walton Angler ii. 55 By a *leather mouthed fish,

I mean such as have their teeth in their throat, as the
Chub or Cheven, and so the^ Barbel [etc.]. 1757 Lisle
Husbandry II. 155, I told him the ewes were leather-

mouthed with thick lips. 1833 J. Rennie Atph. Angling 9
Such fishes as have teeth thus placed far back upon the
palate and upper part of the throat while they want them
in their jaws, are termed by anglers leather-mouthed. 1890
Pall Mall G. 24 Jan. 2/1 He (the sailor] despises his friend
the *leather-neck for a lazy and luxurious dog. 1890 Hosie
tV. China 153 That famous tough paper which.. is wrongly
called '"leather' paper. The mistake is pardonable, for
the character which means 'leather' also means 'hark'.
The paper is made from the fibrous inner bark of the
Rroussonetia papyrifera. 1884 Goooe, etc. Fish. Industr.
U.S. 1. 147 The so-called **Leather Turtle', or ' Luth *,

or 'Trunk Turtle'. 1851 Gosse Nat. in Jamaica 298
Tbe little nimble * Leather-wings pursue their giddy play
in security. 1760 J. Lke Introd. Rot. App. 317 * Leather-
wood, Dirca. 1882 Garden 8 Apr, 232/3 The Leather-wood
..now in flower, though not showy, is interesting.

Leather Oe'Sai), v. [f. Leather sb.]

1. trans. To cover or arm with leather.
a ims, c 1400 hee Leathered ///. a.\. 1564-5 Acc. in

Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) III. 362 For mending and
newe lethering the Colledge Quisshens v». a 1774 Golosm.
EAper. Philos. (1776) II. 52 The piston or sucker is lea-
thered so tight as to fit the barrel exactly. 1794 Rigging if

Seamanship L 27 The round holes of all caps are leathered.

1830 Alford in Life (1873) 51 Cleaned, new-leathered, and
tuned the dining-room piano. 1850 Fanny Pa ricks Wander.
Pilgr. 1. 135 My husband used to cut it up to leather the
tips of hilliard cues.

2. To heat with a leathern thong; hence gen. to

beat, thrash.
a 1625 Beaum. & Fl. Faith/. Friends 11. iii, I am inad, ..

1 shall leather 'ein. 1764 Foote Mayor of G. 1. Wks. 1799
I. 174, 1 would so swinge and leather my lamhkin. 1815
Sporting Mag. XLV. 161 Sam leather'd his man, and the
inob were amazed, i860 Geo. Eliot Mill on Fl. 1. v, I gave
Spouncer a black eye .. that's what he got by wanting to
leatherme. 1882 Tennvson Promise ofMay 11. \Vks.(i889)

793/1 I'd like to leather *im black and blue.

b. fig. intr. To work hard ; with away, on.
1869 K. Farmer Scrap Bk. (ed. 6) 44 How they leather'd

away at the job. 1893 Crockktt Stickit Minister 239 So
their minister simply kept leathering on at the fundamentals.

t liea therdoom. Ols. rare [Corruption
of V. rHdredon, = * the eiderdown '.] Kidcrdown.
1702 Baynard in Sir J. Floyer Hot <y Cold Bath w. f 1709)

285 Winter and Summer he was forced to wrap himself up
in Flannel, and Leatherdoom.

Leathered (le-flajd),///.**. Also 3i-lefered.
[f. Leathuu sb. or v. + -El).] Covered, f loaded
or provided with leather, or leathers. Of a ser-

vant : Wearing * leathers \
a 1225 Ancr. R. 418 Ne ne beate ou per mide, ne mid

schurge MeSered ne Meaded. 1*1400 Destr. Troy 5500 Iche
shalke hade a shild shapyn of tre, Wele leddrit o lofte. 1610
Guillim Heraldry vi. ii. (161 1) 256 He beareth . . a Spurre
with the Rowell downwards, Leathered. 1794 W. Felton
Carriages (1801) 11. 190 The imperial is a leathered case,

placed occasionally on the roof of the Coach, for the purpose
of carrying Clothes. 1837 T. Hook Jack Brag xii, A
strapping livery servant, jacketed, topped, and leathered
for travelling. 1858 O. W. Holmes Aut. Rrcahf-t. vii.

(1891) 168 Oars of spruce, balanced, leathered and ringed
under your own special direction.

Leatherette (lettere-t). [f. Leather sb. +
-ette.J A fabric composed of cloth and paper,

in imitation of leather.

1880 Sat. Rev. 20 Nov. 655 Messrs. Dalziel's Bible Gallery
is bound in vellum and leatherette. 1891 Brit, Weekly
10 Sept. 308 The volume can be had in leatherette for half-

a-crown. 1897 G. M. Hopkins Exper. Set. (ed. 17) 329 The
bags—which hold one plate each— are made of the stout
black paper known in the trade as leatherette.

Leathering (le-fc'arirj), vbl. sb. [f. Leather
v. + -ingJ.]

1. The action of covering, fitting, or furnishing

with leather.

1517 Acc. in Archaeologia XLVII. 310 For .. naylyng,
letheryng, bokelyng of nihn'xlvij complete barnes. 1794
Rigging «y Seamanship I, 27 The .. hole is .. larger .., to
allow for leathering. 1869 Eng. Mech. 26 Nov. 257/3 We
next enme to the very important part of the work—
'leathering \

b. concr. A covering or strip of leather.

i8sj Sfidel Organ 38 The other ends of the bellows ..

called the binges, are provided with a double or triple

leathering. 1861 Jrnl. Soc. Arts IX. 746/1 The leathering
on the oar, to prevent chafe.

2. colloq. A flogging, beating.
1791 A. Wilson Poems «$ Lit. Prose (1876) II. 33 Ye

deserve a leathering. 1894 Baring-Goulo Kitty Alone
II. 169 ' Won't 1 only give that cursed beast ?* leathering.'

LEATHERN.
3. Comb, as leathering-bed (see quot.).
1839 Murchison Situr. Syst. t. ii. 18 'Leathering bed\

Name given to a bed of very hard micaceous marlstone
found in the Lower Lias.

Lea'ther-ja cket. [f. Leather sb. + Jacket.]
1. A name given to various fishes, having a

thick skin ; e.g. Balistes capriscus, Oligoplitcs san-
rus, and species of Monacanthns.
1770 Cook Jrnt. 5 May (1893) 246 They had caught a

great number of small fish, which the sailors call leather
jackets on account of their having a very thick skin. 1789
W. Tench Exped. Botany Bay xv. 129 To this may be
added bass, mullet, skait, soles, leather-jackets, and many
other species. 1883 E. P. Ramsay Food-Fishes N. S. Wales
31 (Fish. Exhib. Publ.) The 'leather jackets', Monacanthns,
are the only members of this family [Sclerodrrmi] used as
food. 1884 Goooe etc Fish. * Fish. Industr. U. S. 1. 172
The Leather-jacket of Pensacola, Balistes capriscus, called
4 Trigger Fish ' in the Carolinas. Ibid. 332 The Leather-
jacket — Oligoplites saums.
2. Austral. A kind of pancake.
1846 G. H. Hayuon Five V. Australia vi. 151 A

plentiful supply of ' leather jackets * (dough fried in a pan).
1855 R. Howitt Tivo Y. Victoria 1. 117 (Morris) The
leather-jacket .. is equal to any muffin you can buy in the
l-x>ndon shops.

3. Austral. A name applied lo various trees, on
account of the toughness of their bark, e.g.

Eucalyptus punctata (Morris).

1874 Treas. Bot. Suppl., Leather-jacket of New South
Wales, Eucalyptus resinifera.

4. The grub of the crane-fly.

1881 Eleanor Ormeroo Man. Injur. Insects 66. 1898 R.
Kearton Wild Life atHome 76,1 watched a female fstarling]
collecting * leather-jackets * on a newly-mown lawn last July.

t Lea therly, a . 0b$. [f. Leather sb. + -ly i.]

Leather-like, lough.

1573 Tusser Husb. xlix. (1878) 108 Poore Cobler he tug-
gethliis leatherlie trash, if cheese abide tugging, tug Cisley
a crash.

Leathern (le'So-m), a. Forms : 1 let5er(e)n,

letJren, 4-5 lether(e)ne, letherin, 5 laddering,
6 leth(e;ren, lethrin, letheryn, Sc. ledderane,
ledderyn, leddren, lethrone, leathering, 6-7
leatherne, 7 leathren, lethem, 6- leathern.
[OE. letieren, f. leder Leather sl>. + -en ; cf. Du.
lederen, G.ledern. The earlier OE. form was liS-

erin, Ittrin = OS. lilharin (gloss), OHG. lidrfn]

1. Consisting or made of leather. Leathern con-

venience, -ency : a circumlocution for a coach,
originally imputed to the Quakers; hence in

jocular use.

exooo jElfric Gloss, in Wr -Wiilcker 123/30 Scortia,
lebren fa;t. c 1050 Suppl. JElfric's Voe. ibid. 179/6 Scortius
leoern. 1361 Langu P. PI. A. v. no Lyk a letherne pors
lullede his chekes. 138J Wvcur Lev. xiii. 59 This is the
lawe of the lepre . . of all letherin purtenaunce. 1488 Inv.
R. Wardr. (1815) J2 Item in a leddering purs. . . tuelf score
& xvi salutis. 15*1 Churchw. Acc. Pilton (Som. Rec. Soc.)

74 Item payde for a letheryn baag to ber y« keys—iiii'
1
. X546

Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1844) 1. 234 Ane ledderane coit
worth tua crovnis of the sone. 1583 Leg. Bp. St. Androis
574 A cott of kelt Weill beltit in ane lethrone belt. 1634
Milton Comus 626 He .. Would .. in requitall ope his
leather n scrip. 1683 Brit. Spec. 14 The poorest of them
were good Leathern Shooes. 1699 E. Ward Lond. Spy vii.

(1702) 3 Our Leathern-Conveniency being bound in the
1'races to its Good-Behaviour had no more Sway than a
Funeral Herse. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Leathern
Convenience (by the Quakers*, a Coach. 171 9 D'Urfev
Pills III. 322 Men with leathern Buckets, do quench Fire
in a Town. 1796 Combe Boydelfs Thames U. 123 Robert
Scot, the inventor of leathern artillery. 1834 Scott St. Ro-
nan's xx, At the duly appointed hour, creaked forth the
leathern convenience. 1836 W. Irving Astoria 1. 120 The
Crow camp . . was composed of leathern tents. x86x J. Y.
Simpson Archarol. 56 Human bodies .. covered with the
leathern and other dresses in which they died.

b. Used with reference to the skin of the living

animal.
a 13*5 Names ofHare in Rel. Ant. \. 134 The hert with

the letherene homes. 1600 Shaks. A. V.L. 11. i. 37 Such
groanes That their discharge did stretch his leatherne coat
Almost to bursting. 1851 Longp. Gold. Leg. iv. Road to

Hirschau, The horses distend their leathern sides with water.

c. nonce-use. Skin-clad.

1596 Edward III, 11. ii. 120 Since leathern Adam till this

youngest hour.

2. Made of a substance resembling leather; lea-

ther-like. Said esp. of the bat's wings, hence
of its flight, and occas. of the bat itself. AlsoJig.
1513 Douglas A^neis XIH. Prol. 33 Vpgois the bak wyth

hir pelit ledderyn flycht. 1600 Fairfax Tasso ix. xxv. 164
An nideous dragon . . With iron pawes, and leathren wings
displaid. 1663 Butler Hud. 1. iii. 153 But . . the late-cor-

rected Leathern Ears of the circumcised Brethren. X687
Death's Vis. ix. note 4 (1713)43 It has beon a Question,
whether the Leathern Bat (as tis caU'd)be to be annumher'd
among Birds or Beasts. 1735 Pope Odyss. xti. 514 So to the
beam the bat tenacious clings, And pendant round it clasps

his leathern wings. 1746 Collins Ode to Even, iii, The
weak-eyed bat . . flits by on leathern wing. 1812 H. & J.
Smith Rej. Addr., The Theatre Who's that calls * Silence r

!

with such leathern lungs? 1879 Todhuntfr Alcestis 100
Death. .Thou shall fly no more, For all thy leathern wings.
1886 Flworthv W. Somerset Word-bk., Leatherwbird,
the bat. 1895 Mrs. B. M. Croker Village Tales (1896)

x 00 Her wondrous loveliness stirred even the leathern hearts

of these hill-men.

Comb. 1664 Evelvh Pomona 44 The thick skin, or leathern-

coat [s= leather-coat (apple)]. 1818 W. Irving Sketch Bk. t

Leg.SleePy Hollow, Old fanners, a spare leathern- faced race.



LEATHEROID.

Hence Iiea'thernly adv,, ? clumsily.

1594 Nasiie Unfort. Trav. 33 A Comcdie .. which was
so hhhily acted, so leathernty set forth, as would haue
moued laughter in Heraclitus.

Leatheroid (le-foroid). [f. Leather sb. +
-01D.] A fabric consisting of cotton paper,

chemically treated so as to resemble raw-hide.
18B* Knowledge 18 Aug. 193 Leatheroid .. consists of

a number of thicknesses of cotton paper .. The .. strength

and adhesion it possesses are derived from a chemical bath.

1900 Munsey July 517/1 Tetescopes made of leatheroid.

Leathery (levari), a. [f. Leather sb. + -Y.J

Resembling leather in appearance or texture ; fre-

quent in botanical use = Coriaceous. Of the

voice : As if proceeding from an organ of leather.

155a Huloet, Letherye or of lether. 1681 Grew Museum
in Wormius calls this Crusty a Leathery Skin. 1787
Families Plants I. 256 Perianth eight-leaved, leathery. 1821

Cratg Led. DraivingW. 127 The fleshy tints of the pictures

painted in oil become brown and leathery. 1870 Hooker
Stud. Flora 288 Marmbium vttlgare Leaves .. much
wrinkled, leathery. 1884 Bowkb & Scott De Barfs
Dianer. 418 Leathery leaves of Conifers. 1888 Century
Mag. Feb. 565/2 She thrust forward her leathery hand.

1897 Allbutfs Syst.Med. IV. 470 The tones of the voice

were leathery* "898 J. Hutchinson Archives Surg. IX.
No. 34. 103 The valves of the heart, especially the mitral,

were thickened and leathery.

Comb. 185s Mavne Reid Seal/ Hunt. xxi. 155 The
hair was all worn off it [a capl, leaving a greasy, leathery,

looking surface. 1880 C. R. Mabkham Peruv. Bark 167
Several Calisaya trees were growing on the summit . . in

company with the leathery-leafed huaturu,

Leathic, Leatic : see Liatico.

Lea'thwake, a. Obs. exc. north, dial.

Forms : 1 litfe-, leolSuwAc, 4 leothewok, 5 lith-,

lythewayke, 6 leath(i)e we(a)ke, lyeth-waike,
leithweik, 7 leeth-, lieth-, 9 dial, leathwake.
[OE. litiewdc, leotiuwdc, f. US, leotin limb, Lith sb,

+ wdc soft, pliant : see Weak a.] Having the

joints flexible; hence gen. pliant, soft.

c 1000 Endowments Men 84 in Exeter Hi. 298 Sum bi<5 .

.

for gum-^egnum leaht and leobu-wac. e 1330 Rel. Ant. II.

229 Ther oure body is leothe-wok, }yf strengthe vrom above.

1483 Cath. Angl. 218/2 Lilbwayke, Jlexibilis. 1545 Ascham
Toxoph. (Arb.) 129 A fedder is fit for a shafte .. byeause it

is leathe weake to giue place to the bowe. Ibid. 139 Waxe
taketh printe whan it is warme and leathie weke. 1593 A tic.

Monum. Rites Durftam (Surtees) 55 He [St. Cuthbert] was
taken out of the ground, .lying like to a man sleping, being
found saife and uncorrupted and lyeth-waike. 1674 Ray N. C.
Words 30 Leethwake, limber, pliable. 1788 W. Marshall
Yorksh. II. 330 Leathwake, lithe, weak, flexible, limber,

feeble ; as a hair, a thread, an oziertwig, or an angling rod.
j8z8 Carr Craven Dial., Leathe-wake, supple in the joints.

Hence + Iiea'thwakenesa.
1548 R. Hutten Sum 0/ Divinity Si a, [Attributes of a

glorified body] Leithweiknes 8c quicknes or redines.

Leattre, obs. form of Letter.

Leave (liV), sb. Forms: 1 leaf, 2 leef, dat,

leVe, (3 luve), 3-6 leve, 4 lef, leef, lyve, Sc.

leyf(e, leife, 4-5 lefe, leeve, Sc. leiff, 4-6 Sc.

leif, 5 lewe, 6 leffe, Sc. leive, live, lyve, 6-7
lieve, 3, 6- leave. [OE. Uaf, str. fern. =* OHG.
*touba (MHG. loube, str. fcm., early mod.G.
laube) :—OTeut. type +

/<?//&?, whence *lautfan (sec

Leve vX to permit).
The etymological sense is prob. 1 pleasure, approval * ; the

root is identical with that of Love, Lief, Belikve, etc.

The mod. form represents not the OL. nom. (which would
have given *leaf\ but the dat. and accus. liafe, which was
more frequent in use.]

1. Permission asked for or granted to do some-
thing: freq. in phr, to ask, beg, gel

t
give, gran

t

,

AavCy obtain leave
;
^beside (obs.), by, with

t
without

{the) leave {of).
Byyour leave : used as an apology for taking a liberty

;

often ironically used when some remark is made which
will be unwelcome to the person addressed.
^900 tr. B&dd's Hist. iv. v. (1890) 278 Buton pas biscopes

Ieafe. xi..O.E. Chron, an. 1048 (Laud MS.), THel saet on
ham biscoprice be se cyng him aer jeunnan haefde be his

fulre leafe. a 1x31 Ibid. an. 11 28 (Laud MS.), Be pes kynges
leue. CX200 Trin. Coll, Horn. 167 Ure drihten .. }af leue
be deuel to binimende him his oref and his ahte. c izzo
Bestiary 226 Wat if he leue haue of ure heuen louerd for to

deren us. ? a 1300 Shires
<fr
Hundreds Eng. in O. E. Misc,

145 Myd pes kinges leaue. a 1300 Fait % Passion 75 in

E. E. P. (1862) 14 po pilat had igrant is tuue glade y-no^ ho
was: he nem bat swet bodi adun an biriid hir in a fair plas.

a j.300 Cursor M. 14744 Mi hus agh be..Hus o praier..And
yee mak it, wit^vten leue, A to-draght o reuer and thefc.

£•1325 Deo Gracias 33 in E. E. P. (1862) 125 pen seide be

prest, sone bi bi leue I most seye forb my seruise.
#
c 1374

Chaucer Troylus in. 622 But execut was al bisyde hir leue
At the goddes wil. 1375 Bab sour Bruce xvti. 863 But leiff,

he hame has tane his gat. £1380 Wyclif Wks. {1880) 40
Here wyues han }ouen here housbondis lyue \MS. W.
leeve]. ^1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 2283 Philomene, At the
laste leue hath she to go. c 1400 Maunoev. (Roxb.) v.

17 To haue leue for to passe mare surely thurgh be cun-
treez. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. iv. i. 395, I pray you giue
me leauc to goe from hence. 1599 in Bnttes' Dyets dric
Dinner Pvij b, Buttes (by thy leaue) lie be a Guest of
thine. 1608 Topsell Serpents (1658) 816 But by their

leaves these reasons are very weak. 1613 Purchas Pit'
grimage (1614) 293 They never goe abroad without leave,

except to the Bath. 1653 A. Wilson Jas. /, 112 Sir Walter
Rawleigh . . made Accesses to the King, whereby he got
leave to Visit the New World. 1705 Hickeringill Priest-
cr. (1721) 1. 41 If the French King invade without putting
off his Hat, or saying, t>y your Leave. 1713 Addison

163

Guardian No. 140? 2 By my correspondent's good leave,

1 can by no means consent. 1815W. H. Ireland Scribble-

omania 253 Upon which subject I shalt beg leave to dwelt

a little. 1838 Dickens Nich. Nick. Hi, I'll speak to you
a moment, ma'am, with^your leave. 1840 — Barn. Rudge
xvi, The solitary passenger was startled by the chairmen's
cry of 1 By your leave there !

' as two came trotting past him.

1855 Browning Era Lippo i. 1, I am poor brother Lippo,

by your leave ! 1885 Law Rep. 29 Chanc. Div. 268 Pur-

suant to this leave, the daughter . . applied to add to the

decree.

b. Proverbs.
1533 Fit2HErb. Hush. § 143 Seldom doth the housbande

thryve withoute tl .s leve of his wyfe. 1546 J. Heywood
Prov. (1867) 20 Vc might haue knokt er yc came in, leaue

j

is light. 1633 \\. Jonson Love's Welcome at Wclbcck, 1

Leave is ever faire, being ask'd ; and granted is as light,
|

according to our English Proverhe, Leave is light.

fc. To give leave (fig., of conditions or cir- 1

cumstanccs) : to allow, permit. Obs.

1500^20 Dunbar Poems xxix. 7 Quheu I wald blythlie

ballattis breif, Langour thairto givis me no leif. 1576
Fleming Panopt. Epist. 316 As the measure of my abilitie

\

wil give me leave. 1617 Mokyson //;'«. 11. 109 He would
. .keepe (he field as neerc Tyrone, as In* meanes would give

him leave. 1644 Direct. Pubt. Worship 39 So far a* the

time will giue leaue. 1797 Etnycl. Brit. IX. 14/1 One.. of
these, .columns will become longer ..and give the lighter

fluid . . leave to rise in its place.

fd. To give (a fish) leave : to gi\e (hini) play.

1653 W« Lauson Comm. on Seer. Angling C 5 When you
have hookthim, give him leave, keeping your Line straight.

e. In military, naval, and official u^e (also some-
times in schools) ; (a) /.cave of absence\ or simply
leave

,
permission to be absent horn a post of duly.

(See also sick-leave.) On leave : absent from duty by

I

permission, (b) 1 lence, the period of such absence.
|

1771 Burkk Let. 31 July, Corr. (1844) 1. 255 He has gut
a leave of absence. 1802 C. Jamks Mitit. Pict. %

Leave of
absence, a permission which is granted to officers. . and
soldiers, to be ahsent from camp or quarters for any specific

period. 1829 JIahrva i
/«". Mildmay x, To-morrow my leave

expires. 1831 Lamb Ess. Elia Ser. n. Newspapers 35 yrs.

ago 342 On one fine summer holyday ia 'whole day's leave'

we called it al Christ's Hospital). 1844 Regul. \ Ord.
Army 86 Officers, going on Leave of Absence, i860 Kkaok i

Cloister <y //. xx.wiii, He was going on leave, after some
j

years of service, to see his kindred at Remiremont. 1864

Tennyson Sea-Dreams 6 They .. Came, with a month's
leave given them, tu the sea. 1878 A'. Amer. Rev. CXXVI.

!

93 Furloughed men returned .. befote their * leaves ' had .

terminated.

2. To take {one's) leave (const, of + at, + to, t on) : I

orig. fto obtain permission to depart [obs. rare) ;

hence, to depart with some expression of farewell ; ,

to bid farewell, f Also rarely, to fang, get, have,

latch leave, (Sec also French leave.)
c 1250 Gen. iv Ex. 2697 Mai he no leue at hire taken but-if

he it mai mi3 crafte maken. a xjpo Cursor M. 4999 ^>air

leue bai laght [ Trin. toke], and war ful blith. 1375 Barbour
Bruce v. 253 Thar-with-nll he luwtit, and his leyf has tane.

Ibid. xx. 109 Quhen on bath halfis levis wes tane. c 1386

Chaucer Erankl. T. 763 They take hir leue, and on hir

weytheygon. a 1400-50 A le.vander 899 Faire atphilipbe fers

bair leue Jpai fangen. c 1430 Syr Tryam, 52 He toke hys leve

at the quene. ^1435 l'orr. Portugal 946 Torrent u ..

toke leve on kyng and knyght. 1447 Bokenham Seyu/js
(Roxb.) 31 Aftyr leve takyn to shyp they went, c 1460

J. Russeli. Bk. Nurture 970 Of youre souerayne take

no leue; but low to hym alowt. c^1500 Melusine Ivii. 334
He toke leue to the Pope. 1523 Lo. Bfrnkrs Eroiss. \. x. 9
This lady departed . .and all her company, with syr John of

Heynaulte, who with great peyne gatte leue of his brother.

1593 Shaks. Rich. II, 1. iii. 50 Let vs take a ceremonious
leaue And louing farwell of our seuerall friends. 1596
Dalrymtle tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. x. 458 Jlk from vthtr

takeng thair lyue departct. «6io B. Jonson Alch. v. iv, We
will . . take our leaucs of this ore weaning raskall. 1667

MtLTON P. L. 111.739 Satan bowing low Took leave.

1719 De Fof. Crusoe 11. xvi. (1840)342 The young lord took

his leave of us. 1864 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. ML 236 When
she took leave of ine the night before starting,

b. transf and fig.
1500-20 Dunrak Poems xxii. 73 Twa curis or thre hes

vpolandis M ichell Thocht he fra nolt had new tane leif. 1508

in Dunbar s Poems (1893) 321, I tak my leve at all vnsted-

fastnes. 1597 Morley Introd. Mus. 115, 1 wil then take

my leaue of you for this time, till my next leisure, at which
time 1 meane to Iearne of you that part of musicke which
rcsteth. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. v. iv. § 41. 225 We take our

leaves of Tyndal. 1660 M ilton Free Commit'. Wks. 1738 I.

587 They may permit us a little Shroving-time first, wherin

to speak freely, and take our leaves of Liberty. 1703
Malnurell Journ. Jerus. (1732) 108 We went to take our

leaves of the holy Sepulcher. X723 Wodrow Corr. (1843)

IU. 33 There was never a schoolboy more desirous to have
the play than I am to have leave of this world. 1771

Franklin Antobiog. Wks. 1840 I. 65, 1 now took leave of

printing, as I thought, for ever.

f3. Leave-taking; in phr. audience of leave : see

Audience 6. Obs,

c 1400 Destr. Troy v. 1823 Antenor vntomly turnet his way
Withoutyn lowtyng or lefe. 17x1 [see Auuience

6J. 1724

Lond. Gaz. No. 6321/1 Mr. Finch had his Audience of

Leave of the King and Queen of Sweden. 1734 tr. Rollins
Arte. Hist. (1827) VII. vu, xvii. 226 The king having like-

wise tendered them very considerable presents at their

audience of leave.

4. To give (a person) his leave : to give him
his dismissal. To gel one's leave : to get one's dis-

missal. Now only Sc. (Cf. F. conge*.

)

1508 Dunbar Tua mariit wemen 67 We suld .. gif all

larbaris thair leveis, quhan thai lak curage. a 1568 Cover-
dale Bk. Death xxvi. (1579) 118 The sicke must geue all

other worldely matters theyr leave. 1637 RuTHEBFoau

LEAVE.
Lett. (1862) 1. 272 He..wd. give an evil servant his leave at
mid-term.

5. aitrib. and Comb., as leave-giving \ leave-
breaker, a sailor who breaks his leave of absence ;

so leave-breaking.; leave-day (also leave-out

day), at certain schools, a day on which boys
are allowed to go beyond the precincts of the

school ; t leave-nimmg = Leave-taking.
£-1860 1L Stuart Seaman's Catech. p. v, * Leave-breakers

prevent the officers from giving the indulgence. Ibid.,

•Leave-breaking is occasioned by the indulgence of. .vices.

181 7 Coi.eriugk/?/^. Lit. 1. 16 In my friendless wanderings
on our Meave-days. \/ootnote\ The Christ Hospital phrase,

not for holidays altogether, hut for those on which the boys
are permitted to go beyond the precincts of the school.

1854 Keiilk in Life (1869) xvii. 394 When he comes here
on leave-out days. 1450 1530 Myrr. our Ladye 102 Wyt-
tynge well that the blyssyng, or *!eaue geuynge, longeth
pryncypally to God. 1340 Ayenb. T12 Vor he hit ous let :

at his *yleave nymynge and at his laste bequide.

Leave (l'~v), v\ Forms: 1 leefan, 2-3 laeven,

lefen, lefven, leven, 3 leafen, leave(n, 4-5 leef,

leeve, -yn, leff e, leif(e, lev, leyf(f, -fe, -ve,

(lyve), 4 6 lef e, leve(n, lewe, leif(f, 6 leavy)
Sc. laif, live, 7 leaf, leav, 8-9 Se. {colloq.) lea',

5- leave. Pa. t. 1 leefde, 2-3 laefde, l(e)afde,

laev-, lefede, 3-5 leved 'e, 4-5 lefid, -it, lef(f yt,

Sc. lewid, -it, -yt, 4-6 lafde, laf(f)t(e, lefte,

(5 leeft, lefft, levit, leyrTt), Sc. leifit, 6 leaft,

4- left. Pa. f>plc. 1 lsbfed, 3 leaved, 4le(v)ed,
-id, -it, leift, leyved; also 4 lev-en, 5 leve,

4-5 laf f)te, -yn, 4-6 lefte, Sc. lev-, lewyt,
6 ieaft, 4- left. See also Y-i.eve. [OE. Igfan
trans, and intr., corresp. to OKris. leva to leave,

OS. -lefiiau in farleflhf pa. pplc, left over),

OHG., MUG. leibcn, ON. leifa to leave, Goth.
-laibjan (in bilaibjan to leave behind) OTeut.
*/aif>Jan, f. ^/aibfi remainder, relic ''see Lave sb.),

whence also the intr. vbs. OS. lebou, OllG. leibcn

lo remain. The OTetit. *laibjan is the causative

of *Iit>an str. vb., represented by the compounds
OK. belifan (see Hklikvk v.), OKris. beliva, bltva,

MI hi. bltven (Da. blijven), OllG. beltban QAWC*.
beliben, bliben, inod.G. blciben ), to remain.
The root (OTeut. *taifi- OAryan Vr>-, */eip-,

*loip-) has in Tent, only the sense 'to remain, continue' tso

in L11 k, Livk v.), which api>ears also in fir. Atirapijt

persevering, importunate. This sen>«c is usually regarded
as a development from a primary sense ' lo adhere, be
sticky \ exemplified in Lith. lipti, OS1. lipeti 10 adhere,
li'piti lo stick, Or. AtVos grease, Ski", rip-, Itp- to smear,
adhere to.

The view of some scholars, that the Teut. words may
belong to the Aryan root *leiq- to leave hence (Jr. A* oTttr,

L. tifiquere), is plausible with regard to the sense, but the

tendency of recent research is unfavourable lo the admission
of ils formal possibility.!

I. To have a remainder; to cause or allow to

remain.

1. Irans. Of a deceased person : To have remain-

ing after one (a widow, children, property, repu-

tation, etc.).

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Mark xii. 22 And ealle scofon hi h.Tfdon &
srcd tie laefdon. 1382 NVtci.if Ruth i. 3 The housboond of

Noemie, is deed, and she lafte with the sones. c 1400 Apol.
Loll. 4 Better to die wib out barnes, ban to lef vnpitouse

bam is aftir. 1604 E. G[ri.msionk] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies

VI. xii. 455 P'or the entertainment of the family he left.

1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) VI. 512 Incase he should. .leave

no lawful heir. 1838 Thirlwau. Greece V. 165 He left an
infant son named Amyntas. 1881 Gardiner & MuLMNr.r.a
Study Eng. Hist. 1. vi. 103 The medieval sainls .. had l«ft

no successors. 1891 Larv Reports Weekly Notes 201/1 He
intended that whatever property he left should be divided.

b. Of things or conditions : To have remaining

as a trace or consequence after removal or cessation.

1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters 111. 296 Most chalybeate
waters leave no common vitriol upon evaporation. 1814

Wordsw. Excursion vu. 27 It had left, Deposited upon the

silent shore Of memory, images and precious thoughts.

1823 V. Clissolu Asient Mt. Blanc 24 This area is so

detached from the rock, as to l^ave a crevasse running along
its base. 1885 Sir J. Hannkn in Law Reports 10 P.

A small blister, which subsided in a day or two leaving

only a redness of the skin.

2. To transmit at one
T

s death to heirs or succes-

sors. Hence, to direct that (something which one

possesses) shall descend after one's death to a

specified person, corporation, etc. ; to bequeath or

devise. Also in indirect passive.

Beowidf 1 1 79 (Gr.) pinum ma^um la;f folc ond rice, c 1000
Ags. Gosp. Jofm xiv. 27 Jc lacfe eow sibhe. a 1300 Cursor
M. 24235 Sin i sal to mi fader fare, I sal be leue a fere. 1484
Caxtos Fables of A/fouce iii, A good man labourer wente
fro lyf to deth [and] lefte nothyng to his sone but only

a hows, 1508 Dunbab Poems vi. 36 Corpus meuin cbriosum,

I leif on to the toune of Air. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W.
1531) 27 Than we made our last wyll and testament, whan
we lefte to the worlde our kynne and frendes. 1559 W.
Cunningham Cosmogr. Giasse 3 We should have left many
more errours to our posteritie. 1580 Sidney Ps. xvii. xi,

They in ricbes Moorish doe, And children have to leave it to.

1651 Hobbes Leviath. ir. xxviii. 163 It was not given, but
left to him, and to him onely. 1676 Lauy Chawobth in

12M Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. A pp. v. 29 Poore cosin Brooks
haih left me 10/. 1713 Addison Guardian No. 97 r 1, 1 was
left a thousand pounds by an uncle. 1732 Bebkkley A lciph.

i. § 1 A good collection, chiefly of old books, left him by
21-2



LEAVE.
a clergyman his uncle. 1844 Dickens Mart. Chnz. xliv,

If I knew how you meant to leave your money. 1849
Macaulav Hist. Eng. vi. J I. 127 The seventeenth century
has, in that unhappy country, left to the nineteenth a fatal

heritage of malignant passions. 1876 Mozlev Univ. Serin.
iv. (1877) 87 Suppose him suddenly to be left an enormous
fortune. 1895 Bookman Oct. 23/1 The great engravers of
the age of Louis have left us innumerable portraits.

absol. 1837 Syo. Smith Let. to Singleton Wks. 1859 II,

Men of Lincoln have left to Lincoln Cathedral, and men of
Hereford, to Hereford.

b. Iii passive: To be (welly etc.) left', to be
(well, etc.) provided for by legacy or inheritance.

1606 Dekkeb Sev.Sinnes v. (Arb.) 36 Richmens sonnes
that were left well. 1875 Jas. Grant One of ttte

1 600' ii. 21

Cora shall be well and handsomely left.

3. To allow to remain in the same place or con-

dition ; to abstain from taking, consuming, remov-
ing, or dealing with in some particular manner.

To be left : to remain.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke xix. 44 Hi$ ne laefaS on be stan

ofer stane. c 1205 Lay. 994 Al heora god we sculen nimen,
8c lutel hem hcuen. a 1225 A tier. R. 70 Muche fol he were
. .}if he grunde be grcot & Iefde bene hwete. a 1300 Cursor
M. 4983 pe yongeist . . bai Iefte at beir fader in. Ibid. 5401
Es vs noght leued hot erth bar. 1340 Ham polk Pr. Consc.

100 Wharfor that man may be halden wode, That cheses
the ille and Ieves the gude. 1375 I?arbour Bruce 1. 247 Fre
liking to leyvc, or do That at hys hart hym drawis to. 1382
Wyclif Num. ix. 12 Thei shulen not leeue of it eny thing

vnto the morwe. a 1548 Hall Chron., licit. VI, 129 It was
not the poynt of a wtseman, to leave and let passe, the cer-

tain for the uncertain. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 67
For, what place is left now for honestie? where lodgeth
goodnes? 1693 Evelyn De la Quint. Compl. Card., Diet.,

To Head a Tree, is to cut off the Head or Top, leaving only
the bare Stem without any Top Branches. 1697 Dami ier
Voy. 1. 315 The Trunk . . they leave in the Sun 2 or 3 days.

1709 Steele Tatler No. 139 f 1 Business and Ambition
take up Men's Thoughts too much to leave Room for

Philosophy. 1822 Lamb Elia Ser. 1. Distant Correspondents^
If you do not make haste to return, there will be little left

to greet you, of me, or mine. 1845 Bmo Dis. Liver 264
Persons who . . have . .very little liver left. 1898 N. <V Q.
15 Oct. 301/2 The six [criminals] .. were however 'left for

death ' as the phrase then went.

f b. absol., esp. in the sense * not to consume the

whole of one's portion of food, etc.
'

; also with

over.

1603 Knolles Hist. Turks 893 He., made himselfe
ahle at his own choice and pleasure to leave or take. i6ti

Bible Ruth ii. 14 She did eatc, and was sufficed, and left

[1551 Coverdale, left over). 1642 Fuller Holy <v Prof.
State iv. xiv. 310 A worthy work (wherein the Reader may
rather leave then lack).

c. To have as a remainder (in the operation of
1

subtraction). Of a number or quantity : To yield \

(so much) as a remainder when deducted from some
larger amount.
c 1423 Crafte 0/Nombryngc E E. T. S.) 18 Medie 8. ben

bou schalt leue 4. 1709 J. Waro lntrod. Math. 11. ii. $ 2
^ I 734)

>

1 5°. a — b Taken from a + b Leaves + 2 b for the
Remainder. 1896 A. E. Housman Shropshire Lad ii, And
take from seventy springs a score, It only leaves me fifty !

more.

d. With complementary sb., adj., or phrase : To
j

allow to remain in a specified condition ; not to

change from being so-and-so. Often with a nega-
tive ppl. a., to leave undone, unsaid etc. — to

abstain from doing, saying, etc. Also, with mix-
ture of sense 7 b : To put into, or allow to remain
in, a certain condition on one's departure.
('1205 Lay. 1508 NulleS heo leaue [1275 lefuen] nenne of

ous a-liue. a 1300 Cursor M. 11228 The sonne goth thorogh
glas And levith yt hole as it was. 1375 ItAaBoua Bruce ix.

453 He levit nocht about that toune Tour standand, stane
no wall. 1526 Tinuale Matt, xxiii. 23 For ye tythe mynt
annys and commen and leave the waygthtycr mattres
of the lawe ondone. 155a Bk. Com. Prayer Gen. Con/. t

We haue left vndone those things which we oughte to

haue done. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 301 Then did you
leave its sticking in the myre. 1591 Spenser Mniopot. 155
Ne did he leave the mountaines hare unseene, Nor the
ranke grassie fennes delights untride. 1613 Purchas Pil-
grimage (1614) 192 The Jewish .. Wise-men, have left no
part of life unprovided of their superstitious eare. 1794
Pai.ey Evid. (1825) II. 101 To leave the argument without
proofs, is to leave it without effect. 1803 Mary Charlton
Wife <y Mistress 11. 62 Dolly had left the dressing-room
door half open. 1809-10 Coleridge Sailor's Fortune iii,

Being now on that part of his life which I am obliged to leave
almost a blank. 1849 Macaulav Hist. Eng. iii. I. 29^ An
important military resource which must not be left unnoticed.
1888 Law Times LXXXV. 132/2 If the timber adds beauty
or shelter to the mansion-house, the tenant for life must
leave it intact.

4. f a. To neglect or omit to perform (some
action, duty, etc.) ; = To leave undone (see 3d);
also with inf. to omit to do something. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 3144 He left noght do his lauerd wil.

c 1380 WvclipJ*/. IVks. IU.348 Y leeve to speke nf stelyng
of wymmen. — Wks. (1880) 328 Sib bat crist my^t not faile

in ordynaunce to his chirche, & he left bis confessioun, it

semeb bat it is not nedeful. Ibid. 410 pey leeuen bat cri>t

biddib. C1489 Caxton Blanchardyn xxiv. 8r He sholde
not leue to bnnge her his two doughters. 150a Ord. Crystcn
Men (W.de W. 1506) Prol.6 Good werkes that a man leueth
to do ayenst the mercy of god. 1538 Starkev England 1. i.

24 Vf wyse men ..wold have bent themselfe to that purpose
leuyng such fon respecte of tyme and place. 1557 North
Gueuara's Diall Pr. (1619) 69/2 They.. living in flesh, did
leave to use the workes .. of the flesh. 1558-68 Waroe tr.

Alexis* Seer. 24 b, Not leaving to dooe their businesse I

abrode notwithstanding. 1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr.
(
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Chirurg. 6/1 Yet must not we leave to effecte that which
this arte requircth. 1624 Quarles Sion's Elegies iii. 14 Thou
Jeav'st what thy Creator did Will thee to doe.

absol. C1374 Chaucicr Troylus v. 1518 Weep if thou
wolt, or leef. c 1375 Lay Folks Mass Bk. (MS. B.) 243 Offer

or leeue, wheber pc lyst. i486 Bk. St. Albans Cv, That
an hauke use hir craft all the seson to flye or lefe.

b. To allow to stand over, to postpone (an

action, a subject of consideration).
,559 W. Cunningham Cosmogr. Glasse 115, I will leave

his composition untill 1 shewe you the making of it among
other instrumentes. 1628 Earle Microcosm.^ Young-man
(Arb.) 51 Hee leaues repentance for gray hayres.

5. To abstain from appropriating, dealing with,

or doing (something) so that another person or

agent may be able to do so without interference
;

to suffer to be controlled, done, or decided by
another instead of oneself; to commit, refer. Const.
to or dat. ; also with.
trrjoo Harrow. Hell 104 Heovene ant erthe tac to the

—

Soules in helle lef thou me. i486 Bk. St. Albans Ei<jb,
All that bere skyne and talow and Rounge leue me. 1559
W. Cunningham Cosmogr, Glasse 143, 1 . . wil leave it to

such as are Pilotes. 1561 Daus tr. Bullinger on Apoc.
(1573) 93 b, For despisyng of the simple truth, men be
left vp to lying deeeauers, 1590 Spenskr F. Q. 1. viL 9
This man forlorne And left to loss. 1638 Sir T. Herbkrt
Trav. 127, 1.. leave such theories to those that study
Meteors.^ 1660 F. Brooke tr. he Blanc's Trav. 277 The
flood retiring within its bounds, leaves their dwellings to
their possession again. 1670 A. Roberts Adventures T.S.
180 When we had our Dispatches, we left him to his own
Fortune. 1726 G. Roberts Four Years Voy. 302, I told

him, 1 would Jeave all that to his
^
management. 1771

Junius Lett. Iiv. 283, 1 will leave him to his suspicions.

1796 Burke Regie. Peace \. (C. P. S.) 73 Nothing in the
Revolution .. was left to accident. 1849 Macallay ///j/.

Eng. ii. I. 257 The rage of the hostile factions would have
been sufficienily violent, if it had been left to itself. 1890
Lo. Esher in Lazv Times Rep. LXIII. 692/1 This case
ought not to have been left to the jury. 1897 Altbn/t's
Syst. Med. III. 876 The prospect of success by operation is

so slight that . . it is better to leave the case to nature.

b. Willi obj. and infinitive : To allow (a person
or thing) to do something, to be done or dealt

with, without interference.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. <W. de W. 1531) 5 b, Leauynge them
and suffrynge them to be without meate and drynke a cer-
tcyn season. 1662 J. Davies tr. Olearius' Voy. Ambass.
107 The Great Duke never signs expeditions, but leaves that
to be done by the Secretaries of State. 1665 Hooke
Microgr. 85 And what 1 have therein perform'd, I leave the
Judicious Reader to determine. 1670 A. Roberts Adven-
tures T. S. 152 They always left them to enjoy their own
without disturbing them. 1719 Waterlanh Vind. Christ's
Dir. v. {1720) 81 In the Interim 1 may fairly loave you to
consider it. 18 18 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) II. 233 To leave
the title of the inheritance to go one way, and the trust of
the term another way. 1818 Cobbett Pot. Reg. XXXIII.
116 He left hirn to shift for himself. 1828 Scott F. M.
Perth xxxv, The Earl rode off., leaving Albany to tell his
tale as he best could. 1881 Gardiner & Mullinger Study
Fug. Hist. 1. ix. 165 The future was to be left to take care
of itself. 1895 Law Times Rep. LXXIII. 22/1 The court
.. left the parties to take their own course.

c. To leave {something, much, etc.) to be desired'.

to be (more or less) imperfect or unsatisfactory.
Common in journalistic use ; suggested by the F. laisser

a desirer, which is sometimes, though faultily, imitated in
its ellipsis of the obj.

6. To deposit or give in charge (some object) or

station (persons) to remain after one's departure
;

to give (instructions, orders, information, e.g.

one's name or address) for use during one's absence.

Phrase, to leave a card on (a person).
c 1350 Will. Palerne 1858 His bag wib his bilfodur wib be

hest he lafte. c 1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 17 Leeve
bi offring at be auter. a 1548 Hall Chron.

}
Hen. Vi/It

104 h, He left another nomhre and left capitames to overse
them. 1655 Stanley Hist. Philos. 1. (1701) 30/1 He .. left

order with his friends that they should carry his bones to
Salamis. 1704 Dk Foe in 15M Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.
App. iv. 83 The letter has not reached your hands, though
left with your porter last Friday night. C1709 Prior
Protflgcnes .r Apctles 50 Will you please To leave your
name? 1797 Mrs. A. M. Bennett Beggar Girl (1813) IV.
63 He wanted to leave his address, and she flounced away,
and would not take it. 1813 Col. Hawker Diary {1893) I.

'

65, I left word that if I won the cheese I would give it to
the old man again, i860 TvwnALL Glac. 1. xvi. 117 Until
we reached the point where we had left our wine in the
morning. 1861 Dickens Gt. Expect, xxxvii, He left word
that he would soon be home. 1883 Lo. R. Gowfr My
Remin. II. xxvi. 160 A contradictious old man.. had been
left in charge of a boat which he had moored to the pier.

absol. ^1715 Burnet Own Time (1724) I. 382 As she
drew near a village she often ordered her coach to stay
behind nil she had walked about it, giving orders for the

|

instruction of the children and leaving liberally for that end.

II. To depart from, quit, relinquish.

7. To go away from, quit (a place, person, or I

thing) ; to deviate from (a line of road, etc.).
a 1225 A ncr. R. 130 Treowe ancren beo5 briddes bitocned :

vor heo leaueo* be eorfte. a 1300 Cursor M. 172884-296
' Leues bis ', he saide, ' & telles fast mi brether . . bat (etc.l
C1400 Destr. Troy. 7549 Jten fled all in fere, & the fild leuit.
Ibid. 9498 The Troicns lighten doun lyuely, lefton thair
horses, a 1400-50 A lexander 330 With bat rysis vp be
renke & his rowme lefys. 1535 Coverdale ProzK ii. 13
From soch as leaue the hye strete and walke in ye wayes of
darcknesse. a 1557 Dium. Occurr. (liannatyne Club) n
Quha causit the said erle leif the toun. 1384 Powel Lloyd's
Cambria 269 Rees leaft the castele with his wife and

|

children. 1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 18 At two

LEAVE.
leagues from Outer we left the most part of our company.
1676 Laov Chaworth in 12M Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App.
v. 29 The Duke and his family left Whitehall for St. James's
yesterday. 1724 De Foe Mem. Cavalier (1840) 33, I left

Italy in April. 1788 Burns Wks. II. 200, I maun lea'e my
bonnie Mary. 1795 Gent1. Mag. 543/2 Whether tbe antient
road to the passage over the Severn left the road to Chep-
stow at Crick or St. Pere. 1799 Med. Jml. II. 139 A
hoarseness came on the eleventh day, and did not leave him
till tbe eighteenth. 1819 Byron Juan 1. clxiii, Pray, sir,

leave the room. 1825 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic
129 If a straight line be applied to the face of the bar
from the whip to the end, the face of the bar should leave
the straight line about the breadth of the bar. 1837
Dickens Fickw. ii, 1 think we shall leave here the day
after to-morrow. 1865 Tvlor Early Hist. Man. i. 7 They
think that in sleep the soul sometimes remains in the
body, and sometimes leaves it, and travels far away. 1884
W. C. Smith Kitdrostan 50, 1 thought you never left your
books except To trim the boat, and set the lines. 1887 M.
Mackenzie Dis. Throat

<fr Nose II. 174 He could feel it

[the gasl leave the stomach. 1891 E. Peacock N. Brendon
I. 162 He left tbe table as he spoke.
absol. (colloo.) 1791 Bentham Let. 12 May, Wks. 1843 X.

254 So says Lord L., who himself leaves on the 1st. 1866
Thirlwall Lett. II. 70, 1 do not leave for town until to-
morrow. 1867 R. S. Candlish in Jean L. Watson Life xiii.

(1882) 144 We left about eleven, with two horses.

b. With complementary adj. or phrase, indicat-

ing the place or condition of the object quitted.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 162 He .. wende one uppon hullcs, us to

uorbisne, bet we schullen. .climben mid him on hulles: bet
is, benchen heie, & leauen lowe under us alle eorSliche
bouhles. a 1300 Cursor M. 5177 loseph hale and sond left

wee. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. n. 67 Thus left me that lady
Liggyng aslepe. a 1548 Hall Ckron.y Hen. VIIt, 258 b,

They ..left the toune as they founde yu 1559 Scot in
Strype Ann. Ref. I. App. x. 27 The inward (thinges] it

dothe . . so shake, that it Ieavithe them very . . feble. 1699
Dam her Voy. II. 1. 165 And wben the Tide goes out, it

leaves the Oaz dry a quarter of a mile from the shore, a 1708
Kevkridge Thes. Thcol. (1710) 1. 330 As death leaves you,
judgment will find you. 1813 Sketches Charac. (ed. 2) 1.

170, 1 left her very well, a few hours ago. 1883 R. W.
Dixon Mano 11. iv. 78 Him there they overwhelmed, and
left him dead.

c. To pass (an object) so, that it ' bears ' so
and so to one's conrse.
1662 J. Davies tr. Olearius' Voy. Ambass. 264 As you

come into the City, you leave on the right hand two very
high.. Mountains. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. iii. (1840) 47 We
. .steered. ., leaving those isles on the east,

d. colloq. (orig. U.S.) To get (or be) left : to be
left in the lurch.

1891 Nc~m York Weekly Witness 11 Nov. 4/4 The ^nan
that does not sympathize with the Prohibition movement
is afraid of being left. 1894 G. Moore Esther Waters xii.

84 While our quarrel was going on Miss Peggy went after

him, and that's how 1 got left.

8. To go away from permanently; to remove
from, cease to reside at (a place), to cease to

belong to (a society, etc.) ; to forsake tbe com-
pany, quit the service of (a person).
a 1225 Ancr. R. 102 Nim bertOj & lef me hwon be so is

leouere. £1300 Beket 884 Mem of Seint Thomas Men
I^evede him for eye. c 1340 Cursor M. 13033 (Trin.)

Herodias. .drad to leue heroudes kyng. 1362 Langl. P. PI.

A. t. 101 Never leue hem for loue Ne for lacchyng of syluer.

C1420 Anturs of Arth. 176 (Thornton MS.) Thane wille

thay leue the lyghtely bat nowe wil the lowte. 1535
Coveroa le Gen, ii. 24 For this cause shal a man leaue

father and mother. 1651 in Fuller s Abel Rediv.,Gcrardns
(1867) II. 264 Leaving of the university, he travelled through
most parts of France. 1700 Congreve Way of World 11. i.

Tis better to be left, than never to have been loved. 1720
Ozell Vertot's Rom. Rep. I. v. 297 The Soldiers, .thought
they cou'd not leave their Ensigns . . without offending the

Gods. 1845 Ld. Houghton in T. W. Retd Life (1891) I.

viii. 358 My servant Frederick has just left me to set up
for himself in a public-house.

absol. a 1549 Laneham's Let. (1871) Pref. 151 Thoch
uthers luif, and leif, with all. 1882 Jean L. Watson Life
R. S. Candlish vii. 87 When he left, it was with no prospect

of temporal good things, but with a firm tiust in God.

f b. To part with, lose (one's breath, life), Obs.

a 1300 Fragm. Pop. Set. (Wright) 386 That other (soule

deiethl whan he leveth his breth. ^1400 Destr. Troy 8049,

1 hade leuer my lyf leue in this place, Than [etc.]. c 1450
LoneLieh Grail Ivi. 14 Mordreins qwene there left hire lyf.

1570-6 Lambaroe Peramb. Kent (1826) 216 Sexburga left

Inr life at the doore of Mylton church. 1635 Pagitt
Christianogr. 1. ii. (1636) 81 They had rather leave their

lives, then their Religion.

9. To abandon, forsake (a habtt, practice, etc.),

to lay aside (a dress). Now rare or Obs., exc. in

to leave off: see 14 c (a).

a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1340 We leaueS bi lahe and al bine

bileaue. C1330R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 98 Maid be gode

queue gaf him in conseile, To. .leue alle his tirpeile. c 1380

Wyclif Sel. Wks. 111. 350 He shulde be holde apostata

bat lefte his abite for a day. c 1380 SirFcrumb. 357
1 Lef ',

saide he, ' by grete foleye . c 1449 Pecock Repr. 1. xx. 123

But if thee wolen leue her vnwijs and proud folic. 1478 Liber
Niger in Pegge Cur. Mise. (1782) 78 Their Clothing is not

according for the King's Knights, therefore it was left. 1484

Caxton Fables ofAZsop 1. v, For the loue of a vayn thynge

men ought not to leue that whiche is eerteyn. c 1525 Tate

Basyn 218 in Hazl. E.P.P. 111. 53 Tnen thai ,euvd thair

lewtnesse, and did no more soo. 1558 Bp. Watson Sev.

Sacram. xviii. 112 The confession of a faulte is a profession

to leaue the same. 1577 Harrison England 11. vi. (1877)

1. 163 This fondnesse is not yet left with us. 1660 F.

Brooke tr. Le Blanc s Trav. 8 He was. .resolved to leave

Turkisme, and become a Christian ag«*in. 1697 Dryoen
Virg. Georg. tv. 647 Proteus, leave Thy fraudful Arts.

1740 Johnson Lives, Barretter Wks. IV. 471 Eighteen
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months during which he . . neither neglected his studies

nor left his gaiety. 1871 K. Elms tr. Catullus lxxvi. 13

What ? it is hard long love so lightly to leave in a moment?
10. To cease, desist from, stop. With obj. a sb.

or gerund ; also inf. with to. Now only arch.
;

«= leave off (see 14 c (a).)

c 1340 Cursor M. 1131 (Trin.) His blood. .leueb not wreche
to crye. £1350 Will. Palerne 1806 Soburli seide meliors

'sire leues youre wordes'. 1398 Trevisa Earth. De P. K.
xvii. xxxvi. (1495) 624 Whan the lcuys of Carduus dryen
the pryckes leuen to prycke and stynge. c 1420 Chron.
Vilod. 4235 Herre song bey 1 aftone & songon nomore.

1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dides 67 Leuyng to do alle

thing that may cause hattered. 1490 Caxton Encydos
xxxii. 121 Now shalle I leue to speke of this mater. 1513

Life Bridget in Myrr. our Ladye (1873) p. Hx, But thou leue

sayde he to speke of thysnewe heresycl [etc.]. a 1533
Ld. Berners Huon ]xxxi'u 254 Lady, I desyre you to leue

your sorow. 1545 Ascham Toxoph. (Arb.) 164 If a man
woulde leaue to looke at his shafte . . he may vse this waye.

1556 Chron. Gr. Friars (Camden) 20 Thys yere the mayer
lefte rydynge to Westmyster, and went be watter. 1576

Gascoicnf. Steel Gl. (Arb.) 79 When Cutlers leaue to sel

oldc rustie blades. x6oa 2nd Ft. Return Jr. Parnass. ill.

iv. 1 40 1 Leaue trussing your pointes, and listen. 1603 B.

Jonson yas. I's Entertainm. Coronation, Zeal when it

rests, Leaues to be Zeal, a 1626 Bacon New AtI. (1900) 20

And specially, farre Voyages . . were altogether left and
omitted. 1686 W. de Britaihe Hum. Prud. ix. 42 Never
purchase Friends by Gifts, for if you leave to give, they

will leave to love. 1690 Locke Toleration ii. Wks. 1727

II. 265 It was designed only to make them leave Swearing.

1722 De Foe Cel. Jack (18401 243 The English left chasing

us. 176a Golosm. Cit. W. Ixxx, Whenever one crime was
judged penal by the state, he left committing it. 1821

Clare Vill. Mtnstr. I. 156 The cat at her presence left

watching tbe mouse. 1871 R. Ellis tr. Catullus xxxvi. 5
If ever I .. Ceased from enmity, left to launch iambics,

fb. inlr. To cease, desist, slop. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 6036 (Cott.) He praid, be weder it lefte

ban son. C1340 Ibid. 4108 (Trin.) Til he hern fonde lafie

he nou^t. 1375 Barbour Bruce vi. 157 Quha vist euir men
sa fouly fall As vs, gif that we thusgat letf ? c 1400 Destr.

Troy 10084 Pan leuit the laike for late of be night. 1483
Caxton G. de la Tour Bvb, Hi.. bad her ones or twyes
tbat she shold be stylleand leue. 1523 Ln. Berners Froiss. I

.

exeviii. 234 The companyons. .hadde lerned so well to robhe

and pyll the countrey . . that they coude nat leaue. 1589
Puttenham Eng. Poesie 111. xxii. (Arb.) 265 If he had left

at the two first verses, it had bene inough. 1594 Marlowe
& Nashe Dido 11. i. C 2. I dye with melting ruth ; /Eneas
leaue. 1633 Bp. Hall Hard Texts 298 It shall devoure
both your tall cedars and your low shrubs ; and shall not

leave till the very bryars and thornes bee consumed.

fll, trans. In the course of narration : To drop,

cease speaking of. Obs.

C1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 23s We salle leue bat

pas vnto we com ageyn. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W.
1531) 1 The seconae bolce leueth y* lyfe of y* worlde

and entreateth what is the tourney of religion, a 1548
Hall Chron., Hen. VI, 13s b, Now leavyng Scotland, let

us returne to the busines of Fraunce. 1604 L. G[rimstone]
D'Acosta's Hist. Indies m. xv. 169 But now that we have
left the sea, let vs come to other kinde of waters that

remaine to be spoken of.

f b. inlr. To cease, stop, break off in a narra-

tive. Const, of. Obs.
c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wacc (Rolls) 60 pis Mayster

Wace per leues he. C1350 Will. Palernc 1836 Leef we
now here. C1435 Torr. Portugal 587 Leve we now of
Torrent there. 1470-85 Malorv Arthur IX. i. heading.

Here leue we of sire Lamorak and of sir Tristram. 1592
Shaks. Vcn. ff Ad. 715 Where did I leaue? 16x4 Raleigh
Hist. World it. v. § 7. x 80 Let us return thither where we left.

t III. 12. inlr. To remain ; to remain behind,

over ; to continue or stay in one place. Obs.

c 1000 jElfkic Horn. II. 40 Gif &er hwact lafde.
m
c 1230

Hali Meid. 15 Hit newundeS he nawt bute hit festni obe &
leaue se longe bat [etc.). c 1275 Lav. 22305 And wose
leafde his Iconic he solde leose. a 1300 Cursor ftl. 7269 He
left at ham for eild. 1357 Lay Folks Mass Bk. App. 11. 120

There levyth in the auter no materyal bred. 1375 Barbour
Bruce in. 282 Hym thocht he had doyne rycht nocht Ay
quhill to do hym levyt ocht, 1398 Trevisa Barth. DcP.R.
ix. iv.(i495) 349 In that yere comyth vp a Lunacion a mone
of thyrty dayes and thre dayes leuyth ouer. 1425 Foils of
Parlt, IV. 276/1 All the said Merchandises .. that leven

unsold ..shall be forfaited. C1425 Cra/t of Nombrynge
(E. E. T. S.) 9 Whan bou has bus ydo sett bere bat

leues of be subtiaccioun. c 1450 Holland Howlat 948
Thar levit allane The Howlat and I. 1460-70 Bk. Quint-
essence 5 pat bat leeueb bihynde, putte it to pe tier. 149a

Bury Wills (Camden) 74 The torchys that shall leve after

my yere day. 1535 Coveroale 2 Kings iv. 44 They ate,

and there lefte ouer. a 1541 Wvatt Poet. Wks. (1861)

209 Who will'th him well for right therefore shall leve;

Who banish him shall be rooted away.

IV. Phraseological combinations.

13. In various idiomatic phrases, a. To leave

...alone (earlier \to leave one): to abstain from

interfering with ; = ' to let alone * (see Alone 4
and Let z*.

1
). ln the same sense, To leave . . . be

(colloq.) where leave has been substituted for let

without modification of the form of the phrase,

b. To leave go {of), to leave hold (of), to leave loose

(of) colloq. : to cease holding, to let go.
In to leave go, to leave loose, the vb. was one. transitive,

go being inf., and loose a complementary adj. ; but the com-
binations being used absol. or with ellipsis of the obj. became
virtually intransitive vbs., and were construed with of. (Cf.

let go, under Let v. 1
) The frequency in use of the^ three

expressions leave go, leave hold, leave loose, varies in dif-

ferent parts of the country, but perhaps none of them can
be regarded as merely dial.

The notion expressed in some Diets., that leave in some of

1885 Manch. E.xam. 5 June 5, 1 We
at Mr. Gladstone had left the matter

these phrases represents ME. Leve (OE. lefan, lyfan), to

permit, is quite erroneous.

c 1400 tr. Srcrcta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. (1808) 88 If bo«
leue be water aloon, it shal make whit, and if pow ioynge to

ffyre by be gyft of god it shal wel fare, c 1485 in E. E.

Misc. (Warton Club) 8 Thou woldus gladly with me fare,

And leve one my talkynge. 1738 [G. Smith] Curious
Relat. II. 274 A few, who perhaps through Dread had
left their Hold.. were drowned. 1798 Mao. D'Arblay
Diary (1891) I V. 82 ' O, leave him alone !' cried Mr. Pepys :

4 take care only of his health and strength '. 1825 J. r> ea l

Bro.Jonathan\.n Leave mebe,squeaked Miss Edith, whose
foot he had caught, .under the table. 1841 Jrnl. F. Agric.

Soc. II. 1. 99 The operator then leaves hold of the spoke.

1851 Helps Comp. Solit. vi. (1854) 99 People will not he

supposed to be educated at the time of their nonage and
then left sight of and hold of for evermore. 1868 V. E. Paget
Lucretia 205 Leave go of me..you young monkey. 1881

Jefferies Wood Magic 1. v. 133 The bridge is now dry,

and therefore you can pass it easily if youdo^not leave-go

of the hand-rail. i8T

cannot but wish that

alone.

14. Combined with advs. (For unspeeialized

combs, see the various senses.)

a. Leave behind. (Also, to leave behind one.)

tra?is. f(a) To neglect, leave undone {obs.). (/>) Not
to take with one at one's departure, to go away with-

out, (c) To have remaining after departure or re-

moval, as a trace or consequence, {d) To outstrip.

a 1300 Cursor M. 26389 pis ypocrites. .bai leue be greitest.

plight be hind, c 1325 Poem Times Fdw. II, 80 in Pot.

Son*s (Camden) 327 He..levcth thare behind a theef and
an hore. 1190 Gower Couf. 11. 263 Behind was no name
laft. 1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xli. (Percy Soc.) 204 This
worldly treasure I must leve behinde. 1660 F. Brooke tr.

Le Blanc's Trav. 9 Considering they might leave me
behind, or sell me. 1670 A. Roberts Adventures T. S. 159
The Guards that were at the Gate obliged us io leave our

Sandals behind. 1697 Drvden Virg. Georg. in. 306 He ..

leaves the Scythian Arrow far behind. 1711 Adoison
Sped. No. 50 r 2 A little Bundle of Papers, .left behind by
some mistake. 1746*7 Hervey Medit. (1818) 217 The
rapidity of an eagle, which leaves the stormy blast behind

her. 1758 Song, ' The girl I left behind me \ 1849 M acal'lay

Hist. Eng. iv. I. 496 He made such rapid progress in the

doctrines of toleration that he left Milton and Locke behind.

1896 A. E. Housman Shropshire Lad iii. 1 Leave your home
behind, lad.

fb. Leave down, trans. To discontinue, let

drop. Obs.

1548 Proclam. in Strype Fed. Mem. 1 1. App. 0. 46 That no

maner person . . do omyt, leave down, . . or innovate any order,

rite, or ceremony commonly used.. and not commaunded to

be left down, .in the rdgn of our late sovereign lord.

c. Leave off. (a) trans. To cease from, dis-

continue (an action), abandon (a habit ; with obj.

a gerund or sb., formerly also an inf. v\ith to.

Also, to cease to wear or use (something).

c 1400 Destr. Troy 3587 Lefe of bis langore. c 1440 Vork

Myst. xxxii. 295 Leffe of bi lalke. 1480 Caxton Dcscr.

Brit. 22 Afterward the romayns lefte of her regning in

britayne. 1535 Coveruale Luke v. 4 Whan he had left of

talkinge he sayde (etc.l. 1563 83 Foxe A. <y M. 1. 259

(Francis of AssisiJ left of shoes, had but one coate, and

that of a course clothe. 1581 Mui.caster Positions v.

(1887) 33 That the learning to write be not left of, vntil it be

verie perfit. 1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie iii. xxiii. (Arb.)

279 Did him leaue off such affected flattering termes 1622

Mahre tr. A leman's Guzman it
rA if. n. 41 Hiscrosse for-

tune, which did neuer leaue off to persecute him. 1687

Miege Gt. Fr. Did. II. s.v., Leave off this wrangling, cesses

de vous quercler. 1704 Lond. Gaz. No. 4083/4 Tho. Brown
..wears a Wig, but his Hair almost long enough to leave

it oft. 1737 Whiston Josephus, Antiq. 1. iii. § 8 But I will

leave off for the time to come to require such punishments.

1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) II I. 303 Those invalids who. .will

not leave off their habits of intemperance. 1885 G. Alle

h

Babylon viii, They left off work early. 1891 Field 21 Nov.

774/3 Wc nad reluctantly to leave off fishing.

t \b) In occasional uses, now obsolete : To give

up (a possession, a business or employment) ; to

forsake the society of (a person); to 'give up'

(a patient) as incurable. Obs.

1534 More Comf. agst. Trib. It. Wks. 1200/2 If >t so be,

y* a man. perceiueth that in welth & authoritie he doth his

own soule harme, . . then wold I in any wise aduise him to

leaue of that thing, be it spirituall benefice y» he haue, .. or

temporal rowm & authoritie. 1662 R. JIathew Unl. Alch.

xxxi. 27 Left off by a very honest and able Doctor.
#
1706

Hearne Colled. 2 Jan. (O. H. S.i L 154 To oblige him to

leave off Pupils he made him his Curate. 1712 Steele

Sped. No. 264 r 2 He left off all his old Acquaintance to

a Man. 1720 De Foe Capt. Singleton xx. (1840) 341 He
would send her sufficient to enable her to leave off her shop.

(c) absol. and intr. To cease doing something

implied by the context; to make an end or inter-

ruption, to stop. Of a narrative : To end, ter-

minate. Also Comm. of shares, etc. : To end (at

a certain priced on the closing of the market.

1415 Hoccleve To Sir J. Oldcastle 152 Your wit is al to

feeble to despute. . Stynte and leue of. c 1475 RaufCoilyar
174 Is nane so gude as leif of, and male na mair stryfe.

1535 Coverdale Ps. xxxvi(i]. 8 Leaue of from wrath, let go

displeasure. 1563-83 Foxe A. $ M. 161 5/1 Now death

draweth nye, and I (Bradford] hy your leaue must now
leaue of, to prepare for him. 161 x Bible Ecclus. xxxi.

17 Leaue off first for maners sake, and be not vnsatiable.

1700 Drvoeh Pref. Fables Wks. (Globe) 409 He knows
also when to leave off, a continence which is practised

by few writers. 1711 Adoison Sped. No. 130 r 4 Here

the printed story leaves off. 18 x6 CaAfiB Synqnymes

(1829) 148/1 A break is made in a page of printing by

leaving off tn the middle of a line. 1875 Jowett Plato

(ed. 2) I. 206 Take up the enquiry where I left off. 1883
Manch. Exam. 30 Nov. 4/1 South Austrian shares left

off at last night's quotations. 1895 Bookman Oct. 25/1 It

is merely a first volume, and we leave off with an appetite.

d. Leave out. To omit, not to insert or include.

a 1470 Gregory Chron. (Camd.) 203 They scyng and
redyngc hys papyr, commaundyd to leve owte and put

a way many troughtys, c 1484 Caxton Proem to Chaucer s

Cant. T.
%

I erryd .. in settyng in somme thynges that

he neuer .. made, and leuynge out many thynges that

he made. 1545 Ascham Toxoph. It. (Arb.) 110 And these

thynges althoughe they be trifles, yet.. I woulde not leue

them out. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage To Rdr. (1614) F v,

The most leave out their Authors, as if their owne as-

sertion were sufficient authoritie. 1653 Walton Angler
ii. 46 A companion that feasts the company with wit

and mirth, and leaves out the sin which is usually

mixed with them. 1676 Lister in Fays Corr. (1848) 124,

1 shall only put you in mind that you leave not out the

vineuar. 1735 Lokd Tyrawly in Bucclettch AISS. (Hist.

MSS. Comm.) I. 387 They could not with any decency do
it for him and leave me out. 1766 Goldsm. Vic. W. xi, He
seldom leaves anything out, as he writes only for his own
amusement. 1843 H. Rogers Ess. (i860) HI. 79 They can

leave out, if they do not put in. 1887 ' L. Carroll 1 Game
of Logic i. § 1. 6 We agree to leave out the word 'Cakes'

altogether.

e. Leave over, trans. To allow to remain for

.future use; to let 'stand over' for subsequent

consideration.

1887 Times (weekly ed.) 14 Oct. 3/2 He thought the

maiter might be left over for the present.

t f. Leave up. To abandon, give up, resign. Obs.

1430-40 Lydg. Fochas ix. xxxiv. (1554) 214 b, The second

[sonne] left up his cleargie. 1523 Ld. Kerkkrs Froiss. I.

Iv. 76 The kyng might be fayne .. to leave up the siege at

Tourney. Ibid. cc.w. 271 That was the cause that dyuer-.

of them left vp their fortresses. 1530 Compend. Treat.

(Arb.) 178 He saide that he wold leaue vp the office of

Chaunceler.

Leave Uv), v.~ [ME. Icvi, (. lef Leaf sb
,

with regular change of/into v.] inlr. — Leaf
v. i. Also To be leaved out (U.S.): to have

the leaves expanded.
c 1290 S. Kcnclm 168 in S. Eng. Leg. 350 pis maister nam

be }eorde and sette hire on pe grounde And heo bi-gan to

leui hare i n uvte stounde. 1450-80 tr. Sccrda Secret.

27 The humydite of the erlhe . .makith trees and heroes to

leve and flovvre. 1715 Pi-.tivlr in Phil. Trans. XXIX. 232

It leaves like our Com Marygold. 1789 J. May Jrnl. *
Lett. 11873) 12 7 'J'ne apple-trees arc now in blow; the oaks

and chestnuts but just leaved out. 1864 WtBSTPR, Leave,

to bend out leaves;— often with out. 1890 Century Mag.
July 448/1 The trees had not ye t leaved enough to afford.

.

any shade. 1895 Pop. Si i. Monthly Mar. 578 The poplars

were leaved out. 1895 Katii. HisKSOS Miracle Plays I. 20,

I. .watch my lilies bud and leave.

t Iieave, v -
:i Obs. rare. [ad. F. lever :

see

Levy.] trans. To raise (an array).

1590 Stenser F. Q. h. x. 31 An army strong she leav'd,

To war on those which him had of his realm bercav'd.

Leave, obs. form of Lave sb., Leaf, Live.

Leaved a - (Sec also Leafed a.) [f.

Leaf sb. or Leave v. 4- -eh.]

1. Having leaves or foliage
;
bearing leaves,

1

in

leaf. lit. and fig. Also Her.
<ri?5o Gen. <y Ex. 3839 It [Aaron's rod] was grene and

leaued bi-cumen. ^1350 Will. Palernc 22 J»e bu-chy* bat

were blowed grene, & leued ful louely. 1377 Lancl. P. PI.

I>. xv. 95 There somme howes ben leued and somme bereth

none. 1470-85 Malory Arthur vt. vi, They lodged hem in

a lytyl leued wood. 1572 Mascall Plant. <Y Graff, vii. 1 1*51)

40 In the spring time before the trees he leaved. cis86Cikss
Pembroke Ps. civ. vii, Thence, Lord, thy leaved people bud

and blow. 1601 Hollano Pliny 11. 216 A foursquare stem,

..leaued like vnto an Oke. <i 1711 Ken Sion Poet. Wks.

17^1 IV. 324 The Flow'rs were blown, the Vine was leav'd.

1864 Bol tell Her. Hist. «y Pop. xxi. § 6. 364 Three lilies,

slipped and leaved.

b. Having leaves or foliage (of a specified

number or kind'.

1393 Lancl. P. PI. C. xvut. 48 Then grace sholde growe

ant and grene-leued wexe. 1583 Leg. Bp. St. Androts 303

Sanct Jhones nutt, and the fb»- levit tlaver. 1607 Toi'SEix

Fourf. Beasts (1658 1 258 Three-leaved grass is also good

for Horses, a 1729 Cosgrkve tr. Ovid's Art of Lore in,

There tamarisks with thick leav'd box are found. 1787

Earn. Plants I. 13 Perianth one-leaved. 1847 Tennyson
Princess m. 159 The thick-leaved platans of the vale.

2. Kesenibltng a (plant-)lcaf.

1841 S. C. Hall Ireland 11842) II. 84 The base of the

former [pillar in the Caves of Tipperary] is not simple, but

composed of stalks cemented together, and having leaved

or foliated edges. 1865 Spectator 14 Jan. 49 He himself

describes them as more like 'willow-leaves' These leaved

forms are different in size.
.

f 3. Reduced to a leaf or thin plate; laminate. Obs.

1550 Morvvync Evonym. 240 Mixt [sic] the siedes of Rew
pund with leued gould. 1658 Sir T. Mayerne Receipts

Cookery xxi. 24 Making them [minced piesl in a paste, or

dough, very thin, and, as we formerly called it, a leaved

paste.

4. Of a door : Having (two 1 leaves.

i6to Guillim Heraldry 11. i. (1660) 50 The two leaved

silver gates bright raies did cast. 161 1 Bible Is. xlv. i.

161 1 Cotgr. s.v. Batant, A fowlding, or two leaued, doore.

1847 C. Bronte J. Eyre I. xii. 223 The great dining-room,

whose two-leaved door stood open.

5. Furnished with leaves (of paper).

1629 Gaule Pract. Theories Rules to Rdr., 'Tis not a

winged Bird, but leaued Bookc. 1817 Bvron Beppo hv,

A new Magazine With all the fashions which the lasi

month wore, Coloured, and silver paper leav'd between

That and the title-page.



LEAVELESS.

T Iiea*veless, a. Obs. [variant of Leafless,
influenced by the pi. haves.] Without leaves.

1581 T. Howell Denises (1879) 199 When Boreas rough,

had leaueless.e left eche tree, c 1611 Chapman Wad 11. 370
With wood, leauelesse, and kindl'd al Apposed fire, thejr

burne the thighes. 1638 Carew Verses pref. to Sandys
Div. Poems 34 Then, 1 no more shall court the Verdant
Bay, But the dry leavelesse Trunke on Golgotha.

+ Lea'veless, adv. Obs. [f. Leave sb. +
-less.] Without permission.
c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 184S Dina Sor mis-dede, }he nam lcueles

fro Sat stede. a 1500 Chaucer's Drente 74 Closed rounde
alx>ut That levclesse none coine in ne out.

Leavell, obs. form of Level.

Leave-looker, [f. Leave sb. (? in the sense of
1 licence ') + Looker.] A municipal officer in

several boroughs of Lancashire, Cheshire, and

North Wales, having certain duties of inspection.

1552 in Picton Vpool Mimic. Rec. (1883) 1. 59 Leavelookers

John Walker RoU Mercer. 1592 in J. Hall Hist. Nantwich
(1883) 73 The leaue lookers or one of them shall euery

kinding (heating of the salt-pans] goe about wth the stryke

and measure their owne and euery Occupiers salt. 1599
List Mayors of Chester in Digby Myst. (1882) App. tu Fore-

words 26 This Mayor, .restrayned the leaielookers [another

version (p. 24) has leaulokers], for sending wine, on the

feastifull dayes. 1656 D. King Vale Royal, Chester \\. 157
The Leave- lookers, who then were the Head and chief of

the Citizens before a Maior was ordained, and Still is

reputed the head or chief of the fourly, or the Common*
Councell of the City. 1685 in D. Sinclair Hist. Wigan
(1882) II. 177 Your petr was fined in Ten shillings for the

neglect of his your petr office of a Gatewaiter or Leave*
looker. 1795 J. Aikin Manchester 392 Forty common
councilmen two of whom are leaye-lookers, whose office it is

to inform of all persons exercising trades within the city

[Chester] \\ ithout being freemen. 1835 Munic. Corp. Comm.
Rep!. App. iv. 2621 [Chester] The Leave lookers are.,
appointed annually by the mayor. Ibid. 2663 [Denbigh]
The Leave Lookers are appointed by the common council.

Their office., is quite gratuitous. Ibid. 2709 [Live rpool] The
Leave Looker has 104/. a year. /bid. 2850 [Ruthin] The
Leave Lookers are appointed by the borough jury at the

leet for a year. 1883 J. Hai.l /list. Nantwich 68 [Town-
officers formerly] Leave-lookers; or Market Inspectors.

Hence f Leave-lookerage (see qttot.').

1778 Pennant Tour in IVatcs 1. 168 Here [sc. at Chester]

are . . two annual officers, called leave-lookers. . . They were
accustomed, to lake small sums, called leave-lookerage, for

leave for non -freemen to sell wares by retail.

Leaven leVn , sb. Forms : 4-5 levayn(e,

4-8 levain(e. 4 levein, 4-6 Ieveyne, 5-8 leven,

5 lewan
, 7 levin, 6- leaven, [a. V. levain

(recorded from 1 2 13th c.) = I'rov. ievam L.

hvamen means of raising (recorded only in the

sense 'alleviation, relief, comfort f. levdre
S
F.

/ever) to raise.]

1. A substance which is added to dough to pro-

duce fermentation
;
spec, a quantity of fermenting

dough reserved from a previous batch to be used

for this purpose (cf. sour-dough), f In 161 8th c.

often plural. Phrase, + To lay, put leaven{s.

1340 Ayenb. 205 Ase he leuayne zoureb bet do3. 1390
Gowkh Con/. I. 294 He is the levein of the brede, Which
soureth all the past about, f 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 352
Take be wombis of cantarides & grinde hem wib leueyne.
t 1425 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 663/21 //oc leuamentum

y

lewan. 1471 Ripley Com/. Alch. ix. viii. in Ashm. (1652)

•75 Lyke as flower of W'hete made into Past, Requyreth
Ferment whych Leven we call. 11483 Liber Niger in

Honseh. Ord. (1790* 70 One yonian furnour. .seasonyng the
ovyn and at the making of the levayne at every bache.
c 1532 Du WtsIntrod.Fr. in Palsgr. 946 To put the levain,

fermcnter. 1533 Elyot Cast. licithe (1539) 27 b, Breadde
of fyne flourc of wheale, hauynge no leuyn, is slowe of
digestion. 1541 R. Copland Guydons Quest. Chirnrg. Nj,
And yf y- veynes as yet appere nat wel, a day before he
must haue a plaster of leueyne. 1573 Tisskr Husb. Ixxxix.

(1878) 179 Wash dishes, lay leauens. 1601 Hoi uxn Pliny
1. 566 The meale of Millet is singular good for Leuains.
1611 Bible Exod. xii. 15 Euen the first day yee shall put
away leauen out of your housss. 1671 Salmon Syn. Med.
111. xxii. 430 Rie, the leaven is more powerfull than that of
Wheat, in breaking all Aposthumes. 1699 Evelyn Ace/aria
53 Add a Pound of Wheat-flour, fermented with a little

L-vain. 1747 Mrs. Glassk Cookery xvii. 151 The more
Leaven is put to the Flour,thc lighter and spongier the Bread
will he. 1809 Pinkney Trav. France 33 The bread is made
of wheat meal, but in some cottages consisted of thin cakes
without leven. 1876 tr. Schiitzenbergcr s Ferment. 10 The
ancients used as leaven for their bread either dough that
had been kept till it was sour, or beer-yeast.

b. In wider sense: Any substance that pro-

duces fermentation ; = Feument sb. 1
;
occasionally

applied to the ' ferment
1
of zymotic diseases.

1658 R. White tr. Digbys Ptnvtt. Symp. (1660) m Oyl of
tartar fermented by the levain of roses. 1689 Harvey
Curing Dis. by Expect, iv. 21 [The] humours .. acquire
a levain so pernicious, as to deprave and subvert the animal
Faculty. 1747 tr. Astrucs Fevers 254 Moreover such a
foreign levain is so disproportioned to uur nature, that its

effects will be the greater; nor must we admire, that this

mortal ferment should be the product of some particular

countries. 1758 J. S. Le Drafts Observ. Surg. (1771) 137
Her Blood was loaded with a bad I/even. 18*2-34 Good's
Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 604 The activity of its [typhus']

leaven by which it assimilates all the fluids of the body to

its own nature.

2. fig. a. Chiefly with allusion to cerlain pas-

sages of the gospels (e. g. Matt. xiit. 33, xvi. 6)

:

An agency which produces profound change by
progressive inward operation.

166

1390 (see sense 1]. 155s Philpot Apol. (1599) B 8 D »
What

Pharisaical leuen dothe they scatter abrode. 1641 Milton
Reform. 11. Wks. 1851 III. 49 The soure levin of humane
Traditions mixt in one putrifi'd Masse with the poisonous

dregs ofhypocrisie in the hearts of Prelates. 1647 N. Bacon
Disc. Govt. Eng. 1. iii. 7 And thus the Romans levened with

the Gospell. .insinuated that leven by degrees, which in the

conclusion prevailed over all. 1715 Ld. Bolingbroke 24 July
in Swift's Lett. U767) II. 211 Lest so corrupt a member
should come again into the house oflords, and his bad leaven

should sour that sweet untainted mass. 1799 J. Adams
Wks. (1854) IX. 8 There is a very sour leaven of malevo-

lence in many English and in many American minds against

each other. 1865 Parkman Huguenots ii. (1875) 17 To the

utmost bounds of France, the leaven of the Reform was
working. 1875 Stubbs Const. Hist. III. xxi. 542 The evil

leaven of these feelings remained.

b. Used for : A tempering or modifying ele-

ment ; a tinge or admixture (of some quality).

1576 Fleming Panopt. Epist. 410^ Vou have your fine

walkes . . and therewithall communication seasoned with

I the leven of learning. 1699 Bentlf.y Phal. 406 Tbeir Style

had some Leaven from the Age that each of them liv'd in.

1740 J. Clarke Educ. Youth (ed. 3) 124 The latter [Seneca]

I
..has a Mixture of the Stoick Leaven. 1793 Holcroft

I

/.abater's Physiogn. i. 13 Virtue unsullied by the leven of

i
vanity. 1864 Swinburne Atalanta 318 Pleasure with pain

for leaven. 1883 S. C. Hall Retrospect 11. 185 A leaven of

gaiety clung to her through life. 1884 Manck. Exam. 23

June 6 1 We should remember their temptations and mix

j

a large leaven of charity with our judgments.

c. Phrases. Of the same kaven: of the same
sort or character. The old leaven : after 1 Cor. v.

6, 7, the traces of the unregenerate condition;

hence often applied to prejudices of education

inconsistently retained by those who have changed

their religious or political opinions,

1598 B. Jonson Ev. Man in Hum. 1. ii. 73 One is a Rimer,
sir, 0' your owne baich, your owne levin. 1650 Trapp
Comm. Num. 48 A loafe of the same leaven, was that reso-

lute Rnfus. 1653 M ilton Hirelings Wks. 1738 1 . 569 They
quote Ambrose, Augustin, and some other ceremonial Doc-
tors of the same Leven. 1722 Sewkl Hist. Quakers 4 The
Prejudice of the old Leaven. 1727 Swift To Very Yng.
Lady Wks, 1755 II. 11. 42 Of the same leaven are those

wives, who, when their husbands are gone a journey, must
have a letter every post. 1839 Stonehouse AxhoInrc 191

The old leaven of dissent, in which Wesley was brought up.

3. attrib.

1547 Boorue Ftrev. Health ccvii 72 Rye breade, Levyn
I bread,. . and all mantr of crustes. 1880 Kinglake Crimea
\

VI. vi. 134 The army of General Canrobert was often, .able

to provide itself with good leaven bread.

Leaven (JeVn;, v. Forms: see the sb. Also

pa.fple. 5 y-lavenyt, 6 levended. [f. Leaven sb.}

1. trans. To produce fermentation in (dough)
by means of leaven.

142a tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Frw. 241 The brede be hit

made of whete and euenly y-lauenyt. 1528 Paynfl Salerne's

Regim. (1541) 45 h, This text declareth .v. propretes of good
breadde. The fyr>te is, hit must be well leuende. 1535
Coveroai.k Hos. vii. 2 As it were an ouen y l the baker
heateth. .till the dowe be leuended. 1611 Bible 1 Cor. v.

6 Know ye not that a little leanen leaueneth the whole
lumpe; 1638 Rawley tr. Bacon's Life <$ Death (1650) 47
Bread, a little leavened, and very little salted, is best.

absol. 1650 Trait Comm. Exod. 74 In the Meat-offering,

it was not lawful to offer leaven, or anie thing that leaven-

eth, as honie.

2. fig. (Cf. Leaven sb. 2.) To permeate with

a transforming influence as leaven does; to imbue
or mingle with some tempering or modifying

element ; f rarely\ to debase or corrupt by admix-

ture.

1550 Latimer Last Serin, bef. Edw. VI (1562) 118 b, But
beware ye that are Maiestrates, theyr synnc dothe leauen

you all. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 35 Vour advise, l>eing

leavened with singular wisedome. Ibid. 238 When I had
perceived .. that your friend.shippe was leavened with light-

nesse and inconstancie. 1647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng.
1. iii. 7 Thus the Romans levened with the Go>pell .

.

[
insinuated that leven by degrees. x68a Sir T. Browne
Chr. Mor. t. § 1 l^even not good Actions nor render Virtues

disputable. 1682 Hi rnet Rights Princes Pref. 29 Only
they were too much leavened with a superstitious conceit of

the Rights of the Churchy ^1718 Prior Ladle 166 That
cruel something unpossess'd Corrodes and leavens all the

rest, i860 Reaue Cloister <y //. Hi, When this revelation

had had time to leaven the city. 186a Gollblrn Pers.

Relig. iv. xii. (1875) 35^ The indolent, evil thought would
slill insinuate itsell until it leavened their entire character.

1865 Merivale Rom. Emp. VI II. Ixv. 144 Bithynia ..and
the adjacent parts of Asia were at the time more leavened

with Christian opinions than other districts of the empire.

1877 Mrs. Oi.iruANT Makers Ftor. \\. 273 A moh which it

was very easy to leaven with noisy men here and there.

Hence Lea*vening vbl. sb. and /»//. a.

1606 Shaks. Tr. A> Cr. 1. i. 20, 22. a 1626 Bacon Nnv
A tl. (1627137 Breads we haue of severall Graines, .. Wiih
diuerse kindes of Leauenings, and Seasunings. 1674 N.
Fairfax Bulk *r Selv. 128 By .. fermentation or bustle of
the working or leavening particles. 1878 M aclear Celts vii.

105 It did not retain the leavening influences now intro-

duced. 1894 AthcHicum 10 Nov. 633/a [The world was]
seething and fermenting .. under the leavening influences

of Christianity.

Leaven, obs. form of Elhvev.
1549 Latimer Seven Sermons Aaiij b, It was a solitarye

place and thyther he wente w* hys leauen Apostles.

Leavened (le-v nd), ///. a. [f. Leaven v. +
-ed I.] In senses of the vb.

c 1400 Maunmev. (Roxb ) iii. 10 J>e Grekes also makes be
sacrement of be autere of leuaynd breed. 1531 Tinoale
Exp. 1 John (1537) 76 A leuended maunchet of theyr

LEAVING.
harisaycall gloses. 1573 Bahet Alv. L 245 Leauened
read, pantsferntentatns. X586 J. Hookek Hist. /ret. 1 1.

161/2 Their old leauened and wicked vsage. 1603 Shaks.
Mcas.for M. 1. i. 52 We haue with a leauen'd and prepared
choice Proceeded to you. 161 1 Bible Exod. xiii. 3 There
shall no leauened bread be eaten. 1815 Elphinstone Acc.
Caubul (1842) II. 191 The Uzbeks breakfast on tea and
leavened bread.

Lea-venish, a. rare. [f. Leaven sb. + -ish.]

Resembling leaven.
1608 Topsell Serpents (1658) 695 If a perfume hereof

be made & infused by a tunnel into the holes of serpents, it

will drive them away, by reason of the sharp and leavenish
savour thereof.

Leavenless (leVnles), a. [-less.] Contain-

ing no leaven.

1877 J. IX Chambers Div. Worship 240 A second meal
was served, with bitter herbs and leavenless bread.

Leavenous (lcVnzfe), a. [f. Leaven sb. +
-ous.] Having the properties ot leaven.

1649 Milton Eikon. ix.Wks. 1851 II 1.401 A. .vitious clergy
.. whose unsincere and levenous Doctrine corrupting the
people, first taught them loosness, then bondage. 1677 War-
wick Mem. Chas. I (1701) 78 When they [Dissenters]

would mingle their leavenous zeal with a dissatisfied Lay-
lump., it so^ fermented the blood that at last it cast the
whole body into a distemper.

Leaver (lrvsj). [f. Leave v.* + -er 1
.] One

who leaves (in various senses of the vb.).

1548 Udall, etc. Frasm. Par. Matt. xix. 96 This vertue
is more estemed of thaffection of the leaver than of the
greatnes of the thyng that is lefte. 1606 Shaks. Ant. $ CI.

iv. ix. 22 But let the world rankc me in Register A Master
leauer. and a fugitive. 165a J. B. To Brome on his yoviall
Cre7v Brome's Wks. 1873 III. 347 The most our Leavers
serve for, shews Onely that we're his friends. 1883 Century
Mag. June 219/2 Leaders of lonely lives, and leavers of
great fortunes. 1890 G. Gissing Emaneip. 1 1 1. 11. xviL 288
Hither came no payers of formal calls, no leavers of cards.

Leaver, obs. form of Lever.
Leavetail, obs. form of Leeftajl a. dial.

Leave-taking (lrvt^kirj^,^/. sb. [f. Leave
sb.] The taking leave of a person

;
saying farewell

;

T parting speech.

1375 Barbour Bruce 11. 143 [He] passyt furth but leve>

taking. £1564 Lady Mary Sionev Let. to her Son in

Symonds Sir P. Sidney (1889) 16 And for a final leave-

taking for this time, see that you show yourself a loving

obedient scholar to your good master. 1605 Shaks. Macb.
11. iii. 150 And let vs not be daintie of leaue-taking, But
shift away. 1838 Pok A. G. Pym xx, We had agreed.,
to pay a formal visit of leave-taking to the village.

attrib. 1796 Charlottk Smith Marchntont III. 256 Mrs.
Glaston, without repeating the usual leave-taking compli.

ments, departed. 2828 Lights tf Shades II. 182 The Captain
urged Charles to deliver a final leavetaking letter to Emily.

Leaving (lf'virj), vbl. sb. [f. Leave v. +
-ing 2

]
1. The action of the vb. Leave in various senses.

Also in Comb, with ad vs., as leaving-
off.

c 1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. III. 350 For leevyng of dedis or
chante shulde he nobing be blamed. 1450-1530 Myrr. our
Ladye 38 And yet yf he lefte yt vnsayde he shulde synne
more greuosly, what shall he then do syth he synneth bothe
in the doyng & in the leueyngc. 15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de
W. 1531) 27 b, Not carnally vnderstandynge this rewarde,
for than, for the leuyng of one wyfe thou sholdest haue an
hondred wyues. 1539 Tonstall Sertn. Palm Sund. (1823)

97 To the Thcssalomcense he writeth . . Pray without any
day leauynge of. 1663 Gerbier Counsel 27 Never ., suffer

them to begin their Scafflings in the morning, but before their

leaving of their work. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 11. iv. (1840) 85
They, .went in by ways of their own leaving. 1834 Sir W,
Napier Pcnins. War xiv. iv. (Rtldg.)ll. 250 His leaving

of Mr. Stuart without instructions. 1861 Trench 7 Ch.
Asia 77 The suggestion thai this leaving of the first love

can refer to the abating of any other love,

2. concr. t a. sing. What is left ;
remainder,

residue, remains.
a 1340 Ham pole Psalter Cant. 496, I soght be lefynge of

my 5eris. £1425 Crafie of Noinhryngt (E. E. T. S.) 18

Medye pat be quych leues after be takyinge away of bat

bat is odde, be tjuych leuynge schalle he 3. c 1450 Lone-
Mch Grail xlvfit. 468 To aleyn token they Ageyn the leveng
Of that fisch In Certeyn. 1596 B. Grikfin Fidessa (1876;

35, I am no leauing of abwithering age.

b. //. in the same sense (Cf. L. reliquix, which
the Eng. word often translates in early examples.)
a 1340 Hampole Psalter xvi. 16 pai left baire leuyngis

till baire smalc. 1433-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) 1. 97 Off the

levenges of whiche cite, after the seyenge of Seynte !erom»

ij. cities were made in PertJda. 15*6 Tindale Mark viii.

20 Howe many baskettes of the leavinges of broken meate
toke ye up. 155a Huloet, Leuynges or thinges left, reii-

quiz. 1555-8 i'HAER Aineid 111. Fiv, The leauinges of

Achilles wyld. 1580 Hollybano Treas. Fr. 'Pong. Fan*
freluches, riffe rafie, the leauings or shreds of any thing.

1611 Midoleton & Dekker Roaring Girl 111. ii, To dine

on my scraps, my leavings. 1646 Jenkyn Remora 28 Shall

God have Satans leavings? 167a Dryoen Conq. Granada
1. i. Drain. Wks. (1725) 34 Now you have but the Leavings
of my Will. 1686 Horneck Crucif. Jesus v. 72 The poorer

sort . . carried the leavings or fragments home. 174a

Richardson Pamela 111. 215 Truly, she'd have none or

Polly's Leavings ; no, not she ! c 1700 Imison Sch. Art W.
74 The student should make it a rufe to save the leavings

of his colours. '834 M acaulav Biog.t Pitt (1866) 178 He
gave only the leavings of his time and the dregs of his fine

intellect, 1863 Kingslev Water-Bab. 5 His master let

him have a pull at the leavings of his beer. 1867 M.
Arnolo Sonu. Immortality Poems 1877 I. 262 And will

not, then, the immortal armies scorn The world's poor

routed leavings ? 1884 Graphic 23 Aug. 207/2 Their leav-

ings—what they did not touch— made a luxurious supper
for all my waiters.

1



LEAVISH.

+ c. Leaving out: what has been left out,

omitted matter. Obs.

1683 Moxon Meek, Exerc.. Printing xxil P 8 He may
perhaps get a smalt word.. into the foregoing Line ; and.,

another.. in the following Line, which if his Leaving out is

not much, may Get it in.

3. attrib., esp. in the sense of leaving school or

college, as in leaving certificate, examination
;

leaving-book, (at Eton) a book presented by

friends on the occasion of one's ' leaving \ Also

leaving-shop (slang), an unlicensed pawnshop.
1878 Symonds Shelley 15 Hogg says that his Oxford rooms

were full of handsome Meaving books, and that he was
frequently visited by old Etonian acquaintances. 1879

Mem. Lath. * Craujord Tait 483 His popularity at Eton
was attested by the exceptionally large number of leaving-

books he got from his friends 1884 Times (weekly ed.)

26 Sept. 4/1 No German or Saxon can enter the mining

School at Freiberg.. unless he have obtained a leaving

certificate at a gymnasium or a first-class Real School. 189a

Daily Netvs 30 June 5/3 The Leaving Certificate Exami«

nation. 1893 Athenaeum 21 Oct. 555/2 For all schools a

common *leaving examination. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr.

11. xii, Upon the smallest of small scales, she was an un-

licensed pawnbroker, keeping what was popularly called a

•Leaving Shop, by lending insignificant sums on insignifi-

cant articles of property deposited with her as security.

1888 Spectator 7 July 942 The 4 leaving-shop *, or illicit

pawnbroker, almost frustrates attempts at protective legis-

lation for the poor.

tliea'vish. Oh. rare [f. Leaf sb. (pi.

leave:

153°

ves) + -jsh.]

^530 Palsgr. 31 7/1 Leavysshe full of leaves,Jneillu.

leavy (l'~vi), a. [Earlier and more normal

form of Leafv.]

1. Having leaves ; covered with leaves or foliage.

Obs, exc. foet.
c 1420 Pallad. on Hush. vs. 486 With leuy bowis puld ek

let hem be By nyght. c-isWCtess Pembroke Ps. xcvi.

vi, Leavy infants of the weod. 1608 Shaks. Per. v. i. 51

The leauie shelter that abutts against the Islands side. 1634
Milton Comus 278 Dim darknes, and this leavy Labyrinth.

1651-3 Jer. Taylor Serm./or Year i. xxi. 266 So doth the

humble vine creep at the foot of an oak . .and I
they] are the

most remarkable of friends.. of all the leavie nation. 1745
tr. Columella's Husb. ix. ix, A green leavy little tree. 1832

Tennyson Margaret v. And faint, rainy lights are seen,

Moving in the leavy beech 1833 — Poems 42, 1 heard .

.

The nightingale in leavy woods Call to its mate.

T b. Of a season : Abounding in foliage. Obs.

1599 Shaks. Much Ado w. iii. 75 The fraud of men were
ener so, Since summer first was leauy,

C. Consisting of or made of leaves (either

natnral or ornamental).
1610 G. Fletcher Christ's Vict. 1. xix, He fled thy sight,

..And for his shield a leavie armour weav'd. 161 1 Cotgr.,
Fueillure . . ;

also, leafe-worke, or a leauie flourishing.

f 2. Of a gate : Having leaves. Obs.

ct6n Chapman Iliad vi. 86 Take the key, vnlocke the

leauie gates.

Hence + heaviness, leafiness.

161 1 Cotgr., Fueillure, Leauinesse. 1687 Rycaut Contn.
Knolles' Hist. Turks II. 252 The shady leaviness of two
tall elms.

Leaward, obs. form of Leeward.
Leaze, variant of Lease sb, 1

,
v. 1

, v.2

Leazing, variant of Leasing Obs., lying.

II Leban (le'baen). Also lebban, leben. [Arab.

laban, from a root meaning * to be white'.]

A drink in use among the Arabs, consisting of

coagulated sour milk.
1698 Phil. Trans. XIX. 158 Leben, (a thick sour Milk) ..

is a thing in mighty esteem in these hot Countries, being
very useful to quench Thirst. 1756 Gentl. Mag. XXVI.
345 Their breakfast, .in winter is fryed eggs, cheese, honey
or leban. 1847 Disraeli Tancred tv. ii, Sheikh Salem will

never drink leban again. 1880 L. Wallace Ben-Hur 231,
1 have bread and leben.

Lebarde, leberde, obs. forms of Leopard.
Leburd(e, variant of Lee-board 1 Obs.

Lecage, obs. form of Leakage.
Iiecam, variant of Likam Obs., body, corpse.

Lecanomancy (le-kanamsenst). Also 7 lican-,

lecon-. [ad. Gr. teKavofiavrtia, f. KcKavi] dish,

pan, pot (f. A€«oy of the same meaning) + iiavrtia

divination. Cf. F. leconomantie (Rabelais).]

Divination by the inspection of water in a basin.
1610 Healey St. Aug. Citie 0/ God 204 Hydromancy..

done.. in a basin of water, which is called Lecanomancie.
1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (16 14) 366 They had also their
Lecanomancie, which was observed in a Bason of Water,
wherein certaine plates of golde and silver were put with
lewels, marked with their jugling Characters. 1656 Blount
Gtossogr., Licanomancy. a 1693 Urquhart's Rabelais in.
xxv. 207 By Hydromancy, by Leconomancy. 1783 T.
Wilson Archaeol. Diet., Lecanomancy.

So f Iiecanomancer, f Ziecanomantio Obs. -°,

one who practises lecanomancy.
1613 Cockeram, Leconomanticke. 1670 Blount Gtossogr.,

Lecanomanccr^ a diviner by water in a bason.

Lecanoric (lekan^-rik), a. Chem. [f. Leca-
nora, the name of a genus of lichens.] Lecanoric
acid : a crystalline substance obtained by Scbunck
from certain members of the genus Lecanora of
lichens. Hence Iiecanorate (-6»*r#), a salt of

lecanoricacid ; fcecanorin (-o^rin) = lecanoric acid.

1844 Fownes Chem. 488 Fresh dye-lichens, exhausted by
ether, yield a crystalline substance, which when purified by

1G7

solution in alcohol, is perfectly white; to this the name 1

lecanorine has been given. 1852 Ibid. (ed. 4) 577 Boiled

with water for some time, erythric acid absorbs 2 eg,,

and yields picro-erythrin . . and a new acid .. which is

termed by some chemists lecanoric, by others orsellinic acid.

1865 Watts Diet. Chem. 1 1 1. 565 The leennorates gradually

decompose, especially when heated, yielding orsellinic acid,

and ultimately orcin.

Lecanorine lekan6»-rin), a. Bot. [f. Lecanora

(see prec.) + -ixe.] Resembling the apothecium

of the genus Lecanora of lichens. So Iiecano-

roid a.

1871 1„faghtov Lichen-Jlora 5 Apothecia lecanorine. Ibid.

241 Apothecia pale, plane, lecanoroid.

Lecehe, obs. form of Leach v.1
)
Leech sb.l

Lecchour, obs. form of Lech ek.

Leee, obs. form of Leash.

tLech. 1
. Obs. Also 3 lsech, laich. [App. to

be identified (in spite of the difficult form laichen,

which may be corrupt) with OK. tic masc, cogn.

w. locian to Look.] A look, glance.

[c 1000 /Elfric Horn. (Thorpe) 1 1. 374 Wo sceolon awendan
urnc lec frain yfelre fcesihbc, lire hlyst fram yfelre spruac]
cxxo$ Lav. 1884 Laoliche Ircches heo leiteoeni mid e:jan.

Ibid. 3410 He.. pas worde seide mid seorhfulle laichen.

Ibid. 13703 Mid his lechen he gon li^en. [Often elsewhere

in Lav.] a 1250 Owl. A> Night. 1138 pine leches beob gris-

liche pe hwile bu art on lif-daje.

Lech 2 Iek). [ad. \\ . llcch (flat) stone = Ir.,

Gael. leac. Cf. Cromlech.] A Celtic monu-
mental stone.

1768-9 J. Cleland Spec. F.tym. Vocab. 134 A Lech differs

from a Cromlech, in that it means the top-stone of a Crom-
lech, or any sacred stone ; whereas Cromlech expresses its

adjunct stones and circle underneath it. 1899 Baring-
Gould Bk. West 11. 2S [St. Patrick] did not overthrow
their lechs or pillar-stones.

II Lech 3 (Iex y
). [<5er.] (See quot. 1 753.)

1753 Chamukrs Cycl. Supp., Lech, in metallurgy, a term
used by the miners to express the gold ore which has been
powdered, and washed, and afterwards run with the assist-

ance of lime stone. 1756-7 tr. Keyslers Trav. (1760) IV.

229 The Schemnit/ 01 e contains a greater quantity of gold
..than that of Crenmitz; but the hard ore of the latter

yields more lech.

Lech, obs. form of Leech sb. 1

Lechardemane, obs. form of Legerdemain.

Leche (1/^tjT). Also lechwi, leechwe. [Sechu-

ana : cf. Sesulo letsa antelope.] A South African

water-buck, Kobits hehe.
1857 Livingstons-: Trait, iii. 71 We discovered an entirely

new species of antelope called leche or lechwi. It is

a beautiful water antelope of a light brownish-yellow colour.

1863 W. C. Baldwin AJr. Hunting 247 My driver told me
..that he was a man who could shoot a leche ram. 1893
Ski.OUS Trav. S. E. Ajrica 450 The graceful water-loving

leechwe antelopes.

Leche, obs. f. Leach, Leech, Lien, Like.

Lecher (le'tfai), sb. arch. Forms : 2-5 lechur,

3 -or, 3-6 -our, 4 lichur, -oVre, licchour,

lec(c)houre, lech-, lychure, 4 5 lichour, lec-

chour, 5 lecheour e, lechowr(e, -ir, -urre,

lichir, -or, lycher, lehchour, 5-6 lychour,

(6 leachour, lecherd, 7 lechard), 6 8 leacher,

letcher, 5- lecher, [a. OF. lecheor, -eur, -ur,

liceonr, lichicor, also lichard, agent-n. f. techier to

live in debauchery or gluttony, mod.F. lecher to

lick = Pr. lecar, lechar, It. leccare, atl. OHO.
leccSn (G. token) :-OTeut. *likkojan to Lick.]

A man immoderately given to sexual indulgence

;

a lewd or grossly unchaste man, a debauchee.
c X175 Lamb. Horn. 53 J>us heo dod for to feiren heom

seoluen and to dra^e lechurs to ham. a 1225 Ancr. A*. 216

pe lechur i5e deofles kurt bifulefi himsulf fulliche, & alle his

feolawes. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 7208 Prustes, mid vncleiie

honden & mid lechors mod Al isoyled. 13. . A". A lis. 3916
Fy, he saide, apon the lechour : Thou schalt dye as a
traytour ! f 1340 Hampole Prose Tr. (18661 11 The se\te
commandement es 'Thou sail be na lichoure*. ^1375
Cursor M. 31 (Laud) Of chastyte the lechour [BedjordMS.
be Iichore] hath lyte. c 1386 Chaucer Wife's Prol. 242 Sir

olde lecchour, lat thy lapes be. c 1449 Tecock AV/r. 1.

xviii. 103 Summe ben founde ..to be greet lecchouris,

Summe to be avoutreris. 1470-85 Malory Arthur .win.
ii, Launcelot now I wel vnderstande that thou arte a fals

recreaunt knyghte and a comyn lecheoure, and louest and
holdest other ladyes. 1508 Dunbar Tua Mariit Wen/en
174 He has bene lychour so lang quhill lost is his natur.

1598 Shaks. Merry W. nt. v. 147, 1 will now take the
Leacher: hee is at my house. 1603 Florio Montaigne
(1634) 477 Of Concubines they [men] may have as many as
they list, and women as many lechards. 1621 Quarles
Esther vi, The time is come, faire Ester must Expose her
beauty to the Lecher's lust. 1697 DaYOEN Virg. Georg.
in. 148 Half-surpriz'd, and fearing to be seen, The Leacher
gallop 'd from his jealous Queen. 171 2 Steele Sped. No.
502 f 4 You see.. old letchers, with mouths open, stare at

the loose gesticulations on the stage with shameful earnest-

ness. 1728 Ramsav Monk $ Miller's Wife 105 The haly
letcher fled, And darn'd himsell behind a bed. 1763
Churchill Gotham tu. (1764) 23 Like a Virgin to some
letcher sold. 1831 Trelawney Adv. Younger Son II. 193
If sbe is poor, some old lechers, their dormant passions
rekindled, beset her.

t Lecher, Obs. [attrib. use of the sb.]

Lecherous; also in wider sense, base, vile.

c 12C0 Gen. <$• Ex. 776 God sente on him sekenesse & care,

And Tettede al his lecher-fare. Ibid. 1064 Al Sat hur^t folc

Sat helde was on, De mijte lecher crafte don. a 1300
Cursor M. 28528 Lecbur sanges haf i wroght. c 1400 Destr.

LECHERY.
Troy 13037 Thus the lady was lost for hir lechir dedis,

1603 Florio Montaigne 511 Some, .disgrace alight on his

lawfull wife or on his lechard mistris.

Hence f Iie'dierhed [see -head], lechery;

f lie cherlike, -ly advs., kcherously; fie cher-
ness, lechery.

c 1250 Gen. # Ex. 770 Dat folc Innede lecherlike. /bid.

1997 He wulde don is lechur-hed wid ioseph, for hise faire.

hed. c 1400 Destr. Tr oy 8059 The tothur lurkesin lychernes,

8: laghes ouerthwert. Ibid. 12604 pan Vlixes the lord,

licherly bai saide, Preset [etc.], CX511 ist Eng. Bk. Ante*.
(Arb.) Introd. 27 The wymen be very hootc & dyposed to

lecherdnes.

+ Le cher, v. Obs. [f, Leciirk sb.] intr. To
piny the lecher. Hence f Le chering ///. a.

1382 Wyclif Num. xv. 39 Thei folowen not her oM'ne
thou3tis and eyen, by dyuersc thingis lecherynge. 1594
Nashk L 'njort. Trav. 11 How he must . . drinke carouse,

and lecher with him out of whom he hopes to wring anie
matter. 1605 Shaks. Lear iv. vi. 114 The small gilded Fly
Do's letcher in my sight. i6n Coign., Fonirc, to leacher.

1631 Donnk Polydoron 130 To letcher is like the spider that

spun** a webb out of his owue bowells; to swill and drinke
in excesse, is to turne trype-wife and wash gtitts. <i 1693
I'rquhart's Rabelais ill. xlviii. 392 A Lechering Rogue.
1756 Demi-Rip 31 If vanity or dress allure her mind To
forfeit fame and letcher with Mankind.
Leehere, obs. form of Lkkciikk.

fLe'cherer. Obs. Also 5 - 6 lechoi our. [? f.

Lkciikk sb. : see -euI 3.] =Lkchkk sb.

^1380 Wyclif Wis. (1880) 102 ^if bei meyntenen .

.

leccherours of here owne meynnt in here housholde. 1422
tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 230 Tho that haue royh
leggis bene lechureri^. 1496 Ditws V Panp. (W. de \V. 1531)
v. xix. 222/2 Yf a eletke ^aye that it is lefull to slee ..

lecherors. . he is yrieguler. 1575 R. 1>. Appius <v Virginia
1) ij b, The (".oils confound sin h kchercrs. isgi Starkv tr.

Cattan's Geomancie 36 He is. .a glutton, a leacherer. 1605
Narr. Mnrtiters Sir J. Fit.: (iSfoi 11 A roystinij drunkard
is most commonly noted for an incontinent lecherer.

attrib. 2494 Fabyak Chron. vi. cc\. 225 She hath . . nempned
her lecherour leinan (ioddes oune preest.

Lecherous Ie lju
, a. arch. Forms : 4

licheros, lycher o.us, lc t^cherouae, 4 $ lec-

cherous, 4-6 licherous, 5 lyehorous, luchrus,
5-6 lichorous, 6 lecheros, -us, licharus, leiche-

rous, 6-S letchcrous, 4- lecherous, [a. OK.
lecheros, etc., f. lahcttr LtCHKU sb.: sec -oi'Jj. Cf.

Lr-kekoix.]
1. Adclieted t<» lechery.

1303 R. Hki sn'K Jlandl. Sytttte 7989 pys was a prest ry;t

ameious—And amerous men are leccherous. < 1386 C'iiali f.u

Prol. 626 As hoot he was, and lecherous, as a spar we. ( 1400
Maundkv. iRtj.vb.) xv. tu) Men er so profile, so enuyou>,
so grete glot4)uns, and so licherous. 1500-20 Dl nhah Poems
1. 41 He Stud he was ane licheruss bull, That croynd baylh
day and nycht. 1577 tr. Bitltinger's Decades (1 ^92 » 315
Nero that beast and lecherous monster. 1602 Shaks. Ham.
tl. ii. 6og Reiuoiselesse, Treacherous, Letcherous. kindle-,

villaine ! 1613 I'i'uchas Pilgrimage (161 \) 79 Semiramis
..a lecherous and hloudie woman was w 01.shipped by the

name of the Syrian Coddesse. 1773 I'kvdonk Snily w.
11809^ 213 l.a/y, lying, lecherous monks. 1876 ISiaikik
Songs Relig. a;- Li/e 125 Thy murderous, and lecherous r.tce

Have sat too long i' the holy place.

b. Of action, thought, etc. : Consisting in or

characterized by lechery.

r 1330 R. I'runnk Chron. 11810^ 65 Licheros lif bei led.

1393 I.angl. /'. /'/. C. vii. 194 kh had lykynye to lauhe of

lecherous tales. 1398 Tmkvisa BartA. De P.R. xvi. Ixxxvii.

(1405 1 583 It chasteth lecherous meuynges and maketh good
mynde. a 1400-50 Alexander 4328 And to na licherous

lustes leeue ve oure membiin. 1533 (Jau Richt I ay 16

Thay . . thinkkis lichormis thochttis. 1567 Gude ^- Godlie
Ball. (S. T. S.) 216 >it war his factis sa lichorus. 1611

Cotgr., Sajfrete, wanton dallying, leacherous ieasting,

lasciuious toying. 1884 Chr. Treasury Feb. 97/2 Absalom's
plot to assassinate his eldest brother had no justification in

the lecherous crime of that guilty brother.

e. Of drink, etc. : Inciting to lechery.

1382 Wyclif Prm\ xx. 1 A leccherous thing win. c 1386
Chal'cfr Pard. T. 221. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. 11. 25 Loth
in bus hue thorw lecherouse drynke Wykkydlich wroghte.

1596 Dalrymi-lk tr. Leslie's Mist. Scot. if. 152 He sett out
sum leicherous lawis, that his flagitious gaird ..inycht haue
occaslone frilie to louse a brydle to al thair appetites. 1632
Sherwood, Lecherous stuffe, poudre agrippine. [Cotgr.,
Pouldre Agrippine, any meat, that prouokes, or enables,

vnto lust.]

f 2. = LtCKEROiis : a. fond of good living,

gluttonous; b. (of food) rich, dainty. Obs.

1474 Caxton Chesse 112 The sight of the noble and
lichorous metis. 1483 — G. de la Tour Bvij, How they
ought not..toyeue flesshe ne lyehorous metes to houndes.
c 1483— Dialogues viii. 33 Car elie est moult gloutee, For
she is moche lichorous. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (1858)

It. 228 With gluttony and lichorus appetyte.

Hence Le'cherously adv., lie*onerousness.
1340 Ayenb. 128 pe guode mannes zone bet . . leuede

lecherushche. 1382 Wyclif Luke xv. 13 There he wastide
his substaunce in lyuynge leccherously. c 1450 Mirour
Snluncioun 1651 One leccherously lyving consumes his

I substaunce. 1551 Bible /sa. lvi. Notes, They were ..

dryuen into y« profounde and deepe sleepe of ygnoraunce, of

idlenes, of lecherousnesse, and of pride. 1591 Perciyall

J

Sp. Diet., Lnxnriosamente, lecherouslie. 1895 Min. gth

j
Nat. Council Congreg. Ch. U.S.A. 138 Laws against all

manner of lecherousness.

t Le'cherwite, a perversion (after Lecheb sb.)

of OE. legenoite (see Lairwite).
1228 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) 1. 52 Lecherwyt.

Lechery (le-tjari). Forms: 3-5 leccherie,

3 7 lecherie, (3-5 -ye), 4 lecbury(e, -ure, -uri,
1 -wry, lec'c^heri, ?lec3ery, licchery, -ie, lit-



LECHNE.

cheri, lychory, -ery, -eri, -ore, luchery, 4-5
lecchery(e, lechory, -i(e, lichery, -ory, 4-6
licherie, 5 lectin ?, 6 leicherie, luchrie, li-,

lychorie, lichery, 6-7 letcherie, 7-8 -ery, leach-

ery, 5- lechery, [a. OF. lecherie, licherie> f.

lecheur Lech eh sb.] Habitual indulgence of lust

;

lewdness of living, f Also, an instance of this.

c 1230 Hali Me'ul. 11 pat is te lust of leccherie bat riuleS

ber widinne. c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 3510 Oc boredom Sat Su
ne do, Ne wend no lecherie to. a 1300 Cursor M. 10046
(Cott.) J>e chastite o bis leuidi Ouercumms a! lust o lecheri

\Gfitt. lichery]. c 1340 ibid. 6476 (Trin.) Do no lecchery bi

no wommon. c 1380 Wvclif Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 79 Of be

herte comen yvel boujtis, in yvel wordis ; inansleyingis,

avoutrieris, leccheries. c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. r 762 After

Glotonye tbanne comth leccherie. a 1420 Hoccleve De
Reg. Princ. 3656 Leccherye . . is hogges lif. a 1568 Ascham
Scholem. 1. (Arb.) 84 To waulter, with as litle shame, in

open lecherie, as Swyne do here in the common myre.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia (1622) 225 The Faulcons fiercenesse,

Sparrowes letcherie. 1606 Shaks. Tr. <$• Cr. v. i. 106

Nothing hut Letcherie? AH incontinent Varlcts. 1616

R. C. Times' Whistle vi. 2649 And this I holde, that secret

letcherie Is a lesse sinne than close bypocrisie. 1822-34

Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 92 The Salacity of a De-
bauched Life, or lechery produced and confirmed by habit.

1888 19^ Cent. July 40 A new motif for art has also been
discovered in death, disease, and lechery.

personified, 0400 Rom. Rose 3014 Over-al regnith

Lecchery, Whos might yit growith night and day. 1500-20
Dunbar Poems xxvi. 79 Lichery, that lathly corss, Beraud
lyk a hagit horss. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. iv. 24 And next
to him rode lustfull Lechery Upon a bearded gote. 1640
Vorke Union Hon. 17 Vou cherish three daughters, Pride,

Covetousnesse and Lccbery.

b.fc
C149X Lhast. Goddes Chyld. x. 26 Of this pryde cometh

a spirituel or ghostli lechery. i$°6 Dekkea Sev. Sinnes 1.

(Arb.) 17 The Vsurer Hues by the lechery on mony, and is

Bawd to his owne bag% 1676 Marvell Mr. Smirke Wks.
1875 IV. 77 [He] will violate the ecclesiastical secret rather
than lose the leachery of his tattle. 1687 Settle A'£/7.

Dryden 38 Lash him, and mortify his Letchery of writing
Nonsense. 1692 E. Walker tr. Epictctns* Mor. (1737) xlvi,

t or Boasting is a most intemperate Vice, .'tis the Leach'ry
of the Mind.

+ c. transf. Luxurious or inordinate pleasure.

1632 Massikger City Madam n. i, Didst thou know
What ravishing lechery it is to enter An ordinary, cap-a-pie
trimmed like a gallant

!

+ Lechne, ^. Obs. Forms: 1 laecnian^le'cnian,

lacnian, 2 lechnien, pa. pple. ilechned, 3 lac-

nien, lechinien, lechui^e, lecnen, 4 lechneu.
[OE. Idecnian, lacnian = ON. l/tkna, Goth. Icki*

iion :—OTeut. "l&kinojan, f. *l;t'kjo-z Leech sb.v\

trans. To cure, heal, lit. andyfer. Also absol. to

administer medicine.
C900 tr. Bzdd's Hist. iv. xviii. [xvi.] (1890) 308 Se Sa in

bacin ilean daelum dea^ollice la^cnod [v.rr. lacnad. lacnodj
waes from his wundum. £"950 Lindisf. Gosp. Luke iv. 23
La lece lecne 5ec seolfne. c 1000 /Elfric Gram, xxxiii. (Z.)

203 Afedeor, ic lacni^e. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 83 Adam wes
ilechned burh god almihte solf. c 1205 Lay. 1658'^ To
lechinien [C1275 lechnie] ba wunden of leofenen his cnihten.
Ibid. 19500 Sa me seal lacnien 1275 lechni] his leomcs bat
heoS sare. a 1225, Ancr. R. 330 Uorte lecnen mid be seke,
& forte healen mide hire cancre. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. ix.

189 Lame men be lechede [MS. M. lechnedel.

Ilence + Lechning vbl. sb.

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 106 Se aerest of byssum wyrtum
liecnunge ^esette. a 1225 Juliana 6 Wi5 uten lechnunge
of hire libhen he ne mahte. a 1240 Ureisun in Cott. Horn.
202 Hit heo mi lechnunge bit beo mi bote.

Lechriodont (le-krwdpnt), a. [f. Gr. KixP10^
slanting + qZovt-, oSous tooth.] (See quot.)
1875 IIlxlev in Eucycl. Brit. I. 760/2 The one end of the

palatine.. becomes directed transversely to the axis of the
skull, immediately behind the posterior nostril, its teeth
continuing the transverse line of the teeth of the vomers.
Salamanders with the teeth thus disposed have been termed
' lechriodont '. Ibid. 761/1 The ' mecodont ' and ' lechrio-
dont ' Salamandrida.
Lechwi : see Leche.

Lecideaceous (lisidr^-Jas), a. Bot. [f.

mod.L. Lecidea + -aceous.] Having the char-
acters of or resembling the genus Lecidea of
lichens. So Lecide'iform, Leci deine adfs.

1855 Mavne Expos. Lex., Lecideaceous. 187 1 Leighton
Lichen-flora 154 Apothecia simply lecideine or patellaroid.
Ibid. 392 Ardella: . . rotundate, lecideiform. 1900 B. D.
Jackson Bot. Terms, Lecideiform, lecideine, like the apo-
thecium of Lecidea, which has a margin of the same colour
as the disk.

Lecithin (le-sibin). Chenu Also -ine. [f.

Gr. \ckiOos yolk of egg + -in.] A nitrogenous
fatty substance found in the nerve tissues, the
yolk of eggs, blood, and other fluids of the body,
1861 Hulme \x.Moquin-Tandon it. hi. ii. 86 Helicine..

consists . . of oleine, . . lecithine, and cerebrine. 1896 A 11-

butt's Syst. Med. 1. 165 A phosphoretted fat termed lecithin.

attrib. 1873 Ralfe Pkys. Client. 75 Lecithin hydro-
chlorate.

Leek (lek), dial Also 8 lack. A hard sub-

soil of clay or gravel. Also attrib,, as lack-clay ;

leck-stone, a granular variety of trap rock used
in some parts of Scotland for the slabs of ovens.
1780 Young Tour Irel. l 199 Immediately under the

moor, is a thin stratum of what they call lack-clay, which
is like baked clay, the thickness of a tile. 1813 R. Kerr
Agric. Snrv. Berwick 41 A half lapidified tough and
compact clay, called lech by the quarriers. x86a Page Adv.

168

Texl-Bk. Geot. vii. 126 Before the improved manufacture
of fire-bricks, some open-textured varieties [of greenstone],
known as 1 leck-stones were largely used for the linings

and soles of ovens. 1899 Dickinson & Prevost Cnmberld.
Gloss., Leek, a hard subsoil of clay and gravel.

Leek, Leckar, obs. forms of Lac Lacqueu.

LeCOntite (lflvp-ntait). Mm. [Named by
\V. J. Taylor, 1858, after Dr. J. L. Le Conte, its

discoverer: sec -ite.] Hydrous sulphate of

sodium and ammonium, found in colourless pris-

matic crystals.

1858 W. J. Taylor xnAmer. Jml. Sci. Ser. 11. XXVI. 273
Lecontite occurs in crystals varying greatly in size. 1868
Dana Mm. (ed. 5) 635 Lecontite .. crystals often have a
coating of organic matter.

Lecotropal (lfVtn5pal), a. Bot. [f. Gr.
\Uq-s dish + -TpoTTo? turning.] (See quot. 1900.)
1889 in Century Diet. 1900 B. D. Jackson Bot. Terms,

Lecotropal, shaped like a horse-shoe, as some ovules.

Lectern (le ktajn). Forms : a. 4-5 lettorne,

5 leteron(e, -vn, letteroun, letrone, -ane,
leyterne, letyrn, 5-7 lettron, 6 lettrone, -une,
letteron, -ane, litterne, letaring, 6-8 latron(e,

6-7, 9 lettern, 7 lettren, Sc. lettering, 9 Sc.

lateran, lattern. 0. 5 lectrone, -un, 5^6 lec-
tron, -yne, 5-7 lectom(e, 6 lecteron, -erne,
-urne, 9 lecturn, 6, 9 lectern. 7. 6 lecter,

lector, lettour. [ME. leltntn, etc., a. OF. let-

tntn
t
leitrun, semi-popular form of late L. lectrum,

'analogium super quo legitur' (Pseudo-Isidoie

Lib. Glossartwi), f. /^-, root of legSre to read :

cf. mulctrum milking pail, f. mitlgere to milk.

The /3 forms are influenced by the L. lectrum, or

perh. rather by the synonymous raed.L. leclrinum,

f. the same root (cf. textrlnum weaver's shop, f.

tex-2re to weave), which was the more usual word
in eccl. Latin in the 15th c.

The mod.F. Intrin (isthc. lieulrin, leutrin) seems to
represent a mixture of OF. leitruu (the vowel of the first

syll. being influenced by that of the last) with OF. letrin,

ad. med.L. lectrinum. There seems to be no foundation
for the common statement that Isidore's lectrum is ad. Gr.
Ae*Tpor, for which no other sense is known in Gr. of any
period than that of

4 bed ',
' marriage-bed '.1

1. A reading- or singing-desk in a church, esp.

that from which the lessons are read ; made of

wood, metal, or stone, and often in the form of an
eagle with outspread wings supported on a column.
a. c 1325 Deo Gratias 18 in E. E. P. (186a) 124 In silke

)?at comely clerk was clad. And ouer a lettorne leoned he.

0425 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 648/27 Hie ambo. letrune.
1

c 1440 Promp. Parr. 299/2 Leteronc, or lectorne, deske (A*,

lectrone, //., P. letrone, or lectrun, 5". leteron, or letervn),

I

lectrinum. <"I475 Pict. Voc. in Wr.-Wflicker 757/1 Hoc
lectrininm, Hie ambo, Hie discus, a leyterne. 1541 Ld.

j

Treas. Acc. Scot, in Pitcairn Crim. Trials I. 320* To be
coveringis to the Lettronis in be Chapell, xij elnis blak
Birge Sating. 1600 Vestry Bks. ^Surtees) 278 For mending
of the letaring, ivd. 1676 W. Row Contn. Blair's Autobiog.
ix. (1848) 159 Mr. Blair went to the lettren and took the Bible
from the reader. 1845 Ecclesiologist IV. 147 The nave will

contain both lettern and litany-stool. 1877 J. D. Chambers
Div. Worship 6 There should be Desks or Letterns in the
Choir.

fig. 1401 Pot. Poems (Rolls) 1 1. 78 So longe . . thou hast
lerned to lyen that thi tonge is letteroun of lyes.

p. 1432-50 tr. Higdcn (Rolls! VI. 447 [He] putte his gloves
on a lectryne whiles he prayede. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg.
165/1 Thenne thys felowe wente up to the lectron where as

saynt James preched. 1530 Palsgr. 238/1 Lecterne to syng
at, levtrayn. 1538 Leland /tin. IV. 7 Buried yn the
Paroche Chirch of S. Albane under the Place of the lectern

in the Quier. 1571 Grinoal Injunct. at York Bijb, So
that a conuenient deske or lecterne, with a rowme to turne
bis face towardes the people be there proutded. 1665 in

Dean Granville's Rem. App. in Miscellanea iSurtees) 263
The Lectorne and Litany Desk are meane and uncomely.
1845 Times 3 Feb. 5/5 The reading desk was taken away
and a 'faldstool' and 4

lectern' substituted. 1852 Hook
Ch. Diet. (1871) 437 The lectern in English cathedrals

usually stands in the midst of the choir facing westwards.

y. 1516 Indenture in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886)

II. 241 Of the Qwyer. .the oon halfe thereof on every syde
shall be double staulled, wyth lyke lettours, Staulls, and
Seats. 1553 Mendlesham Acc. in 5M Rep. Hist.MSS. Comm.
593/2 Payde to Thomas Whyghtyng for makyng of y* lector

that stonde on the alter ihid. 1566 in Peacock Eng. Ch.
Furniture (1866) 38 An old lecter wt a deske yet remayningc.

2. Chiefly Sc. a. A reading-desk in a private

house, b. A writing desk ; an escritoire. To be

bred
t
sent to the lattern : seequots. 1835-80, 1888.

1513 Douglas Mneis vn. Prol. 145 Seand Virgill on ane
lettrune stand, To writ anone I hynt ane pen in hand. 1517
Watson Ship of Fools A ij, I make my lectrons and my
deskes clene rygh[tl often. My mansyon is all repylnysshed
with bokes. 1534 Ld. Treas. Acc. Scot, in Pitcairn Crim.
Trials I. 284*, uiji elnis sad grene, to covir the Latronis in

the Kingis Study. 1561 MS. Acc. Treasurer Edinb^ Ane
great four-square latterane turning on ane vice, a 1575
Earl Huntly's Death in Bannatyne Jrnl. Trans. Scot.

(1806I 486 The whole cofleris, boxis. or lettronis, that the
erle him self had in handling ; and had ony geir in keping
in. £1610 J. Melvill MS. Mem. 5 (Jam.) The whole
expenses of the process and pices of the lyble, lying in a
several buist hy themselves in my lettron. 1691 Z. Haic
in Russell Haigs xi. 226 At that time I desired to be put
to a lettering. 1697 Inv. in Sc. N. <$ Q. Dec. (1900) 90/1
A writting latroh and chamber box. 1719 Wodrow Corr.
(1843) II. 442, I have forgot my book ot Ministers* names,
. .It stands behind the latron.in that shelf where my manu-
script sermons stood. 18*5-80 Jamieson, * He was bred to

IiECTISTERNIUM.

the Lettron '. He was bred a writer ; a phrase still used by
old people in Edinburgh. 1888 J. Ramsav Scot. $ Scots.
18M C. I. iii. 181 It was in those days Ii8ih cent.] very
common for young men intended for the bar to attend a
writer's chambers.. . In a word, the lattern, as it was called,
answered nearly the same purpose in Scotland that the
Inns of Court did to the English, Ibid. II. 63 People of
moderate estate used to send their eldest son for some time
to the lattern.

tc. (a) A music-stand
; (b< see quot. 161 2. Obs.

IS57-S in Willis & Clark Cambruigc (1886) II. 292 A lec-

turne for y* orgaines in the quere. 161a Sc. Bk. Rates in

Halybnrtons Ledger (1867) 297 Desks or lettrones for

wemen to work on covered with veluott, the peice vi/.

d. Sc. (in form lateran). The precentor's desk
in a Scotch Presbyterian church.
i860 Ramsay Remin. Ser. 1. 208 What is commonly called

tht; Lateran ; a kind of small gallery at the top of the pulpit
steps. 1871 W. Alexanoer Johnny Gibb xxxv. (1873) 200
The mole-catcher . . now occupied the precentor's desk, but
. . on great occasions he would always have Johnny Gibb
in the * lateran ' also.

Lection (le-kjan). [a. OF. lectiun, ad. L. Ice-

lion-cm, n. of action f. lect-
y
legtre to read, to choose,

i Cf. Lesson.)] I. Reading.

f 1. The act of reading. Obs. rare.

1669 Woodhead St. Teresa t. Pref. (1671) a, The frequent
Lection of Books of Devotion. 1669 A. Browne Art Pict.
To Rdr., I am extreamly unwilling any person should, .take

the trouble of casting bis eye here, were not I modestly of
the opinion, something may not be impertinent, or unworthy
curious mens Lection.

t b. A particular way of reading or interpreting

a passage. Obs. Cf. F. lecon.

1540 Coverdale Confnt. Statidish (1547) kviij, Now is

j«a0oAtKof as much to saye as vnincrsalis. Which worde
like as ye leaue out in youre lection letcj. 1652 Gaule
Magastrotn. 10 What magician will account of them so, in

his way of lection? Or astrologer, in his way of configura-

tion? 1702 W. J. Brnyn's Voy. Levant x. 39 To know the
different Lections of this Inscription.

C. concr. A reading of a text found in a particular

copy or edition. + Variouskctions, variant readings.

a 1654 Selden Table-T. (ArhJ 22 When you meet with
several Readings of the Text,.. be sure you keep to what is

setled, and then you may flourish upon your various lections.

1659 Bi" Walton Consid. Considered 114 If they be critical

notes they cannot he either in part or in whole Various
Lections. 1699 Bentley Phal. xiv. 461 In the Vossian MS.
it's ndyra for itaaa ; which may seem the truer Lection.

1715 Pope's Iliad 1. note I. 47 The grand Ambition of one
sort of Scholars is to encrease the number of Various
Lections. 1830 De Quincey Bentley Wks, 1857 VII. 172,

I confess that . . I myself am offended by the obtrusion of

the new lections into the text. 1837-8 Sir W. Hamilton
Logic xxxi. (1866) II. 1/9 Doctrines originating in a corrupt

lection, .have thus arisen and been keenly defended.

2. Eccl. A portion of a sacred writing appointed

to be read in church ; a ' lesson \
1608 Willet Hexapla Exod. 179 They write in those

parchments certaine sacred lections which they call para-

shoth. 1695 S. Hooper Disc. cone. Lent 355 To this last

descrih'd Iewish Order of Morning Prayers so far did the

Antient Christian agree, as to begin likewise with Lections

and Psalmody. 1846 Maskell Mon. Rit. I. p. xxiij, On
Passion Sunday, the first Lections were from Jeremiah.
1861 Beresf. Hope Eng. Cathedr. 19th C. 157 The ambo
or ambones . . for the lections of "Holy Scriptures. 1885

Pater Marius the Epic. II. 135 Those
<
lections, or sacred

readings, which . . occurred at certain intervals amid the

silence of the assembly.

t 3. A professional or tutorial lecture. Obs. rare.

1563-7 Buchanan Reform. St. Andres Wks, (1892) 11 The
portar .. sal ryng . . at sax to the lesson public ; before viij,

twys to the ordinar lection.

+ 4. A lesson to be learnt, Obs.
162 1 Gude ff Godlic Ball. (S. T. S.) 233, I cry in generall,

on Spirituall & Tcmporall, This lectioun that 3e leir.

II. «= Election.
a 1300 Leg. St. Gregory 986 (Schulz) J>e cardinals, .bisou^t

God, . . Her leccioun wele to do. 1462 Burgh Rec. Peebles

(1872) 145 like man be his awn vos gaf thair lectioun to the

sayd Schyr John. 15*5 Ld. Berners Froiss. II. xlil 129
heading, Howe pope Vrbane and pope Clement were at grcte

dyscorde togyder, and howe the crysten kynges were in

varyaunce for theyr lectyons. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot.

(1858) I). 698 The haill lectioun that tha had gevin him till.

Iiectionary (^le'kfanari). Bed. (Also in Lat.

form.) [ad. eccl. L. lectidnari nm, f. L. lection-em

Lection : see -ary. Cf. F. lectionnaire^ A book
containing 1 lessons ' or portions of Scripture ap-

pointed to be read at divine service
;
also, the list

of passages appointed to be so read.

1780 T. Warton Life Sir T. Pope (ed. 2) 337 mtet
[The]

lectionary contained all the lessons, whether from scripture,

or other books, which were directed to be read in the course

of the year. 1790 R. Porson Lett, to Travis 153 A Gallic

Lectionary, which is reputed to be now about 1200 years

old, and contains the eniiry epistle of John, except the three

heavenly witnesses, 1802 Ranken Hist. France II. ii.

197 They should be furnished with a mass-book, a lec-

tionariuni, or book of lessons. 1846 Maskell Mon. Rit.

I. p. xxv, Among the Lambeth MSS. there is an English

Lectionary. 1865 Ld. Lvttelton in Englishman's Mag.
Feb. 167 The question of our Lectionary generally, or of the

selection of Lessons to be read in Church on Sundays and
on other days. 1872 O. Shiplev Gloss. Eccl. Terms s.v.

Missal, Before the offices were combined in a single volume,

several books were necessary, the Sacramentary, Lectionary,

Antiphonary, and others.

II Lectisternium (lektistauni^m). Also 7

anglicized lectistera (e. [L, , f. lecti- , lectus couch

,

bed + stern-he to spread.]



LECTOR.

1. Roman Antiq. A sacrifice of the nature of a

feast, in which images of the gods were placed on

couches with food before them as if for them to eat.

1597 Heard Theatre God's Judgem,,(1631) 158 The Priests

going about to pacifie the anger of their gods with Lectisterns

and sacrifices. 1600 Holland Livy v. xiii. 188 By celebrating

a Lectisterne. 170a Addison Dial. Medals 1. 19 Lectister-

niums and a thousand other antiquated names and cere-

monies. 1857 Birch Anc. Pottery (1858) II. 290 A lectister-

nium to the infernal gods.

2. Med. (Scequot.)
1722 Quincv Lex.Physico-Med., Lectisterninm is used by

some Writers for that Apparatus, which is necessary for the

Care of a sick Person in lied. [Hence in Ha 1 ley, etc.]

Lector Cle-ktju). Also 6 lectour. [a. L. lector

reader, agent-n. f. lege"re
t
led- to read. Cf. F.

lecteur.]

1. EccL An ecclesiastic belonging to one of the

minor orders, whose duty originally consisted in

reading the 'lessons'.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 201/2 Julyan. .entrid in to relygyon

. .and semed to be holy and was made lector. 1588 A. King
tr. Canisins' Catech. 106 Four inferiours, to wit, the order

of ostiars, lectors, Exorcists and Acolyts. 1637 Gillespie
Eng. Pop. Cerem. iv. iv. ig A lectors publike reading of
Scripture in the Church noon the Sabbath day. 1847 Ln.
Lindsav Chr. Art I. p. clxxix, The custom was that the

lector should not begin to read til) the bishop nodded to

him. i3$2 J. H. Newman Callista (1890) 339 The Lector,

a man of venerable age, taking the roll called Lectionarin»t>

and proceeding to the pulpit, read the Prophets to the

people. 1885 Catholic Diet. (ed. 3) 381/1 The singing of

the Gospel was not always reserved to the deacon . . and .

.

the lector still recites the Gospel in the Greek Mass.

2. A reader ; chiefly spec, a ' reader
1

or lecturer

in a college or university (now only Hist, and with

reference to foreign use, e. g. that of Germany).
1563-7 Buchanan Reform. St. Andros Wks. (1892) 6

Personis. The Principal, Ane Lectour Publik. Vj Regentis.

ibid. 7 Wagis of the Personis . . The public lectour ane
hundreth markis. 1658 Phillips, Lecturer, or Lectour, a
publick Professour, a Reader of Lectures. 1708 Lond. Gaz.
No. 4406/1 Cardinal Carpegna. First Lector of the French
College of Theatins. 1889 Edin. Rev. Apr. 331 Vincent de
Beauvais was lector or Librarian to St. l^onis. 1890 * Rolf
Boldrewood' Miners Right (1899) xlVx Handing in the

depositions .. he desired us to read for ourselves. I was
chosen lector.

Hence + Le ctoress, a female instructor.

1634 W. Tirwhyt tr. Balzac's Lett. 270 Now after she
hath .. bin threescore yeares a Lectoresse in vice [F. a
cnscig>ii soixante ans le vice).

Lectorate (lektor^t). EccL [ad. eccl. L. leclo-

ratus, f. L. lector Lector.] The office of lector.

1876 T. A. Dixon tr. Sighart's Albert Gt. 51 The duties

of his first lectorate. 1885 Catholic Diet. (ed. 3) 510/1 The
Lectorate was the first order conferred on young clerics.

Leetor(n, obs. forms of Lectern.

tLectory \ Obs. rare"1
. [Put for *alcdory,

ad. L. alectoria, sc. gemma (Pliny), f. Gr. akcKrwp

cock : cf. Alectorian.] = Cock-stone.
cizys Lttue ron 172 in O. E. Misc. 98 Of Amatiste, of

calcydone, of lectorie, and tupace.

t Lectory 2
. Obs. [ad. med.L. lectori-ttm, f.

L. led-, lege're to read.] A reading-place.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) III. 361 The seide Plato
callede the howse of Aristotille the lectory or redenge place

IL. lectorium\.

Lectour, obs. variant of Lector, Lecture.

Lectress (le'ktres). nonce-wd. [f. Lector
+ -E8S (suggested by F. lectrice : see next).]

A female reader.

1867 Miss Thackeray Village on Cliff'35 'She advanced
through the countries of Devon, Somerset and Gloucester *

..says the little lectress, in a loud disgusted voice.

Lectrice (le'ktris). [a. F. lectrice , ad. L.
leclrix, fem. of Lector.) A woman engaged as an
attendant or companion to read alond.
1889 in Century Diet.

Lectron(e, obs. forms of Lectern.
Lectrure, variant of Lettrure Obs.

Lectnal (le*ktWjal), a. rare~°. [ad. late L.
lecludl-is (perh. a faulty reading), badly f. L. tectu-s

bed, couch.] (See quots.)

1775 Ash, Lectual, confined in bed, proper to be confined
in bed. i8ai Crabb Technol. Diet., Lectual, an epithet for a
distemper which requires a person to be confined to his bed.

fLextuary. Obs. Also 3-5 letuarie, 4
latuarye, letuare, 4-5 let(e)wary, -ye, 4-6
letuary, 5 lect-, lett-, lytwary, letwerye,
lettorye, letuarye, 6 lectuarie. [Aphetic form
of Electuary. Cf. OF. letttaire.] An electuary.
a 122s Ancr. R. 226 He haueS so monie bustes ful of his

letuaries. £1374 Chapcer Troylus v. 741 To late cometh
J>e letuarye, Whan men J»e cors vn-to be graue carye. e 1400
Lanfranc's Cintrg. 183 Make herof a letuarie not to hard
soden. 142a tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 240 Moche
worth is the lytwary y-makyd of fuste and aloes. 1435
Misyn Eire ofLove 1. lii. (1896) 7 With be whilk bai .. has
gretter comforth ben may be trowyd of gostely letwary.

M51-4 Dttrh. MS. Cow. Roll, 1 n confeccione vocat. lettorye.

1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xxx. (Percy Soc.) 149, I shall
provide for you a lectuary, Which after sorow into your
nerte shall sinke. 1528 Paynel Saleme's Regivt. Yii,
Whan pepper is ministred in lectuaries it is holsome for the
coughe. 1578 Lyte Dodoens vi. xeiii. 778 Turpentine in a
lectuarie with honey, clenseth the breast and the lunges.

Lectuce, obs. form of Lettuce.
Lectun, variant of Leighton Obs*, garden.
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t Lextural, a. Obs. [f. Lecture sb. + -al.]

Of the nature of a lecture.

1657 Reeve Gods Plea lip. Ded. to Relig. Cit. 16 Scholas-
ticall intricacies, and lecturall disquisitions.

Lecture (le-klfiu), sb. Also 5 letture, 6
lectcur, -tur, 6-7 lector, [ad. L. leclura, f.

lecl- t lege're to read : see -ure. Cf. F. lecture.]

1 1. The action of reading, perusal. Also fig.

Also, that which is read or perused. Obs,

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vm. x. (1495) 311 He
dysposyth a man and makith him able to letture and to
wrytynge. c 1450

1
Lvnc. Secrccs 379 With alle these

vertues plentevous in lecture. 1490 Caxton Eneydos vi. 24
liy thynspection and lecture of theyr wrytyngys. a 1586
Sionev Aslr. <r Stella Ixxvii, That face, whose lecture
shewes what perfect bcantie is. 1612 Shelton Quix. 1. i. 4
He plunged himselfe so deepely in his reading of these
bookes, as he spent many times in the Lecture of them whole '

dayes and nights. 1642 Bovi.e in Lismore Papers Ser. 11.

(1888) V. 115, I have receaued a great deal of contentment
..by the lecture of those particularity's of my Brother's ..

1 victoryes. 1642 Sta T. Browne Rclig. Med. 54 Were 1 a
I

Pagau, I should not refrain the Lecture of it [the Bible].

1741 M lonLETON Cicero II. ix. 290 He addressed it [the De
j

Senceinte] to Atticus, as a lecture of common comfort to

them both, in that gloomy scene of life on which they were 1

entring. 1790 Cath. Graham Lett. Ednc. 130 The French
poetry I would limit to Boileau [etc.] ..and the Latin lectures

to selected plays of Terence [etc.l. 1829 [l.R. Best] Pers.

«y Lit. Mem. 401 No one .. ought to be contented with a
single lecture of a work that requires such attentive study.

1 2. The way in which a text reads ; the * letter

'

of a text ; the form in which a text is found in a

particular copy, a lection. Obs.
c 1400 Apol. Loll. 32 Be bei ware bat bei knitt not falsly

\

a wey be witt fro [>e lecture. 1538 CovKRnALE Prol. N. T.

i
To Rdr., Where as the Grcke and the oldc awncient
authours reade the prayer of oure lorde in the xi. Chapter
of Luke after one maner.. 1 folowe their lecture. 1680

Weekly Mem. Ingen. 2 He thinks their multiplicity and
various lecture prove prejudicial to many Students.

3. The action of reading aloud. Also, that

which is so read, a lection or lesson, arch.

1526 Tinhale Acts xiii. 15 After the lectur of the lawe
and the prophetes. 1534 Sir T. Moke Treat. Pass. Wks.
1301/1 And vp on thys arose thys newe counsayle. .whereof
ouie piesent lecture speaketh. 1539 Bible (Great) 2 Cor. iii.

14 In the lecture of the olde testament. 1597 Hooker Eccl.

Pot. v. lxxv. § 4 With solemnc recitall of. .lectures, Psalmes
and praiers. 1623 Lisle sKtftic on O. <y A". Test. Pref. r iS

He that conquered the Land could not so conquer the

language, but that in memory of our fathers, it hath been
1 pieserved with common lectures. 1664 Bulteel Birinthea

74 He repeated the Lecture of this Message. 1764 Mint.

)
G. Psalmanazar 272, I could easily enough understand

1 both their lectures of the Old Testament and their prayers.

1849 C. Bronte Shirley xxvii. 396 She began to read. The
language had become strange to her tongue: it faltered:

the lecture flowed unevenly. 1849 Rock CIl. of Fathers
IV. xii. 126 Then came a lecture out of some pious writer.

a 1873 Lyttom Pansanias it. iv. (1878) 427 She seemed

t

listening to the lecture of the slave.
,

4. A discourse given before an audience upon

I

a given subject, usually for the purpose of in-

} struction. (The regular name for discourses or

| instruction given to a class by a professor or

I teacher at a college or University. Cf. sense 5.)

1536 Act 27 lien. I'll/ c. 42 § 4 To reade one opyn and
publique lectour in every of the said Universities in any
such Science or tonge as (etc.]. 1576 Fleming Patiopi.

Lpist. 341 In that College it was his happie lncke, to reade

in the open schooles in Latine that thereby he .. procured
to his hearers exceeding great profile by his learned lectures.

1607 Shaks. Cor. it. iii. 243 Say, we read Lectures to you t

How youngly he began to serue his Countrey, How [etc.].

1628 Coke On Litt. 280b, But now Readings.. haue lost.,

their former authorities : for now the cases are long, obscure,

and intricate.. liker rather to Riddles than Lectures. 1662

G erbi Eft Princ. 5 lectures on the Art of Architecture, which
have laid before them the most necessary Rules. 1741
Watts Improv. Mind 1. ii. Wks. 18 13 VI 11. 19 Public or

private lectures are such verbal instructions as are given by
a teacher while the learners attend in silence. 1821 Craig
Led. Drawing viii. 420 In this, as I have shown you mi

a former lecture, the statues of antiquity will afford you
little assistance. 1827 Oxf Univ. Guide 56 The Common
Law School, where the Vinerian Professor reads his Lectures.

1847 E.MEasOM Poems, Monadnoc Wks. (Bohn) 1. 436, I can
spare the college bell, And the learned lecture well.

b. Applied to discourses of the nature of ser-

mons, either less formal in style than the ordinary

sermon, or delivered on occasions other than those

of the regular order of church services ; formerly,

a sermon preached by a 'lecturer' (see Lecturer a).

In Scottish use, the term formerly denoted a discourse in

the form of a continuous commentary on a chapter or other

extended passage of Scripture.

1556 Chron. Gr. Friars (Camden) 63 The xxv. day [of

September, 1549] Cardmaker rede in Powlles, & sayd in

hys lector that he eowde not rede there the xxvij. day.

1642 T. Lechforo Plain Dealing (1867) 51 Upon the week
dayes, there are Lectures in divers townes, and in Boston,

upon Thursdays. 1675 Baxter Cath. Theol. 11. xii. 265
Our late Lectures against Popery. 1696 S. Sewall Diary
17 Sept. (1878) I. 433 Mr. RIoodey preaches the Lecture
from Acts 13. 36. 1724 R. Wodrow Life J. Wotirow (1828)

191 Those useful and necessary exercises we in this church
call Lectures. 1729 in G. Sheldon Hist. Deerfetd, Mass.

(1895) I. 459 His Custom was to Preach a Lecture once
a month, and a Sermon the Friday before the Sacrament.

1773 M. Cutler in Life, ^c. (1888) 1. 41 Mr. Leslie preached
thelecture, afternoon. 1895 A. R. MacEwen Life j. Cairns
xiii. 323 The lecture gave place to a sermon of a more or

less hortatory type.

LECTURE.

c. A course or series of lectures, given regularly

according to the terms of their foundation ; a
foundation for a lecturer ; a lectureship.

i6ts Sir G. Buck in Stow Annals g8o In this IGreshaml
colledge are by this worthy Founder ordained seaucn seuerall

lectures of seaucn seuerall Arts and faculties, to be read pub*
likely. 1c 1650 in Wood A th. ( hroti.(\ 8991 1 1 1 . 149 Mr. Richard
Gardner of tins parish, a phisitian, gave for a catechisme
lecture 200 li. 1702 C. Mather Magn. Chr. tn. it. v. (1852)

382 They gathered among themselves a convenient salary

to support him still amongst them : though his lecture were
gone. At Earl's Coin then he tarried, and prepared for the
lecture to he settled the next three years in Towcester.

1730 Hoadi.ev Life S. Clarke 11 C.'s Serm. 1, In the year

1704, He [Clarke] was callM forth. .to pieach Mr. Boyle's
lecture, founded by that Honourable Gentleman, to assert

and vindicate the Great Fundamentals of Natural and Re-
vealed Religion. 1780 J. Baxdinel {titled, Eight Sermons
preached, .in the year 1780, at the Lecture founded by the

late rev. and pious John Bampton M.A.
d. The audience or class attending a lecture.

1848 J. H. Newman Loss $ Gam 7 He coloured, closed his

book, and instanter sent the whole lecture out of the room.

5. The instruction given by a teacher to a pupil

or class at a particular time ; a lesson. Obs. exc.

in University use : see 4.

1545 BrixklowGw///. xxii. (1874) 52 Let scholes be main-
teyncd and lectures to be had in them of the .iij. tongys.
— Hebrew, Greke & Latyne. 1552 Hllokt, Lectur, or

rcadynge in scholes, called the kingo* lectur, or common
lccuir. a 1568 Ascuam Scholem, 11. (Arb.) 87 The*e bookes,

I would haue him read now, a good deale at euery lecture.

1596 Shaks. 'Tarn. Shr. 111. i. 24 You'll leaue his Lectin

e

when 1 am in tune? 1597 1st Ft. Returnft: /'amass. 11. i.

793 Wilt please you, Sir, to sit downe and repeato youie
lecture? 1644 Mm/ion Ednc. Wks. (1847J *oo/\ But heie
the main skill and groundwork will be, to temper them
.such lectures and explanations upon every opportunity.

1765 Fot»TK Commissary 1. Wks. 1799 II. 14 The man ..

attends every morning to give him a lecture upon speaking.

fb. fig. A * lesson', an instructive counsel or

example. Obs.

1575 Gascoignk Glassc Go~\ i. v. Poems 1870 1L?3, 1 sa\se

a frosty bearded scholema>ter instruciing of four lusty

young men erew hyle as we came in, but if my iudguneni do
nut f.iyle me, 1 may chaunce to read some of them another
lecture. 1593 Shaks. Liur. 618 And wilt thou be the

schoolc wheie Lust shall learne ? Must he in thee read

lectures of such shame? 1624 Cai'T. Smihi Virginia in.

xi. Hg He was againe to learne his Lecture by experience.

1633 Bi\ Hai.i. Medit. Broem, Ever) 1 thing, that we see,

reads us new lectures of wisdom and piety. 1697 BonKK
Antiq. GreCiCin. iv. (17151 21 Achillas'* Shield .. is a Lec-

ture of Philosophy. 1745 Matrimony, Pro «y Con 4 Gew-
gaws of Dress are Lectures of the Mind. 1755 Vouno
Centaur u. Wks. 1757 IV. 14? Heaven means to make one

half of the species a moral lecture to the other.

G. An admonitory speech
;

esp. one delivered by

way of reproof or correction ;

1

a magisterial repri-

mand '

(J.). Thr. to read ^a person' a lecture.

1600 Shaks. .J. I' /-.ill. i». 365, 1 haue heard him read

many Lectors against it. 1602 — Dam. n. i. 67 So by my
former Lecture and aduice. 1622 Fletcher Sea Voy. iv. ii,

Ye have read me a faire Lecture, And put a spell upon my
tongue for fay[n]iiig. 1633-1851 [see Curtais-lkci i-kk].

1706 Reflex, upon Ridit. ule\ 17071 298 Which moral Lectin e

is (jut of its Blace. 1713 AniusoN Cato \\. i. 29 Nnniidia

will be blest by Cato's Lectures. 1732 Lldiakd Sethos 11.

Vill. 22y Our young bridegroom receiv'd a teriiblc lecture.

1867 Barkman Jesni/s X. Amer. y\x. (1875) -83 The mis-

sionary answered with a lecture on the duly of forgiveness.

7. at7'rib. and Comb., as lecture-took, hearing,

-room, -table, -theatre
; + leeture-day, ' the ap-

pointed day for the periodical lecture of the muni-

cipality or parish ; in the New Kngland colonies

it seems to have been usually Thursday ' {Cent.

Diet.) ; f lecture-sermon
;
a sermon of the char-

acter of a lecture, or forming part of a set course.

1857 Puskv Real Presence i. (1869I 111 The altered con-

fession (of Augsburg] .. became the * Lecture-book in

Lutheran states. 1616 Hieron If'ks. 1. 589 Let not the

*lectu re-day, nnw when the sermon is ended, be made a day of

voluptuousnesse. 1677 in I. Mather Prez'alency Prayer (1864)

264 note, It was agreed that Lecture day, July 25th, 1677,

should be kept as a Fast. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Xal. (1834)

II. 207 Placing all in faith, together with 'lecture-hearing,

hymn-singing, ..and other means of strengthening it. 1829

in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) III. 104 The *Lecture

Rooms.. to be provided with desks. 1703 S. Skwall Diary

5 Aug. (1879) II. 83 Mr. Thomas Bridge preaches his first

* Lecture-Sermon. 1736 J. Eliot (title) The Two Witnesses.

..Being the Substance of a Lecture-Sermon, preach'd at

the North-Society in Lyme, October 29, 1735- «i75i J-

Bampton Will, I direct, .that ..a Lecturer be yearly chosen

. .to preach eight Divinity Lecture Sermons. 1854 in Willis

6 Clark Cambridge ;i886) 1 II. 166 A small room for the use

of the Lecturer, with a separate entrance to the *Lecture-

Table. Ibid. 168 The Museum, and *Lecture- I'heatre remain

as at present.

Lecture (le-ktjiu), v. [f. Lecture sb.]

1. intr. To deliver a lecture or lectures. Also

f to lecture it.

c 1590 Greene Fr. Bacon ix. 16 Men that may lecture it

in Germany, To all the Doctors of your' Belgicke scholes.

1637-50 J. Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 320 Mr. Robert

Bruce, . . they now haveing no minister, almost everie day,

either preaching in the morning, or lectureing at even. 1774
Golosm. Retal. 86 But now he is gone, and we want

a detector, Our Dodds shall be pious, our Kenricks shall

lecture. 1861 Sat. Rev. 21 Dec 631 No one, we should

think, ever lectured at one ol the common institutions with-

out seeing the most absurd burlesque of his discourse in the

next week's local paper. 1874 Green Short Hist. iii. § 6. 146

The Oxford Dominicans lectured on theology in the nave

of their new Church.
22



LECTURER.

2. trans. To deliver lcctnres to or before (an

audience) ; to instruct by lecture, f Also, to stir

up by lectures or sermons.
1681 R. L'Estrange Relaps'd Apostate (ed. 3) 48 They set

to work a Preaching Ministry, and Lectur'd up the people

into a Gospel-frame. 1706 Reflex, upon Ridicule 249 It is

hut a week ago that Simonet was still lectur'd in the civil

law- 1735 Pope Ep. Lady 83 So Philomede*, lect'ring all

mankind On the soft Passion. 1776 Adam Smith W.N.
v. i. 111. ii. (1869) 11. 348 The teacher, .while he is lecturing

his students. 1784 Cowper Task VI. 182 From dearth 10

plenty, and from death to life, Is Nature's progress when
she lectures man In heavenly truth. 1850 Mrs, Jameson
Leg. Alonast. Ord. (1863) 146 He was in the habit of

lecturing his monks every morning, from some passage in

Scripture.

b. To read out (1 ales) to(an audience), nonce-use.

1814 Carv Dante, Par. xv. 118 Another .. lectured them

Old tales of Troy.

3. To address with some severity, or at some

length, on the subject of conduct, behaviour, or

the like ; to admonish, rebuke, reprimand.

1706 Reflex, upon Ridicule (1707) 172 The most ordinary

Folly incident to old Men, is to he perpetually Lecturing

Youth. 1779 Mm. D'Arbi.av Lett. Jan., 1 have been.,

plentifully lectured already upon my vexation. 1818 in

J. Maclean Hist. Coll. N. Jersey (1877) II. 175 This morning

we suspended one student, and three others were lectured

before the Faculty. 1855 Macaulay ///*/. Eng. xix. IV.

367 Those whom he hail lectured withdrew full of resent-

ment. The imputation which he had thrown on them was
unjust. 1858 K. S. Suktkks Ask Mamma xlv. 703 Having
It-cinred Tom well on the importance of sobriety. 1882

Kroude Short St/td. (1883* IV. 1 vi. 70 He packet] lectured

the bishops for their want of understanding.

Lecturer (le'ktjuraj). Also 6 lectorer. [f.

Lkcti he v. + -kr 1
: it is possible that the earlier

lectorer is not a misspelling, but an extension of

Lector, and lecturer an interpretative alteration ]

+ 1. = Lector i. Obs.

157a Koxe A. <y At. (ed. 2) 94/2 (He] was commend.d
ol Cyprian to certayne brethren to haue hym for theyr

lectorer. 1647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. 1. x. <i739^ ,s

Lecturers came next, who served to read and expound.

2. One of a class of preachers in the Church of

Kngland, usually chosen by the parish and sup-

ported by voluntary contributions, whose duly

consists mainly in delivering afternoon or evening
' lectures '.

1583 StUBBRS Anat. Abits. 11. (1882) 87 Preachers and
lecturers, that haue no peculiar flockes, nor charges ap-

pointed them, a 1654 Skldkn Table- T. (Arb.i 67 lecturers

do in a Parish Church what the Fryers did heretofore, get

away not only the Affections, but the ISounty, thai should
be beslow'd upon the Minister. 1666 l'EfVS Diary 15

July, To church, where our lecturer made a sorry, hilly
)

sermon. 1696 Phillips (ed. 5), Lecturer. . . Used uow-a*

days for a .Minister that preaches at a Parish Church in

the Afternoon, having no settled Benefits, hut only the frre

gift of the Parishioners, a 1715 Buknkt Own Time (1724)
|

I. 178 That the half conformity of the Puritans before the
j

war had set up a faction in every city and town between
j

the lectuiers and the incumbents.
#
1732-8 Neal Hist. Turit.

j

II. 207 These Lecturers were chielly Puritans, who . . only
preached in the afternoons. 1817 Ox/. Univ. Guide 10

Four Lecturers, ap|K>inled to preach in rotation before the

Mayor and Corporation, are elected by the Mayor, Recorder,

Alderman, and Assistants.
#

1844 Act 7 ^ 8 Vict. c. 59
§ 1 Whereas in divers Districts, Parishes, and Places there

now are or hereafter may be certain Lecturers or Preachers

in the Holy Orders of Deacon or Priest . .appointed to

deliver or preach Lectures or Sermons only, without the

Obligation of performing other clerical or ministerial

Duties.

3. One who gives lectures or formal discourses

intended for instruction, esp. in a college or uni-

versity. In some universities, one who assists

a professor in his department or performs pro-

fessorial duties without having the correspond ing

rank or title (equivalent to the ' Reader' of Oxford

and Cambridge).
1615 Sir G. Puck in StowA nnals 980 (Gresham College] To

euery lecturer or reader is prouided . fiftie pounds of Annual!
Fee. 1622 Peacham Comfit. Gent. ix. (1634) 77 Doctour Hood,
sometime Mathematical! Lecturer in London. <ri642.SiK

W. Monson Naval Tracts iv. (1704) 437/2 The Maintenance
of a Lecturer of Navigation. 1705 Ukausk Collect. 16 July
(O. H. S.) 1. 8 Mr. Swinfm .. was chosen Lecturer of

Grammar for the University. 1845 Miss Mitfoko in

L'Estrange Life III. xt. 199 Mr. Taylor, the medical
lecturer at Guy's. 1882 Jean L. Watson Life R. S.

Candlish viii. 94 An institution, consisting of a professor

and lecturer, should he established.

Le-cturership. rare. [f. Lecturer + -ship:

see next.] «next.
1891 A thenxnm 22 Aug. 256/2 More posts, such as lecturer-

ships, professorships, ordinary or extraordinary.

Lectureship (le-ktjujfip). [f. Lecture sb.

(sense 4c) + -ship. For the formation cf. clergy-

ship^ The office of lecturer : a. in a church.

1634 Cannk Necess. Separ. i. § 3. 51 M any of these [pastors

leave th/ir sheep]when they see a richer lectureship comming
toward them. 1654 Gataker Disc. Apol. 36 The Lecture-

ship at the Rolls being vacant. 1720 Swift Rates Clergy-

men Wks. 1755 II. 11. 27 He got a lectureship in town of

sixty pounds a year; where he preached constantly in

person. 1827 Hone Every-day Bk. 1 1. 370 He served, .the

curacy and lectureship of St. Botolph. 1900 Oxf. Univ.
Calendar 35 University Patronage Afternoon Lecture-

ship, St. Giles, Oxford.. Rhayader Lectureship,

b. in a college, university, or like place.

170

1707 fJkarne Collect. 19 Sept. (O. II. S.) II. 49 Levins ..

got the Moral Philosophy Lectureship. 1863 E. Hitchcock
Remin. Amherst Coll. 48 A list of the Professorships,

Preceptorships, Tutorships, and Lectureships in the College

to the present time. 1871 Fraser Life Berkeley ii. 17

lectureships in chemistry* botany, and anatomy.

Lecturess (lektjures). [f. Lecturer: see

-ess.] A female lecturer.

t8*5 T. Hook Say. ff Doings Ser. 1 1, Man ofMany Friends
I. 162 * Put' continued the animated lecturess, *you must
understand that ' [etc.]. 1883 Black Shandon Bells xxxi,

The lecturess seemed very self-possessed.

Iiectnrette (lektjure*t). Also -et. [f. Lec-
ture slf. + -ette.] A short lecture.

1867 J. Macfarlank Mem. T. Archer iv. 89 The
lecturette began. 1888 Ck. Times XXVI. 1109 There are

twenty-three lectures in the volume, and the Preface is

, a lecturet in itself. 1895 Naturalist 114 A series of lec-

tureites on the lower forms of animal life.

Lecturing (Ic'ktfurirj), vbl. sb. [f. Lecture v.

+ -ing 1.] T he action of the vb. Lecture.
a 1656 Bp. HALhSomeSpccial. itt Life 42 Rem. Wks. {1660),

Complaining of. .mytooinuch liberty of frequent I^cturings.

1694 Acts Gen. Assembly 10 That the ministers .. shall

in their exercise of lecturing read and open up to people
some large and considerable portion of the Word of God.
1841 in Mem. G. Riving (1847) xvi. 610 That department
of pulpit ministrations called in Scotland lecturing, which
is so universal in the north, and so strangely^ rare in the

south. 1861 Hughfs Tom ISroivn at Oxf. vii. (1889) 60
A little mild expostulation or lecturing. 1892 Athenxnm
9 July 53/3 Sir Robert Ball's chapter on the observatory is

. . composed with that skill which has made his puhlic

lecturing so famous.
at t rib. 1817 Cobbett Pol Reg. XXXI I. 358 There is now

to be.. no Lecturing place. .without a Licence. 1818 Mks.
Shelley Fravkenst. ii, I went into the lecturing room.

Lexturing, pp?* a- [-ING 2
.] That lectures.

1794 Math ias Furs. Lit. (1798) 359 Hume's words arc

..remarkable in this lecturing age. 1881 M iss Braddon
A$ph, 1. 163 He was always a lecturing old thing.

f Iie*cturize, v. Obs. rare"" 1
, [f. Lecture sb.

t- -izk.] inlr. To deliver lectures, to ' hold forth \
1643 A. Bromf. Saint's Encouragemt.\\\. Poems (1661) 138

We must preserve Mecannicks now, To Lecturizeand pray.

Lecturn : see Lectkhk.
Lectuse, obs. form of Lettuce.

Lecyth (brsib). Bot. [ad. mod.L. Lecythis

(see below).] A plant of the order Lecythidacem

(typical genus Lecythis).

1846 Linoley I 'eg. Kingd. 740 Lecythidacex— Lecyths.

II Lecytlnis (le*sij>£s). Gr. Antiq. PI. leeythi

(-bai). [ad. Gr. Ai}*u0os (whence late L. lecythus).']

A vase or tlask with a narrow neck.

1857 Birch Anc. Pottery (1858) 1. 40 A small vase in the

Museum, .exactly resembles a lecythus, or oil cruse. 1889

Athenaeum 4 May 575/3 Two while and black leeythi.

Hence Le'cythoid a., resembling a lecythus.

1889 Athenxnm 4 May 575/3 From the same tomb came.

.

a black -figured lecylhoid vase.

Led (led\///. a. [Pa. pplc. of Lead v.*]

1. In various nonce-uses (see the vb.).

1570 Levins Alauip. 48/38 Ledde, ductus, a 1586 Sidney
Arcadia iv. (1629) 425, 1 would suffer this fault., to be
blotted out of my minde, by your former led life. 1754
RicHAKusoN6>Y?//<//V0ft III. xxii. 203 lsnot in his own power.
He suffers himself to be a led man.
absol. 1895 Daily News 11 July 5/1 The fusion is adopted

by the leaders and half repudiated by the led.

2. Led horse , a spare horse, led by an attendant

or groom ; also a sumpler- or pack-horse. Also

trans/, in led tub, etc., (Mining) : see quot. 1851.

1662 J. Davies tr. Olearius' Voy. Ambass. 21 Twenty led

Horses, with great silver Chains instead of Bridles. 1718

Freethinker No. 109 r 4 With an Hundred Led-Horses in

his Train. 1806 A. Duncan Nelson's Funeral 35 The car-

riage was drawn by six led horses. 1842 Barham Ingot.

Leg. Ser. 11, Smuggler's Leap 19 The led-horse laden with

five tubs or more. 1851 Grkenweli. Coal-trade Terms
Northumb. $ Durh. 35 A led tub or corf means a spare one,

for the barrowman to leave empty with the hewer, whilst

the full one is being put to the flat or crane.

3. That follows slavishly or as a sycophant.

Led-captain, a hanger-on, dependant, parasite.

So also led-\eater
y \friend\ poet.^

167a Wycherley Love in Wood 1. t, Every wit has his

cully, as every squire his led captain. 1679 Shadwell
True Widow 1. Wks. 1720 111. 123 He is, in short, a Led-

eater..and Dry Jester to gaining and jockey- 1 .ords. 1710

Steele Tatter No. 208 r 2 There is hardly a lich Man in

the World, who has not such a led Friend. 1745 II. Wai.-

pole Lett. (1846) 11. 68 Churchill, whose led captain he ISir

John Cope] was. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair I, A led

captain and trencher-man of my Lord Stcyne. 1866 Daily
Tel. 16 Jan. 7/4 In the last century opera singers used to

keep led-captains in their pay, who.. swore their employers

were incomparable, and defied those who dared denial to

the duello. 1881 Saintsbury Dryden 53 Elkanah Settle

was one of Rochester's innumerable led-poets,

4. Led farm : a farm held and controlled by

a non-resident farmer. Sc.,

1815 Scott Guy Af. I, The Deuke's no that fond o' led

farm s. 1899 Crock ett Kit Kennedy 58 The Back o' Beyont
was a solitary place,, .and was situated on a led farm.

transf. 1858 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. I. it. iv. 92 lie trans-

ferred the Markgrafdom to Brandenburg, probably as more
central in his wide lands ; Saliwedel is henceforth tbe led

Markgrafdom or Marck.

lied, Ledare, obs. forms of Lid, Leader.
Ledder(e, -ir(e, -yr, obs. ff. Ladder, Leather.
Leddy, obs., Sc. and dial, form of Lady.

LEDE.

t Lede. Obs. Forms : a. sing. 1 I6od, 3-5
leode, lede, 3 ledd, 4 leude, lued, lud(e

5 4-6
led, 5-6 Sc. leid, 5 leyde, 7 leed. 0. pi. 1, 3
leode, 3 leoden, 3-5 ledes, 3-6 ledis, 4-6
lo(e)de, 4 leodes, le(u)dez, ludes, -us, leedes,

led, ^V:. lide, 4-5 Sc. ledys, 5-6 Sc. leid, 6 Sc.

laidia. [Repr. three different but closely related

OE. words: (1) OK. Uod fern., nation, people;
not found elsewhere in Tcut. as fern., but corre-

sponding in sense with the masc. sb. OHG. Hut

'

(MUG. lint, also neut.), ML>u. liet
f
ON. lyd-r

people (whence ME. Lith followers). (2) OE.
le

f
ode

i
leoda, Northumb. lioda

y
pi., men, people =

OS. liudi (MDu. liede
t
Du. licden), OHG. liuli

(M TIG. liute
y
mod.G. leute), ON. lydir. (3) OE.

Icod str. masc, man (occurring only as a poetical

word for ' king ', and in the compounds burhle'od

(-l/od) burgher, landle'od inhabitant); not found in

the other Tent, langs. Cognates outside Tent, are

OS1. ljudit masc. sing., people, nation, pi. ljudije

]>eople, folks, I^eltish landis fern, sing., people.
The relation between the Teut. words is uncertain, but

the Slavo-Leltic cognates suggest that the OTeut. type uas
a collective sing, "leudi-s masc., people, the plural ofwhich
had naturally much the same sense (cf. folk, folks\ The
OE. masc. sing., with the sense ' man seems to have been
evolved from the plural meaning 'peuple'. The fern,

gender of the OK.AW people, and the form leoda Klfoda) in

the pi. instead of leodet seem to be due to the influence of

the synonymous pe'otl fern.

The Teut. word is commonly regarded as from the

OAryan root rlendh-t
whence (Joth. lindau, OS. liodan,

OE. leodan, to grow, spring d"romX]

1. A people, nation, race. Also, persons col-

lectively, * people *.

Beoioulf2732 (Gr.) 1c SasJeode heold fiftis wintra. 971
Blickl. Horn. 201 Beneuentius & Sepontanus hatton, ba twa
leode. c 1200 Ormin 7166 Forrjiffbe riche mann iss brak &
grimme .. Hiss lede patt iss unnderr himin Hinun dredepb.

a 1250 Prov. /El/red 27 in O. E. Misc., }>vs quep Aluied.

.

wolde ye mi leode lusten eure louerde. a 1300 Cursor Af.

4246 Men war bar o sarzin lede. /bid. 8225 All naciun and
lede aght vr lauerd for to drede. 1362 Langl. /'. PI. A. vi.

38 Ther nis no laborer in this leod that he loueth more.

c 1425 Wvntoun Cron. v. xiii. 5800 Fra hys kyn till ane
wncouih lede. c 1740 Henry Wallace x. 227 Eor thai me
hay t mar na Sotheroun leid.

b. //. In the alliterative phrase land and lede t

i. e. land and vassnls or subjects.

a 1000 Andreas 1321 (Gr.) Hafast nu be anum call fcetih-

had land & leode. c 1330 Arth. <y Alerl. 86 And gaue him
bolhe land and lede To help his childer after his day.

1377 Lan<;i.. P. PI. 15. xv. 520 When Constantyn. .holykirke

dowed With londes and ledes lordeshipes and rentes,

c 1430 Syr Tryam. 1269 V make the myn heyre Of londe

and of fede. 1c 1475 Sqr. lenoe Degre 135, I wyll forsake

both land and lede, And become an bcrmytc. 15.. Alerch.

% Son in llazl. E. P. F. i. 133 He was a grete tenement
man, and ryche of londe and iede.

c. Phrases. All lede t
all people, all the world,

everybody. Ln lede
t
among people, in the land,

on earth.

a 1275 Prov. /Elfred 234 in O. E. Alisc, Hit is said in

lede cold red is quene red. a 1300 Cursor AT. 5490 Quen
I he went al lediss wai. Ibid. 15480 Ha bou ludas, traitur,

thef, felunest in lede. Ibid. 23040 At bis dome.. sal al lede

I
in four be dell, c 1320 Sir Tristr. 1677 )>ai loued al in lide.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 5345 Hade he lyuyt in lede, he hade ben

lorde here, c 14S0 lloLLANo//7w/a/288The trcwe Turtour
and traist .. Wrait thir letteris at lenth, lelest in leid. c 1460

Fmate 702 He thowghth . . That she was non erdyly

wyght ; He saw never non shuch yn leede.

2. Persons collectively, * people
" ; the people

subject to a lord or sovereign; one's own people,

countrymen.
Beoioulf260 (Gr.)Wc synt jumcynnes geata leode. c 1000

Ags. Gosp. Luke xix. 14 Da hatedon hinc his leode ..&
cwaedon; nyllafl baet bes ofer us rixie. ri205 Lay. 1784
Lidden pa leoden J>at heo on londe comen. a 1310 in

\Vright Lyric P. xti. 42 5«f Y may betere beode, To mi
latere leode. 1340-70 A lex. $ Dind. 141 As was be langage

of be lond wip iudus of inde. c 1350 Will. Palcrne 390
Whan J>e loueli ludes sete here lord come. 1393 Lancu
P. PI. C. xvi. 306 Many man hath bus loye here for alle

here wel dedes, And lordes and ladyes l>en callid for leodes

that thay haue. c 1400 Destr. Troy 9056 And of his ledis

ben lost mony lell hundrith.

3. sing. A man, person ; esp. one of the * men

'

or subjects of a king or chief ; a subject . Also poet.

in OE., a king.

Beoivulfw (Gr.) Wlanc Wedera leod word aefter spraic

13.. Gaiv. # Gr. Knt. 1195 pe lede lay lurked a ful longe

quyle. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 614 Lenge a lyttel with by

lede I lojly bisechc. ^62 Lancl. P. PI. A. VI. 6 Thei a leod

metten, Apparayled as a palmere. c 1400 Destr. Troy 6441

For all the grefe of po Grekes, 8c be grete pronge, Was no
led might hym let. c 1430 Hymns Virg. 106, 1 warne vche

leod bat liueb in londe. c 1460 Toivnelcy Afyst. in. 48 Euery
liffyng leyde, Most party day and nyght. 1508 Dunbar
Tua Afariit Wenien 441 Sc }e nought, allace 1 3<>ne lustlesc

led so lelely scho lufht hir husband. 1535 Stewart Cron.

Scot. (1858) I. 543 5outhheid..at na leid experience will leir.

a 1650 Farle Westmorland \o in Furnivall Percy Folio 1.

318 A noble Leed of high degree,

b. As a form of address.

13.. Gaw. ft Gr. Knt. 675 Ki Kryst, hit is scabe, bat bou,

leude, schal be lost bat art of lyf noble ! 13. . E. E. Allit. P.

A. 541 pe lorde ..Called to be reue 4 lede pay be nieyny'.

1377 Lancl. P. PI B. 1. 139 To litel latyn thou lemedest

Lede in thi jouthe. £1470 Henry Wallace 1639 And
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thus he wrait .. To Wihjam Wallace as a conqtierour. *0

lowit leid, with worschip wys and wicht; Thow werray

help [etc.].

4. atirib. and Comb,, as lede folk, kemp, king,

knight, shame, spel, ihegn ; lede bishop, a bishop

of a district (bencc -bishopric) ;
lede-quide,

national language; lede-rune, ?an incantation;

also, ? a mysterious doctrine.

a 1000 O. E. Chron. an. 971 (Cotton MS.) Se wacs aerest to

Dorke ceastre to *leod bisceope sehalfcod. la 1300 Shires

Eng. »" O. E. Misc. 145 Ope be leod biscopryche on

Rouecestre. c 1325 Chron. Eng. 322 in Ritson Mctr. Rom.
II. 283 Ant twenty-sevyn he made also Leod bischopes

thereto. *riao$ Lav. 6627 He fhcinede pis * leod -folc a;fter 1

heore kineleouerde. Ibid. 6025 Werren on alche legiun bus

feole *leod-kempen. Beotvulf 54 (Gr.) Beowulf Scyldin^a

leof *leodcyninfc. C1205 Lay. 867 Ich habbe besne leod
|

king ileid in mine benden. [bid. 7459 And bene king herde
|

al pas *leod-cnihtes. [bid. 2914 Kaer Leir . . pa we an urc

*leod-quide Leirchestre clepiad. c 1000 Sax. Lecchd. II.

138 Wip selcre yfelre *leodrunan . . jewrit writ him pis
i

Xredscum stafum. c 1105 Lav. 0121 Her beo5 to bisse londe

icumen seolcuoe leod-ronen. . ibid. 15488 Heo gunncn
.

lotcn

weorpen mid heore leod-runen. Ibid. 26297 Nu is hit

muchel *teod*come }if hit seal bus a-ligge. Ibid, 15757 lie

cuoe tellen of adche *leod-spelle. ibid. 6674 Hc.lette
laSien him to al his *leod-peines.

Lede, obs. variant ofLkad sb. and v.

Lede, variant of Lekd 1
, Obs. language.

tLedeless, a. Obs. rare—1
. In 4 leudlez.

[f. Lede + -less.] Without a companion.
13. . Gaw. <y Gr. K'nt. 693 Oft, leudlez alone, he lengez on

ny^tez.

t Ledely, a. Obs. rare. In 3 leodlich. Be-

longing to the people or nation, national.

ciao5 Lay. 14698 Al pat Icodlichc folc pat luueden urc

drihten.

Leden. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : I ldden,

lsbden, l?den, leoden, 3-4 lcodon, ledene, 2-6

leden, 4-5 ledne, 4 ledono, lidene, ledyn,

lyd(e)ne,* ludene, 4-7 ledden, 5 lydyn, 7

leaden, 7, 9 lidden. See also Leeu 1
. [OK.

hvden, repr. a Celtic or early Romanic pronuncia-

tion of L. Lailnnm Latin, was confused with the

native Udcn, lyden, leoden language, f. tiode people,

Lede. (For the etymological sense cf. ^eddod

language, f. tfcW people.) ' The confusion seems

to have originated with the compound bik-l<fdcn

1 book-language " (see Boc-leden), which was

fashioned by popular etymology as a more intel-

ligible synonym for IxdenJ]

+ 1. Latin. (See also Boc-LEDEN.) Only OE.
c 897 K. ^Eli-red Gregorys Past. Pref. 3 Of Lidene on

Enghsc areccean. C900 tr. Bxdas /list. v. xx. (1891) 466

And Leden him wa^s swa cu3 & swa ^emimor swa swa
Englisc. c 1050 ByrhtfcrtlCs llandboc in A nglia VI 1 1. 321

Enchiridion pact ys manualis on lyden.

f2. The language of a nation, people or race;

a i tongue \ Obs.
nooo Sax. LccM. III. no pact ys on ure Icodene

hneccan sar. C1200 Trin. Coll, Hoin. 141 Hie is ihaten ..

englene quen marie pat is on ure ledene se-steorrc. a 12*5

A tier. R. 130 Vor al so muchel seiS pis word Dauid, on
Ebreuwische leodene, as strong to^ein pe ueond.

fb. The speech or utterance of a person or

class of persons ; form of speech
;
way of speak-

ing. (Cf. LeedI b.) Obs.
c 1320 Cast. Love 32 No monnes moup ne be i-dut, Ne his

ledene i-hud. c 1350 Will. Palcmc 782 pan hee mceues too

hur mouthe & makes his lidenc. 1377 Lancl. P. PI. 15. xv.

253 Though he crye to Oyst . . 1 leue 1 1 is ledne be in owre
lordes ere lyke a pyes chiteryng. c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 13276
The songe of po Syrens was selly to here 1 With a ledyn

full lusty & likyng with-all. 1595 Spenser Col. Clout 746
Those that do to Cynthia expound The ledden of straunge

languages in charge. 1596 — F. Q. iv. xi. 19 He was expert

in propnecies, And could the ledden of the Gods vnfold.

fa poel. Applied to the 'language' of birds. Obs,

1340-70 Alisannder 601 pe ludene of pat language [sc. of

birds] lelli bei knowe. c 1386 Chaucer Sqr.'s T. 427 She
vnderstood wel euery thyng That any fowel may in his

Jeden seyn. 1303 Langl. PL C. xv. 186 pe larke, pat is

a lasse fowel is foueloker of lydene. c 1425 Seven Sag. (P.)

3238 And that wyt God hyrn gafe, That on fouls lydyn he
couthe. 1600 Fairfax Tasso xvi. xiii. 283 A woondrous
bird.. That in plaine speech sung.. Her leden was like

humaine language trew. 1612 Drayton Poly-olb. xii. 503
The ledden of the birds most perfectly shee knew,

d. dial. Noise, chatter.

167$ Ray N. C. Words 29 A Leaden, or Lidden; a Noise
or Dm. 1865 R. Hunt PoJ>. Rom. W. Eng. Ser. 11. 245
Hark to his hdden. Listen to his word or talk.

Leder, obs. f. Leadeb, Leatheb ; var. Lither.

liederite (le-cforait). Mitt. In the obs. sense

1 later corrected to ledererite. [Named after

Baron Louis von Lederer : see -ite.]

f 1. A synonym of gmelinite. Obs.
1829 C. T. Jackson in Amer. Jrnt.Scu XVL 207 It is

the same minerat which has been . . termed Lederite. 1834
ibid. XXV. 80 We propose for this mineral, the name of
Ledererite, in honor of the Austrian ambassador to the

United States.

2. A brown variety of titanite, with splendent

lustre.

1840 C U. Shepard in Amer. Jrnl. Set. XXXIX. 360,
I shall bespeak for them the name of Lederite. 189a Dana
Iffin. 714 Lederite, brown, opaque, or subtranslucent.

Ledge (lcd^), sb. Forms : 4-6 legge, 6 lege,

legg, 7 ledg, 6- lodgo. [Possibly a ME. forma-

tion from legge (led^a), Lay v. The various

senses of the sb. admit of being accounted for by

this supposition : cf. Lay sb., and MUG. legge,

lecke, stratum, layer, edge, border.
The ON. iQgg fern., rim of a cask (see Lag sb.) is commonly

quoted as cognate, hut it is doubtful whether it even belongs

to the same root, as it may represent an OTeut. type "laniuti.

One example of ONF. lege, app. ' ledge ' of leather put on
a packsaddle, is given byGodef ; the F. word may possibly

be the proximate source, in which case the ultimate etym.
is prob. Teut.]

I. A transverse bar or strip of wood or other

material fixed upon a door, gate, piece of furni-

ture, or the like. Now dial, and lechn.

6 1330 Arth. $ Merlin 5673 He toke he gale hi be legge

& slong hem vp at his rigge. c 1440 Protnp. Parz>. 293/2
LegB e » otter twarte byndynge [MS. S. ouer wart, MS. P.
ledge], Ugatorium. 1453 Mem. Rifion (Surtees) 111. 160

Legges de ligno einptis videm stabulo, vidz. hostio ejusdciu.

1504 Nottingham Rec. III. 322 l'"or vj legges to |jo same ilore.

1530 Palsck, 238/1 Ledge of a dure, barre. Ibid., Ledge of

a shelfe, aftoy, cstaye. 1566 Ckurchiv. Aa: St. /)nn.\iiiii's,

Canterbury, Payed for hordes and palles [i.e. pales} and
leges for the gatte xvp/. 1638 MS. Acc. St. Johns lloi/>.,

Cantcrb., A clayes worke in sawinge of ledges and quarters

for the steeple. 1741 KictiAKiisoN Pamela (1824) 1. 8f«,

I clambered up upon the ledges of the door, and upon the

lock which was a great wooden one. a i8z$ For 11Y I'oc. l\.

Auglia, Ledge, a bar of a gate or slile ; of a ch;iir, table, &x.
i8«5, 1881 Isee ledge-door in sense 6].

b. Joinery. One of the sides of a rebate, as that

against which a door closes. (See fjuot.)

1842 C>Yk\iT Arc/iit. Gloss. s.v., lodges ofdoorsatethe narrow
surface?, wrought upon jambs and sofites parallel to the wall

to stop the door, so that when it is shut the ledges coincide

with the surface of the door. . . In temporary woik the ledges

of doors are formed by fillet s.

C. iVaul. pi. (See qttots.)

1676 Colks, Ledges, small Timbers, coming thwart ship-

(front the wasl-trees to the Koof Tiees) to bear up the

Nettings. 1769 Kai.conkk Pitt. Marine (17801, /.edges,

..small pieces of timber pl.i< ed athwartships, under the

decks of a ship, in the intervals between the beams.

1776 (». Skmi'LK Building in Water 36 After it is Homed,
there must be Ledges nailed on to give linn Hold to

the Feet of the Men. 6 1850 Rudim. Xavig. (Wealcl 129

Ledges, oak or fir scantling used in framing the decks,

which are let into the callings athwartships. The ledges

for gratings are similar, but arch or round-up agreeable to

the head-ledges.

d. Arch. (See quots.)
1611 Cotcr., Cymaec, a ledt;e, or outward member in

Architecture, fashioned somewhat like a Konmn S, and
tearined a Wane, or Ogee. 1828 Wlbstkn, Ledge . 4. A
small molding. 1875 Knic.ht Put. Mali., Ledge,, .a small

moulding, as the Doric clrop-ledgc. 1889 Century Diet.,

Ledge, in arch, a string-course.

T 2. A 4 lip * or raised edging running along

the extremity of a board or similar object. Obs.

1535 Covkroale 1 Rings vii. 28 The seate was made so,

that it had sydes betwene the ledges [Luther: Let'sten).

— Ezck. xliii. 13 This is the measure of the aulter . . his

botoine in the myddest was a cubite longc and wyde, and
the ledge [Luther : Rand] that wente rounde abonte it, was
a spanne brode. 1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhoiu rs Ph. Physickt

163/2 A boarde which hath round aboute ledges. 1802

Mar. Ldgkworth Moral T. (1806) I. 244, I at first set this

vase upon the ledge of the tray, and it was nearly falling,

b. Printing.
1683 Moxon Mcch. Exerc, Printing 195 The Ledges of

the Dressing- sticks. Ibid. 218 Placing the first Line close

and upright against the lower ledge of the Galley, and
the beginning of his Lines close and upright against the

left hand Ledge of the Galley. 17*7-4* OiAMUhHS Cycl.

s.v. Printing, From the right side of this plate arises

a ledge about half an inch high . . serving to sustain the

letters. 1808 Stowkr Printer's Gram. 109 The page being

tied up, the compositor removes it pretty far from the ledges

of the galley.

3. A uarrow horizontal surface, formed by the

top of some vertical structure, or by the top of

some projection in the vertical face of a wall or

the like.

1558 in C. Welch T(nuer Bridge (1894) 87 For twoo powles

for the water drawenge at the legg on the bridge. 1641 Up.

Hall Mischief0/Faction Rem. Wks. 77 We are like some
fond spectators, that when they see the puppets acting upon
the ledge, think they move alone. 1715 Desaculiehs Fires

Impr. 130 Make two Ledges in the Chimney, .. that the

I Register] Plate may go down no further when it shuts

close. 1814 Scott Ld. of Isles v. xxxi, The warder next

his axe's edge Struck down upon the threshold ledge.

1833 Tennyson Miller's Dan. 84 You were leaning from the

ledge. i8sa-6i A rchit. Publ. Soc. Diet., Ledge ofa window,
or window ledge, a name often given to a rounded window
board, when the brickwork under the window is of the

same thickness at the sill as the rest of the wall. 1861 M.
Pattison Ess. (1889) 45 On every projecting ledge of the

heavy wainscot, was displayed, .the silver and pewter plate.

1874 M ick lethwaite Mod. Par. Churches 180, I have

known clocks to be let into the ledge of the pulpit.

b. A shelf-like projection on the side of a rock

or mountain.
173a Lediard Sethos 1 1, ix. 286 This stone shew'd . . a ledge

which open'd a way to a sort of cave. 174& Anson's Voy.

II. viii. 218 In some parts it ran sloping with a rapid but

uniform motion, while in others it tumbled over the ledges

of rocks with a perpendicular descent. 1850 S. Dobell
Roman ii. Poet. Wks. (1875) 26 That breezy ledge of genial

rock, i860 Tvndall Glac. 1. xiv. 94 The face of a cliff.,

afforded us about an inch of ledge to stand upon. 1871 L.

Stephen Playgr. Europe iii. (1894) 78 We clung to the

crannies and ledges of the rock. 1888 F. Hume Mad.
Midas 1. Prol., They were hanging on a narrow ledge of
rock midway between earth and sky.

c. Forlif. Behm.
1729, 1850 Isee Berm i]. 1852-61 A rchit. Publ.Soc. Diet.,

Ledge is applied to the 'bench ' or 4 berm ' left on the face
of a cutting.

4. A ridge of rocks, csp. such as arc near the

shore beneath the surface of the sea
; + a range of

mountains or hills (obs.) ; a ridge of earth.

1555 Kijkn Decades 351 There is a ledge of rockes on the
southeast parte of the rode. 1626 Capt. Smith Accid. Vug.
Seamen 18 A shoule, a ledge of rockes. 1652-62 Hi vi.in

Cosmogr. in. (1673) 57/1 We must cross Mount llermon
a ledg of Hills, which.. bend directly South. 1658 Lvm.yn
Fr. Card. (1675) 13 Hreak away the ledge of earth. 1699
Dam PIER Voy. II. 11. 25 To the North of these Islands lyes

a long ledge uf Rocks bending like a l»ow. 1725 1>k Fok
Voy. round World (1840) 63 A pretty high ledge of hills.

1762 Kalconkk S/tipivr. 11. 835 That buoyant himbtr may
sustain yon o'er The rocky shelves and ledges to the shore.

1769 — Diet. Marine (1780), Ledge is also a long ridge of
rocks, near the surface of the sea. 1867 Smyth Sailor's
Wordbh., Ledge, a compact line uf rocks running parallel

to the coast, and which is not nnfrequent opposite sandy
beaches. 1887 Kowhn Virg. sEncid 1. 108 Three of the
ships oti invisible ledges the South winds drnvc. 1891 S. ( .

Sckivknkk Our Fields «y Cities 31 We have a view of the
1 first principal 'ledge

1

of land above the Fen country.

+ 5. A course or layer. Obs.

16x4 Wot "ION A rchit. -5 That the lowest Ledge or Row
be meeicly of Stone, and the broader the bcttei, closely

ktyed without Mortei. Ibid. -29 That certain courses or

Ledges of more stiength then the rest, be interlayed like

Hones,. .to snstaine the Fabiique fiom total! mine, if the
vnder paits should decay.

b. Mining. A stratum of metal-bearing rock
;

also, .1 ((uarlz vein.

1847 Lm>-k <>n Poems, House Wks. (Itohn) I. 472 She
ransacks mines and Udgcs, And quariies every rock. 1863
Ansiku Gt. Stone Ph. X>it, 11. vi. 07 The half trystalline

(juait/ thai forms reefs or Icdgi the local name for veins

j

and bands of quartz in sandstone rock. 1872 Kavmono
Sfitttst. Mines .y Mining ^7 'I he ledges aie smalt, and
mostly li<- flat, but ate very tic h. 1883 S 1 rvi- nson Sift emdo
St/. 211 l.vcry miner that eVei woiked upon it sa>s theie's

bound lo lie a ledge somewhere,

6. allrib., as ledge for/nation, mailer, rock',

,

ledge -door - ledged-deor.

1825 J. Nicholson Ofoat. Mtulninie 5FQ A transverse

piece, called a Icd^e nailed at.10 s, from which th* dour
deiives ihe name of a "ledge-door . 1881 Yot'Nt; Piety
Man his own Mcehtiun S 83a. v \ We may look on them
(doors] speaking gencially as divided into led^e doots and

I hamed doots. 1882 AY/, to Ho. Repr. Frci. Met. IKS. r*>9

An unmistakable "ledge formation carrying quart/ the entire

distance. Ibid. irf"*2 At the depth it la mini ) ha now
attained, the 'ledge matter larger and richer than at any
previous period of its history. 1894 ( luting [V . S.I XXIV.
339/2 Hp and down the mountains over "ledge rock that

spread out like stair steps.

Ledge, v. 1 Obs. exc. dial. Also 4 7 lege,

;

logge, 5 leadge. [Aplietic form oi alegge, a/edge

i Allkck v.'~ (Perhaps sometimes con Iused with
' ME. legge, dial, form of lay: sec Lay v. ] Al-

I

lkc;k v. z Also Ije dging vbl. sb.

a 1300 Cursor M. 28*46 He. leghges [Cotton Galba MS.
aledges] for him no for-hi pat he na scrift mat vnderly.

Ibid. 28679 Jf Hs man. for-sakes penance neuer be lese, and
legges febnlnes of flexse. 1387-8 'J'. Usk Test. Lore
1. vii. {Skeat) 1. 73 [ They] shoulden seen the same sen-

tence, thei legen on other, spring out of their sides, with so

many branches, it wer impossible to nomber. 1401 Pol.

Poems <Kolls) 1 1. 41 Thou legcist oft Coddis lawc, hot to a

false entente. ? a 1500 Chester PI. (Shaks. Soc.) II. 187

Wher is the barron wher is the knighte for me to leadge the

lawe? <i 1500 Chancer s Dremc St 6 He said it was nothing

fitting To void pity his own legging. C1530 Crl, of Lore
1065 So he hath begon To reson fast, and legge auc-

torite. 1556 Laum-k 'Pnutate 428 Kor all thare lerjgin of

the lawis. 1596 Smaks. Tarn. Shr. i. ii. 28 Nay 'tis no
matter sir, what he leges in I atine. 1867 Gkkgor Banjfs.

Gloss., Ledge, (1) to throw out suspicions; as, 'A' bodies
beginnin' t' ledge it he's nae far fae the brackan'. (2) With
the preposition upon, to accuse; as 'They ledge Upon 'im

it he cheatit the minister wee the sellan o's coo'.

Ledge, v.'z rare. [f. Ledge sb.]

1. Mir. To form a ledge.

1598 Stow Snrv. xvi. (1603) 139 Euery Boorde ledging

ouer other. 1879 Jei-fkries Wild Life in S. Co. 98 It

[snow] melts on the south of every furrow leaving a white

line where it has ledged on the northern side.

2. trans. To furnish with ledges (obs.); to form

as a ledge.

1599 Nashf. Lenten Stuffe Wks. (Grosart) V. 231 The
burdensome detrimentes of our hauen, w;h ich euery twelue-

month deuoures a Justice of peace liuing, in weares and

banckes to beat off the sand, and ouerthwart ledging and

feticing it in. 184$ Tai.foubo Vac. Rambles I. 239 The
road.. sometimes pierced through the blasted rock, some-

times ledged along it.

Ledge, obs. and dial, form of Lay

Ledged (led3d), ppl. a. [f. Ledge sb. + -ed -\]

Having or furnished with a ledge or ledges.

Ledged door: see quot. 1842-59.

1538 Leland /tin. I. 55 A Desk ledgid to set Bookes on.

1727-41 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Printing, The body of the

galley is ledged on three sides, to contain the slice. 1842-39

Gwilt Archil. 11. iii. § 5 (ed. 4) 2130 The most inferior sort

of door used in building is the common ledged door, in

which five or six or seven vertical boards are held together

by usually three horizontal pieces called ledges to which

the vertical ones are nailed. 1880 L. Wallack Bcn-ltnr
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395 Ledged and broken walIsland floor. 1898 Daily News
15 Mar. 6/4 A vast tract of arid rock, crannied and ledged.

Ledgeless (Ie-d^les), a. [f. Ledge sb. +
-less.J Having no ledge.
1826 Blackw. Mag. XX. 278 A dizzy and ledgeless bridge,

over which the very goat would almost fear to clamber.

lodgement, ledgment (le-d3,ment). Arch.
Also 5 lege-, ligement. [app. f. Ledge sb. +
-MENT.]

1. ' A string-course or horizontal suit of mould-
ings, such as the base-mouldings, &c, of a build-

ing ' {Gloss. Terms Archit. 1850). Also ledge-

ment-table.

1435 Contract Fotherin^hay Ch. in Dugdalc Monast.
(1673) 111. 11. 163 When he hath ..set his ground table-

stones, and his ligements, and the wall thereto withyn and
without. 1443 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) 1. 335
They..shal. .do be made..iiij c xvj fote of legement table...

And theyshal haue for euery ciiij fole of the same legement
..xxxiiji. u\)d. 1849-50 Weale Diet. Terms, Ledgment.
2. (Seequots.)
184a Gwilt Arc/iit. Gloss., Ledgement, the development

of a surface, or the surface of a body stretched out on a
plane, so that the dimensions of the different sides may be
easily ascertained. 1845 Gloss. Verms A rchit. fed. 4) 287 note,

When an apartment, a roof, or other complex structure, is

delineated by having its plan and other component surfaces
laid out or developed upon the paper, each in its proper
relation to the plan as if the whole had been originally
constructed by folding together and was now laid flat, the
structure is said to be laid in ledgement.

Ledger (le'dgai), sb. and a. Forms : (5
legerd), 5-9 logger, 6 ledgar, leadger, lydger,
-ear, ligear, -ier, legior, 6-7 lidger, liger,

legier, 6-8 lieger, leager, 6-9 leger, leiger,

7 leidger, liedger, leeger, legar, lyger, leig-, 1

lieg-, leag-, lidgier, ligyor, legyor, 6- ledger.
[The* senses represent Du. ligger and legger, f.

liggen, leggen, Lie, Lay vbs. The Eng. forms
lidger

,
ledger, cannot be direct adoptions of the

Du. words, but may be formations on Lng. liggen,

leggen, dial, forms of Lie, Lay vbs. + -Kill, in

imitation of these.]

A. sb.

1. A book that lies permanently in some place,

f a. gen. Obs.

1538 Wrioi uksi.ey Ckron. (1875) I. 85 The curates should
provide a booke of the bible in Englishe, of the largest

j

volume, to be a lidger in the same church for the parishioners '

to read on.

f b. spec. A large copy of the I'rcviary. Obs.
1481 Chnrchw. Ace. Yation (Soin. Kec. Soc.) ti? To John

Urcne writer on part of payment for the legger the x day of
June. .;£iij. vj* viii d . 1484 Ibid. 115 Payd to the Scryvener for

the legerd. .xxj*. 1496 11 ill ofHcnvnestowe (Somerset Ho.),
Portiferium alias vocat Legger. 1530 Aup. Warham in

Wills Doctors* Comm. (Camden) 23 Onines libros nieos
vocatos ledgers, grayles, et antiphonaria. 1691 Woon Ath.
Oxon. I. 572 The said Archb. [Warham 1 left all his..
Ledgers, Grayles and Antiphonals to Wykehatu Coll.

+ C. A record-book ; a register. Obs.

1550 Aots Privy Council (i8gi) III. 3 To. .enter, .all such
decrees, determinations, and other thinges . . in a booke, to
iemaisne alwaies as a leger. 1553 S. Cahot Ordinances in

Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 259 To put the same into a common
Ifger to remain of record for the coinpanie. 1605-47
H abington Snrv. Wons. in Proc. Wore. Hist. Soc. I. 33,
I was suffered by a speciall frynd to see the Legers of the
Church of Worcester. i6*< Gill Sacr. Philos. vm. 136
Some Liger, or Ixioke of rw?ord, wherein such memorable
things were written ..as might seme for remembrance to
future ages. 1666 Wood Life 25 June, Perused the evidences
of Queen's Coll., and afterwards a leiger, or transcript of all

the evidences.

^ d. Comm. The principal book of the 1
set of

books' ordinarily employed for recording mer-
cantile transactions.
Its distinttive feature is that its contents consist of

* debtor-and-creditor accounts'. Usually each person (or
firm) with whom the trader has business relations has an
account in the ledger, headed with his name, and showing
the sums charged to his debit on the left page or half-page,
and on the right those credited to him. In the system of
" double entry the ledger includes other accounts of similar
form to these, but headed with the designations of certain
branches or subdivisions of the trader's own business.

1588 J. M ellis Briefe InstntcL Civbt After you haue
Jthus sette euery parcell orderly in your Iournal, then it

behoueth you to take out the said parcelles, and compile
and indite them into the third booke, called the Leager,
which commonly is made of double so many leaucs as is the
lournall. 1662-3 Pepys Diary 7 Jan., So to my office all

the morning, signing the Treasurer's ledger. 1679 R.
Chamberlain Accomptanfs Guide Pref., At the end of the
Leager there is a ballancc of the Leager. 1745 De Foe's
Eng. Tradesman (184 1) II. xxxii. 43 It is usual to mark the
ledgers alphabetically thus—Ledger No. A. 1783 IJurkk
Rep. Affairs Ind. Wks. XI. 291 The journals and legers of
the Treasury. 1838 Dickens Nich. Nick, xvi, He had a
thick ledger lying open before him. 1873 Hamerton In tell.

Life x. viii. (1875) 379 The mind is like a merchant's ledger,

it requires to be continually posted up lo the latest date.
#

fig. 1809-10 Coleridge Friend (1818) III. 315 An im>
proved system of book-keeping for the ledgers of calculating,

self-love.

2. A horizontal timber in a scaffolding, lying

parallel to the face of the building and supporting
the putlogs. (Cf. ligger.)

157* Stanford Churehw. Ace. in Antiquary XVII. 170/1
It. for iiij c prays & a hundreth lydgers x\yd. 1703 T. N.
City $ C. Purchaser 231 In Building of Scaffolds . . the
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Ledgers, .are those pieces that lie Parallel lo the side of the
Uuilding. 1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 251 Timber, or short
Poles., from the Leggers into their Brickwork. 18*3 P.
Nicholson Pract. Build. 303 A frame of wood, braced with
strong pieces of timber, and secured by ledgers and feet.

1883 Law Times Rep. XL1X. 139/r The scaffolding was
constructed of five . . uprights and one ledger, this ledger
being only two boards wide instead of five.

3. A flat stone slab covering a grave.
c 1510 Contr.for tomb Hen. VII, in Britton Arch. Aniiq.

(1809) II.21, 100 foote of black e towchestone is sufficient for

the legger and the base of the said lombe. 1852 J. L.
Chester Westm. Abbey Reg. (1876) 514 note, Buried in the
North Cloister of Westminster Abbey, under a black marble
ledger, close lo the North wall. 1883 Kerry St. Lawrence,
Readinga 36 The old ledger on which Barton's brass was
laid. 1890 Archaeol. Jrnt. XLVII. 100 A ledger in the
chancel at Burton commemorates Sir William Goring.

4. The nether millstone. Now dial.

a 1530 Heywood Play Weather (Brandl) 743 Fere not the
lydger, be ware your ronner. .Perchaunce your lydger doth
lache good peckyng. 1686 Plot Staffordsh. 170 The Mole-
cop-stone being always the runner, and the Darbyshire
stone, ihe Legier. 1825 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic
451 The bed of masonry which supports the legger.

5. Angling. Short for ledger-bait (see 8).

1653 Walton Angler vii. 149 Von may fish for a Pike,
either with a ledger, or a walking-bait ; and you are to note
that I call that a ledger which is fix'd, or made to rest in
one certaine place when you shall he absent. 1859 S. C.
Hall Bk. Thames 278 The usual practice is to fish for

barbel with the ledger. 188* Daily Tel. 28 Oct. 2/4 The
only chance is to fish with a leger on the submerged banks
in the eddies for roach.

6. An ordinary or resident ambassador; also,

a papal nuncio. Obs. exc. Hist, in form lieger.

1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII (1809) 724 The Viscount
Rochfouh retorned into England & so did the Bishop of
Bathe shortly after Ieavyng Sir Anthony Broune behind for

a Ligier. 1563-87 Foxe A. <y M. (1506) 260/1 The reahne
was neuer lightlie without some of ihe popes Iigiers with all

violence exacting and extorting continuall provisions, con-
tributions, [etc.]. 1577-87 Holinsheo Chron. III. 896/2
The bishop of Bath, .laie there for the king as legier. 1599
Hakluyt Voy. II. 165 William Harborne was sent first

Ambassadour unto Sultan Murad Can- with whom he,

continued as her Majesties Ligier almost sixe yeeres. 1605
Bacon Adv. Learn, it. xxiii. § 20 A Nuntio of the pope,
returning from a certayne Nation, where hee serued as
Lidger. 1630 M. Goowyn tr. Bp. Hereford's Ann. Eng.
('675) 39 Prat, Leiger here for the Emperour, .. without
leave withdrew himself from court, a 1639 Spottiswood
Hist. Ch. Scot. vi. (1655) 351 By a letter sent from Mr.
Archibald Douglas that stayed as Lieger in England, he
found him not well disposed in the businesse. 1655 Fuller
Ch. Iltst. nr. v. § 22 A Nuncio differed from a Legate,
almost as a Lieger from an extraordinary Ambassadour.
1855 Costello Stor. Screen 3, 1 was then—as I am now

—

Ihe lieger of tbe house of Nidau.

7. trans/, and Jig. a. A (permanent) representa-

tive ; a commissioner ; an ngent
; also, an * am-

bassador of the Gospel Obs. or arch, in form lieger.

1603 Shaks. Aleas. for M. 111. i. 59 Lord Angelo hauing
affaires to heauen Intends you for his swift Ambassa-
dor, Where you shall be an euerlasting Leiger. 1607
Dekker Knts. Conjnr. (1842) 34 The poxe lyes there as
deaths legyer. 161 1 Barksted Hiren (1876} 87 But sighes
he sends out on this cmbassie, Liegers that dye ere they
returne againe. 1619 Hitton FollzVs Anat. A 7 He.,
like a ledger at the Tables end Takes place for an in-

uited friend. 1617-77 Feltham Resolves 1. xii. 19 Every
good man is a Leiger here for Heaven. 1651 J eh. Taylor
ClcrusDom.-zo God sent at first Embassadours extraordinary
and then left his Leigers in his Church for ever. 1664
Butler Hud. \\. Hi. 140 Has not this present Parliament
A^ Ledger to the Devil sent, Fully empowr'd to treat about
Finding revolted Witches out? .1671 Flavel Fount of Life
viii. 23The Mediator that made it, lies as a Lidger in heaven
to maintain it for ever and prevent new Jars. 1791 Cowper
Iliad xxiv.171 Mark me,—I come, a lieger sent from Jove
[Gr. Acbf 6t toi avy«Ao? «*/uti].

fb. One wno is permanently or constantly in

a place ; a resident. Obs.

1599 Jonson Ev. Man out ofHum. iv. iv, Hec's a lieger

at Home's ordinarie yonder. i6«i Speed Hist. Gt. Brit.
vn. xiv. (1623) 416 King Ethelred thus rid of these his

ynlooked for guests, sought to remoue those leigers that lay
in Cuml»erland. 161 a Bp. Hall Sertn. v. 63 All Palestine
. . was but, as Jerome which was a lieger there reckons it.

160 miles long. 1650 Fuller Pisgah 428 Seeing it is said
of Anna., that she departed not from the Temple, it will be
enquired whether any women were constantly Leigers to
live therein, a 1661 — Worthies (1662) 1. 4 Of these wonders,
some were transient, . . others Liegers and Permanent.

+ c. Welsh ledger: ?*a jocular name for the'

cuckoo ' (Nares). Obs.

t
1607 Miudlkton Five Gallants v. i, Your deuice here

is a Cuckow sitting on a tree, the Welsh Lidger ; good.

8. attrib. and Comb., as (sense 1 d) ledger-account,

-clerk, -entry, -man; also ledger-like adj. ; ledger-
bait, a fishing bait which is made to remain in one
place (also attrib.) ; so ledger-hook, -line, -tackle

;

ledger-blade, in a cloth-shearing machine, the

stationary straight-edged blade, placed as a tan-

gent to and co-acling with a spiral blade on
a cylinder, and used to trim the nap and reduce it

to a uniform length ; ledger-millstone - sense 4 ;

ledger-stone ~ sense 3; ledger-wall =foot-wall.
1727-41 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Book,The "ledger account of

cash. 1653 Walton Angler vii. 149 Your Medger bait is

best lo he a living bait. 1740 R. Brookes Art of Angling
1. ii. 8 Ledger-Bait Angling is when the Bait always tests in

one fixt and certain Place. 1839 Urk Diet. Arts, etc. 1323
The . . fixed . . or . .

* ledger blade, 188* limes 10 Oct. 3/3

LEDGER.
The prisoner, who was employed as a *ledger clerk and
accountant, 168* Scarlett Exchanges 37 A formal Journal,
or *leidger Entry. 1849 Freese Comm. Class~bk. 97 Forms
of Ledger-Entries. 1653 Walton Angler vii. 153 Having
given you this direction for the baiting your *ledger hook
with a live fish or frog. 1846 Hawthorne Mosses 11. iii.

(1864) 62 A folio volume of *leger-like size and aspect. 1882
Ogilvir, *Ledger-line, ..a kind of tackle used in fishing for

barbel and bream. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 56 Spoon
Bahs, Paternosters, Ledger Lines. 1820 Keats Isabella
xviii, How was it these same 'ledger-men could spy Fair
Isabella in her downy nest ? 1548 Uuall Erasm. Par. Luke
xvii. 140 To be cast headlong intothe sea with a great *lidger
milstone tied about his necke. 1851 E. Moorr in Fen %
Marshland Ch. Ser. ill. (1869) 65 Two stone coffins with the
*ledger stones belonging to them. 1894 Jessopp Random
Roaming 188 Certain rather handsome ledger stones that
were lying in the chancel. 1867 F. Francis Angling i.

(1880)51 There are many places. .which. .can only be fished
with * ledger tackle. 1872 Echo 5 Aug., Heavy leger tackle.
1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., *Ledgcr-ivall.

B. adj.

I. In attributive use.

f 1. Ledger-ambassador or ambassador ledger

:

resident or ordinary ambassador. So ledger

Jesuit. Obs.

1550 Low. VI Jrnl. in Rem. (Roxb.) 258 That Sir lohn
Mason shuld be embassadour ligier. 1577-87 Hounshed
Chron., Hist. Scot. 344/2 Monsieur t)oisell, liger am-
bassador for the French King. 1606 Proc. agst. Late
Traitors 32 Baldwin the Ligier Jesuite in Flaonders. 1615
G. Sandys Trav. 85 The Kings of England and of France
haue here their Ledger Embassadours. a 1670 Hacket
A bp. Williams 1. (1692) *2o The leiger Embassador of the
Catholick King. 1755 Carte Hist. Eng. IV. 111 A dupli-
cate of the order [wasj sent to Sir Walter Aston, the lieger
embassador. 1755 Johnson, Leger, any thing that lies in a
place ; as, a leger ambassador.
transf. and fig. a 1613 Overburv A Wife (1638) 586

Sleepe is Deaths Leiger-Ambassadour. 1639 Cade Serm.
ttcccss. for Times 10 Gods Lieger Ambassadour residing in

our hearts. 1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. Pref. § 45 Christ
having left his Ministers as Lieger Embassadours tosignifie
and publish the Lawns of Jesus.

t2. Remaining in a place ; resident; permanent;
stationary. AlsoJig. constantly in use

;
said, e.g.

of a joke, i standing ' stock \ Ledger side : the

side on which something lies. Obs.

1547 Injunct. Edw. VI in Kilchin Winchester Docum.
I (1889) 1. 184, iiij legior byhles to be hadde continually within
j

the Churche. 1642 Fuller Holy % Prof. St. iv. xxi. 354
How mercifull is he to such who not out of leigier malice,
but sudden passion, may chance to shed blood. 1647
Clakenoon Hist. Reb. v. § 146 This Petition, deliver'd
publickly, and read., by their Leiger Committee. 1654
(Jaytox Pleas. Notes 1. viii. 28 Like a bruised Codling Apple

1 a little corrupted on the Leiger side. 1655 Fuller Hist.
I Camb. 156 Their habits, gestures, language, lieger-jests,

and expressions, a 1661 — Worthies, Kent (1662) 11. sg
I

The great Soveraign, built at Dulwkh, [in later edd. cor-
rected Woolwich\ a Lieger-ship for State, is the greatest Ship

J

our Island ever saw. 1662 Stillingfl. Orig. Sacr.n. iv.

§ 8 God had a kind of Leiger*Prophets among his people.

3. Mus. Ledger line, one of the short lines

I

added temporarily above and below the stave to

j

accommodate notes in a passage which cannot be

j

contained by the usual five lines. They are num-
bered from tbe stave upward and downward, 1st,

2nd, 3rd, etc. ledger lines alcove or below. Also
ledger space, a space between two ledger lines or

between the stave and tbe 1st ledger line.

[The origin of this use is not clear; perh. the word may
be the sb. used attrib. with allusion to sense A 2. The
common statement that it represents the F. tiger light,

slight, is baseless.)

1700 Playford Skill Mus. i. 6 And then you add a Line
or two to the five Lines, as ihe Song requires, those Lines
so added being called Ledger*Lines. 1775 Ash, Leg'erline%

. . a line above or below the five to receive an ascending or
descending note. 1793 Trans. Soc. A rts V. 125 The ledger
or occasional lines, drawn through the heads of the notes.
1818 Blsbv Gram. Mus. 20 The situation of G in the first

ledger space, being higher than any within ihe stave, that
note is called G in. all. 1879 C. J. Evans Let. in Musical
Times 1 June, A ledger line has never been typographically
cither lighter in shade or thinner in substance than its

accompanying stave lines.

II. In predicative use, csp. in to be, lie ledger.

(In many cases the word may be taken cither as
sb. or adj.)

4. Resident in the capacity of ambassador, com-
missioner or agent. Obs. exc. arch,
1560 Daus tr. Sleidanes

s Comm. 113 His Ambassadour
that was ledger at Rome, a 1635 Corbet Poems (1807) 121
He was Natures factour here

;
And legier lay for every

sheire. 164a W. Mountacu in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist.
MSS. Comm.) I. 300 The Committee that are to lie leiger
there. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. it. § 24 Those who. .lay
leiger for the Covenant, and kept up the spirits of their
countrymen by thttr intelligence, a 1670 IIacket Abp.
Williams 1. (1692) 2g One that lay lieger at London for
their dispatches. 1816 [see Leaguer sbX^}.

+ 5. Lying or resting in a place; stationary;

resident, a. of persons.
1600 FAtaFAX Tasso t. Ixx. 15 Returne not ihou, but legier

stay behinde. 163a Chapman & Shiri.ev Ball v. i, Two or
three English spies told us they had lain leger three months
to steal away the Piazza, and ship it for Covent Garden.
1638 R. West To Mem. T. Randolph 15 in R.'s Poems, For
Humours to lye leidger they are seene. a 1656 Ussher
Ann. vi. (1658) 434 Aslymedes remained Lieger at Rome,
that he might know what things wer^ transacted. 1660
Milton Free Commw. Wks. 1851 V. 438 They meet not
from so many parts remote lo sit a whole year Lieger in one
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place, only now and then, .to convey each Man his bean or
f

ballot into the Hox.

tb. of things. Obs.

1577 B. Googe lleresbacffs llusb. 25 Wheate . . yf the f

ground he to riche where it is sowen, it wyll growe to ranke, \

and lye Ieadgefr] vpon the grounde. 161 1 Middleton & \

Dekker RearingGirt 1 it. i. 91 A name which lde teare out
j

From the hye Germaines throat, if it lay ledger there To
dispatch priuy slanders against mee. 1639 Fuller Holy
War 1. xx. (1640) 32

>
Shiloh, where the Ark was long leiger.

1650 — Pisgah 11. xiv. 300 These wise men perceiving this

. . to be no light constantly Leiger in the skies, conclude it

an extraordinary Embassadour sent upon some peculiar I

service, a 1661 — Worthies, Lond. (1662) it. 223 A rusty
Musket, which had lien long Leger in his Shop.

Le dger, v. Angling. Also leger. [f. Ledger
sb. (sense 5).] intr. To use a ledger-bait.

x688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 324/2 Ledger is another way
of fishing for a Pike, the Angler being absent. 1859
Francis N. Dogvane (1888) 19 An adept in spinning,
trolling, ledgering. 1867 — Angling ii. (1880) 63 The
fishermen who require to cast a long line on the Thames,

I

for ledgering or spinning. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. ,

(ed. 41 106 Jew Fish, caught by Messrs. Curtis and Senior, I

ledgering, Brisbane River, Queensland, Australia.

Le dger-book. (Forms : see Ledger.) Now i

Hist. A book containing records ; a register ; a >

cartulary; a book ofaccounts ; = Ledger i b, c, d.

1553 Edw. VI Let. to Ridley in Strype Eccl. Mem. II.

xxii. 421 To subscribe the same [articlesl in one ledger-book
to be formed for that purpose. 1599 Hakluyt Voy. II. 1. 96
All which particulars doe most evidently appeare out of
certaine auncient Ligier bookes of the R. \V. Sir William
Locke Mercer of London. 161 1 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. vit.

xxiii. 305 The Liger booke of the Monastery of Peterborow.
1643 Prynne Open. Gt. Seat 1 Sundry ancient Charters of

j

our English Saxon Kings, yet extant in old Leger Hooks
;

of Abbeys. £1645 Howell Lett. (1688) IV. 484 When I
j

look over my leger Hook of accounts, I do not find that
j

God-Almighty is indebted io me one Penny. 1659 —
Lex. Tetragt., Proverbs To the knowingest kind of

'

Philologers, Touching the Method of perusing these Pro-
verbs or Adages, .the Reder shall do well to have his Leger-
Book about him when he falls upon Them, to Register

;

therein such that Quadrat with his Conceit and Genius.
1665 Wood Life 27 May, The registers leiger-books and

\

statutes of Oryell College. 1727-41 Chambers Cycl. s.v.
'

Book, Every transaction must be entered in the ledger-book,
'

with a balance of debt and credit. 1759 Sterne Tr. Shandy
111. x, The ledger-book of the church of Rochester, c 1820
S. Rogers Italy (1839) 100 Among the debtors in his leger-

j

book Entered in full.

fig* *S99 Sir J. Davies Nosce Ttifsum 47 Such formes
I

as she doth cease to see To Memories large volume she ,

commends. This Lidger Booke lyes in the braine behind.

Ledging (led^irj). [f. Ledge sb. + -ino 1
.]

concr. A ledge, or ledges collectively.

C1817 Hogg Tales <y Sh. (1837) I. 270 The sea in the
opening was as bright as a mirror . . and through it I could
see the ledgins of this amazing cone [an iceberg] spreading
away shelve below shelve into the channels of the ocean.
18*0 A. Sutherland St. Kathleen IV. 143 Hc.loupit richt

ower my, head, far bevont the ledgin' o' the brig. 1899
Westm. Gaz. 17 July 6/3 He . . lay on the main deck ledging
outside the saloon cabin covering board.

Ledgit (le'djit). Sc. [? f. Ledge sb. + -it —
-et; cL leqfit.'] a. (See quot. 1S67.) b. A label

projecting from a leaf of a book.
1867 Gregor Banffs. Gloss., Ledgit, the top of the inner

|

half of a window. 1885 Advt. (from Ayr) in Bookseller

7 Jan. 82/2 English Catalogue of Hooks, 1863-74. Half-bd.
With Parchment Ledgits for the Years.

ledgy (lcd^i), a. [f. Ledge sb. + -v.] Abound-
ing in or consisting of ledges or ridges of rock.

1779 Livermore in Coll. New llampsh. Hist. Soc. (1850)
VI. 315 This swamp, .has some considerable hills and ledgy
mountains in it. 1878 Sawtelle Hist. Ttnonsend (Mass.)

'

15 It contains ledgy, waste lands, in which are wild ravines. <

1882 Harper's Mag. LXV. 497 The small ledgy island known 1

as 'the Nubble*.

Ledi- (lrdi), combining form of mod.L. Ledum
'

see Ledum); used in chemical terms: Leditannic
acid), Iiedixa-nthin (see quots.).

1865 Watts Diet. Chem. III. 567 Leditannic acid. ..A
j

variety of tannic acid, obtained from the leaves of tbe marsh 1

wild rosemary (Ledum patuslre). /bid., Lcdixanlhin, a
yellow or red pulverulent substance, produced by boiling

j

leditannic acid with sulphuric or hydrochloric acid.

t Ledish, a. Obs. Forms : 3 leodise, leodiss,

4 ludych, ludiseh, ledisch. [f. Lede + -1SH.] <

Pertaining to the people, national.
c 1*05 Lay. 2144 Cum liSen to londe paet wes an leodise .

king, e 1*75 ibid. 22684 He wolde . . isen Gwenaifer be
leodissc cwene. 13. . E. E.Allit. P. 13. 73 J>e lndych lorde.
Ibid. 1375 Mony ludiseh lordes bat ladies brojten. ibid.

1556 Ledisch lore.

II Ledon (IrdJn). [a. Gr. XrjSov mastic] =
Ladanum. Also ledon-gum (Cent. Diet.).

1884 Casselts Encyct. Diet., Ledon.

"t lie-dor. Obs.-° [ad. Gr. AoiSopta.]

1623 Cockeram, Ledors, biting taunts.

Iiedron, variant of Liddekon Obs.

II Ledum (lrdtfm). [mod.L., a. Gr. XrjSov

mastic] A genus of cricaceous shrubs, commonly
known as Labrador tea, used in the pharmaco-
poeia. Oil of ledum or ledum- oil, ledum
camphor, products obtained from I . palustrt.

1834 Good Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 456 Infuse four ounces
of the ledum in a quart of hot water. 1858 Thoreau
Winter (4 Feb.) 339 The ledum bears a general resemblance
to the water andromeda. 1865 Watts Diet. Chem., Ledum, *

oil of. .obtained by distilling tbe leaves of Ledumpalnstre,
with water.

I

Iiedur, -yr, obs. forms of Leather, Litheb.

Lee (l/")»^ Forms : a. I hleo, 4 I03, leo, 4-6
le, 5 legh, 5-6 lie, 7 lay, ley, 7, 9 len, 4- leo.

0. ] hleow, 3 leouwe, 5 lue, 8 dial, loo, 9 dial,

lew. [OK. hle*o (gen. hlcowes) str. neut. or masc,
cognate with OFris. hli, hly, OS. hleo neut. or

masc, /ilea fern., shelter, ON. hie* neut., Mee' in

the nautical sense (Sw./a,Da. /*0 :—O m

Xw\K+*hlewo-,

\vhcnce*/ilc?uj0-
t */ilii(/o- in ON. /j/yjicut., shelter,

warmth, hlyja to protect. The word is also found
as a nautical term in Du. lij, MLG. Ic (whence
G. lee) ; the history of these forms is not clear.

The OTcut. *htcwo- has no known cognates outside Teut.
The Goth, htija tent, is prob. unconnected.
It is not necessary to suppose that the nautical use in

Eng. is of Scandinavian origin, though it is not recorded in

()E. : the form lee might be either from OE. or ON., but
the unequivocally native forms luc, tew are found in the
nautical use.]

I. 1. Protection, shelter, rarely //. Also in

phrases /;/, under {the) Ice (of) both in material

and immaterial senses. + Also, a resting-place.
a 900 Cynkwuu- Crist 60s Weder lipe under sweglcs hleo.

c 1000 Ags. Ps. cviii. 10 ponne hi to his hnse hleowes wib
nian. a 1225 Ancr. R. 368 Mid fesien, mid weehchen .

.

mid herd weriunge, herd leouwe. a 1300 Cursor M. 23326
pat bai be sorfuller sal be pat losen fohli has bat le. 13.

.

E. E. Altit. P. C. 277 penne he lurkkes & laytes where
watz le best, a 1375 Lay Folks Mass Bk. App. iv. 62
pen most Merci .. lenge wib vs in leo and lede. ? a 1400
Morte Arth. 1446 We lurkede undyr lee as lowrand e
wreches ! 1513 Dorr.las <Hneis \\\. Yxo\. 79 The silly

scheip and th;iir lytill hyrd gromis Lurkis vndir le of
bankis. 1596 Dalkvmplk tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 55
It is a bosum of the Sej-, in the ley of a Inch montane
conteyned. 16*4 Capt. Smith Virginia 11. iii. (Arb.) 446
Our <|uarter . . was onely the open woods under the lay of
a hill. 1630 Tinker 0/ 'Purvey, Sea-Mans T. 100 To
come under the lee of wedlock, a 1649 Dkumm. of Haw iii.

Cypress Grove Wks. ( 171 1) 123 Any mariner . .arriving near
the shoar, would, .joyfully enter the lees of a safe harbour.
1654 II. L'Mstranuk Chtis. 7*1655) 96 Sheltered under the
Lee of Royal favour. 1821 f. W. Ckokkr Diary (1884)

3 June, He wishes to have f'eel under his lee. 1847 G.
Mitchell Fresh Gleanings (1851) 223 Cameron was thinking
of Roh Roy's cave under the Lea of 15en Lomond. 1863
Wise New Forest 193 The labourer still sits under the lew
. . of the hedge. 1873 G. C. Davils Mount. $ MercvX\\. 101

There he is under the lee of the opposite bank. 1901 Speaker
5 Jan. 375/2 Under the lee of the Turkish guns.

b. dial. Something constructed as a shelter.

1791 Pkgge Derbicisms Ser. 1
1, Lee, shelter; a Sheep-lee,

a wall on the moors for the sheep to stand under in bad
weather. 1794 Annals Agric. XXII. 273 lK. 1). S.) Looes
or frames . . are fixed all round the kiln. 1887 Kent Gloss.

Lees, a row of trees planted to shelter a hop-garden. Ibid.,

Lew, a thatched hurdle, supported by .sticks, and set up in

a field to screen lambs, etc. from the wind.

2. ChieflyA ant. The sheltered side of any object

;

hence the side (of a ship, the land, nn eminence, etc.)

that is turned away from the wind. Frequent in

beneath, under the lee (of).
£1400 Destr. Troy 2806 Paris.. Shot into ship with shene

men of Armys ; l,ausit loupis fro the le. 1556 W. Towkson
in Hakluyt Vey. (1589) 99 The 12. day we saw a saile vnder
our Lee. 1583 Leg. Bp. St. Androis Pref. 104 He lattis

his scheip tak in at luife and lie. 1590 Greene Never too
late (1600) 43 He that at euery gust puts to the Lee, shall

neuer be good Nauigator. 1591 Harington Orl. Fur. x.

xvi, They bore To come within the lue of Scottish banke.

>S9S Maynaroe Drake's Voy. (Hakl. Soc) 8 Hecalmed
under the lee of the land. 1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's
Gram. xiii. 63 They are to come vnder the Lee of the
Admirall to salute him. 1667 Milton P. L. 1. 207 The
Pilot . . Moors by his side under the Lee. 1720 De Foe
Capt. Singleton xvi, (1840) 274 We run in as much under
the Ice of the point as we could. 1762 Falconer Shi/nvr.
It. 798 For rocky shores beneath our lee appear. 1814
Scott Ld. 0/ Isles 1. xxiv, Beneath the Castle's sheltering

lee, They staid their course in cmiet sea. 1819 ]»yron Juan
11. xlv, A tight boat will live in a rough sea, Unless with
breakers close beneath her lee. 1855 O. W. Holmes Poems
164 She rends the clinging sea, That flies before the roar-

ing wind, Beneath her hissing lee. i860 Tynqall Gtac.
1. xxi. 146 Against, .the Matterhorn the vapour was chilled

and precipitated in his lee. 1881 isle of Wight Gloss., Lew,
the lee side. 1884 Pae Eustace 129 The lieutenant sails

as smooth as a pinnace under his lee.

b. Nautical phrases. +'At lee: (a) windbonnd
;

(b) under shelter, f ( To bring,fall) by the lee ; to

leeward
;
also^. f {To bring, lay, lie) upon the

lee*, with sails aback. On, under (the) lee: to

leeward = Alee.
1597 J« Pavne Royal Exch. 33 The sbip on hull, the helme

on lee. 1607 Marston What Yon Witt it. i. Wks. 1856 I.

238 Shoot him through and through with a jest ; make him
Jye by the lee. 1611 Cotgr., Bouter vent en penne, to bring
a ship vpon the Lee. a 1618 Raleigh Apol. 7 The Thunder
. . by the negligence of her Master, was at Lee in the
Thames. 1630 J. Tavlor (Water P.) Fight at Sea Wks.
in. 34/2 They., passed fromvs to lay their ships by the Lee.
a 1642 SirW.Monson Naval Tracts v. (1704) 507/1 The Ship
lay upon the Lee ; and . .the Master called with the Whistle
to fill the Sails. 1666 Loud. Gaz. No. 59/2 An Hollands
Man of War . . whom she fought very bravely, and at last

brought by the Lee, but had not Men enough to board her.

1667 Ibid. No. 120/x One of them, .was so warmly received
with a broadside, that he immediately fell by the Lee.
1692 Capt. Smith's Seaman's Gram. 1. xvi. 79 A Ship lies

by the Lee, that is, has all her sails lying flat against the
Masts and Shrouds. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780)
Z 3,

1 We saw a fleet under the lee \ and 1 we saw a fleet to

leeward \ arc synonymous expressions. 1825 A. Cunning-
ham * A Wet Sheet and a Ft&wing Sea ' i, Away the good

ship flies, and leaves Old England on the lee. 1887 Howen
Virg. /Eneid nr. 478 Yonder her nearest coast fate wills

thee to leave on the lee.

+ 3. A sheltered position or condition; hence,
calmness, peace, tranquillity. Chiefly in to leng

I

live, rest in (or on) lee. Also, in lithe of (or on
lee \ said of the weather. Obs.
The alliterative phrases, lordings, lordship in tee, may

perh. not belong to this sense.

13 . . Minor Poems Jr. I 'eruon MS. (E. E. T. S.) 477/10 |?c

Mon bat benkeb to liuen in le. 13.. Gaw. <y Gr. A'nt. 849
To lede a lortschyp in lee of leudcz ful gode. 1 1375 Sc. Leg
Saints xxxviii. (Adrian) 416 Of be fare nowmir for Jo be Of
haly mene ^creste in le. a 1400-50A tcxandcr 561 5 NelengU
in lithis & in lee to his lyues ende. c 1425 Wvniopn Crou.
VII. x. 3620 Alysandyr.. Scotland led in luwe and Ic. e 1460
Fmare 348 1 he wedur was lythe of le. c 1470 Golagros -v

Gaw. 341 Lordingis in le, I rede ye tent tidily lo my I echini;.

c 1470 Hlnkyson Mor. Fab. xm. (Ftog <y Mouse) xxit,

Uetter but stryfe aliane to leif in le. 1535 Stewaki i ron.
SiOt. (1858) II. 128 Amang thair freindis for to leve in be.

a 1650 Turkey Gowin 47 in Furnivall Percy Folio I. 92, I

will neuer flee from noe aduenture. .whilest 1 may Hue on lee.

II. altrib. and Comb.
4. Simple attributive, passing into adj. a. lmh

caling thai an object is on the lec-side of a vessd,

or lo leeward of some other object, e. t^. Ice bowlini ,

j

-division, -gunwale, -scuffcr, etc.

1513 Dol'glas slineis v. i. 30 Himself infangis the Ic

.scheii of the saill. 1626 Capt. Smith A idd. Vug. Sea-men
28 Make ready your loufc howk* and ley fagnes. 1669
Stlhmy Mariner's Mag. t. 16 Let go the l.ce-l»owling of

Fore-sail, and Weather-Braces. Ibid. 18 Sit in the Let-
Hraces. 1726 (1. Kouekts Four Years I 'ay. 291 They could
help lo .stay her with a Lee Oar. 1748 Anson's I'ey. 11. iv

163 The Commodore ordered them to bring In under hi-

lee-quarter, 1751 Smollett Per. Pic. (1779) II. lxiv. 2«>o

He commanded the men to carry the vessel's lee-gunw;dc
under water. 1805 Log ofII. M, S. Mars 21 Oct. in Nicolas
Nelson's Pisp. VI I. 165 note, At daylight saw the Knemy's
Fleet on our lee-beam. Ibid, 166 note, At 9.5 answered
Victory's signal for the Mars to lead the lee division. 1823

J. I«\ Coon.M Pioneer xv. (1069) 66/2 Hauling in the slack
of the lee-sheet. 1833 Makkvat P. Simple .\ii, O'l'rien ..

told ine never to mind, but to keep in the Ice-scuppers.

Ibid, xv, She careened over so that her lee channels were
under the water. 1835 — Pacha v, We descried land on
the lee beam. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Worthi'k

, Leefiing,
a rope rove through the cringle of a sail, for hauling in, s<»

as to lace on a bonnet. Ibid., I.eC'gionvate under, a tol
1 lotpiial phra.se for being sorely over-pressed, by cant a* or

; other cause. 1893 F. M. Crami-oko Childr. King I. 9 You
would rather . . lake the lee earing too, in any gale. 1897
K. Kii'MNG Captains Courageous i3S She cuddled her Ice-

1
rail down to the crashing blue.

b. Implying motion to leeward.
1726 (I. Roberts Four Years Voy. 120 The I.te-Tide

being made, I fell .short by half a League. 1790 Ulaiion
Nozk »y Mil. Mem. I. 157 The strong lee cm rent. 1848
Craig, Lee lurch,?, sudden and violent roll of a ship to lee-

ward in a high sea, when a large wave stiikes her on the

weather side. 1859 R. H. Dana Cuba .y Back i. 7 The
..leisurely weather- roll and Ice-roll.

5. Special combs. : lee-anchor (see quot. ) ; lee-

bow, the bow of a vessel that is turned away from

the wind ; hence lee-bow vb., to run under the lee

bow of
; fg. to take advantage of ; lee-gage (see

Gauge 5); lee-hateh, -hitch (see quots.); lee

latch, * dropping lo leeward of the course* Smyth
Sailors Word-bk. 1867) ; lee-most a., furthest lo

leeward; lee-port, a sheltered poit ; lee wheel,

1

* the assistant to the helmsman ' (Adm. Smyth .

I

Also Lee-board 1, Lee-shore, Lee-side.

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., *Lee-anchor, the leeward

l

one, if under weigh ; or that to leeward to which a ship,

when moored, is riding. 1697 Dam pier Voy. I. 100 Sonic of

them appeared on our Weather-bow, some on our * Lee-

bow. 1840 R. Dana Be/. Mast xxv. 83 The anchor on tin

lee bow had worked loose. 1893 Outing (U. S.) XXI L 96 1

Hauling her close on the wind so that she would 'lee-bow
1

the tide. 1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk. s.v., Take care 0/
! the *Lee hatch, a word of caution to the helmsman, not to

let the ship fall to leeward of her course. Ibid., *Lce-hiith,

the helmsman getting to leeward of the course. 172

1

Hailey, *Lee-latch, (Sea Phrase) have a care of the Lee-

Latch, i.e. keep the Ship near the Wind. 1622 K. Hawkins
Voy. S. Sea (1847) T 7 T"e vice-admirall and her consort .

.

were *!ee-most and stern-most of all. 1804 Capt. Owen in

Nax>at Chron. XII. 132 The leemost l>rigs began to get

under weigh. 171649 Drlmm. of Hawth. Cypress Grove
Wks. (171 1) 135 Lords and gods of this earth, sleeping in

the *lee-port of honour.

Hence Lee v. rare— 1

,
trans., to put (the helm)

a-lee. vSee A-lee.
1659 Davf.nant ///*/. Sir F. Drake ii. 13 The Master

, alowd bids, Lee the Helm, Lee !

Lee (10, sbf* Obs. exc. in //. Forms : sing. 4
lie, 5 ley(e, lye, 7-9 lee. 4-6 lyes, 5-6 lies,

6 leese, leeze, lyse, 6- lees. [a. F. lie, Gaulish

L. Ha, pi. lim (10th c.) ; Celtic origin has been

conjectured.] The sediment deposited in the con-

taining vessel from wine and some other liquids.

f 1. sing. Also fig. Also upon the lee, to drain-

to the lee. Cf. 2 d "below. Obs.

1390 Gowek Conf. (M.) 111. 895 (1. 309) And thus fuloften

have I boght The lie, and drank noght of the wyn. c 1430
Two Cookery-bks. 32 Whan be ley is sebin hot, caste be Pesyn

; ber-to. 1481 Caxton Myrr. 1, i. 6 The lye whiche is thordure
I abideth byneth in the bottom. 1686 Plot Staffordsh. 338

I

Which.. will both stop the fermentation and precipitate the

Lee. 1700 Dryoen Sigism. Guise. 317 A man so smelling

I of the people's lee, 1703 Art <y Mysi, Vintners 23 Tbe



LEE.

gross Lees settle quickly, and also the flying Lee in time.

1709 Land. Gaz. No. 4512/14 For Sale,.. 70 Hogsheads of
new..Claret upon the Lee neat. 1718 Prior Henry <y

Emma 497 I'll mingje with the people s wretched lee. 1747
Gentl. Mag. 468 This cyder.. should be rack'd off once at

least from its gross lee. 1813 Hogg Queen's Wake 183
Sweet though the draught of pleasure be, Why should we
drain it to the lee J

2. //.
c 1384 Chaucer H. Fame in. 1040 Boystes Crammed ful

of lyes As euer vessel was with lyes. £1460 J. Russell
Bit. Nnrtlire 115 The reboyle to Rakke to be lies of be rose.

1530 Palsgr. 239/1 Lyse of wyne, tye. 1580 Lylv Euphues
(Arb.) 328 Ther is. .no wine made of grapes but hath leese.

1642 Fuller Holy <y Prof. St. n. xvi. 1 10 Wines the stronger

they be the more lees they have when they are new. 1692
Hentley Boyle Led. iv. \ 1 Where all the heavier Lees may
have time to subside. 1704 Swift Mech. Ofierat. Spirit

Misc. (171 1) 302 Other Spirits are produe'd from Lees, by
the Force of Fire. 1763 J. 1>rown Poetry Mus.y'x. 119
Thespis and his Company bedaubed their Faces with the

Lees of Wine. 1796 Mrs. Glasse Cookery xxv. 377 Lay
them to steep in sack lees, or any white wine lees. 1830
R1. Donovan Dom. Econ. f. 257 The lees of wine, on dis-

tillation, afford the greatest quantity of oil. 1861 II. Mav-
hkw Lond. Labour II. 132 Composed of the scum and lees

of all broths and soups. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 352
A Hottle containing Lees of Sardine Oil.

b. fig. Basest part, ' dregs', * refuse*.

1593 Nashe Christs T. 30 a, Twenty thousand of these
dreggy lees of Libertines. 1621 S. Waro Life 0/ Faith
xiii. 116 In these Lees and Drcgges of time. 1651 Hobijes
Leviath. O839) 321 Pretenders to politicat prudence . . bred
fur the most part in the lees of the people. 1677 W. Hub-
baro Narrative 119 This company of Treacherous Villains,

the Dregs and Lees of the Earth. 1706 Estcourt Fair
E.vamfi. 1. i. it A Man that will always smell of the Lees
of the People. 1726-46 Thomson Winter 480 He, too, with
whom Athenian honour sunk, And left a mass of sordid Ices

behind. 1838 Hai.la.m Hist. Lit. (1841) I. n. 216 Slowly purg-
ing off the lees ofthU extreme corruption. 1851 H.Melvu.le
// kale%\\. 40 My body is but the lees ofmy better being. 1859
Kincslkv Misc. I. 166 The angler, .has left for his day's work
only the lee* of his nervous energy. 1868 Milman St. Paid

s

ix. 220 It is impossible to work a revolution, especially a
religious revolution, without stirring up the lees of human
nalure.

t c. construed as sing. Obs.
1605 Smars. Macb. 11. iii. 100 The Wine of Life is drawnc,

and the meere Lees Is left this Vault, to brag of.

d. In various phrases, chiefly fig., esp. to drain,

drink the lees, {to drain, drink, etc.) to the lees, i. c.

to the last drop, to the very end, {to settle) on or

upon the Ices.

161 1 I'tBLK Isa. xxv. 6 A feast of fat things, a feast of
wines on the lees. Ibid., fer. xlviii. 11 Moab hath bene at
ease from his youth, and hce hath setled on his lees, and
hath not been emptied from vessell to vessell. 1612 T.
Taylor Comm. Titus i. 7 They may not part till they have
drunk . . the cup of the wrath of God to the very lees. Ibid.

ii. 6 Settle the soule vpon his lees of Miinefull lusts, a 1639
Wotton Parallel in Reliq. (1651) 8 His Humours grew
Tart, as being now in the Lees of favour. 1667 Poole
Dial, bi'tw. J'rotcst. ry Papist (1735)75 You are an ob-
stinate Hcretick, and settled upon the Lees. 1696 Tate
& Hrady Ps. Ixxv. 8 To drink the very Lees. 1780 Cowpek
Progr. Err. 260 Are sweet philosophy's enjoyments run
Quite to the lees? 1821 Keats Lamia I. 143 She felt the
waimth . . And, like new flowers at morning song of bees,

Iiloomed, and gave up her honey to the lees. 184a Tennyson
Ulysses 7, 1 will drink Life to the lees. 1847 Disr\eli

]'Pawed n. i,This Parliament will last ; it will ^o on to the !

lees. 1855 Milman Lat. Chr. tv. ii. (1864) II. 206 They
were doomed to drink the lees of humiliation. 1856 Bokek
Poems (1857) H. 80 IMl drain the bitter to the very lees.

1868 J. 11. lit l nt lief. Ch. Eng. 1.41 The people at large
were content to settle down on their lees. 1871 Pusev
Lenten Scrm. vii. (1883) 141 We reverse the Apostle's rule,

rest on our lees, remember ' the things which are behind
and forget * those which are before \

e. ailrib.

1706 Art of Painting (1744) 107 Leonardo's carnations
have too much of the lees-colour in them.

+ Lee, a. Obs. Also 5-6 le, 6-8 lee. Cf.

Lew a. [f. Lee s6A] Sheltered from the wind.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 4675 pai . .luggct horn to lenge in bat le

hauyn. c 1450 Holland llowlat 18 The land lowne was
and le, with lyking and luf. C1470 Henkyson Mor. Fab.
vii. {Lion <y Mouse) xxxviii, The fair forest with leuis

lowne and le. 1513 Douglas /Entisx. iv. 121 The famy
stour of stremis le Vp weltis from the braid palmis of tre.

1674 Ray S. <y E. C. Words 70 Lee or Lew, Calm, under
the wind. Suss.

\ The ballad phrase in quo!, below may possibly

contain this word, used vaguely for 'pleasant '.

a 1800 Sxveet Willie % Faire Annie xxxv. in Child Ballads
(1885) II. 189 He is on to Annie's bower Uy the lei light o
the moon. [1875 J. V bitch Tweed 81 Exploits by Ice light

of the moon.]

Lee : see Le, Lie, Lye.

Leeangle (lrserjg'K Austral, Also lliangle,

leonile, langeel. [Native word, a derivation of

hang or Hang tooth. Other forms (see Morris)

are leeawell, leawill^ A wooden club bent at the

striking end. (Morris Austral Eng.)
1845 C. Griffith Port Phillip Distr. N. S. W. x. 155 The

liangle is . . of the shape of a pickaxe, with only one pick.

1867 G. G. MacCrak Mamba q The long leangle's nascent
form Forespoke the distant battle-storm. 1869 Hoark
Figures Fancy 98 Beneath the dread leeangle blow Fell

many a strong and swarthy foe. 1894 R. Etheridge in

Jrnl. Anthrop. Instit. XXII!. 317 On a Modification of
the Australian^ Aboriginal Weapon, termed the Leonile,
I,angeel, liendi, or Buccan, &c.

Lee'-board 1
. Obs. Forms: 4 leburde, 6
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leburd, lea boord, leebord. [a. ON. hli-borti,

f. ktt Lee sbX + borH Board.] The lee-side (of

a vessel).

la 1400 Morte Arth. 3625 Ledys one leburdc, lordys and
opcr. 1570 Henry s Wallace ix. 56 Leidis on leburd [MS.
luff hurdj. 1582 N. Lichefikld Castanheda's Conq. E.
Ttid. Ixxix. 161 The other Captayns being a Lea boord, and
hearing the sound of the ordinance, did returne. 1585
Jas. f Ess. Pocsie (Arb.) 16 Graunt syne, o Neptune, god
of seas profound, That readars think on leebord.

Lee-board - ;lf-boejd). [f. IjsejJ.i + Board.]
A strong frame of planlc, fixed to the side of
a flat-bottomed vessel, which, being let down into

the water diminishes her drift to leeward.
1(^91 T. HfALE] Ace. Nciu Invent. 126 Of the Lee-boards,

their use, dimension and place. 1732 Loro Tyrawlv in Bnc*
clench MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 381 The Molettas ..

steer almost altogether by their lee-board. 1813 Gentl. Mag.
June 522/1 With respect to keeping to windward, lee-

boards and sliding keels will effect this. 1829 Marryat
F. Mildmay ii, The lee-board of a Dutch schuyt.

Leech (lit]), sbA Forms : 1 lsbee, Northumb.
lexe, 2-6 leehe, 3 laehe, laoehe, liaehe, 3, 6
leaehe, 4 leyehe, 4-5 leeehe, 4-6 leeh, 5 leeehe,
lieehe, 6 Sc. leiehe, leitche, 6-9 leach, 6- leeeh.
[OE. Iwce str. masc. (once Ixca wlO, corresponds
to OFris. (dative) lelza, leischa, OHG. Mhhi, MSw.
lakir (Da. fagc ; ON. has the cognate Iteknir, and
mod.Sw. Idkare, from the vb. Idka to heal), Goth.
lekeis :—OTeul. *lxkjo-z \—pre-Tcut. *legio-s ; the

synonymous Irish liaigh (Olr. liaig, dat. pi. legib)

is app. related in some way.]

1. A physician ; one who practises the healing art.

Now arch, (chiefly poet.) or jocular ; often apprehended
as a^ transferred use of Leech sbJ2 In the 17th c. it was
applied in ordinary prose use only to veterinary practitioners,
and this sense survives in some dialects. (See also the
combs, bullock-leech, cow-leech, Horse-leech, etc.)

c 900 tr. B&dd's Hist. iv. xxi. [xix.] (1890) 320 CyneferS
,

lauce, se a;t hire wses, pa heo forSferde. f 950 Lindisf.Gosp.
Luke iv. 23 La lece lecna &ec seolfne. c 1175 Lamb. Horn.
83 Nu bihoueS be forwunded wreche bet ne habbe leche.
C1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 101/7 On leches heo hadde i-spendet
Muche del of hire guod. a 1300 Cursor M. 26322 Als leeh
pou suld seke man bale, a 1340 Hampolk Psalter vi. 1 j?e

hand of be leche brennand or sherend. £1386 Chaucer
Sompn. T. 248 What nedeth hym \>zt hath a parfit leche
To sechen othere leches in the toun ? c 1450 Merlin 574
The kynge delyuered hem leches to coucr theire woundes.
1513 Dolglas s&ncisxm. Pro!. 80 Als stern of spech As he
had bene ane medycyner or lech. 1590 Spenser F. Q. 1. v.

17 Many skilful! leaches him abide To salve his hurts.
a 1656 Halks Serm. at Eton (1673) 40 They that come
and tell you what you are to believe,, .and tell you not
why, they are not Jl/edici, but I'eterinarii, they are not
Physicians, but Loaches. 1715 Rowe Lady Jane Greyx. t.

z The hoary wrinkled Leach has..Try'd ev'ry health-
restoring Herb and Gum. 1776 Phil. Trans. LXYL 498
A farrier and bullock-leach. 1807 Craurk Par. Reg. in.

(1810) 43 Can this proud leech, with all his boasted skill,

Amend the soul or body, wit or will ? 1820 Scott Abbot vi,

A learned leech with some new drug, a 1839 Praeo Poems
(1864) II. 85 Grudging the leech his growing bill. 1870
Morris Earthly Par. I. i. 121 As one who lays all hope
aside, Because the leech has said his life must end.

b. trans/, and fig. Applied often to God and
Christ, and spiritual persons.
a 1200 Moral Ode 303 Ich kan beo gif t seal lichame and

soute liache. <ri2oo Trin. Coll. Horn. 41 Ure louerd ihesu
crist is aire herdene herde and aire leehene leche. a 1125
Ancr. R. 182 pus is sicnesse soule leche, & salue of hire
wunden. 1340 Ayenb. 129 pe holi gost is be guode leche pet
amaystrep his ziknesse. c 1386 Chaucer Sompn. T. 184 God
that is oure lyues leche. c 1420 Pallad. on JJusb. xn. 129
The best Of benes boyled water may be leche To sle the
frost, a 1547 Surrkv in Totters Misc. (Arb.) 221 My hartes
delight my sorowes leche mine earthly goddesse here.

f 2. s= leechman
y
Leech-fingek. Obs.

c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. 308/31 1 pe nexte finguer hatte 1 leche '.

c 1475 Pict. Voc. in Wr.*Wulcker 753/2 Hie rncdins, the
longman. Hie medi[c)usf the leche. Hie auricularis, the
lythylman.

3. attrib. and Comb., as leech-fee, * a phystctan*s

fee' {Cent. Did.); f leeeh-house, a hospital;

leeehman, f a physician ; also (now dial.) =*

Leech-finger.
14. . Camb. MS.F/.v. 48 If. 82 (HalHw., s.v. Fingers) The

lest fyngir hat lityf man, for hit is lest of alle ; The next
fynger hat leche man, for quen a leche dos o}t, With that
fynger he tastes all thyng, howe that hit is wro3t> 1483
Catk. Angl. 211/1 A Leche house, laniena

t
quia injfirmi ibi

lanianiur. 1591 Sylvester Dh Bartas 1. iv. 401 Light-
bringer, Laurent, Leach -man, all-Reviver. 1600 F. L. Ovid's
Remedy of Lmfe li 2, The Leachmans skill. 1888 Syd. Soc.
Lex., Leeehman. a practitioner of medicine.

Leech (laj), sb.- Forms: 1 l&ee, (ltfce), 3
liche, 4-6 leehe, 5 Sc. leiehe, 6-9 loach, 6-
leeeh. [OE. /ace, Kentish /yce sir. masc.» MDu.
fake (Kilian /accke, /ijck-laecke, mod.Klcmish lijk-

fake\ /iekc, /eke fem.
Commonly regarded as a transf. use of Leech sb. ]

; this
is plausible, but the forms OE. lyce, early ME. liche, MDu.
lickc, suggest that the word was originally distinct, but as-
similated to Ixcc Leech sb. 1 through popular etymology.]
1. One of the aquatic blood-sucking worms be-

longing to the orderHirudinea ; the ordinary leech
used medicinally for drawing blood belongs to the
genus Ifirudo or Sanguisuga. (See also Hokse-
leech, land-leech (Land j£. 11 b), sea-/eeeh

}
water-

leeehe etc)

LEECH.
a 900 Kentish Glosses in Wr.-Wulcker 85/11 Sanguissugc,

lyces. ^1000 jElfric Gloss, ibid. 121/36 Sanguisuga,
uel

t
hirudo, laece. a 1275 Prov. JElfrcd 472 tn O. E.

Misc. 131 Suket buru is liche, so dot liche blod. c 1440
Promp. Parv. iqx/2 Leche, wy(r)m of be watur, san-

' guissuga, 1508 Kennedie Flyting w. Dunbar 45 Lat him
j

lay sax lcichis on thy lendis. 1533 Elyot Cast. Helthe
(154O 61 Evacuation by wormes, founde in waters called
bloudde suckers or leaches. 1656 Ridglev Pract. Physick
154 Leeches set behind the Ears. 1794 Burre Sp. hn-
peachm. W. Hastings Wks. XV. 351 He was driven out of
it finally by the rebellion, and, as you may imagine, de-
parted like a leech full of blood. 1803 Med. JmL X. 430
The application of four leeches to each ankle. 1822-34
Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) I V. 2 The hirudo viridis or green

j
leech lis well known to multiply] by longitudinal sections.
1861 Hulme tr. Moquin-Tandon It. in. iv. 140 There are

J

three principal varieties of Leeches employed in France.
These are— 1st, the Grey Leech ; 2nd, the Green Leech

;

* 3rd, the Dragon Leech, .(true English or Speckled Leech).
trans/. 1833 Alison Hist. Europe (1849-50) II. viii. § 34.

261 Those female furies, aptly termed the ' leeches of the
I guillotine '.

Proverbial phrase. C1839 W. E. Forster in Reid Li/e
(1888) I. iv. 115 He [Cobden] is. .likely to mistake a crotchet
for a principle and stick to it like a leech.

b. Surg. Artificial /eechi see quol. 1875.
1858 in Simmonds Diet. Trade. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech.

s.v., Artificial Leech, a light glass tube from which the air
is expelled by the vapor of ether, and whose mouth is then
applied to a previously scarified portion of the body. 1879
St. George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 497 The artificial leech was
applied to the temple on three occasions.

c. fig. One who 1
slicks to

1
another for the pur-

pose of getting gain out of him.
1784 Cowper Task m. 817 The spendthrift, and the

leech That sucks him. 1794 Pigott Female Jockey Club
(ed. 4) Pref. 20 Are the hearts of these leeches softened by
the possession of such scandalous monopoly? 1842
Tennyson Wilt. Waterproof xxv, Ere days, that deal
in ana, swarm'd His literary leeches. 1883 J. Parker
Tyne Ch. 86 It's a sticking leech you have laid on me this

time, and a famous biter.

2. attrib. and Comb.
y
as /eech-bile,-bleeder

t
-breeder*

-dealer, -family, -gatherer, -tribe ; leech-like adv.

;

leeeh-eater, a name for the Spur-winged Plover
{Holoplerus spinosus) and the Crocodile-bird (Plu-
vianus vgyptius)

;
leeeh-extract, an extract pre-

pared from leeches, used in physiological experi-

ments for intravenous or intraperitoneal injections

;

leech-gaiter, a kind of gaiter worn in Ceylon as

a protection against land-leeches
; leech-glasa

Surg., a glass tube to hold a leech which it is

required to apply to a particular spot; 7 leech-
worm - 1.

1882 De Windt Equator 57 We .. reached the bungalow
. .none the worse, with the exception of *Ieech-bites and cut
feet. 1851 in lllustr Lond. News 5 Aug. (1854) 119 * Leech-
bleeder, * leech -breeder. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIII. 383/2 The
* leech-dealers of Bretagne. 1885 Rwerside Nat. Hist.
(1888) IV. 100 The so-called spur-winged plover (JloptoP-
terus spinosus) ..claims the distinction of being the * * leech-
eater * or ' trochilos ' of Herodotus. 1898 A llbutVs Syst.
Med. V. 420 Organic substances such as fibrin ferment,
hemi-albumose, peptones, nuclein, and 'leech extract, .have
the^ effect on injection, of bringing about a marked and
rapid diminution in the number of leucocytes. 1839 Penny
Cycl. XII f. 383/1 Cuvier thinks it doubtful whether the
species of this genus [CZr/«#<il should be arranged with the
*leech family. 1859 Tennent Ceylon I. 303 The coffee
planters, who live among these f>ests, arc obliged . . to
envelope their legs in '*lcech gaiters* made of closely

)

woven cloth. 1802 Wordsw. Rcsolut. tf Jndep. xx, I'll

think of the *leech-gatherer on the lonely moor. 1839
Penny Cycl. XIII. 384/1 It is difficult to make th^m fix

themselves on the particular spot wished ; but a *lecch-glass

will generally effect this. 168a Drvoen Medal 149 The
Witnesses, that, *Lecch-like, liv'd on bloud. 1819 Shellev
Eng. in 1819, 5 Rulers who neither see nor feel nor know,
Hut leech-hke to their fainting country cling, Till they
drop, blind in blood, without a blow. 1835-6 Tood Cycl.

Anat. I. 170/2 There is observed in the *Teech-trihe some-
thing analogous to the lesser circulation. 1794 Sporting
Mag. IV. 271 Observations on the * Leech worm, by a
Gentleman who kept one several Years for the purpose of

a Weather-glass,

Leech (lftj), sbfi NaiU. Forms: 5 lek, leehe,

lyeho, 7 leatch, 7, 9 leaeh, 7- leech. [Of
obscure origin

;
app. related in some way to ON.

lik (a nautical term of obscure meaning ; the Sw.
lik, Da. lig mean * bolt-rope *), Du. Hjk, G. liek,

leech-line.] The perpendicular or sloping side of

a sail. Also with qualifications, as after-leech,

mast-leech, roach-leeeh, weather-leech.

1485 [see b], 1496 Ld. Treas. Ace. Seoll. (1877) I. 300
Item, to Dauid Gourlay, for making of a bonat and
the lek to it. 1611 Cotgr., Penne dun voile, . . the Leech
of a sayle. 1627^ Capt. Smith Seaman s Gram. vii. 32 The
Leech of a saile is the outward side or skirt of the saile from
tbe earing to the clew, the middle betwixt which wee
account the Leech. 1762 Kalconkh Shipwr. 11. 62 The
leeches taught, the hallyards Rre made fast. 1835 Marrvat
Jac. Faith/, xvii, They were handing in the leech of the

sail, when snap went one bunt-line. 1881 Clark Russell
Sailor'sSweetheart I. v. 123 The leechof the top-gallant sail.

b. attrib. in t leeeh-hook, a hook for attaching

the leech-line to the sail
;
leeeh-line, a rope at-

tached to the leech, serving to truss the sail close

up to the yard; leech-rope (see quot. 1769).
1485 NavalAce. Hen. VII (i8g6) 38 Shanke hokes.

.
, Pakke

hokes ..,*Leche hokes. 1495 Ibid. 158 Lyche hokes of

Yron,..loff hokes of yron. 1626 Capt. Smith Accid. Yng.
Sea-men 30 Cleare your *leach-lincs, 1627 — Seaman's



LEECH.

Cram. v. 23 Leech lines are small ropes made fast to the

Leech of ihe top-sailes. i860 Merc. Marine Mag.Vl I. 1 13
A leach-line is bent on each yard-arm. 1769 Falconer
Diet. Marine (1780), *Leech-rope* a name given to that

part of the bolt-rope, to which the border, or skirt of a sail

is sewed. 1800 Asiaf. Ann. Reg., Chrou. 23/2 The leech

ropes of the fore-sail, main-sail, fore-top sail, and mtzen-top-

sail. 1885 Lady Brassey The Trades 465 Repaired leeth

rope of mizen and set the sail.

Leech (Iftf), J/'-4 (See quots.)

1805 Luccock Nat, Wool 15 The part ofthe staple through

which the shears passed to separate it from the sheep (and

which is commonly called the leech of the fleece), tlnd. 310

In some instances a quantity of dirt is concealed by the

custom of winding fleeces with the leech outwards. 1892

Simmonos Diet, Trade Suppl., Leech, the technical name
for a bundle or small parcel of human hair.

Leech (IrtJ), v.* Now rare and arch. Forms :

3 liache, Ortn. leechenn; 3 6 leche, 4-5 liche,

5-6 lech, 5, 7 leach, 6 leeche, 9 leech. [Karly

ME., f. Leech sbA ; cf. Sw. Idka, Da. liege. The
sense was expressed in OE. by lacnian, Imnian :

see Lechne z>.] trans. To cure, heal.

c 1200 Ormin 4274 He comm her to lx-chenn uss Off all

patt daepess wunde. ibid. 17227 Hiss gast Iss clennsedd &
rihht laechedd. aiyao Cursor M. 176 Iesu crist . . openlik

bigan .. alle pat sek ware to leche. ibid. 11841 pai moght
not leche his w.% 1382 Wyclif Job v. 18 [The lx>rd]

woundeth and lecheth; srnyteth, and his hondis shuln

hclen. ^1440 York Myst. xvii. 156 A barne is borne Uat

shall . . leche pam bat ar lorne. c 1430 67. Cuthtert (Surtees)

18 32 He taght goddis wordes . . And synfull' men lyues

lechyd. 1S64 Louth Corporat. Acc. <i8qi) 78 Paul for

lechmg my horses verie sicke, v*. 1618 Flktciikk Loyat
Subf. in. v, Have ye any crack maidenhead to new leach

or mend? i8ao Scott /vauh. xviii, Let those leech his

wounds for whose sake he encountered them. 1850 Ulacrir
Aischylns I. 63 A disease that none may leech.

Leech, [f. Leech sb.-] Irans. To apply

leeches to medicinally. Also absol.

1828 G. Ewing in Mem. (1847) xiv. 5, 1 was leeched and
bled in the arm and am almost quite well. 1834 Fokbks
Laennec's Dis. Chest (ed. 4) 427 The patient was bled and
leeched with relief. 1861 Geo. Eliot Silas M. xvi, When
I'm leeching or poulticing. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Mt'd. II 1.

346 The protruding tongue must be leeched.

Leech, obs. form of, or variant of Leach.

Leecha, variant of Litchi.

Leechcraft lftf,kraft). arch. Forms: see

Leech sb* [OE. hxecrmft, f. l-Jece Leech sb.l +

craft Craft.] The art of healing ; medical science,

f medical attendance, f At leechcraft, under treat-

ment. \ Also concr. Remedy, medicine.

c 888 K. >Elfrf,o Boeth. xvi. § 3 Swa mjc^ eac se dream-
craeft 5aet se mon bid dreamere, & se lxcecneft J>a:t he bi3

hece. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. 11. 8 Lxcecraeftas doljsealfa

& drencas wip ealluin wunduin. c xaoo Ormin i860 purrh
Crisstenndomess laechecrafTt. ^1205 Lay. 7616 Ne purh
nenne ljeche-cracfte ne mihte he Hfhabben. a nz$Ancr. R.

370 God & his deciples speken of soule lechekreft. ci$i$
Shoreham 2 For siknesse lechecreft, And for the goute
sealve Me makethe. 1393 Langl. P. Pi. C. vn. 81 Til pat

ich dispice Leche-craft of oure lorde and leyue on a wicche.

1471 J. Paston in P. Lett. No. 670 III. 7 My horse that

was at lechecraft at the Holt. Ibid., My leche crafte and
fesyk, and rewardys to ihem that have kept mchathe
cost me sythe Estern Day more then v//. 1500 20 Dunbar
Poems xxxiii. 33 In leichecraft he was homecyd. 1S77
Stanvhurst Descr. /rel.in Holinshed (iBo7~%) VI. 68 Their
common schooles of leachcraft and law. 1592 Davies

hnmort. Soul Introd. xxvi. (1714) 7 We Leech-craft learn,

but others cure with it. 1626 Vicarfs Anat. 11 1 Letchcraft

is in two manners, that is both Physicke and Chirnrgerie.

1814 Scott Chivalry (1874) 19 The quality of leech-craft ..

was essential to the character of an accomplished princess.

1843 Lytton Last Bar. 1. v, Nature, to say nothing of

Madge's leechcraft ultimately triumphed. 1870 Morris
Earthly Par. III. iv. 106 The black folk E'en saved my

'life from that ill stroke, By leech-craft.
/

Leechdom (lftjtbm). arch. [OE. hkedom, f.

like Lkech si. 1 + -d6m -dom.] A medicine, remedy.
a 900 Kentish Glosses in Wr.-Wulcker 59/38 Medicinam,

lecedom. £900 tr. Bzda's Hist. IV. xxvi. [xxv.] (1890) 350
Micel wund behofaS micles la»cedomes. £1175 Lamb.
Horn, in Mon .. unhalne lechnaS }if he lechedom con.

c 1200 Ormin 1851 Drihhtiness halljhe laechedom & sawless
ejhesallfe. 1864 Cockayne {title) Leechdoms,Wortcunning,
and Starcraft of Early England. 1894 Creighton in Daily
News 3 Sept. 6/2 A collection of receipts, prescriptions, or
leechdoms, for the various injuries.

Leechee, variant of Litchi.

Lee'cher. rare. Also 4 lechere. [f. Leech
t>.l + -er!.] One who 1 leeches

1

; a physician.
c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. iv. pr. vi. 108 (Camb. MS.) Who is

ellis kepere of good or dryuere a-wey of yuel but god
gnnernour and lechere [Add. MS. leecher]of thowthes[orig.
rector ac meditator mentinm\. 1887 Athenaeum 31 Dec.

890/1 There were also [in Aberdeen] . . the Leechers or

barber-surgeons, each with tbeir deacon and constitution.

Leechery (Iftjari). rare-1
, [f. Leech sb. 1 +

-ery.] The art or practice of healing ; leechcraft.

[1600 Surflet Country Farm 1. xxviii. 196 marg.. The
horseleacherie of P. Vegetius. 1688 see Horse-leecherv.I
1892 C. M. Andrews Old Rn^ . Manor v. 256 The Anglo-
Saxon ' wyrt '..included not only herbs .. but flowers and
vegetables, shrubs and trees, and their importance in Saxon
leechery is well attested.

t Leech-finger. Obs. \pEJme0fingert
9.ttms\.

of L. digitus mediens, Gr. b6.K7v\os iarpinds, Cf.

ON. Ixknisfingr ; also the Eng. synonyms t medical

finger, iphysic finger.] The finger next to the

little finger.

. cioqq Sax. Leechd- L 394 Sing on 6ine Uecefinger in
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pater noster. <*iioo Voc. in Wr.-WGlcker 307/2 Medicus,
kecefinger. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 313 J>e fourbe

fynger ^at is y-cleped pe leche by cause of pe more hi^tynge

and fairenesse, for in pat fynger is a veyne }>at streechep to

|e herte. c 1400 Lanfranc's C/ntrg. 158 Hitwene J»e litil

fyngir & pe leche fyngir. 1506 Kalendcr 0/ Sheph. A vj

(Sommer) III. 15 The lytell seconilc fynger .. the medyll
fyngers..the leche fyngere. 1681 W. Robertson Phrascol.
(jen. (1693) 607 The leach-finger, or ring-finger.

Lee ching, vbl. sl^ [f. Lelch v.1 + -ing t.]

The action of Lkech z\l; healing, medical treat-

ment, f^i or /';/ leeching: under medical treatment.

c 1000 ./Elfkic Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 1 14/16 Pharmacia,
sealflaecung. a 1240 Ureisnn in Cott. Horn. 187 Min heouen-
liche leche |»et makedest us of \>i seolf se mihti meilicine .

.

hit beo mi lechunge. a 1300 Cursor M. ^064 W'elcum
lauerd bat leches all And leching giues to lame. 1393
Langl. PI. C. xx. 73 Hc.lefte hyin pere a lechinge to

lynen if he myghte. £-1400 twain? % Gaw. 2823 Stil in

lecheing thar sho lay. 1S33 Gau Kieht Vav 8 Qubair thay
sal.. find help and lechine of thair spiritual seiknes. 1540
E.x tracts Abcrd. Peg. (1844) I. 168 The saids Kgiptiank to

pay the harbour for the leyching of the said ftarrowiie.

c 1650 Sir Cawliuc vii. in Child Ballads (1885) II. 58/1 Sir

Cawline's sicke, and like to be dead Without and a good
leedginge.

Leexhiiig, vbl. sb.~ [f. Lkkch + -ing 1
.]

The medicinal application or use ofleeches.
1802 Med. Jrnl. VIII. 6 'Ihe leeching and bleeding had

succeeded well. 1869 Claru>gk Cold ll'titer-cmc iVft l!y

steam-baths and leeching the inflammation was in some
degree subdued.

Leechwe: see Lech b.

Leed 1 (lfd). Sc. and north, dial. Forms : 3 6

ledo, 4 leyd, 6-7 leid, (6 lead\ S-9 leed, 8 leet,

9 lied. [app. a shortened form of Leden.] t Lan-

guage, * tongue' - Leden 2. Obs.

1513 Douglas sJtneis in. iv. 1 Stiophades in Grew leid ar

nemrliit so. 1S67 Satir. Poems Reform, iii. 140 Than sail

1 wryte in prettie poetrie, In Latiue leid. a 1578 Lindksay
(Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S. T. S.) 1. 158 Alexander ..was
send to France to leairne the leid witht wther Jetties.

Proverb. 1808 J amikson, Ilk land lias its am leid.

b. The speech of a person or elass of persons,

talk, utterance; manner of speaking or writing;

phraseology, 'patter*. Obs. exc. Sc.

a 1300 Body* Soul 21 in Map's Poems (Camden) 334 ^were

is al thi michele pride, And thi lede that was so loud? 13.

.

Sir 'Prist r. Tristrem . . schoi tlitJie seyd in lede: We
no owe pe no|»ing. c 1375 .SV. Leg. Sa iuts ix.(Berfhotomeus)

68 Al langage spek he tane, & vrtdir^tand al leyd of inane.

a 1400-50 Alexander 5007 In quatkyn manir of lede sail me
pir treissware? 1560 Rollanu Crt, Venus Prol. 284 The
ofter that 3e it reid, ^e sail the better tak baith the sence,

and leid. 1599 Jas. I IWtA. Awpor (16031 115 Not using

any rusticall corrupt leid, a: booke language. 1746 K.

Kkskine Serm. Wks. 1871 III. 305 Let faith get up its

head and it will speak its own particular leed. 1790 I>.

Morison Poems Let Matrons lound the ingle meet. .An'

in a droll auld farran' leet, 'l!out faiiys crack. 1826 (i.

Ceattik John o
1 Amha 22'J'o herser this leed she inuiter'tl,

' Frae the east—fra the wast ' [etc. J. a 1828 ' i/yndHorn '

xviii. in Child Ballads (1882) I. 207/1 Auld man, come tell

to me your leed ; What news ye gie when ye
#

beg your

bread. 1850 W. Jamie Stray Effusions 146 Nae jockeyship

kent he Nor ploughman leed. 1867 Gkecor Bauffs. Gloss.,

Leed. .One line of conversation or argument; as,
1 He got

intil a leed, an oot o* that he cudna get '.

c. poet, applied to the 1 language' of birds.

a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. 27 The Intel foul hath hire wyl

on hyre lud to sing. 184 . Lacng in H'histle-Binkie (Scot.

Songs) (1890) I. 374 That wonderfu calf Has Scripture by

heart, as the gowk has its lied.

Leed 2 (1/d). local. The grass Glyceria aquatica.

1607 Camdkn Brit. 360 Cum aqure se in suos alueos re-

ceperint, la;tissimo gramine & fucno crassiori {Lid vocant)

ita luxuriat. 1878 Miller & Skkrtchly Eenland x. 298

[After quoting Camden on Lid] This grass is most likely

the Glycerin, formerly Poa aptatica .. and is stilt usually

known by the name of 'White Leed'. It was once the

principal grass of the Wash lands.

Leed, obs. pa. pple. Lay v. 1
; obs. f. Lide, March.

Leeder, obs. foim of Leather.

Leedsite (InJzait). Min. [Named by J. D.

Dana in 1850 from Leeds, its locality: see -ite1
.]

A mixture of barium and calcium sulphates.

1850 Dana Min. 704.

Leef, obs. f. Leap, Lief ; var. Leve vJ Obs.

Leefekie, variant of Lyfkik Obs,
f
bodice.

tLee'fkyn. Obs. rare- 1

, [a. obs. Du. lief-

kyn : see Lief a. and -kin.] «=* Darling
1
.

1540 Palsgr. Acolastus hi. v. Rjb, I must nedes en-

brace the my lyfe, i. O my leefekyn.

Leefsel, variant of Levesel, bower.

Leeftail, a. dial. Forms : 7 leftal, 8 lieftel,

leave-, 9 leef-, leevetail. [? repr. OE. Uofi&U

high in favour, desirable, f. Uof Lief, dear + -/*/^,

f. root of tellan to count,Tell. J Much in demand;

having a quick sale.

1674 Ray N. C. Words Collect. 30 Lestal {read leftal]

;

saleable, that weighs well in the hand, that is heavy in

lifting, from the Verb Lift, as 1 suppose. 1781 Hutton Tour
to Caves 92 Leavetail, being a great want of, or demand
for. 1790 Ann Wheeler Dial. 58 En wur a varra heftel

Market. 1847 Halliwell, Lee/tail* quick sale. Cmnb.

1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Leef-taily
Leevetail, much in demand.

Leef tenaunte, obs. form of Lieutenant.

t Lee'fal, a. Obs. Forms: a. 3leefful, leafful,

4-5 leveful, 5 lieveful, 5-6 levefull(e. 0. 4
leffel, -ol, li(e)fful, leyfTuTl, leoful, leefful(l,

lefulle, 5 laifull, leflful, 4-6 lefulCl leifull, 4-7

LEEK.

leeful(l, 5-6 leafull, 6 lieful(l, leifFull, ley-

full, lyefull. [ME. levefitl, f. leve, Leave sb %

+ -FUL. Some of the forms may be due to

association with Lay sb%] Permissible, light,

lawful
;
just.

c 1205 Lav. 3033 [Heo] nom hire leaf-fulne hnre [c 1275
labfolne obi- /bid. 10854 For he wes swiSe la:flul, alle

Hrut luueden. c 1374 Chalckr Boeth. 1. pr. iv. 10

(Camb. MS.) Ne I trowe nat by the Iugement of socrates

pat it weere Leueful to me to hide the sothe. c 1380
Wyclif Set. H'ks. III. 84 Wib bre condiciouns it is leettul

to swere. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) IV. 4^,1 Wheito
wilt bou lyve while it is not covenabW, noj>er leoful [v.rr.

leeflful, letTol; lceful], no[>er seineliche? c 1400 Destr.

Troy 2948 pof it be laifull to ladys and tj»er les

wemen. 144S Extracts Abcrd. Peg. 11844) 1. 14 It

sal be lieveful to the alderman and balyhei* for to tak

[etc.]. a 1450 Co7>. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 301 !t is not lefful

to us, ge seyn, No maner man for to slt-n. 148s Act
1 lien, t'il, c. 10 § 10 That it be lei-ful to youre Highnesse

to graunt to youre seid besechcrsi youre lettirs of sauf

coudtiyt. 1508 l h NKAK Gold. Targr i(»6 Lenefnll Company,
and Honest lie»j*iies. 1526 Tinhai.k Matt. xii. 12 It is

Icfull to do a good dede on thesaboth daye. 1530 Lyndksa*
Test. PaPyngo 274 Ilalkyng, honntynu, arm<s, and leitlull

amour, c 1575 IIai.i-ouu Practkks (1754) 13 It sail In: kiftnl

to us to put our handis thairto quhen we pluis. 1600

Hoi.LANU Livy viii. x. 28S It is not k«full the enemie to

seise thereon. 1614 J. Daviks Eclogue in Drowne's S//,ph.

Pipe (i6b, Ilence forward then 1 must .. con My leerc

in leefull lore. 1802 Scoir Minslr. .Scot. Bord. (1^03)

111. 77 Tell your sifter Sarah To come and lift her lcafu'

lord ! 1814 — Ear a' that an a" that, The true and leilfu'

cause.

\h. Leefnllanc\ substituted for Lee-i.ane. (Cf.

Lkesome a. 1 b.)

a 1758 Ramsav Address Thanhs xviii, Wliilk gart some
aft their leeful lane, llring to the wnild the Im kl<- s \\e.<n.

1832-52 Lai in ll'histh-Binkt'c (Scot. Songs) S. r. 111. 9
The auld glidewife gade out at e'en, An' owre the craft her

leefu* lane.

Ilence t Leefnlly ath., pernussibly, lawfully;

f Lee fulness, lawfulness.

ri340 Hamioi.k /'rose Tr. (i86n) 20 Worldcly men or

women the which hauntene leut»fully worltlely i;uihIks.

c 1380 Wvclik Whs. (ihSoi 132 In many ca-^cs sti^itis may
leftly wi|»holde tij'is. c 1449 Pi.< otk Utpr. 11. i. 1 ^1 Leeful

lies and vnleefulnes. 148301^//. An^l. 2i?'l To d«> Lef-

fullness (A. to do Vnlefuluesse), illnclrarc 1490 Caxion
Eneydos ii. 14 His sone yolus .. l«.«ynge. .s,,<> fayr. .it maye
I refill Iy be sayd that nature hndde dix>n her d« iu»yr. 1534

Moki: On the i'assion Wk^. 1336/1 Tin: ltefu!n*-sse thereot,

was knowen and taught by the iradicion of ibapostles

theymselfe. 1540 in W. 11. Turner Sclctt Pec, O.tford 15^

LetTally chossen and elected J '.aylly If s. 1548 (Ii.sr /'r. fi/a.ts,'

livjb, Then could not litnee leyfully call y~ one part of

the sacrament a sub.staunce but an earthlye accidente.

Leeger, obs. form of Ledgku,

Leek Hik). Forms: 1 16ac, 3 lee, 3 ? lek, 4

lik, 4-6 leke, Sc. leik(e, (5 //. lecus), 5-7 leeke,

6 like, 7 lieke, leake, S leak, 4- leek. [OE.

IJac sir. neut. MDu. hoc ^Du. look neul., OIK J.

louh (MUG. louch, mod.G. laiich ) inasc., ON.
lauk-r (Sw. lok, Da. Ifg) :—OTcut. Vauko^ w hence

Finnish !attkka
t
OS1. luM\ no affinilies outside

lent, are known.]

1. A culinary herb, Allium Ponttm (X.O. Lilia-

ce<i')
t
allied to the onion, but differing from it in

having the bulbous part cylindrical and the leaves

Hat and broad.
ciooo Sax. Leechd. II. 234 Gebeat bait leac & !>a rudan

fcegnid togasdere. ^1265 Voc. Plants in Wr.-Wulcker 555/7

Porius, poret, lek. c 137S Sc. Leg. Saints xl (N/'u/an) 404 1 n

)>e ?ard [he] sone has sene caile k Itikis faire & grene. c 1400

, Lanfrancs Cirurg. 291 Wib [je iuys of a strong oynoun, or

wip ins of lekis. ri420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 47 Grynd py
leens in morter fre. 14.. Nom. in Wr.-Wulcker 710 '23

Hie bilbvs, a lekes hed. 1528 Pavnf.l Salemc's Regim.

(1535) 31 a, Garlike, oynions, and also likes are nat holsome

for temperate bodyes. 1597 Gfraiuje Herbal 1. Ixxxvi.

138 The Leeke is hot and dry, and doth attenuate. 1656

Cowley Pindar. Odes, Plagues Egypt i. But we, alas, the

Flesh-pots love, We love the very Leeks and sordid roots

below. 1722 Loud. Gaz. No. 6043/2 All the Company wore

Leeks in Honour to the Princess [of Wales]. 1807 Ckabbi-

Par. Reg. I. Wks. 1834 H. M8 The leek with crown globose

and reedy stem. 184S Darwin Voy. Nat, xviii. (1852) 428

A leek has over-run whole districts [in New Zealand] .. ; it

was imported as a favour by a French vessel,

2. Applied with qualifications to: a. Other species

of Allium, as Stone Leek, the Welsh onion,

A. fistulosnm (Treas. Bot. 1866), formerly called

Hollkke, a.v. ; Vine Leek (fleek of the vine),

A. Ampeloprasnm (Treas. Bot.) ; Wild Leek,

A. nrsinum; French Leek (see French #.5).

b. Bulbous plants of other genera, as + Corn-leek

(see quot. 1551); dog('s) leek, (see Dog sb. 1 8 a).

Also Crow-leek, House-leek.
1551 Turner Herbal i.Gvb, Eulbine . . may be called in

English Come leeke or wyldeleeke. 1577 ^- Goocf. Heres-

bacJts Hnsb. (1586) 60 The headed or sette Leeke.. in

Latine Capitatum. 1611 Cotgr., Oignon sauvage. .the wild

field Onyon, Bulbine,. .Come Leeke. /bid., Porreau de

chien, Dogs Leeke, wild Leeke, French Leek, Leeke of the

Vine. Porreau sectil, on tondu, the cut Leeke, maidens

Leeke, blade Leeke, vnset Leeke. Porreau testu, the

headed or knobbed Leeke, set Leeke, vncut Leeke. 1853

G. Johnston Nat. Hist. E. Bord. 198 Allium nrsinum.

Ramps : Wild Leeks. Moist woods and deans, abundant

and gregarious. 1874 C. Geikie Life in Wooils xiii. 205

The wild leeks in the bushes.



LEEKISH.

t 3. Taken as a type of something of little value. I

Also a leek's blade, a leek's clove (Clove sb.1 1 ). ,

13v Guy Warzo. (A.) 3644 liodi & soule no nou^t |*r-of
No is noujt worb a lekes clof. 4:1386 Chaucer Merck. I

T. 106 livery man that holt him worth a leek. — Can.
\

Yeom. Prol. <y T. 242. a 1400-50 Alexander 4228 3°» r

lnre of a leke suld neuire be les worth, c 1460 Towneley
Myst. L 129 Now, therof a leke what rekes vs? a 1483
Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 278 Thay were not of thayre entent
the nere of a leke. 14.. Childe 0/ JSristotvc 8 in Hazl.
K.P.P. I. in The beste song that ever was made ys
not worth a lekys blade, but men wol tende ther-tille.

a 15*0 Skelton Col. Clonic 183 They make her wynche
and keke, But it is not worth a leke. 1591 Sylvester
Du Bar/as 1. iii. 515 And breaking Laws for Bribes pro-

fane your Place, To leave a I .eek to your unthankfull
Race. £-1600 Montgomerie Cherrie^ Sine 1374, 1 knaw
na liquor worth a leikTo quench his deidliedrouih. 1800

Willies drowned in Gamery iii. in Child Ballads (1890)

I V. 181/1, 1 dinna value their love a leek.

4. Proverbial and allusive phrases, referring to

the colour of the leek, to its being the national

emblem of the Welsh, etc. As clean as a leek (Sc.)

:

perfectly, completely, entirely.

1362 Lancl. P. PI. A. v. 65 As a leek that heddc i-Iei^en

longe in the sonne, So loked he, with lene chekes lourede he
foule. ?« 1366 Chaucer Rom. Hose 212 Ful sad and caytif

was *he eek, And al-so grene as any leek, c 1386 — Reeve's
Prol. 25 To have an hoor heed and a grene tayl, As hath
a leek. 1401 Pol. Poems (Rolls) 11. 43 A lewid frere that

men callen frere Daw Topias, as lewid as a leke. c 1430
SyrGener. (Roxb.) 7684 To his face she leid hir cheke She
felt it cold as yse or leke. 1546, 1589 [sec Lark: slO 1 cj.

1575 Gascoigne Dan Barlholmew Poems 1869 1. 137 His
Hecked cheekes, Nowe cherrye redde,nowe pale and greene
as leekes. 1604 Dekker Honest 11 7i. Wks. 1873 1 1. 103 Tho
my head be like a Leeke, white: may not my heart be like

ihe blade, greene ? 1714 Gav Sheph. Week, Mo?iday8s Leek
10 ihe Welch, to Dutchmen Butter's dear. 1719 D'ITrfev
Pills 11872) III. 118 St. David, you know, loves Leeks and
loaded Cheese. 1725 Ramsay Gentle Sheph. 1. i, For now,
as clean's a leek, Ve've cherish'd me since ye began to
speak.

b. To eat the (or one's) leek : to submit to

humiliation under compulsion (in allusion to the
Shaks. passage below).
1599 Shaks. Hen. V, v. i. 10 Hee is come to me, and

prints me pread and sault yesterday, looke you, and bid me
eate my Leeke. 1835 Disraeli Let. 20 Aug. in Corr. Sister
(1886,1 43 It was whispered the Whigs meant to swallow the
Corporation leek. 1859 Year Round No. 29. 61 The
Welshmen very humbly ate their leek. 188a Stevenson Xen*
Arab. Nts. (1884) 303 1 here was nothing for it but to obey.

. But it was a leek to eat, and there was no denying it.

f 5. A cant term for a Welshman. Obs.
c 1700 Street Robberies Consider'd, Leake, Welshman.

1725 Xeiu Cant. Diet., Leaks, Welshmen.

t 6. (See quot.) Obs.
1688 K. Hoi,me Armoury \\. 172/2 The Porrum, or Leek

of the Lye [in CowsJ is a swelling tumor in the eye.

7. Green-leek {parrot) : see GltKEK a. 12 b.

8. atIrib. and Comb., as leek-bed, - blade, -colour,

-garths-green sb. and adj., -porridge, -pottage, -seed,

-wort
\ f leek-head (see quot.).

14. . Vac. in Wr-Wfilcker 604 12 Porrctarium, a Mekhed.
1573 80 ViARV.t Alv. L285 A leeke bed, or a place set with
lekes. 1886 Elwortiiv //'. Somerset Word-bk., Leek-bed,
it is usual in talking to children, when of an inquiring
turn, to tell boys that they were dug up in the leek-bed.
1538 Klyot Diet., Porraccns, of the coloure of Meeke
blades. 1658 Rowland Mou/et's Theat. Ins. 990 Three
feet and shanks on each side of a Meek colour. 1570 Levins
Manip. 34/12 Ye *Lcekegarth, porretum. 1662 Merkett
tr. Nerfs Art 0/ Glass xxxh, A very fair Sea-green,
called *Leek green. 1864 R. F. Burton Dakome 58
A broad leek-green swamp. 1865 Grote Plato I. i. 8i Blue, I

yiolet, leek-green, nut-brown. 1726 Diet. Rust. (ed. 3),

'

* Leek-lleads, a kind of Warts that come about a Horse's
Pasterns and Pastern-joints. 1795 Wolcot (P. Pindar)
Lousiad iv. Wks. 1812 I. 281 *Leek-porridge, stir-about,
we'll sooner want, c 1440 /'romp. Parv. 295/2 *Leek pot-
tage, parrata. 1 781 [C. Johnston] John Juniper II. n.vii.
176 It will agree with the stomach of a Welshman as well
as leek-pottage. 1393 Langl. P. PL C. xiu. 190 Lynne-
seed and *lik-seed and lente-seedes alle Aren nouht so
worthy as whete. 1528 Paynel Salerne's Regim. (1535)
91b, The.. ieuse of henbane with the leke sede muste be
bourned to gether. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 6999 It wolde
finde horn lee & worten [v.rr. *lek worten, like worten,
lekwort] inowe bi be 3ere.

Iieek(e, obs. form of Leak, Like.

t Lee'kish, a. Obs. [f. Leek + -isii.'] Resem-
bling a leek in colour.

1576 Newton Lemnie's Complex, n.v. 133 b, There is also
an other kinde of Choler, called Leekish, so named because
it is as grene as a Leeke.

+ Leeky, a. Obs. [f. Leek + -y l.] « prec.
1552 Huloet, Leeky or of leekes, porraceus. 1607

Walkington Opt. Glass 108 The second is . . of a leeky
nature or greene coulour. 166a J. Chandler Van Helmont's
Oriat. 227 It had confected or made a Leeky liquor above 1

the greater Flint.

Leel, obs. Sc. form of Leal.
Lee-lane. *SV. [An emphasized form of lane

Lone. The first element is of doubtful origin

;

Ramsay has lit/it
1

lane in the same sense: see
Leeful.] Only in phrase by (one's) lee-lane : quite
alone, by (onc)self.

1878 Stevenson Merry Men ii, Praying. . that God would
* remember., fower puir, feckless, fiddling, sinful creatures
here by their lee-lane beside the great and dowie waters '.

Lee-lang, Sc. form of Ljvelono.
Leelieho, obs. form of Ljsally,

176

Leelite (lftoit). Min. [Named by Clarke, 1 8 r 8, I

after J. F. Lee, from whom it was received; see

-lite.] A waxy-looking variety of orthoclase.
1818 Attn. Pkilos. IX. 367 Specimens of Leelite are at

present more common than tho;e of petalite. 1868 Dana
Min. (ed. 5) 356 Leelite.. is a deep, flesh-red variety.

Leell, -ich/
v
e, -y, obs. forms of Leal, Leally.

Leem, obs. f. Leam ; Sc. form of Loam, Loom.
Leeming, variant of Leamixg, Lemming.
Leen, obs. f. Lean, Lend v.'z , Lin v to cease.

Leend, Leenes, obs. IT. Lend, Leanness.
Leenge, Leeper, obs. fif. Ling, Leper.
Leepwynke, obs. form of Lapwtng.
t Leer, sbl Obs. Forms : 1 hleor, hlior, 2-4

,

leor, 3-5 ler, lire, 3-6 lere, 4 lure, lewTe, 4-6
lyre, 5 lyr, leyre, 5-6 lyer(e, 6-7 leer'e. [OK.
hle'or, hlior ncut. = OS. hleor, hlear, hlier (MDu.
Here, MLG. ler), ON. hlyr (only pi.).

Some scholars have regarded the word as cogn. w. Gr. 1

vXtvpov side ; but the ^-umlaut in the ON. form indicates
an OTeut. type *kleuzoM :—pre-Teut. *kleus<?m ; E. Zupitza
suggests that this is the neuter of an adj. with the sense
'adjacent to the ear*, f. *kleus<f- ear (root *klen« to hear:
see Listen).]

1. The cheek.
ciooo Sax. Lceekd. I. 86 Gif hwylcum weargbraede weaxe

on bam nosum oSoe on bam hleure. c 1000 ^Klfrjc Gloss, in
Wr.-Wfdcker 157/8 Malac, hleor. 4:1205 Lav. 30266 Urnen
ba teres nppen pes kinges leores. a 1300 Ploriz <f Bl. 501
Pe tieres glide of hire lere. c 1300 Havelok 2918 Ihe
neu is swilk in hire ler, So the rose in roser. 13.. Metr.
Horn. (Vernon M.S.) in Archiv Stud. neu. Spr. LV11. 273
As he eode wip leores weete. C1330 Spec. Gy Warrv. 842
Of pin ei^en be bote teres pat gob adoun bi pine leres. 1308
Trkvisa Barth. De P. R. v. xiv. (Tollem. MS.), 'Mala' is

be lower, and in be face ben twey lewres bat schettej? in
ayber side of be nose, c 1410 Sir Clcges 153 Hys tens..
That ran dovn be his lyre. 1470-85 Malory Arthur \x,

xxii. 371 This lytel brachet. .lyched his learys and his erys,

1582 Stanyhurst fRneis 1. (Arb.) 33 With tears his lyers ful

he blubbred. 1586 J. Hooker Hist. /ret. in Holinshed
II. 106/1 The tears trilling downe his leeres.

2. The face, countenance ; hence, look or appear-
ance (of the face and skin), 'hue', complexion.
Often in alliterative phrases, as lovely or lonesome

of leer, lily leer.

a 700 Kpinal Gloss. 438 Frons, hi or. a 1000 Gtitklac 305
ponne he to eoroan on bam anade hleor onhylde. a 1*25
Leg. R'ath. 316 pi leor is, meiden. lufsum, & ti mu5 murie.
a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. 52 Hire lure lumes liht, Ase a
launterne a nyht. ^1350 Will. Palerne 227 Of lere ne of
lykame lik him nas none. 1377 Langl. P. PI. \\. x. 2 A wyf
. . That lene was of lere and of liche bothe. c 1400 ] waine
$ Gaiv. 2510 The mayden with lely lire. £-1460 Towueley
Afyst. xxx i. 145 Voure rud that was so red, youre lyre the
lylly lyke. 1x529 Skielton R. Rttmmyng 12 Her lothely
lere Is nothyngeclere. — P. Sparowe 1031 The whytnesse
of her lere. 1588 Smaks. Tit. A. \\. ii. 119 Fie trecherous
hue, that will betray with blushing The close enacts and
counsels of the hart : Heer's a young Lad fram'd of another
leere, Looke how the blacke slaue smiles vpon the father.
1806 Jamieson Sir Olv/\n Whitelaw.S'r. Ballads (1875) 466/1
Whareto is your lire sae blae and wan?
3. ? Temper, disposition.

(The identity of the word in this example is very doubtful.)
a 1575 Wy/e Lapped in Morrelles Skin 1100 in Hazl. k. P.

P. IV. 226 Thus endeth the iest of Morels skin, Where the
curst wife was lapped in ; Hecause she was of a shrewde
leere, Thus was she serued in this maner.

Leer sb£ [f. Leek v.] A side glance
;

a look or roll of the eye expressive of slyness,

malignity, immodest desire, etc.

1598 Shaks. Merry W. 1. iii. 50 Shee discourses : shee
carues: she giues the leere of limitation. 1667 Milton
P. L. iv. 503 Aside the Devil turnd For envie, yet with
jealous leer maligne Ey'd them askance. 1681 Otway
Soldier's Fort. 111. i. Wks. 1728 I. 372 What a Hang-dog
Leer was that. 1712 Arbuthnot John Bull 111. ii, The
fellow has a roguish leer with him, which I don't like by
any^ means. 1735 Pope Prol. Sat. 201 Damn with faint
praise, assent with civil leer. 1743 Fielding J. Wild 111.

vii, She accompanied these words with . . so wanton a leer,

that letc.1. 1851 Layard Pop. Ace. Discov. Nineveh xiii.

353 Old Gourtel, the Kiayah, still rejoicing in his drunken
leer, was there to receive us. 1863 Whyte Melville
Gladiators 1. 143 A short, square, beetle-browed man, with
a villanons leer.

Leer, $b$ Glass-making. Also 8-9 lear, 9 lier.

An annealing-furnace. Also atttib., as lear-anneal-

ing ; Ieer>pan = Frache.
1662 M errett lr. NcrTsArt o/Glass 243 The Leer (made

by Agricola, the third furnace, to anneal and cool the
vessels..) comprehends two parts, the tower and leer.

1727-51 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Furnace, The leer is an avenue
five or six yards long, continued to the lower. 1797 P.
Wakefield Mental Impren>. (1801) I. 143 The lear or third
furnace. t797 Fncycl. Brit. (ed. 3) VII. 768/2 The third
oven or leer. 183a G. R. Porter Porcelain 4- Gl. 158 The
annealing oven, or lier, is a long low rectangular chamber
..furnished with numerous shallow iron trays. . .These trays
are called lier pans, or fraiches. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 579The cooling or annealing arch, or leer, is often built inde-
pendent of the glass-house furnace. ..The leer pans or trays
of sheet iron. 1890 Gordon Foundry 140 The tunnel is Ihe
lear , and the process is known as lear-annealing.
Hence X.ee-rin?, treatment in the Meer\
1889 Standard 5 Jan. 2/t The English glass is brighter

and better from lead being used, instead of lime, for
tearing , the lead Mearing ' being more expensive.

t Leer, sbA Obs. exc dial. J? repr. OE. lira
the fleshy part of the body.] Trie fUnk or loin;
the hollow under the ribs.

LEER.
C1386 Chaucer Sir Tkopas 146 He dide next bis white

leere Of clooth of lake fyn and cleere A breech and eek
a sherte. 1725 Lond. Gaz. Mo. 6397/2 Stolen, . . a . . Mare,
..several white Spots on her liody, one larger than the rest
on the further Leer. 1746 R.xmoor Courtship 355 (E. I). S.)
A geed ma a Vulch in tha Leer. 1777 Hone Subseciiw
249 (Ii. Ii. 1).) Under the leer. 1886 Elworthv W. Somerset
It 'ord-bk., Leer, the flank—applied to man and beast.

Leer (l» a-i), a -
1 -Forms : 3-7 (9) lere, 5 ler, 6

leare, 6-7 leere, 7 leir, 7, 9 dial, lear, 9 dial.

lair, 4- leer. [OE. *lme (implied in l-Jernes empl i-

ness)-OS., OlIG. lari (MUG. hvrc, mod.G. leer,

MDu. laer, Du. laar) :—WGer. *lJri, of uncertain
origin

;
according to some repr. an OTeut. *l&zjo-,

cogn. w. Goth, lasiws weak.]

f 1. Empty. Also, clear of. Of a burden : Use-
less. Obs.
rtizso Chvl ff Night. 1527 IHe] haveth attorn his ri^te

spuse, Wowes weste [an] lere huse. 1J97 R. Glouc (Rolls)
1800 po was bruteine bis lond of romeins al mest lere. 1387
Trkvisa Higden (Rolls) 1 1. 283 5if bey fyndeh it I Fortune's
horn] empty \v.r. leer], panne pey makeb sorwe. Ibid. 1 1 1.

311 How longe schal a fool here lere fardelles? 1398 —
Barth. De P. R. xvti. exxxv. (1495) 691 The pyth wythin is

wasted and therfore the hole is voyde and lere. c 1430 Two
Cookery-bks. 50 Take bin cofyns, & put in pe ovynne lere.

c 1440 Gesta Rom. lxi. 252 (Harl. M.S.) *Do gete me', quod
she, 'a ler tonne, withe oute onye delaye'. 1519 Hokman
Vulg. 158 b, Let all your leere pottis [L. Vasa inania\
stande the mouthe downwarde. 1567 Turberv. Ovid's F.p.

16 b» Some lustfull lasse will not permit Achylles coutch be
leare. [1864 Sir J. K. James 'Passo xjx. xxx, Carnage had
choked the town, no spot was leer.]

b. Proposed as a Pathological term.
1893 S. Gee Auscidt. % Percuss, iii. (ed. 4) 58 Skoda ..

distinguishes percussion sounds according as they are full

or leer. Jbid.
t
note, Skoda's word ' leer is translated by

Markham 'empty'. I formerly suggested 'scanty'. But
indeed the word 1 leer ' needs no translation, for it is English
as well as German, and bears the same meaning in both
tongues.

2. Having no burden or load ; said also of a horse

without a rider. Obs. exc. dial.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 413 pe foot man lere

[Printed lereb] synge to fore be beef. 1542 Udall Erasm.
Apopk. 8 Went he leere (quoth Socrates) or els charged
with the charge of any burden ? 1591 Harington Orl. Fur.
xxxv. Ixiv, The horse runs leere away without the man.
1609 Holland Amm. Marcell. xvil. xi. 94 Leading also
after them in hand one lere horse. 1609 C. Lutler Fern.
Mon. i. (1623) Biv, Bees ..that aro loaded seeme greater
and longer then those that are leere. 1654 'Palaemon'
F'riends/iip 32 An Asse, .. overburthen'd with his Masters
Carriage desired a Horse . . led leer by him, to ease him by
bearing a Part. 1688 Wood Life 7 Nov., 60 horsmen went
thro' Oxford,—with leir and sumpter horses. 1787 Grose
Prov. Gloss., Leer, empty. Wilts. A leer waggon, an empty
waggon. 1886 Tip Cat xv. 199 They were on the top of a

j

load, .on their way to the rick-yard, promising tocoine back
in what they call in those parts the *lcer' waggon. 1891

1 Athenseitm 22 Aug. 255 In the country between Plymouth
1
and Exeter between forty and fifty years ago any ' unladen

*

cart was familiarly spoken of as a lair or a lairy-cart.

3. dial. a. Of the stomach : Empty of food. b.

Ofpersons and animals: Having an emptystomach

;

1

hungry, faint for want of food.
1848 Kingsley Saint's Trag. 1. ii. 83 Then what's the

friar to the starving peasant? Just what the abbot is to the
greedy noble—A scarecrow to fear wolves. 1853 Akebman

1 Wilts. 'Tales 97 His hill was zharp, his stomach lear, Zo
\

up a snapped the caddlin pair. 1862 Hughes in Macm.
Mag. V. 243/2 'Em be aggravatin' birds, plaguey cunnin'

1 let 'em be never 70 lear. 1870 Ladv Vernev Lettice Lisle
I 308 Do ye tell Madam to send me a sup o' broth, or summat,
I 1 feel so leer. 1878 Jefferjes Gamekeeper at H. 15 I'm

rather lear at supper.
Proverb, i860 Reade Cloister tf H. I. 312 Better a lean

purse than a lere stomach.

fJjeer, Obs. In 7 leare, lere. [app. f.

Leek v.] Looking askance; oblique, indirect;

1 sly, underhand.
16*9 B. Jonson New Inn iv. i, lie to bed and sleepe, And

dreame away tbe vapour of Lone, if th* house And your
leere drunkards let me. 1633 Karle Microcosm. (Arb.) 103

I
A Suspitious, or lealous Man Is one that watches bimselfe

[

a mischiefe, and keepes a leare eye still, for feare it should
escape him. a 1680 Butler Rem. (1759) II. 207 He had
rather have them bear two Senses in vain and impertinently,
than one to the Purpose, and never speaks without a Lere-
Sense. Ibid. 459 H e has a lere Trick, . . to CTydown all those
Paces which he wants, a 1830 1 'ng. Musgrave viii. in Child
Ballads (1885) II. 249/1 The laddie gae a hlythe leer look,

A hlythe leer look gave he.

Leer (lw), v. Also 6 lere, 6-7 leare, leere.

[Perh. f. Leeu sb.l in the sense * cheek ' ; the early

examples of the vb. suit well the explanation * to

glance over one*s cheek \]
1. intr. To look obliquely or askance; to cast

side glances. Now only, to look or gaze with a sly,

immodest, or malign expression in one's eye. Also
with adverbs, as aside, up, back ; occas. with clause.

1530 Palsgr. 606/2, I leare or lere, as a dogge dothe
nnderneth a doore. Je regarde de tongue veue. 1575
Gamm. Gitrlon 1. iii. 32 By chaunce a-syde she leares, And
Gyb, our cat, in the milke pan she spied ouer head and
eares. 1576 Gascoigne Philomene (Arb.) 106 And now on
hir, and then on him, Fnll lowringly did leare. 1591

j
Svlvester Du Bartas 1. v. 1012 Even as a wolf,..FIyes
with down-hanging head, and leareth back Whether the

1 Mastife doo pursue his track. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, v. v.

7, 1 will leere vpon him, as he comes by : and do but marke
I the countenance that hee will giue me.

<
1647 H. More

Song 0/Soid 1. 11. xcv. Here Graculo learing up with one
I eye View'd ihe broad Heavens. 1663 Butler Httd. 1. Hi



LEERING.

6 Though Dame Fortune seem to smile And leer upon him
Tor a while. 1720 Gay Titles, Mad-dog 35 They leer, they

simper at her shame. 1733 Pope Ep. Lady 9 Here t'annia

leering on her own gooa man. 182 1 Lamb Elia Ser. 1.

Grace be/ Meat, C. V. L. when importuned Tor a grace

used to inquire, first slily leering down the table, 1
Is there

no clergyman here ?
' 1851 Thackeray Eng. Hum. vi. (1858)

310 The foul Satyr's eyes leer out of the leaves constantly.

1853 Kingsley Ilypatia xix. 218 He passed out through

the ante-chamber, leering at the slave-girls.

fig. a 1745 Swift (J.), 1 wonder whether you taste the

pleasure of independency, or whether you do not sometimes

leer upon the court.

f 2. To walk stealthily or with averted looks; to

slink away. Obs,

1586 Ferne Blaz. Get/trie 260 He came learing softlye

on the other side the hedge, a 1634 Randolph Musts
Loohinggl. 11. ii, Who knows but they come learing after

us To steale away the substance ? 1666 Hunvan Grace Ab.
r j 44 Methought I saw as if the Tempter did lear and ste.il

away from me, as being ashamed of what he had done.

!678 — Ptlgr. 1. (1862) 71, 1 met him once in the Streets,

but he leered away on the other side, as one ashamed of

what he had done. 1847-78 Halliwell, Lcer% to go or

sneak away. North.

3. tram* a. To give a leer with (the eye).

1835 Marryat Jac. Faith/, xi, Leering his eye at his

father. 1838 D. Jerkolo Men 0/Char., Matthew Clear ii.

a85i) 141 IA parrot! cocking his head, leering his eye, and
working his black tongue.

b. To beguile or reduce to by leering.

x68x Dryden Sp. Friar 1. 6 Hut Bertran has been taught

the Arts of Court, To guild a Face with Smiles; and leer

a man to ruin.

Hence LeeTing vbl. sb.

16x9 Fletcher M, Thomas iv. ii, Footra for leers, and
learings. c X685 in Koxb. Ballads VII. 426 She knew
him a KnaYe by his learing.

Leei\e, obs. form 01 Leau sb£

Leere, van Lere v. Obs,, to teach, learn.

Iieereboord, obs. form of Larboard.

Leering (tt 0,rirj), ///. a. [f. Leek v.] That
leers, or looks with side glances.

1546 J. HkywoOo Prov. (1867) 57 My cats leeryng looke.

1598 Florio Ital. Diet. To Rdr. A v b, There is another

sort of leering curs, that rather snarle then bite. 1602

Uowlanos Greenes Ghost 18 All the while he is telling his

tale, he cast a leering eye about the shop, to see if there

were euer a cloake . . or anie other bootie. 1697 Drvukn
Virg. Fast. in. 13 We know, .what the Goats observ'd with

leering Eyes. 1746 Smollett Reproof 139 Behold the

leering belle, caress'd by all. 1859 W. Collins Q, 0/Hearts

(1875) 49,1. .managed to get between his leering eyes and
the book-case.

Hence Lee'ringly adv.
X702 Bp. Nicolson Let. to Dr. Kennct 9 He leeringly

produces a Passage, wherein 1 maintain that [etc.]. 1839
Thackeray Major Gahagan i, 'How do you do?' said the

old hag leeringly.

Leerne, obs. form of Leakn.

Leer11ess (tt»Mnes). [f. Leer a.1 + -Ness.]

Emptiness.
c xvaaSax. LeecJtd. II. 60 Se micla fceoxa. .cym5..of to

micelre fylle, o&Se of to micelre latmessc. 1398 Trevisa
Earth. De P. E, xiv. ii. (Tollem. MS.), Mounteynes ben
sumtyme withinne ful ofholownesse, and ofdennes; and so

by cause of Yoydenesse and of lerenesse it draweb and
soukep in water. Ibid. vh. xliv. (1495) 257 Appetite of the

stomak comyth by cause of lerencs and voydnes. 1656
Riikiley Pract. Physicki$ Arthrite ..often causeth learness

with weaknesse of the joynts. 1893 S. Gee Attscult.

Percuss, iii. (ed. 4) 62 The prime property assigned My
Skoda to a percussion-sound, its fulness or its leerness..is

in fact a compound perception.

Leery (lidTi), a.i Obs. exc. dial. Forms: 7

leirey, 8-9 leary, leery, 9 lairy. [f. Leer a.i

+ -yl.] erLEERa.1 in various senses. (In quot.

1676 = containing empty spaces or hollows.)

X676 J. Beaumont in Phil, Trans. XI. 734 These Stones
are generally found in Leirey places (as they call it) that is,

Cavernous. X787 Grose Prov. Gloss., Leary ,
empty. Dor.

setsh. 1796 W. Marshall IK Eng. I. 328 Lear or Leary

,

empty, as an unloaded cart or waggon. 1874 W. Coky
Lett. <$• Jrnls. (1897) 372 My cart goes 'leery' (=empty)
to fetch coals. X889 T. Hardy Mayor Casterbr, xx, I've

been strolling in the Walks and churchyard, father, till I feel

quite leery. X89X — less (1900) 44/x And he so leery and
tired that 'a didn't know what to do.

Leery (1i**ri), a? slang. Also 9 leary. [? f.

Leer a* + -y*.] Wide-awake, knowing, * fly \
1796 Grose's DicU Vulg. Tongue, Leery, on one's guard.

1812 J. H. Vaux Flash Diet,, Leary, synonymous withfly.
1817 Sporting Mag. I. xx8 Frequently dropping their hands
when at leary distance. x8»o Ibid. Vl. 80 It was evident

to the leary ones that his condition was bad. x88« Five V.

Penal Servit. iii. 71 A * leary look in which fear, defiance

and cunning are mixed up together. 1885 Bazaar 2 Jan.

1/2 The deep earth bank from a hole in which a leary water

rat peeps upward at the terrier. X893 Ox/ord Mag. 24 May
382/2 The leery lawyer simply stepped inside.

Hence Lee'rily adv., in a leery manner.
1859 Farrar /. Home 242 No, you very leerily managed

to make the other fellow shoot him.

Lees, obs. f. Leach sb,*, Lease, Leash, Less.

Lees, pi. (dregs) : see Lee sb.2.

tLeese, z*. 1 Obs. Forms: (1 -leosan), 2-4

leosen, (3 -ien), (3 2ndpers. sing, lust), 2-5 lesen,

3-4 Ieose, {Kent. 3 Iiese, 3-4 lyese, yd sing,

pres. lyest, Iiest), 3-6 lese, 3, 5-6 lease, 4 Sc.

Ieiss, 4-5 les, 4-7 leese, (5 lesyn, ? lyse), 5-6
lease, leze, lees, .ft. leis, 6 leeze. Pa. t. a. strong.

(1 -leas), 3 les, las, leos, 3-4 leas, (//. and sub/.
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3 lure, 3-4 lore, 4 //. lorn), 4 lese, lees, Kent.
lyeas, (5 ?lyse), 6 Sc. leis. /3. weak. 3leosede,
Kent, liesed, 4 leste, leest, 4-5 lest, Sc. lessit,

-yt. Pa. pple. a. strong. (1 -loren), 3 i-loren,

3-5 ilore, 4 ylore 11, lorin, loson, -in, 4-5
ylore, ylorn(e, lore(n, 5 yloore, 4-7 lorne, 4-
lorn (sec Lorn///, a.), P. weak. 3 ileosed, 4-5
lest(e, 6 Se. Iesit. [A Com. Tent. str. vb. : OK.
-Jc'osan, only in compounds, betfosan, forltosan

(-Mas, -luron ,-loren) corresponds to 0¥i\s.ur-liasa,

OS. far-liosan (Du. ver-liezen^, OHG. vir-liosan

(MHG. verliescn
) mod.G. verlieren, influenced by

the pa. t. and pa. pple.), Goth, fra-Husan ; other

derivatives of the root (*lens- : laus- : los-) are

Leasing sb., -less, Loose a. and z/.,Losez\, Loss.
The root *lens- is usually regarded as an extension of the

*leu~, */«• in Cir. Au-fi*', L. sodv-ere to loosen.]

1. trans, = Lose, in its various senses ; to part with
or be parted from by misadventure, through change
in conditions, etc.; to be deprived of; to cease to

possess ; to fail to preserve, or maintain ; to fail to

gain or secure ; to fail to profit by, to spend (timc^

unprofitably ; to use (labour) to no advantage.

Also refl.

a. In present stem.
cj2q$ Lay. 201 12 pat he seal pat lif leosen & leosien his

frconden. /bid. 24914 Idelnesse makeft mon his mouscipe
leose [C1275 lease], a 1225 After. A*. 102 pe cat of helle ..

inakede hire to leosen hode God & mon, mid brod schoine
& sunne. c 1250 Kent. Scrnt. in O. E. Misc. 26 He was of-

dred for to li^se his king riche of icrii.salem. a 1300 Cursor
M. 6 pere many thosand lesis |?er lijf. a T300 ticket (Percy
Soc.) 859 Thu must do so. Other thu lust thi bischop-
riche : other peraventure thi lyf. 1340 Ayenb. 52 pos
he lyest al his time, and pe in"3t and fane day. 1362 Lanhi..

P. PL A. in. i3r Heo doth men leosen heore lond and heore
lyues after, la 1366 Chauckr Eon/. Rose 448 For a litel

glorie veine, They lesen god and eek his reine. 1387
Trevisa Iligdcn (Rolls) VII. 49 He is worpy to lese [MS.y
luse] his heed. 1398 — Barth. De P. R. xn. xxxii. (1495)

432 The pecok lesyth his fetheres whan the fyrste tree

lesyth his leues. Ibid. xiv. xliv. 483 This mount is perylous

to stranges that knowe not the wayes therin, for they may
lightly lese themself. la 1400 Arthur 231 As pu wold nat

leze \>y lyf, Kulfylle ^ys wythoute stryfT. c 1430 Hymns
l'irg..\d, 1 leese on him so myche trauaile. 1485 Galway
A rch. in \o(h Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 384 To lesse

and forfayte one hundred shillinges. 1523 Ld. IjERNKks

I

Froiss. 1. cclix. 384 He that all coueteth al leseth. a 1547
Earl Surrey in Tottel's Misc. (Arh.) 7 Karre of I burne,

in both I wast, and so my life 1 leze. 1553 Douglas' /Ends
XI. viii. 75 Thou sail neuer leis [ed. Small los].. Sic ane
peuische and catiue saulc as thine, a 1568 Asciiam Scholew.
1. (Arh.) 63, 1 do not meene. .that yong Ientlemen. .by vsing

good studies, shold lease honest pleasure, c 1600 Sii.vks.

Sow/, v, Flowers distil'd, .. Leese but their show, their

substance still Hues sweet. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 16S

Mans memorie .. oftentimes it assaieth and goeth about t<j

leese it selfe, euen whiles a mans body is otherwise quiet

and in health. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. Ded. to King
§ 3 Water.. doth scatter and leese itselfe in the ground,

except it be collected into some Receptacle. 1611 I'iklr

1 Rings xviii. 5 Peraduenture we may finde qrasse to saue

the horses and mules aliue, that we leese not all the beasts.

1625 Bacon Ess.
,
Empire (Arb.) 307 For that that he winnes

in the Hundred, he leeseth in the Shire. 1626 — Sylva

§ 390 Flowers Pressed or Beaten, do leese the Freshness

and Sweetness of their Odour. 1675 Hobbes Odyssey (1677)

119 Your life, quoth he, amongst the rest you'll leese.

b. In pa. t. and pa. pple.

a. strong.

c 1205 Lav. 15519 pe King his swine laes. Ibid. 18202 Ne
les [c 1375 leos] he najuere leouere mon. /bid. 20463 penne
[wes] heore wurSscipe iloren a ^issere worlde-richen. a 1225

Ancr. E. 54 Heo leas hire meidenhod, & was imaked hore.

c 1275 XI Pains Hell 130 in O. E. Misc. 151 Heo heore

mayden-hod lure. 1207 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 6287 He dradde

wanne he lore pat lif, & were ybrojt to depe. a 1300 Body *
Soul in Map's Poems (Camden) 337 Al mi love on the I las.

a 1300 CursorM. 7i4(Gott.) To win |>at bliss pat he ha lorin

[Fair/, lornej. 1307 Elegy Edw. I, ix, Jerusalem, thou hast

ilore The flour of all chivalerie. 13. .Sir Tristr. 1116 pai

lorn all her swink. 1340 Ayenb. 85 Ac pis lhordssip he leas be

zenne. Ibid. 203 Be huam he wes ouercome, and be huam
he lyeas his mi^te. 1375 Barboua Bruce vn. 44 [He]

Persauit the hund the sleuth had lorn. ^1385 Chauckr
L. G. JK Prol. 26 If that olde bokis weryn aweye I-loryn

were of remembrance the keye. Ibid. 945 Dido, By the

weye his wif Crusa he les [v.r. lees]. 1393 Langl. P. PI.

C. viii. 132 The sonne for sorwe ther-of lees lyght for

a tyme. c 1400 Beryn 3731 Fond this blynd seching..

Grasping al aboute to fynd that he had lore. 1406 Hoc*
cleve Misrule 349 My purs his stuf hath lore, c 1425 Seven

Sar. (P.) 892 As dyde the knyght..That slew his hounde
and lyse hys lyfe, For a worde ofhyse wyfe. 1447 Bok en-

ham Seyntys (Roxb.) 39 Here shal I hope no labour be

lorn. 1513 Douglas sEneis in. x. 104 The port of Drepa*

noun, and the raid quhar. . I leis my fadir.

p. weak.
etioS Lay. 10629 I** Pontes weoren uuele, he leoseden

heore a5ele. Ibid. 26360 While pine aldren France ieoden

..and seo3en heo hit leoseden [cirj$ losede]. Ibid, 28337 Nu
ich ileosed habbe mine sweines leofe. c 1250 Kent, Scrm, in

O. E. Misc. 30 Alle po .. pet . . purch yemer i-wil liesed ho
hlisce of heuene. a 1300 Cursor M, 2084 Nine hundreth }ere

and tensith fiue Was noe wen he lest his line. 13 .. E. E.

A Hit. P. A. 9 Alias 1 1 leste hyr in on erbere. 1393 Langl.

P. PI. C. x. 269 Ich leyue, for thy lacchesse thow leest meny
wederes. 1430-40 Lydg. Bochas 1. L (1544) 2 b, They lost

the dominacion Of Paradise..Their fredome lest, and be*

came mortal, e 1470 Henry Wallace ix. 477 Feyll lessyt

thar lyff apon the Sotheroun sid. a 1555 Lyndesay
Tragedie 120 Efterthat boith strenth and speche wes Iesit.

LEE SHORE.

I 2. absol. and intr. To lose, be a loser.

c 1275 Lay. 12492 We habbep for oure loue ilore of If X205
: ilosed] vre leotle. 1375 Barbour Bruce xn. 347 Thai haf

tald..how thai lessit offthair men. 1481 Caxton Myrr. \.

I iii. 10 He may wynne by doyng well and also lese by doyng
' euyll. 1484 — Fables ofAuian xviii, Suche supposen to

wynne somtyme whiche lesen. a 1592 Greene Geo. a Greene

(1599) 2^3, To know whether we shall win or leese. 1599
Hakluyt Voy. 11. 1. 68 Whereby the Kmpire of Constant!-

nople leeseth, and is like to leese. 1605 IJacon Adv. Learn.
1. viii. § 6 (1873) 72 Copies cannot but leese of the life

and truth. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. (1637) 59 All

things [are] to follow in an easie and expedite course if you
win, but all against you, if you leese.

3. trans. To destroy; to bring to rnin or perdition;

to spoil. = L.perdere.
a 1325 Prose Psalter v. 6 pou shall lesin [L. perdes] alle

pat speken lesyng. c 1330 Spec. Gy U'arw. 130 purw pat

sinne he was lorn. £1350 Will. Palerne 988 perfor, come-
liche creature, .les nou^t is liif ^ut for a litel wille. r 1375
.SV. Leg. Saints Prol. 52 Hon pat crist ves of hire l»orne, to

ransone mankynd pat ves lorne. c 1420 Pallad. on Hush.

lit. 462 Oyl pausia, whil hit is grene is best, But sone in

age hit is corrupt & lest, c 1460 Fortksci'k Abs, <V /-»//.

Mon. xix. 1885) 155 It is no prerogatyff or j>ower tomoue
lese any good, or to mowe wast, or put it awey. c 1485 in

E. E. Misc. (Warton Club) 30 Sone after the sperk with a

dredly speche Begane to crye and sayd,— 1 am lorne ! 1496

Dives $ Paup. (W. de W.) 1. viii. 39/2 The fendes that ben

besy nyght & daye to lese us. 1553 Douglas' sEneis x. vi.

64 Syne sinate he Lyeas, and him lias al to lorne [ed. Small
torn], That of his dede moderis wame finth was schome.

b. W ith dative : To cause (a person) the loss of.

i55o-3 Decay* of Engl. (E.K.T.S.) 100 It leseth the kings

Maiesty in prouision for his noble housholdes, . . v. thou-

sande markes by the yeare.

4. intr. To come to ruin, to be 1 lost', rare.

c 1 175 I amb. Horn. 109 Vniseli bi3 }»e ^iisere he hurh his

iselhoe leosaft. /1470 Henrv Wallace xi. 646 To succour

thaim that was in poynt to leis.

5. To fail to do something, rare.

13. . E. E. A Hit. P. B. 887 pay le^ of Lotez logging any
lysoun to fynde.

I 6. Spenser uses the vb. in the str. pa. t. and

pa. pple. (lore, lorn) incoriectly with the sense *to

forsake, desert, leave*. Cf. the eorrcs] >onding sense

of LtiHN a., which first appears in the 16th c.

1590 Si'ENSER F. Q. 1. iv. 2 After that he had faire Una
lorne, Through light misdeeming of h^r loialtic. Ibid. 111.

i. 44 Neither of them she found where >ht,- them lore.

t Leese, Forms : 1 lieaan, lysau, le'san,

2 4 lese(n, 4 lea, lais^e, layae, 5 lease, 6 Sc. leis,

7 leeae. Pa. t. 1 lysde, 3 leaede, 4 lais'e)d.

[C)l«:. liesan wk. vb. = OS. I6sian (MI)u. losen.

lihen, Du. loozen), Ol 1G. losen (MHO. hrsen, mod.

(1. losen), ON. l/ysa (Sw. losa, Da. lose), Goth, (anil

OTeut.) lansjan, f. OTeut. *lattso-: see Loose a.

The forms laise, layse, are from ON. Cf. Alkhe.]

1. trans. To set free, deliver, release (in material

and immaterial senses

\

^900 Cynewllf Crist 1209 Hu se sylfa cyning mi<l sine

lic-homan lysde of firenum )>urh milde mod. c 975 Rus/nt:

Gosp. Luke xii. 58 Sel seornlice 5a;tte du se ftilesed fnxn

him [L da operant liberari ab illo]. c 1175 Lamb. Don/. 71

Lif and saule beon. .ilesed ut ofsor3en. c laoo Triv. Coll.

lion/. 69 Ure helendes wille pe lesde us of deaSe. a 1300

Cursor M. 16442 He harabas, es laisd o prisun. Ibid. i^327
For us artu hider soght Fra ded of hell all to lais us. a 1310

in Wright Lyric P. vii. 29 Levedy, of alle londe Les me out

of bonde. a 1340 Hamiole Psalter exxv. 5 We ere lesyd

of sy n. c 1430 Syr Getter. (Koxb. ) 7342 Generides was lessed

of his thoght. 1560 Rollano Crt. ofl'enns 11.558 Bern-

uenture thay wold 50W leis of cair. 1607 Midoleton Five

Gallants iv. viii, Keep thou thine owne heart, thou liu'st

vnsuspected, I leese you againe now.

2. To loosen, unloose; to unfasten, open; to

relax (the body).
c 1250 Gen.'Q Ex. 3152 Heued and fet. .lesen fro 3e bones

and eten. a 1300 Cursor M. 18640 Leon o rightwisnes has

laised Him- self, and his prisun laisd [Fairf. laused, Gott.

laisedl. 13.. E. E. A Hit. P. A. 836 Lesande pe boke with

leuez sware [=square]. c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirnrg. 16 To

1

myche slepinge . . coldip & lesip al his bodi. 1 1507 Com-

I

munyc. (W. de W.) A iij, Lorde, let these werkes lesse my
1 bandes,

Leese, obs. form of Leach sb.1
,
Lease, Leash.

Leese, obs. pi. of Lee sb.'2-

t Lee'Ser *• Obs. Also 4 Iesar, -er. [f. Leese

1. A destroyer. (Cf. Leese z/.l 3.)

c 1380 Wvclif Sel. Wks. 111. 31 pe fals world M is leser

of alle pat it loyen. Ibid. 470 Lesars of mennys soulis.

2. A loser.

1546 St. Papers Hen. VIII, XL 366 The Protestantes ar

leesers by the withdrawinge of theyr armye. aiS7S R-

Cheney Let. in Abp. Parkers Corr. (Parker Soc) 139 If

your pleasure be that I only shall be a Ieeser . . I will hold

me content with 40/. loss. 1591 Harington Orl. Fur. xxiu.

xx vii, Then winners host, when leesers speake their fill.

Lee ser 2
. In 4 leser. [f. Leese ».* + -ekL]

A deliverer.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter cxliii. 2 Mi helper and leser mine.

Leeshanee, dial, form of Licence.

Leeshe, obs. form of Leash.

Lee shore. [Lee sb\]

1. A shore that the wind blows upon.
1579-80 North Plutarch (1595) 127 Themistoclts . . knew

the enemies must of necessitie fall vpon the lee shore for

harborow. 1697 Dampieu Voy. (1729) 1
. 498 Never did poor

Mariners on a Lee-shore more earnestly long for the dawning

I
Light. 1748 Anson's Voy. 1. x. 104 To keep clear of this



LEE SIDE. 178 LEEWARD.
lee-shore. 1818 J as. Mill Brit. India II. v. v. 5 5 The
English were so alarmingly close upon a lee shore, that one
of the ships actually touched the ground.

#
attrib. 1871 Whittikr Sisters, 26 If in peril from swamp*

ing sea Or lee shore rocks.

f 2. A shore thai affords shelter from the wind.

1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. xliii. (1663) 171 We
weighed Anchor, and.. put ourselves under the Jee-shore of

a Creek. 1711 Shaftksb. Charac. (1737) HI. 96 To retire

under the lee-shore, and ply our oars in a smooth water.

Lee Side. Also dial, lew side. [Lee sb.*]

Thai side of any object which is turned away from

the wind. Opposed to weather-side.

1577-87 Holinshed Chroti. III. 81 5/5 The Carrike was on
the weather side, and the Regent on the lie side. 1609 C
Butler Fern. Mon. i. (1623) Civ, They fly alow by the

ground . . in the . . lee-sides of the hedges. 1748 A nsoris Voy.

111. v. 340 The proa. .has. .her two sides very different ; the

side, intended to he always the lee-side, being flat. 1833
Markvat P. Simple xii, I waited under the bulwark on
the lee side. 1855 Mairv Pliys. Geog. Sea 96 The weather

side of all such mountains as the Andes is the wet side, and
the lee side the dry. 1894 Q. Rev. Apr. 418 The valleys

that lie on the 1 lew ' side of the prevailing winds.

Jig, 181a Scott Fam. Lett. (1894) I. viii. 240 You see

J keep on the leeskle of prudence.

t Lee*sing, vbl.sb* Obs. [LLeesetv1 + -ingL]

Losing, loss. Also occas. destruction, perdition.

136a Langl. P. PL A. v. 93 Of his leosinge I lauhwe. .Ac
for his wynnynge I wepe. c 1380 Wychf \Vks. u88o) 369
It is . moostc lykynge to be fende and lesynge of soulis.

c 1400 Lanjrancs Cirurg. 37, I suppose bat a wounde be

compound wi> holownes & lesynge of fleisch & of skyn.

t 1440 Promp. Parv. 298/2 Lesynge, or thyngys loste, .

.

perdicio. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 133/2 She .. conceyued
the sonne of God and was delyueryd without^ leesyng of her

virgynyte. 1523 L». Uekners Froiss. I.xcviii. 119 They of

Vannes were in moost Jeopardy, and in peryll of lesyng.

1585 Parsons Chr. Exerc. 1. vi. 49 The offence of God, that

is, the leesing of his friendship by that sin if we do it.

t Lee*sing, vbl.sb.'1 Obs. |Y.Lekskz>.- + -ixgL]

a. Deliverance; redemption, b. Loosening.

^950 LindisJ. Gosp. Luke i. 68 Gesohte & dyde lesing

folces his. 1-1440 Promp, Parv. 298/2 Lesynge, or losynge
of a thynge bowndyn, . .soiitcio.

t Lee'sing, vbl. sb.% [? f. Ices pi. of Lee sb.'2 +

-ing 1
.] ? Impregnation with lees (of better wine .

c 1460 J. Russell life. Nurture 116 >ifT swete wyne be
seeke or pallid put in a Rompney for lesynge.

Leesome (1rs£in), a\ Obs. exc. Sc. Also 3
lefsum, lsofsum, 6 lesum, 8 leisum. [Early

ME. leofsnm, f. Icof Like a. + -sum -some.] Lov-
able

;
pleasing ; pleasant.

c 1200 Trin. Colt. Horn. iSi Wowe beS wunsuni J>eih hit ne
Lie naht lefsum. a 1225 Juliana 17 Towart te liuiende godd
mi leofsiime leofmon. 1535 Stkwakt Cron. Scot. ( 1 858 » I.

195 He culd nocht find that he had far misgane, Sen lesum
wes to haif ma wyflis nor ane. 1792 LUrns ' In simmer
when the hay 7t>as ma:on* v, The tender heart o' leesonie

hive, The gowd and siller canna buy. la 1800 Thomas o
Yondcrdafe x. in Child Ballads {1892) IV". 410^ Kair and
leesome blew the win J. 1819 W. Tknnan r Papistry Stort/t'd

(1827) 62 Some gentle cushie-dows, That saw The leesonie

la'riek's wae.

•. b. Leesome lane: a variation of Lee-la.\e.

(Cf. Leeful b.)

1824 Scott Redgauntlet let. xi. There sat the Laird bis

leesome lane.

t Iiee'SOme, fl.2 Chiefly Sc. Obs. Forms: 4-5
lefsum, Sc. 5 6 lesum, (6 lesume, 7 lesorne), 6
leifsum(?), le ijuesom, 6-7 leasum, leasom(e,
leisoum, leisom(e, 7 leisum 8 leesome. [ME.
lefsum , f. lef Leave sb. + -sum -some.] Lawful,
permissible, right.

? a 1400 Langlam i's P. PL B. xi. 92 HIS. B. [ reads lefsu

m

Jor
licitum oj other- texts', MS. O has leueful). 14. . Henrv-
sos in Bannatyne Poems (1873) 611 Hir kirtill suld be
of dene Constance, Lasit with lesum lufe. 1513 Douglas
AKueis iv. iii. 25 So that it lesum be Dido ramane In spousage
bwnd. 1552 Lyn-olsav Monarche 6079 The Secretk quhilk
he sawThay wer nocht leifsum (? leissum] for to schaw To
no man. 1560 Rolland Crt. I'enus 1. 776 To set ane Court
in leissum time and place. 1560-78 Bk. Discipl. Ch. Scot.

(1621) 75 Without this lawfull calling it was never leasome
to any person to meddle with any function Ecclesiasticall.

a 1578 Linoesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S. T. S.) 1. 15 Puir
men labouraris hauntand to thair lesum bussenes. a 1600
Montgomkrie SottH. lxx. 2 Blind brutal Boy, that with thy
bou abuses Leill leesome. love by lechery and lust. 1681
Act Secur. Peace Kingd. Scot, in L onJ. Gaz. No. 1648/4
His Majesty . .Declares, that in this Case, it shall be leisum
to Heritors to put their Tennants off their Lands, a 1758
Ramsay Jenny Nettles iii, The leel and leesome gate o't.

Hence Iieesomely adv., lawfully.

1552 Abp. Hamilton Catech. (1884) 21 We may lesumlie
desyre o' God our necessarie sustentatioun. 1609 -Skene
Reg. Maj. 46 He may lesomelie distrenzie them, for the
releiue and service aucht to him for his lands.

Leesse, obs. form of Leach sb.*. Leash.
Leest(e,Leester,obs. ff. Least,Lkst, Leister.

Leet (l/"t) , sb.* Obs. exc. Hist. Forms : 5-6 lete,

6 7 leete, 5- leet. [ad. AF. lete or AL. leta, of
obscure origin

; perh. nd. OE. l«p : see Lathe sb.*

Prof. Skeat conjectures that il represents an OE,
*l#le connected with l.rtau Letz>.1 (cf. Leet jA.3),

but no evidence of this has been found.]

1. A special kind of court of record which the
lords of certain manors were empowered by charier
or prescription to hold annually or semi-annually;
*=C0UKT-LEET.

129a Year Bks. 20 Edw. I (Rolls) 297 E par la reson ke yl

ad une lete en tel luy, a la quele presente fut ke Jon deynz
la purceynte de sele lete fut resident, 1294 Abbr. Placit.
22 Edto. /, Norf. rot. 2. 291 (Du Cange) Et quia predicts
transgressio . . magis sonat injuria senescalH quam injuria

I
eorum qui fuerunt prajsentatores, nec pra^sentacio in Leta
alicujus facta, est fundamentum judicii [etcl. 1303 Year Bks.
31 luito. I (Rolls) 399 Par la resoun qe presente fut a lour
lete de tiel lieu par deceyners qe [etcl. £1440 Promp.

\
Parv. 11 Amercyn in a corte or lete, amercio. i486
Nottingham Rec. 1 1 1. 243 Expenses at ij. Letes at Snaynton. I

1523 Fitziikrb. Sun'. 36 b, Suite of court from thre wekes
j

to thre wekes and to the two great letes. 1538 — Just.
Peas 80 b, The lorde in his Lete, and the Shyriffe in his

, Tourne to enquere and to have for every defaute xx'.

I
a 1577 Sir T. Smith Comtmu. Eng. (1633) 164 The I^eet and

' Law day is all one [in a manor). This Leet is ordinarily
i kept but twice in the year. 1583 Stuhbks Anat. Abus. 11.

(1882) 9 In euerie which shire or countie, be courts, lawe
tlaies, and leets, as ihey call them, euery moneth. 1603

; Owen Pembrokeshire vi. (1891) 52 And in those sheeres
there were no manours or Lordships neyther anye Courtes
Baron or leetes kept or holden, 1643 Sir J. Spf.lman Case
ofAffairs 2 Every single man of twelve yeares of age ought
by Law in some or other of His Majesties Leetes to swear
Alleageauce to His Majestic 1778 Eng. Gazetteer (ed. 2)

s.v. Rumtu-y Marsh, Priveleges of leet, lawday, and tourn.
1846 McCllloch Acc. Brit. Empire (1854) II. 153 Inferior
courts of known jurisdiction..such as a leet or a civil court
within a borough. 1854 Toulm. Smith Parish (1857) 107
Every Leet shall enquire of all offences against the Statute.

1877 R. W. Dixon flist.Ch. Eng. I. iii. 197 In their renewal
of this system the Commons seem to make sheriffs in their I

leets answer for the provincial synod.

f b. trausf. Used in pi. as transl. of L. comitia.
1600 Holland Livy 1. xliii. 31 In the grand-leetes and

solemne elections of Magistrates.

+ C. A commission or committee. Obs. rare- 1

.

1665 J. Buck in Peacock Stat. Cambridge (1841) App. IJ.

59 There be certain priviledged Persons and Townsmen
appointed for the Paving Leet.

2. The jurisdiction of a court-leet ; the district
1 over which this jurisdiction extended, in some cases

including only the manor, in other cases a wider
area, often that of the hundred.
1477 Pastou Lett. No. 807 III. 211, 1 trow it to the lord

of the soylle and not to the lete; for the maner holdyth
nothyng of hyr. 1503 4 Act 19 lieu. VII

% c. 30 § 16 Wbiche
landis tenementes services and a lete with the appurtenaunces
the seid John Vynter purchased. C1630 Risdon Sun>.
Devon § 308 (1810) 316 All this circuit, now the leet of
Womberley, was timbered with tall trees. 1671 K. Phillivs
Reg. Necess. 291 Where a Leet being a more large or greater
Jurisdiction hath been granted to a man and his heirs. 1710
Act 8 Anne in Loml. Gaz. No. 4681/3 This Act shall not
prejudice the Right of the City of London, or the Lords of

I

any Leet. 1818 Hallam Mid. Ages (1872) II. 293 The courts
of the tourn and leet were erected.

f b. tram/. A district generally. Obs.
1565 Golding Ovids Met. \\\\. (1593) 206 For fate for-

'

biddeth famine to abide within the leete where plentie is.

3. attrib. , as leet-court, -day, -Jury, -juryman
;

leet-ale, a drinking of ale at the time of I lie leel.

178 1 Warton Hist. Eng. Poetry III. 129 note, * Leet-ale,

in some parts of England, signifies the Dinner at a court-
leet of a manor for the jury and customary tenants. 1651
\V. G. Cowers fust. 96 To goe twice a year to the Sheriffs

j

Courts, or *Leet Courts. 1690 \V. Walker Idiomat.
Angio-Lat. 517 Whole court or *leet-days. 1868 Browning I

Ring <5- Bk. ix. 1167 So, all's one lawsuit, all one long leet»
!

day ! 1720 Stkypk Stozo's Snrz>. Loud. I. 11. ii. 25 The ,

*Lcet Jury of the Manour of East Smithfietd. 1766 Entick
London IV. 398, 20 inquest or *leet jurymen,

Leet (lit), sb* Now chiefly .Sr. Also 5, 7, 9
lite, 6 liet, lyet, lytt, 7 lyte, leit. [app. an
aphetic form of Elite sb* (a. OF. eslite, eslete),

I election. (With the phrase to be in leet cf. OK.
estre en eslite * to be at the choice or disposal ' of a

person.) Sense 2 may be a development of sen?e

1 ; but cf. Lite sb. = Elite sb.*
t
(bishop) elect.]

1. A list of persons designated as eligible for

some office. Phrases, to be in leet, to be on the leets,

to put in leet, to put on the leet, etc. Short leet

:

I

a select list of a prescribed number of candidates,

I which is to be submitted to the elective body or

the appointing authority.

1441 Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1844) I. 7 Quhasaeuer lhat
liappynnis to be put furth at lites to be chosin alderman.
a 1550 Ordinances in I'oyle liedon (1895) App. 66 The maior
and crowner, with the other of his cowucell, shall nayme
two men to be that daye in liet of the mayre, and iiijor men
to be in Met as baylyffis. And when suche lyetts are
writtyne, the said mayre or crowner shall fyrst tell to the
towne clerke, and cawsse hym writte, whiche of them as is

1 in lyet shnlbe chosyne the mayre bv hyme, and so the
baylyffis. 161a Sc. Arts Jas. J'/(i8i6) IV. 518/1 To pre-
sent ane Leit to my Lord (of] aucht persones. 1614 Br.
Cowper Dikaiologie 180 Vou will not linde any Bishop of
Scotland whom the general Assemblie hath not first nonii.
nated and giuen vp in lytes to that effect, c 1635 W. Scot
Apol. Narr. (Wodrow Soc.) 15 The Assemblie put in leits

the said Mr. Alexander and Mr. Robert Pont .. tand] or-
dained edicts .. for the admission of one of them to the
superintendentship. 1637-50 Row Hist, h'irk (Wodrow Soc.)

152 That they would put on the leet five or six of the
discreetest of the ministrie, that his Majestie may make
choise of two of them to be ministers in his houss. 1639 in

Baitlie's Lett, i Bannatyne Club) I. 124 The Moderator fur
the time offered to my Lord Commissioner a lite, whereupon
voices might passe for the election of a new Moderator.
1718 Woiiro^v Corr. (1 843) II. 375 M r. Chambers, Mr. Clark,
and Mr. Rodgers, were on the leet. 182a Galt Prwost vii.

51 The policy of gentlemen putting themselves on the leet

1 to he members of Parliament. 1865 Reader 21 Oct. 450/2

The chair of Scots Law .. is vacant. The patrons are the
Faculty of Advocates and the Curators, the former having
the right of presenting to the latter a leet of two, from
which the appointment must be made. 1884 Sir A. Grant
University Edinb. II. 270 The Town Council ..placed him
on a leet of persons eligible for the Principalship.

2. The candidates forming a ' leet .

The only use which is known to us outside Scotland is

with reference to the annual election of Wardens of the

Trinity House, Hull. Four Mites' are nominated, from
whom the two wardens are chosen.

1533 Bellendenf. xr.Livyxw. (1822)298 The candidatis

and new litis [tr. L. candidate. 155a in Rec. Convent. Roy.
Burghs (1870) 1. 3 Quhilk new counsale and auld counsale
to convene on Fryday. . and chcis the litis to the offices. ..

It is of.. auld vse, that the provest than present, the dene of
gild, and thesaurare ar litis to that samin office for the zeir

to cum. 1583 in Maitland Edin. (1753) 232 To proceid to

the cheising of the Lytts to the Magistratts and Officemen.

t Leet, sl>2 Obs. [repr* OE. (we^a) gelxte =
OHG. kaldz, {dero ivego)junction (ofroads) OTent.
type *gal£tjo

m
, f. *ga- together + : see Let v.*

A form releet given in the Last Anglian glossaries is due
to a wrong division of threer elect, Jonr-eleet, lepr. OK.
*Pr/ora gelsete, *J/oit>er-£e/.7te. (See Skeat in Academy
2 Mar, 1878.)]

A meeting of the ways, a cross-way
;
only in two-,

three-, four-way leet.

[c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxii. 9 Ga5 nu witodlice to weja
Selastum.J 1603 Harsnet Popish iwposturex^ Our children,
old women, and maides afraid to crosse a Churchyeard, or a
three-way leet. 1608 Golding Kfit. Frossard 11. 95 Arriuing
at a three-way leete, and consulting among themselues which
way was to be taken. 1618 Bolton Florus 1. ix. (1636) 24
Situated in the middest, betweene Latium and Tuscanie, as

it were in a two-way-leet. 1656 W. D. tr. Comenius* Gate
Lat. Unl. § 923. 289 There are four principal ones—the
Heathenish, Jewish, Christian, Mahometan—of which
scrupulous four-way-leet,to take an Historical short delinea-

tion. 1674-91 Ray .V. 4- F. C. Words 105 A Three or four-

way Leet,. .where three or four ways meet,

Leet [lit), sb.4 dial. [Of uncertain origin : by
some referred lo OE. (Viliete) hUtc, ON. hlfyti

share, portion; the OE. word, however, is recorded

only in the sense 1 casting of lots \] A stack of

peat, etc. (see quots.).

1744-50 W. Ellis Mod. Hnsbandm. IV. x. 98 In Hertford-
shire., the same Morning the Grass is mown . .we ted. .it .

.

the same day ,. it may be . . raked into Windrows, and then
put into Grass-tocks. The second (day] we shake it into

square Leets.. then put it into Bastard-cocks. 1793 Statist.

Acc. Scot. V, ioi Peats are estimated by the leet, which is a
solid body piled up like bricks, 24 feet long, and 12 ft. broad
at bottom and 12 feet high. 1892 Blackiv. Mag. Oct. 475
Garage, carting and leading a leet or stack of peats.

Leet Qit), v. Sc. Also 7 leit, 8 lytt. [f.

Leet sb.*] trans. To place in a list of selected

candidates ; lo nominate. Hence Lee'ted ppl. a.

;

Lee*ting vbl. sb.

1583 in Maiiland Edin. (1753) 231 Theirefter the said

Provest, Baillies,aud Counsel), sail nominate, and lyet three

Persones. .of the saids foutteu Crafts. 161* Sc. Acts Jas. Yl
(1816) IV. 518/1 To leit and present twa persouues with the

auld thesaurar to the Thesaurie of the said cietie. Ibid.,

To haue the fre leit ting and electioun of thair said prouest
deane of grid baillies and thesaurar. 1637-50 Row Hist.
Rirk (Wodrow Soc) p. xxi, Thair wer six persones leitit to

be sent to the King that he myght chuse ane of them for

that kirk. Ibid. 290 Sitting doune as moderator without
any leeting or vovcing. 1647 in Baitlie's Lett. (Bannatyne
Club) 1 1 1. 20 Mr. David Calderwood. .hes pressed soe a new
way of leetting the moderator for time to come, that [etc.].

a 1670 Scalding Troub. Chas. I (1792) 1. 314 They referred

their leeted [Bannatyne Club ed. listed] men with eiking

paring or changing to the next provincial assembly.

Leet, obs. form of Let v. ; dial. var. Light.

Leethwake, obs. form of Leathwake,
Leetle (l/"*t'l), a jocular imitation of a hesitating

or deliberately emphatic pronunciation of Little.

1755 Johnson Grammar in Diet, c j, Tbere ts another form
of diminution among the English, by lessening the sound
itself, especially of vowels ; as there is a form of augmenting
them [sic] by enlarging, or even lengthening it .as.. little

pronounced long, tee-tie.. 1835 B. Hofland in L'Estrange
Friendships Miss Mitjord (1882) I. xi. 280 A gentleman,
somewhat a leetle too much dressed. 1838 Dickens O.
Twist ii, Just a leetle diop, with a little cold water, and
a lump of sugar. 1894 G. W. Appleton Co-respondent I. 45,

I am sure he went just a leetle wrong.

t Lector. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Leet sb,* + -OR.]

A member of a leet ; one bound to appear at a leet.

1714 Scroggs Courts-Leet (ed. 3) 4 Then call over the

leetors, and mark every one that appears.

Leeve, variant of Leve Obs.

Leevetail, variant of Leeftail dial.

Leeward (lrwjid, li/7'3jd), a. (sb.) and adz:

Forms: 6 leaward, Sc. leuart, 7 le(y)ward, 7-

leeward. Also see Leewards, [f. Lee sb* +
•WARD.]
A. adj.

tl. Of a ship : That makes mnch leeway. Obs.

a 16x8 Raleigh R. Navy 13 The high charging of ships

it is that . .makes them extreame Leeward. 1691 T. H[ale]
Acc. Neiv Invent. 127 What makes her Leeward or keep
a good Wind. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780), Lee-

ivard ship, a vessel that falls much to leeward of her course,

when sailing ctosedtauted, and consequently loses mucb
ground.

2. gen. Situated on the side turned away from

the wind
;
having a direction away from the wind.

Opposed to Windward. Const, of.
x
Hence occas.



LEEWARDLY.
Sheltered. Leexuard shore — Lee-shore. Leeward-
tide, -trade (see quots. I 72

1
, 1735). Leeward-way

= Lee-wav.
1666 Dk. Albemarle in Quaritch Rough List Oct.

(1900) 102 Being Leeward of them standing to ye eastward.

a 1687 Petty Pol. Arith. iii. (1691) 53 The Windward Ship

has a fairer Mark at a Leeward Ship, than vice versa. 1696

Phillips, Leeivard Tide, is when the Tide and Wind go
both one way. 1705 Lond. Gaz, No. 411 3/2 The Wind
slackened upon a Leeward Tide. 1737 Arbuthnot Tables

Arte. Coins, Navig. Ancients 230 Because of the great quan-

tity of leeward way. 1735 Bailey, Leeward Tratio, is when
the Tide and Wind go both one Way. 1762 Falconkr
Shipivr. Introd. 38 Wanderers shipwreck'd on a leeward

shore. 1804 Naval Citron. XI. 340 There was a small

island leeward of the launch. 1814 Scott Ld. 0/ Isles 1.

.xxv, For our storm-toss'd skiff we seek Short shelter in this

leeward creek. 1853 Phillips Rivers Yorkslux. 157 The
annual fall of rain is not the same in amount, .on the wind-

ward side as on the leeward side of a mountain. 1893
Academy 25 Nov. 467/2 The dirty Ainus can be leeward

of deer and not be scented by them.

3. absol. or quasi- sb. =Leej£ 1 2, 2 b. In phrases

on, upon, to {the) leeivard (of).

>549 Compt. Scot. vi. 41 Heise the myszen, and change it

ouer to leuart. 1595 Maynaroe Drake's Voy. (Hakl. Soc.)

22 We saw a shippe on the leaward of us. 161a Drayton
Poty-olb. i. 422 They sun-burnt Africk kecpe Upon the lee-

ward still. 1695 Lond. Gaz. No. 3»35/3 it blowing a fresh

Gale, Captain Dowglass . . was necessitated to t ight to

Leeward. 1748 Anson 's Voy. Hi. v. 341 The proa . . as she

appears when viewed from the leeward. 1800 Weems
Washington xiv. (1877)209 Finding he was going fast to

leeward". 1859 Jephso* Brittany vi. 77 The priest .. ex-

horted the lazar. .not to speak to any, or to answer unless to

leeward of the person spoken to. 187a Baker Nile Tribut.

viii. 135 Forked sticks, driven into the ground to leeward of

the fire.

fig. i8a6 Scott Woodsl. xxii, His friend, .ought not.. to

be suffered to drop to leeward in the conversation.

B. adv. Toward the lee (sec Lee sfr.1 2).

1785 Burns Death <fr
Dr. Hornbook v, Tho' leeward

whyles, against my will, 1 took a bicker.

Leewardly (lrw^idli, li/i'sidli), a. [f. Lee-

ward + -lyI.J Of a ship : Apt to fall to leeward.

Opposed to Weatherly.
1683 Hacke Collect. Voy. 1. (1699) 31 So leewardly a Ship,

that she would not make her way better than N. by W.
with this Sea. 1801 Nelson in Nicolas Dis/. (1843) IV.

1274 She was such a leewardly ship, .that 1 should often be

forced to anchor on a lee shore. 1865 Examiner 18 Mar.

163 They are far too leewardly to work to windward.

Jig. 1890 Clark- Russell My Shiptn. Louise 11. xxiv.

216 There's the Whole Dooty o' Man—a bit leewardly; 1

couldn't fetch to windward of it myself.

Leewardmost lrwp-idnwst), a. [f. Lee-

ward t- -most.] Situated furthest to leeward.

1693 Lond. Gaz. No. 2887/3 He was the Leewardmost
Ship of the whole Fleet. 1726 G. Roberts 4 Years Voy.

291 By the Time that it was high Water, under the Leeward-

most of the little Islands. 1797 Nelson in Nicolas Disj>.

(1845) 11. 341 The leewardmost and sterninost Ships in

their Fleet. 1840 R. H. Dana Be/. Mast xxvi. 86 We.. were
glad to reach the leewardmost point of the island.

t Lecwardness. Obs. [f. as prec. + -ness.]

The quality of being leeward, tendency to fall to

leeward.
1624 Capt. Smith Virginia lit. iii. 50 Such was the Jeward-

nesse of his Ship, .by stormy contrary winds was he forced

so farre to Sea. a 164a Sir W. Monson Naval Tracts iv.

(i 704) 452/1 The others cannot beat it up, because of their

Leewardn ess.

t Lee*wards. Obs. [f. Leeward + advb. -es
t

-jJ = Leeward A. 3.

1574 Bourne Regiment for Sea xv. (1577) 43 b, Whether
the shippe goeth to leewardes, or maketh hir way good.

Lee-way, lee*way. [f. Lee sb* + Way.]
The lateral drift of a ship to leeward of her course ;

the amount of deviation thus produced. Also To
make,fetch uf>, make up lee-way. Angle oflee-way :

the angle made by the direction of a ship's keel,

with that of its actual course.

1669 Sturmy Mariners Mag. n. 145 To give allowance

to your Course according to the Lee-way you have made.

1743 /V///. Trans. XLII. 414 The same Theory is applied

to the Motion of Ships, abstracting from the I^ee-way, but

having regard to the Velocity of the Ship. 176a Falconkr
Shipwr, 11. 576 The angle of lee-way, seven points, re-

main'd. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI. 8 Aug., To fear that

the tide would fail before we should fetch up our lee-way.

1840 R. H. Dana Be/. Mast Gloss., When sailing close-

hauled with all sail set, a vessel should make no leeway.

1883 Stevenson Treas. /si. v. xxiii, Do as you pleased, she

[the boat] always made more leeway than anything else.

fig. i8»7 Scott Jml. a Dec, Laboured to make Xiread
make up] lee-way, and finished nearly seven pages to eke

on to the end of the missing sheets when returned. 1835

W. Irving in Crayon Misc. (1849) 196 He .. made great

leeway toward a corn-crib, filled with golden ears of maize.

1871 L. Stephen Playgr. Europe iv. 221 Both in time

and space it is rapidly making up its leeway. 1884 Daily
News 16 Feb. 5/1 We have a great deal of leeway to make
up witb the Australians.

Leeze, obs. pi. of Lee sb.2

Leeze me. Se: Also 6 leis's, 8 leez. [Short

for lief is me dear is to me.] An expression of lively

satisfaction ;
' pleased am I with \ Const. for, on.

15 . . Wowing»/Jok <y Jynny 15 in Bannaiyne Poems (1873)

388, 1 scb.ro the, lyar, full leis me yow. a 1568 Clerk Ibid.

297 Fow leiss me that graceles gane. 17*4 Ramsay Tem-t,

Misc. (1733) I. 25 Leez me on thy snawy pow, Lucky Nan>y.

179a Burns Bessy * Spinning Wheel i, Oh leeze me on my
spinning-wheel, Ob leeze me on my rock and reel. 1861

179

Ramsay Remin. Rer. 11. 29 Leeze nae abune them a' . . for

yon auld clearheaded man.

Lef(e, obs. form of Leaf, Leave, Like, Live v.

Lefifel, -ol, -ul, variant forms of Leeful a. Obs,

Leffly, lefally, variant forms of Leefully Obs.

Lefsilver, Obs. : see Lkssilver.

LefBum, obs. form of Leksome.

Left (left), a., adv.y and sb. Forms: 2-4 luft,

3 leoft, 3 5 lift(e, 4-5 lyft(e, 4-6 lefte, 4- left.

[ME. left, lift :-OE. left (Kentish), lyft, occurring

only in the gloss 4 inanis, left'' (Mone Q. & F. I.

443), and in the comb, lyft-ddl paralysis; the pri-

mary sense ' weak, worthless ' is represented also

in East Fris. luf Du. dial, loof, and the derived

sense 'left* (hand) in MDu., LG. luchlcr, lueht,

; /////, North Kris. Iccft, leefter.

Cf. further (though connexion is very doubtful) OE. It/

weak, Ic/nng paralysis, gclc/cd weak, old, OFris., OS. le/

weak, OS. gileSod lamed.]

A. adj.

1. The distinctive epithet of the hand which is
|

normally the weaker of the two (for examples see I

j

Left hand), and of the other parts on the same

I
side of the human body (occas. of their clothing, !

I

as in left boot, glove, sleeve) ; hence also of what

pertains to the corresponding side of any other body
or object. Opposed to right,

c 1205 Lay. 27693 1
He] smat Leir bene eorl sarrc a ba lift side

hurh ut ba heorte. 13. . E. E. A Hit. P. B. 981 Hit watz huty
lothes wyf bat [looked] ouer her lyfte schulder. 1340
Hami'OLB Pr. Cotisc. 818 pe leftc eghe of hym ban semes
les And narower ban be right eghe e*. 1393 Langl. P. PI.

C. iv. 75 Let nat by lyft half, oure lord techeb, Ywite what
bow dclcst with py ryht syde. < 1449 Pkcock Repr. 530
Thei baren scrowis in her forehedis and in her lift arme.

1559 W. Cunningham Cosmogr. (,lasse 27 Orions loft foole.

1667 Milton P.L.vm. 465 Who stooping op'nd my left

side, and took From thence a Rib. 1709 Stkklr latter

No. 127 p 1 With his Hat under his ] .eft Arm. 1833 Rcgttt.

Instr. Cavalry 1. 13 Place the right heel against the hollow

of the left foot. 1895 Punch CV1IL 49 1 1'hc peculiar

striping of his [a tigers] left shoulder.

b. Left side, fhalf(also Leftiiaki)\ used (with

a preceding prep.) lor; The position or direct ion (re-

lative to a person) to which the left hand points.

a 117s I amb. Horn. 141 |>er stod a richt haluc and a luft

alse an eastel wal. c 1200 Erin. Coll. Horn. 67 He scttcd" be

synfulte on hislifihalf. 13. . Caw. <y Gr. Knl. 698 Alio be i!cs

of Anglcsayon lyft half he haldez. 1362 Langl. /'. PI. A. u.

7
1 Loke nn be lufthond ', quod heo. . I lokede on be luft half

as be ladi me tauhtc. c 1400 Maunpev. (1839) iv. 31 On the

lift syde of the hille Carmelyn is a towne. 1474 Caxton

Chesse 16 She shold sitte on the lift side of the kyng.

2. fa. ]n various obsolete provtrhial expressions,

c. g. to see with the left eye, to work with the left

hand, implying inefficiency in performance ; to take

a thing by the left ear (cf. qttot. 01684). f b.

To go over the left shoulder: to be squandered,

c. Over the left shoulder, now over the left simply,

a slang phrase implying that the words to which

it is appended express the reverse of what is

really meant.
c 1450 tr. De Imitatione in. xliii. 114 ^at bchaldcn binges-

transitory wib be liftc eye ande hevenly binges wib he ri;t

eye. 1650 B. Discolliminium 14 Some of our new Archi-
|

tcctors, have read some Authors alrout alterations of States

with their left eyes, which makes ihem work with their left

hands, so sin isterly. a 1684 LeightonC<>w/w. i Pet.Yx. 1.(1693)

225 Taking all things by the left Ear ; for (as Kpictetus says)

Every thing hath two handles. 1705 Rcc. Hart/ord County

Court (U.S.) 4 Sept. in Navcastte Daily Jrnt. 28 July

1891, The said Waters, as he departed from the table, he

said,
4 God bless you over the left shoulder '. 1748 Richard-

son Clarissa I. 218 With t'other, perhaps, you'll have an

account to keep, too; But an account of what will go over

the left shoulder ;
only of what he squanders, what he-

borrows, and what he owes, and never will pay. 1837

DtcKENS Pickw. xlii, Each gentleman pointed with his

rio-ht thumb over his left shoulder. This action, imperfectly

described in words by the very feeble expression of 'over

the left'.. its expression is one of light and playful sarcasm.

1843 W. T. Moncrieff Scamps Lond. 1. 1, I think she will

come. Ned. Yes, over the left—ha, ha, ha ! 1852 R. S.
,

Surtees Sponge's Sp. Tour (1893) .«37 ' A" °ver l

t
e ^ft

,»

said Frosty..' He's come gammonin down here that lies

a great man . . but it's all my eye

3. That has the relative position of the left hand

with respect to the right. ^Sometimes said with

reference to the appearance to a spectator, and 1

sometimes with reference to the direction in which

the object is considered to face.) In predicative

use with const, of ; in attributive use now chiefly

replaced by Lot-hand, exc. in certain special 1

collocations, as left wing (of an army), left branch

(of a stream). Left bank (of a river) : that to the

left of a person looking down the stream.

c 1400 Maundev. (1839) xi. 128 Uppon the lyfte way, men

goon fyrst un to Damas, by Flome Iordane. 1670 Eacharo
,

Coni. Clergy 47 He falls a fighting with his text, and makes

a pitch 'd battel of it, dividing it into the ri^ht-wing and

left-wing. 1838 Thirlwall Greece IV. xxxiu. 319 They

then proceeded along the left bank of the Tigris. 1845

M. Pattison Ess. (1889) L 28 A prison, .the ruins of which 1

long after, remained on the left hank of the Seine
;

1882

Cussans Her. (ed. 3) .45 That part of the shield which ap- ,

pears on the leftside is called the dexter. Mod. The greater

I

part of the town is left of the railway.

LEFT.

b. Left side, left wing (the latter by confusion

with the military use), in politics, -Left sb. 2 c.

For left centre see Centre sb. 15.

1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. I. vi. ii. 308 The Left side |of the
Assembly) is also called the d'Orleans side. 1898 Bodlky
France II. 427 Significant also is the attitude of the
Socialists, who now compose the Radical left wing.

4. Comb. : parasynthctic, chiefly in sense 4 having
the left limb more efficient than the right*; as

left-eyed, footed (hence left-footedness) , -legged

1 hence left-leggedness) ; also left-sided, quitted (sec

quots.). Also Left-handed.
162a Massinger Virg. Mart. iv. ii, I wud not giue

vp the cloake of your sendee to meet the splay-foot

estate of any *leftey'd knight aboue the Antipodes, be-

cause they are vnlucky to meete. 1900 Wesim. Gaz. 20 Jan.
5/2 [In rifle-shooting] a lrft-eyed man tan easily fire from his

ieft shoulder. 1891 Sin I>. Wilson Right Hand 169,1 am
myself *left -footed. Ibid., Right and *left-footedness pre-

vailed about equally. 1728 Fori-. Dime. Ii. 68 Bernard..
Mcft-Iegg'd Jacob seems to emulate. 1829 Marryat F.

Mildmay xvi, He was left-legged as well as left handed.
1890 W. K. SiBLhY in 19/// Cent. May 773 (art.), *Left-

lcggedncss. 1880 Barwkll Anctrrisnr 84 The 'left-sided

destination of fibrinous concreta. 1616 l». Jonsom Horace's
Art 0/ Poetry 389 O I *lcft-wilted [A. P. 301 o ego l.rvns),

that purge every spring For choller !

B. adv. On or towards the left side.

a 1300 Cursor M. 2163c) Ouer and vnder, right and left,

In bis com pas godd all has left. 1796-7 Instr. \ Reg.
Cavalry (1813) 228 Squadrons—left wheel ! 1832 Prop.
Regul. Instr.' Cavalry 11. 35 Rear Divisions left incline.

1833 Rcgul. Instr. Ca?'alry I. 125 Draw back the hody and
1 Left Parry'. 1884 Times 3 Mar. 5/3 'Troops, left about',

was sounded immediately. 1885 R. HiuDf^s Eros -V Psyche,
March 23 She. .Lookt left and right to rise and set of day.
1886 Manch. E.xam. 14 Jan. 5.6 Mr. Gladstone was sup-

ported right ami left by Lord H. and Sir YV. H.

C. sb.

+ 1. A mean, worthless person. Obs.

1377 Langl. P. PI. I', tv. t>2 Conscience hym tolde, pat
wronge was a wikked luft. <" 1425 .SV?r« Sag. (P.) 1284
His wyf, that enrsyd lyfte, F.rewcd the childys deth that

nyght.

2. a. = Left hand. Often in advb. phrases

referring to relative position or diiectton (of. A.

1 b\ where it is now apprehended as merely absol.

of the adj.

a 1240 SaivlcsWardc in Cott.flom. 257 pemiddcl sli bituhhe

1 i tit and luft. a 1300 Cursor M. 246^ Uueder Hon < he^, on

light or left, 1 sal ta me ^it ^>iili:nies left. 1667 Mii.ros /'.

L. vi. 558 V;mgard to Right and Left the Front nnfould. 1669

Sil rmy Mariner's Mag. \. 73 If the Shot graze to the liqhl

or left. 1697 Dkypi-'n sfcucidix. 864 Jo\c. .thunder 'd on the

1- ft. 1842 Ti-nnvson Vision Sin 138 In her right a <ivi<:

wreath, In her left a human head. 1855- Charge Light
Brig. iii. Cannon to right of them, Caim<>n to left of

them, Volley 'd and thunder'd. 1859 Field E.rrrr. In-

fantry 35 A squad will be formed to the front, left, or

left about, on the mauic principle. 1898 Daily Ncivs 24 Nov.

7/3 Corbett kept trying (o push his left in Shat key's face.

b. Mil. The left wing (of an army). Also in

//., the men whose place is on the left.

1707 Lond. Gaz. No. 4334/4 Our Right was then at Lou-

vignies, and our Left at Naast, 1780 A. Hamilton Whs.

0886) VIM. 14 We sec the consequences. His left ran

away, and left his right uncovered. 1796-7 Instr. ^ Reg.

Cavalry (1813* 191 The left's go about by three's. 1832

Prop. Rcgul. Instr. Cavalry 11. 33 Their Centres and Lefts

move up. 1881 Henty Cornet 0/ Horse xvi. (1888) 165 He
formed.. a heavy column of attack opposite the French left.

c. In continental legislatures, the section of the

members who occupy seats on the left side of the

chamber (as viewed from the president's chair),

a situation which is by custom assigned to those

holding relatively liberal or democratic opinions.

Hence applied transf. to the more advanced or

innovating section of a philosophical school, a

religious sect, or the like.

For the origin of the party significance of the term, see

Centre sb. 1 s-

1837 Carlvle Fr. Rev. II. v. ii. 285 Still less is a tote

Gauche wanting : extreme Left. 1898 Bodley France II.

The combats between the Moderates and the K.xtremc

Left.

3. A glove, boot, etc. for the left hand or foot.

1864 F. Locker My Mistress's Boots vii, Cinderella's lefts

and rights To Cferaldine's were frights.

Hence Le'ftness, the condition of being on the

left.

1530 Palsgb. 238/1 Lehntsse, gavchete'. 1887 W. James in

Mind Jan. 14 Rightness and leftness, upness and down-

ness, are again pure sensations differing specifically from

each other.

Left (left), a. [pa. pple. of Leave v.]

1. In senses of the vb. Now rare exc. in left-

luggage {office, etc.).

c 1586 Ctess Pembroke Ps. lix. vi, They babling prate,

How my left life extinguish may Their deadly hale. 1627-

77 Feltham Resolves u.lviii. (1709) 432 How often does the

lavish Gamester squander away a large left Patrimony.

1724 Ramsay Wy/e 0/ A uchiermuchiy xii, The twa left

gaislings gat a clank. 1816 A. C. Hutchison Pract. OAs.

Surg. (1826) 173 He uniformly every night made a hearty

repast from the left provisions. 1888 Lo. Herschell in

Law Reports, Ho. Lords XIII. 53 Left-luggage offices for

luggage Drought to the station.

2. With advs. or advb. phrase ; see Leave 14.

1783 Cowper Lei. to Newton 17 Nov., He came to thank

me for some left-oflf clothes. 1841 J. T. Hewlett Parish

Clerk I. 23 Tbc squire's left-ofTchintz dressing-gown. 1852

23-2



LEFT HAND.
R. S. Surtees Sponges Sp. Tour (1893) 166 Our left-in-

the-Iurch friends. 1861 Sala Dutch Pict. xxi. 324 The
subject of left-ofT garments has always been an interesting

one to me. 1888 W. Morris in Mackail Life (1899) II. 211

The town is the queerest left-behind sort of a place,

b. absoi. passing into sb. Chiefly colloq.

1890 Standard 14 Apr. 2/6 Witness had given her some of

his family's left-offs.

Leftal, obs. variant of Lekftail a. dial.

Leftenaunt, obs. form of Lieutenant.

Left hand. Forms : (See Left a. and Hand.)
1. (Sec Left a. 1.)

£1205 Lay. 28047 Ich 'SraP nu sweord .. mid mire leoft

honde. a 1300 Cursor M. 28968 pat bi left hand wijt noght

for roos, bealmus bat bi right hand doos. 1340 Ayenb. 196

Huanne pou dest el mes.se ne wyte na^t bi left hand huet deb

H ri}t hand. 1387 Trkvisa Higden (Rolls) I. 229 1 He] halt

his bridel in his lift hand, c 1450 Mirear Saluacwiin 3847
Vndere nvyne heved softly mot he lay his left handc. 1480

Caxton Chron. Eng. cexxx. (1482) 245 Charlys leyde .. his

lift hond on the missale. 1381 Mulcaster Positions

xxxviii. (1887) 169 To vse the left hand, as well as the right.

1611 HiBLE Matt. vi. 3. 17*7 41 Chambers Cycl. s.v.

Marriage, In Germany, they have a kind of marriage called

morganatic, wherein a man of quality contracting with a

woman of inferior rank, he gives her the left hand in lieu

of the right. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, Race Wks.
t florin) II. 29 The French say that the Knglish women
have two left hands. 1879 Browning ffalbert $ Hob 42

Right-hand with left-hand linked,—He faced his son sub-

missive.

2. In phrases. On, to the left hand 'of) : on the

left side (of), in the direction of the left bide ; also

fig. To take the left hand {0/ : to place one-

self on the left side (of). f To give (a person or

thing) the left handoffriendship: lodeal unfriendly

with. To marry with the left hand, lo contract

a morganatic marriage with ; hence a wife of the

left hand (see quot. 1727-41 in 1); {a daughter)

by the left han<l
y
one born of such a marriage (in

quot. used for 'illegitimate').

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 37 pe get ..an ure louerd ihesu

eristes lift hond. a 1300 Cursor M. 6323 On his left hand
loked he. c 1300 Ibid. 23042 (Edin.) pe wik in tnin on his Iff

hand, c 1450 tr. Dc Imitations ill. xl. 110J?ou art impugned
on be ri}t honde & on be lifte honde. c 1483 Caxton Dialogues
ix. 49 A le main senestre, on the lyfte honde. 1502 Ord.
Crystcu Men (W. de \V. 1506) IK. iii. 145 Unto theym the

whiche shall be on the lyfte hande. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W.
de W. 153O21 And neyther declyneth on the ryght hande,
ne on y

J lefte hande. c 1585 R. Krownk Answ. Cartivright
1 Some being enemies will giue it their left hande of friend-

shippe. 16x3 I'ukciias Pilgrimage (1614) 820 On the right

and left hand of D.iriene are found twenty Rivers, whn.h
yeelde Gold. 1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag. iv. 203 The
Figures to the left hand signifie Leagues in this Journal, or

Miles, c 1720 Misfs Weekly Jrnl. (1722) I. 252 When
once a Man has been any Time on the left Hand of (Jain,

it must be [etc.]. 1756-7 tr. Keyshrs Trav. (1760) I. 237
On the left-hand . .is the mountain of Rochemulon. 1762
Ooi.osm. Cit. W. Ixxii, He would take the left hand at

feasts. 1778 C. Jonks Hoyle's Games linpr. 75 Plate of
every Suit in your Hand the worst of it to the Lcft-hmid.

1788 Clara Reeve Exiles If. rg6 She is only my wife of

the left hand. 1818 J. W.Crokkk jfrnl. 7 Dec. inC. Papers
(1834) I. iv. 122 The Prince certainly married Mrs. Fit/-

herbert with the left hand. 1883 Ln. R. Gower My Reniin.
II. xxx. 337 One of the Grand Monarque's daughters by the

left hand married a f )uc de Chevreuse.

3. attrib. (usually hyphened left-hand) passing

into adj.y chiefly signifying * placed or situated on

the left side \ or ' taking the direction towards the

left side', oecas. aLjp Mil-omened * sinister',

'underhand 'inferior*. Also in special colloca-

tions: left-hand blow, one delivered with the

left hand ; loft-hand man, f (a) a left-handed

man ; {b) one who has his place at one's left

;

left-hand marriaga = marriage with the left

hand (see 2) ; so left-hand wife, queen ; loft-hand
ropo, rope laid up and twisted 'against the sun '

;

+ left-hand tongue, a language written from right

to left, as Hebrew or Arabic.
C1440 Promp. Parv. 293/2 Left hande man [MSS. A"

andS (a 1485) left handid man], mancinns. c 1450 Mirour
Saluacioun 2771 Like to the tefthande thefe. 1586 W.
Webbb Eng. Poeirie (Arh.1 74 Oft did a left hand crow
foretell these thinges in her hull tree [tr. Vjrg. Eel.
i. 18 sinistra .. comix). 1598 Rowlands in Farr »S". P.
Elis. (1845) It. 352 A little from that place Vpon the
left-hand side, a 163a Sir J. Wiiitelocke Tiber Fame-
liens (Camden) 13 An obscure . . man , . but expert in all

the lefthaad tongs, as hebrew letc.]. 1635 Quari.ks
Embl. i\\ iv. 157 If left-hand Fortune give thee left-hand

chances, Be wisely patient. 16^0 Baxter Saints R. m.
vi. §26(1651) 127 God .. hath given them the very cream
and quintessence of his blessings, when the rest of the
world are . . put off with common, and temporal, and
left-hand-Mercies. 1664 Flodden F. v. 46 Then next the
Left-hand wing did wield Sir M. C. old. 1669 Sturmy
Mariners Mag. iv. 202 Put down the Title of the Voyage,
over the left-hand Page. 1683 Trvon Way to Health xix.

I1697) 429 Most Men inclining to the left-hand way, are
thereby precipitated into all Vncleanness. 1687 Dkydk?^
Hind ff P. 1. 353 Then by a left-hand marriage |he] weds
the dame. 1711 S. Sewall Diary 9 Feb. (1879) II. 300
His place at the Council Board.. will hardly be filled up.
I have lost a good Left-hand man. 17.. Burns Epitaph
Holy Willie i, His saut has taen some other way, I fear
the left-hand road. 1818 ). W. Croker yrttl. 7 Dec.
in C. Papers (1884^ I. iv. 123 The lady, .affected . .scruples,
which the left-hand marriage, .silenced. i8a8 J. H. Mooke
Praci. Navig. (ed. 20) 173 Find.. the given latitude in the

180

! left-hand column, i860 Tvndai.l Glac. 1. xvi. 117 Fur a long '

I time we kept at the left-hand .side of the glacier. 1871 R.
Ellis tr. Catullus xii. 2 Left-hand practices o'er the merry
wine-cup. 1872 Lever Ld. Kilgobbin Ixvii, Regrets that

beset us for not having taken the left-hand road in life
|

instead of the right. 1894 Frances Elliot Rom. Gossip iv.

127 The beautiful villa.. where lived his left-hand queen.

Left-handed, a. (Stress variable.) [-ed -.]

1. Having the left hand more serviceable than

the right
;
using the left hand by preference.

a 1485 [see Left hano 3]. c 1530 L. Cox Rhet. (1899) 62
j

The yonge man after warde was named Sccuola, whiche is

as muche to say in Englyssh as lefte handed, a 1627 Mit> I

)
dleton & Rowley C/iangeling 111. iii. 121 I'll go up and
play left-handed Orlando amongst the madmen. 1709 Steele

j

Tatter No. 59 T 5 They are all Left-handed, and have always
been very expert at Single Rapier. 1892 Pall Mall G.

4 July 6/1 Perhaps some physiologist can explain .. why a
left-handed bowler is nearly always a right-handed bau
2. /^, fa. Crippled, defective. Obs. b. Awk-

ward
;
clumsy, inapt. (Cf. L. l#vus

t
Y. gauche.).

! fc. Characterized by underhand dealings. Obs.

a. 1629 Leather 10 How many . . Manual! Trades must l>e

left-handed and go lame, if Leather.. bee taken from them.
1636 J. Taylor (Water P.) Catal. Tavernes (1877) 52
Cherlsey . . there is a decayed left-handed bridge over the
river : I wish it mended.
b. 1613 Beaum. & Fu Captain in. v, That thou mayst

know him perfectly, hee's one Of a left-handed making, a

I

lanck thing. 1655 Fuller Hist. Camb. (1840) 110 A good
artist is left-handed to no profession. 1806^-7 J. Berksforo
Miseries Hum, Life (1826) xviii. 197 A minor critic, puz-

|

zling himself to death with twenty left-handed conjectures
about nothing. 1863 A. Blom field Mem. Bp. Blomjfield
I. vii. 203 Disproving the assertion of Fuller.. that spiritual

men are generally left-handed in secular affairs.

C. 1694 Motteux Ratvlais v. v. (1737) 19 lll-natur'd

Left-handed Codlings and Vejovcs. 1707 J. Stevens tr.

Ouer-edo's Com. Wks. 1 1709) 328 Tis not safe trusting a Left
Handed Man with Money.
3. Ambiguous, doubtful, questionable, f In medi-

cal language: Spurious.
1612 Sir O. Paule Life Abp. Whitgift 44 |They] are close

hypocrites and walke xn a left-handed policie. 1625 Gill
Sacr. Philos. 1. 39 For the avoyding of some left-handed
opinions concerning Him. 1650 B. Discolliminhtm 17 They
are dextrou.sly pragmatick in all Left-handed worke. 1735-8
Bolinghroke On Parties 2 There is need of that left-handed
Wisdom. 1775 Aoair A titer. Ind. 452 Lest necessity should
compel her. .10 pay. .dear for her left-handed wisdom. 1804

\ Med. <y P/iys. Jrnl. XI 1 . 63 The spurious left-handed inflam-

|

mation of erysipelas. 1807-8 \V. Irving Salmag. xiii. (i860)

^07We are indebted to the world forlittleelse than left-handed
favors. 1809 Malktn Gil Bias iv. vii. $ 18, I gave a left-

handed blessing to Euphrasia. 1824-9 Landor Intag. Cotiv.

Wks. 1846 1 1. 228 Thou hast some left-handed business in the
neighbourhood, no doubt. 1881 Saintsbury Dryden i. 6 'I o
diminish the force of this very left-handed compliment. 189a
Nation 1N.YJ22 Dec. 481/3 Dr. White, .had to put up with
a left-handed Scotch ordination to his bishopric 1899 Law
jfrnl. 11 Nov. 577/2 If this exemption .. was designed as J
a concession to farmers, it is a curiously left-handed one.

4. Ill-omened, inauspicious, sinister. Of a deity:

Unpropilious. (Cf. L. liwus.) ? Obs.
1609 B. Jonson Sit. Worn. tit. ii, That would not be put

off with left-handed cries. 1650 T. B[ayley] Worcester*s
Apoph. Fp. Ded. 2 The (Left-handed) stroaks of fortune, 1

which have lately fallen so heavily upon your Illustrious

Family. 1678 Dryijen & Lee (Edipus l. i. D.'s Wks. 1883
j

VI. 151 And while Jove holds us out the bowl of joy.. 'tis

dashed with gall By some left-handed god. 1809 Malkin
Gil /Has vt. t. p 9 Was not that a left-handed dream for

, him, master secretary ?

5. Of a marriage : Literally
t
one in which the

I

bridegroom gives the bride his left hand instead of

! his right (as was the custom at morganatic weddings
,

in Germany)
;
hence, morganatic. Said also of the

parties so married, and of the issue of the marriage.
Occasionally applied to fictitious or illegal marriages, or

to unions formed without marriage, and to their offspring.

a 164a Ku.ligrew Parson's Wed. 1. i, Do you not know he's

married according to the Rogue's Liturgy? a Left-handed
Bridegroom. 1653-4 Whitelocke Jrnl. Stvcd. Emb.(iyj2)

I

I. 280 He niarryed the king of Denmarke's daughter by
a teft-handed wife (as they are there called'. 1760 Foote
Minor 1. Wks. 1799 I. 235 A left-handed marriage, in the
language of the newspapers. 1788 FI. Wali*ole Rctnin. \.

19 The children of a left-handed alliance are not entitled to
inherit. 1835 Southfy Conner's fJfe WJhs. I. 102 His
mistress, whom he [Churchill} considered now as his left-

handed wife, united to him by moral ties. 1839 Lett.fr. i

Madras xxv. (1843) 274
1'ne half-caste young left-handed

j

ladies look down upon the poor little honestly-born Euro- !

peans. 1861 Thackeray Four Georges i, fThey] contracted
left-handed marriages after the princely fashion of those
clays. 1885 Manch. Exam. 21 Jan. 5/2 Caroline Bauer .

.

represents herself, .as having, .become the left-handed wife
j

of the late King of Belgium.
JSg. 1865 Lowell Scotch the Snalce Prose Wks. 1800 V.
260 Shall we succeed better in trying a second left-handed
marriage between democracy and another form of aristo-

cracy ?

6. ln various uses. a. Ofan implement : Adapted
to the left hand or arm, or for use by a left-handed

person, b. Placed on the left hand. c. Of a
blow : Delivered with the left hand.
a 1653 G. Pamkl Idyll v. 42 Rather then want a Target,

Perkins Tents Are Search't vp, for Left-handed Implements.
175a Hume Ess. % Treat. (1817) II. 450 It is drawn only .

.

from the left-handed vessel. 1814 Sporting Mag, XI,IV.
240 Hall met him with a left-handed facer. 1825 Knai i*

& Baldw. Newgate Cat. 1 V. 335/1 A left-handed gun, as the 1

lock was at this side.

7. In scientific and technical use : Characterized
by a direction or rotation to the left

; producing
|

LEG.

such a rotation in the plane of a polarized ray.

(Cf. LjEVo-.)
1812 16 J. Smith Panorama Sci. Art I. 74 As the tool

meets the wood, so it cuts a left-handed .screw. 1825 J.
Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 143 If the stone revolves the
other way . . the mill is termed a left-handed one. 1831
BiycwsTEK Optics xxvi. 218 Hence, in reference to this
quatity, quartz may be divided into right-handed and left-

handed quartz. 1851-6 Woooward Mollusca 46 Left-
handed, or reversed varieties of spiral shells have been met
with, c 1865 J. Wylde in Orr's Circ. Sci. 1. 84/2 If. .these
colours succeed each other in any body when the analyser
h turned towards the left hand, then such is said to h;ivc
a left-handed polarisation. 1884 F. J. Britten Watch <y

Clockm. 141 IA] left-handed movement. Ibid. 227 [A]
Left Handed Fusee.

Hence Iteftha-ndedly adv., Iieftha ndedness.
a 1631 Donne Poems {1633) 77 Although a squint left,

handednesse Be ungracious
; yet we cannot want that hand.

1854 Scoff ern in Orry

s Circ. Set'., Chem. 82 The amount of
right-handedness or left-handedness displayed by the solu-
tion. 1872 O. W. Holmes Poet. Ereahf-t. viii. (1885) 203
The subject of what we may call moral left- handedness.
1882 Athenxum 30 Dec. 904/3 A representation of the
Apollo Belvedere . . holding out . . left handedly enough, a
problematical scaring aegis.

Le ft-h.a*nder. [f. Left hand + -ek L] a.

One who uses the left hand instead of the right

;

spec, in Cricket, one who bats or bowls left-handed,

b. In mediaeval fencing, a dagger carried in the

left hand lo parry a stroke or thrust. C. A blow
delivered with the left hand.
a. 1881 Stamiard 28 June 3/2 The left-hander was im-

mediately hit to leg for four. 1900 Daily News 12 June 8/4
For two hours and forty minutes the young left-hander
had withstood the Middlesex bowling.
b. 1869 Boutell Arms Armour ix. 180 The weapon

that in the 16th century was called a main gauche (a left-

Itander) was a dagger especially used in duels.

C. 1861 Macm. Mag. Feb.. 273 He let fly a tremen-
dous left-hander at the doctor. 1884 Graphic 13 Dec. 625/1
He received a straight left-hander in the chest that sent
him back reeling.

Left-handiness. nonce-wd. [f. * left-handy
adj. (f. Left hand) + -ness.] Awkward mannci.
Cf. P. gaucheric.

1749 Chesterk_Z,*#. ex. (1892) 1. 249 An awkward address,
ungraceful attitudes and actions, and a certain left-handi-

ness (if I may use that word) loudly proclaim low education.

Leftmost, a. Also leftermost. [f. Left
a. + -most.] Situated furthest to the left.

1863 Kinglake Crimea II. 443 The Grenadiers were
making good use of that delicate bend in the formation of
their leftmost company. 1875 Ibid. (1877) V. i. 269 The
leftermost portion of them, under the direction of Serjeant
O'Hara. 1894 (). O. Howard in Voice (N. Y.) Sept., Mans-
field . . pushed out toward Lee's leftmost troops.

t Le* ftSomes, adv. Obs. rare 1
. In 4 lift-

soms. [f. Left a. + some, with advb. -j.] In

a leftward direction, leftwards.
1398 Trevisa Earth. De P. R. ix. i. (1495) 345 Streyghte

and forthryghte menynge is ryghtsoms other liftsoms.

Leftward (le-ftw^id), adv. and a. [f. Left a.

+ -WARD.]

A. adv.

1. On the left hand. Also Id {the) leftward (of).
xfaCath. Angl. 212/1 Leftwarde, leuorsum. 1509 Bar-

clay ShypofFolys (1570) 89 Many a thousands Fast runneth
leftwarde, but fewe on the right hande, 1848 Ci.ough Bothie
ix. 42 Is it well that the soldier whose post is far to the left-

ward Say, I will go to the right I 1864 Lo. Derby Iliad xu.
2i8Asignfrom heav'n Appear'd, to leftward of the astonish d
crowd. 1895 Blackiv. Mag. Nov. 643/2We soon caught the
sound of the sea leftward. 1808 G. \V. Steevens Egypt in
1898, xix. 220 Leftward and behind us is the desert.

2. In the direction of the left hand. Also tq,

(the) leftward.

1579 Digges Straiioi. 2 Reckning all the characters afore
that point leftward. 1791 CowpEa Iliad xn. 150 Leftward
he drove furious. 1814 Cary Dante, Pure. xxx. 43, 1 Turn*d
me to leftward. 1829 Scott Anne ofG.\x (end), We have
yet. keeping leftward . .nearly a mile to make. 1883 Century
Mag. XXVII. 33 A trail strikes up the main hilt to the
leftward. 1885 Miss McConkey Hero ofCoiopens xiii. 118
He |I'urgoyne] extended his intrenchmcnts leftward to the
river-bank.

B. adj. Situated on the left. Also occas.

Directed towards the left.

1813 Scott Trierm. 111. xxiii, Against the leftward foe he
flung The ready banner. 1825 Blackiv. Mag. XVIII. 452
'Twas the leftward corridor She glided down. 1886 W. R.
Kvans Rustic Walking Routes 20 In five-eighths of a mile,
just beyond a leftward bend.

Le ftwards, adv. [f. as prcc with advb. -s ]
^Lkftwarh adv.
1863 Kinglake Crimea IL 433 Going thence leftwards to

the Coldstream . . brigade. 1893 Horse * Hound 18 Nov.
734 The pack made a sudden turn leftwards. 1899 Allbtttt's

Syst. Med. VI. 389 If the aneurysm, .extends backwards.,
or to any considerable extent leftwards from the alx>ve
I>osition, it will fete.].

Iiel'twise (lcft|W3iz), adv. rare- 1
, [f. Left

a. + - wise.] Toward the left.

i860 T. Martin Horace, Epode ix,* Steering leftwise [L.

sitiistrorsnm\ o'er the sea.

Leful, lefulle, variants of Leeful a. Obs.

Lefve, variant of Leve v. Obs.

Leg (leg), sb. Also 3 7 //. legges, (4 7 leggis,

leggys), 4-5 lege, 6-7 legge. [a. ON. legg-r leg,

(in compounds) leg or arm, limb (vSw. lagg, DaJteg,
calf of the leg) OTeut. type *lagjO'Z.



LEG.

Cf. Lombard lagi *coxa super genucittum ' {Ed. Roth.

384). I5y some scholars the word 1* referred to the West
Aryan root *laq- of Gr. Aa«Tt£«ti> to kick, L. lacertus arm.l

I. The limb.

1. One of the organs of support and locomotion

in an ammat body; esp. one of the Iwo lower

limbs of the human body; in narrower sense, the

part of the limb between the knee and foot.

Abdominal or false leg, one of the fleshy legs which
support the abdomen of some insects and which disappear

in the perfect insect. Barbadoes leg: see Barhadoks.
See also Black.leg(s.

c izys Lay. 1876 Hii soten hire legges [c 1205 sconkenl.

13.. A". Alls. 1808 He drawith leg over othir. c 1340
Cursor M. 7449 (Fairf.) Goly . .of body grete of leggis langc.

a 1400-50 Alexander 5473 Wormes As large as a mans lege.

14.. Lydg. & Burgh Secrets 2681 Smale leggysbe tokne of

symple konnyng. 1530 Palsgr. 238 2 Legge fro the kne to

the fate. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. iv. ii. 102 All the water in

the Ocean, Can neuer turne the Swans blacke legs to

while. 1667 Milton P. L. x. 512 His Leggs entwining

Kach other .. down he fell, A monstrous .Serpent. 1837

Dickens Piekiv. xix,
4 What's the matter with the dogs'

legs?' whispered Mr. Winkle. 1864 Tknnyson Grand-
mother iii,

'
I lerc s a leg for a babe of a week !

' says

doctor. 1896 Newton Diet. Birds s. v. Stork, Its con-

trasted plumage.. with its bright red hill and legs, makes
(

it a conspicuous and beautiful object.

Proverb, phrase {vulgar). 166a Wilson Cheats 11. iv.

(1664) 26 All's well, and as right as my Leg. 1719 D'Urfey
Pills IV. 141 This Lady is as right as my Leg.

b. esp. with reference to the use of tbe legs in

standing, walking, running, etc.

138a Wvclip Ps. exlvii. 10 He shal not han wil in the

strenglheof hurs; ncmtheleggisofaman shall be wel plesid 1

to hym. 1555 J- Proctor Wyai's Rebell. 14 b, He. .ranne

away no faster than his legges could carye hym. 1596 Shaks.

Jierclt. V. 11. ii. 6 Vse your legs, take the start, run awaie. I

1638 Bromk Antipodes 1. vi. Wks. 1873 1". 248 Mandevilc
went farre. Beyond all English legges that 1 can read of.

1749 Fielding Tom Jones vti. vii, I thank Heaven my
legs are very able to carry me. 1839 Sir C. Napier in

ttruce Life iv. (1885) 132 Gashes that would frighten

a thousand of their companions into the vigorous use of

their legs. 1867 IUker Nile Tribut. xi. 287 He would
rather trust to his legs.

trans/, and Jig. 1590 Pasouil's Apol. 1. C iv h, He pcr-

ceiueth not.., that I naue his leg in a string still. 1597 J.

Payne Royal Exch. 15 Buyengc and selliuge is one of the

leggs whervpon euery common welthe dothc stand. 1635

Quarlfs E/ubl. iv. lii. 193 The sprightly voice of sinew-

strengthning Pleasure Can lend my bedrid soule both legs

and leisure. 1652 Collingf.s Caveat for Prof, xviii. (1653)

77 Mr. Fisher, .saves himsclfe upon the legs of his old

distinction, a 1700 Dryden Ovitfs Mel. vni. Baucis
Philemon 148 They haste, and what their tardy Feet

|

deny'd, The trusty Staff (their better Leg) supply'd. 1780

Cowi'ER Progr. Err. 561 One leg by truth supported, one
by lies, They sidle to the goal.

2. Phrases, a. General references. All legs and
wings,said ofan overgrown awkward young person

;

also Naut., of an overmasted vessel. On Ihe leg,

(of a dog) long in the leg, leggy. The hoi is on the

olher leg (see Boot sb$ 1 b). To pull (or draw Sc.)

a person*s leg, to impose upon, * get at , befool him

(colloq.). f To Jighl al the leg (see quot. 1785).

To give a person a leg tip, to help him to climb

up or get over an obstacle, mount (a horse, etc.)

;

hence Jig., to help over a difficulty. To have a

done in one*s leg (see Bone sb. 9). To have ones

leg over the harrows, to be out of control. To

lift, lift up (or heave up) Ihe leg: said of a dog
voiding urine.

1591 Shaks. Two Gent. iv. iv. 41 When djd'st thou see

me heaue vp my leg, and make water against a Gentle-

womans farthingale. 1602 -znd Pt. Return fr. J'arnass.

iv. ii. 1659 Nor any bold presumptuous curr shall dare To
lifte his legge against his sacred dust. 1785 Grose Diet.

Vulgar T. s. v. Leg, To fight at the leg, to take unfair ad-

vantages, it being held unfair by back sword players to

strike at the leg. 1816 Scott Old Mori, viii, * She has

her leg ower the harrows now ', said Cuddie, * stop her wha
can *. 1837 Dickens Pickzo. xvi, The wall is very low, sir,

and your servant will give you a leg up. 1837 Marryat
Dogfiend x, [He] came shambling, all legs and wings, up
the hatchway. 1867 Anderson Rhymes^ 17 (E, D.D.) He
preached, an at last drew the auld body's leg, Sae the kirk

got the gatherins o* our Aunty Meg. 1867 Smyth Sailor's

Word-bk. ,
Legs and wings : see Overmasted. 1888 Church,

ward Blackbirding 216 Then 1 shalt be able to pull the leg

of that chap M ike. He is always trying to do me
%

1890
W. E. Norris Misadventure iv, She was now devoting all

her energies to giving them a leg up. 1893 Kennel Gaz.
Aug. 213/3 A !iule dog.. with..good carriage of stern, but

a trifle
4 on the leg* and out of coat. Ibid. 215/2. 1899

PallMallMag. Apr 474
4 She wouldn't marry you 1

1 4 M
y

dear fellow, the boot was on the other leg. 1 wouldn t

marry her/

b. With reference to walking or running. To

change leg, (of a horse) to change slep. To have

the legs of, to travel faster than, to onlrtm. To put

(or set) one's best leg foremost, to go at one's best

pace ; to exert oneself to the utmost. To shake

a leg, to dance. To shake a loose (or Jree) leg, to

lead an irregular life, live freely. To stretch one's

legs, i(a) to increase one's stride, walk fast (obs.);

(b) to exercise the legs by walking. To take to (or

betake oneself to) one's legs, to run, run away; so

to take leg (lit. and fig.), give legs.

1530 Palsgr. 749/»» I take me to my Ieggcs, 1 flyea waye,

je me mets enfuyte, 1579 Tomson Calvin's Serm. Ton*

181

f 17/2 They.. set the rfctter legge before. 1592 Shaks. Rom.
|

iV Jul. 1. iv. 34 Gome knocke and enter, and no sooner in,

I I>ut euery man betake him to his legs. 1653 Walton
Angler \. 1, I have streleh'd my legs up Tottenham Hil to

overtake you. 1790 J. Fisher Poems 83 When ance her

chastity took leg. 1834 Ainswoktii Rookivood 111. ix. (18781
1

233 While luck lasts, the highwayman shakes a loose leg !
,

1844 W. H.Maxwell Sports <y Adv. Scott, xii. (1855) 116
We have landed to.. 'stretch our legs '. 1856 Mayhkw Gt. !

World Loud. 87 Those who love to
4 shake a free leg ', and

lead a roving life, as they term it. 1857 G. A. Lawrence
Guy Liv. ix, He [the horse] is in a white lather of foam, and
changes his leg twice as he approaches. 1861 Hughes Pom
Brenvn at Ox/, xli, The beggar had the legs of me. 1881
Hesant & Rice Ten I'rs* Tenant v, It would be positively

indecent for a man at a hundred to shake a leg as merrily
as a man at thirty. 188a Bksant All Sorts <y Cond. xviii,

I explain that the stage is ready for them, if they like to act

;

. .or the dancing-room, should they wish to shake a leg. 1883
Daily Neivs 15 May 7 2 The best way is to make a snatch
and give legs for it, it's better than loitering. 1886 Houart
Sk. Life 135, I knew we had the legs of her [a gunboat].

c. On one's legs ; {a) in a standing altitude ; said

esp. of a parliamentaiy or other public speaker ; so

jocularly on one's hind legs
; (//) well enough to go

about ;

4 on one's feet *
; (c) Jig. in a prosperous

condition, established, esp. in to set (a pec son) upon
his legs; also Iran J. of things. To fall on ones
legs', to be lucky or successful. To gel on one's

hind legs : lit. of a horse, hence jocularly of a per-

son, to go into a rage. 'To stand (or f come) upon

ones own legs: to be self-reliant. Xot a leg to

stand on : 110 support whatever.
1624 Sanderson Serm. I. 251 A pound, that would.. put

him into fresh trading, set him upon his legs, :ind make him
.1 man for ever, a 1628 Preston Effectual Faith (1631 1 54
Then a man cometh upon his own leg's. 1666 I'epvs Diary
7 Jan., I do fear those two families, .are quite broken, and
I must now stand upon my own legs. 1697 Collier Iminor.
Stage (1730) Prtf., Throwing in a Word or two; to.. keep
the English upon its Legs. 1760 72 H. PiKciokk Loot 0/
Qual. (1809) 111. 117, I engage in a few weeks to set

you once more upon your legs. 1771 Smolikit Humph.
CI. 17 Apr., I . . might have been upon my lejjs by this

time, had the weather |>ei milled me to use my saddle-

horse. 1792 Anted. IV. Pitt. (17971 L xii. 249 Mr. Pitt, upon
his legs, m the House of Commons, charged [etc.1. 1799 Med.
friil. I. 22 lie was ohliged to l>e on his legs the whole day.
1801 G. Rose Diaries <i86o) I. 321 We found Mr. Sheridan
on his legs, moving the adjournment. 1818 Cohueti Pol.

Reg. XXXIU. 9 A thing totally tlesiitute of talent could
never expect long to stand upon its own legs. 1841 Lvi ion

AV. <y Morn. 11. iii. II. 121 A man \\\»* has plenty of brains

generally falls on his legs. 1884 Sat. Rez'. 7 June 731/1
That Knglish credit is not good enough to set Egypt.. 011

her legs again. 1889 Mivakt J ruth 131 The latter hy-

pothesis . -has not a leg to stand on. 1897 Daily Xews
15 Oct. 7/4 Mr. S. was on his hind legs arguing with, .force.

1897 W. h. Nokris Marietta's Marr. xxx. 217' Don't get

on your hind legs ', returned I>etly composedly.

d. One's last legs, the end of one's life ; Jig. the

end of one's resources ; said also of things
;
chiefly

on or upon one's last legs.

1599 Massingick, etc. OldLaw v. i, Eugenia. My husband
goes upun his last hour now. 1st Courtier. On his last

legs, I am sure. 1668 Dkvdkn Evening** J ove it. i. Wks.

1883 ILL 287 He had brought me to my last legs. 1764

Foote Mayor o/G. 11. Wks. 1709 L 184 Vou was pietty

near your last legs. 1846 Ok Quincky Syst. Heavens Wks.

(1854) III. 174 H the Karth were on her last legs. 1857

A. Trollopk Barchester T. i, The b^hop was quite on his

last legs; but the ministry also were tottering.

e. To dance {run, walk, etc.) a person off his

legs : to cause (him) to dance, etc. to exhaustion.

1663 ItuTLER Hud. I. iii. 326 Purging Comfits and Ants

Eggs, Had almost brought him off his legs. 1668 Pepys
Diary 25 Nov., These people.. will run themselves off of

their legs. 1736 Ainswoktii Lat. Diet. 11. s. v. Hag, I am
hagged off my legs. 1890 * Rolf Holdrewooo ' Col. Re-

former 11891) 150 Girls, who will dance him off his legs,

unless he's very fit indeed. 1894 Klnn In Alpine Valley I.

20s Soon walk him oft his legs.

f. Tut for * the power of using the legs \ as in to

Jeel(Kkel v. 6 d
),Jnd one's legs. To keep one's legs,

to remain standing or walking. Sea-legs: see Ska.

1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, it. i. 147 We musL haue >'ou m,du

your Legges. Sirrha Beadle, whippe him till he leape oner

that same Stoole. 1706 [E. Waro] Wooden World i)is-

sected {1708) 5 They.. walk firm, where all other Creatures

tumble ; and seldom can keep their Legs long, when they

get upon Terrafirma. 1855 Macallay Hist. Eng. xn. III.

233 The fighting men . . were so much exhausted that they

could scarcely keep their legs. 1858 Mrs. Caklyle Lett.

11. 34s Carried most of the way, not able to keep his legs.

g. In high leg : in high spirits, exalted.

1808 Syd. Smith Let. to Lady Holland 8 Oct. Mem.
(1855) 1 1. 38 The Mufti in high leg about the Spaniards.

3. The leg cut from the carcass of an animal or

bird for use as food.

1533 Elyot Cast. Helthe U. i. (1541) 16 n
>
Bicfe ls l*ltcr

digested than a chykens legge. iS99 H- EvrrKs Dyefs drte

Dinner A a, A breast or legge of Mutton, a 1625 Bkaum.

& Fl. Bondnca 11. iii, What say you to a leg of Heef now,

\ hirha? 1722 De Foe Col. 7^(1840) 118 Then came up
' a leg of mutton. 1875 A. Wooc llavards Dead Cities

Zuyder Zee 75 The butcheress. still had a leg of veal.

b. Leg-of-mutton adj. phr., resembling a leg

of mutton, esp. in shape. Leg-of-mutton sail,

a kind of triangular sail (also called shoulder-of-

mutton sail); so leg-of-mutton rig. Leg-of-mut-

ton sleeve, one very full and loose on the arm but

I
close- filling at the wrist ; a gigot-sleeve.

LEG.

1840 A Parley's Ann. I. 218 Mrs. Rulton had dressed
herself in leg-of-mutton sleeves [eic-k 1883 Harper s Mag.
Dec. 146/r, I had rigged her with a leg-of-mutton sail. 1884
Girts Oivn Mag. 29 Mar. 410/1 'The old-fashioned 'gicot',
or leg-of-mutton sleeve. 1885 F.Gordon Pyotshaw 26 lie
brandished his leg-of-mutton fist. 1894 Outing (U. S.) May
148/1 The leg-of-mutton rig.. is the simplest.

4. An obeisance made by drawing back one leg

and bending the other ; a bow, scrape. Also in

phrase to make (rarely cast away, scrape) a leg.

Now arch, orjocular.

1589 Tri. Love $ Fortune v. (Roxb. Club) T41 Hang
rascal I, make a leg to nie. 1596 Nashe Saffron Waldcn
(Grosart) III. 146 Whither, .haue you brought mee? To
Newgate, good Master Doctour, with a lowe leg they made
answer. 1599 Hakluyt Voy. II. 1. 152, I turned me to the

Kasha, and made a long legge, saying, Grand mercie
Signior. 1602 md Pt. Return fr. Parr/ass. ill. n. 1212

His hungry sire will scrape you twenty legges, For one
good Christmas nieale. 1606 Sir G. Goosecapfie iv. i. in Hullen
O. PI. III. 64 To shew my Courtship In ihe three quaiter
legge, and setled looke. 1609 Dekker Gvlls Horne-bk. 64

A Jew never bends in the hams with casting away a leg.

1629 V. Smart Holy Commnit. Durham Cath. 14 To tenth
the Corislers going up to the Altar to make legs to God.
a 1654 Skldrn Table- P. (Arb.) 85 'Tis good to leain to

dance, a man may learn his Leg, learn to ro handsomly.
1725 Dk Fok Voy. round World (1840) 97 The governor
..gave them the compliment of his hat and Icy. 1839
Lonck. Hyperion t. vii, He is one that cannot make a goo<l

leg. 1857 f Roi.Lori-: Barchester T. .xxlii, Lach made a U\i

in the approved rural fashion.

fig. 1858 Sat. Re?'. 31 July 08 The India Bill came
simpering on.. and made its little leg to an applauding
public.

5. slang. Short for Klacki.eg 2.

1815 Sporting Mac. XLV. 30 The Goo»c that laid ibc

Golden Egg should be a lesson to the legs on the turf. 1837
J)u:ki;ns Piekw. xlii, lie ivas a horse chaunter : he's a leg

now. 1884 II. Smart From Post to Finish xxiii. 172 The
world regards me as a compound of leg and money-lender.

6. Cricket, a. Leg before wicket : the act of

stopping with the leg, or other part of the person,

a straight-pitched ball, which would otherwise

have hit the wicket (a fault in play for which the

batsman may be given 'out'). Also, simply, leg

before. Abbreviated l.b.w.

[1774 Laws Cricket in Lillywhitc Cruket Siores (1R621 I.

17 Or if a striker puts his leg before the wicket with a de-ign

to stop the ball, and actually prevent the ball from hitting

his wicket by it (he is out].] [1795 : cf. l.b.w. undet \,\the

letter) 7.] 1850 * B.M ' Cricket Man, 47 The hitter is given

out as. -Meg before wicket'. 1862 Lll.l.vw HITN Cricket

Stores I. 191 In this match (in 179s!,
4
leg before \\i>_kel ' is

found scored for the first time. 1882 Daily Tel. 20 May,
Blackham was out leg before to Lilly white.

b. (Also the leg.) <a) That part of the 'on'

side of the field which lies behind, or about in

a line with, the batsman. Chiefly in [a hit' to

{the) leg. (b) The side of the pitch on which Ihe

batsman stands.

<a^ 1843 ' A Wv kmam 1st ' Pra^t. Hints Cricket KrontLp ,

' The ' long on '
. . is for the most part done away with, ami

placed either .. between the slip and cover-point, or to the

Meg ', [bid. 17 The hitting to the leg i> by far the mo<=t

effective. 1857 Hi gh ks Tom Brown w. \iii, A beautifully

pitched ball for the outer stump, which the. .unfeeling J;ick

.. hits right round 10 leg for five. 1866 Le Kanu All in

Dat it I. viii. 66 William, who>e hit to leg was famous.

attrib. 1882 Daily Tel. ?4 June, The South Australian

got his first ball to the leg boundary.
(b) 1843

1 A Wvkhavist ' Pract. Hints Cn\ ket 17 As soon

as ever the ball is pitched to the leg. 1851 Tvcroft Crukct
Field ix. 181 So a cricket ball, with lateral spin, will wotk
from Leg to Off, or Off to Leg, according to the spin.

1859 All Year Round No. 13. 306 The first halt they

bowled mc was slow, overpitched, and to leg. 1888 Cricket

(Badm. Libr.) vii. 282 Faimer Miles . . bowled under-arm .

his balls curling in from the leg.

C. Hence, Ihe position of a fieldsman placed to

stop balls hit ' to leg ' (see above)
;
also, the fields-

man so placed. Long, short, square leg, the fields-

man, or his position, at a long or short distance

from the wicket or about square with it.

1816 in I 'ox Eng. Game Cricket (1877) 34. the

person who takes this place should stand a little back

from the straight line of the popping crease. 1850 * Hat '

Cricket Man. 44 Long Leg must be occupied by a good
thrower. 1857 Chambers* Inform. II. 688/2 Leg should

stand rather behind the striker, in a diagonal line, about

twelve or sixteen yards from the wicket. 1877 Box Eng.
Game Cricket Gloss., Short Leg, the

_
fielder stationed

within a few yards of the wicket behind the batsman.

Square Leg, this fielder stands nearly square with the

batsman. 1880 Times 28 Sept. 11/5 The men were placed

thus :—Mr. Jarvis, wicket-keeper; .. Dannerman, leg [etc.l.

1894 ibid. 23 May 7/3 He was taken at shortdeg.

II. Something more or less resembling a leg,

or performing its function as a support for a ' body \

7. A representation or figure of a leg ; esp. in //er.

c 1500 Sc. Poem Heraldry in Q. Eltz. Aca t. 100 Thire be

also raschit, as lege or heid. 1725 Coats Neiv Diet. Her.,

L.egs are born in Coat-Armour, either naked, or shod, or

hooted. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) VIII. 457/2 'Gules,

,
three Legs armed proper, conjoined in the Fess-point*.

. .This is the coat of arms of the Isle of Man. . .
' Or, three

Legs couped above the knee Sable
' ; borne by the name

of Hosy.

+ b. Sc. Short for leg-dollar. Obs.

1687 [see leg-dollar in 17].

8. An artificial leg. Also cork leg, wooden leg:

see the adjs.

I 1426 Lydg. De Guit. Pitgr. 23199, I made me a leg of tre.



LEG
9. (See quot.)

1737 Bover Eng.-Fr. Diet, s.v. Leg, A Leg of Wood to
put in a Stocking,forme, pour enformer les Bas.
10. That part of a garment which covers the leg.

1580 Stanford Chnrchw. Ace. in Antiquary XVII. 171 '2

tt. for a payre of boote i^eggs to mende bawdrycks, viijV.

1861 Dickens Gt. Expect, ii, To put my hunk of bread-and-
butter down the leg of my trousers.

11. A bar, pole, or the like used as a support or
prop

;
esp. in Shipbuilding and Mining.

1497 Naval A cc. Hen. V/f (1896) 324 Carpenters whuch
made the seid ledders and tegges of tymhre. 1699 Dampier
Voy. It. 1. 73 One end of the Carriage is supported with
two Legs, or a Fork of three Foot high. 171a J. James
tr. Le Blond's Gardening Zi "fis set upon the Ground by
means of three Legs or Staves . . put into as many Sockets
below the Ball. .. The lesser sort require but one Leg.
1883 Gkesley Gloss. Coal-mining, Leg. 1. S[cotIandJ. A
wooden prop supporting one end of a bar. 2. Yorkshire}.
A stone which has to be wedged out from beneath a larger
one. 1886 R. C. Leslie Sea-painters Log'w. 68 The yacht is

likely to fall over, and, breaking her leg under her, receive
serious damage.

b. One of the poles or masts of a sheers.

1896 Law Times Rep. LXXUI.634/2 The engine then
brought the other waggon under the shear legs to have it

unloaded. 1898 Daily
_
News 30 June 4 5 A pair of steel

legs eighty seven feet in height, which had a lifting power
of 75 tons.

12. One of the comparatively long and slender
supports of a piece of lumiture or the like.

1680 Moxon Mcch. Exerc. 177 The Legs and Cheeks are
to be fastned with traces to the Floor of the Room the
Lathe stands in. 1784 Cowper Task t. 19 Joint-stools were
then created ; on three legs Upborne they stood. 1837
Oickens Pickw. xliv, I was always used to a four-poster
afore t came here, and t find the leg* of the table answer
just as well. Ibid, xlvii, Mr. Pickwick grated the legs of
his chair against the ground. 1852 Mas. Carlyle Lett. tt.

175 Tables with their legs in the air.

13. A l>eam upon which tanners dress skins,

1737-41 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Shammy, They [skins] are..
laid on a wooden leg or horse.

14. One of the branches of a forked, jointed, or
curved object.

1683 Moxon Mcch. Exert.
, Printing xiii. » 4 The Legs of

a Carpenter's Joynt-Rule. 17*6 tr. Gregorys Astron. I.

400 Imagine u Canal fill'd with a Fluid, and bent, ..the
Fluid in the Leg of the Canal AC is in equilibrio with the
Fluid in the Leg PC. 17*7-41 Chambers Cycl. t Compasses
of three legs. 1801 Jefeersov Writ. (ed. Ford) VI t. 482
A rainbow, therefore, . . plunges one of it's legs down to the
river. 1828 J. H. Mookk Pract. Navig. (ed. 20) 18 The
Sector. This instrument consists of two legs or rulers, re-

presenting the radii of a circle. 1866 Croquet 10 A ball is

Wired when it cannot effect the stroke desired on account
of the le? of a hoop (wire) intervening. 1893 Sloan

e

F.lectr. Diet., Leg 0/ circuit, one lead or side of a complete
metallic circuit.

b. One of the sides of a triangle, viewed as
standing upon a base (so Gr. afcikos)

; one of the
two parts on each side of the vertex of a curve.

Hyperbolic, parabolic kg (see qtiot. 1727-41).
1659 Moxon Globes \i. i. (1674* 184 The Legs of a Right

Angled Spherical Triangle. 1702 Ralphson MatA. Diet.,
Isosceles Triangle is a Triangle that has two equal Legs.
1727-41 Chamrkrs Cycl. s.v. Curve, lastly, the legs of
curves .. ar« either of the parabolic or hyperbolic kind : an
hyperbolic leg, being that which approaches infinitely
towards some asymptote; a parabolic, that which has no
asymptote.

c. Gold-mining. One of the two nearly vertical

lateral prolongations of the saddle of a quartz-reef.
1890 Melbourne^ Argus 16 June 6/1 tn payable saddle

formations a slide intersects the reef above the saddle coming
from the west, and turning cast with a wall of the east leg,
where the leg of reef is observed to go down deeper.

15. Naitt. a. A name applied to various short
ropes (see quot. 1 794). Leg along ^see quot. 1 867).
1627 Ca»'T. Smith Seaman s Gram. v. 24 Legs are .small

ropes put thorow the bolt ropes of the maine and fore saile,
neere to a foot in length, spliced each end into the other in
the leech of the saile, hailing a little eye whereunto the
inartnets are fastened by two hitches. 1711 W. Sutherland
Sbipbuild. Assist. 143 Cat-harping Legs. 1794 Rigging
% Seamanship I. 169 Legs, short ropes which branch out
into two or more parts, as the bowline-legs or bridles, bunt-
line-legs, crowfoot -legs, &c. i860 Merc. Marine Mag. VI f.

113 The two meet and fall to deck in one leg. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk., Leg along, ropes laid on end, ready for
manning.

b. A run made on a single tack. Chiefly in

long, sliort leg. A good leg,
1 a course sailed on a

tack which is near the desired course
1

(Webster,

1897).
1867 in Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. 189a H. Hutchinson

Eairtoay Island 20 I'll fetch down on a long leg, and catch
the * Pengelley ' on a single tack. 1895 Daily Ne?t's 8 July
8/6 Valkyrie . . preferred a series of short legs off Wemyss
Bay to weather the Skelmorlie.

III. 16. eittrib. and Comb. Simple attrib., as leg

balk
; objective and obj. gen., as leg-maker, -trip-

ping-, locative, as leg tired, -weary adjs.
v
so leg-

weariness) ; also leg-like adj.

1869 Claridge Cold Water-cure 56 *Leg Bath. The
thighs and legs.. ought to be put into a bath. 1897 19/A
Cent. Aug. 207 Others unmistakably *legljke. 14 . . Nom.
in Wr..Wulcker 686/29 Hie tibiarius, *tegmaker. 1737
Bracken Farriery Impr. (1757) It. 149 If he .. change his
Feet, it denotes he is *Leg-tired. 1871 B. Taylor Faust
(1875)11.111.211 He overcame In *Ieg-tripptng. 1880 W,
Day Racehorse xtx. 183 Horses often pull up lame from
*leg wearine^b. 1755 Shebbeare Lydia (1769) I. 243 Tbe

|

182

[
exciseman began to be *leg-weary. 1890 ' Rolf Bolore-
wood ' Col. Reformer (1891) 319 The slow, hopeless, leg.

i weary jog.

17. Special combinations : leg-bird, a dial, name
for tbe Sedge Warbler ; leg-bone, the shin-bone,

j

tibia
; leg-boot, a boot for a horse, covering the

' leg between the knee and hoof; leg-business
slang, ballet-dancing

; leg-dollar (see quot. 1687)

;

leg-foot, the foot of a post or the like ; leg-guard,
a protection for the leg ; in Cricket, a covering for
the knee, shin and ankle, worn by the batsmen and
wicket-keeper as a protection against injury from
the ball ; leg-ill, a disease of sheep, causing lame-
ness; leg-iron, a shackle or fetter for the leg
(whence leg-ironed adj.)

; leg-lock = prec. ; t leg
money (see quot.)

; leg-muff, « one of the fleecy
or downy puffs or tufts about the feet of many
humming-birds* {Cent. Diet.); leg-pad Cricket
= leg-guard; fleg payment (see quot. and cf.

Leg-bail)
; leg piece, f N

in //., greaves
;

(b)

Theatrical slang { = V. pihe aux jambes), a play
in which ' leg-business ' is prominent

;
leg-rest, a

contrivance for supporting the leg of an invalid
when seated

;
leg-rope v. {Austral.), to catch an

animal by the leg with a noosed rope ; f leg-saw
(meaning obscure); leg-shield, a shield to pro-
tect the leg from being crushed against the bar-
rier in justing

;
leg-splint, a plate of armour to

protect the leg; leg-wood dial., large branches
cut from trees (also attrib.); leg-worm, the
Guinea wokm (q.v.) which attacks the legs. Also
Leg-iiarn*ess.

1848 Zoologist VI. 2290 The sedge warbler, a '*leg bird '.

1885 in Swainson Proa. Names Birds. 1615 Crook

k

Body 0/Man 1003 The whirle and the *Leg.bone are ioyned
by adarticulation. 1871 Mrs. Ann. Eowardes Ought we to
visit her? III. i. 11 She was.. in the '*I^g Business your
Grace. 1670 Proclam. in Cochran-Pat rick Coinage Scot.
(1876) It. 158 These dollors commonly called *Ieg dollor*.
1687 A. Hajg in J. Russell Haigs xi. (1881) 331 To Daick,
. .a rex-dollar and halfe a legg, which is/04 . 06 . o. [Note,
A rix-dollar was worth £1 185. Scots, or 4s. iod. sterling;
a leg-dollar ^2 i6>., or 4*. Zd. sterling. The latter coin was
so-called from having on it the impression of a man in
armour with one leg, the other being covered by a shield
containing a coat of arms. J Ibid. 332 A *legg-dollar for
parchment and drink-money. 1893 Stevenson Catriona
lii. 29 Old daft limmers sit at a *leg-foot (of a gibbet]
and spae their fortunes. 1849 ' Bat ' Cricket Man. Advt.,
Gauntlets, * Leg Guards [etc.]. 1807 Ess. /light. Soc. lit.

431 *Leg ill. z86x Dickens Gt. Expect, xvi, A convict's
*leg-iron which had been filed asunder. 1884 E. Yatfs
Recoil. I. iii. 115 Convicts .. handcuffed and *leg-ironed.
i860 [Mrs. W. P. Byrne] Undercurrents Overlooked II. 218
>fanacles and chains, whips and *Ieg-locks. x8iz Ex-
aminer 7 Sept. 575/1 If not able to pay *Ieg money, or
a fee for knocking off the irons [at Newgate]. 1850 ' Bat '

Cricket Man. 51 * Leg-pads. 161 1 Cotgr., Payer en gam-
bades, to make *Ieg-paiments, to runne away in debt. 1676
Horbes Iliad (1677) 151 His *leg-pieces he down to th'
anckles ti'd, With silver buckles leg-pieces of brass, i860
Geo. Eliot Mill on Ft. HI. 8 Tom advanced before him,
carrying the *leg-rest. 1889 ' Rolf Boldrewooo ' Robbery
under Arms (1890) 7 We could milk, *Jeg-rope, and bail up
for ourselves. 166a Stat. /ret. (1765) It. 464 *Leg-saws the
piece 6s. Zd. i860 Hewitt Auc. Arm. III. 390 The Meg-
shield of the saddle is found in woodcut No. 49. 1828-40
Tvtler Hist. Scot. (1864) II. 78 Breastplate, greaves, and
Meg.splints. 1872 T. Hardy Greenw. T. I. iii. (1876) 22 We
shall have a rare * leg-wood fire directly. 1898 Oxford
Chron. 22 Jan. 1 A large number of Faggots and Legwood.
1699 Dampifr Voy. II. it. 79 Two hairy Worms growing in
the Authors Leg. Dangerous *Leg-worms in the West
Indies. 1857 tr. Kitehenmaster's Man. Parasites Hum.
Biuty t. 398 Amongst the Germans it is known as . . the
skin-worm, . leg-worm, .. and Pharaoh's worm.

b. in Cricket : leg bail, stump, that nearest

the batsman
;
leg ball, break, a ball which pitches

on or breaks from the leg side ; leg-bye (see Bye
1) ; leg hit, stroke, a hit to leg (hence leg-hitler,

"hitting sbs.).

188a Daily Tel. 27 May, The new-comer . . immediately
afterwards had his *leg-bail removed. 1830 Miss Mitkoro
Village Ser. iv. 29 He missed a *leg ball of Ned Smith's.

|

1836 tn ' Bat ' Cricket Man. (18 so) 100 Pilch . . wrote down
three with a *leg hit. 1843

1 A Wykhamist ' Pract. Hints
Cricket 17 He will soon become an effective *Ieg-hitter.
Ibid., On *leg-hitting. 1833 CC. Clarke Nyren's Cricketer's
Guide (1888) 23 A ball .. pitched on the inside of the *leg
stump.

Leg leg), v. [f. Leg sb.]

1. intr. To leg it ; To use the legs, to walk fast

or run ; also simply to leg (Sc. and dial.).

1601 Peacon & Walker Spirits <V Dk'els % Let vs legge
it a little. 1790 D. Morison Poems 7 The wives leg hame
an' trim their fires. 1837 Haliburton Clockm. Ser. 1. xxiv,
He was a leggin it off hot foot. 1899 R. Kitling Stalky «V

j

Co. i. 4 We're goin' along the cliffs after butterflies.. .We're
goin" to leg it, too. You'd better leave your book behind. I

f2. To leg it, to 'make a leg*. To leg unto,
to bow to {indirect passive in quot.). Obs. rare.
i6a8 Sir F. Hobart Edrv. if, cclii, [They] Are legg'd and

crouch'd unto for feare they sting. 1633 Shirlev Bird in
a Cage v. i, He'l kisse his hand and leg it.

3. trans. To propel or work (a boat) through a
canal -tunnel by means of the legs (see quot. 1 861)

;

to navigate (a tunnel) in this way; also to leg
through.

IiEGrACY.

1836 Sir G. Heao Home Tour 144 Two hours is tbe time
I occupied in

1

legging ' a boat through. 1861 Smiles En-
gtneers I. 441 note, The men who 'leg ' the boat . . lie on
their backs .. and propel it along hy means of their feet
prosing against the top or sides of the tunnel, [bid. W.
421 After legging Harecastle Tunnel, .the men were usually
completely exhausted. 1885 Harper's Mag. May 863/1 To
' leg through' this 'ere tunnel. 1891 V. C. Cotfs 2 Girls
on Barge 86 A little . . boy was lying on his back, legging
the boat along,

4. To leg up (a yacbt) : to shore up or support
witlt legs or props when in dry harbour.
1886 R. C. Leslie Sea-painter's Log iv. 68 To lay ashore

and leg-up a yacht.

5. To hit on the leg. (Cf. Wing v.)
i8<a Blacker. Mag. LXXtl. 303 Those [pebble >] aimed at

his head and body he turned aside, and jumped over those
that threatened to leg him.

6. dial, and slang. To trip up (a person) by
s«lzing his leg.

i88a.SVz/. Rev. za Apr. 488/1 The policeman ordered them
to move on... Presently they 'legged the copper', and he
fell to the ground.

Legable, a. rare'' 0
. fad. mod.L. legabilis,

f. L. legdre to bequeath.] (Sec quot.)
1721 Bailev, Legable, that is not intail'd as Hereditary,

but may be bequeathed by Legacy.

Legacy (lcgasi), sb. Forms : 4 legasy, 4-;
-cie, 6 -eye, -sey, (//. legaces r 7 leagacie,
legacy, [a. OF. legacie a legateship (see 1 b),
«=Sp. legacia, ad. med.L. legatia (see -act) the
district of a legate, f. legalus Legate sb."]

I. Legateship, legation.

1 1. The function or office of a delegate or de-
puty. (Cf. Embassy i.) Obs.
138a Wyclif 2 Cor. v. 20 Therfore we ben sett in legacie

[L. legation* fungimur] .. for Crist, 1555 Eden Decades
133 As I passed by in my legacie to the Soldane of Alcayr.
15^3-83 fr'oxE >L * M- II. 1178/1 Who .. conferred ..with
Tho. Cromwell to associat him in that legacie.

fb. spec. The function or office of a papal
legate ; a legateship. To send in legacy : to send
as legate. legacy of the cross : see Legate sb.l 1.

1387 Trevisa Higdcn (Rolls) VtlL 260 J?is Baldewyn had^
he office of legacie of the cros [L. crticis legationefungens).
1537 Throcmorton Let. to Cromioell in Froude Hist.
Eng. (1858) III. 228, I suppose you have a great desire for
a true knowledge of his mind and acts in this legacy.
/T1548 Hall Chron. (1809) 448 Innocent Bishop of Rome
had sent in legacye Adryan of Castella. /1156a G. Caven-
dish Wohey (1893) 174 A strawe, quoth my lord of Norfolk,
for your legacye. 1577-87 Holinshed Chron. fit. 920/1
Two great crosses of siluer, the one of his archbishoprike,
the other of his legacie. 1726 Fujoes Wolsey 11. 189 There
were no fires in Smithfield during his [Wolsey s] Legacy.

f 2. The message or business committed to a
delegate or deputy. Obs,

1550 Bale Eng. Votaries 11. 75 b, His legacye there per-
fourmed.and all his bagges wele stuffed, he returned agayne
to London. 1555 Eoen Decades 75 Quicedus and Colmen-
aris were brought before the king and declared theyr legacie
in his presence. 1573 Satir. Poems Reform, xiii. 602 God
gave to bame giftis matr large Thair legacie for tilt dis-
charge. 1599 Minsheu Sp. Diet., Legacia, a legacy, an
embassage, a message from a^ Prince.

^
c 1611 Chapman Iliad

vii. 349 He came, and told his Legacie. 1654 tr. MartinPs
Cona. China 113 This Legacy comming to nothing, . , both
parties prepare to take the Field.

+ 3. A body of persons sent on a mission, or as

a deputation, to a sovereign, etc. ; also, the act of
sending such a body. (Cf. Embassy 3.) Obs.
C,37S Sc. Leg. Saints vii. {jacobus Minor) 555 In bis

sammyne tyme com legasy to vaspaciane reuerently. 158a
N. T. (Rheims) Luke xiv. 32 Otherwise whiles he is yet
farre of, sending a legacie, he asketh those things that
belong to peace. 1598 Hakli/yt Voy. L 125 Ofla by often
legacies solicited Charles le Maigne the king of France, to
be his friend.

U. f4. The action or an act of bequeathing
= Bequest i. Also legacy parole, nuncupative
bequest. Obs.

1494 Fabvan Chron. vl cciii. 313 Henry, than duke of
Burgoyne .. bequethed his dukedome vnto Kvng Robert;
but the Burgonyons withstode that legacy. 1606 Holland
5"ueton. 86 Sundry parcels gave hee besides by legacie parole.

5. A sum of money, or a specified article, given

to another by will; -* Bequest 2. f Formerly
also in generalized sense, what one bequeaths.
£1460 Henryson Test. Creseid 597 Quhen he had hard

hir greit infirmite Hir legacy and lamentation. 1514 Pace
Let. to Wolsey in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 111. I. 176 To thin-

tent they be not deprividde offsuche legaces as my late lorde
didde bequest unto them. 1577 H. l.tr. Bullingery

s Decades
H.v. 162 Thou art lcftwealthie enough by thy fathers legacie,

if y* thou art godly, painful, heedful and honest. 1590 Swin.
hurne Treat. Testaments 14 A Legacie.. is agifte lefte by
the deceased, to bee paide or performed by the Executor^ or
administrator. 1601 Shaks. 7ul. C. in. ii. 141 Bequeathing
it as a rich I^egacie Vnto their issue, a 1660 C. Maun«>
in Wood's Life (O. H. S.) I. 350 note, I have given Mr.
Powell 5//. for a legacie. 1770 Junius Lett. x\. 204 Vou
have paid . . his legacy, at the hazard of ruining the estate.

1818 Cri t ise Digest (ed. 2) I. 528 tt has been stated that

a purchaser is bound to see to the payment of legacies.

1858 Lo. St. Leonaros Handy Bk. Prop. Law xx. 155 The
residue greatly exceeded in value tbe aggregate amount %{
all the legacies.

b. trans/, and fig. ; esp. = anything handed
down by an ancestor or predecessor.
c 1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps. lxxxix. x, His sonnes .

.

Shall find like blisse for legacie bequeathed, 1697 Dkvdek



LEGACY. 183 LEGALIZED.

JEncid x. 1263 Forl»ear thy Threats, my Bus'ness is to

dye ; But first receive this parting Legacy, He said ; And
straight a whirling Dart he sent. 1711 Addison Sped.
No. 166 f 3 Books are the legacies that a great Genius
leaves to mankind. 1845 Foao Handbk. Spain i. 9 One of

the many fatal legacies left to Spain by the French, was
[etc.]. 1850 Tennysoh In Mem. Ixxxiv, Leaving great

legacies of thought, Thy spirit should fail from off the globe.

1863 W. G. Blaikir Better Days Working People v. (1864)

117 The difficulty has left sundry legacies behind it.

6. a/trih and Comb., as legacy-duty ; legacy-

hunter, -monger, one who pays court to old and

rich persons in hope of obtaining a legacy; so
j

legacy-hunting.
1810 W. Campbell {title) The Value of Annuities . . with

the amount of the several Rates of *Legacy Duty, payable
'

on the value of Annuities. 1894 Lbly Stat. Pract. Utility

1263 note, Foreign or colonial personalty is liable to legacy

duty if [etc.], 1693 T. Power in Dryden's Juvenal (1697)

304 He exercises his Satyrical Vein upon the Jlseredipetx, or
* Legacy- Hunters. 1828 M iss Mitforo Village Ser. 111. a86

Her decline was rapid, and her latter days much tormented

by legacy-hunters. 1794 Charlotte Smith Wand. Warwick
105 To stoop to the pitiful expedient of *legacy-hunting.

1647 Stapyltom Juvenal 287 Which made Coranus, like a

common captator or Tegacy-monger, court his owne sonne.

fLe'gacy,z>. Obs. Also 6legace, -asy. [f.prec]

1. trans. To send as a legate.

1563 Foxe A. ff M. \ yj^l% You are legasyd by thautoritie

of the Pope.

2. a. To give or leave as a legacy, b. To be-

queath a legacy to.

1546 Wills * Inv. N. C. (Surtees 1835) 126 The reste nf

all iny goodes not beinge legaced no* gyuen. 1594 Nashk
Unfort. Trav. Wks. (Grosart) V. 185 Where yet liuing, hee

might behold his flesh legacied amongst the foules of the

aire. 1623 tr. Eavine's Theat. lion. ix. vL 302 Inheritances

might be legacied to them. 1643 Sis T. Browne Relig.
\

hied, il § 3 lily acquired parts must perish with my self,

nor can be Legacied among my honoured Friends, 1798
Jane Austen Northang. Abb. (1833) II. xv. 206 Her inti-

|

macy there had made him seriously determined on her being

handsomely legacied hereafter. 1886 A. G. Murdoch Read-
ings Ser. l (ed. 2) 29 The ten pounds legacied to . . Kate
Dalrymple.

Legal (lrgal), a. [ad. L. lega/is (perh. through

F. //gal, recorded from 14th c), f. l?g~, Isx law.

The popular OF. representative of the L. adj. was
leial, loial : see Leal, Loyal.]

1. Of or pertaining to law
;

falling within the

province of law.
1529 More Dyaloge 1. Wks. 161/2 Albeit the matter of the

\

precepte is morall and the daie legall, so that it inaie be
|

chaunged, yet wil . . no man thinke [etc.]. 1665 Hoyle
j

Occas. Reft. Introd. Pref. (1848) 29 To make use of a Legal
Artifice to hinder, .the Publication. 1671 Milton Samson
313 IGod) hath full right to exempt Whomso it pleases him
. . From National obstriction, without taint Of sin, or legal

debt. 1728 Veneer Sincere Penitent Pref. 7 Sharp rebukes
and legal severities. 176$ Blackstone Comm. 1. i. 18 The

j

rudiments of legal knowledge. *8i8 Cruise Digest (ed. 2)

VI. 238 A system of legal construction had been established
|

in former cases. 1838 THmv/fAU. Greece IV. 135 One Mene-
cles having raised some legal objection to the decree. 1844
H. H. Wilson Brit. India I. 241 Debarred from the aid
of the legal advisers of the state. 1849 Macaulay Hist.
Eng. iv. 1. 452 His legal knowledge, .was merely such as

he had picked up. 1861 Graham Eng. Word Bk. Introd. 8

Words of Latin origin relating to legal and military affairs.

1898 Eclectic Afag. LXVI1. 603 Protected, .by skillful legal

advice.

b. Legal wan : « Law Latin legalis homo, a man
who has full legal rights, being neither outlawed,

excommunicated, nor in any way disqualified from

appearing in courts of law. So legalperson.
«66o R. Coke Power $ Sttbj. 183 Let the Minister of the

Bishop and his Clerks come thither . . with legal men of

that province. 1689 S. Johnson Rem. Sherlock's Bit. 40
The next thing requisite to a Person being Commissionated
is that he be a Legal Person.

c. Belonging to or characteristic of the profes-

sion of the law.
r8»9 Byron Juan \. clxiv, As he^ (the attorneyl revolv'd

the case, The door was fasten'd in his legal face. 1837
Dickens Pickw.W, As all this here property is a wery great

temptation to a legal genTm'n. Mod. Whether he is a

lawyer or not, he seems to have a legal mind.

d. nonce-uses. Observant of law; devoted to law.
1872 Bagehot Physics <$• Pol. (1876) 218 JSach generation

must be born better tamed, more calm, mote capable of
civilisation—in a word, more legal than the one before it.

1873 STUBas Const. Hist. Eng. (1896) II. xiv. m Edward
was by instinct a lawgiver, and he lived in a legal age.

2. Such as is required or appointed by law ;

founded upon law; deriving authority from law.

Legal charity : relief dispensed underthe Poor Laws.
16x0 Healey St. Aug. Citie of God xxi. viii. (1620) 793

What more legall and fixed order doth any part of nature

keepe? 1651 Baxter Inf. Bapt. 14 It [a marriagel is not

compleat till the legall conjunction or solemnizing, a 1680

Butler Rem. (1759) I. 202 Assume the legal Right to dis-

engage From all it had contracted under Age. 168. in

Somers Tracts I. 273 It is not enough to say that it is a
legal House without them ; for a House of Commons of
forty Persons is a legal House. 1751 Johnson Rambler
No. 153 r 11 Preparing to take a legal possession of his

fortune. 1771 Junius Lett. xliv. 239 There is no., legal

power without a legal course to carry it into effect. 1834
Ht. Martineau Moral 11. 67 There are many who believe

that an immediate abolition of our legal charity would cause
less misery than its long continuance. 1844 H. H. Wilson
Brit. India 1. 447 All disputes were referable to legal

tribunals. 1875 Jevons Money (1878) 207 A bill of lading

entitles the legal holder of it to certain . . packages of good*

b. Legal tender : coin or other money, which a

creditor is bound by law to accept, when tendered

in payment of a debt. Also attrib.

1740 W. Douglass Disc. Cnrr. Brit. Plant. Amer. 6 The
Court of France were obliged to ordain, that there should be
no other legal Tender but Silver-Coin. xZidAct 56 Geo. Ill,

c. 68 § i2 Whereas it is expedient that the Silver Coin of

the Realm should be a legal Tender by Tale, . . to any
Amount not exceeding the Sum of Forty Shillings. 1833
Act 3 <V 4 Will. IV, c. 98 § 6 A Tender of a Note or Notts
of the .. Bank of England .. shall be a legal Tender, to

the Amount expressed in such Note or Notes. 1865 II.

Phillips Amer. Paper Curr. II. 49 The Virginia conven-
tion had made the continental bills a legal tender. 1870
Act 33 Vict, c. 10 § 4 A tender of payment of money ..shall

be a legal tender—In the case of gold coins for the payment
of any amount : In the case of silver coins for a payment
of an amount not exceeding forty shillings. ..In the case of
bronze coins for a payment of an amount not exceeding one
shilling. 1870 N. Amer. Rev. Jan. 8 The objectionable

features of legal-tender laws.

c. That is such in the eye of the law.
1840 Dickens Old C, Shop xxxvi, Miss l.rass. .had passed

her life in a kind of legal childhood.

d. Such as is recognized by Maw' as distin-

guished from 'equity'.
18x8 Cruisr Digest (ed. a) I. 386 Having treated of legal

and customary estates, we now come to discuss the nature
anil properties of what are called equitable estates. 1827

Jakman Poweirs Dermises II. 153 A general devfce of real

estate, .passed the legal estate in lauds uf which the devisor

was mortgagee in fee. 1875 Djghv Real Prop. vii. § 4. 293
The legal estate is vested in the trustee, in trust for the
cestui que trust, who has the equitable estate.

3. Permitted, or not forbidden, by law; lawful.

1647 Clakfndon; Hist. Reb. 1. § 11 It is as legal . . for the

king to pardon, as for the party to accuse. 1671 L. Addison
W. Barbary 35 His fourth was a Virgin Daughter of..,
which made up the legal number of four, so many being
allowed by their Prophet. 1691 Lockk Lower. Interest

(1692) 9 The Lender . . will rather lend it to the Hanker at

the legal Interest, than [etc.]. 1817 Vf. Selwyn Law Nisi
Pruts (ed. 4) II. 970 If it were a legal capture, they were
entitled [to a return of premium]. 1844 H. 11. Wilson
Brit. India III. 260 The periods fixed for the regular gaol-

deliveries had been protracted beyond the legal limits. 1849
Ri skin Sev. Lamps iv. § 14. 106 Those false forms of de-

coration which are most dangerous in our modern architec-

ture as being legal and accepted.

4. Thco/. a. Of or pertaining to the Mosaic law

;

existing under or founded upon that law. b. Of,

pertaining to, concerned with, or based upon the

law of works, i.e. salvation by works, as opposed

to salvation by faith. + Of persons : Upholding

the law of works.
la 1500 Chester PI. viii. 290 Rites Ceremoniall of the old

Testament, with legall obseruacon shall vtterly cease. 1640

J. Dyke Worthy Comntnn. 195 Paul .. for legall righteous-

nesse, a man before men unblameable. a 1652 J. S.VU1 II

Sel. Disc. vii. 349 Under the gospel there are many that do
judaue, are of as legal and servile spirits as the Jews. 1659
Pearson Creed (1839) 184 Neither could he be opposed to

the legal priest, as not dying himself, but giving another.

1666 Bunvan Grace Ab. ^45 These [Ranters] would .. con-

demn me as legal and dark. 1756 Law Lett. Import. Subj.

154 What folly to tell you, that you are only in a legal state,

unless he could prove to you that [etc.]. 1786 A. (1m Sacr.

Contempt. 1. lit. ii. 124 A legal bias toward a doing fof life,

in opposition to a believing on Christ for life. 1884 Faik-

bairn Catholicism {1899)26 Christ without any of the notes

distinctive of sacerdotal and legal piety.

5. quasi-j£. Something connected with law; a

legal formality ; a legal notice. Also in Sc. Law,
short for legal reversion : see Reversion*.

1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 5 Our lorde wolde not

that we sholde take the drosse of the lawe of Moyses,

neyther the cerymonyes, nor legalles and customes. i8za

Scott Port. Nigel x, If it Ithe money] is not raised, there

will be an expiry of the legal, as our lawyers call it. 1896

Daily News 30 Dec. 10/2 A Gentleman who has influence

with advertisers and is successful in obtaining Prospectuses,

Legals, and Auctions.

Legalism (tf-galiz'm). [f. Legal + -ism.]

1. Theol. Applied reproachfully to the principles

of those who are accused of adhering to the Law
as opposed to the Gospel ; the doctrine of justi-

fication by works, or teaching which savours of

that doctrine.

1838 Eraser's Mag. XVII. 748 The theory of Dissenters

is national legalism; the theory of Churchmen is national

gospel. 1856 R. S. Vaughan Mystics (i860) 1 1.x. i, The
frigid legalism of the creed of Islam. 1861 Trkncii 7 Ch.

Asia 83 The first great battle which the Church had to

fight was with Jewish legalism. 1876 Macm. Mag. XXXIV.
533 A new system of Christian legalism arose which reigned

for centuries, xooi Expositor Ian. 12 It is by its relation

to legalism that Paul has to define Christianity.

2. A disposition to exalt the importance of law

or formulated rule in any department of action.

1878 R. H. Hutton Scott i. 3 That disposition towards.,

legalism of mind. «88$ Dicev Led. Stud. Law Const. 160

Federalism, lastly means legalism .. the prevalence of a

spirit of legality among the people. 11898 Atlantic Monthly
LXXXII. 444/a Englishmen and Americans .. are pro-

foundly influenced by the spirit of legalism.

Legalist (legalist), [f. Leoal + -ist.)

1. Theol. An adherent or advocate of legalism

;

one who believes in or inclines to the doctrine of

justification by works.
1646 E. F[ishe«1 Mod* Divinity Title-p., Wherein every

one may cleeriy see how far he . . deserveth the name of

Legalist. 1651 Baxter Saints' R. 1. i. § 6 (ed. 2) 8 To
make Salvation tbe end of Duty, is to be a Legalist. 1678

R. Barclay Apol. Quakers viii. § 8. 252 There were no dif-

ference, .betwixt those who are under the Gospel, and meer
Legalists. z8a6 J. Jay Chr. Contemplated ih

% 78 They
were not Antinomians : they were not legalists, i860
Trench Serm. Westm. Abb. xxxii. 370 He is not afraid of
being called a legalist, a preacher of good works, instead

of a preacher of faith. 1879 Farrar St. Paul II. 73 be-

coming a Jew to the Jews, a legalist to legalists.

2. A stickler for legality.

1865 Pall Mall G. 19 Dec. 1 They are so far from being
disorderly that they are the most prudish of legalists.

3. a. One versed in the law ; one who views

tilings from a legal standpoint.

1829 Southey A 11for Lo7>e ix. xxii, A sorry legalist were
he Who could not in thy boasted plea Detect its fatal flaw.

1838 D. Jerkolu Men Charac, J. Runnymede ii. Wks. 1864

111. 174 John, however, could not silently assent to the

position of the legalist. i86x Gen. P. Thompson Audi Alt.

III. cl.wi. 187 No legalist dares maintain that [etc.] 1897
Faikhaikn Catholicism (1899) 473 The whole attitude was
. . that of the legalist rather than the moralist.

b. An officer of the law ; a bailiff, jocular.

1835 Plat kw. Mag. XXXVI I. 867 The prostrate legalist

, . lay motionless.

Hence lie grali-stica., of or pertaining to a legal-

ist ; characterized by legalism.

1882 3 Sen a i v Encycl. Relig. Knaivl. III. 1770 Legalistic

Jewish Christians. 1894 Thinker V. 439 Malachi was com-
pelled to raise his voice agaitist the extreme legalistic stand-

point.

Legality (1/goe-Hti). Also 5 legalite, 6 lega-

lilee. [ad. directly or through) F. legalil/, med.

L. IcgdltSy f. L. legalis Legal.]
1. Attachment to or observance of law or rule.

6-1460(1. AsiiuY Dicta Philos. 1126 Poems 94 A[nd] for

trouthe a[nd] noble legalite [L. et propter veritatem ft

legalitatem]. 1656 HlouM Glossogr., Legality, the keep-

ing the Law. 1849 Ruskis Sev. Lamps Hi. § 3. 65 .Much
contest between two schools, one affecting originality, and
the other legality. 1859 Mill Liberty ii. (1865) 29 1 It

made an idol of asceticism, which has been gradually com-
promised away into one of legality.

b. Theol. Insistence on the letter of the law

;

reliance on works for salvation, rather than on free

grace. personified.

1678 IU'nvan Pilgr. 1. 29 He to whom thou wast sent

for ease, being byname Legality. 1771 Fletcher Checks
Wks. 1795 II. 200, I have beard them cry out against the

Legality of their wicked hearts.

c. The spirit or way of thinking characteristic

of the legal profession
;

pi. points of manner or

speech indicative of this.

1880 W. Coky Mod. Eng. Hist. 1. 225 Legality delights in

the ingenious contrivance of delay-., 1893 C« Mukk^v
Time's Revenges III. xlvii. 268 Their mi]itart*ins ami

legalities made the more . . sentimental-minded folk alto-

gether ill at ease. 0

2. The quality of being legal or in conformity

with the law; lawfulness. In early use, Legiti-

macy.
1533-4 Act 35 Hen. VIII, c. 2a § 1 The right legalitee of

the succession. 1637 C. Dow Innov. Charged upon Ch. y
State Pref., The legality of the bishops exerci>ing their

jurisdictions. 1642 Fuller Holy $ Prof. St. ui. xiii. 183

In these, as in all doubtful recreations, be well assuied

first of the legality of them, a 1677 Rakrow Pope's Sup/em.
(16H0) 340 By signifying their approbation . .concerning, .the

legality of their Ordination. 179a Sir W. H. Ashukst in

Term Rep. IV. 59s The expeuces of litigating the legalit>

of the fine. 1838 Tiiirlwai.l Greece ill. 339 'ITie legality

of tReir conduct had been virtually recognised by the

Kleans. 1863 H. Cox Instit. 1. ix. 213 To try the legality

of the proceedings .. against him. 1871 Freeman Norm.
Conq. (1876) IV. xvii. 54 It was the master-piece of William's

policy of outward legality.

3. //. Obligations imposed by law.

1855 Cornwall 243 Mines not so conducted are established

under the provision of the joint«stock act, and shareholders

in them become liable to its legalities.

4. slang. The name of a gambling game.
1888 Pall Mall G. 30 May 2/2 Betting on the tape is

quite a tame affair in comparison to 'legality' ..At the
' legality ' table I saw a person, whom I [etc.l.

Legalize (lrgabiz), v. [f. Legal + -ize.]

1. trans. To make legal or conformable to law

;

to invest with the authority ol law ; to authorize,

justify, sanction.

a 1716 South Serm. (1723) VII. 75 The conditions re-

quired to legalize such a defence of ourselves and fortunes.

1791 Mackintosh Vind. Gallic. Wks. 1846 111. 143 It..

I could not. .legalise the acts of the body which created it.

1824 — Sp. Ho. Com. 1 June ibid. 410 We may now be said

annually to legalise military law. i860 Hook Lives Abps.

I. i. 2 There was a period in our history.. when oppression

was legalised. 1884 Sir H. Hawkins in Law Times Rep.

L. 816/1 The intention of the Legislature to legalise, .mere

games of skill.

2. To imbue with the spirit of the (Mosaic) law;

to pervert in the spirit of legalism, rare.

1774 Fletcher Grace Sr Justice Wks. 1795 IV. 181 What,

will you still persist to legalize the gospel ?

[ 3. intr. To practise as a lawyer, nonce-use.

1855 Cornwall 244 Jobson still legalizes in Gray's Inn.

Hence Le galiza tion, the action of legalizing.

1805 W. Taylor in Ann. Rev. XW. 286 As soon as he has

completed the form of legalization. 1848 Mill Pol. Econ.

m. xxxiii. § 3 (1876) 389 The legalization of joint stock

associations with limited liability. 186a M. Hopkins
Hawaii 373 The open encouragement and legalisation of

vice.

Legalized Irgalaizd , ppl. a. [f. Legalize

i
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LEGALLY.

1. Marie legal, sand toned by law. Of a wife :

Legally married.
1788 II. Walpole Remin. ii. 20 The extreme outward

devotion of the duchess . . seems to announce a legalised

wife, 1806 Weekly Polit. Rev. 27 Dec. 947 The recruiting

service, this legalized crimping. 1828 Sewkll Oxford
Prize His, 2 Legalized facilities for divulging the property
and resources of individuals. 1878 Dowdkn Stud. Lit. 332
The Church remained in the legalised servitude to which
Napoleon had reduced it.

2. Imbued with the legal spirit.

1818 Scott l/rt. Midi, ix, The doctrines of a legalised

formalist, such as Saddletree.

Legally (l/'gali), adv. [f. Legal + -ly 2.]

In a legal manner; according tolaw, lawfully. Also,

in a legal sense ; from the point of view of law.

1561 T. Norton Calvin's hist. in. xxii. (1634) 460 Hee..
bindeth not himselfe with a certaine law to call all men
legallie. 1622 T. Scott Belg. Pismire 1 That man might
.. performe actions .. legally according to a rule. 1647
Clarendon Hist. Rch. 11. § 68 The King was as Legally
possessed of that Right, as of any thing else he had. 1713
Berkeley Hylas # Ph. iii. Wks. 187 1 I. 332 Putting a
criminal legally to death, is not thought sinful. 1766
Goi.usm. Vic. IV. xxxi, 1 never was legally married to any
woman. 1818 Cruise Digest fed. 2) VI. 24 His trustees

would be legally seised according to the uses of his will.

1834 Pkingle A/r. Sk. v. 190 The laws of Holland had.,
prohibited the aborigines from being legally sold. 1845
S. Austin Ranke's Hist. Re/. II. 213 They determined to
pursue the matter legally before the judges.

Legalness. rare. [f. Legal + ess.] = Le-
gality (in quot. sense 1 b).

a 1665 J- Goodwin Filled iv. the Spirit (1867) 387 They
impute legalness, as they call it ..to the ministry, under
which they have no mind to contiiwie. 1727 in Uailkv
(vol. II).

Legantine (le'g&ntin), a. fas if ad. Lat. tyj>e

*legan/inns
t
f. leganl-, pr. pple. oflegare : see Legate

and -ink.] Incorrect synonym of Legatine.
*533-4 Act 25 Hen. 17//, c. 21 "§ 1 Jurisdictions legantine.

a 1562 G. Cavenuish Wolsey (1893) 65 There was made
a solempne procession, and my lord Cardynall went pre-
sently in the same, apparelled in his legantyn ornaments.
1641 Milton Animadv. Wks. 1851 III. 229 Sending..
Bishops and Archbishops, .with a kind of Legantine power.
»759 Hume /list. Eng. (1778) IV. 16 Wokey .. erected an
office, which he called the legantine court. 1769 Roukrison
Chas. \ \ III. xi. 304 To exercise his legantine functions
with the mo>.t ample power. 1847 Veowell Anc. Brit. Ch.
xi. 118 The summons . . to attend a legantine Council. 1868
Stanley Westm. Abb. vL (ed. 2) 517 They met under hi*

IWolsey's] Legantine authority.

Legar, obs. form of Ledger.

t Legata'rian, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. med.L.

legalari-us J. legatus Legate) +-an.] Of or per-

taining to a legate or deputy.
1766 Amorv 7. Bunch (1770) IV. 83 Jesus Christ came

with a legatnrian power from God, the Supreme I'eing, to
declare his will to mankind.

Legatary le'gatari), a. and sb. Also 6-7
legatarie, 6, 8 legatory, (7 ligatory, 8 lego-
tiry). [ad. L. IZgatarius, f. legal- itm a bequest,

f. legore to bequeath.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to a bequest ; of the

nature of a bequest.
1676 R. Dixon Tivo Testaments 30 The Promissory and

Legatary part thereof [Gods Testament] was the second
time confirmed by a solemn Oath. 1818 Cruise Digest
(ed. 2) VI. 201 The testator intended to use bis subsequent
words of recommendation in a legatary sense.

B. sb. One to whom a bequest is left ; a legatee.

1542 Recokoe Gr. Artes (1575) 411 The mind of the Tes-
tatour is to be taken fauorably, for the ayde of the lega-

tories [1646 ligatories] when there ry.seth suche doubts.

1370 Dee Math. Pre/. 11 Contributed by the legataries to
the heire. 1615 Donne Serm. cxlii. V. 538 Hut if those
goods be liable to other debts, the legataries shall have
no profit. 1700 R/iode /si. Col. Rcc. (1858) 111. 424 If any
executor shall refuse or neglect to appear, .upon the com-
plaint of a legatory. 1786 Ayliffe Parergon 21 As when
a Man makes his Debtor his universal Heir or Legatary.

179S Wythe Decis. Virginia 26 The Law supposes the
benevolence of the testator toward the legatary to have
continued. 180a Levity <y Sorrow 11. 148 (F. H.) Legatary.

Legate (le-g^t), sbA Also 2-7 legat, (6 lyget).
[a. OF. legal, ad. L. legdtns, pa. pple. of legate to

send as a deputy (also, to bequeath).]

1. An ecclesiastic deputed to represent the Pope
and armed with his auLhority. f Legate of the

cross : one entitled to have a cross borne before

him, as an emblem of dignity.

1154 0. E. Chron. an. 1x23 [Laud MS.) On ba ilea tyma
com an Legat of Rome Henri wxs jehaten. C1205 Lay.
24501 Of Rome he wes legat and of ban hirede prelat.
a 1300 Cursor M. 29358 Alle baa lais hand on clerk be-
houis ga to >e pape or his legate, to soilled be. 1387
Trevisa liigden (Rolls) II. 115 Bonefas, archebisshop of
Canterbury, bat was legat of be croys. 15x6 Plumpton
Corr. (Camden) 217 Ther comes a lyget from Rome to my
lord Cartdenall. 1395 Shaks. John v. ii. 65 Looke where
the holy Legate comes apace. 1638 Penit. Con/, xii. (1657)
323 In his dayes there entred this Kingdom a Legat from
Rome, a 1745 Swift Hist. Stephen in Lett. (1768) IV. 291
Henry the youngest was bishop of Winchester, and the
pope's legate in England. 1754 Hume Hisl. Eng. (1762) I.

244 Tbe Pope ..made the archbishop of Canterhury his
legate. 1875 Tenhysoh Q. Mary lit. i, I hear this Legate's
coming To bring us absolution from the Pope.

b. The ruler of a legation, i. e. one of the pro-

vinces of the Papal States.

184

1653 H. Cogan Scarlet Gown 85 Urban, .sent him Legate
to the City of Ferrara. 1670 G. H. tr. Hist. Cardinals 11.

ill. 188 At present he is Legat of Ferrara, a considerable
Legation. 1736-7 tr. Keysler*s Trm*. (1760) 111. 243 The
most illustrious Domenico Maria Cursi being legate . . of
Ravenna.

c. Legate a (or fde) latere (f also in semi-Eng-
lish or English form, of latere, oj the side) : the

designation of a legate of the highest class, one
whose acts are regarded as virtually those of the

Tope him self.

1521 Abp. Wariiam in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. lit. I. 239
Which wer forboden by your Graces auctoritie as Legate
de latere o. the See apostolique. 15*8 Roy Rede me (Arb.)

50 He hath a tytle of S. Cecile, And is a Legate of latere.

a 1550 Image /pocr. iv. 28 in Skcltoris Wks. (1843) H> 439
And then the Cardinall With tytles all of pride, As legates
of the side. 1554 Act 1 «y 2 Ph. «y Mary c. 8 § 1 The Pope's
Holiness, .sent hither.. the Lord Cardinal Pool, Legated
latere. 1670 G. H. tr. Hist. Cardinals I. 111. 77 Any Car-
dinal that goes Legat a latere to any Foreign State. 1708
Loud. Gaz. No. 4444/2 The Pope chang'd his design of send-
ing a Legate Latere to her Majesty. 1839 Keigutley Hist.
Eng. I. 133 A further hardship was the sending of special
ministers, legates ' a latere

trans/ 1618 T. AnAMS Heaven made sure Wks. (1629)

904 These [God's ministers] lire Legalia latere—Dispencers
of the Mysteries of Heauen.

2. gen. An ambassador, delegate, messenger.
1382 Wyclif /sa IviL 9 Thou, .sentist thi legates aferr.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 5038 The dishonour ye did to my dere
legat. ri45o St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 2732 Legates with
letters aftir him went. 1579 Lvly En/hues (Arb.) 146
A certeine Gentleman heere in Athens invited the kings
Legats to a costly and sumptuous feast. 1671 L. Aduison
//

'. Barbary 119 We gave also to your Legates two special
horNes. 1692 S. Patrick Answ. Touchstone 1 8 The Apostles
were the Legats and Interpreters of Christ 1784 Cowper
Task U. 338 There stands The legate of the skies. 185s
M oi ley Dutch Rep. 111. v. II. 291 He suffered the legates

J

from Utrecht to ret urn. .withtheir heads upon theirshoulders.

3. Rom. Hist. The deputy or lieutenant of a
general, or of the governor of a province ; under
the empire, the governor himself. Also transf.

1474 Caxton C/tesse 45 The rookes ben vycayrs and
legates of the kynge. 1577-87 Harrison Descr. Brit. x.

in Holinshed Chron. I. 31 It [Wight! was. .wonne from the
j

Uritons by Vespasian the legat. 1601 R. Johnson Kingd.
<v Commiv. (1603) 120 With the armie they sende divers 01

their gentlemen as Legats or providitors, who never stirre

from the side of the captaine Generall. 1869 Rawlinson
j

Anc. Hist. 483 The legates who commanded legions upon
|

the frontiers.

t Legate, sb* Obs. Also legatte. [a. OF.
legal— li. legato, ad. L. legdtum, neut. pa. pple. of 1

legate to bequeath.] A legacy or bequest.
1447 Rolls o/Parl. V. 129/2 John Brokley . .by his Testa- !

ment. .made other diverse* Legatez to diverse2 persones,
grete and notable. 1479 J.Paston in P. Lett. No. 849 III. 267
The funeral costes, dettes, and legattes. 1501 Bury Wills
(Camden) 91 These my legattes herin conteynyth truly
fulfyllyd. c 1530 Pol. Rel. L. Poems 32 In dysposyng
thy legatys, pay firste thy servanntis.

Legate (l/g^i), t>. Also 6 leggett. [f. L.

legal-, ppl. stem of legare.] trans. To give by
will, to bequeath. Often, to give and legate.

1546 Will in Trans. Cumbhl. IVestmld. Arch. Soc. X.
26, I gif and leggett vnto Richerd my sonn all my hous»
holde stuf. 1582 Will ofR. Milles (Consistory Crt. Canter-
bury), The towe hundred poundes to them legated shall.,

come wholy vnto my sonne Thomas. 1671 True Noncon/.

497 Legating peace as his proper blessing to all his followers.

1880 Muikhead Gains Digest 528 There were four forms of
legating,—vindication, damnation, permission, and precep-
tion. 1888 Law Rep.

t Ho. Lords XI II. 376 The oval inlaid

table 1 legate to —

.

TLe gate, pa. pple. north. Obs. [ad. L, legat-

zts, pa. pple. of lega-re to bequeath.] Legated,

disposed of by will.

»533 Wills % /nv. N. C. (Surtees 1835) ill The resydue of
my goodes not legate nor bequest.

Legatee (tegair), sb. [f. Legate v. + -ee*.]

A person to whom a legacy has been bequeathed.

1679-88 Seer. Serv. Money Chas. $ Jos. (Camden) 09
Thomas^ Hayter, a legatee to John Moorhouse. 1693 T.
Power in Dryden's Juvenal xii. (1697) 313 The former
Legatees are blotted out 1781 Cowper Charity 45 Mammon
makes the world his legatee Through fear, not love. 1822
Hazutt Table+t. I. xii. 281 Legacies and fortunes left, on
condition that the legatee shall take the name and style

of the testator. 1880 M uikheao Ulpian xxiv. $ 20 A legacy
cannot be charged on a legatee.

Hence flie gatee* v. rare"~ x
, trans., to hand

over to a legatee, to transfer by will.

1797 Stat. Acc. Scott. XIX. 189 A mortification, legatced
by Mr. John Kemp.

Legateship (Ie-gi?tjip). [f. Legate sb.* +
-ship.] The dignity and office of a legate.

X556 Chron. Gr. Friars (Camden) 96 Thomas Creme some
tyme archebyshoppe of Cantorbery .. was desgraded of hys
leggatsheppe. 1653 H. Cogan Scarlet Gaum 86 In his

Legateship of Ferrara he carried himself very wisely. 1774
J. Collyeh Hist. Eng. II. 203 The cardinal Anagni ..had
succeeded A Ibano in the legateship, 1876 TehnvsosO. Mary
v. v, The Holy Father Has ta'en the legateship from our
cousin Pole.

Le'gatess, nonce-wd. A female legate.

1827 Caklyle Germ. Rom. III. 212 She was.. his Castle-
Stewardess, and Legatess a Latere for his domestics.

Legatine (le'gatin), a. [f. Legate sbA + -ink*.

Substituted for the earlier Legaxtixe and Lega-

f

LEGATIVE.

tive.] Of or pertaining to a legate ; having the
authority of a legale. Legatine constitution (see

quot. 1765). Legatine synod: one held under the
presidency of a (papal) legale.
161 1 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. viii. 487/2 [The Papal

Legatel studied to make vpp that by his Legatine Glory
which hee wanted by his Princes countenance. 1630 tr. Cam-
den's Hist. Eliz. Introd. 3 The liishops. .had acknowledged
his Legatine authority, in preiudice of the Kings pre*
eminence. 1647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. 1. viii. 26 This
was allowed of by OfTa the great in a legatine Synod. 1754
Hume Hist. Eng. (1761) I. viii 178 liecket had obtained
from the pope a legatine commission over England. 1765
Ulackstone Comm. I. 82 The legatine constitutions were
ecclesiastical laws, enacted in national synods, held under
the cardinals Otho and Othobon, legates from pope Gre*
ory IX and pope Clement IV. 1879 Miss Yonge Cameos
V. iii. 36 Having accepted the legatine commission with-

out the King's consent. 1883C Uearo Reform, ix. 308 The
acceptance by the clergy of Wolsey's legatine authority.

Legation (l/g^-Jbn). Also 5-6 legacion,
-yon. [ad. L. Kgation-em, n. of action f. legare

:

see Legate sb.* Cf. F. legation, Sp. legacion, Pg.

legafio, It. legazione.]

1. The action of sending a deputy or representa-

tive, esp. a (papal) legate ; the fact of his being
so sent. Also, f/o send in legation.

1460 Capckave Chron. (Rolls) 260 To whech Parlement
cam the duke of Gloucetir fro Yrlond expressing the Kyngis
costis in Yrlond; and his legacion was so accejptabil, that
the clergy graunted him a dyme, and the lay fe a Aftene.

1649 Jek. 'I aylor Gt. Exemp. 11. x. i To the Priests and
Levites sent in legation from the Sanhedrim, he professed
that himself was not the Christ. 1738 Warburton {title)

The Divine Legation of Moses. 1794 .Sullivan Vino Nat.
II. 214 The object of Moses was to support his divine
legation. 1875 Stubbs Const. Hist. III. xviii. 108 The
legation of a cardinal was . . bound up in the popular mind
with heavy fees.

2. The object for which an ambassador or legate

is sent, his mission or commission.
1470-85 Malory Arthur v. viii, IThey) wente toward

Rome and shewed theyr legacyon & message to the potes-
tate and Senate. 1490 Caxton Eneydos xxii. 77 Anne her
IDido'sl suster went incontynent towarde eneas, to make
unto him her feble legacion. 1494 Fabyan Chron. VI. clix.

148 The sayde Lcwys . . gaue answers concernynge theyr
legacions and messagys. 1530 Palsgr. 238/1 Legation, a
message, legation. 1660 R. Coke Power

<fr
Sub/. 144

Alfred ..cuuld not give any assent to their legation. 1855
Mil man Lat.Chr. ix. ii. (1864) V. 208 Innocent had chosen
a German by birth, perhaps from his knowledge of the
language, for this important Legation.

3. concr. The body of deputies sent on a mis-

sion ; a diplomatic minister and his suite. Now
chiefly (exc. ia secretary of legation} used when the

minister has not the titular rank of ' ambassador \
1603 North's Plutarch (1612) 1161 {Catsar Augustus) Cor-

nelius the Centiner chief of this legation or ambassade. 1619
Visct. Doncaster Let. in Eng. $ Germ. (Camden) 148 To
give him thankes for honoring this legation thus. 1756-7
tr. Keysler's Trait. (1760) IV. 420 A secretary of legation

.. supplying their place, a 1859 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
xxiii. V . 74 The report which the English legations made
of what they had seen and suffered in Russia.

b. The official residence of a diplomatic minister.

1863 Fortune Vedo <y Peking iv. 72 His Excellency .. gave
me quarters in tbe Legation. 1886 Miss Gordon Cumming
Wand. China II. 257 Really good robes.,are., offered for

sate at all the Legations and other European dwellings.
190X Allen Siege Peking Legations v. 113 Next morning
we heard that the Belgian Legation had been burnt.

C. altrib.

1886 Miss Gordon Cdmminc Wand. China II. 337 The
recently restored Legation huildings. 1900 Martin Siege
in Peking v. 84 The marines ..were occupying commanding
points on the legation walls, or making sorties from the
legation gates. 1901 Allen Siege Peking Legations vl 21

1

Answer was returned that the Legation guard were simply
acting on the defensive.

4. The dignity and office of a legate (see Legate
sbj 1, 3) ; a legateship. x

1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1638) 93 By vertue of his

Legation it belonged vnto him to dispose of all things taken
in that sacred war. a 1639 Spottiswood Hist. Ch. Scot. 11.

performed, Marcus letc.l, 1855 Milman Lat. Chr. vir. iv.

(1864) IV. 149 The Archbishop had.. received from him the
legation to France. 1864 \V. Forsyth Cicero (1867) 438
He wrote . . to Antony to request that he might have a
legation given him.

5. Formerly, one of the provinces of the Papal
States, governed by a legate.

1841 W. Sfaldihg Italy «y //. /si. III. 30 Deputies as-

sembjed in the end 01x796, and erected the two papal
legations with the Modenese duchy into a commonwealth.
1848 W. H. Kelly tr. L. Blanks Hist. Ten Y. I. 583
Cardinal Bernetti notified. .his holiness's determination to

send his troops into the legations.

f6. A gift by will, a legacy. Obs. rare~ x
.

1386 Ferne Blaz. Gentrie 301 He. . is bounde to beare the
name,..by cause this is a condicionall legation or gift.

Hence Lega tlon v. intr.
t
to go on a legation.

Iiega*tionary a., of or pertaining to a legation,

qualified or ready to go on a legation.

1864 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. IV. 460 Now Legationing in

foreign parts, /bid. 506 Plenty of legationary Sieurs. 1865
/bid. V. 623 The Marischal's legationary function.

Legative le'galiv), a. (sb.) [ad. late L. legd-

tivus, f. legare ; see Legate v. and -ative.]
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A. adj. a. In Ugativc bull, commission : Em-
powering as a representative, deputing

; conferring

the authority of a legate, b. Of or pertaining to

a legate. C. rarely. Of or pertaining to an am-
bassador.

'537 Irish Act 28 lltn. VIII, c. 19 § 1 Appeales, juris-

dictions legative, . . and instruments ofsundry natures, a 1548
Hall Chron., Hen. VI ,

100b, By a Bull legatyve, whiehe he
purchased at Rome, he gathered so muche treasure, that

[etc.]. 1613 Shaks. lien. VIII, 111. ii. 339 All those things

you haue done of late By your power Legatiue [mod. edd.

legatine] within this kingdom. 1631 J. Blrges Ausio. Re-
joined 86 If the Church haue a ministery to appoint .. then

must shee needs haue a commission legatiue. 1638 Sir R.

Cotton Abstr. Rec. Tower 27 Thus did Cardinal! Wolsey
with Wareham the Arch-Bishop of Canterbury and all other

the Bishops of the Kingdome after hee had got his Legative

power. 1886 Law Times LXXX. 146/2 An attachf, not

being a domestic servant of an ambassador, was not entitled

to the legative privilege of exemption from process in the

courts.

f B. sb. ? Something entrusted with a message.

1657 J. Pettus in Loveday's Lett. (1659) Aiv, The latter

Age hath even robb'd the poor of their raggs, torturing them
with Mills and other Engines, till in paper they are made
Legatives to most of our humane affairs.

t Legatnait. Sc. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. med. L.

legdt-us n&t-tts lit. * legate bom', i.e. having an

inherent right to the dignity of a legate. Cf. F.

l<?gat-nef.] An archbishop (e. g. of Canterbury) who
in virtue of his office exercised the rights of a

papal legate.

155a Abp. Hamilton Catecli. (1884) 1 Johne Archbischop

of sanct Androus Legatnait and primat of the kirk of Scot-

land.

II Legato (kga'to), a. {adv., sb.) [It. : lit.

' bound pa. pple. of legare to bind :—L. ligare.']

Smooth and connected, with no breaks between

the successive notes : used as adj. or culv.
t
esp. as a

direction to a performer to render a passage or piece

in this style ; also as sb. (Opposed to staccato.)

1 81 1 in Busby Diet. Mus. (ed. 3). 1815 European Mag.
LXV1I1. 154 Var. 11 is another instance of good legato

style. 1848 Rimbault \st Bk. Piano 91 Legato, in a

smooth and connected manner. 1885 W. Glover Mem.
Cambr. Clwrister 1. xxiv. 275 All the niceties and varieties

of legato, staccato [etc.].

Legator (ttg^-toi). [a. L. legator, agent-n. f.

legare to bequeath.] One who gives something by

will ; a testator.

1651 G. W. tr. CoweVs Inst. 132 A Legator may make a

Substitution Pupillary. 1687 Dryden Hind <$• P. 11. 375 A
fair estate, BequeathM by some Legator's last intent. 1845

M cCulloch Taxation it. vi. § 3 (1852) 298 The greater

number of legators might have defeated the tax. 1878 J.

Stark Scot. Claims 18 The residue of the legator's estate.

Hence Legato-rial a., of or pertaining to a lega-

tor or testator.

1885 J. Pavn Thicker than Water 111. xli. 115 Knowing
that nis codicil was secure, the legatorial anxieties which
were obviously consuming those about him were not without
their charms for him.

Legatory, obs. form of Legatary,

t Legature. Obs. rare
- l

. [f. Legate sb.1

+ -ube!j The dignity and office of a legate

;

legateship.
a 1674 Clarendon Relig. <$• Policy vi. (181 r) I. 278 The

Parliament ..forbade bim to usurp the privileges of his

Legature.

Tjegaunce, legauns, obs. forms of Ligeance.

Leg-bail. Used in the jocular phrase ta give

(Sc. take) leg-bail, to run away, decamp : see Bail

sbA 5 c. Hence sometimes used (in allusion to

this phrase) * unauthorized absence or departure,

* French leave etc.

1774 Fergusson Poems (1807) 234 They took leg-bail and
ran awa \VT pith and speed. 1785 Grose Diet. Vnlg.

Tongue s.v. Leg
t
To give leg bail and land security, to run

away. 1808 Sporting Mag. XXXII. 122 We have more
occasion, .for leg-bail than they have. 1861 Hughes Tom
Broivn at Oxf. xi. (1889) 107 [He] was giving them leg-bail

as hard as he could foot it. 1889 Century Mag. Feb. 632/1

Judgment was enforced by tbe scalping-knife, with leg-bail

or a tribal warfare as a court of last resort.

Lege, obs. form of League, Ledge, Liege.

tLegeance 1
. Obs. Aphetic f. AllegeanceI.

13.. Minor Poems fr. Vemon MS. xxix, He feledc no
leggaunce of his peyne.

tLegeance 2
. Obs. Aphetic f. Allegeance 2

c 1425 Saints' Lives Prol. in Anglia VIII. 107 Legeauns
and auctorites of holy writte. c 14*5 St. Mary o/Oignies
Prol. ibid. 134 Amonge his writynge . . hec puttib legeauns

and figuratifspekynges.

Legea(u)nce, obs. form of Ligeance.

Lege-bell= /*VA-belli see Lich, body, corpse.

Leged, obs. pa. t. Lay v. ; obs. f. Legged.
*

+ Lege de moy. Obs. ? Also lege moy. App.
the name of some dance.
a 15*9 Skelton Col. Clout 951 And howe Parys of Troy

Daunced a lege de moy [MS. a lege moy]. — E.Rummyng
587 She made it as koy As a lege de moy \v.r. lege moy].

II Legem pone. Obs. The first two words

(forming the heading) of the fifth division of Psalm

cxix, which begins the psalms at Matins on the

25th day of the month; they were consequently

associated with March 25th (quarter day), and

Vot. VI.

hence used as an allusive expression for: Payment
of money ; cash down.
'573 Tusser Hush. x. (1878) 22 Use {legem pone) to paie

at thy daie, hut vse not (Oremtts) for often delaie. 159a
Harvey New Letter 18 Without Legem pone, wordes are
winde and without actual! performance, all nothing. 1594
Harkfield SJuph. Content xxxix, If legem pone comes, he
is receau'd, When Vix hand habeo is of hope bereau'd.
i6ix G. Ruggi.e Ignoramus 11. vii. (1630) 64 Ilic est legem
Pone', hie sunt sexcentae corona;. 1618 Mynsiiul Ess.
Prison 26 All their speech is legem pone, or else with their

ill custome they will detaine thee. 1694 Mottkux Rabelais
iv. xii. 48 They were all at our service for the Legem pone.

Legen, obs. form of Laggin.

fLegence. Obs. Also 5 legeana. App. =
Licence.
14.. MS. Cantab. Ff. v. 48,^.44 (Ilalliw.), If he my5t

have legeans For his synnes to do penans, Schrifte he
thou5te to take. 1518 Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1844) I. 94
The legence gevin to vnfremen to saill with merchandeisc.

Legend le'dgend), sb. Forms: 4-5 legand e,

4, 6 legeand, 4-7 legende, 5-6 -ent e, 6 -eant,

5- legend, [a. F. legende (recorded from 12th c.)

= Sp. leyenda, Pg. legenda, lenda, It. leggenda, ad.

med.L. legenda 'what is read*, f. legere to read.

For the formation of fern, verbals from the gerundive stem,

cf. med.L. prmbenda 'prebend', It. laranda washing, etc.]

1. The story of the life of a Saint.

£1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xiii. (Marcus) 108 To snnctc march
turnand myn hand, as I in his legand fand. c 1386 Chaucer
Nun's Pr. 7". 301 In the lyf of seint kenelm, Irede . . how
..Ihadde leuere than my sherte That ye hailde rad his

legende, as haue I. £1430 Life St. Kath. (1S84) 65 Thys
glnnous virgyn seynt Kateryne had alle these }eftes as hir

legende sheweth tofore. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxx. 21

In haly Iegendis half I hard allevin, Ma Sanctis ofbischoppis,

nor freiris, be sic sevin.
#
1597 IIookkr Eccl. Pol. v. xx. § 9

Legends being growne in a manner to be nothing els but
heapes of friuolous and scandalous vanities.

2. A collection of saints' lives or of stories of a

similar character. The Legend
%
spec, a mediaeval

collection of saints' lives written by Jacobus de

Voragine, Archbishop of Genoa, in the 13th cen-

tury ; now usually called the Golden Legend {Le-

genda Aurea), the name popularly given to it in

the Middle Ages.
c 1340 Cursor M. 20900 (Fairf.) Qua wille haue mare of

bis matere rede be legende & }e mai here. 1:1380 Wyclik
Sel. IVks. III. 344 Aftir bileve of hooli writt. pat tellib of

Petre and obir apostlis .. taken we biside bileve of many
obir bat bei ben seintis, as of Clement and Laurence and
obir bat pe legende spekib of. 1483 Caxton (colop/wn) Thu<,

endeth the legende named in latyn legenda aurea, that is

to saye in englysshe the golden legende. 1611 Cotc.k.,

Legendier, the golden Legend ; a booke of the lines of the

Saints. 1612 Bacon Ess.
}
Atheisme (Arb.) 330, I had rather

beleeue all the fables in the Legend, and the Alcaron,

then that this vniuersall frame is without a minde. 1649

Alcoran p. ix, They [Mohammedans] invoke their Saints,

of whom they have a large Legend. 1662 Stii.lingfl. Orig.

Sacr. 1. v. §5 The next Legend the world hath should be

called Legenda Orientalis. 1740 Lady M. W. Montagu
Let. to Lady Pom/ret 29 June, A belief in all the miracles

in the Legend.

f 3. A story, history, account. Obs.

e 1385 Chaucer L. G. IV. Prol. 473 The moste partye of

thyn lyf spende In makynge of a gloryous legende Of
goode wemen. c 1386 — Shipmans T. 145 Thanne wolde

I telle a legende of my lyf, What I haue suffred sith I

wasa wyf. 1508 Dunbar Tua mariit wemen 504 This is

the legeand of my lif. 1560 Rolland Crt. Venus ill. 653

Allegeand baith the aid and new Testamentis Historyis,

Scriptouris, & vtheris lang legends. 1601 Chester in

Shaks. C. Praise 43 The true legend of famous King Arthur.

1613 Jackson Creed it. xxxi. § 11 Christ Jesus, who hath

left us these bis sacred laws, and legend of his most blessed

Hie. 1616 Bt LLOKAa, Legend, a story of olde matters.

C1645 Howell Lett. (1650) 98 Those rambling letters, .are

nought else than a legend ofthe cumbersom life and various

fortunes of a cadet. 1671 Milton Samson 1737 Acts en-

roll'd In copious Legend, or sweet Lyric Song.

+ 4. A roll, list, record. Obs.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. x. 376 J>at I man made was and my
name yentred In be legende of lyf longe er I were. 1536

Hellenoen Crott. Scot. (1821) II. 100 Thocht he be nocht

nowmerit amang the legend of papis. 1601 Ma&ston Pasquit

tit Kath. 1. 356 Sir, I enrowle you in the Legend of my
intimates.

5. Eccl. A book of readings or < lessons for use

at divine service, containing passages from Scrip-

ture and the lives of saints. Obs. exc. Hist.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 291/2 Legende (S. boke), legenda.

1450 Paston Lett. I. 489 Inprimis, ij. antyfeners. Item, j.

Iegande of hoole servyce. 148* Will of M. Paston ibid.

III. 283 A compleet legende in oon book, and an anti-

pboner in an other book. 1549 Act 3 * 4 Edw. VI, c.

jo § 1 All Bookes called .. Processionalles, Manuelles,

Legends, Pyes, Portuj^ses, Prymars . . shalbe . . abolished.

1556 in Warton Life Sir T. Pope (177.2) App. xvi. 319

A fair legeant of parchmente lymned with gold. 1605-6

Act 3 Jas. A c. 5 § 15 Missals, Breviaries, Portals, Legendes,

and Lives of Sainctes. a 1746 Lewis in Gutch Coll. Cur. II.

1 65 A Legend ; in which were written the Lessons to be

read at Mattins. 1849 Rock Ch. of Fathers IV. xii. 212

The Legend contained all the lessons out of Holy Writ,

and the works of the fathers, read at matins.

6. An unauthentic or non-historical story, esp.

one handed down by tradition from early times

and popularly regarded as historical.

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 506 That yee may
know the Indians want not their Metamorphoses and

Legends, they tell that a man . . had a daughter, with

whom the sunne was in love. 1685 Stillingfl. Orig. Brit.

i. it Having their minds naturally framed to believe
Legends. 1687 T. Brown Saints in Uproar Wks. 1730 1.

77 The kingdom .. is ten times as populous as when the
legend supposes you and your sister-trollops to have lived
there. 1768 H. Walpole Hist. Doubts 84 note

t It would
have required half the court of Edward the Fourth to
frame a consistent legend. 1838 Ti tiki.wall Greece I. 89
To ^Eolus himself no conquests ar.d no achievements are
attrihuted by the legends of his race. 1860 Hook Lives
Abps. I. vi. 323 The legend^ which would attribute to Alfred
the foundation of the University of Oxford. 1900 ii. C.
Brodrick Mem. <y Impressions 156 It was deliberately and
skilfully employed to break down what has been called the
(iladstonian legend. 1901 Spectator 23 Feb. 277/2 The
voracity of the pike is the subject of innumerable legends.

b. in generalized sense.

1847 Emerson Repr. Men, SivedenborgWks. (Bohnl 1. 334,
I think of him as of some transmigrating votary of Indian
legend. 1855 Milman Lat. Chr. iv. x. (1864) II. 434 Legend
dwells with fond pertinacity on the holiness of the kaint.

7. A writing, inscription, or motto; chiefly spec.

in Numismatics, the words or letters impressed

upon a coin or medal.
For attempts to distinguish legend and inscription^ not

now recognized by numismatists, see quots. 161 1, 1727-41.
1611 Cotgr., Legende, a Legende, a Writing; also, the

words that be about the edge of a peece of coyne. 1702
AnnisoN Dial. Medals Hi. 153 We are now come to the

Legend or Inscription of our Medals. 1727-41 Ciiamukks
Cycl. s.v.. In strictness, the legend differs from the inscrip-

tion ; this last properly signifying words placed on the

reverse of a medal, in lieu of fi«ures. . . Every medal has
properly two legends; that nn the front, and that on the

reverse. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xxi, As.. their edges
were inscribed with a legend, clipping was not to he appre-

hended. 1863 Reader 4 July 5
1 Who is Griffiths ?

' is now
a legend marked in paint on many of the walls about London.
1869 Freeman Norm. Con,/. (1876 III. xi. 38 No legend or
effigy marks the graves of these royal Ladies.

h. gen. Written character
;
writing, rare.

1822 Shelley Eragm. Unfin. Drama 152 Like a child's

legend on the tideless sand, Which the first foam erases

half, and half Leaves legible. 1836 Cahhi.. Wiseman Set.

Relig. II. viii. 67 The learned .. applied themselves to the

study of the enchorial, or as it has since been called, the
demotic legend.
9
i\ Misused for Lkotox.
1598 Shars. Merry )V. 1. iii. 59 She has all the rule of her

husbands Purse: he hath a legend of Angels. 1682 Mrs.
1'ehn Roundheads v. i, A Legend of his I >ivels take him for't.

8. atIrib. and Comb., as legend f hook, lay, -maker,

-monger, talc
;
legend-circled, -like, -stored adjs.

1495 Di chkss of York in IJ 'ills Doctor s Comm. (Camden)

4, I geve to Sir John More, a * legend boke and a colett

boke. 1842 Faukh Styrian Lake etc. 316 Thou legend-
circled thing, dread Kuxine Sea ! 1821 Joanna liAU.LlE

Metr. Leg., Wallace ii, My ^legend lay receive. 1563-87

Foxe A. <v M. (1596) 80/1 They seeme mare *legendlike

than truthlike. 1674 Essex Papers (Camden) I. 282 Legend-
like storys. 1621 1' letcher IVildgoose Chase 11. i, A glorious

talker, and a ^Legend maker Of idle tales. 1820W. Tooke
tr. Lucian I. 519 note, The Christian legend-makers. 1871

Freeman Norm. Com/. (1876) IV. xvii. 61 Norman panegy-
rists and legend-makers. 1680 H. More Apocal. Apoc. 233
No * Legend-mongers, nor intruders of absurd and impos-

sible doctrines. 1893 W. C. Uoulase Age Saints 13 Gilbert

de Stone, a legend-monger of the fourteenth century. 1840

T. A. Trollope Summer Brittany I. 2 The traditions of

its gloomy and *legend-stored history. 1605 Bacon Adv.
Learn. 1. vii. § 5. 34 That * legend tale of Gregorius Magnus.

T Legend, v. Obs. [f. Legend^.] trans, a.

with out : To tell stories of ; to tell of in legend,

b. To tell as a legend.

1597-8 I3p. Hall Sal. 1. i. 2 Nor ladies wanton love, nor

wandring knight Legend I out in rimes all richly dight.

1647 Trapp Comm. Rom. xi. 2 Some have legended of him
[sc. Elias], that when he drew his mothers brests, he was

seen to suck in fire. 1670 Milton Hist. Eng. hi. Wks.
1851 V. 131 Some of these perhaps by others are legended

for great Saints.

Legendarian (led^endeoTian). [f.Legendary
+ -AN.]

f 1. The writer of a legendary. Obs.

1677 W. Hughes Man of Sin Pref. B iva, Which is the

Case of all their Legendarians, brought as Witnesses here.

2. One who regards something (in quqt. the

gospel history) as of legendary character.

1882-3 in Schaff Encvcl. Relig. Knowl. I. 748 The Broad-

Church type of thought.. also includes the rationalist and
the legendarian.

Legendary (le'dgendari), a. and sb. [ad.

med.L. legenddritts adj. and sb. (F. te'gendaire, OF.
also as sb. legendier), f. legenda : see Legend sb.

and -ary.]

A. adj.

1. Pertaining to or of the nature of a legend;

connected or concerned with legends ; celebrated

or related in legend. Legendary period^ age : one

of which the accounts are mostly of the nature of

legends.
1563-87 Foxe A. 4- M. (1596) 66/2 All which legendarie

miracles I leave to the reader to judge ofthem as shall seeme

good unto him. 1641 Milton Prel. Episc. Wks. 1851 III.

78 That other legendarie piece found among the hvesof the

Saints.. does bear the name of Polycrates. 1679 J. Good-

man Penitent Pardoned in. iv. (17 13) 332 These things are

no Romances, nor have I dressed up any legendary Hero.

1748 Anson's Voy. in. ix. 393 The character given of them

in the legendary accounts of tbe Roman Missionaries.

1762-71 H. Walpole Vertnt's A need. Paint. (1786) V. 6

Confining his labours almost wholly to religious and

legendary histories. 1796 Bp. Watson Apol. Bible 237 Had
they agreed in nothing, their testimony ought to have been

24



LEGENDED.
rejected as a legendary tale, a 1854 H. Reed Led. Eng.
Hist. ii. (1855) 47 The legendary period of British history.

1856 Stanley Sinai
<fr

Pat. ii. (1858) 132 The view, whether
historical or legendary, of Mahomet over Damascus.^ 1875
Jowett Plato {ed. 2) 1.261 The legendary Pythagoras is said

to have sacrificed a hecatomb. 1900 J. G. Frazfr Pansa*
nias, etc 45 Relics of a mythical or legendary past.

absol. 187 1 Earus Philol. Eng. Tongue 25 Something of
the legendary hangs over his personal history,

b. Of writers : Relating legends.

1646 Sm T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 1. viii. 33 Not to meddle
at all with miraculous Authours,or any Legendary relators.

1685 Stillingfl. Orig. Brit. i. 45 These Proofs . . depend
chiefly on the authority of Simeon .Metaphrastes or other

Legendary Writers. 1748 Anson's Voy. n. vii. 212 These
legendary writers, of whose misrepresentations and falsities

we had almost daily experience.

2. Containing the * legend* on a coin.

1830 IE. HawkinsI Anglo-Fr. Coinage 9 Between the

outer angles and the inner legendary circle.

B, sb.

1. A collection of legends, esp. of lives of saints

;

occas. — the Golden Legend.
1513 Braosuaw St. \Verbnrge 1. 2586 Amonge her systers

all She caused to be redde . . The swete legendary, for a
memoryall. 1571 Gkinoal Injunc. at York B iv, Anti-
phoners, Masse bookes . . Processionals, Manualles, Legen-
daries. J577 De L'Isle (title) A Legendarie conieining an
Ample Discourse of the life and behaviour of Charles
Cardinal of Lorraine, and the house of Guise.

2. A writer of legends.

16*5 Jackson Creed \ . \k\\\. §3 The Legendaries, the latter

lewish Rabbines, and the Poeticall Encomiasts of heathen
Gods or Heroikes. 1630 W. T. JustiftcRelig. Professed x. 80
Their shamelesse Legendaries report indeed, that we bauc
put men into Beares skinnes, and set dogges to worry them.
1663 J. Spencer Prodigies (1665) 398 The ancient Grecian
Historians and more Modern Legendaries studied onely to

make their Relations miraculous enough. 1749 Bp. Laving-
ton Enthus. Methodists <$• Papists (1752) 57 The Legen*
daries own that St. Catharine was slandered as a fond and
light woman. 1849 J AS- Grant Kirkaldy 0/Gr. vii. 67 A
. .monastery, built . . by special desire (say the legendaries)
of St. Michel the archangel.

f 3. A legendary or unhistorical personage. Obs.
a 1662 Heylyn Laud (1668) 474 The expunging of some

Saints (which they falsly call Legendaries) out of the
Kalendar.

Le gended, a. rare. [f. Legend sb. + -ed 2
.]

1. Bearing a legend or inscription.
a 1849 Poe Ulalnme viii, The door of a legended tomb.

1886 Century Mag. XXXII. 595 The land of the legended
fan and the lacquered box.

2. Celebrated in legends.

1893JU'tstr. Lond. News Christm. No. 9/1 The legended
pursuit of Daphne by Apollo.

+ Le*gender. Obs. rare^\ [f. Legend sb. +
-eu A writer of a legend.
1611 Speed ///*/. 67. Brit. ix. vi. § ji. 487 Which to be

true, a Legender of his Miracles can best relate.

Legendist (le-d^endist). [f. Legend sb. +
-I ST. J A writer of legends.

1664 H, More Myst. Iniq. 472 Lying Legendists. 1832
Southey Lett. (1856) IV. 312 This was decidedly an inven-
tion of the legendist. 1859 Rii.ey Liber Albus Pref. 10 The
Legendist. .the Romancer, and the Poet.

T4egendize(lc-d^endatz),z/. rare-°. [f. Legem*
sb. + -ize.] Irans. To affix a legend to ; to inscribe

with a legend. 1889 in Century Diet.

Legendless, a. rare — 1
, [f. Legend sb. +

-lkss.] Of a coin : Bearing no legend.
1884 Traill New Lucian 130 That coin of language

which, once so glittering and clean-cut, has been worn down
to an unmeaning counter, deviceless and legendless.

t Iie'gendous, a. Obs. rare— 1
, [f. Legend

sb. + -ous.] Legendary.
1686 Spec. Beatae Virginis 29, I have also passed over the

many Legendous stories that are told of her.

Iiegendrian (l/d^e-ndrian), a. Math. [f. name
of Adrien Marie Legendre (1752-1833)^ eminent
French mathematician.] Pertaining to or invented

by the mathematician Legendre, as Lcgendrian
coefficient^ function, symbol.
188* Encycl. Brit. XIV. 414/1 The theory of the Legen-

drian Coefficients.

Legendry (led^endri). [f. Legend^. + -ky.]

Legends collectively.

1849 Ruskin Sev. Lamps iv. § 8. 100 In places where its

legendry may be plainly read, as in painted windows. 1880
T. Sinclair in Academy 3 Apr. 247 Mr. Gilbert's fairy

legendry. 188a Beresf. Hope Brandreths II. xxix. 226
The broidure bright of homespun legendry On Homer's
and on Virgil's awful robe.

T Ledger, sb. Obs. Also legier, lieger. * A
cant term for a Londoner who formerly bought
coals of the country colliers at so much a sack,

and made his chief profit by using smaller sacks, .

making pretence he was a country collier ' (Nares).

Hence + Levering* vbl. sb.

1591 Greene Disc. Coosnage (1592) D2b, The Law of
Legering which is a deceit that Colliars abuse the Com-
monwealth withall, in hauing vnlawfull sacks. Ibid., The
Leger, the craftic Collier I mean. Ibid., He carryeth the
countrey colliar home to his legering place, and there at the
back gate causeth him to vnloade, and, as they say, shoot
the coles down. 159a — Upst. Courtier E iij b, I am . . a
Collier of Croyden. and one sir that haue solde many a
manne a false sacke of coales. .. Indeede I haue beene
a Lieger in my tyme in London, and haue played many
madde pranekes, for which cause . . the Pillory hath eaten
off both my earcs.

186

f Le'ger, a. Obs. Also 6 lieger, lyger, 7
leagar. [a. F. tiger («Sp. ligero, Pg. ligciro. It.

leggier0) :—popular L. type *levidrius, f. levis

light.] Light, not heavy; slight, trifling. Also,
nimble. Hence Le'gerly adv.
1481-90 Hoivard Househ. Bks. (Roxb.) 425 Item, my Lord

payde to the armerer of Klaunderes apon his leger hnrnes
vjs. v\i\d. a 1533 Lo. Berners Huon cxi. 382 Huon, who was
lyger and light, lept by the syde of the serpent and gaue
hym a great stroke.

m
1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Ag'dis, nim.

bfe, light, lieger, quicke, quiuer. Ibid., Agiliter, nymhly,
lightly, liegerly, quiuerly. 1598 Dallington Meth. Trav.
G iv b, By his Physiognomy ye would iudge him leger and
inconstant.

Leger, obs. form of Ledoer.

f Legerdeheel. Obs. nonce-wd. [An altera-

tion of legerdemain by the substitution of heel for

the last syllable.] ' Light-heeled ' pranks.
1605 Chapman Alt Fools Plays 1873 I. 151 If your wiues

play legerdeheele, though you bee a hundred miles of£ yet
you shall be sure instantly to find it in your forheads.

Legerdemain (le^ajd/m^-n). Forms: 5
lygarde de mayne, lechardemane, legerde-
mayn, 6 legerdemane, -dymeyne, -du-maine,
-dimeane, ledgerdemaine, -mayne, ligier de
meyne, -demayne, du mayne, legier dumane,
ligerdemayne, lieger-du-mayne, liger, legyier,

lygier demaine, 6-7 legerdemairie, -mayne,
-mane, legierdemain(e, -dumain(e, leigerdu-
main, -demaine, 7 leger dumain, mein, leiger

da mayn, logger-, legeirdemaine, 8 leidger
demain, 6- legerdemain (in 6-8 written as two
or three words, and with hyphens), [a. F. leger

de main, lit. Might of hand'; cf. Leger a.~\

1. Sleight of hand ; the performance of tricks

which by nimble action deceive the eye; jugglery;

conjuring tricks.

14.. Lydg. Dauncc of Macabre, Lygnrdcde-mayne now
belpith me right noughte. £1475 Cath. Angl. 212/2 (Add.
MS.) To play lechardemane, pancraciari. 1528 Roy Rede
me (Arb.) 114 O churche men are wyly foxes Afore crafty
then iuggelers boxes To play ligier du mayne teached. 156a
lit'LLEYN Bk. Simples 30 a, Many lnkepers with their
hosilers through a cast of legerdemain : can make a pecke
of draffe and Beanes, buye three bushelles of cleane Pease
or Eeanes. 1584 R. Scot Discov. Witchcr. xui. xxii. {1886)

263 The true art . . of juggling consistelh in legierdemaine

;

to wit, the nimble convetance of the hand. 1596 Spenser
F. Q. v. ix. 13 For he in slights and jugling feates did flow,

And of legierdemayne the mysteries did know. 1613 R. C.
Table AlpA. (ed. 3), Legeirdemaine, light-handednesse,
craft ie slights, and conueiance. i6zz Beaum. & Fl. Beg-
gar's Bush 111. i, Will ye see any feates of activity, Some
sleight of hand, leigerdemaine ? 1707 Farquhar Beaux
Strut, v. v, What's here ? Legerdemain 1 By this light,

my lord, our money again ! 1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters
III. 220 The name of a magician, .has. .been assumed and
abused by masters of leger de main. 1817 Coleridge Biog.
Lit. 116 The professors of legerdemain at our village fairs,

pull out ribbon after ribbon from their mouth. 1856 Dove
Logic Chr. Faith n. ii. 115 Th« legerdemain of the skilful

trickster who deceives our very senses.

2. transf and fig. Trickery, deception, hocus-
pocus.
153a More Confut. Tindale Wks. 639/2 Hys lygier de-

maine in stealing. 1565 Jewel Def. Apol. (161 1) £29 Wcl
may we iest at your vnhandsome and open legierdumainc,
that so^ vainly seeke to blinde vs with a painted shadow of
the Spirit of God. 1679 Hist. Jetzer 13 This whole busi-
ness was nothing but pure Legerdemain and Knavery. 1711
SHAFTEsa. Charac. (1737) I. Advice to Autlwr 1. i. 155
There is a certain Knack or Legerdemain in argument. 1796
Mrs. Glasse Cookery yW. 134^ By this sort of legerdemain,
some fine estates are jugglea into France. 18x3 Lingaru
Hist. Eng. VI. 28a The theological legerdemain, by which
Cranmer pretended to nullify the oath of obedience, .to the
pontiff. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) IV. 134 We are inclined

to regard the treatment of them [paradoxes] . as a mere
legerdemain of words.

f h. An instance of this ; a trick, a juggle. Obs.

1550 Bale Eng. Votaries it. 1 iv, Theyr preuy legcr-

demaines wer not muche to be trusted. 1579 Lyly Euphues
(Arb.) 119, 1 would not tbat all Women should take Pepper
in the nose, in that I have disclosed the legerdemaines of a
few. i6«5 Gonsah'io'sSp. Inqttis. Contents, The treacheries

and legerdemaines of the Inquisition in practice and exer-

cise. 1663 Gerbier Counsel 48 He must with his Eyes
follow . . the line wherewith the Joyners work is measured,
that it be not let slide through the Measurers fingers, since
. ,a Leger de Mayne may be prejudicial to the paymasters
purse.

f 3. A sleight-of-hand performer, a conjurer.

Obs. rare — l
.

1695 CiaaER Love's Last Shift 11. (1696) 25 The Fool
diverted me and I gave him my hand, as I wou'd lend^my
Mony, Fan, or Hankerchief to a Legerdemain, that 1 might
see him play all his Tricks over.

4. attrib. or as adj. Pertaining to or of the nature

of legerdemain or jugglery
;
juggling

;
tricky.

1576 Newton Lemnic's Complex. 11. ii. iox Some luglers,

& Legier du maine players. 1683 Dryoen Life Plutarch
Ded. 25 These legerdemain authors are for telling stories to
keep their tricks undlscover'd. 1707 Curios, in Httsb.

<fr

Gard. 91 Jugglers, who show Legerdemain Tricks. 174a
Lond. Country Brew. 1. (ed. 4) 39 In such a Legerdemain
Manner, as gulled and infatuated the ignorant Drinker.
1760 J. Rutty Spirit. Diary (ed. 2) 171 A legerdemain-man
getting four guineas a day. 1812 Southky in Q. Rev.
VIII. 96 Phantasmagoric and legerdemain miracles. 1836
T. Gilbeet Chr. Atonem. ii. (1852) 47 The legerdemain
kind of criticism resorted to by our adversaries.

LEGGING.
Hence + Iiejrerdemai'n v. intr. (also wilh it)

f
to

perform tricks, to use deceit ; Legerdemal'iaiah
a., resembling that of legerdemain; Iiegferde-

mai nist, a performer of legerdemain, a conjurer.
1483 Cath. Angl. 212/2 To Legerdemayn ..pancraciari.

a 1678 Marvell Hist. Poem in Poems Affairs State (1697)

99 Baal's wretched Curates Legerdemain'd it so, And never
durst their Tricks above-board shew. 18.. Worcester i860
(citing Observer) Legerdemainist. 1877 F. C. Burnano
Ride to Khiva 10 Vou know what a good Legerdemainist
I am. 1888 Sat. Rev. 21 Jan. 71 No one ever performed
that operation in a more legcrdeniainish fashion. 1891

j

Critic (U. S.) 31 Jan. 57/2 The handkerchief tricks of the
legerdemainist.

t legerity. Obs. Also 6 liger-, leiger-,

legieritie. [ad. K. Ughet&\ see Leger a. and
-ity.] Lightness {lit. and fig.) ; nimbleness,
1561 Throckmokton Let. to Eliz. 29 Apr. in Tytler Hist.

Scat. (1864) 111. 146 Some others of her nation that be
inclined to greater legerity, inconstancy, and corruption.

1598 Barret V/teor. IVarres 1. ii. 12 A signe of great
ligeritie and lightne; sc. 1599 Shaks. ^» *v. 1. 23
The Organs . . newly nioue With casted slough and fresh
legeritie. 1599 J0NSON &v- Matt °"t ofHum. II. i, I

have . . the Leigeritie, for [certain feats of legerdemain].
1600 Dr. Dodypoll III. iv. in Bullen O. PL III. 133 The
legieritie of her sweet feete. 1640 tr. Verdere's Rom.
ofRom. U, 164 Considering that his legerity would more
advantage him then his force, he concluded to combat him
with judgement. 182a W. Tf.nnant Thane ofFife vi. 37
Worming his way with strange legerity. 1830 Galt Lawrie
T. 111. xvi. (1849) x 3 8 Had I not cause for thankfulness on
this occasion that I had been formed with such legerity.

t Legge, v. Obs. rare. [Aphetic form of

Allege v. 1] trans. To alleviate.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 5016 Som socour, To leggen hir of bir

dolour.

Legge, obs. form of Ledge v.*

Tjegg(e)aunce, obs. forms of Ligeance.

Legged (legd), a. [f. Leg sb. + -ed 2.] Hav-
ing legs (of a particular kind, shape, or colour)

;

freq. in parasynthelic combination with adjs., as

Baker-legged, bare-legged
,

black-legged, Bow-
legged, crook[ed)-legged\ long-legged, two-legged,

etc. In Heraldry , having legsofa sj^ecified tincture.

1470 Sir J. Paston in P.^ Lett. No. 637 II. 394 He is

legged right i now, and it is reportyd that hys pyntell is

as long as hys legge. a 1529 Skblton E. Runnnyng 50
Legged lyke a crane. i<5« Huloet, Legged crokedly and
ill fauored. c 1570 Pride <$ Lcnvl. (1841) 64 But he were
legged as was Action. 157a Bossewell Amtorie 111.26

An Owsell d'Argente, beaked golde, legged gules. x6io
Shaks. Temp. 11. ii. 35 Leg'd like a man. 165a Gaule
Magastrom. 186 The spindle legd are fearful ; hairy
legg'd, lustful ; stump legg'd servile ; bow-legg'd, various.

1697 tr. Le Comte's Mem. China ii. (1737) 39 A row of
eunuchs.. stood on each hand close legged. 1765 Treat.
Dom. Pigeons 134 The Trumpeter is a Bird ..very feather-

footed and leg*d. i8aa Scott Pirate vii, Triptolemus was
a short, clumsy, duck-legged disciple of Ceres. 1864 Bou«
tkll Her. Hist, if Pop. xv. § 15 (ed. 3) 204 Three popin-
jays or,collared and legged gu. 1898 Daily News 24 Nov.
2/2 Stiffbacked, legged chairs, legged sofas . . are out of
place in an Eastern house.

b. Legged dollar —leg-dollar (see Leg 17).
167a Corshill Baron-Crt. Bk. in Archseol. ft Hist. Coll.

Ayr $ Wigton (1884) IV. 104 Withholding from him ane
leged dolour, at 5*., anent the niffer of ane horse, c 1689
Depred. Clan Campbell (1816) 100 Ane leggit dollor.

Hence Xie*gff?edly adv.

1659 Torriano, Gatnbescatninte, leggedly, according to

the fashion of shanks.

Legge (n, obs. form of Lay v.

Legger (lcgai). [f. Leg v. + -er A man
who propels a canal barge through a tunnel by
thrusting his legs against the walls.

1836 Sir G. Head Home Tour 143 These men. .are called
1 leggers * for they literally work the boat with their legs,

or kick it from one end of the tunnel to the other. 1841
Breks Gloss. Terms Civ. Engin., Leggers, the name given
to the men employed in conveying a barge through ^ canal

tunnel, by means of pushing with their legs against the

side walls.

Legger, variant of Ledger.
Leggery (le-gari). nonce<vd. [f. Leg sb. +

-euy.] A manufactory or storehouse of legs.

1830 Coleridge Const. Ch. <$• State 212 That mundus
immundus on which we, and others less scantily furnished

from nature's Leggery, crawl, delve, and nestle.

Leggett, obs. form of Leqate v.

t LeggiadrOUS, a. Obs. rare. [f. It. leggia-

dro light, sprightly + -ous.] Graceful, elegant.

1648 Jos. Beaumont Psyche xvui. xl, Those beams of

leggiadrous Courtesy Which siniPd in her Deportment.
Ibid. xix. xvii, The queen of soft leggiadrous Love.

Legglness (le'gines). Leggy condition.

1893 Kennel Gaz. Aug. 213/3 She [a hitch] .. was much
out of coat, which increased her legginess.

Legging (le'gin), sb. Chiefly //. Also 8-9 //.

leggins. [t Leg sb. + -ing! (but cf. -ing^).]

In pi. A pair of extra outer coverings (usually of

leather or cloth), used as a protection for the legs

in bad weather, and commonly reaching from the

ankle to the knee, but somelimes higher.

1763 in F. B. Hough Siege Detroit (i860) 200 The Men to

be clothed, but in a light Manner; a cloth Jacket, flannel

Waistcoat, Leggins, &c. will be sufficient. i8og A. Henkv
Trav. 156 A pair of leggings, or pantaloons, of scarlet

cloth, which ..cost me fifteen pounds ofbeaver, i8ai Clare
Vill. Mittstr. 11. 26 With leather leggings on, that stopt



LEGGING.
the snow. 1839-40 W. Irving W'olferfs R. (1855) 2°3
A hunting-shirt of dressed deer-skin . . and leggins of the

same, fringed from hip to heel. 1869 E. A. Parkes Pract.
Hygiene (ed. 3) 415 Long leggings reaching over tbe knees,

and made of half-tanned leather.

Hence Logginged a.
9
having leggings.

1837, 1852 tsee tcather-lcgginged in Leath er sb. 5 dl. 1891

Miss Dowie Girl in Karp. 39 My yellow legginged feet.

Legging .le-gig), vbl. sb. [f. Lec, v. + -ing 1.]

Making a 4 leg* or obeisance.

187a Blackmore Maid of Sk. (1881) 160 All the bowing
and legging 1 had seen in the Royal Navy.

Le gging, ///. a. [f. Leg v. +-in*g*.] That
makes a * leg * or obeisance.

1602 W. Bas Sivord <y Buckler B, A legging foote, a
well-embracing hand.

Leggy (le'gi), a. [f. Leg sb. + -y.] Conspic-

uous lor legs ; having disproportionately long legs

;

lanky-legged.
1787

4 G. Gambado ' Acad. Horsemen (1809) 32 If you are

a short man, you spur the saddle cloth ; if you are leggy

you never touch him (the horse] at all. 1827 Sporting

Mag. XX. 170 Great numbers of our racers., have always

been too leggy. 1883 Stevenson Silverado Sq. (1886) 67
He looked neither heavy nor yet adroit, only leggy, coltish,

and in the road.

b. slang. Characterized by a display of legs.

1866 Daily Tel. 10 Jan. 7/3 This festival .. has been

pitiahly vulgarised ..by Christmas numbers of periodicals,

Christmas concerts, leggy burlesques. 1887 Pall Mall G.

17 Oct. 1/2 * Leggy ' burlesques.

Legh, obs. form of Lek j<U, Lie sbJ, Lye.

t Leg-harness. Oh. Forms: see Leg sb.

and Harness sb. Armour for the leg.

1388 Wyclif 1 Sam. xvii. 6 And stelyn legharneis [1388

bootis of bras] he [Goliath] hadde in the hipis. 1426 Lyug.
De Gmt. Eilgr. 8178 Legharneys ys lefTt be-hynde, That

thow mayst, at lyberte, Hyr dartys and hyr brondys fle.

1513 Douglas JEncis xW. vii. 114 Hys lymmis in leg-

harnes gold begane, Claspyt full clos. 1601 Holland
Pliny 11. 514 Nailes, studs and tackes imploied about

greeues and leg harneis. a 1653 Gougf. Comm. Heb. x. 36
Shooes, or legg-harnesse, whereby men are enabled to hotd

out in their way. 18*8-40 Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864) II.

67 Armed with . .leg-harness, sword, spear, and dagger.

.fig- *$P9 Hawes Past. Picas, xxvii. (Percy Soc.) 130

Good hope his legge harn<*ys sholde be.

Leghe, obs. form of League sb}, Lie.

Leghed, obs. pa. t. Lay v., Lie v.'z

Leghere, obs. form of Liar.

Leghorn (legiun, lcgh^in). [Use of the place-

name Leghorn, ad. It. Legorno (i 6-1 7th c), now
replaced by Livorno, repr. the classical L. name
Libumus.]
1. The name of a straw plaiting for hats and

bonnets, made from .1 particular kind of wheat,

cut green nnd bleached, and so called because im-

ported from Leghorn in Tuscany ; a hat or bonnet

made of this plaiting or some imitation of it.

(Used both simply and in attrib. use, as Leghorn

bonnet, chip, hat, plait!)

1804 European Mag. XLV. 412 '2 Hats of a foreign manu-
facture, imported from Italy, and therefore denominated
Leghorn Chip. 1805 Trans. Soc. Arts XXI II. 223 The
Gold Medal of the Society was this session voted to Mr.
William Corston, of Ludgate-Hill, for a substitute, of his

invention, for Leghorn Plait, for Hats, &c. Hid. 231

A specimen of plaited straw, manufactured . .in thiscountry,

similar to that imported from various parts of Europe,

under the denomination of Leghorn. 1818 Lady Morgan
Antobiog. (1859) 64, 1 bought myself a chapcan de soleil,

with corn flowers stuck in the side of it—a regular Leghorn.

1823 Spirit Pitbt. Jmls. (1825) I. 6 She . . split the young
lady's Leghorn by one thump of her fist. 1893 Peel Spen
Valley 271 The great leghorn bonnets which they prized so

highly.

2. The name of a breed of the domestic fowl.

1869 Rep.U. S. Commissioner Agrie. 485, 15 heiy, mostly
Leghorns and Black Hamburgs. ibid., Mixture pf Leghorn
and native breed. 1874 L. Wright Htustr. fik. Poultry

423 While most Spanish breeds are delicate, the Leghorns
are extraordinarily hardy, besides being much superior as

layers. Ibid. 425 The white Leghorn cock.

Legia(u)nce, obs. form of Liceance.

Legibility (led^ibrlity). [f. Legible: see

-Ity.J The quality or condition of being legible.

1679 J* Goodman Penitent Pard. 1. iv. (1713) 105 The
divine goodness did supply that defect, as to the greater

lines of vertue and vice, by the plain legibility of his provi-

dence. 181a W. Taylor in Monthly Rev. LXXIX. 181

Perhaps they . . should have been accompanied with an ex-

^urgatory index, pointing out the papers which it would be

"atiguing to peruse, and thus decimating the contents into

legibility. 1838 Pickens Nick. Nick, iv, The words em-
blazoned in allthe legibility of gilt letters and dark shading.

186a Lady Llanover in Mrs. Delanys Corr. Ser. 11. 111.

289 note, A hand which for clearness, compactness, and
legibility exceeded any writing the Editor ever saw. 1880

EARLe PkiloI. Eng. Tongue 143A few slight variations, often

repeated, will make a great difference in the legibility of a
page, to the eye that is unaccustomed to such variations.

Legible (le-d^b'l), a. {sb.) Also 4 legeable,

5 legibylle. [ad. late L. legibilis (6th a), f. legerc

to read : see -ble.] That can be read.

a. Of writing : Plain enough to be read ;
easily

made out or deciphered.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xlii. (Agatha) 283 And wrytine yes in

bat tabil rycht fare lettire & legeable. 1483 Calh. Angt.

212/2 Legibylle, legibilis. 1560 Wardb tr. Alexis oecr.il.

8 b, Dresse the letters after thys maner.. and they shalbe

187

legible. i6ao Middleton Chaste Maid v. i, A fair, fast,

legible hand. 1662 J. Davies tr. OUunius' I 'oy. Ambass. 403
Strange Characters .« so eaten out by time, that they were
not legible. 1719 Swift To Vug. Clergynt. Wks. 1755 II.

it. 1 1 Their heads held down . . within an inch of the cushion,

to read what is hardly legible. 1874 Micklktiiwaits Mod.
Par. Churches 218 Over each box should be a legible

inscription.

b. Of compositions : Accessible to readers

{iwnce-usc)
;
also, easy to read, readable, rare.

1676 W. Hubbard Happiness 0/ People Pref, For their

Hikes who . . were denied the opportunity to be of the

Auditory, I have condescended to make it Legible. 1820
Siiellky Lett. Prose Wks. 1880 IV. 178,! am translating in

ottava rima the Hymn to Mercury.. . My next effort will be,

that it should he legible, a quality much to be desired in

translations. 1840 Mill Diss. <v Disc. (1859) II. 121 French
books are supposed to be sufficiently legible in England
without translation.

c. trans/, and fig.
1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. iii. 5 2. 16 That excellent cor-

respondence, which is betweene Gods revealed will and bis

secret will, .is not legible to the Natural! Man. 1649 lh.miF.
Eng. /m/'ro?'. Impr. (1653) To Kdr., I have . . endeavoured
to make my thoughts as legihlc as I can. 1691 Wood Ath.
Oxon. (O. H. S.) III. 112 His epitaph is legible in the Inrg

volumes of his workes. 1703 Collilr Ess. 11. 102 People's

opinions of themselves are commonly legible in their coun-
tenances. 1774 Jkfkkrhjon Antobiog. App., Wks. 1859 I.

14 t The grrat principles of right and wrong are legible to

every reader. 1825 Lamb Ella Ser. 11. Superannuated
Man, My fellows in the office would sometimes rally inc

upon the trouhle legible in my countenance.

d. assb.pl. Matter lor reading, rare — 1

.

1864 Realm 10 Feb. 1 National education too much re-

sembles the powerful winch of a literary air-pump, screwing

up the demand for legible*;, and lightening the atmospheric
pressure of criticism on the supply.

Hence Leg-ibleness, legibility.

1727 ill IiAlLRY vol. II.

Legibly le-d^ibli , adv. [f. Legible + -i,y 2.]

Tn a legible manner; in legible characters; so as

to be easily read. Also fig.

1586 Warner Alb. Eng. n. Ixi. (i6i2> 269 1 1 is banner had
the picture, and in gold King Edwards Cozen Klenor was
legibly inrould. 1664 H. More Myst. fni<;. 07 Whether
wiitten in the outward Word, or legibly engraven upon the

Table of his Heart 1699 Bentlky Phal. 240 It's yet

legibly and plainly UPflTOS <>2. 1709 Stki-le & Auiuson
Tatter No. 101 7 A shaking Hand does not always write

legibly. 1833 Act 3*4 It 'ill. 1 k\ c. 46 § 84 The rules.,

shall be legibly painted upon boards. 1859 Kingsi ey Misc.

(i860) I. ^64 Whether his l>o<>ks treat of love or political

economy, theology or geology, it is there, the history of man
legibly printed. 1869 Fkm-.man Norm. C.v/f (18761 HI.
xiv. 356 The great tale of which it be* ame the theatre is

legibly wiitten on its natural features.

Legicide (It-d^isaid). rare-1 , [f. L. legi~, lex

]aw + -cide 1.] A destroyer of laws.

1689 Tutchin Heroick Poem 7 A Tyrant Troop of I.egi-

cides .. Such as Free Rome of old, Destroy 'd and Fought.

Lcgier, obs. form of Leixjeu; v.nr. \MWA\sb. Obs.

Legierdemain, cte., obs. ff. Leoekhkmain.

t Le'gifer. Obs.
#

[a. L. legtfer, f. legi-t
lex

law + -Jcr bearing, bringing.] A legislator.

x6oa W. Watson Decacordon 53 Thus bane all lawes and

legifers with great maiesty, ordained a distinction ol place,

regard, and esteeme to be had of euery person. 1604 T.

Wright Passions v. iv. 213 That the l.cgifers should have

no lesse regard to Ix>ve, then to Lawes. 1612 T. Jamis
Jesuits' Dcnvnf. 57 Such Lords, lawlesse Sirs, and Legifers

they take themselues to be.

t Legrferous, a. Obs.-° [f. prec. + -ous : cf.

-FEBOtfR.] 1 That maketh or giveth laws' (HI omit

Glossogr. 1656).

Legific (h'dsi'fik), a. [ad. L. type *legifuus,

f. legi- 9
lex law + -Jicusi see -Fie] Pertaining to

the making of laws.

1865 J. Grote Treat. Mor. Ideas x. App. (1876) 224 Prac-

tically, in many cases, authority or legific competence has

begun in bare power.

t Legiformal, a. Obs. rare ~ \ [f. assumed

L. *legtform-is (f. iegi-, lex law 4- forma Fokm

sb.) + -al.] ? Of a legal form or character.

a 1693 Urquharts Rabelais in. xlii. 344 There are Heaps

of these Legiformal Papers.

flie'gify, a - 0bs* rare* 1
. [I L. legi-, lex

law + -fy.] inir. To make laws.

1658-9 Burton's Diary (1828) IV. 9? Is it fit that those

that have no right norfoundation should leg ify amongst us?

Legion (U~ d^n). Also 3-5 legiun, 4 legioun,

lygioun, 4 5 legyoun, 5-6 legyon. [a. OF.

legiun, legion (mod.F. ttgion)> a. L. legion-em,

legio, f. legere to choose, levy (an army) : cf. -ion.]

1. Rom. Antiq. A body of infantry in the Roman
army, composed of different numbers at different

periods, ranging from 3,000 in early times to 6,000

under Mantis, and combined usually with a con-

siderable complement of cavalry.

c 1205 Lay. 6024 Werren on akhe legiun pus feole leod-

kempen, six busend & six hundred & sixti iferen. c 1330

R. Brunnk Chron. (1810) 30 Fro Charles kyng sanz fade

thei brought a gonfaynoun pat Saynt Morice in bataile

[barel befor be legioun. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II.

75 When at the prayer of Genuis be queene .. legiouns of

Rome were i-sende in to Irlond, bo was Caerleon a noble

citee. 1494 Fabyan Chron. in. Iv. 36 Claudius sent certayne

Legions of his Knyghtes into Irlande to rule that Countre,

and retourned hym selfe to Rome. T598 Barret Theor.

Warres Gloss. 251 Legion, amongst the auncient Romaines,

LEGIONARY.
was certaine companies of their people of warre : consisting

of 5 or 6000 footemen, and 300 horsemen. i6o6 Shaks. Ant.

ff CI. in. vii. 72 You keepe by Land the Legions and the

Horse whole, do you not? 161 1 — Cytnb. iv. iii. 24 The
Romainc Legions, all from Gallia drawne, Are landed on
your Coast. 1697 Dhydkn Virg. Georg. 11. 378 As Legions
in the Field their Front display, To try the Fortune of some
doubtful Day. 1838 Arnold Hist. Rome I. i. 25 The thirty

centuries which made up the legion. 1856 Kmerson Eng.
Traits, Ability Wks. (Bohn) II. 33 [The Komanl disem-

barked his legions, erected his camps and towers. 1869
Rawunson Anc. Hist. 398 The legion was light, elastic,

adapted to every variety of circumstance.

b. Applied to certain military bodies of modern

times. Foreign legion [^F. le'gion ctrangb'c\\ a

body of foreign volunteers in the French army in

the 19th century, employed in the colonies or on

distant expeditions.

1598 [see Legionary B.l 1802 Jamfs Mi/it. Diet, s.v.,

The British legion which served in America. Ibid., The

Polish and Belgic legions, that form part of the French

army. 1809 Wellington in Gurw. Dcip. V. 219 A legion is

I understand a corps consisting of one, two or more bat-

talions of infantry and a proportion of cavalry and artillery.

i8i$//W.X1 1. 313 It appears impossible for the Hanoverian

Government to bear the expence of the Legion as now con-

stituted. 1838 Murray s Hand-bk. A". Germ. 154 "I he Farm
of La Haye Sainte .. was at first occupied by the soldiers

of the German Legion, a 1877 Mhs. Norton Eingcn on the

Rhine, A soldier of the legion lay d)ing in Algiers.

2. Vaguely used for: A host ol armed men.
^1325 Chron. Eng. 633 (Kitson) The sperc That Charl<--

mayne wes wonet to here Tofore the holy legioun. la 1400

Morte Arth. 605 The lege-mene of I.ettow with legyons

ynewe. £1440 Partonope 2691 Wyth hym a legyoun Of his

knyghtis. 1595 Siiaks. J^hn 11. 1. 59 'I he adneise uindes

. . bane giueii him time To land his Legions all as soone as

I. 1715-20 Popk Iliad Xltt. 845 Nor knew yreat Hector

how his k-ions yield. 1738 Gi ostk Leonidas it. 318 With
lightening blast their legions.

\$. A vast host or multitude (of persons or

things) : free], of angels or spirits, with reminiscence

of Matt. xxvi. 53.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1 5S09 If i mi fader wald be-stke, I moght

wtl-vten lett Haf tuehic Unwind legions. 1362 Langl. /\
El. A. 1. 109 Linifer with legiouns lered it in heiiene. c 1380

Wyclif Set. Il ls. III. 264 Many lygionns of aungels. 1413

I'ilgr. SiKote tCaxton) v. xiv. (18591 79 No doute but many
a legyon wenten to the foote i*f ( )lyuet, ordeynyng theyr

procession to btynge hym therupon. 1500 aolJt nuah Poems
viii. 9 With angelic hcht, in legionis, Thow ait illumynit

all about. 1605 Siiaks. Much. iv. iii. 55 Not in ihe Legions

Of tint rid Hf 11, can < ome a hiuell more daiunNI In euils, ti>

t op Macbeth. 1634 C'anni- jYc> ess. Separ. (1^*40) 234 To
sustain even a le^hm c>f reproaches. 1667 Mu. ion 1.

301 He .. tailed His Lecinns, Angel Forms, who lay in-

trans'd. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 9^ P 10 Innumerable

legions of appetites and passions. 1824 W". Ikvinc; '/'. Trtiv.

II. 19 As 1 approa« hed tbe house, a legion of whelps sallied

out. 1865 I. H. NtWM^N Gerouttus § 4 So now his ISalan"*]

legions throng the vestibule. 1865 I.lckv Rat/on. I. i. 25

The air w.ts filled with unholy legions.

b. In Mark v. y and echoes of this passage;

esp. in the ^somewhat inaccurate) allusive phrase

their name is Legion ~ ' they are innumerable '.

1382 \\'y< i.jf Mark v. 9 A leuioun is name t<» me ; for we
hen manye. 1526 Tinoai.k ibid., My name is I egion, for

we are many. 1601 Shaks. / wet. A'. 111. iv. 95 If all the

dinels of hell becbatfne in little, and Legion himselfe jios-

sest him. 1665 (Ilanv ill Siepsis S<i. xyiii. 116 The same
undivided essence .. is here multiplyed into Legion. 1848

Dickens Dombey xiv, 'Their name is Legion \ she replied.

1873 Hfli s Amm. ,v Mast. vi. (1875) 143 Tjie number of

such sayings anticipated by this original maxim is legion.

4. Legion of Honour [ = V. legion d'/tonnettr] :

an order of distinction, founded by Napoleon Bona-

parte in 1802, conferred as a reward for civil or

military services, etc.

1827 Scott Napoleon V. 63. 1837 Marryat Olta Podr.

xxix, The innkeeper was a Chevalier of the Legion of

Honour. 1841-4 Emerson Rss., Norn. <y Real Wks. (Holm)

I. 250 The world is full of masonic ties, of guilds, of secret

and public legions of honour.

5. Nat. Hist. (See qnot.)

1859 Pack Handhk. Geol. Terms, Legion . . A term occa.

sionally used in Natural History classification to express

an assemblage of objects intermediate in extent between a

class and order. A class may thus embrace several legions,

and a legion contain many orders.

6. attrib. or adj. - Innumerable, multitudinous.

1678 Norris Coll. Misc. (1699) 282 hy this it [Pride] be-

comes a Multiplied, a Legion evil. 1795 Southey Joan oj

Arc x. 443 When pouring o'er his legion slaves on Greece,

The eastern despot bridged the Hellespont. 1891 C. Jamfs
Rom. Rigmarole 148 The poor curate's wife., with the

legion family clothed from the odds and ends of her rich

sister's cast-offs.

Legionary (lrd#mari), a. and sb. [ad. L.

legidnarius, f. legion-em Legion sb. : see -ary.J

A. adj.

1. Of or belonging to a legion.

I577-S7 HolinshedC/*™/. 1. 37/2 Ostorms . had no legion-

ariesouldiers, but certeine bands ofaids. 1581 SpviLKTacttus

Hist. Annot. (1591) 52 In former times . . the Legionary

Cohorts were equal!, of fiue hundreth a piece. 1646 NiR

T. Browne Pseud. Ep. v. x. 249 Of the foure principle or

Legionary standards, that is of Judah, Ruben Ephraim,

and Dan. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. II. 112 Altars and

monumental inscriptions, which instruct us as to the legion-

ary stations of the Romans in Britain. 1838 Arnold Hrst.

Rome (1846) I. xiii. 223 The whole multitude of legionary

soldiers. 1893 Archafologia LI II. 550 The bronze eagle,

probably rightly supposed by Mr. Joyce to have been

a legionary one.
24-2
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LEGIONED.

b. Of an inscription, mark, etc. : Designating

a particular Roman legion.
Legionary ring (Rom. Antiq.): a finger-ring bearing a

number, formerly thought to have been worn by Roman
soldier*;, th£ number being supposed to be that of the legion.

This view is now abandoned, as the numbers go up to 100,

wbile the highest legionary number was 28.

1851 D. Wilson Preh. Ann. (1863) II. Hi. 38 Us legion-

ary inscriptions indicate the several portions—erected by
the different legions and cohorts. Ibid. 67 The legionary

tablets of the Scottish wall are its most interesting relics.

1863 Q. Rev. CX1V. 382 The legionary mark of the tile.

1869 Fortnum in Archxol. Jml. XXVI. 146 Bronze Le.

gionary ring . on which is engraved the so-called legionary

number.
2. Constituting or consisting of a legion or

legions.

1670 Milton Hist. Eng. 11. Wks. 1851 V. 55 The Silures

. .besett the Prefect of his Camp, left there with Legionarie

Rands to appoint Garrisons. 1776 Gibbon DecI. F. (1869)

1. i. 25 The whole body of legionary infantry amounted to

six thousand one hundred men. 1827 De QuiNCEV Murder
Wks. 1862 IV. 52 The Roman legionary force. 1871 Farras
Witn. Hist. iii. 100 Without one earthly weapon she faced

the legionary masses.

fig. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 1. iii. 12 Too many
. . betwixt jest and earnest, betray the cause of truth, and

incensibly make up, the legionarie body of errour.

B. sb. A soldier of a legion, ancient or modern
;

a legionary soldier. Also, a member of the Legion

of Honour.
1598 Dallington Meth. Trav. L b, As touching the

[French] Infantry, Francis the first was the first that insti-

tuted the Legionaries . . 8 Legions, and every Legion to

containe sixe thousand. 1608 E. Grimstone Hist. France
(1611)675 Twelue thousand Legionaries, Picards, Normands
and Champanois. 1781 Gibbon Decl. <y /'*. xxx. III. 173

If any of the legionaries were permitted to return from the

Italian expedition. 1827 Scott Napoleon xxvi. Wks. 1870

XI. 276 Three hundred and fifty legionaries [of the Legion

of Honourl. 1832-4 De QuinckV Cxsars Wks. 1859 X. 154

The cowering legionary, with whom to hear was to obey.

189a Pall MallG. 26 Oct. 4/3 Day was just dawning when
the Marine Infantry and the Legionaries advanced.

Legioned (Ireland), a. poet. [f. Legion +
-Ei> I.J Arrayed in legions.

1818 Shellev Rev. Is/am x. xxxii, An Iberian Priest,,

who led the legioned West. 1818 Keats Endym. 11. 43
So once more days and nights aid me along, Like legioned

soldiers. 1820 - Eve St. Agnes xix. While legion'd fairies

paced the coverlet. 1822 Shellkv Hellas 515 We met the

vultures, legioned in the air. 1851 J. B. Hume Poems 150

The clarions of all the legion'd winds !

t le'gioner. Obs. rare" 1
, [f. Legion + -erI.]

A legionary soldier.

1579-80 North Plutarch (1595) 992 The legipners did

couer themselues as they had done before with their shields.

t Iiegionet. Obs. rare - *. [f. Legion + -et.]

A small legion.

1600 Holland Lhty xxxv. xlix. 917 You should see in

this kings camp hardly two pretie legionets [L, tegiutuula],

and those but lame ones neither.

t Legionize, v. Obs. rare""1
, [f. Legion +

-IKK*] trans. To form into legions.

t6o9 J. Davies Holy Rood I 4, Descend sweet Angels
( Legion iz'd in Rankes).

Legionry (l/'d^anri). [f. Legion + -ry.]

Legions collectively.

1827 Pollok Course T. vu, To drive away From earth

the dark infernal legionry Of superstition, ignorance and hell.

Legior, obs. form of Ledger.

Legislate (le-d^isk't), v. [Back-formation

from Legislator, Legislation.]

1. trans. To make laws for. rare" 1
.

1719 D'Urfey Pitts (1872) II. 66 The Parliament sate

. . Legislating the Nation.

2. vtlr. To perform the function of legislation

;

to make or enact laws.

1805 Bp. Watson Charge (1808) 16 Solon, in legislating for

the Athenians, had an idea of a more perfect Constitution

than he gave them. 1841 W. Spalding Italy <y //. 1st, II.

1x9 The emperor had a right to legislate for the whole
country. 1846 M cCulloch Acc. Brit. Empire (1854) II.

247 The renunciation by the British Parliament of the right

to legislate for that kingdom [Ireland]. 1875 Jowett Plato
(ed. 2) V. 135 All states legislate under the idea that there are

two classes of actions, the voluntary and the involuntary.

3. quasi-trans. To bring or drive by legislation

into or out of. Also rarely trans, to bring about

or control by legislation.

1845 [see Legislated ///. a. below]. 1847 R. W. Hamil-
ton Disq. Sabbath \\. (1848) 39 The same power which
legislated the very circumstances, alone can release them.

1849 Tail's Mag. XVI. 401/2 Trades' unions .. should be
educated, and not legislated into usefulness. 1854 Act
U.S.A. Congress in E/tcycl. Brit, (i860) XXI. 442/2 Not
to legislate Slavery into any Territory or State. 1859 W.
Chaowick Life De Foe iv. 237, I do not want to see a

people legislated into poverty. 1887 Rider Haggard Jess

1. (1890) 78 It [this sentiment] is beginning to die down and
to be legislated out of our national character.

Hence Legislated ///. Le-gislatmg vbl. sb.

and ppt..a.

1845 R. W. Hamilton /V/. Educ. viii. (ed. 2) 178 Schemes
of legislated instruction. 1890-1 J. Orr Christian View
(7^(1893) 131 The . . presence of a morally legislating and
commanding Reason within us. 1898 Weston. Caz. 16 May
2/1 The legislated depreciation of this one estate . . had cost

him. .not less than ^120,000. 1899 A. K. GarvieR itschlian

Theol. 33 He analyses the^ conceptions of the condemning
and of the legislating conscience.

Legislation (leds^-Jon). ta » lale L - K&s'

188

/dtidn-em, properly two words = 'bringing of a

law * {?egis
t
genitive of lex law + lation-em bring-

ing : see Lation). Cf. ¥. legislation.]

1. The action of making or giving laws ; the

enactment of laws, lawgiving; an instance of this.

a 1655 J. Goodman Winter Even. Con/, in. (1705) 116 Let

ine to intreat you to explain what you mean hy this way of

Divine Legislation. 1675 Baxter Cath. Theot. it. 1. 213

Gods Legislation was a real Action; but the Law made
doth not act at all. 1747 Ld. Lyttleton Olserv. Convers.

Paul 18 Pythagoras, who join'd Legislation to his Philo-

sophy, and. .pretended to Miracles .. to give a more vener-

able Sanction to the Laws he prescribed.^ 1828 Caroline
Frv Script. Rdr.s Guide ix. 124 When the inspired historian

tells his story of . . the wars and legislations of other ages.

1876 Freeman Norm. Conn. V. xxiv. 395 Legislation, as

we understand it, did not, in the ideas of those times, fill

any prominent place among the duties of a king.

f 2. A legislative body, a legislature. Obs.

1693 Humours Toivn 96 The Common-Council-Man is a

Man of Authority, a Member of the City-Legislation.

3. The enactments of a legislator or legislature

;

the whole body of enacted laws.

1838 Thirlwall Greece viii. I. 297 A legislation in which,

as in that of Moses, religion is . . the main element. 1872

Yeats Groivth Comm. 137 The acts . . are largely taken up
with legislation affecting the national commerce.

Hence Legrisla^tional a., pertaining to legisla-

tion.

1829 Bentham Justice * Cod. Petit., Abr. Petit. Justice

22 A legislational proceeding.

Legislative (le-d^isl^tiv), a. ancU£. [Formed
after Legislation, Legislator, by substitution of

suffix : see -ative. Cf. K. ttgislalif (recorded from

the 14th c), Sp., Pg., Tt. legislativo; a med.L.

*!egishltivtis probably existed.]

A. adj.

1. That legislates or makes laws
;

having the

function of legislating.

Legislative assembly iFr. Hist.), the body of legislators

which succeeded the National or Constituent assembly in

1791 ; also, the legislature which succeeded the Constituent

assembly of 1849.

1651 Baxter Inf. Bapt. 269, ! have learned to distinguish

between .. the Decretive and Legislative will of God.
1654 Cromwell Sp. 12 Sept. in Carlylc, It is the conver-

sion of a parliament .. to a legislative power always sitting.

1674 Baker sChron. 584/1 The peoples Legislative Deputies

in Parliament. 1765 Blackstonk Comm. 1. ii. 146 If hall

of the members met, and half absented themselves, who
shall determine which is really the legislative body, the

part assembled, or that which stays away? 1797 Encycl.

Brit. (ed. 3) XVI. 173/1 On the 30th of September [1791],

this National Assembly . . dissolved itself, and pave place

to the succeeding legislative National Assembly. 1858

J. B. Norton Topics 154 Tbe Legislative Council [of India].

2. Of or pertaining to legislation or the making

of laws.
£1641 Denmam On Strafford's Trial $ D. 25 Their I

Legislative Frenzy they repent, Enacting it should make
no President. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. 11. xx. 106 It belongeth

therefore to the Soveraigne . . to prescribe the Rules of

discerning Good and Evill . .and therefore in him is the Legis-

lative Power. 1763 J. Brown Poetry /Ifus. v. 79 During the

early Periods of Civilization, the legislative Art is always of

an imperfect Form. 1795 Burke Scarcity Wks. VI 1. 383
Legislative acts require the exactest detail of circumstances

. .in order, .to elicit principles . . to direct a practical legis-

lative proceeding. 1870 D. Macrae Amer. at Home II. x.

151 All the Legislative Halls throughout the country,

b. Enacted or appointed by legislation.

1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xiii. III. 290 Nor did the

Estates mention the use of torture among the grievances

whioh required a legislative remedy. 187a Veats Groivth

Comm. 308 Legislative penalties were imposed. 1878 Leckv
Eng. in 18//1 C. II. v. 50 The remedy for the evil was found

in the legislative emancipation ol Scotch industry.

B. sb.

1. The power of legislating or making laws ; the

body in which this power is vested, the legislature.

Opposed to 1 executive \ Now rare.

1642 J er. Taylor Episc. {1647) 292What authority is equall

to this Legislative of the Bishops? 1689 W. A. Ld. Chiej

Just. Herberts Acc. Examined $ The King has not the

Legislative exclusive of others. 1689 Ix>cke Govt. 11. § 141
j

xi. (1694) 276 The Legislative cannot transfer the Power of

making Laws to any other hands. 1712 Berkeley Pass.

Obedience § 22 To pay an absolute submission to the decrees

of some certain legislative. 1836 Alison Hist. Europe

(1847) V. 26 It [the Polish constitution} fell when the legis-

lative became more corrupt then the executive.

f2. ? Something appointed by legislative enact-

ment. Obs.

1650 EloerfieldCVV. Right Tythesxv'u 94 He this Edgar,
had them questionless from Alfred,, .from Ina, Offa. Ethel-

bert, &c. to whose tendries he added what seemed fit of the

Legislatives of West-Saxony.

Legislatively lc-d^isl^ttvli), adv. [f. prec.
\

+ -ly-.] In a legislative manner ; by legislation.

1643 Sir J. Spelmam Case ofAffairs in Law 6 Whatsoever

f>assed before, it [the absolute supreme Court] pro re t/ata

egislatively judgeth, maketh, and declareth I>aw. 1650
R. IIoLLiNcwORTii Exerc. Usurped Ftnoers 27 Those who
. .assume a power not legally in them, and act legislatively.

,

1820 Ann. Reg 1. 154 It was only legislatively that the

Lords could have to deal with this matter. 1869 Pall Mali
G. 8 July 3/2 Our national characteristic is. .a tendency to

deal legislatively in a permissive or tentative style.

Legislator (le'djjisk'tai). [a. L. lfgis-ldtor
y

properly two words, * ' proposer of a law* {legis,

genitive of lex law + lator, used as agent-n. tojerre
\

LEGISLATURE.

to bear, carry, bring).] One who makes laws (for

a people or nation) ; a lawgiver ; a member of a
legislative body.
J605 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. in. ill. Lavj 168 This Boat .

.

saves from wrack the future Legislator [Moses]. 1607
Schol. Disc. agst. Antichr. 11. v. 10 He draweth the abso-

lute aulhoritie of Man, not from God as he is God. but
as he is Legislator only. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. 11. xxvi.

139 For the Legislator is he, not by whose authority the
Lawes were first made, but by whose authority they now
continue to be l^awes. 1711 Pope Temp. Fame 74 Heroes
in animated marble frown, And Legislators seem to think

in stone. 1809-10 Coleridge Friend (1865) 44 l^aws in

doubtful points are to be interpreted according to the design

of the legislator.
t

1878 Jevons Prim. Pol.Econ. 77 Legis-

lators have long since discovered the absurdity of attempting
to fix prices by law.

trausf. 1821 Bvron Two Foscariw. i, I will be a legis-

lator in this business. 1831 Brewster Newton (1855) II.

xxvii. 403 The alleged legislator of science. 1873 Symonos
Grk. Poets i. 29 Aristotle is tbe legislator for the human
intellect through eighteen centuries after his, death.

Hence Le ffislatorship, the position of legis-

lator.

1654 J. Spittlehouse Vind. Fifth Monarchy Men 19 Do
they not . . dethrone and degrade the Lord Jesus of his

Legislatorship and Judicature? a 1695 Lo. Halifax Can-
Hons Clwice Members in Parlt. (1699) 16 There ought to

be a difference made between coming out of Pupilage, and
leaping into Legislatorship. 1890 J. Hatton By Order of
Czar 1. 11. i. 223 The principle of hereditary legislatorship.

Legislatorial (led^isl/tooTial), a. [f. as next

+ -AL.J

1. Having the power to legislate, acting as a legis-

lator or legislature.

1819 Gen. Hist, in Ann. Reg. 104/2 At a public meeting
holden on July 12.. the managers.. proposed that the same
Sir Charles [Wolseley] should be sent up to pailiament as

•legislatorial attorney and representative of Biimingham '.

1841 De Quincev Homer Wks. 1857 VI. 349 Solon, the

legislatorial founder of Athens. 188a Encycl. Brit XIV.
357 One may imagine a community governed by a de-

pendent legislatorial body or person.

2. Of or pertaining to a legislator or legislation

.

1774-5 Bentham Commonplace Bk. Wks. 1843 X 76

A System of Rules for the Conversion of Long Sentences

into Short Ones, for the Legislatorial Style. 1829 Examiner
306 '2 A capital legislatorial jeu d"esprit. 1833 Eraser's

Mag. VI 11. 246 He would have done better to stick to his

legislatorial duties.

Hence LegislatoTially adv.

1827 Westm. Rez>. VI I. 30 The judges legislatorial^ refuse

to acknowledge certain rights of the landlords.

t Legislatory, a. Obs. [ad. mod. L. lype

*le
T
gisldtorius, f. legislator Legislator.] = prec.

a 1639 Spottiswood Hist. Ch.Scot. 11. (1677)26 The judg.

ment of Matrimonial causes,. . Legislatory actions [etc. J.,

should be committed to the Bishops.

Legislatress (le d^isl^tres). [f. Legislator

+ -ess.] A female legislator.

1711 SHAFTEsn. Charac. (1737) II. 11. ii. 252 See what that

Country of the Mind will produce, when by the wholesom
Laws of this Legislatress it has obtain d its Liberty ! 1771

H. Walpole Lett, to Ctess Ossory (1848) I. 24 That lamb
and legislatress the Czarina would suffer no patriot otations.

1846 Mas. Gore Eng. Char. (1852) 83 Queen Bess, that

shrewdest of legislatresses. 188$ Maine Pop. Goz't. 155

Nature, a beneficent legislatress.

Legislatrix (le-d^isU'-trix). [L. fern, of legis-

laior.] A female legislator.

1677 Galk Crt. Gentiles iv. 53 This right Reason is the

great Legislatrix and Judge of al human affaiies. 1797 W.
Tooke Cath. II (1798) 11. v. 45 No woman had yet been a

legislatrix. 1832 Austin Jurispr. (1879) II. xxx. 565 Laws
supposed to emanate from.. the fancied legislatrix natttie.

Legislature (le-dstsl&inj). [Formed after

Legislator by substitution of suffix: cf. -ure.

Cf. F. legislature, cited by Hatz.-Darm. from 1 789.]

1. 'The power that makes hws* (J.); a body of

persons invested with tbe power of making the

laws of a country or stale
;

spec. {U.S.) the legis-

lative hody of a State or Territory, as distinguished

from Congress.
a 1676 Hale Hist. Common Law (1713) 2 Without the

concurrent Consent of all Three Parts of the Legislature,

no such Law is, or can be made. 1708 Swift Sentim. Ch.

Eng. Man Miscell. (171O 13* By the Supreme Magistiale

is properly understood the Legislative Power... Hut the

Word Magistrate seeming to denote a single Person, and
to express the Executive Power, it came to pass, that the

Obedience due to the Legislature was, for want of knowing
or considering this easy Distinction, misapplyed to the

Administration. 1716 Addison Freeholder's o. 16 F6 In the

very Notion of a Legislature is implied a Power to change,

repeal, and suspend what Laws are in being, as well as

to make, .new Laws. 1781 CowpHa Fable 0 Twas Apiil, as

the bumpkins say, The legislature called it May. 1783

Geutl. Mag. LI II. I. 166 The Congress shall earnestly

recommend it to the legislatures of the respective States.

1821 J. Q. Aoams in C. Davies Metr. Syst. lit. (1871) 85 The
Statute books are filled with ineffectual attempts of the

legislature to establish uniformity. 1859 Keicht lev Hist.

Eng. II. 57 The legislature gave to the King's proclamations

the force of statutes of parliament. 1863 H. Cox Instil. 111.

v. 656 Bills of the colonial legislatures relating to trade.

atlrib. and Comb. 1829 Bentham Justice $ Cod. Petit.

124 Here and there a patch of real law—of legislature made
law—stuck in. 1843 Marhyat M. Violet xx, He once said

to them in the legislature room of Matagorda [etc.].

f2. The exercise of the function or power of

legislation. Obs.

/11715 Burnet Own Time (1724) I. 319 It was very in-

convenient to have both the legislatuic and the execution



LEGIST.

in the same hands. 1724 Swift Drapiers' Letl. Wks. 1755
V. if. 30 Mr. Wood takes upon him the entire legislature,
and an absolute dominion over the properties of the whole
nation, a 1734 North Lives 1 1 . 395, I think them very
considerable in the science of legislature. 1765 Blackstone
Comm. I. 46 For legislature . . is the greatest act ofsuperiority
that can be exercised by one being over another.

Legist (Ird^ist). [ad. F. Ugiste (recorded from
13th c.), ad. med.L. legista, f. leg-, lex Law: see

-1ST.] One versed in the law. (Cf. Jurist.)
1484 Caxton Fables cf/Esopv. x, My fader was no legist

ne neuer knewe the lawes. 1536 Bellknden Cron. Scot.
(1821) T. 195 Ulpianus the floure of legistis in his dayis.

tS86 Ferne Blaz. Centric To Gcntl. Inner Temple, The
honorable assembly of the Inner Temple with all the
gentlemen, students and professed Legists in the same.
1616 Bacon Let. to King 12 Feb. Lett. $ Life (1869) V. 242
As legists, they will agree in magnifying that wherein they
are best. 1691 W000 Ath. Oxon. if. 474 He had a Legists
place and took the degrees in the Civil Law. 1821 Hdin.
Rei>. XXXV. 169 We shall . . bring together the names of
some of the great legists of Britain. 1858 M. Pattison
Ess. (1889) II. 327 An able legist.. he brings into literature

the habits and prepossessions of his position. 1895 Rash-
dall Universities IT. 568 Ten were to be Legists, and seven
Canonists.

+Leagister 1
. Obs. Forms: 4-5legistre,-ystro,

5 Iegistery, 6 legistere, 5, 7 legistor. [a. OF.
legistrt variant (influenced by tninislre,c\c.) odegistc

Legist.] « Legist.
1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 5410 Lordynges cun-

seylours Wykkede legystrys [F. legistre] or fals acountours.
136a Langl. P. PI. A. viii. 62 }e legistres and lawyers ;e
witen where I ly3e. 1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love 11. ii. (Skeat)
I. 60 Amonge legystres there dare 1 not come. 14.. Nom.
in Wr.-Wulcker 680^43 Hie legista, a Iegistery. 1430-40
Lvdg. Bochas 111. xviii. (1554) 90 a, Legistres folowyng their

ententes Greatly reioyce in lucre. 1440 J.
Shirley Dethe

K. James (1818) 26 He was.. a grete legister of lawe posi-

tive, and canonej and civille bothe. 1555 A bp. Parker Ps.
lx. 170 Juda legistere. 1616 Buxlokar, Legisters, Lawyers.
1656 in Blount Gtossogr.

t Le'gister 2
. Obs. [App. f. L. legere to read

+ -ster fern. agent-suffix.J In a nunnery : A
woman charged with the duty of reading aloud.
14. . in Aungier Ilist. Syon Monast. (1840) 374 Whan al be

sctte, anone the legister schal begyn to rede . . And sche muste
rede suche mater as the abbes or chauntres assignethe.

II lie*git. Obs. [L. legit he reads, or legit he
has read, pres. or pa. t. 3rd pers. of legere to read.]

Claim to ' Benefit of Clergy ' based upon the fact

of being able to read a verse of the Bible.

1653 Baxter Chr. Concord 76 They took the drunken
Readers (that could scarce yet have a Legit to save their

necks, if they needed it) to be fitter men then we to edefie

the Flocks.

Legitim : see Legitime.

Legitimacy (lfdgrtim&si). [f. Legitimate :

see -acy.] The fact of being legitimate.

1. The fact of being a legitimate child.

1691 Luttrell BriefRel. (18=57) I I. 2°7 A virulent libell

..endeavouring to prove the legitimacy of the prince of
Wales, is printed. 1754-63 Hume Hist. Eng., Men, 111,
II. 54 It had been formerly usual for the civil courts to issue

writs to the spiritual, directing them to inquire into the
legitimacy of the person. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng. (iS^)
I. ii. 107 The innumerable refinements of the Romish
canon law, which affected the legitimacy of children.

fb. transf. Genuineness. Obs.

1695 Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth 1. (1723) 36 The Legiti-

macy and Reality of these Marine bodies vindicated .. I

now re-assume my original design.

2. Of a government or the title of a sovereign :

The condition of being in accordance with law or

principle. Now often, with respect to a sove-

reign's title, in a narrower sense : The fact of being
derived by regular descent ; occas. the principle of
lineal succession to the throne, as a political doctrine.

1817 J. Scott Paris Revisit, (ed. 4) 233 No one.. will be
found in this country to maintain that mere birth alone
constitutes royal legitimacy. 1818 Lady Morgan A ntobiog.

(1859) 215 We were seated near the princesses, .in the very
foyer of ultra legitimacy. 1825 Macaulay Milton Ess.
(1880) 16 The doctrine of Divine Right, which has now
come back to us, like a thief from transportation, under the
alias of Legitimacy. 187a J. L. Sanford Estim. Eng,
Kings 368 His [Oliver's] rule only wanted the stamp of le-

gitimacy to entitle it to nearly unmixed praise. 1884
A. R. Pennington Wiclifvi. 180 We may differ in opinion
as to the legitimacy of Urban or Clement.

3. gen. Conformity to rule or principle ; lawful-

ness. In Logic, conformity to sound reasoning.
1836 J. Gilbert Chr. Atoncm. vi. (1852) 158 It has, how-

ever, been objected, that the difference in circumstances
forbids the legitimacy of our assumption. 1864 Bowen
Logic vii. 175 It seems better to test the legitimacy of
each step. 1874 Raymond Statist. Mints tf Mining 28
It is easy to see the causes which have led to this large
advance, and impossible not to recognize their legitimacy.

1885 J. Rae in Contemp. Rc7\ June 904 An argument .. in

favour of the legitimacy of such philanthropic labours.

f 4. Austral, slang. (See quot.) Obs.
1827 P. Cunningham 2 Vrs. N. S. Wales T. i. 16 The

suspicion each entertains of legitimacy being the cause of
the other's appearance. Note, Legitimacy, a colonial term
for designating the cause of the emigration of a certain

portion of our population; i.e. having legal reasons for

making the voyage.

Legitimate (lid5i'timt*i), a. Also 5-6 logyt-

tymat(e, 6 -ytymat, -ittimat. [ad. med.L. legili-

mat-us, pa. pple. of legitimdre to declare to be

189

lawful, to cause to be regarded as lawful offspring,

f. L. legitimiis lawful, f. leg-, lex law.
Ktymologically, the word expresses a status which has

been conferred or ratified by some authority, Legiti-
mated In English, however, it has taken the place of the
older Legitime, and even in the earliest examples shows no
trace of the original participial sense.]

1. Of a child : Having the status of one lawfully

begotten ; entitled to full filial rights. Said also

of a parent, and of lineal descent. (The only sense
in Johnson.)
According to English law, all children are legitimate who

are born in lawful wedlock, and no others. According to
the civil and canon law, a child born of unmarried parents
who might at the time lawfully contract marriage becomes
legitimate if his parents afterwards are lawfully married.
1494 Fabyan Chrou. vu. cexxv. 253 This Kynge Wyllyam

vscd alwey lemmans, wherfore he dyed without issu legytty-
mat. 1555 Eden Decades -137 The children of their owne

I

wyues they counte to hee not legitimate. 1602 Marston

I

Antonio's Rev. v. v. Wks. 1856 1. 141 Thy true begotten,
most legitimate And loved issue. 1683 Brit. Spec. 173 By
Lineal and Legitimate Descent the true and unquestion-
able Heir. 1754-6* Hume ///*/. Eng., Hen. Ill, 11. 54 The
common law had deemed all those bastards who were born
before wedlock: By the canon law they were legitimate.
1827 Jarman Po^vclCs Devises (ed. 3) 11. 347 A person who
at lhe date of the will was dead, leaving .. no legitimate
children. 1841 Lane Arab. Xts. 1. 62 The offspring of
his female slave, .if begotten by him. .he may recognise as
his own legitimate child. i88z A. Macfarlane Consan-
guin. 4 Legitimate co-parent of a child.

fb. transf. Genuine,real: opposed to 'spurious*.

Obs.

1551 Til ble Apocrypha To Rdr.,They are not receaued
nor taken as kgytlymate and leafull, as wel of the Hebrues
as of the whole Churche. 1634 T. J omnson Parey's Chirurg.
xxvi. vii. (1678) 6^3 By the Taste, .we. .distinguish the true
legitimate [Medicinsl from the adulterate. 1699 Bkntley
Phal. 327 Mr. 1>. maintains Astypala to he a legitimate
word, because we read it 'Acrrvnaxri in the present copy of
Scylax. 1804 Europ. Mag. XLV. 347 /2 The above remarks
do not apply to what 1 shall call collections of legitimate re-

mains. 1818 Todd, Legitimate. .2. Genuine ; not spurious:
as, a legitimate work, the legitimate production of such an
author.

2. Conformable to law or rule ; sanelioned or

authorized by law or right ; lawful
;
proper.

1638 Baker tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. II.) 13 An will that
should last so long, might in some sort .seeme to be made

j

legitimate. 1645 Milton Tetrach. Wks. 1738 I. 226 The
Text therfore uses this phrase, that they shall be one flesh,

to justify and make legitimate the rites of Marriage-bed.
1664 H. More Myst. Init/. 257 A Legitimate Husband. 1832
W. Irving Alhambra 1. 79 They [.Moorsi are a nation ..with-
out a legitimate country or a name. 1849 Macaclay Hist.
Eng. vii. 11. 238 What would, under ordinary circumstances,
be justly condemned as persecution, may fall within the
bounds of legitimate selfdefence. 1852 H. Rockks Eel.
/'Vz/M (1853) 436 There is . . a legitimate way of influencing
the will. 1859 J. Cumming Ruth ix. 152 Its ancient and
legitimate owner.

I

b. Normal, regular; conformable to a recog-
i nizeel standard type

; fspec. of a gun (cf. Bastard
I

a. 6 a); f of a disease (= Exquisite). In Sport-

]

ing, applied lo flat-racing as opposed to hurdle-

1 racing or steeplechasing. 77**? legitimate drama :

I the body of plays, Shakspcrian or other, that have
a recognized theatrical and literary merit ; also

ellipt. (
Theatr. slang) the legitimate.

1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag. v. 64 Gunners call them
Legitimate Pieces^ as have due length of their Chase,
according to the height of their bores ; Bastard Pieces are
such as have shorter Chases, than the Proportion of their

Bore doth^ require. 1684 tr. Bonel's Merc.^ CotnfiiL y. 161

The Physician must not use astringents, in a legitimate

Burning fever. 1727-51 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Delivery, A
legitimate delivery is that which happens at the just term,

i.e. in tbe tenth lunar month. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
xiv. 111. 468 Tillotson still keeps his place as a legitimate

Enghsh classic. 1877 Era Almanack 97 Always willing to

patronise the legitimate. 1884 Yates Recoil. 1. v. 211 My
youthful admiration of Shakespeare and the legitimate

drama. 1888 Sportsman 28 Nov. (Farmer), The winding
up of the legitimate season.

c. Of a sovereign's title : Resting on the strict

principle of hereditary right. Hence, said of a

sovereign, a kingdom, etc.

1821 H. Coleridge Ess.(iZsi) I. 8 We like the style of

the Legitimate poets, as we respect the court and Legiti-

mate monarchs. 1847 Disraeli Tattered nt. vi, But in

these days a great capitalist has deeper roots than a sove-

reign prince, unless he h very legitimate, i860 Sat. Rev.
14 Apr. 4S7/1 It is not in irony, but in sober earnest, that we
express our belief, that any throne is, in practice, called

legitimate which has not had the consent of the nation to

its . . existence. 1885 Fairbairn Catholicism iii. (1899) 96
In literature it Ithe Catholic Revival] appeared as Roman*
ticism, in politics as legitimate and theocratic theory.

d. Sanctioned by the laws of reasoning
;
logic-

ally admissible or inferrible.

1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3>x. 221/2 If the first principles be
clear and evident, and every syllogism in some legitimate

mode or figure, the conclusion of the whole must infallibly be
admitted. i8ia D. Stewart Hum. Mind II. iii. § 1.^47
Every such process of reasoning . . may be resolved into a
scries of legitimate syllogisms. 1840 Mill Diss. fyDisc. (1875)
I. 397 Both [methods] were legitimate logical processes.

1850 M cCosit Div. Govt.iu. ii. (1874) 409 We have followed
them [principles] to their legitimate consequences. 1855
Prescott Philip 11, 1. 11. ix. 249 This bloody catastrophe
was a legitimate result of the policy which he advised.

f3. quasi-adv. Obs.

LEGITIMATELY.

1578 Cahvay Arch, in \oth Rep, Hist. MSS. Comm. App.
v. 427 Both he and his chyldren of his body legytymat
begotten.

B. sb. 1. a. A legitimate child.

1583 Stubbes Anal. Abns. \. (1879) 97, I had rather we
had many legittimats than many illegitimates. 1842 C.
Whiteheao R. Savage (1845) III. vi. 381 Their legiti-

mates do them^ small honour, sometimes. rtb^Dubtin Univ.
Afag. 1. 8 Legitimates and natural children were brought
up. .or shaken up together.

b. A legitimate sovereign. Also, one who sup-

ports or advocates the title of such sovereigns. Cf.

A. 2 c.

1821 H. Coleridge Ess., On Parties in Poetry (1851) I. 6
Waller, a true Legitimate in politics. 1830 Gen. P. Thomp-
son Exerc. (1842) 1. 268 T'-e experiment of what has been
termed constitutional government, has been tried and failed.

The legitimates refused this, while they might have had it.

1847 Emerson Repr. Men, Xapoleon Wks. (Boh n) 1. 374 No
longer the throne was occupied . . by a small class of legiti-

mate
+ c. Austral, slang. (See quot. and cf. Legiti-

macy 4.) Obs.
1827 P. Cunningham 2 Vrs. N.S. Wales 11. x.xiv. 116 Our

society is divided into circles as in England. . . Next, we have
the legitimates, or cross-breds,—namely, such as have legal

reasons for visiting this colony ; and the illegitimates, or

such as are free from that stigma.

1 2. Something to which one has a legitimate

title. Obs. rare — *.

1649 Milton Eikon. (1770) 31 Many princes have been
rigorous in laying taxes on their subjects by the head, but
of any King heretofore that made a levy upon their wit,

and seized it as his own legitimate, 1 have not whom be-

side to instance.

Legitimate (l/id^i'tim^L), v. [f. med.L. legi-

timate ppl. stem of legitimdre (see prec.). Cf. F.

Ugili/ner, Sp., Pg. legitimar, It. legilimare.]

1. trans. To render (a bastard j legitimate ; to

establish the legitimacy of (a person) by an au-

thoritative declaration or decree.

1597 BrcARn Theatre God's Judgem. (1631) 280 With the
Popes auouch, who legitimated him. 1663 1'kpys Diary
9 Nov., It is much talked of that the king intends to legiti-

mate the Duke of Monmouth. 1701 Ok Fof. Po7t>er Coll.

Body People Misc. (1703) 149 Another Parliament Legiti-

mated Queen Ktimhelh. 1809 J. Adams Wks. (1854' IX.
317 What is impressment of seamen ?. . No parliament ever
dared to legitimate or sanction it. 1818 Hallam Mid. Ages
(1872) 111. 75 One object of which was to legitimate the

duke of Lancaster's ante-nuptial children. 1868 Frickman
xYorm. Conq. (18761 11. viii. 176 The children were according
to the law. .legitimated by the subsequent marriage of their

parents.

fg. 1613 T. Tavlok Comm. Titus ii. 15 Straining their

wittes to legitimate bastardly broods of opinions, a 1640
Jackson Creed xi. xviii. § 5 The seeds of this accursed sin

are more than legitimated, ranked amongst the essential

parts of honour.

2. To render lawful or legal, to give a lawful or

legal character to ; to authorize by legal enact-

ment. In early use, To give (a person) a legal

claim to (something).

1531 Dial, on Laws Eng. u. xiv. (1532) 115 Whether*the
Pope may legitimate one to teniporall thynges. 1586
Warner Albion's Eng. ti. Ixvii. 28s With Marrage, that legi-

timates our Propagation. 1658 T. Wall Charac. Enemies
Ch. 65 These men can do more then God, they can legiti-

mate any wickedness. 17x5 T'knii.fy Scrm. x. 348 Nay, a
particular edition shall be legitimated and consecrated.

1798 W. Taylor in Monthly Re?u XXV. 566 Their feudal

laws, by legitimating orderly gradations ofoppression, com-
pleted the misfortune of the times. 1869 Pall Mall G.
1 Sept. 10 lie not only supplies himself with a magazine of

arms, but with a portfolio of judges' orders legitimating

their use.

3. To affirm or show to be legitimate ; to author-

ize or justify by word or example ; to serve as

justification for.

1611 W. Sclater Key (1629) 164 [An hypocrite] coun.

tenanceth, yea, legitimated, wilfull rebellion against the

law of God. 1651 Jkr. Taylor Holy Dying iii. § 8 (1727)

108 Our Blessed Lord was pleased to legitimate fear to us,

by his agony and prayers in the garden. 1681 Flavel
Meth. Grace xxvii. 466 The Gospel legitimates no hopes of

salvation, but such as are accompanied with serious efforts

of mortification. 1713 Nelson Life Bp. Bull 292 AH such
terms and Phrases as are not expressly legitimated by the

sacred writers. 17 19 De Foe Crusoe 1. xvii. (1840) 306
Necessity legitimates my advice ; for it is the only way to

save our lives. £1750 Shenstone Economy 1. 179 Unless
Economy's consent Legitimate expense, c 1820 Flseli in

Led. Paint, xii. (1848) 557 Sculpture lent her hand to legi-

timate the sacrilege. 1824-9 Landor /mag. Conv. Wks.
1846 1. 215 National safety legitimates all means employed
upon it. 1846 Trench Mirac. Introd. (1862) 4 He warns
him that Pharaoh will require him to legitimate his mission.

Hence Legrtimated ///. a.

1670 Cotton Espemon 11. viti. 415 Gabrielle a legitimated

Daughter of France, one of his own natural Sisters. 1723
Loud. Gas. No. 6161/1 Paris. ..The King has settled the

Ranks and Honours of the legitimated Princes. 1799 W.
Tooke View Russian Emp. 11. 130 According to a legi-

timated statement already mentioned. 1874 Green Short
Hist. vi. § 1. 267 Henry Beaufort, Bishop of Winchester,
a legitimated son of John of Gaunt.

Legitimately (Uid^i'tim/tli), adv. [f. Legi-

timate a. + -ly *.] In a legitimate or lawful

manner; in accordance with rule or propriety;

legally, properly.

1593 Nashe Christ's T. (1613) 97 But sure legitimately (or

as they shold) tbey are not brought vp. 1651 Horres&w/.
$ See. vii. § 3. 112 A King legitimately constituted in bis



LEGITIMATENESS.
Government. 1794 Sullivan Vi&v Nat. I. 320 Whatever
the result may be, it shall at least legitimately grow out of
the premises. 1841 Mykrs Cath. T/i. iv. v. 103 Biblical Theo-
logy can legiti mately extend no farther than Revelation does.

Legitimateness (l^rtim/tnes ). [f. as prec.

+ -nkss.] The quality or condition of being legi-

timate, in various senses.

1618 Barnrvelt's Apol. D, If Ncw-kerke^ .. will giue you
a Tcstimonie of your legitimateness^, I will easily beleeue
it. 1664 H. More Myst. tniq. Apol. 536 They cannot make
the least scruple concerning the legitimateness of the In-

strument, a 1677 FJakrow Pope's Suprem. (1680) 352 The
Fathers of Constantinople, .highly asserting the legitimate-

ness of his Ordination. 1831 Southky in Q. Rev. XLV.
181 Babeuf .. maintained the merit and the legitimateness
of the Constitution of 1793.

Legitimation (l^d^itim^' JanV [ad. med.L.
legitimation-cm, n. of action f. legitimdre to Legi-
timate. Cf. F. legitimation]

1. The action or process of rendering or authori-

tatively declaring (a person) legitimate.

1460 C \ pgravb Chron. 263 The duke of Lancaster pur.
chased a legittimacion for the childym that he had hegoten
of dame Katerine Swynforth. 1543 Extracts Aberd. Reg.
(1814) 1. 188 The lettres of legitimatioun maid to the said
Robert. 1577-87 Holinshed Chron. II L 1093/1 Cranmcr

. alledging manie reasons .. for the legitimation of both
the kings sisters. 1611 GuiLLiM Heraldry 11. v. (1660) 63
By such legitimation they are discharged of all those dis-

honours which in former time they were subject unto, a 1683
Sidney Disc. Govt. hi. xxvi. (1704) 342 The intricacys of
his Marriages, and the legitimation of his Children were
settled by the same Power. 1726 Aylippe Parergon 110
Legitimation or the Tryal of Bastardy. 1791 Uoswkll
Johnson 22 Mar. an. 1776, I talked of legitimation by sub-
sequent marriage, which obtained in the Roman law, and
still obtains in the law of Scotland. 1845 Polson Eng. Law
in Eneycl. Melrop. II. 843/1 Nor can his agnates succeed
to him [a bastard], unless he has obtained letters of legi-

timation from the king.

f 2. The condition of being legitimate
;

legiti-

macy. Oh.
.1535 Stkwart Cron.Scot. (1858) III. 392 The quhilk wed-

ding wes lauchfull pmhatioun Of his barnis legitimatioun.

1595 Shaks. John \. \. 248, I hauc disclaimed Sir Robert
and my land, Legitimation, name, and all is gone. 1634
Sir T. HERriRRT Trav. 77 His infancie and doubt of legi-

timation, secluding him awhile from enjoying any Sove-
raigntie. 1660 Bono Sent. Reg. 50 That Son giveth cause
of suspition of his Legitimation who will not mourn at his
Mothers tleath. 1689 Locke Govt. § 123 (1604) 120 From
whence also will arise many Questions of Legitimation, and
what in Nature is the difference betwixt a Wife and a Con- 1

cuhine.

fig. 1672 Marvei.l Rch. Trattsp. 1. 137 Mr. Hayes having
gone so many months, more than the Civil Law allows for
the utmost term of legitimation.

b. transf. Of a literary work : The fact that it

is the work of its reputed author
;

authenticity,

genuineness. Now rare,

1635 L. Bagsiiawf. To Rdr. in R. Bolton Two Scrm. 1

(16351 A ij b, These Sermons arc truely his owne. .There are
hundreds of people . . who . . can with me . . attentate their
legitimation. 1640 Bp. Hall Episc.u. xi, We arc yet behold- !

ing to him for asserting the truth, and legitimation of these
seven Epistles of our Martyr. 1670 Walton Lives ill. 238 1

In this relation concerning these three doubtful Books of
Mr. Hookers. . I leave my Reader to give sentence, for their
legitimation.

#
1884 P. Hunter tr. Reuses Hist. Canon x.

167 The legitimation refused to this book [the Apocalypse]
is therefore not the authenticity in the literary sense of the
word.

t 3. The action of naturalizing (an alien) Obs.
'579 J- Sturbks Gaping GuffC) h, The most large and

most benificiall Legitimation made to any alien.

1 4. The action of giving a lawful character to
something forbidden by law ; a dispensation. Obs.
a 1550 Image tpocr. 11. 376 in Skclton's Wks. (1843) II. 427
He robbeth all nations With his fulminations .. Legitima-
tions. 1726 Ayliefe Parergon 219 A Pispensation is . . in
our Books sometimes stiled a Legitimation.

5. gen. The action of making lawful ; authoriza-
tion

; rarely concr. a document of authorization.
1660 Jer. Taylor Duct. Dubii.x. v, A direct uncharitable-

ness . . which can receive no warrant or legitimation by the
intention of the propoundcr. a 1680 Butler Rem. (1759)
11. 193 The judicious and mature Legitimation of tipling
Houses. 1799 Carlton Ho. Mag. 293^ The legitimation of
Money, and the giving it its denominated value, is one
especial part of a King's prerogative. 184 1-4 Emersov
Ess., Poet Wks. (Bonn) I. 164 Herein is the legitimation of
criticism, in the mind's faith, that the poems are a corrupt
version of some text in nature. 1870 Daily Neius 1 Pec,
Persons goingabout their lawful business, and fortified by
adequate legitimations.

Legi'timatist. rare. [f. as next + -isT.] =*

Legitimist.
a i860 Worcester cites Month. Rev,

Legitimatize MdsWimataiz^ v. [f. Legiti-
mate a. + -ize.] trans. To render legitimate or

lawfnl, in various senses, esp. to render (a child)

legitimate by legal enactment or otherwise.
1791 Mackintosh Vind.Galt. Wks. 1846 III. 32 The

approbation of the men legitimatizes the government. 1853
J. H. Newman Hist.Sk. (1876) 1. [11.] 1. iii. 115 The Turk
does not deign to legitimatize his possession of the soil he
has violently seized. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng. (1858) II.

vii. 158 She might have been legitimatized by act of parlia-
ment. 1868 Ffoulkes Ch. Creed or Crowns C. 60 The
wily forger . . sought to legitim.iti.se them by the high au»
thority which he claimed. 1883 Daily Tel. 20 June 7/4 The
alteration will have the effect of legitimatizing the off-

spring of past marriages.

190

Hence Legi*timatized ///. a.

1856 Doran Knts. tr their Days xvii. 285 The legitima-
tised son of himself [Louis XIV] and Madame de Monte-
span. 1885 Athenxum 29 Aug. 271/2 Joan Beaufort, the
legitimatized daughter of John of Gaunt.

Legi'timature. nonce-wd. [f. Legitimate
a. + -ure.J An office to which one has a legiti-

mate claim.
1865 Carlylf. Fredk. Gt. xvi. ii. (1872) VI. 144 Regent

having stripped her Husband of his high legitimatures and
dignities.

Legitime (le'd^itim), a. and sb. Also 6 logy-
tym, 6-7 legittime, 8~o legitim. [a. F. legi-

time adj. and sb., ad. L. legilimus
) f. leg-, lex Law.]

f A. adj. Oh.
1. = Legitimate a. 1. In early use absol. or

qnasi-j£.

1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xi. 210 pc grace That leelie legi-
time by lawe may cleyme. 1536 in Strype Eccl. Mem. I.

App. Ixxvi. 182 The Kings highnes should make and declare
the said Lady Mary to bee legitime. 1568 Mary Let. Jan.
in 1L Campbell J.ove Lett. Mary Q. Scots App. (1824) 30
To ..cause him [the Erie of Murray] to be declarit legitime
to succeid unto the crowne of Scotland.

b. trans/. Genuine: *= Legitimate i b.

1614 W. Harclay Nepenthes in Arb. App. to Jas. I
Counterbl. 116 To apparell some European plants with
Indian coats, and to enstall them in shops as righteous and
legittime Tabacco.

2. = Legitimate 2.

,
c 1430 LyfMantode in. cxlii. (1869) 131 Engendred

in legitime
_
manage. 1502 Ord. Crystal Men (W. de W.

1506) iv. xxi. 258 If after the legittime appellacyon he hath
proccded in cause, c 1530 L. Cox Rhet. (1899) 46 Aristotle
deuideth Justice in .it. kyndes, one, legitime or legall, and
an other, equyte. 1660 J. Lloyd Prim. Episc. 37 He calls
it [the Lord's Prayer] the legitime and ordinary prayer.
1669 Treaty bcttv. Chas. If q Dk. Savoy in Magens ///-

suranccs (1755) II. 639 To constitute Sir John Finch Kn'..
his true and legitime Plenipotentiary. 1676 Mabvkll
Mr. Smirkt I iij, The Elders and Brethren .. were as.
sembled in a legitime Council at Jerusalem. 1795 Wythe
Dccis. Virginia 50 A species of right never adopted for
legitime before 1779.

b. Of persons : Obedient to law.
1677 Gale Cri. Gentiles iv. 47 Those things wherein the

order and ornament or goodnesse of the mind consistes, we
cal legal and Law: whence men become legitime and
orderly.

c. = Legitimate 2 b.

1651 E. Prf.stwich Hippolitus Ep. Ded., A Legitime
Poem often falls a sacrifice to the many-headed and no
brained Multitude.

d. -Legitimate 2 d.

C1530 L. Cox Rhet. (1899) 82 State legitime is whan the
controuersystandeth in definicyon.

B. sb. Civil and Sc. Law. (See quot. 1S45.)

^L. legitima {pars).
a 1768 Erskine Inst. Law Scot. (1773) 606 That which

falls to the children, is sometimes, from the Roman law,
styled the legitim, or the portion given them by the law.

1845 Polson Eng. Law in Encycl. Metrop. II. 851/1 Chil-
dren are entitled .. after their father's deathj to a share of
his moveable property, which is called their legitime, or
portion natural, or bairns' part of gear. 1881 Times 9 Feb,
10 The Yorke Prize for 1880. .was offered for the best essay
on 1 The History of the Law of Legitim

Legitimism (IfidsHinm'ra). fad. F. ligitim-

isme, f. legitime : see next and -I8M.J In French or
Spanish politics : Adherence to the claim of the so-

called ' legitimate pretender to the throne \
1877 Chr. World 12 Oct. 1/4 The patrons of Napoleonism

and Legitimism, 1883 Maine Early Law Custom v.

143 The theory of sovereignty and government called
Legitimism, .is still a factor in trench and Spanish politics.

Legitimist (Utdgi'timtst). [ad. F. l/giti-

miste, f. legitime: see Legitime and -1st.] A
supporter of legitimate authority, esp. of a mon-
archical title claimed on the ground of direct

descent
; spec, in France, a supporter of the elder

Uourbon line, driven from the throne in 1830.
1841 W. Spalding Italy <fr It. 1st. III. 66 The papal

secretary of state was denounced as a secret adherent of
the legitimists.

_
1865 Maffe! Brigand Life 1. 231 Naples

became the rallying point of the legitimists. 1865 Examiner
11 Mar. 145/1 The legitimists and clericals soon tied a stone
to it and sent it to the bottom. 1870 Sat. Rev. 2 Apr. 430
Isabella 1 1. was, in the eyes of Legitimists and extreme
Catholics, a revolutionary usurper.

b. attrib. or adj. Of or pertaining to the legiti-

mists ; brought about by legitimists
;

expressing

their sentiments.

1867 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) 1. App. 627 He is not
likely to have made the strong legitimist harangue which is

put into his mouth. 1875 Stubbs Const. Hist. III. xvjii. 190
The accession of the house of York was strictly a legitimist

restoration.

Hence Iiegitimi'stic a., inclined to the opinions

of the legitimists.

1877 Tinsley's Mag. XX. 381 He is too Legitimistic for

me.

Legitrmity. rare^K [ad. F. ligitimiti, f.

legitime : see Legitime a. and -ity.J Legitimacy.
1828 Landor Imag. Conv. III. 457 Ferocious, .man, enemy

to legitimity and religion 1

Legitimize (l^dji-tim^iz), v. [f. L. legilim-

us (sec Legitime a.) + -ize.] —Legitimatize.
1848 W. H. Kelly tr. L. Plane's Hist. Ten K II. 148

The French laws oblige me to do so in order to legitimise
my child. 1859 G. Meredith R. Feveret xl, He seemed to

LEGUME.
be legitimizing his presence. 1892 A. B. Bruce Apologetics
in. x. 495 Such a comparison .. is not indispensable to
legitimise the Christian's exclusive homage to Jesus.
Hence Legi timiza tion, the action of legiti-

mising.
j86o Froude Hist. Eng.W. 113 Had Elizabeth's prospects

been liable to be affected by the legitimization of her sister,
the cjucen would [etc.]. 1886 in Antiquary Feb. 70/2 In
consideration of.. 25,000 crowns his Holiness is willing
to grant the act of legitimization.

t Legi timOUSly, adv. Obs. rare- 1
. [f.

Vegitimous adj. (f. L. legitim-ns + -ous) + -ly ^]
}n a lawfnl or proper manner.
1657 W. Morice Coena quasi Kot»oj xxiv. 244 The Sacra-

ments legitimously admimstred for matter and form.

Leglen (le-glen). St. Also 8-9 leglin, 9
leglan. [? variant of Laggin.] A milk-pail. Also
attrib. leglen-girth, the lowest hoop upon a leg-

len. To cast a leglen girik : to have an il legitimate
child (cf. Laggin 5).

1725 Ramsav Gentle Sheph. 11. iv, [When] I to milk the
ewes first tried my skill, To bear a leglen was nae toil to
me. c 1750 Miss Elliot Song. 'Flowers 0/ the Forest' ii,

Ilk ane lifts her leglin, and hies her away. 1822 Scott
Let. to Joanna Baillie 10 Feb. in Lockharl, Miss Edge-
worth ..carries her literary reputation as., easily as the
milk maid in my country does the leglan. 182a — Nigel
xxxii, Ganging a wee bit gleed in her walk through the
world ; I mean in the way of. .casting a leglin-girth, or the
like. 1881 Sands Sketches ofTranent 20A leglen or milking
pail of excellent small beer.

Legless (le-gles), a. [f. Leg sb. + -less.]

Having no legs; deprived of legs.

1597 Midoletoh Wisdom Solomon ix. 4 A legless body is

my kingdoms map. 1848 C. Lanman Angler in Canada
207 His [a seal's] clumsy and legless body. 1879 Lurbock
Set. Lect. iii. 69 The larva; of ants . . are small, white, leg*
less grubs.

Leglet (le'glet). [f. Leg sb. + -let.]

1. A little leg.

1821 Blackzv. Mag. Ian. 424 High raised in air to .. wap
his [a jointed toy soldier's] supple leglets in their view.
1855 Eraser's Mag. LI. 263 [A nurse tells a child] to put
down her frock, and cover two very pietty white leglets.

2. An ornament for the leg. (After armlet, etc.)

1836 Caroline Fox Jml. (1882)9 Numbers of anklets and
leglets. x866 Livingstone Last Jrnls. (1873) I. viii. 198
It [wire] is used chiefly as leglets. 1887 Ridkr Haggard
K. Solomon's Mines 200 A patr of sandals, [and] a leglet of
goats' hair . . made up his equipment.

Leguan (le-girfan). [?a. F. Vigaane (igttanc

iguana, with def. art.).] = Iguana, Guana.
1834 Pringle A/r. Sk. \\. 210 Frequented by numbers ol

the large amphibious lizard called the leguan or guana.
1877 J. A. Chalmers Tiyo Soga xviti. 347 The second
[doctor] removes the cause of disease, which is either a lizard,

a serpent, or a leguan.

Leguleian (legiwlf'an), a. and sb. [f. L.

legu/ei'Us a pettifogger (f. leg-, lex law) + -an.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to petty questions of
law or to law language

; pettifogging, rare.

1677 Needham 2nd Pacquet Adv. 21 It is a small matter
with our Factious Leguleian Scriblers to form up Opinions
upon forged Interpretations of I^aw. 1847 De Qitincev
Protestantism Wks. 1858 VIII. 00 It seems impossible to
determine whether he uses it in the classical English sense,

or in the sense of leguleian barbarism.

B. sb, A pettifogger; a contemptuous term for

a lawyer.
1631 Bp. WEnRE Qttictn. (1653) 254 Our spruce aturnies.

and upstart Lcguleians. 169a Washington tr. Milton's
De/. Pop. ix. M.'s Wks. 1851 VIII. 209 Vou do but that

over again .. which some silly Leguleians now and then do,

to argue unawares against their own Clients. 1864 Macm.
Mag. Dec. 124 To distinguish a jolly young medical from
a prematurely sharp leguleian.

So Iiegulei'ous a. = LEGULEIAN a.

1660 H. More Myst. Godl. tv. xiii. 131 The leguleious
Cavils of some Pragmatical Pettifoggers.

Legume (le*gu#m, IfgifVm). Also 7 legum.
[a. Y . legume, ad. L. legumen, f. leg-ere to gather,

in allusion to the fact that the frott may be gathered

by hand.]

I. a. The frnit, or the edible portion of a legu-

minous plant, e.g. beans, peas, pulse, b. By ex-

tension : A vegetable used for food ; chiefly in

a. X676 Phil. Trans. XI. 621 The boyling of Legums. 1704
Collect. Voy. (Churchill) III. 7/2 There is a great Plenty of

Legumes, and Garden-product. 1712 Arbuthnot Rules 0/
Diet 263 Farinaceous Legumes, as Pease, lieans, &c. 179a

A. Young Trnv. France 443 Chcsnuts, maiz, harricots, and
other legumes, form principal objects of consumption.
b. 1693 Evelyn De la Quint. Compi. Gard. Pref., I n those

early times 'tis probable they knew no other Gardens than
those of Fruits and Legumes. 17*5 Bradley Earn. Diet. s.v.

Turnips, Turneps are a legume used in several sauces.

1824-9 Landor Imag. Conv. Wks. 1846 1. 131 The tyrant of

Sicily demanded a tenth of the corn, but not a tenth of.,

hay or legumes, 1875 Jowett Plato (cd. 2)111. 696 The
dry edible fruit and other species of food, which we call by
the general name of legumes.

fS. A leguminous plant. Obs.

1693 Robinson in Phil. Trans. XVII. 826 The Arachydna's,

and some other Legumes, which flower above, but seed

under ground. 1725 Bradley Fam. Diet., Legumes, . . in

Botany it is that Species of Plants, whicb we call Pulse.

3. The pod or seed-vessel of a leguminous plant.

1785 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. iii. (1794) 36 The legume
or pod. 1787 Fam. Plants I. 29 Legume long, comprcss'd,

cloath*d with a double bark. 181 1 A. T. Thomson Loud.
Disp. (1818) 376 The legume compressed, brown, ciliated.



IiEGUMEN.

1863 Bates Nat. Amazon viii. (1864) 230 The fruit ..

although a legume, is of a rounded shape.

Legumen (1/gi/nnen). PI. legumens,
|| le-

gunnna. [a. L. legumen : see prec] a. = Le-
gume 1 a. b. ~ Legume 2. Also colled, sing. c.

-= Legume 3.

a. 1398 Tkevisa Barth. De P. R. xvw. xcv. (1495) 662
Greynes that hen. .gretter. .thanne greynes of whete other
of harly be properly callyd legumina. 1680 Bovle Produc.
Chetu. Princ. II. iv, Sonic Ugiimens,^ as peas, or beans;
which if they be newly gathered and distilled in a retort ..

will, .afford, .an acid spirit. 1711 Cir mrerlayne in Phil.
Traits. XXXI. 200 These Vessels

;
. are more easy to be

discover'd in Beans and Pease, than in any sort of Legumens
or Grains.

b. 1675 Evelyn Terra (1676) 71 The haulm of beans,
pease, and other legumtna. a 172a Lisle Husb. (1757) 354
Grass-butter rises in price by reason of its consumption of
those legumens. 1727 A. Hamilton New Acc. E. Ind. 1.

vi. 54 The Country adjacent produces Barley, Wheat, and
Legumen. 1789 G. White Selborne xxxiv. (1853) 123 They
are to he met with in gardens on kidney-beans or any
legumens.
0. 1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. 1. vi. (1765) 13 Legutnen t a

Pod. .is a Pericarpium of two Valves, wherein the seeds are
fastened along one suture only. 1776-96 Withering Brit.
Plants (ed. 3) 1 11. 619 Lotus. Legumen cylindrical ; filled

with cylindrical seeds. 1832 Yeg. Subst. Food Man 211
The seeds are contained in an oblong legumen, or pod . . of
two valves.

Legumin (Ugw'min). Ckem. Also legumino.
[f. Legume + -in.] A protcid substance resembling
casein, found in leguminous and other seeds.

1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 690 A peculiar prin-

ciple, to which he 1 Braconnot] has given the name oflegumin.
£1865 Circ. Sci. 1. 329/2 The largest proportion of phos-
phorus exists in legumine. 1886 A. H. Church Food Grains
Ind. ug Legumin occurs in largest proportion and in the
larger number of kinds of pulse.

LegTrminar, a. Bot. [f. L. legumin-, legu-

men + -AR.j Resembling or characteristic of a
legume : said of dehiscence by a marginal suture.

I n some mod. Diets.

Legumrniform, a. [f. as prec. + -(i)fokm.]

Having the form of a legume.
In some mod. Diets.

Leguminose (lfgi/7*min<*'s), a. [f. as next +
-ose.J *=next.

1693 in PAH. Trans. XVII. 764 Herbaceous and arbor-
escent Plants, the greatest part of them pomiferous or
leguminose. 1713 Petiver ibid. XXVI 1 1 . 207 Leguminose
or Pea-bloom Plants. 1837 Whewell /list. Induct. Set.

('857) 111. 252 We have the leguminose plants.

Leguminous (lfgiii-minas), a. [f. L. legu-

min- , legumen + -ous.]

1. Of or perlaining to pulse; of the nature of
pulse.

1656 in Blount Glossogr. 1767 A. Young Farmer's Lett,
to People 45 Raising leguminous crops like field pease. 1827
Steuart Planter's G. (1828) 498 This practice will by no
means preclude the cultivation of leguminous crops. 1898
Allbutt's Syst. Med. V. 591 Meat, leguminous vegetables
and bread contain the same alkali.

2. Bot. Of or pertaining to the N.O. Legf/mi-
nosx, which includes peas, beans, and other plants

which bear legumes or pods.
1677 Grew Anat. Plants iy. hi. v. (1682) 187 The Cod

of the Garden Bean (and so of the rest of the Leguminous
kind) opens on one side. 1785 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. iii.

(1794) 39 The greater part of the leguminous or pulse tribe.

1807 J. E. Smith Phys. Bot. 446 Linnaeus . . asserts . . that
4 among all the leguminous or papilionaceous tribe there is

no deleterious plant to be found '. 1830 Lindley Nat. Syst.
Bot. 88 Myrospermum, a spurious Leguminous genus. 1854
Hooker Himal. Jmls. 1. ii. 50 A most elegant leguminous
tree. 1890 A. R. Wallace Danuinism 24 Climbing legu-
minous plants escape both floods and cattle.

b. Resembling what pertains to a leguminous
plant.

1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 97/1 The top [of Goals Rue)
is branched, upon each stands many leguminous, or pulse-
like flowers. 1725 Bradley Fam. Diet. s.v. Sain/bin, They
are leguminous Flowers, White and sometimes Red. 1830
Linoley Nat. Syst. Bot. 87 Another and a more invariable
character [of the Pea tribe] is to have a leguminous fruit.

Legyor, obs. form of Ledger.

II Lehm (hfm). Geol. [Ger. =Loam.] == Loess.
1833 Lyell Princ. Geol. III. 151 There is a remarknble

alluvium filled with land-shells of recent species, which
overspreads a great part of the valley of the Rhine, between
Basle and Cologne. ..This deposit is provincially termed
* Loess % or, in Alsace, * Lehm *. 1876 Page Adv. TexUBk.
Geol. xx. 405 The 'loess' or *lchm' of the Rhine—a pul-
verulent yellowish, sandy loam.

Lehmanite (bf'maneit). Min. Also lem-.
[Named by J. C. Delametherie, 1797, after Lake
Lehman (Leman), its locality: see -ite.] An
obsolete synonym of saussurite.
181 1 Pinkerton Petrat. 1. 207 Lehmanite of felspar and

quartz, from Cornwall. 1837 Dana Min. 293 Lemanite.

Le'nmannite. Mm. [Named byH. J. Brooke
and W. H. Miller, 1 85 2, after Prof. J. G. Lchmann,
of St. Petersburg, its discoverer: see -ite.1 An
obsolete synonym of crocoite.
i8$z Brooke & Mh,ler Phillips' Min. 557 Lehmanmte.
Lehrbachite(le>rbax3it). Min. [Named by

H.J. Brooke and W. H. Miller, 1852, after Lchr-
back in the Harz Mountains, its locality : see -ite.]

Selenide of lead, fonnd in blackish grey masses.
i8$a Brooke & Miller Phillips' Min. 153 Lehrbacbite
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j

..decrepitates when heated. 1885 F.rsi Min. 236 Lehrbachite
I

gives with soda on coal, globules of lead.

Lehter, var. Lahteb Obs. ; obs. f. Laughter.
t Lehtrie, v. Obs. [OK. Uaktrian

t
f. leal/tor

Lahtek, vice] trans. To reproach.
c 1000 ./Elfric Gram. xxv. (Z.) 144 Criminor ic leahtrje.

cizoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 215 pat he .. lehtrie bo be on
sinne liS.

Lehu'ntite. Min. [Named aftei: Captain Le-
liunl: see -ite.] An obsolete synonym of natrolite.

;

1831 Bkyce Tables Min. etc. (Chester). 1843 Portlock
;

Geol. 221 The Lehuntite of Thomson is met not uncom-
monly at Glenarm.

Leiden, obs. form of Laugh v.

Lei, obs. form of Lay, Lie.

Leibnitzian (toibnrtsian), a. and sb. Also'
Leibnitian, -iEian. [f. the name of Gottfried
Wilhelm Leibnitz (1 646-1 7 1 6) +-1an.]
A. adj. Pertaining to Leibnitz or his philoso- I

phical doclrines or mathematical methods.
176S Maclaine tr. Mosheim's Feci. Hist. (1768) V. 23

note, The Leibnitian and Wolfian philosophy. 1778 Milnek j

in Phil.TransXXN II 1. 3<52The Leibniuiaii doctrine, a 1818
1

Colerioge Lit. Kern. (1838) 111. 73 The Leibnilaian dis-

I

tinction of the Eternal Reason, or nature of God.. from the
will or personal attributes of God. 1877 K. Cairo Philos.

I Kant 11. xiii. 504 The Leibnitzian Monadism. 1884 Aft. i<

2

Leibniz 211 The great body of Leibnizian and Kantian I

I thought.

B. sb. A follower of Leibnitz.

'754 Diet. Arts \ Sci. 11. 1293 Some Leibnitians do not
assume.. that action or force is proportional to the piessuie
and space. 1882 \V. Wallace Fan/ 101 Still the Leibniiinns
have almost all the experiences 011 their side.

1 lence Leibni tziajiism, the doclrines of Leibnitz
or his followers.

#

1874 Morris tr. Ubcrtveg's Hist. Philos. II. 120.

Leicester (le-star). [The name of an English
j

county town.] Used allrib. or adj., and hence
j

ellipt. as sb., to designate a valuable long-woolled 1

variety of sheep and a long-horned variety of eatlle I

originally bred in Leicestershire.

1834 Youatt Cattle vi. 208 Where a few of the lung-horns I

do linger, the improved Leicester* are gone. 1839 Penny
\

Cycl. XIII. 291/2 The improved Leicester has gained a
,

footing, and will not soon lose it.

Leiche, Leicht, obs. forms of Lekch, Light.
Leid(e, obs. pa. 1. and pple. of Lay v.

Leide, obs. form of Lead.
Leidger, obs. fonn of Ledger.
Leidyite (brdipit). Min. [Named by G. A.

Koenig, 1^78, in honour of Dr. Joseph Leidy : see

-ite.] A complicated hydrous silicate found in fine
!

yellowish-green scales.

1878 in Prvc. Aead. Nat. Sci. Philad. 84. 1881 Dana
j

. Min. App. 68 Leidyite. .consisting uf line scales with silky 1

I
lustre.

Leie, obs. form of Lay, Lie.

Leif, obs. f. Leap, Lief, Live ; Sc. f. Leve v.~

Leifull, leiffull, variants of Leeful.
Leige, obs. form of Liege.

Leigeanee, obs. form of Ligkance.
Leiger, obs. form of Leaguer, Ledger.
Leigeritie, variant of Legerity Obs.., lightness.

Leigh, obs. pa. t. of Lie v. } and v.'1

t Leighster. Obs. rare- 1
, [repr. OE. type

*l/tgcslre> fern, agent-n. to l<?ogan t
f. LiE#.-: see

-ster.] A female liar.

c 1325 Lai le Freine 106 Yif ich say ich hadde a bi-leman
. .Than ich worth Be hold leighsler and fals of long.

t Leighton. Obs. Forms: 1 lec-, leah-,

16htun, 3 ley(h)tun, leighton, 4 Iah.t0un.lei3-,

Iey^ton, lectun, 7 liten, 8 laghton, laighton.

[OE. UahttUi) earlier *Uaclu'n
y

f. Uac Leek + /////

enclosure : see Town.] A garden.
c 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Luke xiii. 19 Onselic is corne senepes

baette jenumen waes monn sende in lehtune his. c 1050 Voc.
in Wr.-Wiilcker 460/30 Ortus olerunt, leahtun. ^1275
Passion Our Lord 291 in 0. E. Misc. 45 I wis bu were mj*d
ihesu crist in be leyhtune. 13.. Childh. %su 161 8 in

Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1875) 54 Jacob, .bad him go. .A non
rijht doun into be lei^htone, For to bringuen heom wuyr-
tone. a 1327 Treat. Dreams in Ret. Ant. 1. 264 Lahtoun
make ant to-delve. 1398 Tkevisa Barth. De P. R. xm.
xvi. (Tollem. MS.), Some of pondes beb stremes to water
and moysle gardmes and lei^tons [ed. 153^ orcheyardesl.
Jbid.xvu. 1, Some tren and herbes growe^ in leyjtons \ed.

1535 croftesj. 1674 Ray N. C. Words 30 Liten, a Garden.
17.. R. Richardson in Leland's ltin. (ed. Heame 1745) I.

140, I have met with several British Words that are still in

use, such as Laghton for a Garden. 1775 Watson Hist.
Halifax 542 Laighton, a Garden.

Hence f Iieightonward, a gardener.
c 1000 ^Elfric Gloss, in Wr.-WQlcker 127/14 Olitor, lectun-

ward, e 127S Passion Our Lord 576 in O. F. Misc. 53 Heo
wende bit were be leyhtunward bat to hire spek.

Leigier, obs. form of Leaguer, Ledger.
Leihe, obs. form of Lye, lixivium.

Leihter, obs. f. Laughter ; var. Lahter Obs.

Xieik, obs. form of Lich, Like.
Leil(e, leill, obs. forms of Leal.
Leime, obs. Sc. form of Leam sb.*

Loin, Lein(e, obs. forms of Lay v., Lean.

t Leind, sb. Obs. Also lend. [a. ON. Ijynd,

f. Ifyna : see Lain v.] A hiding-place, refuge.

LEISURABLY.
a 1300 Cursor M. 9652 Aha ! bat wreche wit-vten freind,

bat on na side mai gett him kind [Gdtt. lend]. Ibid. 24728
We prai bat liuedi he vr leind [Kdinb. lend].

Leind, variant of Lend v.* Obs.

Leing, obs. form of Lying.
Jjeint, obs. .Sc. pa. t. and pple. of Lean v.i

Leio- (loi'f), also lio-, comb, form of Gr. Xffos

smooth, appearing as the first clement of certain

scientific words, as : JLeiodere (lorfldiej) Zool. [Gr.
5f/)os skin], one of the genus Leicdera of American
iguanoid lizards {Cent. Did.). X.eloglossate
(-gl/vsA) a. [Gr. yXwaaa tongue], having the char-

acteristics of the ^roup L.eioglossa of octopod cepha-
lopocVs, which have no radula.

||
Leiomyoma

(-moiJu'ma)/^///. [secMvo.M xj/lhc form ofmyoma
which is composed of unstriated muscular fibre'

(Syd. Soc. Lex. 1888). Leiophyllous (-fi'bs) a.

Bot. [(jr. </>i/AAoj/]
f
having smooth leaves. Iielotri

chons (l^i^-trikDs^ a. [Gr. rpix*, 0pf£ bair], smooth
haired, belonging to the group

\\
Lcio'triclti, one

of the two primary divisions into which mankind
is considered by some to be divisible.
1866 Huxley Preh. Rem. Caithn. 132 liory de St. Yin

ceni's two primary divisions of the genus Homo, the Leio-
trie/ii, or smoolh- haired, and the Ulotrichi

y
or crisp-haiied.

1881 Wi.st in Jrnl. Bot. X. 115 This species belongs to tht-

orthocarpous leiophyllous llypnaceae.

Leiotropic, erron. form of L.kotkopio.
Leip(o)- : see Lir(o)-.

Lcir, obs. form of Lair, Lekk v., Liefkk.
Leir, var. Leak*, learning; Lear^ Obs.

Leirne, obs. «Sc. form of Learn.
Lois, Sc. var. Lease a. and sb.-, Leese z0

9

Lkkze (w*\ Lese (-majesty).
Lei8ar, leisour, obs. forms of Leisure.
Leisch, Leiser(e, obs. ff. Leash, Leisure.
Leish, obs. f. Leash

; var. Lisse, fine tin cad.

Leisk, Sc. form of Llsk, flank.

Loisom(e, leisoum, variants of I.eesomk.
Leispound, variant of Lisrou.vu.

Leiss, Sc. var. Lease, Leese t'. 1
, Lee/.e (me .

Leist, obs. form of Least, Lest, List.

Leist, obs. 2nd sing. ind. pies, of Lay 7'. 1

Leister (Irstoj). Also 6 leyster, 6, y lister,

7-8 leester, 9 liester. [a. ON. lidstr ^Noiw.
dial. lioster

y Sw. ljitster
y
Da. lyster), f. HJstu sir.

vb., to strike.] A pronged spear for striking and
taking fish, cbielly salmon.
1533-4 Act 25 J/en. l'//l, c. 7 No. person.. shal. .take

. .in. .any. .crele, raw weh, li.ster, fier, or any otht-r engine

..the yvnge fiicof any kinde of salmon. 1551 Ti'kskk
Herbal 1. V vj, Their leysteis or saiumon speres. 1638 A'.

Riding Rec. IV. 101 A yeoman presented for that he did
kill ..with a certain engine called a leister much salmon.
1785 huKNS Death Dr. Hornbook vi, A llnee-taed Itisier.

1834 M. Scott Cruise Midge xi, [He| came running up ihe
staiis >*ith a salmon lister in one hand. 1843 W. Sckopk
Salmon Fish. Ttveed \\. 239 The men. .wielding their long
leisters. 1895 Chamb. Jrnl. XII. 753/2 Celebrated . . as a
poacher and as a great hand at the leister in autumn,

b. C omb., as leister grain
;
leister-shaped adj.

1634 Acts Durham High Comm. Crt. (Suitees) 102 Did
see Mr. Haslehead take upp the leester graines and throw
them awaie. 1863 Atkinson Stanton Grange (1864) 23
Rather leister-shaped in construction, with five harhed
prongs.

Lei'Ster, z'. [f. Leister sb.] trans. To spear

with a leister.

1834 Hogg Dom. Mann. Scott (1882) 11 lie iScolll and
Skene of Rubislaw, and I were out one night ahout mid-
night, lettering kipper? in Tweed. 1861 J. Brown Horar
Subs. 11. 243 The poaching weaver who had the night
before leistered a prime kipper. 1881 Blackiv. Mag. Apr.
530 They burned the water and leistered the salmon.

Hence Lei'steringf vbt. sb. Also Lei sterer.
1843 W. Scbopk Salmofi Fish. Tweed xi. 237 The side

on which the leisterers strike the fish. 1867 Times 30 Dec.
9/6 Conviction of Salmon Leisterers. Ibid., The process of
salmon leistering by night with the aid of torch and spear.

Leisum, variant of Leesome a.

Leisurable (le-^urab'l), a. [f. Leisure sb. +
-able

;
perh. on tbe supposed analogy of comfort

-

able, honourable : cf. pleasurable^

1. Proceeding or acting without haste; leisurely,

deliberate.
[a 1540 implied in Leisurablv.] 1581 J. Bell Haddans

Ansiv. Osor. 479 Chosing rather to broyle him with leasur-

able tormenles..then to kill him at once. 1618 Bolton
Florus iv. ii. (1636) 264 His [Pompey's] over-great power.

.

moved envy among the leisurable 1L. otiosos] Citizens.

a 1691 Bovle Hist. ^rVxiii. (1692) 8i, I shall humbly re-

serve [this] to a more leasurable inquiry.

2. Not requiring haste ; leisure (time), rare.

1607 Markham^ Caval. v. (161 7) 40 You must doe it by
such leasurable times, that nature hauing no more then she
is able to digest, may.. come to be orderly satisfied. 1643
Si a T. Browne Relig. Med. Pref., This 1 confesse . . I had
at leisurable hours composed. 1848 Jml. R. Agric. Soc.

IX. if. 261 A leisurable period of the year. 1885 Patek
Marius the Epic. H. ix. (ed. 2) I. 149 Such a theory, at

more leisurable moments, would, of course, have its precepts
to propound.

Leisurably (le'3»urabli\ adv. Now rare. [f.

prec. + -lyK] In a ' leisurable * manner ; leisurely,

without haste> deliberately.



LEISURE,

,11540 Barnes Wks. (1573)358/2 If thou wilt leasurnbly
lysten and beholde to the endc of the tragedye. 1658 Sia
T. Mayerne Receipts Cookery cxl. 90 Let it boyl leasurnbly.
1695 lip. Rochester Z>/.rr. Clergy 13 Setting forth the public
Prayers to all their due Advantage, by pronouncing thein
leaMirablVj fitly, warmly, decently. 1806 Med. Jrnl. XV.
172 Let him speak leisurahly. 1889 Longm. Mag. June
164 lie. .pricked leisurahly down the slope.

Leisure (le^ui, lr^tu). Forms: 4 leisere,

ley sir, Sc. lasere, 4-5 leiser, leysere, Sc. lasair,

4-6 laiser, layser, leyser, Sc. laser, -are, 5 laisir,

-our, -uro, laysar,-lr, leyzer, -soure, lesure, 5-6
leysar, Sc. lasar, 6 laisere, -ure, layso(u r, -ure,

leisar, -our, leaser, -our, leesar, leser, ley-

sour(e, leys» or, Sc. laseir, lasar, lazar,laisar,

5-7 leysure, 6-8 leasure, 7 liesure, leizure, 6-
leisure, [a. OF. leisir (mod.F. loisir^, snbst. use of

the infinitive leisir, repr. L. licere to be permitted.
In Fr. the word has undergone much the same develop-

ment of sense as in Eng.]

+ 1. Freedom or opportunity to do something
specified or implied. Obs.

1303 R. Brunnk Handl. Synne 28 pe seruyng man bat
seruep yn be ^ere Oweb to come when he hab leysere. c 1330— Chron. (1810) 229 Whan pou sees leysere, bat he ne per-
ceyue pi witte . . with pe knyfe him to smite, la 1366
Chaucer Rom. Rose 462 No more was there. .To clothe her
with . . Grct leyser hadde she to quake, c 1386 — Miller's
T. 107 She wol been at his comandement, Whan that she
may hir leyser wel espie. c 1400 Destr. Troy 3119 J>ai hade
laisure at lust bere likyng to say. c 1440 /'row/. Parv.
295/2 Leysere, oportunitas. c 1489 Caxton Blanc/iardyn
xliii. 169 Sadoyne folowed hym of so nyghe. .that with grete
peynegafthem leyser to sane hem self. 1500-20 Dt near
Foetus ix. 8, 1 cry the mercy, and lasar to repent. 1513
Douglas sEueis iv. x. 83 Quhy will thow noeht flc spedely
be nycht, Quhen for to haist thow lies laisar and mycht?
" J533 Ld. Berners Huoh xci. 291 lluon mette with hym
so hastly that he had no layser to stryke hym. 1640
Bp. Hall Chr. Moder. 1. viii. 75 The Jewes.. hold, that after
twenty yearcs of age, who so finds (the lezer) in himselfe, is

bound under paine of sin to marry.

t b. An opportunity. Obs.
^1386 Chaucer Sgr.'s T. 485 Whil bat I haue n leyser

and a space Myn harm I wol confessen. 1390 Gqwf.r Conf
II.95 "f so is, that I may hen t Somtime ainonge a good
leiser. Ibid. II. 242 That she with him had [ = might have]
a leiser To speke and telle of her desir. 14.. Epiph. in
Tundalcs Vis. (1843) 116 They haue a leysar found To
take hor leyve. 1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy 1. v, Euer eft

on him she cast an eye Whan that she founde a leyser op-
portune. 1430-40 — Bochas ix. xxxiii. (1554) 212 b, To
their entent a leysure they did spie.

2. In narrower sense : Opportunity afforded by
freedom from occupations.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints iii. {St. A ndrcu) 999 Waitand hot

lasare quhen he mycht purchess oportunitie. 1375 Barbour
;

Bruce xx. 234 Gif God will me gif Laser and space so lan.^e t

till lifT. f 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxx. 137, 1 .. saw all pis
[

. .and mykill mare pan I hafe layser for to tell. 1489 Caxton
'

Faytcs ofA. t. xxii. 70 Noo layser they had to putte hem i

self in ordynaunce. 1526 Tindale Mark iii. 20 They had
nott leesar so moche as to eate breed. 1553 T. Wilson

J

Rhet. Kp. Aij, 1 travelled so muche as my leasnre myghte
serve therunto. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado in. ii. 84 If your
leisure seru'd, I would speake with you. 1667 Miltom
/*. L. x. 510 He wonderdi hut not long Had leasure, wond-
ring at himself now more. 1712 Addison Spcct. No. 418 * 5
It does not give us Time or Leisure to reflect on ourselves.

1791 Mrs. Radcliffe Rom. Forest ii, They had leisure to
laugh at their laic terrors. 1857 ^Buckle Civiliz. I. ii. 38
As long as every man is engaged in collecting the materials
necessary for his own subsistence, there will be neither
leisure nor taste for higher pursuits.

b. Duration of opportunity; time allowed before
it is too late. Now rare,

1553 Bale Vocacyon 41 More than .xxvj. dayes of layser
for the payment therof {of the ransom] might not be
graunted. 1555 Eden Decades 100 That Tumnnama . .myght
haue no leasure to assemble anarmye. 1603 Knolles ///*/.
Turks (1621) 133; The Turkes had scaree leasure to leape
to land, and to me into the country. 1781 Gibbon Ded. <y

F. xxxi. III. 259 The unfortunate youth had scarcely leisure
to deplore the elevation of his famjly. 1818 Jas. Mill
Brit. India 1 1, v. v. 547 The authority of the government
of Batavia, for whose sanction there was no leisure to wait.
1828 Scott F. M

%
Perth xxix, He found himself un-

expectedly in Eachin's close neighbourhood, with scarce
lekure to avoid him, 1846 J. Baxtek Libr. Bract. Agric.
(ed. 4) I. 383 The young blades in the field have leisure to
expand and grow again before the scythe returns to cut
them down a second time.

3. The state of having time at one's own disposal

;

time which one can spend as one pleases; free or
unoccupied time.
13.. K. Alis, 234 Heo thougte heo wolde him y-here,

Whan heo was of more leisere. 1479 in Eng. Gilds (1870)

413, I .. praye [them].. at theire ceasons of leysoure to rede
..this present boke. c 1540 Gardiner in Strype Cranmer
11. (1694) 75 To spend some of my laysor to wrytc.to your
G[race] who hath lesse laysor. 1576 Fleming^ Panopl.
Epist. 255 To the perfourmance of such an enterprise, much
leasure and labour is required, c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. xxxix,
Oh ahsence what a torment wouldst thou proue Were it not
thy soure leisure gaue sweet leaue To entertaine the time
with thoughts of Toue. 1672 Temple Ess. Govt. Wks. 1731
L 97 Where Ambition and Avarice have made no Entrance,
the Desire of Leisure is much more Natural, than of Busi-
ness and Care. 1780 Johnson Let. to Mrs. Thrale 25 Aug.,
I am not grown, I am afraid, less idle ; and of idleness I am
now paying the fine by having no leisure. 1830 D'Israeli
Chas. /, III. vi. 91 Charles commanded his Lordship to

employ some of bis leisure in a dramatic composition. 1887
Ruskin Praeterita II. 143 The first volume of 4 Modern
Painters * took the best of the winter's leisure.
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personified. 1632 Milton Penseroso 49 And ndde to
these retired Leasure, That in trim Gardens takes his
pleasure.

b. In particularized sense : A period or spell of
unoccupied time. Now rare.
c 1449 Pecock Repr. 11. xv. 236 That thei go in pilgrimage

thanne or in sum other leiser which thei wolen to hem silf

point, a 1535 Fisher Wks. (E. E. T. S.) 432 To spare a
leysoure for hym to here the bottom of his mynde. 1597
Morlev Introd. Mus. 115, 1 will then take my leaue
of you for this time, till my next leisure. 1654 R. Cor>
kington tr. Instine 1. a In the leisures which in this City
1 enjoyed. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits. Lit. Wks. (Bohn)
II. no It is because he [Bacon] had imagination, [and]
the leisures of the spirit . . that he is impressive to the
imaginations of men. 1873 Lowell Among my Bks. Ser. 11.

, 181 In keeping with that sense of endless leisures which it

is one chief merit of the poem to suggest.

c. To tarry, attend or stay {upon) a person's
leisure : to wait until he is unoccupied ; to wait
his time. Aho Jig. arch.
1517 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. II. 4 vote, If ye be not

contente to tary my Leysure, departe when ye wille. 1535
Coverdale Ps. xxvi[i]. 14 [16] O tary thou y* Lordes leysure.
1595 Shaks. John 11. 1. 58 The aduersc windes Whose
leisure I haue staid, haue giuen him time To land his
Legions all as soone as I. 1596 — Merch. V. 1. i. 68 Wee'll
make our leysures to attend on yours. 1605 — Macb. 1. iii.

148 Worthy Macbeth, wee stay vpon your leysure. 1656
Jeanes Fuln. Christ 91 Not contented to watt the Lords
Leisure.

t 4. Leisurelincss, deliberation. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 29370 pe tober [case] es of dorward or

porter.. bat clerk wit laiser smites oght. 1450-80 Secreta
Secret. 25 Ete with leyser and good masticacioun. i486
Surtces Misc. (1888) 55 Sex kinges..with certaine con-
venient laisour, avisedly shall commyt a ceptour unto Sala-
mon. 1563-7 Buchanan Reform. St. A ndros Wks. (1 892)
8 Tellyng. .to thayme thelettres. .insik lasar that the barnis
may easely writ eftyr his pronunciation. 1664 Power Exp.
Philos. 11. 123 Much leisure and accurateness were used in
filling the Tube. 1677 Marvell Corr. cccvi. Wks. 1872-5
1 1. 563, I having presented him your letter, he read it with
great leisure.

5. Phrases, a. At leisure : with free or unoccu-
pied time at one's disposal ; without haste, with
deliberation. Also with qualifying adjs., as all,

best, convenient, full, less, more.
c 1340 Cursor M. 7239 (Trin.) Hir tyme she toke a leiser bere
And whil he slepte kut his here. 1375 Barbour Bruce v. 390
He . . sat and ete at all lasare. c 1386 CiiAUCEa Pars. P.
T 761 Som folk stonden of hir owene wyl to eten at the lasse
leyser. 1444 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 219 Whoo hath no
dyneer, at leyser must abyde, To staunche his hungir abyde
upon his Mood, c 1450 Merlin 7 Go youre wey, and anothir
tyme, we shall speke more at leyser. 1522 Skelton Why
7/at to Conrte ? 623 My lorde is nat at layser. 1590 Shaks.
Com. Err. iv. i. 100, 1 will debate this matter at more
leisure. 1598 Epttlario H iv, And so let it hake at leisure,

strawing Sugar.. vpon it. 1613 Heywooo Silver Age I. i.

Wks. 1874 III. 92 The full circumstance I shall relate at
leasure. 1655 Feller Ch. Hist. 1. v. § 17 We for the
present are well at Leisure, we will present the Reader
with the Description of their severall Principalities. 1687
Congreve Old Bach. v. i. (2693) 50 Marry'd in

#
Haste, we

may repent at leisure. 1823 Byron Juan xm. vi, Men love
in haste, but they detest at leisure.

Const, for; also inf. or a clause introduced by that.

1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 1250 They were not at
liesure now to send such great forces as they had before
used, into Hungarie. 1669 Clarendon Ess. Tracts (1727)

95 We complain, .of those who are in place and authority.

.

that they are never at leisure that we may speak to them.
1732 Brrkeley Alciphr. vi. § 20, 1 am not at leisure to
peruse the learned writings of divines. 1852 Mrs. Stowf.
Uncle Tom s C. vii, The dinner being now fairly sent in,

the whole kitchen was at leisure to gossip with her. 1875
Jowett Plato (ed. 2) V. 334 The wardens . . shall be men of
ability, and at leisure to take care of the public interest.

b. At one*s leisure : when one has unoccupied
time at one's disposal ; at one's ease or conveni-

ence. Also with adjs. as in a.

1481 Caxton Godfrey Prol. 5 To whom I humbly beseche,
at theyr ley2er and playsyr, to see & here reddc this symple
book. 1483 — G. de la Tour D iv. Wherfore atte his heste
leyser he shewed her his deceyuable purpos. c 1592 Shaks.
ven. $ Ad. 518 A thousand kisses buyes my heart from me,
And pay them at thy leisure, one by one. 1601 — Jul. C.
111. i. 5 Trebonius doth desire you to ore-read (At your best
leysure) that his bumhle suite. 1605 — Macb. 11. i. 24 At
your kind'st leysure. 1605 — Lear 11. iv. 232 Mend when
thou can 'st, be better at thy leisure. 1636 Sanderson Serm.
(1681) II. 48 [They] think they can continue in their sins.,

and then repent of them and forsake them at their leasure,

whensoever they list. 1901 Kipling Kim, in CasselTs Mag.
Jan. 176/2 He would go to Umhalla at his leisure.

fc. By leisure (also by good leisure) : with de-

liberation, in a leisurely manner ; at one's leisure

;

in course of time, by degrees
;
slowly. Also (=Gr.

^X0^)* barely, not at all. Obs.

c 1386 Chaucer Melib. r 65 Thilke luge is wys that soone
vnderstondeth a matiere and Iuggeth by leyser. 1430-40
Lydg. ^^(1544) Prol. 34 From the trueth shall I not
remoue But on the substance, by good leysar abyde. C1483
Caxton Dialogues viii. 46 William the brusshemaker Selleth
the brusshes by leyzer. 1522 More De quat. Novisj. Wks.
09A By the stuffing of bis paunch so ful, it bringeth in by
leysour, the dropsy [etc]. 1555 in Strype Eccl. Mem. 111.
App. xxxiii. 87 Let him tary, and. .work by leysure. 1588
Shaks. Tit. A. 1. i. 301 He trust by Leisure him that mocks
me once. 1589 R. Harvev PI. Perc. (1590) 20 Though it take
fire quickly, yet it takes light by leisure. 1607 Collins Serm.
(1608) 41 He gaue order to Salomon to see to the execution
of them by leasure. 1633 Bp. Hall Hard Texts 1 Not all

together and at once, Dor in this perfect form, at first.. but

LEISURELY.
by leisure and degrees, c 1700 To Celia in Coll. Poems 54,
I must to lengthen on the Pleasure, Dwell on thy Lips,
and Kiss by leisure.

f d. In {good) leisttre : at leisure. Obs.
c 13x5 Shorf.ham 61 Ine leyser other in haste, c 1775 Sc.

J^eg. Saints iii. {St. Andrew) 904 pe bischope . . made hym
chifte In gud lasere to here hyr schnft. Ibid. xxix. {Placidas)
34 He bat.. penance to do here wil begyne & in gud lasare
mend his syne.

6. altrib. often passing into adj. a. Of periods
of time : «= Free, unoccupied ; occas. compared
with more and most. fb. Leisurely (obs.). c.

Leisured.
1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag. iv. 161 Some will expect.,

other sort of Questions.. For them, and their leisure-time, I

have inserted these . . following. 1673 O. Walker Ednc.
(1677) 112 The product of his leasure hours. 1681 Dryden
Abs. $ Achit. 612 If any Leisure time he had from Pow'r.
1694 ATTKRBuaY Serm. (1723) I. 90 It did not establish
it self like other kingdoms in a slow and leisure manner.
1712 Arbuthnot John Bull 111. vii, In his leisure minutes,
he was posting his books. 1742 Lonti. % Country Brew. 1.

(ed. 4) 34 By the leisure Putting over the Bowls of Water,
the Goodness of the Malt is the more extracted and washed
out . . than if the Wort was drawn out hastily. 1772 Ann.

1 Reg. 198 This was the most leisure time of the year. 1785
Burns To Jas. Smith iv, Hae ye a leisure-moment's time
To hear what's comin ? 1809 Campbell Gertr. Wyom. 11.

xiii, His leisure p?ce. 1841 Catlin N. Amer. Ind. (1844)
I. xx iv. 194 A more leisure occasion. 1845 Athenaeum
1 Feb. no That the leisure classes are not more misled and
perverted than they are. 1850 H. Miller Footpr. Creat.
(1874) 325 They are in part the fruits of a leisure fortnight
spent^ this autumn. 1859 Smiles Selj-Help x. (i860) 258
This is an advantage which the working classes.. certainly

i
possess over the leisure classes. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2)

j

111. 2^9 Let us pass a leisure hour in story telling.

Leisured (le-^iud), a. [f. Leisure + -ed 2.]

i
1. Of time, action : Characterized or accompanied
by leisure.

1631 Heywooo 2nd PI. Faire Maid of W. Ded., Wks.
1874 IL 2 Please you at any of your more leisured hours to

1
vouchsafe the perusal of these slight papers. 1647 Boyle
Let. to Hartlib 8 Apr., Wks. 177Z I. Life 39 The particulars

do not only ask a profound knowledge .. but likewise
a leisured and a great multiplicity of reading. 1899 All-
butt's Syst. Med. VI. 56 A leisured and level life, free from
excitement, hurry and physical exertion or fatigue.

2. Of persons : Having ample leisure, esp. in the

leisured classics.

1794 Gtnll. Mag. II. 1132 Foliage op'ning to the day
Courts the leisur'd mortars stray. 1848 Mill Pol. Econ.
II. ii. § 4 (1876) 140 The services which a nation having
leisured classes is entitled to expect from them. 1877
Morley Crit. Misc. Ser. 11. 347 The leisured student. 1891
A. Caldecott Eng. Coloniz. 101 The absorption of energy
in the making of fortunes has prevented the formation of
any such leisured class.

Leisureful (le-^ujful), a. [f. Leisure +
-Fi l.J a. lla?ing abundant leisure, b. Leisurely.

£1449 Pkcock Repr. v. xi. 541 If this present argument be
take .. into depe leiserful consideracioun. 1553 Grimalde
Cicero's Offices in. (1558) 114 He was neuer more leasurelesse
than when he was leasurefull and neuer less alone than
when he was all alone. 1883 Mrs. Macquoio About Yorksh.
63 A large, leisureful handwriting. 1885 — Louisa I. xii.

226 It always cost his easy, leisureful nature an effort.

Lei'SUreless, a. [-less.] Having no leisure.

1536 Lo. Butler in St. Papers Hen. Vfll, II. 358 Being
as nowe leyserles, I omytt moche other mater. 1553 [see

Leisureful]. 1877 Ruskin Fort Clav. VII. 337 Making all

Time leisureless. [Plato Lege. 831 C vdvra xpovoy aa\o\ov
iroieti'.] 1901 H. Roberts Chron. Cortiish Card. Ded., To
the gardenless, the leisureless toilers of the world.

Lei'sureliness. [f. Leisurely a. + -ness.]

The quality or condition of being leisurely.

1829 Blackw. Mag. XXVI. 147, 1 thought you might have
a leisurelincss at tea-time. 1863 I. Brown Horse Subs.
(ed. 3) 144 There was a fine lcisureliness and vague stare.

1879 Farrar St. Paul (1883) 133 The habitual lcisureliness

of Eastern travelling.

Leisurely (le'.^uili), a. [f. Leisure + -ly 1.]

1. Of persons: Having leisure or unoccupied
time

j
proceeding without haste.

1613 Pvrchas Pilgrimage (1614)515 With these and mani-
fold other antiquities, GiUius can best acquaint tbe more
leasurely Reader. 1816 Coleridge Lay Serm. 318 The
men of leisurely minds. 1824-9 Landor /mag. Couv. Wks.
1846 1 1. 236 The leisurely and rich agriculturist, who goeth
out a-field after dinner.

2. Of actions or agents: Performed or operating

at leisure or without haste ; deliberate.

1604 E. G[rimstone] D*Acosta's Hist. Indies vn. ii. 500
They spent fourescore yeares in this manner of leisurely

travell, the which they might have done in a moneth. 1711
AnoisON Sped. No. 159 F 4 Upon a more leisurely Survey
of it. 1746 Berkeley Sec. Let. Tar.water\ 10 Wks. 1871
III. 475 The same medicine., is a leisurely alterative in

chronical disorders. 1875 J. H. Bennkt Winter Medit. iv.

xix. 614 A leisurely journey across the south of France.

Lei surely, adv. [f. as prec. + -ly 2.] At
leisure, without haste ; with deliberate or leisurely

motion or action,

i486 Bk. St. Albans Bivb, Than softe and layserly fall

oppon yowre kneys. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 153 1)

i6r b, That he syngeorsaye his duty distinctly and leyserly.

1598 Epulario Gj, Let it hroile very wel and leisurely.

1670 Milton Hist. Brit. Wks. 1738 II. a Afier the Flood,

and the dispersing of Nations, as they journey'd leisurely

from the East. 1796 Mrs, Glasse Cookery v. 53 Let it do
leisurely, keep it basting. 1807 Wordsw. Misc. Sonn. 1.

xiv, A flock of sheep that leisurely pass by One after one.

i860 Tynoall Glac. I. xvi. 105 In the afternoon we .. pro-

ceeded leisurely with our two guides up the slope.



LEISURENESS.

Leisureness. rare, [f. Leisure (taken as

adj.) + -A'KSs.j Leisureliness.

174a Lond. #r Country Brew. I. (ed. 4) 18 The Leisureness
of their Jurying endows them with a Softness. 1867 C.
PniTCHARD Ana/, Progr. Nat. \ Grace i. (1868) 6 The
majestic leisureness of unbounded power,

Leit, variant of Lait Obs. ; obs. form of Let.

Ijeitacamp, variant of Letacamp Se. Obs.

Leitche, obs. form of Leech,
Iteith, obs. f. 3rd sing. pres. ind. of Lay v. 1

Leith, obs. form of Lith, Loath.

11 Leitmotiv (lai^mtftff ). Mus. Also -motif,

-motive. [Ger., f. leil- leading- + motiv Motive.]

In the musical drama of Wagner and his imitators,

a theme associated throughout the work with a

particular person, situation , or sentiment.

1876 Stajneh & Barrett Diit. Mas. Terms, Leitmotif.

1880 Parry in Grove Diet. Mus. 1 1. 1 15/2 When the:>e situa-

tions recur, or the personages come forward in the course of

the action, or even when the personage or idea is implied

or referred to, the figure which constitutes the leit-motif is

heard, x88i F. Hueffer lVagner(\Z%i) 120 Another feature

of the score of Parsifal is the variety and number of its re-

presentative themes, or * leit-tnotives \

Leiv, Leivin, obs. ft*. Leave, Lkvex lightning).

Lek (lek), v. [?a. Sw. Icka to play : see Lake
v. 1 (cf. qnot. 1884 s.v. Lvkjng vbl. sbJ).] intt\

Said of grouse : To congregate. Also Lek sb.
y
a

gathering or congregating.
1871 Darwin Desc. Man xiv. (1883) 405 As many as forty

or fifty, or even more birds congregate at the ltks. The
lek of the capercailzie lasts from the end of March to the .

.

end of May. 1884 Dixon in H. Seebohm Hist. Birds II.

436 Some particular spot is chosen in their haunts, where
they [black grouse] congregate, or tek

y
as it is sometimes

called.

Lek, obs. form of Lac 2
, Leak.

Lekame, variant of Licham.
Leke, obs. form of Lake sb.\ Leak, Leek,
Lekerou8, variant of Liokekous.
Lekk, Lekkege, obs. ff. Leak, Leakage.
Lekyn, obs. form of Liken.

Iiel, Iielalie, obs. forms of Leal, Leally.
Iieland(e, obs. form of Lea-land.
Lele, Leleli,-ly, leli(k, obs. ff. Leal, Leally.
Lelile, -y, obs. forms of Leally.
Liell, obs. form of Leal ; variant of LlLL v. Obs.

Lelli, -ich(e, -ik, -yche, lelly, obs. ff. Leally.
Lely, obs. form of Lily.

Lely, lelyly, obs. forms of Leally.
Lem, obs. form of Leam sbA

Lemaille, obs. variant of Limail, filings.

Iieman (leman, lrman). arch. Forms : 3 lef-,

leof-, leove-, levemon, 3-7 lemman, -on, 3 4
lefman (//.-men), 4-5 lemmone, 4-8 lemmane,
5 lemanne, lemone, lemmande, limman, 5-6
lemane, 5-7 lemon, 6 leymon, lemonde, lefe

man (//, -men), Se. lamen, 7 leyman, leiman,

Ieaman, lemain, 3* leman. [Early M L. leofwon,

f. ieef\AEY, dear + Max.]
1. A person beloved by one of the opposite sex

;

a lover or sweetheart; + occas. a husband or wife.

C1205 Lav. 18611 To Tintaieol he serrde his leofmon
[c i«7S wif] pa wes hende. c 1*50 Gen. <$ Ex. 782 Do sente

he after abram, And hi-ta^te he him is leman. a 1300 Floriz

If Bl. 53 po floriz iherde his lemman nempne. a 1300 Cursor
M. 4345 * loseph,' sco said, 'to be lemman, Hendest of all

i mak mi man.' ^1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxiv. {Alexis) 494
My blyse, my held, my lef-man dere. 1-1386 Chauckr
Reeve's T. 320 Now deere lemman quod she go fareweel.

1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. clxxxviii. 166 Maydens of eng-
lond sare may ye morne for ty$t haue ye lost your lemmans
at bannokesborne. 1513 Douglas Mneis xu. Prol. 198 Ane
sang, The schip salts ouer the salt fame, Wil bring thir

merchandts and my lemane hame. 1535 Stewart Cron.
Scot. (1858) I. 106 And^ ilk ?oung man in courtlie caroling

With his lamen thairfoir to dance and sing. 1500 Spenser
F. Q. 111. viii. 40 He .. offred kingdoms unto her in vew,
To be his Leman and his Lady trew. 1601 Shaks, Twel. N.
11. iii. 26, I sent thee sixe pence for thy Lemon, hadst it?

17*5 SongS The Cockdaird i, Thou'-se be my ain lemmane
Jo, Jennie, quo* he. 1739 Melmoth Fitzosb. Lett. (1763)

291 The tender parley which these lemans held.

fb. Often used, in religious or devotional lan-

guage, of Christ, the Virgin, etc. Obs.
a 122$ Juliana 17 Mi luue . . towart te limende godd mi

leofsume leofmon. at$o HaliMeid. 5 Godes spuse, Jeshu
Cristes hrude, be lauerdes leofmon. a 1300 Cursor M.

%
10664

To godd ban haue i giuen me..O pair hushand mai i haf
nan, Of him haf i made mi leman. /bid. 20517 dims wit
me to mi lemman, Mi moder es scho, hir sun i am. a 1310
in Wright Lyric F. 69 lhesu, mi lemman. 13. . E. E. A Hit.

F. A. 80s 1 n lherusalem was my lemman slayn. c 1460
Towneley Myst. x. 65 Hayls that madyn, my lemman, As
heyndly as thou can. Ibid, xxviii. 337 Mercy, ihesu, rew
thi leman, mans saull, thou bought full soure.

2. In bad sense (cf. paramour) : One who is loved

unlawfully
; an unlawful lover or mistress. In later

archaistic use chiefly applied to the female sex.

£Ti27S Lay. 6356 peos Damus .. hadde a lemman bende
[C1205 ane chiuese]. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 7069 He.,
huld ire as is lefmon, as wo seip in hordum. Ibid. 10206
Alle clerkene lefmen in prisoun the king hrou3te. C1340
Cursor M. 8887 (Trin.) Quenes had he hundrides seuen,

pre hundride lemmons [Cotton concuhins]. c 1586 Chaucer
Manciple's T. 100 His wyf anon hath for hir lemman sent

Hir lemman? certes this is a knauyssh speche. 1393 Langl.

Vol. VI.

193

P. PI. C. iv. 188 And prestes hue menteyneb To holde lem-
manes and lotehyes ul here lif-dayes. a 1450 Knt. de la
Tour (1868) 10 On a derke night, as she yede towardes her
lemman to foly. C1470 Hknry Wdllace v. 693 With my
gud will I wyll no lemman be To no man born. 1515
Nottingham Fee. 111. 343 We present Wyllyam Perkynsun
and hys leymon for bawdre. 1553 T. Wilson Fhet. 28 b,

They founde greater gaines by priestes lemmans then they
were like to haue by priestes wives. 1598 Grknewey Taci.
tus" Ann. iy. i. (1622) 90 He [Sejanus] putteth awayApicata
his wife, .leM. his lemmon should haue her in iealousie. 1650
Kulwer Anthropomet. 237 It is a bravery much used to
their Wives and Lemons. 1671 H. M, tr. Erasm. Colloq.
22 It may be his wife ith' mean time had got her self another
Lemon and therefore she acknowledged not her husband.
1794 Matthias Furs. Lit. 187 And Rochester's address to

I

lemans loose. 181a Byron C/t. liar. 1. ix, Yea ! none did
love him—not his lemans dear. 1833 H. Coleridge Poems

I I. 50 Hope Love's leman is. Despair his wife. 1871 Dixon
]

Tower 1 V. v. 45 A lover whom his lemans dupe and cheat.

Ucnce XiC'manless a., without a leman. Lc-
manry (in 6 Se. lamenry, -ie), illicit love.

1483 Cath. Augl.213 A Lemanry, eoncubitus, concubinatus.
1560 Rollano Crt. Venus III. 481 Gif siclik lufe cummis
of 3our Lamenrie. 15.. Priests of Peblis (1603) C 4 b, lie
beddit nocht richt oft, nor lay hir by, Bot throw lichtnes
did Ug in Lamenry. a 1755 Edom of Gordon xxviii. in
Child Ballads 111. 454 And mony were the fair ladys Lay
lemanles at heme. 11828 'Fwa Knights iv. ibiJ. \'. 25 Lay
never your love 011 lemanry. a 1830 Lady Alargety xxiii.

ibid. Ill, 119/2 I'll make many lady lemuule**,

Iieman, obs. form of Lemon sb.i

Iiemanite, var. Lkhmanjte, Min.
Lembeck, -bike, etc, obs. ff. Limbeck.
Leme, obs. f. Lkam sb.l and z\l, Limb sb.'2

fliemeke, lem o,ke, lempke, leomeke.
Obs. (See Brook lime.)
c 1265 Voe. Plants in Wr.-Wiilcker 556 '13 Fa/tida, fauede,

leomeke. c 1450 ME. Med. Bk. (Heinrich 83 Takegrounde-
swele, lemke, chiken mete, c 1450 A iphi'a (Ancnl. Oxon.)
61/2 Fabaria aqua!tea, angl.. .leinpke. Ibid. 86/2 Iposmia
.. lenieke uel lemoke.

Lemel, mod. technical form of Limail, filings.

Lemma 1 (Je-ma). PI. lemmas,
|| lemmata

(le*mata), [a. (cither directly or through Lat.) Gr.

XrjUfia, pi. kTififMXTa (f. root of KafiPavav to take,

pf. pass. tiXTjfifiai) something received or taken

;

something taken for granted ; an argument, title.

Cf. F. lemme.]
1. Math., etc. A proposition assumed or demon-

strated which is subsidiary to some other. See also

quot.

1570 BiLLiNGSi.EY Eni lid 11. xxxiii. 347 The Mathematical!
occasion, whereby .. Hippocrates was led to the former
Lemma. 1656 Hobijes Six Less. Wks. 1845 VII. 209 The
sixth definition is but a lemma. 1678 Cudwokih In tell.

i Syst. l. iv. § 3. 194 We must first lay down this lemma or

I

preparatory proposition. 1748 Phil. 'Trans. XLV. 367
From these Lemmata .. are deduced the following Propo-

! sitions. i8zz Wiiatkly Cotnmpl. Bk. (1864) 73, I lay duwii,
then, these Lemmas: i>t [etc.]. 1837-8 Sik W, Hamiiion*

! Logic xiv. (1866) 1. 267 Lemmata, that is, propositions

j

borrowed from another science in order to serve as sub*
sidiary propositions in the science of which we treat. 1845
De Quincky Ilazlitt Wks. 1862 XI. 290 Whatever is

—so much I conceive to have been a fundamental lemma
for Hazlitt—is wrong. 1885 Leudesdorf Cremona's Proj.

I

Geom. 189 The foregoing lemma.

2. a. The argument or subject of a literary com

-

\ position, prefixed as a heading or title; also, a

motto appended to a picture, etc. b. The heading

or theme of a scholium, annotation, or gloss.

1616 B. Jonson Poetaster To Rdr., I will onely speake
An Epigramme I here haue made: It is I'uto true

I Sotttdicrs. That 's the lemma. Marke it. 16*3 Cockk-
ram, Lemma, an argument. 1660 tr. Amyraldus Treat,

cone. Felig. Pref. 9 The Discourses seem to divert a little

from the subject which the Lemma's of the Chapters
promise. 1679 T. Barlow Popery 25 The lemma or title

! to that impious extravagant of Pope Boniface the eighth.

172a Swiet Let. to Earl Oxford 11 Oct., Wks. J765

AVI. 185, 1 have hitherto taken up with a scurvy print

of you, under which I have placed this lemma : Veteres

actusprimamque [etc.], 1778 Warton Hist. Eng. Poetry
II. 2or note, In the year 1445, several pageaunts were ex-

hibited, .with verses written by Lydgate, on the following

lemmata. Ingredimini et replete terrant [etc.]. 1896 W.
G. Rutherford Schot. Aristoph. I. p. vii, Adequate infor-

mation about . . the lemmas, the spelling, the accentuation [of

scholia]. Ibid. p. xxvif, He marks off the lemma from the

body of the note in cases in which a lemma is gncn.

Lemma- (lema). PI. lemmata (lemata).

[ad. Gr. A€/i/^a > £ Mt-w to peel.] f a. The husk

or shell of a fruit, b. EmbryoL (See quot.)

a. 1753 Chambers Cycl.Supp., Lemma, in pharmacy, a
term used to express thehusk or shell of certain fruits, as the

almond . . ; and in general, whatever is taken off in decorti-

I cation. Thus the husks of oats, barley, &c. are the lemmata
of those seeds.

b. 1880 Pascoe Zoot. Classified. 2) Gloss. 280 Lemma>
the primary or outer layer of the germinal vesicle.

Lemma, erroneous variant of Lemna.
Lemman, obs. form of Lemon sb. 1

t Lemma tical, a. Obs. [f. Gr. Ar//x^aT-,

Xrjfxna Lemma + -ic + -al.] Of or pertaining to a

I

lemma ; of the nature of a lemma.
' 1665 Barrow in Rigaud Corr. Set. Men (1841) II. 45 Some

short scholiums, that might be conveniently interserted, as

lemmatical and preparatory to their demonstrations. 1671

Phil. Trans. VI. 2260 Of those five Lectures the two first

are Lemmatical. 1704 Ibid. XXV. 1608 Lemmatical Pro-
positions.

LEMNISCUS.

Lemming (lcmirj). Also 8 leming, 9 loom-
ing, [a, Norw. lemming \ other forms are Sw.
lemmel, 16th c. lemb (yl./emmar), Norw. lememle,
limende ; cf. Lapp. Inomek (In re).]

1. A small arctic rodent, A/yodes lemmus, of the
family Muridiv, resembling a field-mouse, about
6 in. long, with a short tail, remarkable for its

prolific character and its annual migrations to

the sea. Also lemming mouse, -rat.

1*555 Olaus Magnls Hist, de Gentibtts Septentr. xvm.
xx. 617 Quod .. in Noruegia ..euenit, scilicet vt bestiolas

quadrupedes, Leminar, vel Lemmus dicta;,
_
magnitudine

soricis, pelle varia, per tempestates & repeminos imbres b
carlo decidant.] 1607 Topski.l Fourf. Beasts 727 There are
ccrtaine little Foure-footed beastes called Lenmtar, or
Lemmns, which in tempestuous and rainy weather, do

, seeme to fall downe from the cloudes. 17x3 Dkrham Phys..
Theol. 56 note, A kind of Mice, (thej* call Leming ..) in

j

Norway, which eat up every green thing. They come in
1 such prodigious Numbers, that they fancy them to fall

I from the Clouds. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Ifist. II. 283 The
leming . . is often seen to pour down in myriads from the
Northern Mountains. 180a Hingley Anim. Biog. (1813) I.

376 The Lemming Kat. These animals feed entirely on
vegetables. 1832-56 De Qujncky Confess. 11862) 69 Under
such a compulsion does the Iteming traverse its mysterious
path. 1862 H.^Marryat Year in Sweden 1 L225 In Elfdal,
says the chronicler, on the 2nd of August 1635 there rained
from the hky a fall of lemmings. 1884 Gl-rney & Mver.-j

in ig/h Cent. May 807 The migratory instinct that carries

the lemming into the deep sea.

2. Applied to other rodents of the same or

allied genera. Banded lemming (Lydekker,
Not. Hist, j 89.4. III. 136) ; Collared or Snowy-
lemming {Riverside Nat. Hist. 1885 Y. 105),
Cnnicuhts torqualus.

Lemmon, obs. form of Lemon.
Lemna le mna). Also 8-9 erron. lemma, [a.

mod. L. (Linnceus) lemna , Gr. Xtfiva.'] A genus of

aquatic plants ;
= Duckweed.

I
x 753 Chambers Cycl. Su/p., Lemma .. is.. the name of a

small water plant well known to the antients ,. confounded
hy late writers among the duck weed kinds.] 180a IJingley
Anim. Biog. (1813 III. 490 The Convallarian Vorticella is

frequently found on the stalks of the lemma or duckweed.
attrib. 1882 G. K. Akmstmoxg Garland fr. Greece 80

Not hid. .under, .thick Lethe's lemna-scum.

Le mnad. Fot. [f.Lemna + -ai>.] Lindley'sicrm

for a plant of the N.O. Lcmnacav. Duckweeds).
1846 Lindlky I 'eg. Kingd. 123, 124 [in text Lemnod

;

coneeted in Index).

Lein 111ail (le*mnian), a. [f. L. Lcmni-us, Gr.

I\rilAVt-a$ (f. Af/^po? the island Lemnos) + -an.] Of
or pertaining to Lemnos. I.emnian earth (see qtiot.

j

ifi)?) = Sphraoide. Letnnian reddle (see quot.

1865'. Lemnian smith', llephxstus or Vulcnn.
i 161 1 Cotgr., Spargitide. Terre spt/r. Lemnian earth.

162a MasSingkr I'irg. Mart. lit. i, The Lemnian Smith
Sweats at the foige for hire. 1625 IIa K r Anat. I f. 11. iv.

j
73 After the taking of a little Lemnian earth [he] did

rerouer. 1665 Hrathwait Com. Chancer (1901) 63 It seems
our Venus had been at her Lemnian Forge. 1797 Emycl.
Brit. (ed. 3) IX. 784/2 Lemnian Karth, Terra Petunia, a
medicinal, astringent sort of eajth, of a fatty consistence

and reddish colour. . . It derives its name from the island of
Lemnos, whence it is chiefly brought. 1816 \V. Philucs
Min. 11823) 54 Lemnian earth is yellowish giey, or white,

frequently with ochreous spots on the surface. 1865 Pac;k

liandbk. Geol. Terms (ed. 2}, Lemnian reddle, an ochre of

a deep-red colour and firm consistence, occurring in con-

junction with the Lemnian Earth, and UNed as a pigment.

t Le nmisc. Obs. Also 8 lemnisk. [ad. L.

lemniscus, Gr. hrjfiviafcos in sense 1.]

1, A ribbon.
a 1706 Evelyn Sytva (1776) 397 The ends and stalks of

the tender branch were tied together with a lemnisc or ribbon.

2. -Lemniscus i.

1718 Priokalx Connect. O. % N. Test. 11. t. 55 The Lemnisk
was a strait line drawn between two points (as thus -7).

Lemniscate (lcmni-sk/O. Math. [ad. mod.L.
lemniscala, fern, of L. lemniseatus adj., adorned

with ribbons, f. lemniscus : see Lemnisc] a.

Geom. The designation of certain closed curves,

having a general resemblance to the figure 8, b.

Alg. Used attrib. in lemniscate function, one of a
class of elliptic functions first investigated by Gauss

(JVerke III. 404), in connexion with formulae re-

lating to the properties of this class of curves.

1781 Chambers' Cycl. {ed. Rees), Lentnisicate [sic]. 1801

Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) Suppl. II. 74/2 Lemniscate. 1837
WhEwell Hist. Induct. Sei. x v. v. 218 The rings and lem.

niscates produced by dipolarizing crystals. 1873 G. Salmon
Higher Plane Curves ii. (1870) 44 The curve being then

known as the lemniscate of liernouilli. 1879 Cayley in

Coll. Papers (1896) XL 65 The formula given by Gauss.,

for the lemniscate functions sin lemn (a±b) and cos lemn

(a±b). 1891 — ibid. (1897) XI 1 1. 191 The elliptic function

i«/of the lemniscate form.

II Lemniscus (lemni sk^s). PL lemnisci
J^-ni-sai). [L. ; see Lemnisc]

1. The character -f- used by ancient textual critics

in their annotations.

1849 W. Fitzgeralo \Vhitaker*s Disput. 125 Origen
marked these texts with various asterisks and obeli, lem-

nisei and hypolemnisci.

2. One of the minute ribbon-like appendages of

the generative pores of some entozoans.
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LEMON.
•185$ in Ogilvir, Suppl. 1877 Huxlev Anat, tnv. Anim,
xi. 652 The development of the Echinorhyncus now ap*

proaches completion. The lemnisci appear.

Lemon (Icman), sbl Forms : 5-7 lymon, 6

leman, lemonde, limone, //. leramanz, 6-7
leramon,limrnon, 6-8 limon, 7 leamon(d, lei-

raon, leraoud, 7- lemon, [ad. F. limon (now
restricted to the lime ;

formerly of wider application)

« Sp. limon, Pg. limao, It. limone, med.L. limon-em,

related to F. lime : see Lime sb* The words are

prob. of Oriental origin : cf. Arab, ijj*^ laimun,

Pers. Umun, Arab. a*J iJma^, collective lim,

fruits of the citron kind, Skr. nimbii the lime.]

1. An ovate fruit with a pale yellow rind, and
an acid juice. Largely used for making a beverage

and for flavouring. The juice yields citric acid ;

the rind yields oil or essence of lemons, used in

cookery nnd perfumery.
<f 1400 Maunoev. (Roxb.) xxi. 98 f>ai enoynt bam with

be ius of be fruyt pat es called lymons. t 1430 Lydg. Mrn.
Poems (Percy Soc) 15 Orengis, almondis, and the pome-
garnade, Lyinons, datez. 1533 Elvot Cast. IItithe (1539)

45 b, The iuyce of orenges or lymons maybe taken after

meales in a iyitell quantitie. 1575 Laneham Let. (1871) 8
Poungarnets, Leminanz, and Pipinz. 1594 Lady Russell
in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. ill. 46, 1 . . drank . . water and
limmons, by Phisitions advise. 1645 Waller Summer Is*

lands 1. 6 That happy Kland where huge Leinmons grow.
1660 Boyle New Exp. Phys. Mech. ii. (1682) 79, I cut a
Limon asunder and put both tialfs into two Recievers. 1695
Concirkve Lovefor L. iv. xvi, Safer . . than Letters writ 111

Juice of Limon, for no Fire can fetch it out. 1727-46 Thom-
son Summer 664 The lemon and the piercing lime..Their
lighter glories blend. 1773 Goldsm. Stoops to Cong. 1. ii,

I Ml be with you in the squeezing of a lemon. 1838 T. Thom-
son' C/zem. Org. Bodies 459 Oil of lemons is extracted from
the rind of the lemon. 1870 Veats Ao£. Hist. Comm. 180
The scurvy has hardly been known in our navy since limes
and lemons were ordered by law to be carried by all vessels

sailing to foreign parts.

2. The tree {Citrus Limonum) which bears this

fruit, largely cultivated in the South of Europe
and elsewhere. Cf. lemon-tree in 7.
1615G. Sandys Trap. (1621) 3 Groues of Oranges, Lemonds,

Pomegranates, Kig-trees [etc],

3. \Vith modifying word prefixed. Applied to

plants of different families bearing a yellow fruit.

Sweat lemon : the Citrus Lumia, cultivated in the

South of Europe (Treas, Hot,), Water lemon :

Passifiora laitrifolia of the \Y. Indies. Wild
lemon : (a) Podophyllum peltatum

; (b) an Austra-
lian timber iree \Canthium latifolium).

1756 P. Browne Jamaica 328 The Water Lemon. It

grows frequent in the woods. 1760 J. Lee Introd. Bi>t.

App. 317 Water Lemon, Passijlora. 1882 Garden 25 Feb.

127/1 The flowers .are succeeded in May by oval yellowish
fruits called wild Lemons.

4. The colour of the lemon ; pale yellow. More
fully lemon-colour,

1796 Kirwan Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 28 [Colours! Lemon or
gold yellow—the purest. 1901 Speaker 12 Jan. 396 '2 The
reds and lemons and greens of its [Upsala's] houses.. form
a charming bouquet of colour.

5. altrib. and Comb. a. simple attributive, as

lemon-bloom, -bush, -colour, -decoction, -flower,

-garden, -grove, -liue
t
-jnice, -kernel, -orchard, -peel,

pickle, -pipy -tea, -water; also of things flavoured

with oil of lemons or lemon-juice, as lemon-cake,

-cheesecake, -cream, -ice, -pudding, -puff ; b. instru-

mental, parasynthelic, and similative, as lemon-
coloured, -faced, -flavoured\ -scented, -tinted, -yellow

adjs.

1820 Shelley Fiordispina 47 Rods of myrtle-buds and
"lemon-blooms. 1884 Leisure Hour Feb. 82/2 Entangled
its long fleece in a thorny *lemon-bush. 1769 M rs. Raefald
Eng. Housekpr. (1778) 269 To make *Lemon Cake. 1747
Mrs. Glass e Cookery xvi. 142 To make *Lemon Cheesecakes.
^598 Florio, Lemonino, a kinde of *lymond colour. 1707
Mortimer Hush, v. xvii. (1708) 128 The Dyers use it [Weldl
for dying of bright Yellows and Limon-colours. 1758 Reid
tr. Macquets Client. 1. 218 As soon as the Sulphur is melted
it will sublime in *Iemon-coIoured flowers. 1747 Mrs.
Glasse Cookery xvi. 143 *Lemon Cream. 1898 P. Manson
Trop. Dis. vi. 126 Crudeli speaks highly of "lemon decoc-
tion ..as a prophylactic [for malaria]. i86< M. Arnold
Ess. Crit. v. 178 The unfortunate husband of that *lemon-
faced woman with the white ruff. 1819 Shelley Rosal. $
Met. 1250 Bowers, Of blooming myrtle and faint *lemon-
flowers. 1864 M. J. Higgins Ess. (1875) 188 The celebrated
*lcmon-gardens of the old principality. 1830 Tennyson
Recoil. Arab. Nts. 67 Far off, and where the * lemon grove
Jn closest coverture upsprung. 1845 Kudd Dis. Liver 125
A jaundice, bearing tbe lighter tints, from a sallow suffusion
to a fainter or more decided *lemon hue. 1617 F. Moryson
Itin. 1. 255 A little Greeke Barke loaded .. with tunnes of
*Lemons juyce (which the Turks drinke like Nectar). 1709
Lond.Gaz. No. 4584/4 Also 11 pieces of Lemon Juice, neat,
an entire ParceL 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. III. 19 We
now can ascribe little or no therapeutic value to the lemon
juice treatment first introduced by Owen Rees. 1731 Gcntl.
Ma*. I. 40 Sow Orange and *Lemon-kernels in Pots. i6ti
Florio, Limondro, a "Lemmon hort-yard. 1875 J. H.
Rennet Winter Medit. £ i. 13 Even at Palermo., the
lemon orchards are protected by walls. 1672 Wycherlev
Lwe in a Wood til. ii. 43 Warrant her breath with
some *Lemmon Peil. 1694 K. L'Estrange Fables exxxvi.
(1714) 152 Never without Limon-Pill in her Mouth, to
correct an unsavoury Vapour of her Own. 1900 Blackiv.
Mag. June 815/2 His round face the colour of lemon-pcel.

194

I
1769 MRS - Raffald Eng. Housekpr. 11 778 73 A tea spoonful
of *lcmon pickle. 1889 T. Hardv Mayor 0/ Casterbr. i,

Grains of wheat, swollen as large as *lemon-pips. 1769
1 Mrs. Raffald Eng. "Housekpr. (1778) 309 To make a
1
*Lemon Posset. 185a Reade Peg Woff. (1853) 194 He

i never failed to eat of a certain *lemon-pudding. 1769 M rs.

Raffald Eng. Housekpr. (1778' 277 To make *Lemon Puffs.
1868 Holme Lee B. Godfrey xliii. 234 A bushy •lemon-
scented geranium. 1725 Watts Logic 1. iv. § 4 (1822) 64
Tea .. is now-a-days become a common name for many
infusions of herbs, or plants, in water, as . . *limon-tea &c.
1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. IV. 288 It is this pigment
[urobilin] that causes .. the *Iemon-tinted skin, a 16*5
Fletcher Woman's Prize iv. v, If you want *limon-waters,
Or anything to take the edge o' th' sea off, Pray speak.
1807 T. Thomson Client, (ed. 3) II. 417 An extraordinary
portion of carbon gives .. a *lemon-yel!ow colour. 1900 J.

j

Hutchinson Archives Surg. XL 40 With bis pallor was
mixed a certain degree of lemon-yellow tint.

6. quasi-a^"., short for hmon-coloured. So in

names of pigments, lemon cadmium, lemon chrome.
"87s J. D. Heath Croquet Playerfy The finest vermilion,

' drop black ', and ' lemon chrome ', for red, black, and yellow
respectively. 1882 Garden 22 July 64/3 The Evening Prim-
rose covers the ground with large pale lemon flowers. 1886
York Herald 7 Aug. 8/2 A Lemon and White Setter Dog.

7. Special combs. : lemon-balm, the Melissa
officinalis (Syd. Soc. Lex, 1888) ; lemon-bird (see
qttot.)

;
lemon-cutting, the feat of cutting in two

a suspended lemon with a sword when riding at

full speed
;
lemon-drop, a sugar-plum flavoured

with lemon
;
lemon-grass, a fragrant East Indian

grass (Andropogon schananlhus) yielding the grass
oil used in perfumery; also altrib.; lemon-kali,
a mi xl tire of tartaric acid and soda bicarbonate,
which when dissolved form an effervescing drink

;

lemon-plant (Aloysia citriodora), the so-called

lemon -scented verbena ; lemon-rob (see quot.)

;

lemon scurvy grass, the Cochlearia officinalis

(Wayne Expos. Lex. 1855) ; lemon-squash, a drink
made from the juice of a lemon, with soda-water,
ice, and sometimes sugar ; also a liquid preparation
sold under this name for mixing with water ; lemon-

1 squeezer, an instrument for expressing the juice

from a lemon
;
lemon-thyme, a lemon-scented

variety of thyme ; lemon-tree, (a) = sense 2
; (b)

=» lemon-plant ; lemon-verbena - lemon-plant

;

lemon-walnut, ' the butter-nut {Juglans cinerea),

j

so called on account of its fragrance ' (Cent. Did.) ;

lemon-weed — Sea-mat ; lemon-wood, a New
Zealand tree, the Tarata.
1885 Swainson Prov. Names Birds 65 Linnet (Linoia

canuabiua)..* Lemon bird (West Riding). A name given to
those male linnets in the breeding season which have a
yellowish hue on the breast, 1889 Daily News 21 June
6/1 In *lemon-cutting the most dexterous performers were
[etc.]. 1837 Koyle Ess. Antiq. Hindu Med. 82 Andropogon
Schannnthus or *Lemon-grass. 1859 Tennent Cjyton (i860)

I.25 These sunny expanses, .are covered with tall lemon-
grass. 1887 Moloney Forestry W. A/r, 423 An odour some-

1

what analogous to that of lemon-grass oil. 1858 Simmonds
Diet. Trade, * Lemon-kali, a drink made from citric and
tartaric acid. 1862 Ansteo Channel 1st. iv. xxi. (ed. 2) 499
The Aloysia citriodora of botanists, the common *lemon

! plant, formerly called a verbena. 1867 Smyth Sailors Word'

I

bk., *Lemon-rob, the inspissated juice of limes ur lemons, a
powerful anti-scorbutic. 1876 World V. No. 115. 14 The
orator sipped his accustomed glass of *lemon-squash. 1875
Knight Diet. Mech., *Lemon-squeezer. 1884 Health Ex*

I
liib. Catal. 110 Lemon Squeezers. 1713 J. Petivek in Phil.

j

Trans. XXV11I. 193 Its Leaves plain and small as *Lemon
Tyme. 1573 Bar et A Iv. L. 445 A * Limon tree, citrea. 1621

1 Lady M. Wroth Urania 302 They went into an Orchard
;
beyond . . the trees being Orange and Lemond trees. 1879
Britten & Holland Plant-n., Lemon Tree, a frequent
name for Lippia {Aloysia) citriodora Kth., in allusion to
the scent of the leaves. The verbena. 1883 Wood in Good
Words Sept. 603/1 Very few persons, if they were shown a
gigantic octopus, an oy.ster, and a piece of ' sea-mat ', or
* *leinon-wecd ', could believe that they belonged to the
same class. 1879 J. B. Armstrong in Trans. A". Zealand
Instil. XII. 329 The tarata or *Iemonwood, Pittospomm
i-ugenioides, a most beautiful tree also used for hedges.

Lemon (le'man), sb.2 [app. a. F. limandc]
Used altrib. in lemon-dab, lemon-sole, names
given in various parts of England to certain species

of plaice or flounder.
In London lemon-sole is the fishmonger's name for a kind

of plaice somewhat resembling the true sole. In Australia
this name has been transferred, through association with
Lemon to a flat-fish of a pale yellow colour, and in New

I
Zealand it is applied to the Turbot.

1835 Jenyns Man. Brit. Vertebr. Anhn. 457 Platessa

I

microcephala, Flem. (*Lemon Dab.) 1884 St. James's Gaz.
18 Jan. 6 '1 The.. lemon-dab or queen belung to that
strange family of fish, 1876 Trans. N. Zealand Instil.

VIII. 215 Ammofretis rostratus,.. a fish not uncommon in

the Dunedin market, where it goes by the name of '* Lemon
Sole '. 1880 E. P. Ramsay Food-Fishes N. S. Wales 26
(Fish. Exhib. Publ.) Plagusia unicolor. .is known under the
name of the lemon sole ; it is of a pale olive-yellow when
alive. 1890 Daily Nnvs 8 Jan. 2/6 Prices. . . Soles, xs to
is 4d per lb. .lemon soles, 6d per lb.

Lemon (leman), v. [L Lemon sbX\ trans.

To flavour with lemon. Hence Le-moned ///. a,

1767 Mrs. Glasse Cookery 352 To make a lemoned honey-
comb. 1869 Pall Mall G. 21 Aug. 10 The Spaniards take
strong cups of chocolate,followed by glasses of water, sugared
and lemoned. 1883 P. RoBtNsoN Sinners <V Saints xxi. 264

j
[ItJ throws into an over-sweet landscape just that dash of

i
sin and suffering that lemons it pleasantly to the taste.

LENARD.

Lemonade ,lem3nv ud). Also 7-81imonade.
[ad. F. limonade, f. limon lemon.] A drink made
of lemon-juice and water, sweetened with sugar.
Jn England nowvery commonly applied to 'aerated lemon-

ade ', which consists of water impregnated with carbonic
acid with the addition of lemon-juice and sugar.
1663 KiLLtGRKW Parson's Wed. iv. v, Captain, make some

Lemonade. 1697 C'tess D'Aunoy's Trav. (1706) 2 We
wanted not for Limonade, and other refreshing waters.
i7ia Arbuthnot John Bull \\. vi, Thou and thy wife and
children should walk in my gardens, . . drink lemonade.
1791 Gifford Baviad 51 With lemonade he gargles first

his throat. x8ia T. Moore Intercepted Lett. vi. 33 A
Persian's Heav'n is eas'ly made, 'Tis but—black eyes and
lemonade. 1817 Ryron Beppo Ixv, Her lover brings the
lemonade. 1831 J. Davies Manual Mat. Med. 63 It
[sulphuric acidj is administered with great success in the
form of lemonade in bilious and typhoid fevers. 1867 Laov
Herbert Cradle L. vi. 159 Deliciously cool lemonade and
Turkish coffee preceded the more substantial evening meal.

t Lemona'do. Obs. fad. Sp. limonada, f.

limon Lesion' : see -ado.] Lemonade,
c 1640 Shirley Cafit. Undenvit iv. i. in Bullen O. PL 1 1.

375 The Lemonados cleere sparkling wine The grosser witts
too, doih much refine. 1668 T. St. Serfe Tarugds Wiles

J

18 Cooling those fiery Blisters upon the Liver that's pro-
cur'd by extraordinary drinking of Lemonade 1676 Shad-
well Libertine 1.9, \ saw at a Villa not far off, a grave
migbty bearded Fool, drinking Lemonado with his Mistrts.

Lemonish le monij), a. Also 8 limonish.
[f. Lemon sb. ] +-ish.] Somewhat resembling the

colour or taste of the lemon.
1719 London & Wise Compl.Gard. 57 Full of Juice, but

of a little Limonish Tartness. 1897 A llbntfs Syst. Med. IV.
70 The sktn may have a lemonisb yellow hue.

Lemony (le-mani), a. [f. Lemon sbJ + -v.]

Resembling the smell of the lemon, tastingof lemon.
1859 H. Gregory Egypt II. 293 [Theyl ordered our

shetva, or soup, to be made more lemony and peppery than
ever. 1894 Fenn In Alpine I 'alley J. 23 The sweet lemony

' scent of the pines floated in.

Lempeck, lempet, Sc. forms of Limpet.

Lemur Jrinih). PI. lemurs, Jjlemures
(le'miur/z). [a. L. *lemur, pi. lemures.]

, 1. In Roman mythology : The spirits of the

departed.

U555 Eden Decades 26 In these they graue the Iyuely
Images of such phantasies as they suppose they see

walke by night which the Antiquitie cauled Lemures.l
c 1580 Jefferie Bugbears in, iii. in Archiv Stud. neu.
Spr. (1897) 68 Harpyes, Gogmagogs, lemures. 1629 Milton
Nativity 191 The liars and Lemures moan with midnight
plaint. 1657 H. Pinnell Philos. Re/. 26 To tbe Earth doe
belong Gnoms, Lemurs, Sylphs [etc.] 1834 Lytton Pom-
peii iv. vi, Lest he beheld one of those grim lemures, who
naunted the threshold of the homes tbey formerly possessed.

2. Zool. A genus of nocturnal mammals of ihe

,

family Lemnridre, found chiefly in Madagascar,
allied to the monkeys, but having a pointed muzzle
like that of a fox ; an animal of this genus.

1795 tr. Thunberg's Cape Gd. Hope(ed. 2)11. 206 This
species of Lemur somewhat resembles a cat, with its long
tail, diversified with black and white ringlets. 1863 Lyell
Antiq. Man xxiv. 474 His order Primates .. embraced
not only the apes and lemurs, but the bats also. 1865

1 Livingstone Zambesi x. 213 A little lemur was once seen

to leap about from branch to branch.

Lemuridous (l/inifwridas
1

), a. [f. mod. L. Le-

tmtricUe (see Lemur 2) r -ous.] Belonging to the

family Lemurida?.
1830-1 Proc. Zool. Soc, 109 The other [was stated by Mr.

Hennett to be] a Lemuridous species. 1855 in Mayne
Expos. Lex. 1879 in Webster, Suppl.

Le'murine, and sb, [f. Lemur + -ix«i.]

«=Lemuroid.
1864 Spectator No. 187s, 650 Here the Professor [Owen]

incontestably proves the lemurine . . affinities of Chiromys.

1877 Le Conte Elem. Geol. iil (1879) 495 the Fort

Iiridger beds of the Green River basin Marsh finds . . some
Lemurine Monkeys.

Lemuroid (le*miuroid\ a, and sb. [f. Lemur
+ -oil).] A. adj. Resembling the lemurs ; pertain-

ing to the sub-order Lemuroidea, of which the

genus Lemur is the type.

1873 Mivart Man ff Apes 70 They are the largest

animals of the Lemuroid suborder. 1880 Haughton Phys,

Geog. vi. 296 The extreme antiquity of the Lemuroid fauna.

1883 G. Allen in Knowledge 368/1 The fruit-bats seem to

be. .specialised lemuroid animals.

B. sb. A lemuroid animal.

1873 Mivart Man «y Apes 69 All the Lemuroids eat

vegetable food or insects. 1885 Riverside Nat. Hist. V.

I 481 America can so far lay as good a claim to having been

! the original borne of the lemuroids.

Iiemyet, obs. form of Limit.

tLemyre, v. Obs. rare"" 1
, [f. leme Leam,

after glimmer.] inlr. To glimmer.
c 1435 Torr. Portugal^291 In to the hale sche hym lad,

That Iemyred ase gold bryght.

lien, obs. variant ol Lend sb.2 and v. 2

Lenard (le-nard). Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 6

lenarde, 7 lenaret, 9 dial. len(n)ard. lennert,

linnard, etc. (see Eng. Dial. Diet.). [Of obscure

origin
;
perh. adopted from some unrecorded OF.

' derivative of lin flax: cf. the OF. lintrcul and

!
linot, linnet.] = Linnet.
1530 Palsgr. 238/2 Lenarde a byrde, linette. 1615

Baathwait Strappatio 11878) 8? When the cheerful Robin,

Larke, and Lenaret, Tun'de vp their voices.



LENCH. 195 LEND.

t Lench, sb.l Sc. Obs. [Sc. variant ofLaunch,
sb. 1

] A leap, spring.

1606 Birnie Kirk-Buriatl 1833) 37 That being prevented
by death (as be was by the lyons lench) he should neuer see

home.

Lench, sb.2 dial. Mining. (See quots.)

1747 Hooson Miners Diet. Liij b, Lench. Thes*. nappen
m Shafts or Sumps, and may happen by the Vein taking

some small leap, or byletc]..in which Cases the best or softest

part cf the Vein flyes more to one Hand, and there stands

jutting out a part of the Side within the Shaft, Sump or

Gate . . this we call a Lench. 1886 Cheshire Gloss., Lench,
salt-mining term ; the middle portion of a seam of rock salt,

lying under the Roof Rock ;
usually from four to six feet

thick, 1888 Sluffield Gloss.
%
Lench or Lencheon, a shelf of

rock. A Derbyshire word.

t Lench, v. Obs. intr.

c 1325 Old Age in RcL Ant M. 21 1, 1 lench, I len, on lyme
1 lassc. 1847 Halliwkll, Lench, to stoop in walking. Line.

[1900 ' Not known to our correspondents' {Eng. Dial. Diet.).]

fLend, sbJ Obs. Forms: //. 1 lendenu,
leendenu, lendu, 3 lendin, Orm. lendess, 3-4
lenden, 4-5 lendes, -is, -ys, leendes, lyndes, 6

leyndis, 7-lends. sing. 3-5 lend(e, ^leend;©,
5-6 lind. [OE. *lefiden (only in pi. letidenu) «
OFris. lenden fern., OS. lendi- (in lendibrida kid-

ney), MDu. Undent fern. (Du. lende fern.), 01 IG.

lentin fem. (MHG. lende, OHG. lendi), ON. lend,

pi. lendir (S\v. land, Da. lend, fond); the OTettt.

form is perh, *landwinj& Pre-Teut. *lond/i~c-

whenee L. Iambus (whence ultimately Loin), OSL
ledvija. An ablaut var. is ON. lundir loins.]

Chiefly //. The loins; also, the buttocks.

£975 Rushiv. Gosp. Matt. iii. 4 [Johannes] hajfde hrae^l

of olbendena herum & fellcn gyrdels ymb his lendu [Ags.

Gosp. lendenu, Hatton laendene]. anoo Voc. in Wr.-
Wiilcker 292/13 Lnmbos, laendenu. e iaoo Ormin 4772
And cnes, & fet,& shannkess,& lende, & lesske. a xynChrist
on Cross 9 in E. E. P. (1862) 20 His lendin so hangib as cold

as marbre stone, a 1300 Cursor M. 22074 Right sua be

deuil sal descend, In anticrist moder lend. 13. . Gaiv. <y Gr.

Knt. 139 His lyndes & his lymes so longe 8: so grete.

c 1386 Chaucer Miller's T. 51 A barm-cloth Vpon hir lendes,

ful of many a goore. C1440 Gcsta Rom. xxxii. 126 (Harl.

MS.) Gurdibe youre lendys in chastite. 1508 Kennedie
Flyting iv. Dunbar 45 Lat him lay sax leichis on thy

lendis. 1313 Douulas SEneis xti. ii. 90 And with thar holl

luyffis gan thame cheir, Did clap and straik thare leyndis

to mak thame stere.^ a 1550 Christis Kirke Gr. vi, He
lap quhill he lay on his lendis.

b. altrib , as lend-bone.

ciooo /Elfric Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 159/23 Sacra spina,

lendenban ncobeweard. c 1220 Bestiary 360 Oc lei^eS his

skinhon on o3res lendbon.

Lend lend), sb. 2 Sc. and north, dial. Also Sc.

l3nne, len. [f. Lend v.'1 (Sot repr. Oh*. Iht

:

see Loan" sb.)] A loan.

ci$y$ Balfour's Practicks (1754^ 197 margin, Quhat is

ane lenne, and of the restitutioun thairof. 1594 Sc. Acts

Jas. VI (1816) IV. 70/2 Quha euir committis vsurie. .(That

is to say) takis mair proffite for the len [1597 leane] of

monev. la 1598 Fergusson Sc. Froi>. xxix. (1785) 3 A bor-

rowed len should eome laughing hame. 1609 Skene Reg.
Maj. 47 Debt may be aweand,be borrowing and lenning,

or be buying and selling ; or be reason of ane lenne. 1826

J. Wilson Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 246 Do ye think

Mr. Awmrose could gie me the lend of a nichtcap? 1876
Whitby Gloss., Len, the loan.

1
f thank you for t' len on h '.

tLendp^. 1 Obs. Forms: 1 lendan, 3 leende,

Orm. lendenn, 3-6 lende, 4 lenden, 4-5 leende,

4-6 leind, lend, leynd(e, 5 leend, lynd). Pa. t.

3 leende, lende, 4 lend, lended, -id, -it, -yd, ~yt,

4-5 lente, 4-6 lent, 5 leende. Pa. pple. 4 lende,

lente, 4-6 lent. [OE. l$ndan = OHG. lenteti

(MHG. lenden), ON. lenda :-OTeut. Vandjan, f.

*landom Land sb. Cf. Land v.]

1. intr. To arrive, come. Also refl.

Sometimes conjugated with the verb to be.

11.. O. E. Chron. an. 1036 Man hine lajdde to Eli^ byri^
swa gebundenne, sona swa he lende, on scype man nine
blende, c 1200 Ormin 2141 Swa batt he [be steoressmann]
mu^be lendenn rihht To lande wibb hiss wille, a 1300
^Cursor M. 1868 pe schipp on land bigan to lend. Ibid.

22053 An angel . . i sagh lendand Wit a mikel cheigne
in hand. 13. . Sir Benes 4277 (M S. A.) pai lende ouer be se

beliue, At Soubhamtoun bai gonne vp riue. 13.. E. E.
Allit. P. C. 201 Of what londe art bou. lent, a 1400
Octouian 615 The seuende day har schyp lente At Japhet.
a 1400-50 Alexander 573 Than lendis him vp be leue kyng
his lady to vystte. C1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 4488 To
morne or none to be leendys Fyue hundreth' of fri best
frendys. 15. . Geste Rob. Hodt vii. xlii, Now shalte thou se

what lyfe we lede, Or thou hens wende, Than thou may
enfourme our kynge, When ye togyder lende.

b. To go, depart
[a 1310: see 2.J a 1375 Joseph Arim. 207 A child cominge

borw, his come was nout scene, Siben lenges a while and
a-^ein lendes. Ibid. 709 j>ei lenden of f>e toun and leuen hit

bere. C1430 Hymns l irg. 105 Lete fleischeli knowynge
from bee be lent.

2. To light (ap)on. lit. and Jig.
This would seem to be the original meaning and in the

common ME. alliterative phrase love is lent, but the verb
may have been subsequently otherwise interpreted as^ lean,
to incline; in some contexts it was perh. associated with
next vb, : cf. LENn v. J 2 a (quot. 1430).
a 1300 Cursor M. 4214 Al mi luue on him was lend. Ibid.

10776 A duu bat was fra heuen send bare lighted dun, and
M-on lend, a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. vi. 28 From alle

wymmen mi love is lent ant lyht on Alysoun. Ibid.,

Lcvedi, al for thine sake longinge is y4ent me on. ex^o

I

cursor M. (Cotton Galba) 29322 \><i elleuynd poynt lof

I

cursingl opon bam lendes bat witandly whh-haldes tendes.

J

c 1400 Melayne 1044 Thynk appon M arie brighte, To whayme
I oure lufe es lentt. T1430 Hymns Virg. 28 Longinge is in

I

me so lent, c 1460 Emare 404 The kynges love on her was
lent, c 1460 Toavneley Myst. xxv. 35 Sich light can on vs

1 leynd In paradyse full playn. 1508 Dunhar Tua Mariit
H'enten 498 Gif his lust so be lent, into my lyre quhit.

3. To tarry, remain, stay; to dwell, abide.
a 1300 Cursor Al. 2966 He dred be folk was ful o pride,

Quils he war lendand bam biside. c 1320 R. Krunne Medit.
1039 A ! sone, her; may y no longer lende. 1352 Minot

j
Poems vii. 36 Thai lended thare hot litill while, Til Franche-
men to grante thaire grace. 1375 Uarooi r Bruce in. 747

I And, quhill him likit thar to leynd, Kuirilk day thai suld
him seynd Wictalis for three hundred men. c 1450 St. Cnth.

I bcrt (Surtees) 729 On englisch marchc sail' bou lende. c 1460
Toumeby Myst. xi. 352 Thus long where haue ye leni ?

1513 Douglas sEtnis iv. x. 9 Qubatsumevir in the braid
lochis weir, Oramang buskis harsk leyndis ondirthe spray.

1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. 26140 That we re^saue him alway
for oure freind, At oure plesour in oure landis to leind.

b. Conjugated with the vb. to be. To be lent

' = sense 3. Lent ^pa. pple.) = remaining, abiding,
' dwelling.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. R 1084 Aungclles. .Aboutte my lady
was lent, quen ho delyuer were. 13.. Gaiv. <y Gr. Knt.
1319 pe lorde of be londe is lent on his gamnez. c 137s
Sc. Leg. Saints xxi. {Clement) 229 With me is lent a 3ung
man, callit to nam clement, c 1400 Ihstr. Troy 13857 lie

fiaynit.. In what lond he wa.s lent. <ti440 .S/V Eglam.
87 Kvyr syth thou were a ehylde Thou Ija^te byn lente

1 wyth me.
^
1:1475 Ran/ Coilyar 591 Thair was na leid on

' lyfe lent in this land. 1513 I.raijshaw St. IVcrbnrge 1.

3207 Theyr company and niyny^ter». that were there lent.

1513 Dol glas Atwis viii. 1/rol. 14 Langour lent is in land,

i
all lychtnes is lost.

c. rejl. To make one's abode, settle, rare.

\ a 1300 Cursor M. 2479 Abram leiidid him o-nan lSiside be

folk of chanaan.

4. causal. To cause to come ; to bring, place.

a 1200 Moral Ode 122 God gene bet vre ende bo god and
wite bet he vs lende [Egertou MS. lende, later <oPy lennej.

c 1205 Lay. 1989 Neh him he heom hende [c 1275 lende].

Lend (lend), Pa. t. and pa. pple. lent.

Forms: Injtn. a. 1 lsbnan, {yd sing. pres. ind.

leeri e p, len)?
,
2-3 leaneu, 3 lsone(n, {2nd sing,

pres. ind. lenst
, 3-4 lenen,3-6 lene, 3, 7 leane, 4

lyne, 4-5 leen'e, leyn(e. Also Se. and north.

(with short vowel) 4-6 len, lenne, 6 lenn, 8-0

len*, len. P. 3-6 lende, (4 yd sin*, pres, ind.

I lent', 5 leendyn, 6 lind, 4- lend. Pa. t. a. 2 6

lende, 4 lened'e. 5 land. P. 4, 6 lante, 6 leant,

, 6-7 lended, 3- lent. Pa. pple. a. 2-3 ilaend,

ilend, 3 lenedd, ile(a)net, 3 5 lend, 5 iland,

lande, lende. @. 3-5 lant^e, lente, 5 lendid,

5-6 lentt (0, 7 lended, 3- lent. [OK. Iti'tian, f.

Isetl ,see Loan sb.). The other Teut. Inngs. have

vbs. derived from the sb., but they differ in conju-

gation from the OK. vb. ; cf. OKris. li-na, tenia,

Du. iecnen, OHG. lehanvn ^MIIG. telienen, mod.

I

G. lehnen to enfeoff).

The substitution of lend, for len- in the present-stem,

which began early in ME., is explained by the fact that

the pa. t. lende would regularly correspond either to leuen

or lenden in the infinitive, and the preponderance of analogy
(cf. Lknoz'. 1

,
alsofov/^, rend, send, wend) was on the side of

the latter form. The Sc. and northern form len, lcnnu\

owes its shortened vowel to the influence of the pa.t. and
pa. pple. J

1. trans. To grant the temporary possession of

(a thing) on condition or in expectation of the

return of the same or its equivalent. Also with

second (datival
v
obj. of the person ; hence rarely

in indirect passive.

a. t 1000 j^Clj-ric Gram. xxiv. iZ.' :3s l^ene me 3a boC

to rajdenne. c 1200 [see 1 d a], a 1125 Ancr. R. 248 peo

ancre bet wernde an odcr a cwaer uorto lenen. c 127$

25178 For to bi-3eten bin rihtes ich leane be ten bousend

cnihtes. a 1300 Sarmun in E. E. P. (1862) 3 f>o? man hit

[i. e. wealth] hab, hit nis no^t his : hit nis ilend him hot

alone fort to libbe is lif. a 1300 Cursor M. 15107 pat he yow
wald len sum place, To mak vr nvmgeri. c 1380 Wyclif Scrm.
Sel. Wks. 1 1. 153 Lene bou me bre loves, c 1386 Chaucer Can.

Yeom. Prol. A> T. 473 Leene me a marc quod he, but dayes

three And at my day I wol it qniten thee, c 1400 1 'ivaine

<y Gaw. 737, I sal lene the her mi ring, Hot yelde it me at

myne askyng. 1470-85 Malory Arthur xvm. ix, I wold

praye yow to lene me a shelde that were not openly knowen,

formyn is wel knowen. 1523 ho. Bernkrs Froiss. T. cccxiv.

481 So the kynge lende or gaue him, I cannat tell wheder, a

lx. thousande frankes. 1595 Duncan App. Etymol (K. I). S.\

Praeslo, to len. 1608 Vestry Bks. (Surtees) 213 That

neyther the Clarke nor Sacriston shall lenn or carrie forthe

of the churche any ledders. c 1630 P. Voung in Lett. Lit.

I Men (Camden) 144 Desire his Worship to leane me Marianus

his Chronicon..for the tyme he is in the countrie.

0. 1:1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 135 Fifty bousand

marcs had he lent abbeis pat wer in pouerte. 1467 H ater-

ford Arch, in 10th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 304

Women that borowid or lendid any manere of goodes.

e 1491 Caxton Chast. Goddes Chyld. 69 Riches and wor-

shippes ben but lente to man for a tyme to yelde reken-

inge of hem how they ben spended. 1573, Baret Alv.

L 275 To lende one his house to solemnise a mariage

in. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, in. i. 77 Is he a Lambe? his

Skinne is surely lent him, For hee's endinM as is the

Rauenous Wolues. 1653 Walton Angler iv. 9s This

minnow 1 will.. if you like it, lend it you, to hare two or

three made by it. 1718 Pope LeU to Lady M. W. Montagu
1 Sept., 1 have . . passed part of this summer at an old

I romantic seat of my Lord Harcourt's, which he lent me.

1785 H. Wau'ole Let. II. Mann 3 Feb., I ha\e very lately

been lent a volume of poems. 1840 Dickkns Barn. Rndge ii,

1 Lend it me for a moment. 1893 Sir J. W. Chitty in Law
Times Rep. LXVI1I. 429/1 The lease .. had been lent.. to

the plaintiff.. for perusal.

b. spec. "To grant the possession and use of

^money^ for a fixed charge ; to let out at interest.

c. a 900 Kent. Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 74/34 Eeuerator,
lend, a 1300 Cursor M'. 14033 It was a man nullum was
wont Penis for to lene vm-stnnt. < 1440 York Myst. xxxii.

354 If it ware youre lekyng, my lorde, for to lene it, xxx
pens I wolde }e lente on-to me. a 1450 Mvkc 1203 Hast
pou l-land any tliynge To haue the moie wynnynge?
41483 Caxion Dialogues viii. 39 Neuertheles leneth he
The pound for thre tialfpens. 1502 ( h d. Crystcn Men (W. de
W. 1506) iv. xxi. 227, I lenne the nn hondred trownes.

p. a 1300 Cursor M. 28404 Again* will i lent my thing,

And quilum tok bar-for okeryng. c 1440 Protup. Parv. 296/1

Leendyn, presto,femro. 1596 Shaks. MereA. V. i. iii. 123

Vou cald me dog : and for these curtesies He lend you thus
much moneyes. ^

1607 Midoleton l ive Gallants 1. i, Lent
the ftft day of September to mistresse Onset vpon hcrgowne
..three pound fifteene shillings. 1611 Hiiilk Lev, Xxv. 37

1 Thou shalt not. .lend him thy victuals for increase. < 1648-

50 Hkaiiiw.mt Bat nahccs Jrni. 11. (1818 61 What 1 spent the

miser lended. 1776 Adam Smith //'. A'. 11. iv. 11869) I. 353
The stock which i- lent at iniere>t is always considered a<>

a capital by the lender. 1818 CnrisK Digest (ed. 2) IV.

498 All bonds, contracts and assurances whatsoever, fur

payment of any principal money to be lent.

+ c. With cogn. obj. (loan). Obs.

a 1240 Saivtes U'arde in Cott. Horn. 257 Se riche lane, .but

he haneft ikanet him. a 1300 Cursor M. 7506, 1 had n.t

help b >t me allan, And drightin )>at me lent his lan.

d. absol. or intr. To make a loan or loans.

a. c 1000 Ags. (,'(K\p. Luke vi. 34 C»yf £e l.xnab }>am bt ?;e eft

art onfoS hwyle banc is eow? e 1200 Cues A- Virtues 11

I

Dat we sculen blideliche ^iuen and leanen. alle tie. .us for

his luue beseched of flan ilche gode be u> haf(\ il.imd.

a 1340 H*Mi*oi.K Psalter xxxvi. 27 AH day he has mercy 1^

lentns. ?« 1366 Ciialcl.r Rom. Rose 186 That is she that

for usure Leneth to many a creature, c 1491 Caxton Chast.

Goddes Chyld. 22 They ben soo harde ihat neyther ihei

wyll yeue ne lene. isoo-20 Di nbar Poems xxiii. 4 And
with thy nychtbouris gluidly len and borrow. 1S72 Satir.

Poems Reform, xxxiii. 24 To borrow and len ftlaidlie.

/3. 1388 Wvci-iK Exod. xii. 36 'I be Lord ^af grace to the

puple bifor Kgipcians, that tlie Kgipeians lt nten to hem.

1535 Covkrdale Ps. cxi. 5 Wel is liim ihat is mercifull, iS:

lendcth gladly. 1573 1'arkt Alv. L 276 'J"o lend vpon a bill

or an obligat ion, c 1600 Shaks. Sontt. iv, 3 Natures be-

quest giues nothing but doth lend, And being fianek she

; lends to those are free. 1611 Him.K Prov. xi.v. 17 Hee that

hath pity vpon the poore, lendcth \nto the Lord. 1625
I J.AtoN Ess., Of L'siDy (Arb.) 545 Let there be Cettaine

Persons licensed to Lend, toknowne Merchants, vpon Vsury

at a Higher Rate.

e. To lend out (or fforth) : - 1, lb; now csp.

used of lending libraries.

1550 (."roui.i-y Last Trump. mS To lende thy goodes
out for vnlawful gayne. 1580 Extracts Burgh. Rec. Ediub.

I

(1882) IV. 183 Naneofthe saidis buikis sail be nawayi*. b-mt

furth . . hot vpon the condit ioun fttc. ]. 1596 Shaks. J/< //.
/

".

1. iii. 45 He lends out money gratis. 1637 8 in Willis & Chirk

Cambridge (1886 I. 120 If he should lend out his Lodging-

himselfe. 1681 R. Knox Hist. R -tat. Ceylon iv. vii. 14 ,.

I perceived a Trade in use among them which was to lend

out Corn. 1734 Mkrkixky Lit. n> Johnson 4 Apr., Wks.

1871 IV. 221 As to lending out the books of your library

1855 I.rownincj Era I ippo 307 t iod u>es us to help each other

so, Lending our minds out. 1890 Spectator 14 June, 20,000

books of reference (which are not, of course, to be lent out .

2. To give, grant, bestow ; to impart, afford.

(The obj. usually denotes something which though

capable of being bestowed by the subject is not in

his possession, or which is viewed as an adventi-

i
tious or temporary possession or attribute.)

a. a 1000 Ca'dmotis Gen. 2059 (Gr.) Ece drihten en<»

I mihte set barn sperenifte spede lajnan. c 1175 Lamb. Horn.

5 We ahte . . f>onkien hit ure drihten be hit us lende.

/bid. T05 t>et mon wisliche spene ba bmg be him god
lene on pisse Hue to brukene. c 1200 Ormin* 5159 AfTterr

batt little witt tatt me Min Drihhtin hafeb^ lenedd.

^1205 Lay. 228 pis lond he hire lende. Ibid. 11494

Laen [c 1275 lean] me Mauric binne sune pe is a swiSe

w is gume. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1084 3ef he ncre so3 godd.

.

hu mahte he lenen Hf to be deade ? c 1340 Cursor M. 4882

(Fairf.) Lorde lene grace alte hit so be. a 1400-50 Alex-

auder 3108 With all be lolyte & loy bat Inbiter vs lenes,

e 1430 Hymns Virg. 23 Ihe^u, bat me loue hast lende.

c 14SO St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 2532 Yit grete God slik grace

him len. a 1510 Douglas A". Hart 351 Sythen scho ask,

no licence to her len. 1538 Starkky England 1. iii. 84 The
partys in proportyon not agreyng, but havyng of some to

many, and of some to few, lene much enormyte. 1598

Sylvester Du Bartas 11. ii. 11. Babylon 532 A zeal to len A
gainfull pleasure to my Countrymen, a 1600 Montgomery
Sonn. xhv. 9 Let Mercure language to me len, Witb Pindar

pennis, for to outspring the spheirs.

p. a 1300 Cursor M. 649 t>e mikel loy hat bam es lent.

c 1 375 Lay Folks Mass Bk. 1 M S. B) 342 My lyue, my lymrnes

hou has me lent, e 1430 Hymns Virg. 106 He [God
J
hab lant

be lyf and lint. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems lxxxni. 26 Welcum,

my benefice, and my rent, And all the lyfiett tome lent.

1S89 Gkeene Menaphon (Arb.) 40 He rested satisfied with

her answere, and therupon lent her a kisse. 1592 Shaks.

Ven. ff Ad. 539 Her armes do lend his necke a sweet

xmbrace. 1613 — Hen. VIII, ill. ii. 151 And euer may
your Highnesse yoake together, (As I will lend you cause)

my doing well, With my well saying. 1623 Miooleton

Tri. Integrity Wks. (Bullen) VII. 386 A speaker lends a

voice to these following words. 1634 Milton Comus 938

Com Lady while Heaven lends us grace, Let us fly this

cursed place. 1760 Foote Minor 11. Wks. 1799 1. 269 Vour

father talks of lending me a lift. 1790 Burns Tarn Glen i,

Some eounsel unto me come len'. 1799 Campbell Pleas.

Hope 1. 7 "i'is distance lends enchantment to the view.



LENDABLE.
1805 Scott Last Minstr. 1. ix, And many a flower and many
a tear Old Teviot's maids and matrons lent. 183a Tennyson
Lady 0/Shalott iv, God in his mercy lend her grace. 1849
Macaulay Hist. Eng. v. I. 536 Grey, who . . was ready for

any undertaking, however desperate, lent his aid. 1871 R.
Ellis tr. Catulltts xii. 8 A mirror Sure would lend her a
soberer reflexion. 1883 Gilmoi r Mongols xxxi. 362 The
Mongols of lower rank lending dignity to their superiors
by attending them to and from the palace.
absoL or intr. a J310 in Wright Lyric P. xv. 51 God us

lene of ys lyht. 1361 Langl. P. PI. A. vil. 210 Loue hem,
and lene hem so the lawe of kynde wole. 1387-8 T. Usk
Test. Love iti. ix. (Skeat) 1. 78, I pray to the holy gost, he
lene of his oyntmentes, mennes wittes to clere. a 1529
Skelton E. Rummytig 131 Wyth all theyr myght runnynge
To Elynour Rummynge, To haue of her tunnynge: She
leneth them on the same.

+ b. with ace. and inf. or clause : To grant. Obs.
The sense closely resembles that of Leye v. \ in MSS. it is

often uncertain whether the word is lent or Uue ileve).

c 1150 Gen. Ex. 4159 In swile 5ewes lene us to cumen.
£•1340 Cursor M. 27820 (Cotton Galba) God len vs to forgif
man kyn. ^1374 Chaucer Troylus v. 1750 (Harl. MS.)
God lene vs for to take it for the beste. c 1385 — L. G. W.
2083 A rioutne, God . . lene [v.rr. leen, leue] me neuere swich
a cas bc-falle. .And leue [v.rr. leve, leen, lyve, lene] here
aftyr that I may 50w fynde. .so kynde. la 1500 iloiv Mer-
chant dyd Wy/e betray 215 in Haz!. E. P.P.I. 206 W^re
sche dedd (god lene hyt wolde !).

f c. To hold out (a hand) to be taken. Obs.
<ri386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 2224 Lene ine youre hond, for

this is oure accord. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. in. i. 188 Lend
me thy hand, and I will giue thee mine. x6ox — All's
Well v. iii. 340 Your gentle hands lend vs, and take our
hearts. 161 1 — Wint. T. iv. iii. 71 Lend me thy hand, He
helpe thee.

a. To lend an ear or one's ears : to listen, pay
attention ; often with qualifying adj. f To knd
a deaf ear : to refuse to listen. + Also to lend
audience, hearing.
c *375 Sc. Leg> Saints xxx. ('Theodora) 92 pane wald scho

.. til hym len a def ere ay. 1580 Sidney Ps. xxii. ii,

O God ..to my plaint thou hast not audience lent. 1583
Stlbbes Anat. Abus. 11. (1882) 6 The sweeter the Syren
singeth, the dangerouser is it to lend hir our eares. 1597
Shaks. Lover's Compl. 278 Lending soft audience to my
sweet designe. 1601 — Jul. C. lit. ii 78. J602 —
Nam. t. v. 5 Lend thy serious hearing To what 1 shall
vnfold. 1671 Milton P. R. iv. 272 To sage Philosophy
next lend thine ear. 1777 Watson Philip II (1793^ 1. ix.

351 The King . . lent a deaf ear to all the representations
that were made to him. 1843 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. 1. 266
A song about Adam that John should lend all his ears to.

1848 W. H. Kelly tr. L. Blanc's Hist. Ten V. I. 136
Charles X. .. lent a cold ear to the .. reports brought him
by the general. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola xxi, The young
king seemed to lend a willing ear.

e. To afford the use or support of (a part of the
body) ; esp. in to lend a hand {ox a helping hand),
to render assistance, assist, help.
1598 Florio Ed. Ded. 4 The retainer doth some seruice,

that now and then .. lendes a hande ouer a stile. 1602
Marston Antonio's Rcr>. u. i. Wks. 1856 I. 91 Too squemish
to.. lend a hand to an ignoble act. 1603 Shaks. Meas./or
M. v. i. 447 Sweet Isabel, doe yet but kneele by me Oh
Isabel; will you not lend a knee? 1608 — Per. v. i. 264
Sir, lend me your arme. 1632 Massingeh City Madam 1.

ii. I'll lend a helping hand To raise your fortunes. 1694
Motteux Rabelais iv. xx. (1737) 85 Lend "s a Hand here.

1763 Foot e Mayor o/G. I. Wks. 1799 1. 168 Thinking that
this would prove a busy day . . I am come .. to lend you
a hand. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias 1. xiii. p 2 Lend a helping
hand. 1813 Shelley Q. Mad v. 206 Without a shudder,
the slave-soldier lends His arm to murderous deeds. 1816

J. Wilson City ofPlague 11. iii, 1 could not sleip If I had
lent a hand to rob a church. 1894 Baring-Gollo Kitty
Alone II. 175 Lend me your arm, said Pepperill.

f. To give or deal (a blow). Now dial,

c 1460 T&wneley Myst. xxii. 136 A swap fayn, if I durst,
wold I lene the this tyde. a 1550 Christis Kirke Gr. xiv,
With forks and flails thay lent grit flappis. 1591 Greenk
Art Conny Catch, it. (1592) 25 The women . . among whom
he leant some lustie buffets. 1598 Grenewey Tacitus' Ann.
11. ii. (1622) 154 A blow which the Tribune lent her. 1612
Dravion Poly-olfi. it. 281 Vpon the head hee lent so violent
a stroke That the poor emptie skull like some thin pot-
sheard broke. 1783 Fielding Quix. Eng. in. xiv, If thou
dost any more, I shall lend thee a knock. 1790 Mrs.
Wheeler Westmld. Dial. (1821) 67 Tom gat up and lent
a girt drive at Sam. 1833 L Ritchie Wand, by Loire 140
ISnel lent him such a slap upon the face as made the wood
ring again !

g. To spend (one's energies), devole (one's
strength) to. rare.

1697 Dryden /Eneid vil. 534 [They] lend their little Souls
at ev ry Stroke [L. dant animosplagae]. 1809-12 M ah. Edge-
worth Absentee xiii. (1893) 221 Plying the whip, and lending
his very soul at every lash. 1878 H. M. Stanley Dark
Cont. 11. xiii. 367 A man who could thus lend every fibre of
his body to mere work.

3. refl. To accommodate or adapt oneself to.

Of things : To admit of being applied to a purpose
or subjected to a certain treatment.
1854 S. Brooks Aspen Crt. I. ix. 122 She wore a plain I

blue cloth dress, which lent itself to her exquisite figure.

1874 Micklethwaite Mod. Par. Churches 227 None lends
itself better to architectural purposes. 1874 Carpenter
Ment. Phys. I. vi. § 3 (1879) 308 Playing on the credulity of
such as lent themselves to his clever deceptions. 1879
Froude Caesar xii. 150 Caesar neither then nor ever lent
himself to popular excesses. 1885 Manch. Exam. 3 Nov.
5/t He loves Ireland too well to lend himself to such a
policy.

Lendable (le-ndabU), a. [f. Lt>D v. % + -able.]
That may be lent.

16x1 Cotgk , Preslablct . . lendable, which may be lent.
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I 1807 South ey Leii. (1856) II. 13, I shall direct Artaxerxes
to send you a copy, for it will be more lendable than the
quarto. 1813 Jefferson Writ. (1830) IV. T96 A govern-
ment may always command, on a reasonable interest, all
the lendable money of their citizens. 1887 Standard 12 May,
Money was lendable yesterday at i per cent.

t Le nded, ppl. a. Obs. [f. Lend v.* + -ed *.]

* Lent ppl. a.

1592 Wyrley Armorie 145 Let no man then shee [viz.
Fortune] seemes to fauor most To highlie of her lended
faunings bost. 1650 Fuller Pisgah in. xii. 346 As he [viz.

Jesus] lived in lended houses, so he was buried in a bor-
rowed sepulchre.

Lender ^le'ndai). Forms: a. 1 leenere, 4
leenere, lenere, 4-5 lener, 5 leyner, 5-7 lenner.

f 0. 5 lendare, 6- lender. [OE. l&ncre, agent n.

!

f. Ihian Lend v.* The mod. word is a new for-

' mation on Lend z\2 + -er!.] One who lends;
I esp. one who makes a business of lending money at

I

interest.

I

o. c 1050 Suppl. </Elfrk
y
s Gloss, in Wr.-Wfilcker 189/21

Creditor, hen ere. 1340 Ayenb. 35 J?er is anober lenere

j

corteys bet leneb wyb-oute chapfare makiinde. 1483 Cath.
Aug!. 213/2 A Leyner {MS. A. Lenner), accomadator.
1487 Act 3 Hen. VI

I

t c. 6 § 3 The same forfeyture to renne
upon the Seller or lener therof. 1502 Ord. Crysten Men

j

(W. de W. 1506) iv. xxi. 227 As yf.. the lenner were in
domage. 1633 Sc. Acts Chas. I (1817) V. 40/1 Ordaines the
lenners to pay the same yeirlie and termlie.

0. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 296 '1 Lendare, or he bat [lendythe]
. a \hyv\%t,fcncrator. 1526 Tindale Luke vii. 41 There was

a certayne lender which had twodetters. 1602 Shaks. Ham. 1.

iii. 75 Neither a borrower, nor a lender be. 1625 Bacon Ess.,
ryc7r//ry(Arb.i546Letthese Licensed Lenders be in Number
Indefinite. 1781 Gibbon Decl. «y /'*. xliv. (1869) II. 658 The

!

merit of generosity is on the side of the lender only. 1875

(

Jowett Plato (ed. 2) III. 103 To insist that the lender shall
1 lend at his own risk.

t Lending, vbl. sby [f. Lend v. 1 + -ing i.]

The action of Lend ; in quot. concr. dwelling-
place, abode.
C137S Sc. I^cg. Saints xxvii. (Machor) 1170 One a bere

I brocht till a kirk bat befor to bairn lendyng was.

Lending (lendirj), vbl. sb* Forms : a. 4
lennynge, lynynge, 4-5 lening, -yng(e. 0. 5-
lending, 5-6 -ynge, -inge, etc.). [f. Lend v.*

I

+-ING*.]

1. The action of Lend v.~\ espAhe letting out of
money at interest.

o. a 1340 Ham pole Psalter xxxvi. 27 [Therightwis] lenny*,
lerand and gifand almusdede till pore .. and that is hot
lennynge til god. 1340 Ayenb. 35 pis is be uerste manerc
of gauelynge bet is ine leninge kueadliche. c 1380 Wyclif
Wks. (1880) 277 pat .. borwyng & lynynge be frely don to
pore men for goddis sake. ^1440 Jacob's Well 204 pc

(

encres bat bou takyst for be lenyng. J474 Caxton Chesse
ill. iv. Giij, Hit is sayd in reproche whan 1 lene I am thy
frende, and whan I axe I am thyn eneinye ; as who smth.
god at the lenyng, and the deuyll atte rendryng. 1496
Dives <y Paup. (W. de W.) vn.xxiv. 312 Yf wynnynge come
frely to the lener for his lenynge without couenaunt.
P. f 1440 Pro/up. Parv. 296/1 Lendynge, mul(u)acio.

1516 Galway Arch, in 10M Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App.
v. 397 The lendinge or sellinge of anny the said vessells.

1651 Hobbes Leviath. 11. xxii. 117 It is left to mens own
inclinations to limit lending. 1785 Paley Mor. Philos. in.
1. x. (1786) 133 There exists no reason, in the law of nature,
why a man should not be paid for the lending of his money.
2. concr. Something lent ; a. gen. (fg. in

plural).
1602 Marston Ant. SfMel. tv. v.Thou lost a good wife, thou

lost a trew friend, ha? Two of the rarest lendings ol the
heauens. 1605 Shaks. Lear 111. iv. 113 Vnaccommodated
man, is no more but such a poore, bare, forked Animall as
thou art. Off, offyou Lendings: Come,vnbutton heere. 1884
H. D. Tn a i ll in Macm. Mag. Oct. 439/1 If we except the
lendings of recognised slang, the total number of such
additions . . is itself not considerable.

fb. spec. pl.
y
money advanced to soldiers when

the regular pay cannot be given. Obs.

1593 Shaks. Rich. //, t. i. 89 Mowbray hath receiu'd eight
thousand Nobles, In name of lendings for your Highnesse
Soldiers. 1599 Minsheu Span. Dialog. 59/2 The other
[ducatel was taken out for lendings. [Note, Succors or lend-
ings which they giue souldiers when there is no paie, and
when the paie comes they take it ofT.l 161 z Cotgr., Cape*
soulde, a Gentleman of a Companie ; or one that hath
extraordinarie Lendings ; also extraordinarie Lendings, or
entertainment. 1633 T, Stafford Pac. Hib. i. xviii. (1810)

193 The ready money which was payed to the Companie
yearly for their Lendings. 1637 R. Monro hxped. 11. 131
To satisfie our hunger a little, we did get of by-past lendings
three paid us in hand, and Bills of Exchange given us for

one and twentie lendings more.

3. attrib.y as lending - department
;

lending-
house Hist., applied spec, to certain institutions

for lending money without interest or at a low rate

to the poor.
1797 W. Johnston tr. Bcckmands Invent. III. 21 Those

who have as yet determined the origin of lending-houses .

.

place it., from 1464 to M7»- «8^o Spectator 14 June,
34,000 [books] for the general lending department lof the
Edinburgh Public Library]. 1897 Tablet 9 Oct. 567 It was
Fra Barnaba who. in the 15th century .. recommended the
establishment of charitable lending-houses.

Lending, a. [f. Lend w.2 + -ing 2,] That
lends. Lending library, a library from which
books are lent out.
c 1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps. cxii. v, He is . . Most liberall

and lending. 1708 J. Chamberlayhe St. Gt. Brit. ni. xii.

475 IThe Libraries] of Cambridge are Lending-libraries;
that is, he that is qualified may borrow out of it any book

LENGER.
he wants. 1886 Willis & Clark Cambridge III. 401 The
. . collection was . . divided into what we should now term
a Lending Library, and a Library of Reference.

t Lene, a. and sb. Phonetics. Obs. [ad. L. lenis
smooth.] A designation formerly applied to a
voiceless stopped consonant ; by some later writers,
to a stopped consonant generally.
In Worcester and later U. S. Diets, the word is marked as

disyllabic, and regarded as aL lene, neut. sing, of lenis

:

but there is no analogy for such a use of the neuter.
1751. Weslev Wks. (1872) XIV. 70 The rest are mutes

;

of which it, k, t
k
are termed lenes. Ibid., A lene consonant,

when its vowel is cut off, before an aspirate, is changed into
an aspirate. 184 1 Latham Eng. Lang. ii. 107 P, b, t, d, k,

r> f' *'..
ar
f ; *» & % *• Y» £ are Aspirate. Ibid.

108 All the so-called Aspirates are Continuous : and with
the exception of s and z, all the Lenes are Explosive. 18.

.

D. R. Goodwin (Worcester), By lene we mean a determinate
consonant sound defined by a simple contact or particular
position of the organs ; and by aspirate we mean [etc.].

Lene, obs. f. Lain v., to conceal ; obs. f. Lean.
Lenefie, obs. form of Lenifv.

+ Le nend. Obs. In i lsenend, 4 Kent, lynend.
[Substantival use of OE. pres. pple. of Ixnan (see
Lend f. 2).] A lender, usurer.
a 1000 Ags. Voc. in Wr.-WiUcker 237/40 Fenerator, .

.

la?nend, uel strode. 1340 Ayenb. 35 per byeb zeue manere
gaueleres : Ienynde bat lenefc zeluer uor obren letc.].

Leneret (Cockeram 1623), obs. f. Lanneret.
Lenesse, obs. form of Leanness.
t Leng, adv. Obs. Also 1 leneg, 4 lenge.

[OE. ling = OS. /<?/^:-OTetit. *la>jgiz
t adverbial

comparative of *latjgo- Long a.] Longer.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke xvi. 2 A*yf bine scire, ne miht bu

lencg tun-scire bewitan. c 1000 j^Elfric Exod. xix. 19 And
bare byman sweg weox swa leng swa swiSor. C1105 Lav.
11015 Hit heold hine bi ban ribben, bat ne niihte he na leng
libben. 13.. Sir Beues 3808 (MS. A) Out of be renge he
com ride, & Beues nolde no leng [MS. O. lenger] abide.
C1386 Chaucer Rent's Prol. 18 That ilke fruyt is euer
leng the wers, Til it be roten in mullok or in stree.

t Leng, v. Obs. Forms : 1 lengan, 3-4 lengen,

4 lengin, ling, 4 lengh, 4-5 lenge, 4-6 lenge,
lynge , 6 ling. [OE. l$ngan wk. vb. = OS. *lengian
(MLG., Du. lengen), OHG. lengian(M HG. lengen

t

mod.G. liingen), ON. lengja :—OTent. *layg/afi, f.

*laygo- Long a. The normal mod. form, if the
word had survived, would be ling.'}

1. trans. To lengthen, prolong ; to delay.
a xooo Cafdmon's Daniel 646 Ne lengde ba leoda aldor

wite^ena wordewyde, ac he wide l>ead metodes mihte.
£•1175 Lamb. Horn. 13 penne beo3 bine da^e* ilenged.
a 1275 Prov. AZlfred 391 in O. E. Misc. 127 Ne mi^t bu bi
lif lengen none wile, a 1300 Cursor M. 12408 We sal it

lengh [Gdtt. lenth, Pair/, lenght, Trin. lengbej a quantite.
a 1340 Ham pole Psalter cxix. 5 Wa til me for my wonynge
is lenghid [Vulg. prolongatus est]. 1340 Ayenb. 198 Hi
habbeb ylengd bet lyf of j?e poure be hare elmesse.

2. intr. To linger, tarry, remain, abide, dwell

;

to continue in some condition. Also const, inf.
Sometimes conjugated with the verb to be.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1890 On messager bat Iengs lang to
bring answare. Ibid. 12127 wal * we l- « nu lanE H life sal

last, For to be lengand in bis werld. c 1340 Ibid. 14138 (Trin.)
In his sekenes he lenged so bat he had no fote to go. C1350
Will. Palerne 1457 pe grete lordes of }our land beb lenged
now here. 1393 Lancl. P. PI. C vti. 158 Ich haue no lust

. . to lenge a-mong monkes. a 1400-50 Alexander 461 Now
hafe I ..all to lange lengid fra hame. Ibid. 2162 If any
life lenge in oure brestis. £-1420 Anturs of Arih. 415
(Douce MS.) If bou becurteys knhjte, Late lenge I Thornton
MS. Lyghte, and lendej al ny^te, And tel me bi nome.
1:1440 Ipotnydon 1014 At this tyme I will not lynge. 152*
World^ Child (Roxb. Club) B j, With hym I loue to lynge.
a 1586 in Mattland Poems (1786) 183 Alony gay gelding
Befoir did in our mercat ling,

b. To lean or rely on. rare~ l
.

<ri4co Destr. Troy 11769 Who graidly may trist Any lede
on to leng, as for lele true ?

Hence t Le'nging vbl. sb.
f
dwelling

; f Le-ng-
ing pres. pple. used as prep. - During.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 12379 All |>at left were on lytic, lengand

bat tyme. c 1420 Sir Amadace (Camden) lxix, Ferel.,
mv lenging is no lengur her.

lienge, obs. form of Ling, the fish.

t Lenger, a. and adv. Obs. [OE. hngra, neut.

and fern, ngre OTeut. */aygizon-
t compar. of

Long a.]

A. adj. Longer.
cyoo tr. Baeda's Ilist. t. i. (1890) 26 |>is ealond hafa5

mycele lengran dagas on sumera . . bonne 3a sufldaclas mid-
dan^eardes. ^1340 Cursor M. 490 (Trin.) He fel wibouten
lenger abade [Cott. langer bade j. c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 330
Of his array telle I no lenger tale, a 1450 Knt. de ta Tour
(1868) 42 Ihe parchemyn that he wrote in was shorte, and
he plucked harde to have made it lengger with his tethe.

c 1450 Merlin no The barouns hadde sente for hym that he
sholde come with«oute lenger a-bidinge. 1526 Pilgr. Per/.
(W. de W. 1531) icob, We haue made this chapyter som-
what lenger than we entended. 1558 Bury Wills (Camden)
152 My saide iiij children or the lenger lyver of tbem. 1561
Norton & Sackv. Gorboduc iv. ii. (Shaks. Soc.) 136 Our
present hande coulde staie no lenger tyme.

B. adv. Longer.
c noo Trin. Coll. Horn. 139 Do ne mihte his holinesse ben

no lengere for-hole. c 1290 Beket 219 in .S". Eng. Leg. I. 113
|>is child wolde lengore gon to scole, ake is fader him nolde
tinde. c 1340 Cursor M. 3948 (Trin.) lacob. . So shal bi name
no lenger be [Cott. Sal fcou na langer hetten suaj. c 1385
Chaucer A net. <V Arc. 129 And euer the lenger she loued

him tendirly, c 1450 St, Cuthbert (Surtees) 5296 J>e scottys
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bare na lenger duell. 1521 Fisher Serm. agst, Luther
Wks. (1876) 340 'l'hi.s persecucyon lenger continued than
the other twayne. 1533 More Answ. Poysoned Bk. Wks.
1047/1 These folke do not long to eate and^ drincke, to lyue
the lenger, but long to Hue, to eate and drincke the lenger.

1590 Spenser F. Q. t. vii. 22 Why do ye lenger feed on
loathed light?

b. Farther, rare— 1
.

C1425 Found. St. Bartholomew's 10 An hospital! howse
a litill lenger of from the chirche by hymself.

t Lengest, a. and adv. Obs. Also 3 lenguest,

4 lynguste. [OE. longest OTeut. *laygislo-, f.

*laygo- Lotca a. ; cf. prec]

A. adj. Longest, very long.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Mark xii. 40 pa onfo3 IetiRestne [Lindisf.

lengra] dom. c 1290 Michael 313 in S. Eng. Leg. 308
' Longueman ' hattc be middleste [sc, finguer] for he lenguest

is. 13 .. E, E. A Hit. P. B. 256 And lengest lyf in hem
lent of ledez alle obcr. 1387 Tkkvisa Iligdcn (Rolls) VI II.

6s Arthurcs scheen boon . . was lenger by bre ynches
ban be leg and be kne of be lengest man bat was boo
t-founde. C1400 Dcstr. Troy 3776 A large man of lyms,

lengest of stature. C1449 Pecock Repr. 133 Bi eeldist and
lengist vce of bilceuyng in the Chirche. 1530 R. Whyt-
ford Werkefor Househ. A, The lengest lyfe of this worlde
is very short.

B. adv. Longest.
a 1000 O. E. CkroM. an. 755 (Parker MS.) He hxfde ba ob

he ofslox bone aldormon pe him lengest wunode. a 1150

Prov. /Elfred 351 in O. E. Misc. 124 So me may bane lobe

lengust lede. a 1300 Cursor M. 26652 Qua lenges [Fair/.

langest] lijs in sin Ynnethes he mai bar-vte win. e 1380

Wyclif J^tf. (1880) 18 Rancour and euyl wille dwellib lengest

amonges hem of alle obere men. 1387'! rkvisa Higdeu (Rolls)

VII. 427 And wheberofhem lyvede lengest [MS. y lynguste]

schulde be obere heyre. 1470-85 Malory Arthur xviii.

xviii, They began fyrst and lengest endured.

t Lengh. Obs. Forms: 1 leng o, lengu, 1-2

lamg, 5 leyngh, 4-5, 7 lengh (e. [OK. lytg tt,

lyigo wk. fern. = OHG. latigi MUG. tenge,

mod.G. lange), Goth. laggei\-QT£<i\\\., *ktyght
,

n. of quality f. *laygo- Lokg a.] length (of time

or space) ; in OE. also height, stature. At the

lengh : in the long run.

c888 K. jElfred Boeth. (Sedgefield) xviii. § 3 Tele nu ba
lengu [MS. B. lengej baere hwile. c 900 tr. B&da's Hist.

iv. xiv. [xi.1 (1800^ 296 Heo . . toa;tecton lengeo baire bryh
twejra fingra ^emet. a 1000 Salomon Sat. (Kenible) 180

Hu lang wtes Adam on lenge ^esceapen ? c 1*00 Vices <y

Virtues (,1888) 39 Ne wra55e mid 5ii ne wuneS ones daises

lamge. a 1300 Cursor M. 12^93 A treen bedd, bat suld o

lengh [Fair/, lenght, GStt. lenthl thre eln haf. 13. .
/'.". E.

A Hit. P. A. 416 In lenghe of dayez bat euer schal wage.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter xx. 2 pun gaf til him lenghe of

dayes. a 1400-50 Alexander 5086 I,amprays slo3is, bat sex

cubettis clere was of dene lenghe. c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret.,

Gov. Lordsh. 72 In bis tyme pe day and be nyght ys of 0011

lengh. c 1450 Lyardc in Pel. Ant. 11. 281 Elevyne mylc
on lenghe the parke es mett. 1483 Act 1 Rich. Ill, c. 8

Treamb., Clothes . . drawen out in leyngh and brede. 1612

in 2nd Rep. Rec. Irel. 265 They knew that they must be
emprisonea at the lengh, and therefore (said they) as good
now as hereafter, a 1699 Laoy Halkett Autobiog. 11875)

67 The tbird was a man that had a home on the left side

uf the hinder part of his bead and his wife told mee shee

had cutt the lengh of her finger off.. because the weight of

iit was troublesome.

Length (lerjb), sb. Forms : 1 lengp, lengpo,

3-7 lengths, 4 leinth, lenkith, leynthe, lingpe,

lyngpe, lynt(h, 4-5 lenk]>e, 4, 6 linth, 4 6
lenght, lenthe, 4-8 lenth, 5 laynth, lennthe,

5-6 lenketh, 4- length. [OE. ItngtSu fern. * Du.
lengle.O'xi'. lengd (Da. Ixngde, Sw. langd) :—OTeut.
*latjgifd 1 noun of quality f. *laf/go- Long a. Cf.

Lengh.]
I. Quality of being long.

1. The linear magnitude of any thing as measured
from end to end ; the greatest of the three dimen-

sions of a body or figure ;
longitudinal extent.

1154 O. E. Chron. an. 1122 (Laud MS.) Hi sajjon on nor<5

east fir micel & brad wi<5 bone eor5e & weax op lengbe.

c 1375 Lay. 21993 Hit his on lengbe four and twenti mundes.
a 1300 Cursor M, 824^ A-boute j>at tre, A siluer cercle son
naild he .. to . . knau pc wax o gret and length [otherMSS.
lenght, lenthe], 13.. Gaitf. <$• Gr. Knt. 210 pe hede of an
eln^erde be large Tenkbe bade, a 1400 Octonian 407 The
Frensch seyd he was of heghth Ten foot of length, c 1400
Maundev. (Roxb.) ii. 6 pe crosse . . was of lentb viii. cubits.

1434 E. E. Wills 11882) 101 Another bordcloth ..in lenkethe

ij }erdes, & on halfe large. 1526 Tindai.e Rev. xxi. 16 The
lenght and the breth, and the heyght off hit, were equall.

1559 W. Cunningham Cosmogr. Glasse 25, I gather the
lengthe of a degree to be the .360. parte of the beaven.

1570 Billingsley Euclid I. Def. 11. 2 A line .. is conceaued
to be drawne in length onely. 1653 Walton Angler \\\\.

162 The Carp., will grow to a very great bigness and length.

1667 Milton P. L. 11. 893 A dark Illimitable Ocean. .With-
out dimension, where length, breadth, and highth, And time
and place are lost. 1774 M. Mackenzie Maritime Surv.w
Taking the Length ofXY from a Scale of equal Parts, set

it off from X to Y. 1777 Priestley Philos. Necess. 177
The most exalted piece of matter possible must have length,

breadth, and thickness, i860 Tyndall Glac. I. xvi. 117 The
full length of the rope between us.

tb. In length and {in) breadth (or brede)
,

length and breadth, etc. : throughout the whole
area (of a country), in all parts or directions.

«i«So Owl ff Night. 174 Ich babbe on brede and ek on
lengbe Castel god on mine rise. ci*oo S. Eng. Leg. I.

38/138 Ne scholde no man so euene a fcrov3 in lengbe and
in brede. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 791 1 pat folc robbede
Wircestressire In lengbe & in brede. a ijoo Cursor JIL

197

2130 pe folk..fild be werld o lenth and brede. Ibid. 5027
Lauerd .. bat .. taght adam on lenth and wide. 13.. Sir
Beues 537 (MS. A) A fairer child neuer i ne si}, Neiber a
lingbe ne on brade. c 1350 Will. Paleme 3055 Deliver bi

londes a^en in lengbe & in brede. 1362 Langl. P. PI. A.
in. 196 He hedde beo lord of that lond in lenkthe and in

brede [1377 — B. ill. 202 A lengthe and a. brede]. C1375
Sc. Leg. Saints xiii. {Marcus) 50 Of al bis world, lynth &
bred, a 1400 Octouian 548 Ten schypmen to londe yede
To se the yle yn lengthe and brede. c 1470 Henry Wallace
v. 20 About the park thai set 011 breid and lenth . . All

likly men. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems l.xxu. 65 Unto the crose

j

of breid and lenth, To gar his lymmis langar wax. 1535
Coverdale Gen. xiii. 17 Arise, and go thorow the londe, in

1 the length and bredth [1611 in the length of it, and in the

I
breadth of it].

c. Phrases. To find, get, know the length of (a.

person's) foot: see Foot sb. 26c. The length of
one's nose, tether: see Nose, Tether.

d. with a and pi. An instance of this.

1709 Berkeley 77/. Vision § 61 Inches, feet, &c. are
settled, stated lengths. 1838 Penny Cycl. XI. 153 \ Given,
the area of a parallelogram, and the ratio of its sides

;

required, the lengths of those sides. 1853 Sir H. Douglas
Mitit. Bridges (ed. 3) 229 Three lengths are given in the

I
above table, for each mean girth.

1 2. Extent from beginning to end, e. g. of a period

of time, a series or enumeration, a word, a speech

or composition, f In length of time : in course of

time.
a 1240 Saivles IVarde in Coif. Ilout. 261 pe imeane hli^e

is seouenfald leng'V of lif. 13.. E. E. A Hit. P. 1». 425

F>e
lenbe of Noe lyf. 1340-70 Alex. $ Dind. 444 To.,

eden berinne our lif be lengbe of our daies. c 1375 ^SV. Leg.
Saints xxvi. {Sycholas) 882 God hym lent lynt & space
hyme to repent. 1523 Lo. I'eknkrs i>'rois$. I. ccexxxii. 519
The lenght of the siege. 1577 tr. Bullingcr's Decades \ 1592)

363 The equinoctial! is, when the daie and night is both of
one length. 1697 Dkyukn:/ 'irg. Georg. m. 273 In length
of Time produce the lab' ring Yoke. 1726 Lkoni Allerii's

Archil. I. 31/1 The Stone has in length of time closed up
the Mouth of (he Valley, i860 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. 1 1 1. 34
A stay of any length there would not suit me at all. Mod.

I The chapters of the book are very unequal in length.

1 b. An instance of this ; a period or duration of

time, esp. a long period.

1697 Dryuen Virg. Georg. in. 717 After such a length of
' rowling Years. — JEncid xii. 1280 She drew a length

of sighs [I., multa gcmetis], 1786 A. Gib Sacr. Contempt.
1. iv. 52 There are consistent delays of it for various lengths

of time. 1824-8 Landor Inuig. Con?'. Ser. 1. Wka. 1846 I.

4 How delightful it U to see a friend after a length of

absence. 1838 J. H. Newman Par. Ser///. (1839) IV. xx.

348 He had to bear a length of years in loneliness. 1877
L. Morris Epic Hades 1. 8 The weary lengths of Time.

3. The quality or fnct of being long; opposed

to shortness, f Of length \ long.

1388 Wycuf Ps. xci. 16, 1 schal fille hym with the lengthe

of daies [Covekuale& 161 1 lonn(fe life]. 15Q3 Shaks. Rich. / /,

iv. i. 11 Is not my arme of length, Thai reacheth from the

restfull English Court As farre as Callis. 1606— Tr. ty Cr.

1. iii. 136 To end a tale of length. 161 1 Bible Job xii. 12

With the ancient is wisedome, and in length of dayes,

vnderstanding. 1651 Hobbks Lcinath. it. xxvi. 139 Such
Customes have their force, onely from Length ofTime. 1667

Milton /'. L. xi. 778 Peace would have crownd With

i

length of happy days the race of man. 1762 Lu. Kamks
Ele/n. Crit. (1774) II. 164 Secondly, the length of an
Hexameter line hath a majestic air. 1805 Wordsvv. Wag-
goner 11. 146 'A bowl, a bowl of double measuie', Cries

Benjamin, 'a draught of length!' Mod. The length of the

journey was the chief objection to it.

b. Prolixity, lengthiness. Now rare.

1593 Shaks. Rich. II, v. i. 94, Come, come, in wooing
Sorrow let's be briefe, Since wedding it, there is such length

in Griefe. 1606 — Ant. * CI. iv. xiv. 46, 1 will o're-take thee

Cleopatra, and Weepe for my pardon. So it must be, for

now All length is Torture. 1781 Cowter Conversat. 87 The
clash of arguments and jar of words . . Decide 110 question

with their tedious length. 1791 Burke Let. Member Xat.
Assembly Wks. VI. 67 Excuse my length. 1875 Jowett
Plato (ed. 2) V. 456 There is no reason why brevity should

be preferred to length.

4. A distance equal to the length of something

specified or implied. At arms length', see Ami
sb\ 2 b. Cablets) length : see Caulk sb, 2 c.

1413 Pilgr. SiKvle (Caxlon 1483) iv. xxvi. 71 A litel hows
whiche hath in euery side skars a mnnnes lengthe. 1474
Waterford Arch, in 10th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v.

311 Within the laynth of a myle unto the citie. a 157a

Knox Hist. Re/. Wks. 1846 1. 223 Nott two payre of boot

lenthis distant frome the toune. 1602 Shaks. Ham. 11. i. 88

He tooke ine by the wrist, and held me hard ; Then goes

he to the length of all his arme. a J674 Clarendon Hist,

Feb. xii. § 89 When they come within little more than

a horse-length. 1686 J. Dunton Lett.fr. Ncw-Eng. (1867)

31 We could scarce see the Ship's length before us.
^
17x7

tr. Freziers Voy. 261 Adorn'd with Porticos of Timber
Work, the Length of the Building. 1722 Dk Foe Plague

(1840) 19, I might .. have gone the Length of a . . Street.

1843 Macallay Lays Anc. Rome, Horatius xii, Six spears

lengths from the entrance Halted that deep array. 1851

Mayne Reid Scalp Hunt. xxxi. 241 They had got the

mustang some fifty lengths of himself out on the prairie.

1885 Sir C P. I3utt in Law Times Rep. LI 1 1. 61/1 The
look-out . . saw . . at a distance of two ship's lengths, a red

light on board the smack.

b. One's length: the extent of one
T

s body or

form from head to foot or end to end.

a 1586 Sidney Arca/lia it. {1590) 118 b, Laying all her faire

length vnder one of the trees' 1590 Shaks. A/ids. Al. Hi. ii.

429 Faintnesse constraineth me, To measure out my length

on this cold bed. 1709 Pope Fss. Crit. 357 A needless

Alexandrine ends tbe song That, like a wounded snake,

drags its slow length along. 1784 Cowper Task vt. 74 The

LENGTH.
I roof, though moveable through all its length As the wind
' sways it, has yet well sufficed. 1821 Shelley Prometh.

Ufib. iv. 567 The serpent that would clasp her with his
length. 1847 Tennyson Princess v. 56 All her fair length

I upon the ground she lay. 1870 Ramsay Remin. iv. (ed. 18)
1

81, I fell all my length.

c. Sport. The measure of a boat, a horse, etc.,
1

engaged in a race, taken as a unit in measuring
the amount by which the race is won.
1664 Hutlkr Ilud. 11. 111. nqo Left danger, fears

?
and foes,

behind, And beat, at least three lengths, the wind. 1700
Drvden Cinyras My r. 381 l ime glides along with un-
discover'd haste, The Future but a Length behind the past.
181a Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 186 This was a most excel-
lent race, and only won by a length. 1834 Mki>'A in Angler
in Wales II. 116 Owen .. was some lengths behind in the
last hundred yards. 1887 O. W. Hot.mhk 100 Days Europe
\. 52 One [horse] slides by the other, half a length, a length,

a leng tli and a half. 1894 Times 19 Mar. \z -2 The Oxford
crew won by three and a half lengths.

5. \Vith a demonstrative or other defining word

:

Distance. The length of : as far as. Now Sc.

c 1450 Merlin 161 Ve myght here the strokes half a myle
of length. ? 11550 Mery J*'st Mylner 0/

'
Abyugto/t 77 in

Haxl. E. P. P. 111. 103 I he mylners house is nere, Not the
length of a lande. X578 Hi*nnls in Tar. Dainty Devices 2

They be the lines that lead the length, How farre my race
is for to runne. a 1674 Ci.arenuon Hist. Rcb. vut. § go He
[F.>.sexl had marched to the length of Exciter. 1687 Land.
Gaj. No. 2251 '4 Which we had scarce done when the other
three Ship-, had got our length. I7*6Shllvockk Voy. round
World (1757) 73 We had found it very cold, before we
came this length, but now we becan to feel the extreme
of it. 1772-84 Couk Voy. (1790) IV. 1198 When you get
that length, you are very carefully-. to explore, such rivers

. .as may appear to be of considerable extent. 1870 Ramsay
Rrmin. v. (ed. iS) 111 The loan of a horse 'the length ' of
Highgate. 1886 K. Olumiani A'ezv English I. 295 In Scot-
land they say,

4

1 will come your length \

A*r> "753 Stttfs Mag. Jan. 8
'2 That [treaty] never came

any great length. 1837 Caklylk Let. 28 Aug. in Atlantic
Monthly 11898) LXXX1I. 305/1 You do not say that the
disorder has got that length with you.

b. fig. in advb. phrases : The distance or extent

to which one 'goes' (in a line of action, opinion,

etc' ; the degree of extremity to which something
is 'carried*. Chiefly, to &o

K
to) the length oj, to

go a (great
,
etc.) length, to go \all

t
etc) lengths.

1697 Coti.iLR Iminor. Stage i. (1730) 6 The Koyal Leonora
..runs a Strange Length in the History of Love, 1718
Hickes & Nki.son y. Kcttlewell m. I.xvi. 351 Others who
could not.. go their lengths. 1719 Dk Vok Crusoe it. x.

(1840) 224 They h.ai not come to that length. 1749 Killu-
ino Tom yones xviii. viii, I think you went lengths indeed.

1779 hrvK in H. Calderuood Hume 08<y8) iii. 30 Your
spirit of Controversy . - carries you strange lengths. 1792
Washington Let. Writ. 1S91 XII. 177 When matters get

to such lengths, the natural inference is, that both sides

have strained the cords t eyond their bearing. 1844 Disraeli
Coningsby vii. iv, He would go .. any lengths for his party.

1865 Caklylk Fredk. Gt. v. vt. (1872) 11. 104 The cut>
ningest of men, able to lie to all lengths. 1875 Jowktt
Plato (ed- 2) 1. 404 They do not go the length of denying
the pre-exUtenee of ideas.

t 6. The extent of space within which it is pos-

sible to touch or act upon something ; reach. Obs.

c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 6573 L'r he be led out of lenght, & lost

of your sight. 1608 Shaks. Per. \. i. 168 If 1 can get him
within my Pistol s length. 1628 Digbv Voy. Medit. 11868)

60 They could not open my shippes till they were within

halfe the length of our ordinaunce.

7. Archery. The distance to which an arrow must
be shot in order to hit the mark.
1545 Ascham Toxoph. tt. (Arb.) 106 Phi. Howe manye

thynges are required to make a man euer more hyt the

marke? To.r. Twoo. Phi. Whiche twoo? To.r. Shot-
inge slreyght and kepynge of a lengthe. Ibid. 150 The

I greatest enemy of shootyng is the wynde and the wether,

i wherby true kepyng a lengthe is chefely hindred. 1801 T.
Roberts Eng. Bowman 290 Length* the distance shot.

8. Pros. Quantity (of a sound or syllable). Also,

long quantity (opposed to shortness).

1762 Ld. Kamks Elem. 0/7.(1774) II. 10 The emotion raised

by the length or shortness, the roughness or smoothness, of

the sound. Ibid. 103 The different lengths of syllables, i.e.

the difference of time taken in pronouncing. 1884 A. Gosset
Fr. Prosody i. 1 Some theorists forbid rhymes between
syllables, whose difference of length is marked by a circum-

flex accent.

t9. ^Longitude. Obs,
1581 W. Stafford Exam. Compl. i. (1876) 24 Without

knowledge of the latitude of the place by the Poale, and
the length, by other starres.

10. Cricket. The proper distance for pitching a

ball in bowling; that distance which constitutes

a good pitch. Also = length ball.

1776 in C. C. Clarke Nyrctfs Cricketer's Guide (1888) 14

Ye bowlers, .measure each step, and be sure pitch a length.

1833 C. C. Clarke ibid. 4 How to stop a ball dropped rather

short of a length. 1850 ' Hat ' Cricketer's Man. 41 Good
lengths depend entirely on the pace. 1897 Daily News
18 June 2/6 Such a good length did the bowlers keep that

1 during the first half-hour only 20 runs were made.

II. Concrete senses.

11. a. A long stretch or extent.

1595 Shaks. yohn t. i. 105 Large lengths of seas and
shores Bctweene my father, and my mother lay. ciooo —
Sontt. xliv, To leape large lengths of miles. 1697 Drydev
Virg. Georg. vt. 415 That length of Region, and large Tract

of Ground. 1709 Pope Ess. Crit. 222 From the bounded
level of our mind Short views we take, nor see the lengths

behind. 1715-20 — /Had n. 649 Down their broad shoulders

falls a length of hair. 1784 Cowper 'Task 1. 252 Not dis«

tant far, alength of colonnade Invites us. Ibid. iv. 355 He



LENGTH.
vsos Prut'brandishes his pliant length of whip. 1847 Tennyson

cess 1. 3 With lengths of yellow ringlet, like a girl.

b. A piece of a certain or distinct length, esp.

one cut off or separable from a larger piece.

1645 Rec. Dedham, Mass, (189a) 111. 112 Samll Milles
hath libertie to cut 400 lengthen of hoopes poles on the
common. 1683 Moxon MecK. Exert., Printing ii. f 2 The
Compositer may cut them into such Lengths as his Work
requires. 1703 — Aleck. Exerc. 247 Line Pins of Iron,
with a length of Line on them about sixty feet in length.

1831 Ht. M astineau ///// .v Valley iii. 37 Cut into lengths
like twigs. 1851 /llustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 328 The struc-

ture is tn separate lengths, each having an independent
spring.

12. Theatr. slang. A portion of an actor's part,

consisting of forty-two lines.

t
1736 Fielding Pasqnin 1. Wks. 1882 X. 129, 1 have a part

in both too; I wish any one else had them, for they are not
5even lengths put together. 1838 Dickens Kick. Xick.
xxiii, I've got a part of twelve lengths here, which 1 must
be up in tomorrow night. 1865 Lo. Uroughton in Edin.
Rev. CXXXIII. 293 Kean satd [< i8i5] that * lago was
three lengths longer than Othello*. A length is forty-two
lines.

13. Brewing. (See quot. 1830.)
1741 Loud. 4 Country Brew, 1. >ed. 4) 7r It is the common

Length 1 made for that Purpose. 1743 Ibid. 11. (ed. 2> 129
In making your Length short, and then making it longer
with Small-Beer. 1830 INI. Donovan Dow. Econ. I. 159
A . . copper boiler, . . sufficiently large to boil each of the
lengths drawn from the different mnshings. .. By the word
lengths the brewer means the quantity of wort drawn off

from a certain quantity of malt.

III. Phrases.

14. At length, a. To or in the full extent;

fully, in full ; without curtailment/ Also at full,

great some, etc. length, f Rarely, at the length.

c 1500 Sc. Poem Heraldry 30 in Q. Eliz. Aea/f. 94 The
..most populu*, mortal were, wes at thehes, quhiche at

linth I did write, c 1530 Ld. Rerness Arth. Lyt. Bryt.

157 Whan Arthur had red wel at length these letters. 1530
Baynton in Palsgr. Introd. 12 Whiche thyng for substan-
tives, he deelareth some thyng at the length in his thyrde
boke. 1567 Gude Godlie Ball. (S. T. S.> J 6 The Cate-
chismus buke Declairis it at lenth. 1713 Steele English,
man No. 4. 28 The Fellow talks of Rogue and Rascal at

full Length. 1737 Swift Let. Eng. Tongue Wks. 1755 II.

1. 188 The words pronounced at length sounded faint and
languid. 1817 J arman PcnvclCs Devises (ed- 3) II. 91 Lord
Eldon, though he spoke at some length on the other ques-
tion, did not advert to this. 1838 Trevei.yan in Life
Macaulay (1876) If. vii. 33 Macaulay gives his impressions
at greater length. 1882 J. H. Blunt Re/. Ch. Eng. II. 138
Gardiner spoke at some length respecting the Holy Sacra-
ment. 1886 Athenaeum 30 Oct. 559/3 While Australia is

described at length, the development of Canada since the
Peace is hardly mentioned.

b. After a long time; at or in the end; in the

long run. f Also at the length.

1525 Ln. Berners Eroiss. (1812- II. xxiv. 64 They were
all withdrawen into the castell, for they knewe well at

length the towne wolde nat holdc. 1526 Skeltos Magnyf.
1275 Kuer at the length I make hym lese moche of theyr
strength. 1548 Luall, etc. Erasm. Par. Mark i. 117 To
come at the length to highest perfeccion. 1590 Spenser
F. Q. t. i. 11 At length it brought them to a hollowe cave.
1611 Bible Prov. xxix. 21 He that delicately hrinseth vp
his seruant from a child, shall haue him become his sonne
at the length. 1631 Massingkr Emperor East nt. iv, This
was the mark I aimed at; and I glory, At the length, you
so conceive it. 1671 Mii.ton P. R. iv. 506 Of thy birth at

length, Announc't by Gabriel, with the first f knew. 1753
Washington jfrnl. Writ. 1889 I. 31 They .. pressed for

Admittance .. which at Length was granted them. 1768
Footk Devil on 2 Sticks tn. Wks. 1790 II. 271 Thou wilt

find, at the length,. . that the first will do us best service.

1864 Tennyson En. Aid. 210 At length she spoke, 4 0
Enoch ! you are wise \

t c. (a) At a distance
;

(b) in an extended line
;

landem-fashion
;

(e) of a portrait = Full length i .

ci6ii Chapman Iliad xv. 503 Now no more Our fight

must stand at length [Gr. avo<rrn66v]
t
but close. 1628

Dicav Voy. Medit. (1868)60, I had so fitted my selfe that
#

gallies could not hurt mee att length. X642 Fuller Holy'

*f Prof. St. 1. viii. 20 As he is good at hand, so is he good
at length. 1715 Loud, Gaz. No. 5384

7io Drawing any
Carriage with more than five Horses at Length. 1786 W.
Herbert Ames' Typogr. Antiq. II. 1287 A copper-plate
portrait of Chaucer, at length, with his pedigree and arms.

d. With the body fully extended, to the full

extent of the body or the limbs. Now usually at

(one's) full length,

1607 Topsell Eonr-f, Bfasts (1658) 19 When they sleep

they lie at length. 1613 Pl rchas Pilgrimage, Descr. India
(1864) 7 [They] pray vpon the earth, with their amies and
legs at length out. 1667 Flavel Saint Indeed (1754) 120

The., serpent., is never seen at his full length till dying.
1809 Malkin Gil Bias iv. vi. r 4 We. .discovered two men
stretched at their length tn the street. 1818 Bvron yuan
I. xc, He threw Himself at length. 1887 Bowen Virg.

Eclog. vi. 14 Laid at his length in a cavern, Silenus slum-
bering sound.

tl5. In lengrth. a. Lengthwise, b. To the

full length or extent, c. To a long distance ; for

a long time. Obs.

^ c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 45 If bat a senewe were woundid
in lenkbe [Add. MS. in lengbe, L. jter longum]. 1580
Bllihdevil Curing Norses Dis.lxxxvii. 37 b, The Horse
will forsake his meat, and will stand stretching himselfe

in length, and neuer couet to He downe. 1581 Savii.b

Tacitus' Agric. (1612) 198 Agrieola. .fearing, lest he^ should
be assailed on the front and flanckes both at one instant,

displaied his army in length [L. diductis ordinibus], 1607
Topsell Pour-/. Beasts 757 Their position runneth all in

length. 1609 Bible (Douay) Num. i.x. [x,] 5 But if the

198

I trumpeting sound in length and with a broken tune [Vulg.
si antem prolixior atque concisus clangor increpuerit].

1 16. On length, a. At length, finally, b. To
a distance, away. c. To the full extent of the

body, Obs.
c 893 K. vElfred Oros. tu. xi. § 3 On kngSe mid him he

bejseat ealle ba eastlond. c izzo Bestiary 552 Wo so
listned deueles lore, on lengSe it sal him rewen sore. 13.

.

Ga7v. $ Gr. Knt. 1231 My lorde & his ledez ar on lenbe
faren. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 7946 pe lyght of be son .

.

May fleghe fra be est tylle be west on lenthe. 1387-8 T.
Usk Test. Love 11. xiv. (Skeat) I. 99 She streight her on
length and rested a while, c 1400 Destr. Troy 8179 Tristly
may Troiell tote ouer the walle, And loke vpon lenght, er
his loue come. Ibid. 13561 Fowle folowet the hert,1hurgh
the londes on lenght. c 1440 York Myst. xxxvL 379 Laie

j

hym on lenthe on bis lande. 11450 Bk. Citrtasye 188 in
Babees Bk., Fro stryf and bate draw be on lengbe.

17. f To draxv (out) in, into, at
t
or on length

:

to prolong, protract
;
rarely with personal obj. =

to delay, prolong the stay of {obs.). Now only to

draw out to a great, etc. length.
I a 1300 Cursor M. 5806 He sal me drau wit lite and lenth

[Gd~tt. lith and lenkith, Trin. drawe forb on lengbe]. c 1375
I Sc. Leg. Saints xxix. (Placidas) 9 Men cesis . . to spedful
.pennance to begyne, hot drawis It erare in to Iynth, til of
nis body fal^eis strinth. 1483 Cath. Angl. 107/1 To Drawe
on longe or on lenght, crastiuare, prolongare, differre.

1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Ambages, —a. circuite of woordes,
a tale drawen in length. 1589 Plttenham Eng. Poesie 11.

xii. (Arb.) 134 A sound is drawen at length either hy the
infirniitie of the tounc letc.J. 1596 Shaks. Merck. V. in. ii.

j

23, I speak too long, nut 'tis to peize the time..and to draw
it out in length, To stay you from election. 161 1 1'iai.E

/V. xxxvL 10 O continue [marg. draw out at length] thy
louing kindnesse vnto them. 1611 Cotcr., A/onger, to.,

draw out in length, a 1713 Ellwooo Autobiog. (1714)30,
1 Prayed often, and drew out my Prayers to a great length.

1787 Jefferson Writ. (1859} II. 191 They will draw their

negotiations into length. 1893 'Temple Bar XCIX. 68 Break-
fast was drawn out to a most unusual length.

IV. 18. at/rib. and Comb.', length ball

Cricket', a ball pitched a * length' (sec sense 10) ;

t length compass, ? a ship's
1 log ' (see quot.) ;

f length keeping Archery (see sense 7).
1833 C. C. Clarke Syren's Cricketer's Guide (1888) 19

The reaching in to stop a *)ength-ball will prevent it from
rising or twisting. 1851 Pvcroft Cricket Field vii, 99
All balls that can he bowled are reducible to ' length
balls' and 'not lengths'. 1627 Dkumm. of Hawth. Lit.

dc Ftibr. Machin. Alilitar. Wks. (171 1) 235 [List of D.'s
inventions] Instrumcntum quoddani, quo itineris marini
quantitas exacte supputatur, & longitudinis loeorum differ-

entiae. . MjjKofotKTTjs, vulgole *Length Compass appellatur.

1545 Ascham Toxoph. it. (Arb.) 151 Howe muche it [the

wynde] wyll alter his shoote, eyther in *lengthe kepynge,
or els In streyght shotynge.

t Length, v. Obs. [f. Length sb.]

1. trans. To lengthen, prolong.
a 1300 Cursor M. 5400 Now haue we noght ware-wit we

mai Lenght our Hue wit fra bis dai. Ibid. 21099 Thomas
soght bat estrin thede . . And tar he lenthid his .sermon,

Bituix-and til his passion. Ibut. 28850 Ahnus. .it lenkithes

man in life to lende. c 1350 Will, Palerne 4353 Lengbeb
now my lif for loue of heuene king. 1393 Langl. /'. PI. C.
xxt. 53 And beden hym drynke Hus dep to lette and hus
dayes lengthen, c 1440 Jacob's Well 196 Lengthe }»ou be
handyl of pi penauns wyth bis iiij. spanne of lengthe, bat is,

of restitucyoun. a 1450 Story Alexander in Alexander
(1886) 281 Howe might a man make other mennes liues

euerlastyng whan he may not lennthe hys awne life one
houre? 1513 Douglas sEneis it. xi. [x.j 139 Gif goddis
likit lynth my life langar space. 1530 Palsgr. 606/1, I

length a thyng, 1 make it longer, alougis. 1610 Daniel
Tethys Eestiv. F3b, When your eyes haue done their part,

Thought must length it in the hart. 11614 Sia W. Ml're
Dido sEneas It. 472 A rod he bears, by which he ..

Lenthes and abridges life, as he desires. 1622 J. Taylor
(Water P.) Water-Cormorant Wks. (1630^ in. 5/2 Drinke
was ordain'd to length mans fainting breath.

2. intr. To become longer.

c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 74 In pat lyme pe
nyght lenghthys.be days shorten 1574 Mourhe Regiment
/or Sea Introd. (1577) Cijb, The day dooth . . length and
'short according unto the swiftnesse and slownesse of the

Sunnes declination.

Lengthed (lenhO, a. rare. [f. Length sb.

+ -ed*.] Having length ; only in Comb., as equal-

lengthed, f well-lengthcd.

1494 Fabyan Chron. vt. clvi. 144 His body was .viii, foote

long, and his armes and leggys well lengthed and strengthed
after the proporcion of >•• body. 1870 Contemp. Rev.X.]V,
622 To the version there given we prefer, as more equal-

lengthed and compact, Mr. fJarnett's version.

Lengthen (le-rjKn), v. Also 6 Sc. lenthin,

7 lenthen. [f. Length sb. ; cf. Length v. and
-en 5.]

1. trans. To make longer, increase the length of,

whether in material or immaterial sense ; to elon-

gate, prolong, protract. Also with out (t rarely on).

i£oo-2o Dunbar Poems Ixix. 6 Quhen that the nycht
dois lenthin houris. 1555 Eoem Decades 215 All suche as

sayled towarde the West dyd greatly lengthen the day.

1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI. t. ii. 12 Put forth thy hand, reach
at the glorious Gold. What, is 't too short? He lengthen
it with mine. 1601 Maaston Ant. $ Mel. III. Wks. 1856 I,

43 This vengeance .. will lengthen out My daies unmea-
suredly. 161 1 Hialk i Kings in, 14 Then 1 will lengthen thy
dayes. 1614-15^^. in Willis & Clark Cambridge (i886>

1L 487 For lenthning a wymble. c 1700 To Celia in Coll.

Poems 54, I must to lengthen on the Pleasure Dwell on

j
thy Lips, and Kiss by leisure. 171 1 Addison Sped, No. 112

, r 3 Sometimes he will be lengthening out a Verse in the

I

Singing-Psalms, half a Minute after the rest of the congre-

LENGTHINESS.
Wegaiion have done with it. 1711 W. Rogers Voy.

lengthen'd our Mizeu-Mast four Foot and a half. 1797
Mrs. Radclifff. Italian i. (1826) 6 He lengthened bis visit

till there was no longer an excuse for doing so. 1805
Wordsw. Prelude xiii. 317 The bare white roads Lengthen-
ing in solitude their dreary line. 1858 Hawthorne Er.
It. *)rnls. (1872) 1. 35 The corridor was of immense length,
and seemed to lengthen nself before us. 1875 Jowett
Plato (ed. 2* V. 101 The life of peace is that which men
should chiefly desire to lengthen out and improve. 1885
Spectator 18 July 945/2 Twenty-nine such works are enu-
merated, and the list might be lengthened,

b. with reference to phonetic quantity.
1666 (see Lengthening vbl. sb.]. 1755 Johnson Gram.,

O/VmvelSy It [E] does not always lengthen the foregoing
vowel, as glove, live, give. 1891 H. Bradley Stratmawis
ME. Diet. Pref. p. viii, A short vowel which has been
lengthened by position.

f c. Used for : To eke out, cause to last longer.

Also with out. Obs.

1670 Naaaorough in Acc. Sei>. Late Voy. 1. (171 1) 56, I do
intend to salt up a quantity of each, to carry to Sea with
me to lengthen out my Provisions. 171a W, Rogers Voy.
255 We agreed for the Gallapagos to get Turtle to lengthen
our Provisions. 1748 Anson's Voy. 11. viii. 220 We took a
number of them [green turtle] with us to sea, which proved
of great .service, .in lengthning out our store of provision.

2. intr. To become longer.

169s Locke Further Consid. Value Money 21 One may as
well make a Yard, whose parts lengthen and shrink, as [eic.].

1707 Curios, in Husb. $ Card. 257 The stems will soon show
themselves, and lengthen. 1725 Pope Odyss. xxiv. 408 His
breath lengthens, and his pulses beat. 1798 Landor Gebir
t. 205 And eyes that languished, lengthening, just like love.

18x3 Shelley Q. Mab v. 52 The chain That lengthens as
it goes. 1877 Mar<.h Gram. Anglo-Saxon 26 Under the
accent the simple vowels a, i, u, lengthen by prefixing a
and a. 1878 M. A. P>aown Kadeschda 82 Daylight fades,
the shadows slowly lengthen,

b. Mil. (See quot.)
1802 James Milit. Dict.

y
To lengthen out, in a military

sense, means to stride out.

Hence f Iie*ngthener.
c 1560 Misogonus iv. i. 158 (Hrantll Qucllen 482) Thou art

the lengthner of my lif, the etirar of my care.

Lengthened { Ie-rj]>'n(i), ///, a. [(. Lkngthen
v. + -ed L] Made longer. Also, extended in

duration, prolonged, long; (of compositions, etc.)

extending to great length, lengthy.

1594 Shaks. Rhh. ///, 1. iii. 208 After many length'ned
howies of griefe. 1611 — Cymb. v. iii. 13 Coward*, liuing To
dye with length'ned shame. 1705 Bos.man Guinea 260 Ii>

not this Letter fairly lengthened?.. Wherefore 'tis high
time to end the same. 1718-46 Thomson Spring 4^1 At
once he darts along. Deep-struck, and runs out all the
lengthened line. 1776-96 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3)

1 1. 498 Seeds crowned with the hairy lengthened styles.

1788 J. May JmL «y Lett. (1873) 67, I am too busy to make
lengthened remarks. 1854 Scoffers' in Orr's Circ. Set.,

Chem. 251 Professor Faraday undertook a lengthened in-

vestigation of the theory. 1861 Gladstone Sp. 15 Apr.
Eiuanc. Statem. (1863} ^»i8 Before absolutely closing this

lengthened retrospect, I must say (etc.]. 1871 Smiles
Charac. ii. (1876) 49 After a lengthened interview.

Lengthening (le rj]>*nir)
>

),^/.j'//. [f. Lengthen
v. + -inc 1

.] The action of the vb. Length en.

1573 Baret Ah'. L 280 The lengthning of the dayes.
1611 Bible Dan. iv. 27. 1663 Gerbier Counsel F va, You
might . . have been invited for the lengthening of her dayes
in this world. 1666 Dryden Ann. Mirab. Pref., Besides so
many oth£r helps of grammatical figures, for the lengthen-
ing or abbreviation of them [syllables], 1748 Ansvu's Voy.
11. iii. 148 The lengthning of the long-boat, 1853 M arkham
Skoda's Auscult. 169 A rapid contraction of the organ is

not absolutely indispensable to the lengthening of the aorta.

1869 A. J. Ellis E, E. Pronunc. \. 13 The use., of the long
mark (-) for the lengthening of vowels generally short,

b. attrib.

<:i86o H. Stuaat Seaman's Caiech. 66 They are distin-

guished as. .futtocks, top timbers, and lengthening timbers.

1879 Casselfs Techn. Educ. 1. 12/2 A * lengthening-bar \ . is

an extra brass rod, which fits into the socket in the leg of

the compass,

lengthening (le-rj^nirj),///. a* [f. Lengthen
v, + "TNG 2

.] That lengthens, in senses of the vb.

1764 Goldsm. Trav. 10 My heart . . drags at each remove
a lengthening chain. 1797 Mrs. Radclifi e Italian vii, He
heard only the lengthening echoes of his own voice. 1865
T. H. Newman Gerontius % 2 Is this peremptory severance
Wrought out in lengthening measurements of" space? a 187a

B. HAaTE Lost Galleon 141 Tocut a lengthening story short.

Le'ngthenment. rare. [f. Lengthen v. +
-ment. ] The fact of being lengthened.
1814 Ann. Reg. t Chron. 300 Mr, Park, for the defence,

admitted the lengthenment of the risk hy [etc].

Lengthfrd(le-rjbful\0. Poet. (Now rare.) |f.

Length sb. + -ful.] Of great length, long.

ci6ii Chapman Iliad xt. 182 Hcshooke hts lengthfull

dart. 1621 G. Sandys Ovid's Met. xtv. (1626) 295 The
lengthfull keele. 1715-10 Pope //tad xi. 359 The driver

whirls his lengthful thong. 1855 Singleton Virgil I, 30
The latest stage Of such a lengthful life 1

Lengthily (le'rjbili), adv. [f. Lengthy a. +
•IA* 2.] In alengthy manner; at length.

1787 Jefferson Writ. (1859) II. 334, I have written some'
what lengthily to Mr. Madison. 18*7 Blackw. Mag. XXI.
729 Informing her very lengthily,—to borrow an American-
ism., that her father has promised her hand. 1866 Geo.
EliotA Holt II. xvi. 33 The reasons against it need not

be urged lengthily. 1886 Manch. Exam. 21 Mav 5/4 The
case was lengthily and learnedly argued on both sides.

LengthineSS (le-rjbines\ [f. Lengthy a. +

-NESS,J The quality of being lengthy
;
piolixity.



LENGTHING.
[i8:a T. Pollfxfks in Examiner 28 Dec. 828/2 ijnpseudo-

archaic spelling) If the pledyng bee of ordynarie longthy-

nesse.] 1829 Hentham Justice % Cod. Petit., Abr. Petit.

Justice 31 In lengthiuess ofdelay, .vying with, .the equity

courts. 1863 Lvtton Caxtoniana \. ix. 144 Oratory, like

the Drama, abhors lengthiness. J871 Kakle Philol. Pug,
Tongue § 658 If we want to see lengthiness of language
earned out to an extreme and exaggerated development.

1875 Maskell Ivories v. 44 Characterised by sharpness and
meagreness of form, and lengthiness of proportion.

t Le'ngthing, vbL sb. Obs. [f. Lexgtu v. +
-ixG 1 .] a Lengthening vbt. sb.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxvl (Baptista) 223 pat tyme of
be 3ero .. quhene bat be dais takis linthynge. c 1450 Hol»
land Howtal 34 Hot all thar names to nevyn as now it nocht

neid is, U war proliuand lang, and lenihing of space. 149*
Bury Witts <Camden) 85 All the resydew of mony..l wyll

jt be bestowyd vpon the lengthyng of the north yle. 1543
Privy Purse Exp. P'cess Mary (1831) 114 Payed to Mabeil
the goldesmyth for the lenghtyng of a girdle of goldesmyth
worke, and a pomandur Ixix*. 159s in No//, Antiq. Mis-
cell. (1883) II. 330 Pd for the Lengthing of owle bares ij\

Le ngthsome,^. rare, [f.Length sb. -f -some.J
Lengthy. Hence Lenffthsomeness.
1836 in Eraser's Mag. (1837) XV. 611 We have here the

fanatic Newton's lengthsome letters. 1849 Rock Ch. of
Fathers IV. iv. 21 This music of the Alleluia at the gradual,

in losing its lengtbsomeness, also lost its name.

+ Le'ngthway. Obs. [f. Length sb. + Way.]
The direction of the length of something. Only-

used in advb. phrase {the lengthway of. . .), and
attrib. (quasi-^//.) ^Lengthwise a.

1691 T. H[alp-1 Ace. New Invent. 121 The three perpen-

dicular length-way sections following. 1763 Museum Rusti-

cum I. 3 A notch, in which . . lies the end of a pole, the length

way of the frame.

Lengthways (Ie-rjbw^z), adv. [f. as prec.

with advb. -j.] In the direction of the length.

1590 H. Buttes Dyctsdric Dinner M 4 h, Cut lengthwayes
in halfes,and applied to the soles of the feete. 1634-5 Rkkke-
ton Trait. (Chetham Soc.) 45 A long table .. placed length-

ways in an aisle which stands over across the church. 1753
Hogarth Anal. Beauty x. 53 Imagine the horn, .to he cut

lengthways by a very fine saw. 1822 Coi.eruk.k Lett.,

Convers. etc. xxvi. 11. 68 A hollow tube split lengthways.

1865 Lubbock Preh. Times xv. (1878* 561 The ornaments
of the chiefs are actually pierced lengthways,

fb. quasi-^. Obs.

170a Providence Pec, (1894) V. 168 The lengthwayes of

the said land lleing Eastward and westward. 1703 Ibid. 150

The lengthwayes of this sd Piece of laud last mentioned
Also lieth Northward and southward.

Lengthwise (le'rjbwaiz), adv. and a. [See

-yvise.j A. adv. = Lengthways.
£1580 Jefferik Bugbears in. iii. in Archiv Stud. nen.

Spr. (1897) 00 Slend thys square sticke length-wyse in-to

two. 1774 Golosm. Nat. Hist. I. 362 Beginning about
two degrees north of the line and so downward length-

wise for about a thousand miles. 1842 Act 5 «y 6 I'ict.

c 79 § 13 Allowing for every passenger, .a space . .of six-

teen inches, measuring in a straight line lengthwise on
the front of each seat. 1894 Hall Caine ftlan.xman iv.

viii. 228 The child slept, and Grannie put it on the pillow

turned lengthwise at Kate's side.

B. adj. Following the direction of the length

;

longitudinal.

1871 TvLoa Prim. Cult. I. 112 Lengthwise splits mean
going on well. 1878 W. K. Clifford Dynamics 132 The
component velocity of any point on the [moving! line may
be called the lengthwise velocity of the line. 1891 C. James
Rom. Rigmarole 133 That wretched driver.. was reposing

in a sort of doubled-up, lengthwise position.

Lengthy (Ie*i)J>i) t
a - Also 9 ^engthey. [f.

Length sb. + -Y. Before the 19th c. found only in

American writers ; in many of the early British in-

stances it is referred to as an -Americanism.
We have to examples from Jefferson between 1782 and

1786; Washington and A. Hamilton also use the word
very frequently. T.^ Paine (quot. 1796), though of English

birth, resided much in America.]

Characterized by length
;
having unusually great

length, a. Ofcompositions, speeches, discussions,

etc. : Extending to a great length ; often with re-

proachful implication, prolix, tedious. Hence occas.

of a writer or speaker.

*759 J- Adams Diary 3 Jan., I grow too minute and
lengthy. 1773 Franklin Lett. Wks. 1887 V. 190 An un-

willingness to read any thing about them (such remote
countries as America] if it appears a little lengthy. X793
Brit. Critic Nov. 286 We shall, at all times, with pleasure,

receive from our transatlantic brethren real improvements
of our common mother-tongue : but we shall hardly be in-

duced to admit such phrases as that at p. 93
—

' more lengthy*,

for longer, or more diffuse. 1796 Paine Writ. (1895) 111.

251 In tbe mean time the lengthy and drowsy writer of
the pieces signed Camillus held himself in reserve to vin-

dicate every thing. 181a Southev in Q. Rev. VII 1. 320
That, to borrow a trans-atlantic term, may truly be called

a lengthy work. 1816 Bentham Chrestomathia App., Wks.
1843 VIII. 178 One most lengthy and perplext proposition.

\Zz-$ New Monthly Mag. VI II. 476, I must not be lengthy,

though I have hardly skimmed the poems. 1827 Scott Chron.
Canongate Introd. ii, The style ofmy grandsire. .was rather

lengthy, as our American friends say. 1834-43 Southey
Doctor clx. (1862) 494 When he publishes what in America
would be called a lengthy poem, with lengthy annotations.

1837 Dickens Pickw. xxxviii, This address..was unusually
lengthy for him. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India 1. 379
After much lengthy correspondence. 1871 Freeman Hist.

Ess. Ser. 1. iii. 67 The lengthy pleadings in the great suit.

1879 Geo. Eliot Coll. Break/. P. 200 But I grow lengthy.

b. said with reference to physical length, rare

exc. U.S. and tecfin. of animals.

199

1760 P. Coffin in N. E. Hist. <$• Gen. Register (1855) IX.
341 There is an Hill .« the most steep and lengthy to as-

cend which 1 have ever seen. 1795 in W. Guthrie's Syst.

Mod. Gcog. II. 330 The lengthy moss, depending on almost
every branch. 1803 J. Davis J'rav. U.S. 126 And is Jack
Douglas there? said the horseman. He is a great, lengthy
fellow. \Authors note: Lengthy is the American for long.l

1806 M. Lewis in Leiois fff Claris Exped. (1893)^94 note,

Down a steep and lengthey hill. 1808 Pike Sources Mis-
sis*, n. App. (1810) 4 Which would still leave the Arkansaw
near 800 miles more lengthy than the White river. 1849
Thoreau Week Concord Riv. 11894) 248 Many a lengthy
reach we've rowed. 1850 Scorjsby Chcevers Whalem.
Adv. vii. (1859) 101 Dealing his blows unsparingly .. with
all the force of his lengthy frame. 1878 II. M. Stanley
Dark Cont. I], xii. 347 On our left .. rose a lengthy and
stupendous cliff line. 1890

4 Rolf 1 'oi.dkkwood' Col. Re*
/ormcr (1891) 312 He sees the steers grow g!o«sy of hide,

thicker, lengthier, ripen into marketable bullocks. 1893
Kennel Gaz. Aug. 213/3 A mce lengthy bitch.

t Le'lliate, v. Obs. [f. L. len i s mild + -ATK.]

trans. To render mild or soli ; to soften, soothe.

1622 Strangling Gt. Turk 2 Yet, in the^e cases, as (he

Emperor's fury is leniated, they many times escape. 1624
T. Scoit Belg. SonIdier it Those hearts., were leniated

with a more iustifiable triable [triacle?]. 1657 Tom linson
Rcnons Disp. 15 Others (cat hart icks] which onely by
leniating and solving the belly, educe humours.

t Le nic, a. (sb.) Mining. Obs. rare~l
. [?f.

Gr. K-qv-w wine-press + -k\] (See quot.)
1612 S. St l" in evant Metnltira ^7 Lenicks are peculiar

Metallical instruments which worke their opperation and
effect by pressing, iinpressioning, or moulding. . - There is

great vse of these Lenick instrument^, for the tempering
and commixing of Sea-coale and Stone coale.

Lenience (l/~ mens '. [f. Lenient : see -ence.]

Lenient action or behaviour, indulgence.

1796 Anna Seward Lett. u8n IV. 163, I am indebted
rather to this skiey-lenience, than to any great decrease in

the complaint itself. 1815 Hohhocsk Substance Lett. (1816)

II. 2ii It will be necessary that this acceptance should he
followed up by measures of the utmost lenience. 1826
R. H. Froi de Rem. (1838) 1. 84 To look with lenience on the

faults. 1876 Gko. Ki.iot Dan. Per. IV. 185 An ignorant
unkindness, the most remote from Deronda's large imagina-
tive lenience towards others.

Leniency (l/ niensil. [f. Lenient : see -encv.]

The quality of being lenient.

1780 Mad. D'Arulav Let. 9 June, After all the leniency

and forbearance of the ministry. 1794 Coleridge Lett.

(i8q.s) 1. 71 All the fellows tried to persuade the Master to

j

greater leniency, but in vain. 1844 H. II. Wilson Brit.
1 India II. 392 No leniency towards him could appease liis

1 resentment. 1868 K. Edwards Rategh I. iii. 3S Leniency
to malefactors, .was cruelty to the good and peaceable Rub-

j

jects.

Lenient lrnient), a. ?.nd sb. [ail. L. Icnient-

j

cm, leniens, pr. pple. of Icnirc to soothe, f. finis

soft, mild.] A. adj.

1. Softening, soothing, relaxing, both in a male-

rial and immaterial sense; emollient. + Const. of.

Somewhat arch.

1652 French Yorksh. Spa viii. 74 Taking.. a little Cass'a,

or some such lenient medicament. 1671 Milton Samson
659 Lenient of grief and anxious thought. 1732 Arbl'THNot
Rules 0/ Diet 271 One should begin with the gentled
[Remedies] at first, as the lenient, relaxing, diluent, demul-
cent. 1760 Dodd Hymn to Good-Natm e Poems (1767) 4
Touch with the lenient balm of thy soft love .. the heart

morose. 1781 E. Darwin Bot. Card. 1. 179O 84 The
rapturous God ..With lenient words her virgin fears dis-

arms. 1805 Foster Ess. iv. viii. 251 Softened by the

lenient hand of time. 1810 Crabuu Borough viii. Wks.
1834 111. 147 Nor these alone possess the len:ent power Of

j

soothing life in the desponding hour. 1832 Hrvant Poems,

I

Hymn to Death 103 When thy reason. . taught Thy hand to

practise best the lenient art.

2. Of persons, their actions and dispositions, also

of an enactment : Indisposed to severity; gentle,

mild, tolerant. Const, to, towards.

1787 Winter Syst. Husb. 170 The lenient laws of this

happy isle do not compel men to get or save. 1828 D' Is-

raeli Ckas. I, I. vi. 153 This venerable Protestant was
disgusted at the lenient measures pursued by the Queen.

1832 Ht. Martineau Ella 0/ Car. vii. 86 Archie's family

thought him much too lenient towards Mr. Callum. 1857

Buckle Civiliz, I. iv. 201 The greatest observer and the

most profound thinker is invariably the most lenient judge.

1870 Dickens E. Drood xiii, We have so much rea>on to

be very lenient to each other. 1879 Froloe Cxsarxii. 155

Cicero, who was inclined at first to be severe, took on re-

flection a more lenient view.

|B.^. A soothing appliance; an emollient.

167a Wiseman Wounds u ix. 99, 1 . . cleansed the wound,

and drest him up with lenients. 1684 tr. Bonet's Merc.
\ Compit. 111. 50 In the Stone in the Kidneys .. 1 think it

J

safer to use Lenients. 1767 G00ch Treat. Wounds I. 205

How necessary it may sometimes he found . . to use lenients

and anodynes.

Leniently (Ifnientli), adv. [f. prec. + -ly

In a lenient manner; gently, indulgently.

1845 S. Austin Rankes Hist. Re/. II. 247 He.. exhorted

his brother to act prudently and leniently. 1855 Macaulav
Hist. Eng. xvii. IV. 33 The tribunal .. had dealt with him
more leniently than his former friends. 1884 Spectator

4 Oct. 1325/1 It is easy to look leniently upon his tortuous

diplomacy at the Congress of Westphalia.

Lenify (lfnifsi), v. Also 6-7 lenefie, -ifie.

[f. L. leni-s soft, mild + -FY.]

f 1. trans, with material object : To relax, make
soft or supple (some part of the body' ; to render

(cider) mellow. Also, to mitigate (a physical

condition^. Obs.

LENITIVE.

1574 Newton Health Mag. 29 Egges .. poched . . do as-
swage and Ienifie it [the Tower part of the belly}. 1612
WoooAi.t. Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 49 Oyle of Elder-flowers
doth Ienifie and purge the skin, a 1640 Jackson Creed x.
xxi. § 7 He must .. enforce himself., to lenify the rotten

1 sores of their ulcerous consciences. 1657 W. Colks Adam
in Eden Ix, The Mucilage [of FleawortJ .. helps to Ienifie

thedrynesse of the mouth and throat. 1664 Evelyn Pomona
Gen. Advt. (1720) 95 Two or three Eggs whole put into an
Hogshead of Cider, .sometimes rarely lenifies and gentili/es
it. 1694 Salmon Bate's Dispcns. \. (1713) 250 It is an excel-
lent Pectoral,, .lenifies Roughness, takes away Hoar.sness.
absol. 17x0 T. Fui ler Pharm. Extern/. 145 The uses of

this [Emulsion] arc great .. summarily to Lenify, Supple.
1712 tr. Pomet's Hist. Drugs I. 57 Unrefined [Sugar] to

levigate and lenify.

2. With immaterial object : To assuage, mitigate,

soften, soothe (pain, suffering, etc.). Also, to miti-

I gate (a sentence". Now rare.

1568 tr. P. Martyrs Comm. Rom. 355 The feare is eyther
leudied, or el> .sometymes vtterly layd away. 1569 Paintkr
/W. Pleas. 115751 Ep. Ded., Musikclenifyeth sorrowe.

1594 Nashk L'f./ort. Trav. 76 She hung about his knees,
and . . desired him the sentence might be lenefied. 1622

1 Fli-tcukk S/. Curate iv. v, This Cataplasme of a well

coxen'd Lawyer, Laid to my stomach, lenifies my Fever.

1656 Hantkk Reformed Pastor 447 Lenifie their minds by a
I deprecation of offence in a word. 1681 Evelyn Mem. \ 1^57)
I 111. 260 Lord Treasurer Clifford, .could not endure I >hould

lenify my st>le. 1C97 Dkydkn sEncid xti. 594 These fust

infused, to Lenifie the pain. 1707 Reflex, upon Ridicule
184 To Ienifie the ill Humour cf our Slandeiers. 1882 Gd.
U ords 786 She was able to look on (he whole blunder with
calmness., lenified in the humility it brought.

lknce Iie ntfying vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1612 Wqodall Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 36 It hath a Uni-
fying and anodine quality. 1626 1'acon Sylva % 51 Cow
nnlke . , is . . proper for . all manner of Lenifying^. 1650
Haxtkk Saints' R. 11. (1654) -259 The lenifying of exaspe*
rated and exulcerated minds. 1662 H. Sirmn: hut. Nectar
iii. 37 This he reputes to be hot and moist, and of a leni-

fying nature. 1758 Peso: Thames 177 The Fat of a Trout
is of a lenifying and dissohing Naiure.

t IfC'nimeilt. Obs. rare - °. [ad. L. finimenh
tun, f. lenirc ^sce Lknitive .]

1623 Cockkkam, f.cnimeut, an asswaging, an appeasing.

+ Leni*tion. Obs. nve-^. [as if ad. L. *leni-

tion -em, n. of action f. lenirc (see next .] An
assuaging, a mitigation.

1541 K. CorLANU Gatyeii's Terap. Fiijb, Hut of the cure
of phlegmon by barly meale is sooner lenition tluan curacyon.

Lenitive le*nUiv),rt. and sb. Also 7 lenative,

leuetive ; also corruptly lenety, lenity, [ad.

med.L. finitiv-us (if. F. Unitif), f. 1.. lenire to

sollen, assuage, soothe. In sense j, taken as if f.

Lkmtv + -ivK.] A. adj.

1. Of medicines and medical appliances: Tend-

ing to allay or soften
;
mitigating, soothing

;
gently

laxative
;
esp. in lenitive electuary.

1543 Tkaheron I'igo's Chintrg. 100 h/2 Lenitiue clysters

& suppositories. 1562 W. Turnkh Bathes 10 Cassia hstula

orsuehe lykewise lenitiue or gentell purger. 1610 Markha.m
Masterp. 1. xcii. 1 79 This [glister] is lenitiue and a great easer

of paine. 1621 Ui kion Anat. Mel. 11. ii. 11. (1651) 237 Where
nature is defective, art must supply, by those lenitive eleetu-

t

aties [etc.]. c 1623 Lodge Poore Alans Talentt (1881) 43
A Glister lenety made of the deeoction of malloweis [etc.j.

1642 Fi ller Holy Prof. St. v. xix. 4^6 As if she meant to

cure a ^angren'd arm with a leniti\e plaister. 1684 tr.

' Bond's Merc. Compit. in. 52 Lenitive Ptngers should be

made use of. 1732 Akbutiinot Rules of D'ut 1. 246 Apples
1 are likewise pectoral, cooling, and lenitive. 1822-34 GochVs

Study Med. led. 41 1. 192 The pulp of Cassia, alone or in
' the compound of lenitive electuary.

f 2. Of persons, their dispositions, etc. : Display-

ing leniency, gentle. Obs.

1620 Sivetnam Arraign d u88o
,

» 78 Old lago is a froward

Lord, Honest but lenat'iue. 1625 Pi-rchas Pilgrims 11. 1848

Taking some advantage of the lenative and tractable dis-

position of the Emperour. a 1652 Hrome Love-sick Crt. 1.

I, He has been Too long too lenetive. 1655 Fl'ller Ch.
Hist. x. Ded., Such Writers use the most lenitive lan-

guage in expressing distastfull matter.

B. sb.

1. A lenitive medicine or appliance. Alsofig,
1563 T. Gale Enchirid. 14 (Stanf.) Suppositorie, clyster or

* ieutle lenytiue. 1593 Q. Eliz. Boeth. t. pr. vi. 18, 1 will assay

a while therfore with lenitiues & meane fomentations. 1641

Earl M onm. tr. Biondfs Civil Warres iv. 87 The gangren'd
sores of their soules were not to be cured by Lenities. 1681

Dkyden Abs. $ Aihit. 926 Hut Lenitives fomented the

Disease, c 1720 W. Gibson Ear-Tier's Dispeus. v. iii. (1734'* 137
'

It is so gentle a Lenitive, that three times the Quantity they

usually sive, will hardly move any Horse. 1751 Earl Orrery
I Remarks Sivi/t (1752) 74 The gentle lenitives of virtue .

.

might have proved healing ingredients to so deep, .a wound.
1788 Neio Lond. Mag. 429 He demanded a lenitive which
would put fire into the wound. 1822 La.mb Elia Ser. 1. Praise

Chimneysiv., Nature . . caused to grow out of the earth her

sassafras for a swe^t lenitive, i860 Motley Netherl. (1868)

II. xv. 240 Festering wounds had more need of corrosives

than lenitives.

2. Anything that softens or soothes; a palliative.

16 14 A. Jackson {title) Sorrow's Lenitive. 1640 Howell
Dodona^sG. {1645) 72 Soul-solacing Lenitives of the Gospel.

1677 Hale Contempt. 11. 179 He hath under his greatest

t Misery the Lenitive of Hope. 1715 tr. Ctess D"Annoy''s

I

Wks. 161 If such an enormous Crime can admit of any
' Lenitive. 1743 Fielding Journey 1. xxi, It wants the

lenitive which palliates and softens every other calamity.

1781 Mao. D'Arblay Let. to Mrs. Thrale 12 Nov., This
consanguineous fondness. .1 consider . . one of the lenitives

of life. 1825 R. Hall Wks. (1833) I. 376 Friendship . . the

lenitive of our Sorrows and the multiplier of our joys. 1878



LENITUDE.
DownEN Stud. Lit. 412 Against the artificial he used the

artificial as a lenitive.
#
1891 Shorthouse Blanche Lady E.

205 Mundane prosperity, which is a wonderful lenitive to

some natures.

Hence Lcnitively adv., Iie"nitiveness.
a 1627 Middlf.ton Anythingfor Quiet L. 1. i, Vet should

these waste you but lenativcly. 17*6 Pens Life Wks. 1. 37
All Laws are to lie considered Strictly and Literally, or more
Explanatorily and Lenitively. 1727 Bailey vol. II, Leni-
liveuess, softening or assuaging Quality.

Lenitude (Jc'nitiwd). rare. [ad. L. lenitndo
t

f. lint's soft, mild.] fa. In a material sense

:

Smoothness. Obs. b. = Lenity (in the first quot.

pcrh. misused for lentitude).

1637 W. Sclater Exp. 2 Thcss, (1629) 269 Lenitude, rather

than lenity of Magistrates. 1656 Bloint Glossogr., Leni-

tude, the same [as Lenity]. 1657 Tomlinson Renotts Disp.

34 Some [purge] by lenitude as viscid . .medicaments.

Lenity (le niti). Also 6 7 lenitie. [ad. OF.
UniU orL. lenildlem, lenitas, i.lenis soft, mild.]

Mildness, gentleness, mercifulness (in disposition

or behaviour). Also, an instance of this.

1548 Uoall, etc. Erasm. Par. A/ark xW. 1-8 But they now
made worse through his lenitie and gentlenes,cast stones at

hiin. 159a Xobody <y Someb. in Simpson Sch. Shahs. (1878)

I. 300 Hee is the verie soule of lenitie. 1603 Shaks. Meas.

for M. tri. ii. 103 A little more lenitie to Lecherie. 1612 T.
Taylor Comm. V itus ii. 6 That he do nJt there exercise

lenitie, where the case requireth seueritie. 1649 Bp. Rey-
nolds Hosea v. 38 Such stiffenesse and sowrnesse as is

inconsistent with the lenity of holiness,. 1692 E. Walker
Efictetits

1 Mor. 1737} xvi, If 1 indulge, and not chastise

my Boy, My Lenity his Morals may destroy, a 1711 Ken
Lett. Wks. (1838' 93 To apply such ghostly lenities to her
sorrow, as may set her at ease. 1748 Butler Serm. Wks.
1874 11. 308 It is said, that our common fault towards the
poor is. .too great lenity and indulgence. 1779 Jefferson
Corr. Wks. 1859 I. 234 If it produces a proper lenity to our
citizens in captivity, it will have the effect we meant. 1833
I. Taylor Fanat. i. 13 Shall we, as Christians, wish to creep
under the shelter of a corrupt lenity? 1863 Geo. Eliot
Routola Iviii, Lenity to the prisoners would be the signal of
attack for all its enemies.

Lenity, obs. incorrect form of Lenitive.

Lenn, Lenner, obs. ff. Lend sb.*
t
v:2 , Lender.

Lennesse, Lennet, obs. ff. Leanness, Linnet.

Lennilite (lcniUit). Mitt. [f. Lenni in Penn-
sylvania, the locality where it was found + -lite.]

A greenish variety of orthoclase.

1866 Proc. Philad. Acad, no 'Lennilite'. 1868 Dana
Min. 356 Lea has named . .a greenish orthoclase. .Lennilite.

Le nnow, a. Obs. exc. dial. Also 7 lenow,

9 dial, lennaow. [Of obscure origin; the Lan-
cashire dialect has lennock in the same sense (see

Eng. Dial. Did.).] Flabby, limp.

1589 R. Robinson Cold. Mirr. (Chetham Soc.) 61 My
lennow limnes grow dry and stiffe. 1611 Cotgr., Gavache,
lennow, Maggie, limber. 1616 Surfl. & Markh. Country
Farme 607 The branch falleth broad, lenow, and soft. 188a
W. Worcester Gloss, s.v., When 1 were young an' lennaow
I'd a gambolled over that stile like one o'clock.

Lennthe, obs. form of Length.

Lent) [\i no). [Possibly a corruption of F. linon

(pronounced h'non).] A kind of cotton gauze,

used for caps, veils, curtains, etc. Also altrih.

1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour 1. 388 Twenty year ogo..
1 bought a lot of ' leno ' cheap—it was just about going out

of fashion for caps then. 1866 Mrs. H. Wood St. Martinis
Five is, 1 1 874 > 83 Tbe broad leno lappets of her cap thrown
off from her face. 1881 G. Macoonald Mary Marston I.

ii. 38 He looked up from a piece of leno he was smoothing
out. 1894 Daily Xeios 2 June 5/3 A large space cut away
..and filled in with fine net or leno.

t lienOXillant, a. Obs. [ad. L. lenocinant-

em, pr. pple. of lenocindri to pander, wheedle, f.

leno pander.] Enticing to evil.

1664 H. More Myst. Iniq. xv. 52 Animated and em-
boldened by the counsel or example of their lenocinant

Leaders. 1848 in Craig ; hence in later Diets.

t Iieno 'cinate , v. Obs. rare. [f. L. lenocindt-,

ppl. stem of lenocindri: see prec] inir. To
wheedle. Hence t Leno'cinating a.

1609 Bp. W. Barlow Ansxu. Nameless Cath. 305 Bellar.

mine {the lenocinating Pander to the Whore of BahilonL

+ Lenoxiny. Obs. rare. [ad. L. lendcinium

allurement, f. leno pander.] An enticing medicine.

1652 Tomlinson Renou's Disp, 140 We mix benevolent
lenocinyes witb purgative*.

t Lentvnian, a. Obs. rare~~°. [f. L. lenoni-us

(f. leno a bawd) + -an.] 1 Belonging to a bawd \

1656 in Blount Glossogr.

Lenow, variant of Lennow Obs.

liens (lenz). PI. lenses ; also 8 lens, lens's,

and in Lalin form lentes. [a. L. lens lentil, from

the similarity in form.]

1. A piece of glass, or other transparent substance,

with two curved surfaces, or one plane and one
curved surface, serving to cause regular conver-

gence or divergence of the rays of light passing

through it.

Now sometimes applied to analogous contrivances for pro-

ducing similar effects on radiations other than those of light,

as in acoustic lens, electric lens.

1693 E. Hallev in P/til.Trans. No. 205. 960 Finding the

focus of any sort of lens. 1704 Newton Opticks 1, (1721) 8

A Glass spherically Convex on both sides (usually called a
Lens). Ibid. 57 According to the difference of the Lenses,

i used various distances. 1719 Desaguliers in Phil. Trans.

200

XXX. J017 Telescopes made up of Convex Lentes. 1726
tr. Gregory's Astron. I, 347 By the help of Speculums or
L«ns. 1781 Cowper Charity 385 He claps bis lens, if haply
they may see, Close to the part where vision ought to be. 1831
Brewster Optics v. § 51. 45 Images are formed by lenses

in the very same manner as they are formed by mirrors.

ri86s J. Wvlde in Circ. Sci. 1. 65/1 The Coddington lens
is an equally valuable little microscope. 1881 Routledge
Science xii. 279 The property of a lens to form an image
depends upon its power of refracting the rays of light.

b. spec. A lens or combination of lenses used in

photography.
. 1841 Fox Talbot in Proc. Roy. Soc. IV. 313 The object lens.

1889 Harpers Mag. Jan. 258/1 So thoroughly has this region
been set forth by the pen and tbe pencil and the lens.

2. Anal. a. * crystalline lens (see Crystalline
a. 6). b. One of the facets of a compound eye.
a. 1719 Quincy Lex*. Phj/sico-Med. (1722) s.v. 1806 Med.

Jmi. XV. 106 Indistinct vision.. can only be lemedied by
the depression of the lens. 1840 G. Ellis Anat. 96 It is

this artery, .that is to be avoided when the needle is used to
depress the lens. 1870 Rollrston Anim. Life Introd. 54
Except in Owls and aquatic Birds, the lens is Hat.

b. 1868 Duncan Insect World Introd. 2 Eyes [of insects]

composed of many lenses.

3. atlrib. and Comb. , as (sense 1, 1 b) lens-shutter,

-lube ; lens-like
t
-shaped adjs.

; (sense 2) lens-cap-

sule, -/nailer, -sector; lens-eye - 2b; lens-form
= Lentjfohm.
1874 G. Lawson Dis. Eye 128 The *lens-capsule may be

so tough that the point of the needle will puncture but not
lacerate it. 1839-47 Todd Cycl. Anat. 111. 769/1 The
*Iens-eyes of insecta. 1787 Earn. Plants 1. 16 Seeds soli-

tary, *lens-form. 1836-9 Tooo Cycl. Anat. II. 960/1 It

[i e. the facet! is convex on its external and internal surface,

or *lens-like. 1874 G. Lawson Dis. Eye 157 In cases where
there is some *lens matter enclosed between the anterior

and posterior layers of the capsule. 1879 Rep. St. George s

J/osj>. IX. 484 A zone of central opacity in each lens, with
the normal *lens-sectors strongly marked therein. 1839
Lindley Introd. Hot. (ed. 3) 447 *Lens-shaped .. ; resem-
bling a double convex lens; as the seeds of Amaranthus.

I

1887 W. Phillips Brit, Discomycetes 365 The conical points

I expand into lens.shaped. .discs. 1891 Anthony's Photogr.

I
Hull. IV. 158 Vour *lens shutter, note book and other trifles

are bestowed in your pockets. 1890 Hid. 1 1 1. 198 The bood
j

is.. arranged to slide out and in on the *Iens tube.

Hence Lensedtf., provided witb a lens or lenses,

lie nsless a. y having no lens or lenses.

1859 Sala Tw. round Clock (i860 274 If you eye him
narrowly through the many-lensed lorgnette. 1892 lllustr.

Lond. Netvs 1 Oct. 431/3 An eye lensed like a microscope,
though also lensed like yours and mine. 1899 Cagnkv tr.

jfaksch
r

s Clin. Diagn. i. (ed. 4) 80 The lensless spectroscope
consists of two tubes.

t Lense, v. Obs. [OE. hhvnsi&n, f. hliene lean
;

cf. clmnsian to cleanse.] a. trans. To mnke lean
;

to macerate, b. intr. To become lean.

a 1000 in Xapier OE. Glosses 32/1 156 Macero . . ic hlamsfce.
c 117s Lamb. Horn. 147 Mon lenseS his fleis hwenue he him
}efe3 lutel to etene and lessc to drinke. f szoo 'J rin. Coil,

/lout. 207 Mamies lichame ihalsned \Latnb. MS. lenseo]

iwis, ben ne me hine pined mid hunger and mid purste.

Hence f Le'rising vbl. sb.
t
macerating.

c 1 175 Lamb. /Iout. 147 Ac he nmnegeS us an oSer rode to

I

berene bet is inemned Caruis tnaceratio fleises lensing.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. //om. 207 An oSer frode].. bat is cleped
Caruis maceracio bat is lichaines hlensing.

t Lensher. Obs. App. early Se. f. Lakdshard.
1672 Sc. Acts Chas. // (1820) VI 1 1. 139 '2 Lenshers, aque-

ducts . . water workes, and others vsefull and necessar for

winning and vpholding of the saids coalls & coallhewghs.

Lent (lent), sb.1 Forms: 3-5 leinte, leynte,

4-6 lente, 6- lent. [Shortened from Lenten.]
1. The season of spring. Obs. exc. in Comb, (see 4).
c 127S Lav. 30626 par after coin leinte \c 1205 leintenl and

da3es gonne longy. 1387 Trevisa 1/igdett (Rolls) VI. 107
pe evenes of be day and of be ny}t is ones in }>e Lente, and
efte in hervest.

2. Eccl. The period including 40 weekdays ex-

tending from Ash -Wednesday to Easter-eve, ob-

served as a time of fasting and penitence, in

commemoration of Our Lord's fasting in the

wilderness, f Also Clean Lent.
< 1290 iS\ Eng. Leg. L 229/352 Frain pulke tyme forto in

leinte no lond huy ne i-se»}e, 1377 Langl. PI. H. xnt.

350 As wel in lente as oute of lente. 1 1400 A. Daw Dreams
117 On Wedenysday in clene leinte. ^1430 Two Cookery-
bks. 12 An }if if it be in lente. lef J>e solkys of Eyroun. 1527
Warden's Acc. Morebath, Devon, ITie 2 Sonday in clene
Lente. 01548 Hall Chrou.

t
Hen. I'llJ, 241 The first

Sondaie in Lent, Stephyn Gardiner Bishop of Winchester,
preached at Paules crosse. 1593 Shaks. Rom. % Jul. it. iv.

143 An old Hare hoare is very good meat in Lent. i6t6
K. C. Tims' Whistle iv. 1434 Cocus . . hath an intent, To
curry favour, to dresse meat in Lent. 1769 Gray in Corr.
with Nicholls 11843) 87 Palgrave keeps Lent at home, and
wants to be asked to break it. 1797-1809 Coleridge Three
Graves xix, Ellen always kept her church All church-days
during Lent. 1861-M. Pattison Ess. (1889) I. 46 Many a
cargo of salt cod for Lent, .was there.

b. An instance of this; the Lent of some speci-

fied year.

1387 Treyisa Iligden (Rolls) VII. 251 But pe nexte Lente
IM5S. a and 0 leynte] berafter he wente into Normandie.
1538 Coverdale N. 7'., Ded. to Cromwell, This last lent I

dyd with all humblenesse directc an Epistle vnto the kynges
most noble grace. 1597 Shaks. 2 //en. / K, it. iv. 376 What
is a Ioynt of Mutton, or two, in a whole Lent ? 1740 Gray
L,et. Poems (1775) 78 The diversions of a Florentine Lent.

I 1842 Tennyson St. Sim. Styl. 179 If it may be, fast Whole
! Lents, and pray.

I
c. trans/, (cf. 3 b) and fig.

LENT.

1598 Tofte Alba (1880) 102 The Carnouale of my sweet
Ix>ve is past, Now comes tbe Lent of my long Hate at last.

1599 H. Buttes Dyets drie Dinner An iij, Spice sweetens
White-meats Lent. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage, Descr.
India (1864) 157 After that weeke of cleane Lent without
eating or drinking. 1634 Bp. Hall Charac. Man (1635) 6
If, in the former, there be a sad Lent of mortification ; there
i^in the latter, a chearful Easter of our raising and exalta-
tion. 1642 Fcller /toly ff Prof St. v. xiii. 408 He is half
starv'd in the lent of a long vacation. 1660 Milton Free
Commw. Wks. 185 r V. 421 Before so long a Lent of Servi-
tude, they may permit us a little Shroving-time first wherin
to speak freely. 1713 Swift Ca*ienus

<J-
Van. 90 There live

with daggled mermaids pent, And keep on fish perpetual
lent.

d. pi. At Cambridge : The Lent-term boat-races.

1893 Wesim. Gaz. 27 Feb. 11/2 In the Lents' on Satur-
day both Jesus and Trinity Hall pursued their victorious

career.

t3. In extended senses, a. A period of forty

days, esp. in lent ofpardon , an indulgence of forty

days.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 158 b/2 There is seuen yere and
seuen lentys of pardon. 1502 Arnoloe Chron. 146 And
aboue this is grauntyd xxviij. C. yere of pardon, and the
merytis of as many lentis or karyns. 1535 Godly Primer
Admon. to Rdr., Promising moche grace, and many yeres,
dayes, and lentes of pardon.

fb. A period of fasting prescribed by any
religions system. Obs.
f 1380 Wyclif Eng. Wks. (1880) 41 po holy lenten pat

bygynneb fro be twelbe day of cristemasse to pe fulle fourti

daies. 1555 Eoen Decades 99 They haue obserued a longer
and sharper lent then euer yowre holinesse inioyned. 1613
Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 541 They observe their houres,
and two Fasts or Lents. 1653 Greaves Seraglio 143 The
Ramazan being ended, which is their day lent. 1718 Ladv
M. W. Montagu Let. to Ctess [Bristol) Lett. 1887 I. 241
Their lents. .are at least seven months in every year. 1727-
41 Chambers Cycl. s.v., The antient Latin monks had three
Lents; the grand Lent before Easter; another before Christ-
mas, called the Lent of S. Martin; and a third after Whit-
sunday, called the Lent of S. John Baptist ; each of which
consisted of forty days. 1757 Hume Ess.

t
Nat. Hist. Relig.

(1817) 1 1. 446 The four lents of the Muscovites. 1781 GiaaoN
Decl. F. xlvii. (1788) IV. 604 Five annual lents, during
which both the clergy and laity abstain .. even from tbe
taste of wine letc.].

4. altrib. and Comb., as (sense 1) lent-corn
y
-crop,

~grain{s ; lent-sozvn adj.
;
(sense 2) Lent-diet

t fast,

-mealy -proz'isious, -season, 'seed, -sermon, -stttffy

-time
; f Lent-cloth, a cloth hung before images

in Lent; lent-lily, (a) Ihe yellow daffodil, Nar-
cissus Iyseudo~narcissus\ {b) adj. of the colour of

this flower; lent-rose = lent-lily {a); also, in S.

Devon, /V. bifloms (Britten & Holland) ; Lent-
term (at the Universities), the term in which Lent
falls.

1495-6 in Swayne Chttrchw. Acc. Sarum (1896) 45 Pro
anulis pro le *1entecloth coram S. Nich. Ep. Yijd., et pro
factura eiusdem Yujd. 1552 /nv. Ch. Goods (Surtees) 44 One
great clothe of canves cauled Lente clothe. 1523 Fitzherh.
Ilusb. § 148 Vnto the tyme that thou haue sowen agayne
thy wynter-come & thy *lente-corne. 1889 N. W. Line.
Gloss., Lent-corn, barley and oats ; also beans, if sown in

the spring. 1744-50 W. Ellis Mod. //usbaudm. II. 1. 113
Whether it be a Wheat, or *Lcnt-Cro£, that is set on the

Soils, Rolling is one main Preservative of such a Crop.

1855 Morton Cycl. Agric. II. 721/2 Breach or Lent Crops
(East Eng. &c), all spring crops. 1732 Arbuthnot Rules
ofDiet 286 In a *Lent Diet People commonly fall away.
1651 C. Cartwright Cert. Relig. 11. 58 And the like aUo
for the different manner of ohserving the * Lent-fast in

respect of the time. 1744-50 W. Ellis Mod. Husbandm.
II. 1. 55 The two first [sc. Barley and^Pease] as well as Oats,

etc. are called *Lent-Grains, as being to be sown about
Lent time, i860 Lonsdale Gloss., Lent-grain, the spring

crops. 1826-7 Digby Broadst. Hon. (1846) 1 1. 364 The early

daffodil was "Lent-lily. 1872 Tennvson Gareth ff Lvn. gn
A silk pavilion . .all Lent-lily in hue. cizoo Trin. Colt. Hotn.

67 Ete nu Meinte mete and enes o dai. 1483 Caxton Gold.

Leg. 375 b/i In aduent he etc neuer but lente mete. 1663-4
Pepys Diary 10 Feb., My wife, .being with my aunt Wight
to day to buy *Lent provisions. 1796 W. Marshall W.
Eng. I. 328 *Lent rose . . the Narcissus or Daffodil. 1573
Baret Alv. L 284 *Lent season, quadragesima. 1393
Langl. P. PI. C. xin. ioo Lynne-seed and lik-seed and
*lente-seedes alle. a 1695 Woon Ath.pxon. (1890) III. 178
And therin doth the Vicechancellour sit, to heare tne *Lent-

sertnons preached. 1795 Gent/. Mag. 539/2 The dryness of

April and May was against the vegetation of the * Lent-

sown seed. 1573 Tusser Husb. lvi. U878) 37 Take shipping

or ride *Lent stufTe to prouide. 1721 Amherst Terr* Fit.

No. 42 (1754) 223 These disputations . . are so order'd, that

they last all *Lent-time.

t Lent, sb* Obs. Also lente. [ad. L. lent-em,

lens.'] collect, sing. Lentils.

1382 Wvclif Ezek. iv. 9 Take thou to thee whete, and
barli, and bene, and lent. 1388 — a Kings xxiii. 1 1 For-

sothe there was a feeld ful of lente.

Lent, sb.% Obs. exc. dial. Also 5 lente, 7

lenth, 9 length, [f. lent, pa. pple. of Lend.]

The action of lending; loan.

14.. in Arnolde Chrott. 281 That for y* most part the

conuenable seson of themploynge of the good lente was
passed. 1646 Mass. Col. Rec. U853) 1L 163 Maior Nehe-
miah Bourne, .is granted ye lent of one drake from Dor-

chestr. 1682-3 Hartland Ch. Ace. (Hartland Gloss.), Pd
for the lenth of two sarges is. 6d. a 1704 De la Prvme
Diary (Surtees) 163 Thanking him exceedingly for the lent

thereof. 1740 Twells Life Pocock (1816) I. 207 Upon the

lent of Mr. Pocock's copy. 1797-1805 S. & Ht. Lee Cautcrh
T. ML 456 Owens offered him the lent of his scytbe. 1883

Hampsh. Gloss., Lent, length, tbe loan of a thing.



LENT.

Lent (lent), a. Also lente. [a. F. /*///, ad. L.

lent-us.]

1 1. Slow, sluggish ; said esp. of a fever, a fire. Obs.

14.. in Lanfranc's Cirttrg. (1803) 297 note, Boile hit with

a lente fyre. 1590 Barrough Meth. Phisick 392 Make a

distillation with a lente and soft fire. 1610 B. Jonson Alc/t.

111. it, We must now encrease Our fire to Ignis aniens, we
are past Fimus equinus, JJaini'i, Ciueris, And all those

lenter heates. 1658 Baillie in Z. 1 Joyd Ziotfs Flowers ( 1 855)

App. 36/2 A lent feaver and defluxion. x66a — Lett.

Jmis. (Bannatyne Club) 111. 433 The last trick they have

fallen on, to usurp the Magistrate, is. .to get the deacons

..created of their side;., but this lent-way does no satisfie.

1732 AfiBUTHNOT Rules ofDiet (1736) 342 A continual Lent-

Fever, with Rigors invading with uncertain Periods,

t b. quasi -sb. Slowness, delay. Obs.

£1435 Torr. Portugal 2561 Withoute lent, They wesh
and to mete went.

2. Mus. — Lexto. 'Sow rare*

1734 [see Lento}. 1726 Bailey, Lent [in Mustek Books\

denotes a slow Movement, and signifies much the same as

Largo. 1876 Stainkr & Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms, Lent
( F. ), Slow, lento. 188a J as. Walker Janet to A uld Reekie,

etc. 31 Wha played like thee a lente solo, Reel or Strathspey.

Lent (lent), ///. a. Also 4-5 lant'e. [pa.

pple. of Lend v.2] In senses of the vb. Lend.

( Formerly often used where we should now say
1 borrowed
13.. S. Erkenwoldc 192 in Horstm, Altengl. Leg. (1881)

270 He [the dead wan] dryues owte wordes burghe sum
lant goste, lyfe of hyme bat al redes, c 1420 Sir A ntadace

(Caind ) xxxviii, For gud his buite a lante lone, Sum tyme
men haue hit, sum tyme none. 1560 Bf.con New Catech.

Wks. 1564 I. 402 Examples., which may assertain vs of this

liberality and lent good wil of God toward us. 1619

C. Brooke Ghost Rich. 111. H 3, In happy howre, I pai'd

th' arrerages of his lent Good. 1631 A. Ckaige Pilgr.

£ Heremite 5 When pale Ladie Luna, with her lent light,

Through the dawning of the Day was driven to depart.

tLent, v. Obs. [f. lent, obs. pa. pple. of

Leant/. 1
] intr. To lean.

1658 A. Fox Wurtz* Surg. v. 363 A Child overturning

himself or lenting backward, .may soon get hurt.

Lent, obs. pa. t. and pple. of Lean v. 1

-lent, suffix, occurring in adjs. from Latin. The
L. ending -lentus (which in some words has an

alternative form -lens) has approximately the sense

of the Eng. -FUL. It is believed to have been orig.

a compound, formed by the addition of the suffix

-ento-, -ent- (cf. eruentus gory) to derivative stems

in -la- or •/*- ; these stems, however, have not been

preserved (exc. in the case of gracilis slender,

whence gracilenlns + gradient), and in classical

times -lentus was a productive suffix. Normally

it is preceded by u, as in turbulentus turbulent,

puherulentns pulverulent (see -ulknt) ; but there

are a few cases in which the stem-vowel of the

primary sb. appears, as pestilentus {-lens) pestilent,

i.pestis plague, and some which have an unexplained

0. as violentus {-lens) violent, f. vi-s force (cf. vio-

tare to violate)
,
sanguIndentus bloody, f. sanguin-,

sanguis blood.

t Le'ntally. Her. Obs. [Origin and meaning

obscure.] (See quots.)

1485 Bk. St. Albans, Her. b iij b, Lentalli is calde in armys
whan y8 cootarmure is Endentid with .ij. dyuerse colowris in

the berde of the cootarmure. i$6a Lkigh A rtnorie (1597) 79
He beareth Ermine and Ermines parted per Fesse dented.

This is called Lentally. 1586 Ferne Blaz. GentHe 208 The
second manner of EndenteUes, was called Lentally, and
that was, an indenting of the coate with two diuers cullors

in the hend of the coate-armor.

II Lentamente (lentame-nte), adv. Mus. [It.,

f. lento slow.] Slowly, in* slow time.
176a Stersr Tr. ShandyVl.xi, What Yorick could mean

by the words lentamente,—tenuti [sic],—

;

grave,—and some-
times adagio.—as applied to theological compositions..
I dare not venture to guess. 1876 in Stainer & Barrett
Diet. Mus. Terms, Lentamente.

I! Lentando (lenta-ndo). Mus. [It. pr. pple.

of lentare to become slow.] A direction to the

performer to play more and more slowly.

1854 J. W. Moore Encycl. Mus., Lentando, a word indi-

cating that the notes over whichit is written are to be
played, from the first to the last, with increasing slowness.

t Le*nted, a* Obs. rare ~ l
. [f. Lent sbj-

+ -ED.] That shows traces of Lent or fasting;

emaciated.

1594 Willobie Avisa (1880) 94 Well met friend Harry,
what's the cause You looke so pale with Lented cheeks ?

Lenten (le'nfn), sb. and a. Forms : a. 1

lencten, leng(e)ten, lenten, -on, 2 lseng-,

lengten, 2-3 leinten, 3 lseneten, Orm. lenn-
tenn, 4 lentene, -in, -oun, 4-5 lentone, 5 len-

tyn(ne, 5-7 lenton, 4- lenten. j9. Sc. and north.

4 lenteryne, lentrine, 4-5 lentryn e, 4-6, 9 len-

trin, lentrone, 5 lenterne, lentyren, 6 lantern,
lentern, lenterane, lentran, lentren(e, len-

troun, 6-7 lentron. [OE. lytcten str. masc. corre-

sponds to MDu. tentin, OHG. lengiztn {nt&ndth),

shortened lenzin
; app. a derivative or a compound

of the shorter synonym which appears as MLG.,
MDu., Du. lente fern., OHG. langiz, langaz str.

masc. (MHG. la?igez. mod.Ger. dialects langis,

Vol. VI.
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etc.), also OHG. lemo wk. masc, (MHG. lenze
t

mod.G, lenz). The shorter form (? OTeut. type
*/aygito-, *lang/ton-) seems to be a derivative of

*lat/go~ Long a., and may possibly have reference

to the lengthening of the days as characterizing

the season of spring. It is doubtful whether the

ending of the longer form is a mere derivative

suffix, or whether it represents an OTeut. *tin0-

day,. cognate with *-tino- in Goth, sintcins daily,

and with Skr. dina, OS1. dini, Lilh. dena day.

The ecclesiastical sense of the word is peculiar to

Eng. ; in the other Tent, langs. the only sense is

'spring*. As an ordinary sb. lenten has been
superseded by the shortened form Lent sbA ; but
the longer form has survived in attributive use, and
is now apprehended as an adj., as if f. lent + -en 4

.

With the J3 forms cf. the OXorthumbrinn ejeru —WS.
tffen,Jkstern =fasten, western = westen.]

fA. As separate sb. Obs.; superseded by Lent
sb.l

1. Spring; =Lentj^.1 i.

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 148 Nis nan blodla;stid swa god
svva on foreweardne lencten. a 1100 Gere/a in Anglia (1886)

IX. 262 On lacngtene ere^ian and impian. c 1200 Ormin
8891 Hike Lenntenn forenu )>e^ Till }errsn!a:me.ss chesstre
A}} ntt te Passkemesseda^. c 1205 [see Lent sb. x 1]. a 1310
in Wiight Lyric P. 43 Lenten ys come with love to toune.

2. = Lent sb. 1 2. Also clean lenten. Lenten s

day \ ? Easter-day.
a, a 1023 Wui.fstan Horn. Iviii. (Napier) 305 J>e ma, J>e

man mot on lenctene .. fiaisces brucan. a 1225 Ancr. R.
70 HoldetJ silence .. i5e lcimen breo dawes. \^\o Ayenb.
175 Efterward ine one time banne in an-o^re ase in lenten
o^er in ane he^e mcssedaye. 1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 106
Ye secounde [morwespeclie] shaf bene ye first Sunday of
lentone. 1393 Langl. /'. /'/. C. \\\. 81 Tojene ne to lere

ne lentenes to fa.ste. 14 . . Customs Malton in Surtees Misc.
(1888) 60 Exceppyd Lurgese \>

x sellys hcryng in Lentyn.
a 1450 Myrc 75 Leste he for3et by lentenes day [7>.r. ester

day]. 1492 Bury ileitis (Camden) 74, I wole that the seyd
pi est abyde in Romealle Lenton. 1513 Hkadshaw St. U-'er-

burge 1. 2083 Truly for to fast the holy tyme of Lenton. 1553
Uecon Reliques 0/ Rome U563) 244 I'he fyi st Sonday m
cleane lenton.

/3. 1375 Harbour Bruce x. 815 Fra the lenteryne, that is to

say, Quhill forrouth the Saint Iohnnis tnes. ^i37S-SV. Leg.
Saints xviii. (Fgi/ciane) 1135 pe next lentryn, quhen he-

I gonnyn was be fasiine. £1425 Wvntoun Cron. Vtlt. xvii. 2698
At Sayntandrewys than bad he, And helil hys Lentyren in

reawte. C1470 Hknkvson Mor. Fab. ix. \\\'olf<S
I'o.v) viii,

;

'Schir', said the fox, 'it is lenterne, ye see ; 1 can not fische

1500 20 Dunbak Poems xii. 1 OlTLentreti in the first morn-

Xn 5' J 53^ Bkllknoes Cron. Scot. (1821) I. xxiv, Tassand,
in the time of Leiitroun, throw the .se's Medherrane, ay
selland thair fische. 156a WinJet Cert. Tractates iii. \Vks.

1888 I. 27 The ^eirlie abstinence of fourty dayis afore

l

Pasche, callit Lentren. 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (Wodiow

I

Soc.) 7 On a Sabbath day in the tyme of Lentron.

B. attrib. and as adj.

1. Of or pertaining to Lent, observed or taking

place in Lent, as in Lenten day
,
discipline, fast,

indultj lecture,pastoral, penance, sermon , tide, time.
£1020 Ride St. Benet xli. (Logeman) 73 On lajnctene

fasten o3 eastran. rioso Byrhtjertiis Handboc in Anglia
(1885) VIII. 312 Uer ys lengten tima. ^1175 Lamb. Horn.

25 In leinten time uwile mon gao* to scrifte. a 1300 Cursor
M. 1 292 1 Til he had fasten his lenteniide. 1532 Moke
Con/nt. Tindale Wks. 514/1 By these tradicions haue we
the holy Lenton faste. 1563 Winjkt Four Score Thre
Quest. Wks. 1888 I. 127 Qtihy obeyt ^e noclit ^otir selfis the

last lentrene tyme ^our inagistratis. a 1572 Knox /list.

ReY.Wkx. 1846 I. 46 Sermones hie had tawght befoir the

haill Lentrantyde preceding. 1610 Willet llexapia Dan.
39 Pintus vpon this example groundeth the lei\ten-fast of

40. daies. 1628 W. Pembi.e Worthy Recerv. Lord's Suffer
16 As Popish Postillcrs and Preachers doe in their Lenton
Sermons.^ 1638 Shirley Duke's Mistress 11. C4, To read

morrall virtue, And lenton Lectures to you. 1644 Milton
Areop. (Arb.) 42 And perhaps it was the same politick drift

that the Dlvell whipt St. Jerom in a lenten dream, for

reading Cicero. 1703 Maunhreli. Joutn. Jerus. (1732) 75
This being the day in which their Lenten disciplines ex-

pi r'd. 18 1 2 Byron Ch. liar. 11. Ixxviii, Yet mark their

mirth—ere lenten days begin. 1876 Spurgkon Commenting
94 To listen to these sermons must have afforded a suitahle

Lenten penance to those who went to church to hear them.

190X Edin. Rev. Apr. 440 The Lenten Pastoral Letters

of the Catholic Bishops have appeared.

2. Such as is appropriate to Lent ; hence of pro-

visions, diet, etc., such as may be used in Lent,

meagre; of clothing, expression of countenance,

etc., mournful-looking, dismal.

1577-87 Holin'shed Chrou. II. Descr. Scot. 7/2 For the

Lenten prouision of such nations as lie vpon the Levant seas.

1601 Shaks. Twel. N. \. v. 9 A good lenton answer. 1602 ~
j

Ham. 11. ii, 329 To thinke^ my Lord, if you delight not tn

Man, what Lenton entertainment the Players shall receiue

from you. 16 13 Beau.m. & Fl. Honest Man's Fort. iv. t,

Who can reade In thy pale face, dead eye, or lenten shute,

The liberty thy ever giving hand Hath hought for others.

1660-61 Pepys Diary 10 Mar., Dined at home on a poor

Lenten dinner of colewurts and bacon. x^Dryden Hind
% P. ill. 27 Meanwhile she . . with a lenten salad cooled her

blood. 1722 Prol. to Steele's Conscious Lovers, Believe me
'tis a Lean, a Lenten Dish. 1745 Wesley Wks. (1872) 1.

489 He was welcome . . if he could live on our lenten fare.

1750 Carte Hist. Eng. II. 702 There were large quantities

of Lenten food, particularly herrings. 1840 Barham Ingot.

Leg. Ser. 1. St. Nicholas xiv, His lenten fare now let me
share. 1855 Browning Tivins v, For Dabitur's lenten face

No wonder if Date rue.

3. Special combs, and collocations: f lenten-

LENTICULAR.

chaps, contemptuously applied to a person with
a lean visage; tlenten-eloth= Z^;//-^M (Lent
sb. 1

4) ;
Lenten-corn, corn sown about Lent

;

lenten-faeed a., lean and dismal of countenance

;

lenten fig, + («) a dried fig ; (b) dial, a raisin

;

Lenten-grain * lenten-corn ; lenten-kail .SV,,

brothmade without meat; Lenten lily rare « Lent-
lily (Lent sb* 4) ; lenten man fionce-wd., an ob-

server of Lent; lenten pie, a pie contnining no
meat

; f lenten stuff, provisions suitable for Lent

;

f lenten top, some kind of toy, ? used at Shrove-

tide ; Lenten-veil ^lent-cloth {Cent. Diet. 1889).
1622 Fi.etchkr Sp. Curate x. ii, I'll have my swindge upon

thee ; Sirha ! Rascall ! You ^lenten Chaps, you that lay
sick, and mockt me. 1485 Inv. in J. M. Cowper Churchw.
Acc. St. Dunstaus, Canterbury xii, j

" Lentyncloth called

a vayle. 1546-7 in Swayne Churchw. Acc. Sarum (1896)

274, vij yardes of Oscon brigges for to make Seynt Thomas
a lenton* clothe at \\\)d the yarde. 14.. Tretyce'm H'.oJ
Henley s llusb. (1890) 44 *Lenten corne as. .otys pecys barly

& soyche ober graynes. 1901 Times 11 Feb. 3.1 Warm
seed-beds for Lenten corn are likely to be the exception.

1604 T. M. Black Bk. C 1 b, Hee. . was conducted through
two or three hungry roomes . . by a * Lenten faced Fellow.

1611 Cotgr., Eigne de Caresme, a drie fig, a * Lenten fig.

1669 WoRLine.E Syst. Agric. (168:) 266 This is a principal

Seed-month for such they usually call *Lenten-Grain. 1805
A. Scott Lcntrin Kail Poems 39 (Jam.) O *lentrin kail,

meed of my younger days. 1820 Scott Abbot xiv, Monks
are merriest when they sup be«f-brewis for lenten-kail.

1896 A. E. Housman Shropshire Lad xxix, And there's the
11 Lenten lily That dies on Easter day. 1698 M. Listek
Jimrn. Paris (1699) 21 And the Flesh Eaters will ever de-
fend themselves, if not beat the

¥ Lenten Men. 1592 Shaks.
Rom. Jul. 11. iv. 139 No Hare sir ; vnlesse a Hare sir in

a * Lenten pie. 1494 Fakyan Chrou. vn. 638 * Lentyn stuffe

for y vytaylynge of hyr boost, a 1548 Ham. Chrou.,

lieu. I V (1009) 147 The most part of the carriage was heryng
& Lenten stuffe. 1630 J. Taylou (Water P.) Praise Cleane
Linen Wks. 11. 169/1 Round like a whirligigge or MentenTop.

Lenterane, -eryne, Tenterrie : see Lenten.
Lenth e, obs. form of Length,

Lenticel (le*ntisel\ [ad. mod.L. lenticella

(De Candolle, F lenticelle), dim. f. lent-em, lens

lentil : see Lens.]

1. Bot. A lenticular corky spot on young bark,

corresponding to one of the epidermal stomata.

1870 Bkstley Pot. 61. 1875 Hexxktt & Dykk Sachs
Hot. 91 Lenticels are a peculiarity of cork-forming Dico-

tyledons.

2. Anal. A lenticular gland.
1888 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Hence Lenticellate a., producing lenticels;

having corky spots on the bark.

1855 .Mays i". Expos. Lex., Lenticellatns, .. Ienticellate.

1870 Hookkk Stud. Flora 174 Viburnum Opuius. ..

Guelder-rose . . branches slender, Ienticellate.

Lentick^e, obs. form of Le.ntisk.

Lenticular lenti kbHaa), a. and sb. [ad. late

L. lenticnlaris, f. lenticula, dim. of lent-, lens lentil

:

see Lens. Cf. F. lcuticulaire.~]

A. adj.

1. Having the form of a lens or of a lentil ; re-

sembling a lens or lentil in form ; double convex.

1658 Rowland Moufet's Theat. Ins. Ep. Ded., Lenticular

optick Glasses of crystal. 1691 Ray Creation tr. (1692) 24
The Crystalline Humour, which is of a lenticular Figure.

1777 Ligiitfoot Flora Scot. II. 1049 The lenticular seed-

vessels white. 181 1 Pinkerton Petrat. I. 521 They have
all a lenticular form very much flattened. 1830 R. Knox
Bectartfs Anat. 46 I lewson . .found the red particles of the

human blood to be lenticular. 1845 Lindlky *SV/z
;
Hot. viii.

(1858) 151 It[duckweedl consists of lenticular floating fronds.

1867-77 G. F. Chambers Astron. 1. vii. 93 The Zodiacal

Light is a peculiar nebulous light of a conical or lenticular

form. 1875 Bennett «S: Dyer Sachs' Bot. 58 Lenticular grains

(e.g. in the endosperm of wheat) have a lenticular nucleus.

b. Special collocations: lenticular bed Geol.,

' a bed which thins away in all directions' (Green

L'/iys. Geol. 1^77); lentieular bone = the orbicular

bone (Syd. Soc. L.ex. 188S); f lentieular fever,

a fever attended with an eruption of small red

pimples (Wore, i860 citing Duuglison) ; lenti-

cular ganglion = ciliary ganglion (see Ciliary)
;

lenticular gland, (a) = Lexticel i
;
(b) one of

the lentiform mucous follicles at the base of the

tongue ; lentieular instrument, knife, a scraper

used in osteotomy ; lentieular loop, a set of fibres

that pass outward beneath the optic thalamus

through the internal capsule ; lentieular nucleus,

the lower of the two grey nuclei of the corpus

striatum ; lenticular ore (see quot. 1862) ; lenti-

cular process, a process on the incus of a mam-
mal; lentieular stereoscope (see auot. 1869).

1849 Murchison Siluria viii. 176 Including some denti-

cular beds of conglomerates. 1793 Young in Phil. Trans.

LXXX11 1. 174 The denticular ganglion. 1840 G. V. Ellis

Anat. 94 The ophthalmic or lenticular ganglion, a small

roundish-shaped hody, is redder in colour in one subject

than in another. 1835 Linolev Introd. Bot. (1839) 67
* Lenticular glands are brown oval spots found upon the

bark of many plants. 167a Wiseman Wounds 1. ix. 05 This

is to be done by the *Lenticular instrument made for that

purpose. 1846 Brittan tr. Malgaigne's Man. Oper. Surg.

167 The disc of bone having been removed, and the edges

levelled with a denticular knife. 1899 A tlbutt's Syst. Med.

VI. 501 That degeneration of the central link of the bulbar



LENTICULAItLY.
nuclei associated with symmetrical lesions of the cortex .

.

and in particular of the outer segment of the *lenticular
nucleus. 186a Dana Man. Geol. 234 Beds of red argillaceous
iron-ore, called denticular ore, from the small flattened
grains which compose it. 1869 Tyndall Notes Led. Light ^x
The instrument most used by the public is the "Lenticular
Stereoscope of Sir David Brewster. In it the two projec-

tions are combined by means of two half lenses with their

edges turned inwards.

2. a. Of or pertaining to a lens. rare.

1875 Bedford Sailor's Pocket Bk. v. (ed. 2) 132 Its con-
sumption of oil and stores. . . is not more than that of the

lenticular light.

b. Of or pertaining to the (crystalline) lens of

the eye.

1822-44 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) HI. 166 The most
frequent species of lenticular cataract is that called hard or
firm. 1879 St. George's Ilosf. Rep. IX. 493 Tension of the

left eye, in which there was commencing lenticular opacity.

3. Comb., as lenticular-shaped.

1835 Poe Adv. Hans Pfaall Wks. 1864 I. 17 The lenti-

cular-shaped phenomenon, .called the zodiacal light. 1879
Cassell's Techn. Educ. IV. 63/2 Filled up with lenticular

shaped blocks. 1884 F. J. Britten Watch «y Clockm. 191

These pendulums have generally lenticular shaped bobs.

fB.sd. Obs.

a. A lenticular glass or lens. b. — A lenticular

knife (see A. 1 b).

1658 tr. Porta 's Nat. Magic xvu. 368 A Convex Lenti*

cular kindleth fire most violently. 1758 J. S. tr. Le Iran's
Observ. Surg. (1771) 68 We .. contented ourselves with
removing some Asperities at the Circumference of the Frac-
ture with the Lenticular. 1802 Med. Jml. VIII. 4S4 The
Lenticular is an instrument, apparently better adapted to

its intent, than experience can allow to be the case.

Lentrcularly, adv. [f. prec. + -ly 2.] in a

lenticular manner ; after the fashion of a lens.

1833 Herschel Astron. xii. 407 It is manifestly in the
nature of a thin lenticularly-formed atmosphere, surround-
in? the sun.

Lentictlle le*ntiki?/l). [ad. L. lentiaila lentil.]

A lentil-shaped body. 1884 in Ocilvie.

Lenticulite (lentrki/Ttait). [f. L. lentienl-a

'see Lenticular) + -ite.] A fossil shell of a lenti-

cular form. 1848 in Craig. Hence in later Diets.

Lentiform ,lentiffim), a. [f. L. lent-, lens

lentil +- I form.] Having the form of a lentil or

of a lens.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey>, Lentiform Prominences. 1830
Lindlkv Nat. Syst. Hot. 165 Seeds lentiform, pendulous.
1850 If. Miller Footpr, Great. (1874)337 The form of the
eye-orbit . . was lentiform in the Coccosteus.

Lentigerous (lenti-d^eras), a. [f. L. lenli-
f

lens + -ger- carry + -ous.] Having a crystalline

lens ; said of the eyes of some molluscs.
1889 in Century Diet.

Lentiginose (lentrd^in^s), a. [f. as next +
-OSE.] (See quot.)
1866 Trcas. Bot., Lentiginose, covered with minute dots,

as if dusted. [Also in mod. Dicts.l

LentigitlOUS (lenti-d^in^s), a. Also 9 lenti-

genous. [f. L. leulTgin-, lentigo + -01s.] Full

of freckles ; affected with lentigo. Also absol.

1597 A. M. Guillemeau %

s Fr. Chirurg. 52/1 Of the lenti-

ginouse, theire bloode is to sharpe or tarte. 1681 in Blount
Glossogr. 1 755 in Johnson. 1880 Gray Struct. Bot. 4 1 8/2.
1888 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

|| Lentigo (lentai-g*). PI. lentigines (lenti -

d.^in/z). [L. f. lent-cm, lens lentil.] A freckle or

pimple ; now usually collect, for an affection of the

skin (see quot. 1S76).
cx\oo Lanfranc's Cirurg. 190 Lentigines ben purgid wib

a strong purgacioun. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Lentigo,
a Pimple, or Freckle ; a small red Spot in the Face, or other
Part, resembling a Lentil. 184a Burgess Man. Dis. Skin
244 Lentigo generally occurs in persons with a fine, white
skin. 1876 Duhring Dis. Skin 336 Lentigo consists in a
pigment deposit, characterized by small, pin-head or pea-
sized, yellowish or yellowish-brown spots, occurring for the
most part about the face and the backs of the hands.

Lentil (lentil). Forms : 4-6, 8 lentille, 5
lentylle, 6 lintell, lyntell(e, 6-8 lintel, 6-9
lentile, 7 lentill, Untile, Vlintle, 3- lentil, [a.

F. lentille popular L. *lenticula ( «= class.L. len-

ticular dim. of lent. \ see Lens.
The other Rom. forms represent the class. L. word with

unchanged quantity : Sp. lenlej'a, Pg. lenlilha, 1 1. ten.
ticchiaj]

1. Chiefly //., in early use occas. collective sing.

The seed of a leguminous plant (Ervum lens
t

Lens esculenta) ; also the plant itself, cultivated

for food in European countries.
cxz$q Gen. <y Ex. 1488 Jacob An time him seo* a mete Dat
man callen lentil }ete. c 1425 Voc. in Wr.-'Wflicker 664/25
lice lens, lentylle.

_
1548 Turner Navies of Herbes 47

Lentilles are sowen in come fieldes and growe as Tares do.

1577 Harrison England M. vi. (1877) x 53 Horssecorne,
1 meane, b^anes, otes, tares and lintels [etc.]. i6u Bible
2 Sam. xxiii. 11 A piece of ground full of lentiles. 1688
R. Holme A rmoury 111. 331/1 The dreggs of Chaff, and the
small Seeds of Tares & Lintels which are in it. 1747 tr.

Astrue's Fevers 260 Spots, which are here sometimes as big
as a lentille. 1795 ). Phillips Hist. Inland Navig. Add.
47 Beans, pease, vetches, lintels. 1840 Hooo Up Rhine 174
Our black bread, and black puddings, and lentils ! 1853
Sover Pantroph. 58 His corn was exhausted, and his men
were obliged to have recourse to lentils ! 1877 C. Geikib
Christ I. xv. 222 [In the bazaar] tberc were booths for
Egyptian lentiles.

202

fb. A name for Duckweed (Letnna). More
fully, Water lentil [«=F. lentilles dean]. Obs.

1548 Turner Names of Herbes 47 Lens palustris . . is

called in englishe Duckes meate or water Lentilles, in duch
wasser linse. 1579 Lanciiam Card. Health (1633) 355
K anker to kill, apply water Lentils with Barrows grease.
1579-80 North Plutarch (1895) IV. 69 Water lintels which
the Romanes take for a token of death and mourning. 1597
G era rue Herbal iju cccL (1633) 829 Ducks Meat ..some
term it. .Lentils.

1 2. pi. Freckles or spots on the skin. (Cf. Len-
tigo). Obs.
1558-68 Warde tr. Alexis* Seer. 30 There is neither spotte

nor lyntell or any kynde of redde burgeons in the face of a
man, the whiche being washed with this water . . will not
go out. 1578 Lvte Dodoensm. xxxiv. 365 The iuyce of the
roote [of Thapsial with home, taketh away all lentils and
other spots of the face. 1612 Woodall Surg. Mate Wks.
(1653) 80 Wheat flower.. cleanseth tbe face from lentils and
spots. 1694 Salmon Bate's Dispeus. (1713) 6S9/1 Tbe Face,
or other Parts of the Skin troubled with Lentils.

f3. A lentil-shaped metal disc. Obs.rare~ x
.

1770 Phil. Trans. LX. 363 This pendulum, which is no
other than a simple steel rod fixed to a lentille, made at
Para 98740 oscillations in 24 hours of mean time.

4. A lens-shaped bulb in an apparatus for recti-

fying alcohol. In mod. Diets.

5. attrib. and Comb., as lentil-broth
,
-form, -por-

ridge
>
*pottage,-seed,~soup; lenlil-grey

t -shapedadjs.;

t lentil-dew [a. F. lentille d'eatt] = sense 1 b

;

lentil-ore, -powder (see quots.)
; f lentil-pulse

= 1 ; lentil-shell (Zool.), the genus Ervillia.
1820 \V. Tooke tr. Lucian I. 553 note, The *lentil-broth

was boiled and served up with fowls and vegetables in it,

1800 W. Taylor in RobberdsJ/W//. (1843)1. 345 * Lentil-dew,
a name given to the duckweed. .in old herbals. 1900 Daily
News a Apr. 5/6 Lady A, ..was dressed in *lentil grey cloth.

1896 Chester Diet. Names Min., * Lentil-ore, an early
name for liroconite, because its crystals are lentil-shaped.
1622 Mabbe tr. Aleman's Guzman d'Alj. 11. 275 Vpon

1 fish-dayes we had a messe of *lentill porrige. 1649 Jer.
I Taylor Gt. Exemp. m. Disc. xiv. 27 He prefers a dish

of red *lentill pottage before a venison. 1885 CasselPs
! Fncycl. Diet., *Lentilpowder, Pharm., a powder made

of the pulverized seeds of the lentil. 1660 Howell
Lex. Tetragl., A *Lentil pulse, or lentle ; lentille. 1555
Eoen Decades 102 Certayne smaule graynes of golde no
hygger then *lintell seedes. 1607 Topsell Hist. Four-f.
Beasts (1658) 65 Take thereof the quantity of a Lintel seed.

1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) IV. 11 Tubercles
* lentil-shaped. 1851 Woodward Mollusca 313 Ervilia,

Turton. *Lentil-sheIl. 1820 W. Tooke tr. Lucian I. 553
That the cook may . . from inadvertence pour the fish-brme
into their *lentil-soup.

tLe ntile, a. Obs. ra?e~~ l
. [f. L. lent-y lens

lentil + -11.E.] Of or pertaining to a lens or lentil.

1763 Brit. Mag. IV. 103 A gentleman . .produced a circular

piece of ice . . which he reduced to a lentile form,

t Iie'ntiner. Obs. Also len'tner. [? f. Lkntek

j

+-Ettl.] A hawk taken in lent; a March hawk.
1575 Turberv. Faulconrie 204 And of the same condition

are Lentiners for the most part, the which are called with
1 us March Hawkes, or Lentiners, bycause they are taken in

! Lent with lime, or such like meanes. 1655 Walton A ngler

j

i. (1661) 14 The Ramish-Hawk, the Haggard, and the two
I sorts of Lentners. 1677 L.ond. Gaz. No. 1219; 4 A Lentiner

Faulconof the Kings lost from Chelseythe 24 of this instant

July, with the Kings Vervells on. 1727 in Hradley Fam.
Diet. s.v. Hawk.

Lentiscine, a. rare. Also 5 lentescyne.
[ad. L. lentiscin-us, f. lentiscus : see next.] Of or

belonging to the mastic-tree.
£-1420 Pallad. on Hush. 11. 428 Oyl lentescyne. Ibid.

433 As oyl lauryne is lentiscyne of take. 1656 in Blount
Glossogr.

II LentisCUS vlentrsk#s). PI. lentisci, lentis-

cus's. [L. : see Lentisk.] =Len*tisk.
1398 Trevisa Barth. Del*. R. xvil. xxv. (1495) 6 *9 Cypres

is a medycynall tree and hyght Lentiscus by a nothcr name.
1587 Mascall Govt. Cattle, Oxen (1627) 85 The buds or
branches of Lentiscus and wild oliue trees. 1664 Evelvn
Kal. Hort. Mar. (1679) J l Slid1 Plants., as.. Lentiscus,
Myrtle-berries [etc.], 1698 M. Lister Jouru. Paris I1699)

204 Lentiscus's and most other Greens, had suffered miser-

ably. 1717 Berkeley Let. to Pope 22 Oct., Thickets of 1

myrtle and lentiscus, 1884 Mrs. C. Praed Zero xiii, Foam
dashed over the low undergrowth of lentiscus and myrtle.
Comb. 1882 Garden 23 Sept. 273/1 The Lentiscus-leaved

Ash. .is a medium-sized tree of somewhat upright habit.

Lentisk (lentrsk). Forms : 5-7 lentiske, 7
lentick(e, 7, 9 lentiso, 8 lentisck, 7- lentisk.

Also 7 in It. or Sp. form lentisco. [ad. L. len-

tisc-tts. Cf. F. lentisque.] The mastic tree (Pis-

tacia lentisms). Also attrib.

c 1420 Pallad. on Hnsb. 11. 429 Lentiskis greynes fele and
ripe a slepe Thou brynge a day and nyght to hete yfere. I

1562 Turner Herbal 11. 29 The rosine of y* lentiske tree

called mastick deserueth ,. prayse. 1616 li. Jonson Devil
j

an Ass iv. i, Oyles of Lentisco. 1624 Capt. Smith Virginia
\

I. 2 The Lentisk that beareth Mastick. 1623-6 Purchas
Pilgrims 11. 1277 The Lenticke tree .. is well nigh onely

j

(>roper to Sio. 1644 Evelvn Diary 30 Sept., Rosemary,
j

avender, lentiscs, and the like sweet shrubes. 1694 Mot-
teux Rabelais iv. lxih\ (1737) 257 Gymnast was making
Tooth-pickers with Lentisk. 1751 Sir J. Hill Mat. Med.
694 The Lentisc Wood, distilrd by the Retort, yields an
acrid Phlegm in considerable Quantity. 1766 Fawkes tr.

Theocritus Idyl vii. 154 Who courteous bad us on soft

beds recline Of lentisk, and young branches of the vine.

1840 Browning Sordello iv. 390, Where 1 set her Moorish
lentisk, by the stair, To overawe the aloes. 1866 Comh.
Mag. Nov. 540 Lentisk and beach-loving myrtle, both ex*

I/ENVOY.
I ceeding green and bushy. 1894 P. Pinkerton Adriatica,
I
Dream, By the lentisks of Taurmina.

Lentitude (le ntiliwd). fad. L. lentitudo, f.

lentus slow. Cf. F. lentitude (Cotgr.\] Slow-
ness, sluggishness.
1623 Cockeram, Lentitude, slownesse. 1668 Wilkins Real

Char. u. viii. § 3. 207 Lentitude, Stupor. 1832 I. Taylor
Saturday Even. (1833) 210 There is a serenity—might we
say a lentitude of the physical temperament. 1862 Mrs.
Speio Our Last V. Ind. 41 The struggle between English
punctuality and oriental lentitude.

Lentitu dinons, a. rare. [f. L. lentitiidm-,

lentitudo (see prec.) + -ous.] Slow, sluggish.
1801 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. X I. 646 The . .rehearsal

of the lentitudinous representations of Rastadt.

tliCntly, ulv- Obs. rare* 1

, [f. Lent a. +
-LY Slowly.
1654-66 Earl Orrery Parthen. (1676) 154 He therefore

past lently the River Vulturnus.

Lentner, variant ot Lentineu Obs.

II Lento (lent*). Mus. [It.] A direction in-

dicating a movement slower than Adagio.
1724 Explic. For. Words Mus.

y
Lent, or Lento, or Leute-

meut, do all denote a Slow Movement. 1736 in Hailev (fol.).

1876 in Stain er & Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms.

Lentoid (le ntoid), a. [f. L. lent- Lexs + -oil).]

Having the form of a lens or lentil
; lens-shaped.

1879 in Webster, Suppl. 1880 Athenaeum 21 Aug. 245/2
The other lentoid gems take their places in series with those
which have been collected from the Greek islands. 1884
Savce Auc. Emp. East 230 The lentoid gems, .are all closely
allied in artistic style to the Hittite carved stones. 1900
A. S. Mlrray in Brit. Mus. Return 64 Haematite lentoid
seal, engraved with the figure of a man with horse's head.
Lento (o, lienton ;e, obs. ff. Lean-to, Lenten.
Lentor (le-ntai, le*nt^j). Also 7 lentour. [ad.

V. lentenr or L. lentor (sense 1), f. lentus slow.]

1. Of the blood, etc. : Clamminess, tenacity, vis-

cidity. Now rare.
1626 Bacon Syh>a § 900 All Matter whereof Creatures are

produced by Putrefaction haue euermore a Closenesse,
Lentour, and Sequacity. 1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Compit.
xiv. 486 In this Disease the whole Blood does not presently
acquire that lentor or sliminess. 1699 Evelyn Acetaria 36
Arborescent Holi-hocks .. by reason of their clamminess
and Lentor, banished from our Sallet. 1744 Berkeley
Sin's § 52 There is lentor and smoothness in the blood ol

healthy strong people. 1797 J. Downinc Disord. Homed
Cattle 3 This medicine .. extinguishes the inflammatory
lentor. 1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) !. 560 That
[hypothesis] of Boerhaave founded on the doctrine of a pecu-
liar viscosity, or lentor of the blood.

fb. concr. A viscid component of the blood.
c 1720 W. Gibson Farrier s Guide il viii. (1738) 38 A great

deal of Lenter may undoubtedly be squeezecf through the
smallest vessels. 1722 Quincev Lex. Phys.-Med. (ed. 2),

Lentor hath been used, .to express that sizy, viscid, coagu*
lated Part of the Blood, which in malignant Fevers obstructs
the capillary Vessels.

2. Slowness ; want of vital activity.

a 1763 Shenstone Wks. «y Lett. (1768) II. 228 Persons of
a phlegmatic constitution have . . a lentor which wine may
naturally remove. 1779 J. Lovell in f. Adams* Wks.
(1854) IX. 487 Nor can 1 omit to call to your mind . . that
the lentor of proceedings here should account for the ap-

fearances of injustice done you. 1847-9 Todo Cycl. Auat.
V. 297/1 The extieme lentor of all their [serpents'] digestive

functions.

Lentoun, obs. form of Lenten.

t Iie'ntous, a. noncc-wd. [f. L. lent-its slow
+ -ous.] Clammy, viscid.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 11. i. 54 Chrystall .. is a
minerall body, .made of a lentous colainent of earth, drawne
from the most pure and limpid juyce thereof. 1656 Blocnt
Glossogr., Lentous, soft, tender.

Lentran(e, -tren^e, -trin(e, obs. ff. Lenten.

t Le'ntrinware. Sc. Obs. Also 5 lentry ri-

val", lentrinva(i)r, lenterwar(e,6 lentrenvare,
le 11Ireneveyr. [f. lentrin, Sc. form of Lenten +
Ware.] Skins of lambs that have died soon after

being dropped ;
* still called lentrins* (Jam.).

1435 Exch. Rolls Scott. IV. 604 De custuma 760 pellium
que dicuntur *lentrinware. 1492 Extracts Aberd. Reg.
(1844) I. 47 A lettre, vnder the sam seil, of the freing of the

custum of lenterwar, futevel, and other sic 1493 Ibid. 49
ij dusane lentrinvair . . j dusan of lentrinware. 1496 Haly-
BURTONJL^^r(i867)ii5

l
2Sekisskyniscontenand 986 skyns,

and 350 lentrynvar, and 300 futfell. 1535 Aberd. Reg.
(Jam.), vj dossane of Lentrene veyr skynnis.

_
1592 Sc. Acts

Jos. VI (1814) III. 580/2 Skynnis vndirwrittin calHt in the
vulgar toung Scorlingis, scaldingis, futefaillis, lentrenvare.

Lentron (e, lentroun, obs. ff. Lenten.
Lent-stock, variant of Linstock.

t Le'ntnlar, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [as if L. *len-

tnl-us, dim. of lent-em Lens + -ar.] Lens-shaped.
1761-9 tr. Voltaire's Wks. XXVI. 196 (Jod.) A lentular

spectacle glass.

L'envoy, lenvoy, sb. See Envoy sbA i.

1430-40 Lydg. Bochas viil xxv. (1494) E iij b/i Make a

Lenuoy that men all may it rede. [The *Lenuoye' follows.]

1570 Barclay's Ship of Fooles 2 b, The Lenuoy of Alex-

ander Barclay Translatour. [Also in other passages ; but

ed. 1509 has always The Fnuoy or Thenuoy.] 1588 Shaks.
L. L. L. 111. L 81 Pag. Is not lenuoy a salue ? Ar. No, Page,

it is an epilogue, a 1625 Beaum. & Fl. Wit ivithout M. 11.

iv, After these, a Lenvoy to the Citty for their sinnes ? 1636

Massinger Bashf. Lover iv. i, Do I know my self? I kept

that for the Lenvoy. a 1656 Ussher Annals vi. (1656* 276

Of 10 thousand talents brought forth, there weie 130 left

all paid, with this lenuoy over and above of Curtius [Latin :



LENYE.
a Curtto etiaut hoc adjecto epiphoncmate], Sothat,saith he,

that army.. brought yet more honour and glory, then spoil

and riches out of Asia.

Hence fLenvoy v. trans., to give (a person)

his lenvoy ; to say farewell to him.
1506 Nashe Saffron Walden 134 Wee shall lenuoy him,

and trumpe and poope him well enough if . . he will needes
fall a Comedizing it.

Leny(e, obs. form of Lean v.1

t Le*nye, ct. Sc. Obs. Also 6 len^e, lir^e, 7
lenyie. [a. OF. ligne

y
Huge, thin, slender (said

both of textile fabrics and of a person's figure

:

see Godef.):—L« linens made of linen, f. linnm
flax.] Fine, thin, slender.

1513 Douglas AZneis vn. i. 30 Rych len^e [L. tenues]

wobbis natly weiffis sche. Ibid. vtti. i. 73 A lin^e wattry
garmond dyd hyin vaill \h. mm tenuis glanco velabat

andctu Carbasus). 1 16 . . Barbour's Bruce (1616) 1. 387
His body wes weyll maid and lenye [MS. has a blank ; ed.

1670 lenyiel.

Ijenyn, obs. form of Linen.

Lenzinite (le'nzinsit). Min. [Named by J. F.

John, 1816, after Dr. J. G. L.enz : see -in and -ite.]

An opal-like variety of halloysite.

1823 W. Phillips Min. (cd. 3) 87 I^enzinite . . has been
divided into two varieties. 1837 Dana Min. 250 The
Lenzinite of John, from Kail,., in Prussia.

11 Leo (}ro). Astron. [L. : see Lion.] The
Lion, the Zodiacal constellation lying between

Cancer and Virgo. Also, the fifth sign of the

Zodiac (namci from this constellation), entered

by the sun about the 21st of July. Leo Minor, a

modern constellation containing stais of minor
magnitude, lying between the Great J 'ear and Leo.
a 1000 Ags. Man. Astron. in Pop. Treat. Set. (1841) 7 An

haira lacna ys ^e-haten aries,. .fifta lco\ %\\ln.T>irgo. e 1391
Chaucer Astroi. 11. § 6 As thus euery decree of arte* hi

ordre is nadir to euery degree of libra by ordre & .. leo to

aquarie [etc]. 1611 Cores., Lion, a I.yon ; also, the

(Zodiacall) Signe Leo. 1667 Milton P. L. x. 676 Thence
down amaine By Leo and the Virgin and the Si ales. 1797
Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) II. 548/1 Ileveliuss Constellations

made out of the unformed stars. Lynx, The Lynx Leo
minor, The Little Lion. Ibid. 568/1 When the sun is in

Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo, and Virgo, the north
pole of the earth is enlightened by the sun. 1868 Lockykk
Elcm. Astron. 135 The pole of the globe being represented
by a point in the constellation Leo.

Leo, OE. and early ME.: see Lion.

Leo, obs. form of Lee sbX, Lo int.

Leof, Leofsum, obs. ff. Leaf, Lief, Leesomk.
Leoful, variant of Leefll.
Leom^e, obs. form of Leam sb.*

Leon, ohs. f. Lion ; rare obs. var. Lyaw, leash.

Leonard(e, var. Lannakd Obs.. a kind of falcon.

1550 J. Coke Eng. <y Er. Heralds viii. (1877) 60 We have
hawkes of the towre, as leonardes, leonerettes, fawcons [etc.].

1623 Cockekam Eng. Diet. 111. Hawks, A Leonard, the

male is called a Leneret. 1706 Pmu.irs (ed. Kersey^,

Leonard Hawk, a kind of Hawk, so call'd by Fowlers.

Leone, obs. form of Lean v. 1

t Leonell, a. Obs. rare — 1

, [app. a derivative

of L. led~n- Lion.] Of or resembling that of a lion.

1625-6 Purchas Pilgrims 11. 1495 They themselues are of
darkc yellow colour, commonly called Leonell colour.

Leonerett, obs. f. Lanneret, a kind of falcon.

*55<> [see Leonaro].

Leonhardite (lf^nha-jdoiO. Min. [Named
by Blum (1843) in honour of C. C. von Leonhard :

see -ite.] A variety of Laumontite, containing

less than the usual amount of water.
1848 in Craig. 1868 Dana Min. (ed. 5) 401 Leonhardite

. . Lustre of cleavage-face pearly, elsewhere vitreous. .

.

Usually whitens on exposure like laumontite.

t Leo'nic, ct. Obs. rare— 1
, [f. L. /eon- Lion

+ -ic.] Pertaining to the constellation Leo.
a 1658 Cleveland Engag. Stated 14 The Sign's in Cancer

and the Zodiack turns Leonick.

Leonid (lr^nid). Astrotu Also in L. form
Leouides (hVnidfz). [f. L. lean- Lion (Leo)
+ -ID.] One of a group of meteors which appear
to radiate from the constellation Leo;
1876 G. F. Ch ambers Astron. 799 The Leonids and the

Andromedcs of November 14 and 27. 1878 Times 25 Nov.,
Knowing thus . . the true velocity of the Leonidcs as they
rush into our air. 1880 pRocroa Rough Ways 116 If the
path tends from that particular part of the constellation Leo
. .the probability of the meteor being a Leonid is increased.

attrib. 1899 Edin. Rev. Oct. 3x9 A practised observer
can thus distinguish an Andromede from a Leonid meteor.

t Leonine, sbA Obs. Also 8 lionine. [ad.

med.L. lednina, app. fern, of leonimts (see next),

but the reason of the name is not clear : cf. quot.

1 749.] A counterfeit coin, of the reign of Edward I,

brought into Kngland from abroad.
[c 1350 W. Hemingburgh Chronicon (1849) II. 187 Monetas

plurimas et pessimi metalli, pollardorum . . leoninarum dor-

mieniiuin.et aliorum diversorum nominum.J 1577-87 Hoi.in-
shed Chron. III. 309/1 There were diuerse monies in those

daies.J1300I currant within this realme, as pollards, crocards,

stajdings, eagles, leonines,.. and all these wer^ white monies,
artificiallie made of siluer, copper, and sulphur. 1749

J. Simon Ess. Irish Coins 15 note, These .. foreign coins,

called Mitres, Lionines, Rosaries, .. &c. from the stamp or

figures impressed on them, were privately brought from
..beyond the seas, and uttered here for pennies.

Leonine, sb:1 : see Leonine a.*
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Leonine (l/Vnain, -nin), a.1 [a. L. leonin-us,

f. lidn- Lion. Cf. F. Uonin.~\

1. Resembling a lion or that of a lion ; lion-like.

£1386 Chaucer Monk's T.656 So was he ful of leonyn
corage. c 1430 Lyog. Reas. <y Sens. (E. E. T. S.) 168/6422
They ben of wisdam Serpen tyne And of force leonyne.
1631 Bratiiwait Eng. Gentiero. (1641*338 Neere resemblance
had Leena's name with her Leonine nature. 1660 Gauoen
Semi. Funeral Dr. Brounrig Q vj b, And bring them from
that which in their Physiognomy is., leonine (for so we
read some men had lionly looks). 1822 Wordsw. Reel.
Sonn., 1. Rich. I, Redoubted King, of courage leonine,
I mark thee, Richard ! 1831 Carlyle Sterling in. v. (1872)
208 Great sensibility . . whicli he had an over-tendency to
express even by tears,—a singular sight in so leonine a man.
1869 Dixon Tower I. iii. 30 In her youtb she had none of
that leonine beauty of her later years. 1887-9 1 • A Trcl-
lope What I remember II. xiv. 245 Landor. .was a man of
somewhat leonine aspect.

b. Leonine monkey*, the Macaats leonimts

(Cent. Diet.). L.conine seal \ ? the Sea-lion.
1802 Bingi.ky Anim. Biog. I. 185 Leonine Seals are

found in great numbers on the eastern shores of Kamt-
sehatka. . .The Leonine Seal has the head and eyes large.. 1

and along the neck of the male there is a mane of stiff !

' curled hair.

2. Of or relating to a lion.

1500-20 Dunkar Poems xlviii. 91 And first (hcLyone,.
I With visage bawld, and outage leonyne. 1755 Johnson,
I

Leonine, belonging to a lion; having the nature of a lion.

1 Ibid., Tiger, a fierce beast of the leonine kind. 1794 G.
Adams Xat. .5- Exp. Philos. III. xxv. 59 As is the piper'*

I

art to the pipe, .so is the soul of the lion to the body Konine.
\

1861 Gkikie 8: Wilson E. Eorbcs ix. 24S They styled them-
selves 'Red Lions', and, in proof of their leonine relation-

ship, made it a point of always signifying their approval or

dissent by growls and roars.

3. Roman Law. Leonine convention or partner-
ship [L. L onina soeietas] (see quot.).

Cf. Sp. conttato leonino, in S. America a contract m which
the advantage is, in the judgement of the Court, manifestly
and unfairly one-sided ; such a contract may be held void.

1875 Posie Cains in. Comm. (ed. 2) 426 Aristo records
the decision of Cassius that a partnership on the terms that

one should take all the profits and another hear all the loss,

j
which he call* a leonine partnership, is not binding.

4. Comb. : leoninC'Colonrcd adj.

a 1697 Auhrky Lives, S. Butter (1898) I. 138 He was of a
leonine-coloured haire, midiile-si/ed, strong.

Jlcncc Le oninely adv., in the manner of a lion.

I 7S 1 J- Harris Hermes 1. xi. (1765) 209 Adverbs may be
derived . . from Substantives, as from AtW, a Lion, Aeot-Twfiws, 1

Leoninely.

Leonine bVnsin, -nin\ a% and sb.~ [ad. ]„.
|

]

Iconin its, f. Leon-, L-co proper name: sec -l.VE.]

A." adj.

1. Pertaining to one of the popes named Leo.

;
L.conine City [mod.L. Civitas Lconind\, that pait

of Rome in which the Vatican stands, which was
walled and fortified by Leo IV (<rSs,o).

I 1870 N. <y Q. vSer. iv. VI. 294 1 In describing the present
course of events in Italy, constant mention is made by the

I papers of the 'Leonine City'. 1892 Daily .\c7i-s 16 Dec.

|
5/2 The Pope's plea for jurisdiction over the Leonine City.

2. / conine verse-, a kind of Latin verse much
used in the Middle Ages, consisting of hexameters

or alternate hexameters and pentameters, in which

the final word rimes with that immediately pre-

ceding the ccesnral pause. So leonine poet, rime.

[Prob. named from some mediaeval poet called Leo (or

Leonius) who made use of this kind of \ edification : for

conjectures as to his identity see Du Cange.]

1658 W. Burton Itin. Anton. 61 These rimedog^rill .

verses, not Leonine, as I think they are usually calkd.
]

rti77X Gray Corr. (1843) 276 If the date of this poem be

true, the general opinion, that the Leonine ver>e owes its

name to Leonius, seems to be false. 1837-9 Hai.lam Hist.

Lit. (1847) I. i. § 87. 77 Those who attempted to write verse

have lost all prosody and relapse into Leonine rhymes.

1845 Encycl. Metrop. XXI. 385/1 Sir A. Croke has given

excimples from more than fifty Leonine poets from the Hid
to the XVth centuries. 1862 H. B. Wheatley Anagrams
15 Leonine verses were invented, according to Camden, in

the reign of Charlemagne.

B. sb. pi. Leonine verse.

1846 Wright /to. Mid. Ages I. v. 186 Its author has

mixed leonines with his elegiacs. 1861 Sal. Rn>. 21 Sept.

306 The Speculum is not.. written either in classical metre

or in leonines. *

Leonnceux : see Lioxceau.

II Leontiasis (h>ntai-asis). Med. [mod.L., a.

Gr. XfovTiaoiSj f. \<ovt-, XeW Liox : see -asjs.] A
form ofleprosy in which the face assumes a dusky,

wrinkled, and somewhat lion-like appearance.

1753 in Chambers Cyct. Supp. 1884 Contemp. Rev. Aug.
211 Elephantiasis, Satyriasis, Leontiasis. 1898 P. Manson
'Prop. Diseases xxvi. 396 The bloated, dusky, wrinkled,

greasy, passive countenance [of the leper] acquires the repul-

sive appearance very appropriately designated 'leontiasis
1

.

II Leontodon (l/>*nt<)fy5n). [mod.L., f. Gr.

\tovT-, Xtwv Lion + 6Bovt-, 65ovs tooth : a transl.

of Dandelion.] A plant of the genus Leontodon,

of which the Dandelion was the original type.

1807 Crabbe Par. Reg. 1. Wks. 1823 1. 64 There Arums,
there Leontodons we view.

Leonys, obs. form of Lioness.

Leopard (le'psid). Forms : a. 4 labarde, lu-

bard, 4-6 lebarde, libarde, lybard, 4-8 libard,

5 leberde, labbarde, 5-6 lybarde, lybbard(e,

LEOPARD.

lyberd(e, liberd(e, 4-7 (and 8-9 arch.) libbard.
j3. 3 leupar, 3-5 lepard, 4-5 lupard(e, 4-6 le-

parde, 4 lepart, lip(p)ard, (5 lupart, lupaerd,
lyepart/e, lyppart, 6 lyparde . 7. 4 leoperd(e,

4-5 leopart, 4, 6 leoparde, 4, 6- leopard. [ME.
leopard, also lebard, litbard

\
leupard, etc., a. OF-

leopard, lebard, lenpard, etc. (mod.F. Uopard)^ ad.

late L. leopardus {LList. Aug.), ad. late Gr. Aco-

napbos (S. Ignat., Galen\ also KcovTunapdos (and
\eovTOirapbako?, ? 4th c), f. \tovT-

f
AtW LlON +

vapbos Pahd.
The animal orig. so named was supposed to be a hyhrld

between lion and ' pard
1

: cf. Plin. iV. //. vm. xvii,
4

[Leones]
quos pardi generavere '.]

1. A large carnivorous quadruped, Felis pardns,
otherwise called the Panther, a native of Africa

and southern Asia. Its coat is yellowish fawn
shading to white under the body, witli dark brown
or black rosette-like spots. ^In popular language,

the name is often restricted to the smaller varieties

of the species, the larger being called panthers.)
Black leopard, a black-coated variety of the leopard,

formerly regarded as a distinct species, found in Southern
India and the Malay peninsula, Java, etc.

a. 13.. Coerde L. ^182 Then answered Kyng Richard,
In deed lyon, in thought libbard. c 1330 K. ISklnnk Chron.
Watc (Rolls 13795 Was tieuere lubartl ne lyoun .. hat was
.so wod. ( 1386 Cn.u'cKK J/ouk's I'.2ji Leons, k'opardes
[r'. /*. lebardis, luperdes] and Dercs. a 1400 Isumlras iS<»

A labarde tber com and tuk that othir, t'1440 Promp.
Pan>. 201/2 Labbarde 1 A*., .V., /* kbbardi. leopardus. t 1440
Costa Rom. 1. lx. z.,6 illarl. MS.) A litle lie, fulle of Hi nines,

leberdes, bery*., and o|»ere wylde bestes. 1531 Krvor Ctn\
I. .wiii, In the vacation season fiom Maries they hunted
lions, liberdes anil surfie other btstis. a 1599 Sh-.nsi-u
/*'.

(J. vii. vii. 29 He in forrest greene Had hunted late the
Libbard or the Dure. 1613 Pi'kchas Pilgrimage \ 1. 1. 466
The Libard i-> not hurlfull tonsil except they annoy him:
but killeth and eateth Dodges. 1635 Swan Spec. M. Iif-o)

^96 There is no Leopard or Libbard but such as is begotten
between the Lion and the Panther, or the Panther and the
Lioness. 1784 Cowtkk Task w. 773 The lion, and the lib-

hard, and the bear, <ira/e with the fearless flocks, 1820
Kk.ws Lamia 11. 165 Twelve sphered tables. .rear'd On
libbard 's paws.

ft. a 1290 .V. Eustace 410 in Horstm. Allengl. Leg. (1 -. S 1
"1

219 Lioiuih and leupar/ .. And belies snijie fcl[l]e. a 1300
Cursor M, ji6;8 Modcr, he said, haf }'ou na ward, N o)»cr

0 leon ne o lepard [llott. lippardj. 1340 Ayenb. x\ Vor let

bodi of he beste wes a>e lipard. 1 1386 ( !n.\t clr Knt.'s 'P.

1 Aljuute thii k>ng tber ran on euery psut ful many a
tame leuu andleupaid. i387Tkk\ isa lligden (Rolls*) I. 159
Camelion \h .. ill colour belie to a I u pard. ^1430 Lntk,.

Reas. <y Sens. (K. E. T. S.) 3294, 1 wut . . thou woklest twynne
And fie fiom liir .. As doth an hare the lyppart. 1 1450
Merlin 3 4 In that londe is the \\olf that the lupart shall

bynde. 1481 Caxion Reynard (Arb.) 52 Tbo spak sir fir.v

peel the lupaerd whiche was sybl e somwhat to the k> nge.

1483 — Cold. Leg. 4161 There was a lyeparte theie aboutes
wliiclie destroyed the people of the contre. 1535 ("ov i.uoalk

Ettlus. \.\ viii. 23 It shal . .deuoure them as a k-paide. 1633
Swan Spec. M. ix. § 1 (1643)435 The Panther is a beast little

differing from a Leopard i>r l.ippard.

y. 13.. H. Alis. 522S Vnce.s grete, and leopardes. 1377
Lanol. /'. PI. 1J. xv. 93 Ac h^ie ne was l\oun ne leopart

)»at on laundes wenten..J?at ne fel to her feel. 1398 Tkkvisa
Baith. De P. R. xvnt. xxii. (1495) 781 The Leopeide
drynkitli mylke of the wylde gote. c 1450 Metlm 304 Is

not the leopait more of strength than is the wolf. 1535
Covekualk Proi>. xx vi. 13 The slouthfull sayeth : there is

a leoparde in y° waye. 1607 Shaks. Timon tv. iii. 343
Wert thou a Leopard, thou wert Germane to ihe Lion, and
the spottcs of thy Kindred, were lurors on thy life. 1727 46
Thomson Summer 918 The lively shining leopard speckled

o'er With many a spot, the beauty of the waste. 1834

pRiNoi.ii Aft: Sk. viii. 246 The South-African leopard

differs from the panther .. in the form of its spots.

b. Applied to other animals of the yemis Lett's,

as Ameriean leopard, the jaguar, onca

;

Hunting Leopard, lhe cheetah (sec Hinting vbl.

sb. 3 b) ; Snow Leopard, the ounce, F. irbis.

2. With reference to its spotted coat, as a type

of unchangeablcness, after Jer. xiii. 23.

1382 Wycljf Pre/. Elp. St. Jerome vii. 71/1 [Mentions
Jeremiah's allusion to] the leparde spuylide his colours.

1560 Bible (Genev.) jer. xiii. 23 Can the blacke More
change his skin? or the leopard his .spottes? 1593 Shaks.
Rich. II, 1. i. 174. 1624 F. White Repl. Fisher 573 They
haue washed off their Libbards spots. 1631 Brathwait
Eng. Centlew. (1641) 308 The Blackmoore may sooner

change his skin, the Leopard his spots.

3. A figure of a leopard in painting, heraldry, etc.

13.. Coer de L. sxzi Many wer the fayre gestc Theron
were wryten, and wylde beste, Tygrys, dragons, leons,

lupard. la 13,66 Chaccek Rom. Rose 894 With briddes,

lybardes, & lyouns, And othir bcastis wrought ful welle.

C1400 Destr. Troy 1573 And all of marbill was made with

meruellus bestes, Of lions & Libardes & other laithe wormes.

1523 Skklton Carl. Laurel 590 Wheron stood a lyhbard

crownyd with golde and stones. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v.

II. 551 With Libbards head on knee.

b, Anc. LLer. A lion passant guardant [F. lion

leoparde\ as in the Arms of England.
[c 1300 Siege of Carlaverock (Nicolas 1828) 22 En sa

banicre trois luparte.] c 1330 R. Prunne Chron. (1810) 305
pei sauh kynge's banere, raumpand brc lebardes. 1475 Bk.

NoMcsse 24 The said King Henry the seconde bare in armes
frome that day forthc the saide libarde of gold withe the

other two libardis of the same that is borne for Duke of

Normandie. 1525 Lu. Berners E'roiss. II. ccii. IcxcviiL] 623
He lefte tbe beryng oF the Armes of Englande, or the

lybardes, and flour delyces quarterly. 1614SELOEN Titles

Hon.. In royal blazonry leopards and lions were synony-
26-2



LEOPARDESS.
mous terms, and used indifferently. 1814 Scott Ld. of
Isles vi. xxxv, Though ne'er the leopards on thy shield Re-
treated from so sad a field, Since Norman William came.

C. A gold coin, having on the obverse a lion

passant gnardant, struck by Edward III, £1344;
and by the Black Prince, for circulation in France.
In the proclamation authorizing its issue 18 Edw. Ill, it

is called 'a gold coin with one leopard and is stated to be
of thevalue of a florin of Florence. A coin called leopardus
auri is mentioned in a monastic document of Bordeaux
dated by Du Cange a 1305 ; but the date may be an error.

f d. The leopard's (t. e. lion's) head seems to

have been used as an assay-mark for silver. Obs.

1423 RollsofParIt. IV. 257/1 That no Goldsmyth . . nor other
Man that worketh Selver Hernois, put noon therof to the sale

..or that it be touched wyth the touche of the Liberdisheed.

f 4. The fur of the leopard. Obs.
1490 Will of Peyton (Somerset Ho.), Gown ..furred w*

lybbards. 1506 Ld. Treas. Ace. Scott. (1901) III. 249 It

(ane cote] was lynyt with leopardis.

t b. ? quasi-adj. = leopard skin.

1772 Town ff County Mag. 71 To consult about the cut of
bis next coat, or the trimming of his next leopard sourtout.

5. Sea leopard m leopard-scal \ see Sea.
6. allrib. and Comb., as leopard skin, whelp

;

leopard-coloured, -like adjs. ; leopard man, one
who has charge of a leopard.
1611 Cotcr., Leopard/, *libbard-like. 1647 Ward Simp.

Cobler 5 The Religion of that place was but motly and
meagre, their affections Leopard like. 1390-1 Earl Derby's
Kxped. (Camden) 257 Item pro lecto, vino, candelis et pro
aliis expensis, per le libardman ibidem, j scut. 1599 Hak-
luyt Voy. II. 1. 113 Coates of the Turkes fashion, ot ' Libard
skinnes. 1739 Will in Payne Eng. Catlu (1889^ 55 My
leopard-skin saddle trimmed witb gold fringe. 1884 Symonds
Shaks. Predecessors vii. § 3. 262 She . . led lyric poetry, like
a tamed *leopard«whelp.

b. in the names of animals, etc. spotted or
marked like the leopard, as leopard cat, (a)

the African wild cat, Felt's Served; (b) the wild
cat of India and the Malay Archipelago, F. ben-
galensis

;
(V) the American ocelot, pardalis

;

leopard-mackerel, a scombrid fish. Scomber leo-

pardus Shaw, Cybium intcrruptnm Cuv., common
in India

; leopard moth, a collector's name for a
large white black-spotted moth, Zettzera &scull or
Z.pyrina

;
leopard-seal, -shell (see quots.) ; leo-

pard-tortoise, Testmto pardalis
;
leopard wood,

the wood of a S. American tree, BrosimumAublelii.
1773 Gentl.Ma?. XLI1I. 219 The 'Leopard Cat. 1863

Speke Discern. Nile 273 A . . young man, who had the skin
of a leopard-cat .. tied round his neck. 1884 Riverside
Nat. Hist. (1888) V. 459 The Leopard Cat {Felts bengal. I

ensis) is either very variable in color and markings, or there
(

are, as enumerated by Dr. Gray, four or five distinct
species. i86a ISeveridge Hist. India I. Introd. 12 Tbe
•leopard-mackerel and the mango fish. 1819 G. Samouelle
Entomol. Contend. 246 Zeuzera SEsculi (wood "leopard-
moth). 1870 J. R. S. Clifford in Eng. Mech. 21 Jan. 449/3
A memorable wood boring., caterpillar is that of the Leopard
Moth {Zeuzera ,Esculi). 1894 Royal Nat. Hist. (ed.
Lydekker) II. 142 The *\eopardscak((Jgmorhinns lefitonyx)
may be taken as the best known representative of four

f

genera confined to the Southern and Antarctic Seas. .. The
eopard-seal or, as it is often called, the sea-leopard. 171

1

Phil. Trans. XXVI I. 350 A neat Rhombus, spotted with
black and white, call'd therefore by some the * Leopard
Shell. 1880 CasseHs Nat. Hist. IV. 252 The Ethiopian
region of natural history has the greatest number of species
of Tortoises, and the "Leopard Tortoise (Testudo pardalis),
. . and the little Geometric Tortoise are familiar examples.
1859 Handbk. Turning 41 Partridge and 'leopard woods.

Leopardess (le'paides). Also 6 libardesse.
[f. Leopard + -ess.] The female of the leopard.
1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 02 The Lion and Libardesse

Ihaving conjunction] bring forth a third kind. 1883 Mrs.
Lvsn Linton lone I. xi. 263 She had the supple grace of
movement of . . a leopardess.
attrib. 1873 Lowell Among my Bks. Ser. 11. 317 This

glimpse of her, with her leopardess beauty . . is all we have.

t Leo-pardine, a. Obs. rare - ». [f. Leopard
+ -ike.] Characteristic of a leopard.
1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T. t. 26 There was a trans-

migration of the same Wolvish, Lcopardine, Leonine spirit
into Domitian the Emperour.

t Lecpardizea, ///. a. 7 nonce-wd. [f. Leo-
pard + -ize + -ed l; after F. Uopardl] A lion

represented as passant gnardant.
176a tr. Busching's Syst. Geog. I. 77 A lion leopardized

azure, with nine hearts gules.

Leopardling (le-pardlirj). rare- 1
, [f. Leo-

pard + -ling.] A young leopard.
1861 Du Chaillu Explor. Equal. Afr. xii. 167, 1 beheld an

immense leopard,., with atiny little leopardling near her side.

Leopard's bane. Forms: 6 lyberdes, li-

bardis,leopardesbayn(e,libardbain(e,-bayne,

7 lib(b)ard, libbard's bane, libbardsbane, 6-
leopard's bane. [See Bake sb.i 2 b.] A plant
of the genus Doronieum, esp. D. Pardalianches.
Also applied to Arnica viontana, Fan's quadri-
folia (Herb Paris), etc.

1548 Turner Names ofHerbes (E. D. S.) 8 Tbe one kynde
(of Aconitum] is called Pardalianches, which we may call in
englisbe Libardbavne or one bery. 1551 — Herbal 1. B ij,

Leopardes bayne layd to a scorpione maketb hyr vtterly
aniased and Num. 1579-80 North Plutarch (1676) 739 Li-
bardbain or Wolf-bain. 1609 B. Jonson Masque Queens, \

Night-shade, moon-wort, lihbard's bane. 1658 Rowland \

MoufeVs Tluat. Ins. 909 The venomous herb called Lib-
j

204

bardsbane, or Wolf-wert. 1682 Wheler Joum. Greece vi.
478 Leopard's-bane whose root is like a scorpion. 1785
Martyn Rousseau's Hot. xxvi. (1794) 394 Leopard's-bane,
a wild plant of the Alps, and now common among the
rrennials of the garden. 1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4)

137 When a more active stimulant is necessary, that of
leopard's bane (arnica montana^ may be found useful. 1882
Garden 15 Apr. 247/1 The Leopard 's-bane .. grows in great
patches in the woods.

Leopoldite (If<3p<?uldait). Min. [Named from
Leopoldshall in Prussia, its locality.] «Sylvite.
1882 Dana Man. Min. Gen. Index, Leopoldite v. Sylvite.
Leorne, obs. form of Learx.
Leos, str. pa. t. Leese v. 1

Leose n, variant of Leese v. 1

tLeoth. Obs. [OE. ttod str. neut. = Du. lied,
OHG. Hod (MHG. liet, inflected lied-, mod.G.
lied), ON. Hod, Goth. *Uup (in awiliu) thanks-
giving) :-OTeut. *Uttfo

m
J] A song.

Beo-itntlf 1 159 (Gr.) Leo3 was asungen. £1050 Suppl.
ZElfrU's Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 188/29 Poema, leo3. c 1200
'inn. Coll. Horn. 163 De defies sed is ..hoker and scorn,
spel and leoo". ^1205 Lav. 22078 per suggen beornes seol-
cuOe leodes of Ardure ban kingj. 1230 Halt Meid. ai Ah
schulcn weimeres leod ai mare in hellc [singenj.

b. Comb., as leoth-scop, a poet.
C1205 Lav. 22976 Ne al soh [read nis al so3] ne al les bat

leod-scopes singeS.

Leou, obs. form of Lo ml.
Leoun, Leounesse, obs. ff. Lion, Lioxess.
Leouwe, obs. form of Lebj^.i
Iieove, variant of Leve Obs. ; obs. f. Lief.
Leowse, obs. form of Loose.
Lep, obs. or Sc. form of Lap, Leap.
Lepadoid le'padoid),*. and sb. [f. Gr. AeTraS-,

Aciray limpet + -oiD.] a. adj. Resembling a bar-
nacle or goose-mussel, b. sb. A lepadoid animal.
1843 Owen Invertcbr. An. I. xiii. 155 The Cirripedes are

divided . . into two primary gruups,—viz. the pedunculated,
or Lepadoids, and the sessile, or Balanoids.

Le'pal. Bot. [f. Gr. \tnis scale, after petal,
sepal.] A barren stamen transformed into a scale.
1835 Lisdlev Introd. Bot. (1830) 181 Dunal calls these

sterile stamens lepals lepala) ; a term which has not yet
been adopted. 1880 in Gray Struct. Bot. 418/2.

Xiepamine (le*pamain). Chem. [f. Lep(idine
+ Amine.] (See quot.)

1865 Watts Diet. Chem. III. 571 Lepaminc, a volatile
base containing the elements of 1 at. diamylamine and 1 at.

lepidine ;
j
Ci

1)
H 23N.CioH 9N = C^H^Na, produced by the

action of iodide of amyl on lepidine. Ibid. 573 Diamyline-
Iepidine or Lepamine.

LeparcLe, -art, obs. forms of Leopard.
Lepe, obs. or Sc. variant of Lap, Leap.

fLe'per, sb. 1 Obs. Forms: 3-G lepre, 4-6
leper, 5 lepyr, -ur, leepre, 5 6 lepir, 6 lypper,
Upper, lypre, lippre, leaper. [a. OK. lepre

y
liepre

(mod.F. lepre), ad. L. lepra, a. Gr. properly
fern, of \cnp6s adj., scaly, f. XcVos scale.] Leprosy.
c 1250 Gen. ff Ex. 3690 Dor wur5 }he Sanne wio lepr^

smitcn. e 1250 Kent. Sertn. in O. E. Misc. 31 Si lepre be-
tokned bo grete sennen bet biedh diadliche. c 1380 Wyclik
WAs. (18S0) 67 pe leper of naatnan cleuyd to hym .. etiere
aftir. CX400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. Bi Wyn bat
ys takyn abundanly . . norsshes gretnes of body, and .

.

brynges yn lepre. 1482 Monk ofEvesham 1 Arb.) 92, ii. yonge
vyrgyns . . ful sore infecte with the grete plage of lepur.

1525 Lo. Bekneks Froiss. IL xiii. 132 He was syke of the
lypper, so y* his flesshe fell in peces. 1562 Turner Bat/is

9 The disease now called Lepre, but Elephantiasis of o!de
writers. 1565 Jewell Def. Apol. (161 1) 152 He pronounced
not, who was clcane of Leaner, who was not, before that hee
had viewed the colour.

fig. C1440 Gesta Rom. lxii. 267 (Harl. MS.) Receyve
medicyn of satisfaccion ; and thenne b°u shalt be clansyd
fro all synfull lepr. 1588 A. King tr. Cauisius' Catech. 90
Nocht to tudge of ye lepre of ye body bot of ye saull.

Leper (le-pai), sb.- and a. Forms : 4 lepyre,

4-6 lepre, 5 leepre, lepere, lypre, 5- 6 lipper,

6 lippir, lepar, liper, 6-8 leaper, 7 leeper, 4-
leper. [Related to prec ; perh. originating as

adj. from the attributive use of Lepeii sbA ; the

ending ~er would naturally confirm the tendency

to regard the word as a personal designation.]

A. sb. One affected witnleprosy
; aleprousperson.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VI. 387 A leper pat was
i-heled. c 1440 Gesta Rom. Ixix. 317 (Harl. MS.) J>e brothir
of hure husbond .. was a foul lypre. 1514 Barclay Cyt, ff

Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc.) p. )i, Sometime a leper ts 'signed
to^ thy bed. 1545 Brinklow Compi. xxiv. (1874) 65 I'ore

blind peple, which thynck themseluys to be healed, whan
thei remayne lepers stylle. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI^ in. ii.

75, 1 am no loathsome Leaper, looke on me. 1603 Owen
Pembrokeshire (1891) 2t Gave certaine landes totbeMawd-
lens of Tenbye towardes the relieffc of the Leepers. 1611
Bible 2 Kings v. 27 A leper as white as snow. 1722 De
Foe Plague (1884) 313 Ten Leapers were healed. J846
Tkknch Mirae. x. (1862^ 217 note, When through the
Crusades leprosy had been introduced into Western Europe,
it was usual to clothe the leper in a shroud, and to say for

him the messes for the dead. 1871 J. Miller Songs Italy
(1878) 75 Lonely . . as a leper cast out.

f-S' Latimer Serm. yd Sund. Epiplu (1584) 310
Euen as he was a leper of his body, 50 are we lepers of our
soules. 1825 R. Nesbit in Mem. \. (1858) 23, I have . .been

1

afraid to join the society of the pious. . . I looked upon
myself as a leper. 1847 Tennyson Princess iv. 203 A moral
leper, I, To whom none spake.

b. attrib. and Comb., as leper asylum, centre,

LEPIDINE.

lodge, spilal; leper-house = Lazar-house
; leper-

juice, the liquid matter of a leproma
; f leper's

herb, a name for St. Paul's Betony, Veronica
serpyllifolia; leper (*s) window, name given to
a supposed hagioscope for lepers.
1898 P. Manson 'Prop. Diseases xxvi. 184 The rulers and

clergy . . took measures by instituting *leper asylums . . to
restrict the spread of Beprosy). 1898 J. Hutchinson in
Arch. Surg. IX. 381 As the cnuntry was . . a *leper centre,
some individuals were contaminated. x6i6Slrfl. & Markh.
Country Fartue 204 The distilled water of Paules Betonie,
doth perfectly cure the Leprosie . . this is the cause why
this hearbe is called the *Leapers hearbe. 1855 Stanley
Mem. Canterb. ii. (1857) 104 This hospital, or *leper-house,
. . was then fresh from the hands of its founder. 1898 P.
Manson Trop. Diseases xxvi. 407 Pricking the now pallid
leproma, and then collecting on a cover-glass the droplet oi
'
"leper juice' which exudes from the puncture. C1480
Henrvson Test. Cres. 438 This *lipper ludge led. Thynne
leper loge] tak for thy burelic bour. 1891 C Creichton
Hist. Epidemics 99 The leper-spitals of Scotland. 1850
N. ff Q. 1st Ser. II. m/i 'The *Leper's window' through
which, it is concluded, the lepers who knelt outside the
building witnessed the elevation of the host at the altar.
1882 Hardy in Proc. Bertv. Nat. Club IX. No. 3. 470 There
was a leper window at Elsdon church.

B. culf. Leprous.
1388 Wvclif Lev. xiii. 46 In al tyme in which he is lepre

1 1382 Ieprows, Vulg. lepras ns\ and vnclene. 1427 ^V. Acts
Jas. I (1814) IL 16/1 J>at na lippir folk notbir man nor
woman fra thyn furtn enter na cum in to na burghe. 1429
Wills ff Inv. N. C. (Surtees 1835) 78 It' to ye lepremen of
Xewcastell xl*. e 1480 Henrvson Test. Cres. 372 He luikit
on hir ugly lipper face. 1483 Caxton G.de la Tour F vij b,

God was wrothe with her and made her to become lepre.
1508 Dunbar Flytingiv. Kenuedie 154 Ane laithly luge that
wes the lippir mennis. 156a WinJet Cert. Tractates Wks.
1888 I. 7 Playand . . the part of lippir Giezi in this mater,
sayand, Quhat wyll ye geve me? <rx6oo Montgomerie
Sonn. xxx iv, Cativc Cresside, vhair she lipper lay.
absol. 1533 Gau Richt Vay 63 Ye crippil gangis, ye

liper ar maid cleyne.

Hence Le perdonx, the realm of lepers
; + Leper-

ize v. trans., to smite with leprosy
; flieperness,

leprosy.

c 1550 Cheke Matt, viii, 3 And bi and bi his lepernes was
clensed. 1592 Sylvester Tri. F'aith iv. vii, Aloses by Faith
doth Myriam leperize. 1889 Cornh. Mag. Aug. 141 Curio-
sities of Leperdom.

Leper, v. [f. Leper sb. 2] trans. To affect

with leprosy
; fig. to infect, taint.

1850 Clough Dipsychus \. iii. 57 Some vagrant miscreant
meets, and with a look Transmutes me his, and for a whole
sick day Lepers nie.

Leper, obs. form of Loppeu v., to curdle.

t Lepered, a. Obs. [f. Leper sb.l or v. +
-ed.] Affected with leprosy

; fig. foully infected.

1598 E. Glilpin Skial. (1878) 34 This sinne leapered age.
1602 Makston Antonio's Rev. 1. v. Wks. 1856 1. 87 If he is

leapred with so foulc a guilt.

t Le*perhead, -hood. Obs. Also 6 lepored,
lypored, [f. Leper a. + -head, -hood.] Leprosy.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P.R. vu. Jxtv. (1495) 279 The

fourth manere leprehede cometh of redde Colera corrupts
in tbe membres with Melancoly. 1493 Festn-all (\V. de
W. 1515) ioi b, He was helcd of a leperhode that he had.
154a Boorije Dyetary xxxi. (1870) 293 The .xxxi. Chapytre
treatyth of a dyete for them the whiche haue any of the
kyndes of lypored. He that is infectyd wyth any of the
•iiii. kyndes of the lepored [etc.].

Leperous, obs. form of Leprous.

t Le*pery, a. Obs. rare— 1

. In 6 leparie. [f.

Leper sb} + ,Y 1.] Leprous.
1558-68 Warde tr. Alexis' Seer. 8 b, By this same secret

haue bene healed certaine persons ; which had their faces
as it were Leparie [ft. it viso come teproso],

tLepi, a. Obs. [See Anlepi, Onelepi.] Single.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter xiii. 2 [xiv. 3] Whilke bat gode dos

es bare nane, Es bare nane to Iept ane. 1303 R. Bkunne
Hanttl. Syntie 9147 Ne slepte onely a lepy wynke.

Lepid Je'pid), a. Now rare. [ad. L. lepid-tts.]

Pleasant, jocose, facetious, amusing. Somctimeb,
Charming, elegant.

1619 Sir S. D'Ewes College Life (1891) 73 In gucs ing at

the lepid derivation lof English wordsj. 1649 Bulwkk
Pathomyot. u. i. 84 From this Tonique motion Taurellus
took his Lepid Paradox. 1658 PHtLUHs, Terrorfttins, one
that is allowed to make lepid or jesting speeches at an Act
al Oxford. 1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 1. xxxtii.

149 Apes, the greater part black as jet, some small ones
black and white, very lepid. a 1677 Dakkow Serm. W ks.

1716 1. 142 Some .. figures .. of rhetorick
;

. are i.ot easily

differenced from those sallies of wit wherein the lepid way
doth consist. 1691 Wood Alh. Oxon. I. 22 lie was .. es-

teemed ..for his lepid and jocular discourse. 1708 Brit.

Apollo No. 4g. 3 '2 Solve the Al>ove, ye Lepid Gods. 1804
Ediu. Rer>. III. 339 These histories, .are probably not many
degrees elevated above the lepid fables of Mrs. Goose.
1807-8 Svo. Smith PlymUy's Lett. Wk*. 1859 H. 163/1 As
for the joyous and lepid consul, he jokes upon neutral flags

and frauds letc.J.

Hence Le-pidly adv.
1650 Bclwf.r Anthropomet. (1653) 66 Lucian very Iepidly

deiides an old Woman, who .. would have her Haire of a
yellow tincture.

Lepidine (le'pidain), sb. Chem. [f. mod.L.
LepQium, a botanical genus, ad. Gr. Xrnibiov,

dim. of Xtnis scale; see -INE.] A volatile oily

base obtained by distilling quinine, cinchonine,

and other alkaloids.

1856 Fownes Chem. (ed. 6) 580 Lepidine contains OwH*N,
cryptidine C^HnN. 186a Miller Elem. Chem. vi. 456.



LEPIDINE. 205 LEFROSITY.

Lepidine ije*pidain), a. [f. Gr. \*mh-, Xtms
|

scale + -INE.] Composed of scales.

1859 Tood Cycl. Auat. V. 481/2 In C the scale widening. . '

the edges of its 'Lepidine' layer do not remain in contact
,

with the ganoin layer.

t Lepi'dity. Obs. [ad. L. type *lepidilds, f.

!epid~ns\ see Lepid a. and -itv.] Facetionsness,

wit ; an instance of this.

1647 Ward Simp. Cobfor 84 For Levity, read Leptdity.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Lepidity, delectahleness, or good
grace in speech. 1694 Howe Wks. (1834) 144/2 In a discourse

upon so grave a subject some lcpidities had been left out.

Lepido- le'pidtf), repr. Gr. XewtSo-, combining

form of Xints seale, used in certain scientific terms

(the more important are given as main words) :

Iie'pidochlore (-klo°j) Min. [Gr. xXooP^s green],

an impure chlorite containing mica. Le pidocro-

cite (-kr<7u*s3it) Mm. [Gr. tcpo/ds fibre], an obsolete

synonym of goethite. Lepidode'ndroid ( de n-

droid) a., pertaining to or resembling plants of the

genus Lepidodendron ; sb,, a plant of this genus or

of the group of which it is the type ; also Iie:pido-

dendrid sb. ||
Iic^pidode ndron (-de'ndr^n) [Gr.

Mvhpov tree], a genus of fossil plants common in

coal-measures, characterized by the presence on the

trunk of leaf-scars ; a piant of this genus ; also

attrib. lie pidoga-noid (-garnoid) a. Ichlhyol.

[see Ganoid], pertaining to the Lepidogamidei\ a

group of ganoid fishes having regular scales instead

of plates ;
sb., a fish of this group. Le pidoganoi -

dean a. - prec. adj. !•« pldomelane (-meh?l,n)

Min. [Gr. \xkXai, piXav-os black], a highly ferru-

ginous mica, usually found in aggregations of small

black scales. Iie pidomo rphite (-mpufoit) Min.
[Gr. form], a fine scaly mica, the result of

the alteration of oligoclase (Chester Did. Min.

1896). Iie pidophse ite (-fr^it) Min. [Gr. </>atos

dun], a fibrous and scaly variety of lampadite

(Cassell 1884). IiepidosatiTian (-Sy rian) [see

Saurian] a., pertaining to the sub-class Lepido-

sauna of Reptiles, characterized by a scaly integu-

ment ; sb., one of the Lepidosauria. !] lie pido-

ei'ren IchthyoL [see Siren], a genus of dipnoan

fishes; a fish of this genus. Le pidosteid
(-^*st*|id), Iiepido'steoid (-^st/'ioid) a., pertain-

ing to the family Lepidosleidx of rhomboganoid
fishes ; sb. t

a fish of this family.

1859 C V. Shetard Rep. Mt. Pisgali 6 (Chester) *Lepido-
chlore. 1823 H. J. Brooke Crystallogr. 476 *Lepidokrokite.

1868 Dana Mitt. (ed. 5) 170 Scaly-fibrous, or feathery columnar
.. the Lepidocrocite. 1863 — Ceol. 395 The large *Lepi-
dodendrids of the Coal era. 1877 Le Conik Elem. Ceol.

(1879) 316 Gigantic Lepidodendrids and Sigillarids. 1876
Page Adv. Text-bk. Ceol. xiii. 223 Year after year these
*lepidodendroid stems are becoming better known. 1872
Nicholson Palxont. xliii. 475 The Lepidodendroids and
Sigillaroids have nowlin the Trii-jl completely disappeared.

1875 W. C. Williamson in Bennett & Dyer Sachs Hot.

421 The Lepidodendroid plants. 1836 Buck land Ceol. <Y

Min. Consid. I. 468 The internal structure of the *Lepido-
dendrcn. 1857 H. Macmillan Bible Teach, iv. {1870) 82
Lepidodendrons and SigillarSas were intermediate between
pines and club-mosses, though approaching more nearly
the former. 1861 Henry Gloss. Set. Terms, *Lepidoganoid,
a sub-order of fossil fishes. 1863 Dana Ceol. 279 Scale-

covered Ganoids.or * Lcpidoganoids.
_ 1844— Min. (ed. 2) 322

"Lepidomelane. .was named in allusion to its structure and
color. 1879 Rutlky Stud. Rocks x. 136 Lepidomelane occurs
in small disc-sided tabular crystals, or in aggregations of
minute scales. 1854 Owx Skel. 4* Teeth in Cite. Sri.,

Organ. Mat. 1. 172 The "lepidosircn, and many fossil fishes. ,

1848 Carpenter Anint. Phys. ii. (1872) 99 The'Lepidosiren
or mud fish.

Lepidoid (le'pidoid), a. and sb. Ichlhyol. {(. i

Gr. Aen-tS-, Xfirts scale + -oid ; cf. Gr. Xtmtiocitys

scale-like (Galen).] a. adj. Scaly
; pertaining to

j

the Lepidoidei, a family of fossil fishes having
j

large rhomboidal scales, b. sb. A fish belonging :

to this family.

1836 Buckland Ceol. <fr
Mitt. Consid. I. 282 {heading)

Lepidoid Fishes, [bid. note, The Pycnodonts, as well as !

the fossil Sauroids, have enamelled scales, but it is in the
Lepidoids that scales of this kind are most highly developed.

1854 A. Adams etc. Matt. Nat. Hist. 562 All the lepidoid
j

and sauroid fishes which [etc.].

Lepidolite (le-pid<7bit). Min. [f. Gr. AcmSo-,

XeTTts scale + -lite.] A variety of mica containing
lithia.

1796 Kirwan Elem. Mitt. fed. 2) I. 208 Lepidolite, Lilalite

of some. 1837 Dana Mat. 264 A violet variety [of common
mica] occurring ill small scales, has been distinguished by
the name lepidolite. 1863 Fowues Client. 298 The best
materia! for the preparation of rubidium, is lepidolite, which
has been found to contain. .0*2 per cent, of that metal. 1879
Rutley Stud. Rocks x. 134 Before the blowpipe lepidolite 1

colours the flame purple-red.

Lepidopter lepid^ptei). Ent. [ad. mod.L. !

Lepidoptera (see next).] One of the L^pidoplera.
i8»8 in Webster. 1865 Dana Geo/. 420 note, Lepidopters 1

have large wings covered with minute scales ; as the Butter-
j

fly and Moth. 1881 Elwes tr. De S. Pinto's How I crossed
\

Afr. I. v. 120 This gigantic lepidopter, when young, feeds ;

upon the grasses.

II Lepidoptera (lepidp-ptera), sb. pi. Ent.

[mod.L, f. Gr. Afrrtoo-, Lepido- + nrcpov wing.]
|

A large order of insects, characterized by having !

four membranous wings covered with scales ; it I

comprises the butterflies and molhs.
I1735 LiNN/Kus Syst. Nat. (1758) I. 458.] 1773 1*. P. Vkats 1

Inst. Entomol. 18 Lepidoptera, which have four wings, air

membranaceous, and imbricated. 1866 Dk. A rgyll Reign
ofLaw i. (ed. 4) 38 Baits to tempt the nectar loving Lepi-
doptera.

Hence Lepido pteral, Iiepidopteran adjs.,

lepidopterous.
1828 Wkbstkr. Lepidopteral, belonging to the order of

Lepidopters. 1855 Hyuk Clarke Diet., Lepidopteral,
•terms, -teran. 1865 Woon Iforties without H. xix. 409 The
tiny cylindrical cases that are made by certain lepidopteran
larva;.

Lepidopterist ^lepid^'pterist). [f. Leptdop-
ter-a + -1st.] One who studies the natural history

of l epidoptera.
1826 Kirby & Sr. Entomol. xliii. IV. 192 If a Lepidop-

terist goes into the wood to capture moths in the day-time.
1872 O. W. Holmes Poet Breakf.-t. ii. (1885) 48 Great com-
petition ., between the diptemls and the lepidopterists.

Lepidopterous (lepidfptcras), a. [f. Lepi-
DOPTEH-A + -ous.] Of or pertaining to the Lepi-
dopters-

1797 J. Abbott [title) The Natural History of the rarer
Lepidopterous Insects of Georgia. 1826 Kirbv & Si*. En-
tomol. IV. 533 With regard to selling Lepidopterous
insects^ 183s Trans. Z011I..S01. Loud. 1. iZZuo/e, A detailed
generalization of the Lepidnpierous wing. 1861 W. Harnrs
in Mai m. Mag June 131 The lepidoplerous insect ' colias

edusa i> bright with orange and green.

Lepidote ile'pid^'t), a. Bot. [nd. mod.L.
kpiddt-tts, a. Gr. XemtiatTos, f. Xtmb-, Xcir/s scale.]

Covered with scurfy scales
;

leprose, leprous. Also
lie pidoted a., in the same sense.

1836 Penny Cyel. V. 253/1 Lcpidots, covered u ith a sort of
scurtines-?. 1845 Linulky Sch. Bot. i. (1858) 19 Scuifs
[lepides) are roundish minute scales, attached to plants by
their middle .. ; a part coveted hy them is said to be
lepidote. i860 Worcester, Lepidote, Lepidoted. 1870
Hooker Stud. Flora xvi, Ehtagnea;. . . Shrubs with lepidote

scales.

LepOCyte le'pcTsait). [ad. mod. I,, hpoiyta,

f. Gr. Xfttos scale + kvtos cell.]
c A nucleated cell

piovided with walls* (Syd. Soc. lex. lSb'o' .

Lepolite Je'p^bit). J//;/. [Named, 1S47 Lpo-

lil
,
by A. A. Jossa, f. Gr. AcTro-shusk + -lite.] A

variety of anorthite from Finland.
1885 in Cassell s lincyiL Put. 1896 Ciirstkk Diet. Min.
Lepored: see Lei'EKHEaI).

Leporicide. notue-wd. [f. L. lepor
%

i)-, lepus

hare + -ClDE 1.] A killer of hares.

1788 liURKK Corr. (1844^ III. 77 If he could pay the duly .

..he would cut off every soul of all the hares in the country

..He will depule a gamekeeper; and then, lo you! he
executes all his threats hy deputy, and by deputy becomes
a h-poricide and a gentleman.

Leporide llcporid). [ad. Y. Uporide, f. L.

lepor-, lepits hare : see -IDE,] An alleged ' cross
'

between a hare and a rabbit.

1880 Libr. Univ. Nuoivl. VII 1. 817 Leporide, the name
given by the French to a remarkably prolific hybrid between
the common European hare and the rabbit. 1886 Rtuycl. Prtt.

XX. 193/1 Some few years since many of these animals
were sold as leporides or hybrids, produced by the union of

the hare and rabbit ; but ihe most careful experimenters
have failed to produce any such hybrid.

LepOriform le'p6rif^im) t a. [f. L. lcpor\i)-
y

lepns hare + -FORM.] Having the frrm of a hare;

lagomorphic. 1889 in Century Diet.

Leporine Je'porain), a. and sb. [ad. L. lepo-

ri/msj f. lepor-, lepns hare : see -ink 1
.]

A. adj. Pertaining to a hare or hares ; of the

nature or form of a hare
;
lagomorphic.

\Leporine seal I perh. Plioca barbata iFabr.).

1656 Blount Glossogr., Leporine, of or periaining lo an

Hare. 1781 Pennant Hist. Quadrupeds II. 523 Leporine

Seal, Phoca Lepotina .. S(eal] with fur, soft as that of a

hare, upright and interwoven. 1855 Mayne Expos. Lex.,

Leporiuus. hare-like ; leporine ; but chiefly applied to de-

note resemblance to the mouth of the hare, 1877 Coues &
Allen .V. Atucr. Rod. 44 The large, leporine, grooved-

incisor species of South America.

B. sb. = Letomde.
1862 Melbourne Leader 13 Sept. 13 The bill of fare in-

eluded .. leporine, which is betwixt hare and rabbit.

Iieppey, a. Mining. ? Obs. Soft.

1747 Hooson Miner's Diet., Leppcy. Tis when Woik is !

Soft, Kind and Winable enough, without any Hardship, as

Boreing, Cutimr, Blasting, or such like. ibid. U ij b, We
j

drive at the Vein Head in the first Place, becauhe there it

is likely that the Vein may be the most Kind or Leppey.

II Lepra (le pra). Path. [Late L., a. Gr. Xinpa :

see Leper sbX] A skin disease characterized by

desquamation: {a) formerly used as a synonym

for psoriasis; (/>) now commonly applied to leprosy

{Lepra cutanea or Elephantiasis Grsecorutti).

1398 Trevisa Bartlt. De P.R. vti. Ixiv. (1405) 279 In foure I

manere wyse Lepra meselry is dyuerse as the foure humours
ben passyngly and dyuer>ly medlyd. 1:1400 Lan/ranc's

Cirurg. 196 Lepra is a foul sijknes pat comet of malancolie

corrupt. 1671 Salmon Syn. Med. 1. xlviii. 114 Lepra, the

Leprosie is that which aftecteth the whole Body or a part

thereof with ScurfTlike Scales. xSn A. T. Thomson Lond. I

Disp. (1818) 152 Scrofulous swelling*, lepra, and some other

cutaneous diseases. 1864 W. T. Fox Skin. Dis. 43 Lepra

and psoriasis are identical, though the two names are re-

tained. 1876 tr. Wagner's C<n. Pathol, led. 6) 439 The

common form of Lepra is characterized hy a nodular forma-
tion. 1881 Med. Temp. Jrnl. XLV1. 76 Attended with
lepra or psoriasis.

attrib. 1897 A llbutfs Syst. Med. 1 1. 56 A large collection,or
several clusters, of characteristic lepra-tells. 1898 P. Manson
'Prop. Diseases xxvi. 391 A direct and early implication of
the nervous system by the bpra bacillus. Ibid. 412 A Sand-
wich Islander.. was inoculated from a lepra tubercle.

b. Bot. * A white mealy matter, which exudes

or protrudes from the surface of some plants

;

leprosy' Treas. Bot. 1866).

Lepre : see Leper and Lepry.

II Leprediaun (leprcx9*n\ Irish. Forms: 7

lubrican, 9 leprehaun, lepreehawn, lepre-

ehaun. [Written lupracati, Ingharcan, lugracdn,

in O'Reilly Irish Diet. Suppl. ; in the body of the

Diet, it is spelt leilhbrdgan. dotibllcss by etymo-
logizing perversion, the spiite being 'supposed to

be always employed in making or mending a single

shoe ' (leiih half, h og brogue) ;
O'Reilly also gives

luachat man as a s\nonym. In some mod. liish

books the spelling lioprachdn occurs. All these

forms may be corrupted from one original ; cf.

Middle Irish ludirupdn (Windisch Gloss.', altered

form ofO liish liuhorpdn
K
Stokes in Rente Celtique

I. 256), f. In small + corp body.] In Irish folk-loie,

A pigmy sprite 'who always carries a purse con-

taining a shilling' (O'Donovan in O'Reilly Irish

Diet. Buppl. 1817 .

1604 .Mmni.LTOs 2nd Pt. Honest It'h. in. i. Wk^. III. 175
As for your Irish lubrican, that spirit Whom by piepoteruus
charms, thy lu^t hath rais'd In a wrong; t ircle. 1620 DtKKKK
Dtcamc (i860) 28 Mounted on a spirits back, which ran

With mandrake-shiikcs, and like a lubrican. 1627 Drayton
Agimourt, etc. 127 Hy the Mandrakes dnadfull groan*.*.,

liy the Lubrican* sad moanes. 1818 l.suv Mokoan //.

Ma arihy '1819) I. v. 289 There, jour honor, them's* my
cordaries the little Leprehauns, with their calhah head*-,

and their burned skins, i860 Alt \ 'ear Round No. 38. 282

A little, limping, attenuated falsetto voice, such as. yon
would fancy would have proceeded from an 1 ri*«h lepre-

chaun. 1895 Ja.sk Uariow Strangers at Liscounet 231 A
little ould lepreehawn.
Comb. 1883 W. 1)i.\ck Sliandon Pells xvii, This little

red-haired !epte< haun-looking Andy.

t Le press. Obs. [i. Lepkh sfi* + -ess.J A
female ftper. Also quasi-*?*//.

1541 K. CofLANti Cnydons Quat. Chiring., Exam.
La. arcs <v> ij h, \ f the mother he a lepre^se. Ibid. (v) iij.

Than ought ye to empiyre yf he hath had y" company « f

any lepie^-se woman.. A woman i>nat*>o danngerou> to be a

leprebse to habyte with a la/aie, ab it shulde be a man to

hahyte w iih a Ut/arotih woman.

LepriC le'prik), a. rare"". [ad. mod. I .

hpriL-us^ n. Gr. Xenptnos. 1. Xlrrpa 1-F.PR.V : see

Lki'ER sbJ] Pertaining to le]^ra.

1855 i" Maynb Expos. Lex. 1864 J. Thomas Med. Put.,
Leprnns, belonging to lepra ; lepric.

LeprolOgist ^lepr^lod^ist . rare. [f. Lepra +

-^o^LotasT.J A medical e\j)eit in lej>roiis diseases.

1900 Brit. Med. Jtul. 12 May 1164 With the a&i^laute

o! a number of well-known leprologi^ts.

[]
Iiepronia lept^'ma). Path. [f. Lepra, 011

the analogy of words like sarcoma.] A leprous

tubercle. Hence Lepromatous a., of the nature

of a leproma.
1898 P. Manson 'Prop. Diseases xxvi. 385 1 he leproma,

the nene lesions, and the lepra cell. /bid. 397 The eyes

abo [in a leper] are sooner or later attacked, lepromatous

growth spreading from the conjunctiva on to the cornea.

Lepron, var. Lapkox Se. Obs.. young rabbit.

1501 Ld. Treas. Ate. Scotl. {1900.' II. 112 Ane man that

hrocht lepronis. .to the King.

Leprose 0e'P!tf" s)> a
-
^ot - [

a ^* fcfr<>sus
>

f. Lepra.] Having a scaly or scurfy apj)earanee ;

lepidote ; esp. said of crustaccous lichens in which

the thallus adheres to trees or stones like a scurf.

1856 W. L. LtNU.sAY Pop. Hist. Lichens 34 Leprose species

are also exceedingly common from our sea-coasts to our

mountain summit;;. 1871 Lligiiton Lichen jlora 46 Thallus

leprose or powdery, effuse or evanescent.

\ In pseudo-L. combining form leproso-, with the

meaning ' leprose and . .

1871 Lkighion Lnhen-Jlora 228 L\ccanora\ etysibe ..

leproso-granulo^e, thin, diffract. Ibid. 258 Thin, effuse,

leproso- pulverulent.

tIie-prosed,le*proused,a. Obs. [(.LJepros-

its or Eng. Leprous a. + -edL] Made leprous.

1550 Bale Notaries 11. (155O 96 So many sycke..lepro*ed

. .hanged, and deade. 1656 S. H. Golden Law 61 Miriam

was leprous'd as w hite as snow, a 1839 J. Gut Detuon oj

Destiny vii. (1840) 49 And you, ye Iepros'd ills.. Make your

ahiding with the shunn'd and fear'd.

Leprosied [lcpufekl
1

), a. rare. [f. Leprosv

+ -ed^.] Tainted with leprosy. (In quot.y^.)

1709 Brit. Apollo II. No. 51. 3/2 They're Leprosy 'd with

Scandal.

t LeprO'sity. Obs. [ad. med.L. leprosilatent,

f. leprosus Leprous. Cf. OF. UprosiU^ Leprous

quality or condition. In Alchemy, metallic im-

purity.

1555 Eoen Decades 28,With the-.tortoyses of this Ilande,

many leprous men are healed and clensed of theyr leprosilie.

1626 Bacon Nat. Hist. § 326 If the Crudities, Impurities

and Leprosities of Metals were cured, they would become
Gold. 1635 A. Read Tumors % Vkers 222 The Grecian

leprosity may be thus described.



LEPROSY.

Leprosy le*pr<fci). Also 6 lepresie, 6-7
leprosie, 7 leaprosie, leprousie. [?ad. med.L.
*leprosia ( Du Cange has leprosia leper-house), f.

lefrosus Leprous. Cf. It. lebbrosia.]

1. A loathsome disease {Elephantiasis Grxco-
nun), which slowly eats away the body, and forms

shining white scales on the skin ; common in

mediaeval Europe.

In the Eng. Bible it renders the Heb. cardC-ath,

Gr. Acjrpa, which seem to have been used as comprehensive
terms for various skin diseases.

1535 Cover dale Let', xiii. 3 Then \< it surely a leprosy

F1382 Wvclif a plaage of lepre]. 1563 Mirr. Mag., Buck-
ing-ham ci, Thy deare doughier stroken with leprosye. 1597
Morlev Introd. Mits. 163 Like vnto a hereditarie lepresie

in a mans bodie is vncurable without the dissolution of the

whole. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 216 They say it

procureth the Leprosie in the children which are then
gotten. 1673 Ray Jonrn. Low C. 71 These Waters dry up
and heal . . Leprosie and other Affections of the Skin. 1798
CoLKRiucE Anc. Mar. in. xi. Her skin was white as leprosy.

1801 Cole brooke Jrnl. in Life/1873) 176 Last month, a
young man . .was going to be buried alive, on account of the

leprosy. Ibid. 177 When one of the family dies of a leprosy.

1863 BARING-Gofi.n Iceland 176 The people suffer severely

from scorbutic attacks and leprosy.

1598 Row lan ns Betray. Christ 14 My leprosie is a defiled

soule. a 1623 W. I'kmule irks. (1635) 9 The tongues, the

pens, the practises of not a few discover unto us this leprosie

of Atheistical! contempt of God's wisdome arising in their

foreheads. 1651 Hohbks Leviath. in. xli. 265 Such men
as are cleansed of the Leprousie of Sin by Faith. 1751
\. Brown Shaftesb. Charac. 237 What this leprosy of false

knowledge may end in, 1 am unwilling to say. 1781 Cowj-er
Expost. 96 When nations are to peri>h in their sins, ' lis in

the church the leprosy begins. 1836 Hor. Smith Tin
/ rum/. (.1876) 202 Idleness is a moral leprosy, wbich soon
ents its way into the heart.

fc. A similar disease in horses. Obs.

1580 Bu nduvji. Order Curing Horses Pis. iii. 2 The
cankred mangenesse, most commonlie called of the old

writers the Leprosie. Ibid. cliv. 65 b, The Jjeprosje or

vniuei sall manginesse, called of the old writers Llephantia.

d. attrib. and Comb.
1648-60 Hkxh.nm Dutch Diet., de Khppe van ecu

Lazarus, the Clicket which a Leprosie man beggs with.

1705 Lend. Caz. No. 4106/4 His Cordiat Antidote for

eradicating all . . I ,eproMe Humours out of the Blood. 1897
Allbutfs Syst. Med. II. 62 The leprosy bacillus is by no
means evenly distributed throughout the body. Ibid. 69
Instances of transmission in leprosy-free countries.

2. A leper-house, rare— 1
,

1834 L. Ritchie Wand, by Seine 89 A malady for wbich a
few centuries ago there were more than twenty thousand
la/arettos in Kurope. in the fourteenth century, in the

domains of the Seigneur de Courcy alone, there were ten

of these leprosies.

Leprous le*pras\ a. Forms : 3 5 leprus, 3,

6-7 leperous, 4 5 leprows, -ros, -rys, 5 -rose,

leperus, ? luprus , 5-6 leprouse,6 leporous^e,
lyporous^e, 7 leap e rous, 3- leprous, [a. OF.
lepros, leprous (mod.F. Ijpratx), ad. late L. lepros-

tiSy f. lepra leprosy.]

1. Afflicted or tainted with leprosy.
' Simon leprous ' is a common MK. translation of Simon

Icprosus of the Vulgate (Matt. xxvi. 6, Mark .\iv. 1) =' Simon
the leper' of the A. V.
a 1215 Ancr. A\ 148 Moiseses bond.. hjsemede o5e spitel-

vuel, & buhte leprus. c 1290 S. Lug. Leg. 464/79 A man of

bat con treye bat hei^htesymond leperous. 1382 Wvci.iFZ.fv.
xiii. 46 Al tyine that he is leprows and vncleene. a 1400-50
Alexander 4593 As ba hat lepros ere & lame. 1483 Cam on
Cold. Leg. 216 b/i The bous of Symon leprous where as our
lord dyned. 153$ Coverdale 2 Kings v. Contents, Gehasi
Kliseus seruaunt is made leporous. 1535 Act 27 lien. VII

L

c 25 All leprouse and pore beddred creatures. 161 1 Biut.E

Exod. iv. 6 And when hee tooke it out, behold, his hand
was leprous as snowe. 173* Kkrkki.ky Alciphr. vi. § 24
Leprous Egyptians, driven from their country on account
of that loathsome distemper. 1876 Hhistowk Theory Pract.

Med.dfyZ) 275 The children of leprous parents are more
likely to become affected [with leprosy] than are the chil-

dren of healthy parents.

t b. Causing or inducing leprosy. Obs.

1542 Boorde Dyctary xvi. (1870) 271 Olde beefe .. doth
ingender melancolye and leporou^e, humoures. 1602 Shaks.
Ham. r. v. 64 And in the Porches of mine eares [he] did

poure The leaperous Distilment.

C. l'ertaining to, resembling, or accompanying,
leprosy.

1635-56 Cowley Davideis 11. 619 Leprous scurf o're his

whole body cast. 1774 Golosm. Nat. Hist. (1776) 11. 241

That the whiteness of the Ncgroe skin .. might be called

rather a leprous crust than a natural complexion. 1827-35
Willis Leper 125 The dull pulses .. beat beneath the hut

And leprous scales. 1875 Jowktt Plato (ed. 2) III. 669
Generating leprous eruptions and similar diseases.^ 1898 P.

Manson Prop. Diseases x.wi. 421 Nerve stretching . . has
been strongly advocated, .for the cure of leprous neuralgia,

d. Jig.
1598 Dallington Meth. Trav. Bjb, Who so bringeth

home a leprous soule and a tainted body. 1629 Milton
Nativity 138 And leprous sin will melt from earthly mould.

1632 Sanderson Serm. 493 Theleaprous humour of Popery.

1697 Jos. WoonwAKD Ret. Soc. Loud. x. (1704) 176 Heal
my leperous soul. 1796 Coleridge Sown., Thyself redeem-
ing from that leprous stain Nobility. 1868 Farrar Silenet

*t If. iii. (1875) 65 Her literature .. a leprous fiction which
poisoned every virtue.

2. trans/. Having a surface resembling the skin

of a leper ; covered with white scales. In Hot. »
Leprose.
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' 1620 Markham Farciv. llusb. xiii. 100 Myst and fog,

which being naughty vapours, drawn from the infected
parts of the earth, and falling vpon the come, doe.,
make the graine leprous. 1820 Shelley Seusit. Plant tn.

70 Spawn, weeds, and filth, a leprous scum. 1830 Lindley

I

'Mat. Syst. Bot. 68 Its leprous leaves, superior fruit, and
apetalous flowers, will at all times distinguish the Oleaster
tribe. 1839 — Introd. Bot. (ed. 31 470 Leprous . . ; covered
with minute peltate scales. 1840 Dickkns Barn. Rudge
xxxi, One old leprous screen of faded Indian leather. 1842
G. Tlknbull in Proc. Berw. Nat. Club II. No. 10. 8
Where lichens make the trunks all leprous,

f b. Alchemy. Cf. Leprosity. Obs.

1605 Tim me Quersit. 1. xiii. 58 The phylosophers haue the

same [sc. lead] in great esteeme, . . they cal it their sunne or
leperous gold. 1660 tr. Paraeelsus\Archidoxis 1. IV. 38 The
Quintessence of Gold is as to its Quantity, exceeding
small ; and the residue of it is a leprous body.

1 3. absol. (quasi-j£.) A leper. Obs.

c 1250 Kent. Serm. in O. E. Misc. 31 Swo kam a leprus,

a silc man. C1325 Metr. Horn. 129 This forsaid leprous was
mad: hale. 1:1380 Wyclif U'ks. (1880) 205 pti ben.,
lemmans of foule sathanas bat is foulere ban ony mesel or

leprous in bis world. 1464 Rolls ofParlt, V. 521/1 Certeyn
' Leprus of on re menialx Servauntez.

I Hence Le'pronsly adv., Le'proTisness.
1471 Ripley Comp. Alch. vii. in Ashm. (1652) 170 Clens-

yng theyer Leprosenes. 1527 Anurew Bmnswyke's Distyll.
If 'titers Bij, The same water .. preserveth the body from
leproiwies. 1547 T*oorde Brev. Health Pref. 6 b, Leprous-
ncs and many other infectious sicknesses. 1607 Tolmnkur
Rev. Trag. iv. iv, How leprously That Office would haue
cling'd vnto your forehead. 161 1 Cotgr., Leprescrie,
leaprousnesse. 1883 Harper's Mag. Aug. 464/2 it shone
leprously white and blue.

Leproused, variant of Leprosed a. Obs.

t Lepry. Obs. Forms: 5-7 lepry, -rie
; 5

I

leperi3, 6 leprye, -raye, leaperie, 6-7 leprey,

leaprie, -ry. (P'or the form lepre, which may
possibly in some instances belong to this word, sec

Leper L) [f. Leper sb:1 + -y.] = Leprosy.
1430-40 Lvixi Bochas 11. xviii. (i£54\ God . .smote him with

leprie [ed. 1494 lepre]. a 1483 Liber Niger in Hottseh. Ord.

(1790)43 If any ofthiscourte be infected with leperi3 or pesty-

lence. 1545 I'rinki.ow Lament. 24b, No parson, ones bauing
theleperye,shuld comeamonge thecongregacionofthe whole.

1563 Hvll Profit. Art Garden. (1593) 82 To heale a red

leupry. . . Lay vpon the blisters and leaprie. 1587 Harrison
Ettglond ii. xxiii. (18781 1. 350 This [spring] is good for scabs

and leaperie. 1607 Toi'SELL Hist. Fonr-f. Beasts 503 The
du>»t of a mole being brent, mingled with the white of an
Egge, and anointed vpon a sheepe, is an excellent and
medicinable remedy against the Leprie which commeth
oftentimes vpon them. 1621 Ainsworth Auuot. Ferttat.

(1639) 66 These sundry sorts of Leprie in the body. 1660 tr.

Paracelsus' Archidoxis 1. iv. 42 The Leapry is a more
grievous infirmity then the Cholick is.

fig. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 35 Where is worse
lepry than property in reli^yon. c 1586 Ctlss Pembroke
Ps. Li. iv, Thy hisop . . shall dense the leaprie of my minde.

1647 Ward Simp. Cobler 17 Their breath is contagious,

their leprey spreading. 1654 Vilvain Theol. Treat, i. 29
A >piritual Lepry which hereditarily infects the whol Man.
Comb. 1608 Toi^ell Hist. Serpents (1658; 663 Rough,

bard, mangy, or leprie-like nails.

Leptandrin (leptarndrin). Chcm. [f. mod.L.

Lepliindra 4- -in.] A bitter glucoside obtained from

I

J 'eronica (or Leptandrd) virginica.

1880 Libr. Univ. Kucnvl. VI H. 818 The resinoid extracted

from it \leptandraox 7/erouica virgiuica\ lias the name of

leptandrin in the books and at the drugstores.

LeptO-, combining form of Gr. Acirrvy fine,

small ,
thin, delicate, used in many terms of Zoology

and Botany: Leptocardian (-kaMdian) a. Zool.

[Gr. fcapbta heart], belonging to the Peplocardii, the

lowest k'roup of trnc vertebrates, having contractile

pulsating sinuses instead of a heart ;^.,a vertebrate

belonging to this group (Cent. Did. i S89). Lepto-

ccphalan.(-se ,
falan ) , -cephaUd ( - se -fal id ) Ichthyol.

[Gr. K«pak-f} head], a fish of the family Lepto~

eeplialidfv. Iieptocephalic (-s/farlik) a.
t
having

a narrow skull; exhibiting leptoccphaly; Ichthyol.,

as the designation of certain flat-fish (cf. prec).

Leptocephaly (-se'fali) , narrowness of skull . Iiep-

todactyl (-darktil) Ornith. [Gr. &a*7t/Aoy toe] a.,

having thin or slender toes ;
sb., a bird with slender

toes. Iieptodaxtylous, a. [*ous], = prec. a. Lep-

todermous (-d5\imas) a. Bot. [Gr.Sc'p^askin], hav-

ingthinskin.saidofmoss-capstileswhen pliable(^>rf.

Soc. Lex. 1888
s

. Leptoglossal (-glfsal) a. Zool.

[Gr.7AaWa tongue], of orpertaining to the division

Leptoglossa of lizards, having slender tongues {Cent.

Diet. ). Leptoglossate (-glp*s/t) a., leptoglossal

;

sb., a lizard of this group (ibid.). \\
Leptomenin-

gitis (-menind^si'tts) rath., inflammation of the

pta mater and the arachnoid (the leplomeninges).

II
Leptophloem (-fiJ'i'em) Bot. [see Phloem], in

certain mosses (see quot.). Leptophyllous (-frbs)

a. Bot. [Gr. <pv\\ov leaf], slender-leaved (Maync
Expos. Lex. 1855). Leptoprosope (-pr^-s^up) [Gr.

npoaamov face], narrowness of face ; the condition

of having a long narrow-faced skull (Cent. Diet.).

j
Hence Iieptoproso-pic a., having a long narrow

'

face. Leptorrhine (le'ptorin) a. [Gr. /Jiv-, fits

nose], having a long narrow nose ;
having a nasal

!
index of 47 or under ; also Iieptorrhi'nian,

LERE.

I -rhi'nic adjs. Le'ptosperm (-spsjm) [Gr. antpfxa
1 seed], a plant of the genus Leptospermttm of myrla-
ceous shrubs {Cent. Diet.). Le ptospora*ngiate
(-sp^roe'n^iA) a. Bot. [see Sporangium], having
sporangia which are developed from a single epi-
dermic cell.

II Leptothrix (le'pt^briks) [Gr. 0p/£
hair], * a fungus belonging to the Order Sehizo-
myeetes, consisting of very thin and long, indis-
tinctly segmented, straight threads' {Syd. Soc. Lex.)

;

also attrib. Leptoxylem Bot. [Xylem], a struc-

ture in certain mosses (see quot.).
1842 Bkandr Diet. Set. etc., *Lcptoccphalans, Leptoce-

phalidic, the name of a family of fishes characterized by
the smallnessof the hcad

t
of which the genus Leptocephalus

is the type. 1886 Pop. Sci. Monthly XX IX. 1 14 Many young
flat-fish., assume that peculiarly elongated and strange form
known as *leptocephafic. 1882 Q. Rev. Jan. 251 l^iese *I^p.
tocephalids are small, narrow, elongate. 1864 I'ogl's Led.
Man ii. 30 Platycephaly stands opposed to *leptocephaly,
though connected with it by gradual transitions, a 1864
Hitchcock cited in Worcester), * Leptodaityi

.

. Leptodacty-
Ions. 1855 Maykk Expos. Lcx.t Leptodactylus, * leptodacty-

|
lous. «866 A. Flint Princ. Med. (1880) 693 Sometimes in-

flammation of thepia mater is denominated ^leptomeningitis,

f in distinction from pachymeningitis which is inflammation of
the dura mater. 1889 Bennett & Murray Cryptog. Bot. 146
A *leptophloem or rudimentary phloem, in which the storing
up and conduction of the food-material takes place. 1889
Gakson in Jr?il. Anthrof. Inst. XV} II. 23 The midfacial

i index . . in the three Vasinese skulls . . is very constant and
averages 54*2, making them dolichofacial, or *lfptoprosopic

I 1880 i >awrins PartyMan \ ii.192The *leptorhine rhinoceros.

1884 J. E. Lkk Romeros Bone Caves Oj'cow 31 In both the
Wierzchow skulls the nose is leptorrhine. 1878 Hartley tr.

Top/nanfs Anthrop. 11. ii. 257 The leptorrhinians, with the
na*al skeleton elongated. 1891 Athenxum 25 July 132/3 Dr.
Topinard communicates documents on the nasal index of

;
the living. .. 49! per cent. were leptorhinian .. and 43 per
cent, mesorhiuian. 1887 Garnsey Coebel s Classif Plants
193 Two divisions of the Filicineae, the *Lepto*»porangiate
and the tusporangiate. 1877 Bennett tr. "Thome's Bot.

259 The forms known as Tenno, Bacterium.. Vibrio, Spiril-

lum, * Leptothrix, &c. 1882 Pop. Sci. Monthly XX. 718
Bacteria attached end to end in a string form filaments of

leptothrix. 1885 Klein Micro*Orgauistus 89 Long lepto-

thrix filaments composed of short joints. 1897 Allbuit s

Syst. Med. IV. 743 The leptothrix fungus and spores are
almost invariably present in the concretions of tartar that
gather round the teeih. 1889 Bennett & Murray Cryptog
Bet. 146 A *leptoxylcm or rudimentary xylem which serves
for the conduction of the transpiration*current to the lower
portion of the sporange furnished with stomates.

fLeptO'logy. Obs. [ad.Gr. Xcnrokoyta subtle

discourse, quibbling, f. AtTrro-y small, fine, subtle +
-A07la : see -logy. Cf. F. leptologic]

1681 Blount Clossogr., Leptology, a description of mean
and sordid things. 1823 in Crabb; and in mod. Diets.

llLeptoil (leptpi). PL lepta (-a), erron.

leptas. [Gr. Xt-mov (sc. pufxta/Jta coin), neuU of

Actttoj small.] a. An ancient Greek coin of the

value of about one-fouith of a farthing ; the 1 mite
'

of the Eng. versions of the N.T. b. The smallest

coin (' centime ') of modern Greece, being the one-

hundredth part of a drachma.
1727-41 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Coin. Lepton..os od.

^ qrs. Sterl. 1858 Merc. Marine Mag. V. 86 Vessels of

20 tons, 50 leptas per ton. 1877 C. Geikie Christ lvii. (1879)

687 Among others, came a poor widow, with her two lepta.

Leptynite (le'ptinait,. A/in. Also leptinite.

[app. f. Gr. \(irrvv-(tv (see next) + -ITE.] The
same as granulitc.

18. . Dana (Wore), Leptynite. 1879 Rutley Stud. Rocks
xii. 211 Granulitc ^Weiss-stein or leptinite) is also composed

j

of feUpar and quartz, the felspar being orthoclase.

t Leptyntic (leptrntik). Med. Obs. Also

leptuntic. [ad. late L. leptyntic us, a. Gr. A«tt-

!

TwrtK-vs, f. Xivrivav to make thin, f. Afirruy thin.]

An attenunnt.

1721 Bailey, Leptunticks. attenuating cutting Medicines

which Part the Crass and viscous Humours, with their

I
acute Particles.

Ler : see Leer, Lere.
Lerbord, Lerch, obs. ff. LAitBOAitn, Lurch.

tLere, v. Obs. Forms: i lseran, Kentish

16ran, 2-4 leren, 2-3 learen, 3 la>reri, Or/it.

I

leerenn, 3-4 lare^n, 3-6 lere, 3-5 ler, (4 lerin),

4-5 leere, 5 leryn, Sc. leyr, 5-9 Sc. leir, 5-8

[
lear(e. Also pa. pple. 3 i-leered, -learet, -lered,

I

4-5 y-lered. [OE. Iseran = OFris. Ura, OS. tirtan

(Du. leeren), OHG, leran (Ger. lehren), ON. txra

I :~OTeut. *laizjan (for which Goth, has laisjan
Jy

I

f. *laizd Lore sb.]

1. trans. To teach; «Leabn v. 4. In various

constructions : To give instruction to (a person)

;

to teach (a person something, or to do something ;

to give instruction in (a science, art, etc.).

^900 tr. Bvda's Hist. iv. iv. (1890) 272 He was sended

Ongolbeodc Godes word to bodienne & to lajranne. a 1100

Cerefa in Anglia (1886) IX. 260 Ac ic here bat he do swa

ic aer cwacS. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 95 5>f b« ^ al ia gast

learS pes inonnes heorte. c 1200 Ormin 18147 Sannt Johan

)
Bapptisste coram to la:renn \>e folic to rihhtenn here lif.

C1205 Lay. 4312 peo alche daiie hine larden lu&ere craftes.

a 1250 Owl «V Night. 1053 pu . . lerdest hi to doti schome

And unriht of hire lichome. 1297 R. Glouc (Rotb>) 1934

Constantin let also In ierusalem chcrchen rere & wide

aboute elles ware cristendom to lere. c 1320 R. Hrvnne



LERED.

Medit. 13 Y wyl be lere a medytacyon.
#
c 1375 Sc. Leg.

Saints xxx. (Theodora) 700 He . . pe barne in with hyr tuke
to lere. 1393 Lang 1.. P. PI. C. iv. 162 Hue .. lereb hem to

lecherie bat louyep here 3>ftes. a 1400 Prymcr 97 The wey
of thi ri^twesnesses lere thou me. C1400 Apol. Loll. 33
Prestes schal lx: dampned for wickidncs of be peple, if pei

lere hem not wan J?ei are vnkunnand. c 1400 tr. Secreta

Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 100 pe kyng thotht to do lere him vpon
sciences, a 1420 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 1856 Of alle thre

bou oghtist be welc lecrid. c 1449 Pecock Repr. 426 He
is .. tau^t and leerid of an holt man. i486 Bk. St. Albans
K j, Lystyn to yowre dame and she shall yow lere. 1513
Douglas /Ends vm. Prol. 145, 1 sail leir the ane lessoun

to leys all thi pane. 1556 Lauoer Tractate (1864) 151 And,
now, geuc that 3e wald be leird To brukc and to Inioye the

eird. 1596 Dai.rvmplf. tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. vn. 37 Able

to . . leir thame to knawe thair dutie. 1600 Fairfax Tasso

xii. xl. 22i, 1 did thee leare A lore, repugnant to thy parents

faith. 1832-52 Motherwell in U histle-Biukie (Sc. Songs)

Ser. 1. 42
rTwas then we sat on ae laigh bink, To leir ilk

ither lear.

b. To show the way to, lead, guide ; to lead

(the way).
c 1320 Sir Tristr. 400 To wite be ri?t way pe styes for to

lere. c 1394 P. PL Crede 343 Lere me to som man my Crede
for to lerne. C1420 Chron. Viloii. 25 For Hengestes was
be first duke of hem, And into bis lond he dede hem lere.

C1470 Henrv Wallace ix. 1753 Graith gydys can thaim
leyr.

2. To inform; = Learn v. 5. Const, rarely of;

chiefly with sb. or clause as second obj.

a 1300 Cursor M. 21494 Me war leuer yow for to lere

Quar lijs your lauerd rode-tre. 1430-40 Lylk;. Bochas Pro!.

(J554) 7 ,n which processe, like as I am leared. He [etcl-

c 1435 Torr. Portugal 11 10, 1 wott welle ye are leryd, My
lordys dowghter shalle be wed To a man off myght. c 1470
Harding Chron. lxxiii. xxii, [ Arthure] also gate, as Chron-

ycles haue vs lered, Denmarke [etc.]. ? a 1500 Chester

PL viii. 122 It is good that we enquyre if any the way
can vs leere. 1513 Douglas sEncis lit. ii. 156 Apollois

ansueir speir, Beseiking him of succouris ws to leir. a 1643
W. Cartwright Ordinary iv. i. (1651) 60 Lere me whylk
way he wended.

3. To learn, acquire knowledge of (something)

;

to study, read (a book) ; to learn to do something.

Also with clause as obj.

c 1220 Bestiary 328 And 3ingid him Sus Sis wilde der So
}e hauen nu lered her. c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 354 Nu wot
adam sum-del o wo, Her afier sal he leren mo. c 1300
Havetok 796 Y wile with be gange, For to leren sum god
to gete. 1362 Langl. P. PL A. xi. 270 Thanne wrou3te

I unwisly with alle the wyt that 1 lere! fi375 Sc. Leg.

Saints vi. (Thomas) 398 Wyt is bat gerris be fynd Ite, pat

bu lerit [nocht], & memore syne Is >at bu laris, bu nocht

tyne, & vndirstandynge is [etc.]. c 1400 Beryn 700 Yf yee

lust to lere Howe they were I-clepid. c 1400 Maundkv.
(Roxb.) xxix. 132 All be lews . . lerez for to speke Hehrew.
c 1450 St. Cnthbert (Surtees) 1548 He bade him lere John
evangelist. 1466 Burgh Bee. Peebles (1872) 155 Master
Thon Doby swld haiff all the skwll, owttakand thai that

leyryt to syng. 1500-20 Dunuar Poems lxiii. 54 Thay..
will at na man nurtir leyr. 1552 Abp. Hamilton Catech.

(1884) 5 Ane scholar quhilk is to leir ony special science.

1567 Gude <y Godlie B. (S. T. S.) 87 Leir him to dreid, and
traist in till him syne. 1585 J as. I Ess. Pysie (Arb.) 37
Then ye your self, in teaching men shall leir The rule of

liuing well. 1596 Dalrvmple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. L 8

They haue leiret nocht to defend thair townes wl wallh.

1600 Fairfax Tasso x. x\v. 184 On that sad booke his

shame and losse he leared. 1719 Ramsay Prol. to Orphan
8 And lear—O mighty crimes !—to speak and act ! 1724 —

-

Some ofContents Evergr. v, The sons may leir, How their

forbeirs were unacquaint with feir. a 1818 Macniull Poems
(1844) I24 Twas then my native strains ye leared.

4. absol. and inlr. To acquire knowledge ; to be
informed; *= Learn 2, 3c. Const, of, on, at.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1832 J>ai wald noght lere on noe lare.

Ibid. 19538 J>at he moght of his craftes lere. C1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints xxxvi. {Ba/tista) 958 Of bir barms herrod send twa
to rome, to lere. c 1384 Chaucer //. Fame 11. 3 And listeneth

of my dreme to lere. 14.. Partt. Love 3 in Pol. Kel. »$•

L. Poemt 48 Now jjee that wull of loue lere, I counsell yow
bat 3e cum nere. c 1425 Lydg. Assembly 0/Gods 887 Lothe
to Offende, and Louyng ay to Lere. C1460 Urbanitatis 1 in

Babees Bk., Who-so wylle of nurtur lere, Herken to me &
3e shalle here. C1470 Henry Wallace vn. 671 Lerand at

scule in to thair tendyr age. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems
xli. 21 Be 3e so wyiss that vderis at }ow leir. 1552 Lyndesay
Monarcke 6326 Wald God, said 1, }e did^ remane all 3eir,

That I mycht of 30W heuinlye Lessoms leir. 1562 Winjrt
Cert. Tractates Wks. 1888 1. 24 Childer of happy ingynis,

mair able to leir than 1 wes to teche. 1721 Kelly Scot.
Prov. 13 As the old Ccck crows, the young Cock lears.

Lere : see Lear, Leek, Lure sl>.1

Le red, ppl. a. Obs. exc. dial. Also 2 leered,

3-6 lerd, 4-5 Sc. leyryt, 5-6 lerid, -it, 9 leared.

[pple. of Lere v.] «= Learned. Also absol., esp.

in lered and lewd.

c 1154 O. E. Chron. an. 1 137 J>e biscopes & lered men heom
cursede aeure. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 129 pe bisshupes,
and be oSre lerede pe wuneden in be lond. a 1300 Cursor M.
24806 pis abbot . .Was chosin . .A lerd man o mikel lare, c 1375
Sc. Leg. Saints xxii. (Laurentius) 782 Quhethyre bai leyryt
ore lawit ware, c 1386 Chaucer Doctors T. 283 For be
he lewed man or ellis lered. £1450 Holland Howlat 122
Patriarkis and prophetis, of lerit the laif. c 1450\A bee Art's-
totill 21 in Q. Eliz. Acad. 65 Bothe lewid And lerid, Magnifie
his mageste bat most is of myght. 1500*20 Dunbar
Poems Ix. 41 The lerit sone of erll or lord. 1556 Chron.
Gr. Friars 0/ Lpnd. (Camden) 89 The lerdemen of both
the universytes. 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss. s.v. Lare,
He was, after all, a mensefully leared man.

t Lerer. Obs. [f. Lere v. + -er * ; cf. OHG.
Wrari (mod.G. le/irer), Sw. idrare, Da. Iserer,

Goth, laisareis.]
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1. A teacher.
a 1300 Cursor M. 21 179 Spellers o trouth, lerers 0 lede.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter exxxiv. 7 Cloudis are lerers of
goddis worde. c 1375 Lay Folks Mass Bk. (MS. B) 164
Hothe po reders & po herers has mykil nede, me benk of

I lerers. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 297/2 Lerare, . . doctor.

2. A learner, disetple. rare.

j

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 297/2 Lerare, or lernare, or he bat
i

re( eyvythe lore, . . disci/>ntus.

Lerge, Lergeness, obs. Sc. flf. Lahge, -ness.

fLe'ring. Obs. [f. Lerk^. + -ixg !
. Cf.ON.

|

l&ring] a. Learning, b. Instruction, teaching;
'

1

doctrine.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1^811 For til him was be lai bi-taght,
bat he him thoru lering laght. 1340 Hamtolf. Pr. Consc.
170 For a man excuses noght his unkunnyng That his
wittes uses noght in leryng. 1357 Lay Folks Catech. 28
And all the knawing bat we have in bis world of him, Is
of heryng, and leryng and techyng of othir. 1377 Langl.
P. Pt. 1J. x. 16 Anima that lady is ladde bi his lerynge.
£-1460 J. Russrli. Bk. Nurture 83: Yowre sawces to make
y shalle geue yow lerynge.

tLerion. Obs. [? corruptly a. F. liron.] ?Thc
grey dormouse.
c 1470 Hf.nrvson Mor. Fab. v. (Parlt. Beasts) xvii, The

mertnk..Thc bowranbane and eik the lerion.

Leripoop(e, -pup, variants of Liripoop.
Lerk: sec Lirk sb. and v.

y
dial.

Lerkere, obs. form of Li rker.

t lerm, ^. Obs. rare — 1

, [ad. OF. tenner,

larmer to weep, f. lartne a tear.] inlr. To weep.
^•1530 Lo. Berners Arth. Lyl. Bryt. (1814) 268 Whan

Arthur sawe . . the bysshop mytred and all barefoted, hys
herte lermed and wepte for pyte.

Lern, obs. form of Learnt
.

Lernaean (binran), a. and sb. Also lemean.
[f. L. Lernx-ust

Gr. Aepofoy (f. L. Lema, Gr.
|

Afpvrj, the name of a marsh in Argolis) + -a>*. The
mod. use is prob. an allusion to the Lern rain Hydra,

,

1 a monster inhabiting this marsh.]

j

A. adj. Pertaining to the Lernxa, a Linnrain

genus of pnrasitte entomostracans, now limited to

certain species infesting the gills of the eod.

1835 Kikky Hab. $ Inst. Anim. II. xiv. 25 A very re-

markable Lernean parasite. 1852 Dana Crust. 1. 4 The
most degraded Lerna'au forms ha\e the sluggishness . . of 1

the lowest worms.

B. sb. One of the genus Lertnva.

1835 Kirhy Hab. Inst. Anim. II. xiv. 22 The Lerneans
..he [Cuvier] has placed.. in his first order of Intestinal

Worms. i$j6 Benedeu's Anim. Parasites 97 The Lei nrenns
|

also have females excessively various in si/e and appearance.

Lernaeoid bjn/'oid), a. [f. mod.].. Lermxft
J

(see Lerx.ean) + -nil).] 1 laving the nppeatauce of

a Lemean
;
resembling the Lernrains.

1846 Dana Zooph. vii. (1848) 107 The Lerna*oid di\ ision

appears to reach the Polygastrics in the Acephnloci-t.

Jjernilite, erroneous form of Lennimtk.
Lerot (le r^t). Zool. [a. F. lt>rot, f. loir, »epr.

! pop. L. glir-em (L. glir-em, gits') dormouse.] The
garden dormouse (Myoxus tiitela^.

I

1774 Golosm. Nat. Hist. vi. 1.(1862) I. 453 The middle
!

[Dormouse], which he [Huffon] calls the Lerot. 1849 Sk.

! Nat. Hist., Mammalia IV. 29 The Garden Dormouse, or
Lerot. . .The greater Dormouse of Shaw.

Lerp (lsrp). Also laap, leurp. [Native Aus-
tralian.] 1 A kind of manna seereted by an inseet,

Psylla eucalypti, and found on the leaves of the

Mallee {Eucalypius dttmosa) * Morris Austral Eng.
1898.
1848 W. Westgartii Australia Felix vi. 73 The natives

of the Wimmera prepare a luscious drink from the laap.

1878 R. B. Smyth Aborig. Victoria 1. 211 Lerp.

Lerre i.poop, variant of Liripoop.

Lerret (le-ret). dial. Also lerrett, -it. [Ety-

mology unknown.] A boat suitable for heavy seas,

used on the coast about the Isle of Portland.
i8a8 New Sailor's Mag. 155 The 'Portland Lerret or

boat adapted for approaching this extraordinary isthmus,

'Chesel Beach*. ..A lerret of large size, about five tons

burden. 1869 Daily Ntnvs 14 Sept., Pilot George Brown,
with a crew of four men, went in a 'lerrit* to her assist-

ance. 1877 Times 13 Sept. 4/3 In the face of such a sea.,

none other than the well known Portland 1
lerretts ' could

have been launched or beached. 1880 T. Hardy Trumpet-
Major lll.xxxiv. 120 The trip in the stem of the lerret had
quite refreshed ber.

Lerrie, lerry : see Lurry.
Lerroch, variant of Laracii Sc.

Lerrup, dial, variant of Larrup.
lies, obs. form of Leash, Less ; var. Leese.

Lesar, variant of Leeser 1 Obs.

Lesarde, obs. form of Lizard.

Lesbian (le'zbian), a. [f. L. Lesbi-usy Gr.

AfV/Jioy + -ax.] Of or pertaining to the island of

Lesbos, in the northern part of the Grecian archi-

pelago. Lesbian rule: a mason's rule made of

lead, which could be bent to fit the curves of a

moulding (Aristotle Eih. Nic V. x. 7) ; hencefig.,
a principle of judgement that is pliant and accom-
modating. (Very common in 1 7th c, but app. not

always correctly understood.)
1601 S, Daniel To Sir T. Egerton 131 That Lesbian square,

that building fit, Plies to the worke, not forc'th the worke
to it. 1605 TiMME Qucrsit, li.ii.x-n The composition and

LESION.

wonderful nature thereof is, as it were, a certaine example
and Lesbian rule of our worke. 1606 Svlvester Dh Bartas
11. iv. 11. Maguif. 1x17 Another, leveld by the Lesbian Squire
Deep under ground for the Foundation) joyns Well-polisht
Marble, a 1628 Preston New Covt. (1630) 233 Thou goe>t
not by a straight rule, but by a leaden Leshian rule. 1703
Rowk Ulysses 11. i. 945 The Chian and the Lesbian Grape.
1711 W. Kin-g tr. Nandc's Rej. Politics v. 188 it (artificial,
politic Justice] is soft and pliant enough lo accommodate
itself as the Lesbian rule to human and popular weakness.
1727-41 Chambers (.ycl.s.v. Cymatii/»r, Lesbian cyinatium,
according to Vitruvius, is what we otherwise call talon.

Lescun, lesczoun, obs. foims of Lisbon.
Lese, obs. f. Leach sbj nnd v.i, Lease, Leash.
Ijese, variant of Lek.se z\l and
Lesed, pa. pple. and ///. a. Sc. Also S leesed.

[f. L. tns-us, pa. pple. of lirdere to hurl + -xr)l.]

That has suffered Lesion, q.v.
;
damaged, injured.

16.. in Hector Judicial Kec. (1876) 100 tE. L>. D.i To
a*s\the the sd John Hair as the pnirty le;,ed. 1708 Cham-
beklaynk St. C>t. Brit. ii. ii. \i. (1743! 385 If the ordinary be
clear to pronounce an lnterloquitor to the dk«ati>fnttion of
either party, lie who thinks liiniself lesed, may get Redress.
1724 1)k. Mousioi n in /'/;//. Ttans. XXXI II. 12 The
Kla.sticity of these hesed Parts was .. hnpah 'd. 1741 A.
Monko Auat. of Nerves (ed. 3) 34 *I he lesed Pait of the
Body.

Lese-majesty (l/^msc-dapstiX Civil Law.
Also 6 lease-, leis-, 7 laese-, 8-9 leze-. [ad. Y.
Ihc-majesU, ad. L. hvsa vnyestas hurt or violated
majesty, i.e. of the soveieigu people.] Any offence
against the sovereign authority ; treason.

1 1430-40 Lvoc. Bochas iv. xii. (1494) sig. p iij, Lyst he were
accused to thestates Of cryme called lese magestath.

| 1536
ISrllpnden Cron. Seot.(\§2\) L 12 Nocht withstanding quhat-
sumever offence of lese majeste commit tit he thaim. a 1578
Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chrcn. Scot. (S.T.S.) 1.397 L»...

was hanischit in 1 upland fforcertane crymes of lei-maieslie.
1609 Skene Reg. Maj. 6 The crime, quhilk in the Ch ill law,
is called the crime of lese Majesue. a 1651 Caidi-rwoou
Hist. A'trk {1843) II. 3=,6 The conspirators ashamed lo
expresse the king's murthcr, committed this famed rapi.
a crime of lese-majestie. 1726 Cavallifr Mem. iv. 332,
1 confess 1 am loaded with the Crime of Leze Majesty!
1818 Scott //'//. Midi, xi, Perduclliuii is .. muckle warse
than lese-majesty, or the concealment of a treasonable
purpose. 1830 Ukntham Cotst. Code Wks. 1S43 IX. 33
Under a representative democracy there can be no le^e
majesty. 1873 Loncf. // 'aj side Inn, Rhyme Si* Christopher
20 Not having been at court Seemed something \tiy little

short Of treason or lese-maje>iy.

tram/, a 1649 Dklmm. of Hawtii. Hist. Jus. /, Wks.
(171 1) 9 King Henry J8th] was., a rebel guilty of le?%e majesty
di\ine. 1841 Lmi:i«son Addr., Meth. Nattoe Wk*. (lluhnj
II. 227 Why then goest thon as some, .listening worshipper
to this saint or to that ? That is the only Lse majesty.
" Uuih in P r. and Ling., the lirsi member of this

word has been treated as a verb-stem, to which a

sb. may be attached in an objective relation, form-
ing compounds with the general sense 'outrage
upon the rights or dignity of what is expressed

by the sb.\ So in Kr. Use- catholicize
1

, Icse-fatulte".

Icse-socic'tc, etc. (see Littre) ; the Eng. e.xainjiles

below are mere nonce-wds.
1790 IiL'rke Fr. Rev. 104 Persons whom the leze nation

might bring under the administration of his executive
powers. 1814 Soutjiky Lett. (1856) II. 361 All flogging in

schools is prohibited, as a crime of le/c«liberty in a free

country. 1831 Gen. P. Thompson E.xerc. (1842) I. 424
There is .scarcely an honest or independent man among
them, who has not in some way or other been guilty of
Lese«Toryi>m. 1833 Sik W. Hamilton Distnss. (18521 570
To enfeeble them {classical studies] would. .be. .in a certain
sort, the crime of lese-humanity. 1870 Lowell Poemsy

Cathedral, I was a poacher on their self-preserve Intent
constructively on lese-anglicism.

Lesenge, obs. form of Lozenge.
Hjesei\e, var. Leesek 1 Obs. ; obs. f. Lizard.
Lesewe, variant of Leasow dial.

Lesh'e, obs. form of Leach sb. 1 and v. 1
-, Leash.

Leshpund, variant of Lispound.

Lesion (l/'^an). Also 6 Sc. lessioun, 9 Ia?sion.

[ad. F. Usion, ad. L. ixsion-ent, n. of action f.

IxdHre to huit.]

1. Damage, injury; a hurt or flaw, whether ma-
terial or immaterial.

1452 Dk. Yokk in Kllis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. I. 11 What
. .lesion of honour, & villany is said & reported generally
unto the English nation. C1460 G. Asimv Dicta Philos.

659 Yf ye finde any spotte, fylth, or lesion In any personne
or in creature, Dishonnour hym not with derision. 1858
Times 5 Oct., Looking for faults, for lesions, for bubbles in

the gutta-percha. 1850 R. F. Burton Centr. A/r. in Jrnt.
Gcog.Soc. XXIX. 89 If the hand after being dipped [in boil-

ing water] shew any sign of lesion, the offence is proven.

1875 Klackmore A. Lorraine 1. xxvi. 292 Nay, nay, Struan,

be not thus hurt by imaginary lesions.,

2. Damage or detriment to one's property or

rights. Now only in legal use
;
chiefly in Civil

and Scots Law, applied to such injury involved in

a contract as may be pleaded as a ground for set-

ting it aside.

1582-8 Hist. Jas. / '/(1804) 161 Sum men of his..destroyed

all his coirnes and housses, to his great enorme lessioun.

1839 W.O. Manning Laiv Nations v. vii. (1875) 352 The
contingency of lesion to the rights of those who are not

parties to the contest. 1875 Poste Gams 1. (ed. 2) 152 The
first condition is a Laesion by the operation of civil law, i.e.

a disadvantageous change in civU
#
rights or obligations

brought about by some omission or disposition of the person

who claims relief.



LESNESS.

3. Path, Any morbid change in the exercise of

functions or the texture of organs.

1747 tr. Astruc's Fevers 301 The physician should.,
examine the lesions of the different functions of these organs.

1808 Med, Jml. XIX. 441 Affected with tetanic symptoms,
from the lacsion of a nerve. 1866 A. Flint Princ. Med,
(1880) 185 A lesion called anthracosis of the lungs.

fifr *835 S,R w « Hamilton Discuss. (1852) 532 The
lesion of moral and religious principle in the delinquent

himself. 1873 H. Rogers Orig. Bible li. 98 That great moral
lesion of man's nature with which the Bible deals.

Leak, obs. form of Leach sb.\ slice.

Leake, obs. form of Lask v. ; var. of Lisk.

tLesness. Obs. Forms: I lesnis(s, 3, 4 les-

nesse. [OK. Usnis, f. lesan % than to loose.]

Absolution, redemption, forgiveness (of sins).

<"95o Lindisf. Gosp. Luke i. 63 ForSou gesohte & dyde
lesuise [975 Rttshw. lesnissel folces his. c 1290 6'. Leg.

L 273/73 pou most in lesnesse of bine sunnes : habhe bine

wone^ingue bere. 1297 R. Glovc (Rolls) 3604, & wo so her

is aslawe is deb him sal be In lesnesse of al is sinne. 1340
Ayenb. 14 pe enlefte [article of the Creed] is to leue be
lesnesse of zenne.

Ijespund, variant of Lispound.

Less (les), a. {sb,)
}
adv., and conj. Forms : I

inflected adj. lsessa (leesse^//. and neut.), North-
umb, ldassa, uninfected lses

?
2 5 lasse, 2-7 les,

3-7 lesse, (4 lass, 4, 6 Sc, lese), 4 5 las, 4- lass.

(\t) The OE. /rwadv. (occas. used quasi-sb. and as

uninflected adj.) corresponds to OFris. les OTeut.
type *laisiz, f. *laiso- (not elsewhere found with the

sense ' small ') + -iz comparative suffix (see -er 3),

which in OE. disappears by phonetic law, as in

But, Lkng advs. (2) The OE. kvssa adj. corre-

sponds to OFris. It'ssa OTeut. type *laisizon-, f.

*/aisiz : see above, and cf. -ER 3 A. The disap-

pearance of the middle vowel was presumably prior

to the WGer. change of z into r ; the OFris. lessera

is doubtless, like Eng. Lesser, a new formation.
The OTeut. type 'laiso-. pre-Teut. *loiso-, appears to be

cogiL w. Lith. le'sa-s:—*ltiso-, small. Whether there is any
connexion with *leid-, "lid- in Goth. Ititils little is very

doubtful. Cf. the alleged CrinvGoihic lista
1 parum '.

]

A. adj. Used as the comparative of Little.

I. In concord with sb. expressed or understood.

1. Of not so great size, extent, or degree (as some-
thing mentioned or implied) ; of inferior dimen-

sions, bulk, duration, etc. : smaller. Opposed (in

mod. Eng.) to greater. Obs. with reference to ma-
terial dimensions (superseded by smaller) ; still

current with reference to number, degree, etc.

c 1000 ./Flfkic Gen. i. 16 |>xt mare leoht to ba;s dae;r,es

lihtiuge and bail lxsse leoht to bajre nihte lihtinge. c 1200

Trin. Colt, flout. 179 J>e more fishes in be se eten J>e lasse.

1297 R. Glocc. (Rolfs) 11689 pe bissop .. prechede horn hat
hii adde of deb be lasse fere. 1 a 1300 Shires, etc. Eng. in

0, E. Misc. 145 On engle londe syndon two and bry tti schire,

summe more and summe lasse. a 1300 Cursor M. 436 Gott.)

Sumine of less \v.rr. lesse, lassel and sum of more prise.

i398*Trevisa Barth. De P. R. 111. iv. (1495) 51 The soule is

nuughte more in a more body, nother lasse in a lasse bod)'.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 5961 The light wax las. c 1440 Gesta
Rout, 1, iv. 10 (Harl. MS.) Hit is wreten that of too Evelis he
1.\msc Kvill is to be chosyn. c 1449 Pkcock Repr. \. xiv.

74 Herfore it is the lasse merveil. 1567 Maplet Gr. Forest

49 Akoniton .. hath leaves like the Cucumber, but some-
what more lesse and rough. 1598 Yoxc Diana Hi. 70
Other kindes of lesse trees . . twyning about the greater.

1610 Siiaks. Tentp. 1. ii. 335 Teach me how To name the

bigger Light, and how the lesse That burne by day, and
night. 1673 Rav Journey Low C. 38 Shags, .are very like

to Cormorants, only less. 1692 R. L'Fstkangk Fables xix.

{1708! 26 Rather then bear a Less Misfortune to Hazard a
Greater. 1718 Prior Henry <V Emma 430 Fine by degrees
and beautifully less. 1757 Jos. Harris Coins 41 Every one
will see and understand that 19 is less than ao. 1794
S. Williams Vermont 83 The female is less than the male.
1816 Bvron Prisoner Chilton viii, And then the sighs he
would suppress, .grew less and less. 1871 Morlev Voltaire

(1886) 1 The peculiarities of his individual genius changed
the mind and spiriiual conformation of France, and in a
less degree, of the whole of the West.

b. Of smaller quantity or amount ; not so much.
Opposed to more.
C1314 Guy IVariv. (A.) 1697 In lasse while ban bat was

Might falle mani wonder cas. 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xl.

{iVinian) 443 pan to be catel bai tuk les kepe. 1484 Caxton
Fables 0/ Auian xxv, Somtyme the children whiche ben
preysed and loued done lesse good than they whiche ben
despreysed and hated. 1591 Shaks. i Ifen. Vf, iv. iv. 34,
I owe him little Dutie, and lesse Loue. 1596 — 2 Hen. /V,
iv. v. 7 Lesse noyse, lesse noyse. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist,
ix. i. § 44 The Queen knowing it less difficulty and danger
to keep him, then to cast him out of her Dominions. 1664

J. WEiia Stone-Heug I 1725) 19 We cannot yet give Credit,

and less shall, to one Word he saith. 1667 Milton P, L.
iv 854 More glorie will be wonn, Or less be lost. 1669
Stl'RMY Mariner** Mag. v. 72 With less Trouble and
Charge. 1853 IJrimley Ess., Bleak House 285 We should
then have less crowd and no story. 1853 Gladstone Sp.
18 Apr. Financ. Statem. (1863) 5 The estimate for the
present year cannot, I fear, be expected to be much less, if

at all less, than 530,000/.

c. A smaller nnmber of ; fewer. This originates

from theOE. construction of/ses adv. (quasi -sb.) with

a partitive genitive. Now regarded as incorrect.

c888 K. Alfred Boetk. xxxv. § 5 [61 Swa mid l*es worda
swa mid ma, swse5cr we hit jereccan ma^on. 1481 Caxton
Godfrey cl. 222 By cause he had so grete plente of men of
hys owne countre, he called tbe fewer and lasse to counseyll

208

f of the noble men of the Cyte. 1579 Lylv Enphuet To
Gentl. Oxf. (Arb.) 208, I thinke there are few Vniuersities
that hauc lesse faultes than Oxford, many that haue more.

2. Of lower station, condition, or rank ; inferior.

Obs. exc. in phrases like no less a person than,
C950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xi. 11 SeSe uutedlice Isessa

[Rushiv. lessa] is in ric heofna mara is of osem. a 1100
Moral Ode 300 Al bat is & al bat wes is wur^e benne he
[God] and lesse. a 1300 Cursor M. 12166 Noght yee ne
vnderstod for-pi Less i wat er yee ban i. c 1380 Wvclip
Strut. Sel. Wks. 1. 19 pis secounde feste was algatis lasse.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 2948 Ladys and ober les wemen. 1444
Rolls ofParlt. V. 1 1 3/1 By colour of tenure of lasse Tenentz.
a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 14 To poure gentilmen, or to

S
other of lasse dtgre. c 1450 tr. De Jmitatione t. xx. 2,1 ' As
ofte tymes as I was amonge men, I come a lasse man ', pat is

to say les^e holy. 1609 Bible (Douay) Hos. Comm., Foure
are called the greater prophetes, and twelve the lesse. 1652
Neeoham tr. Seldens Mare Cl. 40 Cotzensis and Moses
Maimonides besides others of a less account. 1869 Tennv.
son Coming ofArthur 12 And so there grew gieat tracts

of wilderness, Wherein the beast was ever more and more,
But man was less and less, til) Arthur came.

f b. Of action : Not so great, worthy, or excel-

lent. Obs. 7'are~K
1685 Earl Halifax On Death Chas. //, J04 'Tis less to

conquer, than to make Wars cease.

f c. Less of, in : inferior in point of. Obs.

1307 Elegy Ediv, /, x, God lete him ner be worse man
Then is fader, ne lasse of myht. 13.. E. E. A Hit. P. A.

, 598 pe lasse in werke to take more [is] able. 137S Sc. Leg.
Saints ii. {Pautus) 49 Paule wes lese of dingnite. 1535
Cover dale 2 Esdras v. 55 Ye are lesse of stature, then
those that were before you. 1593 Siiaks. Rich. //, 11. iii. 15
And hope to ioy, is little lesse in ioy, Then hope enioy'd.

*594 — Rieh. Ill, iv. iv. 299 A Grandams name is little

lesse in loue, Then is the doting Title of a Mother. 1654
Karl Monm. tr. Bentivoglio's H 'arrs Flanders 32 By how

I

much the Regent went every day less in her authority.

3. Used spec, to characterize the smaller, inferior,

or (after Latin use) younger, of two persons or

things of the same name ; = L. minor, ^Cf. lesser.)

I f -Less Britain, f Britain the less : Brittany. Obs,

exc. in the designation James the Less, and occa-

sional imitations of this.

C950 Lindisf. Gosp. Mark xv. 40 Dass iacohes leasse

\Jacobi tninoris). 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 2120 To be lasse

J brutaine berne come aliue none, a 1300 Cursor M. 13299
pe less jam and sant Thomas, c 1400 Mai'xdev. (1839) xxv.

259 Ynde the lesse. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) 1. 145 Asia
the lesse towcheth in theeste pane Capadocy. C1550 Llovo
Treas. Health (1585) S ij, With .ix graines of leasse spurge
or of Pioni. 1597 Morlky Introd. Mus. Annot., Betwixt mi

' andfa is not a full halfe note, but is lesse then halfe a note
by a comma : and therefore called the lesse halfe note. 1598
Sylvester Du Bartas it. ii. iv. Columues 490 The Tyrant
of lesse-Asia. 1613 Zouch Dove 39 Allan, the Earle of lesse

Brittain. 1614 Seloen Titles Hon. 344 Barons with the
rest vpward we call the Greater Nohilitie, the others beneath
them the Lesse Nohilitie. 1843 Macallay Mme. D*Arblay
Ess. 1865 111. 310 Dr. Franklin, not, as some have dreamed,
the great Pennsylvanian Dr. Franklin, . . but Dr. Franklin

I the less.

f b. The less world« Microcosm.
a 1300 Cursor M. 552 Man es clepid pe lesse werld. 1398

Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vm. i. (1495) 203 Man is callyd
the lasse worlde, for he shewyth in hymselfe lyknesse of all

the worlde. c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 88 It

holdys yn him alle be elymentz, and it is callyd be lesse

world . . he Eye [/. e. egg] of Philosophers. 1526 Pilgr.
Per/, (W. de W. 1531) 1 Lyke as the great worlde was rnade
perfecte in vij dayes, so y* lesse worlde, that is man, is

made . . perfecte by grace in these vij spirituall dayes.

f C. Less age (Sc.) : minority.

1524 AaRAN in St. Papers Hen. VIII, IV. 158 Not as ane
pupile in juyente and lese aige, bot as ane maist noble
excellent Prince of perfit mature aige. 1531 Hen. VIII
ibid. 590 Laying apart thexcuses of mynorite and les age.
a 157a Knox Hist. Ref. Wks. (1846) I. 403 Money, cunjeit
in our Soveraneis less age. 1609 Skene Reg. Majest. it.

Ixx. § 2 Gif she being of les age, falles in the warde of her
over-lord.

4. Preceding (f formerly also, following) a nu-

meral or other quantitative expression, used to de-

note that the number or quantity indicated is to be
subtracted from a larger one mentioned or implied;
*= Minus. Also transf., used (like minus) for * not

including', ' except \
O, E. Chron. an. 641 (Laud MS.) He rixode twa la?s .xxx.

fceara. c 1000 /Elfeh: Gram. xlix. (Z.) 287 Man c\ve6 eac
undeuiginti an la;s twenttj, tfuodeuigiutiiy\am lastwentis,
duodetriginia twam laes prittfr. a 1300 Cursor Af. 2168
Tuelue scor o yeires hot an lesse [Trin. saue oon las].

c 1320 Sir Tristr. 2508 Tvelmoneth |>re woukes las. 1523
Ld. Bemners Froits. I. lxiii. 84 This siege endured a long
season, the space of a xi. wekes, thre dayes lesse. 1695
Alingham Geom. Epit, i, a—b is thus read a less b, or the

remainder after b is taken from a. 1880 Golow. Smith
in Atlantic Monthly 21 3 The foundations of natural theo-

logy, less the mere name of Deity.
m
,\ 5. Used peculiarly by Shaks. with words ex-

pressing or implying ft negative, where the sense

requires ' more '. Cf. Less adv.
1611 Shaks. Wint. T. 111. ii. 57, 1 ne're heard yet, That

any of these bolder Vices wanted Lesse Impudence to
game-say what they did, Then to pei forme it first. — Cytnb,

t. iv. 23 To fortifie her Judgement, which else an easie battery
might lay flat, for taking a Begger without lesse quality.

II. absol. (quasi-j£.)
From the point of view of the modern language, these

substantival uses may be referred to the adj., though in

OE. some of them originated from the adv., and the inde-
clinable form is therefore used.

6. The less : that which is smaller (of two things

LESS.

compared). Also of persons : He who is or they

who are less.

1413 Pilgr. Soivle (Caxton) v. i. (1859) 7° Nedes must the
lesse he conteyned within the more. 1591 Shaks. Tivo
Gent. in. i. 372 The haire that couers the wit, is more then
the wit ; for the greater hides the lesse. 1594 Daniel Cleo-
patra 111. Wks. (Grosart) III. 59 Nemesis ..Who.. Doth

|

raze the great, and raise the lesse. 1611 Bible Heb. vii.

7 The lesse is blessed of the better. 1865 J. H. Newman
i

Gerontius § 3 For spirits and men by different standards
mete The less and greater in the flow of time.

7. A less amount, quantity, or number {than one
that is specified or implied). Less than no time :

a jocular hyperbole for an exceedingly short time.
c 1000 jKlpric Exod. xvL 17 And Israhela beam dydon swa

and gaderodon sum mare sum laisse. cio^p Byrhtferth's
' Ifaudboc in Anglia (1885) VIII. 304 gif £aer beo laes bon

seofon. a 1225 A ucr. R. 6 Sum. .mei. .paie god mid less>e.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII. 403 3if hey wil bey mowe
have lasse in be somer tyme. a 1500 Chancer** Drcme 1869
Which herbe in lesse than halfe an houre Gan over all knit.

1500-20 Dunbar Poems xv. 12 Sum askis far less than he
servis. 1591 Siiaks. Tivo Gent. t. i. in Lesse then a pound
shall serue me for carrying your Letter. 1700 Drvden Pal.
% Arc. m. 841 Though less and less of Emily he saw. 1809
Malkin Gil Bios iv.yii. f 11 Trust mi for sinking, burning,
and destroying him in less than 110 time. 1844 Stanley
Arnold (1858) I. v. 208 Our little may be more inexcusable
than their less was in them. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. cxi,

Not being less but more than all The gentleness he seem'd
to be. 1853 J. H. Newman Hist. Sk. (1876) 192 The Turks
of this day are still in the less than infancy of art. 1877
Spurgeon St rm. XXIII. 588 The less said about her the
better. 1879 Whitney Sanskrit Gram. 236 Less than thirty

roots form their present-system. 1885 O, W. Holmes
Emerson i. 38 Even so late as less than half a century ago.

b. Qualified adverbially by far, little, much,
nothing, somethings or phrase denoting quantity.

Also no less « * nothing less ' ; for examples see No.
It is often impossible to szy whether in the combinations

nothing less
t
something less, the former word is used advb.

or whether it is an indefinite pronoun in apposition with

j

less used absol. The combination nothing less than has
two quite contrary senses; in tbe use here treated it means
' quite equal to, the same thing as

' ; for the opposite meaning

j

see B. 3.

ti2oo Vices $ Virtr<es (jB&B) 45 jif he arrer dede litel te

gode, oar after he do§ michcle lasse. c 1330 R. Brunne
Chron. (18 10) 174 For ten mark men solde a litille bulchyn,
Litille lesse men told a bouke of a moutoun. 1387 Trevisa
tr. Higden (Rolls) IV. 251 lohn hadde tweie daj'es lasse

in his moder wombe. 1593 Shaks. i Hen. VI, 11. v. 100
But yet methinkes, my Fathers execution Was nothing
lesse then bloody Tyranny.

f c. 0 or of less than, in less than : unless. Obs.

(For the fuller treatment of these phrases see

Unless.)
61400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxv. n8 Na man schall come

nere him but lordes, o less ban he call any man till him.

1414 Rolh ofParlt. IV. 22/2 [That] no Lawt be made of

lasse than they yaf therto their assent. 1461 Paston Lett.

II. 46 Beware that ye aventure not your person .. by the

See, till ye haue oder word from us, in less than your person
cannot be sure there as ye ar.

B. adv.

1. To a less or smaller extent ; in a lower degree

;

to an inferior extent, amount, etc. Often in neg.

phr., as none the less, no less
t
not the less : see No,

Not, etc. ; also Natheless, Nevertheless, etc.

£900 tr. Baedai Hist. v. xii[i]. (1890) 424 05er [dcel] wes
nohte bon Ijes unaarefndlice cele hse^les & suawes. 1:1290

S. Eng. Leg. I. 205/176 )>e lasse he was of heom a-drad.

a 1300 Cursor M, 11207 Ihesu crist hir barn sco bar, Hir
child, and maiden neuer less \G6tt. neuer be lesse 1. c 1386
Chalcer Pard. Prol. tf T, 274 If that a prince use hasar-

drie .. He is .. Holde the lasse in reputacioun. 1422 tr.

Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 242 The natural hette atte

myde-day is lasse stronge. 4*1450 Knt, de la Tour^(1868)
102 No goode woman shulde .. sette the lasse bi hym
for ani sikenesse that God sendithe. 1508 Dunbar Tua
vtariit ivemen 322 The mair he loutit for my luf, the les of

him I rakit. 1541 Becon AVtw out ofHeaven Prol. U542)

Av b, His worde is, that theyshoulde sanctify the Sabboth*
day. . . But what do they lesse ? 1596 Da lrvmple tr. Leslie's

Hist. Scot. I. 5 He fand heit and calde lesse vehement in

Scotlande than in fiance. 1667 Milton P. L. tv. 478 Less
faire, Less winning soft, less amiablie milde, Then that

smooth watry image. 1701 De Foe True-born Eng. 147
None talk on't more, or understand it less. 1798 Coleridge
Anc. Mar. vt. xvii, The rock shone bright, the kirk no less.

1808 Scott Mann. 1. ii, As the fading ray Less bright and
less was flung.

b. Qualifying an adj. or ppl. adj. used attrib. :

often hyphened.
1593 Shaks. Rich. II, 11. i. 49 The enuy of lesse happier

Lauds. 1664 H» More Myst. Inig., Apol. 538 He is to

serve God though in that less^seemly or less-perfect Habit.
a 1674 Milton (.title) A Brief History of Moscovia: and of

other less-known Countries. London. .1682. 1680B1RNET
Tracts I. 54 If I were writing to a less knowing Alan than

yourself. 1711 Shaftesb. Charac, (1737) II. 255 There
are other over-oflicious and less-suspectedf hands. 1818 Cob-

j

eett Pol. Reg. XXX II I. 108 In the less-enslaved cities

j
and towns. 1866 M. Arnold Thyrsis xv, The less practised

eye of sanguine youth. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) 1. 399
' Some other less-known members of the Socratic circle. 1886

\V. L Tucker E. Europe 231 Less costly benefits and
emoluments, and less extended patronage,

2. Much less, still las (f formerly also simply

less) : used to characterize a statement or suggestion

as still more unacceptable than one that has been

already denied. «.

1632 B. Jonson Magn. Lady nt. iii, You never fought
' with any, lesse, slew any. 1663 Gerbier Counsel G iv b,

1 Dimensions and Formes, which are not to be mended, lesse
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contradicted. 1671 Milton P. R. hi. 236 The wnrld thou

hast not seen, much less her glory. 1718 Hickes & Nelson

J. Kettlewell App. 55 It is not easily to be expected that

any should contradict those Inclinations, less that the

Generality should do so. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 11. xv, It

had no power to help itself,.. much less help them. 1721

Kamsav Content 250 Mere empty spectres .. Which, merit

not your notice, less your care. Mod. 1 do not even suggest

that he is negligent, still less [or much less] that he is dis-

honest.

3. f Nothing less : least of all things, anything

rather (than the thing in question' {obs.). A7olhing

less than : far from being, anything rather than

;

= F. Hen moins que. (Now rare.)

1548 Of.st Pr. Masse I viijh, Therfore the before men-
cioned boke is nothinge lesse then canonical. i$$t Romx-
son tr. Morels Utop. 1. (1895) 29 He retorned again into by*

countreye, nothynge lesse then lokyd for. 1567 Har.man

Caveat (1869) 31 Hee .. saythe that he woulde be glad to

take payne for his lyuinge, althoughe he meaneth nothing
lesse. 1593 Shaks. Rick. It, 11. ii. 34 Bush. Tis nothing

but conceit (my gracious Lady). Qu. "1 is nothing lesse.

1598 Grenewev Tacitus" Ann. xn. x. (1622) 169 The P.ar-

barous people know nothing lesse then engines and subtile

deuiscs in besieging and assayling of fortresses. 1656 R.

Robinson Christ all 158 Pretending themselves to be the

companions of Christ, when indeed they are nothing less.

18*7 Scott Napoleon xxvii, Who, trusting to the laws..,

expected nothing less than an attack.

4. For OE. J>y Iks }et early MK. J>i les }e, see

Lest conj.

t C. conj. Unless. In early use less titan, less

that, Sc. less nor. Obs.

142a tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 137 Lasse than a kynge

..dred god. .he shall . .fall, .in a shorte tyme. 1442 AW/j of
Parlt. V. 60/2 Lesse ban .. [bei] leve a sufficiaunt man. .in

their stede. c 1470 Henry Wallace m. 3°4
'

J

'

nat tna > sal1 Jo

him nocht . .less it be on thaim socht. 1513 Douglas Mncis
1. Prol. 233 Les than wyse autouris lene [i.e. lie], 1553 Ken-
nedv Commend. Tractivc"\n WodroivSoc. Misc. {1844) 128 Les

nor this medicyne he applyit dewlie, it is not profitable. 1567

Satir. Poems Reform, vii. 28 Les schamefullie thair office

thay abuse. 1601 B. Jonson Poetaster Dial. Hor. & Treha-

tius, Less learn'd Trebativs censure disagree. 1632 Milton
Penseroso 56 And the mute Silence hist along, 'Less Philomel

will datgn a Song. 1640 Glapthorne Wit in Constable

in. Wks. 1874 1. 206 For Musicke, lesse the Yirginalls,

I never car'd for any. 1760-72 H. Brooke Pool of Qnal.

(1800) II. 7, I am sorry.. my nothings should be talked of,

less it should intimate tbat other people are less ostentatious.

fLess, v. Obs. Also 3-6 lasse, 4 lessi. [ME.
lasse, lessi, f. lasse, lesse Less a.]

1. intr. To become less, decrease.

a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1718 pe ncauer ne linneS nowSer ne

lessed, ah leasteS aa mare. ? c 1325 Old Age vii. in E. E. P.

(1S62) 149, 1 lench, i len on lyme, i lasse. c 1330 Arth. %
Merl. 414 His men lassed alway tho. c 1450 Cor: Myst.

xxiv. (Shaks. Soc.) 223 My grett desesse 1 hope xall lesse.

1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. exevii. 174 Syr Thomas men
lancastre lassed and slaked. 1483 — G. de la Tour E vij,

And thenne shalle lasse the pestylence and pees shalle be.

1496 Dives <$ Paup. (W. de W.) 1. xlviL 88/1 Our synnes

alwaye encreaseth & lesseth not. 1302 Ord. Crysten Men
(W. de W. 1506) v. it 357 That [the fire] of hell is eternall,

& neuer lesseth. 1523 Lo. Bernehs Froiss. !. eexlix. 369

The englishmen were sore displeased, for their strength dayly

lassed. iooaT. FiTziiERaeRT.^/. 36'rhesamin lessed when
seuen of Sauls offspring were deliuered to the Gabaonits.

2. trans. To make less, lessen, diminish, occas.

const, of=hy (a certain amount).
a 1300 E. £. Psalter xt. 2 Lessed ere sothenes fra mennes

sones. £1315 Shoreham 127 Hyre poer nys nou}t y-lessed.

e 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 5^ His dedys shall

be defamyd, and his empir lessyd. 1420 in Rymer Foedcra

(1710) X. 420/2 Nowe that the Poeple of this Land is Lessed

and Decressed of late tyme, by Mortalite. £1450 Merlin

401 Holy cherche was lessed full sore ofxx« thousande peple

that ther was slain of oon. 1481 Caxton Godfrey 164 They
had ben mynysshed moche and lassed in the batayle. 1500-20

Dunbar Poems lxiii. 76 It wald me sumthing satisfie, And
less of my malancolie. 1534 Moke Com/, ugst. Trib. 1. Wks.
1168/2 Wee .. shall.. fynd our heartes lighted, and thereby

the grief of our trtbulacion lessed. 136* Turner Herbalu.

4 Polypody drieth and lesseth or thinneth the body. 1633

P. Fletcher Poet. Misc. 77 But silence thou mayst add but

never lesse it.

b. To lower in position or station ; to humble,

degrade.
£1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxvi. (Baptista) 233 ln-to man

lessit are we, to god bat we ma grewande be. a 1400

Prymer (1891) 18 Thou hast lassed hym a litJ fro angeles.

1483 Caxton G. de la Tour L vij, Vf she tooke hym her

parentes and frendes shold hold her lassed and hyndered.

C. pass. To decrease (in respect of ).

?i52o Barclay Jugurtk 19 But for all this suflfrance of

Adherball : the mynde of Jugurth was nat more pacified,

nor lessed of his cruelte.

-less (les), suffix, forming adjs. The OE. Uas,

like its equivalents in the other Teut. langs. (see

Lease a., Loose a.), was used in the sense 1 devoid

(of)V free; from)', both as a separate adj.,governing

the genitive, as in firena Uas free from crimes, and

(more frequently) as the second element of com-

pounds, the first element being a sb., as vafdcnUas

guileless, wifleas without a wife. The adj., as a

separate word in the relevant sense, did not survive

into ME., and the ending Mas became a mere suffix,

which was, and still is, very freely attached to sbs.

to form adjs. with privative sense.

In many instances the sb. to which the suffix was

attached was a noun of action, coincident in form

with the stem of a related vb., and some of the

Vol. VL

adjs. so formed had the sense 'not to be —ed',
< un able ', as in countless, numberless. On the

supposed analogy of these words, the suffix has

been appended to many verbs, as in abashless,

dauntless, describeless, expressless, quenchless, resist-

less, tireless, f topless ( - not overtopped), weariless.

Of the very common recent use of the suffix in

the formation of non'ce-wds. a few examples are

subjoined.

1840 Thackerav Catherine iv, Moneyless, wifeless, horse-

less, corporal -less. 1870 Fuknivall Boorde's Introd. etc.

Pref. 14 The possibility that the undated dedicationless

Wyer was issued before 1542. 1885 Athcmrum 12 Dec. 764
Hutcherless, bakerless, tailorless, coblerless, doctorless,

bookless, milkless, postless .. jungle. 1892 W. H. Hudson
Nat. La Plata 136 These peaceful gnatless days. 1897
Mary Kincslev W. Africa 341, ' I have not brought my
card-case with me.\.I said I was similarly eard-caseless.

Lesse, obs. form of Leach sb. 1

Lesse, var. Lease a. and sb.*, Leese v. 1

t Lessed, ///. a. Her. Obs. In 5 lassed. [f.

Less v. + -ed 1
. ]

(See quot.

)

i486 Bk. St. A loan's, Her. b ij b, A lassed cotannure is

on the moderis parte. A lassed cootarmure is calde the

coote of a gentylwoinan hauyng lyuelode weddyd to a man
hauyng noo eootaraiure.

Lessee (lesf ). Also 6-7 leas(s}ee, 7 lesse.

[a. AF. lessee 1 OF. lesse', pa. pple. of lesser, lessier,

mod. F. laisser to leave : see Lease v.'& and -EE.]

A person to whom a lease is granted ; a tenant

under a lease.

[^1481 Littleton Inst. § 57 I! y ad le Feoffor, & le

Feoffee, le Donor & le Donee, le Lessor & le Lessee.] 1495
Act 11 lien. I'll, c. 9 § 2 Lessees, .[.shall] fynde goode and
suffycient suertie. I533~4 Act 25 Hen. VIII, c. 8 The
lessees . . shall defalke, abate, and reteiiic.as muche of the

rentes dewe to the lessours, as thei can prone, to haue
expended on the same pauinge. 1587 Harrison England
11. xii. (1877) 2 4 2 ^ tne leassee be thought to he worth an
hundred pounds. 1614 W. R Philosopher's Banquet (ed. 2)

260 The Lesse most leaudly the rent did rctaine. 1683

Pettus Fleta Mitt. 11. 17 The Leasees of our Society did

work the Mines of Consumloek and Talibont. 1817 W.
Selwvn Law Nisi Prius (ed. 4) N. >2°9 If executrix of

lessee for years of a rectory take husband, the husband and
wife may [etc.]. 1884 Yates Recoil. I. v. 187 The lessee . .

placed my name on his free list, and for years I went to his

theatre once or twice a week.

Hence Lessee-ship, the condition or position of

a lessee.

181a Holt in Examiner 28 Dec. 831/2 That lesseeship

was worth nothing. 1884 Yates Recoil. I. v. 186 Mr. L. T.

Smith .. in his time entered on theatrical lesseeship 011 a

large and varied scale.

Lessen (le-sn), v. Also 4 lasnen, 5 lessyn,

7 leasen. [f. Less a. f -en 5 !.]

1. intr. To become less in size, quantity, amount,

scope, etc. ; to decrease.

13. . E. E. A Hit. P. B. 438 penne lasned be llak bat large

watz are. Ibid. 441 penne lasned be I03 lowkande togeder.

1423 J as. I Kingis Q. 187 Quhen lessen gan my sore.

1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. iv, For kyng Goflarus peple

might every dayencrease mo &mo& Brute's lessen. 1633

P. Fletcher Purple 1st. l. xli, The world might die to live,

and lessen to increase. 1725 De Foe Voy. round World

(1840) 262 The river . . lessened every step we went, a 1728

WoonwARD Nat. Hist. Foss. 1. (1729) I. s 1 A Flint of

Cylindric Figure, only lessening a little toward each end.

1745 Weslev y4>mt'. Ch. 10 My Regard for them lessen'd.

1798 Landor Gehir \. 182, I .. seemed to lessen and shrink

up with cold. 1821 Lamb Elia Ser. 1. Nno Year's Eve, In

proportion as the years both lessen and shorten.

2. To decrease in apparent size by the effect of

distance : orig. said with reference to a bird's flight

(also reft.).
.

i6n Shaks. Cymb. v. v. 472 The Romaine Kagle From

South to West, on wing soaring aloft Lessen'd her selfe,

and in the Heames o' th' Sun So vanish 'd. 1660 Fullf.r

Mixt Contempt, v. 9 The wealth of the Land doth begin

(to use the Faulconer's phrase) to flie to lessen, atjzo

Sheffield (Dk. Buekhm.) Wks. (1753) r - 93 Away she

flies,.. She lessens to us, and is lost at last. ^1771 Gray

Ode Pleas.fr. Viciss. ii, The sky-lark . . lessening from the

dazzled sight Melts into air and liquid light. 1795-7 Southey

Juvenile $ Minor P. Poet. Wks. II. 56 As the white sail is

lessening from thy view. 1807 J. Barlow Columb. i. 195

Spain, lessening to a chart, beneath it swims. 1859 Kings-

lev Misc. (i860) 1. 145 The warm dark roof lessening away

into endless gloom.

3. trans. To make less in size, quantity, amount,

scope, etc. ; to diminish.

a 1400-50 Alexander 5368 Ser, if pou lessen my life, na

lowere bou Wynnes, c 1440 Jacob's Well 196 J o lessyn his

blood in blood-letyng. 153° Palsgr. 607/1 His treasure

is lessened sythe 1 knewe hym first. 1632 Hkywoqd
jst Pt. Iron Age 1. Wks. ^74 HI. 283 It could not..

Leasen my aeale to you. 1651 Hobbes Levtath. iv. xlvi.

373 Other things that serve to lessen the dependance of

Subjects. 1713 Steele Englishm. No. 34. 220 The late

Tax upon Books and Pamphlets will lessen the Number of

Scriblers. 1748 Anson's Voy. 1. vi. 60 We once or twice

lessened our water to forty fathom. 1793 Blackstone s

Comm.- r. 277 note, The increase of our paper has only a

tendency to lessen the value of money at home. 1830 Haw-
thorne Scarlet L. xv. (1879) "99 She upbraided herself for

the sentiment, but could not overcome or lessen it. 1878

Jevons Prim. Pol. Econ. 64 It is one thing to lessen the

hours of work ; it is another thing to increase the rate of
|

wages per hour.

absol. 161 1 Shaks. Cymb. hi. lit. 13 Consider, When you

aboue perceiue nie like a Crow, That it is Place, which

lessen'*, and sets off.

+ b. Math. ? To reduce (an equation). Obs.

1676 Glanvill Ess. iib 15 How to convert the false Roots
into true, to avoid Fractions, and to lessen ^Equations.

fC. pass. To suffer loss or curtailment of; to

be reduced in (some quality). Obs.

C1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Go7f. Lordsh. 114 Kepe be fro

vche mysauentrous man, bat ys lesnyd of any membre.
1647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. 1. xvii.(i73y) 34 The Lords
thus lessened in their judiciary pnwer. 1691 T. H[ale] Aec

.

New Invent. 38 Lessened, .in that only quality upon which
our Friggats most value themselves. 1793 Nelson 21 Feh.
in Nicolas Disp. 1845) I. 301, I will not suffer any poor
fellow to be lessened of bis due.

4. To make less in estimation, represent as less
;

to extenuate, palliate (faults) ; to disparage, cast

a slur upon. Obs. or arch.

1585 Fetherstone tr. Calvin on Acts .\xvi. 12. 564 They
goe about to lessen or paint [L. extcmiare auffueare] these

tiiinges, for which they ought humbly . . to craue pardon.
1612 T. Taylor Comm. Titus ii. 14 They obscure the
brightnesse of this our sunne of righteonsnesse, and lessen

the merits of his sufferings. 1677 Wycherley PI. Dealer
I. i. 2, I never attempted to abuse, or lessen any person,

in my life. 1714 SncEi.K Lover No. 24 (1723) 143 When-
ever, .you have the evil Spirit upon you to lessen any liody

you hear commended. 1769 Junius Lett, xxviii. 129, I am
far from wishing to lessen the meiit of this single bene-

volent aciion. 1799 Nelson 9 Nov. in Nicolas Disp.

(1845) IV. 96 Your Royal Highness will not believe that

I mean to lessen the conduct of the Army; I have the
highest respect for them all. 1877 Mks. Oliphant Makers
Ftor. xii. 290 The meaner pleasure with which the ordinary
observer often exerts himself to lessen a heroic figure.

f 5. To lower the dignity, position, or character

of; to humble; to degrade, demean. Obs.

a 1654 Selden Tablet. (ArlO 69 The making of new
Lords lessens all the rest. 1667 M ii.ton /'. in. 304 Nor
shalt thou, by descending to assume Mans Nature, less'n

or degrade thine owne. 1706 Phior Ode to Queen 192

When swift. wing'd rumour told . . How lessen'd from the

field Davar was fled. 1706 De Fok Jure Div. xii. 243
King Charles the First.. when ever he invaded their Privb
ledges, had the Misfortune to see his Mistake, and lessen

himself, by undoing all he had done before, a 1715 IJuknet
Ou<n Time (1724^ I. 245 It lessened him much in esteem of

all the world. 1788 Disinterested Love I. 102 (F. H.).

Lessened (leVnd), ///. a. [f. pree. + -ed*.]

Diminished.
1676 Dryden Anreng-z. 1. 12 Von hold the Glass, but turn

the Perspective ; And farther off the lessen'd Object drive.

18 ii W. R. Spencer Poems Dec!., My eye^ Upon its

lessen'd garland casting. 1817 Dawson in Pari. Deb. 6

The prospect of a lessened expenditure. 1880 Hkidges
London Snoxv, Shorter P. in. ii, With lessened load a few

carts creak and blunder.

lessening (lcs'nirj), vbl. sb. [f. as piec. +
-JNU The action of Lkhskn v., in various senses.

Diminution; + a degradation, disparagement.

1428 Surtces Misc. (1888) 8 Lessenyng of y sumes of y°

paymentes. 1631 Massingkk Bcleeve as you list v. ii, I take

it as A lessening ofmy torments. 1661 Pepys Diary 12 Nov.,

Though I love the play as much as ever I did, yet 1 do not

like the puppets at all, but think it to be a lessening to it.

1692 Lockk Educ.% 214 Their Thoughts run after Flay and
Pleasure, wherein they take it as a Lessening to be conlroll'd.

1714 M andevu.i-E Fab. Bees U725) I. 292 We contribute to

the relief of him we have compassion with, and are instru-

mental to the lessening of his sorrows. 1732 Sir C. Wogan
in Srvifs Whs. (184U II. 669/1 The \ery distinction [of

English and Iiish] carries in the face of it a lessening, and

strikes the fancy with the ungrateful idea of misery. 1891

A thenxurn 18 Apr. 503/3 There is no lessening of this

defect, but rather increase.

t b. See Lessen v. 2. Obs.

1697 Collier /rumor. Stage ii. (173°) 47 A Flight of

Madness, like a Faulcon's Lessening, makes them the more
gaz'd at

!

Lessening, ///. a. [f. as pree. + -ing 2.]

fl. In transitive senses : Disparaging ;
degrading,

lowering. Obs.

1674 N. Fairfax Bulk ^ Selv. 138 This kind o( leaping

not being successive, but all together, 'tis but even a lessen-

ing and underly way of speaking to call it Motion. 1704

J. Trapp Abra~Mutt iv. 1. 1965 I'll strip off this vile less-

'ning Habit And deck myself with all the Pomp of War.
a 1705 Berkeley Comm.pl. Bk. Wks. 187 1 IV. 426 The
most lessening, vilifying appellations. 1711 Addison Speet.

No. 255 r 8 Such Indecencies as are lessening to his Repu-

tation.

2. In intr. senses : Growing less, diminishing.

1730 Swift Power of Time, If Mountains sink to Vales,

if Cities die, And less'ning Rivers mourn their Fountains

dry. 179a S. Rocers Picas. Mem. 11. 45 From Guinea'.*!

coast pursue the lessening sail. 1810 Scott Lady of L. 1.

iv, And of the trackers of the deer Scarce half the lessening

pack was near.- 1895 P. White A'ing's Diary 8 Amongst
the lessening throng of dancers.

Lesser Je*ssi% a. and adv. [A double com-

parative, f. Less a. + -er 3.]

A. adj.

1. ^Less a. Chiefly, and now only, nsed attrib.

1459 Inv. in Paston Lett. I. 478 Item, ij. pillowes of lynen

clothe of a lasser assyse. Ibid. 487 Item, ij. aundyrys,

grete, of one »rte. Item, ij., lasse, of anothyr sorte. Item,

lij. lesser aundiris. 155* Hdloet, Beate. .a thynge, wherby

to make it lesser or thynner. 1561 T. Norton Calvin s

Inst. 1. 29 To offer Sacrifices to spi rites, lesser Gods or

dead men of honor. 161 1 Bible Gen. i. 16 The greater

light to rule the day, and the lesser light to rule the night.

1698 Fryer Acc. E. India $ P. 171 Setting the lesser Lords

at variance with their Prince. 1756 Burke Subl.
<fr
B. iv.

xxiv. These lesser and if I may say more domestick virtues.

1787 Winter Syst. Husb. 83 The less the height of their

descent, the lesser is tbe resistance they meet with in the

27
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air. 1842 Tennyson Locksley IJall isr Woman is the

lesser man. 1863 Kinglakb Crimea (1876) 1. x. 145 The
lesser minds gave way to lhe greater. 1896 Howells Im-
pressions <$• Exp. 259 The lights of lesser craft dipped by,

and caine and went in the distance.

€llif>t. 1489 Caxton FayUs ofA. H. xx. 135 Thre other

gonnes wherof one grete and two lesser, 1594 Harnfikuj

Aff. Sheph. 11. lv, For lesser cease, when greater griefes

begin. 1660 Barrow Euclid 1. iii, To lake away the right

line BE equal to the lesser A. 1665 Boyle Occas. Rejff. iv.

xiv, The parting with a great Fortune, as freely as with a

lesser. 1710 Prioeaux Orig. Tithes ii. 61 It must be either

for a larger portion, or for a lesser. 184a James M. Emstein
I. x. 185 When the lesser of the two scoundrels comes to me.

tb. Followed by than. Obs.

1579 Fllke Heskius' Pari. 115 This is in nothing lesser

then that. 1673 Ray Journ. Lcnv C. 40 We judged it

I Amsterdam] to be., lesser than one half of London. 1692

S. Patrick Ansiv. Touchstone™ In these, none was greater

or lesser than another. 1710 Phidkaux Orig. Tithes ii. 62

The work and duty of the Christian Priesthood is lesser

than was that of the Levilical.

2. In special or technical use, opposed to greater.

a. Astron. in the names of certain constellations,

as the Lesser Bear, f Also lesser circle, a ' small

circle ' of a sphere (obs.). Also Geog. in Lesser Asia
(now arch.), Asia Minor, b. A/us. Applied to in-

tervals which are now usually called Mixou. c. in

the names of plants and animals, d. A fiat. e. For

lesser excommunication, line, litany\ see the sbs.

a. 1551, 17*7-51 [see Greater a. 4 a). 1559 W. Cun-
ningham Cosmogr. Glasse 39 The iiij. lesser Circles, which
are the tropicke of Cancer, the tropick of Capricorne, the

circle Articke, and the circle Antarticke. 1594 [^e Circle
sb. 2 a]. 1613 J. Desnys Seer. Angling in. xxi, When cold

Boreas . . Lookes out from vnderueath the lesser beare.

1676 Moxon Tutor Astron. (ed. 3) 221 Cam's Minor, the

Lesser Dog. 1768 Hume National Char., Essays xx,

Throughout. .Greece, the Lesser Asia, Sicily [etc.].

b. 1674, 1717-51 [see Greater a. 4 h]. 1818 Blsby Gram.
Mus. 323 Lesser Sixth, with Lesser 'Third. 1855 Browning
Toccata Galujf>pts vii, Those lesser thirds so plaintive, sixths

diminished, sigh on sigh. 1873 Bridges Shorter P. 1. xiv,

But let the viol lead the melody, With lesser intervals, and
plaintive moan Of sinking semitone. 1876 Staisrr & BAa-
kktt Diet. A/us. Terms, Lesser, minor, as : with the lesser

third, in the minor key ; lesser sixth, a minor sixth.

C. 1678 Ray Willnghbys Ornith. 144 The lesser Reed-
Spanow. i8ai Couch in Linuxan Trans. XIV. 75 Lesser
forked Hake. 1837 Macgiluvray Withering's Brit. Plants
(ed. 4) 341 Lesser Cat's-tail or Reed-mace. 1861 Miss Pratt
Elcr.ver. PI. V. looComnKHi Frog-bit.. .This plant was called

by the old wriiers Lesser Water Lily.

d. 184a E. Wilson Anat. Vade .d/. (ed. 2) 419 'l he lesser

internal cutaneous nerve or nerve of Wrisberg. 1871
Mivart Elem. Anat. 180 The losser ischiatic notch.

3. Comb., as lesser-angled, -sized adjs.

1713 G. C Pre/. H . More's Div. Dial, vi, The lesser-sized

Bodies. 1889 Anthony's Photogr. Bull. II. 4 A longer-
focussed and le^-ser-angled lens,

f B. adv. Less. In quot. 1625 = to less pur-

pose. Obs.

1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, m. iv. 54, 1 thinke there's neuer
a man in Christendome Can lesser hide his loue, or hate,
then hte. 161 1 — Cymb. v. v. 187 He 'true Knight) No
lesser of her H onour confident Then I did tiuly finde her.

a 1615 Fletcher Laws Candy 11. i, I was an eare-witness
When this young man spoke lesser then he acted, And had
the souldicrs voice lo helpe him out.

f Le'sserness. Obs. rare — [f. Lester +
•NESS.] The quality or condition ol being lesser.

1540 Sir T. Wyat in Jr. Papers Hen. VI 11, VIII. 241 In
the originall it hathe no such relation to lessemes or
gretternes of parsones.

+ Lesses, sb.pl. Hunting. Obs. Also 7 leasses.

fa. obs. F. laisses (also taiz\n Godefroy ; cf. mod.F.
laissees), quasi 4 leavings', ?f. laisser to leave.]

The dung of a * ravenous' animal, as a wild boar,

wolf, or bear.

14.. Master ofthe Game (MS. Bodl. 546! If. 75 He shal
clepe fumes of an hert croteynge, of a hukke and of be roo
bukke, of be wilde boor, & of hlake beestys, & of wolfes, he
shal clepe it lesses. 1576 Turberv. Venerie 97 In beasts of
ravyne or pray, as the bore, the beare and such like, they
shall be called the Lesses. 1611 Coigr., Laisses, the lesses
(or dung) of a wild Boare, Wolfe, or Beare. 1616 I'.ullo-
kar, Lesses, dongue of a rauenous beast, as of a Beare,
Bore, etc. 1630 [see Fiants], 1711 Puckle Club (1817) 90
At last falling upon the fumets of a deer, the banes of a
badger. 1807 Sportsman's Diet. s.v. Bear, [Bears] cast
their lesses sometimes in round croteys.

Le-ssest, a. Obs. or dial. [f. Less a. + -est,

after lesser.] Least. (Also absoi.)

1553 Becon Religues of Rome (1563) 200* Betwene two
euils the lessest is to be chosen.

^
a 1564 — Humble Sup/lie.

Wks. ill. 25 If these spiteful spiritual Sorcerers can not do
the lessest, we can neuer beleue. that they are able lo doe
the greatest. 1823 Moor Suffolk Words 513 Lessest, least.

Sometimes lcasest—lessest—lessest— little, and littlest.

Ijesshe, obs. form of Lease sb. 1

, Leash.

t Le ssian, a. Obs. t(. name of Leonard
Lessi-us (died i623)+-an.J Of or pertaining to

Lessius, esp. in Lessian diet (see quot. 1656).
1655 Bayly Life Fisher i. 3 Austerely curbing his wanton

appetite with the most spare and Lessian dyet. 1656 Blo< nt
Glosso^r., Lessian, pertaining to Lessius, a modern Writer,
who wrote a Rule of severe temperance, wherein he pre-
scribed Fourteen Ounces every day, whence that is called
a Lessian Diet. 1677 Temple Ess., Gout Wks. 1731 1. 144
Nor can this be determined by Measures and Weights, or
any general Lessian Rules, a 1694 Tillotson Strut. Evil
Covetousness \Vks. 1717 J. 264 All the Religion he values
himself upon, is a strict observance of the Lessian diet, which

210

he recommends to those few that can deny themselves lo

Dine with him.

t Lessilver. Obs. [Etym., sense, and form

doubtful. The form lef-silver in 1 706, possibly the

original, would point to Leave sb. Cf. Lady-sil-

ver (ladesilver), lathe silver (s.v. Lathe sb.1 b).]

ixBj Ptacit. Essexi Rot. 6 in Ptacit. Abhr. (181 1) 212 De
ahis paseentibus. .pro qunlibet equo ii den. pullano ..

quinque bidentibus i den. que praestatio vocatur Lessylver.

cxyaa Battle Abbey Citstumals (Camden) 60 Debet etiam
quilibet eorum pro quolibet animali artate duorum annorum
vel amplius, dare domino ad festum Sancti Johannis Bap-
tista: unum denarium quod vocatur Lesselver. 1706 Phil-
lips (cd. Kersey^ Danger.. In the Forest-Law, a Duty paid

by the Tenants to the Lord, for leave to plough and sow in

the time of Pannage, or Mast-feeding. In some Places, it I

is eall'd Lefsilver, or Lyefsilver.

t Le'ssing, vbl. sb. [f. Less v. + -ing l.] The
action of the verb Less; lessening, diminution;

|

abatement.
c 1340 Hampole Prose Tr. (1866) 4 This es full joye. .and

!

if we vse it we sail be fyllyde euer withowttyne lessynge.

1357 Lay Folks Catech. 335 In lessyne [Lamb. J/S. Ie>syng]

of payne. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xli. (Agues) 5 As of ha-

bundance is na lessing na of his riches ne mynissing. 1438
Buke Alex. Great 107 To get lessing of my torment, c 1440
Jacob's Well 196 A lessyng of blood doth awey be maladye.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems Ixvi. 100 Quhilk is ane lessing of

my pane.

Lessioun, obs. Sc. form of Lesion.

Lessit, -yt, wk. pa. t. Lislse v.i

Lessive (lesiv). rare. [ad. F. lessive:—L.

lixiva neut. pi. adj. used as sb.] A lye of wood-
ashes, soap-suds, etc., used in washing.
1826 [J. R. BkstI 4 Yrs. France 303 The lessive, so the

washing is called from the wood ashes employed in it. 1875
Fortnum Majolica vi. 59 'lake out the wares and allow
them to soak in a lessive of soap-suds.

Lessness (le'snes}. rare. [f. Less a. + -ness]
The quality or condition of being less

;
inferiority.

1635 Gill Sacr. Philos. 59 Otherwise there should bee a
j

greaternesse in being, and a lessenesse in working. 1889
Moule Seer. Prayer v. (1890} 84 Unspeakable lessness,

dependence and obligation.

Lesson (lcson, les'n), sb. Forms: 3 lescun,

3-5 lessoun.lessun, (4 les c)zoun, 5 lession, les-

sown), 4-5 lessone, 5, 7 lessen, 4- lesson, [ad.

OF. lecon
t
F. lefon:—L. lection-em , n. of action f.

legere to read. Cf. Lection.]

1 1. The action of reading. Obs.

1381 Wyclif Ecclus. Prol., Aftir that hymself he ^af more
to hesynesse of lessoun [L. ad diligentiam lectionis\ of
lawe, and of profetes.

t b. A public reading ; a lecture
; also, a course

of lectures. Obs.

c 1340 Cursor At. 10123 heading (Laud), Lystyn now to my 1

lesson That wille here of the coneepcion. e 1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints ii. (Paultts) 61 Jerome ws sais in his lessone bat

[etcl. a 1470 Gregory Citron. (Camdj 230 Doctor Ive '

kepte the scolys at Poulys. .and there he radde fulle nobylle
lessonnys to preve that Cryste was lorde of alle. c 1500
in Peacock Stat. Cambr. (1841) App. A. p.xxx, The Bedell
shall fett every Inceptour in Arte to Scolys to rede his

solemn Lesson. 1546 R. Smith Def Sacravt. Altar title-

p., Reader of the Kynges Majesties Lesson in His Grace's
Universitie of Oxforde. J599 Life More in Wordsw. Eccl.
Biog. (1853) II. £2 He red openly in S» Laurence churche
London, S l Austin's booke De Civitate Dei. . . 1 1 is lesson was
much frequented. 1724 R. Wodrow Life Jas. Wodroio
(1828) 27 He waited on the divinity lessons of that great
man Mr. Robert Batllie.

transf.
_
c 1645 Howkll Lett. (1650^ I. 187 His wife falling

to read him a loud lesson.

2. Eecl. A portion of Scripture or other sacred

writing read at divine service.

Now chiefly applied to the portion of the O. T. C first

lesson 0 and to that of the N. T. (' second lesson ') appointed
in the Church of England to be read at Morning and

\

Kvening Prayer. (Fnr proper lesson, see Proper a.) In the

technical language of ritual, the word lesson is not applied
to the Gospel of the mass, but sometimes to the Epistle.
a 1*15 Ancr. R. 22 SiggeS Dirige, mit preo psalmes, &

mit breo lescuns euertehe niht sunderliche. c 13130 Spec. Gy
Wamv. 500 pu most ben ofte in orisoun And tn reding of
lesczoun. c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 709 Wei koude he rede a
lesson or a storie. c 1400 Table in Wyclifs Bible IV. 683
Here btgynneth a rule, that tellith in whiche chapitris of
ihebihle^e mat fynde the lessouns,pistlis, and gospels, that
ben rad in the ehirche al the ^eer, after the vss of Salisbire.

£141* Hoccleve Learn to Die 925 The .ix«. lesson which is

rad In holy ehirche vp-on all halwen day. 1548-9 (Mar.)
Bk. Com. Piayer Ord. Holy Script., The olde Testament is

appoynled for the first Lessons .. the newe . . for the second
Lessons. 1691 Wood Ath. Oxon. 1 1. 525 May it please your
Mai. it is the proper lesson for the day, as appears by the
Kalendar. i8o», 186$ [see LectionaryI. 1883 Cath. Diet.

(1897) 554/2 Our Breviary lessons for the first nocturn. Ibid.

555/1 Their [the Greeks'] daily offices contain no lessons
from Scripture. 1895 H. Littlehales Prymer Pref. x,

Dirige (Matins). Consisting of 3 Nocturns ; each composed 1

of :—3 Psalms. .3 Lessons.

3. A portion of a bo >k or dictated matter, to be
studied by the pupil for repetition to the teacher.

Hence, something that is or is to be learnt.
rtiia< Ancr. R. 66 Euc.told hire [the serpent] al bet

lescun bet God hire hefde ilered. a 1300 Cursor M. 6850
Suilk was bt lessun and bj lare. 1303 R. Brl nne Hand!.
Syune 422 Catun . . teehyp ehyldryn bys lessun, ' 5eue no
charge to dremys [etc.).' 1361 Langu P. PI. A. v, 118
Furst I leornede to ly^e a lessun or tweyne, And wikkedliehe
or lo weie was myn ober lessun. ^1374 Chaucer Troy/us
Mi. 34 (83) His lesson, bat he wende konne, To preyen hire
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is burgh bis wit y-ronne. i486 Bk. St. Albans E ij b, Forr*
geet not this lession for tbyng that may fall. 1526 Pilgr.
Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 180, I beshrewe his herte y

l taught
the that lesson. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado t. i. 295 To Iearne
Any hard Lesson that may do thee good. 1613 Purchas
Pilgrimage (1614) 605 This Psaphon..had let them flie into
the Woods, where chanting their lesson, they inchanted the
rude people. 1716 Bolingbroke Reft. Exile (1777) 352, 1

learned this important lesson long ago. 17*7-41 Chambers
Cycl. s.v. Helps, Helps in the manage.— i'o teach a horse
his lessons, there are seven helps, or aids, to be known.
These are the voice, rod [etc]. 1818 Byron Ch. Har. iv.

Ixxv, The drill'd dull lesson, forced down word by word.
1838 James Robber iv, The mind moralised upon it, and the
heart took the lesson home. 1861 J. Eomo

n

o Childr. Ch.
a! Home iii. 47 They should be industrious at their lessons,

f b. transf. Subject of discourse. Obs.
C1330 R. Brumne Chron. (1810^ 318 Now salle we turne

agcyn tille our owen lessoun. e 1550 Will. Palerne 1944
But for to telle be atiryng of bat child .. It wold lengep bis

lessoun a ful long while.

4. A continuous portion of teaching given to a

pupil or class at one time ; one of the portions

into which a course of instruction in any subject

is divided. To give, lake lessons : to give, receive

systematic instinction in a specified subject. Hence
occas. in text-books, a section of such length as to

be suitable to be studied continuously.
c 1*90^. Eng. Leg. I. 437/216 Euereche dai bi custome he

seide bis oresun, he nolde bi-leue for no scole, ne for no
lessoun. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. 1. (1495) 2 In the
fyrsie lesson that i toke thenne t lerned a. and b. And
other letters by her names. 1660 Pepys Diary i\ June,
Mr. Blagrave. did give me a lesson upon the flageolette.

173* Leoiard Sethos II. ix. 305 The conversation. .was.. not
less profitable, .than their lessons. 1854 Thackeray Ar

«t».

comes 1. ii. 22 A distinguished officer . . engaged in London
in giving private lessons on the fiddle. Ibid. Tom Newcome
took no French lessons on a Sunday.

b. transf. An occurrence from which instruction

may be gained ; an instructive example ; a rebuke
or punishment calculated to prevent a repetition of

the offence.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia it. (1590) 119b, She woulde giue
her a lesson for walking so late, that should [etcl. i8ss
Lamb Elia Ser. t. Dist. Corresp., The kangaroos .. with
those little short fore puds, looking like a lesson framed by
nature to the pickpocket. 1850 L. Hunt Autobiog. I. iii.

94 He [a monitor] showed me a knot in a long handkerchief,
and told me I should receive a lesson from that handker-
chief every day, with the addition of a fresh knot every time.

188s T. L. Watson Life R. S. Candlish xiii. 140 His self-

denial in the little things 0/ daily life was a constant lesson.

1900 R. T. pRUMMOND A/ost. Teach. $ Teach, of Christ
ii. 77 Christ is their Teacher. He is also their Lesson : not
His words only, but His Life.

f 5. A/us. a. An exercise ; a Composition serving

an educational purpose, b. A piece to be per-

formed, a performance. Obs.

1593 {title) A New Booke of Cilterne Lessons. 1596 Shaks.
7 am. Shr. in. i. 60 My Lessons make no musicke in three
parts. i6z» Dekker & Massinger Virg. Mart. 1. B 3, stage
direct., A le>.sen of Cornets. i6»6 Bacon Sylva $ 161 Let
there be a Recorder made, with two Fipples, al each end
one . . and let two play the same Lesson upon it, at an
Unison. 1640 Brom e Antipodes v. ix. stage direct.,A solemne
lesson upon the Recorders. 1665 Chas. II in Julia Cart-

wright Henrietta of Orleans (1894) 2141 I have heere sent
you some lessons for the guittar. 2674 Plavforo Skill
Mns. it. in Lessons for tlie Violin by Letters are prick't

on four lines .. but Lessons by Notes are prick'd upon five

Lines. 1754 Richardson Grandisou (178 1) VI. xviii. 76
She made Lucy give us a lesson on the harpsichord. 181

1

Busby Diet. At us. (ed. 3), Lesson, a word formerly used by
most composers to signify those exercises for the harpsichord
or piano-forte which are now more generally called sonatas.

The length, variety, and style of Lessons, .entir jly depend
on the fancy and abilities of the^ composer, and the class of
practitioners for whose use the pieces are designed.

6. allrib. and Comb., as lesson-book, -hour, -money
\

lesson-piece, a piece of material on which to prac-

tise needle>vork.
1863 \V. G. Blackie Better Days Wrkug. People I (1864)

25 Superior * lesson-books. 1890
4
L, Falconer M lle.Jxe

i. 24 Her *lesson-hour was not till the afternoon. 1847
Medwin Life Shelley II. 59 Receiving, .part of the "lesson

money. 1880 Plain Hints Needlework 36 Let each child
work a . . button-hole on her *lesson-piece in blue cotton.

Lesson (le*san), v. [f. Lesson sb.]

1. trans. To give a lesson or lessons to, to in-

struct, teach ; to admonish, rebuke. Const, in, on,

and with inf. or dependent clause. Also, To bring

into or lo ^a certain state) by lessoning.

1555 W. Watreman Fardle Facions xx. x. 223 He yet bothe
harkened the complainle of his felowes, and lessoned them
againe. 1586 J. Hooker Hist. Iret. in Holinshed II. 87/1
Willing to lesson you with sound and sage aduise. 1631
I. Haywaro tr. Biondis Eromena 110 Metaneone .. had
before hand lessoned him what he should say. a 1661 Fuller
Worthies, Kent (1662) il 58^To lesson the Clergy to content
themselves with Decency without sumptuousness. 168a tr.

Erastus' Treat. Excomtnun. 20 The Disciples . . had been
severely lesson'd by the Synagogue. 1761 Churchill Z^/i^///^/

II, Each Stripling, lesson'd by his Sire, Knew when to close,

when to retire, a 1774 Goldsm. Surv. Exp. Philos. (1776)
II. 361 When the eye has been for a short lime lessoned
lo ocular succession, there will arise [etc]. 1795 Burke
Lett, to R. Burke Wks. 1842 11. 459 It ought to lesson us
into an abhorrence of the abuse of our own power in our
own day. 1811 Byron Ch. Har. h. Ixviii, To rest the weary
and lo soothe the sad, Doth lesson happier men. 1856 Miss
Warner Hills of Shatemuc xxviii. 312 If you will lesson
me to find trouble is no trouble .. 1 will thank you much
for that. 1873 Symonos Grk. Poets Yii. 196 Oedipus has been
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purged and lessoned to humility before the throne of Zeus.
1887 Ruskin Prarterita 1 1. 230 There was yet another young
draughtsman in Florence, who lessoned me to purpose.
absol. 1807 I). Gilson Serm. Pract. Subj. x. 211 The

apostle lessons well when he says that the man who pro-

videth not for his own hath denied the faith.

2. To teach (a thing) as a lesson, to inculcate.
182 x fsee the ///. a.].

Hence Le ssoned ppl. a.

1 82 1 Joanna Baillie Metr. Leg-., Columbus xlii, Better

than lesson'd saw.

Lessoning (le*sanirj). ff. Lesson v. + -ing 1
.]

The action of the vb. Lesson ; the action of giving

a lesson or lessons ;
instruction, admonition.

1583 Goloing Calvin on Dent, cxxxii. 811 No longer any
lessoning or warnings to be hearkened vnto. a 1619
Fotherby Atheom. 11. i. § 1 (1622) 171 As being conscious

vnto himselfe, euen by Natures inward lessoning, that his

seruice is due vnto him [God]. 1791 Mah. D'Ardlay Diary
V. v. 220 My last day . . was filled with . . packing, leave-

taking, bills-paying, and lessoning to Mdle. Jacobi. 181a

W. Taylok in Monthly Ma?. XXXI 1 1. 239 Our national

usages and lessonings. 1887 Ruskin Prxterita II. 206,

I never needed lessoning more in the principles of the three

great arts.

Lessor (lesf?\i). Also 6 leas V or, -our, 6-7
lessour(e, 7 leaser, fa. AF. lessor, lessottr, f.

lesser\ see Lease v. and -or.] One who grants

a lease ; one who lets (property) on lease.

[1178 Act 6 Ed. l
}
Stat. Glouc. c. 4 Kstabli est qe'apres les

deus anni passe* eit le les^our accioun a demander la terre

en demeine. a 1481 Littleton Inst. § 57 Le Lessor est

properment lou un home le^sa a vn auter certaine terres 011

tenements purterme de vie ou pur terme des ans, ou a tener

a volunt.l 1487 Act 4 lien. I'll, e- 16 The Occupier and
termer of theyin from thense be discharged ayenst his lesson

r

of the rente reserued vpon the same leeses. 1533-4 l
see

Lesskk]. i$q* West 1st PL Symbol. § 43 Where the

leassor graunteth his lands or other things to the leassee.

a 1626 Bacon Mux. $ Uses Com. Law xii. (1636) 52 If

tenant for life and his lessor joyne in a lease for yeares.

1715 Act 1 Geo. I, Stat. 11. c. 55 § 1 A Verdict shall be given
for the Lessor of the Plaintiff in such Ejectment. 1813
Vancouver Agric. Devon 442 Tenants for lives are now
most commonly obliged, on the death of certain person;;

named in their lenses, to surrender to their lessors their best

beast. x88o Blackmore Mary Anerley II. ii. 27 The
lessee being bound to a multitude of things, and the lessor

to little more than acceptance of the rent.

Les30W, obs. form of Lea sow.

Lest (lest), conj. Forms : 1 ]>f lees pe, J>e la:s

pe, pe leeste, 2 pi les "53, 3-5 last o, lest3, les,

5 lesse, 4-8 leest, 4-5 lyst(e, 6-S Sc. leist, 6-9
least(e, 4- lest. [OE. phrase fy Ixs fe, lit.

'whereby less' m L. qnominus (}y instrumental

of the dem. and rel. pron. + lies Less a. +/>e relative

particle). In ME. the first word of the phrase was
dropped, and lespe became les le in accordance wilh

the general rule thatp after s changed into /.]

1. Used as a negative particle of intention or pur-

pose, introducing a clause expressive of something

to be prevented or guarded against ; *=- L. ne, Eng.
that . . not, for fear that.

cioooAgs. Gflsfi. John v. 14 Ne synga bu be-las be |e
on sumon bingon wyrs fcetide. a noo in Napier O.K.
Glosses i. 3673 Ne . . offtnUrit, be Ia:ste xehreinde. c 1175
Lamb. Horn. 117 Vnderfo5 steore bi les Se god iwuroewrao
wiS eou. a 1240 Lo/song in Cott. Horn. 209 Ne bi-hold bu
ham fmine sunnen] nout Teste bu wreoke ham on me. c 1330
Spec. Gy Warw. 856 Go, man, while bat bu hast liht, Lest
be of-take be derke niht. £1385 Chaucer L. G. V/. 723
Thisbe, I-kept. .fful streyte lyst they dedyn sum folye. 1393
Langl. P. PI. C xxi. 337 Ich sotelide how ich myghte Lettc
hem bat louede hym nat lest bei wolde hym martrye.
a 1400-5® Alexander 732 (Ashm.) Haue a gud e^e, Les
[Dublin MS. lest] on bine ane here-efterward pine ossyngis
Ihjt. Ibid. 1372 (Dubl.) And band hir..Lest sho flechett or
faylett with fyfe score ankers. 1526 Tinoale Mark xiii. 5
Take hede lest eny man deceave you. 1567 Gude $ Godlie B.
(S.T.S.) 41 That he my fyve brether aduerteis may, Leist

thay in to this cairfull place discend. 1599 H. Huttes Dyets
drie Dinner A iv b, 1 he which least 1 should seeme only
Idlcly to wish, I have [eta]. 1677 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 41
Forge your work as true as you can, least it cost you great
pains at the Vice. 1741 Richardson Pamela (1824) I. 175
But, least you should be alarmed, if I don't come home by
ten, don't expect me. 1795 Burns ' Last May a braw
wooer 1

vi, But owre my left shouther 1 gae him a blink
Leest neebours might say I was saucy.

#
1797 Jefferson

Writ. (i8£o) IV. 174 Nobody scarcely will venture to buy
or draw bills, lest they should be paid there in depreciated
currency. 1815 W. Taylok in Robberds Mem. II. 454,
1 did not like to write to you without the hook at my elbow,
least I should misremember. 1855 Cornwall 262 Look to

the Purser well, lest he look to himself too well. 1897 R.
Kipling Recessional, Lord God of Hosts, he with us yet,

Lest we forget, lest we forget.

fb. Lest that', in the same sense. Obs.
c 1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg. 43 Nou^t to hot a medyclne,

leste bat he make be lyme toswellyn. I4a6 Lydg. De Gnil.
Pilgr. 8204 Lyst that she were wroth with me, 1 suffrede.

<ri49x Chast. Goddes Chyld. 9 Leest that ye lese him in

your owne defawte. 1559 W. Cunningham Cosmogr. Glasse
115 Least that the difficultie of the thing mighte somwhat
discouragie you, J will [etc.].

t C. Lest when = \j. nequando : lest at any time.
a 1300 E, E. Psalter ii. ia Gripes lare, leswhen rVulg.

ttequajido] lauerd wrethide be. a 1340 Hamtolk Psalter
exxxix. 9 Forsake me noght leswhen [L tie forie\ bai be
heghid.

2. Used after verbs of fearing, or phrases indi-

cating apprehension or danger, to introduce a clanse

expressing the event that is feared
;
equivalent to 1

I

the L. ne, and in Eng. Often admitting of being
replaced by thai (without accompanying negative).
ciooo ^Elfric Gen. xxxii. 11 For bam be ic hine [Esau] I

swi&e ondra;de, be lses be he cume and ofslea bas modra mid
hiora cildum. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls? 10415 pe king was
nei for drede wod . . J^aste be king of fraunce & niansing Him

1 ssolde ssende. c 1350 Will. Palerne 953 He was a-drad to

be deb last sche him dere wold. Jamoo Arthur 289 We
dowteb last he wel do soo, For he ys Myghty know ber-too.

,

"533 Lr>. Bkrners Huon Ixii. 214 My hert trymbleth for
fere leest he be deed. 1560 JJaus tr. Sleidanc's Comm. 270
There is daunger, jest or euer they be ready, the enemy
wyl haue inuaded hiscounlrey. 1596 Dalrymtle tr. Leslie's
Hist. Scot. \. 95 A reuerend feir. .leist thay offend in things
of honestie. 1657 Austkn Fruit Trees 1. 42 All the danger
is least we take too much liberty herein. 1750 H. Wali-ole
Lett. (1846^ II. 316 Lady Catherine grew frightened, lest

her infanta should vex herself sick. 1823 F. Clissolo
Ascent Mt. Blanc 20, I felt a strong inclination to sleep,

and feared lest I should drop down. x88x Punch 29 Oct. I

108 Fearing lest they should succumb.
Lest, obs. form of Last, Lkast, List sb. and v.

Lestage, Leste, obs. ff. Lastage, I east.

Lest^e, wk. pa. t. and pple. of Leese v.1

Leste n, obs. form of Last t/.l, Listkn.

Lestercock (le*st3jk^k). dial. [f. OCornish
lester a ship, Breton leslr, Irish leastar small boat

+ Cock sb.^\ (See quots.)
x6oa Carew Cornwall 34 Upon the North coast where

want of good harbours denieth safe roade to the fisher boats,

they have a device of two sticks filled with corks and
crossed flatlong, out of whose midst there riseth a thred,
and at the same hangeth a saile ; to this engine termed a
Lestercock, they tie one end of their Uouher. 1880 W.
Corntv. Gloss.

,
Leslernhk, a toy-boat sent out before the

wind by fishermen in rough weather with a string of hooks.

t Le*strigon. Obs. [ad. L. Ln>sliygon-es pi.,

Gr. Aatarpvy6y-€s a cannibal people of Italy (I I um.
Odyss. X. 116).] An inhuman monster, a cannibal.

So Lestrig-o-nian, in t he same sense.

1591 Svlvestkb Du Bnrtas 1. vi. 3S8 Inhumane Monster,
hatefull Le*trig »n. 1656 IIi.oi'ST Glossogr.^ Lestrigous, a
kind of giants or fierce people of Italy, ofu*n mentioned in

the Odysses of Homer. 1693 Drydcfi's Jux cual xiv. 1 1697)

342 Lest.. tin ir Sons should . .become. .Tyrants, Le^trigon-,

and Cannibals to their Servants, a 1887 Jkm-kkius hieId
llcdgcrcno u88o) 70 They were perfect cannibals with the

tongue, perfect Lestrigonians.

t Le'sty, a. Sc. Obs. rare* 1
. f?repr. OK.

* lis tig, f. list skill.] Skilful, sagacious.

1423 Jas. I Kingis Q. clvii, There sawe 1 .. The lesty

beuer, and the ravin bare.

Lesue, obs. form of Lkasow.
Lesum, Sc. form of Lkksomk.

t Le'SUre. Obs. [ad. late L. la'sura, f. L. h dcre,

hvswn to hurt.] Hurt, injury, wound. Cf. Li>i N,

c 1420 Pallad. on JJusb. lit. 733 And xxx foot asoniler

for lesure Is hem to sette. 1447 iJokknham Seyntys iKoxh.)

I
46 lie vcnquyjHid bat causyd he lesure. c 1460 tl. Asnuv

1 Dicta P/itios. 648 Of whom ye shal haue no shame ne

I

lesure.

Lesur^e, -uwe,leswa,-w^u'e, obs. ff. Leasow.

Let (let), sb.^ Forms : 2 6 lette,//. letten, 4
leet, leit, 4-5 late, lete, 4-6 lat, 4-9 lett, 5 lytt,

6 leatte, 4- let. [f. Let z^] Hindrance, stop-
|

page, obstruction
;

also, something that hinders,

an impediment. Now arch. : most common in
|

phrase let or hindrance. (Cf. MK. Litk.)

In ME. verse the phr. withoi<t[c>i let (Sc. but let) is

frequent, often as a mere expletive.

a X175 Cott. 7/twr. 239 OSer hit wro" jewasse iher pine of 1

be deaoe |>e he her bale5 ooer efter mid edelice lette.
{

C1275 Lav. 4572 He polite habbe Delgan cwene of Dene-
marche ac him com mochel lette IC1205 laelting] ase^ him
was aire lo|>est. a 1300 Cursor M. 7395 (Gtitt.) J?ai did

him fett widuten lett. /bid. 8123 (Cott.) On nan-kyn lim

, ne had bai lett, For in pair sted ilkan war sette.
m

1375

liAHDoua Bruce 11. 179 Syne to Scone in by raid ne,

And wes maid king but langir let. 1387 Tkevisa lligden

(Rolls) II. 321 Moyses . . hadde a lette of his tonge. 1390

Gow'er Con/. II. 92 Ther ben othre vices slowe, Whiche
;

unto love don gret lette, If thou thin herte upon hem
I sette. 1431 Paston Lett. I. 31 Kor the . . eschuyng of eny

tiling that mighte yeve empeschement or let therto. 15x3

Douglas yEnet's v. xii. 142 Quhat is the let I may the

nocht embrace? 1545 Raynolo Byrth Mankynde 1. ii.

(1634) 21 hy which meanes the foresayd muscles .. haue ,

the lesse impediment or let in their motion. 1549 Act 3

$ 4 Edw. 1 7, c. 1 § 2 The said Offices have remained void

for a long Time, to the great Let of J nstice. 156a IJuli.evn

Bk. Simples 55 b, The herbe wil giowe in Englande also,

if idlenes wer not the let. 1603 Knoli.es Hist. Turks (1621)

118 Aft^r which so great a victorie. .the Turks without let

or stay overran all the countrey. 1607 M iodleton Michael-

mas Term iv. i, He may undoubtedly enter upon it without

the let or molestation of any man. 1635 Barriffe Mil.

Discipl. xcv. (1643; 3°6 Vneven, rough, bushie, and hilly
|

grounds, are all lets and iinpedimeats to the horse. 1640

Brome Sparagus Card. 1. ii. Wks. 1873 III. 123 Love.,

through a thousand lets will find a way To his desired I

end. 1649 Arnway Tablet (ed. 2) 67 As singularity of 1

Gifts recompenced His naturall let in speech. 1704F.FULLER

Med. Gymn. (17 11) 200 There is a great Lett of insensible
j

Perspiration. 1710 Berkeley Princ. Hum. Knowl. Introd.

g 4 Those lets and difficulties, which stay and embarrass
[

the mind in its search after truth. 184a S. Lover IJandy
Andy\\\\. 79 At last all let and hindrance to the merry

lady ceased by tbe sudden death of her husband. 1857

IKuskim Pol. Econ. Art ii. 159 Each man would have a
portion of time to himself in which he was allowed to do I

what he chose without let or inquiry. 1867 Freeman
'

Norm. Conq. (1876) I. v. 370 The enemy wrought his will
!

without let or hindrance. 1875 Stubbs Const. Hist. III.

xxi. 532 To maintain quarrels . . to the let and disturbance
of the common law.

2. In Fives, Rackets, and Lawn-tennis. Obstruc-
tion of the ball in certain ways specified in the rules,

on account of which the ball must be served again.
X87X ' Stonehenge ' Rural Sports (ed. 9) 635/1 [Rackets.]

After the service . a ball hitting the gallery.netting, posts,
or cushions, in returning from the front wall, is a let. 1885
Laws Lawn^ Tennis, It is a let if the ball served touch
the net, provided the service be otherwise good. .. In case
of a let, the service or stroke counts for nothing, and the
Server shall serve again. 1890 A. C. Aingkr Fives in Tcnnis

y

etc. (Badm. Libr.) 465 Rules. A Met ' maybe claimed when
a player is h anyway prevented from returning or impeded
in Ids attempt to return the ball by one of the opposite side.

ti.'trib. 1890 Plkvdell-Bouverie Rtickets in J ennis, etc.

( Badm. Libr.) 403 Do not be absurdly modest about claiming
a ' let ' ball.

Let (jet , sl>:z [f. Let z\l] A letting for hire

or rent. (The sense in the first quot. is doubtful.)

1684 in A. Nora Royds Reg. Par. Eelkirk (18961 3 By ye
Ancyant Lett it amounts to 35 Pounds Yearly* 1838
Dickens Ntch. Nick, xxiv, 'We've had a pretty good Let,'

said Mr. Crummies. 'Four front places in the centre, and
the whole of the stage-box. 1868 Perth. Jrnl, 18 June,
John Jiewar, at the Farm, will show the Boundaries ; and
the Conditions of Let may be learned on application. 1878
Daily News 24 Oct. 6/6 The reason the .stair was not in-

cluded in the base was that the executors wanted to utilise

it fur the empty rooms, and make a separate let of it.

Let (let), v. 1 Pa. t. and pa. pple. let. Forms

:

1 lxtan, Xorlhnmb. leta, {^rd sing. pres. inJ.

ISttes
,
2-3 lacten, {firm, -enn

, 3 leaten, leo-

ten, {yd sing, lat, let\ 2 4 leten, 3 4 laten,

3 6 late, lete, latt(e, lette, 3 8 lett, 3-9 (now
dial.) lat, 4 leet'e, 4 5 latyn, 4 6 Sc. leit, 5 lait,

laatyn, leett, 3- let. Pa. t. \ 16t(t. 16ot, North-
limb, leort, (ziitlpi. letten\ 3 liet, 3 5 lett, leet,

\yd pi. leetten "', 3 6 lete, lette, 4 leite,lat, 4-5
.SV. leyt, 4 6 ^>V. leit, 5 late, 6 Sc. lait, luit, Iut(e,

S-i) Sc. loot, 2- let. weak : 5-6 letid, 5 lettid,

7 -ed. 7 }
a. pple. 1 (3c) lasten, 3 ilete^n, ilet,

i late, 3-5 leten, -in, 5 leeten, 3 5 latin, 3-6
laten, 4 ylat, ylet e, ilaten, 4-5 (y

v

;
Iete, lattyn,

4-6 lattin, 5 1 lett, 5,-9 (now dial.) letten, 6

letton, lat(t)ne, lette, leate, 7, 9 Sc. latten,

9 .SV.lotten, looten, 7 9 lett, 4 let. [ACom.Teut.
reduplicating str, vb. : OK. hvtatt (Not thumb. lcta)

f

pa. t. lt
ft, leort (chiefly Anglian and poet.), pa. pple.

zelit'ten, corresponds to OF'ris. Icla, pa. t. lit, let,

pa. pple. leten, OS. Mian, pa. t. liet, let. pa. pple.

gilatan (I)u. la.'an, pa. t. iict
%
pa. pple. gclatcn

,

OlIO. /tiqati, pa. t. lia%, pa. pple. giidqan ;M1IG.
hlren, pa. t.' also shortened Ian, pa. t. lie, pa.

pple. giltin\ mod.G. lassen, pa. t. licsz, pa. pple.

gclassen), C)X. lata, pa. t. ///, pa. pple. latenn ^S\v.

lata. Da. lade , Goth, letan, pa. t. lailot. The
root, Tent. *tat- :— prc-Teut. */ed-

f
is related by

ablaut to Tetit. */at- (whence I.ate a.) prc-Teut.

*lad- (whence L. lasstts weary)
;
Hrugmann eom-

j>ares Cir. h-qhuv (Ilesychius) ' to be weary'. The
primary sense of the vb. would thus seem to be ' to

let go through weariness, to negleet ' ; cf. the de-

velopment of the Romanic synonym (F. laisser:—

L. laJtare, f. taxus loose). In all the Tcut. langs.,

however, the word has the same senses as in OE.
The shortening of the root vowel (which is curiously

parallel to the change of MHG. lajrn into mod.G. lassen)

has not been satisfactorily explained, and no precisely

analogous instance has been found, though in the vbs.y>-<7

and get the normal lengthening of OK. e in open syllables

has not taken place before /, and the OE. ^r, 4a are very

generally shortened before //and p, as in dread, bread,

heath.\

I. To leave ; to allow to pass.

f 1. trans. To allow to remain ; to leave behind ;

to abstain from taking away, using, consuming,

occupying, etc. Obs.

971 Blickl. Horn. 125 Hwilce hwile hine wille Drihten her

on worlde betan. C1205 Lav. 14778 Saxes .. letten i bissen

londe wiues & heore children, c izzo Bestiaty 777 Amonges
men a swete smel he let her of his holi spel. c 1300 JJavelok

1924 Summe in gripes bi be her Drawen ware, and laten

per. 13 . Coer de L. 4136 Stondyng hous wyl he non lete.

13. . Guy Warm. (A.) 1620 Herhaudes bodi wib him he bar,

For he nold it nou;t lete bar. <ri33© Spec. Gy Warm. 218

And }af to man fre power, .pe euel to late and god to take.

c 1374 Chal-cer Boeih. iv. pr. iv. 101 (Camh. MS.) As to the

wyse folk ther nis no place 1 leten to hate bat is to seyn that

ne hate hath no place amonges wyse men. c 1400 Rom.
Rose 6556 If men wolde ther-geyn appose The naked text,

and lete the glose. 1561 Hollvblsh Horn. Afioth. 32 In

that pouder growe little wormes, let the same therin. 161

1

Shaks. Wint. T. 1. ii. 41 He giue him mV Commission, To
let him there a Moneth, behind the Gest Prefix'd for's

parting. 1651 tr. Dedas-Coveras* Don Fenise 76 He asked

me where I let my traine.

f b. To loose one's hold of, let go. Obs.

c ia<o Gen. $ Ex. 181 1 Quad iacoh, 5e ne leate ic no^t,

Til Sin bliscing on me be5 wro3t.

f 2. To leave undone, omit to do ; to leave out,

omit (in reading, recitation, etc.). Also with nega-

tive complement, to leave undone, etc. See also

let alone (i8b)i Obs.
27-2
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c 900 tr. Baedas Hist. Pref. (1890) 4 pact ic sylf onjeat, ne
|

let ic Net unwriten. a 1225 Ancr. R. 8 J>eos.,bco3 allc ine
\

freo wille to donne ober to Icten hwon me euer wule. Ibid. /

38 Hwo se buncheS to longe lete |>e psalmes. ^1230 limit
\

Meid. 17 pu wult lete lehtliche & abeore blioeliche be dcrf
bat tu drehest. 1340 Ayenb. 74 Hit ne is na}t ynoj to lete

pe kueades: bote inc lyerny pet guod to done.

fb. with inf. as obj.\ To omit or forbear to

do something. Cf. Let v.* 2, to which some of

the instances given here may belong. Obs.
£•1330 R. Brunne Citron. (1810) 80 Chcfe justise lie satte, 1

be sothe to atrie, For lefe no loth to lette pe right lawe to
[

guye. <ri3So WilL Paterne 1186 Lettes nou^t for }oure
j

Hues ;our lord forto socoure. £-1400 Maundev. iv. (1839) 27
}if thou lette to go, thou schalt have a gret harm. ^1450
St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 4918 It was nygnt, barfore he lett

to fyght, bot bade day lyght. 1535 Coveroale Eccins.
xviii. 22 Let not to praye allwaye. 1558-68 Warde tr.

A texts* Seer. 41 b, Let not in the meane tyme to use other
remedies. 1593 Shaks. Lucr. 10 Colatine .

.' did not let To
praise the cleare vnmatched red and white. 1604 Edmonds
Observ. Caesars Comm. 78 Thereupon he did not let to put
them in mind of his opinion. 1620 Bradford Ptymoutk
Plant. T*. (1856) 75 Trier was a proud and very profane
yonge man [whol did not let to tell them [the sick], that he
hoped to help to cast hnlfe of them over board before they
Cftme to lheir jurneys end. 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav.
ii. 4 How violent soever the Tempest was. .we letted not to
discover the isles of Curia [etcl.

t c. absol. and intr. To desist, forbear. Const.

of, from. Cf. Let v.* 2. Obs.
C1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 75 pe haue5 michel sineged and

nele lete ne bete, a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xxxvii. 103
Thus hit geth bituene hem tuo, That on saith, let, that
other seyth, do. c 1374 Chaucer Troylus 11. 1451 (1500)
Now spek, now prey, now pitously compleyne, Lat not for

nyce shame, or thedk, or slouthe. c 1380 Sir Pernmb. 224
4

Let of by speche ' be Erl hym saide. c 1400 Destr. Troy 7 1 2

He sware. . All tho couenaundes to kepe, & for no cause let.

Ibid. 6458 He li^ht doune full lyuely. lettid he noght.
^1450 Lay Polks Mass Bk. ;MS. K.) 85 Offere or lete,

whelhere thu list, c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 1062 Of
his foly scho bad him lete. 1526 Piigr. Per/. (W. de W.
1531 ^ 49 The other houndes that seeth y

fl game, foloweth y*
same .. Si letteth for nolhynge. 1547 Homilies 1. (1859) 79
When they .. do swear .. not to let from saying the truth.
c 1554 htterl. Youth B iij b, We wil let for none expence.

3. trans. To oinil or cease to speak of. Also
intr. (const, of).
C1205 Lav. 25069 Lete we nu of Costantin. .and spekenof

Maximiacn. c 1300 llavelok 328 Of Goldehom shul we nou
luten € 1350 Will. Paterne 382 But trewely of hem at pis
time be tale y lete. a 1400 Octouian 1459 ^"'Jw schull we
lete here of Clement And telle how [etc.]. la 1400 Arthur
636 On be frensch bokc.he schalle fynde .. Pynges bat y
leete here.

1 4. To leave to some one else. Obs.
a xooo in Earle Land Charters 203 Ic haebbe ealle 3a

spa:ce to /Klfhe^e lauen. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 7659 Hii
..lete be king pe maistrie & flowe to scotlonde. a 1325
Prose Psalter xlviii{ij. 10 Hij shal lat en her riches vn-to
stranges. c 1386 Cmaucer Pars. T. T 883 So heigh a doc-
trine 1 lete to diuines. c 1400 Rom. Pose 6998 Alle de^ertes,
and holies hore. .1 lete hem to the Baptist lohan. 1422 tr.

Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 174 Smale thynges thay lettyn
to Smale men. 1590 Spenser /•'. Q. 11. vi. 16 .She [the lily]

.. nether spinnes nor cards .. But to her mother Nature all

her care she letts. 1612 Uaviks Why Ireland, etc. 64 King
Hemie the seuenth had sent neither horse nor foote hither,
but let the Pale to the Guard and defence of the fraternitie
of Saint George.

t b. To bequeath. Obs.

1340 Ayenb. 191 Hi hedde y-write ine hare testament pet
hi let a pousend and vyf hondred pond.

fc. To Id to borgh (Sc.): to hand over upon
security. Obs.
1482 Acta Audit. (1830) 100 '2 For be wrangwis takin . . of

1 soheip & a kow, quhilkis war ordanit of hefore be the
lordis of consale to haue bene lattin to borgh to be saide
alex r

.

1 5. To quit, abandon, forsake. To abandon
to (the flames). Obs.
(TU75 Lamb. Horn. 39 LeteS cower stale and eower

reafiac. a 1200 Moral Ode 337 Licte we be brodc strets,
and be wei bene, c 1250 Gen. Ex. 725 Thare let hur, and
Seoen he nam, And wulde to lond canahan. 13. . A*. A lis.

5812 The kyng lete the waye of the est, And by a ryuer
1

tourned west. 0330 Spec. Gy Warm. 902 It is noht euel
so to biginne, For drede of pine to late bi sinne. 1362
Langl. P. PL A. xt. 22 Til thow be a lorde and haue londe
leten the 1 nelle. e 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. Prol. 411
Leteth youre ire, and beth sumwhat tretable 1 £1386— Pars. T. f 768 A man shal lete fader and mooder, and
taken hym to his wif. <r»43o Hymns Virg. 30 If bat bou
wolt bi synnes leett. 1430-40 Lydg. Bochas 1. i. (1544^ 3 b,
God bad us not our counireyes for to lete To underfong
thinges imp>ssible. 1599 Massinger etc. Old Law v. T,

Kneas. . Who letting all his Jewels to the flames.. tooke his
bedrid father on his ha k.

f 6. To lose (one's life, virtue, honour, etc.V Obs.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. t8i Hie go<5 welneih to hire lines

ende, and fele here lif fulliche laied. a 1225 Juliana 75 pis
lif }e schulen leoten & nuten ^e neauer hwenne. a 1240
Wohunge in Cott. Horn. 273 Ofte moni wummon letes hire
mensket purh pe luue of wepmon bat is of hch burSe.
X297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 10883 Isabel is wif.. let at ber-
camstude bat lif. c 1430 Syr Gcner. (Roxh.) 9244 Many
a knight his lyve lete. 1530 Palsgu. 607/2, 1 lette my lyfe,

1 departe out of the worlde. 1577-87 Holinshku Chron.
III. 1165/1 His. .testament, which he made not long before
he let his life.

fb. intr. To abate, allow a deduction of. Obs.
c-i»oo Trin. Colt. Horn. 213 pe sullere lat sumdel of his

lofe and be beggere ecneS his bode.

7. To allow the escape of (confined fluid) ; to

212

shed (tears, blood) ; to emit (breath, sounds, etc.).

Also, to discharge (a gun). To let blood (Surg.)

:

sec Blood sb. 1 d. Obs. or dial.
<riooo Sax. Leeckd. II. 46 Laet bu him blod on ardre.

ri205 Lay. 18980 pa cnihtes scullen suggen .. bat bu a;rt

itete blod. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 8507 pe teres bat hii lete

so Hue. c 1374 Chaucer Boetk. til. metr. i. 50 (Camb. MS.)
The wynd nothus leteth hise plowngy blastes. 11390
Gower Con/. 1. 268 Tho was thcr nianye teies lete. 14 ..

A. B. C. on Pass. Christ 202 in Pol., Pel. $ L. Poems 249
pe blod )>at cryst let for mankende. 1553 Bale Voca-
cyon 40 Than caused the Captaine a pece of ordinaunce to
be fiered, and a gunne to be lete, to call backe the purser.

1559 Morwyng Kvonytn., Take the bloud of sanguin yong
men using a good diet whyles it is newly letten. 1600
Holland Livy xxvi, xiv. 594 Before they let their last

breath. 1662 J. Davies tr. Mandelslo's Trav. 190 Over,
reaching her self to take a Maggon that stood a little too
far from her, she chanced to let a wind backwards. 1712
Arbuthnot John Bull ut. v, The oak, that let many a heavy
groan, when he was cleft with a wedge of his own timber.

1715 Ramsay Christ's KirkGr. n. i. The bauld good-wife
..loot an aith. 1785 Burns Halloween xxiii, He .. loot
a winze. 1820 Shelley CEdipus 1. 266 I'll slyly seize and
Let blood from her wcasand. 1832 Lytton Eugene A. i. v,

Mr. Walter . .wants to consult you about letting the water
from the great pond.

f b. intr. Of blood : To issue. Obs. rare.
£•1330 R. Bkunne Chron. (1810) 36 pe blode was hope

warme and fresh, bat of be schankes lete [AF. le sannk pnr
veirs issist].

C. To let at (now Sc.) ; to discharge missiles at

;

to assail ; to aim at. Also to let into (slang) : to

attack.

1598 G renewey Tacitus, Ann. 11. v. (1622) 39 The Cap.
taine .. comma unded the sling-casters .. to let freely at
them and drive them from their fence, c 1800 Christmas
Baling in Skinner Poet. Pieces (1809) 42 He first leit at the
ba*. 1851-61 Mayhew Lond. Labour III. 138 They got
from six to nine months' imprisonment ; and those that
let into the police, eighteen months. 1871 W. Alexander
Johnny Gibb xxii. (1873) 131, I see brnwly fat ye're lattin at.

1872 Punch 2 Mar. 89/1 The Premier 'let into* the other
gentleman with a fire and fury delightful to all but himself.

8. To grant the temporary possession and use of
(land, buildings, rooms, movable property) to

another in consideration of rent or hire, f For-
merly also, to lend (money) at interest. (For to

let to hire, tofarm, see the sbs.)

909 in Birch Cart. Sax. (1887) II. 289 Eadward cyning &
ba hiwan in Wintan ceastre betaS to Damewulfe bisctope
twemij hida landes be Ticceburnau. axioo O. E. Chron.
an. 852 (Laud MSJ On bis tima leot Ceolred . . Wulfrede to
hande bet land of Sempisaham. 1340 Ayenb. 42 pe vifte

[bo} of auarice] is ine ham bet be markat makinde leteb hare
benefices. 1485 Xavat Acc. Hen. I'll {18961 57 The said
ship was letten on marchaundise .. to S* William Capell of
London marchaunt. 1558 Gafcvay A rch. in \otk Rep. Hist.
MSS. Comm. App. v. 388 We .. have gyvin, graunlid, and
for ever more leate unto John Lynch . . a parcell of our
ground. 1593 Shaks. Rich. llt 11. i. no It were a shame
to let his Land by lease. 1616 W. Haugmton Englishmen
/or My Money t. i, By the sweete loude trade of Usurie,
Letting for Interest, and on Morgages, Doe I waxe rich.

1686 Loud. Gaz. No. 2109/4 The Blackamoor's Head in
West-Smithfield is to be Lett. 1690 Chilu Disc. Trade
(1694) 242 If Money were let as it is in other Countries.
1709 Tatter No. 88 r 12 She had .. let her Second Floor
to a very genteel youngish Man. 1780 A. Young Tour
fret, 1. xvi. (1892)368 The farmer who lets the cows must
[etc.]. 1815 Shelley in Dowden Li/e (1887) 1. 522 Whether
there is in any remote and solitary situation a house tm let

for a time. 1833 Ht. Marhnkau Brooke Parm xi. 128 He
went . . to let his labour where it would obtain a better
reward. 1838 Dickens Nich. Nick, ii, A quarter of the
town that has gone down in the world, and taken to letting
lodgings. 1844 L. Hunt Btue-Stocking Revels 1. 50 A
' House to Let', facing Hyde Park,

b. intr. in passive sense = to be let.

1855 7ml. R. Agric. Soc. XVI. 1. 156 Lands let at from
iod. to 4s. 6d. per acre. 1884 Law Rep. 27 Ch. Div. 5t
A large number of chambers now letting at many thousands
a year. 1885 Sir J. Bacon in Law Times Rep. LI I. 570/2
There was some reason to suppose that all the mortgaged
houses would speedily let.

f 9. To set free, liberate ; also with complement,
to letfree , at large. Obs. (but cf. let loose, 19).
c 1000 ^Elfric Exod. xxi. 26 Laste his fri?>e - « M°o Octo*

uian 767 As glad as grehond y-lete of lese. 1525 Lu.
Berneks Eroiss. 11. cbii. (« liii.] 433 To let the ladyes and
damoselles at large. 1582-8 Jfist. Jas. If (1804)74 Being
taken prisoner [he] was condemnit to the death, bot thair-
efter was lattin free. 1609 Skene Reg. MaJ. 4 In other
pleyes of felonie . . he quha is accused vses to he lettin frie.

1670 NARnoROUGM Jml. in Ace. Sez\ Late Voy. 1. (1711) 33,
I let the Greyhound at them.

10. To allow to pass or go ; to admit to
y
into a

place. Also orcas. (with notion of let down, 29)
to lower gradually over, through something.
c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.l xi. 49 Scho lete bam ouer le

wall. . by a rape. 1697 Potter Antiq. 0/Greece II. iv. (1715)
223 Such Persons were purified by being let thro' the lap nf
a Woman's Gown. 1854 Ln. Lonsdale in Lit. Matmesbnry's
Mem. Ex-Minister (1884) I. 419 They would not let a single
Englishman on board of her. 1856 Mus. Browning A nr.
Leigh 11. 501 The creaking of the door, years past, Which
let upon you such disabling news. 1894 Baring-Gould
Deserts S. Prance I. 140 The proprietor absolutely refused
to let me over it [a factory],

fb. To let to bail Mq. borgh) : to admit to bail.

M54-5 Chart. Edinburgh 12 Jan. (1871) 81 Nocht be ill

pittit na pnsonyt bot lattyn to borgh gif he has ony borowis.
1533-4 Act 25 Hen. Vllf, c. 14 Suche person . . may he
letten to baile by the ordinaries. 1581 Lamuarde Eiren.

LET.

in. ii. (1588)339 Iustices of the Peace might .. have letten
to baile such persons as were indited of Kelonie. 1609
Skene Reg. MaJ. 4 He may be latten to borgh, be the
Kings letter.

11. When construed with certain prepositions
the verb assumes senses which it has with the cog-
nate adverbs.

a. To let into : (a) to admit to, give entrance to,

allow to enter (lit. and fig.) ; f also absol. and in

indirect pass.
;
(b) to insert in the surface or sub-

stance of ; f (e) to introduce, bring to
;
(d) to in-

troduce to the knowledge of, make acquainted
with, inform about ; also, f to let into one's know-
ledge. (Cf. let in

t 31.)
(rt) 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. ix. 2or Sum

latne in to the castel haldeng the forme and schaw of a par*
leament. a 1599 Spenser F. O. vii. vi. 11 She bid the
Goddesse downe descend, And let her selfe into that Ivory
throne. 16x5 G. Sandys Irav. in A spacious Court, let
into by a number of streets. 1646 Boyle Let. to Marcombes
22 Oct. Wks. 1772 I. Life 33 To let new light into the

I

understanding. 1671 L. Addison West Barbary 56 The
i

Avenue that let into Gaylaus Country. 1680 Let. to Person
0/ffonourio It is not possible he should be furthtr let into
the Government. 1712 Adoison Spect. No. 411 PsAManof
a polite Imagination is let into a great many Pleasures, that
the Vulgar are not capable of receiving, i860 Tynoall Glac.
1. xvii. 119 The mass turned over and let me into the lake.
i860 Dickens Uncomm. Trav. xvi, He lets us into the
waiting-room. 1873 Black Pr. Thtile xix, He let himself
into the bouse by his latch-key. 1885 Daily News 16 July
4/7 If we let the Conservatives into office again. 1885
Law Rep. 14 Q. Bench Div. 956 B. W. M. .. was let into
possession under this agreement.

ib) 1623 Gouge Serm. Extent Gods Proz'id. § 15 Two
girders were by tenents and mortaises let into the midst of

I it [the maine Summier]. 1694 Acc. Sev. Late Voy. 11. (171 1}
' 215 Which colour they let into the Skin, by pricking it

with a sharp Bone. 1858 Hawthorne Fr. tf It. Jruts. I.

! 277 A pointed arch of stone let into the plastered wall.
1859 jEr-nsoN Brittany xviii. 291 A slab let into the wall.
1874 Micklethwaite Mod. Par. Churches 180, I have
known clocks to be let into the ledge of the pulpit.

U) 1654 Cromwell Sp. 12 Sept. in Cariyte, That which I

have now to say to you will need no preamble to let me into

I

my discourse.

m
(d) cx66$ Mrs. Hutchinson Mem. Col. Hutchinson 21 It

is time that I let into your knowledge that splendour which
[etc.]. 1703 Dk. Queknshkrry in Kllis Ong. Lett. Ser. 11.

IV. 238 He says he was let into all the secrets of the corre-
spondence of Scotsmen with St.Germains. 1708 Partridge
Bickcrstaffdetected, I have let the learned world fairly into
the controversy depending. Arhuthnot John Bull \\.

iv, Gentlemen, I beg you will let nie into my affair* a little.

1714 Er. Bk. 0/Rates 3 Such. .Explications. .as may serve
to let the Reader into the Reason and Nature of what is

[

before him. 1742 Richardsun Pamela III. 39, I am glad

;

thy honest Man has let thee into the Affair of Sally Godfrey.
1773 Goldsm. Stoops to Conq.\\. i, In the meantime my
friend Marlow must not be let into his mistake. 1791

l G.
Gambado* Ann. fforsem. Pref. (1809) 57 By the putting
forth of this work the public must be let into much useful
knowledge. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias vu. i. r 5 He had no

j

objection to letting me into the fun, on condition that I

I

would not blab. 1841 Catlin N. Atner. hid. (1844) I. iii. 17
Before I let you into the amusements and customs of this
delightful country. 1887 L. Carroll Game 0/ Logic iv. 93
That lets me into a little fact about you !

b. To let (a person) off a penalty, etc. (Cf. let

off'32 c.)

1885 Sir H. Cotton in Law Times Rep. LI 1. 336/2 The
i'udge v only lets the man off imprisonment on tbe terms of
us paying the costs.

II. Uses requiring a following infinitive (nor-
mally without to).

12. trans. Not to prevent; to suffer, permit,

allow.

971 Blickl. Horn. 51 Hwait dest bu be gif Drihten . .be laeleb
bone teoban dacl anne habban.^ a txoo Gcreja in Anglia
(1886) IX. 260 Nelajtehenaerrehishyrmenhyneofeiwealdan.
12.. in Trin. Cott. Horn. 258 Let vs, louerd, comen among
bin holi kineriche. a\zz$Leg. A'atlt.2125 Ich schal . .leoten
toluken bi rlesch be fuheles of be lufte. a 1300 Cursor M.
20108 Haf bis palme. . Kepe it wel i prai it te, Lat tu neuer it

befra be. 4:1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 4821 Hys
?leyn londes he let hym haue. 1 1440 Promp. Pan'. 289/1
>atyn, or sufferyn a thynge to been, c 1500 In Denton
Eng. in 15th C. Note D (x888) 318, I thynke for dyucrs
consyderacions it were better to lett the tenantes haue it.

a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. IV, 23 Y* kyng gave hym faire

wordtis, and let hym depart home. 1590 Spenser E. Q. \. i.

53 Love of your^ selfe. .and deare constraint, Lets me not
sfeepe. x6oa L(/e 'P. Cromwell 1. ii, Your son Thomas
will Not let us work at all i6xx Bible Acts xxvii. 15
When the ship was caught, and could not beare vp into
the winde, we let her driue. 1634 Milton Comns 378 She
plumes her feathers, and lets grow her wings. 1675 E.
W[ilson] Spadacr. Dunelm. 64 If it be let stand and
settle any long time. 1734 Pope Est. Man iv. 356 Let thy
enemies have part. 1816 Scott Old Mort. xl, I loot naebody
sort it but my ain hands. 1834 J. H. Newman Lett. (1891)

11.24, I was not let see him. 1849 Thackeray Pendennis
vi, Bows had taken her in hand and taught her part after

part.. .She knew that he made her: and let herself be made.
1885 Law Rep. 29 Ch. Div. 539 Lomer..was right in letting

Newman have the funds.

X b. A few examples of the use of to before the

infinitive in this construction occur in all periods;

now chiefly when let is used in the passive.

1523 Ld. Bernrrs Eroiss. I. vii. 6 That he shuld let the

queue his suster to purchas for her selfe frendis. X560
\Viiitehokne AlachiaveCs Art o/Warre oo1 Some haue vsed
to deuide the enemies force, by lettyng nim to enter into

their countrie. 1671 H. M. tr. Erasm. Colloq. 43, I pray
him not to let his pretious bloud to be shed for me in vain.



LET.

a 1677 Barrow Serm. Wisdom Wks. 1687 I. 4 It will not let

externat mischances.. to produce an inward sense which is

beyond their natural efficacy. 1678 CuDwoaTH Intttl. Syst.

I. tv. § 26. 437 Why does he let so many other Gods to do
nothing at all? 1713 Steele Englhhm, No. 17. 186 He
was one of those mad Folks who are let to go abroad. 1812
Moore in Mem. (1853) I. 266, 1 never am let to write half

so much as I wish, a 1866 Kf.ble Lett, S/>ir. Counsel (1870)
201 If they be indulged and let to run wild.

c. with ellipsis of the infinitive.

a 1550 Christis Kirke Gr. iv, He wald haif Id fit, scho wald
not fat him. 1681 Dryden Sp. Fryarv. 77 My dear, clear

Lord Remember me; speak, Raymond, will you let him?
1700 Penn in Pa. Hist. Soc. Mem. IX. 8 We are as well as

the heat will let us. 1853 Lytton My Novel 1. xiii, 1 am
very much obliged to my father for letting me. 1892
M. Morris Montrose ix. 172 A . . declivity, by which they
might march directly down upon Montrose's left flank—
if Montros* would let them.

+ d, absol. To allow, give permission. Obs.

1567 Satir. Poems Reform, vii. 95 Sum douts. .of qnhilk

rycht faine, Gif laser lat, i wald resoluit be. 1725 Ramsay
Gent. Sheph. I. ii, The maist thrifty man could never get

A wcll-stor'd room, unless his wife wad let.

13, To cause. Now only in to let (a person)

know^to inform (of something).
In early use, often with ellipsis of an indefinite personal

object, so that the active infinitive has virtually assumed a
passive sense ; cf. G. lassen.

t

cgoo tr. Bxda's Hist, in. xtv. fxviii.l (MS. Ca.), He sette

scole, & on baerehe let cnihtas Ia:ran. a 1123 O. E. Chron,
an, 1 102 He let paer toforan castelns xemakian. c 1175 Cott,

Horn. 2-21 Sealmihtisceappendc.hi allc. .let befallen on pat

ece fer be ham jeareod was. c 1200 Ormin 6362 To leienn

swingenn himm. C1205 Lay. 586 He bine leatte wel when.
a 1225 Ancr, R. 54 Al pus be holi Gost lette writen one boo
uor to warnie wummen of hore fol eien. C1290 .S". Eng.
Leg. I. 14/457 He liet rnaken him king of al is fader loud.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 541 Ibured he was in londone pat he
let verst rere. c 1350 Will, Paleme 2171 Lete wite swipe
at be kichen weber bei misse any skinnes. v 1440 Gesta
Rom. 1. vi. 15 tHarl. MS.) He lete make a proclamacion
bora, all his Empire. 1490 Caxton Eneydos vi. 24 V"
thynges that they desireden to late be knowen to theyr
frendis. 1530 Palsgr. 607/2, 1 lette one to wyte,y<r sinne.

1589 CoopEa Admon. 125 They were let to vndcrstande,
what plots and meanes were made. 1602 Shaks. Ham. iv. vi.

11 If your name be Horatio, as I am let to know it is.

1630 Lo. Dorchester in Ellis Prig. Lett. Ser. 11. 111. 260
To let the Ambassador know this Doctor may returne as
hee is come. 1706 Pope Let. to Wycherlcy 10 Apr., Pr.iy

let me know your mind in this, for I am utterly at a loss.

1781 [C. Johnston] Juniper Jack II. iv. v. 230 On my
arrival at ner house, I was not let to wait long. 1794 Burns
* O sawye my dear', She lets thee to wit that she has thee
forgot. 1829 Scott Tales Grandfather Ser. lti. Ixxxiv.

(1841) 446/2, 1 will let them know that they are the Ring's
subjects, and must likewise submit to me. 1883 Manch.
Exam. 1 Noy, 5/1 There was always some body of Church-
men which disliked them, and took every opportunity of
letting them know it.

14. The imperative with sb. or pronoun as ohj.

often serves as an auxiliary, forming the equivalent

of a first or third person of the vb. which follows

in the infinitive.

The transition to this use from senses 12 and 13 may be
seen in instances such as quot. 1423 below, in which let may
be taken either in its ordinary sense, expressing a request
addressed to a person, or in its function as an auxiliary.

1375 Barbour Bruce 1. 498 Lat me ta the state on me,
And bring this land out off thyrllage. c 1386 Chaucer
Man of Law's T. 855 Lat vs stynte of Custanee but a
throwe, And speke we of the Romayn Emperour. 1423
Jas. I Kingis Q. xcix, Vnto 30ure grace lat now ben ac-
ceptable My pure request. 1470-85 Malory Arthur iv. ii,

Lete vs set vpon hym or day. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems
xix. 49 Latt every man say quhat he will, a 1533 Lo.
Berners Gold, Bk, M, AnreL (1546) Diij, Leat vs call to
memorie, the princes of times past. 1535 Coveruale
Song 3 Child. $2 O let the earth speake good of the
Lorde: yee lett it prayse him. 1583 Stubbes Attat. Abus.
II. (1882) 102 Let it be granted that they are most neces*
sarie. 1588 Shaks. L, L. L, v. ii. 228 If you denie to dance,
let's hold more chat. 1669 Sturm y Mariner's Ma?, v. 84
Let there be an hole about an Inch deep, which shall serve
to Prime it with Powder-dust. 1707 Aooison Pres. St. War
Misc. Wks. 1830 III.222 Let her wealth be what it will.

1742 Richardson Pamela II. 300 But come, I must love
him 1 Let's find him out. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop xii,

Let us begone from this place. 1875 Jevons Money (1878J
254 Let us suppose that there is a town which is able to
support two banks.

TI b. Occasionally the nominative has been in-

correctly used for the objective befoie the infinitive.

1634 Malory's Arthur \s. lit, Let we [1485 lete vsj hold
us together till it be day. 1647 T. Hill Paxil (1648) A Letter
aij, Finally, let you and 1 counsel 1, encourage, watch over,
and pray much one for another, c 1650 Chevy Chase (Percy
MS.) xxiii, Let thou and I the battell trye. 1795 Southey
Joan ofArc vii. 424 Awhile Let thou and I withdraw. 1875
Dasent Vikings III. 131 Let thou and all Bui's men do
their hest.

C. with ellipsis of go. (Very common in Shaks.

;

now arch.)

1590 Shaks. Com. Err. in. \. 95 Let vs to the Tyger all to
dinner. 1611— Cymb. iv. ii. 152 He throw't into the Creeke
Behinde our Rocke, and let it to the Sea, 1634 Milton
Comus 599 But com let's on. 1638 Sia T. Herbert Trav.
(ed. 2) 219 Let us now into the Towne. 1791 Cowper Iliad
vi. 505 1 hen let me to the tomb, my best retreat, When
thou art slain. 1820 Scott Ivanhoe i, Let us home ere the
storm begins to rage. 1822 Shellev Faust 11. 326 When one
dance ends another is begun

;
Come, let us to it.

III. To behave, appear, think.

f 15. inlr. To behave, comport oneself; to have
(a particular) behaviour or appearance; to make

213

I as though^ to pretend. Also with cognate obj. to
\

I

Jet tales (cf. ON. lata hilnm). Obs.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke xx. 20 Da sendun hi^ mid sear-

wun ba oe riht-wise leton \tlatton Gosp. laUenn; Vulg.
guise justos sitntttarent], a 1023 Wulfstan Horn. W\\.

(1883) 298 He.Jaet him eadelice ymbe part, c 1200 Ormin
1206 Bule latebl modili}, & berebb upp hiss ha;fedd.

I c 1220 Bestiary 429 He lat he ne wile us no}t biswike.
c 1250 Gen. if Ex. 2168 He let he knew hem 11031. ^1300
Cursor M. 12496 (Cott.) l?e late pai thoru be cite let.

Ibid. 14608 iGutt.) Als whiles men sli late bai lete. a 1310
in Wright Lyric P. xv. 49 Lord, that hast me lyf to-

lene, such lotes lef me leten ! a 1340 Hampolk Psalter
IxxviL 12 J>ai let as bai armyd bairn to stand wib god. a 1350
St. Laurence 137 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881) 114 He
saw |?am al lat sarili. la 1400 Morte Arth. 3832 Letandc
alles a lyone, he lawnches theme thorowe. c 1400 Yivaine
<y Gaw. 180.) Sho lete als sho him noght had sene. 1461
Fasten Lett. II. 9 Sche letteth as thow sche wyst not
where he were, c 1470 Henry Wallace xi. 502 Wallace
assayed at all placis about, Leit as he wald at ony plate
brek out. 1508 Dvnbar Tna mariit icemen 228, I cast on
him a crabbit E. .And lettis it is a luf blenk. 1529 Rasteix
Pastyttte, Hist. Brit. (1811) 103 Vortyger. .letid as thoughe
he had been wrotb with that deede. 1787 Grose Prov.

\ Gloss. Suppl., Leetett, you Pretend to be. Chcsh. You are
not so mad as you leeten you.

1 16. To think (highly, lightly, much, etc.) of
(occas. by, to, OE. et/ibe). Jo let well of : to be
glad of, welcome. Obs.

^
c 1000 Inst. Polity c. 6 in Thorpe Laws II. 310 Eala fela

is . . ba-ra be . . embe bletsunga o^5e unbletsunga leohtlice
b-etao. a 1200 MoralOde 260 pet lutel let of godes borde, and
godesworde. c 1200 Ormin 3750 |?att te bin b .. hetenn swibe
unnorneli} & Htell offbe sellfenti. c 1230 Itali Meid. 33 }if

bu him muchc luuest & he let lutel to be. c 1325 Mclr.
Horn. 43 He. .lates of pouer men hetheli. c 1330 K, Brunne
Chron. (1810) 195 So wele it was of leten. 1362 Langi.. /*.

PI. A. xi. 29 Luytel is he loued or leten bi. 1375 Barbour
Bruce xn. 250 Thai leit of ws lichtly. a 1400 Relig. Pieces
fr. Thornton MS. 88 pare was na lyueande lede he lete

mare by. c 1400 Vwame <y Gaw. 2007 So wele the lyon
of him lete. c 1430 Syr Getter. iKoxb.) 6764 He saw com-
yng Nathanael, He lete therof right wel. 1496 Dives <y

Pat/A. (W. cle W.) vi. x. 247/2 Adam and Hue .. well lete

of themselfe byfore they ete of the tree, c 1600 Mont-
j

gomerie Chert ie$ .Kta<j 1436 Quod Danger, * Let not licht'.

1 17. trans, with complement. To regard as.

Also with obj. and inf., or clause : To consider to

be, that (a person or thing; /V. Obs.
C893 K. .iElkred Oros. 111. i. § 5 pa;t hi hi selfe leton

arjber ^e for heane ^e for unwraiste. a\ 100 O. A*. Chrvtt,
an. 1097 Maniac men leton |> hit coineta \v;ere. cizoo Trin,
Colt. Itorn. 125 He let bit unldlich and ne lefde hit noht.
a 1225 After, R. 130 [HeoJ lete3 al nouht wur'5 bet heo
wel do3. a 1300 Cursor M. 19524 Godds virtu or gret
prophet, Or angel elles bai him let. c 1374 Chaucer Bocth.
11. pr. iii. 25 (i amb. MS.) Thow shalt nat wylne to leten

thi self a wrecche. 1377 Langi.. /'. PI. B. xv. 5 Somme
..leten me for a lorel. 1 1420 Wvntoln Chron. vni. xxx.

4556 lnglis man . . gert his folk wyth mekil mayne Ryot 1

halyly the cwntre ; And lete, that all hys awyne suld be.

c 1450 Holland llmvlat 907 Thus leit he no man his peir.

f b. absol. To think. Obs,
c izoo Triu. Coll. flout. 105 Ech god giue..cumc5 of

heuene dunward .. beh be tmbiieffulle swo ne lete. c 1440
Promp. Parv. 288^2 l^aatyn, wenyn, or demyn. Ibid. 289/1
Latyn, or demyn in word, or heit. c 1470 Harding Chron.
Liv. ii, Nothyng is more redy for to mete Then couetous
and fa Ishode as man lete.

IV. Phraseological combinations.
* with adj. as complement.

18. Let alone, (in OE. also Ixtan an, ME.
f let one.)

fa. To leave (a person) in solitude. Obs.

13.. Guy H'anv. (A.) 525 pe leches gon, & lete Gij one,
pat makeb wel inichel mone. a 1400-50 Alexander 1828
pen lete be lord pam allane & went till his fest. •

b. To abstain from interfering with or paying

attention to (a person or thing), abstain from doing
(an action). To let well alone : see Well.
^897 K. /Elfrkij Gregory's fast, xxx iii. 226 La:t Sonne

an Saet sefeoht Swae openlice sume h wile. ? a 1400 Cursor M.
2898 (Fairf.) Sibbeand spoused Je lete an\Cott. tak yee nanj.

a 1483 Earl Riveks Let. in Gairdner Life Rich. Ill (1878.)
j

App. B. 39s Take hede to the vice that Maundy makes,
j

and loke yef the foundacion and the wallis be sufficiaunt . .
\

than lete hym alone with his worke. 1530 Palsgr. 607/1 1

Let that alone, laisscs ceta. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist.
\

269 The corrupt natures of women, if they be let alone to

live at libertie. 1596 Shaks. 1 Hen. IV, 11. iv. 95 Let them
alone awhile, and then open the doore. 1601 — Twel. N.
11. iii. 145 For Monsieur Maluolio, let me alone with him.

i6n Bible 2 Kings xxiii. 18 Let him alone; let no man
move his bones. So they let his bones alone. 1667 Pkpys
Diary 30 Apr., So home .. to my accounts, and finished

them . . they being grown very intricate, being let alone for

two months. 1711 AnoisoN Spec/. No. 57 f 5, I would ..

advise all my Female Readers . . to let alone all Disputes of
this Nature. 1830 Gen. P. Thompson Exerc, (1842) I. 293
Why not avoid all thh, as Napoleon might have done, by
letting well alone? 1838 Dickens O. Twist v, Why don't

you let the boy aloneY 1884 RiDEa Haggard Dawn xix,

He is gentle as a lamb, if only he is let alone. 1886 Munch.
Exam. 4 Nov. 5/6 It was best lo let them alone to think

quietly over their own position,

C. absol.

a 1400-50 Alexander 2688 Nay, leue, lat ane [Dttbl. MS.
lett be], a 1592 Greene Geo. a Greene (1599) E 1 b, For his

other qualities, I let alone. 1891 H. Jones Broiuniug as
Philos. Teacher ii. 45 There is given to men the largest

choice to do or to let alone, at every step in life.

d. colloq. in imper. ; Let me {him, etc.) alone

to (do so and so) = I (he, etc.) may be trusted to

do, etc. Also const,for, f and in early use cllipt.

LET.

c 1350 Will. Paleme 4372 Lete me allone, mi lef swete
freride, anoio be na more. [1413 Pilgr. Sotule (Caxton)
[. i. (1859) 2 Lete me alone therfore, to do that my
ryght is ; for nothing skilfully may lette me thetof.] 1601

Shaks. Twel, N. in. iv. 201 Let me alone for swearing.
1681 Dryden Sp. Fryar iv. 4S Let me alon« to accuse him
afterwards. 1843 Dickkns Clir. Carol iv, Let the char*
\\ oman alone to be the first.

e. The imperative let alone, or the pres. pple.

used absol. , is used colloq. with the sense 1 not to

mention \ '^The obj., whether sb. or clause, in

this use follows the adj.)

1816 Jank Austkn Lett <iS8^ 263 We shall have no
bed in the house., for Charles himself—let alone Henry.
1843 lf*» A. Kembi.e Rec. Later Life HI. 33 Going out of

t »wn is very agreeable to me on my own account, letting

alone my rejoicing for my children. 1853 Trench Proverbs
98 It .. declares that honesty, let alone that it is the right

thing, is also . . the wisest. 189* Guardian 20 Jan. 86/1

It is hard to get a gartlem-r who can prune a gooseberry-
bush, let alone rai.se a cucumber.

f. as sb.; now only altrib. in the sense of
* lais?er-aller *.

1605 Shaks. Learw iii. 79 Gon. Meane you to enioy him ?

Alb. The let alone ties not in your good will. 1826 Miss
Mi iFOkn Village Ser. 11. (1863) 298 By dint of practising
the let alone system. 1859 Smiles SelfHelp .xii. (i860) 325
The old let-alone proprietors. 1873 II. Spencer Stud,
Soiioi. (1882) 351 Such a let-alone policy is eventually
beneficial.

19, Let loose. To liberate, set free ; now chiefly,

a fierce animal or some destructive agency. Also,

f to relax, loose .one's hold, control), slacken (a

bridle)
; fto abandon (an opinion), f Karcly intr.

to give way to.

1530 Palsgr. 607/2, I let lose,/<? /nets an large. .. Lette
lose your houndes, we shall go hunte the foxe. 1576 Klem-
ing Pauapt. Epist. 286 Not letting loose the bridle of libertie

to his concupiscence. 1582-8 /list. James VI (1804) 286
It hes not bein the cirtoine of England to let louse onie
grip that they haue hade of Scotland at ony tyme. 1597
T. Heard Theatre God's Jndgcm. (1612) 430 Their tongues
are let loosse to opprobrious speeches. 1610 Shaks. Temp.
Ii. ii. 36, 1 doe now let loose my opinion. 1611 15tm.E Gen.
xYix. 21 Naphtali is a hindc let loose. 1646 Sir T. Urowm;
Pseud. /:"/. 1. x. 38 God inieiuleth only the care of the
sjecies or common natures, but letteth loose the guard of
individual Is. 1667 Mi lion/'. 11. 155 Will he, so wi«-e, let

loo^e at once his ire ? 1667 Causes Decay dir. Piety i. r 1 If

we .should so far let loose to speculation, as to forget our
experience. 1683 Uurnkt tr, More's Utopia 136 When their

Enemies . . have let themselves loose into an irregular Pur-
suit. 1711 Addison Spat. No. 123 ? 1 He was let loose

among the Woods as soon as he was able to ride on Horse-
back. 1821 Lamb Elia Ser. 1. Old a;- New Si hoe/master,
He can no more let his intellect loose in Society, than the
other can his inclinations. 1836 W. Ikvixg Astoria II. 43
I. ike so many bedlamites or demoniacs let loose. 1877 C.
GkikiK Christ 1 vii. (1879) 696 Fierce wrath will he let loose

on this nation.

** with a verb in the infinitive.

20. Let be (dial, lei-a-be ; + also contracted labee,

labbe).

a. To leave undisturbed, not to meddle with
;

to abstain from doing an action ; to leave off,

cease from ; —let alone, iS b. -f Also const, inf.

c 1 175 Lamb. Horn. 57 Let \>a bet uuele beon. c 1250 Geu.
A> Ex. 3726 Leate'5 ben swile wurdes lef. a 1300 Cursor M.
20271 Lat be weping, it helps noght. 13. . Gaw. a;- Gt. Knt.
1840 Lettez be your bisinesse. ^1385 Chaucer G. IK
Prol. 475 Lat be thyn arguynge Ffor loue ne wele nat Couu-
tyrpletyd be. c 1425 Lyog. Assembly of Gods 2070 Take
therof the best & let the worst be. 1470-85 Malory Arthur
xxt. iv, Syr late hym be.. for he is vnhappy. 1513 Douglas
sEneis iv. vi. 159 With thi complayntis .. Lat be to vex me.
c 1560 A. Scott Poems (S. T. S.) iii. 1 Luvaris, hit be the
frennessy of luve. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado v. i. 207 Soft

you, let me be, plucke vp my heart, and be sad. 1641
Milton Animadv. Wks. 1738 I. 10 Let be your prayer, ask
not Impossibilities. 1700 Dryden; Thcod. <y Hon. 287
'Hack on your lives! let be', said he,

4 my prey', 1822
Shelley Faust 11. 383 Let it be . . pass on. 1884 W. C.
Smith Kildrostan 75, I do not understand Why you should
harp on Ina. Let her be. 1896 A. E. Housman Shropsh.
Lad xxxiv, Oh, sick I am to see you, will you never let

me be?

f b. To aase to speak of ; also intr. Const, of.

c 1205 Lay. 30455 Lette we nu beon CadwaSlan and ga we
to Edwine a3an. C1430 Syr Tryam. 127 Of the quene let

we bee.

C. absol.

c 1000 Sax. LeecJul. II. 206 Laet beon ealne da-;?, a 1250
Owl <y Night. 1735 Latep beo and beob isome. c 1320
Seuyu Sag. (W.) 1757 Lat ben, moder, for hit is nede. c 1386
Chaucer Pard. T. 619 Lat be quod he, it shal nat be. 1450-

80 tr. Secrela Secret. 18 God saith him silf . . Mete be, kte
be, for in me is the vengeaunce, and y shalle quyte it

c 1475 Rauf Coil^ear 293
1 Lat be, God forbid \ the Coil^ear

said. 1526 Tin dale Matt, xxvii, 49 Other sayde let be:

let vs se whyther Helias wyll come and delyver hym. 1606

Shaks. Ant.
<fr

CI. iv. iv. 6 Ah let be, let be, thou art The
Armourer of my heart. 1651 Cleveland Foetus, So.-Cap
ii, She replies, good Sir, La.bee, If ever I have a man,
Square-cap for inee. 1746 Exmoor Scolding 306 (E. D.
S.) Labbe, labbe, Soze, labbe. .. Gi' o'er, gi o'er. 1847
Tennyson Princess vii. 338, I waste my heart in signs: let

be. 1884 Child Ballads I. 322/2 When Thomas is about
to pull fruit., the elf bids him let be. 1891 Athenaeum
21 Feb. 242/2 The good old doctrine of Let Be.

d. = let alone ^ \ 8 e. Chiefly Sc.

1600 J. Melvill Diary (Wodrow Soc.) 246 He could
skarse sitt, to let be stand on his feet, a 1653 Binning
Serm. (1743) 619 These baser things are not worthy of an
immortal spirit, let be a spirit who is a partaker ol a divine

nature. 1683 Dk. Hamilton 9 June in Napier Dundee



LET.

0859) 1. 11. 333 Tbcy would scarce give me civil answers,
let be to confess a word. 1816 Scott Antig, xxxix, She ..

speaks as if she were a prent book,—let a«be an auld fisher's

wife. 1828 Moir Atansie IVauch Prelim, p. vii, Let-a-be
this plain truth, another point of argument is [etc].

21. Let fall.

fa. To put (clothing) on a person. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor At. 4655 |>e kyng .. did on ioseph hand pe I

ring; And clahtyng on h.m lette he fall.

b. To lower (a bridge, a portcullis, a veil)

;

Nant. to 'drop' an anchor; also (see quot. 1S67). !

nsoo Atelusine xxvi. 252 Clerevauld . . lete fall the bridge.

1508 Dunbar Gold. Targe 139 Than ladyes fair lete fall

thair mantillis grene. 1535 Stewart Cro/t. Scot. (1858) II.

13 Tha..Drew draw briggis, and lute portculjeis fall.
1
1594

Isee Fall v. 4]. 1627 Cayt. Smith Seaman's Gram. ix. 38

Let fall your fore-saile. 1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2)

12 We let fall our Anchor. 1784 Cowper Task- iv. 248 In

letting fall the curiain of repose On bird and beast. 1867

Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.^ Let /all! The order to drop
a sail loosed from its gaskets, in order to set it.

C. f To allow (one's anger) to abate {obs.) ; to

allow to lapse, proceed no further with, 'drop* (a

business). ? Obs.

c 1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.) 3238 His angre somdele lete he
j

fall. 1594 O. 13. Questions Profit. Concernings 31b, It
'

seemed better vnto him to let fall his reuenge. 1621

Llsing Debates Ho. Lords (Camden) 70 They lett the

buissiness of Flood be lett fallen, and they to proceed no
further in yt. 1677 Yakranton Eng. Improv. 66 Some pro-

gress was made in the work, but within a small while after

the Act passed it was let fall again. 1692 R. L*Estrange
Josrphus v. i. (1733) 102 Having lost their Labour with-

out making any Discovery, they let the Business fall, a 1715
Hur.net Own Time (1724) I. 453 Seimour's election was
let fall: Hut the point was settled, that the right of elect-

ing was in the House, and that the confirmation [by the

King! was a thing of course.

td. To lower (a price). Obs. rare—*,
c 1475 Ran/Coi/yar 833 Sa laith thay war . . to lat thair

price fall.

e. To 'drop*, utter (a word, a hint), esp. care-

lessly or inadvertently.

1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary 11. (1625) 51 The least word
. .that you let fall out of your overflowing venemous mouthes.
1676 Drydkn Aureng'Z. it. i. 27 My grief let unbecoming
speeches fall. 1710 Steele & AonisoN Tatter No. 256 p 4
Some Expressions which the Welshman let fall in asserting

the Antiquity of his Family. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. x.

II. 627 11. F. let fall some expressions which [etc.]. 1890
LippincotCs Mag. Mar. 412 Vague hints .. let fall by the
dying officer.

f. To shed ^tears\
1816 Scott Joik 0/Haze/dean, But aye she loot the tears

clown fa' For Jock of Ha/eldean. 182a Hazlitt Tabled.
1 1. ii. 20 He. .lets fall some drops of natural pity over hap-

|

less infirmity.

g. (M a solution, etc. : To deposit.

1838 T. Thomson Chen:. Org. Bodies 688 On cooling it

lets fall a yellow matter similar to wax.

h. Geom. To draw (a perpendicular) to a line

from a point outside it. Const, on, upon.

1667 Jsee Fall v. 4]. 1774 M. Mackenzie Maritime
Surv. 14 Find its Latitude, by letting fall the Perpendicular
Sb on the true Meridian drawn through A*. 1815 J.
Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 9 The length of perpendicu- ,

lars let fall upon the lines of direction.

Let fly : see Fly v. 1 10.

22. Let go.

a. trans. To allow to escape ; to set at liberty

;

to lose one's hold of; to relax pone's hold); to

drop (an anchor".
a 1300 Cursor Af. 16330 }>e pouste es miu to spill or latte

ga? c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints ii. (Tan/us) 173 Nero .. }?ane

leit paule a quhill ga. c 1384 Chaucer //. Fame 11. 443 He
. . lat the reynes gon Of 1m hors. c 1440 York A/yst. xxxii.

254 What, wolde pou }>at we lete hym ga? 1530 Palsgr. 1

607/2 Let go your capestan, and some be lyke to have
|

a knocke. 1581 Act 23 Eliz. c. 10 § 4 So as they., do
1

present lye loose and let goeeverye Feasaunte and Partridge
so taken. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent. v. iv. 60 Ruffian : let goe
that rude vnciuill touch. 1629 Earle Aticrocosm. Ixvi.

(Arb.) go He . . will not let the least hold goe, for feare

of losing you. 1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677)

150 Letting go their hold they were killed by the fall.

1704 Newton Optics in. (1721) 356 A Solution of Mercury
[

in Aqua fortis bein^ poured upon Iron, Copper, Tin or 1

Lead, dissolves the Metal, and lets go the Mercury. 1727
Hover Fr. Diet. s.v. Go, To let go the Anchor. 1807 I

.

Thomson Chem. (ed. 3) II. 214 The oxygen of the acid
combines with the carbon ..and at the same time lets go

'

a quantity of caloric. 1849 Tait's Alag. XVI. 708/1 The
Dauphin let go his father's hand. 1850 Ibid. XVI L 26/1

|

He requested the pipe-seller to let go his hold. 1894 Clark
\

Russell in Afy First Bk. 34 A big ship .. let go her anchor
in the Downs.

b. intr. » to let go one's hold. Const, of.

c 1420 Anturt ofArtA. 470 (Douce MS.) 1 Let go quod
sir Gawayne, 'god stotid with he ri^tc !' 1605 Shaks. Lear
iv. vi. 241 Let go Slaue, or thou dy'st. 171* J. James tr.

Lt Blond's Gardening 174 A Spring that lets go inline*

diately, and shuts the Mouth of the Trap. 1851 Thackeray
Eng. Humourists, Steele (1853) 112 Hill let goof his prey
sulkily. 1889 Spectator 9 Mar., If once the heart lets go
of the faith to which it used to cling.

C. To dismiss from one's thoughts ; to abandon,
give up ; to cease to attend to or control.

153S Coveroale i Sam. ii. 3 Let go youre greate boostinge
of hye thynges. 1550 Crowley Epigr. 110 Such . .do turne
into the alehouse, and let the church go. 1594 Marlowe &
Nashe Dido v. ii. G 2, larbus, talke not of /Eneas, Let
him goe. a 1600 Hooker Eccl. Pol. vn. ii. 8 3 To let go the
name, and come to the very nature of that thing which
is thereby signified. 1666 Pepys Diary 22 July, 1 finding

214

that accounts but a little let go can never be put in order "

by strangers. 1868 Tennyson Lucretius 113 Letting his
own life go. 1878 Scribner's A1ag. XV. 859/1 Do only \

what is imperative and Jet the rest go. 1886 Sir F. Pol.
lock Oxford Led. etc. iv. (1890) 107 Let go nothing that
becomes a man of bodily or of mental excellence.

T d. To fire off (ordnance), discharge (missiles).
c 1500 Three Kings' Sons 4s AH suche ordenaunce as they

had they lete go at ones. 1580 Sidney Ps. vh. xii, Thou .

.

ready art to lett thyne arrowes go. a 1670 Spalding Tronb.
Chas. I (Bannatyne Club) I. 100 Ane sudden fray .. throw
occasion of ane shot rakelesslie lettin go.

e. To cease to restrain ; to allow to lake its

course unchecked. To kl oneself go: in recent

use, to give free vent to one's enthusiasm.
1526T1NOALE Acts xxvii. 15 When the shippe was caught,

and coulde not resist the wynde, we lett her goo and drave
with the wedder. 1535 Coykrdale Jobvx. 9 That he wolde
let his honde go, and hew me downe. 1890 Spectator 1 Nov.,
Once, and once only, does he let himself * go ', and then not
till he has threatened to throw down his pen, 1893 National
Observer 1 Apr. 488/2 Tbe multitude is taking its pleasure,

j

is letting itself go.

f. as sb. An act of letting go.
1631 T. Powell Tom All Trades 31 Shipping is subject .

ever, at the let goe, to bee stayed. 1702 in 12th Rep. Hist.
AISS. Comm. App. til. 7 [A dog match] for a Guinea each
Dog, five let-goes out of hand, .. which goes fairest and
furthest in wins all. 1885 Cholmonoeley-Pennell Fishing
84 Catastrophes, .averted only by an ignominious let-goof
the gaff.

f23. Let pass. Obs. as a combination ; (or to let

(a person or thing) pass> see Pass v. trans. To
let slip, miss (an opportunity) ; to pass by, neglect

;

to discontinue (a practice).

1530 Palsgr. 608/1 , I lette passe a thyng, I let it go, or
passe on. 1537 tr. Latimer's Serm. bef Convocation

\

Aviijb, I lette passc to speake of moche other suche
lyke countrefayte doctrine. 1577 Hanmek Anc. Eccl. Hist.
(1619) 303 Although he let passe the vnsatiable tyrannie
practised in the time of Diocletian, yet ceassed he not
altogether from persecuting. 1598 Gbenewky Tacitus' Ann.
ti. xviii. (1622) 59 Letting passe the Hands (to] take wide
and open sea. 1648 Hamilton Papers (Camden) 164 That
a people so wise.. can let passe ane opertunitie of so much
credit and interest. 1667 Mt (.ton L. tx. 479 Let me not I

let pass Occasion which now smiles. 1671 — A*. 11. 233,
I shrill let pass No advantage.

24. Let run. Nant. (See quot. 1867.)
1748 Anson's l

r
oy. tl. iv. 163 Having let run their sheets

and halyards. 1769 Falconer Diet. Afarine (1780), Faire
courir, . . to let run, or over-haul any rope. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk., Let run, or let go by the run, cast offal

,

once.

25. Let slip. (See also Slip v.)

a. trans. To unfasten what is tied ; to loose (a !

knot). ? Obs.
1526 Tindale Luke x. 4 Cary vs in to the dtpe and leit

slippe thy nett to make a draught. 1530 Palsgr. 608/1,
I lette slyppe a thyng that is tyea fa*»t.

b. To liberate, loose (a hound) from the leash

in order to begin the chase. Also absol.

1530 Palsgr. 608/1, I let slyppe, as a hunter dothe his

grayhoundesout of hislenshe. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. /K, 1. i.

278 Before the game's afoot, thou still let\st slip. 1601 — yul.
C. 111. ii. 273 Cry hauocke, and let slip the Dogges of Warre.
1688 R. Holme Armoury n. 186/2 Let slip the Grey-hound.
[1855 Macaulay Hist. E"g- xx. IV. 517 The cry. .was that

Nottingham had kept his bloodhounds in the leash, but that

Trenchard had let them slip.]

C. To allow to escape through carelessness ; to

miss (an opportunity).

1550 Crowlev Last Trump. 882 Take hede by time, let
j

not slyppe this occasion. 1611 IJiule lleb. ii. 1 We ought
to giue the more earnest heede to the things which we

j

haue heard, lest at any time we should let them slip. 1634
Milton Comus 743 If you let slip time. 1730 Berkeley
Let. Wks. 1*871^ Iv. 176, I would not let slip the oppor-
tunity of returning you an answer.

(
1776 Paine Com. Sense

(1791) 61 Most nations have let slip the opportunity.

*** With adverbs.

f 26. Let abroad. To allow to go abroad ; to

permit or cause to * get about*. Obs.

1633 P. Fletcher Purple 1st. Ep. Ded., In letting them
j

abroad I desire onely to testifie lete.]. 1727 Pope, etc, Art of
Sinking 76 Small beer . . is . . vapid and insipid, if left at

large and let abroad.

f 27. Let away. Obs.

a. To allow lo go away, permit to depart.

11.. O.E. Chron. an. 101 1 (Land M S.) jElmaer abbot hi laetan

awe^. a 1300 Cursor At. 5858 Ne i ne wil lat J>e folk a-wai.

Ibid. 6217 Quat ha we don, pat we let bus pis folk awai?
1826 Moore in Alem. (1854) V. 37 { I ] consented on condition

of being let away early to my mother.

b. (a) To omit ; to drop (a letter in a word).

(b) To put away or aside; to have done with.

a 1000 in Thorpe Dipl. JEvi Sax. 289 Da let he pone ab
awej$. c 1000 j^lfric Gram, xxviil (Z.) 174 Das oSre Irctap

5one n awe* on sopinum. a 1250 Owl & Night. 177 Lete
we a wei peos cheste. £1275 Aioral Ode 344 (J eSL,s MS.)
peos letep a wei a) heore wil, for godes hestes to fulle.

1 28. Let by. Sc. ~let alone 18 e.

1577 Lochi.even to Alorton in Robertson Hist. Scot. App.
72 Vourown particulars l

= personal friendsl are not con-
tented lat by the rest.

29. Let down,
a. To lower (a drawbridge, portcullis, steps of

a carriage, etc.) ; in restricted sense, to cause or

allow to descend by gradual motion or short stages.

Also occas. intr. for passive.

1154 O.E. Chron. an.1140 (Laud MS.) Me kct hire dun
on niht of pe tur mid rapes, a 1300 Cursor AI. 19844

LET.

A mikel linnen clath four squar Laten dun. f 1450 Lone-
lich Grail xxxvi. 367 So wenten they Into the towr .. and
leten hym down ful Softelye. C1470 H enry Wallace. \. 00
Leit breggis doun, and portcules thai drew. 1530 Palsgr.
607/1 Come let me downe from my horse. 1539 Tonstall
Serm. Palm Sund. (1823) 55 A vysion of a shete lattcn
downe from heauen. i66» J. Davies tr. Olearius' Voy.
Ambass. 35 They would have let down the Anchor. 1664
Evelyn A'at. Hort. in Sylva

t
etc. (17291 207 Letting the

Tree down into a Pit of four or five Foot Depth. 1737
tr. Le CotulSs Alem. «y Rem. China L 12 We were let down
into the hold. 1819 Shelley Ceuei iy. iii. 59 The draw,
bridge is let down. 1840 Dickens Bam. Rudge liii, A
passing carriage stopped, and a lady's hand let down the
glass. 1844 — Alart. Chuz. liii, Draymen letting down
big butts of beer into a cellar. 1853 Lytton My Not el \.

xii, Lights were brought in, the curtains let down. 1864
Mrs. H. Wood Trevlyn Hold I. 313 A large board or table
which would put up or let down at will. 1881 Bksant &
Rice Chaft. of Fleet I. 89 Throwing the door wide open
with a fling, and letting down the steps.

fig- l659 Gent/. Calling \. (1670) 6 We can let down our
thoughts but one step lower, and that is into the bottom-
less pit.

b. To lower in position, intensity, strength, or
fvalne; to depress; to abase, humble. Also, to

disappoint.
1486-1504 Let. in Denton Eng. in 15/A c. (1888) 318

note D, V ff ye suld support a synglere man to dryue yowr
tenants owt and lett downe yowre tenandres [i.e. tenan-
tries! as they doo. 1681 Dryden Sp. Fryar v. ii. 74 Every
slackn'd finer drops its hold, Like Nature letting down the
Springs of Life. 1747 Chesterf. Lett. (1792) I. exxviij. 343
Nothing in the world lets down a character more than that
wrong turn. « 1791 Wesley Serm. IxiL 15 Wks. 1811 IX.
161 He lets himself down to our capacity. 1795 Burke
Let. to IK Elliot Wks. VII. 348 When I found that the
great advocate, Mr. Erskine, condescended to resort to
these bumper toasts. . I was rather let down a little. 1798
Mao. D'Arblay Diary (18461 VI. 162 Poor M. de Nar.
bonne ! how will he be shocked and let down !^ 1800 Mrs.
Hebvey Alourtray Fam. 1. 149 This cold laconic note, that,

at once, let down all Emma's hopes of surprising her friend

agreeably. 1832 Examiner 790/1 Nothing lets down a
smart hit so lamentably as a hitching verse or hobbling
rhyme. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xviii. IV. 187 He was
..gently let down from his high position.

+ c. To reduce (overfed beef or mutton) by
bleeding the animal before it is killed. Sc. Obs.

'555 Burgh Rec. Peebles (1872) 215 That all flescheouris

bring thair flesche to the mercat croce. and that thai blaw
nane thairof, nor yit let it doune. 1574 Burgh Rec. Glasgoto
(1876) I. 26 That tbair be na muttoun scoitit on the bak..
nor yit lattin doun before [i.e. bled at the breast 1.

a. techn. {a) To lower the temper of (metal .

(b) See quot. 1886.

1677 Moxon Atech. Exerc. 57 If your Steel be too hard.

.

you must let it down {as Smiths say) that i<
t
make it

softer, by Tempering it. 1875 Knight Diet. A/ech., Letting-
down, the process of lowering the temper of a steel tool or
spring which (etc.l. 1886 W. A. Harris Techn. Diet. Fire
Insur., s. v,, Shellac and other resins, and similar stil>-

stances, are said to be 'let-down' when they are, by means
of spirit-solvents, reduced or dissolved ready for use. The
solvent itself is also known as ' let-down '.

e. To be let down : (of the claws of a hound) tj>

be in contact with the ground. Also, the sinew of

a horse, = * to be broken down * (sec Break v. 50 dV
1684 Lond. Gat. Na 1087/4 She is a pretty large Hound,

very handsome, all her Claws are let down of one of her fore

feet. 1737 Bracken Farriery Impr. (1749) I. 338 If the

Horse be, what the Jockies call, let down in the Sinew.,
such a Horse can never be made so strong^ in that Part,

but a hard Course, or Running a Race upon hard Ground,
will let him down again. Ibid. (1757) I L 271 When a Horse
. is quite let down (as the Jockeys call it) the Tendon is

quite hroken.

f. To be well let down in the girth : (of a horse,

a'so of a hound) to be 'deep* in the girth.

1737 Bracken Farriery Impr. (1757) II. 122 When a
Hor?,e is well let down in the Girth, be is a good-winded
Nag. ..He was a Round barrell'd Horse, and did riot look

much let down in the Girth.

g. To let (a person) down gently or softly : to

treat considerately so as to spare (his) self-respect.

colloq.

1834 M. Scott Cruise Alidgc xvi. (1842) 313 Byway of

letting him down gently, I said nothing. 1843 H. Gavin
Feigned <f- Fictit. Dis. 32 It is always a prudent measure to

afford a malingerer an opportunity of giving in . . or in the

language of the hospital, to let him softly down. 1883

F. M. CRAWFORn Dr. Ciaudius vi, She would let him down
easily, so to speak, that there might be no over-tender

recollections on his part.

h. Of cows : To yield (milk), dial.

1863 Mrs. Gaskf.ll Sy/via's L. xv, She's a bonny las*,

she is; let down her milk, there's a pretty! 1881 J. P.

Sheldon Dairy Farming 56/1 All cows will not let down
their milk to strangers.

+ i. intr. To deliver a blow at. Obs.

1640 tr. Verdere's Rom. ofRom. 111. 219 Taking htscurtelas

in both his hands, he letdown at Kozalmond with such force

that lete.].

j. as sb. An act or instance of letting down *

:

(a) a drawback, incident disadvantage
;

(b) a

come-down, a 'drop* in circumstances; (c) a

disappointment, slang.

1768 Woman ofHonor I. 235, I met with such a let-down.

1840 Gen. P. Thompson Exerc. (1842) V. 14 The let-down to

what is known as the ' cottage and cow system ', has always
been, that (etc.]. 1861 Times 17 Sept., Here comes another
' let-down really worse than any before. 1866 Lond. Alisc.

3 Mar. 57 (Farmer), I don't think that's no little let-down

for a cove as has been tip-topper in his time. 1894
4

J. S.

Winter' Red-Coats, AmyatPs Child Fr.x, It would be
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hard to say positively that any trace of a disappointment

—

what Arlington called a 'let-down
1—marked his pleasant

fresh face,

f 30. JLet forth, a. To allow to pass forth or

out; to give passage to. b. (See quot. 1573), Obs.

1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (1858) Ii. 598 Neuir ane of

thame he wald lat furth by. 1573 Haret Alv. L 292 'lo

Let forth, or make a leasse of a piece of \and,foras locitare

agellum Ter. ^1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot.

{S. T. S.) I. 26 Schrr James and his brother were lattin

furth at the request of the chancellar. 1590 Shaks. Atids.

Al. v. i. 388 The graues, all gaping wide, Euery one lets

forth his spright. 1593 — Lucr. 1029 To let forth my fowle

defiled blood. 1626 Uacon Sylva § 464 Pricking vines,

or other trees, .and thereby letting forth gum or tears. 1667

Milton P. L. vti. 207 Heav'n op'nd wide Her ever during

Gates, .to let forth The King of Glorie.

31. Let in.

a. To admit, give admittance to (a person), esp.

into a dwelling-house; to open the door of a house

to ; hence reft, to enter the house where one lives,

usually by means of a latch-key.

f 1000 ^lfric Horn. II. 382 Petrus cnucode ob 3xt hi

hine inne leton. a 1240 Sarvles Warde in Co/t. 11am. 257

Let him in sei5 wit }ef g°dd wule he bringed us gleade

tidinges. a 1300 Cursor Al. 18096 Hell . . open up bin yates

wide, Lete in be king, wit-vten bide, la 1366 Chaucer
Rom. Rose 700 She the dore of that gardyn Hndde opened,

and me leten in. c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) ii. 6 Setli went
forth to Paradys; bot the aungel wald no}t late him in.

1423 J as. 1 Kingis Q. exxv, The maister portarc. .frely lete

vs in, vnquestionate. 1509 Hawks Past. Fleas, iv. (Percy

Soc.) 21 Al the chambre in ryght ryche araye We were let

in. a 1550 Freiris ofBetnvik 154 in Dunbar's Poems 1 1893)

290 His knok scho kend, and did so him in lett. 1603

Shaks. Mens, for Al. iv. ii. 94 There he must stay vntil the

Officer Arise to let him in. 1667 Milton P. L. vn. 566
Open, ye everlasting Gates., let in The great Creator from

his work returnd Magnificent. 1709 Steele Tatter No. 45
r i, 1 was let in at the Hack-Gate of a lovely House. 1724
Ramsay Tea-t. Misc. (1731) II. 134 And now she thanks the

happy time That e'er she loot me in. c 1815 Jane Austen
Persuas. {1833) II. ix. 389 Nurse Rooke . . was delighted to

he in the way to let you in. 1889 J. K. Jerome Three Men
in Boat 167 George went home again, musing as he walked
along, and let himself in. 1891 Nat. Gould Double Event
74. I have a latch-key, and f let myself in.

b. To give entrance or admittance to (light,

water, air, etc.). Also Iransf. andyfc;,

1558 Bp. Watson Seven Sacram. xviii. 112 So wee maye
lette in shame into oure souie. 1577 H. Googe Heresbach's
Husb. 11586' 44 The water may be let in by Trenches when
you lyst. 1650 Jer. Taylor Holy Living ii. § 6 (1686)

134 The more tender our spirits are made by Religion, the

more easie we are to let in grief if the cause be innocent.

i68< Waller Divine Poems, Last I'erses, The Soul's

dark Cottage, batter'd and decayM, Lets in new Light
thro* chinks that time has made. 1697 Vanbruch sEsop
v. 62 A Womans Heart's to be enter d forty ways. ..An
Essenc'd Peruke, and a Sweet Handkerchief; let's you
in at her Nose. 1705 Stanhope Paraphr. I. 221 Though
God do not let in Heaven upon us. 1710 Steele Tatter
No. 203 r 8 A sashed Roof, which lets in the Sun at all

Times. 1748 Anson's Voy. I. viii. 78 She let in the water
at every seam. 1819 Crabde T. ofHall xvi, And fears of

sinning let in thoughts of sin. 1848 Clough Bothie ix. 96
Half-awake servant-maids, .letting-in the air by the dour-

way. 1871 R. H. Hutton Ess. (1877) I. 1

1

Skylights opened
to let in upon human nature an infinite dawn from above.

C. To insert into the surface or substance of a
thing ; see also quot. 1867. (Cf. let into, n b.)

1575-6 in Swayne Churckw. Acc. Sarnm (1896) 280 White
the mason lettinge in the boltes above the quier dore tel.

1663 H. Power Exper. Pkilos. 97 A Lead Pipe.. into which
at the top was let in a short neck a weather-glass or bolt-head.

i7i 1 W, Sutherland Shipbuild. Assist. 26 Let in all the

Half-timbers, and then get in your Kelson. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk., To let in, to fix or fit a diminished part

of one plank or piece of timber into a score formed in

another to receive it, as the ends of the carlings into the

beams.

d. To make a way for something to happen ; to

give rise to. Obs. or arch.
K

1655 Fuller Cft. Hist. in. v. § 19 They pleaded also that
the Churlishnesse of the Porter let in this^ sad Accident,
increased by the Indiscretion of those in his own Family.
1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) V. 502 The bar or extinguish-

ment of both, by the recovery . . lets in the reversion in fee

after both. 1893 Sir J. W. Chitty in Law Times Rep.
LXVill. 430/r It would .. let hi all the mischief against
which the statute was intended to guard.

e. Of ice, etc, : To give way and allow (a person)

to fall through into th£ water. Hencefig. (colloq.)

To involve in loss or difficulty by fraud, financial

failure, etc. 7b let in for (cf. in for y
In adv. 8) :

to involve in the performance, payment, etc, of.

183a Examiner 826/2 The Major had become security
for several friends, who..taxed his friendship too much, by
4
letting him in

1

to the amount of the security. 1837 Hali-
burton Clockm. Ser. 1. vi, An old s<.a captain, who was once
let in for it pretty deep by a man with a broader brim than
common. 1849 Alb. Smith Pottleton Leg. 124, I was so

confoundedly let in by the Patent Artificial Flour Company.
1873 Punch 12 Apr. 149/1 If we interfere to promote the

object, Turkey will infallibly let us in for the cost. 1886

Lucy Diary Two Pari. if. 348 A young man to whom
nothing is sacred would probably find peculiar pleasure in

* letting-in' his own father.

f. intr. To become connected or implicated with.

? University slang.
1861 Hughes Tom Brown at Ox/. I. i. 14 He has also

been good enough to recommend to me many tradesmen .

.

but .. i shall make some inquiries before * letting in* with
any of them.

215

32. Let off.

+ a. intr. To cease, 1
let be \ Obs.

£1392 Chaucer Cowpi. Venus 52, I so long haue been in

youre servyce, pat for to ieet of wol { neuer assente. 1422
Xx.Secteta Secret. , Priv. Priv. 182 * Lete of, he sayde, 'no
man be So hardy to do hym any harine*.

b. To discharge with an explosion. llwcefig.
To fire olT (a joke, speech, etc.),

1714 Lond. Caz. No. 5271/2 The Firework, .will be let off.

1726 Swift Gulliver, Lillipnt ii, Charging it (my pistolj

only with Powder .. I let it off in the Air. 1741 Chesikke.
' Lett. (1792) I. lxxiw 206 Instead of .saying that tastes are
1 different . .you should let off a proverb, and say [etc.). 1817

j
Brougham in Pari. Debates 1873 An occasion for letting off

j

his long meditated speech on that question. 182 1 E.x aminer
509/2 lie let off his puns with great dexterity. 1871 L.
Stephen Playgr. Viwri^ vi. (1894) 139 It reminds too much
of letting off crackers in a cathedral.. 1876 Geo. Eliot
Dan. Der. v. xxxix, I cannot bear people to keep their

minds bottled up for the sake of letting them off with a pop.

c. To allow to go or escape ; to excuse from
punishment, serviee, etc. (Cf. 11 b.)

1828 J. W. Ckokek Diary 4 Mar. in C. Papers (1884) I.

xiii. 409 The poor devil had no shirt, and was so humble
and penitent that he let him off. 1849 Thackehay Pen-
dennis Ixx, 1 will let Clavering off from that bargain. 1866
Mrs. Oliimiant Madonna Alary 1. ii. 25, I am not able
for any more. Let me off for today. 1875 Jowei r Plato
(ed. 2) 1. 322 Did you ever hear any one arguing that a
murderer or any sort of evil-doer oui;ht to be let off? 1890

i Times 21 Mar. 3/6 He was let off with an admonition and
four strokes with the birch rod.

d. To allow or cause to pass away.
1823 J. Uaocock Dom. Amusem. 21 Cocks, .for letting off

the sediment.

e. To lease in portions.

1852 Dickens Bleak Ho. x, The house is let off in sets of
chambers. 1853 jfrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XIV. 1. 157 He
mowed some worth 3/. and let off the grass of other land
at 2/.

f. as sh. (a) A display of festivity, a festive

gathering, (b) A pa it of a pioperty which is

'let off', (0 An outlet (fig.). (</) A failure lo

utilize some manifest advantage in a game
;
e.g. in

Cricket\ the failure on the part of a fielder to get

a batsman out when he gives a chance, (e) Weav-
ing. The ' paying off of the yarn from the beam

;

concr. a conttivnnce for regulating this ; also attiib.

I

as kl-off mechanism {^Possclt Techn. Textile J)c-

sign, 1889),
1827 Scott Diary 1 Oct. in Lockhart, I am to set off

tomorrow for Kavensworth Castle, to meet the Duke of

Wellington ; a great let-off, I .suppose. 1837740 H alihukton*
Clockm. Ser. 11. viii, My old lady . . is agoiu' for to give our
Arabella., a let off to-night. 1887 Religious Herald 2 June
(Cent.), Ah, the poor horses ! how many a brutal kick and
stripe they got . . just as a let-off for the angry passions of

their masters. 1893 Daily News 19 May 3/5 At the time
of this let-off M.. had scored 102. Mod. Newspaper A dvt. %

Wine and Spirit V aults.. .Let-offs could pay all rent,

33. Let on. inlr. To reveal, divulge, disclose,

or betray a fact by word or look. Const, lo

person) ; often with dependent clause, dial, ami

u. s.

App. an absolute use of the phrase in quot. 1637.

[1637 Rutherford Lett. (1664) xxviii. 67 He . . lets a poor
soul stand still & knock, & never let it on him that He
heareth ] 1725 Ramsay Gentle S/uplt. it. iii, Let nae on
what's past 'Tween you and me. 1795 Burks * Last May

I

a Braw Wooer' iii, 1 never loot on that I kenn'd it, or car'd.

1825 Scott in Lockhart Ixiv, 1 was more taken aback with
1 Wright's epistle than I cared to let on. 1848 Lowell Big-

low P. Poems (1890) II. 109, 1 don't make no insinovations

1 jest let on J smell a rat. 1889
1 Rolf Uoldrewood* Rob'

boy under Arms xiv, Don't go planting in the gully, or

some one '11 think you're wanted and let on to the police.

1893 Stevenson Catriona 225, I . was more wise than to

j

let on.

34. Let out.

a. To give egress to ; to cause or allow to go
out or escape hy an opening, esp. through a door-

way (also absoL) ; to set free, liberate; lo release

from prison or confinement. + Also intr. (for refi.),

to get out into the open. To let Ike cat out of the

bag-, see Bag sb. 18.

11 54 O. E. Citron, an. 1140 (Laud MS.) Sua <S me sculde

leten ut be king of prisun. a 1240 Sawles Warde in Cott.

Horn. 247 Wit .. cleopeS waischipe forS ant maki6 hire

durewart be warliche loki hwam ha leote in ant ut. 1297

R. Glouc. (Rolls) 263 J>at he ssolde be noble folc . . Oout of

seruagelete. a 1300 Cursor At. 1 68 r4 + 28 J>er-with he thirled

his hert, Iiothe blode & water oute lett. 1382 Wyclif Gen.

viii. 10 He lete out of the arke a culner. c 1386 Chaucer
Kid's T. 348 Due Theseus hym leet out of prison, c 1450
Merlin 206 Merlin, .seide than to the porter, * Lete oute, for

it is tyme \ 1535 Coveroale Isa.xWx. 7 That thou, .let out

the prysoners, &. them that syt in daiknes^e. 1588 Shaks.
L. L. L. iv. iii. 98 A Fener in your bloud why then incision

Would let her out in Sawce:s. i6n Bible Prov. xvii. 14

The beginning of strife is as when one letteth out water.

1633 P. Fletcher Purple Isi. xt. i, The early Morn lets out

the peeping day. 1684 T. Hockin Gods Decrees 215 The
ripening of an impostumation to be let out and evacuated

by the lance. 1692 Jiever ley Disc. Dr. Crisp 8 Why
should we keep our selves and hearers so close mufiled up
in this thick Atmosphere of time, and not let out more into

the open Air of Eternals? c 1710 C. Fiennes Diary (1888)

140 A demy Circle of open pallasadoe, yt lets you out to ye
piospect of ye grounds beyond, 1715-20 Pope Iliad xii.

168 Till some wide wound lets out their mighty soul. 1824-9

Lanoor fmmg. Conv. Wks. 1846 JI. 48 A slight puncture

will let out all the wind in the bladdeis* 1853 Lytton My
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Novel 1(1. x, Letting themselves out from their large pew
under the gallery. 1889 Times (weekly ed.) 20 Dec. 5/4
They might be let out on ticket-oMeave. 1889 Century
Mag. Aug. 590/2 Wide windows that let out between fluted

Corinthian pilasteis upon the broad open balcony.

b. To lei out of : to permit to be absent from.
a 1300 Cursor Al. 22656 Es na man in erth wroght bat

a?h to lat it vte o thoght [ Trin. to lete hit out of his bou^tl.

1840 'I'mAt k f. ray Catherine x\, He could not let the money
out of his sight.

c. f To 'let loose' (one's tongue) (obs.); to give

vent to anger, etc.).

a 1250 Oivl -V Night. 8 Liber a^en oKr swal And let J>at

uvele mod ut al. 1582 (iossox Ptaycs Confuted, To the
Univ. A 7 b, These they very impudently atTirme to be
written by ine since 1 had let out my inuectiue against
them. « 1677 Bakrow Scrm. Wks. 1716 L 340 Letting
out their virulent and wanton tongues a?ainst him. 1685
Baxter Paraphr. N. T., Alalt. v. 2r Whoever lets out
this passion of hurtful and uncharitable anger aeainst any
man. 1853 Lytton My A\nel it. x, 'He is Mr. Lgerton's
nephew, and ', added Randal, ingenuously letting out his

thoughts, *1 am no relation to Mr. Egeiton at all'. 1873
Ouiua l\tscarel\. 39 [Shel could not forbear letting out her
wrath to me.

T d. Tosetfrce/0 (someaction),toletloose upon;
to allow lo go forth freely lo (an object). Obs.

1613-18 Daniel t oil. Hist. Eng. (1621) ir The wildness
of war by reason of these perpetual conflicts with sti angers
had so let out the people of the land to unlawful riots and
rapine that [etc.]. 1646 P. Hulkvlev dospcl Covt 1. 131

Cod being good, he will let out himself unto his people.

1659 Poyle Motives Loie God^35 The letting out our love
to mutable Objects doth but inlarge our hearts and make
them . . capable of being wounded in mote places. 1809
Syo.^ Smith Wks. (1867) 1. 173 A timid and absurd appre-
hension .. of letting out the minds of youth upon difficult

and important subjects.

e. To spread out. Also iXaut. (see quot. 1 S67 \
£1380 Wyclif Scrm. Sd. Wks. 1. 12 I.ede he boot into be

hey see, and late out your nettis to takyng of fishe. 1712
W. Rogers Voy. 104 We immediately let our Reefs out,

chasd and got ground of her apace. 1867 Smyfh bailor

5

Word-bk., I o let out . or shake out, a Reef, to increase the

dimensions of a sail, by untying the points confining a ieet'

in it.

t*. To lend (money) at interest {tobs.^ ; lo put

out to bite; to dibtiibute among several tenants

or hiiers.

1526 Tinuaik Matt. xxi. 33 There was a certayne hous*
holder whych set a vyneyarde . . and lett it out tu husband'
men. 1550 Crowley Eptgr. 1372 A nianne that had l.indes

. . Surueyed the same, and lette it out deare. 1607 Shaks.
Timon III. v. 107 They haue .. let out Their Coine vpon
lnrge interest. 1671 H. M, tr. Erasm. Colloq. 267 He.,
calls upon hiin that let out the Horses. 1690 CtllLU
J)isc. Trade (ed. 4 r3 In Italy money will not >ield ahote
three per cent, to be let out upon real security. 1734 J.

Wako Introd. Math. 11. xii. K- d. 6) 254 What Principal < r

Sum of Money must be put tor Let' out to Raise a Stotk of

385/. r3^. 7$d. 'I 1795 J. SULI.UAN Hut. Maine 1C8 The
pioprietors .. letted out the lauds for settlement. 1859
Jei'USON Hritlany v. 59 A girl who let out chairs for hire.

1875 JowtlT Plato (ed 2) IV. 5->S The hneling who lets

himself out for service. 1886 J. R KUvs Pleas. Bk -ll orm
i. 23 The easily accessible iooms..are let out as officer

g. To disclose, divulge; free], with clause as obj.

1833 Ht. Marti neau Btooke Farm x. 114 That would be

letting out my .secret. 1857 Ri--ADE Course True L<ne 60
That dear old man's fault for letting out that he loves me
still. 1880 Mrs. Lynn Linton A*ebelo/Pamily iii, She might
as well let the murder out 1 1892 Mrs. H. Wako David
Grieze II. vii, You'll be letting out iny private affairs, and 1

can't stand that.

h. To strike out with (the fist, the heels, etc.).

Chiefly absol. or intr. To strike or lash out.

I lence, to giveway to invective, nse strong language.

1840 H. Cockton I'al. I'ox xxxix. 330 A month after

marriage she begins to let out in a style of which he cannot
approve by any means. 1869 H. J. liVRON Not such a fool
as he looks r. 8 Atur. What did he do? Mou. Well, he let

out. Mur. What ! his language? Ahnt. No, his left. 1882

Daily Tel. 24 June, At length Grace let out at Garrett,

again driving him tu the on amongst the spectators for 4.

1883 C. J.
Wills Land Lion <y 6un 102 The horses, .play-

fully biting and letting out at each other.

i. To give (a horse) his head. Also absol. , to

ride with increased speed, (olloq.

1885 Howells Silas Lapham (1891) I. 63
4 I'm going to

let her out, Perl ', and he lifted and then dropped the reins

lightly on the mare's back. 1889 'Rolf Holorewoou '

Roblery under A ruts ix, J im's horse was far and away
the fastest, and he let out to head the mare off from a creek,

j. intr. Of a meeting: To end, break up. U'.S.

1888 E. Kggleston Graysonsx. 114 He.. would meet her

at the door of the Mount Zion lent when meeting should

Met out'. 1895 San Francisco Weekly Exam. 19 Sept.

4/2 Q. When did the cooking class let out ? A. About five

minutes to 3.
m

s

k. as sb. An entertainment on a large or lavish

scale. A nglo- Irish.

1836 F. Mahoney Ret. Father Prout (1859) 70 As if

resolving the mighty project of a
4

let out
1
,

35. Let tip.

a, trans, f In OE., to put ashore (obs.) ; to raise

(lit. and fig.).
ix.. O. E. Chron. an. iot4 (Laud MS.) He com to Sandwic
& let pair up ba^islas. 1400 Gametyn 311 Gamelyn }ede 10

j>e }ate & lete it up wide. 1822-34 Good's Study Aled. (ed. 4)

1 1. 442 The system can only be let up or let down by slow
degrees,

b. intr. To cease, stop. To Ut up on : to cease

to have to do \vith
;
talk of, interfere with, trouble,

etc. U.S.
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188a B. Harte Flip iv, I promised yon I'd let up .on him.
Ibid., Don't go back on your promise about lettin' up on the
tramps and being a little more high-toned. 1888 Century

tjilag. Aug. 610 This caused me to let up on the creature,

when it lumbered away till it tumbled down a precipice.

1891 C. Rooerts Adrift Amer. 45 When the storm let up.

1897 Howells Landl. Lion's Head 420 What do you sup-

pose was the reason Jeff let up on the feller? Ibid. 452
What Jeff would uatch'ly done would b'en to shake the

life out of him ; but he didn't ; .. he let him go.

C. as sb. Cessation, pause ; release from strain

or stress, relaxation. U.S.
1856 Miss Warner Hills ofShatenntc xxiii. 245 'It is the

habitual command over oneself that I value \ ' No let-up

to it ?
' said Rufus. 1 No '. 1883 Ansa Gre en Hand <y Ring

ii, Hlows like that haven't much let-up about them. 1884
Century Mag. XXVI II. 588 Our little let-up on Wednesday
afternoons. 1895 Edneat. Rev. Sept. 168 Fine arts and
music as a let-up with any of the severer studies.

Let (let),^. 2 arch. Forms: 1 lettan, 2-5 letten,

3 laetten, laten, 3-5 lat 'to, 3-6 lette, 4 leitt, 4 5
lete, 4-7 lett, 5 late, (leit), lettyn, 7 Sc. lit, 3-
let. Pa. t. 3 lettede, 4 let, lettide, Sc. lettit,

-yt, letyt, 4-7 letted, 5 lettid, -yd. Pa. pple. 3
ilet, ilette, 4 lated, y-lat, Sc. lettit, 4-5 lettid,

4-5, 7 y-let, 4-6 lett^e, 4 9 letted, 5 y-lettyd,

5-6 lettyd, (8 letten), 4- let. [OE. lettan =
OFris. lelta, OS. leittan (Du. letten), OHG. lezzan,

lezzen (MHG. lezzen, letzen), ON. let/a to hinder,

Goth, latjan intr. to delay, f. OTeut. *lalo- Latk a.)

1. trans. To hinder, prevent, obstruct, stand in

the way of (a person, thing, action, etc.).

<:888 K. Alfred Boeth. xxxvi. § 4 Ac ic be halsije 8aet

8u me no leng ne lette, ac getajc me bone we^. c 1000
.Elfric Horn. II. 3 36 Hwi wille £e lettan ure sibfa^t?

c 1200 Ormin 14117 Swa suinm [>e waterr ernsbb for)>, ^iff

batt ilt nohht ne lettebb. c 1200 Triu. Coll. Hotn. 139 Seint

lohan hit wi5 seide and lettede hit bi his mihte. a 1340
Hampole Psalter cx\\\\. 60, 1 am redyand iam noght lettid.

1375 Barbour Bruce it 1. 241 The rayne thus lettyt the

fechtyn. c 1400 Maukdev. (Koxb.) xix. 87 f>ai schuld see na
thing bat schuld lette baire deuocioun. c 1450 St. Cuthbert
(Surtees) 1141 Bot bai war lett be wynd and flode. 1526
Tindale t Pet. iii. 7 That you re prayers be not lett. 1552
Bk. Com. Prayer Pref, Ikyng at home, and not being
otherwyse reasonably letted. 1584 Cogas Haven Health
ccxii. (1636) 216 Much meat eaten at night, grieveth the
stomack, and letteth naiurall rest. 1647 H. More Song
of Soul n. i. in. xii, And her bright flowing hair was not
ylet By Arts device. 1650 Trapp Comm. Exod. 26 There
was soin man there . . which disturbed and letted all his

doings. 1658 Hkomiiall Treat. Specters 11. 201 (An] open
plain place, and letted with no brambles or shades. 1725
Bradley Fant. Diet. s.v. 'Pea, Those who have a mind to

..study by Night, will find themselves no ways letten or
embarrassed. 1799 S. Freeman Town Off. 262 Persons who
wilfully let or hinder any sheriff or constable. 18x4 Scott
Ld. of Isles vi. xxiii, No spears were there the shock to let.

1856 Ruskin Mod. Faint. IV. v. vii. § 6 None letting them
in their pilgrimage. 1867 Ingei.ow Story Doom iv. 21

Pray you let us not ; We fain would greet our mother,
1885-94 R- Bridges Eros <y Psyche July ii, If 'tis so, her
child Will be a god, and she a goddess styled, Which,
though I die to let it, shall not be.

fb. with infinitive or clause, indicating the action

from which one is hindered. Obs.

a 1023 Wulfstan Horn. Iv. (Napier) 285 Gyf bonne }»issa

breora binga a;ni£ hwylcne mail lette, ba:t hine to Sam
faestene ne onhajie. c 1205 Lay. 22009 What letteS bene
fisc to uleoten to ban oSere. 1375 Barbour Bruce x. 320,
1 trow thai sail lettit be To purchas niair in the cuntre.
c 1386 Chaucer Knt.*s T. 1034 Whan a man was set on
o degree He lette nat his felawe for to see. 1393 Langi-
/'. PL C. iv. 239 Conscience hym lette, J>at he ne felde nat
hus foes. 1419 Surtees Misc. (1888) 14 Rutes, wedys and
erthe . . the vvhilk lettys the water to hafe the ryght issue.

1529 Snpplic. to King (E. Ii. T. S.) 56 Whereby they be
letted to execute their offyce. 153a Hervet Xenopfwtis
liouseh. (1768 9 What letteth you, that ye may not haue
the same science ? 1570-6 Lamdarde Perantb. Kent (1826)
160 Al the Popish ceremonies of espousing the Sea. .cannot
let, but that the Sea continually by little and little with*
draweth it selfe from their Citie. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent.
111. i. 113 What leits but one may enter at her window?
1601 — Twel. N. v. i. 256 If nothing lets to make vs happie
both. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621)528 But the con-
federation of this war letted that he did not at first comming
oppresse him. 1612 Drayton Poly-olb. xv. 17 They sud-
dainly reply, what lets you should not see (etc.]. 1622
Bacon Hen. VII, 129 Hee could not let her to dispose of
her owne. 1670 Lennaro tr. Ckarron's H'isd. t. xiv. § 2.

57, 1 let no man to sing.

C. const, ft om , f of (O E. genitive)

.

a 1000 Prose Life Gulhlac v. (1IS48) 30 We be b»s nu nellaS
lettan bses bu aer jeboht havfdest. ^1225 Ancr. R. 352
Monie binges muwen letten him of his jurneie. c 1300
Havelok 2253 Mouthe nobing him |>er-fro lette. ?i3-.
Cursor M. 27691 (Cott. Galha) And bus bai let gude men of
gude lose. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. v. 303 What he lent }ow
of owre lordes good to lette }ow fro synne. 1430-40 Lydg.
Bochas 1. xviii. (1554) 33 b, Thou hast (quod he; no loTdship

of y
e sunne ; Thy shadowe letteth his hemes fro my tunne.

1470 85 Malorv Arthurmu xxix. 260 Whan a good knyghte
doth soo wel vpon somme day, it is no good knyghtes parte to

lette hym of his worship, a 1535 Ld. Berners lluon lxxxviii.

280 She coulde not let him of his enterpryse, 1588 J. Udall
DiotreShes (Arb.) 32 These men . . are letted and stopped
from dooing those notable dueties of their calling. j6ii
Bible Exod. v. 4 Wherfore doe ye let the people from their

workes? 1666 Dryden Ann. Mirab. ccxxii, And now, no
longer letted of his prey, He leaps up at it with enraged
desire. 1859 Tennyson Elaine 96 ' Sir King, mine ancient
wound is hardly whole, And lets me from the saddle '. 1866

J. H. Newman Geronlius iii. 22 Soul. What lets me now
from going to my Lord? Angel. Thou art not let. 1870
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Morris Earthly Par. I. 1. 228 And let none think that any
brazen wall Can let the Gods from doing what shall be.

f d. with double object. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor A/. 12418 loseph bam it letted noght. Ibid. I

28253 And haue i thoru mi frauwardnes letted ober men
j

baire mes. 1390 Gower Conf. II. 72 Ther was no ston..
WT

hich mihte letten hem the weie. a J440 SirDegrci>. 1583
jA gret buschement hadde he (sette). .And though syre De-

grivaunt lette The waves ful grerfe. 1523 Ld. Berners
I Froiss. I. 742 We shall lynde none that wyll let us the way.

fe. absol. To hinder, to be a hindrance. Obs.

I

136a Langl. P. Pi. A. ill. 15? Heo lihth a^eyn the lawe

j

and letteth so faste, That feith may not han his forth hir
' florins gon so thikke. 1382 Wyclif Heb. xii. 15 That no

roote of bitternesse vpsvard burionynge lette {Vulg. iw-
Pediat). 1535 Coveroalf. 2 Thess. ii. 7 Tyll he which now
onely letteth, be taken out of the waye. 157a J. Jones !

Bat/us of Bath in. 22 b, Not without advisement, and
censure to speak it, what letteth? 1597 Mori.f.y Introd.
Mus. Annot., You may. .fall to the fourth, in the due order
ofthe six notes, if the property let not. 1642 Rogkhs Naaman
16 If sin had not letted.

+ 2. intr. To check or withhold oneself, to de-

sist, refrain ; to omit lo do (some thing). Obs.
Coincident with Let t'.1 2 b, 2 c, to which some of these ex*

amples may belong; but the instances in Chaucer with
weak conjueation and double t seem not to admit of such
an explanation. Prob. in the intransitive use the two verbs
were confused.

(^1330 etc. : see Let vA 2 b.] ^1374 Chaucer TroyIns
II. 1040 (1089) Ther-with a bousand tymes er he lette, He
cussed bo be lettre bat he shette. 1375 Barbour Bruce
xtx. 210 Hym worthit neyd to pay the det That na man
for till pay may let. c 1380 Wyclif ll'ks. (1880) 313 Here
may we see openliche hou crist lettede not for lone of

! petre to reproue hym sharpliche. ^1386 Chaucer Melib.
T 435 The cause final was for to sle thy doghter ; it letted

nat in as muche as in hem was. 1390 Gouf.r Conf. II. 51

A gret mervaile it is forthi, How that a Maiden wolde
i lette, That sche hir time ne besette To haste unto that

ilke feste, Wherof the love is al honeste. £1400 Destr.
1 Troy 934 He laid on bat loodly, leuyd he noght, With

[

dynttes full dregh, till he to dethe pa«tte. c 1460 Play 1

Sacram. 848 To tell yow thetrowth I wylle nott lett. 1535-
«653 [see Let 7'. 1 2 b].

tb. To delay, tarry, wait. Obs.
C1385 Chaucer /., G. W. 2167 Ariadne

%
And in that yle

half a day he lette. C1386 — Shipntans T. 250 And doun
he gooth, no lenger wolde he lette. — Clerk's T. 333
And to his paleys, er he lenger lette, .. Conveyed hir.

c 1435 Torr. Portugal 2058 He bare it to the cite grett,

There the kyng his fader lett, As a lord of jenttlle blood. i

Let, a. rare. [pa. pple. of Let v. 1 Cf.

Lettkn.] In senses of the verb, chiefly with ad vs.

1594 Marlowe & Nashe Didom. ii, And feed infection

with his let-out [printed left out] life. 187. Diet. Archit.

(Archil. Puhl. Soc.), Let ivork. When a master builder

agrees with a tradesman, or a workman for the execution
j

of a portion of his contract, it is said to be * let work \ 1892

Marq. Clanricarde in Daily News 5/8 The attack of this

Commission upon my low-let property.

Let, obs. f. Latk a. l
f
Leat, watercourse.

Let, obs. 3rd sing. pres. ind. of Lead v. 1

-let, suffix, appended to sbs. The oldest words
in Eng. with this ending are adoptions of OF.
words formed by adding the dim. suffix -el, -ete

(see -et) to sbs. with the ending -el, in some cases

repr. the L. dim. suffix -elktm
1
-ellam, and in others

the L. ending -ale of neutdr adjs. (see -al). Ex-
amples are bracelet\ chap/et,crosslet,forcelet

t
front-

let y
gauntlet, hamlet, mantelet. It is somewhat

difficult to see how these words gave rise to the
1 Eng. u?e of -let as a diminutive suffix, as none of

them, exc. the heraldic crosslet, have the appearance
I of being diminutives of Eng. words

;
possibly Fr.

I diminutives 1 ike enfantelet,femmelelle, osselet
t
tarte-

lette, were directly imitated by some Eng. writers.

An early diminutive in -let is armlet (sense 2,

! 'little arm of the sea', recorded 1538); others
!

are ringlet (Shaks.), kinglet (Klorio 1603, after

F. roitelel). The formation did not become com-
mon until the 18th c. ; from the first half of the

1 century we have slreamlet (Thomson), from near

! the end of it, cloudlet, leaflet. In the 19th c. the

number of derivatives formed with the suffix is very

great; among those recorded in this Dictionary are

booklet, brooklet^ courtlet, crozvnlet, dnkelet, hooklet,

jokclet, hcylet ; and in the formation of nonce-wds.

-let is now perh. the most frequent of dim. endings.

In addition to its diminutive force, the suffix is

in a few words {anklet, armlet, leglet
y

necklet,

wristlet) appended to sbs. denoting parts of the

body, forming names for articles of ornament or

attire. The oldest word of this type, armlet, was
perh. suggested by a false analysts o(frontlet (cf.,

however, OF. armillet) ; in the formation, or at

least the use, of the later words the analogy of

bracelet has prob. been chiefly operative.

t Le'tabund, a. Sc. Obs. rare— 1
, [a. L.

ln>labuud-us, f. faldri to be joyful.] Full of joy.

.1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. 1 1. 505 Ofquhois come this nobill

1 king Edmound, As bird on breir wes blyth and letabund.

tlietacamp. Sc. Obs. Also 6 leit-, let t)-

de-eamp, leittaeampt, lettgant. [a. F. lit de

camp {lit — bed). Cf. Du. ledekant.] A camp-
|

bed. Also altrib. in letacamf bed.

LETHAL.
1494 Ld. Treas. Acc. Scott. (1877) I. 239 Ane harnes to

turns the Kingis letacampbed. 1502 Ibid, (xoool 1 J. 36 Ane
pane to the Kingis Iet-d<.-camp. 1501-2 Ibid. 134 The leit

de camp. 1505-6 Ibid. (1901) 111. 46 For ane lett de camp
to the King. 1530 — in Pitcairn Crim. Trials I. 273* To
cary the Kingis Leittaeampt and Stule to the Oist. 1574
Glasgow Burgh Recs. (1876) I. 32 Item, ane lettgant bed
furneist witht Flandreis werdour, blancattis [etc].

Let-alone, sb. and atlrib. : see Let 18.

Letanie, var. Lkttanie ; obs. fotm of Latter
Letany e, obs. form of Litany.

t Letating, ppl. a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. *letate vb.

(f. L. la-tare to make glad) + -1NG 2
.] That makes

joyful ;
gladdening.

1694 Motteitx Rabelais v. (1737) 230 Their plaisant Notes
. .wake your Soul with their letating Sound.

Letation, var. L.etation* Obs., a manuring.

Letch (letf), sb.'l Sc. and north, dial. Forms :

6 9 lache, 6-7 letch, 8-9 lach, 9 latch, leach.
['? f. OE. lycan vb. ; see Leach v.*, and cf. Leach
sb. 2] A stream flowing through boggy land ; a

muddy ditch or hole ; a bog. Also, see quot. 1 78 1.

1138 Newminster Cartttl. (Surtees) g De cruce ad crucem
in Appeltreleche, 1570 Levins Manip. 5/43 A Lache, laens.

1598 Mem. St. Giles' Durh. (Surtees) 26 Paid for scowring.
of the bridge letch, ij '. 1607 Markham Caval. vi. (1617) 10
A rotten ground full of letches, c 1630 Scot. PasquiiZ At
euery river, spring, or letch, 1 drinke. 1781 Hutton Tour
to Caves Gloss., Lyring and lach, a gutter washed by the
tide on the sea shore. 1815 Scott Guy M. xxiii, Wither-
shins' latch . . a narrow channel, through which soaked,
rather than flowed, a small stagnant stream,

b. transf A pool (of blood).
1868 D. Brierley Irkdale viii. 163 He found that instru*

inent to be broken in several fragments, one of which lay in

a * leach ' of blood.

Letch (letf), sb.2 [Of obscure origin
;
possibly

f. Latch v. 1
] A craving, longing.

1796 Grose's Diet. Vulg. Tongue, Letch, a whim of the
amorous kind, out of the common way. 1814 Monthly Mag.
XXXVI II. 126/2 [Somerset wds.] Latch, fancy, wish. 1830
De Qijincey Bentley Wks. 1857 VI 1. 40 Some people have
a ' letch * for unmasking impostors, or for avenging the
wrongs of others. 1834 Sir H. Taylor \st Ft. Arttvelde
ii. vi. 134 Then will the Earl pardon us our letch for

liherty. 1862 Sat. Rev. 4 Jan. 5 The letch for blood which
characterizes the savage. 1870 Swinburne Ess. Stud.
(1875) 8t No trace.. of the fretful and fruitless prurience of
soul which would fain grasp . . a creed beyond its power of
possession,—no letch after Gods dead or unborn. 1893 Na.
tional Observer 23 Dec. 141 2 The unconquerable letch he
had upon sombre sorceries.

Letch, variant of Leach sb.'2

Iieteher, -cms, -y : see Lecher, etc.

Letehi, variant of Litchi.

Let-down, sb. 1 see Let v. 1 29 j.

tLete. Cookery. Obs. Also 5 led(e, let(te,

lethe. In Combs, lete lardes, lete loiy, of obscure

origin and meaning. Cf. Leach sbA
1c 1390 Form qfCnry Ixviii. (1780) 38 Lete Lardes. 14.

.

Noble Bk. Cookry (Napier 1882) 87 To mak ledlardes of
iij coloures. c 1420 in Q. Eliz. Acad, pi Lete lardes y-fryed.

C1430 Liber- Cocomm (1862) 13 Lede lardes. ^1430 Two
Cookery-bks. 17 Let lory. Ibid. 36 And }if bow wolt haue
it Motley, take bre pottys, & make letlardys in eche. c 1450
Ibid. 85 Lethe lory.

Lete, va riant of Late sby Obs., look.

Letew(e)s, obs. form of Lettuce.

t Let-game. Obs. [f. Let v 2 + Game sb.]

One who hinders the game ; a spoil-sport.

c 1374 Chaucer Troytus m. 478 (527) Dredeles it cler was
in be wynde Of euery pye and euery lette game. 1387-8
T. Usk Test. Love 1. ill. (Skeat) 1. 124 Let games, ana pur.

{)ose breakers, c 1440 Promfi. Parv. 299/2 Lette game, or

ettarc of play.

tLeth. Obs. Also3le««e. [OE. Ix5$u, lx$u:-
OTeut.*/a7»f,f.*/ai>- Loath.] Hatred, ill-will.

971 Blickl. Horn. 63 Ac us is td witenne ba;t breora cynna
syndon mor|>ras, tact is bonne baet arrest* ba;t man to oprum
hebbe hasbbc, & hine hati^e.^ c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 141

Ure drihten .. forgiaf hire hire sinnen for two binge an is

muchel !e<X5e to hire sunne ooer muchel luue to him. c 14*5
Wyntoun Cron. in. ii. 229 Tyll his wyff he kest sik leth.

Ibid. iv. xviii. 1750 Gendyre leth mare than delyte.

Leth, variant of Leath, Lith, Lithe.

Lethal (h'pal), a. Also 6-7 lethall, lsethall.

[ad. L. lst{h]al-is deadly, f. ldt{h\um death.]

1. That may or will cause death; deadly, mortal.

Said, e.g. of weapons, drags, wounds. Now esp.

of a dose of poison : Sufficient to cause death.

1613 R. Cawdrev Table Alph. (ed. 3), Lethall, mortall,

deadly. 1659 T. Pecke Parnassi Ptterfi. 127 There s no
more need to throw the lethal Spear. 1671 E. Panton
Spec. Jnvent. 96 Among beasts some live by what is lethal

to others. 1706 Maule Hist. Picts in Misc. Scot. I. 39
Lethal wounds. 1816 Southev Lay Laureate liv, There
needs no outward wound ! Through her whole frame be-

numb'd, a lethal sleep, Like the cold poison of the asp will

creep. 1855 Garrod Mat. Med. (ed. 6) 123 Small do^es

raise the blood pressure lethal ones cause immediate

faralysis of the heart, i860 Gossk Rom. Nat. Hut. 240
mplements so terribly lethal, that the slightest puncture

of the skin., is inevitably, .followed by. .death 1885 Huxlev
Addr. Roy. Soc. 30 Nov., Those lethal agencies which are

commonly known as the pleasures of society,

b. Resulting in death.

1850 BlackTe JEschylus \. 104 The occasion, .out of which
the lethal quarrel arose.

C. Lethal chamber', a chamber containing gases,

in which to destroy animals painlessly.



LETHALITY.

1884 Punch 27 Dec. 309/1 A sort of Lelhal Chamher and
Cat Trap combined. 1888 m Syd. Soc. Lex. 1901 Blackw.
Mag. Jan. 50/1 They were quietly disposed of by euthanasia
in a lelhal chamber.

2. Causing or resulting in spiritual death; deadly;

fesp. oi sm— mortal.

1583 Stubbks Anat. Abns. 1. (1879) 27 Two kindes of
sinne, the one venial!, the other lethall. 1603 Flobio
Montaigne it. xv. 358 To rouze, and awaken .. the godly
and religious soules, and raise them from out a lethall

security. 1647 W\Rn Simp. Cobler 41 Such Epidemicall
and lethall formality in other disciplinated Churches, i860
KEAnE Cloister % II. lv. (1896) 157 Discoursing of sinners
and their lethal end.

3. Of or pertaining to death.

1607 E. Sharpham Cnpitfs Whirligig iv. G4, Vengeance
wings brings on thy lethall day. 1794 Colkridge Monody
death Chatterton 57 On thy wan forehead starts the lethal

dew.
Hence fLethally adv., in a deadly manner.
1661 Lovell Mist. Anim. Min. 328 A .. contagious

matter, hurting all the actions of the heart suddainly and
lethaly.

Lethality Ifbne'Iiti). rare. [f. Lethal a.+
-ITY. Cf. F. le'thaliie'.'] The condition or quality

of being lethal; ability to cause death; deadli-

ness ; (? nonce-use) lethal agencies.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Lethality, mortality, frailty.

173S J. Atkins Voy. Guinea (1737) 104 The certain Punish-
ment being preferable to the douhtful Lethality of the
Fetish. 1890 .W. 22 Nov. 595/1 Why a person sur-

named ' Deathless '..should have succumbed to such com-
monplace lethalities as a horse's hoof and Prince Ivan's
club we know not.

Lethalize (lrj>abiz), v. rare. [f. Lethal a.

+ .ke.] trans. To destroy in a lethal chamher.
1897 Daily Tel. 5 Feb. 7/4 If the proprietress consented

to have the animal lethalised, as it was unfit for work.

t Letharge. Obs. rare— K [ad. L. letharg-us :

see Lethargy.] A lethargic patient.

1615 Brathwait Strappado, etc. (1878) 255 He cannot
sleepe nor wake, but twixtthem both, sleeping and waking
as a letharge doth.

Letharge, obs. form of Litharge.

+ Lethargean, a. Obs. rare- 1

. [? f. Lethargy
+ -an.] Lethargic.

1659 J. Tatham London's Trynmph 6 Idleness, the Nurse
of Ignorance; Which lulls mens braines, in a Lethergean
Trance.

Lethargic O^aMd^ik), a. and sb. Forms : 4
litargik, -yk, 7-8 lethargick 'e, (6-7 lethar-

gique^, 7- lethargic, [ad. L. lethargic-us, ad. Gr.
\r)9apyiK-6s, f. Aj}0apy-os : see Lethargy. Cf. F.

Itfthargique.'] A. adj.

1. Affected with lethargy or morbid drowsiness.
1398 Tkevisa Barth. De P. R. xvm. xxix. (1495) 791 The

Hlargik man that hath the slepynge euyll. 1720 IV odrmv
Corr. (1843) II.528 He was very lethargic, and was cupped.

b. transf. Affected with inertness or inactivity

;

dull, sleepy, sluggish, apathetic.
1612 Donne Progr. Soul 2nd Anniv. 64 To be thus stupid

is Alacritie ; Men thus Lethargique have best Memory.
a 1649 Drumm. of Hawth. Poems Wks. (171 1) 31 Blind and
Lethargick of thy heavenly Grace. 1752 Hume Ess.
Treat. (1777) I. 153 [Nature] allows not such noble faculties

to lie lethargic. 18x7 J. Scott Paris Revisit. {zd. 4) 58 The
numerous, populous, hustling, and neat towns of that
country, are likely to present . . striking contrasts to the
lethargic Flemish cities. 1835 Lytton Rienzi x. vi, Those
he employed were lukewarm and lethargic. 1876 Bancroft
Hist. U. S. I. Hi. 83 The exiles of a year had grown familiar
with the favorite amusement of the lethargic Indians; and
they intruduced into England the general use of tobacco.

2. Of or belonging to a stale of lethargy.

»595 Jas. VI toQ. Eliz. in Lett. (Camd.) lviii. 111 That
ye quho uas so uachfull .. as . . to foruairne me of my per*
rel),. .should nou, in the uerrie heicht. .thairof, be fallen in

so lethargique a sleip,as [etc.]. a 1649 Drumm. of Hawth.
/'<w«f Wks. (171 1) 25 Sin's lethargick Sleep, a 1674 Claren-
don Hist.Reb. x. §81 His constitution and temper might very
well incline him to the Lethargick indisposition of which he
dyed. 169a Luttrell Brie/ Rel. (1857) II. 501 The lord
Trevors is said to be recovered of a lethargick fitt. 1734 tr.

Rollins Anc. Hist. (1827) I. 132 They sank into a lethargic
sloth and effeminacy. 1844 Lever T. Burke xxxv. (1857)

340^ My lethargic apathy increased upon me. 1853 Kane
Grinnell Exp. xxx. (1856) 262, I felt that lethargic numb-
ness mentioned in the story books\ i860 Motley NetherI.
(1868) II. xviii. 422 The lethargic condition of Germany
rendered such threats superfluous. 1875 H. C. Wooo
Therap. (1870^ 228 In three to six hours he comes out of his
lethargic condition.

3. Causing lethargy.
1715-20 Pope Iliad xv. 876 Too long Jove lull'd us with

lethargic charms. £1765 Flloyo Tartarian T. (1785)
127/1 A lethargick vapour deprived me of my senses. 1865
Dickens Mut. Fr. v, Found to possess lethargic properties.

B. sb. A lethargic person ; one who is affected

with lethargy. ? Obs.
c 1470 Harding Chron. ccxl. xxvii, The frowarde here-

tykes That .. strayen oute as they were litargykes. 1694
Salmon Bate*s Dispens. (171 3^ 58,2 It.. revives Apoplecticks
and Lethargicks. 1750 tr. Leonardus' Mirr. Stones 136 (216)
The while, we think, restores health to the lunatic and
lethargic.

Hence + Letha'rgicness.
1633 G. Herbert Temple, Ch^Porch Ivi, A grain of glorte

mixt with humblenesse Cures both a fever and lethargick-
nesse. 1727 in Bailev vol. II.

Lethargical(in>aud3ikal),a. [f. asprec.+-AL.]
1. Affected with lethargy.
165* Jer. Taylor Holy Dying v. § 4 (1686) 216 Distracted

Vol. VI.
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persons, lethargical, apoplectical, or any ways senseless and
uncapable of humane and reasonable acts. 1818 in Touo;
and in later Diets,

b. fig. of things.

1 66 1 Cowley Disc. Cromwell in Verses Ess. (1669) 76
If the desire of rule and superiority be a Virtue (assure I am
it is more imprinted in humane Nature than any of your
Lethargical Morals). 1668 H. More Div. Dial. ti. xxii.

( l 7 l 3^ 1 59 Terrestrial Goodness would even grow sluggish
and lethargical, if it were not. .quickened by [etc.].

2. Of or pertaining to lethargy.

1617 J. Tavlor ^Water P.) Taylor's Trav. Ded. to Coriat,

Tongue-tide taciturnity should haue imprisoned this worke
in the Lethargicall Duujjeon or bottomlesse Abisse of euer.
sleeping obliuion. 1840 H oon Up Rhine 1 79 The Constrictor
After dinner, while deep In lethargical sleep.

Hence Iietha'rglcally adv., Letha rgicalness.
1633 T. AnAMS Exp. 2 Peter ii. 6. 619 They are lethar-

gically secure, no mine but their owne can stirre them.
i6sr N. Biggs Nciu Disp. Pref. 4 Lethargically content to
snore. 1664 H. More Seven Ch. ix. (1669) r6o That thou
mayst be the more effectually rowzed up out of this Tepidity
and Lethargicalnesse. 1695 Whether J'arlt. be not dissolved,

etc. 13 The old Loyalty of the Church of England Party
will rouse it self out of that Lethargicalness. a tyjj Fawkes
i'oy. Planets 1 11 In dismal gloom here drones inactive lull

The lazy hours, lethargically dull. 1836 K. Howard A*.

Reefer 1, I became .. lethargically drowsy. 1882 Miss
Wooi.son Anne 7 The cold kept them lethargically honest.

t Lethargine, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [t. Lkthakg-y

+ -ike.] Lethargic.
1656 \V. Montague Accomplish\i Woman 4 It is a

Lethargine feeling, .. they seem rather resuscitated than
waked.

t Letha rgious, a. Obs. rare. Also 6 lytar-

gious. [f. Lethakgy + -ous.] Affected with or

causing lethargy
;
lelhargic.

/H548 Hall Chron., Ed. IV (1809) 339 Daily obfuscate

j

and seduced, with that lelhargiuus and deceiable serpent,

called hope of long life. Ibid., Hen. I 'II, 12 Duke Kraunces
was an impotent man, lytargiouv and well stryken in age.

*57° Levins Maiiip. 226/ 14 Lethargiouse, lethargicus.

Lethargize vle^aKl^iz), v. [f. Lethakgy sb.

+ -IZE. Gr. had XijOapylfcaOat pass., to be for-

gotten.] trans. To affect with lethargy. Hence
Le'thargized, Lethargizing ///. adjs.

1614T. Adams DeviTs Bang, v. 254 The Lethargiz'd is not
lesse sicke, because hee complaines not so loud as the aguish.

1633 — Exp. 2 Peter iii. 10. 1307 Others are lethargiz'd

with a drousie dulnesse. 1805 Soltuev Marfoc 1. i, Some
philtre . . to lethargize The P»riti>>h blood that came from
Owen's veins. 1817 Lady Morgan Prance (18181 I. 53 A.

.

I

sergeant was giving a sort of lethargized attention .. to the
details which the elder dame was communicating. 1830
Coleridge Tabled. 23 May, All bitters are poisons, and
operate by stilling, and depressing, and lethargizing the

irritability, a 1834 — in Lit* Rem. (i8j6) III. 8 The
surest preventive or antidote against the freezing poison, the

lethargizing hemlock, of the doctrine of the Sacratuentaries.

Lethargy Jc-bard^i), sb. Forms: 4 litergi,

litargi, -y, lytargye, 4-6 litargie, li-, lytarge,

(7lytargie), 5 6letargie,-ye, 6letarge,letharge,

6-7 lethargie, (6 lithargie, lethergie ), 6- leth-

argy, [a. L. lelhargia (med.L. litargia, after

med.Gr. pronunciation,, a. Gv. KrjOapyla, f. KrjOapyos

forgetful, a derivative or compound of \i)6-
t
Xav-

1

Oavttv to escape notice, \av$Avto$ai to forget. Cf.

I

F. Uthargie (OF. litargie), l'r. litargia, Sp. letar-

gia, Pg. lelhargia, It. leiargia.

The M E. forms in -arge may represent L. lethargns, Gr.

ATjflapyos; the adj. was used subst. as a name for the disease.]

1. Path, A disorder characterized hy morbid
drowsiness or prolonged and unnatural sleep.

Negro lethargy, a disorder peculiar to the negroes of the

west coast of Africa, characterized by attacks of somnolence,

and ending fatally in most instances in three to twelve

months (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1888).

c 1374 Chaucer TroyIns 1. 674 (730) What slomberyst bou as

in lytargye. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. iii. (Tollem.

MS.), Floures (?erof[of almonds] sode in oyle awakeb hem
pat haueb be litargy, the slepynge euel. <r 1400 Lan/ranc's
Cirurg. 310 And pis cauterie is good for sijknes bat ben in

be partie bihinde of a mannes brayn as for be Utarge. 1501

Douglas PaL Hon. i.xxvi. My daisit hcid fordullit disselie,

I raisit vp half in ane litargie. 1534 More Com/, agst.

Trib. 1. Wks. 1144/1 Regarding nothing, thinking almost ol

nothing, no more then if they laye in a letarge. 1579
Langham Gard. Health (1633) 227 Stroake it on the temples

for the Lytargie. 1593 R. HAavEY Philad. 26 At last a

lethargy made an end of him. 1604 Shaks. Oth. iv. i. 54
The Lethargie must hane his quyet course : If not, he

foames at mouth. 1732 Arbuthnot Rules 0/ Diet 367

A Lethargy is a lighter sort of Apoplexy. 1833 Cycl. Pract.

Med. I. 445/1 By lethargy is meant a torpor both mental

and corporeal, with deep quiet sleep.. .This is the slightest

form of coma. 1840 Dickens Barn. Rudge Lwi, He soon

fell into a lethargy.

2. A condition of torpor, inerlness, or apathy.

£1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 372 Well my^te we seuer

bat slepe of litergi bat is fallen upon vs. 1593 Nashe
Christ's T. 87 We (surprised with a lethargy of sinne)

do nothing but laugh and test in the midst of our sleepie

security. 1601 Shaks. Ttvel. N. 1. v. 132 Cosin, Cosin,

how haue you come so earely by this Lethargie? 1606

Warner A lb. Eng. xiv. xcii, Had not hate in Scottish

hearts bread Lethargie of feare. 1642 in Clarendon Hist.

Reb. VI. § 196 It was a strange fatal Lethargy which had
seized Our good People, and kept them from discerning,

that [etc.]. 167a Drvoem 2nd Pt. Cong. Granada Def.

Epil. 174 Falling .. into a carelessness, and (as I may call

it) a lethargy of thought. 170a Pope SappJto 128 No
tear had pow'r to flow, Fix'd in a stupid lethargy of woe.

1 761 Hume Hist. Eng. II. xxix. 148 Men, roused from

LETHIFERAL.
that lethargy in which they had so long slept. 1837
Dickens Pickw. it, That gentleman had gradually passed
through the various stages which precede the lethargy pro-
duced by dinner. 1842 Tennvson St. Sim. StyI. toi Oft
I fall, Maybe for months, in such blind lethargies, That
Heaven, and Earth, and Time are choked. 1879 Froude
Csesar xx i. 356 Desperate at the lethargy of their com-

, mander, the aristocracy tried to force him into movement.
trans/. 1869 Phillips i 'esnv. v. 152 The expiring stages

I

or intermittent lethargy of a volcano.

t 3. A lethargic or sleepy person. Obs.

1634 Shirlev Example 1. i, Dormant, why Dormant, thou
, eternall sleeoer 1 Who would be troubled with these lethar-

gies about him? Dormant, are you come Dreamer,

f Lethargy, v. Obs. rare. [f. Lethakgy sb.]

;

trans. To affect with lethargy.

1605 Shaks. Lear 1. iv. 249 His Discernings Are Lethar-
, gied. 1769 Colman Prose Scv. Occas. (1787) III. 182 If

lethargied by dulness here you sit.

Lethargy, ol>s. form of Litharge.
I| Lethe Also 6 Lsethe, 7 Lethee.

[L. Lethe', a use of Gr. \t)6t) forget fulness, f. \t)9
,

ablaut-var. of \a$-, root of XavBavtodai to forget.

In fir. AyOn is not the name of the river, though it occurs
1 as a personification; the river is A^fl^? v&wp 'water of

Lethe'].

1. Gr. Myth. A river in Hades, the water of

which produced, in those who thank it, forget ful-

ness of ihe past. Hence, the 'waters of oblivion
*

or forgetfulness of the past.

1567 Gismond 0/ Salem it. Chorus (Drandl Quellen 560),

The flood of Lethe can not wash out thy fame. 1593
Pekle Hon. Garter C3I), "I he Carle Obliuion stolne from
lathes lake. X594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, tv. iv. 250. 1667
Mi {.ton P. L. 11. 583 Farr off from these a slow and silent

stream, Lethe the River of Oblivion roules Her watrie
Labyrinth. 1709 Tatlcr No. 6j T 5 Who had long since
been drowned in the Whirlpools of Lethe. 1872 \V. R. Ohi o
Enigmas Life 191 Severances of Soul for which there is

neither balm nor lethe. 1883 R. W. Dixon Mano 1. viii. 20
Thou poppy, that of Lethe art the flower.

• 2. [V Influenced by \,.Iet[ h um.] Death, rare— 1

.

i6ox Shaks. jfnl. C. in. i. 206 Heere was't thou bay'd, brane
Hart, Heere did'st thou fall, and heere thy Hunters stand
Sign'd in thy Spoyle, and Crimsou'd in thy Lethee,

ti. allrib. and Comb , as 1 eihc-flood, lake, n'ha>f;
J.elhe-tvards adv.

XS79 Si'Ensek Sheph. Cal. Mar. 23 Tho will we little Love
awake, That nowe sleepeth in Lethe lake. 1602 Shaks.
Ham. 1. v. 33 And duller should'st thou be then the fat

weede That rots it selfe in ease, on Lethe Wharfe. 1613

J. Dexnvs Seer. Angling in. xxiii, As if that Lethe-floud
ran euery where. 1820 Kkats Ode to Nightingale 4 As
though of hemlock I had drunk, . . One minute past, and
Lethe-wards had sunk.

t Lethe, a. Obs. rare. Also 5 leyth. [( )f

obscure origin : perh. shortened from lethy, Lithy,

or from Lkathwakk.] Flexible, supple.

c 1440 Promp. Parr>. 302 1 Lethy, or weyke (S. leyth),

fle.xibilis. 1530 Palsgr. 317/1 Lethe delyver of ones
Iymines, sonpie.

Lethe, obs. form of Leath.

Lethean (Ujv an), a. Also 7-8 Lethsean. [f.

I,. J.et/uv-iis a. Gr. \Tj9aTos, f. a^j? Lethk, +-an ]

Pertaining to the river Lethe; hence, peftaining to

or causing oblivion or forgetfulness of the past.

c 1645 Howei.L Lett,\\\.\x.io, \ did not think Suffolk

waters had such a lethsean quality in them. 1667 Milton
/*. L. 11. 604 They ferry over this Lethean Sound. 1697
Dryukn* Virg. Georg. iv. 786 Nine Mornings ihence, Lethean
Poppy bring. 1784 CowrER Task iv. 475 The craftsman

i there [at the tavernj Takes a Lethean leave of all his toil.

a 1849 l^015 Pi'cnis, Ulaltime v, 'I he Lethean peace of the

skies. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. xliv, If Death so taste

Lethean springs. 1888 A. S. Wilson Lyric ofHopeless Love
' lv. 178 No murmured Lethean lullaby.

w
xx b. (See quot. ; as if from L. let

fJi)ttm death.)

1670 Blount Glossogr., Lethean^ . . deadly, mortal, pesti-

I ferous.

!
tLethed, a. Obs rare~°. [?f. L. lei(h)twi

death + -ED.J (See quot.)

1623 Cockeram ii, Dead, Defunct, Lethed, Amort.

Letheon (b~ J>i^n). [In some way from Gr.

\rf9i) (see Lethe)
;

perh. meant for Gr. XrjSaiov,

neut. of XrjOaios LtTHEAN a.] Sulphuric ether when
used as an anesthetic (see quot. iSSo).

1847 N. Brit. Reif. VII. 173 The discoverer of what has

. been termed 1 the Letheon '—or, at least, of the system of
4 Letheonizing '. Ibid. 205 A convict lately . .has begged to

be executed while under the Letheon's influence. 1880

Libr. Univ. Knoivl. (N. Y.) X. 241 Dr. [W. T.O.I Morton
[of Bostonl obtained a patent for the use of ether [as an
anaesthetic], under the name of 4 letbeon ', in 1846.

Hence Le theonize v., trans, to subject to the

action of letheon.

1847 N. Brit. Rn>. VII. 178 A Mr. H . Wells . . dentist, is

' announced as having practised letheonizing since October

1844.

liether, obs. form of Ladder sb.

1741 Chnrclnv. Acc. in Rutland Gloss., For two Rounds
for y* uper lether, 2d.

Lether, variant of Lither Obs., evil, bad.

T Le'thied, a. Obs. rare
~ l

. [app. for Lethe d (^.s

printed in mod.edd.) f. Lethe + -ed.] ?= Lethean.
1606 Shaks. Ant. CI. II. i. 27 Epicurean Cookes, Sharpen

with cloylesse sawce his Appetite, That sleepe and feeding

may prorogue his Honour, Euen till a Lethied dulnesse .

Lethiferal (U'bi-fdral), a. rare — 1
, [formed

as next + -al.] Cansing death, fatal. In quot.^.
1848 Lowell Biglow P. Ser. 1. Introd., I have noted two

2S



LETHIFEROUS.
hundred and three several interpretations, each lethiferal to

all the rest.

Lethiferous (l'V feras), a. Also letiferous.

ff. L. let{k)ifer, f. lel(li)ttm death : see -ferous.]

That causes or results in death, deadly.
1651 Biggs New Disp. r 85 Lethiferous poisons. 1653

H. Mork Coniect. Cabbal. (1713) 20 There is none .. that

bears so lethiferous and poisonous fruit, as the Tree of the

knowledge of the good and evil. 1684 tr. lionet'sMe rc.

Compit. xix. 794 Convulsion and other lethiferous accidents.

1830 Lytton /'. Clifford Hi, As we murder hishops so is

there another class of persons whom we only afflict with

letiferous diseases. 1866 Rosr Ovid's Met, vn. 561 Tending
lethiferous blasts by Auster shed.

Hence f Lethiferousness. rare~°.
17*7 Bailey vol. IT, Lethi/erousttess, Death bringing

Quality.

Lethir, obs. Sc. f. Leather ; var. Lither Obs.

tLethy, a. Obs. rare~ x
. In 7 leattfy. [f.

Lethe + -y.] ~ Lethean.
16x3 Marston Insatiate Countess iv. G« A diuell..That

ha's..drown'd thy soule in leathy faculties.

Lethy, obs. var. Lithy a., supple, pliant.

Letificant, -ate, etc.: see L.ktificant, etc.

1547 Boorde Brcv. Health Ixxxvi. 35 Wyne moderately
taken doth letyfycate and dothe coinforte the herte. 1599
R. Lin'Ciie Fount. A pic. Fid. X iv b. Discreet taking of

wine .dooth letificatc the spirits of men. 1657 Tomlinsos
Renous Disp. 219 It letificates man's heart.

Letil, obs. form of Little.

t Le'tless, a. Sc. Obs. rare" 1
. In 4 letles.

[f. Let sb. 1 + -lehs.] Without let or hindrance.

1375 Barbour Bruce xvi. 568 Thai all sainmyn raid thame
fra, And the land letles leii thame ta.

t Letment. Obs. [f. Letz'.i + -mext.] lilting.

1574 tr Littletons Tenures 52 If the paiticion so made
betvvene them were such, y l at tyme of lettement were egall

ofyerely value.

Let-off, Let-out, shs. : sec Let v. 1 32 f, 34 k.

Letony, obs. form of Litany.

Let-pass (letpcrs). [f. vbl. phrase let pass:

see Let v. 1
] A permission to pass; a permit.

163S Coke in Strafford's Lett. '1739) 1. 423 The Abuse of
Let-Passes. 1647 SpMr.GK Anglia Rediv. (1854) 65 Having
seen the petitions upon which a Let-pass is desired. 1657
W. MoKicK Coena quasi KOiv'r\ Def. xxiv. 24? Suffering none
10 come to the Sacrament without their Let-passe. 1767
T. Hutchinson /list. Mass. (1768) 11. 357 All vessels took
from the governor a lft pass. 1776 Adam Smith IV. Af

. v.

ii. 11. (1869) II. 498 Without requiring any permit or let-

pass. 179a Act 32 Ceo. Ill, c 50 § 2 Nothing ..shall ..

require any .. leipass. .where the ship. .does not go to open
sea. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word bit.. Let-pass, permission
given by superior authority to a vessel, to be shown to ships
of war, to allow it to proceed on its voyage.

Letrure, variant of Lettkuke Oh.
Let3ome, -ness, var. ff. Latksome, -ness Obs.

1647 Trapp Comm. Matt. xiii. 54 He it but . . the letsom-
ness of his delivery, . . it is enough. 1650 — Comm. Exod. 13
Slow of speech. Of a letsorne delivene, word-bound,

Lett (let), [a. G. Lette, ad. the native name
J.atvi] a. An individual belonging to the people

called Letts, who inhabit parts of certain of the

Kaltic provinces of Russia, b. The language of

this people; * Lettish.
1831 For. Q. Rev. VIII. 61 The Letts, a simple-mannered

and now-existing people. Ibid. 70 Henry the Leit, who
wrote in the 13th century. 1862 Loud. Rev. 16 Aug. 150
The Lithuanian proper. .. The Lett, one of its branches, is

spoken in Rsthonia, Livonia, and Courland. 1884 Sat. Rev,

7 June 761/1 Any Lett could make himself undei stood in

India.

Lett, obs. form of Late a\, Leat, Let.

Lettable (le'tab'I), a. Also letable. [f. Let
v. 1

-r- -able.
J

That may be let.

161 1 Cotgr., Affermable,. .leasable, lettable. 1796 Mao.
D'Arolay Lett. Oct., We mean to make this a property
saleahle or letahle. i860 Trollope Framley P. xviii,

Whetherthe house is letable or not. . I do not know. 1893 Dk.
Argyll Unseen Found.Soc. x. 308 This absence of hireable
land in a new country is ' the cause and origin ' of lettable

value 'arising '. 1894 Mrs. Fr. ELLtot Roman Gossip x.

244 A favourable position on account of. .the limited number
of letable quarters elsewhere.

tLe'ttage. Oh. rare" 1
. In6letage. [f. Let

v. 1 + -age.
J The action or process of letting.

1530 Bury Wills (Camden) 249 Too melche nete to be
leten by y churchwardens for the lyme beyng, and lialfe

part of the mony comyng yeerly of the letage of the sayd
uete to go to [etc.).

Lettanie, Ietanie, obs. forms of Latten.
1648 60 IIrxham s. v. Bleck, Lettanie, that is as thinne as

a leafe of gold. Ibid., Fere, ilrasse, Copper, or Letanie.

Lettar e, obs. form of Letter sb:*

Lett-de-camp, variant of Letacamp.

t Le'tted, ///. a. Obs. rare - ». [f. Let v? +
-ed 1

.] Hindered, impeded.
1388 Wyclif E.xod. iv. 10, Y am of more leltid [Vulg.

impcditioris\ and slowere tunge.

t IiCtten, a. Oh. rare. [obs. pa. pple. of
Let v. 1

] Let
;
demised, leased.

1767 Conn. Col. Rec. (1881) XII. 6t6 The rents of the said
letten premises. 1798 in Root Atuer. Law Rep. I. 463 All
his right in said letten premises.

Letter (le'tai), sb. 1 Forms : 3 Ieattre, letere,

3-5 Iet(t)re, 5 lettere, 4-6 Iettur, (4 litter, 5

Iettyr), 3 - letter, [a. or ad. OF. and F. lettre:—

L. liitera a letter of the alphabet (pi. lillerm an

epistle, written documents, records), also litera (in

218

inscriptions let/era), of obscure origin ; the hypo-
thesis that it is connected with UnHre Ho smear' is

now generally rejected.]

I. An alphabetic character.

1. A character or mark designed to represent one
of the elementary sounds used in speech ; one of the

symbols that compose the alphabet. + These letters

= this inscription. For capital, double, Roman,
etc. letter, see the adjs.

a 1225 Aucr. R. 42J>e uif lettres of vre lefdi nome. a 1240
Sawles iVarde in Cott. Horn. 249 A gret boc .. iwriten
wi5 swarte smeale leattres. c 1250 Gen. Ex. 993 His
name 5o wurS a lettre inor .. For <x> wurd abram aoraham.
c 1300 Ilavelok 2481 And bare be writen bise leteres : * pis
is pc swike* (elcl. C1375 Leg. Saints xliii. (Cecile)

111 Vith goldine lettris wrytine brad. C1391 Chaucer
Astrol. 11, § 3 A capita) lettre that is cleped an X. C1400
Maundev. (Koxb.) lii. gpzl wrate letters with baire fingers.

1430-40 Lvdg. Bochas n. xiii. (1554) 51b, Cadmus found
first letters for to wryte. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII,

73 Over whose hedde was written in letters of Romayn
in gold, /aide bonne chcre guy voudra. 1598 Gkenewey
Tacitus, Ann. xi. iv. (1622) 145 He added and published new
letters and characters, c 16*0 A. 1 1 umf. Brit. Tongue ( 1 865) 16
Thus have I breeflie handled the letteresand their soundes.
1651 IIobqhs Leidath. \\. xxvi. 141 In antient time, before
letters were in common use. 1709 Bkrkklky Theory Vision

§ 140 The monosyllable consisting of six letters. 1809
Male in Gil Bias 1. i. r 2 Ity teaching me my letters he
brushed up his own learning. 1840 Lakdner Geom. u6
The letters a, t>, c express respectively the sides of the

triangle.

b. sing, collective for //. Now only in before

the letter ( «= the more usual before letters) : a proof

taken from an engraved plate before the lettering

is inserted.

c 1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg. 93 J>c cankre hab a propre
sauour, be which mai not be write wib lettre. 1642 C.
Vkrnov Cousid. Excheq. 43 His Clerk, .writeth upon every
Tally the whole letter of the Tellers Bill, that when the
Tally is cloven both the foile and the stocke thereof, may
have like letter upon them. 1849 Thackkray Pendennis
xviii, Your Stranges, and Rembrandt etchings, and Wilkies
before the letter.

c. Phrases, f To affect, hunt, lick the letter; to

practise, or study alliteiation. Lclter-by-letter:

taking each letter in its turn ; in quOt. atlrib.

1579 E. K. Ep. Dcd. to Spenser's Sheph. Cal., J scorne and
spue out the rakehellye route of our ragged rymers (for so
themselues vse lo hunt the letter). 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. iv.

ii. 56, I will something affect the letter, for it argues facilitie.

1605 [see Lick v. 3I. 1634 Ifp. Mountagu Gagg Pref. 18,

I could have played the fool in alliteration and hunted the
letter as you have done. 1836 Sou they Conifer's IVks. III.

226 ' In a firm and delicate b^and'. . (no doubt the same letter*

by-letter writing lhat has before been noticed).

d. pi. A round game in which the players have
to form words out of lelters inscribed on separate

pieces of card or ivory.

1856 Wiiyte IMei.vii.lk K~alc Cov. xxi. We sat round a
large table and played at ' letters sedulously 'shuffling*

the handsome capitals as we gave each other long jaw-
breaking words.

2. Printing, a. pi. Types. ? Obs.

1563 Edm. City Rec. in Ann. Scott. Print, xv. (1890) 157
[Hel desytit thair lordschippes to deliuer him the sairiis

irnis and Ictieris. 1588 Mntfrel. Fpist. (Arb.) 22 Walde-
graves printing presse and Letters were lakken away.
1613 Pi'rcuas Pilgrimage (1614) 14 Wee can no more
ascribe these things to chance, than a Printers Case of
letters could by chance fall into the right composition of the
Bible which he printeth. 1683 S. Sewall Diary I. 50 The
last half-sheet was printed with my letters at Boston.

b. sing. Types collectively. Also, a fount of

type ; a particular style of printed characters.

1588 Marprel. Episl. (Arjj.) 23 Another printer, that had
presse and letter in a place called Charterhouse. 1599
Thynnk Animadv. (1875) 71 Caxtonc . first printed Oiau-
cers tales in one colume in a ragged letter, and after in one
colume in a better order. 1618 Bolton Ftorus To Rdr.,
The words . . inserted in a different letter through the text

of Florns. 1683 Moxon Mech. Exerc, Printing 370 By
broken Letter is not meant the breaking of the Shanks of
any of the Letters, but the breaking the orderly Succession
the Letters stood in in a Line, Page, or Form, &e. and
mingling the Letters together, which mingled Letters is

called Py, 1699 Bkntlky Phal. Introd, 3, \ have disthv

fuish'd the Fbrmer Dissertaliun by printing it in a Greater
•etler. 1706 Ukarne Collect. 14 Mar. (O. H. S.) I. 204
He.. is resolv'd to print in a Less Letter & in columns.
1709 Loud. Gaz. No. 4617/4^ Printed upon Extraordinary
Paper, and with a New Brevier Letter. 1719 Swift Baucis
ff Philemon, The ballads pasted on the wall. . Now seem'd
to look abundance better, Improv'd in picture, size, and
letter. 18x6 1. Scott Vis. Paris (ed. 5) 221 Lying preten-

sions., in all the varieties of a large and small letter. 1823
I. BAncocK Pom. Amnseut. 144 When the usual page of

fetter (fusil type) lias been made ready for press, it is .

.

surruunded with a moveable square of wood, which rises

nearly as high as the beard of the letter. 1842 Brands
Did. Sci., etc s.v., There is plenty of letter.

II. Something written.

f3. a. sing. Anything written; an inscription,

document, text ; a written warrant or authority,

b. //. Wri lings, written records. Obs,
a. c 1325 Metr. Horn. 10 Malachye, And . . Ysaie . . Thai

scheu bathe an wit sere letter. 13. . A\ E. Allit. P. B.
1580 Alle loked on bat letter as lewed bay were. 1375
Bar bo' r Bruce x. 353 The gud erll Thomas Assegit, as the
lettir sais, Edinburgh. 1377 Lahgl. /*. /V. B. xi. 198 In
the olde lawe,as holy lettre telleth, Mennes sons men called

vs vchone. c 1380 Antecrisi in Todd 3 Treat. Wyclif \&
J>ei wole pat men precbe fables & lesyngis & berto graunte

LETTER.
lettre. C1386 Chaucer Monk's T. 218 In al that lond
Magicien was noon That koude expounde what this lettre

meiue. c 1475 Songs # Carols 15th C. (Percy Soc.) 56 To
a lettere alone I me ledde, That wel was wretyn upon a wal.

*534 More Treat. Passion Wks. 1316/1 Then foloweth it

I in the letter.
4 Hee came then vnto Simon Peter ' [etc.].

b- c 1250 Gen. % Ex. 2527 And he Sat 5ise lettres wrot,
God him helpe weli mot. a 1533 Ln. Berners Gold. Bk.

,
M. Aurel. (1546) B v, For except the diuyne letiers, there
is noihyng so well written, but that there mate bee founde

j

necessitie of correction. 1557 F. S[eager] Sch. Vertue 185
1 in Babees Bk. 340 If letters had not then brought them to

lyght The truth of suche thynges who could nowe resyght?
1789 Brand Hist. Newcastle II. 380 By letters alone the
accounts of past actions can be handed down to us with
accuracy.

4. A missive communication in writing, addressed

to a person or body of persons ; an epistle. Also,

in extended use, applied to certain formal docu-
: ments issued by persons in authority.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 422 5e ne schulen senden lettres, ne
underuon lettres, ne writen buten leaue. c 1275 Lay. 4496
t>o sende Delgan..one deorne lettre. 13. . Coer de L. 1173
Kyng Rychard dede a lettre wryte (A noble clerk it gan

J

adyte). 1362 Langl. /'. PI. A. vm. 25 Vndur his secre seal
Treube sende a lettre. 1390 Gower Con/. I. 288, I wole
a lettre unto mi brother. .with at my wofull herte endite.

1509 Hawks Past. Pleas, xxx. (Percy Soc.) 149, I shall a
letter make LT nto your lady, and send it by my sonne. 1535
Coverdale Isa. xxxvii. 14 When Ezechias had receaued y*

lettre- of the messaungers, & red it. 1630 Milton znd
,

Poem Univ. Carrier 33 H is Letiers are delivcr'd all and gon.
1676 Ray Corr. (1848)123, I have been lately solicited, .by mi
unknown person who sent me a letter, c 1700 Prior Epist. to

F. Slupherd 12 By penny-post to send a letter. 1777 Cow-
per Let. 20 Apr., I once thought Swift's letters the best

that could be written ; but I like Gray's better. 1848 in

GilbarCs Treat. Banking I. 150 Government were obliged
to interpose by a letter, in order to protect the public from
the restrictive effects of the Act. 185a Mrs

;
Stowe Uncle

Tom's C. xx ii, I'd teach them to . . write their own letters,

and read letters that are written to them. 1885 Law Times
Rep. LI 1 1. 479/2 Her trustees, .applied by letter to Messrs.
Thompson for delivery of their bills of costs,

b. with sing, meaning, after L. litter*.

Chiefly in the formal or legal sense, as in letters

dimissory, letters patent, letiers rogatory, etc., for

which see the adjs. Also letters of administration,

caption, ejection, fraternity horning, etc., for

which see those words.
c 1290 Bccket 1219 in S. Eng. Leg.^ I. 141 To be kinge of

Fraunce heo comen and lettres with heom bere fram J>e

]

king of engelond. c 1350 Will. Palerne 4842 Loo here hire

owne letteres to leue it be beter. <, 1400 Maundev. Roxb.)
xi. 41, I had lettres of be sowdan with his grete seele. 1429

,
Rolls Parlt. 1 V. 34 5/2 Sende your Letters of Prive Seal, xsoi
Ld. Treas. Acc. Scotl. (1900) II. 126 Ormund pursewant, to

I
pas to summond the lard of Fivee and his folkis with lettre2

111 the secund forme. 1604 Shaks. Oth. iv. L 286 Did the
Letters worke vpon his blood. 1629 Laud in Ussher's
Lett. (1686) 410, 1 ..prevailed with his Majesty that I might
write these Lelters to you, which are to let your Grace
understand that [etc.l. *&SX Evelyn Mem. (1857) I. 274,
I had letters of the death of Mrs. Newton, my grandmother,
in-law. 1883 R. W. Dixon Mano 1. xvi. 53 And I shall

give thee lelters unto those Who there abide.

C. In phrases and special collocations. Letter
of advice (Comm,), a letter notifying, e.g. the

drawing of a bill on, or the consignment of goods
I to, the correspondent. Letter of attorney, a

formal document empowering another person to

perform certain acts on one's behalf (now more

v usually ' power of attorney '). Letter of brother-
hood, = letter offraternity (see Fraternity 4).

St. Agatha's letters, letiers writlen on her day
(Keb. 5) as a charm against fire (see quot. 1563).

King's Letters (see quot. 1770). Queen's Letter,

a circular letter to the clergy first issued by Queen
Anne (see quot. 17 15). Letters of slains {Scots

law) : see Slain. To mn one's letters (Scots law)

:

see quot. 1861.

1401 Pol. Poems (Rolls) J I. 21 Why aske ye no letters of

brctherheads of othermenspraiers? i46rin^«rv Wills(\Sso)

50, 1 will.. that myn executours..make hym a letter of attor-

ney if need be. 1563 Homilies 11. Idolatry ill. (1859) 225 In-

I stead of Vulcan and Vesta , .our men haveplaced St. Agatha
and make letters on her day for to quench fire with. 1683 W.
Lloyo in Lett. Lit. Men (Camd.) 187, I desire that wben*w>-

ever you send any thing for me you would be pleased to send
I your letter of advice by the Post. 1715 Nelson Addr. Pers.

I Qua/. 120 The Queen s Letter for making a Collection in

several Parishes, in and about London and in several Cities.

1770 H ailes Ilenrysons Tale ofDog, Bannatyne Poems 280

Charges to pay or to perform, issued in the name of the Sove-

I

reign, arc still termed the King's letters. 1770 Cowpeb Let.

i 2i Apr., To receive it [a dividend! by letter ofattorney. 1825
Knapp & Haldw. Ravga/e Cat. IV. 286/2 Having run his

letters against His Majesty's advocate. 1840 Freese Comm.
I ClasS'bk. 31 The letter wherein the drawing of the bill is

advised, commonly called the 4
letter of advice '. 1861 W.

Bell Did. Law Scot. s.v. Liberation, The prisoner may
run his lelters, lhat is, he may apply in writing to any
of the Lords of Justiciary .. and withm twenty-four hours

the judge must issue precepts to intimate to the public

prosecutor and party concerned, .to fix a diet for trial.^

I 5. The precise terms of a statement ; the signi-

l

fication that lies on the surface. The letter : often

I
used (after St Paul's ypapfia) for the literal

I

tenor of a law or statement, opposed to the spirit.

\ f After the Utter \ literally, f fn letter; in the

more literal meaning (opposed to in spirit). To

I
the letter : implicitly, to the fullest extent.



LETTER. 219 LETTER.

1340 Ham pole Pr, Consc 6759 pir wordes, aftir pe lettre,

er hard to here. 138a Wychf 2 Cor. in. 6 The lettre sleith,

forsoth the spirit quykeneth. C1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xv.

68 pai vnderstand no^t haly writte spiritually, bot after } e

letter. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 3 God hath no
suche boidyly membres, as this texte to the lettre dothe
pretende. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614* 6 Cleauing a<

fast as we can to the letter, let vs draw as neare as we may
to the sense of Moses work. 1636 Massinger Bash/. Lover
v, i, To tread on My sovereign s territories with forbidden

feet The severe letter of the law calls death. 164a J. Eaton
Jloney-c. Free Justi/ 219 That truth which they seemed be-

fore to hold, at leastwise in letter. 1678 Butler Und. in.

ii. 609 To.. Disdain the Pedantry o'th Letter. 1700 Astry
tr. Saavedra-Faxardo I. 160 A Prince is not obligM by
the strict Letter of the Law. 1724 A. Collins Or. Chr.

Relig. 107 And to look on reasoning from the letter to be

mean and low. 1776 Bentham Fragm. Govt. Wks. 1843 I.

270 A King may . . impair the happiness of his people with-

out violating the letter of any single Law. 1809-10 Coi.K-

kiuge Friend (1865) 27 He who most faithfully adheres to

the letter of the law of conscience. 1821 ISyron Sardan. v.

i. 354, I shall obey you to the letter. 1844 Li>. Brougham
Brit. Const, xix. $ 2 (1862) 311 Applying the strict letter of

the law to the circumstances. 1858 Froude Hist. Eng.
III. xvi. 406 The English criminal law was in its letter one

of the most severe in Europe. 1886 Hi gh Conway 1 Living
or Dead iv, You had better follow your father's commands
to the letter. 1888 Bryce A met: Commit; II. liii. 326

Jefferson .. without venturing to propose alterations in the

text of the Constitution, protested against all extensions

of its letter.

6. Literature in general ; hence, acquaintance

with it, learning, study, erudition.

fa. sing. Ok.
a 1400-50 Alexander 624 Arystotill .. one of the coronest

clerkisbat euer knew letter. 1494 Kabyan Chron. vi. clxxix.

176 Lower than his fader in letter and connynge.

b. pL + \\$o good lettenr ,obs.). Occasionally,

the profession of literature, authorship. Man of
letters [« F. homme de lettres] : a man of learning,

a scholar; now usually, a man of the literary pro-

fession, an author. Commonwealth
,

republic of
letters : see those words.
a 1250 Prw.sEl/redlnO. E. Misc. 106 Xe may non ryhtwis

king..Rute if..hecunne lettres lokie him seolf one, hw he

schule his lond laweliche holde. 1483 Caxion Cato \\ j b,

Ly letters and by scyence is the man nyide semblable or

lyke to god. c 1532 Du Wes Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 894
Well lemed in good lettres. 1577 Northbrook e Dicing

(1843) 54 Learning and good letters to yong men bringeth

sobnetie. 1611 Bible John vii. 15 How knoweth this man
letters, hauing neuer learned? 1645 Evelyn Mem. (1857)

I. 146 There were likewise the effigies of the mo>t illus-

trious men of letters. 1693 Wood Li/e\0. H. S.) IV. 50,

I . . have from my youth laboured in good letters. 1708

Partridge Bickerstaffdetected^ lie was bred to letters, and
is master of a pen. 1720 Waterland Eight Serm. 330
Such an Abuse of the Readers, as one shall seldom meet

with among Men of Letters. 1751 IIakrw Iltrnus (1841)

111 He has always been a lover of letters. 1766 Goldsm.
Vic. W. xiv, It was sufficient to shuw me that he was
a man of letters. 1811 Scott Prose Wks. IV. Biographies

II. (1870) 191 Lord Minto, himself a man of letters, a poet

and a native of Teviotdale. 1827 Hallam Const. Hist.

(1876) II. x. 188 That life of exile and privacy which religion

and letters would have rendered tolerable to the King.

1855 Prescott Philip if, 1. vi. (1857)95 Letters kept pace

with art. 1880 Athenxnm 10 Jan. 56 Several guests well

known in letters were present. 1891 Speaker 2 May 532/1

Metaphysics have again condescended to speak the lan-

guage of polite letters,

7. atlriKz.nd Comb. a. simple attributive, chiefly

in sense 4, as letter-bag, -change, -clip, -envelope, -file,

-post, -slit ; b. objective and obj. gen., as letter-

bearer, i-kemer, -opener, -sorter) letter-copying,

-writing.

1809 T. Brown in Naval Chron. XXII. 204 The •letter-

bag was saved. 1838 Dickens O. Twist xlviii, The guard

was standing at the door, waiting for the letter-bag. c 1340

Cursor M. 79o7(Fairf.) Al *letter-berers for-bi ta ensaumple

be vrry. 1846 R. Garnf.tt in Proc. Philol. Soc. II. 233

On certain Initiat * Letter-changes 411 the Indo-European
Languages. 1859 Sala Gas-light <y D. xviii. 204 *Letter-clips,

portfolios, music-cases. 1858 in A dr. Specif. Patents Print-

ing 11. (1864' 3 Stands for * letter-copying presses. 1798 W.
Hutton Antobiog. 24 Pencils, Cards, . .

* Letter-files, Maps
and Pictures. 1683 Moxon Meek, Exerc, Printing xut. P4
They, .left the *Letter-Kerner, after the Letter was Cast, to

Kern away the Sholdering. 1898 IVestm. Gaz. 8 Dec. 3/1

Newideas in pencil-cases and ^letter-openers. 1823 Bentham
Not Pant 286 Between Thessalonica and Athens .. there

was not . . any established *letter-post. 1845 Punch VII 1.

53 The Clerk.. hearing a knocking at (he outer door, looks

through the * letter-slit. 1851 H. Melville Whale xxxi.

147 No ordinary *letter-sorter in the Post-office is equal to

it. 1788 Cowper Let. to Mrs. King 6 Dec, My * letter-

writing time is spent, and I must now to Homer. 1791 Bos-

well Johnson 8 May an. 1781 We talked of letter-wntmg.

1837 Lockhart Scott xlix. (1839) VI. 235 He varied his style

of letter writing according to the character . . of his . . cor-

respondents.

8. Special Combs.: letter-balance, a contri-

vance for ascertaining the weight of a letter;

letter-board {Printing), a board on which matter

in type is placed for convenience in handling ;
let-

ter-book, a book in which letters are (f written or)

filed, or in which copies of letters are kept for refer-

ence; letter-bound a ,
characterized by close ad-

herence to the letter of a law ; letter-box, (a) a box

in which letters are kept ; (l>) one in which they

are deposited for transmission by post or on

delivery; hence letter-box v. nonce-ivd., to put

(a letter) into a letter-box ; letter-carrior, one who
carries letters cither as a private messenger or as

a public official; letter-case, {a) a case to hold

letters
; + (b) an envelope ; letter-corporal, one

entrusted with the duty of fetching and delivering

letters
; + letter-cover, an envelope ; letter-

cutter, one who makes punches for type-founding

;

so letter-cutting; letter-drop (£/. S.), a slot into

which letters may be dropped, as into a post-office

or postal car (Cent. Diet.) ; letter-dropper nonce-

wd. (.
cee quot.) ; latter-founder, -founding,

-foundry type-founder, etc.; letter-head, (a) a
sheet of letter-paper with a printed or engraved

heading giving address, date, or the like
;

{b) dial.,

a postage stamp : letter-heading (see quot.) ; let-

ter-high a. J'rinling^, of the same height as the

ordinary printing-type ; letter-house dial. = Post-

offick ; letter-leaf, an epiphytic orchid of the

genus GrammalopJiyllum, so named from the mark-
ings on the leaves; letter-learned, + (a) learnt

from letters or books; (b) = Hook-i.kaun'Kd; let-

ter-learning = Book-LKAKNINo; letter-lichen,

a lichen of the genus Opcgrapha or order Gra-

phidci (see quot.) ;
letter-lock, a lock which can

be opened only by arranging letters attached exter-

nally so as to. form the word on which the lock is

set ; f letter-man, one of the Chelsea pensioners

who was entitled to extra pay on the ground of a

letter from the sovereign ; f letter-money, in the

Civil War, the money contributed to the support

oflhe royal army in response lo Charles 1's letters;

f letter-monger nome-wd., a forger of letters

;

letter-office = Post-office ; letter-ornament, a

decoration made up of the forms of letters ; letter-

paper, paper for writing letters; as a trade term,

restricted to the quarto size, the smaller sizes being

called note-paper \
letter-perfect a. {V/ieatr.),

knowing one's part to the letter ;
letter-plant -

letter-leaf; letter-punch, a steel punch used in

making matrices for type; letter-rack, a a tray

with divisions to hold an assortment of types; (b)

a small frame in which letters or papers are kept

;

fetter-racket slang (see quot.) ; f letter-receiver,

one who receives letters for transmission by post

;

letter-stamp, a stamp used at a post-office for

cancelling postage-stamps or for impressing noti-

fications on letters or parcels ; letter-struck a.

nonce-wd., smitten with the love of learning ; let-

ter-weight -paper-weight ; + let ter-will Sc. , one's

testament ; letter-winged a., of a kite, having

the wings marked as if with letters <

K Cenl. Diet.);

letter-wood, the wood of the South American

tree Brosimum Anbletii, which is marked with

black spots resembling letters or hieroglyphics;

letter-worship, an undue attention to the letter

of a law or commandment ;
letter-writer, a) one

who writes letters (hence used in the titles of

manuals of letter-writing); (//) a machine for

taking copies of letters. Also Lkttkr-caku,

Letter-press.

1683 Moxon Mcch. Exerc, Printing vii, * Letter-Hoards

are Oblong Squares . .of clean and well-beason'd Stuff. 1776

J. Auams in Earn. Lett. (1876) 224 It would till this *letter-

book to give you all the arguments for and against this

measure. 189a Sir R.V.Williams in Law Times Rep.

LXVI1. 234/1 The letter-book satisfies me that Mr. Norton

was right. 1643 .Milton Divorce it. xx, That *letter-bound

servility of the canon doctors. 181a Examiner 30 Nov.

766/1 The libel was found in the Metter-box of the News-

paper. 1849 Thackeray 4 Sept. in Scribners Mag. I.683A,

I put the letter into the unpaid-letter box. 1807 W. Tavlor

in Robberds Menu II. 187 It is belter., that I should

letter box it here. 155a Huloet, *Letter carier, atnbulns,

libcllio,tabellarius. 1697 Lt ttrell Bric/Rcl. (1857) IV. 304

A warrant is come from his majestie, appointing Mr. Van-

hulse, the Dutch secretary, to be court letter carrier. 1828

Miss Mitforu Village Ser. 111. 20 Such another Dick and

such another donkey, who acted as letter-carriers to that

side of the village. 1672 T. Jordan Lond. Triumph. 16 By
Ladies * Letter-case, [Hel Shall have a better place. 1790

Mao. D'Arblay Diary Nov., My memorial was always in

my mind ;
my courage never rose to bringing it from my

letter-case. 1823 J. Badcock Dom. Ainnsem. 44 Let
.
a

person choose any one of them [cards], and inclose it in

a leiter-case. 1896 Mrs. Choker Village Tales 1 lips to

the mess-servants, the Metter-corporal, and colour-sergeant.

1742 Richardson Pamela IV. 233 Her Handkerchief, and
* Letter-cover. 1683 Moxon Mcch. Exerc, Printing xii.

F 1 A *Letter-Cutter should have a Forge set up. /but.

p 81 "Letter-Cutting is a Handy-Work hitherto kept so

conceal'd among the Artificers of it. 17x1 Addison\ S/>ect. No.

50 P2'l'he Lipogrammatists or *I^tterdroppers of Antiquity.

1683 Moxon Mcch. Exerc, Printing xi. f 33 To let you

know how the * Letter-Founder Cuts the Punches. 1887 'I
.
B.

R EED(//7/<r) History of the Old English Letter Founders.

1769 Connect. Col. Rcc (1885) XIII. 273 Resolved . that

the Treasurer . . pay out of the public treasury to said Buel

one hundred pounds .. conditioned that he set up and

stamp. X887 UarPet _ .

upon the 'tavern
1
letter-head. 1871 Atner* Encycl. Print-

ing^. Ringwalt), * Letter-Headings, lines printed at the
head of sheets of letter-paper, containing the residence, and
generally the name and place of business, of the party for

whom such work is done. 1683 Moxon Meek. Exerc,
Print ingi'x. r 2 In the choice of his Brass Rules, he examines
that they be exactly *Letter high. 1832 Miss Mitfokd
Village Ser. v. 47 The *letter-house had lately acquired
another occupant. 1866 Treas. Bot., *Letter-lea/ox Letter-
Plant. 1649 Warn. Jac. Beem xxviii. 18 That selfe-rea>ou

which without Gods spirit is onely *letter-learned. 1770
Whitefield Wks. (1772) VI. 30 The letter-learned Scribes
and Pharisees in our Saviour's time. 1678 R. Barclay Apol.
Quakers (1841) 283 As for Metter learning, we judge it not
so much necessary to the well being of one. a 1845 Hood
To Tom U'oodgate ix, AH lettcr-Uarning was a line you,
somehow, never crossed. 1856 W. L Lindsav Brit. Lichen*

245 Graphidcaccse . . in allusion to the re*eml>lance of the
apothecia .. to ancient hieroglyphics or written characters.

For the same reason the Graphiini" are popularly designated
* *l.etter Lichens ' or

4 Scripture-worts 1850 CllUiUl t.oiks

Keys 6 Another description of lock is that well known by
the name of the * * Letter Lock '. 1724 /. ond. Gas. No. 6230/2
All the Out-Pensioners (as well * Letter-men as others) be-

longing to the said Hospital (Chelsea]. 180. in A. H. Crnu-
furd Gen. Crau/nrd «V Light Div. (1891) 34 An inc 1 ease in

the pay and in the number of letter men. a 1674 Ciaren-
ix)n Hist. Reb. ix. § 27 The "Letter Money and Stibscrip.

tion Money being almost exhausted. 1699 Bknji.ky Phal.

171 Our "Letter-manger has HerodottWs very words. 1689
Lond. Gaz. No. 2486/4 Whoever gives notice of the said

Robbers to the Genera! v Lettcr.Ofrice at London, shall be
very well rewarded. 1711 Royal Protlam. 23 June, ibid.

No. 4866/1 That .. there be one General Letter-Office and
Post-Office established in the City of London. 1837 Oickkns
Picktv. xxxiii. Sam .. stepped into the stationer's shop, and
requested to be served with a sheet of the best gilt-edged

Mctlcr-paper. 1888 Jacob! Printer's I'otab.^ Letter-paper.
Thwterinisapplted toquarto paper—note paper being octavo.

1885 J. K. Ji komk On the Stage 133 He would be 'letter

perfect in all by the following l hnrsday. 1871 Amer. Emyi /.

Printing^. Kingualt), *Lt t/er-raik, ii rack for containing
wood and metal letters of such ;c si/e that it would be in-

convenient to keep tlietn in cases. 1812 J. H. Vaux i la.\h

/Vi/., *Letter-racket< uoing about to respectable house*, with
a letier or .statement, detailing :v>ine case of extreme distress,

as shipwreck, sufferings by fiie, &c. 1683 Lond. Gaz.
No. 1812/4 Many of the * Letter- Receivers are Tradesmen.
1667 Kvm.vN /*«/». k.wploym. 77 There is nothing more
stupid than some of these /iovfronaTciKToi, "letter-struck

men. 1596 in Dickson & Kdmond Ann. Seot. Printing 478
Followis the Deidis Legacie and *l.ettrewill. 1598 Ibid. 365
Made his Testament and Letlre-Will. 1698 Fko<,kk i'oy.

lay ^Letter-wood as they call itc 1892 Manu/at hirer*

s

Circular, Lclierwood,/ 1 2 uw. to £50 per ton. 1879 Fakkak
St. Pant (1883* 1 17 The subtler, idolatry of formalism and
"letter-worship. 1710 Addison Whig Exam. No. a • 4 Our
"Let ter- writer here alludes to that known verse in Lucau.

*7S9 (tide) The Complete Letter-Writer. 185s Ogilmk,
Snppl., Letter-writer . . an instrument for copying letters.

1888 A themenm 14 Jan. 43^ The same desire impels thou-

sands of pwrsonm to wtite letters to the newspapers; but

these letter-writers aie not usually journalists.

llcncc I#e*tterlet, Le'tterling" nonccxvds. % a

little letter. fLe tterlym/^., to the letter; literally.

t 1440 Hvl-ion Scuta Pet/ (W. de W. 1494) 11. xx\i, Yf
they may fulfill letlerly {eorretted letterally 1499] tI,e COM1 '

maundemenfes of god. 1781 Twining in /". Papers 11887)

5 Your reproaches about strclch-work, short line->, and

letterings. 1836 Coleridge's Lett., Convert., etc. II. 109,

I judge .. from the numberless Letter-lets in my possession.

Letter Je'taj), sb.- Also 5 Ietere, 8 Sc. latter,

[f. Let v.i + -ek i.] One who lets, in senses of the

vb.
; esp. one who allows another the use of (apart-

ments, a horse, house, etc.) for hire.

1552 HcLOfcT, Letter of house or lande, canacularius.

1671 CrownK Juliana 1. Dram. Wks. 1873 I. 28 Hy his tone

a kind of letter of lodgings. 1723 Lond. Gaz. No. 6175/6

Thomas Jenkins, .. Letter of Horses. 1851 Mayhlw Lond.
Labour (i860 1 1. 230 The letters of rooms are the most

exacting in places crowded with the poor. 1885 Law
Reports 14 Q. Uench Div. 892 The relation .. between

hirers and letters of private carriages. 1893 Field 10 June
832/1 Guilders and letters of boats might object.

b. In Comb., as agent-noun corresponding to

various phrasal combinations of the vb., as t letter-

blood, letter-loose, letter-out] letter-go, one who
'lets go'; in Sc. use (Jetter-gae) a jocular synonym

for 'precentor', after A. Ramsay (quot. 171 5).

c 1400 Lan/rancs Cirurg. 299 A man M schal be letere

blood schal be ?ong. 1611 Makkham Country Content. 1.

vii. (1615) 104 He which was chosen Fcwterer or letter loose

of the Grey-hounds. 1616 B. Jonson Horace's Art Poetry

234 A careless letter-go Of money. 1671 H. M. tr. Erasm.
Colloa. 267 The letter out of the Horses at first was silent.

1715 Ramsay Christ's Kirk Gr. tt. xvi, The latter gae of

haly rhime, Sat up at the boord-head. c 1750 Asion Suppl,

to Gibber 8 She [Mrs. Bracegirdle] was the Daughter of a..

Letter-out of Coaches. 1815 Scott Guy M. xi. There was

no sae money hairs on the warlock's face as there's on Letter-

Gae's ain at this moment. 1847 Whistle-Binkic (Scot. Songs)

Ser. v. (1890) II. 169 The lettergae trying new tunes.

t Le'tter, sb* Obs. Also 4 lettere, -our, 4-6

lettarfe. [f. Let + -eu *.] One who lets or

hinders.
a 1300 Cursor M. 16888 Yond traitur, yond letter or vr lat.

1362 Langl. /\ PI. A. 1. 67 He is a lettere of loue. 1387 8

T. Usk Test. Loz>e 1. Hi. (Skeat) 1. 126 For soche lettours, it

is harde any soche iewell to winne. 1434 Misyn Mending
Li/excn Violence he doys to all his lettars. 1494 Kabyan

Chron. VIT. ccxlii. 283 The letter or this ioumey..was
Rycharde duke or Guyon. 1523 Act 14 <y 15 Hen. Vill,

c. 1 If any clothmaker .. be letted than the letter .. to ..

forfait . . fXxd. 1563 Abi\ Parker Articles, Whether your

Persons, Vicars and Curates be .. letters or good religion.

1616 J. Davies Comfilirn. Verses in Capt. Smith's Descr.

New Eng.. Thy Letters are as Letters in thy praise.

28-2
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Letter (le-tw), v. [f. Letter sfi.i]

f 1. trans. To instruct in letters or learning. Obs,
c 1460 G. Ash by Policy Prince 648 Poems (E. E. T. S.) 33

Yf god sende you children . . Do theim to be lettred right
famously.

2. To exhibit or set forth by means of letters;

also, to distinguish by means of letters.

1668 Wilkins Real Char. iv. iv. 440 It would be conve-
nient, that every one of these Instances should be Philo-
sophically Lettered. 1869 Tynoall Notes Led. Light 46
Fraunhofer . . lettered them and made accurate maps of
them. 1877 Farrar In Days 0/ Youth i. 3 He [God] letters

it (his name] in fire amid the stars of heaven.

3. To affix a name or title in letters upon [tt book,
a shop, etc.); to inscribe (a name) in letters. Also,
to inscrihe with (something).
171a Aodison Sped. No. 463 77, \ observed one particular

Weight lettered on both sides. 1714 Loud. Gaz. No. 5235/3
The binding each Hook will be.. 4*. Letter'd on the Back.
'755 Johnson Let. to Warton 20 Mar. in Boswell, I hope
to see my Dictionary bound and lettered next week. 1844
E. Warburton Crescent <y Cross (1845) 11. 420 The greater
number of the shops are lettered in the same tongue [Italian],
1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Dcr. iv. xxxiii, 't here might be a
hundred Ezra Cohens lettered above shop-windows. 1877
Act 40 #41 Vict. c. 60 § 3 Everycanal boat, .shall be lettered,
marked, and numbered in some conspicuous manner.
4. intr. In occasional uses. a. To earry letters,

b. To write letters.

c 1645, 1681, 1813 [see Lettering]. 1840 Dickens Barn.
Rntlgt xxiv, Our people go backwards and forwards, .letter-
ing, and messaging. i85i lip. Wilberkorce Diary™ Feb.
in Life {1882) III. i. 15 Did not go out at night, but lettered.

Letterane, obs. form of Lectern.
II Lettera-to. Obs. [It.:- L. litterdltts ; cf.

Litehatus.] A man of letters; a learned man.
1656 Earl Mon.m. Advi.fr. Parnass. 14 That unluckie

Laconick Letterato.

Letterature, obs. form of Literature.
Letter-card. [Cf. F. carte kitre, G. kartell-

brief.] The official designation of a folded card,
having a gummed and perforated edging, so as to be
closed and sent through the post (with an impressed
or an affixed stamp" as an ordinary letter.

Introduced in Belgium in 1882, in Great Britain in 1892,
and now used in many countries of the world.
1892 (Feb.) Instructions on Letter Card, To open the

letter card, tear off the edge^at the perforation. 1892 Daily
News 12 Feb., Letter-cards, impressed with a penny postage
stamp ., are now on sale at every post-office. .. The letler-

cards will be subject to all the regulations affecting letters.

Lettered lcUxl\ ///. a. Forms : 4-5 let-

t(e)rid(d, -yd, 4-6 lett(e)red, Sc. letter-it, -yt,

5 6 letterd e, 6 Sc. lettiret, 4- lettered. Also

4 y-lettrede. [f. Letter sbA or v. + -kd.]

1. Acquainted with or instructed in letters

;

learned, literate, educated.
1303 R. Brinnk Ifaudi. Sytme 7894 Pre*t wel y-lettrede

ys to blame, pat [etc.U c 1350 Will. Palcrne 4088 A ful
loueli lady lettered at J?e best. C1375 Sc.*Leg. Saints
xxvii. (Machor) 957 Twa uf liland bat .. sum dele letteryt
ware, a 1400 50 Alexander 2241 Lettrid heme Quare-to
feynys bou pis fare? 1481 Caxton Godfrey clxi. 238
Peter bertilmewe, clerk and but litil lettred. 1535 .Stewart
Cron. Scot. (1858 II. 684 Ane letterit man profound in all

science. 1561 Dals tr. Bullingeron Apoc. (15731 12 Agaynst
those lettered heretickes lohn speaketh playnly. 1571
H.vnmek Chron. Int. (16331 1

'25 t hey inquired not whether

;
. their Ministers were lettered. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v.

i. 48 Mounsier, are you not lettred? 1605 Camoen Rem.,
Epigr, 14 A man well borne and better lettered. 1689
Evelyn Mcnt. (1857) IU.305 fxmdon, abounding with so
many wits and lettered persons. 1713 Steele Guardian
No. 94^5 The lettered coxcombs without good-breeding
give, .just occasion to rallery. 1750 Johnson Rambler No.
2 ? 14 It may not be unfit for him who makes a new entrance
into the lettered world.. to suspect his own powers. 11822
Shelley Def. Poetry Pr. Wks. 1888 II. 17 The bucolic
writers, who found patronage under the lettered tyrants of

j

Sicily and Egypt.
#

1855 M ilman Lat. Chr. (1864) II. 3 The
unlettered barbarians willingly accepted the aid of the let-

tered clergy.

absot. 1363 Langl. P. PI. A. 1. 125 Lerep hit pis lewed
men for lettrede hit knowep. c 1425 Eng. Conq. Irel. Ivii.

134 He . . toke, both of letrcd & of lewed, be cursed tallages
of gold & of siluer. 1433 Lydg. S. Edmund App. 374
Symple and lettryd ther heedysdid enclyne.

2. Of or pertaining to learning or learned men

;

characterized by learning or literary culture.

1709 Prior To Dr. Sherlock on Death 31 Wit may
admire, and letter'd Pride be taught. 1775 Johnson West.
1st. Wks. X. 317 And entertained with all the elegance of
lettered hospitality. 1798 S. Rogers Kp. to Friend 137
This sheltered scene of lettered talk. 1816 Disraeli Viv.
Grey 1. i, He was a man of lettered tastes. 1850 Hawthorne
Scarlet L. Introd. (1883) 45 This was my all of lettered
intercourse. 1875 Tennyson Q. Mary 11. 1, He loved the
more His own . . letter'd peace.

3. Composed of a (specified) number of letters.

1608 Wili.et Hexapla Exod. 346 That foure lettered
name of God.
4. Inscribed with letters ; spec, of a book : Having

the title, etc. on the back in gilt or coloured letters.

1665 J. Webb StonC'Heng (1725) 163 A letter'd and straight

and long Order denotes, .the Conflicts of Combatants. 1707
Lond. Gaz. No. 4293/3 Gilt-back, and Letter'd. 171a
Aouison Sped. No. 463 r 6, I observed one particular
Weight lettered on both Sides. 1740 Dyek Ruins Rome 324
Phoebus' letter'd dome. 1746-7 Hervey Medil. (18 18) 12
The next thing which engaged my attention was the let*

tered floor. 1809 R. Langford introd. Trade 80 Hervey's
Meditations, calf lettered, a 1813 A. Wilson flu Church'

220

yard Poet. Wks. (1846) »3» I woo thee, thoughtful, from this
letter'd stone. 1868 Browning Ring «y Bk. 1. 82 One glance
at the lettered back. 187a W. S. Symonos Rec. Rocks vi.

169 Camden, who speaks of a lettered stone he saw.

letteree (letan'). [f. Letteu sbA + -ek,]

(See quot.)
167a Petty Pot. Anal. (1691) Advt., My Letterees are

meant persons restored to Land by virtue of the Letters of
King Charles the Second. Ibid. 2 There was restored to
Letterees and Nominees . . 60 (acres].

Letteret (le-Uret). [f. Letter sbA + -et.] A
little or short letler.

1817 Byron To Moore 25 Mar., I have written to you ..

six letters, or letterets. i8aa Lamb Lett, x'xl To B. Barton 114
Begging you to accept this letteret for a letter. 1835 Hooo
in Mem. (i860) I. 107 A little letteret that cannot do any.
body any harm.

Lettering (le-tarirj), vbl. sb. [f. Letteh v. or
sbA + -ixg I.]

1. The action of writing letters ; letter- writing.
C1645 Howell Lett. (1650) II. 118 You may give the law

of lettering to all the world. 1681 Disc. Tanger 3 If I ex-
ceed the Laws of Lettering, your command is my Apology.
1813 Byron in Moore Lett. % Jrnls. (1830) I. 464, I hate
lettering.

2. The action or process of putting letters upon
(anything) by inscribing, marking, painting, gild-

!

mg> printing, stamping, etc. Also cotter. , the letters

i
inscribed.

281 1 L. IS I. Hawkins Ctess <y Gertr. I. 261 The letterings
of his hooks had . . afforded her a high hope of pleasure.
1832 G. R. Porter Porcelain <S- CI. 241 The dial-plate is

complete, with the exception of the figures or lettering.

1869 J. Raven Ch. Bells Cambr. (1881^ 12 The rudeness of
the lettering seems to suggest an early date. 1877 W<7 40
<v 41 Vict, c 60. § 3 Such lettering, marking, and numbering
shall include the word 1 registered '.. and the registered
number. 1879 Miss Braddon Vixen III. 146 The book was
to have.. a smooth grey linen binding with silver lettering.

3. attrib. and Comb.', lettering block, -box
(see cjuots.)

;
lettering pieee, the piece of leather

on which the lille of a book is stamped ; letter-

ing-tool, * a bookbinder's tool for stamping the

gilt titles on the backs of books* (^Knight Did.
Meek. 1 875^.
1871 Atiier. Encyct. Printing (ed. Ringwali) 74 *Lettering*

block, a piece of wood, the upper surface being rounded,
upon which side-labels are lettered. *Lettering-box, the
box in which the type are screwed up preparatory to letter-

ing. lZiZArt Bookbinding 30 Working the letters firm and
straight on the *lcttering-piece. 1880 Print. Trades 'jfrnl.

N031. 11 Some account-book lettering-pieces produced ..

for the trade are certainly wonderful specimens of lettering.

Lettering, obs. Sc. form of Lectekx.

Letterize (le'toroiz}, v. [f. Letteh sbA +
-Izk.J intr. To write lellers.

1824 Lamb Lett. xiv. To B. Barton 134 The idea of letter-

ising has been oppressive to me of late. 1837 H. 1'arton
Select. (1849) ii

f
l have felt unequal to any letter izing.

Letterless (letwtes , a. [f. Letter slO +
-less. J Devoid of letters.

1. Unacquainted with letters or literature; il-

literate. Also absot.

a 16 18 Sylvester Quadrains of Pibrac xevii, T is to be
more than Sylla Letter-lesse. 1653 Waterhouse Apol.
Learning 125 A meer daring letterless Commander can .

.

promise himself no more successe in his Enterprise then
[etc.]. 1756 Law Lett. Import. Subj. 24 They help the
ignorant and letterless to., a knowledge of God. i860

Q. Rev. CVII I. 225 Silbury Hill .. the attempt of a letter-

less race to perpetuate the memory of some event. 1880
P. Greg Errant II. v. 59 Hookies* captain and letterless

subaltern. 1884 Century Mag. XXVI 1 1. 157 There was an
illiterate generation, and a letterless race to be educated.

2. Having no letters or correspondence.
1837 Lett.fr. Madras (1843) 62 Unfortunate beings so let-

terless as to be able to pay them [sc. visits]. 1884 Hp. Thorolu
Yoke Christ 105 A London Sunday .. is absolutely letter-

less. 1886 Mrs. A. Hunt That other Person 11. 49. She
wroteto him each day, and bemoaned her letterless condition.

3. Having no letters inscribed or appended.
1881 Education Feb., The title .. was only retained by

those who would have been absolutely letterless but for this

domestic honour. 1886 Macleod Clyde District Dumbar*
tonsh. i. 6 This ancient letterless slab.

Letterlet, -ling, Letterly : see Letter sb. 1

Lettern, Letteroun, obs. forms of Lectehn.

Le tter-press, [f. Letter sbA]

1. (Now commonly written letterpress.} Matter

printed from letters or types, as distinguished from

what is printed from plates. Also attrib. , as in

letterpress printing (for which the use of the word
in this sense may be elliptical).

1758-65 Goldsm. Ess. ii, Four extraordinary pages nfletter-
press. /J1764 LuovoPit/fPoel. Wks. 1774 1. 176 Plain letter-

press shall do the feat. 1773 Hartford Merc. 18 Sept.

Suppl. 4/3 Letter-press Printing is neatly perform'd. 1803-

1a Bentham Ration. Jndic. Eznd. (1827) III. 473 note, In

the case of letter press, any such alterations are as yet,

perhaps, without example. 18*5 J. Nicholson Opcrat.
Mechanic 711 Plaster of Paris .. is poured over the letter-

press page. 18x8 Miss Mitforo Village Ser. 111. Introd. 1

They who condescend to read the letter-press will have the
advantage of my fair correspondent. 1840 Laroner Geout.

137 In letter-press printing, the types . . are put together ..

with their faces upwards. 1860-1 Flo. Nightingale Nurs-
ing ii. 1 1 The places where . . letter-press printers . . have to

work for their living. 1861 Sat. Rev. 7 Dec, 591 William
and Mary Howitt have contributed the letterpress. 1889

1 Spectator 14 Dec. 830 In this cartoon, and the letterpress

1
concerning it, are commemorated letc).

LETTING.

2. A weight to keep one or more letters in place.
1848 C. A. Johns Week at Lizard 78 They (pieces of

rock] are often worked into .. letter-presses, &c
3. A press for taking copies of letters.

190X Westm. Gaz. 13 June 9/3 Van Helden .. slipped
a handcuff upon his wrist, and fastened the other to the
letter-press.

Letter(r;ure, variant ol Lettrure Obs.
Lettes se, Lettewys, obs. ff. Lettuce, Lettice.
Lettic (le-tik), a. {sb.) [f. Lett + -ic] Of,

pertaining to, or related to the Letts ; = Lettish.
Also, in wider sense, applied to the group ol lan-
guages (by some philologists called Baltic) com-
prising Lettish, Lithuanian, and Old Prussian, and
to the group of peoples speaking these languages.
Also absol. as sb., the Lettic or Lettish language.
187a R. Morris Eng. Accidence i. 8 The Lettic Languages.

(1) Old Prussian.. (2) Lettish or Livonian.. (3) Lithuanian.
1880 Libr. Univ. Knowl. (N. Y.) VI II. 835 The Lettic
race proper still in Courland, in Livonia. 1881 Freeman
Hist. Geog. Eur. I. xi. 466 note, A common name for these
closely allied nations is sometimes needed. Lettic is the
most convenient.

t Le ttice. Obs. Also 5 letuse, -uee, letvis, 6
letewis, letuis, lettewys, lettis(e, -yee, -ys,
-ushe, 6-7 letwis. [a. OF. letice

f
-is^s)*, etc.,

app. a. OHG. illittso
t
mod.G. iltiss polecat; but

the application of the name has varied at different

times.] A kind of whitish grey fur (Cotgr.).
[1363 Act 37 Edw. II/,c. 12 Qels ne usent revers dermynes

ne de let uses esclaire. 1373 in Exch. Rolls Scot. II. 440
In empcione trium timbraruin de letysses cum dimidio, et
septein letisses varii precii.] a 1450 A'nt. de la Tour (1868)
65 Her good and gay clothing, and furres of gray meniueie
and letuse. 1457 Sc. Acts Jas. II (1814) II. 49/2 As to peir
gownys p< na woman weir mertrikes nor letviss. icoa Will
of Wrattestey (Somerset Ho.\ Mysecunde cap of letewis.

1542 Inv. R. Wardrobe (1815) 100 Anc gown .. quhairof the
slevis hes bein Iiynit with letuis. a 1548 Hall Chron.,
25 Hen. I 'III (1809) 803 The lorde Chauncellor in a robe of
Scarlet open before bordered with lattice. x66a Stat. Irel.

(1765)11. to6 Letwis tawed, the timber, containing forty
skins 8s. \d.

b. attrib. and Comb., as leitice-hnnet^ -fur ;

lettiee-cap, a cap of this fur, apparently worn as
a means of inducing sleep ; lettice -ruff, a person
wearing a ruff or collar of this fur.

1599 Minsheu Sp. Diet., A *Lettice bonnet or cap for
gentlewomen, v. Albane'ga. \lbid., Albanega, a kind of
networke eoife that women weare on their heads.] 1544

j

Will ofR. Cressey (Somerset Ho.), * Lettys cappes. 1583
,
Stcbbes Anat. Abus. 1. (1879* 69 Some weare lattice
cappes with three homes, three corners I should saie, like
the forked cappes of Popishe Priestes. 1619 Fletcher
M. Thomas 111. i, Bring in the Lettice cap. Vou must be
shaved sir, And then how suddenly wce'l make you sleep.
i6ai — Thierryff Theod. v. ii. K2 Phisitians, some with
glisters, Some with lettice caps, some posset drinkes, some
pills. 1533 Wriothesley Chron. (1875) 1. 20 Gownes of
Scarlett edged with white *lcttushe furre. 1624 Fletcher

1 Wifefor month 11. iv, Is this *Lettice Ruffe yuur husband?
Lettice, obs. form of Lattice, Lettuce.

II Lettiga (kttrga). Also lettiea, latiga. [It.

lettica, lettiga:— \„ lectica a litter.] {See quots.)
1805 W. Irving in Life <r Lett. (1864) I. 114 Wynn and

Wadsworth were seated in a Lettiga, a kind of sedan chair
that accommodates two persons w*no sit facing each other.
181 1 J. Howolek Select Pieces (181 7) I. 54 Mr. Burginan
had been so good to provide me with proper mules and a
latiga [or travelling. 1821 Earl Aberdeen in Sir H.Gordon
Life iii. (1893) 68, I must positively have you carried to the
spot in a lettica. 1838 H. G. Knight Normans in Sicily

148 The lettiga is a small vis-a-vis, carried on long poles by
two mules.

Letting (le tirj), vbl, sb.^ [f. Let v.l * -ingL]
The action of Let vA in various senses.

1. The action of allowing the movement or
passage of, giving loose or vent to

;
chiefly with

adverbs, as down, in
7 off. Also letting blood,

letting go.

1423 Jas. 1 Kingis Q. xli, Onely throu latting of myn
eyen fall. 1482 Monk ofEvesham (Arh.) 107 The lyftyngys
vppe of the crosse and the lettyngys done ageyne. 1530
Palsgr. 239/1 Lettyng of Mode, setgnee. 1662 Stillingi-l.
Orig. Sacr. 111. i. § 16 Man is formed with a mouth.,
for receiving and letting forth uf air. 1665 Manlev
Grotius' Lo7o C. Warres 149 The letting in of the Waters,
and other things, .were hindred. 1668 Wilkins Real Char.
tt. i. § 5. 38 Letting go. 1839 Bailky Festus C18541 219 The
good we do is of His own good will,—The ill, of His own
letting, a 1849 H. Coleridge Ess. (1851) I. 97 Some wise*

acres., would think it h woful letting-down. 1852 Mrs.
Stowe Uncle Tom's C.lx, She couldn't wear one of your
gowns, could she, by any letting down ? a i86x Clough
Mari Magno 692, 1 . .knew the letting-offof steam, and rose.

18S1 Trench Set*. Ch.Asia 78 Such a letting go of first love.

1864 Mrs. Gatty Parablesfr. Nat. Ser. iv. 109 He thought
his father's argument a letting down of principle.

2. The action of allowing the use of (houses,

lands, ete.) on payment of rent, etc.
;

leasing.

Also wilh out.

1538 Lichfield Gild Ord. (E. E.T.S.) 8 All men which
haue or hold ony tenement of the lettyng of the master and
the wardens. 1656 H. Phillips Purch. Patt. (1675) 1 The
letting and taking of Leases. 1669 Woouheao St. Teresa
11. xxii. 130 Not the Season for letting ofhouses. 1790 Burxe
Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 252 Where the letting of their land was by
rent [etc.]. 1833 Ht. M artineau Cinnamon Pearls ii. 20
The letting of the Pearl banks had been accomplished. 1883
R. Ritchie Bk. Sibyls ii. 83 He . . reorgani2ed the letting

out of the estate. 1885 Act 48 <y 49 Vict, c 77 § 7 If any
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land is comprised in a lease for .. lives, or in a letting for a
termofyears.

t
1894 Times $ Feb. 4/3 The Irish gra>s Idlings

are making high prices.

Letting (le tiq\ vbL sb? arch. [f. Let v£ +
-1NG 1.] The action of Let

;
delaying, hinder-

ing, an instance of this; also quasi-* 0«<r., a hin-

drance, an obstacle ; frequent in + but, without

letting, without hindrance, without delay.

e 1020 Rule St. Benet (Logeman) 87 03er lettmcge Jwet he

na bolide. ^iim O.E. Chrott. an. 1101 (Laud MS.) Se
cyng sydSan scipa ut on sa: sende his broker . . to lietlinge.

0.1240 Ureisnn in Cott. Horn. 187 J>e bitternesse of mine
sunnen attri is be lettunge. c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 3204 Non
man on hem letting dede. £1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 263/76

With-oute lettingue In heo ^eode. a 1300 Cursor M. 3199
O bis letting was he ful glad, ibid, 4914 For drightin dos

vs na letting. 1375 Harbour Bruce 11. 12 The lord the

bruce, but mar letting, (iert priuely bryng Stedys twa.

C1375 Sc. Leg, Saints iii. {St. Andrew) 974 pat mycht be

hendringe to myn fame, and lattinge als to ^ore gud
name, c 1380 Wvclif Set. U r

ks, II I. 425 Seynt Poule biddes

men preye wibouten letiynge. c 1400 Mclayne 1503 Go we
to your company.. Late ther be no Letiynge. c 1470 Hknrv
Wallace IK. 1183 And our he swam; for lattyng fand he
nocht. i486 M arc C'tess Oxford in Four C. Eng. Lett. 7

To the letting of his seid purpose.
m
1502 Ord. Crystcn Men

(\V. de W. 1506) 1. i. 8 He maye be in ihe waye of saluacyon

if he haue none other letiynge. 1657 Divine Lover 299 The
waye is.. full of..theiues, and many other greale letlings.

tb. Wasting (of time). Obs.

1398 Trevisa Bart/i. De P. R.xvu. xx. (1495' 616 Whiche
were ouer noyouse and grctly leliynge of tynie to reherse

theym here al arowe. 1494 Faryan Citron, v. cxvii. 92 'I'o

shewe here the vayne and dissymulyd sorowe that Frede-

gunde made for the Kynge, it were but letiynge of tyme.

t Letting, ///. ci. Obs. rare. [f. Let z;.- +
-ING 2

.] That lets or hinders ; hindering.

c 1450 tr. De Imitatione 1. xxi. 26 Ulisfull is he bat may
putie awey encry letting distraccion.

Lettirmareday : see Lattkk.

Lettis(e, obs. f. Lattice, Lettice, Lettuce.

Lettish (le tij), a. (sb.) [f. Lett + -isii.] Per-

taining to the Letts or their language. Also absol.

as sb., the language of the Letts.

1831 For. Q. Rev. VIII. 63 One of the most important

personages of the ancient Lettish mythology. ^1841 Lai mam
Eng. Lang, i The Livonian (or Lettish) of Livonia and of

Courland. 1842 Prichard Xat./list. Man 183 Thev,e dia-

lects are the I/ettish, Lithuanian, and the Proper Prulhenian.

1881 Freeman Nisi. Geo?. Eur. I. xi. 466 note, Lett, with

the adjective Lettish, is the special name of one of the ob-

scurer members of the family. 1888 King & Cookson Sound
% fnjtex. ii. 34 The Baltic family contains the three divisions

of Old Prussian, Lithuanian, and Lettish.

Lettonian letJ"nian), a. and sb. [f. mod.L.

Letldn-) Letio Lett + -ian. Cf. Lappokiax, and

F. Z*tf0« = Lett.] "Lettish.
1880 Libr. Univ. Knowl. (N. V.) VIII. 835 The Lettonian

differs from the other Lithuanian dialects in having an ad-

mixture of Finnish words.

Lettorne, obs. form of Lectern.
Lettorye, obs. form of Lectuary.
Lettour, obs. form of Lectern, Letter j/v'J

Lettren, -on{e, -une, obs. forms of Lectorv.

t Lettrure. Obs. Also 4-5 letterure, (4
letrure, letterrure, lettyreure, 5 lectrure, lit-

terure). [ad. OF. letretire, lettreurex-X^ liltera-

tura, f. littera letter.]

1. A writing, a written book, a story. Holy let'

trure ~ Holy Scripture.

13. . K. Alls. 3516 Ac, for that lettrure seith ther ageyn,
Nul Y schewe hit to no mon.

#
1377 Langl. P. PI. IJ. x. 27

' Lo !

1

seith holy lellerrure ' whiche fordes beth this shrewes

.

a 1400-50 Alexander 2170 Luctus it hi^t, be letlerure & he

line bus it callis. c 1450 Loselich Grail lv. 240 In Caldev
was this scripture, whiche Is to vndirstonde As be lettrure.

2. Knowledge of letters or books
;
learning.

13.. E.E.Allit. Poems A. 750 Ne arystotel nawber by
hys lettrure Of carpe be kyride |>ese propertez. a 1340
Ham pole Psalter Ixx. 9 For .i. not knew lettyreure.

#
1303

Langu P* PI. C i. 137 For in loue and in letterure lith f>e

grete eleccion. cr.400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg. 138 He cowde
not no lettrure. a 1420 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 2073
Simple is my goost, and scars my letterure. 1447 Boken-
ham Seyntys (Roxb.) 275 She of lettrure no Kunnyng had.

J483 Caxtom Gold. Leg. 276/2 Seynt Augustyn was quyeke
in engyne Swete in speche wyse in letlrure.

3. Science of or skill in (arms).

13. . Gaw. $ Gr. Knt. 1513 pe lei Iayk of luf, be lettrure of
armes.

Lettsomite (le'tsrmiait). A/in. [Named by
Percy, 1850, after Dr. W. G. Letlsom: see -ite.]

A synonym of Cyanotrichite (see Cyano-).
1850 Dana Min. 523 Lettsomite . . occurs in spherical

globules. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 402 Lettsomite..
[occurs] in tufts of capillary crystals.

Lettuce (le tis). Forms : 3-6 letus(e, 4-6 let-

tuse, 5 latewes, 5-6 letews, letuce, 6 let(t^yse,

161168(86, -is, -us, -uze, -yce, lectuse, lacteux,
-use, laictuce, Sc. lattouce, 6-7 lactuce, let-

tise, 6-8 lettice, 7lectuce, 8 lattice, 6- lettuce.

[ME. letuse, connected with OF. fating (Cotgr.

laidHe*
y
mod.F. laitue) :—lactiica, f. lact-

y
lac milk,

the name having reference to the milky juice of the

plant.

The exact origin of the Eng. word is uncertain. Prof.

Skeat conjectures that it may be a. OF. *l'tuse, *taitnse:~

h.*taciucea, an adjectival derivat ive of lactnea. Palsgrave in

l53P gives lectns as a Fr. form, and a vocabulary of 0475
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(WrightAVulcker 787) gives letusa as ihe Latin equivalent of
Eng. lettise ; but the genuineness of these is doubtful.]

1. Any plant of the genus Lactuca
;
esp. Lactitca

saliva or Garden Lettuce, the leaves of which are
much used as a salad ; often collect, in sing, for

the plants or their leaves. Wild lettuce, some
plnnt of this genus growing wild

;
spec, in Kngland

-L. Scariola and L. virosa\ in America = Z.
Canadensis. Also applied to various plants re-

sembling this genus. For Cabbage, Cos, Hare,
Indian, Lamb's Lettuce etc., see tbe first member.
cizgo S. Eng. Leg. I. 18/598 A fair herbe, bat men

cleopez letuse. a 1300 Cursor M. 6079 Wit therf bred and
letus wild. 1382 Wvclif E.xotl. xii. 8 Therf looves with
wylde letuse. c 1400 tr. Svcreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 73
Wylde letus bat feldnien elepin skarioles. c 1420 PalLui. on
ilusb.u. 176 Letuce is to be sette in lanyuter. t 1483
Caxton Dialogues iv. 13 Vet ben in the gardynes. . Letews,
porsclane. 1533 Elvot Cast, tleltke 11539) 39 Hreade
steped in while broihe, with sodden lettyse, or cykorie, are
good to be vsed. 1562 Turner Herbal 11. 26 Muche vse of
lettes huileth the eysight. 1566 Paintkr Pal. Pleas. I. 39
When the yong lactuse begin to growe, I cutte of the bitter
and sower Stalkes from them. 1614 J. Cooke Greene's Tu
Qtwque L3 b, Did I eate any Letiice to supper last night,
that I am so sleepie. x6« Johnson* Gerardes Herbal 11.

xxxviii. 309 The greater wilde Lettuce smelling of Opium.
1651^3 Jkk. Taylor Scrm./or Year (1678) 108 A dtsh of
lattice and a clear Fountain can cool all my Heat. 1671
H. M. tr. F.rasm. Colloq. 100 ll is \ery tine l3roth which he
is served up in ; the Lettice are very choyce ones. 1733
Poi'E llor. Sat. 11. i. 18 If your point be rest, [lake] Lettuce
and cowslip-wine. 1760 J. Lkk tutrod. Bot. App. 317 Let-
tuce, Wild, Prenanthes. 1876 Haklky Mat. Med. (ed. 6)
540 Lettuce hus glaucou.-, vertical leaves.

f 2. Proverb. Like lips, like lettuce ~ * like has
met its like' ; an echo of h. similem habcut labra
lactucaJn, an alleged saying of iff. Crassus, when
he saw an ass eating thistles.

a 1540 Karnks U'ks. (1573) 189 1 No doubt the prouerbe
is true, such lippes such lectuse, such saintes such miracles.

1583 Let?- Bp- St. Androis 433 Sic lipps, sic lattouce; lordis

and lownes. 1587 Fleming ( ontn tioliushed III. 1017/2
Like lips, like letiice, as is their cause *o are the rulers.

1589 (tKh.KNK Mt-naphon iArl>.) 92 He left such lettice as were
too fine for his lips. 1509 H. lU iits Djvfs Drie Dinner
To Rdrs., Here are Lett uses for euery mans lips. 1619
Pa.squifs Paliu. 11877) l 3r> if he like not these Lettice, let

him pull backe his lips. 1677 W. Hi'CHHH Man ofSin lii.iv.

140 Well, bul the Lettice and the Lips do well together.

3. atlrib. and Comb., as Ictluee-bcd. -Juice, -leaf,

-seed; flettuee-cabbage = cabbage -lettuce; let-

tuce-opium ~ Lactccarii m ; lettuce-water, a de-

coction of lettuce.

1897 Mary Kingsley //'. Ajrka 380 The fierce currents
of the wet season, .play great havoc with these "lettuce beds.

1731 Gcntl. Ma*. I. 408 Make Plantations of "Lettuce
Cabbage for Winter use. 1832 I 'eg. Sttbst. Food 299 The
narcotic property of * lettuce-juice has been long familiarly

known, c 1540 I icary's Aunt. (1888) App. 227 Nightshade
leaves,

+
lactuce leaves, henbayne leaves. 1816 A. Duncan

iu Mem. Caled. Hortic. Soc. (18191 II. 312 A substance
which I have denominated Lnctucarium or "Lettuce Opium.
1577 Mountains Gardener's Labyrinth 11. 43 "Lettice

seedes. 1683 Salmon Boron Med. in. 660 Oyl of Lettice

Seeds. 1713 Uerham Phys. Theol. 9 note, Some Lettice-

Seed being sown . . in the open Air. 1836 J. M. Gully
Magendie's Formal, (ed. 2) 104 *Lettuce water 4 ounces.

t Le'ttucer. Obs. rare - x
. InGlettieer. [f.

Lettuce + -EH.] (See qttot.)

156a Turnkr Herbal 11. 45 I he female (Mandrag) is called

the letticer with lesse leues and narrower then lettice.

Lettus e, -uze, obs. forms of Lettuce.
Lettushe, obs. form of Lettice.

Lettwary, var. Lectuary Obs., electuary.

Letty (le ti), a. dial. Also 7 lette. [f. Let
z>.- + -v.] That lets or hinders.

1642 Best Farm. Blcs. (Surlees) no When there is any
Idle Weather in Harvest time. 1886 Elworthy W. Somerset
Word-bk., Leiiy-iveather, showery; lainy; lit. hindering

weather— i.e. hindering harvesting or outdoor work.

Lettyce, -ys(e, obs. forms of Lettice, Lettuce.

Lettyreure, variant of Lettkure. Obs.

Letuare, -ie, -y(e: see Lectuary.
Letuce, -uis, -us(e, obs. ff. Lettice, Lettuce.

Let-up, sb. : see Let vA 35 c
Letvis, letwis, obs. forms of Lettice.

Letwary.'e, -werye : see Lectuary.
Letyrn, Letys, obs. ff. .Lectekn, Lettuce.

Leucae'thiop (l !

«s/"J>i^p). Also leucoethiop.

[f. Gr. \tvK-6s white (sec Leuco-) + AlBion-, At8tQ\f>

an Ethiopian.
Some have written lencxthiop, perh. influenced by the

transliteration Uncut sEihiopcs <for ktvKoi Atflioires) in the

ordinary text of Pliny N. H. v. v»M
An albino of a negro race. So Ifen-csethio pia,

the constitution of a leucrethiop. Leuxsethicpie

a., characterized by leucrethiopia.

18 19 W. Lawrence Physiol. 287 Their peculiar constitu-

tion . . may be conveniently termed, after some modern
authors, leucaithiopia. Ibid. 510 The same parents at

different times have leucaethiopic children, and others with

the ordinary formation, and characters, i860 R. F. Burton
Centr. Afr. I. 109 The people.. call these leuccelhiops [sic;

but leuca;thiops in Index] Wazungu, 'white men'. [Mod.
Diets, have chiefly Leucoethiop, Leucoethiop.}

Leucate (l^-k^t). Chem. [f. Leuc-ic -h -ate.]

A salt of leucic acid.

1865 Watts Diet. Client. III. 576 Leucate of barium.

LEUCO-.

IlLeuchaemiaCl^rmia). Path. Less correctly

leuc-, leukaemia. [mod.L. as if Gr. *\tvxatfjita t

{. A«t/tf-oy white + alpa blood.] Virchow's name
for a disease characterized by an excessive produc-
tion of white corpuscles in the blood, with morbid
affections of the spleen and other parts ; called

also Leucocyih.emia.
1855 in Mayne Expos. Lex. 1873 T - H. Green introd.

Pathol, (ed. 2) 148 Leukamiia. 1876 Di h ring Dis.Sftm 503
Leucocyt hemic lymphadenoma, or leucaemia. 1885-8 Faggk
& Pye-Smith Princ. Med. (ed. 2) I. 114 Leucha:mia. 1898
Allbntt's Syst. Med. V. 635 Bennett gave the name leuco-
cytluuinia to the disease, whil>t Vircbow called it leukaemia.

Jrlcnce LeuchsB'mic a., affected with or charac-

terized hy leuchrcmia.
1876 Clinical Soc. Trans. IX. 8^ On finding the leucha;inic

state of the blood I gave him pho>phorus. 1897 Ailbutt's
Syst. Med. IV. 445 Leukemic tumours are small, scattered,
roundish patches of lymph-cells.

Leuchtenbergite loixt~>nb5ug3it). Min.
[named by A. Komonen, 1842, in honour of Maxi-
milian, duke of Leuchlenbcrg'. see -ite.] A variety

of clinochlore, often resembling talc.

1844 Dana Min. 317. 1887 Min. Mag. VII. 222.

Leucic l T /?*sik), a. Chan. [f. Leuc-in + -ic]

leucic acid, a diatomic fatty ncid, also called Oaj'-

hexoic acid, obtained by ti eating leuciii with nitrous

acid. Leucic ether, an oily liquid obtained by the

action of /ine-ethyl on ox.nlic ether.

1865 Waus Ditt.Chem. III. 576 Leucic ether, /bid.,

Letu icacid. 1873 K.\Lhi: Phys, t hem. 54 Leucic Acid. ..This
acid only exists 1:1 the body in its ainmoniuted form, leucin.

Leucin l'«'sin). Chenu Also leucine. [(. Gr.
\tutC'6s white + -IN.] A white crystalline substance,

known also as amido-eaproic acid (C GH MN02 ,

one of the principal products of the decomposition
of nitrogenous matter.
1826 Henry Elem. Chem. II. 295 A peculiar white matter,

called by Hraconnot leucine. 1847-9 Tooo Cycl. A rial. IV.

164/2 Leucin . . is a crystalline substance closely resembling
choleslerine in appearance. 1885 Rkmskn Org. Chem. (1888)

194 Leucine is found very widely disttibuted in the animal
kingdom, as in the spleen, pancreas, and brain.
attrib. 1896 Allbntt's Syst. Med. I. 177 Microscopic

examination .. might shew . . leucin balls.

Leucite (lV/'saiO. Min. Also 8 leucit. [a.

G. leucit (A. G. Werner, 179O, f. Gr. \tvKus white :

see -ite.] Silicate of aluminium and potassium,
usually found in glassy trapezohediotis, occurring

in volcanic rocks, esp. in lavas from Vesuvius.

1799 Med. Jrul. I. 3C0 In the decomposition of the fossil,

called leucit, he [Klaproth] found from 20 to 22 parts of
potass in the hundred. 1800 Hp.NKY Epit. Chem. (1808 363
The volcanic leucite contained less potash than other kinds.

1876 Pack Adv. Text-Bk. Geol. vii. 146 Many of the older

lavas yield agates, .leucite . . and other precious minerals.
attnb. 1878 Lawrkncf. tr. Cotta's Roxks Class. 135 Leu-

cite rock may be regarded as a dolerite, in which the labra-

dorile i» replaced by leucite.

1 lence Leud'tic a., containing or of the nature of

leucite. Leu'citoid {Ciystallogr.), the trnpezo-

hedron or tetragonal trisoctahedron ; so called as

being the form of the mineral leucite. Iieuci'to-

phyr e [G. {por)phyr porphyry; cf. GllANO-

niYKE], 1

a dark-grayish tinc-grained cellular vol-

canic rock consisting of augite and leucite together

with some disseminated magnetic iron' (Dana
Man. Geol. 1868).
1830 Lvhix Princ. Geol. I. 352 The foundations of the

town [Pompeii] stand upon the old leuchic lata of Somnia.

1879 Rtn.EY Study Rotks x. 109 As iu the little leucite

crystals of the sperone or leucitophyr which occurs near
Rome. 1880 G. K. Rodwkll in Nature XXI. 352 The lava

is very leucitic.

LeTlCO- (l'frktf), before a vowel leuc-, a. Gr.

\<vko-, combining form of ktvKvs white, as in

Leuea niline Chem., a white crystalline coal-tar

base (C.20H2,N3) obtained from rosaniline by reduc-

tion and from other substances. Leuca-nthous a.

Bot. [Gr. avQ-os flower + -ous], white- flowered

(Mayne Expos. Lex. 1855). Leucatrglte Min.
[Augite], a white or greyish variety of augite

(Dana, 1868). Len cofclast Biol, [-blast], one

of the spheroidal cells from which leucocytes de-

velop. Iieuco'choly nonce-wd. [after Melan-
choly] (see quot.). Leu cocy elite Min. [Gr.

kvh\-os + -ITE], a synonym of apophyllite. Hlieuco-

deima^M. [Gr. dtpfia skin], deficiency of colour-

ing matter or unnatural whiteness in the skin
;

hence Leu code-rmic a. {Cent. Diet.). \\ Leu co-

me-lauous a. [Gr. fifKav-, ntkas +-ous], having

a fair complexion with dark hair. Leu kope nia

Path. [Gr. vtvia poverty] (see quot.); hence Leu-
cope nlc a., characterized by leucopenia. Leu'co-

phyll Bot. [Gr. <f>v\\-ov leaf], a colourless substance

found in the corpuscles of an etiolated plant, capa-

ble of being transformed into chlorophyll. II
Leu-

copla-cia Path. [Gr. irAa*-, ir\6f a flat surface],

white patches appearing on the tongue or on the

mucous membrane within the mouth. Leu'coplast

Biol. [Gr. ttXcktt-os moulded] = next. Leu co-



LETJCOCHALCITE.

pla'stid Biol. [Plastid], one of the colourless

corpuscles found in the protoplasm of vegetable

cells around which starch accumulates. Leirco-
scope [-scope], an instrument contrived by Jlelm-
holtz for comparing the relative whiteness of lights

or colours, or for testing the power of the eye to

distinguish colours. Leu cospermous a. Bot.

[Gr. airtpfxa seed + -ouss], having white seeds.

Iieu-cosphere Asiroh, [Sphere], the inner corona.

Leuco xene Min. [Gr. £4vos guest], a while de-

composition product of titanic iron
;

probably

titanite {Cent. Diet.).

1863 Foivnes* Chem. 673 The action of sulphide of ammo-
nium upon rosaniline gives rise lo a base *leucaniline which
contains two additional equivalents of hydrogen. 1901
Brit. Med. JrnLay June 1606 A partial exhaustion of the

*leucoblastic function of the bone marrow.
^
1742 T. Grav

Let. 27 May Wks. 1884 II. 1 13 Mine, .is a white Melancholy,
or rather *Leucocholy, for the most part; which, though it

seldom laughs or dances, nor ever amounts to what one calls

Joy or Pleasure, yet is a good easy &ort of a stale. 1820
Nat. Philos., Polaris. Light ix. 34 {U. K. S.) In other speci-

mens of apophyllite, which Mr. Herschel calls *lcucocyelite,
j

from the rings being white and black. 1884 Max Muller
in 19/A Cent. June 1017 A semi-human progenitor, suffering,

!

it may be, from leprosy or ^leucoderma. 1898 A Watt's
\

Syst. Med.\. 418 Any number of leucocytes below the ar-

bitrary limit of 6000 [per cubic millimetre of blood] will con-
stitute a hypoleucocytosis, or Meucopenia as the condition is

al^ named. It-id. 420 He was able to distinguish, .a *leu-

copenic phase, or hypoleucytosis, during which the number
of hacmic leucocytes falls [etc ]. 1865 Watts Diet. Chem.
III. 584 *Leucopkyll. 1885-8 Fagge & Pve-Smith Prim.
Med. (ed. 2) 1. 124 A similar affection of the tongue often
follows *Ieucoplacia, or white syphilitic patches, at the end
of several years. 1885 Goodall Physiol. Bot. (1802) 43 *Leu-
coplastids. .are found in parts which are normally devoid of
chlorophyll, such as tubers, rhizomes, etc. 1883 Nature
XXV 11. 277 Professor Helmholtzs new instrument, called
the leukoscope. 1871 tr. Schellen s Spectr. Anal. Ivi. 272 For
this envelope the name * *leucosphere' has been proposed.

Leucochalcite (l'^k^karlsoit). Min.
[Named by Sandberger, 1881, f. Leuco- + Gr.
XaA/c-as brass : see -ite.] Arsenate of copper,

often found in silky white needles.

1883 Dana A/in. App. iii.69. 189a Ibid. 837 Leucochalcite
. . occurs as a delicate coating with malachite.

Leucocyte (P/rk^soit). Phys. [f. Lkcgu- +
-cite.] A colourless corpuscle, e.g. one of the

white blood -corpuscles, or one of those found in

lymph, connective tissue, etc.

1870 Ror.LKsroN Anint. Life Introd. 18 note, In the al>

sence..of certain animal 'cytoids' or 'leucocytes' the

vaccine poison is inoperative. 1898 Allbuti's Syst. Med.
V. 415 At the present day, the name ' leucocyte ' has a some-
what wider significance than that of a meie synonym for

the different forms of the white corpuscles.

Comb. 1879 J. K. Kft.VN01.us Syst. Med. V. 237 A scraping
of the cut surface presents under the microscope a large

number of. . leucocytelike corpuscles.

Hence Leu cocy tal a., of or pertaining to leuco-

cytes. Lett cocy tary — prec. Leucocy.tic a.,

of or pertaining to leucocytes; characterized by
the presence of leucocytes. lien cocyto*sis [after

Or. words in -aw?] (sec quot. 1866).

1879 J. R. Reynolus Syst. Afed. V. 217 An overgrowth of
this tissue . . may be associated with . . *leucocytaJ excess,

j

1900 Pop. S\i. Alonthly Jan. 382 We can see the coloring

matter penetrating the *leucocytary protoplasmic mass. 1879

J. R. Reynolds Syst. Aled. V. 232 The albumen in *leuco-

cytic blood is said to be diminished. 1898 Allbutt's Syst.

Aled. V. 637 Other organs [than the spleen] are not infre-

quently the seat of diffuse leucocytic infiltrations. 1866

A. Flint Priuc. Aled. (1880) 68 According to the nomencla-
ture proposed by Virchow, a temporary increase in the

number of white corpuscles in the blood is called *leuco-

cytosis. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. II. 563 The leucocytosis

diminishes rapidly with the fall of temperature.

Iiencocythsemia^l'w'k^sibrmia). Path. Also
leucocythemia. [f. Leuco- + Gr. kvtos -cyte +
atfxa blood.] J. II. Bennett's name for Lkuch.emi a.

185a
J.

H. Bennett (title) LencocytluEtnia or White Cell,

blood in Relation to the Physiology and Pathology of the

Lymphatic Glandular System. i83s Woodhead Pratt.
Pitt/iol(e6. 2) 128 Leucocythemia of the Liver.

Hence Iieucocythseniic (aUo -<w/iV)tf., affected

with or characterized by leucocythemia.
1873 Ralph Phys. Chem. 41 Gelatin .. is sometimes found

in the btood of leucocythaemic patients. 1876 Isee Lev-
chaimia].

Leucoethiop, leuccethiop : see Lecc.ethiop.

Leucol [Vft'kpl). Chem. Also leukol. [f. Leu-
co- + -0L.] « next.

1844 Fowses Chem. 537 Leukol has somewhat the odour
of bitter almonds. ^1863 Lethebv in Circ. Sci. I. 116 t i

There are evolved . . aniline, leukol, picoline.

IiGUCOline (l^'ktflain). Chem. [f. as prec. +
-1NE.] An organic base derived from coal-tar,

identical with quinoline. Hence Leucoli-nic

{acid) : see quot. 1892.
185a Fownes Chem. 562 Chinoleine (Leucoline). 189a 1

Morley & MuiR Watts 1

Diet. Chem., Leucoline C9II7N.
This base, occurring in coal tar, has been shown.. to be
identical with quinoline. Leucolinicacid CaHgNO:}. Ob-
tained from coal-tar quinoline (tcucoline).

II LeuCOma (Kwktfu'mfc). Path. [mod.L., a. Gr.

\tvKO)fia, f. XtvHovv to make white, f. ktvtcvs white.]

A white opacity in the cornea of the eye, the result

of inflammation or of a wound ; m Albugo.
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1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Leucoma,*. white Scar in the
Horney Coat of the Eye. 180a Aled. Jml. VIII. 399 The
disease Leucoma, or Albugo. 1853 H. Walton Operat.
Ophth. Surg.605 The lower edge of the pupil adhered to the
leucoma.

Hence I»euco*maine (-m^in) Chem.
y
an alkaloid

found in the living body as distinguished from one
found in a dead or putrefying body {ptomaine).
Iieuco'matous a., affected with leucoma.
1887 Athen<eum 20 Aug. 247/3 I 1 treats of the ptomaines

and leucomaines . . in relation to scientific medicine. 1898
P. Manson 'Prop. Diseases xxvi. 404 The cornea ulcerates
or turns leucomatous, and in the end sight is entirely lost.

1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VI. 321 At present we know very
little about the injurious effects of leucomaines and pto-
maines.

Leucopathy (ltokfpabi). Also in L. form
leucopathia. [f. Leuco- + Gr. -ird0ua, irdO^
suffering.] =Aumxism. Also trans/.

1841 Blackw. Mag. L. 587 The arts are infected with
a 'leucopathy ', architecture and paining rejoicing in uni-
versal glare. 1868 A'at. Ettcycl. I. 383 The name [Albino]
is now used to designate any individual who exhibits pecu-
liarities, which are very generally styled leucopathy, 1875
Encycl. Brit. I. 445/t Albinism, or Leucopathia.

Lencophane (ltf'kflEFto). Min. [Named by
Esmark, 1840, f. lale Gr. \<vKo<pavr)s, f. Acuk-o-?

white + (pav-, <pa'iv*<jQ<ii to appear, from its often

showing whitish reflections.] Silicate of glucium,
calcium, and sodium. Also Leuco phanite.
1844 Dana Min. 235 Leucophane occurs in syenite with

albite. 1868 Ibid. (ed. 5) 260 Leucophanite.
.

, crystals tabular
and nearly rectangular. 1891 T. S. Hunt Mitt. Phys. yz-j

With these is also placed leucophanite.

t Leucophle-gmacy. Path. Obs. Also in

mod.L. form leucophlegmatia. [ad. Gr. \coko-

<p\(yfiaTia, f. white + <pA.ey/jaT- Phleum.]
* A dropsical tendency, denoted by a pale, tumid
and flabby condition of body* {Syd. Soc. Lex.).

1657 Physical Diet., Leucophlegmatia, a kind of dropsie.

1681 tr. linns' Kern. Aled. Wks. Vocab., Lencophlegmacy%

the kind of dropsy that riseth of white phlegm throughout
all the body, and makes the flesh spongy. 173a Akbuthnot
Rules ofDiet 381 It [Cachexy! sometimes dUposeth to Con-
sumption 1

;, sometimes to Leucophlegmacy. 1747 tr. Astrnc's
Fevers 139 The urine thus retained in the blood, soon jv>ins

with the other humours of the body ; whence the lymphatic
ducts are over-loaded, and a leucophlegmatia induced.

Leucophlegmatic O'^ k^lle^mae-tik ,a. [f.

as prec. + -ic] Affected with or characterized by
leucophlegmacy.
1668 Cui.i'KM'LR & Cole BartM. Ana/, v. vii. 110 Leuco-

phlegmatick persons. 173a Akbuthnot Rules 0/ Diet 363
Old Age attended with a . . leucophlegmatic Constitution.

1771 Smollett Humph. CI. 20 Apr. (1815), He told me
. .my case was dropsical, or, as he called it, leuco-phlegmatic.

1839 Bhickw. Alng. XLV. 336 The vast expanse of his leuco-

phlegmatic countenance. 1861 T.J. Gkaiiam Praet. Aled.

185 A leucophlegmatic temperament.

Hence Leu cophleg'ma tical a. =sprec.

1658 Rowland Aloit/cCs Thcat. Ins. 988 They tin rt not
drop»»ie persons, nor such as are Ieucophle^malical.

Leucopyrite j^k^psi^roit). Min. [f. Leuco-
+ Pykite.] A variety of lbllingite.

1837 Dana Min. 400 Leucopyrite. .occurs associated with
copper nickel at Scbladming, in Styria ; with serpentine at

Kichenstein, in Silesia lelcj.

II Leucorrhcea 'l^kor/' a). Path. [f. Gr. Kwho-s
white + fioic. a flow.] A mucous or mucopurulent

discharge from the lining membrane of the female

genital organs ; the whites.

1797 F.ttcycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XI. 231/1 The Leucorrhcea,
Fluor Albus, or Whites. 187$ H. Waltom Dis. F.ye 870
Some mothers with leucorrhaea infect all their children.

Hence Leucorrhceal, Iieucorrhoeic (also

-rrhoic, on Gr. type -ppot«oy; cf.K. leucorrhoiqiic^

-rrhtique) adjs^ of or pertaining to leucorrhcea.

1804 Aled. Jrnl.\\\. 521 The suppression of a leucorrhoic

running. 1806 J. Robekton Trca \ Cantlutrides It. vi. 41
The leucorrhoeal discharge. 18JJ5 O. H. Taylor Pelvic
'Pherap. 129 A local leucorrhoeal outflow. 1888 Syd. Soc.

Lex., L.eucorr/ta'ic.

II Leucosis (l'«kj i-sis). [a- Gr. A€oVcwo*ty, f.

\tvKouv to make white, f. \€o«o5 white.] a. Pallor,

whiteness Syd. So'. 1\x. . b. The proct -s

of becoming an albino ; the condition of an albino,

c. The formation of leucoma {Syd. Soc. Lex.).

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Leucosis, a whitening of the

Face, Teeth, or other Parts of the Body. 184a Prichakd
Nat. Hist. Alan 79 Symptoms of leucosis in their eyes, hair,

and skin.

LetlCOSOid 'l'/rk&oid). Zool. [f. mod.L. Len-
cos-ia (f. Gr. \«ikvs white) the name of the typical

genus + -oil).] One of a family belonging to the

tribe Oxystomala or pointed-mouth crabs.

185a Dana Crust. 1. 48 But in the Leucosoids, there is

a higher perfecting of the branchial system.

LenCOturic (l^kotitf-rik), a. Chem. [f. Gr.

A.6t/Koy white + Uric, with inserted /, after alian-

tnric] Only in L.eucotitric acid (sec quot. 1866).

1847 Turner's Elettt. Chem. (ed. 8) 787 Leucoturic acid.

1866 Ouling A nim. Chem. 135 Leucoturic acid is a dia-

merone of lantanuric acid and oxaluric or parabanic acid.

IietlCOUS (l'«'kas), a. [f. Gr. A€t/*-dy white +
-ous.] Having a white skin

;
light-complexioned,

blonde. Said esp. of albinos. Also ellipt.

184a Prichard Nat. Ilist. Man 78 To these two varieties

LEVANT.
we must add a third, the leucuus or the albino. 1849-53
Tood Cvcl. Anat. IV. 936/2 The teucous races of man ..

afford the most numerous examples of the sanguine tem-
perament. 1859 R. F. Burton Centr. A/r. in Jml. Geogr.
Soc. XXIX. 85 They {albinos] much fesemble Europeans
of the leucous complexion.

t Lencrocutanized, ///. a. Obs. rate- 1
.

[f. L. leucrocnta (Pliny) a fabulous beast + -AN
+ -IZE + -edI.] Uttered as by a ' leucrocnta
1600 Tovrneur Pransf. Aletamorpfu xxvii, She soothes

with Leucrocutamzed sound.

Lend (l^/d). J/ist. Also in Latin pi. form

leudes (l'tf'd/z). [repr. med.L. /aides, a. OHG.
liudi, liuti-. see Lede.] In the Frankish king-

doms : A vassal or feudatory.

c 1756-67 Burke Eng. Hist. Wks. X. 338 This chief [of the

ancient Germans] was styled Senior, Lord (etc.]. . the fol-

lowers were called Ambacti, Coraites, Leuds, Vassals frtc.].

1845 M. Pattison Ess. 1. (1889) ij The king, attended by
some of his leudes, armed only with their swords, entered.

1863 J. White Eighteen Chr. Cent. vii. 137 The Leud, as

he was called—or feudatory, as he would have been named
at a later time. 187a Robertson Hist. Ess., Introd. p. xxxv.
They had exchanged the position of Leudes .. for that of

Antrustions.

Leud, Leude, obs. forms of Lede, Lewd.
Leuge, obs. form of League sb*

Leugh, obs. Sc. pa. t. of Laugh.
Leuid, obs. form of Lewd.
Leuk, Sc. form of Look.
Leuke, Leun, obs. ff. League, Luke, Lion*.

Leungyie, obs. Sc. form of Loix.

Leurne, Leuse, obs. ff. Learn, Loose v.

Leuterer, -ing : see Loiterer, -ing.

fXevable, <*• Obs. [a. OF. levable> f. lever

to raise, Levy.] That may be levied ; Leviable.
143a Rolls 0/ Parlt. IV. 403 2 If any oder . . somme, be

apon any Decenne ..putt, that hit be for noght, voide, and
uoght levable. 1450 Petit. City Winchester in A rchaeologia

(1770) I. 91 The xv penny or taxe is graunted to your high-

nes«.e. .the whiche whenne it is levable letc]. 1496-7 Act 12

Hen. I 'II, c. 12 § 5 Then the tevyeng and payment of the seid

xv 1"4 .. [shall be] put in suspence and not levable nor paied.

Jjevain e, Levalto, obs. rT. Leaven, Lavolta.

t Iievament. Obs. rare. - °. [ad. L. levamcnt-

nm, f. levare to lighten.] (Sec quot.)

1633 Cockeram, L^etiament, the comfort which one halb
of his wife.

Le vance. [See next nnd -ance.] =*ncxt.

1886 IjLACkmore in Harpers Alag. May 874 If., pre*

scripliun for levance and cuuehance conferred any right

undefcasihle.

Levancy (le'vansiV Law. [f. Levant a. : see

-ancy.J In phrase Levancy and couchancy : the

fact of being levant and eotichant.

169s, i8i8[see Couchancv]. 1866 Law Rep. 1 Ex. 172 The
condition of levancy and couchancy is only to be taken as

the measure of the capacity of the land to maintain the

cattle. 187a Laiu Rep. 7 Com. PI. 593 Levancy and
couchancy is a mere measure of the number of cattle or

other animals that may be put upon the common.
Levand, obs. form of Levant, Living.

Levant (lA-a^nt), sb. 1 (and quasi-a^'.) Also

(in sense 4 b) 6 levand, 7 leven. [a. F. levant,

pres. pple. of lever to rise, used subst. for the point

where the sun rises; hence as in senses 1 and 2.

(In Milton stressed le'vant.)']

1. Gcog. f a- The countries of the East. 7'he

JLigh JLevant= the far East (cf. High a. 3). Cloth

oj
r Levant = Bezetta (see quot. 1558). Obs. b.

spec. The eastern part of the Mediterranean, with

its islands nnd the countries adjoining*

1497 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 218 A viage to be made
into the levaunt. 1558 Warde tr. Alexis" Seer. iv. 80

To make a kinde of cloth, called cloth of Leuant wher-

with women vse to colour their faces. 1561 Euen Arte
Nauig. ill. i. 54 b, The Hydrographers .. baue chaunged
the names, Callyng the Leuant or Orient, East. The
Ponent or Occident, West. 1599 Hakllyt/V* H. t. 99
My voiage to the Hands of Candia and Chio in the Leuant.

1605 Uacon Adv. Leant, n. xvi. § 2 It is the use of China,

and the Kingdoms of the High Levant. 1688 Lond. Gaz.
No. 2320/3 Not to allow Pratique to any Ships coming from

the Levant. 1737-41 Chambers CvcL, Levant^ in geography,

signifies any country situate to the east of us. 1839 Penny
Cyel. XHI. 453/1 Levant., is also commonly used., tu

designate the eastern or Asiatic shores of that sea [the

Mediterranean]. 1844 Kisglake Eothen v. (1864^ 66 That
Grecian race against which you will be cautioned so care-

fully as soon as you touch the Levant.

2. An easterly wind blowing up the Mediter-

ranean ; a levanter. ? Obs.

i6a8 Digbv Vey. Aledit. (1868} 81 The 29. there came a

fresh gale alt S. E. ; which . . btowed constantly a strong

I^enante. 1693 Drydens Juvenal xiv. (1697) 367 Car-

pathian Gale. . . We term it at Sea, a strong Levant. 176a

Al ore in Phil. Trans. LI I. 450 Setting sail with a light

Levant, to pass the strait to the westward. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk., Levant^ a wind coming from the east,

which freshens as the sun rises.

3. A kind of leather = Levant morocco (sec 4 b).

1880 Times 25 Sept. 4/5 The leathers known..as Levants,

Memels and Cordovans.

4. attrib. and Comb. : a. passing into adj. with

sense * east-, eastern as levant sea
y
wind.

1601 Holland Pliny I. 129 It begins at the Levant sea of

Oriental Indians. 1657 Howell Londinop. 386 She is built

upon the utmost levant point ol Europe. 1667 Milton



LEVANT.
P. L. x. 704 Forth rush the Levant and the Ponent Windes.
1691 Lond. Gaz. No. 2655/2 She was driven by a strong
Levant Wind from her Anchor in that Hay. 1798 Lady
Hunter i6 Nov. in Jmi. Sir M. Latiy Hunter (1894) 131
Some days before the rain came we had what they call a
levant wind.

#
x8i$ H. Husk I'eslriad in. 656 Breathless,

the ponent wind in vain he plies, Nor can the levant lilt

him.

b. (sense 1 b, ' pertaining to or coming from the
Levant'), as Levant feathers, morocco, sea, skin

%

taffeta, thrift (a plant).

1503-4 Ld. Treas. Ace. Scott. (1900) II. 239 Tua gret
beddis of levand fedderis. 1S97 Geraroe Herbal 11. clxxvii.

§ 2. 482 Caryophyllus Mediterraueus Leuant Thrift, or Lea
Ciilloflower. a 16*5 Beaum. & Vl. Wit without M. II. iv,

A sharpc Prognostication that shal scowre them, .like leven
taffaties. 1701 Lond. Gaz. No. 3719/4 The Hon. Company
of Merchants Trading to the Levant Seas. 1818 Hallam
Mid. Ages \x. II. (1819) 111. 391 Sanuto..has left us a
curious account of the Levant trade. 1879 Casselfs Tetltn.
Editc. IV. 88 The French have the pre-eminence in the
species of Levant skins marked with a handsome full-grain.

Mod. Bookseller's Calal., Choicely bound in half crimson
levant morocco.

Levant (tfvarnt), sbJ [f. Levant zO] The
action of Levant v. 1

; a bet made with the inten-

tion of absconding if it is lost. Only in phrases to

come the levant, run or throw a levant.

1714 T. Lucas Mem. Gamesters fed. 2) 111 He hath ven-
tur'd to come the Levant over Gintlemen. 1728 Vanbr.
& Cia. Prov. Htisb. \.\. 17 Throw a familiar Levant upon
some sharp lurching Man of Quality. 1731 Fielding
Lottery 11 1. Wks. 1882 VIII. 483 Matter ! Why, 1 had a
Levant thrown upon me. J749 — Torn Jones vni. xii,

Never mind that, man; e'en boldly run a levant. i8iz

J. H. Valx Plash Dkt.y Levanting ox Running a Levant.

Xevant (le'vant), a. Law. [a. F. levant, pr.

pple. of lever to raise, refl. to rise.] Only in phrase
Levant and conchant ( = med.L. lei'ans el en/tans,

in continental as well as Kng. use) : lit. * rising up
and lying down said of cattle. (For the specific

interpretation see quot. 1768.)
1594 West 2nd PL Symbol. Chancerie § 100 To have

common of pasture for their beasts and cattel upon the ?aid
lands levant and cowchant at all times of the yeare. 1768
Hlackstonk Comm. III. 9 If the lands were not sufficiently
fenced so as to keep out cattle, the landlord cannot distrein
them, till they have been levant and couchant {levantes et
cnbantes) on the land ; that is, have been long enough there
to have laid down and rose up to feed ; which in general is

held to be one night at least. 1864^ Brumby Enclosure
Application 38 Right of common which may be exercised
in all times of the year for cattle levant and couchant. 1872
Law Rep. 7 Com. PI. 592 All cattle, sheep, and other com-
monable animals levant and couchant within the boiough.

Levant (UVie a

nt), v* [Pad. Sp. levant-ar to
lift {levantar la easa to break up housekeeping,
levantar el campo to hrcak up the camp), f. levar
:—L. levare to lift.]

1. intr. To steal away, * bolt \ Now esp. of a
betting man or gamester : To abscond.
1797 Marv Robinson Walsingham (1805) IV. xc. 261

She found that the sharps would dish me, and levanted
without even bidding me farewell. 1809 Sporting Mag.
XXXIV. 57 I He] must produce a certificate that he has
never levanted at any race-course. 1848 Th ackeray Bk.
Snobs xxxix, One day we shall hear ofone or other levanting.
1863 Miss Braddon Eleanor's Vict. III. xix. 289 The clerk
had levanted before his employer returned from America.
1880 V. L. Cameron Our EnInre Highway 1. iii. 46 He
took the opportunity of his host falling asleep to levant.

t 2. trans. Only in Levant met, a xniid form of
imprecation. Obs.
1760 Foote Minor \. Wks. 1799 I. 241 Levant me, but he

got enough last night to purchase a principality.

Hence Leva-nting vbl. sb. and ///. a.
1788 G. A. Stevens Adv. S/eculist I. 96 This [sc. gaming

when one will not be able to pay in the event of losing] at
Ha*ard-table is called Levanting. 1847 Thackerav Brighten
ii, Guttlebury House was shut up by the lamented levant-
ing of the noble Earl. 1855 — Newcomes II. 314 The
levanting auctioneer's wife. 1866 Miss Braddon Laity's
Milei. x Distracted by vague fears of levanting tenants and
bad debts.

Levant (UV«nt\ v.2 [f. Levant sb.i] trans.
To make (leather) look like levant morocco.
1869 E.ng. Mech. 17 Dec. 336/3 Can [he] give me any

information about the plan ofmemellingor levanting leather?

Levanter 1 (l/v?e-nt3j). [f. as prec. + -er i
.]

1. a. An inhabitant of the Levant; » Levantine
sb. i. rare. b. A ship trading to the Levant, rare.
1668 Evelyn Mem. (1857) III. 211, 1 herewith enclosed

seid you the relation of Signor Pietro, as unpolished as the
usual styles of the Levanters are. 1812 W. Tenxant Auster
E. 11. xlviii, Then brought him home in hold of stout Le-
vanter. 1893 F. F. Moore / Eorbid Banns (1899) 146 The
Levant and the Levanters, .are usually in need of cash.
2. A strong and raw easterly wind in the Medi-

terranean (Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. 1S67).
1790 Burke Er. Ret'. 86 Let them not br :ak' prison to

burst hke a Levanter. 1799 Nelson 28 Nov. in Nicolas
Disp. (1845) IV. 115, I shall not keep the Perseus by detain-
ing her a moment with this fine Levanter. 1839 MakryatE Mildmay v, We., tumbled down the Mediterranean
before a strong Levanter. 1891 Hall Caine Scapegoat I.

155 The rippling of the levanter in her hair.
ftg. 1831 Blackiv. Mag. XXIX. 906 The angry philo-
sopher himself, by a fierce levanter of indignation, [was]
driven westward., to America. 1873 F. Hall Mod. En^L
334 Such is the procedure, which . . has provoked a very
levanter of ire and vilification.

Levanter - (lftce-ntaj/. [f. Levant + -er 1
.]

223

One who absconds; esp. one who docs so after

losing bets.

1781 G. Parker Vino Society II. 168 Levanters, these are
of the order and number of black-Legs. Ibid. 170 ]f the
horse which the Levanter betted upon has lost. i8ix
Sporting Mag. XXX VII. 303 Newmarket Levanter! 1833
New Sporting Mag. V. 3s Boulogne whose inhabitants are
partly composed of broken-down sportsmen and Levanters.
1888 Traill Will. /J/, iv. (1892) 36 A royal martyr is a
much more impressive object than a royal levanter.

t Levantian. Obs. [f. Levant sbA + -ian.]
= Lkvaktine sb. I.

1660 F. Brooke tr. Lc Blanc"s Trav. 380, 1 saw an Indian
truck pearls with a Levantian (so they term us .

Levantine (l/vanitin, le vanlin , a. and sb. [f.

as prec. + -ike. Cf. Y. levanlin (masc), -ine (fern.).]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to the Levant; fin
early use, pertaining to the east, eastern. Also,
recalling or resembling the manners of the Levan-
tines. Of a vessel : Trading to the Levant.
1649 J™. Taylor Gt. Exemp. \. § 4. 43 This star did not

I
trouble Herod till the Levantine princes expounded the
inysteriousnesse of it. 1664 K\ f.i.vn Sylva xxii. 58 [The
seeds of the Platanus] should be gather'd late in Autumn,
and brought us from some more Levantine parts then Italy.
1784 Cowpkr Task 111. 583 Tho>e Ausonia claims, Levantine
regions these, a 1844 Campbell Spectre Boat iii, Where
Mount /Ktna lights the deep Levantine sea. 1897 Daily
News 23 Sept. 8/3, I must say that his [Uourbaki'sJ manner
was very Levantine. 1900 Speaker 3 Mar. 599/1 Kven in
the days of Thomas Cromwell a Duke of Norfolk would own
Levantine merchantmen.

B. sb.

1. An inhabitant or native of the Levant.
1706 Piullii'S (ed. Kersey), Ler>anfines, the Natives or

« Inhabitants of the Levant, the Eastern People: also those
that are employed on the Mediterranean. 1821 Byron Don
Juan in. xxi.x, The Pyrrhic dance so martial, To which the
Let amines are \ery partial. 1844 Ki nt.lakk Eothen x\iii.

(1864) 22t Europeans settled in the East, and commonly
called Levantines. 1897 Daily Xews 23 Sept. 8/3 A Levan-
tine in blood, he [Dourbaki] instinctively understood how to
appeal to the imagination of the Arabs.

2. [K. levantme.] (See quot. 1SS2.)
1831 Powtkr Silk Mann/. 298 Levantine is a stout, close-

made, and twilled silk. 1835 Court Mag. VL 1/2 Tigiine
is a levantine of the very richest kind, spotted like a timer's
skin. 188a Callfeii.d & Saward Hut. Xeedleivork, Levan-
tine, a very rich-faced stout twilled black silk material,
exceedingly soft, and of excellent wear. Its face and back
show different shades; if the former be a blue-black, the
latter will be a jet and vice versa.

t LevantlSCO. Obs. rare- 1

. [Sp. (properly
adj. ^ Levantine) J. Levante Lkvast sb. 1 +-iseo: see
-isH.] A Levantine ship.

1597 in .9/. Papers, Dom. 360 There remain 70 ships of all
sorts : six Levami.scoes.

t Levantisk. Obs. rare" 1

, [ad. I\ levantisqtte,

ad. Sp. levantisco : see prec] = Llvantlxk sb. 1.

1660 F. Pkookk tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 354 A Frenchman,
who under the stile of a Levantisk . . had before made a
voyage that way.

Levar, Sc. f. //Wyt comp. of Lief.
Levare, obs. Sc. form of Layek ,y//.2

+ Levation. Obs. Also 4-6 levacion. [ad.

L. levation-em, n. of action f. levare to lighten,

raise, levy. Cf. OF. levaeion (in sense 1).]

1. Eccl. The lifting up of the Host for the adora-
tion of the people; «= Elevation 1 c.

<:i375 Lay Eolks Mass Bk. (MS. P.) 406 And so bo leua-
cioun bou behalde. 1434 E. E. Wills (1882) 101 At the
leuacion at the hie masse. 1494 Fabvan Citron, vt. ccx.
225 In the tyme of the leuacion of y» sacrement, he laught.
153" >'i Pocock Rec. Re/. (1870) II. 230 After the levation
the deacon turneth to the people. 1559 Bkcon Display.
Popish Mass Wks. 1563 in. 43 b, The author of your Leua-
tion and liftyng vp ye bred aboue your head was Pope
Honorius the third.

f2. ^See quot.) Obs.
1656 Blol'Nt Glossogr., Levation, an easing, or diminish*

ing of grief or pain.

1 3. eoncr. Something levied ; a duty, tax. Obs.
1690 Child Disc. Trade (1694) 118 Without paying the

same Duties or Levations towards the Company's charge.

t Levative, a. and sb. Obs. [ad. L. type *tevd-

tTvus, f. L. levare to lighten.]

a. adj. Tending to alleviate or soothe ; sooth-
ing, b. sb. A soothing medicine.
1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp. 160* Gargarismes.. whose

faculty is either levative or repressive or evocative. 1657
Physical Diet., Levative, medicines easing pain.

Levator (1/v^-toi). Also 7 erron. Ievitor.
[a. late L. levator, agent-n. f. L. levare to raise.]

1. Anat. A muscle whose function is to raise the
part to which it is attached = Elevator 1 a ; also

J

attrib., as levator^vntsele.

16x5 Crooke Body 0/Man 741 Euery leuator or lifting

muscle hath a depressor or sinking muscle. 1826 Kir by &
Sp. Entomol. IV. xliii. 171 Levator muscles that raise an
organ. 1874 Roosa Dis. Ear(e<i. 2) 56 The levator is the
largest of the three muscles. 1877 Huxley Anat. Inv.
Anim. vi. 262 The large levator muscle of the appendage.

f 2. Sitrg. An instrument used to raise a depressed
portion of bone ; = Elevator 2. Obs.
167a Wiseman Wounds 1. x. 118, 1 put in a levator, and

raised up the deprest bone even with the rest. 1688 R.
Holme Armoury hi. 398/2 If [acheing teeth] chance to
break in the pulling, the Levitor helpeth to prise out the
roots. 1698 Fryer Acc. E. India % P. 176 Two Bones of I

! the Bigness and Figure of a Levator. 1789 T. Whatelv -

LEVE.

in Med. Comtuun. II. 388 With levators and nippers I

separated it piecemeal.

t Levatory. Obs. rare - \ In quot. erron.

lavatory, [as if ad. L. *levatdrium, f. levare to
raise. So OF. levatoire.'] = Elevator 2.

1612 Woouali Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 4 The Lavatory
is a neces>ary instrument to elevate the depressed Cranium.
1706 P11 ill! fs (ed. Kersey, Levatoty.

Levayn(e, obs. form of Leavex.

t Leve, sb. Obs. Forms: 1 (se)l€afa, 2 i-leafe,

leave, 3 leaf, lefve, Onn. leefe, 3-4 leve. [OE.
^cttafa, Uafa str. masc. = OKris. lava, OS. qUoto
{^\V>x\. gelovc, Vu.geloof j, OllG. giloubo (M HG.
geloube, G. gtaube); Goth, hns galaubeins, with
different suffix ; related to Goth, galanbjan : see
Y-lkve, Believe vbs.'] Belief, faith ; oeeas. tiust.
c 950 Lindis/. Gosp. Matt. viii. 10 Ne fand ic sua: miclo

leafa [c 1000 Ags. GosP. seleafati] in israhel. c 1000 /Ki.mic
Gram. Pref. {Z.) 3 ForcVan fte durh lare by$ se leafa
Xehealden. C1175 Lamb. Horn. 5 We sulen habben ure
heorte and habben godne ileafe to ure drihten. Ibid. 57
Mid al his haue bu charite and softfe.ste leaue. c 1200
Oku in 2776 (iodess beoww birrb habben n her ?obfas*t
lafe o C riste. c 1205 Lav. 16840 }if bco wulled cristindoin
mid gode lefne vnder-fon. a 1225 1 eg. Ruth. 384 I eh iseo

I wel. .bat tu were iset ^ung to leaf & to lare. a 1275 Prov.
Ail/red 548 in O. E. Misc., Haue bu none leue to pe b.id
after be bileued. c 1330 R. I'klnm L ftron. u8io> 247
Nobeles be wiid haf briggid, he fais leue & erroure.

t Leve, vA Obs. Forms : 1 lefan, lylau, 2-5
leve n, ^le a fen, 4leeve,^V. lewe. 5leef. [OK.
(Anglian) lefan, (WS.) ly/an =OHGl (ar)lonban
MUG., mod.G. (er tonben . ON. Myfal Goth.
ns laubjan, f. O l etit *latwd Leave sb.] trans.

r

lo grant permission to ; allow, permit. Also (esp.

of God or Christ), to grant. With personal obj.

j

(?ori^. dal.) and inf. or clause; also absot.
C897 K. .Klkrkd Gregory's East. Prcf. 4 We hit noh-

I w.toer ne sclfe tie lufedon nc eac oftium moiinum ne lifdou.
c 1000 rigs. Gosp. Matt. xix. 8 MoySts. .lyfde tow eowerwif

1 to forheu tine, c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 1 1 pet he us leue swa
Hhben on )»i^e >corte hue bet [etc.]. c 1200 Ormin £873
Oodd Alhnahhti^ lefe us> swa 'J o furbenn t ri>te.ss wille.
c 1220 Bestiary 303 Vre louetd cri>t it leue u.s i^at his l.-^e us
fede. a 1225 'Juliana 28 Lef me }>at ich mote be treow Iiche
iuuien. a 1225 St. Marker. 12 Leaf me gun. a 122$ Amr.
R. 88 Vre Loucrd .. ne leue oil neuer >tinken bene fl 'le
put. C1250 Gen. Ex. 2532 Cod leue hem in his blisse
spileu anions enyeles &. seli men. c X375 Sc. Leg. Saints

I

.vwi. {SyJwlas) 632 J?at he wakl lewe pain to say be story

!

of sancte nicholas. ^1375 Pankoik Bruce xix. 126 ( H the
* kyngis curtasye, That levit him debonarly Till do of bis

land his liking, e 1385 Chai'ci-r G. H '. 2083 Ariadne,
And leue me ne\ere swi< h a cas be-fa!le. 1393 LangI.. /'.

PLC. l. J49Cri>t . leue ]>c lede so by]ondej>a( Itante pe louye.
c 1400 Ih'sir. Troy 8048 And pes worde.s ho warpit, as hir wo
leuit.^ c 1400 Apol. Loll. 28 pat oncly a man vse his power
in to ilk ping, as (iod. .Itfib him to \se it. c 1450 Holland
Howlat 534 As our Roy levit, The Dow^lass in amies the
bludy hart beris. t 1470 Hknkv Wallace iv. 38 I hocht a
subiet in deid wald pass bis loid, It is nocht lewyt be na
rychtwis racord. Hid. vi. 262 Wenien thai lewit and
preistis, on the morn, To pass thar way. ^1510 Gesl Rob.
/lode I. in Arb. Garner VI. 4^0 (Jod leve that he be true.
I 5 , 3 Douglas sEnrts 111. vi. 203, I am levit with my wordis
the to charge.

t Leve, v.- Obs. Forms : 1 leTan, liefan,

lyfan, 2 3 luven, 2-5 leve 'u, 3, 5 lefen, (3
leaven, leove), 3-4 live(n. (4 lieve/lyff, lyve),
5-6 leev(e, Sc. leif. [OL. (Anglian; iJfan, (WS.)
liefan, a shortened form of gehfan, geliefan : see
Y-leve, Believe vbs.]

1. itttr. To believe in, on, up, upon ; also to trust,

give credence to a person or thing ; = Believe 1.

CI175 Lamb. Horn. 75 To luuene ine god mote fif ping.
c 1200 Triu. Coll. Horn. 11 Cursed be be man be leueft upen
hwate. c 1200 Oumin 939 Hu ^uw birrb leden ;uw And lefenn
uppo Criste. a 1225 Leg. Katk. 328 Me hwet is mare med-
schipe ben for to leuen on him. 1377 Langl. F. PI. K.
xvn. ?o Lo here in my lappe pat leued on batcharme, losue
and Iudith. 1382 Wyclif Eulns. xxxii. 27 Who Ieeueth to
God, taketh heed to the hestes. a 1400 Pistil/ Susan 358
Who so levib [MS. A. leeueb] on our lcrd dar hym not lese.

c 1430 Hymns I 'irg. 73 }he, Conscience, now to pi wordis y
leeue. c 1430 How Good Wi/e taught Dan. 159 in Babees Bk.,
Nocht leif to vantoune giglotriss. c 1450 Erie Tolous 555
My wele, my wytt, ys all away, But ye leue on my lore.
C1470 Golagros *f Gaw. 1107 To leif in thi laute. c 1475
Ran/ Coilsear 944 My treuth I the plicht, That 1 sail

lelely leef on thy Lord ay. 1535 Stewart C/on. Scot.
(1858) II. 168 That all quhilk leuit vpone Chiistis lair, In
his defence sould follow.

b. Without construction : To exercise faith.
a 900 O. E. Mariyrol. 8 Nov. 202 Da lyfde se gode ond

fulwihte onfeng. eizoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 81 We wolden
sen sum fortocne of be Warbi we mihten .. leuen. 13..
E. E. Allit. P. B. 1703 f>enne he laued bat lorde & leued
in trawbe. a 135a Minot Poems iii. 16 Leves wele it es no
lye. 138a Wyclif P'cctus. xix. 4 Who Ieeueth sone, is li}t

in herte. 14.. How Wise Man taught Son in Ritson Auc.
Pop. Poetry 36 Common women, as j leve Make zong men
evyle to spede. ^1440 Partoucpe 83 Levyth {printed
lenyth] well this ys no fable. ? a 1500 Chester PI.
(E. E. T. S.) 396 Ther he lyves in flesh and blood, as fully
leeven we.

2. trans, a. To believe, give credence to (a per-

son) ; occas. to believe in, to trust, b. To believe,

give credence to (a thing, also with obj. clause
either with or without that) ; to accept an alleged
fact, a statement) ; = Believe 5-8.
971 Blicltl. Horn. 11 Swa is to Iyfenne bait englas hie

geoine beheoldan. £1175 Lamb. Horn. 75 pet ne leueS
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nan bute be gode crisiene Mon. a 1225 Leg. Kaih. 430
}ef ha nalde leauen bat ha }et lefde. c iz$oGcn. <y Ex. 935
Abram leuede &is hot in sped. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 6858

f>e
kyng leuede him wel ynou. 13.. E. E. A Hit. P. A. 69 pe

ys.t of hem mvjt no mon leuen. 23.. Guy Want;, (A.) 1584
Alias I Alias f . . That y 110 hadde leued thi word ! a 1330
Roland *f V. 302 Who pat wil nou^t leue me, In spaine men
may be sobe y-se. c 1330 A rth. <y Merl. 925 (Kolbing) pine

tale ich no leue. 136* Langl, P. PI, A. 1. 36 Leef not pi

licain, for ly^ere him techeb. 1377 — P. Pi. B. xviii. 187
Leuestowthat3ond li^te uiiloukemy^lchelle. 0385CHAUCER
L. G. W. Prol. 10 liut goddis forbodc but men schuldc leue

Wei more thyng than men han seyn with eye. c 1400 Lan-
franc's Cirurg. 333 It wole li^tlybe Ieeued of lewid men.
<ri400 Maundkv. (1839) xx * 221 wo^de never han leved

it, had wee not seen it. 1414 Brampton Peuit. Ps. (Percy
Soc.) 31 Now may no man othir levyn. 1426 Audklay
Poems 12 Leve he is a lyere. a 1450 R'ut. de la Tour (1868)

82 That ye take no yeftes, nor leuithe none euellecounsaile.

c 1450 Merlin 11 The lecherye that thow hast told, wher-of
1 can not leve the. c 1470 Golagros $ Gaw. ji Leif ye the

lele. 1513 1>radsha\v St. Werburge 1. 852 A niountayne or

hyll soner, leue ye me, Myght he remoeued. Ibid. 2266
They tokc hym tenderly, ye may me leue full sure, a 1547
Surrey sEneid n. 31 4 Cassandra then . . Her prophetes lippes,

yet neuer of vs leeucd, Disclosed eft. c 1570 Pride % L<nvl,

(1841} 67 And choose him how this matter he wyl leeven.

Hence f La-ving vbl. sb,, believing.

1333 More Con/fit. Timiale vm. Wks. 799/2 Because it

is a presumpteous hope, loking to be saued with damnable
deuelyshe lieuing.

tlieve, z».3 Obs. rare~~ l
, [ad. F. lever to

raise.] trans. To lift up.
c 1489 Caxton Blanchardyn xlix, 191 Sadoyne. .leued vp

his guysarme vpon him.

Leve, obs. form of Lave, Leaf, Lief, Live v,

t Iie'veable, a, Obs, rare. Also 4 laevable.

[f. Leve v.2 + -able.] That may be believed or

trusted ; credible, trustworthy,
1382 Wycuf 2 Chron. vi. 18 Thanne whethir leeuable

IVulg. credibite] it be, that [etc.]. a 1483 Liber Niger in

llouseh. Ord. (1790) 74 Fower yomen leveahle and discrete.

Levecel, variant of Levesel Obs.

Leved, ievedi, obs. forms of Leaved, Lady.
Levee (1A'<\ le'v/), sb.l U,S, Also 9 levy. [ad.

F. leve'e, fern, of ievJ, pa. pple. of lever to raise.]

1. An embankment to prevent the overflow of a
river.

1718-20 Dumont Plan N. Orleans in J. W'insor Mississ.
Basin (189=0 151. 1770 P. Pittman Euro/. Settlew.
Mississ. 10 The town [New Orleans] is secured from the
inundations of the river by a raised hank, generally called

the Levee. 1812 J. Cutlkr Topogr. Dcscr. Ohio 90 Here
commences the embankment or Levee, on the western
side of the river. 1850 I>. Taylor Eldorado i. (1862 1 6
Broad fields of sugar cane, .came down to the narrow levee
which protects them from the floods. 1883 Encyel. Amtr.
I. 197/1 The levee—or levy, as it is often written—is the
name of the embankment itself. 1895 J. Winsor Mississ.

Basin 158 Perier had completed his levee along the river.

aitrib. 1877 Burroughs Taxation 29 A levee tax was laid.

2. A landing-place, pier, quay.
1842 H. Caswall City 0/Mormons 3 The landing-place

(or levee, as it is denominated*.
at!rib. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Levee-dues, shipping

or landing dues paid at a levee.

Levee (lf\i)
9
sb. 2 Also 8 levy, 9 \ev6e. [ad.

¥,lcvt?> variant of lever (Littre lever sb. 3) rising

(subst. use of lever inf. to rise) : cf. Couchee.
All our verse quotations place the stress on the first syl-

lable. In England this is the court pronunciation, and
prevails in educated use. The pronunciation (Uvz") or (lev/')>

which is given by Walker, is occasionally heard in Great
Britain, and appears to be generally preferred in the U. S.]

1 1. The action of rising, spec, from one's bed. Obs,
1700 Congreve Way of World iv. i, O, nothing is more

alluring than a Levee from a Couch, in some Confusion.

1727 Philip Quarll (1816) 75 An old monkey, .quietly wait-

ing his levee, to entice him to come. 1784 R. Bage Barham
Downs I. 129 Their levee was honoured with the presence
of the constable. 1796 Steoman Surinam II. xviii. 55 He
[the planter] is next accosted by his overseer, who regularly
every morning attends at his levee. 1827 R. Pollok Course
T. vii, Birds, In levee of the morn, dawn's advent hailed.

2. A reception of visitors on rising from bed ; a
morning assembly held by a prince or person of
distinction.

1672 Dryoen Marr. H la Mode H. t, You shall be every
day at the king's levee and I at the queen's. 1697 Van-
hrugh Relapse 1. iii, Sure my Gentleman's grown a tavour*
ite at Court, he has got so many People at his Levee. 1719
1>'Urfey Pills (1872) 1. no At his Levy no Crowds you
see. 1732 Pope Ep. Bathurst 58 Sir, Spain has sent a
thousand jars of oil ;

Huge bales of British cloth blockade
the door ; A hundred oxen at your levee roar. 1765 Golosm,
Double Transform, 54 Fond to be seen, she kept a bevy
Of powder'd coxcombs at her levy. 1819 Byron Juan
1. exxxix, Without a word of previous admonition, To hold
a levee round a lady's bed. 1820 Lamb Elia Ser. r. Christ's
I/osp^ The Lions in the Tower—to whose levee, .we had a
prescriptive title to admission. 1874 Green SJiort /list. x.

§ 1. 716 The levees of the Ministers were crowded with lawn
sleeves. 1887 E. Dowden Life Shelley I. i. 7 Louis XVl's
last levee.

b. In Great Britain and Ireland, an assembly
held (in the early afternoon) by the sovereign or

his representative, at which men only are received.

1760-72 H. Brooke FoolofQual. (1792) 1. no The minister

had afterwards introduced him to his majesty in full levee.

1770 Publ. Advertiser 10 Mar., His Majesty s Levee began
at a quarter past two. 1797 Mad. D'Arblay Let. to Dr.
Bunny 13 Sept., A levee is announced for Wednesday ..

and a drawing-room on Thursday. 1809 G. Rose Diaries
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(i860) 11. 411 At the Levee.. Mr. Welleslcy Pole kissed
hands. 1825 Jefferson Autobiog. Wks. 1859 '« 63 My
}>resentation, as usual, to the King and Queen, at their
eve'es. 1834 Macaulay Em., Pitt (1851) 301 The King
would be civil to him at the levee. 1837 Thackeray
Ravensiving vii, He goes to the Levee once a year. 1896
Laiv Times C. 408/1 On the occasion . . of Lord Cadogan's
first Viceregal levee in Dublin Castle.

c. A miscellaneous assemblage of visitors, irre-

spective of the time of day
; applied ( U, S.) to the

President's receptions.
1766 M. Cutler in Life, etc. (1888) I. 12 A second grand

levee at Ellis' Inn. 1831 Sir J. Sinclair Corr. II. 100
! Several ladies attended the evening levee of the Minister

of the Home Department. 1837 Ht. Marti neau Soc.
Amer. III. 96 The President's levee presents many facili-

j

ties for ridicule. 1842 Dickens Amtr. Notes viii, It was
on the occasion of one of those general assemblies which

]

are held on certain nights, between the hours of nine and
twelve o'clock, and are called, rather oddly, Levees.
transf. 1825 Hone Everyday Bk. 1 . 993 The dogs . . held

a levee.

t3. The company assembled at a levee; atten-

dance of visitors. Obs.
1701 Farquhar Sir //. Wildair 11. i, They were fisted

about among his dirty Levee of Disbanded Officers. 1717
L. Howel Desiderius (ed. 3) 180 Sanctify my heart, that
I may be worthy to be one of thy divine Levy. 1753 H an-
way Trav. (1762) I. in. xxix. 127, I was again honored with
a numerous levee. 1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters I. 171
Charlemagne received his levee in a great bath. 177

1

Smollett Humph. CI. 5 June, Going round tbe levee, [he]

spoke to every individual.

4. allrib. and Comb,
y
as levee-day, -dress

}
-haunt-

iug> -hunting, -man, -morn, 'room, vow.
1726 Swift Gulliver in. vi, At every *levee-day repeat the

same operation. 1789 Hamilton Wks. (1886) VII. 44 The
President to have a levee day once a week for receiving
visits. 1833 Markvat P. Simple xl, The day after his
arrival.. was a levee day. 1897 Geneal. Mag. Oct. 325 All
gentlemen present wore Meve'e dress. 1712 Aodison Sped.
No. 547 p 5 Such as are troubled with the Disease of * Levee-

I haunting. 1744 Warburton Rem. Occas. Refi. 143 *Levy-
hunting. 1721-2 Amherst Terras Pit xiii. (1726) 67 To
domineer over their masters* clients, and *levee-men. 1812
Moore Intercepted Lett. ii. 20 Last *Levee-morn he lo<_>k'd

it through. 1760-72 H. Brooke Pool of Qnal. (1809) III.

1^3 The earl left his young friend a while in the Mevee-room.
1836 in Byron s Wks. (1846) 533/2 On entering the levee-

room at Holyrood. 1763 Chi rchill Duellist 111. 48 The
private squeeze, the *Levee vow.

Levee (lA-i"*), vj Cr.S. [f. Levee sbA] trans.

To raise a levee or embankment along (a river,

;

to raise levees or embankments in (a district .

1858 De Bows Revieiu Oct. (Bartlett), How are we to be
protected [from overflow]? By leveeing. 1877 Burroughs
Taxation 75 An act incorporated certain persons for the
purpose of leveeing and draining a district.

t Le*vee, v. 2 Obs, [f. Levee sb.2] trans. To
attend the levees of; to pursue at levees.

1725 Young Love Fame iv. 129 Warm in pursuit, he Levees
all the great. 1757 Mrs. Griffith Lett. Henry <$ Frances
(1767) IV. 158 You may levee him fifty Times, without
being admitted by his Swiss porter. 1770 Foote Lame
Lo7<er\. 7 The paltryambition ol levying and following titles.

Leveful le, variant of Leeful.
3jevein, obs. form of Leaven.

Level (le'vel), sb, Ako 4 livel, 5 lewel, 5-7
levell, 6 leavell, 6-7 levill. [a. OF. livel (13th

c), later nivel, mod.F. niveau « Pr. livell, nivel
t

It. 1/vellO) Sp. nively Pg. lively nivel:—popular L.

*libe/lum = classical L. libella, dim. of libra bal-

ance.]

I. 1. An instrument which indicates a line

parallel to the plane of the horizon, used in deter-

mining the position as to horizontality of a surface

to which it is applied.

I
There are various forms of this instrument according to

the materials used and the art in which it is employee!, as
carpenters, dumpy,foot, mercurial, plummet, spirit, sur*

' veying, toater level, etc. : see these words.

1340 Ayenb. 150 He deb al to wylle and to be line, and to

be rcule, and to be leade, and to be leuele. 1362 Langl.
\ P. PI. A. xi. 135, I .. lered hem liuel [v.r. leuel] and lyne,

pau^ 1 loke dimme. ^1391 Chaucer Astrol, u. §38 I^ey

this ronde plate vp-on an euene grond . . & ley it euen bi a

I
leuel. 1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy 11. xi, To make them
ioyne by leuell and by lyne. 1573 Baret Alv. L 243 A
Leauell, lyne, or carpenters rule. 1594 Klunoevil Exerc,
iv. i. (1636) 443, 1 ..do thinke it better for you to have such
a little Itvell made of purpose. t6i6 Inv. ofP. Oldfeild in

Earwaker Sandbach (1890) 136 A Levill and a staffe vj'.

1703 Moxon Meek. Exerc. 123 If the Plumb-line hang just

upon the Perpendicular dds when the Level is set flat down
upon the Work, the Work is Level, a 1763 Shexstone
Elegy x. 35 The poor mechanic wanders home Collects the
square, the level, and the line. 1823 P. Nicholson Pract.
Build. 385 The Level, used by bricklayers, is similar to that

of the carpenter. 1866 R. M. Ferguson Electr. (1870) 20
A level is. .hung on the axis of the telescope.

fig. 1578 Timme Calvin on Gen. 281 The deeds of Men
. .are . . to be examined by Gods level and line. 1583 Stubbes
Anat. Alms. ir. (1882) 11 The lawc in it selfe, is the square,
the leuell, and rule of equitie and iustice. 16 10 Shaks.
Temp. iv. i. 239 We steal by lyne and leuell, and 't like your
grace. 1641 Milton Ch. Govt. I. ii. Wks. 1851 III. 103

Should not he. .by his owne prescribed discipline have cast

his line and levell upon the soule of man? 1647 Ward
I

Simp. Cobltr 34 Statesmen frame and build by the levell

and plummet of his wisdome.

% b. Erroneously glossed as = plumb-line.
1:1440 Promp. Pant. 301/1 Level, rewle, perPendiculum,

1483 Cath. Angl. 215/1 A Levelle, pcrpendicuhtm {MS. A.

LEVEL.
f>Iemmett). 155a Hulokt, Leuel or lyne called a plomb-
yne, Perpendiculum.

f c. fig. To give level to: ? to take as one's rule

or standard. Obs.

1569 J. Sanford tr. Agrippa's Van. Aries xc\\. 166 Neither
doo they alowe the Traditions of auncient Doctoures &
Fathers, sayinge, that they maie be deceaued and deceaue,
but they doo geue leauell to the Churche of Rome alone,
which, as they saie, cannot erre.

1 2. Level condition or position ; horizontality.

Chiefly in phrases : on, upon a levels in a horizontal
line or plane; the level;\ht horizontal; in levelt

on the gronnd (cf. L. in piano). Obs,
a 1400-50 A lexander 3261 Now in leuell, now on-loft, now

on lawe vndire. 14.. I'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 580/30 Equi-
librium, a lewel. 1594 PlatJewe11-ho. ti. 15 Hee commeth
to spread it Idung] all ouer the ground, and layeth the same
in equall leu ill. 1683 Moxon Mech. Exerc, Printing x iii. r 3
File off the rising side of the Punch, which brings the Face
to an exact Level. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. iv, The rising ol
the water brought me a little more upon a level ; and a little

after, the water still rising, my rafi floated again. 1726
Swift Gulliver 111. iv, Tbe current of a river whose course
is more upon a level.

3. Position as marked by a horizontal line; an
imaginary line or plane perpendicular to the plumb-
line, considered as determining the position of one
or more points or surfaces. On a (or \the) level

with : in the same horizontal plane as.

153S Act 27 Hen. VIII, c. 18 Suche groundes as lye within
the leuell of the said water niarke. a 1682 Sia T. Browne
Tracts 152 At least twenty foot in direct height from the
level whereon they stand. 171a W. Rogers Voy. 367 A Stage
is made above the Water, on a l^evel with the Side of the
Boat. 1717 tr. Frezier's Voy. S.Sea 93 l'wo natural Ditches

t
! . .sunk down almost to the Level of the Sea. Ibid. 313 The

'

j

Rampart behind it is generally upon the Level with Larih-

|
work. 1774 Golosm. Nat. Hist. (1776) I. 190 It has been
said, that all fluids endeavour to preserve their level ; and .

.

that a body pressing on the surface, tended to destroy that
I level.^ 1820 Klats Hyperion 1. 46 To the level of hts ear

Leaning with parted hps, some words she spake, i860
Tynoall Glac. 1. xv. 99 The line which marks the level of
the ancient ice. 1879 Harlan Eyesight viii. 116 Light
coming from below the level of the head is worse than
useless. 1880 Haughton Phys. Geog. iv. 170 The level of
the lake will continue to fall.

b. Tofind ones or its level : said of persons or

things arriving at their proper place with respect

to those around or connected with them.
The primary use seems to be that referring to the tendency

of two bodies of liquid to ' find tbeir level ', i.e. to equalize
the vertical elevation of their upper surfaces, when free com-
munication is established between them.

1799 J. Robertson Agric. Perth 413 We have adopted a
cant-phrase, That things will find their level .. It is true

I

with regard to prices, and was at first introduced under tbis

i

acceptation ; But with regard to^ population it is most incor*

rect. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias v.-i. p 64 It was in vain to fret

about it ; and I s^bn found my level. 1817 Coleridge Lay
Serm. 101 Instead of the position that all things find, it

would be less equivocal, .to say that Tilings are al ways/ind-
ing their level. 1822 Hazlitt Table-t. Ser. 11. i. (1869) 30
A member of parliament soon finds his level as a commoner.

t c. To hold its level with : to be on an equality

with. Obs.

1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, 111. ii. 17 Could such inordinate

and low desires.. hold their leuell with thy Princely heart?

4. Position, plane, standard, in social, moral, or

intellectual matters. On or upon a level : on the

same * plane *, on an equalitv {with),

1609 Daniel Civ. Wars tv. xviii, Aboue the leuell of sub-

iettion. 1665 Bovle Occas. Refi. iv. xvii. (1848) 269 All

these shall sink themselves to his Level. x666 Drvden
J

Ann. Mirab. Pref., They inspired me with thoughts above
my ordinary level. 1693 South Serm. 331 Men whose

j

a*piring intellectuals had raised them above the common

I

level. 1710 Swift Let. to Abp. King 10 Oct., Lett. 1767

I
I. 56 Their two lordships might have succeeded easier

than men of my level are likely fo do. 171a Berkeley
Pass. Obedience § 20 Wks. 187 1 III. 119 The precept against

rebellion is one on a level with other moral rules. 1712

AnuisoN Sped. No. 295? 4Where the Age and Circumstances
1 of both Parties are pretty much upon a level. 173a Berke-
[ ley Alcipkr. 1. § 13 To degrade human-kind to a level with

brute beasts. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias 1. xii. f 5 It was only

reducing feasts and fasts to the level of bread and water.

1828 Carlyle Misc. (1857) I. 189 The popular man stands on
our own level. 183a Ht. Martineau Life in Wilds viL 94

I The calamity.. had reduced all td one level. 1856 Froude
' Hist. Eng. (1858) II. vii. 182 A present madness which has

brought down wisdom to a common level with folly. 1869

Freeman Norm. Cong. (1876) III. xL 3 We must place

English and Norman writers on a level. 1874 Sweet Engl.

Sounds 40 Middle English is practically on a level with

liutcb. 1882 J. H. Blunt Ref. Ch, Eng. II. 348 A much
higher level of doctrine and rituaL

5. A (more or less) horizontal superficies ; a level

1

or flat surface. Also fig.
1634 W. TmwHYT tr. Balzac's Lett. 80 To affoord vs

meanes to catch Trouts and Pykes, leaning them vpon the

leuill IF. sur la lerre]. 1725 Pope Odyss. xn. 187 The
vessel light along the level glides. 1798 in Picton L pool

Munic. Rec. (1886) II. 274 The levels of many of the new
streets improperly and irregularly laid out. 1820 Shellev
CEdipus 1. 9g There's something rotten in us- for the level

Of the State slopes, its very bases topple. 1840 Milman
Eat. Chr. III. 367 The level of ecclesiastical or episcopal

dignity gradually broke up. 1842 Tennyson Morte dA rth.

51 He, stepping down By zig-zag paths.. Came on the

shining levels of the lake. 1874 Micklethwaite Mod.
Par. Churches 86 Of the Chancel levels and steps,

b. The level, the earth's surface, rare- 1
.

1848 Dickens Dombey ii, 'Where have you worked all
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your life?* 'Mostly underground, Sir, 'till 1 got married.
1 come to the level then.'

C. On the level : moderate in ambition or aim.
1790 Sir J. Revnolos Disc. xv. (1842) 269 The Caracci..

formed . . a most respectable school, a style more on the
level, and calculated to please a greater number.

6. A level tract of land ; a stretch of country ap-

proximately horizontal and unbroken by elevations

:

applied spec, (as a proper name) to certain large

expanses of level country, e.g. Bedford Level or the

Great Level in the fen district of England ; The
Levels (formerly The Level), the tract including

Hatfield Chase in Yorkshire.
1623 E. Wynne in Whitboume Newfoundland 109 Our

high leuels of land are adorned with Woods. 1642 Sir C.
Vekmuioen Disc. Drain. Fens 4 The Levell lyeth in sixe

Counties. 1661 N. N. {title) A Narrative of all the Pro-
ceedings in the Draining of the Great Level of the Fens,
Extending into the Counties of Northampton, Lincoln,
Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, and Huntingdon; and the

Isle of Ely. 1698 Fryeb Acc. E. India <y P. 253 Such
Tombs as we met with at Bonaru Level. 1751 J. I'.artkam

Observ. Trav. Pmnsylv.
%
etc. 64 We .. crossed a run and

rode along a rich level for several miles. 1774 Golosh. Nat.
Hist. (1776) L 284 The levels of Hatfield Chace, in York,
shire. 1835 Penny Cycl. IV. 138/1 Hedford Level .. is

divided into three parts, which are distinguished as the
North, the Middle, and the South Levels. 1841 J. C. Hooth
Mem. Geol. Snrv. Maryland 89 The beautiful tract ofland
. .appropriately called the Levels. 1859^1// Year Round
No. 33. 162 In one level alone, fifteen thousand sheep were
drowned. 1890 1 Rolf Loldrewood ' Col. Reformer (1891)
222 The great saltbush levels of the interior.

7. Mining, a. A nearly horizontal ' drift pas-

sage, or gallery in a mine. b. A * drift
' ; often

(more fully water-level) one serving for drainage

purposes; also see quot. i860. For blind, dip-

head, drowned, etc. level see Ihe first member.
1721 Connect. Col. Rec. (1872) VI. 253 Any disagreement

that may happen . .amongst. . lessees., concern'd in the mines
aforesaid, about making any levels (or clearing and cleansing
the said levels or shafts). 1805 R. Forsyth Beauties Scot I.

I. 270 This gentleman opened a level or mine from the sea,

..it drained the upper coal-works. 1827 Jarma.m Pinvell's

Devises 1 1. 137 The leaseholds had mostly been demised as
'coal-mines and levels at rents'. 1851 Greknwell Coal-
trade Terms Northumb.fy Durh. 35 Levels a drain cut in the
bottom stone, to set away or convey water. A pair of levels

are a pair of drifts, driven in the water-level direction of the
coal, for the purpose of winning coal, i860 Mining Gloss.

Nnvcastle Terms, Levels, gutters for the water to run in.

1867 W. \V. Smyth Coal <y Coal-mining 129 When the coal

to be cut away is a short block, as in the driving of levels.

•f 8. The equinox. Obs. (? nonce-use).

1548 Elyot Did., /Equidiale, the tyme whan the dayes
and the nyghtes bee of one lengthe, the leuell of the yere.

II. Senses derived from the verb.

*f* 9. a. The action of aiming a missile weapon,
aim. To give level to : to aim (a gun). To
lay, bend

t
take level : to take aim, to aim. Also,

the line of fire, the range of the missile. Often in

fig. conlext. Obs.

a 1548 Hall Chron.,Hcn. VIII, 36 b,They shotte out of their
towers peces ofordinaunce and hurt such as came within there
levell. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 388 The thing whereat
you lay the levell of your though tes and purposes. 1576 —
tr. Cains' Dogs in Arb. Garner III. 245 Missing our mark
whereat we directed our level, c is86C'tess Pemrroke Ps.
cvi. i, O blessed they whose well advised sight Of all their

life the levell straight doe bend, With endlesse ayming at

the mark of right. 1587 Fleming Contu. Ilolinshed III.

132 1/2 Hir statelie seat is set so high, as that no leuell can
be laid against hir walles. 1592 Shaks. Rom. $ Jul. in. iii.

103 As if that name shot from the dead leuell of a Gun, Did
murder her. i6ot — All's Well 11. i. 159, I am not an Im-
postrue [sic], that proclaime My selfe against the leuill of
mine aime. 160a Marston Ant. * Mel. 111. Wks. 1856 I. 38 if

you discharge but one glance from the levell of that set

face, O, you will strike a wench. 161 1 Shaks. Wint. T. lit.

ii. 82 My Life stands in the leuell of your Dreamcs. 1622
F. Markham Bk. War Ded. 2 All his leuels are at true
Pietie. 1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag. v. 78 How by the
Table to give Level to a Piece of Ordnance, without the
Gunner's Rule. 1700 Dryden Sigism. S? Guise, 142 But in

what quarter of the cops it lay His eye hy certain level

could survey. 1718 Prior Solomon m. 43 Be the fair level

of thy actions laid, As temperance wills, and prudence may
persuade.

fb. That which is aimed at ; a mark. Obs.

1525 Ld. Berners Froiss. II. xxxviii. 115 The genoways
crosbowes shotte so surely, that lightly they myst nat of
their leuell. 1591 Spenser Bellay's Vis. iii. 4 So far as
Archer might his level see. 1600 Heywooh 2nd Ft. Edw.
IV Wks. 1874 I. 101 My breast the leuell was, though you
the marke.

+ C, fig. Aim, purpose, design. Obs.
a 159a H. Smith Yng. Man's Task Serm. (1594) 239 ThU

then is the leuel of our message. — Hnmil. Paul ibid. 465
That this should be the leuell of all our thoughts that [etc. J.

1605 Play Slui teym Simpson Sch. Shaks. (1878) 1. 187 That
is the end or levels of my thought.

+ 10. The 'sight' of a gun. Obs,
161 1 Cotgr., Mire, the leuell, or little button at th* end of

a Peece.

11. Surveying. + To make a level of : to ascertain

the differences of elevation in (a piece of land).

Obs. Also, to take a levels Level v. 5 (absol.).
[OF. liveau occurs in this sense.]

1693 [see Leveller i], 1798 L Allen Hist, Vermont 4
In 1785 Captain Twist made a survey and level to ascertain
the expence of a canal from the River St. Lawrence to Lake
Champlain. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIII. 454/2 Among the

operations of levelling, which, within a few years, have been

Voi,. VI.

performed on an extensive scale, may be mentioned the
series of levels taken across the lands between the Black
and the Caspian seas.

12. Comb. : level-error (see quot.)
;
level-point

(see quot. 1839); level-range (see quot.) ; level-
staff= levelling staff,

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk

.

,
*Level-error, th e m icroscopic

deviation of theaxisofa transit instrument fromthe horizontal
position. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) X. 10/2 The height of the
*level-point determined on the staff at this place. 1839
Penny Cycl. XI II. 453/2 The relative heights of a series of

I
points on the ground are obtained hy means of their vertical
distances from others which, on the supposition of the earth
being a sphere, are equally distant from its centre ; and
these.. are called level-points. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey),
*Level~Range, (in Gunnery) the same as Point-blank Shot,
or the Distance that a piece of Ordinance carries a Ball in
a direct Line. 187 . Diet. Archit. (Arch it. Pub!. Soc),
*Level staff, an upright staff five feet long, graduated to
feet and decimals of a foot...The staff contains two thinner
leaves called vanes.

Level (level), a, and adv. [f. Level sb.]

A. adj.

1. Having an even surface; 1 not having one part
higher than another' (J.).
1538 Elyot Diet., Planities, a playne or leuell grounde.

<SS9 W. Cunningham Cosmogr. Glasse 83 In any levell
and plaine place, with your compasse make a circle. 1597
Shaks. 2 lien. IV. \\\. i. 47 That one might .. see the
reuolution of the Times Make Mountaines leuell. 1637

I

Milton Lycidas 98 On the level brine. 1663 Cerijirk
Counsel 21 The Hearth of a Chimney ought to lie levell,

without a border, raised hearths being dangerous. 1715-20
Pope Iliad xx. 272 Along the level Seas they tlew. 1725
De Fok Voy. round World (1840) 261 We found the vale
fruitful, level, and inhabited. 183s Alison Hist. Europe
(1849-50) IV. xxv. § 17. 429 Switzerland, .comprises the un-
dulating level suiface between the Alps and the Jura. 1840
Lardnkk Geom. 186 A cylindrical roller passing in one
direction only will not produce a level surface. 1871 I'al-

GKAvk Lyr. Poems 92 The level waves of broad Garonne.
b.y^.Ofquantitits: Expiessed in whole numbers.

Of a race: Showing no difference between the

competitors. (Cf. Even a. 16.)
1826 Sporting Mag. XVI I i. 316 At the close it was con-

sidered a level thing. 1883 Gkeslky Gloss. Coal Mining,
Level Tons

x
weight of mineral wrought in tons, any odd

cwts. not being taken into account.

2. Lying in a plane coinciding with or parallel

to the plane of the horizon
;
horizontal

; perpendi-

cular to the plumb>line. Level lines (Shipbuild-

ing) : see quot. 1850.
1559 W. Cunningham Cosmogr. Glasse 137 Placing your

Instrument (which I name a Geographical 1 plaine Sphere)
Flat, and levell. 1669 Stukmy Mariner s Mag. v. 70 The
first, .graze of the Mullet on the Level- Line, or on the Ground
called the Horizontal Plain. 1679 Moxon Meeh. E.verc.

126 The Work is Level. 1727-41 Chambers Cycl. s.v.,When
the instrument is level, c 1850 Rndim. Na?ig. (Weale)
1 -_>9 Lez>el lines. Lines determining the shape ofa ship's body
horizontally, or square from the middle line of the ship.

187. Diet. Archit. (Archit. Publ. Soc.) s.v„ As applied to

a line, this word means any which lies at right angles to one
drawn to the centre of the earth, or to a plumb line ; or any
line which is parallel to the horizon. As applied to a
plane, the term ' level ' signifies any in which all lines drawn
in any direction are level lines as before defined.

3. Lying in the same horizontal plane as some-
thing else ; on a level with. Also fig,, on an

equality with
;
readily accessible or intelligible to,

1559 W. Cunningham Cosmogr. Glasse 16 So that a man
inhabiting under .. th'equinoctial, do perceive both .. the

North pole, and .. the South, levell with th'earth. 1597
Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, iv. iv. 7 Euery thing lyes leuell to our

wish. 1606 — Ant. CI. iv. xv. 66 Voung Loyes and Gyrles

Are leuell now with men. 1642 Fuller Holy q- Prof. St. 1.

iii. 8 He overshoots such low matter as lie levell to a
womans eye. 1643 Caryl Sacr. Covt. 14 All our actions

ought to be levell with reason. 1703 Dampier Voy. III. 32

Just by the Landing-place there is a small Fort, almost

level with the Sea. 1729 IU'tler Serm. Ignor. ififaw Wks.
1874 ,] « 2°7 We should apply ourselves to that which is

level to our capacities. 1813 Shelley Q. Mab v. 11 When
the tall trees.. Lie level with the earth to moulder there.

1864 Lowell Biglcnv P. Poet. Wks, (1879) 228 Lincoln was
master, .of a truly masculine English,, .level at once to the

highest and lowest of his countrymen. 1888 Sweet Hist.

Eng. Sounds Pref. p. vii, I have done my best to keep level

with the latest results of foreign investigation.

b. Level crossing: a place at which a road and

a railway, or two railways, cross each other at the

same level. Also attrib,

1841 Erees Gloss. Civil Engin., Level or Paved Crossing

(on a railway). 1851 Illnstr. Catal. Gt. Exhib.nj Simul-

taneously-acting level-crossing gates for railways. 1879 Sala
in Daily Tel. 26 Dec, The perils of level-crossings. 1895
Law Times C. 133/2 A man who had been killed at a level

crossing by a railway train.

4. Of two or more things with respect lo one

another: Situated in the same level or plane.

Also fig.
i6ox Shaks. AlPs Well 1. iii. 118 Where qualities were

leuell. 1795 J. Phillips Hist. Inland Navig. 8 To raise or

fall Vessels out of one Canal into another, where they are

not level. 1820 Keats Eve St. Agnes iv, The level cham-
bers . . Were glowing to receive a thousand guests,

b. Equal in quantity or position, slang,

1894 Astley 50 Years Life II. 328 I'll toss yer who pays
for level drinks.

5. Lying, moving, or directed in an (approxi-

mately) horizontal plane: esp.poet., e.g. of the rays

of the sun when it is low down on the horizon.

1667 Milton/1
. L. ii. 634 He. . Now shaves with level wing

the Deep, now soares [etc.]. 1760 Beattie Virg. Past. 11.

108 The setting sun now beams more mildly bright, The
shadows lengthening with the level light. 1801 Campbell
Hohcnlinden 21 Scarce yon level sun Can pierce the war-
clouds, rolling dun. 1832 JIt. Martineau Life in Wilds
viii. 103 The last level rays were glittering on the stream.
1840 Browning Sordcllo 111. 205 The level wind carried
above the firs Clouds. 1851 Illnstr. Catal. Gt. E.xhib. 375
The shafts, being bent, bring the body level when at work.
1885-94 Unidcies Eros <y Psyche Aug. ii, The level sun-
beams search'd the grassy ground For diamond dewdrops.

6. Of even, equable, or uniform quality, tone, or

I style ; of even tenor.

1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. 1. v. § ar In which Relation we
much commend the even tenour thereof, consisting of so
level Lies, that no one swelling Improbability i* above the
rest. 1764 Golosm. Trav. 221 Their level life is but a
mould'rmg fire. 1802 Sketch ofParis II. Iv. 214 Her voice
was formerly very full in the medium or levebspeaking.
1841 L. Hunt Seer 11. 62 A passage .. delivered .. all in

a level tone. 1861 Illnstr. Loud. News 7 Dec. 569/3 The
best of the pair .. a nice level animal. 1873 M. Arnold
Lit. Sf Dogma (1S76) 212 A very plain and level account.
1894 Field 1 Dec. 828/r The owner of a beautifully level

pack of hounds. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VI. 56 A lei-

sured and level life.

b. Level-dyeing-, a method of dyeing devised to

prevent unequal absorption of the colouring matter.
In recent Diets.

t 7. a. ' Equipoised, steady ' (Sehmidt). Obs,

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 11. i. 123 It is not a confident

j

brow, nor the throng of wordes . . can thrust me from a leuell

conskleraiion. 1601 — Twel. A*, it. iv. 32 Let still the
woman take An elder then her selfe, so weares she to him,
So swayes she leuell in her husbands heart.

b. Said of the i head ' or mental 1 make up '

:

Well balaneed. Grig. U. S.
1870 Orchestra 12 Aug. 331/1 To tell a woman her head

is level is apparently a compliment in America. 1876 ijKEr
11arte Gabriel Couroy vi. vii, There is a strong feeling

among men whose beads are level that tins Minstrel Variety
performance is a bluff. 1891 — 1st Earn. Tasajara 11. 71
Mrs. Ashwood'.s head was about as level as it was pretty.

8. Plain, point-blank, rare.
1820 K eats Lam lit 701 lie look'd and look'd again a level
—No

!

9. One's level best : one's very best ; the utmost
one can possibly do. colloq. or slang; orig. U. S.

1873 L. 15. Hale (title) Hi*. Level I lest. 1882 Ittustr.

Sport. News 29 July 467/2 His was an honest old hairy-

heeled hunter, no doubt, and did her level best. 1885 Rider
1 1 acgahd A'. Solon 1on s Mines (1887) 10a Then came a pause,
each man aiming his level best.

10. Comb, (chiefly parasynthetic), as level- topped

adj. ; level-handed a., having the same amount
in hand ; level-headed a., having a 4 level' head,

mentally well balanced ; level-lander nonce-ivJ. y

a dweller on level land.

1835 Ann. Reg. 49 Now we are ^level-banded, you've got

,£s, and I've got ^5. 1879 ToiU«;KF. Fool's Err. i. S Clear-

headed, or, as they would now be called, 'level-beaded, were
ihese children of the Uerk-diite hills. 1898 S. Lee Life
Shaks. xiv. 245 The terse and caustic comments which
Antony's level-headed friend Knobarbus .. passes on the

action. 1864 Miss Yongk Trial I. 65 'Much you know of

hills, you *level landers!' 1796 \\ MltEKtNC Brit. Plants
(ed. 3) IV. 16 Crust forming cylindrical Mevel-topped bundles.

1847 W. E. Steele Field Bot. 172 Umbel level-topped.

f B. adv. With direct aim; on a level with. Obs.

1601 Marston Pas>/uil <y Kath. Wks. 1878 III. 27 Wel-
come, l'asilisco, thou wilt carrie leuell, and knock ones
braines out with thy pricking wit. 1602 Shaks. Ham. iv. i.

42 Whose whisper o'er the world's diameter, As level as

the cannon to his blank. Transports his poison 'd shot. Ibid.

v. 151 It shall as leuell to your Judgement pierce As day
do's to your eye. 1649 i'v. Ri-.vnolds Serm. Hosea vi. 92
If he mount a canon, and point that levell against the

enemie. 1659 Gentl. Calling 1. (1697) 4 If he chuse either

to look level on the same nature with himself, or direct his

eyes upward.

Level (le-vel), v.i Inflected levelled, level-

ling ( L\S. leveled, leveling' . Also 5-7 levell,

(6 levelle, leavell, -ill, leyvel). [f. Level sb.]

I. 1. trans. To make (a surfaee) level or even

;

to remove or reduce inequalities in the surface of.

f Also, to spread or distribute in a flat layer.

c 1440 Jacobus Well 3 Levell bi ground of pi welle be-nethe

wyth be leuell of eqnyte. 1509 in Bury Wills ^Camden) 112

That y° hygheway be made and levelde at my cost and
charge w*grawell and stonys. 1530 Palsgr. 609/2, 1 levell, as

a carpenter or mason dothe his grounde, or their tymber, or

stones or they square them, with a lyne . . This florthe is

well leavelled : cest asire est Hen aflanyee. 1641-2 in

Swayne Sarnm Churchw. Acc. (1896) 213 Leveling y< ground
in y" body of y« Ch. 1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 257 The
Foundation being all made firm, and levelled. 1795 J.

Phillips Hist. Inland Navig. Add. 40 The rubbish, &c.

dug in making the canal, is to be leveled on the adjoining

ground in a proper manner. 1856 Emekson Eng. Traits,

Aristocr. Wks. (Bohn) II. 87 The road that grandeur levels

for his coach. 1874 Green Short Hist. ii. § 6. 92 Street and
lane were being levelled to make space for the famous

Churchyard of S. Paul's.

fig. 1812 Gen. Hist, in Ann. Rev. 132 Inflammatory

writings inculcating levelling notions.

b. To level out : to extend on a level; ffig. to

contrive, procure (an opportunity).

1606 G. W[oodcocke1 Hist. lustine xvi. 65 b IDemetrius

hoped] to leauell out fit opportunity himselfe to inuade

the kingdome. 1644 Milton Divorce 11. xiv. 59 To limit

and level out the direct way from vice to vertu, with straitest

and exactest lines on either side. £185© Rudim. Navig.

(Weale) 129 Levelled'Out, a line continued out in a horizontal
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direction from the intersection of an angle ; or where the

canl-timbers may intersect the diagonal or riband lines,

t c. To balance, settle (accounts). Obs.

1660 in 1st Cent. Hist. Spring/ie/d, A/ass. (1898) I. 270
Theirc lar,t Rate did not Levell all aco**, But . . there is

still £2 i-js. +d. for y* Towne to allow, for y* clearing of all

aco".

d. Dyeing. To make (colour) uniform or even.

1874 Crookes Dyeing etc. 549 This liquid [tartar] is em-

ployed by some dyers for * levelling ' certain colours, .upon

woollen and worsted goods.

2. To place (two or more things) on the same
level or (horizontal) plane* Also jig.

1563 Hyll Art Garden. (1593) 14 Vou shall leu ell your
beds and borders of a height and breadth by a line laide

out, whereby to weede the hearbes. 1599 Broughtoris Let.

xiii. 44 The two passages were leuelled vpon one Moore, the

one leading into Elysium, the other into Tartarus. 1863

W. PuiLLirs Speeches iii. 44 Gunpowder leveled peasant

and prince. 1867 Olioa C. Cast/emaine 1 Cecil Castle-

maine was the beauty of her county and her line .. her

face levelled politics, and was cited as admiringly by the

Whigs . . as hy the Tories.

3. fig. To level (a person or thing) with (now

rare), to, fuuto : to bring or reduce to the level or

standard of; tu put on a level, equality, or par with.

Also occas. intr. forpass., to be on a par with (tobs,),

1603 Jas. I in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. t. III. 79 Sa mon ye

levell everie mannis opinions . . unto you as ye finde thaime
agree or discorde with the reulis thaire sett doun. 1604

Smaks. Oth. 1. iii. 240 With such Accomodation and besort

As leuels with her breeding, a.1626 Miodleton & Rowlky
Changeling 1. ii, To levell him with a Headborough, Beadle,

or watchman, were but little better then he is. 1667 Causes
Decay Chr. Piety v. 85 Those brutish appetites which
would .. level its superior with its inferior faculties [etc.].

1671 Flavel Fount. Life v. 13 The Arians denied his Deity
levelling him with other men. 1769 De Foe's^ Tour Gt.

Brit. (ed. 7) I. 86 To see a Person of Distinction level

himself with a Groom .. is a Thing scarce credible. 1800

Mrq. Welles lev in Owen Desp. (1877) 739 In the nature

of their duty, they are levelled with the native and Portu-

guese clerks. 1824 B. Travers Dis. Eye (ed. 3) 327 It

levels with the proposal to extract through the sclerotica,

1828 Shwell Oxf. Prize Ess. 31 His arrogance levelled the

slave with the brute creation. 1849 Prescott Peru (1850)

II. 204 Its heaven-descended aristocracy was levelled almost
to the condition of the peasant. 1879 Dixon Windsor \ \.

xiii. 137 The recently created dukes were levelled to their

ancient rank.

b. To level up, down : to bring tip, down to the

level of something (expressed or implied). AUo
a/>sol., and intr. for rejl.

1763 Johnson in Boswell 21 July, Sir, your levellers wish
to level down as far as themselves ; but they cannot bear
levelling up to themselves. 1809 Sir J. Ansikuihkr Sp.

Ho. Commons n May in Cobbett Pot. Reg. 20 May 7^4
Another party .. whose object was to level down all public

men to their own very humble state. 1873 Hamf.rton
Intell. Life in. viii. (1876) m To which he may le\el up.

1897 Morley Speech 16 Jan., To level up the beer and spirit

duties.

C. simply. To lower the position of, bring down.
1712 Stekle S/e, t. No. 485 T 1 'Tis infinite pleasure to

the majority of mankind to level a person superior to his

neighbours.

4. To bring to the level of the ground ; to lay

low, lay ' even with the ground to raze. Also
to level to or with the ground, in the dust.

1614 Raleigh Hist. World t. iii. § 5. 41 All downe-right
raines doe . . beate down and leuell the swelling and moun-
tainous billow of the Sea. 1618 Bolton Florus in. x. (1636)

205 He., levelled Alexia to the ground with fire. 1684
Otway Windsor Castle (1685) 13 The Hero levell'd in his

humble Grave. 17x3 Warder True Amazons (ed. 2) 33
Here twice ten thousand Houses levell'd are. 1794 Mrs.
Radcliffe Afyst. Udolpho xxxiii, Many noble trees were
levelled with the ground. 1807 G. Chalmers Caledonia 1.

III. vii. 395 Many of those tumuli have been levelled of late.

1870 Bryant Iliad 1. iv. 106 Should I design to level in the
du-.t Some city. 1878 Browning Poets Croisic 12 May-
dawn dews Saw the old structure levelled.

b. To knock (a person) down. Cf. Leveller.
1760-72 H. Brooke Fool of'Qua/. (1809) IV. 94, 1 ran one

of the a as: i is tnr h the b dy, Tirlah I velle I tu m 11

with his oaken staff. 1816 Sporting Mag. XLV III. 187 The
unfortunate Mordecai, who had been levelled very often by
the rough son of Neptune.

c. trans/, and Jig. To reduce or remove (in-

equalities).

1642 RocEas Naaman 3 Preparing and levelling their

rough and high spirits for the Lord Jesus. 1812-16 J.
Smith Panorama Set. Art 1. 82 These inequalities are soon
levelled by a file. i8ai Lamb Elia Ser. t. Imperfect Sym-
pathies, The mercantile spirit levels all distinctions. 1856
Sir B. Brodie Psycho/. Inq. 1. vi. 220 Circumstances of
trial, which, more than anything else, level all artificial

distinctions.

5. Surveying. To ascertain the differences of

level in (a piece of land) ; to ascertain the vertical

contour of, 'run' a section of; hence, to layout.

Also absol. or intr., to take levels.

1598, etc. [see Levelling vb/. sb. 2]. 1712 J. James tr. Le
Blond's Gardening 118 Taking the Profil of a Mountain,
is, to level the Slope of it exactly, /bid. 189 You may level

the Hill according to the foflowing Practice. 1727-41
Chambers Cycl. s.v. Levelling, We are now able to level

distances of one or two miles, at a single operation.

II. 6. To aim (a missile weapon); to 'lay* (a

gun) ; also rarely, lo bring (a spear) to the proper
level for striking. Also to level one's aim. (Freq.

in fig. contexts.) Const, at, against, f ttnuard, flo,

f unto.

1530 Palsgr. 609/2 He leavellcth his crosse bowe to shote
at some dere. 1586 Hooker Hist. Jret. in Holinshed
II. 130/1 He charged his peece, and leueled the same
vnto the said Peter Cajew. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado tv. i.

239 If all ayme but this be leuelld false. 1655 Mrq. Wor-
cester Cent. Inv. viii, A way how to level and shoot
Cannon by night as well as by day. 1667 Milton F. L.
11. 712 Each at the Head Level'd his deadly aime. 1695
Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth 1. (1723) 48 They [the Meansl
were both levell'd wide, and fell all short of the Mark. 1757
Burke Abridgm. Eng. Hist. Wks. 1842 II. 586 The papal
thunders, from the wounds of which he was still sore, were
levelled full at his head. 1810 Scott Lady of L. u. xxxii,

Against bis sovereign, Douglas ne'er Will level a rebellious

spear. 1845 Darwin Voy. Nat. x. (1879) 219 In the very
act of levelling his musket. 1879 J.

Burroughs Locusts
«y W. Homy (1884) 57 Levelling his bill as carefully as a
marksman levels his rifle. 1883 R. W. Dixon Afauo t. xv.

48 Forth from Ravenna's fort he levelled aim Against the
popedom.

T b. To shoot (a missile) out {ofa weapon). Obs.

1592 Stow Ann. 235 [He] leuelled a quarrel out of a cros
bowe. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. (1637) 250 A bullet

levelled out of a great piece of ordnance. 1664 F/oddau F.
viii. 72 Roaring Guns .. levell'd out great leaden lumps.

C. To direct (one's looks) ; to dart (rays'.

1594 J. Dickenson Arisbas (1878) 40 To .. leuell the eye
..at a gainefull, though inglorious obiect. 1667 Milton
F. L. iv. 543 The setting Sun ..Against the eastern Gate
of Paradise Leveld his eevning Rayes.^ 1725 Pope Odyss.
xxi. 459 The chord he drew, Thro* ev'ry ringlet levelling

his s;iew. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones ix. v, The fair one ..

hastily withdrew her eyes and levelled them downwards.
1817 Byron Beppo lxvii, Others were levelling their looks
at her.

A, fig. To aim, direct, point.

1576 Fleming Fanopl. Epist. 273 All our actions are
leveled ..unto two ends. 1591 Spenser AI. Hubberd 772
All his minde on honour fixed is, To which he levels all his

purposis. 1690 Locke Toleration ii. Wks. 1727 1 1. 279 Vou
proportion yuur Punishments . . contrary to the Common
Discretion, . . which levels the Punishments agninst refrac-

tory Offenders. 1704 HearneZW/. Hist. (17*4) I-
3
83 Pom-

pey . . made two Laws particularly levelled against him
[Caesar]. 1742 Fifloing J. Andrews t. xvii, This fellow's

writings, .are levelled at the clergy. 1856 YnovoKHist. Eng.
(1858; II. ix. 325 Considerable sarcasm has been levelled at

the assumption by Henry of this title. 1894 Solicitor's Jml.
XXXIX. 2/2 It is not necessary for the official receiver

lo level an accusation of fraud against any individual.

fe. Const, inf. To aim at doing something ; to

intend to. Obs,

1708 Swift Sentim. Ch. Eng. Alan Wks. 1755 II. 1. 65
A few men, whose designs . . were levelled to destroy the

i constitution both of religion and government. 1752 Beawes
Lex.AIercat. Rediv.i^ My endeavours have been levelled

;

..to obtain this satistaction. 1809 Malkin Gi/ Bias v. i.

? 12 This exclamation produced all the astonishment it was
levelled to excite in the old citizen.

7. absol. or intr. To aim with a weapon ; \occas.

said of the weapon. Also freq. transf and Jig. as

;
in 6 (with the same const.). Somewhat arch.
c 1500 Three Kings 1 Sons 75 That .. they shold leuelle &

shote alle at ones. 1579 Spenser Sfwph. Cat. Mar. 85,

1 leuelde againe, And short at him with might and maine.

1579 Gosson *SV/j. Abuse [Arh.) 59 A wanton eye is the darte
of Cephalus, where it leueleth, there it lighteth. 1390
GflEF.NE Orl. Fur. (1599) B 3 b, 1, so they gesse but leuell

farre awry. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV% m. ii. 286 The foe-man
may with as great aymc leuell at the edge of a Pen-knife.

1604 T. Wright Passions 1. i. 1 These can be no man, whu
works by right reason but .. he aymeth at some end, he

I levels at some good. 1626 T. H. CaussitCs Holy Crt. 6
Kuery Christian is obliged to leuell at perfection. 1664
Butler Hud. a. iii. 449 He to his engine flew . . And rais'd

j

it till it levell'd right. 1699 Pomfret Poems (1724) 31 He
levels blindly, yet the mark does hit. 1609 Dampikh Voy.
1 1. 1. 72 Wben they shoot at a mark, they level, and fire at

first sight. 1704 Pope Windsor For. 1. 129 He lifts the
tube and levels with his eye. 1728 T. Sheridan Persins
iv. (1739) 54 The Author in this Satyr levels at Nero. 1879

I Browning A/. Reiph 103 They level : a volley, a smoke and
the clearing of smoke.

f b. To guess at, Obs,

j 580 Lvlv Enphnes (Arb.) 227 If ihou couldest as well

conceiue the cure of a father as 1 can leuel at the nature of
a child. Ibid. 289 Since your eyes are...so cunning that

you can leuell at the dispositions ufwomen whom you neuer
1

knew. 1596 Shaks. Alerch. V. 1. ii. 41 As Thou namest
I them [my suicorsi, I will describe them, and according to

my description leuell at my affection.

Level, V- 2, Obs. exc. dial. [? Corruption of

Levy, by association with prec. ; but cf. OF. le-

vaille tax ; also It. livellare to levy (Florio, 161 1).]

= Levy v.

1552 T. Babnabe in EJlis Orig. Lett. Ser. il 1 1. 202 The
chefe ofthe Frenche kinges revenewe is levelled uppon sake,

« 1825 Forby Voc.E. Ang/ia, Level, to assess. Ex. 1

I will

pay whatever you level upon me 1886 Elwobtiiy W. Sotn,

Word-bk. s.v., Mr. Jones to shop 've a level'd a distress 'pon
*em vor the quarter's rent.

Levelage (le-veled^). [f. Level v. + -age.]

Levelling.
1882 Re}, to Ho. Repr. Prec. Aht. U.S. 389 The Rara

Avis Mining Company, .give the best showing of any mine
. .for.. development made through levelage.

t Level-Coil. Obs, Forms : 6-7 level (1 coyl(e,

coile, 7 levell acoile, leve le cull, leve-le-queue.
[Corruptly ad. Fr. phrase (faire) lever le cut (d

quelqu'un)^ to make a person rise from his1 seat

{lever to raise, atI buttock) : see Cotgr., and cf.

Coil sbA The Fr. name of the game is leve-cul

(Liltre s.v. lever) ; cf. the Eng. equivalent in qnot.

1656. Florio has an It. levaculo.] A rough, noisy

game, formerly played at Christmas, in which each

player is in turn driven from his seat and supplanted

by another ; cf. Level-sice. Hence = riotous

sport, noisy riot
;

phr. to keep level-coil. Also
used advb. « turn and turn about, alternately.

1594 Nashe Unfort, Trav. 33 The next dale they had
solempne disputations, where Luther and Carolostadius
scolded leuell coyle. 1605 ArmisF'oo/upon Fool (ed. Grosart)
2 1 They . . entred the Parler, found all this leuell coyle, and his

pate broken, his face scratcht [etc.]. 1611 Florio, Leuactilo,
itch-buttocke, leue le cull. 1616 Brai m. & Fl. Faithf.
Friends 1. ii, What coil is here? Level-coil, you see, every
nian*s pot. 1621 Quarles Argalns <V P. I. (1629) 18 The
mothers smile Brought forth the daughters blush ; and leuell

coyle They smil'd and blusht; one smile begate another.

1633 Ii. Jonson Tale Tub Hi. ii, Young Justice Bramble
has kept level-coyl Here in our quarters, stole away our
daughter. 1647 Herrick Noble Numbers, To God, his gift
72 As my little Pot doth boyle We will keep this Levell
Coyle. 1654 H. L'Estrange Chas. I (1655) 157 Thus did
Episcopacy and Presbytery play Leve-le-queve, and take
their turns of Government for about 30 years. 1636 Blount
Gtossogr., Level-Coile is when three play at Tables, or other
Game, where onely two can play at a time, and the loser

removes his Buttocks, and sits out, and therefore called also

Hitch-Buttock. 1684 Observator No. 129 An Ecclesias*
tical way of (Leve-Cul, or) Level-Coyle.

IiCVel-free, a. Of a mine : Admitting of being
worked or drained by means of a level or levels.

1805 K. Forsyth Beauties ScotI. III. 411 The mine., is

nearly 700 feet above the level of the valley, and must there*

fore always he level-free. 1883 Greslev Gloss . Coal-AIiuing,
Level-free, old coal or ironstone workings at the outcrop,
worked by means of a day level driven into the hillside.

Levelish. (le'velij), a. Somewhat level.

1894 Crockett Raiders (ed. 3) 166 Over levelish, boggy
country.

Levelism (le'veliz'ni). Also 7 levellism, 8

levillism. [f. Level a, or v. + -ism.] The principle

of levelling distinctions in society. In early use

spec, the principles advocated by the ' Levellers \
1659 Democritns turned Statesm. in Hart. A/isc. (1810)

!

VI. 194 This day a Republican, to-morrow what you please;

: a favourer of Levellism [etc]. 1708 S. Sewall Diary
I 15 Jan. (1879! II. 210 He speaks against Levillism, Buying

j

and Selling Men. 1831 Eraser's Afag. III. 480 We had

I

given sufficient evidence of our ability to grapple with the

leviathan of levelism in matters ecclesiastical.

Levelization (le velsiz^'fan). [f. Level a. +
•1ZATION.] 4 The act of levelling or reducing to

I equality \ a i860 GentL Afag. cited in Worcester.

Levelled (le-veld), a. Also 6 levyled,

7 leveld. [f. Level v. + -ed 1 .] Made level;

placed in a level position ;
aimed, directed.

1567 Drant Horace Epist. To Rdr. *vj, A smolhe, and
plat leuyled poesye. 1607 Shaks. Timon 1. i. 47 No leuell'd

malice Infects one comma in the course I hold. 1616 R. C.
Times'1 Whistle ill. 1098 The infection Of thy high leveld

thoughts. 1667 Milton P. L.wx. 376 Opposite in leveld

West was set His mirror. 1769 Sir W. Jones Pal. Fort.

Puems (1777) 23, 1 ..fiVd my level'd telescope on man. 1800

Asiat. Ann. Reg., A/isc. Tr. 11/2 They poured in one well-

levelled fire, and then a second. 1823 Byron Juan viii.

xxxiv, Who kept their .. levell'd weapons still against the

glacis. 1869 Boittell Arms <y Arm. iii. (1874) 43 The
poinisof six levelled pikes. 189a Woodbury Encyel. Fhotogr.

228 [Itj is placed upon the. .levelled glass plate.

Leveller (le'velai). Also 8-9 (now U. S.)

leveler. [f. Level v. + -eb 1.] One who or lhat

which levels.

1. In material senses :

fa. One who takes soundings, tb. One who aims, an
aimer. fC. A level (the instrument), d. One who levels

ground. Also, * an earth-scraper for levelling a site * (Knight
Diet, Alech. 1875). e. Fngi/ism. A knock-down blow,

if. One who uses a level or levelling-instrument. g. 'A
hilliard-table foot having a screw adjustment for height, in

order to level the table MKnighl). H. (See quot. 1891.)

1598 Florio, Scandag/iatore, a sounder, a lcueller, or

fadomer of the sea. 161 1 Cotgr. s.v. Coup, The farre-off

leueller shall neuer hit the white. 1693 Evelyn De /a

Quint. Comp/. Gard. I. 41 Every Level ..must be taken

with the Rule and Leveller, which every body knows is a

Triangular Instrument with a Lead, .hung to a small Cord,

and that fix'd to the obtuse Angle. 171a J. James tr. Le
B/ond's Gardening 115 Customs thai are ordinarily followed

by l^vtUrs. 1814 Sporting Mag. XLIU. 68 B. put in

some good body hits, hut C. returned them by a leveller.

1834 B/acfnv. Afag. XXXV. 548 The leveller and the

shoveller., have taken the crown off his [a hill's] head, i860

T. Mullan Rep. Constr, Road toft. Benton (1863) 85 The
level was used by myself until, .sickness forced me to leave

the party, Mr. Johnson taking my place as leveller. 189c

Labour Commission Gloss, s.v. Cokemen, In making coke,

the coal is deposited in the oven by a tub which runs to the

top eye, and is there tipped up, the coal naturally forming

a conical heap at the bottom of the oven. The leveller

rakes this coal level.

2. One who would level all differences of posi-

tion or rank among men. The term first arose as

the designation of a political party of Charles I's

reign, which professed principles of this character;

in later use, it has been applied more widely.

1644 Needham Case Commw, 77 Our Levellers now
exclaim against the Parliament. 1647 Neius/etter \ Nov.
{Clarendon MSS. 2638), Tbey have given themselves a new
name viz. Levellers, for they intend to sett all things

straight, and rayse a parity and community in the kingdom.

1658 J. Harrington Prerog. Pop. Govt. 1. viii. 44 /he
People.. are not Levellers, nor know they why, and yet it is,

because to be levellers, were to destroy themselves. 1697

Collier Ess. A/or. Subj. 1. (1709) 44, I see, you are an ever-

lasting Leveller
;
you won't allow any Encouragement tu



LEVELLING.
extraordinary Industry and Merit. 1790 P>urke Fr. Rev.
Wks. 1808 V. 104 The levellers . . only change and pervert

the natural order of things. 18*7 Hallam Const. Hist.

(1876) II. x. 223 The commonwealth's men and the levellers

..grew clamorous for the king's death. 1876 Bancroft
Hist. U. S. I. xi. 386 The republicans, the levellers, the

fanatics,—all ranged themselves on the side of the new ideas.

3. //. The name of a rebel secret society in Ire-

land in the 1 8th c. (see quots.) ; identical with or

similar to the 1 Whiteboys \
176a GcntL Mag. 183 What you, in Dublin, think of the

White Hoys, or Levellers, I cannot say. 1763 Brit. Mag.
IV. 162 The mischiefs committed by those people called

levellers, in the county of Tipperary ; by levelling park-

walls, breaking down fences, &c.

4. A thing which reduces all men to an equality.

16596V»//. Calling (1679) 77 Such a Leveller is Debauchery,
that it takes off ail distinctions. 1755 YoUN'c; Centaur 11.

Wks. (1757) IV. 146 Is diversion grown a leveller, like

death ? 1758 Johnson Idler No. 32 r 5 Sleep is equally a
leveller with death. 1829 Lytton Devereux 11. i, Emotion,
whether of ridicule, anger or sorroWj is your grandest of

levellers. 1874 Helps Soc. Press, xiil 179 Familiarity is

the great leveller, and a most unjust leveller.

Levelling lewelirj), vbl. sb. Also 8-9 (now
(f.S.) leveling, [f. Level v. + -INO K]

1. Aiming, aim.
1580 Hot.LYBANO Trcas. Fr. Tong, Visie, leuelling. 1607

HtKRON Wks. 1. 429 A smooth stone, by which I may, if the

Lord shall please so to blesse my leuelling, smite this Goliah

in the forehead. 1627 tr. Bacon's Life .y Death (1631)50
Our Aiming and levelling at the End. 1796-7 Insir. «y

Reg. Cavalry (1813)263 In the firings, the loading is quick,

the levelling is just.

2. The action of bringing to a uniform hori-

zontal surface ; the action of placing in an accurately

horizontal position by means of a level.

1598 [see 4 below). 171a J. James tr. Le Blonds Garden-
ing 105 The Words Dressing, Leveling . . signify the Action

of harrowing or raking the Ground, to lay it every where
smooth and eaven. 1786 in Picton Vpool Munic. Rcc.

(1886) II. 260 The levelling of the streets. 1861 Mlsgravk
By roads 289 The levelling of two or three hills, and the

filling in of a few ravines,

b. fig. (See Level v. 3.) Also with up, down.
1618 J. Smith Lives Berkeley's (1883) II. 417* 1 have, k>r

530 years, traced the waies wherein they severally walked,

for the hetter levelling of the life of the present lord George.

1658 J.
Harrington Prerog. Pop. Govt. 1. xi. 84 15y

Levelling, they who use the word, seem to understand,

•when a People rising invades the Lands and Estates of the

richer sort, and divides them equally among themselves.

1705 Stanhope Parapltr. III. 476 The Jews .. disdained

such a Levelling with People held by them in the utmost

Contempt. 183 1 Lamb Elia Ser. II. To Sha le ofEliistou,
O ignoble levelling of Death ! 1837 Carlvi.e Fr. Rev. II.

v. tv, Levelling is comfortable but only down to oneself.

1869D0WDEN Stud. Lit. (1890)353 Thus, by a process of level-

ling-up, Lamennais made the supernatural, in the ordinary

sense of the word, disappear. 1888 Sweet Hist. Eng.
Sounds Pref. p. vi, To justify Rapp's and Ellis's levelling

of Chaucer's long es under one sound.

3. Surveying. (See qnot. 1887.)
1812-16 Playfair Nat. Phil. (1819) I. 169 Levelling is the

art of drawing a line at the surface of the earth, to cut the

directions of gravity every where at right angles. 1830

Lyell Prittc. Geol. I. 293 The levellings recently carried

across that isthmus, .to ascertain the relative height of the

Pacific Ocean at Panama. 1831 Lardner Hydrost. xv. 72

Instruments for levelling or determining the direction or

position of horizontal lines. 1887 Gkn. Walker in Encycl.

Brit. XXII. 707 Levelling is the art of determining the

relative heights of points on the surface of the ground as

referred to a hypothetical surface which cuts the direction

of gravity everywhere at right angles...The trigonometrical

determination of the relative heights of points at known
distances apart by the measurements of their mutual^ angles

..is a method of levelling. Hut the method to which the

term ' levelling 'is always applied is that of the direct deter,

mination of the differences of height from the readings

of the lines at which graduated staves, held vertically over

the points, are cut by the horizontal plane which passes

through the eye of the observer.

4. attrib. : levelling-instrument, an instrument

used in surveying and consisting essentially of a tele-

scope fitted with a spirit-level ; levelling pole, rod,

staff, an instrument, consisting essentially of a

graduated pole with a vane sliding upon it, used in

levelling; f levelling-rule ~ Level sbA ; level-

ling-screw, a screw used to adjust parts of a

contrivance to an exact level ; levelling-stand

{Photography) , an instrument used to support a

glass plate in a horizontal position.
"

1690 Leybourn Curs. Math. 456 b, The * Levelling Instru-

ment to be used in this Work. 1851 Illustr. Catal. Gt.

E.xkib. 1087 Theodolites,. ^extants, levelling instruments.

1598 Elorio, Scandaglio, a plummet, or line to sounde
with, a 'leuelling rule. 1849 R. V. Dixon Heat 1. 5*

A strong T-shaped bar of iron, furnished with two levels,

and placed on a board provided with "levelling screws.

x866 R. M. Ferguson Electr. (1870) 19 Upon a tripod

provided with levelling screws stands the pillar. 1727-41

Chambers Cycl., *Levelling Staves, are instruments used

in levelling; serving to carry marks to be observed, and
at the same time to measure the heights of those marks
from the ground. 1875 Knight Diet. Meek., *Leveling-

stand. 1890 A ttthon/s Photogr. Bull. III. 220 The solution

may be flowed on and off the plate or the plate placed on a

levelling stand.

Le'velling, ppl. a. Also leveling, [f. Level
v. + -ing 2.] That levels

;
esp. bringing all to the

same social, moral, or intellectual level ;
also, of

or pertaining to levellers and their principles.

227

' a 1635 Sibbes Confer. Christy Mary 11656) 63 If God be
a Father, and we be brethren, it is a levelling word, it

bringeth mountains down, and filleth up vallies. 1648

L'oylk Seraph. Love xi. (1700) 56 So familiar and levelling

an affection as Love, a 1674 Clarendon Hist. Reb. x.

§ 136 The barbarity of the Agitators and the levelling party.

1763 Johnson in Bosivctl 21 July, I ..showed her the ab-

surdity of the levelling doctrine. 1796 IJirke Let, Noble

I

Lord Wks. VI II. 39 A levelling tyrant, who oppressed all
1 descriptions of his people. 1841-4 Emerson Ess., Com-

pensation Wks. (Bohn) I. 42 There is always some levelling

circumstance that puts down the overhearing, the strong, the

rich, the fortunate. 1847 Disraeli 7'ancred 1. vi, If anything
can save the aristocracy in this levelling age, it is an ap-

preciation of men of genius.

Levelly le'veli), adv. [f. Level a. + -ly 2
,]

In a level or horizontal position or direction; on

a level ; t uniformly ; with a level surface.

1610 (Juilum Heraldry n. iii. (1611)43 [The line) i.s carried

leuelly or equalty thorowout the Kscocheon without either

rising or falling. 1628 Hoiihes Thucyd. (1822)96 Neither
would pniises and actions appear so levelly concurrent in

many other of the Grecians. 1669 Stl kmy Mariner s Mag.
v. 75 Every Shot «. equally Oblique or Levelly directed.

1837 New Monthly Mag. L. 470 A dense, slow-moving

i
stream, .. flowing levelly on for a few yards. 1851 Jml.
R. Agric. Soc. XII. 11. 639 See the standing com shorn
levelly low. 1881 Mrs. C Pkakd Policy <V I- viii. 175
Looking at him levelly with her own large eyes.

Levelness (levelm>s). [f. Levkj, a. + -NESS.]

The quality or condition of being level.

1634 Pkaciiam Genii. Exerc. 11. ii. 109 So you must re-

member to draw them to expresse their levelness with the

earth. 1787 Roy in Phil. Trans. LXXVII. 190 Romney-
Marsh, from its levelness. ..seeming . .to afford the best base.

1824 Sol'Tiikv Sir T. More (1831) II. 107 The very levelness

of the political platform. 1891 J. Win'smc Columbus 543
Levelness of head, 1897 Outing (U, S.) XXX. 126/1 Her
rich black and tan markings are American, but her clean

physical Ie\e!ness comes from hf-r Lnglish ancestry.

iievelode, obs. form of Livelihood
Leve longe, obs. form of Livelom;.

t Le velry. Obs. nonceivd. [f. Level a. or v.

+ -KY, with reference lo leveller \ cf. rcvehy.] The
principles of the Levellers,
1661 Sir 11. Vanes Politics 5 There is no State nor Seat

more suitable for a Levelry then a Court-Livery. Ibid. 5

From this Levellry I should never have dissented, had not

the fulnes.se of my Fortunes made me their Lnemy.

t Level-sice. Obs. Also 6 leuell suse. [app.

from an altered form of the Fr. phr. leverle cut (see

Level-coil), in which assise (seat) was substituted,

os more decent, for atI. Skel ton's form may be

due to association with K. sns up.] - Level-

coil.

1522 Sk elton Why not to Court I 139 We haue cast vp
our war, And made a worthy trewse, With, gup, leuell suse !

1608 Sylvester Du Bartas u. iv. iv. Decay 41 Ambitious

\ hearts do play at Level sice [orig. F. Ces cccurs ambiticux
iouent an boute hors].

t Levely, a. Obs. rare. In 3 north, levelike.

[f. Leve v. + -ly L] Credible.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter xcii. 7 pine wittenesses leuelike [MS.
II . Mikel leuandlic : Lat. credibilia] are bai.

Levelyheede, obs. form of Livelihead.

Leven (in 4 Sc. lewine, lewyne, 6 7 leaven),

clipped f. Eleven and Eleventh. Leventh (in

4 Sc. lewint, 6 Sc. levmt), clipped f. Eleventh.
CX375 Sc. Leg. Saints vi. {Thomas) 429 J>e lewine is: hat

cheryte 'Lo frend & fa euire haf we. ibid. vii. (Jacobus

Minor) 477 And bare-for he llewyne Iowis of his consent

tuk with hym. Ibid, xxxii. (Justin) 30 Als bare-[of) is mad

I

mencione in be lewint distinccion. 1570 Levins Mauip. 69

I

Y8 Leuenfhe, vndecimus. 1578111 Maitl. CI. Misc. \. (1840)

I 8 The levint buik of the Amades de Gaule. i6n Shaks.

Wint. T. iv. iii. 33 Euery Leauen -weather toddes. ,1883

Jessop in 19th Cent. Oct. 591 In Arcady we have an insti-

tution called 'levens, when the labourers knock off work for

awhile . . and make pretence of enjoying a social meal [see

Elevens].

Leven, var. Levin sb. and v. ; obs. f. Leaven.

t Le'veneSS. Obs. Also 5 lefnesse. [app.

f. Leve v. + -ness.] Faith, confidence.

c 1400 .S7. Alexius (Laud 622) 627 And lered hem her lef-

nesse. C1440 Promp. Parv. 301 ft I^evenesse, or beleve-

nesse,^/«. Lez'enesse, or grete troste.

Lever (lrvai), sb. 1 Forms : 3 levere, 4 levor,

4-5 levonr, 6-8 leaver, 5- lever, [ME. levere,

levour, a. OF. * levere, leveottr (F. leveur), agent-n.

i. lever to raise; in the sense * lever' recorded only

once (1487) as teveitr; the usual Fr.word Htevter

(recorded from 12th c.) formed on the same vb.

with different suffix; leviere fem. occurs in the

14th c]
1. A bar of iron or wood serving to 'prize up'

or dislodge from its position some heavy or

firmly fixed object ; a crowbar, handspike, or the

like.

In mod. use, this sense is more or less coloured by the

scientific sense 2, which is alone formally recognized by

Johnson. .... «
1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 3103 Hn ..cables vette ynowe &

laddren, & leuours & uaste ssoue & drowe. 13.. Cocr de

L. 1935 Ever men bare them up with levours. 1382 Wyclif
Isa. xxvii. 1 In that dai visiten shal the Lord . . vp on le-

uyathan, an eddere, a leuour [Vulg. serpentem veeletn).

X433 Lydg. St. Edmund III. 1202 Oon with a leuour to

leffte the doore on barre. 1481 Caxton Godfrey clxxx.

265 Other had grete leuers and plente of ropes and Cordes.

2553 T. Wilson Rket. (1580) 223 An otber speakes, as

LEVER.
though hts woordes had neede to bee heaved out with
leavers. 1642 Fuller Holy $ Prof. St. 11. xxiii. 147 Surely
so heavy a log needed more levers than one. 1697 Potter
Antiq. Greece m. xx. (1715) 148 The heavy Ship into the

Sea they thrust With Leavers. 1736 Buti.kr Anal. 1. i. 36
As carriages and leavers and scaffolds are in architecture.

1813 Scott Rokcby t. vi, Then clanking chains and levers tell,

That o'er the moat the draw-bridge fell, a 1825 Foriiy Voc.
K. AugUa, Laver, l<nvet\ a lever. 1881 S. H. Hodgson
Outcast Ess. 402 (Hor. Od. ni. xxvi) The lever, the bright

torch, the bow, For laying doors and warders low.

fig. 1831 Society 1. 230 Jealousy is a potent lever for

j

quickening love. 1855 Motley Dutch Ref. (1861; II. 433

I

The new religion was only a lever hy which a few artful

demagogues had attempted to overthrow the King's au-
thority.

t b. gen. A bar. pole, or rod. Obs.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 2680 Eldol erl of gloucestre. . Hente
an stronge leuour. c 1320 Sir Beues 1861 (MS. Aj He tok

a leuour in is hond, And forth to the gate he wond. c 1400
Vtvainc $ Gau>. 7386 The geant .. bar a levor of jren

ful .Strang, c 1530 Lo. IJkknkks Arth. Lyt. Bryt. (1814)366
Gonemar helde in bothe h>s handes a gret leuer, wlier-

with he layd on anionge those knyghtes. 1609 I'im.E

(Douayi Numb. xiii. 24 They cutte of a branch with the

grapes therof, which two men carried upon a leavei. 1613

Pukchas Pilgrimage (1614) 504 Fish-shells, .so great that

two strong men with a leaver can scarce draw one of them
after them.

2. Mechanics. Adopted as the name for lhat type

of 'simple machine' which is exemplified in the

'lever' (sense 1). It consists of a rigid structure

of any shape (a straight bar being the normal

form), fixed at one point called the fulcrum, and

acted on at two other points by two forces, tending

to cause it to rotate in opposite directions round

the fulcrum.
The force which is regarded as intended to be resisted by

the use of the lever is called the H eight, and the force

which is applied for this purpose is called the poucr.
Levers are said to be of the Ji>±t, second, or third hind or

order according as the fulcrum, the weight, or the power
is in the midmost position of the three.

1648 YVii.ktns Math. Mag. 1. iv. 20 The second Mechanical
faculty is the Leaver. 1710 J. Clakkk RohaitlCs Nat.
Phil. (1729 L 43 Two Ilodio hung at the Ends ofa balance
or Leaver. 1803 J. Wood Princ. Metlt. iv. 50 The Lever is

an inflexible rod, moveable upon a point which is called the

fulcrum. 1812-16 Playf.uk Nat. Phil. (1819) 1. 117 1 ct A
and IS be two given weights, applied to the ends of the

arms of a lever. 1829 Nat. Philos., Mechanics 11. iii. § 13. 6

(U. K. S.) If the power be in the middle, it is a lever of the

third kind. 1837 W1iF.w1.Lt. Hist. Indiut. Sci. (1857^ L 1S6

Archimedes had established the doctrine of the lever. 1841

T. R. Jonks Auim. Kiugd. 168 The levers attached to the

jaws are five long and slender proposes. 1851 Cakwcntkr
Man. Rhys. (ed. 2) 172 The hard envelopes . . serve, like

the bones of the Vertebrata, as levers by which the motor
powers of the muscles are more advantageously employed.

3. Special applications. a. A roof-beam of

naturally curved timber, forming one of the couples

or principals supporting the roof {obs. exe. dial.).

b. Steam-engine. i(aj -Beam j<U ii {obs.)
; (/')

j

a starling-bat. c. The piece by which the barrel

of a breech-loader is opened, d. In Dentistry and

Surgery = Elevator 2. In Midwifery = Y'kctis

(Syd. Soc. /.ex.). e. The first row of a fishing-net.

f. Short for lever-watch.

a. 1481-2 in Charters Pinchale (Surteest p. ccclv, Pro.

.

meremio empto pro j lever in tenemento Roberti Jakson.

b. 1758 Fitzgi-.ralo in Phil. Trans. L. 727 The lever of

the fire-engine [i.e. steam-engine] works up and down alter-

nately. 1836 Hkukrt Eugin. $ Mech. Encycl. II. 702 The

;
attendant pushes the handle or lever which he holds.

C. 1 88 1 [see lcver.pt u].

d. 1846 Brittan tr. Malgaigue's Man. Opcr. Surg. 74

With the Lever.— Its extremity is passed between two

teeth, a .sound and the decayed one, or a sound one and

a stump.
e. 1884 J. Paton in Encycl. Brit. XVII. 359/1.

4. attrib. and Comb. a. with sense 4 belonging

to a lever % as lever-actuation, -edge, -pin ; also

lever-like adj. b. with sense 'acting as a lever,

worked by a lever', as lever-brace
t

-corkscrew

\

-drill, -hoist, -jack, -knife, -pallet, -pendulum,

-press, -punch, -shears, -spar, -valve.

1889 G. Findlay Eng. Railway 79 The frame . . known as

*lever actuation, i860 All Year Round No. 57. 162 The
Mever corkscrew gave a zest to his wine. 1884 F. L Urittkn

Watch ff Cloclcm. 207 *Lever Edges ..are polished in a

swing tool. 1867 J. Macgrlgor Voy. Alone 41 The pantry

is beside them with . . pepper . . mustard, corkscrew, and

*lever-knife for preserved meat tins. 1891 Atkinson Last oj

Giant Kilters 190 The steel point of Sir Jack's Staff was in-

serted beneath it, and *lever-like pressure applied. 1825

J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 52^ centre of the *lever-

pallet..is in a right line between the centre of the scape-

wheel and the centre of the verge. Ibid. 526 In Ellicott's

pendulum the ball was adjustable by levers, thence called

the *lever pendulum. 1881 Greener Gun 263 Next turn

out the *lever pin on top of lever. 1873 W. Cory Lett. <$•

Jrnls. (1897) 316 Tbe Me*er-spar of a water-hff.

5. Special combs.: lever-beam Steam-engine

(see Beam sb* 11); lever-board, -bridge (sec

quots.) ;
lever-engine, f («) = beam-engine (obs.)

;

(b) = side-lever engine (1876 in Knight Did. Mech.

and in later Diets.) ; lever escapement {Watch-

making), an escapement in which the connexion

between the pallet and the balance is made by

means of two levers, one attached to the pallets and

the other to the balance staff (Britten'i
;
lever-fly,

29-2



LEVER.

a punching machine worked by a fly-wheel and a

lever; lever-frame U.S., 1
in a railroad hand-car,

a wooden frame shaped somewhat like a letter A,
which supports the lever-shaft and lever on the

platform
1

(Cent. Diet!) ; lever-man U. S., one

employed to work the levers in a railway signal-

box ; lever wateh, a watch with a lever escape-

ment
;
lever-wood, the Virginian hop-hornbeam

or ironwood, Oslrya Virginica (Treas. Bot. 1866).

1824 R. Stuart Hist. Steam Engine 159 As the *lever-

beam was dismissed, he communicated the motion to the

paddle-wheels by a rod and crank attached to the piston.

18*3 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 587 *Lever-boards, a set

of boards, parallel to each other, so connected together that

tbey may be turned to any angle, for the admission of more
j

or less air or light ; or so as to lap upon each other and
j

exclude both. 1853 Sin H. Douglas Milit. Bridges 312
That which is called a * Lever Bridge is made by cutting
down trees, and sinking the buts of them in the bank on
each side sufficiently deep tbat the parts which are buried
may exceed in weight those which are out of the ground.

1744 Desaguliers Expcrim. Philos. II. 489 The leaver
Engine, often call'd Newcomen's. 1838 Penny Cycl. XII.
303/2 *Lever-escapement. 1884 F. J. Bkitten Watch

«fr

Clocktn. 141 The Lever Escapement, .is generally preferred
for pocket watches. 1831 I. Holland Mann/. Metal I. 131
The holes . . are punched in the metal by the assistance of
what the boiler makers call a *levcr fly. 1901 Daily News
12 Jan. 6/2 A saving .. has been effected in the wages of
*lever men. 1848 Chambers'1 Inform. I. 285/2 The *lever
watch is so named from the .^ver escapement of Mudge.

t Le*ver, sb. * Obs. rare— 1
, [f. Leve v.2 + -er

= Believeh.
C1340 Cursor M. (Trin.) 18719 pe leuer [Cott. and G&tt.

truand] & be baptized bobe Sbulde be saued from alle lobe.

IJ lever, sb.* Obs. rare- 1
. [Ft. : see Levee

sb.'2] « Levee sb~ 2.

174* Miss Robinson in Mrs. Delany's Lett. (1861) II. 191
We do not appear at Phcebus's Lever.

Lever (Ifvai), v. [f. Leveu sbX\

1. intr. To apply a lever ; to work with a lever.

1856 Kane An t. Expl. II. ii. 31 It was all in vain that
Hans and I ..lifted, levered, twisted and pulled. 1897
Daily News 16 Mar. 6/5 They delved, and levered, and
sweated.

2. trans, a. To lift, push, or otherwise move
with or as with a lever; also with along* away,
onl, over, up. b. To bring into a specified con-
dition by applying a lever.

1876 Preece A Sivewright Telegraphy 209 The bottom of
the pole being 'levered 1 out of the ground. 1882 Jefferies
Bevis I. i. 11 He began to lever the raft along. 1887 Bak-
ing-Gould Gaverocks I. vi. 89, I flung with such force that
I levered the boat away. 1891 Miss Dowie Girl in Karp.
vi. 75, I levered up an eyelid with difficulty. 1896 Daily
Chron. 15 Aug. 9 3 On no account should the canoe be
levered with one end of the pole on the ground. 1898 Daily
Neivs iq May 5/3 The concrete fell and levered the pier
over. 1898 Cycling 77 By passing a bar through the frame .

.

and levering it straight.

Jig. 1890 Graphic 11 Oct. 406/1 He seeks this by levering
out of his place his best friend.

Hence Le'vering vbl. sb. Also allrib.

1869 Mrs. Whitney We Girls x. (1878) 174 A few more
vigorous strokes, and a little smart levering, and the nails
loosened. 1897 Daily News 3 Nov. 6/6 Snapped off by
means of some powerful levering tool.

Lever, obs. f. Liver sb , Liver v., to deliver.

Lever, obs. var. liever, comparative of Lief a.

Leverage (iTvareds . [f. Lever sbA + -age.]

1. The action of a lever; the arrangement by
which lever-power is applied; aho cotter, a system
of levers.

1724 Lond. Gat. No. 6273/8 An Engine.., which ..by
means of a Leveridge and an Horizontal Fly,, .can Raise..
Water.

^
1839 R. S. Robinson Nant. Steam Eng. 99 It re-

solves itself into a system of leverage. 1884 tr. Lotze's
Logic 258 The length of leverage must vary inversely as the
strength of the force.

2. The power of a lever ; the mechanical advan-
tage gained by the use of a lever. Leverage of a
force (see quot. 1830). .

1830 Katea & Lardner Mech.x. 135 The distance of the
direction of a force from the axis is sometimes called the
leverage of the force. 1845 Todd & Bowman Phys. Atiat.
I. 146 The extension of the os calcis .. affords a considerable
leverage to the muscles of the calf of the leg. i860 O. W.
Holmes Elsie V. xvi. (1891) 221 Leverage is everything.
1879 G. Macdonald Sir Gibbie II. xiii. 224 The stream
worked at the roots, and the wind laid hold of him with
fierce leverage. 1882 Knowledge No. 19. 403/2 The actual
leverage increases as AW is increased, supposing the oar's
length to remain unchanged.

b. fig. Advantage for accomplishing a purpose
;

increased power of action.

1858 Gladstone Hotter III. 113 The leverage of tbis

straightforward speech . .produces an initial movement to-

wards concession on the part of the great hero. 1868 Helps
Realmah v. (1876) 86 And it will be putting additional
leverage into his hands. 1883 Contemp. Rev. Dec. 790 With
regard to such men the moralist has no leverage whatever.

3. aiirib.

1838 Poe A. G. Pym Wks. 1864 IV. 162 A vast leverage
power was obtained. 1851 H. Stephens Bk. ofFarm (ed. 2)

I. 258/1 Tbis bend gives a leverage power to the handle,
when the graip is used to lift rank wet litter.

Leveray, -ey, levere, obs. forms of Livery.

Leveret (le'varet). Forms: 6 leverette,

leav-, lyveret, 7 leverit, levoret, levart, -et,

228

-it, 5- leveret, [ad. OF. levrete
y

levretle, dim.
of levre (F. lievre) hare.]

1. A young hare, strictly one in its first year.
14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 592/22 Lepusculns, a leveret.

1544 Phaer Rcgim. £#£(1553) H vj b. The mawe of a yong
leuerette with the iuice of plantaine, is excedinge profitable.

1607 Topsell Fonrf. Beasts (1658) 211 In ancient time, if

the Hunters had taken a young Leverit, they let her go
again in the honour of Diana. 1688 J. Clayton in Phil.
Trans. XVIII. 123, I have seen Leverets there with the
white spot in the Head, which the Old ones have not.

1759 Johnson idler No. 81 P 6 [hi is the claim of the
vulture to the leveret. 1814 Carv Dante's Inf. xxm. 16
More fell They shall pursue us, than the savage hound
Snatches the leveret. 1835, Grimshawe Life Coitper (1865)

35/2 On his expressing a wish to divert himself by rearing a
single leveret,, .his neighbours supplied him with three.

+ 2. iransf. and fig. a. A pet, a mistress, b.
A spiritless person. Obs.
1617 S. Collins Def Bp. Ely (1628) 54 Theres a Leuite

of the Iesuits, or a prettie leuorite rather, to sucke a Kings
heart-blood in time. 1630 Lennard tr. Charron's JVisd. in.
iii. § 28 (1670) 371 Arrogant Boasters,. . leverets in dangers, i

1637 Shirley Gamester 1. i, Some wife will bid her husband's I

j

leverets welcome. 1640 Dk. Newcastle Country Capt. 11.

1. (1649) 23 Vou meane, one wenche betweene us too is

nothing : I know a hundred Leveretts.

3. allrib. : leveret-skin, a Japanese glaze applied
to ceramic ware, supposed to resemble leveret's

1
^r. (In recent Diets.)

Levero^Cjk, -ucke, obs. forms of Lark sbX

Le'vers. Obs. exc. dial. Also 1 lscfer, leb(e)r,

5 levre. [OE. Isefer.] (See quot. 1879.)
C7*S Corpus Gloss. 1823 Scirpea, eorisc, leber. fiooo

Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 278/29 Scirpia [read Scirpea], la;fer.

c 1000 .-Elfbic Voc. ibid. 138/30 Pirns, gladiolus, larfer.

c loooiSVr.r. Leechd. I. 382 Genim la:fre neooowearde. c 1450
Alphita (Anecd. Oxon.) 72 Gladiolus., .gallice glaiol.anglice
leu re. 1578 Lyte Dodoeus u. xli. 199 The wilde yellow
Iris is now called .. in English Lauers or Leuers. 1879
Hritten & Holland Plant-n. 304 Levers, . . a name applied
by Lyte . . to Iris PseudacorTts, L. ; but bestowed on ' any
sword. bladed plant

Leves, obs. Sc. pi. of Leaf.

t Tje vesel. Obs. Forms: 4 le(e^fsel, leves-

! selle, leveeel, 4-5 levesel, 5 leef-sele, levesell,

lef-sale, lefe sal^e. [? repr. OK. *l<fafsele, f. leaf
Leaf + sele hall ; cf. Sw. Ibfsal, Da. l/vsal.] A
bower of leaves ; a canopy or lattice.

13.. F. E. Allit. P. C. 448 Such a iefsel of lof neuer Iede
hade, c 1386 Chaucer Reeve's T. 141 The clerkes hors
ther as it stood ybounde Behynde the Mille, vnder a lefscl.

— Pars. T. ? 337 As the gaye leefsel atte Tauerne is signe
of the wyn that is in the Celer. ^1400 Destr. Troy 337
A playne, Full of floures .. With lef-sales vppon lofte lustie

and faire, Folke to refressbe for faintyng of hete. a 1420
Hoccleve De Reg. Prtnc. 600 To Bach us signe & to be
leuesel His yoube him halib. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 300/2
Leveeel be-forne a wyndowc, or other place, umbraculum.
1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. cexxii. 215 She hath the keyes
and kith hem vnder tbe leuesell of the bed vnto the morow.

t Levet Obs. rare. [f. leve (Leave v. 1
) +

-ET.] Only/"/. Leavings, fragments.
1528 Roy Rede me (Arb.) 80 When they have eaten ynowe.

.. Then gadder they vp their levettis. Ibid. 98 The best
meate awaye they carve. . . Then proll tbe scrvynge officers

..so that their levettis are but thynne.

t Iievet 2
. Obs. Also 7 levett, 7-8 levit(t.

[?ad. Jt. levaia 'the name of a march vpon a

Dnimme and Trumpet in time of warre ' (Florio),

f. levare to raise.] A trumpet call or musical

strain to rouse soldiers and others in the morning.
a 1625 Fletcher Donb. Marriage II. \, Come sirs, a queint

Levet. [Trump, a levet.] To waken our brave Generall.

1656 W. Meredith Narr. Passages fret, in Zth Rep. Hist.
MSS. Comm. App. 600/1 The "Enemy.. were some distance
from vs sounding levitts for joy of there supposed victory.

a 1687 Cotton Winter xxxii. Poems (1689) 649 The vEolian
Truinpetters By their Hoarse Levels, do declare That the

bold General Rides there. 1705 S. Sewall Diary 1 Jan.

O879) II. i2i Col. Hobbey's Negro..sends in . . to have
leave to give me a Lcvit aud wish me a merry new year.

Levetenaunt, obs. form of Lieutenant.
Levey, Leveyne, obs. forms ofLevee, Leaven.
Leviable (lcviab'l), a. Also 6-9 levyable.

[f. Levy v. + -able.]

1. Of a duty, tax, etc. : That may be levied.

1484 J. Paston in Paston Lett. III. 313 All syche money
as is not levyable of dyvers of the seyd fermors and tenauntes.

151a Act 4 Men. VIfI, c. 19 § 8 The same some.. [shall be]

due & levyable iminediatly uppon demaunde hade and
denyed. 1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII

t
c. 46 The sayd yerely

tenth, that was .. due and leuiable to the kinges vse. 162a

Bacon Hen. VII Mor. & Hist. Wks. (1860) 409 To make
the sums which any person had agreed to pay, . . to he
leviable by course of law. 175a Caute Hist. Eng. III. 815
An aid .. due to the crown for the marriage of a king's

eldest daughter and levyable frorn^ the time she attained
the age of seven years. 1861 All Year Round 27 July 417
The amount of rates leviable under the Sewers Act..U now
unlimited. 1881 Standard 16 June 3/4 The import duties
now leviable in France upon live stock and agricultural

produce. 1899 Daily Neivs 16 May 3/1 The levyable ex-
penses of a borough.

2. a. Of a person : That may be called upon for

payment of a contribution.

1897 Daily News 15 Sept. 5/1 The number of leviable

members is over 60,000.

b. U. S. Of a thing : That may be levied upon,

capable of being seized in execution.
(In recent U.S. Diets.)

LEVIER.

t Le*viate, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. late L. leviat-,

ppl. stem of levidrey f. levis light.] trans. To re-
lieve — Alleviate 2.

/545 Ravnold Byrth Mankynde tv. vi. (1552) 146 b, This
oft wasshing shal . . leuyate and lygbten the head with al
the senses therin contayned.

Leviathan (1/vai-aban). Forms : 4-6 levya-
than, (4 -ethan), 5 lyvyatan, -on, 5- leviathan,
[a. L. (Vulg.) leviathan, a. Heb. jmb livydlhan.
Some scholars refer the word to a root HI

1

? lava* = Arab.
taway to twist (cf. 7TV7 livya^y conjecturally rendered
' wreath ') ; others think it adopted from some foreign lang.)

1. The name of some aquatic animal (real or
imaginary) of enormous size, frequently mentioned
in Hebrew poetry.
138a Wyclif Job xl[i.l 20 (21] Whether matst thou drawen

out Ieuyethan with an hoc? 1535 Coverdale Ps. ciiili.] 26
There is that Leuiathan, whom thou hast made, to take his
pastymc therin. 1555 Eden Decades To Rdr. (Arb.) 51 The
greate serpente of the sea Leuiathan, to haue suche dominion
in the Ocean. 1591 Spenser Vis. Worlds Van. 62 The huge
Leuiathan, dame Natures wonder. 1667 Milton /*. L. vn.
412 Leviathan, Hugest of living Creatures, on the Deep
Strctcht like a Promontorie. 1713 Young Last Day 1. 35
Leviathans but heave their cumb'rous mail, It makes a tide.

1725 Pope Odyss. xit. 119 She [Scylla] makes tbe huge levia-
than her prey.

b. transf.
;
esp.«a ship of huge size.

[?i8oi Campbell Battle of the Baltic ii, Like leviathans
afloat.] 1816 J. Scott Vis. Paris ^d. 5) 91 They (floating
baths], .stretch their long sprawling forms on the water, like
so many painted Leviathans. 1818 Byron Ch. Har. iv.

clxxxi, The oak leviathans. 1858 Bright Sp. f Reform 21
Dec. (1876) 312 Your splendid river, bearing tbe leviathans
of noble architecture, constructed on its banks. 189a Suff-
ung Land of the Broads (ed. 2) 13 These immense winged
leviathans [wherries],

c. fig. A man of vast and formidable power or
enormous wealth.
1607 Dkkker Knts. Conjnr. (1842) 60 The lacquy of this

great leuiathan promisde he should be master. C1630
Sanderson Serm. II. 310 So can the Lord deal . . with the
great . . leviathans of the world. 1782 Pennant Jonrn.
Chester to Lond. 96 The leviathan who swallowed these
manors, was Sir William Paget. 1796 Burke Let. Noble
LordWVs. VIII. 35 The duke of Bedford is the leviathan
among all the creatures of the crown. 1839 De Quincey
Recoil. Lakes Wks. 1862 II. 15^ A legal contest with so
potent a defendant as this leviathan of two counties. 1884
Punch 1 Mar. 97/1 Punters, plungers, leviathans, little men.
1 2. (After Isa. xxvii. 1.) The great enemy of God,

Satan. Obs.
[138a Wyclif /.m. xxvii. 1 In that dai viseten shal the Lord

in his harde swerd. .. vp on leuyathan, .. a crook id wounde
serpent.] c 1400 Destr. Troy 4423 This fende was the first bat
felle for his pride, .batlyuyatoniscald. 1412-20 Lvrx;.C^r^«.
Troy ii. xvii, The vile serpent the Leuiathan. 1447 Boken-

I ham Seyntys (Rpxb.) 150 By the envye deceyvyd of hys
enmy Clepyd serpent behemot or levyatnan. 1595 B. Barnes
Spir. Sonn. Ii, Breake thou the jawes of olde Levyathan,
Victorious Conqueror 1

3. Used by Hobbes for : The organism of political

society, the commonwealth. (See quot. 165 1.)

1651 Hobbes Leviath. (1839) 158 The multitude so united
in one person, is called a Commonwealth. . . This is the
generation of that great Leviathan, or rather, to speak
more reverently, of that mortal god, to which we owe under
the immortal God, our peace and defence. 1657 R. Ligon
Barbadoes 20 What it is that makes up . . harmony in that
Leviathan, a well governed Commonwealth. 1690 Locke
Hum. Und. 1. iii. (1695) ij An Hobbist .. will answer;

,
Because . . the Leviathan will punish you, if you do not.

1 1714 Mandevjlle Fab. Bees (172O I. 195 The gods have .

.

I
design'd that millions of you, when well joyn'd together,
should compose the strong Leviathan.

4. allrib. passing into adj. with sense : Huge,
monstrous.
1624 Midoleton Game at Chess it. ti, This leviathan-

scandal that lies rolling Upon the crystal waters of devotion.

1751 H. Walpole Lett. (1846) II. 398, I had suspected that

this leviathan hall must have devoured half the other
chambers. 1861 A. Smith Med. Stud. 12 He has duly
chronicled every word .. in his leviathan note-book. 189a
W. Beatty-Kingston Intemper. v. 32 The leviathan liquor

interests.

Hence Levi atha'nic a., huge as a leviathan,

1848 Tail's Mag. XV. 789 The leviathanic railway that

stretches out its fins amongst its contemporaries like Captain
M cQuhae ,

s sea-serpent.

t Iievia'tion. Obs. [f. Levy v. : see -ation.]

The levying of a tax ; quasi-concr. a tax,

1538 St. Papers Hen. VIII, 1 1. 544 We desire and pray
youe to be now .. diligent in the leviation thereof. 1681

Treat. E. India Trade 30 They . . settle a Tax, which
they call Leviations, upon the Trade. Ibid. 37 How <»hall

they maintain, .them? By Leviations upon Goods.

Iievice'llnlar, a. [f. L. levi-s smooth + Ckl-
lular.] Consisting of smooth muscular fibre.

(In recent Diets.)

Levie, obs. form of Leavy,

Levier (le-viai). Also 5, 8-9 levyer, 6 leavier,

[f. Levy v. + -ek 1.] One who levies (in senses of

the vb.).

1494 Fabyan Chron. Vli. 436 Of this taxe to be Ieuyers or

gaderers was assygned y" pryncypall men of the sayd
townes. 161 z Flokio, Ltuellatorey a Ieauier or raiser of

taxes or fines. 1656 Prvnne Rights Eng. Freemen 30 Any
I

Levier of them [sc. taxes], or imprisoner of refusers of them.
1701 De Foe Pcnver People Misc. (1703) 136 You are .. the
Levyers of our Taxes. 1831 Gen. P. iHO.MrsoN Exere.
(1842) I. 482 Here is a distinct levying of war against the

King's people ; officers pointed out on whom the levtcrs



LEVIGABLE.

think dependence can be placed. 1885 Stevenson Dyna-
miter 203 The levycrsof a.. war. 1888 K. Dowling Miracle
Gold I r. xiv. 7, I am not a levier of blackmail.

Levigable (le'vigab'l), a, [ad, med.L. leviga-

bilisy f, levigare (see Levigate v.).] fa. That

can he polished. Obs. b. That can be reduced to

powder, rare— 1
.

1670 Evelyn Pomona viii. 24 Useful is the Pear-Tree.,

for tts excellent colour'd Timber, hard and levigable .,

especially for Stools, Tables [etc.]. 1850 Browning Christm.
Eve xviit, Dust and ashes levigable.

t Levigate,//^. Obs. fad. late L. levigHl-us,

pa. pple. of levigare, f. levis light.] Lightened.

1531 Elyot Gov. i. Hi, His labours bcinge ieuigatc and
made more tollerable.

lievigateOe'vig^t), />V. and Eitt. Also

laevigate. [ad. L. Icvigdt-ns, pa. pple. of levigare

(see next).] Smooth as if polished.

1826 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. IV. 269 Levigate (Laevigata},

without any partial elevations or depressions. 1880 in Gray
Struct. Bet. 4 1 8/1.

Levigate (le'vig^t), v. Also erron. lacv-, ff.

L. levigat-, ppl. stem of levigare to make smooth,

f. levis (sometimes erron. Ixvis) smooth.]

1 1. trans. To make smooth ; to polish. Obs.

161a Woooall Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 70 White starch.

.

levigateth the parts exasperated.
m
i6ao Vpnnkr Via Recta

vii, 121 By reason of their lenifying and detersiue faculty,

[they] . . Ieuigatc the roughnessc of the winde-pipe. 1650
Fuller Pisgah 410 A stone turned, rolled, and tossed about,

to smooth, and levigate every side thereof. 1676 Boyle
AVw Exper. it. in Phil. Trans. XI. 805 To enable them,
by the help of Gravity,. .to levigate.. or polish each others

surfaces. 1701 Cowper Odyss. xu. 95 No mortal man might
climb it or descend .. For it is levigated as by art. i8n
Self Instructor 536 Bran . .levigates its surface. 1826, 1835
[see Levigated ppi. a.].

+ b. in immaterial sense. Obs.

1650 Fuller Pisgahxxu i.
31-f

The turning of a tender
melting B. into a surly rigid R. is not to levigate or mollifie

but to make the name harder in pronunciation. 1794 Mrs.
Piozzt Synon. I. 374 Such a soul levigated by prosperity
soon mounts into airiness of temper.

2. To reduce to a fine smooth powder; to nib

<l6wn ; to make a smooth paste of {with some
liquid).

1694 Salmon Eaters Dispcns. (1713) 334/* Levigate it upon
a Marble, till it becomes an impalpable Powder. 1718
Quincy Compl. Disp, 181 Some have got the Art of levigat-

ing the testaceous Powders. 1782-3 W. F. Martyn Geog.
Mag. I. 9 Levigating it with the oil of sweet almonds. 1802

A. Ellicott Jrttl. (1803) 245 Shells, and other calcareous
matter, levigated by the friction of the particles. 1807 T.
Thomson Cheat, (ed. 3) II. 345 It is sufficient to levigate

them with water to obtain them very white. 1824 Alech.

Mag. No. 30. 32 Machinery for Levigating or Grinding
Colours. 2894 Smiles J. Wedgwood ii. 15 This clay, care-

fully levigated,. .yielded a red ware.

fig. 1868 Browning Ring <y Bk. 1. 1153 He., makes logic

levigate the big crime small.

Hence Le'vigating vbl. sb. {altrib.) and a.

1710 T. Fuller Pharm. Extemp. 272 A Levigating
Lonoch. c 1790 Imison Sen. Art n. 67 Mix it with a levi-

gating knife with spirits of wine. 1812-16 J. Smith Pano-
rama Set. <y Art II. 787 The glue is then to be put warm
on a levigating stone, and kneaded with quicklime.

Le vigated, a. [f. Levigate v. + -ed i.]

fl. Made smooth; polished, Obs.
1578 Banister Hist. Man 1. 29 The outer syde of Radius is

rounde, and leuigatcd. 1801 Fusel! in Led. Paint, i. (1848)

350 A board, or a levigated plane of wood, metal, stone, or
some prepared compound. 1826 Kirbv & Sr. Entomol. 1 1 1,

xxx. 250 The eye-cases, .surrounded on their inner side by
a cresccnt'shaped laevigated pkce. 1835 Kirbv Hab. Inst.
Antttt. J. vi. 208 The base is concave so as to play upon the
levigated centre of the above protuberance.

2. Finely powdered; reduced to a smooth con-
sistency.

1641 French Distill, iii. (1651) 8t Take of this levigated
Lime 10 ounces. 173a Arbuthnot Aliments (1735)67 The
Chyle is white, as consisting of Salt, Oil and Water of our
Food, much levigated or smooth. 1766 Smollett Trav. 70
Our porcelain seems to be a partial vitrification of levigated
flint and fine pipe clay. 18*3 J. Badcock Dom. Amttsem.
65 Finely levigated chlorate . . of potash. 1881 J. Geikib
Preh. Europe 161 The finely*levtgated material derived from
the grinding of glaciers.

Levigation (levig<? l

'J;>n). Pharmacy. [ad.L.
levigation-emt n. of action f. levigare."] The action

of Levigate v. ; 'the trituration or rubbing down
of a substance in a mortar or on a slab, with suffi-

cient moisture to make it soft ' (Syd. Soc. Lex ).

1471 Riplev Comp. Alch. \. in Ashm. (1652) 133 Then of
thy Water make Ayre by Levygacyon. 1612 Woodall
Snrg. Mate Wks. (1653) 272 Levigation is the reduction of
any hard and ponderous matter by comminution, and dili-

gent contusion into fine powder, like Alcool. 17x8 Quincv
Compl. DisA 11 Either by the Mortar, or by Levigation
upon a Marble. 1833 J. Holland Alanuf. Metal \\. x. 246
The most ancient mills were undoubtedly those in which
the method oflevigation was rudely employed. 1879 Rutlev
Stud. Rocks viii. 73 In such crude examinations levigation
may occasionally be advantageous. 1885 W. Roberts
Urm. Dis. 11. iii. (cd. 4) 325 They were easily separated from
the urine by levigation and decantation.

Levill, obs. form of Level.
Levin (le^vin), sb. arch. Forms : 3-5 levene,

4 loyven, leivin, 5 levyn, 5-6 lewyn(e, 6 leav'n,

3-7, 9 leven, levin, [ME, leven(e, of obscure
origin.

By some conjectured to represent an unrecorded ON. or
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OE. cognate of ON. leiptr fern., lightning ; but this is very
J

doubtful. Phonetic laws as known at present do not allow
of connecting ME. levene with MSw. l/ugn-cldcr (mod. Sw.
ljung-), lygltna, Da. lyu-ild, lightning, Da. lyne

t to lighten ;

these words are cogn. w, OE. li$ Levk, and ultimately with
LtGHT sb.)

Lightning ; a Hash of lightning; also, any bright

light or flame.
c 1250 Gen. Ex. 3265 Dhunder, and leuenc .. God sentc

on 5at hird. a 1300 Cursor M. 22477 f>e sterns wit J7nir

I

leman [Go'it. lemand] leuen. c 1300 llavclok 2690 And forth

rith al so leuin fares, c 1386 Chaucer Wife's Prol. 277
j

With wilde thonder dynt and firy leuene Moote thy welked '

nekke be to- broke. 1390 Gower Con/. III. 77 The thonder

j

with his fyri levene So cruel was upon the hevene. 1412-20
Lydg. Citron. Troy r. ii, Out of whose mouthe, leuen and
wyldc fyre, Lyfcc a llawme euer biased out. cxtfoTowne* \

Ivy Myst. xiii. 650 All the wod on a leuyn me thoght that
]

he gard Appere. 1494 Fabyan Chron. vii. cexxvii. 255 Out
of the east parte appered a great leuyn or beam of bryght-
nes. 15x3 Douglas sEneis vii. Prol. 10 All thodil he be
the hart and lamp of heviri, Forfeblit woix his lemand giltly

lewyne, Throw the declyning of his large round speir. 1594
Carkw Tasso (1881) 109 Mars he resembles thee, when from I

fift heau'n Thou comst down guirt with ire and ghastly
leau'n. 1596 Si'KNSKK F. Q. v. vi. 40 As when the flashing

Levin haps to light Vppon two stuhborne oakes. 1647 H.
More Song 0/Soul 11. t. i. xxii, Swift as the levin from the
sneezing skie. 1808 Scorr Alarm. 1. xxiii, The Mount,

1 where Israel heard the law, 'Mid thunder-dint, and flashing

I
levin, And shadows, mists, and darkness, given. 1851

j

Longk. Gold. Leg. v. At Sea, See! from its summit the
lurid levin Flashes downward. 1855 Sinc;lf.ion Virgil I.

348, 1 would that . . the almighty sire Would hurl me with
1 his leven to the shades. 1880 Swinburne Songs Spring-

tides, Gard. Cymodoce 90 The leaping of the lamping levin

afar.

b. attrib, and Comity as levin-bolt\ -brand
(fbrond), -fire, -flame \ levin-darting adj.

X820 Scott Manas t. ii, ' God-a-mercy, my little *le\in-

bolt,' said Stawarih. 1864 Conington . Enciit vi. 11873) 200
The levin-bolt's authentic fire, a 1599 Sii.nsek F. <J. vii.

'

vi. 30 And eft his burning *leviu-broiid in hand he tooke.

1805 Scorx Last Minstr. vi. xxv. Resistless flash'd the
levin-brand. 1847 C. Bkontk J. Eyre I'ref. (2nd ed.), Some
of those over whom he flashes the levin-brand of his de-

I

nunciation. 1805 Scott Last Minstr, tv. xviii, They were
not arm'd like England's sons, liiit bore the ''levin-darling

guns. x8zo — hanhoe xxxii, Crush after crash, as with
wild thunder-dints and *levin*fire. 18x3 — Rokebyv. xxxiii,

Like wolves before the *levin flame. 1866 J. U. Rose tr.

Ovid's Met. 22Q The leven flame Forth from his eyes, forth

from his nostrils came,

t Levin, v. Obs. [f. Levin- sb.] inlr. To
|

li^hlen, emit flashes of lighl or lightning. Also I

I trans, with cognate object.

13.. it. E. Psalter cxliii. 7 Leuen brightnesses [Vulg.

fulgura coruscatioucm). c 1400 Pestr. Troy 7723 His line

leuenaund with light as a low fyn. 14.. I'oc. in \Vr.-

Wiilcker 665/7 Eu/gtirut, lewnes. c 1440 I 'romp. Pan'.
304/1 Lyghtenyn, or leuenyn, cornscat, fidmitto. 1483 [see

LpviMNG vbl. sb.]. 1530 PaI.SGR. 609/2 It levenelh, as the
lygtenyng dothe. .. Dyd you nat se it leven right nowe?

Hence fLe'vining ///. a.

a 1340 IIampolk Psalter Cant. 510 In shynynge of l»i

j
leuenand spere. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1988 With a leuenyng
light as a low fyre.

Leviner, corrupt form of Limek, kind of hound. 1

Leving, obs. form of Living.

t Iievining, vbl. sb. Obs. Forms: 2-4 levell-

ing, 4 levynynge, levennyng, 5 leyfnyng,
lewenynge. [f. Levin v. + -ing 1

.] Lightning.

Also, the bright flashing of any light.

a 1300 Cursor AL 533 Wynd bat blaws o loft, O quilk es

thoner and leuening ledd. a 1340 Hampolk. Psalter \xx\ 'u

18 J>i leuynyngis shane til be erth. c 1400 Macndkv. (Roxb.)
xxxi. 139 With grete thunders and leuennynges and hidous
tempestez. c 1400 limine <y Caw. 377 In my face the

levening smate. c 1400 Alelayne 815 The levenynge of [)>air]

baners clere Lyghtenes all bat latide. 1483 Catlt. Angl. 215/1

To Levyn or to smytte with y
8 lewenynge.

attrib. a 1547 Surrky /Eneid 11. 853 Sins that the sire of

Gods and king of men Strake me with thonder, and with

leuening blast.

Levir (lrvoj), Anthropology. [a. L. levir

brother-in-law ; a common Aryan word = Skr.

devar, Gr. 5a^, Lith. deverhs, OSl. deverf
t
OHG.

zeihhur^ OE. tdcor.'] A brother-in-law, or one

acting as such under the custom of the LEvntATK.
1865 McLennan Print. Alarr. viii. 203 In the earliest age

the Levir had no alternative but to take the widow. 1898
Folk-Lore June 105 She is taken over by some other clans-

man, usually a widower, But in this case, .the new husband
is compelled to repay to the Levir the bride-price.

Levir, obs. form of Liver ; obs. com par. Lief.

Levirate (lrvlr^t). [f. L. levir brother-in-

law + -ate 1.] The custom among the Jews and

some other nations, by which the brother or next

of kin to a deceased man was bound under certain

circumstances to marry the widow.
1725 T. Lewis Autiq. Hebr. Republ. I II. 268 The Law of

Levirate. 1783 T. Wilson Archteol. Diet, Levirate. 1855
W. H. Mill Appiic. Pant/t. Princ. (1861) 20a Reasoning

i

from the spirit of the law of levirate, as concerning only
succession to property. 1870 Lubbock Orig. Civiliz. iii.

(1875)04 The next stage was . that form of polyandry in

which brothers had their wives in common, afterwards came
that of the levirate. 1883 Maine Early Laio ty Cust. iv. 100

An institution., known commonly as the Levirate, but called

by the Hindus, in its more general form, the Niyoga.

b. allrib. passing into adj.

1865 tr. Renari's Life Jesus xvii, 203 The Mosaic code
had consecrated this patriarchal theory by a strange insti-

LEVITE.
tution, the levirate law. 1879 Farrar St. Paul I. 264 The
law of levirate marriage might be set aside if letcl.
Hence Iievira tic, I»evira tical adjs.

t pertaining
to or in accordance wilh the levirate

; tevira tlon^
lcviratical marriage.
1815 in J. Allen ALod. Judaism (18 16) 415 note, The de-

sign of the precept of leviration was [etc.]. 1849 Ai.i-ord
Grk. Test. J. 159 (Matt. xxii. 24^ The firstborn son of a
leviratical marriage was reckoned . . as the son of the de.
ceased brother.

Levis, obs. pi. of Leap.
Leviah, obs. variant of Lovage.

t LevisO'milOtlS, a. Obs. rare - °.
f f. L. levi-

somn-us ff. levis light + somnus sleep) + -ous.]
'Watchful, soon waked' (Mount Glossogr. 1656).
Levit, variant of Lhvkt 3* Obs.

Levitant (le-vitsrnt). [ad. L. levitant-cm,
pres. pple. of Icvildre lo Levitate.] One who
practises ('spiritualistic'; leutation.
l87S Q- J"d. Sci. XII. 42 .About three centuries after this

.
.
we find the pair of levitants, Aharis and Pylhogora*.
Levitate ^le-viUH), v. [f. L. levi-s light, after

Gravitate v.]

1. inlr. To rise by vii tne of lightness; opposed
to Gravitate 2 b. Now only with rc

f
erence to

' spiritualism '.

1673 .Makvkll Relt. Tramp. 11. i36 A Lecture. .upon the
Centers of Knowledge and Ignorance, and how and when
they Gravitate and Levitate. 1685 ttovi.K Em/. Xotion
Satlire vi. 18.3 When 'ii-, there, it ceases either to cravitate,
or, as some schoolmen speak, to levitate. 187^ Whitehall
Re-?'. 13 Sept. 412 2, I have a stepson who levitates. 1887
Huxley in 19th Cent. Vcb. 201 It is abetted that a man
or a woman * levitated ' to the ceiling, floated about there,
and finally sailed out by the window.
2. trans, fa. To make lighter or of less weight.

Obs. b. Chiefly in the language of 'spiritualists'

:

To cause to rise in the air in consequence of light-
ness, or by reversing the aclion of gravity.
1686 C'.oajj Ct test. Bodies n. v. 221 The Air being of a

sudden levitated to such a measure. 1875 Q. Jrni. Sci. X 11.

54 Many were levitated only in these unconscious states.
1884 Longm. Alag.V. 167 Tabids tarn, furniture dances, men
are ' levitatf

d
*. 1892 W. S. Lilly Gt. Enigma 114 No rea-

sonable man would receive Mrs. Guppy as an ambassadress
from the Infinite and Ktetnal, merely because .she was levi-
lated. 1894 Century Mug. Apr. 8.44, '» The extra amount
of j»a>. required to levitate my person to the clouds.

llcncc Le-vitated, Le vitating ppl.adjs. Also
Le*vitative a., atlnplcd for or capable of levita-

lion. Iie'vitator, one wlio believes in levilatiou

or jirofesses ability to practise it.

1859 rlKR.sciiFL Fain. Lett. St i. Snbj. iii. § 45 d 8^6) 1 ^1

The levitating portion of it beiny hurried off -the grtivitat-
iiig remaining behind. 1875 Q. Jml. Sci. XI*. 52 At least
one Christian and one heathen case of levitated persons are
recorded. 1887 KuxlRv in xgtli Cent. Feb. ^02 Our reply to
the Jevitators is just the same. Why should not your fiiend
'levitate'? 1890 Edinb. Rev. July 109 It had not indeed
altoyeiher escaped notice that bodies gain in wtight through
combustion; but the difficulty . was evaded by attributing
to phlogiston a ' levitative ' power. 1892 A. M. Ci.kkkk
Earn. Stud. Homer s. 163 The dream of a levitative art
lurked nowhere within the Homeric field of view. 1893 A.
Lang in Coniemp. Rev. .Sept. 380 The levitated boy.. flew
over a garden.

Levitation (leriU'-Jan). [f. Levitate v. (see
-ation).]

1. The action or process of levitating or rising in

virtue of lightness. Opposed to Gravitation i.

1668 H. More Div. Dial. 1. ix. (1713) 18 There being no
such hard Pressure, no Levitation or Gravitation. 1802
Palev Nat. Ttieol. xii. § 6 {1819) 206 The lungs also of
birds contain in them a provision distingui.shingly calcu-
lated for . .levitation.

b. The action or process of rising, or raising (a
body\from the ground by 1

spiritualistic* means.
1875 Earn. Herald 13 Nov. 29/2 Levitation is an old

claim of the marvellous, as old as Pythagoras. 1881 Times
30 Mar. 1 1/6 Levitation. .or moving at will, . . wholly inde*
pendent of the laws of gravitation, is a universal dream.
1888 Besant tlerr Paulas S9 The seances, manifestations,
levitations [etc.].

f 2. The action or process of becoming lighter

;

also, the quality of being comparatively light ; =
Buoyancy, Obs.
1686 Goad Celest. Bodies 11. v. 221 The Currents in the

Sea, as all Tides, are made by Levitation of the Humid
Body. 1739 Labelye Short Acc. Piers Westm. Bridge 25
The Sides mu.st rise by their own Levitation or Buoyancy.

Levite (U"vair). (Now with initial capital.)

Also 4-5 levyte. [ad. L. lev/lay also /evlles,

ad. Gr. kevtrrjs, f. Acvi Levi (Heb. *ib LevTt which
also means 1 Levite ').]

1. Israelilisk Hisl. a. A descendant of Levi ; one
of the tribe of Levi. b. One of that portion of tbe

tribe who acted as assistants to the priests in the

temple-worship.
a 1300 Cursor AL 21241 Marc, .cfter his kind . . was letitte.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xtt. us Archa dei in be olde lawe
leutlesitkcpten. a 1420 Hoccleve DeReg. Princ. 1755 In be
abhomynable oppressioun Of be leuytes wyfe. 1567 Gude
% Godlie B. (S. T. S.) 180 The Leuites at thair awin hand
Thay reft thair teind. 1726 Aylifee Parergon 197 In the
Christian Church, the Office of Deacons succeeded in the
Place of the Levites among the Jews. 1891 Chevne Orig-.
Psalter ir. i. 59 note, The fingers were Levites.

1 2. Iransf. (from 1 b). A deacon. Obs.
A frequent rhetorical use of the word in tned. Latin.



LEVITIC

«393 Langl. P. PI. C. lit. 130 Laurens be leuite lyggynge

on pe gredire, Loked vp to oure lorde. 1570 Levins

Manip. 151/26 A Leuite,. .diaconus. 1604 K. G[rimstone]
D'Acosta?: Hist. Indies v. xiv. 365 The divelL.hath placed

in the order of his priests, some greater or superiors, and

some lesse, the one as Acolites, the other as Levites.

f3. Used somewhat contemptuously for: A
clergyman. Also, in allusion to Judges xvii. 12,

a domestic chaplain. Obs.

1640 Glapthornk Wit in Constable iv. G b, There shall

a little Levite Meet you, and give you to the lawfull

l>ed. 1655 Sir G. Sondes Narr. in Hart. Misc. (18 13)

X. 51 If I had not a Invite in my house, 1 performed the

office myself. 1687 Conorkve Old Bach. iv. 1, I say he

is a wanton young Levite. a 1704 T. 13rown Sat. Marriage
Wks. 1730 1. 58 The Levite it keeps from parocial duty.

1849 Macaulav Hist. Eng. Hi. 1. 327 A young Levite—such

was the phrase then in use—might be had for his board,

a small garret, and ten pounds a year.

f 4. A loose dress, so called from its supposed

resemblance to the dress of the Levites. Obs.

[After F. Kvite.]

1779 H. Walpole Let. to Ctess Ossory 15 Nov. (1848) 1.

379 A habit-maker.. is gone stark in love with Lady Ossory,

on fitting her with the new dress. I think they call it a

Levite, and Says he never saw so glorious a figure . . but

where the deuce is the grace in a man's nightgown bound
round with a belt ?

Levitic (UvHik), a. [ad. late L. levitictts, ad.

Gr. XtviriKos, f. Xtvhrjs Levite.] = next.

1632 H. Jonson Magn. Lady t. (16 \o) 11 For of the Ward-
mote Quest, he better can, The mysterie, then the Levitick

Law. 1669 Gale Crt. Gentiles 1. 11. ix. 139 This sacred

Institution received a new stamp, .under the Levitic Con -

stitution. 1879 Fakrar St. Paul II. 3 The vow which

St. Paul undertook*!* highly significant as a proof of his

personal allegiance to the Levitic institutions.

Levitical jA-rtikal), a. [f. as prec. +-al.]

1. Pertaining to the Levites or the tribe of Levi.

1535C0VKRDai.k Mal.Wx. heading, Off the abrogation ofthe

olde leuiticall prie*.thtade. 1650 Trapp Comm. Exod. 74 The
Sacrifice of Con iteration shewed the difference between

the Levitical Priests and Christ. 1776 G. Horne Ps. II.

297 We read, 1 C'hron. ix. 33 that the Levitical singers were
' employed in their work day and night 1867 Lady Her-
ukrt Cradle L. vii. 168 Later, it became a Levitical city.

1898 Expositor (Jet. 255 Deuteronomy 18. 6-8 does not

invest a Levite with priestly but levitical functions.

2. Of or pertaining to the ancient Jewish system

of ritual administered by the Levites; also, per-

taining to the book of Leviticus. Levitical degrees:

the degrees of consanguinity within which marriage

is forbidden in Lev. xviii. 6-18.

1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII, c. 32 § 2 Any mariage without

the leuiticall degrees, a 1665 Goodwin Pilled w. the Spirit

(1867) 140 Kramers of the whole Mo^aical economy and
Levitical dispensation. 1726 Avlifkk Parergon 52 Hy the

Levitical Law, both the Man and the Woman were stoned

to death. 1892 K P. Harrow Regni Evangel, i. 56 The
proselyte's bath of Levitical purification. 1895 J. A. Beet
New Life in Christ lit. xiii. 103 We have here under

levitical forms important Gospel truth.

f b. nonce-itse. Pertaining to ritual. Obs.

1670 Milton Hist. Eng. tv. Wks. (1847) 515 2 Austin.,

sent to Rome, .to acquaint the pope of his good success in

England, and to be resolved of certain theological, or rather

levitical, questions.

Hence Levi ticalism = Leviticism. Levitical -

ity nonce-wd., Levitical character or obligation.

Levi tically adv., in a Levitical manner, accord-

ing to Levitical law. f Levi ticalness, Levitical

character or quality. •
1892 A. B. Bruce Apologetics ti. vii. 204 * Leviticalism ..

may be conceived of as a husk to protect the kernel of

ethical monotheism. 1900 Speaker 8 Sept. 624/1 We do
not find in St. Paul any conception of Leviticalkm as

possessing a religious significance. 1621 Hp. Mountacu
Diatrib.e 387 The "Leuiticality.. of Tithing, being confined

vnto place, the Land of Promise. 1641 Milton Ch. Coz't.

1. v, What right of jurisdiction soever can be from this place
* Levitical! ybequeath'd, must descend upon the Ministers

of the Gospell equally. 189a Times 4 Feb. 6/2 An example

of any Levitically clean animal. 1639 F. Robarts Cod's

Holy Ho. vii. 48 I he *Leviticalnesse of things of the Taber-

nacle, or Temple, consisted not in their materials . . but in

their typical relation to Christ.

Leviticism (UVfrisiz'm). [f. Levitic + -ism.]

Levitical tenets and practice ; an instance of this.

1888 A. Cave Inspir. O. 'P. v. 257 Are we not also ' in full

leviticism* at the environment of Jericho? Ibid. 268 This

long list of Ix:viticisms may be brought to a close.

Leviticus (tfvi'tiki/s). [a. late L. Leviticus adj.

sc. liber book) : see Levitic] The name of the

third book of the Pentateuch, which contains details

of the Levitical law and ritual.

c 1400 Wvclif Lev. Prol., Here begynneth thebokef Leui-
ticus. 1579 Fulkk //eskins* Pari. 8 In Exodusand Lemticus
. . are many thinges . . very easie and plaine. 1649 Roberts
Claris Bill. (ed. 2) 45 Leviticus, so denominated by the

Greek, from the chief subject or matter of the Book. 1891

Chkynk Psalter vit. 357 The ceremonialism of Leviticus.

Ii3vitism (Irvaitiz'm). [f. Levite + -ism.]

- Leviticism.
1879 Farrar St. Paul II. xxxvi. § 2. 192 note, By 'works'

Paul meant Leyitism. Ibid, xxxix. 264 They went far

beyond the requirements of Levitism.

Levitor, erron. form of Levator.
Levitt, variant of Levet 2 Obs.

Levity 1 (le*vTti). Forms: 6 levitye, 7 -tie,

7- levity, [ad. OF. levite* = It. levith, ad. L.

levilalem, levitds, f. levis light: see -it v.]
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I. As a physical quality : The quality or fact of I

having comparatively little weight ; lightness.

Also t specific levity : cf. specific gravity (Gra-
vity 4 c).

1597 A. M. tr. Guille/tteau's Fr. Chirurg. 40/2 Consider-
inge theire ponderousnes or levitye. 1645 Evelyn Mem.
(1857) 221 He abounded in things petrified, . .a morsel of
cork yet retaining its levity, ^sponges, etc.^ 1684 Boyle

j

Porvusn. Anim. Solid Bod. iii. 85 Marhle itself abounds ,

with internal Pores, .as may be rationally conjectured from
j

the Specifick Levity of it, in comparison of Gold and Lead. 1

1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters I. 26 Rain-water . .comes nearest

!
to dew in levity, subtility and purity. 1787 Winter Syst. I

i Httsb. 82 When they [vapours] ascend into that region of the
1

, atmosphere of the same specifick levity, there they float.

! 1802 Palev Nat. Theol. xii. (1824) 482/1^ A covering which
I shall unite the qualities of warmth, levity, and least resis-

tance to the air. 1818 Faraoav Exp. Res. xxx. (1825) 166

1 The re-absorption., being .. retarded in consequence of the

j

superior levity of the fluid. 1869 M rs. SomervILLE Molec.
Sci. 1. L 12 Hydrogen . . rises in the air on account of its levity.

b. In pre-scientific physics, regarded as a positive

property inherent in bodies in different dcgiees, or

varying proportions, in virtue of which tbey tend

to rise, as bodies possessing gravity tend to sink.

Cf. Gravity 4 a. Obs. exc. Hist, or allusively.

1601 Hollano Pliny]). 406 That leuitie whereof they

spake, can hardly and vnneath bee found and knowne by
j

any other meanes than [etc]. 1614 Raleigh Hist. World
t. (1634I 10 Hee .. g/ive to every nature his propei forme?

f
the forme of levitie to that which ascended. 1644 Digby

i Nat. Bodies x. (1658) 100 There is no such thing among
bodies, as positive gravity or levity. 1672 Petty Pol. A nat.

{

{1691)334 What alterations are made in the gravity or levity 1

! of the air from hour to hour. 1775 Priestlky Exper. Air
I 1. 267 That phlogiston should communicate absolute levity

I

to the bodies with which it is combined, is a supposition

that 1 am not willing to have recourse to. 1794 G.

Adams Nat. <y Exp. Pkilos. 1 II. xxxiv. 381 As paradoxical

as the weighing of levity. 1830 Hkrschkl Stud. Nat.
Phil. 142 We know of no natural body in which the oppo-

site of gravity, or positive levity, subsists. 1854 H. Mil-
lkr Sc A. <V Schm. (1858) 249, 1 had not levity enough in my
framework to float across the lever.

c. Jig. applied to immaterial things.

1704 Swift T. Tub lntrod., Little starued conceits are
' gently wafted up by their extreme leuily to the middle

region. 1779-81 Johnson L. P., Prior Wks. 1787 III. 147

The burlesque of liuileau's Ode on Namur has, in some
parts, such airiness and levity as will [etc.].

f 2. Lightness in movement; agility. Obs.

1607 TorsKU. Four/. Beasts (1658) 257 The natural con-

stitution of a Horse is hot .. because of his Levity, and
Velocity. 16 10 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 122 The Levitie

of men made shift to enter thorow places scant passable.

3. As a moral or mental quality, in various senses.

a. Want of serious thought or reflexion ; frivolity.

Also (now chiefly), ' Trifling gaiety' (J.) ; unbe-

coming or unseasonable jocularity. (The prevalent

sense.)

1564 Brie/ Exam. Aiij, As though they were ledde with

j

a certayne irreligious leuitie, to ouerthrowe and abolyshe all

thynges vsed before in religion. 1606 Shaks. Ant. «V CI. II.

vii. 128 Our grauer businesse Frownes at this kuitie. 1647

j
Clarendon //«/.AVAi.§4'I'he levityof one, and themorosity

of another. 1671 Milton Samson 880, I. .unbosom'd all my
secrets to thee, Not out of levity, hut overpowr'd Hy thy re-

quest, a 1686 R Calamy Sertn. (1687 6 He never employed

his omnipotence out of levity or ostentation ; but onely as

the necessities and wants of Men required it. 1806 Med.

Jrnl, XV. 108 The subject has been treated with indecent

and disgusting levity. 1830 DIsrakli Chas. /, 111. vi.

I 1 16 It is mortifying to disclose the levity of feeling of men
of genius. 1841-4 KmkrSon Ess., Politiis Wks. (Uohn) I.

' 237 Hut politics rest on necessary foundations, and cannot

I

be treated with levity. 1882 J ran Watson Life A. Thomson
1 iii. 44 He could be gay without levity.

b. Incapacity for lasting afteetion, resolution, or

j

conviction ; heedlessness in making and breaking

I promises; instability, fickleness, inconstancy.

1613 R. C. Table Alph. (ed. 3), Leuitie^ lightness, incon-

stancy. 1633 P. Fletcher Poet. Misc. 76 The Cause that

with my verse she was offended, For womens levitie 1 dis*

j

commended. 1685 Haxteh Parapkr. N. 'P., Acts xiv. 19

This is the levity uf the vulgar, that one day will sacrifice

j
as to Gods, to those, whom after they would kill as male-

factors. 1781 G 1 khon Peel. * E. xvii. 1 1. 94 The Sarmatians

soon forgot, with the levity of Barbarians, the services which

they had so lately received. 1832 tr. Sismondis Ital. Rep.

xiv. 296 M aximilian forgot, with extreme levity, his promises

and alliances. 1834 Macai'LAV Ess., Pitt (1851) 303 Sick of

the perfidy and levity of the First Lord of the Treasury.

c. ' Light ' or undignified behaviour; unbecom-

ing freedom of conduct (said esp. of women) ; an

instance of this.

1601 Marston Pasqttit -y Kath. n. ti, I know that women
of leuitie and lightnesse are soone downe. 1699 IU rnet 39
Art. xx. (1700^ 105 Vain Pomp and indecent Levity ought to

be guarded against. 170a Pkkn in Pennsylv. /list. S<?c.

Mem. IX. 171 Give him the true state of things, and weigh

down his levities. 1710 Steele Tatler No. 70 r 6 An un-

becoming Levity in their llehaviour out of the Pulpit. 1727

Swift What passed in Lond. Wks. 1755 III. 1. 184 Those
innocent freedoms and little levities so commonly incident

to young ladies of their profession. 1766 Forovce Serm.
Vug. Worn. (1767) ll.xiii. 239 Their natural graces .. are

lost in levity. 1791 M rs. Radclieke Rom. Forest viii, Dis-

tinguishing between a levity of this kind and a more serious

address. 1828 Scott /''. M. Perth xxiii, So many charges

of impropriety and levity. 1849 Macallay Hist. Eng.\\\.

II. 256 Her elder sister .. had been distinguished by beauty

and levity.

fd. nonce-use. Lightness (of spirit), freedom

from care. Obs*

LEVY.
1630 Donne Serm. xxvi. (1640) 264 To what a blessed levity

(if without levity we may so speake) to what a cheerefull

lightnesse of spirit is he come, that comes newly from con-
fession.

t Le*vity Obs. rare" 1
, [ad. L. Inn'tat-em,

levilas, f. levis smooth.] Smoothness ; an instance

of this, a smooth surface.

1613 M. Rioley Magn. Bodies 20 Unlesse they be drawne
aside by excrescenses and levities.

Levo-, variant of L.evo-.

Levolto, obs. form of Lavolta.
Levor, Levoret, obs. ff. Lever, Leveret.
Levour, Levrat, -it, obs. ff. Lever, Leveret.
Levulin, variant of L.evlltx.

Levy (Ie*vi\ sbA Forms : 5 leve(e, levye, 5, 7

levie, 6 levey, 7 leavy, 5- levy. [a. F. levie^

f. lever to raise, levy L. levare to raise.]

1. The action of levying : a. The action of col-

lecting an assessment, duty, tax, etc.

1427 Rolls o/Parlt.) V.31 8/2 Labour and coustes hade for be
levee of be >ame [revenue]. 1434 Water/. Arch, in loth Rep.
Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 297 The said Maire and Baliffs

have Ieve of the said citsaine or dynsyn twies as much.
1496-7 Act 12 Hen. VII, c. 12 § 4 The Collectours deputed
for the levy of the seid xvro, » and x ,D" nowe graunted. 1512
Act 4 Hen. VI

k

Y, c. 19 § 7 Suche direccion and order for

the levey and payment therof as . . shall theyr seme requy-
syte. 1635 Muss. Col. Rec. (1853) 1. 134 The constable

of Dorchestr is ffined xx« for not reiorneing his warrant for

the last levy into the Court. 1714 Steele Lover No. 16

(1723) 94 Sir Anthony stole the manner of this Levy from
Lord Peters Invention. 1828 D'Israeli Chas. I, II. x. 252
The sole object of the Government was to settle the legal

levy of the duties. 1862 Merivale Rom. Emp. (1865) IV.

xxxviii. 312 He decreed the levy of one-twentieth upon the

succession to property. 1874 Green Short Hist. v. § 4. 244
In the eastern counties its levy [poll-taxi gathered crowds
of peasants together.

trans/. 1872 Yeats Growth Comm. 51 A levy was made
upon nature for every delicacy of food and wines with which
to spread the table.

b. The action of enrolling or collecting men for

war or other purposes.
1607 Shaks. Cor. v. v. 67 To .. giue away The benefit of

our Leuie*. a 1653 Hinning Serm. (1845) 4go What meant
the Levy appointed immediately after Dunbar. 1843 Jamrs
Forest Days x, Arrange with bold Robin for a levy of as

many yeomen as possible. 1859 Jephson Brittany viii. 107
1 The Government endeavoured to carry' out the celebrated

levy of three hundred thousand men. 1879 Froupe Cafsar

xxi. 354 As to the levies, the men enlist unwillingly.

fc. The action of collecting debts or enforcing

the payment of fines. Obs.

1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 43 That my executours. . make
levy of my dettys. 1702 J. Logan in Pennsylv. Hist. Soc.

Mem. IX. 150 As to fines— 1 have promoted and pressed

their levy in this county to my utmost.

2. The amount or number levied : a. f A duty,

impost, tax. Obs. In a trade* or benefit society :

A call or contribution of so much per head.

1640 in Vitginia Mag. Hist. *f Biog. V. 364 Francis

Moryson being appointed to collect and receive the levy

belonging to Mr. George Sandys. 1647 N. Bacos Disc.

Govt. Eng. 1. xi. 33 OfTa charged this Leavy upon the In-

habitants dwelling in Nine several Diocesses. 166a Petty

I

Taxes Pref., Great and heavy I^avies upon a poor people.

rzi68o Butler Rem. (175O I. 171 None but Kings ha\e

Pow'r to raise A Levy, which the Subject pays. 1765

Blackstone Comm. 1. 1. viii. 280 The other ancient levies

were in the nature of a modern land-tax. 1901 Seotsman

8 Mar. 5/4 It was decided to call up a special levy from

next week to cover the amount necessary.

trans/ 1873 Tristram Moab x. 19a The only levy on

our stores had been four bottles of raki.

b. A body of men enrolled ; also //. the indivi-

dual men.
161 1 Bible i Kings v. 13 The leuie was thirtie thousand

men. 1642 Chas. I Message Parlt. 8 Apr. 4 With the

Addition of these Leavies- 1775 J. Trumbull in Sparks

Corr. Amer. Rev. (1853) 1. 37 Our new levies will be at

your camp with all convenient expedition. x8io Welling-
ton in Gurw. Dcsp. (1838) VI. 475 It has brought the Portu-

guese levies into action. 1826 J. F. Cooper Mohicans (1829)

1. vi. 70, 1 teach singing to the youths of the Connecticut

I levy. 1845 S. Austin Rattle's Hist. Re/. I. 181 The levy

was to consist of 1058 horse, and 3038 foot. 1865 Carlyle
Fredk. Gt. (1872) VIII. xvm. xii. 18 Daun . . is . . perfecting

j
his new levies. 1867 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876)1. v. 312

1 The Danes put the irregular English levies to flight. 1887

M. Morris Claverkouse x. (1888) 177 Some new levies of

horse.

3. Levy in mass [F. levie cn masse] : a levy of

all the able-bodied men in a country or district for

military service.

1807 Soi thev EsPriellas Lett. (1808) I. 170 The levy in

mass, the telegraph, and the income-tax are all from France.

1830 W. Taylor Hist. Snrv. Germ. Poetry 111. 425 Kcirner

. .stimulated the levy-in-mass of the nation.

4. In some public schools : A meeting called for

discussion of any matter relating to the school.

1857 Hughes Tom Brown l. viii, A levy of the School had

been held, at which the captain of the School had got up,

and after premising that letcj. /bid., A levy of the sixth

had been held on the subject. Ibid. 1. ix, Holmes called a

levy of his house.

5. Comb.: levy-money, + (a) bounly-money

paid to recruits ;
{b) contributions called for from

the members of a trade or benefit society.

1671 R. Montagu in BucclenchMSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.)

I 1. 503 To learn at what rate they may have men, both as

to the levy-money and the constant pay. 1702 Luttrell

i
Brie/ Kel. (1857) V. 134 Tbat there be allowed for levy



LEVY.

money for the dragoons, £12 for man and horse. 1777
Hist. Eur. in Ann. Reg. 70/1 An unexpected demand made
by the Landgrave of Hesse for levy money. 1894 Westtn.

Gaz. 16 July 2h The. .refusal of the Federationists to share

with them the English levy money.

Levy (le-vi), sb.2 local U.S. [Short for eleven

pence or eleven-penny Int.'] + a. (See quot. 1 859.)

b. * The sum of twelve and a half cents ; a " bit "
'

{Cent. Diet.).

1837-47 Nkal Charcoal Sk., Crooked Disciple (1872) 204
(Funk), Give us a fip's worth of sheet and levy** worth of
blanket. 1839 Bartlf.tt Diet. Amer., Levy, . . In Penn-
sylvania, Maryland, and Virginia, the Spanish real.. twelve
and a half cents. Sometimes called an elevenpenny bit.

levy (lcvi), v. Forms : 4, 6 leve, (6 lewe), 5

levee, 5-6 le vie, 6 7 leavie, -y e, levey, 5- levy,

[f. Levy j^. 1 The early form lew may possibly be

monosyllabic, and in that case would be a different

word (cf. Leave v*), a. F. lever to raise, levy, from

which the Kng. vb. levy deiives most of its senses.]

1. trans. To raise (contributions, taxes) ; to im-

pose (an assessment, rate
;
loll, etc.\ Const. -\of

on
j
upon.

1388 Water/. Arch, in toM Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App.
V. 292 If the Maire . . wil not leve and areyse the said \\s.

1494 Fabyan Chron. vi. exeviii. 204, xl. M. li. . . was leuyed
of his subiectes, and named . . Dane Gelt. 1309-10 Act
1 Hen. VIII, c. 19 Preamble, Vour said Oratour . . levyed

scverall Fynes of all the foresaid Manours. 1550 Crowley
Epigr. 1205 To leauye greate fines, or to ouer the rent. 1608

Vestry Bks. (Surtees) 60 A sesinent of ijj. the pounde shalbe

leveyed presently through this parish. 1647 Clarendon Hist.

Reb. it. 104 Ship-money was levied with the same severity,

and the same rigour used in ecclesiastical courts, a 1674
— Sitrv. l.ei'iath. (1676) 170 That he hath power to lea\y

mony. a 1687 Petty Pol. Arith. (1690) 30 Hank keepers .

.

must have power to levy upon the general, what they happen
to loose unto particular men. 1726 Sw ift Gulliver u vi,

The pension ..is levied by the emperor's officers. 1786
ISurkf. IV. Hastings Wks. 1842 11. 135 Levying the tribute

of the whole on the little that remained. 18*8 D'Iskakli

Chas. I, II. v. 129 [They] declared, that these rates could

no longer be levied without a grant of Parliament. 1832

Uabbagk Econ. Mann/, xxx. (ed. 3) 294 A fine should he

levied on the delinquent. 1853 15ronte Villette xiv, A sub-

scription was annually levied on the whole school for the

purchase of a handsome present. 1874 Green Short Hist.

ii. § 6.90 No toll might be levied from tenants of the Abbey
farms,

t b. To raise (a sum of money) ns a profit or

rent ; to collect (the amount of) a debt
;
also, to

take the revenues of land). Obs.

1469 Bury Wills (Camden) 48 That the ferme of the seid

londys..go to myne doughter Margerye tyll the sumine of

x marke be levyed for the seid Margerye. 1496 VV. Paston
in Lett. 111. 469 For as moche as . . my dettis cannot be
redely levied. 1523 Lo. Bernkrs Froiss.\. xxix. 43 He
wolde leuey the moyte of their landes to his ownevse. 1613
Bury Wills (Camden) 162 My . . mynde is y* he enter into

the said tenemente and hould the same vntill owte of the

revenewes therof he shall have levyed the same. 1768
Blackstone Comm. III. 410 To hold, till out of the rents

and profits thereof the debt be levied.

C. To raise (a sum of money) by legal execution

or process. Const, on {the goods of). Also, To
levy executionfor (a specified sum).
c 1506 Plumpton Corr. (Camden) 198 The berer shall goe

to the Shereff with this exigent, & have from him a warrant
to leve the sayd money, or els to take your body. 1669 70
M arvell Corr. Wks. 1872-5 II. 308 [The fine] shall be levyd

on the goods of any one or moie persons that were there.

1795 Wythe Decis. Virginia 13 By directing the execution

to be levied for £ 1 ,000.

absol. 1885 Law Times LXXVIII. 389/2 An execution

creditor . . levied on their goods for the purpose of realising

his debt.

d. To impose (service) upon ; to require (a per-

son's) attendance.
[x6n Bible i Kings ix. 21 Vpon those did Solomon leuie

a tribute of bond-seruice vnto this day.] 186a Stanley Jew.
Ch. (1877) 1. x. 203 They willingly undertook the tributary

service which was levied upon them. 1871 B. Taylor
Faust (1875) I. xxi. 179 Ho, there! my friend! Til levy
thine attendance.

e. U.S. «Chargez\ 18.

1837 Calhoun Wks. III. 36 Mr. Madison, under the im-
pression that these papers would be favorably received by
the Public .. had levied several legacies upon them.

2. Law. To levy afine : see Fine sb. 6 b. (The
expression also occurs with different sense : see 1.)

1483 Act x Rich. Ill, c. 7 § 1 Notes and Fines levied in

the King's Courts - . should be openly and solemnly read.

164a Perkins" Profit. Bk. iv. § 256. 114 If either of them
levie a fyne unto other of the same land. 1818 Cruise
Digest (ed. 2) I. 420 When a fine was levied . . the estate

was in the cognizee or feoffee . . by the common law. Ibid.

V. 67 If the fine was proved to have been duly levied, then
the party who refused to adhere to it was attached. 1844
Williams Real Prop. (1877) 55 She was also prohibited
from levying a fine.

b. To draw up (an objection, protest) in due
form.
1660 Stillingfl. Iren. \. i. (1662) 7 This objection will be

soon leavied, that it is [etc.]. j868 Seyo Bullion 82 He
must send the Bill to a Notary . . who then levies Protest

in due form.

1 3. In various obsolete senses : a. To set up (a

fence, weir, etc.) ; to erect (a house) ; m AF. lever,

Law Latin kvare. b. To plan out (ground). C.

To weigh (an anchor\
a- 1495 Act 1 x Hen. VII, c v, Weares and other Engynes

for fisshing ther made levyed fixed. 1513 in Fowler Hist.

231

f

C. C. C. (O. H. S.) 60 The sayd Master and Prior of St.

I

Frideswith hath begunne to build and levie one house for

a College. 1549 Act 3 <fr 4 Edw. VI, c. 3 § 2 It hapneth
sometime, that some Man.. hath made or levied a Ditch or
Hedge. 1619 Dalton Country Just. 1. (1630) 135 The new
levying or inhancing of Weares Mills [etc.]. 1741 Vinf.r

! Abridgm. XVI, 23 Levying of a Goss to intercept the
Course of Fish.

b. 1500^18 Acc. Louth Steeple in Archxologia X. 74
Paid to William '1 homas and William Palmer, levying the
ground for to sett ihe broach upon.

C. 1648 Gagk W est. Ind. xxi. (1655) 195 We levying our
anchor went on to Panama,
4. To enlist (aimed men), enrol, bring into the

field (soldiers, an array); to muster the available

force of (a district). Also, to levy up.
c 1500 Melusine 135 The men of amies, that he leuyed

fro the gamysons. 1557 Act 4^5 Phil. % Mary c. 3 § 1

To muster their Ma"" J'eople . . and to levie a noniber
of them for the Service of their M:i ft'». a 1586 Siijniy
Arcadia v. (1629) 447 With sufficient authoritie to leauie

1

forces. 1614 K w.f.ich Hist. U 'orld in. (1634) 63 This was
the last Fight of that huge Army leavied against Greece.

f 1649 H. Ct/TIIKY Mem. (1702) 45 The General and his

Council appointed the Earl of Montross . . to levy Fife,

•Strathern, Angus, and Merne. 1671 L. Ai>i>ison //
'. Bar'

j

bary 40 A small Cavila, not able to levy above 500 in all.

1761-z Hume Hist. Eng. u8o6) IV. lxiv. 745 An army of
twelve thousand men was suddenly levied. 1797 Welling-
ton in Gurw. De>p. (1837) 1. 17 Tippoo Sultaun suffered
the military force which they had le\icd ..to land in his
country. 1843 H. Gavin Feigned Dis. 11 Men apprehen-
sive of being levied, or actually levied, or forced into the
military or naval services.

/lK- '599 MnniLFioN & Rowley Old Law iv. ii, Why
should nature have that power in me To leavy up a thousand
bleeding sorrowes. 1705 J. Philm-s Blenheim 176 As when
two adverse winds, . . Engaqe with horrid shock, . . Lev> ing
their equal force with utmost rage.

5. To undertake, commence, make (war;. Const.
against, on, upon.
Johnson says : 'This sense, though Milton's, seems im-

proper', presumably because there is no similar use of F.
lever ', but it is a natural development from sense 4.

1471 in Warkworth's Chron. (Camd.) 57 To levee werre
ayeust him. 1543-4 Act 35 Hen. / 7//, c. 12 The kynge. is

forced, .to leuy warre, and to prosecute his saide ennemits.
? 1659 Prix: Devotions in Gentl. Calling 11679) 100 So 'eN >*
ing War against Thee with thine own Treasure. i667Milion
P.L.w. 219 The Syrian King.. Assassin-like had levied
Warr, Warr unproclam'd. a 1720 Sukitielu il)k. P»uckhm.)
Wks. (1753) IF in A meer design of deposition, imprison-
ment, or levying war, are not within the bare words of
this law. 1761 Hume Hist. Eng. I. xi. 238 They .. then
proceeded without further ceremony to levy war upon the
king. 1789 Constitution U.S. iii. § 3 Treason against the
United States shall consist only in levying war against
them. 1814 Gary Dante, Par. xxvii. 47 [Those] that do
levy war On the baptized. 1855 Milman Lat. Chr. mi. vi.

11864) I 202 Crusades will hereafter be levied against
those who dared impiously to [etc.].

f 6. To raise, discontinue (a siege) ; to break up
(a camp). Obs.

1542 Ssymocr in St. Papers Hen. J 'lit, IX. 201 The segge
beynge lewed from beforre the towne of Pest the 7

th day of
October. ?i548Fnw.VI Jrnl.m Lit. Rem. (Roxb.) I J. 223
The sieg being levied th'erle of Shrewsbery entred it. 1579
Fenton (ruicciiird. (1618) 256 There was made no more
doubt to leuie the Campe. 1588 Exhort, to Faith/. Subj. in

Hart. Misc. (Malh.) II. 102 Porcenna forthwith levied

I the siege. 1600 Holland Livy xxxvt. x. 925 Albeit hee
saw that the siege was levied yet [etc.]. 1628H0BBKS
'fhucyd. (1629) 74 They sent Ambassadours againe to Athens
commanding them to leuy the Siege from before Potidsua.

J 7. Wrongly used for Level v.

1618 Hheton Court Country (Grosart) 6/1 Winking with
one eye, as though hee were leuy ing at a Woodcocke.
a 1634 Randolph De Jlistrice 2 Poems (1638) 26 Fam'd
Stymphall, 1 have heard, thy birds in flight Shoot showers
of arrowes forth all levied right.

Hence Le vied ///. a.

1768 Hume Ess . xxxiii. 243 How distinguish the new from
the old levied soldiers? 1819 R. Chapman Li/e Jas. i *, 160

They are only new levied men, and undisciplined. 1837
W. Irving Ca/>t. Bonneville III. 105 A new levied band of
hunters and trappers.

Levy, obs. form of Leavy a., Levee 3 and 2
.

Levying (lcvi i in,), vbl. sb. [f. Levy v. + -ing 1
.]

The action of the vb. Levy in its various senses.

1496-7 Act 12 Hen. VII, c. 12 § 5 Then the levyeng and
payment of the seid xv roe

.. [shall be] ptit in suspence. ?i$48
Fdw. VI Jml. in Lit. Rem. (Roxb.) II. 223 [Thei]

f
levied

their siege, in the month of September; in the levieng of

wich ther cam [etc.]. 1387 Q. Eliz. in Buceleuch MSS.
(Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 225 That ye do assist the said Cap-
tains in the levying of their bands. 17:2 Pmdeaux Direc.

Ch.-avardens (ed. 4) 51 The levying and disposing of them
[the Rates]. 1769 Blackstone Comm. IV. 82 To resist the

king's forces by defending a castle against them, is a levying

of war. x8rs Elpiiinstone Acc. Caubul (1842) I. 229 The
levying fixed proportions of troops or money, or both, from
each tribe. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) IV. 160 The levying

or suffering any such fines or recoveries. 1828-40 Tvtler
Hist. Scot. (1864) I. 222 Opponents to the regular levying of

the tithes.

f b. gerundially with omission of prep.

1642 Roy. Comm. in Buceleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.)
I. 527 There are now at or near.. London great forces levy-

ing and moneys raising.

Levyled, obs. form of Levelled.

Levyne (levin). Mm. [named by Brewster,

1825, after Prof. Armand Levy.] A silicate of

aluminum and calcium, found in colourless or

slightly tinted tabular crystals.

1825 Fdin. Jml. Set. U. 334, 1 propose to distinguish this

species by the name of Levyne. 1831 Brewster Optics

LEWD.
xvii. 148 Levyne. 1843 J. E. Portlock Geol. 219 Levyne
of the ordinary form of crystals, at Magilligan Carnowry.
Levyne, variant of Lewyn Ol>s.

t a kind of linen.

Levynge, obs. form of Living.

Levynite le vinait). Attn. [f. Lkvynk f-ite.]
- Lkvynk.
1868 Dana Mitt. 431 Levynite occurs in crystals, usually

tabular. 1894 Amer. Jnil. Sci. XLV11I. 188 Tor the first

group, .we have thomsonite. .levynite, gmelinite.

Levys, obs. pi. of Lkaf.

tLew,^. 1 Sc. Obs. Also (//.) leois. [perh.

a sing, inferred from lewis (a. F. lout's) treated as

a plural.] The name of a French gold coin for-

merly current in Scotland ; ? the louis d'or (Jam.).
1467 Sc. Acts Jas. HI (1814) II. 88/2 That . . l>e lngliss

noble, henry, ande Kdnarde \v' pe ross, \>e Tranche crownc,
)»e salute f>e lewe and le Kidar sail haif coniss in bis

icalme [etc.], 1488 in Inv, R. Wardr. (1815) 13 Four
hundreth tuenti & viii Lewis of gold. 1497 in Ld. Treas.
Acc. Scotl. I. 314 Thre Harj nobles, and tua lcois.

Lew (li/7, 1/7), a. 1 and sb.* Now Forms:
1 *e hleow, 2-7 lewe, 5, (9) lue, 8-9 loo(e,

4 lew. [OE. *hle'ow (implied in htiowe adv.\
, gehtioio fcf. imhUow ; all three occur only once)
' —ON. hlyr warm, mild.

The relation of this word to (lie synonymous OHO. llio

(MHO. la, bin'-, O. Ian) is obscure; no cognates outside
Tent, are known.]

A. adj. 1.
-f-

a. Warm
;

sunny (in OK.), b.

Lukewarm, tepid.

I c 1000 Sox. Ltechd. II. 280 |?onne .. ^ereste him swiSe
wel hleuwe \>:ur & wearme gleda here man *elome inn.J

j

c 1000 in Cockayne A'tirr. Angl. Conscript. < 1 86 z ) 23
Ond 8a on ^ehliwran dene and on wearmran we ^ewi«
codon. 1 1300 llavclok 498 t lie] Withdrou the knif, that
was lewe Of the sell children blod. Ibid. 292J |>e

sunne, brith and lewe. 1382 Wvcuf Rev. iii. 16 For thou
' art lew [Vnlg. tepidus], and nether could, nether hoot.

?< 1390 Form 0/ Cnry in Warner Antt'</. Culin. ig Take
calwar samon, and seeth it in lewe water, c 1420 Liber

,

Cocorum (1862) 33 Iioyle hit. And kele hit, that lie be hot
lue. 1688 K. Hoi.mk Armoury 111. 333/1 A Scimminc; Dish
..is to scum the Cream of the Lew Milk to Churn for

Lutter. 1881 Leicester Gloss.. Lew and Ltw-wartn, luke-
warm. Mod. Sc. (Il'esl) The water is quite loo. (In
eastern Sc. the current word is Lkw-\\akm.)

2. Shclteied lrom the wind.

1674 [see Lkk a.], 1735-6 Lfggf. Kenticisms (E. D. S.\

Leio, sheltered; an house is said * to lye lew', i.e. the
house lies snug under the wind. 1844 \V. Baknfs Poems
Rur. Li/e 225 Milch cows in earners dry an* lew. 1871

W. Coky Lett. $ Jmls. 1 1 897) 278 The bit of brick wall
gives me a very lew corner facing the cast.

B. sb.

1. Warmth, heat. Obs. exc. Sc.

1591 Sylvester Dii Bartos 1. iv. 656 To th' end a fruitfull

lew [orig. chaleur\ May every Cliniat in his time renew.

1633 Gkkakd Part. Descr. Somerset • 1900) n Lockoiube.
So called I should rather deetnc from the lowe situation or

' Lucombe from the warmnes, which wee yett call Lewe.
1824 Mactaggart Gallovid. Encvcl. s.v., Stacks uf corn are

said to t.ike a ' lew ', when they heat.

2. Shelter. See house-lexv, OK. hus/ilt'ow ^ 1Iou.se

sbA 23), and Lke sb. 1 I, 1 b.

Lew, dial. [Of obscure origin ; cf. OE.
ytlewed 1 dehilitatum ' (yElfric Exod. xxii. 10 Land
MS.\ Grein conjectured gele'fedj, also -h'vwe in

limlnrweo lame in a limb, h!wsa 1 inopia/] Weak.
Also, of a leaden or pale colour

;
pale, wan.

c\$z$Old Age in Ret. Ant. 11. 211 Mi bodi wexit lewe
[gloss debile]. 161 1 Coigk., Deco/doure", . . pale, bleake, wan,
lew. Ibid., Livide, wan, lew, bleake, pale, of a leaden,
earthie, or dead colour. 1882 Lancash. Gloss., Liew, thin,

[

poor, diluted.

Lew, v. Obs. exc. dial. Also 7 lue, 9 loo(e.

[OE. hlieivan, f. hltlaiu Lew a. Cf. ON. hlyja to

cover, shelter, make warm.]
1. a. trans. To make warm or tepid, f b. intr.

To become warm. Obs.

fyji
Blickl. Horn. 51 paire sunnan ha:to be pas eorpan

ywep [,1AS\ hlypep]^ a 1400-50 Alexander 4374 All be
land with his leiue lewis & cleres. 1808 Jamieson, To Lew,
to warm any thing moderately

;
usually applied to liquids;

leivtd, warmed, made tepid.

2. To shelter.

1664 Evelyn Sylva 101 This done, provide a Screene. .to

keep off the wind ; .. so as to be easily remov'd as need
shall require for the hung of your pit. 1887 Kentish Gloss.

s.v., Those trees will lew the house when they're up-grown.

t Lew, int. Obs. Lo ! behold !

CX460 Toivneley Myst. iii. 507 Hence bot a Hull, she
commys, lew, lew !

Lew, dial, form of Lee sbJ ; variant of Lue v.

Lewan(e, variant of Lewyn Obs.

Lewce, obs. form of Loose.

Lewd (li«d), a. Forms : a. 1-2 leewede,

leewde, (2 ilewede, ileawede), 2-3 leawede,
leawde, 2-6 lewed(e, 3 leewed, (Orm. lsewedd),

leouwede, lo3ede, 3-5 leuid, 3-7 leude, 3-8
leud, 4 lewet, (? lowed), 4-5 lewid(e, lewyd,
leewid, (louwed(e), ?lood, 5-7 leaud(e, 6
leawde, Sc. lewit, 6-7 lude, 4-7 lewde, 4- lewd.
0. (chiefly north, and Sc.) 2-5 lawed, 3-4 laued,
laud, 3-6 lawid(e, 4 lawyt, 4-6 lawd(e, 4-6 (9
arch.) lawit. [OE. Ixwede, of difficult etymology.
The sense suggests formation on Rom. *laigo :-ecc1. L.

laicus (see Lav a.) with suffix -ede -ed 3
; but it is not easy

to see the phonological possibility of this. The attempt



LEWD.
to trace the word to a late L. type *liiicalus (u stem)

is still more open to objection. It has been proposed

to obviate the phonetic difficulties by assuming influence

from the vb. Ixwan to betray ; but the sense is too remote,

and Ixwedt is not participial in form.]

+ 1. Lay, not in holy orders, not clerical. Also

absol. Obs.

c 890 tr. Bxda's Ifist. v. xii[i]. (1890) 428 J>ara manna sum
wajs .. bescoren preost, sum wes Irewde \v.r. larwede], sum
wars wifmon. Ibid. xifilfl. 436 Sum war inn laewdum hade

[L. vir in laico habitu). c\rj$ Lamb. Horn. 131 Ihadede

men he mune^eS wel to lerene ilewede men. Ihadede and
lewede feier lif and clene to teden. c 1190 Beket 574 in

.V. Eng. Leg. I. 123 }if bi-twene tweie lewede men were

ant striuingue, Obur bi-tuene a lewed man and a clerk.

a 1300 Cursor M. 26143 If bou ma* n0 P re ' sl l o wine, bus
scau a leud [Fair/, lawed] man pi sine. 13 . . Minor Poems
Jr. Vernon MS. 269 Hit wol a-vayle bobe Tewed and clerk.

138a Wvclif 1 Sam. xxi. 4, I haue not leeuyd loouys

IVulg. laicos panes] at hoond, but oonli hooli breed, c 1386

Chaucer Prol. 502 For if a preest be foul, on whom we
truste No wonder is a lewed man to ruste. c 1400 Mai'noev.
(Roxb.)xiii. 60 pai hafe baire crownes schauen, be clerkes

rownde and be lawed men foure cornerd. 1530 Lvndksay
Test. Papyngo 100* Lawit men lies, now, religious men in

curis. 1553 Hkcon Reliquet 0/ Rome (1563)246* Al thoe

bene accursed that purchasen writtes or letters of any leude

courte. 1819 W. Tkxnant Papistry Storm a ( 1827 j 212 The
hail o* them, by lawit fists. Were haurl'd and howkit frae

their kists.

t b. Lewdfrere, a lay-brother. Obs.

r 1380 Wycuf Wks. (i83o) 41 Late lewid freris seie four &
twenti pater nostris for matynes. < 1425 St. Eliz. ofSpalbcch
in Anglia VIII. 116/30 Wee.. made hym a conuers, bat is

to seye, a lewde frere. c 1483 Caxton Dialogues vii. 24
Bogars, lewd freris. 1530 Palscr. 239/1 Leude frere, bovr*
diean.

f 2. Unlearned, unlettered, untaught. Obs.
rtia*5 Juliana 2 Alle lewede [v.r. leawedel men bat under,

stonden ne mahen latines ledene. a 1300 Cursor M. 249 To
laud and 1 nglis man i spell bat understandes bat i tell, c 1325
Poem temp. Edw. 11 (Percy) xix, Then is a lewed priest

No better than a jay. 1362 Langl. P. PL A. 1. 125 Lereb
hit bis lewed men for lettrede hit knoweb. 0430 Art of
Xombryng (E. E.T. S.) 3 This boke is called be boke of
rdgorym, or Augrym after lewder vse. c 1460 Toiviitley

Myst. vii. 143 Both tolawd man and to dark. 1513 Douglas
sEneis Pref. 412, 1 saynocht this of Chaucer for offence Hot
till excuse my lawit insuffitience. 1536 IIellendes Crow,
Scot. (1821) 1. 224, I have maid this translation mair for

pleseir of lawit men, than any vane curius clerkis. 1589
Plttenuam Eng. Poesie 1. i. (Arb.) 21 Making. .the poore
man rich, the lewd well learned, the coward couragious.
1601 HoLLANn /'liny I. 31 Much adoe there is here, and
great debate betweene learned men ; and contrariwise those
of the leaud and ignorant multitude.

t b. absol., esp. in the phrases learned (or lered)

and lewed, lewed and clerks. Obs.
ctaoo Ohmin 967 And mikell hellpe to be folic, to lreredd

& to la;wedd. c 1*05 Lay. 31830 Quelen b.i lareden, quelen
ba leouweden. c 1310 Sir Bcues 4020 (MS. A.) 5on ? nna<

tide, lewed and lered. c 1400 Destr. Troy 4424 And for the
case is vnknowen be course to be lewd, Here sumwhat
I say. C1470 Harding C/iron. cexu. \i t Thei bee as manly,
learned and lewed, As any fulke. 15*9 More Dyaloge
in. Wks. 224/2 The Jewes bee not letted to reade theyr
law bothe learned & lewde. a 1568 Ascham Scholem. 1.

(Arb.) 45 Tbis, lewde and learned, by common experience,
know to be most trewe.

*

+ C. Of speech a-njj lhe like: Kiule, artless.

^1425 Lydg. Assembly 0/ Cods 403 Othyr mynstrall had
they none, safe Pan gan to carpe Of hys lewde bagpype.
1513 Douglas /Entis 1. Prol. 21 With bad harsk speche
and lewit harbour tong. 1560 Kollano Crt. t'enus Prol.

326 For commoun folk will call the [this book] lawit and
udder.

f3. belonging to the lower orders; common,
low, vulgar, 4 base*. Obs. (In the latest quol.

used arch, with allusion to sense J\)
c 1380 Wycuf Strut. Sel. Wks. I. 40 Sum tyme weren

mounkes lewede men, as seintis in Jerusalem. c 1386
Chaucer Pars. T. r 408 (Harl. MS.) pe secoundc is to
chese be lewedest [other MSS. lowest, loweste] place ouer
al. c 1394 P. PL Crede 568 He loueb . . lowynge of lewed
men in Lentenes tyme. c 1470 Henry Wallace xi. 266
Rewid in his mynd at it was hapnyt sa, Sa lewd a deid to
lat him wndyrta. 1548 W. Patten Expcd. Scot. H ij b,

Howbeit hereby I cannot count ony lost whear but a
fewe leude souldiers ran rashely out of array without
standard or Captayn. 155* Lynoesay Mouanhc 5339
Rychtso the stems thay do compare To the lawd com-
mon populare. 1598 Barret Theor. Warres II. i. 25
Many men., shall you see in a lewd Ale house. 1612
Davies Why Ireland^ etc. (1787) 173 The march-law, which
in the statutes of Kilkenny, is said to be no law, but a
lewd custom. 1640 Yobke Union Hon. 252 Robert Rid-
desdale, Captaine of the lewd people in Northamptonshire.
I1796 Hurke Regie. Peace i. Wks. VIII. 179 A lewd tavern
for the revels and debauches of banditti, assassins) bravos,
smugglers, and their more desperate paramours.)

+ 4. Ignorant (implying a reproach); foolish,

unskilful, bungling; ill-bred, ill-mannered. Obs.
c\-$o Wycuf Wks. (1880) 499 pis is be lewiderste fendis

skile hat euere cam out of his leesingis. c 1386 Chaucer
MercA, T. 1031 Ye men shul been as lewed as gees, a 1420
Hoccleve De Reg. Print. 3864, 1 am as lewed and dulle
as is an asse. c 1440 Cesta Rom. viii. 21 (Harl. MS.) pes
too kny^tis .. be wise kny}t and be lewde. e 1449 Pkcock
Repr. v. ii. 488 A lewder and febler skile or argument can
noman make. 1509 Barclay Shyp 0/ Folys (1874) I. 60
Alas the Shepherd is lewder than the shepe. 1521 World
tf Child (Roxb. Club) C ij b, Ye, I praye the, leue thy lewde
claterynge. a 1568 Ascham Scholem. 1. (Arb.) 18 The small
discretion of many leude Schole masters. 1570 Homilies U.
Agst. Wilful Rebel/, iv. (1859* 581 Not those wounds which
are painted in a clout by some lewd painter. 1603 Knolles
Hist* Turks \1621) 961 Amurath . . rated them all exceed-

232

ingly, reproving their lewd counsell. 16*0 J. Wilkinson
Coroners % Sheriffs 75 A lewd or an ignorant undersherif
may both undoe his high Sherife and himselfe. a 1639 Mar-
mion Antiquary ti. \. (1641) 1) t b, I might have .. gone on
In the lewd way of loving you. 1710 Philips Pastorals ii.

73 A lewd Desire strange Lands and Swains to know.

+ 5. Of persons, their actions, etc. : Had, vile, evil,

wicked, base ; unprincipled, ill-conditioned ;
good-

for-nothing, worthless, 4 naughty \ Obs.
c 1386 Chaucer Manciple's T. 80 The lewedeste wolf bat

she may fynde Or leest of reputacion. 1413 Pilgr. Soivle
(Caxton 1483) in. viii. 55 Al be hit that for somtyme
theyr lewd lyf displesid to them seluen. c 1481 E.
Paston in P. Lett. 111. 279 Plese 20W . . to forgeve me,
and also my wyfTe of owr leude offence that we nave not
doh ower dute. 1538 Starkey England I. iv. 139 Every
lude felow, now-a-days, and idul lubbur, that can other
rede or syn£, makyth hymselfe prest. 1569 Goldinc Ifcm.
inges Post. Ded. 2 The Scripture accounted him a Icaude
servant, that hidde his Talent in the ground. 1581 Savile
Tacitus, Hist. t. lxxxiii. (1591) 46 A state gotten by lewde
meanes [L. scelere quvsitum] cannot be retayned. a 1607
Markham in Topselfs Eonr'f. Beasts 415 If the Smith that

driueth such a naile be so lewd, ns he wil not looke viito it

before the horse depart. 1611 Eible Acts xvii. 5 Certaine
lewd fellowes [Gr. eu-Spa? iroi^poi/s] of tne baser sort. 1633
T. Stafkoro Pac. Hib. 1. viii. 58 Dermond O'Conner hath
played a lewd part amongst us heere. 1667 M ilton L. iv.

193 So since into his Church lewd Hirelings climbe. 1698
Frver Acc. E. India $ P. 169 To desist from his lewd Courses
of Robbing and Stealing. 1709 J. Johnson Clergym. I'ade

M. it. p. c, So the lewd boy when he had set his mother's
house on fire because she had corrected him . .cried out (etc.].

IX819 SoimiEYvSYr T. Mote (1831)1.97 If not ashamed to beg,

too lewd to work, and ready for any kind of mischief.]

t 6. Of things : Bad, worthless, poor, sorry.

136a Langl. P. PL A. 1. 163 Chastite withouten Charite..

Is as lewed as a Laumpe bat no liht is Inne t 1430 Lydg.
Min. Poems (Percy Soc) 115 Hys merthys wer but lewed,
He was so sore dred of dethe. 1461 Paston Lett. II. 107

He hathe here of Avereyes xxiiij. tune wyn, whereof at the

long wey he shal make the seyd Averey a lewd rekenyng.

I

1S7S Churchyard Chippes (1817) to^ For this assault, lewd
ladders, vile and nought The souldiours had, which were

I

to shorte God wot. 1581 T. Howell Deuises (1879) 245 Ne
lewde is he on whom lewde luck doth light. 1596 Shaks.
Tarn. Shr. I v. iii. 65 A Veluet dish : Fie, fie, 'tis lewd and
filthy. 1618 Fletcher Loyal Subj. lit. iii. 1 love thy face

..Tis a lewd one, So truely ill Art cannot mend it. 1678
Mrs. 1*khn Sir Patient Fancy 1. i, Then, Madam, 1 write

the lewdest hand. 1692 R. L'Estrange Joscphus, Antiq.
I. xvi. O733) 21 His way lay through Macedonia . .which ..

is a lewd and incommodious Passage for Travellers.

7. [Developed from 5.] Lascivious, unchaste.

(The surviving sense.)

c 1386 Chaucer Miller's Prol. 37 Lat be thy lewed dronken
harlotryc. c 1430 Ereemasottry 620 In holy churche lef

nyse wordes Of lewed speche, and fowle wordes. 1551
Robinson tr. Mores Vtop. 11. vi. (1895) 195 The peruerse
and malicious flLkeiinge inticementes 01 lewde and vn-
honeste desyres. 1594 Shaks. Rich. ///, 111. vii 72 He is

not lulling on a lewd Eoue Hed. 160a Warner Alb. F.n^.

x. lix. (1612) 259 Lewde Amnion, thou didst lust in deede,
and then thy Rape reiect. 1634 Milton Comus 465 When
lust .. by leud and lavish act of sin Lets in defilement to

the inward parts. 1682 Ulrnet Rights Primes v. 176
Ueing a lewd and vicious Prince, who had delivered him-
self up to his pleasures. 171a Arkuthnot John Bull
iv. i, He had been seen in the company of lewd women.
1759 Johnson Idler No. ^8 ? 12 The lewd inflanre the lewd.

1838 Lvtton Leila 1. iv, Their harlot songs, and their dances
of lewd delight. 1871 R. Ellis tr. Catullus lxiv. 147 If

once lewd pleasure attain unruly possession. 1883 Ouida
Wanda \. 296 A singer of lewd songs.

tLewdhede. Obs. rare— l
. In 5 lewidheed.

[See -head, Hede 2.] Ignorance ; -Lewdness i.

1401 Pol. Poems (Rolls* II. 75 A, lak, mafey, me mer-
veilith moche of thin lewidheed.

Lewdly vli« dli), adv. [f. Lewd a. + -ly 2
.]

fl. In unlearned fashion ; ignorantly; foolishly.

C1380 Wvclif Wks. (1880) 289 Iler to bei leggen but
i lewydly goddis lawe. ^1386 Chaucer Sec. Nun's T. 430
Ye han bigonne your question folily . . ; ye axed lewedly.

C1449 Pecock Repr. in. xix. 415 And so thilk optnioun .

.

was take childeli and lewidli. 1477 Norton Ord. Alch. ii.

in Ashm. (1652) 28 Thtie lewdly beleeve every Conclusion.

f 2. Wickedly, evilly, vilely, mischievously.
138a Wvclif 2 Mace. ix. a Antiochus after the fli^t loodly

ri388viliche; Vulg. turpiter) turnyde a^ein. 1501 Douglas
Pal. Hon. 1. t49 Our wit aboundit and vsit was lewd lie.

1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. iv. 27 In this they most
lewdly corrupte the olde institution. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen.
J 11. i. 167 A sort of naughtie persons, lewdly bent. 1596
Spenser Stale Irel. Wks. (Globe) 675/2, I tlnnke they are

most lewdly abused. 1600 Holland Livy 1. xlix. 34 Fearing
. . that he had given an ill precedent for others, to take van-

tage against himselfe, attaining to the crown so leaudly. 1653

H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav.iv. 9 The goods you have so

lewdly gotten by your wicked and cunning devices. 1667

Milton P. L. vi. 18a Thy self not fiee, but to thy self

enthrall'd ; Yet leudly dar'st our ministring upbraid.

f 3. Badly, poorly, ML To think lewdly of, to

have a poor opinion of. Obs.

c 1386 Chaucer Manciple's Prol. 59 Bycause drynke hath
dominacion Vpon this man, ..I tiowe he lewedly wolde
telle his tale. 1596 Si ensek State Irel. Wks. (Globe) 621/1

Those sayd genlellmens children, being thus in the ward of
those Lordes, are .. therby brought up lewdly, and Irish-

Hke. »673 Dryden Assignation 1. i, Fur his Violin, it

squeaks so lewdly, that Sir Tibert in the gutter mistaken

him for his Mistriss. 1678 Mrs. Behn Sir Patient Fancy
II. i, I'll make such aukward love as shall persuade her ..

to think most lewdly of my parts.

4. Lasciviously.
1608 Shaks. Per. iv. ii. 156 As my giuing out her beautie

stirs vp the lewdly enclined. 16*1 Quarles Esther
v. E 3 bj Each Virgin keepes her turnc, and all the night

LEWIS.

They lewdly lauish in the Kings delight. 1614 Hey-
wood Gunaik. iv. 169 This Macareus and Canace ha\ing
most leaudly and incestuously loved one another. 1871
R. Ellis tr. Catullus xv. 5 Touch not lewdly the mistress
of my passion.

Lewdness (liw'dnes). [See -ness.]

+ 1. Ignorance ; want of skill, knowledge, or

good-breeding ; foolishness. Obs.
136a Langl. P. PI. A. 111. 33 Schal no lewednesse hem

lette, be lewedeste bat I loue, pat he ne worb avaumet.
c 1386 Chaucer Melib. Prol. 3 Ihou makest me So wery of
thy verray lewednesse. 1387 Trevisa lligden (Rolls VII.

299 Among his ober Jewednes and folic f 1440 Promp.
Parv. 301/2 Lewdenesse of clergy, illitteratura. C1440
Gesla Rom. viii. 21 (Harl. MS.\ I am a foole, And he is

a wise man, And berfore he shold not so lately haue levid

my lewdenesse. 1540 Hyrde Vives' Justr. Chr. Wont.
(1592) Rvj, What a lewdnesse is it, not to consider how
vaine a thing that money is. 1563 Homilies 11. Agst.
Images in. (1859) 265 There is like foolishness and lewdness
in decking of our images. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Ep. 80
That is supposed a loo*e kinde of writing, to talke of any
man unrcverently, for therein is leuduesse discovered.

t 2. Wickedness; evil behaviour. Obs.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VI. 239 So it is greet lewed-
nesse and wrecchednesse to forgendre what is d*?lty and
ri}tful. c 1460 Sir R. Ros La Belle Dame sauz Mercy 607
(6551 That to he wcrste turneth by his leudenesse a >ifte of

grace. 1563 Homilies 11. Repentance it. (1859) 541 When
any thing ordained ofGod is by the lewdness of men abused.

1579 Fulke Refut. Rastell 736 It is great leudenesse and
deceiptfulnes to vrge the terme* vsed by the doctors. 1613
Puhciias Pilgrimage (1614) 321 The leauduesse of the Cap-
padocians grew into a Proverbe; if any were enormously
wicked, he was therefure called a Cappadoctan. 16*3 Bing-
ham A'en»phon 99 What Citie, as friend, will receiue vi,

when they see such lewdnesse in our conuen>ation?

3. Lasciviousness, lascivious behaviour.

1579 Lyly Euphuts (Arb.) 44 A perfect wit is never be-

witched with leaudenesse neither entised with lascivious-

nesse. 01592 H. Smith Strm (1614)568 If harlots intice

thee to leauduesse, .. flie from them. 1661 Pepys Diary
17 Aug., The lewdnesse and^ beggary of the Court. 1685
H. More lllustrat. 155 Their gross idolatries and sensual
Ludenesses. 1754 Sherlock Disc. (1759I L iv. 145 The
Lewdness of their History renders it unfit to be narrated.

1769 Blackstone Comm. iv. iv. 64 The last offence which
I shall mention . . is that of open and notorious lewdness;
either by frequenting houses of ill-fame.. or by some grossly

scandalous and public indecency.

f Lewdsby. Obs. [f. Lewd a. : cf. rudesby,

etc.] A lewd person.

1594 O. B. Quest. Profit. Concerning^ 31 b, Such me-
chanicall lewdsbies are said to get more sleeping, then
others can do waking.

Lewdster. rare. £See -ster.] ~ prec.

1598 Shaks. Merry W. v. in. 23 Against such Lewdsters,

and their lechery, Those that betray them do no treachery.

1839 J. Rogers Antipopopr. xiv. ii. 307 To play the lewd-

ster with their female confitents.

t Lewe, a. [Adjectival use of OE. Ixwa traitor,

betrayer.] Treacherous.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke vi. 16 Iudam scarioS se waes laewa

[Ltndisf hlesa]. cuj$ Lamb. Horn. 7 J>eos world is

whilende and outful and swi&e lewe an swiucful.

liewe, obs. f. or var. Leave, Leve, Live.

-lewe, ME. suffix, OE. -IvewCy forming a few

adjectives : OE. hungorlanvc, ME. cheketeive, choke-

lewe, cosllewe, drunk{e)le?oe
t

gastlcwe, siklewe,

llturstlewe. The gencial sense is 'affected by,

liable to, or characterized by' (something unde-

sirable) ; in some of the instances above there

are parallel and synonymous formations in -ly 1.

The elymology is obscure, no corresponding suffix

being known in any other Teut. lang. ; connexion

with Goth, lew, occasion, may be suspected ; cf.

also Lew <x.-

1433 Lvog. St. Edmund 11. 223 His wounde bloody, his

face ded and pale, His even gastlcwh reuersid bothe tweyne.

Lewer: see Levek, Louveh, Luke.
Lewes, obs. pi. of Leap.
Lewge, obs. form of League sl>.1

Lewgh, obs. pa. t. of Laugh.
Iiewidore, obs. form of Louis d'ob.

liewine, -ing, obs. forms of Living.

Lewine, Lewint: see Leven, -th (eleven, -tli).

Lewis 1 (1/7-is). Also lewisa, louis, luia. [Of

obscure origin; possibly (. Lewis or Louis as a

surname or Christian name. A dial, lorm levis

{Whitby Gloss. 1S76) suggests connexion with F.

lever to raise ; but the formation and the phonology

are not easily explained on this hypothesis.] An
iron contrivance for raising heavy blocks of stone.

Also called Lewisson.
It consists of three pieces arranged so as to form a dove*

tail, the outside pieces being fixed in a dovetail mortise by
the insertion of the middle piece. The three pieces are

then connected together by the pin oi the clevis passing

through them.

1743 W. Stukeley in Bibl. Topogr. Brit. (1790) 1 11. 387
At each extremity a stone of Arthur's Oon to be sus-

pended by the lewis in the hole of them. 1793 Smkaton
Edystone L. §39 The instrument wc now call the Lewis,

is of an old date. 1816 Chrou. in Ann. Rtg. 93/2 iTheyl
succeeded in boiing the stone securing a lewiss and
making fast a purchase for heaving it up. 1851 Illust*.

Catal. Gt. Exhib. 317 Speedy louis, invented to expedite

the hoisting of light stones in the erection of buildings.

1883 Stonemason Jan., A chain attached to a pair of lewises

fixed in the face of the rock, and worked by a crane.



LEWIS.

b. attrib,: lewia-bolt, 'a wedge-shaped bolt

secured in its socket by lead, and used as a lewis

in lifting* (Knight Diet. Mech, 1875) ; lewis-bole,

the hole into which a lewis is fitted.

1740 Pineda Sp. Diet., /mplcdla ..by us call'd a Luis
hole. 174a De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. (ed. 3) 11. 254 The
Lewis-holes are still left in many of the Stones. 1893 AV-
liqttary Jan. 13 The .. walls are almost, if not entirely, of
Roman worked stone.

#
Cramp holes and grooves, lewis

holes, and broached tooling are everywhere visible.

Lewis 2 (lfi'is). [f. the name o( the inventor.]

* The name of one kind of shears used in cropping

woollen cloth ' (Urc Diet. Arts 1 839). In mod. Diets.

Lewis, obs. pi. of Leaf ; obs. f. Louis.

Lewisson. Also (ferrm.) lewising. -Lewis 1
.

* 1841-59 Gwilt ArcAit. Gloss, (ed. 4), Lewis or Lewisson.
1851 /ilttstr, Catal. Gt. Exhib. 328 This breakwater is

moored by lewising bolts [etc.]. 1864 in Webster.
Lewit, obs. Sc. form of Lewd.
Lewke, obs. form of League, Luke.

fLewkeS. Obs. [ad. Flem. Luiksch adj., f.

Luik Liege.] Epithet of wares made at Liege.

1547 Boorde Introd. Knowl. xii. (1870) 155 The cheefe
towne is the cytie of Lewke ; there is Lewkes veluet made,
and cloth of Arys. 1550-1600 Customs Duties (13. M. Add.
MS. 25097), Iron, voc. Lewkes or Spruse iron.

Lewme, obs. form of Leam sb.i

Lewu. dial. Also jr leaune, 9 leun, lune.

[Of obscure origin.] A tax or rate, esp. a church-

rate.

158a in Miss Jackson Shropsh. Wordd>k. 1642 Bridg-
north Rcc. in 10th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. iv. 429
[Order) concerning a lewn lately laid by the liaylifTes

towardes the charge of coales and candles for his Majesties
army. 1690 (Ieaune\ 1776, 1840 in Miss Jacksom Shropsh.
Word-bk. 1886 in Clushir Glo*, lewne, 1 im, lune, leur).

Lewne, variant of Luxe, falcon's leash.

tLewnesS 1
. Ohs. rare- 1

, [f. Lknye a. +
-SEss.] Treacherousness.
£1175 Lamb. Horn. 21 Summe of us for bisse weorlde lew.

nessc.ne ma^en aire coste halden crist bibode.

t Lewness Obs. rare-", [f. Lew a? +
-ness.] Paleness, lividity.

1611 Cotgr., Lhnditi, liuiditie, lewnesse, wannesse, bleake-

nesse, palenesse, blewishnesse.

Lewre, var. Leer sb\ Obs. ; obs. f. Lure.
Lewse, obs. form of Loose, Luce.

Lewte, obs. f. Lute ; var. Lewty, Lolt v.

Lewtennand, obs. Sc. form of Lieutenant.
Lewter, obs. form of Loiter.

Lewth. 1«1>). Now dial* Also 6 lothe. [0l£.

hlJow/>, hlywd, f. hleow Lew aA : see -th.] a.

Warmth, b. Shelter (cf. house-lewth, House 23).
r 1000 Ilexam. St. Basit xx. (1849^ 28 Donne him ca;l5 he

cep5 him hlywSe. c 1000 /Klfhic Horn. II. 144 To neste

ba^ron, heora briddum to hleowbe. a 1100 Ags. Voc. in Wr.-
Wulckcr 336/31 Apricitas, hleowS. 1554 Survey Mailing
Church in Sussex Arch. Co/l. XXI. i8oCattell & swyne come
daylye in to the churche, in the somerfor hette, and now for

lothe. 1815 Bkitton Beauties Wilts 1 1 f . 375 Lewth, warmth.
1887 T. Hardy Woodlauders III. xv. 311 With the sun or
against the sun, uphill or downhill, in wind or in lewth.

1898 — Wessex Poems 204 In the lewth of a codhn-tree.

t Lewtifall, a. Sc. Obs. In 6 laute-, lawti-.

[f. Lewtv + -ful.] Loyal.

1563 WinJet Four Score thre Quest. Wks. 1888 1. 61 The
Iautefull and faithful peple. 1584 Sc. Acts Jas. J7(i8i4)
III. 327/1 Maist loving and lawtifull subiectij to their

souerane lord.

T Lew ty, lawty. Chiefly Sc. Obs. Forms :

a. 4 leute(e, lewete, leautee, 4-5 leaute, 4-6
lewtete, 5 lewted, leutye. 0. Sc. (4 leawte),

4-6 lawte, lawty, laute, 5 lauta, lawta, 5-6
lawtie, 6 lautie, lawtay, 7-8 lata, S lawtith,
lateth. [a. AF. leute*, lewte

1

, F. leaute, lealte,

lealted, mod.F. loyaute ( = Pr. leyaltat, leiaietal
}

lealtat, Sp. lealted, It. lealta) med.L. legalilat-em :

see Legality ; cf. Loyalty, Lealty.] Fidelity,

loyalty. Often in phr. by or for my, thy (etc.)

lewty.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1655 (Gott.) 5e eyth, for 3our treu leute

Alone i haue granted mi gre. Ibid. 12252 (Gott.) Queben
he come . . I ne wate, be mi laute. 13.. Guy Warw. (A.)

1743 Gode man .. for thi leute, What is thi name, telle

thou me. 1375 Barbour Bruce 1. 364 Larg and laffand als

wes he, And our all thing luffyt lawte. 14a* tr. Secreta
Secret., Priv. Priv. 144 Thay brake the lewted that Stablid
was to Profile of mann and hele. 1460 Lybtaus Disc. 1940,
1 woll yelde me, I n trewthe and lewte, At thyn owene wylle.

<ri4TO Henrv Wallace vill. 11 Fra this tyme furth kepe
lawta till our croune. C1510 Gest R. //ode uu in Arb.
Gamer VI. 438 * Now God so me help !' said Little John,
' And be my true lewte !

1

1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. 1 1. 1 16

5one on the leid that lawtie hes forlorne. ^11572 Knox
Hist. Re/. Wks. 1846 I. 354 Upoun our lautie, fidelitie, and
honour. 1670 Rav Prov. 286 Lata is lang and tedious.

1722 Kelly Sc. Prov. 230 Lata is long and dwigh [read
dreighj. 17*8 Ramsav Step-daughter li, She neither has
lawtith [ed. 9 latethj nor shame.

lew-warm, a. Now dial. Forms : see Lew
0.1 ; also 6 leau-, leuwarm. [f. Lew a. (used

advb.) + Warm a,] Lnkewarm.
c 1450 M. E. Med. Bk. (Heinrich) 207 Hete hyt lew warm.

i486 Bk. St. Albatts Cvijb, Let it stonde and wax lew
warme. 1513 Douglas sEneis iv. xii. 81 Feche hiddir sone
the well wattir lew warm. 1588 A. King tr. Cavisius'
Catech. 134 Thay..quhilk ar idil, sleutbfull, and quhome the

Vol. VI.
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scripture callis leuwarm e. 1878 Stevenson Inland Voy.
16 The .. egg was little more than loo-warm. 1879 Mi«s
Jackson Shropsh. Word-bk., Lew-warm

,
tepid, lukewarm.

So f Lew-warmed a., lukewarm.
1588 A. King tr. Cauisius' Catech. Cert. Deuot. Pray. 33

Lat thy maist mightie gudenes fulfil that qnhilk my maist
leauwarmed vaikenes desyres to doe.

Lewxem, lewzern, obs. forms of Lucfrn\
t Lewyn. Obs. Also 4 leuwyn, levyne, 5
lewan e. [f. Flemish Leuven, Louvain.] A
kind of linen cloth.

1360 Finchale Acc. {Surtees) p. Hi, Et xij ulnae de leuwyn
pro mappis. 1373 in Exch. Rolls Scot. II. 444 In empcione
35 vlnarum de levyne, varii precii, xxj. xd. 1390-1 Far/
Derby's (Camden) 80 Et pro lewyn pro dictis torches
et torticiis. 1485 /«r». in Ripon Ch. Acts (Surtees) 366 De
panno Hneo vocato lewan j par linthiaminum de lewane.
Lewyn e: see Levin.
Lewyn(g, obs. Sc. form of Living.
Lewys, obs. pi. of Leaf.
Lexer, obs. aphetic form of Elixir.
^1500 in Aslim. Treat. Cheut. (1652) 347 After that thy

Lexer ys, l)e hit White or Rede I wys.

Lexical ^le'ksikal), a. [f. Gr. \((ik-6s pertain-

ing to words, \(£ik-6v Lexicon + -al.]

1. Pertaining or relating to the words or voca-
bulary of a language. Often contrasted with gram-
malical.

1836 Cakdl. NVisi mam Sii. $ Rctig. 1. ii. 71 These methods
may be respectively called, lexical and grammatical com-
parison. 1864 Plsev Lcct. Daniel viii. 512 The gram-
matical and lexical peculiarities. . which establish its late
date. 1873 Whitney Orient. Stud. 7 The language of
the Vedas is an older dialect varying both in its grammatical
and lexical character from the classical Sanskrit.

2. Pertaining to, of the nature of, or connected
with a lexicon.

1873 Brit. Q. Rctk LV1I. 602 All the most important
grammatical, exttjetical, and lexical works have been laid
under tribute. 1885 Academy 3 Oct. 217, 2 1 .exical defining
affords a wide scope for the application of the critical

I apparatus, /bid. 432 2 The lexical index is, we think, too
long. 189a V. S. Ellis (title) A Lexical Concordance to
the Poetical Works of P. li. Shelley.

80 Iiexica'Ilc a. rare ^ \^rcc. l.

i860 Maksh Led. Fug. Lang. 141 The new element does,

not much affect the lexicalic character, but exhibits itself in

the structure, the inflections and the syntax.

Lexically (le-ksikali ),adv. [('.Lexical + -ly 2
.]

a. In respect of vocabulary, b. According to the

lexicons of a language ; in the manner of a lexicon.
1858 Ellicott 2 Thcss. iii. 5 A meaning . .not lexically

, defensible. 186a Marsh Orig. Fug. Lang. 48 The Anglo-
Saxon is not grammatically or lexically identifiahle w ith the
extant remains of any continental dialect. 1866 Contemh,
Rev. II. 148 The Psalms are lexically easier, but syntactic-

ally more difficult than Job. 1880 Gissbukg Massorak 1.

title-p.. The Massorah, compiled from manuscripts alpha-
betically and lexically arranged.

t Lexicographal, a. Obs. rare. [f. Gr.A^i-
/coypa<pos (see next) + -A L.J Lexicographical.
1685 ReJIcct. on Baxter 5 [It] is as fond, as to pretend to

I
give the. . Meaning,., of a Greek or Latin Author, while one

1 i-» very raw and ignorant in the Lexicographal Part.

Lexicographer (leksik-fgrafoi). [f. late Gr.

\t£itcoypa<p-os, i. \e£iKu-v Lexicon" + --ypa^os writer:

I

see -Ett L] A writer or compiler of a dictionary.

1658 Rowlano Moufet's Theat. Ins. 935 Calepine and
other Lexicographers of his gang. 1665 Poyle Occas. Re//.

V. vii. (1675) 322 Suidas, Stephanus, Hesychius, and 1 know
not how many Lexicographers and Scholiasts. 1755 John-
son, Lexicographer, a writer of dictionaries; a harmless
drudge, that busies himself in tracing the original, and
detailing the signification of words. 181 1 Pyron Hintsfr.
Horace 76 Pitt has furnished us a word or two Which lexi-

cographers declined to do. i860 Macal lav Biog. (1867) 104

The best lexicographer may well be content if his produc-
tions are received by the world with cold esteem. 1875
Whitney Life Lang. v. 88 We use each word as we have
learned it, leaving to the lexicographer to follow up the

ramifications to their source.

Loxicogra'phian, a. rare. [f. as prec. + -ian.]

Lexicographical.
1B15 W. H. Ireland Scribbteomania 238 He would have

produced a labour unparalleled in the annals of lexicogra-

phian literature.

Lexicogfra'phic, a. and sb, rare, [f. Or.

\t£ifcoypa<pos (see prec.) + -ic] a. adj. =ncxt.

f b. sb. pi. Lexicographical writings.

1716 M. Davies A then. Brit. ill. Crit. Hist. 2 Pomey's
Onomasticks and Tachard's Lexfic]ographicks . . are far

surpass'd by our Oxford Grammar. 1816 J. Gilchrist
Philos. Etym. p. vii, Whether that gentleman shall choose

a lexicographic department in the field of philology. 1843

J. F. Davis in Proc. Philol. Soc. (1845) I. 59 In addition to

their uses in lexicographic arrangement, these roots [etc].

Lexicographical (le:ksik<?gne-rikal), a. [f.

as prec. + -al.J Pertaining to lexicography.

1792 Boswell Johnson 15 Apr. an. 1755 When they find

him displaying a perfect theory of lexicographical excellence.

1882-3 Schaff EncycL Relig.^ A'mnvl. II. 870/1 These
grammatical labors [of Gesenius] did not meet with the

same general favor as tbe lexicographical.

Hence Lexicographically adv., with regard to

lexicography.
1879 Furnivall Prospectus Philol. Soc. Engl. Diet., To

place English lexicographically in a position abreast of any
modern language.

LexiccgTaphist. rare. [f. as Lexicogra-
pher : see -ist.J A lexicographer.

LEXIGRAPHY.
f 1834-43 SoL'thev Doctor clxxxiv. VI. 150 The good old

lexicographist, Adam Littleton. 1880 Morris in J. A. H.
Murray Addr. Philol. Soc. 48 A new dictionary will no
doubt follow the plan adopted by Sanskrit lexicographies.

Lexicography (leksik^grafi). [f. Gr. Af£i*o-
Lexicon -p -7po</>m -graphy.] The writing or com-
pilalion of a lexicon or dictionary; 'tbe art or
practice of writing dictionaries '

(J.).
1680 Dalgarno Deaf Dumb Man's Tutor vii. 59, 1 shall

therefore only make some few reflexions upon Etymology
j

aud Syntax, supposing Orthography to belong to Lexico-
graphy. 1755 Johnson Dict.Vxzi. 13 ij,Such is tlie fate of hap.

I

less lexicography, that not only darkness, but light, impedes
and distresses it ; things may be not only too little, but too

. much known, to be happily illustrated. 175)1 Boswell
Johnson (1848) 58/2 He .. exerted his talents in occasional
composition very different from Lexicography. 1878 A".
Amer. Rev. CXXVII. 157 A master-work of lexicography.
1900 Expositor Oct. 270 Hebrew grammar and lexico-
graphy flourish a little later than Arabic grammar and
lexicography.

Lexicology leksik^l6d,j;i). [f. Gr. A^t/to-

Lkxicox + -Ao7ia -L< gy.] That branch of know-

|

ledge which treats of words, iheir form, history,

and meaning. Hence Lexicolo gical a., regain-
ing to lexicology; I.exieo*logist

f one skilled in

lexicology (Ogilvie 18S2).
1828-38 Wehsthr. Lexicology [citing Med. Rtpos.). 1867

Lank Arab. Lex. I
J
rcf. 8 The vast collection of lexicons and

lexicological wotks composed by Arabs.

Lexicon Oe ksikf?.i). pmod.L., a. Gr. X<£tnuv

(sc. Pt(3\lov , neul. sing, of \t£tfcos of or for words,
f. diction, word, phrase, f. to speak.]
A word-book or dictionary

;
chiefly applied to a

dictionary of Greek, Hebrew, Syriac, or Arabic.
The restricted use is due to the fact that until recently

dictionaries of these particular languages were usually in

Latin, and in mod.L. lexicon, not dictionarius, has been the
word generally used.

1603 Sir C. H m-DOM Jud. Astral, ii. 44 Any other trans-
lation or Lexicon. 1607 Torsell Fonrf Beasts 1 b.

He doth not neglect the profit of Lexicons (wherein all

sayingsand speeches are numbred). 1616 Kullokak, Lexi-
con, a Greek Diciionarie for words. 1641 Milton Pre/.
Fpisc. 6 [They] must make a new Lexicon to name them-
.selves by. 1645 — Tetrach. Wks. 1851 IV. 238 They who
are so exact for the letter, shall be dealt with by the Lexi-
con, and the Etymologicon too if they please, a 1682 Sir
T. Hwowne TractsZ} Lexicons and Jiictionaries by Zizania
do almost generally understand Lolium. 1702 S. Si:wall
Diary 30 Jan. (1879) II. 52 Upon enquiry about a Hebrew
word, I found he had no Lexicon. 1791 Doswi i.l Johnson
(1848)69/1 He thought it right in a lexicon of our language
to collect many words v hich had fallen into disuse. 1807
Med, Jml. XVTI. 49 Let Mr. D. go to his Lexicon for the
word urethra. 1817 livRON Beppo Hi, And take for rhyme,
to hook my rambling verse on, The first that Walker's
Lexicon unravels. 1847 Liddell & Scoit {title) A Greek-
English Lexicon.

^- flS* {
a ) Th° vocabulary proper to some

department of knowledge or sphere of activity.

(b) A list of words or names.
1647 Cowley Mistress, Discretion 66 This barbarous Term

you will not meet In all Love's Lexicon. 1656 — l^iitdar.

1

Odes, to Dr. Scarborough iii, The vast and barbarous
Lexicon Of Mans Infirmitie. 1654 Willi lock Zooiomia
419 Fate, or Fortune, (in the Profane Lexicon, and in

the Christians undiscovered Providence). 1724 Swirr Use
/risk R/anuf. Wks. 1755 V. 11. 3 All silks, velvets, callicoes,

and the whole lexicon of female fopperies. 1751 Earl
Orrkky Remarks Swift (1752) 25 Such, who, in ihe Lexicon
of Party, may be found ranged under that title [WhigJ.
1823 livKON Juan vin. xvii, Fifty thousand heroes, name
by name . . Would form a lengthy lexicon of glory. 1839
Lvtton Richelieu 11. ii. 362 In the lexicon of youth .. there

is no such word As—fail 1

C. allrib. and Comb.
1826 Svo. Smith Whs. 1859 II. 100 '1 The boy who is

lexicon-struck in early youth looks upon all books after-

wards with horror. 1848 Clocgh Bothie ix. 120 Leaving
vocabular ghosts undisturbed in their lexicon limbo.

Hence Le xiconist, a compiler of a lexicon.

1828-32 Webster cites Orient. Col.

Xiexigraphy (leksi-grafi). [f. Gr. A^i-s word,
expression + -ypa(pta writing, -graphy.] A system

of writing in which each character represents a

,
word. Hence Iiexigra'phic, -gra*phieal adjs,,

pertaining to or characterized by lexigraphy. (In

quot. 1S95, lexigraphical is used for 1 lexical cf.

note below.) Also Iiexigra phically adv.
In Diets, from Webster 1 828 ^ onwards, lexigraphy has

j

been defined as ' the art or practice of defining words , with

j

corresp. definitions for lexigraphic, -graphical. Cf. late Gr.

j

Ae£4ypa<£o9 ' lexici scriptor, vocabularies ' (Stephanus).

1828-32 Webster, Lexigraphy, the art or practice of defin-

ing words (citing Med. Repos.). 1836 Du Ponceau Chinese
Syst. Writing (1838) 36 The Chinese system of writing is

improperly called ideographic; it is a syllabic and lexi-

graphic alphabet. .. It is lexigraphic because every syllable

is a significant word. 1838 Ibid, Inirod. 14 Instead of

ideas, it only represents words, by means of the combination
of other words, and therefore I have called it lexigraphic.

[In a quotation from this in For, Q. Rev. XXI. 323, lexi-

graphy is substituted for lexigraphic] 1838 /bid. 32 Those
nations .. who use the Chinese characters lexigraphically.

, 1855 Ogilvie, Suppl., Lexigraphic, Lexigraphical, expres-

sing words by distinct characters; representing words by
the combination of other words.

^
Lexigraphy, a represen-

tation of words by the combination of other words. 1895
W. Boscawen Bible ff Monuments vi. 165 The lexigraphical

tablet in which this important word is found throws con-
siderable light on the meaning. In the list of words from
which the name is taken JetcJ.
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LEXIPHANES. 234 LIABLE.
II Lexiphanes (leksi-famY). [Or. Xi^dpys I

phrase-monger (the title of one of Lucian's dia- ,

logues), f. \i£i-s word, phrase + 0a?-, ipaivuv to

show.] One who uses bombastic phraseology. ,

Hence Lexiphanic (-farnik) a., liexipha-nicism.
1767 A. Campbell Lexiph. Ded. 7, I generally found them

(modern writings] more or less Lexiphamck in proportion
to the share of fame and reputation their several authors
enjoyed. Ibid. Ded. 17 Tho*e Lexiphaneses, those Shiners,
those dealers in hard words. Ibid. 131 Come, Doctor, let us
have no more of your medical terms and solemnity. .. 'lis
no better than downright Lcxiphanicism. 1841 D'Israrli
Amen. Lit. (1867) 140 The encumbering Lexiphanicisms
of the* ponderous numerosity of Johnson. 1887 Sat. Rev.
5 Nov. 624 Its Lexiphanic contortions of the tongue.

Lext, obs. 2nd sin?, pres. ind. of Lie v.2

II Lex talionis (leks toeli,Ju-n is). [L.] The
law of retaliation, 'an eye for an eye, a toolh for

a tooth \ (The accns. and abl. forms no longer
occur in Eng. contexts.')

«S?7 Morlev Introd. J$us. hi. 146 Wherefore I may Lege
talionis laugh at incongruity as well as you might at vn-
formality. 1600 J. Posv tr. Leo's Africa 11. 56 He is

presently without any iudgement to haue Legem talionis*
\

that is, like for like, inflicted vpon him. 1646 Evanck
Noble Ord. 23 Gods Lex talionis is as firme as the

(

lawes of the Meads and Persians. 1731 Medley tr. ,

Nolben's Cape G. Hope (1738) 1. 287 They take the Field
with their best Force, not only to recover their Wives, hut,
Lege Talionis, to plunder the Robbers of theirs. 1821
Jefferson Autobiog. Writ. (1892) 1. 60 For other felonies
should be substituted hard labor .. and in some cases, the
Lex Talionis. 1857 J. W. Croker Ess. Fr. Rev. iv. 171 I

The lex talionis with which the revolutionary Nemesis
I

requited her votaries.

Ley, obs. form of Lay, Lee sb., Lye.
Leyar, variant of Lair sb.z Oh.
Leyche, obs. form of 1 jsech.

Leyden (Urdan). The name of a city in

Holland, used in the names of certain electrical

apparatus, invented there in 1745-6: Leyden jar
(formerly phial or bottle)

y
an electrical condenser

consisting of a glass bottle coated inside and out-
side with tinfoil lo within a certain distance of its

mouth, and having a brass rod surmounted by a
knob passing through the cork, and communicating
with the internal armature. Also Leyden battery,

a battery consisting of a number of Leyden jars.

1755 Franklin Lett. etc. Wks. 1840 V. 348,' I taught him
. .to charge the Leyden phial, and some other experiments.
1762 Ibid. 380 A Leyden bottle, charged and then sealed
hermetically. 1812 Sir H. Davy Chcm. Philos. 133
A stratum of air is charged in the same manner as a glass
bottle, .is charged in the Leyden experiment. 1825 J. Neal
Bro. Jonathan 1. 29 She was .. like a Leyden jar always
ready to be let off. 1840 Caklyle Heroes (1858) 191 As
if it were a poor dead thing, to be bottled up in Leyden jars,
and sold over counters. 1855 Maynk Expos. Lex., Leyden
Battery, term for a number of Leyden jars, connected extern-
ally by being placed on tinfoil, or other good conductor.

f Leye. Obs. Forms: a. 1 163, 2-4 lei, 3
lai, Ie3e,ley3e, 3-4 lei;e, ley, 3-6 leye, 4leyhe,

4, 7-8 ydial.j laye. 0. 1 lies, lis, lys, 4 lie, Iy;e,
lyghe, 4-5 lye, 5 ly. [OE. lieg (Anglian leg) str.

masc. corresponds toOHG. long, lauc (M HG. lone,

gen. lottges), ON. ijfyg-r :-GTeut. *laugi-z :-pre-
Tcut. *louk- abl.-var. of *leuk~ : see Light sb.]

Flame, blaze, fire. (On) a leye: on fire.

a. Beowulf $\ 15 (Gr.) Wonna le*. 971 Blickt. Horn. xii.

133 Hie onfengon baern Hainan Gaste to heora heortan on
fyrenra le^a onlic-nesse. e\\n$ Lamb, lloin. 41 He him
sceaude an ouen on berninde fure he warp ut of him
seofe leies. c xaoo 'Erin. Coll. Horn. 49 Ech cristene oh to
habheii^ on honden to-dai in chirche leje bernende. a 12*5
Leg. Kath. 1369, I be reade leie, & i be leitinde fur. a 1240
Lofsong'm Cott. Horn. 215 Wi5 pe lai louerd of pe holigost
..tend mine heorte. c 1330 A t th. <$ Merl. 6706 (Kolbing)
J>o sei^e bai al be cuntray Stonden brenand on red% lei^e.

1377 Langl. P. VI. B. xvn. 207 As wex and weyke and hote
fyre togyderes Fostren forth a rlauinbe and a feyrc leye
[C. xx. 172 lye]. 1398 TaEViSA Bartlu De P. R. xvi.
xxviii. (1495) 562 This stone ., Crisalitus .. yf it be set by
the fyre anone it wexyth on a laye [ttelmingham MS. it

wexeb a lie, ed. 1535 on a flame]. 1447 Bokenham Seyntys
(Roxb.) 78 The leye off the flaumyd fumes. 1573 Art of
Limning 1 1 You may . . blacke over your paper with the
leye of a Kandle or of a lynke. 1674*91 Ray S. % E. C.
Words 104 Laye, as Lowe in the North, the Flame of Fire;
tho it be peculiarly used for the steam of Charcoal or any
other burnt Coal. [Hence 1787 in Grose /V<?p. Gloss. Suppl.]

/3. Beowulfi?i (Gr.) Him of ea*um stod H*e selicost i eofl t

unfcexer. a 1000 Condition's Gen. 325 (Gr.) Brand & brade
K*as. **3oo St. Brandan 406 The Lie of the fur stod on
he} as hit a was were. 13. . K. A lis. 3458 The fuyr was on
sogret lyghe, That Darie hit sone syghe. 1340-70 /J/^r.
* Dind. 555 He was..Iccbourusof kinde pat in his licamus
lust as a lie brente. 1398 [see a] 1422 Secreta Secret.*
Priv. Priv. 229 Tho that haue a brandynge colure like
the lye of fyre. 14 . .

7*undate's Vis. 716 Owt of the mowthe
the fure brast And fowle stynkyng lye com owt fast.

Leye, obs. form of Lay, Lea, Lee.
Leye(n, obs. f. Lay v. 1

; obs. pa. pple. of Lie v.

Iieyerwit(e, variant of Lairwite Obst

1696, 1706 in Phillips.

Lsyf, obs. form of Leaf, Lief.
LeyfT, LeyfTand, -ing, obs. ft Live, Living.
Iieyf\f)ull, variant of Leefdl a. Obs.

tLey-gager. Law. Obs. [cf.AF.gagersa/ey
to Wage one's law : see Lay j£.3] Wager of law.

1625 Act 1 CAas. /, c. 3 I 2 No Priviledge, proteccion, r

fcihibicion, or lnjunccion, Ley Gager, or Essoine shalbe
allowed to the Defendant. (Hence in Blount, Phillips, etc.J

Leygh'e, obs. or var. lLaugh#.,Leye 06s.,Lye.
Iieyhe, obs. or var. f. Lay Leye Oh.
Leyk e, Leyland, obs. flf. Lake, Lea-land.
Leyll, Leyly, obs. Sc. forms of Leal, Leally.
Leyme, obs. Sc. form of Leah sb?
Leyn\e, obs. f. Lain v., Lay v.\ Lean.
Leyn(e, obs. pa. pple. of Lie vA
t Leyne. Obs. [Cl. Lainj^.^] A layer or* bed \
(The word in quot. 1530 is of doubtful identity.)
?<:«39o Forme of Cnry (1780) 43 Take brede itostcd in

wyne, lay berof a leyne. c 1440 Jacob's Well 37 Tytbe
owvth to be payed of all manere wode, of leyn5*s of oystrys,
of leynys of fysch, of pondys letc.]. 1530 Palsgr. 238/2
Leyne \no French].

Leynes, obs. form of Leanness.
Leyngh, variant of Le.vgh Obs., length.
Leyond, obs. pres. pple. of Lay v>
Ley-pewter : see Lay sb.Q

Leyr(e, obs. form or variant of Lair, Leke.
Leyrewite, variant of Lairwite Obs.

Leyrn, Leyrne, obs. flf. Lierne, Learn.
Leys, leysche, leysshe, obs. ff. Leash.
Leystall 'e, obs. form of Laystall.
Leyt e, variant of Lait Obs., lightning.

Leyth e, obs. form of Loath, Loathe.
Leyve, Leyven, obs, ff. Leave v?, Levin.
Leyward, obs. foim of Leeward.
Leze-majesty : see Lese-majesty.
Lhapwynche, obs. form of Lapwikg.
Lherzolite ,l5"J2^Uit). Win. [Named from

Lake Liters in the Pyrenees : see -lite.] A variety

of pyroxene of a deep green or olive green colour.
1823 W. Phillips Introd. Min. (cd. 3) 63 When mixed

with serpentine it iCoceoliteJ has been termed Lherzolite.

1879 KvtleyStudyRocks x. 120 Enstatite occurs in lherzolite.
jLheuc, variant of Luke a.

II Lhiamba, liamba. [Native African name.]
IJemp, Cannabis saliva. (Cf. bhang, hemp.)
1861 Dv Chaillu Eqnat. Afr. xxiv. 419 The leaf is used

to smoke . . and has . . ftarcotic effects . . : this liamba is nothing
else than the. . Cannabis Indtea. 1897 Mary Kingsley

I

H '. Africa 667 The imported gin keeps the African . . from
his worst intoxicant lhiamba [Cannabis sativa).

Lhiep, lhip, obs. pa. t. of Leap v.

|| Li 1 (I/). Also 6 Hi, 9 le(e. [Chinese.] The
ordinary Chinese itinerary measure (see quot. 1886).
1588 Parke tr. Mendoza's Hist. China \. vi. 12 The

Chino's haue amongst them, but only three kind of measures:
the which in their language are called Lii, Pu, and lcham,
which is as much as to say, or in effect, as a forlong, league,
or iorney. 1827 H. IS. Li.oyo tr. Timkmvskfs Trazr. L 65 1

The Chinese li contains two hundred and eighty-five Rus-
sian fathoms. 1884 G. Williamson Old llighw. China 209
At a small town forty li from Peking we spent the night.
1886 Yule & Hurnkli. s. v. Let, According to Mr. Giles,

j

27$ // = 10 miles. .. From several concurrent statements we
may conclude that often the // is generalised so that a !

certain number of li, generally 100, stand for a day's march.
I

II Li- (if). Also 8 lai, 9 le. [Chinese.] A
Chinese weight, one-thousandth part of a liang.
(A li of silver is equivalent to the copper coin called by

Europeans a Cash. )

1771 J. R. Fokster tr. Osbeck's Voy. I. 262 Kas, which the
Chinese call Lai, is the only current coin which is struck in
China.

#
1858 Simmokds Diet. Trade, Li, another name for

the Chinese copper cash.

li., obs. abbrev. L. libra pound, librm pounds.
c 1450 ME. Med. Bk. (Heinrich) 82 Take iij II [sic] of rosyn,

and .i. II of wax. e 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon xiv. 322
Here is xx. li of money. 1521 Pilton Churckw. Acc. (Som.

|

Rec. Soc.) 74 For a li and a q. wexe. 1634 R. Verney Let.

J. Villon in Forster Gr. Remonstr. (i860) 256 He was
fined in foure thousand pounds by some, by others in 5,000",
in 6,oco ,5

> in io,oooli.

Liability (Ioiabiiiti). [f. Liable + -m\]
1. Laiu. The condition of being liable or answer-

able by law or equity.

1794-1809 E. Christian Note in Blackstone's Comm.
III. 165 It exempts them from al! liability to answer for

a loss occasioned by fire. 1817 W. Selwyn Law Nisi
Prins (ed. 4) 11. X031 Of the Liability of the Master in
respect of a tortious Act done by the Servant. 1875 Maine
Hist. Inst. ix. 259 The Pignons Capio could be generally
resorted to in the absence of the person under liability.

b. Comm. Limited liability*, the position or
state of being legally responsible only to a limited

extent (nsnally the amount of one's stock or shares)

for the debts of a trading company of which one
is a member. Also attrib. in limited liability com-
pany. (For the shortened form limited company,
see Limited.) Also trans/.
1855 in Hansard's Part. Deb. Ser. in. CXXXIX. 358 Rill

read 2°, as was also the Limited Liabilities Bill. 1858 Lo,
Sr. Leonards llandy-Bk. Prop. Law xxi. 162 A private
company.. has been formed for the purpose of executing
trusts and executorships, but limited. Such associations arc
not only open to all the objections which I have pointed out,
but their limited liability would deter a prudent man from
intrusting them with his fortune. 1890 Review of Rev. 1 1.

541/1 Barings were as good as th« bank once. Now they
are only a limited liability firm. 1894 Sala Lottd. up to
Date 147 Those were the days of Joint Stock Companies,
and the Act authorizing the formation of companies with
Limited Liability had not yet been passed, X897 Times

15 Feb. 9/3 This does not give her [Greece] a right to
assume that she can make war with limited liability,

2. The condition of being liable or subject to

something, apt or likely lo do something.
1809 A. Henky Trav. ji8 Their mode of life .. accounts

for their liability to these diseases. 1815 L. Hunt Feast
ofPoets Arc. Notes 120 A genius for poetry is nothing but
a finer liability to impressions. 1874 Green Short Hist.
ix. § x. 596 His rBacon's] noble confession of the liability of
every inquirer to error. 1883 Froude Short Stud. IV. iii.

294 Liability to military service is a universal condition of
citizenship. .

3. That for which one is liable
; esp. the debts

or pecuniary obligations of a person or company.
1842 Miss Mitford in L'Estrange Li/e [tS-jo) 111. ix. 169

At the suggestion of friends a subscription was raised to
meet these liabilities. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India 111.
561 Although it was relieved of a part of its liabilities, it

was burthened with a heavy annual payment. t86i Goschf.n
For. Exch. 18 The effect of profits and commissions on the
mutual liabilities of nations.

Liable (larab'l), a. Also 6-7 lyable, (7 lay-
able). [Plausibly explained as a. AF. *liable=
med.L, *ligtlbilts that can be bound, f. ligare, F.
Her to bind ; but if this be the origin, it is strange
that the word is not known in AF. or Law Latin.]
1. LaiQ. Bound or obliged by law or equity, or in

accordance with a rule or convention ; answerable
(for, also const. + to with the same sense)

; legally
subject or amenable to.

*54*-3 Act 34 ff 35 Vff/t c 4 § 4 His landes . . and
cattalles, shall be charged and lyable to tbe execucion of
the sayde recouery* 1627 Crt. % Times Chas. i (1848) I.

208 None were liable to martial law but martial men. 1636
Featly Clavis Myst. x. 131 Those that are lyable to your
authority and jurisdiction. 1649 Langbaine Answ. Univ.
Oxford 40 Their having the Custody.. of the Gaole,..and
their being liable to Escapes. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. II.

xxit 120 Every Member is lyable by himself for the whole
[debt]. xt6i Deser. S. Carolina 34 Tbe Species of Goods
liable to Duties, are Sugar, Rum, Madeira Wine. 1765
Blackstone Comm. 1. 107 The territory of England is

liable to two divisions; the one ecclesiastical, the other
civil. Ibid. 470 The freehold was vested in the parson

;

and,, .on his death .. would be liable to his debts and in-
cumbrances. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) I. 493 It is some-
what doubtful whether trusts were originally liable to
Crown debts. 183a Lewis Use <$• Ab. Pol. V erms iii. 26
A sovereign . . can never be liable to any legal duties. 1866
Crump Banking v. 126 A premature release of a party liable
on the bill. 1867 C. S. Parker in Quest,for Ref. Pari. 158
Persons liable to income-tax. 1886 Sir J. Pearson in Law
Rep. 32 Ch. Div. 46 Everyone of the partners is liable to the
full extent of his fortune for all the debts incurred by the
partnership. 1891 Law Times Rep. LXII I 765/1 The defen-
dants were liable as principals, as they had contracted in
their own names without any qualification.

b. const, inf.

1637 Crt. \ Times Chas. / (1848) II. 268 There is a little

demur whether an executor is liable to answer damages.
1683 Boston Rec. (1881) VI I. 160 Candles made up for sale
shall .. be liable to be weighed and forfeited for want of
being full weight. 1688 Cot. Rec. Pennsytv. I. 219 Wherein
Land were made Layable to pay debts. 1765 Blackstone
Comm. 1. 254 It is reasonable that, wherever they transgress
it, there they shall be liable to make atunement. 1808 Pike
Sources Mississ. (1810) in. App. 45 The property ofany officer

or soldier, wbo is killed on the field of battle . . is not liable to
be taken for debt. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed, 2) II. 460 The
estate descended is the creditor's, and liable to pay his debts.
1825 Act 6 Geo. IV, c. 50 § 1 Every man. .who shall occupy
a house containing not less than fifteen windows, shall be.,
liable to serve on juries.

^
X832 Ht. Al artineau Ella ofGar.

ii. 27 Will our growing rich make us liable to pay what your
honour calls real rent ?

2. Of land : ? Subject to taxation, f Also said

of the tax. ? Obs.
a 1626 IJacon Max. A Uses Com. Law (1636) 46 The land

was not lyable longer than his owne life time. 1647 >n
W. S. Pattee ///>/. Old Braintree (Mass.) (1878) 33 His tax
shall be still liable as heretofore. 1817 J. Bkaobury Tra?',
A ftier. 292 No land tax is expected until five years after the
purchase, when land becomes liable.

3. a. Exposed or subject to, or likely to suffer

from (something prejudicial) ; in older use with
widersense,fsubjecttothe operation of(any agency),
likely to undergo (a change ofany kind). Normally
const, to

;
rarely iof also ffor with acc. and inf.

*593 Nashe Christ's /'. 8 You should not be lyable to so
m uch blame. 1609 Hollano Amm. Marcelt. 157 To shew
himself lyable to no fault [L. nulli obnoxitem cuipx\. 1627
Perrot Tithes 62 He,. is lyable to all those curses. 1643
Burroughes Exp. tlosea ch. 2. iii. 263 She shall be laid
open, lyable for all wilde beasts to come in and to devoure
her. 1646 Sia T. Browne Pseud. Ep. it. i. 52 ICrystall] by
the art of Chymistry is separable unto the operations
whereof it is lyable, with other concretions, as calcination,
reverberation, sublimation, distillation. 1662 Bk. Com.
Prayer Pref., Either of doubtful signification, or otherwise
liable to misconstruction. 1667 Milton P.L. vi. 397 Not
liable to fear or flight or paine. 1668 Howe Bless. Righteous
(1825) 55 Those [perfections! which are less liable to cur
apprehension. 1692 Bentley Boyle Lect, i. 23 Some .

.

Wretches or. .Hypocrites are mostly justly., liable to these
horrors of mind. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 56 P 4 He. .found
tbat though they were Objects of bis Sight, they were not
liable to his Touch. 17x2 Ibid* No. 421 p 5 The Imagination
is as liable to Pain as Pleasure. 1752 Hume Ess.

<J-
Treat.

(1777) I. 171 There is one mistake to which they seem liable.

1769 Junius Lett. v. 27 Your declaration . . is liable to two
objections. 1801 A. Hamilton Wks.{i$S6) VI L 213 Reasons
..which ..are omitted as being more liable to dispute.

1848 Dickens Dombey i, Her eyes were liable to a similar

affection, i860 Ruskjn Mod. Paint. V. vu ix. 83 At edges
of loose cliffs . . and in other places liable to disturbance.



LIABLENESS.

1880 Geikie Phys. Geog.v. §31. 352 Sea breezes arc not 1

liable to the same extremes of temperature as those from I

the land.
|

b. Const, in/. Subject to the possibility of

(doing or undergoing something undesirable).

1682 Creech Lucretius 1. 27 All would be liable to die,

Subject to powerful Mortality. 1683 Penn Wks. (1782) IV.

302 The multitude of trees being liable to retain mists

and vapours. 1736 Butler Anal. 1. iv. Wks. 1874 I. 79
Human creatures are. . continually liable to go wrong volun-

tarily. [1749 Chesterf. Let. 24 Nov., He thought that

gentleman was more liable to be thanked and rewarded
than censured. You know, I presume, that liable can never

be used in a good sense.] 1786 Burke \V. Hastings Wks.
1842 II. 178 They were ..liable to suffer the greatest ex-

tremities of penury. 1800 Bentham // 'ks. dZ^) X. 352 Diffi-

culties, I am sensible, may be liable to occur. 1858 Raskin
Arrows Chace (1880) I. 130 Some colours are .. liable to

darken in perpetual shade. 1893 Liooon, etc. Life Pusey 1.

xvi. 376 The method, however equitable the intention, is

liable to be inequitable in effect. 1896 Port/olio June 80

Ground so liable to be overflowed must surely at one time

have been a swamp.

% 4. Inaccurately used for : Incident to. Obs,

1631 Denison* tleav. Banq.^\d The curse of God is liable

to euery one. 1746 Eliza Hbywoou Female Si>ect. No. 24

(1748) IV. 285 The faults of inadvertency are liable to us all.

f5. Subject or subset vtent to\ attached or be-

longing to. Obs.

1571 Campion- Hist. tret. 26 Other lawyers they haue,

liable to certaine families. 1595 Shaks. John 11. i. 490
Anglers, and .. all that we vpon this side the Sea .. Finde

liable to our Crowne and Dignitie. Ibid. v. ii. 101. 1596

Julw. /If, 1. it. 8 Those are her own, still liable to her. 1602

Warner Alb. Eng. if. Ixi. (1612) 268 If sad were she, then

sad was he, if merrie, merrie too. His senses liable to all,

she did, or did not doe. 1616 Bullokar, Liable, subject to,

belonging to.

t 6. Suitable, apt. Also const, inf. Obs.

1570 Q. Couucelfs Let 7 Feb. in A'. * Q. {1857) 1 Aug.,

To chewse persons lyable to give good infurmacion. 1588

Shaks. L. L. L. v. i. 97 Pedant. The posterior of the day . .
[

is liable, congruent, and measurable for the after-noone.

1595 — 7<>hn 1V- ii. 226 Finding thee . . Apt, liable to be em-

ploy'd in danger.

Liableness. Now rare. [f. Liable + -nksh.]

The condition or quality of being liable; liability.

1645 W. Jenkys .9///- Destroyer 40 Our liableness and
readiness to be overtaken by it. 1665-6 Pkpys Diary

31 Jan., By which 1 am .. eased of a liablenense to pay the

sum. 1736 Butler Anal. 1. vi. 117 Our Liableness... to

Prejudice and Pervertion. 1869 Warulaw Lect. Jas. iv. 65

Mutability and liableness to change.

Liache, Liage, obs. ff. Lekch, League sbfi

II Liaison (lii^'ZfTii, Fr. 1/gzon). Also 8 liason.

[V. L. ligdtion-em, n. of action f. ligdrc to bind.]

1. Cookery. A thickening for sauces, consisting

chiefly of the yolks of eggs ; f also, the process of

thickening. (Cf. Leah 2 2.)

^1648 Dicby Closet Open. (1671) 146 The last things

(Butter, Bread, Flower] cause the liaison and thickening of

the liquor. 1759 \V. Verral Cookery xv. 92 Prepare a liaison,

or four or five yolks of eggs and some cream. 1797 Lond.

Art Cookery 142 Make ready a liason of two or three eggs

and cream, with a little minced parsley and nutmeg, /bid,

146 Skim and sift the sauce, add a httle cullis to make it

a liason. 1877 in CasselCs Diet. Cookery.

2. f a. gen. An intimate relation or connexion.

1809 Edin. Rev. XIV. 226 The liaisons of Merlin with

this man and Bazire gave rise to the following jeu <fesprit.

b. spec. An illicit intimacy between a man and

a woman.
1821 Byron Jnan in. xxv, Some chaste liaison of the

kind— I mean An honest friendship with a married lady. I

x8ai Shelley Lett. Prose Wks. 1888 II. 333 He 1 Byron]

has a permanent sort of liaison with Contessa Guiecioli.

1849 Thackeray Pendennis ix, ' If it were but a temporary

liaison/ the excellent man said, 'one could bear it. .. But

a virtuous attachment is the deuce 1853 Greyille Mem.
Geo. IV, Ser. 111. I. ii. 35 He was always much addicted to

Gallantry, and had endless liaisons with women.

3. French Phonetics. The joining of a final con-

sonant (which would in pause or before a consonant

be silent) to a following word beginning with a

vowel or * mute ' h.

1884 Gosset French Prosody 43 There is one letter in

English, r, which admits in some cases of a sort of liaison

in correct modern pronunciation.

Liale, Liam, obs. ff. Leal, Lyam, leash.

Liamba : see Lhiamba.

Liana, liane (Mi^na, Hia'n). Also 8 lianne.

[The form liane is a. F. liane (lfj^S liefie in Roche-

tort), supposed to be a deriv. of tier to bind. The
form liana is either a latinization of liane, or has

arisen from the notion that the word was of Sp.

origin.] The name given to the various climbing

and twining plants which abound in tropical forests.

[1796 Stedman Surinam I. 231 The uebces, called by the

French liannes, by the Spaniards bejucos, and in Surinam
tay-tay.] 1796 H. Hunter tr. St. Pierre's Stmt. Nat.

(1799) LI I. 748 Liannes interwoven from trunk to trunk.

1833 Carlyle Misc. (1857) IV. 267 Spile of all its brambles

and lianas. 1845 Darwin Voy. Nat. ii. 25 Many of the

older trees presented a very curious appearance from the

tresses of a liana hanging from their boughs, and resembling

bundles of hay. 1885 Lady Brassey The Trades 136 Palms

of every variety, all covered with gigantic lianes. 1890

'Rolf Boldrewood' Miner's Right xxxvi. 321 A stone

bridge . . clasped with close lianas.

II Liang (lyjenX Also leang. [Chinese.] A
Chinese weight, about t} oz. avoirdupois; this

235

weight in silver as a money of account. Also

called tael.

1827 \\. E. Lloyd tr. TimkowskCs Trav. I. 17 note, A
Ian (liang) is a Chinese weight containing about 8i zolot-

nicks ; the value of two roubles in silver.
^

Ibid. II. 316
A good camel was sold for twenty or thirty liang.

Liar (tai*3i). Forms : 1 l^osere, Korthmnb.
16sere, 2 li(h)$ere, 3 lie3er, liare, 3-4 leier, 3-5
lyere, 3-6 lier, (4 ly(e ^ere, ly3er, Ii3er,lee3er,

leigher, Here, liyher\ 4-5 legher(e, ligher,

lygher, lyare, 4-6 Sc. lear, 4-7 Iyer, 5-8 lyar,

( 7 lyar r ) ,
7- liar. [O Ii. ttogcre ( = 0 1 1 G. liugari,

I cel. Ijiigari), agent-n. f. Icogan Lie v.'1 cSec -ak :\

-ekI 2.] One who lies or tells a falsehood; an

untruthful person.
t-950 Lindisf. Gasp. Malt. vi. 5 Mi3 5y S'e ^ebiddns ne

wo>as je sua: lepras [other versions lieeteras; L. hypo-
crite), a 1023 Wulfstan Horn. (Xapier) 79 Up arisao lea^o

leo^eras. c 1175 Lamb. Iloin. 13 Ne beo pi lih^eve lie for

eye nc for luue. £-1290 .V. Eng. Leg. I. 33.V362 A Strong
liare and man of false lawe. 1340 Aycnh. 62 J?e lye^ere is

ylich be dyeule bet is his under, c 1374 Chaucer TroyIus
111. 260 (i< 9) Auauntonre and a lyere al is on. c 1375 .SV.

Leg. Saints \. {Petms) 422 Quhedir he a lele man or a lear

be. c 1400 Destr. Troy 12590 I hus lylherly b > lygbers

lappit beie tales. 1413 Pilgr. Seno/e (fax ton 1 1. xvii. (1R591

18 He., hath ben found an open Iyer. 1470-85 Mai.oky
Arthur xx.xiv, Tliey that told yow the talcs were lytr*.

1552 Am*. Ha.mii.iom Catech. (1884' 25 He is ane lear and
in him thair is na v* rite. 1581 Sidnkv Apol. Poeirie (Arb.)

51 Of all Writers vnder the Sunne, the Poet is the least lier.

16:4 Rai i k;h Hist. World 11. (1634) 466 Poets are lynis,

and for verses sake Will make the god?, of humane crimes

partake. ^1764 Li.oyd P.p. to J. />. Esq. Poet. Wks. 177+
I.96 W ho are known lyars by profession. 1782 V. Knox
Ess. (1819) I. ii. 12 An habitual liar . . must possess a poor

and pusillanimous heart. 1865 Dk-kkxs Mitt. Fr. 1. xiv,

' Now tell me I'm a liar ', said the honest man. 1875 Jim kit

Plato (ed. 2) I. 359 You a:c a liar, Melelus, not believed

even by yourself.

Proverbs, c 1250 Ten Abuses in O. E. Misc. 184 Old mon
lechur, ^unch mon liefer [2nd text lyere]. 1539 Tavkhnkk
Erasm. Prov. (15S2) 35 A Iyer ought not to be forget full.

<* JS5S I'ATimkr in Goaty Confer. ti». Ridley (i5 7,6) b2b,
Lyers bad nede to haue good memories. 1631 Gikitlk
Hoffmann 1 2 b, hyer, Iyer, licke dish,

b. Liar*s bench (see quot.).

1859 Narks, Liars'detch, a place in St. Paul's Cathedral

in the sixteenth century, so called because it was stated

that the disaffected made appointments there.

t c. attrib. or adj. Lying, deceitful. Obs.

a X300 Cursor M. 68^9 Tak 1 on noght wit tunge leier.

Liar, variant of Lyak Sc. Obs.

II Liard 1 (lyaO. Also 6 lier de, lyard </itasi-

It. liardo), Sc. lyart. [F. ; prob. subst. use of

Hard adj. grey (see IA'ART a.). Cf. grey groat.]

A small coin formerly current in France, of the

value of the fourth part of a son. Hence, typically,

a coin of small value.

1542 1>oordk In/rod. A'noit'l. xxvii. (1870) 191 In bras

they [French] bane mietes, halfe pens, pens, dubles, lierdes

..a lier is worth three brasse pens. 1572 Salir. Poems
Rcfinm. xxxii. 15 Haue we ane lyart, na baid bot all is

thairis. 1583 Stock kr Civ. Wanes Lowe C. tv. 53 b. A
pounde of course Cheese, one Sons and one Lyard. 1600

Poky tr. Leo's Hist. A/rua lit. 134 Kor the selling of euery

duckats-woorth they haue two Liardos allowed them.

1657 I)avexANT F.ntertainm. Rutland Ho. Dram. Wks.

1873 III. 224 His fare being two brass liards. 1751

S.moli.ktt Per. Pie. (1779) II. xxxix. 29 He knew to a liard

what was given to each. 1820 Scott Ivanhoc xxxii, Neither

I nor any of mine will touch the value of a liard. 1847

Disraeli Tancredw. xi, He would push about in the throng

like a Hercules, whenever anyone called out to him to fetch

a liard.

Liard 2
v
li,aud). Canadian, [a. ¥. liard, subst.

use of OF. liard grey: sec Lyart. ^Continental

Fr. has Hardier black poplar.)] The balsam

poplar, Populns balsamifera, of North America.

1809 A. Henry Trav. 128 note, Populus nigra, called, by

the Canadians, liard.

Liard, variant of Lyabt, grey.

Lias (bras). Also 5, 7-8 lyas. [Introduced

into mod. geology from dialects ; a. OF. liois

(mod.F. liais) a compact kind of limestone.]

1. A blue limestone rock occurring in certain

south-western counties of England. Also allrib.

1404 Durham Acc. Rolls (Surtees) 397 In custodia vitrarii

ij par petrarum ex officio et j par vocat. lyas. 1649 Gi.an-

vili. in PJtil. 'Trans. IV. 978 A sort of hard stone, commonly

calPd a Lyas, blue and white, polishable. 1778 Eng. Gazet-

teer (ed. 2) s.v. Lanxsdou, So/n., On the N.W. side of this

plain are dug a sort of head-stones, called lyas, which are

blue and white, and polishable. 1793 Smeaton Edystone

/,. § 202 note, Lyas is the general term for strata of stone of

the species of Aberthaw, in several counties.^ 1813 Van*.

Couver Agric. Devon 27 A stratum of blue lais [sic] lime-

stone. 1832 De la Beche Gcol. Man. (ed. 2) 155 On the

coast of the S.W. part of Somersetshire ..a high shingle

beach, principally composed of lias (the rock of the vicinity).

1881 Young Every Man his own Mechanic § 1154 Blue has

lime is charged 24/- per yard.

2. Geol. A series of strata forming the lower

division of the Jurassic series, consisting of thin

layers of blue argillaceous limestone, and contain-

ing a great wealth of fossils.

1833 Lyell Princ. Geol. III. Gloss. 7a Lias, a provincial

name adopted in scientific language for a particular kind of

limestone. 1833 — Elcnt. Geol. (1865) 4*5, The name of

Gryphite limestone has sometimes been applied to the has.

LIBANOPHOROTJS.

1873 Button llist. Scot. I. iii. 82 The lias, oolite, and other
recent formations.

Liason, obs. form of Liaison.

Iiiassic (taiiDe'sik), a. Geol. Also liasic. [f.

I
LlAS + -ic] Pet taining to the lias formation.
1833 Lyell Princ. Geol. 11 1. 378 Metamorphic rocks of the

Eocene or Liassic eras. 1854 A. Adams, etc. Man. Nat.
Hist. 561 In the Liasic period of the secondary formations.

1854 H. Miller .SV//. Schnt. ii. 37 The first ammonite
I ever saw was a specimen . . from one of the liasic deposits
of England, /bid. xxi. 451 Both shale and nodules bore,

instead of the deep liasic gray, an olivaceous tint.

t Xiiatico. Obs. Forms : 7 leathick, leaticke.

liatica. [a. It. liatico — Aleatico (Klorio)pjL*\ red

wine made in Tuscany.
1622 I. Taylor (Water P.) Farcw. Toivcr Pottles A 4,

With Malmesie, Muskadell. and Corcica, With White, Red,
Clarret, and Liatica. 1625 Purcmas Pilgrims II. 1837
Maluosey, Muscadine, and Leaticke. 1657 Reevk God's
Plea 25 Thou wouldest ., drink nothing but Frontiniack,
white Muscadines, Leathick-wine, and \ ine de pary.

r Lib, sb.l Obs. [OK. lyb.b, libb medicine, drug,

potion. Cf. CtiEKSLiP.] A charm.
a 700 Epinal Gloss. 71 r ( Ibtigamcntum, lybb [Erfurt libb,

Corpus lyb, lybMi], 1577 in I'itcaim Crim. Trials 1. 77
[Li Perthshire] ane commouiie u.*are of soiceiie, libbis, and
charm fs.

t Lib, sh:± Cant. Obs. [f. Lin v.'*] Sleep.

1665 11 K.vn Eng. Rogue t. iv. 1 1666) 29 Lien 1 >:u kmans then,

House Mort and Ken The bien Co\es bing.sawa«,On Chates
to trine by Rome-Coves dine, For his long lib at last.

Lib (lib), vA Also 7-8 libb. Now dial.

[?repr. an OK. *lybban = MI)u. lubben to maim,
geld, f. Teut. root *lut> : sec Left a. J

trans. To
castrate, geld, 'cut'.

1396 [see libbiug, below]. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems Iv. 5

Thair wylfts. .baid thani 1 etttis^oun abyd At hame, and lib

tham of the p«;ckU. 1536 I'llllmji-n Cron. Stot. (1821) 1.

p. Iv, The sieirkis .ar. . libliii to be oxin. 1597-8 _ Br. Hall
Sat. it. \ii. 19 Who pares his nailes or libs his swine. 1607
TorsKi.i. Four-/, /leasts 3^4 '1 bey have used to lib their

llorsses antl take away iheir stones. 1618 Chapman Hesiod
37 The bellowing Bullock lib, and Cote. 1624 Massing*.

k

Renegado it. i, I am hbbed in the breech abeady. 1649
Daves \n r Love l/on<ntrw. Dram. N\ ks. 1873 III. 164 Sine
he is Ub'd ; he h.ith certainly No masculine business about
him. /M733 Shetland A( c. l8 in Proc. Sec. Ant. Scot (1852'

XXVL sou That none libb any beast upon Sunday. 1788
M aksuai.l Yorksh, \ \. 340 '1 o Lib, to t^eld male lambs and
calves hordes and }>iu>>a:e 'gtUUd '). 1855 Robinson" Whitby
Gloss., Siril'b'd and Libb\i, farmer*' terms, or rather tliey

are used as one word,—castrattd.

b. Jig. (Cf. CaSTi:.\tk 7.'. 4.)

1577 Fri-KE Two Treat, agst. /\i/>ists II. 750 In the latter

end where he libbeth of the conclusion of Ori^ens wordes
he translateth (etc.].. when he hath clipped, shauen, paied,

gelded and falsified all that he can [etc.). 1621 Bk Moln-
l.\GU Diatrib.v 419 Aristotle .. wiote cx.wi. Booker, or

thereabout, Trepi iroAiTeiwi' . . and yet none of these were
libbed by Abbreuiators.

Hence Libbed ///. a., Lrbbing vbl. sb.

1396 Whitby Abbey Rolls (Whitby Gloss.) Fro libbyng

porcornm io</. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems Iv. 20 Sum.,
hes forsaekin all sic cammis.s. That men call is jib ing of

tlie pockis. a 1600 Hist. Fryer Hacon in
r

fh*Vk A. E.

/'rose Rom. (1858^ I. 192 When the best libbing^. 1616

N. Riding Rec. IL 123 A libbed gilt. 1638 Fokd Fancies

I. ii, What a terrible sight to a libb'd breech is a sow-

gelder ! ^1693 Crquharfs Rabelais 111. xxxi. 256 Like

a libbed Kunueh. 1790 Burns 4 Kind Sir, Pve read your
Paper', How libbet Italy was singin'.

Lib, v.* dial. {Suffolk.) 'Of a child or young

animal : To suck persistently* (Xng. Dial. Diet.).

1662 Gcrnall Chr. in Arm. in. xii. § 1 (1669) 274/1 The
growing child that lies libbing oftenest at the Breast.

tLib, ^'- 3 Cant. Obs. Also 6 lyp. [Origin

unknown.] inlr. To sleep.

1567 Harman C<i?w/ (1869) 84 In what lipken has thou

lypped in this darkemans, whether in a lybbege or in the

strummell? x6n Middmcton ^Dekker Roaring Girl v. i,

Oh I wud lib all the lightmans, Oh I woud lib all the

darkemans. a 1700 B. E. Did. Cant, Cmv, Lib, to Tumble
or Lye together. 1859 Matseli. Vocab. s. v. (F.), The coves

lib together, the fellows sleep together.

Lib, dial, form of Leap sb. 2

f lib., abbrev. of L. librse pounds.

1442 Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1844* I. 8 The sowm of iiij"

) of lib. 1528 /bid. 121 Tuentylib. Scottis. "1596 Dalrymflb
tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. vi. 333 Ane hunder libs Stirling. 1655

in A. Laing Lindotcs Abb. xx. (1876) 238, 8 lib. of pledge

in money. 1705 Hearne in Rcl. Ilearn. (1869)passim.

Li bament. Obs. exc. arch, [ad, L. libament-

urn, {. libd-re to Libate + -ment.] « Libation.

1582 N. T. tRhem.) Luke xxii. 17 note, That solemne

cuppe of wine, which belonged as a libament to the offering

and eating to the Paschal lambe. 1603 Holland Plu-

tarch's Mor. 1289 Before his time they dranke it [wine] not

at all, neither made they libaments thereof unto their gods.

1855 Singleton Virgil I. 324 Andromache was pouring liba-

ments To th' ashes.

LibaniferOUS (libani-feras), a. [{.L.libanns,

Gr.At/3ayoyincense + -(i)ferous.J Yielding incense.

1895 \ dh Cent. Oct. 595 The. .libaniferous country.

t Libanomancy. Obs. [ad. F. libanonmntie

I (Rabelais), f. Gr. \i$avos incense + fMure/a (see

-mancy).] Divination by the burning of incense.

1652 Gaule Magastrom. 165 Livanomancy [sic]. 1656 in

Blount Glossogr. a 1693 Urquhart's Rabelais nr. xxv. 208.

LibanophorOtLS (tibanp'foras), a. [f. Gr.

>\t@avo<p6po$, f. Xifiavos incense + -<p6pos bearing,

<b*p<tv to bear : see -OUS.] Producing incense.
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LIBANOTOPHOROUS.
1847 yruL /?. Asiat. Soc., Bombay br. 11. 387 Ptolemy's

Libanophorous region is misplaced.

Libanotophorous (liban^t^- fores), a. [f.

Gr. \if$avctrro<f>6pos, f. Xi^avomos incense (f. Xi&avos :

see prec.) + -<p6pos bearing.] Producing incense.

1879 Encycl. Brit. IX. 710/1 The libanotophorous region
of the ancients.

Libant (larbsent), a. [f. L. libant-em, pr. pple.

of liba-re Libate v\ Tasting ;
touching lightly.

1798 Lanoor Gebir VI. 131 She touched his eyelashes with
libant lips.

Libard(e, Libardesse, obs. fif. Leopard, -ess.

T Jgkardine. Obs. Also 6 libardaine. [f.

//^ztzTITeopard; the formation is obscure.] ?A
plant of the genus Aconitum, ? = Leopard's bane.
1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 49 Libardaine of the Greeks is

called Akoniton, it hath leaves like the Cucumber, but
somewhat more lesse and rough. 1607 Topsell Four-/.
Beasts (1658) 32 The herb Wolfeban or Libardine is poison
to. .all beasts that are littered blinde.

Iiibate (bib^t), v. [f. L. Ithat-, ppl. slem of
/Bare to taste, pour out as an offering, etc.] a.

Irans. To pour out (wine, etc.) in honour of

a god. Also, to make a libation to (a god), b.
intr. To pour out libations.

1866 J. B. Rose tr. Ovid's Fasti vi. 762 She libated the
wine In sacrifice. 1867 — tr. Virgifs sEueid 227 Around
the tables all libating stand, Invoking heaven. 1880 L.
Wai lace Bcu-Hur vii. xi. 441 A son of Israel has no gods
whom he can libate.

Hence Liba ted ///. a.

1866 J. 13. Rose tr. I 'irg. Gcovg. 1. 360 Pay unto Ceres,
rustics, rites divine, With milk and honey and lihated wine.

Libation (bib^-Jan). Also 4 libacioun, 5
lybaeion. [ad. L. libation-em , n. of action f.

liba-re to Libate.] The pouring out of wine or
other liquid in honour of a god ; cancr. the liquid

so poured out ; a drink-offering.
138* Wycuf Ezek. x.\. 28 Thei . . sacrifieden her libaciouns.

1490 Caxton Eueydos xxii. 81 The good wynes of swete
odour ordeyned for the lybacions or wa^hynges of the
sacrifices. 1603 Holland Plutarch*s Mor. 1196 They
used thi?> water for the#.olemne libations at sacrifices. 1697
Dryden Aineid 1. 1030 Sprinkling the first Libations on the
Ground. 1743 J. Davidson sEneid vu. 184 Pour forth
bowls in L ibation to Jove. 1834 Lytton Pompeii I. iii, The
guests followed the prayer, and then, sprinkling the wine
on the table, they performed the wonted libation. 1877 C.
Geikie Christ xlix. (1879) 584 Water to be poured out at
the time of the morning offering as a libation.

b. trait
sf. (somewhat jocular). Liquid poured

out to be drunk ; hence a potation.
1751 Earl Orrery Remarks Swift (1752) 47 Libations to his

health, or, in plain en^lish, bumpers were poured forth to
the Drapier. 41797 H. Walpolk Mem. Geo. Ill (1845 I.

xxii. 313 Some jovial dinners and libations of champagne
cemented their friendship. 4-1850 Ar,*b. Nts. (Rtldg.) 412
In consequence of their repeated libations, they began both
of them to he considerably heated. 1856 Sir R Uroijie
Psychol. Inq. 1. App. 254 They prepared themselves for
the task by a plentiful libation of gin.

1781 I^Rvper Retirement 226 He.. weeps a sad libation in

despair. 1817 Mooke Lalla R. 11824) 2 73 Never yet.. hath
the sword More terrible libations poured ! 1879 Farrar
St. Paul I. 344 Willing, nay glad, to poux out his whole
life as a libation,

d. attrib.

1776 1'ukney ///*/. Mits. I. ii. 40 The spondean melody,
that is the libation tune of Olympus. 1865 J. H. In.
gkaiiam Pillar 0/ Fire (18721 256 Bearers of lihation-
vases. 1877 A. H. Edwards Up Nile iv. 80 A libation-
table on which was engraved a hieroglyphic inscription to
Apis-Osiris.

Libatory tai'batari), a. and sb. [ad. L. liba-

tori-us, f. lifolre: see Libate v. and -ok v.]
A. adj. Pertaining to or consisting of libations.

1834 JM EDWIN in Eraser's Mag. IX. 559 Phoebus has.,
received my libatory offerings. 1846 Ellis Elgin Marb. I.

163 Bearers of libatory vessels.

t B. sb. A libatory vessel. Obs.
1609 BiHLE (Don ay) 1 Mace. i. 23 The libatorics [L. liba*

toria] and the phials.

T Libature. Obs. In 7 libatour. [As if ad.

L. type *libdtf/ra, f. libdre to Libate.]
1632 Holland Cyrupxdia 71 Hee there procured the

gracious favour of Dame Tellus, with Libatours and liquid
offerings.

Libbard, arch, variant of Leopard.
Libbe, obs. form of Live.

Libbeffe. Old Cant. [f. Lib ^.3] A bed.
1567 (see Lia yv'J. 1665 R. Head En%. Rogue 1. iv. (i665)

33 Libbege, a Bed. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crciv, Lib-
vegt'y a bed.

Libber (li'toa). Now dial. [f. Lib + -eh 1.]

A gelder.

14 . Norn, in Wr.-Wiilcker 693/32 Hie caslrator, lybbere.
1641 Best Farm. Bhs. (Surtees) 141 Libbers have for
Hhbinge of pigges, pennies a peece for the giltes, and half
pence a peece for the gowtes or bore pigges. 1674-91
Rav N. C. Words 44 A Libber* a Sow-gelder. 1683 G.
Meriton Yorks. Dialogue 4 The Libber comes to Morn;
wcese Lihb th* awd Piggs.

t Iiibberla. Sc. Obs. A staff, cudgel.
tri^oo Rcnults Cursing 112 in l.aing A tic. Poet. Scotl.,

Thair sail thay [devils] cary in thair clukis Sum libberlais,
and sum hell crukis. ? a \$spFreiris Benvik 505 in Dunbar's
Poems (1893) 302 Vp he start, and gat a libberla In to his
hand.

Iiibbet 1 (li'bet). Now dial. Also 6 lyb(b)et,

236

(also 9) libbat, 7 libbit. [Cf. OF. libe, libbe block
of stone.] A billet of wood ; a stick to beat or
throw at anything with.
1561 J. Heywooo Prov. ff Epigr. (1867) 210 Leaue that

woorde or He baste ye with a libet. 1567 Harman Caveat
26 A longe lastinge lybbet. 1586 Warner Alb. Eng. iv.

xxi. (1602) 99 With that he tooke a Libbat vp, and beateth
» out his braines. 1589 ibid. Pr. Add. (1602) 345 Libbats
j

newly snatched from burning. 1736 Lewis isle ofTenet 37,
1 took up a Libbit that lay by the Sole, and hove it at the
Hagister. 1847 Halliwell, Libbet, a billet of wood ; a

j

staff, stick, or cluh. South.

Libbet 2 (li'bet). Now dial. [Of obscure
origin; cf. Lappet.] a. A flap or lobe. b. A
fragment, rag, jag.

1627 Hakewill Apol. (1630) Pref. 3 One who loakes onely
upon some libbet, or end of a peece of Arras, ibid. 418
The tender libbets of their eares. 1844 W. Barnes Poems
Rur. Life Gloss., Libbets, rags in strips. 1893 Wittsh.
Gloss., Libbet, a fragment. 'All in a libbet', or * all in
libbets and jibbets ', torn to rags. Also Lippet.

II IiibeCCio (Hbe'tJ*, It. hV-tjtf). Also erron.

-eechio. [It., f. L. Lib-s : see Libs.] The Italian

name for the south-west wind.
1667 Milton P. L. x. 706 Eurus and Zephir with thir

lateral noise, Sirocco and Libecchio. 1820 Shellev Lett.

,

Prose Wks. 1880 IV. 178 The Libecchio here howls like a
chorus of fiends all day. 18*1 Mrs. Shelley in Dowden
Life Shelley (1887) 11. 395 After a whole week of libeccio
rain and wind. 1873 OumA Pascarel 11. 314 The libeccio
was blowing keenly as we crossed the square of Fiesole.

Libel (bi'bel), sb. Forms : 4-8 libell, 5 libelle,

5-7 lybell(e, 6-7 lybel, (6 Sc. libal\ 3- libel,

[a. OF. libel masc, libelle fern. (mod.F. libelle\

ad. L. libellus, dim. of liber book. Cf. Sp. libelo,

j

Pg., It.libello, used in legal senses.]

fl. A little book; a short treatise or writing.
1381 Wyclip Num. v. 23 And the preest shal wryte in a

libel (1388 litil book] thes cur.sid thingis. 1436 Pot. Poems
(Rolls) II. 157 Here beginneth the prologe of the processe
of the Libelle of fcnglyshe Polycye. 1494 Fabvan Chron.
v. exxiii. 102 As before is shewyd in the .C. and .xiit.

Chapitre of this libell. 15*9 More Dyatoge lit. Wks. 234/r
Y l no man should .. translate .. by way of boke, lybel, or
tretice. 1530 Lyndesay Test. A'rt/V^«^7 2oQuirityng, Mersar,
Rowle, Henderson, hay, & holland, Thocht thay be ded,
yar libells bene leuand. 1576 A. Fleming Prtf. to Cains'
Dogs in Arb. Gamer 111. 22a Cains spared no study, .which
seemed . . requisite to the performance of this little libel.

a 1709 Atkyss i'arl. «y Pol, 'Tracts (1734) 86 Certain Books,
which he termed Codicello's; which in our Dialect, is the
same with Libels or Little Books. 1715 M. Davies A then.
Brit. I. 69 His English Libels were these, viz. A Merry
7^ [etc].

+ b. A written paper. Sometimes - Labklj^. 1
,

for which it may bave been substituted as ctymo"
lo^ically more intelligible. Obs.
1603 North's Plutarch (1612) 1183 With his testament

there were three litle libels or codicils. 164a tr. Perkins*
Prof. Bk. ii. § 136. 60 That [the seal] was so fixed againe to
the libell [ed. 1657 label, orig. AF. (ed. 1601) label) of the
deed. 1682 Keigwin Mt. Calvary (1826* clxxxix, This

j

lybell was fastened nn y» cross fast.. And over the head of
1 Christ put, 1689 Moyle Sea Chyrttrg. 1. 16 With every
Medicament its Lybel upon it.

2. A format document, a written declaration or
statement. Obs. exc. Hist, (as occasional rendering

I of L. libellus), and Law (see 3\
1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 10234 1 1 ii sende him libel, & esste

ek articles, bat nere no^t to graunti wel. 138a Wyclip
Matt. v. 31 Who euere shal leeue his wyf, }eue he to hir a
libel, that is, a litil boke of forsakyng

j 1388 a libel of for-

sakyng], i43»-5o tr. lligden (Rolls; V. 161 A cownsayle
was kepede.. where a libelle porrecte to Constancius. 1525
Lu. Berners Froiss. II. ccxlv. [ccxlii.j 754 The knyght

I

toke the kyng a lybell, the whiche was red ; therin was
conteyned that if there was nother knight, .that wolde say
that kyng Henry was not rightfull kyng, he was there

I

redy to fyght with him. 1563-87 Foxe A. ff ^7.(1596) 16/2 I

The Arnans returning from their Arrianisnie, offered vp
and exhibited vnto the bishops of Rome their libels of 1

repentance. 1365 Haroing Confttt. Jcwcts Apol. iv. 161 b,

Moses permitted a libell of diuorce. 1596 Dalhvmple
tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. x. 366 Quha tuik al priuat libalis .

and accusatiounLs, and causet exeme thame. 1607 Topsell !

Fourf. Beasts (1658) 15 With their image did Augustus
\

sign all hts Grants, Libels, and Kpistles. 1608 Lillet i

Hexapla Exod. 750 The libels or billes of dowrie. 1652
Needham Selden's Mare CI. 294 A Libel, or Bill of '

Complaint. 1781 Gibbon Decl. ff P. xxviii. III. 75 A formal
reply to the petition or libel of Syminachus.

3. a. Civil Law. The writing or document of

tbe plaintiff containing his allegations and .institut-

ing a suit. b. EccU Law. The first plea, or the

plaintiffs written declaration or charges, in a

cause. C. Sc. Law* The form of complaint or

ground of the charge on which either a civil or

criminal prosecution takes place.

1340 Ayetib. 40 pe ualse notaryes .. ualseb pe celes makeb
be kueade libellcs and to uele opre ualshedes. c 1386 Chau-
cer Friar's T. 297 May 1 nat axe a libel, sir Somnour, And
answere there, by my procutour, To swich thing as men
wol opposen me? £1410 I^ove Bonavent. Mirr. xviii. (1510)

Fvb, He that was domysman made the lybelle in theyre
cause, c 1440 Jacob's Well 131 A fals notarye, bat makylh
false letterys, libellys, or false actys. 1535 Coveroale Job
xxxi. 35 Let him that is my contrary party, sue mc with a
lybell. 1548 Act 2$ 3 Edw. VI, c. 13 § 14 The same partie .

.

shall brin^e and deliver, .the verie true copie of the libell de-

pendinge in the ecclesiasticall Court e. 1592 Sc.Acts Jas. VI
§ 73 All criminal! libellis sail contene that the personis

complenit on ar atrt and pairt of be cryme libellit. 1601-a
Fulbecke 1st Pt. Parall. 68 You lay and alleage in your I

LIBEL.

libell as the ground of your action things farre distant in
nature. 1681 Act io Lond. Gas. No. 1648/4 Providing always

I
that the Libel, whereupon the foresaid Sentence proceeded be

!
special. 1708 J. Cmamberlavne St. Gt. Brit. 1. n. viii. (1737)
76 First [in Eccl. causes] goes forth a Citation, then a Libel,

j

and Answer. 1721 Woorow Hist. Ch. Scot. I. 51 Upwards
1

of thirty different Libels were formed against htm, for
alledged Injuries, Oppressions, and the like. 1800 A. Car.
lvle Autobiog. 319 Cuming, Webster, and Hyndman. .were
the committee who drew up the libel. 1818 Scott Hi t. Midi.
xii, Surely the pursuer is bound to understand his own libel.

1863 H. Cox Jnstit. 11. xl $68 In Causes not criminal and
, not summary, the first plea ts tbe complainants libel which

corresponds to the declaration at common law. 1876 Grant
I

Burgh Sch. Scoll, 11. i. 89 The libel having been served
on the accused, he compeared.

t d. Used jocularly for : The collective body (of
lawyers). Obs. rare -

,
ijxS-'o Vox Poputt 722 tn Had. E. P. P. III. 293 With

nj or itij greate clothiars, And the hole lybell of lawyars.

+ 4. A leaflet, bill, or pamphlet posted up or
publicly circulated

; spec, one assailing or defaming
the character of some person (in early use more
fully, famoits Law Latin libelhtsfamosits).
15" Bp. Longlano in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 111. I. 253

Suche famous lybells and bills as be sett uppe in night
tymes upon Chirche doores. 1577-87 Holinsheo Chron.

» III. 1240/1 The bishops .. durst not openlie publish the ex-
I communication of the king, but secretlie cast libels about

the high waies, which gaue notice therof. 1594 Shaks.
I

Rich, ill, 1. i. 33 Plots haue I laide .. By drunken Pro-
phesies, Libels, and Dreamcs, To set my Brother Clarence
and the King In deadly hate. 162* Bacon Hen. VU 94Who when he turned his backe (more like a Pedant then
an Ambassadour) dispersed a bitter Libel), in Latine Verse,
against the King. 1647 Clarekoon Hist. Reb. 11. § 86
Cheap senseless libels were scattered about the city, .

.

traducing some, and proscribing others. 1689-90 Wood
Life 12 Mar., Two malittous fellowes were found sticking
up a libell reflecting on the fast. 1727 Swift FurOur
Acc. E. Curll Wks. 1755 III. 1. 155 Singeing a pig with
a new purchased libel. 1776 Gihbon Decl. ff F. xi. (1869)
I. 218 He scattered libels through their camp.

5. Law. Any published statement damaging to
the reputation of a person. In wider sense, any
writing of a treasonable, seditious, or immoral
kind. Also, the act or crime of publishing such
a statement or writing.
a 163X Donne Serm. ix. 87 And by the way, that which it

I may sometimes concerne us to know, yet it may be a Libell
to puhlish it [surplusage]. 1768 Blackstone Comm. 1 1 1. 125
With regard to libels in general, there are . . two remedies ;

one by indictment and another by action. 18x0 Bentham
Packing (1821) 2 In point of actual law, a libel is any paper

I

in which he, who to the will adds the power of punishing
for it, sees any thing that he does not like. 1840 B'ness
Blnsen in Hare Life (1879) J1 * *• 12 Condemned to im-
prisonment for publishing seditious libels. 1861 Trollope
Orley F. xix. (ed. 4) 134 It may be very difficult to obtain
evidence of a libel. 1888 Pall Mall G. 24 Nov. 4 '1 The
judge answered . . that it was clearly possible to publish a
libel for the public good.

b. In popular use : Any false and defamatory
statement in conversation or otherwise, trans/.,

applied to a portrait that does the sitter injustice,

or to a thing or circumstance that tends to bring
undeserved ill repute on a person, a country, etc.
1618 Wither Motto jntrod. Wks. (1633) 504 If any should

confesse Those sinnes in publike, which hts soul oppressej
Some guilty fellow (moov'd thereat) would take it Unto
himselfe ; and so, a Libell make it. 1650 Flller Pisgah
1. vii. 18 The false report of the spies was in some respect
but a libell of this land. 1667 Causes Decay Chr. Piety i.

10 Are we reproacht for the name of Christ, that Ignominy
serves but to advance our future Glory ; every such Libel
here, becomes Panegyrick there. 1673-4 D*. Lauderdale
in L. Papers (1880 III. xix. 27 Thos addresses .. have
proved retherleik libells than treuth. 1693 Humours 'Town
132 They [Men] are living Libels [as to Women's virtue).

1694 Dkyoen To Sir G. Kneller 163 Good heav'n 1 that sots
and knaves should be so vain, To wish their vile resemblance
may remain ! And stand recorded, at their own request, To
future days, a libel or a jest I 1715 Young Love Fame 1.

160 A rich knave's a libel on our laws. 1777 Sheridan Sch.
Scand. 1. i, His whole conversation is a perpetual libel on
all his acquaintance. 1781 Cowfer Conv. 450 Or make the
parrot's mimicry his choice, That odious libel on a human
voice. 1850 Lyell zrui Visit U. S. II. 163 The tale of
suffering .. was not authentic. .. Such libels are bailed with
pleasure by the Perpetualists as irritating the feeling of
that class of slave-owners who [etc],

6. attrib. and Comb., as (sense 5) libel-spawning
adj. , (sense 3) libel summons.
Libel Act, the title of the Act 32 Geo. 3. c. 60, as shortened

by Act of Parliament in 1896 (59 ff 60 Vict. c. xiv>.

1682 Tate Abs.ffAchit. 11. 520 Parasites and libel-spawn-
ing imps. 1870 J. K. Hunter Life Stud, xlvii. 289, I saw
the auld chap go direct to the FiscaPs office, and next day
I had a libel summons charghV me wi' every conceivable
way of killing game on my neighbour's grun\

Libel (bi'bel), v. [f. Libel sb.; OF. libeller,

med.L. libellare existed in certain senses.]

f 1. intr. To make libellous accusations or state-

ments ; to spread defamation. Const, against, on
;

by, of (Sc.). Obs.
1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xii. 157 Suppois a,e crak, a.e ly

abak, And lybel lis be the Law. 1583 Leg. Bp. St.Androis
1008 What suld 1 lyble of this lowne? Not all the paper of
this townc .. May had the half that he hes done. 1588
Shaks. lit. A. iv. iv. 17 What's tbis but Libelling against
the Senate? 1596 Nashf. Saffron Walden 80 He is verie
seditious and mutioous in conuersation libelling most
execrably and inhumanely on lacke of the Falcon. 1610
B. Jonson Atch. in. ii, Nor shall you need to libell 'gainst
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the Prelates. 1637 Laud Sp. Star-Chamber 14 June 9 Hee
Libels against the King and the State.

2. Irans. To defame or discredit by the circula-

tion of libellous statements ; to accuse falsely and

maliciously ;
spec, in Law, to publish a libel against.

i6oz B. Jonson Poetaster iv. vti. Thou shah libell, and

Tie cudgell the Rascall. 1654 H. L'EsTaANCE Chas. f

(1655) 4 With a spirit which equally disdaines to libel or to

flatter him. 1709 Pope 'Jan. tf May 44 But what so pure,

which envious tongues will spare? Some wicked wits have

libeU'd all the fair. 173a Swift Beast's Con/ess. to Priest

202, I would accuse him [fabling ./Esopl to his face For

libeling the four-foot race. 1803 Wellington in Gurw.
Desp. (1837) 1 1. 492 Those who have deserted thisservicehave

been allowed to libel and defame his character. 1884

Manch. Exam. 7 Oct. 5/1 The Grub-street hacks, who in

former times lived by libelling political personages.

fig. a 1716 South Serm. (1744) 1 158 It. .misrepresents

and libels God to the Conscience, a 1861 Buckle Civiliz.

(1869) III. v. 480 Beware of libelling what you profess to

defend.

3. a. Eccl. and Sc. Law. To institute a suit

against (a person) by means of a libel ; also, to

specify in a libel.

1582-8 Hist. fas. VI (1804) 220 Thai shall haue alswa the

Kings licence., to reduce thair foirfnultors, upoun sick-

causes and considerations as they may libell. 1711 Count rey-

Man's Let. to Curat 48 When he was Lybell d, the Missal

and Breviary had not received the Rasures before spoken of.

1752 J. Louthian Form 0/Process (ed. 2) 35 In all capital

Crimes, the Facts are to be libelled, with the Hour, Day,
Month.. and Place in which the Fact happened. 1753 S.

Fraser in Scots Mar. Apr. 179/1 The facts . .are not sufficient

to infer the crime libelled. 1754 EasKiNE Prim. Sc. Law
(1809) 457 If these adminicles afford sufficient conviction,

that the deed libelled did once exist. 1868 Act 31 4 32

Vict, c. toi § 59 It shall be lawful to libel and conclude and

decern for General Adjudication without such Alternative.

b. To bring suit in admiralty against (a vessel,

cargo, or its owner).
1805 Past's Reports V. 317 The vessel and her cargo have

been libelled in the Court of Admiralty for condemnation.

i8ix J. Adams IVks. (1854) IX. 628 Niekerson was libelled

in the Special Court of Vice-Admirahy by Jonathan Sewall.

1829 Marbvat /'*. Mildmayxxi, The True-blooded Yankee
was libelled in the Vice-Admiralty Court at Cape Town.

1894 Daily News 20 Sept. 6 '5 The owners of the steamer

instructed a firm of solicitors at Halifax to * libel' the vessel

for 10,000 dollars.

Hence Li-belled a., Li-belling vbl. sb. and

ppl. a.

1574 Burgh Pec. Glasgmo (1832I 33 Anent pe libellit pre-

cept rasit at be instance of maister Robert Herbertsoun.

X587 Fleming Contit. I/olins/ied 111. 368/2 False and

infamous railings and libelling*. 1641 Milton Animadv.
Wks. 1738 I. 80 The practices .. of libelling Separatists.

1668 Claaendon Contempt. Ps. Tracts (1727) 668 A libelling

look hath begotten very tragical mischiefs. 1697 Daynr.N

Virgil (1721) 1. Life 29 Marc Antony .. vex'd him with a

great many Libelling Letters, in which he reproaches him

with the Baseness of his Parentage. 1727 Swift Further

Acc. E. Curll Wks. 1755 III. 1. 159 That towards the libel-

ling of the said Pope there be a sum employed not exceed*

ing six pounds sixteen shillings and ninepence. 179+MATHiAS

Purs. Lit. (1798) 385 His pictur'd person and his libel'd

shape. X830 D'l5RAELi Chas. /, III. xi. 245 The art of

libelling is no inefficient prelude to revolutionary measures.

t Libella. Ent. Obs. [mod.L. (Moufet 1634);

perh. an application of L. libclla (see Level sb.,,

with reference to the horizontal extension of the

wings.] An early scientific name for the dragon-

fly. (Cf. Ltbellula.)
1694 Libelhe [see Dragon-fly]. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist.,

Insects ii. ii, Of the Libella, or Dragon-fly.

IiibeUant (bi'beTant). Also libelant, [f.

Libel v. + -ant ; after appellant, defendant, etc.]

1. Law. One who institutes a suit in an eccle-

siastical or admiralty court. Also as adj.

1716 Avliffe Parergon 352 The party Libellant seems

to confess whatever is contain'd within the compass and

Words of his Libel. Ibid., If the Libellant propounds any

thing in his Libel which makes against himself, he must

abide by it. 1804-17 W. Csanch Rep. iWebster 18281, The
counsel for the libelant contended (etc.]. 1874 Deady in Law
Times Rep. XXXI. 201/1 The libelants shipped on the

Hermine . . as ordinary seamen. 1800 Law Times LXXXI X.

164/1 Successful libellants in a collision suit.

2. One who publishes a libel ; a libeller.

In some recent Diets.

Libellary (bi'belari), a. Roman Law. [ad.

late hjibelldrius (Du Cange), f. Melius Libel sb.]

Characterized by the issuing of a libel, or written

statement of his cause of action, by the plaintiff as

the commencement of a suit.

1875 Poste Gains iv. Comm. (ed. 2) 532 The Libellary

system which prevailed in the time of Justinian, /but. 657

The Libellary procedure., having superseded the Formulary

procedure. ,

t Libellate, °r sb- Obs. rare [ad.

med.L. libellaltts, pa. pple. oilibelldre : see Libel

v.] - libelled pa. pple., or Libellee.

1565 Child Marriages 45 Christofer Hartley .. vncle to the

said James libellate. 1604 Chichester Registry Dep., Nov.

(MS.\ The said Julian Legate, libellate, . . is accompted

among her neighbours to bo an honest woman.

LlbeUatiC (bibelartik), sb. Eccl. Hist. [ad.

L. libellalicus, f. libellns : see Libel sb. Cf. F.

libellatiques sb. pi.] A Christian who, under perse-

cution, obtained from a magistrate a false certificate

that he had sacrificed to the heathen gods.

1873 J. C. Robertson Hist. Chr. Ch. (1874) h 164.

t Llbella*tic, a. Obs. rare _1. In 8 -atick.

[ad. L. libellaticus (cf. prec.) : see Libel sb. and
-atic] That writes libellous matter.

17 15 St. Davies A then. Bril. I. Pref. 8i Those Libell-

atick Pamphleteers.

Libellee (laibett*). Law. [f. Libel v. + -ee.]

One against whom a libel has been filed.

1856 Bouviaa Amer. Law Diet., Libellee, a party against

whom a libel has been filed in chancery proceedings, or in

admiralty, corresponding to the defendant in a common law
suit, i860 in Wharton Law Lex. 1886 Uomilet. Review
(N.V.) Jan. 91 Vermont first put restrictions on the re-mar-

riage of the libellee.

Iiibeller (tai'belai). Also 7 libellour. [f.

Libel v. + -ER 1 .] One who libels another; one

who publishes a libel or libels.

1589 Cooper [title) An Admonition to the People of Eng-
land : wherein are answered . . the slaunderous vntruethes
vttered by Martin [Marprelate] the Libeller. 1626 Massin-
ckb Rom. Actor 1. iii, In thee, as being the chiefe of thy
profession, 1 doe accuse the qualhie of treason. As libellers

against the state and Caesar. 1634 Pkacham Cent I. Exere.
I. iii. 9 To buy it [pleasure], .with losse. .of his eares for a
libeller. 1642 Milton Apol. Smect. Wks. 1851 III. 285 If he
hop'tthe I'relats had no intelligence with the libellours. 1709
'Patter No. 88 f 7 The Squibs are those who in the common
Phrase of the World are call'd Libellers, Lampooners and
Pamphleteers. 1742 Ln. Hakdwicke in Atkyus' Re/*. (1794)
III. 479 All the libellers of the kingdom know now, that

printing initial letters will not serve their turn. 1820 Byron
Mar. Fat. II. i. 240 Oh ! had this false a:id flippant libeller

Shed his young blood for his absurd lampoon, a 1862 Buckle
Civiliz. (1869) III. v. 298 The Scotch divines .. were ihe

libellers of their species; they calumniated the whole human
race.

Comb. 1600 W. Watson Decacordoa (1602) 106 Became
an officious Agent, libeller-like to Rome, by writing against

his brethren the seculars.

Libellist (bi-bclist). f_f. Libel sb. + -ist. Cf.

F. libcllisie.'] = Libeller.
1794 C. Pigott Female Jockey Club (ed. 4I 200 ln con-

tinuing to prosecute petty, insignificant cavillers, while they

allow such a Gigantic Libellist .. to go unmolested. 1801

Hkl. M. Williams Sk. Fr. Rep. 1. v. -57 Kvery friend of

liberty . . was branded as a lihellist. 1852 Ftaser's Mag.
XLV. 615 The law could not give more latitude to a libd-

list. 1899 Academy 28 Oct. 479/2 From Butler downwards
they [satirists] are all inveterate libellists.

t Li'bellize, v. Obs. rare. [f. Libel sb. +

-i/.K.] intr. To deal in libels, to practise slander.

c 1620 T. Roiunson M. Magd. 4 '27 To reprehend In

sharpe-fang'd Satyres, is to libellize, To raise \ile slaunders,

and false infamies. 1628 Wither Brit. Rcmemb. 235 Such
a president will hearten thein To libellize.

Libellous toi-bctosO, a. \t Libel sb. + -ous.]

Containing or constituting a libel, of the nature of

a libel : also, engaged upon libels.

1619 Viscount Doxcastkr Let. in Eng. <v Germ.
(Camden) 138 A libellous booke. 1631 Don Nit in Select.

(1840) 238 An itching ear, delighting in the libellous de-

famation of other men. 1693 in Wood's Life (1S48) 374 The
clauses and sentences pretending to be reflecting and
libellous upon Kdward late earl of Clarendon. 1769-72

Jnuins Lett. Pref. 11 The paper.. contained no treasonable

or libellous matter. 1809-10 Colfridgk Friend 1x865) 53 The
publication of actual facts may be . . criminal and lihellous,

when directed against private characters. 1827 Hallam
Const. Hist. (1876 > I. iv. 207 The lihellous pen of Martin
Mar-prelate. 1848 Dickens Dombry \\\ 1 1 .seemed hardly

less libellous in him to imagine her grown a woman.

Hence Li bellonSly adv.

1832 L. Hunt Sir R. F.shcr (1850) 96 The phrase . . was
first given him libellously by Lord Rochester. 1865 Sat.

Rev. 5 Aug. 168 2 Certain naturalists .. libellously repre-

sented Aristotle as saying that goats breathed through their

ear<.

|| Libellnla (Hbe li?/la\ Ent. [Mod.L. ^Lin-

nxus) ; dim. of the earlier name Libella.] A
genus of neuropterous insects, originally corre-

sponding in extent to the modern family Libclln-

lidie (Dragon-flies); now one of three genera

composing that order.

175* Hill Hist. Anim. 73 The mouth of the Lihellula is

furnished with jaws*, the antenme are short [etc.]. 1774

Goldsm. AW. Hist. VII. 330 A large and beautiful fly of

the lihellula kind. 1854 H. MitxEa Sch. A> Schm. x. (1866)

100 Different species of lihellula that used to come and

deposit their eggs.

Hence LibeTlulld sb., one of the family Libel-

lulidx. Libelluline a. pertaining to the Libel-

lulidie ; sb. an insect of this family. libe-Uulold

a., resembling the Libellulidiw

1848 CaAic, Libellulines, the Dragon-flies. 1855 Mayhs
Expos. Lex., Libelluloidcs adj.,. .libelluloid.

+ Iii/bence. Obs. rare- 1

, [ad. L. libentia, f.

libent-em, libens willing.] Willingness.

1654 Vilvain Theol. Treat, ii. 47 This volence is a meer

libence, free from coactiv violence.

t Libe-ntiously, adv. Obs. rare- 1
. [As if f.

Hibenlims (f. as prec. + -ous) + -ly 2.] Willingly.

1606 Warner Alb. Eng. xv. xcvi. 383 That for them

libentiously Fooles-Catholike should erre.

II Liber (lai-bar). Bot. [L. liber bark.] The

inner bark of exogens ; bast. Also attrib.

i7S3 Chambers Cycl. Supp. s.v. Bark, The inner bark or

IiberV 1797 Encycl. Brit. IX. 603/2 It is the liber, or inne*

bark, that constitutes the cinnamon. 1857 Henfrey Elem.

Bot. § 765 The bast .. consists of the separate hber-layers

of the Lime-tree. 1861 Rrntley Man. Bot. 31 TheTiber-

cells are among the longest that occur in any of the tissues.

1881 Philad. Rec. No. 3438. 4 Care is necessary to bring
the liber of both stock and graft [of the vine] into contact.

[Iiiber, a spurious word in recent Diets., is

evolved from a misprint in Ure^s Diet. Arts (ed. 7,

1875) III. 333 (libers for limbers', in edd. 1-4 the

word is given correctly).]

Liberal (li'beral), a. and sb Forms: 4-5
liberale, 5 libral\ 4 7 liberalise, 5-6 lyberal 1,

4 - liberal [a. OF. liberal (F. literal) = Sp„ Pg.

liberal, It. liberale, ad. L. liberalis pertaining to a

free man, f. liber free.] .^^^^
A. adj. m

1. Originally, the distinctive epiln^ °^ l^

'arts' or 'sciences' (see Art 7) that \v^^^on-
sidered i worthy of a free man '

;
opposed to sewile

or mechanical. In later use, of condition, pursuits,

occupations : Pertaining to or suitable to persons

of superior social station ;
' becoming a gentleman

'

(J.). Xow rare, exc. of education, culture, etc.,

with mixture of senses 3 and 4 : Directed. to general

intellectual enlargement and refinement ; not nar-

rowly restricted to the requirements of technical or

professional training.

<- 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxiv. (Alexis' 111 pai set hyme
ayrly 10 be schule, .irtis liberalis fot-thy l>nt he suld cone.

1422 tr. Sea eta Secret.. /'ri?>. Priv. 144 Libra 1 Sciencis,

that is to Say fre scyencU. as gramcr. arte, fi>ike, a.strono-

mye, and otberis. 1509 Hawks Past. Pleas, xvi. (Percy
Soc.) 6-> J'hysyke can not be lyberall As the vii. science by
good* auctoiite. 1557, 1579 [see Art 7). 1589 Gkekne
Mcnaphon (Arb. 61 It behouiied her to furiher his Destinies

with some g';od and liberal! education. 1638 F. Junii's

Paint. Am tents 232 None among all other liberal I arts d*»

require .. so gnat helps, a 1661 Fui.ukh Worthies <i 84- <»

111. 209 He made any liberal employment beseem him;
reading, writing [etc.]. 1680 Evki.yn Diary 18 Apr., A
painting by Verrio, of Apollo and the Liberal Arts. 1741
Miom.hioN Cicero 1. i. 7 Agriculture was held the most
liberal employment in old K..me. 1749 Chksterf. Lett.

(17.12) II. cciii. 272 If you have not .. liberal and engaging
manners .. you will be nobody. 1757 Hurkk Abridgm.
Pug. Hist. u. i. Wks. (1812) 2^6 TUvy are permitted . . to

emerge out of that low rank into a more liberal condition.

1776 Anam Smith //'. A', v. ii. II. 478 The ingenious

arts and the liberal professions. 1801 Strutt Sports <V

Past. 1. iii. 40 Two centuries back Iiorse-racing was con-

sidered as a liberal pastime, practised for pleasure ratiier

than profit. 1818 H ai.l.vm Mid. Aft S (1872) I. 342 Rarely

met with except in persons of goo^ birth and liberal habit*.

1845 Stki in.n Comm. Laws Eng. (1874) I. 1 Mvn of liberal

education and respeclable rank. 1849 M ACAt'l AY /list.

Eng. vi. II. 55 They wandered to countries which neither

mercantile a\idity nor liberal curiosity had ever impelled

any stranger to explore. 1868 M, I'.STTtSON Aiadem. Org.
v. 192 The distinction will always remain as fundamental

between the liberal and professional. 1875 Jowett Plato

(ed. 2 IV. 335 The free use of words and phrases.. is gener-

ally characteristic of a liberal education.

2. Free in bestowing; bountiful, generous, open-

hearted. Const, of.

1387 Tbrvisa Higdeu (Rolls) VII. 119 In fistinc^ie was
strong, in giffyiiK^ liberal. 1426 Lvnc. Dc (jj^RVitgr.

22438 They seyne eke they be lyberal, Thouj^HRy be

streyte and ravynous. c 1430 A B C ofA ristotte^^nfabees

lik. 12, L to looth for to leene, ne to liberal of goodis. 1513

More in Hall Chrom, Edw. ^'(1548) jb, Somwhat aboue

his power liberall. 1520 Caxtons Chron. Eng. tv. 31 b/2

He was full lyberall to all men. 1535 Covekuale Ecclus.

xxxi. 23 'Who so is liberall in dealynge out his meate, many
men shall blesse him. 1596 Shaks. Merch. I '. iv. i. 438, I see

sir you are liberall in offers, a 1625 Fletcher Love's Pilgr.

lit. iii, As you are a gentleman, be liberal. 1659 Hammond
On Ps. Ixvi. 15 Paraphr. 324 This I will now doe in the libtral-

lest and most magnificent manner. 1785 Cowpek Task iv.

413 Knaves in office, .liberal of their aid To clamorous im-

portunity in rags. «86o Dickens Uncomm. Trav. xi,

The bearers . . are persons to whom you cannot be too

liberal. 1863 Cowdes Clarke Shaks. Char. v. 124 With
Cassio he is patronising, and liberal of his advice. 1886

Kuskin Prxtenta I. vi. 184 Wisely liberal of his money for

comfort and pleasure.

absol. 1611 Bible fsa. xxxii. 8 The liberall deuiseth

liberall things. 1692 Locke Educ. § 105 Let them find by

experience, that the most liberal has always most plenty.

b. Of a gift, offer, etc.; Made without stint.

Of a meal, an entertainment, etc., also of a for-

tune : Abundant, ample.

1433 Rolls ofParlt. IV. 425/1 Of the whiche his liberall

offre ye said Lords bankid hym. 1513 Moke in Hall

Chron., Edw. V (1548) iij b, Wyth ouer liberall and wanton

diet, he waxed somewhat corpulent & hourly. 1535

Covesdale Ps. xx[i}. 3 Thou hast preuented him with

liberall blessinges. 1602 Life T. Cromwell in. i. 97 There-

fore, kind sir, thanks for your liberal gift. 1607 'Iopskll

Fonrf. Beasts (1658) 360 The lion, having been lately filled

with some liberal prey, did not presently fall to eat him.

1672-5 Comber Comp. Temple (1702) 332 Some of our

liberalest foundations, .are of their Erection.
%
1689 Burnet

Tracts I. 19 To correct the moisture of the Air with liberal

entertainments. 1828 Scorr F. M. Perth xxxiv, 4 A liberal

offer '.. said the Host of the Griffin. J843 R. S. Candlish

in Jean L. Watson Life viii. (1882) 88 My cordial thanks for

the liberal provision you have made for me. 1853 Kane
Grinnell E.\p. xxxvi.(i856) 327 The men drank it [beerj

in most liberal quantities.

c. Hence occas. of outline, parts of the body,

etc. : Ample, large.

1616 B. Jonson Devil an Ass 1. iii. (1631) 109 Against this

husband ; Who, if we chance to change his liberall earesJo
other ensignes, and with labour make A new beast of htm.

1798 Landor Gebir 1. 204 More of pleasure than disdain Was
in her dimpled chin and liberal lip. 1897 Allbutt's Sysl.
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Med. IV. 381, 1 think I have observed that women of slender

frame* more often contract renal disease under pregnancy
than those of more liberal outline.

f3. Kree from restraint; free in speech or action.

In 16 -17th c. often in a bad sense: Unrestrained

by prudence or decorum, licentious. Liberal af-

faire («F. liberal arbilre, L. liberttm arbilrium)

:

free will. Obs.

1490 Caxton Eueydos xii. 44 Wyll thou commytte & vn»

dresitte thy lyberal arbytre to thynges Impossyble. 1516

Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 131 And where there is a
quickty^gie & a liberall long, there is moche speche.

ci^ U^t' Traf. (16.0) I 4 It lyes not in Lorenzos

Hp the vulgar liberall of their tongues. 1599
Ado iv. i. 93 A ruffian Who hath indeed

mosfflWTliberall villaine, Confer the vile encounters they

have had. 1604 — Oth. 11. i. 165 Is he not a most prophane,

and liberall Counsailor? 1608 Miodlkton /few. Love v. ii,

I stand The theme and comment to each liberal tongue.

1613 IIkaum. & Ft- Captain n. ii, And give allowance to

your liberall jests Upon his person. 1670 Cotton Exjvrnmi
nt. ix. 469, I shall not .. attempt to pass so liberal a judg-

ment upon a person I am, for so many respects, obli^'d to

honour. 1689 Wood t.i/e -?i Aug., Mr. Henry Dodwell ..

liberal in his discourse at i.ondon, so much that a gent,

threatened to bring him into danger. 1709 Steklf. Tatler

No. 79 ? 4 The Old IHfvil at I emple-Jiar, .. where Den.

Johnson and his Sons used to make their liberal Meetings.

b. Of passage, etc. : Krccly permitted, not inter-

fered with. Obs. cxc. arch.

1530 Act 22 Hen. I'HI. c. 14 His lyherall and free

habitations resortes and passages to and fro the vniuwrsall

places of this realme. 153a Ait 23 licit. I'll I, c. 18 Ships

should haue their liberall and dirett passage in the nrids of

the streamcsof the said riuer of Ouse and w ater of 11 umber.

1871 R. Ellis tr. Catullus lxviii. 69 He in a closed field

gave scope of liberal entry.

c. Of construction or interpretation : Inclining

to laxity or indulgence ; not rigorous. 7 Also of

a translation : Free, not litcial.

1778 Jkffkksom Antobiog. Wks. 1859 I. 146, I have added
Latin, or hberal Knglish translations. 1792 A. H amilton
Let. to E. Carrington Wks. (ed. lx>dge) VI 11. 264 A dis-

position on my part towards a liberal construction of the

powers of (he national government. 1818 Cruise Digest

Veil. 2) III. 407 The learned Commentator .. put a muth
more liberal construction on the dictum in the N ear Hook.

fd. With agent-noun; That does something

freely or copiously. Obs.
1668 Ct i.j'KrpKU & Cow. Parthol. A fiat. »t. i. 87 So much

. . as may suffice a Child that is a liberal Sucker.

4. Kree from nnrrbw prejudice; open-minded,

candid.

1781 GtitnoN Decl. «v F. xxx. III. 142 A Grecian philo-

sopher, who visited Constantinople soon after the death of

Theodosins, published his liberal opinions concerning the

duties of kings. 1803 Med. Jm!. IX.. 444 A liberal inves-

tigation of the curative power of topical cold to arthritic

inflammation. 1817 J. Evans Excttrs. Windsor etc. 20

The late Dr. Watson .. published a liberal reply to the

Historian in his Apology for Christianity. 1818 J.\s. Mill
Brit. India II. v. viii. 684 Liberal enquiries into the litera-

ture and institutions of the Hindus. 1849 M \c.\V lay Hist.

Eng. i^J. 467 The resentment which Innocent felt towards

Fnin^^feioscd him to lake a mild and liberal view of the

ufTatv^^^Bi^land.

b. elj>. Kree from bigotry or unreasonable pre-

judice in favour of traditional opinions or estab-

lished institutions; open to the reception of new
ideas or proposals of reform.
Hence often applied as a party designation to those

members of a church or religious sect who hold opinions

'broader' or more 'advanced' than those in accordance

with its commonly accepted standard of orthodoxy, e.g. in

Liberal Catholic. Liberal Christian', in the U.S. chiefly

applied to the Unitarians and Universalists ; in England
somewhat more vaguely to those who reject or consider tin-

essential any considerable part of the traditional system of

belief ; so liberal Christianity* liberal theology.

1846 O. W. Holmes A Rhymed Lesson 308 Thine eyes

behold A cheerful Christian from the liberal fold. 1886 W. 1\

Roberts Liberalism in Religion 56, I maintain that Liberal

Protestantism, Liberal Christianity, is not anti-dogmatic,

is not anti-theological. Ibid. 59 Now I am positively for

dogma, and so I am sure is every Liberal Christian. 1886

W. Harry in Forth. Ret*. Feb. 185 It woidd still appear to

me . . that the Liberal Protestantism of the day is a make-

shift.

6. Of political opinions : Favourable to constitu-

tional changes and legal or administrative reforms

tending in the direction of freedom or democracy.

Uencc uscd as the designation of the party holding

such opinions, in England or other states; opposed

to Conservative.
In Liberal Conservative, the adj. has rather sense 4 than

this sense; the combination, however, is often hyphened,

which perhaps indicates that it is interpreted ns » ' partly

Liberal, partly Conservative.' Liberal Unionist t a mcmher
of the party formed by those Liberals who refused to support

Mr. Gladstone's measure of Irish Home Rule in 1886.

1801 Hku M. Williams .V*. Fr. Re/. I. xi. 113 The ex-

tinction of every vestige of freedom, nnd of every liberal

idea with which they are associated. 184* Cordks Speech in

Morlcy Life x. (188a) 34/2, I believe the right hon. Baronet

[Peell to be ns liberal as the noble I^rd IJ. Russell}. 1847

Lo. CocknuKN JntL !l. ioi, I have scarcely been able to

detect any Candidate's address which, if professing Con-

servatism, does not explain that this means 1 Liberal Con-

servatism \ 1866 Gko. KlIot F. Holl (1868) 29 Harold

meant to stand on the Liberal side. 1879 G. B. Smith Life

Gladstone I. i. 9 Principles ..which we usually associate

with the name of Liberal-Conservative. 1881 Lady Her-

bert Edith 190 The Liberal Government had outlived its

popularity. 1899 Lo. Roseuery in Weslnt. Gai. 31 Oct. 2/2
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There is no such party known . . to the Speaker or the

Whips a* the party of the Liberal Imperialists. 1901
Scotsman 12 Mar. 6/2 Liberal Unionism is still a vital force

in British politics.

0. Comb, as liberal-/iearled
f
-minded, t -lalking

adjs. ; libcral-mindcdness.

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. y. Ixv. § 2o The liberall harted

man is by the opinion of the prodigall miserable. 161a

N. Field Woman a Weathercock 111. l V 1 b, Next to that,

the fame, Of your neglect, and liberall talking tongue,

Which bred my honour an eternall wrong. 1756 Johnson
in Boswell Johttson, The booksellers are generous Liberal-

minded men. 1818 Shelley Rev. Islam Pref., Can he
who the day before was a trampled slave suddenly be-

come liberal-minded? j8<o Tennyson In Mem. Concl. 38
Thou art ..liberal-minded, great, Consistent. 1874 Shk-
ceon Treas. Dav. Ps. Ixxxix. 43 Indifference to- all truth,

under the name of liberal-mindedncss, is the crowning virtue

of the age.

B. sl>.

1. A member of the Liberal party (sec A. 5).

a. in continental politics.

t8ao Edin. Rev. XXXIV. 3 Our travellers, .continue to

resort to Paris, .and occasionally take part with Ultras ox

with Liberals. 1813 South ey in Q. Rev. XXVI II. 496 The
Liberals of that day lend of 18th c.).. flew at high

game. ..There was a scheme for establishing a society

of Literals at CIcves. where .. they were to employ them-
selves in the task of destroying Christianity by means
of the press. 1848 W. II. Kelly tr. /.. Planes Hist. Ten
I*. I. 52 The part played by the liberals during this time

was as follows. 1885 Ixjwb Prince Pismartk I. 460 This

was evidently the calculation of the Liberals in the Keich-

Max, when.. they began a series of attempts to cobble at

the Constitution.

b. in British politics.

Karly in the 79th c. the sb. occurs chiefly as applied by
npponcnis to the advanced section of the Whig party:

sometimes in Sp. or Fr. form, app. with the intention of

suggesting that the principles of tho«c politicians wore tin-

Knglish, or akin to those of the revolutionaries of the Con-

tinent. As, however, the adj. was aheady Knglish in a

laudatory sense, the advocates of reform were not reluctant

to adopt the fore :gn term as descriptive of themselves; and
when the significance of the old party distinctions was
obliterated by the coalition ot the moderate Whigs with

thcToiies and cf the advanced Whigs with the Radicals,

the new names 1

I .iheral ' and 1 Conservative ' took the place

of * Whig' ami 'Tory' as the usual appellations of the two
great paitieS in the state.

[1816 SomiiKV in O. Rev. XV. tfr) These are the person-

ages for whose sake the continuance of the Alien Bill has

been opposed by the British Liberates. 1826 Scott Jn/l.

19 Nov., Canning, llnskisson, and a mitigated party of

Liheraux. 1834 M \n. Eoofworth Hejenxxxv. 1 1 1. 66 That
one born and bred such an ultra exclusive, .should be obliged

after her marriage, .to open her doors ami turn ultra liberate,

or an universal suffragist. 1 1822 (title) The Liberal.
^
Verse

ami Prose from the South. 1828 lilaeho. 9>Iag. XXI 1 1.

174 What lurking conspirator against the quiet of his native

government ..has failed to ask and receive the protection of

our Liberals? 1850 L. Hunt Antobiog. I l.xl 77 Newer and
more thorough-going Whigs .. were known by the name of

Radicals, and have since been called. . Liberals. 1865 J. S.

Mill in Morn. Star 6 July, A Liberal is he who looks for-

waul for his principles of government ; a Tory looks back-

ward. 1879 McCarthy Own Times 11. xix. 51 A large num-
ber of Liberals were no doubt influenced by this view of the

s uiation.

2. One who holds 1 liberal ' views in theology.

Chiefly r.S.
1887 Peacon (Host on U.S.) 8 Jan , In Boston a minister is

called a lil>eral when he rejects the Andover creed, and,

perhaps, the Apostle*' Creed.

Liberalism (li'bcraliz'm). [f. Liberal a. +
•ism. Cf. F. libdralisi/te.'] The holding of liberal

opinions in politics or theology ; the political

tenets characteristic of a Liberal.

1819 Lady Morgan Antobiog. (1859) 17 He is worthy of

a conversion to liberalism. 1826 K. Irving Pabylon I. 111.246

Religion is the very name of obligation, and liberalism is

the very name for the want ofobligation. 1837 T. Hook 2***
lira? xii, The liberalism of the King of the French. 1841

J. 1 1. Nkwman in Apol. 31 3 The more serious thinkers among
us are used . . to regard the spirit of Liberalism as the

characteristic of the destined Antichrist. 1859 Mux Liberty

1. it This mode of thought .. was common among the last

generation of European liberalism. t88i Sot. Rev. 23 July

101/1 The ecclesiastical Liberalism which shaped the Dean s

peculiar view.

Liberalist (lrboralist). [f. Liberal a. + -tst.]

An advocate of liberalism in politics or religion

;

a liberal.

1802-12 Bentiiam R'aiion. yudic. Evtd. (1827) IV. 410 We
are forced to draw up : we are forced, little by little, to turn

liberalists. 1817 W. Taylor in Monthly Rev. LXXXlll.
490 He had insensibly acquired the confidence of the entire

party of continental liberalists. 1823 Keblk Lett. Spir.

CoitnsclvWu (1870) i3 Of course, if this be true of dissenters,

it is more so of those who are mere liberalises.

attrib. or adj. 1846 IIkownson Whs, V. 522 Faith is not,

as our liberalist divines hold, something in addition to the

Christian life. 1889 Times 19 June, The opposition of the

Liberalist party has a basis in principle.

Liberalistic (libarali'stik), a. [f. prcc. + -ic]

Pertaining to liberalism; inclined or lending to

liberalism.

1836 J. 11. Newman Lei. 17 Feb., Whoever succeeds [to

the Professorship of Divinityl will be virtually curbed in any
liberalistic propensities by our present proceedings. 1888

•Dublin Rev. July 200 The attempts made by the Liberalistic

party to make capital ofthe Holy Father's action respecting

Poland. 1898 Catholic Nnvs 13 Aug. 1/2 Cardinal Antonelh

..could not suffer his Liberalistic tendencies.

Liberality (IiberarUti). Also 4 liberalto,

LIBERALIZE.

4-6 -ite, 5-6 lyberalito, -yto, -ytie, 5 7 liberal-

ytie, 6 -itee, -ytye, 6-7 -itie, -itye. [a. OF.
liberaliii{\2bi in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. libera*litat-

cm, n. of quality f. liberal-is Liberal.]

1. The quality of being liberal or free in giving

;

bountiful bestowal of gifts; generosity, munificence.

13.. St. Ambrose 641 in Altengl. Leg. (1878) 18 In mony
binges he was comendahle, Furst in liberalite. 1387 Trevisa
Iligden (Rolls) VII. 159 He was of so moche hl>cralte bat

he made be kynges and messes 1? rea<i kynges messes; L.
fercula regalta\bc dht redy foure tymes in a day. 1390
Goweh Con/. II. 390 Liberalite, Which is the vertu of Lar*
gesse.

(
e 1460 Foktescue Abs. Lint. Mon. vtS. (1885) 124

At thair departynge that most nedis haue grete giftes and
rewardes; fTor bat lesitilh be kynges magnificence and
lilx:raliie. 1494 Farvan Chron. 11. xlviii. 32 A . . feest was
holdcn by the Kynge to all that wolde come, with most ly-

beralytie and plentie in all that was necessary to suche a
fee>t. 1530- A ct 22 lien. l'Ul y 0 is The Kynge.. ot

his mere mocion benygnitce and lyberalitee . . hath gyuen
and granted . .uardon. 1553 Ei>en Treat. A'eive Imi. (Arb.)

30 The Canibales beyng allured Ly the lyberalitic & gyftes

of our men. 1566 Prayers in Litwg. Serv. Q. Mlh.
(1859) 261 Good Lord, bless us and all thy gifts which we
receive of thy large liberality. 1651 Hobbes Lcviaih. 1. x.

41 Riches ,joyned with liberality, is Power; because it

procureth friends, and servants, a 1661 Fuller Worthies

U840) III. 436 His liberality knew no bottom but an empty
purse, so bountiful he was to all in want. 1741 Butler Serm.
\Vks. 1874 11. 263 Liberality .. is apt to degenerate into

extravagance. 1769 Junius Lett. ii. 13 lie was formed lo

0 his mind as well asexcel in war, by nature's liberality to 1

person. 1839 Tin klwai.l Greece V 1 1. 229Theextiaordinary
liberality with which Anlipater weakened his own army
to strengthen that of Anligonus. 1881 Desant & Ricr
Chapl. of Fleet 1. 150 Thanks to the Doctor's liberality in

the matter of my weekly board [etc.).

b. An instance of this ; a liberal gift or bounty;

a largess. Now rare.

1526 Tinhale 1 Cor. xvi. 3 Them will I sende to brynge
youre lil>eralite vnto Jerusalem. 1553 Ilk. Com. Prayer,
Litany, Wee receyuinge thy bountiefull lyberalytye. 1598
Gkf.newey Tacitus

1 Ann. xtt. x. (1622) 167 There was
..giucn. .a donathie to the souldiers, and a liberalise to the

people. 1658 Whole Duty Man xiit. \ 31 This was to be

paid, not as a charity, or liberality, but as a debt. 1751

Johnson Rambler No. 169 r 5 Enriched by uncommon
liberalities of nature, a 1774 Goldsm. Hist. Greece }. 374
He .. found himself in a position to bestow great liberali-

ties amongst the soldiers. 1859 I. Cumminc Rnfh ii. 15

An attempt to escape responsibilities, duties, liberalities at

home. 1865 Grote Plato L iv. 154 The name of Ptolemy
was popular from his liberalities.

2. Breadth of mind ; freedom from bias or pre*

judice ; liberal-mindedness.
1808 Jefferson Writ. (1830) IV. 109 Our opponents, who

had not the liberality to distinguish between political and
social opposition. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. iv. I. 491

With a liberality rare in Ins time, he considered questions

of ecclesiastical polity as of small account when compared
with the great principles of Christianity. 1853 Lytton
Mym Novel v. xui, Where look for liberality, if men of

science are illiberal to their brethren?

%$. Liberalism in politics; liberals collectively.

Only in allusive nonce uses.

1841 Eraser s Mag. XXI II. 204 Liberality proving. .quite

as careful of its pounds, shillings, and pence, as Toryism.

1843 Tait's Mag. X. 637 A strange ^umbte of all the

systems, and philosophies, bigotries, and liberalities that have

each had its day and its party in France. 1874 Ruskin
L'ors Clav. IV. xxxviii. 39 With all the liberality of repub-

lican Europe rejoicing in his dignities as a man and a brother.

Liberalization ^rberabiz^-Jan). [f. next +

-atiox.] The action or process of liberalizing;

the fact of being liberalized or becoming liberal.

1835 De Quincey in Tait's Mag. 1 1. 372 Students seeking

only the liberalization and not the profits of academic life.

1854 — Avtobioc;. Sh. Wks. 11. 94 In all that concerned

the liberaliialion of his views. 186a R. H. Pattkrson
Ess. Hist, ff Ari 144 The extensive reforms and liberalba-

tion of the government recently undertaken by the Otto-

man rulers. 1897 Atlantic Monthly LXXIX. 53 The
growing liberalization of ideas.

Liberalize (lrberahiz), v. [f. Liberal + -jze.

Cf. Y. liberaliser.]

1. Irans. To render liberal; to tmbtie with liberal

ideas or principles; to make liberal-minded ; to

free from narrowness; to enlarge the intellectual

range of. Also (notice- use) lo liberalize away, to

do away with by such means.

1774 Burke A titer. Taxation Sel. Wks. I. 123 He was

bred to the law . . ; a science which does more to quicken

and invigorate the understanding, than all the other kinds

of learning put together; but it is not apt.. to open and to

liberalize the mind exactly in the same proportion. 1790

— Fr. Rev. 148 We liberalize the church by an intercourse

with the leading characters of the country. 1796 Morsk

A titer. Geog. I. 341 If they do not break the proper bound,

and liberalize away all true religion. 1830 De Quincev

A'. Bentley Wks. 1857 VI I. 103 Classical education .. liberal-

izes the mind. 1878 if. A mer. Rev. CXXV I. 521 The readi-

ness with which he enlarged his needs and liberalized his

habits to the standard he found here. 1808 J. E. C Uodlky

Erance IL iv. i. 325 The Empire, for which, when liberal-

ised, he predicted a glorious and popular career.

b. To make Liberal in politics.

1853 Lewis Lett. 262 He b Liberalizing them, instead

of their Torifying him. 1884 Manch. Exam. 2^ Dec. ^1
The small boroughs will go to liberalise the counties. 1887

Spectator y> July 1014/2 The Conservative Tarty has been

liberalised.. by the Household Suffrage Act.

c. To incline to liberality, nonce-use.

1890 'Rolf Boldrewood' Col. Reformer (1891) 310

Liberalise the ideas of Messrs. Oldstile and Crampton.



LIBERALLY.

2. intr. To favour liberal opinions ; be or become

liberal in one's ideas or principles.

1791-1823 D'Israeli Cur. Lit. (1858) 111. 248 In the

Memoirs of James the Second . . the catholic reasons and

liberalises like a modern philosopher, a 1836 Froude Mem.
(1849) 152 We were all liberalizing as we were going on,

making too much of this world, and losing our hold upon

the next. [1839 Lady Lvtton Chez>eiey (ed. 2) I. viii. 184

Demosthenes said of the Pythian oracle, that it philipized

;

and from the moment the Reform Bill beg;m to thrive,

Herbert Grimstone liberalized.! 1848 Tait's Mag. XV. 828

Russia must liberalize, or be convulsed.

Hence Li^eral^cd, Liberalizing* adjs.

Also Liberalizer, one who or something which

liberalizes.

1820 Foster Ess. Evils Pop. Ignor. 158 Liberalized

feeling and deportment. 1824 Ann. Reg. 40 The Irish

clergy, . . an educated, liberalized, well-conducted order of

men. 1833 J. H. Newman Lett. (1871) 1. 490 The liberal-

isers in and out of Parliament. 1850 Grote Greece it.

Ixviii. VI 11. 634 Intolerance is the natural weed of the

human bosom, though its growth or development may be

counteracted by liberaliiing causes, i860 Kmkkso.n Com/.

Life, Culture Wks. (Bonn) 11. 368 Archery, cricket, gun

and fishing-rod .. are all educators, liberalizers. 1868 M.
Pattison Actuietn. Org. v. 259 The course was not truly,

what it claimed to be, liberalising. 1884 Chr. Commw.
24 Jan. 347/2 Notions that it [Sunday! is but a relaxed or

liberalised Jewish Sabbath.

Liberally (liberali), adv. [f. Liberal a. +

-LY In a liberal manner.

1. As befits a gentleman or man of culture. (Cf.

Liberal a. t.)

1711 Steele Sped. No. 157 F 4 A certain Hardness and

Ferocity which some Men, tho' liberally educated, carry

about them in all their Uehaviour. 1900 l.ongm. Mug.
Oct. 591 Not to know Queen Anne's wits and their works-

is not to be liberally educated.

2. Bountifully, freely, generously.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) V 11. i8t William ..liberally

rewarded . .went a^en to Normandye. c 1489 Caxton Elan-

ckartlyn xliii. 168 Blanchardyn ..right lyberaly graunted to

hym his requeste. is«6 Mgr. Per/. i\V. de \V. 1531) 147 b
»

Whichc.mynistreth to theyr ncyghbours liberally suehe

;oodes. .as they haue receyued of god. c 1620 Z. Hovn Zio*fs

Ffowers (1855) 49 For such a one they lib
1

rally will give.

1682 Norris Hierocles 119 How can God, though of his

own nature never so liberally disposed, give, to him who
has liberty of asking, and yet does not ? 181 1 Scott Prose

Wks. IV. Biographies (1870) 11. 165 His .. poetic talents

were, .liberally exerted for the support of this undertaking.

1843 Pbescott Mexico (1850) 1. 284 Promises, and even guld,

. . were liberally lavished. 1848 C. Bronte % Eyre vi. (1873)

53 And, if I do anything worthy of praise, she gives me
my meed liberally. 1885 Sir H. Cotton in Law Times

Rep. LI 1 1. 481/2 The bill, .is one which the clients arc not

bound to pay unless they are minded to deal liberally with

the solicitors.

b. Without stint; abundantly amply, plenti-

fully.

1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xxvii. (Percy Soc.) 131 With

golden droppes so lyberally indewed. 1585 Fetherstonk

tr. Calvin on Actsvx. 2 Their widowes were not so liherailie

relieued. 1613 Drayton Poly-olb. i. 123 That vertue which

she could not liberallie impart Shee striveth to amend by

her owne proper Art. 1709STRYPE Ann. Re/. (1824) I. 11. Iv.

345 As they were both riding home from a treat, at which

they had drunk liberally, a 1713 Kt.Lwoon Autobiog. (1714)

63 He spared not to blame him liberally for it. 1809 Med.

Jrul. XXI. 23 Acid fruits should be liberally offered, i860

Dickens Uncomm. Trav. iv, It was not hy any means

a savage pantomime ..; was often very droll ; was always

liberally got up, and cleverly presented. 1884 Mil. Engi-

neering I. it. in After allowing liberally for casualties

during the advance.

f 3. Chiefly with reference to speech : Without

reserve or restraint; freely; often, with unbecom-

ing freedom, insolently, licentiously. Also, with-

out constraint ;
voluntarily. Obs.

* 1533 Ln- Berners Cold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) Q vj,

Your daughter may speke lyberally with hir cousyns.

1535 Act 27 Hen. VIII, c 3 The Mayre . .shall., suffre all

Ihinhabitauntes.. lyberally and freely without interrupcion

,.to..bringe their saide hearinges. 1568 Mary, Q. Scots

Let. in H. Campbell Love Lett, (1824^ App. 301 Thay would

have persnadit me be craft to have liberallie dimittit my
crown. 1614 J. Cooke 'Pu Quoque C 1 b, Had mine owne
brother spoke thus liberally, My fury should haue taught

him better manners. 1646 Bp. Maxwell Ihtrd.Jssach. 32

Some may thinke, I speake liberally ; God forbid 1 should

doe it.

f b. In a lax or loose manner. Obs.

1596 Dalrymvle tr. Leslies Hist. Scot. 1. 109 Vthiris in

ihe meine tyme leiuet sa liberallie.

Iii-beralneSS. rare, [-ness.] Liberality.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VI I. 155 pe covetise .

.

Stored be robbour perto. and noujt my liberalnes. 1595

Daniel Civ. Wars lit. xci, Though this bountie, and this

liberalness, a glorious vertue be.

Liberary» obs. form of Library.

II Liberate (KhzreHf), sb. lata. Obs. z*c. Hist.

Also 6 -at. [subst. use of mcd.L. liberate < deliver

ye* (imperative pi. of llberare to deliver), the word

with which the writ commenced.]
1. a. A writ issued out of Chancery for the pay-

ment of a pension or other royal allowance.^ b.

A writ to the sheriff of a county for the delivery

of land and goods taken upon the forfeiture of a

recognizance, c. A writ issued out of Chancery

to a jailer for the delivery of a prisoner who has

put in bail for his appearance.

.[1535 Fitzherd. Nat. Brev. (1567) »3= Vn briefe al
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vicount hors de chancery a deliuer a luy ccux tcrres et

hiens al value de dette &c. le quel briefe est appell'vn

liberate.] 1581 Lambaroe Eireu. 111. ii. (1588) 349, 1 will

shew you one forme of a Iiaile, and another of the

Liberate. 1590 Acts Privy Council (1899) XIX. 297 A
writ of extent with a liberat therin unto the Shrcef of the

said towne hath bene sued out of that Court of the Common
Pleas, a 1625 Sir H. Finch Law (1636) 181 If a Liberate

he deliuered to the Clarke of the Hamper, who hath assets

in his hands. 1674 T. Tcknor Case Bankers Creditors

ii. 7 The King hath charged himself to the Subject by
Talley ami liberate to pay a sunnne of money out of his

Custornes.

2. Irmtsf.

1639 Fi ller Holy War iv. v. (1640) 174 Denying the

Infallibility of the Church, .the overplus of Metits, Service

understood, Indulgences, Liberatic* out of Purgatorie, and
the like.

3. attrib. : liberate day, a day on which liber-

ates were issued; liberate roll, the account for-

merly kept of pensions and other allowances made
under the great seal.

1642 C. Vernon Consul. Exchequer 18 The said Trea-
surers Remembrancer is., at the ne.\t Liberate or Scaling

day, to make forth the strongest proces to the Sherifl'e;.

1874 Sti'BKS Const, //is/. I. .xiii. 598 The Pipe Rolls of

Henry II are supplemented under John by Oblate, Liberate,

and Mise Rolls.

t Liberate, a. (and fa. ///tO Obs. [ad. L.

iFbenlltts, pa. pple. of liberate to Libeuate.]

Liberated, free. Const, from.
1597 A. M. tr. Guiltcmenu's Er. Chirnrg. 46b. '2 That

the matter might have the Uberater a passage to enter

forth at. 1637 (lin ksi'IK Eng. Pop. Ceretn. 1. viii. 25 The
Christian Church .. is liberate from the l'edagogieall in-

struction of the Ceremonial! Law. 1671 True Noucon/.

125 The old dispensation from which we are liheiate.

1752 J. LoiTJiiAS Eorm 0/ Process ied. 2 6j The Prisoner

[shall be] immediately liberate from bis Imprisonment.

Liberate Ji'ber^t., v. Also 7 -at. [f. L.

liberal-, ppl. stem of liberate, f. liber free.] trans.

To set free, set at liberty ; to free, release from
(something). Chem. To set five from combination.

1623 Cockeram, Liberate, tofree one. £1650 Don Hellinn is

206 Four thousand Knights that tame to liberate their King.

1671 True Noneou/. 131 Jo*us Christ .. liberals ihe Worship
of God from the shadows. 1776 A [jam Smiiii //'*. N. v. iii.

I1S69) I. 553 Hy liberating the public revenue, they might
lestore vigour to that government of which they themselves

had the principal direction. 1784 Cowikk Task iv. 97 Ad-
vanced to some ..more than mortal height, That lib'raies

and exempts me from them all. 1805 W. Sai nhfrs Min.
Waters 377 The portion of a< id thus liberated. 1841 Lank
Arab. Xts. 1. 112, 1 will liberate him from his pie^ent

su fieri tigs, 1867 Smii.es Huguenots Eng. x. 118801 172 The
six slaves . . were eventually liberated by the crew of an

English vessel. 1878 Lrowning l a Saisiai 52 Walking
slow. . Liberates the brain o'erloaded.

Hence Li berating ///. a.

1868 1'rowmng Ring Hook lit. 1296 Thanks lo His liberat-

ing angel Death. 1883 U. Zimmi-.kmann in Ai/icu.eum 29

Dec. 844A The prophet of a liberating. .movement.

Liberated (lrberJitwd), a. [f. Liberate i\

+ -ED 1 .] Set free, set at libeily.

1794 Kurke Pre/, to Bristol's Addr. Wks. VII. 305 This

liberated galley-slave, i860 Tvnoai.i. Glac.x. xxi. 147 The

partially liberated streams (lowed . . over their own ice.

b. spec, in Bol. (see quot. iSSS).

1855 Mavne Expos. Lex. t Liberatus (Bot.\ .. liberated.

1888 Syd. Soc. Lex., Liberated, in Botany, applied to a

structure which is in part adherent to another and 111 part free.

Liberation (liberr'j".™). [ad. L. liberation-emf

n. of action f. liberdre to Libkkate. Cf. V. libera-

tion ;i4tb c. in Hatz.-Darm.).] The action of

liberating or condition of being liberated; setting

free ; release.

Liberation Society: the current designation of the

' Society for the Liberation of Religion from State Patron-

age and Control \ the object of which is to advocate the

disestablishment and disendownient of all established

churches in the Iiritish dominions. Cf. next word.
# _

<:i440 Cesta Rom. xcv. 426 (Add. MS.) The contncion

that he had in his Ende was the signe and token of his

liberacion. 1532 Hp. Clark in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. I.

306 For the liberation off Italye. 1623 Cockebam, Libera,

tion, a deliueran.ee. 1776 Adam Smith W. N. v. in. (1869)

I. 515 The future liberation of the public revenue they

leave to the care of p xsterity. 1782 Powsall Study o/A uttq.

155 This mode of analysing requires perfect liberation from

all prejudged system. 1800 Hunky Epit. Chem. (1808) 55

Those gases that require, for their liberation, a red heat.

1875 Lightfoot Comm. Col. ii. 15 A liberation from the

dominion of the flesh. 1879 R. T. Smith Basil Gt.x. 127

The separation of soul and body is liberation from all evil.

1886 Q. AVf.CLXll. 8 The Liberation Society had a balance

on its Legacy Account of 10,334/. \ <>s.

Liberationist (Hber^-Jwilst). [f- Libera-

tion + -isr.] One who sympathizes with the aims

of the 'Liberation Society' (see prec.); an advo-

cate of disestablishment. Also atIrib.

i860 Echo 12 Oct., He served Mr. Gladstone against the

Church on the political platform with Cardinal Cullen and

the Liberationists. 1885 Ch. Q. Rev. Apr. 75 A conclusive

reply to Dissenting Liberationists. 1886 Q. Rev. CLX11.

8 According to the wonted Liberationist style of reasoning.

!888 C. A. Lane Notes Eng. Ch. Hist. II. xxviii. § 8. 242

Liberationist agitators.
, . . , c

So Libexa-tlonlsm, the principles or practice of

liberationists.

1881 Ch. Times 1 July 437 The evil spirit of Liberation-

ism will be for ever cast out. 1886 Q. Kcsk CLXIL 8

Democracy . . acting in obedience to Liberationism.

Iiiberative (li-beraiv), a. [f. L. liberat- (see

LIBEHTICIDE.

Liberate z>.)+-ive.] That liberates or favours

liberation.

1843 Cablyle Ernncia Misc. Ess. (1872) VI 1. 2 A libera-

tive cavalier. 1863 J. b\ M acuike Eather Mathew 300 The
wi iter, .resolves to be free, whether Father Mathew should
give him permivnon or not; still a hberative line from his

reverence would be a triumph [etch

Liberator (li'ber^ta.^. [Agcnt-n. in L. form,

f. Liberate v.] One who liberates; a deliverer.
'

I he Liberator (of Ireland)' was a designation applied by
his followers to Daniel O'Connell, the advocate of 'Repeal
of the Union 1 between Great Kritain and Ireland.

1650 IIowki.l GiraJ/i'sRcv. Naples 138, I have reverenced

him as much as possibly I could, as Liberator of his Coun-
try. 1658 Ukwvt Last Serm. 155 The exploits of the

Judges and Kings given to the people of God for Liberators.

1659 l». Makris Parivafs iron Age 127 The King of

•Sweden . . was expected by all, as a true Liberatour, or

Deliverer. 183s Lvrios Rienzi 1. i, The future liberal or

of Rome. 1843 Caklyi k Eraueta Misc. Kss. (1899) IV. 262

1'olivar,
1 the Washington of Columbia,* Liberator Holivar.

1848 \V. J. O'N. Daunt Ret oil. O'Connell I. 16 In .. 1834,

1 was in Dublin, and met the Liberator at a Repeal meet-

ing. 1881 Academy 16 Apr. 272 The invading army of

liberators was closely blockaded.

Liberatory IrbcrAori), a. rare. [f. L. libe-

ral' ^sce Liberate v.\ +-ory.] --Lihkiiative.
159a Wi st 1st Pt. Symbol, § 46 Instruments, .of their

effects be either Constitutiue and making, or remiMworie

and liberatorie. 1843 Caklvlk Past % I *r. iv. vii, Strong
men and liberatory Samsons.

Liberatress i li-beVtres), [f. Liberator +
-Kss ] A female liberator.

1798 \V. Tayi.ou in Monthly Mag. NT. 4 Joan .. was re-

ceived with the honours due to the liberat revs of the town.

1849 Tn.u M' ray Pendennis xxvii, lie had run over to Laura,

his liberaiiL-ss, to thank Iter for his recovered freedom.

1894 Catho/ie News 12 May 4/0 The memory of ihe great

'liberatress' belong*; to all the French.

Also Liberatrice [with Fr. suffix], Liberatrix

[with L. sufhx], in the same sense, rare.

1820 Scoit Mouast. xxix, llenctieeiit liberal rice. 1893
Leisure Hour Mar. 34 ?/-' The liberatrix of France.

Xiiberd e, obs. form of Lionp \nn.

Libero-motor (JrbeVtfmJi^tff.f;, a. [irre£. f. T..

iFbenlre lo Libkbatk + MoTult ] Disengaging or

liberating inotur energy.

1855 II. Si'KMTH Prine. Psychol. 1. iii. ^1872') I. 47 Kach
ganglion is a libeto-niotor agent. 1880 Hamian titaiu 38

Lil)ero-ut*>itor elements.

Libertarian Jibojte-»-rian\.^. (/?.). [f. Libkuty

+ -aria //, as in unitarian, etc.]

1. One who holds the doctrine of the freedom of

the will, as opposed to that of necessity. Opposed

to necessitarian. Also attrib. or adj.

1789 l.Ki.siiAM Ess. L i. ti Where is the difference between

the Libertarian., and the Necessarian V 1838 StK W. Hamil-

ton Logic xxx. (1S06) II. 1 13 When the Libertarian descends

to arguments drawn from the fact of the Moral Law,

1882 3 1\ L. I'.u instill Sehaflf /: ncycI. Relig. A'rural. III.

2524 '1 The libertarian do« trine is now taught by appealing

to consciousness. 1886 11. Smwtwick in Mind XL 144 His

psychology inevitably precludes him [Plato] from U*ing

really Libertaiian. 1895 G.J. KomanF.s Th. Relig. 129 If

libertarians ^rant tausality as appei taming to the will.

2. One who approves of or advocates liberty.

1878 Skklkv Stein 1II.3S5- v - w - Maitwnij in

Eng. Hist. Rez: Jnly 419 A supply of competent editors

was wanted [for the Rolls Series). . . In such matters English-

men are individualists and libertarians. The picture of an

editor defending his proof sheets .. before an official board

of critics is not to our liking.

lltnce Liberta'rianism, the principles or doc-

trines of libertarians.

1830 W. Tavlor Hist. Sun*. Germ. Poetry 111. 10 note.

The general drift of his [Kant'sl system, is not libertarian-

ism. 1886 IL Siugwick in Mind XL 144 i Hiis] is to make
him [Plato] talk modem Libertarianism in a quite un-

warrantable way.

Liberticidal (Iib5utis3i'dal), a. [I Liberti-

C1DEA 1 + -AL.] « LlBEKTlClDE a.

1794 State Papers in Ann. Reg. 193 Their liberticidal

measures. 182a Examiner 381/2 The liberticidal system

of Divine Right. 1887 R. Gaknktt Carlyle vii. 119 He is

a noble patriot in the first half of his career, and a liberti-

cidal usurper in the second.

Liberticide (libautisaid), sb.l and a. [a.

F. Uberlicide (recorded only as adj.; used by

Kabceuf, a 1797), f. liberie* Libehty + -cute,

•ciDE 1.] A. sb. A ' killer' or destroyer of liberty.

1795 Southey Maid 0/ Orleans II. 328 Caisar . . the great

liherticide. 1837 Cablvlk Er. Rev. 111. 11. ii, \Vhat if he

should prove too prosperous, and become Liberticide, Mur-

derer of Freedom! 1863 Scotsman 28 Mar. (Kinglake\s

Crimea), He abhors Louis Napoleon .. because he sees in

him a liberticide, 1895 Olida in Content/. Rev. Aug. 241

He was, in his prime, a regicide; he is, in his old ags, a

liberticide.

B. adj. Destructive of liberty.

1793 A. Young Example France (ed. 3) 60 note, Spare

not the liberticide members, who vote in favour of Louis.

1817 lteNTHArvt Pari. Re/. Catech. <i8i8) 122 As to the

tongue, under one of the late liberticide Acts, two London
Aldermen . . have sufficed to put an end to all public use of

that instrument. 1819 Shelley in Dowden Shelley (1886)

II. vii. 294 Two liberticide wars undertaken by the privi-

leged classes of the country. 184a Blnckw. Mag. Lll. 431

The most violent, haughty, and liberticide of all despotisms.

Liberticide (libsutisaid), sb? rare. [f. as

pree.: see -cide 2.] The 1 killing
1

of liberty.

18 19 Shelley Eng. in 181 9, 8 An army which liberticide

and prey Make as a two-edged sword lo all who wield.



LIBERTINAGE.
1898 Ouida in Review Rev. Sept. 251 All that has been done I

by the State since the revolt of May is libertucide of the
'

most violent character.

Libertinage (Irbaitineds). [f. next + -age ] I

1. The conduct or practice of a libertine ; habitual

licentiousness with regard to the relation of the

sexes; = Libertinism 2.

161 1 Cotg«m Libertinage, Libertinage, Epicurisme, sen-
sualitie, licentiousnesse, dissolutenesse. 1639 Marcombfs
in Lis/uore Papers Ser. 11. (1888) IV. 98 Hauing tasted
allready a litle drope ofy* Libertinage of y* Court. 1798
Malthus Popul. (1878) 20 The libertinage which . . prevails

must, .render them.. unfit for bearing children. 1819 Metro-
polis (ed. 2) II. 181 The General . . was .. famous for liber-

tinage and debauchery. 1844 For. Q. Rev. XXXIII. 189
The suppers of the Duke of Orleans became a school of

j

libertinage. 1873 Smiles Huguenots Fr. 1. xiii. u38i) 259
The upper classes . . were given up for the most part to '

frivolity and libertinage.

2. Free-thinking in religious matters; *=Libek-
T1XISM I.

1660 Blome Fanat. Hist. 5 Anabaptism, being a doc-
trine of licentiousness and libertinage. 1767 Warburton
Serin. Line. Itin xiii. Wks. 1788 V. 194 note, Erasmus.,
thought he saw, under all their fondness for the Language
of old Rome, a growing libertinage, which disposed them to
think slightly of the Christian Faith.

Libertine Irb^JthV, sb. and a. Also 6 Iyb-,

7-8 -in. fad. L. libertin-us (in sense 2 pcrh.

through F. libertin, recorded from 1542), f. liber-

his made free, co^n. w. liber free.]

A. sb.

1. Rom. Antiq. A freedman; one manumitted
from slavery; also, the son of a freedman.
1382 Wvclif Acts vi. 9 Summe risen of the synagoge, that

was depid of Libertyns. 1533 Bkllenden Livy iv. (1822)

315 Quhidder ane servand or ane libertine war maid consull.
1540-1 Elyot Image Gov. 34 Lihertine, that is to saie, any
man of a bonde ancestour. 1601 Holland Pliny 1. 411
A mean commoner of Rome, descended from the race of
Libertines or Slaues newly infranchised. 1631 Seldem
Titles Hon. (ed. 2> Ep. Ded., As if one could be put
into the state of a Libertine, without a former seruitude !

1644 Jus Pop. 52 Who could more powerfully sway in
the Palace than Eunuchs, Grooms and Libertines? 1726
Avliffe Parergon 24 There are some Persons forbidden
to be Accusers, .as Libertines against their Patrons. 1727
Lards er Credib. Gosp. Hist. 1. iii. § 4.

^ b. Misused for: A freeman (of a city). rare~\
c \6\i Chapman ///Wxvi. 50 He. . vsde me like a fugitiue

;

an Inmate in a towne, That is no citie libertine, nor capable
of their gowne.

2. a. //. The name given to certain antinomian
sects of the early sixteenth century, which arose in

France and elsewhere on the continent, b. Later,

in wider sense : One who holds free or loose opin-

ions ahout religion ; a free-tb inker.

1563-83 Foxe A . M. II. 1613/1 Euen the infidels, Turkes,
Iewes, Anabaptistes, and Libertines, desire felicilie as 4

well as the Christians. 1589 Acts Privy Council 1898)
XVII. 424 In those Lowe Countryes there are Sectaryes,
as Annabaptystes, Lybertines, and soche lyke. 1604 R.
Cawdrey Table Alph., Libertine, loose in religion, one ihat
thinks he may doe what he listeth. 161a T. Taylor Comm.
Titus ii. 14 Neither wanted their Libertins in those daies,

that thought They might doe what they listed. 1646 P.

Bulkeley Gospel Covt. iv. 297 The old plea of loose Liber-
tines in the Apostles time; I have f.iith, saith one, and
though I have no works, yet my faith will save me. 1698
No rris Pract. Disc. IV. 254 The Libertins, and Profane '

Spirits of the Age are apt to Reason, or rather Mutiny
j

against the Ways of God. 1762 Goldsm. Nash 48 People
of all ways of thinking, even from the libertine to the
methodist. 1831 Hrewstek Newton 11855) I'« xviii. 163
Flamsteed never scrupled to denounce Halley as a libertine

and an infidel. 1876 J. Parker Paracl. u. xvii. 283 The
intellectual libertine who denies everything that cannot be
certified by the senses.

c. Iransf. One who follows his own inclinations

or goes his own way; one who is not restricted or

confined.

>S99 Shaks. Hen. V
t

\. i. 48 When he speakes, The Ayre,
a Charter'd Libertine, is still. 161a T. Taylor C omtn. Titus
iii. 1 Romish policie, that they might become the absolute
libertines of the world .. hath withdrawn the neckes of the
clergie from vnder Ciuill Power. i6a8 Bp. Hall Serin.
Chr. Liberty Rem. Wks. (1660) 27 What is this, but .. to
professe our selves, not Libertines, but licentiate of disorder?
164a Rogers Naaman 116 Those Pharisees in the Gospel.

.

Christ himselfc was a libertine to them and their strict-

nesse. .1698 Lister Journey Paris (1699) 39 Though
Rubens in his History is too much a Libertine in this respect,

yet there is in this very place, which we now describe, much
truth in the habit of his principal Figures. 1870 Dickens
E. Drood vi, He is the chartered libertine of the place.

3. A man who is not restrained by moral law,

esp. in his relations with the female sex ; one who
leads a dissolute, licentious life, f Rarely applied

to a woman.
'593 G. Harvey Pierce*s Snpercrog. 45 The whole brood

of venereous Libertines, that knowe no reason but appetite,

no Lawe but Luste. 1593 Nashk Christ's T. 20 b, Twenty
thousand of these dreggy lees of Libertines hiu d vnto him
in a moment. x6oa Shaks. Ham. t. iii. 49. 1633 Massingkr
Guardian it. v, The plump Dutch Frow, the stately dame
of Spain, The Roman libertine, and sprightful Tuscan.
1713 Rowe J. Shore i, That man the lawless libertine may
rove, Free and unquestioned through the wilds of love.

1750 Johnson Rambler No. 77 r 14 The giddy libertine, or
drunken ravisher. x8a8 Scott F. M. Perth xivj Since when
is it that the principal libertine has altered his morals so

much 7 1855 Prescott Philip !l (1857) 80 His life . . was
that of a libertine.

240

4. At Aberdeen University: A student who has
no bursary.
178a Orem Chanonry Aberd. 175 The janitor . . hath

twenty shillings Scots from every bursar, and two shillings
and six pence sterling from libertines. x8i8 Kennedv Ann.
Aberd, II. 302 Since the original foundation of the college,
the students have been distinguished by the titles of bt/rsars,
and libertines^ or frc; scholars.

B. adj.

1. Manumitted from slavery (see A. 1). rare.
1600 Holland Livy xxn. i.432 The verie Libertine or en-

franchised women. 1795 Macknight Apost. Epistles (1820)
1 v « 547t 4«x> of the Libertine race were transported.

2. Acknowledging no law in religion or morals ;

free-thinking ; an tin ornian. Ahoorcas. Pertaining
to the sects known fk 'Libertines \
1577 Northbrooke Dicing (1843) 36 The doctrine of the

gospell is not a libertine doctrine, 1640 lip. Hall Chr.
JSloder. 11. x. 82 Even among the Christians themselves,
what foule charges of libertine doctrine are layd upon them
by false teachers ! 1693 Tillotson Pre/, to Wilkins' Nat.
Relig, The pernicious doctrines of the Antinomians, and of
all other libertine-enthusiasts. 170a C. Mather Magn. Chr.
II. ii. (1852) 115 Religion.. had like to have died .. through a
libertine and Urownistick spirit. 1708 Swift Senlim. Ch.
Eng. M'an Wks. 1755 II. 1. 55 Persons of libertine and
atheistical tenets. 1858 M. Pattison Ess. {1889) 1 1. 18 The
Libertine party instantly saw the opportunity afforded of
turning opinion against the pastors. 1861 Trench 7 Ch.
Asia 84 In the Apocalypse of St. John we find these liber,

tine errors already full blown. 1901 Expos/lor June 412
The libertine tendencies ufGentile Christians in Asia Minor.
3. Free or unrestrained in constitution, habit,

conduct or language. Now rare or Obs.
1589 G. Harvey Pierce's SnpererogA 1 593 1 39 Al though that

same French Mirrour be . . stuffed with geere homely enough,
tit far a Libertine & frantique Theame ; yet doth it [etc.].

1631 T. Powell Tom All Trades 11876) 167 A more liber-

tine disposition. 1668 Evelyn Mem. (1857) 1 36 Amongst
other libertine libel*, there was. a bold petition of the poor
w—s to Lady Ca<tlemaine. 1689-90 Temple: Ess. Poetry
Wks. 1 731 1. 238 There is something in the Genius of Poetry,
too libertine to be confined to so many Rules. 1768-74
Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 79 The libertine ant will choose
her own settlement. 1847 Emerson Wood .Votes 11. Poems
70 He is free and libertine, Pouring of his power tbe wine
To every age, to every race.

t b Of literary composition, translation : Ex-
tremely free. Obs.

1656 Cowlev Pindar. Odes Pref., The Grammarians per-
haps will not suffer this libertine way of rendring foreign
Authors to be called Translation, a 1683 OLniiAM Poet.
Wks. Pref. (1686) 3 The Satyr and Odes of tbe Author.

.

I have translated in the same libertine way. 1710 Steele
Tatler No. 172 r 2, 1 have rambled in this Libertine Manner
of Writing by way of Essay. 1760 H. Walpole Let. to Sir
D. Dairywple 3 Feb., The transitions are as sudden as
those in Pindar, hut not so libertine.

4. Characterized by habitual disregard of moral
law, esp. with regard to the relation of the sexes

;

licentious, dissolute ; characteristic of or resembling
a libertine.

1605 Bacon Adv. Leant. 11. xxv. §3 121 The heathen
Poets, when they fall upon a libertine passion, doe still ex-
postulate with l.iwes and moralities, as if they were opposite
and malignant to nature. 1699 Burnet 39 Art. Pref. (2700)

4 A tendency not only to Antinomianism, but to a Libertine
course of life. 1762 Gibbon Misc. It As. (1814) IV. 132 The
frank libertine wit of their old stage. 1804 Anna Sewakd
Mem. E. Dunvin 375 A band of libertine lovers . . plight
their promiscuous hymeneals. a 1831 Mackintosh Rev. 0/
1688 Wks. 1846 1 1. 1 1 The attractions of his lively and some-
what libertine conversation were among the means by which
he maintained his ground with Charles II. 1886 F. Harri-
son Choice o/Bks. iii. 51 The Decameron . . is redolent of that
libertine humanism which stamps the Renascence.

Libertinism iU'bMtiniz'm). [f. Libertine
+ -1MM.J

1. The views or practice of a libertine in religions

matters ; freedom of opinion or non :recognition of
authority as to religion ; free-thinking".

1641-51 Lane. Tracts (Chetham Soc.) 10 A zealous De-
fender of the established Doctrine.. of our Church, from
Heresie, Libertinisine, and Prophanenesse. 1664 H. Moke
ATyst. /uia. Apol. 566 Fed with the sweet sugar sops of
Libertinism and Antinomianism. 1699 Burnet 39 Art.
xxxii. {1700) 356 The Marriage of most of the Reformers
was urged ..as a Doctrine of Libertinism, that made the
clergy look too like the rest of the World. 1704 Hearne
Duct. Hist. U714) I. no His Design was to abolish ail

Religion . . and establish Atheism and Libertinism, leaving
every Body to their Liberty of believing what they pleased.

1748 Hartley Observ. Man h. iv. Concl. 446 If Men
reject Revealed Religion, great Libertinism must ensue.
186 1 Trench 7 Ch. Asia 84 Heathen false freedom and
libertinism.

2. Disregard of moral restraint, esp. in relations

between the sexes; licentious or dissolute practices

or habits of life.

1611 Cotgr., Sensnalit/, Sensuality, libertinisme, or epi-

curisme. 1650 Baxter Saints'* R. in. (1651) 283 Troden
under foot by Libertinism, and sensuality, as meat for
Swine. 1754 Richardson Grandison (1781) II. xvii. 186
Thus are wickedness and libertinism, called a knowledge of
the world, a knowledge of human nature. 1761-3 Hume
Hist. Eng. (1806) V. lxxi. 339 Wicherley was ambitious of
the reputation of wit and libertinism, and he attained it.

1851^Thackeray Esmond I. xiii, The loid made a boast of
his libertinism.

3. Freedom of life or conduct; unrestrained

liberty, rare.

1647 Hammond Chr. Oblig. to Peace iii. 71 Dignified with
the title of Freeman, and denied the libertinisme that belongs
to it. 1753 Hanway Trav. (1762) II. 11. i. ft If libertinism

LIBERTY.
is carried to a certain degree, the coercive power must
become arbitrary. 1875 Towett Ptato (ed. 2) III. 451 The
freedom and libertinism of useless and unnecessary pleasures.

t Libertinity. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. med.L.

liberlinitits, f. libertinus Libertine : see -itv.]

The condition of a freedman. Also = Libertinage.
a 1577 Sir T. Smith Comtmo. Eng. in. x. (1609) 128 To

bring the owners, .thereof into a certaine seruitude, or rather
libertinity. 1656 Blount G/ossogr., Libertinism^ Liberti-

nagey or Libertinity. tjzt in Bailey.

t Libertinous, a. Obs. rare- 1
. [f. L. liberffn -

us + -ous.] = Libertine a.

1632 Lithgow Trav. x. 432 The other abuse is, their Liber-
tinous Masses.

t Li'bertism. Obs. rare. [app. f. Liberty +
-ism.] -Libertinism 1.

1644 Milton Judgtu. EucerWUs. 1851 IV. 304 A Writ of
Error, not of Libertism. 1681 Ess. Peace $ Truth Ch. 33
To avoid both the confusion of Libertism, and the Tyranny
ofpretended Ecclesiastical Infallibility.

Liberty (li-ba.iti),.tf . Also 4-6 lib-, lyberte'e,
5-7 -tie, -tye, 6 libartye. [a. F. liberie" (14th c.

in Littr^) « Pr. libertat, It. liberta, Sp. liberta<l
}

Pg. libertlade, ad. L. libertdt-em, f. liber free.]

1. Exemption or release from captivity, bondage,
or slavery.

C1386 Chaucer Manciple's T. 70 His libcrtee this brid
desireth ay. c 1425 Lvdg. Assembly 0/ Gods 1272 Hy
duresse & constreynt to put thys creature Cleerly from hys
liberie. 1514 IUrclay Cyt. <$• Uptondyshm. (Percy Soc.)
p. xlix, The caytif beggar hath meate & libertie. 1535
Covekoale Ps. xviifi). ro He brought me forth . . in to
lybene. 1611 Hibi.e ha. lxi. 1 To proclaime libertie to the
captiues. 1727 De Foe Syst. Magic 1. iii. (1840) 71 Moses
and Aaron were to assure Pharaoh that God sent them, and
they were in his Name to demand liberty for the Children
of Israel. 185a Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. vii. 42 She
gazed . . on the sullen, surging waters that lay between her
and liberty.

b. In religious use : Freedom from the bondage
^f sin. or of the law.
138a Wyclif 2 Cor. iii. 17 Forsoth where is the spirit of

God, there is liberie. C1410 Hoccleve Mother 0/ God 76
pat vn-to ljbertee Fro thraidam ban vs qwit. 1526 Tin-
ijale Jas. i. 25 Whosoever loketh in the parfait lawe off
libertie, and continueth there in. 1543 Becon Nosegay
Kvjb, This spiritual liberte maketh vs not free from our
obedience & dutye towarde the temporal power. 1604
HiEflON IVks. I. 482 This libertie, which Christians haue, is

aspirituall libertie, a heauenly liberty, a liberty of the soulc
. .which settcth the soule at liberty from destruction. 1823
Simeon in Memoirs (1847) 587 The boundaries of Christian
liberty and Christian duty.

2. Exemption or freedom from arbitrary, despol ie,

or autocratic rule or control. Cap of liberty : see

Cap sb* 4f.

1484 Caxton Fables 0/AKsop 11. i, Fredome and lyberte is

better than ony gold or syluer. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus^
s.v. Libertas, To defende the libertie of the common weale.
1649 Culi'EPPER Phys. Direct. A, The Prize which We now
. .play for is The Liberty of the Subject. 1654 Bramhall
Just. Vind. i. (i66x) 4 Tbey . . vindicate that liberty left

them as an inheritance by their Ancestours, from the in-

croachments. .of the Court of Rome. 1690 Locke Govt. 11.

iv. § 22 Wks. 1727 II. 165 The Liberty of Man, in Society,
is to be under no other Legislative Power, but that estab-
lished by Consent in the Commonwealth. 1759 Franklin
Ess. Wks. 1840 III. 429 Those who would give up essential
liberty, to purchase a little temporary safety, deserve neither
liberty nor safety. 1789 Bukke Corr. (1844) III. 105 You
hope, sir, that 1 think the French deserving of liberty.

I certainly do. 1816 J. Scott Vis. Paris (ed. 5) p. xxxiv,
Liberty is the chief distinction of England from other
European countries. 1845 Mill Ess. II. 244 The modern
spirit of liberty is the love of individual independence.
1854 J. S. C. Abbott Napoleon (1855^ IL xxviL 403 Be
careful not to suffer liberty to degenerate into license, or
anarchy to take the place of order. 1874 Green Short Hist.
yi»»- § 5* 5°o Eliot died, the first martyr of English liberty,

in tbe Tower.

b. Natural liberty : the state in which every one
is free to act as he thinks fit, subject only to the

laws of nature. Civil liberty: natural liberty so

far restricted by established law as is expedient
or necessary for the good of the community.
Liberty ofconscience : the system of things in which
a member of a state is permitted to follow without
interference the dictates of his conscience in the

profession of any religious creed or the exercise

of any mode of worship. Liberty of the press

:

the recognition by the state of the right of any one
to print and publish whatever he pleases without

previous governmental permission.
The liberty 0/the press is not understood to imply absence

of liability to judicial punishment for the publication of
libellous or criminal matter, nor to be inconsistent with the

right of the courts to prohibit a particular publication as
involving a wrong to some person.

1580 J. Hay in Cath. Tract. (1901) 6i Quhy in the begin-

ning ofyour new Euangell preached ye libertie ofconscience.
1601 R.Johnson Kingd. Comtmv. (1603) 250 That he
wouldc suffer them to enjoy the libertie of their conscience.

1644 Milton Areop. (Arb.) 31 When complaints are freely

heard, deeply consider'd, and speedily reform'd, then is the
utmost bound of civill liberty attain'd, that wise men looke
for. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. its xxi. 108 Naturall liberty,

which only is properly called liberty. 1678 Waslev Wond.
Lit. World \. 1. § £8.4687 In the treaty ofPassaw was granted
Liberty of Conscience to the Professors of tbe Augustane
Confession. 1769 Blackstone Comm. IV. 151 Tbe liberty

of the press is. .essential to the nature of a free state. 1771
Smollett Humph. Ct. 2 June, Let. ii, As for the liberty
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of the press,, .it must be restrained. 183a Austin Jttrispr.

(1879) I. vi. 281 Political or civil liberty is the liberty from
legal obligation which is left or granted by a sovereign
government to any of its subjects. 1858 [see Conscience 4].

3. The condition of being able to act in any
desired way without hindrance or restraint

; faculty

or power to do as one Kkes.

C1374 Chaucer Troylus v. 285 It lay not in his libertee

No-wher to gon. c 1386— Clerk's T. 89, J me reioysed ofmy
libertee, That selde tyme is founde in mariage. 1390 Gower
Con/. I II. 180 He kepte his liberie To do justice and equite.

1530 Palscr. 298 Suche as writeth in ryme use in this thyng
their lyberte. 1590 Shars. Com. Err. II. i. 7 A man is

Master of his libertie. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. 11. xxi. § 8.

118 The Idea of Liberty is the idea of a Power in any
Agent to do or forbear any particular Action.

_
1781 Cowper

Truth 105 Thought, word, and deed, his liberty evince,

His freedom is the freedom of a prince. 1831 1 relawnv
Adv. Younger Son I. 45 I've liberty now—not under the

pennant—do as I like. 1849 Ruskin Sn>. Lamps vii. § 1.

1 84 I f there be any one principle . . more sternly than another
imprinted on every atom of the visible creation, that prin-

ciple is not Liberty but Law, 1872 Dk Morgan Budget
Paradoxes 464 We have a glorious liberty in England of

owning neither dictionary, grammar nor spelling-book.

1873 Hamerton Inteil. Life X. vii. (1876) 372 The liberty

of the wild bee.

b. Philos. The condition of being free from the

control of fate or necessity ; « Fkeeoom 5,

(Now chiefly in expressed antitheMs to necessity \ the
j

phrase tiberty^ 0/ the will occurs, but freedom is more 1

common in this connexion.)

1538 Starkf.v England 1. ii. 30 Many men vtturly take

away the lyberty of wyl. 1654 Hobbes {title) Of Liberiie

and Necessitie. 1687 Mjegk Gt. Er. Diet, ti, Liberty of
Will,franc A rbitre. 1814 Cary Dante, Far. v. 2 1 Supreme
of gifts which God. .gave Of his free bounty..Was liberty

of will. 1868 Da in Afent. <$• Mor. Sci. iv. xi. {chapter-

heading), Liberty and Necessity, /bid. 400 These terms

are supposed to involve . . the Liberty of the Will.

4. Free opportunity, range, or scope to do or

t^/doing something; hence, leave, permission.

14.. Epyphanye in Tundnlts Vis. (1843) 112 For they in

hart rejoysed not a lyte On hym to loke that they ha\e
lybarte. c 1430 Lydg. Reason <v Sens. (E. E. T. S.) 131 A
lady callyd Curtesy, whiche Rraunted him lyberte to goo
wher him lyst. 1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 22, I will she

haue hire liberte at alle leffull tymes to go in to the chapell.
]

1526 Tinoale Acts xxvii. 3 Iulius..gave him liberte to goo
vnto his frende.s. 1330 Palsgh. 239/1 Lybertie \eSi\t,facnlte\

libert(. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. v. i. 53 Youthfull men, Who
giue their eies the liberty of gazing. 1604 — Oth. 11. ii.

10 There is full libertie of Feasting from this present houre.

1641 Sir T. Browne Relig. Med. 1. (1806) 26 There is no
liberty for causes to operate in a loose and stragling

way. 167 1 Milton P. R. I. 365, I enjoy Large liberty to

round this Globe of Earth. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones
xvi. viii, You have my full liberty to publish them. 1796
Bp. Watson Apol. Bible (ed. 2) 190 You have the liberty of

doing so. 1833 Ht. Martinkau Briery Creek \. 4 Bid him
come in and wait for liberty to talk. 1840 Dickens Barn.
Rudgt iii, Have they no liberty, no will, no right to speak?

b. Unrestricted use of, or access to, permission

to go anywhere within the limits of : chiefly in phr.

to have the liberty of. (Cf. Freedom 13b.) ? Oh.
1603 Shaks. Meas. for M. iv. ii. 156 He hath euermore

had the liberty of the prison. 1621 Elsing Debates Ilo.

Lords (Camden) 22 He desyres not to be at libertye, but to

have the libertye of the house. 1630 Wadsworth Pilgr.

viii. 90, I was freed from the Cage .. and had the liberty of

the dungeon. 1719 De Foe Crusoe u viii. (1840) 133,

I might be more happy in this Solitary Condition, than I

should have been in a Liberty of Society. 1724 — Mem.
Cavalier (1840)270 They allowed him the liberty of the town.

1796 Jane Austen Pride ff Prej. iv. (1813) 12 He was now
provided with a good house and the liberty of a manor.

C. Naut. Leave of absence. (Cf. libertyman in 10.)

1758 J. Blake P*lan Mar, Syst. 12 They shall be allowed
to complete the remainder of the aforesaid time of liberty.

Ibid, 13 The seaman ashore on liberty. 1867 Smyth Sailor's

Word-bk., Breaking liberty, not returning at the appointed
time.

5. Unrestrained action, conduct, or expression

;

freedom of behaviour or speech, beyond what is

granted or recognized as proper ; licence, (ftccas.

personified.) Now only in particularized sense:

An instance of freedom, an overstepping or setting

aside of rules ; a licence.

1558 Knox Eirst Blast (Arb.) 7 John the Baptist, whom
Herodc.had beheaded for the libertie of his tonge. 1562
Fills Stat. Geneva Ep. Ded. *ivb, They charge vs.. with*
libertie and licenciousnesse. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. 1. ii.

102 Nimble J uglers. .Disguised Cheaters, prating Mounte-
bankes ; And manie such like liberties of sinne, 1603 —
Meas. for M. 1. iii. 29 Libertie plucks Justice by the nose.

1638 Baker tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. Ill) 124 These liberties

are not sufferable in the freest conversations, tbey draw on
other more dangerous liberties. 1670 Cotton Espernon 1.

iv. 146 A Captain that very well understood .. the pest of
great Bodies to be sloath and liberty, which debauch Soul-

diers from their Duty. 1704 Swift T. Tub Postscr., Wks.
1760 I. p. xvii, Using no other liberties, besides that of ex*

punging certain passages. 1709 Felton Classics (1718) 18

The Poem jyEneid] is still more Wonderful, since without

the Liberty of the Grecian Poets, the Diction is so Great
and Noble r so Clear, .that [etc.], 1727 Gay Begg. Op. I. vii,

If 1 allow captain Macheath some trifling liberties. 1868

Freeman Norm. Cong. (18.-6) J I. vii. 119 Those who may
venture on liberties with the men of fargone times wbich
to the historian are forbidden. 1881 Jowett Thucyd. I.

Introd. 11 Thucydides has rarely, .allowed himself liberties

not to be found somewhere in other writers.

b. Phr. To take the liberty to do or of doing

something : to go so far beyond the bounds of

civility or propriety, be so presumptuous as to

Vol. VI.

(etcA To take liberties : to he und nly or improperly
familiar {with a person ; sometimes euphemistic)

;

xto use freedom in dealing with (rules, facts, etc.).

1625 Bacon Ess., Friendship (Arb.) 169 Maecenas took the
liberty to tell him that [etc.]. 1704 N. N. tr. Boccaliwis
Advts.fr. Parnassus II. 127 Catullus .. took the Liberty
to call the Nobleman Bastard. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 11. x.

(1840) 220 The poor man had taken liberty with a wench.

1739 H'ks. of Learned I. 83 note, Mr. Dryden .. takes
great Liberties with the Authors he translates. 1749 Power
Pros. Numbers 71 The first Foot of the first Line .. is

defective by two short Syllables ; which is a Liberty seldom
taken. 1818 Coouhtt Pol. Reg. XXXIII. ioi, I will ..

take the liberty to give them .. my opinion. 1824 JIks.

Sfii-Rwooo Waste Not 11. 9 Mayhap you have made a stolen

march, and taken what they call thieves' libertv. 1883
GiLMot R Mongols xxiii. 286 He thought I was taking some
undue liberty with his dignity.

6. As a feminine personification ; with reference

to the preceding senses, esp. sense 2.

1508 Dunbar Gold. Targe 175 Will, Wantonness, Re-
noun, and Libertee. 1632 Milton L'Allegro 36 The Moun-
tain Nymph, sweet Liberty. 1768 Sterne Sent. Jonrn.
(1775) 87 {Hotel at Paris) Liberty .. no tint of words can
spot thy

#
snowy mantle. 1798 Colkridge France: An Ode

89 O Liberty ! with profitless endeavour Have 1 pursued
thee. 1818 Hai.lam Mid. Ages (1872) I. 92 Liberty never
wore a more unamiable countenance than among these

burghers, who abused the strength she gave them.

7. Law. a. A privilege or exceptional right

granted to a subject by the sovereign power; =
Franchise sb. 2 b.

[1166 7 Pipe Roll 13 Hen. II (1889) 107 Burgeuses de
Bedeford' reddunt Compntum de. xf. morris pro Carta
Reg/> habendn, ut sint in librHate Burgensiu/K dc Oxine-
iorde.] 1404 Rolls of Parlt. III. 549 Als ferre as he may
by the lawc of his land, or by his prerogatif, or libertee.

1414 Ibid. IV. 22 So as hit hath ever be thair liberie & fre-

dom, that thar sholde no Statut no Lawe be made oflasse

than theyyaf therto their assent. 1557 [see Fkanchisk sb.

2 b]. ifiia Davif.s Why Ireland, etc. '1787' 106 Then had
the Lord of Meath the same royal liberty in that territory.

a 1626 Bacon Uses Com. Laio (1635) 8 Many men of good
quality have attained by charter .. within mannors of their

owne liberty of keeping law-dayes. 1647 Fullkr Good Th.
in Worse 'P. 13 A grant of liberty from Queene Mary
to Henry RatclifTe. 1710 Pridf.alx Orig. Tithes iv. igs
(irant to be held by inheritance and with perpetual liberty.

1767 Hlacksionk Comm. II. iii. 31. 1848 Wharton Law
Lex. s.v., A liberty to hold pleas in a court of one's own.

b. //. (t rarely collect, sing.) Privileges, immu-
nities, or rights enjoyed by prescription or hy grant.

(1180 Mag. Rot. 26 I/en. if, Rot. 56 in Madox Hist. Ex-
chequer (171 1) 273 Homines de Preston reddunt com-
putum de C marcis, Pro habenda Carta Regis, ut habeant

Libertates quas Homines de Novo Castro habent.J c 1380

Wyclif Wks. (1880) 162 pe lawis & be liberies of holy

chirche. 1467 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 392 That he be dis-

fraunchised of his libertees. 1387 Fleming Contu. Holinshed
III. 1491 2, I tliought meet to passe ouer the antiquitie of.

.

Doner, with the liberties thereof. 1602 Flluecke Pan-
da tes 55 The Heluctians did bestow the liberties of their

citie vpon Lewis the eleuenth. 1607 Shaks. Cor. 11. iii. 223

They haue chose a Consull, that will from them takt.

Their Liberties. 1669 Marvej.l Corr. exxix. Wks. 1872-5

II. 294 After long debate what to do with the Lords in

point of our Libertys now. 1855 Prescott Philip II, t. v.

(1857) 76 The liberties of the commons were crushed at the

fatal battle of Yillalar.

C. t Hence occas. a person's domain or property.

The district over which a person's or corporation's

privilege extends. Also (in England before 1850),

a distiict within the limits of a county, but exempt

from the jurisdiction of the sheriff, and having a

separate commission of the peace. (See also quot.

1876.)
Liberty or liberties of a city : the district, extending

beyond the bounds of the city, which is subject to the con.
t

trol of the municipal authority. Liberties ofa prison (esp.

the Fleet and the Marshalsea in London) : the limits out-

side the prison, within which prisoners were sometimes

permitted to reside.

1455 Rolls ofParlt.W. 325/2 Within ye said Citee, and

Libertee of the same. 1510 in Ficar/s Anat. (1888) 210

Commaundement gyven to the Surgeons of this Citie, that

they . . dwell within the libertie of this Citie. 153s Cover-

dale 1 Mace. x. 43 Who so euer they be that fle vnto the

temple at lerusalem or within the liberties therof [Vulg.

in omnibus Jinibus ejus]. 1596 Spenser State Del. Wks.
(Globe) 623/1 To distrayne the goodes of any Irish, being

found within theyr libertye, or but passing through theyr

townes. 1659 RuSHW. Hist. Coll. J. 199 Within and without

the Walls of the City of London, and in the Liberties and

Nine out Parishes. 1724 Swift Drapier's Lett. Wks. 1735

V. 11. 128, I will begin the experiment in the liberty of

St. Patrick's. 1778 Eng. Gazetteer (ed. 2> s.v. Wanvhksh.,
This county, .is divided into four hundreds and one liberty.

1787 Gemrous Attachment I. 144 The worthy knight de-

manded . . what she meant by strolling into his liberty at

that hour of the night. 1792 Chipman Rep. (1871) 11 Bond
conditioned that J. a prisoner should not depart the liberties

of said prison. 1848 Dickens Dombey iv, The offices of

Dombey and Son were within the liberties ol the City of

London, and within hearing of Bow-Bells. 1876 Dicav

Real Prop. i. ii. 5 3. 52 When a large district comprising

several manors was held by a single lord in whom was vested

by grant or long usage the complete jurisdiction of the

hundred, the district was called a liberty or honour.

8. Liberty of the tojigue (see quot.). So K. libertK

1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp. s.v., Liberty of the tongue, in

the manege, is a void space left in the middle of a bit, to

give place to the tongue of a horse, made by the bit's arch-

ing in the middle, and rising towards the roof of the mouth.

. . In forging the bit, care must be taken not to make the

liberty too high, or at least tickle the palate.

9. Governed by at, forming advb. or predicative

f

phrase, fa. At one's liberty (later at liberty):

at one^ own choice, as one pleases, * ad libitum \
1426 hp. Beaufort in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. ]. 102

I

Alt his owen fredam and libertee .. for to mowe passe
1 the See in parfourmyng of the said avowe. 1426 Lvdg.
De Guil. Pilgr. 8386 Thow shall no thyng do. .But at ihyn
owue lyberte. 1480 Bury Wills (Camden ^63 Wherof my
seyd chauntry priest to he one of thein at his liberte. 1524
Hen. VIII in Bucclench MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 220
To . . were his honet on his hed . . aswel in our presence as
elleswhere, at his libertie. 1627 C. Lever Q. Eliz. Teares
xlv. iGrosart) 80 Painefull to get, but lost at libertie.

t b. At a person's) liberty : in his power or at

his dispo ? ai. Obs.
c 1477 Caxton Jason nib, Yf 1 nowe had her at my

liberte I sholde make her to deye a cruell delh. i542~3
Act 34 fv 35 Hen. I 'III, c. 27 § 77 The shirefTe . .maie awai de
a Capias ad satisfaciendum, .or elles a Fieri fac. at libertie

of the partie pursuant. 1547 Homilies 1. Ea/ling fr. God
ii. (1859) 86 They take this for a great benefit of God, to

have all at their own liberty. 1642 tr. Perkins' Prof Bk.
v. § 319. 141 It is at the Libertie of the wife to have dower.
1698 Norris Pract. Disc. IV. 303 'Tis at their Liberty
whether ihey will do any Works of Mercy, .or not.

c. At liberty (\u early use + at one's or ones
own liberty, at all, good, liberty) : not in captivity

or confinement
;
esp. in phr. to set at liberty, to

liberate, free. Also, free to act, move. think, etc.

;

const, to with inf., oecas. with clause.

C1430 Lydg. Compl. Bl. Rnt. 661 Ye may togider speke
What so ye liste,at good libertee. 1470-85 Malory Arthur
m. iii, Were 1 at my lyberte as I was. 1485 Caxton Pref.
to Malory's Arthur 3 But for to . . byleue that al is trcwe
that is conteyned herin, ye be at your lyberte. 2489 —
FaytesofA. ill. viii. 184 A man is not atte hys owne lyberte
that hyndeth hym self to another. 1526 Tinuale Luke iv.

I
18 Krely to sett att liberte them that aie brused. 1585

\

Fi-viiMfKstone Calvin on Acts i. 5 The Lord openeth the
I prison for them that they may be at libertie to fulfil iheir

I

function. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, 1. i. 133 More pitty, that
the Eagles should be mew'd, Whiles Kites and I'uzxirds
play at liberty. 1611 Iiim.E Transl. Pr'f. 11 They ., had
rather haue their iudgements at liberiie in diffeiences of
readings, then to be captmated to one. 1692 R. L'F.si ranch
Fables, Life /Esop (1708) 2 The Reader is at Liberty what
to Uelieve and what Not. 1709 Steele / alter No. 109 p 1

Sonic particular Matters, which I am not at Liberty to

report. 1758 Reic tr. Maiquer's Chen/. I. 253 Its Acid
being set at liberty. 1857 Trollope Three Clerks xlv, ' If

you knew it was coming . . why didn't you tell a chap?' 1
1

was not at liberty', said Mr. Snape, looking very wise.

1866 J. Martineau Ess. I. 26 He is quite al liberty to think
so. 1882 Alexander in Watson Life Candlish xv. 174 His"

right arm was at liberty. 1886 ' Hick Conwav ' Living or

Dead viii,You are at peiVec" liberty to repeat my words to him.

d. At liberty, ol persons or things) unoccupied,

disengaged.
1847 C. Bronte J. Eyre v. I. 75, I dressed as well as I

could for shivering, and washed when theri was a basin at

1
liberty. 1853 Mks. Gaskkll Cranford i. 4. I have no
doubt they will call : so be at liberty after twelve.

10. attrib. and Comb., as liberty-monger
\
liberty-

loving, -taking adjs. ; t liberty^boy, (a) Anglo-

Irish (see quot. 1765 and cf. liberty-corps)
; K b)

transf. or allusive, a noisy zealot for liberty

;

liberty-cap = cap of liberty (see Cap sb} 4 f )

;

liberty corps see quot.)
;
liberty-day Naut.,

a day on which part of a ship's crew are allowed

to go ashore; liberty hall (see Hall sb. u);
liberty-liquor, • spirits formerly allowed to be

purchased when seamen had visitors; now for-

bidden ' (Smyth Sailors Word bk. 1867; ; liberty-

man Naut., a sailor having leave to go ashore;

liberty-party U. S. Hist., a political party which

made the abolition of slavery its leading principle
;

liberty-pole, a tall mast or staff with a Phrygian

cap or other symbol of liberty on the top ; t liberty

post, a post marking the boundary of the Liberties

of the City of London
;
liberty-tieket Naut., *a

document specifying the date and extent of the leave

granted to a seaman or marine proceeding on his

private affairs' (Smyth); liberty tree- tree of
liberty, f liberty-wife, a mistress.

1760 Koote Minor Introd., Wks. 1799 I. 229 A Dublin
mechanic . . heading the *liberty-boys in a skirmish on
Ormond Quay. 1765 Ann. Reg. 120 Several soldiers and
the liberty hoys (that is, journeymen weavers living in the

earl of Meath 's liberties adjoining to the city) broke open

Newgate. 1788 V. Knox Winter Even. I. II. xvii. 223 A
Greek political ballad, which used to be sung by the Athe-

nian liberty-boys. 1827 Blackw. Mag. XXII, 593 Enacting

the part of liberty-boys. 1887 Lecky Eng. in 18M C. VI.

360 The 1 * Liberty ' corps of the volunteers—so called be-

cause it was recruited in the Earl of Meath's liberties. 1840

K. H. Dana Bef. Mast xii. 27 Sunday. . is the *liberty-day

among merchantmen. 1897 Daily News 23 Jan. 7/2 The
Miberty-loving elements ol our town. 1758 J. Blake Plan
Mar. Syst. 18 Such 'liberty-men. .shall, .forfeit all benefit

from their liberty ticket. £1860 H. Stuart Seaman's

Catech. 9 Pinnaces are the boats usually selected for.. carry-

ing working parties, liberty men, &c. 1702 De Foe Test.

Ch. Eng. Loyalty xnSomers Tracts 4th Collect. (1751) HI.

14 Stubborn, refractory, *Liberty-Mongers. 1828 Syd.

Smith Mem. (1855) II. 290 Without making ourselves the

liberty-mongers of all Europe. 1843 Whittier What is

Slavery^ Prose Wks. 1889 III. 105 It is against this system

. . that the *Liberty Party is, for the present, directing all

its efforts. 1775-83 Thacher Mil. Jnd. (1823) 22 *Liberty

poles were erected in almost every town and village.. under

which the tory is compelled to sign a recantation. 1789
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Gouv. Morris in Sparks Life <fr
Writ. (1832) II. 70 The

soldiers were then paraded in triumph to the Palais Royal,
which is now the liberty pole of this city. 1644 Nvk Gnu-
nery{\(yjo) 50 The *liberty post standing amongst the deso-

late mines of Fore-gate street. 1836 Going to Service xiii.

161 "Liberty-taking men-servants. 1758 * Liberty ticket [see

quot. fnr liberty man]. 1776 A. Aoa.ms in J. Adams* Emu.
Lett. {1876) 180, I . . ventured iust as far as the stump of

•Liberty Tree. 1835 Sweet William <fr
Yng. Colonel ii. in

Child Ballads II. 291/1 I'll keep her for my *liberty-wife.

Hence f Iiitoertyless a., deprived of liberty.

1643 T. Case Serm. in Kerr Covt. Covenanters (1895) 248

Thy sword .. has made many a faithful minister libertyless.

Iii'berty, v. Obs. exc. dial. [f. prec. sb.]

trans, a. To endow with liberties or privileges,

b. To give liberly to ; dial, to allow to run loose.

c 1435 bound. St. Bartholomews 16 The kynge . . made
this Chircbe with all his pcrtynencys with the sam fredom-
mys that his Ciownc ys liberttid with or ony othir chirch

yn all Inglonde that is most y-freid. 1494 Fahvan Ckron.
vii. 360 He was lybertied to be at large in the Kynges
courte. 1893 Wiltsh. Gloss.

,
Liberty, to allow anything to

run loose.
4
It don't matter how much it's liberlied the

more freedom you give it the belter.

Iiibethenite (libc-benaif). Mi*, [Named
{Libcthenit) by Breithaupt, 1823, from Libethen in

Hungary : sec -itk.] An olive-green phosphate of

copper found in crystals and reniform masses.
183a Shepard Mitt. 174. 1868 Dana Atin. (cd. 5) 563 Libe-

thenite .. occurs in quartz.

t Iiibi'dinist. C^s. rare, [f. L. libido

lust + -1ST.] A lustful person; a lecher.

1628 Feltham Resolves 11. [ = 1. in later edd-1 Ix.wiii. 224
Nero would not beleeue, but all men were mo>t foule

LibidinUts 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 198 This Ceremony
. .to Libidinists may seeme mirthful.

t Libidinosity. Obs. Also 6 lybidiuosite.
[a. F. iibilinositt!.'] Lustfulness.
a 1529 Skelton Bk. 3 /'files Wks. (1568) X vij b, Sardana-

palus, that for his lecheryc and lybidinosite fell into hell.

1656 Blount Gtossogr., Libidinosity; lustfulness, lascivious*

ness, luxury, inconunency.

Libidinous ^librdirvos), a. Also 5 lybidyn-
ous, lybydynous. [ad. L. libidinos-us, f. libidin-,

libido lust : see -ous. Cf. F. libidinettx.]

1. Of persons, their lives, actions, desires : Given
to, full of, or characterized by lust or lewdness;

lustful, lecherous, lewd.
1447 Bokknham Seyntys (Roxb.) 241 He was lybydynous

Thorgh fleshly lust. 1490 Caxton Eneydos ix. 36 The grete

kyng barbaryn by whom he is repressed fro his lybidynous
desire. 1548 Hooper Decl. 10 Command, x. 157 A dissolute,

commune, and libidinous liefe. 1641 Milton Ch. Govt. 11.

Pref. Wks. 1733 I. 61 Libidinous and ignorant Poetasters,

who , . do .. lay up vicious Principles in sweet Pills. 1711
AnutsON Sped. No. 90 p 1 A lewd Vouth . . advances by
Degrees into a libidinous old Man. 1784 Cowper '/'ask

v. 660 Libidinous discourse Exhausted, he resorts to solemn
themes Of theological and grave import. 1835 J. B. Robekt-
son tr. Von SchlegeCs Pkitos. Hist. (1846) 40 Polygamy is

indulged in to the most libidinous excess. 1837 Cari.ylk
Misc. (1857) IV. 15 A debauched, merely libidinous mortal.

f 2. Provocative of lust. Obs. rare—

\

1601 Holland Pliny 1. 426 Thus is wine drunke out of

libidinous cups.

Hence Libi-dinonsly adv., lustfully; Libidi-
nousness, lustfulness.

1602 Fulbecke Pandectes 25 Boldlie and lihidinously.

1611
#
Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. vi. vii. §3. 65 For bloud and

libidinousnesse hee was held a most vnsatiate fury. J797
W. Taylor in Monthly Rev. XXIV. 195 The unbridled
Hbidinousness of Giovanni Gaston. 1818 Citron, in Ann.
Reg. 302 Witness was not prepared to say that laudanum
would produce Hbidinousness. 1882 Herf.sf. Hope Braw
dreths II. xx ix. 224 Tigress women, Libidinous! y baleful.

Llbinioid libi'ni,oid), a. Zoo!. [f. mod.L.
JAbinia + -orr>.] Having the characteristics of

the genus Libinia of brachyurous crustaceans.
1852 Dana Crust. 1. 50 The genus Trichia . . is Libinioid

in aspect.

t Libitinarian, Obs.~ u [f. L. libitinari-us

(f. l ibititta goddess of corpses) + -an.] (See quot.)
1661 Blount Gtossogr. s.v. Libitina, They also who were

employed to carry forth and bury Corps, were called Libi-

tinarians, as well as Vespilons.

fLibitude. Obs.-° [irreg. f. L. libit-, ppl.

stem of libet it is pleasing : see -tude.] ' Will,

pleasure' (Blount Gtossogr. 1656).

Iiibken. Old Cant. Also 6 lipkeu, 7 libkin.

[f. Lib z>.3 4- Ken jA2
] A place to sleep in.

1567.(see Lib v.->\. 161 1 Middleton & Dekker Roaring
G. v. i. K 4, If you come to our lib ken.

#
1621 B. Jonsok

Gipsies A/etamorpk. (1640) 50 To their libkins at the Crack'
mans, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crezv, Libkin. a House to

Lye in ; also a Lodging. 1816 Scott Guy A/, xliv, These
are the fees I always charge a swell that must have his

lib-ken to himself.

Liblong, obs. form of Livelong.
[Liboya, blunder for Jiboya, boa-constrictor.

1718 In IK. Rogers' Voy. (ed. 2); ed. 1 (1712) has correctly

Jiboya. Hence 1774 in Golosm. Nat. Hist. VII. 195 (but

p. 225 jiboya), and 1796 in Encycl. Brit. fed. 3) III. 517/2.]

II Libra (bi'bra). [L. libra pound (1 2 ounces),

balance, constellation so called. (In med.L. used

for ' pound
'

; hence the mod.Eng. abbreviations.

£ * pound (s) sterling, lb. « pound weight.)]

1. Antiq. A (Reman) pound.
1398TBEVISA BartA. Dep. R. xix. exxx. (1495) 939 Twelue

vnces makith Libra and is therfore acountyd a perfyghte

weyghte. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) X. 25/1 The Roman
libra was used in France for the proportions of their coin
till the time of Charlemagne. 1873 Jevoms A/oney ix. 89
Units of weight, such as the shekel, the talent, the as, the
stater, the libra, the mark, the franc, the lira,

1 2. An arm of a balance. Obs.

1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) IX. 19/1 At the other end of the
libra:, or levers,

3. Astron. (With initial capital.) a. One of the

zodiacal constellations, lying between Scorpio and
Virgo, b. The seventh sign of the zodiac (ii),

which the sun enters on the 23rd of September.
1398 Trevisa Barth. DeP. R. Hi. x. (1495) 312 The signe

that hight Libra in mannes body rulyth the nether guttes
of the.wombe. cr.491 Chast. Goddes Chyld. 19 In cerien

tyme of the yere the sonne begynnetb in a planete that men
call libra. 1559 Cunningham Cosmogr. Glasse 35 Aries and
Lybra.^ 1591 Nashe Prognostication Wks. (Grosart) II.

167 This autumnall reuolution . . beginneth in Libra. 1616

T. Aoams Plain-dealing 22 We Hue under Libra, lustice

and Equitie. ..we feare not Taurus the Bull. 1667 Milton
P. L.\\\. 558 From Eastern Point Of Lihra to the flcecie

Starr that bears Andromeda farr offAtlantick Seas. 1708
Swcft Predict, for 1708, Wks. 1755 II. 1. 150 The time that

he enters Libra, . . which is the busy period of the year.

1868 Lockyer Elem. Astron. § 74. 29 The magnificent star-

clusters, in the constellations.. Libra and Aquarius.

Iiibral (lai'bral), a. [ad. L. libra/is, f. libra

(see prec.).] (See quot. 1656.) Libral as: Ihe

Roman * as ' weighing a pound.
1656 Blol'nt Glossogr.

t
Libral, that is or pertains to a

pound weight, or measure, al>o belonging to the sign Libra.

187a E. W. Robehtson Hist. Ess. 245 The heavy libral

Asses of the early Monetary system.

t Xiibrament* Obs. rare — 1
, [ad. L. libra-

ment-um, f. librare to balance, level, set in mo-
tion.] Fall or escape (of liquid).

c 1420 Pallad. on limb. ix. 131 On either side a pitte

mo«t ha descent Vntil thi sought licouris libramcnt.

fl Iilbra*nza. Obs. [Sp., 'warrant, order*, f.

librar livrer to deliver.] A ticket authorizing

delivery of military stores.

1598 Barket T/teor. H 'arrcs v. iii. 132 The Clarke of the

Artiilerie. .who keepeth account of the payes. .by Libran?as

or tickets, /bid. iv. 137 Which (articles! they are to distri-

bute and deliuer out by Librazas, or Tickets.

t Iiibrar. ^V. Obs. rare, [a K. libraire, ad. L.

librarins : see Librarian.] A booksel 1e r.

1596 in Dickson & Edmoud Ann. Scot. Priming xxxiv.

(1890) 478 Katherne Norn-ell, spous to Robert Smyth, Librar,

Burges of Edinburgh.

Librar, obs. Sc. form of Library.

Librarian (laibre^rian). [f. L. librari-us con-

cerned with books (hence as sb. a bookseller or

scribe) + -an.]

fl. A scribe, copyist. Obs.

1670 Gale Crt. Gentiles it. iv. i. 370 The Booksellers got

these books transcribed .. by unmeet Librarians. 1725 W.
Broome Notes on Pope's Odyss. xu. 131 This is the error of
the Librarians, who put rp'is for its.

2. The keeper or custodian of a library. (This

word has supplanted the older library-keeper.)

1713 Steele Englishman No. 1.8 Why mayn't I be witty,

as a Man that keeps a Librarian is Learned? 1791 Boswell
Johnson an. 1754, Mr. Wise, Radclivian librarian, with

whom Johnson was much pleased. 1829 University /nstr.

in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) 111. 104 A projecting

Room .. for the use of the Librarian.

f3. A dealer in books. Obs. rare— 1
.

a 1734 North Lives (1826) 111. 290 This Mr. Scot was in

his time the greatest librarian in Europe : for, besides his

Stock in England he had warehouses at Frankfort [etc.].

Hence Libra rianess, a female librarian ; Li-

bra rianship, the office or work of a librarian.

1818 Tood, Librarians/tip. 186a Trollope Ar
. Amer. I.

. 360 The librarianesses looked very pretty and learned . . ; the

head librarian was enthusiastic. 1871 Daily Nt^vs 12 Apr. 5

In depriving the learned book-fancier of his llbrarianship.

1886 Academy 19 June 432/3 An essay on some subject tn

librarianship or bibliography.

t Libra'rier. Obs. rare. [f. L. Ubrm-itts (see

Librarian) + -er*.] a. A bookseller, b. A li-

brarian.

c 1483 Caxton Dialogues 2/23 Dcs chandeliers * libraries,

Of ketelmakers andlibrariers. 1667 \VATKHiiovsEEire Lo/ul.

70 Mr. Spencer, the. .Aboriginal Librarier.yet living.and yet

faithfully attending the remains of the Books.

Librarious (bibrc^rias),^. rare. [(.LJibra-

ri-vs (see Librarian) + -ous.] Pertaining to, or

having to do with, books.
1656 Blount Gtossogr., Librarious, pertaining to books.

1884 Afacm. Afag. July 182 The acted Shakespearian
drama now attracts crowds of studious people, or librarious

people at any rate.

Library 1 (bi brari). Also 4-7 librarie, 5
lyberary, 6 liberary, librarye. 0. 4-5 librair(e,

.SV. librar. [a. F. librairie ( 1 380 in Godefroy) , now
only in sense 1 bookseller's shop ' m It., Sp. libreria^

Vg.livraria, rcpr. Com. Rom. *libraria (with suffix

-ta, -y), f. L. librari-um (F. libraire bookseller),

subst. use of librdrius adj., concerned with or em-
ployed about books, f. libr-, liber book, believed

to be a use of liber bark (see Liber), the bark of

trees having, according to Roman tradition, been

used in early limes as a writing material. Late L.

libraria (sc. taber/ta) occurs with the sense * book-

seller's shop*.

The Rom. word admits of being viewed as f. libra book
+ -aria, but this leaves the ultimate analysis unaltered.]

1. A place set apart to contain books for reading,

study, or reference. (Not applied, e. g. to the shop
or warehouse of a bookseller.) In various applica-

tions more or less specific

a. Applied to a room irfa house, etc. ; also, f a
bookcase. In mod. use, the designation of one of
the set of rooms ordinarily belonging to an English
house above a certain level of size and pretension.
c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. I. pr. v. 15 (Camb. MS.) The walles

of thi lybrarye aparayled and wrowht with yuory and with
glas. 1430-40 Lydg. Bochas vi. 1.(1554) 142 Bochas pen*
sief stode in his library. 1488 inventory in Archaeologia
XLV. 120 On the south side of the Vestrarie standeth a
grete library. 1779 M. Tyson in Lett. Lit. Men (Cam-
den) 195, I there ^w his library, i.e. the Room which
once contained his ltooks. 1704 Mrs. RAOCLtFFE Myst.
Udotpho i, The library occupied the west side of the chateau.
1854 W. Collins Hide ff Seek 11. ii. (x86i) 161 Zack de-
scended cautiously to the back parluur, which was called
a

4
library

b. A building, room, or set of rooms, containing
a collection of books for the use of the public or
of some particular portion of il, or of the members
of some society or the like; a public institution or
establishment, charged with the care of a collec-

tion of books, and the duty of rendering the books
accessible to those who require to use them.
For tending, reference library, see those words. Free

library; a library which, the public arc permitted to use
without payment, esp. one maintained by a municipality
out of the rates.

£1449 Pecock Repr. 1. vi. 30 In caas a greet clerk wolde
go into a librarie and ouer studie there a long proces of feith

writun in the Bible. 1530 Palsgb. 35 A boke in the library
of Gyldehall in London. 1637 Decree Star Chatnb. in
Milton's Areop. (Arb.) 23 To be Sent to the Librarie at

Oxford. 1708 Act 7 Anne c. 14 § 1 Whereas of late Vears
several Charitable. .Persons have. .erected Libraries within
several Parishes and Districts. 1850 Act 13 ff 14 Vict,

c. 65 § 7 That Admission to such Libraries and Museums
[established by Town Councils] shall be free of all Charge.
1900 G. C. Brodrick Afem. 210 'I he Merton library is ..

the oldest specimen of mediaeval libraries in England.

c. (More fully, circulating library.) A private

commercial establishment for the lending of books,

the borrower paying either a fixed sum for each
book lent or a periodical subscription.
These are of two kinds : the establishments on a large scale

that issue books to subscribers all over the country, and the

smaller establishments, usually in the hands of a bookseller,

which circulate among local subscribers books either kept in

stock or borrowed from one of the larger 'libraries'. In
watering-places, the 'libraries' sometimes have reading,
rooms attached, and were formerly places of social resort

(cf. quots. 1835). In the West end of London some of the
4
libraries ' act as agencies for the sale of tickets for places

of amusement.
1835 Dickens Sk. Boz, Tales i. (1892^ 261 The 'dear girls

'

. .had been at different watering-placesfor four seasons; they
had gambled at libraries,, .sold at fancy fairs [etc.\ /bid.

iv. 325 The library [at Ramsgatc] was crowded. There
were the same ladies and the same gentlemen who had been
on the sands in the morning. Alod. Advt., Now ready at

all the libraries, Mr. —'s great novel, —

.

2. The books contained in a * library' (sense 1) ;

' a large collection of books, public or private
f

(J.).
13.. S. Erkenwolde 155 in Horstm. A Itengl. Leg. (1881^

269 We haue oure librarie laitid pes longe seuene dayes.

a 1540 Barnes Wks. (1573) »95A L* 1 aU l"e Liberaries bee
sought in England. 1613 K. C. Table Alph. (ed. 3), Librarie
..a great number of books. 1760 tr. Keysler's Trav. III.

52 Cardinal Brancaccio has bequeathed a good library to

this church. 1838 Thirlwall Greece II. 64 Pisislratus .

.

is said to have been the first person in Greece who collected

a library. 187a Yeats Techn. Hist. Comm. 373 In uni-

versities, as well as in cloisters, libraries were very small.

8. 1390 GowerCoh/CI. 14 And slouthe kepeth the libraire

Which longeth to the Saintuaire. e 1430 Pallad. on Husb.
Prol. 06 In deskis xij hymselue,as half a strcte, Hath boked
thair librair vniuersal. 1513 Douglas sEneis 1. Prol. 100

{Comment) Ptolomc.gaddcrit togidder in ane librar xxxvj
thousand volummys. 1580 Extracts Burgh Rec. Edinb.
(1882) IV. 183 marg., New librare.

b. Often used in the titles given by publishers

to a series or set of books uniform or similar in

external appearance, and ostensibly suited for some
particular class of readers or for students of

a particular subject, as in 'The Library of Useful

Knowledge' (1826-1856), ' The Parlour Library'

(consisting of novels, 1847-1863), * Bonn's Stan-

dard Library etc. Formerly also in the titles of

bibliographical works, and of periodicals.

1692 (title) The Compleat Library: or News for the

Ingenious. Containing Several Original Pieces. An His-

torical Account of the Choicest Books Printed. . . Notes on
the Memorable Passages happening in May. As also the

State of Learning in the World. To be Published Monthly.

1713 The Student's Library : a choice Collection of Books,

lu all Faculties and Parts of Learning. |A catalogue of

books.1 1714 (title) The Ladies Library. Vol. I. Written

by a Lady. Published by Mr. Steele.

c. trans/, andJig. ;
esp. used to denote (a) a great

mass of learning or knowledge ; (6) the objects of

a person's study, the sources on which he depends

for instruction. In quot. 1523 = 8 catalogue, list.

a 1450 Cov. Afyst. (Shaks. Soc.) 88 We xal lerne jow the

lyberary of oure Lordys law lyght c 1485 Digby Afyst.

(1882) v. 227 The lybrary of reason must be vnclosed. 1523

Skelton Garl. Laurel 780 Of all ladyes he hath the library



LIBRARY.

Tber names recounting in the court of Fame. 1549 Compl.

Scot. Ep. Ded. 7, I began to reuolue the librarye of my
vndirstanding. 1570 Dee Math. Pre/. 27 One Drop of

Truth., more worth then whole Libraries of Opinions.

1654 Trapp Comm. Ezra vii. 6 Ve may he as learned as

Tostatus . . who was a living library. 1665 Loylf Occas.

Re/I. U848) 74 Able to make the world both his Library

and his Oratory. 1686 J. Dunton Lett. fr. Kew Eng.

(1867) 75, I darken his Merits if 1 call htm less than a
Walking Lihrary. a 1703 Hlrkitt On Ar

. 7". Matt, xxiii. 7

These Pharisees were for carrying a library of God's law

on their clothes, scarce a letter of it in their hearts. 1863

I. Hawthornr Dust I. 104 Cards and men formed the

library of the Duchess of Marlborough.

3. allrib., as library apartments; door, room,

stairs; f library-keeper, a librarian; library-

tax, the obligation imposed by law on publishers

to supply gratis a copy or copies of the books

published by them to cerlain public libraries.

1831 G. Downes Lett. Cout. Countries I. 486 One of the

•library apartments is handsomely adorned with statues.

1861 J. Eomond Children's Ch. at Home iii. 49 A gentle

tap at the *library door. 1647 Trkpp Comm. Rom. iii. 2

This was their prime privilege, that they [the Jews) were

God's * library-keepers. 1743 Birch Li/e Boyle \\V%. 17/2

1. p. Ivi, Dr. Thomas Barlow, then chief library-keeper of

the Bodleian Lihrary. 1785 Roswkll Tour Hebrides 61

At the college there is a good * library-room. 1598-9 in Willis

& Clark Cambridge (i88<5) II. 482 The scelinge of the
* Library staires.

Hence Li-brarylze v. nonce-wdS) trans., to place

in alibrary; Li/braryless a.
}
without a library.

1642 Filler Holy <V Prof. St. 111. xviii. 190 Once a dunce,

void of lelhning hut full of Books, flouted a library-lesse

Scholar with these words. 1796 Coleridge Bt'og. Lit. (1847;

IF. 361 If you seeNK)thing in it 1 Beddoes's Essay ) to librarydze

it, send it me bacloiext Thursday.

t Library 2
. Obs. In 4 //. libraries, [ad. L.

librdri-us: sec Librarian.] Ascribe.
1382 Wyclif Esther vifi. 9 The scribis and the librarijs

[1388 writeris, Vulg. librans] of the king.

Librate (lai'bwt), sb. Hist. Also 7 librat.

[ad. med.L. librala (sc. terra), f. libra pound : see

-axe '.] A piece of land worth a pound a year.

1610W. Folkingham Art Survey 11. vii. 59 Then must
the Obolat be k Acre, the Denanat an Acre, the Sohdat
12. acres, & the Librat 240. 1778 Pennant Tour Wales
I. 26 Henry III .. grants .. ten lihrates [Dugdale decern

libratas terrae) in Longenedale in Derbyshire. 1865 Nichols
Britton IF. 143 Twenty librates of land with the appurten-

ances. 1875 Stubbs Const. Hist. (1896) II. xiv. iiq The
sheriffs were ordered to send all persons who possessed more
than twenty librates of land.

Iiibrate (tai*bn? !
t), v. [f. L. librat-, ppl. stem

of libra-re, f. libra balance.]

+ 1. trans, a. To place in the scales, to weigh,

b. To poise, balance. C. To produce or cause libra

-

tion in : see quot. 1806 s.v. librating below. Obs.

1623 Cockeram, Libratft to weigh. 1657 Tomlinson
Renotts Disp. 144 All seeds.. are librated by weight lorig.

pondere semper tibrantur], 1667 I'hil. Truns. II. 423 The
Needles be touched by good Load-stones, and well librated.

1674 ibid. IX. 219 The manner of Libratmg the Apogeum.

2. intr. To oscillate like the beam of a balance

;

to move from side to side or up and down.
1694 \V. HoLriKR Harmony (1731) 28 Lihrating after the

Nature of a Pendulum. 1730 Savekv in Phil. 'Trans.

XXXVI. 298, 1 was obliged to keep it in a Motion. .lihrat-

ing up and down like the Beam of a Pair of Scales. 1770
ibid. LX. 70 The whole limb of Venus would sometimes
librate towards the limb of the sun. 1867 G. Macixjnalu
Disciple, etc 109 To drop, and spin away, Librating.

b. To oscillate or waver between one thing and

another.
182a Examiner 250/2 He .. is librating between vice and

virtue. 1856 Kane Arctic Expl. II. 34 The barometer
slowly librating between 29.20 and the old 30.40.

3. Of a bird, etc.: To be poised, balance itself.

1785 tr. Beck/ortTs Vathek 198 The birds of the air, librat-

ing over me, served as a canopy from the rays of the sun.

1791 E. Darwin Bot. Card. 1. 138 Her playful sea-horse

..librates on nnmoving fins. 1829 Jrnl. Naturalist 263
Made to flutter and librate like a kestrel over the place.

Hence Lrbrated ppl. a., balanced {fig.)\ Iii*-

brating vbl. sb. and a.

1665-6 Phil. Trans. I.241 Some kind of Librating motion.

i8ot Fuseli in Led. Paint, ii. (1848) 404 The academic
vigour, the librated style, of Annibale Carracci. 1806 Ro-
bertson in Phil. Trans. XCVIL 73 The librating force or

pressure, or the force causing libration. 1839 Bailey Fes'Us

(1854) 332 Tbese strange librating bonds of birth and death.
1862 T. Z. Lawres-ce in R. H. Patterson Ess. Hist, ft Art
15 A librating circular smoky spectrum will be perceived at

the end of the tube.

Libration (bibr^-Jan'. [ad. L. librdtion-emy

n. of action f. librare to Libhate. Cf. F. libra-

tion]

1. a. The action of librating; motion like that

of the beam of a balance oscillating upon its pivot

;

swaying to and fro. b. The state of being balanced

or in equipoise; equipoise, balance.
1603 Sir C. Hevdon Jud. Astrol. xviiu 381 This Thebit

..perceiuing the quantitie of the tropike yeare to varie,

first inuented the libration of the 8. sphere. 1625 N. Car-
penter Geog. Del. 1. iv. 73 Some others . . imagine the

Center..of the Earth to be moued vp and down by a cer-

taine motion of Libration. ibid. ir. vi. 85 This lihration

or motion of the Water cannot bee caused by the winde or

Aire. 1653 Je*. Taylor Serin. Gold. Grove, Winter v. Go
The poor bird was beaten back . . descending more at every

breath of the tempest then it could recover by the libration

and frequent weighing of his wings. 1684 T. Blrnet Th.

243

Earth 11. 51 This must needs make it lose its former poise

and libration. 1694 \V. Holder Harmony (1731) 29 The
Lihrations of the Pendulum. 1728-46 Thomson Spring 742
Their pinions still, In loose libration stretched. 1791 E. Dar-
win Bot. Gard. ir. 26 So turns the needle to the pole it loves,

With fine librations quivering, as it moves. 1853 Kank
Grinnell Exp. xlviii. (1856) 446 Others [viz. iccbergsl a con-

geries of rubbish, and illustrating every possible condition
of libration. 1874 H. R. Reynolds John Bapt. v. iii. 341
A dazzling brightness above the Splendour o( the Sun was
drawing nearer with gentle librations of its wings,

c. trans/, and Jig.
1650 Anthroposophia Theomag'ua 92 Such chiming and

1 clinching of words, Antithetall Librations, and Symphonicall
rnppings. 1659 H. More immort. Soul 11. x. 218 The
Lihration or Reciprocation of the Spirits in the Tensility cf

the Muscles. 1659 J. Harrington LaivgivingWVs. (1700)

431 Such a libration or poize of Orders. 1659 Walker Ora-
tory 97 The short [period 1 is adverse to Meiaphors &c. the

long to exact correspondence and lihration of its parts.

1670 Dkyoen 2nd Pt. Conq. Grauadain. i. Wks. 1808 IV.

151 The bounds of thy libration here are set. 1840 Black™.
Mag. XLV1L 719 The tremulous lihration of the equipoise.

1882 J. H. 13ll'NT Re/. Ch. Eng. it. 480 Oxford has its

regular periods of theological libration.

*2. Astron. A real or apparent motion of an

j

oscillating kind. Libration of the moon : an ap-

I

parent irregularity of the moon's motion whicli

makes it appear to oscillate in such a manner that

i the parts nenr the edge of the disk arc alternately

I

visible and invisible. (There are three kinds, called

I

libration in latitude^ libration in longitude, and
diurnal or parallactic libration.)

1669 J. Klamstead in Phil. Trans. IV. 1109 If the Libra-

tion of the Moon be known, the protraction of the Mar's
way in this Appearance will be facile. 1670 Ibid. V. 2061

j

Doubtless, as there is a certain Lihraticn in the Moon, so
'

'tis not absuid to me, to hold a kind of Libration in the

Karth, from the Annual and Diurnal motion of the same.

1678 Norris Colt. Misc. 1169 .) :8i We are nonpliis'd at a

thousand Phenomenus in Nature, which if they were not

done, we should have thought them absolutely impossible,

j

as for instance the central Lihration of the Karth. 1690

1

Lkvhol'KN Curs. Math. 754 Now this Lihration of the

Lccentrick they commonly call the Deviation. 1728 tr.
1

Newton's Treat. Syst. World 61 The Moan's libration in

longitude. 1804 Herschkl in Phil. Trans. XCIV. 374
Some small annual variation, or libration of |>osition. which

' might lead to a discovery of the parallax of the fixed stars.

1812-16 J Smith Panora»/a Sci. Art L 547 Her libra-

tion in latitude, is when either of her poles appears to dip

a little towards the earth. 1831 ISkewsikr Newton • 1 855) '

L vi. 1^8 Galileo had discovered and explained the diurnal
j

libration, arising from the spectator not viewing the moon
from the- centre of the earth. 1834 Mrs. Somkkvili.k Conner.

Phys.Sii. ix. ( 1 849 78 The moon - - is liable to librations

depending upon the position of the spectator. 1867 77
(J. F. (JllAMliKKS Astron. 1. vii. 79 W hen the North Pole (of

the M0011I leans towards the earth wit ee mjhu; what more
of the region surrounding it;., this i*. known as libration in

latitude. 1874 Farkar Christ 51 'llieie is one hemisphere

of the lunar surface on which in its entirety, no human
eye has ever ^azed, while at the same time the moon's

librations enable us to conjectuie of it> general character,

t 3. Weighing ///. and fig. . Obs.

1657 \V. Morick Coena quasi Kotp'rj xiii. 185 We .. have

made lihration, what weight the judgment and practice of

the ancient Church doth bear. 1667 \V.\ 1 kruouse lire

\

Lond. 48 Prudent libration of what weight they will and ,

w ill not beare. 1770 Kmewson 'title) Calculation, Hbrutinn

and mensuration, or the art* of reckoning, weighing and

measuring.
t

Hence Libra tionalrf., pertaining to (the moon sy |

j
libration.

1880 Proctor Rongh Ways made Smooth no Photo*

graphs of the moon should be taken in every aspect . .of her

!
lihrational swayings. ;

Libratory loi-bratirij, a. [f. L. librat-
,
ppl.

stem of libra-re to Libhatk.] Having a motion

like that of the beam of a balance ;
oscillatory.

1668 Phil. Trans. III. 809 That there is a Libratory motion

in Comets as well as in the Moon. 1801 Jrans.Soc. Arts

XIX. 257 The bram .. acquired a libratory motion. 1804

C. B. Brows tr. Volney's Cinv Soil U.S. 203 Just as the

sea experiences a libratory motion, while its interior currents

remain undisturbed. 1874 Ediu. Rev. No. 285. 87 The
libratory swaying to and fro of the moon.

t Libre , a. Obs. [a. F. litre
t
L. liber free.]

Of the will : Kree.

1590 A. Hume Hymns etc. (1832) 10 He Adam lent a librc

will to follow what he list. 1600 F. Walker Sp. Mandeville

107 a, Such thinges as are within the vse of free will and

Lybre arTntrement.

Librettist Hbreuist). [f. Libretto + -ist.J

The writer of a libretto; a writer of librettos.

1862 Sunday Times 3 Aug., Of all themes, we imagine

the captivity of Judah the most likely to make a librettist

rhapsodical, and a musician uninteresting. 1891 Times

8 Oct. 7/4 The oratorio . . set, not to the compilation of the

ordinary librettist, but to a real poem.

II Libretto (Hbre-t^. PI. libretti (-e*u .

[It.^ little book', f. libro book.] The text or

* words' to which an opera or other extended

musical composition is set ; = Book sb. 8.

1742 Richaroson Pamela IV. 113 If the Lihretto, as they

call it, is not approved, the Opera., will be condemned.

1845 Athenxum 22 Feb. 204 The libretto, on the subject of

Klue Beard, by Tieck. 1880 Kuskin Arr<rv>s Chace II.

281 The libretto of Jean de Nivetle is \ery beautiful, and

ougbt to have new music written to it.

Lrbricide. rare- 1
, [f. L. libr-

t
liber book +

-cide 2.] The 'killing* of a book.

i8s6 W. Blair Chron. Aberbrothock iv. n Milton ranks

libricide or book-slaughter with homicide or man-slaughter.

LICENCE.

Libriform (brbriffum), a. Bot. [f. L. libr-
y

liber bark : see -fohm.] Of the nature or character

of liber.

1877 Bkmnktt tr. Thome's Bot. 364 Simple hastdike wood-
fibres, or libriform fibres. 1885 Gooimlk Physiol. Bot. (1892)

81 Libriform cells are variable in length in different plants.

II Libs Hbz). poet, rare, [L. Libs (also Lips), a.

1 Or. Aty, Ai£-.] The south-west wind.

1742 Shknstone School-mistr. 57 The childish faces of old

i-Eol's train, Libs, Notus, Auster.

fXii'bstick. Obs. [Anglicizal on of med.L.

libisticum, corrupt f. levisticum (see Lovagk). Cf.

F. Ievestic (Cotgr.;.] J^ivage.

1688 R. Hor.MK Armoury n. 98/2 Libstick, or Sermonn-
tain, hath at the joints a long slender leaf [etc.]. ICf. 1802

A. Kankkn Hist. France II. iv. ii. 1/92 He (sc. Walafrid
Strabo, in his poem Hortulus) treats of. . libisticum, chervil,

the lily, etc.]

Libyan (li'bian , a. and sb. [f. Libya + -x$,"\

A. a If. Of or pertaining to Libya, the ancient

name of a large country in North Africa. By some
philologists used as a designation for the Lerber

language, or for the group of mod. llamitic Iangs.

to which Kcrber belongs. B. sb, a. An inhabitant

of Libya, b. The Libyan language.
c 1620 T. Robinson M. Magd. 12 The Thyme of Hybla,

and the Libyan fiore. 1667 Mm.ton /*./-. iv 277 Whom
Centiles Ammon call and Libyan Jo\e. Ihd. xii. 634
A Comet .. with torrid heat, And vapour as ihe Libyan
Air adu-.t. 1832 Tknnysos Dream i-air H omen 145 We
drank the Libyan sun to sleep. 1838 Tiiikmvw.i. Greece
III. Or 'ihe Libyan prin<:e, I'satnmeti'-hu**. 1886 .SiiKi.nos

tr. Flaubert's Satnmmbd 11 A Libyan of colossal stature.

.So flii'byc {occas. Lybie) [ad. Gr. Ai&vkos],

f Libycan adj's. Also Lfbyo-, comb, form =
Lybian and ('something elsf- .

a 1541 Wya'i 1 .S-'«v 0/ lopas in Tvttets Misc. fAib.) 93
The wanderyng '1 roian kni^M, whom luuos wrath with

.stormes did force in Libyk san<!s to hyht. 1590 M-knsi-.k

O. 11. ii. 22 On lybickc Oi.ean wide. 1607 TorsM.i.
Four./. Beasts 1658) z'i /Kni«»nian bears,., night-rangim:,

Lybit.an, menacing. 1618 Holion i-lorns in. vi. (1^3^)

r/2 Gellius was vet to waft upon the Tuscan Sea: ..

Lentulus upon the I.ihyc. 1654 \ ii.\ain /.//'/. Ess. 175 b,

Which dwelt in utmost Lybii. i.vaMv 1890 J.kinion Races

\ i'eoplrs iv. 106 J his is ihe typical appearance .. of the

ancient Libyan-, and is s||l] pievrve<l in Morocco ami
Al^i' rs; hence I shall call it the Lihyo-Teutonic type.

Licaym, Sc. variant ol Li< ham Obs.

Xiicca. [Origin unknown.] (L
r

.siially licca tree.

A West Indian tree
,
Tohinia emarginata, Sapindm

spino.uis, or Nanthoxylum {marginatum).
1756 1\ HfOUNh Jamai* a z«7 Li t a. tree. 'I bis shrub ..

is very remarkaMe for thi pti .klim.ss of its trunk. 1864

(linshBACM Flora W, iud. 785 Licca tree, Tobinia emargi-
uat 1.

Liiccam e, varinnt of Licham Obs.

Liccorish, obs. form ol Lickerish.

Lice, pi. of L'»L\sK.

Lixeat. Obs. [L. liceat
1

lei it be allowed',

])res. subj. of licet 'it is Iawful*. J In University

usj : .Some kind of licence or permit.

16M Wilding in Collect. O. H. S.j L 265 For a Liceat

. . 00 01 <yi.

t Iiice-"bane. Obs. [(. lice pi. of Lorst: +
Hane.) Some plant. (Cf. Flka-bane.)
1706 in Phillips (ed. Kersey . 1755 in Johnson.

Lixeling. nonce wd. [irreg. f. lice, pi. of

I.OC3K + -mm;.] A little butse.

1791 -2nd hp. t» J. iciestley in Toft. Reg. 1808) 404

could tell On one j>mall louse how many licelings dwell !

Licence 'bi'sens% sb. Forms: 4 -6 li-, lycens,

4-7 lycence, 5-6 lysence, -ens, 6 laysanee,

lysans, -aunce, Sc. leeens, 7 lieienee'., 5-9

lieense. 4 licence, [a. I*, licence, ad. L. licenlia,

f. licere to be lawful. Cf. Sp. licencia,Yg. licen^a,

It. licenza.

The spelling license, though still often met with, has no

,

justification in the case of the sh. In the ca.se of the vh.,

on the other hand, although the spelling licence is etymo-
I logically unobjectionable, license is supported by the

analogy of the rule universally adopted in the similar pairs

of related words, practice sb., practise yb ,
prophecy sh., pro-

phesy vh. ( The rule seems to have arisen from imitation of

the spelling of pairs like advice sh., advise vh., which ex.

presses a phonetic distinction of historical origin.) A slight

argument for preferring the s form in the vb. may be found

in the existence of the derivatives licensabte and licensure

{V. S.) which could not conveniently be spelt otherwise.

Johnson and Todd give only the form license both for the

sb. and the vb., but the spelling of their quots. conforms,

with one exception, to the rule above referrrd to, which is

recognized by Smart (1836), and seems to represent the now
prevailing usage. Recent Diets., however, almost univer-

sally have license both for sb. and vb., either without alter,

native or in the first place.)

1. I iberty flo do something';, leave, permission.

Now somewhat rare. + Also occas. exemplion//v?w

(something), f Formerly often in phr. licence and

leave ;
by, with, without (a person's; licence; to gel,

give, have, obtain, take (a) licence. (Cf. Leave sb.l.)

1361 Lanol. P. PI. A. Pro!. 82 And aslteb lene and lycence

atlondun to dwelle. C1386 Chaucer Wipe's ProL 853 If

1 have licence of this worthy frere. 1422 Hoccleve Attn.

Poems (1892) 223 Now, sire, yit a word, by your licence.

<ri4So Merlin 17 She ansuerde prayinge she myght speke

with hir confessour ; and they yal hir lycence. 1493 Charter

in A. Laing Lindores Abbey xvii. (18761 179 Anentis the
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making of out men burges but licens of the said abbot.

1513 Bradshaw St. Werburge t. 146 Whose names we
purpose to shewe with lycens. 15*6 Tindalk John xix. 38

And Pilate gave him licence. 153a Eorfeseue's Abs. <$• Lim.
Mon. (1714) 119 Hou long any of them may be absent, hou

he schal have his lcve and licence . . may be conceyvyd by
leysure. 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. IV, 10 The duke was
banished.. and yet without license of Kyng Richarde he is

returned again into the realme. 1549 CompL Scot. xvii. 146

He gat neuyr leccns to marye quhil on to the tyme that

[etc.]. iSSi Robinson tr. Mores Utopia ti. {1895) 148 The
people . . haue geuen a perpetual licence from labour to learn-

yng. 1640 Order Ho. Commons in Rushw. Hist. Coll. 11 1.

(1692) I. 143 Mr. R. H. has License to go and speak with

Sir G. R. 167s Baxter Ca'h. Theol. 11. 1. 122 Doth God
Torbid it ? No ; he commandeth it, which is more than leave

or licence. 1719 Db Foe Cmsoe it. x. (1840) 225 It would

be difficult to go from hence without their license. 1761

Hume Hist. Eng. I. App. ii. 256 If he sold his estate without

licence from his lord. 1765 Bi.ackstone Comm. I. 1. i. 133

The king .. may . . prohibit any of his subjects from going

into foreign parts without licence. 1807 Crabbe Village

II. 61 Who take a licence round their fields to stray. 1838

Thirlwall Greece V. 81 The declaration . . was now in-

terpreted . . as a license to restore their political unity. 186

1

Mill Utilit. v. 66 Others would confine the licence of

disobedience to unjust laws. 1888 M . Morris Cla-erhonse

vi. 110 The same license was granted to him for dealing

with all future criminals of the same class.

fb. spec. Leave or permission to depart ;
chiefly

in phrase, to take ones licence, to take one's leave

;

also licence and congee. Obs. (Cf. Congee sb. 2 b

and Leave sb. 2.)

[C1450 Lonf.lich Grail xvi. 6f The king hem 5af license

Forto gon from his precense.] 1475 Bk. Noblesse 30 Good
men of armes . . discoragethe them as sone as paiment

failethe, and taksthc theire congie and licence of theire

prince. 1509 Hawes Past. J }
leas. v. (Percy Soc.) 24 Of

her than I dyd take my lycence. 1556-8 Phaer SEneid iv.

K j b, Faync wold ho flee, and of that contrcy sweetc his

licence take.

2. A formal, usually a printed or written per-

mission from a constituted authority to do some-

thing, e.g. to marry, to print or publish a book,

to preach, to carry on some trade, etc. ; a permit,
j

Also in phrases \book of licence (see Book sb. 1),

letter of licence and composition (see quot. 1 809),

licence of mortmain (see Mortmain;; {to marry)

by licence in opposition to by banns.

1433 Rolls of Parit. IV. 467/1 To praye .. the kynge to

graunte licence of Exchaun^e, under his grete Seal. 1463

Mann, Housed. Exp. (Roxb) 187 We .. charge you to

sufTyr hym . . to enioye our sayd lycence wyth outyn any let. 1

1526 Pilgr. Per/ (\V. de \V. 1531) 81 This is she that in

mnner hath destroyed all religyons by the reason of dispen.

sacyons or lycences. 1549 in I'icary's Anat. {1888) App.

in. i. 136 [To] requyre yow. . to drawe a booke of Lysaunce

from his Maicstie, to the Maior and Auldremen [etc.]. 155a -3
Inv. Ch. Goods, Staffs, in Ann. Lichfield IV. 46, xl s. peyd

to the bysshope for his laysance to byrrey. »6n Biblk

Trans/. Pre/. 6 They must fir*t get a Licence in writing

before they may v^e them [lhe Scriptures]. 1617 in Gro-

sarins Sfienser {1882) III. p. ci, John fflorio, esquier, and
Rose Spicer marr^ by licence from Mr. Weston's Office.

1641 Dedar. Both Houses in Rushw. IHit. Coll. III. (1692)

I. 515 Captain S. did hy vertue and authority of Vour I

Majesties License, embark at White-Haven. 1649 Thorpe
Charge at York Assizes 20 For a Badgers or Drovers

License two shillings. 1683 Robin Consc. 15 If I [a publican]

my Licence should observe, .. Both 1 and mine alas would

starve. 1724 R. Woorow Life J. Wodrow 11828) $} The
form of his licence [to preach] I insert from the original.

1748 Anson's Voy. ill. x. 410 A licence for the .shipping

of his stores and provisions. 1763 Brit. Mag. 1 V. 495 Would
you keep your pearls from tramplers, Weigh the licence,

weigh the bans. X767 Blackstone Comm. II. 269 It.. is.,

necessary, for corporations to have a licence of mortmain
|

from ihc crown. 1776 Adam Smith W. N. 1. vi. (1869) I. 52

He must pay for the licence to gather these fruits. 1797

Burke Regie. Peace iii. Wks. VI 11. 406 Licences to dealers
|

h spirits and wine. 1809 R. Langford Inttoti. 'Prade io3

A Letter of License is an instrument or writing granted to

a debtor by his creditors, giving him respite and time for

payment of his debts. . .When . . they not only grant respite

and time for payment, but agree to allow an abatement on

their respective accounts, then this instrument is called

a Letter of License and Composition. 1833 H t. M artineau

Berkeley the Banker I. iv, 92 A fine of^100 Tor every act of

issue after the term of license has expired. 1840 M acaulay
Ess., Ranke (1843) III. 240 A congregation is formed. A
license is ohtained. A plain brick building, . . is run up,

and named Ebenezer or Bethel. 1841 Lytton Nt. ff Morn.
I. i, Do you marry by license? No; my intended is not

of age. 1831 Dixon IV. Penn vii. (1872) 61 'The Sandy
Foundation Shaken ' was printed without a license from the

Bishop of London. 1851 R. Nf.srit in Mem. xii. (1858) 305

After receiving ' licence ', hi pi cached in the Mission 1 ,ecture

Room.
b. The document embodying such a permission.

1598 Vong Diana 393 The Kings licence being now come.

1625 Massinger New Way iv. i, Pray ride to Nottingham,

get a license. 1683 in Songs Lond. Prentices (Percy Soc.)

81, I bade her [an alewife] on her licence look. 1888 Daily

News 28 Sept. 3/3 There was a custom among cab pro*

prietorsof ' chair-marking' their drivers' licences. 1899 Kay'

mono Two Men o' Mendip xv. 249 He'd have no choice but

to marry us, when I did come, licence in han'.

c. Ill some Universities, a certificate of com-

petency in some faculty.

1727-41 Chambers Cycl.
t
Licence is also applied (o the

letters, or certificates, taken out in universities, whether in

law, physic, or divinity. 1900-1901 D.vrh. Univ. Cat. 141

Final Examination for the Licence in Theology. Ibid. 487

Licence in Sanitary Science.

3. Liberty of action conceded or acknowledged

;

an instance of this.

la 1400 Morte Art/u 457 Thy lycence es lemete in presence
of lordys. a 1605 Montgomerie Misc. Poems xxxvi. 48
That nou sik licience haif we none. 1606 Shaks. Ant. <$-

£7. 1. it. 112 Taunt my faults With such full License, as both
Truth and Malice Haue power to vtter. 1656 Stanlky Hist.
Pkilos, v. (1701) 1 57/1 The true Licence of Disputations.

1748 Richaroson Clarissa (181 1) I. vi. 39 Do you so under-
stand the license you have, Miss? 1818 J as. Mill Brit.
India II. iv. ix. 299 English law .. has neither definition

nor words to. .circumscribe the license of the Judge. 1834
Mar, Edgeworth Helen xixvii. (1883) 312 The first little

fib in which Lady Cecilia, as a customary licence of speech,
indulged herself lhe moment she awoke this morning. 1850
Kingsley Alt. Locke x\. (1876) 127, I thanked him again
for what license he had given me. 1868 E. Eowaros Ralegh
I. xiii. 249 He., allowed great and public licence to his

tongue. 1875 Browning Aristoph. Apol. 522^ The rooted
plant aspired to range With the snake's license. 1884
Manch. Exam. 20 Feb. 4/7 Ordinary license of speech has
seldom been more shamefully exceeded.

b. Excessive liberly ; abuse of freedom ; disre-

gard of law or propriety ; an instance of this.

e 1450 tr. De Imitatione 1. xvi. 18 Ober mennes large licence

displcsib us, but we to ourselfwol have no hinge denyed bat

we aske, 1601 Shaks. Tivet. N. in. ii. 48 Taunt him with
the license of Inke. 1644 Milton Areop. (Arb.) 35, 1 should
be condemn'd of introducing licence, while I oppose Licenc-

ing. 1692 R. L'Estrange Eables xv. {1708) 20 Under the

Allegory of the Ass is Insinuated the License of a Buffoon.

1719 Voung Busiris 11. i, Vour heart resents some licence

of my youth, a 1720 Sheffield (Dk. Buckhm.) Wks. (1753)

1. 272 l'hey arc for licence, not for liberty. 1777 Shkkiuan
Sch. Scand. 1. i, The licence of invention some people take

is monstrous indeed. 1797 Bi/rke Regie. Peace iii, Wks.
VIII. 366 The intolerable licence with which the news-
papers break . . the rules of decorum. 1813 Scott Rokeby
1. xvii, Thy license shook his sober dome. 1840 Tihrlwall
Gteece VIII. 315 The license which he gave to his troops

to enrich themselves with the spoil of the country. 1850

Robertson Scrm. Ser. lit. i. (1864) 3 The first license given

to the tongue is slander. 1867 Emerson Lett. ff Soc. A ims,

Prog. Cult. Wks. (Bohn) III. 226 The freedom of action

goes to the brink .. of license. 1881 Westcott & Hort
Grk. N. T. Introd. § 13 The mixture has been accompanied
or preceded by such licence in transcription.

C. Licentiousness, libertinism.

1713 Stkhlk Guardian No. 18 p 3 The cause of much
license and riot. 18*3 Scott Peveril xvii. His unlimited

license has disgusted the minds of all sober and thinking

men. 1841 Trevelyan Life Masaulay (1876) I. ii. 84 The
reaction from Puritanic rigour into the license of the

Restoration. 1847 James J. Marston Hall ix, The license

of every kind that then existed in the city no tongue can
tell nor pen can describe. 1901 Expositor May 367 These
implements of license were originally made by God.

4. 1 )eviation from recognized form or rule, in-

dulged in by a writer or artUl for the sake of effect

;

an instance of this. Frequent in phrase poetic

(poetical, etc.) licence.

1530 Palsgr. 44 Which auctors do rather by a lycence

poetycall. 1657 J. Smith Myst. Rhet. 49 13y the licence of

this figure we give names to many things which lack names,

&c. 1697 Dryden AVneid Ded. (f), I generally join these

two Licenses together. 17*7-4 1 Chambers Cycl. s.v.,

Licence, in painting, arc the liberties which the painter

takes in dispensing with the rules of perspective, and the

other laws of his art. a xjyt Gray Corr. U843) 260 As to

any license in the feet, it is only permitted in the beginning

of a long verse. x8ig Hyron Juan 1. exx, This liberty is a

poetic licence. 1859 Kingsley Misc. (i860! I. 227 The
poem, .allows n metrical licence. 1877 L. Tollkmache in

Eortn. Rev. Dec. 846 By a prophetic license, perpetual

means transitory. 1899 F. T. Blllin Log Sea-waif 17^
Coleridge's simile of ' A painted ship upon a painted ocean

1

is only a poet's licence.

5. attrib. and Comb., &s licence-duly, -fee, -holder,

-money, -tax.

1859 K. Cornwai.lis Ne?v World I. 137 The inflictiun of

the "license fee . .tended very much to exasperate the miners.

1897 Westm. Gaz. 7 Sept, 3/3 The old 'iicence-holders are

going to the wall, and the brewers are stepping in. 169a

Ann. Albany (1850) 121 Ordered that the sheriffe have
a warrant to levy the *lycence money. 1900 Daily Nnvs
4 June 3/4 The Boers collected licence money from all the

shops. 1885 Pop. Sci. Monthly XXVI II. 464 (Cent.) The
* license-tax, as it is called there [in Wisconsin] applies to

railroads, insurance, telegraph, and telephone companies.

1888 Bryce Amer. Comtmv. II. it. xliii. 135 Licence taxes

..are directly levied by.. State officials.

Licensable (brsensab'l), a. [f. License v.

+ -able.] f a. That may be dismissed, Obs, b.

That may be licensed,

161 1 Cotgr.
,

Congeable, .. licensable. 1641 Dcnvnfalt

Tempor. Poets 5 (L.), I now have another copy to sell, but 1

nobody will buy it, because it is not licensable. 1896 List
\

Explosives 18 Explosives which have passed the tests and
therefore become licensable.

License, licence (lai'sens), v. Forms: 4-6

lycence, 5-6 lyc-, lysense, (7 lycens), 9 Sc.

leeshance, 4- licence, 6- license, [f. Licence

sb., q.v. for the question of spelling. In sense 2,

ad. F. licencier, f. licence.']

1. trans. To give (a person) permission to (do

something^. Now rare. (In early use the per-

sonal obj. may be interpreted as dative , and occas.

appears preceded by lo.)

e 1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.) 2983 If it be your will to licence

me to tel my tale, e 1460 G. Ashby Dicta Philos. 739 in

Poems (E. E. T. S.) 76 If ye be to any man licencyng To
set his fote vpon youres areryng, He wol after set his fotc

vppon your nekke. 1555 Latimer in Foxe A. ft M.
(1563) 1366/1, I beseche your Lordshyp license me to sytte

downe. 1S77-87 Holinshed Chron. I. 175/2 The dead

bodies of both armies are licenced (0 be buried. 159°

Greene Orl. Eur. (1599^ D 4 b, King Marsillus licenst thee

depart. 16x8 Earl Suffolk in Fcrtesc. Papers (Camden)
50 Hut I pray your Lordsbip to lycens me truly to acquaynt
you what mesery yt hath produced unto me. a 1639 W,
Whateley Prototypes t. xix. (1640) aia To license ourselves
to commit any sinne out of a conceit that it is small. 1676
Towerson Decalogue 75 Our friendship with God . .licenceth
us to come with assurance. 1684 Bunyan Pilgr. 11. 193
Therefore they were licensed to make bold with any of his

things. 1863 Kinglakk Crimea (1876) I. viii. 127 Ix>rd

Stratford was licensed to do no more than send a message
to an Admiral.

b. To permit (a thing) to be done ; sometimes
with dat. of the person. Now rare.

"477 J' Paston in Paston Lett. III. 191 The Pope will

suftre a thyng to be usyd, but he will nott lycence nor grant
it to be usyd nor don, and soo 1. 1555 Ridley in Foxe A.
^ M. (1563) 928/2 At the last I was contente to take it for

lycenced, and so began to talk. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's
Inst. 1. xiii. (1634) 45 To attempt things not licenced. 1598
Grenewey Tacitus' Ann. m. ii. (1622) 66 Neuer shewing
themselues more attentiue, nor at any time licencing them*
selues a more secret speech of the Prince. 1633 J. Done
Hist. Septnagint 99 Hee hath licensed us eating the flesh

of foure-footed beasts. 1861 M. Pattison Ess. (1889) I. 40
A patent of Henry II, in which he.. licenses the sale of

Rhenish wine at the same price as French is sold at. 1869
IjRowNtxc Ring ff Bk. viii. 554 If this were .. Allowed in

the Spring rawness of our kind, What may be licenced in

the Autumn dry? Ibid. 712 The divorce allowed by Christ, in

lieu Of lapidation Moses licenced me.

f C. with clause as obj. Obs.

1398 Trkvisa Barifu De P. R. ix. xxvi. (1495) 363 It was
lycencyd that seruauntes and wymmen and bestes sbold

restc in the Saturday. 1586 J.^ Hooker Hist. Irel. in

Holinshed \\. 96/a The governor licenced that it [the corps]

should be buried.

f 2. [After F. liccncier."] To give leave of depar-

ture to ; to dismiss, set free from (something) ; to

send away to (a place . Obs.

1483 Caxton G. de la Toitrtt\b
t The kyng thenne lycencyd

them and gaf to them fayr gyftcs. 1551 Robinson tr. Mores
Utopia ti. (1895) 143 Beynge then lycensed from tbelaboure

of theyr owne occupacyons. a 1586 Sioney Arcadia ill.

(1629) 276 Amphialus licenced the gentleman, telling him,

that by next morning he should have an answer. 1594
Southwell M. Magd. Funeral Tcares i83 Licence from thee

that needlesse suspition. 1598 Harret Theor. Warres iv.

i. 103 He .. comming vnto the companies, do licence them
to their lodgings. 1603 Florio Montaigne 11. iii. 210, I wil

nowdeparte, and licence the remainder ofmy soule [ Vulonner
conge aux restes de mon atue\. 1630 Wadsworth Pilgr. 17

Tuesdayes and Thursdayes . . on the after noones they are

licenced to the recreation of the open fields. 163* J. Hay-
ward tr. BiondPs Eromena 74 Having then taken instruc-

tions for the way, and licensed himsclfc from the King, he

set him forwards on his journey, a 1639 Wotton Parallel

in Reliq. {i6$i) 17 When he listed he couW licence bis

thoughts. 1676 Dryden Aurcngz. 1. i. 333 Sir, you were
pleas'd your self to License me. 1814 Scott Waverley xl,

Thus licensed, the chief and Waverley left the presence

chamber.

3. To grant 'a person) a licence or authoritative

permission to hold a certain status or to do

certain things, e.g. to practise some trade or

profession, to hold a curacy, to preach, to use

armorial bearings, to keep a dog, to carry a gun,

etc Const, for, to, and to with inf.

c 1400 Rom, Rose 7692, 1 am licenced boldely In divinitee

to rede. C14S0 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 7598 And besoght

his reuerence pat he walde bairn lycence In his dtocise to

haue place. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 102 None oughte

in holy chyrche to. .preche openly the worde of god but yf

he be specially lycensed therto. 1481 Caxton Reynard
(Arb.) 62, I am lycensyd in bothe lawes. 1555 Euen De-

cades 125 Beyng therto lycenced by the kynge of castile.

1638 Penit. Cottf. viii. (1657) 277 So licensing them (as it

were^ for Priestly power. 1764 Burn Poor Laws 72 Poor

folks licensed to beg out of the limits of any city or town

corporate. 1796 Morse Antcr. Geog. I. 270 Licensing can*

didates for the ministry. i8a8 Mtss Mitfokd Village Ser.

in. 178 Juditb Kent, widow, * Licenced * -as the legend im.

ported, * to vend tea, coffee, tobacco, and snuff".' 1830 Galt
Lawrie T. iv. ix. II. 78 Amos Bell had not been lee-

shanced above a week. 1878 Simpson Sch. Shaks. I. 23

The proclamation of July 8, 1557, licensing all English sub*

jects to fit out ships to molest the French and Scots. 1901

Durh. Dioc. Cat. 21$ Curates licensed.

b. To grant a licence permitting (a house,

theatre, etc.) to be used for some specified purpose.

1777 Parsons Let. in 15/A Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App.

1. (1896) 23a A petition . . for leave to bring in a bill to

license a theatre at Birmingham. 1868 [see Licensed///. «.].

1874 [see Licenser]. 188a Miss Braddon Ml. Royal in,

In which there is . . not even a cottage licensed for the sale

of ale.

4. To authorize the publication of (a book), or

the acting of (a play).

x6a8 Wither Brit. Rememb. Prer. 279 Were my writing

As true as that of holy lohns inditing, They would not

licence iu 1634 Documents agst. Prynne (Camden) 23

Mr. Buckner did lycence 64 pages of the booke. 1644

Milton Areop. (Arb.) 39 That no Book. .should be Printed

. .unlesse it were approv'd and licenc't under the hands of

2 or 3 glutton Friers. 1667 Poolk Dial, bettv. Protest, ff

Papist 155 Books Licensed hy the Approbation .. or your

Church. 1858 Halliwf.ll Diet. Old Plays 264 This play

was licensed on June 6th, 1634.

t b. To vouch for. Obs, rare.

1694 R. Blrthocge Reason 216 A Story Licensed by a

Person of Quality and of Great worth.

5. To allow liberty, free range, or scope to; to

privilege, tolerate. Obs. exc. in a.

1605 Bacon Adv. Learn, it. iv. § 1. 17 Poesie is ., in

measure of words for the most part restrained : but »n all

other points extreamely licensed. 1640 Ld. J. Dig by Sp.
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in Ho. Com. 9 Nov. 4, I shall, .with your Permission licence

my Thoughts too, a little. 1704 Steele Lying Lover 1. i. 9
Licence my innocent Flames, and give me leave to love

such charming Sweetness.

Licensed (brsenst)
,
ppl. a. [f. License v. +

-ei>i or Licence sb. 4--ed ^.]

1. To whom or for which a licence has been

granted ;
provided with a licence. Now often spec.

(of a bouse, etc.) licensed for the sale of alcoholic

liquor. Licensed victualler: see Victualler.
1631 Sherwood, Licenced, licencii. 1645 Milton Colast.

Wks. (1847) 222 The reasons of your licensed pamphlet are

good. 1765 Blackstone Comm. 1. viii. 325 There are now
eight hundred licensed coaches. 18 17 \V. Selwyn Law
Nisi Prius (ed. 4) II. 926 For the purpose of the licensed

act of trading., the person licensed was to be considered as

virtually an adopted .subject of this country. 1868 Nat.

Encyct. I. 414 A constable may at all times enter licensed

premises.

2. To whom or which liberty or free scope is

allowed ;
privileged, recognized, regular, tolerated.

1593 Donne Sat. iv. 228 He . . Icsts like a licens'd fool,

commands the law. 1640 H. Mill Nights Search 123 He
. . turn'd her out ; now she's a licenst whore. 1741 Pope

Dune. iv. 587 From Stage to Stage the licens'd Earl may
run. 1809-10 Coleridge Friend (1865) 32 The established

professions were.. licensed modes of witchcraft. 1828 Scott

M. Perth xxiii, Some, doubtless, Iretiredl to the licensed

freedoms of some tavern. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. cxiii,

Should licensed boldness gather force. 1859 Geo. Eliot

A. Bede vi, Imagination is a licensed trespasser. 1879

Frouoe Carsar xv. 229 Clodius was a licensed libertine.

Licensee (bisensf ). [f. License v. + -EE.]

One to whom a licence is granted.

1868 Nat. Encycl. 1. 411 A licensee who obliterates any

record upon his license is liable to a fine of 5/. 1879 Castle
Law Rating 82 A lodger within his own apartment is more
than a mere licensee.

Licenser (bi-sensai). [f. License v. + -er 1.]

One who licenses or gives authoritative permission

for something; esp. an official whose function it

is to license the publication of books or papers

{licenser of the press) }
or the performance of plays

{licenser ofplays), on being satisfied that they con-

tain nothing contrary to law or to public morals

or decency.
1644 Milton Areop. (Arb.) 47 Those books must be per-

mitted untoucht by the licencer. 1691 Wood Ath. Oxon.
II. 133 He was appointed by the Presbyterians a Licenser of

the Press in London. 1737 Ciiesterf. Sp. on Licensing

Bill in Hansard Part. Hist. (1812) X. 334 By good luck he

was not the licenser, otherwise the kingdom of France had
never had the pleasure.. of seeing that play acted. 1755
Johnson, Licenser, a granter of permission ;

commonly a

tool of power. 1811 Sir F. Buroett in Examiner 21 Dec.

816/1 Much had been said of the tyranny of having a super-

visor and licenser of the press. 1855 Macallay Hist. Eng.
xix. IV. 548 Sir Roger Lcstran^e .. had been licenser

under the last two Kings. 1874 Bixknill & Tuke Psych.

Med. (ed. 3) 2 The College of Physicians, whose licensers

were required to visit the houses which they had licensed.

1884 W. J. Cot'RTHOpE Addison v. 83 For a long time the

evanescent character of the newspaper allowed it to escape

the attention of the licenser.

Licensing (lai'sensirj), vbl. sb. [f. License v.

+ -in6 1.] The action of License v. in its various

senses.

1588 J. Udall Demonstr. Discip. (Arb.) 25 Licencing of

wandring preachers, is contrary to the word of God. 1761

Mem. to Ld. Mayor in Kntick Lotuion (17661 IV. 369 The
licencing public-houses by the county magistrates. 1777
Parsons Let. in \$th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. 1.

(1896) 232 The inhabitants, .dread the licensing of a theatre

as an evil which they would wish to prevent. 1827 in Picton

L'pool fllunic. Rec. (1886) II. 317 Regulations for the licens-

ing of Alehouses.
attrib. 1825 Macaulav Ess., Milton (1887) 28 With a

view to the same great object, he attacked the licensing

system. 1870 Daily Neivs 5 Dec, Reformatories, and
licensing bills, and trades unions, and municipal reforms.

1880 Athenaeum 18 Sept. 372/1 The multiplicity of univer-

sities and licensing boards is the greatest evil hi British and
Irish medicine.

Licensure lai-sensiuei). U.S. [f. Licensed.
+ -ube.] A licensing ;

esp. the granting of a

licence to preach.
1846 in Worcester (citing Godwin). 1870-4 Anoerson

Missions A mer. Bd. IV. xlii. 411 Seven young men, just

graduated from the Seminary, were carefully examined for

licensure.

tLrcent, sk Sc. Obs. rare- 1
. [Precise for-

mation uncertain ; cf. the following words.] — Li-

cence sb. ; in quot. attrib.

1676 in Rec. Convent. Roy. Burg/is (1878) III. 694 With-
out paying any toll or custom as is here called incoming
convoy, licent money and vijeil-gilt money, and last gilt.

t Li'Cent, a. Obs. rare. [? ad. L. licent-em, pr.

pple. of licere to be permitted : see Licence sb.

(But cf. the note on next word.)] Permitted.
1606 Day He ofGuts iv. ii. {1881) 79 The eldest day of our

licent abode at Court, is run out.

t Licent, v. Sc. Obs. Only in pa. t. and pa.

pple. licent. [? f. prec. (Hut perh. cf. Eng. dial.

Rcerid = licensed.)^ trans. To license, permit.

Also absol.

1536 Bellenhen Cron. Scot. (1821) I. 104 The nobillis of

Pichtis..war licent to returne haine. 1560 Rolland Crt.

Venus 111. 362 Thocht sa had bene his wife had bene on
Hue The law licent. .for to haif ane Concubine.

Licentiate (bise nji/t), sb. Forms : 4-5 licen-

245

ciat, -cyat, 6-7 licenciate, -tiat, 6-. licentiate,

[ad. med.L. licentidtus (see next) used absol. as sb.']

1. One who has obtained a licence or authorita-

tive permission to exercise some function.

fa. (See quot.) Obs.
c X386 Chaucer Pro/. 220 He [the frerel haddc power of

confessioun . . moore than a Curat, For of his ordre he was
licenciat.

b. One who has received a 1

licence ' from a uni-

versity, college, or the like. In early use sometimes
gen. = 'graduate'; more commonly spec, the holder of

a particular degree between bachelor and master or

doctor, still preserved in certain foreign universities

(cf. Sp. licenciato, F. licencii ; the latest use in

England was in the Cambridge degree of Licen-

tiate of Medicine \ Medicine liccntiatus, abbreviated

M.L.) which was abolished in 1859. In current

British use, almost exclusively in certain designations

indicating that the bearer of them has received a

formal attestation of professional competence or of

a certain degree of proficiency in some art from
some collegiate or other examining body : e.g. in

/ icentiate of the Royal College of Physicians ^ab-

breviated L.K.C.P.), Licentiate in Dental Surgery
(L.D.S.), Licentiate of the RoyalAcademy ofMusic
L.R.A.M.), LJcentiate of the College of Preceptors

(L.C.P.). The University of Durham grants the

title of Licentiate in llieology 1K.TI1.) to those who
pass a certain examination, open both to graduates

and non-graduates.
1489 Caxton Faytes ofA. lit. xix. 210 A scoler licencyat

atte Cambryge in Englande is come to the unyuersyte of

parys. 1555 Eden Decades 80 In the Ilande of saynte lolm
. . Alfonsus Mansus a licenciate [is bysshop]. 1595 A. Coim.ev
Wits Fits <y Fancies 82 A reuerend Licentiate at law was
a suter to a fair (Jentlewoman. 1604 10. ( 'i[kimstone1

D'Acosta^s Hist. Indies tv. vii. 225 Whenas the licentiate

Polio governed that Province, a 1639 Spottiswoop Hist.

Ch. Scott. (Spottiswoode Soc. 1847) I. 211 Alexander Barre,

licenciate in the laws succeeded .. and died .. 1397. 1669
WoomiKAD St. Teresa n. xxxv. 240 The next day . . comes
the Priest with the Licentiate. 1691 Wood Ath. Oxon. I.

345 He was made a Liccntiat of Divinity. 1726 AymfFk
Parergon 54 The Degree of a Licentiate or Master in this

Faculty. 1727-41 Chambkrs Cycl. s.v., Most of the officers of

judicature in Spain are known by no other name than that

of licentiates. Licentiate among us, is usually understood

of a physician, who has a licence to practice. 1779-81

Johnson L. P., Garth, The College of Physicians, in July,

1687, published an edict, requiring all the fellows, candi-

dates, and licentiates, to give gratuitous advice to the

neighbouring poor. 1789 Git.bon Autobiog. (1854) 29, I

should applaud the institution, if the degrees of bachelor or

licentiate were bestowed as the reward of manly and suc-

cessful study. 180s Med. Jml. XIV. 550 A member or

licentiate of the College of Physicians. 1826 Miss Mitfokij

Village Ser. ir. 188 As fatal as any prescription of licentiate

or quack. 1850 Pkescott Peru 1 1. 304 The licentiate, thus

commissioned .. embarked at Seville. 1857 Livingstone

Trav. Introd. 7, I was admitted a Licentiate of Faculty of

Physicians and Surgeons. 1901 IVhitakcrs Almanac• 268

Royal Academy of Music. There are.. 1,361 Licentiates

(L.R.A.M.). Ibid., College of Preceptors. Teachers .. are

granted diplomas of F.C.P., L.C.P. and A.C.P.

C. In the Presbyterian and some other churches :

One who holds a licence to preach but as yet bas

no appointment; a probationer.

1854 H. Miller Sch. <V Schtu. ii. (i860) 16 Four of the

Presbytery . . repaired to the parish church to conduct the

settlement of the obnoxious Licentiate. 1866 Carlvle
Remin. J. 118 Irving's preachings as a licentiate (or proba-

tioner waiting for fixed appointment) were always interesting.

2. nonce-use. One who claims or uses licence;

one who is not precise iti the observance of rules.

1605 Camden Rem., Anagrams (1657) 168 The licentiats

somewhat licentiously, lest they should prejudice poeticall

liberty, will pardon themselves for doubling or rejecting

a letter, if the sence fall aptly.

Hence Licentiateship, the dignity or condition

of a licentiate.

i88x Moan. Mag. XL1V. 202A Then he .. proceededto

pass the more difficult examination for the ' licentlate-ship

in his special subject.

t Licentiate, pa. pple. (and a.). Obs. Forms

:

4, 5 licenciat, -cyat, 6 liscenciat, 6-7 licenciate,

-tiat, 6- licentiate, [ad. med.L. licentidt-us, pa.

pple. of licenttare : see Licentiate v.]

1. Sc. Used as pa. pple. of Licentiate v.\

equivalent to the later licentiated. a. Allowed,

permitted, b. Licensed (to preach).

a. c 1500 Bk. Precedence in Q. Eliz. Acad. (1S69) 101 All

thingis be takin treuly as thai attest, ay liscenciat and

lovit with al ledis. 1565 Calfhill Treat. Crosse n. 52

Louain hath licenciate you, to make what lies ye lust

1582-8 Hist. James VI (1804) 283 The nobillmen arc for

the maist part liccntiat to Hue a libertine life in thair youth.

1639 Drlmm. of Hawth. Mem. State. Wks. (1711) 133

Certain verses . . being afterwards licentiate to be read, .

.

they were forgotten, a 1651 Caloerwood Hist. Kirk (1843)

11. 2 The bands of Scotish men of warre .. sail be hrokin,

and the men of warre licentiat to depart.

b. a x66o Hammond in Cotet's Senn. Conf 4 Ref. (1661)

29 Those that are.. to be licentiate for publick preachers.

1676 W. Row Contn. Blair's Autobiog. xii. (1848) 53° Some
ministers were licentiate by the Council.

2. adj. Freed from rules ;
assuming licence, un-

restrained, licentious.

1593 Nashe Chrises T. (16x3) 163 The world would
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count me the most licentiat loose straier vnder heauen, if

[etc.]. 1597 Bi\ Hall Sat. 1. ix, Our epigiammatarian-,
old and late, Were wont be blamed for too licentiate. i6o«

T. Campion Art Eng. Poetrie 41 Neither let any man
cavill at this licentiate abbrematmg of sillables. 1656 S. H.
Golden Law 39 All these miseries your licentiate liberty,

your freedom hath brought us to.

Hence f I.ice ntiateness.
1656 S. H. Golden Law 21 Licentiateness is not a liberty.

Licentiate (loiscnfWt), v. Also 6-8 -iat.

[f. med.L. licentiat-
,
ppl. siem of licentiate f. li-

centia Licence.]

1. trans. To give liberty to; to allow, permit

(something) to (a person) ; to allow
v
a personj to

(do something) or that (etc.). ? Obs.

1560 Rolland Crt. Venus ill. 138, I ;ow protest, }e wald
me licenciat . . That I may [etc.! 1637 Gillf.svik Eng.
Pop. Cerent. 11. iv. 22 Faithfull men . . have neither a doore

of enteiante, nor a doore of utterance licentiated to them.

1650 Di'KYK Just Re-prop. 2\ They rashly licentiat them-
selves unto many things. 1660 N. Ingelo Bentivolio <y

Urania I. (1682184 Their Chief Office is to licentiate Hypo-
crisie. a 1693 UrqnharVs Rabelais 111. xiii. 101 1 he Nurses
..are licentiated 10 recreate their Fancies. 1706 Mailk
Hist. Picts in Misc. Scot. I. 28 The Scuts willingly licenciat

them that habitation, a 1711 Kt-N Ilymnotheo Poet. Wks.
1721 J IL47 Tis Jesus Will that Angel to ordain, The Tyrant

to licentiate or restrain. 1791 18*3 D'Ikkaeli Cur. Lit.

1 1S06) 293/1 They were licentiated to go a begging,

tb. To give a licence to; to license. Obs.

1632 Liihgow Trav. vm. 367 They openly Lycentiat thicc

thousand common Stewes.

f2. To grant (a peison) a licence or faculty,

e.g. to practise medicine. Obs.

1650 H. IjRookk Couserz: Health To Rdr. A iii, Bred up
in.. that Faculty and licentiated in the practise theroff.

3. nonce- use. [After 1\ licencier or It. licenziarc.']

To discliaige (a servant).

1820 Byron Let. in Eng. Stud. XXV. 149 You may give

up the house immediately, and licentiate tlie Servitors.

Hence Lice ntiating vbl. sb.

1676 W. Row Contn. Blair's Autobiog. xii. 118481 528 He
spoke against the way of licentiating. 1694 R. L'Ksirangf.
t ables x.vxviii. 1714) 48 The Licentiating of anything that

is Course and Vulgar.

Licentiation ,l9i senjit7i,j.in). [f. Licentiatk

v. : see -atiok.] The action ol licensing ; now only,

the granting of a licence, e.g. to a medical prac-

titioner.

1643 J. Krmlman Serin. 35 There is a tacite licenliatiuii

or permission ofenour. 1880 K. Roi kkison in Eucytt.

Brit. XI. 1 9 j The system of medical lictntiation is year

by year becoming more stringent and more centralized.

Licentious (lsiscnjas;, a. Also licen-

cious. [ad. med.L. licentiosus, f. licentia Licence :

see -OUS. Cf. OF. licentieux T. licencieux).]

Characterized by licence or excessive assumption

of liberty.

1. Disregarding commonly accepted rules, de-

viating freely from correctness, esp. in matters of

grammar or literary style; overstepping customary

limits.

1589 Pcttenham Rnq. Pocsie II. viii. »Aib.) 95 Our maker
must not he too licentious in his concords. 1597 Hookek
Etcl. Pol. v. lix. § 2 This licentious and deluding arte,

which changeth the meaning of words. 1667 Denham
Direct. Paint, iv. xiii. 4 Poets and Painters are Licentious

Vouths. 1680 Roscommon Horace's Art Poet. 82 The
Tyber (whose licentious Waves, So often overflow'd the

neighbouring Fields
1

), Now runs a smooth and inoffensive

course, a 1701 Sedlky Venus «y Ad. Wks. 1722 II. 315 If,

Alas ! thy too licentious Mind Js still to vig'rous Sylvan

Sports inclined. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 86 r 12 The
rest are more or less licentious with respect to the accent.

1785 T. Balgly Disc. 174 1 1 is hard to say whether there he

greater inconvenience in too literal or too licentious an inter-

pretation of Scripture. 1837-9 Hallam Hist. Lit. I. 1. i.

§34. 30 Verse, .somewhat licentious in number of syllables.

1850 Gladstone Glean. V. cxliv. 256 To speak of a treaty

as subsisting between the State, .and the Church, .appears

a licentious use of terms. 1881 Wkstcott& Hort Gk. N. T.

Introd. § 186 Licentious as distingui*hed from inaccurate

transcription.

2. Unrestrained by law, decorum, or morality;

lawless, lax, immoral. Now rare on account of

the prevalence of the specific use 3.

'53S Act 27 Hen. VIII> c. 19 Vpon trust of sainctuaries

and the licencious liberties that heretofore haue ben..vsed

in the same. C1555 H ahpsfield Divorce Hen. VIII (Cam-
den) 272 What should I speak of the licentious liberty

that divers princes have usurped. 1607 Shaks. Timon
v. iv. 4 You haucfill'd the time With all Licentious mea-

sure, making your willes The scope of lusdce.
^
1683 Brit.

Spec. 61 Rights and Priviledges, which licentrous people

make their pretence of contesting with their Sovereigns.

1687 T. Brown Saints in Uproar Wks. 1730 I. 79 'I here s

no stopping your licentious tongue. 171s Pope Iliad it.

261 But chief he gloried with licentious style, To lash the

great. 1733 Neal Hist. Purit. II. 161 The licentious

printing of Popish books. 1737 Chesterx. Sp.on Licensing

Bill in Hansard Pari. Hist. (1812) X. 338^ J he only place

where they (Courtiersl can meet with any just reproof is a

free though not a licentious stage. 1767 T. Hutchinson

Hist. Mass. II. ii. 147 The licentious practice .. of making

depredations upon foreign nations. 1788 Gibbon Decl. $ F.

xxvii. (1875) 441/1 A loud and licentious murmur was echoed

through the camps and garrisons of the west. 1803 Med.

Jml. IX. 472 Led astray by the premature illusions of a licen-

tious fancy. 1809 Jefferson Writ. {1830) IV. 127 The
lying and licentious character of our newspapers. 1859 J.

Cumming Ruth x. 160 It leaves not one peg for the Anli-

nomian to hang his licentious crotchets upon.
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absoL 1595 Daniel Civ. Wars v. Ixxvi, In the Licentious I

yet it bred Despite.

3. Disregarding the restraints of chastity ; liber-

tine, lascivious, lewd. In modern usage the pre-

vailing sense.

1555 Eoen Decades (Arb.) 53 Dissolute lyuynge, licen-

tious talke, & such other vicious behauours. 1590 Shaks.

Com. Err. 11. i. 135 How deerely would it touch thee to the

quicke, Shouldst thou but heare I were liceneious? i6o»

Warner Alb. Eng. xti. Ixxv. 313 The pompious Prelacie of

Rome, and Hues lycentious thear. i68» Burnet Rights

Princes v. 177 This licentious Prince was, by reason of those

scandals of his Life, less able or willing to grapple with the

Ecclesiastical Power. 1769 Robertson Chas. V. vir. Wks.

1813 111. 54 Whose licentious morals all good men de-

tested. 1835 Lytton Rienzi 1. iv, Seeking occasion for a

licentious gallantry among the cowering citizens. 1840

Dickens Barn. Rndgs xvt, A spectre at their licentious

feasts. 1864 D. G. Mitchell Sev. Star. 326 He indulged

freely in the licentious intrigues of Venice.

absol. 1837 Ht. Martineau Soc. Amer. 111. 148 The
pleasures of the licentious are chiefly supplied from thai,

class. I

f4. quasi-a.fo. With licence or liberty ;
freely.

c 1425 Found. St. Bartholomew's 31 More licencyous we
may passe yn-to otbir.

Licentiously (bise-njasli), adv. [f. prcc. +
-ly -'.] In a licentious manner.

1. Without regard to limit or rule : loosely.

1561 T. Norton Calvin s Inst. Pref., If they will haue
the boundes of the same Fathers. .to he stedfastly kept:

why doo they.. so licentiously passe them? 1577 tr. Bel-

linger's Decades (1592) 380 The Nazarites .. had hereto-

fore liued too lyeeneiously. 1589 Plttenham Eng. Poesie

it. iv. (Arb.) 89 Our auncient rymers . . vsed these Cesurcs

either very seldome . . or eLe very licentiously. 1615 K-

Long tr. Bat clay's Argent's 11. i. 67 Lycogenes uttered this

sparingly . . hut his fellowes did more hcenciously pre^se

the King's dishonour. 1751 Earl Orrery Remarks Swift

11752) 177 When I am writing to you ..1 ., wander licen-

tiously out of my sphere. 1804 Ann. Rev. 11. 19 2 No
poem was ever so licentiously translated as the English

Lusiad. 1894 Westm. Gas. 3 Jan. 1/2 Discussion .. would
otherwise have been licentiously prolonged.

2. Without regard to law, dccoium, or morality
;

lawlessly, outrageously. Now rare.

1581 Savii.e Tacitus' Hist. iv. x. (1612) 153 Licentiously

to commit all enormities. 1643 Prynne Sot. Poiver Dart.

App. 58 That no mnn should aspire to the Crowne licen-

tiously. 1652 Needham tr. Selden's Marc Cl.\\ That every

one might do therein licentiously, all tbat which it pleaseth
-

him. 1736 Butler Anal. 1. ii. 61 Let thein act as licen-

tiously as they will. 1781 S.Peters Hist. Connecticut 12

Without shewing their right to the spot : they licentiously

chose it.

3. Lasciviously, lewdly.

1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. 1. 26 b, I speake not .

.

how licentiously painters and caruer.s haue in this point

shewed their wantonnesse. 1571 Goldish; Calvin on Ps.

xxx. 7 They licentiously folow their owne lusts. 1655

Hratiiwait Comment. Two Tales (1901) 36 It is not good
to touch a woman. To which she answers ; not inordi- I

nately or licentiously. 1882-3 Sen aff Ency^ L Rflig EncyJ.
I, 150/2 The Phoenician and Syrian female divinities were

'

worshipped licentiously.

Licentiousness ^Uise'njasnes). [f. as prec.

+ -NESS.] The quality of being licentious.

1. Assumption of undue freedom ;
disregard of 1

nils or correctness; laxity, looseness.

1568 H. U. tr. P. Martyr's Rom. 441 b, Neither let him
with overmuche licentiousnes vse what meates he lust.

1612 tr. Benvenutc's Passenger 1. ii. § 92. 165 It is too great

hcentiousnesse for a servant to goe out without leaue, 1650

K. Stahylton Strada's Loiv C. Warres 1. 15 They some-
times come nearer to licentiousness, then liberty. 1684 tr.

BoneVs Merc. Comfit, xvm. 6x0 Nor can this new Licen-

tiousness of Weeding be any way defended. 1778 I5r.

Lowth Trans/. Isaiah Prcl. Dissert, (ed. 12* 45 The differ-

ence, .is not to be imputed to the licentiousness of the trans-

lator. 1788 H.Walpols Lett. iv. 127 Corneille, Racine, Pope,

exploded the licentiousness that reigned before them. 1817

Bentham Pari. Re/. Catech. (1818) 76 The inconsistency

between the licentiousness on this point in this situation, and
the comparative strictness in other public situations. 1883

Bcrgom Revision Revised 31 Nothing else but depravations

of the text, the result of inattention or licentiousness.

2. Disregard of law, morality, or propriety; out-

rageous conduct. Now rare.

1553 Eden Treat. Nave ind (Arb.) 31 By which iheyr

licentiousnes, the people of the Hand bcyng prouoked. 165a

Neeuham tr. Selden's Mare CI. 14 Such licentiousness or

Anarchie is abhorred both of God and nature. 1701 Swift
Contests Nobles $ Commons Wks. 1755 1 1. 1. 38 The custom
of accusing the nobles to the people.. having been always
looked upon.. as an effect of licentiousness, 1796 Morse
Amer. Geog. I. 325 That licentiousness and anarchy which
always follow a relaxation of the moral principles. 1815

Mackintosh France in 1815 Wks. 1846 111. 187 The licen-

tiousness with which they had exercised their saturnalian

privileges, a 185a Webster Wks. (1877) II. 392 That au-

thorized licentiousness that trespasses on right.

3. Lasciviousness, lewdness.

1586 W. Wkbbe Eng. Poelrie (\rh.) 83 The Hcencions-

nesse of theyr songes . . is hurtfull to discipline and good
manners, a 1631 Donxb in Select. (1840) 24 Though thou

haue no farther taste of licentiousness in thy middle age.

1631 Gouge G<x?s Arroivs ut. xxviit. 233 Gods wrath

against ,, prophanene.sse, lewdnesse, and hcenliousnesse,

17*7 Swift Let. Eng. Tonguc Wks. 1753 II. 1. 187 That
licentiousness which entered with the restoration. 176*

J, Urown Poetry <J-
Mus. xi. 191 Poem , was now declared

to be the J*awd of Licentiousness. 1838 Dickens Mich.

Nick, xix, The licentiousness and brutality of so old a hand
as you. i8$6 Fkoude Hist. Eng. (1858) I. iii. 194 Among
the clergy properly so called.. the prevailing offence was

246

not crime, but licentiousness. 1873 Symonds Grk. Poets
viii. 244 Aristophanes accepts licentiousness as a fact which
needs no apology.

Xiich ijitj . Obs. cxc. arch, and in Comb. Forms

:

a. 1-2 Ho, 4-5 liche, lyche, 6 lytche, 7, 9 litch,

3-7, 9 lich, lych ; in comb. 5 lege , 6 9 leech-, 9
laach- (see also Lich-gate, Lieu-owl.), PI. 1 lie,

3, 5 lichee. £. 2-5lik(e, (4lijk), 7, oTike, lyke.

PL 9 likes. [OE. lie str. neut. = OFris. Itk, OS.
lie (LG. Ucht, like, Du. lijk), OlIG. lih ncut. and
fem. (MHG. lick fern., also weak liche, G. leiche

dead body\ ON. Ilk (Sw. lik, Da. ilfc), Goth, leik

OTeut. *liko
m

neut. Comparison with the cog-

nate words (sec Liche, Like a.
t
Like v.) suggests

that the original sense was prob. 'form, shape '.

The OE. lie became by normal development Uch{e in the

south and like in the north ; hence the diversity of forms
above. Cf. ditch, dike.]

1. = Body. a. Tne living body. Also the trunk,

as opposed to the limbs.
Btonwf/'733 \>xt he jcdaelde. . anra gehwylces lif wi5 lice.

a 900 Cynewulf Crist 1326 pendan bu somod lie & sawle

lifgan mote. C1205 Lay. 17694 For an his bare liche he
weorede ane burne. a 1225 Juliana het..beten hire

swa luftere bat hire leofliche lich lioeri al oblode. a 1275
Prov. Ml/red *ii in O.E. Misc. 131 So deS be salit on Acs,

suket buru is liche. c 1300 Bekct 259 The here he dude i

next his liche his fleisches maister to beo. 1340-70 Alisann-

der 195 Liliwhite was hur liche. 1362 Langl. PI. A. XI.

2 A wyf . . |?at lene was of lich and of louh chere. a 1400-30

A lexander 2931 j?e Htillaike of his like lathcly bat bai spyse.

ibid. 141 Ilc.hini. clethis All his liche in lyn clabe.

b. A dead body ; a corpse.

Beowulf 2127 Ili'o Jaet lie wthner feondes f;e8mum
under fir^enstrcam. c 893 K. A'a eked Oros. 1. i. § 23 1

Ealle ba hwile be bxt lie bi5 inne, bser sceal Leon
drync & ple^a. 1154 O. E. Chron. an. 1135 (Laud MS.)

J>a namen his sune & his frend & brohten his lie to

Engle lande. c if05 Lay. 3862 Heo nomen Morganus liche

& leide hit on vrben. c 1*50 Gen. <fr
Ex. 2447 Kgipte folc.

.

first Ax. niit 5e liches heflen. a 1300 Cursor A/". 19785 Til-

ward bat like lie turnd his face, '{a 1300 XI I'ains Hell 78
in O. /•'. Misc. 149 A water. , bat ..stynkeb so for holde lych.

t 1440 Promp. Pan>. 302^2 Lyche, dedc body. £1470 Henry .

Wallace 11.332 Qnha aw this lik he bad hir nocht deny.

1806 Sir Olnf'm Jamieson Balla fs I. 222 Three likes were
j

ta'en frae the castle away. 1895 IUring-Gould in Minster
Mag. 239 'Thomas maketh a beautiful lych, that her do.'

2. Comb.: t lich-bell, ?a hnnd-bell rung before

a corpse; t lich-fowl = Lich owl
;
flich-holm.a

shtubofsome kind; lich-house[cf.3)tt.///'/r;///«/j],

a dead-house, a mortuary ; flich-lay, a rate levied

to provide a church-yard ^cf. Lay 4) ; lich- I

path = U<h-way\ flich-rest, a place for a corpse

to rest, a buiiabplaec ; + lich-song, ? singing at a

lyke-wakc; lich-stone, a stone to place the coffin

on at the lich-gate
;
flich-wal, -wale, a plant (see

[

quots.)
; f lich-way, a path along which a corpse 1

has been carried to burial (this in some districts

being supposed to establish a right of way) ; flich-

wort, a plant (sec quots.). Also Lich-gate,

LlCH-OWL, Lykl-wake.
1411 in Warner Hist. Abb. Glaston. (1826) App. 99, j pro-

cessional, j old gradual, iij new *lychebells. 1449 Yatton
)

Churchw. Acc. (Som. Rec. Soc.) 90 tor a lege bell and
j

the mendyng of another ij\ ij
1

. 155a in \T. Money Ch.

Goods Berksh. (1879) 19 Two lytchebellcs of bell metalle.

1611 Cotgr., F.jfraye, a Scricheowle, or *Lychefowle. 1614

Sco. Venus (1876) 30 These goblins, lien-fouls, Owls, and
night-crows to At murthers raile. aijfijSinon. Barthol.

(Anecd. Oxon.) 13 Bruscus, frutex efft Michcholm. cxtoei

Trin. Coll. Horn. 169 Alswo ofte swo prest singeft bis

bede at *lich huse he IctcJ. 1559 Extracts Aberd. Reg.

(1844^ I. 324 Ane tenement of land within the yard and
lichowss thairof [sc. of the parish church! 1850 Ecclcsi-

ologist X. 339 We .. propose .. with some degree of con-

fidence,- Lich- House. 1898 Pall Mall Mag. Mar. 430/2

He had it [the corpse] brought up and laid in his lych-

house. 1753 in Picton L'fiool Mnnic. Rec. 1886) II. 170 To
purchase a church yard on a *Lych Ley for St. Thomas's
Church. 186a Church Builder Apr. 48 That path up which
you came . . used formally to be called the *Lich-path be-

cause all the funerals came along that path, triooo St.

Mildreds in Sax. Leechd. III. 430 Heo &a hyre "Hcrcste

^eceas on eli^ byrU. C1105 Lay. 17225 And swa bu hit

scalt leden to here lich-raste. 1558 Yatton Churchw. Acc.

(Som. Rec. Soct 170 Of Wyllam Worthe for the lyche-reste

of lone his wyf vf. viii*. 0675 in Rec. Presbyi. Inver-

ness 4 Dingwall (Sc. Hist. Soc) 121 note, Discharging, all

. .*Lyksongs, fidling and dancing. 186a Athenarum 30 Aug.

379 I
In North Devon] Passing through the lich-gate, the

"corpse is placed upon the *Tich-stone. <r»4SO Alphita
(Anecd. Oxon.) 72/2 Granum diureticum, anglice *lichewal.

1597 Gerabdk Herbal 11. clxxx. 487 In English Gromell

:

of some Pearle plant, and of others Lichwale. 1863 Prior
Plant-n., Lichwale, .. the gromwell, Lithosf>ermum offi-

cinale, L, 1587 Fleming Contn. Holinshed 1 1 1. 303/2 Ad-
uertised of .. a *leech waie to be made ouer his land, with-

out his leaue or consent. 1787 in Grose Prov. Gloss.,

Leech-way, the path in which the dead are carried to be

buried. Exm. C1450 Alfihita (Anecd. Oxon.) 51/2 Ebulus
nel Ebula gall, eble angl. welle-uort uel *licheuart. 'la 1500

MS. Bodl. 536 in Sax. Leechd. III. 736/1 Peritoria .i. peri-

tory or lychewort. 1597 Gfrarde Herbal App., Lichwort

is Pellitorie of the wall. 1880 Britten & Holland Plant-

n., Lichwort, Parieiaria officinalis, L.

Hence + Iti chless a. Obs., without a dead body.
c\t$o Gen. <y Ex. 3164 Do was non biging of al egipte

lich-Ies, so mani^e dead oor kipte.

Lich, obs. form of Like; Litch dial., bundle.

t Licham. Obs. Forms: 1-2 lichama, -homa,

LICHEN.

2 licama, 2-4 licorae, lic(c)-, lich-, lick-, lik-

ham(e, likame, 4 5 lyc-, lygh-, lykam(e, 5-6 Sc.

lec-, lekame, (5 licaym), V 7 (ballad corruption)

Iingcau. [OK. lichama, -homa = OFris. liceoma,

lichama, likma, OS. likhamo (MPu. lichame, Du,
lichaam), OHG. lihhamo, lihmo (MHG. lichamc

y

licham , OX. likame,nnore commonly in str. form
likam-r (Sw. lekam, Da. legeme) OTeut. type

*liko liawc>t- wk. masc, f. *liko- Lien, body +
*hamon-, OF. hama sliape, covering, garment.

(OlIG. had also a syntactical combination of the

same meaning, lihhinamo, *lihhin-hamo, from the

genitive of a wk. sb. lihha = Liche ; hence MHG.
lichnam{c, mod.G. leich/tam.)
It has been suggested that the word was originally poetical,

describing the body as the 'fleshly garment' of the soul.

Cf. OE.fcdcrhama Featherham.J
The body ; the living body

; also, the body as the

seat of desire and appetite.

r888 K. i^lLFRKn Boeth. xxxiv. § 9 Se lichoma bi8 lichoma
ba hwile be he his Hm\i ealle ha:f&. c 1000 Ags.Gosp. Matt,
vi. 22 Dines lichaman leohifa;t is Sin eaje, a 1175 Cott. Horn.
229 l)rihten.,astahtoheofene..tnidban ilee licama be he on-
browode. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 47 pa. hi-com his licome swiSe
fehlc. a 1150 Owl <V Xighi. 1052 An lerde^t hi to don shome
An un-ri3t of hire licome. a 1300 Cursor M. 635 Uath war
naked bar licam, liot bar for thoght bam pen na schani.

ibid. 22324 Wit-vtcn last al his licam \F.din. MS. liccame].

1393 Langl. /\ PI. C. 1. 32 For no lykerouse lyflode hure
lyicame to plese. ?<z 1400 Morie Arth. 3282 His lire and
his lyghame lamede fulle sore. 14x6 Acdelay Poems 17

To sle the lust of bore lycam, and bore lykyng. c 1440
I ~ork Myst. v. no A! Eue, bou art to blame . . me shames
with my lyghame. C1450 Holland Honvlat 900 He lukit

to his lykame that lemyt so licht. a 1510 Dorct.As K. Hart
1. 11 In all his lusty lecam nocht ane spot, a 1783 A". Henry
v. in Child Ballads L 299 He's thrown to her his gay mantle

Says * Lady, hap your lingcan '.

b. A dead Ixjdy ; a corpse.
fiiif$ Ancr. R. 106 J>er leien ofte licomes iroted buuen

eoroe. a 1300 Cursor A/. 12295 Dun o bis loft he yod, Til

he com bar bat licam lai. Ibid. 24599 Quen his licam in

stan was laid, Alias * alias ! ful oft was said.
>
c 1470 Hkxry

Wallace vn, 281 With a claith I couerit his licaym.

t Li chamly, a. Obs. [OE. llchamlic : see

Licham and -ly l. Cf. Du. lichamelijk, Icel. llkam-

ligr.'] Bodily; of the nature of the body; of or

pertaining to the body, carnal.

c 888 K. /Elfred Boeth. xi. § 2 Hi wilnodon 5acs lichomlican

dea&es. . wi5 baem ecan life, c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke iii. 22 Se
hale^a gast astah lichamiicre ansyne.^ c 1175 Lamb. Horn.

97 Hi neren aferede of nane licamliche pinunge. a 1225

Leg. Rath. 42 Wi& stronge tintreohen and licomliche pinen.

a 1*15 Ancr. R. 4 J>e o3cr riwle. .riwlefl be licome & licom-

liche deden. c\xy> Hali Meid. 3 Fleschliche bohles bat

leaded be it drahen .. to licomliche lustes. ri»7S Passion
our Lord 51 in O. E. Misc. 38 Mvchel volk hym vulede ..

Summe for beon yuedde of lykamlyche vode.

tLi chamly, adv. Obs. [OE. lichamlicc : see

Licham and -ly 2
] Bodily ( = Bodily adv. 1 and

2) ; in a bodily manner or foim ; in the flesh.

r9oc*tr. Bicda's Hist. 111. xiii. [xv.J (1890) 200 J>eah be he
lichomlice fcer xfweard wxre. c 1175 Lamb.Hom. 89 We ne
inoten halden moyNes e licamliche, a iatS Ancr. R . 40

jtif me .. slien nu heortlichc. & hwon ich deie goslliche, a

domesdeie al licomliche, into 3e bILsse of heouene. a rz+m

UreisHK in Cot!. Horn. 185 Ase bu licomliche iwend iwen4
me from ihe worlde.

t Iiiche. Obs. Also 3 like, 4-5 lyke. [CJE.

{man-, sivin-)lita = Goth. {man-)leika, OHG.
{inan-)licha; cogn. w. Lich.] Form, figure, guise.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 2q Al swa e5a bu mihtest .. smiten of

bin a^en hcauefl, and gan eft to bin a^ene liche. ciaoo
Trin. Coll. Horn. 50 |>c deuel com on neddre liche to adain.

c 1*00 Ormjn 5813 An der off ha fowwre der Wass inn an
manness like, a i«s Ancr.R. 224 pe bet is com to in one
wilderne^se in one wummone liche. 1387 Tkevisa Higdeti

(Rolls) II. 283 perfore sche jSemiramisJ desgised hir self in

he childes liche. ibid. V. 239 pc devel appcred to be le«ves

..in Moyses his liche. 1390 Gowkr Conf. I. 143 In stede of

man a bestes lyke He syh. <r«470 Golagros
<J-

Gaw. 858

Thai lufly led is in lyke, thai layid on in ane ling.

Liche, obs. form of Lrkch, Like.

Lichee, variant of Litchi.

Lich.en (bi*keu), sb. [a. L. lichen, ad. Gr.

A^tx^^^, in all the senses below. Cf. F. lichen, Sp.

liqiicn, It. lichene.

Not in Johnson. The pronunciation (li'tfen) is given in

Smart without alternative, and most of the later Diets,

allow it a second place ; but it is now rare in educated use.]

fl. =Livernvokt; the lichens and liverworts

having formerly been included in the same group.

»6oi Holland Pliny II. 245 Another kind of Lichen or

Liuerwort there is, cleauing wholly fast vpon rockes and
stones in manner of moss. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Snpp.,

Lichen, liverwort in botany, the name of a genus of mosses.

1759 Stiijjngfu Gedner's Use Curiosity Misc. Tracts (1762)

180 The vertues of the lichenes or liverworts upon animate

bodies, .are not inconsiderable.

2. One of a class of cellular cryptogenic plants,

often of a green, grey, or yellow tint, which grow
on the surface of rocks, trees, etc. Also collect.

According to the modern theory, now generally accepted,

the lichen is a fungus parasitic upon an algal, whose form

is somewhat modified by the influence of the parasite.

I1601 Holi-and Pliny II. 169 As well in this wild kind as

in planted Plum trees of the hortyard, there is tt> he found

a certain skinny gum, in Greek called Lichen, which hath a

wonderfull operation to cure the rhagadiesor chaps.] 1715

Delacusi k tr. Boerhaave's Aphorisms 313 The famous



LICHEN,

earthy ash-colourM moss call'd Lichen. 1789 E. Darwin
Bot. Gard, it. (1791) 29 Where frowning Snowden bends his

dizzy brow. .Retiring lichen climbs the topmost stone. 1796
Coleridge To Yng. Friend on Domestic* with Author 4
Where .. coloured lichens with slow oosing weep. 1830
Lindlev Nat. Syst. Bot. 325 Lichens arc distinguished by
their want of a distinct axis of growth. 1856 Stanley Sinai

9f Pal. viii. (1858) 320 Aged trees covered with lichen, as if

the relics of a primeval forest long since cleared away.

1887 Algie Guide to Forres 66 The coral -like gray lichen.

1893 Bridges Shorter Poems v. Winnowers 8 The red roofs

nestle, oversprent With lichen yellow as gold.^

3. Path, A skin disease, characterized by an

eruption of reddish solid papules over a more or

less limited area.

1657 Physical Diet., Lichen, a tetter, or ringworm. 1727-

41 Chambers Cycl., Lichen* a cutaneous distemper, other-

wise called impetigo. 1842 Hurgkss Man. Dis. Skin 189
Lichen is not confined to any period of life, or to either sex.

1888 Syd. Soc. Lex, s.v., Many authors regard lichen,

strophulus, and eczema, as forms of the same disease.

f 4. After a L. use in Pliny: A callous excrescence

on the leg of a horse or ass (? ~ Chestnut 6). Obs.

1607 Topskll Four-/. Beasts 1 1658) 22 There i* a collection

of certain hard matter about an asses legs, called 1 lichen',

which if it be burned and beaten, and put into old oil, will

cause hairs to grow out of baldness. 1661 Lovf.ll Hist,

Anim. <\ Min. 81 The fume of the lichens, helps the falling

sickness,

5. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attributive, as

(sense 2) lichen-dust, -flora, -fungus, -moss, -spot* I

-thallus* -tuft ;
(sense 3) Hehen-ectema* -spot ; b.

instrumental, as lithen-clad, -clothed, -crusted*

-laden> -malted* -lasselled adjs. ; c. similativc, as

lichen green, -like adjs. ; lichen-starch, a kind of

starch associated with lichenin in Iceland-moss.

1848 Chambers' Inform. I. 563/2 A stunted *licheii-clad

bole. 1859 Iephson Brittany vii. 95 An immense 'lichen-

clothed menhir. 1886 If. F. Lester Under two Fig Trees

232 An old boundary stone *liehen»crnsted. 1880 G. Mkrr-
dith Trag. Com. (1881) 117 He snapped the *Iichen-dusl

from his fingers. 1000 J. Hutchinson Archives Surg. XL
195 The patient had suffered from "lichen-eczema from the I

age of 20. 1857 W. A. Leighton (title) The *Lichen- Flora
|

of Great Britain. 1875 Bennett & Dyer Sachs' Hot. 273
Alga:.. known as the hosts of "Lichen-fungi. 1898 Daily
News 8 Oct. 6/4 Folds of *lichen-green velvet about the

shoulders. 1889 Hissey Tour in Phaeton 49 The old build-

ings, .with . .*liclien-laden roofs. 1885 H. O. Forbes Nat.
Wand. E. Archip. toi Blocks of weather-beaten, "lichen-

matted trachyte, i860 Ruskin Mod. Paint. V. vt. x. § 25
The silver *hchen-spots rest, star like, on the >tone. 1897

J. Hutchinson Archives Surg, VII I. 223 The initial stage

was a lichen spot, of which there were many around the

patches. 1897 Mary Kingsley W. Africa 572 The heavily

*licnen-tassclled fringe of the forest-belt. 1856 \V. L.

Lindsay Pop. Hist. Brit Lichens 39 The . . tissues of the

*Lichen-thallns. 1832 R. Cattermole Becket etc. 191 1

Ashes.. gray with *lichen-tufts.

Hence Li chenless a., destitute oflichens.

1843 Ruskin Mod. Paint. I. 11. 1. vii. § 36 His very rocks
'

are lichenless.

Lichen (larken), v* [f. Lichen sb*] trans.

To cover with lichens.

1859 Tennyson Elaine 44 There they lay till all their

bones were .. lichen'd into colour with the crags. 1862
Maciu. Mag. Sept. 426 How was it [island 1 lichened and
mossed? 1864 Sir J. K. James Tasso in. xiii. note, Turrets
lichened with gold.

fig* 1883 Harpers Mag. Feb. 438 '2 Popular superstition

has not had time yet to lichen over the familiar objects of
his country-side.

Hence Li'chened ppl. a,, Li'chening vbl. sb,

1823 Praeo Poems (1865) 1 1. 274 O'er the natural tomb
The lichened pine rears up its form of gloom. 1887 Ruskin
Prafterita II. 401 The deeply lichened stones of its low

j

churchyard wall. 189a Comh, Mag. Sept. 230 The rude-
j

ness of the masonry and the lichening of the stones were no
real indications of antiquity.

Lichenaceous (Uiken^'Jas), a. [(, Lichen
sb* + -ACEOUS.J Having the character of a lichen,

j

i88t Griffith & Henfrey Microgr. Diet, (ed. 4), Ope- 1

grapha, a genus of Graphideae (Lichenaceous Lichens .

Lichenal (lai'kenal), a, and sb* [ad. mod.L.
lUhcndlis, f. L. lichen Lichen sb.] a. adj* Of or

pertaining to a lichen. Lichenal Alliance: Lind-
'

ley's name for the group of lichens, b. sb* A mem- I

ber of the^' Lichenal Alliance', a lichen,
1846 Lindi.ey Veg, Kingdom 45 Alliance III. Lichenales.—

The Lichenal Alliance. 1854 A. Adams, etc. Man. Nat.
Hist. 532 Lichenals (Lichenales).

Lichenian ^leikrnian), a. [see -I an.] =next.
1889 A mer. Naturalist XXI 1 1. 5 The ' Lichenian reaction

'

is seen in all lichens and in none of the fungi.

Lichenic (hike*nik), a* Chetn* [see -ic] Of
or pertaining to lichens. Lichenic acid* an organic

acid obtained from lichens ; its salts are Li-chenates.
1836-41 Brande Chetn. (ed. 5) 1198 Lichenic Acid ap-

parently much resembles the boletic . .The lichenates of am-
monia, potassa, and soda, are soluble and crystallizable.

1871 W. L. Lindsay in Q. Jrnl. Microscop. Sci. XI. 39
Certain true Lichens, . . giving lichenic reactions with iodine.

Lichenicolons (laikcnrktftes), a. ff. Lichen
sb. + L. eol-?rc to inhabit + -ous.] Inhabiting

lichens.

1855 in Mayne Expos. Lex. 1871 W. L. Lindsay in

Q.Jrnl. Microscop. Sci. XI. 28 This group of Lichenicolous
Microscopic Parasites has been little studied.

Licheniform (torkenif/im), a* [f. Lichen sb,

+ -(i)form.] Having the form of a lichen.

1855 in Mayne Expos* Lex, 1867 H. Spencer Princ,
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Biol, § 186 II. 24 Some of the inferior liverworts are quite
lichernform, and are often mistaken for lichens.

Lichenin (bi kenin). Chem* Also lichenine.
[f. Lichen sb. + -in.] A kind of starch obtained
from Iceland moss and other lichens.
1836-41 Brande Client* (ed. 5) 1090 Lichen Starch. Lich-

enin. 1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 6s8 Lichenin.
1861-93 Cooke Struct.^ Bot. 0 Lichenine. 1885 Goodalk
Physiol. Bot. 358 Lichenin is abundant in certain lichens.

Iiichenism (larkeniz'm. [f. Lichen sb* +
-ISM.] 'The special symbiosis between alga and
fungus occurring in lichens.
1887 Garnsey & Balfour tr. De Bary's Fungi 419 Species

of Algae.. so adapted to lichenism that they can no longer
attain their full development outside the Li< hen-combina-
tion. 1895 Oliver tr. Ker ner's Nat. Hist. Plants 1 1. 692.

Iiichenist (torkenist). [f. Lichen j£. + -ist.]

= Lichenoloc;ist.
1833 W. J[. Hooker Smith's Eng. Flora V. 144 The great

Swedish Lichenist. 1861 H. Macmillan Footn.fr* Page
Nature 73 The French Hellenists, Tulasne and Itzigsohn.
186a Ansted Channel 1st, 11. viii. (ed. 2) 189 A glance at a few
of the more obscure genera, . . will convince every lkhenist
that much yet remains to be done.

Lichenivorous (laikenrv6ras\ a. [f. L. lichen

+ - i)vor-us devouring + -ors.] Lichen-eating.
1854 Zoologist XII. 4377 Lichenivorous or herbivorous

ruminant-.

Lichenize (bi'kenaiz), v. [f. Lichen sb, +
-ize.J trans. To cover with lichens. Hence
Li chenized ///. a*

1839 Murchison Silur. Syst. 1. xxiii. 297 Above the
weathered and lichenized surfaces of the sandstone.

Licheno- (tarkeno), combining form used (with

hyphen) to form adjs. signifying the presence of

the disease Lichen in connexion with some other.

1897 J. Hutchinson Archives Surg. VIII. 222 Sym-
metrical licheno- lupoid eruption on the calves of the legs.

Ibid. 223 The patches, .being not a mere pigmentation, but
distinctly a licheno-lupoid thickening.

Lichenographer bikeiygiafoi). [Lichen
Sb. + -

v
o)GKAL'UKR.] - next. In mod. Diets.

Lichenographist(biken^grnftst). [f.LuiiEN

sb, + -(o)grai,hiSt.J One who describes lichens

;

one who is versed in lichenography.
1848 in Ckaig. 1863 Hitchcock Kemin. Amherst Coll. 42.

Lichenography bi ken^grafi). [f. Lichen
sb. + -(oJgkaphy.J The systematic description or

study of lichens. Hence Li chenogra phic,

Liehenographical adjs.* of or pertaining to

lichenography.
1824 Watt Bibt. Brit. Subjects, Lichenography. 1828

Webster, Lichenographk\ Lichenographical. 1848 in

Craig; and in later Diets.

Lichenoid (brkenoid N
, a. [f. Lichen sb. -t-oid.]

1. Bot* Resembling a lichen ; lichen-like.

1830 Lindley Nat* Syst. Hot. 332 Opegrapha and other
Lichenoid, .genera. 1866 Intell. Observ. No. 53. 34oCorru-
gated or lichenoid ball. 1882 P. Gkddfs in Nature No.
642. 36 1 The hypothesis of the lichenoid nature of the alliance

between alga and animal.

2. Path. Resembling the disease lichen (see

Lichen sb. j\
1859 Semple Diphtheria 97 A whitish, lichenoid, pellicular

,

exudation, .covered a third of the surface of the left tonsil.

1899 J. Hutchinson Archives Surg. X. 175 His forehead ,

and some other parts were covered with a form of lichenoid

eczema.

Lichenologist (bi^ken^lod^isr. [f. Lichen
sb. + -(o)i.ogist.] One versed in lichenology.

1830 LttcoLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 332 The arrangement .. of
Acharius has been adopted by lichenologists of this country

and of most others. 1874 Cooke Fungi 11 No lichenologist

of repute has as yet accepted the theory.

Lichenology (biken^rldd^i). [f. Lichen sb.

+ -(o)logy.] The science that treats of lichens.

Hence Licheno logic, lachenolo-gical adjs., of

or pertaining to lichenology.

1855 in Maynf. Expos, Lex. 1856 W. L. Lindsay Pop.

Hist. Brit, Lichens 3 The lichenological student requires no

cumbrous or expensive apparatus. Ibid, 7 A sufficient basis

whereupon to found our plea for the study of Lichenology.

1881 Jrnl. Bot. X. 128 He was an excellent lichenologist and
published many lichenological papers. 1887 Garnsey& Hal-

,

four tr. De Bary's Fungi 419 The Re^ensburg 'Flora' is 1

a rich repertory of Lichenology since 1855.

Lichenose bi'keiwns), a. [f. Lichen sb. +
-ose.] Having the character oflichens ; lichen-like.

»8s5 in Mayne Expos. Lex, 1874 Cooke Fungi 13 It

may be affirmed that they have a lichenose nature. 1882

Crombie in Encycl. Brit, XIV. 552/2 The simplest form

under which lichenose vegetation occurs.

Lichenons (bi-kenas), a. [f. Lichen^. + -ous.]
\

1. Of, pertaining to, or consisting of lichens ; of 1

the nature of or resembling lichens; overgrown

with lichens.

1843 Ruskin Mod. Paint* I. 11. 1. vii. § 35 The.. crumbling

and lichenons texture of the Roslin stone. 1876 Geo. Eliot
Dan. Der. v. xxxvi, An effect something like that of a fine

flower against a lichenous branch. 1893 Ruskin Poetry

A rchit, 1. vi. 85 The grey roof is warmed with lichenous

vegetation.

2. Pertaining to, or of the nature of, the skin-

disease Lichen.
1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4} IV. 125 Opium, .threw

out a most distressing lichenous rash. 1872 F. Thomas
Dis. Women ed. 3) 152 A lichenous eruption about the

J

LICITATOR.

pubes. 1879 St. George's Hosp, Rep. IX. 742 The skin
beiu^ dotted all about with hard lichenous elevations.

Licheny (larkeni), a. [f. Lichen sb. + -y.]

Overgrown with lichens; lichen-clad.
1826 Blackw. Mag. XIX. 382 The licheny cliff-stones, and

the hollow-rhinded woods. 1856 R. Shield Pract. Hints
Moths 40 The licheny trunks of the trees.

Lich-gate, lych-gate (li*tj,g^t). arch* [f.

Lich corpse + Gate.] T he roofed gateway to a

churchyard under which the corpse is set down, to

await the clergyman's arrival.

1482-3 in Swayne Sarum Churchw. Acc. (1896) 30 Et sol'.

"NVill'o Sariant Carpent' pro emend' le lycheyate, iiijd. 1681
Ashmole in Lillys Life(iyy^) 162 His coarse was., re-

ceived by the minister (in his surplice? at the Litch-Gates.
1846 Guide A rchit. A ntiq. Oxford 375 A handsome lich-

gate of carved oak has been erected at the entrance of the
Church-yard. 1864 Tennvson Ayt/uer's F. 824 Yet to the
lychgate, where his chariot stood, [He] Strode from the
porch. 1875 Jas. Grant One of the 'ooo' xviii. 138 The
ivy-clad lyke-gate of the village church.

Liichi, \amnt of Litchi.

Lichless: see after Lich.
Lichlie, Lichliness Sc. : see Light-.
Lichness, obs. form of Lychnis*.

Lichorous, obs. form of Lick k nous.

Lixh-OWl. Also 6-7 like-owle. [f. Lich +
Owl.] The screech-owl, so called because its cry
was supposed to portend death in the house.
1585 Higins Junius* Nomenclator 56 Bubo,*\ shrichowle :

a likeowle. 1601 \\oL..\svPtiuy 1 . 283 The Otis is a bird lesse
than the Like-Ovvle,. hauing two plumed ears standing vp
aloft. 1604 Drayton Oivle 302 The shreeking Litch-Owlethat
doth never cry, Hut boding death. 1688 K. Holmk A rmoury
11.268/1 The little Hom-Owle. termed Lich Owls, .because
Prognosticates of Peoples death, wh*n they scrictch about
there Houses. 1898 Waits*LH stun Aylivin (1900) 32 2
Then came the shadow of a lich-ovsl, as it whisked past us
towards the apple-tree*.

Ijicht, Sc. form of Light.
Inchurie, variant of Lkchery.
tliixhy, a. Obs. [f. lich Like a. + -y.] Like.
1370-80 XI Pains of Hell 78 in O. F. Misc. 225 Byndep

hem in knucchenus t>x\>\ To brenne lyk to licchi, Spou-.*
bickers wih lechours [etc.], 138a Wyclif Matt. xi. 16 Hut
to whom shal 1 ges«.e this generacion lichy \v. rr. lyche.
tyke] ? It is lichi to children sittynge in cheepynge [etc. 1.

[In six other passages in Wyclif lieu hi, tic c hy, tychi, lychy
000111' as variant readings for lit A, tyke, etc.]

Licible: see Lisible Obs., permissible.

Jjicience, obs. form of Licence.

t LlClOUS, a. Obs. rare. Also ,s licius. [aphetic

form of DxMciouft, Cf. Luscious.] = Delicious.
c 1420 Sir Amadace (Camden

-

) xxvii, Mete and drinke
y-nu3he thay hade With licius drinke and cine, a 1670
Hacket Cent. Serm. (1675) 515 He that lives by the Alle-

goric, feeds upon licious Quails.

Licit U*sit\ a. Also 5 licyte, lycite, -yte, 7

licite. [ad. L. licit-its (pa. pple. of licere to be

lawful, either directly, or through K. licite).] Al-

lowable, permitted, lawful.

1483 Caxton Cato A v b, She [the wife] ought to . . obeye
to hj m in al thynges lycite and honeste. 1490 — Eneydos
xix. 70 To a peple yssued out of strange lande, is licyte to

seke strange places for theyr dwellynge. 1587 Fleming
Coutu. Holinshed III. 388/1 Such a thing is not licit to a
particular. 1656 Klocnt Glossogr., Licite, lawful, granted.

1757 Herald No. 4 (1758) 1. 54 Whether in our exchange
commodities with Holland, the ballance isfor or against us in

licit trade. 1826 Lamb Let. xvi. To B. Barton 147 A friend's

wife, whom I really love (. . I mean in a licit way. 1864 R. F,

liraton Dahome I. 1 16 The natives of Whydah give the licit

dealer scanty encouragement. 1884 Contemp, Kev. Feb 259
Abstinence . . from things in themselves licit. 1892 Times
it Feb. 9/4 The consumption of licit or duty-paid opium.
1897 Baring-Goulo in Expositor Sept. 203 To obtain the

recognition of Christianity apart from Judaism as a licit

religion in the empire.

Hence Li'citly, in a licit manner, lawfully

;

Iii-citness, the quality of being licit, lawfulness.

1483 Caxton Cato B ij,Thow oughtest to thynke ofte how
..lycylly thou shalt mowe come to thyn intention. 1788
R. Harris {title) Scriptural Researches on the Licitness of
the Slave Trade. 1806 Throckmorton Consid. 38 The
question may be licitly discussed on the ground of expe-

diency. 1855 R. Hoyi.k Case with Wiseman 27 Whether
he could deprive me of saying Mass licitly. 1881 Sala in

Illustr. Lond. News 7 May 443 Not so much as a glass of

lager beer could the privates licitly obtain. 1884 Catholic
Diet. 629/2 To receive holy orders. . licitly, it is necessary to

be in a state of grace.

tLicitate, v. Obs. rare — 1
, [f. L. licitat-,

ppl. stem of HcitarT to bid at an auction, f. licitits,

pa. pple. of liceri of the same meaning.] trans.

To make a bid for, put a price upon.
i6ot Imp. Consid, Sec, Priests (1675^ 85 Ecclesiastical

persons.. are. .not to study how to murder Princes, nor to

licitale Kingdoms.

Licitation. rare—0 , [ad. L. licitation-em
t

f. licitdri: see prec] (See (juots.^

1623 Cockeram, Licitation, an inhauncing of a price set

vpon any thing that is sold. 1^56 Blount Glossogr., Lici-

tation, a setting out to sale; a prizing or cheapening. 1848
Wharton Law Lex., Licitation, the act of exposing to sale

to the highest bidder.

t Iiicita'tor. Obs. rare—0 , [a. alleged L.

licitator* agent-n. f. licitdri: see prec. (But the

L. word exists only as a misreading for iIlicitator^
One who bids to raise prices at an auction.

1623 Cockeram, Licitator, an inhauncer.



LICK.

Lick (lib), sl>. [f. Lick v.]

1. An act of licking. Hence quasi-awtr. a small
quantity, so much as may be had by licking ; also
lick-up. A lick ofgoodwill (Sc.), ' a small portion
of meal given for grinding corn, in addition to the
fixed multure* (Jam.).
1603 Dekker Grissil (Shaks. Soc.) 16, 1 knock'd you once,

for offering to have a lick at her lips. 1662 R. Mathew
Unl. A Uh. lxxxix. 129 Tbis Woman with one lick of my
Antidote (which was mixed with hony). .received ease all

over her body, a 1688 Munvan Jerus. Sinner Saved (18861
1 13 M any love Christ with nothing but the lick of the tongue.
1690 DnvnEN Amphitryon 11. ii. (16911 21 He could . . come
galloping home at Midnight to have a lick at the Honey-pot.
" '733 R. North Life K North 219 He [Jeffries] could not
reprehend without scolding ; and in such Billinsgate Lan-
guage, as [etc. ]. . . He call'd it giving a Lick with the rough
Side ofhis Tongue. 1814 Abstract Proof respecting Mill
of Inveramsay 3 (Jam.' P. Wilson depones, that he did not
measure or weigh the lick of goodwill, a 1825 Fokby \ 'oc.

K. A nglia, Lick-up
y a miserably small pittance of any thing.

1826 J. Wilson' Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 1. 255 ' Ae wee bit

spare rib o' flesh . . to he sent roun' lick and lick about '.

184 1 Gen. P. Thompson Exerc. (1842) YI. 62 The polar man
..shall not have a lick of oil on Christmas Day. 1853
P. B. St. John Amy Moss 50 Everybody brought 'sunthin'
—some a lick of meal, some a punkin ' [etc. J.

b. colloq. A slight and hasty wash (usually 'a
lick and a promise '). Also, a dab of paint, etc.

£1648 in Maidment Pasquils (18681 154 We'll mark them
with a lick of tarre. <z 1771 Gray Candidate 2 When sly
Jemmy Twitcher had smugg'd up his face With a lick of
court white-wash, and pious grimace. 1855 Robinson
Whitby Gloss., A Lick and a Slake.

2. U.S. A spot to which animals resort to lick

the salt or salt earth found there. Also buffalo-
lick, salt-lick.

«7?* C. Gist Jrnls. (1893)42 Salt Licks, or Ponds, formed
by little Streams or Dreins of Water. 1796 .Morse Amer.
Geog. I. 663 Salt Lick and Salt Spring are used synonym-
ously, but improperly, as the former differs from the latter
in that it is dry. 1807 P. Gass Jrnl. 219 One of our ser-

geants shot a deer at a lick close to our camp. 18*7 J. F.
Cooper Prairie I. v. 78 To rout the unlawful settlers who
had gathered nigh the Buflaloe lick in old Kentucky. 1841— Deerslayer iv, Like deer standing at a lick. 1877 N. S.

Shaler App. to I. A. Allen's Amer. Bison 458 The springs
at Big- Bone Lick, as at all the other licks of Kentucky are
sources of saline waters derived from the older Palaeozoic
rocks.

3. A complaint in horses (see quot.).

1817 Sporting Mag. XX. 162 Coach horses are subject to
symptoms known by the appellation of ' the Lick *.

. . They
lick each others skins, and gnaw their halters into pieces.

4. A smart hlow. (Cf. to lick on the whip, cited

from c 1460.) Also pi. (Sc. and north.), a beating,

in phr, to get ones licks, give (one) his licks.

1678 J. Phillips Tavernier s Trav. vt. 77 [He] gave the
fellow half a dozen good licks with his cane. 1714 Swift
Wood's Execution Wks. 1755 V. 11. 155, yd Cook. I'll give
him a lick in the chops. 1715 Ramsay Gentle Sheph. 1. ii,

To lend his loving wife a loundering lick. 1785 Burns To
W. Shut-son Postscr. vii, An' monie a fallow gat his licks, Wi'
hearty crunt. 1810 Spotting Mag. XXXVI. 79 Unless either
of them gave him a lick on the head. j8ao Scott Abbot vii,

The dread of a lick should not hold me hack. 1826 J. Wilson
Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 1. 165 Every callant in the class could
gie him his licks. 1837 S. Lover Rory O rMore (184^) 13
We're used to a lick of a stick every day. 1887 School-
master 15 Jan. 104/1 The boy., deponed that the master
gave him twa licks in the lug. 1894 Crockett Lilac Sun-
bonnet 103 The yin that got his licks fell down and bit the
dust.

b. trans/, and Jig.
J739 Cibber Apol. (17561 1. 28 A lick at the Laureat will

always be a sure bait . . to catch him little readers. 1794
Wolcot tP. Pindar) Ode to For. Soldiers Wks. 1812 III.

247 A Lick at the French Convention. 1803 Naval Chron.
X. 258 The tars are wishing for a lick, as they call it, at
the Spanish galleons. 1883 Stevenson Treas.lsl. iv. xviii,
' I wish 1 had had a lick at them with the gun first he
replied.

5. .SV.
4 A wag, one who plays upon another'

(Jam.\
1715 Willie was a wanton Wag in Whitelaw Bk. Sc.

Songs 20/1 And was na Willie a great loun, As shyre
a lick as e'er was seen, a 1758 Ramsay Grub-street 5 He's
naething but a shire daft lick.

6. dial.
%
U.S. and Austral. A spurt at racing,

a short brisk spin ; a * spell ' of work. Big licks «=

hard work. Also speed, in pbr. at full lick, at a
great lick, etc.

1837 Haliburton Clockm. Ser. t. xv, That are colt can
beat him for a lick of a quarter of a mile. 1847 W. T. Pouter
Quarter Race 104 He went up the opposite bank at the
same lick, and disappeared. 1861 Bryant Songs from
Dixie's Land 26 At length I went to mining, put in my
biggest licks. 1882 Miss Braodon Aft. Royal II. iv. 79,
I. .made up my mind to stay in America, till I'd done some
big licks in the sporting line. 1889 P. H. Emerson Eng.
Idyls 26 Down the river .. came sailing the . . whery .. ay !

going at full lick too. 1889 ' Rolf Boldrewooo' Robbery
under Arms 82 It'll be a short life and a merry one, though,
dad, if we go on big licks like this. 1898 F. T. Bullen
Cruise Cachalot 218 The recipient, thoroughly roused by
this, *tarting off at a great lick.

Lick v. Forms: 1 liccian, 2-6 lik, 4-5
like, lyke, 3-7 licke(n, 4-6 likke, 5-6 lycke,
lykke, 5 lykkyn), 6- lick. [OE. liccian -OS.
liccdn, leccSn (Du. likken\ OHG. leckdn (MHG.,
mod.G. /^«):-OTeut. Vikkdn (whence It. lec-

care, F. Ucher), prob repr. pre-Teut. *lighnd-, f.
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OAryan root *lig/i- (: high- : high-), found in Goth.
{bi)laigon, Gr. \tix*tv to lick, \ixvos dainty, L.
lingere, Olrish ligim, OSL lilati, Lith. le'zti, Skr.
rih, lik to lick.]

1. trans. To pass the tongue over (something",
e.g. with the object of tasting, moistening the
surface, or removing something from it.

riooo jElfric Saints' Lives (1885) I. 114 Da reSan deor
.

. heora lioa liccodon mid liSra tuncan. c 1290 S. Eng.
Leg. I. 270. 320 po he i-sai} ane leon licke bat bodi. c 1375
Sc. Leg. Saints xlv. {Cristiue) 261 J?e serpentis hire fete
can lyke. a 1450 Rut. de la Tour(iB6S) 29 Thei [dogges]
were about her mouthe and liked it. 1484 Caxton Fables
ofsEsop 1. xvii, fThe asse) beganne to kvsse and to lykke
hym. 1 59X G. Haavev Four Lett. Wks. (Grosart) 1.

206 To seek his dinner in poules with Duke humfrey : to

j

licke dishes, to be a beggar, a 1617 Hieron Wks. 11.

456 Must God then lacke the due attendance of the
people in His house, while they are licking of thy trenchers?
1711 Steele Spect. No. 431 r 3, 1 left off eating of
Pipes, and fell to licking of Chalk. 173* Pope Ess. Man
I. 84 Pleas'd to the last, he crops the flow'ry food, And
licks the hand just rais'd to shed his blood. 1791 Wolcot
(P. Pindar) Wks. 1 II. 4 The man 1 hate. .Who, to complete
his dinner, licks his plate. 1798 Sir M. Eden in Ld. Auck-
lands Corr. (1862) III. 423 They continue to cringe and to
lick the hand that strikes them. 1880 Miss Bradgon Just
as I am i, Tim stands on end, and licks the wanderer's face.

1885 Truth 28 May 844/1 The danger of licking adhesive
stamps and envelopes.
absol. c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 295 Lik not with

hy tonge in a disch. 1583 Leg. Bp. St. Androis 1091
While ane pat doun his hand and lickit. a 1592 H. Smith
Ser/u. (1637) 462 When Jonathan saw honey dropping, he
must needs he licking. 1694 Salmon Bate's Dispcns. U713)
128/2 Mix for a Dose.. and to he lick'd of. .as need requires.

1890 L. C. D'Ovle Notches 60 The elk . .was now ' licking
'

in the little side- valley.

b. Frequent in phrases expressive of actions re-

ferred to allusively or fig., as to lick one's fingers

,

to lick one's lips, an actiun indicating keen relish

or delighted anticipation of some dainty morsel
;

j

f to lick another's^ fingers, to lick the fat from
(one's

)
beard, to cheat (him) of his gains

; f to

lick one's knife, said of a parsimonious person ;

to lick the ground, to lick (another's) shoe or spittle

(el. lick-spitlle sb.), actions expressive of abject ser-

vility; \to lick (a patron's) trencher, said of a
parasite ; to lick the dust, -fthe earth [a Hebraism:
Vulg. terravi lingere], to fall prostrate, to suffer

defeat.

a 1000 Ags. Ps. (Yh.) lxxi[i]. 9 His feondas foldan lie*

ci^eao. 138a Wyclif Ps. Ixxifij. 9 Hisenemys the ertheshul
licken. — Mitah vii. 17 Thei shuln lick dust as the ser-

pent, c 1400 Rom. Rose 6502 What shulde he yeve tbat
likketh his knyf. 1500 KtiNNKniE Flyting w. Duubar 396

\
Thou sail lik thy lippis, and suere thou leis. 1530 Palscr.

;

609/2, 1 lycke my lippes or fyngers after swete meate. 1548
Hall Chron., Hen. VI 169 b, Marchantes within the citee,

sore abhorryng the Italian nation, for lickyng the fat from
their heardes, and taking from them their livyng. 155s
Eqen Decades 104 [They] with no lesse confydence licke
their lippes secrcately in hope of their praye. 1602 Witha/s'
Vict. 263 A fellow that can licke his Lordes or his ladies
trencher in one smooth tale or merrie lie, and picke their
purses in another. 1610 Shaks. Temp. nt. ii. 27 How does
thy honour? Let me licke thy shooe. 1646 J. Whitaker
Uzziah 24 Have you not known some in a low condition,
to bow and scrape, lick the spittle on the ground. 1656
Ld. Hatton in Nicholas Papers (Camden) 111. ^84 He
purposeth not to dealc at all with my cosen Kertons frends,
vnless it be for mault, and that too in an honorable and
considerable way without licking my fingars. 1667 Milton
P. L. ix. 526 Oft he [the serpentl bowd His turret Crest ..

and Hck'd the ground whereon she trod. 171 1 Adoison
I Spect. No. 5 F2 Sparrows for the Opera, says his Friend,
I licking his Lips, what, are they to be roasted ? 1808 Cobbett

Pol. Reg. XI 11. 1009 He should have learnt to lick spittle,

and have drilled himself to crawl upon his belly, i860
Reade Cloister * I v. (18961 162 He found the surly inn-

keepers licked the very ground before him now.
C. in proverbial sayings.

1513 Skelton Garl. Laurel 1438 Wele wotith the cat
whos berde she likkith. 1539 Tavkrnkr Erasm. Prov. (1545)
19 He is an euyll cooke that can not lycke his owne fyngers.

1619 Hollvbakoe Fr. Schoolem. 100 b. 1822 Scott Nigel \\,

They say, a good cook knows how to lick his own fingers.

d. Win adverbs, e.g. over: to take in or up by
licking. With away, fforth, off, out, and with

prep, off: To remove by licking.
a 1240 Ure'sun in Colt. Horn. 185 Huni ber in beob liked

of bornes. a 1300 Cursor M. 2858 pan es sco [loot's wife, or
the pillar of salt] liked al a-way. 1387 Trevisa Higden
(Rolls) IV. 93 Hanibal likked venym of his owne rynge.
c 1440 Jacobs Well 2+7 |>e hysschop wyth his tunge lykkyd
it out lowly. 1567 Gude * Godlie Ball. (S. T. S.) 40 And
oft thay [the doggis] did this catiue man refresche Lickand
the fylih furth of his laithlie flcsche. 1667 Milton P. L.
x. 632 My Hell-hounds, to lick up the draff and filth. 1721
Ramsay Prospect Plenty ix, O'er lang, in troth, have we
by-standers been, And loot fowk lick the white out of our een.

1774 Golosm. Nat. Hist. (1776) I II. 77 Their [cows] practice
of licking off their hair. Ibid. VI 1. 175 The serpent . . was
seen to lick the whole body over. 182a Lamb Elia Ser. 1.

Praise Chimueys7v., It was a pleasure to see the sable
younkcrs lick in the unctuous meat.

6. With complementary adj. expressing the re-

sult, e.g. to lick clean, f To lick whole : to heal

of wounds or sores by licking; in quots.y?^
ci$$oDisc. Common WealEng. (1893) 32 If anie men haue

licked theim selues whole youe be the same. 1596 Bp. W.
Barlow Three Serm. \. 129 Who vnder a sbew of licking
them whole, suck out euen their hart blood. 1607 Hieros

LICK.

Wks. h 366 It is not a limme of Satan which is wounded

;

he might then licke himselfe whole. 1670 Ray Prov. 21

1

And yet betwixt them both, they lick't tbe platters clean.
1681 Dryoen Sp. Fryar tt. iu, If there were no more in
Kxcoinmunication than the Church's Censure, a wise Man
wou'd lick his Conscience whole with a wet Finger. X7i»
Arbuthnot John Bull \\. vi, He would quickly lick him-
self whole again, by his vails.

f 2. To lap with the tongue ; to drink, sip. Also
intr. con st r. of on. 06s.
13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1521 So long likked bise lordes

bisc lykores swete. 138* Wyclif i Kings xxi. 19 In this
place, in the which houndis Hckiden the blood of Nabolh,
shulen lick and thi blood, a 1400-50 Alexander 3826 Sum
of his awen vryn & sum on lren lickid. 1513 Douglas
/Eueis viii. Prol. 139 Sum langis for tbe liffyr ill to lik of
ane quart. 1535 Coverdale Judg.xli. 5 Whosoeuer licketh
of the water with his tunge, as a dogg licketh. 1583 Mel-
BAHCKKPhilotimus 100 The Cat would licke milke, but she
will not wette her feete. 1791 Cowper /Had xxi. 148 Lie
there, and feed the fishes, which shall lick Thy blood secure.

3. transf. and fig. (from 1 and 2), a. Of persons
and animals. Formerly in many specialized uses,

f To lick up (an enemy's forces) : to destroy, * an-
nihilate * (after Num. xxii. 4). f To lick (a person)

of something: to cheat, * fleece', f To lick the
letter : to use alliteration, f To lick of the whip

:

to have a taste of punishment.
£1460 Towneley Myst. iii. 378 In fayth and for youre long

I taryyng Ye shal lik on the whyp. [1535 Coveaoale Num.
xxii. 4 Now shal this heapc licke up all that is aboute vs,
euen as an oxe licketh vp the grasse in the field,] 1548
Hall Chron., Hen. I I 126 Yet sometyme tbei wer slain,

taken, and licked vp, or tbei were ware. 1557 in Tytler
Hist. Scot. (1864) III. 388 Three hundred of them [Gascons]
be licked up by the way. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's
Comm. 259 b, They confesse the craft themselues, wherby
they licked vs of our money. 1599 Marston Sco. Villame
t. iv. 188 A crewc.That lick the tail of greatnesse with their

I

lips. 1605 Camden Rem. (1637) 34 The English and Welsh
dettghted much in licking the letter. 1642 Fuller Holy q
Prof St. v. ix. 391 Hypocrites rather then they will lose a

)

drop of praise will lick it up with their own tongue. 1647
Trapp Comm. Ep. ff Rev. App. 690 Till he had licked of

1
the whip, and learned better language. 1726 Life Penn in

j

Wks. 1782 1. 136 Those very lies which himself had now
I licked up afresh.

b. Of inanimate agents (chiefly waves, flame,

etc.) : To lap, play lightly over, etc.; to take up
(moisture, etc. in passing over. Sometimes with
personi6cation.
£-1000 Sax. Leechd. III. 276 Seo lyft licca5 and atyh<5

8one wactan of ealre eorban. 1635 Swan Spec. M. v. $ 2

(1643) 149 Untill the sunne or the wind have licked the
tops of the gra>se and flowers. 1697 Dkyoen Virg. Georg.
in. 698 Feavers .. rack their Limbs, and lick the vital Heat.
1827 Poi.lok Course T. 111, Consumption licked her blood.
1856 J. H. Newman Callista 154 The tide of human beings
. . licking the base of the hill, rushed vehemently on one
side. 1885-94 R. Bridges Eros * Psyche Dec. xxvi, An
upleaping jet Of cold Cocytus, which for ever licks Earth's

j

base. 1891 T. Haroy J ess 11. xxiv, The wheels, - licked up
I

the pulverized surface of the highway. 1893 Earl Dlnmore
Pamirs 1. 45 The flames .. ruthlessly licked up everything
in their path of destruction. 1900 Blachtv. Mag. July 59/2
Fires had consumed the underbrush and licked the branches
off the giant trees.

c. Sc. To lick one's winning{s : To make the

best of one's bargain.

1776 C Keith Farmer's 11eC (1796) 144 But now let us
[

our winning lick (lie cry'd in petA 1794 Hurns 4 O merry
hae I been ' o Hitter in dool 1 lickit my winmns, O' marrying
liess, to gie her a slave.

4. To lick (a person or thing) into {shape, etc.),

also fto lick over'. To give form and legularity

to; to mould, make presentable. Alluding to

the alleged practice of bears with their young (see

quots.).

[1417 Pilgr. Sowle {Caxton 1483) iv. xxiv. 70 Beres ben
brought fort he al fowle and transformyd and after that by
lyckynge of the fader and tbe moder they ben brought in

to thcyr kyndely shap.] 1612 Chapman Widowes 'P. Wks.
1873 111. 31 He has not licked his whelp into full shape yet.

j6x« Burton Aunt. Mel. Democr. to Rdr. (1676) 7/2 En-
forced, as a Bear doth her Whelps, to bring forth this con*
fused lump, I had not time to lick it into form, a 1639

I Wotton in Reliq. (1685)444 The Author hath licked them
I

fversesl over. 1699 Burnet 39 Art. xxviii. (1700) 339 Men
did not know bow to mould and frame it ; but at last it

was licked into shape. 170a Eng. Theothrast.'t The play

j
is writ, the Players upon the recommendation of those that

I

lick'd it over, like their parts to a Fondness. 1780 Wesley
Wks. (1872) IX. 509 Mr. Law, by taking immense pains, has
licked it into some shape. 1862 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. Ill,

132, 1 shall have trouble enough in licking her [a young ser-

vant] into shape. 1891 Spectator 12 Dec 837 Their pro-

posals, .would be licked, by debate . .into practicable shape.

5. Contemptuously used for: To smear with

cosmetics ; to varnish, to smarten witli paint ; to
* sleek give smooth finish to (a picture).

1596 Nashe Saffron Walden Wks. (Grosart) III. 99 Spend-
ing a whole forenoone euerie day in spunging and licking

himselfe by the glasse. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew,
Lickt, Pictures new Varnished, Houses new Whitened, or
Women's Faces with a Wash. 1853 T. Taylor Life B. R.
Haydon III. 212 Modern cartoons with few exceptions are
licked (smoothed) and polished intentionally.

6. slang. To beat, thrash. Also, to drive (some-

thing) out of (a person) by thrashing. + To lick

off : to cut off clean, to slice off.

1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (1858) I. 144 Leggis war likkit

of hard of at the kne. 1567 H * man Caveat s.v. (Farmer),
Lycke, to beate. 1719 Ramsay To Hamilton vi, May I be
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licket wt' a bittle, Gin of your numbers I think little, 173*
Fieloing Mock Doctor I. ii, Suppose I've a mind he should
drub, Whose bones are they, Sir, he's to lick? 1775 Mad.
D'Arblay Diary, Let. to Mr. Crisp 19 Nov., As for..your
father, 1 could hck him for his affected coolness and modera-
tion. 1828 Darwin in Life <y Lett. (1888) 1. 167 How these

poor dogs must have been licked. 1857 Hughes Tom Brmvn
I. viii. (1871) 109 Say you won't fag—they'll soon get tired

of licking you. 1879 Spcrgeon Serm. XXV. 542 Almost as

free as America in the olden time, when every man was
free to lick his own nigger. 1881 Atlantic Monthly XLIX.
41 Well, I've tried to lick the badness out of him. .. You
can, out of some boys, you know.

b. slang. To overcome, get the better of; to excel,

surpass. // licks me : I cannot explain it. Also

to lick inlo Jitsi to defeat thoroughly.
1800 in Spirit Pub. Jrnls. IV. 232 By Dane, Saxon, or

Pict We had never been lick'd Had we stuck to the king of
the island. 1836 F. B. Head Let. in Smiles Mem. J.
Murray (1891) II. xxxi. 366, I believe we shall lick the

radicals. 1847 De Quincev Milton v. Southcy Latutor
Wks. (1859) XII. 179 Greece was. .proud., of having licked

him [an enemy]. S879 E. Walford Londittiana 1. 37 If we
have a war and beat Russia or lick Abyssinia into fits. 1889
* Rolf Boldrewood ' Robbety under Arms xxiv, It licked

me to think it had been hid away all the time. 1890 —
Cot. Reformer (1891) 105 As a seller of unparalleled gener-

osity, we can't be licked. 1900 Speaker 8 Sept. 618 We must
either lick and rule these savages or run away.
absol. 1861 Hughes Tom Brown at Oxf xii. (1889) 114,

1 believe that a gentleman will always lick in a fair fight.

7. slang, intr. To ride at full speed.

X889 'Rolf Boldrewood ' Robbery under Arms xxi,

A horseman .. rattled down the stony track as hard as he
could lick.

8. Combs. ; lick-box nonce-wd. ? = Lick -dish
;

lick-fingers, one who licks his finders (used as a

term of abuse) ; lick-foot nonce-wd., the action of

licking the feet, servility; flick-halter (see quot.);

lick-ladle, a parasite ;
lick-log, a block of sail

for cattle to lick ; lick-ma-dowp Sc. nonce-wd., a
|

sycophant ;
lick-platter, a parasite ; liek sauce

- Lick-dish ;
lick-spit *= Lick-spittlk ; lick-

trencher = lick-plat'ter; lick-up, (a) something that

licks up (see quot. 1844) ;
(b) something * licked

'

into shape (see quot. 1851-61). Also Lick-dish, !

LiCK-PENNY, LlCK-POT, LlCK-SPIGOT, I 1CK-SPITTLE.

i6xx Cotgr., Liclie-ca-sse, a *lick-box, a sweet-lips. 1651
Urquhart Rabelais it. xxx, Achilles was a scauld pated
maker of hay bundles, Agamemnon a lick-box. 1395 Locrine

I

nr. iv. F 2 b, You stopsauce, *lickfingers, will you not heare ?

f 1625 B. Jonson Staple News, The Persons of the Play, Lick'

finger, a Master Cooke, and parcel 1 Poet.] 1630— AVro Itin
|

II. 11, No flattery for't, No *lick-foot, pain of losing your pro-

boscis. 1611 Florio, Leccafunt, a *licke-halter, .a knaiuMi
wag, a gallowes-clapper. 1849 James Woodntan ii, 'Who .

and what is he?' 4A *iicklad!e of the court, lady'. 1840
HaLiblrton Clockm. Ser. m. xii, 1 like a man to be up to

j

the notch, and stand to his *Iick-log. 1724 Ramsay Vision

xxiii, Quhen thus redust to howps, They dander, and wander I

About pure *Iickmadowps. 1853 Lytton My Novel \\. xxiii.

II. 186 No *lick-platter, no parasite, no toadeater. 1822 T.
Mitchell Aristopk. II. 302 Him., who lias A smutty tale for

'

ev'ry rich man's table? *Li^kspit and flatterer both ! 1833
Sarah Austin Charac. Goethe II. 35 To play .. the lickspit

about the court of Weimar. 1571 Golding Calvin on Ts. To
Rdr. 9 Not onely *licktrenchers but also claw backs, which ,

curry fauour with great men by their false nppeachings.

1787 Wolcot (P. Pindar) Ode upon Ode Wks. 1816 I. 298
Butlers and lick-trenchers. 1844 Mech. Mag. XL. 47 [Of
Silver plating.] When cool the bammcr is allowed to fall

upon the lead, to which it firmly adheres by means of a
plate roughed as a rasp, which is called the * lick-up. 1851-

61 Mavhew Lond. Labour II. 34 A 1 lick-up' is a boot or
shoe redasted to take the wrinkles out . . and then blacked
up to hide blemishes.

t Lick-dish. Obs. [f. Lick v. + Dish sb.]

1. A parasite.

C1440 Promp. Part'. 304/2 Lykdysshe, scurra. 1519
Horman Vnlg.y] Smellefyestes, Iyckedysshes, and franchars

come vncalled. 1681 W. Robertson Phraseol. Cen. (1693)

824 A lick-dish, catillo.

2. Used allusively (see quot. 1562).
{156a J. Hevwood Prov. <$• Epigr. (1867) 64 She will He as

fast as a dogge will licke a dishe.) 1575 Gamut. Gurton y.

ii. 252 Thou Iier lickdish, didst not say the neele wold be

gitten ? 1631 [see Liar {Proverbs}].

Licked (likt), ///. a. [f. Lick v. + -ed i.] In

senses of the vb.

1763 Brit. Mag. July 337/2 Went cutting away with that

fork and his licked knife. 1896 Dl Maurier Martian
(1897) 43 The licked one., dabbed his swollen eye with

a wet pocket-handkerchief.

Lickell, Obs. jocular or colloq. form of Little.

Licken, v. Obs. exc. dial, [altered form of

Lippen v.] intr. To trust to.

>535 Coverdale Ifos. xi. 5 The stoare that they haue
lickened vnto, shall be destroyed and eaten vp. 1888 in

Sheffield Gloss, s.v. Lippen, ' I know what to likken to'.
4 He's nowt to likken to '.

Lickenesse, obs. form of Likeness.

Licker (Ii'kai). [f. Lick v. + -kr J.] One who
or something which licks. Also licker-up\ in

siiver-plaling= lick-up (see Lick v. 8).

1440 Promp. Parv. 305/1 Lykkare, or be bat Iykkythe,

tecator. 155a Hulort, Licker, lidor. 1839 Ure Diet. A rts

099 Plated manufacture . . The under face of the stamp-

hammer has a plate of iron called the lickcr-up fitted into it.

i860 Gen. P.Thompson A ndi Alt. HI. exxxviii. m Being

acquiescent lickers-up of ministerial dishonour. 1898 Daily
A'eius 4 Apr. 8/3 The licker of red-hot irons was briskly

following his profession.

Vol. VI.

flickering, <*• Obs. rare- 1
. ? = Lickerish.

1578 T. FT Gorg. Gal. Gall. Inventions K, My lust alluers
my lickering lyppes to taste.

Lickerish, liquorish (lrkarij), a. Forms:
5 liccoris, 6 lieoryce, likerishe, -yshe, 6-7
lieourish, 7 liceorish, li(c}korish, liquerish,
liquourish, liequo(u)rish, 8 likerish, 6-9 lick-

erish, licorish, liquorish. [Altered form of

Lickerous, with substitution of suffix -isil for -ous.]

1 1. Pleasant to the palate
;
gen. sweet, templing,

attractive; — Lickkkous i. Of a cook: Skilful

in preparing dainties. Obs.
1379-80 North Plutarch (1595) 50 The denizes of lickerish

cookes. 1607 Suaks. Timon iv. iii. 194 With Lieourish
draughts And Morsels Ynctious. 1615 tr. De Man/art's
Surv. P. Indies 20 There is another very IicquorLsh fruit.

1634 Milton Counts 700 And wouldst thou seek again to
trap me here With lickerish baits fit to ensnare a brute?
1653 A. Wilson Jas. /, 37 He [Bacon] was one of those
that smoothed his way to a full ripeness by liquorish and
pleasing passages. ijzU'lxcKY.u.IfornBk. 18 Or if to Ginger
Bread thou shalt descend, And Liquorish Learning to thy
Babes extend.

2. Of persons, etc.: Fond of delicious fare; =
Lickeuoi'S 2. t Const, after, of.

? a 1500 Chester PI. it. 199 And of that tree of Paradise
she shall eate through my coyntice; For women are full

Iiccoiis [v.r. licorous. j. 1553 Wilson Rhet. 66 Likeryshe
of tongue, liglite of taile. 1561 Audi lay Prat. V'acab. 13
This is a lieoryce knaue that will swill his Maisters drink.
a 1632 T. Taylor Gents Jiuigem. vii. 11. (1642) 102 Vet was
he lickerish also after any . . rarity that was sent into his

Table. 1664 Kvklyn Sylva 42 Cattel being excessively
licorish of their leaves and tender buds. 1690 Locke Gtn>t.

vi. § 57 (1694) 55 They were so liquorish after Mans Flesh,
that [etc.]. 1719 London & Wise Cotnpt. Card. 283 C.reen
Peas are ready to satisfie the longing Appetite of the liker-

ish Palate. 1802 (1. Colman Br. (Srins, Knight <y Friar
\. lx, A liquorish black rat Lured by the cook to sniff and
smell her bacon. 1828 Soutiif.v in Q. Rev. XXXVIII. 201

The holy man. .had a licorish tooth. 1879 W« ^" Hkitland
Q. Curtins introd. 29 He [Alexander] drank ..rather by
way of good-fellowship than from a liquorish appetite.

b. gen. and Jig. Eagerly desirous, longing,

greedy ;
= 1jckkrouk 2 b.

1579T0.MSON Citfom's Serin. Tim. 384/1 The people, .must
not bee so lickerish to desire vnprofitable thiuges. 1627

J. Carter Expos. 3 This propertie every orie is most
liquorish of, taking after their great grand-mother Kve.
a 1639 Wotton Life Dk. Buckhm. in Reliq. (1651) 99 Cer-
tain rare Manuscripts . . were upon sale to the Jesuits at

Antwerp, lieourish Chapmen of such Ware. 1638 Osborn
Adv. Son (1673) 77 I'e not therefore licorish after Fame.
1704 Swift Tub Wks. 1760 I. 60 Their own liquorish

affection (o gold. 1834 Kentham Deontot.'m U'estm. Rev.
XXI. 9 He might ha\e a lickerish leaning towards the

trade of Cacus. 1873 H. Rogkks ( ^rig. Bible (1875) 1

1

Jewish
human nature .. showed so intense a sympathy with the

general tendency to idolatry, as to cast a liquorish eye on
every wandering form of it that came near them.

3. Lecherous, lustful ; = Lickerous 3.

1600 Heywood isl Pt. Edn: //*, Wks. 1874 1. 51 Goto, Xell

..ye maybe caught, I tell ye : these be liquorish lads. 1700
Dkyden Wife of Bath 319 The liquorish hag rejects the

pelf with scorn. 1749 Fielding Tout Jones v. xii. Thou art

a liquorish dog. 1828 Lamb Wife's Trial, The lickerish

culprit, almost dead with fear. 1881 Swinbi rnk in Portn.
Rev. Feb. 133 The smirk of a liquorish fribble.

4. Co//ib.
f
as lickerish-lipped adj.

1577 tr. Builinger s Decades (1502) 154 Let euery young
man be . . not licorish lipped, nor dainty toothed.

Hence Lie kerishly adv.
a 1661 Fuller Worthies t. (1662) 116 His expression licking

tlie Chancery hath left Posterity to interpret it. .liquortshly

longing for that Place.

Iii ckerishness. [f. Lickerish a. + -nkss.]

Love of good fare ; gen. keen appetite or desire.

1580 Hollybano Treas. Fr. 'Pong, Friandise, licorous

thinges, licourishnesse. 1594 T. B. La Primaud. Pr. Acad.
11. 293 Meere lickerishnes causeth vs to eate such meats as

we know are contrary to our health. 1656 J. Harrington
Oceana (1700) 152 Where there is a liquorish ness in a popular

Assembly to debate. 1658 Osborn Jos. /, 134 Their Govern*

ours Hcorishnesse after the choyce morsells of the Church.

1733 Cheyne Eng. Malady 11. v. § 10 {1734) 168 The Snare

and Temptation that Liquorishness and high Relish throws

many into. 1827 Hone Every-day Bk. II. 35 The boy ..

moved by lickerishness, began to eat.

t Lixkerous, a. Obs. Forms : 3-6 li-, lyker-

ous, (4 lykerus, 5 lykerowse, lykorous, lyk-

kerwys, lekerous, likerose, licrus, likrus), 5-7
lieorous, licourous, lycorous(e, (5 lycourous,

lycours, lycoruse, 6 lycoures, licoras, likor-

ous, 7 likresse), 6-7 liquorous, lickerous,

-orous. [a. AF. *likerous, *lekerotts
}

repr. a

northern var. of OF. lecheros Lecherous ; cf. ONF.
liquerie = Central OF. lecherie lechery.

In Eng. use this form of the word has chiefly retained its

etymological sense {cf., however, sense 3\ while leclurous

has been almost confined to a transferred application.]

1. Pleasing or tempting to the palate. Also gen.

and Jig. : Sweet, pleasant, delightful.

c 1275 Xf Pains Hell 172 in O. E. Misc. 228 t>o weore

beose bat .. hedden of mony metes de-deyn, But hit weore

fikerous be certeyn. <i 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xxv. 68

Noht may be feled Iykerusere, Then tbou so suete alumere.

1340 Ayeub. 47 pe zofte bed clobes Iikerouses. c 1380

Wvclif Wks. (1880) 216 Lekerous metis & drynkis. a 1450

A'nt. dela Tour {iS6&) 22 No woman shulde ete no lycorous

morcelles in the absens ..of her htisbond. 1549 Latimer

5th Serm. bef. Ediv. K/(Arb.) 139 marg., Lucre is so lickor-

ous that he that once lyckes of it, leketh it. 1577-87 Holin-

shed Chron. 1. 19/2, 1 would not be hi* ghest, vnlesse I Cooke *

his table to be furnisht with more wholesome and licorous
viands. 1397 Beard Theatre Gods jfudgetn. li. (1631) 536
Beeing fed with the licorous and deceitfull sweetnesse of
their owne lusts. 1603 H. Crosse Vgrtues Commiv. (1878)

47 O tis an amiable diuel, a sweete sinne, a lycorous poysou.

2. Of persons, tbe appetite, etc. : Fond of choice

or delicious food ; dainty in eating
;
greedy of good

fare. Const, of, after.

c 1315 Suoreham 160 And et throf dame lykerouse. 1362
Langl. P. PI. A. vii. 253 Let not sir Surfet sitten at thi

bord ; . . for he is a lechour and likeious of tonge. c 1380
Wvclif Semi. Sel. Wks. I. 2 For bis riche man was hoa>tful

\
in speche and likerous in foode. a 1450 A'nt. de la Tour
(1868) 53 There be . other that be lykerous of moche mete
and dnnke. 1530 Pai.sgr. 317/1 Lycorouse or daynty
mouthed,/)-/**///. 1599 Nashk Lenten Stuffe 54 The Popes
caterer casting a licorous glaunce that way. a 163a ii. Hi-k-

I
bert Priest to Temple x.wi. Wks. (Grosart) III. 183 He
that., for quality is licorous after dainties, is a glutton.

1632 LiTMGOW 'Tray. v. 182 These Iarres are . . interlarded
wiih pitch to preserue the.. Wine; yet making the taste

thereof vnpleasant to liquorous lips. 1653 Urquhart Rabe-
lais 11. xiv. 98 These devils are \ery lickorons of lardons.

b. gen. and Jig. Having a keen relish or desire

for something pleasant. Const, cf ;
also, eager to

do something,
r 1386 Chauceb Frank/. T. 391 Vonce cleikes that been

! lykerous To reden Artes than been curious, c 1400 Destr.
Troy 444 Syn wemen are . . so likrus of loue in likyng of
yowthe. 1555 W. Watkpman Pardle Pinions 11. viii. 178
Whiche . . line a pure and simple life, led with no likerous

lustes of other mennes vauitie. a 1586 Sionkv Arcadia I.

(1622) 82 Fit commendation (whereof womankind is so

likerous). 1598 K. Guilpin Skiat. (1878) 32 For though it

be no cates sharpe sauce it is, To lickerous vanitie. a 1631
(». Hkrberi Temple, Discharge i, Busy inquiring heait,

what wouldst thou know Why dost thou pry, And turn and
leer, and with a licorous eye Look high and low.

3. Lecherous, lustful, wanton.
1377 Langl. PI. P». x. 161 The Iikerouse launde that

Lecclierye hatte. c 1386 Chaucer Miller s T. 58 And sikerly

she hadde a likerous eye. a 1420 Hocclkve D^ Reg.
Pritic. 1762 This likerous dampnablc errour [adultery J.

1470-85 Malory A rthurwm. xxv, Men and wymmeucoude
loue to gyders seuen yeres and no lycours lustes were hi-

twene them. 1587 Ti kbkrv. Tra?. T. 15 Whilst thus

Nastagio sought his owne decay, My liquorous lust. 1604

Dkavion Owl 369 There in soft liowne the liquorous

Sparrow sat. 161 1 Cotgr. s.v. Pemme, From women light,

and lickorous, good fortune still deliuer vs.

4. Cotnb.y as lie herons mouthed, -toothed adjs.

1579-80 North Ptutarch (1595^ 285 Like vnto lickerous

mouthed men, who . . desire meates with a greedy appetite.

1598 K. Guilpin Skiat. (1S78) 9 Once Hinus saw a pretty

lasie, And liquorous tooih'd desir'd to tast.

Hence t Iii'ckerously adv.

c 1315 Shoreuam 114 To ineche fode devoury; and to

!

lykerouslyche. c 1386 Chaucer Monk's 'P. 567 Oloferne,

which fortune ay kisie So likerouMly. 1426 Lvix;. />t* Guil.

Pilgr. 12915 Fatte mussellys large and Kounde, I threste

hem in fful lykerou*ly, 1580 Holi.yband Treas. Pt . 'Pong.

Priander, to feed licorously.

t Lixkeroushead. Obs, rare
- l

. In 5 lik*

erouahed. [f. I^K'KKKOUS a. + -HEAD.] Lickerous-

ness.

< 1440 Jacob's Welt 144 Vsyng of mete..no3t only in

likeroushed [printed liberoushedj, but for pompe, to make
manye messys,

t Lickerousness. Obs. [f. Lickkkouh +

-jteSS.] Fondness for good fare
;

gen. keen aj)-

petite or desire. Const, oj, after, inf. with to.

Also, lecberousness.

C1380 Wvclif Wks. (1880) 61 Likerousnesse & Iustis of

here bely. c 1386 Chaucer Wife's Prol. 611 Venus me yaf
I my lust, my likerousnes.se. c 1386 — Pars. T. ? 667 Auarice

.. is Hkerousnesse in herte to haue erthely thynges. c 1440
Promp. Pari*. 304/2 Lykerowsnesse, deiicacia. a 1586

Sidney Arcadia v. 1622) 450 Whether . . the likerousnesse

of dominion fcan] make you beyond iustice. a 1638 Meoe
Wks. 1.(1672) 128 As perhaps licorousness of Wine before

had caused many of them to do. 1657 Reeve God's Plea

129 A people .. so given over to Hcorousnesse, that it is an
hard thing to get a Cook to please them. 1665 J. Spencer
Vitlg. Proph. 119 That natural liquorousness in the minds
of men after the knowledg of things to come.

Lickham(e, variant of Licham Obs.

Licking (lrkiij), vbl. sb. [f. Lick v. + -ixgJ.]

1. The action of the vb. Lick ; the action ot

passing the tongue over something, of fashioning

inlo shape, etc. ; t also, the action of daubing or

smearing the face with paint.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) IV. 435 Bestes..among hem
self bey usep cusses and likkynge and strokynge. ^1440
Promp. Parv. 305/1 Lykky[n]ge of howndys,or other beasts,

lictus. 1549 Coveroale Erasttt. Par. Ded. 2 What costly

deckyng, lyckin^e, censinge, and worshipping of ymages.

1623 Bp. Hall Serm. v. 154 It scorneth to woo favour

with farding and licking and counterfeisance. 1631 Gouge
God's Arrmos Hi. xcv. 363 By the daily licking of his rank-

ling wounds with the tongue of lady Elenor his wife, he

is said to be cured, a 1635 Naunton Pragm. Reg. (Arb.)

27 Besides the licking of his own fingers, he [Dudley] got

the King a masse of riches, a. 1656 Bp. Hall Sel. Th. § 13

Jezebel, for all her licking, is cast out of the window and
trodden to dirt in the streets. 1737 Fieloing Hist. Reg. III.

Wks. 1882 X. 227 Shakespeare was a pretty fellow, and said

some things which only want a little of my licking to do
well enough. Mod. He is somewhat uncouth ; he wants

licking into shape,

b. concr. in pi. (Sec quot.)

1 851 illustr. CataL Gt. Exhib. 207 Coarse broad salt ; ex-

ported for the fisheries. .. Pickings, or cattle lickings.
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LICKING.

2. colloq. A beating, thrashing. lit. and fig.

1756 Tolvehvy Hist. 2 Orphans II. 151, 1 gave him such
a licking, I question whether he didn't carry some of the

bruises with'n to the grave. 1780 in F. Moore Songs tf Ball.

Amer. Rev, (1856) 307 The fray assum'd, the generals

thought, The color of a lickin'. 1806-7 J. Heaesford
Miseries Hum. Life (1826) ill. xiii, Obliged to take a severe

licking from a boy twice as big .. as yourself. 1818 Keats
Let. Wks. i83o III. 115 He praised Thomson and Cowper,
but he gave Crahbe a most unmerciful licking. 1831 Pal-
mehston 29 May in H. L. Uulwer Life II. viil. 81 The
moment they [the Belgians] stir a step to attack Holland,
they will get a most exemplary licking. 1879 G. Meredith
Egoist ix. (1889) 74 The power to take a licking is better

worth having than the power to administer one.

3. attrib.
t
as licking-bout \ f licking-medicine,

an electuary; licking-place U.S. «Lick sb. 2;
so licking-pond.

1597 Gebakde Herbal I. Ixxxv. 137 This rosted .. Onion
..is used in a licking medicine against an old rotten cough.
1652 Culpepper Eng. Physic (1656) 144 The juyce [of Li-
fiuoris] dissolved in Rose-water with some Gum-Tragacanth
is a fine licking Medicine for Hoarsness, Whecsings, &c.
1751 J. Babtram Obsen\ Trav. Pmnsylv. etc. 27 The back
parts of our country are full of these licking [ printed lich-

ingl ponds *, some are . . of pale clay, the deer are fond of
lick ing this clay. Ibid. 68 We . .travelled along a rich hill

side, . .then down to a Licking-place. 1762 P. Collinson in
W. Darlington Mem. (1849) 238 Their bones or skeletons
are now standing in a licking-place, not far from the Ohio.
1775 Mad. D'Akblav Diary, Let. to Mr. Crisp Dec,
Times are much alter'd since I gave him such a thorough
licking-bout at back gammon.
Licking li kirj),///. a. [f. Lick v. + -ing 2.]

That licks. Of a flame: -Lambent. Also slang,

first-rate, ' splendid * (cf. thumping, whacking).
1648 [see Gentle a. 10J. 1680 Cotton Compl. Gamester

xiv. 91, 1 will briefly describe it [Bone-Ace], and the rather
because it is a licking Game for Money. 1899 E. Phii.l*

k>its Human Boy 182 The thing was, to make a licking

big frame of light wood.

Lickle, childish or illiterate form of Little.

Lickly, obs. form of Likely.
Licknesse, obs. form of Likeness.

t Iiixkpenny. Obs. [f. Lick v.] One who
or that which Micks up* the pennies; something
that ' makes the money go'. Also attrib.

14. . ? Lydg. [title) London Lyckpeny. c 1600 Day Begg.
Bednalt Gr. it. ii. (1881) 34 London lick penny call ye it,—

>

t'as lick'd me with a witness. 1607 Dekker Sir T. li'yatt

Wks. 1873 III. ri6 U'iat. Sweet musicke, gallant fellow

Londoners. Clo. V faith we are the madcaps, we are the
lickpennies. 1648 Gage West Ind. xix. (1655) 151 Their
Religion is a dear and lick-penny religion for such ]>oor

Indians. 1694 Dkydes Love 'triumphant I. i, She has two
devils in her eyes; that last ogle was a lick-penny. 1824
Scott St. Ronan's xxviii, Law is a lick-penny, Mr. Tyrrel.

t Li ckpot. Obs. [f. Lick v. + Pot sb.)

1. A name for the first finger.

1387 Trevisa lligdcn (Rolls) VII. 73 Whiche fynger soin

men clepeb likpot bat is be fynger next be thorn he. c 1440
Fromp. Parv. 305/1 Lykpot fyngyr, index. 1*1475 Put.
I'oc. in Wr.-Wulcker 752 36 Hie index, a lykpot.

2. A pot out of which medicine may be licked.

1665 N keoham Med. MedicinziZ^ Their N ntritive Mess**,
Lick-pots, and Pectorals.

Licksome, dial, variant of Likesome.

t Lixk-spigot. Obs. [f. Lick v. + Shgot
]

One who licks the spigot; a contemptuous name
for a tapster or drawer; also, a parasite.

1599 Nashk Lenten Stnffe Wks. (Grosart) V. 300-1 Let
the cunningest licke-spiggot swell his heart out, the beere
shal neuer foame or froath in the enpp. 1599 MiudlF.ton,
etc. Old Law iv. i, Cook (to the Drawer) Fill, lick-spiggot !

1607 To ps ell Four-/. Beasts 509 Parasites . . whom the
Germans call Schmorotzer and Tellerleeker, that is, smell-

feasts and lick-spickets. i6xx Chapman May Day Plays
1873 II. 362, I know the old lickspiggot will he nihling
a little when he can come too't. 1700 E. WAan I,ond. Spy
1 1, iii. 4 He that salutes the old Lick-spiggot with other
Title than that of Mr. Church-Warden runs the hazard of

Paying double Taxes.

Li "ck-spittle. [L Lick v. + Spittle.] An
abject parasite or sycophant : a toady.

[1629 Davenant^^W/W hi. G ib, Lick her spittle From
the ground. This disguiz'd humilitie Is both the swift, and
safest way to pride.J 1825 J. Wilson Noct. Ambr. Wks.
1855 L 4° To hear his lickspittles speak you would think
that a man of great and versatile talents was a miracle.

1851 Hokrow Lavengro II I. 319.lt is only in England that
literary men are in variably lick-spittles. 1883 J. Hawthohnk
Dust I. 4 Stage-coachmen were .. comrades to gentlemen,
lickspittles to lords. 1890 C. Martyr ll\ Philiips 76 The
South omnipotent and imperious, the North its errand-boy
and lick-spittle.

attrib. 1840 Thackeray Catherine ii. Wks. 1869 XXII.
36 A cringing baseness, and lickspittle awe of rank.

Hence Iii'ckspittlinff vbi. sb., toadying.

1839 Blackw. Mag. XLV. 767 Such more than oriental

f>rostration, such lick-spittling, . . you never saw in your
ife. 1886 Tinsley's Mag. July 54 Demagogues who nave
not the chance oflick-spitthng princes.

flii'Ckster. Obs. rare— 1
. In 4 lyckestre.

[f. Lick v. + -stek.] A female who licks ; used

to translate OF. lecheresse, fern, of lecheor Lecher.
1340 Ayenb. 56 J>e tonge be lyckestre him ansuereb.

Ijicli, licly, obs. forms of Likely.
Licnen, Licnesse, obs. ff. of Liken, Likeness.
Income, variant of Licham Obs.

Licorice, alternative form of Liquorice.

Lieorish, variant of Lickeuish.
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t Idcorn. Obs. [a. F. licoriu, lit. unicorn.]
* An old name for the howitzer of the last century,

then but a kind of mortar fitted on a field-carriage

to fire shells at low angles
1 (Adm. Smyth).

1852 mi Burn Nov. Milit. Diet.

Iiicorous, licourous, variants of Lickerous.
Iiicour, -ish, obs. ff. Liquor, Lickerish.
jLict, obs. form of Light.
Iiicter, lictier, obs. forms of Litter.

Lietor (li-ki^j). Rom.Anliq. Also 4 littour.

[L.
;
perh. agenl-n. f. tig-, root of UgJre to bind.]

An officer whose functions were to attend upon a

magistrate, bearing the fasces before him, and to

execute sentence ofjudgement upon offenders.

A dictator had twenty-four lictors, a consul twelve.

138a WvcLir.dc/i xvi. 35 The magistrates senten littoures,

that ben mynistris of ponysching, seyinge, Dismitte, or
ddyucre, }e tho men. 1586 Sir E. Hobv Polit. Disc, Truth
xxiv. 114 uiarg., The fagots of the licturs. 1606 Shaks.
Ant. tf Ct. v. ii. 214 Sawcie Lictors Wilt catch at vs like

Strumpets. 1623 Cockeram, Lietor, a Serieant, a Hang-
man. 1674 Milton P. B. i\\ 6s. 1878 Arnold Hist. Pome
I. .xv. 302 Kach Idecemvir] was attended by his twelve lictcrs,

who carried not the rods only hut the axe. 1843 Macaulav
Lake Regillus i, Ho, lictors, clear the way !

b. trans/.

1638 Penit, Con/, viil (1657) 223 God shall not greatly

need any Lictors or Tormenters. 1667 Causes Decay Chr.
Piety ii. 31 They, .become their own Lictors and make that

their choice which is their extremest punishment. 1686

J. Scott Chr. Life (1747) III. 352 Satan, as the Lictor or
Executioner ofour Saviour, immediately seized the Criminal,
and inflicted on him some bodily t>i*ease or Torment. 1883
R. W. Dixon Mano tn. ii. 120 A thousand justices in judg-
ment sit, A thousand lictors deal most righteous blows.

Hence f IiietoTian a., pertaining to a lictor.

1656 in Blount Gtossogr.

Licture, Licure, obs. ff. Litter sb., Liquor.

Licval, LicwurUe : see Likeful, Likeworth.

Iiid (lid ', sb. Forms: I hlid(d, 2 hlyd, 3-4
lid(e, 4 6 lidd(e, lydde, 5 led'e, lyd e, 3- lid.

[OE. Mid neut. = Du. iid, OHG. Mil MHG. ///,

mod.G. in comb, augeniid eyelid) lid, ON. Mid

I

gate, gateway, gap:—Ul'eut. *hiidom f. wk. -grade
of root *///*<t- to cover, mQE. be-h/idan

t
QS. bihlidan

to cover, OE. on-hlidan, OS. anhlidan to open.]

1. That which covers the opening at the top of a

vessel or closes the mouth of an aperture ; the upper
part of a receptacle, which maybe detached or turned

upon a hinge in order to give access to the interior.

c 1000 /Kli kic Horn. II. 262 Da ledon da be^enas Sone
Hajlend fta;ron, and mid hlide belucon ure ealra Alysend.

\

c 1290 S.Eug.Leg. I.53/213 So huyopeneden pat lid of isswete

j

toumbe bcre. a 1300 Cursor M. 5618 In bis kist pt barn sco
did Quen it spird was wit be lid [Fair/, liddej. a 1375 Joseph
A rim, 41 Make a luyte) whucche, Forte do in bat like blod .

.

whon be lust spekc with me lift be lide sone. c 14x0 SirCleges

j

272 The porter to the panere went, And the led vppe he hentt.

c 1450 Two Cookery'bks.72 Hele the potte with aclose Ifd, and
,

stoppe hit abou^te with dogh or bater. 1483 Caxton Gold.
I Leg. 437/2 The preest taketh the lydde of the chalys on
whyche is the hoost. 1535 Coyerdale A'nw. xix. 15 And
euery open vessel that hath no lydd nor couerynge, is vn-
cleane. 161 1 Bible 2 Kings xii. 9 lehoiada the priest tookc
a chest, and bored a hole in the lid of it. 17x2 Addison
Sped. No. 471 P 8 Upon his lifting up the Lid of it [Pan-
dora's Box] . . there flew out all the Calamities and Dis-

tempers incident to Men. 1840 Browninc Sordello 1. 589
Meantime some pyx to screen The full-grown pest, some lid

to shut upon The goblin ! 1841-71 T. R. Jones Atrim.

Kingd. (ed. 4) 417 The outer layer of the lid is formed
of earth precisely similar to that which surrounds the hole.

1865 Kingslev Hcrciv. x. 159 'Lift the Ud of this box for

ine ', she said.

b. Applied to a door, shutter, board, or the like,

closing an aperture. Now dial. Cf. Port-lid.
1535 Cover dale i Kings vi. 4 In y* house he made wyn-

dowes, which might be opened and shut with lyddes. 1593
G. Harvey Pierce's Svpererog. Wks. (Grosart) II. 231 Stop
thy oven- mouth with a liddc of butter. X686-7 Aubrey
Bent. Gentiiism <y Judaism (1881) 48 Whereas his former
Physitian shutt up his windowes and kept him in utter
darknes.se, he did open his windowe-Iids and let in the light.

1890 irlonc. Gloss., Lid, a cupboard door.

c. The lop crust of a pie. dial.

1615 Mark ham Eng. Housewife 68 At a vent In the top
of the lid put in the same, and then set it into^ the Oven
again. 1747 Mrs. Glasse Cookery 73 A Yorkshire Christ-

inas-Pye.
#
First

#
make a good Standing Crust... Then lay

on your Lid, which must be a very thick one.

fd. Lid of the knee : the patella, knee-cap.' Obs.
1632 Ltmcow Trav. x. 462 The lids of my knees beeing

crushed.

2. Lid {of the eye) = Eyelid.
c 1220 Bestiary 26 De leun Sanne he lie<5 to slcpen Sal he

neure luken 5e Tides of hise eien. 1398 Trevisa. Barth. De
P. A\ v. viii. (1495) 1 14 liuery byrde closyth the eye wyth the
nether lydde. c 1400 Destr. Troy 3759 His loke was full

louely, when ledys were opyn. 1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy
iv. xxxv, And of her eyen held th« ledes downe. 1548-77
Vicarv Anat. ii. (1888) 19 It is needeful that some members
be holden vp with a grystle, as the liddes of the eyes. 1605
Shaks. Macb. 1. iii. 20 Sleepe shall neyther Night nor Day
Hang vpon his Pentdiouse Lid. 1710 Young job 378 When
his [Leviathan's] burnish 'd eyes Liu their broad lids, the
morning seems to rise. 1798 Coleridge Anc. Mar. iv. vii,

I closed my lids, and kept them close, And the balls like

pulses beat. 1830 Tennysoh Poems 122, I straightly would
commend the tears to creep From my charged lids. 1879
Harlan Eyesight 11.23 The skin of the lids contains no fat.

fig. 1602 MAasTON Antonio's Rev. iv. v. Wks. 1856 1. 131

LIDDERON.
Ere night shall close the lids of yon bright stars. 1646
Crashaw Sospetto dUIerode 1. xlviii, The fields .. saw no
more, liut shut their Howry lids for ever.

3. Each of the two sides or covers (of a book).
Chiefly dial, and U.S.
1585 Hicins Junius' Nomenclator 7/1 Inuohtcrum, of>er~

enhttn libri, sittybus, . . the couer or lid of a booke. 1854
A. E. Baker Northampt. Gloss.

, Lid, the boarded cover of
a book. 1864 Grosart Lambs all 6/1/^(1865) 85, I might
close the lids of the Bible. 1881 Leicester Gloss, s.v. Hit.
ling, In Leicestershire generally, however, the covers of a
book are the ' lids \ 1896 Ar

. Y, Sun in Catholic A'ews 29
Feb. 2/7, I have never vet found 'a good Catholic' who
would deny anything in 'The Word of God 1

from lid to lid.

4. Bot. and Conch. « Operculum.
1681 Grew Musarum 130 That little Shell called Blatta

Byzantia, is the Operculum or Lid of the Purple. 1774
Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) VII. 34 Many of them [sea snails]

are also furnished with a lid, which covers the mouth of the
shell, and which opens and shuts at the animal's pleasure.

1776 W ithering Brit. Plants 799 Lid, a cover tu the tips

of several of the Mosses; as in the Bogmoss. 1839 Lindley
Jntrod. Bot. 1. ii. (ed. 3) 141 The singular form of leaf.,

which has been called a pitcher, .consists of a fistular green
body . . closed at its extremity by a lid, termed the oper-
culum^ 1840 Penny Cyel. XVI. 9/2 The urn itself [sc. of a
moss] is closed by a lid, or operculum, and contains the
spores. 1863 Berkeley Brit. Mosses Gloss. 312 Lid, the
terminal portion of the sporangium, which usually separates
by a circular horizontal fissure.

5. Mining, a. The roof or roof-stone covering a
* pipe *

; a lid-stone (q. v.). b. A flat piece ofwood
placed between the roof and the prop supporting it.

a. 1747 Hooson Miner's Diet. L iv h, Pipes never fail of
Lids, it is that by which they arc distinguished from Klats.

b. 1847 in Halliwell, i860 Mining Gloss, (ed. 2),

Derbysh. Terms, Cap or Lid, a flat piece of wood placed
between the top of the punch and the roof of the mine.

6. attrib. and Comb.
t
as lid~elevalor, -lash ; lid-

cells Bot. (see quot.) ;
lid-flower, a tree or shrub

of the genus Calyptranthes (N.O. Myrtacese), in

which the upper part of the calyx forms a lid
;

lid-stone Mining (see quot. 1858).
1887 Garnsey tr. Goebefs Morphol. Plants 482 *Lid-ceIls

of archegonium [of a cryptogam], terminal cells of neck
closing for a time canal of neck. Same as stigmatic cells.

1827 GentI. Mag. XCVII. 11. 490 The knob, or /lid-ele-
vator, is a pine attached to the lid by a brass pin. x866
Treas. Bot., * Lid-flower, Calyptranthes. 1820 Keats
Lamia 1. 151 Her eyes . . Hot, glazed, and wide, with *lid-

1 lashes all sear. 1653 Man love Lead-Mines 265 *Lid-Stones.
1851 Tapping Derbysh. Lead-Mining Terms (K. D. S.),

Pake, . . that species of metallic vein which . . is not covered
with a lid-stone. 1858 A. C. Ramsay Catai. Rock Speci-

mens 1 1 862) 63 (E. D. D.i, Locally called Mid-stone', from
its lying on the top of the iron ore which occurs in the lime-

stone of the Forest of Dean.

Lid (Hd), v. rare. Also 3 lide. [f. Lid sb.]

trans. To cover with a lid.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 84 And he hcleS hit 8c wrihS \v.rr. tides,

Ii8e5j so bet he hit noul ne istinckeS. 1750 E. Smith Contpt.

Housew. ( ed. 14) 151 Then lid your pye and bake it.

Lidded (li ded), a. Also I sehlidad,
-od, ^ehleodad, 4 ilided. [OE. gehlidod as if

pa. pplc. of a vb. *hlidian or *gehlidian, f. hiid

igehlid) Lid sb. In mod. use a new formation on
Lid sb. and v. + - ed.]

1. Having a lid ; covered with or as with a lid.

c 900 Barda's Hist. IV. xxi. [xix.] (1800) 320 Seo \sc. bruh]
wxs swilce eac jerisenlice gehleodad \v.r. xehlidod, *adl

mid £elice stane. a 1225 Ancr. K. 58 pes put he hat hat beo
beoeuer ilided & iwrien. 1675 Evelyn Terra (16761 146
Wooddcn-Cases made like Coffins (but not contracted at the

extreams nor lidded). 182 1 Coleridge Lett., Comers. $c.

I IL at The tropical trees.. produce their own lidded vessels

full of water from air and dew. 1890 J. Sebvick Thir
Noiandums xi. 78 Maist o' the gentlemen wore dark blue.

.

coats. ., their waistcoats deep in the lidded pooch.

b. Mining. (Cf. Lid sb. 5.)

1747 IIooson Miner's Diet. Livb, Though we may in

some Parts of this Work seem to asseit that Yeins are not
Lidded, yet. .they maybe so, but more especially on their

Dip. 1847 Halliwell s.v., The top of the bearing part of

a pipe is said to be lidded when its usual space is con-

tracted to a small compass or width. A mining term.

c. Bot. ancl Zool. ^Cf. Lid sb. 4.)

1776-96 Withkrinc Brit. Plants (ed. 3) !• 357 Capsule.,
lidded, and opening transversely. 1899 Cagney Jakseh's

Clin. Diagn. vi. (ed. 4) 224 The eggs [o( Distoma sineuse]

are oval, hdded, and spiked at the opposite end.

2. Of the eyes: Having lids, covered with lids.

Chiefly with adj. or adv. prefixed, as half- t
hcazy-,

high-lidded.
1818 Keats Lines written in Highlands 21 But the for-

gotten eye is still fast lidded to the ground. 1820— Cap $
Bells xx. Poems (1889) 527 One minute's while his eyes re-

main'd Half lidded, piteous, languid, innocent. 1879 G.
Macdonalu SirGibbie III. ix. 151 Duff gave him a high-

lidded glance, vouchsafing no reply. 1886 J. W. GaAHAM
Kergra (1887) Ii. iii. 146 IKyesl somewhat heavy lidded and
slow moving.

Iiidder, -ness, variants of Litheb, -ness.

t Li'dderon. Obs. Forms: 4ledron, 5 lyd(e)-

ron, -eryn, lydrun, lidrone, 5-6 lidderon, 6
lydderyn, lydderne, liddurn. [Perh. a. OF.
ladron (see Ladkone), influenced by Udder Lithek
rt.] A rascal, blackguard.
13.. K. A lis. 3210 Mony ledron, mony schrewe. ^1440

Promp. Pan*. 303/2 Lydron, or lyderon (MS. //. and Pyn-
son lydrun, or lydcryn), lidorus l?= Gr. AouSopo* railer). Hec
quedam glosa super corrcctione Biblie. c 1440 York Myst.
xx xi. 167 To se nowe pis lidderon her he leggis oure lawes.

\
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Ibid. 187 Say. .whare ledde }e bis lidrone. 1523 Skelton
Garl. Laurel 188 Some lidderons [MS. liddurns], some
lose)*, some noughty packis. 13*6 — Magnyf. 1945 Lyd-
deryns so ly tell set by Goddes lawes. a 1529 — Agst. Vene~
ntous Tongues Wks. 1843 1. 133 To taunt theim like lid-

droos [sic], lewde as thei bee. 1553 Hale Vocacyon Pref. 3 b,

It is better (they saye in Northfolke) that yonge lyddernes
wepe, than olde men.

Lide (bid). Obs exc. dial. Korms: 1 hlyda, 3
lnd v e, 4 lyde, 7 leed(e, leid, 7- lide. [OE.
hlyda

;
perh. lit. * noisy cogn. w. hind Loud.]

The month of March.
c xocnSax. Leechd. 11 1. 152 pone monaff martius \t, metine

hataS hlyda. Ibid. 228 Se avresta fri^edse^ be man sceal

faesten is on hlydan. 1297 R. Glouc, (Rollsl 11990 And be
tebe day cf lud in to londone be drou. Ibid. 12040 In | e

monbe of Iude. c 1325 Poem times Edw. II (Percy) xxxv,
Cattel coincth & goth As wederis don in Lyde. 1616 I*ui.-

i.okak, Leede, an olde name of the inoneth of March. 1686-7
Aubrkv Rem. Gcntilism $ Judaism (1881) 13 The vulgar
in the West of England doe call the month of March, Lide.
1866 Jml. A\ Instit. Cornw. Oct. 1 1. 132 Friday in Lide is

the name given to the first Friday in March. . .1 have heard
this archaism

i

only among tinners, where it exists in such
hayings as this :

' Ducks wan't lay till they've drink'd lide

water \ 1880 li. Cornwall Gloss.

b. attrib. and Comb., as lide- month, -water
;

lide-flower, -lily, Ihe Lent lily, Narcissus Pseudo-
Ar

arcissns (Britten & Holland Plant-n. 18S6).

1609 C. Bltlkr Feat. Man. vi. G vij b. Daffodil, *Ude-
flowrc [1623 *Lide-lilie, 1634 Lide-lilli], hlackthorne, fvc.

1696 Phillips (ed. 5), Leed, or *Leid-moneth, so called, saith

Somntr, quasi Londmoneth, from the old Saxon word
Ulydy a noise or tumult. 1866 *Lide water l.see above].

t Li dgate. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 1 hlitf-,

hlldjeat, 5 lidyate, lyde }ate, 6 lydyate, ()lid-

gitt, Sc. and north, dial. liggat(e, ligget. [OK.
hlidgeat : see Lid sb. and Gate sbA The pronun-
ciation is in some dialects (li'd^et), from the MK.
lidjale, -yate.~] A swing-gate ; a gate set up be-

tween meadow or pasture and ploughed land or

across the highway to prevent cattle from straying.

854 in llircb CartnI. Sax. (1887) II. 63 ,/Krest on die:
bonne upp uui3 hliS^eatas. 909 in Marie Land Charters
(1888) 290 ^Crest on icenan set broinbrigce up & Iang we^es
to hlidseate. 1441 Plum/>ton Corr. (Camden 1 lix, Parte
went into the towne of Helperby .. and their festned a lid-

yate in the highway at the towne end of Helperby toward
Yorke, with stoks, thorns, and otherwise, a 1450 Myrc 1497
Hast pow ay cast vp lyde }ate pere bestus haue go in ate?
l557 Scatter Manor Roll in Archseologia (r88i) XLVL 379
That euery man shall sufficiently make their Lydyates in

time convenient. 1790 J. Fisher Poems 107 They brak'
the Hggat o* the yard, Ay, a' in smash. 1847 Halmwec.i.,
Lidgitts, .. [Isle of Axholme]. Line. 1874 A. Hisiop Sc.
Aneed. 325 At another time when * right about wheel ' was
required, he attained his object by askiog them to *come
round like a ligget, lads !' 1881 J. Youncf.r Autobiog. iv.

35 Her an' the bits o' lasses were out list'ning for us at the
head o' the liggate as we came up.

Lidger, -ier, obs. forms of Ledger.

Lidless (H'dles), a. [f. Lid sb. + -less.] With-
out a lid.

1512 Bury Wills (Camden) 116 A potell pewter pott ledles.

1867 G. Macdonalu Poems 119 Lidless coffins. 1894 H.
Nishkt Bush Girl's Ron/. 138 Tea which had been boiled
over the smoky logs in the lidless billies.

b. Of the eyes : Having no lids ; not covered
with the lids. Chiefly poet. =' ever-watchful'.
1796 Coleridge Ode Departing IV. 145 Her lidless

dragon-eyes. 1820 Shellev Ode Liberty iv, Philosophy did
strain Her lidless eyes for thee. 1847 Tennyson Princess iv.

306 Not less to an eye like mine A lidless watcher of the
public weal.

c. Comb.) as lidless-eyed, -looking adjs.

1818 Keats Endym. 1. 598 The lidless-eyed train Of
planets. 1878 N. Amer. Rev. CXXV1I. 153 Lidless-look-
tng eyes.

Lidrone, variant of Liddenon-.

Lie (bi), sby Forms : 1 ly3e, lise, 3-4 le}e,

leye, lighe, liyhe (//. leis), 3-5 legh(e, 4 ly}e,

4-8 lye, 5-6, 9 (Se. and north, dial.) lee (//. lees,

6 leis), 5 le, 5, 7 ly, 6 Sc. ley, 4- lie. [OE. lyge

str. raasc. =OHG. lug (MHG. luc, inflected fug-
;

mod.G. lug) OTeut. type *lugi-z, f. *lug- wk.-
grade of *lettg~, OE. leogan : see Lie v.'2 Cf. the
synonymous OHG. Ingin fern. (MHG., mod,G.
luge), ON. lygi fern. The formal identity between
the sb. and the vb. is a result of convergent sound-
change. In northern dialects the plural lees is

liable to confusion with Lease sb.'-]

1. An act or instance of lying ; a false statement
made with intent to deceive ; a criminal falsehood.

Phrase, to tell (t formerly to make) a lie. + Also,

without lie, no lie, truly (often as an expletive in

ME. poetry ; cf. without fable).
In mod. use, the word is normally a violent expression of

moral reprobation, which in polite conversation tends to be
avoided, the synonymsfalsehood and untruth being often
substituted as relatively euphemistic.
C900 tr. Bsedris Hist. m. xiv. [xix.] (1800) 212 An is aerest

ly?es \v.r. Ikes] fyr [L. vnum (sc. ignem) mendacii). a 1000
Cxdmoris Christ Satan 53 (Gr.-Wulk. 1 1. 525) pu us fcelaer-

daest burh ly^e 5inne. a 1300 E. E. Psalter v. j That lighe

[MS. Hart, liyhe] spekes leses tou mare and lesse. Ibid.

Iviii. 13 Of legh, and of cursinge, Sal bai be schewed in

endinge. a 1300 Cursor M. 13941 (Cott.) Sal yee na leis

here 0 mi toth. e 1300 Havelok 2117 Mo ban an hundred,

251

with-uten leye. £1330 R. Brunne Chron. (Rolls) 10587
Of Artlutre ys seid many selcoob .. Al ys nougt sop, ne
nooght al lye. a 1340 Hampole Psalter xxvi. 18 A wicked
spekere delited is m his leghe. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. A.
304 Much to blame .. pat louez [read leuez] oare lorde
wolde make a Iy^c. C1385 Chaucer L. G. IK Vro\. 12 Men
schal nat wenyn euery thyng a lye For that he say it nat of 1

sore a-go. c 1400 Destr. Troy 12594 'I hies foure in hor fals-

I

hode had forget a lie. c 1470 Haroing Chron. vn. vii, lubiter
gate Dardanus no lee. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems lix. 13 1Who]
in my name all leis recordk a 1533 Li>. Bernkks Huon
xlvt. 155 Oberon neuer as yet nvide any lye to you. 1596 I

Shaks. Merch. V. hi. iv. 74 And twentie of these punie lies

He tell, a j6i8 Raleigh Mahomet (1637) 146 He was never
I
known to make a Ly. a 1651 Calohrwood Hist. Kirk (1843)

[
II. 153 They doe receave but the lees of men for the truthe

I of Ciod. 1651 Hobbks Leviath. 1. xi. 51 Able to make a
Jman both to believe lyes, and tell them. 1727 |)e Foe Hist.

Ap/>ar. i. (1840) 11 Sarah was the first ..that ever told
(iod a lie to his face, a 1764 Lloyu Ep. to C. Churchill '

Poet. Wks. 1774 I. 88 Shrewd Suspicion. .To truth declar'd, 1

I prefers a whiisper'd lye, 1791 Boswki.l Johnson an. 1781 j

(1848) 670/1 Johnson had accustomed himself to u.se the
jword lie, to express a mistake or an errour in relation..

I

though the relater did not mean to deceive. 1796 NtLsoN
;

24 July in Nicolas Disp. (1846) VI I. xciii.The lieof the day k
that Archdpke Charles has requested an Armistice, which

j

the French CJeneral positively refund. 1816 Scott Antra.
xxi, For they were queer hands the monks, unless mony '

I

le.-s is made on them. 1820 Cof.r.RinGK Lett., Cowers., etc.
1 I. 119, 1 am almost inclined to reverse the pioverb and say I

• What every une says imiNt be a lie '. 1879 Fkoudk Crsar
xx. 339 It was perhaps a lie invented by political malignity.

b. While lie\ a cc.nsciottsly untrue statement
which is not considered criminal ; a falsehood ren-

dered venial or praiseworthy l>y its irolivc.

1741 in Gent I. Mag. XI. 647 A certain Lady of the highest
Quality, .makes a judicious Distinction between a white Lie
and a black Lie. A white Lie is That which is not intended
to injure any Body in his Fortune, Inteiest, or Reputation

I but only to gratify a garrulous Disposition and the Itch <>f

amusing People by telling Them wonderful Stoiies. 1785
Paley Mor. Philos. (18 1 8; I. 1S7 White lies always intro-
duce others of a darker complexion. 1833 Makryat /'.

Simple xxxiv, All lies disgrace a gentleman, w hite or black. 1

1857 C. Rkadk [title) White Lies.

c. transf. Something grossly deceptive ; an im-
posture.

1560 I'iblk i(»enevaj Ps. Ixii. 9 Vet the childi en of men are
vanitie, the chief men are lie* [1611 men of high degree are a
lie]. 1649 hv. Reynolds Itasca iv. 59 The very formality of

j

an Idol is to be a lye, to stand for that which it i* not. 1749
I Fielding Pom Jones xi. v, How is it possible for a Man to

maintain a constant Lie in his Appearance [etc.]? 1842
Miau. in Xonconf. II. 177 Homage the most indirect paid
to the state church is . the worship of a lie. 1851 Ri skin
Status Ven. (1874) 1. i. .-8 The sculptor of this base and
senseless lie [the Vendramin Statue].

2. To give the lie {to) : to accuse (a person) to

! his face of lyin<;. Also tra/tsj. of facts, actions,

elc. : to prove the falsity of
}
to contradict (appear-

; nnces, professions).

1593 A»p. 1>.\ncro?t Danng. Posit. 1. iii. 13 They gaue the

J

Queene the lie. 1599 H. nuTTKS D\ets drie Dinner C ij,

I
Though Galen saith,. .yet experience gives him the lye. 1610
Shaks. Temp. 111. ii. 85 Giue me the lye another time.

c 1600 Raleigh The Farewell 6 Go, since 1 needs must die,

And give them all the lie. 1638 Haklr tr. Balzac's Lett.
(vol. II.) 83 Tertullian .. therein gives the lie to all anti-

1

qoitie. 171 1 AnniS0N^>t't7. No. 99 P7 The great Violation of
the Point of Honour from Man to Man, is giving the Lye.
1768 W. 1 )onai oson Life Sir B. Sapskull II. no She gave 1

him the lie for his civility, by assuring htm she eat very
hearty. 1805 T. Linui.ev Voy. Brasil (1808) 115 Replies .

.

that nearly gave the lie to his pretended superior know-
ledge. 1823 Scott Queutin D. xxvi, Francis the First, and
the Emperor Charles, gave each other the lie direct. 1856
Reade Xercr too Late xxiv, Am I to understand that you
give Mr. Hawes the lie?

b. Hence oecas. the lie is used for: The action

of giving the lie; the charge of falsehood.

1593 Shaks. Rich. II, iv. i. 66 That Lye, shall lie so heauy
I on my Sword, That [etc.). 1600 Rowlands Lett. Humours
j

Blood ii'x. 61 Astronomers .. By common censore somtimes
meete the lie. 1705 Hickeringill Priest-cr. 1. (1721) 17

1 The other gives him the Lye . . and follows his Lye with a
;

I Stab. 1732 Berkeley Alciphr. hi. § 2 He abhors to take :

I the Lye but not to tell it.

3. attrib. and Comb. ; chiefly objective, as in lie-
|

giving, -hater, -monger, -teller, -writer; Me-eon-

mtming adj. ; f lie-bill noncc-wd.> a distortion of

Libel sb. ; lie-tea, said to be a transl. of the name
given by the Chinese to teas coloured for the Euro-

pean market.
x6ao Melton Astrolog. 61 Pasquil and Morphirius. on

'

whose brests were written no * Lie- Bills, as the Popes called

them, but True- Bills of their villanies. 1822 Shelley Hellas

983 Thy ? lie-consuming mirror. 1848 Thackeray Bk. Snobs 1

xx.xix, *Lie-givings, challenges, retractations. 1900 York '

Powell in St. George ML 66 We at least will be a people of

troth-lovers and *he-haters. 1830 James Darnley xxxiv, ,

The tales that were circulated by the * liemongers of the

court. 1876 A. H. Hassall Food 114 This article has re-

ceived the name of ' *lie-tea ' because it is spurious, and, for

the most part, not tea at all. 1552 Huloet, *Lyc telhr, or

liynge knaue or qoeane. a 1641 Bp. Mountagu Acts <y

Mon. (1642) 215 The end and purpose of the lye-teller. 1863

X. *f Q. 3rd Ser. 1 1 1. 300 We would advise him to give more
attention to the contemporary libellers and *lic*wnters.

Iiie (lai), sb:2- Also 7 lye. [f. Lie v?\

1. Manner of lying; direction or position in which

something lies ; direction and amount of slope or

inclination. Also fig, the state, position, or aspect

(of affairs, etc.)«

LIE.

1697 Collect. Connect. Hist. Soc. (1897) VI. 248 Nott to
alter the proper lye of the Land. 1843 Kuskin Mod. Paint.
(1851) I. 11. vi. i. § 30. 309 The general lie and disposition
of the boughs. 1849 J. t. Johnston Exper. Agric. 101 On
what geological formation the land rests— its physical posi-
tion or lie. 1850 J. H. Newman Dijjfic. Anglic. 325 To map
out the field of thought, .and to ascertain its lie and its cha-
racteristics. 186a Tkollopk N. Amer. II. 2 Washington,
from the lie of the land, can hardly have been said to he
centrical at any time. 1865 Caklylk Fredk. Gt. xx. iii.

(1872) IX. 44 Friedrich understands well enough . . from the
lie of matters, what his plan will be. 1894 Karisg-Goui.u
DesertsS. Fran- e\.t$ The horizontal lie of the c halk beds.
1894 1'esant In Deacon's Orders 83 "J he lie of his hair, his
pose [etc.].

b. Golf, a ' The inclination of a club when
held on the ground in the natural posilion for

striking', (b) 'The situation of a ball—good or
bad (/>Ww. J ibr., Golf Gloss )

1857 II. li. Farmi: Golfer s Manual in Golfiaua Misc.
•1887) *26 The precise lie [of the ball] it [the niblick] is in-

tended for so seldom occurs. Ibid. 141 The lie of these
spoons should be rather upright. 1887 Sm W. (I. Simi-son
Art Golf 152 From a bad lie it is the only way 1 know of to
loft a ball. 1890 Hutchinson Golf58 An important consider-
ation is the ' lie

1

of the di iving club.

2. coitcr. A ii>a»s that lies; a stratum, lnyer.
a 1728 Woom\.\m> Xat. Hist. Fossils I. ^ 1 7-29^ 1. 12 Not

in regular orderly Strata, .as Stone-lies, and vaiiotis sort:>of
Farth which ate in their digit al State. 1865 Swinbl hnk
Phaed<a 153 The heifer, .sleek under shaggy and speckled
lies of hair.

3. The
j
lace w here att animal, etc. is accustomed

to lie ; its haunt. Also, room for lying.
1869 Hi. \c kmork Lorna D. vii, There were very fine

loaches here, having more tie and harbourage than in the
rough Lynn stream. 1886 O. Rev. Oct. 359 note, At other
times he la salmon] is usually resting in his 'stand ' or 'lie'.

1888 Kii>j:i< Uaouakd Mar.ca's Rev. \ 2 A long narrow
spinney which was a very favourite 'lie ' for woodcock.
4. Kail-ways. 1 A siding or short offset from the
main line, into which tracks may be run fur the
purpose of loading and unloading' Cent. Diet.'.

t Lie, a. Obs. [OK. lyge, cogn. w. lyge Lik sb.l]

Lying, false.

C975 Rusltio. Gosp. Matt. xxvi. 60 Moni.^e ly^e *se\vitu.

( 1290 .V, Eng. Ltg. \. 319 688 Hinderful and of host I-nou;,
hardi and ofte lie.

Lie l3i\z\l Forms and inflexions : See below.
[A Com. Tent. str. vb. : OK, Megan OKris. liga,

tidsa, lidzia, OS. liggian (l)u.,LG. liggen), 01 l(i.

and MlKt. liggen, lichen, ligen (mod.G. liegeu
,

OX. liggia ;Sw. ligga, Da. ligge , (loth, ligam—
O l cut. *ligjan (the Goth, ligau is abnormal), f.

Teut. root *leg- {:/ag- : ^*T* ) West Aryan *legh-

ilogh- : leghA to lie; cf. Gr. Ae'xo? bed, dAoxos
bedlcllow, wife, Auy^s lying in wait, ambush, L.

fatus bed, OS1. lezati to 'lie!

As in OTeut. *siljan Sit ?>,, the present-stem has

a j suffix, though the pa. I. and pa. pple. arc strong.

In WGcr. and consequently in OF., the pies.-stem

has two forms, due to the diversity in the phonetic

character of the llexional suffixes : ( 1
) The WGcr.

lig-, OK. //£-, appears in the 2nd and 3rd pcrs.

sing. pres. ind. and the sing, imp., and is the source

of the mod.Kng. lie
; (2) the W Ger. ligg-, OK. licg-,

appears in the inf., the 1st pcrs. sing, and the pi.

pres. ind., the pres. subj., and the pi. imp. ; it is

represented in mod. northern dialects by lig', the

southern lidge has been found only in the Wexford
dialect, though the MK. ligge in southern lexts can

only represent the pronunciation (lid^o).]

A. Inflexional Forms.
1. InfinHive lie. Forms: a. 1 licgan, licgean,

Xorthuwb. licga, 2 liggan, 2-5 ligge-n, 3 ligen,

luggen (//}, 4-5 lyge, lygge, 4-6 (7-9 dial.) lig,

liffg, 5 ligyn, lyggyn, lyg, lyegge. fi. 2 lien, 3
lisen, 3 lin, 4 Iii, lij, li, lyen, (terron. ley-n,

U>3e, lai), 4-5 lyn(e, ly}e, 4-8 ly, 4-9 lye, 5
liyn, lyyn, lyin, 4- lie.

a. BeoAvulf3082 (Gr.) Lete hyne licgean, }>3er he lonee waes.

c\\6o Hatton Gosp. John v. 6 pa se haelend £e«seah )>isne

liggan. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 79 Uo. .letten hine liggen half
quic. CM05 Lay. 22836 per he seal liggen \c 1275 luggen].

a 1275 Prov. sElfred 467 in O. E. Misc. 131 He sal ligen long
anicht. a 1275 Death 118 ihid. 174 Nu bu schalt wrecche
liggen ful stille. 1297 R. Gt.oec. (Rolls) 3169 He had hint

ligge and slepe wel. a 1300 Cursor M. 5309, I will me lig

to dei. a 1340 H ampole Psalter v. 4, 1 sail noght lige in

fleschy lustis. c 1400 Maunokv. (Roxh.) xxv. 118 Whare he

cmperour schall ligg on he niorue. 1425 Ord. \l> hittmetoris
Alms-house in Entick London (1766) IV. 354 A. .little house
..in which he shall lyegge and reM. c 1440 [see 0]. 1483
Cath. Angl. 216/1 To Lyg in wayte. 1579 Spenskr Sheph.
Cat. Sept. 254 There mayst thou ligge in a vetchy hed. 1651

Randoli'h, etc. Hey for Honesty 111. i. Wks. (1875) 431
Liggen in strommel. a 1652 Bromf. Eng. Maori, iii. Wks.
(18731 II. 13 Make thy hed fine and soft l'le lig with thee.

1674 Ray N. C. Words 30 To Lig'. to lye, Var. Dial.

p. 1154 O. E. Chron. an. 1137 (Laud MS.) He ne myhte
..ne sitten nc lien ne slepcn. C1200 Ormin 6020, & nile he
nohbt t*erinne lin. a lynCnrsorM. 3778 (Cott.) He. .bar-on

laid his hefd to li [Fair/, ly]. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints vii.

(Jacobus minor) 482, & bare wele foore dais can J»ai ley but
met & drink. 1382 Wyclip Isa, xi. 6 The parde with the

kide shal leyn. c 1400 Lanfrauc's Cirurg. 68, I lete it lie

btilL 1426 Lydc. De Gnil. Pilgr. 13554 Lat hym lyn a
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whyle slylle, c 1440 Promp. Parv. 304/2 Lyyn or lyggyn (A'.

lyin or Hgyn), jaceo. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. ccxlii. 277
They, .charged hym to lye still. 1849 Macaulay Mist. Eng.
ix. II. 446 He might lie many years in a prison.

2. Indicative Present.

a. 1st pers. sing. lie. Forms: a. 1 liege, 3-4
ligge, 4-6 (7-9 dial.) lig, 5 lige. 0. 4 liy, 4-9
lye, 6 ly, 4- lie. *

* 1240 Lo/song in CW/. //<>///. 211 Ase ich ligge lowe.

c 1275 Lay. 14x37 I he ligge fastehi-cluscd in on castle, a 1300-

1400 Cursor M. 3612 (Gott.) Here . . i liy [ot/urr texts lig,

lye] in bed of care. 1377 Langl. P. PL 15. v. 417, 1 . . ligge

abedde in lenten. 143a TV*/. Ebor. II. 22, j matres y l I

lige on. 1530 Palsgw. 610/1, 1 lye a bedde. £1586 C'tkss
Pembroke Ps. lvii. i, On thee 1 ly. 1688 Levinz in Keble
Life Bp. Wilson Hi. \1863) 99 When 1 lye under the con-

finement of my melancholy retreat. 1719 D'Urfey Pills

11872) II. 148 Thinking that I lig so nigh. 1801 R. Akorr-
son Cumb. Ball. 17 At neet I lig me down. 1802 Coleridge
Ode to Rain 5 O Rain ! that I lie listening to.

b. 2ndpers. sing, liest (larest). Forms: a. 1

li-est, liz%t, list, 3-5 list, lyst, 4-9 lyest, 6-7
ly'st, 4- liest. Also north. 4 lyis, 5 lise, lyes.

s iyggestj lyggyst.
a 1000 C.rdmons Gen. 734 <Gr.) par bu ^ehunden lij^t.

c 1000 /Elfkic ^Wj. vii. 10 Aris nu. .hwi list Su neowel on
corban. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 103 \Yi list bu turnd on
be eor5e? a 1275 Death 84 in i>. /f. jW/w. 172 Nu bu list

It'.r. Iyst] on here. <r 1386 CiiALUia Manciple's P. 172 Now
lihtow deed \v.rr. lyst thow, liest thou, lyes thou], c 1450
Cot: Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 159 Heyl, Ix>rd oveMordys, that
lyggyst fill lowe. 1470-85 Malory Arthur xxi. ii, Here now
thow lyggest. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. v. ii. 151 Whil'st
thou ly'st warme at home. 1671 Milton Samson 1663 Thou
. .now ly'st victorious Among thy slain. 1877 C. Patmore
L

f
nknown Eros 1. ix.(Eurydice), Where . . On pallet poor

Thou lyest, stricken sick.

C. ydpers. sing, lies i\ziz). Forms: a. 1 li^ep,

lisp, lip, 2-5 lip, 3 listiS, 3-6 lyth, 4 lype, Ieip,

lyhth, li;Lh, Iy^t, liht, 4-5 lijth, lithe, 4-6
lythe, 4-7 lyeth, 5-6 lyith, 3- (now arch, lieth.

Also (with ending orig. north.') 1 lises. 4 lyse,

lijs, 4 5 lis e, 4 6 Iiis, 4-8 lyes, 5-6 Iyis,lyese,

6 .Sc. lysz, Iisz, lyisz, 4- lies. 0. 2-6 Hggep,
-eth, 4-5 liggith. Also 4 liggus, 4 5 ligus, -es,

lyggas, -ys, -ez, 5 ligis, 6 (7 9 dial." lig(g)s.
a. a 900 O. P. Chron. an. 893 (Parker MS.) Seo ea. .113 ut

of b'Ctn wealda. ^950 Lindis/. Gosp. Matt, viii. 6 Cnaeht
min li^s in hus eoro-cryppel. izixoo O. F.. Chron. an. 675
(Laud MS.) Medeshamstede . .& eal \> bscr to Jigged. Ibid.

an. 792 His lie lixft ;tt Tinan mube. c 1220 Besliaty 24
Danne he lie3 to slepen. c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 88g In oe weie
Se to salem. a 1300 Cursor M. 2117 pis land lies

mast vnto \>*z south. 1362 Langl. P. PL A. 1. 115 Lucifer
Inuwesl l^th of hem alle. c 1369 Chauckr Dcthe Blanm he
181 Awake., who lyeth thrrf [v.rr. lythe, libej. 1382

Wyclif Matt. viii. 6 My child ly^th [v.r. liggeth, 1388
lijth] . . sike. c 1400 Pestr. Troy 5369 Teutra . . here in tomhe
lis. c 1423 IIawhole's Psalter Metr. Pref. 26 This same
santcr .. is be self.. That ly}t at hampole. 4*1475 Rat//
Coit$ear 246, 1 haue na knawledge quliair the Court lyis.

1533 Gau Richt Vay 84 To ?>ay . . that thair lis/ mair pardone
to ony oder prayer, c 1560 A. Scott Poems |S. T. S.) iv.

76 Sum can nocht keip hir gap Fra lairing, as scho lyiss.

1579 Lyi.y Enphues (Arb.) 86 As much as in me lyeth. 1611

Bible Melt. ii. 3 When the city . . lyeth wa^te. 1660 Bvkrow
Euclid t. xxvi, That side which lyeth betwixt the equal
angles. 1666 Milton ind P.pit. University Carrier 1 Here
lieth one who [etc. J. 1675 Karl Essex Lett. (1770) 88 That
part of the town which lyes to the water. 171 1 Hkaknk
Collect. (O. H. S.) III. 133 His skill indeed chiefly lyes in

Coyns.
fi. a 1300 Cursor M. 2033 pi fader slepand . . Liggus \Gd~ft.

lis, Pair/, lyse, Trin. libj here-oute. 13.. E. E. A Hit. P.

B. 1792 A dogge . . bat in a dych lygges. a 1400-50 Alex-
ander 5173 A cabayne quare be kyng liggis. c 1460 Townc-
ley Plays ii. 220 Gif hym that that ligis thore. 1597 Tofte
Laura in Arb. Garner VIII. 298 Ah, happy thrice, that

ligs in love with thee ! 1605 Camden Pern., Epitaphs 59
lohn Bell broken-brow Ligs vnder this stean. a 1774 Fkr-
gusson Ilalloiv/air Poems ^845) 15 When Phoebus lig-; in

Thetis' lap. 1849 James Woodman xxxtx, I can tind out
for him where liggs the pretty lass. 1865 S. Evans Pro.
Fabian 52 Bold Robin he liggelh here.

d. plural lie. Forms : a. 1 licgap, licgeap,

^-3 ligge*, 4 liggip, 2-4 {6 arch.) liggeD, 5 lig-

gyn, 4 ligge, 5 lygge. Also north. 4 ligges, 5
liggez, liggis. 0. 2-4 lien, 2-3 lin, 4-6 lyen, 5

ly^n, lyun, 4-9 ly(e, 4- lie. Also north. 4 lijs,

Sc. 4-6 lyis, lyes.
a.

^
a 1000 Andreas 1426 (Gr.) Licgaft a^fter lande loccas

todrifene. ^1x75 Lamb. Horn. 49 We HggeA in heue3
sunnen. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 6355 pere hii liggeb.

a 1300 C ursor M. 25965 Al ur sin bat we .. ligges in [Fair/.

lien]. 136a Langl. /\ PI. A. it. 105 Thet liggen to-gedere.

1387 Trkvisa lligdcn (Rulls) I. 403 They. .Stondeb, sitteS

liggeb, and slepep\ Ibid. II. 193 pey ligge [Carton lygge]
vpri^t. a 1400-50 Alcxamhr Hi* par liggez lymmes of
laddes. Ibid. 4845 pai se^e doun sodanly slane of baire

blonkis. .& in be strete liggts. i486 Bk. St. Albans E vij b,

The Forchers that liggyn euen between The ij theys of the

beest. 1579 Spknskr Sheph. Cat. May 217 Many wyld
beastes liggen in waite.

0. a 1100 O. E. Chron. an. 963 (Laud M.S.) Ealle ba borpes
be Sa^rlo lin. 1154 Ibid. an. 1137 pe landes be lien to be
circe wican. c 1230 Mali Meid. 3 Al bat bitler bale bat ter

lie3 under, a 1300 Cursor M. 5340 par lijs [Fair/, lyes]

our heldres. c 1350 Will. PaUrtit 2266 In caue bei lyen, &
slepen samen y-lere. c 1374 Chaucer Compl. Mars 5 Ye
lovers that lye [v.r. ben) in eny drede. £1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints xiv. (Lucas) 80, & ger thame ryse bat lyis law. c 1400
Maundev. (1839) xxiv. 255 Thet ly^n in Tentes. C1400
Pestr. Troy 7g66 pe grekes, bat on oure ground lyun. 1448
in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) 11. 8 All the hemes that

252

lyen by hemself. 1513 Bradshaw St. Werburgc 1. 284
Whiche Ladyes were buryed.. and now there lyen tn shryne,

1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie*s Hist. Scot. I. 54 Sum mon-
struous gret amang thame lyis to the cost of Carrik. Ibid.

148 In lyme of neid lyes the Pechtis abak w l thair supporte.

c 1614 Sir W. Mure Dido «v /E. 1. 101 Troy. .Whose ruines
poore, which low in ashes lye. 1711 J, Greenwood Eng.
Gram. 197 Place and Things that ly upward. 1756-7 tr.

A'eysler*s Trav. (1760) III. 104 Here lie the remains of
Giacomo Sanseverini. 1808 A. Parsons Trav. i. 12 Pebbles,
which have been dug up. .and now lye in heaps.

3. Indicative Past lay (!<?). Forms: a. (strong)

1st and ydpe? m

s. sitig. 1 lses, Jeeis, 2 lsei, 2-3 lei,

2-4 lai, leie, 3 lsei 5)e, leai, lei3e, Ormin la3},

3-6 laie, 4 le3, leye, 4-5 ley^e, leghe, 4-6 Sc.

la, 4-7 ley, (5 lye, le^e), 5^6 laye, 3- lay. 2nd

j

pers. 1 lase, 3 laei3e, 3-4 lay, lai, etc.; 7 laist,

9 lay'st. Plural. 1 leejon, lfi^on, Northumb.
I63011, 3-4 leien, laien, lei3eD,etc. ; also 3- un-

/ inflected. 0. (weak) 6-7 dial.
r
8 9 arch, ligged,

6 *SV. liggit, 9 lied, dial. ligd.
a. Beowulf 1532 (Gr.) Hit on eor5an lae^. £-950 Lindis/

Gosf>. Matt. ix. 36 Le^on suae scip naefdon hiorde
;

11..

0. E. Chron. an. 1052 (Cotton MS.) pa:tte on Sandwic lari^.

c 1160 llatton Gosp. Mark ii. 4 pajt bed be se lame un lai>

CX200 Ormin 3692 lie la33 . . i cribbe. c 1205 Lay. 5030 pa
wombe be bu l«ie inne swa longe. Ibid. 9766 V'aspasien

|

j
mid his monnen laei^e [c 1275 lay] at Kxcharstre. C1220
Bestiary 42 In a ston stille he lai til it kam 3e dridde dai.

|

j

n 1275 Passion L.ord 195 in O. E. Misc. 42 pe Gywes vp
' asturte bat leyen in be grunde. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 3830
Kobe stede & king Icye sone atte grounde. a 1300 Cursor

' M. 10571 par efterson bai samen lai. Ibid. 23500 Quat bou
did and in credel lai [other texts lay]. 13.. Gaw. <y Gr.
h'nf. 2006 pe leude lystened ful wel, )>at U3 in his bedde.

13.. E. E. A Hit. P. A. 214 Her fax .. On schylderez bat

leghe- 1387 Trkvisa Higden (Rolls) V. 107 His body lay

in be streete . .unburied. c 1400 Desir. Troy 8243 The ladies

olofte leghen to waite. c^420 Chron. 1 7<W.4459(Horstm.)He
1

lyeeuery-presonedestyllein batcastelle. a 1548 H all Chron. t

Hen. I'l, 173 b, His seignorie and power laie in those partes.

1560 Daus tr. Sleidancs Comm. 57 b, His Purse . . laye upon
his bed. 1596 Dalrympi.k tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. ix. 86 To
ly hidd as he la. 1671 Milton A'. I. 247 The Manger

I
where thou lais't. 1749 Fielding Pom jones xvui. vi,

1 lay Seven years in Winchester jail. 1847 L. Hi nt jfar
Honey x. (1848) 131 Sicily lay at our feet.

0. 1560 Rolland Crl. i'enus 1. 56 Hehind the Bus.. I

liggit law. 41641 lip. Mountac.u Acts % Mon. (1642) 456
Their Cels and Coinmoratories where they ligged. 1748
Thomson Cast. Indol. 595 Here whilom ligg'd th' Esopus
of the age. 1813 T. Busby tr. Lucretius I. Dissert. 14
Pright eminences and fertile vallies lied in his way. Ibid.

vi. Comm. 25 Those who, by death or desertion, were I

deprived of their friends and domestics, lied unburied in 1

their houses. 1879 K. Arnold Lt. Asia tit. 2 In which
calm home of happy life and love Ligged our Lord Buddha. I

4. Subjunctive Present lie. Forms : 1 liege,

3-4 ligge, 4 lyg, ligg, 6 lig, 6 7 ly(e, 5- lie.

c 1000 Laws 0/ Wihtr&d c. 25 (Schmid) Liege butan wyr*
£elde. a 1225 A nc r. /I 424 Nenne mon ne lcten heo in.,

ne ne ligge ute. 1340 Ham polk Pr. Consc. 3507 If any fal

in dedly .syn Ryse he up, and ligg noght lang bar-in. c 1374
CiiAUCiiR I'roylusv. 411 If bow bus ligge a day or two or
bre. c 1375 Lay Polks Mass Bk. (MS. B.) 593 Wheber we
ryde, or be'goande, lyg, or sitt. 1^449 Pecock Kefir. 11.

xx. 272 That he lie with the lord in oon bed. 1508 Dun-
1 bar Tua mariit wemen 500 That he be lost or with me lig.

1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. 1. 31 How lang I

I

saevir the frost ly. 1596 Shaks. Merch. /'. 11. vii. 61 If my
[

forme lye there.

5. Subjunctive Past lay (lt>»). Forms: 1 lsse,

(//. l&sen), 3 leie, leeie, 3-4 leye, 4 laye, 5 leyje,

7 ley (etc., as in pa. ind.), 5- lay.
6-893 K» ^'UPRKn Oros. 1. i. § 14 He saxle ba;t he . . wolde

j

fandian hu longe b«x*t land norbryhle h-eje. a 1175 Lamb,
j

Horn. 33 pah bu leie in ane prisune. 1x205 Lay. 22254 pat

,

his folc gode aswundeu ne la;ie bere [c 1275 leye]. c 1374
Chaucer 'Pt-oylus iv. 1532 (1560) If bis were wist my 1 if lay

. [v.r. leye] in balaunce. t 1400 Lau/rauc's Cirurg. 16 It

were good bat he lay [Add. MS. ley^ej & traueilide wib
hise hondis. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. II- % v. ii. 48 O t would the
qtiarrell lay vpotxnur heads. 1684 T. Burnkt Theory Earth
1. 195 If the ballast ley more at one end, it would dip to-

J

wards that pole.

6. Imperative lie (lai). Forms : sing. 1 lis(e,

j
3 li} e, 3-5 li, ly, 5-9 north, lig, ligg, 6-8 lye,

I 3- lie. plur. 4 liggeth
; 4- lie.

c 1000 Sax. Lcechd. II. 118 Li^e on ba sidan be letc.).

\
c 1205 Lay. 18097 Passent lhj \c 1275 lyj nu ber. Ibid. 28724

,

Li^e ber. a 1225 Ancr. R. 290 Ne lie )>u nout stille. a 1275
Death 137 in O.E. Misc. 170 Lt [v.r. Jy] awariedc bait bat

1 neauer bu ne arise. C1374 Chauckr Troylus 11.904(953)
Li stil and hit me slepe. Ibid. in. 899(948) Liggeth stille

and taketh hym right here, c 1460 Totvneley Myst. ii. 326
Lig^ down ther and take thi rest, e 1650 Christopher White
iv. in Child Ballads II. 439 Come, sweet wench, and ligg

thy loue on mec 1680 T>tway Orphan ?. iv. 276 Lye still !

my Heart.

7. Present Participle lying (tarirj). Forms : 1

licgende, Northumb. lio(c)end, 2-3 liggend, 4
liynge, lyng, liging, ligand(e, -onde, liende,
lyende, liggonde, -ande, lyggynde, 4-5 ligging, I

-yng(e, 5 liggeng, lieng, lyynge, leing, liend,

4-6 lyeng(e, liand(e, lyand(e, 5 lyond, lyg-
gande, 5-6 lyggyng(e, -ing(e, lyinge, 6 liyng,

7 lyeing, 5- lying, 9 ligging dial.

C950 Lindis/. Gosp. John v. 6 Dionne mi35y jesa;h se

harlend licgende {Pitshw. licendej. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn.
183 pus doO be libbende frend to-3enes be liggende. a 1300
Cursor M. 6130 (Cotl.) For was na hus in al bat land pat
bar ne was ded man ltgand [other texts liggande, ligond].

I
^1315 Shoreham 122 Lyggynde ine hare forage. ^1325

LIE.

Song Mercy 57 in E. E. P. (1862) 120 In harde prisoun lyng.
^ X37S Cursor M, 3384 (Fairf.) pe landes lyand towarde \>n

est 138a Wyclif Matt. viii. 14 He say his wyues moder
l'ggynge U'-r. lyende, 1388 HggyngeJ. c 1400 Destr. Troy
12666 pe buernes . . Left hym per lyond. 1436 Rolls o/Parlt.
IV. 408/1 As Felons, .in awayte lyggyng. ^1440 Generydes
3027 In the feld he left hym liggeng. c 1450 Holland IImv-
lat 227 Lyand in hchory, laith, vnloveable. 1470-85 Malory
A rthurxvuu xx, The fayrest corps lyenge in a ryche bedde.
1496 Naval Acc. Hen. VII (1806) 175 The Soueraigne leing
in the dokke. 1533 Gau Richt Vay 64 Liand in his bed.

1553 Brendr Q. Curtins F viij, The fore front alwayes de-
fended the rest of the work lyinj* behinde. 1596 Dal-
rymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. 1. 5 The vthir syd lyeng to-

ward Spane. Ibid. 9 The mid parte lyeing betuene that
and Cheuott hillis. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. v. I. 597
A merchantman lying at the quay took fire. 1864 Tennyson
Northern Parmer 1. i, Wheer 'asta bean saw long and mea
liggin* 'ere aloan?

8. Past Participle lain (l£ ln). Forms: a.

(slrong) 1 (se'lejen, 3 i-leeien, i -lei en, i-leye,

i-lei, 3-4 y-leye(n, lei(e)n, 4 y-leine, y-leie,

y-lay, y-leighe, ylei;e, y-lie, leye(n, leie,

lei5en, ligen, lygyn, lin(e, Sc. lyin, 4-5
leyn(e, liggen, 4-6 lyn, 4-7 lsynfe, laine, lyne,

4-8 layen, lyen, lien (also 9 arch.)
t 5 y-ly,

lye, ?loy(e n, 6 lyene, 7 lTn, lay, 7- Iain.

0. (weak) 6 Sc. liggit, 7 lied, 9 dial. lig*d.
a. C893 K. /F,lfrkd Oros. v. xiii. § 3 pa heo ba;ron jelejr,en

was. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 7 Longe we habben lein on
ure fulesynnes. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 1711 He adde ileye

sik. a 1300 Cursor M. 10084 Vte o prisnn Strang bat bat had
ligen [other texts liggen, leyn, leyne] in sua lang. Ibid.

1 1 297 .Efter bat sco sttld ha lin [other texts lyne, lien, lynj

Fourti dais in hir gi<>in
% c 132=0 Sir Beues 2001 (MS. A.) In is

prisoun. . I chaue leie bis seuen 5are. c 1325 Lai le F'reine

p8Tvaymen han y-ly me by. c 1330A rth. <y Alert. 4188 (Kbl-
bing) Hi hir he wald haue ylei5e. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc.

3 162 Som . . pat . . has. . lang lygyn in bair syn. 1362 Langl.
P. PL A. v. 259 He hab let^en [C. vii. 3^30 leye] bi latro,

lucifers brother. Ibid. xt. 276 pat hadde leyn (H. x. 419
yleinej with lucifer manye longe jeris. c 1380 Wyclif H ks.

(1880J 286 pei han so longe leyen in so gret cursinge. c 1440
Capgrave Life St. A'ath. iv. 2090 It were as good thei had
loyn in bedde. a 1450 Le Morte Arth. 525 How bat he
had woundyd bene, And seke he had lyc fulle sore, c 1450
Merlin 86 How a man hadde lyen with her in semblaunce
of the Duke. 5463 Bury Wills (Camden) 23 X* bedde that

she hath loyen in. c 1560 R. Moan e in Lett. Lit. Men
(Camden) 25, I wolde yt hadd byn my fortune to have lyn
in Ixmdon. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia it. (1590) 101 b, Those
flames which had so long layn deade in me. 1611 Bible
yohn xx. 12 Where the body of lesus had layen. 1624
Heywood Gunaik. \\. 67 Oft in one shade the hare and
hound hath lyne. 1650 IJaxter Saints R. til. vl § 24
(1651) 125 What if you had lien in Hell but one year? 1675
Karl Essex Lett.{\yjo) 207 An order of Council which had
several months lay by me. 1676 Hobuhs Iliad (1677) 380,
I.. rolling on the soiled grass have lPn Perpetually, and.,
wept. 1681 T. Flatman Ileraclitns Ridens No. 25 (1713
L 161 If my Life had lain never so much at stake. 1703
T. N. City a> C. Purch. 43 Bricks .. had layen in the Place
to dry. 1722 De Foe Plague (1756) 227 We . . found it had
lyen much longer conceal'd. 1788 Beattie Burns* ll 'ks.

IL 141 Lang had she lien wi' buffe and flegs. 1871 G.
Macdonald Bk. Sonnets in Wks. Fancy <y Imag. II. 176
At thy holy feet 1 should have lien. 1871 Smiles Charac.
iii. (1876) 69, I have lain awake al) night.

p. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems lv. 28, 1 saw cowclinkis ..

Had better liggit in the stockis. 1670 Barrow in Rigaud
Corr. Set. Men (184 1) II. 75 lt hath lied by me without
looking on for many years. 1832 Specim. Vorksh. Dial. 11

Had sbe lig'd theer lang ?

B. Signification and uses.

I. In senses expressive of bodily posture, and
developments of these.

1. intr. Of persons or animals : To be in a pros-

Irate or recumbent position. Formerly also with

reil. pronoun.
c 1000 ^Elfrjc Horn. \. 246 Se witeja ke^ and slep. Ibid.

328 pa laej sum w%dla art his Xeate, and his nama w;es

Lazarus, c 1 175 Lamb. Horn. Bi pes* o5er Mon. . Iuue5 hi:

sunnen alse deo bet fette swin pet fule fen to liggen in.

a 1300 Cursor M. 690 Bi be dere bat now es wild, Als

lainbe him lai be leon mild, c 1300 Havelok 475 pe children

..Leyen and sprauleden in |:e blod. c 1330 R. Brlnne
Chron. (18 10) 55 «A ha !

' said be erle, ' had bat schank nc
bien, bou had hggen ber stille, be risen suld non haf sene.'

136a Langl. PI. A. Prol. 9 As I lay and leonede and
lokede on be watres. 138a Wyclif Gen. xxix. 2 He saw}
a pit in the feeld and thre flock is of sheep liggynge bisidis

it. c 1440 Gesta Rom. it. 6 (Harl. MS.) To Huge ny be fire.

1551 Robinson Mores Utop. tt, (1895) 295 When Ihey haue
lien a little space on the grounde, the priest giueth them
a signe for to ryse. 1607 Dkkker K'nt.'s Conjnr. (1842" p. vi,

They that haue once or twice lyen vpon the rack of publicke
censure. 1809 Med. J>nl. XXI. 385 The woman having
lain during the labour upon her left side. 1850 Tennyson
In Mem. lxxxix. 23 To hear him, as he lay and read The
Tuscan poets on the lawn.

b. with predicative complement expressing con-

dition
;
e.g. to lie asleep, sick, dead, blind, in afever.

f Also with inf. (e.g, to lie to die).

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. viii. 6 Min cnapa Ii5 on minum
huse lama. 1154 O. E. Citron, an. 1135 (Laud MS.) He lai

an slep in scip. <rii75 Lamb. Horn. 81 And efre lei bes
wrecbe for-wunden. ^11225 Leg. A'ath. 2286 Nalde nawt

fodd leoten his martirs licomes liggen to forleosen. a 1340
Iampole Psalter Cant. 496 A man bat liggys in a strayte

fifere. a 1425 Cursor M. 14T72 (Trin.) He lib to de^e pal

leie & trewe. c 1440 Gesta Rom. Ixi. 253 jHarL MS.) The
suster of the Emperoure, bat now lithe in childebed. 1470-85
Malory A rthurx Yti. xviii. 715 And anon the kynge sawe
hym the whicbe had leyne blynd of long tyme. 1526 Pilgr.

Per/. (W. de W, 1531) 72 h, And so sayd saynt Laurence
whati he laye rostynge on the yren crate. 1530 Palsgr.



LIE. 253 LIE.

610/1, I lye at the poynte ofdethe. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's
Co/nut. 24 b, For the duke of Saxonie lay sicke at Collen.

1564 Grindal Funeral Serm. Ferdinand A ivb, Aeschilus
the Poete lieng on slepe bare headed nere the sea. 1669
Pepys Let. 2 Nov. in Diary (1879) VI. U2 My wife .. hath
layn under a fever so severe, as [etc.]. 171 1 Swift JrnL to
Stella 31 Aug., Ophy Butler's w ife there lies very ill of an
ague, 1870 F. Peacock K al/ Skirl, 111. 81 For hours she
lay awake. 1887 E. Berdoe St, Bernard 68 The ..room
where she lay a eripple for so many years.

t c. Used simply— to ' lie sick', keep one*s bed.
a 1300 Cursor M. 8942 War his sekenes neuer sa Strang,

Ne had he lin neuer sua lang. 1470-85 Malory Arthur
II. xiii. 91 They . . told hym how her lady was seke & had
layne many yeres. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Jfist. Scot,

x. 408 Quhen bot schort he had lyne the x of July he
departed this lyfe.

d. Expressing the posture of a dead body : To
be extended on a bier or Ihe like; to be buried (in

a specified place). To lie in state : see State.

f In OE. and early ME. also, To be dead.
Beoiuu1/174$ (Or.) Nu se wyrm li^eS. a 1000 O. E. Chron.

an. 901 (Parker MS.) /Foelwald . . sa;de pa?t he wolde oder
o<5oe baer libban o3<5e J>a;r licgan, e 117s Lamb. Horn. 35
Ga to pine feder burincsse o5er her eni of pine cunne lirS in.

c 1205 Lay. 5869 We eow wulleS bi-foren libben ooer Hggen.
c 1250 Gen. <y Fx. 3892 Dor he [Aaron] liS doluen on Oat
wold, a 1300 ( t/rsor M. 5340 J>ar lijs our heldres, p;<r sal

i li. c tyjo Harding Chron. clxxix. ii, Thyrty thousande
with thcim liggand ly. isoi Bury Wills 1 Camden 1 83 The
holy place where the blyssyd and holy Apostyll Scynt
Jamys lyth. 1695 Sibbalu Antobiog. 1834) 126 He was
buried at Edinburgh in the Gray Frier churchyard, where
our other relations lye. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 1^4 F \ >

Here lie the Bodies of Father Francis and Sister Constance.

1798 Wordsw. We are seven 21 Two of us in the church-

yard lie, My sister and my brother.

e. To be in one's bed for the purpose of sleep-

ing or resting. Also (now rarely) with qualifying

word or phrase, e.g. to lie so/lily.

1:1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 102/37 pare heo leien In heore

beden. 1362 Langl. P. PL A. vii. 14 The Neodi and the

Nakede nym }eeme hou thei liggeu. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints
xvi. {Magdalene) 312 pu in chuchis & silkine clathis ly is

ful softe. c 1386 Chaucer Sir Phopas 200 He nolde slepen

in noon hous hut liggen in his hoode. c 1440 Gesta Kent.

Ixiii. 274 (Harl. MS.) Certenly he desirith wele to ele,

swetly to drinke, softely to ligge. 1579 Smcxskr Skeph.
Cat. May 125 Tho gan shepheards sw-aines to looke aloft,

And leave to live hard, and learne to ligge soft. 1651

Hobbes Levitt th. (18^9) 8 Hence it is that lying cold

breedeth dreams of fear. 1710 Mrs. Ckntlivrk Man's
Bewitched v. 68 Leave the London Dames .. To lig in

their Beds till Noon. 174a Chester*-

. Lett. (1792) 1. xc.

250 The people are extremely rude and barbarous, living

chiefly upon raw flesh, and lying generally upon the ground,
or at best in tents. 1850 Thackeray Pendennis ix, Vou
must lie on the bed which you have made for yourself.

f. 1 lence to lie with (or f by) : to have sexual

intercourse with. Somewhat arch.

a 1300 Cursor M. 27943 Ince>t, pat es for to lij Hi hat }>i

sibman has line bi. e 1330 Arth. A> Merl. 852 (Kdlhing) pis

maiden, .feled al so bi her pi, pat sche was yleyen bi. c 1400
Maundey. (1830) xxvii. 276 He wille not ly^e with his

Wyfes but 4 sithes in the }eer. 1470-85 Malory Arthur
v. xii, That none of his lyege men shold defoule ne lygge
by no lady. 1504 Plumpton Corr. (Camden) p. Ixiv, That
they shuld not ligg togedder till she came to the age of xvi

yeres, 1533 Gau Richt Vay 16 Thay that lysz wit thair

kine and bluid. 1611 Bible Jer. iii. 2 Lift vp thine eyes
vnto the high places, and see where thou hast not bene lien

with, a 1652 Brome Matt Couple 1. i. Wks. 1873 I. 16 Vou
have unlawfully lyen with some woman. 1711 Steele
Sfect. No. 51 P 7 Tho' he betrays the Honour and Bed of

his Neighbour and Friend, and lies with half the Women
in the Play, 1750 G. Jeefreys in Duncombe's Letters

(1773) 250 "e ™as OXi)y beforehand with his double-
dealing brother in lying with a prostitute.

2. To assume a recumbent or prostrate position.

Chiefly in lit down, lie back, etc., for which see

branch IV. t Also with refl, pronoun. + Also, to

lean or hang 07.wr (a wall}*.

a 1300 Cursor M. 20487 To hir bedd son scho ^od &
lay Abutte pe time al of midday, c 1320 Sir Tristr. 70
pat maidens mi^t him se And ouer pe walles to lye. c 1435
Torr. Portugal 1166 Ladyes layover and beheld. £-1440

Gesta Pom. xix. 67 (Harl. MS.) And perfore Jet vs make
him, pat settith such a dyet in vs, to rise with vs, and lig

with vs. X484 Caxton Fables of Al/once v, We shalle go
and lye vs for to slepe. 1530 Palsgr. 610/1, I lye me to

slepe, je me mets a dormir. a 1828 I^eesome Brand xxxiii.

in Child Ballads 1. 183 His mother lay ower her castle wa,
And she beheld batth dale and down. 183a Tennyson
Miller's Dan. 1 1 1 From off the wold I came, and lay Upon
the fresh ly-flowerM slope.

3. To be or remain in a specified position of sub-

jection, helplessness, misery, degradation, or cap*

tivity ; to be kept in prison ; to continue in sin,

ete. f Also simply = * to lie in prison '
; sometimes

idiomatically to lie by it. To lie by the keels

(arch.) : see' Heel sb.1 18. To lie open Jo) : see

Open.
4-893 K« Alfred Oros. v. 1, On carcernum lae^on. c «aoo

Vices <y Virtues U 888) 37 5if he . . liS on sume heaued-senne.

c 5300 Havelok 1374 He baueth me do . . ofte in sorwe and
!)ine ligge. e 1350 Will. Palerne 4307 Alle ober of pe

ordes of pat lond pat pere lete in hold. C1380 Wyclif
Ser/n. (Sel. Wks.) 1. 39 A long custom to ligge in synne.

1470-85 Malory Arthur iv. vii, We ben here xx knyghtes
prysoners . . & some of vs haue layne here seuen yere.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 239 b/! And yet he entended to be
his pledge and. to lye for him, his charite was so grete.

*53° Palsgr, 610/1, 1 lye bounde in chayues. 1567 GudeA
Godlie Ball. (S.T.S.) 133 Sa lang in Sin as thow dots ly.

1386 Earl Leicester Corr. (Camden) 277 The auditour
ajse. .is worthy to lye hy the heeles. 1618 E, Elton Rom.
vii. (1622)90 Any particular sinue wherein thou hast liued
and lyen. 163X Massinger F.mpcror East 111. i, To free all

such as He for debt. 1644 Qi arli:s Barnabas B. 16, I must
be paid, or he lie by it, until I have my utmost farthing or
his bones, a 1670 Hackkt Alp. Williams 11. (1692) 138 Lin-
coln was like to lye by it, and to be shut out of mercy by an
irreversible decree. 169* K. L'KsTKANGE/'ViM\f, Life Aisop
(1708) 7 From Lying at the Mercy of Fire, Water, and a
Wicked Woman, Good Lord deliver ur.. 1849 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. iv. I. 482 The defendant.. was lying in prison as
a debtor. 1882 Stevenson Fam. Stud. 265 His hrother still

lay hy the heels for an unpatriotic treaty with England.

b. To lie under: to be subject to (some disad-

vantage or obligation).

1599 Shaks. Much Ado iv. i. 171 If this xweet Ladie
lye not guiltlesse heere, Vnder some biting error. 1682
L'oi : nt KOnigsmark in Bncclcnch MSS. iHist. MSS.
Comm.) I. 336 The misfortune which I lay under. 1701
W. Wotton 11is*. Rome vi. 105 He lay under a sort of a
Vow. 1710 Addison Whig Exam. No. 4 ?g Any one
who reads this letter will lye under the same delusion.

1748 Anson's Voy. 11. .\. 236 Manila lies under some dis-

advantage, from the difficulty there is in getting to sea to

the eastward. 1849 Macalj.ay Hist. Eng. vii. II. 20a In
.spite of all the re>traints under which the press lay. 1866
Dk. Argyll Reign Law vii. 11871) 331 The bondage under
which all Science lies to fact.

4. To remain in a state of inactivity or conceal-

ment (not necessarily prone or reclining). Chiefly .

with complementary adj. or pa. pple. (For to lie
\

close, low, perdu, etc., see those acljs.)

Cf. sense 8, where the subj. is a thing.

c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. 11. Metr. vii. 47 ^Carnb. M.S.) Liggeth
thanue stille al owtrely vnknowable. 1538 Siakkey F.ng'

\

land it, i. 174 Hy the resuii wherof our owne marynerys •

oft-tymys lye idul. 1604 K. (>[kimstone] tr. ITAcostas \

/fist. Indies 1. xvii. 57 That these nations of the Indies, \

which have lyen so long hidden, should bee knowne and
discovered. 1679 Dkvui.n Proilus Cr. 111. i, We'll none
of him: but let him like an Engine Not portable, lye lagg
of all the Camp. 1745 in ( ot. Ret; Pennsylv. V. 12 We have
in this part of the country lain still, both the last Summer '

and this. 1769 Falconer IHct. Marine > 1780*, Tout le tnoude I

bas
t

. . the onler to the ship's crew to lie snug upon deck or
,

below. 1838 Dickens O. t wist xlviii, He . . resolved to lie I

concealed within a short distance of the metropolis. Ibid. I,
'

Do you mean to sell me, or to let me lie here till this hunt is

over? 1883 LT
. S. Grant Mem. I. xx. 269 They were grow.

]

ing impatient at lying idle so long, almost in hearing of the

guns of the enemy.
b. To lie in ambitsk, in wait, f in await see

the sbs.). t To liefor— to lie in wait fur. To lie

at catch or upon the catch (?arch. or dial.) : to set

j

oneself to entrap a person, to be captious, (l'or to .

! lie at lurch, at ivarj^ on ones guard, see the sbs.)
I

1605 T. Rvvff.S Vicars Pica (1620) 141 That hee seeme
not to lie at catch for an aduantage against his inferiour ;

fellow minister. 1611 Coigk., Agucttc\ do.^ed; watched,
,

waited ; lien for. 1655 Fl'LI.i'.r Ch. Hist. 111. i. S 11 Lie at

catch, and wait advantages one against another. 1671

SllAOWKLL Humourists ill. 38 Dryb, ,. That's stole out of
|

a Play. Cruz. What then, that's lawful ; 'tis a shifting age
for wit, and every body lies upon the Catch, a 1715 I't knet

;

Own Time (1724) I. 307 The Dutch had a rich fleet coming
from Smyrna . . Holmes was ordered to lye for them . .with

eight men of war. 1802-12 Hkniha.m Ration. Judic. Evid. 1

(1827) I. 588 note, Since he lay upon the watch and catch,

only to see what the plaintiff proved. 1879 Si-urgeon Serm.
XXV. 329 He only asks the question because it ought to

be asked, and does not lie upon the catch.

e. Shooting-. Of game-birds : To remain crouch-

ing upon the ground. (Also to lie dead.) To lie

to the dogs, to the gun : to permit the approach of -

a dog or the sportsman without * rising \

1797 Fncycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVI I. 441/1 After the birds have

been sprung many times, they lie so dead that they will

suffer him Ithe sportsman] almost to tread upon them before

they will rise. Ibid. 441/2 Partridges lie much better to

dogs that wind them, than to those that follow them by the 1

track. Ibid. 443/1 When .. the sportsman perceives the

birds running with their heads erect, he must run after them
. .for he may be pretty certain they v. ill not lie well that day,

1848 Zoologist VI. 1964 The Spanish snipe would much less

frequently 'lie* to the gun. 1886 Beuttn. Libr.y Shooting

6 In Scotland grouse are usually walked up with dogs.

The birds in that country lie well. .. If grouse lie well to

dogs, .they give easy marks to the gunner.

d. To lie on or upon one's arms
)
oars, sculls,

|

to lie upon wing : see the sbs.

5. To dwell or sojourn
;

esp. to sleep or pass the

night (in a place), to lodge temporarily. Now
rare or arch.

c 1330 R. Brlnne Chron. {\%\o\ 312 At Sant Katerine hous
]

pe erle Marschalle lay. c 1350 Wilt. Palcrnc 166 pe king

edwardes newe at glouseter pat ligges. 1413 Sir T. Grey
in 43 Deputy Keepers Rep. 584 And yat neghte 1 lay at

Kengston. 1547 Boorde Inlroil. h'nowl. xvii, (1870) 167

Prage, wher the king of Boeme doth ly much whan he is

in the countre. 163a Litugow Trav. iv. 141 I He] kept a

better house, tban any Amba-ssadour did, that euer lay at
'

Constantinople. 1695 Congreve Love for L. 1. xi, I think 1

your father lies at Foresight's. 1711 Lond. Gaz. No. S980/3
The Exeter Carrier has lain at the Saracen's Head Inn ..

for many Years past. 1766 GoLnsM. Vic. W. vi.'(Globe) ta

He refused, as he was to lie that night at a neighbour's.

1776 H. Walpole Let. to Mason 16 Apr., She lay at home
..or according to the chaste modern phrase, slept, there.

1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. viii. II. 295 He lay that night

at the deanery.

b. spec, of a host or army (or its leader) : To
be encamped, to have or take up a position in a

field, t To lie in leaguer-, see Leaguer.

t
c 1205 Lay. 650 He . . leai her abuten & ahat his bale.

si3es. <r«4SO Merlin 239 The saisnes .. laye that nyght
stille armed. 1470-85 Malory Arthur 11. vi, For the kyng
Kyons lyeth at a syege atte castel Tarabil. a 1533 Lt>.

Bkrnkrs Hnon lxi. 213 V« admyrall that lay at sege before

y* castell. a 1548 Hai.l Chron,, Hen. VII7, 259 The kyng
la'e before Mullein, and was like to have^ conquered the
same. 1644 Vicars God in Mount 146 Their Forces which
had ljen so long before Sherborne. ^1671 Lu. Fairfax
Mem. (1699) 28 At Wakefield, six miles off, lay three thou-
sand of the enemy. 1724 Dk Foe Mem, Cavalier (1840) 63
The army lay under their arms all night. 1849 MacallaV
Hist. Eng. iii. I. 294 Near the capital lay also the corps
which is now designated as the first regiment of dragoons.

f c. To live under specified circumstances or

engaged in some specified occupation. (With at,

about.) Obs.

1546 Langley Pot. Ve/g. Pe Invent, vm. iii. 146 b, It com
hym his life in Areciic, where he laye at Surgery for the
healyng of his legge. 1599 Hakluyt / 'ay. 1 1. 1. 176 An Lng-
lithman called Thomas Williams .. lieth about trad? of mer-
chandize in the streete called The Sooa of the levves. 16*3
Massingi-.h Bondman 11. i, To lie at rai k ami manger.
1694 Mon Kirx Rabelais v. vii. (17371 27 There he lay at
Rack and .Manger. 1719 Dk Foe Crusoe tx. vi, The men
lying.. at victuals and wages upon the owners' account,

t d. To be quartered on. Obs.

1669 Ormonde MSS. in 10M Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.
App. v. 101 Five of the horsemen are lying on the truants
of your petitioner.

0. In vat ions idiomatic uses with preps., etc.
,

expressive of steady and continuous action. iCt.

1 4. incumbere open.)

t a, 'To lie at, upon : to importune, urjje. Obs.

«535 Covkrimi !•. 1 Mate. \\ 40 lie . . hiye soie vpon him,
to delyuer him t his. yonge Aniiochiis. 1566 CJ.ascoignk

SitfpoS'S I. i. Putins 1869 I. 2t-4 The olde uotarde, he that
>o instantly dothe lye vpon my father for me [i e. as a suitor
for her hand]. 1568 MS. Depos. Canterbury Cath. Libr.
I'k. 16. 24 Sept., Shee hath layne nt me a good while to
have your good will in maiyage with her. 1600 Holland
Livy 1. 3a DameTullia lay ever upon him, & pricked for-

w aid his distempered & troubled mind. 1619 W. Whaie-
lkv (iWji Ifuib, ii. J1622) 114 To lie at him with vncesvunt
and vehement sollicitations to commit such and such foule

deeds. 1673 Janw.w Heaven on A". (1847) '55 Shall they
lie at you day and night, to uive your consent, .. and are

you still unwilling? a 1688 W. Clagktt 17 Serm. (1*99)

358 The judge in the parable granted the widow's suit

merely because she lay upon him, and was troublesome to

him. 1737 Win si on Jt'stp/ws, Hist. 111. viii. § 3 Nicanor
lay hard at Jovephus to comply.

f b, To lie heavy upon : to oppress, harass.

(Cf. 7 c. Obs.
c 1586 Cikss Pembroke Ps. cxlvi. iii, He orphan-* doth

support : Hut hea\ y lies upon llie godles^e sort, 1611 1'lHI.E

1 i'.sdras v. 72 The heathen of the land lying heauy vpon
the inhabitants of ludea. 1676 Hohhks Iliad (1677) 181

This said, the Lycians heavier than before (To please their

prince) upon the Arrives lay.

c. 'To lie "fat, to: to apply oneself vigorously

and steadily to.

1583 Stocker Civ. Warns Ltnoe C. 111. 87 t>, Citizen^,

Souldiers, Souldiers Wiues, and Fa.^es, laye at it daye and
nUht : insomuch that it was quickly tli^patcht. 1656
IJaxtek Reformed Pastor 58 This is the woik that we
should lie at with them night and day. 1833 Ritchie
Wand, by Loire 160 The men .. lay desperately to their

oars, and the skiff sprang through the water. 1837 Caelvi.k
/•»-. Rev. II. xi. 78 No mercenary mock-workers, hut real

ones that lie freely to it.

+ d. with gerund : To keep on or continue doing

something. Obs. rare.

i6pa R. I Fsi range Fables xi. (1708) 13 Why will you lie

Pining and Pinching yourself in such a Lonesome, Starving

Course of Life? IbidAxW. 77 The Generality of .Mankind lye

Pecking at One Another, till One by One they are all Torn
to Pieces. 169a — Joscphus iv. ( 1733 1 892 Here's an obscure,

mean Wretch, that has the Face to lie tutoring me upon a
Subject he knows nothing at all of himself.

II, Said of things, material or immaterial.

7. Of material things : To be placed or set hori-

zontally or lengthwise or at rest on the ground or

other surface.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John .\x. 5 He ^eseah pa linw ,x*da licjtfin.

c 1290 S, ling. Leg. I. 9/296 pat treo ne scholde nou^t ligge

pere. 11300 Cursor M. 1129 His blod on erth seed lijs.

136a Lancl. /\ PL A. v. 65 As a leek pat hedde I-lei^en

longe In pe sonne. c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) iii. 9 Apoti

hat body lay a grete plate of gold, e 1450 St. Cuthbert
(Surtees) 6603 Alle he clathes lay him aboute. a 1548 Hai.l
Chron., Hen. VIII 262 b, On all the bankes by the water
side, laie peces of ordinaunce whiche shot of, 1590 Greene
Mourn, Garni. (1616) 12 A bottle full of Country whigge,

By the Shepheards side did ligge. 1747 Wesley Prim.
Physic (1762) 75 Take as much as lies on a shilling of

Calcin'd Kggshells. 1754 Chatham Lett. Nephew vi. 42,

I hear with great pleasure, that Jocke lay before you, when
you writ last to me. 1776-96 Withering Brit. Plants
(ed. 3) 1 L 436 Corn fields and sandy places, especially w here

water has lain. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. m. I. 345 The
ruins of an old fort were to be seen lying among the pebbles

and seaweed on the beach.

b. To be deposited, remain permanently in a

specified place.

c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) ii. 6 pe coroune lyes in a vessell

of cristall. 1459 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) II. 227 A Sawter ..

and an Hympner . . lyggynge in his saide closet. 1463 Bury
Wills (Camden) 22 The gardeyn assigned . . for woode to

lye in. 1535 Coveroale Judith xii. 1 Then commaunded
he her to go in, where his treasure laye. 1609 Skene Reg.
Maj. 1 b, Al the grains and comes lyand in bings. 1804
Enrop. Mag. XLV. 65/1 A Petition from J. JMacleod .. was
ordered to lie on the tahle. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. iii.

I. 393 An esquire passed among his neighbours, for a great
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scholar, if Hudibras and Baker's Chronicle [etc.]. .lay in his

hall window among the fishing rods and fowling pieces.

1891 Law Times XCI. 411/2 leune, J. made the order, but

directed that it should lie in the office for a week.

c. Of a building, etc.: To be overthrown or

fallen; with complement, as to lie in ruins, in the

dust To lie heavy : to be a heavy load upon {lit.

and fg. : see Heavy a.). Of food, etc., To lie

heavy\ cold, etc. (t formerly, simply to lie) on the

stomach : to be felt as oppressive.

,71330 Artk. Merl. 544 (KoTbing) Koundement & werk

bat foundc Ligge vp so & doun op be grounde. a 1592 H.

Smith God's Arrow agst. Atheist* v. <i 593) K3 b, If it
j
bee

not builded vpon a good foundation the whole building

is like to lie in the dust. 1711 Swift fml. to Stella 5 Sept.,

1 ate sturgeon, and it lies on my stomach, c 1726 [see Hkavv
1 bl. 1884 W. C Smith Kildrostau 43 °nc s>dewall long

had in ruins lain. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. I II. 704 Deli-

cate persons, in whom the cold water tends to he heavy on

the stomach.

8. To remain 11 nworked, unused, untouched, or

undiscovered. Often with complement, as to lie

barren, hid, waste (see also Fallow a. 2 ,
Lka a.)

;

also in phr. to lie on one's hands, to lie at a stand,

(Cf. sen^e 4, where the suhj. is a person or a personification.)

a 1300 Cursor M. 6841 Your land yee sal sau seuen [sic]

ycir. .. J>e seuend ye sal it lat lij still. 1377 J-angi.. P.

PI. H. vi. 165 Worth nuuere plente amonge be poeple

^1548 Ha 1.1. Chron., Ilea.

I'III, 173 b.VV herfore all hrode Clothes, Kerseis,and Cot-

tons, laye on their handed 1560 Dai s tr. Slcida tie's Comm.
150 b, Through our mens wrylinges, sondrye articles are

called agayne to lyght, whiche laye before hidde in darke-

nes. C1590 Marlowe Faustns (1604) D3I), Letts goe and

make cleane our bootes which lie foulc vpon our handes.

i622in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. M SS. Comm.) 1. 211 This hath

made matters to lie a little at a stand. 1628 Dicbv I 'oyrge

Medit. (1868) 68 To make them buy their currantes (which

lay vpon their handes). 1641 Hinde J. Bruen To Rdr. 7

This worke hath lyen above twice five [years]. 1653 Ho,
-j

ckoft Procopivs in. 88 Turris, an ancient City.. which had

been sack'd by Uarbarians and layen long wast. 1671

Flavel Fount, ofLife 1. 3 Tis pity that anything in Christ

should ly hid from his People. 1879 Gladstone Glean. I.

i. 2 Rarely within the living memory has so much of skill

lain barren.

t 9. Of the wind, the tongue : To be or become

still, be at rest, subside. Qbs.

rtiooo Phcruix 182 Donne wind li*e3 weder biS fa^er.

1600 Holland Livy xxv. xxvii. 569 When the Kast wind

began to Ho, which for certeine daies had blurred and

vaged. 161 1 Cotgr., Languarde,

.

. a wench whose tongue

nener lyes. 1647 Traj>p Comm. 1 Thess. v. 3 When the

winde lies, the preat rain fals. 1689 Prior Ep. to /•'. Shep-

hard wo Fancies flow in, and Muse flies high; So God
knows when my Clack will lye.

10. To be situated (in space), to have a (speci-

fied) position. Often with adj, (or quasi-adv.)

complement.
nisi O. K. Chron. an. 656 (Laud M.S.) Ealle ba landes

ha \)xx abuton liggeS. a 1300 Cursor M. 2469 {?e land q
gommor bar-bi lijs. 1377 Langl. PL R x. 316 Ac bei

leten hem as lordes her londe lith so brode. c 1400 Lan-

franc's Ciritrg. 161 In be holownes bat is aboue lijjgib he

herte & be lungis. MS5 tColls ofParlt. V. 313 \ vii acres

of Mede, ligtyng in the Mede beside the lingge of Charte-

sey. 1577 Hakukk Anc. Feci. Hist. (16191 508 The citie,

which lay wonderfull commodious for the Romanes. 1597

Hacon Centers Good *t Evill\. Kss. (Arb.) 144 Men whose

liuing lieth together ih one Shire. 1605 Shaks. Lear hi. iv.

21 0 that way madnesse lies, let me shun that. 1648 Hamilton

Papers (Camden) 184, I belieue the sceane of disorder may
lye heere. 1657 R. Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 3 So much is the

eve deceived in Land which lies high. 1695 Woodward
Nat. Hist. Earth 11. (1723) 77 Those Strata that ly deepest.

1711 Annisos Sped. No. 170 p m It is a Misfortune for a

Woman to be born between the Tropicks ; for there he the

hottest Regions of Jealousy. 1793 Smeaton F.dystoue L.

6 204 A small sea-port of Somersetshire, lying upon the

Kristol Channel. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2> V. 606 Wrthin

the manor of Collingham, where the lands lay. 1883 Fug.

Illustr. Mag, Nov. 72/1 The wild beauty of Wicken Fen is in

striking contrast with the cultivated land lying around it.

b. To be spread out or extended to the view.

1764 Goi.nsM. Tra7\ 100 But let us try these truths with

closer eyes, And trace them through the prospect as it lies.

iftzGeutl. Mag. g'2 A spacious field now lies before the

Christian world for the introduction of a better policy.

1836 J. H. Newman Par. Serm. (1Z37) HI. x. 14*. It is re-

tnarkable that such difficulties as these should lie on the

face of Scripture. 1848 W. H. IUktlett Egypt to Pal. v.

(1879)99 We could not for a moment expect such indications

to lie upon the surface, i860 Pusey Mitt. Proph. 18

1

Samaria . . unfenced and unconcealed by walls, lay open,

unsheltered in every part from the gaze of the besiegers.

1890 J. Pavn Burnt Million II. xxx. 248 What a future

seemed to lie before him !

c. Of a road, way, journey, etc. : To extend,

have a (specified) direction.

<riooo jElfkic Gen. xxxv. 19 On bam wege, be ho" to

Kuphfrate. 1596 Shaks. Tam.Shr. III. 11. 212 There lies

your way. 1605 — Lear uu iv. 10 If thy flight lay toward

the roaring Sea. 1648 Gage West hid. 114, 1 found it not

so hard to overcome, as I had conceited, the way lying with

windings. 1840 Macaulav Hist. Fug. x. II. 567

counties through which the road to London lay. 1851 Car-

i.VI.B Sterling it. vii. (1872) 142 Our course lay along the

Valley of the Rhone. 1883 R. W. Dixon Mauo til. vifi. 136

Nor doubt I where my voyage next must lie.

d. Of the wind : To remain in a specified quarter.

1604 K. G[rimstone] D'Acosta's Hist. Mies iv. v. 218

Small furnaces vpon the sides of the mountaines, built ex-

presly where the winde lies. 1704 Rav Creation 1. (ed. if

06 The wind lying in that corner at least three quarters of

the Year.

254

11. Naut. a. Of a ship : To be stationed in a berth

or anchorage.
c 1121 O. F. Chron. an. 1009 (Laud MS.> And ba?r [ba scipu]

sceoldan licgan. 0470 Hknrv Wallace vii. 1068 A hun-

dreth schippys . . in hawyn was lyand thar. 1495 Naval
Acc. Hen. VII (X896) 254 The seid ship lying at Rode in

the Kynges haven. 1530 Palsgb. 610/1, I lye at an anker,

as a shyppe dothe. 1775 R. Chandler Trav. Asia Minor
(1825) I. 35 They lay at anchor near Tenedos. a 181a

A. Cherrv Song, Bay of Biscay 7 Our poor devoted hark,

Till next day, there she lay, In the Bay of Hiscay O ! X849

M acaulay Hist. Eng. iii. 1. 302 He. .lay in port when he was
ordered to chase a Sallee rover. 1851 D. G. Mitchell
Fresh Glean. 12 The Zebra lay just off the pier.

b. To steer in a (specified) direction. Also

yquvLsi-trans.) to lie the course : (of a ship) to have

her head in the direction wished. To lie at hull :

sec Hull sb. 2 2.

1574 Bourne Regimentfor Sea xix. (1577) 51 a, If the ship

haue had often trauerse by the meanes of contiary windes,

so that she could not lie hir course. i597~8 Bp. Hall Sat.

iv. v. 121 Whiles his false broker lyeth in the wind. 1719

De Foe Crusoe 11. ii. (1840) 27 They could not lie near the

wind. 1748 Anson s Voy. 111. v. 342 The proas.. are capable

of lying much nearer the wind than any other vessel hitherto

known. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780) ( »gg» The ship

cannot lie her course without being close-hauled. 1800 Nel-

son in Nicolas Disp. (1845) IV. 189 The Success being to

leeward, Captain Peard. .lay across his hawse. 1892 H. M.
])ol<chtv Oar IVherty in JVcudish Lands 123 The water-

way we now entered, .was scarcely four feet deep, .and that

only in the middle. Luckily we could just lie it.
m

Ibid. 301 I

A turn enabled us to lie our course, and up the sail went.

12. fig. Of immaterial things : To exist, be found,
|

have place, reside (in some specified place or quar-

ter) ; to be set, fixed, or arranged in some specified
|

position or order, t To lie fair-, to be just or I

reasonable, t To lie in common : lo be common
to or among several possessors.

c 1250 Gen. % Fx. 1916 For-Si wexem wi3 gret ni5 And
hate, for it in ille (herie) H5. a 1300 Cursor M. 22280 Al

falshed and feluni, And al tresun sal in him lii. 1380 Wvclif \

IVhs, (1880) 334 And bus popes & prelates kepen to hem
silf assoylyng, in which lybe wynnyng. e 1449 Pecock Rcpr. 1

II. xiv. 233 Whiche ij. textis, if thei ben considered as thei \

liggen to gidere in rewe. 1523 Skelton Garl. Laurel 1200

Therhy lyith a tale. 1538 Stahkey England 1. ii. 33 Herin,
|

me semyth lyth a dowte. 1566 Api.ington Apuleius \o
Rdr., 1 have not.. so absolutely translated every word as it

lieth in the prose. 1641 Milton Animadv. v. Wks. 1851 1

III. 223 If the words lay thus in order. 1662 Stilling* l.

Orig. Sacr. 1. i. § 15 This defect. .of those histories is either

more general, which lies in common to them all, or [etc. J. Ibid.

11. iv. § 1 If the opposiiion did not lie between the order of

true Prophets, .and the false Prophets. 1672 R. Montagu
in Bncclettck MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.} 1. 520 Methinks it

is natural and lies fair enough that .. 1 should have some

share in [etcl- 1704 Swift /'. Tub Wks. 1760 I. 67 Their

father . . commanded, that whatever they got should He in

common among them all. 1711 Addisos Sped. No. 170

» 12 Their Acquaintance and Conversation has lain wholly

among the n icious Part of Womankind. 1719 J. T. PhilipI'S

tr. Thirtyfour Confer. 43 The fault lies at their own doors.

1845 M'Cli.locii Taxation \. iv. (1852) 109 If the choice

lay only between a tax on property and a tax on income.

1848 I. H. Newman Loss <y Gain 147 He., holds many pro-

found truths in detail, but is quite unable to see how they

lie to each other. 1861 M. Pattison Fss. (1889) 1. 33 The
people themselves, incapable of discerning where their true

interest lay. 1868 Freeman Norm. Cong. (1876) II. vii. 112

Their sympathies lay wholly with Gruflfydd. 1883 R. W.
Dixon Matto I. viii. 23 And told him all the truth, how all

things lay.

fb. Of thoughts, inclinations, activities, etc.:

To have a specified direction. Obs.

1633 Hp. Hall Hard Texts, N. T. 281 Our fight doth not

lye against flesh and hlood. 1641 J. Jackson True Fvang.

T. 111. 189 The Klench here lyes directly, and point-blan~k

against the Papists. 1666 Rovlk Orig. Formes <V QuaL
(1667) 2 The . . Prejudices that lye against them. 1672

Villiers (Dk. Huckhm.) Rehearsal i.l (Arb.) 25 My humour
lyes another way. 1692 R. L'Estrange Fables, Life A^.sop

(1708) 22 jrisop's Faculty lay notably that way. 1825 A'rw

Monthly Mag. XI II. 17 My inclinations have not lain to-

wards prose.

e. To lie in (a person) : to rest or centre in him

;

to depend upon him, be in his power (to do\

Now chiefly in phr. as far as in {we, etc.) lies.

Also, lo lie in ones fower, to lie in (or ion) one's

hands.
c 1350 // 'ill. Palente 965 J>er-for loneltche ladi in be lis al

min hope. £1374 Chaucer Compl. Mars 184 Sith hit lvthe

in his myght. 1393 Langl. I\ PI. C. xxi. 431 Hit lyth in

my grace, Wheber bei dcye ober deye nat. c 1440 Generydcs

3109, I wote right wele it lithe in ine The Sowdon to de-

stroye. 1470 8$ MalokV Arthur 11. iii, Aske what ye wil

and ye shall haue it, and hit lye in my power to yeue hit

a 1533 Lu. Berners Huon lxxxi. 243 It lyeth now in you

to do with hym at your pleasure. rti54& Hall Chrou. f

Hen. f'Ht. 255b, Thei promised the kyng, to doo all that

in theim hue with their frendes. 1590 Marlowe Fdiv. II

(1598) H 2 b, Fanour him my Lord, a> much as lieth m you,

1593 Shaks. Rich. II, 1. ii. 4 Correction lyeth in those hands

Which made the fault that wee cannot correct. 1597 Hooker
Feci. Pol. v. Ix. § 7 The Church, as much as in her lieth,

wilfully casteth away their soules. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn.

11. vii. § 2 (1873) 113 To inc. that do desire as much as lieth

in my pen [etcl. 1613 Ovekbl-rv A Wife %Vks. (1856)
> 44

Women though they weaker be ..yet on their hands I he

chastity of men doth often lye. 1642 Rogers Naaman 176

As much as in you hath lyen. 1662 Chas. II in Julia Cart-

wright Henrietta of Orleans (1894) 121, 1 am sure I have

done all that lies in my power. 1720 Ozell Vertofs Rom.

Rep. 1. iv. 226 All the Hopes of the Republic lay 111 an old

Man just taken from the Plough. 187s Scrivener Lat.

LIE.

Text N. T. 9 Resolved, so far as in him lay, to root out

the Christian Faith. 1885 Tennyson Tiresias, Only in thy

virtue lies The saving of our Thebes.

t d. To belong or pertain lo a person (to do) ;

to pertain, be attached or incident to aching. Also,

to lie (one) in hand to do. Obs.

a 1225 Leg. Kath. 779 Ne HS hit nawt to be to leggen lahe

upon me. 13 . . Minor Poemsfr. Vernon MS. (E. E. T. S.)

505/453 per-to liht muche mede. c 1430 Hymns Virg. 42

To me, maistir deuel, it lijs; To ihesu wole y take hede.

1577 tr. Btitlingers Decades (1592) 73 He cannot choose .

.

but. .do all things, that lie God a King and Prieste in hande

to doe. 1657 W. Rand tr. Gassendis Life Peirese 1. 59

Contrarily, it lies me in hand, I suppose, to take heed,

least [etcl.

e. To lie with : lo be the office or province of

(some one) to do something.
1885 Manch. Exam. 22 Sept. 5/1 It lies now with Turkey

to take the initiative.

f. To rest or be imposed as a br.rden, charge,

obligation, etc. upon a person ; to be incumbent or

obligatory upon) to press or weigh upon (one's

mind 01 heart).

a\yao Cursor M. 8348 (Cott.) He tald bat him lai apoil

hert. Ibid. 13385 (Gott.) On vs ligges noght he nede. 1526

Tinoale Acts xxvii. 20 Noo smale tempest laye apon vs.

1551 Recordk Patfrw. Kntrwl. Ep. to King, Sundrie oc-

casions which may lye them on. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV,

v. ii. 48 O, would the quarrell lay vpon our heads, 1630

Sanderson Serm. II. 255 It lieth us upon, to employ it to

the best advantage we can. 1666 Bcnyan Grace Ab.TZ6
That Scripture lay much upon me, without shedding of
Blood is no remission. 1676 W. Hubbard Happiness of
People 49 The present distress of the war that hath lyen so

long upon us. a 1715 Burnet CHon Time (1724) 1. 62 It was
a duty lying on them by the Covenant. 1722 De Foe Plague

(Rtldg.) 94 These Things, .lay upon my Mind. 1794 Buhke
Sp. agst, II \ Hastings Wks. XVI. 74 With those charges

lying upon him. 1804 Castlereagh in Owen Wellesleys

Desp. 258 It lay upon them to offer terms to us. 1873 Act

36 <y 37 Vict. c. 86 § 24 It shall lie on the defendant to prove

that the child is not of such age.

g. To be set al stake ; to hang or depend on or

upon a hazard, doubtfnl issue, etc.

1590 Spenser F.Q. 1. iii. 12 Full fast she fled.. As if .her

life upon the wager lay. 1601 Shaks. Alls Well 111. vii. 43

He persists As if his life lay on t. 1606 — Ant. <y CI. 111.

viii. 5 Our fortune lyes Vpon this iumpe. 1668 R. Steele

Husbandman"s Calling iv. (1672) 52 Nor .. can he reform

sin, if his life lay on it. 1760-72 H. Broohe Fool ofQual.

(1809) II. 142 We entered as warmly into it [the question],

as though a province had lain at stake.

h. To lie in : to consist in, to bave its ground or

basis in. t Also with inf. instead of/;/ and object.

1589 Pittenham Eng. Pocsie 111. xxii. (Arb ) 26$ Another

point of surplnsage lieth not so much in superftuitie of your

words. 1633 G. Herrekt Temple, Faith vii, If bhsse had

lien in art or strength. None but the wise or strong had

gained it. 1644 Milton Arcop. (Arb.) 51 But here the great

art lyes to discern in what [etc.]. 1724 A. Collins Gr. Chr.

Reli?. 75 The argument lies in the word Netser. a 1770

Jortin Serm. (1771) VII. ii. 29 The perfection of every

being must lie in its best part. 1871 B. Stewart Heal § 84

Our only chance of success lies in abstracting heat from this

liquid. i88x Gardiner it Mu lunger Fug. Hist. 1. 111. 48

The true remedy lay .. in female education. Ibid. x. 178

Pitt's strength lay in his character.

i. To lie in, within: to be contained or com-

prised in (a specified room or compass)
; + to admit

of being expressed in (rhyme),

a 1300 Cursor M. 9240 (Gott.) Of abiud [camj Elyachim,

Of quam Asor, sadoch of him, bat loth er for to lig in rim.

171a Addison Speet. No. 414 P 1 The Beauties of the most

stately Garden or Palace lie in a narrow Compass. 1771

Junius Lett, lviii. 301 The question .. lies within a very

narrow compass.

fj. To lie at ott/s heart: to be the object ot

one's affection or desire. Similarly, to lie heavy at

or to one's heart : to give one grave anxiety. Obs.

1607 Shaks. Cor. iv. ii. 48 It would vnclogge my heart Of

what lyes heauy too't. 1638 R. Hakek tr. Baltics Lett.

(vol. II.) 32, I have something, I know not what, lies heavy

at my heart. 1673 Sir W. Temple To Dk. Ormond Wks.

1720 1. 123 The Spaniards have but one Temptation to

quarrel with Us, which is an occasion of recovering Jamaica,

for that has ever lien at tbctr hearts.

13. (Chiefly in Law.) Of an action, charge,

claim, etc. : To be admissible or sustainable.

c X320 Sir Tristr. 853 Certcs, \n fader ban slou? y. Sebben

bou so hast sayd, Amendes ber ou}t to ly. c 1385 Chaucer

L.G.W. Prol. 409 For sythe no cause of deth lyth in this

cace, ^ow oughte to ben the lyghtere merciable. 1495 Act

11 Hen. VII, c. 24 § 1 None essoyne or protection to lye

nor to be allowed in the same. 1621 Klsing Debates Ho.

Lords (Camden) 108 To consider what appeales out of the

Chancery to this Courte doe lye. 1651 Hobbes Lexnath. 111.

xlii 277 There lyeth Excommunication for Injustice. 1712

Pridealx Direc. Ch.wardcns (ed. 4) 75 There doth lye an

Appeal to the Hishop. 1745 Wesley A nsrv. Ch. 5, 1 should

rejoice if there lay no other Objection against them, than

that of Erroneous Opinions. 1748 Richardson Clarissa

(181 1) VIII. 253 If not» then indeed is thy conscience seared,

and no hopes will lie for thee. 1756 Hr.RKE Subl. $ B. ti.

ix, Some or all of these objections will lie against every

figure of a cross. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) V. 430 A writ

of error did not lie after he attained his full age. 1850

RonERTsoN Serm. Ser. lit. ix. {1853) "i One from whose

knowledge.. there lies almost no appeal. 1865 Lichtfoot

Galat. (1874) 124 Still more serious objections he against

identifying it with any later visit in the Acts. 1866 Crump

Banking iv.93 In which case no action for damages would

h
jl4. Of land, landed possessions: To apper-

tain lo. Obs.



LIB.

8w in Birch Cartul. Sax. I. 599, xiiii aeceras & 5a nwcde
be>«rlo liS. c 1050 in Kemble CW. />/>/. IV. 232 -Mc
Sara landa 3c on mines faeder daeje la:^ into Cristes cyrcean.
a\%z$Leg. A"V»M.28Kingof pat lond }>at lei into Rome, a 1225
Juliana 13 Allc be londes £e perto ligge5. r 1420 Chron.
Vilod. st. 983 A parcel! of lond . . f>e wheclie r>^twyslyche
to bat Abhay lay. 1583 Stubbes Aunt. Abus. it. (1882) 29
A house, with pasture heng to it. 161B Holtom 1*'fonts 1.

ix. (1636) 24 Whereas they had in the beginning no Land of
their ownc lying to their City.

H III. 15. trans. Used causatively or by mistake
for Lay v.1 Now rare,
13B7 Trevisa Higdeu (Rolls) VII. 369 He was wont to

legge [MS.y lyggej his heed uppon a forme, a 1400-50
Alexander i\ox He comands To gedire bam vp ilka gome
& ham in grauys ligg. 1402 Jack Upland (Skeat) 46-7 And
whan ye liggen it [your habit] besyde you, than lig ye you re
religion besyde you, and ben apostatas. c 1485 Digby Myst.
(1682) iv. 549 We shall .. ly hym in the mold, a 1500 M ho-
w-all Nature (Brandl) tl. 1088 Thy sores whyche be mortall
Onles that thys medycyn* to theym be layn. 1641 Ukst
Farm. Bks. iSurtees) 48 That in mowinge hee neauer lye
nut his sheaues beyonde the balkes but rather within the
balkes, c 1648-50 Brathwait Barnalws Jrnl. m. P iv,

I saw a Tombe one had beene laine in. 1699 Garth Dispeus.
it. (1706) 16 Whilst Seas of metted oar lye waste the Plains.
a 1703 Burkitt On N. T. Mark iv. 41 Christ, as God, lies

a law upon the most tawless creatures. 1708 J. C. Cotupl,
Collier (1845) 18 Would they but lye their groundless pre-
tences by. 1749 FiELniNc Tom Jones xil. xii, The whole
furniture of the infernal regions hath lonv; been appropriated
to the managers of play-houses, who seem lately to have
lain them by as rubbish. 180a Med. Jrnl. VIII. 507, I

dressed the wound, lying down as much of the scalp as [etc J.

1809 Malkin Gil Bias 1. xvi. P5 The cloth was lain. Down
we sat at table. 1880 F. G. Lee Church under Eliz. 1 1.

245 As God had lain tbis peer's honour in lite dust.

IV. Combined with adverbs.

+ 16. Lie aback, a. To be backward, reluctant,

or shy. Obs.
i56oin Tyt!er Hist. Scot. (1864) III. 597 Not only shall

any of his own pretend to disobey or ly aback in this action,
but letc.]. 1596 Dalrymfle tr. Leslies Hist. Scot. 11. 148
Nathir. .in tyme of neid lyes the Pechtis abak w» thair sup-
port e.

f b. as sb. Shyness, timidity. Obs.
c 1600 Montgomf.kik Cherrie (if Slac 1423 Sir, I have sein

them batth, In braidieness and lye aback, Escape and cum
to skaith.

1 17. I»Ie abroad. To lodge out of one's house
or abdde ; to reside in a foreign country (in quot.
1651 with pun on Lie v.'2). Obs.
c 164s Howell Lett. (1650) III. 13 We might go barefoot,

and ly abroad as beasts having no other canopy than the
wild air. 1651 Walton LJ/e Sir If. Wotton Reliq. W.
c 1 b, An Embassadour is an honest man, sent to lie abroad
for the good of his Countrey. 1653 Holcroft Procopius 11.

30 He . . being said to be sent to ly abroad, to prevent mis-
chief to the Camp. 1675 ^Collect. Sev. Treat. Penal Laws
Pref. A iv, The Popes Ambassadors . . lye abroad for his .

.

advantage.

18. Lie along*, a. To be prostrate at full length,
to lie outstretched on the ground (now arch.) ; to
extend along a surface.

153° Palscr. 601/1, I lye as one lyeth alonge upon the
giounde. 1600 Shaks. A. V. L. 11. i. 30 As he lay along
Vnder an oake. 1734 J. WARn Introd. Math. App. Gaug-
ing 45? To find what Quantity of Liquor is in any Cask,
when its Axis is Parallel to the Horizon, viz. when it lies
along. 1737 Wmiston Joseph us, Autiq. vi. i. § 1 Dagon..
lay along, as having fallen down from the basis whereon
he had stood. 1771 Goldsm. Hist. Eng. I. 91 A cell so
small, that he could neither stand erect, nor lie along
in it, 1803 Beddoes Hygeia x. 21 Few persons suddenly
stimulated to anger as they were lying along, would con-
tinue to repose in the same easy manner. 1883 R. W. Dixon
Matio in. vi. 129 Him who there lay dead along. 1885-94
R. Bridges Eros Psyche July xxii, The. . wings, That from
his shoulders lay along at rest.

b. Naul. Of a ship: To incline to one side
under Ihe pressure of a wind abeam.
1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780) s.v. Along, Lying*

Along% the state of being pressed down sideways by a
weight of sail in a fresh wind that crosses the ship's course.
1781 Archer in Naval Chron. XI. 288 The Ship lay very
much along, by the pressure of the wind. 1838 Poe A. G.
Pym xiii. Wks. (1665) IV. 109 The bulk lay more along than
ever, so that we could not stand an instant without lashing
ourselves.

19. I«ie back. To lean backwards against some
support.

1894 Crockett Raiders 14, I shipped the oars and lay
back thinking.

20. Lie oy. f a. To have a concubine. (Cf.
Lie-by i.) Obs.

*sP£fLtir' Poems Reform, xxviii. 28 My Father, .had ane
wyfe, Thocht he abusit his body, and lay by.

b. Naut. - lie to 28 a : see By adv. 2 b.
1613 [see Bit adv. 2 b]. 1666 Lond. Gaz. No. 60/1 Our

tregats received some damage in their sails, and ..were
forced to ly by to mend them. 174B Anson's Voy. it. v. 177We lay by all the night, .for Captain Saunders, .to join us.
1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780) A a a 4, To make sail,
after having lain-by for some time.

c. To remain unused, be bid up in store.
1642 Rogers Naaman 59 Let his carnall favour, and

erroneous conceits ly by, let him empty himselfe of a worldly

*
rt

V> hi' 441 Peters nets lay by when the season was.
1692 R. L Estrange Fables cccclviii. 434 The. .Wretched-
ness of Avarice, that rather then make use of the Bounties of
I rovidence in their Seasons, suffersthem to lye byand Perish.
1719 W. Wood Surv. Trade 74 Thriving Nations have.,
great Stores lying by of their own Manufactures. 1843 Mrs.
Carlyi.e Lett. I. 254, I had. .pillows lying by of no use.

255

d. To keep quiet, withdraw from observation

;

to remain inactive, rest.

. 'Z?? Addison Taller No. 133 r 5 To lie by for some Time
in Silence and Obscurity. 1754 Richardson Grandison 1 1.

53 Sir H. ' What a plague—you did not cane him V Sir
Ch. '

1 Ie got well after a fortnight's lying by '. 3809 Malkin
Gil Bias x. i. f 6 We determined on lying by for a day at
Valladolid, as well to rest our mules, as to call on Signor
Sangrado. 1824 Scott St. Rouan's xxv, I lay by on the
watch for some opportunity when I might mend my own
situation with my father. 1840 R. H. Dana Be/. Must xxxi.
117, I must go below, and lie-by for a day or two. 1892
Laiv Times XU II. 414/1 The plaintiff had lain by, whereas
lie should ha\e taken the earliest opportunity ol coming
to the court.

21. Lie down. a. (ME. also lie adown.} See
sense 2 and Dowx adv. 5. Also refl. (now arch \
Also in pregnant senses : f To fall in battle; f to 1

die ; to go to bed.
C1205 Lav. 6864 Seo'dSen he dun kei [c 1275 dea^ede]. 1297

R, Glolc. (Rolls) 1 145 |>e romeins leie sone adoun ; he made
ampti place, & be brutons arise vaste. Ibid. 2204 Oper
hgge adoun & be aslawe. a 1300 Cursor M. 10711 }>an lai
bai all in kueling dun. 1340-70 Alex. * Dlnd. 446 We
liggen down in our den. c 1460 To^vneley Myst. ii. 326 So

I hg down ther and take thi rest. 1535 Covkkimlk Ruth iii.

contents, Ruth lyeth her downe in the barne at lloos fete.— Isa. xi. 6 The leopaide shal lye downe by the gote.
a 1631 Donne Poems (1650) 17 Why should we rise, because
tis light? Did we lie downe, because 'twas night? 1774
Koote Cozeners 111. Wks. 1799 II. 185 Mrs. Air. Pray,
Madam, is the young lady at home? Mrs. Fl. Just lain
down for a little. 1815 Scott Guy M. ii, They rose early
and lay down late. 1847 Makkyat Childr. N.Forest iv,
There may be anether (stag] lying down in the fern close
to us. i860 Tvnoall Gltc 1. xvi. 113. I lay down and
had five minutes sleep. 1861 Daslnt Burnt NjnlW. 312
Kari lay him down.

fb. To be brought to bed of a child. Obs.
c 1450 Merlin 89 The kynge sawgh that the queue was

redy to lv down. 1580 Lvly Engines Ep. Ded. (Arb.)
214 Of the second I went a whole yeare big, and yet
when euerye one thought me ready to lye downe, I did
then quicken. 1620 J. Pyi kr tr. Hist. Astrea 1. vi. 171
His wife lay downe, but it was of a daughter. 1654 tr.

Martinis Cong. China 212 Matrons with Child and ready
to lye down. 1692 R. L'Esihangk Fables xxii. (1708) 29
A Wolf came to a Sow that was just lying down, and very I

kindly offer'd to take care of her l itter. 1818 W. Godwin 1

in Kegan Paul Life (1876) II. 256 He says, .that Kliza was
expected to lie down in two days after he sailed.

t C. Of an army : To take up a position before.
1693 Mem. Cut. Teckely 1. Zi. This obliged Heister to de-

jmand Cannon and Foot, with whom he lay down before the
Castle of Kus.

d. To take (a beating, defeat, etc.) lying down : !

to receive it with abject submission.
1888 Sat. Reif. 4 Aug. 133/1 Those who .. profess them-

selves willing to take, ' lying down any and every incon-
venience that the victorious Irish may inflict,

f 22. Lie forth. Of bees : To settle outside the
hive. (Cf. lie out, 26 b.) Obs.
1609 C. Butlkk Fern. Men. (1634) 47 Those [hives] that

have lyen forth, or otherwise be very full, you may let alone. !

23. Lie in. a. To be brought to bed of a child i

(falso const, with) ; to be 'confined \ Also fig.
C1440 Promp. Pan'. 304/2 Lyyn' yn or yn chylde bedde

..decubo. c 1530 Ld. JJeknkrs Arth. Lyt. Bryt. (1814) 42
As yet 1 am not deterinyned in what place she shall lye in.

160a Rowlands Pis Merrie when Gossips rneete 35 When 1

1 lay in of my first Hoy. 1607 Shaks. Cor. 1. iii. 86 You
must go visit the good Lady that lies in. j6i6 IUcon Sylva

j

§ 899 The Shee*lieare breedeth, and lyeth in with her
Young. 1729 30 Boungbkoke in Swift's Lett. (.1766) II. 105 I

His wife lies- in with one child. 1749 Fikloing Pom Jones \

xii. xiv, Five hungry children, and a wife lying in of a
sixth. 176a Goldsm. Cit. IV. xc, They regularly retire

every year at proper intervals to lie in of the spleen. 1825
Neiv Monthly Mag. XIII. 51 Learning then ordinarily

lay-in of folio volumes. 1871 Tylok Prim. Cult. 76, 'Tis like

a Koravan eating asafoctida when his wife lies in.

T b. To amount to, cost (a certain sum) ;

1 to

stand (a person) in ' so much. Obs.
162a in Picton LSpool Munic. Ree. (1883) I. 212 Soe much

money .. as the tendinge and keepinge of the said clocke
shall lye in. 1660 Willsfokd Scales Comm. 1 A^ Grocer
bought 53 C grosse weight of Wares, which lay him in ..

£163 13*. 8>d. 1677 Yarraston Eng. Jmproru 134 The Corn
will lye the Mum-Brewers in Two Shillings Six- pence per
Dushel. 1755 Johnson Lie 21, To cost ; as, ii lies me in

more money.

a Naut. (See quot.)

^
1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Lie in ! the order to come

in from the yards when reefing, furling, or other duty is per-

formed.

24. I»ie oflF. a. Naut. Of a ship or boat : To
stand some distance away from the shore or from

some other craft.

1596 Shaks. 1 Hen. IV, in. i. 79 The remnant Northward, .

lying off from Trent. 1726 G. Roberts Four Years I 'oy.

26 As I lay off at an Anchor. 1867 Smyth Sailor's IVord-bk.,

Lie off! an order given to a boat to remain off on her oars

till permission is given for her to come alongside. 1890
Hall Cainh Bondman 1. ix, [The schoonerj intending to

lie off at Ramsey for contraband rum.

b. To cease work temporarily ; to take a rest.

189 1 R. Kipling City Drt adf. Nt. 81 As soon as he makes
a little money he lies off and spends it. 1899 Nation (N. Y.)

2r Dec. 467/r If McKinley would lie off for the next four

years, he mighty make a very good free-trade candidate for

the Presidency in 1904.

c. Racing slang. ' To make a waiting race
*

(Farmer Slang 1896).
25. Lie on. 7 a. To be laid c.n. Obs.

LIE.

1641-* Shvjte Sarah Hagar (1649) 109 Upon the first

laying on of the rod, it may be, we will stamp and chafe
;

but when it still lies on .. we lie quiet, and then our spirit
comes down.

b. Of a vessel : To be bound for.
1850 Tail's Mag. XVII. 38/1 Not one [vessell was, just

then, ' lying on ' for the Baltic way, the season being so
late.

26. I»ie out. fa- To stretch out, extend. Obs.
1601 Holland Pliny I. 54 Spaine and France .. lying out

with^ their promontories into two contrary seas. Ibid. 61
Corsica .. lyeth out from the North into the South, and
containeth in length an hundred and fiftie miles.

\). f To rest or settle outside (obs.) ; to sleep

out, now dial, of cattle, to be left unhoused at

night. Obs.

1630 J. Levett Ord. Bees (1634) 34 Their Bees haue ex-
ceedingly lyen out upon the Hiue and board. 1712 An-
hlthnot John Bull 111. i, The witnesses farther made oath,
that the said Timothy lay out a-nights. 1886 Klworthy
W, Somerset U'ord-bk., Lie in, Lie out, said of horses or
cows. If they are kept housed at night, they are >aid to lie

in, if not they lie out. 1 )o your 'o^.s lie in or out ?

c. Sc. To delay
;

spec, lo delay in entering upon
property as heir.

1640-1 Kirkcudbr. U rar-Comm. Mitt. Bk. (185;) 42 For
his lying sae lang out in not subscryveing of the covenant.
1673 88 Fouktainiiall in M. P. Brown Snppl. Ihcis.
(1826) 111. 146 A man is married on a woman, that is

apparent heir to lands.—She, to defraud her husband either
of they/Ay mariti or the courtesy, lies out and will not enter.
1868 Act 31 % 32 Vict. c. 101 § 6 The rights and remedies
competent to a superior against his \assnl lying out un-
entered.

d. Jo lie it out : to sleep on late into the morn-
in£. ?0bs.
1748 RiciiAROsoN Clarissa (1811) V. 2 The dear creature

was so frightened, and so fatigued, last night, no wonder
she lies it out this morning.

e. To lie out of one's money, to remain unpaid.
To lie out of one's ground (Racing slang) : see
quot. 1896.
i860 Geo. Eliot Milton Floss \. viii. 1. 151, I can't lie out

o' my money any longer. You must raise it as quick as you
can. 1892 Daily Chron. 19 Apr. 9 2 How can zealous dis-
charge of this duty he expected, when the officer .. has to
advance the cost of the summons, and lie out of his money
for a year at a time, if not for ever ? 1896 Farmek Slang,
To lie out ofone's t; found to ' lie off' too long, so as to be
unable to recover lost ground.

27. Iile over. a. To be held over or deferred
to a future occasion.

1856 Mks. Carlyi.e Left. II. 294, I have a strange story
to tell you . . but that must He over, or 1 shall miss the
omnibus.

b. 'To remain unpaid after the time when pay-
ment is due'

v
Craig 184S).

C. A'aul. (See quot.)
1867 Smyth Sailor's IVord-bk., Lie mrr

t
a ship heeling to

it with the wind abeam.

28. Lie to. a. Naut. Of a ship : To come
almost to a standstill, with her head as near the
wind as possible, by backing or shortening sail.

171 1 LtTTLKTON Let. 13 Aug. in Loud. Gaz. No. 4906/i
The largest of them lay too a long time. 1748 Anson's
Voy. \. viii. 79 Another storm .. reduced us to the necessity
of lying to under our bare pules. 1760-72 H. Uhookk Pool
of Qval. (1809) III. 81 We shortened sail, and lay to till

morning. 1800 Asiatic Ami. Reg., Chron, 117/2 It blew a
strong gale . . on which Lieut. Roper handed all his sails,

except the mizen, which he balanced, and lay to. 1883
Sikvknson Trcas. Isl. ( 1 8S6J 212 Take a turn round the
capstan, and lie-to fur the tide.

b. St. To come to be fond of a person.
1768 Ross Helenorc 79, I do like him sair, An' that he wad

ly too [ed. 1789, p. 85 like me]. I hae nae fear.

29. Lie up. t a. To be laid out lor burial.

'553 Hkcon Reliques of Rome (1563) 253 Vilanye and
synne y» weren vsed & done about dead bodyes ligging vp
& yet is vsed about in many places, or the body be borne
to church.

b. To go into or remain in retirement or retreat

;

to take to one's bed or keep one's room as an in-

valid ;
(of a ship) to go into dock.

1699 Dam pier Voy. II. 111. 24 There they [ships] must lye
up, or be 3 or 4 Years in their return from a place which
may be sailed in 6 Weeks, a 1868 Dickkns in Househ.
Words (Cent.), He has a bad cold—rheumatism—he must lie

up for a day or two. 1881 Ghkener Gun 595 The black-
bear lies up during the day in caves and amongst rocks.

1893 R. Killing Many Invent. 26 When there's nothing
going on, there is nothing going on, and you lie up. 1897
Allbutt's Syst. Med. II. 443 Some days the patient may
feel comparatively well and fit for work, on other days he is

languid and lies up.

c. To lie up in lavender : to be in safe keeping
or custody. (Cf. Lavender sb.'- 2.)
1822 Scott Nigel xxv, Alas ! the good gentleman lies up

in lavender, .himself.

d. To lay or shape one's course.

1779 Forrest Voy. N. Guinea 169 The land wind veered
to the northward, and we lay up no better than west. 1868
Atkinson Clez>elatul Gloss., Lig up to, to proceed towards,
to lay or shape one's course to, a given place.

Lie(lai), v.2 Inflected lying (bi'iij), lied {hid).

Forms: Jnfin* 1 ldosau, 2 leio^en, 2-5 li^e-n, 3
lege, {impcr. lih), 4 ley e, lei, lije, li, 3-7 ly, 3-8
lye, 4 leighej lei^e, lyghe, lye^e, leie, 4-5 le}e,

4-6 ley, Sc. le, 5 ly(5)yn, 5-6, 9 Sc. and north, lee,

4- lie. Ind. Pres. 2nd sing. a. 3 Omi. le^hesst,

4 li3est, leyest, lex^s"t,lixt(e,4-5 lyest,3~ liest.



LIE.

0. north, and Sc. 4 Hghes, loloa, lies, 4 5 lyes,

4-6 leis. yd sing. a. 1 16osep, Mhp, 3 lih(o}(5
(

HgrtJ, le^eo*, leghep, Or///, le^hepj), 4 li;(e)J)f

lyop, lsip, leighth, le;th, lye;'e)th, Hhth, likth,

5 lith(e, 3- lieth. (i. 4 ligoa, lotos, loyos, 5
iijs,leghoj, 6 Sc. leis, 4- lies, $rd fl. 6 A>. lone,

loyne. J*a. t. a, 1 16ah, 16ax, (//. luxon), 2-3

lu}f\ 3 leh, lfloh,lighgh, 3-4 lowe,4 lelgh, logh,

llgh,lygh. 0. 4 li^edfo.lol^ede.lee^ide, liede,

lyede, loghed, Iei(e)d, Held, 4-6 Sc. leit, leyt,

4 7 lyed, leid, 7 A>. loed, 4- lied. Pa. pple. a.

1 lojon, 2-3 Mo}e(n, lo^en, 3 1-lowe, 3 4
y-low(e, loun, 4 lowofn, lef}en. 0. 4 li^ed,

Se. leyfc, 5 lyet, 4- lied. [A Com. Tent. str. vb.

(in ICng. conjugated weak from ihe 14th e.) : OK.
/Mart {tt'ah, h%on, lozen) correspond* to OP'ris.

*ltaga, *tiatza ^recorded in 3rd sing, pres. ind.

Hitch t, pa. t. sing, subj. Itge), OS. tiogau, liagan

(Ihi, liegen, bog, gebgen), 011(1. liogan, bug,

tugnu
t
gelogett MIHj. //>iro, /<>//<*, gebgen, mod.

G. //frwr, g^hgeu), <*uth« ffngntr, ON. ////^

(Sw. '^'w^w, Da. /yzv), f. Tcul. root {:taug:

lug'), whence Ltk j^. 1

; cogu. w. OSI. lie.]

1. #V//r. To lell a lie or lie* ; to utter falsehood
j

In speak falsely.

071 Blickl. 11out. 29 Se awerxda gast .. sona leah. c 1050
Voc. in Wr.-Witleker 401/t Etfeltisset, pa pa lie leas, c 1175
Lamb. Hoot. 91 pu hauest ilojen pan halie >jaste. 93
Ne lo^e pu 11a monnnm ! Jbid. 153 Hwenne pe muS is oj>en

for to l»3«\ nioo p'/Vm <y Virtues (1888) 9 Oar ftn luje,

flu Icii»c dieuel. r uoo Trin.Colt. flout. 131 He |>e ueure
nc lili^h ne lige ne wile r taoo Okmin 5190 pu leijhesst, &
beswike-»st ^wa hiii ajhen wrecche sawle. f 1105 Lay. 17684
bus l;ch [e U7< leh) pe laoe moil, a 1115 Leg. Rath. 1431

Slit se swioe Uifsome lcores ha leien. <iijj5 After. R. 236
pit liest, cweft heo

f
fule ping. 1197 K. Glouc (Rolls) 3348

lie adde so foule ilowc. a 1300 Cursor M. 5143 (Colt.) J/ou

HkIics ((.*)//. lifs, I'iiirf. lyes, />/«. lycstl now, eber pan*

lenur ! 1340 Ayettb, 63 Kvead ping hit i* to lye^e. c 1375
.SV. AfA'. Snints xxv. (Julian) no6 My j;ud hreiliyre, quliy

lest 30U leV c 1380 W\< i.ik //Xi. (1880) ^64 In whitlie an*

torile lit- seitle sop & in whichc he lei^ede. 1393 Lani;l
Pt. ('. xxi. 351 pow lowe lyl cue. c 1394 /'. Pi. Cntie

541 pou k\est, & pun lext. c 1400 Cawttyn 'I'hoti lixt,

scid ( Jamelyn, so broke I my chyn. 1481 Cath. Angl. 21 6/1

To Lye (.!. Lee 1

, commtntttri. 1513 T)i>v<;i.as sdCneis 1.

Prol. 2{| Les than wyse aatouris lelie [e<t. 1553 leym ). 1567
(', tule <V Gotiiie Hall. (S. T. S.) 193, I s^iy, 3c leit enerie one.

1581 SiliNl.v Afiol. i'ot'tric (Arb.) 52 As I lake it, to lye, is

to alfinne that to be true which is fals«.\ 1678 I.UNYAN /'/VA'r.

1. 7 It was made by him that cannot lye. /. 1784 Johnson \\\

ItflS.wltnn. 1781(1848)670/1 Me lies, and he knows he lies.

1885 Ht'M ton Arab. Nts. (1886) J. ^63, I lied against myself

and confessed the theft, albeit I am ullojjelli»r innocent of it.

b. To lie of arch.), ion, t ttfon : U» tell lies

about.
a 1100 MortilOde j37 Of po pine J* pere bind nelle tc hou

nont lei<i3Cl). a 1115 A tier, R. 68 An«l te unwreste blioeliche

liefl' on pe gtxle. c 1130 Halt Meid. 39 Forget li folc pat

hheft |»e of weres & worldes wnnne. f 1175 Passion of Our
Lord 241 in (>. E. Misc. 44 A ncole kunne wise hi lowen
him vp-on. c 1305 St. Amlmv vf8 in li. li. I\ (i8ua) 9^ pit

wosl wel mid alle |»al pn perof loude lixt. c 1330 Amis
A tail, 8}8 He leigiith on oils, wilhonten fail, c 1400 Lan-
francs Cirurg. 142 Manye men lijen of pe w<junde of pe

nose. 1508 liuNitAH hlytingw, Kmnettie 1 }8 Thocht thow
..thos vpoun me leid. 1559 Avi.mkw liarbonnvc I. 2 The
smarts of the lormentes made him toconfesse it, atid lye of

him self. 1580 J. Hay Pemantles in Cath. Tractates (1901)

51; Qnhy ar ye noehi esscheamed ..to lie on wss in your

preachings, saying [etcj. 1619 Kakc.k Jtfiirwosru. t M ulest

Alan (Arb.) 80 Whosoeuer dare lye on him hath power oner

him. 1664 Cahlylk hrettk. (it. IV. 409 Nolxxly was more
lied of. 1871 K. Ellis tr. Catullus Kvti. 20 I'hey lie on her

IL. falsuttt est\.

C. Proverbial expressions. For to lie in one's

teeth ,
throat, to lie like a trooper see the sbs.

a 1400 Tistill of Susan 317 Nou pou lyest in pin bed.

«i5*9 Skklton 'Merit Tales v. Wks. 1843 1. p. Ix, He ..

woulde lye as fast as a horse woulde trotte. 1530 PALS..K.

610/2 He wyll lye as fast as a dog^e wyll trotte. 1588

Mar/ret. /i/ist, (Arb.) 21 Hishops wtll lye like dags.

„2. fig. Chiefly of inanimate objects: To present

false statements ; to convey a false impression ; to

make a deceitful show.
c 1110 Ihstiary 451 De boc ne lejeo" no}t of Sis. a 1300

Cursor M. 5054 Tor qucn Pe tan [>e toper .sei Na wight

moght pair blodes let find. 14702 (>e hali writte lies 1 7*r/>/.

lyepj na wight. 14x6 Lydg. Ve Guit. Tilgr. 22376 The
merour lyed verily. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 320 b/a The
Philosophers were brought to this that they sayd..that the

elementys lyeden or god of nature suflVed. 1513 Douglas
Mntit 1. Prol. 270 This wther huik..So frenschlie lets,

oneth twa wourdis gais richt. 1697 DaYHKN Virg. Georg.

1. 587 The Sun, who never lies, Foretels the Change of

Weather in the Skies. 173a Popk AV*. Halhurtt 340 Where
London's column, pointing at the skies, Like a tali bully,

lifts the head, and lies.

3. quasi trans, t a. with cop. obi. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor At. 16067 Main lesmg had pat loun again

iesu pat dai. 1377 Langl. /\ /V. B. xvm. 400 pi lesynge.

.

pat pow lowe [v.rr. leighe, ley^] til Kue. ri449 Pkcock
liepr. 11. HI 150 Many lestngis y haue herd him lie. c 1500

IvyI Buckets Test. (Copland) A ij b, My lounge that neuer

lied lesinge.

t b. To say or allege falsely. Obs.

a 1300 Seven Sins ix. in E, E. P. (1862) 18 O worde ic 30U

lie nelle. c 1375 St. Leg. Saints i. (Petrt/s) 51a pu leis all

pal bou sais. c 1450 Alerlin \. 11 I low sholde I .. entoync

the penance for thynges which I wene thow lyest veryly.

256

0. With adv. or phrase : To iakc away by lying

;

to get (a j>erson, etc.) into or out of by lying.
i7»o T. (jokoon tlnmourhl 1. 175. I hnve known great

Ministers rail'd and ly'd out of their Places. 1755 J. Siikm*
iikahk Lydia (1769) ll. 44 Slandering women ol reputation,
and endeavouring to lye away their characters. 1761 Footh
Lyar 1. Wk*. 1799 I. 290 If you don't one time or another
.. lye yourself into some confounded scrape, I will consent
to be hanged. J784 K. IUgb liarham Dtnvns I. 48 Kvery
one would tell his story, his own way, and combine to lye
an honest lawyer out of his bread. 1858 Sir 1. Kayk Uist.
Afghan War 1. 204 The character of Dost M>>hamcd was
Jied awny. 1865 Caulylk Erettk. CL XIL vii. (1872) IV, 177
The tragically earnest meaning of your Life, is quite lied
out of you, hy a world sunk in lies. 1884 Punch 6 Dec. 276/2
(in on tamely tu allow yourself to belied into Party blindness.

f 4. trans. To give the lie to. Obs.
1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 87 If any brober or syster dispyse

or mysconsef or lye hisbroper. c 1450 Robin Hood> AJonk
xiv. in Child Pa/lads Ml. 97/2 With Pat Kobyn I lode lyed
Litul Jon. 1464 Waterford Arch, in 10M Rep. Hist. AIS V.

Comm. App. v. 331 He lied and rebuked the balif, to the
.great contempt of the King.

Lie-abed (br&bcdj. [f. LtK v. 1 + Abkd.] One
who lies late in bed; a late riser ; a sluggard.
1764 I'Wif. Mayor ofG. \. Wks. 1799 1. 173 Vou are a la/y

lje a-bed. 183a \V. Ikying Alhambra (1851) 249 She was a
little of a slattern, something more of a lie a bed, and, above
nil, a gossip of the first water. 1881 Blackmokk ChrisUm-clt
xlviii, What has made a lark of such a lie-a-l>cdY

Lioand, Lioaro, obs. ff. Lying ppl. a., Laih sh,*

Iiiebenerite (1/ benoroii). A/in. Also lieb-

uerite. [Named, 1 H47, by J. (\ Marignac in honour
of L. JJebener: see -itk.] A pinite-like mineral
resulting from the alteration of nephelite (Chester).
1865 Watts Diet. (hem. III. 589 Liebeneritc. 1878 Law.

KMnck tr. Cottas Rocks Class.
3J8

Ltcbncrite.

Iiieberkuhn (l/'bajk/m). Optics. [Named
after the inventor J. N. Licbcrkiihn (1711-56),
an anatomist of Berlin.] A silver concave reflector

fixed on the object-glass end of a microsco]>e to

bring the light lo focus on an opaque object.

1867 J. Hogg Mierosc. 1. ii. 58 Illuminated by a cotnbin.v

j

tiou oflhe parabola ami a flat l.ie1>crkuhn.

Iiieberkuhnian \hbtukw nifm), a. Anat. [i.

J.iebcrkithn (see prce.) + -iax.] Lieberkithnian
follicles ar glands: minute tubular cavities thickly

distributed over the small intestines.

1851 Uhandk Pict.Sci. Suppl., Lieherkuhntan [st'c] glands.

1897 Alt/'tttt's Svst. Med. II. 761 Amoeba: are found in the
borders of the ulcers, chiefly in the Liebcrkuhniau follicles.

Liebig (l/"big>. [Prom the name ol the in-

vent or, Baron Justus von JAebig (1803-1873).]
More fully, J.iebig's extract {of beef): A prepara-

tion obtained from beef, containing the salts and
extractive principles of the meat in highly concen-
trated form, without the albumen, gelatin, or fat.

1869 K. A. I'akkhb Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 246 When
Liebig's extract is taken during fatigue, it is found to be
remaikably restorative. 1870 Daily JVnos 27 I lee, This
Irtce] with ihe chocolate ami Liebig which he has in hand
will la-4 him for al>out three weeks. 1873 This i ham Moab
x. 176 Meat and Liebig, without bread, .was trying diet.

fig. 1874 L. Toi.lkmacuk in J'ortn. Rev. Feb. 247 They
cfo not contain the moral Liebig which would alone satisfy

descendants of the Platonic guardians. 1890 Spectator

9 Aug., If there t. to be a Supreme Parliament in future, it

must be a Liebig's extract of Parliament.
attrib. 1803 F. V . Mown; I Eorbid Hanns (1899) 24 ^ Love-

making on the Liebig principle .. as much love-making as
would do duty (or six months compressed into half an hour.

Iiiebigixe ( l/'bigoitj. Mm. [Named by J. 1..

Smith, 1S48, after Naron Justus von Jicbig: sec

-itk.] 1 1 ydrous carbonate ofuranium and ealeium,

found in thin, yellow incrustations (Chester).
1848 A ttter. frttl. Set, V. 336. 1868 Dana Min. (ed. 5) 308.

Lie-by. [f. phr. to lie by. see Lik r. 1 20.]

1. A concubine, mistress. Now dial, (Cf.l jcj-by.)

a 1656 Ussuck Ann. vt. (1658) 132 He obtained this favour
..by the means of his Lie-by; which was a wench of
Kretria. 1825-80 Jamikson, iy-by. .2. A mistress, n concu-
bine. Fife. 1886 Klwohtiiy /I*. Somerset Word-bk. s.v..

Why, her wad'n never no better'n Squire ——'s lie hy, and
now her's nnybody's.

f 2. A neutral. (Cf. by-lier s.v. lit- H. 2 a.)

16.. Postscript to Rutherfonfs Lett. (1857) 5°9 Their
Master |Satan] fearing little, or finding little damage to his

dominion, by these la/y ly byes nnd idle loiterers. 1723
M«Waho Earnest Contend. 354 (Jam.) Such an herotck
appearance, . . would make you live and die ornaments to
your profession, while ly-bys will stink away in their sockets.

3. (See qnot.)
1840 Evid. tlull Docks Comm. 31 What is called a lie-by,

or recess, to enable vessels to pass.

Lied, variant of La kh ///. a. U.S,
Liedge, Liedger, obs. ft*. Likok, Leixjkh.

Lief (l/f)
f

a. (sb.), and adv. Forms ; 1 leof,

lfof, 3-4 leof {inflected'leovo, loofvo), 3 lof, 4-5
luf, luef, lueve, 2-4 lef {inflected levo), 4-6
lef(f)o, 6-9 leve, (4 levef, lewe), 4-6 loefo, (5

leeff), 4-8 leevo, 6, 9 leave, 9 leaf, 4-7 leif,

5 leyf, 6-7 leife, lerv\e, 4 Sc. lyfe, 4, 6-8 live,

5 lyve, 4 6 lif(e, (4 lijf), 7-8 liff, 4-6 lyefe, 4-7
liefe, 2- lief. Compar. \ 16-, liofra (fern, and

ncnt. -re), 2 leofere, 3 leover, 3 6 lever, 4-5
lefer, (4 .SV. lyfar), 4-6 levir, -yr, (6 leffor, leir),

5-6 St, levar, 5-7 leefor, -ir, leever, 6 7 liefifer,

LIEF.

6 leaver, 5-7 llevor, leyf(f)or, 7 loif(f)er, 6 Se.

loor, 6- liefer. Also 8 lieverer. Super/. 1 16of-,
lfofaat, -eat, -uafc, 3 lefeat, 3-4 leoveat, 3-6 lo-

ve«fc,4-6 lieveat, (6leif-,lifo«t), 6-llefeat. Also
6 levoreat. [OK. Uof, l/of- OKrls. liaf OS. liob

t

liof Ohu lief), OIIG. Hub, tiupt Hob, liab
t lieb

(MUG. lieb, Hep, mod.G. lieb\ ON. lit'tf-r (Sw.

ljuf) %
Goth, liuf-s {Hub-) :-OTeut. *teu&o- :-\>re-

'I'eut. *leubho- (whence OSL lfubit) t f. Aryan root

Veubh- (:loubh- :lubh-, whence Hkmkvk, Ix>ve).]

A. adj.

1. lieloved, dear, agreeable, acceplable, precious.

Also lief and dear. a. In attrib. use. Obs. exc, arch.
lleoumlf34 Aledon pa leofne peoden . . on l>carni scipes.

nooo Ags. GosA. Matt. xvii. 5 Her ys min leofa sunu.
riiso Gett.

<fr
Ex. 4136 In to lef rente his sowle wond.

a 1300 Cursor A/. 17 Of trtstrem and hys leif ysote. 1363
Langi.. /'. PI. A. 1. 136 Ix>ue is pe leuest ping }>at vr lord
askep. 1387 Thbvisa Higden (Kolls) II. 279 Men made
ymagestoherleuefrendes, a 1541 Wyatt/WA Wks. (1831)

• 57 For all that can no man bring Lieffer iewel unto his lady
dear. 105 G. Hahvky J.etter-bk, (Camclen) 145 She should
not ueede to care for y* leefist frende she had. 1590 S^rnskk
/•*. Q. ti. i. p My lifesl !x>rd she thus beguiled had. 1601
Munday Death Earl Huntington itl. i. in Hazl. Dodsley
VI II.273 Welcome toCiuildford, Salisbury^Hefestlord. 174a
SnhNSTONK Schoolmistress 139 In which, when he receives
his diadem, Our sov'reign prince and liefest liege is plac'd.

1844 Li). Houghton AJem. Many Scenes, Valentia 198
Here the sun is pleased to cast Liefest smiles.

+ b. Used in addressing a person. Obs.
ileoivulf 1 216 Prucflisses heaves, Peowolf leofa, hyse mid

hade. C897 K. ^Klfrhii Gregory's Past, xxxvi. 253 On
leofesta broSur. cuiS Lamb. Horn. 19 NimaS ^eme nu
leofemon hwih he 3ife he as jefco. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1375
O, leoe feren, feire is us t fallen. c 1^330 King of Tars 656
Leove sire, trouwe on this, c 1385 Cmacci-.h L. G. W. 1170
Dido, Now leue sistyr myn what may it \>c. 1436 Bp. Ukau-
i'oht in Kllis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. I. 101 note, Invest earthly
lxjrde. 1481 Caxton Reynard xx. (Arb.) 50 Lief bellyn
wherfore l>e ye angry. 1513 Docglas fEneis iv. Prol. or
Thar l>ene l>ot few example takis of vther, Hot wilfully

fnl I is in the fyre, leif brother. 1575 Comm. Gurton 11. iv,

Who was it leiue son ? speke, ich pray the. 1620 Quarlp.s
Jonah K 3 b, Deare liefest Ix>rd, that least st the world with
Grace. 163a Hollano Cyrup,rdia aoj Children mine, liefe

and deare, 1 love you both alike.

e. In predicative use. Const, dat. or lo, unto,

esp. in liefer was> were, to tne, him, etc. with inf,

or clause as subject [«' I had rather*]. Also Se.

liefis tnc~ dear is to me (see also Lkkzk ME). Obs,

exc. arch, and dial.

a 900 O. E. Chron.uw. 755 (Parker MS.) pa cua:don hie
pa t him menix ai;e^ leofra najre punue htera hlaford. c 1000
Ail.fMC Gen. xxix. 19 Leofre me ys p.et ic his sylle pe bonne
oorum men. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 35 Swilche pine ic habbe
pet me were leofere pennc a) world . . most tc habben an
alpi pra^e summe lissc. ri2oo Triu. Colt. Horn. 29 pu
shatt ben lef and wnro and liken alle men. rnooOnMiN
1^701 To lakenn himm wipp batt tatt himm Iss lefesst off

fun ahhte. a 1*50 (hvl -V Night. 202 pe} . . leof \v.r. lofl

lint were nihtegale. a 1300 Cursor M'. 23936 pis ilk praier

teuetli pou here. For paa pat ar me lijjfe and dere. 13..

E. A Hit. l\ A. 266 Bot lueler gente if Pou schal lose py
loy for a gemme pal be was lef. 1340-70 A lex, 4 Dind,
562 Hure was lecher ic fuf. c 1380 Sir Eerumb. M43 I^euere

me were by my fay he were to-drawe wyp hors. 1390
Ciowpa Com. II. 20^ Nowchcs and tak which you is levere.

c 1394 /'. PI. Crede 16 perfor lerne pe byleue leuest me
were, c 14s* Hocclevk Jonathas 170 This man to folkes

alle was so leef. 1470-85 Malory Arthur iv. xx, Ye haue
lefle me the yongest and the fayrcst, and she is moost
leuest to me. 1500 20 Dunuar Poems Ixxv. 42 Full letfis

mc ^nur gracelea gane. 1513 Douglas fEneis ill. vit. 37
O levis me ! the lykest thing leving, And verray ymage of

my Astiauax }ing ! 1513 Mohk Rich. I ll, Wks. 63/1 Them
wer leuer to leese all that the! haue besyde, then Jetc.J.

1596 Si'Knslh E. Q. iv. iii. 52 Candjcl tooke Cambtna to

hts fere, The which as life were each to other liefe. 1597 *
Bp. Hall Sat. iv. ii. 81 Thy fathers odious name. Whose
mention were alike to thee as leeue As a catch-pols fist unto
a bankrupts slceue. 1609 Holland Amm. Alanell. 147
Those who are most leife and deere unto us shall bee slaves.

1614 W. Bkownk Sheph. Pipe B j Leuer me weie be slaine

in this place..Then purpose againe you any fallace. 1647
II. Mork Song ofSoul Lines 8/2 But all are deaf Vnto my
Muse, that is most lief To mine own self. 1842 Tennyson
Aforte D Arthur 80, I charge thee, (prickly go again As
thou art lief and dear.

d. In various constructions with have (see Have
22, and cf. G. lieb haben, Du. /iefhebbeti) : / (etc.)

had (occas. have) as lief as, I had (occas. fhave),

liefer {than ), + liefest, with object a sb., inf. phrase

(with or without to), or subordinate clause, f Also

in catachrcslic constructions (see Have 22 c).

In Td,you\t, he'd {etc.) as lief, the ambiguous contraction

is prob. taken to represent looutd rather than had; the

examples are therefore placed under the adv. Actual tn^

stances with had might still occur, but only as arch, or dial.

ciaoo S. Eng. Leg. \. 94/79 For ich habbe leouere pat 3c

hire ouer come. /bid. 471/321 luyt hadde ich leouere ich

were i-huld. 13.. A* Alii, 21 Feole & fille. .hadde lever a
ribaudye Than lo here of God. Ibid. 1234 Theo riche..

saide they badden, sikirliche, l^overe steorve. .than [etc. ].

c 1350 Wtlt. Paleme 453, I have lever that love than lac al

mi harmes. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxix. (Placidas^ 390 He
had als lef be ded as lef hts wyf hut rented, c 1380 Wyclif
Set Wks. III. 19 }>et han levere to dien in prydc and in

malice pan to lyve in mekenes and charite. c 1386 Chauckr
Alerch. T. 919 Leuere ich hadde to dyen on a knyf, Than
thee oflende irewe deere wif. —- Monk's Prol. 5, 1 hadde
leuere than a barel ale That gode lief my wyf hadde herd

Ibis tale. 1390 Cower Conf. 1 1, 130, 1 hadde hir levere than



LIEF,

a Myn of Gold. 1413 Pilgr. Sovte (Caxton) v. ii. (1850) 75Of these thre worldes, . . I hadde leuer here speke, than ony
thynge ellcs. 1609 Holland Amm. Afareeit.A A He had
Jeifer save one citizen and suhjecu life than kill a thousand
enemies. 1643 Trait Comm. Gen. xxxi. 2 He had as lief
have part«d w ith hie very heart-blood. 1750 KiEtniso Tom
Jones mi. vii, One had lieverer touch a toad than the flesh of
some people. 1756 Touif.rw Nist. 1 Orphans I. 121 With
all my heart,-. for I had as liffsit with Lucy or Marget m
either of you, and at any time w hat«omcver. a 1766 Mbs.
F. Sheridan Sidney BiddnlphW . 311, J had as lief have let
it alone.

f2. Desirous, wishful, willing, glad. Const. of
to with inf. Obs.
IThU use app. resulted from a conversion of the construc-

tion with dative, him is lief(set x c) becoming he is lief]
e 1325 Poetn timet iidiv. 11 (Percy) xliii, The gode man

schal have never a niossel, J5e he never so lef. e 1330 A rth.
*r Merl. (Kolbing) 3072 With five hundred noble knifes
Hardi & strong, & leue to fntes. a 1340 IIamiolk Psalter
cxliii. 4 Man . .bat is leucr to lose his saule ban his lust. £1380
Wvclif Set. Wks. II. 298 pes newe ordris ech on bat ljeti so
lef to lye. Ibid. III. 173 And thus us ow not to be lefe of
jugement of men, C1400 Songs Costume (Percy Socj 51,
I was lefe for to escape, c 1430 Syr Getter. (Roxb.) 5428 To
saue his londes he was lefe. c 1460 J. K csskll Bk. Nurture

,
487 With a spone lightely to ete your souerayne may be
leeff", 'te 1475 Sar. lorve iJegre 593 That my father so leve
he be That wyll profer me to thee, c 1500 Yng. Cttitdr.
BK: 70 iu Babees lik. (1868} 21 lie not lefe to telle tydinge.

3. Antithetically lo loath, in senses 1 and 2.

Also abso/., esp. infor lief or loath. Obs. exe. arch.
Beowulf511 Ne inc ami* mon, ne leof ne laS l*lean mihte

sorhfullne siS. c taoo Trin. Colt. Horn. 1^3 Al pat me was
leof, hit was be I08. c 1300 tiavelok 2379 Ne leten he nouih
for lef ne loth, e 1385 Ciiaucpk L. G. IV. 1639 Itypsip. +
Medea, l*hat he for lef or loth Ne shulde neuere hire false.
1412-ao Lvdg. Chron. Troy 1. vi, Other for Jyef or lothe.
e 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 1182 The Cooke, be he loot he
or leeff. 15*6 Skelton Magnyf. 25^4 Nowe leue, nowe lothe.
1584 Peele A rraignm. Paris 11. it, Well, Juno, whether we
be lief or loth, Venus hath got the apple from us both. 1647
H.Mobe Song ofSoul 11. i.iv. iv. Our adversaries loth or
lief Must needs confesse that [etc.). 1870 Morkis Earthly
Par. HI. iv. 363 An oath To do my bidding once, if lievp
or loath It were to thee. 1883 R. W. Dixos Mano m. viii.

136 Now bence must I.. be I loth or lief.

+ 4. a. absol. (When used in addressing a supe-
rior « Sir ! Sire ! Lord !) Obs.
C907 Mem. in Earle Land Charters (1888) 102 Leof ic oe

cyoe hu hit wa* ymb 3a?t lond a;t funtial. c 1000 vElfkic
Horn. 1. 314 Hi..cwa;don to 5am apostolon, I .a leof,
hwat is us to donne. a 1175 Colt. Horn. 235 La lief maaic
wiman foneten his 03c ctld. eivx> tiavelok 2606 'Ye
lef ye \ couth be erl gunter. c 1330 R. Hhlnnp. Chron. fi8io)
44 Lefe & dere, My lond Ls at bi wille. 4:1380 Wvrt.ii'
Set. Whs. III. 257 But leve take heed to Cnstis wordis.— Whs. (i83o) 45* Jif he do good to be chirche in preiyng
or in studiynge, leve, w hat is bis to herd is offis. a 1400
Str Pere. 1 Lef, lythes to me Two wordes or thre OfT one
that was faire and fre.

t b. quaswk A beloved, a dear one ; a friend,
sweetheart, mistress; occas. a wife. Similarly in
the compar., one who is dearer. Obs.

071 Blickt. Horn. 21 Ne bib he Codes leof on barm nehstan
dfeje, e 1*50 Lutelsoth Serin. 63 in O. E. Misc. 1 83 H wenne

jheo to chirche come> to be hafiday Kueruch wile his leof
iseon. ^1300 Cursor M. 4352 J>at bou mi lefe wald l>e.
f3-. E. E. Atlit. P. \\. 939 wern Loth & his lef, his

'

[uflyche defter. 13 . . Gaw. f, Gr. Knt. 1782 Iiot if 3e haf a
lemman, a leuer, bat yow lykez better. 1382 Wvclif Song ,

Sot. u 8 To my nding in charis of Farao, 1 licnede thee O
my lee£ e 1386 Chaucek Miller'% T. 207 Alwey the nye slye
Alaketb the fenre leve to be looth. 1390 Gowkk Co/if II.
221 Bot natheles sche hadde a levere. c 1430 Syr Gener.
(Roxb.) 6576 Nou wel 1 wote this fals theef Hath thus led
a-way my leef. c 1483 Caxto* Dialogues viii. 29 Amand,
your cosen alycd Hath a fairer lyef 'I"han ye haue. 1505
Spenser Col. Clout 16 CoJin my hefe, my life. 1621 Aiss-
worth Song Sol. v. 9 What is thy Lief more then another
Uef? 1633 P. Fletcher Poet. Misc. 67 TbomaJin my lief, '

thy musick strains to heare More raps my soul, then [etcJ.

B.aJv. Dearly, gladly, willingly. Chiefly with
would, pa. subj. (occas. Sc. with omission oiwotild).
Also in *j lief\as) t the liefer; lief 1 were= \ would
gladly be.
The advb. use originated chiefly from the misinterpreta-

tion of phrases like / had as lief, f hcui liever Csee A. 1 d;,m which wtniLl appears instead of had as early as the
13th c *

c\j<fi Gen. $ Ex. 49 And of hem two Sat leue luuen, 5e
welden al her and abuueru 1297 R. Clocc (Roll*) 5302He ches leuere to deye him sulf, ban such sorwe y*e.
0130clC»r*orM. 3 i 3$ pat he oe wald leuer his child cole
pan or his lauerd wrath to thole. 1390 Cower Conf. I. 96
Alle wornmen devest wolde Be sovereio of marines love.
1393LANCU P. PI. C. 11. 143 For to Jouye by lord leuest
of aUe. a 1400-30 Alexander 1082 pare lengi* him lefe
PC kynge & logis all a neuen I=:an even], e 1450 Erie
Polour 365 Leve y were to worthy a knyghL 1450-1530
Myrr. our Ladye 29 They that wolde leuer be in the quier.
c 1454 Pasten Lett. I. 285 So, withoute your better avyse,
I cc my brothyr purpose us to be with you ther at that
tyme ; for, the sonner, the levyr me. a 1500 Cov. Mysi.
(bhal«. Soc) 2^7 lTie trewth wolde I knowe as leflT as ye.
i$3oTixdale Pract. Prelates C viij b. The Pope., sendeth

HLfc 1

Em
P
crourc l his coronacyon home to him oftymes

if I might have my will. 1598 R. Bernard tr. Terence 213Aow see whether of these two conditions you would leaver
have. 1714 Ramsav Tea*t. Misc. (1733) I. 20 But 1 loor
chuse in highband glens To berd the kid. 1800 Coleridge
Piccolvm. iv, v, tar liever would I face about, and step
Back to my Emperor. 1814 Jefferson Writ. (1830) IV.

VOL. VX

223 lie mi^ht spare such a force.. as I would as lieve not
have to encounter. 1837 IIowitt Hnr. Life 111. iii. (1862)
242 bhe woiiltl as lieve part with the slciu off her back as
with her money. 1852 Thackerav Esmond 1. vi, 1 would
as Uef go there as any where. 1855 M as. Gaskkll North
-V A. xxx vil, I d liefer sweep th' streets, if paupers had na'
got hold on that work. 1876 Tfnnvson (>. Mary 111. i, Far
liefer had I in my country hall Been reading some old book.
1896 A. K. Holsman Shrofsh. Lad I, Where shall one halt
to deliver I his luggage I'd lief set down ? 1898 Pall Mall
Mag. June 220 To strip was to confess her sex, than which
she would hefcr have died.

Lief, obs. form of Lfaf, Lifk.
I! Lie-f-hebber, Obs. rare, [a. Dti. liefhebbcr>

,
agent-n. f. liefhebben to hold dear, f. lief denr +

1
hebben to have] An amateur.
1654 Bhamhaix Answ. to Militiere 134 Put a Lifflubber,

,

or Virtuoso, among a company of rare pictures, and he will
pick out the best pieces for their proper value. 1656 Bcoc st

I

<'iossogr.,Lnfhebber,2i\os^. (Citing Iiramhall. ifenccprob.
the misuse m the next rjuot.] 1791 Lkarmoni forms

1 3 H«-r
fause lierhebber owre the ling Did wale his nichtly way.
t Lie-fly, a. Obs. Forms: 1-3 l^oflie, »,

leoflich, 4 lefiich, leveli, 4-^ lefly. [OK
Uoflic f )Kris. liaftih, OH. liof, lioblic (I)u. Hefe-

I lijh)
t
OUG. thtplich (MIU;. lieptich, mod.G. lieb-

licit, Goth. litthaleih): scel.iKFtf.aiul -ly I.] Lov-

I

able, lovely, delightful, beauliful, pleasant, clear,
^lad. Applied both to persons awl things.

m
Beowulf licxj Sunu ecglafes hcht )iis sweord niinan leoflir

iren. ^900 Cvnkwi.ij. Crist 4<xj [Hi] Jofiaft leof-liuie.
1 1175 Lamb. Horn. ie 3 Iliesu leke bet tu art se softe and
se swote, jette to swa leoHic . . bet [etc.]. c 1205 Lav. 31787
.SwiOe eofln; ues b*t mon. a 1225 Juliana 17 Legged v,
lu^rhche on hire leofliche lich bat hit Itferi o blode,
a 1225 Ann: E. (jo I^oflkfi ting nis hit nout bet ancrc
berchwuch muo. a 1240 Ureisnn in Cott. Horn. 187 L'or
alle binge sw test, aire hijige leoflucest. 1340-70 A tisnunder

pei With a lefiich lu t Jadue togeder. c 1460 Lauu-
fat 858 Gawayu, my lefly frende.

t Lie-fly,^/-'. Obs. Also i l^oflfco, 2-3 leof-
liche, 3 lefiiche, ( Orm. leflij

,
levelike, 4 leof-

lyche. [OK. ttoflke. = OlIG. liuhlihho (MHO.
liepliche, mod.G. licblich), OX. liuftcga : see Lif.f
a. and -ly Ucaulifullv

; dearlv, kindly
; wil-

lingly, gladly.
<rooo tr. Bieda's Hist. iv. xxv, (1890) 350 J?eah be ic «^eole

ealle wican fa;stan, ic b:et leoflicc do. a 1175 Cott. /torn.
257 Ich iseo a sonde curnen, swide gledd icheret, feier ant
freolich, and leofliche aturuet. c 1200 Okmin 4950 l^tti^
to beowwtenn obre menu. 4:1205 }.\v. 17747 Giugiuere
licoriz he hom lefliche ^ef. a 1225 Leg. Katlt. 2223 And at
bes lefdis licome leofliche smirede. c 1250 Gen. 4 Ex. 34 ;4
hi* red ohu}te nioyses ful g(^J, And leueiilce it under-st^J.
c 1275 On Sfrx ing Christ y4 in O. E. Mhe. t/4 f or he wolde
be lawe leoflvthe holdc. I1888 S«t. En>. 14 Jan. 55/* liut
if Mr. Max Al tiller will suggest any other word, we will as
liefly use it.l

tlji-efness. Obs.-o In C lefene««e. [f. Lir.y
a. + -nksh,] DearncH.^.

1530 Palsgk. 238/1 I>efenesse, chcrelc.

Liefsome, variant of I^kkhomk Obs.
a 1S47 Karl Sckkkv in TotteCt Aliic. (Mb.) 19 So forth

I go apace to &e that letfsotn sight. 1819 W, 'J ksnam
Papistry Storm''d (1827; 17 M"hat temple's flures and wa s
are lined Wi lei fsam pictures a' kinkind.
Lieftel, Liefuld, var. ff. Lkeptail, Leeful.
Liege I'd//, a. and sb. Forms : 3-5 lige, 4-5

ly«e ; 3-6 lege, '4 leyge
,
4-O leege, ^5 leeh e,

lyche, ly»ch; legge, ligge, lygge ; lieg), 5-6
lyege, 5-7 leig e, 6 leag e, (leighe), G Hedge,
(7 leidge), 4- liege, [a. OK. lige, liege Cmed.L.
ligiits, legius) « Vx. liige

t It. ligio; the ultimate
derivation is disputed.

'1 lie prevailing \ itw that the word represents an adoption
of OHG. ledig free (mod.G. ledig unoccupied; is »upported
by a parage in a charter of 1253 (t)u Cange, s.v. Ledigh*
man-, which contains the words ' ligius homo, auod Teu-
tonice dicitur I^edigh-rnan*. The assumption of 'free* aj»

the primary *ense also i>eems in accord with the meaning of
the rned.L. tigia pottstax (Lilcf. kocSiil), ligia voluntas.]
A. culj.

1. llie characteristic epithet of persons in the
relation of feudal superior and vassal.

a. Of the superior ; Entitled to feudal allegiance
and service. Xow rare cxc. in liege lord, which is

also usedfig.
[1292 BitiTTov 111. iv, 3 18 Si aucun deive fere homage a

autre *eignur lige qe a nous.} 1297 K. Glolc. (RoIUj 9376
Vr lige louerd bat yeled is And ismered to ihe»u crist.

11.. Gaw. *f Gr. Knt. 346 t>at my leyge lady lyked not
ille. 1386 Polls ofParlt. III. 225/1 Owre lige L*>rde the
Kyng. 1390 Gowek Conf III. 144 Men *cbull don him
reverence As to here liege soverein. 1422 tx.Secreta Secret.,
Priv. Priv. 248 Oure lyge lorde, kynge henry the Fyfle.
1481 Caxtoj* Heynard (Arb.) 30 Not «o my liege lorde.

1549 Latimer 1st Serm. bef. JCdw. VI (Arb.) 30 It hath
pleased God tograunt vi a naturall liege kynge and Lorde.
c 1620 T. Robixso* M. Magd. il 1566 Shee. .followes her
Ltege-Lorde y* villages throughout. 1770 Juniut Lett.
xll 209 You deserted the fortune of your liege lord. 1814
Scott L*d. ofIsles \u xx f Who, vassals «worn, 'Gainst their
liege lord had weapon borne. 1844 H . H . Wilsox Bt it. India
I. 97 Originally a feudatory of Jaypur, the Raja had taken
advantage of the enfeebled condition of his liege lord. 1865
Kixcsley Iterew. xxi, That 1% tbe rule of our liege lord,
William.

b. Of the vassal : Bound to render feudal service

and allegiance. (C£ Liege man.) f Also, owing
allegiance lo (law).

LIEGE MAN
r
'U
E
\
AlliLP

; \\%
11H Pc h*c M he was lege

tylle. it$2 Uxnu. P. PI. A. iv. 147 Al my lice Icodes
. i38o\^vrt,,

;
in, (.880)290 Kyng,s.schuld

y
e constreyn.

. here lyge freris & here obere clerkis. 1470-85 MalorvArthur 11. 1, Iiheyl brcnte and slewe the kynges true
liege peple. 1538 W«IOTiirsi.EV Chron. (1 87c) 1 . 80 A false
traitor to his I'raynce and a sedii ions person tothekinge ;

leighe people. 1577 Nokthbrook r. Dicing ( 1 843) 1 yj They
j-lioulde l>e arrested by the King's liege people as vaea-
hondes 1689 S. Johnson Rem. Sherlock's Bit. I0 Every
I.eige-bubject of England has a Legal Property in his Life.
1823 Scott Peveril xiii, I had ..a right to call 011 every
liege subject to tender assistance. 1848 Wharton Law
Lex., Ltege, bound by some feudal tenure

; subject.
te. iransf. of persons in other relationships:

En tilled and bound to mutual fidelity. Obs.
tfi35o Will. Pahme 4128,1 schal loue him IclH as my
ege brober c 1555 i'nu.i-oT in Coverdale Lett. Mart.
15O4) 236 I he lyuyng lord, which .. hath begotten you <r>
ne my liege sy.ster, getic you grate so to grow in that
generation, that [etc].

* d. Used for: Loyal, faithful, rare.
1478 Certificate in Snrteei Misc. (1888) 37 lie is a trewr,

lige Inglis man. 1890 C. A. Anskm. tr. A. da Monte-
Jcltros Confer, in Home 46 materialist, liege to hisown system, isincapaMe of doing anything but put one after
another the results of his observations.

2. Of or pertaining to the bond between superior
• and vassal.

X399
)
Polls ofPartt. IV 424/2 Homage liege and Feaute.

1750 Ukik//»/. hng. II.40, The French maintaining itwas a lige homage. 1765 Ulacksionf. Comm. I. /,7 I,:ill< t

held by tins exalted sp,-eies of fealty was calh d fminm
tigiitm, a hege fee. 1818 IIam.am Mid. Age* (iK?v I u*

»»*'> ..always refused to pay liege-bomage, which implied
an obligation of serw.e to the loid

B. sb.

1. The superior to whom one owes feudal alle-
giance and service; -liege lord.

c 1400 th str. Troy , 34 p,, b;,t horn le*!- huld. c 1440
I romp

.
Pat-v. 302/5. Lyche, lady or lorde, .. ti-jins. 15%

.\ ok, Rtch m Wfcs. <,/, Ve my |i,g,
'

qtlo,rihe liSS
of L.ickmgham ll.ei haue JetcJ. 1513 IJoi oi.as sEnen mi.
I rob V47 I he laikt, .. I ov>s thar lege with tonys curyus.
1590.SJ l-.SM R /'. Q. 11. iiL 8 'I he Miser threw him v lie .

Mreigbt at his foot in base humilit- e, And deeped him his
liege, to hold of him in f«:<: . xm Shaks. Much Ado 1. i.

291 .My l iege, your llighnesse now mav doe mee good.
1609 C. IJi;u»« Pern. Mon. v. OC23J I.j, Shee .. Mo-t
humbly lagging in hir Dorik Mraines Of hir d« ar Liege
leaue to be gone. 1637 R. J 1 1 mmikky tr. St. Ambrose II.

4. He would not he p.ofu-e and prodigall of another mans
good,

1
much les-e of his Leiges. 1705 j. J>m ,.iw Blenheim

y/> J lie .Nativ.:,, <Jubions whom 1 hey must Obey, in Con-
sanation wan. 'till rigid Comjuest will pronounce their
Liege. 1706 Aoniso.v Posamoml 1. \i, Nay, good my
Liege, with natience h*ar. 1785 I'auy Mor. Philos.
I. io,j I he form of doir g homage at thi, day, by putting
the hands between the knees, and wilhin the hands of (he
hege. 1788 Wol/.O-i fp. J'ihdar, Pettr'i Pension VVks. i?i 2
II. 5 No less, my royal hege, than >ou and me. 1823 Scoi i

Pevertl xlvi,
1

In the name uU,<A
l my liege,' said the \>uV<-

orOrmond, ' Jet * [etc.L 1837 Hkoa mno StraJ/ord 11. ii. 35My hege, do not Ulieve it ! I am yours.

2. A vassal bound to serve his superior, a liege
man. Hence in a wider sense : A lovai subject of
the kin^'.

1377 Lam;jl /'. PI. L. xix. 56 Alle his lele lyges. 1300
GovshK Conf I. 3^ 'I he kinges founde hde oghnc lie^e .

I hat hem fwsokc and de^>Uide. 1414 /{"^//j 0/'Parti. IV.
22/2 Voure humble and trewe li^ge.s that ben come for the
Lo(rnmun]e of you re loud, c 1440 Promp. Pan . 303 1 Lyche,
man or womanu I

J
. ligius . 1450-80 tr. Sea eta Secret. 47

U**l alm>ity kepe oure kynge to ioye of his ligeys. ^1470
Hkskv Wallace ix. 533 XxO thou- and off lele legis off
I rance. 1549 Lxtractx Aberd. Keg. <tH44) L 871 Tha had
offeudit .

,
to the uuenis grace of Scotland, in the taking,

,
.
of the said Wilham .. he beand hir fre liege and subdi't.

1643 Ii. JfcNKt.NS IVIes. 'J able, His Leidges are bound by
Oath to remove the King. 1649 Jkk. Tayi.ok 07. Lxemp.
11. Disc, xl 148 For kings and all that are in authority we
may pray for peaceable reign, true lieges, strong armies
letcL 1821 .Scott Kenilw. xxvii, Her Majesty, Wing
detained by her gracious desire to receive the homage of
her heges. 1845 S. Aumix Hattkc's tint. Bef I. 07 The
emperor'* lieges. 1880 Kinolakk Crimea VI. ix. 380 In
future campaigns the lieges shall not be the marplots they
were in the days of Ix>rd Raglan.

t Liege, v. Obs. rare. [L Likoe 5//.] trans. To
render ^homage; as a liege.

15*3-87 F«« A. A> M. (iy/j! 34 ?/i You are entred into
our homage by you lieged unto us, acknowledging your
selft, . a hege man unto the King of France.

Liegedom (U'd^damy. [f. Lieojs sb. + -j;om.]
The condition of being a liege.

1813 Scott Trierm. m. xxxvi, Iliese foremost maiden*
profferr d sce|/tre, rolje,and crown, Liegedom, and seignorie,O tr many a region wide and fair.

Liegefally l/'d^fuli , adv. rare, ff. *liegefttl

[(. Likge sb. -r -fix) + -ly Faithfully, loyally.

,.
,8e? A * DE V£BF- ott t'octry I. 53 Her heart «a«

Uegefully given to heavenly things,

Liegeless (ird.^Ies), a. [f. Likck ^. + -less.]
1. Isot subject to a superior; free.
18x0 Keatu Hyperion iil 91 O why fchould I Feel

thwarted, when the liegelew air Yields to my Mep aspirant.
2. Disregardful of obligations to a superior.
In recent Diets.

Liege man, lie geman.
1. Peudal Law. A vassal sworn to the service
and support of his superior lord, who in return
was obliged to afford him protection, etc.
c i2<fi lVill. Palerne 2663 Lordinge* 3c ben my lege men

bat gode ben & trewe. 1367 Trevisa iiigden (Robs) VIL
33



LIEGE POUSTIE.

2S5 Kyng William wente into Scotland, .and kyng Malcolyn
bycam his leege man, and swoor hym homage and fewte.
?rti40o Morte Arth. 1768 Alle his lele lige mene. 1420
H. Stafford in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. iv. I. 66 The kyngys
liche men . . han y letaylid hym well and nothyng vs. 1494
Fabyan Chron. v. cxxv. 105 They wolde become his liege-
men, and holde theyr lande of hym for etier. 15*3 Fitziif.rd.

Bk. Stan. 20 b, I shall true liegeman be and true faytlie

beare to kyng Henry . . and to his heyres. 1579 J- Stubbes
Gating GulfF iij b, A true Englishman, a sworne liegeman
to nir Maiestie. 161a Davies Why Ireland, etc (1787) 109
If the Irish were receiued into the King's protection, and
made liege men and free subjects. 1691 Washington tr.

Milton s Def Pop. viii. (1851) 189 They swear therefore to
William, to be his Liege-men. 1813 Scott Trierm. ir. vt,

When Arthur . . Spoke of his liegemen and his throne.

1839 Keigiitley Hist. Eng. I. 35 The princes of Corn-
wall, Wales, Cumbria and Strath-clyde became his liege
men. 1855 Milman Lat. Chr. vit. ii. (1864) IV. 88 Building
fortresses to reduce his freeborn liege men to slavery.

2. transf. and Jig. One who serves as 1hough
sworn to do so, a faithful follower or subject.
1823 Scott Peveril xvii, A faithful liegeman to the law as

well as the King. 1827 Keble Chr. Y. 1 Sunday Advent ii,

Sworn liegemen of the Cross. 1862 Merivale Rom. Em/.
(1865) III. xxiv. 93 Liegemen of Death and fares of the Sty-
gian ferryman. 1864 Burton Scot A fir. I. v. 259 When the
dispute lay between the liegemen of the university and those
of the state the university haughtily arrogated the authority
over both. 1865 Parkman Huguenots vii. ( 1875^ 89 The tres-

passers, too, were heretics, foes of God and liegemen of the
Devil. 1876 Bancroft ///*/. U. S. I. iii. 86 Raleigh . . sent
. . at five several times, to search for his liegemen.
Hence f Lle'gremanshlp.
i6ir Cotgr. , Lige, allegiance, or liegemanship.

Liege poUStie (litis, pciu'sti). Chiefly .SV.

Forms: 4 lege pouste, legge pouste, 5 leg (is

po(u)ste, 6 leg powster, liege pouste, 7- liege
poustie. [a. OF. lige poesld, ined.L. ligiapolestas:

see Liege a. and Poustie.] The stale of being in

health and full possession of one's faculties. Now
only in Sc. Law (see quot. 18S2).
1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 5606 J>ai wrethed God in bair

legge pouste*. J375 Barbour Bruce v. 165 Bot and I lif in I

lege pouste, Thair ded sail rycht weill vengit be. 1458
Burgh Rec. Peebles (1872) 129 Scho had cofit fra hir son in I

his leg poste qwyl he was lewand. 1462 Ibid. 143 The
quhylkis scho alegit was gevyn to her by . . her fadyr in his
legis pouste. 15.. Bk. Alexander (Bannatyne Club^ 361
Gif I leif lang in liege pouste. c 1560 Aberd. Reg. XXIV.
(Jam.), Ane testament maid be vmquhill Alex r

. kay baxter
in his leg pawster. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj. ii. xviii. § 7 It

is lesoine to ilk man to give ane reasonabill portion of his
lands, to quhom he pleases, induring his lifetime, in his
liege poustie. a 1768 Eiukinb Instit. Law Scot. lit. Tit.
viii. § 97 (1773) I- 595 Where the ancestor has validly obliged
himself in liege poustie to grant a deed. 1882 BelCs Diet.
Law Scot., Liege poustie, is that state of health which gives I

a person full power to dispose mortis causa, or otherwise,
of his heritable property.

Ijieger, obs. form of Ledger, Leger.
LiegewoHian. rare. [Cf. Liege man] A
woman who is a liege vassal.

1464 Roils 0/ Parlt. V. 544/1 Ourc.true Liegewoman.
Ijiegier, obs. form of Ledger.
Lien 1 (lfen, ]jn, bi-eu). Also 6 lyen. [a. F.

lien L. ligamen bond, f. ligdre to bind, tie.

The usual pronunciation in England is (1/ en), though the
others are sometimes heard. According to Funk's Standard
Diet., the usual pronunciation in the U.S. is (1/n).]

f 1. Anat. A tendon. Obs.

1541 Copland Guydon's Quest. Chintrg. Dj, The lyens
or strynges . . be of the nature of synewes.

2. Law. A right to retain possession of property
(whether land, goods, or money) until a debt
due in respect of it to the person detaining it is

satisfied.

1531 Dial, ok Laws Eng. 11. vii. (1532) 20 The tenaunt
hathe a true cause of a voucher, and of lyen. 1741 T.
Robinson Gavelkind v\. 125 A Diversity is to be observed
between a Lien Real and a Lien Personal. 1809 R. Lang-
foro Introd

%
Trade 133 Lien, attachment on property in

your possession for a debt due to you from the owner of
them. 1845 R. W. Hamilton Pop. Educ. vii. (ed. 2) 165
Vermont possesses, also, its literary fund,—a lien of six per
cent, on the profits of the banks. 1866 Crump Banking iii.

83 It is only necessary for the borrower to give a lieu to the
hanker. 1883 Sra E. E. Kay in Law Times Re/. XMX.
77/2 It was hardly said that he was entitled to any charge,
or lien, or equity on this particular fund.

fig. 1879 H. George Progr. <$• Pov. v. ii. (1881) 260 A few
thousand of the people of England hold a lien upon the
labor of the rest. 1883 J. Hawthorne Dust I. 168 The
chance whtch bad brought Lancaster into relations with the
family . . gave him a lien upon the interest and gratitude of
the two women.

b. altrib.
f
as in lien bond, creditor, holder.

1870 Pinkerton Guide to Admin. 19 A widow cannot claim
as against a mechanic's lien creditor. 1898 Westm. Gas.
20 June 10/1 A first mortgage on all property not covered
by the prior lien bonds.

Hence Li enor U.S. Law, one who holds a lien.

m
1890 Law Times LXXXIX. 165/1 If the lienors may

Insure, so may the owners of the injured ship and cargo.

tLi'en 2
. Obs. In7liene. [a. h.hen : Pcogn.w.

Skr.pffhan and Gr. cnrX-qy (Brugmann).] Thespleen.
1651 Raleigh's Ghost 80 The Liene, or Splene conduceth

that it may attract to it the more gross . . parts of blood.

Lien, obs. pa. pple. of Lie v.

Lienal (1signal), a. Anat. [f. L. lien LiEN 2

+ -al.] Of or pertaining to the spleen
; splenic.

1879 J. R. Reynolds Syst. Med. V. 221 Thus we have
'splenic ' or ' lienal ' . . forms [of leucocythaemia].

258

tLienary, a. Anal. Obs. [f. L. lihi Lien 2

+ -art.] — prec.

1684 tr. Bonefs Merc. Com/it. vm. 291 Blond must be let
out of some lienary Vein.

II Lienculns (bije-rjkitflite). Anal. [mod.L.,
dim. of L. lien the spleen.] One of the small
masses of splenic tissue found in the neighbour-
hood of the spleen ; an accessory spleen. .

1897 Atlbutfs Syst. Med. IV. 527 Accessory spleens,
splenunculi or lienculi, are common.
Liendely, Lieng(e, obs. ff. Lyixgly, Lying.

IlLienitis (biensi-tis). Path. [inod.L., f. L.
lien the spleen + -ms.] Inflammation of the
spleen; = Splenitis.
1845 G. E. Day tr. Simon's Anim. Chem. I. 269 The

scrum has been observed .. to be turbid in lienitis.

Lieno- (Wi^no), used as comb, form of L. lien
spleen, in adjs. signifying ' pertaining to the spleen
and — as Iiieno-^astrie a., pertaining to the
spleen and the stomach ; Lieno-intestinal a.

t

pertaining to the spleen nnd to the intestines.

1875 Huxley & Martin PIkm. Biol. 172 The system of
the vena porlae formed by the union of two veins ; one
gastric. ., the other tienodntestinal. 1887 A. W. Marshall
Pract. Zoot. 232 The Iieno-gastric artery.

tLienous, a. Obs. 7 are~~\ [f. Lien-' +
-oua.] = Lienal.
1657 Tomunson Renou's Dis/>. 336 It is good against the

henous, hepatical . . and convulsive dolours.

II Lienteria (taiienliVria). rath. [mod.L.

:

see Lientery.] ^Lienteky.
1398 Trev isa Barl/t. De P. R. vn. Ii. (1495) 264 Lienteria

is a flyxe^ of the worn be wythout passynge of meete &
drynke withoute dygestyon. 1527 Anorew Bruuswyke's
Distylt. Waters D j, The same water dronke in the forsayde
maner stoppeth the whyte laskys named Lienteria. 1625
Hart Anat. (Jr. it. iv. 69 A Citizen . . fell into that kind of
la§ke which we commonly call Lienteria. 1875 H. Walton
Dis. Eye 92 Begbiehas found many suffering from lienteria,.

the food being only partially digested.

Lienteric (bijente'rik), a. Path. [f. next +
•H'.] Of or pertaining to lientery.

1681 Grew Musseum 333 To strengthen tbe Tone of the
parts, as in Lienterick and other like Cases. 1727 Bradley
Pant. Diet. s. v. Flux, There are three sorts of Fluxes of
the Belly, viz. the Lienterick, humoral or Diarrhoea, and
Dysenterick Flux. 1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) I.

206 Lienteric diarrhoea. 1866 A. Flint Princ. Med. (1880)
525 The dejections are called lienteric when they contain
undigested aliment.

So fliienteTieal a. = prec.
1676 T. de Garencieres Coral 24 Hepatical fluxes, lien*

terical, menstrual, spermatical.

Lientery (bi'enteri). Path. Also 6 lyeritery,

7 lienterie, lyantery, 7-8 lientary, 8 -ory ; and
in L. form Lienteria. [ad. F. lienteric^ ad.
mod.L. lienteria, ad. Gr. \u(vr€p'i<x,f. Acfos smooth
+ ZvTfpa bowels.] A form of diarrhoea, in which
the food passes throngh the bowels partially or
wholly undigested ; an instance or kind of this.

1547 Booroe Brev. Health cciv. 70b, The lyentery or
imperfyte dygestion.

^
1647 A. Ross Mystagogus Poet. ii.

(•675) 49 They [Harpies] are troubled with a continual flux
or Hentary. 1650 H. Brooke Conserv. Health 176 Lien-
teries and all other Laskes. 1663 Boyle Use/. Ex/. Nat.
Philos. it. ii. 38 The slimy excretions voided in the lyantery.
1766 Amory Buncle (1770) IV. 87 He has that flux of the
belly, which is called a lientery. 1878 Kingzett Anim.
Chem. 72 In lientery, also, the pancreas appears to be
affected.

Lier (brw). [f. Lie v. 1 + -er 1.]

a. One who lies, in senses of the vb.
1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. v. 292 The Scotis

sa blyth of that Victorie and proud .. heidet thair the deid
lyeris. 1737 Bracken Farriery //«/>'. (1757) II. 7* Chusing
a Horse that is a good Lier, or such a one as lays himself
down often. .. There is a great Difference in Horses, with
relation to their being good or bad Liers.

b. With advs. or advb. phrases. + Iiier-hy, a
kept mistress (cf. Lie-by 1, Lig-ry). Obs.

1583 Melbanckr Philotimus Aaiij, It is a Prouerbe in

Englande that the men ofTiuidal borderers on y» english
midle marches, haue likers, lemmons, aad lyerbies. 1608
Wii.let Hexapla Exod. 394 These whom the Apostle^calls

ap<reraKotrat, hers with men. i6ir Bible Joshua viii. 14
There were liers in ambush against him. — Jttdg. ix. 25
And the men of Shechem set lyers in wait for him. 1637
Fuller Serw., Best Employment 10 He [our Saviour] was
no large lier on bed. 1827 Carlyle Germ. Rom. I. 25 She
turned the corner with her, and escaped the eyes of the lier-

in-wait. 1844 Mary Howitt My Otvn Story x. 101 The
old squire was a late lier in bed.

Lier(e, obs. form of Liar.

Lierne (li|5\in). Arch. Also 5 leyrn. [ad.

F. Heme (Delorme, 16th c.), of doubtful etym.]
In vaulting, a short rib which neither springs from
an impost nor runs along the ridge, but connects
the bosses and intersections of the principal ribs.

184a Willis in Trans. Instit. Brit. Architects I. u. 31 The
Liernes connect the rihs at other points [than the crowns]
or may connect the crown of one rib with some intermediate
point between the crown and springing of another rib.

Ibid., The term Lierne is applied by De TOrme 1 Inventions
pour bien bastir ' to the short-ridge ribs which form a cross
at the summit of the vault which he has given as an example.
1879 Sir G. Scott Lect. Archit. II. 212 Liernes are not
placed at right angles to the surface of the vaulting, but in

a vertical plane. 1886 Mrs. Caddy Footsteps Jeanne D'Arc

(LIEUTENANCY./

P26 The roof branched with liernes, clustering int<5 stars
in its vaulting,

b. attrib. in + lierne-stnd, -vattlt.

1466 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (18S6) III. 93 From
eiiery heme a leyrn stood with .ij. braces into the heme and
•ij. into the crownetree which shal lyevpon the said studdes.
1850 Parker Gloss. Archit. s.v.t Vaulis in which such liernes
are employed are termed lierne vaults. 1896 W. B. Wiloman
Hist. Sherborne iv. 20 A Heme vault of the same sort as
that of the Nave Aisles.

Lierne, obs. form of Learn.
Lierwit, variant of Lairwite.
1617 Minsheu, Lienvit est mulcta adulteriorum.
Lies(e, obs. pi. of Lee sb* and of Louse.
Liese, variant of Leese v.1

Liethwake, obs. variant of Leathwake.
Lien (1«). Forms : 3 liue, 6 leu, 6-7 lue, 7

le(i)w, 7-8 liew(e, 6- lieu. [a. F. /;>«.:-L.
loaun, acc. of locus place.] Place, 'stead*.
1. In phrases, a. />/ {the) lieu of-, in the place,

room, or stead of (cf. Instead 1); in exchange or
return for, as a payment, penalty, or reward for.

^1290^. Eng. Leg. I. 237/620 And noube In liue of Aun-
gele ane man ich i-seo. 1534 Acts 26 Hen. VIII, c. 15 § 2
Any other demaunde or duetie, in the name or lue of the
same. 1548 Udai.l Erasm. Par. Luke PreC lib, In the

!
lieu and place of Goddes innumerable, all theirsong. . is now
of Jesus Christe alone. 1589 Nasiie Anat. Absurd. 24 In
lieu of their crueltie, they were plagued with this calamine.

j

1620 Sir R. Boyle in Lismore Papers {1886) I. 239, I . .am to
paie him 3 tonnes of yron in lew of 40"*. 1640 S. D. Ewfs in
Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 166 Two subsidies granted in leiw
of it. 1675 A

r

. Riding Rec. VI. 237 Ord*. That j£ 7 be paid
I unto the said Jane Watson in lue of her money and cloathes.

1680 Cotton Gamester 82 He takes in those four Cards and
I

lays out four others in their lieu. 1719 Young Busiris u i»

I receive thee from the gods, in lieu Of all that happiness
they ravish'd from me. 1793 Smeaton Edystonc L. § 101

- A durable stone building in heu of a perishable wooden one.
1866 Crump Banking ix. 195 Tbe amount to be paid in lieu
of stamp duty. 1891 Law Times XCII. 80/t The plaintiff
sued the defendant for a quarter's rent in lieu of notice.

b. /;/ Hew. used absol. « Instead 2. arch.

.
*599 Fowler Hist. C. C. C. (O. H. S.) 351 We thought that

in Leu to recompense hereof ..we might lawfully take part
of the fine for ourselves, a 1650 May Old Couple 1. (1658) 2
Keep out the Sun, and do bestow in lieu A greater benefit,
a safe concealment. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 432
God will not give us the thing we desire, but a better in lieu.

1869 Drowning Riug% Bk. ix. 1195 Quit the gay range o*
the world Enter in lieu the penitential pound.
2. Used without preceding prep, for: fa.

? Something given 'in lieu* of another thing (obs.

rare— 1
), b. Stead, room (rare).

1592 Er. Andrewes Wonderful Combat vi. (1627) 95 One
would thinke it a very large oner to giue so great a lieu for
so Small a seruice. 1832 Austin Jurispr. (1870) II. xlvi.

807 A fungible or representable thin* is a thing whose place,
lieu or room may be supplied by a thing of the same kind.

+ Lieutenance. Obs. rare—\ [a. F. //>?/-

tenance, f. lieutenant^ = Lieutenancy 1.

1523 Wolsey in Fiddes Life (1726)11. 114 The kings grace
..either in person or by Livetenance advance thether an
Arniy.

Lieutenancy (lef-, lefle-nansi). Also less cor-
rectly lieutenantey. [f. Lieutenant : see -ancy.]
The office of a lieutenant.

fl. Delegated authority or command. Obs.
<zi63i Donne in Select. (1840) 255 He that resists bis

[God's] commission, his lieutenancy, his authority, in law-
makers appointed by him, resists himself.

2. The office of a lieutenant, in various senses

;

e.g. that of deputy governor of a kingdom, etc., of
Lord-lieutenant of a county; also, the com-
mission of lieutenant in the army or navy.
1450 Rolls ofParlt. V. 186/2 Graunte to hym made, of

eny Revenue* for his seid Lieutenauncie there. 1675
Ocilby Brit. Introd. 3 The Regiments.. upon a Commission
of Lieutenancy, .were settled. 1703 Loud. Gas. No. 3886/4
The Earl of Rochester having desired to be discharged from
the Lieutenancy of Ireland. 1711 Swift Jmt. to Stella
4 Apr., Her husband bought a lieutenancy of foot, and is
gone to Portugal. 171a — Let. to Whig Lord Wks. 1824
IV. 108 All your lordship can hope for, is only the lieu-
tenancy of a county. 1799 Washington Lett. Writ. (1893)
XI V. 177 A lieutenancy was considered a handsome appoint,
ment fur him. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth xiii, When I was
intrusted with the lieutenancy of the kingdom. 1841 J. T.
Hewlett Parish Clerk III. 7 The appointment to a coast-
guard lieutenancy. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. ix. II. 423
The Earl of Abingdon .. had recently been turned out of
the lieutenancy of the county. 1875 STuans Const. Hist.
III. xviii. 140 Edmund Beaufort was ordered to undertake
the lieutenancy in France and Normandy.
3. The term of a lieutenant's office.

1632 LEGRYstr. Velteius Pa/ere. 109 In his Lievetenancie
under Marius in France hee ISyllal had routed some of
the most esteemed Captaines. 1673 Essex Papers (Camden)
I. 108 In ye time of my Lord Berkeley's Lieutenancy. 1842
De Quincey Cicero Wks. VI. 226 The prolongation of these

lieutenantcies beyond the legitimate year was one source of
enormous evil.

f 4. The district or province governed by a lieu-

tenant. Obs.

1588 Q. Eliz. in Ellis Ori?. Lett. Ser. it. III. 138 The
preparingeof our Subjectes within your Lievetennauncies to

be in readines for defence againste any attempte. 1687 in

Picton Vpoot Muuic. Rec. (1883) 1.258 The list of Deputie
Lievetcnants .. throughout the said Lievetenancie. 1726
Shelvockk Vov. round World 266, I mention'd the surprLsal

of that place [Iquique], it being but a small Lieutenancy.

6. The body of deputy-lieutenants in a county.



LIEUTENANT. 259 LIFE.

Also, in the city of London, the body of commis-
sioners (sometimes incorrectly called ' deputy-lieu-

tenants*), now usually appointed annually, who
perform the duties of a Lord-lieutenant with
regard to the militia and volunteers.

1679 in Proceed. Guildhall Sept. x$th 3 He would cause
the Lieutenancy to meet on Thursday next. 1683 in Loud.
Gaz. No. 1 859/1 The late Addresses from the Lieutenancy,
Grand-Juries, and Corporations in our County. 1708
Q. Anne ibid. No. 4496/1, 1 Thank the Lieutenancy for their

Address. 1709 H. Felton Classics (1718) 115 The List of
Undisputed Masters, is hardly so lone as the List of the
Court of Aldermen and Lieutenancy of our famous Metro-
polis. 1727 Boyer Fr. Diet. s. v.. The Lieutenancy of
London (the Officers of the Artillery-Men\ 1873 Act 36
<$", 37 Vict- c. 84 § 2 The commissioners of lieutenancy of the
city of London.

b. //. The bodies of troops under the command
of the Lord -lieutenants and commissioners of lieu-

tenancy.

1709 Steele Taller "^o. 28 r 5 Our Militia and Lieuten-
ancies, the most ancient Corps of Soldiers, perhaps in the
Universe.

Lieutenant (lef-, lefte-nant, U.S. li//te*nant). '

Forms: a. 4-5 lntenand, -a a)nt; 5 leu'o)-,

len$-, lyeu-, ' 5-7 lieu-, 6 lyus-, liue-, liene-,

leaue-, lew-, 7 leiu-
; 4-7 -tenante, -aunt, 5-6

-aunte, 5-7 -ant, 6-7 -ent, -tennent, -ante ; 6
Sc. lewtennand, 4- lientenant. P. 4 leef-, 4-5
leyf-, lyef-, 4-6 leve-, 5-6 lyff(e-, 5-8 lief-, 6
lefe-, lyffe-, lyve-, lieuf-, 6-7 live-, liefe-,leive-,

leif-, 7 liev-, life-, + second element as in a
; 5

luf-tenand,lnff tenande,61eftenaunt,-tennant,
-tenaut, [a. F. lieutenant, f. lieu place + tenant
holding (see Tenant); cf. Locum tenens.
The origin of the 0 type of forms (which survives in the

usual British pronunciation, though the spelling represents
the a type) is difficult to explain. The hypothesis of a mere
misinterpretation of the graphic form (u read as v), at first

sight plausible, does not accord with the facts. In view of
the rare OF. form lue/for licit (with_which cf. esp. the 15th c.

Sc. forms lit/-, lufftcnand above) it seems likely that the
labial glide at the end of OF. lieu as the first element of a
compound was sometimes apprehended by Englishmen as
awor^ Possibly some of the forms may be due to associa-
tion with Leave sb. or Lief a.

\n 1 £93 Walker gives the actual pronunciations as (lev-,

Hvte'nant), but expresses the hope that ' the regular sound,
lewtenant' \v'i\] in time become current. In England this

pronunciation (liwte'nant) is almost unknown. A newspaper
quot. of 1893 in Funk's Standard Dictionary says that
(lefte'nant) is in the U.S. 'almost confined to the retired list

of the navy '.]

1. One who takes the place of another
;
usually,

an officer civil or military who acts for a. superior
;

a representative, substitute, vicegerent.
C1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxi. {Eugenia) 40 To quham . . be

hale .senat gef be cure of Alysandir be cyte bar lutenand
bar-of to be. 1375 \MS. 1489] Harbour Bruce xiv. 139 Schir
Richard of Clare, That . . luf-tenand Was off the king of
Yngland. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VI II. 143 Hubert
archebisshop ofCaunterbury was leeftenaunt [v.rr. In tenant,

levetenaunt] of be pope and of the kyng of Engelond. 1390
Gower Con/. I. 73, I his grace have so poursuied, That I

|

was mad his lieutenant. 14. . Lyog. & Burgh Secrecs 2194 i

Oon singuler man to make thy leyf tenaunt, To the ne thyne
is not avayllable. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. ecli. (1482) 322

, AHe beyng that tymelyeutenaunt of the kyng in Normandye.
< 1300 Melusine Ixii. 369 Sersuell . . held the said Fortres as
lieuftenaunt & Captayne there for the kyng of England. 1534
Act 26 Hen. VIII, c. 4 § 1 Any Justiciar, Steward, Lieue-
tenaunte, or other officer within wales or the marches of the
same. 155* Lyndesay Monarche 4271 To Christe he [the

Pope] is gret Lewtennand. 1583 Stubbes Auat, Abas. 11.

(1882) 106 They are his Liefetenants, his vicegerents in his
Church. j6ioShaks. Temp. m. ii. 20 By this light thonshalt
bee my Lieutenant Monster, or my Standard. 1651 IIobbes
Leviath. (1839) 400 God was king, and the high-priest was
to be, after the death of Moses, his sole viceroy or lieutenant.

1703 J. Logan in Pa. Hist. Soc. Mem. IX. 192 It will be
extremely necessary to procure a lieutenant for some time
at least in thy interest. 1788 Gibuqn Decl. $ F. (1869) III.

lxvii. 698 His lieutenants were permitted to negociate a
truce. 1845 S. Austin Ranke's Hist. Re/. ] 1 L231 Though
called king, he was in fact only a lieutenant of the sultan.

1869 Freeman Norm. Conf. (1876) III. xi. 49 He bad the
trustiest of lieutenants in his brothers.

t b. fig. (Now not used, on accountof the specific

associations of the word.)
^» 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xvi. 47 Ac liberurn arbitriitm letteth
hym some tyme, pat is lieutenant to loken it wel by leue of
myselue. c 1425 Lydg. Assembly 0/Gods 1254 Then made
Vertu Reson hys lyeftenaunt. 1461 Liber Pluscardensis
xi, viii, He [God] maid Natur to be his luff tenande. a 1586
Sidney Arcadia 111.(1633)303 Where .. Fore-sight, with his

Lieytenant Resolution, had made readie defence. 1621
QvAKLKs Argalus $ P. (1678) no Parthenia (whose tears
Are turn'd Lieutenants to her tongue), a 1708 Beverioge
Thes.Theol. (i 7u) III. 24I The Holy Ghost, Christ's Lieu-
tenant, that supplies the place of the absent Captain.

C. As a formal title of office, usually with de-

fining phrase indicating the object or locality of

delegated command, as in Lieulenant of the Tower
(of London), the acting commandant delegated

by the Constable ; Lieutenant of Ireland, of a
county (now always Lord Lieutenant), and in

various other designations now only /List.

1423 Rolls 0/ ParIt. IV. 198/2 He beyng the Kynges
Lieutenaunt in the said Londe (of Irelandl. 1454 Ibid.

V. 240/2 The Duk of York, the Kynges Lieutenant of his

Parlcnient, 1481 Caxton Myrr. in, xxiw 192 Lieutenaunt

of the toun of Calays, 1495^/ 11 Hen, VII, c. 35 Preamble,
His Lyeutenaunte of Ireland and Gardeyn of the Marches.
1596 Dalrywple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. ix. 206 Henrie Stuart,
quhom the king . .maid leauetennant of the gret Gnnis. 1596
Sir J. Smythe in Lett. Lit. Men Camden) 89 Mr. Leive-
tenaut of the Tower, a 1604 Hanmer Chron. ltd. (1633) 140
Whereupon he made Reimond Lievetenant of the forces.
a 1613 Ovkrisury A Wi/e (1638) 187 He doe's not feare the
Lientenant o' th* Shire, c 1667 Cotton in N. $ Q. 9th Ser.
VIII. 41/1, I am through his Magestyes gratyouse Favor
lieutennaut off y° Forrest. 1679 Wood Li/e 30 Apr., He was
lieftcnant of the ordinance. 1702 Loud. Gaz. No. 3810/8
Her Majesty has been pleased to appoint Sir George Rookc

Lieutenant of the Navies and Seas of this Kingdom.
1864 Burton Scot Abr. I. ii. 61 King Robert III had a
younger brother Alexander, who was made lieutenant of the
northern part of the kingdom,

t d. Used as an equivalent for L. legalus, pro-
consul, suffectus, Or. 777^0^. Obs.
1388 Wyclif 2 Mace, iv. 31 SufFectus . . ether lutenaunt.

1526 TiNDAi.F. Luke ii. 2 Syrenus was Jeftenannt in Siria.
(

1553 Eoen Treat. Newe hid. (Arb.) 9 Metellus cclcr, pro-
consul) or leauetenaunte of Fraunce. 1557 N. T. (Genev.) '

Luke iii. 1 Lieutenant of Jurie. 1636 E. Uacres tr. Machi-
avel's Disc. Livy II. 639 Fulvius remaining Lieftenaut in
the army ..for that the Consull was gon to Rome. 1658
Sir T. Browne Hydrjot. i. (1736)9 A great Overthrow was
given unto the Iceni by the Roman Lieutenant Ostorius.

1741 Mjooleton Cicero 1. vi. 408 The whole administra-
tion of the corn and provisions of the Republic was to be
granted to Pompey for five years, with a power of chusing
fifteen Lieutenants to assist him in it.

f e. (See quot.) Obs.

1654 H. L'Estrange Chas. /(1655) 72 That Christmas the
Temple Sparks had enstalled a Lieutenant, a thing we
Country folk call a Lord of Misrule.

2. Mil. and Naval. (As a prefixed title, often

abbreviated Lieut., and in combs. Lt.) a. In the
army : The officer next in rank to the captain,

f Also in captain-lieutenant (see quot. 1727-51 ;

cf. lieutenant captain in 3), b. In the navy: Thei
officer next in rank and power below the com|
mander. j Also lieutenant at arms (see quot. 1 769).
a. 1578 T. N. tr. Cottq, W. India 1 Who in his youth ap-

plied himselfe to the wanes, and was lieutenant to a com- 1

panie of horsemen. 1642 A Ithorp MS. in Simpkinson
Washington (i860) p. lxxxii, To liefctennant Scotts horse of
oates j. pecke. 1647 Ci.akenoon Hist. Reb. 1. § 52 A liev-

tenant of a foot company. 1653 Baxter Chr. Concord 82
The Lieutenant of the Troop, .needs no new Commission,

j

1727-51 Chambers Cycl.s.w Captain, Captain-lieutenant is

he who commands a troop, or company, in the name and
|

place of some other person, who has the commission, with
the title, honour, and pay thereof; but is dispensed withal, i

on account of his quality, from performing the functions of
his post. 1844 Regnl. <f Ord. Army 3 Second Lieutenants
take rank of Cornets and Ensigns. 1876 Voylk & Steven-
son Milit. Diet. (ed. 31 s.v., In the footguards 24 of the lieu-

tenants have the rank of captain in the army, and are called

lieutenants and captains.

b. 1626 Capt. Smith Accid. \ 'ug. Sea-men 6 The Lieu-
tenant is to associate the Captaine, and in his absence to

execute his place. 1757 Smollett Reprisal 11. ix, Licf-

tenant Lyon commands a tender of twelve guns. 1769
Falconer Diet. Marine (1780) 24 b, The youngest lieu-

tenant of the ship, who is also stiled lieutenant at arms,.,
is particularly ordered .. to train the seamen to the use of
small arms. 1833 Marryat /'. Simple xxi, 'I he Admiralty
. .had ..promoted him to the rank of lieutenant.

3. attrib. and in Comb., signifying generally one

who acts as deputy to the superior officer designated,

as in f lieutenant'-admiral (in the Dutch navy),

lieutenant-bailiff (in Guernsey), f lieutenant-fire-

worker', f lientenant-eaptain (see quot.) ; lieu-

tenant-colonel, an army officer of rank next

below that of a colonel, having the actual

command of a regiment ; hence lieutenant-

colonelcy, the office or rank of lieutenant-colonel;

lieutenant-commander (C7
. S.), a naval officer,

in rank next below a commander, and next above

a lieutenant
;

lieutenant-governor, the deputy

of a governor, csp. (a) in the British colonies, the

actual governor of a district or province in subor-

dination to a governor-general
;

(b) in the United

States, the deputy-governor of a state with certain

independent duties and the right of succession to

the governorship, in case of its becoming vacant

;

hence f lieutenant -governancy, lieutenant-

governorship, (a) the office of a lieutenant-

governor
;

(b) the province under his government

;

f lieutenant-praetor = L. proprietor. Also Lieu-

tenant-general.
1693 Lotid. Gaz. No. 2867/3 0n Sunday last *Lieutenant

Admiral Allemond passed by Dover with 4 great Dutch
Men of War. 1682 Warburton Hist. Guernsey (1822) 49
The Bailiff, .is the chiefjudge of the royal court ; his office

may he executed by deputy, who is called the *lieutenant-

bailiff, 1727-51 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Captain, *Lieutenant-

Captain is tbe captains second ; or the officer who com-
mands the company under the captain, and in his absence.

..In some companies, &c. he is also called Captain-lien^

tenant. 1598 B. Jonsom Ev. Man in Hum. 111. v, He might

haue beene Serieant-Maior, if not *Lieutenant-Coronell to

the regiment. X707 Vulpone 8 Collonels, Lieutenant Col-

lonels, Majors, Captains. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U. S. V.

xix. 549 The subject was referred on the part of Howe to

Lieutenant-colonel Walcott. 1797 Nelson in Nicolas Disp.

(1845) II.446 Your good father tells me you are in great

hopes of the *Lieutenant-Colonelcy. 184a Thackeray Fttz~

13. Pap. Pref. (1887) 14 His papa would have purchased him
..a lieutenant'Colonelcy. 1878 N. Amer. Rev. CXXVII.

224 *Lieutenant-Commander T. G. Walker had been sent in
the iron-clad Baron de Kalb. 1800 Asiatic Ann. Reg.,
Char. 51/2 Mr. Harris was soon after appointed a lieu-
tenant Fire-worker. 1595 M aynarde Drake's Voy. (Hakluyt
Soc.) 13 The *Leiftenant-governor and some others were
taken prisoners. 1707 Loud. Gaz. No. 4341/3 Colonel
Richard Sutton is made Lieutenant-Governor of Hull. 1849
Cobden Speeches 72 If we take the case of our North
American colonies : we have five colonial and five lieutenant-
governors. 1880 V. Ball Jungle Life India i. 47 The
official residence of the Lieutenant-Governor cf Bengal.
1784 Laura $ Augustus (1794) II, 50 *Lieutenant Gover-
nancy. 1745 Observ. cone. Navy 44 Many have either had
Governments or *Lieutenant-Govcrnorships. 1886 A the.
naeum 24 Apr. 556/1 The Reports on Public Instruction in
Bengal and the North-Western Provinces . . show consider-
able difference in the state ofeducation in the two lieutenant-
governorships. x6i8 Bolton Florus 11. xiii. (1636) 130 Ani-
cius, *Lieutenant-Praetor, subdued them in an instant.

Lieutenant-general.
[After F. lieutenant-general, in which the second word is

historically an adj. qualifying the preceding sh. In Eng ,

however, and app. also in Fr., general has been commonly
apprehended as a sb.]

1 1. gen. One who exercises a delegated rule or
command over some extensive region or depart-
ment ; the vicegerent of a kingdom, etc. (Cf. F.
lieutenant giniral du royaume.) Obs.
c 1489 Caxton Blauchardyn xlvi. 176 Made hym sene-

s< hall & his leeftenaunt qenerall of the royahne. a 1548 Hall
Chron., Edw.JV, 244 Duke of Glocester, leuetenaunt £ene-
rall, and chiefetayne for ye kyng of En^lande. Ibid.,
Hen. VI, 161 b, Longviie,lieuetenantgenerall forthe Frenche
kyng. 1701 Loud. Gaz. No. 3709 "4 The King of Spain . . has
made the Count d'Kstrees Lieutenant General of Spain at Sea.
trans/. 1583 Stubbes Auat. A bus. 11. (1882) 104 The Deuill

himselfe, whose vicegerent or Liefetenant generall in his
kingedome of irnpietie he [the Pope] shewes himselfe to be.

2. One who acts as deputy to a general. In the
British army, an officer in rank next below a
general, and next above a major-general, f Also
lieutenant-general of the ordnance.
In the U. S. army the office has been held by only a few

distinguished individuals beginning with Washington, and
is now in abeyance.
1618 Bolton Floras 11. viii. (1636) 120 Scipio Africamis..

serving voluntary under him [his brother} there, as Lieutenant
General. 1647 Clarfndon Hist. Reb. 11. § 26 The Earl of
Essex was made lievetenant-general of the army, a 1671
Ld. Fairfax Mem. (1699) 84 Lieutenant General Cromwell
commanded the left wing of the horse. 1691-2 in H ood's
Li/e 23 Jan., Commissions are under the seale to make the
duke of Ormond and Sir John Lanier lieutenant generally.
1702 Loud. Gaz. No. 3822/4 Her Majesty has been pleased to
constitute.. the Rt. Hon. John Granville Esq.; Lieutenant-
General .. of the Ordnance. 1781 Gibbon Decl. <$- F. xvii.

II. 37 The lieutenant-generals of the Roman armies, the
military counts and dukes..were allowed the rank and title

of Respectable. 1798 J. Adams H'A'S. (1854^ IX. 159, I ..

congratulate them and the public on this great event, the
General's [sc. Washington] acceptance of his appointment
as Lieutenant-General and Commander-in-chief of the army.
1808 Wellington in Gurw. Desp. (1837) IV. 73, I shall be
the junior of the Lieutenant Generals ; however 1 am ready
to serve the government wherever and as they please. 1855
W. Sargent Braddoch's E.xped. 290 On 261 h February,
1755, he was made.. a lieutenant-general. 1878 J. A. Gar.
in el q in N. Amer, Rev. CXXVL 452 The office of lieu-

tenant-general was virtually stripped of all authority.
trans/. D1620 Day Parlt. 0/ Bees, Char. i. (1641),

1

Gainst
all these outlaws, Martin, bee thou Lievetenant Generall.

t Lieute'nantry. Obs. Also 7 lieutennen-
drie, lieutenandry. [f. Lieutenant + -itt\]

i —Lieutenancy in various senses.

1604 in Reg. Prjv. Connc. ScotI. VII. xg To command and
chairge all-.leigis and subjectis within the bounds of the
said lieutennendrie to rise. 1604 Shaks. Ot/i. 11. i. 173 If

such tricks as these strip you out of your Lieutenantrie.

1606 — Ant. CI. in. xi. 39 He alone Dealt on Lieu-
tenantry, and no practise had In the braue squares ofWarre.
a 1639 Spottiswooo Hist. Ch. Scot. vr. (1677) 286 A Coin-
mission of Lieutenandry was given to the Earl of Angus for

convocating the subjects and pursuing the Rebels.
^
1676

W. Row Suppl. Blair's A utobiog. xii. (1848) 461 He is dis-

charged of his lieutenantry over the forces in Scotland.

Xiieute'nantsliip. [f. Lieutenant + -ship.]

The office of a lieutenant. Now rare.

1467-8 Rolls 0/Parlt. V. 588/1 The Office of Stuardeship
or Lieftenauntship of oure Lordeship and Maner of Wode-
stoke. 158 1 Savile Tacitus' Agric. (1591) 242 In that Lieu-
tenantship hauing spent scarsely three years, he was called

home to bee Consull. 1626 in Crt. $ Times Chas. I (1848)
I. 149 The Earl of Warwick is put out of his lieutenantship,
and, which is more, out of the commission for the peac*.

<zi64i Bp. Mountagu Acts % Mon. (1642) 226^ Antipater ..

having succeeded Antipas his Father in the Lieutenantship
of Idumcea. 1721 Stkyfe Eccl. Mem. (1822) II. xxxiv. 445
The King gave him [the Marquis of Northampton] .. the

lieutenantship of the chase of Hampton Court. 1870 Pall
Mall G. 18 Aug. 4 He had been proposed for a lieutenant-

ship, when ..he deserted.

Lieve, obs. form of Leave sb.

Liever, var. liefer, compar. of Lief.

Lievrite (lf'vrait). A/in. [Named by Werner,
1 81 2, in honour of C. H. Lelievre, who first de-

scribed it : see -ITE.] A synonym of Ilvaite.
1814 T. Allan Min. Nomen. 29 Lievrit, 1816 P. Cleave-

land Min. (1822) 393 Lievrite. x86i Bristow Gloss. Min.
Lif, obs. form of Lief.

Iiife (teiD> Forms : 1 Iff, 3-5 lif, lijf, (4
liif, leve, liuf), 4-5 live, 4-6 lyf(f, lyif(f, liff,

lyve, 4-7 lyfe, 5 lyyf, 5-6 lief, liffe, lyffe, 4-
life. Gen. sing. 1 lffes, 2-7 lives, 3 lifves, 4-5
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lyfes, lyvis, -ys, 4-6 -es, 5 -ez, lyfes, 6 liffls.

Dat. sing. 1 life, 2-5 live, 3 liwe, 4-5 lyve ; see

also Alive. PhtraL 4 lyfls, 4-6 lyves, -is, 4-7
lifes, 5 lywes, lijfls, lyvis, -ess, 6 lyfifes, lyfes,

lieves, 4- lives. [OK. lif sir. nent., corresponds

to OFris. lif neut., life, person, body, OS. ///neut.,

life, person (MDn. lijf life, body, Dn. lijf body),

OHG. lib masc. and neut., life (MHG. Up, inflected

/#-, masc," life, body, mod.G. kib masc, body),

ON. /// neut., life, occas. body (Sw. ///, Da. liv

life, body) :-OTent. *//fo
ni

, f. Teut. root *lfb->

whence Live v., OE. belifan Belive v., to remain ;

the ablaut-var. */a/t>- appears in Leave v. The
general meaning of the root (Aryan *k£p-t loip-,

lip-) is * to continue, last, endure ' ; cf. Gr. KTnaprjs

persistent.]

I. The condition or attribute of living or being

alive ; animate existence. Opposed to death.

1. a. Primarily, the condition, quality, or fact of

being a living person or animal. Phrases : t To
bring {out) of life (see Bring v. 8 b) ; \ to do

or draw of live, to kill, destroy ; t to go of live,

to die.

Beowulf 2471 pa he of life jewat. c 1200 Tritt. Col!.

Horn. 197 And te londes men hire, .lacheS, and do3 of Hue.

c 1200 Ormin 9776 Profetess all wibbutenn gilt pe« haffdenn
brohht off life, a 1225 Leg. Kath. 252 Blodles & banles &
leomen buten Hue. c 1250 GV«. <fr

Ex. 201 HislichamoferSe
he nam, And blew Sor-in a hues blast. Ibid. 3806, .xiiii. ohu-

senlit haucSslajen, And .iiii. score of Hue dra^en. Ibid. 3884
Aaron 3o wente of liwe "5or. c 1330 Spec. Gy Warw. 252
Vp he ros be Jjridde day From deb to Hue wid-oute nay.

C1374 Chaucer Troylus 11. 1559(1608) Ioue ..bryng hym
soone of lyue. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1 1038 Phylmen, be freke,

Lut to be lady, & of his lyflT bankjt. c 1400 Maundev.
(Roxb.) Pief. 1 In be whilk land it lyked him to take lief

and blude of oure Lady Saint Marie, a 1400-50 Alexander
2162 If any life lenge in oure bre^tis. 1560 Dais tr.

Sfeidane's Comm. 415 [He is] so sicke and diseased, that

they can hardlye kepe life in him. 161 1 Bible Gen. it 20

The mouing creature that hath life, a 163,8 Mede Wis. 401

The fire is known by its burning* the life of the body is

known by its moving. 1676 Dkyoen Anrengz. 1. i. 150
Proof of my Life my Royal Signet made. 1697 Collier
Iminor. Stage 288 As long as there's Life there's Hope.

1738 Pope Universal Prayer 44 Oh lead me wheresoe'er

1 go, Thru/ this day's Life or Death. 1765 Blackstone
Comm. 1. i. 94 Life is the immediate gilt of God. 1803
Med. jfrnt. X. 516 Deep inspiration, sighing, and other

strong symptoms oflife. 1880 L. Morris Ode Life 138 Life

!

what is life, that it ceases with ceasing of breath?

b. In a wider sense : The property which con-

stitutes the essential difference between a living

animal or plant, or a living portion of organic

tissue, and dead or non-living matter ; the assem-

blage of the functional activities by which the

presence of this property is manifested. Often

with defining word, as in animal, vegetable, psy-

chical life.

1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 25 b, In Plantes . . is the life

vegetative. Ibid. 26 To apprehende the other life above
this [i. e. life in the womb] called sensitive. 1678 Cudworth
Httell. Syst. 1. i. § 27. 1813 Sir H. Davy Agric. Chew.
(1814^ 54 Life gives a peculiar character to all its produc-

tions ; the power of attraction and repulsion, combination

and decomposition, are subservient to it.^ 1830 R. Knox
Be'clard's A tiat. 4 Life is seen in organized bodies only,

and it is in living bodies only that organization is seen.

1874 Carpenter Ment. Phys. 1. ii. § 4 (1879) 120 Tne Cere*

bruin,—the instrument of our Psychical or inner life. 1884

F. Temple Relat. Relig. Set. vi. (1885) 170 There could

have been no life when the earth was nothing but a mass
of intensely heated fluid. 1889 Burdon-Sanderson in

Nature 26 Sept. 523 Life is a state of ceaseless change.

c. Continuance or prolongation of animate

existence; opposed to death. (For tree, water,

elixir, etc. of life, see these sbs.) {A matter, etc.)

of life and death : (something) on which it depends

whether a person shall live or die ; hence fig. (a

matter) of < vital ' importance.
c 1000 /Klpric Gen. ii. 9 Lifes treow omiddan neorxena

wange and Ireow in^ehydes godes and yfeles. a 1200 Moral
Ode 115 Ech Mon seal hin solf demcn to deoe o5er to line.

c 1450 ME. Med. Bk. (Heinrich) 138 }ef be netle be alyue,

hit is a sygne of lyf. 1690 W. Walker Idiomat. Anglo*

Lat. 135 To sit upon life and death on a man, De capite

alienjus quxrere. 1824 Byron Dcf. Trans/. 111. i, No bugle

awakes him with life-and-death call. 1887 Spectator 3

Sept. 1174 A thoroughly workable mobilisation scheme .. is

a matter oflife and death to the French.

d. Animate existence viewed as dependent on

sustenance or favourable physical conditions. (For

necessary of life, staff of life, see those words.)

f Hence, that which is necessary to sustain life;

a livelihood, one's living. Oh,
c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 176 To fode, and srud, lo helpen 8c

Iir. 1387 Trevisa Higdcn (Rolls) I. 399 Al bat nedeb to be

lytic fat lond bryngeb forj> ful ryue. 1553 R. Ascham in

Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 14, I irusl 1 cold apnlie my self

to mo Kyndes of Hffc than I hope any need shall ever drive

tne lo seeke. 1571 Satir. Poems Reform, xxvni. 88 Of all

the harnis my Lady Seltoun bure, Scho me constraint to

make Ilk ane a lyfe. 1604 K. GUimstone) VA costas
Hist. Indies 11. ii. 84 Of necessitie it must he contrane

and vnfit for mans life. 1611 Bible Dent. xx. 19 The tree

of the Held is mans life. 1615 W. Lawson Country Ilottseiv.

Garden (1626) 3 And by this meancs your plot shall be

fertile for your life. 1655 tr. Com. Hist, Framion IX, 7

260

You .. are so afraid to lay forth your money, that you
dare not buy that which is most necessary for life. 1699
Dampier Voy. II. 1. 15 Cachao is the only place of Trade
in the Country, and Trade is the Life of a Chinese.

e. Attributed hyperbolical ly to products of

plastic or graphic art.

1638 F. Junius Paint. Ancients 77 He shall shew you ..

what marble got life by the carving-iron of the laborious
Praxiteles. 1644 Evelyn Diary 1 Mar. (1819) I. 46 The
Ecce Homo .. for the life and accurate finishing exceeding
atl description.

f. To come to life : to recover as from apparent

death ; to regain consciousness after a swoon. So
, to bring to life.

1672 Wiseman Treat. Wounds 1. ix. 113 We bled him till

he came to life. 1678 Lady Chaworth in 12th Rep. Hist.

MSS.Comm. A pp. v. 52 They saw a man drownding.
After some howers he came to lyfe.

2. fig. Used to designate a condition of power,
activity, or happiness, in contrast to a condition

conceived hyperbolically or metaphorically as

I

* death*. Chiefly in biblical and religious use:

I The condition of those who arc raised from the
* death of sin ' and are * alive unto righteousness*

;

j

the divinely implanted power or principle by which
this condition is produced ; also, the state of exist-

ence of the souls of the blessed departed, in contrast

with that of the lost.

£950 Lindisf. Gosp. John iii. 15 Eghuetc se3e fcelefeS in

Saem ne losaS ah he hajfeS lif ece. £1200 Vices <y Virtues

(1888} 9 Dat we swa cume<S For3 in lo Se eche Jiue 3e he
hafd us behoten. fiazo Bestiary 46 Urc driven., ros

fro dede 3o, vs to lif holden. 1382 Wyclif Cot. iii. 3 Jour
lyf is hid with Crist in God. c 1430 Hymns Virg. 9 To
lastynge lijf it wole us lede. c 1449 Pecock Repr. v. xi. 539
It is bettir to a man forto cntre sureli into lijf with oon yje,

oon hond, oon foot, etca:tera. 1585 Fetherstone tr. Calvin
on Acts viii. 25 The seede of life began to be sowen through*

out the whole region. 1829 Carlylk in Foreign Ra*. IV.

129 If our Bodily Life is a burning, our Spiritual Life is

a heing'burnt, a Combustion.

3. Animate existence (esp. that of a human being)

viewed as a possession of which one is deprived by
death, esp. in to lose, save, lay down one's life, and

similar expressions. Formerly f the life - one's,

his (etc.) life. Often idiomatically conjoined with

other sbs., as life and limb (formerly f life and
member), life and soul. JJfe for life : one of the

phrases expressing the principle of lex talionis.

Beowulf^2751 {>aet ic .. ma^Xe a:fter nia55um\velan min
alielan lif and leodscipe. ciooo >Eli ric Exod. xxi. 23
Sylle lif wi<5 life, ea$e wi5 ea^e [etcl- ? a 1100 O. E. Citron.

i an. 978 (Laud R1S.) Siime hit ne ^edy^dan mid bam life,
j

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 71 pet lif and saule beon ibor^en.

a 1200 Moral Ode 120 Al his lif seal bon suilch^ boS his

endinge. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 2441 pet lif of mi licome.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1970 par gas na ransun bot Hue for lijf.

c 1350 Will. Palcrue 994 A manes liif to sauc. c 1575 Sc.

Leg. Saints ii. (Panlus) 702 Nero gert hym lose pe lyf.

a 1400-50 Alexander 1918 Oflife & o lym my lege men \

charge [etc.]. 1477 Eakl RtVERS (Caxton) Hides 1 To
dispose my recouerd lyf to his seruyce. 1556 Citron. Gr.

1 Friars (Camden) 47 The kynge gave them alle there lyffes

j

& pardynd them. 1632 Lithgow Trav. 357 Our lives and
liberty is granted, c 1645 How ELI. Lett. 11650) I. 335 The

I
Turk . . meddles not with life and limb to prevent the sense

of compassion which may arise that way. 1658-9 Burton's

Diary (1828) 111. 235 It is not enough 10 serve you in those

(

offices, unless they venture life and member. 1685 Evelyn
Diary 8 July, [Thcyl sold their lives very dearcly. 1719
De Foe Crusoe \ \. vi 140 You have..sav'd my Life. 1743

1 Hulkeley & Cummins Voy. S.Seas 75 Because he who does

not value his own Life, has another Man's in his Power.

1836 Lmjy W. de ICrksby in C. A". Sliarpe's Corr. (1888)

II. 495 Mrs. V . . was pitched off., hut mercifully escaped

with hfe and limb. 1849 James Woodman iii, It must ..

always be a terrible thing to take a life. 1890 Saintsbury

in Ntto Rev. Feb. 136 Vou take your life in your hands,

you rebel, and you win or you don't.

b. In generalized or collective sense.

1841 Lane Arab. Nts. I. tp He will not be appeased

with money, nor with anything but life. 1847 Marryat
Childr. N. Forest xx, We must not take more life than is

necessary. Mod. The sacrifice of life was enormous.

These savages have no regard for human life.

c. f ///, upon, under pain of life: 1 subject to

the penalty of death, f For, upon ones life : on

a capital charge. For {one's) life, for dear life,

etc., so as to save, or, as if to save, one's life. Also

hyperbolically in trivial use, (/ cannot) for my life,

for the life of me (see For prep. 9 c).

c 1250 [see Foa A. oc). 1513 Braoshaw St. Wcrburge

I. 102a Cease of suche busynesse, in peyne ofthy lyue. 1613

Sherlev Trav. Persia 50 Enioyning them vpon paine of

life to take no other sort of reward. 1632 Lmicow Trav.

II. 76 For my life I could neuer altaine to any perfect

knowledge thereof. 1650 Howell Girajp's Rer>. Naples 1.

77 That all Cavaliers, under paine of life should deliver

their Armcs. 1667 Pepys Diary to Apr., How Sir Thomas
Allen . . was tried for his life, a 171J

Luknet Onm Time
(1724) I. 586 He was not, as they said, now in a criminal

Court upon his life. 1726 Swift Gulliver 11. i. 6, 1 saw

our Men rowing for Life lo the Ship. 1809 Malkin Gil

Bias xi. ii. ? 10 Not knowing how for the life of him to

part with those flattering hopes. 1813. 1831, 1849, 1887

[see. Foa A. 9 c). 1842 S. Lover Handy Andy xxi, He
kept Reddy .. singing away for the bare life. 1880 Glad-

stone in Daily Nexus 16 Mar. 2/8, I cannot, for the life

of me, see why it should be struck out.

d. In asseverativc phrases and oaths, as + h'»for>
[

I

of my life ; God's life, shortened to 'Sufe, life.
\

LIFE.

+ Also in oatfKvvords formed with diminutive

suffixes, lifekins, lifelikins, lifelings.
a 1400 Cursor M. 2719 (Gott.) At ini gaincum, hi mi lyf

{earlier text (Cott.), if I haue lijf; vita contite, Vulg.]
A son sal haue sare pi wijf. i59o

>
MAaLOWF. Edzv. II, 1.

iv. (1598) C, She smiles, now for my life, his minde is chang'd.

1599 Porter Angry Wont. Abingt. vL (Percy Soc.) 3* He
boldc my life, Your minde was to change maidenhead for

wife. 1600 Shaks. A. V. L. iv. i. 159 By my life, she will

doe as 1 doe. »6ot— 'FiveI. N. v. i. 188 Odds lifelings. 1604
Gods life [see Goo sb. 14 a). 1606 Day lie cf Guts G, Ofmy
life we are come to the birth of some notable knauery. 1611
Miooleton' & Dekker Roaring Girl Di b, Life, sh'as the
Spirit of foure great parishes. 1668 Shadwell6W/^« Lovers
iv. Wks. (1720) 1. 72 Cods my life-kins ! 1692 K. L'Estrange
Fables ccccxxviii. 404 Lifelikins, says she, I know no more
Reason I have lo Obey my Husband, then my Husband
has to Obey ine. 1777 Sheridan Sch. Scaud. v. ii, Gad's life,

ma'am, not al all.

e. A vital or vulnerable point of an animal's

body; the ' life-spot*.

1850 Scoresbv Cheever's Wkaleni. Adv. iii. (1859) 35
This he did so well as lo hil the ' fish's life ' at once.

4. Knergy in action, thought, or expression

;

liveliness in feeling, manner, or aspect; animation,

vivacity, spirit.

1583 Stock er Civ. Warres Lave C. in. 96 a, The rest, full

of lyfe in the heeles, saued themselues. 1593 Shaks. Lucr.
1346 When, scelie Groomc (God wot) it wasdtfect Of spirite,

lifs, and bold audacitie. 1597 Morley Introd. Mm. 166
Those songs which are made for the high key be made for

more life, the other in the low key with more grauetie and
staidncsse. 1598 R. Bernard tr. 7 erence 26 Rem negligenter
agit. He goes carelesslie about the matter. He puts no life

into the matter. 1669 Bunvan Holy Citie Pref. A iij, 1 thought
I should not have been able to speak . . rive words of Truth
with Life and Evidence. 1692 Burnet Past. Care ly. 115
That a Discourse be heard with any Life, it must be spoken
with some, a 1715 — Own Time iik (1724) I. 392 His
preaching was without much life or learning. 1838 Lytton
Alice xi. it, There was no lustre in her eye, no life in her

step. 1858 Hawthorne Fr. $ It. Jmls.li. 59 The most
picturesque aspect of the scene was the life given to it by
the many faces. 1884 Mancfu Flxam. 28 Oct. 5/6 The
comedy., is heavy, and all the briskness of actor and actress

is exerted in vain to give life to it.

t b. To give life to : to bring into active use ; to

impart an impetus to. Obs.

1622 G. Wither Christmas Carol iii, Fair Virtue 03 b,

Young Men and Mayds, and Girles & Boyes, Giue life, to

one anothers loyes. 1622 Lett, to Coude Gondomar in

Rushw. Hist. Collections (1659) 1. 69 To give life and execu-

tion to all Penal Laws now hanging over the heads of

Catholicks. 1625 Blrges Pcrs. Tithes 48 The Statute of

32. Hen. 8. was principally intended both to giue life to the

former Statute. 1631 T. Adams in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden)
150 To give life and beginning to the publick Lecture. 1721

R. Bradley Philos.Acc. Wks. Nat. 139 The late Dutchess.

.

whose Curiosity and Skill in Natural Knowledge gave Life

to many Discoveries w-hich, without her happy Influence,

would have lain uncultivated.

5. The cause or source of living ; the vivifying or

animating principle ; he who or that which makes
or keeps a thing alive (in various senses) ; ' soul *;

* essence \ Hence {poet, nonec-tise) = * life-blood \

Also in collocation life and soul.

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 1692 Als be saule es lyf of be

body, Swa be lyfe of be saule es God allmyghty. 138a

Wyclif Prov. iv. 13 Hold discipline .. kep it, for it is thi

lyf. 1606 Shaks. Tr. <y Cr. 11. ii. 194 Why ? there yon
toucht the life ofour designe. 1607-12 Bacon Ess., Despatch

(Arb.) 249 Order, & distribution is the life of dispatche.

i6ti Bible Gen. ix. 4 But flesh with the life thereof, which

is the blood thereof, shall you not eate. a 1618 Raleigh
Disc. Invent. Ships Wks. 1829 VIII. 323 The length of the

cable is the life of the ship in all extremities. 1683 Tryon
Way to Health iv. (1697) 79 Water and Air are the true

Life and Power of every Being. 1712 I. James tr. Le
Blond's Gardening 198 Tis the Life of fine Water-works

to be well fed. Ibid. 201 Water-Works are the Life of

a Garden. 1715-20 Pohe Iliad iv. 609 The warm Life

came issuing from the Wound. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias vtt.

xiii. (Rtldg.) 14 Ballets incidental to the piece are the very

life and soul of ihe play. 1844 Dickens Mart. Chuz. xliii,

Mr. Pecksniffs young.gentlemen were the life and soul of

\\\z Dragon. 1861 Huohes Tom Brown at Oxf. i v. (1889)

33 At this very wine*party he was the life of everything.

b. My life : my beloved, my dearest. Not now
in familiar use.

I<ii225 Leg. Kath. 1531 He is mi lif & mi luue. Hid.

2478 Mi lir, and mi leofmon, lesu Cri>t, mi lauerd.] *54°

Pai-sgr. Acolastus 111. v. R j b, I can not but I must needes

or algates enbrace the my lyfe. 1595 SrENst a Colin Clout

16 Colin, my liefe, my life. 1611 Shaks. Cymb. v. v. 226

O Imogen 1 My Queen, my life, my wife. 1706 Addison

Rosamond \. vi. (1707) 12 Where is tny Life ! my Rosamond 1

[1731 Swift Strephon Chloe 208 On Box of Cedar sits the

Wife, And makes it warm for Dearest Life.) 1766 Goldsm.

/ Vt. W. xvii. Let us have one bottle more, Deborah, my
life. 1837 Dickens Pichw. xiii, * P. my dear—* said Mrs.

Pott. 'My life *, said Mr. Pott 1847 Tennyson Princess vn.

339 My bride, My wife, my life.

6. In various concrete applications.

fa. A living being, a person. [So OS., OFris.

Uf] Obs.
C1330 R. Ercnnr Citron. (1810) 27 Sex sonnes and auht

douhtres, bo Were faire lyuea. 13.. Gaw. «r ^nt- I78o

;if ae luf not bat lyf bat s,e lye uuxte. 1390 Go*** Cott/.

II. 204 Tuu cofres . . So lich thai no lif .. That 011 mai fro

that other knowe. c J400 Destr. Troy 1409 The last of bos

lere children was a lyffe [printed lysse) faire. 1423 J as. I

Kingis Q. xxviii, Ane wofull wreche that . . of euerv lyvis

help hathncde. 14.. Sir Betas 1963 + 1 (MS. E.) Iosyan,

M flayre lyff. c 1450 Eric Tolotts 562 Than answeryd

that lovely lyfe.



LIFE.

t b. One's family or line. Obs.
a 1400-50 Alexander 599 Bot of be lyfe bat he H^t off he

like was to nane. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour 59 And ihere (in
Hell] she [Eve] and her husbonde and all thaire lyff fF. leur
ligue'e) was in prison unto the tyme that God deied on the
crosse,

c. nonce uses. Vitality as embodied in an indi-

vidual person or thing.

1587 Goldinc De Mornay v. 51 Euery life (if 1 may so
speake) hegetteth issue in it selfe afore it send it out.
1605 Shaks. Macb. v. viii. 2 Why should I play the Roman
Foole, and dye On mine owne sword? whiles 1 see Hues, the
ga.shes Do better vpon them. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. xiii,

An awful thought, a life removed, The human-hearted man
1 loved. 1864 — En. Ard. 75 Philip . . like a wounded life

Crept down into the hollows of the wood.
d. Vitality or activity embodied in material

forms ; living things in the aggregate.
1728-46 Thomson String 187 Well-shower'd earth Is deep

enrich'd with vegetable life. 1732 Poi«e Ess. Man 1. 215
From the life that fills the Flood, To that which warbles
thro' the vernal wood. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. vii, The
noise of life begins again. 1858 Hawthorne Fr. <y //.

jfrnls, (1S72I I. 11 The life of the scene, loo, is infinitely
more picturesque than that of London. 1865 Dickens./!////.
Fr. 1. xiv, Very little life was to be seen on either bank.
7. (In early use commonly the life.) The living

form or model ; living semblance ; life-size figure or
presentation. Afterfrom (or f ty) the life: (drawn)
from the living model. As large as (f the) life,

life-size ; hence humorously, implying that a per-

son's figure or aspect is not lacking in any point.

Small life : ? somewhat less than life-size.

1599 Shaks. Much Ado hi. ii. 110 There was neuer coun-
terfeit of passion, came so neere the life of passion as she
discouers it. 1607 Bkaum. & Ft.. Woman-/inter 11. i, It doth
shew So neere the life as it were naturall. 1607-12 Lacon
Ess. Beauty (Arb.) 210 That is the best part of beauty
which a picture cannott expresse, noe nor the first sight of
the life. 1625 — Ess., Friendship (Arb.) 1 70 The best Way,
to represent to life the manifold vse of Frendship. 1634
Peacham Genii. Exerc. 24 Which shadow . . if you draw by
the life must be hit at jxn haires breadth. 1641 Evelyn
Mem. (1857) I. 36 A glorious crucifix, .greater than the life.

1689 Lond.Gaz. No. 2420/4 Two Medals, One of his High-
ness the Prince of Orange, done by the Life. 1738 Johnson
Idler No. 50 f 9 The picture is .. bigger than the life.

1762-71 H. Walpole Vertuc's A need. Paint. (1786) I. 229
The figures are less than life, and about half lengths. Ibid. I

IV. 24 A light flimsy kind of fan-painting as large as the life. 1

1807 Sir R. C. Hoark Tour Irel. 235 Two curious old por-
|

traits .. the one of King Henry VII 1, the other of Anna
Uullen, small life. 1816 W. Hollar Dance Death 7 He
was drawing a figure after the life. 1833 ' ^« Hw>fc * Verdant
Green r. vi, An imposing-looking Don, as large as life, and
quite as natural. 1859 Gullick & TiMBS Paint. 312 The
study from ' the Life

b. To tlu life : with life-like presentation of or
resemblance to the original (said of a drawing or

,

painting) ; with fidelity to nature ; with exact le-

production of every point or detail ; f Formerly
'

const, of + To set oneself out to the life : to i

adorn oneself with the utmost pains.

1603 C. Jonson K. Jas
s
s. Entertain. Wks. (1616) 848 Where-

in.. the very site, fabricke, strength, policie, dignitie, and
affections of the cilie were all laid downe to life. 1626 Mas-
singer Rom. Actor 11. (1629) D 2, A Tragedie . . in which a
murther Was acted to the life. 1641 Milton Ch. Gov. v.

Wks. 1851 111. 119 To frame out of their own heads as it

were with wax a kinde of Mimick Bishop iimm'd out to
the life of a dead Priesthood. 1647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt.
Eng. To Consideration, 1 propound not this Discourse as
a pattern drawn up to the life of the thing. 1662 Stii.lingfl.
Orig. Sacr. 11. vii. § 12 The shadow or dark representation

!

of that which was to be drawn afterwards to the greatest
life

% 1703 Rules Civility 195 To reflect upon a Lady . . for
having set her self out to the Life in order to some evil
Design, a 1758 Ramsay Some of Contents Evergreen vii,

The girnand wyfe, Fleming and Scot haif painted to the
lyfe. X809 Malkin Gil Bias n. vii. ? 20, I can take off
a cat to the life. 1823 Lamb Elia 11, Stage Illusion, They
please by being done under the life, or beside it ; not
to the life, i860 Rkaoe Cloister II. xxxvii. (1896) 107
Where is the coquette that cannot scream to the life t 1863
Cowden Clarke Shahs. Char. xvii. 427 The several charac-
teristics of the men are set forth to the very life.

II. With reference to duration.

8. The animate terrestrial existence of an indivi-

dual viewed with regard to its duration ; the period
from birth to death. Also adverbially, all my (his,

etc.) life: =in or during all my (etc.) life; ffor-
1

merly sometimes without all.

c 1020 Rule St. Benet (Logeman) i. 10 On eallon heora I

life, a 1175 Cott. Horn. 225 Noe lefede on all his life ni^on !

hund }eare and fifti. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 6125 Febleliehe I

he liuede al is lif & deyde in feble dej?e. a 1300 Cursor M. I

12246 For sagh i neuer nan swilk mi Hue. c 1384 Wvclif '

Set. Wks. 1 If. 443 Aftur a man deserves while he lyves here
j

schal he be rewardid aftur his lyife. c 1385 Chaucer L. G.
\

W. Prol. 59 Ther loved no wight hotter in his Jyve [other
\

texts lyfe]. 1433 Rolls 0/Parlt. IV. 472/1 [To] receive the
{

saide annuitee, terme of his lyve. 1460 Capgkave Chron.
(Rolls) 176 That he schuld. .nevir his live dwelle in no soile ,

longing to the Kyng of Ynglond. c 1470 G. Ashby Dicta
Philos. 680 Poems (E. E. T. S.) 73 Considre that your lifT is

short e. 1561 T. Hoby tr. Castigitone's Courtycr I. Aijb,
So did he end his lief with gloryc. 1611 Bible Prov. xx.xL
12 She will doe him good, and not eu ill, all the dayes of her
life. 1650 Trapf Comm. Num. 50 They would . . live all

theit lives-long in Dalilah's lap. 1718 J. Cmamukrlavne
Relig. Philos. 1. xii. § 25 This Globe . . would be quite dis-

peopled in the Life of one Man. 1791 Mrs. Radcliffe
Rom. Forest i, Early in life he had married Constance
Valentia. 1849 M acaulav Hist. Eng. i. I. 47 There is a

261

season in the life both of an individual and of a society, at
which fete.]. 1873 Morley Voltaire 8 livery day of our
lives. 1895 Bookman Oct. 23/1 The disastrous effects of
the blunders of his middle life.

b. For life: for the remaining period of the
person's life. A lease, grant, etc. for (two, three,

etc.) lives : one which is to remain in force during
the life of the longest liver of (two, three, etc.)

specified persons. Hence occas. the persons on .

whose length of life the duration of a lease depends
are called the lives.

1470 *n Fortescue Abs. % Lim. Mon. (1885) 351 That no
patente be made, .for termc of lyfe, or yeres countervailing
lerme of lyflfe. 1576 Act 18 Eliz. c. 6 § 1 That no Master, Pro-
voste Jetc] ..shall makeanye Lea^e for lief lieves or yeeres,
of anie ferme [etc.]. 1641 Milton Ch. Govt. 11. Introd. Wks.
(1847) 43/1 As men buy Leases, for three lives and down-
ward. 1692 R. L'Estranok Fables xci. (1708) 106 A Gentle-
man that had an Estate for Lives, and two of his Tenants
in the Lease. . . The Man . . had Poyson'd himself, and the
Revenge upon his Landlord was the Defeating him of his
Estate by Destroying the Last Life in the Lease. 1705
AuDtsoN Italy Wks. 1856 1. 363 The administration of this
bank is for life. 1712-14 Pope Rape Lock \. 80 Nymphs.

.

For Life prede.stin'd to the Gnomes Embrace. 1818 Cruisi;
Digest (ed. 2) IV. 211 To the use of himself for life, re-
mainder to his wife for life. 1834 Macaulay Pitt Ess.
(1887) 321 Newcastle offered him . . the Duchy of Lan-
caster for life. 1849— Hist. Eng. vi. II. 156 Four thou-
sand pounds a year for two lives. 1885 Act 48 <v 49 Vict.
c 77 §7 If anv land '» comprised in a lease for a life or lives.

c. The term of duration of an inanimate thing;
the time that a manufactured object lasts.

*7°3 1"» N. City <$• C. Purchaser 210 Mosaick, . . an Orna-
ment of much Beauty, and long Life. 1876 Phlixk & Sivi:-

j

Wright Telegraphy 37 From eighteen to twenty months is

the average life assigned to them [battery tells]. 1889
'

Scribner's Mag. Aug. 219/2 The average life of the steel
rails. 1892 Sir A. Kekkwicii in Law Times Rep. LXVII.
141/1 The short life of the company, and the subsequent
liquidation.

9. Life assurance, a. A person considered with
j

regard to the probable future duration of his life.
'

A good life : one whose life is exposed to no ex-

ceptional risks, and who is likely to live at least to
,

the term assigned as the average * expectation * nt

his age. b. Any particular amount of expectation
of life. e. ' An insurance on a person's life ; a 1

life insurance policy' (Ogilvic. 1S82).
1692-3 H alley in Phil. Trans. XVI 1. 6oi How to make

a certain Estimate of the value of Annuities for Lives. Ibid. >

602 The Price of Insurance upon l ives ought to be regu-
lated. 1777 Shkkioan Sc/i. Scatid. in. iii, 1 suppose you're

[

afraid that Sir Oliver is too good a life? 1838 Dp. Morgan 1

Ess. Frobab. 212 The rules in the preceding chapter, though '

the status mentioned are technically called lives, are equally
true for any species of circumstances. 1896 Allbutt's Syst.
Med. L476 [An applicant for insurance} was.. called upon
testate on oath that he believed himself to be a good life.

10. />/. in proverbial expressions referring to

tenacity of life.

1562 [see Cat si. 1 13 b]. 1599 Massisgi.k, etc. Old Law
v. i, 1 believe now a father Haih as many lives as a mother !

1859 M*Clcntock Voy. * Fox*'A ret. Seasx. 176 We arc only
now to commence the interesting part uf our voyage. It is

to be hoped the poor ' Fox * has many more lives to spare.

11. Transferred uses in various games. Cards
" Commerce''}. One of three counters, which each
player has ; so called because, when he has lost all

of them, he falls out of the game. Fool. One of

three chances which each player has. Cricket.

The continuation of a batsman's innings after a

chance has been missed of getting him out.

1806-7 J' Beresford Miseries Hum. Life (1826) in. xxiii, I

At the game of commerce losing your life in fishing ..for
|

aces. 1840 T. Hook Fitzhcrbert II. viii. 199 All the old -

people are at whist, and all the young ones at commerce;
j

I have just lost my last life and my only shilling. 1836
'Capt. Crawley' Billiards (1858) 120 The liist player who
loses his three lives has the privilege of purchasing what is

J

called a star. 1883 Daily Tel. 15 May 2/7 The captain ..
|

received a life, .in the slips.

III. Course, condition, or manner of living.

12. The series of actions and occurrences consti-
!

tilting the history of an individual (esp. a human
j

being) from birth to death. In generalized sense,

the course of human existence from birth to death. I

[Anything, nothing) in life: 'in the world*, at all.

£900 tr. Bxdas Hist. jv. xxxi. [xxx.) (1890) 378 Da sume
we fceare for ^emynde awriton in cWe bee Cuobertes lifes.

la ttoo O. E. Chron. an. 1016 (Laud MS.) He ^eendode his

da^as. .ajfter mycclum sesvvince. .his lifes. c 1175, etc. [see
j

Lead p. 1 12]. a 1300-1400 Cursor M. 252 (Gott.) Till bairn
'<

. . pat ledis pair Hues [a 1425 Trht. lyues] in mekU wast. 1513
Douglas sEncis in. v. 66, I leif..and ledis life as }e se.

,

1540 Hvrde tr. Vires' Insir. Chr. IVom. (1592) N ij, They
that marry for love, shall lead their life in sorrow, a 1398
Si'ENSER Hymn Heavenly Love 183 He our life hath left ,

untousfree. 1667 Mti/rox /'. Z..VU. 193 To know That which

before us lies in daily life. Ibid. XI. 606 Studious they appere

Of Arts that polish Life. 1736 1?utlf.r Anal. I. iii. Wks. I

1874 1. 50 Those persons, whose course of life from their youth

up has been blameless. 1837 DickhNs/VVXm 1,
* Hallo!' re» i

sponded that gentleman, looking over the side of the chaise
j

with all the coolness in life. 1868 M. Patiison Aeadent,
|

Org. 5 One who owes to College endowments all that he

has and is in life. 1872 Morlky Voltaire 2 They realised

life as a long wrestling with unseen and invincible forces of

grace, election, and fore-destiny. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2)

I. 22i There is nothing in life that would be a greater gain to

me than that. 1879 Mallock {title) Is Life worth living?
(

LIFE.

^
b. The Biblical phrase this life (Vnlg. htvc vita,

Gr.
?J f<ur) avTT), 1 Cor. xv. 19; is used (as aUu the

or this present life) to denote the earthly state of
human existence in contradistinction to the future
life (occas. another life, etc.), the state of existence
after death, (l'hr. To depart this life, from this

life : see Depart v. 7, 8.) Hence arises an occa-
sional use of life for : Eilher of the two states of
human existence separated by death.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke viii. 14 pa 3e. .of carum. .biss lifes

synt for-brysmede. ^1175 Lamb. Horn. 9 Er ure drihteti
come to bisse Hue. C1375 Sc.^ Leg. Saints ii. {Pan lits) 219
Eftire bis lyfe transitore euire lestand lyfe is me before.
c 1380 WvcLIP Serm. Sel. Wks. 1 1. 229 Here in bis liif. 1549
B/c. Com. Prayer, Communion {Prayer Ch. Mitit.), All them,
whyche in thys transytory life be in trouble, sorowe, nede
[etc.]. 1579 Kenton Guicciard. vii. 363 King l'hillip . .had
chaunged this life for a better within the tow ne of Curgos.
1 7S I Jortin Serm. (1771) 11. xlx. 376 This was an effec-
tual confutation of Sadducean notion that there was no
life besides the present. 1852 H. Rogfrs Eel. Faith (1853)
g8 Regard this life—as what it is. .a pilgrimage to a better.

c. A particular manner or course of living

:

characterized as good, had, happy, wretched, etc.
a 1 025 Wulfstan Horn. (Napier) 270 ICalle hi^ wajron

halites lifes menu, c 1200 Ormin 4516 [>att maim . .matf .

.

cwcnienu Godd wibb hali} lif. cxz^o IIall Moid. 5 lleo
stout burh heh lif ibe tur of.ierusalem. a 1300 Cursor M.
13830 pe lijf he ledes mai nan lede. 1377 Langl. P. Pi. R
IX. 62 Thai lineth synful lyf heie her soule is liche the
deuel. ? a 1400 Arthur 554 He toke be qwene, Arthourez
wyff, A}enst goddes laue & gode lyfF. ^1400 Dcstr. 'Troy

8939 To discharge me as chefiain, & cbaunge my lif. c 1400
Maukdkv. (Roxh.> viii. 30 |>ai er denote men and ledez pure
lyf- i536 Wriotheslkv Chron. (1875) I. 33 Queene Katherin
..departed from her worldlie lief at E'ugden. 1394 Hooklr
Feci. Pol. 1. x. § 2 All men desire to lead in this world a
happy life. i5ii Tournei k Ath. Trag. v. ii. Wks. 1878 1.

139 My powertie compels My life to a condition lower than
My birth or breeding. 1638 Uakkr tr. BaLacs Lett.
(vol. II.) 213 One that partakes of the life of a schollar and
of" a Courtier. 1754 Eaki. Chatham Lett. Nephew iv. 20
Le sure to associate .. with men of decent and honourable
lives. 1759 Townlky {title ofplay) High life below htairs.

1847 Marryat Childr. N. Forest xiii, They live a roving
life. 1859 Tf.nnyson Idylls Ded. 24 Wearing the white
flower of a blameless life. 1875 Joavmt Plato fed. 2) 111.

151 The life of Sparta was the life of a camp.

d. In mod. use : The conspicuously active or
practical part of human existence ; the business,

active pleasures, or pursuits of the world. Often
with reference to social gaieties or vicious pleasures,

csp. in phr. to sec life. Also, the position of parti-

cipating in the affairs of the world, of being a re-

cognized member of society ; csp. in phrases to begin

or enter life, to be settled in life.

1771 Mackkxzik Man Feel. (1S86) 26 She had been
ushered into life (as that word is u#»ed in the dialect of
St. James's) at seventeen. 1784 Vnfort. Seusib. II. 182
The disadvantages of entering life without money. 1809
MALKIN Gil Bias 1. i. r 5, I was (lying to see a little of life.

1819 Sporting Jlag. V. 123 All the frolic, fun, lark, gig, life,

gammon, and trying-it-on are depicted. 1874 Daskni Half
a Life 111. 123 To *ee me happily settled in life. 1885 K.
Garrktt At Any Cost vji. 112 Does a man want . . to ' see

life' in metropolitan boulevards and continental spas?

13. A written account of a person's 4

life' (sense

12); a biography.
fr9oo : see 12.] a 12*3 Marher. 317 Hit were god thet

hi radde hire lyf. £1375 Sc. Leg. Saints i'rol. 28, 1 writ [e
lyf of Sanctis sere, c 1386 Giauckk Manciple's T. 50 Thus
writen olde elerkes in hir lyves. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees)

967 Saint cuthbert lyfe may he rede. 1641 J. Jackson True
Evang T. t. 42 Many for feare fled into desarts and caves,

witnesseth S. lctome in the life of Paul the Eremite. 1758
Johnsox Idler No. 102 ?2 Tew authors write their own
lives. 1849 Macaulay///*/. Eng. vii. II. 203 The fifty poets
whose lives Johnson has written. 1850 L. Hunt Antobiog. 1.

Pref. 6 Coleridge's Literary Life is professedly autocritical.

+ IV. 14. Phrases formed with preps, with the

meaning 4 alive '. a On live (OE. on life , 0 live
}

etc. : see Alive, b. Upon live.

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus 11. 981 (1030) ]7e beste harpour
vpon lyue. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1127s sechis no
socour. .Of no lede vppon lyue. c 1420 A uiurs ofArth. 2yy
Ks noghte a lorde in bat lande appone lyfe leuede.

c. Of live, later of life.

c 1375 Cursor M. 7934 (l'airf.) lie god of Hue [Cott. o-liue,

Gott. a-liue] he Square his ab. 1373 Baruocr Bruce 1. 293
Wes nane off lyve thai hym ne dred. c 1435 Torr. Portugal
209 Alle men of lyve wakythe hym nowght. 1444 Rolls of
Parlt. V. 70A If they ben of lyfF. a 1658 Little Musgrave
x. in Child Ballads II. 244 Ah thou art a man of life.

d. To live (OE. td life), north, atte live.

ciooo /Eij-ric Num. xxxi. 15 M oises . . axode hwi his
heoldon ba wifmenn to life, c 125b Gen. <V Ex. 629 And
leten [werenj &e ooYe to Hue gon. cx^m Sir 'Prist r. 1022
Wheber our to Hue go, lie hap anou} of bis. c 1375 Cursor
M. 5180 (Fairf.) Lot I ne kepped na langer atle hue.

e. In live, in lif(e, with life.

c 1250 Got. Ex. 1364 To sechen ysaac horn a wif, Of his

kinde 5e 3or was in lif. a 1300 Cursor M. 1839 Na creatur

iu Hue [Fairf. on Hue], c 1375 Ibid. 6492 (Fairf.) Atte he
was linande and in life sulde be. a 1425 Ibid. 11834 (Trin.)

Mi}t no inon wip Hf [Eairf. in life, GMt. on lijf) haue more.

f. Of lives, on lives, in lives. [Cf. Alives.]
1 1250 Gen. iV Ex. 2834 If hise breSere of Hues ben. a 1300

Cursor M. 8373 pou has in Hues Mani childer wit bi wiues.
/bid. 9676 In alibis world left [na] ma in Hues \Prin. 011

lyues]. Ibid. 6794 yoar barns haf nu faders in Hues \c 1375
P"airf. on Huis].

fV. 15. Lives (OK. l/fes), the gen. sing, used



LIFE, 262 LIFE,

a. .predicatively= alive ; oceas. as sl>. t
those who arc

j

alive, the living.

<-eoo ir. Brda's Hist v. xvil [xix.] (iSoo) 462 He. .nemne
oynre eSunge a.arc aetywde \>xi be lifes nw. c 1 175 Lamb,

j

//owe 31 He nan to sooe bei beo beoS Hues- c 1150 Gr«. <t
j

iTr. 380a He .. Rao and stod tueo lioes and dead, c 1300
(

Havelok 1307 Al .. Thai euere was in Denemark lynes. 1

13 .. Gny h\ am. (A.) 5459 Ni$t do day swiken V mile, Lines

or debes bat ich him sc. e 1360 Sir Fcrumb. 36S5 Y noMe
j

he lete lyues bee.

b, attribntiTelT=live, living.

cxwoQ Trim, Cell. 'Horn. 67 Habbe du sehlnesse and lone 1

to ech lines man. 4-13*0 Cast. Love 1422 Heo se^en him
>lyue a lvnes-mon. e 1386 Chaucer Merck, T. 620 No lyues

creature "Be it of fyssh, or bryd, or beest, or man. r 1450

LoNELlcH Grail xxxix. 3-3 Non lyres body there-lnne be '

say. J548 Udall Erasuz. Par. Luke xi. no The yearth

sbal yelde hym again a Iiuesman on the third daie, ?<* 1550

in Dunbar s Poems (xS93> 324 Now gbiidith euery Ums
creature. 1600 Holland Livy xl. vKL 1064 It is the.. gift

. . of God that I am a livesman [L. whmt] at this boore.

VT. Combinations.

16. General combs, a. simple attrib., as life-air,

-bark, -batik* -rWw/r, -experitme, -food, -germ,

-groups -guidance, -jounuy. -phase, -plan, -process,

-tackle, -thread, -transit, -vein, -wreck, etc
18*0 Keats Hyfcrion u no Space regioned with * life-air.

1847 Carol. Wise*** L'urealiir Anglic** Belie/ Ess. 1853

II. 421 Seated at the helm of bis *life-bark, that defies even-

storm. 1837 Carlyle Br. Rev. I. u ii. He marches and
fights, with victorious assurance, in tbis *life-batl1e. a 1843
Southey Comnu-f>l. Bk. IV. 274 The trees in their full *life-

beauty. 1852 Robertson Serm. Ser. iilxul 160 Blessed is

the man .. whose * life-experience has taught a confiding

belief, c 1475 Pict. / 'oc. in Wr.-Wulcker 78S 20 Hie rictus,

lyfefodc 1875 E. White Life in Christ L (1S76 12 'Life-

germs, which are all born together, do not die together. 1849

M urchison Silnria iL 1 567 24 Clearly developed and abun-

dant "life-groups. 1831 Carlyle Sari. Res. (1S531 182 Some
months of our * Life-journey. 1849 Miss M clock Ogifoics

1 1 875^ aS The real nature ofthe * life-phase which was opening

upon her. 1849 Roblrtson Serm. Ser. 1. xv. (1S66) 257 Each
man. must take up his* life-plan alone, 1889 Mivart Truth

3 S9Ourm e rely organ ic * 1 ife-processes. x853J erdan A « ft^bioc-

III. 51 The self-revelations I have deemed essential to my
Mife-storv. 1831 Carlyle Sart. Kes. (18581 38 The same
viscera, tissues livers, lights, and other * Life-tackle. i86a

Meriyale Rem. Emp. 1865^ VI. 1. 213 The *life-thread ..

had been severed by the fatal shears. 1843 Carlyle Past
<V Br. iv. iv, Id this your biief * Life-transit. ^1530 Hick-
scomer 117 I>catb . . Taketh his swerde and smyteth a«*>nder

the *lyfc \aync. 1890 ' Rolf Boldrewood ' Miner's Bight
(i5y9)"i65 1 Failures and *life-wTecks,

b. Objective and obj. gen., as life-abhorring,

-fearing, -begetting, -breathing, -bringing, -creat-

ing, -destroying, -devouring, -hugging. -outfetch-

ing, -poisoning, -preserving, -quelling, -reaving,

-rendering, renewing, -restoring, -saving, -sustain-

ing, -working
x
etc. adjs.

;
life-lover, -saver.

1812 Byron Ch. Har. 1. Ixxxiii, *Life al>horring gloo-n.

1867 G. M acdos\ld Poems 13 Thi* old * life-bearing caith.

1648 Hebrjck HcsJ>t r. (1869^ 175 Stay but till my Julia close

The * life-begetting eye. 1819 Shelley Promtth. Vnb. it.

i, Tbe folded depth of ber *li?e-breathirig bosom. 1561 I*.

Norton Calvins Inst. jv. 121 V* *lifebringing worde of the

Father. 1868 J. H. Newman Verses I'ar.Occas. 1S7 * Life-

creating Paraclete- a 1600 in Farr5. KHz. (1B45* H. 437
More strong then *life-destro>ing death. 1590 Spesseb^. Q.

11. vii. 17 Avarice . .kindled * life-devouring tire. 1633 Ford
Lcz^es Sa.r. v. iii, l^et * life-hugging slaves, .be loath to die !

1597 Miooletos IVisiL Sri. L 1 Her " life-infusing speech

doth thus begin. 1675 Brooks Gold. Key \Vks. iS^7 V. 203

Making good the philosopher's notion, that man Ua *life-

lo\er. 1647 H. Moke Oracle 79 In friendly feasts, and
*life-outfetching kisse. 159a Shaks. />«. 4 Ad. exxiii,

•Life-poisoning pestilence. 1590 — Caw. Err. v. L 83
+
Life-

preseruing resL 1895 S. R. Hole Tonr Amen 24 Life-

proening bells. 163a Lithgow Trar. x. xo Each halfe

houre a hell of infeniall paine, and between* each torment,

a long distance of Mifenjuelling lime, s6oa Carew Cern-
7oall 58 *Lif-reauing knocks. 160a Shaks. Ham. tv. v. 146

Like the kinde Life-rend ring Politician. 1781 Cowpkr
CcKZvrSiit. 504 Your heart inall >ield a *life-renewing

stream. 1781 — Hope 456 Tbe trumpet of a * life-restoring

day. 1883 Daily .Wa-x 5 July 3/1 M inor 'life-isavers, such as

matlrcsscs. deck farnituie, belts, dresses, buoys, &c. 1645
QuARLES.vW.AYia«/.v. 17 Hisvery *life-sustainingdieL 186a

H. SrEXCEa First Brine. \\. \x. § 80 (187s) 241 Life-sustaining

power. 1613 Jackson Creed it. 11. iii. % 8 Tbe silliest soule

among them, might sooner bee partaker of their 'life-work-

ing sense. 1855 Plsey Doetr. Beat Presence Note S. 638
Although the nature of the flesh is in itself powerless to give

life, yel it will tnwork tbis when it has the life-working Word.

c Instrumental and parasynthelic, as life-

erenvded, -desert&f, -eyed, -penetrated, -teaming sa\js.

1839 Bailey Festns U852) 132 Its seas 'life-crowded.

17*7-46 Thomson Summer 818 Solitary tracts Of 'life-

deserted sand. 1839 Bailey Festus (1832^ 170 O beauty,

holy and divine, 'Life-eyed, soul-crowQed. 1893 Month
Jan. 52 A potent and *life-penetraled organism. 1847 Her.
bCHEL tr. Schiller's Spazurgaitg 3 * Life-teeming fields.

d. In adverbial re!ations of various kinds, chiefly
j

with adjs. and pples. =
' in, of, for, with, or as life *

;

as life-bereft, -Idngllietttd, -lortt, -lost, -old, -spent,

-sweet, -thirsting, -weary (-weariness) ; life-struggle.

f Also oceas. = lifelike, as life expression.

1896 Sir T. Mabtin I'irgitxu 219 The bodies *Hfe-berefl

Of heroes of renown. 16x1-31 La ud Semi. (1847) 98 Another
King, but the same Mifc expression of all the royal and
rcligioas virtues of his father, a 1775* Ciiatterton in Furop.
Mag. (1S04) XLV. Eo The drowning, *life-tnfatuale fool.

1608 Sylvester Dh Bartas it. iv. iv. Decay xo *Lif<-

lengthned Eiechiah. 1871 Palcrave Lyr. Poems 80 The
'hie lorn hillside. 1598 S. Rowlands Betray. Christ Gij,

His 'life-lost blood. 1859 H. Klngslev G. J/amljn iiooo*
j

87/2 The rupture of * life-old associations. 1633 Foro
|

Broken H. Iv. ti, *Life-spent Penthca. 1898 £>. Ber. July
103 Tbe bitter * life-struggle of primitive society. 1871-4

J. Thomson City Dreadf. St. x. vii, Deathstill, Mifesweet,
with folded pahns she Uy. 1859 Djckens 71 Tcno Cities I

iil ix. (1872^ IL 174 A 'life-thirsting juryman. 1870 E,
Peacock BaJfSkirL IIL 168 His illness had been more

j

'life-weariness than organic disease. 159a Shaks. Bern.

£ JuL v. L 6a Tbe *lite-wcarie taker may fall dead. 1866
C\plyle Bcntisu (1SS1) I. 112 The most life-weary looking
mortal I ever saw.

C. In adj. or advb. relation : Lasting for a life-

time, lifelong ; during one's whole life, for life.

1648 Hekrick Hester. (1869 117 Though hourely comforts
from the Gods we see, No lite is yet liferrjroofe from miserie.

1773 GentL Mag. XL1II. 618 A bill for raising 265^00/. by
life-annuities. 1791 Gibbon Antobwg. US06) 341 The heir

most gratefully subscribed an agreement which rendered my
life-possessiou more perfect. 1813 J. Forsyth Excurs. JtaJy

85 Extending tbe HtvUS, or life-leases. 1837 Syo. Smith Let.

ta ArchJ. Singleton Wks. 1859 1 1. 264 'a An Ecclesiastical

Corporation, .can sell a next i>resentation as legally as a lay

life-tenant can do. 1840 Carlyle Heroes (1858) 224 Working-
out his life-task in the depths of the Desert there. 1849

Grote Greece il xlvL V. 4S3 The life-sitting elders at Athens.

1868 M. Patxison Aca<iem. Org. v. 127 Colleges were homes
for the life-studv of the highest and most abstruse parts of

knomledge. 1884 Symosds Shaks. Praiecess. Pret 9 Eliza-

bethan Dramatic Literatore is. important enough to occupy
a man's life-labours. 1893 Pall Malt Mag. Christmas No.

224 He.. had received a life sentence,

f. In senses relating to Art : = * from the life or

living model \ as life-study ;
* for the sludy of the

life \ as life acadsmy. -elass, -school ; or ' impart-

ing life \ as life-touch.

1668 Dryden Fvemne's Lore Pref., It is fancy that cives

tbe life-touches. 1678 orris Col2. Misc. 11699' 173 Moses
drew out the main Lineaments, the Skeleton of the Picture,

. .but Christ, .gave it all it"> Graces, Air, and Life-touches.

1849 Chambers's Inform. II. 63S 2 In London and elsewhere

there are life academies. 1897 Mag. Art Sept. 252 l"he life

class should be confined to the study of the figure for pur-

poses of design only. 1899 M \ry Deave Bk. Dene, etc, 85

The difficulty of obtaining a life->tudy of a . .phoenix.

17. Special combinations : life-arrow, a barbed

arrow with a line attached, which is fired from a

gun in order to establish communication with a ship

in distress ^Cassell 1884^; life-assurance (see

AftSURAXCE «0
;
life-belt, a belt of inflated india-

rubber, of cork, or other buoyant material, used to

support the body in the water; life-breath, the

breath which supports life ; also fig. ;
life-buoy-

see Bcoy sb. 1 b ; t life-cord = life-string \ life-

cycle Biol. - life-history; f life -dead, suffering

a living death ;
life-drop, a drop of one's hearlV

blood ; life-estate, an estate, the tenure of uhich is

measured by a person's life : life-history Biol., the

series of developments which an organism under-

goes in the course of its progress from the egg to

the adult state ; also, an account of these develop-

ments ;
life-hold, applied to property which is

held for a life or lives; hence life -holder, one

who holds such property; life-insurance (see

Insurance 4^ ;
life-interest, an interest or estate

which terminates with the life of the holder or

some other person ; life-jacket, a life-saving con-

trivance in the form of a jacket ; life-kuot (see

quot.); life-line, a line or rope which is intended

to be instrumental in saving life, such as the

rope attached to a life-buoy, etc; life-mortar,

a mortar for discharging a life-rocket (Ogilvie,

iSS2
A

; life-office, «an office or institution where

life-insurances can be effected ' (Cassell) ; life-

paer, a peer whose title lapses at his death ;
so

life-peerage ; life-plant, a name for plants of
j

the genus Bryophyllum ,X.O. Crassttlacex) , which 1

will grow without being rooted in soil ; life-raft,

a kind of raft for saving life in a shipwreck ; life-

rate, *the rate or amount for which a life is in-

sured * (Ogilvie
v

; + life-regiment, ? a regiment of

life-guards; life-rocket, a rocket which carries

with it a rope to establish communication with

those on board a ship in distress (Ogilvie) ; life-

root, the Golden Ragwort, Senecio aureus (Syd.

Soc. iSSS) ;
life-seat, a seat contrived to be

a life-saving appliance in case of a boat being

capsized; life-shot/ a shot carrying a line, and

used for the same purpose as a life-arrow* (Cassell);

f life-sin, actual sin; flife-sith, lifetime; flife-

spencer, a cork jacket for saving life at sea;

life-spot Whaling, the vulnerable point behind

the fin of the whale into which the lance is thmst

to kill the animal (Cent. Diet.); life-spring,

the spring or source of life ;
life-string, a string

or nerve supposed to be essential to life; //.

what is essential to the snnport of life ; life-

table, *a statistical lablc exhibiting statistics as

to the probability of life at different ages ' (Web-
ster 1S64); life-tenant life-holder; flife-thraw,

lifetime ; life-tide, f (a) ?lifetime; (b) the tide or

stream of life; life-tree = ' tree of life*; life*while

areh.f lifetime ; life-work, the work of a lifetime;

the work which is the object of a person *s whole
life; life-writer, a biographer; so life-writing
sb., biography ; adj. writing biographies.
1830 liEftscmo. Stud. Sat. Phil. 58 The institution of

*Ufe-assurauces. 1S66 Crl'.mi* Banking iii. 84 Life assuranee
policies. 1858 Siwvonds Diet, 'trade,

%
Life-helt. 1875

Beofoku Sailors Pocket Bk. viii. (ed. 2) 286 '1"he Life Hells
supplied to men-of-war weigh 5 pounds. 1597 J. King Jonas
(1618) 87 This is the band \»herby the common wealth
hangeth together, the * life-breath which these many thou-
sand creatures draw. 1875 Studbs Const. Hist. 1 1, xvii. fix
That constitutional spirit which was the life-hreath of par-
liamentary growth. 1801 Saval Chron. VI. 342 The *life

buoy being caught hold of. 1875 Bedford Sailors Pocket
Bk. \iil (ed. 2) 283 The Service Life Puoy is supposed to be
capable of keeping four men afloat, a 1631 Donne Progr.
Sou/ ^04 This mouse . . to the brain . . went. And gnaw'd
the * life-cords ihere. 1840 Drouninc Sontello vi. 733 Kale
shears The life-cord prompt enough. 1894 Pof. Sci. Monthly
June 277 Each species lias two generations in its*life-cycle.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia H. (1629) 222 This *life-deadman in

ihisold dungeon florg. 1807 Myron Situs 4 Entyalus 48 And
hostile *ljfe-drops dim my gory spear. 1753 Chambers Cycl.
SuM^ Life «/<?/<•!.. are either for the life of the owner,
or for the life of another, or others. 1879 Dallinofr
Led. Min. Forms Life, We were able in the course of
four years' steady work to complete the *life historyof
six distinct forms. 1698 Allbntts Syst. Med. V. 401 The
life-bistory of the white corpuscles, a 1843 South ey Comm.-
ft. Bk. IV. 359 My father's Aunt Hannah had a Mife-

bold estate. t8t3 Vancouver Agric. Devon 428 Lifehold
tenures. 1887 Athenarnm 31 Dec. 8S3/2 A small lifehold

farm. 180a 11 Bentham Ration, Judic Evid. (1827) IV.

635 The a\e of the malicious *life-bolder is levelling

to the ground the lofty oaks. 1809 R. Langforo introd.
Trade 51 *Life Insurances are contracts to pay the assured
a specified sum of money upon the death of the person
or persons named in the contract. 184^9 Macallay^ Hist.
Eng. v. I. 657 He had only a *life interest in his pro-
perty. 1868 Freeman Sornu Conq. (1876) II. App. 564 His
life-interest in his prebend was forfeited. 1883 Fisheries
Exhib. Catal. 38 Cork * Life.Jackets. 1855 M ayne Exfos.
Lex., *Lif>kuet, a term applied to the neck, or point be-

tween the root and stem of plants, because if this part in

a young plant be seriously injured it will die, whereas the
root or stem may be removed without detriment. 1794
Rigging <y Seamanship I. 169 * Life-lines, for the preserva-

tion of the seamen. 1840 R. H. Dana B<f. Mast Gloss.,

Life-lines, ropes carried along yards, etc, for men to hold
oti by. 1895 Daily Sen s 2 Jan. 3/3 He observed a rocket,

and informed the coastguard, who arrived with the lifelines.

1869 Earl Rlssell in Hansard AttV. Dck 3rd Ser. CXCV.
4 34 That a great number of *life Peers may be created.

1863 H. Cox Insiit. t. vii. 68 No *life-peerages had been
created for several centuries. 1869 Eakl Russell in Han-
sard Pari. Deb. 3rd Ser. CXCV. 454 A life peerage had been
granted to IvOrd Wensltydale. 1851 Gosse Sat. tn Jamaica
61 The Leaf of Life, or the *Ufe Plant. 1819 Trans.
Soc. Arts XXXVI 1. xio The Gold Medal of the Society

was this Session voted to Mr. Thomas Cook, LieuL R.N. for

a *Life Raft. 1723 Lend. Gaz. No. 6109/1 The Squadron of

Life-Guards i»*o Squadrons of the *Life-Regiment. 1857
Thokf-au Maine It. (1S94) 121 She was a well-appointed

little boat, .. with patent "life-seals and metallic life-boat.

11641 Pp. MouxTACti Acts At Man. (1642)532 Concerning
nctuall, or *life-sinne. e 1*30 HaliMcid. 45 Al hare *lifsioe.

a 1240 Sawles W arde in Cott. Horn. 249 Euch sunne . . hat

hcwrahlte in al his lif si3e. 18*0 Trans. Soc. Arts
XXXV 111. 164 *Life-5pencer. 1794 Mathias Purs. Lit.

(1798) 3 to The * life-springs of taste and of good conduct
1859 K. Cornw allis Sew \\

r
orld\. 14 Hope is the life-spring

of enterprise, c 15a! M ore De quat. noviss. Wks. 77^2 Break-

ing thv vaines & thy *life slringes wl like pain & grief. 1767
G. S. Carey Hills Hybla 39 Tby words have cut my life-

string thro*. x8*7 Keule Chr. V. Tuesday bef. Easier, One
by one The life-strings of thai tender heart gave way. 1865

Reader 25 Feb. 213/x Every insurance office bases its t ransac*

tions upon an instrument which is called a '*Life Table*.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xll {Agnes) 332 A lame quh> tare bane

ony snaw f>at euir bai schaw of be *lif-thraw. 1610 Holland
Camdetfs Brit. 1. 245 IShe] endowed the same with herownc
Patrimonieand *Livetide. 1859 Dickens 'P. Two Cities III.

xiii, The lifc-tidc of the city. 1649 J. Elustone tr, Behmen's
Episi. (1886) vij/» A Christian .. desire after the same •life-

tree of Christ. i8» Byron Cain 1. i. 292 Wherefore pluck'd

he not The life-lree? a 1300 Siris in Wrighl Anccd. Lit.

(1844) s Never more his *lif wile, a 1849 I. C. Mangav
Poems (1859) 321 Tbe life-while of a world. 1871 E. F.

Ulrr Ad bident iii. 43 Your great * life-work. 1879 Patti*

son Milton xiii. 167 In 1638.. Milton has already determined

that this lifework shall be a poem, an epic ]x>cm. 1737
Warburton Let. to Birch 24 Nov. in Boswell Johnson (1831)

I. Introd. 50 Almost all the *life-writers we have had before

Toland and Desmaiseaux are indeed slrange insipid crea-

tures. 177a Ann. Reg., Misc. Ess. 193 Of all the fantastic

amusements in which modem genius indulges itself, the most

whimsical is *Life-w riling, ibid. 169/1 This life-writing part

of ihe world. 1889 Lowell Latest Lit. Ess. (1891) 76 It.,

comes nearer lo him IPlularch] than any life-writing I can

think of.

18. The gen. sing, lifes (1 2-1 7th c. lives) was
formerly much used in certain sjTitactical combs.,

as lives book, life's day (-Life-da*), lives food,

life's lime (OE. lifes lid; «=Lifetiue\ etc.; now
rare cxc. in lifis end (somewhat arch.) ; also

flives-wet » blood.
<"9oo tr. Bseda's Hist. III. xiv. Ixix.] (1890) 216 Ealle his

lifes ttid. e 1*05 Lay. 229 J>is lond he hire lende, bat come
hir lifes ende. e 1120 Bestiary 287 Seke we ure Hues fod.

*i2a5 Leg. Kath. 707 J»u schalt .. Itbbeu Hues ende wi8

Icsu Crist a ia»5 Artcr. R. 246 God hat writen o Hues boc

al bet heo sei5. a 1300 Cursor M. 28889 Men agh nogbl

warn him Hues fode, e 1381 Chaucer Pari. Bottles 53 Oure
present wordis lyuys space Nys but a manerdeth. c X385

— L. G. W. 1624 Medea, I wot wel that . . myn labour May
nat disserue il in myn lyuys day. ri4*o Anturs o/Arth.

702 A kni5te of be table ronde, To his lyues ende. e 1430



LIFE.

Lvoc. Compl. Bl. Nut. 674 {Lenvoy) Go, litel quayre, vnto
my lyues queen, c 1449 Prcock 7?</r. 536 For eny certein

while or for al hir lyuys tymc. a 1533 Lo. Bersers Gold. Bk.
M. AttreL (1546) Ccj b, We can never passe one good lyves

daie. 1599 Mamtos Sco. Villanie 1. iv. 187 Cold, wriihled

Kid, his liues-wet almost spent. 1600 Certain Prayers in

Liturg. Serz\ Q. Eli?.. (1847) °92 On *'hose life dependeth the

life and lifeVjoy of so many thousands \ 1637 .SV. Prayer Bk.,

Catechism, That I may continue in the same unto my lives
|

end. 1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes ill. xii. 1 56 1 n the lives-time of
I

their dearly Beloveds decease!. 1683 Tbvom Way to Health
j

613 There is hut little Sand left in their Lives Glass. 1830
Song in praise of beer, And 111 contend lo my life's end

\

There's nothing to tipple like Beer.

Life, v. rare. [f. \avv. sb.] trans. To give

life to. Hence Li'fing ///. a.

1880 G. Machosalo Diary OldSoul Jan. 9, I sec him all

in all, the lifing mind, Or nowhere. Hid. Mar. 27 As to

our mothers came help in our birth—Not lost in hfing us
but saved and blest.

Life, obs. form of Lief.

Iiife-blood.
1. The blood necessary to life ; vital blood.

1590 Spenser F.Q. 1. xi. 53 The weapon .. deepe emperst
his darksom hollow maw, And, back retyrd, his life blood
forth with all did draw. 1596 Siiaks. Merck. V. hi. ii. 269.

1667 Milton P. L. vui. 467. 1789 Cowpkr Cockfghtvr's
Garland vii, Nor e'er had fought but he made flow The
life-blood of his fiercest foe. 1827 Keble Chr. Y., Good
Friday, With the Saviour's life-blood wet.

2. transf. and Jig. That which gives life to a

man's mind, thought, action, eic. ; ihc vital part

or vitalizing influence.

1596 Shaks. 1 Hen. /V, iv. t. 29 This sicknes doth infect

The very Life-blood of our Enterprise. 1601 H. Josso.n
Poetaster iv. vii, [Ovid addressing Julia] Be gon, sweetc
Ufe-bloode. 160a Marston Ant. «y Met. 11. Wks. 1856 1.

29 His love (life blood of all his hopes'. 1644 Milton A rcop.

(Arh.) 35 A good Booke is the pretious life-blood of a
master spirit. 1770 Junius Lett. xxxviL 180 The noble

spirit of the metropolis is the life-blood of the state. 1857
Willmott Pleas. Lit. xx. z 10 The poetic element is the life-

blood of the narrative.

b. all'rib. as adj. Vital, essential, rare— 1

.

1641 Milton Reform. 11. Wks. (1847) 16.1 All the most
sacred and lifehlood laws.

3. (Also live-blood."] The popular name for an

involuntary twitching of the lip or eyelid.

1733 Chevne Eng. Malady w. xi. § 2 1 1734) 229 Pulsations

from Flatulency, Tike what is vulgarly called the Life-

Blood, in several Parts of the Body. 1754 Richardson
Grandison VI. 221 My upper-lip had the motion in it,

throbbing, like the pulsation which we call the life-hlood.

1855 I. Dixon Dis. Eye 271 The orbicularis palpebrarum
muscle is subject to a spasmodic twitching .. popularly

termed the live-blood.

Iii'fe-boat. A boat specially constructed for

saving lives in cases of loss of a vessel at sea.

In 1785 a patent was granted to Mr. Lukin for an 1 insub-

mergible boat/ but the word life-boat is not used in the

specification.

1801 Ann. Reg., Chron. 14 Two life boats have been
finished by Mr. Greathcad of Shields. 1802 Trans. Soc.

Arts XX. 283 The Gold Medal and Fifty Guineas were.

.

voted .. to Mr. Henry Greathead .. for a Boat of peculiar

construction, named a Life-Boat, in consequence of the

lives of many persons shipwrecked having been preserved

by it. 181 1 Moore 'Tis sweet to behold ii, Vet who would
not turn with a fonder emotion, To gaze on the life-boat,

though rugged and worn, i860 All Year Round No. 65.

344 The life-boat can brave storms in which a coast-guard

boat or fisher boat could not venture to put out.

b. atlrib. : life-boat day, a day on which col-

lections are made for the maintenance of life-boats;

lifeboat-man, a member of a life-boat's crew.
t8§8 Homans Diet. Comm. 12x5/2 The National Life-Boat

Institution, /bid. 1216/1 A member of the Life-boat Com-
mittee. i860 All Year Round No. 65-345 The life-boat-

men's pay. 1864 Atkinson Stanton Grange 40 Shoes on
the lifeboat principle, selfacting dischargers of all extra

water. 1898 Daily News 20 Apr. 4/5 A meeting for the

purpose of establishing a lifeboat day in the town.

Life-day. Obs. exc. arch. Forms : see Life
sb. and Day' sb. A day or some period of a man's

life ; chiefly (occas. sing.}, a man's life or life-

time, 4
(all) the days of (one's) life \ f To brings do

oflife-day, to kill ; f to leese one's life-dawes, to die.

Beoumlf1622 (Gr.) Se ellor-gast oflet lifdasa*. a 900 Cvke-
wvlp Crist 1224 On hyralif-dasum. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 129
Her heo leueden al heore Iifda3es on kare. a 1350 Owl «V

Night. 1139 pe while bu art on lif-day. c 1*50 Gen. *r Ex.
4119 Quiles him lesten liue da^es. £"1275 Passion Our
Lerd 84 in O. E. Misc. 39 t>et heo hyne myhte wreye and
don of lyf-da^e. c 1300 Vox * Wolf 49 in Had. E. P. P.
I. 59 Thine lif-dayes beth al a go. 13.. Sir Beues (A-)

4456 Beues. .was islawe And ihroust of his llf dawe. c 1325
Chron. Eng. 1006 in Ritson Metr. Rom. II. 312 Therfure
he les his lyf-dawes. 1375 Barbour Bruce in. 293 And

,

haiff he lyfT-dayis. a 1400-50 Alexander 880 He ..leues

kmely with hir all hys lyuc days. 1454 Paxtou Lett. 1.

273 Which affray shorttyd the lyffdayes of the sayd Phil-

lippe. 1525 Lo. Berxers Froiss. II. cac. [col] 650 These
lordes .. acorded well tognyder all their lyue dayes. 1538
Dt-CHEss Norfolk in Miss M. A. E. Wood Lett. R. *

\

Hluztr. Ladies (1852) II. 368 As for my lord my husband,
f

for his liveday I will never trust him. 1568 Hist. Jacob
4 Esau v. ix. G ij, Ye know that now our life daies are

but short. 1876 Morris Sigurd (1887) 25 As a picture all I

of gold thy life-days shalt thou see.

Life-everlasting. American cudweed,An-

tennaria margarilaeea.
1656 Parkinson Parodist (ed. 2) 374 Argyrocomt she

Gnaphalium Americanum. Live long or Life everlasting.

"753 « Chambers Cycl. SuppL App. 1854 Thoreau

2(13

Watdeu iv. (1886) 11 1 Life-everlaiting grows under the
table, and blackberry vin«s run round its legs.

Lifeful (bi*f,ful), sb. rare- 1

, [f. Life sb. +
-fit..] An amount sufficient to fill a lifetime.

1866 Bi.ackmore Cradock Nmvell xxvii. (1881) 139 A
manuscript containing a lifeful of learning.

Lifeful (hrfjful), a. How rare. Also 3 lifful,

6 livefull, lifull, lyfull. [f. Life sb. + .fbl.] I

Full of life; having much vitality or animation;
giving or bestowing life or vitality.

a 1225 Leg. Rath. 834 pe liffule leaue of hali chirche.

1570 T. Norton tr. Noivel's Catech. ( 1S53) 199 We pray to
bave the daily meat . . to l>e trade lifeful and healthful to
us - J595 Spenser Epithal. 118. 1596 — /•'. Q. vr. xi. 46
Like lyfull heat to nummed senses brought. 1606 Mar-
ston Parasiiastcr 1. ii. 1* 2, Tiberio's life-full eyes and well
fild vaines. 1818 Kfats Endynt. 1. 768 A colour grew
Upon his cheek, while thus he lifeful spake. 1862 K. H.
Patterson Ess. /list. *f Art 108 Nothing is 100 lifeful

for sculpture, if so be it be beautiful.

1 1ence Iii fefully adv.. Iii fefnines s.

a 1470 TiPTOfT Dect. /'. C. Scipio iCaxton 14^11 U iv, In
thcyr cliildren nature hath lyeffully emprynted . . the same.
1832 J. Wilson in Btacl-.v. Mag. XXXI. £65 In their

lifefumess forgetting all thoughts. . that appertain to death.
1864 Mrs. Cliv£ John Gnnwtd 11. 179 The . . garb which
had been worn so lifefully in the morning. 1870 H.
Macmillan Bible Teach, iii. 54 Human hope and lifefulness.

Iiife-ffiver. One who or that which gives life.

1598 S. TtowLAN-r.s Betray. Christ (i i b, O.. deaths victor,

true life-giuer. 1862 Lvtton .V//*. Story 1. ',3 1 he air

—

which is the kindest life-giver. 1875 Manning Mission
//. Ghost i. 3 The Holy Ubo>t, th'.< lx>rd ami Life-diver.

So Life -giving sb. an<l a.

1561 l)\v*i tr. Bttllinger on Apox. (1373 133 b, Thi> creation

and lifegiving, is not communicated to oilier*. 1596 Splnsek
Hymn //on. Lor-eG^ Heavens life-giving fyre. 1667 Milton
P. L. iv. 19, The veituc.Of that lift-giv i'*g Plant, a 1761
Law Cowf. Weary t'ii^r. 18x^1 3f '1 he life-giving p-jwer of

his holy presence in our -juis. 1855 Kino-ls.y Glaums
ii'ijl) 201 The life-giving oxygen of the air. 1899 L. G.
Jonf.s Ascent through Christ 11. iii. 295 All life-giving i>

costly.

Lrfe-guard. [I'erh. snggeste*! by JJu. lijf-

garde obs. , G. leibgardc (in both of which, how-
ever, the first element ' body ').]

1. A bofly-gnard of soldiers ; now //. written

Life Guards , in the J'ritish army, two regiments

of cavalry, forming, together with the l'oya! Horde
Guards, the household cavalry.

1648 Declar. Commons, Reb. Ireland 63 Most of the King'i
life-guard are- 1 rUh. 1648 Hamilton /'apers Camden 161

One of Sir l ho. Fairtfax lief-guard. 1650 Flli.i.r Pisgah
11. x. 217 Tlie Cherethites were a kind of lifegard to King
David. 1702 Lond. Gaz. So. 3^22/3 A stronger Party of

French Horse, drawn out of their Life-Guard. 1828 Scott
/•'. M. /'erih x, A thousand hor-« mount wilh him as hU
daily lifeguard. 1849 Ai b. Smith Pettieton Leg. xxiv. 244
He had been pacing the evening with an officer—one of

the Life-guards Ulue. 1884 Regul. Ord. Army 9 Her
Majesty's Regiments of Life Guards, and the Royal Regi-

ment of Horse Guards, have the Precedence of all other

Corps whatever.

D. attrib.ySLS-f life-guard'oath', life-guard-man,

a member of a life-guard ; also Life Guardsman,
a soldier belonging to the Life Guards.
1662 J e.ssky Mira/t. Ann. Secuudus 84 The biggest life-

guard oaths. 1681-2 Wood Life 12 Feb., "Ihree men
habited like life-guard men. 1771 Smollett /Iumph.lt.

23 June, ! am resolved to make you my life-guard-man on

the highway. 1840 Dickens Barn. Budge i, His large

boots resembled ..those worn by our Life Guardsmen at

the present day. 1877 Mrn Forrester Mignon L 11 You
are big enough for a Life Guardsman \

2. The guard or protection of a person's life; a

protecting agent or influence. ? Obs.

1648 Sanderson Sertu. II. 226 Our spirits within us,

which should be as our life-guard to secure us against all

attempts from without, 1652 S. Patrick Funeral Serm. in

J. Smith's Set. Disc. 531 Good men are the lifeguard of

the world. 1683 Trvos Way to Health iii. (1697) 423

Modesty, the Life-guard of Chastity. /11711 Ken Hym-
notheo Poet. Wks. 1721 111. 317 All the Heav'nly Host

your Life-guard are. t8oo Weems Washington xiv. (1877;

208 This noble quality was the life-guard of his reason.

3. A device attached to the front of a locomotive

for sweeping small obstructions from the track.

1864 Morn. Star 9 Sept., Had not the life-guard pro-

tected the wheels of the engine as it did the train would

.. have been thrown off the line.

4. U. S. A person employed to watch against acci-

dents to bathers.

1896 Howei.es //f/pressious $ Exp. 217, 1 came out almost

before the life-guard could get ready to throw me a life-

preserver, /bid. 223 The life-guard of the bathing-beach.

Hence t I*ife-gnard v. trans., to protect as a

life-guard ; to preserve, safeguard.

1690 Mor. Ess. tr Disc. xii. 209 Tis not a Man's gjeat

Parts..can Life-guard him from Censure, which is a-kin to

Death.

t Life-holy, a. Of holy life. Hence f I»l*e-

holiness.
c 1200 7Vi>r. Coll. Horn. 133 J>e lif boiie prest zacharie.

|

a 1225 Ancr. R. 142 J>et . . heo holden hire up mid hore lif
j

holinesse. /bid. 346 To hire owune schrift feder, ooer to

summe ooVe bf-holie monne. a 1240 Lofsong in Cott. Horn.

207 His ariste arere me in lif holinesse. 1393 Laxcl. P. PL
C. x. 195 Lyf-holy as eremites, /bid. \u 80 Lyf-bolynesse ,

and loue han ben longe hennes. c 1440 Promp. Part: yy$/2

Lyyf holy, devotus, sanctus.

t Life-honey, live-honey. Obs. (Seeqnots.

1609, 1729.)

life-like.

1450 ME. Med. Ble. (Tleinri< h> 111 Tak haluc apynt of
lyf hony. 1^84 Cogan Haven Health cexxxiii. 234 Let it

boyle vntill it come to the thicknesse of Liue Honie. 1601

Holland Pliny I. 317 Such. .as., will not run like life-hony.

1609 C. Butler Fern. Mou. vi. § 27 'l he other Jhonyl so soft

that it will runne, which therefore is called liue-hony. 1729
Evelyn t Pomona Gen. Ad\t. 96 Live-Honey that which
drops freely out of the Combs.

t Li fehood, li vehood. Obs. [i. Life sb.

+ -hood.] Means of maintaining life, livelihood,

sustenance.
„ 1440 Promp. Part'. 308/2 Lyvelode, or lyfhode {A".

liyflode\ victrts. 1484 Caxtom Fables of sEsop v. Mii,

At the houre of his dethe he byijuethed and gaf to them
his herytage or lyuehode. 1664 N. Riding Rec. VI. 76 If

the said inhabitants shall provide for a sufficient lifehood

f >r the said children.

Lifekins: see Like sb. 3 d.

Lifeless (bi f,l« s a. Also 5-6 lyveles, 6-S

liveles, -less e. [OK. iiflcas, f. /// Life sb. +
'teas -LESS.] Having no lift.-.

1. Thnt has ceased to live ; deprived of life ; dead.
c 1000 .'IIlfric Gen. xx. 7 pu hist dead for-ra5e, and ba \>r

\x: to \<)i.i:tfi beo3 liflea-^ eac a 1225 Leg Rath. 104$ He.,
mid his worde awalite be litlc-e lif.hes to lif. c 1400 Drsft

.

t roy ZfM The Myrnutidotis .. liere hym .. to his big tent,

I here left hym as lyuele*, c 1586 (.' uss Pkmi.rokk /'*.

j.nxix. ii, 1 he liveles-e Carca>sei of tli'-.se That liv d thy
servants, serve the f roues. 1650 W. S.\lni>M'Son Anl.
Cof/uin. 19 He fear'd, that within few daies the Laiid
uoiild !>e landless- and li\el«»*r. 1791 C6tvrf.lt Iliad xvn.

lie many a liftle-s '1 r /jan heapd On >»lain Patr^lu^
1841 L< -s<. 1. L.itel'ior i.\, There in the twilight cold and
yrcy, Lifele->, but beautiful, he lay. i8si Rt skin Stone*
i'<n. i3;j 1. App. ",~\ A blank level of lifele«s gra

f
>.

t'rorerb. 1546 J. lit y.'.ooij Pren\ (lit? 2y He i^littele
,

that i> fautlev 1629 Gn u; Holy Madu. ^j.
b. hyptrbolicatly. Snid, e.g., of a i>erson in a

swoon ;
inferrible, senseless.

1651 Charlf.ton Epht i. *v Cimvt. Matrons n. 1668) 67
Consuming theniselve^ in greedy hx^ks, leave their bodies

faint and live!e-s. 1671 H. M. tr. F.rnsm. Coltoif. 517 If

the Scorpion by chance creep by the herb Wolfsbane, it

grow*, pale and li*.eles<. 1795 M NB. pAWSOJa* Myit. Warn-
ing I. iii. 51 His -e:i>es fled, and he fell extended on the
flixjr. Happily a servant was passing, .and beheld the life-

less body. . . He wa*» ^k>u restored to his senses. 1826 I>is-

ttu.u l'h\ Gr>y in. \i, .Mr>. Felix Lorraine .sank lifeless

into his arrr:>.

2. Not endowed with or possessing life; inani-

mate.
t 1000 /V.LfRlC lion:. II. "-4 Fela templa arjerdon and mid

..lifieasurn anlicny-sum afyldon. 1553 Orimaloe l:\eroj
llffii.es II.

"

1 5 5 ; 7 V What vj in thi;.^s Jiuelfrs^and what so in

the Use., of heastes is dove profita lie to man's life. 1600

Sh\ks. .-1. )'. L. I. ii. 20 1 hat which here stands \p Is but

a quintine, a mere liuelcs-e bloCke. 1612 Hf.VWO'JiJ A/ol.

Actors l. 29 To . . stande in his place hi:e a liveiesse image.

1686 J. S< 01T ('///•. Lije fi 747 1 II. '^4 They conj»;r'd iheir

Demons into their consecrated Images, and made the- live-

less Stocks to move and speak. 1851 Robertson Serm.
Ser. iv. x. il-t) 124 A collection ol lifeless forces.^ 1887

Loafs i'ir^. shneid \. 464 '1 hen on the lifelos painting he

feeds his heart to the fill.

3. Wanting vital quality ; destitute of animation,

vigour, or activity. Also of food: containing m>
* life ' or nourishment.
a 1225 Leg. Rath. £96 pe wrenchfule fcont . . weorp ham

ut sone of paraLses selhcVen into bis lifiese lif. a 1420 Hoc-
cleve De Reg. Erin:. 3894 Aftir moot he rowne \*iih a

pilwe His lyfies resouns bere to despende. 1561 L>a' s tr.

Bullinger on Apoc. 11573.' 1 7°h, For Vespasian . .did soone

releeve the worlde that had Iot g beene liuelesse and forlorne.

1586 Marlowe 1st Pt. Tamburl. 111. ii, Ceaseless and dis-

consolate conceits Which dye my looks so liveless as they are.

1633 Hp. Hall Hard Texts, S. T. 1^4 Feeding on hearbs

and rootes, and such other liveless nourlshmer.t. 1642 / 'ieiv

Print. Bk. int. Obserz-at. 20 They are livelesse conventions

without all vertue and power. 1849 Ruskis Sev. Lamps w
xxL i83o) 3ro The effect of the whole, as compared with

the same design cut by a machine or a lifeless hand. 1890

Daily Ncvs 6 Dec. 2% This market is lagging again. ..

Flax lifeless.

4. Devoid of life or living beings.

1728-46 Thomson Summer 748 A wild expanse of lifeless

sand and sky. 1762-71 H. Walpole / ertue s A need. Paint.

IV. vii. 124 Statues furnished the lifeless .spot with mimic
representations of ihe excluded sons of men. 1879 Brows-
ing Pheidippides 53 Treeless, herbless, lifeltss mountain.

Hence Li-felessly adv., I.i-felessness.

1727 Bailey vol. H, Lifelesness [sic]. 1814 Byron Corsair

in. xxt Each extended tress Ix>ng—fair—but spread in utter

lifelessness. 1833 L. Ritchie Wand, by Loire 7 Antique-

looking vessels, who*« white sails hang in utter lifelessness

from the mast. 1856 Olmsted Stave States 59 A few negro

children .. posed as lifelessly as if they were really figures

* carved in ebony \ 1896 Academy 5 Dec 485/2 [Hisl style

is lifelessly correct and drab with Latinisms.

Life-like, lifelike ffcrfikik ,
a.

1. Likely to live. Only in//2r<ztt. Cf. Alive-like.

1613 J. Dav Diali (1614) 321 But what neede we take so

long a Day as to see what they will say on their Death-

beds, we shall heare some of them confess* it somewhat

sooner, even while they are aliue, and Hue-like. i88t Miss

Vonge Lads *r Lasses Langley it 96 Here, mother .. I'm

living and lifelike, thank God.

2. Like or resembling life
;
exactly like a living

original or something in real life.

1725 Po»e Odyss. iv. 1047 Minerva, life-like on embody'd

air, Impressed the form of Iphthima the fair. 1836 H.
Rogers J. Howe I (1863) 15 The life-like forms of the painter

or the sculptor. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) III. t88 As
we read this lifelike fiction.

3. as adv. With animation or liveliness.



LIFELONG.

1839 Bajlev Eestits xx. (184S) 237 lie went Life-like

through all things.

Hence Id-felikeness.
1857 Gladstone in Oxford Ess. 10 This freshness and

genuineness, this life-likeness, are almost wholly wanting.
186a R. H. Patterson Kss. J/int. $ Art 87 In all the dw
linctness of objective reality—with all the life-likeness of

flesh and blood. 1884 Swinbi-rnf. in 19M Cent. May 788
The piteous and perfect lifelikeness of these magnificent
lines every heart . . may recognize.

Lifelikins, Lifelines: see Life sb. 3d.
Lifelod et obs. form of Livelihood.

Lifelong (lai'fiVnj), sb. rare. [Involved from
the advb. phrase 'all my (his, etc.) life long* : see

Long adv.] The duration of a life; a lifetime.

a 1836 R. H. Froude Mem. (1849) 47 For the making of a
single rich man, we make a thousand whose Hfe-long is one
flood-tide of misery. 1836 Lever Martins oft'rd M. 119
A spot wherein a student might have passed a lifelong.

Lifelong (toi-fjlfij), a. [f. Like sb. + Loire.]

1 1. = Livelong. Obs. rare— l
.

1757 Mrs. Griffith Lett. Henry Frances (1767) 1.

84. I wished for you. .in vain all night, the life-long night.

2. Lasting or continuing for a lifetime.

1855 Ess. Intuitive Morals 151 The glorious thirst after

Knowledge never finds its life-long draught sweet enough.
1866 J. H. Newman Gerontins § 2 The history of that
dreary, lifelong fray. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) 1. 267 !

Plato.. in his life-long effort to work out the great intel-

lectual puzzle of his age.

3. as adv. During the whole length of life.

1873 Lowell Poem at Cambridge (A/ass.) Centennial, The
l)oy feels deeper meanings thnll his ear, That tingling
through his pulse life-long shall ran.

t Lifen, v. Obs. rare- 1
. In 7 lyfen. [f. Life

sb. -r -en 5.] trans. To make lifelike.

160a Marston Antonio's Rev. 11. v, And with such sighs,

laments, and acclamations lyfen it, As if [etc.].

tLrfeness. Obs. rare— \ [irreg. f. Life j/*.

+ -ness.] Lifetime.

1534 Lady Eliz. Dacres in Miss M. A. E.Wood Lett.
A\ <y Illustr. Ladies (1852) 1 !. 127 That the peace shall be
concluded during the Princes lyfnes, and a year longer.

Life-preserver.
1. One who preserves life.

1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 234 The Doctors are i

nam'd Hackeems (it may be radically from the Hebrew
word Hachajim, that is, a life-preserver).

2. A life-buoy, life-belt, or other contrivance used
in saving life at sea.

1804 Naval Citron. XII. 189 The plan of the * Life Pre-
server ' here mentioned is borrowed from that of Commissary
Bosquet. 1825 Hoon Ode to Mr. Dymoke, Nor would even
the best of his earthly inventions, 'Life preservers', have
floated him out of this gore. 1850 Scoresbv Cheever's
Whalem. Adv. ii (1859) 18 Taking..a life-preserver, I veil,

tured into one of the little canoes.

3. A stick or bludgeon loaded with lead, intended

for self-defence. Often referred to as a frequent

weapon of burglars.

1837 Ann. Reg. 11 The prisoner was given in charge to
the police, a life-preserver having been found upon him.
1851 Illustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 1056 Life-preservers, of
whale-bone and cane, covered with leather. 1887 spectator
26 Feb. 285/ 1 When a burglar is armed with a bludgeon
or a life-preserver. 1

Lifer (tai-fai). slang, [f. Life sb. + -ekL]
1. One sentenced to penal servitude (or earlier,

transportation) for life.

1830 R. Dawson Pres. State Australia 201 Some were
seven years' men, and others were what they call ' lifers '.

1838 Dick kns O. Twist xliii, * They'll make the Artful
nothing less than a lifer'. 187a Miss Braddov To the
bitter End III. 266 * I'm a lifer ', said Richard grimly.

2. A sentence for life.

183a Erasers Mag. V. 530 Is it not a shame to give me
a lifer, and they only a month each? 1886 Bksant Childr.
Gibeon il xi, He got five-and-twenty years, which Joe said
was as good as a lifer.

Liferent (bi'f,rent). Sc. Law. Also 5 lifrent,

6 lyf(e)rent, lyverent, 7 liffrent. A rent which
one is entitled to receive for life, usually for support

;

a right to use and enjoy property during one's life. 1

1491 Sc. Acts Jas. /K(i8i4) II. 225/1 Landis gevin in
cuniunctfeftment or lifrent. 1535 Ibid. 344/2 J>e wardatouris
of sik landis [marg. addAadym of coniunct fee or lyfrent].

>S35 Q;
Marcaret in St.Papers Hen. K///O836) V. 22 note,

Ve maist partie of oure landis and lyverent lyis apoune ye
Bordouris of Ingland. 1591 Charter in A. McKay Hist.
Kilmarnock (ed. 4) 359 We have given .. to our beloved
cousin, Thomas, Lord Boyd, in free-holding, or life-rent

letc.]. 1754 Erskine Princ. Sc. Law (1809) 510 If the
person prosecuted for this crime shall be denounced for

not appearing, his liferent .. falls upon the denunciation.
183a Austin Jurispr. (1879) II. 1. 858 Like the usufruct
of the old jus civile liferent is personal to the liferenter.

1837 Lockhart Scott 6 Feb. an. 1826 They would have had
a right to his liferent at Abbotsford among other things.

b. altrib. and Comb., as liferent-infeftment,

right', lack; liferent-escheat (see Escheat i b).

1681 Sc. Act in Lond. Gaz. No. 1649/3 '' hey ^hall be..

Funished with the loss of their Moveables and *Iiferent

scheat. 1754 Erskine Prim. Sc. Law (1809) 173 A
*!iferent-infeftment . . or a liferent-tack, when assigned
falls not under the assignee's liferent-escheat, but his single.

1842 }. Aiton Dottiest. Econ. (1857) 156 A minister had
only a *liferent right to bis glebe. 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk
(1842) 218 That the licence granted to beneficed persons to
sett tacks be restrained either to a *lifcrent tack, or to a
nineteen yeare tack allanerlie.

Hence Life-rented a.
y
charged with a liferent.

2G4

1720 Lond. Gaz. No. 5890/3 Part of CaMer, not Life-
rented.

Liferenter (Urftre^ntw). Sc. [f. prec. + -erL]
A person who is entitled to or enjoys a liferent.

1594 Sc. Acts Jas. VI (1816) IV. 73/1 The heretouris
and lyfrentaris of landis \vtbin townis and suhnrbis beroff.

'599 JAS« 1 BoaiA. Supov (1603) 83 Kingdomes are euer at
God's disposition, and in that case we are but liue-rentars.

1685 Sc. Proctatn. in Land. Gaz. No. 2032/2 AH the He-
retors, Liferenters, Feuars and Wodsetters in the Shires of
Air [etc.]. 1790 Burke Er. Rev. Wks. V. i8x The temporary
possessors and life-renters in it. 1832 Austin Jurispr. ( 1 879)
II. I.858 Liferent is personal to the liferenter. 1842 J. Aiton
Dottiest. Ecotu (1857) "4 A minister is but a life-renter.

So Liferentrix, a woman who enjoys a liferent.

1692 Inv. in Scot. N. *f Q. (1900) Dec. 92/1 Issobel Hackat
.. lyverentrix thereof. 1816 Scott Old Mort. ii. Lady
Margaret Bellenden liferentrix of the Barony of Tillietud-
lem. 1825 Law Reports 9 App. Cases 329/2 The fee vested

v to Anne Niblie, for her own interest, and in her or the
liferentrix for behoof of the children nascituri.

Jjife-Size, a. Of the size of life ; (of a picture

or statue) equal in size to the original.

1841 Penny Cycl. XXI. 139/1 The figures are lire-size.

1865 ). \l. Inoraham Pillar ofEire (1872) 340 Here .. is a
life-size image of Apis, when he was a calf. 1878 Browning
Poets of Croisic Lpil. xiii, So he made himself a statue:
Marble stood, life-size. 1891 T. Hardy Tess (1900) 81/1 Two
life-size portraits on panels.

Lifesome ^tarfstfm
4

, a. Also 6 livesome.
[f. Life sb. + -some.]

f 1. Fraught with life. Obs.
1583 T. Watson Centuric of Lone v, O liuesome death,

0 sweete and pleasant ill.

2. Full of life or animation, lively.

1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 414/1 Joy is depicted with
a lifsome merry aspect. 1797-1809 Colf.ridgk Three Graves
in. xii, I wish for your sake 1 could be More lifesoine and
more gay. a 1849 11. Coi.erii>oe Ess. (1851) 11. u The
speeches of Mornus..are very witty and lifesome.

Hence Iii'fesomely adv., Li'fesomeness.
1674 N. Fairfax Bulk <V Selv. in A..plastick spring of

lifesomnesS or animality. 1845 Sara Coleridge Mem. *
Lett. I. 321 What he does see clearly he expresses with great
energy and lifesomeness. 1848 — in Q. Rt~v. Mar. 430 His
latest poems . . are not so lifesomely evolved from a central
idea as those of his morning and noon-day.

Lifest, obs. superl. of Lief a.

Lifetenant, -aunt, obs. ff. Lieutenant.

Lifetime (lai'ftoim). Forms : see Life and
Time. The time that one's life continues, dura-

tion of life.

r 1220 Bestiary 696 Wu lajelike 5e [5e turtre] holded
luue al hire lif time, c 1350 Will. Pa/erne 999, 1 graunt
him grebli . . mi loue for euer al mi lif time. 1480 Caxton
Chron. Eng. cexxxii. 251 Alle these forsayd thynges trcwe-
lych for to kepe. .alle his lyf time. 1553 Eden Treat. Nave
Ind. (Arb.) 5 In hys lyfe tyme by hys owne marciat affayres,
164a tr. Perkins* Prof Bk. viii. § 571. 248 Cause them to

be given or delivered unto them in their live times. 173a
Lediard Sethos 1 1. vn. 80 Unless they .. restore . . them to
their favour in their life-time. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) 111.

183 A lifetime might be passed happily in such pursuits.

transf. 1858 Hawthorne Er. tylt. Jrnts. I. 167 Durable
for whatever may be lhe lifetime of the world.

Li'feward, adv. [See -WAKD.] In the direc-

tion of life, towards life.

1865 Daily Tel. 7 Nov. 8/1 A chance lifeward this way,
deathward that. 1897 H. Dkummono Ideal Life 258 We
want a principle life-ward as well as God-ward.

Lifey (bi fi), a. Now Sc. Also 5 livi, lyfy,

9 lifle. [f. Life sb. + -v.] f a. Characteristic of
or belonging to life (obs.). b. Lively, spirited.

c 1400 Lanfra tic's Cirnrg. no Nut oonly animal vertues..
ben I-chaungid, also nature! & liui vertues [Add. MS. lyfyl
i74r Richaruson Pamela (1824) 1. xxxtx. 359 A tender-
ness .. that .. runs through one's heart, in the same lifey

current. 1808-25 Jamieson, Lifey, lively, spirited. 1819
W. Tennant Papistry Storm"d (1827) 64 There never
march'd for open weir A troop sae lifey and sae jolly.

Liff(e, obs. forms of Lief, Life, Live.
Iiiffleod, obs. form of Livelihood.
Liffrent, obs. form of Liferent.
Lifful, variant of Leeful ; obs. f. Lifefll a.

Liffyr, Sc. form of Liver sb. 1

Liflod(e, obs. form of Livelihood.

Lift (lift), sb.l Obs. exc. Sc. and poet. Forms

:

1 lyft, 2-3 luft(e (it), 3 leoft, 4 lefte, lifte, lijft,

5-6 lyft, 4- lift. [OF, lyft masc, neut., fern.,

corresponds to OS., OHG., MHG. luft masc., fern.

(Du. lucht
1
G. luft fern.), ON. lopl neut. (see Loft),

Goth, luftus masc, fem.] The sky, upper regions;

f in early use also, the air, atmosphere. Also //.,

the (seven) heavens.
Beowutf 2832 Se widflo^a . . nalles aefter lyfte lacende

hwearf. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 146 Rotnane him . . wnrh-
ton eorb hus for baere lyfte wylme & acternesse. £1175
Lamb. Horn* 79 Of be uisces ibe wetere and fu^eles ij?e

lufte. c iao5 Lav. 25585 Com an wunderlic deor, a?st in
ban leofte [c 1375 in ban lufte). a 1115 Leg. Kath. 2124 Ich
schal .. leoten toluken bi flesch be fnheles of |>c lufte.

1197 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 5685 pohurde he. .angles singe. .Vpe
in be luft a murye song, a 1300 Cursor M. 10479 ^co lift

hir hend vn-to be lift And bus to prai sco gaf a soft. Ibid.
12871 Als he loked vp til heuen Open he sagh be liftes

seuen. 1340 Hampole Pr. Const. 1444 Now $e we be lyfte

clerc and faire. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxviii. {Margaret)
316 Crist . . bat . . with mony sternis sere payntyt be lyft.

1390 Cower Conf. I. 276 A vois was herd on hih the hfte

Of which al Rome was adrad. c 1475 RattJ Coityar 326

LIFT.

The lyft lemit vp beline, and licht was the day. 1500-20
Dl'nbab Poems xxxv. 49 Quhill that twa moms wcr sene
vp in the lift, a 1600 Montgomery Misc. Poems xlviii.
182 The lift begouth for to ouercast with shours. 1759
Rural Loi>c 10 The dearest lass beneath the lift. 1785
.Burns Winter Nigkt 4 When Phoebus gies a sbort liv'd
glow'r, Far south the lift. 1826 J. Wilson Noel. Ambr. Wks.

!

1855 L 130 The sweet calm moon in the midnight lift. 1862

I

Hislop Prcv. Scot. 107 If the lift fa' the laverocks will be
smoored. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. 1 1 1, iv. 40 The moon
shines dolorous From out tbe rainy lift.

b. atlrib.and Comb., asf tifl'-fcnvl\ lift-like a.,

heaven-like.
a X125 Leg. Kath. 2245 Fode to wilde deor, & to luft-

fuheles. 1839 Bailev Eestus xxi. 274 Long shroud-like
lights Lit up its lift-like dome.
Lift (lilt), sb* [f. Lift v.]

I. The action or an act of lifting. (See also
Dead lift.)

1. The action or an act of lifting, in various senses
of the vb. ; a raising or rising ; the distance through
which anything is lifted and moved, f To have
the lift : to be hanged. To be on the lift (Southern
U.S.) : to be on the point of removing ; also fig.
to be at the point of death (Cent. Diet.).
1470-85 Malorv Arthur xxi. v. 848 In the lyftyng the

kyng sowned and syr Lucan fyl in a sowne wyth the lyfte.

1494 Fabyan Chron. vn. S3^ After many sbowtis & lyftis
at the gatis. 1570 Durham Depos. (Surtees) 190 He saith
that he was comandyd by Brian to gyve n lifit at the
aulter ston. 1604 Terilo Friar Bacon's Proph. 486 in
Hazl. £. P. P. IV. 285 And thiefes must hang, and knaves
must shift, And* silly fooles must have the lift. 1626
Bacon Sylva § 711 In the Lift of the Feet when a Man
(Joeth up the II ill, the Weight of the Body beareth most
upon the Knees. 163a Lithcow Trav. 1. 29 [It] was
transported miraculously .. from Nazareth .. 1 7. hundred
Italian miles, O ! a long lift for so scuruie a Cell. 1692

j

R. L'Estrange Eables Ixxxiii. (1708) 90 The Goat .. gives

j

the Fox a Lift, and so Out [of the Weill he Springs. 1704
j

F. Fuller Med. Gytnn. (1711) 128 We must give an equal
Lift to all the Parts. 1853 Kane Griunett Exp. xliii.

j

(1856) 397 We continue perched up, just as we were after

j

our great lift of last December. 1857 C. Gkirrle in Merc.
1 Marine Mag. (1858) V. 8 There was so much lift of sea.

1870 Lowell Among my Bks. Ser. 1. (1873) 132 An almost
1 imperceptible lift of the eyebrow. 187a Browning Eifine

Ixxxi, No lift of ripple to o'erlap Keel, much less, prow.
1878 B. Tavlor Deukalion 1. v, The broader lift of this
gray vault o'erhead.

b. A help on the way given to a foot passen-
ger by allowing him to travel some distance in a

1
vehicle.

171a Swift Jrnt. to Stella 17 June, I generally get a lift

I

in a coach to town. 1825 Sporting Mag. XVI. 331 Instead
t of money for frequent ' lifts,' the driver receives.. presents

of game. 1844 Dickens Mart. Chuz. xxxv, To get a lift

when we can. To walk when we can't. 1876 Geo. Eliot
Dan. Der. 1 V. L 8 Giving patience a lift over a weary road.

C. Sc. and north, dial. The removal of a corpse
from the house for burial ; the starting of a funeral

procession.

1887 in Eng. Dial. Diet., s.v. 1897 G. Neasham Joshua
Lax 7 The lift was announced to take place at 11 a.m.

2. fig. In various immaterial applications, e.g.

:

A 'rise' in station, prosperity, etc.; promotion;
a rise in price; an act of helping, or a circum-
stance that helps, to a higher or more advanced
position. Togive (f lend) a lift : to * give a helping
hand* to. f To give a lift at: to attack, f To
have (one) on the lift : ? to have at a disadvantage.
161a Mabbe tr. Aleman's Guzman WAlf. 11. 123, I did

suffer them now and then to draw my money, but neither

j

much, nor often, lest wben tbey had me on the lift, they
might haueleft off. 1633 G. Herbert Temple, Communion
v, Another lift like this will make Them both Ibody and
soul] tu be together. 1641 * Smectvmnuus ' Vind. Ausw.

\

v. 66 We would intreat him to lend Bellarmine a lift in

answering the famous Doctor Whitakers. 1651 N. Bacon
Disc. Govt. Eng. 11. vi. (1739) 32 It is no wonder if the
King feeling the incumbrance, gave a lift at tbe Pope's
power, by stopping the current of Money from England,
Rome-wards. 1667 Pepys Diary 24 Apr.,The only lift to set
him upon his legs. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk ff Selv. 69 To give
the objection all the lifts we can. 1676 Otwav Don Carlos
IV. i. Plays (1888) 53 Thy foes are tottering, and the day's
thy own, Give them hut one lift now, and they go down.
1711 H. Lamp Autobiog. iii. (X805) 20, 1 .. enter d my cadet
or voluntier in the Kind's Life Guard of Swissers, in order
to get thereby a little lift. 1770 Burke Shortening Parlts.
Wks. X. 82 A living was to be got for one, . . a lift in the
Navy for a third. 1794 Godwin Cat. Williams 288 You
have given the^ finishing lift to the misfortune that was
already destroying him. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias 11. i. f a
My memory wants a lift. 183a 1^. Hunt Sir R. Esher
(1850) 120, I shall set myself more on a level with these
gentry., by a lift in my fortunes. 1885 Manch. Exam.
14 Oct. 5/4 The extension of the franchise . . has given an
incalculable forward lift to the principles of the Alliance.

1897 Trans. IIighid. Agric. Soc. 142 His spirit, action and
styfe gave him a great 1

lift ' in the show-yard,

b. An elevating influence or effect. ? U.S.
1875 Lowell Spenser Prose Wks. 1890 IV. 308 The

language and verse of Spenser at his best have an ideal
lift in them. 1876 — Among my Bks. Ser. n. 3 The
traveller feels the ennobling lift of such society.

+ c. A crisis or emergency ; = Dead lift. Obs.
1624 Bp. Mot ntagu Itnmed. Addr. 6 In Extremitie, when «

my life is at a lift, or my state set vpon a desperate Cast.
163a Drome Novella iv. i. Wks. 1873 I. 145 Fear it not,
Mistris, she is as sure at such a lift.

3. An act of lifting or stealing; in older nse, -fa
shift, trick. Obs. exc. dial.

1



LIFT.

159a Greene Upst. Courtier D, Such yoong youths .

.

falfthen to priuy lifts & cosenages, 1504 2nd Rep. Fanstns
in Thorns R. E. Prose Rom. (1858) III. 338 Such cranks,
such lifts, careers and gambalds as he plaid there. s6ax
B. Jonson Gipsies Metam.XVks. (1640) 54 If for our Linnen
we still us'd the lift. And wfth the hedge . .made shift. 1853
Jt nsos Myst. % Mis. New York I. iv. 40 When I hear nf
the boys making a large lift, I always envy them. 1894
Laing Poems 12 (K. D. D.) For remember a' villains began
wi1 a lift That by some folk wad scarcely be reckoned a
theft.

4. The act or habit of carrying (the head, neck,

eyes, etc.) aloft ; elevated carriage.

1835 Willis Pcncillings I. vii. 47 She is a little above
middle height, with a fine lift to her head and neck. 1869
Blackmore Lorna D. xix, The proud lift of her neck was
gone. 1870 Swinrurne Ess. «$> Stud. (1875) 320 The head
set firm on it without any droop or lift of the chin. 1889
Adeline Sergeant Esther Denison I. 11. xii. 159 There was
a happy expectancy in the lift of her eyes as she walked up
the country road.

5. Technical uses.

a. Engineering. The action of lifting a load
through a vertical distance, or one of several suc-

cessive distances. MeOce, In Coal-mining, 1 a series

of workings being prosecuted to the rise at one
time' (Gresley Gloss. Coal-mining, p. 201).
1702 Savery Miners Friend 50 If you have but one Lift

one Station or Engine-Room will be sufficient. Ibid. 63 A
Custom used in very deep Mines . . of raising their Water
by several Li ft s from Cistern to Cistem . 1860 E. H vll Coal-
fields Introd. (1861) 5 The 'Cannel* seam is reached by
m~ans of two * lifts ' at a depth of 600 yards. 1867 Smyth
Coal 100 The mines are from 300 to 500 feet deep, sunk in
lifts of 40 to 50 feet at a time.

b. Horology. The amount of motion of a watch-
balance produced by each impulse of vibration.
1884 F.

J.
Britten Watch <y Clockm. 73 If it is found

that the lift is unequal from the point of rest the balance
spring collet must be shifted in the direction of the least lift

till the lift be equal,

t c. Card-playing. The action of lifting or * cut-

ting' a pack of cards; also qwasi-concr. one of the

portions into which the pack is so divided. Obs.
1674-80 Cotton Comply Gamester 84 When they [fraudu-

lent gamesters] deal . . to their Partner they place in the
second lift next the top, 1, 2, 3, or four Aces. 1728 Young
Love 0/Fame vi. 543 When you're enamour'd of a lift or
cast, What can the preacher more, to make us chast ?

d. The distance or extent to which anything
rises, e.g. a safety valve, the pestle of an ore stamp,
the water in a canal-lock.

1837 J. T. Smith tr. Vicat's Morta>-s 306 Length of lift

3.937 inches. 1840 H. S. Tanner Canals <y Railr. U.S.
252 The difference between the levels is termed the lift 0/
t/ie lock, which ranges from 3^ to 30 feet. 1851 Illustr.

Catal. Gt. Exhib. 232 Centrifugal pump for draining
marshes . . adapted for a large quantity of water, with a
low lift.

II, A person who lifts.

1 6. slang. One who lifts or takes away and ap-
propriates (something) ; a thief. (Cf. Lift v. 8 )
159a Greene A rt Conny Catch. 11. 22 The Lift is he that

stealcth or prowleth any plate, iewels,. .or such parcels from
any place by a sleight conucance vnder his cloke. c 1600
Nobody <$ Somebody D 3 b, Talke not of the Gayle, 'tis full

of limetwigs, lifts, and pickpockets. 1602 Rowlands Greenes
Ghost 16 Richard Farrie a notable Lift of sixtie yeares of
a<*e. 1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Trav. Twehrepence 1. 71/1
Lifts, Foysts, Cheats, Stands, Decoyes.

III, A device or apparatus for lifting.

7. Afaut. pi. 'Ropes which reach from each
mast-head to their respective yard-arms to steady
and suspend the ends (Smyth Sailors IVord-bk.).
1485 Naval Acc. Hen. VII (1896) 36 Mayne lyftes .. ij.

1611 Cotgr., Balancines, the lifts. 1627 Smith Seaman's
Gram. v. 24 The top-sail Lifts doe serue for sheats to the
top gallant yards, the haling them is called the Topping the
Lifts. X762 Falconer Shipxor. n. 260 The parrels, lifts, and
clue-lines soon are gone. i860 Merc. Marine Mag. VII. 114
The yard is down on the lifts.

8. a. Shoemaking. One of the layers of leather

used to form a heel. + b. Wool-carding (see qnot.

1688).

1677 Plot Oxfordsh. 239 The other [stone] in the shape
of the heel of an old shoo, with the Lifts plainly to be dis-

tinguish'd. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 11 1. 92/2 The Lifts are
the narrow pieces of Leather which are Nailed about to
hold the Leaf on the Board. 1735 Dyche & Pardon Diet.,

Lifts, . . among the Shoe-makers they are Pieces of Sole
Leather put upon the Heels if wooden, or several of 'em
one upon another if Leather, in order to make 'em higher
or lower. 1880 Times 21 Sept. 4/4 The heels are built
architecturally by selecting lifts of diminishing size.

1 9. In a windmill : ? ^ lift-tenter. Obs.
1688 R. Holme Armoury m. 340/2 The Parts of a Wind-

Mill ..the Lift, that which raiseth the Mill-stones higher or
lower.

10. An apparatus for raising or lowering per-
sons or things from one floor or level to another

;

an ascending chamber or compartment; a hoist;
= Elevator 3d. Also, the well or vertical opening
in which the apparatus works.
1851 Illustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 230 The principle is applic-

able to dinner-lifts for hotels and mansions. 1858 Sim-
monos Diet. Trade, Lift, . . an elevator for sending dishes,
&c t up or down from a kitchen. 1861 Beresf. Hope Eng.
Cathedr. \qth C. 128 Great central hotels with their ma-
chinery of lifts. 1861 Ann. Reg. 168 Throwing a quantity
of waste paper, which he had collected on the upper floors,

down the ' lift '. 1878 Black Green Past, xxxii, We entered
the lift to be conveyed to the floors above,
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11. A contrivance on a canal serving as a substi-
tute for a lock.

1825 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 659 Where Jocks or
lifts occur, the stationary steam-engine should drag up the
vehicle.

12. A set of pumps in a mine
;
also, the section

of a shaft occupied by one set.

1849 Gsernwell Coal traiie Gloss. (1851), Lift,, .a column,
or parallel columns, of pumps. 1855 Cornwall 255 A
steam-engine . . works nine lifts of pumps, and lifts thirty,
six tons six cwt. per stroke.

13. In various applications : see shoe-lift (a shoe-
horn), window-lift.

IV. The thing lifted.

14. The quantity or weight that can be lifted at
one time. Also Sc. a large quantity.
13.. Cocr de L. 3352 Off gold well twenty mennys

lyffte. 1755 Johnson, Lift, in Scotland, denotes a load or
surcharge of any thing. 1785 Burns 2nd Ep. J. Lapraik 74
Gie rne o' wit an' sense a lift. 1861 Trollope Framley P.
II. ii. 35, I have used up three lifts of notepaper already in
telling people that there is no vacancy for a lobby messen-
ger in the Petty Bag office. 1871 R. Browning Pr.
Hohenst. 100 To find . . from handlift and from barrow load,
What salts and silts may constitute the earth. i88a Ogilvir
(Annandale) s.v., 2 cwt. is a good lift.

15. dial. A gate without hinges, that most be
lifted in order to remove or open it.

1674 Ray S. Sf E. C. Words 70 K Lift; i.e. a Stile that
may be opened like a gate, Norf a 18Z5 Forbv Voc. E.
Anglia, Lift, a sort ofcoarse roueh gate . . not hung, but [etc.].
1898 Rider Haggard in Lougm. Mag. Nov. 25 The stouter
undergrowth is split for hurdles and the rest of less substance
twisted into another form of hurdle which is known as a 'lift

16. dial. A particular joint or cut of meat, usually
of beef. (The precise application varies according
to locality : see quots."}

1688 R. Holme Armoury 111. 87/2 The Lift, or Buttock,
is the Fleshy part of the Thigh of a Cow or Ox. 1790 A.
Wilson To the Famishing Bard Poet. Wks. (1846) 55A sirloin huge—a smoking lift, To feed thy keen devouring
eye. 1854 A. E. Baker Northamptonsh. Gloss., Lift,
?. The meat taken out of a flitch of bacon, when the ham
is left in ; . . the fleshy part of the leg. x888 Sheffield Gloss.,
Lift, the upper part of the thigh of an ox. 1889 N. IV.
Line. Gloss., Lift, half a round of beef.

17. A rising ground.
1825 Scott Let. to Mrs. W. Scott 23 Mar. in Lockhart,
He started the topic of our intended railroad. . . I had at
my finger end every cut, every lift, every degree of elevation
or depression, every pass in ihe country. 1874 Green Short
Hist. i. § 2. 7 A mere lift of higher ground with a few grey
cottages dotted over it. 1885 Century Mag. Nov. 108
Here and there in the land were sharp lifts where rocks
cropped out, making miniature cliffs overhanging some
portions of the brook's course.

V. 18. aitrib. and Comb, (several of these
combs, should perh. be referred to the vb. stem),
as (sense 1) lift-capstan, -pulley, (sense 10) lift-

attendant, -man, -railway, -shaft, -well ; also lift-

bridge, a bridge that may be raised to allow the
passage of a boat, e. g. on a canal

; lift-gate - sense

15 (Knight); lift-hammer = tilt-hammer; lift-

latch, a latch that does not slide, but rises and falls
;

lift-lock, a canal lock; lift-pump, any pump other
than a force-pump; lift-tenter, in windmills,
a governor for regulating the speed, by adjusting
the sails, or for adjusting the action of grinding
machinery according to the speed ; lift-wall (see

quot.).

1900 Westm. Gaz. 28 June 6/2 The *lift attendant had
sustained terrible injuries. 1850 Proc. Inst. Civ. Engirt. IX.
203 Description ofa Vertical *Lift Bridge. 1883 G. C. Davies
Norfolk Broads «f Rivers xxv. (1884) 190 At Haddiscoe is

a lift-bridge, where a road crosses the Cut. 1495 Naval
Acc. Hen. VII (1896) 202 *Lyfte Capsteynes. 1858 Sim.
monds Diet. Trade, *Lifi*hammer, a large hammer. 1875
Knight Diet. Mech., *Lift-latch lock. 1840 H. S. Tanner
Canals $ Railr. U. S. 100 The Wisconisco Canal.. has. .6

*lift locks. 1883 Daily Tel. 26 Feb. 7/8 Honest . . man
wants a situation . .as *liftman. 1485 Naval Acc. Hen. VII
(1896) 37 *Left poles with iiij sheves of brasse..ij, left poles
with ij sheves of brasse . . ij. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade,
*Lift'Pump, a pump acting by the pressure of the atmo-
sphere on the external body of water. 1893 Daily News
13 Mar. 3/7 The Clifton Rocks Railway, a *lift railway cut
in a tunnel from the Gorge of the Avon to the summit of
Clifton Rocks. 1894 Times 14 Feb. 14/1 The door leading
from the *liftshaft on to the next floor. 1824 R. Stuart
Steam Engine 133 The attached balls, which were called a
*Iift-tenter, by their centrifugal force either raised or lowered
a stage in which the arbour of the spindle revolved, and
brought the mill-stones nearer, or removed them farther from
each other, as they might be adjusted. 1841 Brees Gloss.

Civ. Engin., *Lift-wall, the cross wall of a lock chamber.

1897 Daily News 3 Dec. 8/3 The deceased was found .. at
the bottom of the *lift-well.

Lift (lift), v. Forms : 4 leftyn, 4-5 lifte(n,

4-6 lyft(e, 5 lyften, -yn, 4- lift. Pa. t. 4-5
left(e, lyft(e, 4-5 lifte, 4-7, 9 lift, 4 liftd,

-id, -ud, 4- lifted. Pa. pple. 4-6 lifte, lyfte,

5-8 (9 poet.) lift, 4- lifted. Also 5 i-lift. [a.

ON. lypta (Sw. lyfta, Da. l/fle) = MHG., mod.G.
liifien :-OTeut. type *luftjanf f. *luft-ns (ON. loft

air, sky -Lift sb.1 ). The etymological sense is

therefore to move up into the air.

The verb which occurs in the phrase lutenn and lefften

(see Lout v.), very frequent in the Ormulum, but not found
elsewhere, has been commonly identified with this vb., but
neither the form nor the sense favours the identification.

LIFT.

Apparently the phrase (which is followed by a dat. of person)
means 'to show respect to' (a superior), 4

to condescend
graciously to' (an inferior). It does not seem possible to
connect lefften with OE. lyffettan to flatter.]

1. trans. To raise into the air from the ground,
or to a higher position ; to elevate, heave, hoist,

f Also, to erect, rear on high (a building). T To lift
{a child) from the font : to stand godfather to.
a 1300 Cursor M. 2388 Abram .. Bi betel lifted an auter

neu. Ibid. 8963 Sco lift hir skirt wit-vten scurn And bar-
fote wode sco pat burn, c 1440 Jacob's Well 78 In wrast-
lyng, whan a chaumpyoun may lyften an-operys foot, panne
he throwyth hym doun. 1460 Capgrave Chron. (Rolls)
224 A child .. whom the kyng .. left fro the funt. 1590
Spenser F. Q. 1. iv. 4 High lifted up were many loftie towres.
16*97 Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 499 Arethusa leaping from
her Bed, First lifts above the Waves her beauteous Head.
1709 Steele Tatler No. 58 p 2 Lifting his Legs higher
than the ordinary Way of Stepping. 1712 Addison Sped.
No. 433 p 6 One who could lift Five hundred Weight.
1816 Scott Antiq. xx, He lifted his cane in terrorem. 1839
Veowell Anc. Brit. Ch. x. (1847)104 They had no inclina-
tion to lift the sword, except against each other. 1841 Lane
Arab. Nts. I. 91 The Prince lifted her from his horse.
1851 Illustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 1147 A.. magnet capable of
lifting a weight of 500 pounds, i860 TyndallC;/^. i. xx. 137
The clouds were slowly lifted above the tallest peaks. 1873
Black Pr. Tknie xviii. 282 Lavender made no further sign
of surprise, .than to lift his eyebrows, and say—' Indeed !

*

b. with tip, aloft, anay, off, out, and advb.
phrases. To lift up : f occas. to install in a high seat.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1/332 pe lid o tumbe awai pai lift. 136*

Lancl. /*. PL A. v. 203 For to lyfte hym aloft (he] leide hym
on his knees. 1387TREVISA Higden i Rolls) VII. 349 A whirle*
wynd . . lefte up sixe rafters of>e cherche. a 1400 Pistill of
Susan 229 He Ij ft [v.r. left] vp ),e lach. c 1450 Merlin 38 Than
)ede the peple to oon of the stones, and leften it vp. 1460
Lybeans Disc. (Kaluza) 2057 Our on schall other lifte pe
hedde of be pe chinne. 1509 Hawls Past. Pleas, xxxv.
(Percy Soc.) 182 He stretched hym up and lyft his axe
a lofie. a 1533 Ln. Berneks iltwn lxi. 213 They weyed vp
theyr ancres & lyft vp theyr saylles. 1535 Coverdale Ps.
cvii. 25 The stormy wynde aryseth, and lifteth vp the
wawes therof. 1567 Gude 4 Godtie Ball. (S. T. S.) 44 That
Prince on Croce thay lyftit on hicht. 1611 Bible Gen.
x.xxvii. 28 They .. lift vp loseph out of the pit. 1640 tr.

Verdcres Rom. of Rom. 111. xxx. 129 The Knight of
the Eagles presently lift up his Bever. 1686 Wood Life
29 Dec., M r John Massy installed in his deane's place ..

first his patent was read : then his dispensation . . and
then he was lifted up. 1725 T. Lewis Antiq. Ilebr. Rep.
111. 270 When she had lift it [a shoe] up. 1772 Hut-
ion Bridges 99 A large ram of iron .. being lift up to the
top of them. 1871 R. Ellis tr. Catullus lxi. 121 Lift the
torches aloft in air, Boys. 1887 Times (weekly ed.) u Nov.
7/4 The girls sang as if they wanted to lift themselves off
the ground.

t C. To bear, support. Obs. rare ~" \
1590 Spenser /''. Q. 1. xi. 54 Th' earth him underneath

Did grone, as feeble so great load to lift.

d. Sc. To take up, pick up. Hence in Golf:
To take up the ball.

1596 Dalrvmple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. iv. 206 Dionethie
haueng receiued a gret .. wound, he is lyfted„be his awne.
1830 Galt Lawric T. vii. ii. (1849) 309, I happened .. to
lift a newspaper. 1840 Blaine Etuycl. Rural Sports 117
The ball nearest the hole must be lifted till the other is

played. 1842 G. F. Carnegie Golfiana in Golfiana Misc.
(1887) 81 Now, lift the stones, but do not touch the ball.

1890 Hutchinson Golf 447 Gloss, s. v., To lift a ball is to
take it out of a hazard and drop or tee it behind.

e. In occasional uses, = Raise : 7 {a) in passive,

to rise (obs.) ;
(b) colloq. to bring (a constellation)

above the horizon in sailing, etc.

c 1420 Pallad. on Hnsb. iv. 813 Ybrestid brode, and al the
body lift In brawnys grete. ri477CAXTON Jason 69 Thenne
sodainly rose and was lift a tempeste. 1891 R. Kipling
Light that failed vii, She'll [the steamer on her way to
Australia] lift the Southern Cross in a week.

2. In immaterial sense and fig. : To elevate, raise.

Also with out, tip, and advb. phrases, f To lift

(a person) out-, to get (him) displaced. fAlso
^? nonce-use), to raise, excite (wonder).
a 1300 Cursor J/.^ 25743 Penance sothfast and schrifte ..

quen we fall vp mai vs lifte. a 1340 Hampole Psalter xxit.

6 pou has purged my hert, and liftid vp to haf pe ioy of
contemplacioun. 13 . . E. E.A Hit. P. B. 586 If he has losed
pelysten hit lyftez meruayle. 1497 Bp. Alcock Mons Perfect.
Cij, Lyfte fro the erth, refresshed w* ghostly contemplacion.
a 1533 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk. M. A urel. (1546) B b, Philoso-
phers., who fyrste lyfted theim seines to regarde the sterres
of the heuen. 1581 E. Campion in Confer. 111. (1584) Q iij b,

It is our affection . . that must be lift vp. 1659 Wood Life
Dec. (O. H. S.) 1. 299 Carrying tales to the great persons
and endeavouring to lift one another out. 171 1 Steele
Sped. Na 51 P 4 It lifts an heavy empty Sentence, when
there is added to it a lascivious Gesture of Body. 1817
Chalmers Astron. Disc. 1(1852) 19 There is much in the
scenery of a nocturnal sky to lift the soul to pious contem-
plation. 1864 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. 1 1 1. 224 With so rich a hus-
band she would be able to lift them out of all their difficulties.

1893 Liddon, etc Life Pusey I. iv. 327^ Pusey's paper ..

lifted it [the subject] at once into the region of principle.

t>. To raise in dignity, rank, or estimation; to

elevate, exalt. Also with up and advb. phrases.

Now rare.

c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (18 10) 10 Whan pe kyng Kynwolf
had don his endyng, Brittrik his kosyn |>ei lift him to kyng.
rt 1340 Hampole Psalter viii 2 For liftid is pi worship abouen
heuens. £1440 Gesta Rom. lxv. 280 (Add. MS.) Whan he
was thus I-lifte up, his herte was enhaunsed in pride, c 1450
tr. De Imitatione iil Ixiii. 145 Sonne, be war pat pou dispute
not . . wby pis is so gretly peyned, & he is so excellently
lifte up. 1536 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 153 1) 6 b, Whom they
moost extoll and lyfte vp moost heye, they forsake soonest.

1591 Sylvester Du Barias 1. vii. 233 His envious brethren's



LIFT,

trecherous drift, Him (Joseph] to the Stern of Memphian
State had lift. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. xx. § 12 Neither
can it be reasonable thought .. that we thereby do offer

disgrace to the word of God, or lift vp the writings of men
dboue it, 1639 Fuller Holy IKaru. ii. (1647) 45 Arnulphus
..was by popular faction lifted up into the Patriarchs chair.

1883 R. W. Dixon Mano 1. xv. 48 Then was he lifted to

his former style, Archbishop of Ravenna he became.
absol. k6xi Bible i Sam. iL 7 The Lord . . bringeth low,

and lifteth vp.

C. Chiefly wilh up : To cheer, encourage. Also,

To elate, pnff up (with pride), t To lift up one-

self of (something) : to pride oneself upon. Now
dial, and arch.
c 1450 tr. De Imitatione I. ii. 3 Be "ot Hfte up berfore for

eny crafte or eny kunnyng. Ibid. vii. 8 Lifte not up biself

nf gretnes. 1572 R. H. tr. Lauaterus1 Ghostes (1596) 108

Gabriel with comfortable words did lift up the blessed Virgin

which before was sore troubled by this Salutation. 1586
T. B. La Prima >td. Fr. Acad. 1. (1594) 50 He should not be

cast downe too much in adversitie, nor lift up beyond mea-
sure in prosperitie. 1611 Bible 2 Citron, xxvi. 16 But when
he was strong, his heart was lifted vp to his destruction. 1875

Jowett Plato (ed. 2) V. 62 He who is lifted up with pride,.

.

is soon deserted hy God. 1890 Hall Caink Bondman iz. ii,

It had lifted up his heart that Greeta had chosen poverty.,

before plenty. 1896 ' Ian M aclases' Kate Carnegie 207
Gin ye juist jined the fouk..the auctioneer would he lifted.

3. inlr. for refl. (also with up). To rise. Said

esp. of a vessel riding on the waves, occas. of the

waves themselves. Also in quasi-passive sense

(e.g. of a window) : To admit of being raised.

a 1400-50 Alexander We pan lift vp a lite & lent him
a-gayne. 1326 Pilgr. Per/. (\V. de W. 153 1) 20 b, So that

his body lyfted aboue bis bedde foure fote or more. 1757
Capt. Randall in Naval Citron. XIV. g5 Although there

was a great Sea running, she did not lift. 1807 Coleridge
Lett. (1895) 515 This most morbid and oppressive weight is

gradually lifting up. 1844 W. H. Maxwell .S^orte # Adv
Scot, xxxiii. (1855) 262 The windows would not lift. 1861

Thoanbury Turner II. 319 Rough days, when. .he sat.. in

boats lifting over enormous waves. 1876 Blackmore Cripps
I. ii. 19 The water, .instead of ruffling lifted. 1887 Bowkn
Kt'rg. sEneid in. 205 Not till the fourth day broke was the

land seen lifting afar. i8ga Blackw. Mag. CL1. 78/2 Fowl
lift only a few inches fiom the water. 1897 R. Kipling
Captains Courageous i, The big liner rolled and lifted.

b. Of a sail (see quot. 1867).
1810 Capt. Tucker in Naval Citron. XXIV. 337 By keep-

ing the sails lifting, . . we contrived to drift in. i860 Merc.
Marine Mag. VII. 114 This must not be hauled too taut so

as to hinder the sail from lifting. 1867 Smyth Sailor's

Word-bk., Lift, a term applied to the sails when the wind
catches them on the leeches and causes them to ruffle

slightly.

c. Of clouds, fog, etc.: To rise and disperse.

Also (£/. S.) of rain : To cease temporarily.

1834 M. Scott Cruise Midge vi. (1842) 102 The clouds .

.

lifted from the eastern horizon majestically slow. 1858

FfiouoE Jlist. Eng. 1 1L 349 One morning when the darkness

lifted, sixty strange sail were found at anchor in the Downs.
1870 E. Peacock Ralf Skirl. 11. 178 The thick fog had
lifted. 190X [see Lifting vbl. sb\
Jig. 1897 Mary Kingsley IK. Africa 232 My.. head-ache
..soon lifted,

d. Of a floor, etc. : To swell or warp and rise.

1793 Smeaton Edystone L. § 268 Those four stones, .should

be provided .. with trenails to hinder them from lifting.

1840 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. I. HI. 272 A limestone road.. lifts

more in fro^t than a gravel one. 1874 Theable Naval*
Archit. 116 The great tendency of the deck to lift . . when
these heavy guns are fired over it. 1899 Daily News
13 Nov. 7/5 The concrete platforms . . lifted when test guns
were firea.

t e. Of a horse : To rear, to raise the feet (high).

1607 [see Lifting vbl. sb.\.

1 4. To lift al : a. To pull at (something) in the

attempt to raise it. lit. and Jig. b. To rise in

opposition to. Also in indited passive. Obs.

1530 Palsgr. 611/1, 1 have lyfted at this same this halfe

hour: jay halli a cecy ceste dctnye heure. 1573 Tusskr
ilitsb. Ii. O878) 115 Lift at their [viz. cattle's] tailes er an
Winter be past. 1607 Drayton Leg. T. Cromwell Wks.
(1748) 222 Secret foes . . lifted at my state. 1647 May Hist.

Pari. 1. ix. 113 Bishops had been much lifted at, though not

yet taken away. 1658 Guhnall Chr. in A nn. verse 14 (1669)

76/1 That principle of holiness., makes him lift at that duty
which he can little more than stirr. 1600 Andros Tracts
II. 39 Some others . . have lifted at the Fourth [command-
ment]. ai?o* Locke Cond. Und. § 27 Like the Body
Strain'd by lifting at a Weight too heavy.

5. trans. In various phrases chiefly Hebraisms,

or in the Hebrew manner, a. To lift {up) cue's

eyes, brow
',
face, visage : to give an upward dirccl ion

to the eyes, etc. ; to look up. ///. andy?f. + Hence
to lift up one*s ears : to listen attentively.

a 1300 CursorM. 17837 Til heuen bai lifted pair eien brade.

£1420 Anturs of Arth. 408 He lyfte vpe his vesage fro be

ventalle. 1535 Coveroale Ps. exxi. 1, 1 lift vp myne eyes

vnto the hilles. 1530 Crowley Inform. 4- Petit. 5 Herken
you possessionem, and you rich men lyfte vp your ears. i6n
Bible Job xxii. 26 For then shalt thou haue thy delight in

the Almightie, and shalt lift vp thy face vnto God. 1854

S. Dorell Balder xxv. 176 With brow Lift to the glowing
sun. 1855 Macaulay ///*/. Eng.xxx. III. 151 It was whispered
that he had dared to lift his eyes to an exalted lady.

b. To lift (up) Ihe hand
K
s, (occas. one's arm) :

(a) gen. ; (b) in prayer, thanksgiving, etc ; (c) in

taking an oath
;
(d) in hostility against (a person)

;

(e) to do a stroke of work {mod. slang).

(a) 1340 Hampole Pr. Cottsc. 7976 Nc myght have anes

to lyft >air hand To wype be teres fra bair egben oway.

1758 Johnson Idler No. 57 r 9 He lifts up his hands with

astonishment.

2G6

(/>) a 1300 Cursor AL 4767 Oft he liftud vp his hend To
godd, bat he helpe bam wald send. 1382 Wyclif i Tim. ii,

8, 1 wole . . men for to preie in al place, liftynge up clene
hondis with oute wraththe. £1435 Terr. Portugal 1274 To
God, he did his hondys lifte, And thankid hym of his sond.
1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav.2\ A Negro.. lift up his hands,
invocating Mahomet or the Devil. 1807 Robinson Archseol.
Grseca HI. v. 222 In praying it was likewise customary to lift

up the hands towards heaven.

(«0 1535 Coverdale Gen. xiv. 22, I lift vp my honde vnto
the Lorde, the most hye God. a 1626 Bacon New Atl.
(1900) 4 At which Answear the said Person lift up his Right
Hand towards Heaven. 1845 M. Pattison Ess. (1880) 1. 22
Chilperic lifted his hands, and calling the Almighty to
witness, swore that, etc. 1897 R. Kipling Captains Cour-
ageous 52 Seventeen brass-bound officers, all gen'elmen, lift

their hand to it that letel
bl) I53S Coverdale Ps. c\\\]. 26 Then lift he vp his

honde agaynst them, to ouerthrowe them in the wildernes.
1654-66 E ar l Orrery Parthen. (1676) 180 He has lift up
his prophane Arm against his generous Deliverer. 1804

J. Grahame Sabbath 340 The murderer—let him die, And
him who tifts his arm against his parent.

(e) 1889 ' Rolf Udldrewooi> * Robbery ututer A rms xlviii,

He would not tift his hand for any one that day.

C. To lift up one's head: (a) literally; (b) fig.

to regain courage or energy ; to renew one's efforts,

to rally, t To lift up the head of (a person) ; used

in the Bible for : to bring out from prison ; restore

to liberty or position of dignity.
a 1300 Cursor M. 22522 All bestes. .Vp ban sal hair hefds

lift Apon vr lauerd for to cri. C1385 Chai'ceu L. G. W.
882 Tltisbe, And therwfthal he lefiyth vp his lied, c 1400
Maundev. U839) iv. 24 The Dragoun lifte up hire Hed
a^enst him. 1535 Covkrdale 2 R ings xxv. 27 The kynge
of Babilon . .lifte vp the heade of loachiin y kynge of luda
out of pre>>on. 1560 13iole (Genev.) 'Jndg. viii. 28 Thus
was Midian broght lowc.so that they lift vp their heads
noniore. 161 1 Bible Luke xxi. 28. 1838 Thihlwall Greece
V. 185 Olynthus. .in the decline of the Spartan power had
begun to lift up her head again.

d. To lift up one's heart, mind, soul : to raise

one's thoughts or desires; to encourage, exalt one-

self (with pride).

1535 Coverdale Ps. xxv. i Vnto the (o Lorde) 1 lift

vp my sonle. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Communion,
Lift vp your heartes. 1611 Bible 2 Citron, xvii. 6 His heart

was lift vp in the wayes of the Lord. — Dan. v. 20 When
his heart was lifted vp, and his minde hardened in pride.

1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. xviii. (18401 327, 1 forgot not to lift

up my heart in thankfulness to heaven.

e. To lift {up) a cty, ones voice, etc. : to cry out

loudly. Also fig.
1382 Wyclif Luke xvii. 12 Ten leprouse men .. reyside

I
».r. lifteden, liften] tbe vois, seiynge. 1413 Pilgr. Sowle

(Caxton 1483; in. iii. 52 Thenne sawe 1 two spirites that

liften vp a wondre hidous crye. 14. . Tundale*s Vis. {1843)

2302 And or he spake any thyng He lyfte upa greyt sykyng.

1535 Covekdalf. Jndg. it. 4 The people lifte vp their voyce,

& wepte. 1581 Sidney Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 65 Fit to lift vp
a loude laughter, and nothing els. 174a Wesley Wks.
(1872) 1. 351 A rude rout lilt up their voice on high. 1845
M. Pattison Ess. (1889) 1. 28 The voice of the dauntless

Gregory was lifted in behalf of the deserted and friendless

Praetextatus. 1873 Burton Hist. Scot. V. liv. 82 He had.,
an opportunity of lifting his protest against the greatest

crime of his age. 1887 Bowen Virg. Eclog. v. 62 Lo I with
joy to the heavens they lift their glorious voice.

f. To lift up ones heel, horn (see those sbs.)«

6. To bear or carry in an elevated position ; lo

'hold high'. (With some attributed notion of

sense 1.)

1671 Milton P. R. iv. 48 There the Capitol .thou seest

Above the rest lifting his stately head On the Tarpeian rock.

1732 Poi'E Ep. Ba/lturst 340 Where Loudon's column, point-

ing at the skies, Like a tall bully, lifts the head, and lies.

1764 Goldsm. Trav. 204 Dear [is] that hill which lifts him
to the storms. 1805 Woko&nv. Prelude 111. 4 We saw The
long-roofed Chapel of King's College lift Turrets and pin-

nacles in answering Hies.

7. To take tip or collect (rents or moneys due)

;

to levy (contributions, fines, etc.) ; to draw (wages,

the amount of profits, etc.). Now dial.

1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) iv. xxxiii. 8x They haue
for to sene that his rentes and revenues and suchc other

auamages rightwysly to be lyfte. 1473 in Laiug Charters

(1899) 43, viij murkis..be ws to be lyftyt ande rasit as for

oure saide tairs. 1491 Act 7 lien. Vli, c. 18 If the seid

fyne had never be lifte. a 1639 Spottiswooo Hist. Ch.
Scot. 11. (1677) 59 His person arrested, his Rents lifted by
the Kings Officers. 1728 Ramsay Three Bonnets iv. 79
He's sent To Fairyland to lift the rent. 1748 Smollett
Rod.Rand.xvi. (1760) 1. 106 Entitling that person to lift his

wages when they should become due. 1799 in J. Smith
Hist. Jefferson Coll. (1857) l65 That a collection be lifted

for the purpose of purchasing such a Dictionary as may be

thought necessary for the Suciety. 1814 Dvron To Moore

3 Aug., AVhose r
bills* are never 'lifted'. X869 Gibhon

R. Gray v, The Laird lifted his rent.

8. slang. To take tip (a portable object ; cf. id)

or drive away (cattle) with dishonest intentions

;

in wider sense, to steal. In early use, to steal some-

thing from (a shop, etc.) ; to rob. Cf. shop-lifting.

1526 Skelton Magnyf. 1373 Conuey it be crafte, lyft &
lay asyde. 1592 Greene Upst. Courtier G3, tt is leported

you can tift, or nip a bounge, like a guirc [sic] Coue. 1595
Recorder Fleetwood in Ellis Orig. Lett.Ser. 1. 1 1. 303 Lyfte

is to robbe a shoppe or a gentilmans chamber. 1666 Dryoen
Ann. Mirab. ccxxviii, but if night-robbers lift the well-

stored hiv*:, An humming through their waxen city grows.

a 1670 Spaloing Troub. Chas. I (Hanuatyne Club) 1. 25
Ther came a company of highlanders, and lifted out of

Frendraucht's ground, ane number of goods. 172a Ramsay
Three Bonnets 1. 78 Thieves that came to lift their cattle.

LIFTED.

1814 Scott Wav. xviii, Donald fiean Lean never lifted less

than a drove in his life. 1840 Thackeray Paris Sk. Bk.
(1869) 74 He took to his old courses, and lifted a pu^e here,
and a watch there. 1873 Dixon Two Queens 1. vi. ii. 307
More (Scotsl were bent on lifting kine and sheep. 1881 A.
Lang Library 52 He used to tell how he had lifted a book
..from a stall on the Pont-Neuf. 189a R. Kipling East #
West in Barracks. Ballads 75 He has lifted the Colonel's
mare tbat is the Colonel's pride
transf. 1885 Spectator 10 Jan. 51/2 In painting-in his

background, he is, therefore, reasonably entitled to 'lift*

his materials wherever he finds them. 189a Nation (N. V.)

15 Dec. 456/3 AH that is vitally concerned with Lincoln, is

lifted bodily from Herndon's book.

1 9. The technical word for : To carve (a swan).
(The text of quot. c i5ooapp. contains some error.)

c 1500 For to serve a Lord in Babees Bk. (1868^ 374 Be-
gynne at the lifte legge first of a Swan ; and lyfte a gose
y-reared at the right legge first. 1513 Bk. R'eruynge ibid.

266 Lyfte that swanne. 1804 Farley Lond. A rt Cookery
(ed. 10) 293 To lift a swan, you must slit it quite down the
middle of the breast.

10. Card-playing, inlr. To cut (for deal \ ? Obs.

1599 MtNsiiEU Span. Dial. (1623) 26, 1 lift to see who shall

deafe, it must be a coat card. 1608 Machin & Markham
Dumb R'nt. iv. i. H3b, Hut coCe, lift for the dealing, it

is my chance to deale. 1674-80 Cotton Compl. Gamester
86 At French- Ruff you must ITft for deal.

11. Irans. To take up and remove, take away ; to

drive (cattle) away or to maiket, to strike (a tent).

.SV. To remove (a corpse) for burial ; also absol.

a 1670 Spalding TroubI. (Bannatyne Club) 1. 236 The
said day Monro lifts his camp frae Strathbogie. 1816
Scott Bl. Dwarf xiii, We seem to be met at a funeral
..Ellieslaw, when willyoulift. 182,2 Ht. Martineau ire-
land i. 11 That's better than seeing them lifted to the
pound. 1835 James Gipsy ii, I fear that we shall be obliged
to lift our tents, and quit this pleasant nook. 1836 Mrs.
Hkowning Poet's V010 v. xv, They came at dawn of day
To lift the lady's corpse away. 1856 Kane A ret. Expi. II.

vii. 79 Nearly all my hopes of lifting the sick, .rest upon these
dogs. x88a Macm. Mag. XLV1. 164 When an invitation is

being given verbally to a funeral in Scotland, the person
invited usually asks, *\Vhen do you lift?' x886 C. Scott
Sheep-Farming 118 If., a good ewe requires a lamb Iher
own being dead], it may be advisable to lift a small gimmer's
lamb, and put it to her. 1890 Pall Mall G. 18 Sept. 7/r

A large number of families went to the church and lifted

their books. 1891 Newcastle Even'. Chron. 31 Jan. 2/1
Interment on Sunday; to lift at Two o'clock. 1896 Daily
Nnvs^ Sept. 3/4 Some hot-beaded proposals were made, one
being to lift tools at once.

b. U. S. To lift (a person s) hair : to scalp.

1848 Ruxton Life in Far West 37
1 We'll lift the hair,

any how ', continued the first, ' afore the scalps cold \

c. U. S. To get rid of, pay off (a mortgage).
,

1879 J. Burroughs Locusts 4- IK Honey 79.The weather
must lift the mortgage on his farm, and pay his taxes. 1886

Stockton Lady or the Tiger 74 So then the spectral mort-
gage could never be lifted.

12. a. To take up out of the ground (Sc. in

general sense) ; to dig up (potatoes).

1844 Stephens Bk. E'artn HI. 1125 When lifted for ship-

ment to the London market, they [potatoes] arc first riddled

into sizes, then [etc.]. 1883 J. Pcrves in Contemp. Rev.
Sept. 354 The tall, strong farm-women * lifting ' the potatoes.

1883 Stevenson Treas. Isl. 1. i, There is still treasure not
yet lifted. 1892 E. Reeves Homeward Bound 334 She had
come over to Paris to lift his remains and remove them to

another place. 189a E. P. Dixon Seed Caialogue 25 Fifty-

fold [potatol . . which may be lifted July and August,

b. Sc. To carry (a crop), clear (a corn Held).

1876 A. Laing Lindores Abbey xxiv. 309 He went and
searched tlve ground after the crop was lifted. 1883 [see

Lifted fpl. «.).

13. To hit (the ball) into the air; esp. in Cricket-.

often with the bowler as object.

1874 Times 5 Oct. 11/2 When the [golf] ball must be
1 skied

1

, or lifted over some swell of the ground. 188a

Daily Tel. 24 June, W. G. lifted SpofTorth round to the leg

boundary.. 1894 N. Gale Cricket Songs 3 1 He lifts you o'er

the liaths for six. 1897 Daily Neivs 16 June 3/4 Hill, as

is his custom, lifted the ball a good deal.

14. Comb. : t lift-leg, a name for strong ale.

1587 Harrison England 11. xviii. (1877) 1. 295 There is

such headieale and beerc in most of them, as .. is commonlie
Called hutlecap,. .stride wide, and lift leg.

t Lift, a. Obs. [pa. pple. of Lift v.] =
Lifted ppl. a. Also with up.

1413 Pilgr. S&iule (Caxton 1483) iv. xxxii. 81 Ne neither

of them shalle be the lift hand to mayntenannce of wrong.

1617 A. Newman Pleas. Vis. 18 Then seem'd^ his lookes,

and lift-vp hands to say, ' Take heed by me \ 1679
1 T.

Ticklefoot ' Trial Wakeman 7 He replyed with lift up
hands, God forbid . . that [etc.]. 1724 M. Daws Reformed
Coquet 163'With lift-up Hands, imploring help.

Liftable (li-ftabT, a. [I. Lift v. + -able.]

1856 Fehrier Inst. Metaph. Introd. 62 To divide the

ponderable into the liftable by us . . and the still Jiftable,

though not by us. 1871 Carlvle in Mrs. Carlyle's Lett.

111. 194, I was to remove thither with my work (so soon as

liftable). 1893 Field 4 Mar. 335^1 The centre-plate is so

fitted as to be liftable into or out of the boat.

Lifted (H-fied), ///. a. [f. Lirr v. + -ed 1.]

In senses of the vb. : Raised aloft, npreared, ele-

vated, exalted ;
stolen, etc. Also wilh up.

1559 Avijmer Jlarboraive R 3 Let vs daylye call to God
with lifted vp heartes and handes. C1586 C'iess Pem-
broke Ps. lxxxix. v, Thy lifted hand a might of won-

der showeth. 1654-66 Earl Orrerv Parthen. (1676) 725
She endeavour'd to stop his lifted-up Arm from falling

on me. 1667 Milton P. L. xi. 866 In the Cloud a Bow,
Conspicuous with three lifted colours gay. 1703 Rows
Ulysses iv. i. 1803 Provoke the lifted Sword and pointed

Spear. O73o Burt Lett. Gentl. N. Scott. (1754) H. 93 His



LIFTER.

Grandfather . .is therein assured of the immediate Restitution
of his Lifted, that is, stolen Cows. 1819 WoRdsw. Wag*
goner iv. 151 The morning light in grace Strikes upon hts
lifted face.^ 1859 RusKm Two Paths iv, (1891) 184 All
their changing: grace of depressed or lifted pinnacle. 1859
Gko. Eliot (title) The Lifted Veil. 1883 Mrs. Hopkins
Autumn Swaltmvs, Bormus. Down from the lifted corn-
field trips The child. 1885-04 R. Bridges Eros % Psyche
Apr. xxv, The last red ray Fled from her lifted arm.

Lifter (li-ftei). [f. Lift v. + -eu i.j One who
or that which lifts in senses of the vb.

1. One who lifts or raises, in either a material or

an immaterial sense. Also with up.

1535 Covkrdale Ps. Hi. 3 Thou (o Lorde) art .. the lifter

vp of my heade. 153a Huloet, Lifter wyth leuere, pha-
langarius. 1591 Percivall Sp. Diet., JAcvador, a bearer,
a lifter. 1649 Prynne Demurrer to Jews' Remitter 83
The greatest designers, plotters and lifters up of themselves
against the interest of Christ. 1688 R. Holme Armoury
lit. 156/2 M usick . . is a lifter of Dead, Drowsie and Melan-
cholly Spirits. 1775 Johnson^ Western Isi. Wks. X. 401
Long pieces of wood to which the action of a long line

of lifters might be applied. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 927 Two
men at a vat, and a boy as a layer or lifter can make about
6 or 8 reams in 10 hours. r 1873 M. Arnold Lit. <y Dogma
(1876) 366 The lifter-up to the nations of the banner of
righteousness. «

b. One who takes up dishonestly ; a thief. Cf.

cattie-lifter, shop-lifter.

a 159a Greene fas. IV, m. i, Why, I am a lifter, maister,
by occupation. 1606 Shaks. Tr. % Cr. 1. ii. 129. 1674-80
Cotton Cotnpl. Gamester 5 Pads, Biters, Divers, Lifters.,
these may all pass under the general ..appellation of Rooks.
1818 Scott Rob Roy xxix, Ye needna ask whae Rob Roy
is, the reiving lifter that he is. 186a Athenaeum 30 Aug.
278 While in the 'lifter's' possession .. they [books] had
been enriched by numerous annotations. 1885 Ermhtie 1

1

We are shifters, we are lifters, Working skilfully together.

C. One. of a sect of Scottish piesbyterians who
considered it essential that the officiating minister

should 'lift' a piece of sacramental bread while
tittering the prayer of consecration.
1805 Forsyth Beauties SeatI. II. 520 Hence . . originated

a schism, and the two parties were distinguished by the
name of lifters and anti-lifters.

2. Something which lifts or is used for lifting.

a. Something which elevates or raises, in either

a material or an immaterial sense
;

applied also
to any simple implement, e.g. fa crutch, fa fork,

a curved piece of iron for lifting a stove-lid, and
in mod. slang to a heavy blow. Also with ///.

1570 Levins Alanip. 76/36 A Lifter, {orV^fuscina. a 1700
B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Lifter, a Crutch. 1706 A. Bed-
ford Temple Mns. viii

;
158 Sakeph Gadol

y
or the Greater

Lifter up ; as if it designed the M usick to be very Loud.
1867 W. \V. Smyth Coal <y Coal-mining 7 Used as a lifter of
water to the top of water-wheels. i88z-3-Sciiai f Encycl.
Rclig. Knmvl. 665 Dreams in antiquity, were thought to
be of importance as lifters of the veil. 1889 1 Mark Twain '

Yankee at Crt. K. A rthur x.xxiii. 383 As long as I'm going
to hit him at all, I'm going to hit him a lifter.

b. Technical uses: + (a) Anat. = Levator 2.

(b) Mining. The wooden beams used as stems for

stamps in old-fashioned stamp-mills (Raymond
Mining Gloss.), (e) Magnetism. The cross-piece
of soft iron applied to the poles of a horse-shoe
magnet, (d) Weaving. ? An appliance for raising

and depressing the leaves of the heddles. {e)

Steam-engine. The arm on a lifting-rod that raises

the puppet-valve (Webster, 1864). (/) Paper-
making, A bucket-wheel for raising the pulp from
the reservoir to the trough, (g) Founding. 1 A
tool for dressing the mould; also a contrivance
attached to a cope to hold the sand together when
the cope is lifted' (Webster, 1864). (fi) Surg.
* Elevator 2. (i) = lifting-cam.
(a) 1649 Culwer Pathomyot. 86 That Muscle of the

shotilder-blade, from its office commonly called the Levator,
or the Lifter.

ib) 1671 Phil. Trans. VI. 2108 Suffering the Lifters"to
fall with great force on the Ore, thereby breaking it into
small sand, i860 Eng. «$• For. Mining Gloss. (Cornwalt
Terms), Lifters, wood beams, to which the iron heads of a
stamping mill are fastened.

(c) 1794 G. Adams Nat. <y Exper. Phil. IV. 1. 387 The
contact or lifter of soft iron to be placed at the other end of
the bars. 1849 Noad Electricity 396 The soft iron lifter of
a horse-shoe magnet.
(d) 1865 Bkn Brierley /Mate I. 236 A weaver . . upon

a 'jacquard
1

loom, had the misfortune to break one of the
irons of her lifter.

if) 1839 Ure Did. Arts 938 The pressure of the pulp
and water in the vat forces the pulp up the pipe into the
lifter-box, whence it is taken by rotatory lifters, and dis-
charged into a trough, where it runs down and mixes with
the thick pulp from the chest.
(*) 1852 Burn Nav. % Milit. Diet, ti, Lifter or Lifting-

cog, cam or wiper. 1884 Pall Mall G. 28 Aug. 5/1 The
hfter raises the central lever or pawl.

Lifting (li'ftirj), vbl. sb. [f. Lift v. + -ing *.]

1. The action of the vb. Lift in various senses.

Also lifting up. fAlso carter, in hand-lifting-.
so much as can be taken up by the hand, f At the
lifting: on the point of removal.
.136a Langl. P. PL A. v, 204 Glotoun was a gret cherl and
grym in he lyftynge. a 1400-50 Alexander 567 Stanys
[which] Fell fra he fyrmament as a hand lyftyng. 1482 Mtnk
of Evesham (Arb.) 107 The lyftyngys vppe of the crosse.
1551 Bible Gen. xxiv. tnarg. ncde, The exercise of the spirit

& lyftynge vp of the mind to God, ar called inedytacions*

267

»S9o Jas. VI Sp. Gen. Assembly Aug., As for our Neighbour
Kirk in England, .they want nothing of the Masse, but the
liftings. 1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts (1658) 322 Surbating
. . cometh . . sometime by the hardness of the ground, and
high lifting of the horse, a 1662 Hf.vlin Laud 1. 170 There
had been some liftings at him in the Court by Sir John Cook.
a 1670 Spaloing Troub. Chas. / (Bannatyne Club) 1. 240 This
army . . by and attour 10000 baggage men is now at the lifting.

1674-80 Cotton Compl. Gamester 92 In the lifting for dealing
the least deals, e 1730 Burt Lett. GentI. N. Scotl. (1754) 1 1.

230 The stealing of their Cows they call Lifting, a soft'ning
Word for Theft. 1856 Kane Ant. Expl. I. xxiii. 285 A
sudden lifting of the fog showed them the cape. 1872
Harowick. Trad. Lane. 74 The 4

lifting' of women by men
on Easter Monday. 1884 Pae Eustace xix. 244 The cargo
is ours for the lifting. 1901 W. D. Howklls Lit. Friends
ir. vi. 89 In a lifting of the rain he walked with me down to
the village.

2. altrib. and Comb. a. gen., as lifting power,
trade; b. a contrivance or portion of a machine
adapted for lifting, as lifling-bar, -blade, -cog,

-crane, -gear, -hitch, -hook, -pallet, -piece, -rod,
-screw, -tongs, -wire

;
lifting-eam, a cam or pro-

jection by which a lifting movement is effected,

e. g. in firearms
; lifting-day local = heaving-day\

lifting-dog, (a) = lifting-cam
;

(b) (see qnot.
1881 2

) ; lifting-jaek (see Jack sbA 10).
1831 G. R. Porter Silk Mamif. 247 The *lifiing bars

which in shape are something like blunted knife blades.
1881 (Keener Gun 359 The lifting-cams or 'dogs', are
dispensed with. 1852 *Lifting-cog (see Lifter 2 b (/(]. 1879
CasselVs Techn. Ednc. I. 206/2 '1'hcse three requisites are
very beautifully combined., in the "lifting crane. 1881
Ckkener Gun 264 Knock the wire pivot right through the
lifting dogs. i88k Raymond Mining Glossy Lifting-dog, a
tlaw-hook for grasping a column of bore-rods while raising
or lowering them. 1887 Daily News 22 Oct. 2/7 The pinnace
was crushed through the breaking of the ^lifting gear. 1831
< r. R. Porter Silk Mannf. 247 Half the number of "lifting
hooks are attached to the lifting bars. 1825 J. Nicholson
Operat. Mechanic 513 That the end of the. .spring. .may
project a little way over the point of the *lifting-pallet. 1704
Harris Lex. Techn. ,

*Lifting-pieces, are Parts of a Clock,
which do lift up and unlock the Detents in the Clock -part.
1884 F. J. Britten Watch Clockm. 217 There are four
pins in the minute wheel for raising the quarter lifting piece.

1849 Noah Electricity 357 A much greater lifting power has
. .been obtained with other varieties of the electro-magnet.
1709 HearneCV/*/. {O. II. S.) II. 185 This Gentleman, .is

remarkable for carrying on the ^lifting Trade.

Lifting (li'ftiij ),///. a. [CLjft v. + -ixg2.]
That lifts, in senses of the vb., spec, in lifting-

bridge, a bridge of which either a part or the
whole may be drawn up at one end when needful;
lifting-gate = Lift sb.% 15; lifting-pump, any
pump other than a force-p^imp

;
lifting-sail, a sail

whose action tends to lift the bows out of the

water; lifting-set, ' the series of pumps by which
water is raised from the bottom of a mine by
successive lifts' (Knight Did. Mech. 1875).
13. . E. E. A Hit. P. B. 443 After harde dayez wern out an

hundreth & fyfte, As bat lyftande lome [the ark] luged
aboute. 1686 J. 1>unton Lctt. fr. New-Eng. (1867) 8 Even
the Parson himselfe . . gave me a lifting hand. 1797 Encycl.
Brit, (ed.3) IX. 17/2 Of lifting-pumps there are several sorts.

1839 R. vS. Robinson Kant. Steam Eng. 65 On the top of
the air bucket fits the lifting valve. 1851 lllnstr. Calal. Gt.
Exhil. 1148 Swing, lifting, or rolling bridges are .. in such
cases indispensable. 1875 Carpentry Join. 135 These
double-legged tables are very generally made with a rack to

allow of their rising by the application of a lifting force. 1882
Nares Seamanship (ed. 6) 205 The jib and flying-jib are.,

lifting sails. 1894 Daily Nczvs 19 June 6/5 The supremely
interesting feature of this really great work are the lifting

bascules. 1895-6 Cat. Univ. Nebraska 215 By its use the
extensor or lifting muscles are developed. 1898 Daily
News 16 Nov. 7/1 The mechanism of the lifung roadway is

soperfect in its action.

Lifull, obs. form of Lifeful.

fLig. Obs. Also 7 ligge. [Origin obscure;

the identity of the word in the two quots. is not

certain.] a. A projection, b. A band, stripe.

m
1610 Guilum Heraldry in. xiii. (i6ti) 125 When any part

is thus born with Hgges, like peeces of the flesh or Jennie,

depending, it is termed erasing. 1686 Goau Celest. Bodies
it. vii. 252, I cannot .. empale each Page of this Discourse
with a Black mourning Lig.

Lig, obs. and dial, form of Lie

+ Li'gable, a. Mus. Obs. [ad. L. type Higa-

bilis, f. ligare to bind : see -able.] Of two or

more notes : That may be * tied ' together.

1597 Morley Inirod. Mns. Annot., Minimes . . cannot be
tied or enter in ligature. But that defect might be supplyed
by dashing the signe of the degree either with one stroke,

or two, and so cause the Ligable figures serue to any small

quantitie of time we list. i6o9Doulano Ornilh. Microl.

40 There are foure ligable Notes, that is, a Large, a Long,
a Breefe, and a Semihreefe.

Ligament (lrgament). [ad. L. ligdment-um,

f. ligare to bind.]

•tl. Anything used in binding or tying; a band,

tie ;
Surg, a bandage, ligature. Obs. in lit. sense.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhorter's Bk. Physicke 344/1 Cut of

linnen ligamentes the breadth of three fingers, grease them
in this salve. . . Tye then these ligamentes theron. 1626

Bacon Sylva § 66 The Prince of Aurange. .could finde no
meanes to stanch the Bloud, either by Medicine or Liga-

ment. 1671 Grkw Anat. Plants ft hi. App. § 4 (1682) 27

The Gardener, with his Ligaments of Leather, secures the

main Branches. 1735 J. Price Stone-Br. Thames 7 All the

Work well cemented and join'd together with proper Liga-

ments. 1753 Hanway Trav. (1763) h hi. £ 228 Their

LIGAMENTOUS.
drawers . . are more convenient than breeches . . being with-
out any tight ligaments.

P* fig- Chiefly, a tie, bond of union.
14*6 Lyog. Dc Guil. Pilgr. 22595 My boondes and my

lygamentys Ben dyuerse comaundementys, To holden in
subieccyoun ffolkes off relygyoun. 1596 Bell Surv. Popery
111. v. 280 The bishoppe of Rome .. might have released or
pardoned . . such ligaments, mults, or canonicall corrections
as he had inioyned to publike offenders. 1643 Sir T.
Browne Relig. Med. 1. § 38, I have not those strait liga-
ments, or narrow obligations to the World, as to dote on
life. 1762 Sterne Tr. Shandy VI. x, He looked up., in

I

my uncle Toby's face ; then cast a look upon his boy and
that ligament, fine as it was,—was never broken. 1796
Burke Reg. Peace 1. {1892) 70 The law of nations, the great
ligament of mankind. 1841 Trench Parables xvii. (1877)
326 The Sacraments have been often called the ligaments
for the wounds of the soul. 1850 Hawthorne Scarlet L.
iv. (1852) 69, I find here a woman, a man, a child, amongst
whom and myself there exist the closest ligaments. No
matter whether of love or hate ; . . of right or wrong.
2. Anat. One of the numerous short bands of

tough, flexible, fibrous tissue which bind the bones
of the body together. By extension applied to any
membranous fold which supports an organ and
keeps it in position.

c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 20 Ne leeue we nou^t bat ech
brood ligament is a skyn, & ech round ligament to be a
senewe. 1599 Massinger etc. Old Law 1. i, I might have
gently lost it in my cradle, Before my nerves and ligaments
grew strong, 1741 Monro Anat. Bones (ed. 3) 213 The Liga-
ment of the Thi<;h.bone, which is commonly . . called the
round one. 1802 Paley Nat. Theol. viii. 120 A .. flexible
ligament, inserted, by one end into the head of the ball, by
the other into the bottom of the cup [of a ball and socket
joint]; which ligament keeps the two parts of the joint., in
their place. 1838 Dickens Nich. Nick, xxi, The ligament
which unites the Siamese twins. 1858 Lewes Sea-side

\ Stnd. 275 To Goethe, bones and ligaments were not less
beautiful and full of interest than flowers and streams,

b. A similar part in lower organisms.
1797 Encycl. Brit. XIII. 537 A ligament placed at the

summit of the [oyster] shell serves as an arm to its opera-
tions. 1802 Bingi-ev Anim. Biog. (1813) 1. 42 They [insects]
are cut, as it were, into two parts. These parts are in
general connected by a slender ligament or hollow thread.
1826 Kikbv & Sr. Entomol. IV. 185 In those with a sessile

one [sc. abdomen] the ba^e is attached to the metaphragm
' by strong ligaments.

C. spec, in Conch. The elastic substance which
holds together the valves of a bivalve shell.

1816 T. Brown Elem. Conchol 155. 1837 Penny Cycl.
VII. 433/1 To this hinge is superadded a ligament. 1851
Richardson Geol. viii. (1855) 2 4 2 - ^75 Buckland Log-bk.
123 The ligament which holds the two shells together.

3. Comb., as ligament-wise adv.
1615 Crooke Body of Man 389 These .. are knit to the

proper membrane of euery gristle by the interposition as it

were of a Periostion Ligament-wise.

Hence f Li gament v. rare, to bind together.

1658-9 Burton's Diary (1828) III. 210 There was great
wisdom . . in framing that oath ; to ligament the single

person and people together.

Ligamental (ligamcntal), a. [f. Ligament
+ -al.] Of the nature of a ligament

;
composed of

the fibrous tissue of which ligaments consist.

1578 Banister Hist. Manx. 2 Muscles often spryng out
of Ligamentall Cartilages. 1615 Crooke Body ofMan 628
The Tongue .. hath no Ligamentall Fibres to strengthen it

as Muscles haue. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. v. v. 239
The Urachos or ligamentall passage derived from the bot*

tome of the bladder.

b. Pertaining to the ligament (of a bivalve).

1850 I. D. Sowerby in Dana's Geol. App. i. 699 Equivalve,
suborbicular, thin, . . ligamental area elongate. 1854 Wood-
ward Mollusca 11. 247 The internal ligament, or cartilage,

is lodged in furrows formed by the ligamental plates. Ibid.

286 A distinct ligamental ridge in each valve.

Ligamentary (ligamcntari), a. [f. Ligament
+ -Aity.J a. Of the nature of or composing a liga-

ment ;
consisting of the tissue proper to ligaments,

b. Of or pertaining to a ligament.

1744 tr. Bocrhaavc's Inst. 111. 411 Besides these liga*

mentary Fascia;, there are also others more broad and mus-
cular. 1783 H. Watson in Med. Commun. I. 188 The liga-

mentary periosteum, which covers the vertebra*. ^ 18x6 D. P.
Blaine Veterinary Art 411 Ossifications and ligamentary
enlargements. 1833 IVcst/n. Rev. XVII. 312 Flax . . is applied
by the natives to almost every purpose of clothing, building,

packing, or wherever ligamentary structure can be turned
to account. 1850 H. Miller Footer. Great, v. 87 In some
of the naibheads .. there appear well-marked ligamentary
impressions.

Iiigamenti-ferous,rt. Conch. [See-FERous.]

(See quot)
1839 Sowerby Conch. Man. 56 Ligameniiferotis,\ay\x\% or

containing the ligament, as the cardinal pit in Mya.

IiigamentO- (ligaments), used as a pseudo-L.

comb, form, with the meaning 'ligamentous and

. . . as ligamenlo-carlilaginous, -muscidar adjs.

178a A. Monro Anal. Bones, Nerves^ etc. 67 This flexible

ligamento-cartilaginous substance. 1835^6 Todd Cycl. Anat.
I. 510/1 A large ligamento-muscular plate.

Ligamentous (ligarae -ntas), a. [f. Ligament
+ -ous.] Of the nature of, or characteristic of, a
ligament; composed ofthe tissue proper to ligaments.

1683 A. Snape Anat. Jlorsc 1. vi. (1686) 9 A Muscle, which
is one while ligamentous and nervous, and otherwhiles fleshy.

1725 Bradley Fane. Dict.s.v. Plants, Those [plants] that

are not woody may be reduced to six Sorts, viz. the fibrous,

ligamentous, bulbous [etc.]. 1796 Phil. Trans. LXXXVII.

"

23 All ligamentous parts arc weak in their vital powers.

1804 ABERNBTHY^SV/^r. Obs* 32 It had unfortunately acquired
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LIGATE.

a ligamentous adhesion to the orbicular ligament of the
hip. i8»6 Kiaay & Sp. Entomot. III. 400 The second kind
of articulation, the ligamentous, he affirms takes place
only in orthopterous and some neuropterous insects. 187a

Mivabt Elem. Anat. 28 Ligamentous fibres bind together
the margins of the apposed articular surfaces. 1880 GCn-
tiier Fishes 1 19 The tongue consists merely of ligamentous
or cellular substance.

b. rerunning to the ligaments of the body.
1804 Med. Jml. XII. 563 Gouty, or ligamentous and ten-

dinous inflammation.

Hence litgame'ntonsly adv., by ligaments.

1883 Eneycl. Brit. XVI. 609 Being also connected liga-

mentously with the scapulae.

Ijigan, obs. form of Lagan, wreckage.

Liganee, obs. form of Ligeaxce.

fliigate, a. Obs. rare" 0
, [ad. L. ligdt-ns,

pa. pple. of ligarc lo bind.] ' Bound, tied

1604 in R. Cawdrev Tabic Alph.

Ligate (lai-g^t), v. Chiefly Surg. [f.L.ligal-,

ppl. stem of ligarc to bind.] trans. To bind

with a ligature or bandage; spec, in Surg., to tie

up (a bleeding artery or vessel).

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhoucr's Bk. Physicke 37/1 Open a
blacke Henne on her backc, applye and also Tigate her on
his head. 1775 New Hampsh. Prov. Papers (1873) VII.
652 He . . was at that time even destitute of a needle to

ligate a bleeding vessell. 1896 Treves Syst. Surg. I. 540
When a surgeon is ligating an artery. 1899 A //butt's Syst.

Med. VI. 244 If. .the superior mesenteric artery be ligated.

fig. <ri6oo Timon hi. v, Let it be lawfull for me.. to ligate

and obligate your cares with my words.

Hence Li-gated ///. a., tied with a ligature ; (of

letters) united in a ligature ; Li gating vbl. sb.

Also Iiiga'tor, 'an instrument to place and fasten

a ligature* (Knight Did. Mech. Suppl. 1884).
1597 A. M. tr. Guillewcau's Fr. Chirurg. 31 b/t That

nature may have time to close the cutt and ligated vayne.
1866 T. Wright in Intel/. Observ. No. 50. 108 The Roman
ligated letters. 187S Knight Did. Mtch., Ligating-for*

ceps. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VI. 165 The formation
of a thrombus is of no assistance in securing obliteration

of a ligated vessel.

Ligation (laig^'Jan). [ad. L. ligation-em, n.

of action f. ligare to bind.]

fl. The action or process of binding ; a connect-

ing or binding fast ; also, the condition of being
bound

;
suspension (of the faculties). Obs.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillemcaits Fr. Chirurg. *iij, To bring
to passe in this wretched worlde, in our bodye, a shorte and
breefe ligatione [of us and Heaven], 161a J. Coita Disc.
Dang. Pract. Physicke 1. vii. 68 To them that sleep in their

clothes, .there is not so true a ligation of their senses. 1638
Penit. Con/, viii. (1657) 237 He that hath not the power
of absolution hath not the power of ligation. 1643 Sir T.
Browne Kelig. Med. it. § 11 The slumber of the body seenis

to be but the waking of the soul. It is the ligation of sense,

but the liberty of reason. 1656 Blolnt G/ossogr., Ligation,
a binding, also the tongue-tying in children especially. 1664
H. More Myst. tniq.iQi They having no coherence or liga-

tion with the time of the Prophet, hut onely with one
another. 1684 T. Burnet Theory ofEarth 1. 196 The liga-

tion of Satan proves this poi it effectually : for so long as
Antichrist reigns, Satan cannot be said to be bound.
2. The action of binding with a ligature

;
esp. in

Surg., the operation of tying up (a bleeding artery,

etc). Also, an instance of this.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillcmcaus Fr. Chirurg. 27 ;2 The liga-

tione or tyinge of the teeth, to ioyn them together. 1634
T. Johnson Farcy's Chirurg. xtv. iii. 536 The habit of the
body ought to prescribe a measure in ligation : for tender
bodies cannot away with so hard binding as hard, a 1659
Osbokn (luetics Wks. (1673) 588 Swathing, and the rest of
the ligations used by Nurses tu Infants. 1689 Moylk Sea
Chyrttrg. 11. v. 39 If such a Wound should happen in the

joint of the Hip, where .such Ligation cannot be made. 1899
Allbntfs Syst. Med. VI. 165 H is, this angeiitis which leads

to the closure of a vessel after ligation.

3. Something used in binding ; a ligature, band-
age, bond, tie

;
also, the place of tying, arch.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillcmcaus Fr. Chirurg. 44 b/2 Keducingc
both the endes of the ligatione which we have in our hands
above on the wounde. .1633 J. Done Nist. Scptuagint
48 There was also an enrichment of Precious stones, strung
throuch a ligation of Cords. «ri645 Howell Lett. II. xlvii,

Ther ^s a peculiar Religion attends frendship, ther is ao
cording to the Ktymologie of the wordj a ligation and
solemne tie. J815 Scott Guy M. xxxviii, A bundle tied

with tape, and sealed at each fold and ligation with black wax.

t Iiigatory, a. Oh. [ad. L. type ^ligdldrius,

f. ligarc to bind : see -OftY.] a. Serving to bind or

tie up. b. That has binding force, obligatory.

1610 Heywood Witches tv. (1634) II 3, Dough. Now
do I thinke upon the codpeeee point the young jade gave him
at the wedding. ..A rtk. A ligatory point. Bant. Alas poore
Lawrence, i6«5W. B. TrueSchool War a, Itiseleereamongst
..Professors of Cases of Conscience, That theerrour. .which
..is called an erronious Conscience, is ligatorie,

Iiigature (lrgatitu), sb. Also 7 ligator. [ad.

L. Itgil/ura, f. ligarc to bind. Cf. K. liga/ure.]

1. Anything used in binding or tying; a band,

bandage, tie. Chiefly spec, in Surgery, a thread

or cord used to tie up a bleeding artery, to strangu-

late a tumour, etc.

c 1400 Lanfranc's Cintrg. 82 Also it is good to . . streyne

H ligature at be ground of bi wounde, & bynde it losely at

pe moub of be wounde. 1541 K. Coi'Lanu Guydon's Quest.
Chirurg. H tij b, Let it . . be cut in the myddes of the lyga-

ture and let the nether parte be left. i6ai Burton Anat.
Me/. 11. i. 1. i, Whether . . by spells, . . ligatures, philtures,

incantations, &c. this Disease . » may be cured. 1614
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Wotton Archil, in Reliq. (1651) 269 The Cove: is . . a kind
of Band or Ligature to the whole Fabrick. 1650 IJllwer
Anthropomet. 102 The fdlets and ligatures that .. Nurses
use to bind them flat unto the Head. 17*6 Swift GuUher
1. i, I likewise felt several slender ligatures across my body.
1805 Foster Ess. w. ii. 132 The ligatures which the Olympic
pugilists bound on their hands and wrists. 18*5 Scott
Betrot/urd xvii, It is impossible that my bandage or Iiga.

ture, knit by these fingers, should have started. 1846 J.
Baxter Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) II. 277 The ligature [for

the artery of a sheepl should generally be made of waxed
silk. 1896 Treves Syst. Surg. I. 217 The finest sulpho*
chromic catgut forms a trustworthy ligature.

b. Jig. Anything binding or uniting ; a bond, tie.

i6»7 H. Burton Baiting Pope's Bu/i Ep. Ded. 9 No liga-

tures of lawes can long hold them. 1633 T. Stafford Pac.
Hib. To Rdr. (1821) 1 History .. the common bond and
ligature, which unites present time with all ages past. 164a
Teh. Taylor Episc. (1647) 329 The Bishop is the band, and
ligature of the Churches Unity. 18*7 Examiner 680/1 The
ligatures which connect him with the narrative which he
delivers are very artificial.

2. « Ligament 2. Not now in good use.

c 1400 Latifranc's Cirurg. 177 pis hipe boon, .is maad fast

aboue wib ligaturis & pannyclis & nerues. 1641 Wilkins
Mat/u Magick 1. v. (1648) 29 The Ligatures for the strength-

ning of them Inervcs], that they may not flag and languish
in their motions. 1648 Sanderson Scrm. II. 225 It is said of
Belshazzar, Dan. 5 . . that the joynts (bindings or ligatures)

of his loyns were loosed. 1875 Buck land Log-bk. 175 The
[snake's] eggs were not held by a ligature, hut appeared
pasted together by some strong adhesive gum.
3. The action of tying ; an instance of ibis. Also,

the result of the action or operation ; a tie or the

place where it is made. a. Surg.
154 1 R. Coplanu Guydon's Quest. Chirurg. Ljb, Howe

many maners of lygatures or rollynges ben there and howe
ought they to be made? 1597 Lowe Chirurg. (1634) 93 In
amputation .. I findc the ligator reasonable sure, providing
it be quickly done. 1793 BeduoesCWcw/wj 212 Mr. Hamil-
ton made three ligatures in the jugular vein of a cat. 1846
Brittan tr. Malgaigne's Man. Ofer. Surg. iii. 17 Ligature
was known amongst the ancients for the removal of pedun- I

culated tumours. 1896 Treves Syst. Surg. I. 540 Tbe liga*

! ture of a main artery in its continuity.

b. gen. The action of binding up or t)ing.

1651 Wittie Primrose's Pop. Err. 1 v. xlviiL 406 Somedoean-
noint the weapon, and binde it up carefully. . . Neverthelesse,

j

some say, that by the onely dipping of the weapon into the

box of ointment, without any ligature, they have performed
a cure. 1712 Arbuthnot John Bu// iii, The fatal noose
. . with the most strict ligature squeezed the blood into his 1

face. 1872 Baker Nile Tribut. viii. 137 A tight ligature
j

was made behind each stone.

4. Mns. A method of indicating the connexion

or binding of notes into groups, as a guide to their

rendering by the executant. In ancient notation, a

;

compound note-form expressing two or more tones I

to be sung to one syllable, f hi ligature : (of notes)
j

I connected in this way. In mod. notation ; a Tie

j

or Slur. In Counterpoin/ : a Sykcopatio.v.

1597 M or lev Introd. Mns. 9 Phi. But how if it haue a
tayle on the right side

J
Ma. Then it is as though it were

I not in Ligature and is a Long. Ibid., Annot., Ligatures
were deimed for the Ditties sake, so that how manye notes

serued fur one syllable, so many notes were tied together.

1609 Dollanu Ornithop. Micro/. 40 A Ligature is tbe eon-
ioyning of simple Figures [notes] by tit strokes. 1753
Chambers Cycl. Supp. s.v., Hence syncopes aie often called

Iigaturo, because they are made by the ligature of many
notes. 178a Blrnev Hist. Mus. (1789) I I. iii. 183 Ligatures
or binding notes. 1848 Craig, Ligature, in Music, a binding
indicated by a curved line. 1880 Rockstro in Grove Diet.

Mus- 1 1. 136 Ligature, a parage of two or more notes, sung
to a single syllable. JbitL 138 In some old printed books,
the last note of a Ligature is placed obliquely, in which
case it is always to be sung as a Breve.

5. In I Vriling and Printing. Two or more letters

joined together and forming one character or type

;

a monogram. Also, a stroke connecting two letters.

In ligature, combined in one character or type.

1693 Phil. Trans. XVII. 887 These Ligatures have been
a long time Thorns in the Eyes of all that first learn Greek.

1731 Bailey vol. II, Ligatures [w\ih Printersl, types consist-

ing of two letters, as ff,fiyJ/y &c. 1773 Swinton in Phil
Trans. LX 1 V. 326 As for the Greeks, nothing is more com-
mon than ligatures, or monograms, on their coins. 1880
Warren xii. 137 The two initials . .are in ligature.

1883 I. Taylor Alphabet 1. v. 263 In the earlier monumental
scripts the letters are separate, but in some of the Kgyptian
papyri certain letters are united by ligatures. s88$ Cook
tr. Sicvcrs' O. E. Grant. (1887) 5 l he ligatures and diph-
thongs . . are never geminated. 1896 }. C Egbert Lat.
Inscript. 67 Ligatures . . are common in Gallic inscriptions

from tne first century a.u. ..Ligatures of Three Letters

f6. Binding quality ; also toner., that which has

this quality. Obs.

167s Evelvn Terra (1676) too Salt it is which gives liga-

ture, weight, and constitution to things. 17*7 Bradley
Fam. Diet. s.v. Fir tree, They grow in moist or barren
Gravel, and poor Ground, if not over sandy and light, with*

out any loamy Ligature. -

f 7. The state of being bound ;
suspension of the

intellectual or physical powers (see quots.). Obs.

1717-41 Cham bf rs Cycl., Li?ature,among mystic divines,

signifies a total suspension of the superior faculties, or in-

tellectual powers of the sout. . . This passive state of these

contemplative people they call their ligature. Ligature,
is also used for a state of impoteucy, in respect to venery,

caused by some charm, or witchcraft.

Iiigature (U-gatitu), v. [f. Ligatuue sb.']

trans. To bind with a ligature or bandage
j
spec.

in Surg, to tie up (an artery, etc.).

1716-20 Lett. Mist's Jrul. (1722) I. 297 All Things were
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prepared, her Leg ligatured, and ..plunged in the warm
Bath, a 1734 North Lives (1826) III. 43 Goat skins, .blown
full and ligatured, are put under the corners that appear
most to sink. 1878 T. Bryant Pract. Surg. (1879) II. 19
A wounded artery or vein should be ligatured above and
below the wound. 1882 Carpenter in Standard 28 Sept.

3/3 The way in which infants were clothed and ligatured.

1896 Thf.ves Syst. Surg. 1. 217 One does not require to liga-

ture many vessels in a wound now that we have such excel-
lent pressure forceps.

ptg. s8zx Tales ofmy Landlord, Witch o/Glas Llyn II.

194 By ligaturing his energies and cooling his ft tends, pru-
dence would have ruined the cause which rashness saved.

Hence Xii-gatured ///. a.

1859 Nat. Eneycl. I. 150 The ligatured vessel. 1899 Alt-
butt's Syst. Med. VI. 298 A ligatured artery.

Lig-by (H'gbai). Obs. exc. ttor/h. dial. [f. lig,

northern f. Lie v. 1 + By adv."] A bedfellow; a
mistress, concubine ; ~ Lie-by 1.

1610 Holland Camden*s Brit. 1. 379 Edith his wife, who
before time had beene one of King Henrie the First his
sweet hearts and lig»bies. 163a Brome North. Lasse v. i.

Wks. 1873 III. 85 l ie be none of his Ligby for twice so
mickle. 1698 Lacv Sauuy the Scot 11. i. 9 He means to
make one of your Lasses his Wench—that is, his Love and
his Ligby. 1876 Whitby G/oss., Lig-beside, or Lig-by, a
concubine.

Iirgdur. dial. Also 7 lig-dewe. [Possibly

a corruption of F. ligature Ligatl he, which occurs

in the somewhat similar sense 1 belt of coarse cloth
worn by peasants and carters (See quot. 1902.)
161771/5. Visitations Archd. Canterbury (Cathedral Libr.)

148 We present Francis Tresse for laying of. .a dirty pnirc of
lig-dewes in the chest where the church ornaments do usually
lie. 190a Eng. Dial. Diet., Ligdur, long gaiters reaching
to the thighs [ Kent],

Iiige, obs. foim of League, Lie v.\ Liege.

Ligeance (lat-dgans, lrdgans). Forms : 4
l©gg(ejaunce, lygeaunce, ligence, lygiauns,
liegance, 4-5 ligeaunce, leg(e)aunce, lyg-

aunce, 4-6 liegeaunce, 4-7 lege-, legiance, Us-
ance, 5 legiaunce, legiuns, legence, liegiance,

lyeg(e)aunce, lygeance,lygeauns,6 legyaunce,
6-7 liegeance, 7-8 leigeance, ligiance, 5-9 lige-

ance. ta * OF. ligeance, legiance, etc. (latinized

ligen/ia, ligan/ia, legiancid), f. lige Liege : see

-ance. Cf. Allegiance.]
1. The obligation of a liege man to "his liege

lord ; the duty of fidelity of a subject to his

sovereign or government ; - Allegiance 2, Obs.

exc. arch.

1377 Po/. Poems (Rolls) I
% 217 And in his leggaunce

worthily He abod mony a bitter brayd. 1138s Wyclip
Set. Wks. III. 503 pat . . alle bo ordiris of frens, in peync
of lesynge of alle nor legeauncc, telle bo kynge . . what is

is sacrament, e 1400 Sowdone Bab. 105 Comaundinge
em vppon legeaunce To come in al hast. 1471 Arriv.
Edw. /V (Camden 1 39 [They] became his true liegemen,
with as streight promyse of trcw legiaunce as cowthe be
devised. 1489 P/umpton Corr. (Camden) p. xeviii. Wee
understand .. your true mind & faithful liegiance towards
us. c 1500 Me/usiue Ivii. 338 ' By god said geffray, * gra-

mercy, Kayre lordes, and I am redy to receyuc you to your
lygeauns.' And benne they dyde to hym hommage. 1589
Putienham Eng. Poesie 11. xi. (Arb.) 112 She enuirons her
people round, Retaining them by oth and liegeance. a 1641
Bp. Mountagu Acts <y Mon. (1642) 93 They owe him no
leigance, nor obedience. 1660 R. Coke Justice Vind. 49
How vile wouM this man make Majesty ! how light the

Hgeance which is due not only by nature, hut by oath
from all subjects to their rightful Soveraigns? a 1670
IIacket Abp. Wii/iams 11. (1692) 191 None sate there

before he had laken an oath to bear tme liganee to hi 111

and his heirs, and to defend his Majesty against all j>cii!s.

1689 Consid. cottc. Succession <y A//eg. 19 Allegiance or Lige-

ance with respect to the King (fur anciently even Infcriour

Lords had their Liege-men) imports ..That [etc ]. 1839 44
Turi'ER Proverb. P/ti/os. (1852) 134 Ligeance we swear to

our God, and ligeance well we have kt.pt.

cccas. m pi. 15*3 Lo. Berkers Frotss. I. ccxii. 253 The
frenche kynge . . shall rendre and delyuer to the . . kyngc
of Englande..the honours, regalities, obei-aunces. homages,
tiegeaunces..that apperteyneth..to the crowne of Krauncc.
1658 Cleveland Rmtick Rampant Wks. (1687) 471 By
the Faith and Liegances which to us ye owe.

f b. Phr. 7b do or make (one's) ligeance. Obs.

1387 Thevisa l/igdeu (Rolls) VIII. 55 y&t he and his

successoures and men of Scotlond schulde doo homage
legeaunce and feaute to the kvoges of Engelond. 1395
Purvey Remonstr. (1851) 80 Agens here ligeaunce and
solempne ooth maad to king Jon. c 1440 Partonopc 2680
The king of fraunce To whom he had made his lyege-

aunce. £1450 Lonelich Grail xlvi. 446 Thcrto ben
bownden Echon be the legaunce ;e ban me don. 1651

G. W. tr. Cowets lust. 23 The next capital! Lord to whom
her Ancestors had done legiance.

2. The sway or jurisdiction of a sovereign over

his subjects or 'lieges'; the territories subject to

a sovereign. Now only in legal use.

^1380 Sir Ferumb. 1270 We., bub Charlis men be
Emperere & vnder his liegeaunce. 1390 Gower Cottf. III.

176 What is a king in his liganee, VVher that ther is no
lawe in londe? 1447 Act 25 lien. VI in Bolton Stat. tret.

(1621) 9 Any such Irish enemies so received to the legcanee

of our Souveraigne Lord. 1609 Lu.-Chanc Ellesmerk
Sp.on Post-Matt 5 Hec was borne .. within the ligeance

of his said Maiestie. 16a* Coke On Litt. 129 He may be
born out of the realm of England yet within the liegeance.

i6$a Needham tr. Seldeu's Mare CI. Ep. Ded., The Seas
of Engl, were ever under the Legiance of our Kings.

1765 Black stone Comm. I. 366 Such as are born within

the dominions of the crown of England, that is, within

the ligeance, or as it is generally called, the allegiance of
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the kins;. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) III. 341 All persons
born out of tlie ligeance of the Crown of England. 183a
Austin Jurispr. (1870) II. xxxi. 570 An alien enemy living

within the ligeance of our king.

t Li'geancy. Obs. Also legeancy. [f. as

prec. : see -ancy.] *=prec.

1647 Digges Unlaw/. Taking Arms iii. 82 The definition

of Legeancy is set down in the great customary of Nor-
mandy, Ligeantia est quA domino tencntur vassalli sui.

1656 Blount Glossogr. s. v. Liege, Liege-man is he that

owes Hgeancy to his Liege Lord. 1660 Sheringham King's
Suprem. Asserted y. (1682) 36 Allegiance or Hgeancy is due
to the King, and none but the King.

LigeCa r, Ligence, obs. ff. Ledgkr, Ligeance.
Ligeretie, ligeritie, variants of Legekity.
1652 Earl Monm. tr. Benlivoglws tlist. Relat. 153 It

was rather his ambition and ligeretie . . which made him
take so sudden and unexpected a resolution.

Ligg 'en, obs. and dial, form of Lie v. 1

Liggat^e, ligget, dial. var. Lidgatk.
Ligge, obs. f. Lie v}, Liege; var. Ltg Obs.

Iiigger (li'g^i), sb. dial ff. lig, northern var.

LiEf.M- -er I. Cf. Ledger so., which is a doublet

of this word, and occurs in several of its senses.]

1. A coverlet.

^1483 Liber Niger in llonseh. Ord. (1790) 85 Hangers,

liters, and an tna t i s the Kinges stuffe. 1847 Halliwkll,
Ligger, a coverlet for a bed. Line.

2. f A scaffolding-timber ; » Ledger sb. 2 (obs.).

Also, see qnot. 1895.
1500-18 Ace. Louth Steeple in Archseoiogia X. 83 For

middle scaffolds two pieces going through, i6d, eight smaller

liggers 4d. 1895 E. Anglian Gloss.
,
Ligger, a pole nailed

horizontally from siud to stud to support the splints before

receiving a coat of clay or loam.

f 3. The nether millstone. (Cf. Ledger sb. 4.)

1781 Pegge in Arch.rologia (1785) VII. 20 The stones

which composed these primitive .. mills .. were two; an
upper stone or runner, and a nether, called in Derbyshire
a hgger.

4. (See quots.)

1840 Spurdens Su/pl. to Forby, Ligger, an extemporaneous
bridge over a * mash-deek ' (ma: sh-dike] usually formed of an
aldern pole lain over it. 1865 W, Whitk A\ En*. 1. 162

Ligger or, in native pronunciation, Ligga, is the plank

across a ditch or drain. 1887 W.JRye Norfolk Broads 67
We crossed a 'ligger

1

, or plank bridge, over a little beck.

5. Angling. A line with a float and bait which

is left in the water, used chiefly in pike-fishing in

the Norfolk Broads. (Cf. Ledger sb. 5.)

^1825 in Forby Voc. E. Anglia. 1883 G. C. Daviks
Norfolk Broads 130 You will see numerous bundles of reeds,

each the size of a rolling-pin. .. These are the liroadinan's

'liggers', or trimmers, which he sets for pike all over the

Iiroad. The line is rolled round the ligger with a foot or

two free, and the double hook is baited with a roach.

Comb. 1895 P. H. Emerson Birds, etc. Norfolk Broad-
la/uts 317 Ltggermen detest them (grebes]; for they will

clear their liggers of fish.

6. IVorsted-manuf One who puts the material

on to a carding machine. Also Ligger on (Eng.

Dial. Diet.).

1881 Census Instructions (1885) 107 Uobbin Ligger. 1899
Daily News 12 Jan. 2/1.

Ligger (lrgai), v. [f. Ligger sb. Cf. Ledger
v.] inlr. To* fish with a ' ligger Hence Lin-
gering vbt. sb.

1834 JTew Monthly Mag. XI. II. 23 Our supreme sport,

liggering for pike. 18830 C. Daviks Norfolk Broads 130

The liggering on Rockland
t
therefore, does not interfere

with the pike-fishing in the river.

lagging, obs. form of Lying.
Ligh(e, Ligher, obs. forms of Lie, Liar.

Light (lait), sb\ Forms : 1-2 leoht, 1 Hoht,
Anglian leht, 2-3 leoeht, 2-5 lint, (4 lyht),

3-4 lict,lit(t,lijt, 3-5 li3t(e, ly$t, (li3ht, ly^hte,

ly^ght), lith, 4 lyth(e, 4-6 lyght(e, (5 lyghth,
6 lyghtt), Sc. lycht, (4 lyicht), 4, 6 lyte, (4
?leyt, 6 lytt), 5 leght, 2-3, 4- Sc. licht, 3-
light. [OE. t<folit str. neut. (later leoht f

Anglian

le/it
t
early ME. ft/it) corresponds to OFris. fiac/ii,

OS. Hoht (Du. licht), OHG. Hoht (MUG. lieht,

mod.G. Ikhi) :-OTent. */<fwto,u:-pre-Teut. *lenh-

tom (also *tenl'otorn, whence Goth, liuhap ; for the

suffix cf. Naked </.), f. Aryan root Veuk- to shine,

be white. (Not in ON., which lias instead a

parallel formation on the same root, lies \—*leuhS'.)

According to some scholars, the sb. is the neuter

of ihe adj. *leuhto- Light a$ ; on this view the

primary sense would be 'that which is bright'.

The Aryan root *tcuk- ( : *louk- : *lftk-) is represented in

a great number of words.^ In Teut., besides the words
mentioned above and their derivatives, there are those

mentioned under Lajt t\, Leam sb.\ Leye ; also OE. Itxan
to lighten. Outside Teut. the root appears in Skr. rtte to

shine, rhcas, rbcts neut., brightness, rttkma shining, Gr.
Acukoc white, AeiW iv to see, L. lilx, lumen ligbt, lucere

to shine. tuna { \—*loukna) moon, Olrish I6n, Itian moon,
Idche lightning, Welsh Hug light, Hitched lightning, lleufer

(OWelsh louber) light, OSl. lula beam of light.]

1. That natural agent or influence which (emanat-

ing from the sun, bodies intensely heated or burn-

ing, and various other sources) evokes the functional

activity of the organ of sight.

a. Viewed as the medium of visual perception

generally. Also, the condition of space in which
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light is present, and in which therefore vision is

possible. Opposed to darkness.
c 1000 /Elfric Gen. t. 3 God cwa;3 ba : geweorSe leoht,

and leoht wearS ^eworht. c 1*50 Gen. ff Ex. 44 Al was
flat firme flrosing in ni^t, Til he wit hise word made H^t.

1398 Tkkvisa Barth. De P. R. vm. xxviii. (1495) 339 Lyghte
shedyth itselfe fro the hyghest heuen anone to the mydie of
the worlde. c 1460 Townetey Myst. i. 23 Darknes from light

we parte on two. 1593 Smaks. Lucr. 674 Light and lust are
deadlie enemies. 1671 Mii.ton Samson 90 Since light so
necessary is to life. 1679 Dryuen Troilns $ t r. iv. ii, Now
shine, sweet moon ! let them have just light enough to make
their passes. 1756 Burke Sufil. <y B. xxi. xiv, All colours 1

depend on light. 1860 Tynuall Glac. t. vi. 45 Beyond a
certain intensity . . light ceases to be light, and becomes mere
pain.

b. Viewed as being itself an object of percep-
' tion, cognized by means of the specific visual sensa* '

I

tion indicated by the use of words like 'bright',
' ' shining*, etc. Also, in particularized sense, an

[

individual shining or appearance of light.

For Northern, Southern Lights ( = Aurora Borealis,
A nstralis^, Zodiacal light, see the adjs.

Beowulf 727 Him of ea^um stod h*e £elicost leohl un-
faj^er. ?<zixoo O. E. Chron. an. 789 (Laud MS.) Heo-
fenlic leoht [MS. F. Hoht) wses *elome seogen ?>xr ber
he ofsla^en was. a 1*25 Leg. Kath. 1594 Swuch leome &
lint leitede brinne. c 1300 Havclok 588 She saw ber-inne
a lith ful shir, Also brith so it were day, Aboute be knaue
per he lay. 1567 MArLET Gr. Forest 3 A Gem . . in whose

'

Centre .. a certaine light is seene shining .. like to the I

,
Moone. 1^96 Shaks. Alerch. l\ v. i. 89 That light we see
h burning in my hall. 1634 Milton Counts 340 With thy
long levell'd rule of streaming light. 1846 Klskin Mod.
Faint. II. ill. 1. v. §4 Whatever beauty there may result

from effects of light on foreground objects. 1847 Tennyson
Princess iv. 3 The long light shakes across the lakes. 1866
M. Arnold Thyrsis xvii, And in the scatter d fauns the
lights come out.

c. Viewed as residing in or emanating from a
luminary. Phr. to give light (said of a luminary).
c 1000 Ags. Gosf>. Matt. x.\iv. 29 Se mona hys leoht ne

syld. a 1300 Cursor M. 1771 Sun and mone had tint bair

light. 1340-70 A lex. A/ Ih'nd. 122 His [the sun's] lem on J>e

loft li^ht ^af aboute. 136a Langl. /'. PI. A. !. 163 Chastite
withoaten Charite .. Is as lewed as a Lauinpe bat no liht

is inne. 1530 J'inuai.k Amw. More 24 The air is dark of

itself, & receiveth all her liyht of the son. 1548 Hall
Chron., Ilen. [ 'Ill, 22 On the top stode a goodly llekon

gevyng light. 1592 Shaks. Font. <y Jut. v. iii. 125 What
Torch is youd that vainely lends his light To grubs and
eyelesse SculiesV 1634 Milton Counts 199 And fill'd their

t Lamps With everlasting oil, to give due light To the misled

and lonely Travailer. 1716 Pope Iliad \\\\. 688 As when
the Moon.. O'er Heav'ns pure A/ure sheds her sacred Light.

\

1814 Scott li'ar: ii, J he sun .. poured .. its chequered
light through the stained window.

d. In scientific use.

The word tight has been u^ed in six special senses : (a)

the thing (variously conceived as matter or energy) which
is communicated from a luminous body to the l>ody illumi-

nated by it ; (b) this thing regarded as producing sensa-
' tion ; (c) the sensation produced ; id\ the process, (variously

conceived as rectilinear motion of corpuscles, undulaiory
motion of the ether, or periodic change of electrical and
magnetic slate*) by which the communication is made

;

(c) certain characteristics of such processes (rays or waves 1

;

{f) physical energies and processes of the same type as

those involved in the production of vision, but having •

possibly a different range of periods (e.g. Ron t gen rays).

, The sense (<) (rare in actual use, though not uncommonly
!

expressed in definitions) agrees- with an occasional use of

1 the word in popular language: we should, e.g., usually

apply the name tight to the sensation experienced when

j
the optic nerve is excited mechanically without the inter-

vention of a luminous body. In the sense (r/) the word
light ts equivalent to the /rocess oftransmission of light ;

in the sense (<.*) it is equivalent to rays of tight or waves of
light.

(a) 1704 Kkwton Opt/eks i. 18 The Light of the Sun
consists of Rays differently refrangible. 1811 A. T. Thom-
son Loud. Disp. (t8i8> p. xxxvi, Light is a substance con-

sisting of very subtle particles which are constantly

I
emanating in straight lines from luminous bodies. 1876

1 Tait Pec. Adv. Phys. Sei. iii. (ed. a) 66 It necessarily

I
followed that light is a form of energy.

{6) 1704 Newton (title) Opticks : or, a Treatise ofthe Reflec-

tions, Refractions, Inflections and Colours of Light. 1807

T. Young Led. Nat. Philos. 1 1. 629 Radiant Light consists

in Undulations of the luniiniferous Ether.

(c) 1800 Hkrscmei. in/'////. Trans. XC. 295 l<ight, both .

solar and terrestrial, is a sensation occasioned by rays
,

emanating from luminous bodies.

(ii) 1875 W. K. Clu-iord in Fortn. Rev. XVII. 785 Thus
light is described as a vibration and such properties of light

j

as are also properties of vibrations are thereby explained.

(e) 1900 Lakmor Aether % Matter xii. 205 Waves of high

period (much higher however than ordinary light).

</) 1865 Maxwell in Phil. Trans. CLV. 466 We have

strong reason to conclude that light itself including radiant

heat, (and other radiations if any), is an electromagnetic

disturbance in the form of waves. 1897 S. P. Thompson
{title) Light visible and invisible.

e. The portion or quantity of light whieh comes

through a window, or whieh is otherwise regulated

so as to illuminate a given space. In a good (or

bad) light', situated so as to be clearly visible

(or the reverse).

In the early 1 7th c. false or deceiving lights are often

mentioned as a kind of trickery practised by shopkeepers.

See, e.g. a 1616 Beau.m. & l'u Phytaster v. iii. (1620) 58;

a 1626 Miudleton Worn, beware Worn. 11. ii. (1657) 120 and
Anyth.for quiet Life II. ii. (1662) C 3 b.

a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon clxiii. 643 Other wyndowes
there were.. the whiche gaue great lyght into the house.

1623 Bacon Ess, Building (Arb.) 551 A double House,

LIGHT.

without Thorow Lights, on the Sides. 1658 W. Sanderson
Graphice 26 Place yoor best Pieces, to be seen with single

lights. Ibid. 61 Choose your Light Northwards towards
the East, one single Light only, great and fair, without
any reflection of Trees or Walls. 1797 Holcroft tr. Slot*

berg's Trav. (ed. 2) II. xlii. 6g The picture .. is in a bad
light. 1854 Thackeray Newcontes xvii, Bed-rooms where
Lady Betty has had her hair powdered, and where the

painter's north-light now takes possession of the place which
her toilet-table occupied a hundred years ago.

f. In light : exposed lo rays of light, lighted up.

1847 Tennyson Princess Concl. 41 The happy valleys,

half in light and half Far-shadowing from the west.

g. One's light: the ordinary measure of light

which a person enjoys, or expects to enjoy, for

seeing around him. To stand in a fcrson's light

= to cut him off from the enjoyment of it ; hence

this and similar phrases are used Jig. to express in-

jury done to a person's interests ; so lo stand (Sc.

also to sit) in ones own light, f To lay in (a per-

sons) light', to bring as an objection against.

< 1386 Chaucer Millers T. 210 Bycause that he fer was
from hir sighte, This nye Nicholas stood in his lighte. 1528
More Dialogue tlcresyes iv. Wks. 252/1 He could she we a
fayre law,.. which lawe if it wer laied in their light that

would take vpon thein the defence of any worship to be
dune to ymages, would make al tlieyr eyen dase. 1535
Stewart Cron. Scot. (1858) II. 73 We sat ouir far into oure

awin licht. 1538 Bale Gods Promises v. 2! What tho'

fearce Pharao wrought myschef in thy syght,He was a pagan,
lay not that in our lyght. 1546 J. Hkywooo/'w. i(. iv.

Wks. (1562) Gij, How blindly ye stand in your owne light.

1601 J)kst Patkw. Heaven 222 They [the wicked] be much
their owne foes, and stand in their o\\ ne light. 1633 B. Jon-
son Tale Tub it. i, Take a vool's Counsel, and do not stand

in your own light. 1637 Rutherford Lett. (1862) 1. 226 And
do we not sit far in oar own light, to make it a matter of

bairn's play. 1848 Dickens Dombey xxxix, To take away
the character of a lad that's been a good servant to you,
because he can't afford to stand in his own light for your
good.

^
1856 Reaoe Never too Late Ixx, Don't siand in the

poor girl's light. Mod. colloq. Please move a little farther

that way ; you are in my light.

h. A gleam or sparkle in the eye, expressive of

animated feeling or the like.

1593 Shaks. Lucr. 1378 And dying eyes gleem'd forth

their ashie lights. 1833 H. Colekidce Song, * She is not

fair* 10, I cease not to behold The love-light in her eye.

1852 Mrs. Si owe Uncle Touts C. xxxix, He was followed

by Cassy, pale, calm .. and with that same fearful light in

her eye. 1893 Fall Malt Mag, Chrislm. No. 249 He had
.. an eye without light, a voice without charm.

i. To put out or quench (one's) light \ to extin-

guish his ' vital spark \

1604 Shaks. Oth. v. ii. 10-13. a 1616 Heat m. & Fl. Maid's
Frag. iv. i. (1619) (14 b, Fvad. You will not murther jnc ?

Mel. No, lis a iustice ami a noble one, To put the light out

of such base offenders. 1810 Sco 1 t Lady ofL. III. .xi, Quench
thou his light, Destruction dark !

j. //. [after L. lutuina.] Graces of st)le. rarc~\
1710 Addison 'Patter No. 267 r 4 liacon ..had the ..

comprehensive Knowledge of Aristotle, with all the beautiful

Lights, Graces, and Embellishments of Cicero.

k. fig. Light of one's eyc(s : applied to a loved

object.

a 1000 jfuliana 95 Du eart dohtor min .. minra ea^na
leoht. 1636 M.sssiNGtR Gr. Dk. Florence iv. ii, She was
the light of my eyes, and comfort of My feeble age. 1841

Lank Arab. Nts. I. ic8 O my beloved ! O light of mine eye.

1. The light of Gods countenance: in Ps. iv. 6,

etc. = Divine favour. In allusion to this, the light

of (a person's) countenance is often sarcastically

used for : (his) sanction, approving presence.

1890 Hall Caine Bondman 1. i, Count Trollop was in

Iceland at this celebration of the ancient festival, and he
was induced by Jorgen to give it the light of his countenance.

2. spec. The illumination which proceeds from

the sun in day-time; daylight. Also, the time of

daylight
;
day-titne, day- break. (Usually the light.

Also the light of day.)
c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) Ixxvii. 33 Alt leohte[L. antelncem).

C1020 Rule St. Benet viii. (Logeman) 37 Onginnendum
leohtc IL. incipiente luce), a 1I75 Cott. Horn. 233 H wat
ded si moder hire beam, formes hi hit chete'3 and blissiA

be be lichte. a 1300 Cursor M. 14195 Qua has to wenden
ant wai, God es to go hi light o dai. c 1300 Proverbs of
/lending xx.wi. in Salomon Sat. (1848) 279 Dry11k eft

lasse, and go by lyhte horn, quob Hendyng. a 1340 Ham-
roLK Psalter cxviii. 148 As a goed werk man )>at rysis

hifor light til his werk. 1526 Piter. Perf. (\\\ de W.
i53») 138 Lyke as the precyous stone, the more it is

polyshed or rubhed, the more perfytly it receyuelh the

lyght. a 1600 Montcomerie Misc. P. v. 26 All day I wot
not what to do, I loth to sie the licht. 1697 Drvden
Virg. Georg. nr. 613 Their Morning Milk, the Peasants

press at Night: Their Evening Meal before the rising

Light To Market bear. Ibid. tv. 274 Then having spent

the last Remains of Light, They give their Bodies due
Repose at Night. 1813 Sir H. Davy Agric. Chem. (1814)

230 Plants grow vigorously only when supplied with light.

i860-- 1 Flo. Nightingale Nursing 59 Almost all patients

lie with their faces turned to the light exactly as plants

always make their way towards the light. 1875 Jowett
Plato (ed. 2) I. 134 The appointed hour was approaching

when man in his turn was to go forth into the light of day.

b. In the asseverative phrase by this {good) light.

Also by Gotfs light: see God 14 a and'SLiGHT. arch.

c 15x0 Iuteri. Four Eleiu. (Percy Soc.) 23 Thou art a mad
gest, be this lyght ! 1599 Shaks. Much Ado v. iv. 03 Come,
I will haue thee, hut by this light I take thee for pittie.

r$io — Temp. it. ii. 147 By this good light. 1625 Fletchek
Noble Gent. v. i, Beau. Catcht, by this light 1 1821 Scott
Kenihv. iv, Dy this light, Anthony, thou art mad.
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C. To see the light, to come into Ihc world ; to

be brought forth or published.
*i687 Petty Pol. Artth. (1690) Ded., Had not the Doc-

Irin* offended France, they had long since seen the light.

1705 Hkarnk Collect. 20 July (O. II. S.I 1. 10 He is resolv'd

it (a book] shall see y° Light. 175a Hume Ess. ff Treat.
(1777) l« >75 As soon as the helpless infant sees the light.

*). The state of being visible or exposed lo view.

To come to light (in early use f in, on light) \ to

be revealed, disclosed, made visible or made known.
To bring (rarely +pat) io light (cf. F. mettre en

lumih-e) : to reveal, make known, publish.
a 1000 Elate 1123 (Or.) Nu ts in leoht cyinen, onwrfcen

wyrda higang. a 1300 Cursor M. 15892 lie drogh Mm bak
behind be men Wald lie noght cum in light. 1535 Covkr-
i>ai.k Peek, xvi. 57 When thou wait in thy pryde, and before

ihy wickcdncssc came to light. 1549 T. Somk Latimer s

7 Serm. lip. I)t?d. (Arh.) 19. I hauc gathered, writ, and
brought into lyght ihc famous fryday sermons of Maystcr
1 1 tijju Latimer. 1567 dude ff Got/lie Mai/. {S. 1", S.) 44
Thairby it sail cum to lycht That 7e ar my Disciples rycht.

1597 Moklkv Introd. mns. Ded., It is necessary for him who
shall put to light any such thing as this is to choose *uch
a patron |etc.{ 1611 Kmmc Job xxviii. 11 The thing that is

hid, bringeth he foorth to light. 1643 Deelar. Comm., Kelt,

frel. S7 Their dcvillfoh designcs and devices are come to

light, and brought to our Knowledge. 1765 Parsons in

Phil. Trans. I.V. 48 A worthy family who. .had lived in

Virginia several years in a conspicuous light. 1870 Max
Mullen Sti. Kelig. (1873) 285 liverylaxly wished.. to bring
to light some of the treasures. 1871 Frkkman Norm. Con*/.

O876) IV. xviii. 221 Its history is shrouded in the darkness
which surrounds nil the doings of its Kai l till he breaks forth
into full light in the course of the next year. 1891 Law Times
XC II. Another defect in the Kales of Court 1883 has
come to light.

4. Power of vision, eyesight (now poet* or rltet.).

Also pi. »= Ihc eyes (now only slang).

971 Ittitkl. Horn. 19 Gehyran we nu forwhon se blinda
leoht onfeng. Ibid, ai Se blinda .. b;ed his catena Icohtes.

1 1250 ftft'itt Maregrete 42 Nis no longc an erbe ne non eyen
lift |)al iiuii telle )»e ioie. 1580 Lvt.v Euphues (Arb.)
Mir eyes h.isill, yet bright, and such were the lyghles uf
Venus. 1599 Eronghioris Let. vii.21 The weakning of his
[Samson's] strength lost his lil>ertie and his light. 1607
Wh.kins hiis. Enforced Mart. 11. I) 1 b, Lift vp ihine eyes
. .They were not l>orne to loose their light so .soon e. 1815
Sporting Miig. XLV. 161 He nrM'd the stout Caleb and
darken'*! his lights. 1883 K. \V. Dixon Mano t. xti. <8
His ministers with point of piercing sword I'ut out my light
for ever.

6. A body which emits illuminating rays, a. The
sun or other heavenly body (nfler (Icn. i. 16).

1 1000 Sa t. Leeehd. 111. 2*4 On fS.iin fcorft.m ihc^c fcesceop
God (w.t niic.-clc leoht, )»;ft i.ssnnnc and mona. e 1460
Toivneley fl/yst. i. 21 IVlake we hcuen & erth. .and lyghtys
fayre to se. 1574 Itoi.'KNK Regimentfor Sea iv. 1 1577) 1-5*1 hi

Vou may kuowc it by the Ar*c or bearing of the Stain-s
fui<l lyghles rotiude about you. 1608 Siiaks. Ter. 11. iii. 41
And hec the Sonne for them to rctierenee; None that
beheld htm, but, like lesser lights, Did vaile their Crouncs
to his supiemacic. 1819 y W11.SON />/</ Astro/., Lights,
the luminaries. 1871 R. I'.t.i.is tr. Catullus Uii. 26 Hesper,
shiueth in heaven a light more genial ever?

b. An ignited candle, lamp, gas-jet, or Ihc like.

Hence wax lights -*wax candles for lighting (now
rare in ihis use : cf. 14 h).

t 1000 /Ktrmc Ilont. (Th.) 1. 150 Wc sceolan on ftisinn

the^c Wratt ute leoht to tyrcnu, and la-tan hi liWr bleuian.
01400 50 Alexander 4^1 Many li^tis of a li^t is li^iid

olhire»qnile. r 1420 .S7. Editha 1276 (llorstin.t pis mnyde
tokc hit [s< . be ccrge] |«> from J>at place & hlcwe milt |*c ley^i

anoue sodaniy. < 1449 I'koijck AV/r. it. vi. 169 Sette li^tisor

laumtus bifore hem [images], 1537 fctny H ills (Camden)
ii3, I wyll have n lyte brynnynjg yn the chansell before the
sairemeut. a 1548 Mam. C/t>o».

t
lien, t'l/t, 207b, In this

ihamlner was hanged a great hi attache of silver pcrcell

gilte, to beai c lightcs. 1593 Siiaks. l.iu r. 673 This said, he
sets his footc vptmn the light. 1604 K. ( »[KtMsioNi:l

P'Acosta's tit's/. Indies iv. x.vxtii. 301 lloth rich ami |»oi)r

vsc this taliowe for lii^btcs. 1849 James Woodman ii, The
lights were lighted in a large, comfortable, welbfumishcd
room. i85i C. R 1 : \hk Cloister «N- //. Ivii. ( 1 896) j 74 A Tuscan
tioble promised ten pounds of wax lights to our lady of
Kavimna. 1888 Tall Mnlt (>. 23 July 6/a The common
practice of scckittg for ati <;scape of gas with a light caused
a serious explosion yesterday morning.

c. collet t. The candle's or other illuminftnts used

lo light a particular place; lights collectively.

T Also, material lo l>e burnt for lighting.

n 1023 Wi n st an IJewr., Serttto Ett/i (Napier) 308 Godcs
i;ylean., mid leohte and Incnm by clonic Regretan. 1197
K. Ift-ouc, (Rolls) 7806 Vor me ue mi^tc no cliirchegong
\u)>oute Ii^te do. ntoo llarvM 576 Grim bad Famic
btingen lict. For to don on his elopes. 1387 Tkkvisa
Hidden (Rolls) VI. 317 Att hondied mark to Seynt Teter
Insist. 1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 7 Kucri quarter for to
meyntcne J«e li^t & J»e almesse of be brobcrhede .Yi}.d. 1430
A*. If. Wills 1 1 882) 8^ To our lady lyght, vj</. Item to

semt Mergret lyght, \i\$d. <: 1449 I'ecock AV/r. H. vi. 170
Koi to knele nnd jireie and here li^t and sette tip enndefis
bifore an ymage. c 1470 Hknkv Wallace it. 281 Scho perl
grnith wp a hurd. .honowryl with gret lycht. i<»o Car-
tenters* Accts. in Sharp < ov. Myst, (182^) 186 Pnyd for

lyght for the Cressetts xd. 1561 lbid.
t
\ox enrryinge ij

cressttcs and iij stone of lyght.. ij*. 1609 Skicnk AV^.
Ma/., Sjat. AW/. /, 57 b, Lands given and disponed for

Singing, or for lichl In the kirk,

• d, A signal-lire or bcncon-lanip, csp. on n ship

or in a lirhlhousc; often wilh prefixed (jualiftcn-

lion ns Jived, /lashing, itttertnitteut
t

revofchtg
light. Hence, used for ihc lighthouse ilsclf.

1604 K. G[kimstons] D'Acosta's Hist, Indies tit. xl. 155
In Jhe beginning of the night the Adnnralls light failed so,

as the olocr sluppc never >ee them a/ier. 1790 liLArso^s

Nav. ff Mil. Mem, 253 On the evening of the 3rd of April,
Sir Kdward 4 made the light * of the Ualeines on the Isle of
Rlice. 1793 Smeaton Edyitone L. Introd. 5 The original
lantern for the light was of a diameter somewhat exceeding
five feet. 1793, 1858 [see Floating light]. 1798 Colic-
Rtoci Anc. Mar, vi. xxi, They stood as signals to the land,
Kuch one a lovely light 1850 A. Strvknson Treat. Light-
houses 1. 106 The succession of red and white lights is caused
by the revolution of a frame whose different sides present
red and white lights. . The Jlashiug light is produced in the
same manner as the revoking light. Ibid. 107 The inter-
mittent light is distinguished by bursting suddenly into
view, and continuing steady for a short time, after which it

is suddenly eclipsed for half a minute. ..This distinction, as
well as that called theJlasningMzht, is peculiar to the Scotch
coast. 1863 Murray's Ifandbk. Kent ff Sussex 1^7 The
wall, like that of its sister light at Gessoriacum. is com.

I

po-cd of [etc.]. 1894 A. Rokkrtson Nuggets 44.Revealing
the object he was in search of, as a harbour light reveals

I

the port. 1896 HoesMAN SMroAs/i, Lad lix, Black towers

j

above the Portland light The felon -quarried stone.

t ©• A linkman. Ohs.
1712 Stkrlk Sfiect. No. 454 F 7» ' wcnt to my Lodging,

led by a Light,, .and made him give me an Account of the
Charge [etc.].

6, Used Jig, wilh reference lo mental illumination
or elucidation.

a. In phrases, as lo give (cany, bring) light

(f to or into a subject ). Also to get or receive light.

Now usually to throw {cast, shed) light vpon.

t To have need of light, to need explanation.
r 1449 I'kccK k AV/r. 1. iii. 16 Kelt mao having to do with

I
sttche (ptestiouns mat soone 5e that lloli Wriit ^cucth litil

or noon li^t I herto at at. 1559 W, Cunningham Cosmogr.
itlasse 127 This carde should seme to gtuc a great light and
knowledge vnto Nauigation. 1581 I.amhakok Eircn. 1. ix.

(i6os^ 42 The Salutation of the Queene is but a Catolo^ue
of all the names of ihe lust ices, and contayncth nothing
that hath heede of light. 1657 8 Hurton's Diary (1828) 1 1.

42J, I have received great light from him, atid hope for

much more. < 1680 15kvkkiih;i: Serm. (1729) 1. 116 Thus
I have given you what light I could into both these ex.
nrcssions. 1696 Winston Theory Earth it. (1722) 102 This
Matter will .. give light and strength to some of the former
Testimonies. 1706 Hkahnk Collect. 19 Jan. (O. U.S.) 1.

i6"> Mr. Itmih I'roughton had ye chief Hand and gave
light to y* Work. 1719 I >e Fob Crusoe it. xi. (1840) 235 Can

I you give me no further light into it? 173a Hf.kkklkv
Alciphr. tv. §2 Arguments .. which carry light have their

I

effect, c\en agatiKt an oppotient who shuts his eyes. 1793
I
Smkaton Edystone L. § 192, I was very desirous to get
some light into some of the sensible qualities, that might
probably occasion t he difference. 1855 l>AtN Senses ff Int.

1. ii. $ 10 (18641 3S The experimental enquiries of recent
years have thrown much light upon this obscure and
mysterious subject, i860 Ani.KH EanrieCs Tiun: Poetry
w\. 351 It is on these antecedent* that I shall first en-
deavur to shed some light. 1884 I). Ift'KTftR tr. Lenses

' J/j'st. Canon \v. 57 The various aberrations of heresy ore
well suited for casting some light on the history of the canon.

b. Illumination or enlightenment, as a posses-

sion of ihc mind, or as derivable from some par-

ticular source. Light of nature, ihc capaeily

given to man of discerning certain divine truths

without the help of revelation.

1422 tr. Secreta Set re/., Triv. Triv. 134 Thcs mancr
ihyngcs a man may not do wythout wysdome and vmlyr-
stondyuge and lysjht of connynge. 1595 Siiaks. John tv.

iii. 61 We had a kitale of light, what would ensue. 1599
[Cakiwhiciii] Christian Let. 7 Yet yon infer that the light

of nature leacheth some knowledge natural I whit he i;; neces-
saiie to saluation. 1630 Pkvnni; God Xo Impostor 12 It ts

a greater good or happmcsse then man by all the light of
Art or Nature can attaine vnto. 1669 Hunvan Holy Citie

195 These wortls do, in my present Light, point [etc.]. 1710
HhttKKLhV Trine, /turn. Knoti't. § 72 If we folluw the light

t»f reason. 1732 — Ahiphr. 1. % a I laving spread so much
light mat knowledge over the land. 1790 Humkk Er. Kcvt

Wks. V. 191 The men of Lugtand, the men, I mean, of light

and leading in Kngland. 1821 Lamh Elia Ser. 1. Old
Eenchers,

^
Lovcl . . was a quick little fellow, and would

despatch it I business] out of hand by the light of natural
understanding. 185a II. Kogf.ks Ed. Faith (1853) '08
That is the point on which I want light! 1871 Moklkv
Condorcet in Crit. Misc. Ser. 1. (1878) 87 Less read through-
out Kuropc by men of superior light. 1894 J kssoit Random
Roaming, etc., iv. 145 The Hector, .doing his duly accord-

ing to his light as a country i>arson.

c. //. (a) Vicees of information or instruction

;

facts, discoveries, or suggestions which explain

a subject* {l>) The opinions, information, and capa-
cities, natural or acquired, of an individual intel-

lect. (Cf. K. Intnitres.) Often In phr, according

io (one's) lights.

1526 Titer. TerJ (\V. de \V. 1531) 125 lie hath his sug.
gestyons, felyngcs, & lyghtcs. 1634 Sir T. IIkkiiurt Trav.
217 We may entertnine some lights out ofauthentinue Story.
1683 Tkmplk Mem, Wks. 1731 I. 387, 1 had long Conversa-
tions with the Pensioner, by which 1 gain'd the Lights
necessary to discover the whole present Scene of Affairs.

1748 Anson's \
r
oy. lit. viL 354 The Governor .. might be

expected to give us the best lights for avoiding this per-

plexity. 1793 W. Rov Milit. AnTtij. Rom. Bnt. Introd
,

Many new lights concerning the Roman history nnd geo-
graphy of Uritain. 1831 Khkwstkr Newton (1855) II. xxi.

1162 The most distinguished of his successors, with nil the
lights of n century and a half, could not have staled more
Knectlv [etc.}. 1861 Tmackkkav Eonr Georges iii. (1876) 83

e did ins best ; he worked according to his lights. 1867
TKot.i.orK Citron, finrsei II. Ivii. 140 lie trusted^ that

('•race would understand this by Jier own natural lights.

187$ Jowwrr Tla/o (ed. 2) III. 503 We may love and
honour the intentions of these* excellent people, as far as

their lights r.ttend. 1879 TftOi.LUi'K Thackeray 112 To
Pen and tu Pen'* mother he is beneficent after his lights.

d. Ar
ew light(s : novel doctrines (csp. theological

and ecclesiastical) the partisans of which lay claim
to superior enlightenment ; hence by antithesis
Old light {s, the traditional doctrines to which the
' new lights * are opposed. Also attrib. as in New
Light, Old Light men, teachers, doctrines, etc.,

whence New Lights, Old Lights, as designations
for persons holding * New Light ' and 4 Old Light

y

views.
In Scotland the appellations Nrtu Lights, Old Lights

(Sc. An/d Lithfs) have been current in two different appli-
cations : (<i) as occasional names for the Moderate and the
Kvangeltcal party in the Established Church (so used e. g.
by Hums)

; \b) as the usual popular names for the two
bodies into which the Associate (or Durgher) Synod was
divided in 1709, and the two into which the General Asso-

:
ciate (or Antihurgher) Synod was divided in 1806 ; in each
case the * Old Light ' minority (adhering to the 'covenanted
reformation ' and to the priocipleofa national church)formed
themselves into a separate presbytery, and in 1842 the few
remaining Old Light Hurghersand Old Light Antiburghcrs
joined to form the Synod of United Original Seceders, to
which the name ' Auld Lichts' is s-till frequently applied.
1650 Hlbbert Till formality 67 Those that dare even m

their Pulpits, mock, and cry out against new lights. 1659
Hi». Walton Consid. Considered 176 Give greater occasion
to those, who brag of their new lights,, .to reiect all Scripture
as useless, c 1665 South Serm. 1 Kings xiit. 33 Scrm, (1715)

I

151 Against which New Lights, sudden Impulses of the
Spirit, Extraordinary Calls, will be but weak Arguments.
17*1 Skwel Hist. Quakers (1795) 1. 19 He was afraid of
I ox, for going after new lights. 1744^ Jon. Eowaros Wks.
1834 l< P- cxviii/i To attend the ministry of those that are
called New Light Ministers. 1785 Hukns pip. IV, Simpson
xxvii, An'some their new-light fairavow, Just quite barefac't.
Ibid, xxx, Some auld-light herds in neebor towns Are mind't
[rtc.J. 1806 R. Korsytm Eeauties Scot/. 111. 429 The bur-
gher associate clergy have .. resolved to expunge the
offending passage from the Confession of Faith. Twelve or
thirteen of their clergy. .have wished to retain the Con-
fession of Faith unaltered. . . They are called the adherents

« of the old light, in opposition to the majority of their
brethren, whom they term new light men. 1874 Hlunt Diet.
Sects &.V. Eurghers, On Sept. 5th 1799. .the Uurgher body
split into two parties, called respectively the Old-Light and
the New-Light. On October and the Old-Light minority
constituted themselves into a separate Presbytery, /bid.

In 1820 the New-Light Uurghers united with the New-Light
Antihurghers, and took the name of the United Secession.
1888 Harrie (title) Auld Lkht Idylls.

e. A suggestion or help to the solution ofa pro-
blem or enigma. Now spec, in an acrostic puzzle,

each of ihc words which are to be guessed, iheir

initials (or initials and finals^ forming the word or
( words in which the answer to the puzzle consists.

1894 World 3 Jan. XL. 37/1 Acrostics. . ."When 'second
thoughts' arc sent, the whole answer should be forwarded,
not corrections to separate lights only.

7. Often with spiritual reference (said of the

brightness of Heaven, the illumination of the soul

by divine truth or love, etc.). Angel (or spirit)

of light, one who dwells in llenven.

971 Etickt. Horn. 17 Se be ne can pa beorhtnesse ba?s ecan
leohtes. C1200 Trin. Colt. Horn. 13 Dcse six werkes of
brictnessche l>en nemncd lichtes wapne. a 111$ After. E.
92 (iod wule .. }iuen on liht wioinnen, him uorto iseonne,
ant icnowen. c 1340 IJampole Wks. (Horstm.) I. 13 Mare
priuilycr he [Satan] transfigurs hym in be forme of an awngcl
of lyght. a 1400 Trynter (1891* 73 That thou sette the soule
of thy scruant. .in the Kyngdom of pees and of ti^t 1588

J. Uiiall Demoustr. Dtscipl. (A^h.) 18 The light of the
(»ospell is (at the least) as clcare ns that of the Taw. x^88
Siiaks. L. L. L. iv. iii. 257 Diuels soonest tempt resembling
spirit* of light. 1732 Law Serious C. v. (ed. 2) 71 To walk
in the light of Religion. 1738 Wesi.ky Tsalms uxxxviit. i,

Thou art the dod of Light ! 1827 Hare Guesses (1859I 28
lleware, ye who walk in light, lest ye turn your light into

a cur.se. 1854 Kaiu.r Oratory Hymns l.xyil * Hark I hark I

uiy soul' i, Angels of Jesus I Angels of light

!

b. spec. Among Quakers, the inward revelation

of Christ in the soul.

i6s6 O. Fox jfrul. I. 271 That which is Called life in Christ
the Word, was called light m us. 1706 |K. Waru] Woot/en
World Dissected (1708) 89 Tho] he's* more beholden to Sol,

than a Quaker to his inward Light, a 1713 Ki.lwooo Anto-
fiiog. (1714) 45. 1 now aaw, m and by the farther Openings
of the Divine Light in me. 1765 Maci.aink tr. Mosheuns
Eecl. Hist, u 768) V. 25 They fQuakers] prefer, .to be called,

in allusion to lhat doctrine that is the fundamental principle

of their association, Children or Confessors of Light.

c. Applied lo CJod as the source of divine light,

and to men who manifest it

ciooo Ags. Gosf. Matt. v. 14 Gesynt middaneardes leoht.

fi375 Sc. Leg. Saints Pro!. 120 l»od .. of bis warld callit

bame be lichte. 1567 Gude A> Gthilie Eali, (S. T. S.) 45 Call
on the Lord, our gyde and lycht. 1859 FitzOekau> tr.

Omar I vi. (1899) 87 Whether the one True Light Kindle to

Love, or Wrath consume me quite. 1860 Pusky Min. Proph.
588 In the presence of God Who is Light, all earthly light

shall fail.

8. In figurative uses of sense 5 :

a. One who is eminent or conspicuous for virtue,

intellect, or other excellence; n luminary. •

[1526 Tindalk John v. 35 He was a brennynge and a
shynynge light.] 159* Pavies fmntort. Sonl\\. I. (1714) 43
Some who were great Lights of old, And in their Hands the
Ijimp of God did bear. 1613 Siiaks. Hen. VIII, t. 4. $
ThoDe Sunncs of Glory, those two Lights of ^lcn. 1630
Prvnnk Anti'Armin. 8j He was.. a worthy light of our
C hurch. 1693 J. Lowarus Author. O. \ X. Test. 78 Those
eminent lights of the Latin church, Kufiuus, Terom, Hilary.

a 1700 DhYDEN /Had t. 370 If both the Lights Of Greece
their private InlVcst disunites, 183a Tennyson Dream



LIGHT.

Fair W. 268 Joan of Arc, A light of ancient France. 1837
Disraeli Vtnetia 1. iv, He had been one of the .shining
lights of hi* university. 1868 Helps Rcalmah xiii. (1876)
367 The great lights of the Bench. 1894 Jessopp Random
Roaming^ etc. \\ 189, I know of one eminent man of science,
who was a burning and shining light in his day.

b. A bright example.
1550 Crowley Wait to Wealth (1872) 139 Fingered ladies,

whose womanlike behauiour and motherlike housewifry
ought to be a lighte to al women.
9. In figurative uses of sense 1 e : A considera-

tion which elucidates or which suggests a par-
ticular (true or false) view of a subject. Hence,
the aspect in which anything is viewed or judged.
/// the light of\ (a) with the help afforded by
knowledge of (some fact) ; {b) in the aspect or
character of, viewed as being" (so and so).

1689-90 Temple Ess., Gardening W'ks. 1731 I. 174 Ca;sar,
if considered in all Lights. 1705 Addison Italy Pref.,

1 have mentioned but few Things in common with others,
that are not either set in a new Light or accompany'd
with different Reflections. 1712 Stekle Sped. No. 518
f 9 As you^have considered human nature in all its lights.

1 719 W. Wood Snrz*. Trade p. v, Should we consider your
Majesty under this Light. 1748 Anson s Voy. 11. v. 182 In
this light it will easily appear, how much more intense the
same degree of heat may prove. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones
v. i, Those great judges whose vast strength of genius hath
placed them in the light of legislators. 1:793 Sme.vton Edy-
stoneL.% 163 In the light of a foreman seaman, he appeared
to be quite a Genius. 1834 Macal'lay in Trevelyan Life I.

373, I quite enjoy the thought of appearing in the light of an
old hunks who knows on which side his bread is buttered,
1891 E. Peacock N. Brendon I. 289 In what light did she
strike you? 1893 Times 1 June 9/5 In the light of all that
has been said and done.

10. A window or other opening in a wall for the
admission of light ; spec, one of the perpendicular
divisions of a mullioned window.
14 . . in Willis Archil. Nomencl. Mid. Ages (1844) 51 Three

windowes, every windowe conteineih vj lights. .. Item ij

hiest small lights.^ 11490 Kotoser Itin. fXasmith 1778)
287 Sunt in qualibct bay-wyndow septein lyghtis. 1523
Test. Ebor. (Surtees) 174 A wynddoo of thre hghtes to be
placed in the north ile. 11586 Sidney Arcadia 1. (1590) 8

|The lightes, doores and staires, rather directed to the \ se of ,

the guest, then to the eye of the Artificer. 1608 Topsei.l
|Serpents (1658) 720 They shut their doores against them

[Frogs], and stopped up all their lights to exclude them
out of their houses. 1683 Moxon Meek. Exerc. Printing
ii. F i For the making the height of his Lights to bear
a rational proportion to the capacity of the Room. 1723
Chambers tr. Le Clerc's Treat. Archil. I. 133 Round or
Oval Lights . . make a very beautiful Diversity with the
larger Windows. 1727 A. Hamilton AVw Acc. E. hid. I.

xxi. 254 Clear Oyster-shell Lights, that are far inferior to
Lights of Glass.

_
1760 Raper in Pliil. Trans. LI. S04 The

diameter of the circular light at top is 27 feet 5 inches. 1823
Rutter Font/till 55 The third window.. two lights high,
and four wide. 1879 Sir G. Scott Led. Archit. 1. 182 The
east and west windows, of five lights each.

b. Gardening. One of the glazed compartments
(usually admitting of being opened) forming the
roof or side of a greenhouse or the top of a frame.
1733 Miller Gardener's Diet, (ed, 2) s.v. Hot-bed, Some

bavc them J Frames] to contain but two Lights, which is

very handy for raising Cucumber and Melon Plants. 1821
W. Cobbett Amer. Gardener § 106 Air is given by pushing
up, or drawing down, the Lights, which form the top or
roof of the green-house. 1829— Eng. Gardener % 49 Upon
this frame, glazed sashes are put, which are called lights.

1847 Mrs. Loudon Amateur Gard. Cat. (1857) 20S A frame
with glass lights like those used for melon and cucumber
beds. 1859 R. Thompson Gardener's Assist. 625 The soil

should be watered about ten a.m
,
shutting down the lights

for a short time, in order to prevent a chill taking place.

11; Mech. An aperture or clear space. (Cf. F,
lum lire.)

1776 G. Semple Building in Water 12 These Arches con-
sist of a Semi-circle, and the Depth of their Archivolte is a
tenth Part of the light or void of the greater, and an eighth
Part of the light of the lesser ones. 1884 F.J. Britten
Watch <y Clockm. Handbk. 59 See that the * lights ' between
the wheel teeth and the edge of the roller are equal on both
sides when the wheel is locked.

12. Painting. Light or illuminated surface, as
represented in a picture, or considered in regard
to such representation ; any portion of a picture

represented as lighted up.
In this sense perh. mixed with an absolute use of Light a.2

Fr. has both lumiire and ctair in similar applications.
1622 Mabbe tr. Alemans Guzman dAlf. I. 3 With this

onely did he fill and finish his Table, giuing in the rest
Lights and shadowes, as might sute best with each seuerall
part.* 1658 W. Sanderson Graphice 66 In what places you
will have those strong and high lights, and reflections to
fall, which are seen in satten and velvet, /bid., Lay your
light with thinne and waterish Lake. 1709 Felton Classics
(1718) 69 It is in Writing, as in Picture, in which the Art is

to observe where the Lights will fall. 1748 Anson ys Voy.
in. x. 412 It is very unusual to see the light and shade
justly and naturally handled [in Chinese pictures]. 1811
Set/ Instructor 513 Giving the lights their proper value,
f 1816 Fuseli in Led. Paint, viii. (1848)505 One point is

the brightest in the eye, as on the object ; this is the
point of light. 1821 Craig Led. Drawing iii. 153 A light
is made brighter by being opposed to a dark. 1843 Ruskin
Arrows ofChace (18Z0) I. 5 The Italian masters universally
make the horizon the chief light of their picture. 1859 ^UL~

lick & Timbs Paint. 204 Selecting some point of 1 highest
light '. 1867 Tennyson Windoza 1 The lights and shadows
fly ! Yonder it brightens and darkens down on the plain.

fig. 1732 Pope Ess. Man 11. 121 The lights and shades,
whose well-accorded strife Gives all the strength and
colour of our life,
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13. Law. The light which falls on the windows
of a house from the heavens, and which the owner
claims to enjoy unobscured by obstructions creeled
by his neighbours. Usu. in //.
In England the inscription 4 Ancient Lights' is frequently

put on the face or side of a house adjacent to a site on
which lofty buildings may be erected ; the ohject being to
give warning that the owner will have ground of action
against any person who shall obstruct the access of light to
his windows. (Cf. sense 10 above.)
1768 Blackstone Comm. 111. 5 If a house or wall is

erected so near to mine that it stops my antient lights,..!
may enter my neighbour's land, and peaceably pull it down.
1858 Lp. St. Leonarps f/audy-fik. Prop. Laxv vii. 48 If a
house is sold with all the lights belonging to it, and it is
intended to build upon the adjoining ground .. so as to
interfere with the lights, the right to build in that manner
should be expressly reserved. Ibid. xxv. 187 You should
keep in view this distinction between the right to light, and
rights ofcommon and of way, or the like,

14. a. A flame or spark serving to ignite any
combustible substance. To strike a light, to pro-
duce a flame or spark with flint and steel or with
a match see Stuike vX b. Something used for
igniting; e.g. a spill, taper, match.

*Jf4
1*<?nvan « U900) 277 Wherefore he strook

a Light for he never goes also without his Tinder-box -.

1835 \T. Irving Tour prairies 281 We had implements to
strike a light. 1835 Markyat Three Cutters i, Tell Mr.
Simpson to bring me a light for my cigar. 1852 Dickens
Bleak l/o.xi, Krook takes it [a candle], goes to the fire, stoops
oyer the red embers, and tries to get a light. 1889 UntAxr
Bell St PauCs 1. 170 A jar of tobacco, and .1 box of lights.
Mod. Go and put alight to the tire in the dining-room.
15. altrib. and Comb. a. simple at t rib., as light-

beam, -glare, -spot, -wave; b. objective, as light-
bearer, -bri?iger

t
-creating, -giver, -giving, -grasp-

ing, -hating, -maker, -making; instrumental, etc.,

as light-embroidered, -gilded.
1308 '1" KV\is\Barth. DeP.R. viii. xliil. (Tollein. MS.\ A

*ly;t bem (L. radius] is a bry^te strem of a l>ody of ly}te.
1845 Carlyle Cromwell U871) IV. 1 19 Strangling acctdenial
light beams. 1526 Piigr. Per/. (\V. de \V. 1 531 1 67 b, The
sterre called lucifer : that is to say the *lyght herer. 1852
J axes Agnes Sord n&6o) 1. 257 Two of the light-bearers cast
down their torches and fled. 1831 Carlyle Sart. Res. 11. v.

(1838) 170 By this fairest of Orient ^Light-hringers must our
Friend be blandished. 1781 Cowper Truth 390 The light-
creating God. 1745-S Collins Ode Liberty iv. 16 Clouds,
that lie Paving the *light-embroider'd Sky. 1 1670 H. An-
derson Crt. Convert 7 We must.. Leave ihe fair Train, and
the *light-guilded Room. 1382 Wyclif Gen. i. 16 And God
made two greet *)i}t syuerys [Vulg. luminaria]. 1581
Sidney Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 20 Poetry, .hath been the first

light-giuer to ignorance. 1883 CasselVs Fam. Mag. July
464/1 It consists of a wick or light-giver, formed of vegetable
carlxm bent in the form of a loop. 1427-9 Rolls 0/Partt. 1 V.
364/2 A redy P>ekyn, wheryn shall be

v
lieht gevyng by nyht,

to alle the Vesselx that [etc.]. 1863 I. Williams Baptistery
I. v. (1874) 54 The light-giving face That lights the heavens.
1856 Mrs. Browning Aur. Leigh vi. 572 He had been
covered overmuch To keep him from the - light-glare. 1889
Tablet 2 Nov. 688 The most powerful Might-grasping in-

struments as yet used. 1647 « More Sang 0/ Sout in.
App. xxxyii, * Light-hating ghosts. 1382 Wyclif Ezek.
xxxii. 8, V shal make alle *li}tmaUers (Vulg. luminaria]
of heuen for to mourne vpon thee. 1800 Hkrschel in Phil.
'Trans. XC. 528 * Light-making rays. 1884 Earle Ags.
Lit. 98 Anglia became for a century the *light-spot of Euro-
pean history. 1871 Tyndall Fragm. Sci. ( 1879) II. viii. 1 10
Different *Hght-waves produce different colours.

16. Special Comb. : light-ball Mil., a combus-
tible fired from a mortar at night, to throw light

ontheoperationsof the enemy
; light-hoat = Light-

ship; flight-bolt, a thunderbolt; alsoyfc. ;
light-

box, f (a) a certain apparatus for striking a
light by chemical means; (b) A'atti. = light-room

(Cent. Diet.)
;
light-due, -duty, a toll levied on

ships for the maintenance of lights in lighthouses

and lightships
; f light-fat, a lamp

;
light-head,

the top portion of a Might* (sense 10); light-

keeper, one who has charge of the light in

a lighthouse or lightship ; light-land (//«/.),

land given for the maintenance of light at an altar

or shrine ; light-man, (a) one who attends to the

light (in a lighthouse, etc.) ; a light-keeper
; (//)

a linkman ; hence lightmanship, the office or

duty of a lightman ; light-money » light-ditc
\

light-picture, a photograph ; light-port (see

quot. 1867); light-room, (a) a small chamber
next to the magazine in a war-ship, in which lights

are placed behind thick glass windows for illu-

minating the magazine; (&) the room at the top

of a lighthouse containing the lighting apparatus;

light-shot Hist., a due levied for furnishing the

church with lights [ = OE. leoht-gesceot]-, light-

struck a.
f

(a) ? thunderstruck ; (b) Photogr.,

injured by exposure to actinic light ; light-tight

a., impervious to light ;
light-tower, a light-

house ;
light-vessel = Lightship

;
light-year

(s£e quot. 1890).

1797 Fucycl. Brit. (ed. 3) 11. 766/2 Fire-balls, *light-balls,

smoke-balls letc.]. 1859 F. A. Griffiths Artil. Man. (1862)

86 Light balls burn from 10 to 20 minutes, 1858 Homans CycL
Commerce 1237 *Light-Boats and their Accessories. 1584
Stanyhurst s&neis in. (Arb. ) 76 Thundring *lightbolts From
torne clowds fyrye be flasshing. a 1603 Brewer Lingua iv.

i. (1607) H, Therefore more muitheriiig art thou then the

LIGHT.
light bolt, J647 Trait Comm. Rev. xii. 8 Whatsoever the
pope with his hulls, or the emperor with his light-bolts, did
to hinder it, still the gospel ran and was glorified. 1853 H.
Knight Once upon a Time II. 273 By-and-bythe lis>ht-bo*
was sold as low as a shilling. 1839 Penny CycL XII 1.

479 '1 * Light-dues are collected . .upon ships frequenting our
ports, i860 R. Birsei.l in Merc. Marine Mag. VII. 4The Light dues.. are one shilling per ton. 1793 Smfaiox
Fdystone L. § 84 The condition of their receiving the "light
duties was that of maintaining a light, c 1000 Ags. Gosp.
lohn v. 35 He wa?s byrnende r

leoht fait [Vulg. lucerna] &
jyhtende. f 1200 Ormin 13399 purrh Filippe onn Ennglissh

I

iss Lihht fattens mub bitacnedd. 1886 Wilms & Clark
f
Cambridge I II. 554 A monial which branches over the *light-
heads. 1793 Smeaton Edystone L. 55 310 They would fully
instruct the person entered as * Light-keeper. i860 Merc.
Marine Mag. VII. 94 Its base is surrounded by the light-
keepers' dwellings. 1879 E. Watfrton Pittas Mariana 85
Lands given for this pin pose were called lainp-landsand *light-

|

lands. 1457 Churclnv. Acc. 1 'atton (Soni. Rec Soc.) 00 t or
the *Iyteiuen or Cleve .. yrecevede iiii maike ii\ ^1704
T. Rrown H'ks. (1760I IV. 255 The midwife moon might
mind her calling. And noisy lightman leave his bawling.
1889 A. T.Park Eyes Thames 68 Box-making, for which
the N ore light men have been famous for years past. 1534
Chnrclra: Acc. Vatton Som. Rec. Soc.) 148 <>f lohn Wass-
borowe for 'lygthmanxhepe . . .vi\ viij". 167*2 Maryf.i.l
Corr. cci. Wks. 1872-5 11. 390 He will on his part give you
the best security . from ihe time that the Might-wony shall
begin to be payd. 1755 Magkxs insurances I. 518 For
Pilotage and Light-Money £10 10. 1886 K. Suh'YLKr
A mer. Diplom. 308 Apart from the Sound dues themselves,
there were charges of liqht-money, pass-monev, etc., whh h
caused a delay at Kkiuore. 1885 Acnks M. <Ji f.rkk Pop,
Hist. Astron. 199 liy its means the first solar "light-pictures
of real value were taken. 1769 Falcoskr Put. Marine

\ (1780) V y, Cantanettes, the Might-ports in the stern of a
i galley. 1867 Smyth Sailor's II o'rd-bk., Light-port, a scutile
made for showing a light through. Also, a port in timber
ships kept open until brought deep by cargo. It is then
secured and caulked in. 1769 Falconer Did. Marine
(1780), "Light-room, ..it is used to contain the lights bv
which the gunner, and his assistants, are enabled to fill the
cartridges with powder. 1803 Naval Chron. XV. 59 Cop-
pered the light room. 1825 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic
805 The Light-Room Floor, ihe 86th course of the building.
1875 W. Al Ilwraith Guide Wigtownshire 112 The light-
room at the top [of the lighthouse]. 1853 Rock Ch. 0/
Fathers 111. n. 110 Each one according to the extent of
land he had, should pay into his parish church . . a certain
quantity of wax under the name of Might. shot. 1884 J.
Parker Apost. Life 111. 177 * Light-Struck, stunned, dazed,
disabled. 1890 Anthony's Photogr. Bull. 111. 105 Five or
six [plates], .were tuo badly light-struck to show whether
they had ever been exposed in the camera or not. 1884
Athenxum 27 Dec. S64 3 We . . were doubtful whether the
chamber [of the camera] was Might-tight. 1677 R. Carv
Chronol. 11. 1. xi. 120 A Pharos or * Light-Tower. 1834 L.
Ritchik Wand, by Seine 39 The light towers of the Heve.
1858 Merc. Marine Mag. V. 126 A 41

Light-vessel has been
moored in 3 fathoms. 1888 Athenxvm 27 Oct. 558/2 The
distances in Might-years of the last two stars. 1890 C A.
Vousg Elcm. Ast>vn. xii. § 433 It is better, and now usual,
to take as the unit of stellar distance the so-called Might
year'; i.e. the distance light travels in a year, which is

about 6 s,ooo times the distance of the earth from the sun.

Light (bit), a.I Forms: 1 leoht, liht, Norlh-
ttmb. leht, 2 4 Hht;e, 3 Orm. lihht, (4lixt,lyht,
lit), 4-5 li^t e, ly3t:e, 4 6 lyght;e, 4-7 Sc.

licht, lycht. (5 ley}t, 6 leicht. Iy5t, ly;th
?

liht\ 4- light. [OE. leoht, Ifht, Xorthumb.
/<?/// = OFris. li{u cht, OS. *///// implied in deriva-

tives Du. //V///i, OHG. lihl{i (MHG. liht, mod.
G. leicht), ON. Ic'ltr (Da. let, S\v. latt), Goth.
leihtsi-OTe\\\.*!iyhlo-\-tjo'),i. Tent, root *!itjgn>-

:—pre-Teut. *lengh"'-, as in Lith. lef/gi'as light ; the

ablatit-var. pre-Tetit. *lyghw-, Teut. *luyg ,

iv-, ap-
pears in Skr. tag/in, Gr. t\a<ppos light, (\a\vs
small, OHG, lungar light ; cf. also Lu>*c]

I. In the primary physical sense and uses con-
nected therewith.

1. Of little weight, not ponderous. The opposite
of heazy. Also in to lie light (cf. Heavy 1 b, c).

Light ice, sails (see quots. 1867),
a 1000 Riddles xii. 76 (Gr.) Leohtre ic eom micle bonne

bes lytla wyrm. c 1205 Lav. 5903 Heore wepnen weorenlihte.

1393 Langl. P. PL C. 11. 152 Was neuere lef vpon lynde
lyghter ber-after. c 1470 Henbv Wallace 111. 85 Gude lycht
harnes, fra that tyme, wsyt he euir. 14., Promp. Parv.

1 304/1 (MS. K.) Liht of wyhte, (P.) light of weight or mesure.
1534 Tindale Matt. xi. 30 M y yoke is easy, and my burden is

light. 1596 Dalrvmple tr. Leslies Hist. Scot. 1. 90 Al tbair
harnesse was lycht. 1613 J. Dennis Secrets A ugling 1. C 2 b,

Rods {were made] of lightest Cane and Hazell plant. 164a
Fulleh Holy % Prof. St. 11. xix. 121 Watches have been
made as light and little, as many that \vor« them make of
their time. 1697 Dryden Virg. Past. x. 51 How light

wou'd lye the Turf upon my lireast, If [etc.]. 176a Fal.
coneb Shipwr. 11. 97 The lighter sails, for summer winds
and seas, Are now dismiss'd. 1795 Burke Corr. IV. 325 It

[wheat] will be very light in the ear. 1867 Smyth Sailor's
Word-bk., Light ice, that which has but little depth in the
water; it is not considered dangerous to shipping, as not
being heavy. Ibid., Light sails, all above the topgallant-

sails ; also the studding sails and flying jib. 1871 K. Ellis
tr. Catullus lxiv. 64 Veils not her hidden breast light brede
of drapery woven.
absol. 1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xxiv. (Percy Soc.) 108

Of the eyen the oflfyce only is the syght, To se. .The whyte,
or blaclce, the hevy, or the lyght. 1659 Stanley Hist.
Philos. III. 11. 105 Touching iudgeth many things, Heavy,
Leight, and those that are between them. 1875 Jowett
Plato (ed. 2) I. 24 The art of weighing, again, has to do
with lighter and heavier.

Proverb. 1562 J. Hevwood Prov. % Epigr. (1867) 151



LIGHT.

Light geynes make heuy purses. 1775 S. J. Fratt Literal
Opin.cxvi. (17831 IV. 82 lie..swore.. that I should not leave

him till his purse was as light as eleven-pence.

b. Deficient in weight (* too light') j below the

standard or legal weight.
1589 Nottingham Rec.lV. 226 For cbaungelnge of fowre

light French Crownes. 1596 Shaks. Merck. V. IV. i. 328
Be it so much As makes it light or heauy in the substance
Or the deuision of the twentieth part of one poore scruple.

1622 Malynes Auc. Law-Merch. 115 Light Gold taken for

merchandises sold. 1700 Tyrrell Hist. Eng. II. 947 All

Clipt and Light Money was called in. 1727 Boyer Fr.
Diet. s.v., This Guinea is light. 1869 Tennyson Holy Grail
26 For good ye are and bad, and like to coins, Some true,

some light. 1887 T. E. Thorpe in Gd. Words 400 There
is about/ 50,000,000 of light gold in circulation.

2. Possessing lillle weight in proportion to bulk

;

of small specific gravity. In the 17th and 18th

centuries often applied to water.

1559 W. Cunningham Cosmogr. Glasse 41 It is a generall

maior among Philosophers, that al light thynges contend
upwarde. 1621 Burton Attat. Mel. ti. iu 1. i. (1651) 232 Pure,
thin, light water by all means use. 1632 Lithgow Trap,
VI, 260 It is the lightest water the earth yeelds.. I found
it so light, that I had no weight.. in the bearing of it. 1683
Moxon Mech. Exerc, Pritttiug 383 Founders call their

Ashes Leaji, if they are Li^ht ; because then they have
little Mettle in them. 1683 Trvon Way to Health vi. (1697)
100 This is the lightest of all Waters, it cools and heats
quickly. 1726 Leoni Albertts Arckit. 1. 6/1 The best Water
is clear, transparent and light, a 1728 Woodward Fossils

I. (1729) I. 13 The Earthy matter, that was softer and
lighter, would be easily washed away. 1838 T. Thomson
Cheat. Org. bodies 504 The charcoal is light and brilliant.

1846 J. Baxter Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) I. 373 The seeds
of the different grasses naturally divide themselves into

light and heavy seeds. 1868 Lockyer Elan. Axtron. hi.

§ 10 (1879) 59 Hydrogen, the lightest gas. 1876 Harlky
Mat. Med. (ed. 6) 184 Light magnesia is obtained by the
same process from the light carbonate of magnesia.
absol. a 1619 Fotherrv Atheom. ti. xi. § 1. 309 /Equally

compounded of Light, and Heauie.

+ 3. In comparative : Delivered (of a child).

a 1300 Cursor M. 8593 On a night bath lighter war bai.

c 1330 K. Diit'NNE Chron. {1810) 310 On wherfe ber scho was
& lighter of a sonne. ^1560 in Depos. Rebell. 1560 (Surtees)

61 The morrow after the said Charles wyf was lighter. 1596
DAi.KYMPLEtr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. it. 138 Our quene is in*

stantlie lychter of a bony barne. a 1783 Willie's Lady viii. in

Child Ballads I. 86 Of her young bairn she'll neer be lighter.

4. Bearing a small or comparatively small load.

Of a vessel: Having a small burthen, or (the

usual sense) unladen, without cargo. (Cf. Heavy
a. 4.) Light engine (see quot. 1881). Light rail-

way \ a railway constructed for light traffic. Light
porter : one who carries only light package*. Light
water-draught j water-line (see quot. 2867).
160a in Kec. Convent. R. Burghs (1870) II. 133 Quither

the schip be laydnit or licht. c 1630 Milton On the Uni-
versity Carrier 22 He di'd for heavines that his Cart went
light. 1665 Loud. Caz. No. 11/1 The Norwich sent in one
of near Three hundred Tuns, a light Ship. 1703 Loud. Caz.
No. 3968/1 The Privateer being light and clean, came up with
her about 4 in the afternoon. 1729M0RF.TON Apparit. 2t^The
Ship was sent light as they call it to Virginia for a loading of
tobacco. 1794 Nelson in Nicolas Ditfi. (1845) II. 220 To
allow light Swedes to leave the Port of Leghorn. 1835
Mech. Mag. XXI I. 275 When the vessel is light, the speed
of the wheels is increased. 1854 Dickens Hard T. 11. i 135
A deaf serving-woman, and the light porter completed Mrs.
Sparsit's empire. 1867 Smvth Sailor's Word-bk., Light
water-draught, the depth of water, which a vessel draws
when she is empty, or nearly so. Light waterdiue, the

line showing the depression of the ship's body in the water,

when just launched, or quite unladen. 1868 Act 31 3~
Vict, c 119 § 28 A light Railway shall be constructed and.

.

the Regulations.. shall not authorize a greater Weight than
Eight Tons to be brought upon the Rails by any One Pair
of Wheels. 188 1 M. Reynolds Engine*Driving Life in
A ' light engine '—a phrasein railway circles that means an
engine alone, without a train.

b. fig. or in figurative context.

1768 Hume Balance 0/ Power Ess. 198 The Athenians
always threw themselves into the lighter scale, and en-

deavoured to preserve the balance, a 1774 Goldsm. tr.

Scarron's Cow. Romance (177s) L 321 Laden with years,

and so extremely light of honesty, that [etc.].

5. Chiefly Mil. Lightty armed or equipped,

t Also, lightty clad. Light mareking order (see

quot. 1825). Also Light house, horseman.
c 1386 Chaucer Can. Veotu. Prol. <$• T. is AI light for somer

rood this worthy man. 1600 Holland Livy vn. x. 255 A
light footmans shield he takes unto him. 1633 T. Stafford
Pac. Hib. 111. iii. (1810) 527 Captaine TafTes troop of Horse
w ith certaine light foote were sent from the campe. 1781
Gibbon Decl. <$•/<*. xviii. II. m He was overtaken by
a party of light cavalry. 1808 Med. Jrul. XIX. 305 His
Majesty's 13th Regiment of Light Dragoons. 1813 ^VEL-
lincton in Gurw. Desp. X. 527, I shall be with the Light
division in the morning. 1825 G. R.Gleig Subaltern iii. 48
The division was to enter the trenches. . in what is called light

marching order; that is, leaving their knapsacks, blankets,

&C behind, and carrying with them only their arms and
ammunition. 1838 Thirlwall Greece xx. III. 161 To send
a body of Thracian cavalry and light troops to the aid of
the Athenians. 1846 Greener Set'. Gunnery 393 Carbines,

for some light infantry regiments. 1871 K. Ellis tr.

Catullus x xviii. 2 Starving company, troop of hungry Piso,

Light of luggage, of outfit expeditious. 1879 Kroude
Cvsar xvi. 26s The legions had come light, without tents

or baggage. 1891 C. Roberts Adrift A titer. 49 To travel

in America one must travel light.

6. Of a vehicle or vessel : Lightly constructed

;

adapted for light loads and for swift movement,
Light cart** 1 spring cart ' (see Cart sb. 3),

272

C893 K, JF.hr&r.n Oros.i. i. § 19 Hy habbafl swyoe lytic

scypa & swyde leohte. 1579 Fenton Guicciard. \. (1599) 28 1

1

contayned xxxv. light or suttle gallies. 1694 Loud. Gaz.
No. 3008/1 The Mareschal de Tourville had sent out divers
light Frigats .. to get Intelligence. 1716 Ibid. No. 5473/1
The lighter part of the .. Fleet, viz. Gallies &c. was in the
Port. 1844 Disraeli Coningsby vti. i, The arrival of a
first-rate light coach in a country town. 1849 Macai^lay
Hist. Eng.xx. 14. 480 Light vessels sentout by the English
admiral for the purpose of obtaining intelligence. 185*
Thackeray Esmond 1. xiii, My Lord Mohun sent to Lon-
don for a light chaise he had. 1882 Miss Braooon Mt.
Royal III. i. 15 You had better go in the light cart*

7. Of a building: Having an appearance sug-

gestive of lightness; graceful and elegant iu

form,

176* H. Walpole Vertue's A need. Paint. (1765) II. i. 37
note, One of the lightest and most beautiful parish churches
1 have seen. 1818 [see Heavy a. 15]. 1837 Penny Cycl.

VII. 218/1 Unless [etc.] ...such timber model would have
given rise to a much lighter style of architecture. 1850
Gloss. Archit. (ed. 5) 439 Small light spires.

II. Having the operation or properties of things

of little physical weight.

8. Having little momentum or force; gentle, not

violent
;
acting gently ;

moving, impelling, or mani-

fmlating something without heavy pressure or vio-

ence. S.iid esp. of the hand, a step, the wind, fa
medicine, or medical appliance (obs.), and occas. of

immaterial agencies. Also light 0/touch.
a 1000 Widsitk 72 iGr.) Se hatfde moncynnes .. leohteste

hond. 41225 Aucr. R. 220 Uour dolen, bus todeled—
uondunge liht & deme—uondunge liht & openliche—uoiv.
dunge strong & derne—uondunge strong & openliche,

c 1400 Lanfrancs Cirurg. 88 pese ben li^t medicyns . . &
bese medicyns ben strongere. Ibid. 92 per is noon ober

j

wey, but a li^t cauterization of be senewe pat is hurt. 1591
Shaks. 1 lien. VI, 1. iv. 69 This Citie must be famisht,

or with light Skirmishes enfeebled. 159s — Ven. tf Ad. 566 1

Wa.\e. .yeelds at last to euerie light impression. 1765 Foote
|

Commissary \\. Wks. 1799 II. 22 There are risings and
sinkings.. as light as a cork. 1797 Mrs. Radcliffe //«//>!«

xii, Ellena fled with lighter steps along the alley. 1833
Ht. Martinkau Loom <y Lugger 1. iv. 51 The lightest of

her shriller tones made itself heard. 1836 Marryat Midsh.
|

Easy xxvii, A tedious passage, from baffling and^ light

winds. 1849 Ruskin Sev. Lamps v. § 8. 144 A painter's

I light execution of a background.^ 1856 Whvte Melville
Kate Coz>. iii, Gertrude .. brushing away .. at my back

j

hair, and pulling it unnecessarily hard : no maid ever yet
j

had a 4
light ' hand. 1863 Woolnek My beautiful Lady

16 Thougn her hand be airy light Of touch. 1876 Geo,
Eliot Dan. Der. IV. IxiL 229 His light walk. 1885 Law
Times Rep. LI 1 1. 54/1 There was a light breeze from

i

I about S.W. hy S. 1897A llbutt
%
s Syst. Med. IV. 413 Inter-

current inflammations should be treated on general prin-

I ciples but with a light hand. 1901 Brit. Med. Jrnl.

5 Jan. 8 When the extent of the cardiac dulness has been
1 determined by careful light percussion [etc.],

9. Having little density, tenacity, or cohesive

force. Of soil : Friable, porous, workable, Of a
cloud : Fteecy, vaporous, evanescent.

15*3 Fitzherb. Ilusb. § 4 They [wheel-ploughs] be good
j

on euen grounde that lyeth lyghte. 1707 Mortimer Hush.
106 The common sort of white Pea doth best in a light Land
that is somewhat rich. 1806 Gazetteer Scot. (ed. 2) 262 The
district of Glenlivet is remarkably fertile, the soil being a
light loam. 1816 Byron Siege Cor. xxi, There is a light

cloud by the moon. 1823 J. Kadcock J)om. Amusem. 60
Sand . . generally prevails to the amount ofone half in light

soils, i860 Tvmiall Glac. 1. xxvii. 208 Some of the lighter

clouds doubted round the summit of the mountain. 1897
Mary Kingslev W. Africa 606 A dull roar which made the
light friable earth quiver under our feel.

b. Of bread, pastry, etc. : That has r risen
1
pro-

perly, not 1 heavy * or dense.

e 1460 J. Russell Btt. Nurture 339 pan take youre loof

of light payne. 1578 Kullein Dtal. (1888) 51 Kate light

leauened breade. 1630 Vender Via Recta i. 20* The fourth

property is, that it [bread] be light, and somewhat open.

1747 Mrs. Gla.sse Cookery (1767) 145 Make it up into a light

paste with cold water.
.

; then roll it out. Il>id. t Skim off.

.

as much of the liquor as will make it a light good crust. 1864
Mrs. Stowe House $ Home Papers x. (1865) 112 Bread:
What ought it to be ? It should be light, sweet, and tender.

c 1895 N. Midi. School Cookery Bk. 44 To make a light

dough.

10. Of food or drink : That does not lie heavy

on the stomach ;
easy of digestion. Of wine,

beer, etc. : Containing little alcohol.

c 1000 Ags. Voc. in Wr..Wulcker 282/6 Melte dulci, leoht

beor. irsooo Sax. Leechd. III. 122 Drince leoht wyn.
142a tr. Sea-eta Secret., Priv. Prhu 241 For yf a man
ette fryste grete mettes and sethyn lyght mettis, the lyght

mettis shal be annone defyet. c 1510 InterL Four Eleuu
( Percy) 23 Canst get my mayster a dyshe of qunles, Smal
byrdes, swalowes or wagtayles. They be lyght of dyges-

tyon? 1543 Uoall Erasm. Apoph. o A light repaste,

suche as the bodie maye easyly and without incommoditee
awaye withall. 1620 Venner Via Recta iii. 69 The lights

are of light digestion. 1693 Congreve Dryden's Juvenal
xi. 128 Apples. . Mellow'd by Winter, from their cruder Juice,
Light of Digestion now, and fit for Use. 1707 J. Stevens tr.

Quevedds Com. Wks.(\ 709)82 Don Diego took a light Supper.

i8aa-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 675 note. The lighter

preparations of bark . . are often found to be eligihle tonics

in hectic cases. 183a Lytton Eugene A. 1. xi, The little

family were assembled at the last and lightest meal of the

day. 1880 McCarthy Own Times III. xlL 238 The light

wines of Bordeaux began to be familiar to almost every

table. 1896 Allbutt's Syst. Med. I. 418 Rice and sago and
such like puddings are not light or easily digestible foods.

1898 J. HirrcnissoN in Arch. Surg. IX. 316 lieer, which
you would think was lighter [than stout].

LIGHT,

11. Light in the mouth (of a horse) : sensitive to
the hit. (Cf. Heavy a. 11.)

1727 Bailey vol. II, Light upon the Hand [in Horseman*
ship] is said of a Horse that has a good tractable Mouth,
and does not rest too heavy upon the Bit. 1884 E. L. An-
derson Mod. Horsemanship 1. iv. 11 The beginner should
he mounted upon a quiet horse that is light in the mouth.

12. Of a syllable : Unemphatic, of little weight
or sonorousness. Hence, of rh)thm, consisting

largely of such syllables.

1887 COLViN'AVrt/x v. 109 A perverse persistency in ending
his heroic lines with the lightest svllables—prepositions,
adverbs and conjunctions—on which neither pause nor
emphasis is possible. 1901 Bridges Milton's Prosody 90
Keeping therefore the term shortens it is used in the prosody
of the Greeks, for tbe very shortest syllables, it is necessary
to make two classes of their long syllables ; and these I shall
di>tinguish into heavy and tight. Ibid. 96 The greater part
of the poem is in a lighter rhythm.

HI. Of little gravity or moment.
13. Of small importance or consequence, not

weighty; slight, trivial. Of a sin: Venial.
<r897 K.^Elered Gregory's Past. Ixii. {heading), Daette

hwilum &a lcohtan scylda hioS betcran to forlattenne. a 1300
Cursor M. 23021 pai bat has bot sinnes light sal clengid
be. a 1340 Hampole Psalter xxiv. 4 Godis wayes he calles
his lightere biddyngis. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1424 Light
harrnes Let ouer-passe. c 1430 Life St. Kath. (Gibbs M.S.)
If. 100 Presume not to blaber a^enst oure goddes by lythe
rcpreef. 1500-20 Di nbab Poems xxii. 51, I grant my seruice
is bot licht. 1563 Win^ft Four Scoir Thre Quest. Wks.
1888 X. 52 Breuelie considering the first part of thair titill

to this thair supreme auctoritie, I fand it nochtonly sclinder
and licht, bot planelie inglorius. 1570 G. Harvey Letter.bk.
(Camden) 8, I made but smal & liht account of mi fellow*
ship. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 5X Proscribing ..

whole families together, yea and that for light occasions.
a\<*\ Fuller Worthies (1840) III. 308 Not only all evil

doing, but even the lightest suspicions thereof. 174a Collins
Ode Poet. Char, i, If not with light regard, 1 read aright
that gifted bard. 1753 N. Tokriano Gattgr. Sore Throat
89 The Disease began with a light Shivering. 1771 Junius
Lett. Ixviii. 338 This is no light matter. 1849 M acaulay
Hist. Eng. ii. I. 161 Against the lighter vices the ruling
faction waged war. 1866 B. North 1'es or No t xii. 269
It was what the world calls a vernal or light sin. 1871
Smiles Charac. i. (1876) 25 They will be held in light
ejteem by other nations. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. III.

476 Windy tumidities . . and therewith light diarrhoeas are
often associated.

t b. Of small value, cheap. Of a price : Low.
Also light cheap = Cheap a. and adv. (Cf. Cheap
sb. 8, 9.) 06s.

£1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 246 This Rescamiraduk..
His letter gan rebuk, sette it at light prise, c 1460 Towne*
Icy Myst. ii. 236 That cam hym full light chepe. c 1470
Golagros Gaw, 158 Thare come ane laithles leid air to
this place, With ane girdill ourgilt, and vthir light gere.
1609 Bible (Douay) 1 Kings x. 15 Al that sold light

wares. 1641 Trapp Theol. Theol. 267 That it comes to us
so light cheap, is cause of thankfullnesse. 1647 — Comm.
1 John iii. 18 Words are light-cheap, and there is a great
deal of mouth-mercy abroad.

t c. Of persons : Not commanding respect by
position or character ; of small account. Obs.

1529 More^ Dyaloge \. Wks. 175/1, I might by a light

person somlime knowe a muche more substanuall man.
1548 Hall Chron., Hen. Vl

t 169 b, Diverse other light

marchantes within the citee. 1548 — Chron., Hen. VII,
19 He set more by vile borne vileyns and light persones, then
by the princes and nobles.

<5LV Used predicatively or absol. in various

phrases : t (a) To set (a person or thing) light
t
at

light ; to set light by or of (a person or Ihing) : lo

account of small value, to despise, slight, under-

value. To let light of (see Let vA 16)/ Obs.
ri475 Rauf Coil^ear ^635 Be Christ, said the Coil^ear,

I set that bot licht. Ibid. 740 He was ludgeit and led, and
set at sa licht. 1540 Hykoe tr. fives' lustr. Chr. Worn.
(1592) Z vj, Nor set at light a childes yeeres and age.

1547 Homilies h Fear Death 11. (1859) 4>8 Let us not set at

light the chastising of the Lord. 1594 T. B. La Primaud.
Fr. Acad. 11. 132 We ought not to set light by that know*
ledge of it [the soulc] which wee may attaine vnto. 161a
Sir H. Mountagu in Bttcclcuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.)
1.244 My Lord of Exeter chafes ; I tell them we set it as
light. 1633 G. Herbert Temple^ Sacrifice xx, Herod and
all his bands do set me light. 1642 \. Eaton HonejK.
Free Jnstif. 240 Thereby the words of the Scripture may
be extenuated and set light of. 1771 Wesley wks. (1872)
V. 317 It is no other than betraying him .. to set light

by any part of his law. 1810 Scott Lady of L. I. xxiii,

Light I held his prophecy.

Kb) To make light of: to treat, consider or

represent as of small or no importance.
1526 Tindale Matt. xxii. 5 They made light of it and went

their wayes. 1531 Elyot Gov. i. xiii, Or if he be stung m he
maketh lite of it and shortly forgetteth it 1597 Bacon Coalers
Good 9f F.uil in Ess. (Arb.) 150 If it appeare to be done
by a sonne, or by a wife, or by a neere friend, then it is

made light of. 1698 Kryer Acc. E. India $ P> 311 The
Natives make light of such things as we call Colds. 1736
Kutler A ttat. 11. i. Wks. 1874 I. 170 How great presump.
tion it is, to make light of any institutions of Divine
appointment. 1767 Gooch Treat. Wounds I. 236 A Bar-
ber-Surgeon was called to her, who made very light of it

la slight wound]. 1815 Jane Austen Emma 1. xvi. 116
Making light of what ought to be serious. 1898 H.
Caluerwood Hume iii. 31 A tendency to make light of
reason.

14. Characterized by levity, frivolous, unthink-

ing. Const. "\of.

a 1225 £<s*"- Keith. 106 peos lufsume lefdi . . ne luuede
heo nane lihte plohen. a 1300 Cursor M. 3285 Ne was'



LIGHT.
sco not o letes light. Ibid, 28568 Laghtcr light bat cum*
of gle. 1340 Ham pole Pr. Come. 3346 Sum dros of syn,
Als light speche, or thoght in vayn. 1375 Barbour Bruce
vu. 112 Licht men and vauerand. 1461 Paston Lett.
No. 405 J I. 31 The Commynnes throw all the schyer
be movyd agayn hym, for cause of his lyght demeanyng
towards them. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 256/2 A monke
moche Joly and lyght of his lyuyng. 1536 D. Eeerley
Let. to Ld. Cromwell in Strype Eccl. Mem. I. xxxv. 257
Lyzth and foolish ceremonies made . . [by] lyzth and undis-
crete faders. 1554 T. Martin Treat. Marriage Prtestes
LI iijj, Heing (as some were), light braines, runnagates,
vnthriftes and riotours. 1571 Grinoal Injtinct. York \. § x

Iking circumspect, that you offende no man eyther by
lightpehautour or by light apparel I. 1610 Guillim Heraldry
1. viii. (1660) 45 If light eares incline to light lips, harm
ensueth. 1631 Sanderson Serm. II. 3 A sober grave
matron., will never be light and garish. 1641 Find.
Smeetymnuns 31 It never came into our thoughts to use
a light expression. 1692 Washington tr. Milton's Def.
Pop. M.'s Wks. 1738 I. 460 Was there ever any thing more
light and mad than this Man is? 1713 Steele Englishman
No. 27, 176 Publick Faith is now commonly talked of in
the lightest manner. 1754 Richardson Grandison IV.
xxxy. 245 The light wretch's as light expression. 1823
Scott Peveril x, The disposition of the young Karl was
lighter and more volatile than that of Julian. 1834 J. H.
Newman Par. Serm. (1837) I. xxiii. 354 That light per-
petual talk about him. 1856 Mrs. Browning A nr. Leigh
m. 319, I wrote tales beside .. To suit light readers. 1875
JowETr Plato (ed. 2) I. 58 They speak of friends in no
light or trivial manner. 1882 Stevenson Neiu Aral: Nts.
(1901) 86/2, I made some light rejoinder.

b. Of persons (chiefly of women) and their be-
haviour : Wanlon, unchaste.
C1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxv. {Thadee) 3 Thadee ..licht

women wes & ncht brukil of hyre flesche. 1422 tr. Secreta
Secret.^ Priv. Priv. 144 Vntrewe men and light women of
body. 1581 Lyly Euphues To Schollers Oxf. (Arb.) 208
Did not lupiters egge bring forth .. Helen a light huswife.
1676 Wycherley PI. Dealer iv. i, To give up her Honour
to save her Jointure ; and seem to he a light Woman, rather
than marry. 1826 Scott Woodst. Hi, Lewd men and light
women. 1883 R. W. Dixon Matio 11. v. 82 For nought
beside vain dalliance cared they, And their light folly was
before our eyes. 1895 T. Hardy Jude the Obscure 11. vi.

144 Jude .. found the room full of .. soldiers . . and light
women.

IV. Having the quick action that results from
lightness.

15. Moving readily ; active, nimble, quick, swift.

So light of foot y of person
; f lightfingers (cf.

Light-fingered)
; + light to run (cf. Light-

footed). Now only arch.
<* 1000 Pkecnix 317 (Gr.) He [se fujcl] is snel and swift &

swibe leoht. f 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 13 t>at man be waker,
and liht, and snel. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 9277 Welssemen
.. bat li^te were & hardi. a 1300 Cursor M. 3730 Moght i

not be sua light o Tote. 137s Harbour Bruce xiu* 56 Fiff
hundreth armyt weill in steill, That on licht horss war
[horsyt] weill. 14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 577/14 Cur? ax,
lyght to renne. 1470-85 Malory Arthur iv. ix. 130 Syr
Accolon lost not a dele of blood, therfor he waxt passynge
lyghte. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. exxi. 102 He was so lyght
of Tote that men callyd bym comenlych harold hare foote.

1503 Dcnbar Thistle «f Rose 95 Lusty of schaip, lycht of
dtliuerance. a 1548 Hall Chron., Eaw. IV, 213 b, That
diverse persones havyng light horses, should skoure the
countrey. 1567 Salir. Poems Rtform. iii.70 To dance that
nycht thay said sho sould not slak, With leggis lycht to
hald the wedow walkane. 1583 StockerOV. Warres Lowe
C. iv. 54 He that was in the watch, saued himself with a
light paire of heeles. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. 11. i. 205 Too
light for such a swaine as you to catch. 1604 E. G[rim-
stone] D'AcostcCs Hist. Indies v. v. 342 He required the
Cacique . . to give him an Indian that were light, to carry
him a Letter. 1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. vii. § 11 (1681)

135 The more remote the Branches are from the Earth, the
less are they subject to the injuries of Cattle, or the Fruit
to light Fingers. 17015 Phillips (ed

;
Kersey) s.v., Among

Astrologers, a Planet is said To be light, i. e. nimble, com-
pared to another that moves slower. 1801 W. Huntington
Bank ofFaitk Ded. 15 It is common among horse-jockies to
cry a horse down if his heels are too light. 1883 R. W.
Dixon Mano 1. ix. 25 Well coloured was she, tall and
debonair, And light and very swift.

16* That moves or is moved easily or with slight

pressure; pliant, fickle, shifty, unsteady; facile,

ready (of belief, etc.). Const, of to with inf.

Now rare. (See also Light of love.)
c 1320 Sir Trislr. 1062 per to icham al H3L 1382 Wyclip

Prov. xviii. 24 The spirit forsothe Ibjt to wrathen. C1385
Chaucer L. G. W. 1699 Lucrece, He was lyght of tunge.
c 1400 Destr. Troyxiz^ He .. Launches euyn to Lamydon
with a light wille. 1483 Caxton Cato C vij b, For euery
man oughte to be lyght to heeryng and slowe to speke. 1513
DouglasMneis x. ii. 57 Set in stead ofthat man, licht as lynd,
Ouder a cloud or a waist puft of wynd. 1523 Ld. Berners
Froiss. I. xxiii. 32 The kyng, who gaue lyght credence to
thaym causedde his vncle . . to be beheeded. 1526 Pilgr. Per/.
(W. de W. 1531) 40 b, Be not lyght to byleue euery spiryte.
A1529 Skelton Detht Erie Northumberlatule J75 Be not
lyght of credence in no case. 1538 Bale Gent's Promises
iv. (1744) 21 Thynkest thu that I wyll so sone change my
decre? No, no, frynde Moses ; so lyght tbu shalt not fynde
me. 1539 Tavern ga Eras/n. Prov. (1552) 6 The Lyon,
lyght of credite, forthwith ranne upon the wolfe and sfewe
hym. c 1570 Foxe Serm. 2 Cor. y. 52 Some . . use to giue
light eare to such whisperers. 1576 Turberv. Bk. Venerie
174 When hounds are hunted with in this sorte, they become
so light of beliefe that [etc.]. 1597 Beard Theatre Gods
Judgem. (t6i2) 367 To whom the chast Matron gaue light
credence. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1 621) 80 At this exac-
tion .. the light Constantinopolitans grievously murmured.
1627 tr. Bacon's Life $ Death (1651) 56 A young man is

light and moYeahle, an old man more grave and constant.

1748 Richardson Clarissa (181 1) VII. 410 Were he not to
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have been so light of belief. 1853 M. Arnold Scholar-
Gipsy xviii, We Light half-believers of our casual creeds.
1890 Lecky Eng. in iSth C. VII. 46 A light man, in whom
no person can place any confidence.

V. That weighs or presses but little on the
powers, senses, or feelings.

17. Easy to bear or endure. Of an expense or
impost : Easy to pay. (Cf. Heavy a. 23.)
co$o Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. x. 15 Lihtro bi5 tuoe^e burgas

in da:^ domes Son feer ceastre. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xi.
30 Min byrbyn is leoht. e 1320 Cast. Love 958 My burbene
[is] li3t i-nouh to beren. 1375 Barbour Bruce ti. 521 Luff
..all paynys maks licht. C1430 Two Cookery-bks. 17 ;if
bou wolt haue it a-forsyd with ly;t coste, Take milk [etc.].

1523 Lo. Bekners Froiss. I. ci. 121, I am content ye shall
come to a lyght ransome, for the loue of my cosyn of Derby.
156a WinJet Cert. Tractates ill Wks. 1888 I. 23 The office
of all potestatis is lycht to thaim and plesand to the sub-
iectis. 1567 Gude $ Godlie Ball. (S. T. S.) 33 The paine,
that is now present, schort and licht. 1605 bHAKs. Lear
in. vi. 115 (Qos. 1608) How light and portable my paine
seemes now 1 1611 Bible i Kings xii. 4 Make thou.. his
heauy yoke which he put vpon us, lighter. 1772 Priestley
lust. Relig. (1782) II. 126 The afflictions of this present
life will seem light. 1800-24 Campbell Martial Elegy iii,

Deeming light the cost Of life itself in glorious battle lost.

188a B. D. W. Ramsay Recoil. Mil. Serv. I. iv. 74 All that
we had endured was light compared to the discomfort 011

board. 1896 Mrs. Cakfyn Quaker Grandmother 226 Your
seeing me has been no light punishment.

18. Easy to perform or accomplish, requiring
little exertion ; now only qualifying a sb. such as
lash, work, etc.

;
formerly often as predicate with

clause as subj. fAlso, easy to obtain. fOf
speech: Easy to utter; plain. (Cf. Heavy
a. 24.)
exooo Sax. Lecchd. 1. 342 Hy habbab ba?s be leohtran

gang, a
;

1200 Moral Ode 312 It is strong to stonde longe,
and liht it is to falle hard. 1 1200 Ormin 4500 Acc witt tu
batt itt nks nohht lihht To hetenn hefi} sinne. a 1225 A ncr.
R. 428 J>e leaue beo liht in alle beo binges ber nis sunne.
£1330 K. Brlnnk Chron. Prol. (1810) Pref. 99 In symple
speche .. pat is lightest in manne's moutlie. 1340 Ayenb.
99 Li^t to zigge an sotil to onderstonde. a 1375 Lay Folks
Mass Bk. App. iv. 78 pe nexte bing to here, And be lihtest
for to lere. 61391 Chaucrr Astrol. Prol., Ful lihte rewles.
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 229 Glandule comeb be most part
of fleume, & ben lifter to resolue. c 1440 Promp. Pari:
304/1 Lyght of knowing or werking,^^/V;\y. c 1449 Pkcuck
Rtpr. 1. xvii. 100 It is li^t for to answere. 1450 1530 My/r.
our Ladye 7 Yt is not lyght for euery man to drawe eny
longe thyng from latyn into oure Lnglysbe tongue, a 1555
Philpot Exam. «y Writ. (Parker Soc.) 335 It is not more
lighter for him to slide and fall. 1610 Shaks. Temp. 1. ii.

451 Least too light winning Make the prize light, a 1700
Dryoen Thcod. A> lion. 247 Well pleas'd were all his l-'ricnds,

The Task was light. 1788 Frasklin Autobiog. Wks. 1840
I. 186 The service will be light and easy. 1832 IIt. Mak-
TIneau Demerara \. 7 Invalids who were sufficiently re-

covered to do light work. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. i. 1.

123 To keep down the English people was no light task
even for that army. 1875 Jowf.it Plato (ed. 2) 111. 239,
I cannot promise you that the task will be a light one.

fb. Phrase. Of light [tr. OK. de legier]:

lightly, easily. 06s,

c 1489 Caxton Sonncs ofAymon iii. 106 A man that is well
garnysshed is not of lighte overthrowe. 1490 — Eneydos
xii. 45 All this people.. Whiche shall mowe of lyght, ary.se,

and make werre ayenst the.

19. Of lileralure, dramatic works, music, elc. :

Requiring little mental effort; amusing, enter-

taining. Light comedian : An actor of light

comedy. (Cf. Heavy a. 20, 21.)

1597 Moaley Introd.Mus. 150 Madrigals, Canzonets, and
such like light inusicke. 1809 Malkim Gil Bias x. vii.

(Rtldg.) 355 The library abounded in romances. Don Caisar

seemed to give the preference to that light reading. 1838
Thirlwall Greece xviii. III. 79 jfCschylus was accounted
no less a master of the li^ht than of the serious drama. 1849
Blacktv. Mag. Jan. 40 Light reading does not do when the

heart is really heavy. 1878 Browning Poets ofCroisic xcv,

From out your desk Hand me some lighter sample. 1880

Daily Tel. 20 Dec, The old-fashioned plan of ending a
symphony with a light and brilliant rondo, that lays no tax

upon the hearer's wearied faculties. 1885 W. C. Day Be-

hind Footlights 118 The light comedian will complete the

list of our company. 1885 J. K. Jerome On the Stage 33,

I remember the first time our light comedy attempted to sit

down on one of these chairs. 1888 Bryce Amer. Con/two.

(1890) III. iii. 604 What may be called the lighter ornamental

style, such as the after-dinner speech.

20. Of sleep : Not oppressive to the bodily sense

;

easily shaken ofT. Hence also light sleeper.

£•900 tr. Bxdds Hist. v. ix. (1800) 410 Me liht slep oferorn.

1827 Keble Chr. Y., Evening xiii, Be every mourner's sleep

to-night, Like infant's slumbers, pure and light. 1844D1CKENS
Mart. Chuz. xxxviii, I am a light sleeper ; and it's better

to be up than lying awake. 1894 Hon. Emily Lawless
Maelcho II. ii. 21 A man who at all times was a light

sleeper.

VI. 21. Free from the weight of care or sorrow

;

cheerful, merry. Obs. exc. in light heart. + Also

glad and light, etc. f Const, of.

13 . . in Pol.Rel. % L. Poems 239 pou waxist heui bat was wel

lit. ? a 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 77 They mote singen and
be light, c 1400 Destr. Troy 1411 All bere lordes were light

bat bai lyfTe hade, a 1400-50 A lexander 5332 3it be li;t &
lete of bi sorowe. 1430-40 Lydg. Bochas l x. (1554) 21 D, The
people were full glad and lyght. e 1430 Syr Gener. (Koxb.) •

448 He was so light Of hir talking and ofhir sight. 1500-20
Dunbar Poems xxvii. 23 Na ferly thocbt his hart wes licht.

1778 Mad. D'Arrlav Diary 23 Aug. , 1 have rarely seen a Yery
rich man with a light heart and light spirits. 1844 A. WF.LnY

LIGHT.
Poems (1867) 1 When my heart was as light as a blossom hi
J une. 1884 W. C. Smith Kildrostan 55 Now my heart is light
again, and 1 Could laugh like children at a pantomime.
1893 F. Adams New Egypt 146 He broke into a lieht
laugh.

*

VII. 22. Of the head: Dizzy, giddy. Also of
persons : Wandering in mind, delirious = Light-
hkaded 1 (now dial. : see Eng. Dial. Did.).
[Cf. sense 16; but there appears to he here a reference

to a subjective sensation of physical levity.]

1590 Shaks. Com. Err. v. i. 72 And thereof comes it that
his head is light. 1604 — Oth. iv. i. 280 Are his wits safe?
Is he not light of liraine? 1662 R. Matiiew Unl. Alch.

\

§ 89. 141 He continued very light eight dayes. 1791
J. Lkarmont Poems 8 Light grew her head, her breast did
beat. Mod. {Donegal) * He's a bit light at the full and
the change' (1J. C Hart).

VIII. 23. Comb. : a. in syntactical combs, used
attrib. or as adjs., as light-draught

% -heart, -land,
-marching; b. in parasynthetic derivatives, as
light- bellied, -bodied, -brained, f -disposed, -legged,

-mouthed, -pointed, -robed, -spirited, -thoughted,
-tongued, -winged, -wittcd adjs.

; flight-eared a.,

ready to listen, credulous; flight-poised a., of
lightweight; f light-skirted a. (of a woman: cf.

Light-skjkts\ light in conduct, wanton (hence
•flightskirtedness)) f light-tailed^. =prce.

;
light-

timbered a., (ofa horse) lightly-built, active. Also
LrciiT-AKMED, Light- fingkukd, etc.

1823 Craub Techuol. Diet., *Light-bellied, an epithet for
a horse that has flat, narrow, and contracted >ides. 1686
Loud. Gaz. No. 2136/4 A white sanded gray Mare..*light.
bodied. 1590 Makloue Edn: II. v. ii. (1598) H 2 b, 'J 'he
proud corrupters of the Might-brained king. 1870 T. \V.
Hiccinsont Army Life in Black Regim. 169 W'e could then
ascend the smaller stream with two *li^ht-draft Loats. 1897
Daily Xews 3 Mar. 5/2 Light lighi-dranght steamers for
special service, a 1552 Ld. Somkrskt in Ko.ve A. «$• M.
(i56 3- 736 b, When one is ouer *!ight eared, the one way,
and deafe on the other side. 1845 (). Murray Isla/ordyj
There was a *lkht-heart briskness in the air. 1812 Examiner
7 Sept. 563/2 *Light-land wheat, almost everywhere good.
a 1586 Sidnhy Arcadia t. (1622.) 87 *Light-legged Pas had
got the middle space. 1888 M. Morris Claverhouse x. 186
The active *light-inarching Highlanders. 1884 L. A. Anokr-
son Mod. Ilorsemanshipw 18 1 1 is dangerous to have a severe
bit upon a *light-inouthed horse. 1824 M iss M mono / 'illage
Ser. 1. 263 Its *light-pointed roof, its clustered chimneys.
1615 Hrathwait Strappado (18781 205 Swift is'i [the water
of the Kent] in pace, "light -poi/'d, to looke in cleere. 1876
Humihrlvs Coin Coll. Matt. xxlv. 326 A lighl-robed female
presenting her hand to three soldiers, a 1758 Ramsay
Some 0/ the Contents vii, * Licht skirled lasses, and the
gimand wyfe. 1607 K. Qarhw] tr. Estienuc's World of
Wonders 101 * Light .skirtednesse and lenitie. 1600 J. Lam:
Tom Tel-troth (1876) 133 * Light-taylcle huswines. 1777
R. Potter Aeschylus, Prometheus chain d 26 Unfruitfull
labour and Might-thoughted folly. 1683 Loud. Gaz. No.
1871/4 A Might limbered bright bay Gelding, a 1825 1''okby

I'oc. E. Auglia, Light-timbered, light-limbed; active and
alert. 1828 Scott M. Perth xvii, To keep *light-tongued
companions out of the way. 1604 Shaks. Oth. 1. iii. 269
* Light- wing'd Toyes Of feather'd Cupid seele with*wanton
dulnesse My..ofnc'd Instrument. 1763 Mason Sonu. to

Earl Holdet nesseS Here, as the light wing'd moments glide
serene. 1577 H. Rhodes Bk. Nurture in Babees Bk. (1868)

8? For *lyght-witted or dronken, sure, men will name thee
in talke. 1699 Bentlev Thai. 86 A foolish light witted
fellow.

Light bit\ a.'1 Forms: 1 leoht, Anglian
leht, 3 liht, 4 lith, ly}t, 4-5 Ii;t, 4-6 lyght, 5
ley ^t, licht, 6 lighte

,
lycht, 4- light. [OK. leoht

(Anglian = OFris. li{a)chl
y
OS., OHG. lioht

(MHG. fiehi, mod. G. and Du. licht) : soe

Lights.]
1. fa. Hright, shining, luminous. Of a fire:

Burning brightly. Phrase, On (of in) a lightfire :

in a blaze (very eommon in 16-1 Sth c). Obs.
^825 \

T
esp. Psalter xviii. 9 IJibod dryhtnes leht [Vulg.

lucidum] inlihtende e^an. c rooo Sax. Lecchd. II. 30 Seo5
bonne aet leohtum fyre. a 1400-50 Alexander 4464 Gods..
Sum of latoun & of lede 8c sum of li^t siluir. ^1400 Destr.
Troy 8742 Ymages. .Lokend full lyuely as any light angels.
14.. Tnndales Vis. 2120 (MS. A.) Uryghtter .. Then ever
schon sonne that was soo Iy}t. 4:1420 Chron. Vilod. 1300
(Horstm.), To stancbe bat feyre bat was so ley5t. 1583
Stocker Civ. Warres Lowe C. iv. 57 b, At that tyme also
was fire cried at Giethorne, and soone after, many houses
were seene on a light fire. 1609 Holland A mm. Marcetl.
113 Now., we might discover smoke and light fires all the
way along. 1643 Trapp Comm. Gen. xx. 3 For methought,
I saw all Heidelberg on a thick smoke, hut the Prince his

Pallace all on a light fire. 1652 Wakren Unbelievers (1654)

24 All Sodome was of a light fire. 1737 Mem. G. di
Lucca no The Flashes were so thick the Sky was almost
in a light Fire. 1760 Jortin Life 0/ Erasmus II. 717 He
piled those ancient books together and set them all on a
light fire.

absol. c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1S80) 269 It is a foul lesynge
to chese wittingly & meyntene be lesse perfit, & forsake J>e

li3ttere, sikerere, & perfitere.

b. Of a place, the time of day, etc. : Having
a considerable or sufficient amount of light, not

dark, f In early use also with stronger sense

:

Brightly illuminated ; fig. enlightened mentally.
£900 B&da's Hist. 1. i. (1890) 26 Dis ealond .. leohte

nihte on sumera hafaS. ^1200 Trin. Coll. Norn. 103
Illuminacio mentis.. fftX is heorte be liht. £1205 Lay.
7238 Hit wes an ane time, pat be da;i wes liht, and be
sunne wes swiSe briht. c 1300 Havelok 593 Also lith was it

ber-inne, So ber brenden cerges innc. c 1320 Seuyu Sag.
(W.) 2064 And to morewen, whan it is light, Sire, thou



LIGHT.
schalt have thine wille. a 1340 Hampole Psalter xviii. 9
Cbarite f»at makis be eghen of oure saule lyght & lufly.

*i47° Henryson Afor. Fab. x. {Fox Wolf) xxiii, The
nicrU was licht, and penny full the mone. 1560 Daus tr.

Sleidane's Comm. 235 a/2 By and by commeth he with the
letters, and delyuereth them : it was skarce lyght daye. 1596
Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot, 1. 00 Nocht he the day was
lycht, natbir at noneday bot at evin. 1611 Bible Micah
it. 1 When the morning is light, they practise it [cuill]. 1704
Norris ideal World 11. Pref. 8 A man that has a light shop
had need sell good ware. 1844 J. T. Hewlett Parsons <$

W. ix, The boy.. got up before it was light on the following
morning. 1861 Flo. Nightingale Nursing 56 A patient's

bed should always be in the lightest spot in the room.
Mod. The morning-room is a nice light room,

fC. Clean, pure. Obs.
13.. E. E. A Hit. P. A. 681 pat is of hert bobe clene

& Ty^t. Ibid. B. 987 Wyth l}*3t louez vp-lyfte bay loued
hym swybe.

2, Pale in hue. Also flight'-coloured.
1548 Turner Names o/Herbes (1881) 73 Siligo. . is a kynde

of ryghte wheatc. . . Therfore let it be called in englisbe lyght
wheate. 1686 Lond. Gaz. No. 2i82 /

4 He had a light bob
Periwig. 1727 Boyer Fr. Diet., Light Hair, des Cheveitx
blonds. 1799 G. Smith Laboratory 1. 394 Draw your stuff

quickly through, three or four times, according as you would
nave it deeper or lighter. Ibid. 305 Body [of artificial fly]

li^ht fur of an old fox. 1873 Act 36 <fr 37 Vict, c. 85 § 3
Her name, .shall be marked on her stern, .on a light ground
in black letters. 1898 Pall Mall G. 3 Feb. 9/1 Never hack
a bird which has a light or yellow eye.

b. Prefixed, as a qualification, to other adjectives

of colour. (Usually hyphened with the adj. when
the latter is used attributively.)

c 1420 Durham Acc. Rolls (Surtees) 617, 7 pannis integris
de lyghtgrene. a 1450 Fysshyngc iv. Angle (1883) 10 A
lyght phmket colour, a 1500 [see Glao a. 1]. 1530 Palscr.
239/1 Lyght grene popyngay coloure, uertgapf. 1729 Savage
Wanderer \. ji The dawn in light-grey mists arose. 1863
I. Williams Baptistery n. xix. (1874) 25 Beneath an ash- J

tree's light-green shade, There side by side the Three are
laid. 1885 .Miss Bradoon Wyllards Weird I 14 A back-
ground of light-drab cloth.

3. Comb. : parasynthetic, as light'-coloured -com-
plexioncd, -haired, -leaved, -veined, -waved adjs.

1631 Sanderson .SVr//;.(i68i) II. 2 A too-too *ligbt-coloured
habit certainly suteth not well with the gravity of a sermon.
1686 Lond. Gaz. No. 2136/4 Left in a Hackney Coach . . a
iight-colour'd gray cloth Sur-toute Coat. 1882 Garden

\

4 Feb. 781 The American Ash is, as a rule, lighter coloured
both in foliage and bark than ours. 1861 Waugh Goblins
Grave n Her *light-complexioned face beamed with..good
nature. 1870 Bryant Iliad I. x. 302 The husband of the
*liglithaired queen of heaven. 1896 Housman Shropsh. Lad
lxiii, And fields will yearly bear them As *Iight-leaved spring
comes on. 1613 39 1. Jones in Leoni Palladia's Archit.
(1742) 1 1. 50 *Lighl-vein'd marble. 1824 T. Fenby Hymn
to May iv. 5 Yon *light-\vav'd clouds thy tresses show.

T Light, a. Obs. [Pa. pple. of Light v.-]

Lighted, kindled, illuminated.

1495 Act n lien. VII, c. 27 Take a light candell and
sette in the Fustyan hrennyng. 1579 Fulke Refut. Rastel
722 Neither was it the custome . to sett light candels on
the atiltars. 1601 Holland Pliny 1. 45 It quencheth .

.

light toftzhes dipped therein. 1606 Chapman Mons. D^Olive \

t. i. Me thinks through the encotirtaind windowes.. 1 see 1

light Tapers. 1632 Lmicow Trar>. vi. 274 With light

candles in our hands.

Light (lait), adv. 1 Forms: 1 leohte, 3lihte,

3 5 li^t, 5 lyghte, 6 Sc. licht, 4- light. [OE. 1

Uohle^oi. lihto (Du. licht), OllG. lihto (MHG.
lihte, mod.G. leicht), f. OTeut. *liyhto- Light
1. In a light manner (cf. senses of the adj.)

;
j

lightly as opposed to heavily
;
nimbly, f quickly

;

t easily, comfortably.
In the phrases to think light of, \ to care light for, etc.,

there may be confusion with Lite, little.

cooo tr. Boedas Hist. iv. xix. (1890) 320 pa wars heo
Sese^en burb twegen da$as

;
baet hire leohtor & wel waere.

a 1250 Prov. sEtfrcd 290 in O. E. Misc. 120 pene vnbev
lihte leten heo niyhte. a 1300 Cursor M. 18059 Fra »us
he lepe selcutli light, c 1330 R. Bkunnf. Chron, (1810)
272 He wend haf had fulTe light, Kdward at his wille.

c 1420 Antnrs of Arlh. 653 And bane to be lystis be lordis

leppis fulle lyghte. 1*1449 Pecock Re/r. 268 Euery thing
lijk to an other thing bringith into ymaginacioun and into
mynde better and h"}tir and esier the thing to him lijk,

than the thing to him lasse lijk. 1483 Caxton G. de la
Tour L ij, Blessed be the houre that my suster clothed her
so light. 1573 Satir. Poems Reform, xhi. 432 Thocht of the
matter thay pas licht. 1590 Greene Never too Late (1600)
N t b, So light the Ferriman for loue doth care. As Venus
passe not if sht pay no fare. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. viii. 10
His boystrous club, so buried in the ground, He could not
rearen up againe so light. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. v. i.

40t Euene Elfe and Fairie spright, Hop as light as bird

from brier. 159a — Ven. <y Ad. 1028 The grasse stoops
not, she treads on it so light. 1697 Dkydrn Vt'rg. Georg.
in. 308 He . . treads so light he scarcely prints the Plains.

1807 Woansw. Song at Feast Brougham Castle 75 Thoughts
that pass Light as the wind along the grass. 187 1 Rossktti
Last Confession 401 She went with, .hands held light before
her. 1896 Housman Shropshire Lad lix, Lie you easy,

dream you light.

Proverb. 1546 J. Heywoon Prov. (1867) 77 Light come,
light go. 1712 Akouthnot John Bull in. iv, Light come,
light go, he cares not a farthing. 1857 Hughes Tom
Brown 1. ix, Light come, light go; they wouldn't have
been comfortable with money in their pockets in the middle
of the half.

2. Comb, (with pres. and pa. pples.) as light-

bounding, -charged, -clad, 'disposed, -harnessed,

-loaded, -poised, etc.

1533-4 Act 25 lien. VIII, c. 17 Many wilfull and light dis-

posed persons, ,haue attempted the. .violacion of the same

274

statutes. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. (1634) Pref., The
light-beleeving and ignorant multitude. 1596 Edtv. Ill, 1. ii,

Nor rusting canker have the time to eat Their ligbt-borne
snaffles. 1598 Grenewey Tacitus' Ann. 1. xiii. (1622) 24
The Bructen ..Stertinius ouerthrew with a company of light
harnessed souldiers. 1725 Pope Odyss. vni. 303 Light-
bounding from the earth, at once they rise. 1726-46 Thomson
Winter 645 The fop light-fluttering spreads his mealy wings.
1742 Young Nt. 'Ph. v. 463 Earth's inchanted cup With
cool reserve light-touching. 1750 Chatham in Seward
Anted. (1796) III. 386 'Midst all the tumults of the warring
sphere, My light-charg'd bark may haply glide. 1751 Act 24
Geo. II, c. 8 § 17 Damages do often happen to light-loaded
Barges., by deep-loaded Barges .. lying across .. in the said
Rivers. 1776 M ickle tr. Camoens' Lusiad 227 The dancers'
heels light-quivering beat the ground. 1777 R. Potter
sEschylus, Agamem. 236 Fond as a boy to chace The
winged bird light-flitting round. 1798 Sotheby tr. Wieland's
Oberon (1826) 1 1. 152 A veil, light-shadowing each voluptuous
charm. 181a Byron Ch. Har. 1. Ixxiii, With milk-white
crest, gold spur, and light-poisd lance. 1823 Roscoe Sis-
mondts Lit. Eur. (1846) II. xxxi. 329 Our light-swung
hammocks answering to the breeze, 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan.
Der. III. xliv. 269 Lighter-clad intelligence. 1883 F. M.
Wallem Fish Supply Norway 31 (Fish. Exhib. Publ.) Add
. . a few light-fried truffles or mushrooms. 1883 R. W. Dixon
Mano 11. vi. 84 TheSaracen'scurved sword andlight-wrought
mail.

t Light, adv.* Obs. Forms : 1 16ohte, 3 liht/e,

4-5 li5t(e, 5 lighte, lyth, 4- light. [OE. Uohle

( = OHG. liohlo, MHG. liehte), f, tioht Light a.2]
Brightly, clearly.

a goo Cynewulf Crist 1239 (Gr.) part hy fore leodum
leohte blicab. 971 Blickl. Horn. 127 (Leohtfatu] leohte &
beorhte scinab alee nihu c 1230 Halt Mcid. 43 Euch
heate of be hali gast bat bearneo se lihte widute wastinde.
C 1275\

XI Pains of Hell 68 in O. E. Misc. 149 A hwel nf
stele is furber mo And berneb lihte and turncb a a 1310
in Wright Lyric P. 33 In uche londe heo leometh hht.
£1384 Chaucer //. Fame 111. 199 These walles of berile

.. shoone ful lyghter than a glas. c 1470 Golagros <$

Gaw. 485 With fel lans on lofi, lemand ful light. 14..
Lydc. Siege llarfleur in Arb. Gamer VI 11. 17 With men
of arms that lyth did leme. c 1710 C. Fiennes Diary
(1888) 137 Its [sc. coal] in great pieces and so Cloven burns
light so as the poorer sort works by it.

Comb. <z 1400-50 Alexander 553 pe l^t lemand late
laschis fra be heuyn.

Light (l^it), vJ Forms : 1 lihtan, lyhtan,
16htan, 3 lihte n, listen, 3-4 liht, lyht, 4 li5t,

ly5t, lith, 4 5 li5te, 4-6 lyght, Sc. licht, lycht,

5 lyghte, ley5t, lyhte, ly;te, 5-6 lighte, 6-7
lite, 8-9 dial, leet, 4- light. Pa. t. a. 1 lihte,

2-3 lihte, 4 liht, lyht(e, ly5te, licte, north.

licht, 4-5 li3t(e, ly;t, lyghte, 4-8 light, 5 leyt,

5-6 lyght, 8-9 dial. leet. fi. 4 lihtid, lited,

lithed, lihtid, 4-6 Sc. lichtit, lychtit, -yt, 5-6
lyghted(e, 4- lighted ; 7- lit. Pa. pple. a. 3-5
li^t, 4 ly3t, liht, y-lyeght, 5 lyght, 5-8 light.

£• 5 y-lyghted, -id, 5-6 lyghted, 6 ly;thed, 8

lited, 6- lighted ; 8- lit. Also 7 lighten. [OE.
lihtan ^OFris. lichta, MDu. liichien (Du. lichten),

OllG. (gi)lihlen (MHG. Uhten. mod.G. leichten,

now rare ; also lichten, Natit. from Du.), ON. letta

OTeut. type *lihtjan,*liyhtjan, f. *lihto-*linhlo- >

Light a. 1 The senses in branch II app. originate

in an absol. use of the vb, in sense 2 (' to relieve a

horse or vehicle of one's weight ') ; cf. ON. Utta to

dismount, halt on a journey.]

I. To lighten.

1 1. trans. To make light, lessen the weight of.

Alsoyfcf. to reduce ; to mitigate, assuage* Obs.
c 1000 in Narrat: Angl Conscrip. (Cockayne) 8 Da wolde

ic minne burst lehtan. 1422 tr. Secrcta Secret., Priv. Priv.
214 Thou shalte lyght the trauaillis of thy baronage.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 304/1 Lyghtyn chargys or byrdenys,
deonero. Ibid., Lyghteyn, or make wyghtys more esy
(P. lightyn burdens, heuy weightts) allevio. 1552 Huloet,
Lyghten or make easye, laettigo, letio. 1578 Banister Hist.
Man 1. 34 We finde the same [bone] here, and there, atten.

uated, and lighted with long lynes, and flatted sides. 1582
Stanvhurst Aincis 11. (Arb.) 67 Nor backward skewd I

my 11 eyesight, In graue of holy Ceres tyl that my burden
I lighted, a 1600 K1ontgomkrie.SV?«». li. 6 Vhilk slaiksmy
sorou . . And lights my louing largour at the leist.

2. To relieve of a (material) load or burden

;

to unload (a ship). Also, to 1
relieve * (a person)

^ his property by plundering. ? Obs.
a\zz$ Ancr. R. 42a 5C schulen beon i-dodded four siSen

ioe }ere, uorto lihten ower heaued. 13.. E. E. Allit. P.
C. 160 To ly3ten bat lome, }if lebe wolde schape. 1375
HAanoUR Bruce iil 624 Thar chip that lychtyt sone. 1545
Raynoi.d Byrth Mankyndc 34 They can not..containe or
draw any inoore, tyll they be lighted and dischargyd of that
that is drawen already. 1590 Spenser F. Q.y xii. 42 Where
we must land some of our passengers, And light this weary
vessell nf her lode. 1623 Hingiiam Xcnophon 127 Tereus
.. was lighted of all his baggage by these men. 1637 1?.

Jonson Sad xS/uph. 1. ii, The wash'd Flocks are lighted of
their wooll. 1715-20 Pope Iliad xi. 208 Many a car, now
lighted of its lord. 1756 in R. Rogers's Jrnls. (1883) 51
note, They saw a schooner at anchor some distance from
ye shore, .and, upon this intelligence, lighted our boats and
intended to board them.

b. To deliver of a. child. Now dial.

c 1394 P. PI. Crede-jt) pat be lace of oure ladie smok listeb
hem of children, c 1400 MAVNDEV.O839) vl 71 Where oure
I^ady rested hire, aftre sche was lyghted of oure Lord, c 1460
'Pmvntley Myst. xiii. 337, I shall say thou was lyght Of a
knaue childe this nyght. 1494 Farvan Chron. vn. 339
Leuynge his wyfe with hir modyr tyll she were lyghted of

LIGHT.
chylde. 154a Will ofR. Slanye (Somerset Ho.) Yf she
be lighted of achilde wherw* she goeth nowe. 1774 Churchw.
Acc. Norton % Lenchwick, Worcestersh. (MS.) P* Mrs.
Sanders for liting Ben Turner wife. 1886 Ctuslu Gloss, s.v.,

Is your wife lighted ?

t3. To relieve (of pain, sorrow, etc.) ; to comfort,
gladden, cheer (a person, his heart, etc.). Obs.
cxoooSax. LeecJul. II. 186 picge bset seofon niht, bonne

liht ba;t bone xeswencedan ma^an. ^1220 Bestiary yj5
Listen him of his birdene. a 1225 Ancr. R. 356 Worp
awei urom me alle mine gultes, bet ich beo ilihted of hore
heuinesse. a 1300 Cursor M. 5727 He light bam o batr
wa. c 1384 Chaucer //. Fame 1. 467 Venus, The whiche I

prey . .vs ay of oure sorwes lyghte. 1388 Wyclif Isa. ix. i,

The lond of Zabulon and the lond of Neptalym was re-
leessid [7'. rr. abated, lihtid]. a 1400-50 Alexander 2814,
I shall lefe & be lightyd; barfore be ae light. ^1440
Jacob's Well xl. 249 Of oberis charge £ou art ly^thed.
C1470 Henryson Mor. Fab. Prol. iii, Ane mery sport To
licht the spreit. 1473 M, Paston in P.Lett. 111. 77 Ye
have lyghtyd mync hert therin by a pound. 1529 More
Dyaloge 11. Wks. 1171/1 A merye tale wyth a frende, re*

fresheth a manne muche, and . . lyghteth his mynd, 1530
Palscr. 61 1/2 This tydynges lyghteth me well. 1597 A. M.
tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 10/1 She voyded matter, by
the which she seemed to be lighted and easyed.

f b. intr. Of the heart : To grow light or cheer-

ful. Of sickness : To be alleviated. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 5163 pan higan his ert to light, c 1386

Chaucer Sqr's T. 388 It was so fair a sighte That it made
alle hire hertes for to lighte. 1398 Trryisa Barth. De P. R.
ix. xxil. (Tollem. MS.), In be dawenynge siknesse of bestes
ly?teb [ed, 1535 is lyghted] and abateb. a 1400-50 Alexan-
der 5255 Sire Alexander hire a*vises & all his hert lijtis.

c 1460 Toivneley Myst. xiii. 138 Me thynk my hart lyghtys.

f4. trans. To make of less effect, deprive of
weight or influence. Also Sc.,\o slight, undervalue.
a 16x9 Fotherby Atheom. l viii. § 2 (1622) 56 Though he

were very witty . . yet by his inconstancy, he lighted his

authority [L. levatur anthoritas]. 1822 Galt Entail III.
viii. 81 When the Laird lights the Leddy, so does a' the
kitchen boys.

5. a. Naitt. {trans, and absol.) (See quot. 1867.)
1841 Dana Seama/i's Man. 114 Light, to move or lift

anything along ; as, to ' Light out to windward !
* that is,

haul the sail over to windward, c i860 H. Stuart Seaman's
Catech. 45 The men on the yard . . light out on their respective
sides. 1867 Smyth Sailor

1

s Word-bk., Light, To. To move
or lift anything along ; as ' light over to windward \ the cry
for helping the men at the weather-earing when taking in a
reef. Light along! Lend assistance in hauling cables,

hawsers, or large ropes along, and lifting some parts in

a required direction. 1882 Narks Seamanship (ed. 6) 13a
All.. light the sail out to windward together.

b. ? Hence to light out {U.S. slang)-, to de-

camp, * make tracks'.

1884 1 Mark Twain ' Huck. Finn 1.2 And so when 1 couldn't

stand it no longer, I lit out. 1888 Cornh. Mag. Oct. 373 He
may light out for the country, railing West to a young city

yet on the boom. 1890 Century Mag. Feb. 525/2 We'll
light out an' find your brother.

U. To descend. Cf. Alight v.1

6. intr. To descend from a horse or vehicle ; to

dismount ; to bring one
Y

s ride to an end. Also
with off, dcnu?i, adown (arch.), f Sometimes con-

jugated with to be.

cooo tr. Bseda's Hist. \\\. xvi. [xxii.] (1890) 228 He. .lyhte

of his horse & feoll him to fotum. 11205 Lav. 5862 LihteS
of eowre blanken and stonded on eowre sconken. a 1300
Cursor M. 3256 Biside a well he lighted \G6tt. lithed, Trin.
li}t] dun. 1375 Harbour Bruce xiv. 121 The erll of Mur-
reff.. Lichtit on fut with his metric. £1470 Golagros «y

Gaw. 130 The knyght. . Reynit his palfray of pride, Quhen
he ves lightit doune. 1470-85 M alorv A rthurix. iii, They
haue desdaync.to lyghte of their horses to fyghte with
suche a lewde knyght as thou arte, a 1592 Greene Orpha-
rion (1599) 19 Set a Begger on horsebacks, and they say he
will neuer light. 1596 Danett tr. Comities (161 4) 188 All

the nobilitie of Fraunce lighted on foot to light with the

English men. 1691 J. Wilson Belphegor \\\. \. Dram. Wks.
(1874) 3?o Sir, the company are now lighting at" doorl
a 1766 M rs. F. Sheridan Mem. Sidn. Bidduiph V. 175,
I immediately lit off my horse. 1813 Byron Giaour 587
Stern Hassan .. from his horse Disdains to light. 1868-70
Morris Earthly Par. \. is8While from the horse helitadown.

ft>. trans, (causal) To light {down) : to cause

to descend ; to help to dismount. Obs,
a 1300 Cursor M. 22020 He sal bam smett, and dun

bam light, c 1420 Antnrs ofArth. 214 pat is luf paramour
..pat has me li^te [Thornton MS. gerse me lyghte and
lenge] and laft I03 in a lake.

f7. Of persons: To descend, go down from a

high place or to a low one.. Often in ME. used

to describe the Incarnation and the Descent into

Hell. Occas, rejl. Obs.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 79 A mon lihte [L. descendebat] from
ierusalem into ierico. C1220 Bestiary 3a Vre loucrd is te

leun.Se liueS Ser abuuen ; .. him likede to listen her on
eroe. a 12*5 Leg. Kath. 2494 Te engles lihten of heuene
& heuen hire on heh up. 01240 Lofsong in Cott. Horn.
217 He lihte in to helle. a 1300 Cursor M. 20531,1 lighted

doun and man be-cam. a 13x0 in Wright Lyric P. 73 For
sunful folk, suete Jisus, Thou Hhtest from the he^e hous.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xi. 240 Ihesu cryste on a iewes

doubter aly3te [MS. IV. li}te], gentil woman bough she

were. 1:1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xv. 68 How .. Good sent

wisdom in til erthe and lightid in Virgin Mary, c 1420
Antnrs of Arth. 164 (Douce MS.) Withe lucyfer in a lake

I03 am I lighte. ^1460 Toivneley Myst. vii. 115 He will

lyght fro heucn towre fforto be mans saueyoure. 1533 Gau
Richf Vay 54 The angel said to the virgine maria ye halie

spreit sal licht in the.

f b. To light low : to be brought to the ground

;

to be degraded or humiliated, Obs.



LIGHT.

a 1225 Leg: Kaih. ion Leaf bi lease wit paH tu wlen-
chest te in & liht to ure lare. ciago Halt Meid. 5 pat
fram se muchel hehschipe & se seli freodom schal lihte sc

lahe. £1320 Sir Tristr. 3340 Wei louwe he dede hem
li^t Wibdiolful dintes sare. a 1400-50 Alexander 2362 }it

lia,t he law at be last for all his lethire prid. 1535 Stkwart
Cron. Scot. (1858) I. 395 Scho makis ane man rydit lawlie

for to lycht, Quhome of befoir scho set so hie on hicht. 1570
Satir. Pectus Reform, xxiv. 64 Law sail he lycht downe.

f 8. fig. To descend, emanate, proceed. Const.

from, of Obs.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 96 }if eni mbn bit fort iseon ou, askecJ of

him hwat god terof muhte lihtcn. a 1225 Leg. Kath. \jqt

Te hali gast, hare beire luue, be lihted of ham bade [sc. the

Father and the Son], a 1400-50 Alexander sgg Of }>e lyfe

bat he li^t off he like was to nane. Ibid. 4494 Ilk lede f>at

Ii3t is of 30ur lede.

9. To fall and settle on a surface, as a bird,

a snowflake, a person leaping upon the ground, or

the like. Also with down. Phr. to light on ones

feet or legs (fig.) : to be fortunate or successful (cf.

Fall v. 64 h, Leg sk 2 c\
a 1225 Ancr. R. 132 Brid. .uorte sechen his mete . . lihtcfi

adun to bcr eorSe. ^1250 Hymn to Virgin 26 in Trin.

Coll. Horn, App. 256 J>u ert eor^e to gode sede, on be li^te )>e

heouenedcuv a 1300 Cursor Al. 1896 Sco [sc. the dove], .fond

na sted quare-on to light [Gdtt. lith]^ Ibid. 11612 Quen iestis

sagh bam glopnid be, He lighted of his moderkne. 13. . E. Ii.

A Hit. P. A. 988, I sy^e .. lerusalem so nwe & ryally dy?t,

As hit was Iy?t fro be heuen adoun. 1423 J as. 1. Kingis Q.
clxxvii, A turture. .vpon my hand gan lyght. 1490 Caxton
Eneydos lix. 158 That egle that lighted amonge the hepe of

swannes. 1530 Palsgr. 611/1 Loke welle where yonder
fesante lyghteth. a 1541 Wvatt Poet. Wks. (1831) 109 It is

possible, .to fall highest, yet to light soft.
#
a 1584 Mont-

comerie Cherrie tfSlac 463 Luik quhair to Hcht before thou
loup. 159a Warner Alb. Eng. vtn. xxxix. (1612) 193 Snow,
that lights & lies a moysture moystles. 1642 Fuller Holy
ft Pro/, St. iv. t. 244 If he must down, he seeks to fall easily,

and if possible, to light on his legs. 1667 Milton P. L. iv.

182 Th' arch fellon. .overleap'd all bound Of Hill or highest

Wall, and sheer within Lights on his feeL 1759 Hrown
Compl. Farmer 95 If tbe swarms part, and light in sight of
one another. 1828 Scott fml. 6 Mar., A featber just lighted

on the ground can^ scarce be less concerned where the next
blast may carry it. 1832 Tennyson (Enone 102 On the
tree-tops a crested peacock lit. 1852 Thackeray Lett. 23
Dec, I have made scores of new acquaintances and lighted

on my legs as usual. 1871 L. Stephen Playgr. Eur. iv.

(1894)97 Y°u made a ..spring, and lighted upon another
rock.

10. To have a particular place of incidence or

arrival, a. Of a blow, a weapon: To fall and
strike ; to fall (short, etc.). Now rare.

c *375 Sc. Leg, Saints xix. (Cristofore) 657 Ane arow
done cane lycht & rewyt be king of ane ee-sycht. 1489
Caxton Faytes 0/ A. lit. xxt. 218 His arowe lighte upon
caym and slew hym. 1532 Crammer Let. to Hen. VIII in
Misc. Writ. (Parker Soc.) II. 234 If the stroke [of an hal-

berd] had not light short, la 1550 in Dunbar's Poems (1893)

305 Fra he begyn to schute his schot, Thow wat nocht
quhen that it will Hcht. 1590 Spenser F, Q. i. viii. 18
The stroke upon his shield so heavie lites. 1604 Rowlanos
Looke to it 41 There flies my Dart, light where it will.

1667 Milton P. L. ix. 173, I reck not, so it [Revenge] light

well aim'd, 1710 Addison Tatler No. 155 f 2 But why in

the Heel?. .Because, says I, the Bullet chanced to light

there. 1784^ R. Bace Barham Downs 1 1. 277 Some of the
blows had light upon Lord Somerfort's head and face. 1855
Stanley Mem. Ca.ntcrb.xx. (1857) 7$ The sword lighted on
the arm of the monk, which fell wounded.

f b. To come to or arrive in a place ; to lodge in

some position ; to arrive at a point ; to fall into a
condition; to fall or Mand' in a particular place

or position. Obs,
a 1240 Sawlcs Warde in CotUHom. 249 Ha [i.e. Death]

lihteS hwer se ha eauer kimeS wiSa busent deoflen. c 1320
R. Brunne Medii, 47 And on a bursday bedyr he )ya,t Wyb
hysdycyplys ajens nyst. 13.. E. E. A Hit. P. A. 247, I am
forpayned, & bou in a lyf of lykyng ly^te In paradys erde.
n 1400-50 Alexander 4785 Quare it [the firejli^t on his like

it lichid him for euire. c 1400 Destr. Troy 13686 A longyng
vnleflful light in his hert. 1545 Brinklow Cornel, i. (1874)
8 If ye wil seke such ways, than wil the Holy Gost lyght in

your councel. 1551 Records Pathtv. Kiunvl, 1. v, Sette the
one footeof the compa«?in thepricke, where you would haue
the plumme line to lighte. 1577-87 Holinshed Citron,

(1807-8) III. 37 Letus drinke togither in signe of agreement,
that the people . . may . . know that it is true, that we be light

at a point. 1627 Lisander fyCal. m. 54 Lidian . .entrtng
with a point upon his enemy, lighted just betweene his arme
and the curats [ = cuirass]. 1629 Drayton Verses 11 in Sir
J. Beaumont's Boswortk F. 14 We are light, After those
glorious Days, into the Night Of these base Times. 1651
T. Barker Art of Angling (1653) 8 The Pearch feeds well,
if you light where they be. 1697 J. Sergeant Solid Phitos.
a 2, To make you aware of the way you have either chosen,
or light into for want of a better.

C. To light on, upon; to fall or descend upon,
as a piece of good or ill fortune, or the like;

to descend upon the head of; to fall to the lot

of, to be the ' portion * of : occas. conjugated with

to be, as in the ME. phrase my love is light upon
(a person\

_ + Also, rarely, to happen to a person.
a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. 30 Levedi. .My love is on the

liht. 13.. E. E,Allit. P. B. 213 With bis worde bat he
warpj be wrake on hym lyjt. a 1440 Sir Degrev. 513 My
love is leliche y-lyeght One a worth ly wyeght. 1526 Tin-
dale Matt, xxiii. 36 All these thinges shall light apon this

generacion. 1556 Lauder Tractate 149 Quhat wo and
miserie Sail lycht on 30W. 1579-80 North Plutarch (1595)
236 Honour and reputation lighting on yong men before
their time. 1602 Shaks. Ham. v. ii. 366 But 1 do prophesie
th* election lights, On Fortinbras. 1607 E. Sharpham Cupid's
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Whirligig x\. Dsb, The plague of Egypt light vppon you
all. 1642 Fuller Holy & Prof. St. in. xxv. 233 The best
livings light not alwayes on the ablest men. 1667 Milton
P. L. x. 833 On mee ..all the blame lights due. 1697 J.
Sergeant Solid Philos, 447 Tis evident, that this Eternal
Loss of Happiness lights to such Men thro" their acting
contrary to their Reason. 1720-21 Lett. Mist's Jml. (1722)
11. hi The Infamy and Reward must then have light
on their Heads. 1832 Ht. Martineau Ireland iii. 56 A
final and overwhelming curse had lighted upon the land.

d. Of persons. To light on or vpon (or + of) : to

happen to come upon, chance upon ; to meet with
or discover, csp. unexpectedly or by accident ; to

come across, whether as the result of search or not.
c 1470 Henrv Wallace v. 1068 Ner hand . . thai lychtyt apon

Clyd. 1579 Spenser Sh&ph. Cat. Sept. 259 Diggon on fewe
such freends did eutr lite. 1583 Babincton Commandm. viii.

(1637) 82 Where may we live and not light of false forgers.

1603 K nolles Hist. Turks (1621) 109 Making spoile of
whatsoever they light upon. 1655 Stanley Hist. Philos.
11.(1701) 62/1 Not taking heed to the place, he lighted upon
a precipice and fell down. 1659 Fi ller App Inj. Innoc. 1.

34, 1 thought he had lighten on some rare Evidence, out of
the ordinary road. 1687 Sedley Btltamira iv. i. Wks.
(1766) 162 If I light of him I'll tear his goatish eyes out.

1738 Wesley Wks. (1830) 1. 38, 1 called at Alringham, and
there lit upon a Quaker. 1779 Johnson Let. to Mrs.
Thrale 16 Oct., How did you light on your specifick for
the tooth-ach? 1839-41 S. Warren Ten Thons. a Year I.

i. 7 1 1 is eye lit on his ring. 1849 C. Bronte Shirley I. iv.

76 He.. opened it [a Bible] like at a chance, and was sure
to light of a verse .. that set all straight. 1867 Freeman
Norm. Conq. (1876) I. App. (1876) 547, 1 have as yet only
once lighted on the use of the word in the singular.

e. To come or fall into a person's hands; to

chance into a person's company. Now rare or Obs.
1562 Cooper Ansiv. Priv. Masse Pref., One of the Copies

of this answere by occasion, as it fortuned . .lighted into my
hands. 1651 tr. De-las-Covera£ Don Fenise 75 The letters

which Teodorc had sent were read, the which light in her
hands unknowne to her father. 1672 Marvell Corr, ccv.
Wks. 1872-5 II. 405 Upon Thursday last I accidentally did
light into Sir Philip Frowd's company. 1684-5 South
Scrm. (1823) I. 221 A man by mere peradvent ure lights into

company. 1833 Ht. Martineau Briery Creek iv. 77 A phi-

losopher suddenly lighting in an infant community instead
of having grown up out of it.

f. To turn out ;well, happily) ; also simply^ to

fall out, happen, occur. Now dial.

1607-12 Bacon Aw., Beauty (Arh.) 212 Beaut ie .. for the
most part it makes a dissolute youth, and an age a litle out
of countenance : But yet certainlie againe if it light well, it

maketh vettues shyne, and vices blushe. a 1661 Fuller
Worthies, Oxford (1840 111. 6 To return to our English
proverb, (' lie looks as the devil over Lincoln

1

) it is con-
ceived of more antiquity than either of the fore-named
colleges, though the secondary sense thereof lighted not
unhappily, and that it related originally to the cathedral
church in Lincoln, c 1746 J. Collier (Tim Bobbin) View
Lane. Dial. To Rdr., Wks. (1862^ 34 Let't leet heaw't will.

1790 Mrs. Whfeler Westmld. Dial. (1821) 62 Haw leet it

preia, dud it ivver run oway afore? 1844 Disraeli Copi*

ingsby vn. ii, Whatever lights, we will stand together.

III. + 11. intr. The analogy of the phrase * to

lightfrom a horse * (see 6) suggested the use of the

same vb. with preps, of opposile meaning to express

the notion antithetic to this. Hence arose the sense

:

To mount on horseback, into the saddle, etc. Obs,
a 1450 Lc Morte Arth. 3355 Wrothely in-to hys sadylle

he lyght . c 1489 Caxton Sonues ofAymon \. 36 Soo lyghted
anone on horseoak the goode duke Aymon. 1509 Hawes
Past. Pleas, xxxv. (Percy Soc.) 178, I toke my leave and on
my stede 1 lyght. C1555 Machvn Diary (Camden) 54 He
lycted be-hynd a gentleman unto the cowrte. 1570 Levins
Manip, 119/28 To Light on horse, ascetuiere.

Light (lait), v.
2 Pa. t. and pa. ppie. lighted,

lit. Forms : 1 lihtan, lyhtan, 3 lihte(n, li;te,

leiten, Orm, lihhtenn, 4 li^t, liht, lith, 4-5
lighte, 4-6 lyght, Sc. lieht, lycht, 5 lyghteyn,

(9 dial, leet), 4- light, yd sing. pres. ind. 1 liht,

lyht, 3 liht, licht, 4 Kent. l<3t. Pa. t. a. 1 lihte,

lyhte, 3 lihte. 2 lihtede, 4 Li3tede, 4-6 Sc.

lyehtit, -y t, 4- lighted ; 8 litt, 6- lit. Pa, pple.

a. 3 liht, 3-4 ili3t, 4 i-ly;ht, li3t, 4-5 lyght, (5

lyghth), 4-8 light. 0. 3 Orm. lihhtedd, 4-5
lijtid, 6 lyghted, -yd, Sc. lyehtet, lichtit, 4-
lighted ; 6- lit. 7. 9pseudo-tf/T/*.litten. [OE.
l/hlan = QS. linhtian (MDu. lic/iten, luchten, Du.
lichlen), OHG. Htthten (mod.G. leuchten), Goth.

Ht/htJani-OTewU *lmht/m, f. *feithto- Light sb.

or a.2]

fL intr. To give or shed light; to shine; to be

alight or burning. Also, to lighten. Obs.

c loooAgs. Gosj>. John i. 5 past leoht lybt on Systrum. <riooo

j*Elfric Gram. xxii. (Z.) 128 Fnlminat, hit liht. c 1250
Kent. Sertn. in O. E. Misc. 27 Si gode beleaue lieht and is

bricht ine bo herte of bo gode Manne ase gold. £1290
Beket 1382 t>e cloudene hire [se. be sonne] ouer-cast bat heo
ne mai no leng H^te. c 1300 Cursor M. 24942 J?e lem can
light, be storm it fel. c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. ill. metr. xi.

79 (Camb. MS.) Thilke thing that the blake cloude of

errour whilom hadde y-couered, shal lyhten more clerly

thanne phebus hym self ne shyneth. ^1386 — Pars. T.

1 963 Right so sbal youre light lighten bifore men. 14..

Ave Regina in Tundale's Vis. (1843) 146 Heyle tho lampe
that euer is lyghtand To hye and lowe to ryebe and pore.

1646 Crashaw StepSy Ps. xxiii. 66 A beame that falls, Fresh
from the pure glance of Thine eye, Lighting to Eternity.

a 1774 Goldsm. tr. ScarrotCs Com. Romance (1775) II. 185

And that instant the taper which was lighting in the room
was burnt out.

LIGHT.

f b. Of day, etc. : To grow light. Sometimes
conjugated with to be. Obs.
a 1000 Ceedmon's Dan. 158 (Gr.) J>a daes lyhte. ^1205

Lay. 28314 Ase be daei gon lihte heo higunnen to fihten.

1382 Wyclif 2 Sam. xvii. 22 To the tyme that the dai
were lijtid [Vulg. donee dilucesceret]. 1596 Shaks. i Hen.
IV, in. ii. 138 And that shall he the Day, when ere it

lights [etc.].

2. trans. To set burning (a candle, lamp, torch);

to kindle (a fire); to apply a light to (a com-
' bustible) ; to ignite. (Pa. pple. lighted, lit, + light

^-alight.) Also with f To light off : to ignite

as an explosive.

1154 O. E. Chron. an. 1 140 (Laud MS.) lihtede candles
to ajten bi.

#

a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1411 And tis ftrrliche fur

schal lihten in ow f>e halwende lei of be hali gast. c 1300
Havclok 585 Klou the fir, and lith a kandel. £1375 Sc.
Leg. Saints xvii. (Martha) 176 pe sergis al scho lychtyt,
bathe gret & smal. 1400-50 Alexander 4231-2 Many
li^tis of a li3t is lijtid othire-quile, And }it be li}t at bam
li^tis is lijtid as before, c 1400 Destr. Troy 11792 No fyre
wold be light ; bat assait was full sothely of sere men full

ofte. «i45o Knt. de la Tour (1868) 23 He fonde .. the
candellc light. 1506 in Mem. Hen. VII (Rolls) 282 Having
great torches lit in his and divers other ships, a 1547 Lai.e
Image both Ch. xiii. (1550) f 1, The candle that he lyght vs
to se ouer the house. 1590 Spenser F. Q. 1. v. 19 Shyning
lampes in Joves high house were light. 1604 E. Grimstone
Hist. Siege Ostend 9x9 With.. their matches light, I3ullet

in the mouth. 1645 Waller Of the Queen 14 Thither my
Muse, like bold Prometheus, ilyes To light her torch at

Gloriana's eyes. 1649 Roberts Claris Bibl. Introd. ii. 2g
What brightne.sse is this I see? Have you light up any
Candles? 171 1 Auntsox Spcct. No. 46 f 4, 1 twisted it into

a kind of Match, and litt my Pipe with it. 1717 Entertainer
No. 5 (1718) 28 Like Gunpowder, when they are lighted off,

they [the mobl scatter Ruin and Destruction around them.
1763 in Urand Hist. Nctvcastle (1789) 1. 20 note. The lamps
put up in the streets .. were lighted up for the first time.
1852 Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. xxxvi, How would ye
like to he tied to a tree, and have a slow fire lit up around
ye? 1854 W. Collins Hide $ Seek 11. ix. u86i) 235 ' He's
the most generous fellow in the world continued Zack,
lighting a cigar. 1856 Lmerson Eng. Traits, Universities
W ks. (Uohn) ll.oi No candle or fire is ever lighted in the
liodleian. 1890 Haggard & Lang World's Desire 128 A
lamp for our feet the Lord hath Htten.

b. transf and fig.
1679 J )«vi)EN & Lee (Edipus it. 28 Ifan immodest thought,

or low desire, Infiam'd my breast, since first our Loves
were lighted. 175* Young Brothers iv. i, Each morn my
life 1 lighted at her eye. 1866 1*. Taylor Anastasia Poems
267 Thine eyes were lit from other skies. 1883 P. W.
Richardson Field of Disease 211 It [Phthisis] ..in nine
cases out of tell is first lighted up by cold.

c. absol. To light tip', to light one's pipe, cigar,

etc. colloq.

1861 Hughes Tom Brown at O.tf. xlix, ' 1 suppose 1 may
light up*, said Drysdale. .pulling out his cigar-case.

d. intr. To take fit e> be lighted; transf. to
* kindle', become suffused with light.

f 1400 Maundev. (1830) v. Co His Lampe schal lighte..

withouten touchinge of ony Man. . 1820-71 Miss Cary
Poems (1876) 94 The eve had just begun to light, Along the
lovely west. 1845 Mrs. S. C. Hall Whitcboy xi. 97 A sky,

just lighting into a pale, bright gray—an intimation of the

fust dawn of morning.

fig. i860 Geo. Ki.iot Mill ou Ft. 11. iv,
1 You poor-spirited

imp,' said Tom, lighting up immediately at Philip's fire.

3. trans. To give light to (a room or the like)

;

to make light or luminous; to illuminate; esp. to

furnish with the ordinary means of illumination.

(Rarely wilh ;//.)

c 1200 Ormin 7279 Crist iss ec sob sunnebaem J>att all biss

werelld lihhtebb. c 1205 Lay. 25595 Mid his feure he lihte

al bis lond riche. c 1250 Hymn Virgin 12 in Trin. Coil.

Horn. App. 255 A leome newe bat al pis world haued ilijt.

c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 2506 Phillis, The mone hath ..

Syn that thylke day..foure tymes lyght the worlde ageyn.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 6038 Torchis and tendlis the tenttes to

light. 1509 Hawes Past. Pleas. 1. x, Cleaie Dyana..Gan
for to ryse, lightyng our emispery. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II,

tit. ii. 38 When the searching Eye of Heaven is hid Behind
the Globe, that lights the lower world. 1715 Notice in

L^ond. Gaz. No. 5351/3 They intend to . . grant Liberty for

Lighting the City of London. 1802 Cami>bell Hohcnlinden
ii, Commanding fires of death to light The darkness of her

scenery. 1840 Penny Cycl. XV111. 292/1 St. Andrew's
church .. is lighted with gas. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
iii. 1. 362 Letters patent conveying to him for a term ol

years, the exclusive right of lighting up London, i860

Merc. Marine Mag. Vll. 216 The Irish Channel is well

lighted. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. 11. tn. 184 When he
Had .. reached the hut now litten bright. 1875 Howells
Foregone Concl. 3 An apartment so brightly lit by a window
looking on the sunny canal.

b. To light up : to furnish or fill with abundance

of light; to illuminate in a special manner; to

bring into prominence by means of light.

171 1 Addison Sped. No. 50 r 7 A huge Room lighted up
with abundance of Candles. Ibid. No. 90 r 7 The Room
was lighted up on all Sides. 1824 W. Irving T. Trav. II.

146 Lit up by the rising moon. 1855 Macaulav Hist. Eng.
xi. 111. t In the evening every window from Whitechapel
to Piccadilly was lighted up. 1884 ' Rita ' Vivienne 11. iii,

The spring sunshine lit up the grey towers.

,859 Jephscs Brittany xi. 180 Once you can succeed
in lighting up their imaginations.

"c. transf (Chicrly with up.) To cause (the eyes,

features) as it were to gleam with animation or

lively expression. Also, to brighten up (writing).

Also intr. for refi. or passive.
a 1766 Mrs. F. Sheridan Mem. Sidn. Biddnlph IV.

77 Her expressive features all lit up with Joy. 1787 Mad.
35-2



LIGHTABLE.
D'Arblav Diary 13 July, A ray of genius .. instantly

lights up his whole countenance. 1800 Mrs. Hekvky
Mouriray Fam. 1. 269 Her eyes lighted with pleasure.

1826 Disraeli Viv. Grey v. vhi, A smile, rather of pity

than derision, lighted up her face. 1854 H. Rogers Ess.

(i860) II. 20 The style of Locke is .. perpetually lighted

up with vivacious illustration. 185s A. Manning Old
Chelsta Bun-house vii. no, I never saw a Face light up
with Joy as Gatty's did, that Moment. 1867 Freeman
Norm. Conq. (1876) I. App. 694 He lights up and gives us

a spirited account. x888 Besant Inner House ii. 34, I see

the faces of all light up with satisfaction. 1888 Burgon
Lives 12 Gd. Men II. xti. 349 All his face [would] become
lighted up with the fun of the story.

4. To give light to (a person) so as to enable

him to see what he is doing; hence, to show the

way to. ///. and fig. Also absol
c 1200 Ormin 19089 Soblihbt. .pat lihhteb all batt lihhtedd

iss, To gan be nhhte we33e. 142* tr. Secreia Secret., Priv.

Priv. 206 Prayer, .lightyth a man to the lowe of god. 1551

Recoroe Pathw. Knowl. To Rdr., If my light may so

light some other, to espie and marke my faultes. 156s
Cooper Thesaurus, s. v. Fax, Przfcrrc facem adolcsceu*

tnlo ad libidinem, To be an example or sterer of a yonge
man to lecherie. .as it were to light him the way. 1604

E. G[rimstone] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies iv. viii. 230 Those
that labour therein, vse candles to light them. 1605 Shaks.
Macb. v. v. 22- 1609 T. Cocks Diary (1901) 83 Given the

Sonne [inn] boye Pawle for Iigbtinge mee home j*. 1664

Butler Hud. 11. iii. 817 Were the Stars nnly made to light

Robbers and Burglarers by night? 1665 Boyle Occas. Reft.
in. ii, Methinks the hlaze of this Fire should light me to

discern something instructive in it. c 1700 Earl Montagu
in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 350 A Dutch
Ianthorn of horn upon a great stick, to light before a coach
when it is dark, a 1766 Mrs. F. Sheridan Mem. Sidn.
Biddulph V. 267 A little spark of that virtue which, .might
have lit me to happiness and honour. 18. . Oranges
Lemons in Mrs. Gomme Tradit. Games (1898) II. 27 Here
comes a candle to light you to bed. 1858 Hawthorne Fk
«y It. Jrnls. 1. 121 Poetical faith enough to light her cheer-
fully through all these mists of incredulity.

5. To enlighten or illumine spiritually or in-

tellectually. ? Obs. or arch.
c 117s Lamb. Horn. 63 J>et he. .mid his halie gast us 1ihte.

c 1200 Ormin 18990 All mannkinn iss lihhtedd purrh fulluhht
& burrh Crisstenndom. c 1320 Cast. Love 793 That is the
clere love and bry3ht That heo is alle with i*ly}ht. C1386
Chaucer See. Aru>is T. 71 And of thy light my soule in

prison lighte. 1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Prn>. Priv. 133
God. .light 5oure resoun, and make cleer 3oure vnderstoncl-

ynge. 1535 Coverdale Ileh. vi. 4 They which were once
lighted & haue taisted of the heauenly gyfte. 155a Abp.
Hamilton Caiech. (1884^ 42 Votir hartis salbe lichtit with
the lit: h t of grace. 1819 Hebkr Hymn, * From Greenland

s

icy mountains ', We. whose souls are lighted With Wisdom
from on high.

6. absol. To dispose the light in a picture.

1889 Pall Mall G. 18 Jan. 3/1 Rembrandt lighted falsely

for the sake of effect.

Light, erroneous spelling of lite, Lkkt sb.'*

1833 Rep. Sel. Committee on Municipal Corporations 304
[At Hull] the mayor and alderman put out two names called

lights, on a vacancy for alderman. Ibid. 305 The chamber-
lains [of Hull], .are chosen by theburgessesout of four lights.

Lightable (lortab'I), a. [f. Lk:ht v.2 + -able.]

That can be lighted. 1882 in Ogilyie.

Lightage Ut'ted^). [f. Light sb.'* + -age.]

1 1. A toll paid by a ship coming to a port where
there is a lighthouse. Obs.
1606 Charter in Brand JIht. Newcastle (1789) II. 701

Two.. Light Houses att the North Sheiles .. and for lights

to be kept in them. .an ancient . . duetie called Lightage..
of every English shipp..4.r\ 1789 Brand ibid. II. 714 note,

Lightage, six pence for an English vessel.

2. Provision of (artificial ^ light.

1862 Ed/a. Rev. Jan. 184 On the whole there exists a toler-

ably efficient system of lightage, buoyage, and beaconage.

Light-armed, a. [Light advX^ Bearing
light armon r or arms.
1618 Bolton Florus in. x. (1636) 205 Hee with light

armed hands of Soutdiers got into Gall. 1772 Ann. AY;**.

234 We .. Are but the light-armM rangers on the seoiir.

1814 Scott Ld. 0/Isles hi. x, England's light-arm'd vessels
ride, Not distant far, the waves of Clyde.
ftf. 1645 Milton Colast. 2, 1 still was waiting, when
these light-arm'd refuters would have don pelting. 1728
Pope Dune. 1. 306 Lead on my sons, Light-arm d with Points,
Antitheses, and Puns.

T Lrght-b ed, v. Obs. rare- [f. Lig ht adv. 1

+ Bed sb.] inlr. Of a vessel : To ground Iighlly

as on a bed of earth.

161 1 Spkkd Tlt-'at. Gt. Brit. xiv. (1614) 27/1 He flying
before Caisar.. light-bedded upon a slielfe in the Sea.

Iii-ght-bob. [Bobj//.7] {Sec quot. 1785.)
1785 Grose Diet. Vulgar Tongue, Light bob, a soldier of

the light infantry company. 1802 in C. Iampis Milit. Diet.
182 1 Blackw. Mag. X. 618 Our active light-bohs, and our
bold grenadiers. 1828 Ibid. XXXI 1 1. 189 On then we went,
. . great guns and small, lightbob and grenadier.

Light cheap : see Light aA 1 3 b.

Lighted (bi'ted), ppl. a, [f. Light z\2 + -ed*.]

Kindled ; illuminated.
1616 J. Lane Cont.Sor.'s T. vit. 530 Hee vsd this stratagem

of warr, to sticke vp lighted mattches, which [etc.]. 1706 [E.
Ward] Wooden World Dissected (1708) 64 Searching, .with
a lyghted Candle. 183a Tennyson Lady ofShaloil iv, In
the lighted palace near Died the sound of royal cheer. 1884

J. C. Siiairp Sketches (1887) 339 Every one with his lighted
torch.

t Li'ghten, sb. Obs. In 4-5 leighten, 8 Sc.

lichten- [f. Lighten v. 2] Lightning.
C1400 Maunokv. (Roxb.) xiv. 65 In somer es ber grete

276

thundres and leightcns [ed. 1839 Leytes]. 1791 Learmont
Poems 12 (E. D.D.) Swift as the lichtens fly, Whan thunners
crash the clouds aboon.

Lighten (bi t'n), s/.l Forms : 4 lihtne, 4-5
lyghtyn, 5 lighfcyn, litsn, 4- lighten. [f.

Light a.l + -en 5 ; in sense 5 perh. rather an ex-
tension of Light v.\ the inf. termination -en being
taken as part of the stem.]

I. 1. trans. To reduce or remove the load of
(a ship, etc.) ; to relieve of a. burden, or something
regarded as a burden. Also inlr. for pass.

<* «375 Joseph A rim. 644 Heo was lihtned of hire euel in
a luytel stounde. 1435 Misyn Fire ofLen>e it. xi. 100 Lufe
. .is a lyght byrdyn, pe berar not chargeand bot lightynand.
1535 Coverdale Jonah L 5 The goodes that were in the
shippe, they cast in to the see. to lighten it off them. J590
Spenser F. Q. i. x. 16 She of late is lightned of her wombe.
1615 W. Lawson Country Housew. Garden (1626) 2 In

j

Winter your yong trees and herbs would be lightned of 1

Snow, and your Allyes cleansed, a 1700 Dryden Ovid's
\

Met. xv. Pythag. Philos. 606 He lightens of its Load the
Tree. 1760-72 H. Brooke Fool of Qua/. (1809) II. 114
Clement, with his young pupil, came home, quite lightened

,

of the money they had taken abroad. 1807 E. S. Barrett
Rising Sun III. 88 We ought to return our grateful thanks
to heaven, for having lightened us from so horrid a charge. 1

1871 L. Stephen Playgr. Europe iv. m. 236 To lighten the
j

cart. . I descended and walked on ahead. 1885 Law Rep. 14
Q. Bench Div. 517 When vessels, .were of too heavy a bur- I

then to come up the canal they were lightened at Sharpness.
1891 Daily News 3 Nov. 3/7 The steamer Amaryllis ..is
ashore at Savannah. She will have to lighten before she can '

get off.

2. To remove a burden from, relieve (the heart

or mind)
; f to cheer, comfort (ohs.\ Now rare.

^1430 SyrGener. (Roxb.) 2410 Whos cornyng lightned his
hert somdele. 1590 Shaks, Com. Err. i. ii. 21 A trustie
vilaine .. that . . Lightens my humour with his merry iests.

1666 Bunyan Grace Ab. r 258, I was greatly lightened in

my mind. 1855 Macau lay Hist. Eng. xvii. IV. 61 To
lighten his conscience.

b. inir. for refl. or pass. Somewhat rare.

1400 Sir Perc. 2219 His hert lightened in hy Elythe for to
bee. a 1450 Knt. de /a Tour (1863) Prol. 1 Thaire suete
songe made my herte to lighten, i860 Tvndall G/ae. 1.

xi. 74 As I looked aloft, .my heart lightened.

3. trans. To reduce the weight of; to make
lighter or less heavy (in various senses of the

adjs.); to alleviate, mitigate.

1483 Cath. Angl. 216/2 To Lyghtyn, alleuiare, or to make
lightt. i57oI,EViNSil/««7/>.6i/27ToLighten,/t'K;^vir^. 1576
Act 18 Eliz. c. 1 § 1 Vf any person, .deminishe. .or lighten
the proper Moneys .. of this Realme. 1665 Boylk Occas.

Refl. 1. v, His fellow's Burthen lightens not his Load. 1667
Milton /7

. L. x. 960 How we may light'n Each others
burden" in our share of woe. 1670 Marvell Corr. cxlvii.

Wks. 1872-5 II. 325 The King, .resolved . .to weijjh up and
lighten the Duke's efficacy, by coming himself in person.

1781 C. Johnston /list. Juniper Jack II. 1. vii. 57 The
j

mariner of this address was far from lightening Juniper's

j

embarrassment. J793 Trans. Soc. ArtsXl. 114 A stiff loam,

I

lightened with rotten sawdust. 1833 Hr. Martineau Van-
derput ff S. ii. 26 He lightens their labour. 1843 Lever

|

J. /Union x.\i. (1878) 144 To lighten the road by song and
|

story, i860 Tyndall G/ac. 1. xvi. no We., paused to

lighten our burdens and to refresh ourselves. 1871 R. Ellis
|

tr. Catullus ii. 8 Heavier ache perhaps to lighten. 1879
Casse/Ps Techn. Educ. IV. 48/2 This has the effect of .

lightening the appearance. 1885 Mauch. Exam. 28 Mar.
5/5 The task of lightening the burdens of the. .ratepayers.

fb. To remove the weight of; to lessen the

pressure of. Obs.
1611 Bim.E 1 Sam. vi. 5 Peraduenture hee will lighten his

|

hand from off you. [A literalism of translation.] 1797
F.ucycL Brit. (ed. 3) VI. 670/2 By lightening or sinking the
graver with the hand, according to the occasion. Ibid.

671/1 The hand should be lightened in such a manner,
that [etc.].

c. To make agile or nimble, rare.

1599 Shaks. Much Ado v. iv. 120 I^ct's hauc a dance .

.

that we may lighten our own hearts, and our wiues heeles.

1737 Bailey vol. 11, To Lighten a Horse .. is to make a
Horse light in the Kore-hand, i.e. to make him freer and
lighter in the Fore-hand than behind.

4. intr. To grow lighter.

|

1720 De Foe Copt. Singleton v. (1840) 85 Their luggage .

.

lightened every day. 186a Tvndall Mountaineer, iv. 28

Until the rain seemed to lighten.

fll. 5. To descend, alight ; to light upon. Obs.

The well-known passage in the Te Dcntn (quot. 1548-9) is

perh. now commonly understood as containing Lighten v.%

rti4«5 Cursor M. 11258 (Trin.) While bis aungel tibbig

tolde G|>ere ligten [Cott. lighted] doun mony folde. c 1440
Gesta Rom. xliv. 172 (1 larl. MS.) pe holy gost shalle liten lit

|

the as a shadow, j 548-9 ( Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Te Dcntn, 1

O Lorde, let thy mercy lighten upon us [L. fiat, Domine,
misericordia sufer nos). 1704 Ray Creation 1. 150 They
fly out of Italy into Africk : lightning many times on Ships
in the midst of the Sea, to rest themselves when tir'd and I

spent with flying.

Lighten (brt'n), v. 2 Forms : 4 li}tne, ly^tne,

listen, -on, -yn, 5 ly^tnyn, lyghtenyn, (lith-
j

nyn), li3tny, lighton, li}tbon, lyten, 4-6
lyghten, 6 Sc. lichtin, lychtin, 3- lighten,
[f. Light a.2 + -en 5.]

1. trans. To shed light upon ; to give light to

;

to make bright or luminous; to light up, brighten.

Alsoyfc. or in fig. eontext.
a 1300 Cursor M. 18600 pe dai bitakens he ded of him bat

lightend [Faxr/. Ii5tened] has ur ded sa dim. a 1340 Ham-
pole Ps. Ixvi. 1 God. . lighten his face on vs [Vulg. illumine

t

vultnm snum\. 138a Wyci.if Rev. xxi. 23 The cleerte of

LIGHTEN.
God shal listen [1388 lihtne] it. c 1386 Chalxer Frankl.
'P. 322 Hir desir Is to be quyked and lightned of youre
fir [v.rr. lyghtenyd, li5tned, lighted], c 1400 Maun dev.
(Roxb.) xxv. X17 pis charbuncle lightne2 all be chaumbre
on be nyght. 1502 Atkinson tr. De /mitatione 111 . xlviiL

235 Than shall Iherusalem be lyghtened & enserched with
lanternes& lyghtes. X530 Palsgr. 611/2, I lyghten, I fyll

or store a place with lyght, je en/nmine. 1563 WinJet
Wks. (1890) II. 77 Sanct Xistus the Pape, quha now
rycht wirschepful lychtnis (L. illustral] the Roman Kirk.
1588 Spenser Virg. Gnat 341 Lightned with deadly lamps
on everie post. 1666 Drvden Ann. Mirab. ccxxxi, A key of
fire ran all along the shore And lightened all the river with
a blaze. 1766 Entick London IV. 7 The body of the church
is lightened by a series of .. arched windows, i860 Plsey
Min. Proph. 348 The darkness of the captivity was light-

ened by the light of the prophetic grace which shone through
Daniel and Ezekiel. x88o E. White Cert. Relig. 32 That
Lord of theirs who lightens the earth with his glory. 1887
Hall Caine Deemster x.65 Pavement of deep black, light-

ened only by the image of a star.

b. To eause (the countenance or looks) to light

up with lively expression, etc. Also inlr. for pass.

of the face, eyes, etc.

1795 Gentl. Mag. 544/1 To lighten up the clouded coun*
tenances of a dull society. 1856 Kane Arct. Expl. II. xvi.

175 The gloom of several countenances was perceptibly
lightened. 1867 Ouida C. Castlcmainc (1870) 9 The beauty,
whose eyes he had seen lighten and proud brow flush. 1890
'Rolf BoinREwooD' Col. Reformer (1891) 168 His eye
lightened, and the old gleam of pride, .spoke from it.

1 2. In Biblical lang. : To remove blindness or

dimness from (the eyes) ; to restore sight to. Obs.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter xviil 9 pe comaundment of lord

shynand, lightenand eghen. £1374 Chaucer Boeth. tv. pr.

iv. 99 (Camb. MS.) They ben lyke to bryddes of wh'icb the
nyht lyhtneth hir lookynge. 1388 Wyclif Tobit xiv. 1 Aftir
that he was li3tned he Iyuede two and fourti 3eer. c 1440
Gesta Rom. xlvi. 195 (Harl. MS.) penne whenne pou ert vp
Risen fro slepe of synne

t
and art I-Iitenyd. & mayste see.

1535 Coverdale Pt. xii[i]. 3 Lighten myne eyes, that I slepe
not in death.

3. To shed spiritual light upon; to enlighten or

illuminate spiritually, arch.

»395 Purvey Remoustr. (1851) 63 Othere bisshopis ben
more lightnid of God in kunnynge and bolynesse. 0440
Hyi toxScalaPerf. (\V.de\V.1494\ n.xxx, He lyghtned ber
reason & kyndeled her affeccion. 150* Atkinson tr. De /mi-
tatione 1. xiv. 163 It shal be longe or thou be gostly lyghtned.

j 548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Co//ect St. John Evang.,
Deeyng lyghtened hy the doctryne of thy blessed Apostle
and Euangelyste John. 1549 Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par.
Rom. 23 The holy psalme wryter Dauid lightened with the
spirite of god. 1550 Hutchinson Image ofGod xviii. (1560)

94 The man which falleth after he is lightened, is not with-

out al possibilitie of amendemenL 1597 Shaks. 2 I/en. IV,
11. i. 20S Now the Lord lighten thee

{
thou art a great

Koole. 1609 Bible (Douay) EzJc. xhii. comm., Al the
world is lightned by the preaching of Christs Apostles.
1682 Bunyan Holy War 180 Oh I how they were lightened !

they saw what they never saw. 1840 I. Williams llymn,
* O heaven/y Jgrnsalem To Christ the Sun that lightens

His Church above, below.

f4. To kindle, ignite ; = Lights.2 2. Obs.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter xvii. 31 pou lightnys my lantern.

41400 Prytuer (1S91) 46 Lihtne the fier of thi loue in hem.
1490 Caxton Encydos xv. 58 Venus lyghtened the torches
for to receyue hiemen the god of weddynge. a 1568 Ascham
Scholcm. (Arb.) 56 Who haue had in so fewe yeares the
Candel of Goddes worde so oft lightned, so oft put out.

C1645 Howell Lett. (1650) III. 8 As one Taper lightneth

another.

5. inlr. To shine, flash, burn brightly; to be or

grow luminous, to glow with light.

138a Wyclif Gen. L 15 And li3tne thci in the firmament of
heuene and Ii3tne thei the erthe. c 1400 Destr. Troy 4630
With a launchant laite lightonyd the water, a 1611 Bkai m.

& Fl. Maid"s Trag. 1. ii, The east begins to lighten. 1665
Boyle Occas. Refl. 222 The Blood that lightens in their

Cheeks. 1715-ao Pope /Had x. 155 His steely lance, that

lighten'd as he pass'd. 1813 Scott Rokeby 1. xxix, He will

wait the hour, When her lamp lightens in the tower. 1854
II. Miller Sch. ft Sc/iin. (1858) 350 The low-hrowed clouds
. .that lightened and darkened by fits as the flames rose and
fell.

m
1871 Swinburne Songs be/. Sunrise, Pre/nde 120 Her

mystic face Lightened along the streams of Thrace.

b. To shine like light on. (Cf. qnor. 1548-9
under Lighten v.* 5.)

1814 Cary Dante, Par. xxvii. 88 From her radiant smiles,

pleasure so divine Did lighten on me lorig. gs /o placer
divin che mi rtfu/se],

6. To flash lightning, to emit flashes of lightning.

Chiefly impcrs.
C1440 Prontp. Parv. 304/1 Lyghlenyn, or leiicnyn (A',

lithnyn, as levyn), corusiat. 1470-85 Malory Arthur m.
xxxi, It lyghtned and thondrcd as it had ben woode. 1555
Kden Decailes 244 The beauen neuer ceased thunderyng
rorynge & lyghtenynge with terrible noyse. 161 1 Bible

Luke xvii. 24 As the lightning that lighteneth out of the

one part vnder heauen, shineth vnto the other part vnder
beauen. a 1637 B. Jonson Underwootts, Elegy, * 'Tis true,

I'm broke \ God lightens not at mans each fraile offence.

1725 De Foe Voy. round World (i8ao) 351 Two of the men
. .cried out, it lightened. One said, he saw the flash. 1814

Scorr Wav. xviii, It may thunder and lighten before the

close of evening. 1819 Byron Juaa x. clviii, Her dark eyes

flashing through tbeir tears Like skies that rain and lighten.

1896 A. E. Housman Skropsh. Lad\, Where doomsday may
thunder and lighten And little 'twill matter to one.

fig. 172a Mrs. E. Haywood Brit. Recluse (ed. 2) 132

Scorn lighten'd in her Glances }

7. trans. To eause to flash out or forth ; to send

down as lightning, {/it. and fig.)
c 1586 Ctess Pembroke Ps. lxix. x, Lighten indignation

downe. 1589 Greene Menaphon (Arb.) 27 Shee lightened

out smiles from those checkes. c 1590 — Ft: Bacon (1630)
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A 2, Her sparkling eyes Doe lighten forth sweet Loues
alluring fire^ 1592 JDaniill Compl. Rosamond 2 1 Wks. (1717)

44 How that thy King.. Lightens forth Glory on thy dark
Estate. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II, nt. iii. 69. 1627 Lisanderfy
Cat. v. 87 Calista nourished an enemy in her house, who
lightened forth . . miserable effects in small time after.

Lighten, obs. pa. pple. of Light vA
Lightened (tai't'nd), a .1 [f. Lighten
+ -ed l.] Made light ; relieved of a burden.
1700 Dryoen Flower $ L. 297 Some tumbled Horse and

Man ; Around the Fields the fighten'd Coursers ran. 1886
Miss Broughton Dr. Cupid 111. viii. 171 Peggy returns
from it with a considerably lightened heart.

Lightened (tain'nd), ///. a 2 [f. Lighten
v.2 -t- -ed LJ Kniightened.

1578 J. Hockwood Serm. 24 Aug. 28- Moste lighthened,
I woulde saye, most Seraphicall Doctors. 1742 Young Nt.
Th. lit. 383 On lighten'd Minds, that bask in Virtue's Beams.
1900 Bullen With Christ at Sea v. 94 To help a fellow
wayfarer out of darkness into the Lightened Way of Life.

Lightener 1 (bi't'naA [f. Lighten v. 1 + -erL]
1. One who lightens, makes light, easy, or less

grievous ; an alleviator.

C1611 Chapman Iliad Ep. Ded. 78 Learning and her
lightener Poesy. 1760-72 H. Brookk Fool o/Qual. (1809)

II. 108 A sweet lightener of my afflictions. 1789 Mao.
D'Arblay Diary 9 Jan., What a lightener . . would it not
be, to this burthening period. 1884 Sala Journ. due South
I. iy. (1887) 55 An accomplished lightener of the traveller's

purse.

f2. = Lighter^. 1 Obs. (north, dial.)

1558 Wills <y Inv. N. C. (Surtees 1835) 168, ij kealles &
a half a lightner & a botte. 1592 Ibid. 252 My clinkere

lightner, with all her geare. 1789 Brand I/ist. Newcastle
II. 261 note, Their [the keelmen's] vessels are called keels

or lightners.

Lightener 2 (bitnai). ff. Lighten v.- +
j

-erI.J One who lightens or illuminates; an illu-

minator ; one who flashes lightning.

1382 Wyclif Prov. xxix. 13 The pore and the creaunsonr
metten togidere ; of either the li3tnere is the Lord. 1513
Douglas sEncis 1. Prol. 63 Phebus lychtnar of the planetis

all. 1587 Golding De Mornay ii. 20 The same Snnne is the

ligbtner of our eyes. 1678 Cldworth Iniell. Syst. 1. iv.

§ 32. 482 The Thunderer and Lightner. 1898 Acadevty
26 Nov. 337/1 Aryan speech could express agents only

—

rainers, not rain; Hghteners, not lightning.

Lightening (brt'nirj), vbl. sb.i [f. Lighten
V

.

1 + -ING 1.]

1. The rendering light or lighter ; alleviation (of

pain, sorrow) ; t comforting, cheering.

.1530 Palsgr. 239/2 Lightnyng of burdayne, alegement.
15161 Hollybush Horn. Apoth. 44 b, He falleth to an amende-
ment and lightening. 1625 Gonsalvio's Sp. /ttauis. 80 To
relieue his pensiue and heauie heart with some kind of light-

ning. 1655 Urinsley Groan /or Israel 24 The lightning

and saving of the Ship. 1796 Morse Amcr. Geog. I. 605
(

The Frier Rodrigue .. carrying 50 [guns], went there with-

out lightening. 1890 Athenzeum 6 Dec. 769/1 The volumes,
which would seem to need no lightening, are further bright-

ened by some amusing letters.

2. cotter. Leaven. Obs. exc. dial, (see IS. D. D.).

1720 Gibson Dispensatory 111. § 8 (1721) 193 Knead it up
with Barm or Lightning, and bake it.

Lightening (tai't'nirj), vbl. sb.2 See also
j

Lightning, [f. Lighten v. 2 + -inc. The
shedding or shining of light ; suffusion with light,

lighting up ; fig. enlightenment, illumination.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter xxvi. 1 Lord my ly3tnynge : and
my heel. rx4zo Pryvier (1895) 14 God, bat tautest be
hertes of pi trewe seruauntis bi li^tnyng of be holi goost.

c 2430 Hymns Virg.^s Bi Pe H^tnynge of a sterre To ihesu

alle pre presentis pei brou^te. 2526 Pilgr. Pcr/.\W. de W.
t 53 x ^ 74 Grace is an illumynacyon or lyghtnynge of the

soule. 2667 Milton /*. L. v. 734 The Son with calm aspect

and cleer Light'ning Divine. 2824 Scott Font. Lett. (1894) 1

I. x. 318 A lightening in the domestic horizon. 2864 Swix-
j

burne A talanta 2448 This lightening of clear weather. 1873
Miss IIroughton Nancy III. 228 A kindling of the eye,

and godly lightening of all her gentle face.

b. A lightening before death : that exhilaration

or revival of the spirits which is supposed to occur

in some instances just before death.

Cf. 'a glimmering before death' (Fletcher Sp. Curate,

iv. y.).

259a Shaks. Rom. Jul, v. iii. 00 How oft when men are

at the point of death, Haue theybeene merrie? Which their

Keepers call A lightning before death. C2622 Chapman
Iliad xv. 213 This lightning flew before his death; which
Pallas was to giue. 2642 Brome Joviall Crtio v. Wks. 1873
III. 441 If it be a lightning before death, the best is, I am
his heir. 2654 Gayton Pleas. Notes in. viii. 125 Not that

I Lightning or fell Thunder feare, (Unless that Lightning
before death appear). 2722 Addison Spect. No. 517 P 2 We
were once in great Hopes of his Recovery . . but this only
proved a Light'ning before Death. 2840 Hood Up Rhine

\

7 The old saying about a lightening before death.

C. allrib.: lightening-column, Itionce-wd^ a

beaeon-pillar (fig.).
1767 S. Paterson Another Trav. I. 413 The first em-

porium of commerce—the lightening-column of navigation

to all tbe world.

Lightening (tei-tVirj), ///. a. [f. Lighten v.2

+ -ing 2
.] That lightens, shines, flashes, etc.

2592 Constable Poems (1859) 1 As my heart shall aye
remaine A patient object to thy lightning eyes. 1594 R.

Ashley tr. Loys le Roy 121 Alexander, .who like a lightening

thunder leaped into diuers parts. 2609 Daniel Civ. Wats
vn. xciv. 107 This .. Qucene; Whose Victories .. Haue but

as onely lightning motions beene Before the mine that

ensu d thereon. [Cf. Lightening vbl. sb.
1 b.] 2694.SALMON

|

Bate's Dispens. (1713) 317/1 Aurum Fulminans : Lightning
,

or Thundering Gold. 2877 L. Morris Epic Hades 111. 48
As I went Across the lightening fields.

Lighter (l3i*t3.i), sb.i Forms: (5 lightor, 6

-ur), 6 lyghter, 6-8 lyter, 7 liter, 7-8 leighter,

loiter, (7 loyter), 5- lighter, [f. Light z/.l

(sense 2) + -ek 1
, or ad. Dti. iichter of equivalent

formation.] A boat or vessel, usually a flat-bot-

tomed barge, used in lightening or unloading

(sometimes loading) ships that cannot be discharged

(or loaded) at a wharf, etc., and for transporting

goods of any kind, usually in a harbour.
2487 in Arnolde Chron. (1811) 113 R. A. shall bane free

choise .. for the said tonne wyne to be taken in the lighter

at his plesur. 2545 in R. G. Marsden Sel. PI. Crt. Adm.
I. (1894) 137 Suche goodes wares or merchandises which is

lladen] into any suche lyghter or lyghters to thintent to

cary the same . . from land aborde any shyppe or from
horde any shippe to land. 2634 W. Woco New Eng. Prosp.
(1865) 47 These flatts make it unnavigable for shippes, yet
at high water great Uoates, Loiters, and Pinnaces of 20,

and 30 tun, may saile up to the plantation. 2728 Pope
Dune. h. 275 He said, and climb'd a stranded Lighter's
height. 1776 AnAM Smith W. N. v. i. (1869) II. 307 The
lighters which sail upon a navigable canal. 1878 Hixley
P/iysiogr. 2 barges, lighters, and other boats are thus enabled

to float up or down the river.

trans/. 1832 LAMn A7i« Ser. 11. To Shade 0/ Elliston,
What tearing off of histrionic robes .. before ^ the surly
Ferryman will admit you to set a foot within his battered
lighter.

b. allrib. and Cotttb.
f as lighter-boat -builder,

•master. Also Lightekm.vn.
1610 G villim Heraldry iv. ii. (161 1) 216 lie bcareth or a

lighter boat in fesse gules. 1638 Plymouth Col. Rec. 11853)
I. 94 The leighter master^ shall haue tenn shillings for his

man & his leighter for xxiiij howers. 2640 in T. Lcch/ords
Note-Bk. (1885) 375 One Lighter boate of the burthen of
twenty tunnes.

^
272a De Foe Plague (1754) 112 l.igbter-

builders [were] idle, and laid by.

Lighter (tai-taj), sb. 2 [f. Light v 2 + -f.r 1.]

1. One who lights or kindles.

2553 Eecon Rcliqitcs 0/ Rome (1563) 26 ' A lighter and
carier of candeK 2753, 2853 [sec Candle.lighter i). 2885
Pall Malt Gt 3 Nov. 4/2 The display [of fireworks] . . cost*

about £3,00. Twelve lighters are stationed at different

points, and obey the signal at the same moment.
2. An inurnment for lighting; esp. a piece of

twisted or folded paper used for lighting a pipe, etc.

2851 J. II. Newman Cath. in Fug. 247 He evidently

thinks there is something religious about this lighter and
extinguisher. 1856 Mrs. IJrowninc Aur. Leigh viii. 277
This, .letter, which Sir Hlaise Has twisted to a lighter. .To
fire some holy taper. 2893 Lloyd & Hadcock Artillery 222

Without a 'lighter' it [cordite] does not readily ignite.

Lighter (l3i'tor\ 7'. [f. Lighter sb.*] trans.

To remove or transport (goods' in a lighter, or

as in a lighter. Also absol. or intr.

2840 Evid. Hull Docks Comm. 212 Whenever you lighter

goods from this new contemplated dock. 1861 Smilks
Engineers II. 195 Their cargoes were lightered to the ware-

houses higher up the Thames. 1885 Century Mag. XXX.
739 Our effects . . were lightered ashore by means of the

Indian canoes. id8$La?t' Times LXXIX. 243/2 A standing

agreement.. that he should not lighter as a common carrier.

Hence Li'ghtering vbl. sb.

1840 Evid. Hull Docks Comm. 18 Would not that very
considerably increase the expense of your lightering? 2858

T. Dalton in Merc. Marine Mag. V. 337 The lightering to

ships in the roads is done .. hy American .. brigs.

Lighterage (bHared^). Forms: see Lighter
sit. 1 ; also 7 lightradge. [f. Lighter j^.A + -age.]

Transhipment or unloading of cargo by means of

a lighter or lighters; the charges made for this.

2482-90 Hotvard Ilousch. Bks. (Roxb.) 370 Item, to Ser-

geaunt for lyterage vj. d. 2488 NavalA u. Hen. VII (1896)

32 Bote hire lighterage & portage of the same stuff. 1583
Kept, to Ed. Burleigh in Arh. Garner I. 46 The lighterage,

carriage and porters' due 028. 2622 Sm R. Boyle in I.n-

rnore Papers (18S6) II. 13 The custome Lyteradg and im-

poesicons to be all horn and defraied by me. 2755 M.\ciiNS

Insurances I. 66 Lighterage for the unloading and Demor-
age. 2798 R. DoT>n Let. on Port Loud. 14 There will be

no necessity for lighterage, shipping, reshipping, &c. 1885

LnwRcp. 15 Q. HenchPiv. 370 He had ever since done the

plaintiffs' lighterage. 2886 Pall Mall G. 9 Dec. 1 2/2 Freight

to Odessa, insurance, lighterage, and shipping charges.

Li'ghterman. [f. Lighter sb.*1 + Man sb.]

1. One employed on or owning a lighter.

2558 Act 1 fills, c. 2i § 6 Any Wharfinger,. .Lyghterman,

Weigter or other Officer. 2608 11. Wright in Lismore
Papers Ser. it. (1887) I. 126 To paye the lyter men for

caryinge downe the plancks. 2766 Entick London IV. 245
Lightermen . . are to be of the society of watermen and
wherrymen. 2861 Hughks Tom Brown at Ox/, x.xi. (1889)

198 He believes that the men of the uppermost bank [of

a trireme] rowed somehow like lightermen on the Thames.

2865 Dickens Mut. Fr. \. i, He could not be a lighterman

or river-carrier.

2. ? - Lighter sb. 1 (Cf. Inth'aman; also Light-

man.)
2769 Ann. Reg. 232 The flames ..destroyed ..two large

lightermen on the river.

Light-fingered, a. Having light and nimble

fingers, a. gen. b. Having fingers quick and

dexterous at pilferiug; thievish, dishonest, fc.
Prompt in giving or returning a blow

;
pngna-

cious. Obs.

a. 2804 Edin. Rev. V. 252 The . . solemn gravity of the

premier affords a fine contrast to the light-fingered agility

of his brother. 1890 Century Diet., Light-fingered, light

in touch with the fingers, as in playing the piano.

K 2547 Uoordr Introd. Kncnvl. xxxviii. (1870) 217 They
be lyght fyngerd and vse pyking. 2579-80 North Ptu'
tarch, Aristidcs (1595) 352 Themistocles ..was a wise
man . . but yet somewhat light fingered. 2624 Gataker
Transubst. 148 Some light-fingered person having pickt his

purse. 2699 Damvier Voy. II. 1. 14 Our men contented
themselves with looking after their goods (the Tonquinese
being very light-finger'd). 2758 Johnson Idler No. 26 r 22

! Sharp girls were apt to be light-fingered. 2823 Scott Let.

J

18 June in Lockhart, The light-fingered gentry melt plate

so soon as it conies into their possession, i860 Thackeray
Round. Papers, Round Christ'm. tree 105 The light-fingered

gentry pick pockets furiously in the darkness.

C. 2582 Lambarde Eiren. 11. vii. (1588) 220 Youth . .whether
brawling, quarrelous, lightfingred or bloudie-handed. 2589
R. Harvey PI. Perc. (i860) 3 Light-fingred Younkers, which
make euery word a blow. 1607 Toi-seli- Four/. Beasts

(1658) 370 Angry men are light-fingered and apt to strike.

Hence Lig-htfi-ngreredness.
2881 Nation (N. Y.) XXXI 11. 358/1 The general persua-

sion of their [sc. Gipsies'l propensity to light-fingeredness.

Liglitfoot (bi-tfut), a. [Light a.*]

1. poet. = Light- footed. (Very common in

16th e.)

c'1440 Promp. Pan'. 304/1 Lyght foote [MS. K. £1490
Iiht fotyd), bt'ipcs. 1579 Spenskr S/nph. Cat. June 26
And lightfoote Nymphcs can chace the lingring night.

2580 Sipney Ps. xviii. ix, To match with lightfoote staggs,

he made my foote so li^ht. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, iv. iv.

440 Some light-foot friend post to y° Duke of Norfolk.
1600 Fairfax Tasso vi. xxxvi. 100 The victor spurr'd againe
his light-foot stead. 2832 Tennyson (Enone 8r Light-foot

Iris. 1896 A. K. Housman Shropsh. LadXw, l'y brooks too
broad for leaping The liphtfoot boys are laid.

fig. 2624 Ql arles Sions Elegies Poems (1 717) 391 Hours,
chae'd with lightfoot-minutes, end. 2872 Swinburne Songs
be/. Sunrise, Prelude 185 I5y rose-hung river and light'foot

rill. 2880 Miss Hrougiiton See. Th. 11. 111. x. 275 The
lightfoot hours dance by.

+ 2. quasi-*/'. Aname for the hare, andthedeer. Obs.
a 2325 Names 0/Hare in Ret. A nt. I. 1 34 He shal seien on

oreisoun In the worshipe of the hare ..The li}t-fot, the

fernsittere. 25 . . Kingc a> Mtiler 85 in Knrnivall Percy Folio

(1868) II. 151 'Wiffe' quoth the Miller, 'feitch me forth

lightfoote, that wee of his swectnesse a litle may taste '.

A faire venson pasty shee feiched forth presentlye. 2825
Sporting Mag. XLV. 169 If light-foot elude the snare,

not less than half a do/en of Chanticleer's family can com-
pensate for the disappointment.

Ligllt-footed, Having a light fool; tread-

ing lightly, active, nimble.
1 1490 [see Lightfoot 2, quot. c 1440]. 2552 II11.OKT,

Lyght foted. acripes. 1633 T. Stafford Pac. Hit: n. xiv.

(1810) 378 This lightfooted (lenerall could not bee overtaken.

1795 Fate 0/ Scdley II. 88 The ravenous and light-footed

j

pursuers of innocence. 1850 I'kkkcoit Peru II. 33 The
light-footed vicuna. 1859 (J10. Ki iot A. Bede vi, A good-

1 looking woman . . well-shapen, light-footed.

fig. 1727 46 Thomson Summer 124 Of bloom ethereal the

light-footed dews.

llenee Li^htfoo'tedly adv.
1887 Atlten.rum 17 Sept. 381/2 Flori/el dancing light-

I

footedly among her rustic associates.

Lightfui (toi-tful), a. [f. Lh;ht sb. + -FLL.]

Full of light (///. and fig.); luminous, bright.

238Z Wvclif Luke xi. 34 Al thi body schal be Hatful.

a 1450 Cov. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 20 Aungelle in hevyn evyr-

more xal be, In lythful clere bryth as ble. 2587 (Joi.ding

De Mornay iii. 35 Moitall sight, Too weake to ste the

lightfull love that ruleth all with right. 2605 Svi.vksikk

/)// Bartas 11. iii. iv. Captaines 199 The lightfui ark, God's
sacred cabinet, 2650 Karl Monm. tr. Scnattlt's Man bee.

Guilty 348 Chrystall becomes lightfull without softning it's

hardnesse. 2860 Pl'SKY Min. Proph. 526 What in the 1'ody

of the Lord can be more lightfui than those five Wounds?
2889 Doyle Micah Clarke 164 The hall within was lightfui

and airy.

Hence Li/tfhtfnlness.
a 2586 Sidnky Arcadia m. (1622) 265 No more then the

Sunne wants waxe to bee the fewell of his glorious light,

fulnesse. 2587 Golding De Mornay vi. (161 7) 78 He
calleth him the First beginner, Lightfui uesse, or altogether

Light. 2839 Railey Festus xxv. (1848) 313 Watery light-

fulness of ghostly eyes.

Light-handed, a. Having a light hand,

a. Having a light touch; handling objects deftly and

quickly. Snid of persons and their actions, lit. and

fig. b. Having the hand lightly laden
;
carrying

little, c. Of a vessel or factory = Shout-ham >eh.

c 2440 Promp. Par7>. 304/1 Lyghte handyd, mannlcvis.

1362-3 Sir W. Cecil in Alp. Parkers Corr. (Parker Soc.)

\ 272, I beseech your Grace be not too light-handed in licences

to every person. 2798 Ld. Clare in Ld. Auckland's Corr.

(1862) III. 396 The town .. was disarmed .. by a body of

light-handed rebels. 2830 G.u.t Laivrie T. 11. i. (1849) 82

It was agreed that .. we should set out as light-handed

as possible. 1846 Young Naut. Diet., Light-hatuicd, a term

implying that a vessel is short of her complement of men.

2876 T. Hardy Ethell>crta (2890) 211 She was one of the

cleverest and lightest-handed women we ever had about

us. 2892 Spectator 21 Mar., Light-handed treatment of the

trifles of life.

Hence Lig'M-ha'ndedness.
2623 R. Cawdrey Table Alph. (ed. 3\ Legeirdcmaine,

light-handednesse, craftie slights, and conueiance. 1879

/ 13lack Macleod 0/ D. I. 152 What you want is., the

dexterous light-handedness of a woman.

+ Li-ghthead Obs. [f. Light a.l + -head.]

Lightness, folly, levity; an instance of this.

2340 Ayenb. 207 Ine zuyche li3thedes [hil waste]? hare

time. 238a Wvclif Jer. iii. 9 Thur} li^thed of hir forny-

cacioun [shel defoulede *he lond. c 2400 Catoy

s Morals 196

Loke for na ^thede, at bat ping in ani stideofbe haue

blaming.
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Li'ghthead 2
. [f. Light a.* + Head sb.] A

light-headed person. Alsoquasi-rt^'., light-headed.

[1587 Fleming Contn. Holinshcd III. 1954/1 He was in-

duced to attempt such follie .. by some light heads that

were then about him. 1609 W. Biooulph in Lavendnr
Trav.'(i6\i) 44 This thiefe [Mahomet] perswadeth light

heads .. how he is the messenger of God.} 1751 Fieloing
Amelia 11. iv. (1898) I. 98 Whilst I sat by her in her light-

head fits, she repeated scarce any other name but mine.

1825 J. Wilson Noct. Ambr.Wks. 1855 I. 9 Thou canst

make lubbard and lighthead agree.

Light-headed, a.

1. Disordered in the head ;
giddy, delirious. fOf

a fever : Characterized by delirium.
?i$37 Latimer Let. in Scrm.tr Rem. (Parker Soc.) 391,

1 am light-headed for lack of sleep. 1603 North's Plutarch

(1612) 1204 If they be light headed and distraught of their

wits. 1663 Pepys Diary 31 Oct., The Queene continues

light-headed, but in hopes to recover. 1747 Mem. Nntre-
bian Crt. I. v. 89, I was carried home senseless and ex-

tremely bruised, which caused me to fall into a light-headed

fever. 1870 Morris Earthly Tar. I. 1. 234 Some .. were
sore afeard That she had grown light-headed with her woe.

2. Of persons and their actions: Frivolous, in-

judicious, thoughtless; changeful, fickle.

1579 80 North Plutarch, J. Cxsar (1595) 764 These.,
were speaches fitter for a rash light headed youth, then for

his [Caesar's] Person. 1590 R. Hichcock Qnintess.^ Wit 89
He is ouer-light-headed, tu change himselfe firste into one
parte, then into another. 1632 Lithgow Trav.ix. 388 He
was no suppressour of the subiects to inricb light-headed

flatterers, a 1674 Clarenoon Hist. Reb. xtv. § 120 A light,

headed Nuntio, who did much mischief to his Majesty's

service. 1828 Carlylk Misc. (1857) I. 144 The poor light-

headed cicada-swarm of a Chorus. 1864 Burton Scot Abr.
I. iii. 144 Such thoughts were in the meantime counteracted

by the li-ht-beaded doings of the Queen Dowager.

f 3. quasi-o</z>. Obs.

1639 Fuller Holy War 1. v. (1640) 6 We see how light-

headed this Pagan did talk, being Mark drunk with pride.

Hence Ligrht-hea-dedly adv., Iiight-hea'ded-

ness.
1722 De Foe Plague (1754) 187 Diliriums, and what

we call Lightheadedness. 1813 L. Hunt in Examiner
31 May 350/1 A fit of religious lightheadedness. 181

7

Colkhu>ge Biog. Lit. 291 A sort of intermittent fever with

fits of light-headedness off and on. 1844 Dickens Mart.
Chuz. .vxiv, As to lightheadedness, there never was such
a feather of a head as mine. 1886 Stevenson Dr. Jekyll x.

(ed. 2^ 128 Gloating on my crime, light-headedly devising
others in the future.

Xiight-hearted, a.

1. Having a light heart; not oppressed by enre

or sorrow
;
cheerful, gay.

a 1400-50 Alexander 2814, I sail leue & be lechid, forbi

be li^t-herted. 1530 Palsgr. 317/1 Lyght herted or mery,
alaigrc. 1719 Dk Foe Crusoe It. xiii. 1,1840) 279, \ was now
light-hearted. 1784 Cowper Task iv. 12 He whistles as he
goes, light-hearted wretch, Cold and yet cheerful. 1817

Moore Lalla R. (1824) 215 Light-hearted maid. 1859 W.
Collins Q. of Hearts (1862) 58 Mrs. K. began to make
jokes about it, in her lighihearted way.

2. Proceeding from a light heart.

1841 James Brigand i, The light-hearted song in the porch.

1891 T. K. Chevne Psalter vi. 290 The light-hearted free-

dom of antiquity.

Hence Iiight-hea-rtedly adv., Iiight-hea'rted-

ness.
1826 Longf. in Life (1891) L vii. 89 The joy and light-

heartedness which a foot-traveller feels. 1847 ^E Qlincey
Sp. Mil. Nun Wks. 1862 III. 14 As light-heariedly as the

Duke. 188a Macm. Mag. XLVI. 207/1 He considers light-

headedness, and a turn for making the best of things, as a
proof of intellectual strength. 1897 Mauoe Voluntary v.

Compulsory Service 131 Those who . . would now light-

heartedly plunge us into war with the whole of Europe.

Light-heeled, a.

1. Having light heels ; brisk in walking or run-

ning; nimble.
1590 Shaks. Mids. N. in. H. 415 The villaine Is much

lighter heel'd then I. 1647 Waru Simp. Cobler 29 Light-
luel'd beagles that lead the chase. 1742 Blair Grave 24
Light-heel'd ghosts and visionary shades. 181 1 Sporting
Mag. XXXVIII. 99 Prizes had been distributed to the

most light-heeled damsels of either county, fur their speed
in running. 1829 H. Hawthorn Visit Babylon 18, I fob
lowed the light-heeled girl.

f2. Of a woman: Loose, unchaste. Obs.
a 1613 Overbury Charac., Foott-man Wks. (1856) 14 His

mother .. was a light-heeled wench. 1637 Naijbks Micro*
costn. 11. C2 b, My mother a light -heel'd madame that kept
a vaulting-schoole at the signe of Virgo. 1638 — Bride iv.

ii. (1640) G 1 b, She is sure a light heeld wench. 1796 Mrs.
M. Robinson Angelina II. 26 Has not Mr. Amathist
espoused the venerable remains of a light-heeled Calypso ?

So f Iiight-heels, a loose woman.
160a J. Cooke Hoxv to choose a Good Wife in. ii, I'll tell

my mistress as soon as I come home that mistress light-heels

comes to dinner to-morrow.

Light horse.
1. f a. collect, sing. Light horsemen ; a body of

light cavalry {oh.), b. = Light horseman. (Cf. F.

chevan-tigcr.)
133a h>ee Hussar 1 J. a 1548 Hall Citron., Hen. V/, 124 b,

With .vi. in. archers, and .xiij. hundred light horses. 1611

Cotgr., Estrattiot, a light-horse, an Albanian horseman.
1625 Markham Souldiers Accid. 40 The third sort of nun-
cient Horsemen, were called Light-horse. 1759 Ann. Reg.

7 England for the fir*t time saw light horse and light foot.

1876 Bancroft Hist. U. S. IV, xx. 462 Three regiments
of infantry with one of light-horse from Ireland.

atirib. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 473 Cases ..

of close combat or light-horse skirmish. 1898 59M Rep.

278

Deputy Keeper 5 Books and Papers relating to the Light
Horse Volunteers 1 779-1831.

1 2. A courtesan. Obs.

a 1627 Middleton Witch v. 1. (1778) 96 An. Florida. Gas.
She : I know no other, Sir, You were nevV at charge yet

but with one light-horse.

Light horseman.
1. A light-armed cavalry soldier.

1548 Patten Exped. ScotI. A ij b, Suehe. .lighte horsemen
as were comen. 1558 Nottingham Rec. IV. 118 Consernyng
the light horsse men settyng furthe. 1600 R. Churchk tr.

Fumie's Hist. Hungary 32 Certaine of his light horsemen
(who are commonly called Vssarons). 1787 M. Cutler in

Life, etc. (1888) I. 226 A light-horseman .. was discovered

near the bridge on the American side.

fig- '899 y. Rev. Apr. 461 It countenanced all the un-
scrupulous light-horsemen of debate.

2. A slang nnme for one of a class of Thames
thieves. (Cf. Horseman 5.)

1800 Colquhoun Comm. Thames 59 The gangs, denomi-

j
nated Light Horsemen were generally composed of one or

more Receivers, together wiih Coopers, Watermen, and
Lumpers. 1849 [see Horseman 5]. 1899 Daily News 9 Jan.
6/1

4 Light Horsemen ' would look out for a lighter having
valuable goods on board, and at night, stealing up quietly,

would cut her adrift : then following her, as she floated

I down with the tide, would by-and-by rescue her, and bring

I her back, claiming salvage.

1 3. * An old name for the light boat, since called

a £*g * (Smyth Sailors Word-bk.). Obs.
1600 J. Jane in Hakluyt Voy. III. 843 His long boat and

light-horseman were lost at sea. 1634 Bkereton YVvm, (1844)

I

1 We came to Gravesend . .in a light-horseman. 1656 Finett

[
For. Ambass. 220 Leaving a Light-horseman to be taken up
fur their baggage at Gravesend.

f4. A variety of fancy pigeons. (Cf. Horse-
man 3.) Obs.
1688 R. Holm 1* Armoury 11. 244/2 Light Horse-men, a

. Dastard kind [of Pigeons] between a Cropper and a Carrier.

5. fa. An early name of an Australian sea-fish,

according to Morris prob. the Sweep, Scotpis xqui-

pennis. b. A West-Indian fish of the genus

Ephippiis.

1789 W. Tench Exp. Botany Bay xv. 129 A species of

grouper
}
to which, from the form of a bone in the head

resembling a helmet, we have given the name of light horse-
|

man. 1793 — Ace. Settlement Port Jackson 176 At the
j

top of the list [offish], as an article of food, stands a fish, I

which we named light-horseman. 1854 R. Owen in Circ.
\

Sci. (£1865) II. 51/1 The median crest is developed^ to an
extreme height in some fishes, as, e.g. the dolphin and

I
light-horseman fish (Ephippus). 1881 CasselPs Nat. Hist,

j

V. 5 Sometimes the crest of the bone is exceedingly lofty,

as in the Light Horseman fish (Ephippus) and sometimes
absent, as in the sucking fish Remora.

Lighthouse, [f. Light sb. : see House sbA

2.] A tower or other structure, with a powerful

light or lights (originally a beacon) at the top,

erected at some important or dangerous point on

1 or near the sea-coast for the guidance of mariners.

! (The earlier name was pharos.)

j

1662-3 Marvell Corr. xxxvii. Wks 1872-5 II. 83, I have
herewith sent you an account of your expenses about the

Light-house. 1703 Loud. Gaz. No. 3971/3 The Light-House
upon the Edistone was blown down. 1708 Ibid. No 44^50/4

I The 28th of July last, a Light was placed on the Lignt-
House, Rebuilt on the Kdistone-Rock off Plimouth. 1841

! W. Spaloing Italy «y //. 1st. III. 167 In approaching from
Turin, we pass along the seaside to the immense lighthouse.

1856 Mrs. Browning Aur. Leigh (1857) 56 Perhaps I

darkened, as the light-bouse will That turns upon the sea.

b. allrib. and Comb., as lighthouse-keeper^ set'"

vice, 'lop, -tenver.

1672 Evelyn Diary 14 May, From the North Foreland
Light-house-top . .we could see our flecte. 1798 Coleridge
Auc. Mar. vi. xiv, Is this, indeed The light-house top 1 see?

1831 Scott Pirate Introd., The author was invited to join
\ a party of Commissioners for the Northern Light-House

Service, 1851 Kingsley Three Fishers ii, Three wives sat

up in the lighthouse tower. 1866 Caklyle Remin. (1881) I.

us Lighthouse-keeper too. .by far the must life-weary look-

ing mortal I ever saw.

Lighting {tei't\i))
y
vbl.sb.i [CLigiitv.1 + -1XG 1

.

In OE. likitttg.l

+ 1. Alleviation, relief. Obs.

e 1000 Laws of^ Edgar in. e. 2 (Schmid) Gif brct riht to

hefis sy, seee si53an ba Hhtinge to pam eynge. a 1300
Cursor M. 27066 pat strength es o gret ligthing, quen man
has casten his birthing o sin. c 1460 Play Saeram. 789 Y"
haste sent me lyghtyng y1 late was lame. 1502 Ord. Crysten
Men (W. de w. 1506) v. iii. 385 Nor truste not for euer to

haue socours ne lyghtynge.

2. Descent ; dismounting
;
alighting : also with

down.
1350-14*5 Cursor M. 13822 (Trin.) pe aungels Ii3tyng

\Cott. be angel lightand ; Gdtt. pe angel lighting (vbt. sb.,

not pple.)] fere hood I. *1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.) 6373
Mirabel . .made hir ladie forto light. Of that lighting Jewel
was woo. c 1470 IIekry Watlaee 11. 399 Wallace witb that,

at his lychtin, him drew. 1506 in Paston Lett. III. 405 At
the lyghtyng the Kyng of Castylle was of his hors a good
space or owr Kyng was a lyght. 1611 Bible Isa. xxx. 30
1 he Lord shall . . shew the lighting downe of his arine. 1615
W. Lawson Country Housav. Garden (1626) 22 To auoid
the lighting of Crowes, Pyes, &c. vpon your grafts. 1665
P.OYLE Occas. Refl. Table Contents, Upon tbe Mounting,
Singing, and Lighting of I^arks. 1746 Hervby Medit.
(1818) 41 The lighting down of the grasshopper is a burden
on the bending shoulders.

3. atirib., as lighting-place (used spec, with refer-

ence to bees).

1609 C. Butler Fern. Mom. LA2b, If. .she [the queen-

LIGHTLY.
beej dislike the weather, or lighting place, they quickly
returne home againe. 1727 Bradley Earn. Diet. s. v. Bee.

1759 Brown Covtpleat Farmer 94 When your*swarm hath
made choice of a lighting-place.

Lighting (bi'tirj),^/.^.2 [f. Light v. 2 + -ing

In OK. llhtrng.]

1. Illumination. + In quot. c 1 1 75 = Dawn.
riood JEuvRic Gen. i. 16 God jeworhte. .baet mare leoht to

baes daeges lihtinge. c\\^ Lamb. Horn. 45 Ic ham }eue
reste ..from non on saterdei a pa eume monedeis lihting.

1718 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to Mrs. Thistlethwayte
16 Oct., Paris has the advantage of London, in the neat
pavement of the streets, and the regular lighting of them
at nights. 1851 Hlnstr. Calal. Gt. Exhib. 1 176 Chemical
products, obtained by purifying gas used for lighting. 1874
Micklethwaite Mod, Par.Churches 26 The lighting should'

be mainly from the clerestory. 1876 Black Madcap V. xlvi.

390 The silver lighting of the restless, .sea.

attrib. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Lighting-rate, A
public rate for maintaining the lamps or gas-lights in a
parish. 1889 Daily News 2 Dec 5/4 A conductor of the

fluid from the lighting wire.

f2. concr. Lightning. Obs.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 7763 Tempestes per come bondringe
& li3tinge ek. a 1300 Eragm. Pop. Sci. (Wright) 146 The
Hating That schut abrod into al the wordle. a 1400 Tokens
Doomsday 25 (E. E. T. S. 1878) Oure lord schal come &
smyte adoun, as li^ttyng dob to ground, c 1425 Seven Sag.
(P.) 2191 Lyghtyn, thondvr, and raynev 1618 Bolton Ftorus
1. xvii. (1636) 51 Asifvolleyes of Lighting, and Thunder had
beene discharged from the Clouds of Heaven upon the old

earth-borne Gyants.

3. Kindling, ignition. Also with up (see Light
v.* 2 c).

1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 35 The sexteyn .. ssal han, for

lythyngc of the lythe, viijd. 1499-1500 in Swayne Samm
Churcmv.Acc. (1896)51 Paid..forlightyngofthe Rode light.

1652 Neeoham Selden's Mare CI. 124 The lighting of one
Candle by another. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xviii. IV.

223 At the first lighting of the beacons. 1897 Ouioa Mas-
sarenes ix, Do you mind my lighting up» Pater I

4. The incidence of light upon the features, etc.

;

the disposition of light in a picture.

i86x Sat. Rn>. i\ Dec. 648 In a statue by an Italian

master, what he notices chiefly are tbe various effects which
various lightings produce upon its features. 1869 A thensenm
18 Dec 826 As a study in colour and lighting tbe work is a

mode). 1879 Casselfs Techn. Ednc. 111. 142 The colour

and lighting of the object to be photographed.

5. = Anneamkg 3 (Knight Did. Meek. 1875).

Lightish, (lai'tij), a. [f. Light a.2 + -ish.]

Somewhat light, in the senses of the adj. Also

Comb., as lightish-coloured adj.

1656 W. D. tr. Comenius' Gate Lai. Unl. §25. 13 The
Moon . . maketh the night, one while light, another while
lightish. 1688 Lond. Gaz. No. 2312/4 A loose lightish

coloured Camblet Coat. 1723 Ibid. No. 6217/3 He.. wears
a lightish Wig. 1767 S. Paterson Another Trav. II. 14

A lay-habit of lightish gray. 1872 G
;
Macdonald Wilf.

Cumb. I. xv. 237 His hair [wasj a lightish brown.

IiightleSS (lai ties), a. [OE. le
t
ohtle

t
as

i
f. lioht

Light sb. + -leas -less.] Without light*

1. Receiving no light ;
uuillumined, dark.

c 1000 ^Elfric Horn. (Th.) II. 504 He. .saede 5aet he waere

fcelsed to leohtleasre stowe. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc.

6819 For-pi bat helle es ay ligntles, It es cald be land

of myrkenes. 1593 Shaks. Li/cr. 1555 Such Deuils steale

effects from lightlesse Hell. 1601 W. Parry Trav. Sir A.
Sherley (1863) 4 A man from his birth confined in a dungeon
or lightlesse cave. 1819 Crabbe T. of Hall ill. 275 A
lightless closet, in a room Hired at small rale. 1843
Ruskin Mod. Paint. I. 11. in. Hi. § 14 Not in her most
ponderous and lightless masses will nature ever leave us
without some evidence oftransmitted sunshine. 1870 Morris
Earthly Par. 1. l 410 Into some nigh lightless prison cast.

1877 Hlackie Wise Men 102 An owl, a bat, Blindworin, or

mole, or any lightless thing.

Jig- 1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love 1. i. (Skeat) I. 20 Thynke
on his disease, howe lightles he lyueth, sithe the beames
brennende in loue of thin cien arn so bewet. 1790 R. Merry
Laurel Liberty (ed. 2) 13 AIL.who drew their profit from
the lightless crowd.

2. Giving or shedding no light.

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 4729 pe son sal be turned in-til

mirknes, And be mone in-til blode, and be lyghtles. 1593
Shaks Lncr. 4 Lust-breathed Tarqvin .. to Colatium bearcs

the lightlesse fire. 1639 Rutherfokd Lett. (1881) II. 415
O dim and dark and lightless Sun. 1809 W. Taylor in

Monthly Mag. XXVII. 456 Karth is but earth a dull and
lightless body, i860 Pushy Miti. Proph. 130 There will he

. .ihe lightless fire, retaining in darkness the power to burn,

but reft of its rays. 1869 Tyndall Notes Led. Light 43
The almost lightless flame of a Bunsen's burner.

Hence Li-ghtlessness.
1865 Cornk. Mag. Aug. 186 Something horrible there was

too in the lightlessness of the red. 189a W. E. Henley
Song ofSword, Lond. Voluntaries iii. 16 By a jealous light-

lessness oppressed.

Light-limbed, a. Having light limbs
;
agile,

nimble.
1695 Lond. Gaz. No. 31 19/4 Lost. .» a brown bay Mare,..

r>retty light limb*d. t8i* Byron Ch. Har. 1. Ixxiv, The
ight-limbed Matadore. 1855 Kingsley Heroes n. (1868) 20

A young man more light-limbed than the stag.

Lightliwode, obs. form of Likelihood.

tliVghtly, ^ Obs. rare. [OE. Uohtlic, f.

leoht Light sb. + -lie -lyL] Hrilliant, lightsome.

a 1000 Riddles xxx. 3 (Gr.) Lyhtfet leohtlic listum Xefcier-

wed. c 1440 IIylton Scala Per/. (W. de W. 1494) 11. xxvii,

This hundreth folde that a soule shall haue. .ys noughte but

the profyte of this lightly derkenes.

t Iii'ghtly, a.'1 Obs. Forms : i leohtltc, 3

lihtlic h)e,4lightli, 5 li^tli, lyghtly, 6 lichtlie,

4, 7 lightly. [OE. lifohtlic, f. Uoht Light a. 1 + -lie,



LIGHTLY.

-lyL] Frivolous, trifling, fickle; to be slighted,

contemptible; also contemptuous, slighting; easy,
easy to be persuaded. Cf. the senses of Light a.*

Lightly cheap -light cheap (see Light a.l 13 b).

r 897 K. jElfred Gregory 's Past.yX\{\. 309 Ond eft 5acm
fcifrum sniSe hraudlice him willaS fyl^an leohtlicu weorc &
unnyt. a 1225 Leg. Kaih. 1320 Ah nis nawt Uhtliche of bis

meidenes mot. a 1240 Wohnnge in Cott. Horn. 273 Ah
noble men and gentile and of heh bur5e ofte winnen luue
lihtHce cheape. a 1300 C?trsor M. 7222 pis wijf alsua, bat
bou has now, If bou ne warsua lightli to tru 1 Ibid. 28087
To men and wemmen hath t wate, bat oft i helde my lightly
late. 1422 It. Secreta Secret., Priv. Prep. 241 Al tymes
ette they mettis, wyche ben nioiste, lyghtly to defye. c 14^0
tr. De Imitation* 1. xx. 24 It is Holier a man ay to be still

ban to not excede in wordes. 1533 Gau Richt I 'ay 15 Ony
Itchtlie takine of ir quhilk men wsis to schaw. 1608 I. King
Serin. St. Mary's 13 Dauid the Sonne of Lai reigned, whose
person was not so lightly.

Hence f Li'grhtlifnlrt., slighting, contemptuous ;

f Li'grhtliness, contemptuous manner or treat-

ment ; contempt.
1596 Dai.rymplk tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. nt. 192 Contemneng

his requeistes w l cruel and lychtliful anssers. c 1470 Henry
Wallace xi. 166 In lychtlynes thai maid ansuer him till.

"533 RUht Vay 13 Thay that . . turnis the halic writ to

lichtlines and scorne. 1560 Roi.i.ANn C'rt. {''runs iv. 67
Thay wald not thoill Venus haif lichtlines, Nor repudic.

Lightly (lai'tli), adv. For forms see Light a.^

and -ly 2
. Also comparative 1 16ohtlecor, 3

lihtluker, 4lihtloker, 5 ley^tlocure. [OK. tioht-

Uce (-OFris. lichtelik, OllG. Ifhllihho, MHO.
lihteltchc, mod. G. leichtlich, ON. Utllega), i. Uoht
Light a\ + -ly 2

.] In a light manner.

1. With little weight, so as not to be heavy; with
little pressure, force, or violence ; not strongly or

severely; gently, superficially; in both material

and immaterial applications.
r 897 K. jElfked Gregory s Past. xxiv. 179 Da wcras mon

sceal hefijlecor & stiSlecor laeran, & fta wif leohtlecor.

a 1300 Cursor M. 29419 Ifclerkes.. Smites ober lightli in

famen. a 1400 Pistiii ofSusan (MS. I) 227 [He] Hfte lyhtly
e lache, and lepeouer be lake. 1483 Caxton G. de la
TourW. Evb, Whiche caused the deuyll fyrst to tempte
them lyghtlyer. 1503 Hawks Examp. Virtue xn. ii, Come
on she sayd and walke on lyghtly. 16 11 Uible ha. ix. 1

At the first he lightly afflicted the land of Zebulun. 1635-56
Cowi.ky Davideis 1. 718 Some [Letters] cut in wood, some
lightlier traced on slates. 1680 Moxon Meek. Exert. 208
Try how the Centers are pitcht, by Treading the Treddle
lightly down. 1747 Wesley Prim. Physic (1762) 62 ttoil very
lightly one spoonful of white Copperas scrap'd. 1812 J.
Wilson Isle ifPalms n. 4^2 So lightly doth this little boat
Upon the scarce-touch'd billows float, 1818 J. W. Choker
in C. Papers (1884) 13 July, I must now mention to you.,
what I have heretofore touched lightly upon. 1857 H. B.
Farnie Golfer's Manual in Golfiana Misc. (1887) 143 The
cleek again is still more lightly shafted. 1874 Svmonds &k.
Italy Greece (1898) I. ix. 182 Crimes of bloodshed sat
lightly on the adventurer's conscience. 1883 S. C. Hall
Retrospect II. 333 The fact must not be passed too lightly

over.

b. With reference to sleep (see Light 0.1 20).

£900 tr. Baedd's Hist. iv. xiv. [xi.] (1890) 296 Swa swa he
leohtlice onslepte. 1852 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. II. 207, 1 sleep
lightly enough for such emergency.

2. In no great quantity or thickness ; to no great

amount.
c iooo Sax. Leechd. II. 36 Awringc ba wyrta . . & fceswet

swipe leohtlice mid huni^e. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. i. ii. 157
They are but lightly rewarded. 1664 Evelyn Kal. /tort.

Aug. (1679) 23 ™u may sow Anemony seeds . . &c lightly
cover'd with fit mold in Cases. 1682 Sir T. Browne Chr.
Mor. 1. § 9 Persons lightly dipt, not grain'd in generous
Honesty. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth xii, I fear me this

traveller hath dined but lightly. 1830 Lvell Princ. Geol.
I. 204 Moulds. .rubbed lightly over with a solution of soap.

1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) III. 27 They are lightly clad in

summer while at their^work. xfafi Wcstm. Gaz. 16 Sept.

4/3 Birds are so scarce in some districts that they will need
to be lightly shot.

+ b. In no great degree, slightly. Obs.

1594; Shaks. Rich. ff/
t

1. iiL 45 They loue his Grace
but lightly. 1631 A. Craige Pilgrime #f ttermite 9 For
bee that loues hghtliest, Bee sure hee shall speede best.

1659 Hammond Oh Ps. xliii. Paraphr. 227 The Forty third
Psalm is exactly of the same moumfull subject . . with the
former, but perhaps lightly varied from thence. 1668 Cul-
pepper & Cole Barthol.Anat. Man 1. 1. 302 If he be at
least but lightly skilled in Anatomy. 1697 Dryden Virg.
Georg. 1. 425 While yet the Head is Green, or lightly swell'd

With Milky-moisture.

3. Without depression or heaviness ; in lightsome
mood

;
cheerfully, gaily, merrily.

CX3B6 Chaucer Knt. y
s T. 1012 Who looketh lightly now

but Palamon. c 147s Rauf Coifycar 521
4
It is lyke\ said

Schir Rolland, and lichtly he leuch. 1596 Harington
Metam. Ajax Advt. to Rdr., The first begins grauely and
ends lightlye.^ 1606 Shaks. Ant. <$• CI. iv, xiv. 138 Bid that
welcome Which comes to punish vs, and we punish it

Seeming to beare it lightly. 187s Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 497
Try to bear lightly what must needs be. 1891 E. Peacock
N. Brendon II. 313 The old man .. chatted lightly with
Basil.

4. Easily, readily. Obs. exc. arch, t One cannot

lightly\ etc. = ' one cannot well etc. Obs.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 49 pe put ne tuneS noht Uhtliche his

muS ouer us. a 1225 Ancr. R. 254 Euerichon to dealed
from oSer lihtluker to bersteS. * 1340 Hampole Psalter
ix. 30 Whare nwn may noght lyghtly see whilk way bai sail

take. 1390 Gower Conf. II. 461 Whil ther is oyle forto

fyre, The lampe is lyhtly set afyre, £1425 Eng. Cong,
irel. 28 pay . . seiden that lyghtly that myght be done,
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yf [etc.]. 1485 Caxton Chas. Gt. 27 He wold take a
knyght al armed and lyfte hym vp to the heyght of hys
hreste lyghtly.

_
x$jq-6 Lambardf. Peramb. Kent (1826) 331

It could not lightly blowe more boisterously out of any
quarter. 1578 Lyte Dodteus 1. Ixix. 103 A man shall not
lightly finde it 1n this countrey. 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's
Trav. xvii. 53 As we see them play away a piece of Damask
at one cast at die, as those that come lightly by them. 1740
Chesterf. Lett. (1792) I. lxii. 175 Credulous people believe
lightly whatever they hear. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xx,
That's lightly said, butnosae lightly credited. 1870 Morris
Earthly Par. 1. n. 458 As fair was he As any king's son you
might lightly see.

Proverb. 1624 Sanderson Serin. I. 251 The ding-thrift's
proverb is,

4 Lightly come, lightly go '. 1898 Besant Orange
Girl 11. iv, Lightly got, lightly spent.

5. With facile movement, nimbly. f In early
use, quickly, swiftly ; occas. immediately, at once.
c 1220 Bestiary 4 16 Listlike 3e lepeS up. a xz2$Ancr. R. 60

pe earewen of be lint eien . . fieo5 hchtlichc uoro. 13.. E. E.

I

Allit. P. B. 853 Ly3tly he rysez & bowe2 forth fro l>e bench
in-to be brode 3ates. c 1420 Chron. I'itod. 4366 (Horstm.).
Oujte off his bedde ley^tlyche he lepc. c 1430 Syr Gcner.
(Roxb.> 2245 Lightlie she did hir redie make, c 1500 Metie
sine xxxvi. 251 Fayre lordes, now lightly on horsback. x$. .

llelyas in Thorns Prose Rom. (1828) III. 81, I pray you my
j

lord and lady that ye will lightly come. .. And incontinent
the kynge and the queene descended. 1509 Hawf.s Past.
Pleas, xxix. (Percy Soc> 143 This Godfrey Gobilyve went
lightly Unto dame Sapience, e 1530 llickscorner 624 When
you them mete, lyghtly them are.st. 1632 J. J-LwwARn tr.

Biondts Eromena 75 Which said, he lightly vaulting off his

I

saddle, drew out his sword.

f 0. As may easily happen
;
prohably, perhaps.

;
Obs. [Cf. G. vielleicht, Du. ivelticht, perhaps.]
13. . E. Allit. P. C. 88 Lyhtly, when I am lest, he Ictes

me alone. 1393 Langl. P. Pt. C. xx. 321 And lightliche
oure lorde at here lyues ende 1 lap mercy of suche men.
c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 487 With a spone lightely
to ete your soucrayne may be leeff. c 1491 Chast. Goddes
Chyld. 2 Some other maters that lightly wyll falle to purpose.
1615 T. AnAMS White Devil 16 Lightly there is one Judas
in the congregation to crie 'Why is this waste?' 1672
Marvell Rett. Transp. 1. 105 There happens lightly some
ugly little contrary accident.

t b. As is apt to happen; commonly, often. Obs.
CX->&oyt\c\.\v Serm.S>c\. Wks. 1. 1 Richcssishen pcrilouse,

for listli wole a riche man use hem unto moche bust. 1398

I

Trevisa Barth. De P. R. v. xi. (1495) 116 A beest stryken
in the place of the temples dethe lyghtly folowyth. 1335
in Lett.R. Sflllustr. Ladies (1 846) 1 1. 150 He goes to market
lightly, one week with another, three times a-week. 1553
T. Wilson Rhet, (1580) 219 The beddes heade which
lightly is the appointed place for all mens purses. 1601
Holland Pliny II. 153 Such as vse ordinarily to be drunk,
& are lightly neuer sober. 1615 G. Sandys Trav. 75 When
he goeth abroad—which is lightly every other Friday. 1637
R. Humi'Hrey tr. St. Ambrose 1. 44 Where there is feannes,
there lightly is pensivenes. 1670 Ray Prov. 114 There's
lightning lightly before thunder. 1676 Allen Address
Nonconf. 20 They lightly do in the total .. but frustrate
and disappoint those ends.

7. a. With indifference or unconcern
;
carelessly,

thoughtlessly, indifferently. b. Depreciatingly,
slightingly.
a r.225 Leg. Kath. 942 In his hali nome ich sclial leten

lihtlice of al bat ;e cunnen kasten a^ein me. c 1250 Gen. <y

Ex. 1218 5be bi-mente hire to abraham, And sumdel li^tlike

he it nam. a 1300 Cursor M. 1650, I sal do bam lij ful lau
bat letes sua lightly on min au. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. v.

168 The kynge . . lourede vp-on men of lawe and lightliche

seide. 1535 Coveroale Ps. cvi. 11 They .. but lightly re.

garded the councell of the most hyest, 1577-87 Holinshed
Chron., Scot. (1808) V. 437 Offended, .that such wandering
theeues should so lightlie dare to contemne his power. 1611

Bible i Sam. ii. 30 They that despise me, shall be lightly

esteemed. 1746 Hervev Medlt. (1818) 13 Seriousness and
devotion become this house for ever. May I never enter it

lightly or irreverently. 1828 D'Israeli Chas. /, I. v. 119
The Pope lightly appreciated the bare word of an heretical

sovereign. 1832 Ht. M artineau Demerara i. 11 Her sister

stared to hear her speak so lightly of being whipped. 1855
Macaulay Hist. Eng. xx. IV. 419 The Judges treated this

argument very lightly. 1875 J[owett Plato (ed. 2) III. 702
Thinking lightly of the possession of gold.

Proverb, a 1200 Moral Ode 145 Ful woinbe mei lihtliche

speken of hunger and of festen. C1400 Apot. Loll. 49 pe
fulle womb disputib litly of fastyng.

8. For a slight cause; without careful considera-

tion, without strong reason.

CX122 O. E. Chron. an. 1009 (Laud MS.) Se cyng .. &
ba ealdor menn . . forleton ba scipo bus leohtlice. c 1400

Melayne 212 Lyghtly walde bey it [the city] noghte 3elde.

c 1420 Antnrs of Arth. 176 Thane wille bay leue the

lyghtely, bat nowe wille the lowte. 153s Coverdale
Prov. iii. 30 Stryue not lightly with eny man, where as he
hath done y« no harme. 1751 Affecting Narr. of Ivager
?An Asylum that must not lightly be^ violated. 1790
Jurke Corr. (1844) III. 177 These are opinions I have not

lightly formed, or that I can lightly quit. 1853 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. xv. 111. 555 He was not a prince against whom
men lightly venture to set up a standard of rebellion. 1883
Manch. Exam. 17 Dec. 5/1 A warning to judges not lightly

to send such suits to be retried.

f9. ' Not chastely
1

(J.). Obs.

a xj4S Swift Story ofan injured Lady (1746) 10 If I were
lightly disposed, I could still perhaps have Offers, that some,
who hold their Heads higher, would be glad to accept.

10. Comb.
1687 Lond. Gaz. No. 2274/4 Lost, .a dark grey Gelding ..

lightly handled. 1798 Sotiieby tr. IVielands Oberon (1826)

I. 76 And clasp 'd her lightly-shaded breast beneath, i860

Ruskin Mod. Paint. V. vin. iii. 180 Some lightly-budding

philosophers. 1863 Woolner My Beatttijtd Lady 39 Her
beauty walks in happier grace Than lightly-moving fawns.

1883
4 Annie Thomas ' Mod. Housewife 53 Butter a flat dish

and put a layer of lightly*fried bread-crumbs.

LIGHTNESS.

Lightly (toi'lli), v. Chiefly Sc. For forms
sec Light a.* [f. Lightly a.2] trans. To make
light of, despise, disparage, disdain.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxx. (Theodora) 218 Na heis |bu]

be for riches, to lichtly othyr mare or lese. c 1470 Henryson
Mor. Fab. xi. (Wolf$ Sheep) xxii, Thay will lichtlie lordis
in to thair deidis. 1513 Douglas AHneis iv. i. 70 Suppois
thow lychtlyit thamc of Lybie land. 1584 Hudson Du
Bartas' Judith 1. (1608) 16 His house . . That lightlied
earth and seem'd to threat the heaven. 1588 A. King tr.

Canisins* Catech. 4 To lychtlie thnme for that thay ar
I

poore. 1650 Row Hist. Kirk Coronis (1842) 422 We doe
not lightlie pearls though gathered out of a dung-hill.

! 1788 IjLhns Whistle <y /'// come to yon, Whiles ye may
j

lightly my beauty a wee. 1814 Scott Wav. Ixvii, It's

best no to lightly them that have that character. 1880
Mrs. L. Ii. Waliord Trcublesome Dan. I. ix. 192, I'd no'
hac my ae bairn gang whaur she was lichtlied. 1892 Sat.

1 Rez: 9 Jan. 32/1 Of which trinity two at least are to be
lightlied by no man.

Hence Li ghtlied ///. a. t
Li-ghtlying vbl. sb.

1470 Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1844) I. 30 In gret lychtlying
and contemnyng of our auctorite. 1528 J \s. V in .S7. Papers
lien. VIII (1836) 1 V. 500 To be confortit and ressa\ it within

1 his Realmc to our hurt lychtlying and displesour. 1826 (i.

liEATTiK John 0' Arnlta* (ed. 5) 19 They'd gar'd a lightliet

j
lover greet.

t Lrghtman. Obs. [? f. Light aA + Man, as in

Indiaman, etc.] ?An unladen ship. (J'ut cf.

, Lighterman'.)
1665 Lond. Gaz. No. 16/1 On Friday last, 20 sail of

Lightmen weighed Anchor.
Lightnian, Lightmanship : see Lights. 16.

Li ghtmans. Thieves* cant. [f. Light a.2 :

for the second element cf. Daiikmans.] The clay.

1567 Harman Caveat (1869) 84 P.ene Lightmans to thy
i

quarromes. 1611 M iddleton & Di:kki:r Roa> ingGi?-l K 4 b,

j

1^
wud lib all the lidhtmnns. a 1700 H. E. Diet. Cant.

I

Crew, Light-mans, the Day or Day bicak. 1785 in Grosk
Diet. Vulgar Tongue.

Light-minded, a. Having a light or trifling

mind ; frivolous. 1 Ience Light-mi ndedness.
m
16x1 RniLE Feci. xix. 4 He that is hasty to giue credit is

light minded. i66x G. Ru st Origeu in Pheuix (1721) J. 24
Tossed about like feathers with light-mindedness and
admiration of trifles. 1833 J. H. Nkwmam Arians v. ii.

(1876) 387 The light-minded multitude clamorously required
it. 1870 Emerson Soc. «y Solit. i.\. 120 Among the light-

minded men and women who make up society. 1884 H.
Gicrsoni tr. 'Purgeniejfs Diary Superfluous, Man 26 Mar.
97 The sad consequences of light-mindedness.

Lightner ; see Lightenek.

Lightness 1 (bi'tnes). For forms see Light
a.* [f. Light a. 1 + -ness.] The quality or fact

of being light, in various senses,

1. The quality or fact of having lilllc weight.

I
Of a vessel : The fact of being lightly laden. Of
a crop : Smallness of the quantity present.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 83 Oli hauefi huppen him lihtnesse

j
and softnesse and hele. c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. in. pr. xi.

77 (Camb. MS.) Whcr-for elles berith Lythnesse the
flaumbes vp. c 1586 C'tkss Pemiskokk Ps. lxii. iv, Ev'11

j
he that seemelh most of might Willi lightnes^e self if hini

you weigh, Then lightnesse self will weigh more light. 1500
Sir H. Lee in Archxologia (1888) LI. 171 A new brest [plate)

. .ofgret litenes and strengthe. 1667 Loud. Gaz. No. 140/1 A
Holland Vessel ..unable because of her lightness to bear sail.

1765 A. Dickson Treat. Agric. (ed. 2) 231 The lightness of

it, and particularly the shortness of the share . . make it go
very unsteadily. 1831 Sir J. Sinclair Corr. II. 86 The
different kinds of air, and the superior lightness by which
some of them were distinguished. 1848 Mill Pol. Econ. 1.

xii. § 2 (1876) 110 It is long.. before an English eye becomes
reconciled to the lightness of the crops [in the United States].

1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) VM94 The lightness of bows and
arrows is convenient for running.

b. Of bread, pastry, etc. : (see Light a.* 9 b).

1836 Penny Cycl. V. 372/2 To give the bread .. porous
texture and ligntness. 1864 Mrs. Stowe House <y Home
Papers x. (1865) 112 The matter of lightness is the distinctive

line between savage and civilized bread.

f 2. The condition of being lightened or relieved
;

alleviation. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 24480 Her-wit come me son succur

And sum lightnes o mi Jangur. 1357 Fay Folks Catech. 332
In lightenes and alegeaunce of their sckenesse.

3. Absence of heaviness or pressure in action or

movement ; want of force or moment. Said both
of material and immaterial things.

1795 Nelson in Nicolas Disp. (1845) II. 15 From the
lightness of the air of wind, the Enemy's Fleet and our Fleet
were a very long time in passing. 1833 Regit1. 1ustr. Cavalry
1. 48 Lightness of hand consists in an almost imperceptible
feeling and alternate easing of the bridle. 1885 Spectator

30 May 704/2 The lightness of touch that so charmingly
characterises the literature of the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries. 1893 Westm. Gaz. 17 June 5/2 The lightness of
the weather spoiled yesterday's race. 1893 Law Times
XCIV. 600/2 The tax falls with.. undue severity upon one
class, and with unreasonable lightness upon others.

4. Of form or outline : Freedom from heaviness

or clumsiness, graceful slendemess.
1808 Scott Prose Wks. IV. Biographies 11. (1870) 35 She

had lost much of the lightness of her figure. 1837 Penny
CycL VII. 218/1 In them we observe a progressive change
from heaviness to lightness—from columns less than four
diameters in height to those of nearly seven. 1885 Truth
28 May 848/2 The spray is rendered with much lightness

and delicacy.

5. The quality of moving lightly
;
agility, nim-

bleness, swiftness. Also in immaterial sense.



LIGHTNESS.
e 1386 Chaucer Miller's T. 198 To shewc his lightnesse

and maistrye He pleyeth 11 erodes vp on a Scaffold hye.

1398 Trevisa fUtrth. De P. R. v. Kii. (1495) 172 The bones
are liolowe for the more lyghtnesse of inouynge. 1483
Cath. Angl. 216/2 A Lightenes, agilittis. 1530 Palsgr.
239/1 Lightnesse of understandinge, /acilite d yentendre.

1604 E. G[ri.mstonk] D'Acosla's Hist. Indies iv. xxxiv.

304 All these beasts for their lightnesse . . have passed
from one world to an otber. 1859 J. Brown Rah $ Friends
(1862) 26 Rab . . trotted up the stair with much lightness.

i860 Tynoall Glac. 1. x.vv. 187 The contemplation of the

brightening east.. seemed to lend lightness to our muscles.

f 6. Ease, facility, readiness, esp. of belief. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor AT. 27735 Lightness o rage. 1549 Coverdale,
etc. Erasm. Par. Gal. 8, I . .blame your lighienes to beleue,

& easynes to be persuaded. 157a ,R. H. tr. Lauatems
Ghostes (1596) 152 Oftentimes these men, through their too

muche lightnesse of beleefe, fall into great daungers. 1620
Venner Via Recta iii. 63 Linnets are both for lightnesse

of digestion, and goodnesse of meate better then Sparrowes.

1741 Richardson Pamela 1. lntrod. 24 Note with what
Lightness even Men of good-natur'd Intention fall into

Mistakes.

7. Levity in behaviour
;
fickleness, unsteadiness,

frivolity, thoughtlessness, unconcern.
1340 Ham pole Pr. Consc. 308 Lightnes of hert reves bam

drede. ^1449 Pecock Repr. 344 Forto forsake God tn a
lijltnes and in a rechelesnes. 1579 Lyly Eufhncs (Arb.) 95
This chaunge will.. double thy lyghtnesse in tourning so
often. 1679 15

i

T rnft Hist. Re/. I. 424 Imputing this insur-

rection .. to their folly and lightness. 1760 Ann. Reg. 52
The general lightness of his faith with regard to his former
allies. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth vii, My Catharine hath not
by any lightness or folly of hers afforded grounds for this

great scandal. 1887 E. J. Goodman Too Curious iii, The
lightness of tone with which I uttered such serious words,

tb. Wantonness, lewdness, incontinence. Obs.

1516 Life Birgette in Alyrr. our Latiye (1873) p. xlviii,

She somwhat suspectynge the lyghtnesse of the virgyn
commaundyd a rod to be brought vnto hir. 1541 Act 33

|

Hen. Vlli, c. 21 If they .. perceive any wil acte or con-
dition of lightnes of bodie in hir, which for the time being

I

fchall be queene of this reahne. 1601 ?Marston Pasqnil
•y Rath. n. 11 Women of leuitie and lightnesse. 1652 C. 15.

Stapylton Herodian ni. 18 With him of lightnesse she was
inuc'h suspected.

8. Freedom from depression or dullness, esp. in

lightness of heart \
high spirits, joy, mirth.

1398 Trevisa Barth.De P. R. 111. xix. (1495) 66 The in- I

strument of smellyng is not in a beest onely for lightnes I

and faymesse. a 1420 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 1244
|Myn hert is al nakid of lightnesse. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W.

de W. 1531) 64 b, And this lyghtnesse or myrth may come
jsomtyme of the clerenes of mannes conscyence. 1653 R.

Sanders Physiogn. 55 They signifie Quarrels picked out
of lightness of heart. 1828 R. Nesbit in Mem. iii. (185S)

83, I am able to pursue my proper work with my usual
lightness of spirit. 18S1 Hughes 'Pont Brown at Ox/, xxi.

j

(1889) 195 He really hardly knew what to do to give vent to

his lightness of heart.

Lightness 2 (bi tnes\ [OE. Uhtnes{ = OW&.
liuchlnisst?}, f. liht, leoht Light o.2 + -nkss.]

fl. Brightness, light (lit. andf/g.). Obs.
a 1023 Wllfstan Horn. (Napier) 230 Sc sunnanda:^ i*

restenda:^ and wuldorlic daeg and lihtnesse da^. a 1325 in

Horstm. Altengt. Leg. (1878) 145 Alle be lihtnesse wasalcyd.
Sonne & mone lorn her li^t. c 1430 Pilgr. Ly/ Alanhode
11. xl. (1869) gi The sunne .. maketh his lightnesse passe t

thoruh the cloude. c 1531 Latimer 1st Let. to Baynton in

Foxe A. At. (1563) 1322/2 They were vnapte to receyue
the bryghte Iyghtnes of the truthe. c 1532 Du Wes lntrod.
Fr. in l'alsgr. 922 We knowe selfely the soveraygne lyght-
nesse to be darked of a lyght cloude. 1824 Scott Red-
gauntlet let. xiii, His countenance, .is now.. rendered wild
by ait insane lightness about the eyes.

2. The condition or state of being illuminated;

illumination. Now only lit.

c\z$o Gen. $ Ex. 1559 In Sat dred his <V)3t was led In
to lihtnesse for to sen, Quow god wulde it sulde ben. a 1300
Cursor At. 13543 To-quils i in bis werld be, It has na
lightnes bot o me. 1591 Sparry tr. Cattan^s Geomancie
(1599) 29 15y the lightnesse and darkenesse which sheu
receiueth of him. 1651-7 T. Barker Art 0/ Angling
(1820) 2 Thus must yon to work with your flyes, light for

darkness, and dark for lightness. 1832 Lytton Eugene A.
11. vii, The first thing that struck Walter in this apartment
was its remarkable lightness.

Lightning (lartnirj). Also 4-5 li3tnynge,

4,6 lyghtnyng, 5-6 lightnyng, lyght(e)nynge,
lyt(e)nynge, (5 litynnynge, 6 lyghteling , 6-8
lightening, 7-8 lightening. [Special use of

Lightening vbl.sb. 2 ; now differentiated inspelling.]

1. The visible discharge of electricity between
one group of elouds and another, or between the

clouds and the ground. Also in particularized sense

(now rare), A flash of lightning. Like lightnings

with the swiftness of lightning. Also in phr. + in
less than, \to last no longer than a lightning.
Forked tightning

l
chain or chained lightning', designa-

tions applied (usu, indiscriminately) to lightning which as-

sumes the form of a zigzag or divided line. Sheet lightning

;

that in which a wide surface is equally illuminated at once.

Summer or heat lightning : sheet lightning without thun-
der, the result of a storm at a great distance.

1377 Lancl. P. Pt. B. xix. 197 Thanne come . . One
spiritus paractitus to Pieres and to his fejawes In lyknesse

of a li^tnynge, he ly^te on hem alle. 1388 Wycmp Ps. Ixxvi.

19 Thi li^tnyngis schyneden to the world, c 1425 Catgkave
Chron. (Rous) 314 The moost horribil thunderes and lityn-

nyngis that evyr ony man herd, a 1470 Gregorys Chron.
in Hist. Cotl. Citizen Lond. (Camden) 185 The same yere

was Syn Poulys stypylle fyryd..whythe the Iyghtenynge.

1555 Eden Decades 98 lie shall rewarde yowe whiche
bendeth thunderynge and lyghtelyng to the destruction

280

of myscheuons men. 1591 Florio 2nd Fmites 49 It shall

be readie in les than a lightning. 1651 tr. De4aS'Cox>eras'
Don Fenisc 257 A beame of her eyes. . which lasted no longer
than a lightning. 1718 Pope Iliadxw. 725 He. .drives him,
like a Lightning, on the Foe. 1722 De Foe Plague (1754)
261 This Notion ran like Lightening thro''the City. 1841
Markvat Poacher xxvii, Our hero., ran like lightning to
the gap. 1859 All Year Round No. 17. 400 The lightning
..was chiefly 'sheet lightning', though now and then
1 chained ' or^forked ' was visible. 1880 Nature XXI. 407
A few lightnings and rather more auroras were seen.

trans/, and Jig. 1686 tr. Chardins Coron. Solyman 149
The Lightning of Royal disfavour afterwards fell on Mirza
Sadee. 1771 Mackenzie Man Feet, xxviii. (1803) 48 His
eyes lost the lightning of their fury. 1821 Shelley Death
Napoleon iii, The lightning uf scorn laughed forth As she
sung [etc.]. 1859 Tennyson* Guinevere 516 She .. Makes
wicked lightoings of her eyes.

2. slang. Gin.
1781 G. Parker Li/e's Painter 140 Noggin of lightning,

a quartern of gin. 1851 Mayhew Loud. Labour 1. 160 The ,

stimulant of a ' flash of lightning '.

3. aitrib. and Comb. : a. simple attributive, as

lighining-Jlame, -flash, -glimpse ; b. instrumental,

as lightning-blackened, -blasted, -struck adjs. ; c.

similative and parasynthetic, as lightning-footed,

-sivift, -ivinged adjs. ; lightning-like adj. and adv.

1897 Clark Russell Noble Haul 80 Abaft she was naked,
withered, and *lightning-blackened. 1821 Shelley Proiueth.
Unb. it. i. 135 Yon * lightning-blasted almond-tree. 1561
T. Norton Calvin*s Inst. 1. 8 To set the aire on fier with
lightning flames. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. il i. 3 Secure of
Thunders cracke or *hghtning flash. 1866 J. H. Newman
Gerontius § 4 Then sight. .As by a lightning-flash, will come
to thee. 1870 Bryant Iliad 1. vm. 247 Mars, the ^lightning- 1

footed. 1667 Milton P. L. w. 642 Light as the *Lightning
|

glimps they ran. a 1822 Shelley Prose ll'ks. (.1880) IIL323
* Lightning- like the vigorous maiden sirides. 1841 Keble '

Serm. xii. (1848: 311 The clear, the indisputable, the light- I

liing-like evidence, c 1820 S. Rogers Italy (1839) J 57 An
j

oak . . Now "lightning-struck. 1857 C. Uronte Professor I

II. xix. 48 So "lightning-swift is thought. 1646 Crashaw
j

Sospetto d'Herode xxx, The nimblest of the *Iightning-
[

winged loves.

d. passing into an adj. : Moving or flashing by
with the rapidity of lightning.

1640 Hp. Reynolds Passions iv, To have a vanishing and
j

lightning Fancie that knoweih not how to stay and fasten
upon any particular. 1847 Disraeli Tancred iv. xi, He
gazed with admiration on her lightning glance.

e. cSpecial combs. : lightning-arrester, a device

to protect telegraphic apparatus, etc. from lightning;

lightning-bone, ? = Fulgurite 1; lightning-
bug = F 1he-fly 1 ;

lightning-eatarrh (see quot.)

;

ligntning-condnetor, a metallic rod or wire

fixed to the summit (or other exposed point) of

a building, or the mast of a ship, to convey
lightning harmlessly into the earth or sea ;

light-

ning - diseharger = lightning-arrester ; light-

ning express U.S., a designation given to certain

very rapid trains
;

lightning-pains //., sharp,

shooting pains of momentary duration, felt by
patients suffering from locomotor ataxy {Syd. Soc.

Lex. 1SS8); lightning-paper, a kind of firework

giving off flashes of coloured light
;

lightning-
print, an appearance sometimes found on the skin

of men and animals and on clothing struck by
lightning, popularly supposed to be photographs
of surrounding objects; lightning-proof fl., pro-

tected from lightning; lightning-rod — lightning-

conductor; lightning-stone, -tnhe = Fulgurite t.

1870 F. L. Pope FJectr. Tel. iv. (1872) 44 lightning-
arresters must always be kept free from dampness and dirt.

1865 Tylor Early Hist. Alan. viiL 223 The name of 4 light-
ning-bones ', or ' thunder-bones \ given to fossil bones. 1806
Moore Song iv. Poems 166 Gleam then like the *lightning-
bug. 1850 Lyell 2nd Visit U. S. 11. 206 The elegant fire-

fly is called a lightning-bug. 1883 15. W. Richardson
Field 0/ Disease 52 A suddenly developed and intensely

severe cold or catarrh, hence sometimes called * *lightning

catarrh.' 1832 2nd Rep. Brit. Assoc. (1833) 5^4 This ship
had not a *lightning conductor up at the time. 1875 Knight
Diet. Alech.y*Lightning-discharger, i860 O. W. Holmes
Pro/. Breakf-t. vi, The *Hghtning express-tram whishes
by. 1896 Allbntfs Syst. Aled. I. 346 In organic nervous
diseases they [i. e. baths] are not to he recommended, unless
it be to relieve the *lightning pains of tabes. 1873 Si'ON

Workshop Rec. 137 * Lightning Paper. 1876 Chamb. Jml. 15

Jan. j6/i SignorOrioli brought before a scientific congress
at Naples four narratives relating to *lightning-prints.

1855 IIyhe Clarke Diet.,* Lightning-proo/. 1790 in Trans.
Amer. Philos. Soc. (1793) 111. 323 After a "lightening rod
has been erected, i860 Kmerson Coud. Life, ly-orshipWkz.
(Uohn) II. 407 The lightning-rod that disarms the cloud
of its threat. 1865 Tylor Early Hist. Alan. viii. 208 The
*lightning-stones are metals, stones, pebhles, which the fire

of the thunder has metamorphosed. 1831 Literary Gaz.
15 Jan. 44/2 * Lightning Tubes— In the neighbourhood of
the old castle of Remstein .. there have been found this

summer very firm and long vitreous tubes.

Light of love, light o' love. Also 6 light

a love, lightilove. [See Light a.1 i6.]

1. As predicative phr. : Inconstant in love.

1579 Lv^v Euphnes (Arb.) 89 Ah wretched wench, canst
thou be so lyght of loue, as to chaunge with euery winde?
159a Hvrde tr. Vives\lnstruct.Chr: Woman Nj, And if he
should mary her, he wil thinke shee will hav*e as good mind
to other, as himselfe, when sbe is so light of love.

2. As sb. f a. Inconstancy in love. Obs.
1578 T. Proctor Gorg. Gallery E iij U, The fickle are

blamed : Their lightiloue shamed.

LIGHTSOME.

b. A woman capricious or inconstant in love ; also,

in more unfavourable sense, a wanton, a harlot.

1599 Porter Angry Worn. Abingt. (Percy Soc) 35 Foule
strumpet, Light a loue, shoite heeles ! 1618 Fletcher
Chances 1. iii, Sure he has encountered Some light-o-love
or other. 1828 Scott F. At. Perth xii, You and 1 must part
sooner than perhaps a light of love such as you expected
to part with—a likely young fellow. 1892 J. Payn Mod.
Whitiington II. 167

4 My Kitty a light-o'-love—a trollop—*
and the wretched father burst into tears.

attrib. 1589 Nashe Anat. A bsurditie A i], As there was a
loyallLucretia,so there was a light a loue I-ais. 1592 Greene
ifpst. Courtier B 2 b, To warne such light a loue wenches,
not to trust euery faire promise that such amorous Uatchelers
make them. 1843 James Forest Days (1847) 25 Following ..

his light-o'-love sweetheart to the dance.

+ 3. The name of an old dance-tune. Obs.
1591 Shaks. Two Gent. 1. ii. 83. 1599 — Much Ado m.

iv. 44. 1612 Two Noble K. v. iv. ,

Iiightradge, obs. form of Lightekage.
Lights (bits),//. Forms: 2-3 lihte,4 113108,4-6

lightes, -is, -ys, 6 lyght(e)s, Sc. lichtis, lychtis,

-es, 6-7 lites, 6- lights. [Stibst. use of Light a. 1

The word Lung has the same etymological meaning, the
lungs being distinguished from the other internal parts by
their lightness.]

The lungs. Now only applied to the lungs of
beasts (sheep, pigs, bnllocks), used as food (chiefly

for eats and dogs).
taxtoo Homily in Phillipps Fragin. ^El/ric's Granwi.^

<K. (1838)6 Jtfne bermes . . litre & bine lihte. C1205 Lay.
6499 Pat deor • • raesde 0 bene stede, and for-bat him pa
breste . . bat ba lihte [c 1275 longene] and ba liuere feollen
on eorSen. ^1520 Sir Tristr. 498 l>e left schulder }af
he, Wib hert, huer and lrjtes And blod tille his quirre.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 10705 With a big arow he Rut burgh
his rybbes . . ttetwene the lyuer & the lightes launchit hym
burghe. <rj46o Towneley Afyst. xxxi. 131 Then wofully
sich wightys Shall gnawe thise gay knyghtys, Thare lunges
and thare lightys. 1513 Douglas sEneis ix. xi. 80 So deip
the grundin steyll heyd owt of sycht is, Ful hait and warm
it festnyt in hts lychtis. 1578 Lvte Dodoens \u xii. 711
IJitter Almondes doo open the stopping of the lunges or
lightes. 1596 Spenser /•*. Q. vi. iii. 26 As if his lungs and
lites were nigh asunder bra^t. 1665 Wood Li/i 12 May,
The lights of a bullock or yong oxe. 1671 Salmoh Syn.
Aled. 1. xliii. 94 The Difficulty of Breathing shews the Lights
(to he affected]. 1797 Lond. Art Cookery 133 To dress a
Calfs Pluck. l»oil the lights and part of the liver. 1835
Marryat Jac. Faith/, xii, It is a piece of lights reserved
for the dinner of the cat to-morrow. 1873 E. Smith Foods
79 The lungs, or as they are vulgarly termed lights, are
eaten as a part of the pluck or fry.

Li ghtship, [f. Light sb.] A vessel bearing

a light, esp. one with a warning light or lights

moored where a lighthouse cannot conveniently

be placed ; a floating light.

1837 Ht. Martineau Soc. Amer. II. 11 The office of the
light-ship is to tow vessels in the dark through the strait.

1870 Daily News 2 Sept. 3 The visitors to Ramsgate . . have
had an opportunity afforded them of seeing the far-famed
Goodwin lightship at close quarters.

Li'gh.t-skirts. A woman of light character.

1597-8 Bp. Hall Sat. \. viii, Solomon . . Singing his love,

the holy spouse of Christ, Like as she were some light'

skirts of the East. 1602 2ml Pt. Return Parnass. u ii. 310
Hath not Shor's wife

{
although a light skirts she, Giuen

him a chast long lasting memory? 1616 T. Tuke Treat,
agst. Paint. 39 Actions.. becomming onely light-skirts, and
idle women. 1632 Quari.es Div. Fancies iv. xii. (1660) 145
Tie tell thee, Light-skirts, whosoever taught Thy feet to

dance, thy dancing had a Fault. 1834 Sir H. Tavlor 2nd
Pt. Artevetde til. iii. 114 She's alight skirts! 1898 Lit.

World 4 Feb. 103 To consider her [Highland^ Mary's] story

.. either (1) she was something of a light-skirts, or (2) she
is a kind of Scottish Mrs. Harris,

b. attrib. (in form light-skirt).

1602 2nd Pt. Return/r. Parnass. 1. vi. 468 You light skirt

starres, this is your wonted guise, By glomy light perke out
your dontfull heads. 1619 W. Sclater Exp. \ Thess. (1630)

4$ Any light-skirt Dame, or Courtly Herodias shall rather
be imitated. 1891 W.A. Clouston in Athenaeum iOcI. 452/1
[The parrotl told tales to its master of his light-skirt wife.

Lightsome Jartstfm), a.* [f. Light a.i +
-some. Cf. MUG. Ithtsam.]

1. 1 1 aving the effect or appearance of lightness
;

now chiefly with reference to form, light, graceful,

elegant. + Also, in early use, easy. Somewhat rare.

c 1440 Promp. Pan>. 304/2 Lyghtesum, or esy (A", lihtsum),

/acilis. 1578 Chr. Prayers 77 b, Let thy yoke become sweete
and thy burthen Iightsom to me through thy crosse. 1634-5
Brereton Trav. (1844) 179 The pillars as strong as any
1 have seen, .but nothing neat or lightsome. 1737 Bracken
Farriery Impr. (1757) 1 1. 19 Nothing contributes more tu

a Horse s being easy upon the Rider's Hand, than a light-

some Fore-End, and thin Shoulders. 1759 K. Martin Nat.
Hist. Eng. 1. 1. of Wight 123 The Air of Newport is light-

some and pleasant. 1824 Miss Mitford I'iltage Ser. 1. 14

Snowy blossoms .. so lightsome, and yet so rich ! a 1851

Moir Poems* Angler ii, His hat ofwhitest straw. Lightsome
of wear. 1877 Mrs. Oliphant Alakers Flor. iv. 116 The
lofty tower, straight and lightsome as a lily.

2. Not weighed down by care, pain, or sorrow

;

light-hearted, cheerful, merry; also, enlivening,

entertaining.
? a 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 956 With ladies and with

hacheleres, Ful Iightsom and [ful] glad of cheres. c 1400
Beryn 2973 Hir thou^tis . . did hir peyn to make lissom
chere. 1390 T. Watson Ectog. Death Walsingham 121

That lightsome vaine is changd from youth to aged grauitie.

1657 Sparrow Bk. Com. Prayer (1661) 389 White garments
.. suit fitly with that lightsome affection of joy. 1679 C
N esse A fitid. agst. Popery 202 A lightsome story ofa French
gentleman . . being asked merrily [etc.]. 1712 Steele Specif



LIGHTSOME.
No. 547 p,i2, I now find myself chearful, lightsome ami easy.
1812 Byron Ch. Har. 11. xcii, Greece is no lightsome land of
social mirth. 1818 Scott //r/. Midi, xvii, Lightsome sangs
make meny gate. 1877 Mrs. Oliphant Makers Elor. ii. 39
The merry-makers were dancing .. a lightsome crowd, with
garlands and greenery,

b. Flighty, frivolous.

1533 Sir T. More iij Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. II. 52 Not
t'ppon the fallible opinion or sone spoken words oflightsome
chaungeable peple. 1800 A. Carlyle Autobiog. 524 The
neighbours . . were all very agreeable, even the clergyman's
wife, who was a little lightsome. 1890 W. A. Wallace Only
a Sister? 77 She was as good-living a woman as ever
stepped ; but lightsome like, as foreign folks are.

3. Moving lightly; lively, nimble, quick.
1601 Holland Pliny I. 37 Their sences cleare and light-

some, their wits pregnant. 1683 Tryon Way to Health xi.

{1697) 193 The Body will feel itselfmore airy and lightsomer.
1737 IIracken Farriery Impr. (1756J I. 157 Matter is drawn
off, and the Head rendered brisk and lightsome. 1798
Frere, etc. Anti-Jacobin No. 31 (1852) 171 Thy limber and
lightsome spirit bounds up against affliction. 1805 Wokdsw.
Prelude xm. 133 As lightsome as a bird. 1815 L. Hunt
Feast 0/Poets 65 Mr. Scott, .has a lightsome fancy. 1850
Tennyson In Mem. Ixv, There flutters up a happy thought,
Self-balanced on a lightsome wing. 1879 J. Hawthorne
Laugh. M. etc. 315 His lofty figure was as alert and light-

some as it was majestic.

Lightsome (bi*tsi>m\ <*.2 For forms see
Light sb. and -some. [f. Light sb. + -some.]

1. Radiant with light
; light-giving, luminous.

C1440 Promp. Parv. 304/2 Lygbtesum, or fulle of lyghte,
lutniuosus. 1530 Rastell Bk. Purgat. in. ii, The sonne &
the other sterres . . we see them so lyghtsom, so pure and
clene. 1655 Gurnall Chr. in Arm. 1. 3 Dark Lanthorn,
lightsome one way, and dark another. 1813 Shelley Q.
Mab 102 Lightsome clouds and shining seas.

b.fig.
138a Wyclif Ps. xviii[i]. 10 The heste of the Lord [is]

Itysum, li^tende e3en. 1548 Udall, etc. Krasm. Par. John
12 God the father, the fountain of all light ; from whence
what soeuer is lightsome in heaucn and earih, boroweth his
ligbt. 1570-6 Lamdarde Peramb. Kent (1826) 3 Master
Camden, the most lightsome antiquarie of this age. 1615
Bp. Hall Contempt., O. T. xi. vii, The lights of Israel ..

should be succeeded with one, much more lightsome than
they. 1728 Swift Two Lett, to Publ. Dubl. Wkly. Jml.
i. \Vks. 1824 VII. 206 You must grow from chaos and dark-
ness, to the little glimmerings of existence first, and then
Eroceed to more lightsome appearances afterwards. 1883

\. W. Dixon Mano 1. viii. 21 Those lightsome words that
warm like summer days.

2. Chiefly of an apartment, a building : Permeated
with light; well-lighted, bright, illumined.
1538 Lelano Itin. VII. 110 The Paroche Chirche is faire

and lyghtesom. 1625 Bacov Fss.
t
Building (Arb.) 548

His Stately Galleries, and Roomes, so Large and Light-
some. 1654 CoKAiNR Dianea 1. 44 The Princesse was full
of wonder . . That this habitation being under ground was
so lightsome. 1726 Leoni Designs 2/2 The Ground-floor is

..above the level of the Street, wbich .. makes the offices
beneath more lightsome. 1708 Wordsw. Goody Blake $ H.
Gill v, The long, warm, lightsome summer-day. 1873
Symonos Grk. Poets xii. 407 Beneath the lightsome vault of
heaven he stands and prays.

c 1425 St. Mary 0/Oignies t. v. in Anglia VI II. 138 J>ey
[make] lightsum be soule with a shynynge. 1587 Golding
De Mornay viii. 101 Beyond the first Olimpiade, there is

nothing but a thicke cloud of ignorance, cuen in the light*
somest places of all Greece. 1641 M. Frank Sertn. (1672) 255
The times of tbe Gospel are the only lightsome day. 1863
W. G. Blaikie BetterDays Work. People ii. 48 Wilt the six
days of labour be none the ligh isomer for the sunshine of
the day of rest?

3. Clear, perspicuous, manifest. Now rare,
1532 More Con/ut. Tindale Wks. 355/r So shall 1. .make

you that matter so lightsome and so clere. 1670 Milton
Hist, Eng. 1. Wks. 1738 II. 2, 1 .. shall endeavour .. with
plain and lightsome Brevity, to relate .. things worth the
noting. 1859 I. Taylor Logic in Theol. 269 But were not
ancient schemes oi" human nature.. far more lightsome, and
easy of apprehension.

f4. Ligbt-hued. Obs.
«iS86 Sidney Arcadia hi. (1633) 312 The lightsome colours

of affection, shaded with the deepest shadowes of sorrow.
1608 Topsell Serpents (1658) 767 Black, and not lightsome,
only about the edges of it there was some palenesse ap-
parent. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk <$ Selv. 52 It must be a
bright lightsom colour.

Lightsomely (bi-tstfmli), adv.* [f. Light-
some ay + -ly^.] Lightly, nimbly

; gaily, merrily.
1561 T. Hobv tr. Castigliones Courtyer 1. (1577) E 1 b, He

settleth himselfe lightsomly (not thinking vpon it) in a readie
aptnesse. 1668 H. More Div. Dial. in. xvi. (1713) 214 Though
the Phancy of Cuphophron may seem more than ordinary
ludibund and lightsomely sportful. 1808 Scott Marm. n.
Introd., The bugles ringing lightsomely. 1837 Hawthorne
Twice-Told T. (1851) II. ix. 131,1 perceive a flock of snow
birds, skimming lightsomely through the tempest. 1877 Mas.
Oliphant Makers Elor. iii. 88 They now most lightsomely
live in that happiness to which there comes no end.

+ Lrghtsomely, adv.* Obs. [f. Lightsome
a* + -ly Clearly, lucidly, manifestly.
c 1510 More Picus Wks. 7/1 The same thing also in his

boke, which he entitled de Ente Vno, lightsomely he
treateth. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 381 Gods favour
shining more lightsomly had scattered away the clouds of
contention. 1662 J. Chandler Van Helmonty

s Oriat. 23
It is not as yet. .made lightsomely famous.

Lightsomeness 1 (brtsfrnnes). [f. Light-
some aA + -ness.] The quality of being light-

some or not heavy; f easiness (obs.), liveliness;

cheerfulness, etc.

Vol. VI.

281

/M4o Promp. Pan: 3^/2 Lyghtesumnesse, or esynesse,
facititas. 1581 Mulcastm< Positions xxxvii. (1887) 154 By
hghtsomnesse or heauinesse in learning, by easinesse or hard-
nesse in retaining. 1617 J. Moork Mappe Mans Mortalitie
11. vn. 148 1 hough the heavy burden of our sin full flesh doe
load vs, yet hghtsomnesse it is to a Christian to thinke that
the way is not long. 1633 tr. Bruel's Praxis Med. 200 There
is no paine, but rather a lightsomnes of the body. 1668 G. C.
in H. More Div. Dial. Pref. (X713) vi, That versatility of Wit,
and hghtsomeness of Humour. 18*9 Westm. Rev. X. 428The

J
Misfortunes of Elphin ' .. lacks Hghtsomeness, grace,

and invention. 1876 Lowell Among my Bis. Ser. it 138
Drayton .

. had an agreeable Hghtsomeness of fancy. 1880
J. Fothergill Wellfields III. xi. 250 She . . was astonished
at the sudden hghtsomeness of heart which she felt. i88<
1 ater Marius the Epic ur. II. 69 Dainty as that old divinely
constructed armour of which Homer speaks, but without
its miraculous hghtsomeness.

Lightsomeness a (bi*ts£mnes). [f. Light-
some *.2 + -kess.] The quality of being lightsome,
luminous, or well-lighted; brightness; f clearness.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 304/2 Lyghtesumnesse, htminositas.

153? More Con/ut. Tindale Wks. 583/1 The faith is not
ordinarily with., open, ineuitable, and inuincible lyghtsome-
nesse inspired inio the soule. 1581 J . Bell Haddon's A nsw.
Usor. 182 b, Spoken .. with a farre more playne lightsoin-
nesse by our expositors. 1591 IIarjngton Orl. Fur. in. xvi,A darksome place with lightsomnes to fill. 1617 Collins
Def.Bp. Ely 1. iv. 170 Paul . . was dazeled with the exceeding
Ughtsomenesse. 1754 Edwakds Freed. Will tv. ix. (i 7 6->)
259 I he Sun s being the Cause of the Lightsomeness and
Warmth of the Atmosphere. 1791 Bentham Panopt. 1. 14
Airiness, Hghtsomeness, economy .. are the evident results.
X892 MacLarkn PanVs Prayers etc. 173 There are some of
you, grovelling down at the bottom of the ocean, to whom .

.

the lightness and Hghtsomeness of the pure life. .would seem
miraculous.

Lrght-toirch, v. Obs, rare- 1

, [f. Light a.
+ Touch sb.] Irans. To paint with a light touch.
1748 Thomson Cast. Indol. 1. xxxviii, Whate'er Lorrain

hght-touched with softening hue.

Lightwards (bi*tw§.idz\ adv. [f. Light sb.

+ -waud(s.] Towards the light.

1891 L. Keitji Lost Illusion 11. xix. 219 The geraniums
turned lightwards at the window.

Li ght-weight, light weight, sb. and a.
[f. Light <?.*]

A. sb. Sporting. A man or animal under the
average weight; esp. in Boxing, now usually a
competitor not exceeding ten stone. Also in Racing
handicaps, one of the horses carrying light weights,
or a jockey riding at a low weight.
1773 Burke Corr. (1844) 1. 43 i Send him a clever lad who

can ride light weights. 1823 Egan Grose's Diet. I'ulg.
Tongue, Light weights, a pugilistic expression for gentlemen
under twelve stone. 1823 'Jon Bee' Diet. Turf, Light
weight, in affairs connected with the ring, persons of 11
stone and under are light weights. 1848 Thackerav Bk.
Snobs xxxvi, As a light-weight, his skill is of the .. highest
order. 1871 M. Collins Mrq.

«J- Merch. III. iv. 112 Pre-
sently entered the landlord, .. a light weight of five-and-
thirty. 1897 Outing (U. S.) XXIX. 542/2 Some breeders of
the.. lightweights [dogs] have gone a trifle too far.

attrib. 1857 Lawrence Guy Livingstone ix. 80 Having
her [a mare] broken into a perfect light-weight hunter.
1896 Daily Nnvs 12 June 6/3 His engagement as a light-
weight jockey.

B. adj. Light in weight; said esp. of coins

-

Light, a. 1
i b. Also fig.

1809 E. S. Barrett Setting Sun I. 39 May we not see in
them the handwriting on the wall,., the end of the govern-
ment of light-weight princes? 1898 Westm. Gaz. 24 June
1/3 Some light-weight Colonial gold coins. 1898 Pall Mail
G. 3 Feb. 9/1 It is customary to start with the lightest-
weight birds—say 4 lb. 2 oz. and rising 2 oz. each bird.

Lightwood 1 (loi'twud). [f. Light a. 1
] A

name given to various trees from the lightness of
their wood ; in Australia chiefly applied to Acacia
Melafioxylon.
(The first quot. may belong to the next word : the writer

perh. mistook the reason for the appellation.)
X685 L. Wafer Voy. $ Descr. Isthmus Amer. (1699) 95
A Tree about the bigness of an Elm, the Wood of which is

very light, and we therefore call it Light-wood. 1843 J.
Backhouse Visit. Austral. Col. iv. 48 Light-wood., derives
this name from swimming in water, while the other woods
of V. D. Land, except the pines, generally sink. 1859 H.
Kingsley G. t/amlyn II. 193 A solitary dark-foliaged
lightwood. 1866 H. Simcox Rustic Rambles 54 The
numerous lightwood trees. 1866 Treas. Bot. 681/1 Light-
wood, Ceratopelalum apeialum.

Li'ghtwood 2
. North Amer. & IV. Indian.

[f. Light sb. (or Light v.2).] a. Any wood used
in lighting a fire ; in the southern states, resinous

pine-wood. b. Used as a name for various trees

(e.g. Amyris balsamifera Candle-wood) which
burn with a brilliant flame.
[1685: see prec.l 1693 Phil. Trans. XVII. 620 The

Lignum Rhodium Tree, called by the Planters of Barbados
Lightwood. 1705 R. Beverlev Virginia in. iii. § n (1855)

136 They [Indiansl generally burn pine or lightwood (that

is, the fat knots of dead pine). 1763 W. Robinson in W.
Roberts Nat. Hist. Florida 09 Oak, . . cabbage, ligbtwood,
and mangrove trees. 1859 Bartlett Diet. Amer., Light-
wood, pine wood as opposed to slower burning wood. 1888
Century Mag. XXIX. 880/2 The bright-blazing pitch-pine,

called, .'lightwood' at tbe South.
attrib. 1856 Olmsted Slave StaUs 450 Carrying light-

wood torches. 1859 K. Coanwallis Nezv World 1. 176
The ligbtwood tree grew to a height of a hundred feet.

t li'ghtwort. Obs. [f. Light(s) + Wort.]
= Lungwort. Sea 1., ? Mertensia maritima.

LIGNESCENT.
1587 Mascall Govt. Cattlt (1596) 18 Mixe the pouder

or hgnt wort (which growes among stones or on Okes.
like a dried turfe nigh the ground) with [etc.]. Ibid. 267
Fomelle, so called 111 French, in Latin Consiligo, which I
take to be the hearh called lightwort or comphere. 1770
Sir J. Hill Herb. Brit. II. 163 Pneumaria Maritima, Sea
Lightwort.

t Li'ghty, a. Obs. [f. Light sb. or +-y.]
1. Full of light, bright, shining.
1382 Wyclif Matt. xvii. 5 Loo ! a li^ty cloude shadewid

he
J
n>

, rtfui\xl - 34 If thin schal be symple, al thi body
schal he hatful [v.r. li^ti

; 1388 lijti].

2. Enlightened, well-informed.
156Z Jur_ner Bathes 1 In this our lightye and learned tyme.
tLrgialty. Obs. rare- 1

, [ad. OF. iigeauU
(Godefroy) obligation to homage, f. lige Liege.]
? A district or province in which one is a liege-lord.
1651 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. 11. xv. 134 Kings.,

must act, Per deputatum, when their Persons are absent in
another Ligialty.

f Ligiament. Obs. rare- 1

, [ad. med.L.
Ugiamenlnm, Uigius Liege.] An act of allegiance.
M3*-50tr. Higden

1 Rolls) VIII. 55 That he, his succes-
sours.and men of Scotlonde awe to make homage, ligiament
[1387 Trez'isa legeaunce], and fidelite to kynges of Vnglonde.
Ligiance, Ligier, obs. ff. Ligeance, Ledger.
Liging, Lignage, obs. ff. Lying, Lineage.
Lign-aloes (binarW). Also 4-Uigne aloes,

6-9 lignaloe, 9 (sense c) linaloa, -aloe. [ad. late
L. lignum aloes 4 wood of the aloe ' {aloes genitive
of a/oe).] a. The bitter drug aloes ; = Aloe 3. b.
Aloes-wood; -Aloe 1. c. [ = Sp. Hnaloe.] An
aromatic wood obtained from a Mexican tree of
the genus Bursera.
<ri374 Chaucer Troylus iv. nog (m7) The woful tens..

As butre weren. .as is ligne Aloes or galle. 1377 Frampton
Joy/utlA ewes 84 b, Making a Pomander of it, mingled with
Muske, Lignaloe, it doelh comfort the braine. 1611 liim.K
A um. xxiv. 6 The trees of Lign-Aloes which the Lord hath
planted. 1721 Bailev, Lign-Aloes, the Wood of Aioes, a
Drug of great Price. 1859 Hookeh in Man. Sci. En</.
428 Lign aloe.—The name of a remarkably aromatic wood
sent to the Paris Exhibition of 1855 from the department of
Vera Cruz in Mexico. 1867 Jean Ingelow Story Doom t. 18
Where the dew distilled All night from leaves of old lign aloe
trees. 1883 Ogilvie Suppl., Lina(oa,A Mexican woodletc.l.
Lignate, obs. Sc. variant of Lingot.
Lignatile (li gnalil, -oil}, a. Bot. [ad. mod.L.

ligndtilis (cf. L. saxati/is), f. L. lignum wood.]
' Living or growing upon wood, as certain mush-
rooms * (Mayne Expos. Lex. 1855).
tljigna-tion. Obsr» [ad.'L. UgnaHdn-em, f.

Hg7uui\o fetch or procure wood, f. lignum wood.]
1623 Cockeram, Lignaiion, a hewing or puiueying of

wood. 1721 in I>ailev.

t Iiigna-tor. Obs.-° [L.,f. lign<l;f(see prec.).]
1623 Cockeram, Lignator,he which doth it [sc. lignation].

Ligne, obs. form of Line.

t Ligneal, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. L. ligne-us

Ligneous + -al.] Ligneous; (in quot.) obtained
from wood. So f Lig-nean a. Obs.— °

1599 A. M. tr. Galelhouer's Bk. Physicke 190/2 lie may
vse this ligneal water ; Take of the best Ligni Guaiaci
[etc. ]. 1656 Blount Glossogr., L igneous, Liguean, of wood
or timber, wooden, or full of wood.

flii'gnee. Obs. In 5 lignye, lygnee, -nye,
lyneo. [a. F. lign<fe, f. ligne Line sb* Cf. Pr.

lin/iada.] «= Linkage. (Freq. in Caxton.)
a X450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 109 lacob and Alia prated

that God wolde yeue his children lynee and generacion
and multiplicacion% <-i477 Caxton Jason 68 b, Salathiel
whiche was of the lignye of the Hebrews. 1490 — Eneydos
vi. 29 To thende that their name perysshe not wythoute re*

membraunce for faulte of lygnee. c 1500 Melusint i. 6 The
noble lynee whiche yssued of the said woman.
Ligneous (lrgn/as), a. \f. L. ligne-tis (f.

lign- urn wood) + -ous. Cf. F. ligneux.]

1. Of the nature of wood
;
woody : said esp. of

plants and their texture (opposed to herbaceous).
1626 Eacon Sylva § 504 They being of a more Ligneous

Nature, will incoiporate with the Tree it selfe. 1646 Sir
T. Browne Pseud. Ep. vi. xii. 334 The exhalations from
ligneous and lean bodies, as bones, hair, and the like. 1725
Bradley Earn. Diet. s.v. Plants, Under-Shrubs or ligneous
Plants, are those that are less ihan Shrubs. 1792 Belknap
Hist. New Hampsh. III. 118 That fossil, ligneous subslance
called peat. 1802 ISingley Atrim. Biog. (1813) III. 247 To-
wards the centre the galls are hard and ligneous. 1834
Mrs. Somerville Connex. Phys. Sci. xxvii. (1849) 365 In
approaching the equator, the ligneous exceed the number of
herbaceous plants. 1884 Bowek & Scott De Bary's Phanet.
176 The., secondary bast of ligneous Dicotyledons.

2. (A mod. use, chiefly jocular?) Made or con-
sisting of wood, wooden. Alsofig.
Ligneous marble. f wood coated or prepared so as to re-

semble marble ' (Ogilvie r882).

1812 H. & J. Smith Rej. Addr. x. (1873) 94 That ligneous
barricado, which .. now serves as the entrance of the lowly
cottage. 1859 Sala Tw. round Clock (1861) 62 The ligneous
charger . . painted bright cream-colour [etc.], 1865 Daily
Tel. 18 Oct. 7/5 Fraschini, who is ligneous as ever, and
looks as if he were cut out of serviceable oak.

Lignescent (ligne-sent), a. rare. [f. h.tign-itm
wood + -escent.] Tending to be ligneous or woody.
a 1706 Evelyn Sylva 1. ii. (1776) 66 Suffrutices are shrubs

lower than the former, lignescent, and more approaching to
the stalky herbs Lavender, Rue, &c. 1731 Bailey vol. II,

Lignescent, growing wooden, becoming wood. (In some
mod. Dicts.J
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Iiigni- (li'gni), comb, form of L. lignum wood,
as in Xd'jpiicole, Llgni coline adjs. [L. colere to

inhabit], growing on wood, as some mosses, 1 ichens,

and fungi {Cent. Diet.). Iilgnicolous (-i'ktfbs)

a. [f. as prec. + -ous], living in wood; * applied to

certain bivalve shells which establish themselves

in wood* (Mayne Expos. Lex. 1855). Ligni*

ferous (-i-feras) a. [see -ferous], bearing or pro-

ducing wood (ibid.) . Ligniform a. [see -form], of

the form or appearance of wood. Iilgniperdons

(-paudas) a. [L. perd2re to destroy], wood-de-

stroying. Hgnlvorous (-i-voras) a. [L. -vorus

devouring], wood-devouring.
1796 Kirwan Elem. Min. (ed. 2) II. 60 *Ligniform Carbon,

ated Wood. 183a Lvell Princ. Geo/. II. vii. 122 Beetles, and
many other kinds of *ligniperdous insects have been in-

j

troduoed into Great Britain in timber. 1826 Kirby & Sp.

Entomol. xlix. (1828) IV. 492 In the saprophaga, the *lig-
j

nivorous tribes form more than a half. 1863 Bates Nat.
'

Amazon v. (1864) 128 The felled timber attracts lignivorous

insects.

f Iii-gnicide. Obs.— ° [ad. L. lignieid-a, f.

lignum wood + -clde're, exdere to cut.] A wood-
cutter (Blount Glossogr. 1656).

Lignification (lignifik^'Jan). [f. next: sec

-FiCATiox.] The process of becoming ligneous.

1808 Good in Ann. Reg., Char, etc 112 We cap trace

the age of a tree with a considerable degree of certainty, by
allowing a year for every outer circle, and about two or

three years for the complete lignification of the innermost.

1877 Bennett tr. Thome s Bot. 22 The lignification or con-

version into cork of cell-walls. 1885 Goodale Physiol. Bot.

62 Lignification may increase the thickness of the cell-wall.

Lignify lrgnifaH, v. [f. L. lign-um wood +
-(i)fy.J a. trans. To convert into wood; to

make ligneous. Chiefly in pa. pple. and a.

Lrgnified. b. in/r. To become wood.
i8aS in Webster [trans, and intr\ 1830 Lindlev Nat.

Syst. Bot. 133 Lignified vessels. 1875 Bennett & Dvkb
Sachs' Hot. 33 The corky and lignified scales of the cell-wall.

1884 Sophie Herrick Wonders ofPlant Li/ex. 6 The proto-

plasm disappears, the cellulose lignifies. 1884 Blackmore
Tommy Upm. 1. xvii. 263 A lignified turnip.

Iiignin li gnin . Chcm. Also -ine. [f. L.

lign-um wood + -IN An organic substance,

forming the essential part of woody fibre.

1822 Imison Sci. Art II. 131 When a piece of wood has
|

been boiled in water and in alkohol . .what remains insoluble

is the woody fibre, or lignin. 1859 Fownes' Chcm. 360 Pure
lignin is tasteless, insoluble in water and alcohol, and ab-
solutely innutrkious. 1894 D. H. Scott Struct. Bot. \.

Flowering PI. 56 The woody character ofthe cell-walls of the

xylem is due to the presence of a substance called lignine.

b. Comb. : lignin-dynamite (see quot.).

1883 Fortn. Rev. May 645 ' Lignin-dynamite ', as the

wood sawdust saturated with nitro-glycenne. .is called.

Lignite (li*gn3it). Min. [a. F. lignite (A.

Brongniart in 1 807), f. L. lign-um wood : see -ite.]

A variety of brown coal bearing visible traces of

its ligneous structure.

i8p8 T. Allan Names Min. 42. 1849 Murchison Sihtria
xii. 307 The pitch-lakes of Trinidad .. are known to exude
from Tertiary lignite*. 1872 Nicholson Palxont. 501 The
lignites of Austria have yielded very numerous plant-remains.

atlrib. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIII. 480/2 In the Ible of Wight
(Alum Bay) lignite beds.. occur. 1851 Illnstr.Catal. Ct.

Exhib. 1 125 Lignite blocks ..used as a combustible.

Lignitic (Iigni'tik), a. [f. Lignite + -ic]

Pertaining to, or of the nature of, lignite.

1843 in Humble Diet. Geol. etc. i85i Dana Man. Geol. III.

507 A Lignitic formation. 1884 Manch. Exam. 20 Aug. 6/3

Lar^e masses of peat, lignitic branches, .and animal remains.

IiignitiferotLS (lignitrferos^, a. [f. Lignite
+ -(i)fehous.} Producing lignite.

1859 Page Handbk. Geol. Terms, Lignitiferous, applied

to strata or formations which contain subordinate beds of
lignite or brown-coal. 1882 Pop. Sci. Monthly XX. 431 The
lignitiferous beds of France.

Lignitize Oi-gnit->iz), v. [f. Lignite + -ize.]

trans. To convert into lignite.

1886 A mcr. Jrnl. Sci. Ser. ill. XXXI. 203 A large log

two feet in diameter, and completely lignitized, was also seen.

Iiigno- (li'gni), used as a combining form of L.

lignum wood (cf. Ligni-) in a few scientific and

technical terms. Xtlgnoce'llulose, Lignoce rlo

a. [L. cera wax] (see quots.)v f Li-gnogrraph
[-graph], a wood-engraving, fIconography,
wood engraving. iiLgno-suIphuTlc a. = Sulpho-
lignic a.

1900 Jackson Gloss. Boi. Terms 47 *Lignocelluloses, lignin

combined with cellulose, as in Jute fibre. 1888 Syd. Soc.

Lex., *Lignoceric acid, Cjm H48 O2 «= C2j W\t . CO-> H. A
fatty acid contained in paraffin and in beech-wood tar.' 1844
Mantell Medals Creation I. xviii. Contents, The excellent

artists by whom tbe *lignographs or wood-cuts were en-

graven. 1849 Chambers %

s Inform. 11. 721/1 The art of

Wood-Engraving, or, as it is sometimes more learnedly

termed . . Xylography and *Lignography. 18^5 Ogilvie
SuppL, *Ligno-sutphnric acid, sulpholignic acid, obtained

by the action of sulphuric acid on lignine.

Lignoill (li*gn^,in). Chem. [f. L. lign-um wood
+ 0 (? after benzoin or aloin) + -IN*.] A brown
snbstance (C2oH 23NOg) obtained by Reichel from

old Hnanuco bark. 1865 Watts Diet. Chem. 111. 695.

Iiignone (li'gnoun). Chem. [f. as prec. + -one.]

(See cjuots.)
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1844 Fownes Chem. 421 A specimen of wood-spirit .. was
found by Gmelin to contain a volatile liquid, differing in

some respects from acetone, to which he gave the term
lignone. 1865 Watts Diet. Chem. 111. 695 Lignone or
Xylite. These names were applied to a volatile liquid of
variable composition .. obtained from crude wood-spirit by
treatment with chloride of calcium, and subsequent rectifica-

tion. 1885 Goodale Physiol. Bot. 36 note, Lignone, insoluble
in water, alcohol and ether ; soluble in ammonia, potassa
and soda.

Iiignose (li*gn0«s), a. and sb. [ad. L. lignos-ns,

f. lignum wood : see -ose.] A. adj. « Ligneous.
1698 Phil. Trans. XX. 465 Those Plants are more fit for

dying Cloth, which are Lignose. 1855 in Mayne Expos.
Lex. In mod. Diets.

B. sb. a. Chem. One of the constituents of
lignin. b. 'A Silesian blasting powder made of

woody fibre charged with nitro-glycerine ' (Knight
Diet. Meek. Suppl. 1884).
1878 A. II. GaEEN Coal v. 165 The lignose in its turn can

be changed into cellulose. 1885 Goodale Physiol. Bot. 36
note, Lignose. insoluble in water, alcohol, ether, and am-
monia ; soluble in solutions of potassa or soda.

Iiignosity (lign^-sTti). rare- 0
, [f. Lignous

or Lignose + -ity.] The condition of being lig-

neous or woody. 1888 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Iiignot, obs. Sc. variant of Lingot.

Iiignons (li'gnas), a. rare or Obs. [ad. L.

lignds-us, f. lign-um wood : see -ous.J «= Ligneous.
1664 Evelvn A'al. liort. July (1679) 21 Slip Stocks, and

other lignous Plants and Flowers. 1673 Phil. Trans. VIII.
6133 Its [the Skin of a Root] compounding parts, likewise

Parenchymous, and Lignous. 1707 Curios, in ttusb. <$

Card. 38 The Lignous Body is a Substance whose Con-
texture is more .. close than that of the Uark. 1756 P.

Bbowne Jamaica 229 The nut or shell appears as if it had
been composed of lignous fibres strongly interwoven. 1831

J. Davies Man. Mat. Med. 75 The remainder is a lignous
substance. 1855 Mayne Expos. Lex. s.v. Lignostts.

Iiigxmm 1 (li'gn^m). [L. lignum wood.]

|| 1. Bot. The wood of exogenous plants, compris-

ing both alburnum and duramen.
1826 Good Bk.,Nat. 1. 190 The whole of the liber of one

vear. .becomingthe alburnum ofthe next, and the alburnum
becoming the lignum. 1866 in Treas. Bot.

|| 2. Occurring, with qualification, in the names of

various trees and woods : lignum aloes (f occas.

aloe) — Lignaloes
; flignum aquilaj, aloes-wood ;

f lignum rhodium, candle-wood, Amyris bal*

samifera ; flignum sanctum, a name for Lignum
V1T.E.

C1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxxiii. 150 pe Iree bat es called

lignum aloes. 1525 tr. Jerome ofBrunswick's Surg. T iij a/2
Take lignum aloes .ij. ounces. 1529 Doctors' Commons
Wills (Camden) 14 My beades of lignum alweys dressed
with gouldc. 1553 Lignum Sanctum [see Guaiacum i],

1555 Eoen Decades 239 Lignum aloe, blacke, heauy and fine.

1558, 1604 [see GuajacJ. 1600 J. Pory tr. Leo's Africa
Introd. 41 Here groweth the right Lignum Aquila;, which
is of so excellent vertue in phisick. 1669 DavDEN Tyrannic
Love iy. i. Wks. 1883 111. 421 The chalks and chips of lig-

num aloes. 1693 Lignum Rhodium [see Lightwood 2], 174!
Compl. Fant.-Piece 1. i. 56 The Powder of Lignum Aloes.

3. Short for Lignum vjt.e.

1899 Shrffield manufacturer s list, Braces, Beech and
Lignum Head.

Lignum - (li gnum). Austral. [Corruption of

mod.L. polygonum^ ' A bushman's contraction

for any species of the wiry plants called poly-

gonum* (Morris Austral Eng.). In quots. attrib.

i860 Mas. Meredith Tasmanian Friends Foes xxviii.

180 Tbe poor emus had got down into the creek amongst
the lignum bushes for a little shade. 1896 H. Lawson When
World was Wide 135 (Morris) By mulga scrub and lignum
plain.

Illiigntim vitse (1i*gn#m vai-tJ). [L.=wood
of life.J

1. A tree ; = Guaiacum i . Applied also to several

other trees having wood of similar properties.

1597 Geraroe Herbal 111. cxviii. 1309 Italian Lignum vita?,

nr woodc of Life, groweth to a faire and beautiful tree. 1655

J. S. Jrnl. Eng. Army in W. /tidies 18 Of .. Mastick and
Lignum vitaj trees there are good plenty. 1711 E. Cooke
Voy. S. Sea 326 The Trees 1 observ'd here, were Lignum
Vitaj, Birch. .and many more. 179* [see Guaiacum \\ 1866

Morning Star 17 Mar, The lignum vitac is putting forth

its blossoms. 1866 Treas, Bot., Lignum vita; nf New South
Wales, Acacia falcaia. Lignum vita; of New Zealand,
Metrosideros bu.vifolia. Bastard lignum vitae, Badiera
diversifolia.

2. The wood of this tree ;« Guaiacum 2.

1594 Blundevil Exerc. y. xii. (1636) 556 Wood of Brasill,

wood of Guaicum, called Lignum vita;. 1660 Psrvs Diary
21 Nov., This morning my cozen Thomas Pepys, the turner,

sent me a cupp of lignum vita; for a token. 1703 Moxon
Mech. Exerc. 74 If it be very hard Wood you are to Plane
upon, as Box, Ebony, Lignum Vitae, &c. 1817 J. Adams
Let. 5 June Wks, 1856 X. 263 Mr. Adams was born and
lempered a wedge of steel to^ split the knot of lignum
vitae, wbich tied North America lo Great Britain. 1886
Ruskin Prarterita I. iii. 85 My loy-bricks of lignum vita;

had been constant companions.

3. The resin obtained from this tree; «= Guaiacum 3.

1611 CoTGft., Gayac, Gwacum» Lignum vitae, Pockcwood.
1616 . Bullokar, Guaiacum, a wood called by some Lig'
nam vitae. It is much vsed in physickc against the
French disease. 1686 S. Sewall Diary 2 Jan. (1878) 1, 116

Discoursed with Ralf Carter about Lignum Vitae.

Lignye, variant of Lignee. Obs.

Ligoustre, variant of Ligustue, Obs.

LIGURB.

11 Ziigula (li'gitfla). [L. ligula strap, spoon,
by-form of lingula, f. lingua tongue.]

1. A narrow tongue-like strip or fillet.

'

a. Bot. A narrow strap-shaped part in a plant, as the
* limb ' of a ray floret in composite flowers, a projection from
the top of a leaf-sheath in grasses, ' an appendage at the base
of some forms ofCorona' (Henslow 1856). b. Eut. (a) The
tongue' of Crustaceans, Arachnids, and Insects, being
a horny, membranous, or fleshy anterior part of the labium.
0) A tongue-like process on the elytra of certain aquatic
beetles {Cent. Diet.). a Anat. 'A thin lamina occupy-
ing the angle between the cerebellum and the rcstiform
body* (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1888).

a. 1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. 1. xix. (1765) 50 Ligula, a nar*
row Tongue, or Fillet. 1845 Lin dleyScA. Bot. \. (1858) 10 [In
grasses] there is often a thin membrane called a ligula, at the
upper end of the sheath. 1876 H arley Jtlat. Med. (ed. 6) 371
Narrow leaves, with a long slit sheath and stipules adherent,
forming a membranous ligula. 1882 Vines Sachs' Bot. 392
Lycopodiaceae. ..The leaves have no ligula.

b. 1826 Kiaey & Sp. Eniomol. 111. 363 Ligula, a capil-
lary instrument between the lancets ; probably representing
the tongue of the perfect mouth. 1828 Stark Elcm. Nat.
{list. II. 218 The labium.. is formed of two parts; one
inferior, .is the chin {menturn), the other membranous [etc.]

..is termed ligula. 1834 McMlrtrie Cuviers Anim.
Kingd. 424 Their antennae are always geniculate, and the
ligula is small, rounded and concave, or cochleariform.
C. 1848 Quains Anat. (ed. 5) II. 724 The diverging pos-

terior pyramids and restiform bodies surmounted along their
margin by a band of nervous substance called the ligula.

2. A genns of cestoid worms, typical of the/am ily

Ligulid,? ; a worm of this genns.
1840 E. Bi.vth. etc. Ctr.ner's Anim. Kingd. (1849) 649 The

fourth Family of the Parenchymata— the Cestoidea—consists
of only a single genus,—Ligula. These are the simplest in
their organization of all the Kntozoa. 1876 Beneden's Anim.
Parasites Introd., When Rudolphi spoke of the ligula; of
fishes which could continue to live in birds.

3. A genus of molluscs {Cent. Diet.).

1859 Sowerby Conch. Manual 56.

Ziigular (li*gi//laj), a. [f. LiguIa + -ar. Cf.

K. ligulaire.] Pertaining to or resembling a 1 igula.

1875 Bennett & Dver Saclts* Bot. 471 At the point where
the lamina bends back from the unguis, ligular structures
are often formed on the inner or upper side.

Ligulate (H'gitfl^), a. [f. Ligula + -ate 3.]

1. Jiaving the form of, or furnished with, a lignla

;

strap-shaped ; Bot. applied esp. to the ray florets

of some composite flowers, and to flowers having

a monopetalous corolla slit on one side and opened
flat

1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. 1. xix. (1765) 49 Ligulate, when
all the Corollulae . . of the Florets arc plane, flat,.. and ex-

panded towards the outer Side. 1785 Martvn Rousseau's
Bot. x. (1794) xoi He calls .. the semi-florets, ligulate flos-

cules. 1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 187 The 5 segments
that make up the ligulate floret of a Composita, 1839 Penny
Cycl. XIII. 480/2 Ligulate flowers, are such as have a
monopetalous corolla slit on one side and opened flat, as in

the Dandelion Lilac. 1846 Dana Zooph. (1848) 580 Axis ..

of the branchlets ligulate. 1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 196
Daisy,. . Ray-flowers many, i-seriate, female, ligulate. 1875
Bennett & Dykr Sachs' Bot. 547 When the leaf is ligulate

and its insertion broad. 1877 Ooues & Allen N. Amer.
Rodcntia 239 The rudimentary pollex of Myodes bears a
large ligulate nail.

2. Of letters : Connected by a band,
1851 D. Wilson Preh. Ann. (1863) II. 75 A good example

of ligulate letters, which English antiquaries are familiar

with, not only on the pottery, but also on the altars and in-

scribed tablets of the Anglo-Roman period.

So Xii'srnlated a., in the same senses.

1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Ligulatcd floscules. ' 1777 G.
ForstEk Voy. ronmi World II. 15 Some wore round coro-

nets of the small ligulated feathers of the man of war bird.

1855 Mayne Expos. Lex. (s. v. Ligulifomiis), Ligulated
corols. 1864 T. WaiGiiT in Jntell. Observ, No. 34. 231
Doubled or ligulated letters.

Lignle (H gwl). [ad. L. Ligula ; cf. F. lignle.]

1. s Ligula i. -

186a in Cooke Man. Bot. Terms. 1870 Hooker Stud.
Flora 184 Compositac, Corolla.. ligulate, lobes elongate
and connate into a strap-shaped or elliptic ltgulc. 1872
Oliver Eletn. Bot. \\. 277 Observe, in any common Grass

w
.. the ligule, a scale-like stipular projection at the base of

* the blade of the leaf, where it passes into the sheath. 1877
Coues & Allen N. Amer. Rodentia 528 The end of this

liguie or girdle of bone thus encircling the tympanic.

1 2. 'A small (Romane) measure containing about
a spoonefull ; and in weight three drammes, and a
scruple ' (Cotgr.). Obs.
1601 Hollanij Pliny 11. 41 If it be taken to the weight or

qnantitic of two or three Ligules, it cures those who letc.J.

Xiiguli- (H'gitfri), comb, form of Ligula in

botanical terms, as liguliferons (see -feroi/s),

ligulijlorale, -Jlorons (L. flor-, fids flower), lignli-

folius (L. folium leaf), liguliform (see -form).
1855 Mayne Expos. Lex., Liguliferus. .. Applied by De

Candolle to compound flowers which become double by the

change of their corols into elongated little tongues or li-

gules ; *liguliferous. ..Ligitl>flori4s..*\\g\iWf\otoMS. Ligule^
folius. . . Having linear leaves, as the Eryn^ittm UguLe-
folium : *Hgulifolious. 1888 Syd. Soc. Lex., * lAguliflorate,

same as Liguliflorons. Ltgnlifiorous, applied to the

corona of the Compositae when it is entirely composed of

ligulate florets. 1816 Kirby & Sp. Entontol. 1 V. 312 "Liguli-

form, When it [tongue] emerges from the labium, is short,

flat, and not concealed within the mouth. 1880 Gaay Struct.
Bot. 418/2.

fLigurate, v. Obsr° [Badly f. L. ligurire.].

1623 Cockeram 11, To Feed daintily, ligurate.

Iiignre (li-giu*j). Also 4 lugre, ligurie, -y,



LIGURIAN.

7 lygure. Also in Lat. form ligurius, 6 erron.

ligurios. [ad. L. ligurius (Vulgate), ad. Gr.
Xtyvptov (Exod. xxviii, LXX), app. a variant of
a word which appears in many different forms,

as Xayovpiov
t
Xayyovptmr, Xvyyovptov, Kuyxovpiov

;

the last of these (adopted in late L. as lyncurius) is

connected with the mediaeval notion that the stone

was a concretion of the urine of the lynx (Gr. Xvyx-,

\vy£ lynx, ovpov urine). The word may conceiv-

ably have some connexion with the source of
Azuke, Lazuli.] Some precious stone.

£•1305 Land Cokayne 91 Smaragde lugre and prassiunc.
138a Wvclif Exod, xxxix. 13 He pulte in it foure ordres
of gemincs .. in the thridde [wasl ligury 1 1388 HgurieJ,
achatese, amalist. 1398 Trevisa BartJi. De P. A\ xvr. lix.

(M95) 572 Ligurius is a stone lyke to Electrum in colour.

>53S Coverdale Exod. xxviii. 19 A Ligurios, an Achatt
and an Ametyst. [1611 a Lygure, an Agate, and an Anie-
thist.) 1567 aIaplet Gr. Forest 13 b, Ligurius, is a stone
in^ colour lyke to Tin. 1737 Whiston Josephus, Antiq. 111.

vii. §51.80. \f$o\t.Lconardns\Mirr. Stones 118 Ligurius,

as some fancy, is like the Elcctorius, and draws Straws.

1855 E. Smedley Occult Sci. 357 Ligure. Said to attract

straws like amber.

Ligurian (laigiuVrian, lig-), a. and sb. [f. L.

Liguria (f. Ligur-, nom. Ligur, Ligtts= Gr. Aryus,

pi. Aiyvcs Ligurian) +-AN.] a. adj. Belonging to

ihc country anciently called Liguria in Cisalpine

Gaul, including Genoa, parts of Piedmont and
Savoy, etc. Now sometimes used by ethnologisLs

as the distinctive epithet of a race of mankind sup-

posed to be typically represented by the ancient

Ligurians or their modern descendants, b. sb.

An inhabitant or native of Liguria ; a person be-

longing to the Ligurian race ; also, a Ligurian bee.

Ligurian bee", a kind of honey-bee, Apis ligustHca, in-

digenous in southern Europe. Ligurian republic'* the
republic of Genoa, 1797-1805.
1601 Holland Pliny 1. 57 Of the Ligurians, the most

renowned beyond the Alpes, are the Snllij, Deceates, and
Oxubij. 163a Litiigow Trav. 1. 1 1 [I am] vnwilling to

make relation of my passing through the Sauoyean, ami
Ligurian Alpes. 1795 Gifford Mxviad (1706) 58 Together
we explored the stoic page Of the Ligurian, stern tho'

beardless sage [Persitis]. 1797 Encycl. Brit, (ed. 3) X. 72/2
There is a great disagreement among authors concerning the
origin of the Ligurians, though most probahly they were
descended from the Gauls. 1813 Soltuev Life Xelson vi,

About seventy sail of vessels belonging to the Ligurian
republic 1841 W. Spalding Italy <$ //. /si. Ml. 54 It is

best exemplified by the constitution of the Italian Republic,
which was closely copied in the Ligurian. 1875 J. Hunter
Bee-keeping 141 {heading) Ligurian bees and the methods of
Ligurianizing an apiary, /bid., The name ' Ligurian * ap-

pears to have been given by Spinola, who described it

in 1805. /bid., On the 19th of July, 1859, the Ligurian Bee
was introduced to England, /bid. 143 Many Bee-keepers.

.

have successfully replaced their Black (Queens with Li-

gurians, and so eventually succeeded in Ligurianizing their

whole apiary. 1889 I. Taylor Origin Aryans 214 The
primitive Aryans must be sought for among the four Euro-
pean rates—Scandinavian, Celtic, Ligurian, and Iberian.

Hence Ligprrianize v. trans., to make (a colony

of bees) Ligurian. 1875 Tsee above].

Ligurie : see Ligure, Ligury.

tLigurine. Obs, rarer- 1
, [ad. mod.L. ligur-

intts, app. a subst. use of L. Ligurinus Ligurian.]

? Some fringilline bird.

1572 Bossewell Ar/norie u. 105 A Ligurine's head rassed

vert, bearing a thistet Or... The birde Ligurinus feedeth
muche vpon thistles.

+ Ligu*rion. Obsr 0 [ad. late L. ligurion-em

(Du Cangc), f. ligiirlre to be dainty, greedy.]

1656 Blount Glossogr.
f
Ligurion, a devourer, a spend*

thrift.

Ligurite (li'giurait). Min. [Named by D.
Viriani in 1813 from Liguria : see Ligurian and
-he.] An apple-green variety of titanite.

"

>
1816 W. Phillips tntrod. Min. (1823) 207 Ligurite. .occurs

in a sort of talcose rocks, .in the Appenmnes. 1839 Penny
Cycl. XIII. 481/1 Ligurite, this mineral occurs crystallized ;

the primary form is an oblique rhomhic prism. 1865 Watts
Diet. Cheat. III. 695 Ligurite, a mineral having the angles
and character of sphene (Dufrenoy) found in a talcose rock

in the Appennines.

Iiigur(r)ition (ligiurrJVn). rare, [a. L. //-

gur{r)itidn-em, f. ligur(r)ire to be dainty, to lick

up.] Gluttonous devouring, licking.

1623 Cockeram, Lignrition, greedinesse, Iycorousnesse.

1644 Vindex Anglicns 6 {in list of ' inkhorn ' terms). 1656

Blount Glossogr., Lignrition, a gluttonous devouring ; im-

moderate appetite. 1859 Farrar J. Home 94 Slovenly

servants employed in the emptying of wine-glasses and the

ligurritton of dishes.

tLi'gury. Obs — 0 -Ligurine.
1598 Florio, Spitw,. .the bird Ligurie or a Siskin. 1659

Torriano, Sp/no,. .a Ligury or Siskin-bird.

Ligury : see Ligure. .

t LigU'Stre. Obs. In 5 lygoustre. [a. OF.
ligustre or ad. L. lignstr-um privet.] Privet.

1480 Caxton Ovid's Met. xih.xv, O Galathee, more whyte
than the floure of lygoustre or of lylye.

Ligustrin (ligtf'strin). Chew. \(. L. Itgns-

trttm privet + -in 1. Cf. F. ligustriue.) The bitter

principle of privet.

1865 Watts Diet. Chem. III. 695 The leaves of privet

yield, according to Polex ..a yellow, hygroscopic bitter ex-

tract, called ligustrin.
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Ligynge, Ligyor, obs. ff. Lying, Ledger.
Lih- : see Lie v.* and v.*

Iiihjen, Lih^ere, obs. ff. Laugh v.
y
Liar.

Lihinde, obs. form of Lying ///. a,

Liht, obs. f. Light ; var. Lite Obs., delay.
Lij- : see Lie v.* and v.2

Lijf, obs. form of Life, Lief.
Jjjjk, obs. form of Lich (body, corpse), Like.
Iiijt, variant of Lite Obs., delay ; obs. f. Light.
Lik : see Lich, Lick, Like.
Likable, Likame : see Likearle, Licham.

fLi-kance. Obs. rare- 1
. In 5 lykance. [f.

Like v. +-ance.] Liking; pleasure.
c 1460 Towncley Myst. xxiv. 56 Loke that ye lowte to my

lykance.. dilygently ply to my plesance.

Likcour, obs. lorm of Liquor.

Like (bik), sbA [f. Like v.]

fl. (One's) good pleasure. (Also//.) Obs.
? a 1435 Cursor M. 2997 (Trim) What haue I done a^cyn hi

like [Pair/, be to myslike] 1 161$ Latham Falconry (1633)
75 Shee may doe all things at her ownc likes.

f2. A liking (for). Const, of. Obs.
1589 Nashk Anat. Absurd. Eijb, Being wonne to haue

a fauourable like of Poets wanton lines.

3. In mod. use //. (rarely sing.), likes (coupled
with dislikes) : Feelings of affection or preference
for particular things

; predilections.

1851 Mayhew Lotul. Labour (1861) II. 495 She used to
say, 1

It was not her likes, but her husband's, or she'd have
had me back.' 1873 Black Pr. Thule xii. 180 Her odd likes
and dislikes. 1889 F. M. Crawford Grcifenstein III. xxii.

41, I do not care a straw for his like or dislike.

Like (teik), a., adv. {con/.), and sb .2 Forms :

a. 4-5 liche, lyche, (also 6 arch.) lich, (4
liche, 5 lych, leyge\ 0. 3-4 lie, 3-5 lik, 4 liik,

lije, 4-5 lijk(e, lick(e, 4-7 lyke, Sc. lyk, 5 lek(e,

lyek, 6 leeke, lyeke, AV. lyik, 4^ like. Com-
parative, a. 3-4 licchere, liehyr, ?lecho(u)re.
/3. 3-4 lickor, lyekore, 4 lykker, 4 6 lyker,

(Sc. -ar), 5 licker, likkir, 6- liker. Superlative.

4 lickest, 4 6 likkest, lykest, 4- likest. [Early

MK. lich, lik (?latc OK. *lic\ shortened form
(=OX. Uk-r, Sw. lik, Da. lig) of Ob;. gelic =
OFris.^///', OS.gilik (Du. gc/i/h), OllG. gilih

(MHG. gelich, mod.G. gleich), O'S.glik r
t
Goth.

galeiks OTeut. *galiko- f. prcf. ga- (correspond-

ing in meaning to L. com-) + *liko- body, form
;

the word is thus etjmologically analogous to L.

conform is Conform a. The OK. gelic survived

into early mod. Eng. as V-LIKE : see also Alike a.

The OE. *lfc yields normally lich in Southern and lik in

Northern ME. The former type did not survive after the

14th c. ; the prevalence of the /3 form may be partly due
to the analogy of the comparative, where the k is normal in

all dialects, though the forms with ch were not uncommon.
The inflected comparative and superlative are now rare in

educated «use exc.poet. or rhetorical.]

I A. adj.

1. Having the same characteristics or qualities

as some other person or thing; of approximately
identical shape, size, colour, character, etc., with

something else ; similar
;
resemhling

;
analogous.

(In the negative phrases, there is none or nothing
like —, the adj. assumes a pregnant 361136 = ' so

good or wonderful as
1

.)

a. Const, to, unto (now arch.;, north. +////, f °f
with (arcfO, \ as.

cizoo Ormin 7931 Pe^re sang i^s lie wibb wop. a 1300
Cursor A/. 9524 And algat til his fader like [Go/t. of his

fader liche; Trin. his fadir liche]. /bid. 18861 pe tane es

to be tober like. 1377 Langl. P. Pi. B. ix. 33 He . . made
: man likkest [v.r. I-likest] to hynvself one. c 1380 Wvclif
;
Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 245 pe wille of God mut nedis be good,

licke to be Fadir of hevene. e 1420 Chron. Vilod. st. 108

He hadde a gret hedde leyge to a gret blok. e 1430 /tymns
Virg. 47 Liik to him y neucre noon knewe. c 1449 Pecock
Repr. iv. vii. 458 The. .seid principal governauncis ben of

lijk state, condicioun, nature, and merit with this present.

.

principal gouernaunce. 1514 Barclay Cyt. <fr
Uplondyshni.

(Percy Soc) 28 What is more folysshe, or lyker to mad-
nesse, Than to spend the lyfe for glory, & rychesse? 1339
W. Cunningham Cos/nogr. Glasse 17 A sphere of rounde
fourme, like unto a Ball. 1571 MS. Depos. Canterb. Cathe-

dral Libr. xvili. lf.6ob, You did say that one of Agnes Fub
lagor's children ys leeke vnto me. 16. * Ballad, Mary
Ambree 32 (Percy MS.) There was neuer none like to

Mary Aumbree. 1604 E. G[rimstonf.] D'Acosta's Hist,

/udies iv. xxxviii. 314 It is in face like to a monkie. 161

1

Bible Acts xiv. 15 Wee also are men of like passions with

you. 1670 Baxter Cure Ch. Div. 238 You would shew
yourselves much bker to God who is love, and unliker

to Satan the accuser. 1709 Mrs. Manley Secret A/em.

(1736) II. 68 Are not these Shrieks like as those from a
Woman in Distress? 1736 Butler Anal. 1. iii. 101 A state

of trial, .analogous or like to our moral or religious trial.

1796 Mrs. Glassk Cookery x. 161 Dried herring. .should be
-

steeped the like time as the Whiting in small beer. 1819

Shelley Ccnci v. iii. (Song), Sweet sleep, were death like to

thee. 1859 Masson Brit. Novelists ii. 94 Swift, .the likest

author we have to Rabelais. 1870 M. Arnold Faulty Prot.

17 Laud, .held, on this point, a like opinion with htm. 1871

Freeman Hist. Ess. Ser. it. 97 An old Greek was a being

of like passions with a modern Englishman.

b. Const, simple dative. (In early use often

placed after its regimen : cf. -like suffix 1 au) In

LIKE.

this construction the adj. when attributive follows
the sb.

e laoo Ormin 3572 Hire sune wass himm lie O Tele kinne
wise. iaQ7 R. Glouc. (Rolls) s68cr No licchere is broker
him was bane wolf is a lomb [v.rr. he nas no lechore bis
brober : lyker, lichyr, lechoure, lyekore, lickor). 1340 Ham-
poi.e Pr. Consc. 830-1 Whiles a man lyves he is lyke a man ;

When he es dede what es he lyke ban ? c 1380 Wvclif
Serm. Sel. Wks. 1 1. 92 }if Y seie, Y knowe him not, 1 shal
be liik 30U, a lyere. /1386 Chaucer Sor.'s T. 54 In this
world was ther noon it lyche. c 1400 Maunoev. (18391 xviii.

199 Lymons, that is a manere of Fruyt, lyche smale Pesen.
c 1470 Golagros # Gav>. 404 Thare is na leid on life of lord-
schip bym like, a 1548 Hall Chron., //en. V/, 84 The
Parisians .. like the Wcthercocke be variable and incon-
staunt. 1601 Siiaks. Tivel. N. in. i. 39 Fooles are as like
husbands, as Pilchers are to Herrings. 17x0 Swift 7ml. to
Stella 25 Oct.. Addison's sister is a sort of a wit, v^ry like

him. 1782 Priestley Corrupt. Chr. \. 1. 93 There was
nothing like it iti the philosophy of Plato. 18*7 Kf.blk
Chr. V.t Restor. R. Family, Be some kind spirit, likest

thine, Ever at hand. 1835 Dickens Sk. Boz, Tales xi.

(1892) 446 * Now, uncle ', said Mr. Kitterbell, lifting up that
part of the mantle which covered the infant's lace. ./Who
do you think he's like?' 1850 Tennyson /n Mem. Iv. 4
What we have The likest God within the soul. 1854 Brew,
ster More Worlds xv. 226 The fixed stars are like our sun
in every point in which it is possible to compare them.

y Some phrasal uses of the adj. in this construc-

tion have a special idiomatic force. The question

!
What is he (or /V) like? means ' What sort of a
man is he ? %

1 What sort of a thing is it ? the ex-

pected answer being a description, and not at all

the mention of a resembling person or thing. (Cf.
What-like.) To look like (oeeas. to be like) some-
times means f

to have the appearance of being* so
and so; e.g. in 'He looks like a clever man*.
(Cf. sense 7.) Like thai, used prcdicatively (perh.

a Gallicism = F. comme cela) : of the nature, char-
acter, or hahit indicated.
1684 lr - Bond's Merc.Cotupit. x\ 111.647 The m^kilfulness

of the Disst-ctor, who was liker a Butcher than an Anatomist.
169a R. L'Estrange Fables clxxxi. (1708) 194 The Hypocrite
is never so far from being a Good Christian, as when he looks
Likest One. 1816 J. Wilson City of Plague t. i. 124 Do
not I Look, as I feel, most like iby murderer ? 1835 Marrvat
Three CuttersT, It is Lord B—-; he looks like a sailor,

and he does not much belie his looks. 1878 Patmore
Amelia, She ask'd what Millicent was like. 1889 A. Lang
Prince Prigio xviii. 139 lie refused to keep bis royal pro-

I mise.. ! Kings are like that. 1899 Newnham-Davis Din-
' net s Diners 194, I found myself wondering what an infant

j

incubator could be like.

> c. In mod, use (with following dat.) often

j

='such as*, introducing a particular example of

a class respecting which something is predicated.
1886 Stevknson Left. (1899) 11. 41 A critic like you is one

who fights the good fight, contending with stupidity. 1887
Coi.vin Keafs i. 1 A birth like that of Keats presents to the
ordinary mind a .striking instance of nature's inscrutability.

d. Without construction, chiefly in attributive

relation : Resembling something already indicated

or implied. The like : such as have been men-
tioned (cf. C. 3) ;

formerly often preceded by an adj.
1 of quantity, as f many the like. See also Sith-uke,
formerly also f such a like. For in like manner,
see Manner ; for in like wise, see Likewise.
a 1300 Cursor M. 6382 Of honi it had likest sauur [Got/.

lickest, Fair/, likkest]. c 1375 ^ ĉ ' ^ni,l ^s v »« ( Thomas)
130 A lyk dreme dremyt pai bath, e 1400 Af>ol. Loll. 19
Vox be honor of God, & profit of himsilf 8c of be peple,

wib rrrani final leful leke causis. 14. . *S7r Ecucs (MS. C.)
801 In lyke case was be wylde bore. 1564 in P'icary's

Anat. (1888) App. in. iii. 166 A proclamacion of lyke sub-
staunce & effect shall furtbwith be drawen. 1590 Spenser
F. Q. 111. vii. 29 For both to be and seeme to him was
labour lich. 1591 — M. //ubbcrd 199 Le you the Souldier,
for you likest are For manly semblance, and small skill in

warre. 1608 To 1 sell Scfpcuts (1658) 601 Solinus reporteth
of such a like Wood in a part of Africa. 1611 Bible Transt.
Pre/. 2 Wee shall ftnde many the like examples of such
kind, or rather vukind acceptance, /bid. 3 An Heretike of
the like stampe. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. 1. iii. 10 Like events
will follow like actions. 1711 Addison Spec/. No. 69 7 5
Hips and Haws, Acorns and Pig-nuts, with other Delicacies
of the like Nature. 1840 L. Hunt in Dram. Wks. Wyeher-
ley etc. Farqtdtar p. Ixxxvii, Equally profound is . . Mr.
Lamb in whatever he says at all times on the like subjects.

1865 Tvlor Early //ist. Man. i. 5 The like working of
men's minds under like conditions. 1875 Jowett Plato
(ed. 2) I. 169 They cause disease and poverty and other like

evils.

e. Of two or more persons or things : Having
the same or closely resembling characteristics

;

mutually similar; in predicative use = alike (now
rare). Prov. As like as two peas \ see Pea sb.

c 137S Sc. Leg. Sain/s iii. {Andreas) 1037 All are lyk, and
3et . . In ilke face . . men fyndis diuersyte. c 1400 Lot-
franc's Cirurg. 14, ij lymes . . bat ben lich in complcxioun.
£-1530 Lo. Blrners Arth. Lyt. Bryt. 471 They war al

goodly persones and moche lyke of stature. 1604 H. Jacob
Reasons Reform. 9 Al these . . are exceeding divers and no
way like, a 1641 Bp. Mountagu Acts $ A/on. (1642) 355
The two letters of b and m being in manuscripts very like.

1757 Mrs. Griffith Lett. Henry $ Frances^ (1767) I. 181,

1 always looked upon them as twin-sisters, and so very like,

that it was difficult to know one from t'other. 183a T enny-
son Dream Fair Worn. 280 No two dreams are like. 187a
Bagehot Physics $ Pol. i. 21 A nation means a like body
of men, because of that likeness capable of acting together.

1876 Jevons Logic Prim. 9 Things which seem to be like

may be different.
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LIKE.

«^f. Inaccurately const dative (etc.) instead of

ellipt. possessive.

(Cf. KOftm xaptT€<T(riv ofiolai Iliad xvii. 51.)

a 1300 Cursor M. J8408 Quat ert bou bat es here, bat

has lo thcif so like a chere? c 1460 Towncley Myst.
xxv. 72 The fader voyce, oure myrthes to amende, Was
made to me lyke as a man. 1567 Satir. Poems Reform.
iii. 169 Hir lauchter lycht be lyke to trim Thyshie. 1890

Freeman in W. R. W. Stephens Life (1895) II. 4M His
domestic arrangements, .are rather like a steamer.

2. In phraseological and proverbial expressions,

f a. All like : in all cases the same. Obs.

1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes 21 Whersomeuer one

deye, the weye to the other worlde is all like.

+ b. Like ease (advb. phr.): in the same way,

likewise. Obs. exc. dial.

»534 h'irton-in-Lindsey Ckurchw. Acc. in N. W. Line.

Gloss, s.v., Paid wytsonday for ij ponde sope for weching

cherche clothes iij d. Paid at lammes lyke case iii d. 155a

Huloet, Like case and likewyse, idem. 1579 W. A. Speciail

Remedie f iij b (Roxburghe Club), Vet haue I yeelded like

a coward tboe, And followed his pleasures vaine like case.

1889 N. W. Line. Gloss, s.v., Thaay chuckt th' watter tub

oher, like caase thaay brok ih' tap on it.

f c. Alike; in phr. share and share like, portion

andportion like. Obs.

1540 in R. G. Marsdcn Set. PL Crt. Adm. (1894) 96 To
be compelled to bere and pay their partes and porcions of

the same averyge after the rate of their said goods porcion

and porcion lyke. 1692 R. L'Estrange Fables vii. 6 Every
one to go share and share-like in what they took.

d. In proverbial formula? of the type like master

like man (as the master, so the man).
1548 Udall Erasm. Par. Luke xxiii. 177 P.eeyng lyke

men lyke matster accordyng to the prouerbe. c 1550 Dale
K. Johan (Camden) 73 Lyke Lorde, lyke chaplayne. 161 1

Bible Hosea iv. 9 And there shall be like people, like

priest [Wvclif as the peple so the prest]. 1632 Massinger
City Madam 1. i, Like hen, like chicken. Ibid. ti. ii, Like

bitch, like whelps. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. ix. ii. § 20 Like
cup, like cover. 183$ Maaryat Jac. Faith/, xxiii, Hut like

mother like child, they say. 1842 Tennyson Walking to

Mail 55 Like men, like manners.

e. Anything like, nothing like, something like :

anything, nothing, something nearly as great, good,

effective (etc.) as (another lhing\ or approaching

it in size or quality. Also ellipt. something like =
something like what he, it (etc.) should be, or what
is desired or aimed at ^chiefly colloq., and serving

as an emphatic expression of satisfaction).

1666 Bun"van Grace Ab. § 32 My great Conversion from
prodigious Profaneness to something like a Moral Life.

1702 S. Parker tr. Cicero's De Fitiibus iv. 247 This is

something-like ! 1791 *G. Gambaoo* Ann. iforsem. i.

(1809) 67, I have had nothing like a bad fall lately. 1798
Gcraldina I. 176 'This looks something like, Sir,' said she.

1883 Matuh. Exam. 22 Nov. 5*4 The Parcel Po>t is being
conducted at a loss of something like £ 10,000 a week. 1884
Jbid. 17 June 4/7 There is nothing like giving a nickname
to anything you wish to denounce. 1885 J. Payn TitIk

^ 0/
Town II. 117 Not that Pye is an archangel, nor anything
like it. 1901 Expositor Nov. 396 In the 'Times' the other

day, a description of the largest steam-hammer ycl made
was headed 1 Something like a hammer '.

f. The phrases in e are also used adverbially,

conveying the notion of an approximation to what
would be expressed by the predicate (vb. or adj.)

or its accompanying adv. Also ellipt. something

like-, in a tolerably adequate manner ;
+at a faiily

reasonable price.

1590 Shaks. Com. Err.m. ii. 105 Anti. What complexion
is she of? Dro. Swart like my shoo, but her face nothing
like so cleane kept, a 1620 J. Dyke Serm. (1640) 379 If

a man will sell a commodity, hee will sell it somewhat like,

or hee will keepe it^ 1748 Richardson Clarissa (181 1) VI.

241 Why this is talking somewhat like. 1782 ICliz. Blower
Geo. Batcman III. 11 1 (She sits her horse] nothing like so

well as you used to do. 1793 Bkntham Wks. (1843) x. 239
The ^600 a year .. I do not look upon as anything like

adequate. 1798 T. Twining Recreat. Stud. (1882) 237
Often have I heard you something like blamed for these

voluntary labours. 1851 Whewell in Todhunter Acc.
Writings (1876) II. 371, I have not any thing like got

through the work. 1874 Ruskin Fors Clav. xlvii. 253 No

;

not so well done ; or anything like so well done.

3. Of a portrait, etc. : Bearing a faithful resem-

blance to the original. Now only predicative.

1561 T. Hoby tr. Casliglione's Courtyer iv. (1577) Tiija,
A muche more liker Image of God are those good Princes
that loue and worshippe him. 1591 Spenser Tears Muses
201 All these, and all that els the Comick Stage With seasoned
wit and goodly pleasaunce graced, By which mans life in his

likest image Was limned forth. 1638 Baker tr. Balzac's
Lett, (vol.11.) 167 Those painters, that care not for making
a face like, so they make it faire. 1705 Hickkringill Priest-

cr. 11. Wks. 1716 III. 68 Its own Picture drawn so very like,

that it has not patience to behold its own Physiognomy.
1756 Mrs. F. Brooke Old Maid No. 36. 29s, I have myself

seen the camps at Clapham and in Hyde-park, and must own
my Correspondent's picture of the last to be like. 1775 Dk.
Richmond in Burke Corr. (1844) II. 87, 1 believe you will

think it a good and a like portrait when you see it. 1850

E. FitzGerald Lett. (1889) I. 203. I got your photograph

at last: it is a beastly thing : not a bit like. 1854 Hawthorne
Eng. Note-Bks. (1879) 1. 103 It was very like and very laugh-

able, but hardly caricatured.

4. Math. (See quot. 1 706.) Now superseded by
similar, exc. in like quantities and like signs.

1557 Recorde Whetst. D i, When the sides of one plat

forme, beareth like proportion together as the sides of any
other flatte forme of the same kinde doeth, theo are those

formes called likeftattes

.

. and their numbers, that declare

titcir quantities, io like sorte are named like jflattes. 1660

284

Barrow Euclid vi. iv. Schol., If in a triangle FEE there

be drawn AC * parallel to one side FE% the triangle ABC
shall be like to the whole FBE. 1706 Phillips (ed. Ker-

sey), Like Arc/us or Arks (in the Projection of the Sphere)

are Parts of lesser Circles that contain an equal Number of

Degrees with the corresponding Arches of great Ones. Like
Figures (in Geom.) are such as have their Angles equal,

and the Sides about those Angles proportional. Like solid

Figures, such as are comprehended under Planes that are

like, and equal in Number. Ibid., Like Quantities (in

Algebra^, such as are expressed by the same Letters, equally

repeated in each Quantity. Thus 2a and 3a, 6dd and + ddt

are like Quantities; but ia and 3™, and 6y"and t,fff are

unlike. Like Signs,*™ when both are Affirmative, or both

Negative..Thus +16 c and + 4 e, have like Signs. 1709 J.
Ward introd. Math. 11. ii. § 4 (1734) 154 Like Signs give

+ and Unlike Signs give - in the Quotient. 1797 Encycl. I

Brit.(cd. 3) I. 401/1 To add terms tbat are like and have
like signs. 1859 Barn. Smith Aritk. <y Algebra (ed. 6) 201.

5. Golf. (Seeqnot.)
1887 Donaldson Suppl. to Jam. s.v., When both parties

have played the same number of strokes they are said to

be like.

6. fa. Apt, suitable, befitting. Chiefly predi-

cative. Obs.
a T450 Cor*. Myst. xl. (Shaks. Soc.) 394 This observaunce is

most like you to do dewly, Wherfore tak it upon you,
brother, we pray. 1477 Paston Lett. III. 196 An C //. ..

is no money lyek for syche a joyntore as is desyred of my
son. 1592 C'tess Shrewsbury in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11.

III. 167 They are the likest instruments to put a bad
matter in execution.

b. Characteristic of; such as one might expect

from.
1667 Pepvs Diary 4 Apr., It was pretty to bear the Duke

or Albemarle himself to wish that they would come on our
ground, meaning the French, Tor that he would pay them. .;

wbich was like a general, but not like an admiral. 1703
Rules ofCivility 98 That would be liker a Drunkard than
a Gentleman. 171 1 Swift Jrnl. io Stella 8 Sept., It is

like your Irish politeness, raffling for tea-kettles.
_
1840

Dickens Barn. Rttdge xxvii, It would be like his impu-
dence . . to dare to think of such a thing.

7. predicatively, in certain idiomatic uses, chiefly

with the vbs./eel, look, sound : +a. With gerund as

regimen : Having the appearance of (doing some-
thing), b. Giving promise of (doing something);

indicating the probable presence of (somethings

c. colloq. In recent use (orig. U.S.), Io feel like :

to have an inclination for, be in the humour for.

1654-66 Karl Orrkrv Parthcn. (1676) 690 They looked
rather like going to triumph after a Victory, lhan to win
one. 1741 Lady Pomfret Corr. (1805) III. 30 The music
. .sounds so like being accompanied by an organ, that [etc.].

1850 Carlyle Latter-d. Pamph. III. 2 The Forty Colonies
..are all pretty like rebelling just now. 1863 R. B. Kim-
n.\LL Was he success/nil 11. xii. 278 Me did not feel

like returning to his solitary room with his mind un-
settled. 1868 Vates Rock Ahead II. 245 Wooded uplands
suggested good cover-shooting ; broad expanse of heath
looked very like rabbits. 1894 Du Malrier Trilby (1895)
111 Bother work this morning ! I feel much more like a
stroll in the Luxembourg Gardens.

8. In accordance with appearances, probable,

likely. Now only dial.

e 1375 Harbolr Bruce xvi. 324 It wes Weill lik..That he
inycht haflf conquerit ..The land of Irland. c 1400 Dcstr.
Troy 10440 Hit was not lik bat be lede..Shuld haue killit

bis kyng. 143a 50 ir. fligden (Rolls). I. 17 Thy nges in-

credible and not lyke [h. incredibitia . . et non verisimilia].

1541 Wvatt De/ence Wks. (1861) p. xxxiii. It was not like

that I should get the Knowledge being in Spain. 1545
Brinkj >w Compi. ii. (1874) 14 Who hath the vantage, God
knowyth ; wether the King, or., the officers., which is

most lykest. 159a Shaks. Rom. <y Jul. iv. iii. 45 Is it

not like that I . .run mad? 1603 — Meas.for M. v. i. 104.

c 1635 W. Scot Apol. Narr. (Wodrow Soc.) 27, I know not
if it came to Mr. Knox befor his death ..as it is like it

did. 1664 Butler Uud. 11. iii. 835 And is it like they have
not still In their old Practices some skill? a 17x7 Blackall
Wks. (1723) I. 560 lie only desired time, and would, 'tis

like, have been able to pay thee. 1733 E. Erskine Serm.
Wks. 1871 II. 152 The temple where it is like Isaiah got the

manifestation. 1816 Scott Antiq. xv, 'It's like we maun
wait then till the gudeman comes hame'.

9. predicatively, const to with inf. : That may
reasonably be expected lo (do, etc.), likely lo. Now
somewhat rare in literary use; still common colloq.

a 1300 Cursor M. 3452 Hir lijf was lickest to be ded.
c 1380 Wvclif Wks. (1880) 372 It is Tul like for to stondc
in J»e same wise wib-in a few jeris in ynglondc. e 1400
Destr. 7Voy 2254 Licker at be last end in langore to bide.

c 14*0 Pallad. on ffusb. vi. 199 For that |brikj is maad in

somer heete To sone isdric. and forto chyne is like. 1508
Dunbar Poems iv. 11 Now dansand mirry, now like to dee.

1573 Tlsser Jvusb. xxxv. (1878) 82 Those of the fairest

and likest to thriue. 159a Shaks. Rom. # Jul. 1. v. 187
My graue is tike to be my wedding bed. 164 1 J. Jackson
True Evang. T. m. 224 Lay a good foundation, and then
the superstructure is like to stand. 1704 Swift Batt. Bks.
Misc. (17") 239 Discovering how high the Quarrel was
like to proceed. 11715 Burnet Own Time (1724) I. 368
A man much liker to .spoil business than to carry it on
dextrouslv. a 1806 C J. Fox Jos. II (1808) 194 He thought
himself like to get rid of them. 1873 Ruskin Fors Clav. IV.

- xlviii. 268 But we are in hard times, now, for all men's wits ;

for men who know the truth are like to go mad from
isolation. 1886 Bvnner A. Snrriage iii. 34 The two or three
places I am like to have business relations with. 1896
A. E. Housman Shropsh. Lad xxii, Such leagues apart the
world's ends are, We're like to meet no more.

b. (Now colloq. or dial.) Apparently on the point

of. + Formerly sometimes (? by anacoluthon) with
ellipsis of the vb. substantive, so that like becomes
=^'was (or were) like' (obs.). Also in confused

LIKE.,

use, had like lo [for was like to), chiefly with perf.

inf. : * had come near to, narrowly missed (—ing)'.

(A further grammatical confusion appears in the

form had liked to: see Like 2 b.)

(1878) 26 Which had like 10 haue turned vs to great dis-

pleasure. 1586 A. Day Flng. Secretary 11. (1625) 80 Thai
he had like to have knockt his bead against the gallowes.

1600 Shaks. A. V. L. v. iv. 48, I haue had foure quarrels,

and like to haue fought one. 1657 W. Rano tr. Gassendfs
Peiresc 1. 20 And these digressions . . bad like to cost him
dear. 1709 Stkvpe Ann. Re/. (1824) I. xx. 367 After the

treaty had been like to have been broken off. 1709 Mrs.
Manlev Secret Mem. (1736) IV. 160 She advanced toward
the Land of Coquetry, and like to have arrived there. 171

1

Steele Sped. No. 78 r 4 The young Lady was amorous,
and had like to have run away with her Father's Coachman.
1760-72 H. Brooke Fool of Quat. (1809) II. 28, I had like

to murder poor Mr. V index. 1823 Scott Quentin D. ii, The
eldest man seemed like to choke with laughter. 1826 —
Jrnl. I. 124, 1 had like to have been too hasiy. 1853 Mrs.
Carlyle Lett. II. 241, 1 am like to cry whenever 1 think of

her. 1873 Ruskin Fors Clav. xxvii. 7, I had like to have
said something else.

C. dial, (north, and north midland): Constrained,

obliged, having no option but to (do so-and-so).

Also with ellipsis of the inf. {Ci.fain.)
1828 Trial W. Dyon at York Assizes 11, I promised him

1 would rot tell : I was like Tor fear of losing my life. Mod.
{Shejfie/'h You'll be like to let hiin have his own way.

10. Comb., as like-minded (whence likeminded-

ness), -natured, -seeming, -shaped, -sized adjs.

1526 Tinoale Rom. xv. 5 That ye be *lyke mynded won
towardes another. 1841 E. Miall in Nonconf. I. 248 Sir

Robert Peel will find thousands likeminded with us. 1888

Burgon Lives 12 Gd. Men I. iv. 381 They were devoted to

one another, inseparable, and entirely like-minded. 1638

Sanoerson Sertn. (1681) II. 120 Our Mike-mindcdness .

.

must be according to Christ Jesus. 1579 Fulke Heskins's

Pari. 192 That this rude and earthly body by a *like natured

taste, touching, and meate, should be brought to immor-
laliti.;. 1839 Bailey Festus (1852) 26 Like-natured with

them. 1500 Spenser F. Q. i. iii. 26 By his *like-seeming

shield her knight by name Shee weend it was, 1897 Daily
News $ Feb. 11/1 *Likc-shaped and * like-sized balls.

b. In proposed mathematical terms: f like-

jamb, a parallelogram ; + like-side, a rhombus.
1551 Recorde Pathiv. A'uozvl. 1. Defin., Those squares

which haue their sides al equal, may be called, .likesides,.

.

and those that haue only the contrary sydes equal, . . those

wyll I call likeiammys, for a difference.

B. adv. ^quasi-/;v/., cm/.),

1. In or after the manner of; in the same manner

or to the same extent as ; as in the case of. Const,

as in A. la, b; also rarely, f const, after. Also

(const, dat.), in the manner characteristic of. Like

that : in that manner (cf. A. 1 b Ti).

a 1300 Cursor M. 5133 pai com ham noght as prisuns

like [GMt. lick, Trin. Hche] Bot als bai war knigthes rik.

71370 Robt. Cicyle 58 He rode non odur lyke. ^1380
Wyclif Wks. (1880) 253 pan schulden prestis lyue lich to

angels, c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 590 His top was dokked lyk

a preest biforn. — Frankl. T. 517 Phebus wax old, and

I

hewed lyke latoun. c 1400 Destr. Troy 161 3 Rome . . Tild

vpon Tiber after Troy like. «43*-5o tr. Higden (Rolls) 1 1. 187

Floenge like to the water, ^irTenge place like to the aier.

C1500 Lancelot 3170 Ful lyk o knycht one to the feld he

raid. i$o8 Dunbar Flytingw. Kennedie 174 Ay loungand,

lyk ane loikman on ane ledder. — Tua mariit Wemen 273,

1 hatit him like a hund. c 1590 Marlowe Faust, xi. (1604)

E 2, Like an asse as I was, I would not be ruled by him.

1594 T. Beoingfiei.o tr. Machiavelli*s Florcnt. Ifht. (1595)

221 The disorder of his ministers (who lined liker Princes, then

fwhiate men), c 1600 Shaks. Sonu. xxix, Featured like him,

ike him with friends possest. 1601 — Twcl. N.v. i. 275 Thou
neuer should st loue woman like to me. 16^4 Earl Monm.
tr. Bentivoglids Warrs Flanders 133 Fearing their Town
would fare like Oudwater. 1713 Aduison Guardian No. 97

F 1 This., is using a man like a fool. 173a Berkeley
Alciphr. 11. § 23 Working like moles under ground. 1779

Mad. ITArblav Diary* Lett. (1842-6) I. 256 She sings

1

like her, laughs like her, talks like her. 18*1 Keats Lamia
1. 49 Striped like a zebra, freckled like a pard. 1854

I

Mrs. Jameson Bk. of Th. (1877) 270 A lecture should not

read like an essay. 1871 Morley Voltaire (1886) 1 The
name of Voltaire will stand out like the names of the great

decisive movements in the European advance. 187a Punch
2 Mnr. 88/2 What was the use or his talking like that!

1879 McCarthy Donna Qnixote xxi, But I never was good

like that.

b. In colloquial phrases denoting vigour or

rapidity of action, as like anything, like a shot,

likefun, blazes, etc.

1681 T. Flatman Heraclitus Ridens No. 48 (1713) II. 53

He storms and sputters like— Jest. What I prithee? Earn.
Why—like any think. 1695 Congreve Love for L. v. iv.

(ed. 2) 76, I have been looking up and down for you like

anything. 1778 Miss Buknev Evelina xxi. (1784) i57.A 'l

the people in the pit are without hats, dressed like anything.

1848 Like fun (see Fun sb. 1 bj. 187a L, Carroll Through
Looking-gl. 73 They wept like anything to see Such quanti-

ties of sand. 1885 Illustr. Lond. Neivs 1 8 Apr. 392/3 I f she

doesn't know anything about it, she'll say so like a shot.

2. = Alike, a. In a like degree ;
equally. Now

arch, or poet, (only qualifying an adj. or adv.).

1340-70 Alex. % Bind. 105 Whan eueri lud liche wel

lyuede up-on erbe. ^1384 Chaucek //. Fame 1. 10 Why
this lis] a dreme, why that it swevene And noght to euery

man lyche euene. 1393 Lancl. P. PI. C xvii. 20 Men of

grete welbe, And licne witty and wys. c 1400 Rom. Rose

4160 It was al liche longe & wvde, £1400 Lanfrani's
Cirttrg. 158 Whanne bat alle be brawnys traueilen liche

myche. 1496 Dives * Paup. (W. de W.) 1. xxvii, 64/2 The



LIKE.

sonne in hymselfe is alwaye atte one and shyneth alwaye
all lyke. 1584 Cogan Haven Health exxxi. (1636) 131
(Mutton] is . . not like good in all places in England. i6u
Shaks. Cymb. 111. iii. 41 Subtle as tbe Fox for prey, Like
warlike as the Wolfe, for what we eate. 1650 Trapp Comm.
Num. xxi. 1 In our late troubles, it was a like difficult

thing, to finde among our enemies, a wicked man in their

prisons, or a podly man out of them. 1695 Hickeringill
Lay-Clergy Wks. 1716 I. 326 That other like ill-advised ex-

pression. 1812 Byron Ch. liar, 1. xvii, Hut and palace
show like filthily. 1839 Bailey Festns (1852) 337 All His
gifts Like wondrous, like unlimited, like fair, As when the
wind first blew,

fb. In like manner. Obs. rare.

1542 Uoall Erasm. Apoph. 317 b (marg.), Quoque the
coniunction, & coce the vocatiue of cocus, souned both like

in Cicero his lyine. 1545 Ascham To.voph. (Arb.) 107 To
shote compasse, to draw euermore lyke, to lowse euermore
lyke.

f 3. Followed by an adj. or adjectival phrase :

In the manner of one who (or that which) is —

.

Obs. exc. in like mad (see Mad a,).

1500-20 Dtnbar /V//«xix. 19 }on man is ]yke ou t of hi*

mynd. 1596 Spenser F. Q. iv. x. 56 All looking on, and like

astonisht staring. 1682 Creech tr. Lucretius {1683) 87 The
look is vivid still, nor seems like dead, Till every Particle

of Soul is fled. i8«i tr. GabrivllVs Myst. Husb, 111. 211
Being his tenant, he was like in his power.

f 4. In accordance with, according to. Obs.
1422 tr. Sccrcta Secret. Priv. Priv. 131 And to ham yeue

thow lyke har deserte. 1426 Lvdg. DeGttil. Pilgr. 14281
The flfox, lyk hys entente, Took the chese, and forth he
wente. c 1430 — Chichev. <y Bye. ii. Min. Poems 130 These
bestis.. He fatte, or leene.. Like lak, or plente,of theyr
vitaile. — Keas.

<fr
Seus, 5784 Arrayed lyche to hir degre.

41586 Sidney Arcadia it. (1622) 209 Shc.vsed him much
liker his birth, then his fortune.

5. Like as, a. Introducing a clause : In the

same way as, even as ; (just) as if. Also, like as

if (now somewhat rare, occas. f Hke as and).
c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 368 pai cowde not schake away

J>is bonde by a contrari glose, lijke as otire prestis kan
nowe. c 1450 Merlin iii.41 He. .tolde hym alle thyngeslikc
as were beffalle. 1457 m loi^ t^ep. "*st. MSS. Comm.
App. v. 298 The pleyntif shall declare , . licke as the defend-
ant were p^ent. 1523 Fit2iierh. Surt>. xiii, (1539) 31 Lyke
as and it were extortion. 1526 Pilgr. Per/, (\V. de\V\ 15311

139 b, Lyke as whan the wyndowe is opened, the .. beames
of the sonne foloweth in . . so [etc.]. 1535 Coyeroai.f. Ps.
cii[il. 13 Like as a father pitieth his owne children, euen so
is the Lord mercifull vnto them that feare him. 1609 Hol-
land Arum. Marcell. 53 Hee came to Augustudunum afore-

said ; like as if he had beene a leader of long continuance.
i6u Bible Job v. 26. 1616 K. C. Times' W histle iv. 1235
And now our lawes for Mammons cursed golde Like as at

open mart are bought and solde. 1691 tr. F.milianne's
Frauds Rom. Monks (ed. 3) 194 They are all of dry'd
Flesh, like as her Heart is. 17x7 Wodrcnv Corr. (1843) II.

347 Likeas the Synod did, and hereby do, approve thereof.

1799 Coleridge Lett. (1895) 272, I held the letter in my
hand like as if I was stupid. 1881 Kokgan Golfer's Handbk.
34 Like-as-wcdie, when both parties have played the same
number of strokes. 1888 W. E. Henley Bk. Verses, In
Hospital vi, Likeas a flamelet blanketed in smoke, So
through the anaesthetic shows my life,

b. With ellipsis of the vb. of the clause. Obs.

exc. poet.

c 1489 Caxton Sonttes ofAymon ix. 222 Lete vs goo there
like as pruc and worthy knyghtes. 1500-20 Dunbak Poems
xl. 5 For as thow come sa sail thow pass, Lyk as ane schad-
do\v in ane glass. 1535 Stewart Crou. Scot. (1858) 11. 34
Thair semehe schroud likeas siluer schene. 1559 A Br.

Hetue Speech iu ParlU 2T Feb, in Strype Ann. Kef. I.

App. vi. 9 Kinge Pavyd did . . leappe before the arke of
God, lyke as

#
his other subjectes. 1704 J. Pitts Acc. Ma-

hometans viii. (1738) 149 They travel four Cammels in a
breast . . tied one after the other, like^ as in Teams. 1800
Coleriuge Piecolom. iv. t, She's now rising : Like as a sun,
so shines she in the east.

6. Used as conj, x = ' like as*, as. Now generally

condemned as vulgar or slovenly, though examples
may be found in many recent writers of standing.
This use originated partly in an ellipsis of as or an exten-

sion of the quasi-prepositional function of the adv. (sense 1)

to govern a clause instead of a sb., and partly in an anaco-
luthic use (somewhat common in the 16th c.) by which the
sb. or pronoun which is primarily a dative governed hy like

is used as the subj. or obj. of a following clause. A good
example of this anacoluthon (but with to instead of simple
dative) is the following:

1596 Spenser /'*. Q, v. iv. 42 Like to an Eagle, in his kingly
pride Soring through his wide Empire of the aire X hy
chauncc hath spide A Goshauke.

a. Introducing an unabridged clause.
c 1530 La Berners Arth. Lyt. Bryt. 520 Ye have said lyke

a noble lady ought to say. 1531 Llyot Gov. hi. viii, Lyke
an excellent Phisitioun cureth mdste daungerous diseases,
so doth a man that is valyant [etc.]. 1608 Shaks. Per. 1. i.

163 Like an arrow shot from a well experienst Archer hits the
marke his eye doth leuell at. 1658 A. Fox Wnrtf Surg.
in. xix. 280 The patient still moveth the wounded joint, like

the jack of a watch doth move. 1715 M. I)a\ ies A then.
Brit. I. 25 j To acf like Judith did with Holofernes. 179a
Solthev Lett. (1856) 1. 12 He talks like Brunswick did.

1866 Darwin in Life % Lett. III. 58 Unfortunately few have
observed like you have done. 1867 H. Maudsley Phys.
<$• Path. Mind 18 They are strange and startling, like the
products of a dream ofttimes are, to the mind which has
actually produced them. 1869 Bonamy Price Priuc. Cur.
rency v. 162 Is the demand of the cotton and of the iron for

money so real and specific, that the coin is produced, like

wine is produced in bottles for the drinkers who desire to

drink wine? 1873 Morris in Mackail Life (1809) 1. 301
Dreading the model day like 1 used to dread Sunday.
1882. J. C. M orison Macaulay (1889) 169 Those assemblies
were,not wise like the English parliament was. 1886 J. K.
Jerome Lite Thoughts (1889) 5 Did he [Robinson Crusoe]

285

wear trousers? I forget Or did he go about like he docs
in the pantomime?

b. Introducing a clause with vb. suppressed.

m
M any apparent instances of this use may belong to 1, what

is suppressed being a pple. or adj. and not a vb.
1604 T. Wright Passions (1620J 194 Did not David thirst

after thee, like the thirstie hart the fountaines of cleaerc
water? 1654-66 Earl Orrery Parthcn. (1676) 210 Do not
you think me past recovery, and in that faith, do like Physi-
tians to Patients, which are so, permit them anything ? 1803

! Spirit Pub, Jmls, (1804) 140 The servants . . stare upon tnc

I

like the deer On Selkirk, in Fernandez. 1839 Ha 1ley Festns
(1852) 129 Ere yet we have shed our locks like trees their
leaves.

C. Followed by a noun or pron. (virtually the

I

subj. or obj. of a suppressed clause) or a phrase.
15.. Smyth <y his Dame 1. 54 in Hazl. P. P. 111. 203,

I

1 sawe hym never wyth myne eye That could weike lyke I.

1733 Pres. State A'ussia I. 343 They are not kept in
Hsh-pools and Stews, like in other Places. 1749 Smollkit
Gil Bias (1797) I. 120 A few who like thou and 1 drink
nothing but water. 1833 J- H. Newman Lett. (1891) 1. 324
Stalls, like in cathedrals. 1840 \V. Irving in Lijc <y Lett.

I

1 1866) 111. 155 There is more of morning visiting, like in
country life in England. 1895 Miss Balfour 1200 Miles in
Waggou ix. 98 The strain is causing opening of the boards
like in a ship after a storm. 1896 Daily Neu>s 24 Oct. 7/4

\

Snow . . is descending in thick flakes like in January,
fd. As well as: as also. Obs. rare.

1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill* in. v. 9 Gastly Lookes Are at my
semice, like enforced Smiles. 1663 Gerbier Counsel ev a,
Vou that know what good Building is both by a Genius .

.

infused into your spirit, like by your particular applications
1

to all things answerable thereunto.

e. t As if, Mike as', {obs.) Also (now dial.)

\ as like.

1493 Fcstfra/l(\V. de\V. 151 5) 89 b, To . . bere a candell
brennynge in procession [on Candlemas Day] as Ijke they

! wente bodely with our lady, c 1530 La Bekneks Arthur
Lyt. Bryt. 338 He was bygge and hye above all other, and
coloured like the rede rose had been set on the whyte lyly.

7. dial, and vulgar. Used parenthetically to
qualify a preceding statement : — * as it were ' so
lo speak
1801 tr. GabrieilPs Myst. Hnsb. III. 252 Of a sudden like.

1815 Scott Gny M. vi, The leddy, on ilka Christmas night
. . gae twelve siller pennies to ilka puir body about, in
honour of the twelve apostles like. 1826 J. Wilson Sect.
Atnbr. Wks. 1855 I. 179 In an ordinar way like. 1838
Lytton Alice 11. iii, If your honour were more amongst us
there might be more discipline like. 1840 41 De Quince

v

Style \\. Wks. 1862 X. 224 'Why like, it's gaily nigh like to
four mile like'.

_
1870 E. Peacock RalfSkirl. I. 112 Might

1 be so bold as just to ax, by way of talk like, if [etc.].

8. Likely, probably. Rare exc. in phr. like

enough, very like
t
(as) like as uot (colloq. or dial.).

fS63~83 toxic A. <y M. II. jrig/i Some sayd it was his
wife, some sayd the keeper. Like hiough (my lord) quoth
Symons, for he is one of the same sort. 1610 Shaks. Temp.
v, i. 265 Will money buy em? Ant. Very like. 1611 —

j

Cymb. v. v. 259 Most like I did. 1681 Hickeringill Black

I

Non-Conf. Postscr., Wks. 1716 1 1. 169 He may fire a Canon,
I and kill a Friend as like as an Enemy. 1749 Fielding

'Tom Jones vn. ix, ' Like enough/ cries the 'squire,
4
it may

be so in London. 1
1823 Bentiiam Not Paul 285 When 1

was yet with you I told you these things. Like enough.
1883 Stevknson Tteas. Isi, ill. xiv, Like enough, to judge
from the sound, his back was broken on the spot. 1890

I

' Rolf Holdrewood 1
Col. Reformer^1891) 321, 1 was much

deceived in them. . , Very like. ..It takes a smart man to

I

be up to chaps of their sort. 1897 Outing (U. S.) XXX.
479/2 The players, like as not, handling the ribbons. 1898
G. Meredith Odes Fr. Hist. 29 No more at midway heaven,
but liker, midway to the pit.

f 9. As if about to. (Cf. A. 9 b.) Obs.

£1530 Lp. Berners Arth. Lyt. Bryt. 143 The paleys
trembled like to haue gone all to peces.

10. Comb., as like fashioucd (adj.), -feeliugfy

(adv.), -made, -persuaded (adjs.)
;
like-dealers, the

designation assumed by certain pirates about 1400.
1401 Petition to Hen. IV in Rymer Fadcra (1709)

VI 1 \. 193 Publicos Dei & omnium Mercatorum bonorum
Inimicos, Pyratas, alio Vocabulo Likedelers Nommatos.
1540 Coverdale Fruitful Less. (1593) M m 4, Vet is God
of this nature, that he makeih his chosen to bee like

fashioned vnto the image of his sonne. 1621 Ladv M.
Wroth Crania 489 Wedded to a vow I made to one, whose
breach of his like-made-one to me cannot yet vnmarry me.
1691 Norrls Pratt. Disc. 57 The warm influence of a like-

persuaded Princes Favour, 1839 Bailey Festns xxxvi.

(1848) 363 He Vet feels the frailties of the things He has
made And therefore can, like-feelingly, judge them. [1849

I

Sidonia Sore. 11. 144 That brotherhood who., lived like

j

brothers amongst themselves, dividing all goods alike, so
that they were called 'Like-dealers'. (These Like-dealers

1 were the Communists of the Northern Middle Ages.)]

C. absol. and sb.

1. With qualifying poss. pron. or its analogue:

Counterpart, equal, match, analogue, etc.

! Sometimes in (his, etc.) likes, though a collective or

typical sing, often occurs where a pi. might be used.

a 1300 Floriz $ Bl. 483 (Hausknecht) Faire hi habbe here

in inomc At on palais, nas non his liche. c 1374 Chaucer
Anel. ff Arc. 76 Oftrouth is ther non her lich Of all these

wymmcn. c\«p*> Sowdonc Bab. 44 Whan ffrith and felde

wcxen gaye, And every wight desirith his like, a 1533 Ln.
Berners IInon lvii. 193 His lyke is not in al y* world. 1579
Spenser Shepk. Col. Nov. 40 Her like shee has not left be-

hinde. 1597 J. King On Jonas (i<5i8) 65 Socrates was a man
excellent for humane wisdoine, the like to whom could not
be found among thousands of men. 160a Shaks. Ham. \. ii.

188. 1618 Bolton Flonts iv. xii. {1636) 321 A man of a bar-

barous blunt wit, but which did well enough among his likes.

1656 Karl Monm. Boccaliufs Advt.fr. Paruass. 105 He
rendrcd bis Family as famous . . as the like of the greatest

Princes. ' 1667 Milton P. L. viii. 418. i8oa Palev Nat.

LIKE.

Theol, iv. (ed. 2) 55 Producing their like, without understand-
ing or design. 1847 Tennyson Princess vi. 321 Pass, and
mingle with your likes. 1875 Whitney Life Lang. ii. 13
When he first begins to employ preterits and plurals anil
theirlike. 1879 J as. Grant in Cassclt's Techu,Edue.\V.g6/i
Two men, whose like will scarcely ever be found in the world.

2. Something considered in respect of its likeness
lo something else ; an instance of similarity; chiefly

in proverbial expressions, as : like (will) to like,

like draws to like, like begets like, etc. ; like for
like ; like cures like.

c j37S Sc. Leg. Saints i. {Pe.'rus^ 543 Lyk to lyk accordis
wele. Ibid. xii. (Mathias) 134 Lyk to lyk drawis ay. 1470-85
Malory Arthur ix. xxxi, A good knyght wylle fauoure

: another and lyke wille drawe to lyke. 1528 Paynel Satcruc's
' Regim. (1535) 68 b, Lyke ioyned to lyke maketh one the

more furious. 1539 Taverner Erasm. Frov. (1 552) 8 Tyke
wyll to lyke. 1581 Derricke Image Irel. U. Fjb. marg.,
Like vnto like saide the Deuill to the Collier. 1591 Spknskk
At. Ilrtbberd 48 The Foxe and th' Ape. .determined to seekc
Their fortunes farre abroad, lyeke with his lyeke. x6o\
Simks. Jut. C. 11. ii. 128 Euery like is not the same.
1607 W. Sclatkr Fnncrat Serm. (16-^9) 2 Illustrated by a
comparison of likes. 1631 Gouge God s Arrows ill. Ix. 296
In case of latio, or requiting like for like. 1633 T. Adams
R.ip. 2 Peter iii. 10. 1304 No like is the same; Similitude
and Identitie are different things. 1692 R. L'Kstrange
Fables ccccvix. 395 Two Likes may be mistaken. 1696
Tkvon Misc. i. 4 Every Like works upon its Likeness. 1842
Tennyson^ Walking to Mail 55 Like breeds like, they say.
— Two Voices 357 For those two likes might meet and
touch. 1856 K. A. Vaughan Mystics (i860) 1. m. ii. 61 Only
like can know like.

3. The like : something or anything simitar ; the

snmc kind of thing.
Now chiefly in negative context*, as ' I never saw the like.'

1553 Eden Decades (Arb.) 375 Sum doo wysshe he had
doonne ihe lyke by theyrs. 1556 Robinson tr. More's Utop.
(Arb.) 77 margin, The verie like in England in the liner
of Thainys. 1588 Parkj; tr. Mcndoza's Hist. China 388
Which is the likeas we have said of the kingdome of China.
1598 Shaks. Merry IV. n. i. 70. x6.. Ballad, Mary Aw*
bree 79 (Percy MS.) The like in my li(Te 1 neuer did see.

1606 G. WfooucocKi.] Hist. Ivstittc iv. 21 The
#
like to this

may l)e accounted of the continuall fire burning in the nioim-
taine of /Etna, a 1626 Pacon Neiv Att. (1900) 34 His Under
Garments were the like that we .saw him weare in the Chai iult.

1678 Wani.ey U 'ottd. Lit. World v. i. § 87. 467/1 Henry the
seventh .. having composed matters in Germany ..hastened
to do the like in Italy. 1772 84 Cook / 'oy. (1790) IV. 124J
The drops were such as no experienced seaman on board
had seen ihe like. 1820 Sheli kv (Kdipns 11. i. 85 She never
inn commit tbe like again. 1878 StwrsoN Sch. Shaks. I. 35
It is confessed that Hawkins and Cobham were meant to be
buccaneers, and it is absurd to deny the like of Stucley.

t b. Preceded hy auy> many, oilier. Obs.
,S73 f'< Harvf.y Lctter-bk. (Camden) 7, 1 prai you let this

on suffice in stead of a niani the like, a 1592 H. Smith
Wks. (1867) II. 97 As for these objections, or any the like.

1599 Hakluyt Voy, II. 118 Had not (J. Curtius or some
1

other like .. revived the lemembrance of him. 1631 T.

Powkll Tom AH Trades (1876) 145 And very many other
the like.

c. And the like, or the like : a formula used to

avoid ftnthcr enumeration of an indicated class;

=. 'and fo forth \ See also Such-like.
1592 Wkst 15/ PL Symbol. § 100 With these word*

following, or the like in effect. 1612 Racon Ess., Studies
(Arb.) 13 Bowling is good for the Stone and Raines; Shoot-

ing for the longs and breast
;

gentle walking for the

stomacke ; riding for the head ; and the like. 1657-83
Lvelyn Hist. Relig. (1850) I. 3 Everybody agrees that

there is in our very nature sentiments of right and wrong ;

to do as we would be done by;., to clothe our bodies,

and the like. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 155 ? 1 In travel-

ling together in the same hired Coach, sitting near each
other in any ptiblick Assembly, or the like. 1773 Mks.
Chaponk Improv. Mind (1774) II. 43 If you have any ac-

quired talent . . such as music, painting, or the like. 1833
S. Austin Charact. Goethe I. ii. 30 Questions concerning
time, space, mind, matter, God, immorlality, and the like.

1852 Gladstone Glean. (1879) ^* l^ ^e mur)dane, earthy,

instruments of taxation, police, soldiery, .and the like.

t d. Used as a mere demonstrative pronoun :

= that or time (followed by of). Obs. rare.

1650 Karl Monm. tr. Seuautt's Man bee. Guilty 146, I

doubt not but that 'twas ambition which kept Scipio chast,

that was the sweetnesse of glory which charmed the like of

Pleasure. 1653 Nisscna 145 He had changed his luve

affections into the like of Friendship, or rather of obscqui-

I
ousness. 1654EARLM0N-M.tr. Bentivoglio's IVarrs Flan-
ders 214 His death was accompanied by the like of Orange.

e. The like{s of (rarely to) : such a person or

thing as ; now often depreciatory, eolloq.

1637 Rutherford Lett. (1862) I. 384 Many of God's
children beleine that there is something in a broken reed

the like of me. 1787 Minor 171 Never more presume
for to speak lo the likes of me. 1825 Cobbett Rur.
Rides 185. I never saw, nor heard of the like of this before.

1826 Jas. Mill in IVestm. Rev. VI. 270 The like of which
exists in no other spot on the surface of the earth. 1850
Mrs. Carlyle Lett. II. 137 This is the best school that the

like of me was ever put to. 1872 Browning in Life <y Lett.

(1891)292 The second edition is in the press, .. 2,500 in five

months is a good sale for the likes of me. 1894 Du M aurilr
Trilby (1895) 210 Are there no harems still left in Stamboul
for the likes of thee to sweep and clean ?

4. Golf. (Seequot. 1881.)

1863 Macm. Mag. Sept. VIII. 41 1/2 The Captain hookit
his ba' into the Principal's Nose, and the Laird lay snug on
the green at the likt.

%
1878 *Capt. Crawley' Football etc.

89 (Golf) The reckoning of the game is made by the terms

,
odds and like, and one more, two more, &c. 1881 Forgan

1 Golfers Handbk. 35 If your opponent has played one
stroke more than you— i. e.,

1 the odd \ your next stroke wtll

I
be 'the like'.



LIKE,

f 5. Likelihood, probability. Obs. rare**. '

1609 Yonge Diary 19 There is like of war between them.

6. In phrases formed with preps.

fa. With like, as is (was, etc.) fitting, in a

fitting manner. Obs.

c 1200 Ormin 8190 patt oberr folk all 3ede bun, Swa summ
itt birrb, wibb like, a 1240 Wohttttge in Cott. Hom % 285

Ihesu pus tu faht for me amines mine sawle fan bu me <

derennedes wi5 like.

fb. In like (also Sc. in to like), tn liche\ -
Alike. Also, wilhont change. Obs.

13 . .etc [see Inlike]. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints ii. (Pauljis)

210 His ryk pat cuire lestis in to lyk. Ibid. xxxv. (Thadee)

70 His ryke Is stedfaste lestand ay in lyke. 4:1430 Syr.

Tryam. 1571 Hedd and fete lay bothe in lyke, To grounde
|

was he caste ! 1540 Hyrde tr. Viva' Iiistr. Chr. Worn.

(1592) U ij, She .. which ought lo count all in like faire &
foul, saving her husband. ^1555 Riolev Pit. Lament.

(1566) B v b, All sped in lyke. 1557 Paynel Barclays Ju-
gurth 75 His ennemies and his owne subiectes he dreeded

and suspected both in lyke and after one maner,

t c. Of {a) like, by {the) like : probably, Belike.

1542 Udall Erasm. Apoph. 337 b, Harpalus (who by
like had a good insight in suche matiers). 1570-6 Lam- \

dardr Feranib. Kent (1826) 215 In which respect (of like)

he gave to the hundreth, the name of the same Towne.

'573 G. Harvey Lelt^r-bk. (Camden) 50 Of a like thai

purpose to pluck Jupiter out of heaven. 1577-87 Holin-
shkd Chron. III. 24/2 King WiUiam..conceiued displeasure

against Urban ., and alledged by the like, that no . . bishop

within his realme should haue respect . . to anie pope. 1579
[see Bklike]. 1605 Verstegan Dec. In!ell. iv. (1628) 89 I

The white rocks or clifs (by like about Douer).

Like bik), v.1 Forms: 1-2 lician, 2-3likie(n, 1

3 Iykyen, 3-5 li-, lyken, -i(n, -y(n, (4 likke,

lykky), 4-7 lyke, Sc. and north, lik, (5 lykey,

lijk, leke), 6-7 leeke, (7 lyk), 4- like, Abo
Y-like. [OE.lidan = OVtis.likia,OS.tik#n(I)vi,

lijken), OHG. lihhin, lichtn, ON. lika, Goth, leu
j

kan:—OTeut, *lik<r/an
t *Ukofan, f. *liko* body

(orig. appearance, form) : see Lich sb.]

1. intr. To please, be pleasing, suit a person.

Chiefly quasi-Zra/tf. with dative ; fin early use

also const, to, till. Also impers. as in it likes me
- I am pleased, it is my pleasure to do so-and-so.

Now only arch, and dial.

971 Blickt. Horn. 129 itefchwylc man, sy baer eorSan baer

he sy, burn gode daxia (iode Hcian sccal. c jooo ^lkrjc
Gen. xxvii. 1 4 Heo hit gearwode, swa heo wiste bail his fxder
licode. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 63 God . . }ife us swa his wil to

donne bet we gode likie and monne. c 1200 Trin. Coll.

Horn. 29 pane he wile don o5er queSen hwat him banne
licafl after defies lore, c 1205 Lay. 8746 Hit be likede wel
bat bu us adun kindest. 1340 Aycnb. 187 Eflerward ase

merci likeb to god alsuo hit ne likeb nobing to be dyeule.

£-1374 Chaucer Boeth. tv. pr. vi. 108 (Camb. MS.) The
victories cawse lykede lo the goddes and the cause ouer.

comen lykede to catoun. 1375 Harbour Bruce 1. 505 It

likit till his will. 1413 Filgr. Smote (Caxton 1483) v. xii. 103

This is my loued sonc that lyketh me. c 1430 Two Cookery-
Iks. 31 Take Porke or Beef, wheber be lykey, & leche it binne
bwerte. ^1449 Pecock Kefir. 11. xix. 267 Chese the seers

which of tho answers to hem lij'kith. 1535 Covlrpale Esther
i. 8 The kynge had commaunded. .that eueryone shuldedu
as it lyked him. 1577 Harrison England It. ix. (1877) t.

(

201 To give his roiall consent to such statutes as him likelh

of. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII,\, i. too Like it your Grace, The
1

State takes notice. 1627 E. F. Hist. Edw. It (1680) 87 How \

that way may like you, that I know not. 1784 Cowper Task
vi. 405 There they are free, And howl and war as likes them, 1

tincontroul'd. a 1850 Rossetti Dante Circ. (1874) t. 41,
j

1 rode sullenly Upon a certain path that liked me not.

fb. simply. To be pleasing, be liked or ap-
;

proved. Obs.

c888 K. /Elfrkd Boeth. xviii. § 3 (Sedgefield) ForSy
sceolde a;lc men bion on ovum wel ^eheaklen bail he on his

a*num earde licode. c 1315 Siioreham Poems (E.K.T.S.)

98/13 Senne hys swete and lykeb, Wanne a man hi deb-

1388 Wyclif Gen. xvi. 6 Lo ! thi seruantesse is in thin

bond ; vse thou hir as it likitb. 1616 B. Jonson Devil an
Ass Prol., If this Play doe not like, the Diuell is in 't.

c. To like well ox ill: to be pleasing or the reverse.

c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 4029 llle liked Oanne balaac Euerilc word
fte prest balaam spac.^ 1297 R. Gi.ouc. (Rolls) J1829 Him
|>i>3le be wide contreie wolde him liki bet. c 1380 Sir
Eertimb. 76 Wan he was war of be frenschemen on b[erl]

him likid ille. a 1450 Knt. dc la Tour (1868) 18 My fader

asked mc 4 how likithe you?* .. And y tolde my fader bow
me liked. 1590 Marlowe wd Pt. Tamburl. iv. i. I 5, He
dispose them [women] as il likes me best. 1596 Danett tr.

Comtnes (1614) 61 They sallied foorth where liked them best

hy the hreaches thereof. 1608 Yorksh. Trag. 1. iii, Good
Sir, keep but in patience, and I hope my words shall like

you well. 1657 M ilton P. L. vt. 353 Th^y. .colour, shape
or size Assume, as likes them best. 1668 Pepys^ Diary
22 Nov., My boy's livery is come home .. and it likes me
well enough. 1680 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 222 Either with

Moldings or other Work upon il, as best likes them. 1799
Wordsw. Ruth 209 Where tt liked her best she sought Her
shelter. 1808 Scott Marm. vi. xv, At first in heart it liked

j

me ill. 1832 Arnold Scrm. 11. 320 If there be no God, .

.

let us eat and drink, or follow what likes us best. 1848
Thackeray Van. Eair xii.103, 1 wish any respected bachelor

j

that reads this may take the sort that best likes him.

f2. rejl. and intr, for refl. To please oneself,

take pleasure, delight m (something). Obs.

a 1300 F. E. Psalter xxxvi. 4 Like in Laverd. a 1300
Cursor M. 192 31 Ilk suik it-self bisuikes. And lethes mast
bat bar-in likes. Ibid. 28336, 1 ha mc liked ai vm-quile
1 a vnnait wordes. 1340 Ayeno. 177 We zene^eb wel ofte, .be

j

be nase ine to moche him to liky in guode smelles. 1549
Chaloner Erasm. on Folly Fij h, Yet dooe these my old i

gurles not a little lyke their selves herein.

286

3. intr. To be pleased or glad. To like ill : to

be displeased or sad. Now only Sc.

13. . Guy \Van.n. (A.) 500 perl for him son was, Ther liked
non in that plas. 0320 Sir Tristrem 1151 pei marke
liked tile, c 1400 Gamely11 618 And Adam Spencer liked

]

right ille. c 1460 Towncley Myst. xxvii. 114 Ve ar all heuy I

and lykyt yll here in this way. c 1475 Ran/ Coitiear
j

;19
Be that it drew to the nicht, The King lykit ill. 1896

f. Balfour Paul in N. ff Q. Ser. vm. X. 485/2, I should
ike if Mr. Reid would be good enough to inform us if the

\

note-book states [etc.].

f 4. To be in good condition ; to get on, do
well, thrive. Chiefly with adv., well, better, etc.

_
c 1325 Poem times Ediv. II (Percy) xliv, Thi maystre is 1

i-wonne And lyketh. 1523 Fitzherb. Httsb. § 53 It may
fortune there be some [sheep] that like not and be weike. I

1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 33 It [the beech tree] . . liketh best .

being sowne in moyst grounds. 1584 Cogan Haven Health
\

exciv. (1636) 176 Children .. live and like better with that

[milk], than with any other thing. 1597 Shaks. 2 IIen.IV%

lit. ii. 92 (Qo. 1600) By my troth, you like [1623 looke] well,

and beare your yeeres very well. 1601 Holland Pliny I.
,

500 Trees generally do like best that stand to the Northeast
wind. 1615 W. Lawson Country Honsciv. Garden (1626) 3
We meddle not with Apricocks nor Peaches, nor scarcely

with Quinches, which will not like in our cold parts, vnlesse
j

[etc.]. 1634 W. Wood New Eng. Pros/. 1. iv, The Cattle .

.

like as well with it. 1673 Ray Journ. Low C, Malta 296
Indigo . . agrees with the soil, and likes and thrives there

very well. 1681 Chetham Angler's Vade-m. xxxviii. % 4

(1689) 245 The Ponds where they like well.

5, To derive pleasure of, oecas. by, with (a per-

son or thing) ; to approve of, become fond of. Also 1

with adv. {well or ill). Obs. exc. dial.

C 1430 Syr Gcner. (Roxb.> 3124 Of this message he liked

yll. 1465 Paston Lett. 11. 186, I understode he lykyd not

by hys dysposicyon. 1579-80 North Plutarch, Lycurgus
(i595) 63 To see his notable lawes..so well established and

J

liked of hy experience. 1590 Greene Ort. Fur. (1599) ,

A 4 b, Daughter like of whome thou please. 1611 Bible
Transl. Pre/, r 2 But was that his magnificence liked of by

|

all? 1643 Slingsby Diary (1836) 98 He .. began to like

belter of his employment. 1672 Sir C Lyttelton in
}

Hatton Corr. (1878) 100 X*> King likes soe well of Sr T. I* i

that [etc.]. 1709 Strvpe Ann. Re/. I. xxv. (1824) 419
Opinions, by no means liked of by the Bishop Cheney.
Ibid. 11. xliv. (1854) 167 They hoped .. that their prince ..

would like will with this their doing. 1764 Burn Poor
Laws 77 If any beggar's child .. shall be liked of by any

'

subject of this realm of honest calling, a 1825 Forby Voc.

E. Attglia, Like o/
t
lo approve. ' My master will not like

of it.
1

1854 Miss Baker Xorthamptonsh. Gloss. I. 397,

I daredn't do't ; my master wouldn't like of il.

6. trans. (The current sense.) To find agreeable

or congenial ; to feel attracted to or favourably

impressed by (a person) ; to have a taste or fancy

for, take pleasure in (a thing, an action, a condi-

tion, etc.\ In early use often to like well (now

arch, in this form, though we say freely to like

very, pretty well, and to like belter or best), and

antithetically to like ill (arch.) - to dislike.

As used with reference to persons, the vb. is often eon*

trasted (as expressing a weaker sentiment) with love.

The two earliest quots. may l)elong to sense 1.

ciaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 05 Mildheorted be? be man !>e

reoub bis neh^ebures unselSe, and like'5 here aire seloe.
!

1297 R. Olouc. (Rolls) 2039 Conan be kinges neueu ne
j

likede no}t bis game, c 1385 Chai cer L. G. IV. 1076 Dido, I

And for he was a straunger sumwhat sche Likede hym the

het. c 1470 Golagros <$• Gaw. 101 5 Be that schir Wawane the !

wy likit the wer. 1530 Palscr. 611/2, 1 can nat lyke hym
belter than 1 do. 1581 T. Howell Denises (1879) 200 Wante
makes the Lyon stowte, a slender pray to leeke. 1590
Spenser F. Q. 111. ix. 24 Yet every one her likte, and every

one her lov'd. a 1592 H. Smith Scrm. (1637) 338 He which
would have chosen ihe best, yet liked another before him.

160* Warner Alb. Eng. xi. l.wii. (1612) 285 With women,
that no lesse attract our senses them to leeke. 1671 Milton
P. R. tv. 171, 1 never lik'd thy talk, thy offers less, Now both

abhor. 1711 Steele Sftcct. No. 79 r 4 My I-over does not

know I like him. a 1716 South Serm. (1823) 1 1 1. 237 Where
a man neither loves nor likes the thing be believes. 1741

Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to Mr. Wortley s Nov., 'Ihe

people here [Geneva] are very well to be liked. 1781 Cowper
Truth 210 He likes your house, your housemaid, and your

pay. 1818 Scott Itrt. Midi, xxxviii, Maybe ye may like the

ewe-milk . . cheese better. 185a

M

rs. Stowe Uncle Touts C.
xxiii, 1 may like him well enough ; but you don't love your
servants. 1875 Jowett Plato (cd. a) V. 50 Most persons say

j

that lawgivers should make such laws as the people like.

b. absol.

1590 Shaks. Com. Err. in. ii. 7 If you like elsewhere doc.

it by stealth. 1595 — John «. i. 5« ,f ne see ought in
j

you that makes him like. 1667 Milton /\ L. xt. 583 Till tn

the Amorous Net Fast caught, they lik'd, and each his liking

chose, a 174a J. Hammond Lot'C Elegies vii, They met,

they lik'd, they stay'd but till alone. 1808 Scott Marm.
v. Introd., Looking [he] liked, and liking loved.

c. With direct ohj. and inf. or complementary

pa, pple. or adj., or (now rarely) a clause intro-

duced by that.

1534 More On the Passion Wks. 1290/2 Such as are

lerned, will like also, that lelc], 1805 Scott Last Minstr.
v. xxx, I^ss lik'd he still, that scornful jeer Mispris'd the

land he lov'd so dear. 184a L H. Newman Lett. (1891) II.

393 Would he like the subject discussed in newspapers?

1849 Thackeray Pendenuis xlv, It was Blanche who. .asked

him.,whether he liked women to hunt? 1887 Colvin Keats
viii. 207 The sonatas of Haydn were the music he liked

Severn best to play lo him,

d. With inf. as obj. ; To find it agreeable, feel

inclined to do or be so and so. Often somewhat

idiomatically in conditional use, to express a desire,

as / should like («F. je voudrais bient G, kit

LIKE.

mbchte gem) ; often derisively in / should like to

see—(intimating that what is referred to is im-

possible), /should like to hww (implying that the

question has no natural answer). Also with ellipsis

of inf., as in to do as one likes.

ci2&o Will. Palcme 5528 5e bat liken in loue swiche
binges to here, c 1440 Geucrydes 2010 Do as 5e leke, for

this is my councell. c 1450 St. Cuthbcrt (Surtces) 11 Who
so lykes to luk il oure. c 1470 Henry Wallace 1. 33 Quha
Iikis till haif mar knawlage in that part. 1528 Gardiner in

Pocock Rec. Re/. LI. 112 His holiness for pastime liked

well to hear thereof. i$68 Satir. Poems Reform, xlviii. 1

Off cultouris cleir quha lykis to weir, Ar sindry sortis in lo

this toun. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. 11, 152

Euerie ane mycht marie how mony wyfes he lyket. 161

1

Bible Rom. i. 28 They did not like (Gr. ovk eSoKinatrav]

to retaine Gnd in their knowledge. 1662 Pepys Diary 22

Aug., I had liked lo have begged a parrot for my wife.

1690 Locke Hum. Und. 11. xxi. § 50 He may either go or

stay, as he best likes. 1694 Atterbury Serm. (1726)^ 1, 191
He is already under the Dominion and Power of his own
Lusts, and perhaps likes lo be so. 1819 Shellev Julian
<V Mad. 199 If you would like to go, We'll vi*it him. 1830
Macaulay Rob. Montgomery Ess. (1872) 130What, we should
like to know, is the difference between the two operations

which Mr. Robert Montgomery so accurately distinguishes

from each other.. ? 1831 — in Life I. 233, I should have
liked to have sate through so tremendous a storm. 1837
Dickens Pichw. xxxii, [Mr. Gunter threatens to throw Mr.
Noddy out of window] 1

1 should like to see you do it, sir,'

said Mr. Noddy. 1859 Mill Liberty v. 187 A person should

be free to do as he likes in bis own concerns. 1868 Bain
Ment. ij- Mor. Sci. iv. xi. 406 To say we can be virtuous if

we like, is [etc.]. 1874 R us kin Fors Clan, xxxix. 68, 1 should

like lo have somebody for a help. 1884 Manch. Exam.
28 May 5/2 Those critics..wbo maintain that we are free to

do as we like in Egypt.

e. Often used, esp. with conditional auxiliary,

for like to have.
i8aa Shelley Faust ii. 1 Would you not like a broom,

stick? Mod. I should like more lime to consider the

matter. Would you like the arm-chair ?

f. The neutral sense inferable from the qualified

uses, to like well or ill (see above), survives in the

interrogative use with how, as in 1 llow do you like

my new gown ? ' Ilow would you like to be called

a fool to your face ? \ etc.

1596 Shaks. Merck. V. 111. v. 77 How dost thou like the

Lord Bassanio s wife ? 1606 Day lie ofGuts 64 b, Boy, bow
doost like me in this attyre? 1737 Boyer Fr. Diet. s.v.

Trotivej\ Comment le trou7>ez-vous ? How do you like it ?

1819 Shelley Cyclops 532 How does the God like living in

a skin ? i860 Tennyson Sea Dreams 194 How like you this

old satire ?

%g. In the coltoquial half-jocular expression,

used of an article of food or the like,
1
1 like it, but

it does not like me 9
(i.e. does not suit my health"),

the use seems to be a mere perversion of sense 6,

and not directly connected with sense 1.

1899 H. Frederic Marketplace xxiii. 307 He liked the

waterj £nd the water liked him.. He decided that he would
have a yacbt.

Like, f'
1 Also 5-6 lyke. [f. Like a.]

1 1- trans, a. To fashion in a certain likeness, b,

To represent as like to; to compare lo. c. To
make a likeness of ; to imitate. Obs.

ri45o St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 1460 In haly speche he lyked

[Baida asshnilavit\ his tunde. 1591 Shaks. i //*«. VI, iv.

vi. 48 Like me to the pesant Boyes of France. 1613 W.
Browne Brit. Past. 1. v. 489 Her lily hand (not to be lik'd

by Art) A pair of pincers held. i6a« With er Mistr. Philar.

F 7 b, If to gold I like her Haire.

2. intr. (Const, inf.) fa. To seem, pretend. Obs.

b. To look like or be near to doing (something) or

to being treated (in a specified manner). Now vul*

gar and dial., chiefly in compound tenses, had
(rarely were) liked to, or (dial.) am {is, etc.) liken

(for liking) to, etc. (Cf. had like s,v. Like a.)

1426 Paston Lett. I. 24 The gret tendrenesse ye lyke to

have of the salvacion of my symple honeste. 1598 Parsons
Anlt/ricst Controv. (Camden) I. 32 The other disorders

lhat I have signified . . were liked to have recevea a severe

sentence & punishment. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado v. i. 115

Wee had likt to haue had our two noses snapt off with

two old men without teeth, a 1622 K. Hawkins Voy.

(1878) 91 Her old leake .. had liked to have drowned all

those which were in her. 1654-66 Earl Orrery Earthen.

(1676) 18 Joy had lik'd to have performed what grief but

begun, a 1680 Mrs. Behn N<nvts (1722J 1. 283 The Rab«
blc had lik'd to have pulled him to pieces. 1716 A bp.

Nicholson in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. III. 396 The judges,

whom he had liked to have provoked by his clownish

behaviour at the bar. 17*4 Ramsay Tca-t. Misc. (1733) 1

119 My heart alake, is liken to break When 1 think on my
winsome John. 1760 II. Walpole Let. to G. Montagu 25

Oct., He probably got his death, as he liked to have done

iwo years ago, by [etc.]. 1781 Bentham Wks. (1843) X. 92

He., was once what I had liked to have been, a meiho-

dist. 1802 Ibid. 390, 1 would not serve you as X. Y. Bel-

lamy had liked to have served us. 1853 J. A. Benton
California Pilgr, 127 The evening liked lo have heen a

tedious evening.

-like, suffix, forming adjs. and advs. In strict-

ness, the words containing this suffix are compounds
of Like a. and adv., in the senses in which these

words govern a dative or are followed by an adj.

(see Like a. \ b, Like adv. 1, 3). The compounds

so formed not unfrequently resemble in sense the

derivatives formed with -lik\e, MK. dial, form of

-lyI, -ly-, but the two formations are enliiely



LIKEABLE.

distinct: thus ME. ^V(//7/iv adv. (« greedily) is

not the same word as the mod. Sc. greedy-like.

1. Appended to sbs. a. Forming adjs. with the

general sense 'similar to — \ 'characteristic of,

befitting— Early examples are circlelyk {a 1420),
chieftainlike {c 1470 Henry Wallace VI. 4S9), devil-

like (c 1470) ,
godlike (1513), bishoplike (1544),

flesh-like (1 552). The suffix may now be appended
to almost all sbs., including proper names; in for-

mations intended as nonce-words, or not generally

current, the hyphen is ordinarily used.
Some particular writers have shown an extraordinary

fondness for words of this formation; e.g. more than 60
occur in Bailey's Festtts.

1598 Dallington Meth. Trav. S iij b, Making Hidalgo-
like Rhodomontadcs. 1603 Dekker Grissil (Shaks. Soc.) 5
Then can you blame me to he hunter like, When I must
get a wife? 1607 R. Qarew^ tr. Estiennt's World of
Wonders 188 The testimonies which themselues glue of their

Sardanapledike sohriety. 1784 R. Bage Barham Downs
1. 100 An unaccountable unquality-like fit of the spleen.

,
1823 in Spirit Pub. Jmls. 151 The professor thought this

conduct extremely rude and ungoldsmithlike. 1825 Green-
house Comp. II. 38 Their leaves and habits are so satad-

and kitchen-garden-like, that we cannot recommend them.
Ibid. 11. 84 A low shrub, with heath- or fir-like leaves. 1834
Tait's Mag. I. 758Ji He gave an Kgan-like description of

a pugilistic encounter. 1839 Bailey Festus (1852) 286 And
swore to make all souls Relieve alike in clockworklike con-
tent. 1849 Noao Electricity 189 That plumbago- like

substance found lining the interior of long-used coal-gas
retorts. 1857 E. FitzGeraLD Lett. (1889) I. 263 June over !

A thing 1 think of with Omar-like sorrow. 1866 W. Aitken
Set'. $ Pract. Med. 1 1. 578 I f the noise . . U that of a
friction-murmur, soft and bellows-like. 1901 Academy 13

July 29/2 Strong, cudgel-like Anglo-Saxon words.

b. Forming advs. with the sense * in or after the

manner of — *,
1 so as to resemble — \ Early in-

stances arcfelloiulike {c 1 $$6) t
genllemanlike ( 1 542),

phraselike ( 1 549), bishoplike (1555). These advs.,

and the method of formation, are now peril, to be

regarded as obsolete or at least archaistic, the

apparent examples in recent use being explicable

as quasi-advb. uses of the adj. ; at least, the advs.

or qnasi-advs. are now employed only to charac-

terize the subject of the sentence, not, as formerly,

to indicate the manner of an action. In accor-

dance with this change of signification, -like in the

quasi-adverbial use now takes optionally a second
principal stress, and is nearly always hyphened.
1564-78 Bullein Dial. agst. Pest. (1888) 80 This is a

comely parlour, very netly and trimely apparrelled, London
like. 1576 Gascoigne Philomene (Arb.) 104 She . .drest Mr
Bacchus like. 1624 D. Caworey ilumilitie 39 How
vainely and garishly (popingaye-like) are our men and
women attired? 1719 De Foe Crusoe 11. xii. (1840) 255
How. .coward-like they had behaved. [1768 W. Donaldson
Life Sir B.Sapskull I. 71 His father . . (dotard like) seem'd
fully satisfy 'd. 1834 Wait's Mag. I. 768/2 Mr. Justice
Rivers, Brutua-like, was constrained injustice to condemn.
1871 Browning Prince Hohenst. 97 Only continue patient
while I throw Delver-like, spadeful after spadeful up. J

2. Appended to adjs. a. Forming adjs. In Sc.

the suffix is added freely to almost any descriptive

adj., esp. those relating to mental qualities, condi-

tions of temper, or the like ; the general sense of
the compounds is

1 having the appearance of being
— \ In Eng. use the formation is not common, and
the sense is usually * resembling, or characteristic

of, one who is — as in genleel-tike
f
human-like.

c 1470 Henry Wallace vi. 694 Schir Rawff Gray saw at
thai war Sotheron leik. Ibid. x. 210 4 Allace he said,

1 the
warld is contrar lik !

' 1587 Fleming Cont. Holinshed III.
J 355/J Of countenance amiable, and complexion English
like. 1621 Lady M. Wroth Urania 182 Twas not sillines

he saw, that made that innocentdike fashion shew in me.
163* Lithgow Trav. vi. 264 Wee found twelue Venerable
like Turkes, ready to receiue vs. 1639 [see Alive-like]. 17*4
Ramsay Vision iv, A man . . Richt auld lyke, and bauld lyke.

1789 A. Wilson Let. in Poems ff Lit. Prose (1876) 1. 48
John's grimdike smile. 1825 Lo. Cockburn Mem. ii. tio
It was-a low square-like room. 1825 Greenhouse Comp. II.

15 A low heibaceous-Hke shrub. 1827 J. Wilson Noct.
Ambr. Wks. 1855 1. 357, I think Peter's looking auld-like.

1839 Bailey Festtti (1852) 389 Their sublimedike beauty.
*866 Aitken Set.

«fr
Pract. Med.W. 719 A gluey-like material.

b. Forming advs. With the sense Mike one
who is — Obs. exc. in Se.

y
where the sense of

the advs. is ralher ' so as to appear —

\

Chiefly in contexts where the word might admit of being
taken as adj. ; cf. 1 b.

c 1470 Henry Wallace V. 577 All his four men bar thaim
quietlik. 1548 Uoall Erasm. Par. Luke 154 b, With suche
pompe as this, triumphaunt lyke, and with such a trayne
about him, did the Lord lesus goe vnto Hierusalem. 1594
Warres Cyrus 1646 The Goddesse turnde her face, oflend-
ing-like, frowning with angrie brows. 1681 Rycaut Critick
182 You, Phrygian, or inconsiderate like, replied Critilo,

propound late Remedies. 1682 Songs <$• Ball. (Percy Soc.)
126 When thundering like we strike about. Mod. Sc. Dinna
nig at it sae rochlike I = roughly], or ye'll brak it.

Like, obs. f. Lick v. ; var. LiCH, Liche.

Likeable, likable (bi-kab'l), a. [f. Like zO
+ -able.] That can be liked ;

pleasing
;
agreeable.

1730 Gay in Swift's Lett. (1766) II. 1x9, 1 would fain know
you ; for I often bear more good likeable things than 'tis

possible any one can deserve. 1780 Mad. D'Arblay Diary
May, We made a long visit here, as the people were mighty
likeable. 1834-43 Soutiiey Doctor xxx'iv, ^862) 82 It is a

287

very likeahle place, being one of the most comfortable towns
in England. 1882 Stevenson Earn. Stud. 389 The most
likable utterance of Knox's that 1 can quote.

Hence LikeaMTity rare- next.

1823 Soutiiey in Life %Corr. V. 144 My civilities to them
are regulated .. a little more perhaps by their likeahility.

Likeableness (bi-kab'lnes). [f. Likeable a.

+ -ness.] The quality of being likeable.
i860 Rusk in in CorKit. Mag. 1 1. 545 The agreeableness of

a thing depends not merely on its own likeableness, but on
the number of people who can be got to like it. 1879 H.
Spencer Data of Ethics ix. § 60. 164 The different opinions
concerning the likeableness of this or that occupation.

T Liked, //>/. a. Obs. [f. Like vA + -eh l.] Re-
garded with predilection or affection ; beloved.
1577-87 Hoi.insheo Chron. 1. 133/2 When the bride Al-

freda vnderstood the death of hir liked make and bride-

\

grome ..she curssed father and mother. 1583 Basincton
Commandm. ix. (1637)87 Ilowstealeth it the love of man
from his wife, . . a friend from his long and liked acquaint-
ance? 1627 77 Feltham Resolves 1. xii. 19 It shall either
induce me to a new good, or confirm me in my liked old.

f Li'keful, a. Obs. Also 4 licvol, likful, 6
likefull. [f. Like z'.W-ful.] Pleasing, accept-

able, agreeable.

4:1305 Land Cokaync 80 in E. E. P. (1862) 158 per beb
rosis of rede hie And lilie likful for to se. 1340 Ayeub. 217
To ban bet !>« bene by paifilliche licuol to gode and won hi
to hi y-hcrd. 1340-70 Alex. <Y Dind. 498 Vs is likful and

i
lef in landus to walke. 1592 Wvhley Armortc J58 How
loathsome now that earst so likefull seemd.

t Iii'kehoocL Obs. rare. [f. Like a. + - hood.]
Likelihood, probability.

1579 CI. Hauvev Leiter-bk. i Camden) 75 So utteilye he-
younde all exspeciation and likehood.

t Li'keless, a. Obs. [-less.] Unlike.
c 1250 Gen. <<j- Ex. 1726 Sep or got, haswed, arled, or grei,

Ben don froincob fer a-wet; C05 him horen oes ones bles

Vn-like manhje and likeles.

t Lrkellhead. Obs. exc. atrli. Also 4 likli-

h(i)ede, 5 likelehede, 5-6 lyk(e)lyhed^c. [f.

Likf.lv a. + -HEAD.]

1. Probability. Chiefly in phr. by or of likelihead

:

probably, in all probability (ef. Likelihood, 2 b).
' £1386 Chaucer Prioress' T. 144 She gooth ..To euery

place, where she hath supposed By Hklihede hir litel child

to fynde. 1495 Act 11 Jleu. VII, c- 2 Preamble, Kxtreme
rigour . . wherby by likelehede many of theym shuld lose

their lives. 1501 Plnmpton Corr. (Camden) 151 Ye may
have trial by lyklyhed what tlier answeie shalbe. 1533 Moke
A/ol. 151 Certayne letters whyche some of the bietheme
lette fall of late, and lost them of lykelyhed as some good
kytte leseth her kayes. 1867 Mounts Jason v. 96 Fellows,

what have we done? by likelyhend An evil deed and luck-

less. 1870 — Earthly Par. I. 11. 553 Alas ! full little likeli-

head That he should live for ever there.

2. Likeness ; resemblance.

1390 Cower Conf. II. 147 Men mai wel make a liklihiedc

, 1'etwen him which is averous Of gold and him that isjelou.s

I

Of love. 14x3 I 'ilgr. Sowle (Caxi on) 11. xli. (7859) 46 Though
1 it passe my wytte, and myn abylete, for to couuterfeten it

in veray trouthe of lykelyhede, yet [etc. J.

Likelihood (loi klihud ). Forms as those of

Likely a. + 4-6 -hode, 5-6 -hod, 6- -hood.
Also 5 lykeleod, 6 lightliwode, likeloode,
lykelhood. [f. Likely a. + -hood.]

f 1. Likeness ; resemblance
;

similarity. Also

an instance of this ; a semblance, similitude. Obs.

1398 Tkevisa Earth. De P. R. 1. (1495) 3 Parables &
semblaunces or liklihodes of thynges naturelles and arty-

Cycyelles. 1548 Gest I V. Masse 1J iiij, Sacramentes (vayth

Augustin) vnlesse they haue certayne lykelyhode wyth the

thynges wherof they be sygnes, they be no sacramentes at

al. 1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 11 It is called Iris for like-

loode to the Rainebow. a %$gx R. Greenhaju Serm. \.

(1599) 96 Thus wee see what likelihood there is betweene
the spirit and fire. 1614 Raleigh Ilist. World 1. (1634) 23
There is no likelihood between pure light and black darkness.

1642 J, Ball Answ. Cannexx. 9 It hath too much likelihood

to the masse-book. 1688 R. Holme Armoury in. 200/1

Fables [arej Tales ofUntruth, yet have a likelyhood of Truth.

2. Tbc quality or fact of being likely or prob-

able
;
probability; an instance of this. Const, of ;

f occas. to wilh inft + To take likelihood : to infer

as a probability.

c 1449 Pecock Repr. I. xiv. 78 Principles openest in pro-

babilitie or likelihode to treuthis. X47a~3 Koiis °f Parlt.

VI. 54/1 Seyng. .theym selfe in likelyhode to be endamaged.

1488 Paston Lett. 1 1 1. 344 They sey [= saw] no lykeleod that

they schuld have lycens. 1509 Fisher Funeral Serm. Ctess
Richmond Wks. (1876) 309 Who may not nowe takeeuydent

lyklyhode & coniecture vpon this, that [etc.]. 1583 Stubbes
Anat. Abns. II. (1882) 14 The prince may pardon the

offender, if th«re appeere likelyhoode of amendment in

him. x6ix Bible Transl. Pref. 2 Neither is there any
likelihood, that [etc.J. 1630 J. Levett Ord. Bees (1634) 38

In May or June . . there is no great likelihood of a second

or third swarm, a 1656 Bp. Hall Rem. Wks. (1660) 9 Hear-

ing of the likelyhood of my removal. 1717 Entertainer

No. 7 (1718)39 The State jnay be in great Likelihood to

suffer Shipwreck. 1758 Johnson Idler No. 67 f 6 There
was a likelihood of rain. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng. (1858)

II. ix. 307 That he really might be too late appeared an

-

immediate likelihood. 1867 Freeman Norm. ConqMfyt) I. v.

301 The story has strong internal likelihood in its favour.

b. In phrases (mostly obsolete) f by likelihood,

f by all or most likelihood, + in, in all likelihood,

\ of likelihood: in all probability, probably.

M33 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 423/1 Ye which had ellys by
liklyhode be lost. 1486 Ctess Oxforo in Four C. Eng.
Lett. 7 To the entente by alle lykelyhod, to finde the waies

and meanes to gete shipping. 1491 Act 7 Hen, VUy c 5

LIKELY.

§ r Every quinzime.. of liklyhode shalbe gretly mynysshed
and lessed. 1525 Lo. Bkrnkrs Froiss. 11. clxViii. [clxiv.J
270 Their speres grated nat ; if they had, by moost lykelhod
they had taken hinte. 1585 Aim Sandys Serm. xvi. 287 The
eldest, ik therefoie by likelyhoode the discreetest seruant
of his house. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado iv. i. 238 Then I can
lay it downe in likelihood. 1600 W. Watson Decacordon
(1602) 121 Who of likelihood .. was possessed ..with so
affectionate an opinion of his brothers aduancement, that
[etc.]. J631 Wkkvf.r Anc. Funeral Mon. 812 It hath no
Inscription, but in likelyhood it is the TomLe of Sir Roger.
1664 Power Exp. Philos. in. 189 In al! likelihood, he that
made this great Automaton of ihc world, will not destroy
it, till [etc.J. 1697 Dam pier Voy. I. 95 By all likelihood
these ridges of Mountains do run in a continued Chain from
one end of Peru and Chili to the other. 1762-71 H. Wal.
pole Veritas A need. Paint. (1786) I. 259 Oliver .. was in

' all likelyhood of French extraction. 1862 Mrs. Cahlvlk
Lett. III. 102 In all likelihood we will go home together on
Monday.

C. The likelihood : the probable fact, or the

probable amount. Obs. exc. Se.

1455 Rolls ofParlt. V. 287/1 The lyklyhode of the costes
and expenses .. weyed and considered. 1542 5 Brinki.ow
Lament. (1874) 85 Yea & yet knowe not you whether they
heare yon or not, as the likclyhode i.s they do not. Mod.

1 Sc. The likelihood is I'll not be able to go.

1 3. Something that is likely, a probability

;

hence, a ground of probable inference, an indica-

tion, sign. Frequent in //. Obs.
1541 Act 33 Hen. VlII

y
c. 21 § 1 The likelihoodes and

apparances being so far conirarie to that, which .. is nowe
founds true. 1576 Tlrbicrv. Venerie 23 If there be two

• [duwclaws] it is an euttl likelyhoode. 1591 Shaks. Two
Gent. v. ii. 43 These likelihoods confume her flight from
hence. 1601 Stu W. Cornwallis Disc. Send a (1631) 65
Man cannot divine what end followeth beginning, the nearest
is a likelyhood. 1611 Speed Theat. Gt. Brit, xliii. (1614)
85/2 Which ..by high-wayes paved leading unto it, and
other likelihoods, .seems to have beene a worke of the
Romanes, a 1641 Suckling Lett, (1646) 64 Thrusting upon
your judgment impossibilities for likelyhoods. 1649 Milton
Eihon. 119 Against which testimonies, likelyhoods, evi-
dences, the bare denyall of one man cannot couutervaile.
1656 Kakl Monm. tr. Boccalini's AdvU.fr. Lamas*. 1.

xxiil. (1674) 24 This last is a suspition grounded only upon
likelihoods.

4. The quality of offering a prospect of success;
1 promise '. Now only as nn echo of Shaksperc.
1596 Shaks i Hen. //', nr. ii. 45 A fellow of no marke.

,
nor likelyhood. 1606 G. W[ooix:ockkJ ///*/. Irstine vi. 31
Amongst all the .. Captaines there was none of greater
likelihood.

_
1818 Lamu Lett. xi. 104 There are actresses of

j

greater merit and likelihood than you. 1847 1» Mvxv Men,
Women # IS. II. x. 232 An individual of no mark or likeli-

hood.

Likeliness (tarkliiuV). [f. Likely a. +
-NESS.]

f 1. Resemblance, similarity ; a semblance, simi-

litude ; -Likelihood 1. Obs.

1375 1
*arbour Bruce in. 88 Hut at the last thar slayne he

wes : In that fail^eit the Hklynes. C1375 .SV. Leg. Saints

j

xxxviii. {Adrian) 608 pc feynd in-[toJ £e lyklynes ..of a
marynare one be sey to bame can apere. 1413-20 I a*no.

I
Chron. Troy I. iii, Jupiter .. Takyng lykelynesse of Am-

I phitrion. 1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. xlix. 14 They chau nge
\

the letter (Heth) into (Capri) the mark of likelyne*.se. 1596
[

Spenser /*'. Q. v. vii. 29 She knew not his favours likely,

nesse, For many scarres and many hoary heares. 1606
Hamilton Facile Traictise in Cath. Tractates (1901) 242

' The halie spirit discendit vpon Christ in lyklines of ane
whyt (low. 1604 T. Wright Passions Ml. iv. 97 The simili-

tude of inclinations, And likelinesse of passions. 1680 H.
I DonwELL Two Lett. (1691) 117 ttooks conjectured by
Erasmus to be his from the likehness of their Style.

^
1702

C. Mather Magn. Chr. in. n. xix. (1852) 442 There is fre-

quently . . much likeliness between a Pliuyism and a fable.

)

2. Probability ; = Likelihood 2. Now rare.

I f Also in phrases by, of likeliness (cf. Likeli-
: hood 2 b). + Also, probable amount - Likeli-
1 HOOD 2 c.

?£i37o Chaucer Amorous Compieint 15 Sooth is, that wel
I woot, by lyklinesse, If that [etcj. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saint

t

xxvii. (Machor) 997 God is mychty to helpe ; dred nocht

;

quhar man na Hklines ma se.^ c 1400 Rom. Rose 7544 For
thing that may have no preving, Uut lyklinesse, and con-

]

triving. 1436 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 511/1 By the whiche
alienes..by Hklynesse, the Counseall. .of oure saidc Souve-
rayn Ix>rd. .is discovered. 1447 B'okunham Seynlys (Roxb.)

32 Seyng no lyklynesse to ben amendyd Of his host he took
his leve that nyht. c 1470 Henry Wallace v. 620

|
Maister

he said, 'as fer as I haiff fey11, Oft" lyklynes it may he
wondyr weill Ibid. ix. 1010 Be lyklynes Wallace suld wyn
the land. 1475 Bk. Noblesse 55 As by possibilite and alle

liklinesse may be honourable and truly vanquisshid and
wonne bye armes. 1530 Palsgr. 239/2 Likelynesse of a

1

thytig that maye happen, possihilite', J632 Sherwood, Like-

lihood, likelinesse, . .probability.

f3. An indication, sign ; = Likelihood 3. Obs.

£1450 Lydg. & Burgh Secrees 2671 Shuldrys sharpe Oft*

evyl feith is lyklynesse.

4. = Likelihood 4. ? Obs.

c 1470 Harding Chron. ci.xxxn. iii, There was no king
Christen had such sonnes fiue Of lyklynesse. 1530 Palsgr.

239/2 Likelynesse or towardness, indole. 173s Dychk &
Pardon Diet., Likeliness, Handsomness or Worthiness.

Likely (tai'kli), a. and adv. Forms: 4 liely,

lickli, likliche, 4-6 likly, lyk e)ly, 5-6 lik(e)li,

5-7 Sc. likl(i)e, 4- likely, [a. ON. liklig-r (also

glikltg-r), f. Hk-r (glik-r) Like a. + -lig-r -LY >.

(OE. had the equivalent gcUctic.)]

A. adj.

fL, Having a resemblance, like, similar. Const.



LIKELY.

////, to. Also, resembling the original, portraying
accurately. Obs.
e 1400 Rom. Rose 4852 For he shulde setten al his wil To

getena likly thing him tiL \a 14*5 Cursor M. 21132 (I'rin.1
ycl were likely ei£er to ober. 1513 Douglas ^£"a«i 11. xiilil

64 Mast liklie a waverand sweving or dreyme [L. simillima
$omno\ 153© Palsgr. 317/2 Lykly of countenance, sembla-
bit. 1596 Si-enser Hymne Beautie 198 For Love is a celes-

tiall harmonic Of likely harts composed of Starres concent
J657-61 Heylin Hist. Re/. I. 11. iv. 38 Hatb not the Father
given us . . a most excellent Mirrour, wherein to see the til

complexion of the present times? Doth not he set them
forth in such likely coloursjas if [etc].

2. Having an appearance of truth or fact; that

looks as if it would happen, be realized, or prove
to be what is alleged or snggested ; probable,

f Also in advb. pbrase by likely.

1-1380 Wycuf Scrm. SeL Wks. I. 44 Sum men penken
licly pat [etc J. 14*6 Paston Lett. I. 25, I herde .. no
maner lykly ne credible evidence. 1436 Rolls ofParlt. IV.
501/2 To the grettest likly myscbief y* may falle to the said
Roialmc. 1545 Ascham Toxoph. (Arb.) 101 By likely to hit

the pricke alwayes Ls vopossible. a 1592 H. Smith FourSerm.
(1612) I 3, Hee would rather content himselfe with his present
ease, then commit himselfe to so likely misery. 1605 Shaks.
LtaruX 11 Have yon heard of00 likelyWarres toward? 1648
Milton Tenure Kings (1650) 25 No likelier cause can be
alleged. 1814 Chalmers Evid. Chr, Revel. iiL 81 The
apparent contradictions admit of a likely . . reconciliation.

1856 Kane Ant. ExfiL II. xxix. 291 The green spots ..

would be the likely camping-ground of wayfarers. 1879
Froude Cxtar x vii. 275 The story told by Ambiorix was
likely in itself. 1897 Allbutfs Syst. Med. II. 780 A likely
source of infection.

b. As predicate to a quasi-impersonal vbM with
complement fan inf., or clause ; also in parenthe-
tical phrase, as (it) is likely or il is likely.

^1380 Wyclif Wks. (18S0) 475 But it is licly, to many
men, that siluestre synnede in his hiyng. c 1386 Chaucer
Doctor's T. 64 For that she wolde fleen the compaignye
Where likly was to treten of folye. 1395 Purvey Remon-
ttr. (1851) 82 We supposen, as it is ficli, that King Jon
(etc.). <-i4S<> St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 6639 It was likly he
was made pre:%te At fyue and twenty jere at neste. 1526
Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 254b, It semeth.. more lykely
that he ascended up certayne steppes to y crosse. c 1530
Lo. Berners /J r/A. Lyt. Bryt. 152 It was likely there to have
been a great fray. 1583 STUBBES/l«a/. A bus. il (1882) 37 It

is verie likelie they doe so. 1670 Milton Hist. Eng. Wks.
173S II. 116 King Edward, by force, as is likeliest, though
it be not said how, reducM him to Peace. 1695 Lu. Preston
Boc.'h. in. 106 mte

%
It is the likelier also that Catullus did

intend a Reflection upon Nonius. 1696 Bp. Patrick Comm.
Exod. i. 10 They had heard the Israelites discourse, it is

likely, that they never meant always to stay ihere, 1710
Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to WortUy Montagu 25 Apr.,
*Tis vsry likely you will never receive this. 1776 Ln.
Stirling in Sparks Corr. A /tier. Rtrv. (1853) I. 173 It was
not likely any more British troops would be sent out. 1863
Fr. A. Kemble Raid, in Georgia 16 It will be more likely

that I should some things extenuate.

c. As predicate to a personal vb., followed by
to with inf., where he (etc. is likely to^'it is

likely that he will \ f Also rarely>) const, ofwith
gerund.
a 1300 Cursor M. 4878, l.sai it noght fjr-qui bat yce Ne em

lickh lei men to be. C1374 Chancer Troylus Hi. 1221 (1270)
;

pou me .. Hast holpin bere I likly was to steruyn. 1406
Hocclev e Misrule 74 Ful seelde is seen, pat yowthe takith

|

heede of perils, pat been likly for to falL " ^1450 St. Cuth-
bert (Surtees) 1138 J>ai were likly lost to be. 1513 More
in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 759 He was not likely tospeake
it of naught, a 15^8 Hall Chron., Ed*v. IV, 210 Kvng
Henry the VI, thus readepted . . his crounc & dignitie
Rayall,., lykely within short space to fall agayn. a 159a
H. Smith Four Semi. (1612) I6h, Thou art much weaker
then a Prophet, ..and the likelier to haue a most greeuous
fall. 1622 Donne Serm. (Judg. v. 20) 24 Men exercised
in Judgement are likeliest to thinke of the last Judgement.
1653 Walton Angler vii. 154 A hole where a Pike is, or
is likely to lye. 1701 W. Penn in Pa. /fist. Soc. Mem.
IX. 79 The war is likely, and goods bear a price. 171*
Steele Spect. So. 515 r 2, I am glad to find you are likely

to be disposed of in marriage so much to your approbation.

1747 Sarah Fielding Earn. Lett. 90 Putting themselves to

a very unnecessary Trouble to prevent that Pain which
seemed not likely of befalling them. 1793 Smeaton Edy-
stone L. § 123 The heavy expence they were likely to be at.

1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. 1. I. 144 l^ambert seemed likely 1

to be the first of these rulers. 1896 Law Times C. 466/2
The coronet . .did not so closely resemble a Royal Crown as
to be likely to be taken for iL

3. Apparently suitable or qualified (for a purpose
j

or an action) ; apparently able or fitted (to do or to

be something expressed or implied).
c 1375 Sc. Leg-. Saints xxxvi. {Joh. Ba/tista) 837 A basare

..stark & likly als but let to strik in twa his als. c 1385
Chaucer L. G. W. 1174 Dido, Me thynkith that he is . . lilcli

for to ben a man. c 1393 — Scogan 32 That ben so lykly
j

folk in love to spede. C1440 Generydes 2107 In euery wise
fHe was a likely knyght for that Office, c 1470 Henry Wal*
1

lace 11. 364 Haile he [Wallace] was, likly to gang and ryd.

1543 Act 35 Hen. VIII, c. 17 § 1 Standils or Storers, likely

to prove and to be Timber-trees. 1557 Act 4 «r S Ph.
Mary c. 3 { 1 Suche as were most able and lykelyest to serve
well in the same. 1591 H. Smith A/fin. Faith/ A 3 b, De-
uising the likeliest policie to frustrate & disgrace but one
of his Sermons. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, iv. vl 74 Himself
Likely in time to blesse a Regall Throne. 1614 Raleigh
Hist. World v. ii. § 6 (1634) 597 The best and likeliest means
of their common safety. 1653 Walton A nfler ii. 45 We are
not yet come to a likely place, togi R. L'Estrange Fables,
Li/e ASsop (1708) 4 He.j.Carry'd them (slaves] to Samos, as
the Likeliest Place for a Chapman, 1712 Budgell Sped.
No. 283 p 19, 1 regard Trade, .as the most natural and likely

Method of making a Man's Fortune. 1748 Anson's Voy. 11.
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f

iL 131 This Island was the likeliest place, .to meet with us.
1789 Bcrney Hist. Mus. (ed. 2) III. vil 410 Lely gave me
these papers as the likelye^t person to get tbem perfected.
1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 365 The most likely rocks have
been tried with aqna/ortis. 1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour
(1861) I. 3S0, I call at every likely house in the towns or
villages.

4. a. Having The appearance, or giving evidence,
of vigour or capacity ; strong or capable looking,
b. (Now chiefly U.S.) Of young persons (occas.

of animals) : Giving promise of success or excel-
lence; promising, hopeful.
1454 Paston Lett. I. 265 The Duke of York .. wole come

with his houshold meynee, clenly beseen and b'kly men.
#11548 Hall Chron^ Edit'. /K, 211 b, The kyng had.,
marked bothe his wit and his likely towardnes. 1601 R.
Johxsox Kingd. $ Comnnv. (1603) 48 The likeliest and ablest
springals are chosen, 1686 Lonil. Gaz. No. 2128/4 Tall,
well-set, likely Fellows. 1715 S. Willard in Rec Lan-
caster

t Mass. (1884) 235, 1 arrived at Dunstable with a Com-
pany of very good, likely, effective men. 1793Wash isgtos
Lett. Writings 1891 XIL 381, I am very sorry to hear that
so likely a young fellow . . should addict himself to such
courses. 1863 Advt. in Dicey Federal St. I. 254 He (a
fugitive slave] is., stout and well built; very likely. 1883
Gilmolr Mongols zviii- 226 Chinamen go to Mongolia in
spring, buy up likely animals.

5. [? Influenced by Like v.] Of seemly or comely
appearance ; good-looking, handsome? ? Now
U.S. and dial.

1470-85 Malory Arthur n. il. 77 The damoyscl beheld the
poure knyght, and sawe he was a lykely man. a 1586 Sidney
Arcadia l (1590) 66 b, These young companions make them-
selucs beleeue they love at the first liking of a likely beautie.
1718 Vanbr. & Cib. Proz>. Husb. iv. i, You looked a good
likely woman last nighL 1748 Richardson Cla risia (1811}
III. 325 She is very likely and genteeL 180* H. Martin
Helen 0/Glenross I. 69 You arc white, and she is brown

;

but you are both likely. 1807 P. Gass JruL 32 The women
are homely . . but the young men likely and active. 185a
Mrs. Stuwe Uncle Tom's C. xii, You'll soon get another
husband—such a likely gai as you. 1859 Geo. Eliot A. Bedr
xxv, That is Hetty Sorrel . .a very likely young person. 1863

J. G. Murphy Comm. Gen. il 16-17 All the others that were
likely for sight and good for food.

f6. Seemly, becoming, appropriate. Obs.
c 1470 Hexry Wallace vi. 379 Be wryt or word quhilk likis

yow best till haiff? 1 In wryt '. thai said ' it war the liklyast '.

a 1674 Milton JK£i. (1738) I. Life 44 After likely Discourses
I Lot] prepares for thire entertainmenL 174a Col. Rec.
Pennsylv. IV. 587 The Vessel had been cleansed and Aired
in the likeliest Manner.

f 7. Was likely
y
also catachr. had likely : came

near lo do or be
vetc.) ; = was or had like. Obs.

1494 Fabyan Chron. 11. xxxi. 24 The . . Gallis .. came into
>•* Capitoill & were lykely to haue wonne iL c 1503 J. Fla-
mank in Lett. Rich, til \ Hen. VII (Rolls) I. 235 Els, I

hade lykly to be putt to a grett plonge for my trothe. 1652
Ld. Mo.vm. Hist. Warrs Flamlcrs U654) 274 A very hot
skirmish had likely to have been, had not the King [etc].

8. Comh.y as likely f -looked, -looking adjs.

1709 Brit. Apollo 1 1. No. 6. 4/2 He must be a likely-look*d
Fellow. 1887 Spectator 1 Oct. 1305 The United States'
Navy Board, .are ready to try any likely-looking invention.

1897 Mary Ki.vgslky W. A/rica 406 Big Eloby is a fine,

likely-looking island.

B. adv.

+ 1. a. In a like or similar manner; similarly,

b. With close resemblance (in portraiture). Obs.
c 1450 Mironr Saluaciomt 3348 The faderes redemyd fro

helle joyned he til aungcls likely. 155a Hcloet s.v. Sc., Sc. 1

and Sk. bene very likely vsed. 1571 Digges Pantotn. 111. xL
S b, Then are those vessels likely proportional 1. 1600 in
Montgomeries Poems (1887) 274 Not abill, in tahill, \Vith
colours competent, So quiklie or liklie A form to represent.

2. Probably, in all probability.
Now chiefly most likely, very likely ', otherwise rare exc.

Sc. or dial.

cxjfio Wyclip Sel. Wks. III. 434 Likliche hem wantib to
be pe leeste membre bat Crist nab ordeyned to be of his

Chirche. a 14x0 Hocclevr De Reg. Princ. 412 And likly,

bat pou demest for folye Is gretter wysdom pan pou canst
espye. 1601 R. Johnson Kingd. $ Cotmmv. U603) 104
When ofone house there be three or fower brethren, likely

one or two of them give themselves to trafique and mer-
chandize. 1650 Traph Comm. Deut. 150 And were ready to

j

wish (likely) as the Romanes did of Augustus, that [etel 1

1683 Moxon Mech. Exerc., Printing xxxi. T 9 That part of
his Copy . . being such as his whole Copy . . will likeliest

Come-in alike with. 1691 E. Walker Epi tetus' Mor. (1737)
Ivi, You're likely in the right, when blam'd by them. 1754 1

I. Shebeeare Matrimony ( 1766) 1. 15 The young Man who
j

is to succeed him may likely spend his Fortune. 181 j P.

Draltrv Let. to Parr 17 Dec. in Pis Wki. (1828) VIII.

363, 1 shall most likely say a good deal on the subject when
we meet. 1859 Cornwallis AVw World I. 124 A quartz
reef had been., abandoned, likely as unprofitable. 1875
Iowett Plato (ed. 2) 1. 21 You may be very likely right

in that. 1883 Gilmol'r Mongols xviii. 211 Ask him where
he is going, .and likely he will tell you he is going to some
shrine to worship. 1895 Leeds Mercury 12 Sept. 4/8 He
will likely be asked afresh whether [etcl-

1 3. In a fit manner, fitly*, suitably, reasonably.
£1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 335 pus in pes fyye

fmuris many men licly suppose bat [etc.). c 1410 Lydg.
Assembly 0/Gods 1442 So was that Lord receuyd .. Lykly
to hys plesure. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk $ Selv. 48 The
knowledge of heat that we have from the feeling of it, is far

more off from the right knowledge of it, or such as may
likeliest become God, than [etc.].

Hence f Id'kely v. trans., to make ' likely
1

or

attractive; to adorn, embellish.
1513 Douglas A^neis 1. Prol. 124 Or than to mak my sang

schort sum tyme, Mair compendious, or to liklie my ryme.

LIKENESS,
" t Idkement. Obs. rare-\ [f. Like v. +
-ment.] Liking; pleasure.
1649 J. EJllistoneI tr. Bchmens Epist. (18S6) 27 Take

likement and delight therein.

Liken bi k'n). v. Forms: 4ltcne(u, (likkin\
4-5 li^c kne, lykne^n, •nyn, 4-6 lickeii, -yn,

5 lycken, lykeny, lykyne, (leccon, legeny,
lekyn, likon, -yn), 4-6 lyken, 4- liken, [f.

Like a. + -ejt5
; c f. OIIG. ki-tthindti (MHG.

gelichcncn), MLG. Itkenen, Sw. lihia, Da. ligtte.]

L trans. To represent as like; to compare.
Const, f into, lo

t
unto, with. Also to liken together.

1303 R. Brunne Hatufl. Sywe 4759 And to he croys by
gode skylle Ys be harpe lykenede weyle. c 1380 Wycuf
Whs (18S0) 97 pti may be wel licned to swolwis of be see
6 helle. 1393 Langu P. PI. C xx. t63 To a torche ober

» \° •» tap" the trinite is likened, a 1400-50 A lexander 3095
It Umps 0051 all-way be last to lickeo with be first, c 14*0
Chron. Vilod. (HorstnO 1128 Dowuys ..ben legenyd to be
holy gost c 1430 Hymns Virg. 22 Loue y likne in-to a fier
pat slakeen may for no bing. c 1485 E. E. Misc. (Warton
Club) 9, I leccone my lyfe unto the morrow-tyde. 1549
Latimer Serm. Ploughers (Arb.) 19 \Vel may the preacher
and the ploughman be lykened together. 1597 Shaks.

I

2 Hen. IV, il L 97 The Prince broke thy head for lik'ning

_
htm to a singing man of Windsor. 1667 Milton P. L. v.

573 By likening spiritual to corporal forms. 1748 Richard-
son' Clarissa (18x1) II. L 375 Every good servant, for the
future, w ill be proud to be likened to honest Joseph Leman.
1751 Harris Hermes Wks. (1841) 147 The world has been
likened to a variety of things. 1808 Southev Lett. (1856)
II. 90 You liken her to Henry. 1851 Carlyle Sterling 1.

i. (1872)5, 1 likened him often ..to sheet-lightning. 1884
W. C Smith Kildrostan 93 You must not liken her To your
wild-eyed Aspasias.

t b. To make imputations on (a person). Obs.
rare.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. x. 42 Do pat .. Lickne men and
lye on hem that leneth hem 00 siftes. Ibid. 277 Lewed men
may likne 30W bus bat be beem lithe in 3owre eyghen.

t C. 7o liken (a person) to do (something) : to
represent as doing. Obs.
t$*o Caxtons Chron. Eng. 1. 6/1 Athlas..ye whiche is

lykened to bere up he* en on his sholders.

fd. passive. To be assigned by repute to (a

person) as a lover or a future husband or wife;
also, to be reputed to be (so-and-so). Obs.
c 1570 Durham Depos. (Surtees') 59 They haith bein likned

i to-gither more and 2 yere. 1575 Ibid. 304 He saith that the

I
said Janet was never by any report lykned to any man for

' the getting of the said child, but only the said Robert. . .The
said Robert is lykened to be the father of the said child.

2. To make like. rare.
a 1400-50 Alexander 4350 To sett him irvto seruitute ..

pat god has fourmed to be free & to his face licknud. 1483
Cath.Angl. 2 16/2To make lyke (A. to Lykyne), assimilare,
cofi/ormare. 17*0 Duncan Eraser in Evans O. B. (1784)
III. xvii. 172, 1 will liken her to a laidley worm, That warps
about the stone. 18.. Ld. Brolxham (Ogilvie), The occa-
sional deviations from its fundamental principles in a free

constitution, and the temporary introduction of arbitrary

(

power, liken it to the worst despotisms.

f 3. intr. To be like, to resemble ; also, to be-

! come like. Const, to or dative. Also trans, to

symbolize, represent. Obs.

13. . E. E. A Hit. P. B. 1064 If pou wyrkkes on bis wyse,
ba* ho wyk were, Hir schal lyke bat layk bat lyknes hir

tylle. 1340 Ayenb. 88 |>e more he him loueb be stranglaker,
be more he him likneb propreliche. a 1400-50 Alexamter
666 pi fourme Is lickenand on na lym ne like to my selfe.

a 1450 Kut. de la Tour (1868) ti The plater drawen oute
of the donge likenithe [Fr, sigttifie\ the soule in the bddi.

1809 Bian'chi Levity $ Sorrow I. 70 Her own conduct
towards Braunau had much likened to coquetry. Ibid. II.

200, I once knew a lady . . that likened surprisingly to you.

1838 Chalmers On Rom. II. 87 We are daily likening unto
Christ in superiority over the world.

Hence f Zii'kener, one who likens,

e 1440 Promp. Part*. 305/1 Lykcnare, or he bat lykenythe.

Likeness (larknes). For forms see Like a.

and -ness. [OE. (Northumb.) tlates
t
shortened

form of^elfcness I-likeness.]

1. The quality or fact of being like; resemblance,

similarity ; an instance of this. Const, to ; f for-

merly in the same sense, const, of (or genitive of

pron.)» "with.

1197 R. Glouc (Rolls) 9515 Wite clobes heo dude hire on
.. ilich be snowe, pat me ne ssolde hire uor fre liknesse

tse ne iknowe. a 1300 Cursor M, 3332 Licknes to corbin

had he nan. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. 11. x v. (1495)
40 The lykenessc of god is shewed in a lower maner in

the lowest ordres of angels. 1470-85 Malory Arthur vii.

xxviii, The vertu of my ryng* • • that »s rced it wil torne

in Iykenes to grene. 1551 Turner Herbal 1. Kvb, It

may be called . . ciste sage, of the lyknes that it hath with
sage. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, v. iii. 8 The Lord of Stafford

deere today hath bought Thy likenesse. 1601 Sir W. Corn-
wallis Ess. (1632I ix, Confounding a Gentleman, and a
Peasant with the likenesse of salutation. x6ia W. Colson
Gen. Treasury title, The practise . . to adde and substract

all vsuall Fractions vnlike, without reduction into likenesse.

1651 Howell Venice Pref., Moreover if likenes may beget

Jove, England hath reason to affect Venice more than any
other. <*i7i5 Burnet Own Time (1724) I. 5» His other

writings being such that no man from a likeness of style

would think him capable of writing so extraordinary a book.

1818 J. G Hobholsb Hist, lllnstr. (ed. 2) 386 Neither of

them has a shadow of likeness with the lyric poetry of Pe-

trarch. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. Ixxiii, As sometimes in n
dead man's face, .. A likeness, .. Comes out—to some one
of his race. 1855 Bain Senses $ Int. hi, ii. $ 33 (1864) 499



LIKENING.
There is scope for the detection of likenesses in the midst of
diversity. 1866 O. MAtnos'Ai.o Ann. Q. Ncighb. vii. (18781
103 It was a likeness to her little l>oy that had affected me
so pleasantly.

2. That which rescml>les nn object ; a like shape
or form, a semblance. Hence gm. form, shape, esp.

in phrase in likeness of. + In OE. - figure, stature.
£-950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. vi. 27 Ilnadc . . iurre ^e'Sences

m.Tse to-eee to lienesse [e 1000 anlienesse] his clue enne.
a 1300 i ttrsar M. 18823 Hot of his licknes bat he har Quils
he went preehand hoc and bare pan mai we sai. 1340 Ham-
polk Pr. Const: 332 pan may men his liknes se Cnaungcd,
als it had never bene he. ^1385 Ciiauckk L. G. W. 114a
Dido, Cupido . . Hadde the likncssc of the child Ltnke.
C1400 Lmtfranc's Ckwr. 27 pe fletsch is not hoot, hut it is

moist & ha)) brc maner hjknes. c 1450 Miraur Saluacioun
1861 In liknes of brcde and wyne gaf crist Ids blode and
flcsshc. 1500 ao Dumiar Poems xxx. 47 Ane fieind he wes
in liknes of ane freir. 159a Siiaks. Rom. Jul. iv. i. 104 I n
this borrowed likenesse of shrunke death Thou shalt con-
tinue two and forty hourcs. x6it Ihm.K Ezek. i. ^ Out of
the midst thereof came the likenesse of fume Hume crea-
tures, 1634 Milton Ctwins 84, I must .. take the Weeds
and likenes of a Swain. 169a R. L'Esi range Fables
ccccxix. 395 It is safer yet to stand upon our Guard against
an Knemy in the likeness of a Friend, then Ictc.J. 1815
Shelley Demon World 270 The likeness of a throned king
came by. 1881 Freeman SttbJ. I 'enicc 1 8j Spalato is putting
on the likeness of a busy modern town.

3. The representation of an object ; a copy, coun*
tetpart, image, portrait. Phr. to lake a person's
likeness \ to make a portrait of him. Also of
persons : One who closely resembles another.

/950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. Contents (Sk.) 21/10 Imaginis
licnessa. c 1850 Gen. % Ex. 2641 Hamones likenes wasSor-on.
1340 Ayenb. 49 Prelns, |>et ssolden hi licnesseand uorbysne of
holynesse. . to al be wordle. 14 14 IJrami'Ton Penit. Ps. (Percy
Soc.)4 Tume the, Lord, and tarye now^t, Thin owen lyknes
to hclpe and save. 1593 Siiaks. Rich. II, uu iv. 73 Thou
old Adams likenesse, set to dresse this Garden. x6n IIiblk
Dent, iv. 16 Lest yee . . make you a grauen Image . . the
likenes of male, or female. 1647 Cowley Mistress, My
Picture (1687) 50 If ;rc, take my Likeness with you, whilst
'tis so. 1667 Mu-Ton p. E. vni. 450 What next I bring
shall please thee, be assur'd, Thy likeness, thy fit help, thy
other self. 1683 Tkvon Way to Health xix. (1697) 412 All
creatures do vehemently desire to bring forth their Like-
nesses. 1789 T. Cooke Tales, Proposals, %c. 22 Whose
Sire .. Had all bequeathe! .. To the dear Likeness of him-
self his Son. 1762-71 if. Wali-ole I'ertue's A need. Paint.
IV. (1786) 2 At most he gave himself the trouble of taking
the likeness of the person who sat to him. 1781 Cowncit
Charity 434 Such was the portrait an apostle drew,. .Heaven
held his hand, the likeness must be true. 1815 Jane Austen
Emma 1. vi. 34 Did you ever have your likeness taken?
1857 WiLUtOTT Picas. Lit. xx. 115 History's portraits
ought to be likenesses.

t
1885 Clodd Myths $ Dr. 11. xii.

223 They believe that their names and likenesses are integral
parts of themselves. 1889 Pater G. dc Latour (1896) 32
Her sacred veil. ., which kings and princes came to visit,

returning with a likeness thereof.. for their own wearing.

+ b. A sculptnred image, a statue. 06s.
ci2ooOrmin 105/ Off halt an, off Cherubyn, pe^ haffdenn

liccness metedd tjppo batt oferrwerrc batt wass Abufenu
barrke timmbredd. <riaos Lav. 1267 lie wolde . . wrchen
hire . . on lienesse* of radc golde. c ia$o Gen. «y Ex. 678
Nilus king Made likenesse, for muni[gin)g After his fader.

1 4. A comparison ; hence
t
a parable. Obs.

138a Wyclif Lnke v. 36 He seide to hem also a liknesse
IVulg. simititudiuem]. ^1386 Chaucer A'nt.'s T. 1984 And
shewed hem ensamples and lyknesse. 14 13 Piter. Son>te
(Caxton) it. lviii. (1859) 56 'What reson hath the fyre to
pleyne vpon the wode, which, .hit brenneth in toasshes?'..
'No cause', quod I . . 'but between the and "me thismancr
of lykenes is not comparable \ ' Sothly qwod this body,
* this lykenes is accordaunt \

f5. Probable amount; = Likelihood 2 c. Obs.
cxtfio Fortescue Abs. ft Lint, flfon. x. {1885) J 3i Now

that the lykennes off the kynges charges ordinarie and ex-
traordinarie bith shewid letcj.

Likening (toik'niij), vbl. sb. [f. Liken
•ING 1.]

1. The action of making like, or representing as
like; assimilation, comparison.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 305/1 Lyknynge, assimilacio. 163a

Sijerwooo, A likening, .. assimilation. 183a IIt. Mar-
tinkaii Ireland vi. 104 Protestant likenings of the pope
and his flock to the devil and his crew. 1894 Athcu.rum
30 June 835 1 [There is] an unconscious likening of all
things to the flowers and hills she loves so well.

f2. A figure of speech; a comparison, simile.
Al {the) likening of \ under the similitude of.
a 1340 Hampolk Psalter xxill. 1 pe prophet at be. likynynge

of a bedel .. cries bat [etc.], 1561 Da us tr. Builinger on
Apoc. (1573) 94 b, A likening is agayne annexed, as blond.
1587 Goi.ding De Mornay xx\i. 398 What ., are the siinili-
tudes of Cicero himselfe in his treatise of old age, but lik-
nings taken from husbandry and Vines?
Liker (bi kai). Now rare. [f. Like v. + -erI.]
One who likes.

153a More Coufui. Tindale Wks. 443/1 To abhore and
burne vp hys bookes and the likers of them with them. 1583
(see Lier b]. 1658 Cokaine Poems (1669) 202 Deaaty is but
opinion of the Liker.

Liker, obs. form of Liquor.
lickerish, -ose, -ous : sec Lickerish, -ous.

Iiikesome, a. Obs. exc. dial. Also diaL lick-
some, [f. Like v. + -some.] Agreeable, pleasant.
c 1563 Sir T. Challoner tr. Boethius 1. metr. i. in Q. Eliz's

Englishiugs (E. K. T. S.) App. 150 Theis, of my happie
lyksome yougthe y glorye long ago. 1577-87 Holinshed
Chron. (1807-8) III. 163 Offavour was she counted likesome.
"1650 Will Stewart * lohn v. in Child Ballads II. 433/1
Or doe you mourne for a likesome ladye. 1801 Sporting
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Mag. XIX. 87 Mc had looked rather gloomy before, hut
now he appeared quite lieksomc. 1876 Whitby Gtoss.

f Like-
some, that which may be loved or desired. 1877 IS. Lfic.m
Cheshire Gloss. 124 'Charly loves a licksome girl, as sweet
as sugar candy.'

Xiikewarm, obs. form of Lukewarm.
tLrkeways, adv. Obs. [f. Like a. + ivays\

see Way.] « Likewise 2 and 3.
1551 Recoiujk Pathw. Kuoivl. \. vii, Like waies I set one

foote of the coinpas steddily in C. 1588 A. Kino tr. Ca-
I

nisius' Cateefu 81 Our . . faith .. confirmit lykuayis accord-
I

ing to his commandiment. ^1620 A. Humk Brit. 'J'ouqnc
1 (1865) 20 Lykwayes we sould keep the vouales of the

original. 1625 in Ellis Ort'g. Lett. Ser. 1. 111. 211 And
I

lykwayes I thinkc I have done you no wrong. 1712 Addison
Sptct. No. 542 p 2 There are otheis who have likeways done
mc a very particular honour. [1865 Dickkns Mut. Er. 11.

xii, Likeways when I went to them two governors.)

Likewise (Ui'kwoiz). [abbreviated from in
1

like 7oise : see Like a. and Wise sb.]

f 1. (The full phrase.) In like wise : in the same
manner. Obs.

1449 Rolls of Parlt. V. 148/1 As we have .. besought the
Kyn^s Highncsse. in lykewyse tenderly we desire all yourc
wysdomes. c 1489 Caxton Sonues ofAywon ix. 225 Alarde
began to synge. .a new song..& Kicharde dide in lykewyse.
1509 Bury U ills (Camden) 109 To y ehyrch of All Seyntys
in y» same town in lykwyse xs. 158a Sianvhi kst Aincis
t. (Arb.) 22 In lykewise Ncptun thei: (Jod .. apeered. 1673

I

Kav Jm<m. Low C. 183 1 f any l>e not present, he is searched
out and brought in like wise.

I 2. In the like or same manner, similarly ; = 1

.

Obs. exc. arch, in to do likewise (after Luke x. 37).
/1460 Grtgor/s Chron. in /list. Coll. Citizen Loud.

(Camden) 133 Also lyke wy.se al maner of personys of I looly
Chyrche obedyente unto us. .shnlle sweie for too kepe thys
present acorde. 1489 Caxion Eaytcs of A. 11. xxxv. 150

l

they . . may yssue out .. that owre whan the enemyes
be not aware of., and likwyse to saute them as they be
sawtcd. 1534 TtNDAt.K Luke x. ^7 tioo and do thou lyke
wyse. 1535 J ovk . Ipol. Tindale (Arb.) 9 And lyke wyse he
plai(h with the verb in Luke and in Marke. i6ix Uiiilk
fudg. vii. 17 Ilee said vnto them, Looke on mee, and doe
likewise, c 1625 Milton Death Pair Infant ii, He (bought

I it tonelit his Deilie full neer, If likewise he some fair one
j

wedded not.^ 1828 J. if. Muokk Pract. Xavif. (ed. 20)

p. xiv, Multiplication of Decimals is performed likewise as
that of whole nuinbers.

3. Also, as well, moreover, too.

1509 Fisni K Euneral Serm. ( "less Richmond Wks. (187^)
i 20o\V)ierfore let vsconsyder lyke wise wltetlu:r |etc. ]. 1604 K.
:

(»Ikimstonk] D'Acosta's I/ist. Indies iv. xxxviii. 314 There
is likewise a small beast very common which they call Cuyes.
1747 Wesley Prim. Physic (1762) 84 It is ^ood likewise ..

I in all IIypocondrin< al cases. 1816J. \Vu.st>xCitvofPtagt/e
11. iii. 188, I had forgot to mention that his wife Was like-

wise lying dead. 1850 Tennvson /// Mem. Ixxxv. S3 I .ikev\ ise

the imaginative woe .. Diffused the shock thro' all my life-.

j88o Gkikmc Phvs. Geog. Introd. 7 As there is a geoKraphital
distribution of climates, so likewise is there one of plants and
animals.

Hence f Ll'kewisely adv., similarly, flil'ke-
wiseness, a similar method or manner.
1598 Sylvi--sti:r Du Bartas 11. ii. iv. Coltimnes 327

Th'other, which cuts this equi-distantly. .is (like-wisely) The
second Colure. 1674 N. Kaihfax Bulk ,\ Sch>. To Rdr.,
We. .may either find better words. .or at least coin fitter.,

in a likewiseness to the old, than [etc.].

t Iiikeworth, a. Obs. Korms: 1 lfcwyrtSo,

3 licwurtfe. [OK. llcivyrde, f. stem of llcian to

LiKE + tcy/rOf WOliTH a.] Agreeable, acceptable,
pleasing. So f Llkeworthy a. in the same sense.

£888 K. >Klfrei> Boeth. xvi. §1 (Sedgefleld) 35 Hw.-et
bi5 bmr tonne licwyrftes buton his god & his weoiSscipe.
eszoo Okmin 15918 Acc itt niss nohht biforenn Ciodd Lie-

wur}>i3 lif, ne cweme. c 1200 'Erin. Coll. Horn. 7 His oiV-r

diehche tocume is softe^ and swioe milde and licwur'Ae.

C1230 Halt Mcid. 11 Hit is se belt ping & se swioe leof

gotld & se licwuroe.

Likham(e, variant of Liciiam Obs.

Likie(n, obs. form of Like v.

II Likin (l/"k/h). Also lekin. [Chinese It-kin,

f. It Li^ + kin money.] A Chinese provincial

transit duty.

1876 Agreement of Chef00 (Y.), The amount of likin to be
collected will be decided by the different i'rovincial Govern-
ments. 1901 Scotsman 11 Mar. 8/4 Sheng. .has memorialised
the Court in favour of the abolition of likin duties,

Liking (bi'kiij), vbl. sb.^ [OK. licnng, f.

lician : see LrKE and -ing I.]

fl. The fact of being to one's taste (cf. Like
z/J 1), or of bcinjf liked. Obs.

c6gj K. ^lfreu Gregory's Past. xii. 303 Dactte hie for

3aire licunga foere heringe. .5e hie lufiseao eac je5afi<5en 3a
ta-dinge. c 1175 Paternoster 247^11 Lamb. Horn. 69 On oSer

wise ic habbe ifunde hn me mei in sunne bon ibunde. bet

forme is to beon underling and bet ofter is liking, c 1400
Apol. Loll. 26 pings were in desesse to him, bat now are in

inikil leking. 1570-6 Lambardk Peramb. Kent (1826) 297
The greatest personages, helde Monkes, Friars, and Nonnes,
in such veneration and liking, that [etc. J. 1579 Tomson
Calvin's Serm. Tim. 218/1 The man [must] exhort the

woman, and the woman the man, to be out of liking with
themselues before God.

f 2. Pleasure, enjoyment ; an instance of this.

At liking: in a suitable position, at one's case.

/// liking : discomfort, unhappiness. Obs.
a iz*$Ancr. R. no Forte wenden as urommard be licungc

I>et flesches lustes askeS. ^1230 Halt Meid. 7 HahbcS mare
delit brin pen anie odYe habbe5 ilikinge [= in likingej of be
worlde. a 1300 CursorM. 28080 I n vayn glory haue i hkyng.
4:1330 R. Urunne Chron. (*8io) 132 William |?e Scottis

LIKING.

[

kyng thcrfor was fullc blithe, pat Henry had ille likyng.
1340-70 A lex. $ Dind. 956We lachen likinge y-nowofbe lofl 1

1

bndilus. ^,350 Will. Palerue 2023 Sche mi^t lede hire lif
in hkmg & murbe. 1375 Harmour Bruce 1. 226 Krcdome

,

mayss man to haifT liking. Ibid. in. 560 Quhen men uucht
at hkmg ar. 1398 Thicvisa Barth. De P. R. xvu. excii.
(M05>73o 'i*J 1 »s tree is not at lykyng in rough places and moun"
tayns. a 1440 .V/r Degrcv. 831 Thane durste I saflly syng,
>\ as never emporonrc ne kynK More at hys lykyng. c 1470
Golagros \ Gaw. 1065 The lordis on the toihir side for liking
thay lench. c 1491 Chast. Goddes Chyld. ii. 8 This likynge
is more delectable to the body and sanle than all the myrthc
and likyng that all the worlde myghte RyMu. 1548 IIaii
Chron., Item i'I/1, 80 h, And sought., for the dehcacie of
viandes

: well was that man rewarded that could bryng any
!

thyng of hkyng or pleasure.

fb. In batl sense, more fully flesh's or fleshly

I

liking: Sensuality, sexual desire, lust. Obs.
7 1240 Ureisnn in Cott. Horn. 189 pi deab adeadi in mc

flchces licnnge. a 1340 Ham rout Psalter xiii. 1 All |j« lust
and lykynge of baire tfunch ami bis warld. c 1400 tr. Sccrcta
Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 73 Vse lytcl flesshly likyng. ^1430
Hymns I'irg. 9^/49 tor likinge blindib many oon. 1575
I URiiKRv. Eanlconric 269 A man shall knowe when they fall
to lykmg and laying by this, a 1711 Kks Edmund i'oet.
\N'ks. 1721 II. 96 To Sensuality his Flesh propends, JVopen-
sion up to Liking straight ascends.

3. The benl of the will ; what one wishes or
prefers, (a person's) pleasure. Also //. f Offree
liking : of free will. Now rare.
cms -V/ Pains Hell 147 in O. E. Misc. 215 Moch fioyt

per was here face be fore, To etc ber-of was here lykyng.
c 1386 Ciial'ckr Pant. Prat. 127 Voure lykyng is that 1 sh.d
telle a tale, c 1400 Bom. Rose 1975, 1 wol ben hool at your
tlevys For lo fnlfille your hking. c 1400 tr. Secreta Set ret.,
Gov. Lordsh. 48 With Jh- hclpe of go<l )>ay all shall be sub.
gitz to l»y likynges. c 1590 Ckkknk Er. Bacon x. (1630)
r 3 b, I leaue thee to thine own liking. 1601 Suaks. All's
Well hi. v. 60 The king had married him Against his liking.
i 1630 Kisdon Snrz: Devon § 12 (1810) 23 This 1 leave to
the liking of others. 174a Kiciiahdson Pamela 111. 290 Of
all Men he is the least to follow his own Liking. 1859 AliLL
Liberty \. 15 No one, indeed, acknowledges to himself that
his stanihml of judgment is his own liking.

b. (a ph rases
y
at, to, (larely after, in) one's

liking: according to one's wish, to one's taste.
13.. Minor Poems Sr. P'ernan MS. K. K. T. S.) 497/133

j

pouh he be nou^t at pi lykynge, pe plL^t bat schal j»y masse
synge, pcrfore lette [mu nunht. 1480 Caxion Chron. Eng.
cexlvi. (1482)311 He spared no thyng of his lustes nedesy res
but ncconiplysshed them afler his Ijkyng. 1551 Ckowi.i v
Pleas. <V Pain 165 You .. spent all at your owne Iyk>nge
In wantones and banketynge. 1587 Fm-.minm; Contn. Holin-
shed 11 1. 401/2 Finding a place to his liking, he esconsed
himself in despite of the Spaniards. 1633 lh\ If all Hard
Texts, N. V. 138 Liberty to dispose of thy-sclfe to thine
owne best liking. 1710 Sikklk Pat er No. 228 f 7 A
(lentleman, who would willingly marry, if he could find a
Wife to his Liking. 1796 Mrs. Ci.assk Cookery v. 41 Season
with pepper and salt to your liking. 1869 F.aiuk Galatians
123 It might not be in all points to their perfect liking.. but
they could not set themselves against it.

4. The condition of being fond of or not averse
to (a person or thing) ; favourable regard ;

' fancy
'

for or inclination to (some object\
1340 Ayeub. 2i pe uiftc Ix^of prede is ydele blisse bet U

fole likinge of fole heiyinge. e 1350 Will. Pa/erne 452 So
gret liking & lone i haue bat hid lo hi hold. 1362 Langi..

PL A. 1. 27 Lot . . for lykiug of drinke, 1 )ude hi his douhtren
bat he denel louede. 1570 Henry's It at/ace v lit. 141 1 To tak
ane lykmg [theMS. has lak] and syne get na plesance,Sic lufe
as that is nathing to avaucc. 1587 Hakkison England 11. i.

(1877) i. 6 For nothing could beobieincd from him, of which
the Normans had no liking. 1590 Si knskr /«'. Q, m. xii. 13
She.. did great liking sheowe, (ireat liking unto many,
but true love to feowe. 1600 Siiaks. A. V. 1. iiii

28
t

Is it possible, .you should fall into so strong a liking
with old Sir Roulands yongest sonne ? 1607 Toi-kkli. Font

f.
Beasts (1658) 523 Afterward they grew out of liking of this vain
custom. 1655 Digci:s Compl. Ambass. 50, I heare secretly
that (here is not the best liking between the two Queens.
a 1 7 16 South Serm. (1821) II. 8 Scarce any man passes to
a liking of sin in others, but by first practising it himself.

1719 W. Wood Surv. Trade 271 For the improvement of
their Manufactures, and .. bringing the Luropeans to the
greater Liking of them. 1742 Kiciiahuson Pamela III.

294 The Karl has taken a great Liking to him. 1809
Malkin Gil Bias iv. viii. p 7 Though not dainty in her
likings. 1825 j j

ebek Jonru. Upper Pnw. India (1828) 11.

377, I have no liking for all this train. 1832 Miss Words-
worth Loving <V Liking in Wordsuu Poet. Wks. I. 251
Likings come, and pass away ; 'Tis love that temains till our
latest day. 1847-9 Helis Friends in C. (1851) 1. 63, I have
a lawyer's liking for the best evidence. 1876 (»ko. J^liot
Dan. Der. xxxii. II. 313 Friendships begin with liking or
gratitude.
attrib.^ 1701 Cibbcr Lcmc makes Man Epil., And know,

that while the liking Fit has seiz'd you, She cannot look, he
write, too ill to please you.

+ b. Approval, consent. (See also Good-
liking 2.) Obs.
1607 Statutes in Hist. Wakefield Gram. Sch. (189a) 59

With the consent or likinge of the Scholemaster.

c. On or upon liking: on approval or trial.

Now rare in educaled use.

1615 in Picton L'pool Munic. Rec. (1883) I. 190 This
lycence to continue noe longer then untill Michaelmas.,
but .upon lykeinge. 1685 Dhvoen Thrcn. August, iv, The
Royal Soul . . Came but a while on liking hoe. 1727 Gay
Beggar sOp. 1. viii, Are you really bound Wife or are you only
upon liking? 1812 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. XXXIII.
25 He did not stay.. the_ entire month, which he was to pass
on liking. 1834 Autobiog. Dissenting Minister 157 After
spending a few months on liking, I was unanimously chosen.
1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. tv. iv, He I the waiter! »s a very
young man on liking, and we don't like him.
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f 5. An object liked, (oneV) beloved. Obs.

c 1450 Holland llow/al 496, 1 sal! followe the 111 faith ..my
lyking thow art. a 1550 Christis A'irke Gr. xiv, The wyffis

cam furth with cry is and clappis, Lo, quhair my lyking

lies ! Quo lhay. 1667 Milton P. L. xi. 587 In the amorous
Klet Fast caught, they HUM, and each his liking chose.

t 6. Bodily condition, esp. good or healthy con-

dition. Cf. Good-liking 4. Obs.

c 13*0 Sir Trhtr. 1779 So gode likeing he fand pat hole

he was and fere, c 14*0 Pallad. on Husb. L 46 Vf contrey-

men in likyng hele endure, c 1440 Generydet 6760 All pale

and wanne, owt of Hkeng he was. 1539 Taverxer Erasm.
Prov. (1552) 7 This ought not lo seeme any marvayle . . yf

he were in better lykynge than hys horse, a 1568 Ascham
Scholem. (Arh) 131 If God do lend me . . free laysure and
libertie, with good likyng and a merrie heart. 1584 Cogam
Haven Health L (16 12) 2 These .. labors .. do make a good

state or liking of the body. 1590 Creese Never too Late

B b. I have one sheepe in my fold that's quite out of liking.

1611, 1656 [see Good-liking 4I 1661 M ascal Goz>. Cattle 16

Which will cause the beast to become lean and of ill liking.

1705 Lond. Gas. No. 4M5 /
4 Strayed or stolen .., a bay

Mare .., in good Liking. 1737 Bracken Farriery /nrfr. 1

(1749) I. o They have been observed to eat plentifully and not

become fatter or in better liking 1768-74 Tucker LI. Xat.

(1834^ II.616 To keep it [the child] plump in good liking.

tLi'ldnj, vbl. sb* [f. Like + _IXG 1.]

The condition of being like or likely, a. quasi-

concr. Something lhat U like ; a resemblance, b.

Phr. /// liking: likely lo (do something).

1340 Aycub. 47 f>e Hkinges [Figures] and be ymngina-
cions of zenne. 1599 Let. in Hanngton Xugx Ant. 47, 1 am
in liking to get Erasmus for your Entcrtainmente.

t Liking, ///. a. 1 Obs. Also 4-7 Sc. likand.

[f. Like +-ing -.]

1. Pleasing, pleasant, agreeable, attractive. Of
food : Dainty. Of the weather, wind, an opinion :

Favourable. Const, till, to.

1340 70 Alex. 4- Dind. 94) Summe ba! longen to a lud

of iikinge smcllus. 1375 Barbour Bruce 1. 9 And suth

thyngis that ar likand Tyll mannys heryng ar plesand.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) Til. 237 Anoa likynge wyud
tilled the sai lies. 1401 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 31 In., delicious

and liking feeding .. freer* passen lords, c 1470 Hesry
Wallace vi. 95 Him thow our threw out off his likand re^t.

1513 Dot'GLAS .Eneis iv. xii 15 O sweit habit, and likand

bed, quod sche. a 1548 H all Chron. t Hen. t'ff/.jl h. The
wynd to hym was likyng, wherby he sayled into Flaunders.

1500 Uavs tr. Sleucine's Comm. 244 He appointed hym and
his fellow es to come and declaie hys lykyng opinion touchyng
the same. 1596 J. Norden* Prrgr. Pie-'ie (1S47) 62 Grant
that.. I may watchfully avoid what thou loathed, howsoever
liking it be unto me. 1610 He\ley.S7. An?. Citie ofGod
xix. 11L vi6jo 709 Making a liking vse of alL \a 1643 \V.

Cartwricht Orxiinary m.LThou art mine pleasure, by dame
Venus brent ; So fresh thou art. and therewith so lycand.J^

2. 'In condition'; healthy, plump; in a specified

condition e. g. ttv//, ill liking). Of a soil : Rich.

c 1315 Song of Yesterxlay 75 in E. E. P. 1S63) 135 An
hounde bat'is likyng and loly. 1/11366 Chaccer Rom.
Rose 1564 Abouten ii is gras springing, t or moiste so thikke

and »el lvkio^;. That it ne may in winter dye. 1 1380 Wvcuf
His. (1SS0) 7 It ^emeh be devyl gedreb siche lumpU of *>oge

mcu, fatte, and lykynge and ydyl. 14x6 Lydg. De Gnil.

Pil-rr. $963 Thow wer to fat. and to lykynge. c 1475 R**f
c>;.yar 4oEuill lykand was the King. 1513 Fitzherb. Hush.

§ 4S It taketh mooste commonly the fattest aod best lykynge.

1535 Coverdale Dan. i. 10, I am afrayed off my lorde the

kyige, . . lest he spye youre faces to be worse lykynge then the

other sprvrigaldes of voure age. i6ix Bible Dan. L i<x 1656

Heviix Snrv. France 7 The Countrey of Xonnandie is

enriched with a fat and liking soil.

t Li'lang, fpl. a.- Obs. rare. [f. Like v.- +
Likely, probable.

x6xx Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. tx. xvil (1623) 879 A liking

report was hrought to the towne, that Warwick had pre-

pared foure thousand valiant men.

t Li'kingly, ^fr. 1 Obs. [f. Liking ///. a.* +
-LT ] In a pleasing manner ;

pleasantly, daintily,

attractivelv ; also, lo one's liking, with pleasure.

1387 TkeyUa Higgle* (Rolls) VI 1. 405 pc man boirjte hat

he hadde be likyngly Iriorsched. 1393 Lajsgl. P. Pt- C.

xx. 241 Lordliche for to lyuen and hkyngliche be dobed.
c 14x0 Love Bonarrtnt. Mirr. ui, Takynge bede and byhoM.
ynge likyngely hir >hamefast •ernbland. e 1460 Twuelej
Mjst. xiiiv. 234 You ..That lede youre l>-fe >o lykandly.

1513 Dol>gi_vs AZnris vm. 31 Sa Hkandly, io pece and
libertie, At eis his cootmouD peple gouemit he.

t Iii'Hngly, aJv* Oh. [f. Liking ///. «.2

+ -LT In a probable manner ; probably.

13SS Wycuf Iso. «nd ProL, Ellis it »oie a« lik>*ngii be

applied lo falsn«ss< as to ireathe. <:x449 P*«>cx AV/r. nu
v. 305 Prechoors ;auen hem to ftatene . . for to the more
likingli fille her wombis and her pursi-s.

+ LrkingTiess. Obs. [f. Liking ///. <0 +
-NK^.'*.] Attractiveness.

c 1430 Hrnnts Virg. 93 J»is feisaun! hen b likiugnes, And
euere folewib hir bese ^ooge men.

Iiikke, obs. form ol Lick, Like.

Likli e, likly, obs, forms of Likrlt.

liikoriee, I»ikour t obs. ff. Liquorice, Liquor.

Taikresse, -rus, variants of Lickerocs Obs.

Xiikth, obs. jrd sing. pres. ind. of Lie r.2

Tail, lill (HI). [Romany.] a. As a gipsy

word : A book. b. sl&tg.
"

vSec qcots.> ; also * at

five-ponnd note' (Farmer).
1811 J. H. Vavx Flash Dkt.. Lill, a pocket-book. 1851

Boxvow L*3*ngr* I. xvii. » 1
9Then the more shame for >x>o—

a snake-fellow-* hon*.witch—and a lil-reader—>^et yon
can't shift for voursett 1857 — A"**v*»r A>v U. (1900' 5S 1

\xx\ brother ! how learned in Ills yon are ! 1859 M
I Wab. vFarmer), Lil, a pocket-book. Lil\ a bad bill.

Lil, var. Lill v. Obs., and Lile a. dial.

Lilac (bilak). Forms: 7 lelack^e, 7-8 (9)

lilach, 8-9 (now chiefly dial, or C/.S.) layloek,

(9 layloc, U.S. vulgar lalock), 8 lylac, 7- lilac,

[a. F. lilac (Cotgr. ; now Mas), a. Sp. lilac, a.

Arab. clIJ Mtk, app. ad. Pers. elL) lilak,

var. of ellj ttflak bluish, f. Pers. J-j nil bine,

indigo (Skr. ttila, Hindi //"/); cf. various Pers.

words for indigo, lilah, lllanj, etc., which have
parallel forms with initial n. Other forms are Pg.

hlaz (from Sp. or Arab.), Turkish hilaq (whence
possibly the early 17th c. lelacke, mod. laylock).']

1. A shrub, Syringa vulgaris, cultivated for its

fragrant blossoms, which are of a pale pinkish

violet colour ; a variety has white blossoms. Also,

the flower of this shrub.

1625 {see lilac-tree below). 1658 Sir T. Bbowke Gard.
Cyrus iii. i?8 The Autumnal budds .. making little Rhom-
buses, and network figures, as in the Sycamore and Lilac

1664 Evelyn Kal. Hort. Nov. 79 Plant Roses.. Lilac,

Synngas [etc). 1763 Brii. Mag. IV. 605 And gather'd lay-

locks perish, as they blow. 1777 T. Warton Ode x. 1st Apr.
25 The lilac hangs to view Its bursting gems in clusters blue.

1844 Lady G. Flllebton Ellen Middteton (1854) ! I. xii. 69
A large nosegay of lilacs and seringa, i860 O. W. Holmfs
Prof. Break/, t. ii, Laiocks flowered late. 1865 Tennyson
On a Mourner it, Nature - . makes the purple lilac ripe. i88x

Kesant & Rice Cliapl. 0/Fleet I. 3 The yellow laburnum,
and the laylock were at their best.

b. Applied to other speciesofSyringa (seequots.).

1711 J. Janes tr. Lt Blond's Gardening 28 Rose-Trees,
Honey- suckles, Persian Lilachs, &c. 184a Penny Cycl.

XXlfl. 478 2 Syringa Joiiiea, Josika*s lilac.. is a native

of Transylvania, and was discovered by the Baroness von
Josika, after whom it was named by Jacquin. S. Cninensis,

Chinese lilac. . . In characters it is intermediate between
vulgaris and ^. Persua^ and agrees with a hybrid plant

produced at Rouen by M. Vain, and called <V. Rotoma*
gensis, the Rouen lilac 1861 Delamer Fl. Gatd. 124

S. Fersica, the Persian Lilac, is a smaller and slenderer

shrub, with looser, more drooping heads of flowers, more
aromatkally perfumed. This al>o has a white variety.

c. Applied to plants of other genera (see quots.\

1839 Penny Cycl. XV. So 1 Melia Azedarak, sometimes
ca!led Persian Lilac, Pride of India, and Common Head-
tree. 1860 G. Bennett Gatherings Sat. AnsttaL x\iL 326

The White Cedar-tree, or Australian Lilac (Melia Ans-
treitii). 1866 Treat. Bot. 6S1, > African Lilac, Melia Aze-
darack. Australian Lilac, a name used by the settlers for

Hardenbergia monopkylla \ ab>o Proitanlhera ziolacea.

Indian Lilac, Melia sentperfiorens. s88i J. S. Gamble
Indian limbers 70 Melia Azedara^k, Linn. . . The Persian

Lilac 1898 Morris Anstrat Eng. A Lilac, name given in

Australia to the tree Melia co»/p>sita called Cape Lilac.

It is not endemic in Australia, and is called ' Persian Lilac
*

in India. In Tasmania the name of Native Lilac is given

to Proiianthfra rotnndifolio.

2. The colour of lilac blossom.

1791 Hamilton Bertkollefs Dyeing II. ti. ni. xL 25S The
colour was more or less inclined to red, from lilac to violet.

1796 Stedw.w Surinam II. xvxl 52 The breast |of the

paroquet) is of a leaden hue, the beltv lilac 1816 Ctfss
H v»r u icke in Tnv Xcble Lrres 1. ssfclizabeth wore white
and silver, I wore layloc and silver. 1847 Tennyson Prin-
tess il 3 She brought us Academic silks, in hue The lilac

b. attrib., passing into adj. Of the colour of

lilac blossom.
sSos M*R. Edgeworth Contrast (1831^ 114 It will spoil

my lilac ribbons- 1854-6 Patmore Angel in Ho. x. L 5 The
little lilac glove. 2864 Tennyson Grandmotkrr xv, So
Willy and I were wedded : I wore a lilac gown. 188a

Garden 1 Apr 2io;
i A beautiful alpine Crowfoot, with

delicate lilac flowers.

3. aftrib. and Comb , as lilac^mbush, -busk,

-jlozctr, -shade, -tree ; also, qualifying the names of

colours, as lilac-blut, -grey, -naurr, -fink, -perpU ;

parasynihetic, as lilac-colcured, -kcjdeJ, -tinted

adjs,;* lilac moth [seequot.) ; lilac-ude ncrue-use,

the time when lilac is in bloom.
184a Tevxvson Gardener's Dam. in This, yielding, gave

ioto a grassy waftc Thro* crowded *lilac-aial«sh trimly

pruned. 1851 B'kam * Midi. Gardener's Mag. May 52

Bunches of delicate *lilaobloe .. flowers. r86* Lowell
Biglov P. Ser. it, vi S7 The catbird ia the 'laj-Rxk-bosh k
load. 1766 Amort Buncle (1770) 'v- 97 Vou RMtst wrke
with this *UIachoc4oared liquor. tflSo Black H'iit* H'zugs

xx. The silent, classy, *lilac-grey sea. 180a G. Barrtnctox
Hist. .V. S. li'a/es ix. 344 The beautiful *liUoheaded
parroquet. r968 Wooo Homes H. xfr. 2^6 The
little chocobte-coloared moth called the *L£Uc Moth iLms*-

tmia ribe*na . x88a Gardtn 7 Oct. 307- 3 PtlargooifflttRS.

.

Lady Sheffield, •lilac-pink. Ihd. 1 Apr. Tzyh A compact
rosette of a rich •lilac-purple, 1849 M- Arnold Modern
Sa/pio i. Nothing stirs 00 the lawn hot the qukk *51ac-

shade. 1765 H. W.^LfOLE Let. /.* EaH Herf/ord ri May,
Though m all the bloom of my pasoon, *lilac-tide, I have
not been at Strawberry this fortnight. ^47-9 Tooo CycL
A mat. IV. x.^2 • Lilacsiated spots. r*»5 Bacon Fss^,

Gardens (Arh) 556 The * Lelacke Tree. 1650 Surr. Xew-
smk PaZue, A rciroL \\ 454 A fboatai»e of white marble
. .set round with six trees called lebck trees.

liliaceous teh? 1 f*s\ a. [t Lilac + -rocs.]

Of or belonging lo a lilac colour.

1855 in Mayne Ejt/+s. Lejc. rSeo Harpers Mag. Nov.
S62 i A beautiful filaceous bloc /.W. S6«.^.

Iiilacine Jw'lasinX Ckutmu Also lilacin. [C

Lilac + -ike- Ct F. tilacixf.] A cn^talliDe sab-

stance obtained from the lilac, Syritrga rmlgeris

;

now called $t*inci>\
1841 Pmm» mmmenUpmi Jml I. 557 The Bacxoe appears to

be combined in the lilac with malic add. 1844 in Horlyn
Diet. Med. Terms ; and in recent fiktv

Lilalite. Mm. [f. V. Wat lilac + -lite.] An
obsolete sjnonym of Lfcl'lDOLlTE,

1706 Kirwan Etetn. Min. (ed. 2) I. kZ l^pidoliu-UlalUe
of some.

tXalbTLnie. Obs. rare~ %
. A lubber.

a 1553 Udall Royster D. in. ifi. (Arh.) 44 Ye are suche a
calfe, such an asse, xuche a blocke, Such a filburne, tuch
a hoball, sach a lobcocke.

TLile, sb. Obs. [f. name of Lille in France.

Cf. Li.sle.] ? A kind of grogram (more folly Lite

\

grogrant).
1640 in Noorthouck Lend. ^773) 843/1 Stuff*, lilet, broad

or narrow, the piece not above 15 yards* id. t€6o Act 12

Chas. IT, c 4 Sched. s.v. Bnjffin, BufTim, Mocadoes, & Lile

Grograns narrow the single peece .. hj. //. 1674 Jeake
A nth. (1696) 65 Lile Grograins.

Iiile (latt)i <*. and adv. dial. Alv> IIL [app.

repr. a contraction of ON. lilell, litl* Little : cf.

i

mod.Sw. lilla, Da. litle.] Little.

1633 King ff Poors X. Man 89 FoD Irle we know his hard
griefe of mind. 1848 Mrs. Caskell M. Barton rii (1887)

17/1 Hell have a hard death, poor hie UMrm. 1863 —
Syh>ia*s L. Novels 11874) t27* I lro,t & 'k** tt> kok after

the lile lass. 1894 Hall Caixe Manxman vsj Nice lil

thing, toa
Lile : see Lille v. and Lilt.

Liliaceous IilLr* J*s), a. AUo 8 erron. lila-

ceous. [f. L. liliaceus, f. lilium lily : see -aceous.]

» Pertaining to, or characteristic of, hlics or Ihe

order Liliacesr ; lily -like.

173 1 Bailey voL II, Liliaceous, of. pertaining to, or like

lilies, of the lily kind 177s M * sso* in Pkil Trans LX VI.
2S5 IA flowerj of the hlaceoos kind, with a Vm% tptVe of {pen-

dulous flowers, of a greenish awe coIjot . . stht* is is in
viridis). 1785 Martyn Ronstean s Bet. L ti7>4) 25 T>*e calyx

. . i wanting in the greater part of the fiZbceoes tribe. 1845
Darwin Voy. .Vat. ii. <i?5a' 32 The lar^e CGaceons plants

which shaded the streamlets, a 1856 H Mjllei Tat.
Rocks iL (1857 95 Aquatic plants and k&ace&o* roots.

Lilial vli'lial\ a. and xb. Bed. [ad. mod.L.
lllidlis, i. lilium LtLT.] a. adj. Only ia Lilial

alliance : In Lindley's clasiificaiioo, the 'alliance

'

or group of orders wirich inclades the Liliacex.

b. sb. A member of this alliance.

1846 Ltvdcey I 'eg. Kingd. 195 (Endo^env) ASance XVI.
Liliales.—The Lilial Alliance. . . Natural Orders of Lilials.

1854 A. Anots, etc Man. Xat, Hist. y>i, IL Order—
Lilials (Lilialesl

t Idliated, a. [LL. liliumLilt <? -\ri* + -ed 1
.]

Embellished with the fleer-de-Its of France.

1643 Prynxe Sot. Fever Part, A^p 156 ^"hen he is

girded by the King [of France] wish the I ifcntrd sword.

Iiilibolaro, obs. form of Lillietu rxtx

Tdlie, obs. form of Lilt.

Iiilied H lid\ a. Abo 6-; lHU-d, 7 lily'd.

[L Lilt + -id-.]

1. Resembling a lily in fairness of complexion.
1614 Sylvester BetkuEx's Rescme rf 372 Her ruddy

round Cheeks seen'd to be conRpo&ed Of Ro^es LJ&ed, or

of Lillies Ro>ed. 16^7-77 Felt ham Resntrs t, axrvii 62
"Ihe modest sweetness 3i"aILied£*ce. r6s« Botwrs Tkeoph.
To mty Jajmie, The lily'd breasts mvh miaiet* vcan'd. 1761

Poetry in Ann. Reg. 234 they .Wear n«& too small..

Or, over lilaed, add a little rose. iBkr I. Wasos Lightt tf

Skadon* Scett. Life 4 She »as Kbe the turnvst cf all the

liiied brood. 1840 Brow^tj« Sorde& L. 1*6 Of ye^-tinged

marble, like Eve's fcfced Aesh.

2. Covered with or abocudiikg wkh lilies,

a 1633 Miltox Arcades 97 Nyspfcs aad S&epherds dance
no more By sandy Ladom UBaed ha*«U. 17-44 Asxnside
Pleas. Imag. n. 2E7 O'er the \3*sd vale dearer than glass

it flow'd. a 1803 Bcattie OdeU Peace m_ m. Xkxtg the

liiied lawn the nymphs advaaoe. R#^ Geo. ElkjtZJjlk. Der.

L ix. 65 Its tied pool and rnessy acres packed »xh deer.

b. Bearing or embellished with the heraldic

lilies or rleer-de-lis.

1755 Socthey J*am ofArc rm. 6r- Aad pS« the liiied

ftag Wtorioos on yon tower. r€*L4 5v RocariS facfmeL 88

The KBed banners sti 1 imnig bright Rwtf Cut Dante,
Far. vi. 1x6 The fond befceC that hear a Wnl tmci its

amwer ior hti hbed saa^dL 1884Gimra HxsCL Eng. YI 1

.

lxx. i;s The hhed ha— >r cf France.

Liliform lrli^rm\ a. [f. Lxlt -foem.]

Having the form or shape of a lily.

r4eS jmt Brit, ArzijtM. Asmnr- XIL -3 Paterae of red

rfxred ware. ..wfrh broad fiarteaed rants cf tasseoed or lili*

iVrm raneras nere d»co«ered at the same tine.

Liliput, Iiiliputian : see LiLurrr, .ijlx.

lull (lil), ^r. [CX Da. /W,] = Ln.r sb. 4.

17x1 Rocsvc Fermts Ckosk. rrfc*\ LS?\ the holes of a
w-qd4astrnmc.nl cf Ressac rj«5 m a". CtLwir's Poems
154 Go on, then, Gxlowaya $>o cm. To kemch the hH. and
sound the drone, ffta* SkmT Xetdg<**cK££eS Lrc xi. He
ooeld ri*y wreloei the rnpes;„ard he had the n»e< finger

fee the bnckJBI U t*5» hack-Bt] between Feswidk and Car-

Me.
T-i^l lil), A pu ofa T*sy small ssae.

iSSa Brae Draper's IHcS^. t&h* a very snaaS pen ; rwob-

ably an abbrer^aiian of Li%mt3aa, MaL Asbt^, Ldk..
Pins with perfect Safcd Heads.
T.H1, sb* s&xg. See Lil.

^LiU, r. Oh. Forms; 6 lil, Ijlle, 6-7 UU,
to MIX [QnoauTojrcic: <£. Lou. r.l trans.

To loll or hang vth? rewgwe* {nrtaT Jfrtk).

Also rSTtiy infr. said of the Ioo^tjc.

1530 Pujscjl 6ii t, I h*e on* the too^e. a* a bee* dothe

thai «s tha5ed,^rlaXe&c 15*7 Maseru. g^?c\ t mSZjc tbr;)
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15 Ye shall see him lil and hold oat his tongue. 1590 Srex-

se« F. Ccfberas . . IflVed forth his bloody flaming

long. 1591 STLvrsrra Dn Bartas x. r. mB As the Wood-
pecker, his long tongue doth till Oat of the ckrr'n pipe of

his horny hill To catch the Ewers. 1600 Hocxano Lrry
Viu x. 255 Scornfully telling and blaring ont his tongue.

161 1 Flo*k>, Lucema.. Also the Lantern-fish, which lulling

foorth his tongue, yeelds a great Maze or hght. Ibid. s.t.

Lingvo, Like a tongue lilting out of the month. i6aa

Maebc tr. AUmaus Guzman dAt/, il 210 They shall ..

lill out their tongue, like a Calfe. 1656 W. D. tr. CameninC
Gate La/. UhL f 651 A scoroer sheweth his slightings and
scorns . . by distorting his Hps, EHing out his tongue (etc}.

1893 Wittsk. Gloss-, Lilt, to pant as a dog.

Xiilla-, lillebullero : sec Lillibullero.

+ Lille, v. Obs. In 3 lyUe, 5 lile. [Cf. Du.

lillen to tremble, quiver.] inlr. ? To quiver.

13. . E. E. AtZit. P. C 447 *TZ Loked alofte ou be

lef bat Irlled grene.

+ LiU for loll, phr. Obs. Also 5 lyl for laL

6 lill for law. [Possibly a jingling perversion of

some phrase cootaming the OE. M hraise ; see

quot. e 1000, For the jingle cf. til for tat.] To
give, etc. lillfor loll : to retaliate.

\c tooo ituaic Exod. xxi. 25 Sytle lif wi3 fife ... wTmde
w>3 wunde, lad wi5 larle-J r 1445 Wtvtocx Ov*. ml iL 263

Thai come onooe To bind and led away Sampsooe, And to

«juyt bym ryi for lal \rj-. Kl for law). 1535 Stewast Cn»*.

(rS>3) II. 336 Scho mordreist this iik krn? : And -so

that tyme scho plaid him lifl for lair. 1581 J. Bexjl Hasi-

de* s Anew. Osor. 277 b. Why may not I as well w« the like

lavishnes of tongue, gere till for VA\"! 1639 Swyth Hund.
Berkeley £x83s)III.33 Lffl Id e>t, one for aaother

:

as good as bee brought.

Lilliailite (lHian^tt . Min. [Named by Keller,

from the Lillian mine, Colorado, its locality:

see -nr.] A steel-coloured sulphide of bismuth

and lead. 189a Dasa Min. tyx

Lillibullero lrtibuli*T0). Forms: 7 lilli

burlero, Lilly Burleighro, 8 lilibolaro. Lille-,

lilla-, 8- lillibullero. [Unmeaning.] Part of

the refrain Tience, the name and the tunc; of a

song ridiculing the Irish, popclar aboct 16SS.

tea Pd. Ballads i36o) I. 275 Ho ! broder Teag^e. <Ly*

bear de decree ? Lilli Borlero, boHen a4a Dat we sha.1 have
depot ie. 1689 Diary in Top>*grapher (ifcc) 32 The

been made5 at St. Michaels, .having for vane time

to strike Lilli Burlero. 1697 Vavbslch .F.sop v. I> L de
tol doL doi dot, de tol dot : Lilly Borieirhre s lodg d in a
Bough. 1714 Gat Sktfk. Ir'eeh Sat. 1 16 He sung of Taffey
Welch, and Sawney Scot, Li rle-boIlero, and the 1 ri>h Trot.

1739 Stxinc Tr. Sknndy II. iL H* . .accustomed himseif .

to whhtle the Litlabntlero. 1760 H. VValk>cx Let. to Sir
D. Dairymfit 3 Feb*, The mob will nerer si-»g hllibctero

but m opposition to some other raobt 1E49 >l *ca'.-lat Hist.

Eng. ix. (ed. 5) IL 4?3 One of the characteristics of the g>;d
old soldier b his trick of whistling LilhbuEero.

Hence Itillibulle'ro r.? tr in „ tience vrJ. to sin^
4 lillibollero' orer.

t Stolxt Tr. Skwdy V. m. My father ca?^g»d hU
ion otherwise.. for be neither wept h away.. nee did

ke. .rhyme it, or FiHa.beHero it.

Lil lie, LUlied, obs. forms of Lilt, LiLim
Xiilliput liiip«r.). The name of an imaginary

country in Gullivers Travels 1726), peopled by
pygmies six inches high. Used aitrih. *» dimmed ve.

Occas. sb., a person of dimLictirc sire, a child.

1*57 Wbttm\x CarW *fHarrtsi 3 The HHipot. couat>«
armies of the grass. 1879 J. BtTiaoccKS Locusts and IV.

H+usy €9 One of ch«^e Lillipat frogs . ,kaptd mar me.
1690 Daily Srvs 17 Dec. 2 1 It » easy enough to decide
on what to grre the LiDipats [sc. children^

Lilliputian lilipiwjan), sb. and a. Also
Xdlipttuan. [C LnxiPCT * -IA5.]

A. sb. An inhabitant of Lillipct; hence, a

person of diminutive size, character, or mind.
17*6 Swtrr GnUirrr L. m, etc 17*7 FtfXor«G Love Srr.

Jlasqms ML. x. Oh, gemim ! would I had teen bora a I-flbpo-

txaa ! sSoS Scorr DrysVn's Wk*„ ii3S^ IV. 5 The oi**~

fersonages of the drama sink into LiUipotiam beside the

pznrir Ahusmr. ttt« Ftrtn. Err. Mar. 336 The antics

of these oftcial liBStpuciam.

B. adj. Of or pertaming to Lillipct or its inhabi-

tants ; hence, of dirnmntiTe size ; petty.

1716 Swift Gnllrrrr u y, The LiJrpctian toogue, 17*8
MoeG'-X Algiers IL ». 319 GoA substascsaf Leagzae*

iT imffimg into nra LiEpatian Furlongs, a 1764 Lum>
Sra-Rrrrr Head Poet. \Vks_ 177+ IL 6* The LUrputiaa
Scat* ii;a ik To malice of pganric scse. 1808 Scorr in

Lockhart Z~£<r 1 1 1, xm 130 Petty conquests or LiS-
putiaa erpedirio«Sw 1842 Dckess Amrr. StUs r?50) 35/1
The stairs are of Kaputiaaenu tiKu', feted to their tiny

strides. 1878 Erasoac J/£jc Pafcr*, S<rr. Ethics Wks.
iBohs: 11L 3I5 la America..our imxitstioos, our pjStks-.
hare festered a se^re£asce which is imnH, Hipvtian, fafl of
fa» a-jd bustle. rS€< Garden, llfwsfr. S Nor. 427/1 The
rhjrmmg littie Eryszjmmm fuualusa .. b often cafied the

LiSpctiaa Wallflower.

Hence T<fTI iyntuLnixe to dwarf. IdllipTi-

tUsixed //J. <r., XiiTliptitia.Tiirlng' vbL jb.

18B5 Ci_A tfc Rrs^iaxStraxgr V*y. L xix. *7z The satirical

T uw|wr iiiwi'i 1^ of stately Margaret Edwards we«*
a^im l tke rram. r«9 Jfacm. Jfag. Oct. 4*5/* The Iifi-

rutia-ared i^uro of her crew makvk; a very toy of the

Brtle Eahric rSoo Cuxc Rrssrtx. Ck/^x 7>«^. L xi. 23a
L^putiaiaeed as he was [by dstanceJ.

Taillite lrl?it v Min. [Xirncd by Recss, 1 S=

after — von Lill : see -rrx.] A hydrocs silicate

of iron, similar in appearance to gUncorste.
t86< Watts Dkt. Clem. 1 1L 655 Le^U, a afic£xcf ircta

from Prribram in Bohemia— 1 1 is a dull, amorphous, earthy
substance of blackish-green colour.

Lilly, obs. form of Lilt.

Lilly-low ,li*lil<7«). dial. A playful Tarialion

(nsed in speaking lo children) of Low sb. y blaze.

1674-91 Ray.V. C. Words 47 A Lilty-tinvy..*. comfortable
Blare. 1877 ft. W. Line. Gloss., LillyUrn, a bright flame.
* When we got there, there was fire corn-sta<ks all in a UHy-
fcrw '. 1890 W. A. Wallace Only a Sister i 360 For hly-
lows is nought to it for burning.

LiUy-pilly. An Australian timber-lree, Eu-
genia smithii (S.O. sWyrtaeex). Also altrib.

i860 G. Eexsett Gatherings .Vat. Austral, xvil 327 The
Lillipilly -trees, as they are naxneel by the colonists, consist

of several species of Acmena. 1879 J. E. 1 EXfsox-Woows
in Proc. Linnean Soe. X. S. Wales IV. 134 Enrenia
Smithii, or LiUipUlL. 1890 'Lyth* GelJen South 201
Luxurious foliage 0/ . . IHy-piily, arxi ether native ire?s.

Lilt lilt;, sb. [app. f. Lilt i\]

1. A song or tone, erp. one of a cheerful or merry
character. Chiefly Se.

17x8 Rajcsat Ep. to It'. Starroi -A Tee juvt>.*st IKm that
e'er tny Ings heard sung. 17., Ja:oSiu K/lics tin, 11

153 Is't some » crds ye ve kamt by roc«. Or a o' frsA
and sorrow? 1842 S. Lo-.ei Handy Andy v. 32 To the
tune of a well known ronicJci.-:? ln^h H r. 1850 Kr>-iscf.r

Alt. Lacks zE (1174 joi Harlc to t'^e grafid ill: cf t*>c

'Good Time Conving !
' 1874 btixiro .1/7 time xvi. 153

A peasant . . suddetkly Uxf» up a ^i^e . . a A uxr^nery;ci t >

play a I3L

2. The rhythmical cadtnee or 4 sv:r.g
T

of a tunc

or of verse. Chiefly literary.

1840 C>i3^yle Herces {ily. 233 It pr-xeec*> a^ iy a cha-r.

..One reads alon^ caturaTly *it*i a sort cf hit. 1869

FAia\3 Fam. Spe-fch iii. 1*73 y. Tr.e sott.t-ctjs 111: cf tier

Greek Epic verse coctraits »i:n the gr*\^ u'. encirz ^tai<t-

liness cf the Hebre*. 1861 5txs e%>-.^ /aw. Stud. 2:9 !>>e

!i.*:es go with a Hit, ar.'f s:rz t^e^-selve* to ?r.c.*k cf their c »t;.

fig. 1870 Lo**ELt. Study H ind, yf, Thi.* facu.'.y cf hittissg

the preci-e lut cf trK-u^ht is a rare g:
r
t- 1879 T«" re?*.

Thachtray An eig^me^s of descriptive., a i> if 1 aaay

so cail it, in the pr >g^ess of the rarrati^t-

3. A springing action ; a Iigh*. springing step.

1869 A. C GmsoM Folk ip. CumterU. 37 Wk» a Hh i> h*r

step an' a sr!e*u iv her e e. 1884 Daily ,V*at 23 Srp<. < :

A vj.t of Li: ' In t e g^Jt, "» h: _r. Ly r>^ cr.ear^ grwitf^l.

4. See qnou> ? C'^j. Cf. Lill :b.>

1774 HejoO//. Smgs II. 25.; GIo**« Lilti. \-i f

a T»irxi imiranvrrt of m^sick ; herxe Li8t up a ^r/ ?. . i3ja

(see LrtL t^. 1 qu-X. ilzil

5. Comb., as lilt-like adj.

1866 TV/, to Ma.'. 2 4<-
'? ilary cf the vrz-

that M:-Uxe qiility "* hi-ch alm^t rr^ii.e* th»tr. ' t. -

srlrev

Itilt Jilt , r. 5<'.
7

turth. iiil . and lit-:mry.

Also 4 lulte, 6 lylt. [ML " , of o^-..;c

origm
;
perh. cogn. w. T>n-. LG. pi;e 'cf. 1.:lt-

fipe ; Skeat compares Norw. Ulia to sing
]

1. /r^w:. t a. To somA rzn alarum ; to iift cp

the voice). 05/. b. To si:.g cheerfully o: raernly.

Al=oy to strike up 'asocg ;
to't«e«/' rhep:-e> .

13 . /f Z7. .\. 1207 Locie alarora >7<or U^-d*
ra!ted was J«nr:e- 1513 DccotjLS .Ene.j -tt. U- la are
brj^a^d borr:e ..A fdj>i!y«-h hel!U T-ce icho !yki« schjll

[L. Tartare%m intend:: rc<4Tn\ 17 . Rawsat Ep. Mr. Gay,

Lilt trp yo«ar pipes, a-xi rbe aho;n Voear Trix ut arx? \ :^ *

nworiand tcie. 17W — Thr/e B<rnnett rv. 192 lil: a 's.' Z-

17*5 — G^x/ IE ir. Rosie Er« *w ett: y thvf: * MjKt»?
the ewts*. /^i^ :v. ^ W*el Iiket, Baoirij-, that's 2 dtwty
saag. t. ta. 'tt'bat shepherd's whistle wrma Uh
sprirrr? 1847 E wit,v Bio*te M'uthering Height: axL ::2

She tripped Ba^nxy oa, Kfir*5 a tase to scypCy the la»:k cf

CJtn ersatixu 1878*M ts.s TrrEEr 5c<r*r* /"/rr : -f. Ai ok; s
'

Kted ia a dear shrill *ow^ 1883 G. C D'.ttls Srrfeik

Broads + Errerr-n. i5U i; Reed-wr-.m Iihiog 5or£>e sweet

fra^ineat of otl
2. //rrr. To'si'-.g cheerfully o: merrily; :o saag

with a lilt or rnerrr * swing \

1786 R.3vsc>r^/«<«.»'#wrjL Mak ra>te an t n Vsc-z Da*>^
owTe, An" hit wf hofy dajs?or. i3r6 hoyrr Anzi^. xxis.

Jefury„ wbo^e ^hrii] towdc I hare beard this half bocr h^irz%

m the Tartireaa r«k>m of the kitchen. r8«t >- Lo*T*

//«*yy W»r> a*i£, Mcrphy, who cr-iii-.d in the ca.t f^i

of teidicrs Hke a leader in an occh*~«:ra. shooted ' No«. -rasp

and fill away, toys I 1901 Blacker. Mag. Jtslya* 1 Aroice

a e k Bf Che - left rerj »tet.y.

3. wr/i. </iz/- ' To more with a ItTelr action

(Dickinson 3c Prevost Cumbld. Glcis. .

'

1834 Wwuy*. Redbreast 70 Whether the "ccd Sit here cr

there, O'er tab&t til', cr perch co chair. 1847 H aleiwxul,

L3ty
»>erk or spemg ; V> do a-^thing de^erfy ce qzacldy.

ymJL „ ,

4. 7> tilt it cut Sc. : to toss o& one 5 Liqw.
17*1 R-ocsat £> w <rfr> rr, Trh fc. lads, and it oox.

Iaftiay li-Uitf f r^/. r^- [L Ult r. +
The action of Lilt r ; cheerful or Ey-rrr sieging.

17x9 DX'etet /ViZr VLw Let's »w' to the Wedding,

For there wi3 t« L&w^ there, c 1750 Miss Eajot S+xg,

FSmrs of Fortst i, IVe heard the hkksg at ccr yowe-

a-Xisg, Lasses a Ooos beSore the dawn of day.

Heoce f Ultiaff-kom, a kind of tnrmpet- Obs.

c 1384 Cittra //. / m- 133 (Tav&a MS. And rasy
fi^e and EBtyn? home fc^r ryteryag. ryity^ hteiyi^cl.

14.. i'oe. ia Wr>WaJdker S93i^« Litmus, a rykytfghorn

l/rixled ly^cyeghorEj.

Iai ltiiig, ///. a. [L Lilt r. + -vsc Cheer-

fnlly sirring; of song, metre, etc) characterized

br a rhvthmkal * swing' or cadence.
'xSoo S.*T. Coeexidcx Av/i « aliens*. TransL Pre£, This

b written io the save /Kfr^ metre 6f that expression

any be penM with the second Edbgise cf Spencer's

I

Shepherd's Calendar. 186a Mr.jtrv ale Roth. Emp. (iS^§)
VI. liv. 409 He was a proficient in the lilting metre .. of his

tutor. 1865 Daily Tel. 8 Nor. 4/5 The tilting burden of
• LeroT lero, liilibcllero, lero, lero, bclien-a-la. *. 1900 J. G.
Fiateb Pansanias etc. 3S0 The Ante broke into a light

lilting air.

Hence Id lttngrnesa.
1884 J. Bcteoccks £mi »r Pfets 121 The bobolink, has

. . on the hijjh grass lands . . quite a different strain . . run-
ning off with more sparkle and liltingness.

+ Iiilt-pipe. Obs. [? f. Lilt v. ; cf. Da. lulle-

pijp bagpipe.] ? A bagpipe.
c 1450 Hoceaxd Hovi'lat 7^1 The Hit p>pe, and the lot*.

Lily (lHi,. Forms: t, 3-5 lilie. 4 lely, leli,

lilye,luly,4-5 lylye, lyle, 4-6 lely, f lylie. lylle.

leUy, lele, 5-6 lyl l,y, 5-8 liUy
r
6 lile, 6-7

lillie, lyllie. S- lily. Plural. \ lilian, 2 lilien,

5 lilijs, -iis, lyUy'e
y8, lylyes, la lyes, 6 Sc.

lilleis, 6-8 lillies, 7 lyllies, P lilys, 4- lilies.

[OE. //7/V wk. fern., ad. L. lilium, a. Gr. Xtlptov.

The L word has passed ir.to r^ear'.y all the Es*ofean
!ar ?s.: OS. Iaz. ie :e,0HG itlja. Idjo MHO. f^v.

Dtod.O. ON. //7/la S*. //./a, I>a. //»':V; r.

cf. Jl<ur~ieiu\ Pr. //iwf /fWa popular L. '.'/./a;,

hp , Pg. It. gigti<?.\

i. Any tlant or iis ifower) of the genus Li'.ium

N.O. I.i.'ii'ie* of helloes herbs tearing a*, the

top of a taU sltnder stem large showy flower? of

white, reddish, or purplish colour, ofr.cn marked •* ith

dark spots on the inside
; e:f. /*ithoct qcalif.ca-

ticn L. canjiium. the \Vh;te or Madonna I.ily

cf. b , which ft
*r>'A i wild m r .me Lantern countries,

and ha> from ear
7
. v times Ik? . cuLiisa'ec in garcens

;

crity.

1 v.i-*? -.- be

it is a t;.pe ot wr.tteness or

971 li:.-.L Hvm 7 awitw f«rr* v.i-*? -

< icoo .d-r. Le"-.l*i. \\. y. Urir-.t *-\y.t<

k*>.erf-.e IT cr. ea.^6. a tias Z.^f. A>?^
he -j^:* ij*: se read-

c ijS< Ch»'. £ r 1

a ...>t w%k A#d re*i a

Z'. iV. r .:t xci
r..r a-d :'-v:zh t*e">
*j-.h:-. ^h ;.-**-. :-.* r>i^-

3-y.-2 Lfv s . -
>
* t u

p.- KisA waire pe
^/.--rrt. 1:.;. I

r-'. Mv!>:t a- :e \**t

Htrral Ibe Li v -

".m-z ihe

Niv:
i i

<r
-

\4^e> .'. ". ' ik.. : C t

U*3

17-^ V'
i2» •

N.O. Luii
b.

0 1 h e r p
* an * 5 0 the %tr: a Z / .

«

thv cnn: = :>mg «:rd sasr:iat:r.fs t\e c/ol:. a
r
^->

arce, habitat, et^. ; e. g. yatr. w.cr+apn er-zn.y.

fmtker, liriizn. St. hrun: :. iiyer. Tick: :c*

itiy =ee the nrs* tlemer.t :
' c^rt^:n a ' 7 .m ?

e>p. of N. 0. .-1 W Zry.lli'ZC'.x . e. £ ^ / J. V« . <2. '2

.

Guernsey, 1x12. Ji:c'?z 'v.. kr.iyh:': :.
Jjr. y.nt,

hi/.. Mexkcn. /-;nz. tv. * fl 'iy y e t:.e

e!err/er.t ; also Iu'i-l:lt, V» ATifc-L*LT.

African lily, A^ap^.th* : ur 1: : T-m* Y :

Atamasco liiy, Zep<iyr<tKi£*: As f 1: 7. Yellow lily.

t :*e \ ;ris /'.v -'a.: : . ; liJ?.'^ ,

.Vircu:*: /';ei*dmzr_::: <: «jstl.'.

1555 L'ex / e:a.ut z~x. \n her-.e i a *.* . » e

!} . >*. 1576 Ltt-e &&k<iu r.. jhi ,c L .*.'> '-e

*»-y <t:r-. -^r. o.< v!y L-. *. i C'^r-:^. y»: r. a 1 p^-.- 1 t'^

^^ere ir. za--ce-!*w /f d. iii ki «X : Cr*rz* i'.

ar^d r«!i^ ^--p-^ Li ie*. thd. z.u 2z.1T:* -m'm Lx '

^

rath a it.*a«5»: rx;->ie K«ersc*t v:t f. ! .( I'.t^z «ae*ej, a: the

tepp* * hereof :her«! zro* £a;.T» fvea^ar: .. of k.'. ->i

pcrpie or LvaLrr^ie o>.*i-. ;oc:er*d r da^h?» ^hh
«avaJ *$>.c.*». tbidx.ti. The LLie t>.r* t,c!».«as.

hi* leaders be iccz a^d ^arr^w . r«v»trs =och Ijvt W> the

other Li, lies, <A a fair. re cr Ochr* j.i>.rjr >t'J./»* . The
darv.» red ard pcrpie IX>. re.n icflhes. 1557 Gr? »il r

flerral L JCiiL tj-> Liii*m rr-ct, rax/im rratut. tr.e z*es:

rjKontiirst LLly. 1^33 Jc«*vj% Gtrarde's H<rf<zl :. c»h
r v> The: Vells-w >l .c- tain Lh y :he «pe«:td rSv- r.

1741 CcrnfL Fam. fie:* 1% hi. 7i r«ry Lilly, Ye
Aiprxdel LtHy. 1760 J. L?£ /r.'i^/ /i^r. App. 317 Afirkaa

Scarlti Lily. A nuxryius. Azama&z, LHy.Amaryllti i&x
Garden ?~* May 35^/2 A variety oc ±e .Vrican Lily, in -»hiJa

tbe fcare-s art marked kri^his^cirailT nizh *cr~pts A ye >:

c. Used in ail Tensions cf die Bible to render

Heh. ^rz shfchan, :k.*7han
t rrrrr :Ai:Aannd^ f

LXX and NT. rpXrcw.

The Heii. word* -«ere crrA teed, as the corr^^irxfl'^

Arahv KiH is in Paitsxine, for ail the c«»p*cirK»
$peo« Et, host Jlymphz*. LetuT, zzx&vr^ raxma-

ccfes t=fip, tsc la Cact. r. 13 a red fionrer appear* to te

Meaot. T!k *E5» </ tiK fce« "cf Mate. r»_ 2* ka*e been

»ar»esiy idestified with tie red Anemone corowsria and
•ith tit scarlet Martaaroo or Tcri* Cap Sly, Icth U
wtidi are cuinnyi in Garike- TS&e fcerhaSR* cfthe it\~\T-h

c. took * tbe fcly among the fiwrr*" lilinjm inter spinas <A

Cane rl 2 to he tie h*r^rys«±4r ; set Coles Xr/ o/Sisxpling

2. Xdlj of or + in) the raUey (t Hfy convalljr,

eonraU lily, i Majr, Egress! park, or t ^ •

a beaKtifcJ spring fioVer, Ccnvallaria majalit,

bartag two largish leaves asd racemes of white,

tell-shaped, fragrant flowers.

Tbe awe lHy oj the valley represents lie Velgate

liliuuw comralltum, a lateral craa&iatjoo irott* tbe Heh. cf

Caaa. iL 1. Tbe a^pfcatioo to tins parti«Jar plant » app.

d^e to the Gcrmaa bertaSsts of the carry itth c
37-2



LILY.

1538 Turner Libellns, Ephbneron est lilium conualiium
grandius, quod angli uocant Great parke lyly. 1548 —
Names of Herbes 35 The Poticaries in Germany do name
it Lilium conualiium ; it maye be called in englishe May
Lilies. 1563 Hyll Art Garden. (1593) 98 The wood Lillie

or Lillie of the valley, is a flour merualous sweete. 1579,
etc. [see Convally]. 1597 Geraro Herbal 11. Ixxxvii. 331
Of Lilly in the valley, or May Lillie. 1728-46 Thomson
Spring 444 Where scatter'd wild the lily of the vale Its

balmy essence breathes. 1729 [see lily-bell in 5]. 1814

Wordsw. Excursion ix, That shy plant . . the lily of the vale,

That loves the ground. 1840 H000 Up Rhine 221 A wreath
of artificial lilies-of-the- valley on her head.

b. Lily-of-the-valley tree (see quot).

1885 Lady Brassey The Trades 30 The beautiful lily-of-

the-valley tree (Cletkra arbored) which hears branches of

white flowers, like five or six sprays of lilies-of-the-yalley

growing from one stalk, and emitting the most delicious

scent.

3. fig. Applied to persons or things of excep-

tional whiteness, fairness, or purity; e.g. a fair

lady; the white of a beautiful complexion {sing.

and //. ; cf. rose).

C1386 Chaucer Sec. Nun's T. S7 The name of seinte

Cecfle . . It is to seye in englissh heuenes lilie, For pure
chastnesse of virginitee. c 1440 York Myst. xxv. 520 [To !

Jesus] Hayll ! lylly lufsome lemyd with lyght ! 1498 Alcock
Mons Perfect, a ii b, The beuteous lylyes of chastyte in

body and soule. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VllI, v. v. 62 A Virgin,

A most vnspotted Lilly. i6aa Wither Fair Virtue D 7 b,

The Lillies oft obtainc Greatest sway, vnlesse a blush Helpe
the Roses at a push. 1713 Steele Guardian No. 174 T 5
The gamester-ladies . . wear away their lilies and roses in

tedious watching. 1859 Tennyson Elaine 13S8 Farewell,

fair lily.

4t A figure or representation of the flower, a. gen.

1459 in Paston Lett. I. 478, j. pellow of silk the growund
white wyth lyllys of blewe. 1464 Ibid. HI. 433 Item, one
box of silver, .chased with liliis. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 111.

(1629) 260 Pamela. . was working vpon a purse certaine roses

& lillies. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. n. 134
He eiket to the circle of the croune four lillies of golde w*
four goldne signes of the croce. 1714 Gay Sheph. Week v. 60
Sometimes, like Wax, she rolls the Butter round, Or with the

wooden Lilly prints the Pound.

b. The heraldic fleur-de-lis, esp. with reference

to the arms of the old French monarchy (also

golden lilies) ; hence, the royal arms of France,

the French (Bourbon) dynasty.
a 1352 Minot Poems x. 3 Both |>e lely and pe lipard suld

gader on a grene. [See note, ed. J. Hall.] 1535 Stewart
Cron. Scot. (1858) II. 357 In thair amies to weir the reid

lillie, Quhilk hes bene ay the king of Frances flour. 1660

Dryoen Astrxa Redux 18 We sighed to hear the fair

Iberian bride [the Infanta Maria Theresa] Must grow a lily

to the Lily's side. 1738 F. Wise Let. cone. Antiq. Berks
27 The Emperor of Germany is sometimes stiled The Eagle,
and the* King of France The Lilly, from the Arms they
bear. 1769 Gray Odefor Music iv. 39 Great Edward, with
the lilies on his brow From haughty Gallia torn. 1815 J.

Scott Vis. Paris (ed. 2) 48 [A Frenchman— faithful ad-
herent of the liourhons], took the strangers home to his

small cottage, to talk fondly of the reviving lilies. 1843
Macaulay /z'ry \v, Fair gentlemen of France, Charge for

the golden lilies.

f c. The fleur-de-lis which is used to mark the

north on a compass. Obs.
1613 M. Ridley Magn. Bodies 12 The Lilly of their com-

passes was turned alwaies towards the North-pole. 1646
Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 11. ii. 60 If wee place a Needle

!

touched at the foote of tongues or andirons it will ohvert .

.

its lyllie or North point. 1661 Vhilipott Disc. Navig. in

Hart. Misc. (1744) II. 328 But, sailing farther, it veers its- 1

Lilly towards the West.

5. attrib. and Comb. : simple attrib., as lily-
'

avenue, -bank, -bed, -bloom, -bud, -bulb, "\crop,
\

-crown, family, -garth, group, -honey, -root,

shade ; similative, as lily-clear, -shaped, -shining,

-whitening adjs.
;

lily-like adj. and adv. ; instru-

mental and locative, as lily-eradled, -crowned,
\

-paved, -paven, -robed, -silvered, -strangled adjs.

Special combs. : lily-beetle, the beetle Crioceris

merdigera, parasitic on lilies
;
lily-bell, lily cup,

the flower of the lily-of-thc-vallcy
;
lily-encriuite,

an encrinite resembling a lily in shape
;
lily-iron,

a harpoon having a detachable head used in killing

sword-fish
;
lily-pad U.S., the broad flat leaf of

a water-lily as it lies on the water ;
lily-star, (a)

—feather-star, a crinoid of the family Comalulidx

;

(b) the star-like flower of the water-lily; f lily-

water, a * water* distilled from lilies ; lily-work,
architectural decoration containing designs of lilies.

I

Also LlLY-FLOWER, LlLY-POT, LlLY-WHITE.
1864 Tennyson AyI/tier's fi\ 162 A *lily-avcnuc climbing

to the doors. 1733 Ramsay Fair Assembly x, Like *lily-

banks see how they rise. 1606 Shaks. Tr. <y Cr. 111. ii. 13
Where I may wallow in the *Lily beds Propos'd for the

des,eruer. 1854 A. Aoams, etc. Man. Nat. Hist. 204 *Lily-

Beetles (Crioccridaj). 1719 T. Cooke Tales, Proposals, $c.

82 The Poet.. To render his Melissa Yain, Calls her the Lilly

of the Vale . . The Tears, with which her Eyelids swell, Are
Dewdrops on the *Lillybell. 1854 F. Tennyson Days <y

Hours 87 Some lilybells Pluckt ere the flush of dawn. 1870
Morris Earthly Par. III. iv. 84 White ^lily-blooms. 1877
Bryant Poems, Sella 344 She laid The light-brown tresses

smooth, and in them twined The *lily-buds. c 1430 Pallad.
on Hnsb. 111. 538 Now *lilly bulbes sowe Or sctte. 1850 Mrs.
Browning Poems 1 1. 309 Her face is Mily-clcar—Lily-shaped.
183a Tennyson (Enone 29 The golden bee Is *lily-cradled.

1390 Gowek Conf. III. 249 The Milie croppes on and on . . II

e

smol of. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints t. (Peter) 708 His angelic

.

292

with *lely and rose-croms in band. 1746 J. Warton Ode I

to Fancy 55 Nodding their *lilly-crowned heads. 1826
Hooo ' / remember ' 1 1 The violets and the * lily-cups, Those

j

flowers made of light. 1808 Parkinson Organic Rem. 1 1. 174
Tbe *Lily Encrinite [described 1. 1570 Levins Manip. 34/13
Y« "Lilygarth, lilietum. 1658 Rowland MoufeCs Theat.
His.goS It takes the name of Grasse-honey, *Lilly-honey,
Violet-honey, &c, respect being had to those things from
which it is collected. 185a M . H. Perley Rep. Fisheries
Neiu Brunswick (ed. 2) 187 They [sword-fish] are captured
by means of an instrument called a ' *lily-iron ', from the

j

form of its shaft, or wings, which resemble the leaves of a
lily. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 195 Sword-fish lily-irons ,

and lances and harpoons. 165a Kirkman Clerio Lozia 23 1

That Rose and * Lilly-like colour mingled together. 1847
Tennyson Princess iv. 143 The lilylike Melissa droop'd her
Urows. 1868 Ix>wf.ll IVitlozus Poet. Wks. (1879) 373/2 A 1

pike lurks balanced 'neath the *lily pads. 1598 Sylvester
]Du Bartas 11. i. 1. Eden 531 By some cleer River's *lilly-

paved side. 1822 Shelley Tri. Life 368 O'er *lily-paven
J

lakes. C1450 ME. Med. Bk. (Hemrich) 211 Tak *lylie
j

rote. 1650 H. Vaughan Silex Scint., Relapse 25 Sweet
j

downie thoughts, soft *lilly-shades,calm streams. 1821 J. S.
Miller (title) A Natural History of tbe Crinoidea, or
*Lily-shaped Animals. 1847 Tennyson Princess iv. 268
Half-naked, .lay The *lily-shining child. 174a Pope Dune.
iv. 303 To Isles of fragrance, *Iily-silver'd vales. 1854 A.
Adams, etc. Man. Nat. Hist. 334 Pedunculated * Lily-stars

|

(Pentacrinitida?). 1863 Woolner My Beautiful Lady 121

Mid splashing waters, sedge, and lily stars. 1887 Browning
|

Parleyings Wks. 1896 II. 722/1 Some *lily-strangled pool.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer's Bk. Physicke 254/1 Take *LiIlye-
1

water, Rosewater,and water of Mayflowers, a 1743 Savage
|

Employm. of Beauty 44 The well-rang'd teeth in ^lily-

whitening rows. 1611 Bible i Kings vii. 19 The chapiters .

.. were of *lillie worke in the porch.

b. In plant-names (of little currency) : lily

asphodel, daffodil, names for the genus Amaryl-
lis

;
lily-bind, -bine dial., bindweed

; flily-grass,
Gerarde's name for an aquatic species of corn-flag

{Gladiolus)-, lily hyacinth, f jacinth, the genus
Scilla, esp. S. Liliohyacinthns ; f lily leek,

Gerarde's name for Moly; flily narcissus, a

proposed name for the tulip ; lily pink, the genus
Aphyllanthes*, lily thorn, the genus Calesb;ea;

lilyworts, Lmdlcy's name for the N.O. Liliacere.

1753 Chambers Cyct. Snf>p. s.v. Lilio-asp/todeius. .. The
common yellow flowered *lilly-asphodel. 1760 J. Lfe Introd.
Bot. App. 317 LilyAsphodel, Amaryllis. 1828 Miss Mitvord
Village Ser. 111. 244 Snow-white *lily-bines, and light fragile

hare-bells. 1753 Miller Gard. Did., Lilio-narcissns (is so
called, because it resembles both these Plants),*Lity*DafTodiI.

1760 J. I^«e Introd. Bot. App. 317 Lily Daffodil, Amaryllis.

1597 Oerarde Herbal 1. xxi. 27 Water Gladiole . . hath on
the top of every rushiestalke a fine vmble.. of small flowers,

in fashion of the Lillie of Alexandria, the which it is very
like, and therefore I had rather call it * Lillie grassc. Ibid.

Ixx. 97 Hyacinthns stcllatus Lilifolins, *Lillie lacinth.

Ibid. 98 The * Lillie fI j acinth is called Jfyacinthus Ger-
manicus lilijloms, or Germanie Hyacinth, taken from the
countrie where it naturally groweth wilde. Ibid. Table
Eng. Names, *Lillie Leeke, that is Moly. 1578 Lyte Do-
doens ti. Hi. 213 'J 'he ^greater is called both Pulpia, and
Tulpian, and of some Tulif>a, .. we may call it *Lillynar-
cissus. 1848 Craig s.v., *Lilypink, the plant Aphyllanthes
monspcliensis. 18x6-20 Green Univ. Herbal I. 267/2
Catesbxa Spiuosa', *Lily Thorn.. .Discovered near Nassau
Town in Providence. 1845 Lindley Sch. Bot. 135 Liliaceau—*Lilyworts.

B. as adj. a. White or fair as a lily
;
lily-white

;

lily-like. Also in parasynthctic comb., as lily-

cheeked, -fingered, -handed, -wristcd adjs.

15.. Crt. ofLove 781 And lily forhede had this creature.
a I553 Ui>all Royster D. \\: vii. (Arh.) 72 It shall be euen so,

by his lily woundes. 1590 Spenser /'*. Q. 1. iii. 6 He. .lickt

her lilly hands with fawning tong. 1590 Greene Nencrtoo
Late (1600) 31 Lilly cheekes whereon beside Duds of roses
shew their pride, c 1590 — Fr. Bacon i. (1630) A3, She
turn'd her smocke ouer her lilly armcs. 1591 Shaks. Two
Gent. iv. iv. 160 The ayre hath, .pinch'd the lilly-tincture of
her face, a 1618 Sylvester Sonn. xxii. Wks. (Grosart) II.

325/2 Thy brow. .Fairer then snow, or the most lilly thing.

1648 Herrick Hesper.
t
Country Life 246 The lilly-wristed

morne. 1649 Dryoen On Death Ld. Hastings 58 Blisters

.. Like rosebuds, stuck in the lily-skin about. 1720 Gay
Siueet Wttliants Farew. 48 Adieu, she cries ! and wav'd !

her lilly hand, a 1810 Surtees Barthratris Dirge v, They
rowed him in a lily-sheet, And bare him to his earth. 1847
Tennyson Princess Concl. 84 No little lily-handed Haronet
he. 1859— Elaine 2 Elaine, the lily maid of Astolat. 1873
JJlack Pr. Thule v. 69 He was no mere lily-fingered idler

about town. 1877 Bryant Poems, Little People of Snoto
no She saw a little creature, lily-cheeked.

b. Pale, pallid, colourless, bloodless; lily-

livered a., white-livered, cowardly ; so lily-liver,

a * lily-livered * person.

1590 Shaks. Afids. N. v. t. 337 These Lilly Lips, this

cherry nose, These yellow Cowslip cheekes. i6o«j — Macb.
v. iii. 15 Go pricke thy face, and ouer-red thy fearc, Thou
Lilly-liuer'd Boy. 1805 Joanna Baillie Rayner 1. i. 9
That plain word Still makes Sebastian, like a squeamish
dame, Shrink and look lily-fac'd. i8§7 Trollove Barchestcr
T. xiY, Surely, .you will not be so lily-livered as to fall into

this trap which he has baited for you. i860 Thackeray
Roundabout Papers xii. (1869) 130 When people were yet
afraid of me .. I always knew that 1 was a lily-liver.

Henee Ll'lyfy v. trans., to make lily-like.

1866 Reaoe Griff, Gaunt (18S7) 109 The full moon's silvery

beams shone on her rose^Iike cheeks and lilyfied them.

Lily-flower, the flower of the (white) lily

;

occas. the heraldic fleur-dc-lK
a 1300- 1400 Cursor M. 25630 (Gdlt.) far pu lay in \>\ bright

!>oure, Leuedi ! quite als leh floure. 1340 Ayenb, 230 My !

leniman is a^e l>e lylye amang pe fames. .. pis lilye flour

lokcphis uayrhede amang pc porneb of uondinsg« of pe

LIMACIN.
ulesse. c 1385 Chaucer G. IV. Prol. 161 A garlond . . of
rose leuys Stekid at with lylye flourys newe. c 1440 York
Afyst. xii. 91 \>e lelly floure full faire of hewe. 161a Web-
ster XVh. Devil v. Stage Direction L2 marg., A pot of lilly

flowers. 1833 Tennyson (Enone 94 Poems 56 The smooth-
swarded bower, Lustrous with lilyflower.

Li'ly-pot.
1. A flower-pot with a lily growing in it ; a

representation of this, commonly occurring as

a symbolic accessory in pictures of the Annuncia-
tion, and hence frequent as a religious emblem.
1540 Invent. Ch. Goods in Gentl. Mag. Libr., Ecclesiofogy

1S7 A single vestment of white damask imbroidrede with
lily pots. 1578-9 Nnu Year's Gifts in Nichols Progr. Eltz.
(1823) II. 251 A lylly pot of agathe, a lylly flower going
owte of it garnesshed with roses of rubyes. 1898 Arckxot.
JrnL LV. 172 On the brass of Bishop Andreas at Posen,
dated 1479, . . the lily-pot forms the central upright band of
the episcopal mitre.

2. An ornamental vase imitating the * lily-pot ' of
sacred art; in the early 1 7th c. app. spec, a tobacco-jar.
1610 B. Jonson Afch. 1. iii, He kecpes it [Tobacco] in fine

Lilly-pots, that open'd, Smell like construe of Roses, or
French Beanes. c 1618 Fletcher Q. Corinth ir. iv, Vintner :

Ix>ok into the Lilly-pot. a 1652 Brome XVeeding Coz>ent-
Gard. 11. ii. (1658) 34 Vint. Y'are welcome, Gentlemen,
take up the lil lie-pot.

b. Her. (See quot. ; the use seems incorrect.)

1780 Eomonoson Her. II. Gloss., Lily-pot see Covered
Cup.

1 3. A size of writing paper distinguished by the
1 lily-pot * as a water-mark. Obs.

1589 G. Harvey Pierce's Snpererog. (1592) 138 Stationers
..find more gain in the lillypot blank than in the lilly-pot

Euphued.

Lily-white, a. (Stress variable.) Also 4
luly-. White as a lily.

a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. vii. 30 Lylie-wliyt hue is.. that
reveth me mi rest. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 977 Loth & po
luly-whit his lefly two defter, a 1400 Pistill of Susan 16
Heo was . . Loueliche 8c lilie whit. 1513 Douglas /Eneis
1. Piol. 453 In loifing of thir ladyis lilly quhyte. 1590
Si'esser /'". Q. 11. iii. 26 A^ silken Camus lilly whight.

1749 Fielding Tom Jones 1. xi, Cherry Cheeks, small Lily-
white Hands. 18x8 Cobbett Pol. Reg. XXX II I. 280 As to
despotism, your lily-while hands must never touch it. 1820
Scott Abbot vii, With . . ten lily-white groats in his pouch.

b. as sb. (a) Lily-white colour. *f \b) Old Cant.

A chimney-sweep.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Cretu, Lilly-white, a Chimney-

sweeper. 1713 Eng. Gratitude 7 See how my Flowers are
..dy'd in Lill}'-white or Rosy-red.

So f Lily-whited a. in same sense ; hence Lily-
whiteness.
1560 Phaer AZueidxx. (1562) Eeiij, Some lyl^ywhyted swan.
1885-94 R. Cridges Eros % Psyche Apr. xxii, Psyche, all in

lily-whiteness veil'd.

Lim, obs. form of Limb, Lime sb.i, Limn.

Lima (lrrna), the name of the capital of Peru,

used attrib. in the following names of products of

that locality : Lima bark, the bark of certain

species of Cinchona ; a kind of Peruvian bark

;

Lima bean, Phaseolns Innaltts; see also quot.

1S58
;
Lima-wood, a kind of 13raziI-wood.

1834 M. G. Lewis JrnL IV. Ind, 152 The Lima Hean is

said to be more like a pea than a bean. 1855 Mayne Expos.
Lex., Lima Bark, common name for the Cinchona pallida,

or pale Peruvian bark. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Lima-
bean, the Ffuiscolus Limensis, an esteemed kind of puUe
cultivated in the tropics ; the perennial kidney-bean, P.
perennis. 1864 Craig-, Suppl., Lima-wood^ is a fine kind of

Nicaragua wood, produced in South America. 1886 A. H.
Church Food Grains Ind. 155 The Lima or Dtiffin bean.,

is cultivated almost everywhere throughout India.

t Iiimace. Obs. rare. [a. F. Ihnace (:-L.

*limacea) slug, formerly also shell-snail, or ad. L.

llmae-em, Umax slug, snail.] A shell-snail.

1491 Caxton Vitas Patr. (W. de W. 1495)1. xlviii. 93^2
Hisskynne was as hard as the shelle of a lymace. 159a

Lodge Enphttes Shadcnv (1882) 3a The Limace stayelh what
shee toucheth.

Limaceous (bim?l,Jos), a. [f. L. limdc-,

Umax slug, snail + -EOU3 (cf. -ackous).] Pertain-

ing to slugs or snails ; snail-like
;
also, in mod. use,

pertaining to the genus Limax of sings.

1656 Blount Gtossogr., Limaceous,&na\\y, snail like. 1855
Mayne Expos. Lex, Limaceus. ., Applied by Mencke to

a Family . .of the Gasteropoda cortopno:a, having the Limax
for their type: limaceous. 1861 Wilson & Geikie Afem.
E. Forbes xiv. 490 Delicacies suited to the limaceous appe-
tite. Iln mod. Diets.]

.

Limacian (him^-pan). Zool. [f. L. llmdc-

Limax + -ian. Cf. V. limacien.'] A limacid or slug.

1839 Penny Cyct. XIII. 485/1 Lamarck .. concludes by
comprehending under his Limacians the .. five genera:
Onchidium, Parmacella, Limax, Testacella, and Vitriua.

Limacid ^bi masid). Zool. [ad. mod.L. Lima-
cid-iv, f. Limax : sec -n>.] A gastropod of the

family Limacidx ; a slug. 1890 in Century Diet.

Limaciform (himr^i^Tim), a. [f. L. limdc-,

Umax slug, snail + -(i)form.] Having the form
of a slug ; limaceous.
i8a6 Kirijy & &y. Entotmt. III. 18^ It is probable that

the other limaciform larva: are similarly circumstanced.
1851-6 Woodward Mollusca 197 C[euia\ Cocksii. Animal
limaciform, back elevated.

Limacin (fortuftsin). Chan. [ad. F. limacine,

f. L. limdc- Limax : see -in.] (Sec quot.)

1865 Waits D\'ct. Chem. III. 696 Limacin, a substance



LIMACIKE.

obtained by Braconnot . . from the garden-snail {Limax
anires iis).

Limacine (tai'masain, -in), a. and sb. [ad.

mod.L. Limaci/uv (see below), f. L. limdc-, Umax
slug: see -ixe.] a. adj. Pertaining to the sub-

family Limacin.r or family I.imacidx of land-snails,

typified by the genus Limax \ limaeeous. b. sb.

A slug of the sub-family Limacitm or family

Limdcidm Cent. Diet.).

1888 Syd. Soe. Lex., Limaeinc, viscous or slimy, like a
snail.

Limacinean (bimasi*n/an). [f. mod.L. Lima-
j

ciuca, f. L. limdc- (see pree.) +-AK.] In De Blain-

ville's classification, a slug belonging to the third

family, Limacinea, of his Pulmobranchiata.

1839 Penny Cycl. XIII. 485/1 The second section of the

Limacineans of M. de IMamville, or those which have the

border of the mantle enlarged into a species of buckler.

Iiimacinid (Irani1 *sinid). [f. mod.L. LJma-
cmid-m: see -ID.] A pteropod of the family

Limachtidtv, typified by the genus Lhnaeina*
1890 in Century Diet.

Iiimacoid (hrmakoid), a. and sb. [ad. mod.

L. Limacoid-ca, f. L. Umac-> Umax slug : see -oil).]

a. adj. Pertaining to the Limacoidea, a family of

gastropods typified by the genus Limax. b. sb.

A slug of the family Limacoidea.

1855 Mayne Expos, lex., Limacoidcs% .. applied by Gold-

fuss, Ficinus, and Cams to an Order {Limacoidea, more :

correctly Limacoides) of the Enthelmintha, comprehending
the intestinal flat worms which have some resemblance to !

the Ltmaces or slugs : limacoid.

I!
Limacon (1/mason). Also 6 li-, lymasson.

|

[Fr. = shell-snail, spiral staircase, snail-wheel, etc., !

f. limace (see Lijiace).]

+ 1. A kind of military manoeuvre. [So in OKr.]
j

1581 Styward Mart. Discipl. i. 68 You shall bring them .

in this proportion of a ring, otherwise called a limnssun.

1591 Garrard*s Art Warre 207 To the end they may assure

themselues the better, it is necessarie they make Lymassons
when they are in simple and single amy.

2. (See quot. ; some Diet?, give the sense as Eng.)

1839 Penny CycL XIV. 315/2 The Univalve Shells, as

they were then [1757] tailed, or as Adanson denominates
them, the Limacons.

3. Math. (See quot 1877.)
J874 Sylvester in Free. Roy. Instit. VII. 1S6 note, The

Limacon of Pascal. 1877 Cavi.ev in Encycl. Brit. VI. 723/1

A form which presents itself is when two ovals, one inside

the other, unite, so as to give rise to a crunode—in default

of a better name this may be called, after the curve of that

name, a limacon. 1879 Salmon Higher Platte Curt*es(pd. 3)

44 In like manner on the radius vector to a fixed circle from

a fixed point on it a portion of fixed length is taken on
either side of the circle. The curve is called Pascal's

limacon.

4. A metallic gimp (Funk's Stand. Diet. 1893).

Iiimail, lemel (l/~mel\ Now -only tcckn.

Forms: 4 -5 limail(le,lymail,le,-ayl e,lemaille,

5 liraayle, lymayll, 6 limall, 7 limaile, limmell,

9 lemel, Sc. lummle. [a. F. limaille, f. limert—
L. Ifmare to file.] Metal filings.

c 1386 Chaucer Can. Yeom. Prol. <y T. 1267 An Ounce.

.

Of siluer lemaille. 14. . Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 592/45 Lima-
torium, lytarge or lymayle. 1460-70 Bk. Quintessence 9 If

aewolenot make lyinayl of gold, panne make bcrof a_sotil

pinne plate. X555 W. Watreman Eardle Eacious 11. i. 115

I.imall of golde, 1615 Markham Eng. Hansen: (1660) 105

lake Limmell of Gold, Silver, Lattin, Copper, Iron [etc.].

1825-80 Jamieson', Lummle, the filings of metal. 1893
E'ham Gaz. 12 Jan. 3/3 The waste comprised wire-ends,

called gold scrap, and gold dust, called lemel.

II Lillian (1/msrn). [Russian anuairii estuary;

applied to the salt-marshes at the mouths of the

Dnieper(ef. Turkish liman harbour, mod.Gr. Ktfxavt,

? Gr. A-t^f).] (See quots.)

1858 Simmomus Diet. Tranter Liman, a shallow narrow
lagoon, at the mouth of rivers, where salt is made.

_
1859

Rawlinson Herod. III. iv. liii. 48 noie%
The word in the

]

Greek., is rather 'marsh* than 'lake', and the liman of ,

the Dniepr is in point of fact so shallow as almost to deserve
|

the name. 1879 Webster Suppl., Liman, the deposit of
slime at the mouth of a river.

Limasson, obs. form of Lima$ox.

t Lunate, v. Obsr a [f. L. lima/-, ppl. stem

of limare, f. lima file.] To file. 1721 in Uailey.

Iiimation (taim^'Jon). Now rare. [ad. late
!

L. llmdlion-em, used by Cajl ius A u rel ianus, in sense
j

* diminishing (of the body) % n. of action f. limare

:

see prec.] Filing; jig. * polishing up '.

«6iz Woodall Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 272 Limation
proper to Metals, .is a preparation with a file, whereby they
yeeld dust for divers uses. 1656 in Blount Glossogr. 1706
Phillips (ed. Kersey), Limation .. In Surgery, the filing

of the Bones, or hard Parts of the Body. 1852 S. R.
Maitlanu Eight Ess. 197 Two years .. during which the

new commissioners were employed in the limation of the

work [preparation of a book] committed to them.

fb. Astron. Correction of errors in calculation

or observation. Obs.
1669 Flamsteeo in Rigaud Corr. Set. Men (1841) II. 77

You know how much it may conduce to the limation of ;

astronomy, and the correction of our canons, to have the

celestial phenomena accurately observed. 1669 — in Phil. !

Trans. IV. 1109 How the Motion of the Moon's Latitudes, ,

which shall need its limations, is to be reform'd.

293

Limature (hi'matiui). Now rare or Obs.

[ad. late L. Umatura, f. lima-re to Limate: see

-ure. Cf. obs. I<\ limature.} Metal filings.

c 1400 Lanfrnnc's Cirnrg. 99 Limature of iren. . . Limature
of bras. 1658 tr. Porta's Nat. Magic vi. iv. 180 Take three
or four pounds of the limature of Iron, wash it well [etc.].

1721 in Bailey. (In mod. Diets., which, however, give as
the first sense 'The act of filing', without quot. or reference.)

II Limax (bhnneks). PI. limaces (]aim*' a

s/z).

[L. Umax snail, slug.]

1. The typical genus of the Limacidx or slugs;

a member of this genns, a slug.

1398 Trkvisa Barth.Dc P. A'.xvm. lxx. (1495) 825 Limax
. . hathe that name for he biedith in lyme other of slyme.
1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Limax, a Snail without a Shell

;

a Dew Snail, a Slug. 1752 Sin J. Hii.l ///*/. Anim. 87
The body of the Limax is of a figure approaching to
cylindric. Ibid., Limax atcry the black Limax. 1834
McMurtkie Ciivicr's Anim. Kingd. 111. 31 Limax Rnfus,
L. (the Red Ijimax). Ibid. 32 These Mollusca ..closely
resemble the common Limaces. 1851-6 Woodward Mol-
lusca 103 Some of the limaces lower themselves to the
ground by a thread.

2. (See quot. ; the sense is recognized as Kng.
in some modern Diets.)

1839 Fenny Cycl. XIII. 484/1 Linnaeus uses the word
Limax to designate the soft parts of most of the genera of
his {Vermes) Testacea.

Iiimb lim), sbJ Forms: stfitf. 1-8 lim, 3-4
leome, leme, lime, 3-7 lym, 4 6 lyme, lymme,
(5 leyme), 6-7 limme, limbe, 6- limb. //. 1

limu, leomu, -o, -a, Nortkumb. lioma, 1 3 lime,

(2leoman), 2 -3limen,lemen, 3leome(n,lumen,
lemmarO, leomos ; also 2- regularly inflected

in -s. [OK. Urn str. ucut. — ON. lim-r str. masc.

(S\v., Da. /cm) OTeut. type *limo-\ according

to Kluge from a root *//- in OTetit. Lith
sb. \ cf. also Lith. /emu (i—*loimcn-) trunk, stature.]

1. Any organ or part of the body. Obs. exc. dial,

exooo /Elfric Itont. I. 274 Gif an lim bi5 tintrum, ealle 3a
oftie mowiaS mid |»am anuni. a 1300 Cursor M. 2023
Naked o hat lime Uii he hat man think ma*.t scham to see.

a 1340 Hampolk Psalter xvi. 9 A man has na lym bat he is

warere wib ban wib his eghe. 1387 Tkbyisa Iligtten (RolU)
II. iqs W'e sighe .. a mayde .. i-tomed into a man, and was
i-berded anon, and anoon hadde alle lymes as a man schulde

haue [L. barbamque et cetera ? it ilia />ro<i//x'iss< ]. 1398 —
Earth. Dc P. A\ in. xvii. (Tollcm. MS.i pe lyme of sy^tc

[L. organnm visus\. 1484 Caxton Fables of Pege v, The
lymmesofgeneracion were shewed manyfestly. 1642 Ro<JKKS

h'aaman 166 Self is overspread in all the lints and faculties

of thy body and soule. 1880 Cornw. Gloss, s.v. Limb,
4 Vour daughter looks well ' No, she's but slight ; her face

is her best limb \

2. A part or member of an animal body distinct

from the head or the trunk, e.g. a leg, aim, wing.

971 Blickl. Horn. 13 J>a daman leomu }>;ure hnl^an fxmnan.
1154^). E. Chron. an. 1137 (Laud MS.) [Hi] hreugde be man
^a:r inne Set him bra;con alle be limes. cuj$ Lamb. Horn.

23 pu sunegest mid summe of bisse Hmen ofter {tenne [ni

scoldest. c 1205 Lay. 19501 Sa me seal lacnien his leomes

bat beo3 sare. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 252 Leomen buten Hue.

6 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 6/164 }>e strencbe him failede in is

limes. 13. . Gam. <y Gr. Knt. 139 Hu> lyndes & his lymes

so longe iS: so grete. 1375 Bakhoir Bruce 1. 385 Off lymmys
he wes weill maid, c 1386 Chaucer Reeves Prol. 32 Oure
old lemes mowe wel been vnweelde. c 1400 Dcstr. Troy

3762 A large man of lenght with limis full hrode. c 1440

York Myst. xxviii. 21 My lymmys are heuy as any leede.

1470-85 Malory Arthur xxi. iii, He felle amonge the .ser-

peutys, & euery beest took hym by a lymme. 1508 Fisnf.R

7 Peuit. Ps. cxlii. Wks. (1876) 239 Beddes to refresshe theyr

wery lymines, 1558 G. Cavf.sihsu Poems {1825) II. 80 The
Earle ofSurrey, In devve proportion she [nature] wrought

hathe every lyme [rimes, tyme, clyme}. 1581 Mclcasikr
Positions vi. (1887) 41 Their weake liinmes and failing

inyntes. 1649 Jkk. Taylor Gt. Exemp. 11. Uisc. xiii. 163

He made crooked limmes become straight. 1747 Wesley
Prim. Physic (1762) 37 This will stop the bleeding of an

amputated Limb. 1814 Scott Ld, of Isles v. xx, His

trembling limbs their aid refuse. 1872 Mivart Elcm. Attat.

iv. 152 A vertebrate animal may exist without limbs, as we
&ee . . in most serpents.

m ....
fg 1580 Lvly Evrhucs (Arb.) 417 There is. .no birdc that

flyeth with one winge, no loue that lasteth with one lym.

1615 Crooke Body ofMan 728 Through the three Regions,

Naturall, Vitall & Animal, we haue carried our Story .. it

followeth now that we prosecute our History vnto the

Limmes. 1664 H. More Myst. hiiq. iv. 10 The very body

of Antichristianism, with the distinct Limbs and Articula-

tions thereof.

b. = Leg. Now only (esp. U. S.) in mock-

modest or prudish use.

c 1400 Macndev. (1839) lxvi. 175 Summe ban here Amies

or here Lymes alle to broken, and somme the sydes.

1508 Dunbar Etytingiv. Kentudie 182 Thy hanchis hirklis,

with hukebanis harth and haw, Thy laithly lymis ar lene

as ony treis. ?rti55o in Dunbar's Poems (1893) 316 The
hin^and bray is on adir syde Scho powtterit with hir lymmis

wy^e. a 1550 Christis Kirke Gr. iv, His lymis wer lyk two

rokkis. 17.. Ramsay Scribblers Laslid 116 If Nellie shoop

be twice as wide As her two pretty limbs can stride. 1785

Burns Jolly Beggars 1st Air iv, I lastly was with Curtis,

among the floating batt'ries, And there I left for witness

an arm and a limb. 1837 S. Knowlks Lovc Chase 11. i.

Pram. Wks. 1856 II. 15 I'll show a limb with any of them !

Silks I'll wear, nor keep my legs in cases more ! 1839

Marryat DiaryAtncr.Ser. 1. II. 245, I am not so particular

as some people are, for 1 know those who always say limb

of a table, or limb of a piano-forte. 1858 Pittsburg Chron.

June (13artIett),The poor brute [a horsel . . fell fracturing

his limb. >86o O. \V. Holmes Elsie V. vii. 61) 83 ' A bit

of the wing, Roxy, or the—under limb?'

LIMB.

t c. pi. The pieces of a suit of armour.
iq$« Davenant Gondibert 1. vi. xliv, Some, who once

were steadfast foot, .. snatch those limbs which only horse-
men wore.

d. Phrases. Life and limb, t limb and lith,

t limb and head, f limb and bone
t limb and carcase,

limb and7vind, expressions intended to refer inclu-

sively to all the bodily faculties employed in certain

connexions, f Limb and /and
}
body or life and

property, f Llk{d) limb, ich a limb, used advb. in

sense 1 in every limb, in every part of the body, all

over '. To tear or ptdl (one) limbfrom limb.
c 1205 Lav. 702 >e sculen habben lif & leomen [C1275 lime].

Ibid. 2817 He hehte hadden grid & fri5 vppe leome »Sc

vppe lif. a 1300 Cursor M. 24619 Sua lam in lime and lith.

c 1300 llavclok 2555 Als he louede leme or lif. a 1330
Poland l\ 493 He hi-held him ich a lim. 1362 Lancl.
/*. PI. A. v. 81 Bobe his lyfand his leome was lost |>orw my
tonge. c 1430 Hymns Virg. 43 Sane bce harmelees, lyme
6 heed, e 1440 J 'ork Myst. xix. 2 Peyne of lyme and lande,
Stente of youre steuenes stoule. c 1460 Toivnclcy Myst. v.

26 He is blyssyd, ich a lym. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng.

I

lxxvi. 62 He had pyte of hem and yaf hem lyfand lymme.
a 1548 Hai l Chron., lien. Yl

% 132 That their Iifes and
, lyinmes should be saved. 1567 Satir. Poems Reform.
I xi. 23 Lym nor lyth I may not steir. 1584 HrnsoN Du

Partus' Judith v. (160S) 71 That Duke whose name alone
Hath made great ivarriours quake both lim and bone. 1599
Nashe Lenten Stuffe Wks.^883-4 V. 297 Hee will. . tear him
limbe from limbe, but hee will extract some rapilallconfession
from him. 1697 Dkviikn I 'irg. Georg. ill. 120 Of able llody,

sound of Limb and Wind. 1719 Uh Toy. Crusoe ti. iii. (1840)

51 They pulled down.. their huuses, and pulled them.. limb
from limb. 1840 Dickens Barn. Budge ii, The traveller..

I

examined bim in limb and carcass. 1888 Times (weekly cd.)

9 Nov. 16/2 Voting men, strong of limb and wind.

3. In uses originally^, (cf. Member).
a. A member (e.g. of the church as ' the body of

Christ', of Christ, of Antichrist); a branch or
I section; an element or component pail. Obs. exc.

in noncc-uses, with distinct reference to a meta-
phorical 'body'.
c 1000 /Kli-kic Hour. II. 276 Ccsindon Cristes lichama

and leomu. [c 1200 / "ices <y / "irtitcs ( i8S8> 27 Hie sculen bien
mine Icmen, and ich here heaued. a 1225 Aucr. A'. 360 Nis
God ure hcautd, and we alle his limes?] e 1315 Shokeham
/hems 1K.IO.T.S.1 J3 >cf |>at b»niart A lyme of boly cherthu,

1340 Ajenb. 182 J)e kueades bet byi.b ine bis>j wordle \*ct

iiyeb be lemes of anticrht. c 1380 \V vet. 1
1- I! 'As. (1880) 41^

(lud ha}» ordeyned dyuerso lemes of hooly chirche, c 1386
L'iiaucek Pars. T. f 62 Ye were the children of (>od, au<l

lymme of the regne of God. 1547-64 Ualluwin Mor.
Fhilos. (Talfr.) In the soules of men is ingencrate a limbe
of science, which with the mixture of a terrcstriall sub-

stance is darkened. 1550 Yf-.tfON Godly Sayings (1846) iy

His Christian brethren, whom he heareth alsoo to be tbe

lymnies of Christ. 1565 Jkwui. Lhf Af>ol. 11611) 402 Y^our

Schoolemasters and >ou are a limme of Antichrist. ris86
C'tkss 1'k.mukoke Fs. lxvi. i, All lands, the lymms of earthy
round. 1597 Uookek Eccl. Pol. v. l.wiii. § 9 A part of the

house of G«id, a limme of the visible church of Christ. 1607

HiERON Wks. 1. 115 The whole order thereof in euery part

and limme s* t downe in His eternall wise-dome and proui-

dence. 1661 Maevkil Corr. xxv. Wks. 1872-5 II. 61 So
considerable a body in youi selves and so honourable a limb

of the towno. 1679 Urvijes Trailus A> Cr. 1'ref. b 3 b,

Fletcher . . was a Limb of Shakespear. 1773 Hi'NKE Corr.

(1844) 1- 44 1 . ^ never can forget that I am an Irishman..

1 think I would shed my blood, rather than see the limb 1

belong to oppressed. 1853 Kane Griuuell lixp. ii. (1856) 22

Our little corps of officers, .including that non-etTiclive liiuti,

the doctor. 1863 Kinm.ake Crimea (1876J I. vi. 83 An army

!

is but the limb of a nation.

b. t 'Jhc devil's or the fiend's limb, limb of Ihe

devil, of Satan, of hell : an agent or scion of the

evil one; an imp of Satan; hence, a mischievous

wicked person (now dial.). + So also thieves* limb.

971 Blickl. lloiu. 33 Cub is b;ct se awyr^da gast is heafod

ealra unrihtwisra drcda, swylce unrihtwise syndon deofles

leomo. c 1290 .V. Eng. Leg. 1. 78/20 Zaroen and Arphaxat
bat be deueles limes were, a 1340 Hamtole Psalter iii. 1

Many, bat is, fendes & be fendes lymmys, rises agayns me.
c 1350 St. Mary Magd. 212 in Horstm. Attengl. l eg. (1881) 83

A, lym of Salenas, jii sire 1 c 1380 Wvclie Irks. (1880) 109 pc
deuelis lyins maden discencion. .a5eust hem. 1434 Bolls of
Parlt. V. 435 A disciple and lyme of the feende called the

Pucelle. C1450 Mirour Saluacioun 2763 Judas y* thevis

lymme. a 1540 I3.\knes Wks. (1573) 1S9/2 Such a vyllayne,

and lymme of y" deuell. 1607 Hikron Wks. 1. 201 The
gift of regeneration, which is (hat whereby a man, of a
limme of Satban.is made a member of Christ. 1645 Ruther-
ford Tryal <y Tri. Eaith (1845) 45 He hath made many
black limbs of hell fair saints in heaven. 1660 Dickson
Job x. Sel. Writ. (1845) I. 71 Ye may as well say, 'I am
naturally a devil's limb'. 1833J.S. Sands /'rt'/tf 86 (K. L>. I>.)

Divide my game, ye devil's limbs !

c. Henee limb alone is used for : A mischievous

person (now appKed mostly to children) ; a young
imp or rascal, colloq.

1625 B. Jonson Staple of N. hi. Intermeane (1631) 49,

I had it from my maid Joane Heare-say : shee had it from

a limbe o* the schoole, shee saies, a little limbe of nine yeere

old. 1735 Dycue & I'audon Diet., Limb, . . sometimes 'tis

a Term of Reproach, signifying a Scold, or very turbulent

Woman. 1760 Foote Minor 11. Wks. 1799 L 269 Ah, Foote's

a precious limb ! Old Nick will soon n football make of him !

1838 Dickens O. Twist xxii, Now listen, you young limb.

1852 Mks. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. xx, 'See there! don't

i that show she's a limb ?
' 1662 Calvekley Verses if Trattsl.

7 He was what nurses call a ' limb '.

d. Limb of the law : a derisive name for a legal

functionary of any kind, e.g. a lawyer, a police

officer. Also oceas. Limb of the bar: a barrister.



LIMB.

1730 Portland Papers (Hist. MSS. Comm.) VI. 35 He is a
1 Jin b of the I Ai.wand will be over here [at York] at our Assizes.

ijSlSchool ofMan 149 There*s another Limb of the Law
starting from his bed to peruse a case recommended to him.

1770 Foote Lame Lover in. Wks. 1799 II. 92 Well said,

my young limb of the law. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias 1. v. p 7

A limb of the law, who had hitherto taken us under his

rirotection. 1815 W. H. Ireland Scribbleomania 260 As a
imb of the 15ar, 1 with honour renown 'em.

fe. applied to things. Obs.

«S93 Q- Kliz. Boeth. ill. pr. x. 64 What tho' all these good
thinges, sufficiency, powre, all be but lyms of blissidnes.

c 1640 New Senri. ofncivestfashion (1877) 37 That Heathen-
ish Structure the lim of Idolatry Cheapside Crosse. 1661

Merry Drollery 1. a But she a Babe of grace . . Thought
kissing a disgrace A Limbe of prophanation In that place.

4. Transferred senses.

a. A main branch of a tree.

Bemvulf97 (Gr.) Se aelmihti^a. .Refractwade foldan sceatas

Icomum and leafum. 1578 Lvte Dodoens VI. Ixxxiii. 764 His
(the cedar's] limmes and branches be long and stretched out.

1664 Evklvn A'al. fiort. Jan. (1706) 5 In taking off an whole
Branch or Limb, cut close to the Stem. 1719 De Foe Crusoe
1. xx. (1840)354 A large limb of the tree. 1863 Woolnek
My Beautiful Lady 114 Giant shadows trenched the frosty

ground From bole and limb.
^ 1879 Jefferies iVild^ Life in

S. Co. 271 Elms are often stripped . . to make the timber ..

free from the great branches called 'limbs'.

b. Jn various uses, chiefly of material things and
more or less technical : A projecting section of

a building, e.g. the outworks of a castle; one of

the four branches composing a cross ; a member
or clause of a sentence, or the like ; a spur of a

mountain range ; one of the pieces which compose
the lojk of a gun.

1577 IIomnshei) Chron. I. Hist. Scot. 477/1 They wanne the
lims of the house vpon them, forcing the capitaync. .to retire

within the dongeon. 1577-87 Ibid. III. 593/1 After that all

the lymmes of the Castell had hcene reuersed and throwne
downc, they kept the maister Tower. 1609 Hieron li'ks. I.

411 Now followeth that limmeofthe prayer, which concernes
the man. 1611 Webster White Devil 13 b, 1 haue heard
you say, giuing my brother sucke. Hee tooke the Crucifix
betweene his hands, And broke a limbe off. 1793 Smeaton
Pdystone L. § 97 A carpenter's square, having a spirit-level

fixed upon one of iis Limbs. 1810 Scnrr Lady ofL. ill. \ iii,

A slender crosslet. .The shaft and limbs were rods of yew.
1832 J. Hodgson in Raine Mem. (1858) II. 258 The outer
gateway and conrt which stood on the most northerly limb
of the hill. 1858 Hawthorne Pr. ff It. Jrnls. (1872) I. 20
There is a spiral stair-case within one of its fan arch 'si

immense limbs. 1859 Musketry Instruct. III. ir Name the
limbs of tlie lock, and the other principal parts of the rifle.

1863 Kinglake Crimea (1876) I. xv. 355 In another limb of
the same sentence. 1868 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) II.

x. 515 A .short eastern limb, ending in an apse, contained the

high altar. 1898 Allbntfs Syst. Med. V. 845 So great an
increase of arterial pressure as to rupture a limb of the aortic

valve.

fC. [lr. med.L. membrttvi.'] An estate, etc. de-

pendent on another. Obs.

{1442 in Madox Pormul. Anglic. (i702 ,(

147 Manerium de
Haskell cum omnibus suis membris & pertinenciis snis.]

1605-47 Habingtos Sftnu ll'orcs. in H'orcs. Hist.Soc.Proe.
III. 403 Thys chappell is a lym of Suckley, havin^e neyther
buryall nor A rmes. Ibid. 403 lw;elie, Wolscote and Wolaston
are but lyms of the Manor of Swineford.

5. altrib. and Comb., as limb arch, -bone, -ease,

-muscle, -nerve
,

-vessel', limb-numbing, -strewn

adjs. ; f limb -broken a., affected witli hernia,

ruptured ; limb-girdle Anal, (see GlKDLE sbJ 4 b);

limb-guard, defensive armour for the arm or leg;

limb-length advb. phi'., with limbs stretched out

to their full length; t limb-lifter, a fornicator;

f limb-take a., ciipplcd. Also Limb-meal.
1883 Martin & SIom.e I'crtcbr. Dissect. 102 The general

arrangement of the skeleton; its .. *limb arches and limbs.

1854 Owf.n Sket. <y Tcet/i(\%s$\6 The strength and lightness

of the * limb-bones. 1198 Trkvisa BartA. De P. A", xvil.

xix. (Tollem. MS,), It heleb hem at be be.ste bat beb *lyme
broke [ed. 1535 limme broken L. heru/osis). 1654 Gayton
Pleas. Notes 1. i. 6 longing for *liml»-ease, and tooth molion.

1870 Rollkston Anim. Life 33 1'osses^ed of no functional

limbs nor *liinh-girdles. 1869 Holteli. Arms «y Arm.
viii. (1874) 125 At ihis time [C1350I the *limb-guards were
made to enclose the limbs within back and front pieces, hinged
and buckled together. 1873 Svmonds (irk. Poets vii. 211

Where the Hacchantes lie 'limb-length beneath ihe silver-

firs. 1579 CfOSSON Selt. Abuse (Arb.) 33 Better might they
say them selues to be . . perfect *Limme lifters for teaching
the trickes of enery strumpet. 1608 Middleton Fam. Love
v. iii, Abroad thou'rt like a stone horse, you old limb lifter.

1611 Florio, Lcuantc, .. bin lifter, an vp-taker, a bold
pilfrer. 1898 P. Manson 'Prop. Diseases xiv. 2^1 Atrophied
* limb-muscles. 1897 AltbntVs Syst. Med. III. 309 The
sweat-nerves, although ultimately in the *limb-nerve>, do not

leave the cervical or lumbar regions of the cord in the
nnterior roots of these nerves. 1598 Sylvester Du Bartas
ii. t. in. Furies 173 The stifning Carpese, th'eyes-foe Hem-
lock slinking, *Limb-numming belching, and the sinew-

shrinking Dead-laughing Apinm. 1813 Shelley 0. Mab
v. lor Amid the horrors of the *limb*-strewn field. 1519
Horman Vulg. 106 Urute beestis cherisshe vp4heyr kynde :

thoughc they be Mymtake, or be nummed. 1898 I. Hutchin-
son Archives Surg. IX. 333 All the larger * limb-vessels

must also be simultaneously affected.

Limb (Hm), Also 6-7 lymb(e, limbe,

(7 lembe . [ad. L. limb its hem, border, edge,

fringe, zodiac, or F. limbe ( — It., Sp., Pg. limbo).

Cf, Limbus, Limbo.]

fl. Se. =^Limbo 1, Limbus i. Obs.
e 1450 Mirour Satuacioun 492 (»888) 18 For sawlcs fro

helles Lymbe shuld passe maugre thaire foos. 1513 Douglas

294

/Eneis vi. Prol. 92 The Lymbof faderisauld, With Lytnlns
fnerorum. 1528 Lyndesay Dreme 360 That was the Lymbe,
m thequhilk did remaine Our Fore-fatheri*, because Adam
offendtt. 1588 A. King tr. Canisius' Catech. 8 The fatheris,

quha war abyddand, in the limbe and place of rest. 1600

J. Hamilton Facile Traictise X3, To hyd the detiuerance
of the patriarches and vtliers 1 ust men, in the auld law out
of the lymbe of the fathers. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) X.
s.\\ Limb, Limbus... The limb of the patriarchs..,The limb
of infants dying without baptism.

f2. A border or edging. Obs. rare- 1
.

1644 Digby Nat. Bodies xxx. (1645) 321 There must appeare
at the bottom of the paper, a Lembe of decpe blew.

3. In scientific rse ; The edge or boundary of a

surface, a. gen.

170^ Newton Optics (1721) 209 The violet and blue al the
exterior Limbs of each King, and the red and yellow at the
interior. 1791 W. Kaktram Carolina 501 Their ears are

lacerated, separating the border or cartelaginous limb. 1826
Kirby & Sp. Entomol. IV. *6SDisk, the middle of a surface.

Limb, the circumference. Margin, the extreme sides. 1831
Literary Gaz. 1$ Jan. 40/3 The points thus formed being
carefully marked on the limb of the circle, the intervals are
then subdivided [etc.].

b. The graduated edge of a quadrant or similar

instrument.

1593 Falk Dialling 50 b, The 63*. 3om . of the limbe of the

Quadrant. 1594 IJllndevii. Fxerc. vit. xx. (1636* 677 The
limbe of the Mariners Astrolabe is traced .. with three

Circles, making two spaces to containc therein the degrees
and numbers of altitude. 1690 Leybourn Curs. Math. 715 b,

The Limb of the Quadrant is divided into 90 . . Degrees.

1774 M. Mackenzie Maritime Snrv. 34 Mark down the

Degrees and Minutes shewn on the Limb. 1837 Whewell
Hist. Induct. Sci. (1857) 1 54-

c. The edge of the disk of a heavenly body, csp.

of the sun and moon.
a i&jy Hale Prim. Orig. Man. iv. viii. 364 The perception

of Sense .. judgeth .. the Limb of the Heavenly Horizon to

be contiguous to the Earth. 1716 tr. Gregory's Astron. 1. 39
The Eastern Limb of the Moon will first cover the Western
of the Sun, and the Western of the Moon will last uncover
the Eastern Limb of the Sun. 1768-74 TVcker Lt. Nat.
(1834) I. 305 When astronomers, in describing an eclipse,

talk of the shadow of the earth touching the outer limb of

the moon. 181 a Woodholse Astron. xi. 90 The lower limb
of the Sun when setting. 1879 Newcomb & HoLnsN Astron.

I 301 Similar prominences were seen about the sun's limb.

1891 T. Hardy Tess 1. tx, The sun's lower limb was just

free of the hill.

d. Bel. The lamina or expanded portion of a

monopetalous corolla, of a petal or sepal. Also,

I the lamina or blade of a leaf.

1735 Dvche & I'ardon Diet., Limb,, .among the Florists,

j
'tis the Edge of Leaves, Flowers, &c. 1760 J. Ike hitrod.

I

Bot. 1. iii. (1765^ 7 One Petal ; it consists of two Parts, viz.

.. the Limb, or upper Part, which usually spreads wider.

I

1861 Miss Pkatt Flotver. PI. I. 6 The upper large part of
the petal is termed the limb, and the lower the claw. 1871

]
Oliver /item. Bot. 1. vii. 85 In a gamopetalous corolla ..

the lower united portion is called the lube ; the free divi-

sions, which indicate the number of parts cohering, the
limb.

e. Zool. In trilobites (see o^uot.).

1877 Huxley A naf. Inv. Anim. vi. 258 The limb, or lateral

area on either side [of the glabellum] answers lo a thoracic

Pleuron. Ibid. 259 The limb is thus divided into two paris

—

one fixed. . , attached to the glabellum ; the other separable
. . , on which the eye is placed.

Limb (J
im )> v ' U' L,MB s^ }

]

1. trans. To pull limb from limb ; to dismember.
Also with
1674 N. Fairfax Bulk % Selv. To Rdr., As the one had

wrackt and limm'd my thoughts .. so had the other nipt in

my soul and^ shrivell'd up my thoughls. 1693 Smallhiix;k

Jul. C3esar in DrydetCs Plutarch IV. 482 They . . ran . . up
and down the city, to find out the men, and limb them.

1731 IJailey vol. II, To limb, to pull limb from limb. 1885
Tbomholt Aurora Borealis I. 172 The intestines l>eing

taken out, the trunk is limbed up. .each joint being skilfully

dissected. 1888 Daily News 10 Sept. 7/1 As to hearing the

defendant threaten to
1 limb' the complainant.

f2. rejl. To provide oneself with limbs. Obs.

1667 Rl ilton /\ L. vi. 352 As they please, They Limb
themselves, and colour, shape or size Assume, as likes them
best,

Limb, obs. form of Limn\

Limbachite (lrmbaxait). Min. [Named by

A. Erenzcl, 1873, from Limbach in Saxony, its

locality : see -1TE.] * A hydrous silicate of alumi-

num and magnesium, resembling cerolile' (A. Jl.

Chester Did. Min. 1896).
1881 Dana Man. Min. <y Lit/tot. 309.

Limbate (IrrmVt), a. Biol. [ad. late L. lim-

bat-us, f. limbus Limb sb.'-6
,
Limbus.] Of a part

or organ: Having a limb or border; bordered

;

Jfol. said csp. of a flower having an edging of

a different colour from the rest.

18*6 Kirby & Sp. F.ntomol. IV. 291 Limbate, when the
disk is surrounded by a margin of a different colour. 1836
Loudon Encycl. Plants Gloss., Limbate, having a colored
or dilated surface. 1866 Treas. Bot., Limbate, having ace
colour, surrounded by an edging of another. 1880 Gray
Struct. Bot. 4^18/2 Ltmbate, bordered.

LinibatlOn (limbt7|*j3n). BfoL [f. prec. : see

-ATION.J The formation of a border; a border

distinguished by colour or structure.

1881 1L B. Brady in Jrnl. Microsc. Sci. Jan. 59 Sutures
limbale, the limbation taking the form of raised beads. 1894
in Goulh lltustr. Did. Med.

Limbeck (li'mbek), sb. areh. Forms: 41am-
byke, 5-6 lembike, -byke, 6 lembyck, -beck,

LIMBER.

lymbeke,6-7 lim-,lymbeek(e,-bique, 7 limbek,
-bic(ke, 6-9 limbec(k. [aphetized f. Alembic]
= Alembic.
fr.350 Med. MS. in Arehseologia XXX. 409 I^ambyke.

x^so-yp Bk. Quintessence 11 panne putte it in a lembike

j

and dislille it at a good fier. 1529 Test. Ebor. (Surlees) V.
277 A lymbeke for stilling of watters. a 1599 Stknser F.Q.

* vu. vii. 31 The dull drops, that from his purpled hill, 'As

j
from a limbeck, did adown distill. 1667 Milion P. L. Ml.

605. 1667 Drydf.n Seer. Love 1. iii, I feel my Strength each

I

Day and Hour consume, Like Lillies wasting in a Lym-
s beck's Heat 1713 Pope Guardian No. 93 F 4 Like a lim.

j
beck that gives you, drop by drop, an extract of the simples
in it. 1829 Carlyle Misc. (1857) a77 ^ l duller

I
pass it and repass it through his limbecs.
Comb. 1650 Fuller Pisgahw.i. 16 An engine, which lim-

becklike extracted sweet water out of the brackish Ocean.

1593 Lodge Phillis (1875) 54 My loue doth seruc for fire,

my hart the fornnce is. The aperries of my sighes augment
the burning flame, The Limbique is mine eye that doth
distill the same. 1598 Tofte Alba (1880) 3 What my sad
eye Distils from Lymbeck of a bleeding Hart. 1605 Shaks.
Macb. 1. vii. 67. 1660 Ier. Taylor Duct. Dnbit. 11. iii.

rule xiv. § 29 (1676) 372 1'he remaining part [of the books
of the Fathers] have passed through the limbecks and
strainers of Hereticks Ietc). 1840 Hood Miss Kilmansegg,
Iter Misery ix, The waters that down her visage rilled

Were drops of unrectified spirit distilled From the Limbeck
of Pride and Vanity. 1887 Athenaeum 20 Aug. 243/2 There
are [in the translation] French forms of expression . . which
ought to have been passed through the limbeck.

t Li-mbeck, v. Obs. [f. the sb. Cf. OF. lam-
biquer (16th c), It. lambiceare.]

1. trans. To treat as in an alembic ; to subject

to the process of distillation or extraction of es-

sence, etc. Chiefly Jig. ; esp. to rack or fatigue

(the brain) in the effort to extract ideas.

1599 Sandys Eurodar Spec. (1632) 162 Where the greater
doe nothing hut limoicke their bratnes in the Arts of Al«
chymy and Ballancing. 1622 Mabre tr. Ateman's Guzman

1 d'Alf 11. 50 Wasting my wits, and Limbeking my braines,

j

without drawing any iuicc or substance thence at all. a 165a
Uromk Songs, etc. 11661)255 His Patients grow impaiient,
and the fear Of death, lymbeck'd their bodies inio tears.

1661 Feltham Resolws, Disc. Eccl. ii. 11 (1677) 346 And
when he had try'd and Lymbeck 'd all, the spirit and Kxtract
comes forth, Vanity, Vexation.

2. To distil or exlract (an essence, etc.) as by an
alembic.
1598 Florio, Lambicare, lo distill, to Hmbecke. 1648

Earl Westmoreland Otia Sacra (1870) 139 The spring-
head, where Crystal 1 is Lymbeckt all the yeere. 1657 W.

' Morice Coena quasi Koi»nj Diat. iii. 140 The quintessence
1 to be limbeck'd and distilled [etc.].

Hence Li*mbecked a., Iji'mbeckingztf/. sb.

ai6i8 Svlvester Tobacco battered 233 The stench and
Stuff Extracted from their limbeckt Lips and Nose. 1647
Ward Simp. Cobler 18 Metaphysicall Limbeckings.

Limbed (limd), a. Also 4-5 i-limed, ilymed.
[f. Limb sb. + -ed 2

.J
Having limbs. Nearly always

with adv. or adj. prefixed, as well-limbed, slraighl-

i limbed.
ciyo Cast. Lo7<e 624 Hose now Lsejc hecrc A child bat

riht Mimed nere, pat breo ffeet and hreo honden beere.

1412 20 Lvdg. Chron. Troy 1. v, So well Ilymed and com*
I pact by measure Well growe on heyght and of good stature.

I55S Fden Decades 105 Thinhabitantes are .. well lymmed
I and proportioned. 1598 Grenewev Tacitus' Ann. 1. xiti.

• (1622) 26 The Chcruscians being a great limmed people.

161 1 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xviii. (1623^ 898 Ltitle of

stature, ill-liinmed, and crook-backed. 1667 Milton /\ L.

1

vu. 456 lnnumerous living Creatures, perfet formes, Limb'd
and full grown. 1697 Dhvden I'irg.Georg. 11.231 Strong
limb'd and stout, and to the Wars inclin'a. 1748 Anson's

I I'oy. in. v. 339 The?*e Indians are a bold well-limbed people.

1835 W. Irving Tour Prairies 173 It was a colt about two
years old, well grown, finely limbed. 1873 Black Pr. Thule
(1874) 4 A man. . straight*!imbed, and sinewy in frame.

Limbekill, obs. form of Lime-kiln.

f Limbelite. Min. Obs. [Named (limbilile)

by 11. Ii. de Sattssnre, 1794, from Llroburg, its

locality : see -lite.] A synonym of chrysolite.

1837 Dana Min. 335 The minerals Chusitc and Limbelitc

j
of Saussure, from ihe volcanic district of Limbourg, appear

to be decomposed varieties of this species [Chrysohtcl. 1865

Watts Did. Chem. III. 696.

Limber (li'mboj), sb* 1 Forms: 5 lymor(e,

5-6 lymour, 6 lymowr, lym(m)er, Se. lymnar,
6-7, 9 limmer, 9 limber. [Of obscure origin.

The F. Hmon * sense 1 below ; the derivative

limoniere means 1 the shafts and connected frame-

work ofa vehicle If the form lymnar in Donglas

be genuine, it may be an adoption of limonih-e,

and perh. the forms lymour, etc., though recorded

earlier, may be corruptions of this.]

1. The shaft of a cart or carriage. Obs. exc dial.

1480 Wardr. Acc. Edw. /7'(i83o) 123 A crouper for the

lymour, price iiijs. 1501 Douglas Pal. Hon. xxxiii, The
lymnans [of the chariot] wcr of himcist gold. 1513 —
sEneis ix. vi. 23^ The cartis stand with lymowris bendyt

strek. 1579 80 North Plutarch, Coriol. (1595) 248 They
made him carrie a limmer on his shoulders that is fastened

to the Axeltreeof a couch [ = coach). 1611 Florio, y/Ww^,.

.

the limmer or beame of a Wagon or Waine. 1839 Ure Did.
ArtsgZ^ {Pitcoal) The rolley horses have a peculiar kind

of shafts, commonly made of iron, named limbers, the pur-

pose of which is to prevent the carriage from overrunning

them. j86o Eng. «y For. Mining Gloss. (Newcastle Terms),

Limmer s, the shafts by which the horses draw,

f b. Short for limber-liorse.

163a Sherwood, A limmer, limonier. Voyez a Thill-horse.



LIMBER.

2. Mil4 (In early use //.) The detachable fore part

of a gun-carriage, consisting of two wheels and an
axle, a pole for the horses, and a frame which holds
one or two ammunition-chests. It is attached to

the trail of the gun-carriage proper by a hook.
Quot. 1628 seems to be an erroneous explanation.

1497 Naval Acellen. VII (r8g6> 84, ij paire lyniores with
bolter forlokkes kayes lynces and a taile pynne for the said
Curlowe. 1578 Bourne Invent. % Devices xcvi. 85 The
Lymers that the horses doth draw in. 1628 R. Norton
Gunner lix. 130 The sides and Cheekes [of the Cariage] called
Limbers. z8oi Wellington in Gurw. Desp. (1837) 325
A six-pounder, its carriage and limber, and ammunition in

the limber box. 1851 Ord. <V Rcgul. R. Engineers xix. 96
Twelve pieces of Field Artillery, with their Carriages and
Limbeis. 1859 F. A. GripfitHs Artil. Man. (1862) 103
No. 7 attends the limber and serves ammunition.

3. attrib., as (sense 1 b) + limber croups •[/tame,

pillow
;
limber-box, -chest Atil.

f the ammunition
box carried by a limber ; limber-hook (see quot.)

;

limber-horse dial., the horse which is placed

between the shafts; f limber-plank Mil, (sec

quot.) ; limber-saddle, a cart -saddle.
1801 *Limber*box [see sense 2]. 1876 Jas. Grant Hist,

India I. xxiy. 129/1 Wood's field-guns had only five rounds
left in the limber-boxes. 1888 Century Mag. May 103/2
Some of whom [the enemy], springing nimbly on his "limber-
chests, shot down his horses and then his men. 1483 IVardr.
Arc. in Grose Antiq. Repert. (1807) 1. 47 *Lymour crowps.

.

*Lymonr pilows. 1876 Vovle Milit. Diet. (ed. 3) .s. v.

Limber, At the back of the limber is an iron hook or
pintle, termed a *limber-hook, to which the trail of the gun
carriage is attached. . . The limber-hook is stated to have
been invented .. in 1804.^ 1628 R. Norton Gunner \x. 131
The *Limber Planks or sides of the Cariage mu.st he 4 and .1

halfe, or 5 dyametres broad, one thicke. 1480 Wardr. Acc.
Ediv. IV {1830) 123 For a *lymour sadell price vs.; for a
payre *lymour hamys garnissht xviijd. 1806-7 J* Kf.res-
voro Miseries Hutu. Life { 1 826) vi. vii. The flap of a limber
saddle rolling up and galling and pinching your calf.

Limber (lrmbw), sb.
4

* Naut. [?a corruption

of F. lumiere hole, peiforation (lit. Might'), used
Naut. in the same application.]

1. One of a series of holes cut through the floor-

timbers on each side of the keelson to form a passage
for water to the pump-well.

i6a6, 1711, etc. [see limber-hole, -board in 2]. 1729 Capt.
W. Wriglesworth MS. Log-blc 0/ the ' Lyetl 6 .Sept.,

Cleared the Limbers in the Forehold. c i860 H. Stuart
Seaman s Catech. 63 See the limbers are clear, and limber
boards shipped. 1898 F. T. Uullen Cruise Cachalot 326
The ship. . never made a drop of water more than just suffi-

cient to sweeten the limbers.

2. altrib. in spec, combinations : limber-board
(see quots.)

;
limber-chain, a chain used like a

limber-rope (Webster, 1864) ; limber-hole Naut.
— sense 1 ; limber-passage Naut., the passage or

channel formed by the limber-strakes on each side

of the keelson
;
limber-rope Naut., a rope passing

through Ihe limber-holes, by which they may be
cleared of dirt ; limber-strake (or -streak) Naut*
(see quols. and Strake ; limber-tar (see quot.).

171 1 W. Sutherland Shipbnild. Assist. 70 One Strake
next the "Limber Boards. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine
(X780), Limber-boards, short pieces of plank, which form
a part of the ceiling

?
or lining of a ship's floor, close to the

kelson, and immediately above the limbers. They are ..

removed, when it become* necessary to . . clear the limber-
holes of any filth,, .or graVel, by which they may be clogged.
e i860 H. Stuart Seaman s Catech. 69 The limber boards
. . cover these channels or * limbers ', and serve to keep dirt

out, which would soon choke the pumps. 1626 Capt. Smith
Acad. Vug. Seamen 8 Then lay all the Flore timbers, and
cut your * Limber holes aboue the keele, to bring the water
to the well for the puinpe. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine
(1780) s.y. Limbers, Every floor-ttml>er has two limber-holes
cut through it, viz. one on each side of the kelson. 1859
Sir E. J. Reek Shipbuild. v. 79 The limber-holes in the
floor-plates are, as a general rule, cut above the frame angle-
iron, c 1850 Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 129 *Limber-passage,
a passage or channel formed throughout the whole length
of the floor, on each side of the kelson, for giving water
a free communication to the pumps 1769 Falconer Diet.
Marine (1780), *Limber-Rope, a long rope, frequently re-

tained in the limber-holes. .in order to clear them by pulling
the rope backwards and forwards. 1841 Dasa Seaman

s

Man. 114. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVII. 404/2 The
*limber strake. 1841 Dana Seaman's Man. 114 Limber-
Streak, the streak of foot-waling nearest the keelson. 1874
Thearle Naval Archit. 55 The limber strakes, while con-
stituting a longitudinal tie over the floors, served aLo to
form watercourses on each side of the keel, leading to the
pumps. 1858 Simmonds Diet* Trade, * Limber 'far, the
bilge-water or refuse found in the hold of a ship that imports
tar, which has drained from the casks during the voyage.

Limber (li-mbar), a. Also 6 limmer, lym-
mer, 6-7 lymber. [Of obscure origin ; Skeat

suggests connexion with Limp a., which, ^however,

has not been found before 1 706 ; it may perh. be

some compound of Limb sfi. (cf. the derivation of

Leathwakk from Lith, limb). Cf. also the

synonymous Urnmock dial.]

1. Easily bent (without damage to shape or

structure N

;
flexible, pliant, supple.

1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Lentns, softe, tender, pliant, that

boweth easely, limber letc.]. 1567 Turberv. Epit. etc. 87 The
Bargeman that doth rowe with long and limber Oare. 1578
Lyte Dodoensw. Ixxx.543Thcroote. .tough and limmer, and
harde tobreake. Ibid, v.xxxii. 591 The Gourde hath long lim-

mer stalkes. 1657 Austen fruit Trees 1. 50 Do not prune off
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the side branches, lest the body of the plant be too small and
limber to beare his head. 1667 M ilton P. L, vii. 476 Those
wav'd thir limber fans For wings. 1684 Hoyle Poronsn.
Auim. Sf Solid Rod. x. 46 With another piece of the same
Bladder, made limber by being a little wetted in common
water. 1713 Cheselden Auat. 1. i. (1726) 12, 1 .. found ..

in one instance several of tlie bones as limber as leather.

1738 [G. Smith] Curious Relat. II. v. 108 A Sort of Paper
..as fine and limber as Silk. 1787 J. Farley Loud. Aft
Cookery (ed. 4) 7 The feet |of a goosej will be limber, if it

be fresh, but stiff and dry if old. 1840 R. H. Dana Be/.
Mast xxx. in That the [new} ropes might have time to
stretch and become limber. 187a Plackie Lays High/. 73

i

Ye Norsemen brave That ply the limber oar.

b. Of persons, their bodies, movement?, etc.:
Bending or moving easily ; lithe and nimble.

I
1582 Stanyiiurst ASneis iv. (Aib.) 100 Limber in her

I

whisking . . uhee soars vpnimhlye toe skyward. 1603 Dray-
|ton Bar. Wars vi. xxxviti, In Postures strange, their
!

1

limber Bodies bending. 1605 I'. Jonson Vol/one 111. i,

I could skip Out of my skin, now, like a subtill snake, I am
I

so limber. 1635 Foxe & Jamks Voy. A". IF. (Mnkluyt Sue.)
|

j

M. 378 The sunne shone, and thawed our men and made I

< them more limber. 1694 Crownk Marrhd Bean 11. 20 i

I Methinks you are As limber in your tongue as in your i

hams. 1736 Carte Ormonde II. 549 At getting up, he took
'

notice . . that his legs were more limber and bended with
greater ease. 1751 Smollett Per. Pic. (1779) II. xliv. 71

I
The Italian., a thin limber creature. 1817 Coleridge

! Christabel 11. 1 A little child, a limber elf. 1844 Disraeli
Coningsby 1. i, A limber and graceful figure. 1859 Whaxall
tr. R. Hondin iii, 27 The fingers remaining perfectly free

! and limber. 1885-94 R. Pkiix.ks Eros <y Psyche Mar. xiv,
Her comely boy, The limber scion of the God of War.
+ c. I n unfavourable sense, of things which are

properly firm or crisp: Limp, flaccid, flabby.

1592 Warsf.r Alb. Eng. vn. xxxvii. (1612) 182 My limber
wings were Leather-like vnplum'de. 160s Middle! on Blurt
It. i, Limber like the skin of a white pudding when the meat
is out. 1658 tr. Porta s Nat. Magic 1. xv. 20 Flowers are.,
to he gathered . . before they wax limber. 1736 Haii.ky
Housh. Diet. 195 Observe to clap very quick and very hard,
for if you let them dry they will be limber. 1747 Mrs.
Glassk Cookery (1767) 323 A rabbit, if stale, will be limber
and slimy ; if new, white and stiff.

2. fig.
160a Marston Ant.fif Met. 1. Wks. 1856 I. ix Confusion to

these limber sycophants. 1611 Shaks. Win/. T.i. ii. 47 Vou
put me off with limber Yowes. a 1639 Woiton in Gutch
Coll. Cur. I. 219 He had tryed and found him a Prince of

1 limber virtues, 1695 Remarks Late Serm. (ed. 2) 2 Men
of limber and pliable Consciences can easily do this. 1719
D'Urfey Pills (1872) f I. 244 Tho' both in his sense, and his

Loyalty limber. 1858 1>U SMNELL Serm. Nnv Li/e 250 His
whole nature becomes limber and quick to his love. 1887
Hetham-Kdwaros Next 0/ Kin wanted I. xx. 272 [Fie]

proved limber as a withy in her hands.

t 3. quasi-j^, l imber quality, limberness. Ot>s.

1786 Mrs. A. M. ISennktt Juvenile indiscretions I. 12

The whole depth of his talents laying in the mere limber of
his tongue.

4. Comb., as limber-backed^ -fooled, -legged adjs.

1601 Holland Pliny \. 96 The Himantopodes be some
of them limber legged and tender. 1720 Humourist 162

A poor limber-back 'd IJeau. 1747 Mhs.Glasse Cookery (1767)

322 The duck . . if new, limber-footed ; if stale, dry-footed.

Hence IiPmberness.
1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Lentitia, softenesse, pliantnesse,

limbernesse. 1669 Boyle Contn. AVw Exp. 1. 160 The
limberness of them [the sides of a bladder] would permit
the Air to accommodate it self and the Bladder to the Figure
of a Cylindrical vessel. 1743 Lond. $ Country Brew, iv.

(ed. 2)278 In this [trough] oaken Planks are laid for the

confin'd Steam of hot Water . . to impregnate and reduce
them to a Limberness. 1835 M. Scott in Blackiv. Mag.
XXXVI I. 460 The extreme pliancy and eel-like limberness,

if 1 may so speak, of the whole body. 1889 F. M. Craw-
ford Grei/enstein L viii. 236 He has the most surprising

limberness of wrist.

Limber (li'mb;>.i\ z>A [f. Limber a.] traits.

To make limber, pliant, or supple. Hence Lrm-
bering ///. a,

1748 Richardson Clarissa III. 356 Her stiff hams .. are

now limbered into courtesies three deep at every word. 1753
Ess. Celibacy 39 They exempt themselves from the fiee and
limbering situations and circumstances of action. 187a

O. W. Holmes Poet Break/.-t. iii. (1885) 60 She worked her 1

wrists. . to limber 'em. 1883 F. M. Crawford Mr. Isaacs viii.

164 The stiffest arms can be limbered.

Limber (limbw), Mil. [i. Limber sb.i]

trans. To attach the limber to (a gun). Hence I

absol. to fasten together the two parts of a gun-
[

carriage, as a preparation for moving away. 1

Usually to limber up.

1843 Lever J. IHnton vi. (1878) 34 The heavy artillery
|

was seen to limber up, and move slowly across the field.

1851 Ord. tf Regul. R. Engineers xix. 05 Breadth of Shed,

Guns limbered up. .40 ft. o in. 186 1 Man. Field Exercise I

Artillery 50 Limbering is always done at a trot. 1868

Kinglake Crimea (1877) III. t. 278 The guns of Turner's 1

battery were limbered up and pushed forward.

+ Li mberha m. Obs. ff. Limber a. + Ham.
The quot. from Wycherley shows that Dryden did not, as

is generally supposed, invent the name ; whether Wycherley
invented it, or whether it was already current as an appel-

lative or a nickname, remains at present uncertain.]

a. In etymological sense : One who has * limber

hams \ a supple-jointed person ; Jig. an obsequious

person, 'lackey*, b. A character like that repre-

sented in Dryden 's play, a 'kind keeper*.

1 1675 Wycherley Country-wife H. 27 There can be no more
scandal to go with him, than with Mr. Tatle, or Master
Limberham. Lad. With that nasty Fellow ! no—no. 1678

Dryden Limberham{ 1680) Pers. Dram., Limberham, a lame,

LIMBO.
foolish keeper, perswaded by what is last said to him, and
changing next word.] 1689 1 1 ickeringill Ceremony monger
t. Wks. 1716 II. 390 If I were a Papist .. I profess I would
bow and cringe as well as any Ecclesiastical Limber-ham
of them all. a 1704 T. 1'kown Praise Poverty Wks. 1730 I.

09 He's a true limheiham, a prodigal cully to the jilt he
keeps for the use of the public. 1755 Smollett Quix. (1803)
IV. 251 When the challenger was asked how the weight of
both should be made equal, he insisted on the other's carrying
the difference in bars of iron, by which means, Limberham
would be upon a footing with Loggerhead. 1756-66 Amony
Bunele IV. xiii. § 3. 249 She lives.. to ruin.. the miserable
man, who is dunce enough lo become a Limberham to the
execrable wretch.

t Limberly, a, Obs. rare- 1

. ? = Limber a}
1782 Elfiiinstun tr. Martial f. xliii. 47 Not the pears,

that are bound by the limberly broom.

Limbic (li-mbik), a. Anal. [ad. V. limbique
(see quot. 1901', f. limbe, Limb sb.- + -it/ue, -ic]
Pertaining lo, or having the character of, a border

;

in limbic lobe (of cerebrum), ' term applied by Jiroca

10 the gyms foinicatus and its prolongation, con-
stituting the anterior part of the uncinate gyrus,
because they are maikcd off in nearly all mammals
from the surrounding convolutions' (Sj'd. Soc, Lex.);
also limbic ftssure, the fissure surrounding this lobe.
1882 Quain's Auat. (ed. 9) II. 341 The two ends of the

limbic lobe of Broca, which are separated by the deep part
of the Sylvian fissure. 1894 Goi'LiJ Illustr. Diet. Med.
s.v. Etssure, limbic Fissure (of Broca), the fissure sun omul-
ing Broca's great limbic lobe. It includes the supercallosnl,
precuneal, and part of the collateral fissures. 1899 \V. B.
Lewis Mental D/s. (ed. 2) 102 The limbic fissure, which here
separates the lower limbic arc from the extra-Iimbic mans.
1901 (hay's Anat. (ed. 15)631 The term limbic lobe {grande
lobe limbique) was introduced by Broca in 1878, and under
it he included two convolutions, \i/. the callosal and hippo-
campal.

Limbie (li'mi). Sc. [(. Iimr sbA + -ik dim.
suffix.] A little leg.

1789 Br hns To Dr. Blackloek (ai Oct.) v, Ye glaiket,
gleesome, dainty damies, Wha by Castalia's wimplin'
streamies, Lowp, sing, and lave your pretty limbics.

Limbless li-mles), a. [f. Limn sbA + -less.]
Having no limbs, deprived of a limb or limbs.
1594 R. Wilson Cobler's Proph. v. ii. 52 So flies the murderer

from the mangled lims Left limles on the ground by his fell

hand. 1624 Massinuer Renegado iv. i. 11631) H 2 b, Till
nought were left me But this poore, bleeding limblesse
Truiicke. 1624 ( Jai akek Prausubst. 162 Wheieas that which
is given and received in the Kucharist, is (as f'lpiphnnms
well observeth) livelesse and limmelesse. 1770 KoOTK Lame
Lover in. Wks. 1799 11. 86 A tree not only limbless and
leafless, but very near lifeless. 1881 Mivakt Cat 459 The
class also contains certain limbless ciea cures which look like

something between snakes and earthworms.

Limb-meal ;lrm,m/l\ adv. Obs. exc. arch.

and dial. Forms: sec Limb sbA ; also 3 -mele,
-meel e, 5-7 -meale, ()dial. limb-mull, limmel.
[OE. limmirlum: sec Ijmhj^J and -meal.] Limb
from limb, limb by limb; piecemeal.
c 1050 V

f
oc. in Wr.-Widcker 440/36 Memhatim, limm.thim.

c 1205 Lay. 25618 He her bene beore of-sloh, and bine lim-

mele [c 1 275 leoine-mele] to-droh. a 1225 Juliana 79 per ase
wilde deor limmel to luken ham. .1290 Beket 1779511 S.
Eng. Leg., pei ich Leo drawe lime mele, 1387 Tkkvisa
Higden (Rolls) V. 281 Maximus .. was alto hakked . . and
i browe lyme nieele into Tyber. 1470-85 Maloky Arthur
viii. xxxvii. 330 He wasdraweu lymme meale. 1590 Fknnk
Frutes 41 Keadie to teare in peeces, and plucke lim-meale
the bodie of the bloudie tyrant. 1611 Shaks. Cymb. \\. iv.

147 O that I had her heere, to teare her Linib-meale. a 1680
Butler Rem. (1759) II. 309 Tears Cards Limb-meal without
Regard of A^e, Sex, or Quality, and breaks the Bones of

Dice. 1709 tr. P. de Cieza s Trav. 78 Putting him to ex-
quisite Torments and tearing his Body Limb-meal, i860
T. Martin Horace 309 Up with their nails the earth they
threw, Then limb-meal lore a coal-black ewe. 1894 S. E.
Worcs. Gloss., Limmel.
Hence f Limbmeally adv.. in same sense.

1569 LTNUERnowN Ovid agst. Ibis Liij b, He was .. torne
limmeally,that is to say, each peece from other.

Limbo 1 (lrmbtf). [L., abl. sing, of limbus (see

Ljmbih), occurring in such phrases as in or e ( = in

or out of) Umbo. Cf. It. limbo and Limb sb.2]

1. A region supposed to exist on the border ol

Hell as the abode of the just who died before

Christ's coming, and of unbnptized infants.

More explicitly limbo patrum, limbo in/antum or 0/ the
in/ants: see LiMRi'S.

13.. St. ErketmH>lde 291 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881)

272 Quene bou herghedes helte-hole & hentes horn ^er-oute,

..oute of limbo, bou laftes me per. [1377 Langl. P. PL B.

xvi. 84 The deuel. .Bar hem forth boldely .. And made of

holy men his horde in lymbo iu/erni.] c 1450 Mhonr Sal'

nacionn 198 How ctist entred hell To glad our haly fadres

in Lymbo ai clerkes^ tell, c 1460 Tvwncley Myst. xxv. 96
Thise lurdans that in lymbo dwell. Hid. 213 Lyml.o is

lorne, alas » 1483 Caxton G. de la Tour D vj b, After her

deth she [Eve], .fylle in a de ke and obscure pryson . . that

was the lymbo of helle. 15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531)

53 b, After theyr deth they went to lymbo patrum a place

of derkenes nye to hell. 1528 Tindalk Obed. Chr. Man To
Rdr. 19 Of what texte thou provest hell, will a nother prove
purgatory, a nother lymbo patrum. 1605 Heywoou Troub.

Q. Eltz. Wks. 1874 I. 221, I am freed from limbo, to be sent

to hell, a 1658 Clev eland Wks. (1687) 81 Tis a just Idea
of a Limbo of the Infants. 1749 Wesley Wks. (1872) X. 101

In what conditiun were they [the Old Testament Saints]

while thus detained in limbo? 18x8 Moore Fudge Lam.
Paris 57 Souls in Limbo, damn'd half way. 1857-8 Sears
Athan. xviii. 163 If a .spiritual body is desirable at all, why
are the saints kept waiting for it in limbo?



LIMBO.

b. in extended use r

vtcc quots.J.

tft43 Sir T. Browne Relig. Med. i. § 54 Methtnks amongst
those many subdivisions of Hell, there might have been one
Limbo left for these. 1667 Milton P.L. ill. 495 All thc-e

upwhirld aloft My o're the backside of the World farr off

Into a Limbo large and broad, since calld The Paradise

of Fools, 171a ADmsoN Sped. No. 297 f 7 The Picture

which he [Milton) draws of the Umbo of Vanity. 1851

Carlvlf. Sterling 111. i. (1872) 163 As yet my books arc

lying as ghost books, in a limbo on ibe banks of a certain

Hristolian Styx,

f c. used gen. for : Hell, Hades. Obs.

1581 T. Howell Devises Diijb, And let my Ghost in

Lyml)0 lowe be led, To Tantals thyrst, or prowde Ixiotts

wheele. 158a Stanviii rst sEneis 11. (Arb.) 56 And with boat

assalting too Limbo we plunged a number [\*.mttltos demit-

timus Oreo]. i6xa Proceedings 0/ Virginia v. 30 in Capt.

Smith's Wks, (Arh.) m These vninhabited lies; which
(for the extremilie of gusts, thunder, raine, stormes, and il

weather) we called Limbo. 1634 W. Tirwhvt tr. Balzac's

/.eft. 270 She hath filled Limbo with her paricidiall leachery.

a 1637 II Jonson Baccauall Tri. 50 in T. Morton's Jfew
Eng. Canaan (1637) 147 Minos, Eacus and Radamand,
Princes of Limbo.

2. transf. and fig. a. Prison, confinement, dur-

ance; also, fpawn. slang.

1590 Oref.se Xeuer too Late 11600) 56 tf coyne want, then

cyther to Limbo, or else clap vp a commodity. 1590 Shaks.
Com. Err. iv. ii. 32. 1613 etc. Hen. I'llI, v. iv. 6;,

I haue 5ome of 'cm in Lhmw Patrum. 1649 ICvklyn Mem.
(1857) 111. 51 So that John is now faster in Limbo than
Kver. 1664 Bi'TLF.R Hud. 11. i. xoo On she went, 'I'o find

the Knight in Limbo pent. 1687 Cosgrevf. Old Bach. It. i,

I let him have all my ready Mony to redeem his great

Sword from Limbo. 1708 Hkrkskord in Lit. Auckland's
Corr. (186.2) III. 441-2 We have colonels and lieutenant-

colonels, and majors and captains enough in limbo. 1843
Caklylk Past <\ Pr. 11. viii, Monks . . must not speak too

loud, under penalty of foot-gyves, limbo, and bread and
water. 1849 Couden Speeches 84 Men of bad character,

who have been put into limbo, or flogced. 1881 Hf-saxt &
Rick Chapl. of Fleet 1. x. (1883) 79 There were, besides the

residents,,, poets not yel in limbo.

b.- Any unfavourable place or condition, likened

to Limbo; esp. a condition of neglect or oblivion

to which persons or things are consigned when re-

garded as oulworn, useless, or absurd.
164a Milton AfioL Smect. Wks. 1851 111. 275, I am met

with a whole ging of words and phrases not mine, for he
hath, .mangl'd them in this his wicked Limbo, 1728 Pope
Dune. 1. 238 O ! pass more innocent, in infant state, To the

mild Limbo of our Father Tate. i8a8 Mooke ytitle) Limbo
of Lost Reputations. j866 J. Martink^c Ess. L ooCointe
. .di*mi**es religion into limbo. 1874 Motlev Bamcrvld
IL xiii. 89 To send the Golden Bull itself to the limbo of
worn out constitutional devices. 1894 J. Knight Garrit k
ix. 164 The piece . . ran for eleven night* Inrfoie descending
into the limbo of oblivion.

3. alt rib. , as f limbo dungeon ; limbo-like adj.;

f limbo-lake, the * nit * of Hell ^cf Lake sb.* 3 .

1555-8 Phaf.k .En 'id in. Givb, For Cyrces yle must
furst be seen, and lands of Lymlx> lake [L. iuferttique lotus].

1590 Svfnsf.r E. Q. 1. ii. 32 What voice 01 damned Ghost
from Limbo Uke. 1696 1'olano Christianity not MrSt. 27
They should not say they are in Limbo-Dungeon. 1748
Thomson Cast. Indol. 4^8 His father's ghost from limlx>«

lake, the while, Sees tins. 1820 Scott Al^hot wi, From
haunted spring and grassy ring, Troop goblin, elf, and
fairy; ..To Limbo-lake, Their way they take. 1848 Geo.
Kliot in Cross Life (18S5) L 179, 1 am even now. .in a very
shattered, limbo-like mental condition.

I Limbo 2
. [Zulu: see quot. 1S99] A South

African name for a kind of coarse calico.

1891 Pall Mall G. 9 Nov. 6/2 This present is accompanied
by a quantity of limlw (a coarse quality of calico V. 1896
A. Ik Halfovr 1200 Miles in iVaggon 62 11right -colon red

cotton stuff, limbo, as it is called here. 1899 H. Mitford
y. Ames ii. 14 A dark blue fabric, commonly called by the
whites * limbo', being a corruption of the native name
4 ulembu which signifieth * web*.

Iiiniburgite (H'mtowgpil). Min. Also -yte.

[f. Limbnrg, a lielgian province + -itr.] A semi-

glassy rock consisting of oliviti and augite with some
magnetite and apatite*

iSSt Dana Man. Min. A- Lithe*l. 453 Limburgyte. 1897
Of.ikik Anc. IWt<w<Vf Gt. Brit. 1. 31 The basic series

includes Dolerites, .. Limburgites . . and Pierites.

II Linibus tjrmbtfs). [L. ~ edge, border ; in med.
L., a region on the border of Hell.]

1. Occas. used (as the normal form for English
adoption) -» Limbo 1. Limbus patmm - * the limbo
of the fathers*, i.e. of the just who died before

Christ's coming. Limbus infantum « * the limbo
of infants *

: see Limbo i . Also transf.
<:>44o Vorh Myst. xxxvii. 19S What panne, »* lymbus

lorne, alias! 102 More Cenfnt. Tindale NVks. 514 1 The
state of soules, both in heauen, hell, purgatory, paradyse, &
Limbus patrum. Js8t J. Hell ftaddons Answ. Osor.

ttSbj There be sayd to be 4. Mansions in hell...The second
.ynibus a ptaee for such as are not Baptised, a 1613 Pen*

rlf. Oh Zach. (1629) 148 Me. .had ransomed the Fathers out
of their Ihirgatory^ or infernall Limbus. 1626 IUcon Syfva
% tooo As if all Spirits and Soutes of Men, came forth out of
one Divine Limbus. 1651 Htccs Xcrtt Pisp. $264. 104 The
Limbus or Physitians purgatory, a 1679 T. Goodwin Expos.
E/kiS Wks. 1681 I. it. 1 at The Papists, .put Children.. into

a state call'd Limbus ht/avtum, wherein they do as it were
eternally sleep. 1790 IU'ske Er. Rev. (C P. S.) 224 Hy the
new I'rench constitution, the best and the wisest representa-
tives go equally with the worst into this Limbus Patrum.

f b. A prison ; ^ Limbo 2 a. Obs.
1581 Leg. Bf. St. Androis 349 Latch in a lymbus, whair

they lay, Then Lowrie lowsit them long or day.
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2. Used tcchn. in lit. sense of 1 border * or ' edge *

;

e.g. the ridge which borders the crater of a vol-

cano; in Antiq. the rim of a crater or wine- bowl ;

in /Jot. = Limb sb* 3d; in Conch. ' the circum-
ference of the valves of a bivalve shell from the disc

to the border or margin* (Syd. Soc. Lex. 18SS).
1671 YVtLLOtJGHBV in Phil. Trans. VI. 2126 Having tipp'd

the ends, inverted them, and fastened a Limbus or ring of
soft wax to the great ends. 1697 T. Smith Voy. Constanti-
nople, Mise. Cur. (1708) ITL 23 Now we see plainly the
Smoke briskly issuing out of the Crater, tbe Limbus of
which was all black. 1727-52 Chambf.rs Cyel.

%
Limbt

Limbus, the outermost border, or graduated edge, of an
astrolabe, quadrant, or the like mathematical instrument.

1793 Mastyn Lang. Bol., Limbus, the border or upper
dilated part cf a monopetalous corolla. 1806 Galpine Brit.
Bot. 62 Primula. 1.. .limbus of the cor. flat,. .3.. .limbus of
the cor. concave. 1857 limcu Aw. Pottery (1858) 11. 272
Round the crater is the limbus which is a decorated border
of floral or other ornaments.

Lime (Uim), sb.* Forms : 1 lim, I, 3 liim, 3, 7
lim, 3-7 lym, 3-S lyme, (4 liym), 3- lime. [OE.
lim str. masc. = MDu. lim masc. (mod.Du. lijm

fem.), OHG, lim (M HG. lim, mod.G. him) masc.,

ON. lim neut. OTeut. *limo- «= L. Umus mud, f.

"VYAryan root in L. li-n?rc to smear ; another

grade of the root occurs in Loam, Lair sb.-]

1. A viscous sticky substance prepared from the

bark of the holly and used for catching small

birds; - Biudlime. Now only poet, (in OE.
any adhesive substance, e.g. glue, paste.)

^1700 Epinal Gloss. 133 Bitumen, lint, a 1000 ^lfric
Collcy. in Wr.-Wulcker 95 Ic beswice fu^elas hwiton mid
ncton mid grinum mid lime, c 1000 — Grant. (Z.) 258 Swa-
s»a lim j;efiB»tnaO fel to sumum brede. a 1250 O. X.
1056 (Jesus MS.) |>e louerd..Lym \Cott. liiml and grune ..

Sette and leyde be for to lacche. a 1300 Cursor M. 290S2
Mani man . . perist was als fuxl in Time, e 1440 Promp.
Parv. 305 1 Lyme, to take wythe byrdys, viseus. 1565-6
Churehtv. Acc. St. Martin's, Leicester (1866) 166 For Lyme
to catche y* sterlyngs in >* churche, vij< a 1600 Mont-
oomerik Misc. P. x\i. 34, J fand My fethers in the lyme.

1697 r>RVOEN I'irg. Georg. \. 211 Toils for Leasts, and Lime
for Birds were found. 1697 Phil. Trans. XIX. 377 T he
ltark Tof Hollyl begins to be full of Lime, a 1850 \Vordsw.
(W.), Liko the lime That foolish hirds arc caught with,

b. in allusive phrases (cf. Limk t'.i 2, 3).

13.. A'. A lis. 419 Heo bylevith in folie So in the lym
doth the flye. 1477 Norton Ord. Alch. v. in A^hm. (1652)

S3 For Fier with Krth hath most concord of all ; Because
that sicciiie w the lyme of beate. 1591 Shaks. Tu-o Gent.
in. ii. 68 You must lay lime to tangle her desires F»y walefull

Sonnets. 1592 Loix;f. Euphues Shouiw (iSS2^ 20 Fhilamour
that was first caught in the lime, was most of all tormented
in his loue. 1604 Karl Stirling Paraenesis to Pr. Henry
xwiii. While fancies are not glu'de with pleasures lime.

1610 Siiaks. Temp. iv. i. 246 Monster, come put some Lime
vpon your lingers, and away with the re^t.

2. Usually coupled with stone : Mortar or cement
used in building. In quot. a 1225 fig. Now Sc.

t*7»5 Corpus Gloss. C 320 Cementum : liim, lapidum.
a 1100 1\v. in Wr.-Wulcker 314/23 Ceutentum, lim to u ealle.

< 1200 Ormin 162S4 (>att dra^henn swerd wass inn an hannd,
^ hm &. >tan inn oherr. c 1205 Lav. 15S1S Ich hahbe lim
sta)i on leode nis beiere nan. a 1225 Aner. K. 226 So ueste
ilimed mid lim of ancre luue euerichon of on to o«Ser. C1250

,
Gen. Af Ex. 2552 I\> sette sundri hem to waken His ti^el

I

and lim, and wallet maken. a 1300 Cursor M. 2546S Castel
mad o lime and siane. e 1360 W vchf Serm. Sel. Wks- 1 1.

209 }>e churche is taken ..for be hous of liym and stoon, pat
conteynel> sich men. a 1400-50 A lexautier 50SS J>ar was a

!

cite in J»at side asisid all with gemmes, With-outen l>*me or
laire. ^1470 Hexrv Wallace xt. 6S0 Mudwall werk with-

ontvn lym or stayn. 1593 Shaks. Kick. II, in. iii. 26 King
)

Richard Ives Within the limits of yond Lime and Stone.
' 1745 Sir J. Ware U'ks. eonc. Ire/. I. 127 Those slender
round Towers of Lime and Stone, which are. seen spread
through divers Pans of the Country. 1786 Bcrns 7ww
Brigs lot Your ruin'd, formless bulk o' stane and lime. 1827
Tksnant Papistry Storm d i. 25 Throu" the thick stane and
the lime, He slippit like a beam throu' glass. Mod. Sc. A
stanc-an'-lime wa' is better nor a dry-stane dyke.

3. The alkaline earth which is the chief con-

stituent of mortar; calcium oxide (CaO). It is

obtained by submitting limestone (carbonate of

lime) to a red heat, by which the carbonic acid

is driven off, leaving a brittle white solid, which
is pure lime (or Quick-lime). It is powerfully

caustic and combines readily with water, evolving

great heat in the process, and forming hydrate of

lime (slaked lime).
The designations earhonate, phosphate etc, oflime arc still

current in popular use, though in technical language they
have given place to the more systematic terms cahiutn ear-
bouate (or carbonait calcium), etc. Chhride etf time:
see Chloride 2.

a 1000 IW. in Wr.-Witfcker 197 '16 Calcis uJua, seba-md
lim. J398 Trevisa Bartk, De P. R. xvt. xxiii. (1495) 560
Whyle lyme is colde in handlyng it conteyneth preuely
wythin fyre and grcte bete, e 1400 LanfrattSs Cintrg. 122
Caste aboue pe wounde be poudre of lym tofore seid. e 1450
ME. Med. Bk. (Heinrich) 217 Tak arpment, slekyd lyme,
& argoyle, 1535 Coverdale xxxiii. 11 The people
shal be bunu hke lyme, 1596 Shaks. i Hen. 7V, 11. iv. 137
Vou Rogtic. hcerc's lUme in this Sacke loo. t6a* R. H aw*
kjvs Voy. S. Sea xliii. 103 Since the Spanish Sacks haoe
beene common in our Tauernes, which (for consenation)
is mingled with Lyme in its making, our Nation conv
platnetn of Calenturas of tbe Stone fete). *6*a Raco>j
Hen. VII, 137 They were now (like Sand without Lyme),
ill bound together. 1787 Wintkr Svst. Hush 32 Ume,
when properly and judiciously applied, ranks first amongst

LIME.

I
the class of manures. 1816 J. Smith Panorama Sei. $
Art II. $88 Lime is detected most effectually by the oxalic

acid, which . . forms with it an insoluble precipitate. 1837
Whittock, etc. Bk. Trades (1842) 130 Lime is found
in chalk, marble, &c, and is the basis of animal bones. 1839
Penny Cyxl. XII 1. 489/t Phosphate of lime has been recom-
mended in rickets.

fb. = lime-wash. Obs.

? 1593 Rites 0/Durham (Lawson M S. 1656) xxx\%, Which
pictures have been washed over w*1" Limey and yet do appear
through the Lime.

C. Lime and hair-, a kind of plasterer's cement
to which hair is added to bind the mixture closely

together. Also attrib.
1626 Vestry Bks. (Surtees) 181 For lyme and haire for

1 lymeinge the wyndowes, \\\\d. 1663 Gerbter Counsel 46
Lime and Haire Birdcage-like-Buildings. 1825 J. Nichol-
son Operat. Mechanic 640 Cements.. used by plasterers for

J

inside work. The first is called lime and hair, or coarse stuff,

f d. Oil of lime [F. huile de chaux] : an old

name for the so-called ' chloride of lime ' in a state

of deliquescence.

1471 RirtEV Comp. Alch. Adm. vtf. in Ashm. (1652) 191*

Oyle of Lime {printed Lune] and water. ij+zPhil. Trans.
X LI I. 76. 1800 tr. Lagrange's Chem. L 275.

f4. a. The Calx of metals, b. Used generically

for : An alkaline earth. Obs.

J707 Curios, in Husb. <fr Gard. 225 Metals after they are

redue'd into Lime. 1796 Kirwas Elem. Min. led. 2) 1. 5
When this [aerial, /. e. carbonic] acid is expelled, tbe earth

. . is then called lime, or common or calcareous lime, to dis-

tinguish it from other eartbs, which also form limes, when
free from all combinations, viz. the Barytk and ScottUh
earths.

5. altrib. and Comb., as lime-basket, -burn, + -coop

(dial.\ -crag, f-fa/, -keezv, -maker, -man
t -mer-

chant, -mortar
t
-process,+ quarrel, quarrier, quarry,

-sallj-scow, -scuttle ; Iime-daul*eJ,-dressedt -like adjs.

;

lime-ash dial., a composition of ashes and lime

used as a rough kind of flooring for kitchens, etc.

;

lime-ball {light\ limelight ; f lime-bush, a bush

dressed with birdlime; hence, a means of entangle-

ment ; lime-cartridge (see quot) ; lime-cast, a

covering or layer of lime mortar; also altrib.;

f lime-chalk, quicklime ; lime-coal vsee quot.)

;

t lime-core, unslakable lumps in quick-lime;

lime-cylinder, a cylinder of lime used in the

production of limelight ; Ume-liniment (sec

quot.
;
lime-liquid, liquid grout of lime; lime-

marl (see quot.' ;
lime-milk, milk of lime, slaked

lime diffused in water; lime ointment* an ointment

consisting of slaked lime, lard, and olive oil (Syd.

Soc. Lex. iSSS ; lime-phial An/iq.,& phial filled

with quicklime, fixed at the end of an arrow, used

in medixval warfare for the purpose of blinding

(

the enemy Hewitt Ane. Armour III. 759, Index;

I

cf. Strult'/AWa Angelynncxn L9S); lime-putty,

I {a) (see quot.); {b) —lime-slab
;
lime-rock, lime-

stone (? now l/.S.) ; lime -rubbish, broken mortar

from old walls, etc, used as a dressing for land

;

lime-shells, burnt lime before it is slaked; lime-

sink, a rounded depression iu the earth found in

limestone districts ; lime-slab, a pasty smooth

composition of slaked lime and water used in

plastering ; lime-sour = grey sour, sec Grkt a. S

{Cent. Diet.) ; lime-wash sb., a mixture of lime

and water,used for coaling walls, etc; r^.,to white-

wash with such a mixture; lime-white, -whiten
ttfj., to lime-wash ; lime-work, t stucco (quot.

15S9)
; {b) a place where lime is made (also pi.);

t'lime-yard « Lime-tww. Also LniK-BCrker ,

LlME-FIKGERED a ,
LlME-KILN, LlMEUGHT, LlME-

rrr, LiiiE-roT, Liue-rod, Limestone, Lime-twig,

I Lime-water, Lume-wort J, etc
1813 Vancouver Agric. Devm 96 The *lin»e ash-floor ..

costs 6d. in the square yard, tempering and laving down.

1893 Qullf.r-Couch Delect. Dm-hy 195 Tbeir clothes drip-

ping pools of water on tbe sanded limoash. 18*0 Dri'm*

mono in Phil. Trans. CXX. ^oi Tne intensity of the •lime-

ball being therefore 264 times that ofthe Argand lamp. 1835
i Edin. Rev. T.X 1. 23S 11>e lime-ball light oflieutenant Drain-

i mond. J838 Dickens O. 7W*f xvwit Mr, Chilling * i>bcd

I

he might be busted !T he warn't as dry as a *lime-basket.

1879 St. George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 538 The a Mime-burns

occurred in plasterers. 1577 Fi.nton G+la\ Epist. 91 Xo
other things are the riches of the worlde, Knt . . a stnmbling

blocke for the w icked, a •Umebosh for the good a 1640

Day Peregr. Schol <iSSi) 53 like a nVbe in a net or a

selie bird in a Umebusbe. 1863 Grfsi fv <7Jass. C*aUuiuiug,

"Lime eartridge
x
a charge or measured Cjuantity of com-

pressed dry caustic lime made up into a cartridge, and used

instead of gunpowder and in a somewhat similar manner
for breaking down coal. 18S1 Nealk Ji'otes Dalmatian etc

96 Here, much hidden by •lime-cast, I made out tbe inscrip-

tion. 1873 O'Cxkrv Manners Anc. Irish III. 16 Many
lofty lime-cast cables, built of limestone. 1637 Hevwood
/>/«£, Anna A PhiHis NVVs, 1874 VI. 3*0 Water doth make
tbe *limechalk scortcb with heat. 1883 Grksucy Gloss.

CaaUuiniuc, *Lsme coal, small coal suitable for lime burn-

ing. 1674-91 Rav Collect. Words 3$ CVv»A as, a muck-coop,

a Mime-coop; a cart, or wain, made close with boards to

carry anything that otherwise would fall out. 1679 Moxo*
Mech. Exert* i?8 ftood dr>» Eanb, •lime-Core» Kobbish,

&c 1649 Burgh. Roc. Glasgovc (1SS1) II. 177 Anent the

cx^all and *lymecratg it is ordourit fete). 1871 tr. Sehellen's

S/>e. :r. Anai. ix. 64 Let the *lime<ybirders then be raised to



LIME.

incandescence by means of the oxvhydrcgen gas. t96x
W. F. Colli v.x /rVx/. A><r. /./V. 105 As som xnaVe-hift* for
scenery as the Mirae-dnubrd tinVer who acted WalL 1890
J. W. Mack ail Li/if W. Morris I. 579 The Lnglish *litue-
dressed vrUuni had been found almost km-Icxs for tine work.
1494 Hc/ i 1 /*>». J 7/, c. 10 Cu>sioos,stuned with hor>* here
(etct which U v rough! in Myroe fatten 1574 in Worth Tar*/.
r>'k Par. Ate. t 1SS7) 30 Fcr mending ofthe *lyme Keve, \'yt.

iTS^C. Licas £xr. Waters 1. 141 A salt taste, with something
*un*e-lfl:e or Iixivial. 1876 IIaklky Mat. Med. (cd. 6) 173
*Lime Liniment is an emulsion of calcareous soap and free
oil 1775 G. Semm_e BniUimg in Water ;S Filting .. the
irwde with small Stones and * Lime-liquid. 1573^aiet
A /p. L 44" A 'limemaker, calcarins. 1713 L+>ui. G*iz. No.
612S/3 Edward Brent. Lime-maker. 1839 I*be Ptct. Arts,
etc. 772 "1Vis true limestone must not be confounded with
the lime-marl, composed of calcareous matter and day.
1703 T. N. City 4r C. Punkmstr aoS Many 'Lime-men,
tand some of those Bricklayers that are in Fee with cm)
may speak against this Practice. 1710 L+nd. Gaz. No.
4739/4 William Kali, . . *Lyn»e-Merchant. 1703 T. S. Art's
/"t/w. L 10 Whiten it Three or Four times together
with * Lime-Milt. 1839 U«e Diet. Arts 375 Smeared
o»er with common *lime mortar. 1883 Giesley Ghts.
C^if-miaiMg. *Lime /nxess, the method of getting coal
by the use of the lime cartridge. 18SS Syd. Le.r. t

lame process of sewage purification. 189a I^iK-nr Ow-
mission Gloss., *Lime-/x.Jfyt ordinary lime ruu through a
fine sie^e. 1641 Sc. Act* Lkas. /11S70J Y. 45^/1 To haue
and win Lyme>tooes in the 'lyme qoarrells pairtis and
boundts of the Toune and Landis of Paistoun {etc. J. 1753
Setts Mag. XV. 52 1 John Potty, a Mime-quarrier. a 1649Du mm. ot Hawth. C*Ksid. t* Farts. Wis.«i;ti iS; That
coal-pits, *hme-quaiTies, within fourty foots of the king's
high-ways be filled up. 18&1 Ocida Maremma I. 34 1 he
lime quarries of Alberese. 1799 J. Robeitvc s Agric\ Pertm
547 A dry sharp <oil to work upon mostly covering *lime
rock. 1805 R. W. Dicksox Frost. Agric. L 270 *limc
rubbish from the pulling down of old houses. 1884 Scrrov
Cat//. I'egtt.fr FLKtm^m OM gardens should be refreshed
with a dressing of lime occasionally, or of Iiu»e rubbish from
oW buildings. 1849 D. G^jarfteu. fm&rg. Ckent. 71 A salt
of this acid gires, in *Iime salts, a semi-solid precipitate. 18*3
J. F. CoorEJt Prsxeer xxiti. (1^69^ 992 DkTee ever see a
ship, man? or any craft bigger than a *lime-scow, or a
wood-boat, on this here small bit of fresh water? 1865
F. Maitis Life J. Clmrt 6a He sat down opon his *lime»
scnttk. 1793 Statist. Acc. Serf. VI. 202 To strong land
they give from 40 to 70 bolls of *lime shells to the Scotch
acre. 1845 Lyeu. 7Vut>. A*. Amcr. I. 176 *Lime-sir.k> or
funnel-shaped cavities, are frequent in this country arising
from natural tunnels and cavities in the subjacent limestone.
T608-9 »° Swayne Obrrrvbr. Act. Sarxm (iSoo 905 Bar-
rowefuH Myme slahh 6d. 1541 Ejrtnuis W.W. Keg.
(1844) I. 1-76 Ane skep, ane schod schuill, with are *Ivm
mh. 18*3 J. Badcock A»w. Ammsem. xfo* Old Fruit
Trees., may be restored., by the application of a good
strong Time-wash. 1847 Smeatos\ £*u'jWs A/am, 126 In
using time-wash, it is better to put two thin coats on a wall
than one thick one. 1869 EL A. Paikes Prmrt. Hrginu
led. 3) 305 The walls and ceilings are ordered to be *iime-
washed twice a-year. 1777 Howaid PrUr*s £tcg* (17S0)

559 It was scraped and *limenhited once a vear. 1861
HVk. Dm*. Mag. III. aai The walls were *lime-

whjtened. 1589 Ridex BiM. ScJk^lasi. S70 *Lime-worke,
mffmrisrm tfxs^Ihari ». 169a L^k*/. Gas, N o. 1 Since
the destroying of the Lime-Works by oar Dragoons. 1808
L RoBEJCTSOx Agric S*rr. /wrmtrssi. 41 A lime-work be-
tanging to Sir James Gram of Grant. 1377 Laxcl P. PI
B. ix. 1 79 Leccbery-e in likyng is *lyme^erde of belle, c 1440
Prtmtf. Purr. 305/1 Lyme jerde, rimiK4trj\x

t riscariAnu

b. In names of minerals, denoting the presence
of lime or cslcicm, e-g. limt-marl^ -sUtic ; lime-
epidote, roisile; lime-feldspar, triclinic feld-

spar containing calcium; + Lune-harmotome,
phillipsite

;
lime-malachite, an impure malachite

containing calcite; f lime-mesotype, scolecite;

f lime-uranite, autunite; lime-warellite, * a
variety of wavellite, supposed to contain lime as
an essential ingredient ' (A. H. Chester DLt. Min.
1S96).
i8Sa Daxa Afjm. Gcs*L 56 Labradorite, or lime-feldspar.

^896 CHEsra .V*jkt Mitt. 157 Lim^frids/smr, a syn. of
anortlute. 1839 Urs Diet. Arts 77a This true limestone
must not be confounded with the *lime-marl, composed of
cakaneoos matter and day. x8n PrNKEaros Prtrml. II.

191 Sans«ure has minntely described a singular transition
from granite to *limesiate.

Lime (l^ina\ J*.2 Also 7 lyme. [a. F. lime
~ mod.Pr. time, ad. Sp. //iw, a, Arab. Iimat : see
Lotox.]
L The globular fruit of the tree Citrus Mtdua,
van aeidh, smaller than the lemon and of a more
acid taste ; more explicitly scntr lime. Its juice is

much used as a beverage. Sweet Lime. Citrus
Jfedii*, rar. Umctta^
rf38 Sia T. Hewekt Tnrr. (ed. »l r5 The lie IMobeSal

inricht us with many good things; Orenges, Lemons,
Lymes. 1697 D.wmi 1 W. 11710' L jo5 The Lime is a sort
of bastard or Crab-hmon. The Tree, or Bash that bears il,

is prickh\ like a Thorn, growing fall of small boughs.
17*7-4* ThoxsoxSummer 664 To «here the lemon and the
p»ercing hme, Their lighter glories blend. 1784 Cowr«
T*sk m. 573 The ruddier orange and the paler time. 1857
Hexfxey £.*:. s6o Citrus Limett*, the cnhi\Taed Sweet
Lime.

b. Applied with qualification to fruits of trees

of other genera. Ogeechee Jaime, the sour tupelo,
Xjrssa C4i//ii/j, of whkh a conserre is made. Wild
Lime, AfaJarJu* mcncfkyllx (Tyros. Bet. 1S66),

XanSkoxjrlstK: J^trcta \Ont. Diet. 1S90). and (in

Jamaica) RkecJia Izfsri/forn ^Fawcett m BuVctin
Bet. Dc+t.Jamaica, 1S96).

Vou VL

4j9r

2. cHrib. and Comb., as ?itut greets sb. and adj.,
lime tret \ lime-myrlle, the \Vcst~Iud;an name
for Tripkasia trifv/iafa (Crisebach Ffcnt Brit.
W. Indies. 1S64"; lime-plant, the Ma\ -apple,
Podophyllum feflatum ; lime-punch, punch made
with lime-juice instead of lemon-juice. Also Lime-
juice.

1890 Da:/j>tYm u July 3/4 The scene wa* gay with
white gowns pale heliotrope, citron, "lime^reei^ 1844C Jomxsos Farmer's Em.r.L Wore. ,

* Liwe-/to*tt the
May-apple, or wild mandrake; P^/ky/httu feltatHmr.
1834 Pair* Mm?. I. =99 (

j, 'I dine wiih a turtle-part v at
nieadeus'^ 1 Nothing like IUeadenV Mime-punch. * Sir
Jacob, eh! * 1748 Ausim's i Vr. tu \ iii. 216 We found there
abundance of cassia, and a few * lime-trees.

Iiime vteirn\ st>3 Also S lyme. [App. an
altered form of Hue Lixn.]
1. A tree of the genus Titm [&.O. Tifiaee*s

, e>p.
T.cttropxa,VL commonornamental treehaving heart-
shaped leaves ami many small fragrant yellowish
ilowers: the linden.
Red Lime. T. gryindi/Wia Ehrh.
i&as, 1&49. 1667 -ee 3 J. 1607 l»R\rEN IVrr. Ge*>-C , lv .

ao^ His LiraeN \»ere rlrst in Klovk'rs. 1704 Port Au: </.-.•

25 The h-m<s their pleasirc >h.v!c* ce- v. a 1705 K\v
Sjnw/fis PiaKt. Ang/. ^i;?* : 7/.V.I /»//.•> Mrf..V.Vr A.-r-

s*;is,'ria;iKi!>!ts m&ris. . .Tis knoun \.\ the name ^>f tr.e
Red lime, and grovk* naturally in 5toikeJV-v.hu:ch Wcvd.
17M Suift //-v/. Af Ste . . «» 2: It i. amumn thi- c.vd
uhile in St. Jamef -5 Park ; the limes ha\e i«e-> lo-i-ic the 'r

leaves. 1784 Cow tee J ast 1. 1 he lime at de»v c\e
l>ifTu>in5 odours. 1841 Pemei 't.r.V. XXIV. n~ 1 j".:. .1)

r*.^. Red Lime. . . 1 be wu: 5 6ra«chrf »eot a Uaut. ul
coral-red colour, thence it fi.* been called i'. .. 'a.'.>..i. 1849
Mtovs Sune.i /V.-av»- F.re the l«e> h»d ce.v^i ;j
murmur 'l"hrough the umbrajie of tr.e 1 ir.e. 1861 I H\..wf ^
PLGarJ. 10 The Ume i-; a gvvd r %*n tree, leal;;-.; e^riy i \

*pri:;£. and perfuming the air *i;h ttS Mc4soas in .Au^j^t.

2. The setd of the lime-tree.

1747 Ms*.. G^s>e C>\<er? iijtf .-60 To pckle >:ertioo-
bucs and l:me> ; xju jack t*c«i v tT ::.e lin c :ree>. i". the
summer. T^ke r.ew *:erti.v.-seed«* or i;me>» ^iAie ;hem
nhca large.

3. at/rib. and Cwt., as l: f:^-a~.et;ue > -fjtrb,

-tfrzrtr. ~ga!>% -^r.rr.-.v.v, c. ~::\\\/; lime bug,
an i::sect that infests lime-trees ; lime hawk-
moth, SmerinfAus tifi.r. whose lr.na feeds on the
lime E. Newman Brit. Moths :\
1S99 J W. Mackail Li/e )l\ Mr^is 11. 5*; Vp the shor.

*limc-a\enue to the lir.y church. 1894 0u^D<r:sr : Vf
Odes l \Ax>iiL 2 The vkTeaihs with *!in^chark ;r>urv!. 1S3X
Fia*.mi>:*\i -2 L.l".K C .v. a; .*:*.';>. *!ime bug. iSSS-M-r

1

JT«V. Lea:, *Z:'nfe iSKrer n':. a colocr!e-s or ye!!. >»i-h % "la-

tile oil obtained by disiillaiioa fr.ro the flS^er* cf 7..".:

exrstxra and other species. 1753 Chamfexs C>..'. S:*fr.,
"Lifve

i," : '.'s. a sort cf galls or Ne^etab.'e pr/tuVerarcVs.
formed on the edges cf the lea>es of the lime iree in *prirg
time. 1667 Dkypex & Davexaxt T.-r^/est in. iii. In the
*lime.gTOve, * hich weather-fends your celL 1798 N i vkich
P'!k^T-'e'^'>t-Le.r. v. :i- *Lirr?e havkk moth, S/<r:.r :. :,i<r.

x5»5 E^cox Sss^ Garints \\rb 55? The F^»er* cf the
* Lime Tree. 1649 Klithe /w»/n«r. Imp*-, if 5 ; 17;
The Lime Tree i* also newly tii*c.vered a> useful in our
English plantations. i797CoLEXir»CE' Ti:s UtKt-iree Amyr'
2 Here must 1 remain, This lime-tree bower my prison '

1S60 Mnrrai's £cris% £*.ls A- c\r.*« i~z 2 There U a
pleasant garden attached to Trinity, uith a trelli>ed *lime-
malkof «;reat celebrity. 1731 L x^r^n*-*^MassM •".yr^:,«rj'

Rec. ?oo It begins at a red oak and run? eaVt .. to a
* Limewood. 183a Tevw-son Mi. .'er's Past. 21 1 Poems 1 ? ; _V

43 When in the breer>' limewood-shade, 1 found the Mue
forget-me-Qcc

t Jaime, -r^.4 Obs. rare- 1
. In 5 lrme. [• ad.

L. limes Limit.] Limit, end.
< 14JO Chrrn. I'iijd. 100 And bus Englonde toke first his

name la he gode kjrog Egbert\-s tyme, R>-jt as we clepe
^et be same And hetrafter shulde wAx:;:e lyme.

Lime 0^ini\ r.l Also 4-7 lyme, 5 lymyn

;

pa. p/'c. 3 i-limed, 4 ylymed. [f. Lna sb.t ; OE-
*limian seems to be implied by the vbl. sb. limit: r.]

L trans. To cement. Chiertvyf^.
a ixas [see Live rj. a iaas J.cc. A'aii. 1752 Art te

hali gast, hare beire laue, be Uhltr5 of ham ba^e, & Eme5 to-

gederes, swa har-t nan ne met sundrin frocu ooere. 1593
Shaks. 5 Hen. i'ly v. 1. £4, I will not ruinate my Fathers
House, >Vbo gaoe his blood to lyme the stooes" together.
a 16:7 Bavve Led. (1614^ 303 The *"idi*d confidenceVbere-
with our beans are limed to the creature. 1855 Bailey
Mystic 1x5 That cruel tower.. Of living souls impacted,
limed with blood

2. To smear (twigs or the like) with bird-lime,

for the purpose of catching birds. Also atiustvely.

14x3 Pitgr-. Seat* cCavtao X4?3> m. v. 54 Ye hane had
handes rymed eoer redy for to catche. c 1440 Prs-mrf. P*rr.
305. *s Lymyn wythe bryd rj-me, «ra «. s547 Boorpe /xtrceL
A'mtTrl u. (1S70) 126 My fj-ngers be rymed lyke a l>-me

twyg [sc. in order to pifferj. 1593 Shuks. 2 Hen. if. t.

iii. 91 My selfe hane rym'd a Bcsa for her. 169a K. L'Es-
-rasge FmKles cedxaxx. 330 Those Twigs in time will come
to be Lira'd, and then your e all Lost if yon do bet touch
'em. i8r6 Scott A nihpxmry alii, But he wocM have found
twigs limed for him at Edinburgh.

b. To smear with a sticky substance, rare.

c aajo Gcm. 4- <£-r. 562 Dat arche was a feteles good, set

and limed a~gen oe flood. 1483 Caxton GWd. Leg. 39 h,^
Make ther dyverse pSacesand ryme h with deye and pttche
within and without. 1814 C«y DmMiey Inf. xxL iS A
glutinous thick mass, thai round Lim'd all the shore beneath,

3. To catch with birdlime. Oftenfig.
13. . A'. AU*. 5701 Hy maden her armes envenymed ; He

that was take of deth was lymed. < 1374 Chaucxx Tnrytn*

LIMED.

;
he can hyse federts so to lyme. <r X386— II 'if * T.

78 A man shal ^ inne us be-it i» ith rlaterve, And » iih attend-
anoe and wiih U^yi>es-e Been we yhmed b.^the ntoore and
I***. r»44a C\tG*A\r. Life St. A'ati.w 113 HU demonstra-
cyous coude \s not trappe ne Ijme. 1575 Chibchvako
I *;//tni£i;) 1 J3 When l«irde is limde, farewell taiie feathers

*593 >haks. /. r. SS. 5 c 1600 L\stra.te.i A*-/, v. L iii

Bullen O. PL III. 24c Am I then nsx>sJ!..am I lymed!
x6So Crosse Misery Civ. War v. 70 The bird that sees
the bush where once is^lf Was lim'd. x^x E. 1>ar»ix
fo?. GartL u 74 Fine as the spider s flimsy thread he move
The immortal toil to lime illicit love. 1806-7 }. Bere^ford
Miseries I/nut. Life tiSaol xx. xvxi. The buz/ of a struccling
in>eci « ho has limed himself in your ear. a x8«a Smeluv*
Kss.

:
L\t'. Poetry t i34o) I. 39 Lucretius had limed the win^s

of his swift spirit in the dregs of ihe sensible world. x868
Browning Pixg 4 Pi. v. 364 Vittuu>o-one limes fLxks of
ihrushes there. X870 Mia>s BRirx;v as Pre-. Lysne II. iii. i\
He was.. limed this lime [matriuH<iiaKyJ.

t4. To foul, denle. Cbs.
1390 Gcw er Cenf 1. 170 For who so wole his hande* lime,

Thei mosten be :he more unclene. < 1450 1st. Myst. Shak<.
5oc.J 63 Off handjs and dede \< irewe e^xmore, fTor \l
thin handy* lymyd I*. 1 hou art but shent. X549 Ch %u nlr
Fr.isw. .-v p.\\'r I> j. No witte maie be founde net lyirt*]
wi;h <om- ^at \ives. 15920. H\K\rv Pier.es S'sfer,

37 Who i-- a 1 liined ith some default

5. To treat 1 r dress wkh lime.

t a. To put lime into
v
wir.e\ In quot. a:::.'.

v
Cf. Ltme ^ quot*. 1596, \02 2.^ Cb>.
159S Shaks, .T.V»n >r. 1, ii !n 1 Jo. :fc? .'i.st. ..Let me

see thee fresh, s.nd Ijaiel/V. Ihsej.

b. To Jr^s> land, etcO with lime. Also a!.\\\
1649 1--1TH: I> ;/r.-:. JKpr. (if :; r ;? Alout twelve
c Lunecn ^^MtrN ^: Lu-.e \\\.\ sery wei Lime ar. Ajre.

y^ u may a'^ c\er-Lirieit.as well a<> ur<ier-Li^e it. 1674-91
Ray tV.'.V. r. *) \ ris , E. I ». >. 1 5 1 he most effectua! w ay jo
j..re\er.: N;iiu:::r.j; or b-jrr.i'.rg of ar.yccT:-. is to lime i: Ufore
you scw it. j 169S W. El'.xwlU. Cstrtuieri X.ve^k. ii;c
:f i*r Rocer l'm.:>Kaich |imeu the hftfl croft wi:h lime f:om
C::her>^ X757 Mr>. 0 x 1 f

f

m-i Le::. h'enry v ira.^s
i-c: I. 15* Si\:y-:hree iorts cf err;-.. .a!l -msd. at eighty
barrels to aa acre. 1765 Mkscvm Xhit. IV. 2*} Where I

i med. :
v ere >«wr-a arref.ydea: cfirrass. X796 T. Abwv?s

&m*y 3$ JJ.y, W'k. irjj \\l All Mifeiajf a'.d*lim :

r.^ a
heap ft* cas-are 1799 1. K . i ! j.t>. n Ae^n. . Perzh .ro Then
i:^:e - j >.\\ with J&tsI 1SS0 J .::.> .\'*<mrs J J Dec. 5 5 1 he
forrr.ex has eyper.ded r.:: ;e^> :ha:: -"tcvori luiluir.g. a-.d
in drcininc, and hnu- ; f. ur huncrri a.rcs-

fc. To smear or coat \\i:h lime-wash. Crs.
Also Weite-lime.)
4 1440 Pr.-m;/. P.i'T. : Lyrr e w\;he lyme. iJem ;s.\i

why;.:; wythe!)ine. 1530 P».:^^x. c:: :. I*!yrr.e a mi!-',

r.^fe wi:h whyte Ijme 1. cu'i;e i: w;\:e. 1574 f_ u.i.'.rc

c"-5?»rre?i- Camden xfi F;r *.>rr-.\-^e ever :.*.e \e-:rye.
X591 U:;oe c"j.'-:jr.-; 53 lh.^ :y'e-: thy fc«ate
a^aln^ >:^rrres and l>me^: i: wc L 1615 Cko-. ke £f.\t ,*/

Ma . j*7 House* r.cw .y Hmed.
d- To steep ,5kin> in lime and >va:er.

16SS 1844 (ci. Li*<:#a r.V. j c). X707 .~*.\rV fs'ayj'C. '.

Pee. 1 55c I\*. 7 I>ea:her, which >.ha'.! :e ir.*tif?<cjer.t!y

tanrei. or which hath L-een o>ex-liir.ed or tiirr.t in liir.i.

«. eve quot.
1S9X Lax.et 3 Oct. r?j The i-ludce..i> limed—that U, a

sma.i qua£ti:y cf hn*e i> added it sc as to facili*»a:< :he
oper-L.^a prco^.
+ Iaime, r.~ c¥/. mr/-°. In 7 limine. [a.K.

lir*je-r
[

1 3th c. in Little" L. ,'imare see Limate^.]
/rj/.\>\ To nle. polish.
Some Diet*, ciie a supposed example from Chaucer

H. rame 'A lymed gla*'; but the true reading b
• A!\-m-de-glas '=F. at** Je g.'a.s, cr>>talllred alum.
16x3 R.QAVDKri'1 Ta^U At/*., ed. 3, Li'mme, pcZi>\

aaae^xL

+ Jaime, r/j. [Of obscure origin ; cf. the
synonymous Li>"E r.^] trans. To impregnate

s
a

birch^. Also /iirj. and inCr.
:
to copulate K7*M, to

be coupled to.

155S \Tat*oixx FardU Fastens App. 517 Yf anye
maane require eyther thy dogce for the folde, or for the
chace to lime his bitche. "1579-8© Noith Fixi*r;k, Lyarr-
jr*s { 1 595 54 They catx>ed their bitches . . to bee limed . . with
fayrest dodges. 1607 Top?eul Fcvr-f Beasts <i6?5i ^70 A
Mastic Dog w^s liroed to a she Wol£ 1674 N. Fawfax
Bnik 4r Setr. 130 Why earthw-orcns are limed so much to
the beadward. x6Sa Pj.z r. SaJkais IV. 2S1/J1 But France
is for thy Lust too kiod a dime, In Afrizk with some Wolf
or Tyger lirae.

Til me, ohs. f. or var. Lxajt sb.\ Lnre spA. Ltah.
Iii*me-burner. [Lime jp. 1

] One whose oc-
cupation it is 10 make lime by burning limestone.
xj*9 Petition in Riley Mem. iJmui. (iS6£> 174 Hugh de

Herham, rymbrenoere. 1497-8 in Swayne Ckxrckzr. Acc
Sarxm 49 Dioersis lyroebrenDers pro lyme. < 15x5 CtcJke
L+rrirs B. xo Parys plasterers, daubers," and Iyroe borners.
16*4-5 ^ Sw-ayoe Ci* n.k?e. Acc. SMratm 1S96) 15
quarters of Lyme to Snowre the L\-roeburner. 1749 Bk_\ckes
Farriery Imtpr. ed. 6) xrriv. 2S7 The Uxne-burners Horses
are very subject to the scab. 1808 J. Walker Hist. Hebrides
I. 165 A siuliful hmebcrner. .whohas had full experience in
burning limestone w ith peat, turf, and w ood. 184* S. Love*
HaxJyA tuiy xxv, My xnocth is asdry as a limeburnex's wig.

Iiijned >imd), ppL a. [f. Lnrx r.l + -ed 1.]

L Smeared with birdlime (or other sticky sub-
stance) ; ffig. said of hands given lo pilfering.
c 13.. Semyn Sages (W.) X280 The wise man dede make a

dich Fid of lim and of pich, The fader lep in bifore, Into
the limed diche. 1309 Lancl. Pick. Reticles iu 1S6 Lymed

1 lenes wrere lex^de all abocte. 1563 B. Gooot. Fgiogs vi. (ArhJ
I 54 Soontune I wx4d betraye the Byrdv that lyght on rymed

itree. 1^83 STtrusssAnaxt. Abas. 11.(1^2) jS Men..who hane
limed lingers, hiring vpoo pilfering. x6os Shaks. Ham.
lit. EL 63 Oh limed souk, that strugling to be free. Art more
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LIME-FINGERED. 298 LIME-WORT.

liu*'/A> PI"*** "« I*oem* II. 467 On t l»*r bm'd

twiSlhti*firwr>sben: lb*ir wing*, 1849 |a*i* Woodman ii,

'I h*#*s ar* hrwd twig* arvmt them, i/iy child.

i$. Ore*%cd or treated wtlh lime*

17*7 i» M okmvoh //**/'. n, totpfW. f. vii. 3'/ AH *ort of

J'eas lov*s timed or marled Ia/kI. 1770-4 A. Il' vri * f;«»]r.

Aii. f ifcoi
1

I. v» Uhty, well felted, will Ml in winter. 1898

7>fl//f, fftgltf. *t Agtfe. Soe, Scoff. 91 On limed lan«j, loo,

AzrostU is (Mif*M by Mock.

t Lime-flngcred. [a iwn/O i,

L,IM8?' ///, (wmsc i ).1 liiven 1«# pilfering.

IJ4UJ, Hrvwoon t'riX'AMn) it A ' teat»" fw«r*«l huswyfe,

*mT an yd*ll, wyll lte |yme-lyn*«.rfl. >6'3 Pi/ROM* /VA
gttttingf vin, iv. 079 "Ihey are lighofoood arid hm« Imped,

1**4 ftp, Ham, Trmo Pernio'Maker Wfe*. (1625J 5 «* Careless*,

tdothfiill, fclw*!, lime finked mtimM*.

Sn f Llm«'flntf«r», thi«VHt>i propcnaititrH,

YvnawM PrfgHmage vii. ». frinj) T"' '* MW«r«tl

Irorn ihe r»rn»-fin«»r« of any fiMM»»N«r.

JilmnJioimcl, vnrinnt ol I,yam Houjm
Ltm© juice, [f. i/' 2

J TheJuice of ilic

lime uted n* n bevem^** nn'l fM an anlUcorbtiMc.

1704 AW. f.rt*. No. 4-74/4 A l'l»f( •! i>( rxtrnordiit.tr v good

Kihii and Lime jitia*, twU Mvl*l. 185-* K ank (.titn/rfl/ \/>.

xxxvl. (i ';•/») v'» I iitrr timw « «1n/ Mill th»vj hiyhxpiiiod 1

follow* drink « win*- ghiM of olive-oil i»imI lim«-jiiii<r. 18*4

Ait \ t *f t H I'h f. 1 . "M I sr-M 1 1'* mn*t»r of ' v» rv-Mn h Ship

, .*luil! 4«rv* otil 1 1 if I.inif or \#\nui\ Jul**, .muf Sugar nnd

Vni^ar In ih*1 t'»»w, win-never 1 1m- y base f<,n<aim«d Sjdt

PrnvUion* for T«m Ony*, 18^9 t "oioia si.i 1* AV«» tl'iirtd\,
\

4«; S-.mr I lull hud mil >«l
1 ^ol tin; litim jtiuc off them

b. of/nk \\\ funr jnitr writing wrilini; with

limr.juice oh » nytii|»:ith» lie ink.

• H/7 Owm ,V//»7'. H'ellftfr.v* AJtin'tfh. 41 in /'/i/;. [Il«;|

m,«V im»*hi
#

l<y r« »<i»l <>l limw-jnito wilting, !/ Ii.ivi- iuvuli*

ilnlwt 1 Ii wli i< Ii h« il<i«* imH ivpmlmi*.

I U-iiiue M'm«-JuU*r. a, /hnfrafiun. Hue who
hm l.itily rnii'lt llic vnyng* Iiuiii Imi^IiiimI ; a 'new

(hum 1

(if. fjutil. 1H59 umlrr tunc.), b. f^..V., n

litilinh K.'tilm or uhlp, *»u iniii-cl liucnuM? in llic

ltiili<th navy llie toimimpllim of lime -juice Is cu-

fniii.l Ci»4 mi nnlincoihiillc). An nrtvocalc of

Iho U4f uf llmn-jiiicff.

iHy> l <»m'<«/m 1 m AV«* ll'i'tttt I. s8 Turn tlmt llnio jino;r

i»mi 1HR4 faff A fa/ft t', vf> An«. 1 1/1 'I li'*y wmiM n<»i h«mhi ii

* limi |i('n i»i lh«v *»imI. f"i iiiiylhinif 1891 (.('him. m

tlht. I Ahirmi- \ f. v/> I Invrlom, it will Imvc hcvn imii.ukcd,

win mi l<ijj' 11 <l
4

lin** Jnii m
Iiimo-kiln l»hii|MhO. I'orittH : n«« I.imk j/;.I

nh'l KlI.N; nlun 6 ly 1110 Uylmo, 7 llmbnkill. A
kiln In Nslii< h Jitnc U intule hy i nh lnluj; liiiicMlmir.

m/i I >in hum llatnmtf AVA (SiiiIimm) fi Scnlcui m flu

tfnn< hihhI IimiHIph'. 1 144 6 thntutm A n\ f*%>//* (S»iio«'h|

;\f Cl 111 1 Lvinkilii* tMiuUnfmil. ii|iu<l I'ylinudim, 14*. (uf.

iV»V /Oirr Wtlh N'mwI'iOii* V" liyglii-wny Imhii y lymn

l*"yllw .
»38'» I m amimon //#»»/. \ n*n > .S /#•*/»• in 7t'j/nf A r«»t

I IV/" 'in I'nl Minn liHinnDm 11, 1»U I Milymr krrlr. i<i>8

StiAlOt .1/, #M' T. III. III. Hf» A** IkiH full Up inr, fli tlir Kiln
III 11 l iillf Vlll. 1608 IlilNIUM ill Ttipnrll Srtfmtx \\ I

\V(miim k wln< Ii 1110 w«ml OmI.io in ik Ii limi In Korniu m mnt

l.lmUkilh wliria lliry mnli* l.lnil*. iftpa /.Hffi/. o'lia. No.

wH^«/i I hry ili-Mwyril « Itr ii f(unnuH I \\\\r Kill. 1701 Main,
mm 1 1 7,'nni m. \i j \>) l\\ Ki'Hiiiiililin|i Hmhw |i|fn.e«i in

I'.mhIimhI wIipip lliwit Imtii him Scully l imr kiln*. 1876

Aim 1. ( Aitv ft,!. ( .'//«Oi- / (f*> i. *n A of iliy MoitrM

I lull IiimI (HHP Iwrn n lioio|,iln. 18911 IIOMK Nihum
.n<ri»4 Stwtht**! nviii. 11^ '

1 1 » r* t knfoinnl "^wmifey"

htuMt inr n«» «hy nn n Iimm- Vilti ' nir<l out my < oinpniMti.

rttnih, i 1547 in WilliHinfl tluii C*mfifttt£r (i«B0) II.

7 i*r» A kpy «.l y- Ifm« kyln« donif.

b. ft n tt if. nml A<r
.

i(WiA SiiAim. yv. .1 ('». \ s"i((,J<». Nmv lit* rtm»ii

f||<H*nm»*« ol ltt« im 111 1 It .Srinlu'!**\ InnekiiU hit' imlma, Jnfea

nml o»l«p ntfiinir- mm It invjioMeoiiH iii*< mi*rir« f 1845 K. It.

Ha i«t» r ii In f.t/f. A'. itnwm'HX (ift^j) I »8oTlie Ri«il l.nw

lint* kiln ilii** liuiiinii pwuiN nil to un« 1 olnni.

LimeloHM r>Hii,l*0, a. |l Limk 4 -i.khm,]

1 J a vlii|* ur ( uiil.lining mi lime*

I7*9.Sav*aiox W»ntffr#r t. \(\i> Von litnplrns SnniK Iooip*

ihiving with lit* Wind. i88« Sta'tifartl m Jun. 5 » Vlic

tiitiftlttMi iitiiflnr «n«l Itnlf Untnt \nU\n of 1 lio h|t»ctiUtli*«

iiiililO'i t, 1897 Altfaitt't ,S>f. M*t. III. tjoTliPileaippor

m1.'i!i*fllion fiom i>l»»injiy, lnn«1«M li-»»«ito lo noinuil ow»con»

ulittt'tuia,
,

Limelififht M^l'm.bii). |f. Limk sW] The
\w\mm while lijjhl pruiltiee«l hy lnmiliiR n piece uf

lime In nit oxyhydroj;cn llame. CnlU-d nUo l)tu m-

MOND MtlHT,
1818 DnuMMOHU In t*kif. Vi**x, CXVI. vi^ Applied ion

ievolvitt« Haiti k
whrte four niil«»* nie lllnuiiihtleil, e«o Ii willi

inn rt>n>t toi», one taflcttor, with lh« lint? lulu, nil^lit lie

iotUntil«M on r n« It xlilc i8do Tvnviai i. tVAo*. t. vl ^o Tim
tmkcil eye enn ileln I no r1irTWriu«» in 1nl«luncn(» Ipiuteit

lh<« olrdtlo li«M nml lite lime li^ltl. «88« P. IIahvikon

t Mt*t\ t f\ku (itfBG) 4U When SlmkeHpenre pUyeil llnmlel

nml Mni'heih, he luul nelilier UmfeHttN* fiK»lH«liu, wwttf y,

covl nines nor xlittfe in.n lilnety.

IlLimon (N^ifMm). PsytlmL [l« lb****
Mhie^hohl'; IntrtMlucc^ nn nn ctiulvftlcnl for (i,

ithtmttt (t\ lei in fn>l \n»c»l by I lei lull /tyvAo/*

182-1). J The limit hdow which 8 glvtii HlliHtiltt*

irfi%CH 10 Ikj jteteepllhle; ihc minimum nmoitnl of

ullnmlus or ncive cscUnlhm r^|«lr«ft1 lo provtuec

n H#H«Mrthu, AUo enlletl TnuKsnout.
1895 Tin m hi* Kal^/i t >»v/A /'juv**^. 43Tlie }mit itoiic*.

nt^le »ilmnhin I* In lntii ftlly leoncO th« ttimultts fimt* III.

AVrm *fiW/r|» nml llie |um nnltifwhle nitmulUHHUWeitme*

tit* rft/fnvHtt AWh III. VHttrstMitJstfkftvfltl \*s* —
/.. 1 yv» . /Si-. A^. I. 140 The IttelhvHl gts^n fot lbe iletetmlhn«

lion ol the Inn n.

Llmon, oU. frt. Limi. j/'. 1

fLImonarch. Obs. Inylimenark. [ad. late

L. ftmonarch a ad. Gr, Xtpa'HpXV* ^ ^hfv
't ^v-ty

harbour + •kpxjfi ruling, <5px ,<I' to iwlcj A harbour-

master.
1656 Ili.ot'XT Glottogr., Limenark, ihc Warden or Cover-

nor //fa i'orl. •

Li me-pit. [f* TiMK^.i]
I. a. A limestone rjuarry. b. A in which

lime h burnt.

c i44©6ViA# AW/. Ixx. 324 (Marl. MS.) Men that liavith

Kreat (.lenie of fire, for Monys lo l<e Lrenl in your lyme-

pyilii. 1489 90 in Swaync Churcfiw. Ate. Sarum 1 1896J

371 Cartage of Kcbii It fro llie lyme|>ttles lo the th., 6//.

2 A jilt In which lanncri dress skins with lime

10 remove I he hair, etc.

1591 I'vkuvai.l Sfl. f>icl^f'efnmbrera l a tanners lime j>it,

dtpUatorfam, 1768 BhACtwroHK £>//»/. 1 1 1. xiiL 218 It

11 n t)ti<in«c..to corrupt or |>ots<m a waler-course l>y

i reciiiiK a ilyeho«*« or a lime-pil for the use of irade, in

thr, iij»|jeT part of the mrenin. 1839 Umk J>ht. Arts 764

They i kin*] nrc Irft in the lime-piu f«jr about twelve days,

when they are ktripi>ed of lltcir hair IctcJ.
p

Li me-pot. [f. I -imp* j/'.J] A )>oV to contain

lime or bmllimc; a vessel ol lime to pour upon

nnsnilanlH in a fi;;hl (///V.) ; fa ]»ot r^r furnace in

which lirnr slonc ii buml ; a Uinc-wanh |>ol.

14 . Norn, in Wr.AVHIcker 703/5, Hoc vh*ennmt
a lyme-

|K,tt. 1483 ('a/ft. An^K V17/1 A Lyme jhjII or hruv he,

7'iMfnr/iuu, viminarhint. 1549 lornfit. Stol. vi. 41 iSoiti*

man, hayr MiiiiM ft lyme pottis ful of lyme in the crnkhme

p«»kis to the t<m. 1396 /iVif. Mag. Mg. (i8«/>i iOtj/i Vastam
i-fuuhim Icrre turn lin vorkliousts el lymcpottis ml australem

partem. 1691 in AVr. Convent. A*. fUughs (1880J IV. 571

Item, a ytfiM rrnl i»f lim |**lts and at the cast poll

\ 8 8. i860 11 twin Anc. Artwwr 489 lloth fire pots

mid lime-iMJiii wore irnploynl at l!i« sie^e of llaiflenr in

141-,. 1800 Kirlotiolitght XXI. vi8 A man armed wilh a

fire-pot, or lime pot.

Li'mcr !
. Oh. (exc. an A ) Also 4-5 lymor(o,

5 loinor, lytnottr, -ocr, 5 6 lyinmor, llmm3r,

5, 7 lomor, [ionupt forms d 8 lovyner, -iner,

iyomiM«r), 7 o 1 junior. [a. Al\ Kmer — OK.

fii-//thr (umd.h. f///ticr) t f. OK. Hem (K. fictt)

kash: s«c I.m n 1 ami I.vam.] A kind of hound,

p/ofnly a h ash-huiinil ; In early use (and now
an A.) a hloodhmind ; latt r, a mongrel.

» 1369 l 'n A0« »« /Uiftf fihtn at fir ;\(u 'I here onertoke I a

y.w\a i<ioii« l)f hmih TH and i kc of f.Mestns, And many
iVliiy.i and lyuicr*. 1 1400 Somioue fUth. 50 Willi Ataiiutv>(

I.yiniartiH and Utiwlien f'i« c. 14*6 I.VIKi. /V iiuil. fi/^r.

tf»4!4 lin y la:»l»«, lliwy hjle, tyht filly,,. J In? uretc lemery-i

wrr mi sir. nn;. 1 1440 / '«# ttwofn' sjo I'ltyie ( irchimmlM mat
i:iete lymouiH. 014^0 K/it. tie fa Tonr (t8l>8) 15 llatiittm

\onre lokr and hohlilhc yotuc IiimIc furiiu; as a hcsl that

li 1 ailed a lyimrr. 1486 Hk. St. Albans K iv h, '1 her, h; the

liainyt i»t hoiiti<l«s . . 11 Mailffu, a Leimir, a Spanyd I.

1338 l.nor /»n/., ffjf'tiifa, is a du^n, inK«mhiwl hrtwyxie

a Tioundtt mid a maslytte, lallnl n lytttmiir, or inon^rell.

I1570 I ai» s /V lamfias tint. 11 h, A trm'tnte, l.enymr,

,) lout l.ywiinner u//»/i»/«r h y«rw t.n/intttiu/n t< f.t>-

m nil/it itttiiie mimiHaitimux.) 1576 Ki.P.mino tr. ( alas'

l><*ex in Aih. titrmer III. y6.| Of ihe l.evyner or the

l.yrnimei. 1688 K. I lut.MK .'I tmomy n. i8.s/i The Lcvincr,

or I.pMimter, or Learner; so i.allnl from the l.enm, or

l.yuc when with tlt»y aie led. 1706 Pmi.Ul'N (wl. Knsryj,

/.inter, a u« r al lh»j{ n> hunt the wild Hoar. i8«8 Wi iisii-.k,

t.eatner, a ilny, akiial of hound, 1897 I). II.Madukn /Vu/>»

//'«/. .SoV*. r fi.s The hloodhound, or limer, would have I -ecu

rntillnl to the In si shaie |uf the halt's ptittttch].

Lim#r u (l»i-m.w). |f. 1<imk 1-KU 1
.] One

who Mines ; one who snares wilh hinl-lwnc ; one

who limcwnshes. Also a brush used for linte-

wft*hinj». vstc Willi K-i.iMKU.)

i6n ColT.ii., /.'AivrA/W«r,n white datther, or while limer.

a 1644 Sik W. M on mon Xavat t'ta.ts ill. (1704) 347/1 llatr,

Mii.h m the White Limer* use. 1655 A/.-j'/mm/* Srixiott

A're, uo It.ivld Ihtttlmr wai desyred lo nctce with some

lyiiMMi for 111 mm h lyme «^ would sene. i8?» /^ir/r iVrrw

Bjune, Sho wns only furnishtu); lite \Vhilrilm|«l trnppcis

ami hiMen* wilh n new ami vnluahle khul of ipmrry. 1894

I'. N. 1 1 Aiit 1 k 1/oHse tWiuvtioH 67 In some imo* of the

1 mnt 1 y thU ' luncr '
I* the principal ceiliiiR brush used.

Lim«n of the bc>t kind mc as c.\pettst\e a* distemper

lllUfthtM,

Limerick (U'nwftk). fSald to be from a custom

AtconvlvlAl j»atlics,necordmj;lo which each member

umij; an extemporized 1 nonsense- verse \ which was

followed by a choivts containing Ihc words 'Will

yon come up lo Limerick ?
'] A foi m of * nonsense-

verse'.

1898 Cantab 6 Oct., OW^rV. I Hurtrated Limericks. 1898

M, 1L In A*. «V 0' W Nov - 4<>8 When and why dhl ihe mm.
nense \er»e ns wiitten hy Lear noqtnrc the nnme of

'
I .linei ick '1 1898 J. I L Munnav rAi'.r*. 10 Ucc 470 f

;
t'meft\ *.

A nfnwwwe verse suelt as wnn wrilten hy Lear is w'i»nj?«

fully t»o cnlletl .. Who applied this nnme to ihe imlevent

ti.mscnse vctse first It is hard tow»y. 1899 K. Klri.iNro Stalky

boi MnVo up a Rood canity MmcrMc, and let ihe faj^ king it.

tLime-rod. Oh. ff. I.imkjA.i] -Limk-twio.
ci%86 Ciiumn Monk's 7\ .104 Th« fc*hl of snow-, with

tliegle of hlnk thcr-lnite ('might wtlh ihe lymeuxl, coUmtctl

ns the gleetle, 1550 Com koaik Sff'r. IWte »6^>

Like as y little y' 11 iMOght wilh ihe lyme rode. 1617

MinnmM), l.imt /m/cxrjf, or lime ro*lde*, *6i« Hukton
Fantastukes Jan. (lirosnrtl 7 The Curlier and ihe Lime-

rod are ihe death of the fowle.

Ii Limes (bhnfc), PI. limltcs (L>iMniifO»

[L ••4..KMIT.] lloundary.

1538 Uunno tHu, 1. 1 A mile from Khcslc lowatds

Neotes in the limes of Cambridgshtre. iS77-*7 1 Iarrisom

England 1. xiv. in Jfoti/isfted, The Twede .. is a noble

Mreame and the limes or bound belweene England and

Scotland.

Limestone (bim,sl^n). [f. Lime sb.i +
Stone.] A rock which. consists chiefly of car-

bonate of lime, and yields lime when burnt. (The

crystalline variety of limestone is marble.)

15*3 Fitzherb. Surv. 6b, Vet may be laufully ..selle ..

fre sionne, lyme stone, chalice,, .or tynne, to his owne vse.

1695 Woodward Nat. /fist. Earth (1723) 10 Free-stone.

Kasg-slone, Lime-slone. 1707 Mortimkr Jfnsb. vi. 95 Any
soft Stone as Firestone, Limestone, etc., if broke small, and

laid on cold l^ands, must be of advantage. 1813 Hakku i-xl

JntroU. Cf>0/.(i8i5) 86 No organic remains are tound in ihe

crystalline lime-stone.

b. A species (or f a specimen) of this rock.

1664 KvfcLYN A'al. ffort. May (1679) 17 Having before

]iot some rubbish of Ltme-stones, pebbles, shells . . or the

like at the boltom of the Cases, to make the moisture

passage. 174* Loud. $ Country Bmv. 1. (ed. 4) 57 Others

are said to make Use of Lime-slones lo fine and preserve

the Drink. 1813 Sir 11. Daw Agric. Chen/. (1814) 6 By
simple chemical tests ihe nature of a limestone is dis-

covered in a few minutes. 1833 Lyell Ftem. GeotA\lb$

395 One of the limestones of the Middle Oolite. 1839 Ume
! Did. Arts 774 When the kiln is to be set in action, it is

filled with rough limestones. 1878 Hl xlev Pttysiogr. 118

I All limestones from ihe softest chalk to the hardest matble

consists essentially of enrbonale of lime.

C. atInk and Comb., as limeslone-cliff, -crag,

-gravely -taiui, -region* -s/aA; limestone-encased

adj.; limestone bead (see quot.); limestone-

forn (Mrillen & 11 ollnnd), -polypody, book-names

for J*olypodinm caleareum.

1703 IK Urk fiist. Kutherglen 319 The Enlrochi by
i workmen in Kilbride they are more coinmo.ily called *Lime-

Mone-beads. 1880 Hal-cihon Fltys. Geogr. \. 243 The
yucca grew on the "limestone cliffs. 1863 Kingslev Water-

\

Hub. 14 A low cave of rock at the fool of a 'limestone

1 1 rag. 1889 N. S. StiAi.FR Aspects 0/Earth 102 The North

I
Atlantic where minute *

I imesi one-encased creatures float in

the water while they live. 1764 Museum Rust. 1 1 I. xviL 75
l Jlhers fallow, nnd manure wilh a very happy provision they

I
have in the thinly-inhabited and interior pans of the kingdom,

I

tailed Mime-stone gravel. t8o$ R. W. Dicksos I'ract.

Agtic. I. 236 Lime-stone gravel has been successfully laid

I

upon land in Ireland. 1685 HoVLfc Salub. Air 10 A ta$g

I

tract of 'Limestone land was so warm (as ihey speak) as

to dissolve the Snow that fell on it. 1861 Miss 1'rait

J'hnver Ft. VI. 164 "Limestone Polypody. 1865 Oosse
/.tmdttf Sea (1874) 321 A 'limestone region is essential to the

abundance of these minimis. 1839 Ume Diet. Atts 774 The
several stories arc formed of gtoined arches o, and platforms

/, covered o\cr w ith "limestone slabs.

Li me-twig. [f. IjmejA.i]

1. A Iwij; smenrcd wilh birdlime for catching birds.

f a 1400 I vik;. Ckorle * tiyrde I Koxb.) 13 Thy lyme twigges

and pantcrs I deffye. 1616 St hi-l. ft b\A*M\.CouHtryEarwe
705 Such as bring vs llawkcs, doc lake ihetn for the most

part wilh lime-lwigncs. 1678 Iti'NYAN Ptfgr. Apol. Aiv,

The Fowler His linn, hts Nets, his Lime-lwigs. #11711

K.kn Edmund Poet. Wks. 1721 1 1. 113 As Itirds unwary on

the Lime twigs ireml. 418*0 S. Rogers Italy (1839) 136

To catch a thrush on ever)' hme-lwtg there,

b. fig.
1581 J. Hell ffmldon's Anstv. Osor. 457 b, A lymelwygg

layed by llypovryte* lo getl money withall. 1^93 Smaks.

a Hen. fV, 111. hi. 16. 1607 Dkkkkh Sir T. U ya.'t Wks.

1873 111. ii2 Catch Foolcs wilh Lime-twigs dipt with

pardons 1634 M lL1 °N Counts 646. 177* Smollett ifumfh.
CI. it June, There nre so many ltme*twigs Inid in his way,

lhat I II Wi n cool hundred he swings before Christmas.

i8ji IIvron Jnan v. xxii. Ambition, Avarice, Vengeance,

lilory, glue '1 he glitteiing lime-lwigs of our latter days.

t'rov. 1670 Rav f*rot\ 175 His fingers are lime-twigs.

Spoken of a thievish |>ersoti.

i 2. One whose fineers are 1 limed*; a ihief. OAs.

e 1600 AVrWv \ Someb. D 3 h, Talke not of ihe Ga>le, 'tis

full of htuetwigs, lifts, and pickpockets.

f3. afttib. or r\s adj. Knsnaring ; pilfering. Oh.
i6o« tad Pt. Return fr. Darnass. 1, iv. 428^ Lei vs run

through all ihe lew d formes of limc-tw tg pmloyning villanvcs.

11730 A*.nrt/ Kematks 44 The LiimMwigg Titles of their

ow n I
the llook sellers*! com|x.sing, tocatch ihe curious liirds

of l.ife ., Womits warning thai Lime-lwigg Faculty.

Hence f IA ju«-twig" t'. trans.
t
lo catch as with

a limc-lwig; lo entangle, ensnare*

1646 J. Hail /tor.r IV. 87 Vou may l>e Lyme-twig'd

wilh their errours nnd loose ihe Truth for a friend. 1671

K Auhisox W. Harhn^To Rdr., That the Oitoman Km-
pire . . reckott it among their Happinesses noi lo haye llteir

Coiistiliations lime lwig/d wilh Quhks and Si>phi«ms of

ritilosophical l*ersons. i68» 1»lan\ ill Saddmismus 1.

(1726)8$ Their Mind ii so illnqnenled or lime-iw tgc^d, as

it were, with ihe Ideas and l^ix-rties of Con oreal Things.

1815 I.AM* /.#•//., to Werdstfort* (1859) t 46 t \x>vd bless

met these * men hauls and their spit v drugs* . . ihey lime*

t ivlg up my jwor soul ai>tl Knly. 18*9 I .*m^k fmag. Com:,

A\m>K* ,* XentfoH Wks. I. 48*; t He allowetl his mind

to be K«iWw4g^etl and tutllevl and discomivxsed by words.

Li me-water, (f. Limk^J] Aso\uiiv>n oflitnc

in water, used mcHlicinally and in ihc clarification ol

sugar.

»6t7 (iMtiw Colmrs Plants tii »n Auat, Plants (i6Sa) 977

Other Alkalies and r*n.mkurly I umeAVater, 1794 Kmw an

Etem. Min, (*A. t) I 5 The stiwtgext lime-water itmtains

no more than al>out otte grain v^r ownoe tn>y. 1849 I).

Camww l laotx* CAem. 136 Lmucwater sivrn becomes

covered with a pellicle ofcarbonate when c\pc»eU to the air.

Lvme-wort ]
. ff. Ki«k sK* Wort.]

1 1. The Caichfly, Silrne At'wetin. (St> cnllcd

because covered w ilh a slicky substance.] Oh.



LIME-WORT. LIMIT.
1597 Ceiarde Herbal n. clxxxvi. (1633) 600 This plant

called risen ri/t or Lymcwoort.
2. The Childing Pink, Diantkus frotifer. [So

called from often growing on old mortar.]

1777 Robson Brit, Flora 99.

Li me-wort limpwort. [f. *lemf*
(OE. hleomeee^ in Brooklime, brooJtlemfe.] The
Brooklime, Veronica Beccabttnga.

1666 Merrett Finaxb Anagttt/ist sire Becabuuga Brook-
lime . . rt^ Hcrrfordensibns Limpwort.

^
1851 Eliza Cook's

Jml. 5 July 140 The knapweed . . the willow-herb and the
lime-wort unfolding their simple many-coloured beauties.

Limicoline (laimrktflain, -in), a. [f. L. limi-

to/a {(, iTmus mud + cottre to inhabit) + -ink -.]

Of or pertaining to ihe Limicol*, a family of shote

or wading birds.

1874 Coves Birds .V.IK. 454 There are numerous excep-
tions 10 the rule of four eggs among the limicoline birds.

1896 Newton Diet. Birds jbn The [Sandpiper**] nest, in

which four eggs are laid with their pointed ends meeting
in its centre (as is usual amonii limicoline birdsV.

Limicolous (bimi'kJtas \ a. [f. as prec. +
-oi*s.) Living in mud.
188S Beodaro in Encyel. Brif. XXIV. 678. 3 In many

Kmicolous forms, as in earlhw-orms, the set-t are simple in
form.

Lixninal (H*minal\ a. [f. L. limitt-, limen
threshold + -al.] a% gen. Of or pertaining to the

lhreshold or initial stage of a process, rare. b.
spec, in Psychol, Of or pertaining to a * limen ' or
* threshold/
1884 Mind July 42S The liminal difficulties cannot be

evaded without the^ most disastrous consequences to the
body of the exposition. 1884 J. Shllv Outlines^ Fsyckol.
v. 114 Every stimulus must reach a certain intensity before
any appreciable sensation results. This point is know n as
the threshold or liminal intensity.

_
1805 Titchener Knife's

OtttL Fsyckol. 243 We may also introduce the concept of
the limen, defining the just noticeahle deviation from indif-

ference as a liminal pleasantness or unpleasantness.

Liminary (lrminari), a, ? Obs. [ad. F. Itmi'
naire, ad. L. liminaris* f. //>//;;-, Ilmett : see -ARY -.]

Introductory, preparatory*; — Preliminary.
1603 Florio Montaigne in. xii. (1632) 595. I need but the

liminary epistle 1= F. e/istre timinairr] of a Germane to
store me with allegations. j66i Blount GCossogr., Limi-
n*trie. 1^63 Ftagtllnm orO. Ovwavtf iSS As the grand
and Liminary work to Oliver's Regality. 1898 Bta.-kn*.

Mag. Oct. 51S/3 With .. its epi>tles liminary and ultimate.

Liming" ^larmirj), rW. sb. 1 [f. Lime t\i +
-IXG I.]

+ 1. Glning or cementing together. In qoot. jig.

c tojo I Vc. in Wr.AVulcker 43^13 /-//*»»r, liming. <i m$
Ancr. R, 13S J>et ..monnes >oule .. schal beon so ue>te
tueted to pe flesche, bet nis bute uen & ful eorcV, & buruh
pet like limunge luuien bit so swuoe, J*et [etc. \
2. The action or process of treating things with

lime. a. Whitewashing with lime, a ^so

White-liming.^ b. Dressing earth with lime, in

cultivation. C. Steeping skins in lime and water.

&. 1551 Elvot Dict. t
Albwrittm ofus, pargcttyng, white

Ijmyng. 1591 Percivau. S/. Diet., Evcaladmra. the

liming, the plaistering of an house. t6*6 I'estry Bks.
iSurtees) iSx For lymeinge the windowes about that were
glased, and other that neaded lymeinge aboute xijd.

b.^ 16*0 Markha.* Farm*. Hnsb. h. ii. (t66S) 7 The
Liming of your ground will lake at least half so much time
as the sanding. 1798 Trn ss. Sac. Arts XVI. 122 We haw
never found that a second liming has produced any good
effect. 1856 Olmsted Slave States 13 Deep plowing and
limeing, and the judicious use of manures. 1875 Act 3S ifr

*} I 'ict. c 93 § 5 Claying of land, liming of land, marling
of land.
C 1688 R. Holmk Armoury tti. S6/3 I.yming. piling the

skins with Lime and Water. 1778 Projects in Ann.^Reg.
11S/1 Steeping the bides for a short time in a mixture of
lime and water, which is called liming. 1844 G. Dood
Textile Manx/* it 50.

t Liming, vbl. sb* Obs, [f. Lime r.3 + t.]

Copulation.
1607 Tofsell Fonr\f. Beasts 13S Sometime she hringeth

forth but one, which is a good argument to proue that she
is filled at the first lyming. 1674 "X. Fairfax Bxlk

<fr
Seer.

130 Why Slugs ox l>odmans ingender in the neck, and are
so many hours, if not days, in the limeing.

Iiiming, obs. form of Limning.
Iiimis, obs. pi. of Lijtb sbA

Limit (limit), sb. Forms : 4-6 lymyte, 5-7
lymit

v
te, ^5 -ytt),6 limits li-jlymmet, limete,

lymet e, lemyet, 6-7limito, 7 limmit,6-limit.
[ad, F. limite, ad. L. limit-em, limes bonndarj*.]

1. A boundary, frontier ; an object serving to

define a boundary, a landmark. Now only in

narrower sense : A boundary or terminal point

considered as confining or restricting ;
chiefly //.

bounds.
€ 1375 'see limibsiead in 5J. a 1400-50 Alexander 5069

Qua li>t bis lymil outr-lende, lene to pe left hand. 1474
Caxton Ckessc 144 Wyth in the 1> mytes and space of the

ro>-ame. * f5*9 Skkltos Bk. 3 FcUs ^Tcs. (156S) Xvb,
Romulus .. dyd Instytnte lymittes or markes aboute the

citie. 1550 Crowlev Last Trmmf. 1482 Let it suffice the,

to defende thy limites from inuasion. 1555 Eoen Decades
83 Thai twoo soch seas haue enutroned any lande with soo
narowe l>*mittes. 1570 !>illinx;slfv Euclid 1. def. iii, The
endes or limites of a lyne, are pointes. 1587 Mirr. Mfig. y

Forrrx \-i, Tinlarge the limetes of our kingdome wide.

1598 in Egerton Fafrrs iCamden) 278 Chi%-eat Hill, being

the lemjxt of the Easle March*. 16x4 Wotton EUm.

Artkit. t. 24 When^ they haue chosen the Floore. or Plot,
and laid out the Limits of the Worke, wee should first of
all Digge Wels and Cestemes TetcJ. x6as X. CARrENTER
Grog. Del. 11. ix. (16351 154 Hence is the Water enforced
to enlarge his limits. 1641 J. Jackson True Ex*a*g. 'F.

! UL 201 Peter Heywood Lsquire, one of the Kings Jus-
tices of the Peace within the limits of Westminster. 165$
Fuller Ck. Hist. 1. v. § 14 The PicU Wall, .being a better
limit then Fortification, served rather to define then de-

, fend the Roman Empire, ty* * Steele S/*ct. Xo. 54 r 2 To
be confined within the Limits of a good handsome conve-
nient Chamber. 1734 Berkeley Analyst Wks. 111. 279 A
point may be the limit of a line. 1813'F. Clissold Ass ent
Mt. Blanc 23 A circle of thin hare . . marked dimly the

! limit* between heaven and earth.

tb. Contour (of the hnman form). Obs. rare~ x
.

1636 W. Bettie Titava * "Fkesens B 3 He stept into a
gTeene Arbour . . where he first viewed each limit, or pro-
portraiture of her body. Ibid. 15 3 b, Theseut . . thought it

\ery strange, that Nature should endow., such comely
limmits with such peruerse conditions.

2. One of the fixed points between which the

t

possible or permitted extent, amount, duration,
range of action, or variation of anything is con-
fined ; a bound which may not be passed, or
beyond which something ceases to be possible

or allowable.
Superiorlimit l the earlier of the two dates, or the higher

of the two quantitative extremes between which the possible
range of something i> confined : contrariwise inferior limit.

1 1380 Wvcliv Sei. Wis. III. 36; panne Goddis lawe myV-e
freeh renne hi be lymytis hat Crist hah ordeyned. 150a
Atkyxson tr. Pe l*v::a:i<*He Jit. viiL 203 Nat ponJerin^e
the>T exyle & pore lymytes of re^on. 1S79 80 North Flu*
tarvki Tkesetts U59O 2 They range .. out of the boundes
or limites of tme apparance. 1594 Shaks. ^fV*. ///, 111.

iii. S Pi-patch, the limit of your Lines i> out. 1 1600 —
Sitmn. l.wxii. Finding thy worth a limmit pa>t my praise.

1651 Hobbis Lrr't\it':. il wii. t^t For the limit* of
how farre *uch a Body shall repre-ent the %\hole People.

1693 CcwtGRFVE in DtyWem's jweH.il (1697^ j?2 A Wi-e
Man's Powr's the Limit of hi* \\ ill. 1715 \Wtts Lsgic
x. yi. § 5 To leave Obscurities in the >entence. by con-
finitig it within too narrow Limit-. 1785 Krtn fntci.'.

/\Kt*ers it. x\i. ?79 Nature has set limit- to the plea-ure- of
sense. i8»8 J as. Mill Bri.\ /«.rV.r IL v. v. 505 Kor m\
hours., even* part of the English army was engaged to

the utmo-t limit of exertion, i860 Tvnpall t. vi. 46
The limit at which the eye can appreciate differences of
brightness. 1874 Mickltthwaite Mt\l. F>:r. i 'r.rvkes 1?;

That subject i* beyond our present limits. 1878 H: \ttv
Fk9siag~". 59 A crvstal however h.ts a'.»solutely no limit to

its growth. 1878 IIkowmkg La Saisinz :x Would I -brink
to learn my lite-time's limit. 1894 Current h':si. \W S.

«

IV. 355 Rear Admiral . . Is . . retired from the active lUt of

the navy mider the limit -of-age law. 1895 J. A. tU i r A'.-ii-

Life m Chris: \. vi. 45 All men have . . uan*gre—ed limits

marked out by an authority which none can question. 1895
Lo. Esher inZiia* Times Kef. l.Wlll. 70; 1 "I he section

does not deal with salvage beyond the three mile* limit.

b. Mxith. In various nppli cat ions, {a) A finite

;

quantity to which the sum of a converging series

progressively approximates, but to ^hich it cannot

become equal in a finite number of terms. Kb
s A

fixed value to which a function can be made to

approach continually, so as to differ from it ln-

less than any assignable quantity, by making the

independent variable approach some assigned

value. (V) Each of the two values of a variable,

between which a definite integral is taken, ^i'

The ultimate position of the point of intersection

of two lines which, by their relative motion, are

tending to coalescence.
DcKirine or Mcthi\t of Limits*, a term chiefly used to

designate that mode of expounding the principle* of the

Differential and Integral Calculus according to which the

conception of 'limits' or* limiting values' forms the basis

I

of the system.
bTi7»7 Newton Ofnscttla u 53 Quibu* Terminis, siye

Limitibu* respondent >emicircu!i 1 -unites, >ive Termini.]

1753 in Chambers Cycl. S»/>f. 1797 Emeyxt. Bri:. (ed.

X. 7S 2 Limit, in a restrained sense, is used by mathema-
ticians fjr a determined quantity to which a variable one

continually approaches; in which seo«e, the circle may be

said to be the limit of its circum-crihed and inscribed poly-

gons. In algebra the term limit is applied to two quantities,

one of which is greater and the other less than another

quantity ; and in this sen"* it i« used in speaking of the

Limits of equations, whereby their solution is much facilitated.

1839 FiMMy CjcL XIII. 4^6 2 There are two conditions

which must be fulfilled before A can be called the limit of

j
F; first, /* must never become eqnal to A ; secondly F
must be capable of being made as nearly- equal to A as we
please. 184a Dk Morgan* Diff. Cole. Pref.. The idea of

I limits being absolutely necessary even to the proper con-
' ception of a convergent series, IbiL Introd. Chap, 32

A case will be found in which the limit of an intersection

is deduced. X844 Hymers Integral Calc. 122 Integrals

are usTially required between limits. 1857 Wood Algebra

j 16S This quantity, which we call the sttta of the series, is

the limit to which the sum of the terms approaches, but

never actually attains.

c. Astron. Limit of aflmet*. its greatest helio-

centric latitude.

J704 Harris Lex. Teekn., Limit of a Planet is the

greatest Heliocentrick Latitude. 17*7-4* Chambers Cyc/. t

Limits of a planet, its greatest excursions or distances from

the ecliptic 1797 FncycL Brit. (ed. 3) 11. 507/2 Suppose
1 Venus to be in the point C in her utmost north limit.

d. Comm, In various applications, e. g. the
' amount up to which a particular customer of a

bank is not permitted to overdraw, the price given

I
by a principal to an agent as the highest at which

he will buy, or the lowest at which he will sell.

Founder s limit (see qiiot. iS7;-6\
1866 CRL-vr Baiting- iu. 76 The banker gives him [his

customerl a ' limit \ beyond which he must not draw. 1871-45
Voyle Mitit. Diet. (ed. 3). Limit, Founders. I n the manu-
facture of ordnance, the limitation of error for guns shot,
&C allowed to the founder.

e. In generalized sense: Limitation, restriction

within limits. Chiefly in phr. rrithcut limit.
1509 Shaks. Murk Ado t. iii. 5 The sadnesse is without

limit. 174a Vovnc St. Tk. \\. 463 Souls.. Disdaining
limit, or from Place, or ^Time. 1875 Jowf.it Flato (ed. »>

1 V\ 22 Pain is the \iolation, and pleasure the restoration of
limit.

f. Used by Shaks. for : Prescribed time ; the
prescribed period of repose after child-bearing.
1603 Shaks. Mews,for M. in. L 224 l>etween which time

of the contract, and limit of the solemnitie. t6n — H'wt.
T. ui. ii 107 Lastly, hurried Here, to this place, i' th* 0]*rn
ayre. before 1 haue" got strength of limit.

t 3. The tract or region defined by a boundary
;

//. the bounds, territories. Obs.
1494 Fabyan CkroH, \t. cNiii. 1 >6 The sayd two bretherne.

.. entryd the lym> tty^ of Kynge Charl>-N-" 1581 I^wbmidf.
FireH. iv. xx. .ivj5) Ciq lh^" Sessions were to l^e holden
in euery limite oV the S! ire. 1596 Shaks. i He:. //", m. i.

73 "l he Arch-lVacon hath ihuided it Into three Limits, very
e\]ually. c 1600 — So:*, xliv, 1 would be hrought Kiom
limits fane remote, where thou doost stav. 1603 Ow rv
Fcmbr+Ktihirc n$9>> km In c\ene Parishe or L>imtte.
t6n 1'iBi r Fzek. \liii. 12 Vpon the top of the tnountaine,
t!:e wh^'e limit therec>f round about shall he nu^t holv.
.1 1649 Wikimrop ///*/. -V«-r Fttg. i£?f' 11. 314 The Hutch
gi trernour . . pietende\l to seize the ship as forfeit to the
\Ve>t India Company by trading in their limits without
leave. 1667 Milton /\ /.. v. 735 At length into the limits
of the North They came. 179a S. Rogfrs Liens. Mem. 1.

^vx-> (.treat Navarre. « hen France and freedom bled Sought
the lo!ie limit* of a forest >hed.

+ b. ?A division or part of the territory* \in

quot.. of one of the Cinque Tort>\ Obs.
c 169a R. GiT5*o\ in Gardiner is: P:i:.k U\tr \5>zy I r

Ihe sea government at all tho>e places by ccuits othot'e
manage at ea^h, and th.e K\v>eT ;<aport> adjacent to l»c

maeJe limit* to the greater.

C. C'.S. and L\:t\:.;\i. A trnct of woodland of

defined extent, a timber allotment.
1SS7 S Ct WFRH^nO «vtV fi'ghzc./r, t\estt rsC ,*

1 5 5

-

1

5 futiSrr lur.i'.s. of wic^Miu^tiHe evtent. 18S8 //.if/v* s

MitC". Mar. 55. Ihe \.^a;er.r . rejvi:- the quality anu
4uaiici;y of t;mo*.r in ce::~i:i * ' or lots.

f4. I.epc. -?TFKM ^mctl.I . .V; -v/w«.f\ Cfo.

1599 Phm'vv::if A*: o y
Z. v. i. no Why are t?iey

I>V. mater-a! pri:;ciplc*J called tearme* **r limite>? Bec..r.»e

they hmiiiet a \-t >p ^ r«:
-

.d ;xre ihe *ttetmc*t pane* 01

Ivnde* «he:er.nto .wy propo^iliors i> to l-ee resolved. a» f r

example in lh:s prvpo*i':on. etterv man i^ a >en>iWe K'cTie :

the^e two word-.*. riKWi a'u". »e ^:': le tvdie, are the te.vin**.

limme:«s or bournfe*. where, t a*. t!.e -aio.e prVpo<«itk*; >
corr.pouiuieii, so into the >.mie it i> :o l>e re%olued t as into

hi- Ntternion: j\art> that haue .my >kmfkatton.

5. a::-ib.. .n> /;>;;V-.'i:i ,

>
-.//.v; t limit-stead,

a place on a hov.r.d.uy.

1849 R. V. P:\^n .*ie>i: 1. t-»o r«oy!e'* and Mariotte'* 'aw

may 1* cv*i»:dered a* 'limit law '. 1S64 Lkowmnc; P* r»v,

Fe><, /.!• «' * *> \iii. 14 'A> like a> .1 Hand to another
Hand :

' Who >aid that, never .. followed, like me, an ho*?r,

*l he l»eanty in thi*>. of the 'limit-line ' 18S9 A" VftVi « Faf >'

7 Sept. 7So 1 At a gi\en distance from the limit-line of ;he

square in putting the weight .. a rectangular pit is pre-

pared. « i375 oV. Leg S>i:h:s .\!iii. Cc. i.e 44? pane ware he

brethire one led, til pai ecme til be *lymm> t stede.

Ioniit (li'miO. v. Forms: 4-6 lymyt.e. 6-7

limite. limmit. lymit. v6 lemyt. limitte. 7

limytt\ 5- limit. Also I. 5 Lymett ; fa,

ffle. 4 lemete, 5-6 lemett, lymyt, 6 lymmit,
-yt. [ad. Y. limitcrt ad. L. limiiare, f. limit-,

limes Limit sb.]

1. tmns. To assign within limits (also to limit

ami assign* limit anJ ordaiti) ; to appoint, fix de-

finitely ; to specify. Also with away. orer. Const.

dat. or Lf
f
\tilP. ttfen, and to with inf. Oh. exc. in

legal language.
138 . Wyclif H'ls. (i$So> coS As tyme & ober circum.

j
staunce bat limiteu peync for a dede ben a^en be fiedom
bat crist wole haue "in hise lawe. c 1400 Maundev.
(Roxb.) xxv. 11S Ilkane of ^er ostet ha^e baire iourneez

limited, a i4cx>*50 Alexander 4-S3 Cure lord has lemett

vs elike be lenthe of oure days.* 1413 Filgr. Sow'* iCaxton)

v. i. uS;o^ 72 Of endeles thynge maye no proportion

.
be lymvted, ne accounted. 1444 bidis of Pant. V. 125/1

Thoo pevnes that ben specialli lymyted upon the s»eid

l*aillifv. V 1460 TofFHfLy Myst. xi'v. 6 Apon the erth he
send light nes, Both son and iwoyne lymett thertyll. 1494
Kam av Ck*VfK \ t. dxxxv. 1S4 At the daye before lymytt«d

and assygned. s$*S Lix Bf.rners Froiss. 1 1, .vliv. 143 The
I-idy Kh^inonre had it lymytted to her for her dow ry . 1536

I

Wriotheslkv Ckn>n. (1875) 1. 55 Under a certaine pame
l->-mitted for the same for the said cleargie. 1581 W. Stafford
Exam. Cornpl. iii. trS^) 91 Euery Artificer dw elling out of

all tow-ties . . should bee limitted to bee vnder the direction

, of one good Towne or other, c 1590 Maklowe Faxst xiv.

,
(1604) F 2 b, O, no end is limited to damned soules ! 1603

Owen Pembrokeshire L (1S91) 1 The Center or middle of

the same Shere which I limytt to be aboute Heythoch

1
rooore. 1603 Flokjo Montaigne UL xi. (1632) 57S Astrology

' could not yet limit the motion ofthe Moone. 1668 Marvell
Corr. Wks. 1 S72-5 1 1 . 250 Neither do I believe w e can finish it

and the rest within the time limited us by his Majesty.

1750 Bcawks Lex Mertat. (1752) 266 The time limitted in

the bottomry bond. $767 Bi^ckstoskC<w/«. II.155 If.. the

estate be limited over to a third person. 1705 Bhntham

j
Sn//ty u itkont Burden 32 When an estate in England has
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LIMITABLE.
been limited away from a man altogether, lie never looks
at it. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) IV. 175 In the release

there was a power . . to revoke the uses contained therein,

and to limit other uses.

fb. To appoint (a person) to an office; to

assign (a duty) to a person. Obs.
c 1380 WYCLIF.Smvf. Sel. Wks. 1. 140 J>ree offices of heerdis

(>at Crist hab lymytid to hem. c 1380 — Wks. (1880) 331 As
if a pope make a lawe bat who euer lie Jymytib to here
confe sioun of pis man or confession of bis comunatee, he
shal here bise mennes shrifte. 1420 Searchers Verdicts in

Surtees Misc. (1888) 16 Sercheours .. assigned and lymyt
by Thomas of Gare. 148a M. Paston's Will in P. Lett. 111.

286 After the stipend of the preste lymyted to synge for

me be yerly levied, c 1505 in Plumpton Corr. 180, I had
the keyes levered me .. & had a fellow lemett to keep the

said schawnter with me, & he faylied me in my most
neede. 1557 Paynel Barclay's Jugurih 42 He had lymitted

hym in Numidy in his stedc to be captayne of the army.
1638 Hrvwooo Wise Woman iv. i. Wks. 1874 V. 319, 1 limit

you to be a welcome guest unto my Table.

f C. To lot or plot out; to allot, apportion. Obs.

1530 Palsgr. 61 2/ r Our grounds were lymyted afore our
fathers dayes. i559 \V. Cunningham Cosmogr. Classe Pref.

Avj, And by.. th'equinoctiall,polary circles, and altitude of
the pole, to Hmile out the Zones, Climates, and Paralleles.

1577 Harrison Krtg-lan<l it. iv. (1877) 1. 91 England was
limited out by families and hidelands.^ 1579 Tomson Cat-
Tin's Sen/t. Tim. 765/2 God.. hath limited out all our life.

1605 Vekstegan Dec. /retell, vi. (1628) 157 Markenrye, that
is the country or Kingdome, marked or limited out.

^
a 1619

Fotherby A tJteout. H. i § 8 (1622) 190 lie had all his learn-

ing and knowledge limited out vnto him : yea, and that by
a scant scantling, a 1649 Prayers in Chas. Ps Wks. (1662)

197 Let thy infinite Power vouchsafe to limit out some pro-
portion of deliverance unto Me.

fd. Math* To lay down, 'give* in the hypo-
thesis of a proposition. Obs.
1551 Recorde Pathw. Knowl. 1. xv, The likeiamme ..hath

one angle . . like to D. the angle that was limitled. Ibid.
11. iii, This triangle .. hath two corners equal eche to other,
that is A and B, as I do by supposition limite.

+ e. pass, of proportions or contour: To be
outlined or drawn (in a specified manner). Obs.
1636 W. ISettik Tilana ^ Theseus B 2, Seeing his face so

perfectly featured, and viewing each limb, the portraiture of
his body so well limited, that [etcl.

2. To confine within limits, to set bounds to

{rarely in material sen>e) ; to bound, restrict.

Const, to. fAlso, to prohibit (a person) front
(something).
la 1400 Morie Arth. 457 Thy lycence es lemete in presence

of lordy>. 1508 Fisher 7 Penit. Ps. exxx. Wks. (1876) 226
The mercy of god ..can neuer be lymyt to ony creature.
c 1530 Moke A>is;v. FritltWk*. 841/1 Than must he limine
Gods power howe farre he will geue God leaue to strctche
h. IS5S KoEN Decades 11 They haue lymyted and enclosed
ccrteyne grounde to make gardeynes and orchiardes. 1585
Abp. Sandys Scrm. xvii. 298 He limiteth and restraineih
his permission, saying, Rest a while. 1597 Hooker tied.

Pol. v. Ixix. § 1 If in continuance also limited, they all haue
..their set. .terrnes. 1631 Star Chamb. Cases (Camden) 8j
Sr Francis Leake . . made a deed limitting the use to my
I.ady Leake. 1662 Karl Orrery State Lett. (1743) L 77
His Hylas was not limited to numbers and rhyme, as mine
is. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals ti. lit. 186 He was limited

in his Victuals, and ty'd up to a certain allowance every
day. a 1715 13urnet Own Time (1724) I. 557 He thought a
government limited by law was only a name. 1722 De Foe
Moll tilanders (ed. 3) 62, 1 had a Husband and no Hus-
band..: Thus J sav, I was limited from Marriage, what
Offer soever might be made me. 173a Leoiarij Scthos II.

x. 362 He limited his number of cavalry to six thousand
men. 1786 Uurke W. Hastings Wks. 1842 II. 143 The
act of parliament .. did expressly limit the duration of
their office to the term of five years. 1813 Lahy Ham 11..

ton in G. Rose's Diaries (1800J I. 272 You do not know
how limited I am. I have left everything to be sold for

the creditors. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) I. 418 A man
cannot by any conveyance at common law limit an e-tate

to his wife. 1828 D'Israeu Chas.J, I. vii. 216 The philo-

sophical inquirer will not limit his researches by simple
dates. 1844 Ld. Brougham Brit. Const, xvi. (1862) 249
And it [the succession] was afterwards further limited to the

descendants of James I.'s daughter. 1856 Kane A ret. tixpU
II. xxviii. 282 Our draft on the stores had been limited

for some days to., eggs [elc.J. 1874 Green Short Hist. v.

§ 1. 218 The commerce .. was still mainly limited to the ex-
jwrtation of wool to Flanders. 1900 F. Anstey Brass Bottle
iii. 35 If you remember, sir, you strictly limited me to the
sums you marked.

b. To serve as a limit or boundary to ; to bound;
to mark offfrom. Also to limit in. Now rare.

1582 Stanyhurst sEneis 1. (Arb.) 26 This rule thus fixed

no tyme shal limit, or hazard. 1594 Elundevil tixerc. v.

(1636) 560 The Provinces that . . are limited with the Pro-
vinces of China. 1601 Weever Mirr. Mart. K \

}
Limits

there be for euery thing beside, No banks can limit in the
sea of pride. 160: Holland Pliny I. 122 The kingdome of
the Parthians .. is limited and separat by these mountaines
and streights. 1625 K. Long tr. Barclay's Argent's 1. xx.

60 The sou Id iers* reached to the doore of the Temple
;
in two

rankes, limiting the way to them that came to the Princesse.

1633 Earl Manch. At Mondo (1636) 185 God cannot bee
God, if Nature limit him. 1889GEDOES & Thomson tivolu-

tion ofSex xi. 146 Round the chromatin rods vacuoles are

formed, limiting them from the surrounding protoplasm.

1 3. intr. To border upon (a country). Obs.

1613 Sherlry Trav. Persia 4 Those countiies fimitting

upon the King of Spaines vniall partes.

+ 4. To beg within specified limits. [A back-

formation from LfMlTER (sense 1).] Obs. rare" 1
.

1577 Northbrooke Dicing (1843) 57 They [Poptshe friers]

go ydelly a limiting abrode.

Iiinutable (li-mitab'l),^. [f. Limits. + -able.]

That may be limited.

300 1

1581 Mulcaster Positions xliv. (1887) 287 When the childc
knoweth his certainetie in all limitahle circumstances. 1643
Hf.rle Ans7u. Ferne 29 A power .. limitahle .. not to be
exercised within fifty dayes. 1686 J. Scott Ckr.Life (1747)
III. 363 If they are limitahle by any other Power, they are
Subjects to that Power.

Hence I»i*mitableness.
1644 Hcnton Vind. Treat. Monarchy iv. 22 Neither its

being supreme doth hinder its limitablenesse. 1684-5 H.
More Let. 19 Jan. in Norris Theory Lore (1688) 154 Those
terms Totum and Omne. .imply also a comprehensibleness,
limitableness, or exhaustibleness ofthe number of those parts.

tlii*mitage. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Limit v. +

-age.] That which is limited or allotted to a
person or persons ; an allotment.

1634 Rainbow Labour (1635) 29 Their limitage were fallen

to them in a goodly ground.

Limital (li mital) , a. [f. Limit sb. + -al.] Of
or pertaining to a limit or boundary.
1877 Gilbert Pep. Geol. Henry Alts. iv. 90 A laccolite of

small volume will not exceed the limital area, but will grow
by lifting its cover.

Iiiinitanean (limib? 5 nian), a. Rom. An/it/.

[f. late L. limi/ane-us (f. limit-, limes Limit sb.) +
-an.] Stationed on the border.

1839 Keigiitley Hist. ting. 1. 129 Lands given to those

who were named the Limitanean and Ripuarian soldiery.

t Limita*neOTlS, a. Obs. rare^ 0
. [f. asprec.

+ -OUS.] Of or pertaining to bounds or frontiers.

1721 in Bailey. Hence 1755 in Johnson.

t Li'mitany, a. Obs. rare" 1
, ff. as prec.

-t- -Y *.] Dwelling on the border.
1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. ix. § 66 The Polctouines ..

were the Simitanie or border-subjects of the English Du-
minions in Aquitaine.

Iiimitarian ' limite^rian), a. and sb. [f. Limit

I
sb. + -arian as in unitarian, etc.] A designa-

j

tion applied by adversaries to those theologians

who hold the doctrine of * limited redemption \
1844 J. Cairns Let. in Life x. (1895) 228 Graham is some-

what delayed in licence by a limitariau preshylery.^ 1848
CRAtc, Limiiarian, one who limits, one who maintains the

I doctrine, that only a part of the human race are to he saved.

1852 J. H. Johnstone {title) Who are the Limitarians?

Limitary (li'mitari), a. and sb. [ad. L. Itmi-
1

/art's, f. limes Limit: see -ary*.] A. adj.

1. Subject to limits; limited in action, range, etc. I

f Const, to.

1620 Ijrathwait Fiz>e Senses iv. 46 Delights momentany
and limitarie to an instant, may for the present yeeld a satis-

faction. 1673 Dryden State Innocence tn. i.Wks. 1808 V. 143
Let me with Him contend, On whom your limitary powers
depend. 1727 C Pitt Callimachus' Hymn to Jupiter 119
What no interior Limitary King Could in a length of Years to

Ripeness bring. 1814 Scott tiss. Drama, etc. (1874* 143 The
synod of Olympus . . were themselves but limitary deities.

1822-56 De Qi incey Confess. 0862) 169 The p >or limitary

creature calling himself a man of the world. 1838 Sir \\ .

Hamilton Logic xxix. (1866) 11. 107 We cannot, indeed,
j

rise superior to our limitary nature. 1850 Frasers Mag.
j

XLI. 328 The Stuarts looked abroad for models of king-
!

craft, and repined at their limitary right-divine.

b. Of a friar: Licensed to beg within certain

limits. (Cf. Ltmitkh 1.)

1830 Scott Demonol. vi. 175 Chaucer, .ascribes the exile

of the fairies, -to the warmth and 2eal of the devotion of the
limitary friars.

2. Of or pertaining to a limit or boundary;
situate on the boundary. fOf a sentinel : Stationed

on the boundary.
In quot. 1667 the sense is doubtful : it may be 1.

1650 Fuller Pisgak it. v. 125 All the furmer were limitary

places in the tribe of Asher. a 1661 — Worthies, Cumber-
land \. (1662) 216 This County (because a Limitary) did
abound with Fortifications. 1667 Milton L. iv. 969 Ttan
when I am thy captive talk of chaines, Proud limitarie

cherub! 1731 Bailey vol. II, Limitary, belonging to the.
limits or lx>unds. 1819 Banquet 57 Visit your limitary huts,

and see Where cleanliness reside, and industry. 1885 NV. T.
Watkin in Academy 1 Aug. 77/3 We have another limitary

I

mark on a centurial stone at Manchester.

3. Serving as a limit or boundary
;
limiting, con-

|

fining, containing. Const, of.

1807 Anna Seward tn Athcuxum Mar. (1895^282/ \ Where
|

the horizon's limitary line Meets the gloom'd sea. 182* 1».

Cornwa ll Dram. Scenes, Julian theAfiostate ii, A limitary

power, Which strikes and circumscribes the soul. 1845
Trench ?I tils. Led. Ser. 1. v. 98 Refusing the Scriptures

as .. authoritative in and limitary of the Truth. 1847
W. R. Hamilton Let. to De Morgan, tiss. Analytic Logi-
cal tiorms 3 The once formidable array of limitary rules

has vanished. The science now shines out in the true

character of beauty. 1847-9 Toon Cycl. A not. IV. 451/2
The hepatic cells arc enclosed in a limitary membrane. 1899

J. Hutchinson Archives Surg. X. 151 There was deep
erosion of the nails, .presenting an abrupt limitary margin.

B. Sb. e= LiMITER I* (Cf. A. I b.)

a 166a Hevlin Laud (1668) 210 Great were the Sums of

Money which the Piety of the Design, and the Diligence of

their Limitarics brought in from their several Walks.

Limitate (li-mit/'t), pa.pple. and ppl. a. In

6 Sc. limitat. [ad. L. iTmitat-us, pa. pple. of

lfmi/®re to LimitJ fA. pa.pple. -Limited. Obs.

1581 N. Durne in Cath. Tractates ^. T. S.) 164 As gif..

his pouar of virking miraclis var limitat to the pairtis onlie

quhatr your Sanctis var hureit. 1585 Jas. I Poesie

(Arb.) 21 Translations are limitat, and restraind in some
things, more than free imientions are.

B. ///. a. a. Of land : Parted off by limits or

boundaries, rare.

1853 Wiiewell tr. Grotins' Dt Jure Belli I. 407 Land ..

LIMITATION.
determined by its measured quantity, is governed by the
same rule as limitate land.

b. Bot. Hounded by a distinct line, as the hypo-
thai his in some lichens.

1871 W. A. Leighton TJchcnflor* 401 Artlwnia ilicina,
..smooth, shining, scaly, limitate.

t Li'mitate, v. Obs. [f. L. limitat-, ppl. stem
of Iunitare to Limit.] trans. To put limits or
bounds to ; to limit. Hence t Lrmitated ///. a.

1560-78 Bk. Discipl. Ch.Scot. (1621) 3 The persons nomi-
nate .. to .. define and limitate the jurisdiction of the Kirk.
IS63 WinJet Four Scoir Thre Quest. Wks. 1888 I. 125 Gif
we. .limitatis and determinatis nocht the wisdom of God be
our phantasie. 1654 Earl Monm. tr. Benlivoglio's Warrs
tilanders 457 A clause so general and so limitated, would
be interpreted rather in favour of them.

Limitation (limits -Jan), [ad. L. limitation-

em, f. limitare to Limit. Cf. F. limitation]

L The action of limiting (in senses of the vh.)

;

an instance of this.

c 1380WVCLIF JF£*.(i8So) 7oJ>ei commaunden bat no man
schal preche be gospel but at here wille & lymytacion. 1483
Cath. Angl. 217/1 A Lymytacion, limitacio. 1533 More
Apol. ix. Wks. 865/2 They . . leaue not one man for Goddes
parte thys eyghte hundred yeare paste by theyr owne
lymitacion. 1542-3 Act 34 <y 35 Hen. VIII, c 20 § 1 Their
beires inheritable by the limitacion of suche giftes. 1608
Wim.et Ihxapla tixod. 76 This absolute limitation and
restraint of Satan. 1683 Brit. Spec. 65 The M onarch himself
must be Judge, and then farewel Limitation. 1720 Water-
I.and titght Scrm. 250 It is here, without any restriction or
limitation, applied, by the inspired Writer, to our Saviour
Christ. 1833 Ht. Martineau Berkeley 1. viii. 159 Some
objected to this that mere convertibility was not enough
without limitation. 1845 Maurice Mor. % Met. Philos. in

tincycl. Metr. \\. 610/1 The proper limitation of mathe-
matical accuracy to things without matter. 1863 H. Cox
Instil, tit. iii. 623 A fresh limitation of the succession to the
throne was made towards the end of the reign of William 111.

fb. spec. Ube action of determining the bound-
aries of (a country) or the contour of(a figure). Obs.

1677 W. Hurbaro Narrative it. 5 Letters Patent granted
by the King for the Limitation of Virginia. 1726 Leoni
Albertts Arc/tit. III. 31/2 Limitation we call the determin-
ing or fixing the sweeps of all the lines, the projectionsof the
angles..and the depression of every hollow.

f2. a. An allotted space; the district or circuit

of an itinerant officer or preaching friar ; the region

belonging to a particular nation
; fig. one's* allotted

sphere. Obs.
t-1380 WyruF Scrm. Sel. Wks. II. 182 Oo frere grutchib

a^ens anoper, and fi^tib wib him. whanne he prechip treube

in his lymytacioun. c 1386 Chaucer Wife's T. 21 The
lymytuur . . seyth his matyns and his hooly thvnges As he
gooth in his lymytacioun. 1401 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 21

Your Hmitors .. will not suffer one in anothers limitation.

1426 Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. 12620 Why! thow the boldest

byresoun Wyth-Inne thy lymytacioun, Nat toerryn.nyh nor
flfer. 1527 R. Thorne in Hakluyt I 'oy. (1 589) 2^6 The saide

Islands fall all without the limitation of Portingall. 1535
Act. 27 Hen. VIII, c 27 Auditours .. yerely ridinge their

seuera! circuites and limittacions.
#
1552 13. Gilhn Scrm.

be/, tidw. VI (1630) 25 Some [pulpits) have not had foure

Sermons these fifteene or sixteene yeares, since Friers left

their limitations.

fb. An allotted time. Obs.

1607 Shaks. Cor. 11. iii. 146 You haue stood your Limitation.

3. The condition of being limited ; liinitcdncss.

1597 Hooker tied. Pol. v. Ixix. § 1 As the substance of

God is infinite, and hath no kinde of limitation. 1601

Shaks. Jul. C. 11. i. 283 Am 1 your Selfe But as it were in

sort, or limitation? 1710 Merkelev Princ. Hum. Kuoivi.

§ 4 The natural dulness and limitation of our faculties. 1755
Young Centaury. Wks. 1757 IV. 123 Through the limitation

of the human intellect. 1871 R. H. Hutton tiss. I. 109
What seems to us limitation, may be, not limitation, but a

mode of divine power.
^
1875 Lyell Princ. Geol. 11. 111.

xxxviii. 331 The limitation of groups of distinct species to

regions separated from the rest of the globe by certain

natural barriers.
_
1880 Haughton Phys. Geog. vi. 272 The

limitation of special families and sub-orders to special Con-
tinents.

4. A point or respect in which something is

limited ; a limiting provision, rule, or circumstance.

1523 FtTZHERB. Sunt. 12 The lymitacyon expressed in the

statute of Westniynster. 1590 H. Swinburne 'Testaments 134

This limitation is suspected ofsome not to bee sounde. 1642

Milton Apol. Smed. Wks. 1851 III. 295 That limitation

therefore of after settling is a meere tautology. 1664 II

.

More Myst. Iniq. x. 33 Let him mince it as well as he can
with mental limitations and restrictions. 1667 Pepys Diary
10 Apr., So as that he that goes there may go with limita-

tions and rules to follow. 1733 Chryne ting. Malady ti. viii.

§ 1 (1734) 193, I shall have little further to add, but some
Limitations, .with repard to particular Cases. 1790 Burke
tir. Rev. V/ks. V. 63 This limitation was made by parliament,

that [etc.). 1855 Pre.hcott Philip II, I. it. xi. 261 Most of

the provinces coupled their acquiescence with limitations

which rendered it of little worth. 1875 Maine Hist. Inst. ii.

53 He was heir to the earldom of Tyrone according to the

limitations of the patent.

5. Laiv. a. The statutory specification of a

period, or the period specified by statute, within

which an action must be brought. StaluU of

Limitations : any of the statutes (now esp. 3 & 4
Will. IV, c. 27) fixing a period of limitation for

actions of certain kinds, b. The specification of

a period or the period specified for the continuance

of an estate, or the operation of a law. c. The
settlement of an estate by a special provision or

with. a special modification or modifications; the

modification or provision itself.
,



LIMITATIVE.
a. 1641 Tcrmct de la'Ley 196 Limitation is an assigne*

tnentofa space or time, within which hee that will sue.,
ought to prove, that he or his ancestor was seised of the
thing demanded, or otherwise he shall not niaintaine his
suit or action. 1768 Bi.ackstone Comm. III. 178 It is

enacted by the statute of limitations, zi Inc. I. c 16. that no
entry shall be made by any man upon lands, unless within
twenty years after his right shall accrue.

_
ibid. 188 In all

these possessory actions there is a time of limitation settled,

beyond which no man shall avail himself of the possession

of himself or his ancestors. Jbid. 250 Sixty years.. is the

longest period of limitation assigned by the statute of
Henry VI 1 1. 1818 CRUtSE Digest (ed. 2) V. 313 If it be a

legal debt, this Court being applied to for a discovery, will

not prevent the statute of limitations from running. 185a

Li>. Palmerston in Croker Papers 17 June (1884) I. i. 18

There is. .no statute of limitation as to epistolary debts.

b. 1767 1'lackstone Comm. II. 155 When an estate is so

expressly confined and limited by the words of it's creation,

that it cannot endure for any longer time than till the con.
lingency happens upon which the estate is to fail, this is

denominated a limitation. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) VI.

495 The future limitation being only for the life of a person

in esse. 1821 J. Q. Apa.ms in C. Davies Afctr. Syst. lit. (1871)

245 The limitation of the act was to three years, or the end
of the next general assembly.

G. 1767 Hlackstone Comm. II. 193A tenancy in common
may.. be created by express limitation in a deed. 1818

Cruise Digest (ed. 2) VI. 291 l)y the limitation of the will,

he was to make a grant of the rent. 1827 Jarmav Powell's
Dci'iscs {ed. 3) II. 73 The. .failure of the objects of the

several limitations. 1868 E. Edwards Ralegh I. iv. 66 ,

Most grants of this kind were attended by conditions and
limitations.

6. = Limit i and 2. Also bounds, boundaries.

1523 La Berners Froiss. 1. cexxxviii. 344 They of the ..

marches and lymitacions of the realme of Castell, Came .

.

and made homage. 1533 Flyot Cast, Helthe (1541) \ To
the conservation of the body of mankynde within the lyinita-

tion of helth. 160a Fulbecke Pandcctcs 61 Numa Pompi-
lius .. did cause as well a publik perambulation to be made
throughout his whole kingdom a.s private limitations

& bounds betwixt partie & partie. 1616 Capt. J. Smith
Descr. AVw Engl. 23 The Goucrnment, Religion, Terri-

tories and Limitations. 1815 Jane Austen Emma 11. viii.

193 She knew the limitations of her own powers too well

to attempt more than she could perforin with credit. 1824

L. Murray Eng. Gram. (ed. 5} I. 319 The supposed excep-
tions .. do not come within the reason and limitation of the I

rule. 1864 Bowen Logic i. 25 When the use ofwords is not
j

checked by a frequent recurrence in thought to the precise
I

limitations of their meaning.

Limitative (Irmit^tiv), a. and sb. [ad. F.

limitatiU mive ( 16th c. in 1 Tatzf.), ad. mcd.L. limita-

tTvits, \. L. limitare to Limit : see -ative.]

A. adj.

1. Tending to limit
;
limiting, restrictive.

^Limitative place*, in Scholastic philosophy, "place* in

the sense in which it is predicable of things that do not
occupy space; = Definitive 3. Limitative judgement
(Logic) : used by Kant to denote judgements of the type
* Every A is a not-B :

, which he regarded as a class co-or.

dinatewith affirmative and negative judgements ; nhooccas.
used for a judgement serving to limit or modify another.

1530 Kastell Purgatory lit. xi. g 4 Therforc purgatory !

can be no place contynentyue but purgatorye maye be a
place lymytalyue, and also a place operatyne. For where
so euer that god doth lymyt the soule of man after it is

separate from the body to be purged, there is y8 place
lymytatyue of the soule. 1657 J. Sergeant Schism Dis>
Pac/i't 464 Without using the limitative particle (onely) or
(alone) to restrain his extravagant interpretation. 1825
Bentham Offic. Apt. Maximized

y
Obsen\ PecCsSp. (1830)

53 Before the' words 'every other country' stands., the

limitative word 'almost*. 1864 Bowen Logic v. 143 The
incidental Judgment expressed in an additional word
or clause may be either explicative or limitative. 1877
1C Caird Philos. Kant 11. vi. 307 Nor need Logic regard the
infinite or limitative judgment as distinct from the affirma-

live. 1886 Sat. Rev. p. July 151 Their several undertakings
should be co-extensive and mutually limitative. 1892
Athenaeum ^ June 722/3 Being essentially negative and
limitative, it can only end in negative conclusions.

f2. Subject to a limit or condition, conditional.
168a Scarlett Exchanges 67 A prudent Possessor of the

Bill will accept of no conditional or limitative Acceptance.

B. sb. Logic. A limitative judgement.
1864 Bowen Logic v. 144 In respect to Limitatives, no

question can arise concerning the truth or falsity of the in-
|

cidental Proposition.

Limited (li-mited),///. a. [f. Limit v. + -ed*.]

In senses of the vb.

(
fl. Appointed, fixed. Obs.
1551 Robinson tr. Morels Utop.^. (1805) 67 He hiereth

some of them for meate and drynke, and a certeyne limityd
wayges by the daye. 1577-87 Holinsiied Chron. 1 1 1. 882/1
That euerie man.. should pale the whole subsidie. .out of
hand, not tarrieng till the daies of paiment limited. 1633
T. Stafford Pac. Nib. 11. i. (1810) 225 They did somewhat
exceede the time limited.

2. Circumscribed within definite limits, bounded,
restricted. Of circumstances : Narrow. Limited
mail : a mail train in which only a limited number
of passengers is conveyed. Limited monarchy*.

one in which the functions of the monarch are

exercised under conditions prescribed by the con-

stitution ; so limitedgovernmentj
monarch, royalty.

1610 WilletHexapia Dan. 259 The knowledge of angels
is limited. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. it. xix. 98 That King
whose power is limited, Is not superionr to him, or them
that have the power to limit it. 1674 Essex Papers (Cam-
den) I. 265, 1 cannot imagine what it is makes men in Eng-
land believe y* Goverm 1 of Ireland to l>e for a Limited Time
of Three Years. 1736 Chandler Hist. Persec. Introd. 5

The blessings of a limited government. 1789 Gouv, Morris

301

in Sparks Life Writ. (1832) 11. 72 The King of France
must soon he one of the most limited monarchs in Europe.
1828 Scott F. Af. Perth xxi, I thank your Highness, . . for

your cautious and limited testimony in my behalf. 183a
Austin yurispr. (1879) !• v'- 247 I" limited monarchies
a single individual shares the sovereign powers with an
aggregate or aggregates of individuals. 1833 Mylne &
Kf.rn Reports 1 1. 244 His co-executor . .was in narrow and
limited circumstances. 1853 Bronte Villette viii. (1876) 68
That school offered for her powers too limited a sphere.
i860 Tvnuali. Glac. \. ii. 15 A limited number of images
only will be seen. 1865 Mozi.f.y Alirac. iv. 86 A limited
Deity was a recognised conception of antiquity. 1883 V.
Fitzgerald Rccreat. Lit. Alan 80 He started for Dublin
by the mid-day limited mail.

b. Limited company : short for limited liability

company (see Liability).
1855 Act 18 # 19 Vict, c. 133 § 1 The Word 'Limited'

shall be the last Word of the Name of the Company. 187a
Raymond Statist. Mines <y Mining 107 The Nevada Laud
and Mining Company, (limited).

3. quasi -sb. limited mail in 2. (U.S. colfa/.)

1887 Pop. Set. Monthly Mar. 577 Let the gnat steamship
founder, the limited crash through a trestle living or dead,
these men will be found at their post*.

Hence Limitedly adv., Ll mitedness.
a 1614 Donne Biaflararo? (1644) 74 Vou see nothing is de-

livered by him against it, but modestly, limitedly, and per-
plexedly. 1656 (J. Sergeant] tr. T. White's Peripat. lust. I

2S8 A difference of Substance distinct from corporeity and
limitednesse. 181a Siif.i ley in Hogg Life (1858) II. 91, I

|

assume a character which is . . unadaptcd to the limitedncss
of my experience. 1891 H. Jones Bro-vning 235 He pushes
the llmitedness of human knovs ledge into a disqualify at ion
of it to reach truth at all. 189s (>. /wt, July 76 We in

London need such limitedly local relaxations.

Iiimiter (limits. Forms: 4 6 lim-, lymi-
tour o,-ytour(e, (7 ojimitour), 6 lira-,lymiter,

-yter, lim meter, 7 limitor, 6- Iimiter. [f. Limit
v. + -Kit r

.]

1. (Also friar Iimiter.) A friar licensed to beg
within certain limits. Obs. exc. Hist.

1377 Lance. /*. /'/. 1». v. 138 On limitoures and litres

lesynges I ytnped. c 1386 Ciiauckk Wife's '/'. loThe grete
charitee and prayeres Of lymytours and othcre hooly freres.

1516 Will of R. Pcke of Wak<field 4 June iMS.>, To every
lymyter of the iiij orders of fieers xxd. 1552 I.atimkk
Scrm. (156. ) oj A limitouie of the graye fryers, in the tyme
of his limitation preached manye tymes and hndde but one
Sermon. 1556 J. Hkywood .Spider <y F. ix. 1 There nener
was Fryer Iimiter, that duckt So low, where beggyug noon
him twenty cheeses. 1591 St'knskk M. II nbl-erd 85, 1 meanc
me to disguize.. like a Pilgrim, or a Lymiter.

tvansf. or allusive. 1624 Ih\ MofNiwiu GaggTo Rdr. 2

Some of our Catholiqne Limitors had beene roming in the

countrey and brake into my pale secretly.

2. One who or that which limits (in senses of

the vb.).

1483 Catft. Angl. z\ 7/1 A Lymytour, limitator. 1570
Levins Manip. 80/2 A Litniter, limitator. ?i6ia Two
Nolle K. v. i. 30 So hoyst we The sayles, that must these

vessells port even where The heavenly lymiter pleases, a 1619
Fotherhy A thcom. 11. i. § 5 (16^2) 1S0 The Sunne is not that

\

infinite liinitour, which . . setteth seuerall bounds, vnlo all

other things. 1639 Ln. (i. Dicky Lett. <onc. Relig. (1651)

27, 1 am sure they are the best declarers and limiters of I

their own [doctrines]. 1645 Milton Tetrach. Wks. 1851 I V.

222 Abolishing a law so good and moral, the Iimiter of sin.

Limiting1 (lrmitirj\ vbl. sb. [f. Limit v. + I

-ING 1
.] The aclion of the vb. Limit ; an instance

of this.

1580 Holi.ybano Trcas. Fr. Totig, Modification. . . a qnali-
j

fying, moderating, limiting, or releasing. 1608 Hiekon
Whs. 1. To Chr. Rdr. (ante 689) Forms of prayer. .are

aindged to l>e a kind of. .limiting of Gods Spirit. 1677G11.PIN
{

Demonol. (1867)405 A bold limiting of the time of forty days,
j

Limiting (li mitirj), ppl. a. [f. Limit v. +
,

-ING 2.] That limits, in senses of the vb. Limit-

i/tg angle (see quot. 1873). Limiting parallels

(see quot. 1867).
1849 Ruskin Set'. Lamps vii. § 7. 192 It would be needful

to accept some well known examples, .for final ancUimiting

authorities. 1864 Howen Logic v. 131 The Condition ..can

always be expressed by a limiting adjective. 1865 M.
Arnold Fss. Crit. i. 33 Kven with well-meant efforts oHhe
practical spirit it [if. criticism] must express dissatisfaction,

if in the sphere of the ideal they seem impoverishing and

limiting. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Wo>dd>k. ,
Limitingparallels,

the parallels of latitude upon the earth's surface, within

which occultations of stars or planets by the moon are

possible. 1873 W. Lees Acoustics 11. iii. 53 In order that a

ray may pass from a dense medium into a rarer, the angle of

incidence must not exceed a certain limit, . . this angle is

called the limiting or critical angle of refraction. 1884

IIowfr & Scott De Barfs Phancr. 539 The limiting zone

between the external cortex and the bast-layer.

Limitless (li'mitles), a. [f. Limit sb. + -less.]

1 laving nr admitting ofno limits; unlimited, illimit-

able ;
unbounded, unrestricted.

1581 Sidney Astr. * Stella (1591) G 4 b, Say, whether thou

wilt crowne With limitlesse renowne. i6iz J . DAVtES Wit's

Pilgrimage civ. (Grosart)2o To this Sea of Cittie-Common-

wealth (Lymittlessc LondonX a 1628 F. Grevil Sidney x.

(1652) 120 Sir Philip.. observed this limitless ambition of the

Spaniard. 1760-73 H. Brooke FoolofQual. (1809) III. 57
While the king acts in consent with the parliament .. he is

limitless, irresistible. 1868 Lockyer GnillemhCs Heavens
(ed. 3) 436 In the depths of limitless space, exist numerous I

assemblages of Btars. 1891 E. Peacock N. Brendan 11. 58

Almost limitless power of giving pain.

Hence Li mitlessly adv., Id. mitlessness.
1865 RtSKtN.SV.rrtw* (ed. 2) 145 When the affection has

become wholly and limitlessly out own. x86$ Spectator
j

LIMMEB.
4 Mar. 239/2 The Imperial throne ..the power solutns a
legibus which in its limitlessness could redress all wrongs.
Limitor, -our, obs. forms of Lim iter.

Limitrophe ili mitr^f), a. and sb. [a. F.
limitrophe, ad. late L. limitrophns, limitotrophtts

(a hybrid f. L. limit- , limes + (Jr.-rpttyo? support-

ing), applied to lands set apart for the suppoit of
troops on the frontier.]

A. adj. Situated on the frontier
;
bordering on,

adjacent to (another country).
i8a6 [J. R. Best! 4 Years France 129 Russia has already

ahsorbed, within its empire, that great limitrophe nation
which might have been a barrier against further progress.

1845 Ford Handbk. Spain vi. 503 Like many of these limi-

trophe Pyrenean districts it became independent soon after

..731. 1881 Daily News 22 Feb. 5/3 The policy of a limi-

trophe frontier with Russia revived. 1885 Pall Mall G.
1 Apr. 1/2 England .. was perfectly free to enttr into any
retations she pleased with the States limitrophe to India.

+ B. sb. A border-land. Obs.

1589 A. M[inday] Hist. Palmcudos v. (1653) 32 He be-

came .. famous through all the neighbour Marches and
limitrophes of Tharstis. 1598 Dallingion Afeth. Trm:
C ij h, The Prince ought to have of 1 hem [sc. castles] in his

frontier places, and Lyinitrophes (as they call them).

Hence f Limitrophing1

///. a., bordering, ad-

jacent
; f Limitrophous a. (see quot.).

1623 tr. Favincs T/icat. lion. iv. vii. 29 The Counties of
lioulougne, Saint Paule, and other limitrophing Seigneuries.
1727-51 Chambers Cycl. s. v. Column, Limitrophous or
boundary Column, is that which shews the limits of a king-
dom, or country conquered.

tliimity. Obs, Also 6 lymytee. [Formation
uncertain

;
possibly limitics, -tees, represents L.

limites; but cf. OK. limite
1

.] = Limit.
1525 Ln. Herners Froiss. II. ccx. [ccvi.) 648 There shulde

be in their company of the lymytees of Fraunce, mo then
fyue hundred knightes. 1545 Joyk Exp. Pan. Ded. A iij b,

The very limities& boundesof the world. 1553 Fdkn Treat.
Xew« Ind. (Aib.) 29 They go not out of ye limit ic£ of their

own contrie.

Limm, obs. form of Limx.

II Iiimma (li'ma). [Late L., a. Gr. Ae<>//«

remnant, part left, semitone, f. to leave.]

1. Mits. The semitone of the Pythagorean scale

>ec quot. 1694).
1694 W. H oi.nr.« Harmony vi. 152 The Pythagoreans, not

using Tone Minor, but two Fqual Tones Major, in a Fourth,
were forced to take a lesser Interval for the Memitone;
which is caird their Liinma,or Pythagorean Hemitone; and,
which added to those two Tones, makes up the Fourth ; it

is a Comma less than Hemitone Major 116 to 15) and the
Ration of it, is 256 to 243. 1887 W. S. Kockstkm in Grove's
Diet. Alius. IV. 503 The Ditonic Diatonic Tetiachord, con-

sisting of two gieater Tones and a Limma, as set foith by
Pythagoras.

2. (Jr. Pros. A time or mora in a line required

by the rhythm but not expressed by a syllabic in

the words: indicated in schemes by the sign A-
Limme, obs. form of Limh sbA

Limmeal, -ly, obs. vars. Limb-meal, -meally.
Limmell, variant of Limail, metal filings.

Limmer (li'mDJ), sb. and a. Sc. and north, dial.

Also 5 lymmare, 6 lymare, -er, lymmar, 6-7

limmar, lymber, lymmer. [Of obscure origin
;

connexion with Limb sb. is possible.]

A. sb.

f 1. A rogue, scoundrel. Obs.

1456 SmO. Have Law ofArmys (S.T.S.) 233/24 Ane un-

worthy lymmare, thatsettis nocht for honour bot forpillery.

c 1470 Henrvson Ator. Fab. v. (Part. Beasts'* xli, [To the

foxl ' Uyde ', quod the lioun ;
4 limmer, let ws see Gif it be

suthe the sillie 30W hes said.' 1S36 Hellkn'ukn Cron. Siot.

(1821) I. p. Ixiv, He causit hir to he schamfully defowlit with
rehaldis and limmaris of his cunlre. 1596 Dalrymtle tr.

Leslie's Hist. Scot. ix. 219 Adam Scot special bordirer and
limmer, coinmounlie calit king of traytouris. 1602 Jas. VI
Let. to Eliz. (Camden) 147 The repreasing of fugitiues and
lymmeriesU/VJ. 1607 Sc. Acts Jas. VI (1816) 1 V. 379/2 That
Insolent and wicked race and name of the glengregour and
notorious lymberis and malefactouns. 1637 IL Jonson *Sad
Sheph. it. ), Fowle Limmer ! drittie Louwne ! 1828 Scott
/'. AI. Perth iv, There have been a 1 roper set of limmers
about to scale your windows, father Simon.

2. Applied to a woman, a. A light woman; a
strumpet, b. In weaker sense : A jade, hussy, minx.
1566 Durham Dcpos. (Surtees) 83 In causa diffamacionis,

viz. that his wyf w as a lymer. 1728 Ramsay Last Sp. Miser
viii, I wore nae fi izzl'd bmmer's hair. 1786 I5urns Twa Dogs
182 Except for breakin o' their thinner Or speakin lightly o*

their limmer. 1814 Scorr War. lxiii, Kate and Matty, the

liinmers gaed afT wi' twa o* Ha« ley's diagoons, and I hac
twa new queans instead o* them. 1851 Porrow Lavengro
I.x.nxv. (1900) 460 Leave my husband in the hands of you and
that limmer, who has never been true to us. 1897 Crockett
Latfs Love xiii. 141 'Oh— the limmer—huw dared she

1

,

cried my mother, on lire instantly at the hint of an insult or

rejection to her eldest son.

B. adj. Knavish, scoundrelly.

1500-20 Dunrar Poems xxvii. 9 With mony lymmar loun.

1562 A. Scott Poems (S.T.S.) i. 53 For lymmer lawdis and
litle lassis lo. 1637 Y>. Jonson Sad Sheph. 11. i, Hence
with 'hem, limmer lowne, Thy vermin, and thy selfe, thy
selfe art one. a 1785 Rook/tope Ryde iv. in Child Ballads
111. 439 Limmer thieves drives them away.

Hence f Limmerful a., knavibh
; f Xiimmery,

knavery.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems xvi. 152 Thy lymmerfull hike wakl

fie thame. 1567 Gude % Godtie Ball. (S.T.S.) 206 The lyuv
merie lang hes lestit.



LIMN. 302 LIMOTHERAPy.
Iiimmeter, obs. form of Limtter.
Limming, obs. form of Limning.
Limn (lim), v. Now literary and arch* Also

5 limyne, lymra, 5-7 lymn(e, 6-7 limm(e,
limb(e, limne. [Altered form of Lumine v.]

1 1. trans. To illuminate (letters, manuscripts,

books). Also absol. Obs.

14.. Trevisa's Higden (Rolls) VII. 295 pis bisshop hym-
.self schonede not to write and lumine [MS. /3 (early

15th c.) lymne] and bynde bookes. c 1440 Promp. Parr.
31 7/1 Lymnyd, as bookys (A', limynid), etucidalus. 1499
Chnrchw. Acc. Croscombe (Som. Rec Soc.) 24 A mass
boke of vein lymmyde. 1531 Elyot Gov. 1. v f Their fyrst

letters to be paynted or lymned. 1534 Ricn Let. to T. Crom-
well in Strype Eccl. Mem. I. xxxiv. 179 A certain tale of

HI. Magdalen, delivering her a letter from heaven, that was
limned with golden letters. 1566 Drant Horace, Sat. 1. iv.

13 viij b, And if their toyes, in letters lymde, be printed once
in booke, Then [etc]. 1573 Art of Limming title-p

,

Diuerse kyndes of colours to write or to limme withall vppon
velym. 1588 Parke tr. Alendoza's Hist. China 94 When
they write letters vnto anic principal! person, they gilde the

margent of the paper, and limbe it.

1 2, To adorn or embellish with gold or bright

colour; to depict in (gold, etc.). Also (rare), to

lay on (colour \ Obs.
a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII 73 Images .. rychcly

lymned wytb golde and Albyn colours. 1573 Art of Lim-
tning title-p,, How siluer or golde shalbe layed or.limmed
vppon the sise. 1587 Fleming Conln. Holinshcd III. 490/1
Their bannerols displaied, and richlie limmed with my lords

armes. 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. xxiit. 84 The
Royal Arms of Portugal were limned in Gold.

3. To paint (a picture or portrait) ; to portray,

depict (a subject), f Formerly spec, to paint in

water-colour or distemper (see Limning vbl.sb. 2).

t Also with forth ,
out.

159* Shaks. Ven. <y Ad. 290 Looke, when a Painter would
surpasse the life, In limming out a well-proportioned steed.

1594 Carew Huarte's Exam. Wits vi. (1596) 83 Pictures
which are lymned in oyle. 1607 Topsell Fottr-f. Beasts
(1658) 222 Nicon that famous painter of Greece, when he
had most curiously limbed forth a Horses perfection [etc.l.

1622 Wither Fair Virtue M, Where Apelles limb'd to life

lx>athed Vulcans louely wife. 1641 Milton Animate.
Wks. 1851 111. 230 He maybe the competent Judge of a n~at
picture, or elegant poem, that cannot limne the like. 1813
Scott Tricrm. ill. xxxvii, Kor there by magic skill, I wis,

Form of each thing that living is Was limn'd in proper dye.
1854 Mrs. Oliphant Magd. Hepburn II. 55 The dim chapel
.. with Scripture stories limned in its ancient glass. 1866
Comh. Mag. Sept. 335 If he be limned aright in the canvas
which has descended to us.

b. traits/, and fig.

1593 Nashk 4 Lett. Confut. 30 With life and spirit to limne
deadnes it selfe Hoc est Oratoris frohriniu. 1600 Shaks.
A. V. L. ir. vii. 194 As mine eye doth his effigies wimesse
Most truly limn'd, and liuing in your face. 1602 Marston
Ant. «y Mel. Induct., I fear it is not possible to linime so
many persons in so small a tablet as the compare of our
playes afford. 1645 Fuller Good Th. in Bad P., Mixt
Contempt, xxi. (1649) &3 It is easie for one to endure an
affliction, as he limns it out in his own fancie. 1653 Middle-
tom & Rowley Sp. Gipsy lit. iii, What's beauty hut a perfect
white and red ? Both here well mix'd limn truth so beautiful.

1661 Feltham Lusoria xxxvii. in Resolves {1709) 6or He
must limb Spirits never tir'd. 1856 Spi'rgeon New Park St.
Pulpit I. 56 Instances of persons going to the house of God,
and having their characters limned out to perfection. 1871
Smiles Charac. x. {1876) 284 Perhaps the most complete
picture of a great man ever limned in words. 1878 Glad-
stone Prim. Homer 130 The Odusseus ts limned with
incomparable art.

4. Prov. To limn the water, limn (something)
on water-, said of something transient or futile.

1620 13acon Poems (Grosart) 49 Who then to fraile Mor-
tality shall trust, Hut limmes the Water, or but writes in

dust. 1692 Vindicix Carolinse ix. 73 All he had done was
but a kind of Limming the Water, to them. 1871 R. Ellis

j

tr. Catullus Ixx. 4 A woman's words. . Limn them on ebbing '

floods, write on a wintery gale fL. In vento et rapida scribere 1

oportet aqua\.

f6. absol. or intr. To paint; esp. to paint in

water-colour or distemper. Obs.

1594 Plat Jewell-ho. tit. 44 To paint or limne with the
colours that are taken from hearbs or flowers. 1622 Peacham
Compl. Gent. xiii. (1634) 126 The vertuous Margaret Queene
of Isavarre beside her excellent veine in Poesie could draw
and limne excellently. 1665 Pepys Diary 7 May, Yesterday
begun my wife to learn to limn of one Itrowne. 1675 Crowne
Country Wit iv. 57 Merry. Cannot you Limne, Sir? Ram-
Iter. Limne, what dost thou mean ? Merry. Why Limne,
Sjr, draw Pictures in little. 1678 Cudworth Iniell. Syst. 1.

Hi. § 30. 136 If Oxen, Lions, Horses and Asses . . were able
to limn and paint.

Limnacean (limnJ'-s/an), a. and sb. [(. mod.
L. Limnacea (see below), for *Limnfracea, f.

Iaukma : see -acean.] a. adj. Pertaining to the

Limnacea, one of the three families of Pulmo-
hranchiata in De Blainville's classification, b. sb.

A gasteropod of the family Limnacea; a pond-
snail (Cent. Diet.). Also Limna-ceous a. m prec.

adj. ^Mayne Expos. L.ex. 1855).

II Iiimnaea (limnra). Zoo}. AUo erron. Lymn-.
[mod.L., ad. Gr. Xijtmta, fern, of Ai/irafos, f. KifAvti

pool, marsh.] A genus of the' family LJmnxidx
or pond-snails, typical ofthe sob-family Lfmmerme;
a pond-snail of this genus. Hence Limnn'an, a
gasteropod of the genus Limwea ; Limn re id (also

limneld), a gasteropod of the family Limnteidttj

a pond-snail ; Limnaa ine a.
t pertaining to the sub-

family Limmdnx (Cent. Diet.).
1834 M'Murtrik tr. Cttviers Anim. Kingd. 111. 38 Hav-

ing a shell very similar to that of a Lymnaja. 1851 Wooc
WAgn Mollnsca j i The air-breathing limnetds live in fresh
water. 1856 Ibid. in. 361 The Litorinae and Limnaeans are
found living together.

Iiimnanth (li-mnaenb). Bol. [f. Gr.Ai^ lake,
marsh + dV0oy flower.] a. A plant of the genus
Limnanlhemum (N.O. Gentianaceie) of perennial
water-herbs, b. A plant of the genns Limnanthcs
or tribe LAmnanthex, N.O. Geraniacex (Cassell).
1872 Oliver Elem. Bot. n. 209 The .. orbicular floating

leaves ofCommonlAmnanth(Limnanthetnum nymphoeoides).

Limned (limd), ///. a. [f. Limn v. + -ed l.j

t Illuminated (obs.) ; painted, depicted, portrayed.
1538 Elyot Diet., Miniati libri, limned bokes, hauyng

letters of dyucrs colours. 1573 in Willis & Clark Cambridge
(1886) 111. 26 The lymned letters and pictures. 1595 Mark-
ham Sir P. Griuvile, To tlufayrest vu, 111 limn'd memorials
of diuinest rage. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn 1. iv. § 3. 18 Like
the first Letter of a Patent, or limmed Booke. a 1628 F.
Gkevil Sidney Ep. Ded. (1652) 1 Both your Bloud and

1 Vertues do so strongly Intitle you to this well-limb'd Piece.
, 1648 Bury Wills (Camden) 216 The limned picture of my
1 wife. 18x4 Cary Dante, Par. xxvit. 90 The human flesh Or

. .its limn'd resemblance.

Limner (li'mnai^ Now literary or arch.

Forms : 4-5 lymnour, 4 6 lymenor(e, 5 lyra-
nore, lympner, 6 lymraer, 6-7 lymner, lira-

mer, 7 limbner, lirapner, 6- limner. [Altered
form of Luminer: see Limn v. and -eh*.]

1. An illuminator of manuscripts. Hist.
1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 9 Johannes Dam astre. lymeno'.

1398 Thevjsa Barth.Dc /v. xvn.cxli. {1495)698 Grauours,
lymnoursand payntours eteth Rewe to sharpe theyr syghte.
£ 1440 Promp. Parv. 317/1 Lymnore (A*, c 1490 luminour),
etneidator, minhgraphrts. 1483 Act 1 Rich. Ill, c. 9 § 1

That this Acte. .in no wise extendc.to any writer lympner
bynder or imprynter. ^1515 Cocke Lorelis B. 10 Barbers,
boke bynders, and lymners. 1555 Euem Decades 188 The
lyttle byTdes whtche the lymmers of bookes are accustomed
to paynte on the margentes of churche bookes. 1607 R.
Qarew] tr. Esticnne's World of Wondtrs 334 A limmer ..

had drawne S. Peter and S. Paul so liuely. 1859 C 1'akkkr
Associat. Princ. i. 18 The Rector Chori. .had .. the charge

\

of the writing materials., and of the colours for the limners.

2. A painter, esp. a portrait painter, f Some-
times spec, a water-colour artist.

1594 Plat Jetvell-ho. it. 23 The fine and subtil earth of the
j

hearbe or flower, out of the which some curious Limner may '

draw some excellent colour. 1607 Topsell Four/. Beasts
(1658) 10 The Poets (with their apes, the painters, limmers,
and carvers). 1638 Ussher Immanuel (1645) 16 A curious 1

limmer draweth his own sons pourtraicture to the life. 1659

J. Arrowsmith Chain Princ. 137 The liinbner drew it as j

he was an artist, not as one of inis or that nation. 1661-z
Pepys Diary 2 Jan., Cooper, the great limner in little. 1688
R. Holme Armoury 111. M7/ 2 A Limner, a Painter in Water
colours. 1752 Koote 'Paste 1. i, Pray now, Mr. Carmine, how
do you Limners contrive to overlook the Ugtiness, and yet
preserve the Likeness? 1830 D'Israeli etuis. I, III. viii.

186 Many refined strokes show that the limner had studied
hjs original by her side. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) 1 1 1/250
The drawing of a limner which has not the shadow of a
likeness to the truth.

Hence Li'mnery, the work of a limner.
n83i H. Coleridge Ess. (1851) I. 199 The few remnants

of church-limnery that have escaped tbe fanatics and the
moderuisers.

Li mniad. rare. [Erroneously for *limna<f,

ad. Gr. kifivad; \ifxv6s fern, adj., 'pertaining lo

lakes/ f. KifiPTj lake.] A lake-nymph.
1818 L. Hi'ST Foliage, Tlie Nymphs p. xii, The Limniad

takes Her pleasure in the lakes.

Limning (H'm»)> H'mnirj), vbl.sb. [f.LiMN v.

+ -ING 1.]

1. Illuminating of manuscripts, etc. Also concr.
c 1485 E. E. Mise. (Warton Club) 72 There begynnyth the

crafte of lymnynge of bokys. 1573 (title) A very proper
treatise, wherein ts briefly sett forthe the arte uf limming,
which teacheth how siluer or golde shalbe layed or limmed
vppon the sise [etc.]. 1591 Pf.rcivall Sp. Diet., Lnminacion
de libroSy lymning, miniculatio. 1612 Peacham Gentt. Exerc.
title-p.. The making of all kinds of colours, to be vsed in

Lymming, Painting, Tricking, and ttlason of Coates, and
Armes. 1762-71 H. Waltoi.e Vertne's A need. Paint.
(1786) 1. 39 Of the third Edward, says Mr. Vertue, many
portraits are preserved.. in illuminated MSS. He has not
marked where these limnings exist. 1859 Gulmck & Timbs
Paint. 100 The art of illuminating, or limning, as it was
formerly called.

2. Painting (f formerly spec, in water-colour or

distemper).
1606 G.

#
WfooococKE] Lives Emperors in Hist, fvstine

Og 1 b, Singing, playing, and phistck, geometry, painting,

and liming. 1675 Salmon Polygraplu It. xv. 73 Limning is

an Art whereby in Water Colours, we strive to resemble
Nature in every thing to the life. 1688 R . Holme A rmonry
ut. 147/2 Limning, Painting in Water colours with Gum or
Si/e. 1712 AnnisoN SPfd. No. 328 Limning, one would
think, is no expensive^Diversion, but . . she paints Fans

#
for

all her Female Acquaintance, and draws all her Relations
Pictures in Miniature. 1884 B. K. Warfield in Chr.
Treasury Feb. 92/1 The skilled limning of a Michael
Angelo.

b. An instance of this ; concr. a painting.

1689 Lond. Gaz. No. 2511/4 A Collection of Paintings and
fine Limnings by the best Masters. 1711 Skaftesb. Charac.
(1737) III. 295 E'er you,attempt those accurate and refin'd

limnings or portraitures of mankind, or offer to bring gentle-

men on Ihe stage. 1816 Singer Hist. Cards 67 A great

many limnings in rather a rude style of art. 1861 Our Eng.
Home 14 5 The limnings of early painters on the walls.

3. atIrib. , as + limning gold, "^picture, -skill.

1420 Nottingham Rec. II. 120 Pro auro vocato Mymnyng
gold 1617 I. Oliver in Wilts Doctors Com. (Camden) 84
All my drawings and lymning pictures, or any thing of
lymning whatsoever, .as yet unfinished. 1737 Matt. Green
Spleen 450^ When fancy tries her limning skill To draw and
colour at her will.

Iii-mning, ///. a. [ + -ing 2.] Painting.
1782 Wolcot (P. Pindar) yd Ode to R. A.'s iv, Thus

should young limning lads themselves demean.

Limnite (limnait). Also lymnite. [f. Gr.
kifxvr) lake + -ITE.]

1. ralxontology. A fossil species of the genus
Limnsea.
1864 Webster, Lymnite. 1882 Ogilvie, Limnite.
2. A/in. hog iron ore, containing more water than

limonite.
1868 in Dana Min. 178.

•

Iiimnograph (li'mnJgrof% [f. Gr. Kifiprj lake,
marsh + -guaph.J An apparatus for automatically
recording the variations ol level in a lake.
1880 Nature 4 Mar. 427 Beside the fixed limnograph of

M. Plantamour.

Limnology (limnp*15d,^i). [f. Gr. Xi^vrj lake,
marsh + -Koyta -logY.J a. The study of the phy-
sical phenomena of lakes, b. That department
of science which treats of pond-life.

1895 Afhemenm \o Aug. 195/3 Limnology was dealt with
[at the Geographical Congress] by Dr. F. A. Forel. 1899
Pop. Sci. Monthly Sept. 709 The study of microscopic
aquatic life and general timnology.

Limnometer (limnp-mtej). Also erron.

lirani-. [I. Gr. Xifxmj lake + -meter.] An appa-
ratus for measuring the variations of level in lakes.
185* Th. Ross HumboldCs Trav. II. xvi. 14 The Marquis

del Toro has undertaken to put this design into execution.

.

establishing limnometers, on a bottom of gneiss rock, so
common in the lake of Valencia. 1879 Nature 23 Oct. 61^/2
M . Edouard Sarasin has recently established a registering
limnimeter . . near the eastern extremity of the Lake of
Geneva.

Limnophilcms (limn^-fibs), a. [f. Gr. ktfxurj

marsh, pool + dx'A-oy loving + -ous. Cf. F. limno-
phile.'] Fond of or living in marshes or pools, as

certain mollnscs, etc. 1855 in Mavne Expos. Lex.

Limo- (larnw), taken as comb, form of L. limns
mud, in the sense 1 clayey and . . /
1756 C. Lucas Ess. Wafers 1. 13 A certain earth of the

limo-cretaceous kind.

Limon e, obs. form of Lemon.
t Iiimoneer. Obs. In 6 lymoner, -eer. [a.

F. limonier, f. limon shaft : see -eer.] A horse
which is attached to the shafts of a vehicle.
J5*3 Wolsev in Fiddes Life (1726) 11. 112 That new

Lymonecrs and horses for draught and carriage should be
recovered. 1534 — in St. Papers Hen. VIII (1836) IV. 120
Provision of lymoners, cariages and drawghtes.

Limonin (lrmdfoin). Chem. Also -ine. [f.

mod.L. limomtm (F. limon) Lemon + -in.] (See

quot.) Also {rare) Limone [as in Fr.].

1845 Gregory Organic Chem. 459 Ltmonine, or Limone,
a bitter crystalline matter found in the seeds of oranges,
lemons, &c.

#
1864 Watts Diet. Chsm.\\\. 699 Limonin,

the bitter principle contained in the pips of oranges and
lemons,

Limonite (Urmfaait). Min. [Named by ITaus-

mann, 18 13, probably from Gr» Kctfi&v meadow,
a rendering of its earlier Ger. name wiesenerz

t

meadow-ore : see «ite.] A name at first confined

to bog iron ore, bat now extended to include all

forms of hydrous sesqui-oxide of iron, containing

about 15 per cent, of water.
i8«3 H. J. Hrooke Introd. Crystallogr. 472 Rog, Meadow,

&c. ; Iron ore, Limonite. 185* C. U. Sueparo Min. {ed. i)

276 Limonite occurs in beds and veins. 18^9 Rutley Study
Rocks x. 156 Limonite occurs in stalactitic, mammillated,
pisolitic, or earthy, conditions.

attrib. 1874 Raymond Statist. Mines <y Mining 308 A
deposit of limonite-iron ore.

llenee Iiimoni-ticrt.,constsIing of or resembling

limonite (Cent. Did.).

II Limo nium. Obs. [mod.L. llmonium -» L.
limdnion (Pliny), a. Gr.Af^wwo^nettt.ofXci/wfio?,
f. kupkv meadow.] Any plant of the genus Pyrola,

esp. P. rotundifolia\ wintergreen.
1548 Ti'Rner Names ofllerbes 48 Limonium named of the

Herbaries Pyrola, is named in dtich wintergrowen. .. It

maye be called in englishe wyntergrene. 1562 — Herbal
11. 39 The sede of Limonium. .is good agaynst all kyndes of

flyxes. 1664 Kvei.yn AW. Hort. July (1679) 21 Flowers in

Prime, or yet lasting. . . Indian Tuberous Jacynth, Limo-
nium [etcl. 1741 Compl. Fam.'Ficce \\. iii. 386 You have
besides the scarlet Lichnis, ..divers kinds of Limoniums.

Limose (bi'm^s), a. Geol. and Bot. rare. [ad.

L. llmds-us> f. limns' mud.] Pertaining to, of the

nature of mud ; growing in mud.
1855 Mayne Expos. Lex., s.v. Limostts.

t £im0*sity. Obs. [ad. mod.L. limdsitds, f.

Umds-us.] 'Muddiness' (Blount Glossogr. 1656).

Limothe rapy. Med. rare. [f. Gr. Ai>($'S

hunger + 6tpanua medical treatment.] Treatment

of disease by fasting ; the hunger cure.

1893 in DungtisotCs Diet. Med. (ed. 21).

t



LIMOUS. -

LiniOUS (bi'niDs), a. ? Oh. Also 5 lymous,
-ows. [ad. L. llmds-iis

}
f. limns mud, .slime.]

Muddy ; slimy.
c 1420 Pallad. on Hush. ix. 139 Vf water ther be lymous

or enfecte, Admyxiion of salt wol hit correcte. c 1440
/'romp. Parv. 198/2 Cdeymows, or lymows, limosns, vis-
cosus, glutrnosus. 1646 Sir T. Hkownk /W. Ep. vi. i.

27^ The mud and limous matter brought downe by the river-
Nilus. 1656 in Blount Glossogr. a 1734 Sir j. Floykr (J.),
They esteemed this natural melanchohck acidity to be the
limous or slimy faecnlenl part nf the blood. 1794 Sullivan
View Nat. J I. 157 A limous lava . .which consists of argil-
laceous and siliceous earths mixed with iron.

Hence f Limousness, sliminess.

£1440 Promp. Pan*. 198/2 Glcymowsenesse, or lymow(s)-
nesse, limositas, viscositas.

tLimp, sb.l Obs. rare~-\ [f. Limp v.* Cf.
OH. gelimp, f. gtlimpau.'] An occurrence.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 197 On alle J>ose limpes ne un«

trowede neure lob to-genes ure drihlen.

Limp (Hmp), sb. 2 [(. Limp v.2] The action
of limping ; a limping gait or walk.
1 818 Todd s.v., He has a limp in his walking. 1870

Dickens E. Drood iii, The sun-browned tramps . . quicken
their limp a little. 1876 Chamb. Jrnl. 15 Jan. 35/1 The
Grecian bend and the Alexandra limp—both positive and
practical imitations of physical affliction.

Iiimp (limp), sb.'i Mining. An instrument used
for throwing off the refuse from the ore in the
operation of jigging (see quots.).

1747 Hoo^on Miner's Diet,, Limp (is] a very small and
thin Piece of Hoard, shaped almost half round,, and it is

Shod on the circular edge with Iron. 1778 Prvck Afin.
Cornub. 523 The uppermost light stony waste may be easily
separated and skimmed off by a piece of semicircular board,
called a Limp. 1875 in J. H. Collins Metal Alining Gloss.
188 1 in Raymond Mining Gloss.

Limp (limp), a. [Of obscure origin ; G. lampeny

Mo hang limp', has been compared.]
1. Wanting in firmness or stiffness, flaccid

;

flexible, pliant. Of a textile fabric: Unstiflened.
1706 Phillips (td. Kersey), Limp, limber, supple. 1750

M. Urowne Walton's Angler- m. 42 The Chub .. eats
waterish, and .. the Flesh of him is not firm, hut limp
{earlier edd. short] and tasteless, a 1825 Korby Voc. E.
Anglia, /./////, limisy, flaccid. 1840 Dickens Old C. S/w/>
xvi, His^ [Punch's] body was dangling in a most uncomfort-
able position, all loose and limp, and shapeless. 1866 Coruh.

\Mag. Mar. 348 A female with a heap of limp veil thrown up
over an obsolete bonnet. 1884 Bazaar 19 Dec. 658/1 Scarf
arrangements .. are made in almost any limp material,

j

1897 Bookman Jan. xi6/i Strangling in our starch we can
tally him [Byron] familiarly on his limp collars.

D. Bookbinding. Used to designate a kind of
j

binding in which no mill-board is used.
1863 Parker's Ca'al. Bks. printed for Univ. Ox/. 2

Sophoclis Tragcediae .. each Play separately, limp cloth,
j

2f. 6/1. 1882 Clar. Press List Nnv Bks. 40 The Oxford 1

Bible for Teachers. .Turkey Morocco, limp, 22s. 6d.

2. transf. and fig. Wanting in firmness, strictness,

nervous energy, or the like.

,8S3 G. J. Cayley Las Al/orjas I. 196 We told them that
our nation had no taste or genius for dancing,.. preferring
to imitate in a limp and spiritless manner, the dances of

'

foreign countries. 187a Bauehot Physics & Pol. (1876) 76
Creeds or systems that conduce to a soft limp mind tend to
perish. 1880 Vekn. Lee Stud. Italy 11. ii. 24 His contem-
poraries composed in loose, limp rhymes. 1885 Dobson
At Sign 0/ Lyre 141 Whether., the limp Matron on the
Hill Woke from her novel-reading trance.

t Limp, v.* Obs. Forms : 1 lirapan, pa. t.

lomp, pa. pple. lumpen, 2-5 limpe(n, 4-5
lympe (11; pa. I. 5 lympedo, -ide, pa. pple. 4
lumpen. [OE. limpan str. = OHG. limpkan,
limp/an, limfan

y limfen\ also Urnpan (MHG.
limp/en) ; cf. OHG. gilimpf suitableness, fitness,

mod.G. glimpf moderation, lenity.]

1. intr. To befall, happen. Const, dalive. Chiefly
impers. or qvnm-impers.
Beoivulf1987 Hu lomp eow on lade leofa Biowulf. c 888

K. /Klfred Boeth. xxx'ix. § 2 (Sedgefield) J>a yflan habbafl
*esael5a, & him limpft oft after hiora agnum willan.
*i2a$ Ancr. R. 412 $if out limped misliche bet I etc.]. 13..
E. E. A Hit. P. B. 424 Nyf oure lorde hade ben her lotfez-

mon hem had lumpen harde. \x.. Gaw. <$ Gr. Nnt.goj
Hit was Wawen hym-self bat in fat won syttez, Comen to
bat kryst masse, as case hym ben lymped. a 1400-50 A lex>
anderjOQS It lympys nott allway pe last be lykkynd to be
first, c 1420 Anturs o/Arlh. 615 Bot him lympede be werse,
and bat me wele lykis.

2. To belong, pertain, relate to.

858 Charter in O. E. Texts 438 Butan Sem wioda Se to
oem sealtern limpS. c 117$ Lamb. 11out. 41 We eow wulleS
suteliche segsen of ha fredome be limped to ban deie. a X225
Ancr. R. 50 J?et hvvite creoiz IimpeS to ou.

3. trans. To incur, meet with.
13.. E. E. A/lit. P. C. 174 And who-so lympes be losse,

lay hym ber-oute. la 1400 Alorte Arth. 875, 1 hadde lefte
my lyfe are cho hade harme lymppyde.
Limp (limp), [cogn. w. MHG. limphin

(rare) of the same meaning. Cf also Limpiialt a.\

1. inlr. To walk lamely, to halt. Also with
about, along, away. Occas. with cognate object.

1570 Levins Alanip. 132/ix To Limp, clandicare. 1596
Siiaks. Tarn. Shr. 11. i. 254 Why does the world report that
Kate doth limpe ? 1601 Hollano Pliny 1. 274 Of Hawks.

.

the Circos. .is lame and limpeth of one leg. 1648 Bp. Hall
Breathings Devout Soul xxii. 34 That holy servant of thine
.. went limping away. 1709 Steele Tatler No. 80 r 7,
1 must therefore humbly beg Leave to limp along the Streets
after my own Way. 1787 Burns Tarn Samson's Elegy x,

303

Owre mony a weary hag he limpit. 1806-7 J. Beresford
Miseries Hum. Life (1826) if. i, Limp along like a pig in a
string. 1837 W. 1 kving ( a/>t. Bonneinlle I I I. 259 His trail
w-as followed for a longdistance, which he mu^t have limped
alone. 1867 Dickens Lett. (18801 II. 275 He limps about
and does his work.

b. fig. ; in quot. c 1400, to fall short of.
'

c 1400 Destr. Trty 36 Sum lokyt oner litle and lympit of
the soihe. 1586 Sianvhlrst Descr. hel. \. 11/2 in Holin-
shed, And ifanie of these three \sc. marks of the subjection
of a country] lacke, clonbtlesse the conquest limpeth. 1586
J. Hooker /list. i>el. 105/1 {ibid.) Sir John Alen..was
found to hmpe in this cotitrotiersie. 1596 Siiaks. Aienh. I \
111. ii. 130 So farre this shadow Doth liinpe behinde the sub-
stance. 1768-74 Ti cker /-/. Nat. (1834) I. 566 The whole
chain will become a rope of sand, and the consequence limp
lame behind. 1821 LambAV/V* Ser. I. My Relations, I must
hmp often in my poor antithetical manner 1887 Kkkkman
E.xeter i v. 90 The pentameter mLjht perhaps ha\e limned
less if (etc.].

2. Comb.
t
as limp-verse

\ limp-legged adj.
1523 Skelton Cart. Laurel 605 With that I herd gunnis

russhe out at ones,. .It made sum lympe legged, and broisid
there bones, c 1648^30 IVkahiwait Barnabees 7mt. t I pon
the Errata's, What tho my lijiipe-verse be maimed V

+ Lrmpard. Oh. [f. Limp + -aril] a con-
temptuous name for one who limps, a cripple.
1653 Urquhart Rabelais 1. x.vxix, What couhl that gouty

Lunpard have dune with so fine a dog?

Limper (li mpor). [f. Limp z».2 + .Eu 1.] One
who limjis.

1632 Siiekwooi), A limper. vn boisteux. 1709 Sirflk
Tatler No. 77 r 1 Before the I.impels came in, I remember
a Race of Lispers. a 1868 Win 1 man Boston Town iii, lia<.k !

back to the hills, old limper* !

Limpet (Ji'mrx'-t). Forms: 1 lempedu, 4 7
lempet^t, 7 lampert, lympit, -pot\ 7 9 limpit,
(8 limpid), 8-9 Sc. lampit, lempeck, 7- limpet.
See also Limpin. [OK. lempedu, a. late L. lam-
preda limpet, also Lamphkv.] A gasteropod
mollusc of the ^entts Patella, having an open tent-
shaped shell and found adhcting tightly to the rock
which it makes its resting-place.

1 1050 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 438/17 Lemptida, lempedu.
1312-13 Durham Acc. Rolls iSurtees) 10 In lempetis. c 1560
A. Scott Poems (S. T. S.) v. 33 l^ip>taris, lempettis, mussillis
in schellis. 160a Cakew Cornwall 30 Of shell fish, there
are Wrinkles, Limpets, Cockles [etcj. 1673 Sir W. Schools
Let. to Ld. Ilotton in //. Co*r. (1S78) 117 Those lympitts
y« wer never scene in Lnglaud lack wine to make 'em tast.

1684 Bucanicrs Amer. (16981 II. 155 Mvery day we had
plenty of Lampei ts and Mussels of a very large si/e. 1685
Phil. Trans. XV. 1284 And tast as well as Lymputs or
Winkles. 1726 Swift Gulliver iv. xi. 16S, I continued
three Days feeding on Oysters and Lim pits, to save my own
l'ruvisions. 1748 II. Jims Hudson's Bay 171 Shells are
seldom met with; the only ones I saw were Limpid*., Mus-
cles, and Periwincles. 1842 Johnston in J'roc. Benv. Xat.
Club II. No. 10. 36 The Limpet or I^empecks. These have
a rather thin shell of a greenish colour,

b. fig. and allusive.

1824 Scott St. Ronan's xxxi, He.. stuck like a lampit to
a rock. 1875 Tennvson Q. Mary lit. i, He limpets to this
pillar, or we are lorn Down the strong wave of hrawlers.

C. altrib. and Comb.
y

as limpet rock^ shell
\

limpet shaped, -shelled adjs.

1577 Harhison England 11. xiii. (1877) 1. 255 The worke-
men happened oftentimes upon lempet shels. 1786 Uurns
Eiarnest Cry <* Prayer vii, Triumphant crushm't like a
mussel Or lampit shell. 1818 Kkats E/>. to Reynolds 88
The first page I read Upon a Lampit rock ofgreen sea-weed
Among the breakers. 1822-34 Goods Study Aled. (ed. 4)
IV. 477 Limpet-shelled blain. 1897 Mary Kingslky //'.

Africa 17 The hat.. a large limpet-shaped affair made of
palm leaves.

fLimphalt, a. Obs. Also 1 leempihalt,
lemphald, -h(e alt, 6 lympe hault. [OK. lemp-
healt

1
f. *lamp-, abl.-var. of *limp- ; see Limp v.-]

Lame, limping. Hence f Xiiinphalting: vbh sb.,

limping.
<i7oo Epinal Gloss. 589 Lurdus, hempihalt [Erfurt

lemphihalt ; Corpus leinphalt ; Leiden lemphald]. c 1050
Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 433/17 Lurdus, lemphealt. 1530
Palsgr. 317/2 Lympe hault, boitcux. 1549 Chaloner
Erasut. on Eolly A iij, Vulcane, that lymphault smithe.
ibid. Cij, But when the Gods are selte at bankette, he
laieth the jester, now wyth hys lymphaultynge, now with
is skoffinge.

Liuiphatic, obs. form of Lymphatic.
Limpid (li mpid), a. Also 7 limpidde. [ad.

F. lif/ipide
t
or L. Hmpidus, prob. related lo early

lumpa, class. L. lympha clear liquid : see Lymph.]
Chiefly of fluids : Free from turbidity or suspended
matter; pellucid, clear.

1 613 R. Cawgrey Table Alph. (ed. 3), Limpidde, cleere,
pure. 1646 Sir T. liRowNii Pseud. Ep. 11. i. 54 Chrystall . . is

a ininerall body .. made of a lentous colainent of earth,
drawne from the. most pure and limpid juyce thereof. 1682
Drvden Religio Laici 341 And still the nearer to the spring
we go, More limpid, more unsoiled, the waters flow. 1784
Cowi'ER Task 1. 374^ Winds from all quarters agitate the
air, And fit the limpid element for use. 1834 Mrs. Somer-
ville Counex. Rhys. Sci. xiv. (1849) 12 7 1"he pure and limpid
crystal of Iceland spar, i860 W. Collins Wont. White 1.

viii. 34 The eyes are of that soft, limpid, turquoise blue, so
often sung by the poets.

b. of immaterial things and fig.
1649 Needham Case Com/nw. 16 It were vaine to raise

more dust out of the Cobwebs of Antiquity in so limpid a
case. 01734 North Lives (1826) ML 389 Death the only
means to free a limpid soul .. from that dungeon of flesh.

1847 tltustr. Lond, ivVw'J 10 July 27/1 She possesses a pure

LIMPNESS.
and limpid soprano of considerable compass. 1848 Dickens
Dombey xv, Devoutly hoping that his limpid intellect might
not be brought to bear on his difficulties until they wete
quite settled. 1878 (Jlaostonk Prim. Homer 6 There is
a singular transparency in the mind, as there is also in the
limpid language, of Homer.
Limpidity limpi-ditt). [ad. V. limpidity or

late L. limpidiliil-em, f. timpidus Limpiji.] Clear-
ness, transparence, with reierence to both material
and inuniterial things.
1656 in Hi.oint Glossogr. 1664 U. Mohk Alyst. law. 245

I Rivers what they signifie . . in resp<ct of their limpidity.
1758 Kfid tr. Alacqner's Chym. I. 133 We are surprised to
ohserve the soluiion of copper, .retain its limpidity. 1870
LilWKLt. Among my Bks. Ser. I (1873* 178 The limpidity ol
its expression allows us to measure it at a glance. 1886
KrsKlN Pr.Ttcrita I. 294 Waters, of a perfect limpidity.

Limpidly (li mpidli), adv. ft. Limpid + -ly 2.]

In a limpid manner.
1870 Lo\U.u. Among my Bks. St r. 1. ?8o Goethe himself,

I

limpidly perfect as are many of his shorter poems, often fails
I in giving artistic coherence to his longer works. 1875

1!kownini; Inn Album ill. 84 lie's. . Limpidly truthful.

Limpidness (Irmpidm-s). [f. Limpid + -nk.ss.]

The quality of being limpid ; « Limpidity.
1664 W.MnnF. Synops. Proph. ? 4 8 The other consideration

of rivers is their limpidness and irrigation. 1758 Elabara-
tory Laid Open Introd 75 Having that greater decree ol
lightness, volatility, and limpidness which brings it to what
is called the ethereal state. 1870 l.owi u. Study Wind. i y8
Nothing can be finer than the delicious limpidness of his
phrase. 1885 li. Mlkmxih Diana oj Cmssways 11. i. b
Lake waters under rock, unfathomable in limpidness.

Lrmpiu. Obs. exc. dial. Also 7 lympyne.
=- LiM PUT.

1585 llioiNstr. yunius' Xomenclator 70 7'eltt'ua, mytulns,
a limpin. 1601 Holi.ano Plmy I. 265 The Limpins, M nskles,
and Scallops. 161 1 Coigr., Berdin, the shclbfish called a
Lympyne, or a Lempet. 1745 1\ Thom as Jrnl. Anson s
I oy. 120 There are . . the largest Limpins that perhaps are

;

anywhere to be met with. 1891 Owen's Pembrokeshire i^-b

note, Limpin is still the local name for Limpet.

Limping (li-mpirj), vbl. sb. [t. Limp +
-ikc L] The action of Limp v. 2

1555 W. Watri.man Lardle Rations 1. vi. 91 The Clau-
dians: which they so terme of claudication or limping.
1604 V. IhHiNt; Dcf.Careat 15 The e.xtreme limping and
halting tliereof will easily appcare.

Limping Jimpiij), />//. a. [(. Limp v.- +
l

-ING That limps.

1592 Siiaks. Rom. \ Jul. 1. ii. 28 Well appnrreld April on
the heele Of limping Winter treads. 1607— Vinton iv. i.

14 Sonne [printedSome] of sixteen, I'lin kc ihe lyn'd Cfutcdl
from thy old limping Sire. 1724 Ramsay I'is/on xiv,
Limpnnd \'tdcan, i»i Cowtkr Odyss. \ 111. 4 jo The limping
smith far-famed rej>lied 1891 A. Wli.< k*r Wild West 18
They, .were followed by limping,, .mangy Indian dogs,

b. fig. (Cf. hailing, lame.)
1577-87 iloi.iNSHKO C/trou. I. 1O4/1 The Danes had .. a

lame and limping rule in this kind. 1599 Mansion Sto.
I'itlauie 11. v. 195 Knde limping lints fits this lewd hatting
age.

>
1603 Klohio Montaigne (1634) 490 Nothing wrested,"

!
nothing limping: all marcheth with like tenour. 1702

[

Dknnis Monument xxv, She to new Slaughter lash'tl 011

1 limping Fate. 1858 J. iMartinkal? Stud. Chr. 146 To give
.. the vigor of an athlete to our limping wills. 1876 Si'U<-
gkos Commenting 113 His prophetic work has been re-
printed, but not this limping poetry.
Comb. 1577 Gosson in Kirton Alirr. Alans Life K \ij h,

A lame and lothsome lymping legged wight.

Hence Iii mpingly adv., Iii'mping-ness.
1579 Tomson Calvin s Serm. Tim. 826 '1 Though wee goe

limpingly, >et .. we striue w;ith our selues to go forward.
i6ix Cotgk ,

Boistement, limpinyty. 1754 Richardson
Grandison (1781) VI. liii. 345 lioth were applauded; the
time of life of the Lady, the limpingness of my Lord, con-
sidered. 1787 Hfxkford Italy (1834) 1 1. 38 Our conversation
was limpingly carried on in a great vapety of broken lan-
guages.

t Lrmpish, a. 1 [f. Limp v. 2 + -isii.] Some-
what limping ; inclined to limp.

157^0 Lkvins Alanip. 146/10 Lympish, claudtts.

Limpish (li mpij), a.- [f. Limp a. + -ish.]
Somewhat limp (in cjuot fig. : cf. Limp a. 2).

1883 Harpers Alag. Sept. 509 1 He was trying to cut a
limpish figure.

t Lrmpitude. Obs. rare-*, [ad. L. limpi-
tfido, L timpidus Limpid.] = Limpidity.
1623 in Cock 11ram. 1656 in Hlount Glossogr.

Limpkin (li mpkin). [I. Limp v* + -kin ; the
bird's movements resemble those of a limping man.]
A name for the genus Aramus of birds, holding
a place midway between the Cranes and the Rails;
called also Colrlan. (See quot.)
1885 Riverside Nat. Hist. (1888) IV. 127 The family of the

limpkins or courlans is a very small one, consisting only of
one genus of two species. . . Aramus piclus is restricted to
Central America, the West Indies, and southern Florida.
A. scohpaceus inhabits eastern South America.

t Limply, a. Obs. In 3 limpliche. [OE.
limplic (Sweet), f, timp-an to befit (= Limp z/.l)

+ -lie, -LY Suitable, appropriate.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 25 Ure fader feidc.to elche lime

limpliche mihte.

Limply (li-mpli
v

, adv. [f. Limp a. + -ly*.]
In a limp manner.
1869 Latest Nenvs 10 Oct. 6 The legs dangling limply on

eii her flank. 1887 Scribner's Alag. 1. 630, 1 He shook hands
somewhat limply.

t
Limpness (lrmpnes). [f. Limp a. + ->'ess.]

The quality or condition of being limp.



LIMFSY.

1731 in Ba»lev vol. II. 1873 I'lack Fr. TAitle xv, 241
C»emlc anil obedient, not through any timidity or limpness
of character. 1877 D. M. Wallace Russia xxxii. 545 The
moral laxity and limpness which may be remarked in the

lower classes of Russia.

Ziillipsy (lrmf»si),«. dial.tmA U.S. Also -sey.

[f. Ijmi* a. i«'or the ending, see Flimsy.] Limp.
^1823 [see Limp a. 1]. 1865 12. liURRii r Walk Laud's

Mudvml. 284 That child.. makes two steps forward before

its limpsy body loses its balance. 1868 Whitman AW. Poems
119 The death-liowl, the limpsey lumbling body, the rush

of friend and foe thither. 1869 Mrs. Stowk Oldtown Folks

xlviii. (1870) 525 She ..looked sort o* limpsy, as if there

wa'n't no starch left in her.

Limpwort: see 1. 1me-wort 2
.

Limstock, obs. variant of Linstock.

Iiiixiuloid (lrmw/Ioicb, a. and sb. [f. next +
-01 n.] a. adj. Of or pertaining to or resembling

the genus Limit/its. b. sb. A limuloid erustaeean.

1859 Ta(JE Nandbk. Ceo/. Terms s. v. Limulus, Several

limuloid crustaceans have been discovered in the coal-

measures. 1877 Lk Contr Elem. Ceo/. (1879) 313 In general

appearance they [Trilobites] certainly approach Limuloids.

II Limulus (lrmi//l#s). Zoo/. PI. -i. [mod.L.

use of L. llmulns somewhat askance, f. limns
\

askew.] A genus of Merostomata (Order Limn-
lidx) ; the king-erab or horse-shoe erab.

1837 l>u< Ki.AND Ceo/. 4- Win. I. 393 A second approxima-
tion to the character of Trilobites occurs in the Limulus or

King crab. 1859 Pack Uam/bk. Ceol. Terms, Limn/its, the '

Mnlncca-crab, king-crab, or horse-shoe crab. 1873 Dawson
|

Earth <$• Man v 94 The Limuli, or horse-shoe crabs.

II Li lllUS. Obs. [L. /Fmtts.'] Mud, slime.

1649 J. K[llistowf.1 tr. Pchmens Kpist, i. § 64 IJeing out
of the limns of the earth.

Limy (tai'mi), a. [f. Lime sbA + -v.]

L IJesmeared with birdlime.

1552 Hulokt, Lymye or clammye, 7>iscidus. 1591 Spenser
Muiopot. 429 He ..wrapt his winges twaine In lymie snares

the subtil I loupes among. [In mod. Diets.]

2. Consisting of or containing lime.

1676 Phil. Trans. XI. 615 Some bolar, some sandy, some
talky, some limy. 1681 Grew Mustennt 7 A human Skull

cover'd all uver with the Skin. Having been buried .. in

some Limy, .soil, by which it was tann'd. 1813 J. C. Eustace I

Italy I. xi. (1815) 387 lis limy ruins spread o\er the surface,
\

burn the soil ana check its natural fertility. 1876 Page \

Adv. Te xt Bk. Ceol. iii. 66 Their llinty and limy cases i

being aggregated in count less myriads. 1893 Mack <J-
White >

15 Apr. 464/2 Limy dust . . fills the eyes.

3. Of the nature of lime, resembling lime.

1775 A. rJl'RNAUV Trar: 31 There is a peculiarity in the

water at Winchester, owing . . to the soil's being of a limy
quality.

t Lin, Obs. Forms : 1 linnan, 2 linnen,

3-7 lynn e, 5-7 lyn(e, 6 lenne, 7 Sc. lein), 6-7
linne, 6-8 lin, 8 Sr. lean, leen. Pa. I. 1 lann,

4 lan, 5 lyne, (\ lin ; iveah 6 linde, 7 lind,

Jynned. [OK. linnan «OUG. (bi-)linnan (ef.

v.), ON. /intin (Da. linne\ linde), Goth. 1

(af-) linnan :—OTc\\i.*linnan ( ? :—*Hnw-\ cogn. w. i

OX lin-r soft, yielding, OK. l/de (:—*lin/jo-) 1

gentle : see Lithe a.

The Sc. forms, /eiti, leen, lean, seem lo be due to associa-
[

lion with /eend, Lend vr\

1. infr. To cease, leave off; desist from (some-

thing ; in OE. const, dative) ; also const, to with

inf. Of the wind : To drop, lull. Also as a com-
mand, ' Leave off !

' ' Let go !

*

Beowulf"1478 Gif ic a:t bearfe binre scolde aldre linnan.

ci 175 Lamb. Horn. 67 For ure fond nefre ne linnen for to

fonden us mid sunnen. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1717 J>e neauer
ne linneo nowoer ne lessed. ah leased aa mare, a 1300
A". Horn 354 Rymenhild }ef he cube Gap lynnc wib hire

Mube. c 13*0 Sir Tristr. 38 J>at never bai no lan pe pouer
to wirche wo. 1535 Ckanmer Pre/, to Biblet Which thyng
(i.e. reading the Hible at home] also i neuer lynne to beate

into the eares of them that bene my famyhcrs. 1559 Mirr.
Mag. t Clifford i, Couer fire, and it wil neuer linne. 1560
in Nichols Progr. Q. Eliz. 111. 473 My lippes shall never
lenne To power thye prayses to my penne. 1590 Greene
Mourn. Garni. {1616) 63 All things did from their weary
labour linne. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 315 If one pluck
off the wings fmm a drone, and put him again within the

hiue, he will neuer lin vntill he haue done the like by all the

rest of the same kind. 16*5 1>. Joxson Stable ofN.is.l nter-

meane (1631) 62 Set a beggar on horse-backe, hee'll neuer
linne till bee be a gallop. 1644 7. Boyd Gard. Zion 26

(Jam.) For th' uncle and the nephew never lin, Till out of
Canaan they have chac't them clean. 1652 C. K. Stapvlton
Hero<lian 11. 85 On both sides to Assayle they never lin.

1693 R. Lyoe Acc. Retaking a Ship 23 At two in the

Afternoon, the wind was at N.N.W. and Lynn'd a little.

ibid. 25, 1 bore away . . thinking to go in over the Bar in

the Morning tide, but by five the Wind L»n"d. 1697 W.
Clelano Poems 96 (Jam.) Pareing time, and all the year, Is

one to them, they never lein [nWkeenj. (1710 Swift Jml.
ti* Stella 31 Dec, When the year with MD 'gins, It withuut
MD never lins. (These Proverbs have always old words in

them ; lins is leaves off.)] 1725 Ramsay Gentle Sheph. iv. i.

(1728), Let gang your Grips, fy, Madge !—howl, Bauldy leen

[rime seen].

% b. Misused for : To fail, omit.

c 1720 Prior Wand. Pilgr. 20 They seldom miss to bake
and brew, Or lin to break their fa*t.

2. trans. To cease from, leave off, disconlinue.
a 1300 A'. Horn 319 pi tale nu bu lynne, For Horn nis no^t

her-innc. c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) tu. 558 J?e lavdabyll

lyfe of Iecherry let hur neuer lynne. 1548 Pattrn Exped.
Scot. L iv b, Our Northern prikkers . . sum hoopynge, sum
whistelyng . . never linde these troublous . , noyses all y

804

nightlong. 1610 CruelShrew 9 in Roxb. Pall. (1871) 1. 95
She never linnes her hauling Her tongue it is so loud.

b. with vW. sb. as obj., or intr. with pr. pple.

as complement.
13.. Guy H'arw. (A.) 5950 r\U leman lan neuer wepeing

Ani^f, when sche alon was. 1549 Covkrualk, etc. Erasm.
Par. Tim. 5, I was so cruel! a persecutour, that ! coulde
neuer lynne doynge of vyolence. 1579-80 Nokth Plntanh,
Aristides (1595) 358 He [ahorse] neuer lin flinging till he
cast his maister on the ground. 1607 Minni.EioN Vonr
Five Gallants 1. i. 292 A ruby that ne er lins blushing for

the party that pawned it. 1643 Mu.ton Divorce 1. Pref, We
should never lin hammering out of our own hearts, as it were
out of a flint, the . .sparkles of new misery' to ourselves.

Lin, obs. inf., pres. pi., and pa. pple. of Lik v. 1

Lin, obs. variant of Line sbA
t
Linn, waterfall.

Linable, lineable (bi nab'l), a. [f. Line
sb$ or -r -able.] Hanged in a straight line.

1698 in Picton L'/ool Mr/uic. Rec. (1883) 289 Uuildings
running Unable from that and an did howse. 1700 Ibid. 290
V* building some time since intended for a Chapel! and
Unable to y« southward. 1708 Ibid. (1886} II. 60 That a
bridge be made . . lineable with the new intended street.

1737 Bracken Farriery lni(>r. (1757) II. 75 His Feet.,
should be carried lineable. 1890 Vail Mall G. 24 Nov. 7/2
Hy opening a valve the slide . . becomes lineable with the

barrel of the gun.

Linage (brnfrls). Also lineage, [f. Line
sb.- + -are.] a. Position (of figures) in line. b.

Quantity of printed or written matter estimated in

number of lines. C. Payment according Lo the

number of lines.

a. 1883 in Are toe to read backwards! 39 The modern
Arabic figures—uniform in linage—were more legible than
the ' old style ' figures.

b. 1884 Nonconf. <V Indef>. 9 May 446/1 Fair progress was
made, though no great amount of lineage of the Iiill was
disposed of.

C. 1888 Globe 27 Oct. 6/5 An editor .. offered him [IVfr.

Swinburne] ' lineage ' for a poem. 1898 Ketuial Mercury
7 Jan. 5/6 One of the terms of the engagement was that

he [a reporter! was to have half the 'lineage*.

Linage, obs. form of Lineage.
Linaloa, -aloe : see Lion-aloes.

t Li'nament. Surg. Obs. [ad.l,.lFmhnent-um,

f. Itmtm flax.] Lint rolled into a lent for surgical use.

1623 in Cockeram. 1721 ill Daili: v. Hence in mod. Diets.

II Linaria (laine^'ria). Bot. PI. -as. [mod.L.,

f. linurn flax.] Toad-flax {Linaria vulgaris).

1579 Lanoham Card. Health (1633) 376 Linaria : wilde
flaxe, or tode flaxe. 1741 Cotn/t. Fam.-Picce 11. iii. 367
Double Violets yet remain. Linaria's. 1758 Mrs. Dklanv
in Life $ Corr. (1861 III. 509 A little yellow and white
flower we found, like linaria.

LinariteU^i'narait). A/in. [Named by Glocker,

1837, from Linares
^
Spain, where it is alleged to be

found.] Sulphate of lead and copper, iound in

brilliant blue crystals.

1844 Alger PJiil/ips' Min. 552. 1852 TiROOKF. & Miller
Mitt. 554 Linarite. Cupreous sulphate oflead. 1868 Dana
Min. (ed. 5) 664 Linarite occurs altered to cerussite.

+ Li*nary. Obs. In 6 lynary, linari. [Angli-

cized form of Linaria.] Toad- flax.

1548 Turner Names ofHcrlvs 58 If it [Osyris] haue no
name it maye be called in englishe Lynary or todes flax.

1562 — Herbal it. 93 Pinespourge bathe much milck which
linari lacketh in hyr lefe.

Linative, corruption of Lenitive.
1 601 M. Magd. Lament, Concl. 139 in Fuller Worthies1

Miscell. (1871) 11, Thy linative apphde, did ease my painc.

Lince, dial. f. Linch; obs. f. Lynx.
Lincean, Linceus: see Lyncean, -eous.

Lince(y, obs. variants of Linsey.

Linch (lin/), sby Obs. exc. in Comb. Forms: a.

1 lynis, 4 lins, 5 lynce, 4, 8-9 dial, lince. 0. 6
linche, 9 linch. [OE. lynis masc.=OS. Innisa

fem. (Du. Inns, lens, late M HG. Inns, Innse, mod.G.
fttnse), A shorter form lin (?OE. *lynei—*luni~)

corresponding to OHG. /;/;/ fern., mod.G. dial.

///;/;/, Ion, appears in Lin-nail and Linpin.]

f 1. ^Lincii-pin. Obs.

a 700 Epinal Gloss. 8 AxedoneS) lynisas. riooo Ags.
Voc. in Wr.AVbicker 267/29 Axedo, lynis. c 1315 Shore,
ham iv. 223 (E. E. T. S.)per-fore ine raakebprynses (>e host

to gouerni, And ase whewelen be linses To-gadere heldeb

hy. 1497 Naval Acc. Hen. VII (1896) 84 Boltes forlokkes

kayes lynces and a taile pynne for the said Curtowe.

f b. NanL ? A belaying-pin. Obs.

1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 41 Haile the linche and the scheitis.

2. Comb. : f lineh-box, ?= axle-box ; linch-clout

(see quot.) ; linch-drawer dial., a tool for draw-

ing out linch-pins; lineh-hoop, 'a ring on the

spindle of a earriage-axle, held in plaee by the

linch- pin ' {Cent. Diet.). Also Linch-pin.
i7ii Lond. Gaz. No. 4935/4 One other sort with both

Edges Cyphered oft*, commonly call'd the Lince-box. 178a

Roes's Cycl.) Linch-clout, in Artillery, the flat iron under
the ends of the arms of an axle-tree to strengthen them,
and diminish the friction of the wheels. 189* Auctioneer's
Catal. Farm Sale {Kent), Lince drawer and grease pots.

Linch (lin/), sb* dial. [rcpr. OK hlinc. see

Link sb. 1] A rising ground ; a ridge ; a ledge, esp.

one on the side of a chalk down ; an nnploughed
strip serving as a boundary between fields.

1591 in Wiltsh. Archied., etc., Mag. VI. (i860) 195 There
Icadinge westwarde ..to a linche; there contynuinge the

LINCOLN.

j
same linch to Maddington Waie. 1670 Uloi'nt Glossogr.
(ed. 3), Linch (Sax.), a Hank, Wall, or Causey between land
and land, or Parish, and Parish, to distinguish the bounds.

1787 Survey in N. W. Line. Gloss, s. v., The lands in the
fields are called dales and the linchesor green strips on each
side are called marfurs or meerfurrows. 1797 Maton West.
Counties II. 186 Those singular natural terraces., the linches

or liuchets, as they are called. 1895 Ediu. Ra>. Apr. 350
' Linches* naturally formed by the action of the plough on
a hiljside.

Linch, v.l Obs. exc. Sc. intr. To limp.

1570 Kkvins Mauip. 134/34 To linche, claudicare. 1825 80
in Jamikson.

t Linch, v.'1 Obs. [? Cf. Link z>.2] /,//r. ? To
prance. Only in ///. a.

>593 Hollyrand Fr. Z>ict„ s. y. Coqueliueux, Cher>al
Cch/uelineitx, a linch ing horse.

Linch tTinf), v.* [f. Lincit sb.*] trans. To
I

fasten with or as with a lineh-pin.

1898 Viscount Dillon in Archxol. Jrnl. Ser. n. V. 313

j

The pasguard is also linched on a pin standing out of the
elbow-piece.

Linch, variant of Linge dial.) to beat*

Linchet (li'njet). dial. Forms: 7-9 lynehet(t,

9 linchard, 8- linehet. [f. Linch sb* ; perh. by
confusion with lancltet, Landshard.]
1. A strip of green land between two pieces of

ploughed land.

1674 Ray S. % E. C. Words 71 A Lyncheil, a green balk
to divide lands, a 1722 Lisle Husb. (1752) 67 There hap-
j>ened in this ground to be a linehet ploughed up in the

winter. 1863 Harnks Dorset Gloss.) Linehet or Linch,
Lynchet or Lynch,., the strip of green ground between two
ploughed ledges. 1893 IS "tltshire Gloss., Linch, Linehet, .

.

Lim hard, &c.

2. A slope or terraee along the face of a chalk

down. (Cf. Linch sb.2)
1797 [see Linch j£.2L 1844 7ml. R. Agrie. Soc. V. I. 169

The parings from road-sides, old banks, and linchets, ant-

hills, &c, are burnt. 1888 T. Hakuy Wessex Tales (1889)

26 The Mynchets', or flint slopes, which belted the escarp-

1 inent at intervals of a dozen yards. 1898 — Wessex Poems
! 135 That Highway the Icen, Which trails its pale riband
down Wessex O'er lynchet and lea.

Li nch-pin. Also 4 lyns-, 7-9 lince, lins(e,

9 {doubtfully genuine) link-. See also Linpin.

[f. Linch j^.I + Pin.] A pin passed through the

end of an axle-tree to keep the wheel in its plaee.

1376-7 Compoius Roll Hyde Manor {MS. Deeds Westmr.
Abbey), In ij camellis fern vocatis lynspins emptis pro ca-

rectis iiij
d

. 1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. xiv. 65 The
pins at the ends of the Axeltrce is called Linch pins. 1682
Providence Rec. (1894) VI. 93 Jn ye Parlor 3 Cart boxes, i

lince pinn & a washer 00-01-00. 1696 Phillips, Lius-pin.

See Linch-pin. 1760-72 H. I'rookb Fool ofOual. (1809)

I
11. 5 One of the linch-pins that kept the wheel on the

1 axletree. 1780 Cow per Progr. Err. 441 If the rogue..
I Left out his linchpin, or forgot his tar. 1847 Halliwell,
: Link-pins. Linch -pins are called also link-pins &nd lin-pins
I in the provinces. 1857 Hughes Tom Brown 1. vi. (ed. 3)

137 There was the good old custom of taking the linchpins

out of the farmers' and bagmen's gigs at the fairs, i860

Emerson Cond. Life Consid. Wks. (Bohn) II. 418 But who
dares draw out the linchpin from the wagon-wheel.

Hence Llnch-pinned a., having linch-pins.

1893 H. J. Moule Old Dorset 109 Rough little cars, w ith

wheels loosely linch-pinned.

Lincious, Linck, obs. IT. Lynceous, Link.

t Li'ncloth. Obs. [f. Line sbA + Cloth ; the

vowel of the first element underwent the shortening

1 usual in compounds.
In the first quot. however linne seems to represent the

accus. of Linen a.)

a. Linen cloth ; a piece of the same. b. //.

Sheets for a bed.
c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. 1. 171/2261 Fastinge for to make,

v And.. Linne cloth and schurte of selk for is sunncs forsake.

1340 Ayenb. 178 Vor to zeche be more grace of clennesse,

ase bet line clob bet is y-huyted be ofle wessingc. a 1400-

So Alexander 140 And bar him eft clethis, All his hche
in lyn clabc. c 1450 Douce MS. 55 (Bodl.) xxix, Ley bem
in a fcyre lyncloth. 1506 fnv. in Paston Lett. III. 408

!
I tern, ij. payre of lyncloys \\\\d. Ibid., Item, ij. schcrtis and

I

a quarter of lynclothe ijx. \yd. Ibid. 409 Item, a stomaker
of lenclothe viij<r*. Ibid. 410 1 tern, a yerd of lynclothe viij^r*.

Ibid., John Keduray, a payre of lynclothys. 15x9 Horman
Vulg. 242 Paper, or lyn clothe.. make fenestrals in stede ol

T glasen wyndowes. 1581 Acc. Bk. W. Wray in Antiquary

j

XXXI !. 1 17, i pece of harborow lynne clothe, \s. \yd. 1603
' Owen Pembrokeshire i. (1891) 5 Well serued of manye

forratnc Comodities . .as with Wynes,. . Iron Lincloth &c
Lincoln (li'rjkfln). Also 6 lyncolne, -cum,
-kome, lincome, 8 linkome. [ The name of an

j

English city, the county town of Lincolnshire.]

1. Used attrib. or adj. in the following : + Lin-
coln farthing, a hearth-tax payable at Lincoln

;

Lincoln green, a bright green stuff made at Lin-

coln ; f Lincoln say, a say or fine serge made at

Lincoln ; + Lincoln twine, {a
s

a twine or thread

made at Lineoln : (b) a material woven from this.

1444 Bp. Alnwick's Reg. in Wordsw. Lincoln Stat. II.

(1897) 487 Commissio ad leuand* le smoke ffardyngis alias

diet' *Lincoln farthinges. c 1510 Gcst R. Hode ccccxxii. in

Child BatlaiisUl. 77 Whan they were clothed in * Lyncolne
grene, They keste away theyr graye. 1596 Spenskr F. Q.
VI. ii. 5 All in a woodman's jacket he was clad Of Lincolne

green, a 1845 Hood Forge \. xiii, With little jackets . . Of
Lincoln green. 1310-11 Durham Acc. Rolls (Surtees) 506

In xvii ulnis de *Lincolnesaye empt. pro Priore et sociis

suis, \h\js. }d. 1565 in Hay Fleming Mary Q. of Scots

(1897) <;o6 Item of *lyncum tuyne to schew the Quenscurges

\



LINCTURE.
tim unce. iytA Ramsay Tm*t. Misc. (1733) 11. j 83 A sark
made of the linkome twine.

f b. Short for Lincoln great,

a 1568 Chris tis Kirke Gr. 14 Thair kirtillis werof lynkome
licht.

2. ellipt. as sb. in //. A variety of sheep origin-

ally bred in Lincolnshire.

1837 Youatt Sheep viii. 332 The Lincoln!; were decidedly
inferior—they were fen sheep. 1886C. Scott Sheep-Farming
155 Lincoln* made some good figures. 1897 Trans. 1light.

4« Agric.Soc. 61 The Teeswaters themselves were de-

scended from the same stock as the Liucolns.

Lincture (Hijktltti). [ad. L. type *Jinctnra,

f. lmg?re to lick : see -ure.] = next.

162 1 Kurton Anat. Mel. it. iv. 1. v. (1624) 306 Confection,

Treacle, .. Kclegmes or Linctures. 1818 in Todd. 1888111
Syd. Soc. Lex.

Linctus (H-ykuV). PI. linctuses. [a. L.

Hurttis a licking, f. linge're to lick.] A medicine

to be licked up with the tongue.
1681 tr. JViltis* Rent. Med. Whs. Vocab., Linctus, a

medicine that is to be lick'd with the tongue. 1704 F.

Fuller Med. Gytttn. (1718) 78 The Lozenge and Linctus
are in every Hodies hand. 1741 Com//. Fatu. -Piece 1. i. 2

ttalsams, Linctus's, Pectorals. 1749 Short Hist. Air, etc.

L 222 Slippery, thickening, Linctuses were found of most
Service. 1812 Crahre Flirtation Wks. 1834 V. 276 I've

heard ofpangs that tender folks endure Hut not that linctuses

and blisters cure.

fLind. Obs. Forms: a. 1 lind, linde, 3 5
linde, 3-6 lynde, (5 lyynde), 5-6 lynd, 3-
lind. P. 6-8 lyne, line. See also Link 2. [OK.
lind str. fem. and linde wk. fern. (Du. linde)

,

OHG. Imda, linta (MHO. linde, linte, G. linde),

ON. (Sw. and Da.) lind :-OTeut. *lenda, peril. :-

pre-Tent. *lenta, cogn. w. WAryan *////</, repre-

sented by Gr. cAaTr/ silver fir.]

1. The lime or linden (Tilia Enropivd). In ME.
poetry often used for a tree of any kind, esp. in

phr. under {the) lind,

a. <*70O Epinal Gloss. 1004 Tilia, lind. 972 in Honcl
Facs. Charters Brit. Mus. (1877) "I. x\x, Of sleapan leahe
in 5a greatan lindan. a 1250 Owl Night. 1750 pe wrenne
sat in hore lynde. a 1310 in Wright Lyrtc I*, xiv. 45 In
May hit murgeth when hit dnwes,..ant lef is lyght on lynde.

£1314 Guy JVarto. 1205 (A.) And to pleyn vnder be linde,

pe hert to ehacen and |>e hinde, c 1320 Sir Tristr. 513 pe
king..teld him vnder linde pe best, hou it was boun And
broujt. 1377 Lan'GL. P. PI. H. I. 154 Was nenere leef vpon
lynde lifter ther-after. c 1386 Cmaickr Clerk's T. 1155 He
ay of chere as light as leef on linde. ? a 1400 Aforte Arth.
454 Lugge bi selre undyre lynde, as \>e leefe thynkes. c 1460
Play Sacram. 389 lason as Ientylle as euer was the lynde.

1535 Stewart Croit. Scot. 11. 525 Syne vp and doun, als

lycht as leif of lynd. 1546 Pwafr Bk.C/tildr. (1553) R va,
Ve may still a water, of the floures of lind, it is a tree called
in latin tilia. 1796 Morse Atner. Geog. 1. 538 Kims, and
linds are not here so stately as further north.

0. c 1510 LytellGeste R. //ode cccxcviii. in Child Ballads
III. 75 On euery syde a rose-garlonde They shot vnder the
lyne. \Cf. cccjxMv, vnder the lynde.]

%
1587 Harrison

England 11. xxii. (1877) 1. 342 We haue verie great plentie.

.

of these [trees], .so are we not without the chesnut, the line

[etc.]. 1601 Holland Pliny L541 As for the Line or Linden
tree. x6. . R. //ood Guy of Gisbourne xxii. in Child
Ballads 1 1 1. 92 How these two yeomen together they melt,
Vnder the leaues of lyne.

H 2. ? Used erroneously for 1 wood \
a 1400 Stockh. Med. AfS. ii. 572 in Anglia XVIII. 321 In

an harys skyn do it bynde, And lete it so lyn in feld or
lynde.

3. athib.yVL%lind-grove
y
~trec

\
lind-coil, charcoal

made of the wood of the lime.
C1450 Voe. in Wr.-Wiilcker 569/34 Calea, a lyndtre. 14.

.

MS, Soc. Antiq, xoi If. 76 (Halliw. s. v. lyndecole) Half an
unce

(
of lyndecole. 1577-87^ Holjnshed Chron. I. 53/2

F.uerie eaening he would write twelue tables, such as they
vsed to make on the lind tree. 16x0 Shaks. Temp, v. i. 12
All prisoners Sir In the Line-grove which weather-fends
your Cell. i6ax G. Sandys Ovufs Met. vtn. (1632) 279 On
Phrygian hills there growes An Oke by a Line-tree.

Lindabrides (lindarbrtdiz). arch. The name
of a lady in the romance * Mirror of Knighthood/
used allusively for : A lady-love, a mistress.

11585 R. P. tr. Mirr. Knighthd. 1. it. xxi. (1599) 75 Beeing
with childe by the Emperour [Alicandro]. .she was delyuered
at one birth of a sonne and a daughter,. .the Damsell is

called Lindabrides, and the Knight Meridian. 1599 D. Jon-
son Cynthia's Rev. 111. iii, A mo. Lindabrides! Aso. 1, sir.

the Emperour Alicandroe* daughter. 1633 Rowley Match
at Midnight 11. K.] 1640 Shirley Love's Cruelty u. i, One
that 1 would love and honour above all, my lady-paramount
and superintendent Lindabrides. 1663 Killigrew Parson's
U'edti. iv. i, Such a woman is my wife, and no Lindabrides.
1670 Moral State Eng. 29 When he is laid to sleep, his
Landabrides and his dear friend divide the spoil. 1821 Scott
Nenihu.W, I will visit his Lindabrides, by Saint George, be
he willing or no.

Lindaekerite (lindse'kcr^tt). Mitt. [Named
by Haidinger, 1 853, after J. Lindacker, who first

analysed it.] Hydrous sulph-arsenate of copper
and nickel, found in oblong green crystals.

1857 C. U. Sheparo Mitt. (ed. 3) 11. 427 Lindackerite

1occurs] . . in oblong, rhombohedral tables. x868 Dana Min.
(ed. 5) 590 Lindackerite . . on charcoal gives alliaceous fumes.

Linden (li'nden), sb, [Linden a, used subst.

The recent currency of the word is prob. due to its use in

translations of German romance, as an
#
adoption of O. lin-

den pi. of linde, or as the first element in the comb, linden-
baum= t

linden-tree '.]

1. The lime-tree vsee Lime sb$).
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1577 1*. Ooogf. //eresbach's Ihtsb. tr. 106 b, The Lynden
\pttnfed Lynder], in Greeke ^tAAi/pc'a, and so in Italian,
111 .Spanish Latera, in Dutch Lynden. 1578 Lyte Dodoens
vi. Ixxiii. 754 The broth of the leaves of Lynden sodde in
water curelh the noughtie ulcers and blisters of the mouthes
of young children. <H78§ T. Potter Moralist II. 20 A
majestic Linden reared its towering branches over the
mouldering battlements. 1814 Myron Lara 11. x.w, Her-
self would.. seat her down upon some linden's root. 1853
M. Arnold Scholar-Gipsy iii, Air-swept lindens yield Their
scent. X889 Cook in Nature 3 Oct. 559 When the linden
was in bloom a single hive of bees would sametimes store
up 15 Iks. of honey m the day.

2. Antiq. Used to render the OE. lind, shield of
lime-tree wood.

J855 J. Hewitt Anc. Armour I. 78 The shields placed in
the graves were the ordinary 4 lindens \ of which no part
commonly remains but the metal-boss and handle.
3, attrib. and Comb., as linden -tree; linden-

shaded adj.

a 1849 J. C. Manga* Poems (1859) 102 The ^linden shaded
courtyard. 1579 Langiiam Card. Health (1633) 373 * Linden
tree : for filthy sores of ehildrens mouthes. 1591 Percivam.
S/. Diet., Teja, a linden tree. 1760 J. Lee lutrod. Hot.
App. 817 Linden-tree, Tilia. 1818 Scott Battle ofScmfiach 1

'Twas when among our linden-trees The bees lind housed in
swarms.

tLi'nden, a. Obs. [OR linden, {.lind: see
Lisn.] Made of the wood of the lime-tree.
a 1000 Gnomic Verses (Kxeler .MS.) 95 \i\r.) Strip sreal

Kenneled, scyld ftflnmden, leolii linden bord. c 1320 Sir
Tristr. 2039 Hi water he sent adonn Li^t linden s]K>n.

Iiinder Ji'iidai\ Sc. A woollen waistcoat <ir

undershirt.

1768 A. Ross in Wlutelaw Sc. Song (1875^ 360A' He'll
sell his jerkin for a groat His limhr for another o'l. 1841
Eraser's Mag. XXIV. 142 They wear waistcoats, or linders,
reaching no farther down than the waistband of the petticoat.

1897 Aberd. U 'eeklv Free Press 26 Feb. (K. 1 ». 1).), ( liarged
with having.. sl»len. .a Under.

Iiindiforni li-ndif^m^, a. Zool. [f. mod.L.
J.iudi-a + -roHM.] Resembling the genus /.India,

said of certain nj)0(loiis insect lai \x( Webster 1S90).

lindsayite (Irndz/VU). Min. [f. tlie sur-

name Litidsay + -ITK. Named by Nordenskiold,
1 ^4.^, but the reference has not been traced.] An
altered variety of anotthite.
1850.4 titer. Jtttl. Sti, IX. 411 Lepolite and Lind^eyite.

1892 Dana Min. 33.) Lindfeyite. .is a somewhat altered
variety.

Line (bin\ shy Now chiefly dial. Forms:
1 lin, 4-5 lynno, 4-6 lyn, 4 7 lyne, 5 7, S 9
dial, lin, 6-7 linne, 3- line. [OK. //// neiil.

- OS. lin (Du. lijn in comb.), OUG. lin (MHO.
litt

t
mod.O, bin- in comb.), ON", lin (Sw. lin),

<ioth. leim—Com. Tcut. type *li/wm
t
a., or cognate

with L. linitm llax(\vhence V. lin), cognate with fir.

Xtvov ((), and perh. with \Tti dat., \tra accus., linen

cloth. The mod. dial, form lin (with I lie ante-

cedent lynne, linne) is app. a back-formation front

compounds like Lincloth, Linsked.]

1. =FbAX. fa. The fibre of flax. Obs. exc. a*

in b.

In the 1 6-1 7th e. asbestos was often described as a kind of
Mine' or flux (<;f. Liskn 15. 1 c, L. lintan indicant, tintun
/ossite),

c 075 Rushw. Gosp. Matt. xit. 20 II read bast wa^ende ne
to breceb & lin smikende ne adwarscet. c 1300 Jlar-elok
539 The bondes. .weren of ful strong line, c 1400 M aundkv.
(Roxb.) xi. 49 t>at ressayued be messangers of Israel . . and
feled bam in nir hous amang towe of lyne. f 1475 /'/</.

J'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 795/18 //W asj>erutti, a stryke of lyne.

1548 Ki.vot Diet-, Asfostinum, a kynde of lyne which can
not be burned. Ibid., Linttttty lyne or flaxe. 1611 Cotgr.,
Lin, line, flax. Lin vif, a Kind of Indian line, or linnen,

which the fire purifies, but consumes not. 1659 C. Hoole
\x.Cotueuinsy Orbis Sensual.^(1672) 121 Line and Hemp,
being rated in water and dried again, are braked with a
wooden lirake.

b. In mod. technical use, flax of a fine and long

staple, which has been separated by the hackle

from the tow. Occasionally applied to the similar

fibre of other plants.

1835 Ure Philos. Mann/. 215 The heckled flax, called line,

when freed from the tow, is carried away to be sorted. 1851
/llustr. Catal. Gt. E.vhib. 198 China grass . . half-bleached
and full-bleached line from this grass, ibid. 278 The long
fibres called line, which remains in the hand of the heckler.

c. The plant itself.

c 1420 Pallati. on l/ttsh. xu. 28 Now lyne and puis is

sowe. r 1470 Hf.nrvson Afor. Fab. vm. (Preach. Sivatloiv)

xxx. The lint rvptt, the carle pullit the lyne. 1548 Turner
Nantes 0/ llcrbes 49 Linum is called in englishe Flax, lyne
or lynte. 1603 Hollano Plutarch's Afor, 1289 The herbe
Line .. furnisheth us wherewith to make a simple, plaine,

and slender vestment. 1616 Surfl. 8c Markh. Country
Farute 37 In August he shall pull his Line and Hempe.
1839 Stonehouse Axholme 28 Fields of hemp are now no
longer to be seen ; but line or flax is still grown.

2. Flax spun or woven ; linen thread or cloth.

fAlso, a napkin of linen; and in linen vest-

ments.
a 700 Epinal Gl. 634 AJanitergium, liin [a 800 Corpus Gt.

1270 lin]. c 975 Rushtv. Gosp. John xx. 6 Simon petrus. .in-

eode in Sa byrjenne & fcesaeh ca lin xisetedo. c 1200 Trin.
Coll. /lorn. 163 pe haned line sward, and hire winpel wit.

a 1300 Cursor Al. 1 1 112 He. .wered nober wolne line. 13.

.

E. 'E. A Hit. P. A. 730 [He] solde alle bn goud bobe woTen
and lynne. c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 82 A
fair towaille of lyn. t 1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 30 Fars

LINE.

hit thur^he a tlolhe of lyne. 1558 Act 1 Etis. c. 17 § 1 No
person... withe any Devise or Kngyne made of lleere,
Wooll, Lyne or Canvas .. shall take and kyll .. Spawne or
Frye of Leles, Salmon, Pyke or Pyckerell. 1591 Spenser
AluioJ>ot. 3^4 Nor anie weauer, which bis worke doth boast
In dieper, in damaske, or in lyne. <:i6ii Chapman Iliad
11. 459 Little he was, and euer wore a breastplate made of
linne. 1631 Vestry Bks. (Sortees) 209 Ten yeardes of line
for a sirptclolh. 1641 Best Farm. Bk. (1857) 106 The
kindes of linnes or huswife-cloath are brought aboute of
peddlers. 1807 Robjnson Archaeol. Gr&ca rv. iii. 342 Some
of the thoraces were made of line, or hemp twisted into
small cords, and set close together. 1868 Atkinson Cleve-
land Gloss., Liu, linen; the fabric made with the fibre of
flax ; in contradistinction to the plant itself, which is

sounded Line.

+ b. Phr. Under line (occas. in line), in one's

! clothes; used in MIC. poetry as a mere expletive.

Cf. under gore (see Gokk sb. 2 2), Obs.
a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xiv. 46 Ah wolde lylie leor in

1 lyn V-liere lo\ely lores myn. 13.. (tan: $ Gr. Nut. 1814

I

pat lu&um vnder lyne. c 1320 Sir Tristr. 1202 pe queue,
Louesom vnder line. ^1400 Rowland $ O. 846 lie ,.

drissede liym in his worthy wede, J?at lofesonie vnder lyne.

t 3. The seed of flax ; Ljkseki). Obs.

«545 Kavnouj Byrth Afaukynde 78 Take camomell and
j

lyne of edie lyke much. 1558-68 Warok tr. Alexis' Seer.

\

90 b, Take lhre pounde of the Oyle of 1) ne. 1577 15. C.oor.t
//iresbach's J/usb. (1586) 38 b, They call the .seede Lin,

. anil the plant Flaxe.

4. attrib. and Comb., as (sense 1) + line beat (cf.

] Ikat j/'.*), f -beater, + -boll{cf. H01.L sbj

&

rdresse/\

t -house
,

-sorter, -spinner, -sfreader, stump, (oio,

•weaver, ^-ivchber, weft, -icich, work, -yard, yarn
;

(sense 2) line bed, clout, + -draper, f sock\ ^ sloek.

table-cloth
; f line-finch, ?a linnet [cf.Jlax-fiui h) ;

line-gout, some plant which hinders flax in its

growth
; f line-spurge, a proposed name for Eu-

phorbia lisula
; f line-strike, a hank of flax.

1483 Cath. Aug. 217/2 A *Lyne bete, linitoriuttt.
Ibid, A "Lyne beter, titti/ex, lini/iiator. 1418 E. E.
Jl'Hls (iSS^i 37, ij. remenauntz of the *Lynne bed. 1483
Cath. Attgl. 217/2 A 'Lyne bolle, linodium. c 1450
Two Coohery-bhs. 112 Tak a fare "lynne cloute, & do
iherynne a disshful of ole mele. 1855 Robinson Whitby
Gloss., Lin-clout, linen rag. 1436 Close Roll 15 /ten. VI,
*Lynnedraper. ^1515 Coike Loral's B. 9 Lyne webbers.
sellers, with lyne drapers. 1720 Loud. Gaz. No. 5909/4 John
Northropp, late of Leeds, *Line dres^-r. 1483 Cath. Angt.

j

217/2 A *Lyne fynche, linosa. »6i6 Sirfl. & Markh.
Country Fartne 568 The good hns-wife must be careful

I

when the line is growne, to fiee ii from being intangled
j

with the weed using to wind about it which ol some is

called "line gont. 1483 Cath. Au$L .'17/2 A "Lyne howsc,
littatoritttn. Ibid. 218/1 A * Lyne soke iA. * Lynstoke), Itni-

Medium. 1835 Urk Philos. Alanuf. 215 "Line-sorler^. 1723
Land. Gaz. No. 6186/10 Corborl Roman, . .*Line-Spinnt r.

J835 Urk Philos. Mann/. 216 Girls, termed "line-spreaders,
are employed to unite the locks of line into one sliver. 1562
Turner Herbal 11. 93 Pitiusa. .may be called *lynespourge
of the lyknes y l

it hath with linaria 1483 Cath. Angl. 217. '2

A "Lyne stryke, linipulus. 1851 lllustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib.
198 "Line slumps, or the raw flax plant with the seed.. as
pulled and dried. 1619 Vestry Bks. (Surtecs) 75 One "lin

tablecloth .. for the communion table. 1897 Daily News
6 Mar. 8/6 "Line low and jute yarns in buyers' favour. 1415
in York Alyst. Inlrod. 27 *Lynweuers. c 1483 Caxton
/dialogues viii. 38 Gabriel the lynwevar. 1800 Daily News
20 Aug. 2/7 Some slocks of "line wefts are almost nil. 1856
Kane Arct. Ex/l. 11. i. 10 Wiih a *line-wick, another Es«

! quimaux plan, we could bake bread. 1483 Cath. Aug I. 218/1
*Lyne warke, litti/itiuut. 1611 Cotgr., Ltgneraye, a "line,

yard, or flax-yard. 1886 Daily News 4 Sept. 6/7 *Line
yarns quiet.

Line (bin), sb£ Forms: J line, 3-7 lyne, 4
lin, lingne, 4-6 ligne, lygne, 5 lyn, lynye, 3-
line. 3. Sc. 4 lynge, 4-6 ling. [Two words,
nllimately of the same etymology, have coalesced.

(1) OK. line wk. fem. = MDu. Hue (mod.Du. lijn),

OIIG. Una (M)IG. line cord, line, mod.G. leine

cord), ON. Una (Sw. Una, Da. line) ; either a native

Teut. formation on *lhw» flax, Line slO, or (more
probably) an early Tent, adoption of L. lima (see

below) ; (2) ME. ligne, fine, a. F. ligne = Tr. ligna,

Pg. linhrH$\> , and I t. in learned form lined):—

poptdar L. *linja repr. classical L. Unea (earlier

linia), orig. * linen thread \ a subst. use of lima
fem. oilineus (*limns) adj., flaxen, f. linum flax =
Line sb. I

; the subst. use of the adj. is due to ellipsis

of some fem. sb., possibly fibra Fibre.
In continental Teut. the popular L. *tinja was adopted

as OHG. tint* (MHG., mod. G. f
Du., Da. Itnie).]

I. Cord or string (and derived senses).

1. A rope, cord, string
; f a leash f°r ^°{?s or f°r

hawks. Obs. in gen. sense; now chiefly Naut, or

as short for clothes-line, etc. Also applied with

words prefixed to particular ( makes* of rope, e.g.

cod-line, house-line, whale-line.
a 1000 Sal. $ Sat. 294 (Gr.) Yldo . . raeceo* wide langre

linan, lisseo eall oan heo wile, c 1050 Su/>pl. A^lfric's Gloss.

in Wr.AVulcker 182/24 Spirae, linan.
j 1390-1 Earl Derby's

Exped. (Camden) 40 Pro. .v lynes pam* pro les ankeres et

seyles.1 a 1400 Cursor AL 29532 (Cott. Galba) Cursing es

be fendes lyne bat harles a man to bell pine, c 1470 Henry
Wallace ix. 52 The seymen..Thair lynys kest, and waytyt
wtyll the tyd. c 1520 Afem. Ri/on (Surtees) 111. 206 Pro
vj x< fawdom long lyne for theconvaansofthe schryne with ij

lytyll lynys callyd syde ropes. 1535 Coverdale Josh. ii. 21

She knyt the rose coloured lyne in the wyndowe. 1589
Rider Bibl, Scholost. 1727 The gesses, lemniscus. The



LINE.

lines, tenia. 1590 Spenser F. Q. 1. i. 4 And by her in a 1in3

a milkewhite lambe she Jad. 1688 R. Holme Armoury it.

186/2 The string wherewith we lead them ; . .for a SpanieUit
is called] a Line. 1700M0.XON Mech. Exerc. (1703)247A Line

seldom holding to strein. .above 50 or 60 feet. 1753 Cham-
bers tyc/. Supp.

x
Lines, among fowlers, is used to express

the strings by which they catch birds. 1758 Johnson Idler

No. 8 r 7 Shirts waving upon lines. 1867 Smyth Sailor's

lYord-bk. s. v., Deep-sea soundings for scientific purposes

are recorded in thousands of fathoms, in which case the line

is sometimes made of silk. 1889 A. B. Goulden Mission 0/
St. Alphege 51 Family washing is hung on lines stretched

across the lane.

b. In generalized sense, as a material: Cord.

1797 Encycl. Brit (ed. 3) XVI. 487/1 The making of two
strand and three strand line.

f c. A 1 cord
?

in the body. 06s. rate.

161 1 Florio, LinSa <il/>a, the white line, the vmbellical

vcine, the line or hollow tying from the nauel. 1780 Cowper
Table T. 487 She pours a sensibility divine Along the nerve

of every feeling line.

d. Applied to a spider's thread, poet.

1731 Pope Ess. Man 1. 218 The spider's touch, how ex-

quisitely fine.! Feels at each thread, and lives along the

line. 1780 Cowper Progr. Err. 495 Spun as fine As bloated

spiders draw the flimsy line. 1839 Bailey Justus (1852) 72

A gossamer line sighing itself along The air.

e. A telegraph or telephone wire or cable. Also

(with mixture of sense 26), a telegraph route, a
telegraphic system connecting two or more stations.

1851 lllustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 1191 Five great electric

telegraphic lines. .. The extent of line thus served appears

to be about fifteen hundred miles. 1854 [see Cable sb. 3I.

1901 Scotsman 9 Mar. 9/3 The American trans- Pacific line.

f. //. Reins, dial, and U.S.
185a Bristed Uj>per Ten Thousand 67 Handing the lines

to Ashburner, as he stopped his team, Masters leaped out.

1895 RvotNGS Manx Talcs 77 He'd jus' puk up the lines

on the hosses back. 1901 (I. W. Cablk Cavalier x, He
stepped into tbe carry.all and took the lines.

t fig- Line of life : the thread fabled to he ,

spun by the Fates, determining the duration of a

person's life. Obs. Cf. sense 27.

e 1580 Sidney Ps. xxxix. iii, Lo, thou a spanns length

mad'st my living line. 1600 Cert. Prayers in Liturg.
Set~<. Q. Eliz. 11847) 694 That the line of thy mercies

and the line of her life may be lengthened and run fortli

together. 1601 Varingtcn Two Lament. Traj. in. ii. E 3 b,

This fatall instrument, Was mark'd by heauen to cut his

line of life, And must supplie the knife of Atropos. 1623
Hugh Hollaxd Verses in Shaks. 1st Folio, Though
his line of life went soone about. The life yet of his lines

j

shall neuer out. 1681 Flavkl Meth. Grace ix. 188 Our ,

troubles about sin are short, though they should run parallel
]

with the line of life.

2. A cord bearing a hook or hooks, used in fish-

ing. ( Also fish ing-line. )

a 1300 Cursor M. 13285 At see sant lohn and Jam he fand,
Quils bai bair lines war waitand. c 1374 Chauc er Troylus
V. 777 To fysshen here, he leyde out hook and lyne. a 1450
Fysshyngt w. angle (1883) 8 Arme }our crop at beovir ende
down to the frete with a lyn of vi herys & double the lyne.

1484 Caxton Fables ofAvian xvi, Of a fyssher whiche with
his lyne toke a lytyll fysshe. 1590 L. M[ascall] [title) A
Kooke of Fishing with Ho »ke & Line, a 1613 J. Dennvs
Seer. Angling 1. xx. B4 The Line to lead the Fish with
wary skill. 1653 Walton Angler ii. 55 Put it [a grass-

hopper] on your nook, with your line about two yards long.

1827 Prakd Red h'hherm. 97 The line the Abbot saw him
throw Had be„*n fashioned and formed long ages ago. 1884
W. C. Smi rn Kddrostan 50, 1 thought yon never left your i

books except To trim the boat and set the lines.

b. In allusive phrases referring to the 'playing*

of a hooked fish at the end of the line
;
esp. to give

line : to allow full play, scope, or latitude.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. U\iv. iv. 39 Giue him Line, and scope,
Till that his passions dike a Whale on ground) Confound
themselues with working. i6u — Winter T. t. ii. 181, 1 am
angling now, (Though you perceiue me not how I giue
Lyne). 1622 Mabbe tr. Ale/nan's Guzman tfAlf.u. 124

jWc began to play, and 1 went wearying of them out by
little and little, giving them line enough to runne themselues

|

out of breath. 1670 Eacharu Cont. Clergy 3* So soon as
he gets hold of a text, he .. falls a flinging it out of one
hand into the other, tossing it this way and that ; lets it run
a little upon the line, then 'tanutus, high jingo, come
again', a 1687 Waller Pride 7 The meanest wretch, if

Heaven should give him line, Would never stop till he were
thought divine, a 1715 Bp. Burnet Own Time (1724)
I.435 The King was willing to give Oates line enough, as
he expressed it to me. 1854 Dickens Hard T. it. viii, It's

policy to give 'em line enough.

fS. pi. Stringsor cords laid for snaring birds. Obs.,
c 1325 Song of Yesterday 130 in E. E. P. (1862) 136 t>e

schadewe cacchen bei ne myht For no lynes bat bei cou^e
lay. 1362 Langl. P. PL A. v. 199 As hose Icib lynes to
lacche wib Foules. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Lines,
among fowlers, is used to express the strings by which they
catch birds...These lines are made of long and small cords,
knotted in different places.

4. A cord used by builders and others for taking
measurements, or for makingthings level orstraighl.

(Cf. Plumb-line.) Line-and-plwnmet (attrib.) :

rigidly methodical.
1340, 1361 [see Level sb. i\. c 1440 York Myst. viii. 98

To hewe bis burde I will be-gynne, But firste I wille lygge
on my lyne. 1525 Fitzherb. Bk. flusb. § 124 To take a
lyne, and set it there as thou wylt haue thy hedge, and to
make a trenche after thy lyne. 1552 Abp. Hamilton Catech.
(1884) 28 Ane biggare can nocht make ane evin up wal
without direction of his lyne. 161 1 Bible Ezek. xl. 3
A man . . with a line of flaxe in his hand, & a measuring
reed. 1758 J. Watson Milit. Diet. (ed. 5), Cordean, a
Line divided into Fathoms, Feet, &c. to mark Out-works

30G

on the Ground, used by Engineers. 1848 Chambers's
Inform. I. 515/2 The gardener measures and marks off

all his figures in the ground with his line and spade.

1849 Miss Mulock Ogilvies xii. (1875) 89 There was a line-

and-plummet regularity, an angular preciseness, in Mrs.
Breyntou's mind and ]>erson. 1877 Bryant Odyss.y. 297
Trees then he felled .. and carefully He smoothed their

sides, and wrought them by a line.

flS- c >374 Chaucer Troylus t. 1068 Eueri wight bat hath
an hous to founde..wole..send his hertes lyne out fro with
1 nne Alderfirst his purpos for to wynne. 1589

<
Puttknham

Eng. Poesie lit. xxiii. (Arb.) 268 This decencie is . . tbe line

and leuell for al good makers to do their busines by. 1859
FitzGerald tr. Omar xli. (1890) 82 For * Is' and 4

Is-not

'

though with Rule and Line And ' Up-and-down * without I

could define.

b. Phr. By line : chiefly in figurative contexts,

with methodical accuracy. Also by line and level,

by rule and line, etc.

c 1420 Anturs ofArth. 477 (Douce MS.) pei settene listes

by lyne one be I03 lande. 1573 Tusser Husb. xlvi. (1878)
101 Through cunning with dibie, rake, mattock, and spade,
by line and by leauell, trim garden is made. 1578, 1610 [see

Level sb. 1 fig.]. 1610 B. Jonson Alch. 11. i. F 3, To carry
Quarrells As Gallants doe, to manage 'hem, by line. 1655
Fuller Ch. Hist. 1. i. § 10 It [i.e. the matter] is not pudled,
but built up by Plummet and Line, with proportion to '1 nne
and Place. 171* Adoison Sped. No. 414 P5 Plantations
ofour Europeans, which are laid out by the Rule and Line.

1781 Cow per Conversat. 789 A poet does not work by
square or line, As smiths and joiners perfect a design.

C. //. Appointed lot in life. In echoes of Vs.

xvi. 6, where the reference seems lo be to the

marking out of land for a dwelling-place.
j6ii Bible /*s. xvi. 6 The lines are fallen vnto mee in

pleasant places; yea, 1 haue a goodly heritage. 1865 Daily
lei. 25 Oct. 7/3 The poor Pope's lines seem just now to

have fallen in most unpleasant places, and are indeed hard
lines. 1866 WiimiKR Marg. Smith %

s Jml. Prose Wks.
1889 I. 175 My brother's lines have indeed .fallen unto him
in a pleasant place.

t 5. Rule, canon, precept ; standard of life or

practice. [Cf. 4 b.] Obs. rare.
Line has been used in several places in the A. V. to trans-

late Heb. V 9av (primarily 'cord') in this sense. Ct line

upon line (sense 23 h).

1340 Ayeub. 124 Uor be bise uirtue al bet man deb..al he
di^t and let and reuleb to be lyne of scele. /bid. 160 po pet

ne 7ene}eb. .ac dob al be rijtuolnesse and be lingne. 1538
Starkky England 11. iii. 212 Thys thyng apperyth nieruel-

ouse straunge—pepul to haue the lyne of theyr lyfe to be
wryte in a straunge tong. 1537 N. T. (Genev.) 2 tor.x. 13
We wil not reioyce aboue measure . . but according to the
measure of that line [Kara to ixirpov tou *av6vo<\, wherof
God hath distributed vnto vs a measure. 1563 WinJet // As.

(1890) 1 1. 7 An infallible, as it is a general, reul to al richt,

an ewin lyne of lawtay. 1596 Si'enser F. Q. V. i. 3 Let
none then blame me, if . . 1 doe not forme them to the
common line Of present dayes, which are corrupted sore.

1607 Middleton Michaelmas Term n. i. C h, A man must
not so much as spit but within line and fashion. 161 1 Bible
Vs. xix. 4 Their line is gone out through all the earth, and
their words to the end of the world.

6. Hard lines : ill luck, bad fortune. (Prob.

nautical in origin ; now often associated with 4 c.)

Jfard line money (Naut.) : extra pay in considera-

tion of special hardships.
1824 Scott Kedgauntlet ch. iii, The old seaman paused

a moment. 4
It is hard lines for me/ he said, 'to leave

your honour in tribulation.' 1850 Smeuley F. FairUgk
iii, It will be 'hard lines* upon him. 1857 Kjngslev Tiw
Y. Ago 1. iv. 110 'Gad, Sir, that was hard lines ! to have
all the pretty women one had walt7ed with. .holding round
one's knees, and screaming to the doctor to save them.
1884 Pae Eustace 210 You seem to have had hard lines

yourselves. 1886 Pall Mall G. 19 Aug. 2/1 On a Torpedo-
boat, Besides, there is hard-line money, which makes up for

a good many discomforts.

II. A thread-like mark.
7. A stroke or mark, long in proportion to its

breadth, traced with a pen, a tool, etc. upon a sur-

face. Line of burden, floatation war (on the hull

of a ship) : sec the sbs.

138a Wyclif Isa. xxxyiit. 8, I shal make to turne a^een
the shadewe of lynes, bi the whiche it hadde go doun in the
oriloge of Acath, in the sunne, bacward bi ten lynes. 4:1400
M aunoev. (1839) xvii. 184 Be the gret Compas devised be
Lines in manye parties ; and that alle the Lynes meeten at
the Centre. .1440 Promp. Parv. 305/2 Lyne, or lynye,
tinea. 1551 Recoroe /'atAw. KnmvL 1. Defin., Euery lyne
is drawen betwene twoo prickes, wherof the one is at the
beginning, and the other at the ende. 1559 W. Cunningham
Cosmogr. Glasse 122 Draw a right line from A unto I).

I599 Shaks. /fen. V, 1. ii. 210 As many Lynes close in the
Dials center So Ietc). 1610 Guilllm Displ. Iter. (1679) 12
[Gules) is expressed in Graving by Linor drawn straight

down the Escucheon. . .[AzureJ is expressed by Lines drawn
cross the Shield. 1610 Willet Hexapta Dan. 195 Archi-
medes .. was drawing of his lines. 1691 T. H[ale1 Acc.
A'ew Invent. 125 The line of Burthen, or fourth Line. 1753
Chambers Cycl. Supf*., Lines, in heraldry, the figures used
in armories to divide the shield into different parts, and to
compose different figures.

_
1781 Cowper Hope 607 He draws

upon life's map a zigzag line. 18*1 Craig Leet. Drawing
ii. 100 An expression of forms only by simple lines. 1875
Towett Plato (ed. 2) I. 139 The writing-master first draws
lines with a style.-

jig. 1603 Shaks. Meas. for M. iv. ii. 83 His life is

paralcl'd Kuen with the stroke and line of his great lusticc.

1633 Bp. Hall Oecas. Medit. 5 If thou have drawn in me
some lines & notes of able indowments. 1677 Temple Let.
to Chas. //, Wks. 1731 IL 438, I promised to represent the
whole to Your Majesty in the truest Lines and Colours
J could possihly. 1878 Lecky Eng. in 18/A C I. i. 80 The
lines of his character are indeed too broad and clear to be
overlooked.

LINE.

b. Mits. One of the horizontal parallel equi-
distant strokes forming the stave, or placed above
or below it {ledger lines).
1602 Marston Alit. Mel. v. II 4 Cantat. ludgement

gentlemen, iudgement. ,\Vast not aboue line? 1 appealc
to your mouthes that heard my song. 1674 Playkord Skill
Mus. 1. i. 4 Five lines is only usual for one of those Parts
as being sufficient to contain the Compass of Notes thereto
belonging. 1688 R. Holme Armoury in. 157/1. 1818 Bushy
Gram. Music 3 The Spaces, as well as the Lines of the
Stave, furnish situations for the notes.

c. Line of lines, Gunter's line. Line of num-
bers, ofshadows: see Number, Shadow.
1727-4 1 Chambers Cycl, s.v. Gutiters Line.

d. Fine Art. Applied spec, to the lines employed
in a picture ; chiefly collect, or in generalized sense,

character of draughtsmanship, method of rendering
form. Also pi. (cf. sense 15) the distinctive fea-

tures of composition in a picture. Line ofbeauty \

the curve (resembling a slender elongated letter S),

which according to Hogarth is a necessary element
in all beauty of form. Also, with reference to en-
graving (see line engraving in 32).
1616 B. Jonson Forest xiii. 20, I, that . . haue not .. so my

selfe ahandon'd, as.. I should .. feare to draw true lines,

'cause others paint. 1753 Hogarth Anal. Beauty vii. 38
The waving line, which is a line more productive of beauty
..for which reason we shall call it the line of beauty. ..The
..line of beauty, .being compos'd of two curves contrasled,
becomes still more ornamental, ibid. x. 52 For as . . there
is but one that truly deserves the name of the line ofbeauty,
so there is only one precise serpentine-line that I call the
line ofgrace. 1799 (i. Smith Laboratory 11. 46 A bold
stroke with the line of beauty, and well shaped stalks, leaves
and flowers . . arc the only things a designer has to observe
in coinpL-ating a well-designed damask pattern. 1824 Diboin
Libr. Comp. p. iv, Miniature engravings in the line manner.
1849 Chambers's inform. II. 727/1 To this state of etching.

.

f

professional engravers bring their plates to be finished in the
ine manner. 18. . Booksellers CataL, First impressions of
..the 27 fine portraits .. all beautifully engraved in line.

1895 Zangwill Master u. i. 126 To translate into colour
and line all this huge pageant of life. Ibid. 11. iii. 154 We
praise the mellow Virgilisms in Tennyson, but we are down
upon the painter who repeats another's lines.

e. Geomancy.
c 1590 Mar low e Faust, t. i. 49 Lines, circles, scenes, letters,

and characters.

f. In various games, as tennis, football, etc., the

line denotes a particular line which marks the

limit of legitimate or successful play.
1546 J. HEYWoon Prov. (1867)35 Thou hast, striken the

ball, vnder the lyne. ^1645 Howell Lett. (1753) 127 Poor
mortalls are so many balls Toss'd som o'r^line, som under
fortuu's walls. 1890 Heathcote etc.Lawn Tennis (Badm.
Libr.) 334 It will often be extremely difficult for him to

judge on which side of the line the ball was dropped. 1899
F. Mitchell in Football{fadm. Libr.) 210 When the throw-
out belongs to his opponents, every forward on coining up
to the line must mark his man.

8. Something resembling a traced mnrk, chiefly

in natural objects; e.g. a thin band of colour; a

suture, seam, furrow, ridge, etc. Line of growth
(Conch.): see cjuot. 1839.
c 1290 S. Edmund 96 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 299 In al is bodi

nas o weom. .bote ase is heued was of Lsmyte. .A smal red
line is al-a-boute. c 1400 tr. Secrtta Secret., Gov. Lordsh.
91 Longe leuys. .bat hauyn whit lynys yn hem. 1596 Dal-
rymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. v. 266 Tne Lione he settis in

the midis; than tua lynes, on the vttir syd, Wouen in threid
of gold. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. 11. i. 203 Von grey Lines, That
fiet the Clouds, are Messengers of Day. 1615 Crook e Body
cfMan 476 The lynes it hath are long and almost super-
ficiary, yet diuided manifold, .by the thin membrane running
betwixt them. 167a Grew Anat. Plants, idea Philos. Hist.
(1682)6 Those several Lines, by which both the said Varieties
jof plantsl are determin'd.

^
1826 Kirby & Sp. EntomoL IV.

290 Line, a narrow longitudinal stripe. 1839 Sowebry
Couch. Man. 57 Lines ofgrowth, the eccentric striae or lines,

formed by the edges of the successive layers of shelly matter
deposited by the animal, by which it increases the .shell.

i860 Tyndall Gtac. 1. iii. 26 Along the faces of the sections
the lines of stratification were clearly shown. 1880 Kimmfr
Land ft Freshw. Shells p. xxiii, The line of growth. 1883
F. M. Peakd Contrad, xiv, There were black lines under
her eyes the next morning. 1895 Zangwill Master 1. x.

nt A thin line of light crept again under the door.

b. A furrow or seam in the face or hands. In

Palmistry 1
. A mark on the palm of the hand

supposed to indicate one's fate, temperament, or

abilities j e. g. line of life, offortune, of the head, of
the heart, of health or liver (hepatic line).

1538 Elyot Diet., Incisure,, the lynes in the pa line of the

hande. 1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 56^The small lynes in our
hande. 1596 Shaks. Merck. V. w. ii. 169, I shall haue good
fortune ; goe too, here's a simple line of life. 1601 — Tivet.

N. 111. ii. 84 He does smile his face into more lynes, then is

in the new Mappe. 1621 B. Jonson Gipsies Metamotfh.
(1640) 55 Vou..meane not to marrie by the line of your life.

1653 R, Sanders Physiogn. 42 The Line of Life or of the
Heart.. .He that hath this entire, long, clear and ruddy,
shall live a happy life, /bid., Line of liver, liver line [see

Liver sb. 1 1 cand61. a 1716South Serm. (1823) IV. 7 Nomore
than he can read the future estate of his soul in the lines

of his face. 1842 Longf. Sp. Stud. ill. v, The line of life is

crossed by many marks. 1895 Zangwill Master ill. ii. 290
There were lines of premature age on the handsome face.

c. A narrow region in a spectrum, appearing to

the eye as a fine straight black or shining stroke

transverse to the length of the spectrum. Called

collectively Fraunhofers lines.



LINE.

1831 Brewster Newton (1855) I. v. 117 Dr. Woollaston ..

discovered six fixed dark lines in the spectrum. 1837 Penny
Cycl. IX. The beautiful discovery made by Wollaston
and Fraunhofer of the existence of dark spaces, bands trans-
verse to the length of the spectrum, and now generally
designated Fraunhofer's lines,

d. Jewellery. (See quot.")

1883 Daily Tel. 12 Feb. 5/2 The. .eatVeye..is character,
ised by possessing a remarkable play of light resulting from
a peculiarity in its crystallisation. This ray of light is

called 'line' by jewellers.

9. Mailt, An element of configuration such as

must be represented in geometrical figures by a
1
line ' (sense 7) ; a continuous exlent (whether

straight or curved) of length without breadth or

lhickness ; the limit of a surface ; the trace of a

moving point.

1559 W. Cunningham Cosmogr. Glasse 17 A Circle is a
plaine and flat figure comprehended within one line, which
ts called a circumference. 1570 Billingsley Euclid 1. def. ii.

2 A lyne is a magnitude hauing one onely space or dimen-
sion. 1660 Harrow Euclid t. Def. ii. 2. 1726 tr. Gregory's
Astron. I. 434 If from any Point L of the Ellipse two right

Lines LS, LE be drawn. 1837 Hutton Course Math. I.

280 Lines are either Parallel, Oblique, Perpendicular, or
Tangential.

m
1831 Brewstek Newton J1855) H* -x ' v 6 He

considers a line as composed of an infinite number of points.

1885 WATsnN & Burburv Math. Theory Electr. <y Magn.
I. 155 The line xs* logy.

b. With various defining words : A curve con-

necting all points having a common property.
18*6 (see Isothermal]. 1850, 1873 [see Aclinic). 1877

[see AtMAnATic].

10. A circle of the terrestrial or celestial sphere

;

e. g. f ecliptic, equinoctial, + tropic line. Now rare*

1387TRF.VISA Higden (Rolls) 1 1. 9 Fn Armenia, Macedonia,
Italia, and in ober londes of be same lyne. c 1391 Chaucer
Astrol. Prol., The arising of any plauete aftur his latitude

fro the Ecliptik lyne. 1511, 1551 [see Equinoctial A. 1].

1553 Eoen Treat. A'eive hut. (Arb.) 8 The lyne, called Tro-
picus Cancri and the Equinoctial lyne. 1667 Milton /'. L.
iv. 282 Under the Ethiop Line By Nilus bead. 1667-8 New-
castle & Dryoen Sir Martin Mar-all v. i. D.'s Wks. 1.883

HI. 83, I have seen your .. ecliptics, and your tropic lines,

sir. 1837 [see Equinoctial A. ij.

b. The line : the equinoctial line ; the equator.

Under the line-, at the equator. (Sometimes
written with a capital.)

1588 Parke tr. Mendoza's Hist. China 392 (marg.) The
straight of Malaca is vnder the line. 1598 \V. Phillips
Linschoten I. iii. 5/1 The shippes are at the least two monthes
before they can passe the line. 1624 Capt. Smith Virginia
I. 1 Sebastian Cabot . . sayled to about forty degrees South-
ward of the lyne. 1676 Glanvill Ess. iii. 27 Some of the
Indians that live near the heats of the Line. 1728 PorE
Dune. in. 62 Where spices smoke beneath the burning Line.

1764 Goldsm. Traz>. 69 The naked nesjro, panting at the line.

1814 Wellington in Gurw. Dcsf. XII. 92 To prohibit all

trade in slaves north of the Line. 1864 Tennyson En. A rd.

606 In a darker isle beyond the line.

allusively. 1610 Shaks. Temp. iv. i. 235. 1613 — Hen.
VII

I

t
V. iv. 44. a 1667 Cowley Misc., Account 42 Cold

frozen Loves with which I pine, And parched Loves beneath
the Line. 1667^ Flavel Saint Indeed (1754) 125 The Beams
of his glory strike it but obliquely and feebly, but shortly it

will be under the line, and there the sun shall stand still.

11. Often used for
1 straight line * (sense 9) ;

esp.

in Physics and techn., as in line of the apsides
, of

distance, of force, of sight (for which see those

words). Line offire (see quot. 1859).
c 1400 Maunoev. (Roxb.) xx. 90 J?e lyne bat es betwene

bise twa sternez departez all be firmament in twa partes.

'559 W« Cunningham Cosmogr. Glasse 139 Marking dili-

gentlye that the Center of the second Circle, be in the line

ef sighte. 1601 Dolman La Frimaud. Er. Acad. (1618)
III. xxiv. 116 By meanes of the shadowes, or visuall lines,

representing the saide shadowes. 1816 Pi.ayfair Nat. Phil.
II. 266

#
The forces which act upon a body .. may be re-

solved into the directions of three lines or axes. 1825 J.
Nicholson O/erat. Mechanic Gloss. 778 Line ofcentres,
a line drawn frorn the centre of one wheel to the centre of
another when their circumferences touch each other. 1851
Illnstr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 319 Whenever the avis of a single
lens comes in the line between the observers and the focus.

1859 ' Stonehenge 1 Shot-gun 314 The line of fire is the in-

definite projection of the axis of the barrel. 1873 Maxwell
Ellectr, <y Magn. § 82 I. 84 If a line be drawn whose direc-

tion at every point of its course coincides with that of the
resultant force at that point, the line is called a Line of
Force. 1897 Outing (U. S) XXX. 250/1 Any number of
players can take part . . so jong as they are not so crowded
as to get into each other's line of play.

b. Fencing. (See quot.)
1727-52 Chambers Cycl., Line, in fencing, is that part nf

the body directly opposite to the enemy, wherein the
shoulders, the right arm, and the sword, ought always to

be found ; and wherein are also to be placed the two feet,

at the distance of 18 inches from each other. In this sense,

a man is said to be in his line, to go out of his line, &c.

C. On the line : said of a picture in an exhibi-

tion which is hung so that its centre is about on a

level with the eye.

1859 Gullick& TniBS Paint. 314 The centre of the picture
should not be much above the level of the eye. In an ex-

hibition the pictures in this most favourable situation are
said to be on the * line*. 1873 Punch 26 Apr. 169/1 Pictures
hung 'upon the line' at the Academy, for reason of their

merit. 1895 Zangwill Master 11. ii. 134 And 1 was also on
the line in the big room.

12. In advb. phr. (mostly obs.) having reference

to ihe straight line, e.g. even as line, even by line,

as straight as line (now, as a line), as line right,

right {tip) as a or any line, in (intil) ane ling
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(Sc.) : in a direct course, straightforward
;

also,

straightway, at once. (Cf. Line-right.)
c '33° R« Brunne Chroft. (18 10) 150 After in a while com

R. euen as lyne. ri330 Arth. «$• Merl. 6370 (Kolbing)
JHirch be womhe & burch be chine J>e spere }ede euen hi
ine. c 1374 Chaucer Troylits 11. 1412 (1461) To his Neces
bous as Streyt as lyne He com. Ibid. HI. 179 (228) Pandarns,
as faste as he may dryue, To Troylus bo com as lyne right,

f
I 375 Sc. Leg. Saints iv. {Jacobus)™* Hegertfeleknyehtis

in a lynge pryk efter bame. 1375 Barbour Bruce XII. 49
i

Than sprent thai sammyn in-till a lyng. c 1422 Hocclevk
Leam to Die 692 To purgatorie y shal as streight as lyne.
^1470 Henryson Mor. Eab. x. (Fox «y IVolf) xvi, To the
wolrT he went in to ane ling. 1513 Oouglas /Eneis x. viii.

43 bykc as ane lyoun ..Cummys braidand on the hest fast
in a lyng. 1535 Stewart Crou. Scot. (1858) II. 687 Cnihilk
causit him go leip furth in ane ling. 1546 J. Heywooli
Frov. (1867) 27 Thou folowest their steppes as right as a lyne.
1889

1 Rolf Boldrewoou' Robbery under Arms xliii, He.,
went as straight as a line.

13. A direction as traced by marks on a surface
or as indicated by a row of persons or objects.

To bring into {a) line-, to align; fig. to cause
(persons) to agree, to mnke unanimous, f To
draw in a or one line : to be unanimous.
a 1500 MS. Ashmote 344 If. 22 b {Chess rules), Draw thy

kyng.. forth in to the lyne ther his kyng goth yn. 1546 ).

Hkywood Pmv. (1867) 65 He loued me : We drew both in
one line. 159s Shaks. John iv. iii. 152 Now Powers from
home, and discontents at hom[e] Meet in one line. 1600
Holland Livy XLit. xxi. 1127 Seeing the LL. of the Renat
thus drawing all in a line. 1676 Moxon Print Lett. 6 The
Bottom-line is the line that bounds the bottom of the De-
scending Letters. 1763 Hovlk Chess 163 When your Adver-
sary has a Bishop and one Pawn on the Rook's Line. 1851
Illnstr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 3^5 As the breech sight, the
muzzle sight, and the object aimed ai, are.. at different dis«

tanccs from the eye, it is difficult to bring them at once into
line. 1857 Lawrence Guy Liv. ix. 8q Livingstone. .was
going to get the horses in line, to start them for the farmer's
Cup. i860 Gen. P. Thompson Audi Alt. HI. ci. 2 Jona-
than, too, is coming into line ; his caustic wit is making its

way into the press. 1897 r***ily News 23 Apr. 3/1 It was
found a matter of no small difficulty to get all the owners

' into line.

b. Mil. (See quot. 1S72-6.) Cf. sense 21.

1796 Instr. <y R<g. Cavalry (1813) 73 When the open
Column, halted on the (Ground on which it is to form, wheel*
up into Line. 1802 C. James Milit. Diet, s.v., When the

I

light infantry companies are in line with their battalions.

1872 6 Voyle & Stevenson Milit. Diet. (ed. 3) s.v., The term
in line is applied to a battalion when iis companies are de-
ployed on the same alignment to their full exlent, i.e. in

I two ranks. Columns are said to be in Hue when their fronts

are on the same alignment. 1881 Tennyson Chargc Heavy
I Brigade i, And he call'd ' Left wheel into line !

'

14. Contour, outline ; lineament.
1590 Greene Mourn. Garni. (1616,1 C 3 b, Seeming him was

his wife, Roth in line, and in life. 1601 Shaks. All's Well
I. i. 107 Kuerie line and tricke of his sweet fanour. 161 1 —

I Cymb. iv. i. 10 The Lines of my Ixjdy are as well drawne as
his. 1818 S11ELLKY Lines on Enganean I/ills 19 The dim
long line before Of a grey and distant shore. 1844 Kinci.akk

I Edthen viii. (1878) 122 The line of my features. 1849 Mac-
I Ai'LAY Hist. Eng. iv. I. 450 The savage lines of his mouth.

1891 Truth 10 Dec. 1240/2 The skirt falling in straight, plain

lines to the ground. 1894 Hall Caink Manxman v. iii. 286
The round line of the sea was bleared and broken.

15. //. a. The outlines, plan, or draught of a
building or other structure

;
spec, in Ship-building,

the outlines of a vessel as shown in its horizontal,

vertical, and oblique sections. (Alsofig.)
1673 Temple Ess, I ret. Wks. 1731 I. 121 The raising such

Buildings as 1 have drawn you here the Lines of. 1691 T.
HJale] Acc, Netv Invent, p. xiii, Nor have I heard of any
other Ship built by the Kings-fisher's Lines. 1776 G. Sempi.e
Building in Water 66 The principal Lines of my Design of
a Bridge suitable to that Place. 1818 J as. Mill Brit. India
II. iv. v. 188 Carnac .. remained .. to lend his countenance
and aid to measures, the line of which he had contributed

to draw. 1851 Illnstr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 336 Model of a
ship's hull. ..'ihe novelty claimed in the uniformity of its

lines. i86n Keadk Cloister % It. Ivii. (1896) 174 Her ex-

travagant poop that caught the wind, and her lines like a
cocked hat reversed.

b. fig. Plan of construction, of action, or proce-

dure : now chiefly in phr. on (such and such) lines.

1757 PtRKE Abridgm. Eng. IInt. 1. ii. 13 In all very un-

cultivated countries., there are but obscure lines of any form
of government. 1807 S. Cooper {title) The First Lines of

the Practice of Surgery; being an elementary work for

Students [etc.]. 1862 Merivale Rent. Emp. (1865* VII. Iv.

18 The lines of their policy are often to be traced for the

most part by conjecture and inference. 1875 — Gen. Hist.

Rome li. (1877) 404 He did not live to lay even the first

lines of his great work. 1879 Froudk Caesar viii. 80 He
had reorganised the constitution on the most strictly con-

servative lines. 1888 Bryce Amcr. Cotunno. II. lxi. 432

Nearly all these offices are contested on political lines. 1889

Swinburne Stud. Prose <$ Poetry (1894) 286 No later work
of Victor Hugo's, written on the same lines or in the same
temper, can reasonably be set beside the Chatintents.

16. [After F. ligtte.'] A measure of length, the

twelfth part of an inch.

1665 Phil. Trans. 1. 61 It did bear but 2 inch** and 9 lines

French for its greatest Aperture. 1759 Aoanson Voy.

Senegal 101, I was informed, that there fell two inches three

lines of water. 1849 Sk. Nat. Hist. , Mammalia I V. 62 The
I^ong-tailed Field-Mouse. .. Length of head and body three

inches eight lines. 1863 Berkeley Brit. Mosses i. 3 Varying
from less than a line to many inches in length,

b. In recent technical use (see quot.).

1880 Plain Hints Needlework 133 Button Gauge... The
numbers indicate the quantity of * lines

1
in diameter. This

* line * is equal to the French millimetre.

LINE.

17. A limit, boundary; more fully, line of de-
marcation. Phr. To draw the line (see Draw v.

59 b); also, with similar meaning, to \ lay
, form

a line. To rim the lines (U. S.) : see Run v.

«595 Markham Sir R. Grinvite (Arb.) cxii, And now the
night grew neere her middle line, a 1613 J. Dennys Seer.
Angling 1. iv. Bib, Of Heauen the middle Line That
makes of equall length both day and night. 1727-52 [>,ee

Demarcation-]. 1732 Yo?y. Ess. Man 1. 228 And Middle
natures, how they long to join, Vet never pass the insuper-

J

able line ! 1769 Burke Late St. Nation Wks. 1842 I.

108 Their different principles compose some of the strongest
I

political lines which discriminate the parties even now sub-
sisting amongst us. 1770 Sir J. Reynolds Disc. iii. (1876)
33 It is this intellectual dignity . . that ennobles the Painter's
art ; that lays the line between him and the mere mechanic.
1818 J as. Mill Brit. India 1. iii. (1840) I. 69 To form a line
between them and the Company, it was ordained, that [etc. J.

1849 Macau lay Hist. Eng. i. I. 30 The line which bounded
the royal prerogative. 1857 Hucmks Tom Brcnvn 11. vii,

Hold on and hit away, only don't hit under the line. 1878

[

Huxley Physiogr. xviii. 303 'i he lines of separation of the
great watersheds.

b. Mason's and f^ixons line : the southern
I boundary of Pennsylyania, so named from the two
' nstronomcrs who surveyed it (1763-1767), and
1 forming the line of demarcation between ihe free

I and the slave .States.

1850 WmiTiER Old Port r. % Mod. Sk. Pr. Wks. 1889 H.
195 Every petiy postmaster south of Mason and Dixon's
line became ex officio a censor of the press. 1861 Lowell
E Flnribus L'nntn Pr. Wks. 1890 V. 51.

1 18. Degree, rank, station. Obs.
1528 Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1844) I. 121 Skiparis and

serunndis of euery lyne. 1596 Shaks. j Hen. IV, 1. iii. 168
To shew the Line, and the Predicament Wherein you range
vnder this subtill King. Ibid. in. ii. 85 And in that very
Line, Harry, standest thou. 1782 Paine Let. Abbe Rayual
(»79' ) 37 One whom years, experience, and long established
reputation have placed in a superior line. 1785 G. A. Bel-
lamy Apol, etc. (ed. 3) IV. 46 She . . had received a more
liberal education than is usually bestowed upon Knglish
women in the middle line of life.

III. Applied to things arranged alonga (straight)

line.

19. A row or series of persons or objects.

1557 Recokde JVhetst. II ij, Men call a line of Brickes,

j

and a line of Asshelers stones, when many bee laied in
a rowe, in lengthe. 1605 Shaks. Ma t. \\. i. 117 What will

' the Line stretch out to'th' cracke of Dooine? 1711 AimisoN
Spat. No. 63 » 4 The Officers planting themselves in a
Line on the left Hand of each Column. 1718 Lady M. W.

j

Moniacu Let. to C'tess Mar 28 Aug., The Street, .is per-

I

haps the most beautiful line of building in the world. 1776

I

Trial of .\undocomar 57/2 The bond was wrote obliquely,
from ri^ht hand to left, the seals in a line, on the margin.
1836 W. Ihving Astiritt III. 260 A line of trading posts
frum the MisMs.sippi and the Missouri across the Rocky
mountains. 1840 Hoou Up Rhine 31 Trees in formal line.

1848 W. II. Paktlett Exypt to Pal. xiv. (1879^ 301 '1 ,,e

valley . .enclosed by lower lines of hills than [etc.J. 1853
M. Arnold Scholar-Gipsy xiii, The line of festal light in

Chri st -Church hall. 1863 Mrs. Caklyi.e Lett. III. 158 In

the whole line of the procession.

b. A fancy name lor: A flock of geese.

[1802 Daniel Ritr. Spurts II. 465 [Geese in flight! form
two oblique lines like the letter V, or if their number be
small, only one line.] 1882 Standard 10 Feb. 5 3 To speak
by the book, of a ' line' instead of a ' flock' of geese.

20. Mil. A trench or rampart
; //. (also collect.

sing.\ a connected series of field-works. Also,

one of the rows of huts or tents in a camp or

cantonment (see quots. 1872-6 and 1S76). Line of
circumvallation, defence^ etc. : see the second sbs.

1665 Manley Grotius' Low C. Warrcs 613 The Line that
incompassed his Camp was 8 Foot high. 1695 Prior Ballad

I Taking Na/uur 113 Regain the lines the shortest way,
Villeroy. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 139 f 7 He took the

French Lines without Bloodshed. 1793 Purns Sodger's
Return i, I left the lines and tented field. 1839 Kkightlev
Hist. Eng. I. 352 Lines were now run from bastille to bas.

tille, and the town was completely shut in. 1844 11. H.
Wilson Brit. India II. 21 To attack the Gorkha positions
at the western extremity of their line. 1859 A. Grifhtils
Artil. Man. (1862)263 Lines are formed for the entrench-
ment of armies, and are composed of a succession of redans,
&c. (joined by curtains). 1872-6 Voyle & Stevenson Milit.

Diet. s.v. Cantonments, In India . . a cantonment contains
barracks for European troops, and native huts termed lines

for the Sepoys. 1876 Murray's Handbk. Surrey
x
etc. 173

In the North Camp [Aldershotl the buildings are principally
of wood, arranged in 'lines'., which are lettered from A to

Q. Each line is an oblong block of about 40 huts.

Jig. 1835 I. Taylor Spir. Despot, v. 220 They hastened to

entrench themselves within the lines of absolute despotism.

21. Mil. and Naut. A row or rank of soldiers

(distinguished from a column) ; a row of ships in

a certain order. Also oeeas. collect. sing. = ships

of the line. Line of battle, see Uattlk sb. 12.

Ship of the line : a line-of-battle ship.

1704 Lond. Gas. No. 4054/1 Their Line consisted of 52
Ships and 24 Gallies. 1706 Ibid. No. 4222/3 He had then

30 Ships of the Line, .. besides two or three Frigats. 1769
Falconer Diet. Marine (1780) A a 3 b, The line is said to

be formed abreast, when the ships sides are all parallel to

each other, on a line which crosses the keels at right angles.

1800 Asiatic Ann. Reg., Characters 56/2 Lord Cornwallis
put him in command of tbe second line of the army. 1801
Campbell Battle 0/ the Baltic ii, While the sign of battle

flew On the lofty British line. 1805 in Duncan Life of
Nelson (1806) 231 We have only 11 line, 3 frigates, and a
sloop. 1813 S0UTHEY Life of Nelson vi, The fleet from
Cadiz . . consisting of from seventeen to twenty sail of the

line. 1815 Byron Ode, * We do not curse thee, Waterloo*
39-2
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iii. While the broken line enlarging, Fell or fled along the

Slain. 1838 Lvtton Leiia IV. i, Suddenly the lines of the

loors gave way.

b. The line : in the British army, the regular

and numbered troops as distinguished from the

guards and Ihe auxiliary forces; in the U.S. army,

I he regular fighting force of all arms.
1802 C. James Milit. Diet. 1813 Wellington in Gurw.

Dcs/>. (1838) XI. 141 To prevent the men from volunteering

to serve in the line. 1849 Chambers s Inform. 1 1. 184^ The
pay of a private., in the cavalry of the line [is] is. 4*/.. in

the infantry of the line, 1 j. id. 1858 Lytton What will he

do ? it. v, Then Charlie Maughton sold out of the Guards.,

[and J want into the line. 1865-6 H. Phillips Amer. Paper
Curr. 11. 148 The Connecticut line . .assembled to return to

their homes and leave the army to its fate. 1881 J. Grant
Camcronians I. iii. 37 The new head dress for the Line.

c. All along the line : at every point.

1877 Splrgeon Serm. XXI II. 246 God will be victorious

all along the line in th« present battle. 1880 T. Hodgkin
Italy q Invaders 1. 1. i. 117 The campaign of 378 opened
auspiciously for the interests of Rome along the whole line.

22. A regular succession of public conveyances

plying between certain places
;
e.g. the Cnnard line

l^of steamers), Ihe White Star line.

1848 Chambers's Inform. I. 424/2 Lines of large steamers

are got up by companies as a speculation. 1900 F. T. Bul-
i.en Idylls of Sea 198 The better class of seamen will be
found making voyage after voyage in the same vessel or at

least in the same line. 1901 Scotsman 2 Mar. 10/1 The
first vessel of the new direct line to Jamaica from England.

23. A row of written or printed letters.

a. gen. One of the rows of letters in any piece

of writing or Icltequess : often, csp. in //., put for

Ihe contents or sense of what is written or printed.

\Linc by line I from beginning to end, seriatim. To rea<t

between the lines ', to discover a meaning or purpose not
obvious or explicitly expressed in a piece of writing.

a 1000 Riddles xliii. 10 (Gr.) Se torhta /Esc an an linan.

136a Langl. P. PI. A. viii. 94 Bulle In two lynes hit lay

and not a lettre more. 1375 Barbour Bruce xvn. 84 Quhen
the marschall the cowyne Till bath the lordis lyne be lyne

Mad laid. 1377 Langl. /*. PI. li. v. 428 In canoun ne in be

decietales I can nou^te rede a lyne. a 1400-50 Alexander
1821 Loo ' litill thefe ' in ilka lyne hislettir me callis. 1591
Shaks. t lien. VI, 111. i. 1 Com'st thou with deepe pre-

meditated Lines? With written Pamphlets? 1638 Baker
tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. 111.) 100 The good opinion you
have of me, which is to be seen in every lyne of your
letter. 1709 H. Felton Classics (1718) 80 Two Lines would
e.\pte*s all they say in two Pages. 1711 Land. Gaz. No.
4807 '4 Let him send a Line or two directed to the Blue
Anchor and Crown. 1713 Steele Englishman No. 53. 344
Clerks amongst us make distant Lines, few words in those

Lines. 1755 Johnson s.v., (In the plural) A letter ; as, J
read your lines. 1796 Jane Ausif.n Pride $ Pre/, xxvi.

(1813) 130 Not a note, not a line, did I receive in the mean
time. 1816 C. Woli-e Burial Sir J. Moore 31 We carved
not a line, and we raised not a stone. 1856 Mrs. Carlyle
Lett. II. 299 The distance between your lines in the letter

just come. 1866 J. Martineau Ess. 1. 118 No writer, .was
ever more read between the lines. 1879 Frolde Caesar xiv.

194 In every line that he wrote Cicero was attitudinising

for posterity. 1880 Sturgeon Serm. XXVI. 327 They do
not say as much to their secret selves ; but you can read
between the lines these words—'What a weariness it is !

*

1896 Moxoris Mech. Excrc, Printing p. xviii, A line-for-

Hne and page-for-page reprint of the original text.

f*g~- J573 Lloyu Pilgr. Princes (1586) 210 The last

line of all thinges is death.

b. spec, in Printing. A row of types or quads.

1659 C. U00LE tr. Comenius Orbis Seusualium (1672) 101

The Compositor . . composeth words in a composing stick,

till a Line be made. 1676 Moxos Print Lett. 1 1 You must
indent vour Line four Spaces. Ibid., It is not graceful to

end a Break with a short word onely in a line. 1683 —
Mech. Excrc. 11 . 394 White-line, a Line of Quadrats. 1841
W. Savage Diet. Printing 310 Head line, the top line of a
page in which is the running title and folio, but sometimes
only a folio.

t c. colled. A written record, message, etc. Obs.
a 1400 50 Alexander 1932 [Hel Vn-lappis li^tly be lefeS;

be line [v.r. lines] redes. Ibid. 2060 And vneth limpid him
be lee be lyne me recordis. c 1400 Destr. Troy 0628 The
Secund day suyng, sais me the lyne, |>e Troiens full tymli

tokyn be feld.

d. A few words in writing ; often applied to a

short letter.

1647 11. Markham Let. in 12th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.
Apn. v. 3, I . . desire a line under your own hand to whom
I shall deliver the castle. 1751 Berkeley Let. to Johnson
25 Julyt Wks. 1871 IV. 326 A line from me in acknowledg-
ment of your letter. 1775 J. Aoams Wks. (1854) IX. 352,
J have this morning received a line from Mrs. Warren. 1849
Macaulay Hist. Eng. iii. I. 415 History was too much occu.
pied with courts and camps to spare a line for the hut of the
peasant or for the garret of the mechanic. 1865 Mrs. Car.
lyle Lett. III. 270 Dearest,—Just a line to say that all goes
well. 1894 Mrs. H. Ward Marcetla II. 307 Marcella scrib-

bled a line on a half sheet of paper, and . . despatched
Benny with it,

e. The portion of a metrical composition which
is usually written in one line ; a verse; verses,

poetry. Also //., ^so many) lines of verse (some-

times, of prose) set to be written out as an imposi-

tion in school.
To read the line (Sc.) : to give out the words ofa metrical

psalm or hymn a line at a time (cf. Line v.2 6).

1563-7 Buchanan Reform. St. Ant/ros Wks. (1892) 8

The regent sal cause thayme to writ twa or thre lynis of
Terence. 1599 Drayton Idea xlii, And in my lines, if shee
my loue may see ! 16*3 B. Jonson To memory of Shake,
spcare, Marlowes mighty line. 1630 Milton On Shahs.,
Kach ht art Hath from the leaves of thy nnvalu'd Book,
Those Delpliick lines with deep impression took. 1709

Poi'E Ess. Crii. 347 And ten low words oft creep in one
dull line. 1752 Mumk Ess. <$ Treat. (1777) I. 211 Each
line, each word, in Catullu*, lias its meriL 1792 Cow fee
{title) Lines addressed to Dr. Darwin. 1809 Byron Eng.
Hards $ Review. 390 Lines forty thousand, cantos twenty-
five ! 1867 A. Dickson Rambling Recoil. (1868) 33 To dis-

pense with reading the line in psalmody was by many held
to be profane. 1875 Jowe it Plato (ed. 2) 1. 252 The lines

of Homer which you were reciting. 1894 Wilkins & Vivian
Green Bay Tree I. 72 T« commute the punishment to 500
Latin lines.

f. pi. Short for marriage lines , the certificate

of marriage. Applied also dial, to other kinds of

certificates (e.g. of chureh membership).
18*9 J. Hunier IIaltamsh. Gloss., Lines. Marriage-lines

is a certificate of marriage often asked for and kept by the
bride. 1840 M arryat Poor Jack xi, She could not produce
her marriage lines. 1861-a Thackfray Adv. Philip xii.

(1869) I. 254
1 How should a child like you know that the

marriage was irregular?
1 'Because I had no lines', cries

Caroline quickly. 1890 W. J. Gordon Foundry 81 ' Lines
of admission \ or as we should call them letters of recom-
mendation. 1901 Union Mag. Mar. 106/1 The old mini>ter
fell into a reverie in the very midst of filling in Sandy
M 'Turk's lines.

g. pi. The words of an actor s part.

188a Daily Tel. 7 Dec, He [an actor] said, 'Do let me
get in some of my " lines " \

h. Line upon line: now taken as referring to

the reiteration of statements in successive lines of

writing or print (for the orig. meaning see 5).
1611 Bible Isa. xxviii. 10. 1837 Mrs. T. Mohtimer (title)

Line upon linc^or, a second series of the earliest religious

instruction the infant mind is capable of receiving. 1896
Home Mission. (N. V.) Aug. 218 A line-upon-line presenta-

tion of these facts.

IV. Serial succession.

24. A continuous series of persons (rarely of

things) in chronological succession. Chiefly with

reference to family descent, a series in which each

member is the parent of the one next following.

So male, female line, direct line. For heir of line,

1 see 11 Kin 1 b.

c 1386 Chaccer Wife's T. 279 If gentillesse were planted
natureelly vn-to a certeyu linage, doun the lyne. 1426
Lydc. Dc Guil. Ptlgr. 14696 ' Flatrye *.. by dyssent off

lyne doun Kldest doubter off Falsnesse. c 1440 Jacob's
Well 48 In be lyne vpward, bi fadyr is to pe in pe first

)

I

degre of kynrede. 11470 Henry Wallace 1. 34 The fyrst

rycht lyne of the fyrst Stewart. 1513 Bk. Keruynge in

Babccs Bk. 285 A marshall muste take hede of the byrthe, 1

and nexte of the lyne, of the blode royall. 1640 Lu. Digby
in Rushw. Hist. Coll. 1 if. (1692) I. 146 By the concentring '

of all the Royal Lines in his Person. 1705 Addison Italy I

13 There is no House in Europe that can show a longer 1

Line of Heroes, a 1715 Burnet Own Time (1724) 1. 457
Isaac, Jacob, Judah . . and . . Solomon, were preferred with- !

out any regard to the next in line. 1784 Cowfer Task v.

211 In the line Of his descending progeny. 1809-10 Cole-
riuge Friend (1865) 136 The property, .derived from a long
line of ancestors. 1818 Ckuise Digest (ed. 2) III. 358 Pur-
chases in the line of the mother or grandmother. 1861
Stanley Jew. Ch. I. xiii. 254 He and his sons founded a
long line of Priests. 1805 Law Times Rep. LXXIL 817/1
The case is governed by a line of authorities extending
over a century.

+ b. Byline', by lineal descent. Obs.
C1374 Chaucek Troyltts v. 1481 Of bis lord descendede

Tydeus By ligne. C1375 Sc. Leg. Saints \\. (Symon .y

Judas) 3 Of Symone . . & uf Iudas . . t>at brethire ware be
lyne of fles to Sancte lames callit be les. c 1386 Chaucer
Knt.'s T. 693 Of his lynage am 1, and his of spryng liy
verray ligne. f 1400 Destr. Troy 1841 Lord of be londe as
be lyne olde. 1470-85 Malory Arthur v. x, My fader is

lyneally descended of Alysaunder .. by ryght lygne. 1596
Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. 11. 134 The lawful south
quha ryebt be lyne was sproung of the kingis blude.

25. Lineage, stock, race. ? Somewhat arch.
c\$y> Arth. <y Merl. 5462 (Kdlhing) Aigilin, A wijt kni^t

of gcntil lin. c 1400 Soxvdone Bab. 357, 1 trowc, he were
a dcveles^ sone, Of Pelsabubbis lyne. c 1440 Partonope
7253* He is of the lyne of king Priam. 1474 Caxton Chesse
2i l'hey had put out of rome tarquyn and al his lygne.
a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VII, 6 Sole heyre male lefte of

the ligne of Richarde duke of Vorke. 1634 Milton
Comus 923 Virgin, daughter of Locrine Sprung of old
Anchises ^ line. 1697 Dhyden Virg. Georg. iy. 303 Th'im-

mortal Line in sure Succession reigns. 17*5 Pope Odyss.
xxiv. 588 Shame not the line whence glorious you descend.

1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. tx. II. 456 The party hostile to

his line, his office, and his person. 1865 R. W. Dale Jew.
Temp. xiii. (1877) 139 He helongs to no consecrated line.

1874 Bancroft Footpr, Time i. 78 The line of Cyrus being
extinct.

V. A direction or course of movement.
26. Track, course, direction; route; e.g. line of

communication, of march, of operations.
For telegraph line see 1 e.

14*6 Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. 21779 That lyne ryht shal lede
the To the place..Wych thow hast..souht. 16*5 N. Car-
penter Geog. Del. 1. ii. (1635) 15 AH earthly bodies are by
a right line directed to the Center of the Terrestriall Globe.
t6«6 Bacon Sytva § 224 Sounds that move in oblique and
arcuate lin=s. 1748 Anson's Voy. 11. vii. 213 This would
have carried us in a direct lineto the Island of Quibo. 1780
Cowper Progr. Err. 574 Though.. the shaft. .err but little

from the intended line. 1819 Blackxu. Mag. V. 737 Lying
in a diagonal direction across the line ofmarch. 1859 Bart-
lett Did. Atuer., Line, ihe route of a stage-coach, railroad,

packet, or steamer. 1863 Kinglake Crimea II. 193 The
neck of country by which he keeps up his communications
with the base is called the 'line of operations'. 187a B.

Stewart Physics ii. (1876) 3 Vou must know.. the direction

or line in which I am moving. 1893 Zangwill Master 1.

vii, 82 They ran on parallel lines that never met.

b. Short for line of rails, railway line, tram
line. Cf. branch 111.

In railway lang. variously applied («) to a single track of
rails, as in tlic up line, the down line ; (b) to a railway form-
ing one of the parts of a system, as in main line, branch line,
loop tine ; {e) sometimes to an entire system of railways un-
der one management, as in the Midland line.

1825 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 643 The numerous
projected lines of rail-road for diminishing the friction of
carriages. 1841 Penny Cycl. XIX. 251/1 Curves on a main
line of railway being. .objectionable.. .When the Liverpool
and Manchester linewas projected. 1848 Chambers's Inform.
I. 411/2 The plan of laying down continuous lines or tram-
ways of smooth pavement for the wheels to roll over. 1851
Illnstr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 1148 Model of a patent railway,
with a third line of rails, to prevent running off the line.

t86i Musgrave By roads 195 The farmers . . use the line to
advantage by sending flour to inland and coast consumers
by every train. 1 1886 R. Kipling Railway Folk 56 Natur-
ally a father who has worked for the line expects the line to
do something for the son. 1898 Flor. Montgomery Tony 1 1

A few stations down the line.

c. U. S. 7b ride the line ; to make the circuit

of the boundary of a cattle-drift in order to drive
in stray cattle.

1888 T. Roosevelt in Century Mag. Mar. 669/1 Those
who du nut have to look up stray horses, and whu are not
forced to ride the line day in and day out.

d. Planting. The straight course in the hunting
field, esp. in phrases to ride the line, to take, keep
one's own line.

1836 New Sporting Mag. X. 62 Nothing is so unsports-
manlike or so dangerous as to cross a man at a leap ; every
one should keep his own line, and if a man when he gets
cluse to it fears the fence before him, he should pull up.
1895 OuiiMg (U. S.) XXVII. 196/2 A parson he was, after
a sportsman's heart. . .Though an old man when* I knew him,
he always rode the line religiously. 1898 St. James's Gaz.
15 Nov. 6/1 Hounds drove along after their fox in rare
style,. .the line was worked out to Houghton.
27. Course of action, procedure, life, thought, or

conduct.
13.. A". A lis. 7266 For his barouns and for myne This

weore the ryghtest lyne. C1330 Arth. ty Merl. 6492 (Kolb-
ing) f>e king aros by wrungful lines & . . He forlay be
stewardes wiif. 1629 N. Carpenter Achitophel 39 The same
hand of Kingly munificence which . . pointed him out the
lines of his obliged loyaltie. 1787 J lfh-rson Writ. (1859'
II. 112 The line I have observed with him has been [etc.].

1800 Mrs. Hervey Mourtray Earn. 111. 57 Promising to
consult with him, in regard to what line of life he should
pursue. 1826 Diskaeli llv. Grey 11. xiv, 1 should then have
inherit d some family line of conduct, both moral, and poli-

tical. 1850 Lewis Lett. (1870) 233 The Protectionists, as a
party, have taken no line in the matter. 1878 R. W. Dale
Lect. Preach, v. 131 Yuu should consider by what lines of
thought . .you would be able to make the truth clear to them.
1882 Pebouy Eng. Journalism xvL (1882) 121 The line that
shall be taken upon all the questions of the day. 1893 Swin-
burne Stud. Prose t, Poetry (1894) 42 Few men .. whuse
line of life lay so far apart from a naturalist's or a poet's
can ever have loved nature or poetry better.

28. A department of activity ; a kind or branch
of business or occupation.
The sense seems to be largely due to the influence ol quot.

161 1, wherCj however, line (= Gr. kolvvp, lit. * measuring rod
R.V. 'province'] was prob. meant by the translators in a
sense belonging^to branch 11. The phrase line of things,
sometimes used instead of line in the sense above explained,
certainly arose from misapprehension of this text, where the
words ' in another mans line ' are parenthetical.
[i6ix Biule 2 Cor. x. 16 And not to boast in another mans

line of things made ready to our hand.] 1638 Rouse itemt.
Univ. x. (1702) 148 Keep thou especially in thine own line

neither trouble thy self for the line of another. 1655 Fuller
Ch. Hist. 11. iv. § 23 It is not out of Curiosity or liusybodi-
nessc, to l>e meddling in other mens Lines. 1677 Hubbard
Narrative 11. 86 To intrude our selves into that which is

out of our Line, or beyond our Sphere. 1691 Wooo Ath.
Oxon. I. 266 He entred on the Physick line, but took no
degree in that Faculty.^ 1773 Johnson Let. Mrs. Thrale
20 Sept., Seeing things in this fight I consider every letter

as something in the line of duty. 1787 Jefferson Writ.
(1859) U.95 If I can be made useful to you in any line

whatever here. 1791 Boswell Johnson 23 Sept. an. 1777,
Johnson was . . prompt to repress colloquial barbarisms .

.

such as line, for department% or branch, as the civil line, the
banking line. 1806-7 J. Beresford Miseries Hum. Life
(1826) iv. Introd., Any thing much worse than usual in that

line?^ 1809 Malkin Gil Bias v. i. P 65, I had got into the

matrimonial line. 1820 Hyron Blues 11. 94 Stick to those
of your play, which is quite your own line. 1836-7 Dickens
Sk. B02, Char. ix. (1892) 238 Mr. Augustus Cooper was in

the oil and colour line. 1887 Spectator 16 Apr. 535/2 The.
line of this story is correctness rather than intercut.

b. /// (or out of) ones line : suited (or unsuited)

to one's capacity, taste, etc.

1838 Dickens O. Twist xxvi, Have you got anything in

my line to-night? 1886 R. Kipling Departm. Ditties, etc.

(1899) 35 ' ter jokes aren't in my line. 1888 Harper's Mag.
July 183 Store-keeping was not in my line.

f29. Used by Shaks. in //. for: < Goings on',

caprices or fits of temper. [Cf. the 'Warwickshire
dial, phrase on a line « in a rage.]

1598 Shaks. Merry W. iv. ii. 22 Your husband is in his

olde lines againe. 1606 — Tr. *, Cr. 11. iii. 139 Yea watch
1 lis pettish lines. [Mod. edd. lunes in both places.}

30. Comm. An order received by a traveller or

agent for goods ; the goods so ordered ; also, the

slock on hand of a particular class of goods.
188a Daily Ncivs 4 Mar., Spinners content themselves with

supplying special lines and immediate requirement. 189a
Ibid. 11 Apr. 6/6 In spite of the new Trench tariff we siill

continue to receive fair 'lines' for silver goods from Paris.

189a Money Market Ret\ 6 Feb.» Another eiror committed



LINE. 309 LINE.
by some of ihe Trusts has consisted to taking inordinately
large 1

lines ' of particular Stuck s.

VI. Combinations.
31. Simple attrib. and objective, as line battalion,

emit -guard, -maker, -making, -fair,, -regiment,
-rime, -room

;
line-throwing adj.

1876 Vovlk & Stevenson Milit. Diet. 50/1, 2 companies
from each of the *line battalions assigned to the sub-district.

1748 W. Hakoy Miner s Guide 184 Vour Assistant having
made a mark upon the Ground, where the *Une Knd
touched last 1888 'J. Bickeruyke ' All-round Angler
it. 28 A Nottingham reel fitted with a little invention. . in-

tended to prevent the line uncoiling.. ofT the reel. This
*line-guard has answered beyond my expectations. 1897
Daily News 13 Sept. 7/3 Some six miles further on, the
point where [railway] *line-making was actually in process.
1867 Caylev in Colt. Math. Papers (1893) VI. 201 A conic
is a curve of the second order and second class ; qua curve
of the second order it may degenerate into a pair of lines, or
*line-pair. 1864 Tkevelvan Compel. Wallah (1866) 255
Eighteen months in such a school would have turned the
French * line-regiments into Zouaves, i860 Mahsh Eng.
Lang. xxv. 554 *Line-rhyme is a constituent of all hut the
most ancient forms of Icelandic verse, a 1643 W. Cart,
wrigut Ordinary in. ii, To hang up cloaths, or any thing
you please, Your Worship cannot want Mine-room. 1887
Daily Aetvs 9 Mar. 6/7 A *Line*Thi owing Gun.

+ b. Bot. Used - linear-. Obs.
1787 Fam. Plants I. 37 The leaflets line-lanc'd, keel'd,

erect. Ibid. 41 Seeds one, cover'd, line-oblong. Ibid. 105
Filaments five, line-compress'd.

32. Special combs.: + line-angular a. (see

quot.); line-bait, bait used in line- fishing ; line-
ball Baseball (see quot.); line-breeding U.S.,
'the breeding of animals with reference to securing
descent from a particular family, especially in the
female line* (Webster Suppl. 1879); line-cod,
cod-fish caught with a line

; line-coneh, a large

gasteropod of Florida, Fasciolaria distans, marked
by black lines {Cent, Did.) ; line-eoordinate
Matli.,one of a set of quantities defining the position
of a line ; line density (see quot.) ; line drawing, i

a drawing done with a pen or pencil ; line engrav-
[

ing, the art of engraving i
in line', i.e. by lines in-

cised on the plate, as distinguished from etching and 1

mezzotint; an engraving executed in this manner;
|

line-filling, a flourish or ornament serving to fill

up a line of writing
; line-firing Mil., firing by

|

a body of men in line; line-fisherman, a man
who fishes with a line; so line-fishing sb. and a.

;

line-hunter, a hound which follows its quairy
by the line of the scent alone ; so line-hunting a.;

line-integral Math., the integral, taken along a
line, of any differential that has a continuously
varying value along that line ; line-integration,
the operation of finding a line-integral

;
line-knife,

a knife used on a whaler for cutting the harpoon
rope

; lino-maker, 4 a manufacturer of rope, sash-
lines, clothes-lines, etc.* (Simmonds Did. Trade
185S) ; line pin, one of the iron pins used to fasten
a bricklayer's line (see quot. 1859); tHne-reel,
a reel upon which a gardener's line is wound;
line-riding U.S., riding the line (see sense 26 c)

;

line-rocket, a small rocket attached to a line

or wire along which it is made to run; line-
soldier, a soldier of the line, a linesman; line-
squall, a squall, consisting of a violent straight
blast of cold air with snow or rain, and occurring
along the axis of a V-shaped depression ; so line-
thunderstorm; line-storm US., an equinoctial
storm

; line-way, f («) a tow-path
; (b) 'a straight

direct path' (Halliwell 1847); line-wire Tele-
graphy the wire which connects the stations of a
telegraph-line; line-work, drawing or designing
executed with the pen or pencil (as opposed to
wash, etc.). Also Lineman, Linesman.
1774 M. Mackenzie Maritime Sunt, p. xviii. A *Line-

angular Survey is, when tbe Coast is measured all along
with a Chain, or Wheel, and the Angles taken at each Point
and Turn of the Land with a Theodolite, or magnetic
Needle. 1895 Outing (U. S.) XXX. 432/1 M innows, frogs,
crayfish or any favorite *line bait. 1874 H. Chaqwick Base
Ball Man. 55 A '*line ball * or * liner ' is a ball sent swiftly
from the bat to the field almost on a horizontal line. 1877
Holdsworth Sea Fisheries 80 Very few *line-cod are
caught in the North Sea for the next three months. 1866
Cayley in Coll. Math. Papers (1892) V. 521 Considered as
(what in the theory of *line-coordinate.s it in fact is) a par-
ticular case of the double tangent. 1873 Maxwell Electr.
<r Magn. § 64 I. 68 In this case we may define the *line-
densityat any point to be the limiting ratio of the electricity
on an element of the line to the length of that element when
the element is diminished without limit. 1895 Zangwill
Master it. vii. 205 To undertake wash-drawings, *line-
drawings, colour-work or lithography. 1810 Trans. Soc.
Arts XXV1IL 14 *Line Engravings of Historical Subjects.
1849 Chambers's Inform. 1 1 . 729/2 Effect is obtained in
etching in the same manner as in line-engraving—namely,
by depth. 1895 M. R. James Abbey St. Edmund's at Bury
93 The small initials . . as well as the *Iine-fillings, are of
the most absolutely perfect kind. 1803 C. James Milit
Diet., *Line-firings arc executed separately and indepen-
dently by each battalion. 1858 Greener Gunnery 405 For
close quarters. line.firing, or quickness of loading, the mus-
ket will hold its place for centuries to come. 1899 Daily

\

News is Apr. 6/2 The *linc-nslicrmcn off our coasts. 1848 1

C. A. Johns Week at Lizard 242 They depend for this
supply on "line-fishing. 1897 Daily Xezvs 10 Feb. 6/2 The
screw *line-fishing boat George Uaird. 185a R. S. Surtkilh
Sponge's Sp. Tour (1893) 355 Many of them [sc. hounds]
had their heads up. ..Some few of the *Iine hunters were
persevering with the scent over the greasy ground. 1856
Wiiyte Melville Kate Cov. xii, They are capital 'line-
hunters', so says lohn. 1890 Saf. Rev. 1 Feb. 135/1 In
the vast forests of Europe a line-hunter on the scent of an
ungalled hart would be lost to all eternity. Ibid., The old
slow Mine-hunting staghound. 1873 Maxwell Electr. $
Magn. §69 I. 71 * Line- Integral of Electric Force, or
Electromotive Force along an Arc of a Curve. Ibid. (1881)
II. 232 The magnetic potential, as found by a *line-inlegra-
tion of the magnetic force. 1851 H. Melville Whale xli.
202 The captain seizing the "line-knife from his broken
prow, had dashed at the whale. 1667 Peivs Diary 19 July,
The pretty woman, the *Iine-maker's wife that lived 111

Fenchurch Streete. 1688 R. Holme Ar/nouty \\\. 395/j
1 wo *Line Pins, with a Line lapped or raped about part of
both. 1700 Moxon Mech. E.xerc. (1703) 247 A Pair of Line
I ins of Iron, with a length of Line on thein. 1823 P. Nichol-
son Pratt. Build. 387 The Line Pins, consist of two iron
pins, wnh a line of about sixty feet, fastened by one of its

extremities to each. 1859 Gtoilfs Emycl. Archil, (ed. 4)
11. iii. 514 The line pins . . for fastening and stretching the
line at proper intervals of the wall, that each course may
be kept straight in the face and level on the bed. 1616
Suit pl. & Mark 11. Country Farme 256 When you haue
casi your ground, you .shall begin to stretch your line with
good and fume 'hne-reeles, tu take the bredth and length
of your borders round about. 1888 T. Roosevelt in Cen-
tury Mag. Mar. 668/2 'Line-riding is very cold work, and
dangerous, too, when the men have to be out in a blinding
snowstorm. 1799 G. Smith Laboratory 1. 19 Charges for
the *line rockets. 1869 E. A. Pakkks Pract. Hygiene (ed.

3) SSI Two-thirds of each *line-soldier's service is passed
abroad. 1887 R. Abercromisv Weather 241 This class of
atmospheric disturbance, which, for the sake of classifica-
tion, we will call ' *Line-squalls '. 1867 Whither The
Palatine 6? Along their foam-white curves of shore They
heard the *Iine-storm rave and roar. 1887 R. Abi-rcromby
Weather 248 We will now give an example of Mine-
thunderstorms which are not associated with the trough
either of a V or a cyclone. 1464 Kails of Parlt. V. 569/-*
A waye on either syde of the seid water called a *lyneweye,
to convey the said Trowes, Poles, Cobles and Shules, on
the seid water. 1870 F. L. Pope Electr. Tel. iii. (1872) 24
A Telegraphic Circuit consists of one or more batteries, the
Nine wire, the instruments and the earth. 1895 Zangwill
Master it. viL 205 Cross-hatching, solid black, 'line-work.

tliine, sb.n Obs. In quots. lyne; see also
Lique. [a. OF. tin, ligne, ling'

s
e.] Some kind of

ship.

U 1394 Malveknk Coutn. lligdcn (Rolls) IX. 91 Franci et

Hispani in uno balynger et una lyna sulcantes maria circa
ora maritima Angh;c.] £1400 T. Walsingham Hist. Augl.
(Rolls) II. 135 Dine grander galeya;, el aliud genus rati*

quod vocatur 1 lyne ', et una bargia, el sepleni halingaria:.

1523 Ln. Uerneks Froiss. L ccexxviii. 514 He made redy
for htm a shyp, called the Lyne, the whiche wolde go on
the see with all maner of wyndes without perell.

[Line, sb.*, 'a hat-maker's pad', given in some
Dicls. (as an application of Link sb,1 ) seems to be
a spurious word, due to a misreading of Luke sb.'-]

Line (lain), v. 1 Forms: 4-7 lyne, 5 lynyn,

7 loyn, 5- line. [f. Line sb 1
; with primary re-

ference to the frequent use of linen as a lining

material for articles of clothing.]

1. trans. To apply a second layer of material
(usually different from that of the article Mined')
to the inner side of (a garment ; in later use, any
covering or containing objeet) ; to cover on the

inside.

c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 440 In sangwyn and in pers he clad
was a! Lyned with Taflata and with Sendal. 1432 E. E.
Wills (1882) 91 A russet gounne lynyt with whythe blanket.
a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VI11 239 The sieves and brest
were cutte, lyned with cloth of golde. 1591 Lodge Catharos
(1875) 30 Thou buiest a warme gowne against Winter and
Hnest it well. 1607 Topsell Fourf. Beasts (1658) 575 Then
must the inside be lined with boards, to the intent that the
beast, .make no evasion. 1664 Wood Life 5 Dec. (O.H.S.)
II. 24 For loyning and lengthning my new yarn stockings,
3/r*. 1676 Wiseman Surg. vi. v. 423 You may use.. Tin-
plates lined with soft Linings to receive the fractured
Member. 1718 Lady M. W, Montagu Let. to C'tess Mar
28 Aug., The church of the Annunciation is finely lined

with marble. 1795 Uckke Regie. Peace iv. Wks. IX. 123
An ambassador, whose robes are lined with a scarlet dyed
in the blood of Judges. i8ao Svd. Smith Mem. (1855) II.

197 Lady Granville is nervous.on account of her room l>eing

lined with Spitalfields silk. 1829 Southey Young Dragon
1. v. 8 With amianth he lined the nest, And incombustible
asbest. 1845 Buoo Dis. Liver 147 Abscesses, .. lined by a
distinct, but very thin membrane. 187* Yeats Techn. Hist.
Comm. 339 A mode of lining culinary. . articles with enamel,

b. trans/, andfig.
£1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps. lv. iii, Mischief cloth'd in

deceit with treason lin'd. 1608 TorsKLL Serpents (1658) 602
Nature hath.. lined them (.serpents] with a more thick and
substantial flesh. 1649 Bp. Hall Cases Consc. (1650) 132
How can you escape to be involved in a treason, lined
with perjury? 1603 Dkyden Juvenal vi. (1697) 161 Unless
some Antidote .. fines with Balsam all the Noble Parts.
174a Young Nt. Th. viu. 503 With modest laughter lining
loud applause. 1756 C Lucas Ess. Waters II. 149 In a few
minutes.. it is lined with bright, small air bubbles. 1780
Cowpek Table T. 59 The diadem with mighty projects
lined. 1784 — Task 1. 310 The willow such, And poplar
that with silver lines his leaf.

f 2. To strengthen by placing something along
the side of ; to reinforce, fortify. AlsoJig. Obs.
1599 Shaks. Hen. V* 11. iv. 7 To lyne and new repayre

our Townes of Warrc. 1605— Macb. 1. iii. 112 He. .did
lyne the Rebell with hidden helpe And vantage, a i6z6

Bacon Consid. War w. Spain Misc. Wks. (1629) 43 Two
Generals, .. lined and assisted with Subordinate Com.
inanders of great Experience, a 1659 Osiiorn Characters
tfC. Wks. (1673) 630 Your Resolution is too well lined by
Philosophy against the storms of Danger, to admit a Parley
with any force but that of Reason. 1665 Manley Groiius*
Lo7v C. Warres 275 The upper part of the Town, where
the Walls were not lined with banks, he thought fit to batter.
1704 Hahris/,<m-. Tcchu./Yo Line a Work, is lo strengthen
a Rampart with a firm Wall, or to encompass a Parapet or
Moat with good Turf, &c. 1761 Chukchill Rosciad Poems
(1763) I. 45 Received, with joyful murmurs of applause,
Their darling chief, and lin'd his fav'rite cau->e.

3. To fill (one's purse, pockets, stomach, etc.)

with something that may be spoken of as a lining;

to cram, stuff.

1514 Bakclay Cyt. ^ Uplondyshm. 1 Percy Soc.) p. hi, He
had a pautner with purse* many folde And suiely lined with
.silver and with golde. 1550 Ckowlky Last 'Trump. 8;o
'J hou wyll viset no sicke man that cannot lyne thy purs.se
willi golde. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 1. iii. 27 Who lin'd
himself with hope, Eating the ayre, on promise of Supply.
1600 — A. J"./,. 11. vii. 154 The lubtice, In fairc round belly,
with good Capon lin'd. 1611 — Cymb. 11. iii. 72 What H
1 do hue one of their hands, 'tis Gold Which buyes admit-

I

tance. 1625 Massingkr Xcw Way iv. i, I will not fail my
i lord. .. Nor 1, to line My Christmas colfcr. 1663 DkvoBN
Wild Gallant 1. i. (1725) 97 When I have lined my sides
with a good dinner. 167a — Assignation Prol., You come
to plays with your own follies lined. 1731 W. ISowman
Scrm. xxix, Tho' such change would line our breeche>.
x795 J- O Kkemi; Song, 'Friar of Orders Gray' ii, With

I

old sack wine I'm lin'd within. 1820 Comhk Dr. Syntax,
Consol. 1. (1869) 144 For now I have my purse well lin'd
Nor doth a fear assail my mind. 1824 Cakr Craven Dial.
flloss.90 Lined, drunk. ' He's wed lined 1866 Whitiikr
Maids ofA ttHash 30 No bridegroom's hand be mine to hold
That is not lined with yellow gold.

4. To cover the outside of; to overlay, drape,
pad, ///. and Jig.-, to face (a turf-slope). Obs.
exc. jXattt., to add a layer of wood to.

1572 C-AScoiGNE Ilcarbes, Couth ell to 1>arthoi. Withipoll
^575' 1 52 Theyr smoothed tongue* are lyned all with guyle.
i626[sceCL\Kiciioi<D?). 1663W000 A</1'9 July (O.H.S. ) I. 481
The rayles. .were loyned in mourning. 1664 Pott km Exp. 481
Philos. 1. 5 A (\x17y kinde of substance like little sjionges,
with which she [Nature] hath lined the soles of her [the fly's]

feet. 171 2 J. James tr. Le Blond's Gardening 67 Slopes.

.

require more Circumspection in the Method of lining them
with Turf. 1794 Rigging «y Seamanship I. 31 Uowsprits
made of two trees, are coaked together in the middle, and

.
bolted as masts, and lined to the si/e. 1796 C. Marshall
Garden, xviii. (181 j) 293 If the bed gels over cool, line it, or
cover round with straw.

5. In certain technical senses ^eliielly /<? line Hp
a. Bookbinding. To glue on the back of (a book;
a paper covering continuous with the lining of the
back of the cover, b. Cabinet-making. To put
a moulding round (the top of a piece of furniture^.
1880 Zakmnstjom- Bookbinding xix. 85 This class of work

is not lined up. The leather is stuck directly uj)on the book.
1885 Ckan'e Bookbinding xv, 118 Before lining the back, the
headband should be set. 1889 Jl'ork 22 June I. 234/1
A small toilet table was being lined up.

6. To serve or be used as a lining for. (Cf.
1 senses 1,3, and 4.)

1726 Svvh t Bet's Birth'day 8 Now 34 Domestic business
never mind Till coffee has her stomach lin'd. 1733 — On
Poetry Wks. 1755 IV. 1. 188 Vour poem sunk, And *enl in

(pi ires to line a trunk. 1794 Cow pkr Xecdlcss Alarm 15
Wide yawns a gulf beside a ragged thorn; 1'riek.s line the
sides, but shivered long ago. 1850 Ti-nnyson In Mem.
Ixxvii. 6 These mortal lullabies of pain May bind a book,
may line a box. 1885 Law Times'Kep. JJ I. 738/1 Small
quantities of gold and silver, .became embedded in the bricks
lining the furnaces. i8gz Speaker 3 Sept. 289/2 Wild rose
. .falling.. down to the daisied grass that lines the ditches.

1895 Zangwill Master 11. iv. 167 Caricatures of. .sensuous
faces lined the walls.

Line (tein), v. s Also 4-6 lyne. [f. Line sb*

I

Cf. L. linedre, K. ligner (OF. lignier), Sp, linear,

Ii. lineare."]

1. trans. To tie with a line, string, or cord [rare);

f to string (a bow) (obs.).

1-1375 -Sc. Leg. Saints v. ( Johannes) 178 pe ^unge man
ban his bov bent syne, and vith his hand pare-vith tan lyne.

1398 '1'KiiVtsA Barth. De P. R. xvu. xcvii. (1495)663 The
[

flex is..gadied all hole and is thenne lyned. 1872 De Verb
Americanisms 131 Cunning mules.. are lined, that is, the
forefoot is tied to the hindfoot on the same side.

2. To measure or test with a line, to cut to a line
;

also absol. Oceas. Jig. to reach as with a measur-
ing-line. Obs. exc. in technical use.
a 1400 Burgh Laiys cv. (Sc. Stat. 1.), pat bai sail leilly

lyne in lenth as braidnes baith foir part and back part of be
land. 1466 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) III. 93 The
hordes shalbe lynyd and leyd on hye on the gistes. 1541
Aberd. Reg. XVII. (lam.), The Paillies ordanit the lynaris

. to pass to the ground of the said tenement, and lyne and
marche the same, &c. c 1575 Balfour's Practicks (1754) 44,
I sail lyne landis lellelie betwix parleis. 1655 H. Vauchan
Silex Scint. 57 A sweet self-privacy in a right soul Out-
runs the Earth, and lines tbe utmost pole. 1708 J. C.
Compi. Collier (1845) 32 As they line or sound for the
depth of a River. 1890 W. J. Gordon Foundry 1 16 Then
if the trunk is lobe squared it is Mined'. The string is

fastened at one end, and^ mounting ihe tree, the foreman
moves the line about until he finds what branches should
be cut away lo trim the trunk to the best advantage.

3. {U.S.) To angle with a hook and line. rare.

1833 [see Lininc vbl. sb.1 5J.

4. To trace with, or as with, a line or lines; to

delineate, sketch. Chiefly in combination with
advs. To line in : to put in with a hard pencil the
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permanent lines of (a freehand drawing)
;
also, lo

insert (objects) in the outline of a picture. To line

off-, to mark off by lines. To line out: lo trace

the outlines of (something to be constructed) ; to

prescribe in general outline ; to forecast, adumbrate.
1600 Siiaks. A. Y. L. 111. ii. 97 All the pictures fairest

Linde, are hut blacke to Rosalinde. 1618 Mvnsihtl Ess.

Prison \ My purpose is, with dim water-colours to line me
out a heart. 1650 Baxtrr Saints R. iv. xiii. § 1, I have.

.

lined you out the best way that 1 know for your successful

petformance. 1677 Varranton Eng. Improv. 138 Here is

a way plainly lined out to cheat the Rats and Mice. 1799

J. Rokkktson Agric. Perth 264 Mr. D. ..has boldly lined

off streets and a market place through the very heart of the

moor. 1819 Scott Leg. Atoutrose x, He again strongly con-

Jured him to construct a sennce upon the round hill called

Drumsnab, and offered his own friendly services in lining

out the same. 1880 G. M krkoith Tragic Com. (1 881) 107 She

had seen them [mountain heights! day after day thinly lined

on the dead sky. i885 Milligan Revelation vi. (18S7) 231

The picture may not yet be realised in fulness but every

blessing lined in upon lis canvas is in principle the believer's

now. 1889 Anthonys Photogr. Bull, 1 1. 3°4 Thick or com-

pressed lips, open or sunken eyes, straight or hooked noses,

may enable one to roughly line out a disposition.

5. To mark with a line or lines ; lo impress lines

upon ; to cover with lines. Also with off, out. To

line through : to draw a line through an entry",

to cross out.

1530 Palsgr. 611/2 Have you lyned your paper yet? Ibid.

6u/i, 1 lyne, as a cai pentcr dothe his tymber with a coloured

lyne before he square it. 1703 Moxos Mech. Exerc. 100 The
Stuff being thus lined is fastned with wedges over the Pit.

1756 P. Kkownk Jamaica 130 It [the land] must be lined

out into oblong squares. 1819 Shelley Rosalind A> Helen
429 Selfish cares with barren plough, Not age, had lined his

11:11 row hrow. 1826 E. Irving Babylon II. v. 64 The chart

was lined off . . for tracing upon it the rise, and progress.

1837 Dickens Pickw. xiii. This entry was afterwards lined

thiough. 18.. — (Ogilvie), He had a healthy colour in

his cheeks, and his face, though lined, bore few traces of

anxiety. 1867 Smvth Sailors Woni-bk., To line a ship, is

to strike off with a batten, or otherwise, the directional lines

for painting her. Ibid., Line out stujf, to mark timber for

dressing to shape. 1874 Thearle Naval Arch it. 99 The
edges and butts of the plates are lined off. 189a Daily
News 26 Jan. 3 1 livery piece of wood [should] be correctly

lined before being cut or planed. 1900 A. 1U.ACK in Expo-
sitor Sept. 223 The pale wronged face, lined with melancholy
resignation.

6. To read out (a metrical psalm, a hymn) line by
line for the congregation to sing. Also lo line out.

1853 N. D. Gould Ch. A/us. Atncr. 47 This custom . . of

leading, or lining, or, as it was frequently called, 'deacon-
ing' the hymn or psalm in the churches. 1883 Century
Mag. XXIX. 549/2 The preacher was lining out a hymn.
He lined out two lines, everybody sung it.

7. U.S. To follow the line of flight of (bees).

1827 J. F. Cooper Prairie 1. v. 78, I had lined a beautiful

swarm that very day into the hollow of a dead beech. 1873

Hr. Marttnbal' Briery Creel- ii. 32 Girls .. lining the wild

bees to their haunt in the hollow tree. 1879 J. Hurrouciis
Locusts <y IV. Honey 25, I emerged, .just in tune to see the

runaways disappearing over the top of the hill. .. Lining

them as well as I could, 1 soon reached the hill-top.

8 a. trans. To bring (ships, soldiers, etc.) into

a line or into line with others ; to bring (one's boat)

into line with that of (another); also with

Hence U.S. to assign (a person) lo (certain work).

1796 I/tstr. Reg. Cavalry (18x3) 193 The pivots being

lined, and the wheeling distances being true. 1884 Mil.

Engineering (ed. 3) 1. 11. 75 Too much time must not .. be
lost in lining the gabion accurately. 1886 Philadelphia
Times 21 Mar. (Cent.), No aclor of American birth and
training can be lined to this class of work. 1891 Daily
A'eivs 28 Dec. 3/1 The cast iron frames are lined up in pin- e

before the concrete is poured in. 1899 Ibid. 29 July 8 '7

LMackstafFe.. crossed over in front of Howell and lined him.

b. inlr. (a) To present to the eye a line of a

speci6ed kind. (/) To form a (good) line with

others ; to fall into line ; also with out, up; fig, to

come up to a certain line, (e) To run in line with
;

to border upon.
(a) 1794 Rigging Seamanship I. 16 Masts that have

cheeks differ in this ; they line tapering athwartships. . .The
aft sides of top-masts line straight.

(b) 1790 Bystander 159 This the printers describe by say-

ing a letter does not line well. 1796 fnstr. Reg. Cavalry
('813) 34 The men as they come up endeavour to line well

on the part already formed. 1864 Trollope Smalt Ho. at
Allington xv, She struggled to line up to the spirit of her
promises and she succeeded. 1887 Shearman Football

(tfadm. Libr.) 316 The forward must always he ready to

line up and face one man, and one only. 1888 Pall Mall
G. 12 June 5

r
2 Nearly two hundred 'old students* lined up

to receive the Royalties. 1894 Daily News 8 Oct. 2/7 The
two old birds and the fonr cygnets then lined out in battle

array. 1897 Outing (IT. S.) XXX. 334/1 These boats ..

enjoyed a world-wide renown for their speed, anterior to

their lining up against boats of another type.

(c) 1881 Harper's Mag. No. 369. 433/2 Three hundred
acres of good fresh land, lining., with the Kooker estate.

9. a. To arrange a line (org. of troops) along

(a hedge, road, etc.). b. To have or take one's

place or (of inanimate objects) to have a place in

line along (a road, etc.).

In both significations the vb. is now apprehended with a

mixture of the sense of Line v. x

a. 1647 Clarknhon Hist. Reb. vi. § 248 They having

lined the hedges behind them with their reserve. 1684

Scanderbeg Rediv. v. 115 And Lined the Wood nn each

s,ideofthe Nanow Way with se\eral Companies of Mus-
qucteers. 1740 S. Si'EEU in Bucctcneh MSS. (Hist. MSS.

Comm.) I. 393 Their coasts were lined with soldiers on
that account. 1781 Gibbon Dect. 4- F. xliii. (1869) II. 611
The ramparts were lined with trembling spectators. 1809
M alkin GilBias x. iii. (Rtldg.) 344 The walks well gravelled
and lined with orange trees. 1812 A nn. Reg., Gen. Hist.
i3g The numerous batteries with which it [the shore] is there
lined. 1820 W. Irving Sketch Bk. II. 155 At such times the
street is lined with listeners.

#
1835 Lytton Rienzi vi. ii,

He came into a broad and spacious square lined with palaces.

1849 M acaulav Hist. Eng. v. L 580 The thick hedges which
on each side overhung the narrow lanes, were lined with
musketeers. 1859 Jephson Brittany vii. 88 A fine quay
lined with shipping. 1878 Itosw. Smith Cartilage 8 The
Greeks.. lined the southern shores of Iialy with that fringe
of colonics, which [etc.\ 1895 Zangwill Master t. x. 112

A cutting in the hill lined with overhanging snow-drifts.

b. 1598 Barret Theor. IVarres 48 At that instant have
the shot that line the battell, their time to serve, a 1671 Lo.
Fairfax Mem. (1699^ 30 They.. had set about five hundred
Musketeers to line the hedges about the Town. 1707 Lond.
Gaz. No. 4345/3 The Streets were lin'd by the Militia. 1746
Hervey Medit. (18181 126 The violet .. condescends to line

our edges. 1773-83 Hoole OrI. Fur. xxxv. 4g6 Not feeble

years, nor childhood stay'd, but all Alike impatient throngM
to line the wall. 1800 Asiatic Antu Reg., Citron. 55/2
Council-house-street . . was lined by the body guard. 1861

M. Pattison Ess. (1889) I. 45 Broad landing quays covered
with cranes lined the river bank. 1869 Boutkll A rms %
Arm. viii. (1874) 132 The English archers.. lined the pass.

1879 Casseirs Techn. Ednc. IV. 126/2 For some twenty
years he annually dispatched ten or twelve vessels to the

ports lining the Mediterranean.

Lille (lain), v$ Also 4, 6 lyne. [ad. F. lign-

er.] trans. Of a dog, wolf, etc.: To copulate

with, to cover.

1398 Trevisa Barih. De P. R. .win. xxv. (1495) 784 The
Yndens teche bytches and leue them in wodes by nyghte
for Tygres shold lyne them and gendre w* them.^ 1535
Stewart Cron. Scot. (1858) I. 57 And scho was lynit with

ony of that birth, Sic hundis thai said for hunting ar na
worth. 1576 Turuerv. Venerie ii. 5 From that time they
beganne to haue bitches lined by that dogge and so to haue
a race of them. 1687 Dryoen Hind <$ P. 1. 179 These last

deduce him from the Helvetian kind, Who near the Leman
lake his consort lined. 1727 Bradley Earn. Diet. I. H iy/i

Mongrels, that come from a Hound-bitch, that has been lin'd

by a Dog of another Kind. 1889 Mivart On Truth 379
Analogous effects are often produced when a ihorough-bred

bitch has been once lined by a mongrel.

Lineable, a. : sec Likable.

Lineage (Irn/odg). Now only literary. Forms :

4-7 li(g)n-, ly g nage, (5 len-,lyne-, lyngnage,
6 linn-, lyna d ge), 7- lineage, [a. OF. lignage

t

linage Pr. linhatge, Sp. linaje, Pg. linhagem, It.

lignagqio, legnaggio L. type *?/>/^7//Vw»/(see -ag e),

f. linea Link sb.'1 The spelling lineage, which ap-

pears late in the 1 ;ih c., is prob. due to association

with Line sb?\ the mod. pronunciation is influenced

by lineal or L. linea.]

1. Lineal descent from an ancestor; ancestry,

pedigree.
a 1330 Olnet 336 Tel me..Of what linage bou art come.

^1385 Chaucer /,. G. IV. 1820 I.ncrece, Tarqninius that.
;

sholdist as be lynage & 1>e right Don as a lord & as a worthi

knyght. c 1440 Generydcs 3873 The Kyng of Egipte, born
of highe lenage. 1489 Caxton Faytes o/A.\. vh. 16 The
gretenes of his lignage and bye blood of his persone

;
1547-

64 Hauldwin Mot. Philos. (Palfr.) 64 He, that to his noble

linage addeth vertue & good conditions, is highly to be

praised. 1586 Q. Eliz. in Kllis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. 111. 23,

I am not of so base a linage, nor cary so vile a minde. 1606

G. W[ooixxicke] Hist. Ivstine xi.i. 129 There was at the

same time one Arsaces, though of unknown lynage, yet of

approued valor. 1701 Rowe A/nb. Step-Moth. III. 41

Thou art the Father of our Kings, The stem whence their

high lineage springs. 1748 Richardson Clarissa: (1811)

VI 11. 209, 1 have .. been thought to disgrace my lineage.

1767 Blackstone Comm. II. 231 When the lineage is clearly

made out, there is no need of this auxiliary proof. 1835
Lvtton Rienzi 1. i, The quiet and lowly spirit ofmy mother's

humble lineage. 185a Mrs. Stowk Uncle Tom's C. vii. 43
She was . . so white as not to be known as of coloured lineage

without a critical survey. 1875 Stubbs Const. Hist. I. xiii.

546 Norman lineage was vulgarly regarded as the more
honourable.

t b. said of animals and inanimate objects. 0l>s.

c 143s Torr. Portugal 493 Ther be hawkes, ase I herd

s>eyne, That byn of lenage gene, 1607 TorsKtx Four-/.

Beasts (i6s8) 253 These are said to refuse copulation with

any other Horses that are not of their own kindcand linage.

1635 Swan Spec. M. v. § 2 (1643) 153 White hoar-frost k of

the house and linage of dew. 1693 Sir T. P. Blount Nat.

Hist. 195 They proceed in the Main from the same Stock

and Linage, and are all more or lessof the Kindred ofSalts.

1697 L^kvden Virg. Georg. 111. 252 Distinguish all betimes,

with branding Fire ; To note the Tribe, the Lineage, and
the Sire.

2. oxiTisA-concr, (Chiefly eollect.)

fa. The persons through whom one's 1 lineage*

(sense 1) is traced ; one's ancestors collectively.

[So F. lignage, in opposition to ligtiit^ descen-

dants.] Obs.
1*.. I\. Atis. 3068 Thow woldest geve vyl trowage ; So

dude never non of thy lynage. 1470*8$ Malorv 'Arthur
v. x, Duke Iosue and Machabeus were of oure lygnage.

1500-20 Dunuar Poems xxiv. 402 My linage and forebearis

war ay lele. 1557 North Guenaras Diall Pr. 46 His
linage was not of the lowest sort of the people . . but were
men that lyved by the swete of their browes.

b. The descendants of a specified ancestor [-=K.

lig)itc\ f Also rarely applied to an individual

descendant.
1303 R. Brunne Haudt. Syune 2883 She wepte nat for any

outrage But for of here come no lynage ; |>at no fruyt of

here my}t spryng [Orig. pur defantc dc ligne]. c 1375
Sc. Leg. Saints xxix. (Placidas) 254 pat herytag bat to
man I hicht & his lynag. la 1400 Arthur 269 Y am beir

Kyr & beyre lynage. 1430-40 Lvdc. Bocltas 1. vii. (1554) 10
Tencrease his lynage .. He toke a wife that was but yong
of age. 1485 Caxton Chas. Gt. 21 Pepyn . . was chosen
kyng of Fraunce when the lygnage of kyng cloys faylled.
a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VI 183 With hym died .. heires
of greate parentage in the Southe parte, whose linages
revenged their deat hs. 1573 L. 1-.LOVd Pilgr. Princes (1586)

167 b, Fully perswaded with himselfe that hee was of the
linage of the Gods. 1623 tr. Favitie's Theat. Hon. vt. iii.

118 Of this Mariage ensued a plenteous lignage, to wht,
three Sonnes and foure Daughters. 1750 Johnson Rambler
No. 34 F 3, I am now arrived at that part of life in which
every man is expected to settle and provide for the con»
tinuation of his lineage. 1838 Thirlwall Greece 1 1, xii.

rS4 Callias, a seer sprung from the jjifted lineage of Iamus.
1863 H. Cox Instil. 1. vii. 65 The dignity of the peerage .

.

was confined to the lineage of the person ennobled.
fig. 1863 Kinglake Crimea (1876) 1. ii. 37 1Tie ' Eastern
Question ', as it was called, had become consecrated by its

descent through a great lineage of Statesmen.

t c. A family or race viewed with reference to

its descent; a. tribe, clan. Obs,
?<i 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 258 She lEnvye] is ful glad,

in hir corage, If she see any greet linage Be brought to

j

nought in shamful wise. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) 111.

51 pat was be bygynnynge of be braldom of be ten lynages

I

of Israel, c 1400 Malnoev. (1839) xxi. 224 The first Na-
cyoun or Lynage was clept Tartar. 1483 Caxton G. de la

Tonr&sh, The fait or dede whiche the humayne lynage
bought ful dere. 153* Galway Arch, in \oth Rep. Hist.

\ MSS. Comm. App. v, 403 Whatsoever man or woman shall

make any comperacion betwixt lynadgc and (Ijinadge. .shuld
!

forfayte an hundrid shillingcs. 1604 E. G[rimstone]
D'Acosta's Hist. Indies 1. xxv. 80 From him sprang two
families or linages.

Lineal (lrn/al), a. and sb. Forms : 4-7 line-

all, 5-6 liniall, (5 linealle, -yalle, 6 lin-, lyne-
al(l, -iall, -yall), 6- lineal, [a. F. lineal, f. late

I L. llnealis, f. linea Line sb.-]

A. adj.

L Of or pertaining to a line or lines
;
consisting

of lines, f Lineal alphabet : one in which the

i symbols consist of lines. Lineal demonstration-.

one performed by means of lines. Lineal transla-

Hon : one in which the original is rendered line for

, line (rare). Lineal number, perspective*, see

Linear. Of writing: Arranged in regular lines.

1398 Trevisa Bartlu De P. R. xix. exxvi. (1495) 926 The
I

nombre lineall begynnyth fro one and is wryte arowe and
i lyne vnto endlesse. c 1430 Art Nombryng 14 Of nombres
one is lyneal, anober superficialle, anober quadrat, anober

j

cubike or hoole. 1624 Wotton Elem. Arch. 1. 50 Errors
i euer occurring more easily in the management of grosse

Materials, then Lineall Designes. 1709 J. Ward Introd.

I Matk. 1. ii. (1734) 10, I might have here inserted a Lineal

Demonstration of this Rule of Addition. 179a W. Roberts
Lookcr-On No. 7 (1704) 1. 91 This way ol^ writing may be
as swift, lineal, and legible, as the operations ofaayhght.
1797 Holcroft Stolberg's Trav. (ed. 2) 111. Ixxiii. 113 They

I
were not . . ignorant of lineal perspective. 1875 E. C Stei>
man Victorian Poets 371 He now is said to be engaged upon

!
a lineal and literal translation of Virgil.

b. Of measures : Relating to a single dimension

of space; —Linear a. 3,
a 1696 Scarburgh Euclid (1705) 92 And let this measure

be called the Lineal Unite. 1848 Gregory's Mathematics
(ed. 3) 120 An inch is the smallest lineal measure to which

{

a name is given. 1872 Ravmond Statist. Alines ij- Mining
129 The claim is 1,000 feet lineal measurement in length.

2. a. Of descent, ancestry, consanguinity, inheri-

tance, or succession (hence also of a descendant,

ancestor, heir, elc.
x

: That is in the direct line

;

opposed to collateral.

1426 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 132 Henry the sext, is truly

borne heir unto the corone of Fraunce hy lynyalle succes-

sioun. 1466 Boston Lett. II. 285 They shewed a lineall

discent, how their first ancetor, Wnlstan, came out o!

France, a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VI 178, I am the

lyn all heyre. 1596 SrENSER F. Q. iv. xi. 12 And after them
the royall issue came Which of them sprung by lineall

descent. 1690 1x>cke Govt, 1. xi. § 161 The Prime and
Ancient Right of Lineal Succession

t
to any thing. 1751

Johnson Rambler Na 172 p8 Enriched in the common
course of lineal descent. 1767 Klackstone Comm.}]. 203

Lineal consanguinity is that which subsists between persons,

of whom one is descended in a direct line from the other.

1817 Moork Italia R. 1 Abdalla. .a lineal descendant from
the Great Zingis. 1858 Lo. St. Leonards Handy-Bk. Prop.
Law x. 65 Under recent legislation the father and other

lineal ancestors are let in in default of lineal heirs. 1880

Haugiiton Vhys. Geog. vi. 262 Whether they may not both

be the lineal descendants of older Bnd extinct king crabs.

b. Pertaining to or transmitted by lineal descent.

Lineal warranty (see quot. 1767).
i486 in SurteesMisc. (1888) 54 By cource of liniall posses-

sion. 1570 T. Norton tr. NorvcCs Catech. (1853) 173 The
Jews claimed.. the Church of God as peculiar and by lineal

right due to their nation. 16*6 D'Ewes in Ellis Orig. Lett.

Ser. 1. III. 217 To whome the crowne of his aunccstors and
predecessors is now devolved by lineall right. 1719 Young
Bnsiris I. i. (1757) 13 Busing who now reigns, was first of

males In lineal blood, to which this crown descends. 1767

1'lackstone Comm. II. 301 Lineal warranty was where
the heir derived, or might by possibility have derived, his

title to the land warranted, either from or through the

ancestor who made the warranty. 1839 I5aii.ev FestnsyWx.

(1848) 34 As if they waged some lineal feud with time.

1858 Gladstone Homer 1 11. 520 In lineal dignity, he [An*

chisesj was even before Priam.

c. Ofpersons: Lineallydescended (rare). fAlso,

of children, legitimate {obs.)*
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1599 Suaks. lien. V, i. ii. 82 That faire Queene Isabel
Was Lineall of the Lady Ermengare. 1647 N. Bacon Disc*
Govt, Eng. 1. Ivii. 165 Although it was the lot of Henry the
first to have many children, yet it was not his happinesse to
have many lineal. 1670 Milton Hist. Eng. Wks. 1738 II.

79' In the East Angles, Edmund lineal from the ancient
stock ofthose Kings,. . was. .crown'd at Bury. 1693 Drvukn
To Congreve 44 For only you are lineal to the throne. 1800
Asiatic Ann. Reg., Citron, 35/1 The reestahlishment of the
ancient and lineal family on the throne. 1821 Keats Lamia
I. 332 A real woman, lineal indeed From Pyrrha's pebbles or
old Adam's seed.

fB. sb. Obs.

1. Genealogy, pedigree.
1426 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 137 Don in ordre )>y corious

lynealle.

2. One who is related in the direct line. rare.

1757 Foote Author 11. Wks. 1799 I. 156 There's seven
yards more of lineals, besides three of collaterals.

Iiineality (lin/arUti). [f. Lijtkal a. + -ity.]

The quality of being lineal
;
chiefly with reference

to modes of writing, uniformity of direction.
1828-32 Weuster, Lineality, the state of being in the

form of a line. Am. Review. 1876 T. Hardy Eihelberta
II. xxx. 6 The luxuriant curves departed, a compressed
lineality was to be observed everywhere. 1881 I. Pitman
Phonographic Phrase Bk. 43 The principal requisites of
phraseography are legibility, easy joinings, and lineality in
writing.^ 1888 Effective Advertiser No. 42. 45 The system
[Taylor's Shorthandl is laborious . . but perhaps less so
than the Gurney system, because of its better Lineality.

Lineally (ltn/ali), adv. (Forms as in Lixkal.)
[f. Lineal a. + -ly^J
1. In the direct line of descent

;
by lineal descent.

1426 Lvdg. DeGnil.Pilgr. ii2r B'olwyngdoun of akynretle
Lynealy, fro gre to gre. 1466 Emv. IV in Paston Lett. II.

282 Gentlemen descended lineally of worshipful! blood.

1534 More On the Passion Wks. 1293/2 Moyses gaue theym
warning of Christ, that he should be a verye man, comnung
liniallye of one of theyr owne tribes. 1590 Spenser O.
III. ix. 38 From whose race of old She heard that she was
lineally extract. 1631 Heywoou Loud. Jus //<?«. Wks. 1874
IV. 277 Shee was lineally descended from the Roman Em-
perours, 1779 F. Hervey Xav. Hist. II. in. 138 From Sir
Thomas Monson..are lineally descended the two noble
families of Monson and Sondes. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed.2)
111. 421 None but those who are lineally descended from him
can derive a title to it by descent.
trans/, a 1619 Fotherby Atlieom. 11. ix. § 3 (1622) 296

All those so largely extended lines, . . doe lineally descend
from one onely prick.

2. In a line; in a direct line. Now rare.
1536 in Laiug Charters (1899) 108 Fra the 1 Male well and

craig lynallie north. 1597 A. M. tr. Gm'llemeart's Fr. Chi-
rnrg. 6/2 Commonlye,shotten woundes doe not enter right,
or liniallye into the bodye, but turninge. 1607 in Stone-
house Axholme (1839) 404 The lx>rd may at his pleasure
drive, as is accustomed, from Dirkness Crook lineally to
Callendike* 16x0 Healey St. Aug Citie 0/ God 127 The
shade of the earih falling from y8 suns place lineally upon
the moone. 1827 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 169/2 Ten feet line-

ally from east to west. 1854 J**?* R- Agric. Soc. XV. 1.

43 The sources of the Neneare two springs, .about 70 miles
lineally distant from its mouth.

3. In various occasional uses : fa. By means of
lines

;
graphically, b. With regard to the lines

or outline of anything, c. Line for line.

1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts (1658) 264 Amazed at the
admirable frame of giants which were lineally deciphered
therein. 1647 Ward Simp. Cooler 52 The Essentialls
must. .be. .lineally sanctioned by Supreme Councels. 1753
Hogarth Anal Beauty ix. 50 We may .. lineally account
for the ugliness of the toad, the hog, the bear and the spider,
which are totally void of this waving-line. Ibid. xvii. 238 If
stage-action, .was to be studied lineally, it might [etc.]. 1879
Sala in Daily 'Pet. 26 June, The old structure (Blackfriars
hridge] designed by Mylne. . was not, lineally, unhandsome.
1887 Bowen Virg. Pref. (1889) 7 Virgil ought to be translated
more or less lineally, as well as literally.

Lineament (Irn/ament). Forms: 6 linea-
mente, linyament, 6-7 liniament, lyniament,
6- lineament, [a. F» lineament, ad. L. lined-

mentnm
i

f. lineare (in the unrecorded sense Mo
trace lines

1

: see Line z>.i), f. tinea Line sb%)
fl. A line; also, a delineation, diagram, outline,

sketch
;

outlines, designs, tit. and jig. Obs.
1570 Dee Math. Pre/. 41 The whole Feate of Architecture

in buildyng, consisteth in Lineamentes, and in Framing.
1587 Harrison England 11. ii. (1877) 1. 51 Circles, charac-
ters, & lineaments of imagerie. a 1640 J. Ball A nsw. Canne
1. (1642) 33, I see here a perfect image of the Brownists ..

but not so much as any lineament of any English Protestant
Pteacher. 1669 G ale Cft. Gentiles 1. 1. ii. 15 The choicest
parts [of Grecian Metaphysics] . . received their first linea-
ments, and configuration from [etc.]. 1675 tr. Camden's
Hist. Eliz. To Rdr. b 3, A great part of these Annals . . lay
yet shadowed in their first Lineaments. 1709-29 V. Mandey
S'yst Math., Geom. 137 All Magnitude is either a Line, or
a Lineament or Diagram. 1752 Hume Ess. <y Treat. (1777)
I. 237 The broken lineaments of the piece .. are carefully
studied. 1794 Sullivan View Nat. V. 395 The imagina-
tion, being free in ihe choice of its colors and lineaments,
incessantly passes from object to object. x8n Pinkerton
Petral. p. viii, Diversity may be used to imply a still greater
difference than the variety presents. A very faint shade of
difference might, if necessary, be called a lineament.

tb. A minute portion, a trace; //. elements,

rudiments. Obs.
1686 Goad Celest. Bodies 1. x. 38 The first Lineaments of

Mist or Fog, we impute to the Influence of V . 1686 Snapk
Anat. Horse \\. vii. 159 The Muscles of the Ears in.. men.,
are so very small, that Galen calls them the lineaments of
Muscles- 1811 Pinkerton Petral. II. 323 The paste.,
encloses some lineaments of black mica,
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I f 2. A portion of the body, considered with respect

to its contour or outline, a distinctive feature. Obs.

In the i7-i8th c. very frequently applied to the parts of
insects.

i432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) IV. 255 The liniamentes of his
botly aiid memhres. 1526 Pilgr. Per/, i W. de W. 1 531 ) 3 God
hath no lineamentes nor partes corporall. 1^40 Morysink
l ives' tntrod. Wysd. tt v, Beautie standeth in suche linia-

mentes, shape, and portrature of the body, as (etc.l. 1605
Camden Rem. 7 Equalling the most excellent inhabitants of
the earth, both in the endowments of minde and lineaments
of bodie, 1611 J. S. Hookers Eccl. Pol. To Rdr., Beholding

|

the goodly Lineaments of their well set Kodie*. a 163X
1 )onne Serm. vii. 64 In the Scriptures, those bodily linea-
ments, head and feet, and hands, and eyes, and eares be
ascribed to God. 1650 Fuller Pisgah iv.v. 85 Insects, with
so many lineaments in a little compass, that letc.]. 1671 1

Milton P. R. 1. 01 Man he seems In all his lineaments, '

though in his face The glimpses of his Father's glory shine.
1707 Mifge State Gt. Brit. ii. 50 The Lineaments of their

j

J'odies are., well proportioned. 1733 Swift On Poetry
Wks. 1755 IV. 1. 197 What lineaments divine we trace
Through all his figure, mien, and face ! 1760-72 H. 1'rookk
Fool 0/ Qua!. (1809) 1. 36 Men are even as their fellow-
insects

; they rise to life, exert their lineaments, and flutter

abroad.

b. fig. in //. (Now associated with the narrower
j

sense 3.) Distinctive features or characteristics.
1638 Rouse Hear. Univ. iv. (1702) 29 Vet ha\e we

;

other fruits^ that by some kindred may seem to counter-
feit some Lineaments of that taste, a 1680 Vvw.vm Rem.
(17^ II. 103 So near of Kin are all fantastic Illusions, .

that you may discern tiie same Lineaments in them all.

1709 Swikt Advaiuem. Re/ig. Wks. 1755 11. 1. 97 Tracing,
however imperfectly, some few lineaments in the character

,

of a lady 1750 <i. Hi«;h»s Barladoes Pref. 5 The most '

beautiful lineaments in the character of Cato are owing to
tins excellent science. 1796 l»i kkk Let. Noble Ld. Wks.
VI 11. 52 Complete in all the lineaments of men of honour.
1840 Macai:i.\y CVtve Ess. (1887) 526 Some lineaments of

;

the character of the man were early discerned in the child,

1845 StEi'iiKN Comm. L^aws Eng. {1874) 11. 68 To trace the
principal lineaments of the law ofcontract. 1864 Kirk Chns.
Bold 1. i. 13 The general lineaments of the era that was
passing away.

3. In narrower sense, a portion of the face viewed
with respect to its outline ; a feature.

1513 More in Grafton Chrou. (1568) II. 789 Aswel! in all

princely behavior, as in the liniamentes and favour of his
visage. 1579 Spenser Sheplt. Cat. May 212 Shee sawe (in

the younglinges face) The old lineaments of his fathers grace.
1600 Siiaks. A. l

r
. 1. ii. 44 Fortune reignes in gifts of the

world, not in the lineaments of Nature, a 1665 J. Gooijwin
Filled iv. the Spirit (1867) 462 Kvery lineament of his face
being here represented. 1692 Hknilhy Boyle Lett, ix. 328
The same B'eatures, the same Lineaments visible in both.

1702 Eng. 'Pheophrast. 208 A single tine lineament cannot I

make a handsom face. 1726 Swu- r Gulliver lit. vii, Geneial
[

lenevolence for mankind, in every lineament of his conn-
j

tenance. i8iz Lvron Ch. //nr. 11. Ixii, In his lineaments
ye cannot trace . . The deeds that lurk beneath. 1885 J.

I'.wn Talk o/ Totvn I, 75 He examined hfe lineaments, 111

the hopes of detecting a likeness to the Chandos portrait.

Hence f lineament v. trans.
t
to delineate, trace

in outline, f Xii'neamental a., of the nature of
a sketch or imperfect outline : pertaining to linca-

j

ments. f Iiineame'ntally rt</z'., in accordance with
|

a general design. Iiiineamenta'tion, representa-

tion in form or lineament.
1628 Jackson Creed is. x.xix. § 5 The forementioned specu-

lative knowledge, being lineamented in our brains. 1601
1 >eacon & Wa i.kkk Spirits a> Direls 1 40 They might . . ha\ e
cunningly earned or cut out .. some lineatnentall fashion . .

'

or shape of serpents. 1432-50 tr. //igden I Rolls) L
1
7 1 n whom

alle thinges excerpte of ober men ar broken in to smalle
j

memhres, but coucorporate here liniamentally [I* linen'

mentaliter\. 1791 J. Lfarmont Poems 188 Man's winter day
must also come And all his lineamental bloom lie stained.

1890 J. H. Stirling Philos. TheoL iv. 65 1 1 does not follow

.. that we must think the »»o0? a merely immanent principle
!

. . of lineamentation and proportion in the material mass.

Linear* (lhi/ai), a. and sb. [ad. L. linearis, f.

tinea Line. Cf. F. linfaire.]

A. adj.

1. Of or pertaining to a line or lines. Linear
perspective : that branch of perspective which is

concerned with the apparent form, magnitude, and
position of visual objects, as distinguished from
aerialperspective (see Aerial 4\
1656 in Klount Glossogr. 1841 W. Spalding Ltaly <y //.

1st. 1. 192 When backgrounds were introduced, they were
ilbexecuted, the linear-perspective being nowhere accurately
observed . 1865 Pail Mail G. 1 1 Nov. 9 That linear hardness
which never appears in nature. 1869 J. Martinkau Ess. 11.

63 The general rules of linear perspective. 1878 Gx'rnky
Crystallogr. 29 This difference between models and crystals

must be remembered. The former have linear symmetry.

2. Consisting of lines; involving the use of lines.

1840 Laroner Geom. tx. 93 The. .extent of space included
within the linear boundaries of any figure is called its area.

1884 Ri skin Pleas. Eng. 21 The Celts developing peculiar
j

gifts in linear design, but wholly incapable of drawing
animals and figures. 1900 Con'emp. Rev. Dec. 796 Two
systems of writing, pictographic and linear, did, indeed,
exist in the early Aegean woild.

/ig. 1830 Carlyle Misc. (1857) 11- »72 Narrative is linear,

Action is solid.

3. Having the direction of a line ; extended in a

line or in length; spec, in Math, and Phys. involv-

ing measurement in one dimension only. Linear
equation, nn equation of the first degree. Linear
numbersy linearproblem (see quot. 1706).

LINEARITY.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Linear Ktimbers, are those
that have relation to Length only : For Hxample, such a*
represent one Side of a plane Figure ; and if the Figure be
a Square, the Linear N timber is call'd a Koot. Ihut.,
Linear Problem (in Mathem.), such a Problem as can be
solved Geometrically, hy the Intersection .. of two Right-
lines. 1799 J. Wooo Elem. Optics iv. (1811) 83 This line is

called the diameter, or linear aperture of the lens. 1806
Hutton Course Math. I. 340 Similar Prisms and Cylinders
are to each other, as the Cubes of their Altitudes, or of any
other Like Linear Dimensions. 1812-16 Playfair Nat.
Phil. (18 \<p L 201 The superficial breadth of the stream,
expressed in linear inches. 1816 tr. Lacroi.i's Diff. $ tut
Calculus 326 We call it from thence, a linear equation of
the first order. 1830 Lyfll Priuc. Geol. I. 314 Aciive vol.
canic vents, .arranged in a linear direction. 1831 Krkwsti-r
Optics xli. 336 The linear magnifying power is the number
of times an object is magnified in length. 1867 Demsos*
Astron. without Math. 71 The resistance does diminish
the actual or linear speed. 1872 Nicholson' Pah-out. 44 It

is possible to arrange the animals of any one sub-kingdom
in something like a linear series. 1882 M inch in Vnipl.
Kinemat. 6 A point /'moves in a circle with constant linear
velocity. Ibid. 123 .So that ($, t?) are also linear functions
°f (f> »/) I rmd if the first satisfy a linear equation.. so mu«a
the second.

4. Resembling a line
;
very narrow in proportion

to its length, and of uniform breadth.
1642 II. Mork Song 0/ Soul 11. t. ii. 42 [The Soul] Girds

the swoln earth with linear list. 1828 Stark Elem. Nat.
Hist. I, 362 I'odygiay brown, with transverse linear whitish
stripes. 1853 (i« IS>R» I't'in. /Uposits led. 3) 357 Minute
linear bodies hardly so long as the diameter of a blood-
corptiM le. 1854 Brkwsi lr More Ii 'orlds \\. 178 These linear
nebuhe, which Sir John Hersrhel thinks are Hat ellipsoids
seen edgewise. 1885 Waison & Lukuukv Math. 'Ph.

Elcctr. .v Magn. I. 218 A conductor, two of whose dimen-
sions are very .small compared with the third, as for instance
a wire, is called a linear conductor.

b. spec. Bot. nnd Zool. Like a thread, elongated.
1753 Cijamijkrs Cycl. Si<p/>. s.v. Lea/, Linear Lea/ one

the two sides of which run almost parallel to one another.
1777 kousoN Jit it. Flora 15 Linear, everywhere of the
same breadth, though sometimes narrowing at the ex-
tremities only. 1787 Eai/f. Plants La Anther linear. .Stigma
linear. 1828 Si ark Elem. Nat. Hist. 1 1. 89 Shell equivalve
. . ; hinge linear, without teeth. 1851 Richardson Geol.

1 18551 180 Yerticillate fringes of linear leaves growing round
the joints. 1851 Woodward Mollusea 106 Muricidx*. ..

Lingual ribbon long, linear. 1870 Hookkr Stmt. Flora J2$
Campanula rotundi/olia,

.

.lower cauline leaves lanceolate,
upper narrow linear quite eut it e. 1874 Coei-s Birds N. IK
430 Two narrowly linear f athers. x88o Gkav Struct. Hot.
in. S 4. (ed. 6) 95 Linear, when leaf- blades are narrow,
several times longer than wide, ami of about the same
breadth throughout.

C. Having a (more or less) plain outline; not
indented or notched ; also said of the outline.

1796 C. Marshall Garden. fX\. (1813) 130 A tree may be
regular without being linear. 1797 Emyil. Brit. led. 3) III.

444 1 A Margin ..en:iie, linear without the least dent or
noich.

5. Surg. Linear exhaition {oj cataract : see

(plot. iSrp. Linear rectotomy : the opemtiori of

dividing a strictured urethra through the rectum.
1874 G. Lawson Dis. Eye 127 Linear Kxtraction of Cata-

»act. 1878 T. IIkyant Praet. Surg. I. 724 M. Verneuil
has advocated the operation of 'linear rectotomy' for the
cure of stricture. 1890 Hillings Xat. Med. />/</., Linear ex-
tra (ion, methods of cataract extraction in which the corneal
incision approaches to a plane passing through the centre
of curvature of the globe.

6. Comb, chiefly Bot., signifying ' linear and . .

.

* between linear and . . . as linear-acute, -a/ten-

valet -awled, -elliptical, -elongate, -ensate.-jiliform,

Lanceolate, -Iigitlate, -oblong, -obova/e, -setaceous,

-spat7iulate, -subulate adjs. ; also linear-leaved^

-shaped adjs.

1847 W. K. Steklk Field Bot. 9 Hawkweed, .. bracts
'linear-attenuate, a 1794 Sir W. Joni s in Asiat. Res. (1795)
IV. 269 Leaves *linear-awled, pointed, opposite. 1881 2
W. S. Kent Man. Jn/ttsoria II. 786 Uody . . *linear-ellip-

tical. 1836 Loudon Encycl. Plants Gloss., *Linear-ensate,
long sword-shaped. 1845 Lindley Sch. Hot. iv. (1858) 42, 1.

A[tsitie] rubra. Leaves linear-filiform, mucronate, some-
what fleshy. 1793 Martvn Lang. Bot., Lineari lanceo'
latum, * linear-lanceolate. 1825 Greenhouse Comp. 11. 20
Pharnaceum lineare, *linear-leaved Pharnaceum. 1870
Hooker Stud. Flora 373 Potamogeton. . . Leaves . .*linear-

Hgulate. 1839 Johnston in Prcc. Berw. Nat. Club L No. 7.

205 Teeth transverse, ^linear-oblong. 1870 Hooker Stud.
Flora 312 Rumex conglomerate,., inner fruiting sepals

linear-oblong. 1845 Florist's Jrnl. 89 Styphelia tubi/lora.

.. Leaves which are sometimes *linear-obovate. 1847 W. E.
Steele Field Bot. 21 Scales of receptacle "lineai -setaceous.

1845 Darwin Voy. Nat. vii. (1879) 126 The view would
resemble that of a great lake, if it were not for the linear-
shaped islets. 1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 130 Saxi/raga
Andrewsii. .. Leaves *linear-spathulate. 1793 Martyn
Laug. Bot., Litieari-subnlatum, 'linear-subulate.

b. in quasi-Latin form, as lineari-elongatey -laci-

niose, -oblong adjs.

1871 W. A. Leighton Lichen-flora 9 Spores 8, oblong or

lineari-elongate or cylindrical. Ibid. 12 Spores 8, colourless,

lineari-oblong or subfusiform. Ibid. 18 Fuscous-black,

Hneari-laciniose, lacinia; ligulate.

t B. sb. A linear equation. Obs.

1684 T. Baker Geometr. Key title-p., Of linears, qvad-
ratics, cubics, biqvadratics ; And the finding of all their

Roots.

Linearity (lin/,arriti).' [f. Linear 0. + -ITY.]

The quality or condition of being linear ; a linear

arrangement or formation.
jyhBPht'l. Trans.'X.hV. 390 Another Oversight, in this Plan

[of Short-HandJ, is the Neglect of Ueauty and Linearity.



LINEARIZE.

«837 J« Macculloch Proo/s Attributes God III. xlvii.

284 '] he Palmetto is beautiful in its radiation, a Grass
in its simple linearity. 1891 Athenaeum 17 Oct. 51s72

Rackslopes and upright strokes are practically discarded,

linearity is well preserved.

Linearize (H'ti/fcraiz), y* Also linearise,

[f. Li.vkar a. + -17.E.] trans. To represent in a

linear form; to transform into a linear figure.

Hence Lineariza tion, ihe aelion or proeess of

linearizing.

1895 Daily News 2 May 5/1 The Cretans used a symbol
of a double axe-head, bipennis. They linearised this into

an X with the top and bottom closed. 1895 Q. Rev. July
213 When the Northmen used the Tau for the hammer of

Thor, they merely linearised a picture of a real hammer.
(

1896 A. J. Evans in Academy 13 June 494/1 Characters of

a type representing the linearisation of originally picto- I

graphic characters.

Linearly (Hh/SjH), adv. [f. Linear a. +
-LY2.] a. In a linear direction, b. By linear

measurement. C. By means of lines.

j88i Nature XXIII. 331 A cell n times greater linearly I

each way. 1887 R. A. Roberts Integral Calculus t. 316
The arc of the general bicircular quartic can be determined I

linearly. 1891 W. A. Jamif.son Dix. Skin i. (ed. 3) 6 The
upper part is marked with prominences called papilfcc 1

arranged linearly.

t Lineary, a. Obs. [ad. L. Itutarins, f. lima
Li xe. ] » Li x e.\ k a. 2 and 3.

b
15S1 Recorok Pathw.A'norvl. 11. Pref., Euclides woorkes

in foure partes, with diuers demonstrations Arithmetical!
and Oeometricall or Linearie. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 525
The linearie portraying or drawing shapes and proportions
by lines alone. 1641 W. Price in Rigaud Corr. Set. Men
(184^1) I. 59 Whether alt that may be performed by alge-
braical equations may likewise be wrought geometrically
according to a lineary operation. 165a Gaule Magastrom.
03 We speak of such a figure as is not an accident of a body,
but a meer lineary* and superficiall character. 1664 Evelyn
tr. Freart*s Archil. 118 The more easy and useful principles
of those lineary Arts.

Liueate (1 i'n/jA) , ///. a. and sb. [ad. L. limal-
its, f. lineare lo reduce to a line, f. tinea Line.

J

a. ///. a. Marked with lines, spec, in Bot. (see quot.

1 866 j . fb. sb. A figure formed of lines. Obs.
a 1643 W. Cartwright Siege tit. vii, 1 am iny self as void

Of all Iperfections], as Tables not yet lineate. 1674 Jeake
Arith. (i696> 334 Species are Quantities or Magnitudes
denoted by Letters, signifying Numbers, Lines, I.ineats,

Figures Geometrical, &.C. 1777 Rorson /frit. Flora 15
/.ineate, slightly streaked longitudinally with parallel lines,

not impressing the surface. 1793 Martyn Lang. Bot., Liuca-
tnm/olium, a lineate leaf. 1826 Kirby & Sp. Fntomol. IV.

290 Lineate, painted with several such [longitudinal] stripes.

1866 '/Was. Bot., Lineate, lined, marked by fine parallel

lines.

Lineate (HdVi),?. Also 6 liniate, 7 lyne-
at9. [f. L. lineal-, ppl. stem of tineare (see prec.).] 1

trans, a. To mark with lines, fb. To delineate;
|

to represent either by drawing or by description.
a. 1558 War de tr. Alexis' Seer. (1568) 114 b, Then with

a cutting yron .. you shall liniate and make equal I the said
taurines, a 1728 WooowARn /list. Fossils (1729) I. 1. 37
A Flinty Peble, black without, lineated within with Stripes
of white, yellow and red, encircling one another.
b. 16.. Sylvester Mem. Mortalitie viii, Life, to the

life, The Chess-boord lineats. 1614 C. J'rooke Ghost
Kit h. illy H, They seemed in the object nf such Glory
T'inuite some Pen to lyneate their Story. 1648 Earl West-
moreland Otia Sacra (1879) 128, 1 would my Fancy rear, i

To lineat a day most clear.

Hence Li neated ppl a. = Lineate///. a.

1677 Plot Ox/ordsh. 100 Of theseJstcnes] there are some :

curiously lineated, and others plain. ^1728 Woodwarh
/list. Fossils (1729) I. t. 36 Several .. lineated or crusted
Pebles. 1797 Encycl. Brit, (ed. 3) III. 443/2 [Botany.] A
Surface is .. Lineated, lined, the nerves being depressed.
1819TURTON Conchol. Diet. 17 /Uterinum linealurn, Lineated
Whelk. 1863 Reeve Land <fr Freshwater Mollusks 179
Acme lineata. Lineated Acme.

Iiineation (limyi-jon). [ad. L. lineation em,
n. nf action f. lineare: see Lineate a.]

1. The action or process of drawing lines or mark-
ing with lines; an instance of this; also, a contour
or outline ; quasi concr., a marking or line on the

surface {e.g. of the skin).

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. it.iii. (1495)30 Angels haue
noo matere nother lyneacions and shappe of body. 1426
Lydg. DeCuil. Pilgr. 21182 The vysage and the hand also,
Vp-on wych Men may . . Telle the condyciouns By dyvers
lyneaciouns Wych ther be set. a 1450 Cov. Myst. xx.
(Shaks. SocO 180 Of Ivnyacion that longyth to jematrye.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 197 b, Not ymagynynge
in the deite ony corporall fygure or liniacyon. 1657
Tomlixson Renou's Disp. 27$ It is a., root, which by
exsiccation hath contracted wrinkles and lineations. 1816
G. Colman Br. Grins, Luminous //isiorian Introd. iii.

(1872) 364 Nature's lineations plainly tell There s room and
room enough to act them well. 1892 F. Galton Finger
Prints us The ridges, whose lineations appear in the finger
print.

b. colled. A marking with lines; an arrange-

ment or group of lines.

c 1550 Sympathising Lover in Evans Old Ballads (1784)
III. xxx. 226 Her countenaunce with her lynyacion. 1677
Plot Ox/ordsh. 101 Conchites ..differing in colour, linea-

tion and valves, a 1728 Woodward Hist. Fossils (1720) I.

t. 32 There are in the horney Ground two white Lineations,
attended with two of a pale Red. 1759 B. Martin Nat.
//is/. Eng. I. Oxford 392 Nothing upon it, but somewhat
like a Chalice, and crooked Lineation. 18^6 W. B. Car-
ff.nter Microsc. § 339. 596 The peculiar lineation of the
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surface nf nacre. 1 884 Gei in e in Nature 13 Nov. 30/2 Striated
planes .. covered with a fine parallel lineation.

2. A division into lines.

1853 Ecclesiologist XIV. 431 There is no authority to
assume one lineation (of a hymn] rather than another. 1891
Pall Mall G. 2 Nov. 1/3 The large initials .. disturb the
lineation of the verse.

t Lrneature. Obs. [ad. L. type *linealfira,

f. lineare : see Linkatk v.] a. Something having
an outline or shape, b. An outline; also Gcom.,
a i^eriphery.

1603 Hollano Plutarch's Mor. 557 There accompanied
him a certeine shadowy and dark lineature. 1630 Hratu-
wait Fug. Gentlem. (Draught of Frontispiece), Perfection

\

is only shadowed, because in his native lineature hardly to
be expressed. 1651 J. F[rkake] Agrippa"s Occ. Pttilos.

253 By its lineature by which it hath within five obtuse
angles, and without five acutes.

Li ne-boat. Also 7 lime-, lymboat. ? A boat
used for line-fishing.

1613 Eeaum. & Fl. //onest Man's Fort. v. iii, I shall see
you Serve in a lowsy Lime boat, ere I die, For mouldy
cheese and butter Billingsgate Would not endure. 1614
T. Gentleman Engl, way to wealth (title), Wealth that is

yearely taken out of his Maiesties Seas, by the Hollanders
by their . . Busses, Pinkes, and Line-boates. (662 Roy. Trade

j

0/ Fishing 12 Now I will descend to the particulars of the
Hollanders Busses, Pi neks, Vagers, Lynifx>ats, and the use
of them in their several fishings. 1897 Wtstm.Gaz. 24 Apr.
8/1 He put it to those who were employed on board line

boats if they should lose Sunday at their vocation.

Lined (bind), /ft. a 1 [f. Line v. x + -edL]
In various senses of Lkve v. 1 Lined blades (see

quot. 1833). Lined gold, gold having a backing of

another metal, used for making jewellery and orna-

ments. Also in Comb., as red-lined, silk- lined, tin-

lined, etc., q.v. under their first elements.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 306/1 Lynyd, as dothy.s duplicatus.

1492 Bury Wills (Camden) 75 Item I be qu the to the wyft
of Robert Halowe my best lyned gowne and my cloke. 1.502

Privy Purse Exp. KHz. 0/ Vork (1830) 68 Alle the Quenes
!

lyned gownys. 1530 Palsgr. 239/2 Lyned gowne, robe \

doublet. 160a 2nd Pt. Return /r. Parttass. 11. vl 968 A pair
of lined slippers. 1607 Shaks. Timon 1 v. i. 1 4 Plucke the lyn'd
Crutch from thy old limping Sire. 1691 U.Evtilianytc

%

sFrauds
Romish Monks (ed. 3) 396 This is that which at this day
makes the Monks of Italy so lull of Mony and so well Lin'd.

1704 Harris Lex. Techn. s.v. Moat, Lined Moat, is that
I

whose Scarp and Counterscarp are cas'd with a Wall of
Masons Work lying in Talus or a-sloap. 1833 J. Hollano

jManu/ Metal II. 38 Lined blades—Scissors of all the
|

larger sizes arc often made entirely of iron, with the excep-
tion of a slip of steel welded along the edge of the blade.
1851 IUnitr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 1246 Lined gold is merely
gold lined with copper. «88t Greener Gun Index 667
Lined barrels.

b. JLer. (See quot. 1893.)
1688 R. Holme Armoury \\. xvii. 395/2 The ends turned

over his head cloathed of the third, Garnished (or Faced or
lined) Or. 1828 40 Berry Eucycl. //er. I. 1847 Gloss. Her.
s.v., A mantle gules, lined ermine. 1893 Cussans //er. 129
Lined, .. applied to the lining of a Mantle, Chapeau, &c.,'
when borne of a different tincture from the garment itself.

c. J.ined-up (see Line 7O 5).
1889 Work 22 June I. 210/3 The meaning of a * lined-up '

top is well known among cabinet makers.

Lined JaintL,///. a* [f. Link v.- and sb.% +
-EH.]

1. Marked with lines, having lines t.aced or im-
pressed on the surface.

1776 J. Lee /ut rod. Bot. Explan. Terms 385 Lineatuvi,
lined, with depressed Nerves or hollow Lines. 1813 T.
Davis Agric. Wilts 260 App., Provincial Terms for Sexes

]

and A?es of Cattle. . . Colours . . brindled, light brown, ai>* 1

proaching to dunn
;
lined, with white back. t&x$Greenhouse

'

Comp. II. 82 Zizyphus lineatus, lined Zizyphus, a shrub
,

from China. 1837 Goring & Pritchard Microgr. 122 They
(compound magnifiers] do actually exhibit all sorts of lined
and ordinary objects better than single ones. 18.39 Bailey
Fesfur (1852) 194 If my brow grow lined while young. 1881
I). C. Murray Joseph s Coal Tl. xxi. 165 Old (1eorge, look-
ing woefully worn and lined, sat up. 1890 W. J. Gordon
Foundry 215 In the camera the lined negative undergoes
a certain amount of shifting.

2 4 In parasynthetic eombs., as fn^e lined, right-

lined, straight-lined, etc, q.v. in their alphabetical

places.

3. Her. Of an animal : Having a Mine* attached to

its collar.

1828-40 Berry Encyct. Her. I. s.v., Lines, as well as chains,
are often affixed to the collars of animals . . and are then
termed collared and lined. 1847 Gloss. Her. s.v. t A gTey-
hound gorged and lined. 1864 Poutell Her. //ist. % Pop.
xvii. § 3 (ed. 3) 281 A wolf arg., collared and lined or.

Lineless (bi'nK-s), a. ff. Line sb* + -less.]

1 1. Of a person : ? To whom no bounds can be
set. Obs. rare ~ x

. (If not a misprint for tirelessc.)

1594 Carew Tasto 11. lix, The tother is Circassian Argant
cald ..Vntreatable, vnpatient, vnappald, In armes linelesse

{It. ta/alicadile], and peerlesse valtaunt.

2. Having no impressed or indented lines.

1798 W. Taylor in Monthly Rev. XXVI. 247 II is coun-
tenances have the physiognomy of nature, not the vague
lineless face of the statuaries. 1878 Tinsley's Mag. XXIII.
70 Her face . . was smooth and lineless. 1896 R. Kipling
Seven Seas, Coastwise Lights ii, Through the endless sum-
mer evenings, on the lineless, level floors.

Lineman (lainm&ii). [f. Line sb.- + Man.]
1. A man employed to atlend to the condition of

a railway, telegraph, or telephone line.

1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Linemen, men employed on
a railway, 1876 Preece & StVEWRiGHT Telegraphy 138

LINEN.
The lineman placed in charge of a length by road must
walk his length. 1890 Daily AVt<* 5 Feb. 6/1 While a line-

man Was repairing an electric wire . . lie received an electric

shock.

2. One who earries the line in surveying.
1858 Simmon os Diet. Trade, /.inemen, .. persons carrying

the measuring line for a surveyor.

3. A line fisherman. 1890 in Century Diet.

Linen (fi'ifin), a. and sb. Forms: 1 lfnen,
1-8 linnen, 3-7 lynnen, (3 linn, limn, 4
lenyne, 5 lynand), 4 6 Jyn(n)yn(e, (4 lynyng\
5-6 lynen, -ine, -on, 6-7 li-, lyn(n)ing, -yng e,

3- linen. [OK. linen, linnen= OFris. linnen ( Dn.
linnen), OS. and OHG. lintn (G„ leimri) i-OTeuC
tyj>e *tintno- [*linom flax : see Line sb. 1 and -en 4.]

A. adj. Made of flax. In mod. lCng. appre-
hended chiefly as an attributive use of the sb., with
the sense : Made of linen, f Linen ioings = sails.

a 700 Epiual Gloss. 108 1 Linnin ryhae. c 897 K. ^lfrfo
Gregoryr Past. xiv. 82 Dret hrae^l was l>eboden 6rct sceolde
bion geworht of . . twispunnenum twine linenum. c 1160
llatton Gosp. John xix. 40 Hyo .. be-wunden bine mid
linene cla5e. a xza* Aucr. 7?. 418 Nexst fleshe ne schal
mon werien no linene clod. 1*97 R. Glouc »Rolls)8962 pis
gode mold..gurde about e hire middel a uair linne [7: r. lin-

nene] s>ete. 1340 Ayenb. 236 Linene kertel erban hi by
huyte, uelezibeliim be-houeb bet he by ybeate and y-wesse.

*37S Harbour Bruce xni. 422 J'hai. . lynyng clothis had, but
matr. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints vii. {Jacobus Minor) 59 l^rnyne
clath he oysit ay. 1413 Pitg>\ .Son>te (Caxton) 1. i. (18591 1

She ktvered it lappyng [itj in a clene lynnen clothe. 1466
Paston Left. II. 270 For grey lynen clnth and sylk Irenge
for the hers. 1508 Dunhar Flyting w. Kennedie 224, I se

him want ane sark, I reid ?ow, cummer, talc in your lynning
clais. 1535 Coverdalk Ezek. xliv. 18 They shal haue fayre
lynnynge bonettes vpon their heades. 1571 Grindal /;/
junc. at York Uiij, A comely and decent table,.. with a
faire linen clothe to lay vpon the same, c 1620 Fletcher &
Massingf.r '/'rag. Harnavcltx. iii,Who Unbard the Havens
that the floating Merchant, Might clap his lynnen wings up
to the windes. 1660 Pf.pvs Diaty 24 May, Up, and made
myself as fine as I could, with the linning stockings on, and
wide canons. 1676 Hobbfs /Had 11. 485 A linen armour he
wore on his hreast. 1678 Waxley Wond. Lit. World x. iii.

§ 8. 474/1 Sextus JIL .ordered, that Priests should minister
in Linnen Surplices.

_
1719 \V. Woon Sun*. Trade 88

Our Returns are chiefly in Linnen and Linnen Yarn.
1759 Grainger Tibullus 1. v. 17 And 1 nine Times, in

linnen garbs nrray'd, In silent Night, nine Times to Trivia
pray'd. 1808 Med. Jml. XIX. 328 Some persons, .washed
their children with cold water by means of a linen clolh.

1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Linen-yarn, spun flax.

B. sb.

1. Clolh woven from flax.

The explanation 'cloth woven from flax or hemp', given
by Johnson and copied in most subsequent Diets., appeals
to be a mere blunder, founded on occasional loose use* (cf. 3>.

1362 Langl. l\ PI. A. 1. 3 A lonely ladi on leor In linnene
I-tTobed. 1377 /bid. IJ. Prol. 219 Wollewelxsteres and
wetieres of lynnen. t 1450 Cai*grave Citron. (Rolls) 62 In
this same tyme^ was Linus Pope, whech ordeyncd that
women schnld with lynand cure her heer. c 1460 J. Russell
Bk. Nurture 935 Looke ber be blanket cotyn or lynyn to wipe
J»e nebur ende. 15x3 Uraushaw St. Werbnrge t. 2540 She
tiener ware lynon by day or by nyght. 1535 Coverhalk
1 Sam. ii. 18 The childe was gyrded wiih an oner body cote
of lynnen. 1557 N. T. (Genev.) Luke xvi. 19 There was a
certayne ryebe man we was clothed in purple and fyne
lynnen. 1596 Dai.rvmple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. 1. 9^
Of linnine lykwyse thay maid wyd sarkis. 166a Stjllingfl,
Orig.^ Sacr. it. vii. § 10 That other precept was made against
wearing a garment of linnen and woollen, because letcl-

1695 Lond. Gas. No. 3099/2 An Act for Hurying in Scotch
Linnen. 1747 WesleyPrim. Physici^te) 69 Apply a Suppo-
sitory of Linnen. 1768 Hume Ess., Balance Trade xxvii. 194
A tax on German linen encourages home manufactures. 1806
Forsyth Beauties Scott. IV. 309 Large quantities, .are. .ex-

ported, .in an unbleached state; that is, under the name ol

hwnjinen, and green linen.
^
1843 Hood Songofthe Shirt

iv, It is not linen you're wearing out, But human creatures'

lives! 1864 Tennyson Aylmers F. 659 For thine Fares
richly, in fine linen. 1892 Labour Commission Gloss., Linen,
clothmade from flax or tow. 1899 Daily Nrzvs 16 Jan. 3/4 An
article described as linen which was partially made of cotton,

b. //. Various kinds of linen ; linen goods.
1748 Anson's Voy. 11. x. 238 The cottons from the Coro-

mandel coast, make the European linnens almost useless.

1851 /tlustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 11 58 An assortment of un-

bleached linens. 189a Daily News 30 Apr. 2/7 Dress linens

keep firm in price.

t c. Fossil linen : a kind of asbestos. (Cf. Line
s&.i 1 a and Flax sb. 5 b.) Obs.

1797 Encyct. Brit. (ed. 3) X. 83/2 Fossile Linen is a kind
of amianthus, which consists of flexible, parallel, soft fibres

.. celebrated for the uses to which it lias been applied, of

being woven, and forming an incombustible cloth.

2. Something made of linen; a linen garment.

Obs '. in sing. ; the //. is found in Scottish wrilers.

1566 in Peacock Eng. Ch. Furniture (1866) 137 All the

Reste off" the lenyns that belong to the papishe priste. 1724
R. Wodrow Li/e J. Wodrtnv (1828) 57 Her friend went into

another room and put on clean linens. 1773 Johnson Let.

to Mrs. Thrale 6 Sept.» A very decent girl in a printed

linen. 1864 I'urton ScotAbr. II.ii.184 A little bag, wherein
were my linens and some books. 1891 Miss Dowie Girl
in Nari. 147 Dressed in.

.
preternatural ly unsullied linens,

and a snort sheepskin.

fb. //. The sails ofa ship (cf. //w// w/V/^j in A).
1622 Fletcher Sea Voy. 1. i, Farle up all her Linnens

and let her ride it out.

3. collect, a. Garments or other articles made of

linen ; often by extension applied to garments nor-

mally or originally made of linen, even when other

materials are actually used. Often s/>ec.*= under-



LINEN.

garments, e.g. shirts; also = bed -linen, table-linen.

To wash one's dirty limn at home : to say nothing
in public about family affairs, disputes, or scandals.
0x330 R. Bri nne Chron. {1810) 334 Alle bei fled on

rowe, in lynen white as milke. c 1460 J. Uisskll Bk.
Nurture 876 Wayte hys lynnyn |/at hit be clene. 01489
Caxton Sonnes of Ayman xxi. 466 Lady, aryse and fette

hym suche linnen as he nedeth. 155a Bury Wills (Camden)
140 All my lynnen except my too best shirts. 1590 Siiaks.
Atids. N. w. ii. 40 In any case let Thisby baue cleane
linnen. X607 Tourn'kur Rev. Trap. 11. ii, He and the
Duchesse By night meete in their linnen. 163a Lithgow
Trav. x. 449 My Linnen, Letters, and Sacket was lying in
my hosiery. 1653 Walton A ugter iii. 61 Lets go to that
house, for the linnen looks white, and smels of Lavender.
1695 Congreve Love for L. if. x, Miss Prit. I'm rcsolv'd
I won't let Nurse put any more Lavender among my Smocks
—ha, Cousin? Frail. Fie, Miss; amongst your Linnen,
you must say—Yon must never say Smock. 170a I.ond.
Gaz, No. 3809/5 A Party of 30 of Paul Diack's Hussars.

.

took away the Linnen that was hanged out to dry upon the
Palisades, irjx Lo. Batuurst Let. 19 Apr. in Swift's
ll'ks. (1841) II. 649 Washing your linen and mending it,

darning your stockings, &c. 1802 Mar. Edgewortii Moral
7'. (1816) I. xyi. X32 He .. bespoke a suit of clothes. He
bought new linen. 1820 Keats Ez*e St. Agnes xxx, And
still she slept an azure-lidded sleep, In blanched linen,
smooth, and Iavender'd. 1840 Marryat Poor Jack xxvi,
Take our dirty linen on shore. 1877 K. J. More Under the
Balkans xv. 216 The parents of the bride gave a present of
homespun linen to the godfather and godmother. 1895
Globe 23 May 1 People who ought to wash their dirty linen
at home will not be satisfied with a less public laundry than
Piccadilly,

f b. A piece or pieces of linen, esp. strips of linen
for use as bandages. In //. graveciothes. Obs.
1598 Shaks. Merry W. iv. ii. 70 Mist. Ford. Go, go,

sweet Sir Iohn : Mistriis Page and I will looke some linnen
for your head. i<S$x-3 Jer. Taylor Serin, for Year (1678)
104 In a single Linnen [he] laid his honour'd head. 1653
S. Mewce Let. to Lady II. in Hatton Corr. (1878) 1. 9
Lynnen to dresse the wounded men was required. 1653
II. More Antid. Ath. nr. viii. (1712)111 The family, .gave
out that he died . . got him washed and laid Linens .. hand-
sotnly about him, 1676 Hale Contempt. 1. 121 The linnen
that wrapped his body in one place, and the linnen that bound
his head in another. 1689 Burnet Tracts I. 38 They were
some of the Linnings in which Christ was wrapped, a 1796
Burns \0 merry hae I been '

1 1 Bless 'd be the hour she cool'd
in her linnen s.

4. altrib. and Comb.: a. simple attrib., as linen

f -loom, -manufacture, -paper, -work. b. objec-

tive, as linen-keeper, -printer, -stainer, -weaver,

\-webster
;
linen-darning-, linen-mahin^-weariug

adjs. C. instrumental and parasynthetic, as linen-
I

fitted, -suited, -vestured adjs.

x88o Plain Hints Needlework 88 An old harden sheet or
apron is invaluable as practice for teaching *linen darning
and patching. 1896 Iv'estin. Gaz. 8 Oct. 3/2 Woman, .has
purloined for her own use.. the *linen-fitted flannel shirt.
Mod. Advt., Required, Position as Housekeeper, *Linen-
keeper, Matron, or Lady.Help. 1404 Nottingham Rec. II.

22 Item, j. *lynyn lome. 1468 Ripon Ch. Acts (Surtees) 1 33
Unum lynncn-lome. 169a Ll ttkell BriefRet. (1857) II.

382 A great hearing atcouncill between the islands of jersey
and Guernsey and the *linnen manufacture corporation.
1727-5* Chambers s.v. Paper, *Linen or European Paper is

chiefly made of linen rags beaten to a pulp. 1875 Scrivener
Led. Text N. Test. 17 About the twelfth century linen paper
came to he substituted. 177a A nn. Reg. 99 The prisoners
were *linen'printers. ,«775 J. Aoams Fam. Lett. (1876) 119,
I think there is a particular occupation in Europe, called a
paper-stainer or *linen-stainer. 176a Gentt. Mag. 185/1 A
limpid stream.. Where *linnen -suited Sal for water goes. 1866
J. B. Rose Ovid's Metaui. 30 The *linen-vesturerj race, Hold
her in deepest reverence. 172X Strype Ecct. Mem. 1 V. iv.

49 *Linnin-wearing bishops. 1474 in Cat. Pat. Rolls 14
Kdw. IV, 22 Nov., *Lynnen wever. 1535 Coverdale
1 Chron. iv. 21 The kynred of y

8 lynnenweuers in y* house
of Aszbea. 1708 Lond. Gaz. No. 4409/4 Thomas Tuttle, a
Linen-Weaver. 1642 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. in. (1602) 1. 680
Richard Parcivall of Kirkmnn-Shalme in the said County
of Lancaster, * Linen-Webster. 1720 Lond. Gaz. No. 5889/4
George Malton, late of Woodkirk, Linncn-webster. 1535
Coverdale 2 Chron. iii. 14 He made a vayle also of Yalow
Sylke, scarlet, purple, *lynenworke.

5. Special combinations: f linen ball, some
instrument of torture (cf. Lawn sb.i 3 b) ; linen-
decency nonce-use (see quot.) ; linen- fold = linen
scroll*, linen lapper (see quot.); f linen-lifter,
a man given to adultery; linen-hall, a market-hall
for the sale of linens

; f linen-man, a shirt-maker
or linen-draper; linen-mill (see quot.); linen-
panel, one deeorated with a linen-scroll ; llneu-
pattern « linen-scroll

; linen-prover, a micro-
scope used to determine the fineness of a linen
fabric by counting the threads

; linen-scroll (sec

quot.); + linen-teller = lineu-prtroer
; f linen-

wheel, app. a kind of sewing machine.
«x630 Path»machia in. iv. 29*Vnlesse thou confesse ..

the Spanish Strappado, *Linnen Hall, and Peare of Con-
fession shall torment thee. 1644 Milton Areop. (Arb.)75,
i fear yet this iron yoke of outward conformity hath left

a slavish print upon our necks; the ghost of a *linnen
decency yet haunts us. 1850 Whipple Ess, <$• Rev. (ed. 3)
1 1. 12 All the conventional proprieties and linen decencies of
language, he would find continually violated. 1891 Trans.
Soc. Antiquaries 22 Jan. 225 The panels are ornamented
with ' linen-fold * patterns. 1765 Wesley Jrnl. 4 May,
I preached in the *Linen-Hall,. .a large square, with piazzas
on three sides of it. 1780 A. Young Tour fret. I. 167 He.

.

sells it at the linen-hall in Duhlin. 1893 Labour Commission
Gloss., *Linen Lappers, men who examine, measure, and
fold the linen for the various markets. (Term used in the
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North of Ireland.) 1652 Fki.tham Char. Low C. (1659) 24
They {Dutchwomen! are not so ready at this play as the
English . . nor are their Men such *linnendifters. 1625
1?. Jonson Staple of N. 1. i, O Founder, no such matter, My
Spurrier, and my Hatter, My*Linnen-man, and my Taylor.
1631 Massingkr Emperor East \.\\, How low a newstamp'd
courtier May vaile to.. His linnen-inan, and taylor. 1727-52
Chambers Cycl. s.v. Mill, *Linen-MilIs. . . Their use is, to
scour linens, after their having heen first cleansed when
taken out of the lixivium, or lye. x886 Willis & Clark
Cambridge I. 270 Lignis undulatis, that is, with undulated
or wavy woodwork. . . The words probably denote what is
now termed «* linen panels'. 1850 Parker Gloss. An hit.
S.V. Panel, One kind of ornament which was introduced
towards the end of the Perpendicular style .. consists of a
series of straight mouldings, .so arranged . . as to represent
the folds of linen, it is usually called the '"linen pattern'.
1894 M askelyne Sharps <y Flats 68 The mirror in this case
is mounted somewhat after the fashion of a *linen-prover.

I 1854 Kairholt Diet. Terms Art, *Liueu-scroll, a peculiar
style of decorative ornament, extensively used to fill panels
in the latter part of the fifteenth, and during the sixteenth
century ; so termed from its resemblance to a small napkin
folded in close convolutions all over its surface. 1797 Miers
Fisher in Mem. Lit. q Phitos. Soc. Manchester (1798) V.
316, I examined the .. skin, with a glass which magnified
considerably, and which is known in Ireland by the name
of a linen-teller. 1638 J. Kous Diary (Camden) 85 He [a
handless man] tooke three stitches in a cloathe with a A

linnen- 1

wheele (prepared with a turner's devise for the foote).

Linen-armourer, a. /list. A maker of
|

i
linen armour ' (i.e. gambesons and similar ad-

juncts to armour); in mod. renderings of the
original^ title of the guild now known as the Mer-
chant Taylors' Company, fb. Allusively used in

jest for: A tailor. Hence fliuen-armouress.
In AF. the guild was called 1 La Fraternite des Taillours

et Armurers de Lynge Armurie', anglicized as ' The Fra-
ternite of Taillours and Lynge Armurers' ; the Latin char-
ters were addressed 'Cissoribus et Annurariis Linearum'.
(See Clode Mem. Guild Meuht. Taylors 58-9; Herbert
Guilds 1 1. 385.)

1603 Stow Surv. Lond. (ed. 2) 542, 1 finde that king
Edwarde the first, in the 28. of his raigne, confirmed that
(Juild by the name of Taylors and Linnen Armorers. 1630
I. Taylor (AVater P.) Praise Clean Linen Ded., Wks. 11. 165
Vow are the only Linnen Armoures.se, Cap a pie from the
declination of the Stocke to the exaltation of the Nightcap.
X687 Hist. Sir f.ltawhjvoodx. § 1. 1 The Merchant-Taylors,
then called Liunen-Arinotirer>>, were eminent not only in
Peace, but War. a 1700 li. L. Diet. Cant, Crew, Linnen-
armorers, Tailers. So 1785 in Orosk Did. Vulgar
Tongue.

Iii*nen-dra:per. [f. Linen sh.] A retail

trader who deals in linens, calicos, and the like.
J549 Nottingham Rec. IV. 6 Johannes Cleyter, lynen !

draper. 1600 Chester PI. Hanes 86 Cappers and lynnen
drapers, see that you fourth bringe In well-decked order
that worthy storie of P.alaam and his Asse. 1607 ? Dkkklr
& Wlustlr Westward Ho! 1. i, Like politic penthouses,
which commonly make the shop of a mercer or linen-draper
as dark as a room in IJedlam. 1782 Cowt-fr Gilpin 21, I am
a Iinnen-draper bold, As all the world doth know. 1858
Lvtton What will lie do ? 11. v, Mrs. Haughtun was the 1

daughter of a linen draper.

Hence Linendraperess, the wife of a linen-

draper, a female linen-draper. Li-nendra;pery,
I he occupation of a linen-draper; goods in which
a linen-draper deals.
1868 Miss IJkaddon Dead Sea Fr. I. vL 104 The linen-

draperess seated herself in one of the holland-covered arm-
chairs. X849 F. J. Foxion Pop. Chr. 16 The heterodox
linen-drapery of the Tractarians. 1895 P. Wmiik Ring's
Dinry 4 Colossal linendrapeiy ending in such a daughter is

a glorified trade.

tLrnener. Oh. [f. Linen so. + -kr*.] A
linen-draper or shirt-maker.
1609 P. Jonson Sit. Wont. n. iii, I doe also loue to see her

..haue her counsell of taylors, linneners, lace-women, em-
broyderers. 1625 — Staple ofN. The Persons of the Play,
Linener, Haberdasher, Shoomaker.

Linenette (linenc-t). [f. Linen sk + -ktte.]

A textile fabric made to imitate linen.

1894 Daily News 19 Dec. 9/5 Velvet and velveteen, satin
and sateen, linen and linenette . . were wholly different
materials. 1896 /bid. 9 Dec. 10/3 A piece of linenette or
dress material purchased of the defendants,

Linenless (li-nenles), a. Devoid of linen or

underclothing; discarding linen. Also Comb.
1855 Chamb. Jrnl. IV. 290 It was the tall,. . buttoned-up,

linenless-looking, grisly old Pole. 1887 Gd. Words 82/1 The
horsehair shirt and linenless rule admits of no exception.

Xiineo- y\*\\T\0)
%
used as combining form of L.

Itnea line; as in Lineo-circular a. Math., said

of an apparatus for converting rectilinear into
,

circular movement. Li neograph [see -graph], an
instrument for drawing lines of a definite character

{Cent. Diet. ). Li neo-li near a. Math., 1 inear w ith

respect to each of two different variables or sets of
variables. Li neo-po lar a. Math., produced by
taking the (;/ — i)-th polar of a locus with respect

to a function pf the //th order ; so called because
such a polar of a point is a line {Cent. Diet.).
1858 Cavley xyi Colt. Math. Papers (1889) II. 517 The

lineo-linear covariant becomes the lineo-linear invariant
ab'— a'b. 1874 Sylvester in J'roc. Roy. Instit.V 1 1. 186 note,
In the Uneo-circular or parallel- motion adjustment imagine
the connecters to be detached from the angles of the
diamond, and [etc.l.

|| Lineola (lin/Vla). [L. Uncola, dim. of linea

Line sb.'^J fa. Math. A line. Obs. b. Anal.

LINER.

and Zool. A little line. Hence Li-neolet /;>//., a
fine or ohscure line {Cent. Did.).
1726 tr. Gregory's Astrou. I. 77 The Lineola pp, is to the

Lineola br, as the Causes producing them. 1888 Syd. Soc.
Lex., Lineola, a little line.

Iiineolate {Xvnf\d\eh), a. Bot. and Zool. [f.

Lineola + -ate 2 2.] Marked with minute lines.

Hence Li'neolated a., in the same sense.

1819 Ci. Samouklle Entomol. Compeud. 421 Noctua lineo-
tata, the lineolated Dart [mothl 185a Dana Crust. \. 354
Posiero- lateral region faint lineolate. 1880 Gray Struct.
Bot. 418/2 Lineolate, marked with fine or obscure lines.

Liner 1 (toi-naj). [f. Line v. ]

]

1. One who lines or fits a lining to anything.
x6ix Florio, Foderdro,..a liner. 1881 Census Instr.

(1885)74 Straw Hat and Bonnet Making: .. Liner. Ibid.

78 Furrier, Working. .. Liner. 1887 Pall Mall G, 7 Sept.

7/2 William Glover, a bucket liner, was thrown forward and
struck among the girders. Mod, Adx t., Mantle f;ni*hei*

and liners wanted.

2. Mech. Something which serves as a lining,

a. An inside cylinder, or a vessel placed inside an-
other, b. A thin slip of metal, etc. placed between
two parts to adjust them ; a shim. C. A slab on
whicli pieces of marble, etc. ate fastened for grind-

ing or polishing (Knight Did. Mech. 1875).
a. 1886 Pall MallG. 1 Sept. 2/1 The gun has a thin liner

put in from the breech, extending over the powder-chamber
. . it is advisable to have thin liners, which can be easily
taken out. 1887 D. A. Low Machine Draw. (1892) 58
A is the cast-iron casing or barrel of the pump ; Bis a brass
liner fitting tightly into the former at its ends. 1894 Times
28 Feb. 6/6 The trial had to be abandoned owing to the
heating of the eccentric strap of the port low-pressure
engine and the destruction of the brass liner.

b. 1869 Sir K. J. Uked Shipbuild. \. 181 On account of
the edt;e.strips being worked inside the plates, liners had to
be fitted at each ftame. 1874 Tiiearlk Naval Archil. 114
Wide liners are fitted between the bulkhead frames and
bottom plating. 1881 Grrknkr Gun 237 The harrels are
bored up within three inches of the muzzle with a fine-boring
bit, using a spill and liners.

Liner 2 (bi-nai). Also 5 lynnor, s,
, 7 Iyiier,

6 lynar. [f. Link sb.- or Link r.-]

I. Of persons.

1. Sc. An official whose duty is the tracing of
the boundaries of properties in [mrghs.
14.. Burgh Laii's cv. (Sc. Stat. I}, pc saidis lyneris sail

suer pat rm sail leilly lyne in lenth as braidnes baith foil-

part anil back part of be land according to be richt and auld
merchis withyn pe burgh. 1461 Extracts Burgh Recs.
Peebles (1872) 139 Thir ar the lynnoris to serf the burgh of
I'ebillis: + Wylyein IJulle, Rychart Cant [etc.]. 1541 Ex-
tracts Aberd. Reg. (1844) I. 453 It was fundyn and deter-
mynit l>e the lynaris anence the debatis betuex lohne
Henrisone Cuiane. .and Iohn Nachty, tweheing thair landis
Hand in the Gaftraw (etc.]. 1894 K. Hewat Little Sc.
World i. 20 The Liner has still important duties to perform
in tracing the boundaries of properties.

2. One whose business it is to paint lines on tiie

wheels, etc. of carriages. Also liner-out.
1819 /'. O. Lend. Direct. 299 Salmon, Thos., Spiinger and

Liner, King-street, Clerkenwell. 1884 2?ham Daily Post
28 July 3/3 Carriage-painters.—Wanted, two good Liners-
out and Vai nishers.

3. A writer of miscellaneous items for the news-
papers, which are paid for at so much per line.

(^Cf. 1'ENNY-A-IJNElt.)
x86i I). Cooic Paul Foster's Dan. >i.\. II. 87 Because now

and then a liner is found in the gutter, it doesn't do to cry
shame on every man that wields a pen. 1865 Reader 20 May
567/1 The account in the New York U 'orld of the pursuit
and capture of Booth is by a prince amongst liners.

4. One who * lines
;

a tree. (Cf. quot. 1890 s.v.

Line v.'2 2.)

1880 Lumberman's Gaz. Jan. 28 The scorers and liner fell

the trees and roughly trim the two opposite sides.

5. = Linesman i.

1870 Daily A'evos 27 Sept., Such troops are less likely to

commit excesses in a conquered town than regular liners.

II. Of things.

1 6. (See quot.) Obs.
1683 Moxon Mech. Exerc, Printing xK. P 7 The Liner is

. . a thin Plate of Iron or Brass . . that being applied to the
Face of a Punch, or other piece of Work, it may shew
whether it be straight or no. Ibid, xvi, He examins by
applying the Lyner . . and holding it so up between his Eye
and the Light, tries whether or not the Lyner ride upon the
part that was extuherant.

7. (See quot.)
1886 Mrs. Shakp-Ayres Mirror Painting Introd. 4 Take

a very line brush, called a liner, dip it in the colour, and go
over the traced outline of the water lily.

8. a. A vessel (now usually a steam-ship) be-
longing to a ' line* of packets (see Line sb~ 22).
1838 HALint RTON Ctockut. Ser. it. v, All they got to

do is, to up Hudson like a shot . . and home in a liner, and
write a book. 1848 Kingsley Yeast v. (1851) 96 The rail-

road, Cunard's liners and the electrictelegraph. iSSsMauch.
F.xant. 21 May 4/7 If the bar was silted up 3 ft. it abso-
lutely prohibited large Atlantic liners from entering Liver-
pool. 1897 R. Kipling Captains Courageous 1 The big
liner rolled and lifted, whistling to warn the fishing fleet,

b. A line-of-battle ship.

1858 in Simmonds Diet. Trade. 1859 G. A. Lawrencf.
Sword «5r Gown xvii. 228 A huge Miner', with English
colours at the main. ..close on the enemy's quarter. 1861
Sat. Rev. 14 Dec. 602 There was. .a fleet in commission of
three liners and three or four frigates. 1863 Woolner My
BeautijulLady X47The huge liners of the hostile fleet. 1864
Times 17 Oct., Wooden liners had become universally
acknowledged as useless to compete with ironclad frigates.
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9. A boat engaged in sea-fishing with lines.

190 1 Scotsman 4 Mar. 6/a The want of herring bait is

handicapping the steam liners who are working the cod and

lint? fishing.

10. Sports. (? U.S.) a. Baseball A ball which,

when struck, flies through the air in a nearly straight

line not far from the ground.

1874 t*ee line-ball, Line sb. 2 32].

b. A ball, marble, or other object that rests on

a traced line {Cent. Diet.).

11. colloq. A picture hung * on the line ' at an

exhibition (see Line sb. 2 11 c).

1887 W. P. Fmtm A ittobiog. 1. x. 114 The work.. in due

time made its appearance hi Trafalgar Square, where it was

amongst the fortunate 4 liners'.

12. 'A threshed sheaf of corn' {IV. Cornwall

Gloss. 1880).
160a Carfw Cornwall 1 ioh, As the threshing lout, Rusheth

his Lyners out, So Lyner on his course rusheth.

t line-right, a. and adv. Obs. [f. Line sb. 2

+ Right a. and adv.]

A. adj. (Situated) in a straight line; straight.

£1391 Chaucer Attrol. 1. § 21 Under which lyne, whan
tha the Sonne and the Mone ben lyne-riht than is the

|

Kclipsof the Sonne or of the Mone. 1465 /list. Doc. Koch.

<E. E. T. S.^> 6 Which wall or syde hous is crokyd, and nnt

lyncryjt.

B. adv. In a straight line; rectilineally; straight.

£1391 Chaucer Astrol. 11. § 23 Til that any sterre fix sit

lyne-riht perpendiculer over the pol Artik. 1412 -30 Lvun.
Chron. Troy i. vi, Line ri^ht agayne the wormes heade

They holden it tyll that he he deade. 1419 in Surtees Misc.

(1888) 14 We awarde that a lyne be drawen lyneryijht.

c 1430 Lvdg. Reas. <y Sens. 2536 Lyne ryght thy cours to

dresseTo thilke path. 14. . Ephyphanye in '/'umiak's Vis.

(1843)108 The sterre hem browght to Beedlem And lyne

ryght the chylde above.

fliineseat. Ohs. In 5 lyncet, -set. [f.

line ilax (see Line sb.x ) + Seat.] The stool on

which women sit while spinning.

c 1440 Promp. Pan>. 305/2 Lyncet, a werkynge stole. 1465
Maun. % Hoitseh. Exp. (Roxb.) 484 Item, to Cuniherton
fore a lynset the same day, \ \\yd.

Lineseed : see Li.nsekd.

t Lineshark. Obs. rare - °.

C1475 Pict. I'oc. in Wr.-Wulcker 773/12 11ec cnliitgua,

a lineshark.

t Line-sharker. Obs. rare-*.
1604M iooleton Father Jlubbnrd's T. Wks. (Bullen) VIII.

51 Certain line-sharkers that have coursed the countries to i

seek you out. 1

Linesman (lainzmden). [f. line's, genitive of

Line sb* + Man. Cf. Lineman.]

1. A soldier belonging to a regiment of the line.

1856 E. Napier (title) The Linesman, or Service in the

Guards and the Line during Kngland's long peace. 1885

Mag. ofArt Sept. p. xlii/a The ugly shako and the coarse

red trousers of the French linesman.

2. = Lineman x.

1883 Standard 3 May 6/5 James B—,.. telegraph lines*

man. 1884 Manch. Exam. 1 1 Nov. 8/2 A number of linesmen

engaged . . in unloading a barge of heavy sleepers.

3. a. Lawn Tennis. An umpire posted near to

one of the Mines,* whose dnty it is to decide

whether any particular ball falls within the court

or not. b. Football. In the Association game since

1 891, an official whose chief duty is to mark
when and where the ball crosses the touch-line or

the goal-line.

1890 Heathcote, etc Lawn Tennis (Badm. Libr.) 349
There should certainly be not less than three linesmen (for

the further side-line, and the base-lines) in addition to the

umpire-in-chief. 1894 Westm. Gaz. 27 Mar. 2/3 {football]

Any player of the opposite side—selected by the referee and
linesmen. 1897 Whitakers Aim. 644/r [Football] Neutral
linesmen shall officiate in all games. 1898 Laws Assoc. § 13

in Football (Badm. Libr.) 326 Two linesmen shall be ap-

pointed, whose duty.. shall be to decide when the ball is out

of play and which side is entitled to the corner kick, goal

kick or throw in, and to assist the Referee in carrying out

the game in accordance with the laws.

Liiiet, obs. form of Linnet and of Lint 1
.

Liney : see Liny.

Ling (Urj), sb> Forms : 3-5 lenge, 4 leyng,

4-5 leenge, 4-7 lyng(e, Hngo, 4- ling. [ME.
lenge, lienge t later ling{e (whence, according to

Hatz.-Darm., F. Jingue) ; cf. early mod.Du. lenghe,

linghe (now leng), G. leng, ldnge
f

lange, ON.
langa, Sw. Idnga, Norw. langa, longa, Da. lienge.

Connexion with Long a. is probable.]

1. A long slender gadoid fish, Molva vulgaris or

Lota molva, inhabiting the seas of northern Europe.

It is largely used for food (usually either salted, or

split and dried), f Old ling : salted ling. Organ
ling : see Organ.
£1300 Havelok 83a Ne he ne mouthe on the se take

Neytber lenge, ne thornbake. »3»4-$ Durham Acc. Rolls

(Surtees) 14 In . . ij Lenges empt", iiij-r. viij<£ 1377 Ibid. 46
In j Turbutt et j leyng emp. xx. vjV. 141$ in Kennel t Par.
Antiq. (1818) II. 255 Cum i viridi lynge, cum iii congers.

£1430 Two Cookcry*bks. 43 Nym Milwel or lenge, bat is

wel y-wateryd. 1459 in Paston Lett. I. 490 Item, ij saltyng

tubbes. Item, viij. lynges. 1573 Tusseb Husb. lvii. (1878)

133 Ling, Saltfish and Herring, for Lent to provide. 1599
B. Jonson Ev. Man out 0/ Hunt. iv. iii. (1600) L4 b, Hee
lookes like.. a drie Poule of Ling vpon Easter-eue, that has
fumisht the table all Lent. 1601 Shaks. Airs Well 111. ii.

12, 13 Our old Ling*, and our Isbels a'th Country, are

nothing like your old Ling and your Isbels a'th Court. 1615

Markham Eng. Hoitseu: 11. ii. (1668) 78 Take the jole of

the best Ling that is not much watered. 1619 PasguiPs
Palm. (1877) 152 When Flesh doth bid adue for divers

weekes. And leaves old Ling to be hisdeputie. a 1661 Fuller
Worthies vfS. (1662) 1. 23 Ling, that Noble Fish, corrival

in his Joule with the surloin of Beef. 1667 Pepvs Diary
20 Mar., Had a good dinner of ling and herring pie. 1712

A.Van Leei wknhokk in Phil. Trans.XX\l L409. 1 stood by
a Fishmongers Shop, whilst they were laying their dry Ling
in the Water to soften it. 1747 Mrs. Glasse Cookery ix.

at Old ling, which is the best Sort of Salt Fish, lay it in

Water twelve Hours, then {etc.]. 180a Bingley A nim.

Biog. (1813) HI. 2a The Ling in the neighbourhood of Ice-

land are so had, that letc). 18*3 Lamb Elia Ser. 11. Reioic.

AVw Y'r. t He . . protested there was no faith in dried ling.

1836 Yarpell Brit. Fishes II. 182 The most usual length of

the Ling is from three to four feet.

2. Applied in America, New Zealand, etc. to

other fishes, as the burbot {Lota ?naculosa), the

cultus-cod {Ophiodon elongatus), etc. (see quots.).

c 1850 Isee Lawyer 5]. 1885 Riverside Nat. Hist. (i838>

1 1 1. 212 In eastern Florida it [Elacate Canada] is called the

sergeant-fish, and along the western coast of the peninsula

it is known as the ling or snooks. Ibid. 260 One I fish]

living in the sea round New Zealand {Genyptems blacodcs)

is known as the ling or cloudy bay-cod. 1888 [see Cultus-

codJ. 1898 Morris A ustral Eng., Ling. .In New Zealand

and Tasmania, it is applied to Genyptents blacodcs, Forst.

;

atso called Cloudy Hay Cod. Lotella marginata, Mad.,
is called Ling, in New South Wales.

3. altrib.,n$lingfish {c(. codfs/i),fisltery t
/took, pie.

1489 Caxton FayUs ofA. 11. xvi. II vj b, Crete foyson of

*ling fysshe, and haburden. c 1526 Plitnipton Corr. (Camden)

224 Sir, ye spoke with me that you wold have had som good
ling fi>h. 1836 Chamb. Jml. Dec. 388 Spain presents a good

. .market for dried cod and ling fish. 1798 Malthvjs Popnl.

(1878)222 The *ling fishery. 1896 Lvoekker Roy. Nat.
Hist. V.436 The ling-fishery is an important industry, large

quantities of these fish being cured and dried. 1822 Hia-

hert Descr. Shetld. 1st. 510 The lines are fitted with *ling

hooks. 16*3 Markham Eng. Mtmsw. 100 A *Ling pie.

Ling (lirj), sb.% Also 4-7 Iyng(e, 5 lynk, 5, 7

lingge, 6-7 linge. [a. ON. lyng (Da. lyng, Sw.

Ijnng) :~OTeut. type */ingioo'"\ Cf. Sw. lingon

cowberry.] A name applied to various ericaceous

plants, chiefly Calluna vulgaris*, see Heathkr.
c 1357 Durham Acc. Rolls (Surtees) 559 El in reparacione

stagni inolend. Abbathie cum Mos et Lyng pro eadem.
a 1440 Sir Degrev. 336 He laf slawe in a slak fforty score

on a pak . . Dede in the lyng. £ 1440 Promp. Parv. 305/2

Ly(n)ge of the helhe, bruera. 14. . Aritnd. MS. 42, f. 23

b

in Promp. Parv. 305 nott\ An heth bat growep Jul. .of lynk.

c 1475 RaufCoiljear397 Gif thow meitis ony leid lent on the

ling, i486 Nottingham Rec. III. 249 For xiiij. ihraveof lyng.

1538 Lelano Itin. V. 122 In the Dales of Richemontshire they
burne Linge,

#
Petes, and TurfTes. 1548 Turner Names of

Herbes 35 Erice. .is named in english Heth,hather, or ling.

1577-87 HolinsiiedCAtwi., Hist. Scot. 95/1 There was grow-

ing in that place ..vcrie much of that kind of heath or ling,

which the Scotishmen call hadder. 1603 Hollano Plutarch s

Mor. 1206 Little beds .. made of chast tree and of hoath
or lings. 1607 Norden Surv. Dial. v. 235 Heath is the

generall or common name, whereof there is one kind, called

Hather, the other, Ling. 1686 Plot Staffordsh. 357 Sheep
will now abide that heath and feed upon Ling all the

hardest winter. 1819 Craebe Tales Hall xix, She. .stirr'd

the fire of ling, and hrush'd the wicker chair. i8aa Bewick
Mem. 11 The shepherd might have his hovel thatched with
heather and ling. s88a Ovioa Maremma 1. 124 Their huts

were always . . thatched with rushes and ling.

b. attrib.,mling-thatclr, ling-bird, themeadow-
pipit, Anthits pratensis.
1814 Sporting Mag. XL1V. 245 note. The small heath-

bird or *ling-bird. 1893 J. Watson Confess. Poacher 1 10

The * cheep-cheep ' of the awakening ling-birds rises from
every brae. 1482-3 Durham Acc. Rolls (Surtees) 648 Pro
tractacione xl travis (sic) del Myncthake, xxd. 1884
Words 21 Tbe heavy ling thatch hung low over window
and wall.

Iiing, sbj [Chinese ling (Giles).] The
water-chestnut of China, Traba buornis, the seeds

of which are much eaten as food.
i860 Scarth Twelve Yrs. China 8 Gathering the rich

mould and decayed vegetable matter where the Ming ' has

grown in the water. 1866 in 'Preas. Bot.

f Xiing, v. ? dial. Obs. [Cf. linge, to put out

the tongue (Oxfordshire, ling. Dial. Diet.).] inlr.

Of the tongue : To protrude from the mouth.
1674 Wooo Life (O. II. S.) II. 303 Her tongue would ling

out of her mouth.

Ling, variant of Leng v. Obs.

-ling (lit)), suffix x
,
appended to sbs., adjs., vb.-

stems, and (rarely) advs., to form sbs., is a Com.
Teut. formative (OE., OS., OIIG. -ling, ON.
•ling-r, Goth. -Hgg-s in gadiliggs). It doubtless

arose from the addition of the suffix -hjgo-z -ing 3

to noun-stems formed with the suffix -/To- (-el 1
,

-le 1), but in all the historical Teut. langs. it has

the character of a simple suffix.

1. In OK., -ling added to sbs. forms sbs, with the

general sense 4 a person or thing belonging to or

concerned with (what is denoted by the primary

sb.) ? as hyrling hireling, ierffling ploughman (f.-

iert5 ploughing), riepling prisoner (f. rap rope).

The derivatives from adjs. have the sense 'a person

or thing that has the quality denoted by the adj.',

e.g. dtorling darling, e/enlingan equal, feortSling

quarter, farthing, geongling youngling, ^esibling,

sibling kinsman
;
similarly from an adv., underling

subordinate. One or two names of birds have this

suffix in Oli., as sivertliftg ?some black bird (?!..

swearl black), sterling starling ; here it may pos-

sibly have a diminutive force (see 2 below).

In ME. and mod.K. the suffix continued to be

freely employed with the same function as in OE.

;

examples are atierling, deathling.falling,firstling,

grayling, nestling, nursling, saplirtg, suckling.

The personal designations in -ling are now always

used in a contemptuous or unfavourable sense

(though this implication was not fully established

before the 17th c), as courtling,earthling, ground-

ling, fpopeling (= papist), vainling, worldling...

On the analogy of words like nursling, where the

grammatical character of .the initial element is

ambiguous, a few sbs. in -//;/£ have been formed

on vb.-stems (taken in passive sense), being personal

designations of contemptuous import,such as shave-

ling, starveling; of similar origin is stripling,

though it has lost its primary derisive sense.

The suffix is no longer productive in the uses

above explained.

2. In OX. the suffix had a diminutive force, of

which there are only slight traces in the other

Teut. langs. (cf. OK. starling mentioned above,

and G. Sperling sparrow)
;
ehiefly in words denot-

ing the young of animals, as gnsling-r gosling,

kelling-r kitten, ki6lin-gr young kid, f'kidling ,

but also in a few other words, as bdkliug-r book-

lei, vetling-r glove, yrtnling-r little worm. In Eng.

the earliest certain instance of this use appears to

be codling, recorded c 1314 {killing, which appears

a 1300, being of dubious formation), in the lath c.

we find gosling (of which the earliest quoted form,

, gesling, points to adoption from ON.), and duck-

ling. In the 1 6th c. and subsequently the suffix

has been employed in many new diminutive for-

)

mations, chiefly contemptuous appellations of per-

sons, as godling, lordling, kingling, princeling \ in

this use it is still a living* formative.

In the formation of diminutives expressing merely

smallness of size, -ling has never been extensively

used ; a few writers of the 19th c. have so employed

it in nonce-wds.
c 1800 Lamb Lett. (1837) I. 147 Gentry dipped in Styx all

over, whom no paper javelin-lings can touch. 1815 J. Gil«

j

christ Labyrinth Demolished 8 Phttosophling. Ibid. 22

Thinkling. Ibid. 24 Metaphysicling. 1885 Howells in

j

Century Mag. XXX. 541 'A pity for you!' cried the

hunchbacklinc.

-ling -,-lill^gJS, suffix, forming adverbs, most

of which survive only dial. The Teut. root *ling-,

layg-t luyg-> to extend, reach, appears in its three

ablaut-forms as the terminal element in certain

OE. advs. expressive of direction or extent, as in

bieclingteACKLiSG ;
andlang(seeAlong, En*dloxo) ;

nihtlanges for a night ;
grundlnnga (also grand-

lingo) to the ground. In certain instances the

suffixes -linga, -lunga, were already in OE. sub-

stituted for -inga, -unga, advb. terminations ori-

ginating in some case (? ablative) of sbs. in -ing,

-ung (see -ingI); so in ntadlunga, nfedlinga,

whence, with adverbial (genitival). es, the ME.
nedlingis Needling s, of necessity. The original

OE. use (in which the suffix is added to sbs. to

form advs. of direction) is continued in the later

formations grufelyng (Grovelling), headlingis,

sideling{s\ more numerous, however, are the words

in which the suffix forms advs. of condition or

situation from adjs., as blindling(s, darkling(s,

firstlings, flattinges, hidlings, mostlings.

Lingal, variant of Lingel.

II Lingam (lrr)g&m)> linga (Hnga). Also 8

lingum, 8-9 lingham. [a. Skr. linga, 110m. case

litjgam ; the flexional m has been preserved in the

word as adopted into the non-Aryan langs. ol

India.] Among the Hindus, a phallus, worshipped

as a symbol of the god Siva.
The first quot. contains some misunderstanding.

1719 I. T. Pmurps tr. Thirty-four Confer. 326 The third

Way of attaining Salvation, is by offering to the Piraiii
Lingum, which is an Image of a Man made of Dung.
1793 W. Hodges Trav. v. 94 These Pagodas have each
a small chamber in the center . . with a lamp hanging over

the Lingham. Ibid. note. The Lingham is the great object

of superstition among the followers of Urahmah. 1799
Colebrooke in L{fe v. (1873) 15a A number of little

altars, witli a linga of Mahadeva on them. 1813 J. FoRiuiS

Orient. Mem. 1 1. 364 Two respectable brahmins . . who .

.

had . . performed the accustomed ceremonies to the linga.

1857 R. Tomes Amer. in Japan v. 120 Several stones, ol

four feet in height . . which appeared to be lingams.

Hence Ll'ngamism, the worship of lingams.

1843 Macaulav Sp. Ld. F.llenborongh's Go-id. Sp. (1853)

II. 9 To what religion was it that the offering was made?
It was to Lingamism.

Lingan, Iiingat, obs. iT. of Likoel, Lingot.

Lingcan : see Licham,



LINGE.

Linge, liudge (Mndg), v. Obs. exc. dial. Also

9 dial, lineh, linse. [Of obscure origin : the Eng.
Dial. Viet, cites (s.v. Linch) from Moisy a mod,
Norman lincher to whip.] trans. To beat, thrash.
1600 Holland Livy lvk. Floras' 13re v. 1242 Met he with

a soldior out of his ranke and file? If he were a Roman,
up he went and was well Hndged & swaddled with vine,

wands hy the centurion. 1606 — Sueton. Annot. 27 As ifhe
had beene well lindged with lether thongs. 1824 Mac*
taggakt Gallovid. Eucycl. 319 Linged, lashed, beaten, &c.
1825-80 ) a mieson, Linge, Lynge, to flog, beat. 1847 IIalli-
well, L inse, to beat severely. Devon. 1858 A^. «y Q. 2nd Ser.

VI. 2 7 8/2 The. .magistrate, .exclaimed,* Give me a stick, and
I'll tinge him myself!' 1868 Atkinson Clez>claud Gloss.,

Linch, to flog or thrash, to beat with a whip or flexible cane.

Lingel, lingle (H-rjg'l), sb. 1 Now dial.

Forms: 5 lynyolf, lynolf, (inniolf), 6 lyngell,

6-*j lingell, 7 Sc. linyel, 8 lingan, 9 lingal,

liniel, 6~ lingel, lingle. [a. OF. lignoel,

ligncnl:—popular L. *ltneolum, f. L. linea Like
sb.*] A shoemaker's waxed thread.

C1440 Promp. Parr*. 306/1 Lynyolf, or inniolf \IL, P.
lynolf], threcle to sow wythe schone or botys, indula, lici-

nium. 1523 Fitzuerd, Husb. § 142 Hodkyn, knyfe, lyngell,

gyue thy horse mete, se he be shoed well. 1530 Palsgr.

239/2 Lyngell that souters sowe with, chefgros, liguier. 1562
I.. Hevwood Prov. «V Epigr. (1S67) 110 For may he once get

his shooes on my feete, Without list or lingel his woordes
make them mecte. 1576 Turberv. Vcucric 231 And he must
have a lyngell in readinesse tosow up the skiu,and at euery
stitch that lie taketh let him knit his thrced or lyngell. 16x1

IIkaum. & Fl. Knt. Burn. Festie v. iii, Whose Master
wrought with Lingell and with All. 1635 D. Dickson
Pract. Writ. (1845) 1. 196 He had his elsin and linyel

for sewing of leather. 1721 Ramsav Ode to Mr. F— i,

Hinds wp elson and hemp lingle, Sit soleing shoon out

o'er the ingle. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI. 10 July, A little

hemp, which he spun into lingels. c 1817 Hogg Tales t, Sk.

III. 306 George ..scratched his head with the awl, and
gave the lingles such a yerk, that he made them both
crack in two. x868 G. MAcnoNAi.o A\ Falconer 1. 104

Settling in haste to his awl and his lingel.

b. allrib., as lingel- (or f UngeVs) end, -tail.

1589 K. H arvey PL Pcrc. (1590) 25 My shoe shall rend,

my nail blade bend, My lingels end, firnt shall I spend,
Before his works goe downe. c 1774 C. Keith Farmer's
/fa' v. (1801) 48 They pow and rax the lingel tails. 1899
Coi.ville Vernacular 16 The sutor . . deftly birsed a fresh

lingle-end.

Hence Li'ngel v. trans., to bind firmly with

cobbler's I h read. St.

1819 Hogg Jacobite Relics I. 102 Come like a cobler,

Donald M^cgillavry, Heat them, and bore them, and lingel

them cleverly.

Lingel, lingle (K'rjgM), sb£ Now dial.

Forms : 5 l3ngell, lyimell), 5-7 lingell, 6 lyn-

gell, 7 lingal, 7- lingel, 8- lingle. [app. renr.

an AF. *lcngle L. liugula strap, thong, also

spoon ; dim. of lingua tongue. Cf. Laxgle.]

+ 1, collect, sing. The leather straps, etc. of a
horse's harness. Obs.

1460 Lybeaus Disc. 1364 (Kaluza) His scheld was blak as

pich, Lingell, amies, trappure swich. Ibid. 1664 And of
be same painture Was lingell and trappure.

2. A thong or latchet.

1538 Kl.YOT Diet., Coltnut, a thonge or lyngell wherwith
the o.\e bowe & the yoke are bound en togider. a 1585
Montgom erie Flyting 70. Pohvart 342 Shame and sorrow
on her snout that . .louses off thy lingals sa lang as they
may last. 1658 Phillips, Lingel, a little tongue or thong.

1790 A. Wilson To E. Picken Poet. Wks. (1846) 107 This half

a year yer funny tales, Ower mosses, mountains, seas and
dales, I've carried i* my lingle. 1801 Ueattie Parings \t873)

4 (14. D. D.) Afore the ingle she knit a lingle to swingthe
roast. 183a A. Henderson Prov. 129 It's short while since

the sow bore the lingel. 1875 Knight Diet. Aleck., Lingel,

a small thong of leather for sewing or lacing bands. |syn.j

Lingle. 1895 Crockett Men 0/Moss Hagsxxv. 188, I had
my sword dangling by a lingel or tag at my right wrist. 1896

Grey Man xxix. 200, I . .saw nothing but some discharged
pistols lying with brokeu lingels abroad on the sand.

1 3. A Mat blade or spoon, a spatula,

1598 Flokio, Patella di spttiale, a lingell, a spoone, a
tenon, a spattle or slice as Apothecaries vse. 161 1 Cotgr.,
Friqneite, a lingell, smalle sklice, little scummer. Ibid.,

Palette, a Lingell, Tenon, Slice, or flat toole wherwith
Chirurgians lay salue on planters.

Hence Iiingel v. trans., to f.isten with a thong.

(Cf. 1 angle v.) Sc.

1879 G. Macdonali> Sir Gibbie xlvi. (18S0) 293, I never
read the ballant aboot the worm lingelt roim' the tree.

tLingence. Obs. rare— 1
, [f. L. lingcre to

lick : see -ENCE.] A linctus.

a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Ncltinghamsh. It. (1662) 315
A stick hereof [of liquorice] is commonly the spoon pre-

scribed to Patients, to use in any Lingences or Loaches.

t Linger, sb. Obs., [f. Lingek vJ] Delay.

1597 J« Payne Koyat Exch. 34 Who but they cowld abyde
such hunger and colde, .. besydes the lynger of paye,

sycknes and mortaiitie?

Linger (li^goi), v. Forms: 4, ?6 lenger, (4
langer), 6 lyngar, -er, 6- linger. [Northern ME.
lenger, frequentative of Lexg v. : see »m 5.]

f 1. intr. To dwell, abide, stay (in a place). Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 604 J>cr-for he gafe him to be gin A
luuegum land at lenger in. a 1300 Ibid. 1411 And leuer

was[adam] siben tu lenger IFair/, langer 1 inhel! ban langer

in bis Hue to duell.

2. To stay behind, tarry, loiter on one's way ; to

stay on or hang about in a place beyond the proper

or usual time, csp. from reluctance to leave it.

315

1530 Palsgr. 612/1, I lyngar behynde my companye, I

tarye behynde them, je targe. 1553 Foen Treat. i\eive

Ind. (Arb. ) 27 Leaste any linger behynde bis companie. 1568
Grafton Chron. II. 313 A number of the Souldyours .

.

came home agayne unpayde and lyngered and still hanged
vpon the prince. 1593 Shaks. 2 lien. VI, iv. iv. 54 Then
linger not, my Lord, away, take horse. 1594 JSiensek
Amoretti Ixxxviii, And, in her songs, sends many a wish-
full vow For his returne that seemes to linger late. 1667
Pkpys Diary 30 June, They had no orders, and lay lingering

upon the way. 1698 Fryer Acc. E. India % P. 254 They
pretending they had lost their Way, but more truly hngred,
not having us to spur them on. 1794 Mrs. Raijclifh:
Myst. Udolpho i, In scenes like these she would often linger

alone. 18x6 Shei.lev Alastor^98 He would linger long In
lonesome vales, making the wild his home. 1838 Lytton
A lice 67 Kvelyn could have lingered all day in the room.
1864

J).
O. Mitchell Sez>. Stcr. 245 The broken gentle-

man lingers for honrs beside the portraits of the old Count.
1874 C>rei;n Short Hist. ii. § 6. 94 The White Ship in which
he had embarked lingered behind the rest of the royal fleet.

1893 (J. E. Mathlson About Holland 22 The Dutch trains

do perhaps seem to linger somewhat on the way.

b. To proceed at a slow pace ; to go lingeringly

{down, past}.
18*6 Mrs. Sukllky Last Man II. ijo Soon the dim orb

passed from over the sun, and lingered down the eastern
heaven. 1836-9 Dickkns Sk. Has, Scenes iii. ( 1 892 ) 54 These
men linger listlessly past. 1840 — Barn. Pudge .xvi. He
was never lingering or loitering, but always walking swiftly.

1863 Hawuiorni: Our Old Home (1879) 294 Lingering
through one of the aisles.

c. Jig. (with a prep, as on^ovcr, round): To
dwell upon, give protracted consideration to, be

reluctant to quit (a subject).

1843 Kuskin Mod. Paint. (1848) I. II. tl. v. § S. 193 Every
one of those broad spaces she would linger over in pro*

traded delight. 1844 Stanley Arnold (1858) 1. iv. 168, I

linger round a subject. 1871 R. Ellis tr. Catullus Ixiv.

117 Vet, for again I come to the former story, beseems not
Linger on all done there.

3. 'To remain long in languor and pain* ^J.);
to continue alive, though oppressed by sickness or

other distress. (Cf. Lingekinu ///. a. b.)

IS34 l*ee Lingering vbl. sb.]. 1570 LicvtNS Manip. 78 23
To linger, lauguerc. 1604 Shaks. Oth. v. ii. 88, I would
not haue thee linger in thy paine. 1607 — Cor. in. iii. 89

i Pent to linger Itut with a grnine a clay.
_
1819 Scott Prose

Wks. IV. Uiographies II. (1870) 320 He lingered a few days,

I

possessed of his senses, reconciled to his fate. 188? J. II.

Dlunt Kef. C/i. Eng. II. 251 He lingered as a prisoner of
the Inquisition for sixteen years. 1898 Riuku Haggard
Dr. Theme 6 He lingered for nearly two years.

Jig. 1781 Cowi'KK Hope 723 When hope, long lingering,

at last yields the ghostl

4. To be tardy in doing or beginning anything;

to hesilate, delay; to dawdle. + Const? inf.

1548 Lt uall, etc. Erastu. Par. Matt. iii. 7-10 As they
y* make hast are pcrtakers of health, so ihey that linger are

al pertakers of peiil.^ J586 J. Hookkk I fist. Irel.'m J/oliu*

shed II. idfx The king .. differed the time, and lingered to

give any answer. 1598 Shaks. Merry 11'. ill. ii. 58 We
haue linger'd about a match betweene An Page, and my
cozen Slender. 1611 Rible 2 Pet. ii. 3 Whose iudgement
now of a long time lingereth not [r»r. ovk apytlj. 1691

Drygi-n Cleomcncs 11. ii. 17 And if my Eyes have pow'r,

He should not sue In vain, nor linger with a long delay.

1812 S. Rogfrs Columbus iv. 50 Oft the stern Catalan ..

Muttered dark threats, and linger'd to obey. 1851 Grote
Greece VIII. 420 His accuser denounces him as having ..

designedly lingered in the business, for the purpose of pro-

longing the period of remuneration. 1855 Macaulay Hist.

Eng. xix. IV. 268 I»y remonstrance . . could he prevail

on his allies to be early in the field. .. Everyone of them
lingered, and wondered why the rest were lingering. 1871

Freeman Norm. Couq. (1876) IV. xviii. 186 Either Malcolm
lingered in his preparations, or [etc.].

5. fig., chiefly of immaterial things, a. To
remain, to \Jt slow to pass away or disappear;

to stay or persist, though tending to wane and

dwindle. To linger on, to continue to linger.

1764 Golusm. Tra:\ 172 But winter lingering chills the

lap of May. 1805 Worpsw. Waggoner iv. 189 Nor could

the waggon long survive, Which Benjamin had ceased to

drive: It lingered on ;—guide after guide Ambitiously the

office tried. 1855 Macallav Hist. Eng. xvi. 1 1 1. 707 It is

by no means improbable that this superstition . . may still

linger in a few obscure farm-houses. 1868 E. Edwards
Ralegh I. xxii. 483 When the Plague had departed from

most parts of London, it often lingered in the Tower. 1875

Jdwltt Plato (e<\. 2) I. no Uut he has still a dotibt linger,

mg in his mind.

b. To be slow in coming or accruing.

1842 Tensvson Locksley Hall 141 Knowledge comes, but

wisdom lingers. 1863 Gt:o. Eliot Pomola I. lntrod. (1880)

9 The wages of men s sins often linger in their payment.

1871 Krelman Norm. Couq. (1876) IV. xx. 593 When the

sentence was once passed its execution did not linger.

c. Of actions or conditions : To be protracted

(wearisomely or painfully), to drag on. (Cf. Lin-

gering ///. a.)

[1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, 1. \. 74 One would have lingring

Warrcs, with little coft.] 1836 Thiklwall Greece HI. xvii.

8 As the siege of Ithome lingered, the Spartans called on
their allies for aid.

6. qiwsi-lrans. a. with advb. eompl. {forth, on,

out) • To draw out, prolong, protract by lingering,

tarrying, or dallying. To linger away : to waste

(time) by lingering.

1550 Latimer Last Scrm. bef. Edw. VI (1562) L37 It shal

cause things to haue good successe, and that matters shal

not be lingred forth from daye to daye. 1597 Shaks.

2 Hen. IV, 1. ii. 265, I can get no remedy against this Con.

sumption of the purse. Borrowing only lingers, and lingers

LINGERING.
it out, but the disease is incurable. 1606 — Tr. «f Cr. v. x.

9 Let your briefe plagues be mercy, And linger not our sure
destructions on. 162a Massinger Virg. Mart. 11. iii, I'll

not insult on a base, humbled prey Uy lingering out thy
terrors. 169S Dryden Death Air. Purcell 29 Now live

secure, and linger out your days, a 1704 T. Brown Praise
Drunkenness Wks. 1730 I. 36 The first linger away their

lives in perpetual drudgery. 1721 Amherst 'Terra' Fit. No.

34 0754^ 1 79 1° prevent the scholars from ling'ring away
their time, and neglecting their studies. 1829 Scott Diary
8 Mar. in Lockhart, Half measures do but linger out lhe

feud. 1833 Lamb Elia Ser. 11. Wedding, We all began
to be afraid that a suit which as yet had abated pone of

its ardours, might at last be lingered on, till passion had
time to cool, i860 Frolce Hist. Eng. VI. 522 His policy,

therefore, was for the present to linger out the negotiations.

1887 Lowell Old Eng. Dram. (1892) 130 Kord lingers-out

his heart-breaks too much.

b. To pass (life) sadly or wearily.

1725 Pope Odyss. xtv. 411 Far from gay cities, and lhe

ways of men, I linger life, a 1774 Golusm. Hist. Greet

e

II. 239 They., left him to linger in this manner, unattended,
( the remains of his wretched life.

t 7. trans. To cause to linger ; to prolong, pro-

tract, draw out (the time, a business, etc.); also,

to delay, put off, defer. Obs.

J543 Grafton Cout. Harding 18 Kdwnrde. . though te he

wold not lynger his busines. 1556 T. Hoby tr. Castiglionc's

Courtyer A lij b, I forbare and lingered the lime to see if

any [etc.]. 1565 Jewel Kepi. Harding (1611) 307 The
liread, that our lx»rd gaue to his Disciples, he lingred it

not (tr. L. non distnlit], nor bad it to be kept vntill the

morning, a 1568 Coverhale Bk. Death ii. 7 That wee ly
no ocea*ion should linger ye amendment of our hues \11till

age. 1584 Cooan Ita?'en Healthy (1636) 215 Wherefore
I advise all men not to linger the time long in eating and
drinking superfluously. 1604 Shaks. Oth. iv. ii. 231 He
goes into Mauritania . . vnlesse his alxxle be lingred heere
hy some accident. 1604 Ku.monus Obsert>, Cvsars Comm.
59 To linger and detract the war. 1614 Raleigh Hist.
World'iv. ii. § 3. 175 The Leigers. .could not be perswaded to

linger the time and stay their aduantage. 163a Sanoerson
Serm. 301 Secure ones may linger their repentance till it tie

too late. 1633 Foro Broken H. iv. iv, To linger Pain,

which 1 strive to cure, were to be cruel.

t b. To keep waiting, put off {n person). Also

with off. Obs.

1534 More Let. to Marg. Ptper Wks. 1429/1 They were
not lingered nor made to daunce any lung attendance, .as

sutours were sometime wont to be. 1543 Gka \-ton ( ontn.

Harding101 Then Henry spedely prepared him selfe because
he would lynger his frendes no lenger. 1594 Wlst 2nd Pt.

Symbol. § 35 Least the parties should, .be long lingered with

vaine hope of an endlesse end. 1606 G. W[ooococke] ///>/.

Ivstine xxi. 80 Hee sollicited the AfFiicks and the King of

Mauritane for supply, being lingred off with delayes.

8. /////". To have a longing or craving, to hanker.

Const, after ; also (rarely) with infinitive.

1641 Ih.sT Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 11 They [sc. tupkl will bc-

ginneto linger after ewes and decline, a 1649 Wisthroi' AV»'
Eng. (1853) 1. 54 Such as fell into discontent, and lingered

after their former condition in England. 1651 N. Lacon
Disc. Govt. Eng. 11. xxvii. (1739) 120 The Cardinal finding

the King's mind to linger after another Bedfellow, a 1682

Sir T. Browse Tracts 14 More remarkable it seems that

they should extoll and linger after the Cucumbers and
Leeks, Onions and Garliek in /Egypt. 1718 AIottkux
Qui.v. (1733) L 255 Thou lingerest with Impatience to

exercise thy talking Faculty. iSqz Surrey Words (K.D.S.J

s. v., Being used to hay makes thciu linger more after it.

Lingerer (li'rjgoroj). [f. Linger v. + -eh 1
.]

One who, or that which, lingers, tarries, etc. ; f n

dawdler, idler; fone who hankers {after}.

1579 To.mson Calvin's Serm. Tim. 610 2 As oft as we play

the lingerers, & cold staruelinges. 1646 Gaulk Cases Const.

3 Our late leaners and lingerers after such a kinde of

sect. x7I3*Steele Guardian No. 131 f 1 The mighty body
of lingerers, persons who.. waste away In gentle inactivity

the day. 1740 J. Love Cricket (t^o) t. 53 O Flee, you Lin-

gYer. Flee ! 1810 Scott Monast. vni, * But you, ye lingerers ',

he added, looking to a knot of beeches which still bore their

withered leaves [etc]. 1891 Smiles J. Murray I. i. 11 The
book was a lingerer on his shelves and did not sell. 189a

Stevenson Wreckervii. 122 A waterside prowler, a lingerer

on wharves.

II Lingerie Qseh&i). [Fr., ' the making or

selling of linncn cloth ; also, linnen, linnen stuffe,

things made of linnen' (Cotgr.), f. linge linen.]

Linen articles collectively ; all the articles of linen,

lace, etc. in a woman's wardrobe or trousseau.

1835 Court Mag. VI. p. xviii/2 It is expected that lingerie

will be this season in very great request, both in morning
and half-dress. 1885 Illustr. Loud. Nezvs 21 Nov. 516/1

A happy bride supplied with *a handsome lingerie'. 1894

Daily News it Apr. 3/1 The ribbons of the lingerie are sky.

blue.

Lingering (U-rjgorirj), vbl.sb. [-IK&1.] The
action of the vb. Linger. Also rarely in //., last

remaining traces (of something).
a 1300 Cursor M. 16292 And quils >ou Hues here wit vs J>i

lengring sal be care, c 1375 Ibid. 6686 (Fairf.) l>e smytor
sal quite his leching and make amendis for his lyngenng.

1534 More Comf. agst. Trib. IL Wks. 1172/1, I know my
lingering not likely to last longe, but out wil my snufie

sodainly some daye within a while. 1570 Sir T. Wilson
Demosthenes 45 Lingering is noysome when necessity re-

quires haste. 158a Stanyhurst /Euet's II. (Arb.) 66 Now,
quod he, ho lingring, let vs hence. 1667 Milton P. L. 11.

702. 1822 W. Irving in Life # Lett. (1864) II. 80, 1. .am
still troubled with lameness and inflammation in the ankles,

the lingerings of my tedious malady. 1864 Tennvson Eu.
Ard. 267 After a lingering,. .The little innocent soul flitted

away. x886 Willis & Clark Cambridge I. 625 A delay of

three years . . is a striking illustration of. . the lingering of alt

college work.
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LINGERING. 316 LINGUAL.
fb. Hankering {after). Obs.

*6o8 HibRON Wks.l. 732/1 Remoue from hi 111.. all worldly
desires, all lingring after the decerning sweetnes of these

earthly things. 1644 Rogers Newman 89 Gods judgements
..crossing their lingring after Caanan.

Lingering, ///. a. [-1NG 2.] That lingers,

delays, loiters, moves slowly, etc.; remaining be-

hind, slow to depart or disappear.
a 1547 Surrey in Totters Misc. (Arb.) 31 Of lingring

doules such hope is sprong pardie. 1561 Sacrville &
Norton Ferrex ff Porrex 1. ii. 104 The lyngering yeres
That draw not forth his ende with faster course. 1594
Warres Cyrus 289 \WII starue them with a lingring siege.

1631 Gouge God's Arroivs 1. $ 63. 105 Whether sudden or
lingring judgements. 1697 Dryden Virg. Past. vni. 100
Restore, my Charms, My lingring Daphnis to my longing
Arms. 1750 Gray Elegy 88 Nor cast one longing lingring
Look behind. 1859 J. Ccm.ming Ruth vi. 95

f
Even in the

worst and most depraved of mankind, there is a lingering

sense of gratitude. 1878 Hvxley P/iysiogr. 203 The finger-

ing remains of volcanic activity.
#

b. esp. of disease, suffering, or death : Slow,
painfully protracted, f Of poisons : Characterized

by slow or tardy action. OI>s.

1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, 111. ii. 247 They will, .torture him
with grieuous lingring death. 1611 —- Wint. T. 1. ii. 320.
161 > — Cymb. 1. v. 34 Strange ling'ring poysons. 1623
Webster Duchess Malfi v. ii, Tis a secret That (like a lin-

gring poyson) may chance lie Spread in thy vaines, and kill

thee seauen yeare hence. 1637 F. Little Mon. Chr.Mnnif.
(1871)67 His lingering disease increasing,and death approach-
ing. 1655 Nicholas Papers (Camden) II. 289 He yet is ex-
treamc weake, and I feare his sicknes will proue lingering, but
1 hope not in any daunger of his life. 1671 Milton Samson
618. 1675 Uroors Cold. Key Wks. 1867 V. 81 We see him die
with lingering torments. 1677 Barrow Serm. Passion 14 And
that nostupifying, no transient pain, but one both very acute
and lingring. 171a Addison Sped. No. 363 r 13 Ltngring
and Incurable Distempers. 1762-71 II. Walpolk lertue's
A need. Paint. (1786) I V. 22 He retired . .to Richmond, where
he died of a lingering illness. 1841 Elphinstone Hist. Jnd.
II. 511 He put the widow of Sevaji to a painful and lingering
death. 1885 Gilbert Mikado n. Orig. Plays Ser. 111. (1895)
208 Punishment ! Yes. Something lingering, with boiling
oil in it, I fancy. 1887 Kent. Gloss, s. v., He's in a poor
lingering way.

Lingenngly (Ihjgarirjli), adv. [-lv -.] In a

lingering manner.
1589 Rioeh Bibt. Scholast. 873 Lingeringly, tarde. 1631

R. H. Arraignm. Whole Creature v. 38 Not so long,
so lingringly, as this macerating, massacring, murther*
ing Famine, a 1649 Dkumm.ok Hawth. Poems Wks. (1711)
24/1 As the flow'r which lingringly doth fade. 1657 Austen
Fruit Trees 1. 73 Barke bound disease makes trees live

lingringly and poorely. 41687 Cotton Ox Tobacco 72
Poems (1689) 517 Coughs, Astmas, Apoplexies, Fevers,
Rhume, All that kill dead ; or lingeringly consume. 1827
Moork Epicur. xvi. (1839)167 Her hand parted lingeringly
from mine. 1859 Kingsley Misc. (i860) 1. 270 Even the
best of them look lingeringly and longingly back to Europe
and her legends. 1871 Rossetti Poems, Last Confession
244 Her voice was swift, yet ever the last words Fell linger-

ingly. 1878 Svmonds Sonnets M. Angelo lxxiv, Death
. .Who to sad >ouls alone comes lingeringly.

[Lingerly, adv., given in Diets., appears to be
a misprint in the later edd. of C. Bronte's Jane
Eyre iii ; ed. 1 (1847) has lingenngly.

,]

tlii'ng/et 1
. Sc. Obs. In full linget-seed. Also

6 lingsat, 8 linjet. [An unexplained var. of linnet',

earlier form of Lint sb.] The seed of 1
lint ' or

flax, linseed. Oly{e lingeat : linseed oil.

c 1470 Henrvson Mar. Fab. vni. {Preach. Swallow) xviii,

Se ye yon churle, .. Fast sawand hemp and gude linget seid ?

Ibid, xxvi, Yone lint heirefter will do gude *, For linget is to
tilill bird is fude. 1477 Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1844) I. 408
Thre peckis of lynget, and thre pekkis of hemp scde. 1501
in Ld. Trcas. Acc. Scot. 11. 25 Item, for iiij poinlis olye fin-

geat xijj. 1505-6 Ibid. 1 1 1. 184 Item, for ane quart oly lin-

geat viijj. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj. 152 Linget seed. 1655 in
Rec. Convent. Roy. Burghs (iB-jS) 111. 420 Repairing thither
with ane bagg of linget. 1794 Piper0/Peebles 6 (E. D. V.) An'
nanc hut hamil linjet sawn,—Fan lint was beaten wi" the mill.

+ Linget-. Obs. rare- ». Also 6 lingette. [Of
obscure origin : llalliwell gives linget as a Somerset
var. of linnet, but cites 110 authority.] Some small
bird

;
perh. ^ ling-bird (see Ling sbP b).

1553 Elvot Vict., Atricapilla, .. a bvrde with blacke
fethcrs on the crowne of his head, muche like our linget

(1565 CoorER Thesaurus, Like a lingette or titlynge). 1611
Cotgr., Fauvette, a yellowish bird somewhat lesse then the
Nightingale, whereunto she resembles both in singing and
shape ; some call her, a Linget. 1706 Phillu«s (ed. Kersey),
Linger or Linget, a kind of Bird.

Linget, obs. form of Lingot.

tLincible, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. L. type

*lingibil-is, f. ling/re to lick.] Meant to be licked.
1661 Lovell Hist. Anim.ff Min. 515 Others arc lingiblc,

as lohochs, syrups, and sublinguale troches.

Lingism (lrrjiz'm). [f. Lmg, the name of a
Swedish physician + -1SM.J

1 Ling's mode of treat-

ing disease by the use ofgymnasticsand appropriate
movements * (Syd. Soe* Lex. 1888) ;

kinesitherapy.

18^9 in Webster Suppl.

Lmgle : see Lingel.

Ling-long, a. ? reduplication of long.
aiZio Sirteks Barthrams Dirge iii, She tore her ling

long^ yellow hair, And knelt at lJarthram s :>ide.

Lmg[0 1 (li'qg*). Also 8-9 linguo. [^corrupt
form ol Lingua (franed) : see Lingua 2, 2 b, and
ef. Pg. lingoa.] A Contemptuous designation for

:

Foreign speech or language; language which is

strange or unintelligible to the person who so de-

signates it
;
language peculiar to some special sub-

ject, or employed (whether properly or affectedly)

by some particular class of persons.
1660 New Haven Col. Rec. (1858) 11. 337 To w* the plant

{ = plaintiff) answered, that he was not acquainted with Dutch
lingo. 1700 Comgreve Way 0/World iv. iv, Well, Well, I

shall understand your Lingo one of these days, Coren ; in the
mean while I must answer in plain English. tnox C Mather
Magn. Chr. in. 193 They are Sesquipedalia Verba of which
their [sc. the American Indians'] Linguo is composed. 1749
Fielding Tom Jones vi. ii, I have often warned you not to
talk the court gibberish to me. I tell you, I don't under-
stand the lingo. 1758 J. Chlbbe Misc. Tracts (1770) 1. 84
When men speak French, or any Outlandish Linguo. 1778
Sheridan Camp 11. ii, You may swear he is a foreigner by
his lingo. 1818 Blackw. Mag. 111. 407 The linguo of the
Virtuoso clan. 1861 Geo. Kliot in Cross Life (1885) II. 312
The good man . .began to pray in a borrowed, washy lingo.

1864 Kingsley Let. to his Wife in Life (1879) 1 1. 168 The
Basques speak a lingo utterly different from all European lan-
guages. 1866 Ix)well Biglow P. 1 ntrod. Poems 1890 1 1. 165,
1 should be half inclined to name the Yankee a lingo rather
than a dialect. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) 1 1. 470 They
come with their barbarous lingo to flatter us. 1875 E. C.
Stedman Victorian Poets 187 To use the jingo of the
phrenologists, his locality is better than his individuality.

Lingo 2
. Weaving. Also 8 lingoe. [? variant

of Lingot.] (See quots.)

1 731 Mortimer in Phil. Trans. XXX VI I. 106 Every
Thread of the Warp goes through a small Brass Ring called
a Male, or through a hoop in the Leish, and hath a small
long Weight or Lingoe hung below, to counter-balance the
Packthreads. 1799 G. Smith Laboratory II. 49. 1831 G. R.
Porter Silk Mann/. 25^ The cords whereby the leaden

j

weights, which are called hngos, are attached to the harness.
1880 Antrim $ Dawn Gloss., Lingo, a long, thin weight of
wire used in Jacquard looms.

If Lingo 3
, lingoa. [Moluce.in lenggoa, dial.

var. of Malay Ifgft/i (Le Clercq Temale

Vocab. 1890"). The word appears as linggoa-boom

(Dn. boom = tree) in Valentyn Oost-lndien (1726
III. 1. 215.] A large leguminous tree, Pteroearpus
inJnits, or its wood (native in the East Indies^,

I

also ealled Burmese rosewood, Amboyna wood,
' Kyahuka, etc.

1800 Asiatic Ann. Reg., Misc. Tracts 74 note, Of the

j

Lingoa-wood Valentyn describes three sorts, the red, the
white, and the stone-hard lingoa. 1808 tr. Stavorinus in

Pinkerion / 'oy. $ Trav. XL 254 The wood which is called
Amboyna wood, or properly Lingoa Wood. 1890 Century

j
Diet.. Lingo.

Lingot (li'rj&ft). ? Obs. or arch. Forms > 5 //.

lingattis, 7 ^lignot>, lingat e, linget, (8 lig-

nate), 6- lingot. [a. F. lingol: see Ingot.]

1. A mould in which metal is cast; = Ingot i.

1540 Ld. Trcas. Acc. Scot, in Pitcairn Cr/»/. Trials L 307*
With other gold wark, to be meltit in ane giete lingot.

1686 W. Harris tr. L emery's Course Chym. (ed. 2) 36 Lingots
: are Iron molds [etc.l 1688 Jsee Ingot ij.

2. A mass of metal shaped like the mould in

which it has been cast; = Ingot 2.

1488 Ld. Trcas. Acc. Scot. I. 84 Twa lingattis uf gold.

1584 Hudson Dn Bartas* Judith v. (1608) 77 Golden lin-

gots
;

1605 Camdkn Rcm. (1637) 179 Among the Lacede-
monians iron lingels quenched with vinegar that they may
serve to no other use [have been used for money]. 1653
H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. xiv. (1663) 42 Lingots of silver.

1670 Lu. Fountainhall in M. P. Krown Sn/pi. Decis. (1826)
II. 477 Some lignates of copper. 1697 Evelyn Nntnism. \.

13 They paid Sums in France by Lingat as well as in coin.

1776 Swinblrnb Trav. Spain xliv. (1779) 409 The port of
Cadiz, where the lingots of America are landed. x8oj Hll.
M. Williams Sk. Fr. Rep. I. xviii. 226 The vandalic fury
that., melted into lingots the most e\(|tuMte pieces of
bronze. 1841 C. Mackav Mem. Pop. Delusions 1 1 1. 187 The
Karon .. showed mc a lingot of gold made out uf pewter.
trans/, and pig. 1856 Mis. IJrowsing A nr. Leigh vn.

J

1124 The house's front Was cased with lingots of ripe

Indian corn. 1868 P»rowning Ring <y Bk. t. 459 Thence
bit by bit I dug The lingot truth, that memorable day.

Lingster, variant of Linguisteiu

Lingthorn. A local name for the slar-iish,

Luidia fragilissima (see quol. 1S41).
1841 K. Fokuhs Hist. Brit. Starfishes 139 The fuc-anned

form is there (at Scarborough) called Lingthurn by the
fishermen, and ii taken in deep water: but is very rare.

1843 Emullion in Proc. Berw. Nat. Club II. No. 11. 50.

Li ngtow. Se. Obs. [? f. Sc. ling, Lkne so.* +
Tow.] A rope used by smugglers. Also Comb.
Lingtow-men, smugglers.
1857 J. Paikkson Mem. J. 'Train 185 The carriers from

the coast to the interior were called lingtownien, frum the
coil of ropes or lingtuws which they generally wore like a
soldier's shoulder-belt, when not employed slinging or
carrying their goods, 1894 Crockett Raiders i. 14 Won-
dering now long it would be till my father let me have a
horse from the stable and a lingtow over my shoulder tcuju
out to_the Free Trade among the Manxmen.

II Iiingua (li'rjgwa). [L., » tongue; in sense 2

prob. chiefly from It.]

1. The longue or a tongue-like organ; spec, in

Ent. (a) the ligula, or the central well-developed
portion of it ; (b) a tongue-like prolongation of the

hypopharynx ; (e)
1 the tubular proboscis of Lepi-

doplera' (Cent. /Mel.).
i8«6 Kirhv & Sr. Eutomol. Iff. 358 Lingua (the Tongue),

the organ situated within the Labium or emerging from it,

by which insects in many cases collect their food and pass
it down to the Pharynx. Ibid. 359 According to circum.

stances it might perhaps be denominated Lingua or Li*
gnla. 1877 Hlxley Anat. ha*. Anim. vii. 410 The an-
terior surface of the lingua and hypopharynx is beset with
fine hairs. 1878 Bell tr. Gegenbanr's Comp. Anat. 246 Jn
the Hymenoptera. ..A process, the tongue (lingua), is deve-
loped on the surface of the labium turned towards the
mouth, and this has two lateral appendages, or secondary
tongues (paraglossae) at its base. 1880 Pascor Zoot. Classif.
(ed. 2) 280 Lingua, .. is sometimes applied to a part of the
sucking-apparatus of insects, and to the 'inner integument'
of the labritm in some Orthoptera, &c.

b. = LlXGO 2.

1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVI. 230/2 The linguas are the
long pieces of round or square lead, tied to the end of each
thread of the long-harness to keep them tight.

2. A language or * lingo \
1675 J. Smith Chr. Rclig. Appeal t. 43 In translating out

of, and into those LinguaTs they had at their Fingers ends.
1678 Geneva Ball. ii. in W. W. Wilkins Pol. Ballads (1S60)
1. 203 Was ever such a Benk learn'd Clerk That speaks
all linguas of the Ark? 1719 D'Urfey Pills III. 100 We
teach them their Lingua, to Crave and to Cant, a 1734
North Exam. 1. ii. § 90 If they could not (in the Lingua
of our East Angles) have t'one, they would have none of
t'other. 1857 K. Tomes A/ner. in Japan viiL 179 Many
of the women speak a Hale of the lingua called Chinese
English, or, in the cant phrase, pigeon.

b. Lingua franca [It., « 'Frankish tongue']:
a mixed language or jargon used in the Levant,
consisting largely of Italian words deprived of their

inflexions. Also trans/, any mixed jargon formed
as a medium of intercourse between people speak-
ing different languages.
1678 Dkvukn Limberhant 1. i, Tis a kind of Lingua

Franca, as 1 have heard the Merchants call it ; a certain
compound Language, made up of all Tongues, that passes
through the Levant. 1737 |S. Lekington) G. di Lucca's
Menu 28 That mixed Language called Lingua Franca,
so necessary in Eastern Countries: It is made up of
Italian, Turkish, Persian, and Arabian. 1787 Heckforu
Italy (1834) II. 224 Addressing himself to me .. in a most
fluent lingua- franca, half Italian and half Portuguese. 1836
Markvat Midsh. Easy xiii, One of the men could speak a
little Lingua Franca. 187a Beames Camp. Grant. Aryan
Lang. 1. 121 That .. all-expressive Urdu speech, which is

eyen now the liftguafranca of most parts of India. 1877
F. Burnauv Through Asia Minor 1. vi. 64 'What do you
want?'—he asked in linguafranca, that undefined mixture
of Italian, Fr-nch, Greek, and Spanish, which is spoken
throughout the Mediterranean.
fig- 1870 Lowell Among my Bks. Ser. t. 170 What con-
cern have we with the shades of dialect in Jloiner or
Theocritus, provided they speak the spiritual linguafranca
that abolishes all alienage of race ?

t Linguaxious, tf. Obs. rare. [f. L. h'ngudci-,

linguax loquacious (f. lingua longue) + -oi'S.]

1. Talkative, loquacious.
1651 Dices New Disp. 7 80 Wedoire the linguacious Chy-

mistry of these heads to tell us. 1727 in LaileyvoI. 11.

2. Linguistic. (A bad use.)

1814 W. Taylor in Monthly Rev. LXX11L 499 The
author . . appears . . after having completed two volumes of
selections from the antient writers, to have ..acquired a
re:spectable knowledge .. of their linguacious peculiarities.

llence f Itingna ciousness.
1737 in Bailey vol. Ii.

t Lingnacity. Obs.— 0 [f. L. lingndei- (see

prec.) + -ty ; L. type *lingitdeitiitem.'\ Loquacity.
1656 Ulount Glossogr., Lingnacity,.. talkativeness, ver-

bosity. 1721 in IVmley.

Linguadental : see Linguo-.

Lingual (lrrjgwal), a. and sb. [ad. med.L.
lingual-is, f. lingua tongue. Cf. V. lingual.]

A. adj.

+ 1. Tongue-shaped (see quot.). Obs.
c 1400 Lanfrane's^ Cirnrg. 308 The .iv. cauterie is clepid

Hnguale IL. caulerium liugnale). Ibid. 309 Superflutte uf
fteisclt hat is vpon a mannes browis, bou schalt do awei wib
a cauterie pat is clepid lingual, schupe as it were a tunge of
a hrid.

2. Chiefly Anal, and Zool. Of or pertaining lo the

tongue, or lo any tongue-like part (see Lingua 1).

Lingual artery, a branch of the external carotid, supplying
the tongue. Lingual bone, the hyuid bone {Syd. See. Lex.
1880). Lingual ucn>e, a tactile and sensory nerve (a branch
of the inferior maxillary division of the fifth cranial pair ,

supplying the tongue. Lingual ribbon, in molluscs, =
Odontophore. Lingual teeth, the chitinous band of teeth
which is borne iijkmi the odoutophore.
1650 Bllwek Anthropomet. i43'l'here arc men somewhere
who have really a double Tongue, with which they better
perform the lingual offices then we do with one. i8j6
Kin by & Sp. Entomot. JILxxxiv. 426 The labial palpi ..

might with equal propriety be denominated lingual palpi.

1831 R. Knox Cloquefs Anat. 287 The constrictor medius
is covered, in its outer surface, by the hyo-glussus and
lingual artery externally. 1848 Carientek Anim. Phys.
379 The branch of (his proceeding to the tongue, is known
as the lingual nerve. 1851-6 Woodward Mollusca iv. 28
The lingual ribbon of the limpet is longer than the whole
animal. 1858 ()wi:n in Murchison Silnria App. (1859)

562 Lingual teeth of gasteropoda. 1862 J. G. Jem keys
Brit. Conchol. I. 289 The tongue or lingual plate of Coch*
licopa. 1880 Glnther Fishes 65 The lingual cartilage is

large in all cyclostomes. 1880 R. Rimmer Latut ^ Fresh-
water Shells 23 Central lingual tooth minute. x88« Tkyon
Conchol. I. 94 At the lower posterior end is situated the
lingual sheath, enclosing the odontophorc.

3. rhoneties. Of sounds : Formed by the tongue.
As a term of phonetic classification, the word has been

very variously applied: e.g. by Wilkins to most of the
>owels, and to all the consonants exc. the labials and
gutturals; some have appropriated it lo the 'divided*
boutids, / and r. In present use, it hardly survives exc as
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a synonym fur Cerebral (c. g. in Whitney's Sanskrit

JGrammar, 1879).

1668 Wilkl*s> Real Char. ill. xiv. § 2. 374 Then u, o, H,
should be first, as being Labial, and a, a, e, t, next, as
Lingual, or Linguapalatal, and y last, as being Guttural.

1773 W. Ken rick Did., Rhet. Gram. § 2. 3 He would be
at no loss to perceive, that the guttural and nasal modes of
enunciation are less pleasant than the labial and lingual.

i860 O. W. Holmes Elsie I'. (1861) 167 Not a lisp, cer-

tainly, but the least possible imperfection in articulating

some of the lingual sounds.

4. a. Pertaining to the tongue as the organ of

speech, b. Pertaining to language or languages.

1774 Westm. Mag. II. 456, 1 was advised to take a
country lodging for the benefit of the air ; hut as a lingual

noise is not the only one I dislike, I was for ever changing
my situation. 1813 T. Cushy Lucretius II. v. 1311 If

others yet no language knew, Then, tell me, whence their

lingual talent grew. 18231-34 Good's Study Med (ed. 4) I.

415 He fa tongueless boy] underwent a strict examination .

as to.. the lingual powers he still possessed. 1837 Carlyi.k
Fr. Rev, II. 1. ii, One great difference between our two
kinds of civil war; between the modem lingual or Parlia-

;

mentary-logical kind, and the ancient or manual kind in

the steel battle-field. 1855 ). Wilson in Mitchell Mem.
R. Nesbil (1858) 396 His lingual studies in India were
almost altogether confined to the Marathi and to the ele-

ments ot Sanskrit. 1871 Blackie Four Phases i. 79 Your
talk is not a mere exhibition of lingual dexterity ; it means
something. 1873 Contctup. Rev. XXI. 92S The lingual

ingenuities of logic.

B. sb. 1. A lingual sound (see A. 3).

1668 Wilkins Real Char, tu, xiv.^ § 2. 374 In conformity
with the common Alphabets, 1 begin [in enumerating the
vowels] with the Linguals. a 1709 \V, Baxter Let. in Gloss.

Rom.Antiq. (1 73 O 409 The second Sort 1 call Linguals, which
are proper to Mankind, and borrowed by Imitation from
animal and other Sounds. 1817 LUtw>nceau in Trans.
Amer. Philos. Soc. (1818) 1. 261 Four linguals, zhim,shal, !

zed, and sin. 1871 \V. A. Hammond Dis. Ncrv. System ;6

The linguals and labials among letters are particularly

troublesome.

2. Anal. The lingual nerve (see A. 2).

1877 M. Foster Physio/, in. i. 345 Here the sensory
lingual was evidently the means of causing motor effects.

Lingua'lity. [f. Lingual a. + -in.] The
quality ofbeing lingual. {Funk's Stand. Die/. 1 893.

)

Lingualize (lrrjgwataiz), v. [f. Lingual a.

+ -ize^J trans. To make lingual.

1875 F. Hall in Nation XX. 116/2 The letters d, u, and
/, where lingual, were, we surmise, first dentalized, so as to

conform to their character everywhere on the Continent,
and these letters on reaching England, where there are no
vernacular dentals, were, in turn, lingualized. 1879 Whu«
ney Sanskrit Gram. 59 The final / or « of a preposition or

other like prefix ordinarily lingualizes the initial s of the
root to which it is prefixed.

Lingually (li'rjgwali) , adv. [f. Lingual a. +
-LY-.] In a lingual manner; as regards language.

{Cent. Diet. 1890.)

Linguapalatal : see Linguo-.

t Lingued, a. Obs. [f. L. lingua tongue

+ -ED-.J Tongued. Only in Comb, honey-lingued.
1620 Middleton & Rowley World Tost at Tennis C 4 b,

Hony-lingued Polihynmia.

Lillguet, variant of Languet.
1644 Digby Nat. Bodies xix. 166 The body or linguet [sc. ' a

tongue, or Iabell of flannen '1 by which the water ascendeth,
being a diy one. 1875 Knight Diet. Mcch., Linguet\ a

'

tongue ; as in some organ-pipes. A languet. /bid., f*in*

guet, the piece of a sword-hilt which turns down over the
mouth-piece of a scabbard.

Lingniform (li'ggwifpim), a. Bot., Anat. and 1

Zool. Also less correctly lingua-, linguaB-. [ad.

L- type *linguiform-is, f. Lingua; see -form.]

Shaped like the tongue.

1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp. s.v. Leaf, Linguiform lea/, a
linear leaf in shape of a tongue, which is obtuse, fleshy,

depressed, convex on the under side, and usually cartila*

gtnous at the edge. 1760 J. Lee hitrod. Dot. in. v. (1765)
186 Lingniform, Tongue-shaped. 18*6 Kirby & Si\
Entomol. III. 424 When you look within the mouth, yuu
will find a lingniform organ, which evidently acts the part
ofa tongue, and therefore ought to have the name. 1835-6
Tood Cycl. Anat. I. 703^1 The foot, which is shaped like

a tongue, is named linguiform, as in the Solen strigilatus.

1848 Craig, Lingua/orm. 1854 Woodward Mollusca 11.

304 Vcnerida; : . . foot linguiform. 1862 Cooke Matt. Bot.
Terms, Linguxfortn. 1887 Brit. Med. Jml. 13 Mar. 641
In some instances the gall-bladder projects beyond the apex
of the linguiform projection.

Lingui'potence. nonce-wd. [f. L. lingua
tongue +potentia power. Cf. armifolenee.'] ? Mas-
tery with the tongue, or of languages.
18*0 CoLERioGK in Lit. Rem. (1839) IV. 108 The New

Testament contains not the least proof of the littguifiotencc

of the Apostles, but the clearest proof of the contrary.

Linguished : see Linguist ///. a.

Liliguism (Hijg\viz*in). nonce-xvd. [f. L.

lingua tongue + -ism.] Conversance with, or pre-

dilection for. (foreign) languages.
1819 MoorE Mem. 4 Mar. (1853) II. 274 The faults of

Mr. Fox's writing may perhaps be traced to his Unguium,
and some of the

#
purest writers of linglish have been those

that knew but little of other languages.

Linguist (li'rjgwist). [f. L. lingua tongue,

language + -ist. Cf. F. liuguiste (from 1 7th c,).]

1. One \s\\o is skilled in the use of languages ; one

who is master of other tongues besides his o^v^.

\Often with adj. indicating the degree or extent of

the person's skill.)

1591 SttAKS. Tivo Gent. tv. i. 57 Seeing you are beautifide 1

With goodly shape; and by your owne report A Linguist.
'593 G. Harvey Pierce's Super. Answ. Lett. **3 b, Be thou
lonn, the many*tongued Linguist, like Andrewes, or the
curious Intelligencer, like Bodley. 1599 Thynne Animadzf.

\

31 Vnleste a manne be a good saxoniste, frenche, and
Italyane linguiste. 160a Bovle in Lismore Papers Her. 11.

(1887)1. 39 Agenerall Linguist and partycular so in insight in
the lerish tungue. 1604 Marston Malcontent \.\,\ study lan-
guages. Who doost thinke to be the best linguist ofour age ?

1673 Hickeringill Gregory Father Greybeard 256 Clean
l^atin style . . pencill'd whether by himself or any other lin-

guist. 1678 Wanm.ey IVond. Lit. World v. i. § 89. 467,1 The
Golden Bull .. requires Emperours to be Good Linguists to
confer themselves with Kmbassadours. 1715 M. Uaviks
A then, Brit. 1. 1 The great Linguist, John Slinsheu. 1855
Macaulay Hist. Eng. xiii. 111. 276 He was a linguist, a
mathematician, and a |>oet. 1859 Max Mi li.fr Sci. Lang.
(1862) 24 And here 1 must protest . . against the supposition
that the student of language must necessarily be a great
linguist. 1867 Lai>y Herbert Cradle L. iii. Si lie is .. u
wonderful linguist, speaking not only Hebrew and Greek,
but most of the Arabian dialects.
trans/. 1604 Dravton On>/ 47 Each Sylvan sound I truly

understood, Become a perfect Linguist of the Wood,
•j b. One w ho speaks a (specified) language.

167a Pkti v Pol. Anat. xiii. Tracts (1769) 371 All the names
of artificial things bruught into use, since the empire of these
linguists ceased, are expressed in the language of their con*
querors.

f2. A student of language; a philologist. Obs.
1641 Wilkins Mercury iii. (1707) 12 Many of the other

[words] are of such secret Sense, as 1 think no Linguist
can discover. 1695 J.

Ldwakd.s Perfect. Script. 3 Here
linguists and philologists may find that which is to be found
no where else

;
1748 Hartley Obsery. Man 1. iii. § 1. 320

A Light in which Grammarians and Linguists alone consider
Words. 18x7 J. Evans Excnrs. Windsor, etc. 171 And what
will be curious to the linguist, here arc the 1 liad and Odyssey,
the very books from which Pope made his translation.

t 3. An interpreter. Obs. Cf. Linguister.)
* Formerly much used in the East. It long survived in

China, and is there perhaps not yet obsolete ' lYule).

1711 C Lock v ee Trade India 104 Get it translated with-
out your Linguists Knowledge. 174a C. Miiiuleton in

A. Dobbs lludsoii's Hay (1744) 192 The Southern Indian,
who was Linguist for the Northern ones, returned with the

Boat. 1743 r. Thomas Jnil. Ansotfs I 'oy. 300 This Even-
ing came .. a Chinese Interpreter or Linguist. 1780 Ann.
Reg. 204 The persons who acted as linguist, surgeon, and
surgeon's mate. 1843 Pkescott Mexico (1850) 1. 251 Ma-
rina . . made herself so far mistress of the Castilian as to

supersede ihe necessity of any other linguist. 188a * Fan
Kivac' at Canton 50 Other Chinese were closely allied to

the foreiqn community as* Linguists'.. . They were appointed
by the Hoppo to act as interpreters.

t 4. One who uses his tongue freely or knows
how to talk ; a master of language. Obs.

1588 T. Harriott Virginia (Cent.), Artamockes, the lin-

guist, a birtl that imitatelh and useth the sounds and tones

of almost all the birds in the countrie. 1599 T. M[ori hiJ

Silkwormes 43 All linguists [marg. Pies, parrats, stares, &c.j
eke that beg what hart would craue Selling your tongues
for euery trifle seene As almonds, nuttes [etc.]. i6iaWhiisii r

White Devil v. i, lie dispute with him. Mee's a rare lin-

guist. 1691 Wood A tk. Oxon. I. 374 Richard Mai tin .. was
a plausible Linguist, and eminent for Speeches spoken in

Parliaments.

t Li nguist, languished, ///. a. Oh.
[app. evolved from a misunderstanding of prcc.

(pcrh. in the phrase * the best linguist^, the ending

being taken for that of a pa. pple.] Milled in lan-

guages, 1 languagcd
1607 Breton Murmurer (Grosart J 7/1 So profoundly read

in the rules of the best learning, and so well Linguist in the

most necessary Languages. 1630 I. Taylor (Water 1'.) Elegy
Prince Henry Wks. n. 336/1 A lean time she (my Muse|
*mongst the linguish'd Poets throngs, Although she want
the helpe of b'orraigne tongs. 1632 Ln iic^osv V'raz'. x. 409
They are. .delicately linguishd, the most part of them, being

brought vp in France or Italy.

Iiinguister (Jrrjgwistai). Now only U. S.

Also 7 liukister, 8 languister, y liugster,

linkster. [f. prec. + -ER 1
.]

1. An interpreter ; —Linguist 2.

11649 Wistiirw Xew Eng. <i$>6) II. 237 He, being

liukister (because he could speak the language). 1713 in

G. Sheldon Hist. Dccr/ietd (Mass.) (1895) L 35©, J Jmploycil

my Indian Languister to talk to her. 1760 Let. to Gor>.

Fort St. George in A. Dalrymple Orient. Repert. (>793) I-

^96, I was no further concerned, than as a Linguister for

the Kind's Officer who commanded the Party. 1840 J. V.

Cooper^Pathjinder xiii, On the Atlantic, .where a seafaring-

man has occasion sometimes to converse with a pilot or a
linguister in that language 1 French]. 1885 H. M. Sfanlky

Congo 1. 1*3 Massalla, the liugster of Chinsalla village.

1889 F. R. CouLoiNU Marooncrs /si. (1890) 65 Linkster.. is

a word in common use in many parts [of Georgia and

Florida], being a corruption of linguister, and means iiilep

preter.

%% nonce-use. A linguist, philologist.

1870 Lowlll Study Wind. 265 He who writes to be read,

does not write for linguisters.

Linguistic (litjgwrstik , a. and sb. [f. Lin-

guist + "R\ Cf. Y. linguislitjue.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to the knowledge or

study of languages. Also used for: Of or per-

taining to language or languages ; =Ljxui;al 4 I>.

The latter use is hardly justifiable ctymologieally ; it lias

arisen because lingual suggests irrelevant associations.

1856 C. J. Ki.LICOTT in Camlr. Ess. 187 Orthographies .

and . . the veriest miuutix of linguistic differences. 1858

J. M. Mitchell Mem. R. Nesbit i. 12 His linguistic talent

was logical as much as philological, i860 Mahsh Eng.

Lang. 1, (1862) 2 The most striking improvement in linguistic

study may be dated from the discovery . . of the Sanskrit.
1876 C. M. Davies Unorth. Loud. 31 In a linguistic point
of view the peoples were one.

B.j/>. [-IC2.] The science oflanguages; philology,

a. sing. (Cf. F. linguistii/ue, G. linguistik.) rare.

1837 Whewell Hist. Induct. Sci. (1840) 1. p. exiv, We
may call the science of languages linguisjic. as it is called

by the best German writers. 1870 Lowell Study Wind. 334
Mr. Hooper is always weak in his linguistic.

b. ft.

1855 in 0<;u.viE, Snpp], a 1858 S. W. Singer (Wore,
A work containing a complete chronological account of
English lexicography and lexicographers would l»e a most
acceptable addition to linguistics and literary history. 1875
Whitney Life Lang. x. igi A fundamental principle 111

linguistics. 1893 Lkland Mem. I. 112 The extreme interest

which 1 take in philology and linguistics

Iiinguistical v
liijg\vi*stikal), a. [f. LiMiUisric

+ - a l.j = Linguistic a.

1823 T. C. Wainkwright Ess. <v Crlf. (c88o) 311 To.,
garnish one's paragraphs with . . outlandish sprigs, not per-
sonally plucked from the linguistical trees. 1845 U'ni.ss

Hunskn in Hare Li/e 11. iii. 85 A remarkable linguistical

talent. 1882-3 Schaff Emyct. Relig. Knowl. III. 2308 In
this dictionary he does not pretend to give a linguistical

explanation ot the words occurring in the N. T.

Linguistically, adv. [f. prcc. + -i.y -.] In

regard or relation to language or linguistics.

1860 Marsh Eng. Lang, x.vji. 473 It is also linguistically

important because [etc.l. 1865 Max Mui.LER Chips uS8o)
Il.xxv. 267 The similarity ot customs., among races lin-

guistically related to each other. 1876 Lowell Among my
/fks.Ser. 11. 130 Gawain Douglas, who^e translation of the
.Kneid is linguistically valuable.

Iiinguistician Jirjgwisti J'an). rare— 1
. [Sec

-ICIAN.J One who is versed in linguistics.

1897 Cltisshal Rer: 94 The earliest linginsticians regarded
vi in the words for twenty as a by-form of dvi.

Linguistics : see Linguistic H b.

Xiinguistry (li*ijgwistri\ rare. [f. LINGUIST
+ -RY.J Study of language.

1794 T. P.\ ink Age 0/ Reason \. 33 l»ut the apology that is

now made for continuing to teach the dead languages, could
not he the cause at first of cutting down learning lo the

narrow and humble sphere of Ihmuistry. 1853 (i. J. Cam i.y

Las Al/orjas II. 246 To bring down their estimate of my
linjtjuistry, 1 gave them a literal translation of that proverb
which defines comparisons as odious.

II Lingula (li'ijgi'/la). PI. lingul© Ai). [L
,

dim. of lingua tongue. Cf. Liuula.]

1. A little tongue or tongue-like pait.

Now only spec, in Anat., short for various mod.L. ntiuus

of structures, as l.jistuLe (the epiglottis , /. ccreivili, el*..

1664 Evelyn Sylvasvi. (1679) 74 They. . make the Incision

with a Chisel in the l>ody very neatly, in which they stul;

a Leaf of the Tree, as a lingula to direct it into the appeu*

dent Vessel, a 1734 North Life 0/Guilford 1 174 :) 298 The
ingenious Mr. Hook put this Scheme of Musick into Clock-

work, and made Wheels, with small Lingule in the Manner
of Cogs. 1889 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

2. A genus of bivalve molluscs, including many
fossil species ;

any shell of the genus.

Lingulaflags, micaceous flagstones and slates of N. Wales,

containing the lingula in large quantities.

1836 Penny Cycl. V. 313/2 Lingula has been found in a

fossil stale in the inferior oolite of Vork shire. i8si-6Woon-
ward Mollusca 240 Observations on the living Lingula aic

much wanted. 1873 Dawson Earth <y Man iii. 39 The
Lingula;, from the abundance of which some of the Primor-

dial beds have received in England and Wales the name of

Lingula flags.

Lingular (H tjgi^laj), a. Anat. [f. prcc. r

-ah.] Of 01 pertaining to a lingula.

1855 M.wsii Expos. Lex.t Lingularis, of or belonging to

a little toiiKne : lingular. 1889 Buck's Handbh. fifed. Sit,

V II L 126 In the child at birth the lingular folia are rounded

and distinct.

Lingulate Ji'rjgitfk't), [aJ. L. linguldl-us :

see Lingula and -ate.] Tongue-shaped.
1849 Haruy in Proc. IScrw. Xat. Club 11. No. 7. 301

Antenna; with the third joint parallelogrammic, with its tip

rounded (lingulate). 1863 tttuKtXLY lirit. Mosses Gloss.

312 Lingulate, tongue shaped. 1881 Nature 4 Aug. 308 In

three years .. 1 found exactly one hundred implements,

mostly lingulate examples (a few ovate).

So Ll ngulated, in the same sense.

1797 Etuycl. Brit, (ed.3) 111. 244/2 1 Botany.] Lingulatcd,

tongue- shaped.

Linguo, obs. form of Lingo.

LingUO-, t lingua-, used as combining form

of L. lingua (the correct form would be lingiu-)

in Linguo-, f lingnade'ntal a.> of or formed by

tongue and teeth; also sb., a sound so formed.

(Cf. Dentilingual.) Lin£uo«,t linguapa-latala

formed by the tongue and palate ; also sb.

1668 Wilkins Real Char. 111. xiv. § z. 374 M must be the

first, as being Labial; K next, as being Dental; and then

NO, as being Lingua palatal. 1669 W. Holukr Eletn.

Speech 71 T. and D. are Gingival ; Th. and Dh. are Lingua-

dental. Ibid. 138 The Labiodentals/ v, which as also the

Linguadentals th, dh y
lie will soon learn by the method

before directed. 1817 Duponceau in Trans. Amer. Philos.

Soc. (181 8) I. 262 Ihree linguo-palatals, lamed, to, mm.
/bid., Kour linguo-dentals, as delta, tar, thick, thence.

iSzS Webstkr, Lingnadcntal, an articulation formed by
the tongue and teeth.

t LingUO*sity. Obs.~° [ad. L. lingtwsitdt-em,

{. linguds-ns talkative (L lingua tongue, : sec -ITY.J

Talkativeness. 1727 in Bailey vol. 1L

\



LINGWORT.

tLingwort. Obs. [?f. Ling sb. 2 + Wort;
pcrh. named from the appearance of the root.]

White Hellebore Veratrum album)*
1538 Turner Libcllns, Ly rigwort, Ellcborum album.

1578 Lyte Dodoens in. xxiv. 347 This kind of Hellebor is

called.. in English White lleflebor, Neseworte, and King*
wort. 1607 '1 oi'SEix Four-/. Beasts (1658) 401 Mingle (hem
together with Ling-wort and Pepper. 1647 Lilly Chr.
Astrot, x. 68 The Hearbs are as followeth. The Nettle, .

.

Lingwort, Onions, Scammony [etc].

Lingy (li'iji), aA [f. Ling sb? + -yl.] Abound-
ing in or covered with ling or heather.

1649 Blithe Eng. /mprov. fmfr. (1653) 133 A Lingy
Heath or Common. 1708 T. Ward Eng. Refw. (1710) 103
margin, His Cell was upon a Lingy Moor, about two miles
from M ulgrave Castle. 1845 Watson in JxnI. R. Agric. Soc.
VI. 1. 7g Heath land, or, what is generally termed in the
North of Kngland 'lingy land

1

. 1884 Kendal Mercury ft

Times 26 Sept. 2/6 Three beautiful meadow fields, which
were a great contrast to the surrounding lingy land.

Lingy (lind^i), a.- dial. In 7 lingey. [a.

OF. Itgne, Huge thin, supple.] Limber; supple.
1674-91 Ray N.C. Words 44 I.ingcy \ Limber. 1850 in

Ogilvik. [Common in mod. dialects: see Dial. Diet.

\

Linhay firm). 5. u\ dial. Also linn, e y. [Of
obscure origin ; the first element may possibly be
the stem of OK. hliujan Leaxz;.] A shed or other

farm building open in front, usually with a lean-

to roof.

1695 Phil. Traits. XIX. 30 Backward in the Court there
was a Linny that rested upon a wall. 1768 Topi.ady Wks.
(179*) I. 41 The dwell ing-hou>e, the barn, the linhays, the
stable, &c. . . were . . all in flames at once. 1800 Chron. in A tin.

Reg. 25/1 Nearly the whole of the dwelling-hou.se, offices
extensive barns, stables, linneys, &c. were consumed. 1837
Cottle Remiu. i. 9 The sties for their pigs, and the Jinnies
for their cattle. 1864 T. Q. Couch E. Cornu: Gloss, in

Jml. Roy. Inst. Cormv. I. 17 Linhay, a shed consisting of
a roof resting on a wall at the back, and supported in front
by pillars. 1893 Q. [Couch] Delectable Duchy 291 Run up
to the linhay an' fetch a rope.

Liniall, Liniation, obs. ff. Lineal, Lixeatio.w
Iiiniel, variant of Lingel sb*

t Linigerons, a. Obs.~° [f. L. Itniger (f.

Itmmi flax -f- 'get' bearing") + -ous.] (See quot.)
1656 Blount Glossogr., Mnigerous, that beareth flex or

linnen. 1721 in 1) m.ev; and in mod. Diets.

Liniment (li'nimSntJ. Also 5 Iynyment, (7
leniment). [ad. L. litument-uw, f. limre to smear,
anoint. Cf. F, liniment.]

f 1. Something used for smearing or anointing.
c 1420 Ballad, on //usb. xt. 440 In Iynyment ffor tonnes best

doth askis of sarment. 1691 Kay Creation 1. < 1692) 139 The
I'ird . .compressing the Glandules, squeezes out and brings
away therewith an oily Pap or Liniment, most fit and proper
for the inunction of the Feathers.

2. An embrocation, usually made with oil.

1543 Traheron I'igo^s Chirurg., fntcr/r. straungc
Wontes, Liniment is an oyntment. 1593 G. H arvf.y / 'ienc's
Suficr, Wks. (Grosart) II. 252 The Artificial Liniment of
Doctor I^evinus l^emnius for a comely Beard. 1631 Hi< a i m-

wait Whimzies, Questman 127 Leniments, emulasters and
unctions. 1727 ISkaulky Earn. Diet. s. v. Anemone, Anem-
ones., boiled in old Wine, and apply'd in the Form of a
Liniment. 1829 Lytton Disowned ig Bossollon urged the
application of liniments and bandages. 1876 Harllv Mat.
Med. (ed. 6) 237 Liniment of Verdigris was formerly an
article of the Pharmacopoeia.

Linin (toinin). Chem. Also -ine. [f. L. Unum
flax + -in '.] A crystal lizable bitter principle ob-
tained from Linum eatharlicum ^Purging Flax).
1852 Rrandf. Diet. Sci. etc., Suppl., Liuine. 1865 Watts

Diet. Chan. III. 700 Linin melts and decomposes when
heated.

Iiininess ;bi-oinfe). [f. Liny a. + -kess.] The
condition of being liny ; undue prominence of lines.

1857 Ecclcsiologist XV! II. 169 The mouldings of these
windows are. .composed mainly of a succession of bold
rolls, and so entirely free from any lininess.

Lining (tornirj), vbl. sbA Also 5-6 lynyng(e,
-eng, 5-7 lyning, 6 lyenynge, 7 loyning. [f.

Link + -ixg l.j

1. cotter* The stuff with which garments are lined
;

the inner or under surface of material stitched into
a coat, robe, hat, etc. for protection or warmth.
1401-2 Durham Ace. Rolls iSurlees) 393 In .. faclura ..

triuin casularum cum lynynges. 1462 Mann, ft Jlonsclt.
Exp. (Roxb.) xjg For lynynge to the sayd jakct, xijV.
\$ozPrh. Purse Exp. Eliz. of Vork (1830) 54 Betwenc the
outside and the lynyng of the Quenes clokc. 1666 Wood
Lifeit Feb. (O. H. S.) II. 73 Loynings for my breehes and
pockets. 1851 Ulustr. Catal. Gt. F.xhib. 1057 Patterns of
hat-lintngs. 1871 M. Arnold Friendship's Garland 165,
I write with a bit of coal on the lining of my hat.

fig. 1588 Shaks. L. /,. L. v. ii. 791 As bumbast and as
lining to the time. 1647 Trapp Marrow Gd. Authors in
Comm. Ep. 6\Z All in had a Cardinals bat, but with so thin
lining (means to support his state) that he was commonly
called, The starveling Cardinall.

b. //. Drawers; underclothing, dial,
1614 H. Joxson Barth. F. 11. i, 1 ha' scene as fineoutsides,

as either o' yours, bring lowsie linings to the Brokers, ere
now, twtee a weeke. 1655 tr. Com. Hist. Francion iv. 1 His
lynings hanging out of his I'reeches down unto his shoes.
1669 Woou Life 19 Oct. (O. H. S.) II. 174 A pair of flannill

loynings, 2*. 1693 Southkrne Maids Last Prayer 111.

iiL 31 L. Mai. Drawers, my Lord, you mean. Ld. Mai
Jesu \ no; you know I never wear Linings. 1866 T.
Eomonoston Gloss. Shell. ft Orkn. s. v.. I was standin'

i'

my hare llnins. 1894 //ettonde-Hole Gloss., Linings, pit.

men's drawers, fastened at the knee by strings.

318

2. In extended use: Any material occurring or
placed next' beneath the outside one (for spec,
applications see quots.).

1713 Pope Guardian No. 4 P 3f
1 have found unvalued

repositories of learning in the lining of bandboxes. 1813
Eustace /laly I. vii. 281 Some fragments of marble lininc*..
remain to attest the airctent magnificence of this port. 18*9
Glover's Jlist. Derby 1. 61 Ironstone of black colour (Hlaek-
stone lining). 1830 Linulev A'at.Syst. Bot. p. xlvi, Placentae

t covering the whole lining of the carpel la. 1834 Pickering's
Catalogue 1 Kiblia Sacra Hebraia. . . Lound in blue mo-
rocco, with morocco linings. 1834 Cycl. Pract. Med. III.
300/1 The lining of the abdominal muscles. 1842 Lrees
Gloss. Civ. Engin., Lining,, .a term applied to puddle laid
along the bottom and upon the sloping sides of canals,
whereby it prevents the water from escaping. 1859 Gwilt
Encycl. Archil. Gloss. s.v„ Lining is distinguished from
casing, the first being a covering in the interior of the build-

\

whilst the latter is the covering of the exterior part of

[

a building. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Linings, the

j

reef bands, leech and top linings, bunt-line cloths, and other
applied pieces, to prevent the chafing of the sails. 1881
Greenhr Gun 231 These barrels, .. are welded upon a
'chemise', or plain iron lining. 1895 CassclCs New Techn.
F.duc. III. 362/1 The lining of the edges of modern dining-

I!

tables is composed of wood similar in age and character . . to
that of the table-top.

b. Proverb.
[1614 Milton Comus 221 Was I deceived, or did a sable

1 cloud Turn forth her silver lining on the night?] 1871
Smiles Charac. viii. (1876) 218 While we see the cloud, let

us not shut our eyes to the silver lining. 1885 Gilbkrt
Mikado 11. Orig. Plavs Ser. in. (1895) 198 L)on't let's be
down-hearted ! There

1
* a silver lining to every cloud,

3. Jig. Contents ; that which is inside.

<ri43o Lydg. Mitt. Poems (Percy Soc.) 52 Me hath no joie
to do no besinesse, Sauff of a tankarde to pluk out the lyn»
yng. /bid. 53, 54, 53. 1580 Sionev Ps. v. iv, Mischief

I their soules for inmost lyning have. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II,
1. iv.61 The lining of his coffers shall make CoatesTodecke
our souldiers for these Irish warres. 163* W. Rowley
Woman never vext iv. i. 64 This leane Gentleman lookes

I As if he had no lining in 's guK 1654 H. L'Estrange
j Chas. I (1655) 2 And (whatever the linings were) certain it

is there was such a fair outside of love . .as eye scarce ever
beheld the like. 1738 Lady's Decoy 4 in N. <y Q. Ser. vu.
VI. 205 My money is spent ; Can I be content With pockets
depriv'd of their lining ? 1879 J. Hurroughs Locusts $ 11

'.

Honey (1884) 86, I was sure to return at me at-time with a
lining of berries in the top of my straw hat.

4. The action of Like z*. 1
; providing with a

lining. Also lining up. Sec Link 2/.1 5.

,
1839 L*RE Pitt. Arts 636 [The hat] is then ready for the

j
last operations of lining and binding. 1880 Zakhnsdokk
JUhykbinding xix. 84 Hooks that have been over-cast in the

i

sewing should have rather a strong lining up. 1885 Cram-;
! Bookbinding xv. 118 This stage of the lining is represented
I at Fig. 105. 1889 Work 22 June I. 234V The following
j

directions do not pretend to cover the whole subject of lining
up [in cabinet-making]. 1895 Zai:hnsix>rf Sh. /list. Book-
binding Gloss. 26 Lining-np, i.e., glueing the back to receive
the necessary paper, linen, or soft leather before the final

cover goes on.

5. a/trib.y as lining cloth, paper
t piece

\
lining

side, the inside or under side.

1585 Polwart Flyting w. Montgomcrie 566 With laidly
lips, and lyning side turned out. <ri86o H. Stlart Seaman s
Catech. 45 On the after part of the sail is a lining cloth for
receiving the chafe of the tops. 1880 Zaehnsoorf Book-

I binding Gloss^ Lining Papers, the coloured or marbled
j

papers at eaH*end of the volume. 1889 Work 22 June I.

234/2 The lining pieces wilt be of.-3-in. width.

Lining (bi-nirj), vbl. sb£ [f. Link v.2 + -ing 1
.]

The action of Line v;-

1. Arranging in line, alignment. Chiefly Mil.
1598 Barret Thcot\ Warres in. ii. 48 That kind of lining

which is vsed in placing a pike and a shot, /bid., Lyning
of battels with shot or bowes. 1632 Sherwood, A Lining (or

making straight by a line) a thing drawne by line, aligne-
went. 1796 Insir. ft Reg. Cavalry (1813) 50 The looking
and lining of the soldier is always towards that point, /bid.,

liy the men's lining themselves to one hand (inwards).

2. The use of the measuring line or of a stretched

cord for alignment.
1823 Crabhe Technol. Diet., Lining, the act of marking

the length, breadth, or depth of any piece of timber, accord-
ing to instruction and design, by a cord rubbed with red or
white chalk. 1825 J. ^Nicholson Opcrat. Mechanic 625
When the slater has finished the eaves, he strains a line on
the face of (he upper slates.. .This lining and laying is con-
tinued close to the ridge of the roof, i860 Eng. ft For.
Mining Gloss. (Newcastle Terms*, Lining, dialling or sur-

veying underground.

b. In Scottish royal burghs : The authoritative

fixing of the boundaries of burghal properties.

Now usually short for decree of liuiug, the per-

mission granted by a Dean of Guild to erect or

alter a building according to specified conditions.

Iteforc the institution of Dean of Guild Courts, this

permission had to be obtained from the Chancery,
the instrument being called a brieve of lining.

1574 Burgh Rcc. Glasgotv (1832) 11 Tlje quhilk day the
thre Mail lies and ane parte of be counsale past to visie and
deeyde be quest ione of Lyneyng and ny'bourheid betuix
Thomas Crawfurd . .and maister Dauid Conynghame. 1681
Visct. Stair /ttstit. /.aw Scot. tv. iii. § 13 (1693) 554 The
third Unretburablc Hrieve, is, the Brieve of Lyning. which
is of this Tenor. 1888 Cases Cri. Session 4th vSer. XVI . 259
If, for instance, it was proposed to iet up a blubber or a glue
work in one of the divisions of Prince* Street, the Dean of
Guild might refuse a lining because [etc.]. 1898 X. B.
Daily Mail 23 Sept. 3 This year . . 649 linings having been
granted at a valuatiou of,£2,106,760.

LINK.

3. Tracing of lines. Lining oul : see quot. 1823.
1823 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 587 Lining-out; drawing

lines on a piece of timber, &c. so as to cut it into boards,
planks, or other figures. 1839 W. A. Chatto Wood En-
graving viii. 663 Some wood engravers are but too apt to
pride themselves on the delicacy of their lining. 1869 Sir
E. Ki:tu Shipbuild. viii. 144 When the lining-out had
been completed the beam-armb were punched out.

4. The giving out of a hymn (by the precentor)
line by line. Also lining on

L

1863 S. L. J. Life in South A. xvit. 355 Next follows a
hymn of alternate singing and 'lining '. 1883 G. W. Clrus
in //arper'sMag. Dec. 14/2 The ancient leading and lining
of the hymn gave way to modem psalmody. 1894 N. Dick-
son Auld Sc. Precentor 20 This practice was called ' lining
out ', or 'reading the line \

5. Fishing with a line.

J833.J- V. C. Smith Fishes Massachusetts 262 It [Weak-
J'thhj is taken both by lining and seining. 1897 Lo. Mavo
in 19M Cent. Aug. 199 note, Cross-lining, a mode of fishing
with two boats

; a long line dressed with flies is dragged be-
tween each boat.

6. attrib.: lining gauge, f lining-stick, a type-
founder's tool for testing the exact evenness of the

(
bottom serifs of the letters.

1683 Moxon Meek. Exerc, Printing x\\\. f 2 The Lining-
I

Stick is about two Inches long for small Letters.

t Lining, vbl. sb? In 7 ligning. [f. Line v.«
4- -ixg l

] The action of Line v.z
t6n Cotor., Atigtiemcnt, .. the ligning of a bitch.

Iii'ning, ///. a, [f. Line z^ + -ing2] That
lines or forms a lining.

1853 Markham Skoda s Auscult. 265 Catarrhal inflamma-
tion of the lining-meinbrane of the bronchial tubes.

Lining, obs. form of Linen.
Iiinition (toinrjan). [ad. liite L. linilidu-em,

n. of action f. linirc to smear, anoint.] The appli-
cation of a liniment. 188911* Syd. Soc. Lex.

II Linitis (linartis). rath. [mod.L., f. Or.
\tv-ov flax + -ms : see quot.] 1 Inflammation of
the areolar tissue which surrounds the blddd-vessels
of the stomach ' {Syd. Soc. Lex. 1S89).
1859 Printon Dis. Stomach v. 310 Cirrhotic inflammation

I

or plastic linitis. Ibid. 321 note, I would suggest that the
I inflammation of the filamentous network of areolar tissue

..might be well expressed by some such word as linitis

I

(from the Homeric AiW, rete ex lino factum), /bid. 331
Suppuration of the areolar tissue, or suppurative linitis.

Link (lirjk), sbA Forms: 1 hline, 3 lynk, 5
//. linx, 6 lynek, 6- link. See also Lisch. [OK.
hline, possibly a derivative, with k suffix, of the
root him- to Lean.] a. Kising ground ; a ridge
or bank. Obs. exc. dial. b. pi. (Sc.) Compara-
tively level or gently undulating sandy ground near
the sea-shore, covered with turf, coarse grass, etc.

c. //. Tlie ground on which golf is played, often
resembling that described in b.

931 in Earle Land CStarters 166 Donne norS ondlong

I

3a;s hlinces. e 1000 Phoenix 25 (Gr.) Ne dene -nt dalw .

.

hbewas ne hlincas. ri2<o Neivmitister Carltdr ijiff) 57
In lez Lynkys apud Pilythemowth. 1487 Extracts Aperd.
Reg. (1844) I. 42 No catall sale haf pastour of gyrss
apone the lynkis. 1514 /bid. 93 That euery man compeir
upoun the hnx efter noun. 1545 Ibid. 221 To find fiue per-
sonis. .to vaiche thatr blokhouse, linkis, and havin nychtlie.

1583 Stockkr Civ. Warres Lowe C. hi. 86 There were.,
placed. .in the linkes.. about two hundred horse. J649 Uv.

I OcTifRtK Mem. (1702) 48 The Marquisscame ashoar. .to the
Links of liarnbugall at midnight. 1697 Dallas Stiles 593
Thesaids Lands., with the Castles, Towers,. .Links, Cunnm-

I gares, and whole remanent l'ertinenlis of the samine. 1728
j

111 Burton Lives Lovat ft Culloden (1847) 330 This day, . . 1

I

got the better of my son at the gouf in Musselburgh links.

1769 De Foe's TourGt. Brit. (ed. 7) IV. 70 Many Millions
of Trees are planted in a sandy Down, or Links, as they
calt them here, between the House and the Sea. 1836
W. D. CooPKR Gloss. Prwinc. Sussex, Link, a green or
wooded bank

t
always on the side of a hill between two

pieces of cultivated land. 1853 G. Johnston Nat. Hist.
E. Bord. I. 8 A narrow strip of links formed of sand knolls
fixed by means of bent and similar plants. 1873 I'urton
/list. Scot. VI. Ixxii. 259 The Scots army was paraded on
the links of Leith by. . Leslie. 1882 Stevenson {title) The
Pavilion on the Links.

Link (link), sb.% Forms: 5 pi. lynx, 5-6
lynk(e, 5-7 linke, 6 lenk, lyncke, 6-7 linck(e,
6- link. [a. ON. *hlcnk-r (Icel. khkk-r, OSw.
fauker, mod.Sw. lanky Da. la nke) :—OTeut. type

Vtlat/kio-z
; cogn. w. OlS. hlpican pi, armour,

OIIG. lancha Fb.\NK, loins, bend of the body
(MUG. lanke), whence MUG. geJcuke (collective)

flexible parts of the body, mod.G. geleuk articula-

tion, joint, link.]

1. One of the scries of rings or loops which form
a chain, f Also; formerly, //. chains, fetters.

c 1450 Holland //o7vlat(k>6 That no creatur Of lokis nor
lynx mycht louss worth a lence. £1470 Hf.nrvson Mor.
Fab. 2433 in Anglia IX. 476 Thinkand thairthrow to lok
him in his linkis. 150$ Nottingjuxm Rec. III. 100 Duo
paria de lenks ; duo pana de guyvies de ferro. X535 Cover*
dale Ps. exlix. 8 To bynde their kynges in eheynes, & their

nobles with lynckes of yron. 1555 Kokn Decades 163 Two
clieynes of golde, wherof the one conteyned viii. lynkeS.

111592 II. Smith Serm. (1637) 763 Sins follow one another
like linkes in a Chainc. 1601 Shaks. Jtd. C. 1. iii. 91 Nor
ayre lesse Dungeon, nor strong Linkes of Iron, Can be re*

tentiue to the strength of .spirit. 1671 Milton Samson 1410,
1 praise thy resolution, doff these links. 179. Burns The
lass that made the bed to mc, Her hair was like the links o'
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gowd. 1796 If. Huxm lr. St. Pierre s Stud. Nat. (1709)
III. 17 All truths rim into one another like the link*; of a
chain. 1816 Bvron /'/is, Chilton xi, My broken chain
With links unfasten 'd did remain. 1879 Proi'dk Cvsar iv.

93 The strength of a chain is no greater than the strength
of its first link.

t b. sing. A chain. Also transf. zmlfig. Obs.
1570 Levins Manip. 133/14 A linke, chaine, vinculum.

1609 Birle (Donay) Isa.y. 18 Woe unto yon that draw
inii)uitie 111 cordes of vanitie,andsin as the linke of a wayne.
1704 Swift Batt. Bks. Misc. (171 1) 244 Fasten VI to each
other like a Link of Gally-slaves, by a light Chain. 1730— Fulteney's Ausw. Walpole Wks. 1841 II. 430/2 A
minister, .whose whole management hath been a continued
link of ignorance, blunders, and mfstakes in every article.

c. One of the divisions, each being a hundredth
pari, of the chain used in surveying (see Chaix
sIk 9 ; used as a measure of length.
In Gunter's chain of 4 poles length (the one in general use"*

the link is 7*92 inches. In the U. S. engineers and some
surveyors use a chain of 100 links of 1 foot each.
1661 S. Partridge Double Scale Proportion 42 Let the

breadth given be 7 chains, 50 links. 1828 IIitton Course
Math. II. 80 [This] gives 555152 square Ifnhs, or 5 acres,

2 roods, 8 perches.

d. Short for sleeve-link.

t8o7 Self Instructor 120 [Kill of Parcels] Card of eight
points crystal links ol. 14s. od. 1895 Army Navy Coop.
Soc. Price List, Studs, links, solitaires.

2. Something looped, or forming part of a chain-

like arrangement, a. A loop ; a segment of a cord,

etc. ; a lock of hair. In Angling, one of the seg-

ments of which a hair-line is composed. Mil.
(see quot. 1802I).

c 1440 Jacobus Well 3 Be J>e wyndas of pi mynde, wyth pis
roop^ made my3ty in thre lynkes schal be turnyd vp he bokett
of pidesyre. 1496 Fysshynge w. Angle (1883) 12 Whan ye
hane as many of the lynkys as ye suppose wot sufiyse for the
length of a lyne : thenne must ye knytte theym togyder
wyth a water knotte or elles a duchys knotte. c 1515 Cocke
LorclVs B. \z Some made knottes of lynkes endes, Some
the stay rope suerly hyndes. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, v. i.

*3 Sir, a new Hnke to the Bucket must needes bee had.
a 16x3 J. Dennvs Seer. Angling 1. xt. I) 2 b, The linke that
holds your Hooke to hang vpon. 1653 Walton Angler
iv. xo8 The line should not exceed, especially for three or
four links towards the hook, 1 say, not exceed three or four
haires. 1802 C. James Milit. Diet., Li/ds, in the art of
war, are distinct reins, or thongs of leather used by the
cavalry to link their horses together, when they dismount,
that they may not disperse. 1802 Daniel Pur. Sports II.

149 In the making lines, every hair in every link should be
equally big, round, and even, a 1825 Twa Sisters xix. in

Child Ballads I. 135/a Vou'll tak three links of my yellow
hair. 1880 Plain Hints Needlezvork 117 We learn to say
a stitch in needlework, a loop or link in knitting,

f b. Applied to the joints of the body. Obs.
c\$y> Rrdforoe Play Wit <y Set. (Shaks. Soc.) 8 Thes

jontes, thes lynkes, Be ruffe, and halfe rustye. 1818 Hoc.o
Brmvnie of Bodsbeck xii. 1. 278 There's the weight of a
millstane on aboon the links o* my neck. Ibid. xiv. II. 21
He had as mony links an* wimples in his tail as an eel.

C. One of the divisions of a chain of sausages or
black puddings. (Chiefly //.) Now dial.
C1440 Promp. Parv. 306/1 Lynke, or sawcistre, hi11a.

a 1529 Skelton E. Rnmmyng 443 Some podynges and
lynkes. 161 1 Cotgr., Andouitle, a linke, or chitterling.
1688 R. Holme Armoury 111. 83/1 Links, a kind of Pudding,
the skin being filled with Pork Flesh . . and tied up at dis.
tances. <i 1791 Grose Olio (17961 tot In Suffolk black
puddings made in guts are called links. 1822 Lamb Elia
Ser. l Chimney-sweepers, Reserving the lengthier links
for the seniors.

d. fl. Windings of a stream
; also, the ground

lying along such windings. Sc.
?<i 1700 in Nimmo Hist. Stirtingsh. (1777) 440 The laird-

ship of the bonny Links of Forth, Is better than an Earl-
dom in the North. 17.. Rattling Roaring Willie i. in
Scott Last Minstr. Note Jxiv, In the links of Ousenam
water They fand him sleeping sound. 1810 Scott Lady
of L. u. xxx, The Links of Forth shall hear the knell.

1835 W. Irving Tour Prairies xxxiii. Crayon Misc. (1863]
183 We wandered for some time among the links made by
this winding stream.

3. A connecting part, whether in material or
immaterial sense ; a thing (occas. a person) serving
to establish or maiutain a connexion ; a member of
a series or succession ; a means of connexion or
communication. Missing link : see Missing///, a.
a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. V/tf, 133 A convenient manage

..whiche should be a lincke necessary, to knit together the
realme of Scotlande and England. 11575 Gascoigne
Denise Maske, Posies Flowers liii, Whose brother had
like wise your daughter tane to wife, And so by double
lynkes enchaynde themselues in louers life. 1667 Milton
P. L. ix. pi 4, 1 feel The Link of Nature draw me: Flesh
of Flesh, Bone of my Bone thou art. 1712 Pope Sped. No.
408 r 4 Man seems to be placed as the middle Link
between Angels and Brutes. 1732 Berkeley Alcifhr. n.

§ r Being able to see no further than one link in a chain
of consequences. 1803 T. Winterbottom Sierra Leone 1.

xii. 202 The connecting link between the homo sapiens and
his supposed progenitor the oran outaiig. 1822 Lamb Elia
Ser. 1. Distant Correspondents, A pun, and its recognitory
laugh, must be co-instantaneous. . .A moment's interval, and
the link is snapped. 1836 Marryat Japhet Ivi, I had
severed the link between myself and my former condition.
1865 K. W. Dale yew. Temp. xx. (1877) 229 Every link-

in his argument gives way. 1874 L. Stephen Hours in
Library (1802) 1. ix. 302 He is a connecting link between
two widely different phases of thought

b. * Auy intermediate rod or piece transmitting

molive power from one part of a machine lo an-

other
1

. AUo = link-motion (in recent Diets.);

319

18*5 J. Nicholson O/erat. Mechanic 30 And E \\ \ a link
to couple ihe pin A and the crank D together, so that mo-
ttMi may l>e communicated to the shaft C.

c. Math. (See qtiot. 1*94.)
1866 Cavlf.v in Coll. Math. Papers (1892) V. 521 The

ordinary singularities of a plane t une would thus be the
node, the cusp, the link, and the (lev. 1874 Sylvester iit

Proc. Roy. Instit. VI 1. 182 First conceive a rhomb or
diamond formed by four equal links joined tonne another.
1894 Cavlev in Coll. Math. Papers (1897) XIII. 506 It

will be convenient to speak of the line joining the two
given points as the link.

d. Mns. (See quot.)
1880 Stain er Composition § 108. 90 When it is desired to

unite two sections by a musical progression of one or more
bars,.. the added portion is considered as external to the
rhythmic form, and has been appropriately termed a link.

f 4. In link: in union or connexion. Ohs.
1581 M ulcaster Positions xii. (1887) 232 Seeing thesoule

and bod ye ioyne so fieindly in lincke.

1 5. (See quot.) Obs.~ u

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Link,.. Also a thin Fl.ite of
Metal to solder with.

6. A machine for linking or joining together the
loops of fabrics. 1892 [see Linker].'

7. altrib. and Comb., as link-belt -chain, pattern,
-word ; link-bloek Steam-engine, the block actu-
ated by the link-motion and giving motion lo a
valve-stem

;
link-lever, 4 the reversing lever of a

locomotive' (1875 Knight Diet. Meek.*;; link-
motion, (V Steam-engine, a valve-gear for re-
versing the motion of the engine, etc., consisting of
two eccentrics and their rods, which give motion
to a slide-valve by means of a ' link

' ; (//) Geom.,
a linkage in which all the points describe definite

l

enrves in the same plane or in parallel planes {Cent.
J)ief.); link plate, a plate with the staple of a
lock attached, for fastening down upon a surface;
link-staff Surveying, ~ offset-staff (see Oft-
skt); link-stud = 1 d ; lmk-strnetnre Math.,
a linkage or link-work; link-work, (a) work com-
posed of or arranged in links; (//) see quot. 1855 ;

[c) Geom., a system of lines, pivoted together m>
I as to rotate about one another (for Sylvester's

(

restricted use see quot. 1874); link-worming,
protection of a rope by 'worming' it with chains

I (1867 Smyth Sailors IVord-bk.).

j

1884 Cassell's Family Mag. Feb. 188/2 An endless "link-

I

belt or chain. 1876 Set. American XXXV. 250/1 Iinprov 1 il

" Link Block for Locomotives, . . an improved adjustable
1 link block, claimed to fit tightly in the link and to ucnr

it equally. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 157 The links are then to
I be riveted on the pivots, each pivot receiving two of them,
and thus holding the hinge together, on the principle of
a Mink-chain or hinge. 1849-50 Weau: Diet, Terms,
*Link-motion, a new apparatus for reversing steam-engines.
1875 Bedford Sailor's Pocket Bk. vi. (ed. 2) 211 vStarting
ahead or astern is effected by link motion. 1877 [see Link-
structure]. 1887 I. A. Kwixg in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 503/1

1 In Stephenson's link-motion- --the earliest and still the most
usual form—the link is [etc.]. 1901 Scotsman 1 Mar. 5/5 A
Mink pattern chain. 184a J. Done Tuner's Comp. (ed. 4) 15
Lock, key, escutcheon, Mink plate. . . The link plate is

let into that part of the case corresponding with the lock.
1828 Hutton Course Math. II. 59 At every chain length,
lay the offset-staff", or Mink-staff, down in the slope of the
chain. 1877 Kempe /Aw to draw a straight line 6 When
such a combination is pivoted in any way to a fixed base,
the motion of points on it not being necessarily confined to
fixed paths, the Mink-structure is called a * link-work '

: a
Mink-work' in which the motion of every point is in some
definite path being . . termed a ' link-motion '. i88t C. K.
Turner in Macm. Mag. XLIV. 307 Two gold English
Mink-studs. 1871 Earle Philol. Eng. Tongue (1880) § 520
Under the title of *Link-word I comprise all that vague

j

and flitting host of words . . commonly called Prepositions

1

and Conjunctions. 1530 Tindale Ex. xxviii. 14 Thou shalt

make hokes off golde and two cheynes off fine golde

:

Mynkeworke and wrethed. i85sOgilvie, Suppl., Link-work,
the general term applied in mechanics to that species of
gearing by which motions are transmitted by links, and not
by wheels or bands. 1874 Svlvester in Proc. Roy. Instil.

VII. 182 note, A link-work consists of an odd number of
bars, a linkage of an even number.

Link (lir)k), sb*'& Also 6-7 linck(e, lynck(e,
linke, lynk(e. [Of obseure origin.

The conjecture that it is a corruption of lint- in liulslock,

Linstock (from Lunt) has little plausibility. Perhaps the
likeliest hypothesis is that the word is identical with prec.

;

the material for torches may have been made in long strings,

and divided into Minks' or segments. A not impossible
source would be the monastic Latin linchinus (one instance

in Du Cange, others in Diefenbach). an altered form (by
a process common in med. L.) of lichiuus, glossed ' weke

'

(wick) and * meche 1

(match) in the 15th c. (see Wr.-Wulck.),
1 a. Gr. Aux^os light, lamp.]

1. A torch made ot tow and pitch (? sometimes of

wax or tallow), formerly much in use for lighting

people along the streets.

1526 Househ. Ord. (1790) 163 The Secretary .. [to havel
from the last of October unto the first day of Aprill three
lynckes by the weeke. 1530 Palsgr. 239/2 Lynke, torche.

1580-1 Act 23 Eliz. c. 8 § 3 Any maner of. .Wares wrought
with Waxe, as in Lightes Staftorches .. Lynckcs Greene
Waxe Red Waxe or any other vorke . . wrought with Waxe.
1591 Fraunce Emanuell 43 in Fuller Worthies Misc.

, (1871) III, Lynkes grfue light to the night, and causd their
I swoords to be glistring. 1596 Shaks. 1 Hen. IV, ill. iii. 48.

1608 Middle-ton Fain. Low III. iii, Give me my book, Club,
put out thy link, and enme behind us. 1609 Holland Amm.

1 Marcell. xrm. vi. 114 To set upon an horse backe a burning

LINK.

lampe, . . that the Persians weening it to be a tallow linke
giving light before the captaine softly marching, might
take their course that way especially. 1685 Wood Life
I.1 Apr., Twenty four lyncks burning on Merton Coll. Touer
between 9 and 10 at night. 1706 Loud. <ia \ No. 4280 s
Whoever shall .. presume to .. sell any such Links not
weighing 14 L and upwards to the 1 >o/en .. w ill be prose-
cuted. 1755 J.s

Siif.»hkark Lydta (17691 II. 245 Frank ..

without answering, dashed hU link in the villain's face, ami
bade the chairman go on. 1813 Colkridck Remorse iv. i,

Our links burn dimly. 1840 J>icKffNS Barn. RndgeMi, His
face and figure were full in the strong glare of the link.

185a Thackeray Esmond w. ix, Though the links were
there, the link*boyshad run away.

b. A link-boy.

1845 Disraeli S)'bit (1863) 255 ' I think I should like to
be a link, Jim," said the young one. 1846 Mks. Gonk Sk.
Eng. Charac. (1852) 64 Corney is sovereign of the electi\e
monarchy of Links.

f 2. VThe material of ' links* used as blacking.
Johnson suggests that in the Shaks passage the word may

mean ' lam p.black '. The quot. from I'omet may possibly
throw light on Sbakspere's use ; cf. aKo quot. c 1600.

1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. iv. i. 137 There was no Linke to
Colour Peters hat. [c i6oo?Gkef.neMihilMnmchonce I) 2,

This Coscnage is vscd like wi^e in selling olde Hats found
vpon dunghiis, in steede of new, blackt oner with the .snioake

of an olde Linke.] 171a tr. Pomet's /list. Drugs I. wit.

§56. 212/t They melt black Pitch, and afterwards dip a
Wick of Max, Hemp, or the like, in it, which we sell by the
Name of Links [F. Bougie uoirt \, and is mAI sometimes to
black Shoes withal.

y. altrib, ami Comb., as links.rt*ng/fither
t
-light

;

link-i'itrnl, -lighted ailj*.

1837 Wiii.i.LWKir.ii v tr. Aristophanes II. 1^3 Give me the
beggars basket "link-binnt through. 1859 X.nkks Gloss.
' J.iuk e.\ tiugnishers, lar^e extinguishers attached to the
railing* of houses formerly used by the link men for extin-
guishing their links. 1899 \V. Cih rcmill R. Carrel 2ig
La itthorns and link extinguishers. 1843 Carlyle Past
Pr. tt. ix, We have lights, link-lights and rushlights of an
enlightened free Press. 1849 Uickkns Da?'. (*<>//. xix, 1 had
been leading a romantic life for ages to a brawling, splashing,
*link-Iis»hted.. world.

Link (link), v.* [f. Link sb£ (though recorded
somewhat earlier).]

1. trans. To couple or join with or as with a link

(in or into a chain, in amity, etc.). (Also also/.)

a. two or more things together.

1387 8 T. Usk Test. Lore 1. 1. (Skeat) I. 42 Depe in this
pinytig pitte, with wo I ligge istocked, with chaines linker!

of care, and of tene. ta 141a I.Ytx.. Tivo Merchants 76 In
love he lynketh them that be \ertuous. c 1420 — Thebes
II. \\\ Chaucer's Wks. (1561) 364 1), Trouth and mercy linked
in a'Cheine. C1450 Holland Hotvlat 365 Tharwith [sc.

other armorial bearings] iynkk in a lyng, ..He bure a lyou
as lord, of gowlis. 1494 Fahyan Chron. 3 In as wordes few c

As I goodly may I shall lynke in fere, '1 he storyes of Kng-
lande and Fraunce. 1530 Palsgr. 612/1 They be so faste
lynked togyther by maryage that it wyll be harde to sowe
a discorde bytwene them. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. Iii.

§ 2 Two persons linked in amine. 16*7 Capt. Smith Sea-
mans Gram. xiii. 62 Sometimes they linke three or foil re-

together, a 1674 Clarendon Hist. Reb. xr. § 98 Linked
together by many promises and professions, and by an

J

entire conjunction in guilt.
#
1770 Burke Pres. Discont.

Wks. 1 1. 329 Whilst men are linked together, they, .speedily
' communicate the alarm of any evil design. 1781 Cowpek
Retirement 3g8 The boy. who . . Sits linking cherry-stones
or platting rush. x8ii I'usbv Diet. Mns. s.v. Appogiatnre,
In bold and energetic movements, a chain of appogiatures.

.

serve to link the greater intervals. 1837 Landor Pentameron
Wks. 1846 II. 318 The clapping of hands (so lately linked)
hath ceased. 1865 Kingslf.y Hereiv. xv, Your fortunes and
his are linked together. 1885 Gilbert Mikado t. Orig.
Plays Ser. in. 11895) 179 That all who flirted, leered or
winked (Unless connubially linked) Should forthwith be
beheaded.

b. one thing (in) with or (on) to another. Also
occas, (without construction>= to secure with a link

or ehain.
14x2-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy 1. ii, So was malice linked

with innocence. 1532 More Coufut. Tindale Wks. 638/2
Vnto al their olde heresyes to lynke an whole chaine of
newe. 1556 J. Heywood Spider <y F. xxxviii. 125 Our
chaine That hngth vs to credence : is not auctoritie. 1585
Abp. Sandys Serin, xvi. 287 Abraham would not linke his
sonne with the wicked. 1S90 Spenser F. Q.m. ix. 4 Vet is

he lincked to a lovely lasse. 1632 Lithgow Trav. v. 175
They [vis, certain serpents]. .lincke or claspe themselues
about their necks and bodies. 1667 Milton /\ L. ix. 133
All this will soon Follow, as to him linkt in weal or woe.
1693 G. S t EiNV in Drydeifs Juvenal {1697) 203 Driving
himself a Chariot down the Hill, And (tho a Consul) links
himself the Wheel. 1799 Jefi erson Writ. (1859) IV. a68,
1 am not for linking ourselves by new treaties with the
quarrels of Europe. 18x0 Sot they Kehama xvi. xii, Strong
fetters link him to the rock. 1842 Barham fngol. Leg.,M isaiiv.

at Margate Moral, Don't link yourself with vulgar folks.

1845-0Trench Huls.Lect. Ser. 1. iii. 43A Gospel which should
link itself on with whatever had occupied the philosophic
mind. 1858 Hawthorne Fr. $ It. Jmis. I. 104 Linked in,

indeed, identified with the. .swarming life of modern Rome.
1880 Mrs. Oliphant He that will not, etc. xxxviii, Bell

linking herself on to his arm, and Marie holding his hand.

c. Mil. To tie (horses) together with ' links * (see

quot. 1895). Also absol. (See also Linked b.)

1796 Instr. <y Reg. Cavalry (1813) 232 The horses .. are
.. linked to the center under the bridle leins. .. All officers

link at their posts in squadron. 180a C. James Milit. Diet.
s.v., The whole go to the left about together, and link.

1895 Sir E.Wood Cavalry WaterlooCampaign v. 1 19 Most of
the riders had slept at the horses' heads with an arm passed
through the reins, though in some Regiments they were
'linked'. Note, Horses are said to be linked when the
collar chains or head-ropes are passed through the links of
the head-collars of the horses on either side.
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d. To pass (one's arm) through or in Another's.

1843 Drowning Ret. Druses v. (/»//.», Come, old Nasif—
link thine arm in mine. x86a Mrs. H. Wood Mrs. Ilaltik

11. v. 17-, Anthony . . linking his arm within his lordship's.

1871 ' M. LnoftAM)' Cambr.Vrt'shm. 349 Mr. Pokyr, linking

his arm through that of his friend. 187a Hrownino Fi/ine

i. O trip and skip, Klvta ! Link arm in arm with me 1 1884

I". M. Crawford Rom. Singer I. 29 Nino, .linked an arm
in his as we went away.

o. To link in fig.) : to entice, beguile. Now dial

1592 Grkkne Disput. etc. 1 Hath your smooth lookes linckt

in some Nouice ? 1887 Kentish Gloss., Link, to entice ; be.

guile ; mislead. * They linked him in along with a passel o'

good-for.nothin' runagates \

2. intr. To be coupled, joined, or connected

(e. g. in friendship, marriage, etc'

.

c 1540 J. Hf.ywood Four P. P. 15 ij. Wynking to drynkinge

is alwaye lynkinge. 158a Stanyhurst sEueis 11. (Arb.) 52

A cluster Of theyre companions they let in, thee coompanye
lincketh. 1593 Sbaks. 3 lien. 1 7, III. til 115, ' were loth To
linke with htm, that were not lawfull chosen. «i6i8 Raleigh
To Son ii. in Rem. (1661) 84 Though thou canst not forbear

to love, yet forbear to link, a 1680 Bitlkr On Drunkcnn.

79 Hem. 1759 I. 116 Fiercest Creatures .. 1 n Love and close

Alliance link. 173s Dvche & Pardon Did., Link (v.\ . .to

enter into a Cabal or Company of Robbers, Rioters, or

Rebels. 1700 Bukkk Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 181 No one genera-

tion could link with the other. 1897 Westm. Gaz. 2 l>ct. 5/1

We ought forthwith to link in with the Cape Railway system

on our southern border.

b. To go arm in arm, or hand in hand.

18x9 R. Anderson Cnmberld. Hall., Corel Fair, Sae we
link'd, an' we laugh'd, an' we chatter'd. 1834 Scott St.

Ronan's ii, Clapping palms wi" them, and linking at their

dances and darlings. 1871 C. Gibbon* Lack of Gold x,

Linking home arm-in-arm like douce gnidnian and guidwife.

Link Hrjk), Sc. and north, dial. [Cf. Nonv.

linka to give a toss or bending motion with the

bcxly (Aasen), to lling, or drive backwards and

forwards (Ross). Cf. also Lknch z'.-] intr. To
move nimbly, pass quickly along; to trip. To link

off : to pass away, disappear quicklv.

1715 Ramsay ChrisCs Kirk Gr. 11. xxiv, Maidenheads
gaed linkin AtT a' that day. i7aS — Gentle Sheph. 1. i, I

saw my Meg come linkan o'er the lee. 1785 Burns Addr.
to DeiI xx, Some luckless hour will send him linkin. To
your black pit. 1790 — Tarn o' Sltanter 150 Ilkacarlin..

linket at it tn her sark ! i88a J.
Walker Jaunt to Auld

Reekie, etc. 21 The hours gaed linking by. 1893 Stevenson
Catriona 68 Ha'e .. this billet as fast as ye can link to the

captain.

b. causal. To cause to move or circulate rapidly.

i7ai Ramsay To R. it. B. ii, He disna live that canna

link The glass about.

Hence Li nking ///. a.

1818 Scott Rob Roy xxvi, A man that can whistle ye up
a thousand or feifteen hundred linking lads to do his will.

Linkage (Irnk*da). [f- Ll\k sb.* or v.i

+ -age.] The condition or manner of being linked
;

a system of links.

Applied e. g.*(Chem.) to the union of atoms or radicals in

a molecule ; (Geom. ) to a system ofstraight lines, etc. pivoted

together so as to rotate about one another (by Sylvester used

with restricted application; see quot. 1874 for link-work.

Link sb? 7?.

1874 Sylvester in Proc. Roy. instil. VII. 182 note, A
compass or a pair of scissors is the simplest form of linkage;

a set of lazy-tongs is another. 1877 Ke.mi'E {title) How to

draw a straight line; a lecture on linkages. 1887 Jriil.

Franklin Inst. Jan. 74 Hriihl showed that in case of
* double-linkage ' each such carbon-atom has a refraction

equivalent to about 61. 1800 Spectator 11 Sept. 462/1

Chemists are persuaded that the ethylenic form of linkage is

not the equivalent of two paraflinic linkages. 1893 Cayley
in Coll. Math. Papers (1897) XI 1 1. 292 The results given by

the MacMahon linkage. 1897 Standard 1 Feb. 5/2 The
linkage of life to life in Nature. 1899 Altbnlt's Syst. Med.
VI. 512 Such places of .linkage of neurons being called

' synapses

Iii'nk-boy. [Link sb.%] A boy employed to

carry a link to light passengers along the streets.

1660 Pf.pys Diary 4 Feb., Thence to Sir Harry Wright's,

and after that with a link-boy home. 1716 Gay Trivia

in. 114 Nor need th' officious Link-Roy's sinoaky Light.

1739 J. Mottley Joe Miller's Jests No. 239 A Link-Hoy

cry'd. Have a Light, Gentlemen? 1837 Dickens Pickw.

xxxvi,The red glare of the link-boy's torch. 1854THACKER a v
Naucomes I. xvii. r6i Liuk-boys with their torches lighted

the beaux over the mud.
Jig. 1698 Farquhak Love iff Bottle lit. i, This is the page,

love's link-boy, that must light me the wayt

Linked (li'nkt), ///. a. Also 5 lynket, 6

ylincked, 6-7 lincked. [f. LlXK 9.1 +-kd'.]

Connected by or as by links; joined, coupled, as-

sociated, f Also, made or fashioned with links,

f Linked line advb. phr., in a continued line.

a 1450 Fysshynge w. Angle (1883) 8 Make be yardc mete

vn tn the hote of the seyd stafe yn to be halfe stafe lynket

lyngh. 1561 T. Hobv tr. Castigtione's Courtyer 11. L ij, Jiy

and by were vices by that lincked contrarietie necessarily

accompanied with thein. 1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. vii. 46 She

held It great gold chaine ylincked well. 163a Milton
L*Allegro 140 With many a winding bout Of lincked sweet,

nes long drawn out. 1667 — P. L. L 328 His swift pursuers

..with linked Thunderbolts Transfix us to the bottom of

this Gulfe. 179 . Uurns Bonie Peg, Wi' linked hands, we
took the sands Adown yon winding river. 1816 Coleridge
Lay Sertn. 29 Notions, linked arguments [etc. J . . influence

only the comparatively few. i8ai Shelley Protneth. Unb.

lit. iii. 136 The dark linked ivy tangling wild. 1825 Scott

Talism. i, His limbs .. fitted to wear his linked hauberk,

with as much ease as if the meshes had been formed of

cobwebs. 1877 Hlack Green Past. xxii. (1878) 1S0 What
trouble, .could enter into these linked tives?
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b. Mil. Since 1S72 used of two infantry bat-

talions (or regiments) which are coupled together to

fcrm a regimental district (see also quot. 1872-6 .

187a Ln. K. Cecil in Hansard Pari. Debates 3rd Ser.

I CCIX. T343 l ne linked regiments seemed in some instances

lather ill-assorted unions!, 1872-6 Vovi.K & Stevenson
Milit. Diet. (ed. 31 23* These regiments are termed linked,

and in the case of one of the regiments going or being on
foieign service requiring men to make up its numbers,
soldiers are drafted from the regiment remaining at home.
189a Daily Ne^ios 12 Apr. 6/1 The line battalion in England,
which has a linked battalion abroad, is unfit in everyway to

go into tbe field.

Linker ^li rikai). [f. Likk £•.! + -er i.J One who
or that which links or joins.

1856 F. L. Mackenzie in Miles Men/. 237 The linker of
the seasons, The snowdrop,—it shall bring. 1881 Census
Instr. (1885) Coal miner : Linker, Hitcher. Hosiery Manu-
facturer : Linker. 189a Labour Commission Gloss.. Linkers,

workers (females) of links, that is machines for joining or

linking together the loops of fabrics.

Linking ;li-nkin,),v/>/. sb. [f. Links'.* + -is« J.]

Connexion by or as by links
;
coupling together,

association.

1545 Udall Erasm. Par., Lnke Pref. (1548) flv b, For the

better lynkyng of one sentence to an other. 1608 Hifroni

Wks. I. 752/1 The linking of my selfe into
#

this wedlocke
band. 1837 D. M cNicoll Wks. 204 The beautiful linkings by
which the New Testament is combined with the Old. 1894
Times 19 May ic/i The occasional linking of the regiments.

Linking, a. [f. Link v. 1 + -ing That
links or joins together.

1871 IJ. Taylor Faust (1875) II. 11. iii. 1O1 In linking

circles wide extending. 1901 Blacknvod's Mag. June 845/2

There is a linking sonnet, 127, between the series addressed

to Herbert and the shorter series, .to the Park Lady.

Hence f Li nkingly adv., so as to be linked or

connected.
1635 Person Varieties 1. vi. 18 Ptolomee his opinion is

j
more true, that the earth and waters, mutually and link-

I ingly embrace one another and make up one Globe.

Irtnkister, corrupt U.S. form of Lingltster.

Li*nkman. A man employed to carry a torch.

1716 Gay 'Trivia m. 139 Though thou art tempted by
i

the link-man's Call Vet trust him not along the lonely

Walt. 176a Genii. Mag. 596 A remarkable robbery was com-
mitted near Moor-fields by a linkman. 1851 D. Ji:rroli> .S7.

Giles v. 44 A ballad-singer may hold his head up with a

linkman any day. 1881 Census Instr. (1885) 31 Linkman.

1898 Daily Tel. 13 Jan. 7/3 To receive two and six each for

acting as linkmen at a wedding.

Linkster, corrupt U S. form of Ling ulster.

Linky (H*nki), a. [f. Link sb> + -y.] Having
I the character or appearance of links.

I 1859 Pakkkr Misc. Poems 19 (E.D.D.) The Jang linkie

j
lea rig, once pleasant to see. 1893 Stevenson Catriona 127

The linky, boggy muirland that they call the Figgate
Whins.

Lin-lan-lone. An echoic formation intended

to suggest the sound of a chime of three bells.

1889 Tennyson Far—far—aioay ii, The mellow lin-lan-

lone of evening bells.

Linn 1 (lin). Chiefly Sc. Forms: 1 hlynn,
6 lyn'n, 6-S lin, 8- linn. [Two words secin to

have been confused: OK. hlynn str. fern., torrent

(? related to hlynn masc, 'clangor', hlynnan,

!

hlynian to resound\ and Gaelic linnet Irish linn,

earlier lind, Welsh Uyn, Cornish //;/, Hreton Icnn.)

1. A torrent running over rocks ; a cascade, water-

fall.

C975 Ruslm: Gosp. John xviii. 1 Se haelend eodcofer J>ah

hlynne pe man Cedron nemneb. 1513 Uouglas /Eueis
xi. vii. 9 The ryveris . . 15rystand on skelleis our thir demmyt
lynnis. 1536 [see Leai» v. 2 dj. 1567 Gnde <$• Godlie Ball.

(S.T.S.) 118 Watter [that] fast rinnis ouer ane lin, Dots not
' returne againe to the awin place. 1725 Ramsay Gentle

Sheph. 1. it, Ketweentwa birks out o'era little lin The water

fa's. 1785 Burns Halloween xxv, Whyles owre a linn the

burnie plays, a 1810 Tannahill Poems (1846) 99 The roar

ofthe linn On the night brec7c is swelling. 1884 Q. Victoria

More Leaves 31 1 A linn falling from a height to which foot-

paths had been made. 189a Standard 8 Jan. 5/2 In Wale

s

and Scotland there are linns which could render Man-
chester and Dundee independent of the pitmen of the

Black Countries.

2. A pool, esp. one into which a cataract falls.

1577-87 Holinshed Chroti., Descr. Scot. xii. 18/1 A loch,

lin, or poole there, a 1584 Montgomery Cherrie Slae 80,

I saw an river rin Out ouir ane craggie rok of stane, Syne
lichtit in ane lin. 161a Urayiok Poly*olb. v. 118 Toothy,

tripping downe from Yerwin's rushie Lin [marg. note, A
Poole or watry Moorel. 1700 A. Wilson Suicide Poet. Wks.

(1846) 130 Driven by mad despair . .To poison, dagger, or

the engulphing linn. <ri8oa Earl Richard xxii. in Child

Ballaits II. 153/1 The deepest pot in a* the linn They fand

Erl Richard in. 1865 Kingsley Hereiv. 1. Prel. 3 He. .sees

nixes in the dark linns as he fishes by night.

3. A precipice, a ravine w ith precipitous sides.

1799 Med. Jml. II. 356 It is found at the l>ottom of

a deep and narrow ravine, or linn. 1808 Scott Mann. 1.

Introd. 3 Gazing down the steepy linn, That hems our little

garden in. 18 18 — Hrt. Midi. 1, If yon cume here

again, I'll pitch you down the linn like afoot-ball. 1856

P.ryant Count o/Greiers vt They dance through wood and
meadow, they dance across the linn.

Linn Now dial. Also 5 lyn, 8 lin, S-9 lynn.

[Altered form of Lim> sb., the vowel being short-

ened as is usual in the first element of a compound.]

The linden or lime
;
also, the wood of this tree

;

atlrib.f in linn-bark, -board, -tree.

C 1475 Cath. Angl. 217/2 (Addit. MS.) A Lyn tre, litia.

LINNET.

J

1674 Grf.w I'eget. Trunks vii. £ 4 Some Woods are soft,

but not fast ; others are both, as Linn. 1796 in Morse
I Amer. Geog. I. 577 The more useful trees are, maple.

!
lynn tree. 1796"Marsh all Yorksh. (ed. 2) II. 331 Lin;
tilia europcea, the lime or linden tree. 1799 j. Smith

I Ace. Remark. Occnrr. (1870) 30 A cover was made of

!
lynn bark which will run even in the winter season. 1808
PliKR Sources Mississ. (1810) 1. App. 54 The banks of the
Mississippi are still lx>rdered by the pines of the different

I species, except a few small bottoms of elm, lynn and maple.
181a Brackknridge Views Louisiana (1814) 104 The timber

I is not such as is usually found in swamps, but fine oak, ash,

olive, linn, beech, and poplar ofenormous growth. 1833 Act
3 4 Will. I V, c. 56 Linn Boards, or White Hoards for Shoe-
makers. 1847 Halliwekl, Linn-tree, a lime-tree. Derb.

II Linnsea (lim*&). Bot. [rnod.L. ; so named
by Gronovius, 1749, after the Swedish naturalist

t
C. F. Linne, better known by his latinized name
Linnceus.] A slender evergreen flowering plant

(Z. horcalis, N.O. Ca/>rifoliace,v) of the north

temperate and frigid zones.
286a H. Marryat Year in Sweden II. 227 The linnaja

loads the air with its perfume. Ibid. 396 The forest is here

I

carpeted with the Hnnatt.

Linnsean, Linnean (linran) a. and sb. [f.

Linnx-us (see prec.) + -an. (The spelling Limmmt
is the more common, though the Linnean Society

adopts the other form.)] A. adj. Of or pertaining

to Linnaus or his system ; given or instituted by
Linnteus

;
adhering to the system of Linnreus.

1753 Chambers Cycl. Sr/pp. s. v. Botany Tab. 1 Characters
of the Classes in the Linnaean System. 1759 1». Rtu.hsgei..
CalendarFlora Pref., Misc. Tracts(i762) 243, 1 havcretained
the Linnaean names of every plant, and animal in the
.Swedish Calendar. 1807 J. E. Smith Phys. Bot. 491 The
Linnaean genera of Mosses are chiefly founded on the situa-

tion of the capsule. 1864 Bowen Logic x. 343 The Linnaean
Classification of plants.

B. sb. A follower of Linnceus ; one who adopts
his system.
177a Harrington in Phil. Trans. LXII. 300 If., a bird,

which is supposed to migrate in the winter, passes almost
I under the nose of a Linnaean, he pays but little attention to
> it, because he cannot examine the beak.

Hence Linnse-aniam, the doctrines and practice

of Linnaeus, or of his school.

1831 Blackw. Mag. XXX. 9 Nobody beyond the barriers

of Linnaeanism could ever dream of designating any of

these, .a natural history.

Linnaeite (Hn^ait). A/in. [Named by llai-

dinger, 1845, after Linhanis, who first described it

:

see -1TE.] Sulphide of cobalt, containing some
nickel and copper.
1849 I. Nicol Min. 457 Linnaeite. .occurs in octahedrons

and cubes. 1894 Mineral Mag. X. 339 Cleavage and density

1 of linnarite and polydymite being the same.

Lin-nail. Sc. and north, dial. [f. *lin (see

Lincii sb.^) + Nail. Cf. tier. dial, /onuagel.]

= LlNCH-PlX.
1496 Ld. Treas. Ace. Scot. I. 293 Item, for fyfty iij

chenjeis, to the lynnalis of Ihe cart is and the erleddir pynnys

l . .ixj. 156a Wills $ Inv. A'. C. (Surlees 1835)207 One wayne

j
w"» yron bound wheilles, axill nailles, lyn nalles. 1855

j Kouixson Whitby Gloss.

Linnen, obs. form of Linen.

Linnet (linet). Forms: 5 llnet, 6 lenet,

linnette, lynnet, 7-S lennet, linot, 6- linnet,

[a., OF. linette, linot, UnotU (mod.F. linoltc), f. /;;/

llax, on the seeds of which the bird feeds. OK. had

a linetwigc, whence Lintwhite, and there is one

example of linecc, f. lin Line sb. l
t flax.]

1. A common and well-known song-bird, Linota

(or Linarid) cannabina, of the family I:ringillid#.
Its plumage is brown or warm grey ; but in summer
the breast and crown of the cock (when wild, not

when caged) become crimson or rose-colour. Allied

species are the Mountain-Linnet or Twite {Linota

jtavirostris or L. tnontittm) and the Lesser Red-

poll (Z. mfescens).
[e 1050 Ags. Voc. in Wr.-YVfilcker 286/21 Cardella, linece.]

c 1530 Crt. 0/Love 1412 * What mcneth this? ' Seid than the

linet; 'welcom Lord of blisse'. 156a Turner Herbal 11,

134 b, Men fedc byrdes wyth the sede of it (sesamumj
. . namelye syskenncs, and linnettes. 1604 Drayton Owl 109

Fie, quoth the Lcnnet, tripping on the Spray. 1631 Hrath-

wait Eng. Gentlen*. (1641) 290 The shee-I>ennet flew away
and left the male alone. 1678 Ray Willughby's Ontith.

261 The Mountain Linnet: Linaria Montana. 1850

Tennyson In Mem. xxvii, 1 envy not in any moods . . The
linnet born within the cage. 1893 Nkwton Diet. Birds 515

According to its sex, or the season of the year, it is known
as the Red, Grey or Hrown Linnet.

2. Applied, with qualifications, to birds of other

genera. Green linnet, the greenfinch (see Guekn
a. 12 b). Pine linnet, a siskin of N. America,

Chrysomitris (or Sf>inus) pinus.
1868 Wood Homes without It. xx\\. 550 The Indigo Kird

or r»lue Linnet of America (Spiza cyanea). 1884 Hurrol ghs

Fresh Fields vi. (1895) 140 The greenfinch or green linnet is

an abundant bird everywhere. 1886 — Signs $ Seasons ii.

(1895) 41 The pine grosbeak and the pine linnet are both

nursling* of this tree.

3. Mining, fl. Oxidized lead ores (Raymond
Mining Gloss. 1881).

4. altnb. and Comb., as linnet-bird, -finch ; lin-

net-like adj.; linnet's heads (see qnot. 1727-52).

1370 Levins Mauip. 86/43 A Linnet bird, acanthi's. 1598



LINNET-HOLE.
Florio, FJndria, . L«nct-bird or Lack-backer. ^1650
Lovelace s ' To Althea ' in Percy Eol. 1 1, zo When Lynett
like confined [1649 Lucasta 98 Like committed Linnets)
I With shriller note shall sing. 1727-52 Chambers Cycl, s.v.

Teazel, The smaller kind [of teazles] sometimes called linnots
heads, are used to draw out the knap from the coarser stuffs,

as bays, &c. 1883OUIOA Wanda I. 276 The sweet linnet-like

voice of the Princess Ottilie came on her ear. 1890 Century
Diet.) Linnet-finch^ same as linnet.

Linnet-hole. Glass-making, [f. *linnet, cor-

ruption of F. lunette -f Hole.] = Lunette.
1 66a Merrett Nerts Art ofGlass^ 344 And on the two

other sides they have their Calcars, into which linnet holes
are made for the fire to come from the furnace, to bake and
prepare their Frit, and also for the discharge of the smoak.
1875 in Knigeit Diet. Meeh.
Linney, variant of Linhay.
Linnow, obs. form of Lennow a.

y
flabby, limp.

1528 VwxF.i.Salerne'sRegim.dsis) 108 b, Baynyngmaketh
the skynne linnowe or soupulle.

t Linnow, v. Obs. rare* 1
, [f. linnow> Lkn-

now tz.] (ram. To make supple (in quot. absol.).

157a I. Jones Bathes ofBath 11. 19 b, Of the sweete taste,

it snail have the power, that it may linnow, smooth, and
fynely lewse.

Linny, variant of Linhay.
Lino, obs. form of Leno.
1780 M ai>. DVArblay Diary Apr., He. .insisted upon pre.

sen ting me with a complete suite of gauze lino. 1825
Btackw. Mag. XVII. 165 Spangles and sprigged 'linos' I

Linoleic (lintflf'ik), a. Chem. [f. L. Ihi-um
+ ole-nm oil -f -ic.] Linoleic acid : an acid found

as a glyceride in linseed and other oils. Hence
LinoTeate, a salt of linoleic acid. So Lino lei

n

[-in !] (see quot. 1900),
1857 Miller Elem. Chem. m. 560 The oleic acid furnished

by the saponification of linseed oil differs from ordinary oleic

acid ; Sacc terms it linoleic acid. Ibid. 370 The olein of
olive oil differs from the olein of linseed oil, or linolcin.

1865 Watts Diet. Chem. III. 700 Linoleic Acid. Papa-
veiolic acid, /bid., Linoleate of lead. 1900 B. D. Jackson
Gloss. Bot. Terms 148 Ltnolt'in, the glyceride of linoleic

acid found In linseed oil.

Linoleum {Ymo^lBm). [f. L. Unnm flax +
olenm oil.] A kind of floor-cloth made by coating

canvas with a preparation* of oxidized linseed-oil.

Hence Linoleumed (linJu'l/tfmd a.

1878 Law Rep., Chanc. Div, VII. 834 A Mr. Walton
obtained several patents, the last and principal being in

1863, for preparing floorcloth by means of a certain solidi-

fied or oxidised oil to which lie gave the name Linoleum,
and the floorcloth made by him therewith had been called
and known as * Linoleum Floor Cloth', and apparently also
a*' Linoleum \ ..In 1864 the Linoleum Manufacturing Com-
pany . . was formed. 1879 in Webster, Snppl. 1892 Pictorial
World 21 May 104/1 A chilly tiled or linoleumed passage.

1895 Daily Neivs^x Nov. 9/4 Furnishers, upholsterers,carpet
and linoleum warehousemen.

II LilLOXl (hnoh). [F. linon.] A trade-name
for * lawn \ (In some mod. Diets.)

1901 Westm. Gaz. 25 Apr. 2/2 Linon, by the way, is just

the linen batiste of our shops.

f Lino'sity. [ad. mod. L. *lfnositas
y

f. lin-nm
flax.] Abundance of flax (Blount Glossogr. 1656).

T Li'llOStole. [ad. OF. linostolie, ad. G r. A< vo-

ffToAia, f. \ivov linen -f (ttoAtj robe.] A surplice.

1694 Motteux Rabelais v. iv. 13.

Linot, obs. form of Linnet.

Linotype (lai'n^taip). Printing, [^line o
y

type] A machine for producing stereotyped lines

or bars of words, etc. as a substitute for type -setting.

1888 [ First used in] Specif. V. S. Patent No. 393846, 4 Dec.
1889 Times (weekly ed.) 28 June 20/1 The linotype ..has
been adopted in the offices of several American newspapers.
1899 Appteton's Ann. Cycl. 623 In 1880 he [Mergenthaler]
made a complete change of system, and adopted the plan
that he brought to perfection in the linotype.

Hence Lrnotypist, one who uses a linotype.

1895 Daily News 26 Nov. 10/5 Linotypist wants day work.

fLi'nouSy a. 1 Obs. rarc~ l

. [f. L. Irn-mn
flax + -ous.] Of the nature of flax ; flax-like.

1715 tr. Pauc'trollus* Reritm Mem. 1. 1. v. 14 Pliny men-
tions another Sort of Linous Substance [ong. alterius
quoqttc lint cuj'usdam], which he calls in the First Chapter
of his Nineteenth Book, £vAor, Wood.
Linous (bi'nos), a. 2 rare. [f. Line sb.2 +

-ous.] Relating to or in a line.

i860 Worcester (cites Sir J. Herschel).

Linoxin (linp-ksin). Chem, Also -yn. [f. L.
lin-nm llax -f Ox-ygkn -f -in L] A resinous sub-

stance obtained from linoleic acid.
1876 Harlev Mat. Med. (ed. 6) 714.

Li 4n-pin. Obs. exc. dial. Also 4-6 lynpin,

5 -pyne, linepin, 7 linnpin. [f. lin (see Linch
sb.i) + Pin.] =Linch-fjn.
e 1330 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 518 In. .duobus Lya-

pinnes. c 1425 Voc. in Wr.-Wfilcker 665 29 Hoc Iiunullum,
lynpyne. 1513 Fitzherb. § 5 With . . ii. lyn pinnes of
yren in the axiltre-endes. 1598 Barret Theor. Warres v.

iii. 133 Rammers, linepinnes, . . and all such otherimplements.
1659 & Hoole tr. Comenius' Orbis Scnsualium (1672) 173
The Axle-trees .. the Lin-pins, and Axletree-staves. 1688
R. Holmk Armoury r«. 339/2 Linn Pin.

t Lrnquish, v. Obs. [f. L. linqn-ere + -ish 2,

after Relinquish v.] trans. To abandon, forsake.

1591 Harington Orl, Eur.xxxix. xviii, Put now awhile I

linquish this conflict. 1604 R. C[awdrey] Table Alph.,
Linquis/i, to leaue or forsake. 1694 Motteux Rabelais

(1737) V. 232 Th' Opime you'd linquish for the Macerated.

Vol. VI.
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Linsang (li-nsaeij). [a. Javanese linsang
y

I

wlinsang, wrongly rendered ' otter ' in Diets.] A
kind of civet cat, linsang (or Prionodon) gracilis,

striped black and white, common in Borneo and
Java. A related African species is the Guinea

(

Linsang, Poiana richardsoni.
1885 Riverside Nat. FtistK {iSSB) V. 438 The Linsang

{Prionodon gracilis) of the Malayan regions . . is white, with
j

broad, black cross bands. It occurs in Lorneo, Java, and
Singapore. . . Tbe Guinea Linsang . . ranges from Sierra Leone
to Fernando Po. 1893 Lydekkkr Roy. Nat. Hist. I. 456 The

I Asiatic linsangs. .constitute the genus Linsang. The one
African linsang. .has been made the type ofa separate genus—Poiana.

Linse, obs. and dial, form of Linch.
Linseed (lrnsfd). Forms : a. See Line sb.T-

and Seed. 0. 6 lint(e)seede, 7 lyntseed, 7-9
north, dial, lintseed. [OF. lin Link sb. l +s<id
seed

; cf. MUG. linsfit, Du. li/'nzaad.
The fijrm lint-seed, which is strictly to be regarded as

a distinct word, f. Lint, is in Scotland used of seed in-
tended to be sown, while the ordinary form is current in
other applications.]

The seed of flax, well known as the source of
linseed- oil, and as a medicament, f Occas. the
llax-plant. Oil of linseed s - linseed-oil.
c 1000 Sax. Lcechd. I. 140 Genim has ylcan wyrte seoo\ .

mid lins;ede. ahoo Gere/a in Anglia (1886) IX. 262
Medcran settan, linscd sawan. 13. . .V. E. Leg (MS. Hod!.
779) m Herrig's Archiv LXXXIL 311/217 Of Iinsed & of
eynn & of ober ring men conne al day oyle out bring. 1398
Tskvisa BartIt. De P. R. xvii. xcvii. (1405) 664 Lyne scde
nourissheth but lytyll : and is hard to defye. ^1420 Ballad,
on iltisb. xi. 15 Now lynseed, yf the liketh, may be
sowe. 1532-3 Act 24 Hen. I f II, c. 4 [They shall] till and
and sowe. .one roode. .with line .sede, otherwise called flaxe
sede. 1578 Lytk Dodoens 1. xlix. 71 Lynseede menglcd with
hony..appeaseth the cough. 1626 A. Si-eicij Adam out oj
E. xv. (1659) 114 The dros^e or that which is left after the
pressing out of Lyntseeds. 1661 Lo\ fix Hist. Anim. ,y

Mitt. 418 The ratarrhe . . if from repletion, it's helped by
line-seed, with honey. 1686 AGLiOMtv Painting Iltustr. 1.

27 The Secret of Oyl Painting, consists in u.4ing Colours
that are (iround with Oyl of Nut, or Linsued. 1712 tr.

Pomet's Hist. Drugs I. 37 Leaves, like those of Linseed
but larger, greener, and more viscous. 1729 {title) Short
Rules and < )bservntions for Sowing of Lint-seed and Hemp-
seed. 1783 J. Mill Diary in .Shetland Minister iZth Cent.
(1897) 112 A decoction of 2 oz. lint seed, 2 do. of Liquorish-
stick bruised and boiled [etc.]. 1807 Med. Jrut. XVI I. 554
The . . barley water, and infusion of linseed were ordered to
he continued. 1823 J. Ijadcock Dom. A musem. 30 Having
dipped the fore-tinker and thumb partially in oil of linseeds.

1847 Mary Howitt Ballads 66 And some they brought the
brown lint-seed, And Hung it down from the Low. 1872
I h.ivi:u Elem. Bot. 11. 148 The seeds of the Flax plant, called
Linseed, are very largely imported.

b. at/rib. and Comb., as tinseed-shaped adj. ; lin-

seed cake, linseed pressed into cakes in the process
of extracting the oil, and used as food for cattle

;

linseed-earth, (see quot. x
; lin seed-meal, linseed

ground in a mill
;
linsoed-oil, the oil obtained by

pressure from linseed; linseed poult ee, a poultice

made of linseed or linseed-mcnl
;
Iinseed-tBa, an

infusion of linseed, used as a demulcent.
1813 Sir H. Davy Agric. Chem. (1814) 365 Cattle at first

refuse * Linseed cake. 1883 Grkm.i>y Gloss. Coal-mining, I

* Linseed Earth, blackish grey clay suitable for making into
j

firebricks. 1599 A. M. tr. Gabclhoner's BIc. Bhysicke 68/1
With *lintseede meale make a little paest. 1839 Penny
Cycl. XI II. 384/1 Cataplasms of linseed-meal. 1548 Privy-
Council Acts (1890) 1 1. 174 *Lyncede oyle, xx galons. 1726

|

Leoni tr. Alberti's Archit. II. 15/2 Colours mixed up with
lintseed oyl. 1879 G. Gladstone in Casselfs Techn. Educ.
IV. 192/1 In oil-gilding the size used is made of a mixture

j

of boiled linseed-oil and ochre. 1833 Cycl. Pract. Med. 11.

813/2 A common bread and water or *lintseed poultice. 1870
T. Holmes Syst. Surg. (ed. 2) 1 . 703 The knots [of farcy] are
small and *linseed-shaped. 1741 Baker in Phil. Tram.
XLI. 659 When I went to-bed, drank some *Linseed-tea.

Hence Linseeded />/>/. a.
t
mixed with linseed.

1864 S/eclator 27 Feb. 228/2 The Bill for allowing lin-

seeded malt to escape duty passed its second reading.

t Li'nsel. Obs, rare— 1

. In 6 lynsel. [ad. F.

lincettI sheet, winding sheet :—L. linteolum, dim. of

linteum linen cloth.] A shawl, a wrap.

1594 Kyd Cornelia 111. D 4 b, Casting a tbyn course lynsel

ore hys shoulders, That..tra>Td vpon the ground.

Iiinsey (H'nzi). Also 5 lynesey, 6 lince,

7 $ linsy, [Possibly f. Line sb} + Say.]

1. In early use, perh. some coarse linen fabric.

In later use, = Linsey-wooi.sey. Also attrib.

1435-6 in Heath Grocers' Comp. {\%bc}) 419, xx clothis of
lynesey. 1583 Rates Custom-ho. Dj b, Lince called blew
lince the doz. 1771 Pennant Tour Scott. 1769 (1774I 259
Chiefly engaged in manufactures of linsies, worsted stockings
[etc.]. <ri826 Erl Richard xxiv. in Child Ballads II. 463
O haud awa thae linen sheets, And bring to me the linsey

1

clouts I hae been best used in. 1881 Instr. Census Clerks

(1885) 64 Woollen Cloth Manufacture. Linsey Weaver.

2. (See quot.)

1883 Greslev Gloss. Coal'/uinittgt Li/tseyt strong Bind,

also streaky sandstone.

Linsey-WOOlsey (lrnzi wu'lzi). Forms : 5
lynsy-, 6 lylse-, lince-,lynse-,6-8 linsi (e-,-y (e-,

7lin(t)sie-, lincy-, linzy-, lyusey-, 7-olindsey-,
6- linsey-; 5 -wolsye, 6 -wolse, -woolsy(e, 1

-wulse(y, 6-S -wo(o)lsie, -y, 6-9 -wolsey, 6-

•woolsey. [f. prec. + Wool, with jingling ending.]
'

LINT.

1. Orig. a textile material, woven from a mixture
of wool and flax

j
now, a dress material of coarse

inferior wool, woven upon a cotton warp. Also //.
Pieces or kinds of this material.
1483 Cath. Angl. 217/2 Lynsy wolsye, linisterna vet lino-

sterna. 15ZZ Skiu-ton Why not to Court 128 We shall haue
a tot quot l-'iom the Tope of Rome, To weue all in one

,
Iome A webhe of lylse wulse. 1591 1 1 . Smith Prep. Marriage
157 God forbad the people to weaie linsey wolsey, because

; it was a signe of mconstancie. 1599 Nashe Lenten Stujfe
I To Kdr., 1 had a'lieue hauc.no cloathes rather then wear

linsey wolsey. 1670 D. Denton Deter. Nciv York (1845)
iB They make every one Cloth of for their own wearing, as
also woollen Cloth, and Linsey-wooNey. C1710 C. Fif.nnes
Diary (i88S> 159 Kendall Cotton .. is much made here and
also Linsi- wooiseys. 1784 R. IUc;e Bat ham Denvns I. 169
Martha .. delighted to be cloathed in good Linsy Wooky,
the work of her own hands. 1826 Miss Mitfokd Village
Ser. 11. 77 Then ensues another set of changes . . till gray
hairs, wrinkles, and lindsey-uoolsey wind up the picture.
1855 W. Sakcknt Braddock's E.iped. 85 Dresses of linsey-
wooLey (a cloth, home-woven, of wool and flax),

b. A garment of this material.
1894 Mrs. IL Ward Marcella 1. z8 Marcella. had usually

figured.. in a linsey-woolsey.

2. Jig. or in figurative contexts, esj>. a sLange
medley in talk or action

; confusion, nonsense.
?j5ga Crkkne Vision Wk<. 1881-6 XII. 235 Thou hast

write no booke well, but thy Nunguam sera est, and that
is indifferent Linsey Wolsey. 1594 Nasuk Terrors Nt.
Wks. 1883 III. 229 A man must nut .. haue l.is affections
linsey wolsey. intermingled with lust, and things worthy of
liking. 1601 Siiaks. Ail's H ell i\: i. 13 What linsie woky
hast thou tospuike to vs agair.e. 1628 1'ORu Lover's Met.
v. i, This unfashionable mongrel, thib linsey-wokey of mor-
tality. 1694 S. Johnson Notes Past. Let. Bp. Burnet 1. 52
Far be it fiom all Mankind to impute such All-to-mall and
Linsey-wokey to the Providence of G' d.

3. attrib. passing into adj.

1618 Donne Serin, cx.wiii. V. 394 Out of his word I can
preach against Linsey-wouLsey garments [Pent. xxii. uj.
J74g I''n:i.niNc; torn Jones xi. v, [1J have never seen any of
jour cash, unless for out: lindsey woolrey coat. 1777 W.
Daluymi i.e Trav. Sp. .y Port, xvix, 'I he women wore
jackets and aprons, .with a kind of linsey wo. )lsey petticoat.
1839 Stdnkuolsi. A.\ holme 47 Kotty or fifty yearv ago ..

a servant of the best class, .was clad chiefly in'liiisey woobcy
ganuents.^ 185s SiNdt-F.ioN Virgil I. Lref. 5 To dress the
sovereign in a linscy-woolvry garb wotdd be seen at once 10
be a very unsuitable invent i line.

b. Jig. Chiefly with sense. 1 giving the nppear-
nnce ol a strange medley \

1 being neither one thing
nor the other \

1565 T. Si \n i i on Fortr. Faith 102 b, An as^e in a rochet,
a lince wolst- bishi p 1619 Wv. Sani-ekson Serm. I. 18 The
liusey-wooKey l.aodictan church, neither hot nor cold. 1663
l»UTl.KR //////. 1. iii. T.27 A Lawless Linsy woolsy Brother,
Half of one Order, half another. 1758 J. Kvnv Spirit.
Dtaty (ed. 2) 125 Lord tale away this linsey-woolsey vn tue I

1823J.xaiiiiner 5^2/1 A peikmg, prurient, linsey-Wulsey
species of c< imposition.

4. Comb., as lin>ey~u<oohey-it<i$e adv.
1606 Svt.vt sn<R Du Bartas 11. iv. it. Magnif. 32 And also

mingle (Linsie-w oo)sie-\vise) This gohl'ground Tissue with
too-mean supplies.

Linstock li-nstyk). Obs. exc. Hist. Also 6
linestoke, lyn t)stoek, ^limstoek

,
6-7 lint

stocke, 6-S lin(t).stoek, 9 lent-stock. [In

16th c. lint-, linesiocke, ad. (with assimilation to

Lint and Line sb. 1

) Du. Ion1stok, f. lont match
(sec Li nt sb.) + slok stick.] A staff about three feet

long, having a pointed foot tc stick in the dtck or

ground, and a forked head to hold a lighted match.
1575 Ch f rchyard Chippes 95b, He. .in his hand, a smok-

ing lyntstock broght And so gatie her. 1592 Stow Www. tan.

1563) 1 116 A linestoke fell into a barrel of powlder, and set

it on fire together with ihe vcssell. 1598 B. Joxson Et>.

Man in Hum. in. i, Their master gunner . . confronts me
with his linstock, readie to giue fire. 1682 Loud. Gaz. No.
1684/1 Then thirty Gunners with their Linstocks. . followed
hy thirty Negioes. .with their lirown-bilis. 1769 Falconer
Diet. Marine (1780), Lintstock. 1804 Naval Citron. XII.
63, 1 lent-stock ; 12 handspikes. 1808 Scott Marm. 1. i.\,

The gunner held his linstock yare. 1840 Barham Fagot.
Leg , Hamilton Tighe

y
The linstock gLwsin his bony hand.

Jig. 1602 Marston Ant. Mel. 11. Wks. 1856 I. 19 The
match of fune is lighted, fastned to the linstock of rage.

Linsy, obs. iorm of Linsey.

Lint 1 (lint). Forms: 4-7 lynt(e, 5 lyn^et,
6 linte, 7 (9 dial.) linet, 5- lint. [In ME. linnet

;

related (somewhat ohscurely) to Line sbA\ perh. a.

F. liiictte (recorded only in the sense 1 linseed but

possibly of wider meaning in OV.\ f. tin Line
sb.* : see -et.]

1. (Now only Sc.) The flax-plant.

1458 [see lint-so7t>n in 5J. 1548 Turnkr Names ofIferbes
49 Linnm is called in englishc Flax, lync or lynte. 1562 —
Herbal it. 39 Flax is called of the North n men lynt. 1733
P. Lindsay Interest Scot. 154 Our present Way is to sow our
Lint on any Ground, which puts us to a great Expence to

weed it. 1785 Blrn'S Cotters Sat. Nt. xi, The frugal wifie

garrulous will tell, How 'twas a towmond aiild, sin' lint was
i' the bell. 1805 Forsyth Beauties Scott. IV. 29 Flax, or, as

it is universally called in Scotland, lint, is sown.

2. (Chiefly Sc.) Flax prepared for spinning. Also,

the refuse of the same, used as a combustible.

1375 Barbour Bruce xvii. 612 Pik and ter als haf thai

tane, And lynt and hardiss with brynstane. e 1375 Sc.

Leg. Saints iii. {Andreas) 593 Lynt to bet J?e fyr of hell.

r*470 Henry Wallace vii. 423 This trew woman thaim
seruit weill in deid, With lynt and fyr, that haistely kendill

wald. 1562 Dtt7'ham Depos. iSurtees) 72 To pay the said



LINT.

Isabell every yere one bonde of lynt. t£or ITaringtos* Orl.

Fur. xxxiv. Ixxxvii, Lach roome therein was full of divers

fleeces Of wooll, of lint, of silk, or els of cotten. 1741 in

A. Laing Liudores Abbey xxi. (1876) 27a For one hundred

weight of lint to be given out to the poot people of the

paroche to spin. 179. Uurns Weary Pund o' Tow 5, I

bought my wife a stane o* lint As gude as e'er did grow;

And a1
that she has made o' that Is ae poor pund o' tow.

1830 Scott Demonot. ix. 330 It was at different times a

brazier's shop, and a magazine for lint.

3. A soft material for dressing wounds (formerly

also to burn for tinder), prepared by ravelling or

scraping linen cloth, -fin pi., pieces of this

material.
<ri4oo Lan/rancs Cintrg. 83 Fille be wounde wibinneforb

w ith lynnet of lynnen cloob. c J440 Promp. Parv. 306/1

Lynt, schauynge or lynen clothe, carpea. 1578 LvrE
Dodoens in. xii. 333 The same .. layde to with fine hnte or

lynnen, doth swage and mitigate the payne. ?<ri6oo Dis-

tracted Emp.w ili. in Bnllen O. PL 111. 249 May theire

sore wast theire lynnen into lynte. x6ia W. Parkes Cur.

taine-Dr. (1876) 55 Let him but finde the least sparke in

the lint, hee neuer ceaseth blowing till he haue made it a

huge flame. i6za Beaum. & Fl. Sea-Voy. itf. i, O that I

had my boxes and my lints now. 1670 Cotton Fspernon

ill. x. 498 Very much weakened with ten great wounds, and

roul'd up with Lints and Plaisters. 1707 Farquhar Beaux
Stratagem v. iv, Do, do, Daughter—while 1 get the Lint,

and the Probe and the Plaister ready. 1767 Gooctt Trent,

fVounds]. 189 Lint or Puff-ball, moistened in Alcohol Vim.
will generally answer the purpose. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth

ii, He .. hastily took from his purse some dry lint, to apply

to the slight wound. 1833 Ht. Martiseau Charmed Sea
iv. 51 To scrape lint and nurse the wounded was proper

woman's employment down in Poland yonder. 1884 M.
Mackenzie Dis. Throal <y Nose 11. 63 Drainage [of the

abscess.} was kept tip by means of a strip of lint.

b. Fluff of any material, t Also, a particle of

the same. rare.

i6si CorcR., Fretuche,.. a small straw, or lint, a 1663

HoWARn Committee u. i. Four Playt (1665) 83 Driving the

lint from his black Cloathes With his Wet Thumb. 1808

Crutnry Mag. Jan. 372 '2 Aftera little the saws clogged with

lint, the wheel stopped, and poor Whitney was in despair.

4. a. Now only dial, or U.S. Netting for fishing-

nets, fb. A net for the hair. Obs. rare- 1

.

a. 1615 K. S. Britain's Buss in Arb. Garner 111. 629
Which 245 yards of Lint or Netting (ready made or knit)

will co^t three pence a yard. 1874 Holdsworth Deep-sea

FUhingxu 101 '1 hat length of line being appropriated to the

30 yards of (drift. Inet, so that the Mint* or netting is set

slack. 1884 Knigh r Diet. Mech. Suppl., Lint {Fishing), a
fisherman's name for the netting of a pound or seine. 1892

P. H. Kuemkos Son of Fens 37 They ligged the ground
rope in, and begun pulling in the lint to the cod end.

b. a 1828 Ld. Livingston xxxii. in Child Ballads IV.

433/3 There's never lint gang on my head.

5. all rib. and Comb., as lint-boll ^bow), -mill,

-fad, -sheaf, -speck; lint-sown ppl. a.; lint-box

(l/.S.), the upper part of a cotton-press; lint-

doctor Calico-printing (see quot.) ; lint-haired

flaxen-haired \
lint-paper,? — linen paper; lint-

scraper, a person employed to scrape lint (for

hospital use) ; also (slangs, a contemptuous name
for a young surgeon; flint-spurge, a name pro-

posed for the plant Euphorbia Esula\ lint-top

(Sc. -tap), as much flax as is usually laid on a

distaff for being spun ofT. Also Lint-white a.

£1470 Henrysos Mot. Fab. vtit. {Preach. Siuallorv) xxvii,

Me think, quhen that yone *Hnt-oollis ar ryip» I'0 ma^ ws
feist, a 1585 Polwakt Ft) ting to. Montgonierie 552 Athort
bis nitty now like louse lyes hnkand like a large lint bow.
1901 G. W. Cable Cavalier xxi, The *lint-box of the old

cotton pres>. was covered with wet morning-glories. 1839
Ure Diet. Arts 217 Another.. sharp-edged ruler, called the

"lint doctor, whose office it is to remove any fibres which
may have come off the calico in the act of printing. 1891

V. C. Cotes 2 Girls on Barge 78 A dirty Mint-haired
ragamuffin. 1805 Forsyth Beauties Scot/. IV. 49^ Upon
this water there are . . two Mint-mills. 1879 St. George's

itosp Rep. IX. 482 Wet *iint-pad and bandage applied. 1794
I'll menbach in Phi/. Trans. LXXXIV. 1So The outward
ones had some traces of our common Mint paper. j85i

Thackeray Lore/ vi. (1869) 241 If Miss Prior . . prefers this

Mint-scraper to me, ought I to baulk her? 1881 tnstr.

Census Clerks (i83^) 43 Lint Scraper. 1799 J. Robertson
Agric. Perth i63 borne persons, .recommend to set up the

Mint sheave* .. in stooks, like grain. 1458 Extracts
Burgh Kee. Peeb/es (1872) 128 Al the wast land that was
*iynt or corn sawin. 18*7-35 Willis Parrhasius 53 The
Mint-specks floated in the twilight air. 1548 Turner Names
of/terbrs (E. D.S.) 63 Ktyusa..oughte to be called..* Lint-

^pourge, for it hath smal leattes like Flax. 17a! Ramsay
Bessy Be// Mary G. ii, Bessy's hair's like a Mint tap.

Lint 2 JinO. dial. [Short for Untie Lentil.]
«= Lentil (chiefly in //.). 1888 in Sheffield Gloss.

Lintan : see Lister*.

t Iiintea*riotlS t
a. Obs. rare-*, [f. I- Imftfr-

ri-ns (f. lintats linen) + -ous.] Of or belonging

10 linen (Blount Glossogr. 1656).

Lintel v
lrntel). Forms: 4-5, 7 lyntell, 5, 7

U-,lyntaTl, 6 lyntil, lynttyll, 7lental. ltndal,

lintle, S lintil, 9 lentil , 7- lintel, [a. OF. lintel

threshold (F. linleatt) :—popular L. *Utnitdte or

*iimitellnm (f. limit-, limes Limit s6., confused

with Hmm-
t
limen threshold).]

1. A horizontal piece of timber, stone, etc placed

over a door, window, or other opening to discharge

the snperinenmbent weight.
1388 Wycuf Exod. xii. 22 Sprynge ?e therof the lynrcl

lYu!g. rupertinti**re\ and euer either post, c 1450 Merlin

322

436The Emperor . .wrote letteres on the lyntell of thedore in

grewe. 1500-20 Dunbar /VijujIxix.39 Albetd that thow were
never sa stout, Vndir this lyntall sail thow lowt. 1601-a in

Willis& Clark Cambridge (1886) 1 1. 629 Paid for lyntalls at

the fountaine iiij« viij 1
. 1667 Pkimatt City $ C. Build. 82

One Lintal to discharge the two Windows and Balcony-door,
eight foot of Timber. 1725 Pope Odyss. vii. ji6 The pillars

silver, on a brazen base ; Silver the lintels deep-projecting
o'er. 1839 Vkowell A nc. Brit. Ch. xii. (1847) 139 A moor-
stone lintel is placed across the top to support the little roof.

1863 A. Fonblanque Tangled Skein II. it. 29 Upon the lentil

of No. 7 (he] found painted the name of Mr. C. L.

f 2. ? A spoke of a wheel. Obs.~°
1570 Levin's Manip. 125/13 Lyntil of a cart, radius.

3. altrib., as lintel-piece, -post, -stone, -tree.

1842-59 Gwilt Eneycl. Arch. Gloss. s.v., If a wall be
very thick, more than one ""lintel piece will be required.

1874 Raymond Statist. Mines q Mining 402 The lintel-

piece alone weighs about 3,000 pounds. 1806 J. Grahame
BirdsScot.q+2 Others [sc. birds] sometimes Arc driven within
our *lintel-posts hy storms. 1575 Burgh Rec. Glasgoiv
(1832) 50 Item, to James Law, for pc thre *lintall stanes to

be boiss windois, xij s. 1879 Li bbock Addr. Pol. <$• Educ.
x. 197 The lintel stones of the doorway are 40 feet 10 inches
in length. 1601 Holland Pliny 11. 580 The .. maine
*lintle-tree which lay ouer the .. cheekes of the great dore.

1675 Hobbes Odyssey (1677) 77 The door-posts Silver . . The
lintle-trec upon them silver too.

Hence Xii ntelled a., furnished with a lintel.

Xii-ntellinff vbU sb., the action of providing with

lintels; Ihe material used for this purpose.

1703 T. N. City ff C. Purchaser 98 Lintelling, Guttering.
.

,

&c. at so much per Foot. 1827 Gentl. Mag. XCVTI. 11. 9
A doorway with a lintelled architrave. 1894 Doyle Mem.
S. Holmes tii Over the low, heavy-lintelled door.

Lintel (1, obs. form of Lentil.

Linter1 (li-ntoi). U. S. [f. Lintt + -m i.] A
machine for stripping off the short-staple cotton-

fibre from the cotton-seed after ginning. Also

linter-machine. (In recent U.S. Diets.)

Iiinter-jf lintan, dial, corruptions of Lean-to.
1736 Xe:o J/am/>sh. Prox: Papers (1870) IV. 714 Tis

!
judged the cause (of a firej was from a spark falling out of

the linian chimney ^which was lower than the house*. 1861

Mas. Stowe Pearl 0/ Orr's /s/. 10 A brown house of the

kind that the natives call 'lean to* or Minter \ 1893Z1NCRK
Wherstead 261 A penthouse is a * linter ' (lean-to).

+ Linterel. Obs.* [Perh. a corruption of Lin-

tel
;

j)erh. a dim. of OF. linter {? L. type *fimi~

fiirium), lintel.] -Lintel.
a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. I'flf (1809) 639 A mightie

buildyng of tymber . . the lynterelles inhaunsed with pillers.

Lintern, linton, altered ff. Lintel ; cf. prec.

Obs. exc. dial.

1533 Repar. Toxver'xn Bayley Toxver Lond. (1821) 1. App. 22

It'm for ij. lyntons made for the ij. wyndowes. i6h.,Coryat
Crudities 1 33, 1 read this inscription in a peece of stone .

.

directly over the linterne of the dore. 16x4 Raleigh Hist.

World it. (1634) 212 When every one of the Hebrewes had
slaine a Lamhc, . . and with the hloud thereof coloured

the poste and linterne of the doores. 1864 T. Q. Couch
E. Contio. Gloss, in Jrnl. Roy. Inst. Comiv. I. 17 Lintern,

a lintel.

Iiintie ^li'nti). Sr. Also linty. [f. lint in

Lintwhite + dim. ending -ie (-\).] = Linnet.

1795 Burns Verses Destr. Woods 4 Where linties sang
and lambkins play'd. a 1835 Hogg Ringan «r May 41 Poet.

Wks. 1838 1. 300 She trows ..The linty's cheip a ditty

tame. 1899 Crocrett Kit Kennedy 198, 1 heard the linties

singing where 1 was failing asleep.

Lintil, lintle, obs. forms of Lentil.
x6at Burton* Anat. Mel. II. L 1. iL 504 The Burreand the

Lintle cannot endure one another [L. lappa tenti ad-
versmtur\.

Iiintonite Irntonail). Min. [Named after

Miss L. A. Linton, who analysed it.] A variety

of thomsonite found in green amygdules in trap.

1879 Peckham S: Hall in Amer. Jrnl. Set, Ser.nt.XLX.
(18S0) 122.

Lintseed.Iiint-stock: seel iNSEED, Linstock.

£intwhite(li'ut|h\vaii.',j4. Chiefly Sc. Forms:

1 linaeihuisae, linetuije, -twise, 4 lynkwhytte,

6 lyntquhit, -yte, 7- lintwhite. [DE. linetwigc,

perh. f. tin flax + -twige (? cogn. w. OHG. zwigon

10 pluck, vellere, earpere), found also in pistellwige

thistle ftneh. Cf. TwrTK sb.

The etymology involve* a difficulty because the first

element appears as h'ne- (or l(nx-) instead of tin ; hut the

coaeNpondence in sense with the Rom. name of the hird

(see Linnet; ts in favour of its correctness. Apart from ety-

mology there is no evidence that the first vowel in the O.K.

word was long.]

-Linnet.
cj%S Corpus G/oss. (Hessels) C 147 Cardnelis, linetui^^.

a 800 Erfurt Gloss. 309 Carduelis, linaethui^ae. c 1000

^Elkric Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker n/26 Carduelis, linetuise.

1 a 1400 Morte A rth. 2674 With lowde laghttirs one lofte

for lyk>*nge of byrdez. Of larke% of lynkwh>ttez, bat

;

lurllyche songene, 1513 Docglas sEneis xil ProL 240
lioldspynk and lyntquhyte ford>*nnand the^ l)*ft. 1549

\ CompL Scot. vi. 39 The lyntquhit sang cuntirpoint quhen

j the os^l ^elpit. 1 1690 Roxi. Ballads (1888) VI. €07 The

f

Lint white loud, and Progne proud . .do sing as sweetly as

j in Varow. 1785 Hcrns To Williant Simpson xii. When lint-

whites chant amonc the buds. 1830 Tfnnyson Poems 76 The
lintwhite and the throstlecock Have voices sweet and clear.

Iiint-white (K-Mthwart), «• U- LlJfT 1 +
White.] White as lint or flax; flaxen.

»794 Bcilns 'Xotv nature deeds \ Lassie wi* the lint-

white locks. 1866 Miss Mulocic Noble Life viii. t48 AVith

. the sun shining on the lint-white hair.

LION.

+ Iii'ntworm. Obs. [a. MUG. lintwurm
dragon.] ? A figure of a dragon.
1423 Rolls o/Parlt. I V. 2j8 Inventory Jewels ofHen. V,

Ung Lyntworme dor ovec t Crois. /bid. 219 Item, tit

Lyntewormes.
Xjinty, sb. : see Lintie.

Iiinty li'nti), 0. [f. Lint* + -yL] fa- Resem-
bling lint ; soft like flax or lint (in quol. jig.).

1
b. Full of lint or fluff.

.

1607 Midolkton Pha-nix 11. iit. F 2, One good bang
vppon a Buckler would make moste of our Gentlemen flye

j

a peeces, tis not for these lintie times. 1705 N. Tatk tr.

Coivtey's Plants v. (1 7 2 1 ) 792 To see such Kernels such strong

Armour wear ; First with a linty Wad wrapt close about,
(Useful to keep green Wounds from gushing out). 1889

! Gordon Sta bles Dog Chimcrs\ Kennel Comp. v. § 4. 54 M ix*

ture of about two-thirds hardish hair and one-third linty.

1891 Bazaar 20 Feb. 261/3 Swansdown . . is better than cot*

ton-wool, because it is not so linty.

|| Linnm (larnznn). Bot. [mod.L. use of L.
' Ifnttm flax, Line sb?\ A genus of plants (N.O.

Linacete) of which flax is a well known example.

In popular use, applied to lhe ornamental species

of this genus.
*867 Lady Herbert Cradle L. v. 138 The hillsides [on the

J

road to Bcthell were covered with the most lovely spring
flowers ; dwarf irises, the delicate pink linum [etcj. 1882

j
Garden 3 June 385/3 Linums have stood the past winter
better than heretofore.

Linx, obs. pi. Link sb. ; obs. form of Lynx.
Itiny, liney (larni), a. [f. Line sb.% + -\ 1.]

1. 01 the nature of or resembling a line or streak,

thin, meagre.
1807 Opie in Led. Paint. (Bohn 1848) 254 Somewhat that

is stiff, crude, 'liney', and harsh in respect to anatomy.
1826 Miss Miteoro Village Ser. 11. 207 The narrow liny

clouds, which a few minutes ago lay like soft vapoury streaks

along the horizon. 1830 Eraser's Mag. 1. 146 The archi-

traves .. are cut away, and made to look weak and liny.

1855 Ecdesiologist XVI. 365 It looks thin, 'liney', and
attenuated. 1874 T. Hardv Farfr. A/adding Croxitt viii.

Shaping their eyes long and liny, partly because of the light.

2. Full of lines, marked with lines.

18 17 Keats Sleep % Poetry 364 Then there rose to view a

fane Of liny marble. 1835 T. Walker Original vi. (1887*

65 The brooding affections of the mind .. make the counte-

nance fallen, pale, and liny. 1849 Ruskin Sev. Lampi hi.

§ 22. 90 The leaf being . . rendered liny by bold markings
of its ribs. 187a Routtedge's Ex\ Boy's A nn. 356/2 To give

the grounding a liney appearance.

Lion Jai'on), sb. Forms r a. 1 16a, lfo, 16o, 3
leo, $0rm. le {genitive leness, leoness, leunessu

0. 3 leun e, lynn, 3-4 leoun, liun'e, 3-5 leon,

3-8 lyon, 4 leone, lyen, 4-6 ly-, lione, lioun, 5
lyown, lywn, 5-6 lyovm e, 6 lionne, 3- lion.

[The mod. form represents an adoption (first ap-

pearing c 1 200) of AF. Hun (F. lion),* Com. Rom.
word =Pr. leo, Sp. leon, Pg. leao, It. Icont, lione

L. lednem, nom. leo, a. Gr. AeW (stem \tovT-, perh.

altered from an earlier *\tfov-). The Gr. wor*d

was perh. adopted from some foreign lang. ; a note-

worthy similarity of sound is presented by Ileb.

* ayy) tdbi lion (pi. l*bcCirn), also occurring in the

sense * lioness* with lhe vocalization Pbiyya; cf.

also Egyptian labai, lawai lioness. The synony-

mous Gr. Ais (cf. Heb. trb layish) is not etymo-

logically connected.

Before the adoption of the Fr. word, English

possessed forms directly representing the Latin leo,

lednem. The word was used, with difference of

gender and inflexion, both for
4 lion * and 4

lioness \
the L. letrna not having been adopted. Owing to

the two-fold form of the L. word in the nom. and

the oblique case, the declension in OE. is irregular

and variable. The recorded forms are : nom. sing.

Uo (Anglian l/a), gen. sing, tton (Northumb. masc.

Uas) t dat. sing. Icon, leone, Uonan, acc. sing. Uon
(fem. also leo), nom., acu. pL Uon, gen. pL lebna,

dat. pi. leoum, Horn, Uonnm.
The L. word has been adopt«J into all the Tent. langs.

:

cf.OFris. la-joa, MDu. lewa*,lrive{DvLterMv)%
OHG. Uroo,

IHw, loftsoo, Ho (M HO. tewe, ten, niod.G. lJu-e, leu), ON.
Ie4n t U6h (M Sw. leon. S w. tejout Da. tjve Trom Ger ). From

, Gr. or L, but in «*>me cases through Teut.as the immediate

!
source, are the forms in the I5altc-5>lavic lang*. : Lith. terras,

liutas, Lettish lanvas, OS1. fatf, Russ. .lein*, Polish lev,,

I

Czech lev.\

1. A large carnivorous quadrnped, Felis leo, now
found native only in Africa and southern Asia, of

a lawny or yellowish brown colour, and having a

tnfted tail. The male ii distinguished by a flowing

shaggy mane. (The Maneless Lion of Gnjerat is

a recognized Asiatic variety with only a slight

> mane.) It is very powerful, and has a noble and

impressive appearance; whence it is sometimes

called ' the king of beasts \ In early use the name
was applied to both sexes; from the 13th c. the

derivative Lioxess has been used for the female.

The young are now commonly called * lion's cubs
*

; the

older designation * lion's tt/help ' survives in rhetorical

applications owing to its use in the Eible.

<u c 825 Vesp. Psalter vii. 3 Dyies arfre ^eshecce swe swe

lea sawle mine, c 893 K. AIlfrF-D Oros. til. xL % 3 Seo leo

, bringS his hungrejum hwelptun hwact to etanne. c 1000



LION, 323 LION.
Sax. Lecchd. I. 364 Da be scinlac browien etan leonflaesc.
c 1050 Voc. in Wr.AViilcker 438/22 Leo, !io. c woo Ormim
5831 And tatt wass rihht tatt le wass sett Onngam batt
Goddspellwrihhte, .. Forr lencss whellp paer bajr itt iss

Whellpedd, tajr lip itt stille pre dashess. Ibid. 6026 J?alt

dcor putt wass i leoness like, c 1205 Lav, 28064 pa com an
guldene leo liften oner dime, c 13*3 in Pel. Ant. I. 125
Gentil ich wes ant freo Wildore then the leo.

0. <riaoo Vices «r Virtues (1888) 139 De lyon 5e gad
abuten be dier hem to forswole3en. <:i205 Lay. 4085 He
Ii35e ?eon beos leoden suich hit an liun were [c 1275 a
lion], a 1225 Juliana 33 Daniel bimong be wode linns.
a 1300 Cursor A/. 690 Als lambe him lai |>e leon mild, c 1330
R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 11255 (Pelyt MS.) I Ikon
proudere ban be lion. ^1386 Chaucer /Cut's T. 798 Tho
myghtest wene that this Patamon In his fightyng were a
wood leon. 1390 Gower Con/. 1 1 L 74 As leon is the king of
bestes. 14 13 Filer. Sonde (Ca.xton 1483) 11. xlv. 51 Somme
hadden Iongc holted clawes, lyke as they had ben lyons.
c 1470 Henry Wallace 11. 113 Thus Wallace ferd als fers as
a lyoun. 1536 Pilgr. Perf(Vl. de W. 153 1) 129 Rauenyngc
woluesor ranipynge lyons. a 1548 Hall Chron., Kick. HI,
54 b, We musj.. fight together like lions, and feare not to
dye together lyke men. 1671 M ilton P. R. 1. 313 The Lion
and fierce Tiger glar'd aloof, a 1687 Waller Summer /si.

11. 16 They roar 'd like Lions caught in toyles, and rag'd.

1727-38 Gay Fables 11. i.x. 73 The Lion is (beyond dispute)
Allow'd the most majestic brute. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIV.
32/2 The Maneless Lion of Giucrat 1859 FitzGerald tr.

Omar xvii. (1899) 74 They say the Lion and the Lizard keep
The Courts where Jamshyd gloried and drank deep.

b. Extended to other animals of the genus Felts.

American mountain lion, the puma or cougar.
1630 New-England's Plantation (1835) 8 For Beasts there

are some Bears, and they say some Lyons also ; for they
haue been seenat Cape Anne. 1649 Per/. Dcscr. Virginia
17 [List of native beasts] Lyons, Beares, Leopards, Kikes.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. 1,1824) 1. 431 The Puma, which has
received the name of the American Lion.

c. Applied ironically (usually with qualification)

to certain weak or timid animals : t Lion of Cots-

wold, f Cotswold lion (also Sc. Lammennoor lion),

a sheep; Essex or Kumford //<w,aealf. Sec also

quots. 1825, 1 82 7.

'537) a *553» a J6ia Jsce Cotswold]. 1546 J. Hevwood
Fro-o. (1867) 36 She is as fierce, as a Lyon of Cotsolde.
1678 Ray Proverbs 307 As valiant as an Essex lion, i. e. a
calf. 1699 T. Brown Wks. (1720) 1. 216 That Prodigy of a
Man that . . so dexterously mimick'd the Harmony of the
Essex Lions, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crctv, Rnmford~
Lyon

y a Calf. 1721 Kelly Sc. Proz 1
. 380 You look like a

Lamennoor Lyon. 1825 C. M. West macott Eng. Spy 1. 156
I'll thank you for a cut out of the back of that lion,

tittered a man opposite. With all the natural timidity of
the hare whom he thus particularised, I was proceeding to
help him [etc]. 1827 Lvtton Pelham xxxix. (1849) 101 ' A
lion is a hare, sir.' * What !' 'Yes, sir, it is a hare!—but
we call it a lion, because of the Game Laws.'

2. Proverbial and allusive phrases, a. Proverbs
(chiefly referring to the strength or ferocity of the

lion), b. A lion in the way (or path) : after Prov.
xxvi. 13, applied to a danger or obstacle, esp. an
imaginary one. C. The lions mouth : taken as

a type of a place of great peril. (Cf. Ps. xxii. 21,

2 Tim. iv. 17.) Similarly, /;/ the lio/is paws. d.
The lions share : the largest or principal portion,

e. The liotCs skin occurs chiefly with reference to

the fable of the ass that clothed himself in the skin

of a Hon. (See also qnots.) f. The lion sprovider \

= Jackal, lit. andfig. g. To twist the HotCs tail :

freq. in journalistic use with reference to foreign

insults to, or encroachments on the rights of, Great
Britain (cf. 5 c).

a. 1382 Wyclif Ecct. \x. 4 Betere is a quyc dogge thanne
a leoun dead, c 1386 Chaucek Sqr.'s T. 483 As by the whelp
chasted is the leon {cf. K. battrc le chicn devant le lion],— Wife's Prol. 692 Who peyntcd the leon, tel me who?
ISee note, ed. Skeat.] 1395 Shaks. John it. i. 138 You
are the Hare of whom the Prouerb goes Whose valour
plucks dead Lyons by the beard. 1640 Howell Dodonas
G. 10 Like the moneth of March, which enlreth like a Lion,
but goeth out like a Lamb. 1655 Fuller Ch. /iist. vi.

it. 291 As the Proverb sailh, The Lion is not so fierce as
he is painted. 1749 (see Bearo v. 3]. 1808 Scott Alarm.
vi. xiv, And dar st tbou then To beard the lion in his den,
The Douglas in his hall ?

b. 1641 Milton Reform, n. Wks. (1847) 18/1 They fear'd
not the bug-bear danger nor the Lyon in the way that the
sluggish and timorous Politician thinks he sees. 1647
Clarendon Hist. Reb. vi. § 342 There be both Mountains,
and Lyons in the way. 1868 Bright SJ>. Ireland 1 Apr.,
You have always, .lions in the path. 1869 Tennyson Holy
Grail 643, I have been the sluggard, and I ride apace, For
now there is a Hon in the way.
C. a 1*25 St. Alarher. 7 Leose me lauerd ut of )«e Hunes

muS. i6oi Dent Paihn*. Heaven 62 What doth hee else,

but (as it were) put his finger into the Lions mouth. 1629
Capt. Smith True Trav. xx. (Arb.) 878 But Merham, the
old fox, seeing himselfe in the lions pawes, sprung his
loufe. 1726 Cavaluer A/em. iv. 289 He woud not lay
down his Arms, saying it was better to die, than to run
into the Lion's Mouth. 1856 Kmerson Eng. Traits, Truth
Wks. (Boh n) II, s4 In the power of saying rude truth,

sometimes in the lion's mouth, no men surpass them.
d. 1790 Bi-rke Frf Rev. Wks. V. 252 Nor when they

were in partnership with the fanner . . have I heard that
they had taken the lion's share. 1836 Sir H. Taylor
Statesman xxii. 155 Always. . ready to take the lion's

share of responsibility and lahour. 1865 Lowell Wks.
(1890) V. 251 Attacking a government which they knew only
by their lion's share in its offices. 1872 Punch 22 June
253/1 The art of finding a rich friend to make a tour with
Von in autumn, and of leaving hini to bear the lion's share
of the expenses.

e. t.1484 Caxton Fables ofAuian (1889) 219 The fourthe
fable is of the asse, and of the skynne of the Lyon.] 1399
Shaks. Hen. V, iv. iii. 93 The man that once did sell the
Lyons skin While the beast Iiu'd, was kill'd with hunting
htm. 161 1 Cotgk. s.v. Lion, liny cut iamais bon inarehe'
tiepeaux de lions, . . a Lyons skinne was neucr bought good
cheape, 1636 Massinger Gt. Die. Florence v. i. Reason
assured me It was not safe to shave a lion's skin. 1700
Tyrrell Hist. Eng. II. 847 When the Lyon's Skin alone
would not serve turn, he knew how to make it out with
that of the Fox. 1711 [see Ass sb. 1 c].

1'. 1774 Goldsm. Hist. Earth II. 322 This has given rise
to the report of the jackaH's being the lion's provider.
1808 Scott Let. to W. Gifford 25 Oct. in Lockhart, If

I

you^ will accept of my services as a sort of jackal or
lion's provider. 1823 Byron Jitan tx. xxvii, The poor
jackals . . (As being the brave lion's keen pro\iders). 1831
Carlyle Sart. Res. (1858) 14 Old Lieschen. .was his. .cook,
errand-maid, and general lion's-provider.

3-Ar
-

(chiefly after biblical usage : cf. Kcv. v. 5).
a. Taken (in a good sense) as the type of one
who is strong, courageous, or fiercely brave.
The Lion of the North, Gu>tavus Adolphus.
cjijS Lamb. Horn. 131 j?a sirtonge !eo bet wes bes

j

liui5endes godes suae. (1297 R. CiLOl'C (Rolls) 93S4 Is
\ moub is as a Icon, is hcrte am as an hare.] c 1325 Poem
\

Times Ed~.v. //, 252 in Pol. Songs (Camden) 334 Nu ben
theih liouns in halle, and hares in the feld. c 1470 IIkn'rv
Wallace vtii. 1225 At the pahoun, quhar thai the lyoun
[sc. Wallace! saw. 1579-80 North Plutarch, Comj>. /.ys.

«y Sylla (1595) 522 Lyons at home, and Foxes abroade. 1589
(see Lamb sb. 2 bl. 1590 Si'ENSiii? F.Q. 1. iii. 7 He, my Lyon,
and my noble Lord. 1599 Kyd Sol. Fers. ti. 61 Wks.
(iooi) 167 Knglish Archers. .Lclippcd Lyons of the Westemc
worlde. 1607 Shaks. Cor. \. \. 239 He is a Lion That I am
proud to hunt. 1632 Lmiigow Trav, 504 The Lyon ..

whose Sire, was surnam'd Dowglas. 1842 /'entty Cyel.
XXI II. 396*1 The campaigns, .of the Lion of the North,
till his fall in the moment of triumph at Lutzen. 1863
Woolnkr My IkautiJid Lady 132 The manliest, and king
of English kings, The lion Cromwell, in his dress of war.

b. In a bad sense : A fiercely cruel, tyrannical
or 'devouring

1

creature or person.
Partly after biblical uses: cf. Ps. xxxiv. 17, Hi. 4. 1 Pet.

j

v. 8, etc.

a 122$ St. Alarher. 6 Ant tit grish\he gia bu Inhere liun
bio" godd. a 1223 A)ur. A*. 120 Wummone wroiS is vuluene,

moil wro5 is wulf, oder leun. 1340 Ayenb. 17 Prede
is king of wyckede beawes. lly is be lioun bet al nor/uelb.

1389 I'UTTKNtiAAt Eng. Pocsic hi. xxiv. (Arb.) 299 A Lyon
among sheepe and a sheepe among Lyons. 1683 Tkvon
Way to Health xiv. U697) 273 All such as would have the
bestial, savage Nature strt.ngthcn'd .. , and have a mind to
be Lions and Devils to their own kind. 1832 II. Bi.tnt
Hist. I'anl ied. 2) I. 40 That the lion had become a lamb,
that the persecutor was now a humble and inquiring believer.

I f c. (Sec quot.) Obs.

1713 Addison Guardian No. 71 "» 2 We polite men of the
town give the name of a lion to any one that is a gieat
man's spy. /bid. r 7 A lion, cr a master-spy, hath seVct.d

J

jack-calls under him.

4. //. Things of note, celebrity, or curiosity (in

I a town, etc.); sights worth seeing: esp. in pbr. to

see, or show, the lions, fin early use, to have seen

the lions often meant to have had experience of life.

This use of the word is derived from the practice of taking
visitors to see the lions which used to be kept in tne Tower
of London. See the introductory quots.

[1629 Capt. Smith True Trav. xviii. (Arb.) 872 After, one
Master John Hull. with divers of his friends, went^ to see

the Lyons [in the Tower). 1731 Fillding Lottery iii. Wks.
1882 VIII, 480, I must see all the curiosities; the Tower,
the lions, and Bedlam, and the court, and the opera. 1806-7

J. Blresford Aliseries Hum. Life (182G) vn. Ixviii, Escorting
two or three coaches full of country-cousins . . to the Lions,

the Wax-work, the Monument, &c.J
1590-GRfcENE Neucr too Late (1600) 34 Francesco was no

other but a meere nouice, and that so newly, that to vse the

olde prouerhe, he had scarce seene the Lions. 1600 IL Jon*
son Cynthia's Rev. v. ii. Wks. 16 1 6 I. 242 A mo. Vou come
not to giue vs the scorne, Monsieur? Alcr. Nor to be

[

frighted with a face,Signior ! I haue seene the lyons. 1622

J. "Taylor ^Water-P.) Watcr-Cormovant Wks. 1630 tit. 5
\

Some say [of a Drunkard] hee's bewitcht, or scratcht, or

blinde,. .Or seene the Lyons, or his nose is dirty. 1770JKNMCR 1

Placid A/an (1773) I. 119 It made no inconsiderable figure .

amongst the Lions of Hath. 1782 Mad. D'Akblay Cecilia
\

1. viii, Mr. Monckton . . asked Morrice why he did not shew
the lyons. 179a T. Twining Recr. <y Stud. (1882) 157, I

suppose the lions of Nottingham are public, accessible lions,

and require no interest to get sight of. 1809 Malkin Gil

Bias v. i. r 6 The churches were the best lions we met with

in our way. 1810 Scott Let. to J. B. S. A/orritt 9 Aug.
in Lockhart, The cavern at S tafia . . is one of the few

lions which completely maintain an extended reputation.

1840 Hood Up Rhine 96 The rest of the day was spent in

seeing the Lions—and first the Cathedral. 1859 Jepiison

Brittany viii. 123 He was polite . . and showed the lions

very good-naturedly. 1864 'C. Bede ' in Loud. Soc. VI.

27/1 That celebrated collection oflions ofwhich hisUnivcrsity

can show so complete a menagerie in her College Halls,

Bodleian [etc.].

b. Hence : A person of note or celebrity who is

much sought after.

1715 Lady M. W. Montagu Town Eclogues, Tuesday,

Fops of all kinds, to see the Lion, run; The beauties slay

till the first act's begun. 1774 Mad. D'Arblay Early Diary
(1889)1. 311 The present Lyon of the times, according to the

author of 4 (he Placid Man's
1

term, is Omy, the native of

Otahcite. 1815 Lady Granville Lett. (1894) I. 67 (Al a

ball.] The King of Prussia is the only Royal Hon. 1838

Lytton Alice vt. i, The literary lion who likes to be pelted.

1850 Thackeray Contrib. to Punch Wks. 1886 XXIV. 251

What is a lion ? A lion is a man or woman one must have

at one's parties. 1889 T. A. Troli.oi'E What / remember
III. 131 Longfellow, .largely paid the poet's penalty of being

made the lion of all the drawing rooms.

j + c. Oxford slang. A visitor to Oxford. ? Obs.
1785 Grose Diet. Vulgar Tongue, Lion . . a name given by

the gownsmen of Oxford, to inhabitants or visitors. 1785
I R. Cumberland Observer No. 95 P 4, I did not excel in

I
any of my academical exercises, save that of circuinambu-

|

lating the colleges and public buildings with strangers . . ;

in this branch of learning I gained such general reputation
as to be honoured with the title of i< teper ofthe Lions.
1807 SoUTHf-Y Espric/la's Lett. II. xxxii. 60 (The young
student] had abstained from visiting many things himself,
till he should have a lion to take with him. 1818 T. Waki,
Strictures Charae. Barristers (ed. 2) 45 To the amusement
of the Nobility and Gentry visiting Oxford, the latter of
whom are known by the University men by the appella-
tion of Lions and Lioness's, when observed in the streets
with an Oxford Guide in their hand, or gaping about,

f d. (Sec quot.) Obs.

1785 G. A. LhLLAMv Apol. II. 68 Just under him, in the
pit, sat a lion [Footnote, A term at that time in vogue for a
cit],

5. An image or picture of a lion. (A favourite
sign for inns and taverns: usually AW, White,

1 Golden, etc. Lion.)
' ?/i 136G Chaucer Rom. Rose 894 V-pain tec! al..with
j

briddes, libardes, and lyouns. ^1400 Mavndkv. (1839)
iii. 86 Lyouns of Gold. 1487 Will in Paston Lett.

111. 464 An hanging bed, with a lyon thereupon. 1534
iu W. H. Turner Select. Ree. Oxford 118 Ye nmrke
which ye Mayor .. had striken in ye .. butchers wayles...
which marke was ye lyon and crowne. 1562 iu Wekh
Tower Bridge (1894) 83 To one that brought home a lyone
blowcn downe upon London Kridge, 4*/. 1564 78 Hltlmn
Dial. agsf. Pest. {1888) 18 Bearyng upon hi.s breast a white
Lion. 161 1 Coryat Crudities 11776) I. 2^7 A gieat ted

j

flagge . . with the winged Lyon made in ii in gold. 1745
P. T110MAS Jritl. Ansofs Voy. 21 The Lion was very

I

loose, and would cettainly have been lost but fur., two
strong Supporters .. fix'd from the Ship\s Uows to secure
him. 1838 Alttrrays /land-Ik. N. Germ. 376 A colo^.i!
lion, of ca*t iron. 1855 Tennyson Daisy 5 5 Porch-pilbrs
on the lion testing, And sombre, old, colonnaded aisles.

b. spec, in Her.
c 1320 Sir Tristr. io.jo Wib alaunce.. lie smot him in

)>e lyoun, And Itistmu, .. Uar him burch he dragutin In be
scheld. e 1400 i^cstr. i'roy 5927 Thrc lions the lord hare

1 all of light goulis. 1449 Pol. Poems \ Rolls) II. 222 'I he
White Lioun [i.e. the Duke of Norfolk] is lcyde to sltpc.

1591 Siiaks. 1 //en. 17, i. v. 28 H;irk, countrymen ! either
renew the light, Or tear the lions out of England's coat.

1596 Palrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. S.ot. v. 265 The Lioni-,,

quhilkcs the kingis of .Scotis weiris in thair amies. 1805
Scott Last H/iustr. tv. xxiii, The lion argent decked his
breast. 1813 Genii. Alag. LXXXIII. 37/2 \\ iih supporters
(lion and unicorn I of the Royal arms. 1868 CYss\ns Her.
vi. U8S2) 84 Three Lions passant-guard. int in pale or, on
a field gules, constitute the Arms of Fngland.

c. British IJon, the lion as the national emblem
of Great Britain ; hence often used fig. for the

British nation. Similarly Scottish lion.

1687 T)rvi>l.n Hind \ P' -8g Such mercy from ihc

British Lyon (lows. 1796 Rurke Regie. Peaie iii. Wks.
VIII. 293 He would no longer amuse the liriti^h Lion in

i the chaee of mice and rats, 1806 Naval Chron. XV. =,

j

1

Kach [of the seamen] appeared a true-bred cub of the

British Lion. 1849 W. K» Avrous Lays Sc. Cai'al.. Heart
Bruce x.w, We'll let the Scottish lion loose Within the

fields of Spain ! 1853 Lytton A/y Novel x\\. x.w. IV. 171
The British Lion is aroused ! 1859 Thackrhay Virgin.
Ixiv, The Biitish Lion, or any other Hon. c;mnot always
have a worthy enemy to combat, or a battle royal to deliver.

6. a. A gold coin current in Scotland down
to the reign of James VI. b. A Scottish copi'er

coin = 1 1 AKDHFAi) -. Ohs. exc. Hist.

1431 Sc. Acts Jas. // (1814) IL 40/1 Item bl bare be

strikyn ane new penny of golde callit a lyon w* be prcnt
of be lyon on be ta side & the ymage of Sanct Andro on
be tober side. ..And bat be said new lyon ..sail ryn for

xjs, vWjd. of the said new mone. a 1557 Diurn. Ocutrr.
(Bannatyne Club) 344 Lyounis vtherwayes callit hardheidis.

rti57» Knox Hist. Ref Wks. 1846 I. 365 iMS. G) Oaylie
thair was suche numbers of Lions \alias called HardheicL)
prented, that [etc.], 1899 Grueber Handbk. Coins Gt. Brit.

<$• /ret. 169, 184.

7. The constellation and zodiacal sign Leo. Also
Little /Jon: the constellation Leo Minor.
c 1386 Chaucer Frankl. T. 330 Next al this opposicion

Which in the signe shal be of the leon. 1509 H \wi->>

Past. Pleas, xliv. (Percy Soc. 216 Out of the Lyon to cuter

the Vyrgyne. 1697 Creech Afaniliusu. 44 The Lion.. The
squeezing Crab, and stinging Scorpion. 1868 Lockyi-.k

Guillcmin's Heavens (ed. 3) 526 To conclude our examina-
tion of the constellations visible on the 22nd of March at

midnight, we must notice.. the Little Lion above the Lion.

f 8. Lion of the sea : a. ? A kind of lobster (cf.

Y. lion de mer). b. =Sea-lion\ Ohs.

1398 F.puiario G iij b, To dresse the fish called the Lion
of the sea. 1772 Ann. Reg. 92/1 These sea-wolves, which
he calls lions.

f 9. Alchemy. Green lion : a ' spirit ' of great

transmuting power, supposed to be produced by

certain processes in alchemy; sometimes identified

with the 'philosophical mercury '. Obs.

1471 Ripley Comp. Alch. Kecapitnlation in Ashmole
Thcatr. Chem. Brit. (1652) 188 The Spottyd Panther wyth
the Lyon greene. 13 • A. Anorewes (title) Hunting of the

Greene Lyon ibid. 278. 1593 G. Harvly Pierce's Super.
Wks. (Grosart) II. 69 He would seeme to haue the Green
Lion and the flying Kagle in a box. 1605 Timme Qucrsit.

1. xiii. 53 A greene sharpe spirit. . . This is that greene lyon

which Rypley commendeth so much. 1610 B. Jon.su.v

Alch. 11. ii, Your generall colours, sir, Of the pale citron,

the greene lyon, the crow, The peacocks taile.

10. attrib. and Comb.: a. simple attrib.,as lion-

colourr cub, -kindj -lair, -skin, -zvhelp; b. objective,

il-2



LION.

as lion-keeper, -stalking, -tamer, -laming; c. simt-

lativc, as lion-bold, -sick adjs. (»ee also 12) ;

d. parasynthetic, as lion-footed, -headed, -hued,

-maned, -mettled, -thoughted adjs. ; e. instrumental

,

as lion-guarded, -haled* -haunted adjs.

1669 Stl bmy Mariner's Mag. 1. ii. 21 Wiscmen stout, and
stung, grow * Lion-bold. 1531-z Act 5 & 6 Kdu\ VI, c. 6

§ 23 Anye other color or colors then. .*lyon color niotteley or
iren grey. 1662 Mkkretf tr. Nerfs Art 0/ Glass xlii, In
the bottom there will remain a Lion colour. 1727 Gay Fables
1. xix. 13-14 A *Lyon-cuh, of sordid mind, Avoided all the
lyon-kind. 1610 Heai.ky.S7. Aug. Citie o/God6S6 Ausonins

makes her [i.e. the Sphynx) . .*Lyon-footcd. 1898 J. David-
sdn Last Ballad etc. (1899* 149 The trader and the usurer
JJave passed the *lion-guarded door. 1871 R. Ellis tr.

Catullus Ixiii. 76 Cybele, the thong relaxing from a *Hon«
haled yoke. 1870 Mokkis Earthly Par. 111. IV. 239 'I he
*lion-haunted woods. 1864 I'usey Led. Daniel iii. 115 The
human-headed lions and bulls, and perhaps conversely, the
*lion-headed men were religious, not political symbols at all.

1591 Pkkcivall Sp. Diet., Leonado, Mion hued, /uluns,
a 1843 South ky Comm.-pi. t!k. Ser. 11. 645 If one of these
lions enraged is going to assail the spectators, the ^ion-
keepers hold under his nose the confiture of Gazelles' meal
[etc.], 1711 Shaftksu. Charac.[i-jrf) II. 188 Representations
of human victorys over the *lion-kind. 17*7 [see lion-cub],

i860 Pusey Min. Profih. 361 Nineveh was still one vast *liou-
Iair. 1851 H. Melviu.k Whale lxxxvii. 428 The *lion-
maned buffaloes of the West. 1605 Shaks. Mad*, iv. i. 90
He *Lyon mctled, proud. 1606 — Tr. Cr. 11. iii. 93

jHe is not sicke. A/a. Yes, *Lyon sicke, sicke of proud
|

heart. 1805 South hy Ballads «y Mctr. Talcs Poet. Wks.
VI. 267 He could have swallowed Hercules, Club, *lion-
skin,and all. 1890 ' Rolf Boi.drkwoou Mfitters Right xliv,
We are graciously permitted . .to try a little *lion-stalking
in Algeria. 1798 SoriiEUY tr. H'ietatuCs Oberon v. viii,

O'er ine the * lion-tamer holds his hand. 1820 Keats I

Hyperion it. 68 Tiger passion'd, *lion-lhoughted, wroth.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter ciii. 22 "Lyoun whelpes . .seke fra god
mete vnto pa. 14.. Wyclifs Gen. xlix. 9 (M.S. S.) Judas
a lyoun whelp. 1864 Tennyson En. Ard. 98 The portal-
warding lion-whelp, And peacock-yewtree of the lonely Hall.

11. Special comb. : lion-ant, the same as ant-
lion

; f lion-cat, an Angora cat ; t lion-cudweed,
the Edelweiss (see lions foot in b)

; lion-dog
[after F. chien-lion (Btiffbn)], a variety of clog

having a flowing mane ; lion -dollar (see Dollak 5')

:

lion-dragon, a heraldic beast having the fore-part
like a Hon and the hind part like a wyvern ; lion
forceps (see quot); lion-hunter, one who hunts
lions; one who is given to lionizing celebrities;

lion-hunting, the action of a lion-hunlcr, ///. and
fig. (in quol. f filing hi quest of the * lions' of a

j

place) ; t lion-leopard (K. lion tioparde), a lion

passant guardant; * Leopard 3 b
;

lion-lizard,
the basilisk, its crest being compared to a lion's

mane; lion-monkey, the marikina or silky mar-
;

mo.-ct; fliou noble~6a; lion-poisson Ucr. [K.
poisson fish] (sec quot. 1S6S); lion-showJocular,
a gathering of ' lions ' or celebrities ; lion-skinned
a., clothed in a lion's skin,fg. with allusion to the
ass in the fable ;cf. 2 e) ; f lion-string, some kind
of siring for musical instruments ; lion-tailed
baboon, monk<y, the wanderoo (Alacacus sitcuus)

;

lion-tawny a., of the lawny colour characteristic

of lions ; also sb.
; lion-tiger, used all? ib. of a

cub bred between a lion and a tiger.

1774 Goldsm. A*/, /list. (1776) VII. 323 Of the Kormica
Leo, or *Lion-Am. 1845 Darwin Voy. Nat. .vi*. (185?) 442
note, This Australian pit-fall was only about half the size of
lhat made by the European lion-ant. 1774 Gocns.M. Nat.

|

Hist. (1862) I. tv. i. 359 The 'Hon cat; or as others more
properly term it, the tat of Angora. 1597 Gkrardk Herbal

j

11. evev. § io. 517 Leontofiodinm sine Pes Leoninns, *Lion
1

Cudweede. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1824) II. i. 9 The ,

*Lion Dug greatly re?>embles lhat animal, in miniature.from !

whence U takes the name. 1845 Vouatt Dog 50 The Lion
Dog. .The origin of this breed is not known ; it is, perhaps, an
intermediate one between the Maltese and the Turkish dog.
1697 I 'irginia St. Papers (i 875) 1. 52 Dollers, comonly called

|

''Lyon or Dog Dollers, have no valine ascertained whereby
j

they may pass currantly amongst the inhabitants of this
County. 1610 Guillim Heraldry in. xxvi. 183 *Lions-
dragons, Lion*- Poisons, and whalsoeuerother double shaped
animall of any two .. of the kinds before handled. 1864
P. H01.MK Syst. Surg. IV. 1045 The ' *lion forceps' of Fcr-
gusson ..is a strong straight forceps provided with two
sets of teeth .. by which it obtains a firm hold on a bone.
1839 Penny Cyel. XIV. 32/1 (art. Lion) The dangers and
hair-breadth escapes of the *lion-hunters. 1840 Carlyik
Heroes (1858) 330 These Lion-hunters were the ruin
and death of Bums. fCf. the name ' Mrs. Leo Hunter' in
Dickens Pickwick (1837).] 1878 Atheweum 19 Jan. 81/2
Keats, the obscure medical student, who died before a
single lion-hunter had found him out. 1770 Jenner
Placid Man (1773) I. 120 "Lion-hunting . . being ihe whole
end and design of travelling. 1612 Sf.lden Notes on Dray-
ton's Poly-old. xi. 182 Being blazon 'd in Hierom de liara,
and other French heralds, * Lion-Leopards. 1707 Funnell
Voy. ii. 35 A large sort of Lizard called a *Lion-lizard. 1738
Morti.mkr in Phil. Trans.XL. 347 Lacertus griseus. The
Lion Lizard. 1803 Sarrett New Pict. Lond. 1 15 In one of
the glass cases is a beautiful *lion-monkey. 1586 Min.
Privy C. 10 Dec in Bums Coinage Scot. (1887) II. 389
*Lyoun noblis. 1887 15urns ibid. 388 Lion nobles or Scot-
tish angels. 1610 * Lion-Poisons [see lion-dragon\. 1868
Ccssans Her. vi. (1882) 101 The Lion-poisson, or Sea-lion,
which has the head and shoulders of a Lion, with fins for
paws, and the nenved tail of a Fish for a body. 1839 Lock-
hart Scott (1869) 111. xix. 186 note, Mr. Coleridge's own
stately account of this *lion-show in Grosvcnor Street.
1768-74 Tlcklk Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 596 Hail, glorious

324

Liberty !. .*Lion-skinned Freethinking, safe affector of thy
bravery, .claims to be the sole gatherer up of thy spoils.

1659 Howell Vocab. 1. Sig. Y yyyyyy, wire strings, gut
strings, venice catlings, nimikins, *Lion strings ; Diverse
sorti di corde. 1781 Pennant Quadrupeds f. 183 * Lion-
tailed Baboon. Ibid. Plate xxii, Lion tailed Monky. 1893
Lyoekker Roy. Nat. Hist. 1. 113 The Lion-Tailed Monkey
\Mt\cacussilenus^. .These monkeys inhabit the Malabar,or
Western, Coast of India. 1573 Art 0/ Limming 8 If you
mingle redde Lead and Masticot together, you shal have
thereofa *Lyon tawney. x6n Cotgr.,Z ionnin..

y
ofa Lyon-

tawnie colour. 1885 Button Arab. Nts. (1886) 1. Foreword 7
The boundless waste of lion-tawny clays and gazelle-brown
gravels. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 35/1 *Lion-Tiger Cubs.

b. Combinations with lion's (mostly plant-

names) : t lion's claw, (a) Black Hellebore,
Helleboms niger; (b) a kind of oyster ; lion's ear,

'a common name in the,Andes for some species of
Culcitiu/u; also Espeldia and Leonolis

y
(Treas.

Hot. i860); lion's foot, (a) Lady's Mantle, Al-
cliem ilia vulgaris

; (/>) Black Hellebore; (c) the

genus Leontopodiurn, esp. Z. alpinum, the Edel-
weiss; lion's heart, a plant of the U.S., Pliysostegia

virginiana; lion's leaf, any plant of the genus
J.eontue, esp. L. Leontopetalum ; lion's leap,
an acrobatic leap or somersault ; cf. >\ sault

du lion (Cotgr.) ; lion's mouth, a name for

Antirrhinum, majus; lion's paw — lion s fool;
lion's snap = lion's month', lion's tail, (a)

the plant Leonotis Jxonurtts, from the supposed
resemblance of the inflorescence to tbc tuft of a
lion's tail; (It) Motherwort, Leonurns Cardiaca;
lion's tooth or teeth, the Dandelion; f lion's

turnip, = lions leaf.

1611 Cotgu. s-v. fAon, Paftede lion, *Lyonsclaw, Setter-
wort, Setteryrasse, bastard blai.ke EUehore. 1759 Mrs. Dk-
LAMiy in Life $ Corr. (1861) 11 1. 560 Kind of oysters called
the lion's claw. 1833 Hootii Analyt. Dut. 261 Leonotis,
* Lion's ear. ciooo Sax. Leechd. I. 98 Deos wyrt be man
pedem leonis, & oSrnm naman *leon-fot nemneS. 1538
Turner Libellns, Lyons fole, Elleboruni nigrum. 1611
Cotgr., A Ichiuiille, Lionsfoot, Indies mantle, great Sanicle.

1843 A. Woon Class- l'>k. Pot. 282 Pliysostegia Virginiana.. .

A beautiful plant native in Penn. and southward. . .^Lion's
heart. 1597 C*»krarue Herbal it. iv. § 4. 182 Plinie doth
call it alsoLeontopetalon, Apuleius Leontopodion. .. In Eng.
lish *Lyons Ieafe and Lyons Turnep. 1760 J. Lee Introd.
Pot. App. 317 l ion's-leaf, Leontiee. 1882 J. Smith Diet.
Plants 247 LionVleaf (Leonine Leontopetalum), a her-
baceous plant of the Uarbcrry family 1883 Chantb. Jrnl.
131 The *lions-leap, flip-flap, &c, of the acrobat. 1706
Phillips (ed. Kersey), * Lion's-Month, Lion*s-Paro, Lion s-

Tcoth, several sorts of Herbs. 1773 ///*/. Brit. /><>/;/.

North Anter. XI. iii. 189 The flower called the lion's-mouth
. . forms a sweet nosegay of itself, and is worthy the gardens
of kings. 1591 Plrcivall Sp. Diet., Pata de Leon, *Lions
pawe, Leontofietalon. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 262 The
leaues of Lions paw. 1597 Gekaroe Herbal n. civ. § 4.

439 Snapdragon is called.. in English Calues snout, Snap-
dragon, and "Lyons snap. 1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. App.
317 * Lion's- tail, Leonnrus. 156a IUjlleyn De/. agst. Sick-
ness (1579) 10 The vertue of Dandelion or * Lyons teeth.
1886 Britten & Holland Plant-n., 1 Jon s teeth, Lcontodon
Taraxacum. X597 *Lyons Turnep [see lions tea/]. x6n
Cotgr. s. v. Lion, Some alsolearme Lyons leafe,and Lyons
Turnep, Lionimts.

12. allrib. passing into adj. - 'lion-like j charac-
teristic of a lion

;
strong, brave, or fierce as a lion'.

1614 Jonson Barlh. Pair n. iii. ( 1631) 21 Vou shall not
fright me with your Lyon-chap. 1671 Milton Samson 139
The bold Ascalonite Fled from his Lion ramp. 1681
Pryokn Sp. L'ryar \. 1 Pox o' this Lyon-way of wooing
though. Ibid. iv. 57 Gross Eeeders, Lion talkers, Lamb-like
fighters. 175a Vou ng Brothers 1. i. Wks. 1757^ 1 1. 205 We'll
seek his lion Sire, Who dares to frown on us, his conquerors.
1757 Gray Bard 117 Her lion-port, her awe-commanding
face. 1795 J. Kawcktt Art o/\Var 31 The savage soldier
.. Nursd in no silken lap, his lion-nerves, Strings strong
as steel. 1813 Shelley Q. Mob viii. 196 The jackal of
ambition's lion-rage. 1834 Miss Mitforij Village Ser. 1.

274 May, . .barking in her tremendous lion-note, and pulling
down the other noises like a clap of thunder. 1843 Tenny»
son Eng. «y Amer. in 1782, 3 Strong mother of a Lion-line.

1849 Blackio. Mag. Feb. 156 This true soldier.. had fallen

in that lion-rush which Richard made at his foe. i860
Pvsky Min. Proph. 266 Jonah feared not the fierceness of
their lion-nature, but God's tenderness.

Lion, Lion Herald, Lion King-at-arms

:

see Lyon.

II Li'Onceau. Obs. Chiefly Her. Forms : //.

5 leonnceux. lyonsowes, 6 lionne-sewys, 7
lionceaux. [a. V. lionceau, OK. also leonceau 1 a

Lyons whelpe ' (Cotgr.), later form of lioncel Lion-
cel.] A young lion; » Lioncel.
c 1450 Merlin 413 Tbis lyon crowned hadde in his com-

panye xviij lyonsewes crowned, c 1450 fl/irour Saluacioun
1167 Twelve leonnceux ouer sex greces Salomones throne
e.xourncd. £1500 Sc. Poem Heraldry 147 in Q. Eliz. Acad.
99'J'wa thingis in armis sal end in schewis a[ljwey; . . As lionnc-
sewys, to sey, and heronne-sewis. 16x0 Guillim Heraldry
1. vi. 24 Six. .Lionceaux rampant purpure,

Lionced, leonced (bi-^nst), a. Her. [irre^.

f. Lion.] (See quot.)
1828-40 Herry Encycl. Herald. 1, Lionced or Leoueed,

adorned with lions' heads, as a cross, the ends of which
terminate in lions' heads. In mod. Diets.

Iiioncel(l3i*6nsel). Also 7 lioncell, lyoncel.
[ad. OF. lioncel, dim. of //lew Lion. Cf. Lionceau.]
A small or young lion; chiefly Her, (see quots.).
1610 Guillim Heraldry in. xv. 139 In the Blazoning

of Armes consisting of more Lions in a Fidel then one, you

LION-HEARTED.
must terme them Lioncels. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 11.

134/1 A Lioness Lioiiheth a Lioncell, or Lions Whelp. 1706
Phillips (ed. Kersey), Lioncels is al.-»o a Term in Heraldry
for Lions, when there are more than two of them born in
any Coat of Arms, and no Ordinary between them. 1864
Miss Vongk Trial I. xi. 225 She was more flattered by the
civilities of a lioncel like Harvey Anderson. 1864 Boutell
Her. Hist, % Pop. xiv. § 1 (ed. 3) 153 Three chevronels sa.,

the middle one charged with a lioncel passant of the field.

t Iiion-drunk, a. Obs. Said of a man in the
second of the proverbial four stages of drunkenness,
in which he becomes violent and quarrelsome.
The mediaeval saying was that wine makes a man succes-

sively resemble a sheep, a lion, an ape, and a sow. (See
Skeal's note to Chaucer Manciples Prol. 45.)

1593 Nashe Pennil'sse 23 b. The second [kind of
drunkardl is Lion drunke, and he flings the pots about the
house, calls his Hostesse wbore [etc.]. 1623 Massinglr
Bond/nan in. iii. a 1640 Day Peregr. Schol, (1881) 52
When the linns bioode rnates with a furious disposition, . . it

converts to r;ige, stabbings, and tjuarreils ; and such we call

Lion-Drunk.

Lionel (bi'onel). Her. [a. OF. tionel, dim. of
lion Lion.] = Lioncel.
1661 Morgan Sph. Gentry iv. ii. 15 Three demy Lionels

I

passant argent. 1736 Slki.ch in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden)
366 His Arms (a Chevron between 3 Lionels) carv'd on it.

Lionesqne vtoftne-sk), a. [f. Lion + -esqle.]
Characteristic of a lion.

188a Macm. Mag. XLVL 245 His profile was that of a
Greek statue ; the eyes small and piercing ; the whole fa« e
lionesque. 1894 Kenn In Alpine Valley 11. 166 His lionesqne
tramp up and down their prison.

Lioness (bi*6nes). Forms: 4 leoun , lioun-,

(lyenn-), 4-5 leon-, 4-7 lyon-, lyonn-, 4-8
lionn-; 4 -es, 4-7 -ess(e, (5 -asse, -ys) ; 7-
lioness. [a. OF. lion fn)esse, leonesse (now super-

seded by lionne), f. lion Lion.]

1. The female of the lion.

a 1300 CursorM. 12336 Kight be pat water side lai a leoness
\Pairf. liones, Gott. leone>l. 13.. Sir Beues (MS. A.) 2465
Stoutliche be liountsse ban Asailede fteues. c 1373 Sc. Leg.
Saints xlix. (Tecta) 210 Vmang bai bestis ves richt stark &
fel a lyonnes. c 1386 Chalckr IVi/e's Prol. 637 Stibourne
1 was as is a Leonesse. 1461 Rolls 0/ Parlt. V. 475 The
Office of kepyng Lyons, Leonesses and Leopardes, within
Dure Toure of I,ondon. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. iv. ii. 138 The
chafed liore, the mountaine Lyonesse. 1667 Milton P. L.
v" f. 393 They rejoyce Each with thir kinde, Lion with
Lioness. 1717 Vow. Iliad x. 213 The gaunt Lioness, with
Hunger bold. 1726 Avliffe Parergon 46 Lyons do in

a very severe manner punish the adulteries of the Lyoness.
1813 Hykon Giaour 1215 Go, when the hunter's hand hath
wrung From the forest-cave her shrieking young, And calm
the lonely lioness.

b. fig. Applied to persons.
1417 Pilgr. Soivle (Caxlon 1483) 1. xv. 12 Yet wole 1 wcl

lhat leon is he nought ne thou ne myght no leonesse l>e.

,59S Shaks. John n. i. 291 Were I al home At your den
sirrah, with your Lionnesse, I would set an Oxe-head to
your Lyons hide. 1847 Tennyson J^rituess vi. 147 O fair

and strong and terrible ! Lioness That with your long locks
play the Lion's mane.

2. A female celebrity; a woman who is lionized,

f Also {Oxford University slang), a. lady visitor to

a member of the university.

1808 Scott Let. io Lady Louisa Stuart 19 Jan. in L.Oik-
liart, Miss Lydia White ..is what Oxonians call a lioness of
the first order, with stockings nineteen times nine dyed blue.

1824 — St. Ronan's vii, liring Mr. Springblossom—Winter-

|

blossom—and all the lions and lionesses. 1848 J. H. Nf\y-
! man Lossq Gainv. 26 lie. .had promised him tickets, for

J

some ladies, lionesses of his, who were coming up to the
Commemoration. 1861 Hughes 'Pom Brown at Ox/, xxv,
The whole load,, .were on the look-out for lady visitors, pro-

|

fanely called^ lionesses. 1894 Fenn hi Alpine Valley 1.8
She was received in society and petted as the new lioness.

Lionet (bi-onet). [a. OF. lionet : see Lion and

I

-ET.] A young lion.

a i<86 Sioney Arcadia in. (1629) 252 A hraue Lion^ who
taught his young Lionets how in taking of a prey to toyne
courage with cunning. 1633 P. Fletcher Pnrple 1st. ix.

xx, So may we see a little lionet—When newly whelped, a
weak and tender thing, Despised by every beast. 1795
Southey Joan 0/ Arc x. 382 Emulous he strove, like the
young lionet When first he bathes his murderous jaws in

blood. 16x9 Lamb Lett. xi. To Miss Wordsworth 100 The
whelps (lionets) he was sorry to find were dead. 1845 Hooo
Remonstr. Ode 19 All the nine little Lionets are lying
Slumbering in milk, and sighing.

Iiion-heart. + a. A heart like that of a lion,

i.e. brave, courageous; in quot. 1665 with pun on
hart. b. A lion-hearted, courageous person;

commonly used to translate Canr de Lion, the

traditional appellation of Richard I of England.
1665 Dryokn Ind. Emperor 1. ii, My Hon-hart is with

love's toils beset. 168a Otway / 'enice Preserved 111. ii, Oh !

1 could tell a Story would rouze thy Lion-Heart out of its

Pen. 1831 Tennyson Margaret iii, What songs . . The
lion.heart, Plantagenet, Sang looking thro' his prison bays?
187a Ruskin Eagle's N. § 240 The Cliristian chivalry which
was led in England by the Lion-Heart, and in Krance by
Roland, and in Spain by the Cid.

Lion-hearted, a. Having the heart or cour-

age of a lion
;
courageous ; magnanimously brave.

1708 J. Phillips Cyder 11. 563 See Lyon-Hearted Richard,
Piously valiant. 1725 Pope Odyss. xx. 182 Two dogs of
chace, a lion-hearted guard. 1838 Pickens Nich. Nick.
xxx. Farewell, my noble, my lion-hearted boy I

Hence Iilonheartedness.
1885 Ruskin Pleasures Eng. 155 The lion heai tedness

which gave ihe glotyand the peate of ihegod* to Lfotiida.s



LIONHOOD.

Iiionhood (toi-anhucR [f. Liox + -hood.] The
state or condition of being a ' lion \
1833 Whewell in Mrs. S. Douglas Life iv. (1881) 153 Hut

she [Miss MartineauJ is a remarkable person. She is now
enjoying the honours of her lionhood in London. 1845
Lowell Lett. (1894) I. 11 1 Do not understand me as
exaggerating the miseries which my lionhood entails on me.

LiOiling (toranirj), vbL sb. nonce-ivd, [f. Lion
+ -ikg I.J The being made a ' lion

1

of.

1866 Carlylb Remin. (1881) II. 219 My loyal little darling
taking no manner of offence not to participate in my lionings.

Iiionish (brinish), a. Also 6 lyonyshe, 6~;
lyonish. [f. Lion + -ISH.] Of or pertaining to a
lion

;
resembling or having the nature of a lion

;

brave or fierce as a lion.

1549 E. Allen Jude's Par. Rev. 7 This hath Jesus Christ
y« sauiour of. y e world, deserued & brought to passe wi his
lyonyshe might. 1612 T. Taylor Comm. Titus 1. 16 Pro-
mises, .of safety from wicked, lyonish, cruel!, and Mood
thirstie men. 1644 Answ. Doctr. $ Disc. Divorce 10 The
Lionish dispositions shall so be changed that they shall be
fit for the society of milder natures. 1864 Boutei.l lie*:
Hist. $ Pop. xxx. (ed. 3) 450 Our Lions may be . .drawn both
thoroughly lionish and thoroughly heraldic.

Iiionism (laroniz'm). [f. Lion + -ism.] The
practice of lionizing ; the condition of being treated
as a ' lion ' or celebrity.

1835 Athenrum 23 May 392/3 Mrs. Hemans. . was remark-
able for shrinking from the vulgar honours of lionism. 1851
Caklyle Sterling m. i. (1872) 167 Sterling was .. vividly
awake to what was passing in the world

; glanced .. into its

Puseyisms, Liberalisms, literary Lionisms, or what else the
mad hour might be producing.

Lionist, obs. form of Lyosist.
Lionite (bi-onait). Min. [Named, 1877, from

the Mountain Lion Mine in Colorado, its locality.]

A variety of native tellurium, containing much silica.

1877 T. Berdell in Proc. Amcr. Phil. Soe. 172 (Chester).

Lionize (teronaiz), v. [f. Lion+-ize.]
1. trans. To visit the 'lions' of (a place); to

visit or go over (a place of interest).

1838 Ticknor Life, Lett, ft Jrnls. II. viii. 157 Eager to
lionize the town with us. 1852 E. Lear jfruls. Painter in
S. Calabria 75 Lionising the church and convent. 1863
Ouioa^ Held in Bondage (1870) 32 The time to lionise
Cambridge is May and June. 1883 Ln, R. Gower My
Remin. Il.xxi. 20 The next day. . I passed at Northampton,
lionising the different buildings of interest in the place.

2. a. To show the * lions' to (a person). Also
absol. b. To show the ' lions ' of (a place).
1830 Macaulay Southeys Collo</. in Edin. Rev. L. 535

Mr. Southey very hospitably takes an opportunity to lionize
[Ess. J843 I. 228 escort! the ghost round the lakes. 1856
Lever Martins ofCrd M. 135, 1 want you to lionise an old
friend of mine, who has the ambition to 'do' Connemara
under your guidance. 1861 Hughes Tom Brown at 0.x/.
xxv. {1889) 238 I'm not in the humour to be dancing about
lionizing. 1870 Disraeli Lothair xxiv, He had lionised
the distiuguished visitors during the last few days over the
University. 1875 Buckland Log-bk. 189 The vtcar then
lionised the^ church. 1881 E. FitzGeralu Lett. (1S89) I.

475, I was lionized over some things new to me, and some
that I was glad to see again.

3. intr. To see the 'lions' of a place.
1825 C M. Westmacott Eng. Spy 1. 137 We sallied forth

to lionize, .which is the Oxford term for gazing about, usu-
ally applied to strangers. 1847 R. W. Chcrch Let. 6 Feb.
in Life $ Lett. (1897) 80 We got in yesterday [at Malta]
at 1.30, and have been lionising since, i860 Tristram
Gt. Sahara xviii. 312, I was soon compelled to desist from
all attempts to lionize, as ophthalmia rendered the light
intolerable.

4. trans. To treat (a person) as a 1 lion ' or cele-
brity ; to make a * lion ' of.

1809 Scott in Lockhart Life xix, They cannot lionize me
without my returning the compliment and learning some-
thing from them. 1864 Spectator No. 1875. 639 During the
height of the Russian War, Russians were as safe in London
as in St. Petersburg, were, indeed rather lionized.

5. intr. To be a Mion\
1834 Eraser's Mag. IX. 64 This is quite fame enough for

any one, and upon the strength of it he may continue to
lionise.

Hence Lionizing- vbL sb. ; Lioniza tion, the
action of the vh.

;
Lronizer, one who lionizes.

1829 Froude in Rem. (1838) I. 239, I got within the bale-
ful influence of Ltonisers, and was pestered out of my wits
by humbugging guides. 1837 Lockhart Li/e ofScott Ixxiii,

The pernicious and degrading trickery of lionizing. 1841
Dickens Let. in Li/e (1872) L xv. 229 The horrors of lioni-

zation. 1831 R. F. Burton Goa 268 A glimpse of scenery
that even a jaded lionizer would admire. 1857 Mrs.
Mathews Tea-Table T. I. 100 Her lionizing mania had
reached to fever point. 1861 Mrs. Clara Bromley Worn.
Wand. West. Worlds In a hurried journey one gets sadly
tired of lionising. 1864 ' C. Bede ' in Lond. Soc. VL 27/1
The country cousins will retain but a very vague remem-
hrance of their Oxford lionizings. 1887 Frith Antobioc'.
II. xxix. 346 The lion was Tom Moore, the poet ; and the
lionizers, consisting chiefly of ladies [etc.]. 1890 'Rolf
Boldrewood 'Col. Reformer (1891) 46? Antonia had to sub.
mit to the lionisation of her husband.

Lron-like, a. (adv.) a. adj. Resembling a
lion or what pertains to a lion.

1556 J. Heywood Spider $ E. xci. ir-2 This lionlike
spider : erst feerce as could he. 161 1 Bible 1 Chron. xi. 22
He slue two Lyon-like men of Moab. 1747 T. Smith Jmt.
(1849) 270 There has been no high winds this month IMarchJ
—no lion-like days. 1829 Scott Rob Roy Introd. App. v,

The lion-like mode of wooing practised by the ancient
Highlanders, a 1849 H. Coleridge Ess. (1851) II. 51 Hia
IAchtlles'l liondike fury of sorrow for Patroclus.
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b. adv.
1610 Niccols Ed. Ironside Ixix. Mirr. Mag. 600 The

anguish arm'd our amies with strength to strike, And made
vs both incounter lion-like. 1670 Dryuen 1st Pt. Com;.
Granada m. i, But, lion-like, has been in deserts bred
1865 Carlyle Eredk. Gt. 11. xiv. (1872) I. 131 Ritlerdom
fought lionlike, but with insufficient strategic and other
wisdom.

Lionly (bi-anli), a. Now rare. [f. Liox +
-ly.] Lion-like.
1631 R. H. Arraignm. Wltole Creature xiv. § 2. 242

Sacrihzmg to their Pagan Gods . . that Lyouly Nazarite
Sampson. 1660 Gauokn Serin. Br&wnrig 236 That which
111 their Physiognomy is . . lupine or leonine (for so we read
some men had lionly looks). 1898 G. Meredith Odes Er.
Hist. 50 Which bring at whiles the lionly far roar.

Iiionne (lyon). [F., fern, of lien Lion.]
1 1. A lioness. Obs.
a 1400 Isuntbras 180 So come a lyonne with latys tin-

1 mylde, And in hir pawes scho bent the childe.

II 2. A woman of the highest fashion.
1846 Louisa S. Costello Tour Venice ^84, I was much

I

amused at the splendid dresses of the fionnes, and the
singularity of that of the lions of the Tyrol. 1856 Rusk in
Mod. Paint. III. iv. v. § u The lionne of the hall-ruom,
whom youth and passion can as easily distinguish as [etc.].

Lionne, -esse, obs. forms of Lion, Lioness.
Lionne -sew, variant of Liunceau.
f Lion-piece. Obs. In 7 lyon-. [Peril, f. vbl.

phr. lie on
;
hardly f. Lion or Liekne.] (Sec quot. 1

1611 Cotck., Eiliere, . .a Lyon-peece, or Ridge-peece, of
timber

; a side-wauer. [Hence in Halliwell as lion.\

tLionse, v. Obs. [?A back-formation from
Lioncet,.] trans. To whelp: said of a lioness.
1562 Leigh Armorie (1597) 41 It saide that when they

are first Lion^ed, they sieepe continually three long Egyp-
tian daies. 1688 R. Hoi.mic Armoury n. 134/1 A Lioness
Lionseth a Lioncell or Lions Whelp.

Lionship (branfip). [f. Lion + -ship.] The
quality or condition of being a ' lion

1

;
also, the

personality of a « lion ' (used as a mock title).

1769 Goldsm. Epil to 'Sister' 32 Strip but this vi/or off,
and sure I am You'll find his lionship a very lamh. 1837
AVw Monthly Mag. L. 179 The history of poor flyron's
lionship lives in all our memories. 1865 V. .Martin Life
J. Clare 218 William Hilton, like Clare, was, averse to
lionship.

Lioun, -esse, obs. forms of Lion, Lioness.
Liour, variant of Leak-. Obs.

Lip (lip
, sb. Forms: 1 lippa, 2-7 lippe, (3

leppe
N

, 4-6 lyppe, 5 lyp, Jype\ 7 lipp, 4 - lip.

[OE. lipfa \vk. masc., corresponds to OFris. lippa
masc, MLG., MDtt. lippe fern, (whence mod.CL
tippc, mod.Du. lip fem.\ MSw. lippe, lifpa, and
Idpe, mod.Sw. liipp

1
Da. Ixbe :—OTcut. type %lipjo)i-

y

cogn. w. the synonymous ( )Sax. Itpor, OI1G. leffnr,
le/s masc. (MHG. lefs masc, lefse fern., mod.Ger.
dial, lefze fem.) :-OTcut. *lepoz-, *leps

)
f. root

*Up-
t
pre-Tcut. *leb-\ ablaut-variants occur in J..

labium, labrutn
}
and Fchlevi lap (mod. Persian lab)

lip. The LG. word was adopted into OF. as life
i

whence mod.F. lippe thick under-lip.]

I. 1. Either of the two ileshy structures which
in man and other animals form the edges of the
mouth. Distinguished as upper and lower

y
also

as f over (obs.) and under
^
colloq. or dial, lop and

bottom lip. Phr. (immersed
y
steeped) to the lips.

(Tiooo Alfric Gloss, ill Wr.-Wiilcker 157,22, Labium,
ufeweard lippa. Labmm, nioera lippe. Rostrum, foreweard
feng }>cere lippena logacdere. ciooo ^.v. I^cechd. III. 100
\Vi6 lippe sar. c 1205 Lay. 29359 Of cnihten he carf pc
lippes. 13.. K.Alis. 6428 Heo no hath nose, no mouth,
no toth, no lippe. c 1375 XI Pains o/Hell 81 in O.E. Misc.

I

213 po pat stod vp to pe leppis I^e J?e seruys of god pai set

nojt by, 1377 Langl. P. PL B. xvm. 52 Poysoun on a pole
i pei put vp to his lippes. c 1400 Maunoev. (Roxh.) x.xii.

100 Men pat hase pe ouer lippe so grete pat, when pa>

slepe in pe sonne, pai couer all pe visage with pat lippe.

c 1470 Henry Wallace ix. 1928 His lyppys round, his

noys was squar and tret. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems liii.

39 For lauchrer nain mycht hald thair lippis. 1590 Shaks.
Mids. N. 11. i. 49 When she drinkes, against her lips I bob.

1604 — Oth. iv. ii. 50 Had they .. Steep'd me tn pouertie
to the very lippes. 1724 R. Wodrow Life J. Wodrow 166, 1

I observed his lips quivering. 1738 J. S. Le Draft's Obserz'.

Surg. (

1

771) 37 A cancerous Tumour on the Middle of the
Under-Lip. 1822 Shelley Eragm. UnfinishedDrama 113
Some said he was. .steeped in bitter infamy to the lips. 1836
Yarrell Brit. Eishes (1859) 1. 440 [The LoachJ. .with four
barbels or cirri . . on the upper lip in the front. 1883 R. W.
Dixon Mano \. xvi. 51 To ihe lips was he in luxury im-
mersed. 1891 T. Hardv Tess n. xxii, The little upward
lift in the middle of her top lip.

t b. Proverbs. (Sec also Lettuce 2.) Obs.

1546 J. Heywood Prov. (1867) 77 He can yll pype, that

lackth his vpper lyp. 1577-87 Holinshed Chron. II. Hist.
Scot. 464 A man cannot pipe without his vpper lip.

f c. trans/, or Jig. in plir. ihe lip (? = point) of
a lance. Obs.

£1400 Destr. Troy 10139 With the lippe of pere launsisso
launehet \>v\ soinyn. Ibid. 10 14 7.

2. In phrases referring to certain actions regarded
|

as indicative of particular states of feeling. To
bite one's lip or f on onc

y
s lip, (a) to show vexation,

(//) to repress emotion ; to carry or keep a stiffupper

lip, to keep one's courage, not to lose heart; in

bad sense, to be hard or obstinate ; to curl one's lip

LIP.

I

(sec Cum, v. 3 b); i to fall a lip of contempt, to
express contempt by the movement of the lip ; f to

j

hang ihe lip, to look vexed (cf. JIang v. 4 b) ; to

lay (a person) on the lips, to kiss (see Lay v. 34)

;

to lick one's lips (see Lick v. i b)
; f to make {up)

a lip, to frame the lips so as to express vexation
or merriment at ; to pout or poke fun at [cf. F.

faire sa lippe"]
; to smack one's lips, to express relish

for food, fig. to express delight.

1330 [see Uite t6J. 1362 Langi . /'. PI. A. v. 67 For
wrap>e he hot his lippes. 1390 Oowi;k Con/ I. 283 And
go so forth as I go may, Kilofte hitinge on my lippe.

1346 Hp. Gardinlk Decla r. Art. Joy,: 46 h, Eyther they
make a lyppe at it, or yelde with siltnce to seme to gyue
place to auctoriiie for the t\im\ 1557 Skagkr Sch. J'e/ tnc
455 in Babees Bk. % Not stnackyng ihy lyppes As comonly
do hogges. 1568 Oration Chron. II. 846 The Krle . . was
therewithal! a little \e,\ed, & be.^an somwhat to hantf the lip.

1607 Shaks. Cor. 11. i. 127, I will make a Lippe at ihe Phy-
si. iiin. 1611 — Wint. T. 1. ii. 373 Hee .. falling A Lippe
of much contempt, speedes from me. 1781 M*d. D'Arui.av
Diary 14 Sept., Was not that a speech to provoke Miss
Grizzle herself? However, I only made up a saucy lip.

l833j- Nkal Down Pasters I. ii. 15 'What's the use o" hoo-
huoin 1

?. . Keep a stiff 11pp«r lip; no bones broke—don't I

know?' 1837 Haliburton Clockm. Ser. 1. xxv, She used
to carry a stiff upper lip, and make him and the hroonisM< k
well acquainted together. 1837 Dickuns Pickwhk xiv, He
then drank, and smacking his lips, held out the tumbler for
more. 1840 Drowning Sordcllo 11. 70 He Biting his lip
to keep down a great smile ( )f pride.

3. Chiefly//. Considered as one of the organs of

speech; often in figurative contexts. (In early ex-

amples chiefly in literalisms from the Vulg.) f lo
lift or move a lip : to utter even the slightest word
against. To escape (a person's; lips : sec KscAl'E v.

To hang on (a person's) lips: to listen with rapt
attention to his speech.

1 1020 Rule St. Benet (Lngimanl xxxviii. fiSSS) 6o Mine
lippan bu xeopena & min mun. a 1225 A net: R. 158 Ich
am a man mid smlede lippen. c 1290 S. ling. Leg. I. 266 19^
Uto ne^ wawede

_
leome non bote hire lippene vnne)»e

«Jware-with heo seide hire oresun. a 1310 in Wright I.yrh
P. ix. 34 Heo hath a mury mouhl to mcle, With'lefly rode
lippes lele, Komaunz f >rte rede. < 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints x.v.w.
iThadet) 147 Na 5ft hi lyppis mi Id iiuchl be opint to pray
the ttinite. 1526 Pifar. Per/ (\\\ de W. 1531 ) 132 And the
locke of good aduysemcnt shall be set on our lyppes. 1579
Tomson Calvin's Seem. Tun. 4-/2 We may not once moue
the lippe against them. 1603 Sir \ks. Meas. /or M. it. ii,

7S Mercie then will brealhe within your lips. 1606 -

Tr. <v CV. 1. iii. :)\o Peace Troyan, lay thy finger on thy lip^.

1625 I»\U).\ A"^A.. (/Atheism (Arh.l 333 Atheisme i^ rathei
in the Lip, than in the Heart of Man. 1667 Mtt ioN P. I..

\in. .v'i Krom his Lip Not Words al<»ne pleas 'd her. 1704
Good Expedient for Inncc. \ Peace in I/art. Mis-. (17 }

m
VUl. 14/2 It might appear a Crime to lift a Lip ;igaiiist,

or return any Answer to this Object inn. 1781 Cowim-k Ei-
Post. 44 H} pociisy, formality in prayer, And the dull st nice
of the lip, weie there. 1842 Ti .nnvson Gardcuet^S Pan. ^o
NT

ot les 1; among us lived Her fame from lip to lip. 1855
MacaI'lay Hist. Eng. xi. III. 1.7 John Hampden .. pro-

duced a composition .. too \ ituperat i\ e to Mill the lips of
the Speaker. 1875 Jowktt Plato (ed. 2) III. 238 Unless I

hear the contrary from your own lips. 1882 Fakkak Early
Chr. 1 1. 427 If the Christianity of the lips is consistent with
anti-Christianity of life.

f b. sing. Language
;
chiefly in phrase, of one

lip (a Hebraism ' ; also used for 'agreeing in one
story*, lit. am] fig. Obs.
1382 Wvclih Gen. xi. i Forsothe the erthe was of 00 lip

[1388 langagej, and of the same uordis. 1677 Yakk.\n*ion
Eng. Improv. 174 [The poor Clothiers of Worcester] are all

of one Lip, a bad Trade, and they do not know when it will

mend [etc.J. 1681 Whole Duty Sations 15 In parts remote
one from another, and of a divers lip or language. 1695 Li>.

Preston Bocth. n. 90 This, People of a different Lip doth
bind With sacred Cords.

C. slang. Saucy talk, impudence.
1821 D. Haggarfs Life (ed. 2) 20, I was at no loss in

vindicating myself and giving him plenty of lip. 1884
* Mark Twain ' Huck. Finn v. 31 ' Don't you give me none
o' your lip,' says he. 1893 Crockkit Cleg Kelly xx. (1896)

152 Says Sal to me, ' None of your lip '.

II. Something resembling the lips of the mouth.
4. The margin of a cup or any similar vessel ; c. g.

of a bell.

1592 R. I). Hy/»ierotomachia 60 And in the bearing out
of the lippe of the vessell ouer the perpendicular poynl of
the heade there was fastened a rynce. 1660 L'ovlk Xeiu
Exp. Phys. Mech. Proem 9 The Orifice [of a vessel! is in-

circled with a lip of Glass, almost an inch high. 1684 T.
Burnet Ph. Earth \. viii. I. 102 The Sea., bounded against
those Hills, .as the ledges or lips of its Vessel. 1758 Rkiu
tr. Macq tier's Client. I. 321 Raise the coals quite to the lip

of the crucible. 1810 E. D. Clarke Trav. Russia (1839)

31/1 The fracture had taken place .. seven feet high from
the lip of the bell. 1830 Miss Mitiokd Village Ser. iv. 259
A small brown pitcher with the lip broken. 1847C Bronte
J. Eyre xx, He held out the tiny «;lass .

.

' Now wet the lip

of the phial'. 1884 F. J. Britten Watch % Clockm. 156

ITheJ Lips .. [are] the rounded edges of the cylinder in a
Cylinder Escapement.

b. The edge of any opening or cavity, csp. of

the crater of a volcano.
1726 Leoni tr. Albcrtis Archil. I. 38/1 The Lips of the

Apertures. 1830 Lyklu Prim. Geo!. I. 341 Every stream
of lava descending from the lips of the crater. 1853 Stephens
Bk. Farm (ed. 2) II. 573/2 The remainder should be placed
on the ditch lip on the headridge. 1878 Huxley Physiogr.
190 Tbe partially-molten rock may eventually run over
the lip of the crater. 1879 E. Garrett House by Works II.

106 Crouching ..under the heathery lip of the chasm.



LIP.

c. In wider sense : Any edge or rim, esp. one
that projects; sfec. in Coat-mining (see quot.

1883).
1608 Wim.et Hcxapla E.vod. 5S9 Certaine claspes which

..caught hokle of the edge or lip of the table. 1813 Sport-
ing; Mag. XLI1. 130 The lip of the hammer [of a gun] over-

hangs the upper edge of the inclined plane, 1839 Mvrciii-
son Sihtr. Syst. 1. xxix. 379 Round the northern lip of thU
coal tract. 1883 Cirkslky Coal-minings Lip, ..the
low part of the roof of a gate-road near to the face ; taken
down or ripped, as ii is called, as the face advances. 1890

J. Service Thir Ifotand}wis xv. 102 The Laird o' Auchin-
skeich had a bit mailin' on the lip o' the moss.

5. In scientific and technical uses.

a. Surg. One of the edges of a wound.
c 1400 Lanfrancs Cirnrg. 35 Be war bat . . no bing . . bat

lettih consolidacioun, falle hiiwene be lippis of be wounde.
1541 R. Copland Galycns Tcrap. 2 F iv, Vf the lyppes of
the vlcere appere harde and stony, they must be cutte.

1685 Boyle Fnq. Notion Nat. 333 The Chirurgeon does
often hinder Nature from closing up the Lips of a Wound.
,758 J< S. Le Drans Qbscrv. Surg. (1771) Introd. 3 The
Lips of a Wound must be joined. 1807-26 S. Cooper First
Lints Surg. (ed. 5) 288 As soon as the bones are reduced,
the lips of the wound are to be accurately brought together.

1889 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

b. Anat. and Z00L =- Labium or Labiu m.

1597 [see Labium i a]. 1611 Cotgr., Landics, the two
Pterigones, or great wings within the lips of a womans
IViuities. 1722 [see Labium i b], 1828, 1862 [see Labium 2].

1875 Encycl. Brit, (ed. o) 11. zSo/a (A raehuida^. A rudi-

mentary sternal lip {lafium). 1880 [see Ladrum]. 1901
dray's Anat. (ed. 15} 631 The central lobe or island of Reil
lies deeply in the Sylvian fissure, and can only be seen when
the lips of that fissure are widely separated.

c. Bot. (a) One of the two divisions of a bila-

biate corolla or calyx, (b) =Labellum 1.

1776 J. Lek Introd. Hot. lixplan. Terms 395 Ringens,
gaping, irregular, with two lips. 1776-96 Withering Brit.
Plants (ed. 3} 1 1. 41 Lip scolloped, blunt, longer than the
petals. 1807 J. K. Smith Phys. Bot. ^^Ajuga {has] scarcely
any upper bp at all. 1832 Linoley Introd. Bot. 1. ii. § 7.

118 The lower lip or labellnm, the latter term is chiefly ap-
plied to the lower lip of Orchideous plants. 1892 Garden
27 Aug. 184 Orchids. Caltleya Schillcriana. .. The lip is

three-lobed.

d. Conch. One of the edges of the aperture of a

spiral shell.

1681 Grew Mus.rum 1 -4 Note, That when 1 speak of the
Right or Left Lip of a Shell, 1 mean, as it is h</ld with the
Mouth downward. 1851 Kuskin Stones Vcn. I. xx. 216 One
of the innumerable groups of curves at the lip of a paper
Nautilus. x866 Tate Brit. Mollnsks iii. 45 The outer lip

is thin, not thickened or reflected as in the majority of the
land shells.

e. Mah. In various senses 'see quots.).
c 1850 Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 130 Lips of scarphs. The

substance left at the ends, which would otherwise become
>harp, and be liable to split, and, in other cases, could not
bear caulking. 1884 Knight Diet, Meek, Suppl., Lip, the
helical blade on the end of an auger to cut the chip. 1898
Cycling 53 Split bracket ; • lips

1 compressed by screw bolt.

f. Organ-building. (See quot. 1876.)
1727-52 Chambers CycL .s.v. Organ, Over this aperture

is the mouth BBCO; whose upper lip, CC, being level,

cuts the wind as it comes out at the aperture. 1852
Skioel Organ 79 The good intonation, or speaking of a
pipe, depends on the correct position of the lips. 1876
Hiles Catech. Organ iv. (1878) 24 Above and below [the

mouth of an organ pipel are two edges called the lips. 1881
C. A. Edwards Organs 128 The opening between the Hps
of a pipe is called ' the mouth

6. allrib. and Comb. a. simple attributive : (a)

belonging to a lip or lips, as in lip-end, -favour,

-hair, -position, -quiver, -smile ; also lip-like adj.

1874 Tiikarle Naval Archil. 70 Sometimes, only those at

ip ends of the scarphs are left. 1592 Greene Philo-
mela (1615) E 2, Lutesio kind, gaue the Gentlewoman a
kisse : for he thought she valued a *lip fanonr more then
apeece of gold. 1873 W. Couy Lett. A> Jrnl$.{ 1897) 325 Snobs
and gents, and men with waxed Mip-hair. 1836-9 Tooo Cycl.

Anat. IL 543'! The *lip-like folds of skin before the mem-
brana tympani. 1870 Rolleston A aim. Life 128 The
upper Hp-like portion of the anterior suckers. 1632 Mas-
singer Maid of lion. iv. iii, His hou.se full Of children,

clyents, servants, flattering friends, Soothing his * lip-posi-

tions. 1851 H. Melville Whale xx.xiv. 167 Dough-Boy's
life was one continual *lip-quiver.^ 1871 G. Meredith //.

Richmond wii, She had her lips tight in a mere * lip-smile.

(l>) In uses relating to the lips as the organs of

speech (sense 3), chiefly with ihe implication
1 merely from the lips, not heartfelt \ as in lip-

babble, -Christian, -comfort, -comforter, -cozenage,

-devotion, + -gospeller, -holiness, -homage, -love,

t -lusciousness, -physic, -religion, -resignation,

-revel, -reverence
f

-reward, -righteousness, -wis-

dom
;

lip-fgood, ^holy, -/earned, -wise adjs.

189s Zangwtcll Master I. vi. 70 Were these things, then,

merely *lip-babble? 1882 Kakrar Early Chr. I. 448 note,

He is^ speaking, not of * lip-Christians but, of converts who
lapse into ' wretch lessness of unclean living \ 1632 M A9SIN-

gek Maid of Hon. ill. i, *Lip comfart cannot cure me.
^1815 Soutiiey Soldier's funeral 43 Reverend *lip-com-
forters that once a week Proclaim how blessed are the poor.

1627 IS. F. Hist. Ediv. II (1680) 40 Pretends himself, with
a new strain of * Lip-cousenage, to be the Heir of Edward
the First. 1607 Hjeron Wks. I. 29a There maybe some-
what like prayer, which yet is not prayer, but *Iip-deuotion.

1603 1?. Jonson Sejanus I. ii, But, when his Grace is merely
but *lip-good, And that (etc). 1558 K. P. tr. Cranmer's
Cottfut. Umvrit. Verities Pref. A iiij, We were . . *lippe

gospellers, from the mouth outeward and no farther. 1624

Davenfokt City Nt.Cap 1. i, She that is *lip-holy Is many

326

times heart-hollow. 1591 Greene Maiden''s Dream in
Sha/cs. Soc. Papers (1845) IL 141 *Lip-holines in Cleargie
men \Dyce suggests Lip-holy Clergie raenl he could not
brooke. 1858 K. A. Vaughan Ess. <y Rem. I. 46 The
transcendentalist bestows upon it [Christianity] his *lip-
homage. 1683 Trvon Way to Health 531 The fashion
which our * Lip-learned Physitians and Apothecaries, .prac-

1 tice is this [etc.]. a 1703 Kurkitt On N. T. Philem. 7
I There is a fro/en charity, and a *lip-love found among
j

many professors, whom Christ will disown at the great day.
1650 Fuller Pisgah 1. iv. 10 Some conceive voluptuousnesse I

j

thereby is forbidden ; others *lip-lusciousnesse and hypo- *

crisie in divine service, a 1625 B&AUM.& Fl. Letter's Progr.
1

1. i, This is cold comfort. And, in a friend, *lip-physic. 1597
I. Payne Royal Exch. 14 These marchants deceyve moche
by there pay 11ted faulshodc and *Hpp religion. 1876 Geo.

I

Kliot Dan. Der. IV. Ixix. 353 The Invisible Power that
has been the object of.. * lip-resignation. 1815 Milman

j

Eazio (1821) 42 "l is an old tale Thy fond * lip-revel on a
I lady's beauties. ^843 Carlyle Hist. Sk. Jas. I % Chas. I

(18 )8) 204 Not with *Jip-reverence but heart-reverence. 1595
Markiia.m Sir R. Grimnle 1, To euery act shee giues huge
*lyp-reward. 1801 Southey Thalaba v. xxxv, For the
dupes Of human-kind keep this *lip-righteousness ! a 1586
SinsEY Arcadia I. (1629) 65 Ail is but *Iip-wisedom, which
wants experience. 1603 Florio Montaigne i. Ii. (1632) 166

I They only are good Pretors, to do justice in the Citie, that

are subtile, cautelous, wily and * lip-w ise.

b. objective and obj. genitive, as lip-biting,

-feeding, -treatment
;
lip-blushing, -dewing, adjs.

a 1734 North Exam. 111. viii. § 10 (1740) 589 How they
bad posted themselves in the View of the Prisoner, and ,

J

made Signals at all Turns with Winks and *Lipbitings.
!

' c 1588 Kvo ist Pt. Jeronimo (1605} \\, Hy this *lip blushing
[

I kisse. 1791-3 Worosw. Dcscr. Sk. 132 *Lip-dewing song.

t
1647 Trapp Comm. Matt. xiii. 52 God hath purposely put

[

honey and milk under their tongues. .that they may look
to

v
lip-feeding. 1897 AllbnifsSyst. Med. III. 343 Neglect

|

I of this precaution is almost certain to produce failure of the

;
*lip-treatment.

c. instrumental and loeative, as lip-bearded,

-born, -licked adjs.

1615 A. Niccholes Marr.ff Wiving vi. 17 Meere Croanes
. .

* lip bearded, as wiches. 1872 Geo. Eliot Middletn.
Ixxx. IV. 279 Why had he brought his cheap regard and I

his *lip-born words to her who had nothing paltry to give in

j

exchange? 163a Lithijow Trav. 1. 4 Clouted complements,
stolne Phrases, and *lip-licked labours, of lamp-liuing spirits.

|

7. Special comb.: lip-auger (see quot.); t^P-
berry, ? any small red berry, esp. that of the Arum

;

lip-bit (see quot.) ; lip-blossomed a. (uonce-urd.)

,

labiate
;
lip-bolt = lip-head boll

; f lip-clip, a kiss

;

lip-fern (see quot.'
;
lip-fulla.<//rz/.,full to the lips;

t lip-glass ^see quot.)
;
lip-head bolt (see quot.)

;

lip-hook, (a) the upper hook of several on a line,

which is put through the lip of a live bait; (b)
;

'a grapnel for catching in the lip of the whale, to

tow it to the vessel' (Knight); lip-language,
(in the instruction of the deaf and dumb) language

\

communicated by movements of the lips ; t lip-

letter, a labial (see Labial sb. 1); f lip-liek, a I

kiss; lip-piece, a plug of wood thrust through the 1

lip and worn as an ornament; lip-pipe Organ-
building, a Hue-pipe; lip-plate, the hypostome of

|

,
trilobites ( Cent. JJict.); lip-plug = lip-piece

;
lip-

reading, (in the instruction of the deaf and dumb)
the apprehending of what another says by watch-

ing the movements of his lips
;
lip-ring, a ring

passed through the lip, and worn as an ornament;
lip-speaking, speaking to one who is deaf by
means of movements of the lips (cf. lip-reading)

;

lip-spine Conch., a spine on the edge of a shell

(Cent. Did.) ;
lip-strap

v
see quot.)

;
lip-sworn

a., that has taken an oath of secrecy ;
lip-

thatch (jocular^, a moustache ; lip-tooth, a tooth

on the lip of a shell; lip-vein, a labial vein (see

I Labial a. 1 b) ; lip-wing {jocular), a moustache

;

j

lip-work « Lip-labouk (so lip-working adj.);

j

lip-wort seed nonce-wd. {humorous) « idle talk.
1

Also Lip-deep, Lir-LABouit, Lir- salve, Lir-
1 SERVICE, Lir-WOBSHIP.

1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl. s.v. Lip, A * lip auger
has pod and lip; in contradistinction to the screw auger.
a 1613 Dennys Seer. Angling II. xxxv. C 8 b, *Lip berries

I from tbe bryar bush or wcede. 1681 Ciiktham Angler's
I Vade-mecum iv. § 27 (1689) 27 Lip-berries. Whose true name

is Aron berries or Berries of Cookow-pints or Wake-Robin.
1875 Kmght Diet. Meek., *Lip-bit, a boring tool adapted to

be used in a brace, and having a cutting lip projecting beyond
the end of the barrel. 1876 E. R. Lankestek Hist. Creation
I. i. 15 The great natural family of *lip-blossomed plants.

1874 Thearle Naval A rehit. 38 These *lip bolts arc like-

wise shown. 1606 Wily Beguiled 21 A Maid cdnnot loue,

or catch a "Hp clip or lap clap, but heers such tittle tattle.

1890 Century Diet., *Ltpfern, a fern of the genus Cheilan-
thes ; in allusion to the lip-like indusium. 182a H. Ainslik
Laud ofBurns 16 The recent rains have., swollen the river

*lip full. 1825 T. Cosnktt Footman*s Direct. 128 Two !>ets

of finger-glnsses, and *lip-glasses for the company to wash
their mouths in. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., * Lip-head Bolt,
a bolt with a head projecting-sidewavs. 1870 Cholmonuelkv-
1'knnei.l Mod. Pract. A nglcr 12 The *lip-hoolc is a very mi*

portant portion of the spinning-flight. Ibid. 20S The single

lip-hook is passed through the upper Hp of the bait. 1879 H.
Caldkrwood Mind <V Br. 209 The German method of in-

structing deaf-mutes by *lip-language. 1591 R. Percivall
Sp. Diet., B is a *Hp-letter. 1582 Stanyhurst sEneis 1. (Arb.)

40 When sheshal embrace thee, when *lyplicks sweetlye she

fastneth. 1796 Morse Amer. Gcog. 1. 111 note, This custom
of the women's wearing the ' *lip-piece ' by way of ornament.

LIP.

185s Hopkins Organ 354 "Lip, mouth, or flue pipes .. are
such as have an oblong opening, called the mouth . . bounded
above and below by two edges called the lips; which are
made to sound by the wind first passing through a narrow
fissure, flue, or wind-way. 1876 (see Labial A. 1 cj. 1894
Nation (N. V.) 14 June 451/1 The Suya are made fun of
for their *lip-plug, or botoco. 1874 Carpenter Ment. Phys.
% 185 a. 204 It has long been known that individuals among
the Deaf-and-Dumb have acquired the power of '*lip-rend-
ing\ 1866 Livingstone Last Jrnls. I. i. 24 The teeth are
filed to points, and huge *lip-rings are worn by the women.
1880 Times 28 Sept. 9/5 If * lip-speaking could not be taught,
the deaf, while they must have continued a community
apart, would have [etc.]. 1876 Voymb & Stevenson Milit.
Diet. 232 *Lip-strup, a small strap with a buckle passing
from one cheek of the bit through a ring in the centre of
the curb chain to the other cheek, for the purpose of pre-
venting the horse from seizing the cheek of the bit in his
mouth. 1602 Middleton Blurt Master-Const, m. iii. K 4 b,

Your *lip-sworne seruant may there visit you as a Physition.
189a R.Ku'ling Barrack-r.Ballads 167 Kor each man knows,
ere his * lip-thatch grows, he is master of Art and Truth.
1886 E. D. Cope Origin Fittest v. (1887) 178 The *lip-teeth
characteristic of the genus Triodopsis. 1597 A. M. tr.

Guiliemenu's Fr. Chintrg. zghi2 The seaventh is the *lippe
vayne, whereof on each syde are two. 1825 C M. West-
macott Eng. .Spy II. 58 Twirled the dexter side of his *lip-
wing. 1616 B. Jonson Devil an Ass 1. ii, Fitz. . . And I

except all kissing.. I forbid all *lip-\vork. 1649 Milton
Eikon. \. Wks. 1851 III. 344 Manuals and Handmaids of
Devotion, the lip-work of every Prelatical Liturgist, clapt
together, and quilted out of Scripture phrase. 1894 Ld.
Woi.si.ley Life Marlborough II. Ixix. 231 There can be no
doubt.. that Marlborough did make these protestations of
penitence But it was all lip-work. 1642 Milton Apol.
Smcct. Wks. 1851 III. 311 Their office is to pray for others.
And not to be the *lip-working deacons of other mens
appointed words. 1562 J. Heywooo Prov. tf Epigr. (1867)
211 Lyuerwort I haue none : but *Lipwort scede 1 haue.

I»ip (Hp), V. 1 [f. Lzpsb.]
1. trans. To totich with the lips, apply the 1 tps to.

1826 E. Irving Babylon I. iv. 262 As it were lipping the
cup, whose bitterness this generation shall have to drink.
a 1839 Praeo Poems (1864) II. 166 Or the bubble on tbe
wine, which breaks Before you lip the glass.^ 1842 S. Lover
Handy Andy xviii. 154 After the final adjustment of the
mouthpiece lipping the instrument with an affectation
exquisitely grotesque. 1869 Blackmore Lorna D. xlii, No
good sheep-dog even so much as lips a sheep to turn it.

1876 Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms, Lip, to, to ad-
just the lips so as to produce the proper tone of wind-
instruments played by the mouth.

b. To kiss. poet.

1604 Shaks. Oth. iv. i. 72 To lip a wanton in a secure
Cowch. 1606 «— Ant. «y CI. it. v. 30 A hand that Kings
Haue lipt, and trembled kissing. 1605 Marston Eastward
Itoe 1. i, Lip her, knave, lip her. a 1845 Hood What can
old Men do? ii, Love will not clip him, Maids will not lip

him. 1871 RossETTi Poems, Eden Bo-.ver xix, Lip me and
listen. 1888 Harper's Mag. Dec. 1 16 With the traders' wives
made merry, Lipped the young and mocked the old.

c. transf. Of water : To kiss, to lap.

1842 Tennyson Amiley Crt. 11 The dying ebb.. faintly

lipp'd The flat granite. 1861 Whyte Melville Goodfor
Nothing IL 61 Her cargo was.. stowed away by deck and
hold, till the waters lipped the gunwale. 1869 Blackmore
Lorna D. i. When the waxing element lips.. but a single

pebble of the founder's name. 1877 L. Morris Epic
Hades 11. 110 The clear cold crystal of a mossy pool Lipped
the soft emerald marge. 1889 Herring & Ross Irish
Cousin II. 11. iv. 34 The murmur of the sea, slightly lipping

the rocks.
absol. 1875 Blackmore A. Lorraine 111. i.x. 149 It did

not lip, or lap, or ripple,, .as all well-meaning rivers do.

2. a. To pronounce with the lips only ; to

murmur softly, b. To take upon one's lips, to utter

(fobs.); {slang) to sing (a song).

1789 G. Parker Life's Painter 113 But come, Til lip ye a
chauut. 1799 in Spirit Pub. Jrnls. ill. 353 Sir John lipt us
the favourite chaunt of Jerry Abershaw's ' Ye scamps [etc.].'

1818 Keats Endym. 1. 065 Salt tears were coming when I

heard my name Most fondly lipp'd. 1840 Lytton Pilgr.

Rhine v, The. . fame. . is lipped by the Babel of the. . wurld.

1861 Temple Bar I. 169 A respectable British Bacchus.,
lipping soft lyrics to the blushing Ariadne at his side. 1887
T. Hardy IVootilanders III. xiii. 274 * Ah, I thought my
memory didn't deceive me J' he lipped silently. 1893 ' B.
Abbotskoro 1 But 74, 1 lipped * Good-morning 1

to him. 1896
Punch 11 Jan. 15/1 There's Arnold and there's M orris, both
can lip the laureate line.

3. (Chiefly Sc.) a. intr. Of water, ete. : To rise

to, cover, or flow over the lip or brim of a vessel.

Also with in, over. Also of the vessel : To have

the water, etc. flowing over its brim or edge.

1703 D. Williamson Serm. bef. Gen. Assembly EtNn. 49
The wrath of God lipping in over their Souls. 1839 R. M.
M'CtiEYNKtfi Aleut. (1872)334 It [yourjoylwill be like a bowl
lipping over. 1883 Stevenson Silverado So. 231 To carry

[the waterpail] with the water lipping at the edge. 1883 —
Trens. Isi iv. .wit, The gunwale was lipping astern.

h. trans. To serve as a lip or margin to.

1845 Darwin Voy. Nat. xx. (1852) 478 Oval basins of coral-

work just lipping the surface of the sea. 1880 Blackmore
Alary AncrleyW. xviii. 305 The margin, .instead of being
rough and rocky, lips the pool with gentleness.

fc. To overlay the lip or edge of (a vessel).

1607 Toi sell Four-f. Beasts 722 With the homes are
made drinking Cups, and for that purpose the richer sort

of people do edge or lip them ouer with siluer ami gold.

(I. To notch on the lip or edge.
1821 Bletckw. Alag. IX. 323 That broth pot ladle, sorely

lipped, and riven. 1828 Scoit /*. Al. Perth viii, It were
worth lipping a good blade, before wrong were offered to it.

o. intr. Path. Of a bone : To form a lip or

morbid outgrowth at the extremity. Also of a

casting; To have an irregular projection at the edge.



LIP. 327 LIPPEN.
1891 Pall Mull G. 14 May 3/1 When a statue is cast in

several pieces and one or the pieces ' Hps 1894, 1897 [see

Lipping vbl. sb.\.

f. trans. Golf. To drive the ball just lo the lip

or edge of (a hole).

1899 Daily News 24 Apr. 10/6 At the fourteenth Mr. 15.

again lipped the hole and lost.

g. To fill the interstices of (a wall) up to

the lips or face.

1805 R. W. Dickson Pract. Agric. I. 115 Walls .. may
frequently be made either more durable, or more orna-
mental, by being dashed, lipped, or harled with lime. 1845
Statist. Aec. Scot. X. 307 He has tmilt stone dikes or more
than q miles in length lipped and pointed with lime.

t Lip, v** Obs. [Of obscure origin : cf. Lop v."\

trans. Xo cut off (the head of an animal) ; to cut

short, prune (a root) ; to shear (a sheep).
r 1420 Avow. Arth. Ixv, Sone the hed fro the hals Hit

lyputt fulle euyn. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 7.1 Lightly to
barbe and pluck off with a sarcling hook, the beards or
strings of the root ; that being thus nipped and lipped . . they
might [etc.]. 1607 Topskli. h'our-f. Beasts 60S Their sheepe
bring foorth twice in a yeare, and are likewise twice lipped.

Lip, obs. form of Leap v.

LipaBmia : see Lipo-.

Iiipard, obs. form of Leopard.

Iiiparite (li'parait). Mitt, [Named, 1847, by
Glocker,f. Gr.Ai7ra/>-os shining + -ite.] Kmjowtk.
1865 in Watts Diet. Chem. 1879 Rutley Study Rocks xl

177 The vitreous rocks of the first or highly-siiicated sub-
class closely resemble the liparites, trachytes, andesites [etc.].

Liparocele (li'p&ivsil). Palk. [f. Gr. \11rup6s

oily + KrjXrj tumour.] A fatty tumour of the

scrotum (see quots.)

1830 Knox xx. Beclard's Anat. 90 At the exterior of the
peritonaeum, this tumour constitutes the adipose hernia or
liparocele. 1844 Hobi.vn Diet. Mai., Liparocele, a species
of sarcocele, in which the enclosed substance is fat. 1890
Killings Nat. Med. Diet., Liparocele, a circumscribed fatty
tumour growing from subperitoneal connective tissue, and
making its way through the abdominal walls, similating an
abdominal hernia.

Hence LLparoceTictf. (Mayne Expos. Lex. 1S55).

Iii:p-dee*p, a. a. Immersed to the lips; in

otiots. Jig.
1780 Cowper Progr. Err. 233 Lip-deep in what he longs

for, and yet curst With prohibition and perpetual thirst.

1867 Anijebson Rhymes 129 (E.D.D.) Lip-deep in poveity
he strove.

b. Going no deeper than the Hp ;
superficial.

1802 Mrs. E. Parsons Myst. Visit I. 257 Sentiments that
were merely lip-deep. 1831 Thklawny^^. Younger Son I.

288 Their courage is but lip-deep. 1863 Cowdkn Clarke
SJiaks. Char. ii. 36 No cold profession merely,—no lip-deep
ostentation. 1897 L. Keith Bonnie Lady is. 95 The lave of
them are bonnie bargains, and their promises but lip deep.

Lipe (laip), sb.* Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 4 lippe

,

lyppe, 6, 9 lipe, lype. [Cf. OF. lipce ( F. iippje) .]

a. A portion, a slip. b. A pleat or fold.

a. 1377 Lanci.. P. P.. v. 250, I . . lene folke bat lese wol
a lyppe at euery noble. 1393 Ibid. C. xtt. 226 Me were leuere,
..a lippe of godes grace, Than al be kynde wilt j>at 5e can
bobe. 1831 Cnmbld. Gloss., Lipe, a fragment. 1878 Cuntbld.
Gloss., Lipe, a large portion. Usually applied to land.
b. a 1600 Queen's Wardrobe in Nichols Progr. Q. Eliz.

III. 508 One peticoate of tawney satten,. .with lypes, lyned
with orenge-colour sarconet. 1808-80 Jam n- son, Lyf>e, a
crease, a fold.

tliipCi sb'* Obs. A sudden movement, a jerk.

1545 Ascham Toxoph. 1. (Arb.) 89 You shall se a weake
smithe, which wyl wyth a lipe and turnyng of his arme,
take vp a barre of" yron, yat another man thrise as stronge,
cannot stirre.

Lipemania, incorrect form of Lypemania.
t Lrpet. Obs. rare— 1

, [f. Lipe sb* + diminu-
tive ending -et.] A small piece, a bit.

£1430 Lydg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.)se A boy Checrelik
was his sworn brothir, Of every disshe a lipet out to take.

f-Iiiphce'ltlia *. Oh, In 8 leiphsemia. [mod.
L., f. Gr. Mir- weak stem of \unuv to leave, fail,

he lacking + af/xa blood.] (See quot.)
*753 Chambers Cycl. Supp. s. v. Blood, An excess in the

quantity of blood constitutes what we call a. .plethora) a
defect or want oF a competent quantity, a leiphxmia.
Iiiphaemia £

, var. Lipoh.emia: see Lipo-.

Lipic (U-pik), a. Client, [f. Gr. fat + -ic]
Liptc acid : a crystallizable acid produced by the
action of nitric acid upon a fatty acid.
1852 BRANnE Diet. Set. etc. Suppl., Lipic acid, an acid

formed by acting upon stearic and oleic acid, by means of
nitric acid. 186$ in Watts Diet. Chem.
Lipidarye, Lipken, obs. ff. Lapidary,Libken.
Li p-labour. [See Lip sb. 6 a (/>).] Labour

of the lips. a. Empty talk; esp. vain repetition of
words in prayer. Also attrib.

1538 Bale Thre Laives 1140 No Sabboth wyl we with
Gods worde sanctyfye, But with lyppe labour, and ydle
ceremonye. 1599 Sandys Europe Spec. (1632) 235 Those
heathenish repetitions and unnatural lip-labours which our
Saviour censured. 1641 A rmitiian Nunnery in R. Bmnne's
Citron. (18 10) I. App. Pref. 130 A lip-labour devotion, and a

,

will-worship, a. 1642 SrR W. Monson Naval Tracts it.
j

(1704) 286/2 They will think it a little Lip-labour for their
Tongues to pronounce it. 1679 1 T. Ticklepoot' Trial
Wakeman 6 Marshal not being shye of his lip-labour, fell

to impertinent questioning him. 1732 Law Serions C. x.
(ed. 2) 152 They [our Prayers] become an empty lip-labour.

1788-92 T. Scott Comm., Pract. Obs. on Eccl. v. i.Our
wandering imaginations. .render our attendance on divine
ordinances little hetter than a mere lip-labor.

f b. Kissing. Obs.
1583 Stanyhubst SEneis, etc. (Arb.) 145 Syth mye nose

owtpeaking, good syr, your liplabor hindreth, Hardlye ye
may kisse mee, where no such gnomon apeereth. 1665
Brathwait Cou/n/c»t. 2 Tales 17 They express their mutual
love in Lip-labour,

j

Hence f Lip-labouring" = Lip-labour; f- tip-
laborious a., given to lip-labonr.
1549 Latimer Serm. be/. Edw. FJ (Alb.) 124 .Many talke

of prayer, and make it a lyplabourynge. Ibid. 132 It is no
prayer that is wythout fayth, it is but a lyppe labouring.
1630 Lord Hist. Banians xiii. 86 The Bramanes grew
hypocriticall and lip-laborious.

Iiipless (H-ples), a. [f. Lip sb. + -less.] 1 laving
no lips.

c 1400 Maindev. (Roxb.) xxii. 100 pai hafe a platte mouth,
lippless. 1613 Purciias Pilgrimage, Descr. India (1864) 85
Drawing away the cover of their lips, as if they were lip-
lesse. 1793 HoixROi r Lavater's Physugn. x. 59 A lipless
mouth . . denotes coldness. 1798-1812 Joanna Bailur Orra
v. ii. Wks. (185 1) 259 And lipless jaws that move and clatter
round us 1 11 mockery of speech. 1849-52 Todd Cycl. A nat.
IV. 886/2 The lipless mouth of the snake. 1862 Geo. Eliot
Romola \. xvi, A.. Hat broad face, with high cars, wide lip-
less month [etc.].

Iiiplet (li-pK-t). [f. Lip sb. + -let.] A little

lip
; spec, in Aw/., a small lip-like projection.

1816 Kirbv & Sp. Entomol. (1843) I- 33 > The case..ter-
minates in two turgid liplets.

Lipne, obs. form of Lippen.

Lipo- (Hpo) (before a vowel lip->
,
combining

form of Gr. Ktnos fat, used in various pathological
terms, chielly mod.L. Lipoca'rdiac a. [Cahi^ac],
pertaining to a fatty heart {Syd. S'oc. l.ex. 1889V
Li pochriu [see Ochke and -in], 'a >ello\v colour-
ing matter obtained by treating the eyes of frogs
with ether after removing the retime

1
!Syd. Soc.

Lex.). IfLi pofibro-ma Path. [Fibroma]* a fibrous

lipoma. Lipog-e nesis [-genesis], the formation
of fat. Lipo'genic a. [Gr. 7*f- + -ic], tending to

produce fat. Lipo -gallons a. [Gr. 7*1/- + -ors] =
prec. (Syd. Sdi\ /.ex.',. \\

Li polvse mia (aliru lip-

vemiajiphvmia^ Path, [Gr. uf/m blood], prevalence
of fatty matter in the circulation. Lipolytic a.

[Gr. Avtikos loosening], having the property of

dissolving fat. ||Li poiiiyxo*ma Path. [M yxo.m a],

a tumour composed paitly of fatty and partly of
mucous tissue Syd. Soc. L.e.x.^.

1882 Qiwin Pit t. Mid. 1052/1 The current views on "lipo-

genesis or fat formation. 1897 A/lbntt's Syst. Med. IV. 31.8

They are often obese, and hence the name 1 Mipugenic
glycosuria' has been used in th<:be cases. 1866 A. I'lini-

Princ. Med. (i38o) 72 In diabetes the blood often has
a slightly milky appearance from an increased amount of
fat. This condition of the blood has been called

v
lipaeinia.

1872 TnUDlCHUM Chem. Phys. 24 This particular form of
fatty at id emulsion occurs in 'lipohremia. 1898 Lazarps-
I.arlow Man. Gen. Pathol. 507 The "lipolytic ferment of
the pancreas (steapsin).

Iiipogram ^Irp^gncm). [Hack-formation f.

Gr. \ttroypdfXfxaTos adj., wanting a letter, f. A<tt-,

weak stem of Xdnav lo leave, be wanting + ypnfi-

fxaT-,jpdfxfxa letter. Cf. F. Urogramme ^\ A com-
position from which the writer rejects all words
that contain a certain letter or letters.

171 1 Addison Spect. No. 62 T 3 Anagrams, Chronograms,
Lipograms and Acro.sticks. 1880 \V. T. Dobson Lit. Frivol.

58 Lipogram is the name applied to a species of verse in

which a certain letter, either vowel or consonant, is alto-

gether omitted.

Lipogrammatic (li--p0gr£martik\ a. [f. as

prec. + -ic. Cf. F. Hpogrammatiquc] Of or per-

taining to a lipogram ; of the nature of a lipogram.

1739 J. Merrick 'Pri/hiodoms p. xv, Tryphiodorus is

.said . . to have composed a Lipogrammatick Odyssey, from
which he entirely excluded the letter Sigma. 1891 H.
Mori.ey Note to Spect. No. 59 7 2 The earliest writer of

Lipogrammatic verse is said to have been the Greek poet

I^asus, born in Achaia 538 u.c.

So Lipogra mmatism, the art or practice of

writing lipograms. Lipogra'mmatist, a wiiter

of lipograms.
171 1 Addison Sped. No. 59 2 The first I shall produce

are the Lipogrammatists or Letter-droppers of Antiquity.

1816 Southey Ess. vi. (1832) I. 206 No author ever .shackled

himself by more absurd restrictions (not even the Lipo-
grammatists). i86z Marsh Eng. Lang. 394 Lipogram-
matism . . would not deserve to be noticed, had not distin-

guished authors, .occasionally practised it.

Iiipography (Hp^gran). [f. Gr. \tn-
t
weak

stem of XuTTdv to leave, be wanting + -graphy.]

The omission of a letter or syllable in writing.

1888 Gow Compan. to Classics 55 H'autography or Li/o-

graphy, writing once a letter or syllable which should be

written twice, is a special and very common case of omission.

1893 Classical Rev. Oct. 360 2 The reading, .is invoked as

evidence for ancient tradition : is it not simply a case of
lipography ?

Lipoid (K'poid N

, a. [f. Gr. AiV-os fat + -oin.]

Resembling fat.

1876 tr. Wagners Gen. Pathol 349 A peculiar 'lipoid

transformation ' of a foetus.

II Lipoma (lipoma). Path. PI. lipomata
v
lipJ'i*mata). [mod.L., f. Gr. AtV-oy fat + -cofxa

:

cf. steatoma, etc.] A fatty tumour.
1830 R. Knox Bfclard's Anat. 91 The lipomata .. some-

times present the appearance of the omentum when they !

j

are drawn out. 1893 Brit. Mrd. Jrnl. 9 Dec. 1274/1 A large
diffuse lipoma.

Hence Lipo mato-sis [after Gr. words in -o,vt<s],

excessive accumulation of fat in a 1 issue. Lipo--
matoid, Lipo/matous adjs. [-oin, -ops], resem-
bling, or of the nature of, a lipoma.
1847-9 Todd Cycl. Anat. IV. 129/2 A lipomatous mass

had formed in the pleura. 1855 Mavnk Expos. Lex.
t

Li/omatoides .. lipomatoid. 1866 A. Flinv Princ. Med]
(1880) 647 Lipomatosis or development of adipose tissue be-
tween the acini which may be thereby obliterated.

Lipomorph (li-p^m^jf). Zoo/, [f. Gr. Aitt-

(weak stem of \*tirttv lo leave, be wanting^ +
popf-rj form.] (Sec quots.)
1897 Sclatkr in Geog. O'rnl. June IX. 474 ' Lipomorph

a group which characterizes a particular district by its

absence from it. Ibid. 673 Hears and deer are 'lipomorphs'
of Africa south of the Atlas, and cats {belis) of Australia.

LipostoillOUS (lip^-st6mos\ a. Z00L [f. as pree.

+ Gr. aroix-a mouth + -ors.] Having 110 mouth.
In some mod. Diets.

Lipostomy (lip^stomi). Zoo/, [f. as prec. 4-

-v.] Absence of a mouth or osculum.
1880 F. P. Pascok Zool. Class!/, (ed. 2) 280 Lipostomy,

ab>,ence of a month. 1888 Rom.i-'sion & Jackson Eor/ns
Anint. Lift 793 The absence of an .. osculum is known as
lipostomy.

Lipothymy (liprj'iml
, lipothymia \\\\\o~

jK)rmia;. Also 7 leipothymy, lypothimy,
lipothymie, 7 lipothymia, 9 leipothymia. [ad.
and a. mod.L. lipothymia, ad. Gr. \uro6v/Jia, t. \tir-,

weak stem of Kiitrnv to leave, fail, be lacking +
0f'^os animation, spirit. Cf. V. lipothymie y 1 6lh c.).]

P ainting, swooning, svneope ; an instance of this,

t Alsoj^.
1603 V. Hi risc Cert. Rides Contagion (1625) Hiij b, The

wearers of these Amulets hane fallen into sodaine Lypo-
thimies and soundings. 1654 II. L 1 Lsikangk Chas. I (1655I

5 This lipothymie, this faint-heartednesse, lost him (JamesJ
the reputation and respeus of his people. 1660 Ji r. Taylor
DncL Dubit. (1676) 807 When nature is in a lipothymie.
1665-6 JJovlk Let. to Stable 9 Mar., Wks. 1772 I. Life 8a
Others are freed fromlypothyniiasby being pinched, or having
cold water thrown in their faces. 1681 tr. // illis Rem. Med.
U 'As. Yocab., Leipothymy. 1761 IVltkni-.y in Phil. Trans.
LII. 351 A faint weak voice, an aptitude to fall into Iipo-
thymits from slight causes. 1787 W. Fai.conkr Inthutue
Passions {ijgV 9<j note, He himself was affeUed with Lipo-
th>mia at seeing a criminal bn»I;e» mi the wheel. 1835 6
Todu Cycl. Anat. \. 7^6,1 Syncope orrurs without any
antecedence of pain or leipothymia.

So Iiipotliymial, Iiipothy mic, f I.ipothym-
ons adjs., of or pertaining to lipothymy

; chaiac-
teri^cd by or tending to lipothymy.
1665 ('». flARvr.v Advice axst. Plague 26 If the patient is

surprised with a Lipothymous angnor, jactitation, or great
oppression about the stomach or Hypoi bonders, expect no
relief from Cordials. 1689 — Curing Dis. by Expect, iv. i»3

Hleeding very oft .. doth upon the stopping of the Hlood
throw them into a long and deep swooning or Leipothymii k
lit. 1836 I. Taylor Phys. Theory Another Life 319 All
the facts connected with . .paralysis and leipothymic .states

of the system, .. will, if fail I)' considered, either couthm
or exclude the theory we adopt. 1898 AllbutCs Syst. Med.
V. 371 The lipothymial symptoms soon predominate.

Lipotype ,li'p^t3ip\ Zool. [f. (ir. A<tt-, KeUav
to leave, be wanting + Type.] (See quot.)
1882 Proc. Zool. Soc. 21 Mar. 312 Mr. Sclater stated that

..he had found it convenient to coin a term for the designa-
tion of a type of animal, the absence of w hich was charac
teristic of a particular district or region. This term he
proposed should be 1 Lipotype '.

Iiipoxenous (lipfks/h^, a. Pot. [f. as prec.

+ £tv-os a host + -ous.] Deserting its host ; said

of certain parasitic fungi which after a time quit

the plant which served as a host lor them. So
Lipo xeny, the phenomenon of desertion of the
* host * by parasites.

1887 Garnsey tr. De Baiy's Enngi 388, 496.

Lippard, obs. form of Leopard.
T_iipp(e, obs. form of Leap v.

t
Jjp sb.

Lippe, variant ol Lipe Obs.

Lipped (Hpt),///. a. [f. Lip sb. or v. + -En.]

1. Having or furnished with a lip or lips
; having

lips of a specified kind. Often in parasynthetic

comb., as blubber-, red-, thick- tipped.

1377 onwards [see Babber, Blabber, Blobber, Blubber].
1604 Shaks. Oth. iv. ii. 63 Thou young and Rose-Iip'd

Cherubin. 1755 Johnson, Lipped, having lips. 1820 Keats
L,amia 1. 189 A virgin purest lipped. 1844 Willis Lady
jtane 1. 644 Lamps conceaFd in bells of alabaster, Lipp'd
like a lily. 1831 Beck's Elorist 133 Stalk .. inserted in

a small, sometimes a lipped, hollow, c 1865 J. Wylde in

Circ. Sci. I. 403/2 A lipped vessel should .. be used. 1897
A Mutt's Syst. Med. 1 1. 1058 The flaridie are Ion? filiform

worms with a lipped, a papillated, or a simple mouth. 1897
Mary Kingsley W. A/rica 72 Delicate little nostrils,

mouths not too heavily lipped. 1902 Brit. Med. JrnX.
12 Apr. 879 The synovial membrane was found rather

inflamed, and the edges of the cartilages were lipped.

2. Pot. = Labiate; also, having a labcllum.

1836 Loudon Encycl. Plants Glo<;s., Lipped, having a
distinct lip or labellum. 1847 W. E. Stfele Eield Rot.

Introd. 16 (Glos.<.}> Ltpped= Bilabiate. 1854 Thomson
Wild Ft. in. (ed. 4) 251 Another lipped flower, is the. .hemp
nettle.

Lippen Jrpen), v. Chiefly St. Forms : 2 lip-

nen, -ien, 4, 6 lip-, lypnin, (4 lepuyn, 6 lippne),

5-6 lip-, lyppin, -yn, (7 lipen, 9 lippin), 6-



LIPPER.

lippen. [Of obscure origin ; cf. the synonymous .

Licken v. and Litten zO] I

1. intr. To confide, rely, trust. Const, to, till
;

i

occas. in, into, of, on, unto. Also in indirect pass,
j

To lippen fori To look confidently for.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 37 Ne limiie 3e no .il to eower festene.

a 1200 Moral Ode 22 Ne lipnie na mon la muchel to childe

ne to wiue. C1470 Golaeros Caw. 832 Thus may ye 1

lippin on the lake, throu lair that 1 leir. 1500-20
.

Dukuar
Poems lx. 70 To thy auld schervandis have an L, 1 hatJang |

hes lippinit into the. 1563 Davidson Cou/ut. Kennedy 111

WodrowSoc. Misc. (1844) 208 Thay disseave baith thaim

selves and all uthersqnha lippinnis in thatm. 1577 Buchanan

Let. to Randolph Wks. (1892) 58 Vf ye gett it not or thys

winter be passit, lippin not for it. 1637-50 Row Hist. A irk

(Wodrow Soc.) 456 We must lippen much to the old charter,

Frovidebit Dominns. 1685 l\ Sharp Let. 5 Mar., in

Thoresbfs Corr. (ed. Hunter) I. 68, 1 lippened, a* we say,

of you, else [etc.]. 1789 I^rns To Dr. MuMocfiat Oct.)

ii 1 lippen'd to the chield in trouth. 1816 Scott Old Mort.

ix 1 jaloused him ..no to be the friend to the government

he pretends: the family are not to lippen to. 1868 G.

Macdonalo A\ Falconer I. 49 A gnde-hertit crater, but ye

cudna lippen till him. 1893 Stkvbnrox Catrwna 1. 11. 23,

1 would lippen to Eli's word— ay, if it was the Chevalier, or

Appin himseF.
.

2. trans. To entrust. Const, dative or to, {till),

occas. in. Also, to trust (a person) with (a thing .

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxii. {Lanrentitts) 128 pat bu before

lepnyt to me, of godU burd be priwete. c 1450 .Holland

Hoxvlat 456, 1 loue ;ou mair for that loiss }e lippyn me till.

1513 Douglas sEneis v. xiv. 46 Or quhat in windis sa dis-

salt full to ws, .. Wakl thow 1 lipnit the niaist noble Enee?

1636 Kuthi-.rforo Lett. (1862) I. 179 Christ will lippen the

taking you to heaven, neither to yourself, nor any deputy,

hut only to Himself. 1883 Black Four Macmcols v, 1 he

people would say I had done wrong in lippen ing a boat to
j

such a young crew. 1887 Su/pl. to Jamicson Addenda s.v.,
[

I 'll lippen ye wi' iny siller.

3. To expect with confidence. Also with sen-
]

tenee as obj. f To lippen (a thing) in, upon (a

person) : To expect from.

0425 Wyntoun Cron. vn. iv. 554 Than is to lyppynsum ,

remede. 1535 Si kwakt Cron. Scot. (1858) 1 1. 150 Lypfnling
|

richt lung that tha suld thame reskew. 1552 Abp. Hamilton ,

Catech. (1884) 50 'l'o traist upon God, lippin all gud upon

him. 1559 Ln. Hume in Sadler S tate Papers (1809) II. 137

To sende to me zour resolut answer, . . that I may perfit lie

understand quhat 1 may lyppin. a 1572 Knox Hist. Kef.

Wks. 1846 I. 74 Your cord and lou.sie coit and sark, Ye
lippin, may bring yow to salvatioun. 1637 Rutherford

Lett. (1862) 1. 444, I tan yet lippen that meikle good in

Christ as to get a suspension, c 1746 J. Collier {Tun Hob-

bin) View Lane. Dial. Wks. (1862) 68 I loo hppen't her
]

feather wur turned strackling. 1768 Ross Helenore '.1789)
1

51 Hut some chield ay upon us keeps an ee, And sae we

need na lippen to get free.

Hence Lippening vhl. sb.

1375 Harbour Bruce xit. 238 Thai ar commyn heir, For

lypnyng in thair gret power. 1535 Stkwart Cron. .Sec/.

11858) 111. 289 All his beleif and lipning wes in thame. 1565

Fostscr. to Q. Mary's Let. in Keith Hist. Ch. Scot. (1845)

II. 328 This we doubt not hot ye will do according to oure

lippinnins with all possible liaist.

Lipper (U'1>3 0> s^ Aaitt. and dial. Also 6

Sc. Iippir. [belongs to Lipper vX] A rippling,

slight ruffling of the surface of the sea. Often

collect. Also wind-Upper. See also quot. 1867.

1513 Douglas sEneis vn. ix. 119 Lyk as the see changis

fyrst his hew In quhyt lippiri* by the wyudis blast. 1789

Jrans. Soc. Arts II. 221 A deal of sea and wind hpper.

1823 J. F. Cooi-kr Pioneers xv. (t86o) 67/1
4 As to the seas,

they runs more in Uppers in the liay of liiscay*. 1855

Robinson Whitby Gloss, s.v., There's no great sets o wind,

but a great deal of lipper on. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-

AX-., Lipper^ a sea which washes over the weather chess-tree,

pei haps leaper. Also, the spray from small waves breaking

against a ship's bows. 1882 Good Cheer ^3 A light bree/e

was blowing, making what sailors call a lipper on the sur-

fare of the water. 1890 Fall Mall G. 7 July 6/2 The ap-

I
roaching torpedo, so clearly identifiable by . . the hpper of

its 'wake'.
t

Lipper lipA sb:1 Glass-making, [f. LlPt'. 1

-\ -kk L] An implement used in forming the lip on

a glass vessel.

1869 J. Leicester in Eng. Mech. 3 Dec. 282/2 The work,

man then takes his lipper, which is merely a round piece

of glass, the shape of a small rolling-pin.

Lipper (Ii'pa-O^. 3 Whakfishing. (See quot.)

1887 G. B. Goode etc Fisheries U.S. II. 287 ln lippering

up decks a man takes an oil scoop in one hand and the

lipper in the other, with which he brushes the refuse fluid

into the receptacles and transfers it to the tubs. [Note] A
lipper is a piece of thin blubber of an oblong shape, with

incisions in one end for the men to grasp. .. Sometimes a

piece of leather may be used. Different vessels employ

different utensils of this kind. A large metal ladle used for

^cooping up the oil from the deck is also called the hpper.

Lipper (li'pai),^. 1
[? frequentative formation

related to Lap e>J] intr. Of water: To ripple.

15x3 Douglas s&neis vttt. xi. 73 The lypperand walhs

quhyt War pulderit full of fomy froyth mylk quhit. Ibid.

x. vi. 11 Nor ait na land brist lyppering on the walhs. 1853

G. Johnston Nat. Hist. E. Bord. 1. 107 A little burn, with

scarce audible noise, rnns lippering in the bottom.

Lipper (li-pa-0, dial. [? fieq. of Lip v> (cf.

Lip vX 3).] intr. Of a boat: To have ils hp or

gunwale level with (the water).

1822 Hibbert Descr. Shettd. Isles 511 Nor can these

lighten the boat so much as that she will not appear,

according to the phrase of the fishermen,just lippering with

the water. 1844 W. H. Maxwell Sports trAdv. Scotl. xv.

(1855) 1 36 The boat . .being . . sunk so Tar ns just to Upper with

the water.

328

Lipper (li'P3J )» *'-3 Whalefishing. [f. Lifper
(

sb*] trans. To wipe (the deck) with a Upper.

Chief!v to lipper up, off.

1887 G. H. Goode, etc. Fisheries U.S. II. 287 The decks

. .are..' lippered up ' regularly while boiling, for the sake of

cleanliness and economy as well. Ibid., Lippering up lsee

Lipper 1890 Century Diet. s.v. , Tu lipper off the deck.

Lipper, var. Lepek sb. 1 Obs. ; obs. f. Lkpkk sb.*

tLrppet. Obs. rare- 1
. [Cf. Lappet.] The

lobe (ol lhe ear).

1598 R. Haydocke tr. Lomazzo 1. 29 The lower part

whereof [sc. the earl is called the tippe or lippet.

Lippie Cti pi). Sc. [f. Lip sK + -ie.J A little lip.

179. Burns Song, t
O, ivhar did ye get' 9 My blessin's

upon thy sweet wee lippie.

Lippie, variant ol Lippy, sb. Sc.

Lipping li'pirj), vbl. sh 1 [f. Lir v. + -ing L]

The action of Lip v.1 in various senses.

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., LJpping, making notches

on the edge of a cutlass or sword. 1887 Fall Mall G.

28 Dec. 5;i Soon the gentle lipping of the tide was replaced

by the roar of white-crested waves.

b. spec, in Pathology.

1894 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 2 June 11 88/1 The lipping of the
|

articular ends of the bones being characteiisiic. 1897 All-

butt's Syst. Med. III. 106 The presence of bony thickening
J

and lipping about the joints. 1899 E. Dlake Study 0/Hand
(ed. 2; 28 Attacks of chondritis with fibrous degeneration,

I

followed by bulging of the cartilage, known as 4 lipping

due to mnsrular'traclion, on the opposinq articular Mirfaces. 1

Lipping i H pirj), -M. sb;- [(. Lip r. - + -ing L]

(See quot.)
. .

1796 C. Marshall Garden, vii. (1813) 100 Lipping is

cutting the slope face of the cion so as to leave a rib down ,

in the middle.

Lipping (li-pin), *. [f. I-"' p-1 + -™G -0

That lips, in senses of the vb.

1843 K. Jonks Sens. «V Even/ 29 She rose against the

lipping wind. 1850 W. Millkr Songs Nursery in U 'histle-

Pinkie u3qo) II. 66 Hairst time's like a lipping cup. 1851

M ayne R k t r> SeaIpH 11ti t. xix. 135 The first little rivulet that

trickled forth from their lipping fulness would be the signal

of their destruction.

Lippir, obs. Sc. form of Lippeh^.1

Lippitnde (lrpitiwd). Now rare. Also 7

lipitude. [ad. L. lippitud-o (f. lippus blear-eyed),

cither directly or through K. lippilude.'] Soreness

of the eyes; blearedness; an instance of this.

1626 Ha'con Sylva § 297 Such aie Pe*tilences, Lippitudes,

and such like. 1661 Lovkll Hist. Anim. <y Min. 121 The
Lines bruised and applied help the dry lippitude. 1680

Aubrey Lires {1898} 11. 169 His lippitnde then was come

even to blindnesse. 1788 J. C. Smyth in Med. Cotumuu.

II. 217 Ointments .. are . . useful in cases of lippitude.

1822-34 Good's Study Med. II. 573 An un*ii»luly lippitnde

and excision of the lower eyelid, are hence a very common
result of a scrofulous attack on this organ.

Lippy, lippie jli'pi), sb. Sc. Also 7 leippio.

[dim. of Leap sb.-} The fourtli part of a peck;

in goods sold by weight usually 1^ lb.

1612 in Rce. Convent. Roy. Burghs (1870) II. 374 To tak

na mair for furlett, i>ek, and leippie, fra the burrowes hot

fourty merk in tyme cuniniing. a 1693 Urquhnrt's Rabelais

III. xviii, There shall her justum both in Peck and Lippy

be furnish'd to the full eternally. 1725 Newburgh Council

Rce. in Laing Lindores Abbey etc., xxiv. (1876) 310 AH
conserned ar to pay the said herd ffor ilk beast off Con six

lippies off good and sufficient bear. 1743 R. Maxwell Set.

Trans. 272 Give each Heart twice a Day, Morning and

Evening, .. a Lippy and a half.. Linlithgow Measure, of

the best Oats. 1796 Statist. Acc. Scot. XVII. 464 The

return of lint is commonly a stone of flax from the lippie.

1868 Perfhsh. Jrnl. 18 June,We lately heard of some being

caught after roosting whose stomachs were found to contain

one-fourth of an imperial lippy of grain. 1896 Bar rip. Marg,

Ogilvy iv. (1897) 65, 1 was sounded as to the advisability of

sending him a present of a lippie of shortbread.

b. A measure or vessel holding this quantity.

1847-8 H. Miller First Ititpr. xi. ( 1857) 168 A measure,

much like what in Scotland we would term a meal lippy.

C. Comb.: lippy(s-bound(s,thespace ofground

required for sowing a « lippy* of flax-seed.

In some districts -100 square yards.

1876 Laing Lindores Abbey etc., xxiu. 300 Domestic ser-

vants had a small patch (two lippies-bounds, equal to about

five and a half poles) allotted to them.

Lippy tH"i»)» a
- tf-

Lll> sh
-
+ *v, l

of a <los

(see quot.\

1877 Gordon Stables Fract. Kennel Guide m. 35 f
applied to hanging lips of some dogs where hanging hps

should not exist, as in the Bull Terrier.

Lipsalve (IrpisSv). [f. Lip sb. + Salve sb.]

Salve or ointment for the lips ; an example of this

;

also fig. flattering speech, attrib. in lipsalve-box.

iSqi PF.RCtVALL Sp. Diet., Ccrillas, lip salue, Vtiguentum

labiornm. 1627 K. F. Hist. Edw. II (1680) 9 t One that ..

taught him not to trust a Woman's Lip-salve, when that he

knew her breast was fill'd with rancour. 1631 Hrathwait

Plug. Gentlem. (1641) 297 Let not their lip-salve so annoynt

you, as it make yon forgetfull of him that made you. 1710

Steele Tatlcr ST
o. 24 s F 2 A Collection uf Receipts to

make. . Pomatums, Lip-Salves. 1767 Mrs. Glasse Cookery

383 A fine lip salve. 1806-7 J- Berfsford Miseries limn.

Life (1826) VI. xxxi, You supply the deficiency of the former

with wafers, pocket-pieces, lip-salve-boxes, cut sards, &c.

1826 Scott 7ml. 13 May, Praise, .costs men nothing, and

is usually only lip-salve. 1882 J. Ashton Social Life Reign

Q Antu\. 128 Rose and white lip salves were used as now.

t Lipse, only in riming phr. without lipse
t
app.

^ < without fnil \

a 1380 .V. Paula 34 in llorstm Altengl. Leg. (1878) 4*

LIQUATE,

Lipse, obs. variant of Lisp v.

Li*p-service. [See Lip sb. 6 a {b).] Service

of lhe lip ; service that is proffered but not per-

formed.
1644 Direct. Publ. Worship Pref. 2 Pleasing themselves

in their lip-service in bearing a part in it. 1825 J. Nf.al
Pro. Jonathan 1. 419 No lip-service for me. 1850 Svo.

Pohf.ll Roman i. Poet. Wks. 1875 1. 15 They . subdued
the world And with superior scorn heard its lip-service.

1891 Hall Caine Scapegoat xiv, People who had showed
him lip-service when he was thought to be rich.

So Iii:p-se rver, one whose service is in profession

only.

i860 All War Bound Xo. 44. 419 Such a noisy lip-

server as that pauper.

t Liptote. Obs. [ad. mod.L. liptotts, blundered

form oi litotes. Cf. MDu. liptote.] =Litotf.s.

1589 PvTTEKftAM Eng. Poesie ill. xvit. (Arb.) 195 By another

Ifigurel we temper our sence with wordes of such modera-

tion, as in appearaunce it abateth it but not in deede, and
is by the figure Liptote. a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Cam-
bridgesh. \. (1662) 157 P.ale beginneth very coldly in his

commendation.., Vir uon omnino stupimts ..; hut we
understand the language of his Liptote.

II Lipuria (lipiu^ria). Path. [mod.L. lipuria,

i. (ir. Aiw-os fat + ovpov urine.] ' The presence of

oily matter in the mine' {Syd. Soc. Lex. 1SS9).

1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. IV. 262 The so-called charac-

teristic symptoms .. namely, fatty stool* and lipuria.

Lrp-WOrship. [See Lir sb. 6 a (/»).] Wor-
ship that consists only in words.

1630 Sanokrson Serm. II. 262 The knee-worshtp, and the

cap-worship, and the lip-worship they may have that are in

worshipful places and callings, a 1716 Ulackall // ks. (1723)

I. 216 They worship him in vain, who give him only a

Knee, or a Lip-worship. 1862 Merivale Rom. Ftup. (1865)

VII. lvt. 75 The lip-worship of courtiers and time-servers.

Hence Iii p-wo*rshipper, one whose worship is

limited to professions.

1884 Sir A. nE Vi re 1st Ft. Mary Tudor iv. ii.True love

Visits not thrones. The lonely sitter there Finds flatterers,

lip-worshippers, but not True love.

tLiquabi lity. Obs.rare- 1
. [i.L.liquabil-is

:

see next nnd -ity.J The state of being liquable.

1662 S. P. Acc. Latitude Men 17 That softness should

signifie liquabilily, answered just to humidity signifying

fluidity. 1731 in Bailey vol. II.

t Lvquafole, cl. and sb. Obs. Also 5 liquible,

7 liqueable. [ad. L. liijuabil-is, f. liqudre\ see

Liquate v. and -ablk.]

A. adj. That can be liquefied ;
capable of melt-

ing. Also, soluble (in a liquid).

1471 Ripley Com/. Alch. Ep. x. in Ashni. (1652) m Such

bodies whit h in nature be liquable. 1567 Maplkt Gr. Forest

20 Quicksilver and Brimstone are the . . cause of beginning

in all thinges liquable or those which melt, which are com-

monly called Mettals. 1657 G. S i arkey Helmonfs I 'iud.

314 A Salt . . liquable in water or Wine. 1768 A. Catcott

Treat. Deluge 382 The matter contained within the shell

exactly resembled any liquable substance cast fluid into a

mould.

B. sb. A substance that may be liquefied.

1460-70 Bk. Quintessence 7 Wiyn not aloonly holdib in it

be propirtees of gold, but myche more be propirtees of alle

liquibles if bei be quenchid berinne. 1612 Stuxtevant

Metatlica 109 Any kind of liquor or liqueable.. which is put

into the Furnace, Pot, Kettle, Caldron or Copper, to be

forther heated, and boyled.

Hence Li quableness. 1727 Bailey vol. 11.

||
Liquamen (likw^-men). [L. liquamen a

liquid mixture, f. liquare: see Liquate v.] f&.
A substance reduced to a liquid state. Al<o, the

name of a kind of fish-sauce used by the ancient

Romans; garum, Obs.

c 1420 Pallad. on limb. in. 827 And make liquamen casti-

moniall Of peres thus. 1672 Phil. Trans. VI I. 5059 " hat

Liquamen or softer pulp (which I took to be J Sees-meat).

1770 Ibid. LXI. 343, I mixed, .six drams or the putrid liqua-

men, with, .this liquor. 1806 A. Hunter Cnitna (ed. 3) 60

The Romans had a raw salad . .made savoury' witb liquamen,

oil, and vinegar. The liquamen was something hke our

anchovy liquor.
,

b. *A fluid for administering medicine {Syd.

Soc. lex. 1889).

f Liquament. Obs. rare- \ [ad. L. liqua-

ment-um, f. liquare'. cf. prec] A concoction,

liquid mixture.

1657 T0MLINSON Renou'sDisp. 731 the Grayed Lithar-

gie with the liquament.

Liquate (tei*kw*H), v. [f. L. liquat-, ppl. stem

of liquHre to melt, cogn. w. liquor Liquou.]

fl. trans. To make liquid, cause to flow. Also

intr.. to become liquid, melt.

1660 W. Simpson Hydrol. Chym. 69 Disenteries, which

grating upon the tender tunicles thereof, liquates the blood

from them..; at every tormenting liquation puts nature

upon the rack, a 1728 Woodward Nat Hist. Losstls (i 7 79 )

I? 1. 10 If the Salts be not drawn forth be fore
:
the Clay is

baked, they . .are apt to liquate afterwards. Ibid. 19 Being

wet,, .the Salts liquating, it becomes soft like Marie.

2. Metallurgy. To liquefy metals in order to

separate them or to free them from impurities.

Also to liquate out.

1864 in Wkbster. 1874 Raymond Statist. Mints * Mining

424 A liquation-furnace, used for liquating the bullion, in

order to free it from such impurities as may not have been

eliminated in its passage through the lead-softening furnace.

j88a T. L. Tjioki'K in Nature XXVI. 172 Heating dis-
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integrated suet . . when a clear yellow oil is (to borrow a term
of the metallurgists) 'liquated out '.

Hence Li quated ///. a., Lrquatmg vbl. sb.

1684 tr. Bouet's Merc. Comfit, xix. 700 A Bath promotes
the flowing of the Wood, liquating of it. 1874 Kavmono
Statist. Mines $ Mining- 483 The liquated lead is com-
pletely desilverized.

Liquation likwJ^n). [ad. I., liquation-em,
n. of action f. liquare : see prec]
1. The process of making or of becoming liquid

;

the condition or capacity of being melted.
1612 Woodall Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 272 Liquation is

when as that which shall be made into one body, is dissolved,
that it can flow abroad like waves. 1646 Sir T. Browne
Pseud. Ef>. 11. i. 49 Crystal! is nothing else, but Ice or Snow
..congealed beyond liquation. 1657 Tomlinson Renou's
Disp.u. xviii. 74 Liquation differs from Dissolution, in that
Liquation is alwayes caused by heat, and seldome or never
with any humour; Dissolution alwayes with humours, sel-

dome with heat. 1669 (see Liquate v. ij. 17a* Quincy
Phys. Diet, (ed. 2) s.v., Such unctuous Substances as are pro-
cured by Liquation, or Liquefaction, which signify the same.

2. Metallurgy. The action or process of separat-

ing metals by fusion.

1471 Ripley Covip. Alch. vu. v. in Ashm. (16521 170 Asyt
[Goldl the Fyre doth fele, Lyke Wax yt wylbe redy unto
Lyqnacyon. 1605 Timme Quersit. I. xiii. 59 In the liquation
or melting of gold with other metalls. 1646 Sir T. Brownr
Pseud. Efi. III. xxi. 161 Mettals in their liquation, although
they intensly heat the air above their surface, arise not yet
into a flame. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 774 Lead and antimony
are the metals most commonly subjected to liquation.

3. Comb., as liquation furnace, hearth, tube;
liquation cake, a cake, composed of black copper
and lead, used in charging a liquation furnace.

1839 Ure Did. Arts 775 The flames, after playing round
about the sides of the liquation tubes, pass ofl*.. into the
chimney. Ibid. 824 The working area charged with the
liquation cakes and charcoal. Ibid., These cakes are.,
placed in the liquation furnace. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech.,
Liquation Hearth, or Furnace.

t Liquative, a. Obs. rare~ l

. [f. I,, liquate :

see Ltquate ?>. and -ativk.J Of or pertaining to

liquation.

1657 Tomlinson Renott's Dtsf>. 11. xvii. 75 The Alcumists
..have invented many things, whereby the liquative or
fusitive Art is enriched.

tliiquator. Obs. rare" 0
, [a. I.. Viquatof^

agent-n. of liquare to melt.] (See quot.)

1623 Cockeram, Liquafor, he which melteth.

Lique, an alleged name for a kind of small sea-

going vessel, is prob. a spurious word : in the Fr.

text of Froissart, which Berners followed, lique is

believed to be a mistake for ligttex see Line sb*
1523 Ld. Herners Froiss. 1. Ixxxiiii. h b/2 A lytell shyppe

called Lyque [F. lique]. 1847 Nicolas Hist. R. Navy II.

164 Lique was a small, light, swift vessel. Froissart says
[etc.l. 1894 C. N. Robinson Brit. Fleet 210 ' Liquet' and
* lynes ', small swift rowing gallejs.

Liqucfacient (Hkwtf/ 1 penO, a. and st\ [ad.

L. liquefacient-em, pr. pplc. of liquefacere to Lr-

QUEFY : see -facient.] a. adj. 'Making liquid'

(Syd. Soe. Lex. 1889). b. sb. Something which
serves to liquefy

;
spec, in Med., an agent (such as

mercury and iodine) supposed to have the power
of liquefying solid deposits (Dunglison Med. Lex.
1 $53)» Also, an agent which increases the amount
of fluid secretions (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1889).

t Iiiquefacted, ///. a. [f. L. liquefact-, ppl.

stem ot liquefacere to Liquefy + -ed 1
.]

Liquefied.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeatts Fr. Chirurg. 22b/i With the
liqvefacted and moulten corrosive. 1599 — tr. Gahclhoucrs
Bk. Physicke 90/2 Inungate therwith externallye your
Croppe, with liquefactede liacon.

+ Liquefactilile, a. Obs. rare- 1
. [f. as

prec. + -ible. Cf. OF. liquefaclible.] That may
be liquefied, liquefiable.

1644 Digby Nat. Bodies xvii. (1658! 191 Those bodies ..

which by heat are mollified or are liquefactible.

t Liquefacting, ///. a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. as

prec. + -JNG !.] Used in the liquefaction of metals.
iS97 A. M. tr. GuillenieaiSs Fr. Chirurg. 41 b/2 We must

yet make greater fyer thervnder, with violente flames, as if

it were a liqvefactinge fyer.

Liquefaction (likw/fa*kfen). Also 8-9 erron.
liqui faction, [a. F. liquefaction, ad. L. lique-

faction-em, n. of action f. liquefacere to Liquefy.]
1. The action or process of liquefying, or the

state of being liquefied ; reduction to a liquid state.

1477 Norton Ord. Atch. v. in Ashm. (1652) 59 Ayer also
with his Coaction, Maketh things 10 be of light liquefaction:
As Wax is and Gutter, and Gummes all, A little heate
maketh them to melt and fall. 1633 T. Adams Exp.
2 Peter ii. v. 562 Which [cloudesl were encreased by the
liquefaction and distilling of the aire into water. 1768-74
Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) 1. 12 The qualities of fire remain
the same, whether you throw gold or clay into it ; yet upon
casting in the latter no liquefaction will ensue. 1800 Henry
Fpit. Chew. (1808) 37 Ice, during liquefaction, must absorb
much caloric. 1818 Faraday Exp. Res. xxi. (1844) 106 The
liquefaction and solidification of gases. 1851 J. H. Newman
Cat/i. in Eng. vii. 298, 1 think it impossible to withstand
the evidence which is brought for the liquefaction of the
blood of St. Januarius at Naples. 1880 C. & F. Darwin
Movent. PL 69 The softening or liquefaction of the outer
surface of the wall of the hair.

+ 2. fig. Said of the 'melting' of the soul by
ardour of devotion, etc. (Cf. F. liquefaction.)

Vol. VI.

329

15*6 Pi/gr. Per/. (W. de W. isii) 150 A liquefaction or a
ineltynge of the soule. a 1631 I.'onn'k Serin, xxvi. 257 Till
thou feele in thy selfe..a liquefaction, a colliquation,a melt-
ing of thy bowels under the commination of the Judgements
of C5od upon thy sin. 1633 Eari. M \xcii. A I Mondo (1636)

I

201 They laboured by a liquefaction of their soules into
Ood, toinsoule themselues in God. a 1711 Ken Hymns
Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 228 She rap't at his endearing Eye.. in
sweet, am'rous Liquefaction dy'd.

Iiiquefactive (likw/ftrktiv), a. [ad. L. type
*Hqucfact7v-us, f. liquefacere to Liquefy.] Having
the effect of liquefying.

1877 Roberts Haudbk. Med. (ed. 3) 1. 47 Fatty or lique-
factive change . .may lead to its absoVption. 1899 A //butt's
Syst. Med. VI. 164 The liquefactive softenings which may
occur in old thrombi.

Iiiquefia'ble (lrkwforab'l), a. Also liqui-.
[f. Lliji efy v. + -able. Cf. F. liquefiable.] That
may be liquefied.

1558-66 \\ aroe tr. Alexis' Seer, in. vi. 69 b, To make all
metalles liquifiable. 1626 Hacon Sylva § 839 The Con-
sistencies of Eodies are. .Liquefiable, Not Liquefiable. 1855
Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XVI. 1. 34 Their more fluid and lique-
fiable parts. 1865 Mansfield Sa/ts 298 F>oth these sub-
stances are, at ordinary temperatures, gases, but liquefiable
by pressure and cold.

Jig. 1829 Bkntham Justice * Cod. Petit. Wks. 184:5 V.
485 The penance and the excommunication themselves have

I

been made liquifiable into fees.

Liquefier (li-kw/Taiiaj). [f. Liquefy 7>. + -eh l.]

One who or that which liquefies.

1824 J. Wilson in Blackw. Mag. XV. 721 Fundi—cold
lime and ruin punch, 1 mean—the l>est liquifier, perhaps, that
has yet been invented for this season. 1894 Daily Ne?vs
22 Feb. 3 1 The great liquefier [a< . of air and gases], l'ro-
fessor Dewar.

Liquefy (H-kwtfai), v. Also 6-9 liquify,
V. liquefier, ad. I., liquefacere to make liquid, f.

liquere to he fluid ; see -FY.]

1. trans. To reduce into a liquid condition. With
obj. a solid substance ; also in L'liysics, air, gases,

f Formerly, to dissolve fin a liquid).

1547 BooRiiE Bre?>. Health 75, I do lyquifye it in the oyle
of Roses. 1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhoner"s Bk. Physicke 10/?
Liquefye the Snger in Melisse water. 1661 Lo\ ell Hist.
Anint. <$ Miu. Introd., Some of them may be Liquefied by
liquour, as earths, salt, .. &c, some by fire, as metallick
fluores. 1756 7 tr. h'eysler's Trot*. (1760^ 111. 63 The
substance in the phial . . looks like balsam of Peru, whi. h
may be very easy liquefied. 1824-9 Lanijor huag. Con":
Wks. 1846 11. 245 Sweat ran from tlicni liquefying the blood
that had. .hardened on their hands and feet. 1863 Tvndau.
Heat ii. § 21 26 Simply to liquefy a mass of ice an
enormous amount of heat is necessary. 1881 Lubbock Add)-.
Brit. Assoc. in Nature No. 618. 411 Oxygen and nitrogen
have been liquefied.

2. fi^. To • tnelt* willi spiritual ardour. (Cf. F.

liquifier.) Also intr. for passive*
1483 Caxton Gold. J. eg. 313/2 From that honre the sowle

of hyin lyquefyed and the passion of Jhesu cryst was inei-

,
ueylously infyxed in his herte. 1502 Atkinson ti. De

I

hnifattone tit. vi. 201 That ] may leme. .what is to man to
;

be lyquyfyed and molten in loue.

3. intr. To become liquid; f rarely to dissolve
(in water).

1583 Stubbes A nat. Abus. n. (1882) 29 Othersome will cast
wette salt into it [wool], which in time will liquifie. 1626
Hacon Sylva § 840 The Disposition not to Liquefie pro-

\

[
ceedeth from the Easie Emission of the Spirits, whereby i

the Grosser Parts contract. 1705 Addison Italy (1733) 1 19
Wood .which liquefy'd at the Approach of the Saint's Heacf,
tho'..it was hard congeal'd before. 1750 tr. Leonardus"s
Mirr. Stones 18 Some stones, .do not liquify, and also sink
in water. 1812 Sir H. Davy Client. Philos. Wks. 1840 IV.
71 Crystalline muriate of lime and snow, both cooled to
o° Fahrenheit ..act upon each other and liquefy, i860
Tyndall Glac. 11. xi. 289 The ice liquefying rapidly.

4. trans. To give (a consonant) a 'liquid
1

or
1

semivocalic pronunciation.
1714 Fortescuk-Aland Notes Fortesette's Abs. Lint.

Mon. 27 This letter^' is also liquified in the middle, as in

the word sail from the Saxon saegl. 1842 M. Russell
Polynesia i. (1849) 39 They [the consonants] are liquefied to

a soft and almost vowel sound.

5. jocular. To moisten or * soak ' with liquor or
4 drink '. Also absol.

1826 Scorr Jrnt. 5 Mar., Something of toddy and cigar
in that last quotation, 1 think. Vet I only smoked two,

and liquified with one glass of spirits and water. 1827
Hone Evety~day Bk. 11. 12 When thoroughly liquefied, his

loquacity is deluging.

Hence Li-queried, Li-quefyiiig ///. adjs.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhoner's Bk. Physicke 243/1 Which
foresayed .. paper balle, she must winde in liquefyede waxe.

1731 Hist. Litteraria 111. 252 Iron melted into a liquified

Matter. 1825 J. Nicholson Opcrat. Mechanic

j

41 Lique-
fied amber, .separated from the oily portions which alter its

consistence, i860 Tvndall Glac. l. xi. 83 After we had
divided the liquefied snow . . amongst us we had nothing to

drink. 1808 P. Manson Trof. Diseases xxiii. 365 Some
irritating liquefying body derived from the decomposition
processes going on on the surface of the dysenteric ulcer.

Liqueres, -is'e, obs. forms of Liquorice.

Liquerish, obs. form of Lickerish.

Liquerous, variant of Ljckerous.
1609 W. M. Man in Moone D 2.

Iiiquesce (Hkwe's), v. rare— 1

, [ad. L. lique-

scere to become liquid.] intr. To become liquid.

1831 T. Hope Ess. Origin Man 1. 157 When by degrees.,
the neat, .penetrates within the ice so as to make it distend
and liquesce.

LIQUID.

I Liquescence (likwe sSns). rare. [f. Ltqfe-
I 8OEN'f a. : see -exck.] The process or fact of be-
coming liquid,

i 1875 Font. Herald 13 Nov. 29 '1 If the phial of Januarius
[

were .. duly attested to be coagulated human blood .. its

,

liquescence periodically would be acknowledged as a miracle.
[In some recent Diets.]

Lique'SCency. rare^ 0
. [f. next: sce-ENTCY.]

The state or quality of being liquescent ;
1 aptness

to melt
1

(J.).
1656 in Elount Glossogr. 1706 in PmLLtrs (ed. Kersey).

'755 in Johnson; whence in later Diets.

Liquescent (likwe-sent), a. [ad. L. lique-

scent-cm, pr. pple. of liquescfre to become liquid :

see -escent.] That is in process of becoming liquid
;

apt to become liquid.

1727 1>ailev vol. II, Liquescent\ melting, consuming.
1758 Rfid tr. Macqner's Client. 1. 23 They .. attract the
moisture of the air, and are thereby melted into a liquor.
TheAe may be called Liquescent Sa/ts. 1822-34 Good's
Study Med. (ed. 4) 1 1. 486 The spinal marrow . . was found
disorganised and liquescent.
trans/, a 1849 For Ulalunte Poems (1859) 69 At the end

of our path a liquescent and nebulous lustre was bom 1867
Hailky Universal Hymn 16 filobelets of liquescent flame.

b. Of a sound: Tending to a ( liquid
1

pronun-
ciation.

J7S5 Johnson s.v. Malign, The g is mute or liquescent.

Hence f Lique scentness.
1727 liAM.rv vol. II, Liqnescenfuess, aptness to melt.

t Lique'SCible, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. liquesc-ere

lo become liquid : see -ible.] Liquefiable.

16^7 Tomi.inson Rcnoijs Dis/. 2fy The best [senmmony]
is mtid, splendic, clear like gum. .easily Jiquescible.

Ii Liqueur ,1/kur; often likiu -M), sb. [F.

;

— Liqi oH sb.~\

1. A strong alcoholic liquor sweetened and
llavourcd with aromatic substances.
1742 Vovk Dune. iv. 316 He .. Try'd all hors-d\ruvres

y
all

liqueurs defin'd, Judicious drank, and gre;itly-daring din'd.
c 1750 SiiKNSTONK To the Virtuosi v, '1 is you. . Know what
conserves they chuse to eat And what liqueur-, to tipple.

1768 P.oswF.i.L Corsica (ed. 7 ?8o At dinner we had . .different
sorts of wine and a liqueur. 1804 T. Tkotier Drunkenness
v. (1884) 176 The liqueur called Noyau. 1815 Sporting
Mag, XLVL 122 Cafes, where coffee and liqueurs are taken.
1871 Longf. in L'/e (1891) 111. 16^ Manufacturers of ex-
quisite liqueurs. 1882 iincycl. Brit. XIV. 686/2 ISitter-,

form a clas* of liqueurs by themselves

b. A mixture ^consisting of sugar and certain

wines, or sugar and alcohol used to sweeten and
flavour champagne.
1872 Tm nirm m & ])rpR# Treat. Wine 468.

2. liqueur-ghlSS. In some recent Pu;ts.

3. at/rib. and Comb., a^ liqueur manufacturer,
merchant

;
liqueur brandy, a brandy of special

bouquet, which is consumed in small quan'ities as

a liqueur
;
liquenr-frame, a frame for holding

liqueur bottles; liqueur-glass, a very small

drinking glass used for liqueurs; liqueur-man,
one who adds the liqueur in the process of clinm-

pagne-making
;

liqueur-stand = liqueur-frame.
liqueur-wine [= F. vin de liqueur], one of the

strong and delicate-flavoured wines that have the

character of liqueurs.

1882 Encycl. Brit. XIV. 686/2 Wines and spirits remark-
able for tbeir amount of bouquet, such as tokay and *liqueur
brandy, &c 1875 Jas. Grant One 0/ the '6oo' iv, Hinns
appeared . . followed by a servant bearing Miqueur-frames,
filled with 'mountain dew '. 1859 L\ng Wand. India 18
Two *liqueur glasses. 1872 Thl dicml m & Dupre Treat.
Wine 468 The liqueur js kept in the atelier in a large can
attached to a machine which is under the guidance of the
*liqueur-man. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, *Liqueur
ntaun/acturer. 1800 Ann. Reg. 441 An Italian * liqueur
merchant. 1858 Sjmmonds Diet. Trade, *Liqueur stand.
1872 Tik'DIchu.m & Dupr£ Treat. U Ine 515 * Liqueur Wines.

Liquet!'r, [f. Liqueur sb.] trans. To flavour

(champagne) with a liqueur.

1872 Thi dichi m & Dufr£ Treat. Wine 467 The operation
of liqueuring. Ibid. 469 lt sometimes happens, however,
that., the wine which has been disgorged or liqueured
undergoes a slight second fermentation. 1876 M. Collins
Blacksmith 4- Scholar], ix. 243 The liqueured champagnes
for which we give as many shillings as it cost pence,

Liquible, variant of Liquable Obs.

Iiiquid (lrkwid), a. and sb. Forms : 4 liquyd,
5-6 li-, lyquide, -yde, (5 lyquet, 6-7 liqued),
6- liquid, [a. OF. liquide, ad. L. liquid-us, f.

liquere to be liquid, eogn. with liquare Liquate?'.,

HquTXo he liquid, liquor Ltquor.]

A. adj.

I. 1. Said of a material substance in that condi-

tion (familiar as the normal condition of water, oil,

alcohol, etc.) in which its particles move freely over

each other (so that its masses have no determinate

shape), but do not tend to separate as do those of

a gas; not solid nor gaseous. Hence, composed
of a substance in this condition.

1382 Wyclif Ezek. xliv. 30 Alle liquyd [1388 moist]
sacrifices, or fieetynge, as oyle, and hony, and syche.
c 1400 Lau/rants Cirurg. 203 Fleuma vitreum was liquide
fleuma, & wib cooldnes it is congilid. 1494 Fabyan Chrou.
vu. 373 Rosyn, grece, and other lyquet & brynyng stuffe.

1544 Phaer Regim. Ly/e (1560) Oivb» Another devine
medecine, in a liquide-fourme. 1562 Turner Herbal 11.

42
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29 Rosin of >•* larche tre..is moyster or more liqued.

1590 Spenser F. Q. 11. ii. 6 Which feeder each living plant

with liquid sap. 1590 Shaks. Mute. X. 1. i. 211 Decking
with liquid pearle, the Lladed grasse. 1604 — Oth. v. ii.

280 Whip me ye Diuels Wash me in steepe-downe gulfes

of Liquid fire. i6to Willet Hexapla Dan. 202 Windes
doe not blowe so much vpon the solid earth, as vpon the

liquid sea. 1667 Milton L. 1. 229 If it were J~and that

ever burn'd With solid, as the I^ilce with liquid fire. 1697

Drvhf.n Virg. Georg. iv. 601 Down from his Head the

liquid Odours ran. 1760-8 Goldsm. Cit. World cvi. r 4 The
whole is liquid laudanum to my spirits. 1800 tr. Lagrange's

Chent. II. 1 13 Add a very small quantity of water, in order that

the mixture may form a paste somewhat liquid. 1849 R. V.

Dixon Heat t. 21 Liquid thermometers, may be applied to

measure temperatures considerably above those at which

the liquid filling th ;m boils in the open air. 1863 Mary
Howitt F. Brewer's Greece II. xi. 1 With the taste of

Nectar and colour of liquid gold.

b. In poetical and rhetorical lang. often used

for: Watery.
1606 Shaks. Tr. $ Cr. 1. iii. 40 And anon ljehold The

strong ribb'c! I iarke through liquid Mountaines cut. 1611

Coryat Crudities 559, 1 will returne againe to my liquid

journey betwixt Mentz and Franckford vpon the river

Maenus. 1657 Hp. 11. Kino Poems (1S43) *iii. 103 All the

Ship-wracks, and the liquid graves. 1725 Tope Odyss. x.

58 Meanwhile our vessels plough the liquid plain. 1819

Wordsw. Waggoner Concl. 36 While Grasmere smoothed

her liquid plain The moving image to detain. 1856 Kmerson
Fug. Traits, I'oy. Eng. Wks. (Bonn) II. 11 The good ship.

.

gliding through liquid leagues. 1879 J. Burroughs Locusts

<V //" Honey 1x884) 82 It Uhe strawberry] is the product of

liquid May touched by the June sun.

c. occas. Of the eyes: Killed with tears.

1598 Rowlands Betray. Christ 57 Her liquid eies stroue

each t'exceed the other, . . by teares her woe appeares.

1873 Black /V. Thttle iii. 36 Poems, over which fair eyes

had grown full and liquid.

II. In various transf. and fig. senses.

2. Of light, fire, the air: Clear, transparent, hright

(like pure water). [Cf. L. liqtiidns in poetry ]

1590 SpiiNsFR F, Q. 111. iv. 49 And with her pineons cleaves

the liquid firmament. 1653 H - Morrow////. Ath. 11. ii. (1712)

41 Though the Earth move floating in the liquid Heavens.

1688 Prior Exodus 11c. v, Why doe* he [the Sun] wake the

correspondent Moon, And fill her willing Lamp with liquid

Light ? 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. in. 378 They That wing
the liquid Air, or swim the Sea. 1742 Gray Ode on Spring
iii, The insect youth are on the wing, Eager to . . float amid
the liquid noon. riSoo K. White /to;«*(i837) 73 The liquid

lustre of her fine blue eye. 1850 Kingslkv Alt. Locke xiii.

(1879) 163 The dark hazel eyes shone with a more liquid

lustre. 1884 St. James's Gaz. 10 May 6/2 A youthful

forehead and a pair of liquid eyes.

3. Of sounds: Mowing, pure and clear in tone;

free from harshness or discord. Also in Phonetics,

Of the nature of a * liquid ' (see H. 2).

a 1637 B. Jon son Fug. Grant, (1640) 47 It [Rl is sounded
firme in the beginning of the words, and more liquid in the

middle, and ends : as in rarer, riper. 1646 Crashaw Steps

to Temple, etc. 105 1 lathing in streames of liquid melodic.

1697 Dryden AKneid Ded., The many Liquid consonants

are plac'd so Artfully, that they give a pleasing sound

to the Words. 1733 Pope /for. Sat. 11. 1. 31 Lull with

Amelia's liquid name the Nine. 1752 Humf. Fss. xxi. Wks.

1854 111. 229 The Italian is the most liquid, smooth, and
effeminate language that can possibly be imagined. 1797
Mrs. Radclifi e Italian xi. (1824) 586 The liquid cadence,

as it trembled and sank away, seemed to tell the dejection

of no vulgar feelings. 1847 Tennyson Princess H. 404 Make
liquid treble of that bassoon my throat. 1855 H. Spencer
Trine. Tsychol. (1872) I. 11. i. 149 Tones which arealike in

pitch .. are distinguishable by their .. ringing or their

liquid character. 1879 J. Bi'rrouciis Locusts «y IT. Homy
(1884) 86 The liquid and gurgling notes of the bobolink.

1888 Sweet Eng. Sounds § 21 Hut those 'vowellike' or
4

liquid ' voiced consonants which are unaccompanied by
buzz are often also syllabic.

f 4. Of proofs, exposition, etc. t Clear, evident,

manifest. Obs.
1610 Uonne Pseudo-martyr t? With vs it is euident and

liquid enough. ax6tpFoTHv.RRVA theom. 11. iii. §3. {1622)219

Hut vnto those that be learned, it iscleare enough and liquid.

1620 Wotton in Reliq. (1672) 519 Vou had suspended your
Judgement till more liquid proofs, a 1657 R. Loveday
Lett. exxx. (1659) 236 My most liquid discoveries, as I

thought, of undoubted truths, have so oft been confuted.

1657 Morice Coena quasi Kaivi) xjcii. 222 S. Augustine

impressed himself especially to fight against [the Don at is ts],

as is liquid through the whole torrent of his writings. 1685

H. More Paralip. Prophet. 462 This is the clear and liquid

reason why letc.]. 1726 Ayliffe Parergon I305I, I have
robbed my self of liquid Proof by my own Act.

b. Of an account or a debt : Undisputed. Now
only in Scots Law, said of a debt that has been

ascertained and constituted against the debtor,

either by a written obligation, or by the decree of

a court.
1660 Howell Diet, s.v., To make accounts liquid, or eleer,

liquider, arrester les comptes. 1681 Rycaut tr. Graciau's

Critick To Rdr., A Debt of One hundred thousand Pieces

of Eight, which his Catholic Majesty owed unto my Father:

The Demand was unquestionable, for the Account was
liquid, and clearly stated by the Councel of the Exchequer.

168* Scarlett Exchanges 120 To Discount . . is good and
sufficient payment, if it be of a due and liqued Debt. 1726

Ayliffe Parergon 135 Nor does it admit of any delay

tho' the Debt be entirely Liquid. 1731 Liquid sum Isee

Liquidation i]. 1754 Erskinf. Princ. Sc. Low (1809" 253

Inhibition may proceed . .upon a liquid obligation. 1884 Sir

R. Collier in Law Tivjes Rep. LI. 581/2 A claim by way
ofcompensation is admissible when it is for a demand which

is termed liquid.

5. Not fixed or stable. Of movement : Facile,

unconstrained.

I
1835 1. Taylor Spir. Despot, iv. 165 The liquid or con- J

vertible state in which we find the designations of office in

the New Testament. 1867 Deutsch Kent. (1874) 13 The
liquid nature, so to speak, of its technical terms. They
mean anything and everything. 1877 Pauer Pianoforte
Playing 16 The task of rendering the five fingers of each
hand fluent, or, as we may say, liquid.

6. Of assets, securities, etc. : Capable of being
promptly converted into cash.

1879 Daily News 26 May, Liquid Securities, or In other
words, those easily convertible into cash when necessity

arises. 1884 Pall Mall G. 5 May 7/2 A company with
sufficient capital to take over the bank's liquid assets.

7. Comb. : liquid-solid a. (see quot.).

1862 H. Spencer First Princ. n. xiii. § 100 (1875) 292 A 1

liquid-solid aggregate, or, as we commonly call it, a plastic

aggregate, will admit of internal redistribution with com-
parative facility.

B. sb.

1. A liquid substance (see A. 1). In //. often

« liquidfood.
Liquids and gases are classed together as fluids : see

Fixeo.

1708 J. Philips Cyder 1. 31 Be it thy Choice .. To sit

beneath her leafy Canopy, Quaffing rich Liquids. 1725
Watts Logic 1. vi. § 4 Juice includes both substance and
liquid. 1773-83 Hoole Orl. Fur. xxn. 88 E'er his lips

essay d The moistening liquid. 1805 Med. JmL XI V. 125
J

He refused to swallow liquids. 1839 R. S. Robinson Naut.
1 Steam Eng. 161 Steam when in contact with the liquid

from which it is formed. 184a A. Combe Physiol. Digestion
\

I (ed. 4) 36 Thirst, or a desire for liquids 1875 Kortnum I

Majolica vi. 58 The liquid of the bath must be thin. 1879
Thomson & Tait Nat. Phil. I. 1. § 320 We shall designate

j

a mass which is absolutely incompressible, and absolutely

devoid of resistance to change of shape, by the simple

I
appellation of a liquid. 1895 Zangwill Master u. iii. 157

Popping corks and gurgling liquid-;.

b. Dutch liquid: see Dutch a. 3 b.

2. rhonetics. A name applied to tbe sounds de-

noted by the letters /,w, ?/,;*, or (by some writers)

only to those denoted by / and r.

The name (L. liquids, sc. litierse) is a literal translation

ofthe Gr. itypd ^sc. <rroix«a) applied to A, ja, v, p, on account

of their flowing and easy sound as compared with other

consonants, or perh. as having an indeterminate or unstable

character between consonant and vowel (cf. the application

of vypos to a vowel of variable quantity; also the term

r)fxt<f><t>ra 'semi-vowels', applied 10 the 'liquids' and tr).

A somewhat analogous term is the F. mouilU lit. 'wet',

used to denote the palatalized pronunciation of / and some
other consonants.

1530 Palscr. lntrod. 23 Theyr consonantes be devyded
J

in to mutes & liquides or semivocalles. 1611 Florio, Lf-

quide, liquids, as L. M. N. R. a 1637 15. Jonson Fug. Gram.
(1640) 47 It [LI melteth in the sounding, and is therefore

called a liquid, the tongue striking the root of the palate

gently. 1710 AnnisoN Taller No. 163 » 7 There is scarce

a Consonant in it ; 1 took care to make it run upon Liquids.

1751 Johnson Rambler No. 88 p 3 By tempering the mute
consonants with liquids and semi-vowels. 1817 Bvron Bcppo

' xliv, With syllables which breathe of the sweet South, And
gentle liquids gliding all so pat in.

3. Comb. : t liquid vessel, receptacles for liquids.

1649 Nat* Haven Col. Rec (1857) 1
. 458 The wormes would

eat it [timber] so as it would l)e vnserviceable for making of

liquid vessell.

Hence Iii'quidless a., without liquid.

i8z6 Blachiv. Mag. XX. 397 Coleridge's patent inkstand

1 stood liquidless as a sand-bottle.

Liquidambar (likwidarmbai). Also liquid

amber, [a. mod.L. liquidambar (in Renou 1615),

app. irreg. f. L. liquid-us Liquid + med.L. ambar
Amber.]

!
1. A resinous gum which exudes from the bark

of the tree Liquidambar slj'ractfna. Called also

cofaim balsam.

1598>Florio, Liquidambro, liquid amber. 1616 Bullokar, I

Liquid Amber. A sweete Rosin brought from the West
Indies, comfortable to the braine. 1657 Tomlinsos Renott's

I

Disp. iv. 11. ix.673 Liquid Amber is a certain oleous Rosine

j
..called from its suaveolence, Liquid Amber, or Oyl of

j

Amber [orig. Liquidambar dictum, . . quasi ambarum liqui-

duml. 1727-41 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Amber, Liquid Amber,
is a kind of native balsam, or resin, like turpentine ; of a

pleasant smell, somewhat like ambergris.

2. Bot. A genus of trees, N.O. LLamamelidcy,

consisting of two species, X. orientalis of Asia

Minor (which yields the balsam known as liquid

storax), and Z. styraciftta, the Sweet-gum Tree I

of N. America ; a tree of this genus.

1843 Prlscott Mexico {1854) 2 The rich foliage of the

liquid-amber tree. 1846 W. D. Coolev Maritime K ltd.

Discov. III. v. xviii. 273 The eastern slope of the Cordil-

leras of Mexico, covered with thick forests of liquidambar.

i88x Gard. Chron. No. 412.652 Some young Liquidambars.

1884 E. Lgglkston in Century Mag. Jan. 446/2 Carts with

truck wheels sawed from the liquid-amber or sweet-gum tree.

Liquidate (li'kwidA), ///. a. Law. rare.

Also 7 *SV\ liquidat. [ad. late L. liqttiddl-us.

I
pa. pple, of liqttiddrcy f. liquidus liquid, clear.]

Ascertained and fixed in amount. (Cf. Liquid a.

4 b.)

1609 Skfne Reg. Maj. 77 The Judge sal take ane pledge
j

fra the defender .. to pay the debt, with the skaiths tnx.it

and liquidat in the persewers clame, to the persewer, within

space of fiftene dayes. 1868 Act 31 % 32 Vict. c. 101 Schetl.

(FF) No. 1 With a Fifth Part more of the Interest due at

each Term of liquidate Penalty.

Liquidate (li kwid^t), v. Also 7 liquidat.

I [f. Inic L. liquidat-. ppl. stein of liqniddre, f. li-

quidus Liquid. Cf. F. liquider, Sp. liquidar
t

\t.

liqttidare (in sense 4).]

fl. trans. To make clear or plain (something

obscure or confused) ; to render unambiguous ; to

settle (differences, disputes). Obs.

^11670 Hacket Alp. Williams 1. (1692) 19 There he

discours'd with that depth of Learning, yet liquidating

that depth with such facility of opening it. 1732 Hist.

Litteraria III. 382 He liquidates many Points. 1765

H. Walpole Vertufs Anccd. Paint. I. ii. 43 A senseless

jumble, soon liquidated by a more egregious act of folly.

,765 — Otranto iii. (1798) 49 Ere we liquidate our differ-

ences by the sword. 1779-61 Johnson L. P. Addison Wks.
III.58 There were these words, ' Hritons, arise !

' . . Addison

was frighted, lest he should be thought a promoter of in.

surrection, and the line was liquidated to 1 Britons, attend/

1780 Hentham Princ. Legist, iii. § 10 In what other respects

our ideas of them (pains and pleasuresl may be liquidated

will be considered in another place.

b. To clear away, resolve (objections), rare.

1620 Sir K. Nai nton in Fortesc. Papers 114 He may
liquidat all scruples when lie shall come to the Spanish

Court. 1865 F. H. Lainc in Fss. Relig. * Lit. Ser. 1. (1865)

202 The same principle of a long preparation liquidates

many other objections of the same character.

1 2. To determine nnd apportion by agreement or

by litigation ; to reduce to order, set out clearly

(accounts). Obs.

c 1575 Balfour's Practices (1754) 41 Ane P.aron, in his

awin court, may liquidate the prices of his fermis, auchtand
to him be his tenentis. 1622 Mabbe tr. A lemau's Guzman
etA If. L 22 IHel could cleare you any account, could liqui-

date and divide it to an haire. 1739 Cibrer Apol. (1756)

11. 45 This pension was to be liquidated into an equal

share with us. 1755 Connect. Col. Rec. (1856) X. 366 A
committee with full power .. tn examine, liquidate, adjust,

settle, and give needful orders for the payment of the

several accounts. 1758 J. Hlakf. Plan Mar. Syst. 41 The
commander . . will be able to liquidate the amount of his

nett wages. 1795 Wythe Decis. Virginia 14 An account

of goods not delivered or accepted as a payment nor

liquidated between the parties ought not to be accepted as

a payment in paper. 1798 Bay Amer. Law Rep. (1809) I.

114 Agreed to pay the debt on its being liquidated.

fig. 1759 Chesterf. Let. to Son 27 Feb. {1892) III. 1248

If our epistolary accounts were fairly liquidated, I believe

you would be brought in considerably debtor.

3. To clear off, pay (a debt). Also absol. in U.S.

slang.

1755 Johnson, Liquidate, to clear away ; to lessen debts.

1785 Lr>. Malmesblry Diaries 4- Corr. II. 122 The King
desired the Prince of Wales to send in an Exact Statement

of his debts, giving him to understand he would liquidate

them. 1786 R. King in Life <y ( orr. (1804) 1. 6 As the debt

arose during the circulation ofpaper
t
it may probably be more

easily liquidated by the scale than in any other way. 1823

I inv.aro Hist. Eng. VI. 110 Charles .. had not wherewith

to liquidate the arrears of his victorious army in Italy.

1834 Ht. Martineau Moral iv. 135 No effort should be

spared to liquidate the National Debt. 1835 Haliblrto.n

Clochn. Ser. I. xviii, When I liquidate for my dinner, I like

to get about the best that's goin. 1849 Grote Hist. Greece

M. Ixxi. (1862) VI. 333 The pay which he had offered was
never liquidated. 1868 Rogers Pol. Econ. iv. (1876) 6 In the

vast majority of instances no money is used to liquidate

debts on either side.

4. Law and Comm. a. trans. To ascertain and

set out clearly the liabilities of (a company or firm)

and to arrange the apportioning of the assets ; to

* wind up \ b. intr. To go into liquidation.

1870 Standard 16 Nov., A proposal to liquidate by

arrangement was resolved upon by the creditors. 1883

Manch. Exam. 27 Nov. 4/7 It has been decided to liquidate

the Exchange Bank. 1884 Law Times 13 Dec. 119 1 The
debtor liquidated and a trustee was appointed.

5. trans. To liquefy, melt. rare.

1656 Plount Glossofr., Liquidate, to make moist, to

clear. 1862 Jrttl. Soc. Arts X. 324/2 The heat of the ship's

hold being sufficient to partially liquidate its [sc. rubber]

substance,

b. Jig. To dissipate, waste.

1702 1)f. Foe Reform. Manners Misc. 91 These [sc. drunk-

ards] liquidate their Wealth, and covet to be poor.

6. To make (a sound) less barsh or grating.

In some mod. Diets.

Hence Li-quidated ///.a., liquidating vbL sb.

and a.

1727 Bailey vol. II, Liquidated, made moist or dear;

also spoken of Bills made current or payable ; pay'd off,

cleared. 1749 Connei t. Col. Rec. (1876) IX. 453 That he press

forward the liquidating, settling and obtaining final payment

for the accounts. 1798 Bay Amer. Law Rep. (1809) 1. 16 Li-

quidated accounts. 1848 ArnouldMar. Jnsur. t.iv. (1866) I.

181 Debts in the legal sense, th^t is, liquidated antl ascertained

amuunts. 1891 Daily News 15 Jan. 2/2 A substantial surplus

will remain for division among the partners uf the liqutdated

firm. 1895 Ibid. 8 May 8/7 Wheat .. declined under the

combined control of lower cables, further rains in the West,

and active liquidatjng. 1899 Ibid. 2 Feb. 4/7 Liquidating

or abortive companies.

Liquidation (likwidt7i-j3n). fn. of action f.

late C. liquidate to Liquidate. Cf. F. liquidation.}

1. Law. The action or process of ascertaining

and apportioning the amounts of a debt, etc.

1 1575 Balfour's Practicks {1754) 4« Liquidation of prices

of fermis. 1731 Bailev vol. II, Liquidation, an ascertain-

ment of some dubious or disputable sum *, or of the respective

pretensions which 2 persons may have to the same liquid or

clear sum. 1737 Ibid., Liquidation [m trade] the order ami

method which a trader endeavours to establish in his affairs.

2. The clearing off or settling fof a debt).

1786 R. King in Life \ Corr. (1894) L 6 How far a liquida-

tion by the scale will be equitable or just, in your estimation,



LIQUIDATOR.
1 cannot say. 1790 Burke Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 226 The
national debt, for the liquidation of which there is the one
exhaustless fund. 1804 Wellington in Gum. Dcsp. III.
272 It shall be applied to the liquidation of his debt to the
Company. 1850 JNIerivace Rom. Emp. (1865) I. ix. 382
I lis property was confiscated to the state in liquidation of
the tine.^ 1879 Lubuock Addr. Pot. $ Educ. vi. 127 The
liquidation of Debt is a national duty.

3. The action or process of winding up the affairs

of a company, etc. ; the state or condition of being
wound up ; esp. in phr. to go into liquidation.
1869 Echo 23 Mar., The . . Company (limited) has passed

into voluntary liquidation. 1873 Daily News 22 Sept. 3/2
The notifications .. for the liquidation of ecclesiastical pro-
perly in Rome number more than 60. 1874 Mas. Riudell
Mortomlcy II. viii. 99 If his own brother had gone into
liquidation. 1879 Daily News 7 Jan. 5/5 A petition for liqui-

dation in bankruptcy. 1880 ibid. 28 Oct., The vast majority
of defaulters have their affairs arranged in liquidation.

Liquidator (Irkwid^tai). [f. Liquidate v.

+ -oh. Cf. F. liquidateur.] A person appointed
to conduct the winding-up of a company.
1858 Ld. St. Leonards Hattdy-Bk. Prop. Law xxii. 170

All executors and administrators, liquidators under the
Joint Stock Companies Act. 1870 Daily Neius 23 Apr.,
The official liquidator.. had done all that he could to get in
and administer the assets of the company.

b. Liquidators of vessels (U.S.): a class of
officers of the New York custom-house.
1884 R. Wheatley in Harpers Mag: June 58/1.

Hence Liquidatorship, the office of liquidator.
1869 Daily News 5 Nov., That .. the official liquidator

should be allowed to retire from the provisional liquidator-
ship.

Liquidity (likwi-diti\ [ad. L. liquiditdt-em,

f. liquidus Liquid a. : see -it v. Cf. K. liqniditc]
The quality or condition of being liquid.
1620 Venner Via Recta viii. 183 They. .doe. .by reason

of their liquiditie, very fitly prepare the way for other
meats. 1653 H. Moke Couject. Cabbal. (1713^ 83 Air and
Water, for their thinness and liquidity, are very like one
another. 1758 Bohlase Nat. Hist. Cornwall 82 Passing
from a state of liquidity into a state of solidity. 1794
Kikwan Elein. Min. (ed. 2) I. 398 Lavas owe their liquidity
to melted bitumen and sulphur. 1813-21 Bknimam On-
tology Wks. 1843 VIII. 200 Of such of them as are in a state
of fluidity, liquidity and gaseo.sity included. i86oTvni>ai.l
Glac. !. iii. 29 Heavy rain fell, . . but it came from a region
high above that of liquidity. 1871 Roscoe Elcm. Chem. 40
This amount of heat which is necessary to keep the water
in the liquid form. .is.. termed the heat of liquidity. 1881
G. Macdonald Mary Marston I. ii. 33 Eyes. .with., more
than a touch of hardness in the midst of their liquidity.

+ b. Rarefied condition? subtlety. Oh.
1665 Glanvill Scepsis Sci. vi. 28 The spirits, for their

liquidity, are more uncapable than the fluid Medium, which
is the conveyer of Sounds, to persevere in the continued
repetition of vocal Ayres.

c. Of sound : Clearness or purity of tone.
1817 Kz.\TsSleep% Poetry 571 The wild Thrilling liquidity

of dewy piping. 1819 P. Mokkis in Blackw. Mag. VI. 309
The mindwandering abroad rejoices in joining itself with.

.

the soothing liquidity of rivers. 1821 Examiner 155/2
Sweet and indefinable liquidity of tone.

Liquidize (li'kwidaiz), v. [f. Liquid a. +
-ize.J trans. To make liquid, in various senses.
1837 Nczu Monthly Mag. L. 72 The coffee-jug, which he

at tunes applied to his Hps. seemed to liquidize his imagina*
tion. X840 Ibid. L1X. 204 It should be liquidized in a silver
saucepan.

_
1880 Libr. Univ. Kncnvl. (N.Y.) X. 696 This

also liquidizes*. all broad vowels, when a corresponding ter-

mination has dropped. 1887 Mary Linskill In Exchange
for a Soul III. lv. 113 The bells were ringing softly, the
softer for the nearness of the water, which seems always to
* liquidise ' the sound.

Liquidly (li'k widli), culv. [f. Liquid a. + -ly 2.]

1» In a liquid manner ; after the manner of a liquid.

1653 Sparkb Scintilla Altaris (1663) 533 That dozen
springs did liquidly record The twelve apostles. 1821 New
Monthly Mag. 111. 523 A noble crystal, which .. is so
liquidly transparent as to shew images truly through its

softening medium. 1847 L. Hunt Men, Women. ,y It. I. ix.

175 lea, between black, and green.. ; something with a
body, although most liquidly refreshing.

f2. fig. Clearly, plainly ( = L. liquido). Oh.
1620 Donne Scrm. Ixxiv. 750 That sense which arises ..

evidently, liquidly, and manifestly out of the Originall
Text it selfe, 1657 W. Ulois Mod. Policies F ivf It concerns
Christians to be cautelous before swearing, to swear Liquidly,
and to observe Conscionably. 1657 W. MoricE Coena quasi
Koivr\ xv. iqq That the ancient Suspension was attended
with such an interdict, appears liquidly enough by the second
Councel of Aries.

#
166a Pagitt Heresiogr. (ed. 6) 283 Which

they did.. as liquidly, clearly and truly expound and para-
phrase, as if [etc.],

Liquidness (Hkwidnes). [f. Liquids. + -xess.]
The quality or condition of being liquid, liquidity.

*53° Palsgk. 239/2 Lyquednesse, moystevr. 162a Mabbk
tr. Ale/nan's Guzman dAlf. 11. 54 The myre, by reason of
its liquidnesse, had soked it selfe quite thorow my cloathes.

1675 Sir E. Sherburne Manilius Pref. 11 The fluidity and
Liquidness of the Heavens. 1710 J. Clarke Rohanlfs Nat.
Phil. (1729) I. 119 They are mistaken in their Notion of
Hardness and Liquidness, 1836 F. Mahonev Ret. Father
Prout (1859) 194 The bright river's gliding liquidness. 1839
TaiCs Mag. VI. 584 With such quivering liquidness of
tune, The Gondola draws nigh.

t Liquidy, a. Oh. rare- 1
, [f. Liquid sb. +

-T L] Of a liquid nature.
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 78 (Add. MS.) A venemy Vlcus

is, in whom habundej» venym sotyl & liquydy [v.r. liquidl.

Liquiform (li'kwifpim) , a. [Contracted ad.

mod.L. type *liquidiformis, f. liquid-um Liquid

331

sb. : see -form.] Having the form or appearance
of a liquid. Liquiform melanosis, * a name given
by Dr. Carswell to the product of the disintegra-
tion of melanotic tumours which are sometimes
found in serous cavities ' (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1889V
1805 T. Weaver tr. Werners Treat. External Char.

Fossils 204 Native-Quicksilver, which is found in globules,
and liquiform. 1833 Cakswell Pathol. A nat., Melanoma 3
Liquiform Melanosis.

Liquirice, obs. form of LlQUOUiCK.
Liquor (li'koi), sb. Forms: 3 licur(e, 4 li-,

lykour, 4-6 lycour(e, 4 7 licour(e, liquour(e,
5-6 lycor, 5-7 licor, (5 lycure, lycowr, liceorc,
6 liquore, lyquor, liker, lickor, likcour, 7
liqor, liquer, licquor, leeker), 6- liquor, [a.

OK. licur, licour, likcur, mod.K. liqueur (Pr. licor,

liquor, vSp., Tg. licor, It. liquore), a. L. liquor
(in Lucretius also liquor) liquidity (hence comer.
a liquid, liquor), cogn. w. liquare. liquere, Uqui
(see Liquate, Liquid). The later Eng. forms have
been assimilated graphically to the L. word, without
change of pronunciation.
The L. root *lh/n- is by some scholars thought to represent

a pre-Lalin *iWq., found also in Celtic (Irish Jliuch, Welsh
givlyh, wet) ; but this is doubtful.]

fl. A liquid ; matter in a liquid state; oicas. in

wider sense, a fluid. Obs. in general sense.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 164 Hwo \>et bere a deorewurSo licur, otfer

a deorcwurSe wete, as is bame, in a feble uetles. a 1300
Cursor M. 21620 pis cros was men pan wont tose, and it was
tald . .pat a licure }>ar.of ran. 1357 Lay Folks Catech. 289
It [baptism:] be done anely in water, Vox nanothir licour is

lent- full thai fore. 1444 Rolls 0/ Pari/. V. 116/2 Vynegrc.
Oyle, and Mony and all other Lycours gauyeable. 1450-
1530 Myrr. our Ladye 230 Wyth thre"lyquores that yj,

with wepyn^e teares wyth blody sweite, ami wyth blode.
1508 Fisiikk 7 Peuit. Pi. wx'ri. Wks. 11876) 41 Parle of
theyr payne shall be in a pytie full of brennynge lycour.
1604 I-:. GjKtMsroNLj D'Atosta's Hist, indies IV. x. 234
Although it [quicksilver] be a liquor, yet is it more ht<ivie
then any other niettall. 1610 Smaks. Temp. u. ii. 21 Vond
bame blacke cloud, .. lookes like a foule bumbard that would
shed his licquor. 1664 Powkk Exf>. Philos. 1. 59 Which
Veins and Arteries {in the LouseJ are bo exceeding Utile,

that both (hey and their Liquor are insensible. 1701 tr. I,e
Clcrcs Prim. Fathers 300 lie [Prudentius] would have the
.Soul to be a very subtle Liquor.

Used in the primary Latin sense : Liquid quality,

liquidity. Oh. rare.

1477 Norton Ord. A kit. v. in Ashm. (1652) 63 Your prin-
cipal! Agent. .Which I teach you to knowe by signes fowre,
Py Colour, Odour, Sapor and Liquore.

b. In somewhat specialized uses: The liquid

constituent of a secretion or the like ; the liquid

product of a chemical opeiation. Also in various

phrases (often translating Lai. names of substances),

as liquor of'flints = liquor silicuiu (see 6
;
liquor

of the Hollanders i^sce quol.) ;
liquor of Libavius,

bichloride of tin.

1565 in Satir. Poems Reform. 1. 4, 1 heave not vpe my
handes filled wth liquour of gowld, but w' b writer so muche
prysed by Arlaxerxes. 1800 tr. f.agrangey

s them. 11. 150
If liquor of flints, siliceous potash, be poured into a solution
of gold. 1808 Davy in Phil. Trans. XCIX. 93 The fuming
muriate of tin, the Liquor of LibitT'ius, is known to contain
dry muriatic acid. 1831 J. Davies Manual .Hat. Med. 305
Treat directly the morphia with diluted sulphuric acid and
permit the liquor to crystallize. 1838 T. Thomson Chem.
Org. Bodies 12 The chloride of olefiant gas, usually called

Liquor of (he Hollanders. 1879 J. M. Dl ncan Lett. Dis.
Women xv. (1889) 108 The letained menstrual fluid becomes
denser, the liquor being mostly absorbed.

2. A liquid or a prepared solution used as a wash
or bath, and in many processes in Ihe industrial

arts, e.g. in Tanning, the ooze or tan-water. Iron,

red, yellow liquor (see qtiot. 1S39).

1583 Stubiies Anat. Abus. ti. (1882) 37 The shoomaker
liquoreth his leather, with waterUh liquor, kitchen slufTfe,

and all kinde of baggage mingled togither. i6u Vestry
Hks. (Surtees) 161 Paide for wodd and coles for the boylinge

of the lecker to the same, xijd.
#

1691 lanTREix Brief
Ret. (1857) IL 292 '1 he sole invention for dipping of cloth,

hats, scarfes, &c. in a certain liquor that shal preserve

them to keep out rain. 1730 Southall Bugs 14 My Liquor's

being then so strong and oleous, that I durst not venture to

liquor the Furniture. 1797 E/uycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVIII.
307/1 The hides are then put into a pit of strong liquor

called 00/e or woo2e, prepared . . by infusing ground bark in

water. 1839 Uri£ Diet. Arts 223 The pyrolignite of iron

called iron liquor in this country, is the only mordant used

in calico-printing for black, violet, puce, and brown colours,

I The acetate of alumina, prepared from pyrolignou* acid, is

I much used by the calico-printers under the name of red or

yellow liquor, being employed for these dyes. ibid. 1209

Some finely clarified syrup, made from loaf sugar, called

liquor by the refiners, is poured, .upon the base of each
cone. 1883 U. W*. Richardson Field of Disease 492 In the

further process of finishing the snuff.. there is what is called

sifting 'the shorts', preparatory to adding the 'liquors',

viz. salt and water to make weight, and scents to give per-

fume.

fb. dial. Grease or oil (for lubricating pur-

poses). Oh. (Cf. Liquor v. 1.)

1559 Ludlow Churchw. Ace. (Camden) 90 Payd for lycor

to lycor the cbymes..jd. 1584 Ibid. 167 item, for a pynte
of goose liker, to liker the belles, .iijd.

c. Brewing. Water.
1741 Compl. Fam.-Piece \. vi. 278 The Day before you in-

tend to brew, you should boil a Copper of Liquor, (Water

I

being an improper Term in a Brew-house). 174a Lond. «y

LIQUOB.
Country Brew. \. (ed. 4) 22 The Liquor (for it is Six-pence
Forfeit in the London Prew-house if the Word Water is

named). 1880 Times 2 Oct. 6/1 ' Liquor' is the word used,
because in brewing it is considered a grave solecism to speak

I

of 'water*.

I

3. Liquid for drinking
;

beverage, drink. Now
almost exclusively spec, a drink produced by fer-

mentation or distillation. Malt liquor, liquor
brewed from malt

;
ale, beer, poi ter, etc. Spirituous

liquor, liquor produced by distillation; spiiits.

,
Vinous liquor, liquor made Horn grapes; wine.
a 1300 Cursor M. 13405 Dranc he neuer ar sli licur. 13.

.

Coer dc L. 304S To mete hadde he no savour, To wyn, ne
watyr, ne no lycour. 1340 Hamiolk Pr. Cousc, 6763 Na
licour sal pai fynd to fele, pat bair thresl mught slekr . 1390
(low™ Conf. 111. 31 5 This Maister [a Sur-ien and PhisicienJ
. putte a liquour in hire mouth. 1412-20 Lvuc. Chron.
Troy 1. \i, For his chiefe socouic She loke to hyiu a vyoll
with lycoure. 1494 Fauvan Chron. t. iii. 10 In the whiche
they caste wyne, uiylke, and other l.ycours. 154a Bookiie
Dyetory x. (1870) 252 Water.. of the whiche dyuers lycours
or drynkes for mannes su^tynaunce be made of [sic ]. 1611
I'lBI.K Num. vi. 3 Neither shal he drinke any liquor of grapes.
1667 Mil-ion /', L. v. 445 Kvc.thir flowing cups With
pleasant liquors crown'd. 1687 A. Lovki.l tr. 'i'heicuofs
Trav. 1. 33 They call it Coffee, . . This Liquor is made of a
Perry. 1698 Fkver Ace. E. India ^ P. 36 A broad Fav.e,
from which drops his Proboscis or Trunk . . ; through its

Hollow he sucks his Liquor. 1718 Lady ftl. W. Moniagl?
Let. to Ctess Mar 10 Mar., Sherbet . . is the liquor tbey
drink at meals. 1719 Deiok Crnsoei. xiii. (1840) 2^7 There
were some casks of liquor, whether wine or brandy I knew
not. 176$ Phil. Trans. LV. 227 Peer, cjder, champaign,
and other Huffy liquors. 1789 W. Puchan Dom. Med. (i7yo)

139 Persons afflicted with low spirit^, .. find more benefit
from the use of solid food and generous liquors. 1813 Sue
H. Daw Agrie. Client. (1814)141 Fruits for the manufacture
of fermented liquors. 1842 M. Russei.i. Polynesia iii.

(1849,) 120 Their own laws were strong enough to prevent
the manufacture of spirituous liquors at home.
Jig. 1526 Pilgr. Pcrf i\V. de W. 1531) 53 Fruytfull and

(piycke by the lycour and sappe of charite and grace. 1349
Covekualf, etc. Erasm. Par. Cat 16 My sonne Isaac by
drynkyng the effectuall lickor of thegospel.shal styll. .growe
vp, vntill he become a perfite man. 1584 Lodck Alarum
(1870) 44 They, .are drunken with the lycour of her abho-
ruinations. 1859 Fri zGi-.rald tr. Omar ii. (1899) 69 Awake,
my Little ones, and fill the Cup Before Life'.s Liquor in its

Cup be dry.

b. With leference to intoxicating effect. Dis-
guised with liquor ~^ Di.sgi ised ///. a. 6. In
liquor', in a state of intoxication. 7o be \the\

worsefor liquor : to be overcome by drink.
a 1529 Skecton Bk. 3 Pools Wks. 1843 L 202 Thou hast

wylde lycoure, the whiche maketh all thy slomacke to be on
a flamhe. 1592 Nasue Penilesse (cd. 2) 23a, He is

reputed . ,a boore that will not take his licour profoundly.
1752 HtwiK Ess. -V Treat. (.1777) 1. 221) Though the passion
for liquor be mote brutal and debasing. 1753 Scots Mag.
May 260/2 He was in liquor. 1835 M.\t:.\i i.av Hist. Eng.
.wii. IV. no When he had slept oft his liquor. 1871
S.mii.KS Ci/arae. ix. (1876) 246 He .. led her across, not ob-
serving that she was in liquor at the time. 1893 Fokuks-
Mi rcilKLL Re/nin. Ct. Mutiny io3 He had never been the
worse for liquor in his life.

C. slang. (Chiefly U.S.) A drink (of an intoxi-

cating beverage). Also, a liquor- up.
i860 Lkveu One of them x.vii. If you choose (o come in •

and take a liquor with me. 1872 Echo 23 Aug. 1 Farmer),
To have,, as the Americans would say, a liquor-up, at the
hotel. 1882 Punch 29 Apr. 193/2 These 'nips

1 and 'pegs
'

and 'liquors', .at all hours of the day were unknown to us.

f d. Used for Liyt Ei'it. Oh.
1797 Eneycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XII. 259/2 Liquors of vaiious

sorts are compounded and distilled at Muiitpelier.

4. The water in which meat has been boiled
;

broth, sauce; the fat in which bacon, iish, or the

like has been fiied ; the liquid contained in oysters.

e 1430 Two Cookery>bks. 11 pen take pe lycowr of \>m

bonys, an J>e skyn, an be broth e pat be Capoun was sothyn
ynnc. c 1440 Proiup. Parv. 303/1 Lycure, or brothe of
fysche, and oper lyke, lujuamcu. c 1450 ME. Med. Bk.
(Heinrich) 65 Take and sepe verueyne, and betonye, and
weimod..& panne., take ^e same er,bys..and grynde

j

hem. and teinpre hem wyb pe same licour a Jeyne. < 1460
I. Russell Bk. Nurture 382 Looke ye haue good mustarde
per-to [bravne] and good licoure. 1514 B\kcj.av Cyt. «y

Iplatuiyshm. (Percy Soc.) p. xlvii, Oft all the broth ik

licour fat Is spilt on thy gowne. 1719 De Foe Crusoe it.

ii. (1840) 30 He . . softened them with the liquor of the meat.

1747 Mks. Glasse Cookery ii. (1767) 49 'l ake some of the
oyster liquor [etc.]. Ibid. 59 Lei them grow cold in

their own liquor before you serve them up. Ibid. vi. 125
When you boil a leg of poik or a good piece of beef, save

' the liquor. . . Then put in the pork or beef liquor. 1806
A. Hunter Culina (ed. 3) 77^ Add a little anchovy liquor.

Ibid. 115 A few oysters with their liquor. 1896 War-
zvicksh. Gloss

,
Liquor, gravy, the grease of fried bacon, &c.

5. The liquid produced by infusion (in testing

the quality of a lea). In liquor, in the state of an
infusion.

1870 E. Money Cultiv. <y Manuf. Tea (1878) 111 They
judge from three things, first, the Tea ; secondly, the liquor ;

thirdly, the out-turn. .. The Liquor.—In taste this should
be strong, rasping, and pungent. Ibid. 136 Its [sc. Flowery
Pekoe's] strength in liquor is very great. 1882 Tea Cycl.

224/ 1 Poor teas of weak liquor.

II 6. The Latin word, pronounced bi'kwpj and
li-kw^j, is used (a) in Pharmacy and Med. in the

names of various solutions of medicinal substances

in water, as liquor ammonize, strong solution of

ammonia (Syd. Soc Lex. 1889) ;
liquor potassue,

an aqueous solution of hydrate of potash ; liquor



LIQUOR.

siliatm, * a compound of silex and sail of tartar,

discovered by Van Ilelmont in 1640, which be-

comes liquid in a damp moisture ' (Syd. Soc. Lex.

1889). \b) in Physiol., as liquor atnnii, the fluid

contained in the sac of the amnion ; liquor san-

guinis\ the blood-plasma.
1796 Kirwan Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 51 He melted the

white sand of Freyenwalde with four times its weight of
salt of tartar, and formed a liquor silkum. 1839 Lindley
Jntrod. Bot. 1. ii. 220 The flnid matter contained within the

nucleus is called the liquor amnios [sic]. 1846 G. E. Day tr.

Simon's Anint'Chem. I 1. 360 The liquor amnii at the sixth

month was turbid. 1857 G. Bird Urin. Deposits (ed. 5)

184, I dissolved a portion of this concretion in liquor

potassa:. 1874 Jones & Siev. Pathol. Anat. (ed. 2) 14

Liquor sanguinis consists of a watery solution of certain

inorganic salts.

7. allrib. and Comb., as liquor-cistern, -dealer,

-gage, glass, -saloon, -seller, -shop, -store, -tent,

traffic, vessel
;
liquor-fired, -seasoned adjs. Also

f liquor-back, a kind of vat used in brewing;
liquor-pump, ' a portable pump for emptying
casks, etc.' (Knight Diet. Mech. 1875); a^so *n

Sugar-Manuf. (see quot.)
;
liquor-thief, a tube

which is let down through the bung-hole of a cask

in sampling spirits (Knight).
1691 T. H[ale] Acc. New Invent. 102 Cisterns, Scuppers,

* Liquor- Backs. 1839 Ure Diet. A rts 765 The cock . . above
is left open to maintain a communication with the *liquur
cistern [in tanning |. 1859 H. W. Beech er Life Thoughts
Ser. ti. 70, I can imagine how a Miquur-dealer would feel

to own his conversion. 1898 T. Hardy Wessex Poems 138
Her *liquor-tired face. 1875 Ksicht Diet. Mech., *Liquor-
gage. 1830 Marryat King's Own ix, A bottle of. .brandy,
;md a *liquor gla>s. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 1196 In Deme-
rara . . it is usual to attach to the [su^arj mill a * liquor-

pump. In action, the liquor from the gutter of the mill-

bed runs into the < istern of the pump, and is raised., to
the gutter which leads to the clarifler or coppers. 1874
1"). Macrae Americans at Home xl. 320 In * liquor-saloons
and gambling-houses. 1884 Mag. ofArt Mar. 215/2 Some
..getting *liquor-seasoned as they grow older. 1809MALKIN
GilBias vn.xiii. 1 Rtldg.) 15 A"*Liquor-shop. 1815 Ann. /(eg,,

Lhron. 46 Mr. Henry Beer's * liquor-store. 1889 T. Haruv
Mayor ofCasterbr. 1, The licensed ^liquor-tent. 1901 19th
Cent. Oct. 538 The illicit *liquor-trafTic had been abso-
lutely stopped. 1608 R. Norton tr. Steriu's Disine D iij,

Of Gaudging, and the measures of all *Liquor vessels.

Hence Li quordom notice-wd.
1892 Fakrar in Contemp. Rev. Oct. 545 In the sense in

which it is incessantly used by the defenders of liquordom.

Liquor (lrkai), v. [f. Liquor sb.]

1. trans. To cover or smear with a liquor; es/>.

to lubricate with grease or oil. Obs. cxc. as nonce-

use in to liquor over.

1573 Churchiv. Acc. St. Margaret, Westm. (Nichols 1797)
19 Paid for netesfoot oil to liquor the belles..

2

d
. 1577 Fen-

ion Gold. Epist. 46 He liquored the earth wyth hys bloude.
1626 Bacon Sytva § 117 Cart-Wheeles squeak not when
they are liquored. 1655 Baxtkr Quaker's Catech. 22 If I

had your Spirit to liquor my tongue, I should .. preach the
people out of the place, a 1680 Butler Rcm. (1750) I. 388
Witches liquor their Staves and fly through the Air. 1718
Mori El x Quix. U733) I. 149 That which he fansy'd to he
Blood, was only ..the Oil of the Lamp that had liquor'd his

Hair and Face. 1737 Bracken Farriery Im/>r. (1756) 1.

348 Greasing, or Liquoring the Hoofs with Hog's Lard.
1847 H alliwell, Liquor, to oil, or anoint. Clone. 1864
Gd. Words 80/2 Great knobs of buds on a horse-chestnut .

.

liquored over with an oily exudation.

2. esp. To dress (leather, boots or shoes) with
oil or grease.

1502 [see Liquor inc vbl. sb.\ 1598 Shaks. Merry W. iv.

v. 100 They would melt mee out of my fat drop by drop,
and liquor Fishermen* boots with me. 1607 Topsell Fourf.
/feasts (1658) 527 The fat of Swine is very precious to liquor

shooes and boots therewithal. 1681 Chetham Angler's
Vade-m. xxxiv. § 31 (1689) 202 Let the Currier very well
Liquor them with following Liquor. 1776 Anstey Election
Hall 2u Polish his Stirrups and liquor his Boots, 1830 G.
Colman Br. Grins, Random Records (1872) 471 [He]
liquored his boots, rubbed down his Highland pony [etc.].

b. slang, in phr. To liquor (a person's) boots

;

(a) to cuckold (him); (b) (see quot. 1^85).
1702 T. Crown H'ks. (1720) II. 305 Believing for some

Reasons he had an underhand Design of liquoring his boots
for him. 1785 Grose Diet. Vulg. Tongue s.v., To liquor
ones boots, to drink before a journey, among Roman Ca-
tholicks to administer the extreme unction.

f c. slang. To thrash, beat ; tsp. in phr. to liquor

(a person's) hide. Obs.
a 1689 R. Hood ft Little John. viii. in Child Ballads III.

134 '2 I'll liquor thy hide, If thou offerst to touch the string.

1719 D'Urfey Pitts VI. 101 111 liquor your Hide.

fS. Cookery. To cover (pie-crust) with a pre-

pared liquor ; to glaze. Obs.
a 1704 Compi. Servant-Maid (ed. 7) 72 Liquor it fa pie]

with Claret, Butter, and stript Time. 1751 Smollett Per.
Pickle I L xjviii. 82 Two pies, one of dormice liquored with
syrup of white poppies.

4. In various industrial arts : To steep in or soak

with a liquor; to steep (malt) in water; to clear

(sugar-loaves) by pouring over them a 'liquor' of
fine syrup.

1743 Loud. <V Country Brew. \\. (ed. 2) 99 While the Malt
lies hquored in the Mash-vat. 1833 Ure Rep. Sugar Re-
fining 3 \v\ Part. Papers XXXI II. 553, I regret that cir*

cumstances did not permit me to adopt as my general prac-

tice the clearing the loaves with fine syrup, called liquoring,

instead of using clay pan. 1851 Ronalds & Richardson
Chem. Technot. 111. 155 The (tobacco] leaves intended for

332

the production of snuff arc sorted and liquored. 1874, I

1893 [see Liquoring vbl.sb.\.

b, trans/. To adulterate (spirits) with water.
1894 Daily Neivs 18 Apr. 6/6 They will be obliged to

* liquor ' their spirits—that is to say, they will dilute them
with water.

5. To supply with liquor to drink ; to ply w ith

liquor. Also to liquor up. Now slang.
c 1360 Misogonus 1. iv. 19 (Brandl Quellcn 434), 1 thinkc,

heis at Alhouse, a likeringe ones brayne. 1577 Fenton
Gold. Efist. 115 The blynde man, who weening to powre
drinke into hys dyshe, powreth it intu y* riuer which hath
no neede to bee liquored, c 1600 Timon 111. iv, If that your
throates are dry, Tie Hquour them. 1642 R. Carpenter
Experience l xviL 118 If wee licker them throughly with
strong Ueere. 1662 Rump I. 336 Unlesse the Brewer doth
liquor him home. 1709 E. Ward Secret Hist, ofClubs 321
There are several of these Flat-Cap Societies of Female
Tatlers, who, as soon as tbeir Business is over, liquor their
Weatber-beaten Hides at the Taverns adjacent to the
Markets which they use. |Cf. 2 c] 1710 — Brit.
Hndibras 5 Some liquor'd well with Foggy Ale. 185* R, S.
Surtees Sponge's Sp. Tour (1803) 2q4 ' Call him in \ roared
Sir Harry, 4 and let i liquor him . 1890 Boy's Oivn Paper 1

1

Jan. 227/3 , ve been liquored up and stroked down till I feel

about as shaky as our friend Hugh there.

6. intr. {slang.) To drink alcoholic liquor. Also
' to liquor up.

I
1839 Makryat Diary Amer. Ser. 1. 1. 239 It's a bargain

then,..come let's liquor on it. 1845 S. Jlud Margaret 1.

xii. 81 The old man called her Mary. * No, D.id,. .it must I

I

be Margaret '. * No ! Mary. . . Besides, that's a Bible name,
|

and we can't liquor up on Margaret*. t86a Macm. Mag.
I

June 146 They, .liquored at the bar, and played the myste- 1

rious game * euchre'. 1895 Zancwill Master 11. xi. 259
' Will you liquor with me? he said.

Hence Liquored ppl. a.; X.i*qnoring>

vbl. sb.
j

Also Li qnorer.
1502 Privy Purse Exp. Eliz. of York (1830I 37 A barrell

I

of greescfor the licoryug of the Queues borehydes. 1611 I

> Cotgr., Surpoiuct, . . an oylie grease scummed from peeces
I of lichored leather. 1667 Lacy Sauny Scot iv. (1698) 26 O'
my Saul, Sawndy wou'd be Hang'd gin I sud bestow an

I

aw'd Liquor'd Bute. i68t Dryokn AOs. <f
~ Achit. 11. 46oOg 1

from a treason-tavern rolling home, Round as a globe, and
liquored every chink. 1851 Ronalds & Richardson Chem.
Technol. III. 1 56 The liquored leaves [of tobacco] are tied

.
up iti bundles. 1874 W. Crookes Dyeing A> Calico-pr. iv.

47 By this alternate steaming and liquoring, the goods
1 are much more thoroughly cleansed than [etc.J. 1885 A.
,
Kdcar OldCh. Life Scot. 326 These sobered liquorers. 1893
C. Booth Life «y Labour Lotut. IV. 224 The class of opera-
tives [of a cigar factory] known .is' liquorers' and 1

strippers'.

Ibid., ' Liquoring ' is the preliminary process to which the
[tobacco] leaf is subjected, and consists in sprinkling it with
pure water by means of a spray [etc.]. 1896 G. M. Stisted 1

Life Sir R. E. Burton xi. 267 A stroll enlivened by an
occasional liquoring up with a new acquaintance.

Liquoras, obs. form of Liquorice.

Liquorice, licorice (likoris). Forms: 3

lieoriz, 3-5 lieorys, lycorys, 4-5 lycorice, -yce,

5 lycuryce, 5 6 li-, lycores(se, 5-7 li-, lycoris.e,

(6 -yse, -yze, -isse), 6 likorice, lykorise, licko- I

rise, licquoris, liquerise, lyqueryce, -esse, li-,
|

lycouresse, lycuresse, lykeres, liquoras, 6-7
li-, lycoras, liquoris, 7 lichoras, licorisb,

|

liquirice, liqueres, lykyrrhizo, licourico, 7-8 \

liquorish, 9 dial, lickerish, 6 licorice, 7-
liquorice. [a. AF. lycorys, Ol'\ * licorice, early

mod.F. liquericc (Cotgr.), ad. Iale L. liquiritia

(whence ll. liquirhia, legorhia, MHG. lakeritze,

moct.G. lakritze, Dtt. lakk{e)ris, Da., S\v. lakrits),

corruptly a. Gr. y\v«vppi(a (latinized glycyrrhiza

by Pliny), f. yXvfcvs sweet + fi(a root. The Rom.
langs. in general have melathetic forms of the late

L. word : OF. recolisse, regolisse, etc. (mod.F. r4-

glisse), Pr. regalicia, Sp. regaliz{a, Pg. regaliz,

1
rcgalice, It. regolizia.)

1. The rhizome (also called liquorice-root) of the

plant Glycyrrhiza glabra. Also, a preparation

(used medicinally and as a sweetmeat) made from

the evaporated juice ofthis rhizome, and commonly
sold in black cylindrical sticks ; also called extract

of liquorice, stick or Spanish liquorice, Spanish

juice. Italian liquorice: a similar product ob-

tained from Glycyrrhiza echinata.
1-1205 Lav. 17745 And gingiuere & lieoriz he horn lefliche

5ef. 13.. A". Alts. 428 His love is al so swete, y.wis, So
ever is m£lk or licoris ! a 1310 in Wright Lyric P, v. 26

Such licoris mai leche from lyve to lone, Such sucre inon

secheth that saveth me i sone. 1436 Pol. Poems (Rolls) 1 1.

160 Commodytcs. .comniynge out of Spayne, . . liene fygues

And lycorys, Syvyle oyle, and grayne. 1510 IIobman Vulg.

39 b, Lycuresse is good for the voyce. 154a Boorde Dyetary
xxit. (1870) 287 Lyqueryce .. doth loose tleume. 1601 Hol-
land Pliny 1. 356 Cheese made of Mares or Asses milk, and
Licorice. 161 1 Bkalm. & Fl. Knt. Bum. Pestle 1. i, Carry

j

him this sticke of Licoras, tell him his Mistresse sent it him, I

and bid him bite a peece, 'twill open his pipes the better,

say. 1613 in Rec. Convent. Roy. Burghs I1870) II. 396 Ilk

gntt ball of brissell annetseides and liqueres. 1684 tr.

Bonet's Merc. Co/upit. xiv. 487 A Lambitive that consists

of the Syrups of Lykyrrhize. violets \ctc.\. 1685 Loud. Gas.
No. 2000/4 The Tuyce of Liquorice of 131ois ,, is sold at the

two Pestles and Mortars in St. Martins Lane near Charing-
Cross. 1747 Wfsley Prim. Physic (1762) 35 Use Water
wherein sliced Liquorice is steeped. 1750 Phil. Trans.

! XLVIL xii. 77 Their poison ..has a great deal of resenu
blance with Spanish liquorice, 18^0 Markyat Poor Jack

(
viii, Don't eat the stick-liquorice. 1869 Blackmork Lorna

LIQUOROUS.
D. vi, I cough sometimes in the wintcr-weatber, and father
gives me lickerish. 187$ Tennyson Q. Mary in. i. 109 He
bath a yellow beard.. .Like a carrot*s,. .and English carrot's
better than Spanish licorice.

fg. 159a G. Harvey Pierce's Super. (1593) 164 O the
sugar candy of the delicate bagpipe there : and o the Hcorise
of the ditiine dulcimers there.

2. The leguminous plant Glycyrrhiza glabra, the

dried rhizome of which is the liquorice of commerce.
Applied also to other species, esp. G. echinata.
1548 Turner Names of lierbes 40 Glycyrrhiza called in

latin Radix dulcis is named in english Lycores, in duch
Sueszlioltz, or Lycoris or Clarish. 1567 Mai-let Gr. Forest
50 Of Licorise. Lycorise is so saide, especially through the
Greeke word, for that it hath a swecte roote. 1576 Snrv.
in Antiq. Rep. (1809) IV. 424 Gardinges and Orchettes*
wharin growes. .Cherries, Wallnutes & also Licores. 1588
Greene Pandosto (1607) Ded. 2 Vnicornes being glutted
with brotising on rootes of Lycoras. 1654 Evelyn Mem.
(1857) I. 316 All marsh ground till we came to Brigg, famous
for the plantations of licorice. 1760 Brown Contpt. Farmer
11, 3t You may, if a deep mould, plant them [certain lands]
with liquorish. 181 1 Lysons Suppl. Env. Lotut. 448 About
ten acres of licorice have lately l>een planted in the parishes
of Barnes and Mortlake. 1830 Lindlky Nat. Syst. Bot. 91
The roots of the liquorice contain an abundance of a sweet
hubacrid mucilaginous juice. 1870 Yeats Ar

at. Hist. Comm.
243 Liquorice is a native of Italy, Spain, Sicily, and the
southern parts of Europe.

3. Applied, with qualifying epithet, lo various

plants, the roots of which resemble or are used as

substitutes for the true liquorice, as English,
Indian, mountain, wild liquorice (see quots.;.

1548 Turner Names ofHerbes 86 Regaikttm ..It maye
be called in englishe niocke Licores, because the leanes are
lyke Licores. 1725 Bradley Fam. Diet. 1 1. 6 Eij/i Put to
it as much of the fine Powder of Bole Armoniack and Eng-
lish Liquorish . . as will make it up into a stiff Paste. 1760

J. Lee fntrod. Bot. App. 317 Liquorice, Wild, Astragalus",
Caperaria ; Glycine. 1866 Treas. Bot. II. 687/2 Wild liquor-

ice, Abrus ; also an American name for Galium circaezans.

4. attrib, and Comb., as liquorice-planter, f-race
(s=root), -root, -runner, -set, -soup, -stick, -tree,

-water, -wood
; liquorice juice, the juice extracted

from liquorice root, esp. as dried and prepared

for use
;
liquorice mass, paste, * crude liquorice

*

(Cent. Dict.)
\
liquorice powder, ground liquorice

root, used as an aperient ; liquorice vetch,
Astragalus glycyp/iyllu<; liquorice weed, a tro-

pical plant, Scoparia dulcis (Cent. Diet.).

1657 Tomi.inson Revolt's Disp. 1, vi. 392 Of "Liquorice
Juyce. 1838 Penny Cycl. XI. 279/1 Good liquorice juice is

black, dry'i easily broken ^with a shining fracture. 1763
Museum Rusticnm I. Ix. 256 *Liquorice-pIanters in York-
shire and Surry. 1712 Steele Spect. No. 328 p 3 When
I had occasion to buy Treacle or ^Liquorish Power [sic]

at the apothecary's shop. C1400 Laufranc's Cimrg. 183
*Liquericie rase 5 iij. 1530 Palsgr. 239/1 *Lycorice rote,

rcclice. 1789 W. Blchan Dom. Med. (1790) 401 Sliced

liquorice-root. 1763 Museum Rusticnm 1. Ix. 253 Some
*hquorice runners, or *sets are to be procured. 1864. Daily
Tel. 10 Mar., Hie *liquorice soup and fat pork which con-
stitute the usual diet at the hotel. 1580 Hollybano Treas.
Fr. 'Pong, Vn friquet,..u\so a *lickorous sticke. 178* J.
Mill Diary (1889) 67^ A decoction of 2 oz. lint-seed, 2 du.

of Liquorish-stick bruised and boiled. 1882 A. J. C Hare
in Gd. Wordstar. 186 The rich plain sprinkled with *Iiquor-

ice-trees. 1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. App. 317 *Liquorice
Vetch, A stragalus. 1882 Garden 24 June 439/1 In the hedges
you may very occasionally meet with a rare plant..known
by the not inappropriate name of Liquorice Vetch. 1865
Athenaeum No. 1984. 614/2 A glass of *liquorice-water.

161 1 Florio, Ligoritio, the *Lycorice-wood.

Liquoring (Irkarirj), a. Comm. [f.

Liquok v. + -ing 2.] Of tea: That produces (a

specified kind of) liquor. (Cf. Liquor sb. 5.)

1891 Times 13 Oct. 9/3 Tea .. Undesirable liquoring sorts

were rather lower. 1892 Pall Mall G. 22 Aug. 7/1 Useful
liquoring teas show an advance of a farthing.

Liquorish, (lrkorij), a. [f. Liquok sb. + -mi.
(An etymologizing sense-perversion ofLickkkish.)]

Fond of or indicating fondness for liquor.

1804 S. R. Keightley Crimson Sign 312 A rare seaman,
but liquorish.. .He wasbom with a thirst. 1899 F. T. Blllen
Log Sca-ivaif270 He turned a liquorish eye upon me.

Hence Li quorishly adv.
;
ti-quorishness.

1789 Emblems ofMortality p. xxvii, To contemplate the

Liquorishness of one Figure of Death, who is secretly suck-

ing through a Reed the Wine from the emptied Cask. 1852

R. S. Surtees Sponge's Sp. Tour (1893) 39 That purpose
was to try how many silver foxes' heads full of port-wine

Tom could carry off without tumbling, and the old fellow,

being rather liquorishly inclined, had never made any objec-

tion to the experiment.

Liquorish : sec Lickeiush, Liqlokick.

Liquorist ^U'^3«st). [a. F. liqnoriste.] One
who makes liqueurs.

1844 Eraser's Mag. XXX. 435/1 The French are our

masters in the art of the liquori.st. 1879 Spon's Encycl.

Jndnstr. Arts etc. I. 225 The manufacture of these liqueurs

constitutes the trade of the ' compounder ' or 'liquorist \

Liquorless (li kailes), a. [f. Liquor sb. +
-less.] Without liquor.

1859 Sala Gas-light $ D. ii. 27 The haughty Hosnodar
of Hungary, drinks confusion to the Bold Uandit of Bul-

garia in a liquorless cup. 1891 Voice (N. V.) 26 Mar., Can-
not the poor man's club be a liquorless club ?

t Lrquorous, a. Obs. rare" 1
, [f. LlQUOK sb.

+ -ous.j Of the nalttre of liquor
;
liquid.

1678 R. RtussEi.L] Geber 11. i. iv. xiii. 117 And by that

which is made by Filter, We acquire the Clearness ofevery
Liquorous Thing,



LIQUORSOME.

t Li'quorsome, a. Obs. [f. Liquor sb. (er-

roneously supposed to be the source of liquorous

LlCKEKOUS a.) + -SOME.] = LICKERISH, LlCKEROUS.
Hence Liquorsc-mely adv.
1656 11. More Enthus. Tri. (1712) 27 Men of shallow

minds and liquorsome bodies, cleaving to the pleasures of
the flesh. 1664 — Myst. fftfy 1. vii. 21 Liquorsomely par-
taking of the diffused reek of the things Sacrificed.

Liquourish, obs. form of Lickerish.

II Lira (lrra). PL 1| lire (Irre), rarely liras.

Also 7 in anglicized form lire. [It. Am, a con-

traded form ofL. libra pound : sec Libra.] The
name of an Italian silver coin which is the unit of

monetary value in that country.
It is now divided into 100 centesimi, and equivalent in

value to the French franc.

1617 Moryson /tin. 1. jof I bought .. a fat hen for two
I i res. x 756-7 1 r. Keysler s Trav.^ ( 1 760) IV. 1 1 8 A bracera .

.

may be hired from Venice to Trieste for fifty or Sixty lire.

Note, A lira is about 6d. sterling. 1868 Browning King 3-

Hk. i. 39, I found this book, Gave a lira for it, eighlpvnce
English just. 1877 L. \V. M. Lockhart Mhie is Thine iv,

The money went to the marchioness, .who may have fed the

hungry and clothed the naked with the lire of the angry
man. 1884 F. Boyle On the Borderland 237 A baksheesh
of two liras.

Lirate, variant of Lyrate.
Lirchor, obs. form of Lurcher.
Lire (tato), sb. 1 Obs* cxc. Sc. and north, dial.

Forms : 1 lira, 4-7 lyre, 4 5 Sc. lyr, 4 lere.
,
3-

lire. [OE. lira wk, masc, of obscure origin.]

Flesh, muscle, brawn.
t*iooo Sax. Leeckd. II. 2 to |?a liran bara lendena sariafi.

Ibid. II. 264 Ereost ablawen & sar beoh & lira, c 1000

/Et>Ric Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 1^9/8 Pnlpa, nel uiscum
t

lira, a 1225 Juliana 58 As bat istelet irn 10 limede hire

ant te leac lio ba ant lire. £1330 Arth. Merl. 8203
(Kolbiug) For he carf man & stiel & ire, So tlesche hewer
dob flesches lire. C1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxviii. (Adrian)

504 Scho wald haf ronnyne in be fire, til half brynt hir bane
& lyr. c 1386 Chaucer Sir Thopas 146 He dide next his

white leere Of clooth of lake fyn and cleere A breech and
eek a sherte. 1e 1390 Form o/Cnry (1780) 12 Take the lire

of Pork and grynd it smal. 1460 Lybeans Disc. 1899
Lybeauus . . smot of hys theygh, Fell, and bone, and lyre.

1483 Cath. Angl. 218 Lyre of flesche, pulfa. 1513 DoutiLAS
Aincis vr. iv. 35 The baill bowkis of beistis, bane and lyre.

1584 Hudson Dn Bartas' Judith vr. (1608) 95 Ther was
no sinew, Arter, vaine, nor lyre, That was not mangled with

their vulgar rage. 1610 Healey St. A ng. Citie 0/God xxi.

iv. (1620) 786 A boiled Peacock was serued in and I-.tookc
some of the Lyre of the breast, c 1817 Hoco Tales Sk.

VI, 133 He never observed .. the hook, which indeed was
buried in the lire, a 1835 J. R. Wilson Tales ofBorders
(1837) III. 304/2 He was nae feckless smaik that, either in

bane, jimb, or lire. 1876 Whitby Gloss., Lire, the flesh of

an animal, or rather the increasing substance as it grows
bulky. 'There's a fair deal o' lire about it.'

fFence Liry a. Obs. exc. dial. Fleshy.

1483 Cath. Angl. 218/1 Lyrye, Pnlposns. 1876 Whitby
Gloss. s.v. Lire, 1 Quite liry ', well fleshed.

Lire, sbfi rarc~\ [App. due to some mistake on

Scott's part, perh. a confused recollection of Litre.]

A supposed old French measure. (The glossaries

of recent edd. say 4 a pint \)
1823 Scott Quentin D. xxxiv, i

If you want a confessor

said Trois-Eschelles—'Or a lire of wine ', said his facetious

companion.

t Lire, lier, v. Obs. [f. */ire, *lier
3
Lear

trans. To thicken with a ' lear* (see Lear 2 2).

15. . Wyl Bnckc his Test. (Copland) B ij b, Take blode of

a good shepe..& drawe hit^whh the hrede & Her vp thy
pot thervviin but not to thicke. Ibid. Lire him vp with
crustes of brede, drawne with wine.

Lire, var. Leer sb. 1 Obs. ; obs. form of Lyre.
Lire, pi. and obs. sing, form of Lira,

II Lirella (lire-la). Bol. [mod.L. = F. lirelk,

a diminutive f. L. lira furrow.] The narrow

'shield* or apolhecium, with a furrow along the

middle, found in some lichens.

1839 Lindley hitrod. Bot. (ed. 3) 271 Lirella is a linear

shield, such as is found in Opegrapha, with a channel along
its middle. 1861 Eeni lev Man. Bot. 383 The more usual

forms (of apothecial are round and linear ; in the latter case

they are commonly termed lirella;.

Hence Lirellate, Lire'lline, Lire'inform (tv-

ron. lirellseform), Lirellous adjs., shaped like a

lirella.

185s Maynk Expos. Lex., Lirelliformis, .. lirelliform.

Lircllosus,. .lirellous. 1871 W. A. Leichion Lichen.Jlora
162 Apothecia . .lirelliform. Ibid. 388 Apothecia lirelkefonn.

1889 Syd. Soc. Lex., Lirellate. 1900 Jackson Gloss. Bot.

Terms, Lircltine.

Liricall, obs. form of Lyrical.

t Iiiriconfancy. Obs. Also 6 lirieum-,liri-

confancie, lyryeonfaney, 7 lilly-confancy, 8

liricumphancy. [Corruption of L. Ulium con-

vallium (sec Convally), influenced by Fancy.]

The lily of the valley.

1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 49 Liricumfancie, or as other

judge May Lilie. 1578 Lyte Dotioens u. xxvi. 178 Lyllie

Conuall, is now called . . in English . . Lyryconfancy. >597
Geharde Herbal 11. lxxxvii. § 2. 332 It is called in English

Lillie of the valley, or the Conuall Lillie, and May Lillies,

and in some places Liriconfancie. 1657 \V. Coles Adam
in Eden xii. 24 It I Lily of the Valley] is called ..in sonic

places, Liriconfancy or Lilly-Confancy. 1746 Poor Robin,

an Almanac A8b (May), The Honey-suckle, Rosemary,
Liricumphancy, Rose -parsley,. .Which do tbis Month adorn

each Field. 1755 Johnson, Liriccnfancy, a flower.

333

Iiiring, variant of Leaking : see Lear-.
IiiriodeudrinCbi^ri^de ndrin). Chcm. [f.next

+ -1ST.] A bitter principle extracted from the bark
of the LirioJcndron tulipifera.
1838 T. Thomson Chcm. Org. Bodies 836 The crystals of

liriodendrin. 1865 Watts Diet. Chcm. s.v.

!l Liriodendrou (telodendron). [mod.L., f.

Gr. \uptov lily + Uvhpov tree.] A genus of plants,

N.O. Magnoliacex, of which the N. American
! Tulip-tree is the only representative.

1 1 753 Chambers Cycl. SupA, Liriodentlrttm,

.

. a name given
by Linnaeus to a genus of plan is called tulipifera by Calesby
and others, and by us the tulip tree.) 1802 M. Cutler in
Li/i'dc. (1888) II. 104 A number of trees, magnolias, big-
nonias, Liriodendrons, etc 1847 Xat. Emycl. I. 925 The
liriodendron.

Lrripipe, lrripoop. 06s.exe. Hist. Forms:
6 7liripoope,01iripope, lerripoop,leerypoopc,
liri-

?
lyri-, leripup, 7 lyripoope, lirry-poop(e,

leerepoop, luripup, lirripippos, 9 (liripipy),

liripipo. [ad. med.L. liripipium
y

leropipium,
explained in glosses as ' tippet of a hood *, ' cord
; shoe-lace', and 'inner sole-leather of shoes'.

No plausible etymology has been found; connexion
of the latter part with F. pipe Pins sb. is nut un-
likely; the form loripipium

y which suggests L.

lortun strap, is prob. an etymologizing coir u pi io 11.

Cf. K. liripipion (Cotgr.) 'a graduate's bond '.

Menace's ludicrous gutis, that liripipimn is a corruption of
ileri ephippinm, i* repeated .seriously in lecetil ling. Diets. 1

1. In early academical costume : The long tail of

a graduate's hood (see quot. tS6o).

[^S^?© Enlogium Hist. (1863) III. -mo Habeut eliam..
liripipia usque talutn lou^a modo fatuorum dilacerala.]

1737 Oi£ELL Rabelais 1. xviii.J. 213 With liis Haircut round
a.s .1 Dish, Ins Liripoop on his Head, aficr the old fashion.

i860 Kairuolt Costume Eng. (ed. 2)93 h [the hood] is closed
tightly about the head by the liripipe, or long pendent tail

of the hood, that hung down the back when the hood wa.s

thrown off, and was wound like a bandage about it when
placed over the head. 1872 K. L. Cutis Scenes \ Charae.

429 The priest is habited in a robe of purple, with a black
cap and a black liripipe attached to it.

*[ A passage of Knighton (^1400^, well known
from being quoted by Du Cange, speaks of certain

court ladies as wearing male altire, with * liri pipes \

Hence such mod. examples as the following :

1843 James Forest Days (1847) 83 As to her dress, she had
a pur fled liripipy might have suited a court harlot,

b. See quot.
;
perh. a mistaken guess."*

1706 PiliLLirs (ed. kersey), Lcripoops, certain old-fash ion'd

Shooes, tipt with Horn, and ty'd up to the Knees with Silk-

Ribbons, or Silver-Chains.

f 2. Something to be learned and acted or spoken

;

one's ' lesson ' role \ or * part ' ;
chiefly in phrases

to know or have (one's) liripoop, to teach (a person)

his liripoop. Obs.

1546 Supp/n. of Toorc Commons <E. E. T. S.) 84 They
know their liripope so well that they draw the tayle betwine

the legges, and gette them .seines streyght to the keunell.

1568 U. FfLWELL Like Will to Like \\ «j, I shal teache you
hothe your liripup to knowe. 1576 New ton LcmtuVs Com-
plex, vii. 58 A wittold Who can his lyrypoope, and gaze

full mannerly For birdes uestes in the roofe, while others

syckerly Dubhes him an horned knight. 1577 Staxyhcrst
Descr. tret, in Holinshed II. 35/1, I will teach thee thy

lyrripups after an other fashion than to be thus malepertlie

cocking and billing with me that am thy gouernour. 1589

Pappc iv. Hatchet 30, I am nor al tales, and riddles, and
rimes, and iestes, lhats but my Liripoope, if Martin knock

the bone he shall find marrow. 1501 Lyly Sappho \. iii.

163 Thou maist bee skilled in thy Togick, but not in thy

leerypoope. 1594 — Moth. Bomb. 1. iii, Theres a girle that

. knowes her lerripoope. c 1600 Day Begg. Bednall Gr. 11.

1 ii. (1881) 35 I'll leach him his leripoop for stealing whilst he

hath a day to live again. 161 1 CorcR. s.v. Roulet, Qui
scait bien son routet, That knowes his liripoope, thats

thoroughly prouided to speake. a 1625 Deacm. &. Ft. Wit
; at Sev. Weap. 1. i, So,so, 1 have my lerrepoop already. 1633

IIreton Packet Lett. 60, I see you haue little to doe that

I

haue so much leasure to play your Luripups.

II b. Used for: A shrewd trick.

1605 London Prodigal iv. i. E 3 b, Well, cha a bin zerued

many a sluttish tricke, But such a lerripoope as thick ych

was nere a ^arued.

+ 3. A silly person. Obs.

162 1 Fletcher Pilgrim 11. i, Keepe me this young Lirry*

poope within doors. 17.. Milles MS. Devon Gloss.

(Halliw.), A liripoop, vel lerripoop, a »il)y, empty creature

;

I

an old dotard.

t Liripipionated, ppl. a. Obs. rare - \ [ad.

F. liripipionne (nonce-wd.), f. liripipwn: sec

prec] Furnished with a 'liripipe*.

1653 Urquh.^t Rabelais 1. xviii, Master Janotus, with

his haire cut round like a dish . . in his most antick accoustre-

ment Liripipionated with a graduates hood [etc.].

Lirique, obs. form of Lyiiic.

Iiirk (15rk). Sc. and north, dial. Also 5, 9 lork,

9 lurk. A fold in the skin ; a wrinkle.

e 1400 Dcstr. Troy 3029 Hir forbed [was] full fres.she & fre

to be-holde,..Nouber lynes ne lerkes but full lell streght.

1728 Ramsay Last Sp. Miser xv, Some loo to keep their

skins frae lirks. 1737 Meston Poet. Whs. (1767) 145 The
Mare, .had no lirk in all her leather. 1880 Antrim Down

I

Gloss, s.v., The child's that fat 1 can't get dryin' all his

transf. *fig. 1723 MeWard Contend,for Faith 307 (Jam.)

1 The Lord, .who knows to seek out the Hrks of our pretences.

I 1 80a Scott Minstr. Scott. Bord. (1803) 1 1 1. 281 The bought

LISIBLB.

( i'the lirko' the hill. <ii835 J. M. Wilson TaLs of the
Borders 11857) I. 207 Till I find her dead body in the lirk

of the hill. 1849 Lu. Cockburn Circuit Journeys (1883) 359
A . . button . . was found twisted in what the witness called
i a lurk \ or fold, of the sheet. 1894 Chockeit Raiders
(ed. 3)63 The. .herds' cothouses in the Iirks of the hills.

Hence Lirk v., to wrinkle.
1680 Law Mem. (1818) 176-7 It [the elephant] has. .a rough

lannie skin, and lirking throughout all its body; the trunk
of it lirks, and it contracts it, and draws it in. .as it pleases.

1880 Antrim $ Down Gloss. s.v., The uppers of your loots
is all lerked.

IiiroCOXlite K
\oi*rp•konait). Min. Also erron.

liriconite. [f. Gr. A€jpoy pale + Kvvia powder:
see -1TE.] Hydrous arsenate of aluminum and
copper, occurring in bluish-green crystals.

1821 R. Jameson Man. Mineral. 94 On I. IV. Malachite.
Genus l\. Liriconite. 1825 Haioixukk Mo/r&' Min. Index,
Liroconite. 1868 Dana Min. (ed. 5) 853 Liroconite.

t Lirp. Obs. rare. A snap (of the fingeis\ So
also Lirp v., Li rping" vbl. sb.

1548 Thomas Itat. Cram. (1 567), Chriuh, Ls the lirpyng th.it

is made with the lingers. 1598 Flokio, Frulla. a flurt or lirp

with ones lingers.. .J'rnllare, to flurt or Hip with ones fingers.

Lirrop, dial. var. Lahuup, to beat.

Lirry, lirrie: see Luury.

t Lirt. Obs. [ef. ISelirt Deception, trick.

<• 1440 York Afyst. xxvi. ?5$ For truly bou moste leme vs
That losell to lache, Or of lande, thur^h a lirte, That lur-

dayue may lepe. 1887 Jamieson, Suppl. s.v., ' He gied her
the Hi t ', i.e. the slip, ^o-by.

tliirylong, adv. Obs. rare — 1

. [Cf. Alihv.]
6 x400 lieryn 309 He slappid into the tapstry woudir

pryuely And fond hir lining lirylong.

Lis 1 \H\ Ucr. PI. lis, lisses. Also 7 lizc,

S lys. [a. V.lis lily.] Flkuk-dk-us j.

1611 Si'kkD Hist. Gl. Brit. \x. xii. 572 Hee [lidw. Ill] .

.

ijuaitered the Flower de I.i/e with the Leopard*. .. albeit

wee see liis former Scale alj.o adorned with two Li/e or
l.illier-. 1707 Cnam uliu.avnk St. Gt. Brit. n. ii. 00 Or,
within a double Tressure, Counter-fluwer'd Lys. 1870 H.

J i:nnings Rosierut ians vii. 45 Now of the 'lines', as \\a

shall elect to call them. Ibid, 46 The three 1 Lotuses \ or
'Lisnes', were the coat of arms. 1888 Athenrum 1 Dec.
74^/t A cross tleury -mi\\ lions and lis in the angles.

Lis -', liss lis . Irish Aniiq. [a. lr. lios, Olr.

liss, less Welsh Hys."] A circular enclosure

having an earthen wall ; often used as a fort.

1845 (i. ^ikik in Trans. ^ R. Irish Acad. XX. 443 The
great Rath or LiV, called Li.fmor, or the great fort. 1858
15. O'Looxry in Trans. Ossianic Soc. IV. 231 The nobles

of this country are said to li\e in the great and large duns,
fortresses, lisse.s, and ralhs. 1899 W. Ii. \"kats .Sard Rose
in II ind among Reeds 49 Him who drove the gods out ot

their liss.

Lisarde, obs. form of l.r/AUP.

Lisbon (li'zbaiL. The name of the capital ot

Portugal, [-l'g. l.isboa.] Hence: a. A white wine

produced in the province of Hstremadtira in Por-

tugal and imported frotn Lisbon ; also Lisbon wine.

f b. A kind of soft sugar, c. A kind of lemon.

Lisbon cut, a kind of brilliant cut, the same as 'double

brilliant' 11871 Knight Diet. Met A. 384/2). Lisbon diet-

drink (see quot. 1854-67 .s.v. Dlhi-nKiNK\
1767 Mrs. I'a.vfciE Cookery 368 Take cue pound of the

best Lisbon sugar. 1767 H. Kkllv Babler No. 41 I. 173 A
Vintner who owed me a hundred^ pounds for home Lisbon*

(for you must know I am a wine-merchant). 1769 Mks.

R.UFAI.D Eng. Housekpr. 11778) 42 J'ut to it a gla>s of

Lisbon wine. 1799 M. Unoerwooo Treat. Dis. Children

led. 4) III. 125 A little Lisbon bUgar may be added to this

compound of sugar and milk. 1818 Toon, Lisbon. 1. A
kind of white wine. 2. A kind of soft su-ar. 1897 Miss
Hakkape* Hilda Strafford 133 Robert went to a lemon-

nursery and bought 500 Lisbons, budded on the sour root.

Lische, obs. Sc. form of Leash.

Ijise, obs. 3rd sing. ind. pres. of Lie v.l

t Liser. Obs. Also 4 lyser, lesere, 5 lysure.

[a. OK. listere, of unknown origin. Cf. Lisiebe.]

A list, selvage ; also, a strip or cutting of clolh.

1377 Langl. PI. I). v. 210 Thanne drowe I me amonges
draperes my donet to leme, To drawe } e lyser [v.rr. liser,

leserel alonge be lenger it semed. c 1440 Promp. Parv.

307/1 Lyystj or lysure, strophittm. Lyyste, lysure, or

bdirede, or chyppyngys, what so euer hyt be, preset;men ,

t Lise'tte. Obs. [a. F. Lisetle, dim. of fi/ise,

Elisabeth. Cf. Luskin.] A French maidservant.

1774 CiiESiEKF. Lett. U792) I. xxxvi. n8 Your footman

and lisette would be your equals, were they as rich as you.

Iiish (lij\ a- dial. Also leash, leish, lies ;c)h,

leesh (sec Eng. Dial. Diet.) Active, nimble.

1781 J. Hction Tour to Cares Q2 (iloss., Lish, stout and
active. 1818 Hogg Brownie of Bodsbeck I. 39 Twa lang

liesch chaps. 1820 Blackw. Mag. May 160 He was a leash

lad and a leal. 1822 Uewick Mem. 86 Up came a Mish'

clever young man, a Highlander smartly dressed in the garb

of his country.

Lish, variant of leish, LEASH sb. (sense 7 a).

1799 G. Smith Laboratory IL 49 The journeyman-weaver

. . transfers the lish or cord [eic.b

t Iiisible, a. Obs. Also licible, loisiblo. [a.

V. loisible (?OF. *leisible), f. OF. loisir, leisir >ee

LeisukU sb.) :-L. Ucdre to be lawful : ef. Licence.]

Lawful, permissible.

a 1420 Hocclevk D* Reg. P/inc. 1565 pi conceyt holdeb

it good and lisible \Hatliwctl reads licible] To doom Ibid.

3119 When he a man y-murdred hath and blawe A man to

sle by lawe, it is lisible. 1546 St. Papers Hen. VIII, XL
I 309 Toching the stay of his fortifications at Portet, which

J
ar alledged by us not loisible by the treaty.



LISlijRE.

I! Lisiere (1/zyfr). Fortif. ? Obs. Also 8 lizier.

[Fr. : cf. Liseb.] -Beum, Foreland 2 b.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Lisiere,..*. Term in Fortifica-

tion, the same as Bcnuc and Fore-land.
_
1758 J. Watson

Mitit. Did., Foreland, Barm, Berm, or Lizier.

Iiisk (Jisk\ Now dial. Forms: a. 3 Orm.
losske, 5-7 leske, 6 Sc. leisk, 7- lesk. &. 6-

lisk, (7*lisk3, lysk). 7. 5-6 laske, 8 lask.

[l'rob. of Scandinavian origin: cf. MSw. liuskc,

liumske (mod.Sw. ljumske) masc, Da. lyske, MDu.,
Flemish liesdie fern. (mod.Du. lies fern.) ; a form

lesed ' ingnen
1

in the Werden Glosses (Gallce O.S.

Tcxls 360) may possibly be OF. (for *lioscd), but

the j£* (instead of sh) of the ME. and mod. forms

shows that they do not descend from this.] The
loin or flank

;
also, the groin.

a. c 1200 ORMIN4776 Lende, & let»ske, & shulldre, & bacc.

?rti4oo Marie Arm. 1097 Lyme and leskes fulle lothync.

c 1440 Pro/up. Parv. 2^8/2 Leske (or fianke), ingnen. 1483
Cath. Aug/. 214/1 A Leske, ypocondria. 1513 Douglas
. Etuis x. x. 103 At his left, flank or leisk [1533 lisk] persyi

tyte. 1615 Crooke Body ofMan 32 In the leske or groyne
are the Emunctories of the Liuer. 1639 Hokn & Rob. Gate
Lang. Unl. xxi. § 255 In the lesk, under the groin or share,

are the privities or secrets, 1847 Halliwell, Lesk, the groin

or flank. «886 S. IV. Line. Gloss, s.v. Lesk, My husband's
hroke his body, and it presses on his lesk.

0. 1508 Dunbar Flytiug iv. Kennedie 121 Lene larbar,

louugeour, baith lowsy in Rsk and lon}e. 1603 in Pilcairn

Crim. Trials 11. 417 Be the straik of ane sword in the lisk

and the wambe. 1679 Lauderdale Papers (1885I II I. xciv.

163 Wounded.. in the groyn or lisk with a parti/an. 1690
Land. Gaz. No. 2575 '4 A white Mare,, .blew Spots about the

Lysk, bob-tail'd. 1709 Jacob. Songs (1887) 57 Ane proddit

her in the lisk Anither aneath the tail. 1857 Gen. 1'.

Thompson Audi Ali. 1. xxiv. « There was but one point

on which he could not hear being attacked, like a hor>e

which will not stand being touched in the lisk.

y. ?i4.. IJar I. MS. 219, If. 150 (in Promt. Parv. 298)

Mcs Jlanks, my laskes. 155* Hulokt, La«»ke or flancke,

pyga. 1781 J. "Hutton Tour to Caves 92 Gloss., Lisk, or

task, the flank.

Liskeardite (Hska'idaiO. A/in. [Xamcd by

Maskelyne, 1 87S, from Liskcani in Cornwall : see

-ite.] Hydrous arseniate of iron and aluminium.
1878 Nature 15 Aug. 426/2. 1883 Ibid. XXVI 1. 307 Two

new aluminous mineral species, Kvigtokile and Liskeardite.

t Li*skin. Obs. [a. obs. Du. I.icsk$^ \ ^mod.
Du. Liesjc), dim. of Elisabeth. Cf. Liskttk.] A
Dutch maidservant.

1594 Pi.at Jcwcll-ho. 1. 55 And this can our duclie liskins,

and kitchin maides well approue.

Lisle (tail). The name of a town in France

(now Lille), used atlrib. in Lisle glove\ lace, thread

^see quots.).

1851 tllusir. Calal. Gt. Exltib. 201 Fast cotton dyeing for

Lisle thread gloves. 1858 Simmoxos Diet. Trade, Lisle-

gloves, fine thread gloves for summer wear. Lille-lace,

Lisle-lace, a light, fine and transparent white thread hand-
made lace, sometimes called 'clear foundation '. 1879 Web-
ster Suppl., Lisle-thread, a hard twisted cotton thread,

originally produced at Lisle, France.

Lisne, obs. variant of Lissen dial., rock-cleft.

Lisnisse, variant of Lksxkss Obs.

c 1305 St. Christopher 75 in /:. F. P. {1862) 61 }>u most
in lisnisse [6\ Fng. Leg. 273/73 lesnesse] of bi synne ber

h.ibbe hi woninge.

Lisome, variant of Leesome a.2 Sc. Obs.

1653 Burgh Kcc. Glasgow II. 260 It sail not be lisome to

any land wart or countery man to buy [etc.].

t Lisoun. Obs. In 4 lysoun. [? a. OF. Iidsion

shining, light.] ? Glimpse ; trace.

13 . . E. E, A Hit. P. B. 887 pay lest of Lotez logging any
lysoun to fynde.

Lisp (lisp), sb. [f. Llsr v.] The action or an

act of lisping.

,11625 Fletcher & Massini.er Elder Bro. it. ii. Love >

tiio^e that love good fashions, Good clothes and rich, they

invite men to admire'm That speake the lispe of Court, Oh,
'tis great learning ! 1676 Ktiieheuce Man 0/ Mode 1. i.

Bell. What a pretty lisp be has 1 Dor. Ho, that he affects

in imitation of the people of Quality of France. 1709
Steele Taller No. 27 ? 5 She has naturally a very agree-

able Voice and Utterance, which she has chang'd for the

prettiest Lisp imaginable. 1716 La»y M. W. Montagu Let.

to C'tess Mar 21 Nov., They all affect a little soft lis]).

1848 Dickens Dontbcy xxxvi, A young lady of sixty-five,

..who spoke with an engaging lisp. 1869 J. Ladik Gala-
tiaus 303 The childlike lisp in the word Abba and its easy
labial pronunciation.

b. transf. A sound resembling a lisp, e.g. the

rippling of water, the rustle of leaves.

1855 Bhowkino Popularity viii, As if they still the water's

lisp heard Through foam the rock-weeds thresh. 1863 Lonoi<.

II ayside Inn, \st Interlude 55 Wild birdsgossiping overhead,

And lisp of leaves, and fountain's fall. 1864 Swinburne
Atatanta 68 The mother of months .. Fills the shadows
and windy places With lisp of leaves and ripple of rain.

Lisp (lisp), v. Pa. t. andpa.pple. lisped (lispt).

Forms : 1 *wlispian, (4wlyspian), 4 wlispe, 4-6

lysp(e, 4-5, ?7 lipse, (5 lyspyn), 6-7 lispe, 7-

lisp. (Also 7-9jocularly lithp.) [OE. *wlispian

(known only in comb, dwlyspian), f. wlisp, wlips

adj., lisping ; cf. MLG. wlispen, wilspen, LG., Du.
/is/ten, Sw. laspa, Pa. Ixspe to lisp, OHG. lisp

adj., stammering, OHG., MUG. lispen to trip in

speaking, lisp, mod.G. lispeln to lisp.]

1. ititr. To speak with that defect of utterance
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which consists in substituting for s and z sounds

approaching \> and S ; either by reason of a defect

in the organs of speech or as an affectation. Also,

loosely, to speak with child-like utterance, falter-

ingly or imperfectly.
a xioo MS. Junius 23, If. 142 b (in Mod. Lang. Xotcs (1S89)

May 279/1), And seo lunge awlyspab, seo be a:r hasfde fol

recene spraxe. 1375 Harbour Britee 1. 393 In spek wlispyt

he sum deill. c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 264 Somwhat helipsed,

for his wantownesse To make his englissh sweete vp on his

tonge. c j 440 Pro/n/>. Parv. 306/2 Lyspyn yn speche, sifiilo.

1530 Palsgr. 612/2 Helj'speth a lytell, but it becometh hym
well. 1588 Siiaks. L. L. L.v. ii. 323 He can carue too,

and lispe. 1600 — A. V. L. iv. i. 34 lxwke you lispe, and
weare strange suites. 1604 M iiiolkton F. llnbbnrds Tales

Wks. (Mullen) VI 11. 80 She had a humour to lisp often, like

a flattering wanton. t:i68o Heverjoge Serm. (1729) 1. 111

As a nurse to a child.. lisps in broken language. 1712

Steele Sped. No. 492 ? 4, I can move with a speaking

mien, can look significantly, can lisp, can trip, can loll. 1735
Poi e Prol. Sat. 128 As yet a child, nor yet a fool to fame,

1 lisp'd in numbers, for the numbers came. 1786 Mad.
D'Arulay Diary 13 Aug., Lady Charlotte is very hand-
some,., she unfortunately lisps very much. 1827 Keble Chr.

Y. 3rd Sund. Lent, As little children lisp, and tell of Heaven.

2. trans. To utter with a lisp or lispingly (also

with out). In extended use, to utter with child-

like, imperfect, or faltering articulation ; to give

imperfect utterance or articulation to (///. andyf^.}.

1620 Sanulkson Serm. I. 157 As nurses talk half syllables,

and lipse out broken language to young children. 1651

N. 1'acon Disc. Go7>t. Eng. it. xxx. 239 The Statute of

Henry the fourth concerning Heresie doth lispe some such

Power. 1661 Uovlk Style of Script. (1675) 28 Vouchsafing

to lisp mysteries to those that would be deterred by any
other way of expressing them. 170a Por-K Dryope 81 When
first his infant voice shall.. lisp his mother's name. 1718

Freethinker No. 17 .* 6 Her Maid trips in, and lisps out to

me. that her Lady is gone to Hed 1750 Gray Elegy 23 No
Children run to lisp their Sire's Return. 1818 Coubett
Pol. Beg. XXX1U. 64 Pray send ine the Report that you
speak of, in which they begin to lisp their intentions. 1819

Metropolis 111. 174 Lady tho and tho, lithpth out an Insipid.

1834 Macaulav Pitt Ess. (1887* 319 Newcastle sent for

Pitt, hugged him, ..and lisped out the highest compliments.

1838 LvnoN Alice 62 'And me, too', lisped Sophia the

youngest hope. 1855 Urownisg Cleou 3 The light wave
lisps ' Greece

Hence Lisped ///. a.

ai$s* Joanna Eaillik Basil 11. iv. Wks. (1851) 27 The
lisp'd flattery of a cunning child.

Lisper li'spsi). Also 5 lyspare, 6 lispar,

lypsar. [f. Lisp v. + -er L] One who lisps.

< 1440 Promp. Parv. 306/2 Lyspare, blcsus . .sibHas. 1519
Horman I'ulg. 31 No man shulde rebuke and scorne a
blereyied man or gogylyed, or loungttyed, or lypsar, or

a stuttar or fumblar. 1684 tr. Bond's Merc. Conipit. u.

42 The disaffection of Lispers consists in Conformation, and
not at all in lntemperature. 1709 Steele Tatter No. 77
P 1, 1 remember a Race of Li«mers

;
fine Persons, who took

an Aversion to particular Letters in our Language. 1823

P.vron Juan in. Ixxviii, Lach lovely lisper Smiled. 1827

Lvtton Peihatu iii, ' Ah ', said the lisper, carelessly ; 'but

can he write poetrj r

, and play proverbs 1
*

Lisping (H'spinJ, vbh sb. [f. Lisr v. + -ing

The action of the verb Lisr {lit., trans/., and Jig.).

f 1440 Promp. Parv. 306/2 Lyspynge, sibilatus, blestira.

1625 ). King David's Strait 5 Plato's crump-shoulder and
Aristotle's lisping. 1641 ' Smkctymnuus ' Find. Ansiv. § 13.

156 For our parts we answer without lisping. 1674 R. God*
I-rky Inj. <y At'. Physic 205 Having some defect in her

Speech, to wit, a Limping. 1768-74 Tuckfr Lt. Nat. (1834)

11. 622 To prevent lisping, stammering, and other such like

imperfections. 1820 Hazliit Led. Dram. Lit. 10 These
first crude attempts at poetry and Jispings of^ the Muse.

1839 Lom;k Voices Nt. Prelude xiii, Low lispings of the

summer rain.

attrib. 1875 Tennyson Q. Marys: ii, I remember How
1 would dandle you upon my knee At lisping-age.

Iii'spillg, ///. a. [f. Lisp v. + -ing
,

-,

:
] That

lisps
;
(o( sounds or utterance) characterized by a

lisp or lisping.

1535 Coveroai.f. fsa. xxviii. 11 The Lorde also shal speake
with lispinge lippes and with a strattnge language vnto

this people. 1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary u (1625) 68 A
pleasant lisping sound. 1646 Kansmawe Guariuds Pastor
Fido (1676) 143 'J'hy lithping gibberish. 1669 Holdi u

Blew. Speech 45 The other pair of Lisping and Sibilant

1 .elters. 1776 S. J. Pratt Pupil Pleas. (1777) 1 . =7 A lisping

accent. 1827 Lytton Pelham iii, 1 heard my own name
pronounced by a very soft, lisping voice. 1841 Mvkws Cath.

'Pit. in. v. 17 The father who should impose the obligations

of manhood upon a yet lisping son,.. would be as unjust as

he would he unwise. *

Lispingly (li'spiijli), adv. [f. prec. + -ly^.]

In a lisping manner; with faltering utterance.

1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Agst. Cursing A> Sivearjng

Wks. 1. 50/1 Little children that can scarce, .speake plaine,

<an make a shift to sweare lispingly. 1660 Fuller Mi.xt

I 'ontetupl. 62 How lispingly and imperfectly doe we perform

theeloseof this Petition. xl^New Monthly Mag. XXXV11.
419 The affairs which were lispingly discussed in the lady's

chamber.

Iiispound Ji'spaund). Also 6 lespund, lesh

pnnd, 7-8 leispound, (8 lispond), 8-9 lispund.

[ad. LG. and Du. lispund, contr. f. livsch pnnd
4 JLivonian pound ' = med.L. livonicum talcntum.

(An example, in the form lispunt, is quoted by

Du Cange from a Polish document of 1454.)] A
unit of weight used in the Baltic trade, and in

Orkney and Shetland, varying at different periods

and in different localities from 12 to 30 pounds.

LISSEN.

I 1545 Rates Custom Ho. d vj, viii lyspoundes facit .c. Ii.

xx. lispoundes facit a shyp pounde. 1597 Skene De Verb.
! Signif. s. v. Scrplaith, Ane stane and twa pound Scottish

j
makis ane lesh pund. 1693 J. Wallace Orkney 92 Leis-

pound a weight of their Victual, which contains 24 of their

Merks : it is also called a Setten. This answers to 28 of
our pounds. «793 Statist. Acc. Scot., Shell. V. 197 The
butter.. is delivered to the landlord in certain cases by the
lispond. This denomination of weight consisted originally

1 of only 12 Scotch or Dutch pounds. Hy various acts.. it

has been gradually raised to 30 lb. 1822 Scott Pirate i.

ICight lispunds of butter. 1837 G. G. Macdougall Graah's
E. Coast Greenland 33 A tribute of 127 lispounds of walrus-
teeth. 1858 Homans Cycl. Commerce 1635 {At Riga] the

Iispound =20 lbs.[= x8'4 lbs. avoirdupois].

Iiispy (U'spi;, a. nonce-wd. [f. Lisp sb. + -y.]

Characterized by a lisp; inclined to lisp.

1873 Dukntord Let. 25 Oct. Mem. (1899) 165 Lord Stan-
hope reminded ine really of wbat he was years ago, rather
prosy and lispy, but sensible and full

t Xiiss. Obs. Also 1 lite, h'ss, 2-4 lisse, 3

I

lysse, 4-5 lys. [OE. lids, liss, f. lide gentle, soft

:

j see Lithe a."]

1. Remission, release
;

mitigation, abatement

;

hence, cessation, end.
c 1000 Credo 54 (Gr.) Retuissionctn peccatorum. LUse ic

^elyfe leahtra jehwylces. (-1175 Lamb. Horn. 145 Song
wi3-uten lisse. c 1200 Moral Ode 239 in Trin, Coll. Horn.,
Ei5er do3 hem wo inoh, nabbeS hie none lisse. C1384
Chaucer //. Fame I. 220 Ther sawe 1 loues venus kysse
And graunted was of the tempest lysse. c 1386 — Frankl.
T. 510 What for his labour and his hope of hlisse His woful
herte of penaunce hadde a lisse. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. 11.

200 lxnie is lech of lyue and lysse of alle peyne. c 1450
Lonei.ich Grail Ii. 310 Of his peynes he myhte haucn non
lys. 1802 Sibbalu Chron. Sc. Poetry IV. Gloss., Lisst

remission or abatement, especially of any acute disease.

2. Tranquillity, peace, rest ; joy, delight.

c 1000 Phceni.v 672 (Gr.) Lifgan in lisse Iucis et pads.
a 1023 Wi lfstan Horn. (Napier) 265 J>a eadi^an eeaster-

wafiin bxr j^efeob and wynsumiaS on lisse and on blisse.

{. 1175 Lamb. Horn. 15 Hlisse and lisse ic sende uppon
inonuen be me luuieo. c 1205 Lay. 3261 f?at he mihte..
libben on lisse [later text ine blisse \. azjS Sayings of
Bede 34 in Horstm. Altcngl. Leg. 505 per-inne is reste

and lisse. a 1310 in W right Lyric P. xviii. 57 Suete Ihesu,

..Myn huerte love, min huerte lisse. 13.. Guy IVartv.

(A.) 430 liring me of bis wodenisse And bung me in to sum
lisse. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. ix. 29 Lorde of lyf and of

ly^te of lysse and of peyne. 1393 Ibid. C. vn. 315 Me ys
leuere in this lif as a lorel beggen ban in lysse to lyue.

Liss : see Lis
'z

.

II Lisse (1/s), sb. 1 [F. lisse smooth (in cripe

lisse smooth crape).] A kind of silk gauze.

1852 Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. xiii. 113 The snowy lisse

crape cap. 1864 Daily Tel. n Mar., A long white crape

lisse veil. 1879 M rs. Eliot Jamks hut. Househ. Managem.
18 Lisse, if you go to a bot station (in India], would be
almost useless. 1884 CassetCs Earn. Mag. Feb. 184/2
Edge it with lace plaiting or lisse frilling.

II Lisse (1/s), sb? Weaving, [a. Y. lisse, lice

(cf. with quot. F. haule lice).'] = Lease sbA 2, 3.
1 Also see quots. 1878, 1885.

1782 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 2) IX. 671 1/1 [Parts of a ribbon-

loom] 6 Thehigh-lisses, or lists, are a number oflong threads,

with platines, or plati leads, at the bottom [etc.]. 1878 De
Champeaux Tapestry Introd., [Explains the Misses' to be

the two cylinders of which the loom consists]. i88j$ E.

]
MIjntz Tapestry xvi. 758 Kings of small cord called Mices'

j

or ' lisses \ are fastened to each thread of the front cloth,

t Lisse, v. Obs. (?exc. Sc.) Also 4 les, 4-5 lis,

lys, 4-6 lysse. [OE. lissian :-pre-Kng. *//;///j<J-

jan, f. *linpjo- soft, mild : sec Lithe 0.]

I 1. trans. To subdue (only OE.) ; to mitigate,

assuage, relieve (pain, etc.).

a 1000 Sal. A- Sat. 291 (Gr.) Yldo beob on eorban a^hwujs
crteftig . . lisseb [1for lissaSl eal 5;et hco wile. C1320 K.
Hkuknk Medil. 702, Y prey be sumdele hys peyne bou lys.

c 1350 Will. Palerne 848 Forto lissen his langour. c 1470
Colagros «y Gaw. 173 Hym likis in land your langour to lis.

1562 Turner Herbal 11. 113 Such compositiones as stanche

or lysse ake.

2. To relieve {of pain, etc.) ; to comfort.

c 1374 Ciialcer TroyIns 1. 702 Lat vs Iyssen wo with ober

speche. Ibid. I. 1082 Troy1us.. is somdel of akynge of his

woundc llyssed. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxviii. [Adrian)

j

117 As for to Ies bame of har payne. ^1386 Chaucer
Frankl. T. 442 1 n hope for to been lisscd of his care, c 1440

Pol. Rel. <y L. Poems 245/45 This leche lyssyd me, lazars.

I C1460 J. Hussell Bk. Nurture 31 Son, open thyn hert for

peraventure y cowd the lis. c 1470 Harding Chron. xciv. ii,

I
In water [he] was cast, his fleshe to keele and lisse. 1483

Caxton Gold. Leg. 352 b/i That .. they may be eased and
lyssed of theyr paynes.

3. intr. To abate, cease, stop ; to be relieved 0/.

c 1400 Bom. Rose 3758 Than of my peyne I gan to lisse.

Ibid. 4128, 1 trowe my peyne shall never lisse. 1825-80

J amieson, ToL iss, to cease, to stop. // never lisses, it never

ceases, Roxb.
Hence t Lrssing vbl. sb.

?rt 1412 Lydc. Titv Merchants 641 Which in to lissyng his

langour did leede.

Lissen (li's'n\ dial. Also 7 lisne, 7-9 lissom.

[Of obscure origin : cf. List sb.%, which has some

affinity in meaning (cf. sense 4 of that word).]

1. A cleft or seam dividing the strata of a rock.

<:i64oJ. Smyth Hundred of Berkeley (1885) 11 L 175 A
strange stone. .wherein is noe chinke, cracke, chopp, or

Lisne at all. a 1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. it. vii. 102 In

the Lisne of a Rock at Kingscote in Clocestershire, 1 found

at least a Bushel of Petrified Cockles. 1677 Plot O.rfordsh.

58 We have another fine Earth . . found frequently in the



LISSENCEPHALOUS.
lissoms or seams of the Rocks. 1847 Haluwrll, I.isseu, a
cleft in a rock. Glouc. 1890 Gloucester Gloss., Lissen,

a cleft ni a rock ; the parting of stone in a quarry.

2. A layer or stratum
; f a support for a beehive.

1700 Trans. Soc. Arts VIII. 126 (Let. fr. Fariogdon,

l?erks)Two IhivesJ. .that I was obliged to raise oti lissom*;

nine inches high. 1879 in Miss Jackson Shropsh. IVonl-

bk. s.v., ' In burn In' lime we putten first a lissom 0' coal, an*

then a lissom o* lime-stwun'.

3. A strand of rope; * one of the rows of straw

plait in a bonnet' (Devon 1837 in E. 1). D.).

1875 Knight Diet. Much., Lissens, the ultimate strands of

a rope. 1886 Elworthy IV. Somerset lVordd>k., Lissom*

the strand of a rope; each lissom may he composed of

several yarns.

Lissencephalous (li sense-labs), a. Zool. [f.

mod.L. Lissencephal-a (f. \10c6s smooth + e-y/ce-

<pa\os brain) + -ous.] Pertaining to the Lisseuee-
J

phala, the second group of mammals in Owen's
,

classification, which have smooth brains.

1859 Owen Class. Mammalia 33 The following Table

exemplifies the correspondence of the group* in the I.yen-

cephalous and Lissencephalous series. 1875 Hlakk Zool* $-\

The lissencephalous or smooth-brained mammals fall natur-

ally into four well-defined orders.

Lisses, pi. of Lis 1.

Lissom (H'sam), a. Also lissome. [Con-

tracted variant of Lithesome.] Supple, limber;

lithesome; lithe and agile.

a t8oo Pegge Suppl. to Grose (1814) 34 Lissom, limber,

relaxed, North. 1824 Miss Mitforu Village Ser. t. 147

They are. .so much more athletic, and yet so much lissomer

—to use a Hampshire phrase, which deserves at least to be

good English. 1825 Hritton Beauties ll'iitsh.^ 11 1. 375
Lithesome, or Lissome, soft, pliable ;

expert in action.

a 1839 Prafu Poems (1864) II. 135 Uack flew the holt of

lissom lath. 1855 Tf.nnvson Brook 70 Straight, hut as

lissome as a ha/el wand. 1879 Jeffkriks Wild Life in S.

Co. 11 The lissom bound of the hare. 1890 » Rolf Holore-
wooo' Miner's Right (1899) 187/1 The tongues grow lissom

under the influence of good fellowship and potent liquor.

Jig; '859 Hf.i.ps Friends in C. Ser. 11. I. viii. 227 His

lOvid'sJ lissome lines are droned over,

b. That renders supple, nonce-use.

1864 Lr». Derby Iliad xvui. 389 They washM the corpse,

With lissom oils anointing.

Hence Iiissomness.
1857 Hughf.s Tom Brown it. iii. (1871 ) 264 He.. was ap-

plauded by all for his Hssomness. 1895 Saintshurv Cor-

rected Impressions xv. 142 His. .marvellous lissomeness. .of

thought.

IiisSOtritflOUS lis^trikas), a. Zool. [f. Gr.

Xtooos smooth + rptx; Op't£ hair.] Smooth-haired
;

leiotrichous.

1880 F. P. Pasco f. ZooI. Classi/ (ed. 2) 280 Lissotrichous

or Liotrichons, having straight smooth hair.

fList, s&J Obs. Forms: 1 hlyst, 2-4 lust(o.

3-4 list(e, lyst, 4 lest, 4-6 list. [OE. hlyst

masc. and fern. = OS. Must fern., ON. hlnsl fern. :—

OTeut. *Mttsti-z :-0Aryan Hktsli-s fSkr. pmsii

obedience), f. root *Mus- (: Metts- : Mons-)
t
OTeut.

Vitus- (: Mem- : /i/aus-) f found also in the vbs.

OE. Mosnian, OHG. losPn
v
MIIO. tosen), OlIG.

Itistrtm (^mod.Ger. dial, laustern : cf. G. ///stern,

Sw. lystra, Da. lyslre to
1 answer ' to a name, An-

swer' the helm), MUG. Itischen (mod.G. lauschen),

MHG. lusemen, liisenen, all meaning 'to listen*;

also, outside Teut., in OS1. slytati to hear, sluxu

hearing, Lith. klauscl obedience, Mansyti to hear,

Zend craosane to hear, Welsh ellist, Irish eluas

fern., ear OCeltic Hlonsta). The root OAryan
H'/ns- : Mens- : Mons- (Teut. *hlils- : Mens- :

hlons- is an extended form o(*Mu- (Teut. *////*-) t

see Loir> aj]

1. Hearing; the sense of hearing. To have or

give a list : to give ear, be attentive, keep silence.

ciooo jElfric Horn. II. 550 Da fif and^itu ure lichaman,

foet is gesihb and hlyst, swaecc and stenc and hrepung.

c 1000 Sax. Leeclid. II. 40 Gif [mon] yfelne hlyst haebbe.

C117S Lamb. Horn. 75 Hore lust hore loking hore blawing

hore smelling heore feling wes al iattret. c i«oo Trin. Colt.

Horn. 61 Gif he hinimeS us ure sihte oSer ure liste. C1205

Lay. 1 1 577 Mi fader Caredoc makede lust & bus sp.-ec.

«i3oo Cursor AT. 13708 All baigafhim list ilkan. c 1330

Assnmp. Virg. (P.M. MS.) 2 Sitteb stille & haueb lyst.

1398 Trkvisa liarth. De P. R. vti. xxi. (1495) 238 Thyckenes
of luste and of lierynge. a 1400 Octonian 60 Fele of hem
casted a cry. .That noon ofhem that sytte hym by May haue

no lest.

2. The ear. (Hut cf. List s&P i b.)

r 1380 .S7V Fentmb. 1900 With ys hond a wolde be jyue

a such on on b" luste bat al by hreyn scholde clyue al

aboute ys fuste. c 1386 Chaucer IVi/e's Prol. 634 He smoot
me ones on the list, a 1535 More IIowe a Sergeant would
tearne toplay thefrcre Wks. H ij b, And with his fist, Upon
the lyst, He gaue hym such a blow, That I etc.].

t List, sb* Obs. Also 3-4 liste, 4-5 lyst(e,

lest (e. [Com. Teut. : OE. list str. fern, corresponds

to OFris. lest, OS. list art, wisdom (Du. list fern.,

cunning), OlIG., MHG. list masc, wisdom, art,

craft (mod.G. list fern., craft, stratagem), ON. list

fern., art, skill (Sw., Da. //V/), Goth, lists fern.,

stratagem, wiler-OTeut. *listi-z t
f. root *lis-

(:lais- in Goth, lais 1 know) : see Learn v., Lore.]

Art, craft, cunning. Also phr. by or with list.

rtooo Cynfwi lf Christ 1318 Mid hu micle elne a^hwylc
wilfe >urh ealle list lifes u\v&\\. a 1000 Cxdmons Gen. 588
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(Or.) Laedde hie swa mid Ifaenum & mid listum speon idese

on ba:t nnriht. c 1205 Lay. 17210 Hetere is liste I0275
sleahbe] \>ene ufel strenSe. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1527 Swape
cnotte Ls icnut..ba;t ne mei hit liste ne lu3er strengoe
nowSer. .leowsio. a 1250 Owl $ Night, x-ji Ich wolde
bi^tc het mid liste, Than thu mid al thine strengthe.

a 1275 Trtn\ Ail/red 638 in O. E. Misc. 136 Of htm bu mi^t
leren listes and fele beues. 13. . Seuyn Sag. (W.) 2046 This
was a dede of qneint list, f 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints ix.

(Hartholomaeus) 322 He crucifyt wes fyrsie S; (synej his

skync of flayne with lyste. ^1430 Hymns Virg. (1867) 42
We ben bigilid allc wib oure lyst.

List (list), sh$ Also 4-7 lyst(e, liste, 5 liest,

lyyst(e. [OK. liste wk. fern. = MDu. lijste (Du.
lijst), OHG. lista ^MIIG. lisle, mod.G. leiste) ; the

Teut. word was adopted in Uom. as It. lista, V.

liste ; the ON. lista (1) is prob. from Fr. or M E.]

I. Border, edging, strip.

f 1. geu. A border, hem, hordering strip. Obs.
a 700 F.pinal Gloss. 583 Lembum, listan vel thres. 13. .

/-.'.

E. At/if. l\ li. 1761 pe myst dryues J>or^ be lyst of be lyfte,

bi be lo^ medoesN 13.. Guy li'arw. (^87) p. 464 (.MS. A)
His targe wib gold list 1 le carf atvo. c 1375 .SV. Leg. Saints
vti. {Jacobus Mino>) 4 3 J>ai stryfe wald, quha mycht fyrst

Of his kirtil nycht pe liste. 1433 Test. Kbor. (Surtecs) II.

49 Unam tuellam de twill, cum mgriw lystez. 1513 Douglas
sKneis xin. l'rol. 38 The nycht furthered hyr cloke with
sabill lyst. 1591 Ci. Flktcukk Ktisse Comnnv. (Hakl. Soc.)

16 In the very farthest part ami list of huropc bordering
upon Asia. 1597 Hookkk Feci. Tot. v. xx. § iolThey] haue
thought it better to let them Ithe books of the Apocrypha]
stand as a list or marginal! Ixjrder vnto the olde Testament.
1650 Fuller Fisgah 1. vi. 15 Tracbonilis, the coursest list

an<l most cragqy ground about the countrey of Judea. 1684
K. Wali.kr A'at. Fi/er. 96 The w:iier begins first t«>

congeal at the top round the edges, ami from thai List of let-

shoots several small Thieads to the middle. 1696 Mr.

Patrick Comm. Kxod. xxv. 11 A 1 Sot tier or list of ( 'mid

went round at the Top of it.

fb. Applied to the lobe of the car. Obs. [Cf.

G. ohrlei.de, which, however, means the ' helix' of

the ear; also List sb. 1 2.]

1530 Pai.sgr. 239/2 Lyste of the eare, mol de loraylle.

1611 Cotgk. s.v. Mol. 1631 Okkkkr Match me in Loud.
11. 30 They haue giuen it me soundly, I fcele it vnder the

lists of l>ot h eares.

2. spec. The selvage, border, or edge of a cloth,

usually of different material from the body of the

cloth, f Phrase, within the lists usual in state-

ments of measurement). [So F. lisle in Cotgr.]

[1297 Magna Carta Fdw. I, c. xxv, Una htitndo panno-

rum tmctorum, russetorum, <\: haul)ergettouim scilicet due
nine infra listas.] 1433 Rolls ofFarlt. IV. 457/1 The lyste at

the one ende of all soche Streite Clothes, e 1440 Tromp.
Tar:: 307 '\ 1 .yyst of clothe. Jorago. 1523 Act 14 .y 15 lien.

VIII, c. 1 All maner of white brode wolleu clothes with

cruinpil listes, otherwise called bnstardes. 1535 Act 27

lien. I'lll, c. 12 v? 2 ICuery brode cloth shall conteiue in

breadth seuenquarters of a yarde within the listesat the least.

1592 Nasuk Tcuitesse(ed. 2) 8 For his breeches they were

made of the lists of broad cloaths. 1603 Shaks. Meas.for M.
1. ii. 30. 1677 W. HruHARti Narrative 1 1 . i The List or ttordor

here being known to be more worth then the whole Cloth.

17ooTyrrf.ll Ifist. Fug. \ \. 716 Woollen-Cloaths that were

not two Klls within the Lists, according to King Kb hard's

[ist] late Assize, or Statute. 1835 Ure Thilo*. Maun/.
186 A few threads of strong coarse yarn are placed to form

the lists or selvages of the cloth. 1842 P.isciiofk Woollen

Mauuf. II. 396 The list is made in the West of Kngland

frequently of goats' hair. 1844 G. Dodo Textile Manvf.
iii. 104 The tenter-hooks were driven into poles and rails,

and the cloth hung on them by the ' list ' at the edges,

b. fig. and proverbial.

1589 Tappe w. Hatchet A 2 b, Vet find fault with broad

termes, for I haue mesured yours with mine, & I find yours

broader iust by the list. 1596 Lodge Marg. Army. (1876)

24 Arsadachns knowing the cloth by the list, the bill by the

Item, the Steele by the marke (etc.], 162a Peacham Compt.

Gent. i. (1634) 15 Which miserable ambition hath so furnished

both Towne and Countrey with Coates of a new list, that

(etc.J. 1655 H. VArc.11an Silex Sciut. n. Garland, False

joyes, . . Peeces of sackcloth with silk lists. 1677 Gili-in

Detnonol (1867) 294 Who will reject a fine web of cloth,

as one speaks, for a little coarse list at the end.

C. In generalized use : Such selvages collectively;

the material of which the selvage of cloth consists.

1567 Harman Caveat (Shaks. Soc.) 33 Their armes hounde

up with kercher or lyste. 1693 Evelyn De la Quint. Compl.

Card. 1 1. 62 We must, .constrain the Branches of those Fig-

Trees, as near as we can to the Walls,.. with Nails and List.

1719 D'Uri-ey Pills I. 263 Sissly .. Pulls off her Garter

of woolen List. 1748 Smollett Rod. Rand. lxi. (1804) 438

\ dirty rag. . tied with two pieces of list. 177a Mrs. Dei.any

Lett. Ser/u. I. 401, 1 have had list nailed round my doors,

and stopping every crack and crevice that let in cold air

letc.]. 1901' Q. Rev. Apr. 483 By 1850 india-rubber had

superseded list for cushions (of billiard-tables],

d. attrib. (quaswK#'.) = Made of list.

1661 Inuentarye in MS. Ra:t>l. A. 182 If. 311 On rugg, 2

Liste couerlids [etc.]. 1847C Bronte J. Eyrr xvu. (1890) i 7 r

Her quiet tread muffled in a list slipper. 1851 Illustr. Catal.
67. Exhib. 1121 List carpet. 1866 Mrs. H. Wood St. Mar-

tins Eve xvil (1874) 193, I have got on list shoes, ma'am.

1901 Q. Rev. Apr. 485 List cushions were abandoned in

favour of rubber.

3. A strip of cloth or other fabric.

a 1300 Birth Jesus 587 in Horstm.A Itengl.L eg. (1 875)
'
91 And

bond him wib aliste. a 1300 Cursor M. 19845 A »">^1 bnnen

clath foursquar Laten dun,himthoghtwasbar, At nokesfour,

four listes lang, Vnto be lift bar-wit it hang 1362 Langl.

P PI A vi. 8 He bar a bordun I-bounde wib a brod lyste.

1^08 Trevisa Earth. De P. R. VI. iv. (1495) '9* Chyldrens

lymmes ben bounde wyth lystes and other couenable

boudes that thei ben not crokid. <ri45<> ME. Med. Bk.

(Heinrich) 122 Bynde him abouc be brawon of be arnie wyp

LIST.

a good lyste. la 1525 Treat. Galaunt 186 in Hazl. E. P. P.
ill. 159 fheyr gowoes and theyr cotes shredde all in lystes.

1546 Phaer Bk. Childr. (1553) Xvb, Make a girdle of a
wollen list mete for the midle of the pacient. 1596 Shaks.
Tarn. Shr. in. ii. 69 With a linnen stock on one leg, ami a
kersey boot-hose on the other, gai tred wiih a red and blew
list. 1713 Swift Elegy on Partridge Wks. 1755 III. it. 80

A list the cobler's temples tics. To keep the hair out of his

eyes. 1727 I'raoi.kv Fam. Diet. s.v. A mble, Many fold fine

soft Lists about the (Jainbrels of the Horse. 1796 Morse
Amer. Geog. II. 37 The four seams adorned* with lists nf

a different colour from that of the cap.

trans/. 1599 B. Jonson Cynthids Rev. v. ii. Wks. 1616

I.246 You slaue, you list, you shreds, yon . (Beats the

Tailor). 16x4 — Barth. F. iv. iv. (1631) 67 Those super-

stitious reliques, those lists of Latin, the very rags of Rome,
and patches of Poperic.

f b. Formerly often : A strip of cloth used for

filtering or for causing a liquid to drip. Obs.

1593 T. Hyli. Art Gardening 152 Pulling clothes or lists

. . hanging halfe out of the pan . .that they may so drop con-
tinually water on them in the forme nf feltring, as the wise
name it. c T623 Lodge Poor Mans Talent (1881) 12 Distill

ihem by a filler, which is by a list, or passe them through a
• loth or bagg. 1660 Boyle New F.xp. Phys. Mech. xx\v.

263 We resolved, instead of a List of Cotton, or the like

Fibre, to make use of a Siphon of Class.

4. A band or strip of any material ; a line or

band conspicuously mnrked on a surface. ? Obs.

1398 Trkvisa Barth. De P. R. x\\\. cl.xii. (1495) 709 A
meetc horde is areryd and sette vpou fete : and compassed
wyth a lyste abowte. c 1575 J. Hooker Li/e Sir P. Carew
1 1S57) 108 His herse was set up. .with list atul rail garnished
with scutcheons. 1599 K. LiNche Anc. Fiction M ij, A
curtaine white list and streake, called by the Astrologers / '/a

antra. 1648 Gage West hid. xii. (1655.1 57 Their shoo**.,
the outside whereof of the profaner sort ate plated with a

list of silver. 1669 IJovi.k Contn. New Exp. 1. U0821 s=;

The divisions of an Inch made on a list of paper. 1686

Plot Sta/fordsk. 413 There is a list of grass greener than
ordinary, call'd St. Kenelms-furrow. 1713 Dkrha.m Phys.
Theol. vii. ii. 379 A black List of Something adhering 10

the Rock—which he found was a gieat number of Swal-
lows. 1747 Gentl. Mag. 310 Their ends [of wire] being
fastened to the under parts of the boards at XX, by means
of a list of tin, half inch broad, which is nailed over them.

1776 Phil. Trans. LXVII. 37, 1 have glued three wooden
lists on the back of the board to prevent its waiping.

b. One of the divisions of a head of hair, of a

beard. [? Suggested by It. lista.']

1859 Tennyson i'irien 242 A comb of pearl to part The
lists of such a beard as youth tone out Had left in ashes.

1880 \. J. I/UTLEK IKtute's Burg. i. 4 He wore his braid
long and mingled with while hair, like to his locks, of which
a twofold list [ori^. una doppiti lista] fell to his l ieast.

5. A stripe of colour. V Obs. ,Cf. K. lisle.)

1496 Fyssbynge w. Angle (1883) 34 The body of blacke

wull & a yelow lyste after eyiher syde. 1530 Pai.sgh. 239 •?.

Lyste on horsebatke, raye. ^1586 Sidney Arcadia 111.

(1029) 273 His horse was of a tl lie soirell, with blacke feetc,

and blacke list on his Lacke. 1621 AiNswoimi Auuot.

I'eutat., Fxod. xxviii. 19 There are many colours [of Agate]

and some the best, that are greene with a golden list. 1646

Sir T. I 'iROWN k Psend. Ep. vi. xi. 334 The .-We ha\iug a

peculiar marke of a crosse made by a blacke list downe his

backe, and another athwart. 1650 lii uwr.R Anthropomet.
Pref., Painted with lists, here, naked arms behold. 1772 84

Cook Coy. 11790) 1. 319 The Mue cat .. having a fine blue

tinge, with a beautiful red list down its back. 1774 Golcsm.

Nat. Hist. IL 49 All along the bark there 111ns a while

list, w hich ends at the insertion of the tail. 1846 /'. Parley's

Ann. Vi I. 35 W ith some black about the face, and a list of

the same down the hind part of the neck.

f b. Used for : A mark of a wound, a scar. Obs.

rare— 1

.

c 1489 Caxton Sonues 0/Aymon \ \\. 464 He sholde never

have knowen hym, yf it had nut be a lityll liste [orig. a\ a-

trice] that he had by bis right eye.

6. Areh. fa. (See quot. 1 Si 2-16.) Obs, b. A
small square moulding or ring encircling the foot

of a column, between the torus below and the

shaft above. (Cf. Listel.}

Cf. obs. F. liste, 'a small square out-inlting brow, or

member of a piller ' (Cotgr.).

1663 Geriukr Counsel 32 The Freese, the List, the Ovolo.

'735 Dyche & Pardon Diet.. List,, .a Fillet or flat Ring
that ornaments the Bottoms of Columns immediately abo\e

the Torus. 1745 Pocockf. Descr. East II. 11. 156 The capital

consisting only of a large list or square stone, and a large

quarter round under that. 1812-16 J. Smith Panorama
Sci. % Art I. 177 The list or spiral line of the volute runs

along the face of the abacus. 1842-59 Gwilt A rchit. Gloss.

7. In various technical senses, fa. (See quot.

1688.) b. Carpentry. (? U. S.) 'The upper rail

of a railing' (Knight Diet. Mech. 1875). c.

Carpentiy. A strip cut from the edge of a plank.

(Cf. List 3). d. Tin-plating. The wire of tin

left on the under edge of a tinned plate, which is

removed by plunging the plate into the list-pot.

1688 R. Uolmk Armoury in. 285/1 The Parts of a I
Wool-]

Card.. .The List, is that as is nailed to hold the Leaf. 1834

Holland Mann/ Metal II 1. 37 There is always, .a list or

selvage of tin on the lower edge of every plate. . .\\ hen the

list is melted, .the boy takes out the plate.

II. Boundary.

f 8. A limit, bound, boundary. Often Obs.

1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 44 Any brother or sister yat

duellen wyt-outen ye lystys of thre myle from ye cite. £1400

Destr. Troy 10669 All the ledis to the listes on the laund past.

Ibid. 10018. 1559 Primer in Priv. Prayers (1851) 90 The
miserable captives, which as yet be hedged in within the lists

of death. 1579 Tomson Calvin'sSerm. Tim. 334/1 God set-

teth vs barres and listes. 1587 Golding De Momay\\\. (1617)

94 The Tropicks arc his [the Sunnes) vttermost lists. « 1592



LIST.

H. Smith Serm (1637) 203 As though humility were the bond
of all duties, like a list which holdeth men 111 cnmpasse.

1599 Shaks. Hen. V
t
v. ii. 295 You and I cannot bee enn-

fm'd within the weake Lyst of a Countreyes fashion. 1601
— Ttvcl. If. in. i. 86, 1 am bound to your Neece sir : 1 meane
she Is the list of my voyage. 1638 Cuillingw, Relig. Prot.

!. Couch 4x1 To keepe my discourse within those very lists

and limits which yourself have proscrib'd. 1645 Qlarlf.s
Sol. Recant, vi. 60 To what strange Lists Is her conceal'd

Omnipotence confin'd?

jb. Region, Lerrttory. Obs,
a 1649 Dkumm. op Hawth. Poems 57 Whateuer foggy

Mists Do blind men in these sublunary Lists.

9. spec, in //. (f sometimes construed as sing.)

as the equivalent of the like-sounding OK. Ikse

v
mod.F. lice) : The palisades or other barriers en-

closing a space set apart for tilting; hence, a

space so enclosed in which tilting-matches or

tournaments were held. + Phr. in, within {the)

lists. Sometimes, by extension, the arena in which

bulls fight or wrestlers contend, etc. f Also (rarely)

sing, in the same sense.

[The OF. tisse (see Lvce, used once by Caxton), which
appears to have influenced the application of the Eng. word,
is of doubtful etymology; it corresponds to Sp. liza% Pg.

lica, It. licza, nied.L. ticit pali-ades, lists. Hatz.-Dnrm.
•suggest a late L. type *listia, f. OH<i. ttsta: see above.]

t 1386 Cti M'cer Sor.'s T. 660 Cambalo That faught in

listes with the bietlieren two For Canacee. c 1400 Rom.
Rose 4199 Without the diche were listes made, With walles
batayled large and brade. ri420 Anturs 0/ Arth. 497
(Douce MS.) pe lorde^ by-lyue horn to list ledes With many
seriant of mace. 1470 85 Malorv Arthur vm. xxii, I'lamor
..tooke his hors at the one ende of the lystes, and sire

Trystram at te other ende of the lystes. 1475 Bk. Noblesse
( Koxb, 1 77 To doo armes in liestis to the utteraunce. 1523
Ln. Pkknkrs Froiss. I. cliv. 1S3 These two dukes came into

the felde, all armed, in a lystes made for y
8 sayd duke of

Almayne, cbalenger, and for the duke of Englande, defender.

1589 Pasquiis Return Civb, It fareth with them, as it

dooth with the Wrastler within the Lystes. 1593 Shaks.
Rich. II, 11. iii. 4 5 On paine of death, no person be so bold
..as to touch the Listes, Kxcept the Marshall. 1621 Lady
M. Wroth Urania 497 Encountering his enemie in a List,

made of purpose betweene the Campe, and Castle. 1672
Dkvdk.n Com/. Granada 1. i. When the Lists set wide, Gave
room to the fierce Bulls. 1812 Byron Ch. liar. 1. Ixvii, The
lists are oped, the spacious area clear'd. 1813 Scott Trierm.
11. vit, A summer-day in lists shall strive My knights. 1842
TFNNVsON.S'/?'(/.f//;//*ri^i,They re*l, they roll in clanging lists.

b. trans/, and fig, A place or scene of combat
or contest. Phr. To en.'er the) lists.

1592 S11 aics. / 'en. <5- Ad. xcix, Now is she in the very listsof

love, Her champion mounted for the hot encounter. 1612
Drayton Poly-olb. v. 100 As when his Trytons' trumps doe
them to bat tell call Within his surging lists to combat with
the Whale, a 1626 Bp. Anorkwks 7 Serm. Wond. Combat
vi. (1627' 88 The lysts where this, temptation was v*ed, was
the Mountaine. 1647 K. U\con Disc. Govt. Eng. 1. iv.

(1739k 9, I hold it both needless and fruitless to enter into

the Lists, concerning the original of the Saxons. Ibid. lix.

116 The K.ing, loth to enter the List with the Clergy about
too many matters, a 1649 Dkumm. of Hawth. Poems
Wks. 11711} 22/2 See, Chior is, how the clouds Tilt in the
a/ure lists. 1671 Milton San/son 463 Dagon hath pre-

sum'd, Me overthrown, to enter lists with (Jod. 1725 Pope
Odyss. mil 110 Demodocus. .Majestic to the lists of Fame
repairs. 1831 Brewstf.r Xevototi 0855^ 1. iv. 77 The Royal
Society . .contained few individuals.. capable of. .entering
thelistsagainsthis. .assailants. 1848 Kingslkv Sa tit's Frag.
•v. i« 35 [l^etl the spirit Range in free battle lists. 1878
Browning Poets Croisic \\\\, Slight lists Wherein the puppet-
champions wage.. mimic war.

tlO. a. sing, and //. An encircling palisade;

a railed or staked enclosure, b. //. The starting-

place of a race (=*L.carceres). Also sing, a race-

course or exercising ground for horses. Obs,

1581 Stywaro Mart. Discifit. 1. 59 The citie, pales or lyst

or fort where y campe is lodged.
^
1598 Hakixyt Voy. I. 68

All these were placed without the lists [L. extra fabi/la/rim).

1601 Holland Pliny I. 222 To the Lists they [horses] must
not he brought to enter into any mastries there before they
be full fiue yeres of age. 1644 Evelyn Mem. (1857) 1. ior

A list to tide horses in, much frequented by the gallants in

summer. 1662 H. Moke Phiios. Writ. Pref. Gen. (1712) 12
I

We both setting out from the same Lists, though taking !

several ways, .. meet together ..at the same Gail. .737
Wfst Let. (in verse) in Grays Poems (1775^ 19 As yet just

j

started from the lists of time.

III. 11. Comb. : list-boy, in Tin-plating, a boy
employed to place the plates in the list-pot ; list-

pot, a cast-iron trough containing a small quantity of

melted tin, in which the tinned plates are plunged

to remove tbc Mist ' (see 7 d) ; list-wall [cf. sense

4], a dry wall with one or more strips or bands of

cemented walling.
1818 S. Parkfs in Menu Lit. A> Phil. Stv. Manch. (18 19)

Ser.it. III. 369 There is always a wire of tin on the lower
edge of every plate, which is .. removed .. in the follow*

ing manner. A boy called the * list-boy, takes the plates

when they are cool enough to handle, and puts the lower
edge of each into the *list-pot. 1793-1813 Reports Agric.
62 (K. 1). P.) A wall-fence 'partly dry and partly cemented
with mortar, or what is commonly called a *list wall \ 1850
Jml, R. Agric. Soc. XL 11. 728 The fence is what is called a
list wall, alternate layers of dry wall and stone with mortar.

List list), sb* Also 4-5 lest(e, lyst(e. [f.

List *>.2 Cf. Icel. lyst fern., appetite (for food).]

+ 1. Pleasure, joy, delight. Obs.
ci2a5 Lav. 13078 pa andswarede be munec mid muchelere

liste [later text mid sw.be gode wille]. 13 . . F.. F. A Itit. P.

A. 467 So fare we alle wyth luf and lystc, To kyng & quenc
by cortaysye. c 1386 Chai'CER Prot, 132 In curteisye was

336

I set ful muche hir lest [v.r. list], c 1440 Promp, Parr. 306/2
Lyst, or lykynge,. .detectacio. c 1450 Holland Ho-.vtat 753
All thus our lady thai lovit, with lyking and lyst. 1573
Satir. Poems Reform, xl. 197 How he suld. .leaue this lyfe
with list for all thair plaid.

2. Appetite, craving; desire, longing ; inclination.

Const, to (with sb. or inf.), rarely /w*, of; f fre-

quently collocated with leisure. Now only arch.
e I220 Bestiary 544 He doS men hungren and hauen Srist,

and mani oSer smful list, c 1250 Gen. tyiCx. 1231 Hem wexon
Srist, oe water sleckede 5e childes list, a 1300-1400 Cursor
M. 24751 (GotOJ>at gifs me list [other MSS. lust e] of hir
to rede, c 1374 Chaucer Troylus 11. 738 (787) Right a-noon
as sesed is here lest, So cesseth loue and forth to loue an
newe. 1423 Jas. 1 Kingis Q. Ivii, Hastow no lest to sing ? 1513
Douglas /Eneis ix. ii. 69 The wyld wolf..Rasys in ire, for

the wod bungris list, a 1533 Ld. Berners Hnon lxvi. 226 The
traytoure Gerard had no lyst to slepe. 1563-87 Foxk A. $
M. (1596) 4*0/1 He bad no leisure, and lesse lyst, to attend
unto Wickliffes matters. 1575 Tt rberv. Fanlconrie 278 It

is a very good way to .. kill the list and lyking of a Spar-
hawke, to feede hir .. with liquid meates washt in water.
1596 W. Smith Chltris (1877) 29 Since my disgrace I had
of them no list. 1613 Pi rchas Pilgrimage 11. xv. (1614) 195
If he have list to the stoole. 1641 Milton Reform. 1. Wks.
1851 111. 9, 1 have done it, neither out of malice, nor list to
speak evil I. 1659 Fuller App. Inj. Innoc. (1840) 319, 1 had
little list or leisure to write. 1682 Hl'.nvan Holy IVar 242,
I thank you for all things courteous and civil, but for your
cordial I have no list thereto. 1825 Scott 'Falism. xxvi.

I have more list to my bed than to have my ears tickled.

1839 l'.Aii.EV Fesfus viii. (1848' 84 To give a loo^e to all the
lists of youth. 1888 I*. Cushwg Blacksmith of\'oe\\\. s.

216 The divine list of sex, and the sweet ache of soul.

3. (One's) desire or wish
;
(one's) good pleasure.

Thrase at (one's) list. Now only arch.
a 1300 Cursor M. 22130 Turn pai sal til him tttest, And

siben baas other at his list, c 1400 Rom. Rose 1957 Pleyn
at your list I yelde me. 1579 Lvlv Fnphues (Arb.) 261

llone.stie my olde Graundfather called that, when niennc
lyued by law, not lyst. 1610 G. Fletcher Christ's Tri.

I. xxxi, Frail multitude ! whose giddy law is list. 1682
I it 'Xvan iloly IVar x 10 He that can of list and will propound
what he pleases. 1695 UiCKKR!NGiLL£*v-C/<f/g)' ^Vks. 1716
I. 326 Hy the Law of the Land, and not the Arbitrary list

or will of any Man living. 1867 J. I>. Rose tr. I'irgifs

sEneid 26 It was a god there working his own list.

List (list), sb.» Also 7-8 (A r
aut.) lust. [Of

obscure origin : perh. a use of List sb.4]

1. A r

attt. The careening or inclination of a ship

to one side.

1633 T. James /
r

oy. 82 The Ship at low water had a great
lust to the ofiing. 1658 Phillips, I.usi ofa ship. 1834 M,
Scott Cruise Midge ii. (184 ?) 30 What a list to port she is

getting! i88x Daily Xe^os it Nov. 2/6 The cargo shifted

giving the ship a list to port. 1883 Times 4 Jan. 8 The vessel

gave a sudden list to starboard.

2. trans/. A leaning over (of a building, etc.).

1793 S.Meaton Edystone L. § 85 The whole building had
got a considerable List or leaning to the S.W. 1901 Longm.
Mag. Sept. 396 Two lines of straggling fence running with
all sorts of lists and bends.

List (list), sb& [a. F. lisle - Sp
,
Tg., It. lisla ;

prob. identical with J,1ST sb.%, the special sense

being developed from that of * strip ' (of paper)

:

see List sb.3 4.] A catalogue or roll consisting of

a row or series of names, figures, words, or the like.

In early use, esp. a catalogue of the names of persons

engaged in the same duties or connected with the

same object
;

spec, a catalogue of the soldiers of an
army or of r. particular arm ; also in f phr. in or

within the list[s, in list (occas. fig.).

Active list, a list of those officers in the army or navy who
are liable to be called upon for active service. Free list, (a)

a list of persons who are allowed free admission to a place of
entertainment; {b) a list of articles which are exempt from
duty under the revenue laws. Also army tist%

Civil ust,
retired list, sick list, etc. (see the first words).

1602 Shaks. Ham. l i. 98 Young Fortinbras .. Hath ..

Shark'd vp a List of Landlesse Resolutes. Ibid. ii. 32 The
Leuies, The Lists, and full proportions are alt made Out of

his subiect. 1606 — Ant. Q CI. 111. vi. 76 The Thracian
King Adullas The Kings of Mede, and Licoania, With
a more larger List of Scepters. 1613— //*//. /'///, iv.

i. 14 'Tis the List Of those that claime their Offices this day.

1622 F. Markham Bk. War iv. iii. 130 Pioners..are not

reckoned Souldiers, neither come neere by many degrees

either to that list or reputation 1625 Hacon Kss. % Of 1 'outh

^- A%e (Arb.) 257 He was the Ablest Kmperour, almost, of all

the List. 1633T.STAFFORn /'«<•.///£. 1. i. ( 1810) 3T0 bee in list

3000 Foot, and 250 Horse. 1646 Evamck Noble Ord. 20 Vou
will not be out of the List long. 1653 Holcroft Procopius iv.

1 57 The Battalion was ofeight thousand foot, and the Archers
of the List. 1655 Fuller Ch, Hist. 1. v. § 10 Their Fear
brought in a false List of their F.nemies Number. 1696
Phillips (ed. 5), List, a Scrowl of the Names of several

Persons of the same Quality with whom we have Business,

or with whom we have some Relation. A List of the Slain

and Wounded in such a Battel. A List of such a ones
Creditors. A List of the Prisoners in such a Prison. 1742
Voung A7. 'Ph. 1. 284 Kndlcss is the list of human ills. 1797
Kncycl. Brit. (ed. 3) VII. 383/2 The letter-founders have a

kind of list, or tariff, whereby they regulate their founts.

1809 Lo. Mulgravf. in G. Rose's Diaries (i860) II. 358 His
name being removed from the List of the Navy. 1847
Marrvat Childr. A7

. Forest xx, Edward took a list of the

contents. 1865 Dickkns Mut. Fr. i. ii, She keeps a little

list of her lovers. 1874 Grf.RN Short Hist. ui. § 4. 128 The
earliest classical revival restored Cscsar and Virgil to the

list of monastic studies.

b. Racingslang. Short for : The list of geldings

in training. 1 lenec to put on the list = to castrate.

1890 Farmer Slang, Added to the List, an abbreviation of

'added to the list of geldings in training \

LIST.

' + C. American. The return of particulars of

taxable property required to be furnished by the
owners. (Cf. List v.* 1 b.) Obs.
1646 Virginia Stat. (1823) I. 329 To the prejudice ofmany

who have duely and according to law presented their lists.

1655 Connect. Col. Rec. (1850) I. 279 Sea-Brooke is fyned
forty shillings for not sending ye Lists of theire estates to the
Courte.

d. Comb.: + list-maker = Lister 2
2; listprice,

the price fixed for an article in the printed list

issued by the maker, or by the general body ol

makers of the particular class of goods.
1666 Connect. Col. Rec. (1852) II. 48 This Court doth order

that ye land. .be valued by the list makers of Stonington.

List, sb.l Obs. exc. dial. [Of obscure origin :

cf. Du. lies pork-fat, G. leisle flank, groin.] The
flank (of pork) ; a long piece cut from the gammon.
1623 Markham Country Content. 1. 71 Take the largest of

your Chines of Porke, and that which is called a Liste. 1824
Carr Craven Dial^ Lists, the flanks.

List, sb.%, variant of Lisse sb? ^ Lease sb.*

Also Comb, list-stick (see quot.).
1782 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 2) IX. 6711/1 The list-sticks, to

which the high-lisses are tied. The high-lis.ses, or lists, are
a number of long threads, with platines, or plate- leads, at
the bottom.

List, a. Obs. exc. dial. [app. connected with
List sb}] Ready, quick (esp. of hearing). Also
applied to rooms, etc. in which one hears well.
1813 Cullun Suffolk Words s.v., * List of hearing', quick

of hearing. 1823 Galt Gilhaize II. 130 'When any of his
disciples were not just so list and brisk as they might have
been. 1847 Hai.liwell s.\\, A list house or room, where
sounds are heard easily from one room to another. Kent.
1861 A*. Brit. Rev. Nov. 325 His ear was not list to catch
the distant sounds. 1863 Trmis. Essex Archarol. Soc. II.

I

1S5 quick ; as list of speech. 1887 Kent. Gloss., List,
the condition of the atmosphere when sounds are beard
easily. ' It's a wonderful list morning.'

List v
list), v} arch. Forms: 1 lystan, 3-4

leste^i, luste^n, 4-6 lyst, 5 lyste, lest, lust,

6 7 liste, 3- list. 3/7/'sing, pres. (contracted) 1-6

lyst, 2 6 lust, 3 Orm. llsste, 3-5 luste, 4-5 lest(e,

4-6 lyste, liste, 4-7 list. Pa. I. 1-5 lyste, 2-5
leste, 3 Orm. lisste, 3-6 lust(e, 4-6 liste, lyst(e,

I

4-7 list, (5 lelst, lest). Also 4 lysted, 5 -yd,

etc., 4- listed. [OE. lystan «= OS. lusiian (Du.
lusten\ OllG. lusten (MUG., mod.G. liisien), ON.
lysta (Sw. lysta, Da. lystc) OTetit. *lusiyan, f.

*Inst-us pleasure : sec Lkst sb.

It is often somewhat uncertain whether forms in lust- should
be referred to this verb or to Li st t-. ; in southern and perh.

in West Midland ME. the vowel may represent either u or

,
it, and the examples are here placed under the one vb. or

) the other as the sense suggests. In other dialects of ME.,
and occas. in the 16th c, lust occurs in the sense of list,

and with its peculiar inflexion (e.g. 3rd sing. pres. lust),

and in these cases it is more convenient to regard it as an

I

altered form of this vb., due to the influence of the sb. or vb.

lust, than as a special use of the latter.)

1. impers. trans, in OE. with ace. or dal.) To
be pleasing to. Me list (occas. listelh): 1 please,

choose, like, care, or desire.

a. Const, inf.

971 Btickt. Horn. 51 I line ne lyst his willan wyrcean.
t 1000 i?CLFFic Gram, (Z.) 211 Lecturio, me lyst raedan.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 103 penne ban mon ne lust on his Hue
I nan god don. c 1*00 Orm in 81 19 Himm lisste ba Wei etenn

off an appell. c 1205 Lay. 30253 )>am ktngc luste slepe.
f a 1300 Cursor M. 22601 Na creatur sal ban list [Trin. luste,

1 Edin. lesten] plai. 13.. Gaw,tfGr, Knt. 941 j?enne lyst

be lady to loke on be kny3t. C1375 Sc. Leg, Saints xxw
\juluw) 206 My gud brethyre, quhy lest 3011 !e? ri38s
Chaucf.r L. G. W. Prol. 490 The lestyth nat a louere be.

c 1400 M aunof.v. (Roxb.) xxiii. 108 Na man es forboden .

.

to trowe in what lawe bat him list leue on. c 1440 .SVV

Goivther 499 Him lystyd nothyng for to play, For he was
full weri. c 1450 Merlin 48, I knowe alle thinges, that me
leste to wite. < 1491 Chast. Gotides Chyld. 12 Somme whan
th y >h >1 d skpe th-mu h*m list wake and pray, Some
whan they sholde wake and pray thenne hem lust to slepe.

1584 Pkf.lf. Arraignhi. Paris 1. ii, Me list ..This idle

ta*>k on nie to undertake. 1590 Spensfr Q. i. vit. 35
When him list the prouder lookes subdew. a 1618 Raleigh
Ma.xintsSt. (1651)49 When it listeth him to call them loan
account. 1633 P. Flf.tcher Poet. Misc. 64 When me list

to sadder tunes apply me. 1808 Scott Alarm. 1. viii, When
at need Him listed ease his battle-steed.

b. Without dependent inf. (Chiefly in subordi-

nate clauses introduced by as, if, ivhal, when, elc.)

r888 K. Alfred Boeth, xxxiii. §2 Ne him eac nasfre

fceitos ne plnco air he haehbe eal baet hine lyst. c 1205 Lav.

30741 JEiber gon lifte bider him to liste. a 1300 A'. Horn
I 918 Nu je reste One while, ef 30U leste. c 1375 Lay Folks

\ Mass Bk. (MS. P>.) 243 Offer or leeue, wheber be lyst.

•375 Harbour Bruce hi. 5*9 Wemen. .can wet thair chekys,

I quhen thaim list, with tens. 14.. Nun 298 in E. E. P.

(1862) 146 There we talkeden as vs lest. 1526 Tinoalf.

! Matt. xx. 15 Vs yt not lawfull flbr me to do as nie listeth

with myne awne. a 1553 Uoall Royster D. Iff. ii. (Arb.) 43
l^t hym come when hym lust. 1581 Savile Tacitus

Agric. (1622) 191 Licence to do what them listed. 1633 lip.

Hall Hard Texts 518 This proud Antiochus shall doe
what him listeth. 1885-94 R. P>ridges Eros $ Psyche Aug.
xvii, Thy mortal life is but a brittle vase, But as thee list

with wine or tears to fill.

m
u With ellipsis of go,
c 1330 R. IIrlnne Chron, (1810) 87 To be holy land him

list, & bider gan him spede.

|C. Const, of(«0K. gen.), after.



LIST. 337 LISTED.

a iooo Boeth. Metr. xxvi. 71 Hi for 5nem yrmStim eardes

lyste. £1200 Ormin 11334 Whanne hiss fasste forbedd wass
palisste himm affterr lode, a 1352 M 1not Poems (Hall) i.

71 No thing list ham \>nn of play, c 1400 Destr. Troy Prol.

20 He.. has lyfcj'itg to lerne )»at hyin list after.

2. With personal construction, a. Const, inf. :

To desire, like, wish lo do something.

1340-70 Alisanuder 776 pe Ladie lay 00 hur bed & lysted

too slepe. c 1400 Maundf.v. (1839) xix. 209 Thei hryngen

up ah many as men lisi to have, a 1510 Douglas A*. Hart 124

Quhen Ithnt] hir court leist semhle fair and cleiu. 1563-87

Foxe A. <$ M. (1596) 13/2 He either wist not, or list not to

shew his cunning therein. 1590 Greene Or/, Fur. (1599)

A 4 b, I list not boast in acts of Chiualrie. 1602 Shaks.

Ham. 1. v. 177 If we list to speake. 1613 Jackson Creed 1.

xx. § 5 Points he listed not meddle withall. 1667 Milton
P. L. viii. 75 I f they list to try Conjecture. 1687 1 owf.rson

Baptism 149, I list not to contend about anything, of which

1 myself am not more strongly perswaded. 1814 Scott

Ld. ofIsles ill. xx, If you list to taste our cheer. Ibid, xxiii,

We little listed think of him.

b. Without dependent inf. : To wish, desire, like,

choose. (Chiefly in subordinate clauses, as in 1 b.)

^1200 Vices $ Virtues (1888) 13 After San 5e here herte

leste, ic hem fo^ede. c 1320 R. Hrunne Jl/edii. 352 py wyl

be ydo, ry^t as bou lest. 1430-40 Lvdg. Bochas viii. v.

{1558) 4 All worldly thynges chaungyng as she lust, a 1450

Nut. de la Tour (1868) 3 To that entent that who so lusie

may kepe hem from harme. £1470 Henry Wallace v. 123

Deyme as yhe lest, ye that best can and may. 1535 Cover-

oale Ps. Ixxii. 7 They do euen what they lyst. 1563

Homilies 11. Agst. Idolatry 11. (1859) 209 The Bishop of

Rome.. did in all the West Church, .what he lust, a 1586

SinNRY Arcadia 11. (1629) 199 Your griefes, and desires what-

soeuer and whensoeuer you list, he will consider of. Ibid,

111. 260 He might returne if he listed. 1611 Birle John Hi.

8 The winde bloweth where it listeth. 1616 R. C. Times'

Whistle IV. 1441 Thou mayst make sale of it to whom thou i

list. 1674 Plavforo Skill Afus. 1. 60 By his Musick he I

could drive men into what Affections he listed. 1741

Richardson Pamela (i824)I.xxvii. 42 Let them think what
they list. 1823 Scott Peveril v, We will, if your ladyship

lists, leave him. 1869 Freeman Norm, Cong, (1876) III.
!

xiv. 348 The invaders landed and harried where they listed,

f c. To list of\ lo care for. 06s.

a 1300 Cursor HI. 1791 pe leuedis listed [Fair/, list] noght

o pride, c 1400 Melayne 1254 One b* lawnde righte per bay

lay . . And liste no thynge of playe. 14 . . Women's Horns
in Rel. Ant. I. 80 They have despit, and ageyu concyence,

|

Lyst nat of pryde, then homes cast away. 01450 St.

Cnthbert (Surtees) 1744 pe shipmen of nalykyng lyste.

f 3. trans. To desire or wish for (something).

1545 Ascham Toxoph. 1. (Arb.) 59 And seinge also they

hane libertie to lyste what they will, I pray God they haue

will to list that which is good. 1587 Goluing De Mornay
v. 55 By our listing of a thiog, we may perceiue some
alteration in our seines; but the thing it selfe that is listed

or willed fecleth nothing thereof.

List (list), v. 2 arch. Forms : 1 hlystan, 3-3

luaten, 2-5 luste, 3 Ihisten, (h)listen, hleste(n,

lheste, 3-6 liste, lest(e, 4-5 lyst, (5 lyston, -yn,

listyn), 4- list. [OE. hlystan, f. hlyst List so.1

(Cf. mod.Icel. klmte.)]

1. intr. = Listen v. 2.

ciooo Instit. Polity § 5 in Thorpe Anc. Laws (1840) II.

?io Hlystap hwaet ic secge. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 141

.usteS nu panne, and undernimcS breo ping. Ibid. 185 Eie

ne maig swo muchel biholden, ne ere Ibisten ne herte

benchen. a 1250 Owl «$ Night. 263 Bo nu stille, and lat me
speke,..And lust hu ich con me bi-telle. a 1300 A", Horn
355 Lust whi {Hart. MS. list were fore] ihc wonde Bringe

pe horn to honde. ^1300-1400 Cursor M. 20399 (Gott.)

Listcs all i 3U biseke i-wiss. 1549 Latimer Scrm. on

Ploughers (Arb.) 29 But nowe I thynke I se you lysting and
hearkening, that 1 shoulde name him. fiS9° Greene Fr.

Baron xi. (1630) G, List how they rumble. 1606 Shaks. Ant.

«y CI. iv. Hi. t2 Peace, what noise? 1 [Sol.] List. list. 2 [Sol.]

Hcarke. 1637 Milton Comus 480 List, list, I hear Somfar
off hallow break the silent Air. 1765 H. Walpole Otranto

v. (1798) 89 List, sirs, and may this bloody record be a aim-
ing to future tyrants. 1808 Scott Marm. 11. xxxiii, The
stag . . Spread his broad nostril to the wind, Listed before,

aside, behind. 1847 Emerson Poems (1857) Great

Napoleon Stops his horse, and lists with delight. 1871 R.
Ellis tr. Catullus lv. 1 List, I beg, provided you're in

humour.

b. Const, tof unto, till; in OE. dat. and gen.

c 897 K. jElfreo Gregorys Past. xlix. 385 Da fundon hie

hiene . .hlystende hiora worda. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke xvi.

29 His blyston him. C1200 Ormin 7846 patt he Ne hsste

nohht wipb aere Till naness kinness idellle^c. a 1300

Cursor M. 13833 Ne till vr laghes will he noght list, c 1380

SirFemmb. 4002 Now lysteb to bis spelle. c 1592 Marlowe
JewofMalta 1. ii. (1633) C 2, Graue Gouernors, list not to his

exclames. 1791 Cowper Iliad vn. 54 Wilt then list to me?
1813 Scott Rokeby 1. i, The warder. .Lists to the breeze's

boding sound. 1884 Browning Ferishtah, The Family 22

List to a tale.

2. trans. To listen to, hear ;
= Listen v. i.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 63 IHe] be luste nulleS besne red.

c 1200 Vices $ Virtues (1888) 67 Hlest hwat se hcijeste 3e

seiS. c 1200 Ormin 9017 To lisstenn whatt te preost auw
se^p Off 5ure sawle nede. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 35 Hie

openeden his earen to luste be defies lore, a 1300 CursorM.
20590 Listes be bon bat scho him badd. a 1300 A .

Horn
505

4 Kyng' he sede, * bu leste [Laud MS. wiltu luste] A
tale mid be beste '. c 1400 Destr. Troy 5083 So is it wit, a

wiseman his wordis to listyn. 1598 Shaks. Merry IV. v. y.

46 Elues, list your names. 1642 T. Hill Trade of Truth

Ep. Ded., I put it into your Honourable Protection, who
have listed it la sermon]. 1775 Sheridan Rivals Epil., But

ere the battle should he list her cries, The lover trembles-

and the hero dies ! 1813 Scorr Rokeby 111. xvn, I list no

more the tuck of drum. 1821 Clare Vill. Minstr. II. 178,

I . . list the drone of heavy humble-bees. 1896 A. E. Hous-
man Shropsh. Lad iii, And you will" list the bugle That

blows in lands of morn.

Vol. VI.

list (list), v.* [f. List cf. OF. lister

(one example in Godef.) to put a list on (cloth)

;

also It. Iistare ) 0. leistcn, Du. KjstenJ\

fl. trans. To put a list, border, or edge round
(an object) ; to border, edge. Also, to put as a
list or border upon. Obs.

13.. Guy iVarw. (A.) xciii. (1887) 454 A targe listed wib
gold. C1430 Pitgr. Lyf Manhode i. xciv. (1869) 51 The
icrippe was of greene selk,. .Lysted it was wel queyntliche
with xii belles of siluer. 1530 Palsgk. 612/2, I lyste a
garment, or border it rounde about with a lyst.. I have
lysted my cote within to make it laste better. 1580 Hoi.lv-
band Treas. Fr. Tottgj Lisier, to list or border any thing.

1624 Wotton Archit. in Reliq. (1651) 207 A long straight

mossie walk .. listed on both sides with an Aqua:duct of
white stpne. a 1639 — Dk.Bnckhm. ibid. 80 Such an Ac-
cumulation of henelits, like a kind of Embroidering or listing

of one favour upon another, c 1645 Howell Lett. (1650} 1.

i. 2 Trite and trivial phrases, .listed with pedantic shreds of
School-boy verses. 1670 Milton Hist. Eng. VI. Wks. (1847)

553/1 ^ Danish curtaxe, listed with gold or silver. 1703
Petiver in /*////. Trans. XXII 1. 1451 The edges [of a fern

leaf] are listed with Seed.

b. To fix list upon the edge of (a door).
i860 Wokcksff.r, List .. 5. To fix list, or a strip of cloth,

to; as, 'To list a door'. 1881 K. T. Cookk Somebody's
Neighbors 64 Monsieur Leclerc .. listed the doors against

approaching winter breezes.

f 2. To enclose ; to shut with rails 01 the like.

1494 FAnVAN Chrou. vit. 463 [Hejkepte hisdaye appoynted
for that batayll, in a felde called in Krenshe Lapre Aux
Clers, where for theim was ordeyoed a place lyestyd and
rlosed in goodly wyse. 1555 \V. Watrfman Fardle Facious
11. i. 109 Upon the other thre quarters^it [Asie] is lysted in

with the Occean. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Cauea, . .euery

place listed or rayled in.

f b. To bound, limit. Obs.
a 1600 Hooker Keel. Pol. vu. viii. § 4 The local compass

of a bishop's authority aod power was never so strait ly
listed, as some men would have the world imagine.

3. Carpentry. To cut away the sappy cdt^e of a

board ; to shape a block or stave by chopping.

1635 Plymouth Col. Rec. (1855) I. 34 Sawne bords . . cut

sharp at ye tope, and either listed or shote with a plaine.

1823 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. Gloss., Listing, the act

of cutting away the sap-wood from one or both edges of a

board. 1874 Skyring's Builders' Prices 22 Floors . . For
each edge listed, add os. 2d. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech.

4. Agric. To prepare (the land) for the crop (of

cotton or Indian corn) by making ridges and fur-

rows with the plough or beds and alleys with the

hoe. local U.S.
1785 Washington Writ. (1891) XI I. 224 Some of it. .had

been twice ploughed, then listed, then twice harrowed before

sowing. 1856 Olmsted Slave States 432 Hoys and girls,

'listing* an old corn-field with hoes.

Iiist (list), vA [f. List sW
In senses 3 and 4 the word is now taken chiefly as an

aphetic form of enlist, and written 'list.]

1. trans. To set down together in a list ; to make
a list of; to catalogue, register.

1614 Raleigh Hist. World iv. i. § 1 (1634) 457 These kings

were of the nation of Argives who are listed as followeth.

1655 H. Vaughan Silcx Scint., Rules Lessons xx, When
night comes, list thy deeds. 1712 Official Notice in Loud,

Gaz. No. 4994/3 The Persons bringing the said Tickets, are

desired to List the same in a Numerical Order, and to write

in their List the Name. 1861 O'Curry Led. MS. Materials

271 Of the Forbasa listed in the Hook of Leinster there is one

more so remarkable, that letc.]. 1887 A thenxum 6 Aug. 171/2

About one hundred species of butterflies have been listed.

b. To set down or enter in a special, formal, or

official list (e.g. of persons or property for assess-

ment, of stocks, etc.) ; U.S. to enter or register for

taxation.

1658 Virginia Stat. (1823) I. 454 All negroes imported ..

and Indian servants, .being sixteen years of age, to be listed

and pay leavies as aforesaid. 1666 Plymouth Col. Rec. (1855)

IV. 136 Incase they be not accomodated with land amongst

them with whom they are listed neare the Bay line. 1687

Rvcaut Contn. Knolles Hist. Turks II. 223 There were

listed fifty-five thousaod, who paid duties of Harach. 1702

Hawick Kirk Session Rec. 4 Oct., The Minister .. desired

such as intended to communicate to list themselves this week.

1787 M. Cutler in Life, etc (1888) I. 324 Speot the day in

listing my money for Congress. 1877 Burroughs Taxation

214 Assessors are to list such lands ooly as are situate [etc.].

1881 Daily News 1 Nov. 5/7 Only seven cases were listed

for to-day. 1893 Times 14 Juty 4/1 The shrinkage in the

value of American securities
1
listed ' in this market.

f 2. To comprise in a list or catalogue ; to enrol

{among, in, into a certain number, under a certain

head) ; to include or enrol in the number or mem-
bership of; to put in the same category with. Obs.

1622 Mabbe tr. A teman's Guzman d*Alf. 11. 142 He that

. .desires to be listed into therolle of those that haue gotten

greatest fame. 1637 M assinger Address to Shirley on his

* Grateful Servant,* My obscure name, Listed with theirs,

who here advance thy fame. 1649 Milton Eikon. xxiv.

Wks. 1 851 1 1 1. 489 What are Chaplains ? In State perhaps

thev may be listed among the upper Servingmen of som

great houshold. 1668 Pepys Diary 5 Feb., The persons

therein concerned to be listed of this or that Church.^ 1675

Traherne Chr. Ethics To Rdr., Vertues are listed in the

rank of invisible things. 1704 Swift T. Tub Wks. 1768 I.

51 It is under this class I have presumed to list my present

treatise. 1727 A. Hamilton New Acc. E. Ind. I. xxn. 274

All Trades and Occupations being listed into Tribes ; none

can marry out of their own Tribe. 1777 Sir A. Dick Let.

to Johnson 17 Feb. in Boswell Johnson, I have listed Dr.

Samuel jjohnson in some of my memorandums . . under a

name which [etc.].

3. To enter on the list of a military body ; lo ap-

point formally (an officer); also in pass, with com pi.,

to be appointed or 'gazetted' as (captain, etc.).

In later use only in narrower sense, to enrol (private

soldiers), to receive as recruits ;
=* Kntmst v. i.

1643 Declar. Comm., Reb. Iret. 28 The Parliament .. had
made choice of, and listed all the Commanders . . for that

Expedition. 1647 Clarenoon Hist. Reb. 11. § 55 Some
troops of those who had been listed by them under good
officers. 1648 Eikon Bas. Is. 61 What Tumults could not

do, an Army must, which Is but Tumults listed. 1653
Siiirlev Crt. Secret iv. 47, 1 was listed Captain, before some
The General 1 knew had been seven years in service. 1706
Farquhar Recruiting OJfiicr 1. i, I don't beat up for

common soldiers ; no, I list only grenadiers. 1736 Boung*
broke Patriot. (1749) 26 Looking on themselves like volun-
teers, not like men listed in the service. 1795-7 Southky
Juvenile $ Miu. Poems Poet. Wks. II. 82, I was trapp'd by
the Sergeant's palavering pretences, He listed me when I

was out of my senses,

b. trans)', and fig.
1668 YV. Penn No Cross No Cr. Wks. 1782 II. 96 Last of

all, it lists thee of the company of. .Jesus; to fight under
his banner. 1701 Swtvr Contests Nobles % Comm. Wks. 175s
fl . m_ • i" • u * " . I

'

Jl. I. 50 Fie is listed in a party, where he neither knows the

temper, nor designs, nor perhaps the person of his leader.

1742 Vol ng N't. Th. 11. 9 Fie that is horn, is listed ; life is

war. 1750 Chestfrf. Lett. 5 Feh. (1792) 11. cexvi. 332 You
are but just listed in the world, and must be active, diligent,

indefatigable. 1776 Hkntiiam Fragm. Govt, Wks. 1843 1. 288

Men whose affections are already listed against the law in

questi- n. 1882 J. Walkhi Jaunt to Avid Reekie 83
Fanner-folks in politics Wi' Tory lairds are listed.

4. rejl. and intr. (for rejl.) To have one's name
entered upon the list of a military body ; to engage
for military service; =- Enlist v. 4. J'hr. to list

{oneself) a soldier orfor a soldier,

1643 Declar. Comm., Reb. Irel. 62 Who .. have lj'sted

themselves in the Lord Dillons Troupe. c 1665 Mrs.
IIi'Tcminson Mem. Cot. Hutchinson (1846) 162 Secure your-

self in some other parliament garrisons, or list into the castle.

1675 tr. Machiavelli's Prince viii. (Rildg. 1883) 57 In his

youth [he] listed a soldier. 1702 SnDLF.v Grumbler in. i.

Wks. (1766) 233 Catau. Brillon has lifted himself a soldier.

Grichurd . Listed himself a soldier ! Catau. Yes, Sir,

listed to go to the war. 1709 Stefi f. Tatter No. 89 ?6
A Drum passing by, .. I listed myself for a Soldier. 1765
I'i.ackstonr Comm. \. 414 If any officer and soldier.. shall

desert, or list in any other regimeni. 1827 Hali.am Const.

Hist. (1876) II. ix. 138 Whether a thoroughly upright ami
enli-htened man would rather have It«tctl under the royal

or parliamentary standard. 1893 Stevenson Cafriona 164

He listed at last for a sodger.

b. (ransf and fig,

1650 FlU.LRR Pisgah !. vii. 10 They lost their names by listing

themselves under some other people. 1658 Whole Duty of
Man, Private Devotions (1684* 173 Having now anew listed

my self under his banner. 1694 I >«vor.s Love Triumph, iv.

i, You. .who are listing yourself into the honourable company
of cuckolds. 1732 Popf. Ess. Man 11. 98 Passions, though
selfish, if their means he fair, List under Reason. 1738

Wkslf.v Psalms 11. ii, The Rulers list themselves his Foes.

1791 RurkkW//. l/7//^Wks. VI. 254 To list themselves,

and even lo take a lead, with the party which they think most

likely tg prevail, a 1845 Hoou Irish Schoolm. xvii. When
first the scholar lists in learning's train. 1845 Stf.piii n

Comm. Laws Fug. (1874) I. 3 Merely that they [M.P.'s]

may li.st under party banners.

List (Hst\ vS> Aant. Also 7-S lust. [f. Li»t

^."»J intr. Of a ship : To careen, heel, or incline-

to one side. Also with off.

1626 Capt. Smith Accid. Vug. Sea-men 29 Cun the ship

spou ne before the winde, she lusts, she lyes vnder the Sea.

^1740 A. Allfn MS. Diet. s.v. Lust, Mariners say the

Ship lusteth, when she leans to one side rather than to

another. x88o Times 6 Aug. 5/3 W hen heavily laden she.

.

had a tendency to list, and righted herself with difficulty.

Ibid. 17 Dec. 5/6 She was moored outside the dock but

listed off, and makes a good deal of water. 1885 Century

Ma?. XXIX. 742 She listed to port and filled rapidly.

Iiista"ble (li-stab'l), a. U.S. [f. List vA +
-able.] That may be listed or put upon a lial

(e.g. of men liable to military service, of property

liable lo taxation) ;
assessable, rateable.

1665 R/ufde Island Col. Rec. (1857) II. 115 Their sones

and sarvants that are listable, which are to be listed, and to

traine. 1688 New Eng. Hist. $ Gen. Reg. (1880) XXX1Y.
371 An Acc° l of the lystable Estates in the towne of Lyme.

1779 Vermont St. Papers (1823) 295 A true account of all

their listable poles, and all their rateable estate. 1895

Columbus Disp. (Ohio) 23 Nov. 13/5 Of a nature and form

not listable for taxation.

listed (H-sted), a.* [f. List sb.% + -ED

1. Provided with a list or selvage.

1552 Act 5^6 Edw. VI, c. 6 § t Everie White Clothe.

.

shalbe. .lysted accordinge to the auocyent custome. 1691

Loud. Gaz. No. 2725/4, 24 yards of white Salisbury Cloth,

which was Listed, and some part of it stained Reddish.

2. Bordered, edged ;
striped. Also (of colours),

arranged in bands or stripes.

c 1450 Merlin 163 Crownes of goold and asure bendes

entrauerse lysted as grene as a mede. 1616 Surfl. &
Mahkh. Country Farme 150 His haire drawiog toward the

colour of blacke, sleeke, and listed. Ibid. 386 The wood of

the walnut tree is .. listed and smooth of his owne nature.

1659 Plymouth Col. Rec. (1855) III. 159 A blew Paire of

stockings and a gray listed garter. 1667 Milton /\ L. xi.

862 A dewie Cloud, and in tbe Cloud a Bow Conspicuous

with three listed colours gay. 1814 Carv Dante, Par. xiv.

87 In two listed rays The splendours shot before me. 1876

Longf. Dutch Picture iv, The listed tulips look like Turks.

3. Covered or edged with list.

1827 Faraday Chenu Manip. ii. 43 The listed rings . . are

easily made out of a slip of thin pliant wood, .. the rough

ring being covered by rolling list round it. 1866 Thoreau
43



LISTED,

Yankee in Canada L 12 We pushed aside the listed door of
this church. 1889 A nthony's Photogr. Bull. 1 1 . 4 1 5 A listed
• trip fitting the opening.

4. '(See quot. and List v.* 3.)
1843 59 Guilt Archit. Gloss., Boards, listed, such as are

reduced in their width by taking off the sap from their sides.

Listed (lined*, «.* [f. List ii + -ed -'.]

L Of ground : Enclose<l in or converted into lisls

for tilling. Of a combat : Fought in the lists.

1671 Milton Samson 1087 Those encounters, where we
might have tri'd Each others force in camp or listed field.

17*7-46 Thomson Summer 1470 Bold. .are thy generous
youth,, .and first Or on the listed plain or stormy seas. 1793
Southfy Let. in Dowden Life (1880) 30 The tapestriedroom
—the listed fight—the vassal-filled hall. 18x2 Joanna
Bailue Orra 1. i. Wks. (1851) 237 In these listed combats.

1818 Byron Ch. Har. tv. cxxxix, On battle-plains or listed

spot? 186a Goclrlrn Pen. Relig. vii. hl (1873) To
fight it out with them inch by inch in a listed field.

2. Engaged in the lists.

x86i Lytton & Fanf TannhJuser yj The blazon 'd urn
That held the name-scrolls of the listed bards.

Listed (li sted), ///. a.i [f. List r.4 + -ed 1
.]

Enlisted for military service.

1649 Milton Eikon. Wks. 1738 1. 390 Their defensive
Armies were but listed Tumults. [Cf. quot. 164S io List v.*

3-] 1693 W. Frfke Art 0/ War\\\u 257, 1 would rathe be
a Volunteer, than a Listed Souldier. 1709 Royal Proclam.
27 Jan. in Lend. Gaz. N o. 4510/2 They *hali take a Receipt .

.

,

acknowledging the Receipt of such Listed Man.

Listed li sted .///.a* [f. List t\3 + -ri>!.]

^Sce List v.* 4.)
1888 Set. American 12 May 298/1 Being designed . .for use

on growing check-rowed and listed com.

tLi'Sted, a-3 Obs. [f.Li>T*Ur-ED2.] Only
in comb, thick listed, hard of hearing.

*S79 Twvne Phisicke agst. Fort. 11. xcvii. 289 a, They that
are thicke lifted, seeme in a manerto be out of their wittes,

but they ihat are blinde, are reputed more miserahle, and
therefore we laugh at the deafet and pittie the blinde.

Listel Jistel). Arch. Also in It. form listello,

listella. [a. F. lisle/, ad. It. listello, dim. of lista

= List sb.%] A small list or fillet.

1598 R. H avdocke tr. Lomazzo 1. xxv. 89 The vpper rule,

called listella 1664. Evelvn tr. Freart's Archit., etc 127
Those very small Lastellos or Annulets under the Echinus
of the Doric Capitei, by the Italians call'd Gradetii,
Degrees. 171s Leoni Palladio's Archit. (1742) 1 . 16 Annu-
lets, or Listeltas. 1812-16 J. Smith Panorama Sei. ff Art
t. 172 A small flat face is called a fillet, or listeL 1848
tr. HtjTmeisicr's Trav. Ceylon <$• lud. 339 The roof .. is ..

formed of smooth planks, over the seams of which are laid

triangular listels, to prevent the rain from penetrating.

Listen li's'n), sb. [f. Listen v.]

1 1. Hearing, sense of hearing. 06s.

13 . E. E. A Hit. P. B. 586 He pat fetly in face fettled

alle eres If he has losed the lysten hit lyftez meruayle.

2. The action or an act of listening; a spell of

listening or attentive bearing. Also listen-attt (after

look-ont). Chiefly in phr. On or upon the listen

:

in the act of listening.

1803 Mary Charlton Wife ff .Ifistress II. 151 They are
always upon the listen in this house. 1807 tr. Three
Germans I. 6 Not the faintest .. sound .. reached their
atteotivc listen. Ibid. 11. 30 He remained upon the silent

listen. 1817-18 Cobbett Resid. U. S. (1822) 206 The
anxious listen, the wistful look, and the dropping tear, of
the^ disconsolate dams. 1834 J. Wilson in BLickiv. Mag.
XXXVI. 729 They were alarmed, as they kept a listen-out,

by an incessant barking. 1840 itew Monthly Mag. L1X.
397 Mrs. Hawkey is . . clearing her throat for a long talk,

myself settled down . . for a long listen. 1884 Fenn Sxveet
Mace 11. xiii. 223 She was often on the watch, and always
on the listen.

Listen Vn , v. Forms : 1 Northumb. lysna,

3 lustnie, -in, pa. pple. i-lustned, 3-4 luatne n,

listne(n, 4 pa. I. and pplt. lisnyt, lesnyt, 4-5
lesten, -yn, -in, li-, lystyn, -in, 4-6 lysten, 5
lystny, 7 lissen, 3- listen. [ONorthumb. lysna,

*hlysna
t
corresp. to MHG. liisenen OTeut. type

*hlusin3jan, f. Tent, root *hlus~: see List sb.1

From the same root is OE. hlosnian (:—OTeut. type
*hlos-, hlusnojan) to listen. The forms with / are

due to association with the synonymous List z/.
1

]

1. trans. To hear attentively ; to give ear to ; to

pay attention to (a person speaking or what is said .

Now arch, and poet.

£950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt, xiil 18 Gie forSon geheras vet
lysnas bisena 5a» saueode. c 1*05 Lay. 25128 pa heo hafden
longe i-lustned ban kinge. c xaao Bestiary 398 Listned nu
a wander. rij$o Gen. <y Ex. 2137 King pharaon listnede
hise red. a 1300-1400 Cursor M. 20500 (GOtL) Listnes be
hone bat scho him bad. c 1350 Will. Paleme 4607 Ladis &
ober lordes lesteneb now my sawe ! c 1400 Dtstr. Troy 8421
Lystyn my wordes. C1476 J. Pastoh in P. Lett. III. 159
If it lyke you to lystyn him. 1590 Greene Ort. Fnr. (1599)
25 What messenger hath Ate sent abroad With idle lookes
to listen my laments ? 1634 Milton Camus 551 At which 1

ceas't, and listen'd them a while. 1795 Southev Joan 0/
Arc\.%\o The tale of all the ills she hath endured 1 listen.

1823 Byron yuan xiil xlviii, Listening debates not very
wise or witty. 1830 Tennyson Ode to Memory iii, Listening
the lordly music flowing from The illimitable years.

fb. With two objects: To hear (something)
from (a person). Obs.

^1330 R. B&ukke Chron. (1810) aSS J>e chance listnes me.
2. intr. To give attention with the ear to some

sound or utterance ; to make an effort to hear some-
thing ; to 4 give ear \

338

I
c 1105 Lay. 26357 He lustuede {later text lusle] ;eome.

(a i«5 Leg. Katk. 785 We schulen lustniu hu bi lauerd &
I ti ler»f .. wule werien to dci bine leasunges. a 1*7$ Prop.

.-El/red 212 in O. E. Mise. 115 Lustlike lustine [r.r. lustnie;
earlier text Lvsteb] . . lef dere. c 1315 Shoreham 1. 2001
Nou lestne. ^1350 Will. Paleme 1929 Now listenes, lef

lordes }*s lessonn bus i ginne. 137s Barboi r Bmee vi. 72
He . . lisnyt full ententily Gif he oucht herd of thare cum-
myng. e 1400 Snvdone Bab. 20 Ustinythe a while and ye
shall see. 14. . V'oc. in Wr.-Wulcker 566/1 Ascnlto, to lystny.

1530 Palsgr. 612/2 Lysten at the crevyNse if thou cannot
here any by [tie] steiymg. 1667 Milton P. L. v. 627 And
in their motions harmonic Divine So smooths her charming
tones that Gods own ear Listens delighted, a 1703 Bl-rsitt
On X. 7% Mark L 45 Chri>t doth not stay in the crowd with

j
his ear open to listen how men admire the preacher. 1781
Cowper Retirement 44 S A man .. Who .. Speaks with re-

serve, and 1Lstens with applause. 1875 Dasent / 'ikings I . xiL
162 Every one listened what he would add to such a clever
beginning. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) 1. 323 They will be

f
sure to lLsten if they find that you are a good speaker.

Jig. 184a Tkxnyson Gottiva 54 The deep air listen'd round
her as she rode.

b. Const, to [unto) : to give ear to (= sense 1) ;

also, in extended sense, to give heed to, allow one-

self to be persuaded by.
c 1290 S. En?. Leg. I. 462/2 Lustniez noube to mi speche.

a 1300-1400 Cursor M. 6451 heading (Gott.), Listens nou
vnto mi saw. c 1450 Merlin 1 1 The holy man lestned well to
all hir confession. 159s Shaks. John ul l 198 King Philip,

listen to the Cardiuail. x6n Bible Isa. xlix. 1. a 1661
Filler Worthies, Durham (1662) l 295 Lissen to Air.
Cambden his Character of him. 1667 Milton P. L. vl 908
List'n not to his Temptations. 1748 Anson's Voy. I. u 8
These officers. . werc.much listened to hy some considerable
persons. 1856 Frocue Hist. Eng. (1838 I. v. 375 Henry
must have been compelled to listen to many such invectives.

1883 — Short Stud. IV. 1. xi. 139 Boys and girls found him
always ready to listen to their small distresses.

c. + To listen of : to hear tell of. f 73? listen

on - listen to. To listenfor, Rafter : to be eager or

make an effort to catch the sound of ; to endeavour
to hear or to hear of.

,i 1300-1400 CunorM. 22431 (Gott.) if je of bairn will listen #

a trau, \ sal \w tell of bairn sothsau. c 1320 Sir Tristr. 402
Of a prince proude in play Listneb, lordinges dere. la 1400
Lvdg. Chorle ff Byrde (RoxbJ 14 To heere of wisedom thyn
ecres ben half deef Lyke an asse that lystneth on an harpe.
X593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, 1. iii. 152, 1 will., listen after

,

Humfrey, how he proceedes. 1597 — 2 Hen. IV, l i. 29
Heere comes my Seruant Trauers, whom 1 sent . . to listen

after Newes. 164a K. Carpenter Experience Pref. 15,

1 beg .. that they will so far re listen after me .. as to take
notice .. what becomes of me. 1642 Fi ller Holy «r Prof.
St. 111. iv. 160 Scholars listen after Libraries, Disputations,
and Professours. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones x. vi, She
pricks up her ears to listen after the voice of her pursuer.

1859 Tennyson Elaine 862 The sick man ..Would listen for

her coming. — Enid 184 While they listen'd for the distant

hunt.^ 1871 Farrar Witn. Hist. i. 26 Then must science
and civilisation listcD for the voice of a new deliverer,

f d. To listen one's ears [or an ear) to: = b. Obs.
a 1533 Lo. Bf.rnf.rs Gold. Bi. M. A urel. (1546) Y iv,

1 neuer. .lystened myne eares to murmures. 1579 Tomson
Cah'ins Serm. Tim. 726/2 If we listen our eares to obey
that that is shewed vs here, a 1656 Ussher Ann. (1658) 559
The Citizens would hy no means lissen an care to the accu-
sation.

f 3. (quasLtrans.) To listenforth, out : to obtain

tidings of. (Cf. Hearkek v. 8.) Obs.
a 1592 Greene Geo. a Greene (1599) A 3, Come, Bonfield,

let vs goe, And listen out some bonny hisses here. Ibid.
'

D 4 b, lenkin, . .goe to Bradford, And listen out your fellow
Wily. 1602 Warner Alb. Eng. xit. IxxiiL (1612) 300 For
Mandeuil they seeke, and him at last did listen forth.

,
Listener (lrs'naj). Also 7-8 lis trier, [f.

|

Listed p. + -er i.]

1. One wbo listens ; an attentive hearer.
i6ix CoTCR-. Escouttur, an hearer, hearkener, listener.

a 1618 Raleigh MaximsSt. (1651) 45 To have their Beagles,
or listeners In every corner .. of the Realm. 1643 True In-
former 8 They are great listners after any Court news.

|

169a R. L'Estrange Fables clxx. (1708) 184 Tis an Old

I

Saying, That List'ners never hear Well of Themselves. 17x1
Addison Spect. No. 31 P 1 This gentleman .. was entertain*

\

ing a whole Table of Listners with the project of an Opera.
J855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xxi. IV. 59a The streets were
stopped up all day by groups of talkers and listeners. 187s

:

Jowett Plato (ed. 2) IV. 4 The youthful group of listeners

. .are . . at last convinced hy the arguments of Socrates,

b. slang. The ear.

j
1821 Sporting Mag. VII. 274 Sampson was floored from a

tremendous wisty-castor, under the listener. i8aa Blackw.
Mag. XL 594 A douss on the smeller—a dimmer to the
daylights, and a larrup on the listeners. \Zzy Egan Aneed.
Turf 5 Hooper planted another hit under \\ ood's listner.

2. Foriif. » Listening-gallery (see next b).

1828 J. M. Spearman Brit. Gunner (ed. a) 302 From the

envelope gallery* are run out . . galleries in directions parallel

to the capitals of the works. . . These latter are called//*.

tenen. 1 833 Straith Fortif. 5 2 \ 3- 16 1 The distance between
the listeners depends, .on the nature of the soil that conveys

' the sound.

Listening 0-'s
'
n-9\ vhl- *** The

action of the verb Listen.
13.. A". Alts. 4798 Yif yee willelb yive listnyng, Now yee

I

shullen here gode thing. 1596 Shaks. Tom. Shr. tv. I 68

This CufTe was but to knocke at your eare, and beseech
|

listning. 1641 Milton Ch. Govt. it. Pref. Wks. 1738 I. 59
It were a folly to commit any thing elaborately compos'd

I to the careless and interrupted listening of these tumultuous
times. 1847 Tennyson Princess vtt. 95 Lonely listenings to

my mutter d dream.

b. Listening gallery Fortif. ^see quot. 1 S7 2-6).

I 1833 Straith Fortif. § 213. 160 Listening galleries. 1878-6
|

LISTING.

Vovle Mitit. Diet. (ed. 3), Ecoutes, listening galleries. .

.

These galleries are run out under and beyond the glacis at
regular distances in the direction of the besiegers* works, and
enable the besieged to hear and estimate how near the
besiegers have carried their mining operations.

Iii-steninfSf, ///. a. [-ixc -.] Thai listens or

hears attentively. AlsoJig.
a 1275 Proz: sEtfredSyk in O. E. Mise^ So deit be lu<ninde

luberc mon. r 1586 C'tess Pf.mrrokk Ps. lxi. i, Lord, lend
my voice a listning eare. 1608 Shaks. Per. 1. ii. 87 That 1

should open to the listning ayre How many worthie Princes'

,

blouds were shed. 1727-46 Thomson* Summer 745 Thro* the
soft silence of the listening night. 1750 Gnu- Elegy 61 Th"
Applause of listning Senates to command. 1820 Keats
Hyperion u 37 l"herc was a listening fear in her regard.
1866 Gro. Eliot Holt (1 868) 59. 1 pray for a listening
spirit, which Is a great mark of grace.

t Lister 1
. Obs. Also 4 listre, 4-5 lyster, 5

•are, -yr, -ore, lyysterre. [a. OF. listre, altered

from litre L. lector (see Lector).] A reader or
lector. In first quot., app. a preaching friar.

1377 Lancl. P. PI. K. v. 138 On lirnitoures and listies

[t-.rr. listers, legistrerisl lesynges 1 ymped. c 1380 Wyclif
Wks. (iSSo) 298 Sorome freris procuren to be bi<»shopis,*

somme to be ly>tris. 1387 Trfais* Higden v Rolls) VI. 257
He hadde a lyster at mete. 1430-40 Lvoc Bochas 1.

iv. (1554) 7 Prudent listers, which list in bokes rede, c 1440
/'romp. Parv. 307/1 Lyysterre (//. lystyr, S. lystore, P.
lb.tyr), lector (S. detector}. 1460 Capgravf. Chron. (Rolls
235 He . . went to Rome and there was he mad lyster of the
Palels, and comensale with the Pope. 1555 W. Watremax
Fardle Facious il xn. 264 Porters» Scribes, Listers, and
many other pcrsones without office.

Idster 2 (li-staj). [f. List v.4 + -ek i.]

1. An enhster.

1678 Connect. Cot. Ree. (i859> ^1- « Whither the former
immunities were stated upon the Troop as a Troop or upon
those whoe were the first listers, a 1701 Seoley Gmmbter
111. Wks. 1778 II. 234 Cat. Sir, they will list me too, the
serjeant would have taken me, if 1 had not been too qoick
for him. . .Gri. Why these are terrible listers

»

2. One who makes out a list, spec. {U.S.) of tax-

able property ; an assessor.

1716 Coll. Connect. Hist. Soc. (1897) VI. 321 Voted that
the Listers and Ratemakers distribute the New Law book
in this Town. 1858 W. T. Martin Hist. Franklin County
in A. E. Lee Hist. Columbus (Ohio) (1892) 1. 156 John Blair
lister of taxable property in Franklin Township.

Lister 3 0 i st3J)- U.S. [f. List v.* 4 + -erI.]

A double-mouldboard plough, used in com and
beet culture, which throws up ridges and at the

same time plants and covers seed in the furrows.
In recent L.S. Diets.

Lister, variant of Leister.

Listerian (listi* rian), a. [f. Lister + -iax.]

Applied to the system of antiseptic surgery invented

by Sir Joseph (now Lord) Lisler.

1880 Mac Cormac Antisept. Surg. 52 The enormous ad-
vantages which are to be derived from the Listerian system
of dressiog.

Listerine (li starin). [f. Lister (see prec.) +
-1NE.] An antiseptic solution (see quot. 1SS9).

1889 Syd. Soc. Lex., Listerine, a solution containing the
antiseptic constituents of thyme, eucalyptus, baptisea, gual-
theria, and mentha arvensis, with two grains of benzo-boric

acid in each drachm. 1897 A". }'. Voice 3 June 7/2 One who
rinses her mouth with listerin once a day.

Listerism (lrstariz'm). [See -ism.] The system

of antiseptic surgery originated by Lister.

1880 Mac Cormac Antisept.Surg. 53 Listerism is destined
to become more largely employed.

Listerize (lrstareiz), v. [See -ize,] trans.

To treat according to Listerian methods.
1902 igth Cent. Jan. 102 The English surgeons were ' Lis-

tenzing ' wounds with great success.

Listfal (H-stful), a. Obs. exc, arch. [f. List
v.- + -ruL.] Inclined to listen, atlentive.

*S9S. Srekser Cat. Clout 7 The shepheard swaines. .with
greed ie list full eares. Did stand astonish t at his curious
skill. 1596— F. Q. v. 1 2$. i860 1. Tavlor Ess. 94 Explicit
cautions, as they enter a too Hstful ear, are likely to be
suggestive of evil

t Listily, adv. Obs. In 5 lystyly. [f. Listy
a. + -ly With pleasure or delight, pleasantly.

c 1440 Prontp. Part*. 318/1 Lustyly, or lystyly, delecta-
bititer.

Listing (H'stirj), 5b. [f. List sb£ + -i>*c 1.]

1. Selvage; list; border; the material of which
the list of cloth is composed.
14.. Nom. in Wr.-Wulcker 696/22 Hecforigo, a lystynge.

1444 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) 11. 99, j coverlet de blodio..cum
alio coopertorio rubeo habente in lj-sty-ng volucres et albas

ollas. ij76a Goldsm. CU. W. xxx, 'I*he humid wall, with
paltry pictures spread .The Seasons, framed with listing,

found a place. 1823 J. Badcock Dom. Atnusetu. 115 Pro-

cure two yards, .of web, ofhroad tape, or cloth listing. 1827
Carlvle Gemt. Rom. II. 152 A. .chamber, hung round with

ted damask, which was trimmed with golden listings. 1835
Ure Phiios. Manuf. 206 Wool..so coarse that we could

use it only in the edging of cloths or listing. 1870 Rock
Text. Fair. \. 178 The listing or border, .charged with a ..

rich ornamentation.

2. Naut. (See quot.)
1846 Young Naut. Diet., Listing, a narrow strip cut out

ofT the edge of a plank in order to expose the vessel's timbers

for examination ; or in order to put in a new piece instead of

altogether replacing a defective or damaged plank.

3. Comb. : listing-pot= list-pot \ see List sb£ 1 1.

1818 S. PAtKES in Menu Lit. Phitos. Soc. Manch. (1819)

Ser. 11. 111. 362 The listing-pol, with a little melted tin in it.



LISTING. 339 LITANY.

t Listing, vbl, sd.i Obs. [f. List v.1 + -ing

Desiring, wishing.

1587 GoLOtxc Dc Mornay v. (1617) 60 Willing ur listing

is no more an action that passe tb into the uutward thing,

than vnderstanding is.

Listing, vbl. sb? [f. List vA + -ikg 1.]

1. Enrolment, enlistment.

1641 Chas. 1 Dcclar. to Parlt. in Rushw. Hist Coll. 111.

(1692) I. 536 Why the listing of so many Officers, .should

be misconstrued, We much marvel. 1648 Heylin Relat.

$ Observ. I. 134 Skippon's underhand Listing of Schis-

maticks. a\b*% Vines Lords Sitpf>. (1677) 204 Baptism
may be. .for initiation, and listing of souldiers under Christ's

colours. 1709 Royal Proclam. 27 Jan. in Loud. Caz. No.

4510/3 Any three.. of the. .Commissioners, who shall be

present at the listing of any Person. 1715 M. Davies
Atken. Brit. I. 289 Mr. Medcalf, who plume's himself with

the criminal poling and listing of his Winefed-Pilgrims.

aftrib. 1763 Brit. Mag. IV. 547 And as a clown hates

listing-money—so The sign of Serjeant Kile is still his foe.

1786 GentI. Mag. LV1. 1. 521 He took from him about six

guineas in gold, listing-money.

2. The drawing up of a list (e.g. of rateable pro-

perty). Also altrib.

1659 Fuller App. Iuj. luuoc. (1840) 29$ The listing of such

faults as have escaped, either in the beginning or end of the

book. 1891 K. Field Washington IV. 371/1 The listing

committee of Denver's Mining Exchange is supposed to

guard against the fraudulent listing of property. 1899 Daily
X&ius s Dec. 2/5 Lists of the numbers, and forms for listing.

Listing, vbl. sb.* U. S. [f. List v.* 4 + -ikg

In listing-plough, a double-mouldboard plough

used in listing (Knight Diet. Meek, Suppl. 1884).

t Listing, ///. a, Obs. [f. List + -ing 2
.]

Listening.

1604 Drayton Owl 10 To breathe their dcare thoughts to

the listing Woods.

Listless (lrstles), a. [f. List sb* + -less. Cf.

the collateral form Lustless, which occurs in the ,

sense of 'listless' (tr. L. deses) as early as 1398.] I

Of persons, their actions, etc.: fa. Destitute of ,

relish or inclination for some specified object or

pursuit ; const. 0/ (obs.). b. Characterized by un-

willingness to move, act, or make any exertion
;

marked by languid indifference as to what goes on

around one, or as to what one has to do.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 307/2 Lystles, desidiosus, segnis.

1667 W. Fairfax in Phil. Trans. II. 549 He was ever a

listless, dull and melancholy fellow. 1678 Bcnvan Pilgr.

Author's Apol., This Hook is writ in such a Dialect As may
the minds of listless men affect. 1697 Urvokn Virg.Georg.

iv. 378 The sick .. idle in their empty Hives remain, Be-

num'd with Cold, and listless of their Gain. 1702 Eng.
Thcophrast. 136 Intemperance and sensuality do make
men's minds listless and unactive. 1750 Gray F.lcgy 103

His listless Length at Noontide wou'd he stretch. 1766

Fordyce Semi. Yng. Worn. (1767) J. Pref. 3 A dull dis-

course naturally produces a listless audience. 181 1 Edgk-
worth Pract. Educ. (1822) 11. 442 The playthings of

children should be calculated to fix their attention, that

ihey may not get a habit of doing any thing in a listless

manner, i860 Tynoall Glac. 1. xi. 78 The listless strokes

of his axe proclaimed his exhaustion. 1883 Sir T. Martin
Lit. Lyndhurst v. 121 Listless students of law do not make
their way at the Bar.
absol. 1758 Johnson Idler No. 3 f 7 By what methods

the listless may be actuated.

Comb. 182a [C'tess Blessington] Magic Lantern 8

A listless looking young man.

Hence f Iiistlesshede, listlessncss.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 307/2 Lystles-hede, j^»/WVf, desidia.

Listlessly (li'stlesli), adv. [-ly In a list-

less manner; with languid indifference.

1693 Locke Educ. § 116. 142 Whether he lazily and list-

lessly dreams away bis time. 1697 Drydisn Virg. Gcorg. lit.

707 Where thou seest a single Sheep.. Listlessly to crop the

tender Grass. 1836-9 Dickens Sk. Bop, Pules vi. (1892) 354
The cold hands, ..when she ceased to hold them, fell list-

lessly and heavily back on the coverlet. 1876 Miss Brao*
oon J. Haggard's Van. III. 3 She went about the house

listlessly, yet was too restless to sit long at her work.

Listlessness (li'stlesnes). [-nkss.] The con-

dition or quality of being listless
; + (a)want of relish

for some particular object or pursuit (const, of, to)

(obs*) ; (b) languid indifference as to one's surround-

ings, or as to what one has to do.

1646 Jenkvx Remora 23 There is in the heart, a naturall

listlcsnes [pr. listnesnesl from, and opposition unto a right

reformation. 1693 Locke Educ. §119. 146 If listlesness and
dreaming be his natural Disposition. 1705 Hickeringill

Printer, 11. vii. 67, 1 have..^ Third Part of Priest-craft

in my Head, which perhaps may come abroad and take the

Air, if not prevented by my Laziness, Listlesness, or Old Age.

172s Braolev Fam. Diet. s.v. Malt Liquor* Nauseousness

at the Stomach, and Lassitude of [sic] Listlessncss to Motion.

1776 G. Mason in Sparks Corr. Atncr. Rev. (1S53) L 180 111

health, and a certain listlessness inseparable from it, have pre-

vented my writing . .so often. 1795 Mont/ord Castle U. 282

His lovely mistress, .without whom felicity was nothing but

listlessness and quietism. 1842 P usey Crisis Eng. Ch. 8 The
general listlushness which crept over the Church during the

last century. 1869 Skei.ky l.cct. 4 Ess. ii. 54 The disposition

to listlessness which belongs to the military character.

Tlii'Stly, «dv. Obs. (or dial.) Forms: a. 1

listeliee, 3 listoliehe, 4 lystily, -yly, listely.

p, 4 listli, lystly, 4-6, (9) listly. [OK. listeliee

( = UN. listulega elegantly, cunningly), f. list skill,

ait (?« stent : cf. ON. iislng-r skilled, polite). With

reference to the formation see uote s.v. Gueedily.]

Cunningly, craftily, deftly.

a. e 1000 Sax. Lecchd. II. 30 Seo3 bonne jet leohtum fyre

listeliee op hunfces bicnesse. a 1275 Prov. slil/rcd 666 in

O. E. Misc. 137 He wole btelin bin haiteand keren,and liste-

liche on-suerren. 13.. Gaw. <y Gr. Knt. 1100 Hclayde
hym doun lystyly, & let as he slepte. Ibid. 1334 pen brek
bay be bale, be balez out token, Lystily forlaiicing, & here
of pe knot. ^1350 Will. Palertu 25 pat litel child listely

looked out of his caue.

0. c 1350 Will. Palemc 2742 He ful Hstll hem ledes to bat
loueli schippe. c 1375 Sc. Leg, Saints vi. {Tliomas)yyj He
. .lystly lousit sone be band, pat thoinas had in fwte &
hand. Ibid, xxxviii. (Adrian) 296 Scho..softyt hurtis bat
ware sare, & listly alskemmyt bare hare. 1503 Dunbar
Thistle # Rose 100 This lady . . leit him listly lene vpune
his kne. [1847 Halliwell, Listly,. .easily, distinctly.)

Listred (lrstred). [ad. Welsh llestraid lit.

vesselful, f. lleslr vessel.] A Welsh corn-measure,

equal to 3 J imperial bushels.

1879 Part. Returtt Corn Weights * Mca?. 52 note,

Cardiff". Wheat is sold by bushel of a certain weight and by
listred. 1883 Standard 2 Mar. 3/8 Winchester bushels,
bags, listreds, windles, and Carlisle bushels.

tli'Sty, ei. Obs. [f. List sb. x or + -v.]

? IMeasant, delightful. Also, pleased or willing to

do something ; hence, ready, quick. Cf. List a )

c 1440 Promp. Pan>. 307/1 Lysty, or lusty, delectabilis.

Ibid. 317/2 Lusty, or lysty, delectuosus (K. delectabilis,

volnptuosus). 1339 Latimer Scrm. q Rem. (Parker Soc.)

417 If you be hsiy to hear of Fumes fools. 1550 in

LanchauCs Let. (1871) Pref. 130 llaue voue gyffune any
drynke vnto your husband to make hymelysiear 10 occupye
with youe ? 1570 Levins Manip. 1 11/45 Listy, libens.

Lisz, obs. Sc. 3rd sing. ind. pres. of Lie v.*

Lit (lit), sb. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 3, 7, 9 lit,

4 5 litte, 5 lyt, 7, 9 litt. [a. ON. lit-r colour,

also countenance, corresponding ctymologically to

OE. and early ME. Wlite.]
1. A colour, dye, hue

;
also, a stain.

c 1250 Gen. ff Ex. 1968 In kides blod he wenten it, 80 was
Sor-on an rewli lit. a 1310 in Wright Lyric /'. 36 Whittore
then the moren mylk, witli leofly lit on lere. a 1400 50
Alexander 4336 Nouthire to toly ne to taunde transmute
we na vebbis, To vermylion ne violett nc variant liltis.

c 142s WvNTotN Cron. v. vii. ij8i Fayr and quhyt, but ony
lyt. 1768 A. Ross in Whitelaw Bk. Sc. Song (1844) 361/1

A pair o' grey hoggers weil cluikit benew, Of nac other lit

but the hue of the ewe. 183a A. HenoersoNsSVoA Prov. 128

It's like Pathhead lit—soon on, soon aff".

2. Dye-stuff; also, a batch of dyeing.

13 . . Childh. Jesus 677 inA rchiv Stud. neu. Spr. LXX 1 V.

336 Bot we vs hame faste nowe hyc Alle oure littc thane

mone we tyne. 1457 Sc. Acts ?as. II (1814) 11. 49/1 It i>

sene speidfnll, bat lit be cryit vp, and vsyl as it was wont to

be. 1612 Sc. Bk. Rates in Halyburton's Ledger (1867) 3J1

Litt, callit orchard litt, the barrell—xii //. 1637-50 Row
Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 432 It is excellent litt. 1822

1 1 iuulk r Descr. Shctld. Isles 442 The Lichen tartarcus

yields a lit or dye, that was formerly an article of com-

mercial notice. 1884 D. Grant Lays ^ Leg. Xorf/i 4 The
dyster..lost. .a* his claith, His bowies, pots, an' lit.

3. altrib. and Comb., as lit-pot j -vat (see Eng.

Dial. Diet.); lit-house~ Dye-house 1.

1662 in Pitcairn Crim. Trials III. 60^ [Confessionl M. V>.

and 1 went in to A. Cumings litt-hows in Auldernc.

lit (lit), v. Obs. exc. dial. Forms: 3-4 lite (n,

4 7 litte, 5 lytt, lytyn, 5-6 lytte, 6 litt, 9 let,

7-9 lit. [a. ON. lila,'f. lit-r : sec prec.]

1. trans. To colour, dye ; to stain.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 268 He lite3 cruelte mid heowe of rihtwis-

nesse. 13.. Childh. Jesus 657 in A rchiv Stud. neu. Spr.

LXX IV. 336 Tbies clathis sente he hedire to nice For to

litte thayme. a 1340 Ham polk Psalter lxvii. 25 f>at hi fote

be littid in blode. a 1400 Burgh Laws xx. {Sc. Stat. I),

Na man bot a burges sail by woll to lytt [L. ad tiugendtttn)

na clathe to inak na schere. 1496 Fysshynge w. Angle

(1883) 34 The wynges of the redde cocke hakyll & of the

drake lyttyd yellow. 1513 Douglas ASncis vii. x. 35 New
sched blude littis thair armour cleyr. I557~8 Act 4^5
Phil. % Mary c. 5 § 3 The Wootl [shalll .. bee first dyed,

fitted and coulered withe the coulour blue. 1609 Skunk
Rc«. Mai. Tabic 107 Wooll to be littid may not be bocht,

lwt be Burgessis. 1683 G. MtaiTON Yorks. Dialogue 622

(Ii, D. S.), 1 heve some Game to send with thee to Lit.

a 1823 Beattie John 0* Aruha (1826) 15 Wecl dy'd and lint

through and through. 1841 R. W. Hamilton Nugae Lit.

350 To let is to dye, but not in fast colours.

2. intr. for rcjl. To blush deeply.

i8ot Beat-he Parings (1873) 10 (E. D. D.) Wi' this my
face began to lit. 1888 D. Grant Scotch Stories 30 Her

face litlit scarleL

Hence Lit, Li'tted ppl a., dyed.

1483 Cath, A ngl. 219/1 Littyd, jnfectus.
<
1820 J. Hoog

in Whitelaw Bk. Sc. Song (1844) 509/2 Wl 1,ltlt brogues an

a', lassie, Wow but ye'll be vaunty ! x86o C. Inneb Scot,

in Mid. Ages viii. 237 A stone of Htted wool. 1897 Shet-

land News 28 Aug. (E. D. D.>, Wi* a hap o' Sibbie 's an*

my muckle blue lit froke inunder her head an' shooders.

Iiit^lH),///.rt. [pa.pple.ofLiGHTz\2] Lighted,

illnmincd ; also with up. (Also in comb., as sun-lit.)

1820 Shelley Cloud 39 When sunset may breathe, from

I the lit sea beneath, Its ardours of rest and of love. 1847

M \kv Howitt Ballads 62 He looks all round, 'tis drear and

dim, Save in the lit-up castle yonder. 1865 Swinburne

A talanta 1928 My lit eyes Flame with the falling Gre that

leaves his lids Bloodless. -

Lit, obs. f. Lioht sb., aA ; pa. t. Light vJ and

Lit, obs. f. Lite sb.*, Lite v. ; dial. f. Lite a.

Iiitaneutical (Htani/7-tikal), a. [f. Gr. Aitq-

vtvriit^s, f. \nav€v€iv to pray, whence \navua

Litany.] Of the nature of a litany.

1839 W. Palmer Orig. Litttrg. (ed. 3) I- 288 The lita-

neutical form of praying is visible in all the offices of the

eastern churches. 1847 H. Bailey Rituale Anglo-Calk.
Pref. 21 The Litaneutical form ofpraying is itselfan example
of tbe same kind.

Litany (li-tani), sb. Forms : 3-5 letanye, 3-7
letanie, (4 letayne), 4-7 letany, (5 letony, -eny,
latanie, 6 latenie, -ony, -yny, 7 latiny), 6-
litany. [ad. med.L. litania. Ictania (whence OF.
letanie , F. litauie

y
Pr., Sp. Ictania, Pg. ladainha,

It. litania
t
lelania, letana\ a. Gr. Xnavtia prayer,

entreaty, f. Xtravtvtiv to pi ay, entreat, f. Xtravo'i

suppliant, f. Am; supplication, related to XtnaOai,

\taaca6at to supplicate.]

1. Ecel. An appointed form ol public prayer,

usually of a penitential character, consisting of

a series of supplications, deprecations, or inter-

cessions in which the clergy lead and the people

respond, the same formula of response being re-

peated for several successive clauses. A litany

may be used cither as part of a service or by itself,

in the latter case often in procession.

Greater and Lesser Litany : see quot. 1885.

The name of 'the Lesser Litany' has also been given to

the petitions R'yric eleisou, Christe elcison, Kyrie eleiant,

and 1 Lord, have mercy upon us, Christ, have mercy upon
us, lx>rd, have mercy upon us'.

[a goo O. E. Martyrot. 3 May 72 Cristes folc maersiaS
letanias-1 a X225 Ancr. R. 22 Seoue psalmes siggeft sittinde

ooer cneolindc, mit te Letanie. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls)

8393 Clerkes..on god gonne crye Wepinde wib procession
& songe be letanye. 1387 Trevisa Iligdeu * Rolls) I. 375
He scbal be housed and l-lad to be dore of purgatorie wij>

processionn and letanye. Ibid. V. 299 Aboute bat tyme
Seint Slammertus. .ordeyned solempne letanyeb bat beeb i-

cleped be Rogaciouns, . .and beeb i-clcped be lasse lelayne
for difference of be more letayne bat Gregorye ordeynede to

be seide a Seynt Markes day. 1483 Caxton Gold. leg. 21 b/a.

1525 Ld. Uehners I-'roiss. 1 1. 753 Whyle he was anoyntyngc,
the clergy sange the lalyny. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot.

'18581 11. 63 The sevin psalmis..to sing and reid, With
lalouy, placebo, and the creid. 161 1 Si'EEu Ilist. Gt. Brit.

ix. i. § 4 In their publike Processions, and Letanies of the

Church, this Petition was added, Fruin the rage of lhe

Normans, good Lord deliuer vs. 1704 Nelson Fat. * Fasts
vi. (1739) 514 These earnest Supplications for the Mercy of

God, which were called Litanies. 1866 Blcnt Annot. Ilk.

C. P. 22 note, The lesser Lilany is an ancient and Catholic
prefix to the lx)rds Prayer. 1877 Mtss Yongi: Cameos 1 1 1.

xxxiv. 366 The University of Paris commanded that there

should he public litanies. 1883 K. W. Dixon Maho 11. viii. 95
Through the stieeis the priests and monks gan pace In iheir

procession, chanting litanies. 1885 Cath. Diet. (ed. 2) 519/'

The Litany of the Saints is chanted on the feast of St. Mark
(April 25), and on the three Rogation days; on the former

occasion it is called the Greater [litauij: ruajora), and on
the Rogation days the Lesser {iitanut minores).

b. The Litany, that form of ' general suppli-

cation ' appointed for use in the Hook of Common
Prayer, of similar form to those mentioned above,

and consisting of petitions to the Trinity, depre-

cations, and obscerations, with concluding suffrages

and prayers.

[c 1420-30 Printer (1895) 47 And here bigynneb be letanie.]

1544 Durham Acc. Rolls iSurlees) 726 Paid to lhe chaunter

of Westmynster for pryking the new Latyny. .in prykeson.

1548 Act 2 <y 3 Edw. VI, c 1 § 6 The Malleus, Evensongc,

Letanye, and all other prayers. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com.

Praver, Litany (heading), The Letany and Suffrages. 1660

R. Coke Power $ Subj. 244 To have.. the Lords Prayer,

Creede and Letany in lhe English tongue. 1679-1714

Hi-rnet Hist. Re/. (1715) 111. 1. 164 In the Litany they did

still [anno 1545I Invocate the Blessed Virgin.. and all the

Hlcssed Company of Heaven to pray for them, a 1695

A. Wood Life (1848) 117 Which being all done, .the fellowes

went to the letany. i88s
#

Ruskin Pleasures Eng. 136 Our
petition in the Litany, against sudden death.

2. trans/. A form of supplication (e.g. in non-

Chiistian worship) resembling a litany; also, a

continuous repetition or long enumeration resem-

bling those of litanies.

C1400 Malnoev. (1839) xvi. 177 Thei puttcn his name in

hire Letanyes, as a Seynt. 1600 Hoi.laso Livy vn. xxviii.

268 Not onely the Tribes should go in solemne procession

with their praiers and Letanies, but also [etc.]. 1643 Sir T.

Drowse Rcti?. Med. u. § 10 Lord deliver me from my self,

is a part of my Letany. 1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. Ep.

J )ed. 10, 1 shall think my returne full of reward ifyou shall.

.

put me into your Letanies. 1658 tr. Bergenias Satyr. Char.

ix. 28 The passengers Letanies are mixt with the mariner's

blasphemies, a 1822 Siilllky Stud, /or Epipsychidion 56

Hear tbem mumble Their litany of curses. 1834 L. Ritciiik

Wand, by Seine 168 Ueggars throng the road, chanting their

ceaseless litanies. 1881 Bksant & Rice Ckapl. 0/ Fleet \.

viii. (1883) 68 So did these reprobates maintain a perpetual

litany of ribaldry.

•; The form of a parody of the Litany has often

been employed as a vehicle for scurrilous political

satire.

1659 {title) A Frce-Parliament-Letany. 1680 {title) The
Loyal Subjects Litany. 1682 {title) The Cavalier's Litany.

1817 (title) The rolitical Litany diligently revised. lobe said

or sung, until lhe appointed change come, throughout the

Dominion of England and Wales, and the Town of Berwick

upon Tweed. 1851 Mayhew Lotui. Lab. 1. 236 One intelli-

gent man told me properly to work a political litany, which

referred to ecclesiastical matters, he * made himself up , as

well as limited means would permit, as a bishop !

3. attrib. and Comb., as litany-chant, -book,

.prayer; litany-desk, -stool, a low movable

I

prayer-desk at which a minister kneels while re-

citing the litany; Faldstool 3; litany-wise

adv., after the manner of a litany.

43-2



LITATION.
c 1475 Picl. Voc. in Wr.-WiMcker 755/9 A *letenyboke, Hec

Ictenui. 1844 Cardl. Wiseman Minor Rites Ess. 1. 511 It

blesses the fields with its solemn procession and *litany-

chant, 1725X Thomas ia PortlandTapirs VI. (Hist. M SS.
Comm.) 130 A large stone, at the East End of the Choir.,
(on part of which stands the *Litany desk). 1845 Ecetesio-

logist IV. 162 Let them.. introduce the use of a Litany-
desk. 1894 E. Bishop ia Dublin Rev. Oct. 452 The fact that
these *Litany-prayers are found in the Sundays of Lent is

interesting. 1845 Ecctesiologisl IV, 147 The nave will

contain both lettern and *litany-stool. 1659 H. L'Estrange
Alliance Div. Off. iv. 102 Which versiele was used * Litany-
wise (that is, returned by the people) in the service of the
Temple.
Hence LI tanying- vbl.sb. (fio/ne-wd.), recitation

of litanies.

1843^ Carlvle Past $ Pres. iv. vii, Pause in thy mass-
chant ings, in thy litanyings, and Calmuck prayings hy
machinery. 1865 — Frcdk. Gi. Ml. v. (1872) I. 169 Popish
litanyings. .and idolatrous stage-performances.

Litarge, -i e, *ik, -yk : see Lethargy, -argic.

Litarge, -y, litargirij, obs. ff. Litharge.

t Litaction. Obs. [ad. L, litation-em, n. of

action f. lil&rt to offer a successful sacrifice.] The
action of sacrificing ; a sacrifice.

1623 Cocke ram, Litation, a sacrifice. 1658 Phillips,
Litation, a sacrificing. 1660 Stanley Hist. Phdos. ix.

(1701) 400/2 The terrestrial gods..delight in banquets, and
mournings, and funeral litations, and costly sacrifices.

Iiitch(litJ). Obs. exc. dial. [Of obscure origin:

cf. Leech sb$ and sb.*]

1. A handful (of reeds, etc.) ; a bundle (of cords,

yarn, etc.). In mod. use, 'a tangled mass* {Eng.
Dial. Did.).
1538 Elyot Vict., T/iomius, lyches of hempe wherwith

liahers arc made. 155a Hu loet, Licbes linckes of cordes,
halters, or ropes, thomices. 1609 C. ler Fern. Mon.
(1634) 39 Being thus prepared, take out 01 that wet bundle
a litcb of 40 or 50 reeds or straws.

2. (See quot.) [Perh. a different word.]
1851 H. Xewlaxd Erne 59 The Captain who had been

bailing a formidable litcb with a good sized par. Footnote,
Litch,. .An arrangement of hooks and swivels calculated to
give the appearance of life to a dead bait.

Litch, variant of Lich, body.

LitChi (tiifP). Forms : 6 leehia, -ya, 7 liehea,
8 letehee, 8-9 lichee, 9 16 eh6, leeeha. leeehe,
leeehee, li-ehee, liehi, li-chi, lyehee, ?lyehus,
8- litetai. [Chinese li-chi.] The fruit of the Nephe-
lium litchi

vX.O. Sapindaca?), a tree thai has been
introduced from China into Bengal (see quots.\
1588 Parke tr. Mendoza's Hist. China iii. 6 They haue

a kinde of plummes that they doo call Lechias. 1697
Dampiek Voy. (1729) II. 1. 24 The Lichea..is as big as
a small Pearv somewhat long shaped, of a reddish Colour.
1727 A. Hamilton ffew Acc. E. Indies II. xlvi. 156
Delicious Fruits, such as . . Rambostans Letchees, and
Duieans. 1775 Ann. Reg. it. 33 Among those plants are
the lichees, a very fine fruit of China of several sorts. 1822
Heber Journ. L'PPer Ptov. India (1S44) 1. iv. 60 Of the
fruits which this season offers, the finest arc leeches and
mangoes. 1841 Macaulay W. Hastings (near end), He
tried also to naturalize in Worcestershire the delicious
leeehee. 1878 P. Robinsox In My Indian Garden 49 The
lichi hiding under a shell of ruddy brown its globes of
translucent and delicately fragrant flesh. 1887 Standard
16 Sept. s

;
3 The litchi and the longan.

attrib. 1876 Harley Mat. Med. (ed.6) 707 The delicious
4

litchi-nuts 1879 Miss Maive Stokes Indian Fairy 'Pales

x\: 01 Here are a hundred and sixty lichi fruits for you.
Litcop : bee Lyth-coop Obs.

t Lite, s6.l Obs. Also 4 lijt, lit, litte, 4-5
lyte, lytt. [f. Lite v. Cf. Let sb.] Delay,
tardiness

; frequent in phr. without lite.

a 1300 Cursor M. 4776 lacob wen he was ma>t in sijt God
lighted him, wit-outen lijt. Ibid. 5790 par-to sal be now na
lang lite, a 1350 St. Cecilia 353 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg.
(1881) 163 And at be last withouten lite All baire beuideshe
ert of smite, c 1400 Ywaine ft Gaw. 1620 So lang gaf sho
im respite, And thus be haves hir led with lite. £1460
Towneley Myst. ix. 225 Fast for to fie outt of my land, Byd
thaym, withouten lyte.

t Lite, sb.- Sc. and north, dial. Obs. In 5 lyit,

lyte. [Aphetic var. of Elite sbA Cf. Leet sb.-]

A bishop-eleet ; = Elite sb.1

£1425 Wyntocs Crotu vn. v. 741 He stud as Lyte twa
yhere owre, And Byschape thretty yhcre and foure. c 1450
St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 6519 And cuthbert to hexham lyte.

1497 Halyburton Ledger (1867) 83 Johne Fressall, factor to
Master John Fressall, lyit of Roys.

t Lite, sbf Sc. Obs. rare1
, [ad. L. lit-cm,

lis.] Strife.

1493 Se. Acts Jas. IV (1814I II. 232/2 Exhorting and
praying bame to leif bair contentiounnis, litis and pleyis.

Lite, sb.*, a., and adv. Obs. exc. arch, or dial.

Forms : 1 lyt, 2-3 lutte, 3-4 lut, 3-5 luto, luyte,

3, 5-6, 8-9 1H, 4 li;t, luite, 4-7 lite, lyte, 4, 9
lyt, 5-6 litte, 6 lyght, lytte, 8 loyt, 9 leet, light,

loit. (Tartly repr. OE. lyt sb., adj., adv. ( ^OS.
//// sb.), and partly the synonymous ON. //// ady.,

contraction of litet, neut. of litcll : see Little.]

A. sb.

1. Little, not much. Unto lite : very nearly.
a 1000 Runes 22 (Gr.) Wen ne bruceb, oe can weana lyt,

fares and sor^e. 12 . . Prayer Our Lady 24 in O. E. Misc.
193 Mucbel ich habbe ispened, to lite ich habbe an horde.
c 1290 Life 0/ Jesus 632 jiueth us, heo seiden, of ouwer
coli. . . Nai, seiden be obere, bere were to luyte to us
alle. 13.. Guy IVarw, (A.) 640 Of mi liif is me hot lite.

340

J
1377 Lancl P. PI. 1). xin. 149 He that loueth the Icily lyte
of thyne coueitcth. c 1386 Chaucer Man of Law's T. 1

1

Thy neighebore thou wytest synfully And seist thou hast
to lite, and he bath al. a 1420 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ.
930 Vpon bis woful thoght 1 ..muse so, that vn-to lite I

madde. 1513 Douglas /Etuis t. Prol. 38, I knaw tharin
fuU lyte. a 1575 Friar ft Boy sgjn HazL E. P. P. III. 63 i

Ilesayd he wolde etc but lyte, Tyll nyght that be home
came. 1867 Rock' Jim an' Xell Ixv. (E. D. S. Na 76), And i

Joe an' Will have each a-bro't A main peart o* the leet
I hey Ve got, Gosh, 'e II ha quite a vortin.

b. (A, by) lite and lite : (by) little and little.

Also erroneously, by lithe and lithe.

cizgoS. E. Leg. I. 313/465 So bat be sonne bi4bre geth
luyte and luyte i-wis. c i32S Song 0/ Yesterday 44 in

|

E. E P. (1862) 134 Heo ne schal fade as a flour Luyte and
j

luyte leosen hir beute. £1386 Chaucer Somfn. 'P. 527 |

(Cambr. MS.) Euere it wastith lyte & lyte awey. 1406
Hoccleve Misrule 92 A lyte & lyte to withdrawal it.

[a 1577 Gascoigne Don Earth. \Vks. (1587) 104 By lite and
lite his fits awaygan flie. 1592 Dee Com/. Rehears. (Chet-
ham Soc) ?3 Not long after. . by lithe and lithe 1 became
hindered.

c. A lite (in early texts often written alite) : a
|

little. Used also advb.
c 1290 Bekel 1896 \nS. Eng. Leg. I. 161 A luyte [r.r.lute)

I bi-fore eristeniasse to be kinge heo come, c 1290 St. A'ctu lm
J

318 ibid. 354 Huy comen into one wode : a luyte hi este be
I

toune c 1330 Artlu ft Merl. 435 (Kblbing) For be barouns i

I

were bende 13i Saleshiri biside a lite Al redi bataile to .

j

smite, c 1369 Chaucer Dethc Blaunche 249 If he wal make
me slepe a lyte,..l wil yive him a fether-bed. a 1420
Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 1240, 1 have but a lite, And likly

am herafter to have lesse, c 1430 Two Cookerydks. 17 ytt

?olke an be whyte y-strainyd a lyte. 1513 Douglas sEneis
viii. Prol. 3, I slaid on a swevynnyng slummcrand a lite.

1530 Lynuesav 'Pest. Papyngo 766 Wyll the deith a lyte
j

withdrawe his daite. 1584 Lodge Alarum (1879)73 Such
stately knees as when they bend a lite, All knees doo bend.

1674 Ray X. C. li 'ords yo, A Lite', a few, a little.^ 1746 Ex-
moor Courtship 561 (E. D. S.) Es hire ya lick a lit about ma I

Cozen Magery.
2. (fn OE. followed by genit. pi. with sing. vb. ;

1

subsequently ellipt. as subj. to plural vb.) Few. I

Beowulf 28S2 \Ver5endra to lyt brong ymbe beoden.
i a 1200 Moral Ode \o\ Hwi boo fole iclepcde, and swa lut

icorene. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 123 Lit ben f>at bus under-
j

stonden and bishechen god. c 1205 Lay. 4045 Her wes .

inuchel mon-qualm f>at lut her quike bi-lefden. a X300 A".

Horn 65S iHarl. MS.) Of bat ber were o ryuc he lafte lut
'

o lyue. c 1375 Cursor M. 8496 (Fairf.t J>is write wib many
was rede and senc hot lite [Cott. fa, Gdtt. fonel wiste quat
hit walde mene.

B. adj. (Uni 11 fleeted in OE.)
1. Few. Also, a lite ~ afeio (see Few 2 a).

a 1000 Be Domes Dx£C 61 He mid lyt wordum ac Jeleaf-
fullum his h;ele be^eat. crizoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 105 We
wilcn bi godea wisAmge and hi his helpe berof cuben 3tu

bese lit word, c 1230 HaliMeid. 19 J>e hehscipe of be mede ,

bat tis ilke lut wordes bicluppen abuten. c 1375 Cursor M.
27864 (Kairf.) per nrsynnis lite [Cott. founj. .worrc toamende
ben is bis. c 1380 YVyclif Se/. H'ks. III. 211 Lite prestis or 1

none ben elenc of bis symonye. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1312
|

Soght to be Citie on soppes to-gedur i'ho bat left were on
lyue bogh bai lite were. C1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 47
With a lite grotes put horn b«r in And sethe horn wele.
? a 1550 Scotish ffelde 9 in Furnivall Percy Folio I. 212
There were lite Lords in this land: that to that Lord
longed, i860 Waugh Yeth-liobs iii. 47 'It'll be within a •

light (few) minutes o' noon, aw'lFbe bund/ 1870 Briekley
Ab-o'-th' Yate on Times <fr Things 4S If anybody had a.\t

me heawmony friends I had,.. I should ha* bin bothered to ,

ha' said how loit (few).

2. little in amount ; not mneh of.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 29 1 benched hu lutte hw(i)Ie ge bco3
here, a 1250 Owl ft Xighf. 763 Oft spet wel a lute lyste,

Thar muche strengthe sholdeiniste. c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. 1.

87/24 Deol and sor and luyte gladnesse. 1297 R. Glouc
(Rolls) 2041 Is poer lute was vor be king was euere aboue.
a 1300 A". Horn 1211 (Cambr. MS.) Wyn nelle ihc, Muche
ne lite, Hute of cuppe white, c 1300 Ilavelok 276 Soblike,

in a lite brawe Al engclond of him stod awe. a 1375 Joseph
\

A rim. 554 Luyte wonder hit was so bey \vr0u5t haden.

1387 Trevisa Higden^ (Rolls) III. 423 Lite fortune and
|K>verl and searste of riches makeb me a beef. 1423 Jas. I I

Kingts Q. xtii, I .. in my tynie more Ink and paper spent

To lyte effect. 1508 Dunrar Gold. Targe 71 Your aureate
tongis both bene all to lyte, For to compile that paradise
complete. 1796 [R. Walker] Plebeian Politics (1801) 31 Hoo
..knokt eawt whot loyt breans he had. 1837 Mrs Palmer J
Devon. Dial. 22 The leet money I've a croop'd up I be a
shirk 'd out o\

1 3. Little in magnitude; small. Often coupled

with great or much.
c 1205 Lay. 22208 pa wes Walwain lute ehild. a 1225

Ancr. R. 280 Holie men bet holoet ham lutte & of lowe
line, c 1300 St. Brandan 184 Tho fle; ther up a lute fowel.

7 1x3366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 532 Upon this dore I gan to

smyte, That was lso] fetys and so lyte. c 1384 — //. Fame
111. 279 Me thougt she was so lyte That the lengthe of a

cubite Was lengere than she. c 1391 — Astrol. Prol., Latin
ne canstow yit but smal, my lyte sone. 14 . . Lydg. Temple
ofGlass 1 291 For al my life it were to lit a space, a 1450

j

Myrc 1268 Any mon myche or luyte. a 1575 Friar ft Boy
226 in Haal. E. P. P. 111. 71 Though 1 be lyte, Yonder
bvrde wyll I smyte. 1600 Fairfax Tasso ix. Ixxxi. 175 Vet i

blossonvd out her flowres, small or lite, s8oa Wolcot (P.

Pindar) Middlesex Elect. Wks. 18 16 IV. 172 Vor now I'll
]

screw my fiddje-strings Forsooth, a leet bit higher. 1877
Tugwell Hand-bk. N. Devon 253 Jan, do e 7ee the lit woman
standing by the bed ?

absol. c 1320 Seuyn Sag. (W.) 1 137 He let of«sende mochc
and lite, Hise neyebours him to visite. 1600 Fairfax Tasso
xi. xxvi, From this exploit he spar*d nor great nor lite.

C. adv. Little ; in a small degree, to a small

extent.

a 1000 Csedmotis Gen. 1566 (Gr.) He lyt ordeal, pset him
|

LITERAL,
on his inne swa earme jelamp. 1340 Ayenb. 31 pe uerste
[zenne] is bonnelichc, huanne be man loueblite and Iheucliche
oure Ihord. c 1380 Sir Femmb. 708 Charlis wib be bore
berde dob be lite Auaylle. e 1400 Lanfrancs Cimrg. 86

fanne thou ned>i»te a medycine bat ys lyte dryinge. c 1430
.ydg. Compl. Bl. Knt. 413 In straun^e lande ryding, 11c

travayle, Ful lyte or nought in love doth a\ayle.

Lite, v.* Obs. exc« dial. Also 4 lit, 5 litte,

lytyn, 6 lyte, S light, [app. a. ON. hlita to trust.]

1. iutr. To expect, wait, delay.
a 1300 Cursor M. 2S21 (Cott.) Quen bai sagh loth be to

litand bai tok him»self bi be hand. a 1300-1400 Ibid.
10209 (Gott.) Child togete bai litid [Cott. has littend] lang.
a 1400-50 Alexander 801 pen littid £ai na langcr botlaschid
out swerdis. 1413 Pilgr. Soivle (Caxton 148 d I. xxii. 24
They lyte the redy weyes for to lerne. c 1440 Promp. Parv.
308A Lytyn, or longe taryyn, moror. 1855 Robinson
Whitby Gloss. s.v., To wail in expectation of proceeding.
4
1 have been liting o" >-ou this half hour \

2. To rely on, to trust to.

1570 Levins Manip. 151/11 To Lyte, or trust,fretus esse.

1674 Ray N. C. Words 30 To Lite on : to Rely on. 1683
G. Meriton Yorksh. Dial. 91 (E. D. S. No. 76), I lited on
Hobb, and he lited on me. 1788 W. Marshall Yorksh. II.

340 Gloss., Light, to rest, depend, or rely. ' It is not to
light on '

; it is not to be depended upon. 1855 Robinson
Whitby Gloss, s.v., ' 1 suppose, then, I may lite o* you '.

Hence + Liting vbl. sb.
t
delay.

a 1300 Cursor M. 26631 fou sal shriue be als sone als bou
has euer bi synne done,. .for liting is ful selcoub ille.

t Lite, v Obs. Also lit. [Aphetic f. delitc,

the earlier form of Delight v.] refl. To delight.
a 13CO Cursor M. 1560 Am2ng kaym kyn pat lited [Fair/.

delitet, Trin. delited] bam noght bot in sin. Ibid. 25950 pe
thiid |sin] es wers of alle we rede, to lig and lit vs in vr
sake, And siben wil na mendes make.
Lite, obs. form of Light

-lite ( = l4'. -lite, G. -lithy -k't), a frequent ending
in names of minerals (also in names of cerlain fos-

sils, as coprolite, and of certain types of mineral
structure, as axiolite), represents the Gr. At'0os

stone ; the words in which it occurs are mostly
intended to correspond to assumable Gr. forma-
tions, so that in actnal use the ending is almost
always -elite, wilh the thematic or combining 0

usual in Gr. compounds ; there are a few exceplions,

as aucrlitc, chcsterlile. The form -lite, which was
used in some original English formations (actytto-

lite
} etc.) by Kirwan in 1794, is due to the example

of the French geologists, who used -lite instead of

the older -lithe, the two spellings representing one
and the same pronunciation in Fr. The adoplion

of tbe abnormal form was prob. helped by the

analogy of Chrtbolite, where the / instead of th

is due to the fact that the Gr. word came at an

early period into Eng. by way of med.L, and OF.
Litel, obs. form of Little.

Liten, var. Leighton Obs. ; obs. f. Lighted v.1

Liter, obs. f. Lighter sb* ; var. Litre.
Liter, obs. form of Litter sb.

Literacy (literasi). [f. Literate : see -act.

(Formed as an antithesis to illiteracy.)'] The
quality or stale of being lilerale ; knowledge of

letters ; condition in respect to education, esp.

ability to read and write.

1883 JYczv Eng. Jrtd. Educ. XVII. 54 Massachusetts Is

the first state in the Union in literacy in its native popula-
tion. 1888 New Princeton Rev. Dec. 316 Education is

more general, our literacy greatly increased, our habits and
tastes more refined. 1893 Athen<eum\$ Aug. 255/3 l l was
for Mr. Edgar to lrace the gradual progress in Scotland
from illiteracy to literacy.

Literal (li'teral), a. and sb. Forms : 5-8 lit-

teral, (5, 6 lyt(t urall, 6 Iyt(t)ar-, -erall), 6-7
lit(t)orall, 4- literal, [a. OF. literal (F. lit-

feral)
7
ad. L. lateralis, f. littcra Letter sb.]

A. adj.

1. Of or pertaining to Utters of the alphabet

;

of the nature of letters, alphabetical
; f expressed

by letters, written. + Of a verse «= Alliterative.
£"475 Partenay 6605 And so haue 1 don, after myne

entent, With litterall carectes for your sake. 1585 Jas. I

Ess. Poesie (Arb.) 63 Be Literall I meane, that the maist

f>airt of zour lyne, sail rynne vpon a letter, as this tumbling
yne rynnis vpon F. 1621 Elsing Debates Ito. Lords
(Camden) 15 W hether we shouldc expecte a literall acknow*
ledgment ofthe charge, or to hear a personall confession of

the same. 1632 Lithgow Trav. vm. 348, I wrot this

literal Distich : Glance, Glorious Geneue, Gospell-Guiding
Gem ; Great God Gouerne, Good Gencues Ghostly Game.
"733~°3 Hooke Rom. Hist. (cd. 5) I. 8 The art of ex-

pressing their thoughts by literal characters. 1793 Smeaton
Edvstone L. Contents 7 Literal References.

b. Of a misprint (occas* of a scribal error)

:

Affecting a letter. (Cf. B. a.)

1606 Holland Sueton. To Rdr., If there happen to occur
some Errata .. ye will ..either pass tbem over with con-

nivency if they be literall or else taxe with some easie

censure in case they be material). 1699 IJentley Plial. iii.

112'Twas a literal fault in that Copy, which Casaubon used.

1748 Anson's Voy. Introd. 6, 1 know of none but literal

mistakes, some af which are corrected in the table of Errata.

1841 Myers Cath. Th. ill. viii. 26 There are just the. same
kind of literal imperfections in them [the books of the Bible]

that there are in all others. 1880 A thenxttm 25 Sept. 398/1

It is. .vexatious that, through the inattention of the printers,

any literal errors should have crept into it.



LITERAL.

c. Of mathematical notation and computation:
Performed by means of letters. Of a quantity, an
equation, etc. : Denoted or expressed by a letter

or letters. Opposed to numerical.
1673 Kerskv Algebra I. i. a Algebra is by late Writers

divided into two kinds; to wit, Numeral and Literal (or

Specious), 1706 W. Jones Syn. Palmar. Maiheseos A lij b,

The First Principles of Literal Computation, usually called
Algebra. 1755 Johnson s.v., The literal notation of num-
bers was known to Kuropcans before the cyphers. 1797
Encyel. Brit, (ed. 3) I. 399/* The literal calculus and the
algebraic rules of Harriot. 184a Francis Diet. Arts etc.,

Literal Equation.

2. Of a translation, version, transcript, etc. : Re-
presenting the very words of the original

;
verbally

exact, f Also, (the) exact (words of a passage).

1599 Massingi r etc. Old Law 1, i, Pray you repeat the
literall words cxprcsly. 169a Dryoen Juvenal Ped. (1697)

87 The common way., is not a literal Translation, but
a kind of Paraphrase. ^11753 R. NkwTON Thcophras tits'

Char. (1754) p. vMi, I do not say it is necessary, that alt

Greek Authors should be attended with versions so literal.

11850 Arab. Nts. (Rtldg.) 258, I have had the honour to

give you both a literal and a faithful narrative of the con-
versation. 1853 K.\NU(?ri*nclt Exp. ix. (1856) 67 This may
excuse a literal transcript from my diary. 1871 Ik Taylor
Faust (1875) 1. Notes 227, I shall not imitate Shelley in

adding a literal translation.

3. a. ThcoL Pertaining to the i letter ' (of Scrip-

ture) ; the distinctive epithet of that sense or inter-

pretation (of a text) which is obtained by taking

its words in their natural or customary meaning/
and applying the ordinary rules of grammar; op-

posed to mystical, allegorical, etc. fAlsb occas.

of a commandment, law, etc. : That is to be inter-

preted literally.

138a Wvcttr Prol. 41 Holy scripture hath iiij vndirslond-
ingis; literal, allegorik, moral, and anagogik. 1460 Cat*
graye Chron. (Rolls* io7 Not only with htteral tcching, but
with many mysti expos?clones. 150a Ord. Ciystcn Men
(W. de W. 1506) 11. ix. 108 Unto the lyturall sens, by this com-
maund ment is pryncypally defended manslaughter. £1530
Mokk Atisw. Frith Wks. 835/1 If he sayd that the wordes
of Chryste might beside the lyttarall sence be vndertlanden
in an allegorye. I woulde wel agre wytli him. 1561 T.
Norton Calvin s lust. 11. 97 The couenant of God made
with the auncient people, was voide, hicanse it was onely
literall. 1597 Hookkr Feci. Pol. v. lix. § 2 Where a litterall

construction will stand, the farthest from the letter is

commonly the worst. 1605CAMOEN Kent. (1674) 8 b, Moncs
received of God a literal 1 -aw.. to be imparted to all, and
another Mystical. 1664 11. More Myst. Init/. 433 The
Prophets predicting things of them in reference to the first

Completion which is Literal, a 1761 Law Com/. Weary
Pitgr. (1809) 114 All these texts, which a learning, merely
literal, has thus mistaken, do only prove [etc.]. 186a Si ani.ky

Jen: Ch. (1877) I. vt.125 The literal meaning of the incident

is almost lost in its high spiritual application.

b. Hence, hy extension, applied to the etymo-
logical or the relatively primary sense of a word,
or to the sense expressed by the actual wording of

a passage, as distinguished from any metaphorical

or merely suggested meaning.
1597 G. Harvev Trimming T.Nashe Wks. (Grosart) III.

36, I giue not euery word their litteral sence. 1638 R.
Maker tr. Balzac's L.ctt. (vol. III.) 12 Never eares were
more attentive,, .then those of our family when I read your
letter, .they were not satisfied to have oudy a literal inter-

pretation. 1718 Freethinker No. 35.255 I f you mention the

Golden Age to him, he understands it in a literal sense. 1763
Chestkrk. Let. to Son i8

#
Dcc. (1892) III. 1302, ! see very

few people
;
and, in the literal sense of the word, I hear

nothing. 1800-10 Coleridge Friend (.1865) 156 Advocates
for reform in the literal sense of the word. 190a Greenough
& Kittredge Words their Ways xvii. 235 Position and
situation are similar to slate in their literal meaning.

c. Of persons: Apt to take literally what is

spoken figuratively or with humorous exaggeration

or irony ; prosaic, matter-of-fact.

1778 Mao. D'Arblav Evelina (1791) If. xxxviL 246, 'I

fancy you will find no person . .call going about a lew places
in a morning seeing Bath \ 4 Mayhap, then,' said the literal

Captain, 'you think we should see it better by going about
at midnight?' 1837 Ht. Martineau Soe. Amer. IH.,78
Their tendency.. to something of the literal dulness which
Charles Lamb complains of in relation to the Scotch. 1858
O. \V. Holmes A nt. BreakfM. Hi. 20 One man who is a little

too literal can spoil the talk of a whole tableful of men of
esprit. 1865 M. Arnold Ess. Crit. Pref. 12 The earnest,

prosaic, practical, austerely literal future.

Comb, a 1849 H». Coleridge Ess. (1851) I. 320 Literal-

minded, unimaginative .. individuals.

d. Of composition : Free from figures of speech,

exaggeration, or allusion.

1736 Uutler Anal. 1. iii. 88 They arc not to be taken as

intended for a literal delineation of what is in fact the parti-

cular scheme of the universe. 1887 M. Morris Clavcrfiousc
iv. (1888) 66 His own despatch is singularly literal and
straightforward.

4. Used to denote that the accompanying sb. has

its literal sense, without metaphor, exaggeration,

or inaccuracy
;

literally so called.

1646 Sir T. IJrowne Pseud. Ep. 1. iii. x 1 The literall and
downe-right adorement of Cats, Lizards, and Beetles. 1659
Pearson Creed (1839) 38s When we say Christ ascended, we
understand a literal and local ascent., of his humanity. 1679
Haruv Key Script, i. 5 The seventh I lead also (was not

Rome Papal, but) appertained to Rome Literal. 1867 Free-
man Norm. Cotiq. (1676) I. ii. 18 The literal extirpation of

a nation is an impossibility.

f 6. Of or pertaining to letters or epistles ; epis-

tolary. Obs.
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^1645 Howell Lett. (1650) III. 4 To hold this littcralt

correspondence I desire but the parings of your time. .let our
Letters be as Eccho's. a 1657 K. Lovkday Lett. (1663) 168
To. .shorten the distance betwixt us, by a literal intercourse.

1 6. Of or pertaining to letters or literature
;

* Literary. Obs.
C148S Digby Alyst. (1882) 11.658 Lackyng lylturall sevens.

1501 G. Hletciikr Russc Comnno. (Hakl. Sac) 63 They
excell in no kinde of common aiie, much lesse in any
learning or litterall kinde of knowledge. 1604 T. Wright
Passions ill. iv. 102 If they be delighted in musicke they
present them with instruments,. .if in studie with literall

labours.

B. sb.

fl. A literal interpretation or meaning. Obs.
1630 Donne Serm. juii. 127 S. Gregory hath . .given us

many Morals (as he cals them) upon this I'ooke Mob], bnl
truly not many Literals for .. he bends all the suite-rings of
lob figuratively, mystically upon Christ. 1646 Sir T.
Browne Pseud. Ep. iv. .\. 204 1 low dangerous it is in sensible
things to use metaphoricall expressions unto the people, and
what absurd conceits they will swallow in their literals.

2. Printing. A misprint of a letter.

^
162a K. Hawkins I'oy. S. Sea [170I Lrrala sic corrige. ..

The litteral Is are commended lo favour. 1880 Print. Trades
Jrnt. xxx. 6 We noticed rather a large number of literals.

Literalism (litcntliz'm). [i. prcc. + -ism.

Cf. Y. lilt&aiisme.']

1. The disposition to accept and interpret the

terms of a statement in their literal sense.

1644 Milton Divorce ll. xvii, If none of these considera-
tions.. can avail to the disi>ossessing him of his precious
Literalism, let I etc.]. 1845 J. 1I.Ni.wman Ess. Dcvetopm.yn
Diodorus and Theodore of Mopsucsiin,..the most eminent
masters of literalism in the succeeding generation. 1865
I.ixky Ration. I. iii. 342 The doctrine was stated with the
utmost literalism and precision. 1882 Karkah Early t'/ir.

I. 385 Kxtravagant literalism has ln-en even more fatal lo
exegesis than extravagant allegorising.

2. laterality as a principle of translation ; a pecu-
liarity of expression due to this.

1883 A
v Roberts O. T. Revision The great

characteristic of the translation of Acpiila is its- extreme
I literalism. Mod. Some of the translator's literalisms are

very ungraceful.

3. Fine Arts. The disposition to represent objects

(occas. to intct piet representations; faithlully, with-

out any idealization.

1863 Hawihornk Our Old Home (1883) I. l-o8 On con-
sidering this face of Charles . .ami translating it from the

I

ideal into literalism, I doubt [etc.|. 188. Studio MI. 1 47
(Cent.) lie shunned the literalism of both form and color

I that jarred the ideal vision.

Literalist (H'lcralist). [f. as pice. + -isr. Cf.

V. litldraliste.\ One who insists upon 1 he literal

sense of a text or statement. Also, in art or lite-

rature, one who depicts or describes objects exactly

as they arc ; an exact copyist.

1644 Milton Divorce 11. xx. 72 l,et the extreme literalist sit

down now, and revolve whether this in all necessity be not

I

the due result *of our Saviours words. 1685 H. Mori-:
I Paralip. Prophet, xl. 348 The Objector has rather acted the

part of a Literalist. 1827 G. S. Kaukk Sacr, Calcnd,

!

Prophecy (1844) III. 321. 1866 c ontemp. Rev. 1 1 . 548 The
merely descriptive writer, the literalist, though he write in

verse, is not a poet at all. 1873 M. Arnold /.//. A> Dogma
(1876) 139 The veriest literalist will cry out : Everyone knows
that this is not to be taken literally 1

Literalistic (li terali-stik), a. [f. prec. + -ic]

Pertaining to or characteristic of a literalist; be-

longing lo or having the character of literalism.

1875 Poste Oaius ty. Comm. (ed. 2) 503 Strictum jus

adheres to a grammatical or literalistic interpretation of a
disposition. 1891 T. K. Ciikynk Psatter\\\\. 387 A literalistic

interpretation will not meet the requirements of these

I psalms.

laterality (litera l Hi), [f. Litema l + -ity.J

1. The quality or fact of being literal ;
literalncss;

an instance of this, f Also, a literal meaning.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. r. iii. 9 Not attaining the

deuteroscopy, and second intention of the words, they ..are

i not sometime perswaded by fire beyond their literalitics.

1650 Hi-. Ham. Revelation nnrev. § 8 Wks. 1808 X. 107

How wild a paradox it is to tie those frequent and large

promises of the Prophets.. to a carnal literalily of sense.

1818 Lamu Female Orators Wks. 635 One her coarse sense

by metaphors expounds And one in literalities abounds.

1844 For. Q. Rev. XXXIII. 460 It is easy.. to sneer at

literalily ; . . laterality is after all the first merit of translation.

1867 H. Macmillan Bible Teach, xv. (5870) 293 Those to

whom the sea has proved cruel, may . . rejoice to accept the

announcement in all its laterality, that in heaven there shall

1 be no more sea.^ 1888 Bryce Amer. Corrtmw. I. 375 The
same spirit of strictness and literality.

f 2. Learning, knowledge of letters. Obs.

1656 in UL0UNTC7/c;ttfi£r.

Literalize U-terabiz), v. [f. Litku.il + -izk.]

trans. To render literal ; to represent or accept as

literal.

1826 G. S. Fabkr Dijfic. Romanism (1853) 96 If we are lo

literalise the words of our Lord. 18*7 Examiner 581/1

Ridicule is poorly employed in literali/iug poetical allegory.

1856 R. A. Vaughan Mystics (i860) I. 00 This disposition lo

literalize metaphors gave currency to the monkish stories.

Hence Liberalizing" vbl. sb. and ///. a. Also

Literalizatiort, the action of litemitting (1864 in

I

Webster) ; Liberalizer, one who litcralizes.

1848 O. S. Fabkk Many Mansions Pref. (1851) 20 The
literalising Reveries of the Chiliasts. 1866 Contemp. Rev.
I.538 The hierarchical, repressive, and literalizing spirit,.,

will be seen to exist in the Free Church of Scotland. 1871

Tylor Prim. Cult. I. 353 Several of th« epithets usually

LITERARY.
I applied only need lilcrali/ing to turn into the wildest of the

I

legendary monster-siories. 1895 'Thinker Mag. VIII. 493
Ver. 14 . .does not help the literaluers at all.

Literally (lt-terali), adv. [f. Litkral + -ly -'.]

1 1. nonce-uses. a. By the letters (of a name).
b. In letters or literature. Obs.
1584 R. Scot Discov. Witchcr. xvt. iii. (1886) 399 One T.

of Canterbmie, whose name I will not littcralhc discover.

1593 R. Harvey Philad. 7 And yet 1 tell you ine thinkcj>
you are very bookrshly and literally wise.

2. With reference lo a report, translation, etc.

:

In the very words, word for word.
1646 Sir T. Hrowne Pseud. Ep. in. xvi. 145 Which are

literally thus translated. 171a SrKKi.E Spcct. No. ^21 r 5
Others repeat only what they hear from others as literally

as Ihcir parts or zeal will permit, a 1753 R. Nlwiom I ha-
phrastus" Char. (1754) p. viii, I would .. advise every
Scholar.. to translate his Author thus literally, word for

word. 1843 Mrs. Caki.m.i: Lett. I. 238 livery word of this
is literally as the men sjxike it.

b. trans/. With exact fidtlity of representation.
1816 Uykon {title) Churchill's Grave, a fact liieially ien-

dercd.

3. In the literal sense.

.15.13 I'm 1 11 Ansv. Mores Let. C 3I1, Alllhoiigh it were
literalye fiilfillyd in the childern of Israeli . .yet was yl
alko ment iS: vilified in Christ hym sellfe. 1579 Kct.Ki.
llcskin's Pari. 105 They interprcte literally, whicn the doc-
tors diil write figuratively. 1664 H. Mokk Myst. fnh.

x
Apol.

4S1 All those Passages are not lo be Literally unclerslooil.

1719 I>k K01: Crusoe it. \\\. (1840) v86 This was a china
waiehuiise indeed, liuly and literally to be tailed so. 1783
Haii.is Antiq. Chr. Ch. iv. 78 uete

} \l may be doubted,
whether this wa> ever literally true. 1876 IC. Mi.lloh
Prieslh. iv. 161 laterally speaking, 'this cup 1

could never
be 'a new covenant'. 1805 Sir A. Kkkkwich in Lav
Times Rep. 1 .XXI II. uGj/i It is found that the Acl does
not mean literally what it says.

b. Used to indicate that the following word or
phrase must be taken in its literal sense.
Now often improperly used lo indicate that some conven-

tional metaphorical or hypcibolical phrase is to be taken in

the strongest admissible sense. iSo, e.g., in ijuot. 186.?.)

1687 Dryokn tli/id.Sr P. in. 107 My daily bread islill'rally

implor'd. 1708 Vow. Let. to li. Cromwell 18 Mar., Kucry
day with me i> literally another yesterday fur it is exactly
ihe same. 1761-2 II u.mk Hist. Eng. (1806) V. Ix.xi. 341 Me
had the singular fate of dying literally of hunger. 1769
Junius Lett. xxx. 137 What punishment has he suffered?
Literally none. 1839 Miss Miiiokd in L'Kstrange Lrfr
(1870^ 1 1 1, vii. 100 At the last I was incapable of correcting
the proofs, literally fainting on the ground. 1863 K«. A. Kkm-
lil.K Resid. in Georgia 105 For the last four jears. .1 literally

coined money. 1887 I. R. Lady's Rauche Life Montana
76 The air is literally scented with them all.

Iiiteralness i li'tcnilnes). [f. Litkhau + -nesk.]

The tjualily of being literal
;

literality.

1630 I )onnk Serin, .viii. U7 Origen..doth never protend to
much literalnesse in his expositions. 18Z4 Xew Month/v
Mug. X. 246 The same lilcralncss of perception and abseiv r

of passion. 1881 Wkstiott »S; Hour Grk. Af
. II. 8 The

grealer literulness of later transcription.

Tjiterariail (literu^'rian). [f. ns I.itebahv +

-an. J One engaged in literary pnrsuils.

1866 V. Nam. in Reader 24 Feb. 206/j Passing to liU

compatriot Sauskritists, we come upon a brood of liierarians.

1887 Lit. Opinion 1 Apr. 48/2 When a renowned literarian

pauses in his chronicles.

Literarily (lrterarili\ adv. [f. Litebaky +

-I.Y-.] In a literary manner or respect.

1825 Mat kn\ Mug. XV H. 593 do as.. tutor to a young
gentleman literarily disposed. 1895 Daily AV.fi 10 Apt. \ %

My education has.. been a good one, classically, litcr.uily,

and commercially.

Literariness (Irtcrarint*). [f". Litekauy f

-ness.] The qualily of l^einj; literary.

1877 Mali.ock AV7t' Republic I. in. i. 239 Why, I thought
culture was books and literariness, and all that. 1899
Academy 16 Dec. 71 5/^ Most gooil literary critics, if tiny
have not style, have ' literariness'.

Literary (H'terari), a. [ad. L. littcrari-us
t

f.

litlera letter. Cf. V. littcrairc.] (Not in John-
son 1 755-1 775.)

1 1. I'ertainiug to the letters of the alphabet. Obs.

1646 Sik T. Mbownk Pseud. Ep. 1. ix. 37 Our first ami
literary apprehensions being commonly instructed in Authors
which handle nothing else |but idle fictions]. 1769 Middle-
sex Jml. 8-1 1 July 4/2 A complete set of Literary Caids,
for teaching children to read, spell, count. 1793 Smkaton

I Fdystone L. § 334 tiole, The literary references to Plates

Nos. 19, and 20.

t 2. Carried on by letters
;
epistolary. Obs.

1757^8 Smollett Hist. Eng. (1800) M. 252 A literary

correspondence was maintained between the English General
and the Mareschal de Villars. [1818 Touu s.y-i Literary is

not properly used of missive letters.]

3. Of or pertaining to, or of the nature of, litera-

ture, a. Pertaining to letters or polite learning,

b. Pertaining to books and written compositions;

also, in a narrower sense, pertaining to, or having

the characteristics of that kind of written composi-

,

tion which has valnc on account of its qualities

of form. Literary history (e. g. of a legend, a his-

torical personage or event, etc.) : the history of

the treatment of, and references to, the subject in

literature. Literary property*, (a) propeity which
consists in written or printed compositions ;

(b)

I the exclusive right of publication as recognized and
limited by law.

1749 L. Evans Middle Brit. Col. (1755) 3 The Seals of

I
some Half a Dozen Genttemen, noted in the literary Way.



LITERATA.

1758 J. G. Cooper Retreat Arislippus Epist. i. 108 With
these, and some a»kin lo these,. .1 live in literary ease. 1759
(Joldsm. Pol. Learn, vi. Wks. (Globe) 430/1 A man of
literary merit is sure of being caressed by the great, though
seldom enriched, 1773 Johnson in Boswett 29 Apr., Mallet
had talents enough to keep his literary reputation alive as

long as he himself lived. 1779 — L. P., Ctnuley p s His
mother, .struggling earnestly to procure him a literary

education. 1845 Cjraves Canon Law in Encyct. Metrop.
! I. 785/1 The literary history of the early Greek collections

has been carefully illustrated by Biener. a 1859 Macaui.av
Hist. Eng. xxiii. (1861) V. 7 The parliamentary conflict

on the great question of a standing army was preceded by
a literary conflict. 1898 H. Caloerwood D. Hume iii. 28
A large measure of literary ability was appearing in Scot-

land. 1900 J. G. Frazer Pausa/uas, etc. 68 The writer, it

is plain, has exaggerated for the sake of literary effect.

4. Acquainted with or versed in literature
;
spec.

engaged in literature as a profession, occupied

in writing books. Of a society, etc. : Consisting

of literary men.
1791 Hoswell Johnson an. 1764, Thatclub. .at Mr. Gar-

rick's funeral [an. 1779] became distinguished by the title of
The Literary Club. 1809 yml. XXI. 192 A few years
since, he married Miss Edgeworth, a lady of a respectable
literary family in Ireland. 1840 Carlyle Heroes (1858) 302
In the trne Literary Man there is thus ever.. a sacred ness.

1870 J. H. Newman Gram. Assent 1. iii. 18 The primary
duty of a literary man is to have clear conceptions, and to
be exact and intelligible in expressing them. 1895 Bookman
Oct. 14/1 Artistic and literary Glasgow owed much to his

genial energy.

Hence Iii-teraryism, addiction to literary forms;
an instance of this, a form of expression belonging
to literary language.
1879 Elworthy Pre/, io Exmoor Scolding (E.D.S.) 1 3 The

same -culture which prompts them to compose at all, binds
them in chains of literaryism. Ibid. 14 A great many
Hteraryisms are pointed out in the notes. 1891 Stevenson
Vailima Lett.). (1895) 94, 1 found a lot of slacknesses and
(svhat is worse in this kind of thing) some literaryisms.

I! Literata vliter^'ta). nonce-wd. Inquot.//.
[L. fern, of lilterdlus.] A learned or literary lady.

1794 Coleridge Lett. (1895) 1. 87 The young lady is said
to be the most literary of the beautiful, and the most beauti-
ful of the literata:.

Literate (li'terrT, a. and sb. Also 5. 7 li li-

terate, 6 litterat. [ad. L. Iil7eratus, f. littcra

letter.] A. adj.

1. Acquainted with letters or literature; edueateiL
instructed, learned. In early use, const, in.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) IV. 81 The.kynge toke to the
rhilde a m. talentes whiche bou^hte anoon a c. childer
liiterate. 1560 Rolland Crt. Venus lit. 142 For Tin law am
not weill litterat. 1603 Owen Pembrokeshire (i8gi) 176
Done by the witnesses* themselves if they were literate.

1631 Chapman Caesar «y Pomfey v. i. H 2 b, The yEgajan
sea, that doth diuide Europe from Asia. (The sweet lite-

rate world From the liarbarian). 1636 Brathwait Rom.
Jimp, j 50 An enemy of all litterate and learned men. 1680
Aiisw. Stitlingfleet's Serm. 7 Re-ordination is an uncouth
thing, quite against the hair of the literate World. 1748
Chest erf. Lett. (

1 792) I I.cl.xxii . 1 39 You are going to a polite
and literate Court. 1768-84 Johnson in BostvellApp. (1848)
Si 2/2 Had my mother been more literate, they had been
better companions. 1821 Lamb Elia% Old Benchers Inner
Temple, He was the Friar Bacon of the less literate portion
of the Temple. 1845 R. Vf. Hamilton Pop. Ednc. x. (ed. 2)

267 On the same ground, a Literate qualification for electoral
rights in the commonwealth, must be condemned. 1884
p. Hunter tr. Rcnsss Hist. Canon ii. 19 When the writ-
ings of the first disciples, .came within reach of persons who
were literate, they might [etc.].

absol. 1859 T. Hare Election Representatives (1S65) 90
Reducing .. the literate and the ignorant .. to one dead
level. 1859 Smiles Self-Help x. (i860) 274 The humblest
and least literate must train his sense of duly.

2. Of or pertaining to letters, literary men, or
literature; literary.

1648 W. Mountague Devout Ess. 1. xix. § 3. 348 Surely
this is the proper function of literate elegancy, to figure
verlue in so lively and fresh colours, that [etc.]. 1651 tr.

IVolton's Pancgyr. Chas. I in Reiiq. W. 135 To beguile,.

.

with some literate diversion, the tedious length of those
days. 1711 Shaftesb. Ckarac. (1737) III. Misc. v. ii. 274
Downright Ignorance of all literate Art, or just Poetick
Beauty. 1764 Scott Bailey's Diet. Titie-p., Republished
with many corrections, additions and literate improvements.
i8n Antiq. in Ann. Reg. 534/2 His own liberal hand was
speedily extended to relieve literate distress. 1837-9 Hallam
Hist. Lit. 1. v. (1855) I. 352 By the Reformation the
number of. .those requiring..a literate education was greatly
reduced. 185; P./Wilson Prch. Ann. (1863) II. iv. ii.

^42 Another inscription preserving . . the only authentic
literate Memorial. 187a M. Collins Two Plunges III. vi.

137 The old town.. has not the first force of either the aris-

tocratic or the literate or the mercantile impulse,

f b. ~ LlTEHAL 4. Obs.

ISS6 J- Hlywdoo.S/W<v# F. Concl. 60, 1 craue lentie..
one sencc tenterpretate : Of apt aplication to sence literate.

3. * Marked with short, angulated lines resem-
bling letters : applied to the surfaces of shells and
insects ' \ Ccut. Diet.).

B. sb.

1. A liberally educated or learned person.
a 1350 Image Hypocr. iv. So in Skelton's Wks. (1843) II.

440 Advocates, And parumlitterates.That eatevppall estates.

1778 Learuingat a Loss 1 1. 152 Christopher I Ia» tley, Esquire,
a Sir Wou'd*be Literate. 1808 Eleanor Sleath Bristol
Heiress V. ^24 Persuading her that she was the must accom-
plished literate and female wit of the age. 1852 J. 1 1. New-
man Cailista (1856) 238 Callista was a Greek ; a literate, or
blue-slocking. 1878 Lady Herbert Ir. HUbncr's Ramble
II. ii. 494 The literates in China are all atheists.

342

2. spec. In the Church of England, one who is

admitted to holy orders without having obtained a
university degree.
1824 Bp. Jebq Sp. Irish Tithe Compos. Amcndmt. Bill 49

In Ireland we have no literates, none of that class, who, in
this^ country, prepare themselves by private study, at a
trifling cost, for the profession of the Church. x86x Beresf,
Hone Eng. Cathedr. ig/h C. 18 Literates—who enter holy
orders without any reasonable hope of any better material
position. 1866 S. B. James Duty $ Doctrine tg Graduates
of the three Universities .. iheological-college men and
literates. 1868 M. Pattison Acadctn. Org. iv. 74 To obtain
ordination as a literate is something.

3. One who can read and write. Opposed to
illiterate.

1894H. C. Lea in Formu (U.S.> Aug. 675 Statistics show
that literates contribute a larger percentage of their class
to the criminal ranks than do the illiterates,

t Literated,^. Oh. [f.prec. + -ED 1
.] I,earned.

1611 FLORio,^tf,r/7<?>7i/0,literated, learned. 1612 Webster
IVh. Devil 111. i. E 2 b, Most literated ludges, please your

I lordships letc], 1647 Lilcv CItr. Astrol. clxv. 706 Much
I

tugging and shuffling with Atturneys, men witty and lite-

1 rated, cheats in Accompts.

II Literati (liter^-tai), sb. pi. Also S litterati.

[L. litterati", pi. of litteratns : see Litkrate.
In It. the word occurs in the same form (pi. of literato.

now written litterato; also lettcrato). Pos>ibly in the
17-iSth c. the Eng. use may have been supposed by some
to be derived from It. and not from Latin ;

early in the 18th c.

[

Literato appears as the sing, beside Literati's. J

Men of letters; the learned class as a whole.
' The earliest application in Eng. use is as the appellation

of the learned class of China, which Burton obtained from
I the Latin version of the letters of the Jesuit M. Ricci,

if06-7. The word is still so employed by writers on China.
1621 Burton Auat. Mel. To Rdr. (1624) 52 To be ..

! examined & approued as the literati in China. 1664
Evelyn tr. Frearts Arc/tit. etc 13a An industrious searcher
of the Sciences, which is the same that a good Philologer
is amongst our Literati, a 1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man.
I. ii. 63 These Sentiments are not confined to the Literati
of mankind.

_
1714 Aodikon Sped. No. 581 P33, 1 shall con-

sult some Litterati on the project. 1787 M. Cutler in

Life, etc. (1888) 1. 281 The University literati and men
of fortune are become proprietors. 1803 Svo. Smith Whs.
(1859) I. 63/1 The list of Danish literati will best prove that
they have no literati at all. 1809 W. Irving Kniekerb. m.
iii. (1820) 174 Manifold are the tastes and dispositions of the
enlightened literati, who turn over the pages of history.

1830 Carlvle Misc. (1857) I 37 Certain provincial literati

of the Hof district. i860 R. D. Vac. Tour. 114 The literati

of the southern Slaves are not to be found among a higher
class than the village clergy, and masters of village-schools.

It Literatim (literatim), [L. litteratiw,
f. littera letter.] Letter for letter

;
literally.

1643 Myst. Iniq. 36^ He wrote this Copy out of his
literatim, a 1733 R. North Examen \. ii. § 131 (1740) 102
The Proceedings of the Lower House, which are set forth
literatim in many Prints. 1813 Ld. Erskise Speeches I.

32g A paper which it sets out literatim nn the face of the
record. 1901 Athcnxnm 27 July 119/1 This.. does not pro-
fess to be an exact reproduction literatim of the text.

Literation v literJJ-Jan). [f. L. littcra + -ATloN.]

The action or process of representing (sounds or

words) by letters. In mod. Diets.

Literatist (lHeratist\ [f. Literate + -ist.]

One engaged in literary pursuits ; a writer, author.
1660 Fisher Rusticks Alarm Wks. (1679^ 469 He was not

ashamed, as our Universities Literatists are at this day, to

I

learn of Women. 1830 'Jon Bee* Ess. in Drain. Wks.
S. Foote 1. p. xxix, Indeed they are never the most elegant
literatists who study longest, at college, the jargon of the
schools. 1866 F. Harper Peace thro. Truth Ser. I. 135 It

would.. seem as though the greater number of our modern
literatists were a sort of inferior caste in English civilization.

Li'teratize, v. nonce-wd. [f. as pree. + -ize.]

trans. To pass away (time) in literary occupations.
1836 Lo. Lytton in K. R. Madden Life (ftcss BL'ssington

O855) II. 41, 1 literati/e away the morning.

II Literato (lilera-to). Also 8 litterato. [Tt.

litteratOy ad. I,, litteratus."\ One of the literati ; a

man of letters or erudition ; a learned man. Of.

Literat us.
1704 N. N. tr. Boccalinis Advts.fr.^ Parnass. I. 01 Every

Literato is proud of the Honour of his IKacon's] Company.
171 1 Steele Sped. N0. 53 r 9 Some may think we descend
from our Imperial Dignity, in holding Correspondence with
a private Litterato [v.r. Litterati). 11789 Cowper Let. to

Iv. Bagot Wks. 1836 VI. 266 A folio edition of the Iliad,

published, .at Venice, by a literato, who calls himself Vil-

loison. 1851 R. F. Hukton Goa 100 You cannot boast of
ever having produced a single eminent literato.

Literator (li-ter^toi). [a. L. lit{t)crator (1)
a teacher of A13C, (2) a grammarian, critic, (3) a

smatterer, a sciolist ; f. littcra letter. Cf. F. litte-

rateur.']

fl. A pretender to learning, a sciolist. Obs.

1635 A. Stafford Fern. Glory
y
Apel. (1869) p. xcv, Theise

Puntanicall Christians will admit of any Church-Mounte-
banke, any Lilerator, soe hee can shew him selfe seditious

enough, a 1641 Up. Mountagu Acts Mon. (1642) 457
Gregory JMartm, a Literator, who brawles against us for

using sometime the word Congregation for the Church.
2. A literary man ; = Litterateur.
1791 IjI kke Let. to Member Nat. Assembly Wks. VI. 36

[French] preceptors.. a set of pert petulant literatots, to

whom.. they assign the brilliant part of men of wit and
pleasure. 1812 Brenan's Milesian Mag. July 87 A history
of Ireland. .is about to be published by'that illustrious

literator Jack Squintum IJn. Lawless: pub. 1814J. 1817
Ticknor Lett. % Jrnls. (1876) I. 128 He. .asked me with
the eagerness of a hardened literator, whether letc.]. 1829

LITERATURE.
I Landor Imag. Conv. Wks. 1853 >• 385/1 They are lawyers,

I

literators, metaphysicians. 1831 Blackw. Mag. XXIX. 902
Hume, even as a litterat or, was every way superior to the
bishop. 1849 Thirlwall Lett. (1881) 196 On the metaphy.
sicians and literators I do not suppose that it would produce

I the slightest impression. 1872 Swinburne Under Muroscope
1 58 The men really and naturally dear to them [English re«

viewers] are the literators of Boston. 1878 Browning Poets
Croisie lxxxi, Literators trudging up to knock At Fame's
exalted templcdoor. 1890 Athenxum 1 1 Jan. 44/2 No array
of circumstances can transmute the born 'literator* into a
mere man of action. 1900 Pall Mall G. 5 Dec, Mr. Gibb
is no mere Orientalist ; he is also preeminently a literator.

3. f a. A bibliographer {obs.). b. One who eon-
cernshimselfwith verbal and textual criticism, rare.

.
i7*7-5i Chambers Cycl. s.v. Book, The history of a book

is either of its contents, .or of its appendages and accidents,
which is the more immediate province of those called lite-

I rators, and bibliothecarians. 1826 De Quincky Lessing's

j

Laocopn in Blackw. Mag. XX. 733 It is impossible from
the slight notices of this drama [the Laocoon of Sophocles]
in the old literators to come to any conclusion about the way
in which it was treated. 1858 — A*. Beuttey Wks. VII, 102
The philological researches ofthe Greek and Latin literator.

4. nonce-use. (See quot.)

1785 Trlslkr Mod. Times III. 166 Lord W. wished to

!

appoint me his literator, which office was to cull out the pith
of every new publication, and retail it to him at breakfast,

t Iii'teratory, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. littera-

/lorit/s, f. lilterator (see prec.).] Literary.
1652 Urquhart Trrw/Wks. (1834) 181 The martial and

^iteratory endowments of some natives of that soyle.

r* Literature (H"teratiui). Forms: 4 Sc. i&te-
ratdur, 5-6 litt-, Iytterature, 6 Sc. literalur,
•uir, 6- literatures [ad. (either directly or
through F. lilteralure) L. litteratura (whence Sp.
lileralura, It. letleralura, G. lilteralur), f. littera

a letter. Cf. Lettuure.]-
1. Acquaintance with * letters* or books

; polite

or humane learning; literary culture. Now rare
and obsolescent. (The only sense* in Johnson and
in Todd 1818.)
e 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxi. {Eugenia?^ Scho had leyryte

. .of pc sewine sciens. .& part had of al latcratour. c 1425
Wyntoun* Cron. ix. xxiii. 2227 Cunnand in to litterature,

A seymly persone in stature [etc,y 1432-50 tr. Higden
(Rolls) VI. 359 Seynte Grimbalde the monke, nobly in*

structe in litterature and in musyke.'' 1513 Dradshaw St.
IVerburge ii. 4 The comyn people .. Whiche without
lytterature and good informacyoh Ben lyke to Brute beestes.
a 1529 Skelton Bo7vge of Conrte 449, I know your vertu
and your lytterature. 1581 N. Klrne Disput. xxv. iogb,
Ane pure man, cjuha..hes nocht sufficient literatur to vn-
dirstand the scripture. 1605 Kacon Adv. Learn. 1. To
the King § 2. 2 There hath not beene .. any King .. so
learned in all literature and erudition, diuine and humane.
£1645 Howell

m
Lett. (1650) I. 346 In comparison of

your spacious literature, I have held all the while but
a candle to the sun. 1693 J. Howards A uthor. O. ff N.

\ Test. 239 Another person of infinite literature ISelden].

1727 Swift Let. Eng. Tongue Wks. 1755 11. 1. 187 Till

' better care be taken in the education of our young nobility,

that they may set out into the world with sonic foundation
of literature. 1779-81 Johnson L. P.

}
Milton (1868) 37 He

had probably more than common literature, as his son
addresses him in one of his most elaborate Latin poems.
Ibid. 62 His literature was unquestionably great. He read
all the languages wbicb axe considered either as learned or

I

polite. 1802 Mar. Edckworth Moral T. (1816) I. 206
A woman of considerable information and literature. 1862

: Borrow Wild Wales 1 1, x. 104 The boots (is) a fellow with*
out either wit or literature. 1880 Howells Undisc. Country
xix. 290 In many things he was grotesquely ignorant ; he
was a man of very small literature.

2. Literary work or production ; the 'activity or

profession of a man of letters ; the realm of letters.

1779 Johnson L. P., Cowley f 1 An author whose preg-

nancy of imagination and elegance of
<
language have

deservedly set liim high in the ranks of literature. 1791-
' 1823 D'Lsraeli Cnr. Lit. (1859) - 4°7 Literature, with us,

exists independent of patronage or association. 1830 Scoit—
Introd, to Lay Last Minstr. Poet. Wks. -833-4 VI. 17,

! I determined that literature should be my Uaft, but not my
J

crutch, and that the profits of my literary labour ..should

not ..become necessary to my ordinary expenses. 1853
Lytton My Novel vii. viii, Ah, you make literature your
calling, sir? 1879 JNIorlev Burke 9 Literature, the most
seductive, the mot deceiving, the most dangerous of pro-
fessions.

, 3. Literary productions as a whole; the body of

writings produced in a particular country or period,

or in the world in general. Now also in a more
restricted sense, applied to writing which has claim

to consideration on the ground of beauty of form

or emotional effect. Light literature : see Ligut
a.* 19.
This sense is of very recent emergence Iwth in Eng. and Fr.

1812 Sir H. Davy Chew. Phitos. 6 Their literature, their

works of art otTer models that have never been excelled.

1838 Arnold Hist. Rome 1. 21 Many commun words, which
no nation ever derives from the literature of another, are the

I

same in Greek and Latin. 1845 M. Pattison Aw. (1889) 1.

1

Such history, almost more than any other branch of htera*

ture, varies with the age that produces it. i8§6 Emkrson
Eng. Traits, Ability Wks. (Bonn) 1 1. 41 There is no depart-

ment of literature, of seience, or of useful art, in which they
have not produced a first rate book. 1857 Kuckle Civilte.

l.v. 244 Literature, when it is in a healthy and unforced

state, is simply the form in which the knowledge of a coun*
tiy is registered. 1874 Green Short Hist.,vii. § 7. 413 The
full glory of the new literature broke on England witb
Edmund Spenser. 1879 Seelev in Macm. Mag. XLI. 24
Those who cannot have recourse to foreign literatures ai«

forced to put up with their ignorance.



LITERATUS,

b. The body of books and writings that treat of
a particular subject
i860 Tvndall Glac. I. vi. 44, 1 was well acquainted with the

literature of the subject. 1879 Harlan Eyesight t. o It.,
has accumulated a literature of its own which an ordinary
lifetime is hardly long enough to master.

C. colloq. Printed matter of any kind.
18915 Daily News 20 Nov. 5/2 In canvassing, in posters,

and in the distribution of what, by a profane perversion of
language, is called 1 literature \ 1900 Westm. Gaz. 12 Oct. 2/1
A more judicious distribution of posters, and whal is termed
•literature \

II Literatus (literati's), rare. [L. lit(t)eratus,

f. littera letter.] One of the Literati ; a man of let-

ters or erudition ; a learned man. Cf. Literato.
1704 Heahnk Duct. Hist. (17 14) I. 401 It is., not a

sufficient Reason to decry it so much as a late Ingenious
Literatus has done. 1806 Lamb Lett. viii. To Mr. Rickman
79 You do not happen to have any place at your disposal
which would suit a decayed Literatus? 1823 De Quimckv
Lett. Yng^ Man i. Wks. 1890 X. 19 Now we are to consider
that our bright ideal of a literatus may chance to be married.

Litere, obs. form of Litter.

Literose (Irterous), a. rare. [ad. late L. lit-

terosus, f. littera letter.] Studiedly or affectedly

literary. Hence Litero'sity.
1888 Howklls in Harper's Mag. Feb. 479/2 Daudet is

always literose. 1891 — Introd. to Mrs. Craig's tr. Verga's
House by Medlar-tree 6 He has as completely freed himself
from literosity as the most unlettered among them.

Lites, obs. form of Lights.

Iiith (li)>), sbA Obs. exc. arch, or dial. Forms

:

1 led5, 1-4 litS, 3-6, 9 lithe, 3-6 lyth, 4 lippe,

5 leth, lythe, 5, 7, 9 leith, 6 lethe, 4- lith.

[OE. lip neut. = OFris. lith, /;Vneut., OS. /tfmasc.
(Du. /iV/neut.), OHG. lid masc. and neut, ON./tf-r
masc. (Sw. and Da. led masc), Goth, liftts masc.:—
OTeut. *lij>u- pre-Teut. *littt~ f. root */f- : see Limb
sb. A compound of this word with the prefix ga-
(=Y-) is OHG. gilid (G. glied limb, member).]
1. A limb. Lith from lith, ffrom lith to lith :

limb from limb.
a 900 Cynewulf Crist 1032 (Gr.) Sceal bonne anra gehwylc

. .leodum onfon & lichomaru c 900 tx.Baeda %
s Hist, iv.xxxlij.

(Schipper) 534 He waes by-end lie on bam jefceodnessum
his lipa [t*.rr. leoSa, lima], c 1330 Arth. <y Merl. (Kftlbing)

8494 Wa wains breber on & oper smiten euerich lib fram
oper. 1390 Gower Con/. I. 99 Sche hath no lith withoutc
a lak. c 1410 Sir Cleges 292, I schall the bette eucry leth,

Hede and body, wythout greth. c 1430 Life St. Kath.
(1884) 53 To make al hir body to be rent lyth from lyth.

1496 Dives A- Pnnp. (W. de W.) 1. vi. 38/1 The horryble
wheles whicne the tvraunt Maxencius ordeyned to rente
her from lyth to lyth. 173a E. Erskine Serm. Wks. 1871
II. 177 Everything was in its proper joint and lith, sub.
servient unto the great end of their creation.

2. A joint
;
frequent in lith and limb, etc. ; also

lith and bone. Out of lith : out of joint.

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. 11. 242 On Sone 115 baira eaxla. c 1220
Hestiary 626 He ne hauen no lid $at he mujen risen wio.
a 1300 Cursor M. 12612 Weri was sco bath lith and ban.
c >375 Sc* Leg. Saints xxiv. (Alexis) £i8 Quhat sek mane
bat twechit hym, Hishelehe gat in hth and lyme. 1470-
85 Malorv Arthur ui. xiv, Alias syr sayd the lady myn
arme isoute of lythe. 15.. How Cd. Wy/e taught Dau,
38 in Q. Eliz. Acad. 45 Loke bou mekly ansuere hym, And
meue hym nober lyth ne lymme. c 1560 A. Scott .Poems
(S. T. S.) ii. 135 Thow art moir lerge of lyth and lym Nor
1 am, be sic thre. 1718 Ramsav Christ's Kirk Gr. ill. xxiv,
Ilka member, lith and lim. a 178a Ld. Alchinlecic in
Croker's Boswetl (1831) III. 79 note, God, doctor \ he gart
kings ken that they had a lith in their neck. 1828 J. Wil-
son in Btackw. Mag. XXIV. 683, 1 finally sunk away
into voluptuous diffusion of lith and limb on that celestial
sofa, a 1828 Bonny Boios 0 Lond. xvii. in Child Ballads
I. 135/2 He's taen a lith o her little finger bane.

D. fig. esp. in phrase to hit the lith or to hit

upon the lit/t, an expression borrowed from carving.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 262 pus, \o be articles, bet beo5, ase bauh
me seide, be H5es of ure bileaue onont Godes monheade.
1637 Rutherford Lett. (1862) 1. 22r To hold offan erroneous
conclusion in the least wing or lith of sweet sweet truth.

1727 P. Walker Life Peden in Biogr. Presb. I. 122 And
seldom hit upon the right lith or joint Ibid. 140 Of late,

I have heard some liths and nicks of the Gospel made plain.

c. The last joint or tip (of the finger).

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke xvi. 24 Send lazarum pact he dyppe
his fingres HS on wsetere & mine tungan sehade. 1815
Scott Guy M. xxxix, A scar abune the brow, that ye might
hae laid the lith of your finger in.

3. Sc. A division (of an orange, etc.) ; one of the
rings surrounding the base of a cow's horn.

179S G. RoBEaTSON Agric. Surv. Mid-Lothian 155 The
horns (of the Mysore cow in particular) are without annulets,
or liths as we call them, a 1859 J. P. Nichol (Ogilv.), The
reader will at once comprehend the reason by cutting an
orange through its centre obliquely to its axis. Each lith is

of equal size, but the exposed surface of each on the freshly*
cut circle will not be so. 1890 H. Drummond in Life xv.

(1899) 376 A green banana leaf., wound once round the
head after being cut into four or five * liths*.

tldth,^ Obs. [OEJilip neut. ;-OTeut. type
*hfipom, f. root HIT- (see Lean v.\ Ladder) :-

pre-Teut. *klei-; cf. the ablaut var. ON. hl/6 of

the same meaning.] A slope.
Beoivutf (Z.) 1893 No he mid hearme of hlioes nosan

gaestas grette. a icoo Andreas 841 (Gr.) Fore burj^eatum
beorgas steape, hleoou hlifodon. ci*oo Trin. Colt. Horn.
117 pere weren men of eche londe pat is under heuene KSe.
c i«os Lav. 32219 }eond wudes & ?eond liSen. 1 1789 Whitk
Setbome (1853) 171 A steep abrupt pasture-field . . known by

343

I the name of Short Lithe. Ibid., Steep pastures are called
the Lit he. 1

t Lith, *A» Obs. Also 3 litS, leo*. [ON. H6
a host, also help, f. root of 116a to go, travel, go on
an expedition (see Lead tf.1).]

1. A body of men.
c 1205 Lay. 5307 We wullet gan a leo3e. 1377 Lamgi.. P.

PI. B. xvi. x8i pre leodes in o lith non lenger ban other,
Of one mochel &. myjte in niesure and in lengthe.

2. Help, remedy.
ctao$ Lav. 5213 Nes per nan oScr li5 }if heo nalden

3ernen grio.

t Iiith, sb* Obs. Also 4-5 lithe, lythe. [Of
' somewhat uncertain origin ; most prob. a. ON. lyQ-r

people, vassals collectively (see Lede) ; but it may
wholly or partly be a use of Lith sb.'-' 1.] People,
subjects, vassals. Only in alliterative phrases. (Cf.
Lede 1 b.)

a 1300 Cursor M. 13165 Nober i ask be lith na land.
c 1300 Havelok 2515 Lond and lith, and ober catel. r 1330 R.
Urunxe Chrou.(iBio) 194 per wille wille not be went, ne lete
lond ne lith [Fr. tere ?ie tenement). 1357 Lay Folks Caiech.
252 In cas that we have.. Wittandly and willfalli gere our
euen cristen. . falsly be desesed of land or of lithe, c 1420
Anturso/Arth. liii. (MS. Douce), Here 1 gif Sir Galerone.

.

Al be londes and be lithes fro lauer to layre. c 1440 Bone Plor.
841 Who schall us now geve londes or lythe, Hawk ys, or
howndes? 1456 Sir G. Havk Law 0/Arms (S. T. S.) 148,
I atn Ivke to tyne up all, bathe, .land, lythe, and place.

Lith, obs. foims of Light sb. and a.-

Ijith, obs. f. 3rd pers. sing. pres. ind. of Lie.

-lith, a terminal element representing (Jr. Ai0oj
stone, in adaptations of actual or assumed Gr. com-
pounds. The words with this ending are chiefly
terms of Uiology and Pathology, as coccolith, cyalho-
lithy discotith, helmintholith, hippolith ; other ex-
amples are acrolith, aerolith, laccolith

y
monolith.

In terms of mineralogy -lite is commonly used
instead of -lith.

II Lithaemia (libr*mia). rath. [mod.L., f. Gr.
A<0-os stone + aljx-a blood.] The condition in which
lithic or uric acid is in excess in the blood ; for-

merly called nriavmia.
1874 C. MuRCiMSON Functional Derangem. Liver ii. 65

This morbid state of the blood I propose to designate
Lithajniia. 1884 F. J. Nott in Harper s Mag. Aug. 44^/2
These waters are.. efficacious in..lith<xtnia.

I lence Lithsemic (lijv'mik) a., of or pertaining to

lithaemia ; affected with lithaemia.

1889 Syd. Soc. Lex., Lithxniic insomnia. 1897 A lib 11It's

Syst. Med. IV. 10 These also are frequently found in

lithaimic persons. Ibid. 750 The so-called ' lithremic dia-
thesis ' is a . . frequent cause of throat disease.

LithagOgue (li^ag^g), a. and sb. Path. Also

9 erroneously lithogogue. [f. Gr. Ai'0-os stone +
d^aryos drawing forth.] a. adj. Having the power
to expel calculi from the kidneys or bladder,

b. sb. A medicine supposed to have this power.
1844 Hoblvn Diet. Med. Terms y Lithagoga, .. Litha-

gogues. 1850 Ogilvie has adj. and sb.

Iiithanode (li-ban^ud). Electr. [f. Gr. At'0o?

stone + Anode.] A hard compact form of per-

oxide of lead, used in storage batteries. A\so attrib.

1887 D. G. FitzGerald Patent Specif. Engl. No. 16608
for 1 886 My invention relates to the manufacture of per-
oxide of lead in porous coherent self-supporting masses (or

what is known as 4 lithanode '). 1892 Electrical Engineer
x6 Sept. 28^/2 This difficulty, we are told, was soon over-

come by utilising some of the small lithanode cells to produce
a flashing arc. 1893 Pall Mall G. 10 Jan. 4/3The lamps are
worked by Lithanode batteries from the stage.

II Iiitha'nthrax. Obs. Also 7 lithanthrix,

8 lithonthrax. [Mod.L., f. Gr.^^os stone +
avOpaf charcoal.] Used as a scientific name for

mineral coal (i.e.
1 coal ' in the mod. sense), in dis-

tinction from xylanthrax (charcoal).
16 1 1 Speed Theat. Gt. Brit. i. xlvL 89 The Chiefest com-

modity. .are those Stones Linthancraces [sic : ? read lithan-

traces], which wee call Sea-coales. 1696 Phillips (ed. 5),

Lithanthrix, a stony Coal, being a kind of Gagate. 1706
Ibid. (ed. Kersey), Lithanthrax, stony Coal, a kind of

Jeat ; Pit.coal, or Sea-coal, a 17*8 Woodward Nat. Hist.

Fossils 1. (1729) 1. 165 Lithonthrax, or Coal. 1802 A. Elli-

cott Jrnl. (1803) 24 Mines of pit coal (lithanthrax), are.,

inexhaustible from Pittsburgh many miles down the river.

Litharge (libaid^). Forms: a. 4-6 litarge,

j

5-6 lytarge, 6 lethargy, lytherge, 6-7 litargy,

I iittarge, 7 lithargie, -y, lytharge, ^littorage,

lytoridge, lyturgy), 8 litargie, letharge, lithe-

rage, (liturge), 5- litharge. P. 5 litargirij, 6

lithargirye, lythurgyry, 7 lithargiry. [a. or

ad.O F. litarge, litargire (F. litharge) , ad. L. kthmr-

gyrtts, a. Gr. \i$apyvpos, f. XtO-os stone + apyvpos

I silver. The $ forms are from the mod.L. deriva-

tive litargirium, -ia."\

1. Protoxide of lead (PbO) prepared by exposing

f melted lead to a current of air. f Also litharge

of lead.

1322 in Wardr. Acc. Edw. II 23/20 Litarge +d. per lb.

c 1386 Chaucer Can. Yeotyi. Prol. % T. 222 Oure grounden
litarge eek in the PIo]rfurie. 1477 Norton Ord. Alch. iii.

in Ashm. (1652) 41 Then we name it our grounde Litharge.

1563 T. Gale Antidot. 11. 49 Take Litargeof leidein fynepou-
der. 1674 Rav Collect. Words, Smelting Silver 114 When
the furnace is come to a true temper of heat the Lead con-

LITHE,

]
verted into Litharge is cast off. 1707 Curios, in Hush. *
Card. 32s Lead being, .burnt into Litargie, retakes also its

first Form . . if a Lixiviate Salt be . . applied to it. 1758
' Reid tr. Macquer*s Chem. I. 389 Pure Lead, being exposed

to a strong fire without any adciitament, turns to Litharge.
i860 Pi esse Lab. Chan. Wonders 155 Put a few grains of
litharge before the blowpipe flame.

fb. Litharge ofgold \ a name given to litharge

when coloured red by mixture of red lead. Lith-
arge of silver 1 a name given to it as being a by-
product in the separation of silver from lead. Lith-
arge of bismuth : ? a similar product obtained by
the oxidation of bismuth. Obs.
c 1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg. 99 Take . . litarge of gold,

litarge of silnir *.viii. 1578 Lytk Dodoens vi. lxxxvii. 771
To be pound wilh the lytarge of sylver and frankencense.
1597 Gkrarde Herbal 11. 1. 269 The inice mixed with oile

of roses, ceruse, and Iittarge of golde, and applied [etc.].

1601 Holland Pliny I. 304 The very root of the right Nard
.. is mingled .. with Litharge of siluer, Antimony, or the
rind of Cyperus. 1639 T. de Gkav Compl. Horsem. ?o3
Take lyturgy of gold and lyturgy of silver .. mix well the
lytur^ys. 1718 Qi incy Compl. Disp. (1719) 212 Lythargyrus
Ann, Litharge of Gold. It generally is call'd thus for its

Colour sake. 1727-41 Chamhkrs Cycl., Artificial Litharge,
which is of two kinds

f 7Vs. that of gold, and that of silver ; or
rather it is the same, with this difference, that the one has
undergone a greater degree of fire than the other. 1796
KnnvAN Eltm. Mm. (ed. 2) 11. 489 Litharge of itismuth.

f2. Used as equivalent to White Lead ox Red
Lead (see Lead sb."1 2).

1551 'JVrnkr Herbal 1. M j, The iuice of Coriandre with
whyte lede or lythurgyry and vinegre. t66o Houkj.i.
Lexicon, Litargie, or white Lead. 1683 Pettus Fleta Iffin.

1. 1 1686) 26 Of these pibble-stones lake one part, and half a
part of red I.ittorage or Littarge .. and hete it well. 1796
Kirwan Eton. Min. (ed. 2) 11. 368 Litharge or Red Lead.
1800 tr. Lagrange's Chem. 11. 64 If you expose to heat in a
crucible red oxide of lead or litharge.

«3. attrib., as lithargefurnace ; litharge-plaster
? — Diachylon; litharge-way, the opening in a
reverberatory furnace through which the litharge

flows in the fining of silver.

1887 Raymond Statist. Mines <v Mining 26 We canvassed
the ..necessity of erecting a "litharge furnace. 1784 M.
Unokrwood Dis. Children (1799) III. 94 Small pieces of
the 'litharge-plaster may be applied. 1889 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
Litharge plaster, the Ktuplastrntu plnmbi. X797 Encycl.
Brit. (ed. 3) XI. 464A? This blast .. throws the litharge that
is not imbibed by the test towards a channel, called the
Titharge-way, through which it flows.

.

Lithargie, obs. form of Lkthaugy.
Lithate CH'Jv7^). Chem. Also lithiate. [f.

Litimc + -ate.] A salt of lilhic acid.
182 1 \V. Proi:t Gravel, Calculus, tic. 11? The quantity of

lithate of ammonia in the urine is increased above the
natural standaid. 1823 Cham Technol. Diet., Lithiate.
1862 H. W. Ffi.Li.R Dis. Lmu*s r>.j8 The urine is generally
scanty during the height of the disease, deep«coloured,
loaded with lit hates. 1876 IIahlkv Mat. Med. (ed. 6) iw
It is supposed to decompose the insoluble lithate of .--oda

in the system.

Hence Xiithatic (Hjwtik) a., of or pertaining to,

or of the nature of a lithate.

1858 J. H. Hknnkt Xutrition v. 154 The turbidity is

owing to the presence of a lithalic depusit.

t Lithe, sb.l Obs. [f. Lithk a. ; not connected

with Lethe a.] A calm, lull
; fig. respite.

c 1300 Havelok 147 Xe he ne nmuchte no lyj>e gete.

c 1440 Promp. Pari>. 3to 1 Lyye, or lythe, and cahne wedyr,
malacia.

Hence + Iii thefuII <?., calm, gentle.

£1205 Lav. 1262 He bonkede hire 3eorne mid liSftille

worden.

Lithe, sb£ Obs. exc. dial. In 7 lyth, 9 lythe.

[? f. Lithe v. 1] (See quots.)

1688 R. Holme Armoury in. 83. 1 Lyth, or Lything, is

Oatmeal or bruised Groats that thickens lJroth. 1899
Cutubld. Gloss., Lythe, oatmeal and water mixed smooth
and added to broth to thicken it.

Lithe (bio), sb? Sc. Also 8-9 lythe. [? variant

of Lewth. (But cf. Lithe a. 2 c.)] Warm shelter.

1768 Ross lletenore (1789) 58 She frae ony beeld was far

awa', Except stane-sides, and they had little lythe. 1868
G. Macdonald A'. Falconer II. 195 Come into the lythe
o' the bank here.

Lithe (teitf), <*• Forms : 1 litfe, 1^3e, 2-5
lifle, 4 li5th, 4-7 lith, lythe, 5-7 lyth, S-9 dial.

lyth(e, 4- lithe. Also 3 i-li*e. [OE. lide= OS.
lithi, OHG. lindi (MWG.limie, mod.G. Ivui) soft,

gentle, mild :—OTeut. type *linp/o-
t

f. Tcut. and
WAryan root */<?;/-, whence Lin v., ON. lht-r soft,

L. lentus slow.]

+ 1. Of persons, their actions, dispositions, and

utterances : Gentle, meek, mild. Const, dat. or

to. Obs.
Beowulf z\ 83 Manna niildust . . leodum li5ost. a 1000 Apol-

lonius of'Fyre (1834) 2/25 Da cliopode heo hi hire to mid
li5ere spraice. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. v. 5 Eadi^e synt ba
li5an. c 1200 Ormin 7754 Forr lamb iss soffte & stille deor,

& libe & meoc & milde. ^1205 Lav. 4 He wes Leouenades
sone liSe him beo drihten. Ibid. 4917 pu esert me swi3e
ilioe lri275 lij>e] & ich be leouie swioe. a 1225 Ancr. R.
428 Swuch ouh wumrhone lore to beon—lunelich & liSe.

a 1325 Prose Psalter cxliv. [cxlv.] 9 Our Lord is libe to

alle. c 1400 Destr. Troy 9706 The first of po fre, bat to be
freike said, Was Vlyxes, the lord, with his lythe wordes.

2. Of things, chiefly material things : Mild, soft

;

also, agreeable, mellow, pleasant. Of a medicine :

Gentle in operation. Obs. exc. dial.
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c888 K. ^Elpskd Boeth. xl. § 3 HwaeSer him cume be

reSu w[y]rd be liftu. n 1000 Card/uon's Gen. 211 (Gr.) pset

lifle land. <: 1x75 Lamb. Horn. 129 Dei weter of egipte wes
ii5e and swete. c 1320 Sir Pristr. 707 Water bai asked

swipe,..Wit mete and drink libe. c 1384 Chaucer //. Aamu*
I. 1 18 To make lythe of that was harde. c 1400 Lan/rauc's

Cerurg. 87 If ^ quytture be bicke & tow?, baime is be

medicyn to ]t|>e. c 1400 Rom. Rose 3762 The savour soft

and lyihe Strook to mya hcrte withoute more. 164* Rogers
Naaman 172 How lythe and cheerfull would the soule be

in going tn Zoar out of Sodome. 1664 Sprlman Gtoss. s. v.

Ledo, lenis (nobis hodie, Lithe). 1844 Tmom Rhymes 0/

a

Weaver 72 They miss the lythe licht o' their May. 1878
— y,Kk o' Knowe 56 iK. D. D.) Lithe Time stole away.

tb. Of weather: Calm, serene. [Cf. OE. Afta,

June and July.] Of water : Smooth, still. Obs.

C1205 Lay. 7242 pxt weder wes swi5e H5e. Ibid. 24198

pa. .bat gras was rine and bat water wes liSe. a 1300 E. E.

Psalter cvi. 29 His stremes leften lithe. 13.. Coer de L.

4859 The wynd gan wexe lythe. a 1440 Sir Eglam. 1056

To the see they went fulle yare And passyd the watiir

lyihe. c 1460 Emare 348 The wedur was lythe of le. 1577-

87 Holinshf.d Chron. II. ///si. Scot. 203/2 It prooved as

lithe a daie, without appearance of anie tempest to insue.

c. Comfortable, genial, sheltered, warm. *SV.

c 1430 Syr Tryam. 4:7 Sche toke up hur sone to hur And
lapped hyt fulle lythe. c 1470 Henry Wallace 11. 276 Syn
in a bed thai brocht him fair and lyih. a 1774 Fergusson
Whs.. (1807) 262 Like thee they scour frae street or field,

And hap them in a lyther bield. 1867 G. W. Donalu Poems
(1879) 66 Licht an' lyihe wes Peggie's bosom. 1871 W.
Alexander Johtrny Gibb xi. (1877) 66 They're fine lythe

parks, an' ear' tee ; beasts mith live o' them throu' the

winter naar. 1884 D. Grant Lays <Y Leg. North 774
Winter drives them o'er the sea To seek the lyther land.

3. Easily bent; flexible, limber, pliant, supple.

(The current sense, the only one in Johnson.)
c 1400 St. Alexius (Laud 622) 6 Of bodies stronge & 113th.

1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. Feb. 74 Ilis dewelap as lythe,

as lasse of Kent. 1599 Withals' Diet. 109 b, The bills of

birds we see full oft, Whiles they bee yong are Hth and soft.

1667 Milton P.L. iv. 347 Th' unwieldy Elephant . . wreaih'd

II is Lithe Proboscis. 1667 R. Nohwood in Phil. Trans.
II. 567 To the Ilarpingdron is made fast a strong lythe

rope. 1814 Carv Dante, Par. xxvi. 85 Like the leaf, That
bows its lithe top till the blast is blown. 1833 Tennyson
Poems 36 As lithe eels over meadows gray Oft shift their

glimmering pool by night. 1856 Bryant Poems, Hymn to

J)eath 37 The perjurer, Whose tongue was lithe, e'en now,
and voluble Against his neighbour's life. 1871 R. Ellis tr.

Catullus \\\. 106 He more lithe than a vine amid Trees.

4. Of broth, soup, etc. : Smooth, thick, dial.

a 1648 DiGirv Closet Open. (1669) 259 Stir it np quick with

your hands, like a lilh pudding. 1805 J. Stac.g Misc.

Poems (1808) 56 Hit swoaps o' drink an' guod lythe keale.

5. Comb.
1791 CowPEft /Had xv. 839 Or swans lithe-necked gra7ing

the river's verge. 1897 &at'ly AVwj 26 May 9 There are

sixteen of them, .tall, lithe-looking sun-burnt figures.

t Lithe, v.1 Obs. Forms: 1 lfBan, 3 lioen, Orm.
lipenn. Pa. I. 1 l&B, 3 leett, la15,//. lit$e(n ; also

in weakform lifi(e)de. Pa.pple. 3ili8e(n. [OE.

//fo/ii, id6
t
Hden = OS. //dan, OHG. //dan carry

(MUG. //den), ON. Iida to travel (Sw. iida, Da.

lide\ Goth, {a/-, ga-, ns-)/ei/tan to go, f. Teut. root

*/fj>- (:*/<?<?-, sec Load sb.).] inlr. To go, pass;

in OE. esp. to go by sea, to sail.

Becnvulfm Da liSende land fcesawon. c 900 tr. B.rda's

//ist. in. aiv. [xix.J (1890) 218 pa forlet he pa mxjSe & ofer

sae lao in Gallia rice, c 1200 Okmin 8434 Inutill whillc ende
off all batt land He badd himm panne lipenn. c 1205-75 Lay.

[passim: see Glossary],

Hence fLi'thiug///. a., of a ship, sailing.

cttos Lay. 943 Alle pa H5inde scipen pe on his londe beoS.

fliithe, v. 2 Obs. Forms: 1 lipan, lipian, 3

lilSen, 4-7 lythe, 3- lithe. [OE. //dan, weak
vb, f. l/de mild, Lithe a.]

1. trans. To render 'lithe
1

, i.e. gentle or mild
;

to influence (a person) gently ; lo relax (fetters)

;

to assuage, mitigate (grief, pain) ; to relieve, soothe

;

to render (a limb) supple ; to bend, subdue (per-

sons, their passions).

c 897 K. /ELFaED Gregory's Past.xvW. 124 Dis isoearf oaet

se se be wunde lacnian wille *,eote win on . .& eft e!e, oact se

hie liSe & hade, cxzoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 95 ShereSures-

daies absolucion USe be sinne bendes. 13.. A'. Alts. 2797
The saut com so thikke and swilhe, That no weryng ne
myghte heom lithe. 136a Langl. P. PI. A. vit. 183 Lome
inennes limes weore lybet bat tyme. c 1374 Chaucer
Troylus iv. 726 (754) He pat wont here wo was for to lype,

She mot for-gon. a 1400-50 Alexander 3754 To lithe vs all

if bou limpes na louyng bou gettis. c 1430 Syr Gener.
(Roxb.) 7721 Hir angre she gan ther to lithe. 155a Abi*.

Hamilton Catech. (1884) 173 The haly spreit..be his grace
lythis and turnis our hart to God. 1614 T. Adams Diuells

Banket vi. 291 England.. hath now suppled, lythed, and
stretched their throates. 164a Rogers Naaman 313 Giue
me also faith, Lord,.. to lythe, to forme, and to accommo-
date my spirit and members.

2. To render * lithe* or thick ; to thicken (broth,

etc.). Also /ransf.

1674 Ray N. C. Words 30 Lithe the pot, i.e. put Oatmeal
into it. i7ii W. Storr Bk. Rem. in Yorksh. Arch. yml.
VII. 58 Lithe it with bean meal as hot as can be bidden.

1808 Bald Coal-trafe of Scot. i. 13 The coalmasters

frequently inquired if the sinkers were lything the water,

that is, making it of a thick and muddy colour by their

operations. 1867 B. Brierley Marlocks iii. 69 'I be old

woman was engaged in 1
lithing * tbe broth.

Lithe (l3i<5), v$ Obs. exc. arch, and diai.

Forms : 3 liBen, -in, 3-7, 9 lythe, 4, 7 lithen,

4 lythen, 4, 6 7 lith, 4-6 lyth, 3- lithe. [ON.

344

Aiyda (MSw. /ydha to listen, S\v. fyda, Da. /ydc to

obey ; the Da. lylU to listen, is a different forma-

tion), f. /1U6S ncut., listening, sotmd, corresp. to

Goth. /////// listening attention (rjavx'ta), OHG.
h/ittdar

f
OE. hlfobor sense of hearing, music, f.

Teut. root *h/at~ lo hear: see List sbA] inlr.

To hearken, listen. Const, dal. or lo, unto {at
f

till). Also, to hear of (a thing). Occas. quasi-

!

trans, with obj. a thing.
a ia?5 Juliana 73 LvsteS me leoue men & H5e5 ane

hwile. c 1*50 Gen. «$ 2077 Qua5 Sis bred-wri^te,
' Ii5e3 nu me . ^1300 Havelok 1400 Libes nou alle to me,

I
Louerdinges. 13.. Gan*. <y Gr. Knt. 1719 Thenne was bit

lif vpon list to lj-pen be honndez. c 1330 R. MzvsxEChrori.

I

(1810) 67 How be gamen ?ede lithe I salle iow seie. ^1330
Arm's $ A mil. 429 Hir name was cleped Belisaunt, As ye

j
may lithe at me. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xi. 65 To lithen

here laies and here loueliche notes. ? a 1400 Morte Arth.
}

1810 Theis newe made knyghttez Lythes vn-to the crye.

C1400 Tale o/Gamelyn 1 Litheth and lesteneth and herken-

j

eth aright, a 1400-50 Alexander 5023 pan list him lithe of

I his lyfe & of his last ende. c 1470 Golagros # Gaw. 1163

)
Lufly ledis in land, lythis me til ! ? a 1500 Ballad, Adam
Bell, etc 1. 17 Now liihe and listen, gentlemen That of

mirth loueth to heare ! 1500-30 DuNBAa Poems I. 1 Now
; lythis of ane gentill Knycht, Schir Thomas Norray. 1592

in Vicarys A fiat. (1888) App. ix. 228 Lythe and I shall

tell them the. 1615 Brathwait Strappado (1878) 132 Thou
mun not take petition (lithen me) Nor emertaine him, till

thou take thy fee. 1683 G. Mf.riton Yorksh. Dial. 4 Lythe
yee, Lythe yee ! How fondley you tawke. 1807 Stagg
Poems 20 Monnv a sleepless night she past, . . As she lythe'd

the lengthnin' blast. 1840 Barham /ugol. Leg. Ser. 1.

WitcheF FroliCj One tale I remember of mickle dread,

Now lithe and listen, my little boy Ned.
Lithe, variant of Lythe, the pollack.

Lithe, obs. 3rd sing. ind. pres. of Lie v.* and

tLitheby, a. Obs. Forms: 1 li}>ebis(e, 3

leofiebeie, lepebei. [OK. /eoPu-bige, /tyeb/ge:—

pre-Engl. */ipnbaiigjo~
y
f. ii}it' LiTH sbt + *baugjo',

f. root of Bow v.] Supple-jointed, lissome.

<tiooo^lfric Horn. II. 152 pa wearS bset halite lie hal

on eorOan gemet,. .Ii5e bi?;e on limum. a 1225 St. Marher.
16 Sei me seli meiden hwonne is te ileanet i ^ine leoftebete

Iimen so stalewurSe strenc5e. a 1275 Pro:', /fclfred 692 in

O. E. Misc. 138 pe lonke tnon is lebe bei.

Lithectasy (lipe^ktasi). Surg: [f. Gr. A/0o?

stone + etcTaats: see Ectasy.] The operation of

removing calculi through the urethra, by first ex-

lending or dilating it.

1842 R. Willis Stone in Bladder Pref., The operation
I which I have described under the title of Lithectasy. 1876

I

Gross Dis. Bladder 236 Professor Dolbeau . .bas performed
the operation, which he terms perineal lithotrity, but which
differs only from lithectasy in removing the calculus piece-

meal.

LitheCtomy (libe-ktomi). Surg. [f. Gr. Ai0-os

stone + ck out + To/«a cutting.] A proposed sub-

stitute for the inaccurate word Lithotomy {Syd.

Sof. Lex. 1889).

Lithed, obs. pa. t. Light v.^

Lithely (bi-Sli), adv. [f. Lithe a. + -ly 2.]

1 1. Gently, graciously, meekly, mildly. Obs.

£897 K. JElfreo Gregory's Past. xxi. 150 Ilwilum liSelice

to ftreati^eanne. a 1225 Ancr. R. 428 Teche5 ham to

holden hore riulen. .liSeliche banh, & luueliche. a 1240
Saivles Warde in Cott. Horn. 259 Wei is riht bat we be lifte»

liche lustnin.

2. With pliant movement
;
briskly, nimbly.

1813 Hogg Queens Wake 69 And quhen we cam to the

Lommond height, Se lythlye we lychtid doune. 1854
Erasers Mag. L. 398 Your line springs lithely into the air,

bookless, and of course fish less.

Litheness (bi-ones). [f. Lithe a. + -ness.]

fa. Gentleness, meekness, mildness, b. Flexi-

bility, suppleness.

£1175 Lamb. Norn. 95 Erest he walde us mid HSnesse

isteoren. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints x. {Mat/iou) 445 Pe clergy

..with lythnes [had] byde goddis wrake. 1460 Capgrave
I

Chron. (Rolls) 52 Summe men seide that he [Aristotle] was
the son of swech a spirit whech thei clepe Incubus, for the

I lithnes of his body, an thesotilteof his witte. 1530PALSGR.
I 239/2 Lythenesse, delyvernesse, souplesse. 1643 Rogers
Naaman 458 Thou canst remove that utter unwillingnesse

I
..and cause lythnesse, and complying therewith. 1731

I Hailev vol. 1 1, Litheness, suppleness, limberness. 1861

I Wilson & Geikie Mem. E. P'orles xii. 402 The litheness of

I

his body at this time was altogether surprising. 1877 Ulackie
Wise Men 20 To sinewy grasp and litheness bred.

T Li'ther, sb. Obs. [OE. H6{c)re :-prehistoric

*/iJ>rjdn- % f. *iepro
m Leather.] .A sling.

£725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) F385 Funda, HSre. ^900

I tr. Bxda's Hist. iv. xvii. Jxiii.] (1890) 304 Swa micelre

braedo swa mon mae^e mid Ii5eran ^eweorpan. 1297 R.

I Glouc (Rolls) 8124 Me ne migte no?t ise bote arwen & flon,

& stones out of liberen [v.r. leberenl.

Lither (li*S3j), a. and adv. Forms : a. 1 l^lSre,

(hltfdre), 16t5re, (2 leo^re), 2-3 lutSere, 3 leUere,

lutJre, (lui-, luyper), 3-4 liSere, luther(e, 3-5

lutSer, 4 luthur, lupur, lypere, lythyre, 4-5

lethur, 5 lether, lethir(e, lethur, lithur,lythyr,

(5 leither, 6 ly their, liether, 3- lither. /8. 5

ledyr, liddyr, lyder, -ir, -yr,6 lidder, lydder,

-ir, -yr. [OE. /fore :-prehistoric */iuprjo-\ the

first element of MHG.,G. Heder/ich lewd (in early

use also slight,trifiing, pretty), and related by ablaut

to Lodder. Some scholars regard the Gr. <A.€v0cpoy

and L, Hber, free, as ultimately connected.]

LITHER.

I A. adj.

f 1. Of persons, their actions, dispositions, etc.

:

Bad, wicked ; base, rascally unjust. Also of an

animal : Ill-tempered. Obs.

£-893 K. Alfred Oros. vt. xxxvi, Ac se ealdormon hie

betaehte lybrum monnum tn healdonne. cioooAgs. Gosp.

Luke xix. 22 Of binum mu5e ic 5e deme la ly5ra peowa.

a 1 175 Cott. Horn. 241 ludas and bat leo&re folc hit repen.

a 1225 Ancr. R.256 He is umbe, deies & nihtes, uorte un-

limen ow mid wreoSe, o3er mid lufter onde. 1297 R. Gloi c.

(Rolls) 1873 A luper emperour biuore bat het maximian.

1340-70 Alex. <5- Dind. 272 Al lubur hi-leue we loben in

berte. 136a Langl, P. PI. A. v. 98 pus I Hue loueles lyk

A litber dogge. a 1400-50 Alexander 840 Sa he lost has pe

lyfe for his leber {Dublin MS. lether] wordis. a 1529
Skelton Agst. Garnesche 146 The follest slouen ondyr
henen, Prowde, peuiche, lyddyr, and lewde. 1546 J. Hev-
wood Prov. (1867) 39 All folke thought them, .to lyther, To
lynger bothe in one house tog>'ther.

tb. abso/. (quasi-j^.). sing. Evil in the abstract.

p/. Bad men.
a 1225 St. Marher. 3 Ne ne let tu neauer mi sawle for-

leosen wib the forlome ne wip the lu3ere mi lif. 13. . E. E.
A Hit. P. A. 566 Ober ellei byn yie to lyber is 1>-fte. /bid.

B. 163 For alle am laped luflyly, pe luber & be better.

1340-70 Alex, Dind. 629 Lede clanly 30ur lif& no lubur

wirche. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C xvftl. 82 Thus are be lithere

lykned to fussheborue sterlinges.

1 2. Of things : Bad (in various senses, chiefly

physical); poor, sorry, ill-conditioned, ill-look-

ing, worthless ; hurtful. Of a part of the body :

W ithered, paralysed, impotent. Obs.

ciooo jElfric Gen. xli. 27 pa seofon hlaman oxan and ba
seofon hlySran ear setacniaS seofon hungerjear. c 1050

Suppl. &lfric's Gloss, in Wr-Wfilcker 179/45 Lolium et

cetera adultcrina genera Boben and oQre lySre cynn.

a 1215 Ancr. R. 258jpeo ilke reouofulle garcen of be lu5ere

skurgen. 1297 R, Glouc (Rolls) 621 So bat a luj>er bene-

rege to hare biofbe hii browe. 13.. E. E. A Hit. P. C. 156

For be monnes lode neuer so luber, be \y{ is ay swete.

a 1330 Otuel 942 Sore he fel oppon be grounde, & hadde a
fol luper wonde. 1340-70 Alex. <V Dind. 868 t>ere-fore no like

no lud of his lubur fare. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xy. 342 As
in lussheborwes is a lyther alay and ?et loketh he lyke a

sterlynge. c 1400 Ywaine $ Gaw. 599 He passed .. mony
a playne, Til he come to that lethir sty, That him-byboved
pass by. 15x3 Douglas sEneis vi. v. 17 H Ls smotterit habit,

our his schulderis lidder. 1549 C'HALONEa Erasm. on Folly

F ij b, They, .still daube theyr lither chekes with peintyng.

1556 Abp. Pabker Ps. xxxvi. Argument, He careth and
carkth for his lytheir gayne. 1567 Golding Ovid's Met.

xu. 152b, And in his lither hand he hilld a potte of wyne.

1622 Mabbf. tr. Aleman's Guzman d'Alf. 11. 7, I like them
[radishes] better. .being thus lyther, and withered as you
see, then when they are fresh and cripsie.

t b. of the air : Foul, pestilential. Obs.

1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xvi. 220 Founde ich J[>at .. hus (the

pope's] bulle myghte Lettcn bis luber eir.. Thenne wolde

ich [etc.].

3. Lazy, sluggish, spiritless ; also abso/. Now dia/.

£1460 Totvneley Myst.yXxx. 147 Crystys curs, my knaue

thou art a ledyr hyne ! 1501 Douglas Pal. Hon. Hi. xxxiv,

Behald *e men that calhs ladyis lidder. 15*9 Lyndesay
Complaynt 75 Thocht I be, in my askyng, lidder. C1560

A. Scott Poems (S. T. S.) ii. 68 Thair lanciss come lo lidder

& slaw. 1600 Look About You xi. c 4 b, He bring his lyther

legges in better frame. 1611 FLQmo,Badalone, . . a lubbard,

a lither, a loger head. 1632 J. Haywaro tr. Biondi's

Eromcna 143 The qualitie of the Princesse her servants, was
not so lither and effeminate, .as [etc.]. 1675 Hobbes Odyss.

(1677) 217 The man to see to was both great and tall, Though
but a lither fellow. 1820 Scott A bbot iv, Thine own lazi-

ness.. that dost nothing but drink and sleep and leaves

that lither lad to do the work. 1884 J. C. Egerton Sussex

Folks $ Ways iv. 61 • Lither'. .was quite familiar to him »n

the sense of ' idle, lazy '.

b. Lither iurden: ^ < \nzy\oxxi\ Hence the /ither

htrden : the disease of laziness = Fever-lurpen.
a 1590 Marr. Wit <y Wisd. (Sbaks. Soc.) 13, 1 am alwayes

troubled with the litherlurden. 1615 Brathwait Strappado

(1878) 129 What loekie (lither lurden) lesse for wea, Thou'st

be so tattert.

4. Pliant, supple; (of the air, sky) yielding, arch.

Also, in mod. dialects (influenced by Lithe a.) :

Agile, nimble.
1565 Cooper Thesaurus, s.v. Brackinnt, Cerea brachia,

\ Nice and liether armes, 1591 Shaks. i Hen. Y/, iv. vii. 21

Thou antique Death..Two Talbots winged through the

lither Skie, In tby despight shall scape Mortalitie. c 1600

Day Begg. Beduall Gr. iv. ii. (1881) 82 Vanish, I know thou

art but lither ayr, Thy hand fell lightly on me. 1643 Bur.

I

roughes Exp. Hosea (1652) 102 They have wide, checker,

lyther consciences. 1658 RowLANn Moufct's Theat. ins.

957 The Butterfly is a volatile Insect, having.. two lither

1 cornicles growing forth from before his eyes. 1807 Hogg
Mount. Bard, Mary o/Moril Glen 103 With limbs as lydder

and as lythe As duddis hung out to dry. i860 Mauhy/*/^.
Geog. Sea iv. § 239 We see, as in a figure, the lither sky filled

with crystal vessels full of life-giving air. i8gi Maxwell
Gray /// Heart ofStorm I. 38 Boys., are made that lither

and sprack they can't bide quiet long together.

•fB.adv. Badly, wickedly ; ill, poorly. Obs.

c 1000 Christ #f Satan 62 (Gr.) HabbaS we alle swa for

5inum leasungum ly5re s*fered. c 1205 Lav. 2785 Ah to-

1 ward his lifes ende him ilomp wel luoere [^1275 luprej.

a 1225 Juliana 33 pu biwtstest daniel bimong be wode liuns

j
ilatet se luSere. c 1300 Prcn>crbs 0/Hendyng in Rel. Ant.

I

I. 114 Lyht chep lutnere ^eldes.

Hence t Itl*tlierl)ack f
a slothful person, f

therhead, wickedness.

1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 9488 pe godemen of pe lond hire

luperhede iseye. c $305 St. Kenelm 88 in E. E. P. (1862) 50

Ileo turnede to folie & to liberhede al hire bcqt. 1577 tr.

Bullinger's Decades (1592) 269 Hee must be no litherbacke,

vnapt, or slothfull fellow.



LITHER.

t Li 4ther, v. 1 oSs. [f. Lither sb.] a. trans.
To hurl, shoot forth from (or as from) a sling, b.
intr. To sling stones, to let fly. Const, to
a xaas Ancr. R. 2ooLi5ere to him luSerlichc raid te holie

rode steue. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 11438 Hti wokle sir
Cilw.ird vawe out to horn scnde llipered wib a mangenel,
hora wib horn to lede. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xix. 48
pese lourdehies litheren per-to pat alle pe leues fallen, And
fecclieth a-way this frut.

t Li'ther, v.2 Obs. In 3 litferien, lyberien.
[f. Lither a.] intr. To act wickedly, to do harm.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter xxv. 5 Kirke of liberand [Vulg. eccle-

siam malignantium] hated I. Ibid, xxxvi. 9 For bat litres,
011 tend sal pai.^ Ibid. civ. 15 In mine prophetes nil lithre }>ou.

lather, liftere, obs. forms of Lather v.

Iutherage, obs. form of Litharge.
tLrtherby. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. Lither a. +
-ry (see -by 2).] (See quot.)
1598 R. Bernard tr. Terence, Andria r. iii. 19 Thers no

time to plaie the litherbie now, or lasie lubber.

t Lrtherly, a. Obs. [f. Lither a. + -ly l.

OE. had lyferlic in the sense of sordid, mean ; cf.

G. liederlich (mentioned s.v. Lither a.).] a. Spite-
ful, mischievous, b. Idle, lazy.

»573 Tusser Husb. Ixxxv. (1878) 174 Some litherly lubber
more eateth than twoo, yet leaueth vndone that another
will doo. a 1643 W. Cartwright Ordinary 11, ii. (1651) 25
What wends against the grain is lytherly. 1684 H. More
Ansiuer 24 To awaken them out of their rcmisness and
litherly formalness. 1805 Scorr Last Minslr. 11. xxxii, He
was waspish, arch and litherlie.

+ Li'therly, adv. Obs. For forms see Lither a.

and -LY2. [f. Lither a. + -L\"2.] Jn a 1 lither* man-
ner, a. Wickedly, deceitfully, viciously, b. Badly,
meanly, miserably, wretchedly, c. Idly, lazily.
c 1050 Snppt. Mlfrifs Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 178/27 Pes-

siiue, luberlice. a 12*5 St. Marker. 4 Thine forSfederes
beop . . forloren luoerliche. c 1150 Gen. # Ex. 1563 Din
bro5er iacob was her nu And toe 3in bliscing liSer-like.

13.. E. E. A Hit. P. B. 36 What vrbly habel Wolde lyke,
it a ladde com lyberly attyred. c 1350 Will. Paleme 1231
Leberly as a lyoun he lepes in-to be prese. c 1386 Chaucer
Milters T. 113 A clerk badde litherly biset his whyle, But
if he koude a Carpenter bigyle. ? a 1400 Morle Arth. 1263
To unlordly he wyrkez, Thus letherly agaynes law to lede
my pople. c 1460 Toiuneley Myst. xiii. 171 Men say * lyght
chepe letherly for-yeldys \ 1550 Coverdale Spir. Perle
xvii. (1588) 167 Earnestly, manfully, and not litherly or
faintly, a 1583 Arblthnot in Pinkerton Anc. Sc. Poems
(1786) 144 Men wes sueir, and durst not steir; But luikit
lidderlie. 1600 Holland Livy n. Iviii. 83 Doing all things '

that they did, litherly, slowly, rekelesly and stubbornely.

t Litherness. Obs. [f. Lither a. + -mess.]
1. Wickedness.
«i?4o Ureisnn in CotL Horn. 197 pu ne uorsakest nenne

jmon uor his lu5ernesse. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 7999 His
strengbe and is wisdom . . He turnde to lubernesse, po Ian-

j

franc was ded. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 226 pis worlde. .
j

es ful of pompe and lythernes.

2. Laziness, sloth, listlessness, indifference; want
of spirit, cowardice. Also in physical sense, laxity.
c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. vi. iv. 355 He that lay in lythymes.

I

1523 Skelton Garl. Laurel 733, I am not ladyn of liddyr-
nes with lumpis. 1570 Sir T. Wilson Demosthenes 17
Things lost by much lethernesse must be recovered againe
by great diligence. 1603 Florio Montaigne (1634) 540 It is

. .uniust that the litheme sse of our wives, should be fostered
with our sweat. 1656 W. D. tr. Contemns* Gate Lat. Unl.
§ 617. 189 Shun both extremities; but sloath and litherness
more. 1727 Bradley Pant. Diet. s. v. Dropsy, When the
Dropsy proceeds from the real Indisposition of the Liver,
its known by. .Litherness or Supinity of the Belly.

Lithesome (toi*<5s#m\ a. [f. Lithe a. + -some,]
Pliant, supple, agile; = Lissom.
1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) I. '77 Nature may have

. . made some of our organs more lithesome .. than others.
1812 J. Henry Camp. agst. Quebec 64 Smith was lithsoine
and quick afoot. 1863 Kinglake Crimea 11. 428 The war-
like carriage of the men, and their strong, lithesome, resolute
step. x88a Serjt. Ballantine Exper. v. (ed. 5) 248 My
attention was attracted by an active lithesome old man.
Lithia 1 (li-j>ia). Chem. [a.mod.L. /////?V?, altered

from Lithion, after soday potassa. Cf. Lithina.]
The oxide of lithium, LiO.
1818 yrnl. Sci. $ ArtsV. 337 Lithia (the name given to

the new alkali) was first found in the petalite. 1819 free
Lithium]. 1826 Henry Etem. Chem. I. 573 The acetate of
lithia. .was converted by calcination into carbonate of lithia.

1875 H. C. Wooo Therap. (1879) 497 Lithia. .closely resem-
bles potash in its effects upon the system.

b. attrib. and Comb.
y as lithia salt, water

;

lithia-emerald (see Hiddenite) ; lithiarmica
= Lepidolite ; lithia-tourmaline - Rubellite.
1854-68 Dana Min. (ed. 5) 314 Lepidolite. *Lithia-mica.

1879 Rutley Study Rocks xn. 2ri Greisen is a granular-
crystalline rock, consisting of quartz and mica, the latter
usually lithia-mica. 1842 Parnell Chem. Anal. (1845) 50
A *lithia salt. 1878 Kingzett Anim. Client. 201 *Lithia
water is often prescribed to gouty, .persons.

c. colloq. Short for lithia water.
1893 Saltus Sapphira 21 Mr, Snaith.. refreshed himself

with whisky and lithia.

II lithia 2 (li-Jua). Path. [mod.L., f. Gr. \t0os

stone.] The formation of sand or stony concretions
in the body, esp. in the Meibomian follicles of the
eye. (Cf. Lithiasis.)
1822-34 Good's Study Med.{ed. 4) IV. 255 Tendency to the

separation or production of a morbid superabundance of
calcareous earth in Osthexia and Lithia. 1842 Dunglison
Med. Lex., Lithia, the formation of stone or gravel in the
human body. Also, an affection in which the eyelids are

Vol. VI.
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1 edged with small, hard, and stone-like concretions. 1889 in

I

Syd. Soc. Lex.

I! Lithiasis (liparasis). Path. [mod.L. lithiasis,

j

Gr. \1Otaa1s, f. \t$tav
t

f. A<0os stone.] The forma-
I tion of stony concretions in any part of the body,

esp. in the bladder and urinary passages.
1657 Physical Dict.

y Lithiasis, the disease of the stone,
I engendered in a mans body. 1727-41 Chambers Cycl. s.v.

;

Stone, The lithiasis, or the disposition of the kidneys and
;

bladder to generate stones. 1835 G. Gregory Theory $
Pract. Med. (ed. 4) 567 The foundation of our reasonings
concerning lithiasis. *8s5 Maynk Expos. Lex., Lithiasis.
Name given to a disease of the eyelids, in which small hard
tumours grow upon their margins. 1866 A. Flint Princ.

,
Med. (i 880) 906 The discharge from the body of urinary
concretions . . constitutes lithiasis or gravel.

Lithiate, sb. : see Lithate.

,

Lithiated,lifted ,///. a. [Two formations:
(I) f. LITH(IC) + -ATE + -EDl

; (2) f. LlTHI-UM +
-ATE + -EDV) fa. Combined with Mitlric ' (now
called uric) acid (obs.). b. Impregnated with a
salt of lithium.

1797 Wollaston in Phil. Trans. LXXXVI1. 389 Gouty
matter is lithiated soda. 1884 Nonconf. .y Indep. 11 Sept.
883/2 Another form of soda is the lithiated compound phos-
phate. 1 1890 C entvry Diet., L ithiate, v., to impregnate with
a salt of lithium.]

Iiithic (H-Jrik), 0.1 and sb. [ad. Gr. Aift/fos, f.

At'flos stone.] A. adj.

1. Chem. and Path. Of or pertaining to ' stone*
or calculi in the bladder. + LitMe acid-, an ob-
solete name for uric acid.
J797WoLi.ASTONinP^/7.7>«/«. LXXXV11. 386 A peculiar

concrete acid, which, since his [Scheele's] time has received
the name of hthic. Ibid. 393 The appearance of the lithic
strata, .shews that they are . . an accidental deposit. 1803
Med. Jrnl. IX. 350 Small quantities of uncomhined lithic,
or, as it is now called, uric acid. 1821 W. Pkout Gravel,
Calculus, etc. 223 A small or moderately sized lithic calculus
in the bladder. 1845 Huod Dis. Liver 37 The efficacy of
alkalies in preventing the deposit of lithic gravel in the
urine. 1851 Carpenter Man. Phys. (ed. 2) 445 Urinary
deposits, which consist of the normal elements of the Urine,
—namely, Lithic Acid, and the Phosphates. 1876 Gross
Dis. Bladder 180 The uric, or lithic, acid calculus.

2. gen. Of or pertaining to stone
; consisting of

stone. Lithic age, the 4 stone age ' of Archeology.
1862 Lowell Bigloiv P. 93 This reinaikable example of

lithick literature. [Quasi-archaic] 1865-7 J. Fkrcl-sson Hist.
Archil. (1874) I. 35 The best lithic ornaments are those winch
approach nearest to the grace and pliancy of plants. 1874
Contenip. Rev. XXIV. 762 The architecture, .of St. Paul s

is lithic, and suitable to no other material than stone. 1883
N. Joly Man be/. Metals 1. i. § 3. 23 Even in our day groups
of men exist who are still in their lithic age.

B. sb. A medicine given for stone in the bladder
(Funk's Stand. Diet. 1893).

Lithic (li^ik), a.- Chem. [f. Lith-ium + -ic]
Pertaining to lithium. Lithic paint (sec quot.).

1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Lithic Paint, a mastic of
petalite (which contains an alkali known as lithia), sand,
and litharge, used as a coating for walls. 1878 Lockyer
Spectrum Analysis vi. (ed. 2) 160 Lithic Iodide gave the
red line of this metal extending all across the spectrum.

Iiithification (li-hink^-janj. [f. next: see

-FICATION.] The process of forming into stone.
1877 Le Contk Elem. Geol. (1879) 221 The cause of joints

is probably the shrinkage of the rock in the act of consolida-
tion from sediments (Uthification), as in stratified rocks.

Lithify (li-bifai), v. [f. Gr. Ai'0-oy stone +
-(i)fy.] trans. To form into stone.

1877 Le Conte Elem. Geol. v. (1879) 4?8 All these deposits
are imperfectly lithified sand and clays in nearly horizontal
position. Ibid. 480 The rocks of this period.. are mostly
imperfectly lithified.

t Lithina. Chem. Obs. [mod.L., altered from

the earlier name Lithion ; cf. -ine 5 . The Fr. name
is still tithine.] = LlTHlA 1

. 1826 [see Lithion].

tLi'thion. Chem. [mod.L.,asifGr.Ai'0€<o»',neut.

of KiOaos adj., stony, f. Ai0oj stone; the name was
proposed in 1818 by Berzelius for the fixed alkali

discovered by Arfwedsson in 1817, to designate its

mitieral origin, the two previously known being of

vegetable origin.] An earlier name for Lithia l
.

1 818 W. Phillips Otttt. Mitt. $ Geol. (ed. 3) Advt., Of the
new fixed Alkali, Lithion. 1825 A titer. Jrnl. Sci. IX. 330
A very useful test for lithion. 1826 Henry Elem. Chem. \.

572 To distinguish it from the two other fixed alkalis, both
of vegetable origin, it received the name of lithion, (from
Aifleto?, lapidens ',) and this term, to suit the analogy of the
other alkalis, was afterwards converted into lithia or lithina.

attrib. 1856 £>/v. Jrnl. Geol. Soc. XIL 11.11 The metallic base
of the Hthion-alkali. ibid. Petalite, Lithiomspodumenfetc.l.

LithioniteCH'J'ipnait).^//;/. [f. Lithion + -ite.]

An obsolete synonym of Lepidolite.
1884 Bauerman Descr. Mineralogy 201 Zinnwaldite, Lith-

ionite, Cryophyllite—apparent axial angle up to 65
0

. 1896
in A. H. Chester Names Min.

Lithiophilite (HjnV'fitait). Min. [A name
given, 1878, by Brush and Dana ; f. Lithi-um + Gr.
</m'A-os friend + -ite.] A mineral containing a large

proportion of lithium.

1878 Amer. Jrnl. Sci. XVI. 118 No crystals of Lithiophi-

lite were found. 189a Dana Min. 757 Lithiophi lite occurs
at Branchville, Fairfield Co., Conn.

Lithistid (li)>i*stid), a. and sb. [ad. mod.L.
Lithistida, f. Gr. Atflos stone + iVtos web : see -id.]

a. sb. A silicious sponge of the group Lithistida,

LITHO-.

in which the spicules are articulated to form a
silicious skeleton, b. adj. Pertaining to or having

" the character of the Lithistida.
1892 Athenaeum 13 Feb. 218/2 Tetractinellid, lithistid, and

hexactinelhd spicules are also present. 1894 Geol. Mag
Oct. 467 Lithistid sponges from the Upper Cambrian of the.
Mmgan Islands are better preserved.

Ziithistidan (lfbi'stidan), sb. and a. =Lithi-
S'n l>- In some recent Diets.

Lithium (li'btfm). Chem. [f. Lithia i
: see

-IUM.] A metallic element of the alkaline group
occurring in small quantities in various minerals.
1818 Jrnl. Sci. Arts V. 338 The chloride of lithium ..is

a white semi-transparent body. 1819 Brande Man. Client.
201 A .

.
substance is separated, which may be called lithium,

the term lithia being applied to its oxide. 1831 Richardson
Geol. v. 81 Three metallic bases of the alkalis potassium,
sodium, and lithium. 1873 Watts Fcnvnes

,

Chem. (ed. 1 1) Gg
Lithium shows a bright brilliant line in the red.
attrib. 1871 Roscoe Elem. Chem. 213 The lithium salts

were formerly supposed to be very rare. 1873 Kalfe Phys.
Chem. 99 Twenty grains of lithium carbonate.

Litho (K'Jv). A techn. abhrev. of Lithograph.
1890 in Century Diet. 1896 Daily Nexus 27 July 4/4 Litho

artists jostled the bricklayer, and the bricklayer joined
hands with the baker. 1897 IVestm. Gaz. 5 Apr. 7/3 There
was no difference between the ordiuary <stone lithos and the
transfer paper lithos.

Litho- (liltf), before a vowel Iith-, combining
form olGr. A<0os stone, in many scientific terms (the
more important appear as main words) : ||

Litho-
biWIon (-bi-bli^n) Geol. [Gr. &$Xlov book], a
laminated schistose rock ; a bibliolite (Webster
1828-32). LithoTbiotic C-boif?tik) a. [Gr. 0iwti-
kus, f. &to$ life], pertaining to the naturnl state ot
crystals, minerals, and stones (Mayne ICxpos. Lex.
1856); hence Lithobiotism (-boi^iiz'm), the
hidden or undeveloped existence of ciystals, etc.

ibid.). Lithocarp (-ka\ip) [Gr. Kapwos fruit], ' a
fossil or petrified fruit ; a carpolite' (Webster 182S-
32). Lithochryso-graphy [Gr. xpvaos gold +
-GUaphy], printing in gold on stone, f Li thocol,
-colla [Gr. atoAAo glue]: see quot. Lithoco'ral-
line [Coralline], pertaining to or having the
character of the LithocoraUia or stone-corals. (In
recent Diets.) Lithocysto tomy Surg. [Cysto-
tomy] - Lithotomy ( Hillings Aat.Jl/ed./>ict.1890).
||
LithodiaTysis Surg. [Dialysis], an operation

by which stone in the bladder is dissolved (Mayne);
hence Li tliodlaly tic a., pertaining to lithodialysis
(ibid.). Lithofellic (-feiik), -fellinic (-feli-nik)

adjs. Chem. [L. >/gall, bile], the designation of
an acid which is a large constituent of bezoars.
||I.ithofractenr(-fia)'kt6i) [Fr. (Infractor breaker.],
an explosive compound of nitroglycerine, used for

blasting. Lithofra'ctor [L. fractor bieaker] =
LiTHOCLAST(^)'^.^r. Ztvr. 18S9). Lithoge-nesis,
-genesy (-d^e'n/si) [-genesis, Gr. -76^60-/0], that
department of mineralogy which treats of the for-

mation of stones. Lithogenous (Uj^d.^/hos) a.

[Gr. -yevrjs producing + -ous], stone-producing :

applied to those animals which produce coral.

Lithogeny (lfy^'dgAii) Path, [see -GENy], the for-

mation of calculi {Syd. Soc. Lex. I4SS9). Litholabe
(li-b<?L?ib),also in mod.L. form t-labon^>^. [late

(jr. At0oAri/3oy, f. Anj3- to seize, take], an instrument
for extracting stone from the bladder or for holding
it while being operated upon. Litholapaxy
(-lapre'ksi) Surg. [Gr. \cnrc£is evacuation], an
operation for crushing stone in the bladder and
evacuating it. Litholatry (-^-latri) [see -lathy],
stone-worship (Ogilvie 1882) ; so Litholatrous
a.

y
stone-worshipping (Cent. Diet.). Litholeine

(lib^u-l/jin) [L. oleum oil + -ine5], 'a yellow oily
liquid distilled from petroleum, used in eczema and
parasitic skin-diseases ' (Cent. Did.). ||Litho-
lysis (lih^lisis) Surg. [Gr. Ay ais solution], the dis-

solving ofstone in the bladder by means of 1 ithotriptic

injections (Syd. Soc. Lex.); hence Li-tholyte (-bit)

[G. -A.trr.77s solvent], ' a form of catheter for con-
veying solvents of calculi into the bladder''

[ Knight
Dict.Mech.i8?$); Litholytic (-li-tik)a., pertaining
to litholysis (Syd. Soc. Lex.). Lithometer (-fvnl-
toi), an instrument for measuring the size of a stone
in the bladder (ibid.) ; also attrib. Lithomyl
(li'Jxfrnil) [Gr. fxvKi) mill], an instrument devised for

reducing calculi to powder; hence Lithomyly
(-^•mili), the use ofthe lithomyl (ibid.). HLLthone-
phri tis /^.[Nephritis], calculous inflammation
of the kidney (ibid.). Lithonephro'tomy Surg.»
Nephrolithotomy (Billings Nat. Med. Did.
1890).

J|

Lithopaedion, -ium (-prdi^n, -i#m)
[Gr. iratUov little child], a dead extra-uterine foetus,

impregnated with calcareous matter. Litho-
phagous (-*vfag3s) a. [Gr. -^70? eating], stone-
eating: applied esp. to molluscs which bore through
stones. || Litho-phagrns, a stone-eater; pi. (-i),
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LITHOCHROMATIC.

lithophagous animals. Xtithophane (lrjx'fc'n) [Gr.
|

~<f>avr]s appearing], a kind of ornamentation pro-
|

duced by impressing upon porcelain-glass in a soft

state figures which are made visible by transmitted .

light (Ogilvie 1882); so Lithophanic (-farnik) .

a.
j
pertaining to lithophane or lithopliany ; Litho-

phany (-p-fani) [cf. F. Uthophanie], the art of mak-
ing ornamented glass of this kind. Iiithophilous

(-p-fibs) a. [-</>iAoy loving], applied to insects living

in stony places and to plants growing upon rocks

(Mayne Expos. Lex. 1856 and Syd. Soc. Lex.),

iathopho'sphor [Phosphor], a stone which be-
j

comes phosphorescent when heated (Webster 1 82S- 1

32) ; hence Li thophospho-ric a. t
becoming phos- !

phoreseent when heated (Craig 1848). Li=tho-

photo graphy — Photolithography. j| Litho-

phthi'sis L'ath. [Phthisis], the stage of tubercular

phthisis in which calcareous concretions are pre-

sent in the lungs (Mayne). Lithophyll (li*]>£fil)

Paliront. [Gr. TpvKkov leaf], a fossil leaf or the im-

pression of a leaf, or a stone containing such a leaf

or its impression (Syd. Soc. Lex.).
\\
Lithophysa

(lijwforsa), Lithophyse (li'jhTfais) [Gr. <pv<xa bel-

lows], a spherulite having a concentrically cham-
bered structure {Cent. Did.). I»i thoscope Surg.

[see -scope], an instrument used to determine the

size and form of a calculus (Mayne). fUtho*-
scopist, ? one who examines stones. Lithosphere
(lrj^sfioj) [Sphere], a term (corresponding to

atmosphere and hydrosphere) used by some to de-

signate the crust of the earth. Li *thotheology,
natural theology as illustrated by the study of

stones. Li thotint [Tint sb.]. the art or process

of printing tinted pictures from lithographic

stones ; a picture so printed.
|j
Lithure*sis, -u ria

Path, [Gr. ovprjais, -ovpta urination], the passing of

small calculi with the urine (Mayne Expos. Lex.

1856). |[ Iiithnrorrhoe a, calculous diabetes (ibid.).

1845 Ford llandbk. Sp. I. u. 361 This new style of print-

ing in G >ld and colours on stone, this ' 'Lithochrysography

'

and " Lithocromatography '. 1696 Pin llips (ed. 5),
* Lithocol,

the Cement with which the Stones are fastned, when they
are cut, under the Grindstone; made of Pitch, Resin, and
old Urick. 1706 Ibid. (ed. Kersey ),

* Lithocolla. 1839-47
Todd Cyct. Anat. .III. 805/1 *Lithofellic acid. 1852
T'ownes 1 Chem. (1859) 566 Oriental bezoar stones, .consist

essentially of a 'lithofellinic acid. 1875 Knight Dut.
At?t It., * Lilhofracteur. 1883 Titties 24 Nov. 7 Dynamite,
lithofractcur, or any similar nitro-glyceriue compounds.
1828-32 Wkbster (citing Diet. Nat. Hist.), *Li!hogcncsy.
1832 Lyell Princ. Geo!. II. 28S The operations of "litho

genous polyps. 1846 IiRIttan tr. Malgaigue's Matt. Oftcr.

Surg. 534 Push the external catiula as far forwards as
possible on the *litholahe. 1731 I>a(LRY vol. II, * Lithotabott.

1878 li igf low in Trans. Loud. Clinical Soc. XII. 24 This
method, which I have called *litholapaxy, its peculiar
feature being evacuation. 1891 tr. De La Saussaye's Man.
Sti. Relig. xii. 89 Tree worship is as widely spread as

"litholatry. 1856 R. Drutt Surgeon's Vade Mccnm iv.

xx. (ed. 7) 576 *Litholysis, or solution of stone, i860 in

Lancet 25 Aug. 185 (title! Calculus 111 the Bladder treated by
Litholysis. Gross Dis. Bladder 221 Sect. II. LilholysK
1842 R. Willis Stone in Bladder i. 30 The stone in the
bladder was caught., by means of a *lithometer. 1895
Krichsen Set. <$• Art Surg. (ed. 10) II. 1077 Lithomettr
Sound for measuring Stone. 1822 Good Study Med. I V. 257
An osseous or almos^stony mass,which has been distinguished
by the name of osteopedion or "lithopxdiou. 1896 All-
butt's Syst. Med. I. igs The *lithop.xdium of extra-uterine
gestation. 1828-32 Webster, *Lithophagons. 1833-6 Toon
Cyct. Anat. I. 704/1 The lithophagous. .Conchifera. 1827
Mirror I. 8 There was brought to Avignon a true *luho-
phagus, or stone-eater. 1833 Lyeli. Trine. Geol. III. Gloss.
Lithopfutgi, molluscous animals which bore into solid stones.

1828 Specif.
t
Patent No. 5626 *Lithophanic china. 1861

V. Joubert in Jrnl. Soc. Arts IX. 500/2 A process known
as *lithophany, or transparent china, or biscuit slabs. 1854
Fairholt Diet. 'Terms A rtt * Lithopliotography\ the modern
art of producing prints from lithographic stones, by means
of photographic pictures developed on their surface. 1892
Athenaeum 21 May 670/3 The *Lithophyses in the Obsidian
of the Rocche Rosse, Lipari. 1693 K. Lmivo Let. 18 Apr.
in Gentt. Mag. (1822) XCII. 1. 318, 1 have been all this while
expecting the return of our*Lithoscopist. 1887 Times 6Sept.
1 1/3'rhe form ofthe*lithosphereand the material ofits surface.

\yooTop.Sci.Monthty\y\.42&'Y\\us wereformcd theoceanic I

basin and the continental arches of the lithosphere. 1869
Uaring-Gould Orig. Retig. Betnf{1878) II. i. 17 There has i

been an astrotheology, a Mithotheology, a peiinotheology 1

letcj. 1892 A. 13. Bruce Apologetics 1. v. 1 17 Books appeared
on bronto-theology, seismo-theology, iitho- theology, phytn-
theology. 1843 Haroin'C & Hall Baron. Halls hug. Pref.,

(The prints which illustrate this work are executed in *Litho-
tint, . that is to say, they are drawn on stone with the brush.

1853 Kank Grinnell Exp. xxii. (1856) 171 Lieutenant Brown,
whose admirahly artistic sketches I had seen in Hagh^'s
lithotints. 1879 T.

#
Bryant Pract. Surg. II. 90 It is safer

to attribute Mithuria to dyspepsia.

Lithochromatic flis|dkwmielik)
f
a. and sh.

[f. LiTH0- + Gr. x/w/iaT-, XP^^a colour + -ic]

A. adj. Pertaining to lithochromatics
;
involving

or produced by applying oil colours to stone.

B. sb. pi. The art or process of applying oil colours

to stone and taking impressions therefrom.
1846 Buchanan Technol. Diet., Lithochromatics, the art

of painting in oil upon stone, and taking impressions on
canvas. 1870 Eng. Mech. 7 Jan. 404/3 The influence . . of
lithography and litho-chromalic printing upon the older arts

34G

of engraving. .has been such that the processes in..use
J

fifty years Bgo can scarcely be said to exist.

So Lithochromic a. and sb.
t
in the same s:nse.

1850 Ogilvie, Lithochromics

.

Ijithochromatograpliy (li j^kr^mat^- I

graft), [f. Litho- + Gr. xpujiaT; XP^r10- colour 1

+ -graphy.] = Chromolithography. Hence
I

Lithochromatogfra-phic a.
f
chromolithographic

(in mod. Diets.).

1843 F. E.
f
Paget Ptigeant 37 Blessings on the inventor

j

of an art with such a brief, soft, and euphonious name as 1

tbat of lithochromolography ! 1845 Lithocromatography
[see LiTiio-]-

Lithochronie (li-JtVkroam), a. [f. Litho- +
Gr. xp&na. colour.] Lithochromatic. Also ahsol.

Chromolithography; « Lithochromy 2.

1854 Fairholt Diet. Terms Art, Lithocrome, colour print-

ing by the lithographic process
tgenerally termed chromolitho-

|

graphy. 1863 Alcock Capital 'Tycoon I. 907 The lithocrome
process, .has long been familiar to them . .blocks ofwood only
being used instead of stones, /bid. II. 285 Our lately dis-

j

covered art of lithochrome printing.

Lithochromy Ji'lxHcroumi). [f. I.iTHO- + Gr.
'

Xpw^a colour + -y. Cf. F. /ithocromie.]

1. Painting on stone.

1837 Civ. Kngin. #r Arclu Jrnl. 1. 72/2 The periptoral

temple executed by nie in Munich Park, which, to the best

of my knowledge, constitutes the first example of litho-

chromy in the present day. 1850 Leitch tr. C*. O. Mutter's
Anc Art (ed. 2) § 320 A very important application of

painting, from an early period, was that for which in our
times the term lithochromy has been formed.

2. Chromolithography.
1885 E. C. Agassiz Life L. Agasstz \. 282 The newly-

invented art of lithochromy [anno 1838 J.

Lithoclast lrjtfklust). [f. Litho- + Gr. -vAn-

(tttjs breaker, f. tc\av to break.]

fl. A stone- breaker. Obs. rare~ x

.

i8ag Burckuardt Trav. Artdna I. 307 A party of horse-

men . . were ready . . to assist the lithoclast, as soon as

he should have executed his task.

2. Surg. An instrument for breaking up stone in

the bladder.

1847 South tr. Chelins' Surg. II. 560 The perforating in-

struments, .have been set aside by Jacobson's lithoclast.

188a Sir H. Thompson Dis. Urinary Organs xii. (ed. 6) 81

Urethral lithoclast s.

Hence Lithocla stic a., pertaining to the litho-

clast or to Ihhoclasty; Iii thoclasty [cf. F. litho-

c/astie], 'the reduction of a vesical calculus into

fragments by the aid of the lithoclast ' (Syd. Soc,

Lex. 1889).

Xiithocol, -coralline : see Litho-.

Lithocyst (lrjtfsist). [f. Litho- + Cyst.]

1. Z00L One of the sacs containing mineral par-

ticles found in certain Mcdusx, and supposed to be
organs of hearing.

1859. Huxlev Oceanic Hydrozoa 24 Every appendage
(except the hydrotheca: and lithocysts) commences its exist-

ence as a cavcal process of the ectoderm and endoderm.
1870 Nicholson Man. Zool.yi The margin of the umbrella
is furnished with a series of..' lithocysis '. 1877 Huxlev
Anat. Iu7>. Anitu. iii. 126 There can be little doubt that the

lithocysts. .are of the nature of amdkory organs.

2. Bot. A cell containing crystals of calcium car-

bonate formed beneath the surface of the leaves of

some plants.

188a Vines Saclts* Bot. 88 Transitional forms between the

imperfect laticiferous vessels of bulb-scales and simple litho-

cysts which do not contain latex but only raphides.

Lithocystotomy, -dialysis, etc. : see Litho-.

Lithodome (li^d^"01
). Anglicized form of

LlTHODOMUH. 1848 in Craig.

Lithodomize (lij^domatz), v. [f. as next +
-I7.E.] tratts. To burrow in (stone),as a Hthodomus.
1864 Reader 19 Nov. 644/1 Lithodonmed stones.

Lithodomous (lijy domas), a. ZooL [f. next

+ -ous.] Dwelling in rock or stone
;
produced by

or pertaining to mussels of the genus Lithodomus.
186a Dana Man. Geol. 588 Nine feet above this they are

j>euetrated by lithodomous or boring shells. 187s Lyelfs

Princ. Geol. II. ti. xxx. 172 Deposits, which envelop the

pillars below the zone of lithodomous perforations.

II Lithodomus (lifrrdomfc). ZooL PI. -i.

[mod.L., ad. Gr. At^oSo^oy mason, f. At'0os stone- +

-5o/tos building, Mfiuv to build.] A genus of small

mussels which burrow in rock or stone ; a mussel

of this genus, a date-shell.

1833 Lyell Princ. Geol. Gloss.. Lithodomi, molluscous

animals which bore into solid rocks, and lodge themselves

in the holes they have formed. 1843 Humble Diet. Geol. \

etc., Lithodomus. 1848 Craig, Lithodomes, Lithodomi.
j

1851 -6 WoonwARn Mollusca it The shipworm adheres to

timber, and the pholas and lithodomus to limestone rocks.

Lithofellic, -fractor, -genesis, etc. : see

Litho-.

Lithoglyph (K-JuJfclif). [f- Litho- + Gr. 7At;-

iptiv to carve,j An incision or engraving on stone

;

an incised or engraved stone; also, the ait of en-

graving on precious stones,

184a Francis Diet. Arts, Lithoglyph, the art of en-

graving on precious stones. 186a Burton Uk. Hunter 3

If there be any remains of sculpture on the stone, it becomes

a lythoglyph or a hieroglyph,

t Lithoglypher. Obsr* *Liti!ooc,Ypnic si>.

1730KAILRV ifolio),A Lithoglypher, a Stone-cutteror Mason.

LITHOGRAPHIZE.

LitllOglyphic (lijvgli-fic)*, a. and sb. [ad. Gr.
*\i$oy\v<piie-os, f. \i6oy\v<pos stone-cutter.]

a. adj\ Pertaining to the art of engraving on
precious stones (Craig 1 S48). f b. sb. An engraver
on precious stones. Obs—°
1623 Cockeram, Lithoglyphiche, a grauer or cutter of

stones. 1658 in Phillips. 1736 IJailey (folio), Lithoglyphich,
of or pertaining to carving or cutting in stone.

Lithoglyphite (Hjygltfait). [Formed as
Lithoglyph + -itf..] A tossil which bears the

appearance of having been artificially cut or en-

graved. i8a8~3a in Webster (who cites Lvnier).

Lithograph (H-J^graf), sb. [f. Litho- +
-graph (or a back-formation from Lithography).]
1. A lithographic print. Also attrib.

1839 Miss Mitforo in L*Estrange Life (1870) III. vii. 98
We nave an exquisite lithograph of Lucas's portrait of my
father. 1846 N. F. Moore Hist. Sk. Columbia Coll. 2

These streets, probably, like those of many lithograph
cities of recent date, existed only upon paper. 1868 G. Duff
Pot. Sunt. 179 Melancholy lithographs represent to us
a long-faced, square-browed man.
2. An inscription on stone, nonce-use.

1859 WiiiTTiER 1 The Rock' in F.l Ghor iv, The graven
wonders pay No tribute to the spoiler, Time ! Unchanged
the awful lithograph Of power and glory undertrod.

Lrthograph, v. [f. as prec]
1. trans. To print from stone ; to produce by a

lithographic process; in first quot. to make a litho-

graphic portrait of. Also absol. or intr.

i8as Hone Every-day Bk. I. 1457 This personage has
obtained himself to be sketched and lithographed. 1853
Sir H. Douclas Milit. Bridges (ed. 3) 93 Of this work, the
part relating to bridges was, in 1850, lithographed at the
Royal Engineer Establishment at Chatham. 1859 Lang
iVand. India 335 This native print.. was lithographed in

the Oordoo language.

2. To write or engrave on si one. rare.
187a J. Fergussos Rude Stone Mm. 73 If they could have

written to any primeval * Times *

t
they would not have taken

such pains to lithograph their victory on the spot.

Hence Li thographed ///. a.

1839-41 S. Warren/Ten "Tfunis, a Year 11 L 407 A litho-

graphed likeness of his odious face. 1851 lllustr. Catal. Gt.
Exhib. 1213 Specimens of gilt, lithographed, and coloured
borders. 1880 V. Ball Jungle Life India xii. 535, 1 bought
several lithographed books in the Urdu language. 1890
Athenaeum 21 June 802/3 It is proposed 10 publish in litho-

graphed facsimile a manuscript volume of recipes.

Lithographer (lijygrafaa). [f. Litho- +
-GRAPHER.]

f 1. One who writes treatises about stones. Obs.

1685 Phil. Trans. XV. 1056 Though it be commonly by
the Lithographers reckon'd amongst stones. 1686 Plot
Staffordsh. 175 The Sardachates of the Lithographers.

2. One who practises lithography; a lithographic

draughtsman or printer.

1828 3a in Webster. 1871 A mer. Encycl. Print, (ed. Ring-
wait) 284 The first attempts at transferring, in lithography,

were made in Paris, in 1836, by a lithographer named Mott^.

1878 Richmond Gram. Lithography 3 Many difficulties

which do not now confront the Lithographer.

Lithographic (lih?grarfik), a. [f. Litho-

0haph y + -ic. C f. F. lithographiqne. ]
1. Pertaining to, employed in or produced by

lithography ; engraved on or printed from stone.

1813 in Archseol. Jrnl. (1804) Ser. 11. II. 117 Forty Litho-

graphic impressions from drawings by Thomas P>arker.

1816 Singer Hist. Cards 158 note, This fuc-simile . . is

curious as being a production of the newly invented Litho-

graphic process. 1819 Trans. Soc. Arts XXXVII. 131 A
Lithographic Press, the invention of Mr. Alois Senefelder.

1827 DkQuincey Murder Wks. 1863 IV. 30 No better than

. . a lithographic print by the side of a fine Volpato. 1839

Penny Cyct. XIV. 44/a The two principal agents used for

making designs, writings, &c., on stone, are called litho-

graphic chalk and lithographic ink.

b. Lithographic limesione
t
slate, stone : a com-

pact yellowish slaty limestone used in lithography,

llence I he adj. is applied to rocks resembling this.

1836 Auckland Geol. 4 Min. I. (1837) 406 The litho-

graphic limestone of Solenhofen, 1839 Ure Diet. Arts,

etc. 777 The lithographic stones of the best quality are still

procured from the quarry of Solenhofen. 1849 Mlrchisok
Siluria iv. 7g Smoother than the finest lithographic stone.

1853 Th. Ross Humboldt's Trav. 111. xxix. 165 The chain

of hills..which is reddish white, and almost of lithographic

nature, like the Jura limestone of Pappenheim. 1876 Pace
Adv. Text-Bk. Geol. xvti. 32a The lithographic limestones

of Germany.
2. Descriptive of stones or rocks, rare.

1820 Da Costa in Gcntl. Mag. XC. 1. 322 A Lithographic

view of the several Counties in England.

3. Writing on stone. ? allusive nonce-use.

1862 G. Wilson Relig. Chem. 32 The records .., which

geology has written down with her lithographic pen.

Lithogra-phical, a. [f. as prec. + -al.]

1. Pertaining to lithography. rare~°.
1838-33 in Wkbster.

2. Pertaining to the descriptive science of stones

;

lithological.

187a W. S. Svmonds Rec. Rocks vu 154 The Denbighshire

grits are Lower Wenlock strata, changed and altered as

regards their lithograph ical constituents.

Hence Idthogra'phically adv., by means of

lithography. 1828-33 in Webster.

t Litho'graphize, v. Obs. [f. next + -ize.]

= Lithograph v.



LITHOGRAPHY.
i8ai X H. Rowan* Let. 14 Sept. in Lady Aforgan's Mem.

(1862) II. 151, I am lithographising Mr. Wolffs prayer over
the corse of the persecuted—injured Queen of England.
182a T. G. Wainewright Ess. «$• Crit. (1880) 264 An inter,
esting series .. might be lithographized by some of his
pupils. 1830 Bkntwam To Pres. Jackson 10 Jan., \Vks.

1843 XT. 41 The author of an address to the French army
that, after having been written here, and either printed or
lilhosraphized, has been transmitted to. .France.

Lithography (HJv'grafi). [ad. mod.L. litho-

graphiaoxY. (and Ger.) lithographic', see LlTHo-
artd -graphY.]

f 1. A description of stones or rocks. Obs.
1708 Phil. Trans. XXVJ. 161 Having some Vears since

Publibh'd his Specimen LAthographiix Helvetic*, and
perhnps designing a Lithography, his Observations on
Figur'd Fossils arc not so numerous as we should other-
wise have wish'd.

1 2. The art of engraving on preeious stones.

1730 Bailey (folio\ Lithography, the Art of cutting or en-
graving in Stone ; also a Description of Stones.

3. The art or process of making a drawing, de-
sign, or writing on a special kind of stone (called

'lithographic stone ')> so that impressions in ink

can be taken from it.

Lithography was invented in 1796 by Alois Sepefeldcr of
Munich (1771-1831). 1'he term (in Ger. form lithographic)
was used c 1804-5 hy Senefelder's associates at Munich.
1813 H. Bankes Lithography 8 Mr. P. H. Andre intro-

duced the art under the title of Polyatitography.. .1 have
taken the liberty, however, to change this for Lithography.
1819 tr. Senefelder {title) A Complete Course of Litho-
graphy. 1832 Babhage Ecoh. Manttf. xi. (ed. 3) 78 A few
years ago one of the Paris newspapers was reprinted at
Brussels as soon as it arrived by means of lithography. 1851
Ruskin Stones Ven. I. Pref. 10 Executed in tinted litho-

graphy. 1879 Print. Trades Jrnl. xxvi. 17 The process of
lithography consists essentially in the application of a greasy
ink on to a damp stone.

Lithoid (li poid), a. [ad. Gr. AtflonS-?}?, f.

\tOo-s stone : sec -oir] Of the nature or structure

of stone.

1841 W. SrALniNG Italy <y It. 1st. TIL 299 A capping of
lithoid tuff rising about a hundred feet. 1885 A. Geikii:
Tcxt-bk. Ceot. (ed. 2) 108 By the progressive development of
crystallites or crystals during the cooling and consolidation
of a molten rock a glass loses its vitreous character and
becomes lithoid ; in other words, undergoes devitrification.

So Iiithoidal (li]>oi'dal) a.
f
in the same sense.

1833 Lvell Prine. Geol. III. 124 At a greater depth the
mass assumes a more lithoidal structure. 1852 Tu. Ross
Humboldt's Trav. L ii. 93 Lithoidal lavas.

Litholabe, -lapaxy, -latry, etc. : see Litho-.

t LitllO'loger. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Gr. Ai'tfo-y

stone + -loger as in astrologer.'] A litliologist.

1685 H. Moke Illustration 366 That it [chrysolite]
strengthens the Intellect.. is the opinion of Lilhologcrs.

LitholO'giC, (t. [f. LlTHOLOGY + -10.] - next.
1828-32 in \Vebstkr. i86oTyndall Ctnc. 1. x. 130 If the

Houses of Parliament were built up by the forces resident
in their own bricks and lithologic blocks [etc.].

Lithological (lijwl^cl^ikal), a. [f. Lithology
+ -IC + -AL.J Pertaining to lithology

;
relating to

the nature or composition of stones.

1797 Monthly Mag.^ TIL 50 A description of the litho-

logical and mineralogical empire. 1833 Lyell Trine. Ceol.
111. 237 To put the student upon his guard against too
implicit a reliance on lithological characters as tests of the
relative ages of rocks, /bid., Gloss., Lithological, a term
expressing the stony structure or character of a mineral
mass.

#
speak of the lithological character of a stratum

i

as distinguished from its zoological character. 1881 R am- I

say in Nature No. 618. 420 Tbe various formations, by help
of the fossils they contain, have been correlated in time, often
in spite of great, differences in their lithological characters.

[

Hence Iiitholtrgically adv., in regard to litho-

logy ; with respect to the nature of stones.

1845 Capt. Newbolo in Jml. Asiatic Soe. Bengal XW.
3TO Ferruginous and coloured clays that sometimes, litho*

logically speaking, resemble laterite. 1872 W. S. Symonos
Rec. Rocks iv. 84 The Aran range, with its mountain peaks,
. .resembles the rocks of Cader ldris lithologically.

Litliologist (lij^lod^ist). [f. Lithology +
-1ST.] One who is versed in lithology.
1746 Da Costa in Phil. Trans. XL1V. 398 A regular

jointed conic Body, called by Lithologists the Alveolus of
theBelemniles. 181 1 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. XXXI.448
Our lithologists would do well to revive this name.

Lithology (lity'lod^i). [ad. mod.L. lithologia

or F. lithologic \ sec Litho- and -logy.]

1. That department of mineralogy which treats

of the nature and composition of stones and rocks.

Also, the lithological characters of rocks, etc.

1716 M. Davies A then. Brit. HI. 104 Mr. Scbeutzer. .in

liis..De Querelis Piscium, seem's to have quite different

Fancies of that subterraneous Ichthyologico-Lithology.
1802 Playfam tttustr. Hutton. Tlieory 82 A specific differ-

ence which it is the business of lithology to mark by some
appropriate character, annexed to thegenericnameofgranite.
1870 Atlumum 22 Jan. 127/3 Considering first the petro-

logy and lithology of rock masses, Prof. Molloy divides the
compounds of the earth's crust into. .3 groups. 1876 Page
Adv. Tcxt-Bk. Geot. xvi. 287 In different districts the litho-

logy of these groups will be found to vary. 1877 Le Conte
Etem. Geol. Introd. (1879)2 A knowledge of mineralogy and
lithology is required to understand structural geology.

2. That department of medical science which is

concerned with the study of calculi in the human
body. Also, a treatise on calculi.

1802 Hooper Quinc/s Lex.-Med.
y
LitJwlogy, a discourse

or treatise on stones. 1828-32 Webster, Lithology a. A

347

I

treatise on stones found in the body. Coxc. 1855 Maykk
Expos, Lex., Lithologia. ..Term for the consideration of

f the nature and different qualities of atones, or of calculi \

1 lithology. 1890 J. S. Hillings Nat. Med. Diet. II. 76.

Litholysis, -lyte, etc. : see Litho-.

Lithomancy (lrKma-nsi). [f. Gr. M$os stone
+ fiavreta divination, -mancy.] Divination bysigns
derived from stones.
1646

1

Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. w. iii. 75 The Lithomancy
or divination from this stone, whereby . . Helenusthc Piophet
foretold the destruction of Troy. 1656 Blount Glossogr.,
Lithomancy, divination by casting Pibble clones, or by the
taad-stonc. 1895 Li.wortiiy Evil Eye 444 Lithomancy,
divination with a precious stone called siderites.

Lithomarge (lrjtfmaida). Geol. Also in ]..

form lithomarga. [ad. nmd.L. lithomarga, f.

Gr. A(0o-s stone + L. marga marl.] ' An early
name for several kinds of soft clay-like minerals,
including kaolin' (A. 11. Chester 1896).
'753 CiiAMnERs Cyct. Supp,, Lithomarga. 1784 Kirwan

Min. 74 Lithomarga or stone marl. 1815 W. Piiii.liis
Out/. Min. % Geol. (1818) 138 A Quart/ose roJc .. com-
posed of quart/', schorl, beryl and lithomarga. 1820 K.
Jamkson Min. II. 74 There are two kinds, viz. Friable
Lithomarge, and Indurated Lithomarge. 1843 Portlock

1
Geol. 210 Lithomarge of greenish-white colour, .at Dunlnce.
1870 A themeum 14 May 646 Restormelitc is a variety of
kaolinilc, standing nearest to the lithomarge group.
Lithometer, -nephritis, etc. : sec Litho-.
Lithontriptic (lifrmtri-ptik)

, lithonthryp-
tic (-]>ri*ptik), a. and sb. Med. Also 7-8 lython-,
8-9 -thriptic. [ad. V. lithontriptique or mod:L.
lithoutripticus (in the 17th c. etymologically cor-
rected to -liiryplicus), repr. the Gr. phra&e (tpapnaica

tCjv Iv vtippots) \iOqjv OpvmiKa * (drugs) com-
minutivc of stones (in the kidneys) ' (Galen),
where XiOoiv is genitive pi. of KiBos stone and Opvn-
TtKus (ncut. pi. -tea) an adj. f. Opv-n-Ttiv to crush
small, comminute. The inaccurate spelling -Irip-

lictts gave rise to the notion that the word was de-

rived from fir. Tp//?-eii> to rub, wear down, and the

Physical Diet. 1657 gives a mod.L. lithontribon

sb., which seems to be meant for a Gr. combina-
tion, as if \iBov TfMpov i that which rubs down
stone \ (Cf. the med.L. litonlripoti, litotripon sb.,

in glosses.) Some recent writers have substituted

the more analogically formed Litiiotiuptic]
A. adj. Having the property of breaking up

stone in the bladder.
a. 1646 Sih T. Bkownk Pseud. Ep. 11. v. 83 The Lithontrip-

ticke powder of Nicolaus. 1661 Lovell Hist. A aim. «y

Mitt. 8g Kuoninius mixes lithontriptick herbs w i 1 1 1 the blond
thereof to wast the stone. 1742 J. Parsons [title) Description
of the urinary bladder., with animadversions on lithonti iplic

medicines. 1830 Linoley Nat. Syst. Hot. 50 The old idea
of their [x'is. saxifrages! being lithontriptic appears to have
been derived from their name rather than their viitues.

1883 Holmes & Hulke Syst. Surg. (ed. 3) III. Index 924
Lithontriptic treatment of calculus.

0. 1850 Ogilvie, Lithonthriptic Tadj. and sb.].

B. sb. A lithontriptic medicine.
a. 1694 Westmacott Script. Herb. 30 Conserve of Hips..

is said by Authors to be a Lithontriptick. 1774 T. Plkci val
Ess. (1776) HI. 138 Lime water has been long and justly
celebrated as a lithontriptic. 1845-53 Garkou Mat. Med.
(ed. 6) 114 Magnesia is at times employed as a lithontriptic.

1876 Gross His. Bladder 217 Lithonlripiics, or solvents and
disintegrators of stone.

p. 1683 Phil. Trans. XIV. 533 Some medicines, though
they are not Lylhonthripticks yet may be good nephriticks.

1693 Ibid. XVII. 766 *Tis esteem'd as a great Traumatick
and Lithonthriptick. 1727-41 Ciiamubrs Cycl. s. v. Stone,

A liquor that will dissolve or break the concrete stone.,

which is called a lithonthriptic.

Lithontriptist, -or : see Lithotiuptist, -ok.

Lithophagous, -phane, -philous, etc. : sec

Litho-.

Lithoplione (lr)*to'«n). Surg. [f. Litho- +
Gr. ipwv-q sound.] An instrument for rendering

audible the contact of a sound or probe with a

vesical calculus. 1889 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Lithophotography, -phyll, -physe: see

Litho-.

Lithophyte (li'J)Jf3it\ [f. Gr. KlOo-s stone

+ (pvrov plant. Cf. next.]

1. Zool. A polyp the substance of which is stony

or calcareous, as some corals.

1774 Goi.dsm. Nat. Hist. ^824) HI. 324 -Of the lytho-

phytes and sponges. 1831 1>rechey V&v. Pacific, etc. 1.

263 The aversion of the lithophytes to fresh water. 186a M.
Hopkins Hawaii App. 413 It is the general assumption that

coral islands are built up from the bottom of the ocean by
the unaided labour of lithophytes. 1875 Lyell Priuc. Geol.

II. 111. xlix. 594 All were increasing their dimensions by the

active operations of the lithophytes.

attrib. 1853 Th. Ross ftumboldt's Trav. III. xxvi. 113
Peetens, venuses, and lithophyte polypi.

2. Bot. A plant growing upon stone or rock.

1895 Olivkr tr. Kerncrs Nat. Hist. Plants I. 56 The
number of lithophytes is comparatively very small. They
include those lichens and mosses which cling in immediate
contact to the surface of stones and derive their food in a
fluid state direct from the atmosphere.

Hence Lithophy tio, -phytous ad/s,, pertaining

to or of the nature of a lithophyte.
18a8-3a in Webster. 1836-9 Tooo Cycl. Auat. II. 408/2

Tbe propagation of some of the lithophytous polypes rc«

LITHOTOMY.
sembles that of the hydra. 1895 Olivkr tr. Kernels Nat.
Hist. Plants I. 81 The atmospheric depo>its supply litho-
phytic plants with a sufficient quantity of nutrient salts.
Ibid. 82 Many mosses are completely lithophytie in early
stages of development whilst later they figure as land-plants.

II Lithophyton. PI. -phyta. Obs. [mod.
K, f. Gr. Ai'0o-r stone + (pvr6v plant.] Coral.
1646 Sir 'J'. Bkownk Pseud. E/>. 11. v. 91 That Coratl

(which is a Lithophyton or .stone plant). 1691 Ray Creation
1. (1692.) 74 Not only the Herbaceous and Woody Submarine
Plants, but also the Lithophyta themselves affect this manner
of growing. 1753 Ciiamkeks Cycl. Suf>p. s. v.

f Th^ white
sea lithophyton called shrubby coralline. 1761 Li.ms in
Phil. Trans. Id I. 357 Mr. Mason of Barbadoes. .brought
ine this rare lithophyion.

Lithoscope : sec Litiio-

Iiithosiid v
]i](7" si,id), a. and sb. [ad. mod.L.

Lilhosiid-K (sec below), f. generic name J.ithosia
(Fab-richis

1

. f. Gr. XiOos slonc + -iA J
. Sec -id.]

A. adj. Pertaining to the family Lilhosiidm of
bonibycid motlw, called footmen. B. sb. A moth
of this family; a footman {Cent. /Mel.).
1863 Ii.vihs Nat. Amazon xii. 11864) 414 'I he moth is of

a dull slaty colour, and belongs to the Lilho.siide group of
the bilk-worm family {Bowbyiid**.

LithoSperiU (HhJspojm . Anglicized f. next.
1865 Waits Diet. them. III. 730 The root-baik of Litho-

\

spcrmmti arven.se contains a red colouring matter., the
hthospL-rm-red forms a blue solution with ether. 1893 E. II.
liARKi'.it if 'and. South. Haters 2^6 A spiig of lilhospenu
Mood like a little tree laden with bead Sea fi nil.

II Iiithospermon, -urn (iib<?sp.vjm
/>n, -£m).

[mod.L., a. Gr. \i0< <7TT(pjxoi>
}

f. \lOo-s stone + <rntpp.a

seed.] 1'he plant Groniwell.
1646 Sir T. Phownt. Pseud. Ep. it. vi. 101 Lithospermon,

or gnunniell. 1727 KmlkvvoI. II, Lithospermon, the Herb
Stone Crop, Cromwell, or Ciraymil

[ //-/ttto/Graynul]. 1865
Tvt.OR Early Hist. Man. vi. 123 The virtues of the litho-
spenmim or stone-seed, in curing calculus.

Lithospermous (lij^sp^um^, a. Bot. [f.

Gr. At0o-? stone + anipfxa seed + -ors.] Having
hard

,
stony fruit. 1889 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Ijithosphere, -theology, -tint: sec Litho-.

Lithotome (lr|'<yt<?»in). [ad. Gr. \t0oT6ftov

(in sense 1), neut. of \iOoroptos adj., stone cutting,

f. A<(?o-s stone + -tojuos cutting, Ttfxvuv to cut.

Cf. K. tilhoiomc]

1. Surg. An instrument for cutting the bladder
in lithotomy; more properly called a tystclome.

J. S. Le Pratt's Obscn: Surg. (1771) 257, I.. tin 11 t

the Point of the Lithotome c oss the Pcrinxum into its

Canttta. 1839 47 Todd Cyit. Aunt. III. 934/2 Should the
blades of the nthuiouie. .be too w idely divaricated - . liability

to venous hemorrhage, .will be the lesult. 1846 Pkiftan tr.

Ma/gaigtte's Man. O/er. Surg. 521 It oidy remains to incise

(he prostate and ncclc of the bladder in withdrawing die
lithotome.

2. A stone in ils natural state which resembles a

! stone artificially cut.

1828 -32 Wkhsikr (citing Diet, Nat. Hist.).

Litliotomic (lijwty'mik), a, [ad. Gr. XiOoto-

fxttcos, f. KiOoTufxos (see prec.).] Stone-cutting; of

or pertaining to lithotomy. So IiitUoto'mical a.

1825 Soutukv Lett. (1S56) III. 484 Your Butler, when left

by forgetfulncss four-and-twenly hotns in the litliotomic

machine. 1828-32 Weustkr Litliotomic, pertaining to fir

performed by lithotomy. 18. . Med. Jrtil. (Wore), Litho.
tomical. 1885 A. Stewart "Ttvixt Ben Nez'is % Glencoc iv.

27 He had cheek enough.. to undertake a lithotomicai
operation if it came handy.

Lithotomist (lipfrlomist). [f. Lithotomy +
-liST. Cf. Y. lithotomiste.']

1. One who practises lithotomy.
1663 HoYLE Use/. Exp. Nat. Phitos. ti. ii. 79, I inquired Cf

him, whether he nad met with a remedy that could dissolve
the stone, offering him much more for a cure of that kind,
then he would require as a lithotomist. 1731 Gentl. Mag.
I. 78 Dr. Bamber, lithotomist to that [viz. St. Bartholomew^
hospital. « 1754 R. Mead Wks. (1775) 405 Ammonius, a
Greek physician, who. .was surnamed At^oro/xo?, the Litho-
tomiit. 1883 Holmes & Hui.ke Syst. Surg. (ed. 3) III. 281
Some of the most successful lithotomists have, .advocated
sufficient incision as less dangerous than violent extraction.

2. One who cuts inscriptions on stone, rare.

1713 Phil. Trans. XXVI 1L 291 Lithotomists careless in

dividing Syllables..

Lithotomize (li)>f *tomoiz), v. [f. next i -ize.]

trans. To subject to the operation of lithotomy.

Hence Litho tomizcd ///. a. In qtiot. absol.

1836 Brit. $ Eor. Med. Rev. II. 467 Of the litholoini/ed

in Paris, at least four out of five recover. 1876 Gross His.
Bladder 202 Patients are often brought to the surgeon from
a distance to be lithotomized.

Lithotomy (lity tomi). [ad. late L. lilliolo-

wia, a. Gr. Ai^oTOjuto, f. \iOo-s stone + -ro/aa cutting.]

1. The operation, art, or process of cutting for

stone in the bladder.
1721 in Bailey. 172a in Quincv Lex. Phys.-Med. (ed. 2).

1783 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 2) X. 843 1/1 (ntarg.) Lithotomy
reckoned exceedingly dangerous by the ancients. 1800 Med.
Jml. III. 103, I was induced to make use of a Bistoire

Cache, in the operation of Lithotomy. 1846 Bkittan
tr. Alalgaigne's Man. Oper. Surg. 508 Three principal
methods : perineal lithotomy, recto-vesical lithotomy, hypo-
gastric lithotomy. 1875 StR W. Ti rnkr in Encycl. Brit.
I. 815/1 The lateral operation of lithotomy.
attrib. 1871 Holmes Syst. Surg. (ed. 2) V. 1083 Surgeons

seem still divided in opinion as to whether a lithotomy knife
should or should not be beaked. 1878 T. Bhyant Pract.
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Surg. I . 609 Lithotomy scoops or forceps. 1879 Sl
%
George's

Hosp. Rep. IX. 271 The patient was placed in the lithotomy
position. Ibid. 344 A lithotomy tube was passed into the

bladder, and tied in.

f2. [After Gr.] A quarry. Obs.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Lithotomy, a Masons Work-house,

or quarry ; also a Prison. D. Br. [/. e. Sir T. Browne]
useth it.

Lithotripsy (li'Ktripst). Also in mod.L.
form lithotripsis. [f. Litiio- + Gr. Tptyis rubbing,

f. Tpt&-uv to rub. Cf. next.] The operation of

nibbing down or crashing stone in the bladder by
means of a lithotriptor.

1834 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 409 note, A tribute

of praise to the several individuals by whom lithotrity and
lithotripsy have been brought to their present state of

efficiency. 1846 R. Liston Pract. Surg. xii. (ed. 4) 495 In

the year 1827, when lithotripsy was yet in its infancy.

1889 Syd. Soc. Lex., Litlwtripsis.

Iiithotriptic (lijvrtrtptik), a. and sb. [Re-

fashioned form of Lituontriptic, as if f. Gr. \t0o-s

stone + -TpiKTiKos, f. Tpt&uv to rub, wear away.]
*= LlTHONTRITTIC.
1847 Solth tr. Chelius* Surg. II. 561 Rigal's chest-like

contrivance, which contains all the lithotripuc instruments.

Ibid. 564 The duration of a lithotriptic sitting depends on
the sensibility of the patient.

Lithotriptist ltj^lrrpttst). rare" 0
. Also

lithon-. [f. LiTiioTiurT-ic + -ist.] One who
practises lithotripsy.

1836 Smart, Lithontriptist. 1850 Ogilvie, Lithotriptist,
tetkontriptist.

II Lithotriptor (lijtftri-ptyj). Surg. Also
lithon*. [Orig. lithonh iplor, a quasi -L. agent-noun
011 the analogy of Lithontui rare ; afterwards re-

fashioned (cf. prec.).] An instrument for rubbing
down or crushing stone in the bladder.
1825 in Patents, Abridgem. Specif. Med. etc. (1863^ g2 A

surgical instrument for destroying the stone in the bladder
without cutting, which he denominates 1

lithontriptor '. 1847
South tr. Chelius' Surg. 11. 561 The catheter having been
withdrawn, the lithotriptor is introduced.

Lithotrite (li'bJtrail). Surg. [Hack-formation
from Lithotrity.] An instrument for crushing

stone in the bladder into minute particles which
can be passed through the urethra.

1839 R. Druitt Surgeon's l
T
ade Mecum vi. iv. 401 The

instrument which has now superseded the foregoing, is the
screw litholrite of Mr. Weiss. 1876 Gross Dis. Bladder
14c The tumor was seized and torn away with the trilabe,

or crushed by a lithotrite.

Lithotritic (lijHrtirlik), a. [f. Lithotrity +

•TC.] Relating to lithotrity ; having the property

of crushing stone in the bladder.
1830 Cooper Diet. Pract. Surg. (ed. 6^ 1179 It is .

.

alleged, that as lithotomy is very successful upon young
subjects, lithotritic attempts are not requisite. 1889 Syd.
Soc. Lex., Lithotritic.

Iiithotritist (lijytrittst). [f. Lithotrity *
-1ST.] One who practises lithotrity.

1836 Brit. <$• For. Med. Rei>. II. 470 The road to the litho.

liitist's success is cleverly marked out by M. Amussat. 1846
R. Liston Pract. Surg. xii. (ed. 4) 495 In 1820, a professed

lithotritist arrived in this country. 1868 Sir H. Thompson
Dis. Urinary Organs xiii. (1882) 87 The skill of the litho-

tritist may to some extent be known by the debris he makes.

Lithotritize (li^-tritaiz), v. [f. Lithotrity
+ -1ZE.] trans. To subject to lithotrity.

1842 R. Willis Stone in Bladder iv. 107 The third is

perfectly well,—but he has not yet been lithotritized.

1864 T. Holmes Syst. Surg. (1870) IV. 11 17 This increases

the number of adult patients with stone to 103, of which
only 34 were lithotritised.

Lithotritor (li'JxtattprX Surg, Also in Fr.

form -triteur. [ad. F. lithotrileur
t
an alteration

of Lithotriptor, as if f. L. tritort agent-n. f. terfre

to rub.] ==LlTHOTIiIPT0It.
1828-32 in Wkrster. 1846 Brittan tr. Malgaigne's Man.

Oper. Surg. 534 It is well to move the lithotriteur backwards
and forwards to assure yourself that the stone is well seised.

1857 Dunglison Med. Lex. 550 The instruments employed
for tlm purpose [i. e. Lithotrity] are called, in the abstract,

Lithotrite*, Lilhotriteur*, Lithotritors, Lithotriptors, Litho-
thryptors, Lithotrypetae, and Lithoclasts.

Lithotrity ^libfVtriti). [Formed after Litho-
tritor, by substitution of suffix : see -v.] The
operation of crushing a stone in the bladder by
means of a lithotrite.

1830 tr. Haron Heurteloup {title) Cases of Lithotrity or

Examples of the Stone cured without incision, a 1862 Sir
H. Brodie Antobiog. (1865) 144 After the year 1835.. 1

scarcely ever had recourse to lithotomy at all, substituting

for it that of lithotrity. 1878 Walsham Surg. Pathot. 396
The operations of lithotomy, lithotrity, and puncture.
attrib. i860 N. Syd. Soc. Year-Ik. Med. 295 Statistical

Analysis of twenty-one Lithotrity Operations.

Lithotype (lrjafoip), [f. Litho- + Type sb.]

1. A stereotype made with gum-shellac, sand, tar,

and linsced-oil, and pressed while hot on a plaster

mould taken from type.

1875 in Knight Did. Mech.
2. An etched stone surface for printing.

1875 in Knight Diet. Mech.
3. A lithographed finger-print.

1890 Conan Doyle Sign 0/Four t. 10 Lithotypes of the

hands of slaters, sailors, cork-cutlers (etc.).

Li'thotype, v. [Back-fonnation froniLiTHO-

348

typy.] trans. To prepare for printing by lithotypy
(Ogilvie 1SS2).

Iiithotypic (li)wti"p*k) , a. [f. next + -ic ]
Relating to lithotypy; printed by the lithotype

process. In mod. Diets.

Lithotypy (libp'lipt). [f. Lithotype sb. + -y.]

1. The process of making lithotypes (see Litho-
type sb. I). 1882 in Ogilvie.

2. Printing from etched stone. In mod. Diets.

Lithoxyl (lifarksil). Min. Also -yle. [Orig.

lilhoxylon (J. G. Wallerius 1747); f. Gr. \i0o-s

stone + (vKov wood.] A synonym of wood-opal.
1828-32 WEnsTER, Lithoxyle, petrified wood.
So Litho xylite-prec. (Ogilvie 1882).

t Lithoxyloi dical, a. Obs. [Formed as prec.

+ -oiD + -ic + -al.] Resembling pyritized wood.
1757 tr. HenckeCs Pyritot. 23 Lithoxiloidical, as if fibrous,

or pyritified wood.

LithSman (li->s,mxn). Hist. [OE. lidsmann,

a. ON. lidstuad-r (accus. 'matin) . f. lids, gentt. of lid

host + ma&r Man.] A sailor in the navy under

the Danish kings of England.
11.. O.E. Chron. an. 1036 (Laud MS.> J>a li<5s men on

Lunden fcecuron Harold to healdes ealles Engla landcs.

1848 Petrie & Stkv. Chron. 95 The thanes . . and the

'lithsmen* at London. 1848 Lytton Harold ill. ii, 'The
lithsmen of London', cried a Saxon thegn, 'are all on his

side, and inarching already through the gates \ 1865 Kings-
ley Hereto. (18671 I. 11 He succeeded, by the help of the.,

lithsmen of London,.. in setting his puppet on the throne.

1867 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) I. vi. 485 A new element,
the 'lithsmen ', the nautic multitude of London.

Lithuanian (lijtf/o* 1 *nian), a. and sb. Also

7 Lituanian. [f. proper name Lithuania + -AK.]

A. adj. Monging or relating to Lithuania, its

[
people or language.
1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) X. 102/2 Another division [of

Lithuania] is into Lithuania properly so called, and
Lithuanian Russia. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 53 The bulk
of the Lithuanian nation remained faithful to their idols.

1843 R« Garnett in Proc. Philol. Soc. (1845) I. 147 The
Lithuanian mcrga, maiden.

B. sb. A native of Lithuania; also, the Lithua-

nian language, being one of the Lettic group of

Aryan languages.
1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts (1658) 414 Antonius Schve-

bergerus, the Lituanian of Vilna. 1839 Penny Cycl. XiV.
S3 In the twelfth century the Lithuanians began to be more
known. 1847 Mrs. A. Kerr Hist. Scn>ia 7-2 The plague.,
is considered by. .the Lithuanians, .to be a personal being.

Lithuanic (lipi/^oe-nik), a. and sb. [Formed
as prcc. + -ic] a. adj. ~ Lithuanian a. Also,

in wider sense, applied to the group of languages

(also called Leitic and Baltic) which includes

Lithuanian together with Lettish and Old Prus-

sian, b. sb. The Lithuanic language or group of

languages.
, 184 1 Latham Eng. Lang. 3 The Livonian, . . the Old

Prussian, and the Lithuanian of Lithuania, constituting
the Lithuanic stock. 1844 — in Proc. Philol. Soc. (1845)
I. 235 In Lithuanic the term in use is ouc\ as, w'wuiwiend.
Iiithur, obs. form of LfTHEK a.

Lithuresis, Lithurorrhoea, etc.: see Litho-.

Lithwayko, variant of Leathwake Obs.

tLithwort, Obs. Also 5 lyt(h)wcrt. [OE.
lidwyrt, f. lid Lith sb.* + wyrl root, plant.] Dwarf
elder, Sambncus Ebulus.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. 1. 124 Deos wyrt pe man ostriago, &

oftrum naman lySwyrt nemneft. a 1100 Vox. in Wr.-Wulcker
299/2 Erifeon, liSwyrt, idem est ostriago. C1265 Voc.
Plants ibid. 558/21 Ostragittm, herbyue, lipewurt. 1x450
ME. Med. Bk. (Heinrich) 203 Jus of Iythwort. Ibid. 205
Tak lytwort, bresewort Rybwort.

Lithy (H'Si), a. diat. Forms: 1 litSis, 4
leojri, 4-5 lepi, 4-6 lethy, -ie, 5-6 lithie, -ye,

6 lythey, 6-7 lythy, -ie, 7- lithy. [OE. U6ig
— ON. H6ug-r yielding, nimble, free, unimpeded,
MDu./A&f/; unimpeded, unoccupied (Du. /edig, Ueg
empty, vacant, unoccupied), MHG. ledic free, un-

impeded (mod.G. ledig unoccupied, vacant). The
ulterior etymology is obscure; see Kluge s.v. ledig."]

Pliable, flexible, supple ; soft, unresisting.

c 1000 /Elfric Saints ZiV«(i88s) 1. 224 |>a §elaihte petrus

hire libian hand, a 1023 Wulfstan Horn. xlvi. (1883) 234/22
II . 0 [sc. a man's heart] bib Ii5i^ swa cla3 , .on^ean deofles

lare. ^1315 Shoreiiam (E. E. T. S.) vii. 590 Jef eny lo^

per lepi were. 1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love 111. vii. (Skeat)

1. 101 So oft falleth the lethy water on the harde rockc,

till it haue through persed it. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De
P. R. vi. vi. (Tollem. MS.), Suche children ben nesche of

flcsche, lepi [ed. 1535 lethye, ed. 1582 lythie] and pliant of

body. /bid. xvtf. ii. (1495) N iiij b/2 'i hat stalke is fyrbte

feble & lethy: and that for defawte of harde humour.
1x400 Disp. Mary % Cross 483 in Leg. Rood (187O M7»
I bar pi fruit leobi and lene. 14. . Sir Beues (MS. M.) 647
AH to Ieby the spere was wrought, a 1425 Cursor M. 9779
iTrm.) penne were he lepyere [Laud lethier, Cott., Go'tt.

wayker] ben he was ere. 1542 Udall Erasm. Apoph. 121

marg.. Y« thei might haue their toynctes nynible & lithye.

"573 Iwvnb rfZnezd. XII. Mmijb, And up shec Ieapes, and
lithie raigneswith hand she turneth round, iso^t^- Carew]
Herrings Tayle 13, Their lithie bodies bound with limits of

a shell. rti6i8 Svlvester Spectacles xii, The World's

Weapons were but lythie Wax ; And Vertue's Shield is of

cclestiall Fier. 1640 Parkinson Theat. Bet. 227 It hatb

many small weake, but lithy aud tough slender greene

LITIGATION.

stalks. 1843 Bokrow Bible in Spain x, His limbs were
now thoroughly lithy, and he brandished bis fore legs in

a manner perfectly wondrous. 1848 Blaekw. Mag. LX1V.
259 A man. .in the full active use of his lithy form,

fb. Jig. Weak, feeble. Obs.

1377 Langl. P. PL li. x. 184 Ac theologic.A ful lethy
binge it were }if bat loue nere. 1387 Trevisa lligdtn (Rolls)

VI [. 157 My cause, .may be made lethy [K itijtrmari], and
it may be reysed up. a 1533 Ln. Reamers Gold. Bk. M.
Aurel. (1546) LI iv, Ye are.. in aduersitie feehle and lethy.

Litliy-tree. [app. f. prec] The wayfaring-

tree, Viburnum Lantana; also Rhus canstka
(Cent. Diet. tSgo).
1866 Treas. Bot. 689/1 Lithy-tree, Viburnum Lantana.

Litigable (li-tigab'l), a. [f. L. litigare (see

Litigate) + -able.] That may become the sub-

ject of litigation
;
disputable.

1764-7 Lo. Lyttelton Hen. If (1769^ II. 401 The litigable

title to Nantes and its earldom. 1824 W. Taylor in Monthly
Rev. OIL 242 Which last frontier contains much litigable

territory. 1897 Daily News 7 July 5/1 To add another
litigable point to the Bill.

Litigant (li'tigant), a. and sb. [ad. V. liti-

I

gant, ad. L. liliganl-em, pr. pple. of litigare (see

Litigate).] A. adj. Engaged in a law-suit or in
1 a dispute. Only in connexion with party.

1638 Chillingw. Relig. Prot. I. v. § 98. 299 The parties

litigant are agreed that many errors were held by many of

the ancient Doctors. 168. in Somers Tracts I. 196 Verdicts
are found.. as the litigant Parties exceed one the other in

Power and Practice. 1754 Hume Hist. Eng. (1761) I. App.
ii. 257 Sometimes the party litigant offered the king a certain
portion ..payable out of the debts. 1884 Sir J. Hacon in

Law Rep. 26 Ch. Div. 135 The shareholders who are the

parties here litigant.

B. sb. A person engaged in a lawsuit or dispute.

1659 Gentt. Calling (1696) 1 Much greater is the odds
between these two Litigants, a 1674 Clarenoon Surv.
Lcviath. 102 If the Litigant be not pleased with the opinion
of his Judg. 1728 T. Siieriuan Persius iv. (1739) 62 The
Judges and Litigants both u:>ed to swear at this Altar.

1810 Bentiiam Packing (1821) 228 That security, which
the aggregate body of litigants . . do not enjoy. 1849
Macaulay Hist. Eng. viii. II. 339 Ordinary litigants com-
plained that their business was neglected. 1885 Sir C. S. C
Bowen in Law Times Rep. LHL 484/2 The great rule L,
that poverty is no bar 19 the litigant.

Litigate (IrtigA), v. [f. L. lfligdt-
t
ppl. stem

of litigare, f. lft-
t
lis lawsuit.]

1. intr. To be a party to, or carry on, a suit at

law ; to go to law. Also \gen. to dispute.

1615 Daniel Queen's Arcadia Poems (1717} 181 Then might
they be taught . . To litigate perpetually. 167$ Baxter
Cath. Theol. 1. 1. 27 If any will litigate de nomine emis, let

them call it Being or No-being as they please. 1716 Ayliffe
Parergon 83 The Appellant after the Interposition of an
Appeal still litigates in the same Cause before the Judge
a Quo. 1834 TaWs Mag. 1. 697/1 Making the determination

of two Justices of Peace final, if the Quaker did not litigate

farther. 1881 Daily News 29 Dec. 5/3 1 1 was a characteristic

of Lord Justice Lush as a Judge to prevent suitors if he

could from litigating to the uttermost.

2. trans. To make the subject of a lawsuit ; to

contest at law ; to plead for or against. v

1741 T. Robinson Gavelkhul it. v. 234 A cjuestion formerly

much litigated. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (181 1) I. xiii.

87 If I do not oblige them, my grandfather's estate is to be
litigated with me. 1774 Connect. Col. Ree. (1887) XIV. 381

A rate of one penny farthing on the pound, to pay their

costs in sundry matters litigated before the Assembly. 1791

Cowper Ilia<i xii. 5x5 Litigating warm Their right in some
small portion of the soil. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) VI.

350 The precise question ought not to be again litigated.

1864 Burton Scot Abr. 1 1, i. 1 17 The property in 'Anderson's

Pills ' was litigated in the Court of Session.

b. gen. To dispute, contest (a point, etc.).

1739 Cibrer A/ol. (1756) M. 26 He never cared to litigate

' anything that did not affect his figure upon the stage. 1758
II. Walfole Catal. Roy. Ant/tors. (1750) 1 1. 230 The point

indeed has been much litigated, but is ot little consequence.

I

1842 G. S. Farer Prov. Lett. {\%+$ 1. 51 He..deems it in.

decorous to litigate the question with his diocesan.

Hence Li tigating vbl. sb. and ///. a.

176C-72 H. Brooke Foot o/Qual. (1809) 11. 10 Compelling
my litigating opponents to an accomodation. 1780 Newgate
Cat. V. 25 A family estate, the right of which was litigating

in the court of chancery. 188* T. H. Gohe in Laiv Times
8 Nov. 29/1 The retailer was the person litigating.

Litigated (li'tig^ted), a. [f. prcc. +
-ed 1

.] a. Made the subject of a lawsuit; con-

tested at law. b. gen. Contested, disputed.

a 1745 Swii-t Acc. Crt. $ Empire Japan Wks. 1841 I.

559/1 There were two maritime towns . . bordering upon
Tedsu t of these he purchased a litigated title. 1772
Uarring.ton in Phil. Trans. LX1I. 266 This litigated point

can only receive a satisfactory decision from very accurate

observations, a 1797 Walpole,Mem. Geo. fl (1847) 11.

i. 25 Malone made him great promises, .of even acquiescing

to the litigated clause ofthe King's consent. 1813 Jemerson
Writ. (1830) IV. 210 It is a litigated question, whether the

circulation of paper, rather than of specie, i;> a good or an
evil. 1835 Reeve De Tocqneville\s Dcmotr. I. ii. 41 C >fficers

were charged.. with the arbitration of litigated landmarks
1865 Carlvle Fredk. Gt. ill. xiv.(i872) 1. 231'l'hese litigated

Duchies are now the Prussian Province J iilich-Herg-CIeve.

Litigation (litig^'Jan). [ad. late L. litigd-

tion-cm, n. of action f. litigare to Litigate.]

1. The action or process of carrying on a suit in

law or equity ; legal proceedings; fin pl. t kinds of

litigation. Ln litigation : in process of investi-

gation before a court of law.
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1647 Clarbnoon Hist. Reb. iv. § 38, I have never yet
spoken with one clergyman who hath 'had the experience of
both litigations that hath not ingenuously confessed he had
rather., have three suits depending in Westminster Hall
than one in the Arches or any ecclesiastical court. 1661

J. Stephens Procurations 139, I never heard of any that
stood out a suit against this payment .. but was alwayes
overthrown in the litigation. 1834 Lytton Pompeii 24 My
relations threatened me with litigation concerning my
inheritance. 1856 Flarier fust, Metaph. (ed. 2) Introd. 6
A tribunal to which any point in litigation can be referred.
1880 McCarthy Own Times IV. liv. 176 Litigation means
the waste of time and money.

b. The practice of going to law.

1785 Pa ley Mor. Phifou vi. viK. (1786) 509 Nothing quells
a spirit of litigation like despair of success. 1821 Syd.
Smith Wks. (1859) 349/ * 1'his method would destroy
litigation as effectually as the method proposed by Mr.
Scarlett.

^
1862 Tkolmh'K Orley I\ i.v. ^ed. 4) 62 The spirit

of litigation within him told him that the point was to be
carried.

2. Disputation. Now rare.

1367 Satir. Poems Reform, iii. 149 Quha dow abstene fra
litigatioun, Or from his paper hald aback the pen, Except
he hait our Scottis Natioun ? 1677 Gale Crt Gentiles m. 29
Wiclefwas much offended at this kind of sophistic litigation

in maters of faith. 1749 Fieluing Tom Jones xvilt. x, The
squire, .was, after some litigation, obliged to consent. 1786
BurKB Articles agst. W. Hastings Wks. 1842 II. 87 To
receive an explanation ..of the matter in litigation. 1887
W. James in Mind Jan. r Whether the * muscular sense

1

directly yields us knowledge of space is still a matter of liti-

gation among psychologists.

II Litigator (H'tig^tsr, -pi). [L.
; agent-n. f.

litigare (see Litigate).] One who litigates.

In mod. Diets.

t Litigio se, a. Obs. [ad. L. titigiosus \ see
Litigious.] —Litigious i.

1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles in. 28 None gave so great an
advance and perfection to this Dialectic litigiose mode of
Philosophising as Aristotle.

Litigiosity (Htidgi^siti). [f. as prec. +-m\]
The character or quality of being litigious

;
esp.

in Civil and Scots Law (see Litigious 2 b).

1868 Act 31 $ 32 Vict, c. 101 § 159 marg.
}
Litigiosity as to

lands not to begit^ before date of registration of notice of
summons of reduction. 1875 Poste Gains iv. Comm. (ed. 2)

611 If the purchaser had notice of the litigiosity, he forfeits

the purchase money to the fiscus.

Litigious (liti-dgas), a. Also 6 litygyous,
lytygious, letigeus, 7 la-, letigious, litigeous.

[ad. F. litigieux, ad. L. titigiosus, f. titigium liti-

gation, related to titigdre to Litigate: see -ous.]

1.^0f persons, their actions, dispositions, and
utterances, a. Fond of disputes, contentious. Now
rare. b. Fond of litigation

; eager to go to law.
1382 YVyclif 1 Tim. iii. 3 It bihoueth a byschop for to be

• .not litigious, or ful of stryf. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls)
III. 285 Socrates hade it litigious and malicious wifes.

1541 R. Copland GalyetCs Terap. 2 B iij b, The other are
all togyther stupydes, sturdy, & lytygious. 1592 [see Bar-
ratous]. 1622 Beaum. & Fu Sp. Curate 11. li, "lis some
honest Client, Rich and litigious, the Curate has brought to
me. 1639 Fuller Holy War m; xxviii. (1840) 168 A door was
opened for her litigious pretenders to the Crown. 1665 Glan-
vill Scepsis Sci. xix. 1x8 This Philosophy is litigious, the
very spawn of disputations and controversies. 1682 Burnet
Rights Princes ii. 51 A litigious prosecution of their suits.

1732 Berkeley Alciphr. vu. § 13 If the moment of opinions
had been by some litigious divines made the measure of their
zeal. 1793 Burke Obstrv. Conduct Minority Wks. VI 1. 234
Objections which 1 must ever think litigious and sophistical.
1803 Wellington in Gurw. Desfi. II. 338 Lieut. Proctor is

of a very litigious disposition. 1841 Elphinstone Hist. hid.
I. 37? They [Hindus] are very litigious...They will perse-
vere in a law-suit till they are ruined. 1855 M acaulay Hist.
Eng. xiii. III. 299 Sir Patrick Hume .. had returned from
exile, as litigious . . as he had been four years before. 1868 E.
Edwards Ralegh I. xxv. 6oi Pine's grasping and litigious
spirit had . . given plenty of trouble in bygone days to
Ralegh. 1875 Browning Aristoph. Apol. Wks. (1896) 1.

685/1 Play the litigious fool to stuff the mouth Of dikast
with the due three.obol fee.

absol. 171 1 Addison Sped. No. 21 f 3 This prodigious
Society of Men may be divided into the Litigious and
Peaceable.

t c. Engaged in litigation or contention ; liti-

gant. Obs,
1589 Warner Alb. Eng. vi. xxxii. 143 He of Lancaster,

and she of Yorke the heire: Of which letigious Famelies
here mapped be the Lines.
absol. 1665 J. Webb Stone-Heng (1725) 1 55 Gateways .

.

by which the litigious and others had Access.

f 2. Open to dispute or question
;

disputable,

questionable; productive of litigation or conten-
tion. Obs.
1520 Whitinton Vulg. (1527) 10 And in especyat that ye

haue ended the litygyous mater, c 1555 Harpsheld Divorce
Hen. VIII (1878) 41 To determine.. dubious, and litigious
questions in surging upon Moses' law. 1394 Hooker Eccl.
Pot iv. xi. § 12 The feast of Easter being. .litigious in the
dayes of Constantine. 1598 Sir T. Norreys in Lismore
Pa/ersSet. 11. (1887) 1. 17, I feare the matter will prove very
Ietigeus. 1615 Crooke Body 0/Man 336 The time of his
birth seemeth to him to be litigious. 1648 Bp. Haix Select
Th. Ded,, An age. .that hath almost lost piety, in the chase
of some litigious truths.

b. Disputable at law; that is or is liable to

become the subject of a lawsuit, esp. of a benefice

(see quot. 1 768). In Civil and Scots Law said esp.

of property respecting which an action is pending,
and which therefore may not be alienated.
1568 Mem. Q. Eliz. to Commissioners in H. Campbell

349

I Love Lett. Mary Q. Scots App. 15 The rest, that is litigious
and doubtful, to be equally divided. 1611 Ukaum. & Fi..
Triumph ofLove ii, Thou hast put so sure a plea, That all
my weals litigious made by thee. 1624 Sin II. Bourgciuer
111 Usslicr\s Lett. (1686) 314 Dr. Dee's [library], .hath been
long litigious, and by that means unsold. ^1648 Ld.
Herbert //t««. VIII (1683) 417 The Earl of Desmond
dying, leaves his Estate litigious betwixt his Drother and
Grand-child. 1697 Drvden Virg. Gcorg. 1. 194 No* Marks

I

nor Bounds Distinguished Acres of litigious Grounds. 1768
i

Blackstone Comm. III. 246 If two presentations be offered
to the bishop upon the same avoidance, the church is then
said to become litigious. 1868 Act 31 % 32 Vict. c. 101 § 159No summons of reduction.. shall have any effect in render*
ing litigious the lands . .except [etcl. 1880 M uirheao Gains
Digest 493 If the thing was not known to be litigious when
purchased.

3. Of or pertaining to lawsuits or litigation.
1589 Puttenham Eng. Pocsic tn. ii. (Arb.) 153 Certaine

Doctours of the ciuil law were heard in a litigious cause
betwixt a man and his wife. 1612 Dekker // be not good
Wks. 1873 III. 268 The barres of our latigious Courts had
wont To crack with thronging pleaders. 1644 Milton Ednc.

j

Wks. (1847) 99/1 Pleasing thoughts of litigious terms, fat

I

contentions, and flowing fees. 1705 T. Brown To Author
ofAddress in Coll. Poems 95 Scaffolds are rais'd in Litigious
Hall, The Maces glitter, and the Serjeants Bawl. 1710
Steele ^ Addison Tatter No. 253 ? 13 Your Knowledge

;

in the litigious Parts of the Law. 1780 Burke Sp. Gicono*
mic Reform Wks. III. 261 The fury of litigious war blew
her horn on the mountains. 1825 Bentiiam Ration. Keiv.-ji
A defendant, unjustly dragged into the litigious contention.

Litigiously (liti-dsasli), adv. [f. prec. +
-1AT-.] Jn a litigious manner, after the manner
of a litigant ; in a contentious spirit

;
wianglingly.

1608 Middleton Trick to Catch Old One iv. iv. 121 Some
foolish words.. did pass, Which now litigiously he fastens
on me. 1674 Owen Holy Spirit (1693) 270 An Acquaintance
with the Nature and Course of some Courts proceeding
litigiously by Citations

v 1719 D'Ureey Pills III. 47 From
Mad-men, Fools, and Knaves he did Litigiously receive it.

1836 Marryat jfaphet Ixxiii, Instead of expressing anxiety
to receive his son, he litigiously requires proofs.

Litigiousness (Htrdgasnes). [f. as prec. +
-ness.] The quality of being litigious; readiness
to go to law.
1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. vi. iv. § 9 This would minister

matter of much litigiousnesse. a 1668 Davenant Rutland
House Wks. (1673) 356 Farcwcl the happiness uf the Nation
when the populousness of the City argues the litigiousness
of the Country. 1707 Aiterbury I'iud. Doctr. 37 The
Intemperance and Litigiousness, with which he reproaches
some of them. 1791 Gentl. Mag. 20/2 Promiscuous ridicule
and the weapons of litigiousness had been thrown into the
crowd. 1841 Elphinstone Hist. hid. 1. 467 Strangers are
now struck with the litigiousness . . of the natives. 1866 Daily
Tel. 31 Jan. 6/6 The Corporation is notorious for itsobstruc-
tiveness and litigiousness.

Litir, obs. form of Litter.

Litis - Contestation (bitisityntest^'Jan}.

Civil and Scots Laiu. Also 9 in compound form
litieontestation. [ad. L. litis (gen. of lis lawsuit)

contestation-cm (n. of action f. contcstari to take or
' call to witness).] The formal entry of a suit in

a court of law.
1456 Sir G. Hayb Law Arms (S. T. S.) 276/8 And fra

litiscontestacioun be, the plede is begunnyn. c 157S Bat-
fours Practicks (1754) 30 Quhilk day being come, the
defendar sail mak litiscontestatioun. 1622 M ai.ynes Anc.
Law-March. 446 By the common rules of the law, where no
litiscontestation is past.. no witnesse should be receiued.

1752 J. Louthian P'orm of Process (ed. 2) 265 Before
Litis-contestation, the Defender may crave Protestation

I against the Pursuer for not insisting. 1862 Bentham Princ.
1 Jitdic. Proccd. Introd., Wks. 1843 11. 7 Expense of liticon-

|

testation, defrayed as far as possible by the public. 1880

I

Muirhead Gains 111. § 180 An obligation is extinguished by
litiscontestation or joinder of issue.

t Litispe ndence. Obs. rare— 0
, [a. OF.

litispendence (F. litispendance), ad. late L. litis-

petulentia, f. litis (see prec.) +peudentia, n. of state

f. pendere to hang.] a. (See quot. 1 706.) b. A
plea that another action is pending.
1656 Blount Glossogr.y Litispendence\ the hanging of a

suit till it be tried or decided. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey,*,

Litispendence^ the time during which a Law-suitis depend-
ing. 1728 in Bailey, and in some mod. Diets.

t Litispe-ndency. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. as prec.

:

see -ENCY.J = prec.

176a tr. Busching's Syst. Gcog. VL 58 The preventing of

any violent procedures betwixt the parties during this

litispendency.

t Iiitlum, adv. Obs. Forms : 1 lytl-, litlum,

litlan, 3 lutleu, 4 lytul-, litel-, lutlum, 4-5 lit-

lum. [OE. lylltem, dat. pi. neut. of lytel Little,

used advb.] Little by little, gradually: chiefly

repeated, litlum andlitlum ; also (rarely) by litlum.

c 1000 Cleric Gram, xxxviii. (Z.) 228 Paulali/u, lytlum.

c 1000 ^Elfric Gen. xl. 10 lc geseah J?ier on weaxende
blosman litlum and litlum. ^1123 O. E. Chron. an. 1110

(Laud MS.) Sy6oan litlan and litlan his leoht wauode.
<:i2oS Lay. 3569 Makie him god baid . . & him blod lete

lutlen \c 1275 Iutel] and ofte. a 1225 St. Marhcr. 12 J?at liht

alei lutlen ant lutlen. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xv. 599 Lere
hem litlum & lytlum [1393 C. xvilt. 320 lytulum and lytn-

lum ; v.rr. lit(e)lum and 7it(e)lum, litel and (bi) litel]. a 1380
St. Ambrose 533 In Horstm. Alteugl. Leg. (1S78) 16 Aschort
fuir.. lutlum and lutlum In to his^noub crep hole and stun.

H42S SI. Mary of Oignies 1. vi. in Angiia VII 1. 139/9
Hee"pat rekkip not smale thinges fallib doune by litlum.

Iiitmus (li'tmzfe). Forms : 6 ly ^tmoso, lyt.t)-

|

11108(80, litmouce, 7 litmas(e> -mouse, litt(i)-

LITTEN.

mus, 7-8 litmose, Slitmoss, lytmus, 7- litmus.
[Altered from Ml Hi. Icecmos, lijcmocs (mod.Du.
lakmoes) Lacmus, prob. from association with Lit
v.] A blue colouring matter, obtained from various
lichens, esp. archil, Roccella tinctoria.
It is turned red by acids, and the blue colour is restored

by alkalis.

1502 Receipt for Corke in Arnolde's Chron. 7ib/i Take
an C.& aq'rt ofly;tmose. 1518 Will of R. Hoby (Somerset
HoJ, xij bagges of Lytmos otherwise called white Corke.
1546 Inv. Ch. Goods Surrey 107 Item for lyttmosse \]li.

\\\\d. 1594 Plat Jcwctl-ho. 111. 37 Dry Litmas scraped in
water. 1606 Pkacham Art of Drawing 57 If you put to
overmuch Litmose it inaketh a deep blew. 1640 Rates in
Noorthouck Loud. (1773) 838/2 Littnnus, the cwt. qt. 112 lb.

i*r*. 1722 Act Encour. Silk Manuf. $t. in Loud. Gaz. No.
; 6040/7 Litmus the Hundred Weight, .. twenty Shilling*.

1811 A. T. Thomson Loiut. Disp. (1818) 471 This solution
!

. .reddens tincture of litmus. 1898 Allbutfs Syst. Med. V.
' 448 Soak the papers in strong neutral litmus and dry them,

b. altrib., as litmus colour, liquor, tincture;
litmus blue, a blue pigment prepared from lit-

mus; litmus paper, unsized paper stained bine
with litmus, to be used as a test for acids; when
reddened by an acid, it serves as a test for alkalis.
1612 Pkacham Gentl. E.vert. 83 The principal blewes. .aie

I IHew bice, Smalt, *Litmose blew. 1727 W. Maihlr Vng.
Man's Co/up. 83 Put the quantity uf a Hazel-Nut of Lit*
inose-blue, to three Spoonfuls of Conduit -Water. 1805 W.
Salnukks Min. Waters 30 Another portion of the same
* litmus liquor rcscned for comparison. 1803 Davy in /'/;//.

'Trans. XCIII. ^46 A fluid came over, which reddened
litmus-paper. 1827 Karauay Chcm. Manip. \\\. 270 Two

of them [test papers], .surpass the rest, these are litmus and
I

tunnei ic papers. 1899 Cagncy tr. Jaksch's Clin. Diagn. vii.

I (ed. 41 367 May's * litmus tincture.

Litnien, variant of Littkn t'. 1 Obs.

tliitorean, a. Obs. rare- <>. [f. L. litore- us
(f. iftor-j Iftns, tiltusy shore) + -an. ] ~ Littoral a.
1656 in 1'loi'NT Glossogr.

t IiitO'te. Obs. rare — 1
. See also Liptgtk.

[a. I\ Mole, ad. Gr. KiTortjs : see next.] ^-next.
1645 Rltheriord Tryal $ Tri. faith xv. 116, Ps. 23. 4

Yea though I walk [etc.] ; its a Litote, I will believe good :

its a cold and a dark shadow to w alke at deaths right side.

II Litotes (l3rt<?t/"z). Rhet. [Gr. WTorres, t.

XXjos smooth, plain, small, meagre.] A figure of

speech, in which an affirmative is expressed by the
1 negative of the contrary ; an instance of this.

Examples of litotes are: 'A citizen of no mean city';
'When no small tempest lay on us.

1

^57 J- Smith Myst. Rhet. 3. 1696 in PutLUts (ed. 5).

1727 Poi'E, etc. A rt ofSinking 1 1 5 The litotes or diminution,
[is the peculiar talent] of ladies, whisperers, and backbiters.

1883 Schakf Hist. Chr. Ch. I. v. 2gi Pressing into his ser-

vice, .the litotes and other rhetorical figures.

Iiitrametei" (Htne-m/l9.t). [f. Gr. Xirpa a

pound + Meter.] An instrument for ascertaining

I

the specific gravity of liquids.

1826 R. Hare in Amcr. Jml. Sci. % Arts XL 183 On the
Litrameter. This name . . is given to one of the instruments
which I have contrived for ascertaining specific gravities.

1858 in Simmonds Diet. Trade. Hence in mod. Diets.

t Litre 1
, Obs. rare — l

. In 7 lytre. [ad. late

L. litra, a. Gr. Xirpa a pound.] A pound.
1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 432 One silver boul, weigh-

I ing fine lytres \marg. or pounds].

Litre - (lrtsr, Fr. irtr). Also U.S. liter, fa.

F. litre, first formed in 1 793 ; suggested by lilron y

the name of an obsolete Fr. measure of capacity,

app. f. late L. litra, a. Gr. \trpa pound.] The
unit of capacity in the metric system, represented

by a cube whose edge is the tenth of a metre, and
equivalent to rather more than ij pints.

1810 Naval Chron. XXIV. 301 Littre, Decimeter cube.

1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 56/1 Four litres and a half make,
roughly speaking, an imperial gallon. 1866 Odung Amm.
Chem.6 If \ve take, .a litre of hydrogen and a litre of chlo-

rine, we obtain exactly two litres of hydrochloric acid. 1886
W. J, Tucker E. Europe 336 The farmers.. strike bargains
over a couple of 'liters' of wine with the Hebrew conn
cattle, or pig dealer.

II Litron. [Fr. ; see prec.] (See quot.)
1725 Bradley Pam. Did. s.v. Wig, Haifa Litron or some-

what more than half a pint of wheat flower.

Li'tster. ? Obs. Forms : 4 litestere, 4-5 lit-

tester, 5 Httstar, lystare, -er, lyt(a)ster, lyt-

tester, 5-6 lytster, 6 litstair, 5- litster, (9 dial.

lister), [f. Lit v. + -stek.] A dyer.
c 1374 Ciiaccer Eormcr Age 17 No mader, welde, or wod

no litestere Ne knew. 1428 in Stirtecs Misc. (1888) 6 I lie J

seldytfurthdeceyv.ibilly to lytstcrs, and, in especial, to John
Kyrkby and Robert Dowfe, lytsters of York. 1432 Test.

Ebor. (Surtecs) ir. 21, I wyll . . to Kendall wyfe, lyttester,

xxvjMiij*. 1488 Nottingham Rec. III. 12 Ft de i\js. pro
firma unius gardini nuper in tenura Thumae Parker, litster.

1387 Sc. Acts Jos. VI\ c. 119 As alsua ane litstair or ma
for litting and perfitting of bair saide warkis. 1609 N.
Riding Rec. I. 165 Tho. Newton, litster, presented for

brewing [etc.]. 1649 G. Daniel Trlnarch., Rich. II, xcv,

As though the state Might weare noe Cloath by Dyed in

Litstar's fatt. 1714-26 G. Guthrie^ Mem. (1900) 18 He had
also two other Sons. .both Litsters in Aberdeen. 1819 Hun*
TfcR Hallamsh. Gloss., Lister. 1887 Bulloch Pyuours 85
The burn still runs, but now of small use to any Litster.

Litt, Littarge, obs. ff. Light, Lit, Litharge.
Litte, obs. f. or var. Lit, Lite.

Li'tteu, sb. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 1 lie-tun,

5 lytton (e, letton, 6 lyttyn, 7 litton, 6- litten.



LITTEN. 350 LITTER.
[OK. lie-tun, f. lie corpse, Lieu + tibt enclosure,

Town.] A churchyard. (Cf. Church-litten.)
<rooo tr. Baeda's Hist, in. xvii. (Schipper) 268 His lichama

. . waes . . on barra hrobra lictune bebyrised. c 1420 Chron.
Vilod. 4087 Uot when he come in to f»at chirche-lyttone bo,

Twey wemen he founde bere. 1474-5 in Swayne Churcmv.
Ace. Samm (1896) 18 It. of the gjft of the tfochers for

grounds to her Stallys with oute the letton ijjr. Ibid. 20 It'

in cleansyng of the Lytton xjV. 1506 Will 0/Leer (Somer-
set Ho.\ To be hnried in the cloister or in the lyttyn of the
Trynite. 1595 in Swayne Churchw. Ace. Sarum (1896) 145
The waleagainst the Htten. 1614-15 Ibid. 165 Masonn mend-
inge the Church litton wale, 5*. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey),
Litten, as Church-litten ; a word us'd in Wiltshire fur a
Church-yard. 1798 J. Jefferson Itampsh. Gloss. (MS.)
s.v., The bury*, ground at Holy Ghost Chapel at B'stoke
is called the Kitten. It is used also at Newbury in Berks.
x8i8in Tuuu; and in mod. Diets.

Litten. (lit'n ), ///. a. [pseudo-archaic pplc. of

Light v.2] * Lighted. Usually in comb., e.g.

dim-, gray-> red-litten.

a 1849 P°E Haunted Palace vi, And travellers now within
that valley, Through red-litten windows, see Vast forms
thatmovefantasticallyToadiscordant melody. 1861 Lvtton
& Fane Tannhduscr'j2 And 'salvum me fac Domine ' they
sung Sonorous, in the ghostly going out Of the red-litten
eve along the land. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. til. 9 After
the weary tossing of the night And close dim-litten chamber.
1896 Crockett Cleg Kelly 407 Sal Kavannah moved into
the gray-litten space. 1899 Btackxi: Mag-. Feb. 31 9/1 It
[yellow hair] sprayed out like a cloud of litten gold.

t Li'tten, v. 1 Obs. Also 2 litnien, 3 Orm.
littnenu. [? Extended form (with suffix -en 5) Q(
ON. /ila=*OE.7vlilau to look.] intr. To look to,

unto. Also const, for to with inf. : lo rely on.
c 117S Latnb. Horn. 7 Forbi ne litmie [1 read litnie] namon

to swioe to bisse Hue. c 1100 Ormin 6115 pet birrb wislike
nittenn Uppo be sellfenn, and o ba batt bttnenn to bin fode.
a 1300 Cursor M. 10209 Chi,d fur l<> gett bai littend lang.
1535 Coverdale Jer. xlvi. 25 Pharao, and all them y* litten
vnto him.

T Li tten, z>.2 Obs. [? f. /// Lite : see -ek5.]
trans. To diminish.

1300 Havelok 2701 Hwan Hauelok saw his folk so brit-
ttne, And his ferd so suithe littene, He cam driuende upon
a stedc.

Litter (b'taj), si*. Forms: 4-7 liter(e, 4 litir,

litlar, 5 leter\e, -yr, lyttar, -ero, -ier, -yer,
lyter\e, -ier, -our, 5 7 lytter, -tre, 6 litto^u'r,

(litre), (6-7 licter, 7 letter, lictier, -ure, litour,
littier, littre), 5- litter, [ad. AF. litere, OF.
titiere, (F. litiere) = Pr. kitiera, Sp. litcra, It. let-

licra:—mcd.L. lectdria, f. L. tect-us (F. ///) bcd.l

1 1. A bed. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 13817 Qucn he had made me hale and

fere, ' Kise vp 1

, he said, 'wit bi litere*. a 1400-^0 Alex-
ander 4gio All lemed of his letere J?e loge as of heuen. 1440
J. Shirley Dcthe K. James (1818) 17 The traitours sought
the Kyng..yn the withdrawyng chauinburSj yn the litters
undir the presses, c 1460 Tcnvneley A/yst. xiv. 590 Lo, here
a lytter redy cled. 1481 Caxton Reynard (Arh.) 61 Tho
laye they doun on a lytier made of strawe, the foxehys wyf
and hys chyldren wente alle to slepe.

b. In technical use : A ' bed ' or substratum of
various materials.
1848 Ronalos & Richardson Chem. Technol. I. 35 Having

first made a litter of shiirgle*, planks or billets, with a layer
of charcoal powder several inches in thickness.

2. a. A vehicle in use down to recent times, con-
taining a couch shut in by curtains, and carried on
mens shoulders or by beasts of burden, b. A frame-
work supporting a bed or couch for the transport
of the sick and wounded.
c 1330 ArtA. <$• Merl. ^8541 (Kolbing) Sche akeuercd, par
ma fay, & was yleyd in liter, Al mast lichc an hors here.

1375 Barbour Bruce ix. 106 In liltar thai [him] lay, And
till the slevach held thair vay. 1411-20 Lvdc. Chron. Troy
u. xx, In a lytter made tho full royalL.To cory hym softt
and easyly. c 1450 Merlin xviii. 301 Than thei ordeyned
hir a litier vpon two palfrayes. 1470-85 Malorv Arthur
xix. vii, He ordeyned lyttyers for the wounded knyghtes.
1502 Privy PurseExp. Eliz.o/\ '^(1830)28 Item a covering
for a litter of blewe cloth of golde. 1557 Grimald in 'PotlcVs
Misc. (Arb.) 123 In littotir layd, they lead him vnkouth wayes.
1606 Holland Sucton. pi A flash oflightning glaunced upon
his licter, and struck his servant stone dead. 1634 Milton
Comus 554 The drowsie flighted steeds That draw the litter
of close-curtain'd sleep. X663 Woou Life 4 July, The

;

scutcheons on the litter hung on still. 1734 tr. Rolliu's
Anc. Hist. (1827) I. Pref. 50 To keep himself close shut up
in his litter. 1808 Pike Sources Mississ. 1. 31 Found live
litters in which sick or wounded men had been carried.

I

iSxg Keigiitlev Hist. Eng. I. 429 She was conveyed . . in
t

a litter, over which four knights held a canopy of cloth
of gold. 1894 A, Robertson Nuggets, etc. 153 He soon

j

made a comfortable litter in which to carry Elsie home.
0. Straw, rushes, or the like, serving as bedding,

t a. For human beings. To make litier cf(one's
life): to sacrifice lavishly {^V.faire lilUrcde). Obs.
c 1440 Proinp. Parv. 307/2 Lytere of a bed, stratus, stra-

torinm. c 1450 Bk. Ciirtasyc 435 in Babees Bk., Oroines
palettis shyu fyle and make litere. a 1483 Liber Niger in
Honseh. Ord. (1790) 41 The groome porter berith wood,
strawe, rushes, for the King's chambre, making the King's
litters of his bed. i6<* Howell draff's Rez>. Naples 11.

119 Whereupon the said Duke offer'd ..to make litter of his
life for the service of his Catholick Majesty the King. 1 774
Collver Ilist. Eng. II. 126 John Ualdwin held the manor
of Oterarsee . . by the service of finding litter for the king's
bed, viz. in summer grass or herbs, and in winter straw.

b, For animals. In mod. use also, the straw and
dung together.

U3*4-i5 Rolls 0/Parlt. I. 302/2, xxiii quarters deaveyn &
de Titter.] c 1430 Lydc. Uorss S/tcpct % G. (Roxb.) 10 As
pelows ben to chambres agreable So is harde strawe lytter for

the stable, c 1440 Proinfi. Parv. 307/2 Lytere, or strowynge of
horse, and other beestys, stramcntum. 1583 Stubbks A nat.
Abus.^ it. (1882) 12 A little straw or litter bad inough for a dog
to lie in. 1662 Gerbier Prhic. 35 The space which the HorM;
doth possess when in the night time he lyeth stretch t on his
Litter. 1693 Evelyn Dela Quint. Compl. Gard. 1

. 54 To place
daily under those Animals, .a sufficient quantity of fresh New
Straw, well spread, which is call'd making of Litter. 1731
Swift Bro. Protestants Wks. 1755 IV. 1. 181 The gen'rous
wheat forgot its pride, And sail'd with litter side by side. 1809
Scott Prose Wks. IV. Biographies 11. (1870) 124 There was
no wood to burn and no litter or forage to be had for his
horses. 1845 florist's Jml. 127 Take some long litter from
the dung heap. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. iii. I. 320 The
litter of a farmyard gathered under the windows of nis bed*
chamber.

c. Hence applied to straw or similar materials
used for other purposes, e.g. fas a component of
plaster, ffor thatch, or for the protection of plants.

M53 Man. Rifon (Surtees) III. 160 Et de 2d. solut. pro
liter pro dobura ibidem, i486 Nottingham Rec. III. 255
For litter for dawbyng of be same bothes. 1659 Torriano,
KS7#/a,..licture, or thatch for cottages. 1664 Lvelyn Kal.
llort. Alar. {1679) 12 Take off the Littier from your Kernel-
beds. 1706 I^onoon & Wise Rctird Gardner I. 111. xiii.

304 Tulips . . are protected ..by Coverings of Straw, or long
Litter. 1744 Pickering in Phil. Trans. XLIII. 100 Oyer
the Ued, thus prepared, must constantly be kept a Covering
of long new Litter . . to preserve the Plant from the Frost.

1846 J. IJaxter Libr. Pract Agric. (ed. 4) II. 195 In frosty

weather, protect the rows by fern leaves, long litter, or
branches of evergreens. 1861 Delamer Ft. Garden 22

Agapanthus . . may be permitted to remain throughout the
winter in the open ground, under a covering of litter or
leaves.

4. Odds and ends, fragments and leavings lying

about, rubbish ; a slate of confusion or untidiness

;

a disorderly accumulation of things lying about.
1730 Swift Lady's Dressing-r. 8 Strephon . . took a strict

survey Of all the litter as it lay. 1742 Fieloing J. A ndretvs
iv. ix, She was ashamed to be seen in such a pickle, . . her
house was in such a litter. 1796 C. Marshall Garden.
xx. 397 Dying flowers, all Iitier^and everything unsightly,
admonish the gardener to trim his plants. 1835 Ore Philos.
Mann/. 232 They [silkwormsl must be well cleansed from
the litter, i860 Rvskin Mod. Paint. V. ix. ix. 293 He
[Turner].. enjoyed and looked for litter... His pictures are
often full of it. 1868 J. H. Hlunt Re/. Ch. Eng. 1 . 347 An
old pamphlet among the litter of the ablx>t's study. 1894
HallCainf. Manxman iit.xvii. 182 The kitchen was covered
with the litter of dressmakers preparing for the wedding.

5. a. The whole number of young brought forth

at a birth.

i486 Bk. St. Albans Fvj, A Litter of welpis. 1546 J.
IIevwooo Prov. (1867) 27 The litter is lyke to the syre and
the damme. 1597 Siiaks. 2 Hen. IV, 1. ii. 14, I doe heere
walke before thee, like a Sow, that hath o'rewhelm'd all her
Litter, but one. ^ 1601 Holland Pliny I. 220 The best of
the whole litter is that whelpe that is last ere it begin to
see. 1604 M iudleton // 'itch 1. ii, Seven of their you ng pigs
..Of the last litter. 1698 Tyson in Phil. Trans. XX. 123
Possibly this Subject never had a Litier. 1731 Gentt. Mag.
I. 352 A Litter of young Lions was whelp'd at the Tower.
1802 Palev Nat. Theol. xiv. (ed. 2) 276 In the sow, the bitch,
the rabbit, . . which have numerous litters, the paps are
numerous. 1820 IJyron Mar. Fat. 111. ii, The hunter may
reserve some single cub From out the tiger's litter. 1859
Darwin Orig. Spec. I. (1873) 6 Strongly-marked differences

occasionally appear in the young of the same litter.

trans/, andJig. 1565 Haroing Con/nt. Jewels' Apol. iv.

xx. 219 Verely a man might thinkc this booke was set forth
by some ennemye of our newe english clergy, .. had not
them sclues .. acknowledged it for a whelpe of their one
littour. a 1639 W. Whatelkv Prototypes i.

t

xix. (1640)
223 That abhominable litter and broode of sinnes which
have their original! in mans heart. 1662 South Serm.
9 Nov. (1663) 35 Let him reflect upon that numerous litter

of strange, sense-lesse absurd Opinions, that crawle about
|

the world. 1664 Powi:r Exp. Philos. Pref. 6 They are as
inapprehensive, and of the same litter with the former. 1688
Vox Ctcri Pro Rege Pref. A ij, In the time when Hawkers

1

were loaded wiih whole Litters of Pamphlets, a 1704 T.
Drown in R. L'Estrange Colloq. Erasm. (1711) 358 A servant
maid and a litter of children. 1796 Kurke Regie. Peace iii.

Wks. VIII. 282 To bring into an happy birth her abundant
litter of constitutions, i860 Geo. Eliot Mill on Ft. viii,

When a man had married into^ a family where there was
a whole litter of women, he might have plenty to put up
with if he choose.

t b. An act of bringing forth young : usually

in phr. at a or one litter. Said of animals only.
c 1440 Proinp. Parv. 307/2 Lytere or forthe brynggynge

of beestys, fetus,/etura. 1693 Dryden Juvenalvi. (1697)
129 The thirty Pigs at one Targe Litter farrowM. 1794
S. Williams Vermont 91 The female produces from three
to six young ones at a litter.

6. attrib. and Comb., as (sense 2) litter-bearer
y

-biert -ear
t
-gelding, -man, -window; also liltcr-

wise adv.
;
(sense 3) liiter-eiitting\ (sense 5) Utter-

sister.

1552 Ei.yot Diet., Lceticariola, she that attendeth on a
*Iicier bearer. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. \\. in. 14 lie
shut his eyes, and now no more could hear 1 1 is litter-

bearers' feet. 1859 Tennyson Enid 1414 Vet raised and
laid him on a *litter-bier. 1812 Sir R. Wilson Priv. Diary
I. 140 Two of my dragoons, .got into the *littcr-cars of the
country. 1851 Illnstr. Calat. Gt. Exhib. 396 Two-knife
cane-top * litter and chaff-cutting machine. 1836 Devon
Issue Exch. Jas. I 319 A * litter-gelding for the Queers
litter. 1505 Ld. Treas. Ace. Scot. III. 97 Item, for ij

steikis chamlot to the Quenis tua *1ittar men . . viij". 1647
Haward Cro7vn Rev. 33 Six Littermen : Fee a peice 10/.

1670-98 Lassels Vov. Italy II. 84 Augustus Caesar ..had
escaped a thunderclap which kill'd his litter-man close by

him. 1707 Chambehlavne SI. Gt. Brit. 111. xi. 440 All
belonging to the Stables, as Coachmen, Footmen, Littermen,
Postihonsj &c. 1897 Sketch 24 Nov. 192 The puppy . . is

a * litter-sister to the then ten-weeks-old Wayward, a 1661
Holyday Juvenal 42 Keep His *litter-window shut, and he
can sleep, a 16*6 Uacon NavAtl. (1900) 32 He was carried
in a rich Chariott, without Wheeles, *Litter-wise.

Litter (li'tai), v. [f. Litter sb.]

fl. trans. To carry in a litter. Obs. rare" 1
.

1713 ?Dakrell Gentt. Instructed 1. Suppl. iii. 18 These
Pagan Ladies were litter'd to Campus Martius, ours are
coach'd to Hide-Park.

2. To furnish (a horse, etc) with litter or straw
for his bed

; humorously, to provide (a person)
with a bed. Also to litter down.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvm. xli. (1495) 802 The

colte is not lyttrid wyth strawe nother coryed wyth an
horse combe. 1607 Tofsell Four/. Beasts (1658) 291 It
shall be necessary to keep him warm, .by littering him up to
the belly with fresh straw, a 1670 Hacket A bp. Williams
11. (1693) 30 Tell them how they litter their Jades and
exercise Merchandize in the House of God. 1737 Bracken
Farriery Impr. (1749) I. 77 Bedding or littering him down
with dry clean Straw. 1799 Washington Lett. Writ. 1893
XIV. 220 That the stock may be well fed,—littered,—and
taken care of according to the directions. 1840 Hood Kit-
wansegg xvi, One is litter'd under a roof Neither wind nor
waterproof. 1859 F. A. Griffiths Artil. Man. (1862) 221
Let him be returned to the stable, littered down. 1861
Smiles Engineers II. 112 Thrashing straw to Utter the large
stock of cattle he had on hand.
absoi. 1577 B. Goock Heresbach's Husb. 1. (1586) 41 b,

Al kinde of strawe, is good to litter withall.
trans/, or Jig. 1821 Clarf. Vill. Minstr. I. 129, I love

the browning bough to see That litters autumn*s dying bed.

3. intr. To lie down on a bed or on liller. rare.

1634 Habington Castara it. 72 The Inne, Where he and
his horse litter'd. 1858 W. Arnot LawsJr. Heaven II. 279
That poor wretch .. has a number of children littering in
the bovel which tbey call their home.

4. trans. + a. To compound (plaster) with or as

with litter (obs.). (Cf. Litter sb. 3 c.) b. nonce-
use. To plaster.

1559 Morwyng Evonym. 65 Some use pure clay littered

with ox heare. ^
186a J. Skelton Nugae Crit. 1. 60 Tbe

hovels of the natives were built of turf, littered with mud.
5. To cover with litter. Also with down.
1700 Drvoen Cock ^ Fox 226 But, for his ease, well

littered was the floor. 1813 Sporting Mag. XLII. 55
A loose stable, well littered down with fresh straw. 1831
Carlyle Sari. Res. 11. iii. (1891) 73 Mind, which grows, not
like a vegetable (by having Us roots littered with etymo-
logical compost), but like a spirit.

(S. a. To cover as with litter, to strew with ob-
jects scattered in disorder. Also with round, up.

1713 Swift Cadetius <y Vanessa Wks. 1755 III. 11. 15
They found The room with volumes litter'd round. 1770
Foote Lame Lover 11. Wks. 1799 11. 68 You know how
angry your mother is at their rapping, and littering the
house. 1784 Cowfek Task vi. 280 Littering with unfolded
silks The polished counter. 1825SCOTT Earn. Lett. 17 May,
We need not litter up your house.. as we can always get
into a hotel. 1859 Dickens P. TiuoCilies ti. v, A dingy room
lined with books and littered with papers. 1883 Jroloe
Short Stud. I V. 1. iv. 49 Dinner was over. The floor was
littered with rushes and fragments of rolU and broken meat.

1895 E. A. Parkes Care Health 35 Serving merely to litter

up the surface of the earth.

b. To scatter in disorder about, on, over.

1731 Swift Strephon «y Chtoe 289 View them litter'd on
the floor, Or strung on pegs behind the door. 1863 Fr. A.
Kemble Resid. in Georgia 31 Firewood and shavings lay

littered about the floors. 1883 Ld. R. Gower My Remin.
I. xviii. 358 A room..which we found full of soldiers asleep

littered over the floor.

c. Of things : To lie about in disorder upon.
1856 Lever Martins 0/ CrdM. 14 Pieces of stuccoed

tracery, .littered the garden and the terrace. 1882 B. D. W.
RamsaV Recoil. Mil. Setv. II. xiv. 41 Papers, belonging to

our various departments under him, littering his table. 1896
A. E. Hous.man Shropsh. Z.n^xli, Or littering far the fields

of May Lady-smocks a-blcaching lay.

7. Of animals, occas. transf. in contemptuous use

of human beings : To bring forth (young').

1484 Caxton Fables 0/ sEsop 1. ix, Whan the bytche had
lyttred her lytyl dogges. 1576 Turrerv. Venerie 187 She
doth lytter them deepe under the ground and so the wolf
doth not. 1607 Siiaks. Cor. if 1. i. 239, I would they were
Barbarians, as they are, Though in Koine littered. 1610
— Temp. 1. ii. 282 Saue for the Son, that [s]he did littour

heere, A frekelld whelpe, hag-borne. 1622 Donne Serm.
clvi. VI. 231 Lions are littered perfect but ttear-whelps
licked unto their shape. 1867 Smiles Huguenots Eng. v.

(1880) 84 Wolves littered their young in the deserted farm-

houses. 1874 Supernal. Relig. I. 1. iv. 112 He must take

the after-birth of a black cat, which has been littered by
a first-bom black cat.

Jig. a 1814 Orpheus ill. i. in New Brit. Theatre 1 1 1. 299
For now I see Calamity is littering plagues to me.

b. absol. or intr.

1484 Caxton Falles o, jEsop 1. ix, A bytche which
wold lyttre and be delyuerd of her lytyl dogges. 1607

Topsell Four/. Beasts (1658) 30 Pliny precisely affirmeth

that they litter the thirtyeth day after their conception.

1733 Swift On Poetry Wks. 1755 IV. 1. 184 Infants dropt,

the spurious pledges Of gipsies litt'ring under hedges. 1848
Macaulav Hist. xii. Wks. 1866 II. 504 If ever it [Kerry]

was mentioned, it was mentioned as a horrible desert, .where
the she wolf still littered.

Litter, variant of Lighter sb. and v.

Perh. mispr. for liters^ litcrcd. (The quot. for the vb. is

much older than those under Lighter z\)

1677 Varranton Eng. Improv. 152 Tbe goods are littered

to and from the Ships. Ibid. 133 The great charge .. by
carrying . . goods by Litters, to and from the Ships.



LITTERAGE.

tLrtterage. Oh. In 7-8 litteridge. [f.

Litter sb. + -age.] a. The process of Uttering or

being littered ; birth, b. (See quot. 1726.)
1601 Dolman La Primand. Fr. Acatl. ill. Ixxxvii. (1618)

834 In the same Countrey there are Bores like to others.,

in their litteridge, which are grown in two moneths, and yet

are smaller then conies. 1726 Nat. /fist. irel. 79 The other

[sort of ore] . .went most away into litteridge or dross.

Iiitterat(e, obs. form of Literate.

||
Litterateur (Iterator). [F. litterateur

t ad.

L. Uttcrator, f. littera letter.] A literary man, a

writer of literary or critical works.
1806 Edin. Rev. VII. 364 During a part of this time he

lives with a profligate littrateur [sic] of the name of Beau-

VMt. 1816 Byron in Moore Lett, Jrnls. (1830) 11. 10 He
IHonstettenl is also a litterateur of good repute* 1854
Quincf.y Autobiog. Sk. Wits. II. 348 Like Gibbon, he

[Southeyl was the most accomplished litt rateur amongst
the erudite scholars of his time. 1882 P. Kitzceralo AV-
creat. Lit. Man 1. ii. 8 For many years now, 1 have been

an industrious litterateur of all work.

II Litteratrice (lteratrw). rare. [F. littira-

trice, fem. of litt&atettr.'] A literary woman ; an

authoress.
18.. O. W. Holmes in Com/til/ Mag. Apr. (1879) 419 In

an inland city, where dwells a litthatrice of note.

Litterature, obs. form of Literati- he.

Littered (li'tajd)
, ///. a. [f.Litter v. + -ed*.]

In senses of the vb.

1. Employed or strewn as litter ; also, scattered

in disorder.

1754 Dodsley Public Virtue, Agriculture 11. 231 Strew
around Old leaves or litter'd straw, to screen from heat The
tender infants. 1863 A. B. Grosart Small Sins 67, I re-

member how the littered concealing straw was raised. 1863

I,d. Lytton Ring Amasis II. 137 See these littered shards

upon the sordid earth 1

2. Covered or strewn with litter; clogged up
with litter.

1870 EveningStandard 29 Oct., From one of the upper
halconies of this littered chateau we looked down upon
Paris. 1895 Edttcat. Rett. Sept. 166 The mind is left in a
litiered-up condition. 1900 Blackw. Mag. Aug. 220/1 He
looked at the littered table.

3. nonce-use. That has produced a litter.

1894 Gladstone Horace, Odes in. xxvii. 1 With Uttered

fox, and lapwing's call.

t Lettering, so. Obs.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), /titterings, small Sticks that

keep the Web stretch'd on a Weaver's Loom.

Littering (lHerirj), vbl. sb. [f. Litter v. +
-jng 1.] In senses of the vb.

1. a. The action of furnishing beasts with litter,

or covering a floor with litter, b. concr. The
straw of an animal's bed ; a layer of Utter in a

stable, c. collect. Odds and ends scattered about.

a. 1607 Markham Cava I. V. iv. 15 This is called littering

of Horses : and when you hane thus done, you shall let him
rest till the next morning. 1849 Stephens Bk. o/t/ie Farm
§ 955 Mr. Hunter, .tried . .the littering of the break, occupied

by the sheep, with straw.

D. 138a Wvclif (Jen. xxxi. 34 Rachel . . hidde the mawme-
tis under the literyng of a camele. 1856 Ferries Just.

Metaph. Introd. {ed. 2) 9 To add another coating to the

infinite litterings of the Augean stable.

C. 1897 Daily News 3 May 7/2 Ten times more littering

..is left by the fashionable promenaders on the expensive

fete days.

2. The process of bringing forth (young) or of

being brought forth.

1542-5 Brinklow Lament. 26 b, The ionge in the lytter*

ynge, or forth bryngynge. 1607 Topsell Fourf. Beasts

(1658) no They [bitches! have milk about five days before

the littering. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. iu.xxv. 174

At the first littering their eyes are fastly closed.

littering (li'terirj), ///. a. [f. Litter v. +
-1NG 2.] That litters, or makes a * litter

1863 Atkinson Stanton Grange xvi. (1864) i72The first

thing 1 saw. . was part of a huge littering jackdaw's nest.

Litterure, variant of Lettrure Obs.

Littery (Uteri), rt. [f. Litter sb. + -y.] Of or

pertaining to litter; marked by the presence of

litter; tending to produce litter ;
untidy.

1805 Dickson Pract. Agric. I. 270 The long littery dung
from livery stables. 1847 >n Eraser's Mag. (:848)XXXV11.
308 The littery practice of serving up the potatoes in their

skins. 1858 Miss Mulock Th. about Wont. 275 The rooms
are untidy and * littery'. 1859 R. Thompson Gardener's

Assist. 622 As much short moist dung as will prevent the

littery portion from becoming dry. 1866 Carlyle Retuiu.

1. 101 He took me into his library, a rongh, littery, but

considerable collection. 188a Garden 21 Jan. 43/3 The
whole process is troublesome, littery,, .and is. .uncertain in

its results.

Littimus, obs. form of Litmus.

flatting, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. Lit v. + -nfoV)

The action of colouring, dyeing, or painting. Also

Comb, flittlng-lead, a dyer's vat.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 392 Ine schelde beoS breo binges, bettreo,

and bet leSer, & be peintunge [v.r. litinge]. c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 308/2 Lytynge of clothe (MS. N., P. littinge),

tinctura. 1485-6 Durham Acc. Rolls (Surtees) 157 Oper-

and superset posicioneunius lyttynglede. 1543 Extracts

Aberdeen Reg. (1844) 1. 187 Ane gryt lilting leid, price

twenty poundis, ane litill htting leid, price sax poundis.

1568 Satir. Poems Reform, xlviii. 31 Seure, be my witting,

not brunt in the Htting.

tittle (litM), a., adv., and sb. Forms: 1

\fte\, Utel, Norihumb. lyttil, ilftl-, Utl-), 2-3
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Intel, lut(t)l-, lit(t)l-, 3 lutil, luttel, leitel,

3-5 luytel/ litelle, -ul, 3-6 lit (t) el, litell, 4
luitel, littil, lytille,—«Ile, 4-5 lytul, 4-6 lytel,

-11,-yll, litil 1, litt ill, tell, 4-7 litle, 5 litulle,

-ille, -yll, littullj-Tjfyle, -elle, 5-6 lyt,t)ell,

lyttyll, lytill, -yl(le, 6 lyt(t)lo, lyttil, lytel,

lityll, (laytell, Hckell, 7 liekle), 6- little. Sec
also Lektle. [OK. lytel, lytel, corresponds to OS.
luttil (MDu. luttel, lettel, Dn. luttel), 01 IG. luzzil,

also liuzil,?luzil (MUG., mod.G. dial, liitzel) :-
VVGer. Vtltlilo-, f. *lut (prob. f. the root of OK.
h'tlan to bow down : see Lout v.) represented in

OE. lyt, lyt (and the equivalent forms : see Lit 15

! sb.), and in OS. luttil', OFris. Httich, OIIG. Imzfg
little. A synonymous and phonetically similar (but

radically unconnected) adj. OTeut. *litilo- is found I

!
as Goth, leiiils, ON. litell (Sw. liten, Iilla, Da. !

liden, title), and possibly in OK. Itiel, MDu. Itlel,

j

mod.Flem. lifter; the root *///- pre-Teut. *leiil-

may be co«n. with *loid- in Gr. \otdopos abuse, L.

Indus (\—*loidos) play ; some scholars have com-
pared Lilh. laidau I let flow, Icidln 1 set free.

1 The lou^vowelin OE. lytel is vouched for by metrical '

evidence (Sievers in Ueitriige X. 504) and certain features of
the declension (Sarrazm ibid. 1 X. 365), as well as by the early
ME. luitel. On ihe other hand, the Northnmb. lyttel. and '

the widespread earlyME. luttel, littel, suggest that the y
j

may have been short in some dialects, and perh. generally in

the syncopated Actional forms. The modern dialects that
are marked by a large Scandinavian element in the vocabu-
lary mostly have the vowel long, the pronunciation being •

(lat'l) or the like; this seems to point to influence from the
ON. Ittell.]

A. adj. The opposite oigreat or much. Compar.
Less, Lesser

;
superl. Least.

These forms, however, arc not quite coextensive in appli-

cation with the positive, so that in certain uses the adj. has
|

no recognized mode of comparison. The difficulty is com-
monly evaded by resort to a synonym (as smaller, smallest) \

1 some writers hove ventured to employ the unrecognised 1

forms littler, littlest, which are otherw ise confined to dialect

or imitations of childish or illiterate speech.

I. Opposed to great. Often synonymous with

I small.
Its cusiotnary antithetic association (in mod. Eng.) is with

!
great or big, not with targe \ on the other hand, small is

the customary antithesis of great or large, but not of big.

One difference between the two synonyms is that little is
j

capable of emotional implications, which small is not,

1. Of material objects, portions of space, etc. :

Small in size, not large or big. Of persons : Short

in stature.

c 1000 ^Klfric Gram. i. (Z.) 2 Ic /F.lfi ic wolde bas lytlan

boc awendan to cngliscum ^ereonle of dam starfcraifte.

a i22«; Leg. Kath. 2517 Of be lutle banes, be floweo ut wift"

pe eoile, flowed o5er eoile ut. c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. 1. 407/1C2

He may here in je grounde ane luttle worm i-seo. a 1300

Cursor M. X4939 A littel hill Man calles mont oliuete. 1432-

1 50 tr. Higden (Rolls) 1. 373 lie schewede to hym a lytulle

rownd dyche. 1470-85 Malory A rthnrx. xvi, The vj kynges
1 . .withdrew e hem to a lytil woode and so oner a lytyl ryuer.

1

1567 Satir. Poems Reform, iii. 178 War. . I ane cat aiul shn

ane lyttill mous. 1596 Shaks. Merch. /*. 1. ii. 1 By my troth

Nerrissa, my little body is wearie of this great world, a 1677
Half. Prim. Orig. Man. 1. i. 4 Even in the very little

Insects, there appears the excellent work of the Ojvine

Wisdom. 1735 Boungbrokf. Study Hist. (1777) 335 There

is a prejudice in China in favour of little feet. 1818 Scott
Rob Roy xiii, You may bring him to the little back-gate.

,

1849 Thackeray Pendennis xxi, She was called tall and
j

gawky by some ..of her own sex, who prefer littler women.

b. Used to designate animal and vegetable

species or varieties which are distinguished by

their smallness from others belonging to the same I

genus or bearing the same name.
c 1450 ME. Med. Bk. (Hcinrich) 227 J>e lytel daysye. '

1562 Turnfr Herbal 11. 133 Moustayle or litle stone crop,
j

1776-96 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) II. 327 Little

Mouse-tail. 1831 A. Wilson & Bonaparte Amer. Ortiith.

. 1. no The little owl is seven inches and a half long. 1861

I

Miss Pratt Flower. PI. V. 295 Little Bulbous Rush. x876

Smiles Sc. Natur. xii. (ed. 4) 247 The Little Auk has a ,

wonderful power of resisting the fury of the waves.

c. Used to characterize the smaller or less import-
,

ant of two countries or places of the same name. I

+ Little Britain, Brittany. Similarly in many
|

Eng. village names, as Little Gidding, Little Mai-
j

vem\ in river-names; and in names of streets: .

cf. Great a. 6 e. Also in names of constellations,

as ihe Little Bear: cf. Great a. 6 d.

c 1400 Maundev. (1839) xxv. 259 Descendynge toward the

Htille Armenye. c 1450 King Ponthus $ Fair Sjdone xxvi.

tieading {1S07) 93 How Ponthus retorned to Litle Bretayn.

c 1530 [see Britain 2]. 1640 Yorke Union Hon. 73 Phile.

bert de Chandew, a Baron in his own countrey of little

Brittaine in France. 1677 F. Sanoford Genealog. Hist.

Kings Eng. 62 Conan 6f Little Britain.

d. With superl. meaning, in littlefinger, toe.

a 1000 Boeth. Mefr. xx. 179 paet hire [sc. of the soul! by

lsesse on oaem lytlan ne bio anum fingre be hire on eallum

biS b*m lichoman. C1290 S. Eng. Leg. 1. 309/329 ?if he

ne may with is luytel fmguerane man to sunne teche. 1398

Trevisa Barth. De P. R. v. xxix. (i 4gs) 140 The fyfthe

fyngre is the lytyll fyngre and highte Aunculans.^ £1400

I Lanfranc's Cirnrg. 36 Ech poynt schal
I
be from obir hi be

brede of a litil fyngir. 14- • Norn, in Wr.-Wfilcker 679/!?

I Hie articulus, a lytyle too. 1535 Coverdale i Rings xii.

10 My litle fynger shall be thicker then my fathers loynes.

I
"563-83 Koxe A. %M.U. 804/r Openly pronouncing that

LITTLE.

Luther had more learning in his litle finger, then all y*
doctours in England in their whole bodies. 1643 I. Steer
tr. Exp. Chyrnrg. xv. 61 Hi* fore -finger, .and little finger

were.. burnt. 1726 Monro Auat. Bones (174 1) 305 Os me-
tatarsi of the little Toe is the shortest. 1840 Dickens Barn.
Rudge lxxviii, He used the little finger . . of his right hand
as a tobacco-stopper. 187a Mivart Elein. Anat. 152 The
fifth [finger is] the 1

little digit \

e. Often emphasized by being coupled with some
other adj. implying smallness. f Also reduplicated

little little.

a 1400 50 Alexander 507 Scho had layd in his lape a litill

tyne egg. 1542 Vdall Erasm. Apoph. 180 When he. .sawe
there a Title litle herthe, & in the same a liile preatie small

fyer, hesaied [etc.J. 1593 Siiaks. Rich, it, m. Hi. 153 And my
large Kingdome, for a little Cirane, A little little Graue,
an obscure (iraue. 1597 — 2 Hen. II', v. i. 29 Any pretty

tittle tine Kickshawes. 1598 — Merry U\ 1. iv. 22 Me haih
hut a little wee-face.

2. Used.r/er. of young children or animals. Utile

one (often pi.) ; child, offspring, young one.
<r893 K. /Ki.fkfo Oros. lit. xvii. § 1 His J^ingran dohtor..

seo wies lytel ciM. c 1200 Ormin 3217 piss lif to Ifdenu he
bigann Whann he wass ^ct full litell. Ibid. 8053 Whil batt

I wass littrll child Uc held o childess ba:we.ss. C1386
Ciialckr Man ofLaw's Prol. 73 Thy lite I children hanging
by ihe hals For thy Iason, that was in lone so faK < 1420
Sir Amadaee (Camden) l.tvii, He toke vppe the laJi, and
the litulle knaue. 1468 J. Paston, jun. in /'. Lett. II. 319
And, modyr, 1 bescche yow that ye wolhe good mastra^
to my lytyll man, antl to se that he go to scole. 1526 Tin-
oai.e Matt. xwii. 6 Whosoever offende one of these lytell

wons, which beleve in ine. 1598 Siiaks. Merry It", iv. iv.

47 Nan Page (my daughter) and my little sonne. 1611

(*otcr.,/V///,. .the little one, or young one, of a beast. 1641

Mar.vuon Antiquary 1. i. Well s;iid, little-one, 1 think thou
art wiser than both of the in. 1779 T. Twixist; in Ret real.

•S- Stud. (1882) 71 My sisler and her little fellow-traveller.

1819 Shelley Cenci v. iii. 103 My wife ! my little ones !

Destitute, helpless.
#
1849 Macai'LAY Hist. Eng. \ii. 11. 172

Through life he continues to regard ihe little Uentincks with
paternal kindness. 1894 II. Dkum.vono Ascent Man 377
Among the Carnivora the mothers have frequently to hide

their little ones in case the father eats them. 1898 Flo.

Montgomery Tony 19 The little boy's small hack.

\ b. Little language : Swift s name for the in-

fantine dialect which he used in conversation and

coidespondence with 'Stella*. (Often quoted in

references to Swift's life.)

171 1 Swift Jml. to Stella 4 May (1901) 209 Do y >u know
that every syllable 1 write I hold my lips just fur all thr

world as if 1 were talking in our own little language to M 1 > 'i

3. Used to convey an implication of endearment

or depreciation, or of tender feeling on the part of

the speaker. Also coupled with an epithet ex-

pressing such feelings, e. g. pretty, sweet little.

1567 Satir. Poems Reform, iii. 154 The wois that Ouid
in Ibin Into his pretty lytill huik did wryte. 1590 Siiaks.

Mids. X. in. i. 204 And when she weepes, weepe eueiie

little flower. 1596 Merch. V. v. i. 21 In such a night

Did pretty lessica (like a little shrow) Slander her Lone.

1597 2 lien. // ', 11. iv. 225, I prethee lack be quiet, the

Kasscall is cone : ah, you whor>on little valiant Yillaine,

you. 1694 Wood Life 23 June, I returned from London in

the company of a little poore thing, Sir Lacy 0>balde.ston.

1819 Shelley Cyclops 246 My dear sweet master, My dar-

ling little Cyclops. 1847 Tknnyson Princess Prol. 154

A rosebud set with little wilful thorns. 1849 Dickens Da?\
Copp. xxvi, She had the most delightful little \oice, ihe

gayest little laugh, the pleasantest and most fascinating

little ways, that ever led a lost youth into hopeless slavery.

1883 R. W. Dixon Mano 1. viil 23 Sweet was her carriage,

sweet the little foldsOf her fair dress close drawn with meekest

care. Mod. Bless your little heart

!

4. Of collective unities : Having few members,

inhabitants, elc. ; small in number.
ciooo Ags. Gosp. Luke xii. 32 Ne ondraed bu be ta lytle

heord. £1386 Chaucer Manciple's Prol. 1 A litel toun

Which bat ycleped is Bobbeup and down. 1513 Bradshaw
St. Werburge 1. 1845 A lytell vyllage called Exmynge.
1565 Stapleton tr. Bseda"s Hist. Clt. Eng. 152 A litle parte

of these rehques were at that time in this monasterie. 1588

Shaks. L. L. /v. 1. i. 13 Our Court shall be a little Achademe.
,50t — 1 Hen. VI, iv. ii. 46 A little Heard of Englands
timorous Deere. 1611 Bible Exod. xii. 4 If the houshold

be too little ICoveroale fewj for the lamhe. 1696 ViewCrt.

St. Germain 2 The number of the Consciencious Jacobites

.. must be very little. 1754 Cowier Ep. Rob. Lloyd r8

A fierce banditti. .Make cruel inroads in my brain, And
daily threaten to drive thence My little garrison of sense.

1820 Keats Ode 011 Grecian Urn iv, What little town hy
river or sea shore. .Is emptied of this folk, this pious morn?
1871 Morley Voltaire (1886) 7 In the realm of mere letters,

Voltaire is one of the little band of great monarchs. 1879

Wh tTNEY Sanskrit Gram, isj In a little class of instances

(eight) the root has a preposition prefixed.

5. Of immaterial things, considered in respect of

their quantity, length in series, etc.

c 1375 Passion Our Lord 1 in O. E. Misc. 37 lhercb nv

one lutele tale .bat ich eu wille telle, c 1330 Spec. Gy Warzo.

166 He. . halt berof ful litel prys. M7^S Malory A rthur

xvifi. xviii, The knyghte..put..a lytd dele of water in Ins

mouthe. 1555 Braoforth in Strype Eccl. Mem. 111. App.

xlv. 127 Thoughe yt be never so daungcrous to me to sett

this lyttell treatys abroad. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. 1. 11. 54

He speake in a monstrous little voyce, X599 — Much Ado
v. i. 162, I said tbou hadst a fine wit : true saies she, a fine

little one. X598 T. Bastaro Chrestohros 14 The Printer

when 1 askt a little summe, Huckt with me for my booke.

1809 Malkin Gil Bias v. i. r 66 He was no longer at a loss

for his little pocket expenses. 1843 Dickens Christmas

Carol iii. 99 Tiny Tim.. had a plaintive little voice and

sang it very well indeed. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Ettg.

iii- L335 Proprietors, who.. derived their subsistence from

little freehold estates. 187a Earle Philol. Eng. Tongue

§ 499 The indefinite article, which is descended from the



LITTLE.

littlest of the numerals. 1875 E. C. Stedman Victorian

Poets 152 A little poem, ' TheTlower \

6. Of dimension, distance, or period of time :

Short. \So little while (advb. phr.) : for so short

a time.
Beowulfvow (Or.) lie onwe* losade, lytic hwile Kfwynim

breac. c 1205 Lay. 343 Nes Brutus i pon londe bute lutel

ane wile. ibid. 26930 per heo leien stille ane lutle stunde.

a 1300-1400 Cursor M. 14754 (Gott.) 3e felle ^is kirc dune

to pe grund, I sal it raise in littel stound. £137$ Sc. Leg.

Saints Prol. 28 In lytil space here. 1 wryt pe lyf of Sanctis

sere. ^1420 Lyog. Assembly of Gods 1283 A lytyll tyne

hys ey castyng hym besyde. c 1440 Generydes 148 After

soper, withynne a litill space She brought hym to his bedde

with torche light, tc 1540 in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721) 1. 11.

App. lxxii. 174 They may think things pas lightly here,

that are so little while liked. 1591 Harington Orl.Fnr. 11.

xii, When that she a little way had past. 1610 Shaks. Temp,

iy. i. 157 Our little life Is rounded with a sleepe. 1667 Mil-

ton P. L. x. 320 And now in little space The Confines met

of Empyrean Heav'n And of this World. 1675 Maavell
Corr. cexxxvi. Wks. 1872-5 II. 449 Although .. the House of

Commons hath both day-; been long and very busy, the

relation falls within a litle compasse. 1712 Addison Sped.

No. 475 P 2 She hopes to be married in a little time. 1859

FitzGerald tr. Omar iii. (1899) 70 You know how little

while we have to stay.

b. Qualifying a sb. denoting definite measure of

duration or distance, to emphasize its brevity.

fAlso, in 16-1 71I1 c, used for: Bare, scarcely

complete.
1523 Ld. Bernkrs Froiss. 1. cvii. 128 In the mornyng

they wer within two lytell leages of Auberoche. 1568

Grafton Chron. II. 343 The Abbey of Mauros, which was
.ix. little myle from Rosebourgh. 1602 Shaks. Ham. 1. ii.

147 A little Month, or ere these shooes were old. 1670

Cotton F.spernon 11. vii. 312 This retirement of the Duke's
being but ten little Leagues from Paris. 1697 tr. Le Comic's
Mem. Rem. China iv. (1737) 108 It is off of Nankin thirty

leagues from the sea, a little half league broad. 1794
Cowper Moralizer corrected 17 Distant a little mile he

spied A western bank's still sunny side. 1816 J.Wilson
City ofPlague 11. i. 98 Your brother died Some little hours

before. 1848 Brougham Of Revolutions Wks. 1857 VI 11.

332 Hut a little month ago, and. .the Germans would have

held the like language of national self-complacency. 1871

R. Ellis tr. Catullus v. 5 We, when sets in a little hour the

brief light, Sleep one infinite age, a night for ever.

7. Of qualities, emotions, conditions, actions, or

occurrences : Small in extent or degree.

c 1205 Lay. 26452 For aeuere heo ;elp makieS heorc inon*

scipe is luttel. 1377 Langl. /*. PI. 15. Prol. igs Better is a

litel losse pan a longe sorwe. £1380 Wvclif Wks. (1880)

333 No man shuld li^e a lytel lesyng to saue pe worlde.

c 1440 Bocttis <y Sidrak (Laud MS. 559 If. 3), I shall teche

yoow a lytill ieste : That befelle oonys in y
J Lste. 1513

pRAosiiAW St. ll'erburge I. 704 pat litel sinful dede. 1602

Shaks. Ham. if 1. ii. 182 (1604 Qo.) Where loue is great, the

litlest doubts are feare, Where little feares grow great, great

loue growes there. £1620111 Hatton C'orr.(i878) 3 Itisasinn,

and that not a lickle one. 1768 Goi.dsm. Good-n. Man 1. i,

Upon that I proceed, .. though wuh very little hopes to re-

claim him. 1885 J. K. Fowler in Daily News 14 July 2/1

Fowl-growing ancfegg-selling are distinctly little businesses.

t b. Const, of : Having the quality or perform-

ing the action mentioned to a slight extent only.

c 1380 Wvclif Sel. IVks. I. 195 And sip pes foulis ben lit II

of prys. c 1381 Chaucer Pari. Ponies 513, I am a sede foul

. .and litil of cunnynge. 1431 Rolls ofParlt. IV. 405/2 Thei

I wines] wex all noght or licell of value, c 1450 Bk. Curtasyc

34 in Habees Bk.
t
Loke pou be hynde and lytulle of worde.

1484 Caxton Fables of AlsoP iv. xiv, It behoveth not to

the yong and lytyl of age to mocke . . theyr older. 1508

Dunbar Tua mariit werticn 185 lie lukis as he wald lutfit

be, thocht he be litill of valour.

c. With agent-noun or sb. indicating occupation,

etc. : That is such on a small scale.

^1440 Promp. Pan: 308 '1 Lytylle lyare, wendaculits.

1767 A. Young Farmers Lett, to People 55 A much larger

capital than any little farmer can possess. 1834 Vouatt
Cattle vi. 192 The dairyman and the little farmer clung to

the old breed.

d. Now often idiomatically in somewhat playful

use, indicating some feeling of amusement on the

part of the speaker.

1885 Axstky Tinted Venus 71 How long do you mean to

carry on this little game? 1888 Riuek Haggard Col.

Qnaritck ix, How well she managed that little business of

the luncheon. Mod. I understand his little ways.

8. a. Of things : Not of great importance or in-

terest
;
trifling, trivial.

a 1 100 O. E. Chron. an, 656 (Laud MS.) Hit is litel J>eos

rtii7S Cott. Horn. 221 Hwi wolde god swa litles

binges him forwerne. c 1200 Vices Virtues (1888) 17 Ouer
litel ping Su ware trewe ; ouer michel J>ing ic 5e seal setten.

a 1300 Cursor M. 3302 Leue freind. .pine asking Ks noght
hot a litell thing. 1593 Siiaks. Rich. //, I. iii. 213 How long

a time lyes in one little word. 1606 — Ant. CI. 11. ii. 134

All little lelousies which now seeme great. .Would then be
nothing. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. v. I. 524 Every little

discontent appears to him to portend a revolution. 1865
Dickens Mut. Fr. ill. v, Constant attention in the littlest

things.

b. Of persons : Not distinguished, inferior in

rank or condition. Now rare,

c 1220 Bestiary 68g He oe is ai in heuene mikel, wur<5 her

man, and tus was litel. c 1450 tr. De Imitatione 111. viii.

75 If pou coudist at all tymes abide meke & litel in piself.

c 1477 Caxton Jason u,\ am.. litil seruaunt unto thequene
of the countre. 1611 Bible i Sam. xv. 17 When thou wast
litle in thine owne sight. 1744 Ozell tr. Brantome's Sp.
Rhodomontades 69 Honour'd and esteem'd . .both by Gentle
and Simple, by Little and Great Folks. 1751 Johnson
Rambler No. 152 r 5 To learn how to become little with-

out being mean. 177a Mackenzie Man World 1. yiii. (1823)

352

428 There is no Tax so heavy on a little man, as an acquain-

tance with a great one. 1827 Lytton Pelham ii, There was
in it .. no cringing to great, and no patronising condescen-

sion to little people.

9. Paltry, mean, contemptible; little-minded.

3483 Cath. Angl. 218/2 Litille, ..declinus ad ingenittm

pertmet. /bid., Li tille,.. mediocritatis esl,pattlulus,

pi/pus, pusulanimis. 1:1665 Mrs. Hutchinson Mem. Col.

Hutchinson ( 1885) II. 43 One of their own members who
encouraged all those little men in their wicked persecution

of him. Jbid. II. 74 Almost all the parliament-garrisons

were infested and disturbed with like factious little peo-

ple. 1693 Drvden Juvenal xiv. Notes (1607) 367 He
dy'd a very little Death..being Alartyr'd by the fall of a

Tile from a House. 1701 Rowe Amb. Step-Moth. 11. ii. 804,

1 hear thee and disdain thy little Malice. 171a Steele
Sped. No. 268 f 2 [It] renders the Nose-puller odious, and
makes the Person pulled by the" Nose look little and con-

temptible. 1766 Fordyck Serin. Vng. Worn. (1767) II. xiii.

246 Haughtiness is always little. 1776 Gibbon Decl. F.

x». I. 308 The little passions which so frequently perplex a

female reign. i8a9 Lytton Devcrcux 11. viii, The littlest

feeling of all is a delight in contemplating the littleness of

other people. 1863 Cowdkn Clarke Shaks. Char. xix. 484

They do this with the little cunning of little minds.

II. Opposed to much.
10. Not much

;
only a slight amount or degree

of ; barely any. (Often preceded by but. Also in

phr. little or no . . X
c\qoq Ags. Gosp. Matt. xiv. 31 He.. pus cwaeo" la lytles

fceleafan hwi twynedest pu ? a 1300 Cursor M. 530 pow
may pam find with litul suink. £1320 Sir Tristr. 2125

Tristiem, for sope to say, Y wold pe litel gode. 1377
Langu P. PI. B. 1. 139 To litel latyn pow lernedest, lede.

in pi ^onthe. c 1386 Chaucer Shipmau's Prol. 28 Tber i*

but litil Latin in my mawe. ^1449 Pkcock Repr. 1. iii. 16

lldli Writt ^eueth litil or noon li^t therto at al. 1581 Mul-
caster Positions vi. (1887) 45 To much meat cloyes, to litle

faintes. 1591 Shaks. Ttvo Gent. iv. i. 11 Then know that I

haue little wealth to loose. 1697 Drvden Virg. Georg.^ xv.

703 Strong Desires th' impatient Youth invade ; By little

i
Caution and much Love hetray'd. 1821 Shelley in Lady

j
Shelley Mem. (1859) 54 There is little probability of an in-

junction being granted. 1828 Macai'lay Hallam Ess. (1872)

71 He had little money, little patronage, no military esta-

blishment. 187 1 Freeman Norm. Cong. (1876) IV. xviii.

213 William.. was able to attack the town from the point

where it gained little advantage from its site.
#

b. Forming with its sb. a kind of privative com-
bination, with the sense 'absence or scarcity of*

(what the sb. denotes). Now rare.

c 1000 Ags. Ps. lxxxviii. 40 Gemune, ma;re God, hwait si

min lytle sped [L. qn;e mea substantia^ c 1532 Du Wes
Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 905 The lytell corage, la pusillani-

mity 1606 Shaks. Tr. ^-Cr. ill. iii. 220 They thinke my
little stomacke to the warre. . restrained you thu^. 1654

66 Karl Orrery Parthen. (1676) 535 Surena was constrained
» by his little Victuals. 1752 WuKYLY.Corr.Ww) 1. 29 Our little

curiosity, perhaps, cleared us of that imputation lof being

spies], 1802 Wouosw. Sailors Mother 35 God help me for

my little wit !

11. A little-, a small quantity of; some, though

not much. Identical in sense with a little of (see

B. 4) from which it prob. originated by ellipsis.

14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 604/20 Posse, a lytyl hauynge,
or a lytyl myght. c 1430 Ttvo Cookery-Iks. 16 Caste per-to

a littel Snfroun & Salt, c 1450 MF. Med. Bk. (Heinrich)

134 Take liarde spaynessh sepe and a litul stale ale. 1545
Kaynolo Byrth Mankynde 128 The iuyce of quynces with

a lyttell cloues and sugre. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VI
166 b, Whose mother susteyned not a litle slaunder and
obloquye of the common people. 1595 Shaks. John 111. iv.

176 As a little snow, tumbled about, Anon becomes a Moun-
taine. 1598 Uacon Ess., Atlteisme (Arb.) 125 A little

naturall philosophic .doth dispose the opinion to Atheisme,

1709 Pope Ess. Crit. 215 A little learning is a dang'rons

tiling. 1849 Macaulay {list Eng. vi. II. 6 By a little

patience, prudence, and justice, such a toleration might
have been obtained. 1901 H. 1'lack Culture «V Restraint

iii. 8S It takes a great deal of life to make a little art.

fb. Rarely used without a in this sense. Obs.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. fV, 111. i. 43 A Body, yet distemper'd,

Which to his former strength may be restor'd, With good
aduice, and little Medicine. 1601 — Truel. N. v. i. 174 O
do not sweare, Hold little faith, though thou hast too much
feare.

fl2. With pi. and collect, sing.: «Fe\v. Obs.

13.. Guy IVanv. (A.) 2468 peinperour . . Wille huntte to

morwe . . Wip litel folk & nou^t wip miche. 1430-40 Lydg.

Bochas v. iv. (1494) R j, Cleomenes..with lityll peple made
his fone to flee. 1621 Lady M. Wroth Urania 541 De*
siring to know what accident brought him thither, especially

armed, where little Armes was required. 1660 Fuller
Mi.vt Contempt. 28 Our late Civil warre which lasted so

long in our land ; yet left so little signs behind it.

III. 13. Special collocations : f Little Easter
Sunday, ? Low Sunday. Little Englander, one

who advocates a * little England', that is, desires

to restrict the dimensions and responsibilities of the

Empire. So Little Englandism, the policy or

views of Little Englanders. Little fever ?{/.S. t

typhoid (Cent. Diet.). Little giant, 1 a jointed

iron nozzle used in hydraulic mining' (Raymond
Mining Gloss.) ; cf. Giant sb. 4. Little habit -
lesser habit (s.v. Habit sb. 2 b). Little hours,

the 1 hours ' of prime, terce, sext, and none ( — F. les

f>etiles heures). Little house, a privy (now dial.).

t Little Jack, an irreverent name for the little

box (sometimes in the form of a human figure) in

which the reserved sacrament was enclosed within

the Easter sepulchre during part of Holy Week,

t Little king [tr. L. rcgnltts, cf. F. roitelet\ %
the

LITTLE.

wren. Little people, fairies; cf. Little man 4.

f Little pox, small-pox. + Little son [= F.

petit-fils], a grandson. See also Little Bethel,

Cassino, Custom (sb. 4), Entrance (i c), Mass,
Seal, Shilling, etc. ; also the main words below.
1602 Carew Cormvall 137 b, Vpon *little Easter Sunday

the Freeholders . . did there assemble. 1895 IVestm. Gaz.
1 Aug. 2/2 Do not let us fall into the error so often made
by *Little Englanders and suppose that [etc.]. 1899 Times
20 Jan. 0/2 Air. Morley's proud pronouncement of the

faith of f*Little Englandism'. 1874 Raymond Statist.

Mines
<fr

Mining 3S2 In Deer Lodge County ..
4

*little

giants'.. have been introduced. 1720 T. Gordon Cordial
Lo7v Spirits 64 It was observed that all the while it [Treaty

at Utrecht] was making, Her Ministry went frequently to

the "Little House. 1769 Wesley IVks. (1872) XII. 249,

1 particularly desire wherever you have preaching . . that

I
there may be a little-house. 1812 W. TAYi.oa in Monthly
Mag. XXXI II. 228 A privy is called a little house. 1566

I

in Peacock Eng. Ch. Furniture (1866) 46 Item a sepulker

!
wth *litle Jack . . litle Jack was broken in peces this yeare by
the said churchwardens. 1430-80 tr. Secreta Secret. 35 Re-
belle as a *litille kyng, obeyshaunt as a pekok. 1726-31

Waldron Dcscr. Isle ofMan (1865) 27 As they confidently

I assert thai the first inhabitants of their Island were fairies,

so do they maintain that these *little people have still their

residence among them. 1619 Notes B. Jonsons Convers.

?<». Dnnmnond (Shaks. Soc 1842) 23 Sir P. Sidneye's

I Mother, Leicester's sister, after she had the * litle pox,

never shew herself in Court therafter bot masked. 1570

I Mary Q. of Scots Lei. to Ctess Lennox jo July in H.
Campbell Lore Lett. Mary (1824) U28 The transporting

3oure *littil son and my onelie child in this country. . . I

have born him,, .and of 30W he is descendit.

IV. 14. Comb, (chiefly parasynthetic), as little-

footedi
-haired, -headed, -minded (whence Htlle-

mindedness), -statured; little-endian a. and sb.,

the designation of the orthodox party in the con-

troversy in the state of Lilliput on the question at

I which end an egg should be opened (Swift Gulli-

ver iv) ; hence used allusively \ f little-sight a.,

1 short-sighted ; little-thrift, an unthrifty person.

1832 * Little endian [see Big a. V>. 2]. 1888 Pall Mall G.

13 Sept. 1 1
/
i A. .controversy . .between the I>ig-endiansand

the Little endians of female attire. 1847 Tennyson I'rincess

I
11. 118 She fulnuned out her scorn of laws Salique And
*Jittle-footed China. 14. . Vocln Wr.-Wfilcker 574/18
tnhts, * lytyl heryd. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals 11. i. 122

Two sorry *little-headed Nephews. 1707 Hearne Collect.

I 25 Oct. (O. H. S.) II. 66 This is *little minded. 1813 Ex-

j

aminern May 332/2 The little-minded vanity of a nation.

1824 in Spir. Pub. Jrnls. (1825) 342 The *little-mindedness

which shrinks from professional satire. 1398TREVISA Barth.

Pe P. R. v. vi. (1495) 112 An eye is *lytyll syght whiche

I
seeth not well aferre. 170a Lond. Gaz. No. 3774/4 Went
away from his Mother. ., James Pristow, aged about 17 years,

*little Statured. 1849 James Woodman iv, They cannot be

such idle * little-thrifts as you make them out.

B. absol. and sb.

I. The adj. used absol.

1. Chiefly with the : Those that are little ; little

persons.

c IOOO Ags. Ps. (Th.) cxiv. 6 Drihten xehealdeS dome ba

lytlan. <: iaoo Ormin 8002 Forrpi let he cwellenn pa pe

niiccle & cc pe little, a 1300 Cursor M. 6551 pai fled a-wai,

. . Littel and mikel, less and mare, c 1400 Destr. Troy 12058

pe lordis to po litill be lyuys han grauntid. 1484 Caxton
Fables of'Aisop 1. xiii, The lytyle ryght ofte may lette and

!
trouble the grete. i«S Coverdale Judith xiii. 13 They
came all to mete her, Title & greate. 169* R. L'Estrange
Fables xvi. (1708) 21 The Great and the Little have Need
one of Another.

2. The little: that which is little; the little

qualities, characters, aspects, etc.

1791 Cowi'Ea Vardley Oak 87 Comparing still The great

and little of thy lot. 1806 Prisc. Wakefield Domestic
Recreation vi. 80 The invention of man has not yet con-

trived glasses that comprehend either the vast or the little

of nature. 1875 Browning Aristoph. Apol. 5123 Little and

Pad exist, are natural.

3. Not much ;
only a small amount or quantity :

often preceded by but ; admitting of being qualified

by advs. of degree, as very, rather. Little or

nothing*, hardly anything. ^ Little is mt of \ I

care little for. f To say little : to make no reply,

to be silent, f Within little : within a short dis-

tance of. To make or + let little of set little by,

etc. : see the verbs.

c 1200 Ormin 6480 ller iss lilell operr nohht I piss land off

patt sallfe. c 1205 Lav. 3465 I* nwn pe litul ah. a 1225

Juliana 26 Lutel is me of ower lufe. c 1275 Moral Ode 12

in O. E. Misc. 58 Al to muchel ich habbe i-spend to lutel

i-leyd an horde, a 1300 Cursor M. 26997 Litel he sette be

his life. 13. . Minor Poems fr. Vernon MS. (E. E. 1. S.)

525/51 5if >ou haue luytel, luitel 31'ue and do. 1340 Ham-
roLK Pr. Consc. 1459 Now haf we or litel, now pas we
mesur. 1470-85 Malorv Arthur ix. iv. 344 Thenne she

smote doun her heed and sayd lytel. a 1533 Ld. Bernbrs

Huon lxvi. 226 He dyd ete & drynke but lytell. 1546 J.

IIeywood /'rot'. (1867) 67 Though ye spent but hckell.

,ei548 Hall Chron., Hen. VII. 9 Landed for a purpose at

the pyle of Fowdrey within lytle of Lancaslre. lbid. t

Hen. VI //, 139 These wordes sore astonied sir Richard

Weston, but he said litle. ^1580 Jeffeme Bugbears iv. v.

xwArchiv Stud. neu. Spr. (1897), Lyttle sayd, sone amended.

1611 Bible Luke vii. 47 To whom litle is forgiuen, the same

loueth litle. 1635 R. N. Camden's Hist. Elis. 11. an. 13.

124 It missed little but hee had been proscribed when he

was dead. 1719 Dk Foe Cmsoe 11. viii. (1840) 104 (Like me)

he came from little at first. 1766 Goldsm. lie. JV. viii.

Ballad viii, Man wants but little here below, Nor wants that

little long. 1794 Bt rns Song (first line), Contented wi' little,

and cantie wf mair. 1808 Scott Marm. 1. xxiv, Little he



LITTLE.

eats and long will wake.
<
1862 Borrow Wild Wales II.

xxvi. 295 He was a tall lanikin figure, ,,and upon the whole
appeared to be good for very little. 1869 Kuskin Q. ofAir
vii, The myth of a simple and ignorant race must neces-
sarily mean little, because a simple and ignorant race have
little to mean. x88i Med. Temp. Jrnt. XL! X. 31 We know
little or nothing about the truth,

b. Const, of.

Now rare e.\c. when the context does not permit the use
of tittle adj., c. g. when the sb. is defined by a demonstra-
tive adj. The use with an adj. used absot. (as in <juots.

1824, 1833) is a Gallicism, and not in common use.
C1386 ChaucerA'nt.'sT. 921 That lord hath litel of discre-

cion, That in swich cas kan no diuision. C1400 Maundkv.
(1839) xxv. 259 In that Kyngdom of Medee there ben many
grete Hilles, and litille of pleyn Erthe. 1486 lik. St. Albans
T) iij, Oflf spare hawkes ther is chooee and lytill of charge of
thaym. 1824 Landou /mag. Conv. Wks. 1853 I. 221/1 There
was little of sound and salutary which ihey did not derive
from Democritus or from Pythagoras. 1833 Moork Mem.
VI. 337 "[Stones like] those at Stonehenge. .have but little

of new or marvellous for him who has seen the rocks beyond
the Atlantic. Mod. Of political sagacity he had very little.

He showed little of the amiability which was ascribed to
him.

fc. In the genitive depending on an indefinite

pron., as what
}
somewhat. Littles what, also what

littles-, little or nothing, a trifling quantity ; in first

quot., trifles. Obs.
a 1 100 O. E. Chron. an, 1070 (Laud. MS.) Ilec & marsse

hakeles & cantelcapas & reafes & swilce litles hwat. c 1200
Ormin 4681 For batt tu mu3he winnenn her Wibb sinne
summwhatt littless. Ibid. 6952 Forrpi batt te}}. ,}et unnder-
stodenn Iittlesswhatt Off all pe rihhte trowwpe. £1305 .V/.

Edmund -yfi in E, E. P. (1862) 81 Hit was what Intles bat
he et.

d. Qualified by a demonstrative or possessive:

(The) little amount or quantity
;

(so) small a quan-
tity, a (very) small amount, etc.

£893 K. Alfred Oros. 1, i. § 17 pxt lytic \><et he erede he
erede mid horsan. a 1240 Sawlts Warde in Cott. Horn.
265 pis lutle ich habbe iseid of bat ich iseh in heonene. 1604
E. G[rimstone] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies iv. xlii. 325 This
little may suffice touching the Bezaars stone. 1633 P. Flet-
cher Poet. Misc. 71 My little fills my little-wishing mindc.
1667 Milton /*. L. ii. 1000 If all I can will serve, That
little which is left so to defend. 1738 Johnson London 40
Kv'ry moment leaves my little less. 1789 Burns Upon see-

ing a wounded /tare, Go, live, poor wanderer of the wood
and field, The bitter little that of life remains. 1842 Tenny-
son Dora 50 Dora stored what little she could save. 1847
C

i

rote Greece (1862) III. xxix. 73 The little of his poems
which remains. 1887 Times (weekly ed.) r July 1 3/1 Lord
S. spoke of the little.. done for our coast defences during
the last 20 years.

II. sb. (With a or in plural.)

4. A small quantity, piece, portion \ a small
thing ; a trifle.

CI220 Bestiary 110 Naked failed in &e funt-fat, and
cumed ut a! liewe, buten a litel. c 1380 Wyclif Set. Wks.
111. 347 Cristis apostlis .. were not bisie about dymes,
hut helden hem paied on a litil, bat the puple ^afhem rcdily.

C1400 Destr. Troy 1449 Lo, how fortune .. of a litill hath
likyng a low for to kyndull. 1614 Day Festivals ix. (1615)
267 Contemne not these littles, be they in truth never so
little. 1631 Fosbroke Solomons Cfiaritie (1633) 7 Many
littles, given unto many, . . is better then much conferred upon
one. 169a R. L/EsTRANGE-Z^VaWpj cccclxviii. 443 A Man may
be Happy with a Little, and Miserable in Abundance. 1846
D. Jerrold St. Giles xxiit. (1851) 236 When a man's being
shaved, what a little will make him laugh. 1865 Dickens
M^ttt. Fr. 11. xiv, A debt to pay off by littles.

Prov. 1622 Mabbe tr. A leman's Guzman a"A If. t. 50 Many
a little, makes a mickle.

b. Const, of. (In early use with genitive^)
For the restriction in mod. use see 3 b.

c 1000 Sax. Leeclid. II. 336 Nim. .hwerhwette nibewearde
j

an lytel. c 1200 Ormin 4086 pes? ummheshairenn pe^reshapp
. . A litell off pe fell awe^. c 1205 Lay. 30107 WiO an luttel

3eren fa uade[re]s dede weoren. CX450 ME. Med. Hk.
(Heinnch) 68 Do a lytul per of in be sore eye. 1460-70 Etc.

Quintessence 21 Putte berinne a litil of rubarbe or of summc
ober laxatiue. 1535 Covgaoale i Sam. xiv. 29 Se how
lighte myne eyes are become, because I haue taisted a litle

of this hony. 1616 'I
1
. Godwin Moses <$• Aaron in. (1641)

92 He drank a little of the wine. 1762-71 H. Walpolh
j

Vertue's A need. Taint. (1786) IV. 4 Architecture was per-
verted to meer house-building, where it retained not a litle

of Vanhrugb. 1798 Wolcot (P. Pindar) Tales ofHoy Wks.
1812 IV. 418 Not a bit of a Ballad.. nor a little of a Tale to
enliven the evening. x8a6 Disraeli Viv. Grey v. xv, Let
me recommend you a little of this pike ! 1887 Jml. Educ.
Dec. 509 The * little of everything ' theory [of education]^

c. Used advb. : To a little or slight extent; in

a small degree
; somewhat, rather. Not a little^ a

good deal, extremely.
t A little ofthe biggest (quot. 1654) : rather large.

1382 Wyclif Hcb. ii. 7 Thou hast maad him litil, a litil

lesse fro aungelis. C1400 Lanfrands Cirurg. 139 In be ij
j

day he openede a litil hise >'5en. 1413 Tilgr. Sonde (Caxton)
1. ix. (1859) 7* 1 was comforted nought a litel. 1470-85
Malory Arthur xvn. xvii, Thenne was not he a lytel sory
for launcelot. a 1548 Hall Chron,, Hen. V/, 104 b, Here
must I a litle digresse. 1606 G. W[oodcocke] Lives Em-
perors in Hist. IvstineGg], Although himselfe was of smal
knowledge, and a little eloquent. 1611 Bible Ts. ii. 12
When his wrath is kindled but a little. 1644 Vicars God in
Mount 147 All the enemies Horse began to shogge a little.

1654 Dorothy Osborne Lett, to Sir W. Temple (1888) 240
The ring, too, is very well, only a little of the biggest. 1722
Df Foe Col. Jack (1840) 159, I was a little afraid. 1847
M abbyat Childr. N. Forest xviii, We are not a little hungry,
1 can tell you. 1887 Spectator 5 Nov. 1494 The Magazines
are a little dull this month.
6. A short time or distance. Chiefly in after a

littie, for a little, in a little.

Vol. VI.
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' r 1000 Ags. Cos/. John xvi. 16 Nu ymhe alytei [llatton an
lytel] 3c me ne gcseoS, & eft embe lytel 50 me fceseob. ,610
Shaks. Temp. iv. i. 266 For a little Follow, and doe me
seruice. 1611 Biblc 2 Pet. ii. 18 They allure .. those that
were eleane [marg. Or, for a little, or a while] escaped from
them who line in errour. a 1814 Hector in. ii. in New/irit.
Theatre IV. 345 And death we all must in a little share.
1827 Carlylk Germ. Rom. L 293 In a little, he and Froda
left the inn. 1881 W. H. Mallock Pom. igth Cent. 1 1. 290
Be here then and we will go for a little into the garden.

b. Used advb. = For or at a short time or dis-
tance.
<rii75 Lamb. Horn. 93 5e iherden a lutel er on bisse

redunge bet 3e halie gast com ofer ba apostlas. 0200
Ormin 3467 Forr x& itt flan upp i be lifft Biforenn hemm a
litel. a 1300 Cursor M. 14327 Forgeten has bou son bi
lare pat 1 be said a littel are. c 1400 Destr. Troy 8421
l.engye here at a litill, lystyn my wordes. c 1400 Maundkv.
(Roxb.) xxii. 101 It rynnez into be see a lytill fra be citee.
f 1475 RaufCoityar 800 He lukit ane lytill him fra. a 1533
Lo, Bernkrs Huon Ixvi. 227 Let me slepe a lytell lenger.
1643 J'rah' Comm., Gen. xxii. 9 Mount Moriah..was a
little from Salem, as mount Calvary also, was a little from
Jerusalem. 1671 Milton Samson 1 A little onward lend
thy guiding hand To these dark steps, a little further on.
1702 Rowe Tamerl. 1. i, Vet, yet, a little and destructive
Slaughter Shall rage around. 1794 Cowpfr Moralhcr
corrected 21 In hope to bask a little yet. 1825 Watcrton
Wand. S. Amcr. 1. i. 107 The tree which thou passedst but
a little ago. 1842 Tennvson Lotksley Hall 1 Comrades,
leave me here a little, while as yet 'tis early morn.

t 0. But a little= l but little ' (see 3). Obs.
With quot. 1377 cf. 1470-85 and 1548 in 3/

'

1377 Lancl. /'. PI. K 11. 1S8 Sothenesse sei^hym wcl and
seide but a litel. 1579 Lvf.v Euphues (Arb.) 87 An aunswere
which pleased Kerarclobue a lyttle. 1596 Shaks. '/am. Shr,
1. ii. 61 Thou'dst thank me but a little. 1628 T. Si-knckk
l.ogick 146, 1 bane a little to say touching this fom th seate ;

for, 1 haue done enough in the last, to satishe this.

ITI. Phrases, chiefly formed with prepositions.

7. Forming expressions, chiefly with repetition
of little, having the sense : Hy small degrees ; a

little at a time; gradually.

a. By little ami little ; also f by little and by
little, f by a little and {a) little.

^1380 Wyci.if Set. Wks. f. 358 Cii^t wole tcclie his
dkciplis bi litil and litil alle bes. 1413 Pilgr. Sonde ICax-
ton) v. t. (1859) 68 Alwey itdecrecyd by a Sitel and a litel.

1422 tr. Secret* Secret., Priv. Priv. 243 Hit sboldu not be
sodaynly chaungid that wyche is cu^tonmet, but slowly by
lytill and by litill. a 1548 Hail Chron., Hen. t 7, 112 b,

And so by a litle and litle, the Ln^lishmen recmered again
many touncs. i577Holinsiu;d6V/>v«.I. Hist. Eng. 112/.? 15y
what wyles and craft he might by little and little settle here,
and obteine a kingdome in the He. 1611 Hhu.k E.rod. xxiii.

30. 1625 Bao>n Ess.
t
Atht'ism(Arb.) 337 Custome ofl'rufane

Scoffing in Holy Matters; which doth, by little and little,

deface the Reuerence of Religion. 1682 Drvdkn Eelig.
LaiciPref. 2 Their Descendants lost hy little and little the
Primitive and Purer Kites, a 1774 Golosm. Hist. Grertr
i. 321 Both fleets arrived by little and little. 1823 J. ll.\n-

i.ocic Horn. Amttsem. 105 Add, by little and little, as much
pearl-ash . .as it will take up. 1886 Rcskin Prxtcrita I. 24^,

All this we knew by little and little.

f b. A little and (a) little. Obs.
c 1350 Will. Palerne 950, I wol a litel and litel laskit in

hast. 1482 Monk of Evesham (Arb.) 23 Hys spyritc he-
ganne a lytylt and a lytill to come ageyne. a 1548 Mali.
Chron., Hen. VI, 170 This great tumult and sodain
fury, was. .a litle and Htle appeased and finally quenched.
1655 Stapi.etdn tr. Rede's Hist. Ch. Eng. 75 The compauic
of faithfull began a litle and litle to encrease againe. 1719
I)e Foe Crusoe 1. ix. (1840) 157 My ink 1 eked out
with water a little and a little, till it was so pale. 1751
R. Paltock Peter Wilkins (1884^ I. 50 Stowing them
all close together to keep in the moisture, which served us
to suck at for two days after, a little and a little at a time.

fc. Little and little. Obs.
<:i38o Wyclif Se& Wks. III. 302 Litel and litel bei may

gete al be rewme into here owene hondis. 1450-80 tr.

Secreta Secret, 33 He may not leve it at tones, but litille

and litille. 1523 Lo. Beani-rs Eroiss. I. cxv. 138 And soo
lytell and lytell, the dethe of Jaques Dartuell was forgoten.

1546 J. Heywood Prov. (1867) 67 Littell and littell the cat

eateth the flickell. 1588 Parke tr. Mendoza's Hist. China

294 They shoulde haue a special care vnto their healthes, in

trauelling not too fast but little and little.

d. Little by little.

1483 Cath. Angl. 218/2 Lilylle be litille, dintslm, fanla-
tint. 1586 D. Rowland La",nrillo ir. (1672.) Q 2 Weak
and dead for hunger, I went little by little up the street.

a 1643 Lo. Falklanu, etc. Infallibility (16461 16 How
many things little by little may have been received under
old names, which would not have been so at once under
new ones. 1865 Cornh. Mag. XL 643 Little by little, the

face of the country began to change. 1892 Wkstcott
Gospel of Life 272 Little by little, the revelation of Christ's

Nature was made through the events of His intercourse

with men.

t e. By (a) little. Obs.

1577 Hanmer Anc. Eccl. Hist. (1663) 171 Our affairs

began by a little* and as it were by stealth, to grow unto
some quiet state. * 1579 E. K. in Spenser's Sheph. Cat. Ep.
Ded. § 4 Young birdes . . by little first proue theyr tender
wyngs. 1647 W. Browne Pole.x. 11. 178 That melancholy
waxing away by little. 1763 Ann. Reg., Char. etc. 106 Sift

..more of the same sand by little upon it. a 1814 Love,
Honor (y Interest 1. i. in Nezu Brit. Theatre III. 263 Soon
by little he began to droop.

f 8. Into {right) little : very nearly. Obs.

c 1374 Chaucer T?-oylus iv. 856 (884) For which we han
so sorwed he and I That in-to litel hope it hadde vs slawe.

£1540 Lady Brvan in Strype Eccl. Mem. I. App. lxxi. 173
It wil be (in to right little) as great Profit to the Kings
Grace this way, as the t'other way.

j9. />/ a little: in a few words, briefly. Obs.

LITTLE.

f

1613 Shaks. Hen. VI1 1, w. i, n But pray how past it? He
tell you in a little.

10. In little \ on a small scale; formerly esp.
willi reference to Painting = in miniature.
1597 Shaks, Lovers Compt. 90 On his visage was in little

drawne What largenesse thiukes in parradise was sawne.
1602 — Ham. 11. ii. 384 [They] giue twenty, forty, an
hundred Ducates a peece, for his picture in Little. 1635
A. Stafford Fern. Glory 7, I shall endeavour to limine her
soule in little (since in great neither my time, nor ability
will let me). 1655 St'.nlev Hist. Philos. in. (1701) 119/1
The Temple was an imitation in little of that at Ephesus.
1724 A. Collins Gr. Chr. Rclig. Prcf, 6r This autonty was
at first exercised in little by those, who [etc.]. 1762-71
H. Walpole Vertuc's Aneed. Paint. (1786) II. 171 Sir
Kenelm Digby. .compares Vandyck and Hoskins and says
the latter pleased the most, by painting in little. 1842
Tennvson Gardener's Dau. 13 A miniature of loveliness,
all grace Stimm'd up and closed in little. 1873 Hrownin<.
Red Cott. Xt.<ap 137 Ily lioulevard friendships tempted to
come taste How Paris lived again in little there.

C. adv.

1. To only a small extent ; in only a slight quan-
tity or degree ; but slightly ; not much, not very.
The use of the word to qualify adjs. (-'not very') seems

to be a Latinism or Gallicism, and has never been common.
ciooo Ags. Ps. (Th.) cxviii. 87 Hio me lytic Ixs [L.

pnidomiuns] labe woldan, oisses eoro weges ende sescrtfan.
ri2oo Okmin 3751 patt te birrb. .bitenn swibe uimorneli}
& litell off be sellfenn. C1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. 1.

139 f>ei loven to litil be sheep, c 1400 Destr. Troy 13912
He drof at hym with pe dart, derit hym but litle. a 1450
Mvrc 21 Luytel ys worthy by prechynge }ef tbow be of
cnyle lyuyngc. 1484 Caxton Fables of.+lsop 11. xvii, Who
that preyscth hym self lytyll he is fid wyse. a 1548 Hall
Chron., Hen. I'll, 17 Remembryng the olde proverhe, love
me litle and love me longe. 1601 R. Johnson A'iugd. $
Comm-v. (16031 82 They, .intermeddle little in the ordinary
government of the state. 1710 Addison Tatter No. 192 r 2
They liked us as little as they did one another. 1766
GoLns.M. /

r

ic. //'. iii, He . .found that such friends as benefits
bad gathered round him were little estimable. 181a Sir H.
1>uv Chcm. Phil's. 4 The most refined doctrines of this
enlightened people were little more than a collection of
vague speculations. 1849 Macal lay /list. Eng. ii. I. 161
A zeal little tempered by humanity or by common sense. 1876
(Jladstonf. Homeric Synchr. 126 Hut this is little material.

b. When, contrary to the usual order, little is

placed before the \b. which it qualifies, it becomes
an emphatic negative, as in he little knows =' he is

very far from knowing'. This use is confined to

: I he vbs. knon\ think, care, and synonyms of these.
I c 1200 Moral Ode 137 in Trin, Coll. Horn. 224 Litel wot he
hwat is pine. ^1300 Cursor M. 1834 Littel roght ham of

1 his manance. a 1548 Hall Chron., Edit; II', 227b, They
would littel thynk, that he would so untrewly handle me.
1667 Milton /\ L. iv. 86 They little know How dearly 1

abide that boast sovaine. 1802 Mar, Edckwortm Moral T.
(1816) 1. xix. 164 He little imagined of how much conse-
quence it might be. 1819 Siu.llry Cenci \\ iii, Little cares
fur a smile or a tear The clay-cold corpse upon the bier !

f2. A little time(before ; lor a little time. Obs.
c 1200 Ormin 463 Alls I se^de nu littker. a 1225 Leg.

Rath. 1918 For me lauerd, lesu Cri-.t, mi deorcwurde leof-

mou, lutel ear me haiied ileaSet. a 1300 Cursor M. 14133
Xe was bou noght hot littel gan Almast bar wit be juus
slan? c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints i. \Petms) 549 pe vilne. .pat
lytil befor tholit he Of thame namyt of galele. 1604 K.
('•[ruistonk] D\Acosia*s Hist. Indies vn. x, 5?^ The
Mexicaincs by this meanes, remained much eased and con-
tent, but it lasted little.

3. Comb., as little-able^ -heard-of -Icno^on, -loved,

-travelled, -used adjs. ; little-bless v., nonee-wd.,
= Hcb. berek {* bless * euphemistically for ' curse ').

1825 Colkridge Lett. Convers,,etc. IL xiv. 225 May God
bless you, and your *little-able but most sincere friend,

1610 Brougiiton fob \. 5 It may be my children have
sinned, and * lit tie-blessed (lod in their hart. 1787 Hkntiiam
Dcf. Usury i. 3 The .. *little-heard-of offence of Main-
tenance. 1894 Pop. Set. Monthly June 162 That singular
and *littIe-known people the Mosquito Indians, a 1586
Sidney Arcadia 11. U590I 102 l'cing ridde of this louing,
but *little-loued company. 1889H1SSEY Tour in Phaeton
211 A *littlc-travelled land, this, 1900 Everybody's Mag.

' III. 585/1 They went to the *little-used front door.

t Iii'ttle, v. Obs. Also 3 lutli, -i(e)n, littlin,

3-4litelen, 4 littel, -yl, lutle, luttul, 5 lytil,

-el, letil, lityll. [OE. lytlian, f. lytel Little a.]

I. trans. To make little, diminish; to reduce in

size, amount, or importance. Also with aivay.
<:888 K. /Elfred Botth. xxix. § 1 ponne lytlafi 3cet his

anweald, & ecS his ermSa. c 1200 Vices $ Virtues (188S)

49 He litlede him seluen to-foren mannes ei3«n. a 1250 Owl
$ Might. 539 Oft ich singe for heom be more For lutli sum
of heore sore, a 1300 E. E. Psalter viii. 6 pou liteled him
a litel wight Lesse fra bine aungeles bright, a 1325 Prose
Psalter xvii[i], 46 V shal littelel [sic] hem as poudre. c 1380
Wyclif Sel. Wks. II. 423 Departing litlib strengbe. c 1400
tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 85 Be it put vpon a softe

fyr, to be brydde party be lytild away, a 1483 Liber Niger
in Househ. Ord. (1790) 38 Nother Marshalls, nother usshers

of hall .. owe not to little or withdrawe any hole stuffe of
fleshe or fyshc. 1642 Rogers Naainan 75 Oh pray God to

little the, to pare off tby*superfluities.

b. To belittle, extenuate (a sin).

a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 61 She [Eue] wende to
haue lytelyd her synne. 1611 W. Sclater Key (1629) 164
Paul stiles himselfe the chiefe of sinners, imputes the cruci-

fying of Christ to the ignorance of the lewes ; so littleing

a sinne more grieuous.^ 1627^ — Exp. z Thess. (1629) 291
Its natural to most, to litle their sins.

2. intr. To become little, be diminished; to

dwindle, wane.
C050 Lindisf. Gosp. John iii. 30 Hine gedaefnaS bautte
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LITTLE-EASE.

auexc mec uutudlice bict ic lytlese [Ags. Gosp. wani*e, L.

tuinui]. a 1225 *9/. Marker. 5 Ne his makelese lufsum lec

ne mei neauer littlin ne aliggen. a 1240 Sawles Warde in

Cott. Horn. 265 Of l>ulli hlisse, bat hit ne me neauer mare
lutlin ne wursin. c 1325 Old Age in Kel. Ant. II. 2 1 1,

I werne, I lutle, ther-for I murne. a 1375 Joseph A rim.

145 His Godhede luttulde not bei3 lie lowe lihte. c 1491

Chast. Goddes Chyld. 20 They lityll and deye by longe

contynuaunce of ghostli siknesse.

Hence f Liltling vbl, sb.

c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 102 If he conscille

be to lytelynge of bi binges bat bou hauys in tresour.

Little-ease. Now Ilist, or arch. A place

in which there is little ease for him who occupies

it ; a narrow place of confinement ; spec, the name
of a dungeon in the Tower of London, and of an
ancient place of punishment for unruly apprentices

at theGuildhall, London. Also,the pillory or stocks
a 1529 Skelton Col. Chute 1171 Ixxlge hym in Lytell

Ease Fede hym with beanes and pease ! 1548 JiLYnT Vict.

s.v. Area, A streicte place in a prisone, called littell ease.

1550 Latimer Last Serm. be/. Edw. V I (1562) 115 Was he
not worthy to be cast in bocardo or lytle ease? 1608

Midoleton Family of /.ore in. i. Dib, How dost thou
brooke thy little ease, thy Trunk ? [To a person who has
been carried in a trunk.] a 1623 W. Pembi.e Wks. (1635) 548
Asa prisoner of the Jayle.or one that is in little ease. 1663
Drvoen // 'ild Gallant 1. ii, I sweat to think of that garret

..why 'tis a kind of little ease, to cramp thy rebellious

prentices in x688 R. Holme Armoury hi. 312/1 There
is another like place of punishment in our House of
Correction in Chester . . it is called the Little Ease, a place
cut into a Rock, with a Grate Door before it. 1738
Curiosity, or GentI. A> Lady's Libr. (1739) 54 Here ev'ry
Creditor has Right to teize, And make his Home a real

Little-Ease {Note, A Place of Punishment in Guildhall,
London, for unruly 'Prenticesl. 1752 Carte Jfist. Eng. III.

736 A loathsome filthy hole or dungeon in (he Tower, called

Little Ease. 1840 H. Ainsworth Tinver Lond. xiii, The
walls of the cell, which was called the Little Ease, were so
low, and so contrived, that the wretched inmate could
neither stand, walk, sit, nor lie at full length within them.
1899 V. T. Hlllf.n Log Sea^vaif 10 The pantry: a sort

of lntle-ease in a corner of the cuddy.
trans/. 1638 Featly Strict. Lyndom. 11. 58 In the Rom^h

Purgatory all soules are tit little-ease. 168: Whole Duty
Nations 6 To grant nothing to this consideration, is rather
to crowd men into a Little-ease in Religion, than to unite

them.

Little-go. [f. Little a. + Go sb. Cf. Ghkat-
go.]

1. A private and illegal lottery Now /fist.

See also quot. 1867 ; but no authority for the statement
has been discovered.
[?<ri7io: cf. quot. 1867.I 1795 Sporting Mag. VI. 274
A private lottery, or little go, was drawing at a house in

Islington. 1796 Colquhoun Police Metropolis 149 The
Keepers of unlicensed Insurance Offices., have recently

invented and set up private Lotteries, or Wheels, called

by the nick-name of Little Go's. 1798 Eocfworth Pract.
Educ. (181 1) I. 315 Unlicensed lottery-wheels are called

little-goes. 1802 Act 42 Geo. Ill, c. 110 § x All such Games
or Lotteries, called Little Goes, shall, .be deemed, .common
and publick Nuisances, and against Law. 1806 Ann. Keg.
388 An unlawful game of chance, . . formerly known by
the name of the Little Go, but now distinguished, to

avoid the penalty, by the name of Ivory. 1830 Gen. P.

Thompson Exerc. 11842) 1. 195 It is a political little-go, in

which everybody knows the concern to be ruinous in the

main. 1867 C. Walford Insur. Guide (ed. 2) 25 About this

date [1710] ..commenced a system of speculative assurances
known as * the little goes '. A number of persons combined,
and each subscribed 55. fortnightly, inclusive of policy

stamps and entrance money, on condition of £200 being
paid to his heirs and executors. In another of these schemes
5*. a quarter entitled the subscriber's representatives to

receive £120 on his demise. 1887 Proctor Chance <y Luck
133 At illegal [lotteryl offices, commonly known as * little

goes', any sum, however small, could be risked.

2. Univ. colloq. The popular name (still current

at Cambridge) for the first examination for the

degree of B.A. (At Cambridge the official name
is * The Previous Examination *

; at Oxford * Re-
sponsions ' is the official name of the examination

formerly known popularly as * Little-^o and now
as * Smalls \)
1820 Gentl. Mag. XC. 1. 32 At present the Examination [at

Oxford] is divided into a Liule-go and a Great-go ; collo-

quial appellations of the facetious great children sucking at

the bosom of Alma Mater. 1824 Jilackw. Mag. Oct. 461

note. The little-go is a new classical examination lately

instituted at Cambridge. 1838 F. W. Robertson Lett.

23 May (1882) I. 37 [dated * Brazenose, Oxford '1, I have to

take . . my ' little go ' this term. 1849 Thackeray Pendennis
Hi, He's coaching me and some other men for the little go.

i860 M.bva&ows Pass$ Class L (1866) ir Responsions, com-
monly called 'Little go* or, still more familiarly, * Smalls'.

1876 Darwin Life A> Lett. (1887) I. 47 In my second year
I had to work for a month or two to pass the Little Go, which
I did easily.

attrib. 188a L. Campbell Life Clerk Ma.nvelt vi. 15*

Some time before the little go examination. 1889 Boy's
Own Paper 3 Aug. 693/3 First came the three answers given
to the 1 Little Go ' question.

Little-good.
1, Sc. The devil.

1821 Galt Ann. Parish xlix. 384 All this running here and
riding there as if the littlegude was at his heels. i8aa —
Entail II. 284 The miin maidens now-a-days hae delivered

themselves up to the Little-gude in the shape and glamour
©' novelles and Thomson's Seasons.

2. dial. The sun-spurge, Euphorbia Ilrfioscopia.

Also the sour dock, Rumcx acetosa.

1808-80 in Jamieson. 1831 W, Patrick Plants Lanark.
210 Sun Spurge, Euphorbia 11elioscopia. ..Called Devil's

354

KirnstafT and Little-good. 1876 llardwicke's Science Gossip I

39 Rutnex acetosa gets [the name ofl 'little guid '.

t IiittleheacL Obs. [See -head.] Littleness.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter \\\. [Iv.J 8, I a-badc him bat sauf me

made Fra littelhed of gast. c 1440 Jacob's Welt 106 Arwe-
nesse, bat may be elepyd lytelhed of trust of good dede.
c 1489 Caxton Faytes o/A.i.i. 1 The lytylhed of my per-
sone.

tLittlelaik. Obs. [a. ON. litil-lcik-r \ see

Little a. and -laik.] Littleness.

a 1400-50 Alexander 1709 As he lenes & lokis on his

fourme, His litjllaike [Dublin MS. litilayke] & his Hcknes
he laythly dispiced. ibid. 2706 How bi lawnes & bi htil-

laike [Dublin MS. lityllake] pou lickyns to my Wx^i.

Little man.
1. The little finger. Obs. exc. dial.

c 1290 .9. Eng. Leg. I. 308/310 {>e deuel . . wolde fain henten
heom bi be polle with 'luttle man is leste finguer. c 1475
Pict. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 753/3 Hie anricnlaris, the lythyl-

man . 1888 in Sheffield Gloss.

2. A small landowner or capitalist.

1811 in W. Marshall Revieiu Repts. Board Agric, East. 88
A little man may as well have nothing allutted to him as
have it so far oft. 1820 Lamb Elia Ser. 1. Two Races 0/
Men, 1 grudge the saving of a few idle ducats, and think I

am fallen into the society of lenders, and little men. 1891

S. C. Scrivener Our Fields «y Cities 29 They have a very
'

strong objection to a ' little man ' getting three acres, or less,
|

with or without a cow.

3. a. Sc. (See quot. 1835.) GSee <l
uot - *i88o).

1835 Cahrick Laird 0/ Logan (1841) 153 Amongst the

servants in the employment of our Scottish farmers. There
is the * muckle man ' and the * little man '. c 1880 Sketchy
Mem. Eton 16 (Barrere) He called the footman (or little

man, as was the generic term for this class of domestic at 1

my tutor's).

4. pi. Fairies, ' little folk \
1850 Allingiiam Poems 87 Up the airy mountain Down the

'

rushy glen, We daren't go a hunting For fear of little men.

Little master.
f 1. An inferior master. Obs.

138a Wvclis Gal. iii. 25 Now we ben not vndir the litil
]

marstir [1388 vndurmaistir, Vulg. subf:edagogo].

2. //. A group of German engravers of the six-

teenth century, iollowers of Diirer, so called from
the smallness of their prints. [G, die kleinen \

meistcr, die Kleinmeister ; F. Us petits mattresJ]

\ 1837 Penny Cycl. IX. 440/1. 1879 W. W Scott Little ,

Masters iii. 16 Dfirer, the reputed teacher of the Little

Masters.

3. (See quots.)
1870 L. Brf.ntano Introd.to Toulmin Smith's Eng. Gilds

\

! 178 In this [viz. the hat-] trade prevailed, early in the
'

eighteenth century, the system of carrying on industry by
means of sulvcontractors {alias sweaters), who were called

Little Masters. 1888 Sheffield Gloss., Little master, a
I manufacturer in a small way of business, who works as a I

journeyman.

t Li ttlemeal, adv. Obs. In 4 -mele, -melome.
[f. Littlk sb. + -mkau] Little by little.

138a Wyclif Gen. xxxiii. 14 V shal folwe litil mele the 1

steppis of hym. — Deut. vii. 22 He shal waste thes naciouns
|

in thi si^t, litilmele [1388 litil and litil] and bi partees. —
Jndg. xx. 33 The busshementis. .litil melome hem seluen
bigunnen to opne.

Littleness (li t'lnes\ [OE, tytebics : see
j

Little a. and -vess.] The attribute of being little,
j

1. Smallness of quantity, amount, bulk, stature,

degree, or extent.

c 1000 yELFaic Grant, xxxvm. (Z.) 228 Sume syndon qvan-
\

titatls, Sa fcetacniaS mycelnysse ofioe lytelnesse [v.r. lutel-

nesse]. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P.R. xiti. xxvi. (1495) 46b
j

Affbcius is a lytyll fysshe and for lytylnes it not may be tak
]

with hoke. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 63 b, His

I

vylenes, lytelnes, or other deformite of nature. ? a 1550 in

j
Dunbar's Poems (1893) 317 For littilnes scho was forlorne, '

[
Siche ane kemp to beir. 1642 Fuller Holy <r Prof. St. 11.

• ix. 86 Those of unusuall littlenesse are made ladies dwarfs.

1655 — Hist. Camb. 83 Lowness of endowment, and little-

nesse of keceit, is all [that] can be cavilled at in this

foundation, a 1667 Cowley Greatness in Verses <$• Ess.

(1674) i2i, I confess, I love Littleness almost in all things,

A little convenient Estate, a little chearful House, a little

Company, and a very little Feast. 1726 Swift Gulliver
ii.vhi, Observing the littleness of the houses, the trees,

1

the cattle, and the people, 1 began to think myself in Lilli-

fut. 1828 Chalmers in Watson Life A. Thomson (1882) 8i,

thought not of the littleness of time, I recklessly thought
1 not of the greatness of eternity. 1883 Harper's Mag. Nov.

) 902/1 A marvellous littleness of hand and foot.

2. Want of greatness, grandeur, or importance;

I

insignificance,triviality,meanness, pettiness; small-

ness of mind.
1388 Wyclif Ps. liv. o [Iy. 8], I abood hym, that made me

saaf fro the litilnesse [Vulg. pusillanimitate], ether drede of

spirit. i4S^Cath.Angl.2ig/tA\M'i\nes,dtclinitasingenij
est, modicitas, paruitas, paucitas. 150a Ord. Crysten Men
(W. de W. 1506) 11. i. 84 Knowynge the lytylnesse & fray[l]te

of humaync nature. 1694 South Serm. 11. Kp. Ded., If

the supposed Littleness of these matters should be a suffi-

cient Reason for the laying them aside. 1710 Steele Taller
No. 197 p 4 There is a Sort of Littleness in the Minds of

Men of wrong Sense. 1779 Mao. D'Arblav Diary 20 Oct.,

Mrs. Thralc.is so enraged with him for his littleness of

soul in this respect. i8aa Hazlitt Table-t. Ser. 11. iii. (1869)

78 Littleness is their element, and they give a character of

meanness to whatever they touch. 1871 L. Stephen Playgr.

Eur, xi, (1894) 262 The mountains, .speak to man of his

littleness and his ephemera! existence, 1896 W. Ward
Talks tuftk Tennyson in New Rev. July 81 Contemptuous-
ness..was, he said, a sure sign of intellectual littleness.

b. An instance of this ; a mean, petty quality or

action.

LITTORAL.
j66o Incelo Bentiv. % Ur. 11. O6S2) 110 Neither are our

minds troubled with those Limitations and Littlenesses
which we meet with in our pieception of other things.
a 1797 H. ^yALPOLE Mem. Geo. 11 (1847) 111. xi. 292 One
of ihose vainglorious littlenesses which too often entered
into his composition. 183a Carlvle Misc. (1857) HI. 38
Pitiful Littlenesses as we are. 1859 Tknsyson Idylls IK-d.

25 Wearing the white flower of a blameless life, Hefoie a
thousand peering littlenesses. 1865 Merivale Rom. Emp.
VII 1 . Ixiii. 66 The greatness of their general character over-
shadowed their littlenesses.

t Littie-what. Obs, [f. Little + What. Cf.
Utiles what s.v. Little ft. 3 c] A small portion
or quantity {of) ; somewhat. Also A Utile what
(advb.) : in some degree, somewhat.
e 1380 Wvclif Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 62 So bat ech on my^tc

take a litil what of breed. 1387 Trevisa lligden (Rolls) 1 1.

09 Twenty $ere and a litelwhat more. Ibid. V. 191 And so
he reste a litel what sittynge [L. vmdu urn sedendo]. 1398— Barth. Dc P. R. iv. ix. (Tollem. MS.), A lit ill what swetc
in sauourc [L. in sapore parum dulce]. a 1400-50 Alex-
ander 4392 Of bi larc a litill-quat likLs me to write.

t Little world. Obs, A literal rendering of

Michocosm.
< 1200 Ormin 17597 Mycrocossmos, patt nemnedd iss

Afi'terr Ennglisshe spaxhe pe little weielld. 1450 80 tr.

Secreta Secret. 35 The philesofrecallith man the litille world.
1603 H. Crosse Vertues Commw. (1878) 124 lfthe bodie
be not set on worke, the minde goeth astray, whereby this
litle world is soone ouerthrowne. 1605 Shaks. Lear in. i.

10 iQo. 1608).
^
1614 SvLVESTF.a Little Bartas 28 The Little-

World, wherein the Great is shown. 1649 G. Danif.l
Trinareh., lien. /K,cclix, The Little World thus Circum-
scribes a Nation.

Little-worth, a, (sb.) Now arch, and Sc.

Of little worth
;
esp. Sc. = of worthies* character.

c 1200 Ormin 16518 All swa suntm itt wass litell wurrb Till
be^re sawle nede. c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. p 236 Right
so as contricion auailleth noght with-outen sad purpos of
shrifte.. right so litel worth is shrifte or satisfaccion with,
outen contricion. 1565 Jewel De/.Apol. (16 it) 41 M. Hard-
ing saith, all this that 1 haue heere alleged.. is Little- worth
stuffe. 161 1 Kible Prov. x. 20 The heart of the wicked is

little worth. 1733 E. Erskine Serm. Wks. 1871 II. 189 Lax
little-worth young men. 1785 Boswell Tour Hebrides 75
He had once come to a stranger who sent for him ; and he
found him * a little-worth person !

' 1825-80 Jamieson s.v.t
He's a Httleworth body. 1850 Tennvsos In Mem. Ixxxv.

30, I . . Whose life, whose thoughts were little worth,

b. sb. A ' little-worth ' person.
1825-80 Jamieson, Little worth. This term is used sub-

stantively in Dumfries]; as, He's a Httleworth.

Li'ttling. dial. [OE. lytling : see Little a.

and -ING 3.] A little child or young animal.
cwsRnshw. Gosp. Matt.xix. 14 Letebba lytlingan cuman

to me. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xi. 25 J>u be bc-hyddyst pas
bing fram wisun and gieawun, and onwru^e ba lytlingun.

1721 Hailev, Litteling, a little one. 1852 Alex. Kobb
Poems <$• S". 187 Twa or three Curs o' littlins baulin'.

1888 Sheffield Gloss., Litiling, the smallest pup, &c.t of a
litter. 1889 Harrjf. Window in Thrums 104 But never 110

sign o' a murdered litlin'.

Littlish ,U'tliJ), a. dial. Also littleish. [f.

Little a. + -ish.] Rather little.

i860 Geo. Eliot Mill on Fl. lit. vi, This littlish blade's

broke, c 1865 — in Pall Mall G. 18 Nov, (1883) 1 2 Their
[sc. servants'] standard measures too are of a private kind ; a
good lump, a handful, a tea-cup, a littleish basin [etc.].

Litton, obs. form of Litten sb.
t
churchyard.

Littor, Littorage, obs. ff. Litter, Litharge.

Littoral (li'toral), a. and sb. Also 7 litorall,

litteral, 7-9 litoral. [ad. L, iittoralis, belter

litoralis, f. filer-, litus (often written littits) shore.

Cf. F. littoral.']

A. adj. Of or pertaining to the shore
;
existing,

taking place upon, or adjacent to the shore.

1656 in Blount Glossogr. 1657 w « Rano tr. Gassendfs
Life Peiresc 11. 125 The litteral parts when they are just

against the rising Sun are sooner inlightned. 1803 Edin.
Rev. I. 378 The British forces would only attack by sea, or

by a littoral warfare. 1833 Lyell Princ. Geol. 1 1 1. 346 The
littoral Cordillera of Brazil. 1853 Phillips Rivers I 'orksh.

v. 151 The beneficial action of the sea air is apparent on our

littoral climate. 1869 Rawunson Anc. Hist. 320 The
littoral extent of Italy is, in proportion to its area, very

considerable. 1875 Wonders Pltys. World 11. ii. 223 The
ice of littoral glaciers exhibits a green colour. 1895

Hoffman Begin. Writing 44 The Innuit of littoral Alaska.

b. Zool.
t
Geol,, etc.: Growing, living, or deposited

on the « littoral zone* (see quot 1876),

1661 Lovell Hist. Artittt. $ Min. Introd, Fishes . . are

either pelagious, living in the main sea, . . or litorall, living

neer the shore. 1731 Bailey vol 1 1, Litoral shells. 1776 Da
Costa Conchology 66 Some [Shell-fishl are even littoral, or

inhabit the shores. 1830 Lyell Princ. Geol. 1. 151 There were

then also littoral formations in progress, such as are indicated

by the English Crag. 1845 Darwin Voy. Nat. xiii. (1879) 285

The islands were here ..composed of a stratified, soft, littoral

deposit. 1866 Tate Brit. Mollusks iv. 82 Limax gagates

is a littoral animal. 1876 Pace Adv. Text-Bk. Geol. iii. 76

The Littoral [zone] lies between high and low water mark,

i88oGnAY.S/rKc/. Boi. 419/1 Litoral, Littoral, Helonging

to or growing on the seashore or rivershore.

B. sb. A littoral district ; the region lying along

the shore. [After It. litloralc, F. littoral.']

I1815 Wellington in Gurw. Desp. (1838) XII. 287 Hy the

cession to Geneva of part of the littorale of the lake by the

King of Sardinia^ 1828 [J. R. Best] Italy 54 He has ob-

tained a littoral, or sea-coast, stretching along the whole of

his continental territory. 1859 W. H. Gregory Egypt 11. iQ3

The towns along the Mediterranean littoral. 1868 E, P.

Wnir.iiT 0<e<m World iv. 79 The sand of the littoral of all

existing sea> isso full of thci»e minute but elegant shells. 188a



LITTRESS.
O'Donovav Merv Oasis Pref. 7 The Russian settlements
on the Eastern Caspian littoral, 1894 Pop. Set. Monthly
Tune 162 The portion of the Caribbean littoral commonly
known as the Mosquito Coast.

Ijittour, early form of Lictok
; obs. f. Litter sb.

IiittreSS ijrlres). (See quot.)

1875 Knight Diet. Mecli., Littress, n smooth kind of
cartridge-paper, used in the manufacture of cards.
Littuit, variant of Lituit Obs.

Lituanian, obs. form of Lithuanian.
Iiituate ; lrti/V't), 0. Rot. [f. L. litu-us clarion

+ -ate^ 2.] Forked with the points turned a little

outwards.
1866 in Treas. Bot. 1889 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
Litu iform, a. rare— *, [f. L. litu-us clarion

+ -(i)foum.] Shaped like a clarion.

1840 in Smart ; and hence in mod. Diets.

tLituit. Her. Obs. Also 7 littuit, Iytuite.
[variant of Lettice.] (See quots.)
156a Leigh Armoric (1597) 75 b, The second ffur] is called

Argent, and is vsed for a doubling, and taken for the Lit-
tuit's skin. 1610 Guillim Heraldry \. iii. 9 The skinne or
furre of a litle beast called a Lytuite, so named (as 1 conceiue)
[of] Lithuania. 1731 in Bailey vol. II.

Iiituite (lrtiw,3it). Geo/. [ad.mod.L.Litui/es,
f. litiuis: see Lituus; so called from its shape,]
A fossil cephalopod shell of the genus Lituitcs.
1828-33 in Webster. 1837 Bucklano Geol. $ Win, I. 365

Litnite. Together with the Orthoceratite,. .there occurs a
cognate genus of chambered shells, called Lituites. 1859 in
Page Handbk. Geol. Terms.

Lituolite(H'ti«,^bit). Geol. [f. mod.L. Litnol-a,

dim. of L. littms (see Lituus : the name refers to

the shape of the shell) + -ite.] A microscopic
fossil foraminifer of the genus JJtitola.

1843 Humble Diet. Geol. etc., Lititolitc, a fossil lituola.

1859 in Page Handbk. Geol. Terms.

!l Litura (Utiit»Ta). Ent. [L.] (See quot.

Hence Li turate a. Ent. and Bot. see quots.).
1826 Kirby & Sp. Rntomot. IV. 285 Liiura, an indeter-

minate spot growing paler at one end, as if daubed or
blotted. Ibid., Liturate, a surface painted with one or
more such spots [Litura]. 1866 Treas. Bot., Liturate,
when spots are formed by the abrasion of the surface.

tliitlirate, v. Obs.^ rare- 0
, [f. L. litiirat-.

ppl. stem of litftrare, f. litlira an erasure, f. /*?-, ppl.

stem of linere to blot out,] trans. To blot out,

erase. 1656 in Blount Glossogr.

Liturge (lit/Vid^s). rare~ l

. In 8 litiirg. [ad.

L. liturg-us, Gr. \€tTovpy-vs (see Liturgy).] A
priest or minister; =Liturgi.st 3.

i737.Waterland Eucharist 478 In these three ways, the
Christian Officers are Priests, or Liturgs to very excellent
Purposes, far above the Legal ones. [In some recent Diets.]

Liturge, obs. form of Litharge.
Liturgic (lit^ud^ik), a. and sb. [ad. late L.

litfirgic-us, a. Gr. \ttTcvpyttc-6s, f. \tirovpy-6s : see
Liturgy.] A. adj. = Liturgical.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Liturgick, pertaining to such a

Liturgy; ministerial, a 1763 Byrom Expost. with Sec tarist
it Misc. Poems 1773 II. 280 At all liturgic Pray'r and
Praise it storms, As Man's Inventions. 1781 Warton Hist.
Eng. Poetry III. xxvii. 166 The Te Deuiu, Benedictus,
..and the rest of the liturgic hymns. 1880 T. C. Murkay
Orig. % Groivth Ts. ix. 282 We saw that it [Ps. cviiij was a
purely liturgic cento.

b. Gr. Antiq. (Cf. Liturgy 3.)
1849 Grote Greece it. lxi. (1862) V. 318 The Athenians

ahridged the costly splendour of their choric and liturgic
ceremonies at home.

B. sb. pi. f 1. ? Liturgical books. Obs.
a 1677 Barrow Pope's Sttprem. (1680) 81 The like may be

said for Saint James, if he (as the Roman church doth in
its Liturgicks suppose) were an Apostle.

2. a. The study of liturgies, their form, origin,

etc. b. That part of pastoral theology which
deals with the conduct of public worship.
1855 Ogilvie, Suppl., Liturgies, the doctrine or theory of

liturgies, i860 Worcester (citing Eclectic Rev.). 1882 W.
Blaikie Ministry 0/ Word^ Ample treatises on Homi-
Ietics, Liturgies, etc. 1882-3 Schaff Encycl. Ketig. Knoivl.
2127 His principal writings relate to liturgies.

Liturgical 'lit^ Md^ikal), a. [Formed as prec.

+ -A!,] Pertaining to or connected with public
worship

;
having to do with liturgies or forms of

public worship, or spec, with the Liturgy or Eu-
charistic service. Also, pertaining to liturgies.
Liturgical^ colours : the colours used in ecclesiastical vest-

ments, hangings for the altar, etc., varying according to the
season, festival, or kind of service. Liturgical day : a day
on which mass was celebrated.
1641 Milton Animadv. Wks. 1851 III. 202 The time is

taken up with a tedious number of Liturgicall tautologies,
and impertinenctes. 1704 Nelson Fest. $ Fasts ix. (1739)
581 There being no less than five liturgical Words in that
Text

m
1849 Rock Ch. 0/ Fathers I. ii. 106 The greatest

Liturgical scholars are divided on the meaning of this

ordinance. Ibid. 172 The Anglo-Saxons got all their litur-

gical books from Rome. 1861 Pearson Early % Mid. Ages
EnS> 135 A liturgical service like that of the missal. 1875
Chamb. Jml. No. 133. 54 The impressive pomp of liturgical

ceremonial. 1894 O. J. Reich el in Trans. Exeter Dio-
cesan Archit. Soc. I. 30 That Pope writing to Decentius
informs him that on ordinary liturgical days the presbyters
consecrated with their bishop.

Hence Iiitu'rgically^^., from a liturgical point

of view ; in a liturgy, in liturgical worship.
1864 Goulburn Communion Office 1. 77 Liturgically con-

355

. sidered the Decalogue is to be regarded as a lesson from
the Law. 1899 T. K. Cheyne Chr. Use Psalms i. 18 The
Psalms are all used liturgically.

Liturgician (litwdarjan). [f. Lituugic : see
-1CIAN.] One skilled in liturgies.

1889 Cur. Wordsworth in Guardian 13 Nov. 1767/1
Henry Bradshaw (who had naturally yet more of the litur-
gician's spirit).

Liturgiological (litSudsi^'d^ikaL, a. [f.

j

Liturgiology + -10 + -al.] Pertaining to or con-

I

nccted with liturgiology.

1887 Athenaeum 16 July 80/1 What is to be thought of

j

the hturgiological attainments of a writer who cites as an
authority ' the Catholic Prayer Book '? 1894 Westm. Gaz.
20 Nov 3/3 The book, 4 The Hours of the Virgin Mary',

j

was published by the society for its Hturgiological interest.

liturgiologist (Htwd^-lod^ist). [f. next

j

+ -1ST.] One who is skilled in liturgiology.
1866 C/i. [Times 27 Jan. 30/3 Ninety-nine out of a hundred

hturgiologists, . . would have . . replaced the old Roman
names so unnecessarily laid aside. 1882 T. F. Simmons
Alms <y Oblations 18 By the offering of the oblations and
prayers, sub uno, as Hturgiologists express it.

Liturgiology (li^id^'lod^i). [f. LiTL'UGY
+ -ology.J The science which treats of liturgies.
1863 Neale {title) Essays on Liturgiology. 1866 Ch.

'1 imes 27 Jan. 30/1 Liturgiology is passing out of the stage

j

of private investigation and theory into a salient feature in
the daily work of the clergy. 1889 Q. Rev. Jan. 188 The
Science of Comparative Liturgiology.

Liturgist li uuds'ist). [f. Litukgy + -ikt.

Cf. F. liiitrgiste ^1 752, Diet, de Trevouxj.]
1. One who uses or advocates the use of a liturgy.
1649 Milton Eikon.x. Wks. 1851 111. 344 Manuals, and

Handmaids of Devotion, the lip-work of every Prehitical
Liturgist, clapt together, and quilted out of Scripture
phrases. 16. . Hart. MS. 6612, If. 2 The Catholick Lytur-
gist to his rightly religious fiend. 1812 Religionism 54
Keep your distance, caitiff wretches, do, Vile liturgists !

2. A student of or authority on liturgies; a com-
piler of a liturgy or liturgies.

1657 Sparrow Bk. Com. Prayer (1664) 218 It comes down
to us from ancient times, as appears by S. Hieromes Lecti-

' onarius..and other old Liturgists and Expositors. 1712
Sir G. Wheler Liturgy after the Anc. 202 (MS.) Our
Apostolic and Primitive Liturgists. 1849 Rock Ch. 0/
Fathers L 450 Pionigi, the liturgist. 1894 Tablet 24 Mar.
443 In., the works of mediaeval liturgists.. Holy Week is

called Hebdontada Authcnlica.

3. One who celebrates divine worship ; a minister.
1848 R. I. Wilbkrkokck Doct. Incarnation xii. (1852) 327

The Minister ought not to be considered as merely a
preacher, but also as a real Liturgist, i.e. as the organ
through which the devotion of the congiegation is conveyed.
1890 in Century Diet.

Hence Iiiturg-rstical a., of or pertaining to a
liturgist.

1889 Chr. Wordsworth in Guardian 13 Nov. 1767/1
A Bishop . . has an inherent liturgisiical character by our
ancient custom.

Liturgize (li'l&idajeiz\ v. rare -1 , [f. LlTUUOY
+ -1ZE.] intr. To perform a liturgical act.

1826 G. S. Fablr Diffic. Romanism (1853) -45 They, who
bring these oblations in remembrance of the Lord, approach
not to the dogmas of the Jews: but, liturgising spiritually,

they shall be called the sons of wisdom.

Liturgy (lrtftid.^r. Also 6-7 leitourgie,

leiturgie, -y, liturgie. [ad. mcd.L. liturgia, a.

Gr. Kurovpyia public service, service of the gods,

public worship, f. Ktirovpyos (also At/it-, Hesyeh.)
public servant, minister, f. *\utq-s (believed to be

a var. of *\-qnos
t
public, recorded in the subst. uses

XfjiTov public hall, AiJitt;, Xrirr] priestess; app. a

j

derivative of Xcws, Aaos people) + -tpyos that works.

Cf. F. liturgie (16th cA]
1. The service of the Holy Eucharist : properly

applied to the rile of the Eastern Church. In

liturgies, used spec, (with qualification) of the dif-

. ferent types of Eucharistic service.

1560 Eecon Catcc/u v. Wks. 1564 I. 462 b, In the Liturgie

I of the Ethiopes we reade thus. So sone as the Gospel is

ended, the Deacon sayth [etc.]. 1564 Harding Ansiv. to

Jeiocts Challenge 105 I»asile in his liturgie, that is to saye,

seruice of bis Masse, sayeth thus in a prayer. 1565 Jewel
Rcpl. Harding 10 St. James Liturgie hath a special prayer

for them that hue in Monasteries. 1635 Pagjtt Christianogr.

73 They use the Liturgie of Saint Chrysostome. 1843 Pl'Sky

I

Serm. Holy Euch. 2^ The Liturgies join together, mani-
foldly, remission of sins and life eternal, as the two great

fruits of the Sacrament. 1890 Ch. Q. Rev. Jan. 288 The
revision of the Scottish ' Liturgy ' or Communion Office.

2. A form of public worship, esp. in the Christian

Church ; a collection of formularies for the conduct

of Divine service. + Also, public worship con-

ducted in accordance with a prescribed form.

£1593 Exam. //. Baroive, etc. Bjb, Wither he thinketh

that any Leitourgies, or prescript formes of prayer, may be

imposed vpon the church. 1594 Hooker EccL Pol. iv. xi.

§ 9 The Church in her liturgies hath intermingled with

readings out of the New Testament lessons taken out of the

Law and the Prophets. 1605 Kacon Adv. Leant. 11. xxv.

§ 20 Four main branches of divinity ; faith, manners, liturgy,

and government. 1640 Bp. Hall Humb. Rcmonstr. 9 The
prime subjects oftheir quarrell, and contradiction, Leitourgie

and Episcopacy. 1657-61 Heylin Hist. Re/. II. Pref. 47
The Smectymnian . . rather chose to fell down Liturgie it

self as having no authority from the Word of God. 1704
Swift Mech. Operation Spirit Misc. (1711) 290 Their Dis-

cretion in limiting their Devotions and their Deities to their

several Districts, nor ever suffering the Liturgy of the white

LIVE.

God to cross or interfere with that of the black. 1854
EMEasoN Lett. $ Soc. Aims, Quot. Sf Orig. Wks. (Bohn)
III. 214 The psalms and liturgies of churches, are . . of this
slow growth. 1885 A. M. Fairbairn Catholicism it. iv. 73
Organs and liturgies have found a home in the land and

I

church of Knox.
pig. 1630 B. Jonsox New Inn in. ii, The Liturgie of Loue,
Ouid de arte amandi. 1651 Hobbes Leinath. 1. xii. 54
Charming, and Conjuring (the Leiturgy of WiichesV 1784
Cowper Taskw. tjq For Garrick was a worshipper himself;
He drew the liturgy, and framed the rites And solemn cere,
monial of the day.

b. ChierlywithAfor: The Book ofCommon Prayer.
1629 Prynnic Ch. Eng. 128 That worthy Arch- Bishop

Cranmer caused our Leiturgy to be translated into Latine.
6-1646 Milton Sonnet, On ncio forcers of Conscience, Be-
cause you have thrown of your Prelate Lord, And with stiff

Vowes renoune'd his Liturgie. 1688 Penton Guardian's
Instruct. (1897 35 The simple, full and significant style of
the Liturgy. 1704 Nelson Fest. $ Fasts (1739) Prelim.
Instruction 2, K. Charles 2. issued out a Commission for the
reviewing of the Liturgy. 1828 Macaulay Hallam Ess.
(1887) 64 To this circumstance she [the Church of England]
owes.. her noble and pathetic liturgy. 1843 Borrow Bible
in Spain (ed. 2 III. xii. 222 1 1 was Sunday . . and I happened
to be reading the Liturgy.

3. Gr. Antiq. At Athens, a public office or duty
which the richer citizens di-charged at their own
expense.

1836 Lytton Athens (1837) II. 461 The State received the
aid of. .what were termed liturgies from individuals 1847
Grote Greece 11. xi. III. 159 The Liturgies of ihe Stale,
as they were called, unpaid functions such as the trierarchy,
choregy, gymnasiarchy, which entailed expence and trouble
upon the holder of them. 1880 Sat. Rev. 25 Dec. 790 It was
a species of liturgy—a voluntary contribution to a great
public object.

4. at/rid. and Comb.
1641 Miltox Auimadv. 25 The principal! scope of those

Lilurgie-fountkrs «a«, to prevent either the malice or
the weak nesse of the Ministers. 1711 Countrey-Man's Lett,
to Curat 48 Make him a Church of England or Liturgie*
Man, the be>t w ay you ever can. igoi li ist»t. Gaz. 22 Aug.
10/1 The liturgy-melodies, .can now again be given in their
original purity.

Hence \ Liturgy v. ;arc~l
,
trans., to conduct

by means of the Liturgy.
1716 M. Davies A then. Brit. III. 10 All the Presbyterians

..unanimously agiee to go to the Church-Service, to be
Liturgy 'd into Wedlock and into the Grave.

I! Lituus Oi't"*!^. [L.]

1. Rom. A)ttiq. a. The crooked stuff borne by
an augur ; an augural wand. b. A curved liumpet,
a clarion,

[1579-80 North Plutarch, Camillus (1505^ 159 They, .did
finde .. Romulus augures cruoked stafie. .. This staffe is

crooked at one of the ends, and. .they call it Lituus.] 1611
Coryat's Crudities, Tanegyr. I'crses lib, (Xote) The
Augures lituus or bended .static 1776 Bcrney Hist. Mns.
I. 518 A double Lituus. The lituus was a crooked military
instrument, in the form of the augural staff, whence it had
its name. It was a species of Clarion, or octave Trumpet.
1801 A. Rankln Hist. France I. 1. ii. 234 The lituus of the
Roman augurs became the crosier, or bishop's staff. 1851
I>. Wilson Rich. A nn. (1863) L ii.iii. 368 A lituus 01 musical
wind-instrument found in 1768.

2. Math. (See quot. 1839.)
1716 R. Cotes Harmonia Mensurarum (1722^ 85 Hujus

generis alteram hie adjungam Spiralem, quam Lilui Figur-
;im appello propter formae similitudinem.) 1758 Lyons
Fluxions iv. § 119 If BF is inversely as the square of SP,
the curve is called by Mr. Cotes the Lituus. 1839 Penny
Cycl. XIV. 58 Lituus, a name given to a spiral thus

j

described :— Let a variable circular sector always have its

centre at one fixed point, and one of its terminal radii in a
given direction. Let the area of the sector always remain
the same ; then the extremity of the other terminal radius
describes the lituus. The polar equation of this spiral

is r-9 = a.

3. Zool. A genus of cephalopods, now called

Spirilla ; a shell of the genus.

1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp. s.v., The lituus is always a
conic shell, running in a strait line from the mouth, through
a great part of the length, and from the end of this strait

part to the extremity, twisting into the shape of a cornu
ammouis. Ibid., Lituites, a name given to the stones formed
in the lituus-shell.

Ijiue, Liuf, Liun^e, obs. ft Lieu, Life, Lion.
Livable : see Liveable.
Iiivanomancy, erron. var. Libanomancy.
Livar, obs. form of Liver sb*

Live U 3 ^v)? a » attributive use of live in on
live, Alive. Cf. lives in Life sb. 15.]

1. That is in the possession or enjoyment of life;

living, as opposed to * dead \ Live hair,feathers :

hair or feathers pulled from a living animal.
1542 L'dali. Apophth. Erasm. 256 b, A Hue doggue, a

cocke, an adder and an ape.^ 1548 Udat.l, etc. Par. Erasm.,
Mark 10 b, A liue carkas liuyng only to his payne & tor-

ment. 1590 Shaks. Mitts. N. 11. i. 172 The iuyce of it on
sleeping eye lids laid, Will make or man or woman madly
dote Vpon the next liue creature that it sees. 1597 Hooker
Eccl. Pol. V. lxiv. § 5. 155 It seemed . . not against reason

to repute them by a courteous construction of law, as liuc-

men. 1607 Topsell Fourf. Beasts (1658) 215 Hairs, .pulled

off from a live Hare. 1681 Lond. Gaz. No. 16^6/4 One who
pretends to buy Live Hair to make Periwigs. 1692 R.
L'Estrance Fables cclxxxvl 250, I had rather be a Live-

Begger then a Dead Countess. 1839-41 S. Warren Ten
Thous. a Yr. II. iv. 99 The only live things visible. 1848
Kingslev Saint's Trag. I. i. 126 Shall two hundredweight
of hypocrisy bow down to his four-inch wooden saint, and
the same weight of honesty not worship his four-foot live

one? 1856 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. II. 288, I brought two live

45-2
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plants in flower pots. 1864 Urowmng % Lee's Wife vtfi. ii,

'Tis a clay cast . . From Hand live once, dead long ago. 1875
Maine Hist, Inst. iv. 107 It [i.e. the land] has ' live chattels

and dead chattels'. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. II. 686 The
importation of live cattle from countries in which foot-and-

mouth disease exists, has been prohibited,

fb. absoL Obs.

1S65 T. Stapleton Forty. Faith 125 b, A comfort for the

Hue, and token of their good heart. 1577 Fulke Two
Treat, agst. Papists tt. 456 One sacrifice for the line and
the deade. 1608 Willf.t Hexapla Exod. 486 Doth the Hue
and dead should be equally diuided. 1699 Bentlev P/utl.

xi. 279 This Gentleman .. that can put the Dead and the

Live together in Dialogue.

c, Somewhat frequent in jocular use, esp. in
1 a

real live — ' {slang occas. of inanimate things).

1887 Fun 26 Oct. XLVI. 175/1 A real live glass milk-iug
..given to every lady that buys one pound of our two shil-

ling Bohea. 1890 \V. A. Wallace Only a Sister 53 Rose-
mary had taken a great deal of trouble to catch

1

a real

live philosopher.

d. A live certainly : app. a nonce-phrase, sub-

stituted for a dead certainly (see Dead a. lS),

1855 Thackeray Neweomcs 11. xlii. 374 Then Mrs. Mac-
kenzie would probably be with them to a live certainty.

2. trans/, and Jig. in various applications.

a. Of impersonal agencies, conditions, etc. : Full

of life or active power
;
stirring or swarming with

living beings
;
indicating the presence of life ; busy,

active. (Cf. Alive 5, 6.)

1647 H, More Song ofSoul 111. 11. xxiv, Flush light she
sendeth forth, and live Idees. 1833 M. Arnold Scholar-
Gipsy ii, All the live murmur of a summer's day. 1858
Kingsley Parable from Liehig viii. (1878)251 The world
is too live yet for 'thee. 1878 Dowden Stud. Lit., Geo.
Eliot ii. 296 Style . . so live with breeding imagery.

b. (Chiefly (7.S.). Of persons: Full of energy
and alertness ;

' wide-awake', up-to-date. Of ques-

tions, subjects of consideration : Of present interest

and importance ; not obsolete or exhausted.
1877 Besant & Rice Gold. Butterfly 147, I shall only get

live people to write for me. 1877 Talmagk 50 Serin. 26 Id
all the world of literature there is no such live book a» the
Bible. 1888 Brvce Amer. Commw. Ul.cviii. 565 An enter-

prising man. .created a new type of 'live' newspaper. 1900
Speaker 8 Sept. 618/1 The strenuous effort of the Repub-
licans to resurrect the money question and make it a live

issue is becoming ludicrous.

3. Of combustibles : Flaming, glowing.
1611 Bible Isa. vi. 6 Then flew one of the Seraphims vntu

inee, hauing a liue-cole in bis hand, a 1626 W. Sclater
Exp. 2 Thess. (1629) 288 Where is any Hue Sparke or seede
of Grace? 1756-7 tr. Keytier's Trav. 11760) III. 34 The
scorpion, when hemmed in with live coals . . stings himself
in the head. 1840-2 Geo. Eliot in Academy 20 Jan. (1894^

56/3 Philanthropy, kindled by the live coal of gratitude and
devotion to the Author of all things. 1865 Swinburne
Dolores 245 When thy gardens were lit with live torches.

1887 Bow en Virg. sEttcid v. 103 Under the spits live embers
place.

transf. and fig. 1658-9 Burton's Diary (1828) III. 278
We com'.- to set up votes that are live quarrel**, like York
and Lancaster. 1728-46 Thomson Spring 964 Now from
the virgin's cheek a fresher bloom Shoots le«,s and less the
live carnation round. 1873 T. W. Hjgginson Oldport Days
199 There is to-day such a live sparkle on the water, such
a luminous freshness on the grass. 1902 Bla kio. Mag.
May 646/1 ' Dead ' and 1

live ' were terms used in speaking
of dull opal that could be made to flash as if alive by the
application of water.

4. Containing unexpended energy. Of a shell, a

match, etc. : Unkindled, unexplodcd. Of a rail,

wire, etc. : Charged with electricity. Of a car-

tridge : Containing a bullet, opposed to blank.

1799 Naval Chron. I. 440 A quantity of six-inch live shells

fired. 1833 Amson Hist. Europe (1849-50I XI. Ixxvii. § 6.

506 Live shells were placed along the top of the rampart.

1890 Daily Xezus 4 Jan. 6/6 Touching a live electric wire
somewhere in the city. 1894 Times 29 May 6/6, 1 have
repeatedly found matches about the ground. . . They were
' Hve ' matches. 1897 Daily News 10 Mar. 7/4 The accused
said, ' You are a —— fine pal to give me a live cartridge \
1898 Westm. Gaz. 1 1 July 2/1 The rails are said to be 4

live
'

when charged with the electric current. 1898 Allbutt's
Syst. Med. V. 856 A person for example may be seriously
injured through an iron tool in his hand by which acci-

dental contact is made with live metal.

5. a. Of a mineral, a rock : Native, unwrought

;

«L. vivtis. b. Of air: In its native state, pure.
1661 Lovell Hist, A Him. <y Mitt. 22 Live brimstone,

boiled to the thicknesse of Honey. 1778 Pennant 'Tour in
Wales II. 307 A well cut in the live rock. 1855 Browning
Old Pictures in Flor. ii, Through the live translucent bath
of air. 1855 Tennyson Maud 1. xiii. 11 His essences turn'd
the live air sick. 1875 Browning Aristop/i. Apot. 1526 The
live rock latent under wave and foam.

6. Said of parts of machines or apparatus which
either themselves move or impart motion to others.

(Cf. Dead a. 23.)
i8»5 J« Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 323 The dead pulley

is fixed, to the axis and turns with it, and the other, which
slips round it, is called the live pulley, c i860 H, Stuart
Seaman's Catech. 74 There is a live sheave for the working
top pendant, and a dumb one for the hawser. 1875 Knigiit
Diet. Mech., Live-axle, one communicating power; in

contradistinction to a dead or blind axle, /bid., Live-head,
the bead-stock of a lathe, which contains the live-spindle.

1878 IvOckyeiI Stargazing 308 Three conical rollers carried
by a loose or ' live ring. 188a Nares Seamanship (ed. 6)

53 The metal rollers arc each made to revolve round their

own pins, which are secured to a plate, called the live ring.

1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl., Live King, a circular
gang of wheels, as used in the turn-lables of draw.bridges,
and in those for locomotives. 1884 F, J, Britten Watch

356

<$• Clockm. 156 [Al Live Spindle .. [is] a rotating spindle;
applied generally to the rotating mandrel of a lathe.

7. Of or pertaining to a living being, f Live
voice : the voice of a living man. (Cf. vivd voce.)

Live weight : the weight of an animal while living.

1613 Jackson Creed 11. 367^For the begetting of true and
liuely faith, we suppose the Hue voice of an ordinary Mints-
tery as the Organe, whereby [etc.]. 1649 J. II. Motion to

Pari. Adv. Learn. 32 Ineffectuall .. if not quickned with
some tive-voyce and Knowing assistance. 1872 Baker Nile
Tribut. xv. 261 The live weight of the male would be about
five hundred pounds. 1898 'Trans. Highl. % Agric. Soc. 286
The live-weights of the individual sheep were ascertained
three times during the experiment.

8. In various collocations and combinations

:

f live anatomy, vivisection (see Anatomy i b)

;

live-asunder ? nonce-wd., (torn) apart while living

(as a limb from the body) ; live-birth, the faet of

a child's being born alive ; live-born a., born alive

;

live-broken a., broken alive ; live-eannibalism,
the practice of ealing the flesh of human victims

still living
;
live-gang U, S. (see quot.)

; f live-

goods, ? = Live-stock ; live -hole Brickmaking
(see quot.)

; f live-like a., resembling a living per-

son; live matter (see quot.); f live-personal

a., made by the person himself; t live-shape,

living form; live-steam (see quot.); live-thorn
a,, constructed of living thorn (cf. qttickthorn

Quick D); live-vat (see quot.); flive-wight, a

living thing; live-work (see quot.). Also Live-

bait, Live-oak, Live-stock.

<z 1834 Coi erujge in Lit. Rem. (1836) II. 248 He has by
guilt torn himself * live-asunder from nature, and is, there -

' fore, himself in a preter-natural state. 1889 Syd. Soc. Lex.
1

s.v, Livc-birth, The^ aerated condition of the lungs is no
proof of * live-birth in the legal sense. 1797 Mks. A. M.
Bennett Beggar Girl II. iii. 41 The selfsame house.,
where they had nine children *live born and christened.

1824 Campbell Theodoric Wks. (1837) 55 A wretch *live-

broken on misfortune's wheel. 1804 Ann. Rev. II. 199/1
After these atrocities it would seem trifling to speak . . uf

the *live-cannibalisin of Tongalaboo. 1875 Knight Diet.

Mech., *Live-gang, a gang-saw mill, so arranged as to cut

through and through the logs without previous slabbing.

1626 Jackson Creed vitt. xiii. § 1 To exercise the like rage

upon his person or * live-goods, which did the wrong, could
be no satisfaction either to the law, or party wronged.
1836 Penny Cycl. V. 408/2 Clanip-brieks are burned in the

following manner : —The flues or*live holes—are carried up
two courses high through the clamp. 1614 Jackson Creed
in. xii. § 3 Hauing now met them as *liue-like as the}'

themselucs were. 1875 Knight Diet. Mcth., *Live-matter
(Printing), type in page or column ready for printing. 1614

Jackson Cm a in. xvii. § 6 Moses* * live-personal proposal.

1851-61 Mayhew Land. Labour II. 193 Some of the

most experienced '*live .salesmen' and *dead salesmen'.
1626 J ackson Creed viii. x. $ 1 The lust of the flesh, the

lust of the eyes, and the pride of life, tooke their distinct

specificall being, or ""live-shape, from the first sinne. 1875
Knight Diet. Mech., * Live-steam, 1. Steam from the boiler

; at its full pressure; in contradistinction to dead-steam.
2. Steam from the boiler; in contradistinction to exhaust -

:
steam. 1889 Pall Mall G. 21 Oct. 3/2 The heat is supplied
by the waste steam, supplemented if necessary by live

steam. 1893 Daily News 29 June 5/2 Kncloscd with a

strong *Hve-thorn palisade impenetrable to arrows. 185a

RIorfit Tanning *r Currying (1853) 16 ; The fresh, or "live

vat, is that which has not yet been worked. 1657 W. Ram>
1 tr. Gassen ifs Life Peires: tt. 148 All which he possesses,

[

seems to be no lesse common to all learned men, then the

Air and Water are to all Tive-wiehts. 1668 Culi-epper &
I

Cole Barthol. Anat, I. sx. 51 Those Live-wights which
have no Lungs, have no bladder. 1855 Cornwall 148 We
might distinguish these two kinds of work as dead and
A
live work—the dead being that which proceeds in the dead

rock, and the live that which is concerned in extracting and

I

pulverising the ores.

b. In the names of various contrivances for hold-

ing living objects or for examining them microscopi-

cally, as live-box, -car, -trap, -ivell.

1862 Gosse in Pop. Sei. Rev. I. 41 note, Specimens
hatched in the same live-box, in the same water, from the
same brood, and on the same day.

^
1875 Knight Diet.

Mech., Live-trap, a device for imprisoning living micro-
scopic ubjects. It consists of three parallel glass slips; the
middle one has a circular perforation forming the cell, while
the other ones constitute the sides. 1883 Fisheries Exhib.
Catal. 199 Live-car, full size, for keeping fish alive. 1893
Funk's Stand. Diet., Live-well, a well in a fishing-boat for

keeping fish alive.

Live (liv), v> Pa. I. and pa. pple. lived (livd).

Forms : Inf. a. 1 libban, 2-4 Ii-, lybben, 3
Orm. libbenn. 1 liflan, lifi&ean, lyfan, -ian,

leofian, -isean, Northnmb.Wft&L, 2-4lifen,livien,

3 Orm. lifeuu, 2 4, 6 liven; 3 loofen, leofveu,
(lioven, luvion), 4-5 lif(f\e, (4 lijf,lyfve, luf(e),

4-6 lyve(n, lyvie, -yn, Sc.\o\f{fKQ, leyff, lyf(f(e,

5 lyf^e, (4-5 liwo, -i, -y, lywe) ; 2, 4-5 lefen,
4-5 leven, -yn, (4 levin, loven), 5 lewyn, 5-6
leve, 6-7 Sc. leaf, leiv(e, 4- live. l^a. I. 1 lif-

ode, -ade, lifde, 2-5 livede, 4- lived. Pa. pple.

1 selifd, 3-4 y-lyved
;
i-lyved, (6 liven, lyven),

3- lived. [A Common Teutonic weak vb. : OK.
libban (WS.), lifian> lifgatt (Anglian and in poetical

texts), pa. t. Iffode, lifae, corresp. to OFris. libba,

lira, leva, ( >S. libbian, pa. \. \A.libdun (Dn. leven),

DUG. lebhi (MUG., mod.G. lebeti) to Hve, ON.
Ufa to live, remain (Sw. lefva to live, qvar-lefva

LIVE.
1

to remain, Da. leve to live), Goth, liban, pa. 1.

j libaida to live :-OTeut. stem *//&?-, f. root

(:/<*/&-) to remain, continue, whence Life sb,
t q.v.

for cognate words.]

1. intr. To be alive; to have life (see Life i b)

I
cither as an animal or as a plant ; to be capable of

vital functions. + To live and look (see Look v.).

In this sense the simple present is now arch, or rhetorical',
the compound present is living is the usual form.
c 825 Fesp. Psalter c\\\\. 18 We 5a <Se lif^aS we bledsiafl

dryhten. 971 Bliehi. /lorn. 57 Sc lichoma buton mete &
drence leolian ne ma:^. a 1000 O. E. Chrons nn. 901
(Parker MS.) rle wolde oder o53e fcer libban oo5e pa:r
lic^an. c 1175 Pater Noster in Lamb. Horn. 65 Ure gultes
lauerd bon us for^euen al swa we dob alle men bet linen.

C1205 Lay. 4668 Ich sugge be to so5e pat Set leoueft pi

broSer. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 2262 Tu schalt libben, & beon
leof & wurd me. a 1300 Cursor M. 17408 pe lauerd Hues
yee did on rode. £1330 R. 13kdnnk Chron. (1810) 1^ pat
to be kyng Egbriht alle were pei gyuen For l>er heritage
per to die or lyuen. C1400 Maukdev. (Roxb.) iii, 9 per-
form may na beste ne fewle lifle bare, c 1460 Totonelcy
Myst. xiv. 95 And, certys, for to lyf or dy I shall not fayll.

15.. /uteri. 4 Elem. 452, 1 am for you so necessary Ye can
not lyue without nie. 1529 Rastell Pastyme (1811) 33 He
was crownyd lyuing hys fader by pope Tohnn. 1587 Golihng
De Mornay v, 51 Now this second Plant liued in the first,

ere it liued in itselfe, and al liuing wights do Hue, moue,
and feele .. afore they come forth. 1611 Bible Gen. xlv. 3
And Ioseph said . , Doeth my father yet line? 1677 Gale
Crt. Gentiles II. iv. 309 Plants are said by some kind of
analogie to live . .yet they cannot be said properly to live..

.

brutes are said properly to live, because they have a true
self-motion. 1774 Golosm. Nat. Hist. (1776) II. 198 Those
parts may be said to live no longer when the circulation
ceases. 1821 Shelley Adouais xli, He lives, he wakes—
'tis Death is dead, not he. 1838 Lytton Leila 1. ii, Yonder
stream is of an element in which man cannot live nor breathe.
1862 J. F. Stephen Def. R. Williams 296 A more eminent or
more excellent man hardly ever lived.

h. Jig. of things : To exist, be found, poet.

1593 Shaks. Rich. //, 11. ii. 79 We are on the earth Where
nothing liues but crosses, care and greefe. 1599 — Much
Adorn, i. no No glory liues behinde the backe of such. 1850
'YvMWtsxm/nMctn. xcv[i].n There 1i\es more faith in honest
doubt, Believe me, than in half the creeds. 1871 R. Ellis tr.

C atullus Ixxxvi. 4 In all that bodily largeness, Lives not
a grain of salt, breathes not a charm anywhere.
2. To supply oneself with food ; to feed, subsist.

Const. + by, + of, on, ufon 9 fwith t rarely + in (either

the actual food or the means of providing it). 7o
live on a person : to burden him with one's main-
tenance.

971 Bliekl. Horn. 51 Codes is pact yrfe pe we bifc leofiab.

< \QQoSax. Leechd. 11. 62 Eft £enim swines scearn bses be
on dun lande and wyrtum libbe. c 1200 Ormik 7775 Cullfre
ne lifebb nohht bi flessh. c 1250 Gen. Ex. 57^3 Foueles
waren Oer-inne cumen .. And mete quorbi (5ei mitten liucn.

a 1300 Cursor M. 11109 Ion liued wit rotes and wit gress,

Wit honi o be wildernes. C1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880^ 242
Many . . pat wolen make hem self gentel men and ban litel

or nougt to lyue on. 138a — Matt. iv. 4 A man lyueth not
in breed aloon, 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xxn. 217 Tresour to

lyue by to here Jyues ende. c 1440 Gesta Rom. txxxix. 411
(Add. MS.) Shcleuyd. .many yeres with rotes and grasse,

and such Frute as she nvyght gete. c 1470 Henry Wattate
tx. 288 Leiff on your awin. 1523 Lv. Berners Froiss. 1.

ccvii. 244 They coude fyndc nothynge to lyue by in the

plaync countrey. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen.)'/?f, 02 b, To
whom the kyng assigned an honest pencion to live on.

1583 Stuubes Anat. Abus. 11. (188a) 42 [They] arc to be
compelled to worke, and not to liue vpon other mens
labours. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 147 The Agriophagi .

.

liue most of panthers and lions flesh. 1631 Hobues Lcviath.
in. xlii. 294 J'hey that served at the Altar lived on what
was offered. 1670 Eachard Cout. Clergy 20 A person, at

all thoughtfull of himself and conscience, had much better

chuse to live with nothing but beans and pease-pottage.

1712 Steelk Speet. No. 264 P2 lrus.. spent some Time
after with Rakes who had lived upon him. 1747 Wesley
/'rim. Physic (1762) 35 For Asthma , . live a fortnight on
boiled Carrots. 1802 Paley Nat. Thcol. xvi. 5 Wks. 1830
IV. 194 The spider^ lives upon flies, 185a R. S. Surtees
Sponge's Sp. V our i\l 9 He then lived on his 'means 'for

si while. 1889 J Essot-p Coming ofFriars ii. 84 Sometimes
they were .. living upon tbeir friends.

h.fig.
971 Btickt. Horn. 57 pa gastlican lare .. pe ure saul bifc

leofap. c 137s Cursor A/. 15614 (Fairf.), I warnc $ou to. .Hue
a-pon his lare. 1754 Shebueare Matrimony (1766) I. 246
'J'hey .. agreed .. to live on Letters, till the painful age
should be lapsed which held them apart. 1844 A. B. Welbv
Poems (1867) 49 To live untill this tender heart On which it

lives is dead.

3. To procure oneself the means of subsistence.

Const. by
} + of on or upon, + with. Also, to live

from Hand to molth. To live by one's ivits : see

Wit.
t 900 tr. Brda's Hist. iv. iv, (Schippcr) 371 [Hi] be heora

a^enuin handgewinne lifijeap. 1*97 R. Glouc (Rolls) 964
)>c scotles sede bat pel lond no^t inou be To bom bothe to

libbe by as hii mi^te ise. 136a Langl. P. PI. A. xt. 272
A feloun was sauid pat hadde lyued al his lyf with lesinges

& beftis. 1387 Trevisa //igden (Rolls) IV. 311 He made
his dou^tres use hem to wolle craft .. bey scnulde jif hem
nedede lyvc by be craft. £1440 JacoFs Well 160 Comoun
womman, bat leuyth by here body, c 1450 ME. Med. Bk.
(lleinrich) 210 Item, pe galle of cuery fowl, bat lyueb by
raueyne dob }»e same. 1484 Caxton Fables ofA Ifonce lit,

[He] lyued by the laboure of his bandes pourely. 1530
Palsgr. 612/2 Thou lyvest of nothyng but of pollyng.
a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. V/, 174 b, Men . . had lived by
the kynges wages, more then a few yeres. x6oa 2nd Pt.
Returnfr. Parnass. ill. iii. 1291 A dunce I see is a neigh-
bourlike brute beast, a man may liue by him. 1604 E.

GIrimstone] D'Acosta\ Hist. Indies ill. xix. 178 They



LIVE.

lived of fishing at sea, and ofseeds. 1628 Karle Microcosm^ \

Surgeon (Arb.) 62 His gaines are very ill got, for he Hues
j

by the hurts of the Common-wealth. 1675 Brooks Gold.

Key Wks. 1867 V. 295 God left man . . to live . . by his own '

industry. 1713 Steele Engliskm. No. 24. 161 A whimsical
i

Fellow liv'd upon setting Stones in Wrist-Buttons. 1796
H. Hunter tr. St.-Pierrc's Stud. Ar

at. (1799) II. 428 Every
one. . must live by his trade. 1865 Kingsley {/crew. Prel.,

Why should he reverence Nature? Let him use her and
live by her. 1887 Jessopp Arcady i. ti Those luxuries

which the big man consumes the small man lives by.

b. Proverb. Live and let live.

1622 Malynes Ane. Law-Merck. 229 According to the

Dutch Prouerbe . . Lcucn ende lacten leuen, To line and to

let others line. 1687 K. L'Estkange Answ. Diss. 43 And
what's the Whole Bus'ness at last ; but Live, and let Live.

1885 W. Morris in Mackail Life (1899) I J. 136 Two or

three people are of no use, and are kept-on on the Hve-and-

let-live principle.

4. To pass life in a specified fashion, indicated

by an adv. or advb. phrase (occas. an adj. or compl.

sb.) having reference

a. to the manner of regulation of conduct, esp.

in a moral aspect.

^900 tr. Bveda s Hist. 1. x.vvii.^900 tr. JiXtia s fftst. 1. xxvu. (Schippcr) 61 H11 hie mid
heora xeferum drohtian & lifigean [MS. ft. lifian] scylan?

c izoo Ormin 372 And }uw ma}} ben biss ilke word God lare

hu 5uw birrb hbbenn. 1297 R. Gt.ouc (Rolls) 4025 Hit is

ney vif }er pat we abbeb yliued in such vice. 13.. E. E.

A till. P. B. 581 pa? bou a sotte lyuie, .. by-benk J>e sym-

tyme. 1340-30 A lex. Dhid. 288 Leden clanliche our lif

& Hbben as simple. CX375 Sc. Leg. Saints xiv. (Lucas) 32

How bai liflfyt her but blame. 1426 Aidklay Poems 2 He
that levys here mtwysly. 1472 Presenim. Juries in Snrtees

Misc. (1890) 24 Thomas Dransfeld . .now liflfez as a vacabond.

1S38 Starkey England 1. i. 9 Wych tyme he lyuyd more
vertusely. 1609 Skene Reg; Maj.^ Stat. Robt. // 39 Ilk

ane of them sail leaue leallie and trewlie in their office.

1657-83 Evelyn Hist. Relig. (1850) 1. 174 They live like

Soats, and die like asses. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) V. 63

iving on this wise, we. .shall pass our days in good hope.

b. to personal conditions, e. g. degree of happi-

ness, comfort, splendour, repute, or the contrary,

t To live away 1 to lead a life of extravagance.

To live in elovcr (see Cloveu 3). To livefast ^sec

Fast adv. 7).
'

Beozuulf (Z.) 99 Swa 3a driht-gumnn dreamum lifdon

eadi^lice. c 1200 Ormin 5207 pa:r he shollde libbenn Wibb
resste and ro. 1297 R. Glolc. (Rolls) 535 (M S. a) per abbcb

kinges & mani obere ofte ilyued in ioie. a 1300 Cursor M.
11 132 Tospeke of nedes 01 pair huse Als dos be men pat

liues in spus. £1350 Will. Palerne 1588 pus bei left in

likyng a god while after. 1375 Barbour Bruce 1. 228 He
levys at ess that frely levys ! c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints iii.

(St. Attdrctv) 044 To luf in contemplacione. c 1400 Destr.

Troy 9760 And fele. .fre kynges frusshet to dethe, pat might

haue leuyt as lordes in bere lond yet. 1484 Caxton Fables

efsEsop 1. xii, Better worthe is to lyue in pouerte surely

then to lyue rychely beyng euer in daunger. a 1572 Knox
Hist. Re/. Wks. 1846 I. 364 To suffer everie man to leaf at

libcrtie of conscience. 1611 Bible Acts xxvi. 5 After the

most straitest sect of our religion, I liued a Pharisee. 1643

Trapp Comm., Gen. xxi. 15 Who erst lived at the full in his

fathers house. 1703 Collier Ess. A/or. Sub/, it. 181 He
that would have his health hold out must not live too fast.

1719 J. T. Phillips tr. Thirty-four
%
Confer. 316 The In-

habitants live very easie and happily in all these Four

Provinces. 1767 H. Kelly Bablcr No. in. II. 218 Pos-

sessed of such a handsome sura, I considered it as nothing

more than a proper compliment to my \\ iTe
;
to live away

for some time, and therefore set up a smart post-chaise.

1807 E. S. Hakrett Rising Sun II. 80 He set up for an

esquire himself, lived away at a most extravagant rate, and

neglected his business. 1810 S. Green Reformist 1. 34 Old

Mr. Ellingford, though he lived close, known to be im-

mensely rich. 1836 W. E. Forstkk in T. W. Reid Life

(1888) I. iii. 70 My parents are as poor as rats .. and con-

sequently we live in quite a small way. 1859 G. Mkrediih
Juggling Jeny x, I . . have lived no gipsy. 1861 Hughes
Tom Brown at O.xf.x. (i889)4Theylived very much to them-

selves, and scarcely interfered with the dominant party.

c. to the rule or guiding principle, or to the ob-

ject and purpose of one's life.

971 Blickl. Horn. 35 We ealne bysne sear Hfdon mid ures

Hchoman willan. axzz% Juliana 75 LusteS writen lare and

luuieS brefter. <t 1240 Ureisnn in Lamb. Horn. 189 pi deap

..do ine Uuien to be. /Z1300 Cursor M. 16424 We [MS.
He] haf vr lagh,. . bat we Hue wit al in land. 1387 Tkevisa

Higden (Rolls) 111. 281 Socrates seide bat meny men wil

leve forto cte and drynke. 1533 G\u Richl Vay 20 Ane
man I wills notht god ower al thyng. .na lilTis notht efter his

halie wil. 1562 WinJet Cert. Tractates iii. Wks. 1 888 1 . 23

Giue euerie man mycht leue according to his vocation. 1622

Mabbe tr. AlcmatCs Guzman ifA If. 11. 126 Euery man hue

for himselfe. 1656 Stanley Hist. Pltilos. v. (1701) 167/1

Maligned by those who lived after Tyrannical institutions.

^1716 Blackall Wks. (1723) I. 3 Rules.. such as all that

call themselves Christ's Disciples are oblig'd to observe and

live by. 1840 Carlyle Heroes i. 5 It is not easy to under-

stand that sane men could ever.. live by such a set of doc-

trines. 1858-65 — l;rcdk. Gt. 11. i. (1872) IV. 24 They saw

no society; lived wholly to their work.

d. To live ivell: (a) to have abundance, lo feed

luxuriously; (6) lo be in comfortable circumstances;

{c) lo live a virtuous life.

For well to live = «%vell to do', prosperous, see Wkll adv.

c 1350 Will. Palerne 5393 was be kowherd out ofkarc

kindeli holpen, . . wel to liuen for euer. i53° 1'alsgk. 612/2,

I shal lyue well ynoughe without you. 1620 Shelton Quia:

III. xx. 141 lie preaches well that lives well, quoth Sancho,

and I know no other Preaching. 1796 I'kcoii Anonym
(1809) 64 If you would live well for a week, kill a hog ;

it

you would live well for a month, marry; if you would live

well all your life, turn priest. 1807-26 S. CoorER First

Lines Surg. (ed. 5) 68 Carbuncles seem ..most common in

persons who have lived well.

357

o. To live in (or within) oneself: to rely upon
oneself for occupation and diversion, opposed to

living 'in society*.
a 1674 Clarkndon Tracts 293 They live to and within

themselves. 1762-71 H. Waltolk I'ertne's A need. Paint.
(1786) II. 125 Living much within himself, .his chief amuse-
ment was his collection. 1872 J. L. Sanforii Ena Rings,
C/ias. /, 333 His mind had been prepared for the application

of these lessons by that early necessity of living very much
in himself.

f. With ///. f (a) To live up : fig. to live on

a high level ; to take a high intellectual or moral

position. (J)) To live up to : to act in full accord-

ance with (principles, rules, etc.). Also, to push

expenditure to the full limits of (one's fortune).

1682 Dryden Relig. Laici^og Those who followed Reason's
dictates right, Lived up, and lifted high their natural light.

1694 Atterbcry Serm. «y Disc. (1726) I. 72 The Rule is

strict indeed; but .. there are Great Helps .. enabling us
to live up to it. 1709 Stickle Tatler No. 125 ? 1 All those

who do not live up to the Principles of Reason and Virtue.

171X Addison Sped. No. 163 r 4, 1 am one of your Dis-

ciples, and endeavour to live up to your Rules. 1832 J. 8.

Knowles Hunchback 1. i. 9 Vour fortune . . is ample ; And
doubtless you live up to't. 1837 G. K. Corrik 17 Sept. in

Mem. iv. (1S90) 90, I had an interesting conversation with

the Sqoire on the duty of living up to one's convictions.

5. quasi with cognate obj, -4.
c 1000 /Klfric Horn. (Th.) 11. 476/16 Se cyning Eglippus

leofode his lif on eawfiestre drohtnunge. c \ 175 Lamb.
Horn. 115 He seal for godes eie libban his lif rihlliche.

a 1300-1400 Cursor M. 10175 (Giitt.) Sua haly lijf bai lined

euer. c 1380 Sir /''crumb. 686 J>ou hast y-lyued by lif lo

longe to do me such a spyte. c 1380 Wvci.n- Scl. Wks. 111.

171 Howprestisschulde lyfue[/W///Wlyfne] a pore lif. <:i45°

.S7. Cutbbcft (Surtees) 40 What lyfe he lyfiyd be treuth ys

laid. 1526 Pilgr. Perf, (W. de W. 1531) 15 b, They that

lyueth the holy lyfe of religyon. 1567 Glide <y Godlic Ball.

(S.T. S.) 72 We suld . . Leif in the warld a lyfe perfyte. 1594
M nrlovm: ft Nasiik /^idn iv. iii. IC3, This is no life for men
at armes to Hue. 1660 J vm. Taylor Worthy Commun. 35
To live the life of the spirit. 1712 Addison Sped. No. 5^0

T 4 It shall be my busincNS hereafter to live the life of an
honest man. 1853 M. Arnold Sclwlar-Gipsy'xvii, And each

half lives a hundred different lives. 1871 Moki.kv I'oltairc

11886) 9 Montaigne,—content to live Ins life, leaving many
questions open. 1895 Zangwill Master 1. \ii^ 74 The
panorama seemed more varied than when he was living the

scenes in all their daily detail of dull routine.

b. Irausf. in Hunting. To keep up (the pace).

Also absol. in phr. lo live with hounds.

1840 Erasers Mag. XXI T. 681 We whip and spur, but

ciinnot live the pace. 1898 .V/. James's Gaz. 15 Nov. 6/1

The check .. was most welcome to the contingent who still

lived with hounds.

6. quasi -//vr//5. To live down : f To defeat by

superiority of life
K
nonee-usc). b. To put down,

silence, wear out (prejudice, slander, etc.) ; to cause

(some discreditable incident) to be forgotten by a

blameless course of life. c. To lose hold of, forget

\j\ fancy) as life ^ocs on.

a 1731 A 1 1 kkih mv (J.), A lale prelate, of a reinaikable zeal

for the church, were religions to be tried by lives, would

have lived down the pope, and the whole consistory. 1842

Mi.u.l in Nonconf. 11. 1 It has lived down prejudice. 1884

KiDtK Haggard Dawn xxix, It is very probable that your

cou>in will live down his fancy. 1893 Grvti.K Miss /)ivL

deuds 158 How long do you think it will take in New Vork

soeicty for a girl with sixty thousand dollars a year to live

anything down ?

7. trans. To express in one's life ; to carry out in

one's life the principles of.

1542 1»l-con Potationfor Lent Lvjb, Not only louc but

also lyue yc Gospel. 1642 Fulleb Holy <y Prof. St. 11. t.\.

81 Our Minister lives Sermons. 1650 Tk.mt Comm. Lev.

\\\. 37 Words not so much to bee read as lived. 1671

Flavki. J'onni. of Life ix. 26 He preached the Doctrine,

and Lived the Application, a 1708 Ulvekidge Thes. Theol.

(1711) 111. 147 Hereby you may be sure to live heaven upon

earth in time, a 1770 Joktin Scrm. (1771) IV. i. 3 To say

who is the Lord.. is to deny God..and live a lie. 1874

Llackik Self-Cult. 70 To live poetry, indeed, is always

better than to write it.

8. inli\ In an emphatic sense : To have life that

is worthy of the name ; to enjoy or use one's life

abundantly. .

1606 Day He ofGuts Hivb, They trewly line, that hue in

seorne of spight. a i6«8 I'kkston Breasthl. Love (1 631 ) 194

One man may live more in a day than another in twenty. 1673

Shadwell Epsom Wells 11. i. 19, 1 have vow'd to spend all

my life in London. People do really live no where else.

1726-31 Tindal Rapin
y

s Hist. Eng. (1743) 1 1. xvil. 129 Well

might I breathe but never think I lived. 1759 Johnson

Rasselas xxix, While you are making the choice of life, yon

forget to live. 1827 Kkule C/tr. V. Ascension Day x, Our

wasted frames feel the true sun, and live. 1851 '1 hacklray
to the last days

rins
Euer. Hum. v. (1858) 268 He was living up to the last c

of his life. 1889
1 Rolf lioLiiRewoo o ' Robbery underA

(1890) 317 Jack Dawson .. didn't care about anything but

horses and dogs, and lived every day of his life.

9. To continue in life ; to be alive for a longer

or shorter period ; lo have one's life prolonged.

Also in phrases to live to (be or do so and so)

;

Long live (formerly simply live) the king!

831 Charter in O. E. Tex ts 445 Gib eadwald leng hfise

Sonne cyneSryo, ^eselle [etc.l. 1154 O. E. Chron. ™. 1137

(Laud MS.) ;if he leng moste liuen. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 2-2$

He lefede nigon hundred 5*iere and xxx<>. <: 1205 Lay 252

Ah lut 5er he lcouede. 1297 R- Glouc. (Rolls) 7823 He .

.

bihet.aif he moste libbe, bat he nolde misdo nammore. a 1300

Cursor M. 2082 Noe.. Liued fourti 5ere after be Hod. 136a

L\n*gl. P. PI. A. vii. 16, I schal leue hem lyflode..As longc

as I Hue. £1400 Lanfratic's Cirnrg. 94 If pel ben not

LIVE.

curid, bei lyuen be lengere tymc. c 1420 Anturs ofArth.

259 (Douce MS.) pou shal leve but a stert. /ri4S« ^E.
Med. Bk. (Heinrich) 138 Wheber he shal lyuen or dye of be

seeknesse. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. V/, 130b, Criyng

:

sainct Denise, live kyng Charles. 1586 in H earne R. Glouc.

(1724) 67^2, I am so unhappy to haue lyuen to see tins un-

happy daye. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. iv. iii. 114 Hath Cassius

liuMTobebnt Mirth and Laughter to his Brutus? 1615

W. Lawson Counhy /lonseiv. Card. (1626) 7 Not sufiring

a Tree to line the tenth part of his age. 1653 Walton
Angler 153 Harme him [a frog] as little as you may possibly,

that he may live the longer. 1699 K. L'Estkange Lrasm.

Colloq. (1725) 210 If 1 live to come back again. 1718 Prior

Solomon Pref., And in this kind Mr. Philips, had he lived,

would have excelled. 1743 Bulkelev & Cummins / oy. 6.

Seas 34 If he lives, I will carry him a Prisoner to the Com-

modore. 1776 Trial of Nundocomar 32/2, I should not

have supposed he could live many hours. 1782 Cowi-lk

Gilpin 253 Now let us sing, Long live the king ! And Oil-

pin, long live he! 1818 Cklise Digest (ed. 2) 11. 270 1 o

the use of A. for 09 years, if he should so long live-. 1844

Dickens Mart. Clius. xxxiv, Live and learn Mr. lievmi .

1893 Academy *z May 412/1 Lord Carnarvon did not live

to put the final touches to his translation.

fig. 1813 R. Thornton 16 June in Hansard Pari. Debates

XXVI. 685 A great .statesman, .had once exclaimed, '
Perish

commerce—live the constitution J

1

b. with fforllt, on, iover.
c 1200 Okmin 17213 Acc 31'frbatt he bait fulllitnedd iss Her

lifebb forb onn erpe. 1387 Tklvisa lligdcu (Kollsi VII . 141

Alfndus forsobe after his blyndyngc sent unto Hely lined

over but fewe dayes. c 1400 Destr. Troy 13105 Made was

this niariage bo mighty betwene,. .And [they] lyntit fnrth 111

Lykyng a long tyme after. 1611 Shaks. Wint. P. 11. 111. 155

Shall 1 line on, to see this Uasiasd kneele, And call me
Father ? 1866 M. Arnold Thyrsis iii, While the tree lived,,

he in these fields lived on. 1896 M. 1'jllp Attila 1. 20,

1 would rather drop down dead Than live on like my cousin,

e. said of the Deity and of spirits.

971 Blickl. Horn. 131 purh Godes fultum, be lyfaS & rixao

a butan ende. rizoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 23 And alle men
shullen cume to libben echeliche. <i 1225 Leg. Rath. 1771

perais me liue^aain blisSe bnteiieuch bale. 1447 Uoklnham
Seyntys iKoxh.i 77, 1 wold wot what it may the avayle lo

forsakvn the g.xldys wych leuyn ay. 1604 K. G[iumskvnk1

ITAcostas Hist. Indus v. vii. 345 The Indians of Peru

beleeved commonly that the Soules lived after this life.

d. To escape spiritual death.

c\y}$S<.. Leg. Saints xvi. (Maeda/ena) 15 pe ded ufsyn-

ful I na wil hot hat he leife hi, s-yii ^ hf. 1435 i>Jisvn

Eire ofLot c h. xi. (1896) 99 Urn.. to lufe hi makar, if bou

desyre to lyfe qwhen bou lien> pas>> s. 1508 FlMIEK 7 Pcnit.

Ps. li. Wks. (1876) 10^, 1 wyll not the doth of a synner, but

that he be tourned from his wycked lyfe and leue. 161

1

L'ibli: E~ek. xxxiii. 11.

e. fig. (poel. and rhetorical). Of things: lo

survive, continue in operation.

1768 Okay Elegy 92 li'eii in our Ashe-; live their wonted

Fire*. 1863 Woolner My Beautiful Lady 30 Nothing lives

but pel feci Love. 1895 Mlkuiman Soivcrs i, What little

daylight there was lived on the western hori/on. 1896

Atheneurn 24 Apr. 547/2 Llunders of this sort live long.

f. qwnsx-lraus. To live out: to complete (a

term of life ; also to survive the end of a period

of time'. Also dial, to survive (a person; : see

Eng. Dial. Did.
,535 Covkkdai.k Ps. Iv. 23 The bloudthurstie and disceat-

full shal not lyue out half their daies. 1899 Guv Looihbv

Dr. Xikola's E.vperim. ii. ^5 He was as certain as any one

possibly could be that the chap could not live out the iv.ek.

Mod. I never thought he would live out the night. (Recent

Diets, give 'to live out a war, a term of office, a century .)

10. Chielly of a vessel : To escape destruction

;

to remain alloat. Also quasi-//w«. of iiersons. To

live out (a storm) : to escape destruction by.

1601 Shaks. TweL N. i. ii. 14, 1 saw your brother, .binde

himselfe. .To a strong Maste, that Hu'd vjron the sea. 1615

A. STAi tOKi) Hear. Dogge To Kdr. 17 There arc Colte^

w ho will venture to row in waters wherein (to use the sea-

faring phrase) they cannot line. 1671 Nakbokolgh 111 Acc.

.SVp. Late Voy. 1. (1694) 190 It was impossible for the Uoat

to live any longer in that Sea. 1719 Ve Yoe Crusoe 1. xyi.

(18.10) 289 The savages in the boat never could live out the

stonu. 1793 Smeaton Edystoue L. § 142 Carrying out the

King's Mooring Larges so far to sea, where they could not

live but in fine weather. 1838 Col. Hawkkr Diary (1S93)

II. 14=; A ferocious hurricane .. so that nothing could live

afloat. 1854 H. Miller Si h. A> Schm. (1858) 15* 1 have seen

a boat live in as bad a night as this.

11. To continue in the memory of men ; to be per-

manently commemorated; to escape obliteration

or oblivion.

c 1586 C'ti-ss Pkmbrokk Ps. i.xtx. xi, From out the booke

Met the wicked] be crossed, Where the good men live en-

grossed. 1613 Shaks. //at. I'///, iv. ii. 4; Mens euill

manners, Hue in lirasse, their Vertues We write m \Vater.

1638 K. Junius Paint. Ancients 56 Let .. the temples be

-raced with such sights ; workc them out in none ;
let lliem

live in colours. 1688 Prior To Countess Exeter 13 I'Jiza s

glory lives in Spenser's song. 1718 — Solomon ill. 264 A

fancied kind of being to retrieve. And in a book, or from a

building live, a 1748 W\tts (J.), That which strike^ the

eye Lives long upon the mind. 1800-24 Camvbell //allo-wea

Ground vi, To live in hearts wc leave behind, Is not to die.

1855 M acallay /list. Eng. xviii. IV. 131 One noble passage

still lives, and is repeated by thousands who know not

whence it comes, a 1873 Mackeady Rcmin. (1875) 1. 94

Cooke's representation of the part., lived m my memory in

all its sturdy vigour. 1883 K. W. Dixon Mano I. vm. 21

So would he.. give me those kind looks which live in me.

12. To make one*s abode; to dwell, reside. Also,

to cohabit. Also with fforth. Of shop-assislants

:

to live in : to reside in the establishment ;
opposed

to lo live out. To live oat (U.S. colloq.) : to be in

domestic service.
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c 1205 Lay. 6235 We wulIeS. .be leofuen wi5 a to ure Hue.

c mo Bestiary 518 IMn fis wuned wid r)e se grund, and liue3
fler eure heil ana sund. 1377 Langl. PL B. x. 438 For-bi
jyue we forth with lither men. 1430-40 Lyog. Bochas Vitt.

»• (»554) *78 Decius.. liued in deserle ferre out in wildernes.

c 1450 Pol. Poems (Rolls) 1 1. 249 That haiitlywith in Lowthe
many longe days. 1508 Dunbar Poems vii. 30 Welcum,
therfor, abufe all livand leyd, Withe us to liue, and to maik
recidencc 1580 Lyly Euphnes (Arb.) 266 He is not where
he Hues, but wher he loues. 1600 Siiaks. A. Y, L. 11. iii. 72
Here liued I, but oow Hue here no more. 1662 Stillincfi..

Orig. Sacr. 11. iv. gait was their office to teach the people,

and therefore it was necessary they should live among
thein. i68x Flavkl Meth. Grace xiv. 283 The righteous
is more excellent than his neighbour, though he live next
dore to a graceless nobleman. 171 1 Steele Sped. No. 49
f 4 The Coffee-house is the Place of Rende?vous to all that

live near it. 1731 Gent/. Mag. I. 391/1 Muster, .has Hv'd
in the Country ever since. 1815 Ann. Reg, Chron. 49 The
family, with whom she lived servant. 1855 Mrs. Terhune
Hidden Path vii. 63 She has never lived out before. 1875
)ov, ett Plato (ed. 2) I. 80 .Melesias and 1 live together, and
our two sons live with us.^ 1891 Daily News 14 July 7/3
It was admitted that they lived together. 1895 Law Times
C. 133/2 The deceased lived in a cottage near the up side

of the railway line. 1896 C. Booth Life <y Labour Loud,
VII. 217 The majority of grocers' assistants still live in.

Ibid. 218 Men . .who live out not unfrequently help them-
selves to food.

Jig* a >340 Ham pole Psalter xvii. 50 Lord lifes in my
hert. 1857 Pcsky Real Presence i. (1869) 4 The Fathers,
among whom, for these last twenty years, 1 have lived, as
in my home.

b. To live in (a room, etc.) : lo occupy, in-

habit ; to treat as one's ordinary abode. In quots.

in indirect passive.

1885 Mhs. C. Pkakd IIe<xd Station I. 3 The veranda was
more lived in than the sitting-room. 1895 Pall Mall Mag.
Mar. 407 The drawing-room looked more lived-in than ever.

13. Comb. In names of plants : Live (for) ever,
(a) = Live-long 1 and 2

;
[b) Lverlasling Flower,

Ilclichtysum. Live in idleness (~ love-in-

idleness), a name for the Heartsease or Pansy.
1597 Gkrardk Herbal 11. exev. 517 It .. may be kept

by the space of a whole yeere .. wherefore our English
women hnue called it Liue long, or Line foreuer. Ibid. 11.

cexcix. 705 Called.. in English ..Paosies, Liue in Idlenes.
a 1700 ft. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Hearts-ease, ..an Herb
called .. Live in Idleness, .. or Pansies. 1715 Pktivf.r in

Phil. Trans. XXIX. 355 Round Saddle-leaved Cape Live-
ever. Eluhrysum Capensc. 1760 J. L&E Introd. Hot. A pp.
;i7 Live-ever, Seditm. 1763 J. Whkki.br Pot. ry Gardener's
Diet., Liveever, Crassuta. 1866 Trcas. Pot., Livelong or
Live-for-ever, Sedum Telcphium. 1884 Kurhoughs Fresh
Fields viii, (1895) 171, I did not catch a glimpse of ..elecam-
pane, live-for-ever, bladder campion, and others, of which I

see acres at home.

tliive, z\- Obs. rare. [f. live. Life sb. Cf.

Liven v.] trans. To give life to ; lo quicken, vivify.

1413 Pilgr. Soxvle 1 Caxton 1483) iv. x.wiii. 73 This soule
sensitif wniche encry becst beryth in his blood lyuclh or
quycketh the body to which he is conioyncd.

Live, variant of Lkve v.~ Obs.

Liveable, livable (li vab'l), a. [f. Live v.

+ -ABLE.]

+ 1. Likely to live. Obs. rare — °.

161 1 in Coigrwk s.v. I'ia/'le.

+ 2. Conducive to 1 comfortable) living. Obs.

1664 Piii'YS Diary 19 Feb., They are counted very rich

people, worth at least 10 or n,ooo/., and their country house
all the ycare long, and all things liveable.

3. Of a house, a room, or locality : That may be
lived in ; suitable for living in.

1814 J.vne Austen Mans/. Park xxv, There will be work
for five hummers at least before the place is liveable. 1827
Scoit in Lockhart Life August, He [Scott] used to .say that
he did not know a more ' liveable * country [than the vale of
Tweed]. i83oC\mi'bkll in Lady Morgans Mem. ( 1862) II.

310 You will find me in a far more liveable part of London
than I lived in before. 1849 Lu. Carlisle jfrnl. 12 Feb. in

Trevelyan Life Macaulay (1889) 479 His rooms at the top
of the Albany are very liveable. 1879 Miss Kiro R9tky
Mountains 202 [South Park] looked to me quite lowland
and livable. 1895 A thcuxttm 10 Aug. 195/3 If men had
learnt the art of living in Africa, that continent would prove
quite as ' livable ' as lirazil.

4. Of lifer That can be lived; bearable, sup-
portable.

1841 Arnold in Stanley Life (1844) TL App. C. 436 But
not the strongest Tory or Conservative values our Church or
Law more than 1 do, or would find life less liveable without
ihem. 1865 Whewell in Life 541, I cannot yet see how
life is livable. 1896 Nation (N. Y.) LXIL 28/3 Who has
for three years found life quite livable.

5. Of persons (also liveable with) : That may be
lived with; companionable, sociable,
i860 Chamb. Jml. XIV. 305 Many men and women are

of irreproachable character in all the great essentials, yet
are not liveahle people. 1888 Athenaeum 21 Apr. 501/3
Few will leave so pleasant an impression [as Matthew
Arnold], few will seem so livable-whh as he. 1896 E. F.
Henson Babe B. A. 7 They were both . .very livc-able-with.

Hence Li'veableness, quality of beinjj ' liveable*

(in quot. 1895, capability of living, 'viability').

i860 Chamb. jfrnl. XIV. 305 Everybody who has ever
been a member of a household or a family, must have a
ready conception of the quality—liveableness. 1882 Steven-
son Fain. Stud. 103 If the poet is to be of any help, he must
testify to the liveableness of life. 1895 Alhru.eum 27 July
129/1 The articles, .are very fair of their kind. P>ut they
have absolutely no independent livableness.

Lrve-bait. [f. Live a. + IUit sb.] A living

worm, small fish, etc. used as a bail in angling.

f 1616 Surfl. & M ahkh. Country Farme 513 Your Liue-
I baits are wormes of all kinds.. 1851 fllustr. Catal. Gt.
Exhib. 361 Folding live-bait kettle.

Hence Iii ve-baitingr, fishing with live bait.
1867 F. Francis Angling (1880) 132 Live baiting is the

j

next method for discussion.

Liveblood : see Life-blood 3.

Lived (laivdj, a. [f. Life sh. + -ed -.]

Possessed of or endowed with a certain kind or
length of life. Also Loxg-lived, Shout-lived a^j.
1589 R. H arvey PI. Perc. (i860) 13 If you pearce his hart,

you can doo him little harme, for "he is liude like a Cat.
1825 Coleridge Lett. (1895) 743 Nature is a wary wily
long-breathed old witch, tough-lived as a turtle.

Lived (livd), ///. a. [f. Live v. + -ed 1
.] a.

1

Thai has been lived or passed through, b. That I

is expressed in one's life.

1879 Todhunter Atcestis 3 Cheapen not the worth of our
lived lives. 1882 Hinsdale Garfield <y Education 1. 77
The world demands a lived gospel as well as a preached
gospel.

Live-day long (Burns' : see Livelong i b.

Livefull, -les, obs. ff. Lifefll, Lifeless.
Live-honey : see Life-honey.
Livelich, obs. form of Lively.

+ Li-velihead. Obs. [f. Lively + -head.]
1. Liveliness; vivacity.

c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 308/2 Levelyheede, or qwyknes.se
[MS. A", liyflinesj, vivacitas. 1647 H. Moke Song of Sonl I

11. iii. 1. ii, The stronger hope, the stronger fear is fed ; One 1

mother both and the like livelyhed. a 1717 Pakxell Poet.
|

Wks. (1833) 20 With lusty livelyhed he talks.

b. Living form or original. Also, condition of I

being alive ; life.

C1542 Slkrlv Death Sir T. Wyatt 2 in Tottets Misc.
(Arb.) 28 Dyucrs thy death doe diuersely hemone : Some,
that in presence of thy liuelyhed Lurked. 1590 Spenser
/". Q. ti. ix. 3 What mote ye weene, if the trew lively»head
Of that most glorious visage he did vew ! 1596 Ibid. vi. vii.

20 ISut, when he nigh approcht, he mote aread Plaine signes
in him of life and livclihead.

2. In senses of Livelihood! ; Means of living;

also, inheritance.

1471-6 Phtmpton Corr. (Camden) 27 She hath no other
mean to help herself with, unto that a determination be had
betwixt T— I— is: her, of the livelyhed that standeth in

travcrs- betwixt them. 1590 Spenser F. Q. ti. ii. 2 Full little

wtcnest thou what sorrowesare Left thee for portion of thy
livelyhed.

Livelihood 1 (lorvlihud). Forms: a. 1 lifl&d,

2-5 lif-, 3-0 lyf-, 4 liif-, lyff-, lyif-, 4-6 lyfe-,

lyve-, 4-7 live-
; 2-4 -lad, 3 7 -lode, 4 -ladd,

1

-laid 'e, -late, -led(e, 4-6 -lode, -lood, 4-7 -lod,

,

-loode, 5 -lothe, J>V. -lat, 5-7 -load, 6 -lodde,

Sc. -lail, -lett. P. 5 livelhood, -hud, liffleod,

, 6 lyveliod,livelihod, livelchood, lyvelyhoode,
I 7 liveliehood, 6- livelihood. [OK. lifldd^ f. lif
' life + lad course, way, also subsistence (sec Load,
I Lode). Cf. the corresponding Oil G. libleita pro-

visions, subsistence, f. lib life + leila conduct. In

the 16th c. the spelling was gradnally assimilated

yscc forms) to that of Livelihood-, -head.]

fl. Course of life, lifetime; kind or manner of

life; conduct. Obs.

c 1000 Benedictine Rule \. (SchrderAVulker) 9/20 pitt

feorcJe muneca cyn is, he is Wid.scribul ^enrcmned, pa ealle

heora liflade [ L. tola vita sua] $eond missenlice beoda farad.
1

< xi75 Lamb. Horn. 85 Hwet is bet he mei mare spenen of

!
his a}en feire forbisne of his a^ene liflade. e 1230 llali

Mcid. 5 pmrh englene liflade it heuenlich J:at leades bah ha :

licomliche wunie up on eortk _
a 1300 Cursor M. 1506, 1

1 find na term of his Jcaymcsl liuelaid. a 1300 Ibid. 2009
'

A neu liuelade cun )^ai bigin. c 1449 Pkcock ReJ>r. u. xii.
(

217 For gonernaunee and reule of her lijflode. a 1470 (i.
j

j
.\suby Dicta Philos. 374 Directe his levelode profitably. 1581

J. 1'ell Itaddon's Ansiv. Osor. 344 How is^ Otis contrarye

to y auncicnt custome . .of the Llders, If ministers. . marry
1

j

wives for the necessary comfort of theyr livelyhood?

2. Means of living, maintenance, sustenance;

csp. in to canty gain, gel, make, seek a livelihood,

a 1300 Fall <y Passion 37 in E. E. P. (1862) 13 In be vale

I
of eboir his liuclod he (Adam] most swink sore, a 1300 .

\ Cursor M. 1962 lite . . Na o fouxul bat refes his liuelade.

i 13.. Gam # Gr. Knt. 133 pat be lude my^t haf leue liflode
1

to each. 1357 Lay Folks Ca tech. 212 We . . withdrawes
j

lyuelade fra tham that nede haues. c 1375 Sc. L.eg. Saints
\

xxiv. (A lexis) 1 69 And like day thigyt his lyf-led At bame pat

j

passage-by |>are mad. 1387 Trevisa Higdcn (Rolls) VII.
|

i 331 Lanfrank . . was a man pat kou|-e doo no grete werkes to 1

! gete his liflode perwip. c 1449 Pelock
w
Eepr. 342 Poul..

I wroujte with hise hondis forto haue his lijflode. c 1470
Henry Wallace ix. 576 My lyflat is hot honest chewy-
sauce. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 40/2 Noe began to labouer

fur his lyfelode with his nones. 1581 Mahbeck Bk. of
Notes 1104 Then must it be the Priests wages, which at

that time had no other livelode. 161 j IJible Pref. to

Rdr. pi Those noursing fathers and mothers, .that with-

draw from them who hang vpon their breasts .. liuely-
I hood and support fit for their estates. 1660 Wood Life

Dec. (0. H. S.) I. 360 To gaine a bare livelihood. 1680
Aubrey in LMt. Eminent Persons (1813) 111. 401 What
he did for his delight and recreation only when a boy,

proved to be his livelihood when a man. 1702 Eng.
Thcopltrasl. 117 A hazardous Trade to which they have

bound themselves to get a Livelyhood. 17 19 W. Wooo
Snrv. Tragic 297 To. .restrain ourown Subjects from . .seek-

ing their Livelihoods. 1727 De Koe Syst. Magic 1. i.

(1840) 4 They made a livelihood or trade of iu 1830

Hersciiel Stud, Nat. Phil 61 Fuhermen who gain their

livelihood on its waters. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2 V. 118
Let each man practise one art which is to be his livelihood.
188a Jean L. Watson Life R. S. Candlisk vii. 87 When
Dr. Candlish left the Establishment he did so without any
prospect of a livelihood.

f b. Corporeal sustenance, food, victuals. Obs.
aijpo Cursor M. 19835 Quils bai dight him his liuelade,

In orisun he lai and bade, c 13755c Leg. Saints xxxvi.
(Baptista) 280 Wyld bony wes his lyflede, & a thinge callit

locusta. 1381 Wyclif Dent. ii. 28 Lyuelodis bi prijs sel to
vs, that wc eeten. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 21 Crist.. wold not
curse hem bat denoied to Him harborow & lifelod. 1688
R. Holme Armoury m. 122/2 Oaks, Elms, Ashes, Walnuts,
Chesnuts, and such Trees, wrong them [ Fruit Trees! .. of
their Livelyhood.

t c. In immaterial sense oxJig. Obs.
1616 Hieron IVks. II. 38 Faith is (as it were) the liuely-

hood of a Christian : it is the stocke whereon hee Hues. 1639
Drumm. op-Hawth. Ansiv. to Objections Wks. (171 1) 214
We will allow no livelyhood to tender consciences. 1678
Hunyan Pilgr. 1. (1900) 118 His livelihood was upon things
that were Spiritual [marg. note, Little-Faith could not live

upon Esaus Pottage].

t 3. Income, revenue, stipend
; //. emoluments.

1422 E. E. Wills (1882) 51, I bequeth to two prestes, . . re-

sonable lyuelode. 1433 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 424/2 Some
withoute any liflode or guerdon. 1439 W. IJvngham Petit, to
IIen. VI in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1SS6) 1. Introd. 56 For
all liberal I sciences used in your seid universitees certein
Iyflode is ordeyned and endued, c 1440 Promp. Parv.
308/2 Lyfiode, or warysone, . .donativttm. c 1460 Fortesci'e
Abs. tf Lim. Mon. x. (1880 131 How necessarieit is that he
[the King] haue grete livelod aboff the same charges. 1463
Bury Wills (Camden) 29 The seid Marie preest to haue the
seyd \\}s. \\\]d. to avmentacion of his lifloode. 1475 Bk.
Noblesse (Koxb.) 32 Rewarded in lifelode of londes and
Unementis yoven in the counte of Mayne. 1502 Arnolde
Chron. ' 1 3 1 1 ) 270 The Verely Stint of the Lyuelod belonging
to London Drydge. 1530-1 Act 22 lien. VH(, c. 15 Any
spiritual 1 persone . . hauyng any dignitee, benefyce, promo-
cion, or other spirituall lyuelode, within the prouince of
Yorke. a 1548 Hall Chroti. (1809) 199 The Cardinal!.,
gave Elizabeth Beauchampe thre C inarkes of Livelod.
1563-83 Foxe A. <y M. 1 1. X052, 1 . .exhorte you to beare your
partes of your liuelode & salarie towerd the paiment of this

sunime graunted. 1621 Up. Mountagu Diatribee 297 There
was payed vnto the Sanctuary for them Avrpo»>, which went
to the maintenance of the Priests amongst their other liuely-

hoods and Reuenues.

1 4. Property yielding an income, landed or in-

herited property ; an estate, inheritance, patrimony.

Also, man of {great, small) livelihood. Obs.

1413 Pilgr. Soivlc (Caxtoo 1483) iv. xxx. 80 Yf the Chyue-
tayoe were taken of the same countre where that he is

enheryted and hath his lyuelode. 1438 E. E. Wills (1882)

III Item all myn owne lyuelode to remeyne to my next
beires. £1440 Parlono/e 5011 He was no man of grete
lifelode. ? 1465 Paston Lett. II. 254 What tyme that I rode
oute aboute my litil livelod. 1470-85 Malory Arthur 1. iii,

Syre Ector . . had grete lyuelode aboute london. 1484
Caxton Fables ofPogc iv, [None ought to hunt and hawk]
withoute he be

<
moche ryche and man of lyuelode. 1513

Bk. Kernynge in Babees Bk. (1868) 285 Some lorde is of
blode royall & of small lyuelode. 1528 Tindale Obed. Chr.
Man 94 b, To byld abbays, toendote them with lyveIode,to

be prayd fore for ever. 1545 Brinklow Cotr/pl. xv. (1874)

38 Thei can not be content with the suflicyent lyiielodes

that their fathers left them. 1570 Queen's CouncelPs Let.

?'
Feb. (in N. $ O. 1 Aug. 1857), ^ucn speciall men of lyve-

iod and worshipp of the said Countie as baye interest

herein. 1594 Carew Tasso (1881) 15 To this liuelode

that from his mother camej Conquests he winned. x6oi

Holland Pliny I. 411 Being entred pnee vpon those
grounds as his owne liuelode and possession. 1627 Sir K.
Cotton in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659) I. 469 For the l^and-

forces, if it were for an Offensive \\ ar, the men of less liveli-

hood were the best spared.

5. Comb.: f livelod-man, man of propeity.

c 1470 Henry Wallace vi. 72 This lyflat man hyx gat 'n
manage, c 1500 Mehmnc vi. 31, 1 shal make the for to be

..the gretest and best lyuelod man [F. terrien) of them
all. 1570 Henry's Wallace vn. 869 The lyflait men [e 1470
I he blessit men], that was off Scotland borne, Fwnde at his

faith Wallace gert thaiin be sworn.

t LWelihood Obs. [f. Lively a. + -hood.]

= Liveliness in various senses.

1566 Painter Pal. Pleas. L 106 How much his [Love's]

assaultes can debilitate the livelihoode of the hodies and
spirites of men. 1593 Rites $ Mon. Ch. Durh. (Surtees) 29
The fairness of the wall, the staitlynes of the pictures and
the lyvelyhoode of the paynting. 1594 J. King Funeral
Sertn. in Jonas (1618)673 His spirit departeth : not only his

strength, his health, his agility, his liuelihood ; but his breath.

1601 Shaks. Airs Well 1. i. 58 The tirrauy of her sorrowes

takes all liuelihood from her cheeke. 1616 .Surfl. & M arkh.
Country Farme 638 The red [wines] which are not yet

come to their liuelyhood and matuntie. 1619 W. Sclatkr
Exp. 1 Thcss. (1630) 13 They are actions operatiue, full of

liulihood and efficacy. 1640 C Harvey Synagogue (1647)

37 Thy Circumcision writ thy death in blood, Haptisme

in water seales my livelyhood. a 1641 Br. Mountagu
Acts <y Mon. (1642) 93 \n the Law-maker and the I^w-
dispenser, doing their duties, consists the life and livelihood

of any Stale, 1641 Relat. Anrtv. Earl Strafford 3 The
Lieutenant.. spake, .with such a measure of Eloquence and
Lively-hood, that his very Knemies were affected with

it. 1646 J. Gregory Notes <y Obs. (1650) 32 The first judged
of the Livleyhood and duration, .of the City.

Live-like : see Life-like and Live a. 8.

IaveUly vki'vlilt), adv. [f. Lively a. + -ly-.]

In a lively manner (see the senses of Lively a.).

l>riskly, vigorously ; keenly; vividly, impressively.

1558 Knox Baptism Sel. Writ. (1845) 253 The promises of

Salvation in Christ Jesus are not in the papistical baptism
livelily and truly explained to the people. 1634-5 Urfrf.ton
Trav. (Chetham Soo> 57 Pictures made in wax most livelyly
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of tho Infanta. 1646 H. Lawrkicck Comm. Angells 59 Let
themwalke livelilyand cheerefully. 1697 tr. Ctess D'Annoys
Trav. (1706) 28 Least he should ..appear Hvelily touch t with
the Reproach she made him. 1709 S. Sfwall Diary 13 July
(1879) II. 258, ! found the DeaMiox of Wafers all afire,
burning Hvelily. 1751 Ellza Heywooo Betsy Thoughtless
III. 132 Those distractions, which her letters to him had so
livelily represented, 1825 La.mu Elia Ser. n. Superamt.
^/rtn,Livelily expressing thehollowne.ssofaday's pleasuring.
<r 1834 Coleridge in Lit. Rem. (1S36) II. 116 Truths, which
it seemsalmost impossible that any mind should so distinctly,
so Hvelily, and so voluntarily, have presented to itself. 1845
15. Warburton Crescent Cross I. 12 [They] bound over
the depths of ocean as livelily as if they were all tritons and
.sea-nymphs. 1865 A thenxnm No. 1944. 132/1 A fourth, who
is livelily talking.

Liveliness (bi'vlinfe). [f. Lively a. + -ness.]
The quality of being lively (sec the senses of
LIVELY a.)

; f vitality (obs.) t activity, vigour, anima-
tion, vivacity, vividness.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. m. xviL (1495) 63 The
syjte hath the name ofvivacitas, that is lyflyness. V 1440
Promp. Parv. 308/2 Levelyhecde, or qwyknesse (.1/.Y. A

.

liyflines), vivacifas. 1545 Raynold Pyrth Mankynde 1 ^
Ouer muche aboundance of water . . c.xtynguyssheth the
lyuelynesse & the naturall power of the grayne and sede.
1584C0GAN Ila->cn Health ccxiii. (1636) 224 The Emperour
[asked] by what meaneshe. .reteined still the vigour or lire-
linesse of body and minde. 1630 Prvxnk Anti-Armin. 82 In
present readinesse and liueliuesse of wit he excelled all the
men in Enrope. 1658 Capkl Rem. To Rdr. § 3 The live-

linesse of his prayers. 1684 Contempt, State Man u. viii.

(1699) 212 The Imagination, .encreasing the pains of the
Senses, by the liveliness of its Apprehension. 1708 C.
Mather in New Eng. Hist. $ Gen. Reg. (1879) XXXI II.

186 He continued unto the Ninety Fourth year of his Age,
an unusual Instance of Liveliness. 1713 Steele Guardian
No. 10 Pa Any . . part of her head-dress, which by its dark-
nessor liveliness might too much allay or brighten her com-
plexion. 1717 Braoley Earn. Diet. s. v. Florist, It will be
the best way^ to put 'em all together into Earth, this will
preserve their Ltvelyness. 1736 Bailey Househ. Diet. 12
When the briskness and liveliness of malt liquors in the
cask fails.. let them he drawn off and bottled up. 1831
Society^ I. 254 Probably we are indebted to the liveliness
of his imagination for the whole cream of the story. 1855
Macaulay /list. Eng. xiv. III. 457 The perspicuity and
liveliness of his iSherlock's] style have been praised by
Frior and Addison. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) V. 12 There
is little of the liveliness of a game in their mode of treating
the subject. 1885 Duncklfy in Mauch. Exam. 2 Mar. 6/1
If she [Russia] wishes to exhibit any liveliness it must be
at a safe distance from their frontiers.

Livelong, live-long (li'vl^r)), sb. Also 6 7
lib-, lyblong. [f. Live v. + Long adv.} Used
as the name of certain plants. Cf. live-for-coer

(Live v.1 13) and Life-everlasting.
1. Sedum Telephium, Orpine.
1578 Lyte Dodoens i. xxxi. 43 Like the roote of Orpyn or

Lyblong. 1579 Langham Gard. Health (1633) 455 Orpin
or Liuelong, hath the nature and vertue of Houseleek. 1597
Gerarde Herbal li. exxxviii. 417 In English Orpyne; also
Liblong, or Liuelong. 1640 Parkinson Theatr. Bot. 726 In
English Orpine, and of some Livelong, because a branch of
the greene leaves hung up in any place will keepe the
verdure a long time. 1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. App. 317
Live-long. Sedum, 1861 Miss Pratt Flower. PI. 1 1. 325.

f2. American Cudweed, Antewtaria ?nargari-
lacca.

1597 Gkrarde Herbal 11. exev. 517 Wherefore our English
women haue called it [Gnaphalium] Liuelong, or Line for
euer, which name doth aptly answer his effects. 1656
Parkinson Parad. 375 The Live-long was brought out of
the West- Indies, and groweth plentifully in our Gardens.

Livelong (lrvlprj), a. poel. and rhetorical.

Forms : 5 lefe, Ieve longe, 6 Ieeue long, 6-
livelong, 8-9 Sc. lee-lang. [Originally two
words = Lief a. and Long a. ; cf. the correspond-
ing use in G. die Hehe langc nachl (lit. * the dear
long night ') : see Grimm s. v. Lieb. In the latter

part of the 16th c. the word was apprehended as if

f. Live v. + Long 0., and altered in form in accord-
ance with this view.]

1. An emotional intensive of long, used of periods
of time. Chiefly in Ihe livelong day, nighl.
c 1400 Sowdone Bab. 832 Thus thai bu rteled to-gedere Alle

the lefe longe daye. c 1450 Lonelich Grail xxxix. 319 Al
that leve longe Nyht Into the Se he loked forth Ryht.
C1575 Laneham Let* (1871)61 Thus haue I told ye most
of my trade, al the leeue long daye. 1597 Bp. Hall Sat.
in. vii. 65 He touch 't no meat of all this liue-long day.
1602 2nd Pi. Return fr. Parnass. in. v. 1462 Where
dreary owles do shrike the liue-long night. 167a Mar-
vell Reh. Transp. 1. 263 For though it seems so little

a time . . it hath been a whole live-long night. 1709
Steele Tatler No. 2 P 2 Here I sit moping all the live-long
Night. 1758 Johnson Idler No. 9^4 Vacant of thought .

.

1 indulge the live-long day. 1786 Burns Twa Dogs 295
Or lee-Iang nights, wi crabbit leuks, Pore owre the devil's

pictur'd beuks. 1787 Mad. D'Arblav Diary June, This
was the last day of freedom for the whole livelong summer.
1806 J. Grahame Birds Scot. 77 The live long summer day
She at the house end sits. 1829 Hogg Sheph. Cat. I. 25
He watched there the lee-lang night. 1847 Emerson Poems,
Good-bye Wks. (Bohn) I. 416 Where arches green, the live-

long day, Echo the blackbird's roundelay. 1870 Bryant
Iliad I. 11. 35 It ill becomes a chief To sleep the livelong

J

night.

\ b. Used by Burns in transposed form.
179. Burns Mother's Lament, So I, for my lost darling's

sake, lament the live-day long.

2. nonce-use. That lives long or endures ; lasting.

1630 Milton On Shakespeare 8 Thou in our wonder and
astonishment Hast built thy self a live-long monument.

359

% 3. Taken as - Lifelong. (Prob. meant to be
pronounced 3aiv-.)

1882 Freeman Reign Will. Ru/ns II. vii. 453 He lived.,
to meet with a heavy doom, live-long bonds,, .at the hniuU
of his offended cousin and sovereign.

Lively ls Urv3i), a. Forms : t liflic, 3 Iivelich,

4 life
,

liif-, livelich(e, -lyche, 4-6 life-,
I lyf(e)Iy, (6 Iyvelycke), 6 live-, lyvelie, -lye.
I 4- lively. Comp. 5 liveloker. [OK. lijlic, f. iff
I life + -lie -ly 1 — OllG. liblich, ON. Ufligt\\

fl. Possessed of life; living, animate ; -Alivk
1, Live a. 1, Living. Obs.
c 1000 TEli ric Horn. I. 358 He .. wacs . . his Fncder liflic

oiis;esednys on lambes wtsan seoffrod. 1430-40 Lydg.
Bochas (1554) 124 Death assaileth eucry liuely thing. 1521
nsHF.R Serm. agst. Luther Wks. (1876) 338 Thou arte
chrwt the sone of the lyuely god. 1534 Mokf. On the Passion
Wks. 1334/2 Many lyuelye members in the vnitye of
Christes mysticall bodye. 1567 Maplkt Gr. Forest 14 The
I.ode.stone .. draweth Iron to it.-. .The common people
therefore .. haue iudged .. y- Iron Finely. 1582 Rknti.kv
Mon. Matroncs 11. 14 It hath pleased thee to humble thy
selfcin making thy selfe a liuelie man. 1588 Siiaks. Tit.
A. in. i. 105 Now I behold thy liuely body so? 1601
Holland Pliny I. 4 All liuely creatures else [se. other than
man] take care onely fort heir food, a 1628 Sin J. Hi-ai'mont
Ihmvorth E. 106 The holy King then offered to his View
A lively Tree, on which three lhanclies grew. 1628 T.

j

.Spf.nckr Logic h 207 He hath a bodie made lively by his
soule.^ 1638 A. Reau Chirurg. .\.\i. 155 The colour of a lively
bone is of a whitish colour, mingled with a lively ruddiness.
Ail' 1547 Homilies 1. Eaith i(. (1850) 39 There bee two
kinds of faith ; a dead and unfruitful! fayth ; and a fayth
lively.

t b. In various transferred applications of L.
viviis: =.Ijve a. 3, 5, Living. Obs.
a 1000 Ags. Hymnariitm (.Hurtees) 92 Wyll liflic. c 1000

/Klfric Iloin. I J. 202 Ic coin se liflica hlaf, be of heofenum
astah. 1526 Pitgr. Perf. (W. de W. i 5;n 2-, I ;tm y»
lyuely breed that descended from heuen. 1548 L'i>\i.[.,*tr.
Erasm. Pur. Matt, v. 36 To thurst for thai lively water.
1581 1»ettik Guavui's Cfc: Con?'. 1. (15S6) 16 b, And as a
dead coale, layed to a liuelie, kindleth. 1607 Xoiinr.N
Snr?>. Dint. in. 85 And these springs I like well. For a
bouse without liuely water is maynied. 1609 W. Hiniiu.Hi
in Lavender's Pf\i7\ (16121 30 His house.. being hewed out
of the Huely rocke. 1 1610 Women Saints 80 Wheie she
was killed there sprong a lynelie fountajne. 1632 .Mas-
KIXGKK& Vw.u) Fatal Jhnory i\. \. I> 2 See, the young Sonne
interd a liuely grane.

f C. Of or pertaining to a living person. Of
instruction, etc. : I slivered or imparted viva voce.

(Cf. Live a. 7, Living.) Obs.

>
1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. i. 13 They do beleue that

it is as verily come from heauen as if they heard the liuely
voice of God to speak therein. 1570 Di k Math. Pre/. 5
They which are not liable to atteine to this without lively
teaching. 1582 Ukntlev Mon. Matroncs u. 13 The liuelie
voice of God, rebukinglie tooke me vp. i6n I'ini k Acts
vii. 38 This [sc. Moses] is he .. who receiued the liuely
oracles [Aoyia ^wi'Ta], to giue vnto \-s. 1709 Mankf.v Syst.
Math., Arith. 10 The Solution.. is learnt much easier by
lively instruction, than by deaf and dumb Letters.

f 2. Of or pertaining to life
;
necessary to life,

vital. Obs.

m
In this sense the spelling li/ely, ly/ely persisted longer than

in the others, owing to association with the sb.

a 1000 Ags.^Hywnarinm {Sunees) 80 Lirlicuni mid binum
. . blode f L. vitido tuo sanguine], c 1000 ftasifs Hexameron
xi. (1849) r 8 God. .ableow on his ansyne liflicne bl.x*d. £"1375
Sc. Leg. Saints i. {Petms) 484 Gyf he liffis, he ma spek,and
ga, and obir lifly taknis ma. 1382 Wvc uf Wisd. xv. 11
That ble; in to hym a lifli spirit. 1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love
Prol. (Skeat) 1. 121 Utterly these thinges be no dremes ne
iapes, to throwe to hogges, it is lyfelych meate for children
of trouth. a 1420 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 3252 For verray
cold, His lyfly myght he loren hadde at moost. 1528
Payne 1. Salernes Regim. (1535) 36 a, YB lifely spirites that
procede from the brayne to the other membres. 1530
Rastell Bk. Pnrgal. 11. ii, The soule is no nother thynge
but a lyfely power. 1568 Gkai ion Chron. J I. 755 With
a .. maladie .. so grievously taken, that his "lively spirites

began to faile. £1570 GmNnAL Dial, in Foxe A. AL
(1583) II. 1390 Turkes, Iewes, and heathen be dead,
because they lack >--* liuely foode of the soule. c 1592 Mar-
lowe Jew ofMalta 111. (1633) F 1 b, Oh that my sighs could
turne to liuely breath. 1640 Dyke Worthy Commun. Ep.
to Rdr., A branch.. hath all lively sap and moisture. .from
the root and stocke.

fig. CX380 Wvclif Scl. Wks. III. 265 Spiritual swerdis
and lyflyche word ofoureGod. 1542 5 Urinki ow Lament.
(1874) 79 The greate parte of these. .Cytezens will not haue
in their howses that lyuely worde of our soules. c 1570
Grindal Dial, in Foxe A. M. 0583) II. 1388 So violently

to tread downe the liuely worde of God.

3. Of an image, picture, etc. : Life-like, animated,

vivid. (In later use associated with 4 c.^

c 1320 Sir Tristr. 2845 So liilliche weren bai alle Vmages
semed it nou}t, To abide. 1568 Skinner tr. Montanus'
Inquisition 3 b, Rut they draw his counterfaite as liuely as
may be. 1590 Spenser F. Q. n..ix. 2 Full lively is the
semblaunt, though the substance dead. X604 Dekkkr
Kings' F.ntert. Wks. 1873 F. 292 The countenaunces of the
Marchants being so lively that bargaines seeme to come
from their lippes. 1631 Wkever A nc. FuneralMon. 4 1 The
liuely Statues and stately Monuments in Westminster Abbey.
1703 MAUNnRELL Journ. Jerus. (1732) 72 All the Candles
were instantly put out, to yield a livelier Image of the
occasion. 1712 Adoison Sped. No. 416 p 5 A Description
often gives us more lively Ideas than the Sight of Things
themselves. 175s {title) The Expedition of Major General
Braddock to Virginia. . . Being Extracts of Letters . . Together
With many little Incidents, giving A lively Idea of the
Nature of the Country. 1762-71 H. Walpole Vertue^s
Anecd. Paint. (1786) I. 42 The person of Richard II. is still

LIVELY.
preserved in the most lively manner, in two different pictures.
1817 J. Scott Paris Revisit, (ed. 4) 163 The most lively
pictures haVe been given of the hasty flights, the crowded
roads [etc.]. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. iii. I. 384 Frtder
the reign of Elizabeth, William Harrison gave a lively de-
scription of the plenty and comfort of the great hostelnes.

4. Klill of life.

a. Of persons (occas. of animals), their faculties
and actions : Vigorous, energetic, active, brisk.
a 122s Ancr. R. 6 Sum is sung & liuelich, & is neode be

bcttere warde. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. v. xii. (14951
118 Mannes eeres meue leest..but to here they ben moo.st
able and lyuely. 1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 2*7
Tho men whych kepyth reysonabill diette..bcne more hole
of body, . . more lyueloker letc.]. 1526 Pitgr. Perf (W. de W.
1530158 b, Let vssyng. .with a quyckespiryt, open mouth,
and lyuely voyce. 161 1 Biule Exod. 1. 19 The Hebrew
women.. are huely, and are deliuered ere the midwiues
come in vnto them, c 1665 Mrs. Hctciiinson Mem. Col.
Hutchinson (1846) 31 A truer or more lively valour there
never was in any man. ^1761 Law Comf. Weary Pilgr.
(1809) 17 A man.. of lively parts and much candour. 1780
Cowi-kr Let. 18 Mar., Wks. 11 876) 42 Men of lively imagina-
tions are not often remarkable for solidiiy of judgment.
1807 Crahi;!: Par. Reg. in. S33 The strong attack subdued
bis lively powers. 1850 Scokeshy Cheever's Whatem. Ad::
* (1859) 7 1 The mate, if lively, is soon aloft. i883Gii.Mot'R
Mongols xxxii. 368 Goods aie transported on carts drawn
by lively horses. 1893 Laio Times XCV. 268/2 A lively
discussion is expected,

b. Of feelings, impressions, sensations, memory :

Vivid, intense, strong.

*S3S Covilrdale i Pet. I 3 Blessed be God ..which, .hath
begotten vs agayne vnto a lyuely hope by the resurreccion
of lesus Christ, a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VII, 4 b, That
in the same cytie, the memory of kyng Richard his mortal!
enemy was yet recent and lyvely. 1592 Siiaks. / 'en. if Ad. 498
Hut mow I dy'de.and death was liuely ioy. 1660J1.R. Taylor
// orthy Commun. 11. ii. 131 If we.. pray that we may ha\e
lively relish and appetite to the mysteries, it may be well in
tune. 1734 tr. Rollins Anc. itist. IV. ix. 297 However lively
the father's affliction might be. 1769 Rom ki son Chas. I '. 111.

Wks. 1813 V. 331 The remembrance of their ancient rival-
ship and hostilities was still lively. 1788 V. Knox Winter
Even. 111. \u. ii. 11 They ate guided too implicitly by
their lively sensations. 1816 T. L. Pi: acock Headlong
Hall xi. In the habit of. .anticipating with the mos.t lively
satisfaction. 1821 Craig Lect. Drawing I 55 Those im-
pressions are the most lively which are conveyed to the
mind in the .shortest space of time. 1823 V Clissold Ascent
Mt. titanc 17 The >tate of the weather excited the liveliest
hopes of success. 1859 Liberty ii. 33 The clearer per-
ception and livelier impression of truth. 1865 M. Arnold
Ess. Crit. i. 44 An intimate and lively consciousness of the
truth of what one is saying. 1873 Hami-rton Intett. Life
VII. vii. (1875) 261 Taking a lively interest in the small events
around them. 1876 Gkotf. Eth. Fraem. iv. 101 A source of
the liveliest fear. 1895 Zangwill .blaster 11. \iii. 220 ' My
dear young she began, in accents of lively affection.

o. Of evidence, illustrations, expressions : Vivid
or forcible in effect, convincing, striking, telling.

1604 E. G[ri.mstonk] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies v. v. 343
They shew the Indians their blind errors, by li\ely and
plaine reasons. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. in. § 49 He
could not give a more lively and demonstrable evidence.
1657 R. LicoN Barbadoes (1673) S3 A hint of this, 1 will
give you in a lively example. 1713 Sikflk Englishman
No. 41. 265 Example is the liveliest Way of Instruction.

1870 Howson Metaph. St. Paul iii. 149 A more copious
and lively instance of the same kind of illustration. 1875
Whitney Life Lang. vii. 114 A term becomes.. too directly
significant, and we have to devise a new one, less lively.

d. Of physical processes : Active, vigorous,

brisk. Of liquor: Brisk, sparkling; opposed to

flat. Of air : Fresh, invigorating.

1615 Markham Eng. House-~v. 123 It [beer] may bee
drunke at a fortnight's age and will last as long and liuely.

1742 Lond.ff Country Brewer 1. (ed. 4) 66 Its heavy Parts
will, .keep it mellow and lively to the last. 1844 Kinglakf.
Eothen x vii. (1878) 217 The air.. is much cooler and more
lively. 1854 Ronalus & Richardson Client. Tcihuol. (ed. 2)
I. 320 Producing a greater amount of heat and a more lively

combustion. 1896 A. E. Housman Shropshire Lad Ixii,

Oh many a peer of England brews Livelier liquor than the
Muse.

e. Of a landscape, etc. ; Full of bright and in-

teresting objects. Of a narrative, etc. : Full of
action and incident.

1697 Dryden Virgil, Life (1721) 1. 68 The liveliest Episode
in the whole /Eneis. 1756 ISurke Snbl. $ B. 11. v Which
he has represented in the colours of. .bold and lively poetry.

1839 J. Hodgson in J. Raine Mem. (1858) 1 1. 385 To see.

.

the trees bourgeoning in our lively woods. 1840 Dickens
Bam. Rudge xx, It was the liveliest room in the building.
1851 Carlyle Sterling 11. vii. (1872* 147 The view from the

j

top is .. remarkably lively and satisfactory. 1883 Gilmour
Mongols xxiv. 205 A valley lively with flocks, herds, tents
[etc.]. 1887 I. R. Ladys Ranch Life in Montana 84 I've

been having a pretty lively week of it.

f. In humorously euphemistic use.

1772 Foote Nabob 1. Wks. 1799 II. 290 My Lady's temper's
apt to be lively now and then. 1883 Munch. Guard. 15 Oct.
5/2 The police had a lively time of it in bundling out the
peace-breakers. 1891 Pall Mall G. 21 Nov. 2/2 Altogether
things are getting lively. 1892 Law Tint's XCII. 197/2
The Press is making things lively for Her Majesty's judges,

t g. humorously. Of cheese : Teeming with life.

1581 Mut.caster Positions xxxix. (1887) 194 Liuely cheese
is lusty cheare.

5. Of colour, light, etc. : Vivid, brilliant, fresh.

c 1374 Chaucer Bocth. \. pr. \. 2 (Camb. MS.), I sawh. .a

womman . .with a lyfly coloure. 1552 Elyot Diet. s.v. Color,
Floridi colores, Huely colours. 1593 Siiaks. Lucr. 1589
Her liuelie colour kil'd with deadlie cares. 1604 E. GIrim-
stone] D'Acosla's Hist. Indies iv. xv. 251 These oisters

within are of the colour of heaven, very lively, 1658 Row-



LIVELY.
land Monfefs Tltfat. Ins. 1013 The green Scarabec.is of
a lively emerald colour. 1711 Pope Temp. Fame 252 Bright
azure rays from lively sapphyrs stream, a 1

763*8henstone
Elegies vii« 19 And livelier far than Tynan seem'd his

vest, That with the glowing purple ting'd the ground.
1810 Scott Lady ofL. 1. xiv, And islands that, empurpled
bright, Flatted amid the livelier light. 1819 G. Samoukllk
Kntomol. Com/. 344 Griseus, lively light gray. 1855
Macaulay Hist. Eng. xii. III. 136 The turf is of livelier

hue than elsewhere. 1870 Rock Text, fain: 1. 1 In gold
and lively colours.

6. Gay, sprightly, vivacious.

1580 CiiL RCHVAKD(//V/<r) A light Bondcll of liuly discourses

called Churchyardes Charge. 174T M ioolf.ton Cicero I. vi.

488 Amanner so livelyandentertaming. 1756J.Warton Ess,

Pope (1782) 1. ii. 22 Voltaire, in the first volume of his enter-

taining and lively Essay on General History. 1778 Miss
Hurney Evelt'naUj^ II. xxxi. 191 Neverdid I sec mm more
lively or more agreeable. 1781 Gibuon Dec/. <$ F.xxx. 1 1 1. 187
He had compared, in a lively epigram, the opposite charac-

ters of two Praetorian prefects of Italy. 1790 Cowper Let.

7 July IVks. (1876)334 The French . . like all lively folks are
extreme in every thing. 1798 Ferrtar lllnstr. Sterne ii.

31 Sterne even condescended to adopt some of those lively

extravagancies. 1838 Lytton Alice 131 But your manner
is livelier and younger. 1868 Miss Vongf. Cameos I. xvi.

124 He was lively in conversation. 1885 Pall Mall Budget
19 June 31/1 His account of the America is lively reading
and will appear very seasonably.

7. Naut. Of a vessel : Capable of rising lightly

to the sea.

1697 Dampier Voy. 1. 49S We found our Vessel lively

enough with that small sail which was then aboard. 1793
Smkaton Edystone L. § 170 To render them very floaty and
lively in a rough hollow sea. 1897 Daily .Yews n Dec. 8/3
In the sense, therefore, that she rides the waves instead
of labouring through them, the Cambria might be descrihed
as a lively ship,

8. quasi sb. colloq.

1889 Clark Russell Marooned (1890) 171 * Time from me,
my livelies !

' cried Mole.

9. Comb.y as lively-foliageU\ -looking adjs.

1809 Malkin" Gil Bias vie. ix. (RtldgJ 3 He drew from
his pocket a phial full of a lively-looking red Jiquor. 1836
Machilliyrav tr. i!itmholdfs Trav. xxiv.362 Lively-foliaged
poplars generally shadowed their extremities.

Lively (lai'vlP, adv. Now rare. Forms; 1

lifitce, 4 lyfly, 4 6 lifly, (5 liyrly, lyfely
, 5-6

ly vely, 5 lievlie, ly vele), 6 livelie, S Sc. lyflie,

6 - lively . [OE. Uflice, f. Uf Life + -Ike -ly

1 1. (OK. only.) So as to impart life.

riooo /Ei.fric Horn. II. 244 He jenam da hlaf and hine
liflice 3ehalsode.

f 2. As a living person or thing. Obs.

1398 Trevisa Earth. De P. K. 11. xviii. (1495) 44 Though
an angel take a body for euery nedefull doyng he may take
it Not lyfly, neyther gyuyth therto lyfe. 1590 Spenser F. Q.
in. i. 38 A dainty flowre. .Which in that cloth was wrought,
as if it lively grew.

3. With animation, actively, briskly, nimbly,

vigorously.
c 1400 Desir. Troy 2997 There light bai full lyfely, lept

into bote, c 1450 Merlin 355 He lept vp on foote as Hfly as

he hadde noon harme ne dissese. ? a 1500 /VavX'/W (Brand!)

41/73 Leppe a-bout lyuely, bou art a wyght man. 1553
Brendk Q. Cut-tins R viij, Beinge .Lxx. yeares of age, [he]

executed the office of a capitaine as lively as though he had
bene yuunge in yeares. 1613 Havward Norm. Kings,
Will. /, 9 The Normans did liuely charge vpon them in

head. 1643 Cromwell Let. 6 Aug. in A. Kingston East
Angl. Civ. War (1897) i2t Von must act lively; do it

without distraction. 1664 Power Exp. P/iilos. 4 If you
divide the Bee.. you shall.. see the heart beat most lively. ,

1699 Salmon Bate's Dispens. (1713* 276/2 It will, .make the
Medicine work more lively and briskly. J883 G. H. Bough-
ton in Harper's Mag. Feb. 402/2 We found that it was
going on a little livelier than ever.

f b. Feelingly ; (touched) to the quick. Obs.
i579 Tomson Calvin's Semi. Tint. 79/1 The examples.,

ought to make vs feele it liuely, and to the quicke. 1625
iionsalvio's Sp. lnqttis. 197 Making him .. liuely to lament
his ownefilthinesse and abomination. 1651 tr. Dedas-Coveras'
Don Fenise 33 Don Louis, .was so lively touched with com-
passion . .that [etc.). 1653 Nissena 86 She was so lively im-
prest with what she had heard, a 1758 Ramsay Some of
the Contents vii, How lyflie he and amorous Stuart
sing!

+ C Promptly; at once ; = Belively. Obs.
c 1400 Destr. Troy yji IHe] led horn furthe lyuely into a

large halle. Ibid. 4355 And so the ledis of the lond lyuely
hym cald. Ibid. 5447 Out of Lyce come lyuele be lege kyng
Glaucon.

4. In a life-like manner; vividly, ''to the life'.

Very frequent in the 17th century. ? Obs.
C1386 Chaucer Knl.'s T. 1229 Wei koude he peynten

lifly that it wroghte. 1559 Bp. Scot in Strype Ann. Re/. I. S

App. vii. 18 Who so redith the third chapter of the second
epistle of St. Paul to Tymothie, may see them there lively 1

described. 1598 F. Mrres Palladis Tamia 287 Apelles
painted a Mare and Dogge so liuelie, that Horses and
Dogges passing by woulde neigh and barke at them. 1604
Dekker Kings' Enter/. Wks. 1873 I. 293 In a large Table
..Is their fishing and shipping lively and sweetelyset downc.
1615 T. Adams Spiritual Navig. 6 This glasse lively repre-

sents to us ourselves and our Saviour. 1631 Weever Anc.
FuneralMon. 14 The funeralls of Misenus. most liuely thus
expressed. 1659 Kvelvn Diary (1827) 11. 143 A sheete of
paper, on which was very liuely painted ye thing in miniature.
1682 H. MoaR Anno/. Gtanvilfs Lux O. 30 Meeting with i

nothing, .that lively resembles these things in our former I

state. 1687 Eurnrt Trav. 1.(1750) 39 The Image also seemed
j

to shed tears ; and a Painter had drawn those on her Face
so lively, that the People were deceived by it. 1726 Life 0/
Ptnn in Wks. I. 28 What Game such Persons play at, may
be lively read in the attempts of Dionysius, &c. 1775 S; J. 1
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]
Pratt Liberal Opiu.Ux. {1783) III. 22 He [Draper! painted
himself.. much livelier ..than it was in the power of any
other person to depict him,

t b. Clearly, plainly. Obs.

1S48 Udall Erasm. Par. Pref. 17 And liuely to know the
ungodly manners. 1570-6 Lamrakhe Peramb. Kent (1826)
1 7 1 She seemed . . most liuely to beholde . . with Mr eie. 1601
K. Johnson Kingd. «v Commit*. (1603) 144 The wisjdomeof
a prince is not livelier discerned, then letc.]. 1625 Gill
Sacr. Pht'los. 1. 107 The shape of a man cannot bee more
lively seene in a looking glasse, than [etc. J. 1634 Cannr
A'ecess. Separ, (1849* J 4 The Pope's pontifical, wherein he
showeth himself to be Antichrist most lively. 1673 Pfns
The Chr. a Quakers. 533 It had been utterly impossible
for divers weighty Things.. to have been known, and .said

so lively, had they not been seen by the Light.

f5. Of a vessel : (Floating) in a lively manner.
(Cf. Lively a. 7.) Obs.

1793 S.\l f.aton Edystone L. § 171 Remarkably full in
their bows; which, .enabled them to float much more lively

upon the surface.

6. Comb., as lively-expressed
\ lively-daring,

-shining, -skipping, -speaking, -thriving adjs.

1622 Dravton Poly>olb. xxii. 962 The *liuely daring
French. 1577 tr, Bullinger>s Decades (1592) 2 Gods will,

first of all vttered in a *liuely expressed voice by the mouth
of Christ. i7a7-46TH0MS0N^'ww/w/-9iSThe*lively-shining
leopard, speckled o'er With many a^ spot. 1612 Drayton
Poly-olb. v. 123 The *liuelie skipping Krane along with
Gwethrick goes. 1607 Topsell Fonr-f. Beasts (1658) 112
Giving as ready obedience, .as they can to any *lively

speaking prince of the world. 1618 W. Lawson New
Orch.fy Gard. {1623) 32 Vou shall haue for one *liuely

thrilling tree, fonre .. euill thriuing, rotten and dying
trees.

Liven (biVn), v. colloq. [f. Life + -ex 5 cf.

KXLtVE.w] a. Irans. To put life into ; to brighten,

cheer. Also with up. b. intr. To grow lively,

to brighten ; in quot. with up.
1884 Manch. Exam. 26 Nov. 8/1 Matters will liven up a

bit during the day. 1897 J. H. Crawford Wild Flowers
Scot. Introd. 13 A few typical forms in a natural setting,

livened by some incident .. in which I shared.

Hence Li'vener, something that enlivens; spec.

a drink of beer or spirits ; a ' pick-me-up \
1887 Pall Mall G. 2 Aug. 13/2, I think he would want a

Uvener before the time had expired. 1895 Daily A'eivs

4 Jan. 3 7 He could not get out of bed unless he had two or

three 1
liveners

Liven, variant of Leve z».- Obs.

t Liveiiath. Obs. Also 3 livenetS, -otSe, 4
lyfno'o*. [a. ON. HfnatS-r (only in the sense* con-

duct of life'} f. root of Live vX\ Food, means
of living.

c 1 175 Lamb. Horn. 63 Gif us ure livenaS. c 1220 Bes/iary
275 De mire mune5 us mete to tilen, Long liuenofte. c 1230
llali Meid. 29 Lutel barf be carien for bin anes liucneo.

1340 Ayenb. 138 He..ham poruayb. .have lyfnob zuetliche
and mid guod savour.

Iiiveness (bi vnes). [f. Live a. + -nes.s.]

The quality or condition of being 4 live \
1890 Sa/. Eei>. 22 Mar. 357/2 The 'liveness' of the New

Scholarship.

Livening (lai-v'nirji, ///. a. [f. Liven v. +
-iNG 2.] a. That enlivens or cheers

;
cheering, b.

That grows lively or bright.

1705 Elstor in Hearne Collec/. 30 Nov. (0. H. S.) I. 107
Help'd by y* livening Virtue of y* Sun. 1866 I'lackmore
Cradock Ncavell \. (1873) 2 The blackcocks lift their necks
in the livening heather.

Live-oak lai-v^i'k). [Live a.] An American
evergreen tree (Qnerats virens) growing in the

southern Atlantic States. The name is applied

to some other species in Ihe Pacific States.
The second quotation probably refers to the Ilex.

1610 True Declar. Col. Virginia (1844) 22 Ashe, Sarsa-
frase. Hue Oako, greene all the yeare, Cedar and Firre. 1671
tr. Frejus' Voy. Mauri/ania 43 Mountains, whose tops in

crossing we found also covered.. with live-Oaks, (which are
green all the year,) and wild Pines.

^
1770 Cook jrnl. 6 May

(Wharton 1893) 248 The wood of this h hard and Ponderous,
and something ofthe Nature of Amerh^ [sic] live Oak. 1841
Catlin N. Amer. 2nd. (1844) II. xxxvi. 32 The ever-green
live oak and lofty magnolia dress the forest in a perpetual
mantle of green. 186a S. L. J. Life in South (1863) 1 1, xvi.

306 Valuable timber, such as live oak. X883 Stevknson
Treas. 2si. ill, xiv, I .crawled under cover of the nearest
live-oak.

attrib. 1792 Descr. Kentucky 5t The American live-oak

and cedar ships cost from 33 to 35 dollars [a tonl. 1863
T. W. Higginson^ A rnty Ltfe (1870) 40 The great live-oak

branches, and their trailing moss.

Liver (Irvai), sb.1 Forms : 1 lifer, 3-4 livre,

3-5 livere, lyvre, 4 lyvour, 4-5 lyvere, 4-6
lyver, 5 levir, -yr, lyffere, lyvir, -yr, lywer,
5 6 lever, 6 Sc. liflfyr, luffer, 7 livour, r, 4-
liver. [OE. lifer fern. MDu. lever, levere (Du.
lever), OHG. libara, lebara, lebera, lepera (MHG.
leber, lebere, G. leber), ON. lifr (Sw. lefver, Da.
lever) :—OTeut. Vitinl, ?cogn. w. Armenian hard.
Some scholars regard the Teut. word as cngn. w. the Aryan

*y}qrt (Skr. yairt, Gr. ^irap, L. fetter), the root being
supposed to be *liq. (:*ly}q-) ; but the supposition involves
serious difficulties.]

1. A large glandular organ in vertebrate animals,

serving chiefly to secrete bite and to purify the

venous blood. Also in generalized sense, the flesh

of a liver or livers, e.g. used as food.

In the warm-blooded animals the liver is usually of a dark

LIVER
I reddish-brown colour. In man it is situated helow the

diaphragm, and is divided by fissures into five lobes.
c 888 K. Alfred Boeth. xxxv. § 6l7l And se Uultor sceolde

forlaetan b.et he ne slat ba lifre Tyties [MSS. Sticces, Ticcies]
2«s cyninges. agoo Kentish Glosses in Wr.-Wulcker 61/33
2ecor eius, his lifere. c 1205 Lav. 6499 pat deor. . for-bat bun
ba bre.ste ban and ha senuwen bat }>a lihte and ba liuere
feollen on eoroen. c 1290 S. E. 2.eg. I. 320/738 In £>e Nebe-

* meste bolle bat be liuere deoth of springue, pare comez
o-manere soule. 13.. A". Alls. 2156 Alisaundre hutte him,

j

certe, Thorugh livre, and longe, and heorte. c 1386 Chaucf.k

j

Sompn. T. 131 Have I nat of a capon but the livere. c 1400
Lanfranc's Cirnrg. 27 pilke chyluin spredeb borwe al be
lyflTere by mene of veynes Capillares. c 1430 Liber Cocorum

I (1862) 41 Take lyver of porke and kerve hit smalle. c 1460
Townetey A/yst. ul 399 Me thynk my hert ryfis both levyr
and long, To se sich stryfis wedmen emong. 1530 Lvnoesav

1

Tint, Papyngo 1124 5e thre my trypes sail haue, for gour
tranell, Witb lufTer and lowng. 1598 Epnlario H ivb, To
make a Tart of the liuer of fishes. 1606 Shaks. Tr. $ Cr.
v. iii. 19 They are polluted oifrings, more abhordThen spotted
Liners in the sacrifice. 1667 Milton A L. VI. 346 Spirits
that live throughout Vital in every part, not as frail man In
Entrailes, Heart or Head, Liver or Reines. 1717 Prior Alma
1. <4o The liver., parts and strains the vital juices. 4 1771
GoLOs\i.2launch J 'enisou 81 A frycl liver and bacon. 1803
Med. Jml. X. 1 Abscess of the Liver. 1818 Evron Beppo
xcii, I never Saw a man grown so yellow ! How's your
liver? 187a Htxlfy Pliysiol. v. 117 Ihe liver is the largest
glandular organ in the body, ordinarily weighing about 50,
or 60 ounces.

b. Applied to analogous glandular organs or
tissues in invertebrates.

1841-71 T. R. Jonfs Amm. Ktngd. (ed. 4) 5S3 The liver is

proportionally of very large size in the Mollusca we are now
describing. 1861 J. K. Grff.nk Man. Anitn. Kingd.,
Caknt. 106 Within the roof of the latter [polypite] . . is

lodged a peculiar brownish mass, the so-called liver.

c. Palmislry. Line ofthe liver : the line which
stretches from the wrist (near the Mine of life') to
the base of the little finger.

1653 R. Sanders Pliysiogn. xv. 50 Of the Line of the
Liver, or the Hepatique. ibid., When this line of the Liver
is winding up and down, and waving, it signifies Theft, evill
Conscience.

2. fig. and allusive, a. Formerly often men-
tioned fig. with allusion to its importance as a vital

organ of the body (coupled with brain and heart)

;

also with allusion to the ancient notion that it was
the seat of love and of violent passion generally.

(Now only arch.) b. A white liver is spoken of
as characterizing a coward : cf. white-livered.
1390 OowEa Con/. III. 100 The livere makth him forto

love. 1593 Shaks. Lncr. 47 To quench the coalc which in
his liuer glowes. 1596 — Merch. V. ill. ii. 86 How manic
cowards. .Who inward searcht, haue lyuers white as milke.
1599 — Mucit Ado iv. i. 233. 1601 — Tivel. N. 1. i. 37.
1602 A"arcissus (1893) 703 That greives my Hver most.
1606 Sir G. Goosecappe 1. iv. in Eullen O. PI. III. 24
Because I am al) liver, and turn'd lover. Ibid. 11. i. 37
Their livers were too hot,, .and for temper sake they must
needs have a cooling carde plaid upon them. 161 1 Shaks.
Cyntb. v. v. 15 To you (the Ltuer, Heart, and Braine uf
Britaine) By whom (I grant) she Hues. 161a Chapman

l Widotv's Tears v. Dram. Wks. 1873 III. 66 It will be such
a cooler To my Venerean Gentleman's hot liuer. 1623
WEBSTEa DucJiess 0/Malji n. iiL E 2 b, By him 1 '11 send
A Letter, that shall make her brothers Galls Ore-flowe
their Liuours. 1651 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. 11. xvi.

(*739) 84 The Mint is the very Liver of the Nation, and
was wont to be the chief Care of the Parliament. 1697
Drvoen Virg. Georg. 111. 404 When Lovc*s unerring Dart
Transfixt his Liver, and inflam'd his Heart, a 1859 Ma-
caulay Hist. Eng. xxv. (1861) V. 304 [an. 1701] In every
market^ place .. papers about the brazen forehead .. and
the white liver of tack Howe, the French King's buffoon,
flew about. 1897 Marv Kingslev W. Africa 734 He was
a great hunter, and his liver grew hot in him for the bush,

t c. Disposition, temperament, ' kidney rare.
1800 Spirit Public Jrnls. (1801) IV. 182 John Bull will

solemnly and dully sit down to his pipe and bowl with a
\ fellow of the same serious liver.

3. A diseased or disordered condition of the liver

;

liver-complaint. Also, with qualification specify-

ing the disease, as bronze, cirrhotic, hobnailed liver.

1805 J. Levoen in Scott's Prose Wks. IV. Biographies 11.

(1870)179, 1 had a most terrible attack of the liver. t826

j

Jekvll Corr. 10. Lady Stanley (1894) 165 Lord Wycombe
was dying of liver and dropsy. 1839 2 ,enny Cycl. XIV.
60/2 The 1 fatty liver ' is a frequent attendant on pulmonary
phthisis. 1 871 Sir T. Watson Princ. fif Pracl. Physic
(ed. 5) II. 670 What used to be called the 'nutmeggy'
liver, is simply the result of congestion of its blood-vessels.

1884 A. Forbes Chinese Gordon iiL 148 He suffered from
ague for the first time since boyhood, and later came liver.

1898 P. M anson Trop. Diseases xxvi. 390 Dyspeptic trou-

bles, .usually attributed to 'liver'.

4. In old chemical terminology applied (tr. L.

[
hepar) to certain liver-coloured substances, e, g.

metallic sulphides, and compounds of a metal or

of sulphur with an * alkali*.

169A Salmon Bate's Dispens. 1. (1699) 436/t Hepar
,

Sniphurls, Liver of Sulphur. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey),
Liver o/Aniimony (among Chymists), Antimony open'd by

I Salt-peter and Fire, so as to make it half Glas, and give it

a Liver-colour. 1797 EncycL Brii. (ed. 3) X. 104^2 Liver of

Arsenic, is a combination of white arsenic with liquid fixed

vegetable alkali, or by the humid way. 1799 W. Tooke
Vieiv Russian Entp. I. 283 Ltver-of-sulphate springs ; i. e.

springs which are impregnated with sulphurate. 1800 tr.

Lagrange's Cheat. 1. 174 Vou fuse together equal parts of
sulphur and alkali, . . and the result will be a solid mass of

a reddish brown colour, .. which has a considerable resem-
blance to the Hver of certain animals. It is for this reason
that sulphurets have been called Livers. 1876 Daily Tel.



LIVER.

27 July 3/5 (K. D. D.) Do you ever use black antimony, or
liver of antimony, with any of the horses?

5. Agric. 1 Livery ' soil.

1803 Annals Agric. XXXIX. 79 Upon these strong soils,
the point.. most necessary to attend to is that of avoiding
all spring ploughing, which loses a friable surface, and turns
up liver.

6. as adj. Liver-coloured.
1868 Wood Homes without H. xi. 203 That peculiar

brown which is called • liver ' by bird-fanciers. 1892 Daily
News 31 May 6/1 General D.'s familiar browns [horses]
and the chestnuts, liver and pale.

7. attrib, and Comb.
y as liver abscess, ae/ie, attack,

cell, chill, colour, disease, disorder, distonie, func-
tion, ill, oil, pudding, pus, trouble

; liver-coloured,
-helping, hued, rotten adjs. ; liver-brown a., of
the brown colour of the liver, dark brownish red

;

liver-eomplaining a., ? complaining of liver
disease; liver-complaint, disease of the liver;
liver-faced a., < mean and cowardly ' (Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk. 1867) ; liver-fluke, a trema-
toid worm (Distoma hepaiicuni) infesting the liver

;

f liver-grown a., suffering from enlargement of
the liver; also, adherent as an enlarged liver
(in qnot. Jig.)', liver-hearted a., cowardly;
hence liver-heartcdness

; + liver-lap, a lohe of I

the liver; fliver-lask (see quot.) ; liver-leaf
U.S., » Liverwort 2; liver-line, Mine of the
liver' (ic); liver-opal, an obsolete synonym of
mexilite (Chester Names Min. 1896) ; liver-ore,
an early name for hepatic cinnabar {ibid.) ; liver-

j

pad, a pad or plaster to be applied about the
region of the liver; f liver-padding, 1 = liver-
pad

;
liver-pill, a pill intended to cure disease of

|

the liver; liver-pyrites, hepatic pyrites (Cent. '

Did. 1890) ;
liver-rot, disease of the liver cansed

by the liver-fluke
; + liver-sea, an imaginary sea

in which the water is
1 livered ' or thick, so as to

impede navigation (cf. G. lebermeer)
; liver-shark,

the basking shark, Cetorhinus maximus (Webster
1S90); f liver-shot, -sick adjs., diseased in the
liver

; liver-spots, ' a popular name for Chloasma,
or macular pigmentation of the skin ; because it was
supposed to depend on some disorder of the liver'
(Syd. Soe. Lex.) ; liver-starch= Glycogen (ibid.)

;

liver-stone «= Hepatite
;

liver-sugar, the sugar
derived from glycogen (Syd. Soc. Lex.); f liver-
vein, the basilic vein ; also allusively, 4 the style
and manner of men in love' (Schmidt)

; liver-
weed, Ilcpatica triloba (Syd. Soc. Lex.) ; cf. liver-

\

leaf; liver-wing, the right wing of a fowl, etc.
which, when dressed for cooking, has the liver
tucked under it; hence jocularly, the right arm.
1898 P. Manson 'Prop. Diseases xxiii. 363, i have many

times seen amoebic *liyer abscess cases recover completely.
Ibid. ii. 64 The pain in the loins and the *liver-ache con-
tinue. 1807 Allbutt's Syst Med. III. 900 There had been
undouhted dyspepsia or a 1

*liver attack ' before the onset
of the symptoms. 1794 Kirwan Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 30
*Liver <&nw«—greyish brown. 1849 D. Campbell I

Chem. 107 When protosulphide is fused with rather more '

than its weight of sulphur a liver brown mass is obtained.
1873 T. H. Green fntrod. Pathol, (ed. 2) 273 Atrophy of
the *hyer-cells. 1897 Attbutts Syst. Med. IV. 46 The vague
condition called * *hver-chill ' is regarded by some authors
as a form of active congestion of the liver. 1686 Loud. Gaz.
No. 2114/4 A.. Spaniel Bitch,., mark'd all over her body .

.

with specks of "liver-colour, a 1728 Wooowaro Nat. Hist.
Fossils 1. (1729) I. 232 A Piece of Iron-Ore, of a dark Liver
Colour. 1663 Rovle Use/. Exp. Nat. Philos. 11. ii. 166
A clotted and almost *Iiver-coloured masse. 1810 Sporting
Mag. XXXV. 261 His liver-coloured dog Don. 1787
Generous Attachment II. 145 A love writing, love sick,
liver complaining girl. 1809 J. Currv {title) Examination

of the prejudices against mercury in *Iiver complaints. 1867
J. Hogg Microsc. u. iii. 563The excitation of the *liverdisease
in sheep. J900 J. Hutchinson Arch. Surg. XI. No. 41. 2
Foremost amongst the most definite indications of *liver
disorder we have the yellow condition of the skin known as
Jaundice. J897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. 1 1. 1026 By compar-
ing the figures of these *liver distomes. 170 . Nem nich Poly-
glotten-Lex.,*Liver/tike. Fasciola hepatica. 1836-9 Tooo
Cycl, Anat.U. 121/1 The liver-fluke is extremely rare.
1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. IV. 51 Various general symptoms
referable ..to disturbances of gastro-intestinal and *Iiver
functions. 1645 Milton Tetraclu Wks. 1851 IV. 159 Un-
lesse it be the lowest lees of a canonicall infection *liver-
grown to their sides. 1658 Evelvn Mem. (1857) I. 344i
I suffered him to be opened, when they found that he was
what is vulgarly called liver-grown. 1748 Smollett Rod.
Rand. (1812) I. 321 She was only liver-grown and would in
a few months be as small in the waist as ever. 1571 Gold-
ing Calvin on Ps. xiii. 1 He complayneth not of the miserie
of a fewe dayes, as the tender and *liver-harted sort [L.
pusillammes] are wont to doe. 1897 Blackmore Dariel liii.

468 Ifthou art too liver-hearted toavenge thy father's wrongs.
1897 O. Schre[ner Trooper P. Halket i. 79

4
It's not Over-

hearJedness \ said Peter. 161 1 Cotgr.j Hepatique,

.

. *Liuer-
helping; comforting a whole, or curing a diseased, liuer.
1678 Lond. Gaz. No. 1327/4 White body, with some *liver-
hued spots. 1513 Douglas Mneis vm. Prol. 139 Sum langis
for the *Hffyr ill to lik of ane quart, a 1000 Ags. Foe. in
Wr.-Wulcker 238/30 Fibra, i. uena, iecoris intestina, *lifer-
teppa. 1596 FiT2 Geffray Sir F. Drake (1881) 25 Her.

.

turtle-doves, . . Whose liver-laps do swell with full-vain'd
loves. 1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts (1658) 582 The Liver

d. tr.
"
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.Guillemean's Fr. Chirurg.laps of a Wolf. 1597 A. M
48/1 The waterye Bloodye flixeis called Fluxus Hepaticus,

Vol. VI.

the Liver laske. 1851 S. Juod Margarei 11. i. (1871) 162
^Liver-leaves with cups full of snow-capped threads' 1653

Li nn,^?
s ,^W;. ,<

J

a
l

.'nie *LSv" line at » distance,and not touch,ng the Vita line. 1875 H. C. Wood Theral
(1879) 407 When a mineral acid . . is ndded to cod-liver oil,the we 1-knovyn biliary play of colors occurs;, .it shows that
itisa liver oil. 1799 G.Smith Laboratory I. 201 The minershnd sometimes a matter in the mines they call *Hver-ore. 1880Anthonys Photogr. Bull \\. 72 Used as a *liver pad. 14..

y^Wrtlc^;8°/^^^''', " *lyvcrpaddyng.
1889 J. K. Jkrome Three Men in Boat 2. I had just been

Sff a Patent *Hver-pill circular. ,887 Boston Jml.
rtnJj 1 L eC

'
2/4 A *hver.p tIdding completed this typical

v; ! B JJvv ^ aPP€Arance of*.ver-pus. 1837 Youatt6V^
xi. 452 rhe river overflows . . The foundation may be laid for

Coleridge Lett. (1895) 707 What avail, It.. to a man in the
test stage of ulcerated lungs, that his neighbour is ^liver-
rotten as well as consumptive ? a 1600 Montgomery Misc.Poems xlix 11 The penllous gredy gulfe of Perse, And
levir sees that syndry shippb devoirs. 1618 Latham zndbk Falconry (1633) 7 She [a hawk] is seldome. .subiect to

be *liuer shot. 1578 Lyte Dodoens iv.
%

lviii. 520 The rootes
..are good for such as be *liver skke. 1597 Bp. Hall
•o ft

45 D
^!
non mY frie »d once liuer-sicke of loue.

1883 U Harlev J reat. Dis. Liver xxv. 1061 Anion- a few
practitioners of the old school one hears a good deal about
the diagnostic value of what are called ^liver-spots. 1704Kirwan Elem. Mm.Jed. 2) 1. i43 > l.iver^tone. 1861

J

.Syd. Sac. } r.-bk. for 1800, 88 That *liver sugar is..

I Wi'T,1
' sugar of the grape. 1897 Allbutfs

1 Syst. Med. II. 430 Signs of liver-trouble precede . . the in-
testmal djsorcler 1528 Pavnfl Salerne's Regim. (i 535 ) 105
In Apnleand May, the Myner veyne must be lette bloudde?
1588 Shaks. L L. L iv. iii. 74 This is the liuer veine,
which makes flesh a deity. 1660 Culpepi'Kr Two Treat
(
!-i?

2
l

I

°r^
t wha

F
time I{leed > nS good.

.
In Summer, open

I ^/i r
Ll Ver\

v
,

(
:
in

' a «»4S Hood United Fam. xviii, We
all prefer the liver-wing. 1855 Browning Gustibus ii,

!

Ihe king Was shot at, touched in the liver-wins. ,86i
,

Dickens Gt. E xpect, xix, Mr. Pumblechook helped me to
the liver wing.

Liver (lrva.i\ ^.2 Forms : see Live v. Tf.

Live v. + -f.r 1.]

1. One who lives or is alive ; a living creature. Now
j

rare. Also, an inhabitant, dweller (chiefly U.S.).

J377
Langl. P. PI, I), xu. 132 Lyueres to-forn vs. 1382

Wyclif Gen. 111. 1 The etlder was feller than ony lifers of
the erthe. 1382 — ha. xxxviii. n, I shal not see the Lord
bod m the lond of lyueres. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 8 A liuar in !

bis world, a 1533 L». Berners Gold. Bk. M. ^/^v/.(i 546)

f t
that ouercometn all lyuers, shall be vanquished

of the alonely by death. 1592 W'arner A lb. Fjif. vm. •

xIiil (161 2) 206 When a-> the wandring Scots and Picthts
King Marius had suhdude, He gave the Liuers dwellings
IS99 Greene Alphonsns Wks. (Rtldg.) 234 Thou king of
heaven, which.. Dost see the secret of each livers heart.
1677 Cary Chronol. 11. ii. m. xiv. 252 They must instantly
have been Detected by the present Livers that were upon
the Place. 1718 Prior Power 47 Try if life be worth the
»ver s ^re. 1747 in Col. Rec. Pennsylv. V. 87 One, John
Powle.a Liver on Sasquehanna River. 1817 Keats' / stood
tiptoe' 117 Dear delight Of this fair world and all its gentle
livers, a 1845 Hooo Stanzas to T. Woodgaie i, Tom
are you still within this land Of livers? 1863 D.G. Mitchkll
Sez\ Stor., My Farm 0/Fdgewood 289 There is no liver in
the country so practical.

b. Qualified by adjs. having advb. force : One
who lives (in a specified way, lor a long time, etc.).
^'375 XI Pains of Hell 64 in O. E. Misc. 212 Cursid

leuers with here cumpers. c 1386 Chaucer Man ofLaws
T. 926 So vertuous a lyuere .. Ne saugh I neuere as she.
1433 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 447/1 Untrewe lyvers, and poeple
withoute conscience. 1476 Paston Lett. III. 166 The
lenger lyver of yow bothe. 1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. xii. 6
The damned ghosts doen often creep Cacke to the world,
bad livers to torment. 1632 Lithgow Trav. x. 429 The
Turke, and the Irish-man, are the least industrious, and
most sluggish liuers vnder the Sunne. a 1635 Naunton
Fragm. Reg. (Arh.)63 As I have placed him last, so was he
the last liver of all the Servants of her favour. 1712 Swift
Jml. to Stella 28 Apr., The Queen is well, but I fear will
be no long liver. 1767 T. Hutchinson Hist. Mass. II. i. 1

18 A grave man and a good liver. 1836 W. Irving Astoria
,

III. 197 Though a loose liver among his guests, the governor 1

was a strict disciplinarian among his men. 1896 A. E.
Housman Shropshire Lad 1, The country for easy livers,

The quietest under the sun.

c. [Cf. Living vbl. sb.'] Good liver \ (a) one
given to good living; (d) dial, a well-to-do person.
1602 Carew Cornwall 68 b, The haruest dinners are held

by euery wealthy man, or as wee terme it, euery good liuer
betweene Michaelmas and Candlemas. 1883 Cornh. Mag.
Apr, 459 Or it is a group of good-livers round the table of a
private house.

2. One who lives a life of pleasure. (Cf. F.
viveur.)
1852 R. S. Suktees Sponge's Sp. Tour (iSgtf 133 The sixth

earl, .. having been a * liver', had run himself aground by
his enormous outlay on this Italian structure.

3. dial. The 'quick
7
of the finger-nail. Also

Comb, liver-sick, an agnail. (SeeE.D.D.)
Liver (bi'vai), sb$ Also 7 leaver, 7-9 lever.
[A back-formation from the name Liverpool] A
name arbitrarily given to the bird figured in the
arms of the city of Liverpool.

It was intended for the eagle of St. John the Evangelist,
the patron saint of the corporation, but owing to the unskil-
ful delineation there have been many guesses as to the iden-
tity of the bird represented. In some ornithological books
the name is given to the Glossy Ibis.

j 668 in Picton Vpool Munic. Rec. (1883) I. 269 The Armes
of this towne via* the Leaver. 1688 R. Holme Armoury
11. xii. 266/2 He beareth Azure, the Head of a Lever couped
proper : of some termed a Shovellers head : tbis fowl is., in

LIVERER.
Low Dutch Lepler, or Lepelaer, or Lefler; from theOermane termed

I
Lofler, which we more finely pronounce

Lever: \et Mr. Ray in the translation of the Ornithology

i
erT
2\ , £lvd

\
aJ?P?on l>,il

L

l873 Picton Manor. L pool
I. 18 Mr. Gough Nichols has . . shown . . that the so-called
liver or cormorant was intended to represent the symbolic
eagle of St. John the Evangelist.

t Liver, a. Obs. Also 4-5 lyvir, 6 lyver.
[Aphetic f. Delivek a ]
1. Delivered (of a child); Deliver a. 3, rare,
a 1400-50 Alexander 3746 And be scho Iyuir of a lasse

scho lengis in oure burse.

2. Free from restraint in motion • active, nimble

:

= Deliver a. 2.

1530 lsgr. 317A Lyver quyke, dclinre. 153s Stewabt
tron. Scot. (18581 II. 51 Lycht lyuer men to cirkill thame
about. <r 1650 A. Hood, Beggar$ 3 Squires 46 in Furnivall
Percy Folio I. 17 Those that saw Kohin Hood run, said he
was a liver old man. 1664 Floddcn F. v. 50 With lusty
Lads liver and light. 1686 G. Stlart Joco-ser. Disc. 30
Again speaks out a Lyver lad A trusty Trojan.
Liver (li-vsj), v. Obs. exc. dial. [Partly a. F.

livrc-r (nth c. in Littre) :-L. Ifberd-re to Liber-
ate

;
and partly aphetic f. Deliver v.] = Deliver

v. 1 in various senses.
a 1300 Cursor M. i 5 8 7g (Cott.) t>e fals felun Iudas.. liu^rd

his maister vp. Ibid. 20391, I liuerd me of mi sarmon.
<r 1300-1400 Ibid. M4i8(Gott.>God. .liurd bairn of mekil wa.
13.. .S. Gregory (Xtrnon iMS.) 72 Liuere me, lord, out of
pis p) ne. « 1400-50 Alexander 3 i 52 [pa i] egirly cries On
Alexander eftir help & he ham all liuers [Dubl. delyuerysj.
c 1460 lowneley Myst. xxiv. 265, I am leuerd a lap is lykelap is ly

t ^oy v-AxioN tonnes oj Aymou 1. 33 \'f he
haue doon soo 1 shall neuer leuer hym the value of a peny.
c 1500 Melusine xxxvi. 275 That they be prest redy to lyuere
you batayll. 1596 Spenser State Irel. Wks. (Globe) 623/2
1 he which woord [livery], .is derived of livering or delivering
foorth theyr nightlye foode. c 1626 lip. Mountagu in Cosin's
C^.(Surtees) i.gg Hath Dr. Wrende livered my letter and
effected it ? 1672 Sc. ActsChas. II (1814) VIII. 6r/i If any
of that victuall shall happin to be livered within their

; TV,
1(
J
S

- ,.
J 70I

,

ln J- liulloch Pynours (1887) 74 If any goods
shall be livered at the shoar below the Estler work, a 1765
Northumberland betrayJ by Douglas ix. in Child Ballads

\

HI. 412/1 for all the gold that's in Loug Leuen, William
I

wold not littor mee. 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss., Livver.
to deliver. « Is the ship livveied,' unloaded. j883 Almondb.
#r Hudders/ Gloss., Liver, to deliver; so posit for deposit.
1887 J. Bulloch Pynours 41 Their imlustiious wives, .weie

: loading or livering some vessel in the 4

herbnrie '.

Liver, obs. foim of Livery, Livre.

t Iiiverage Oh. [a. OF. livrage tax (1395
in Godef.

,
f. livrer Liver v.] (Sense uneertnin.)

1544 mils /uv. N. C. (Surtees 1835) 120 Whils thre
score poundes be paid that 1 am owen for liverage.

t Iiiverage Obs. In 6 liv(e)reage. [? f.

Liver sb.- ^tnse 3) + -age.] An agnail.
1598 Florio, Pipitula, the skinne growing at the fingers

ends about the nayle, called of some the wortwales. or
liuereages. Ibid., Rcdttnia, a fellon or sore that breedeth
betweene the naile and the flesh. Some . . call the same
wortwales, or liureages.

Liverance (li varans). Obs. exc. dial. [Partly
a. OF. livrance delivery, sort of homage, f. livrer
to Deliver; partly aphetic f. Deliverance.] a.
Delivery, distribution, Livery, b. Deliverance,
liberation, release.
a 1300 Cursor M. 5045 J>ai. .be stiward fand At a garner

soiurnand, par he liuerance [Fair/, deliueraunce, Trin.
lyuerey] made of corn. #1375 Joseph A rim. 163 pow
schalt haue liueraunce of In and al bat be neodes. C1380
Sir Ferumb. 4299 If ymay lyue til moneday non, lyuerance
wil y make. 1384 Charter Lond. in Arnolde Chron. (1811)
17 That no man take hostel within y

e wallis of London.. by
strengthe nor by lyueraunce of the Marchal. 1433 Rolls of
Parlt. IV. 473/2 A speciall warrant of discharge .. for the
lyverance ayeen of hir saide londes. 1488 in Arnolde Chron.
(1811) 233, I haue sett ya said Richard to the lyueraunce.
1553 Becon Reliqueso/ Rome (1563) 239 All those y* their
liueraunce purchase against the right of holy Churche.
1737 Bracken Farriery Impr. (1757) II. 35, I accepted of
him at the Price of Seventeen Guineas ;. .hut before I took
Liverance of him (as it is called I had him run along a little

in his Halter. 1855 Robixsom Whitby Gloss., Liwerance,
liberation, departure. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Liverance
delivery.

Liveray, livere, obs. forms of Livery.
Xiivered (li'v9id) , a. Also 3 lyured, 4 liuerd,

lyuered, 6 leueryd. [f. Liver sb.l + -ed 2.]

1 1. Coagulated, clotted. Livered sea = liver sea
(Liver sb.l 7) ; in quot. applied to the Red Sea.
c 1275 XI Pains o/Hell 47 in O. E. Misc. 148 Snov and is

and lyured blod. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 925 Vor bo >e folc
of israhel moyses wip him nom & ladde horn out of egipt in
to be Iiuerede \v.r. reed(e, rede] se. a 1300 Cursor M.
6506 Vr godd . . bis ilk es he bat brogh(t) vs thoru be
liuerd se [Trin. be rede see]. 13.. Minor Poems /r.
Vernon MS. (E. E. T. S.) 645/236 per was no thyng hot
lyuered blode. 14. . Siege Jerusalem (E. E. T. S.) 2/29 pe
lyppe lyp on a lumpe lyuered on be cheke.

2. Of bread : Heavy. Now dial.

1688 R. Holme Armoury ill. 317/1 Bakers Terms ..

Livered, tough Bread. 1847 Haluwell, Livered, heavy,
or underbaked. South.

3. With prefixed adj. : Having a liver of a certain

kind. (See also I'iiy-, pigeon-, white-livered.}
1628 Ford Lover's Mel. itI. ii, What a greene sicknesse-

liuer'd Boy is this I

tliverer. Obs. Also 4 livrere, 6 Se: liverair.
[?a. OF. livreure delivery, deliverance, f. livre-r

Liver vJ] =3 Livery sb. in various senses.
c 1330 Amis. $Amil. 1640 He . . feched her livrere eueri day,

46



LIVERIED. 362 LIVERY.

To heriiues fodc 1548 W. Patten Exfe/i. Scoll. Pref.

cviij, Their perfit appointment of sure armour, . . & their

sumptuous sutes of liuerers beside. 1549 Cottrpl, Scot.

xvii. 148 There is diuerse prjncis that gyrfis . . lcueratris, armis

ande heretage to them that hes committit \ail3eant Metis in

the vcyris. r 1650 Merline 306 in Furnivall Percy Folio I.

432 That they wold wend to Vortiger & aske him meede &
liverr [read hverer].

Liveried (li-varid). [f. Livery sb. + -ed 2
.]

Dressed in, furnished with, or wearing a livery.

1634 M ilton Comus 455 A thousand liveried Angels lacky

her. 1641 Evelyn Mem. (18^7) I. 7 He had 116 servants in

liveries, every one liveried in green satin doublets. 1738

Poi'E Epil. Sat. 1. 155 Our Youth, nil livery'd o'er with

foreign Gold, Before her dance : behind her crawl the Old.

1708 YVorosw. Simon Lee 28 Old Simon to the world is

left In liveried poverty. 1798 Jane Austen Northang. Abb.

(1833) ll.v. 126 A fashionable chaise and four, postilions

handsomely liveried. 1837 Ht. Martineau Soc. Amer.
111. App. 327 Aristocratic girls.. who grace a ball-room, or

loll in a hveried carriage. 1838 Dickens Nich. Nick, x,

A liveried footman opened the door.

Jig. a 1639 Wotton Descript. Spring 24 in Reliq. (165 1)

524 All look't gay, all full of Chear, To welcome the New-
liveri'd yeare. 1750 C. Smart in Student I. 225 The
livery'd clouds shall on thee wait.

t Livering. Obs. [f. Liver sbX + -ing, ? after

pudding] A pudding made of liver and rolled up
in ihe form of a sausage.
C1460 Towwlcy Myst. xii. 217 Oure mete now begyns; ..

Two blodyngis, 1 trow, a leueryng betwene. 1556 Withals
Diet. (1568) 49 a/i Tomaculum, ex iecore porcino cibus fit*

7>t supra t a lyueryng. 1591 A. W. Bk. Cookrye 12 b, To make
Liuerings of a Swine. x6n Cotgr., Fricandeaux: Short
. . damtie puddings, .rolled vp into the forme of Liuerings.

1624 Chapman Homers Batrachom. 58 Lyurings (whhe-
skind as Ladies^ 1674 N. Fairfax B/tlkj-Setv. 159 The
Darbyshire huswife, .when she makes whitings and black-

ings, and liverings and hackings. 1694 Motteux Rabelais
v. xxvii. (1737) 122 Chitterlings, Links, . .Liverings.

t Livenng, vbl sb. Obs, [f. Liver v. + -ing 1

.]

Delivering, delivery; provision of entertainment.

13 .A'. A lis. 7171 Ther was fair hostell, and lyvereyng.

Liverish (lrvarij), a. [f. Liver + -ish.]

1. Resembling liver ; of the consistency ofliver.

1740 Chevne Regimen p. xli, The Hlood. .continues bad,

that is, sizy, liverish.

2. colloq. Having the symptoms attributed to dis-

ordered liver.

1896 Advt. in Daily Xetus 9 July 9/1 When you begin to

feel 'liverish'. 190a Daily Chron. 14 Apr. 3/6 Mr. Alfred
Bishop was welcome as the hearty Earl, who is inclined to

be testy when 1

liverish '.

t Liverison. Obs. In 2 liureisun, 4 liver-

soon, liuerisoun, 5 lyveresone. [a. OF. liv{c)-

reison> mod.F. livraison :—L. liberation -cm, n. of

action f. liberare to deliver, Liberate (cf. Liver
v.).] Delivery, deliverance, Livery.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 85 In }>e deie of liureisun hwense god

.. wule wind win pet er wes iporschen. 13.. K. A lis. ion
In a castel heo was y-set, And was deliverid liversoon.

c 1330 R. Bkunne Chron. (18 10) 197 Isaac pe Emperour
takes his liuerisoun. C1440 Promp. Pan'. 309/1 Lyvere-
sone, corrodium.

Liverless (Irvailes), a. [f. Liver sb.* + -less.]

That has no liver; deprived of the liver ; also Jig. of

one whose liver does not perform its functions.

1598 I. M. Seruingmans Comfort (1868) 164 My poore
maisterlesse, and Lyuerylesse, nay Lyuerlesse and Hartlesse
brother in Christ. 1864 C Clarke Box for Season 1. 107
Liverless bachelors, all cayenne pepper, turtle, and Peru-
vian cyanokaita, 1886 ( Hugh Conway ' Living or Dead
II. xiv, Such a peppery diet would make me as liverless

and heartless as [etc.]. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. IV. 37
A healthy frog received o'oi6 milligramme [of strychnine]
subcutaneously without any ill effect ; while a smaller dose
(0-012) killed the liverless one with violent convulsions.

Liverpudlian (livaapWlian), a. and sb. [f.

Liverpool (with joenhr substitution of puddle for

pool) + -I.W.] a. adj. Belonging to Liverpool,

b. sl>. A native or inhabitant of Liverpool.
1833 Ar

eio Sportin? Mag. V. 40 As Mr. Canning said to

the Liverpudlians. 1849 Clouch Poems, etc (1369) I. 139,
1 like the Manchester people .. better than the Liver-
pudlians. 1887 Pall Mall G. 26 Jan. i/iThe division, .is

a fairly typical section of the Liverpudlian electorate.

Liverwort (li-vsivvzut). [tr. med.L. Hepatica
(applied lo plants having liver-shaped parts or used
in diseases of the liver). Cf. G. leberkrauty Du.
leverkmid.] A name of various plants.

1. The lichen-like plant Marchanlia polytnorplia;
«= Hepatica 2. Sometimes called Stone Liverwort.
a 1 100 in Archiv Stud. neu. Spr. LXXX1V. 326 Wip

Hferadle. Nim liferwyrt & bere hi man onder cneowe.
a 1387 Sinon. BarthoL (Anecd. Oxon.) 19 Epatica, liver-

wort, e 1450 Alphita (Anecd. Oxon.) 57 Epatica . . crescit

in saxis..et uidetur quasi frustula membrane inherentia ..

anglice, a liureuurt. 1533 Elyot Cast, Helthe (1541) 9 b,

Thynges good for the Lyver : Lyverworte. 1538 Tuaner Li-
bellus, Lyverwort, Lichen. 1562 — Herbal 11. 36 Liuerwurt
sodden in wine is good for the diseases of the liuer and
longes. 1578 Lyte Dodoens in. lxx. 411 Stone Liuerwort
spreadeth it selfe abroade vpon the ground, hauing
wrinckled,or crimpled leaues layde one vpon another as the
scales of fishe. 1718 Quincv Lompl. Disp. 130 Liver-wort
grows near Springs, W ells, and Watry Places, very low,
almost like a Moss. 1858 Lewes Sea-side Stud. 74 Springs,
glossy with liverwort and feathery with fern. 1867 J. Hogg
Microsc. 11. i. 308 The little group of Hepaticae or Liver-
worts which is intermediate between Lichens and Mosses.
1875 Bennett & Dyer Sachs' Bot. 185 The two flat sides of
the gemmae of this liverwort arc identical.

2. Anemone (Hepatica) triloba; m Hepatica r.

Formerly called Noble Liverwort, Three-leaf

Liverwort. (The name in U.S. is liver-leaf.)

1578 Lyte Dodoens 1. xl. 59 [It] maye be called in English
Hepatica, Noble Agrimonie, or Three leafe Lyuerwurte.
Ibid.f The Hepatica or Noble Lyverwurte is a souveraigne
medicine against the heate . . of the Lyver. 1629 Parkinson
Parad. xxix. 226 In English you may call them either

Hepatica, after the Latine name, as most doe, or Noble
Liuerwort. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Bp. 11. vi. 101 Herba
Trinitatis. .obtaineth that name onely from the figure of its

leaves, and is one kinde of liverworte or Hepatica.

f 3. Agrimony, Agrimonia Evpaloria. Obs,

1578 Lvte Dodoens 1. xxxix. 57 In Latine Eupatorium, .

.

in base Almaigne Agrimonie, and of some Leuercruyt, that

is to say, Liuerwurte. 1617 Minsheu Ductorg Agrimony,
..called also Liuer-wort because it is good for the huer.

4. With qualification : Ground Liverwort, Pel-

tidea cauina ; Marsh Liverwort, the genns Riccia

;

Water Liverwort, Water Crowfoot, Ranimcttlus
aqualilis ; "White Liverwort, Parnassus Grass,

Parnassiapaluslris ; Wood Liverwort, the lichen

Slicta pnlmonacea.
1597 Geraroe Herbal 11. cexciv. 692 Parnassus Grasse or

white Liuerwoort. Ibid. lit. clviii. 1375 Hepatica terrestris,

Ground Liuerwort. Ibid. clix. 1377 Lungwoort, or woode
Liuerwoort. 1736 Bailey llonseh. Diet. 296 Lichen cincreus
terrestris, .. Ash coloured Ground Liverwort. 1760 J. Lee
Introd. Bot. App. 317 Liver-wort, Marsh, Riccia. 1866

Treas. Bot. 858/1 rdtidea, a genus of lichens the species of

which are vulgarly confounded wilh Marchantia under the

name of liverwort. The herbalists, however, distinguish

them as Ground Liverwort.

Livery (lrvsri), sb. Forms: a. 3 liverei, 4
liveri, 4-5 levere, livere(e, Sc. lufre, 4-6 lyvere,

-er,e)y, li-, lyveray, 4-7 livre, levery, li-, ly-

verie, -ye, (5 levore, Sc. liffray, luveray, ly-

vera, lewray), 5-6 leveray, liverey, -erie, (6

li-, lyveraie, -aye, livorie, Sc. leifray, lufray(e,

7 livrie, livory, Sc. lewerie), 5- livery. 0.

(?)6 lyver, 7 liver, [a. AF. liveri (1292 in

Britton\ F. livrie U351 hi Du Cange s. v. Liber-

are), fern. pa. pple. of livrer Liver v. : see -v.

Cf. It. livrea
%
Sp. Ubrca (both from Fr.) ; med.L.

had liberate.]

1. a. The dispensing of food, provisions, or cloth-

ing (cf. 2) to retainers or servants ; hence gen.
t

provision, allowance, b. The food or provisions

so dispensed ; an allowance or ration of food

served out. Now Ilisl.

a 1300 Cursor M. 2122 pe thrid part .. al on pis side pe
greckes see, was laphet giuen til his liuere. Ibid. 19220
Wit pam i mai ha mete and drinc, Mi liuere haf wit-vten

suiuc. c 1330 R. I'runne Chron. (1810) 146 To London forto

com, whan parlement suld be,.. and tak ^er his liuere. 13..

Test. Christ:' 376 (MS. Harl. 2382) in A rchiv Stud. neu.Spr.
LXX IX. 431 A cote-armur..the which y toke of thylyuere.

1375 Barbour Bruce xtv. 233 Tharfor he maid of vyne lufre

[MS. £. levere, ed. 1616 lewerie] Till ilk man. 1399 Rolls
oJParlt. III. 452/1 That thei .. gyf no Liverees of Sygnes,
no make no Retenue of men. 1399 Langl. Rich. Rcdcles
11. 2 Moche now me inerueileth .. Of joure large leuerey to

leodis aboute. 1422 tr. Secreta Secret. , Prix\ Priv. 133 Syr
Stewyn Serope . . Hauynge the gouemaunce of Irlande,

many extorcionys did, Lyuerez takynge. c 1450 Bk. Cur-
titsye 371 in Babees Bk., Lyueray he base of mete and drynke,
And settis with hym wiio so hym thynkc. Ibid. 839 Of
candel liueray squiyers schalle baue. a 1483 Liber Niger
in S. Pegge Cur. Misc. (1782) 79 Taking every of them, for

his livery at night, half a chet loaf, one quart of wine, one
gallon of ale ; and for winter livery, from All-Hallowtide till

Easter, one percher wax, one candle wax [etc.]. c 1492 Gest
R. Hodedxi. in Child Ballads III. 64/1 There he made large

lyueray, Hothe of ale and of wyne. 1573 Satir. Poems
Rejorm. xlii. 409 ^e ar far large of Leueray. 1596 Spenser
Stat - Irel. Wks. (Globe) 623/2 In great howses, the liverye

is sayd to be served up for all night, that is theyr nyghtes
allowaunce for drinke. 1639 Davenport Nno Trick tit

Cheat Devil I, [Stage-direction. Ent. with IVine, Chan.]
Chan. 1 have brought your Livery. 1670 Brooks Wks.
(1867) VI. 47 They serve God for a livery, for loaves, and
not for love. 1707 Chamberlavnr St. Gt. Brit. 11. x. 140
To whom [the Lord Great Chamberlain] belongs Livery
and Lodging in the Kings Court. 1861 Our Eng. Home Si

The butler.. dispensed the stores to the cook, and gave out

the rations or liveries of meat, wine, and beer. 1875 Stubbs
Const. Hist. 111. xxi. 331.

Jig. 1633 Foro Broken H. iv. i, Great (faire one) grace

my hopes with any instance Of Liuery, from the allowance
of your fauour, This little sparke. [mod. ed. Attempts to

take a ringfrom her Jinger.\ 1643 Sir T. Browne Relig.

Med. 1. §47, I found upon a naturall inclination, and inbred
loyalty unto vertue, that I could serve her without a livery.

c. Allowance of provender for horses. At livery x

(of a horse) kept for the owner, and fed and groomed
at a fixed charge. Now rare or obs. exc. in

LlVERY-STABLE.
Coynye and livery : see Covnve.
a 1440 Sir Degrev. X003 A thousaund hors and thre . . Ylke

ny3t tok lyvere Off cowrne and off hay. 1481-4 Paston
Lett. III. 280, I had my horsse with hym at lyvery. 1396
Spenser State Irel. Wks. (Globe) 623/2 What Liverye is, we
by common use in England knowe well enough, namelye,
that it is allowaunce of horse-mcate. 1601 Holland Pliny
I. 559 Champions and wrestlers, whose allowance was much
like to the Hurie giuen to laboring horses. 1631 Brathwait
IVhimzies, Keeper 49 A keeper of horses at livery. 1679-88
Seer. Serv. Money Chas. $ Jos. (Camden) 70 Twelve guineys
a year .. which King Cha. the s l1 allowed him for a nagg's

livery. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Livery ofHay and Oatrt

the giving out a certain Quantity for feeding Horses, &c

1731 Bailey vol. 11. s.v., To stand at Livery is to be kept at
livery stables. 1829 Scott Rob Roy xix. There was a ne^
cessity..for arresting the horse, and placing him in Baillie
Trumbull's stable, therein to remain at livery, at the rate
of twelve shillings (Scotch) per diem.

fig. 1589 Pappe w. Hatchet D ij b, They finde all them-
selues good meales, and stand at hucrie as it were, at other
mens tables. 1599 Massinger, etc. Old Law 11. i, To keepe
you sixe at Liuery, and still munching. i6n B. Jonson
Introd. Verses to Coryat Crudities, And here he disdain'd
not, in a forraine land, To He at Livory, while the Horses
did stand. 1618 Fletcher Chances III. i, Best hang a sign-

E)st up to tell the Signiors Here ye may have lewdnesse at
iverie. 1647 R. Stapylton Juvenal 157 In whose [Venus']

temple at Corinth two hundred maids daily stood at livery.

f d. Stipendiary allowance (for a fellow of a

college or the likej. Obs.

1587 R. Hovenden in Colled. (O. H. S.) I. 21 r We wil-
linghe and thanckfullie acknowledge great benefitt by the
statute mentioned... But such benehlte as commethe to each
on for his liverye risheth cheflie by fynes and woodsales;
which liveryes . . are in reazon somewhat increased but not
dobbled. x6ix Cotgr. s.v. Livree, La Livrie des Chanoines

t

their liuerie, or corrodie; their stipend, exhibition, daily
allowance in victuals or money.

2. A suit of clothes, formerly sometimes a badge
or cognizance (e.g. a collar or hood), bestowed by
a person upon his retainers or servants and serving

as a token by which they may be recognized ; in

wider sense, a distinctive badge or suit worn by a

servant or official, a member of a company, etc.

;

t formerly, the uniform of a soldier or sailor.

In generalized use, the distinctive uniform style

of dress worn by a person's servants, etc. (now
only men-servants). In livery, wearing a parti-

cular livery. Out of livery : (of a servant) not
dressed in livery; wearing plain clothes, fin
early use also, a set of distinctive badges or suits

;

in first quot. = garments, clothes.

13.. £. £. A Hit. P. A. 1 107 And alle in sute her liurez

wasse. 1375 Barbour Bruce^ xix. 36 Thre hundreth and
sexte bad he Of squyeris, cled in his liverye. c X386 Chaucer
Prol. 363 An haberdassherc and a Carpenter, A Wcbbe, a
Dyere, and a Tapycer, And they were clothed in 0 lyueree
Of a solempne and a greet fraternitee. X38p in Eng. Gilds
(1870) 21 Ye bretheren and sisteren of yis glide .. shul han
a lyueree of hodes in suyte. 1399 Langl, Rich. Redeles II.

79 That no manere meyntenour shulde nierkis bere, Ne
naue lordis leuere pe lawe to apeire. c 1440 Gcsta Rom. xv.

51 (Add. MS.), xtf 1 knyghtes of cone leveraye. 146? Bury
H ills (Camden) 41 Bothe my colers of silvir, the-kyng*s
lyfre. 1473 Warkw. Chron. (Camden) 14 He . . wered ane
estryche leder, Prynce Edwardes lyvery. 1480 IVardr.Acc.
Ediv, IV (1830) 124 A gowne and a hoode of the liveree of
the Garter for the Duke de Ferrare. 1485 Caxton Paris <$•

V. 14 Every baron gaf hys lyverey that they shold be
knowen eche fro other. i£2a \\ riothesley Chron. (1875) I.

13 The kinge and he ridmge both together in one liverey.

a 1548 Hall C/irort., Hen. VIy 173 b, The erle perceiving bv
the livery of the souldiors, tbat he was circumvented.
\ a 1550 in Dunbar's Poems (1893) 319 >e noble merchandis.

.

Address 30W furth. .In lusty grene lufraye. a 1592 Greene
Geo. a Greene U599) F 1 b, Two liueries will 1 giue thee euerie

yeere, And fortie crownes shall be thy fee. 1622 Bacon
Hen. VII 58 Liveries, tokens, and other badges of factious

dependance. 1631 Hevwooo Loud. Jus Hon. Wks. 1874
IV. 273 All this goodly band . . in their City Liveries. 1671

Milton Samson 1616 Immediately Was Samson as a public

servant hrought, In thir state Livery clad. X684 in Scott.

Antiq. XV. 18 Skulking and vagrant persons who have
hitherto imitated the livery of the king's sojors. 1707
Fafqlhar Beaux Strat. in. L 23 What sort of Livery has
the Footman? 1710 Lond. Gaz. No. 4710/4 Deserted..,

John Stephens, a Serjeant,. . having his Serjeant's Livery
on. 1814 Mrs. J. West Alicia de Lacy 111. 113 Disguised
in the livery of a trooper. 1841 Lvtton Nt. # Morn.
I. i, A Servant out of livery leaped from the box. X863

Kinglake Crimea (1876) I. ii. 28 Hunting the country in

the livery of the Salisbury Hunt 1875 Stubbs Const. Hist.

II. xvii. 610 The king out of compliment wore the livery of

the duke of Lancaster. 1900 Blackw. Mag. Dec. 802/2
Servants in claret and yellow livery noiselessly served wine.

/3. 1512 Hen. VIII To Earl Shfcivsburyxn Rynier Foe-

dera (1710) XI II. 338 Uadges, Tokens or Lyvers to Were.
1660 tr. Atnyraldus" Treat, cone. Relig. in. i. 303 To wear
the liver of an enemy to one's King,

b. Iransf. and fig.
7^1325 Earth ix. in E. E. P. (1862) 151 Whan erp makip

is Huerei he grauip vs in grene. 1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy
11. xiii, When that Flora .. Hath euery playne, medowe, hil

and vale . . clad in lyuery newe. 1494 Fabvan Chron. vi.

clxxxii. x8o That Rollo shuld..take vpon hym the lyuerey

of Cristes baptym. 1563 Homilies 11. Rogation Week iv.

(1859I 495 Love and charity, which is the only livery of a
Christian man. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. 11. i. in The clulding

Autumne, angry Winter change Their wonted Liueries. 1611

Cotgr., Lir^>ipionne'
i

. .faithfull to the pot, and therefore

bearing the red-faced liuerie therof. x66i Bovle Stytr oj

Script. {1675) 192 White (the livery of innocence). 1667

Milton P.L. iv. 599 Now.. Twilight gray Had in her sober

Livery all things clad. 1697 Dryden Virg. Gcorg. ill. 665

A Snake.. has cast his Slough aside, And in his Summer
Liv'ry rouls along. 1722 Wollaston Relig. hat. v. 06 Trees

receive annually their peculiar liveries, and bear their proper

fruits. 1734 Berkeley Analyst § 1 Wks. 1871 III. 258

Clothing themselves in the livery of other men's opinions.

1797-1804 Bewick Brit. Birds {1847) 11. 1x2 The females

may be seen in the livery either complete or partial, of the

past Season. X813 Scott Rokeby 1. i
?
Sorrow s livery dims

the air. 1835 Thirlwall Greece I. viii. 311 The rustic garb,

which was the livery of his servitude.

3. collect, sing. a. Retainers or servants in livery,

f Also occas. a liveried servant. ? Obs.

14 13 I'Ugr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) v. xiii. T04 In these ryall

testes the kyng yeuetb his leuery ful ryche and ryal robes.



LIVERY. 363 LIVERY-MAN.

a 1577 Sir T. Smith Cornrnw. Eng. (1609) 106 First of re-

tainers, that no man should haue aboue a number m his

Liuery or retinue. 1628 Shirley Witty Fair One 1. ii.

(1633), Her Father, .rides.. With halfe a douzen wholesome
Liueries, To whom be gives Christian wages. Ibid.w. ii,

My lodging is next to her chambers, it is a confidence in my
Master to let his Liuery lye so neere her. 17*4 Steelk
Lover xi Mar. (1723) 38 Seeing a Place in the second Row
of the Queen's Box kept by Mrs. Lucy's Livery, I placed my

|

self in the Pit directly over against her Footman. 1766
Chestl'rf. Let. to C'tess Suffolk Nov. (1892) 111. 1349 If

she is a Mrs. with a surname, she is above the livery, and
belongs to the upper servants. 1 791-1823 DTsraeli Cur.

Lit. (1866) 450/2 As cross-humoured as the livery of this

day, in their notices of what we now gently call our 'sup-

plies

f b. Used for : Following, faeLion. (Cf. F. UvrJe

in the sense of * party \) Under (a person's) livery

:

in dependence on him. Obs.

c 1477 Caxtom Jason 116 b, As to the regarde of Hercules,

Theseus [etc.] . . they faylled not to be of the lyuereye of

lason. a 1548 Hall Chron., Ifen. VII 12 To compasse
that the duchy of Bryteyne should breuely come vndre their

liure and subjection. 1613 Milles tr. Alexia's Treat, A tic.

$ Mod. Times 722/2 All the other Christians, as Maronitc*

. .and others of that Liverie, never used it [circumcision],

C. — livery company (see 10 b) or the liverymen

of a eompany. Also, To take up ones livery

(? orig. in sense 2) : to become a liveryman of one

of the City companies.
Old City Acc. BIc. in Archxol. Jml. XL11I, Ro-

ceyved of Brether admittid & taken into the lyuerey this

yere. 1529 in Viearfs Ana/. (188S) App. xiv. 252 A He-

medye agaynst theym that wyll not be of the lyuerey, nor

bere offyce. 1624 Massinger Reuegado m. n, I should .

.

nere be pittied By the liueries of those companies. 1637

Decree Star Chamb. in Milton s Areop. (Arb.) 17 Euery
Master-printer that is of the Liuery of his Company. 1705

Phillips (ed. Kersey) s.v., The Livery or Livery-men of a

Company or Corporation, such Members as are advane'd to

a Degree above the Yeomanry, and have a Right to wear

a Livery-gown upon solemn Occasions. 1839 Penny Cycl.

XIV. 119/1 (London) Certain senior members of the livery,

who form what is commonly called ' The Court of Assist-

ants '. Ibid., hi more modern times . .it has frequently been

made imperative upon many freemen of the City to take up
their livery in one of the Companies. 1854 Thackeray
Nexocomes v, We belong to the same Livery in the City,

fd. slang, (See quot.) Obs.

1680 Betterton Revenge 1. 8 'Tis. .out of fashion now to

call things by their right names. Is a Citizen a Cuckold?

no, he's one of the Liverie.

f4. The lodging provided or appointed for a

person. Also, the quarters of a portion of an

army. Obs.

la 1400 Aforte Arth. 241 The soueraingne. . Assingnydc to

the senatour certaygne lordes, To lode to his leuerc. Ibid.

3078 In iche leuere on lowde the kynge did crye. 1525 Ln.

Berners Froiss. II. clx. [clvi.] 440 The duke of Uerrey was

come to Auygnon and was lodged in the popes palais, but

he came to Vyle neufe to the kynge, and laye in the Iyuere

[/ootn. hotel ; Fr. en sa liuree] of arras, called Amontays,

in the way to Mountpellyer.

5. Law. a. The legal delivery of property into a

person's possession
;
phr. to have, give, take livery.

To sue (also sue for, sue out) ones livery: to in-

stitute a suit as heir to obtain possession of lands

which are in the hands of the eourt of wards. (Also

Jig.) b. The writ by which possession of property

is obtained from the eourt of wards.

1430-31 Rolls o/Parlt. IV. 372/2 Noght havyng liveree

nf the saide Wolles. 1460 Ibid. V. 388/1 The Sollicitours

for the Quene . . causid the seid John and Isahell to sue a

special I Livere of the seid Londes and Tenementes. 1465

Faston Lett. II. 192 He desyryd me to mak hym levery of

the seyd bests so taken. 1531 Dial, on Laws Eng. 1. vii.

13 b, By way of surrendre . . a freholde may passe without

lyuerey. 1593 Shaks. Rick. II, 11. i. 129, I am denyde to

sue my Liuene here, And yet my Letters Patents giue me
leaue. 1603 Owen Pembrokeshire ( 1 89 1 ) 1 55 The Courte of

Wardes and liveries, doeth allso call all Wardes in Wales

to sue forth their lyveries there. 1622 Bacon fieri. VII,

210 The Kings Wards after they had accomplished their

full Age, could not bee suffered to haue Liuerie of their

Lands, without paying excessiue Fines. 1635 Quarles
Embl. v. ix. (17 18) 281 What mean these liv'ries and posses-

sion keys? 1649 Milton Eikon. xi. Wks. 1851 III. 426 It

concern'd them first to sue out their Livery from the un-

just wardship of his encroaching Prerogative. 1656 Blount
Glossogr., Livery . . 3. It is the Writ which lies for the heir

to obtain the possession or seizin of his lands at the Kings

hands. 1660 Act 12 Chas. II, c. 24 § 1 It is hereby Enacted

That the Court of Wardes and Liveries and all Wardships

Liveries Primer-Seizins and Ouster-le-mains . . be taken

away and discharged. 1707 Chamberlaynk State Gt. Brit.

11. vi. 98 He [the king's eldest son] may that Day sue Tor

the Livery of the said Dukedom [of Cornwall] and ought of

Ri^ht to obtain the same. 1765 Act $Oeo. Ill, c. 17 \\\

Tythes or other incorporeal hereditaments only, which he

in grant and not in livery. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) IV-

318 Sir J. Palmer thought, that in a deed to pass an inheri-

tance, where there was a common in gross, the word grant

was absolutely necessary ; for it could not pass by the livery.

1827 Hai.lam Const. Hist. (1876) III. xviii. 384 The recu-

sants were allowed to sue for livery of their estates in the

court of wards. 1875 Poste Gains 11. Comm. {ed. 2) 173 In-

English law conveyance by livery was an older title than

conveyance by deed. . .

C. Livery ofseisin (freq. erron. livery and seisin ;

AF. livery de seisin): the delivery of properly into

the corporal possession of a person ; in the case of

a house, by giving him the ring, latch, or key of

the door; in the case of land, by delivering him a

twig, a piece of turf, or the like.

Virtually abolished by 8 & 0 Vict. cap. 106 § 2, which pro- '

vides that after 1 Oct. 1845 'all corporeal Tenements and
Hereditaments shall as regards the Conveyance of the im-
mediate Freehold thereof, be deemed to He in Grant as well
as in Livery \
c 1475 Parlenay 560 After sette day of lyuerey and season,

That men deliuer you possession. 1574 tr. Littleton's^ Ten-
ures Z3a, In a leas for terme of yeares by deede or without
deede, it nedeth no lyvery of seisin to be made to the lessee.

1506 Spenser F. Q. vi. iv. 37 She gladly did of that same
babe accept As of her owne by liuereyand seisin, 1608 Don
& Cleaver Expos. Prov. xi-xti. 189 How large demeanes
may a man be estated in by taking a turfe in way of liuery

and seison ? 1652 Evelyn Mem. (1857) I. 297, 22n, » [Jan.] was
perfected the sealing, livery and seisin of my purchase of

Sayes Court. 1741 T. Robinson Gavelkind it. iii. 195 The
Livery of Seisin must be propr'ul maun of the Infant. 1818

Cruise Digest (ed. 2) IV. 57 Livery of seisin is exactly
:-imilar to the investiture of tbe feudal law; it was adopted
here .. that the proprietor of each piece of land should be
publicly known. 1876 Freeman Sorm. Com/. V. x.xii. 24 He
who could neither show his writ, nor bring evidence, of
personal livery of seisin, was held to have no lawful claim
to the lands which he held.

trans/, and Jig. 1628 Jackson Creed ix. ix. § 5 Abraham
in that sacred banquet which the King of Salem exhibited

to him did (as we say) take levery de seisin of the promised
land. 1651 Biggs Sew Din/, e 180 The Feaver, who hath
now taken livery and seisen. 1659 H ammond On Ps. ex. 7.

566 To take livery and seizin of an hostile Countrey.

f6. gen. The action of handing over or convey-

ing into a person's hands; delivery (of goods,

money, etc., of a writ). Obs.
c 1400 Beryn 1896 The merchandise within Is nat in my

charge ; ye know as wele as I To make therof no lyuery.

c 1440 York Myst. xxv. 65 What are }e |>at makis here

maistrie, To loose ^>es bestis with-oute leverie? 1442 Rolls

of Farlt. V. 64 2 At the tyme of the sale, and tofore the

lyverCof hem from the seid Staple. 1444 Ibid. 125/2 Upon
the levere of him so arrested. 1464 Ibid. 560/2 After the

lyvere of the said Writtc. 1465 Faston Lett, II. 192 He
desyred me to mak hym levery of the seyd bests so taken.

1579-80 North Plutarch, Camillas (15951 150 He sent an
Herauld before to Rome, to demand liuerie of the man that

had offended him, that he might punish him accordingly.

1745 Observ. cone. Savy 14 Had they arri\ed in the Ship at

her Port of Livery.

fb. Delivery or dealing (of blows;. Obs.

e 1350 Will. Pah-rue 1233 |>anne lente he swiche leuere to

ledes |>at he ofrau^t, pat [etc.]. Ibid. 3822 William . . leide

on swiche liuere . . pat [etc.]. 13. . Coer de L. 4029 Swilke

levery he hem delte, Al that he hytte anon they swelte.

1399 Langl. Rich. Redetes 111. 330 They . . lente hem leuere

of her longe battis. c 1400 Laud Troy Bit. 7613 Ector deled

about lyueray To alle that euere come In his way.

f 7. A due or tribute. Cf. med.L. livrea ^Du
Cange\ Obs. rare -1 .

.1577 Harrison England 11. ii. (1877^ 1. 58 S. Davids hath

Penbroke and Caermardine shires, whose liuerie or first

fruits to the see of Rome was one thousand and five hundred

ducats at the hardest.

8. A particular soit of wool (see quot. 1837).

1837 Volatt Sheep iii. 67 The livery— principally the

skirtings and edgings, and the short coarse or breech wool,

that which comes from the breech of the animal. 1843

Fenny Cycl. XXVII. 551/1 The [wool] sorter has to make
his selection in relation to the fineness, the softness, the

strength, the colour, the cleanness, and the weight of the

wool ; and in reference to these qualities he separates the

woul into many parcels, which receive the natira of—
' prime \ ' choice \ . .

' fine abb 1 coarse abb ' livery ', &c.

1875 in Knight Diet. Mech. s. v. Wool-sorting.

9. U.S. = Livery-stable. (Cent. Diet.)

10. altrib. and Comb. a. Simple attrib. passing

into adj., in various senses : (a) f given as or con-

stituting a livery ; intended for servants' use ^obs.),

as livery arrows, bedstead, bow, feather-bed, meal,

towel \
(b) pertaining to, forming part of, or used

as a livery, as livery beard, button, cloak (in quot.

fig.), cloth, coat, collar, colour, gown, hat, lace,

plush, red, suit; (c) kept at livery or for hire, as

livery horse, nag; transf. livery friend, mistress,

punk; (d) wearing a livery, as livery attendant.

IS49 Privy Council Acts (1890) II. 3^0 *Lyverey arrowes,

xv^shef. 1599 Nashs Lenten Stttjfe Ep. Ded., His patient

•liuery attendant. 1641 BrOme Javiall Crew iv. 1. Wks.

1873 111. 417 Alt the Servants wear * Livery-Beards. x6io

AlthorpMS. in Simpkinson The IVashtngtons App. p. iv,

The Butler's Chamber. Impr. a *leverye bedstead, with a

tester of buckram. 1566 Act 8 Elbe. c. 10 § 3 Lowes .. of

the course sorte, called *Livery Bowes. 1590 Sir J. S.mvth

Disc. Weapons 19 b, All Liueray or warre Lowes. 1848

Tikckerav Bk. Snobs xx.xiv, A *livery-button maker. 1599

Marston Sco. nilariie 167 Sirra, *Huorie cIoake, you lazie

slipper slave. 1791 Learmont Poems 179 \ e gie them wage,

board, *livery.claith. 1842 Bischoff Woollen Manuf. II.

iSi, I have sold a large quantity of livery cloths for the use

of London. 1551 T- Wilson Logike 45 b, A + liverie coate

carded with velvet. i575-«5 Abp. Sandys Senu v. 83
,

Loue

is the Liuerie-coate of Christ. 1820 Scott A bbot vi, Show,

inc. you it was your Lady's livery-coat which I spared, and

not your flesh and blood. Master Roland. i473 ™£>d.

Treat. Acc. Scotl. (1877) I. 68 A *leueray colare of the

Kingis. 1621 Bury Wills (Camden) 167 1 wo of the ordinane

*lyverie fetherbedes. a 1637 li. Jonson Disc. (1641) 105

They have * Livery-friends, friends of the dish, and of tbe

Spit. 1462 Faston Lett. IL 120, I have but on gowne at

Framyugham and an other here, and that is my levere

gowne. 1606 Progr. 7as. I (1828) 11. 67 The Companies

I

of London, in their lyverie-gownes and hoodes. 1778 Eng.

I Gazetteer (ed. 2) s.v. Hartford, '1 he chief bailiff was then

allowed by the king 20*. a year for bis Hvery-gpwn. 1890

Army * Navy Stores Catal. Mar. 1173 *Livery Hat.

I 1865 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. HI. 301 Putting Mr. C. to the

cost of a ''livery-horse. 1701 Lend. Gaz. No. 3716/4 Some

new Cloth and *Livery-Lace. 1799 J. Roukrtson Agric.
Perth 341 The practise of giving them six and a half

bolls of meal . . is daily becoming more general. These
farmers, who keep any married servants, have them all on
this establishment of *livery meal. 1623 Massinger Dk*
Milan I v. ii, He that at euerie stage keeps' liuerie Mistresses.

1784 Cou fer Tiroc. 001 Wouldst thou with a Gothic hand
Pull down the schools .. Or throw them up to *liv ry-nags

and grooms? 1851 Illustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 1055 *Livery
plushes, of various qualities, 1624 Massingee Renegado ill.

ii, His ships, his goods, his *liuery-puncks, confiscate. 1708
Loud. Gaz. No. 4447/4 Their v Livery Red, lin'd and fae'd

w ith Yellow. 1705 Ibid. No. 4162/4 Two "Livery- Suits, of

a deep blue. 1888 Wardrop Poems % Sk. 232 John, that

livery suit and hat, please. 1582 Wills $ Iuv. A'. C. (Surtees

i860) 46, vij long table towells, and iiij *liveraye towells.

b. Special comb. : livery company, one of the

London City companies which had formerly a dis-

tinctive costume used for special occasions; t livery

cupboard, a cupboard in which 'livciies' of food

were served out ; in later times, app. an ornamental

buffet or sideboard ;
livery fine, the payment due

from those who become liverymen in a London

company; livery-fish Anglo-Irish, the striped

wrasse, Labrus mixlus\ livery list, the list of

the liverymen of a company ;
livery office

v
sec

qnot.)
; t livery pot. a pot in which « liveries

*

of wine were served out ;
livery servaut, (a

;
a ser-

vant who wears livery ;
(b' - livery-fish ; f livery

table, a table on which 4 livciies ' or rations were

put
;
hence, a side table ;

livery tavern, an inn

at which horses may be kept at livery. Also

LlVKKY-MAN, LlVEHY-sTABLK.
1766 Lniick London IV. 73 This is also a * livery com-

pany. 1871 W. II. AiNswouiu Tower Hill 1. ix. The
Ijargcs of ihe twelve livery companies. 1571 Bury Wills

(Camden) 267 A carpet for the "lyvery cubbeid. 1632 J.

Haywaru tr. Biondi's Eromeua 184 The lhery cupbordMif

gold inlaid with ri< h pietious stones. 1737 tr. LcComtcs
Mem. A- Ran. China \i. 172 A livery cupboard borne by the

officers of the palace. 1821 So/it Ktuilw. x.wii, The
livery cupboards were loaded with plate of the richest

description. 1837 2ttd Rep. Miotic. Corp. Comm.. t.ond.

Companies 18 Prior to the i"th December 1796, the "Livery

fine was 13/. 6s. £d. 1880-4 Hay Brit. Fnhes I. -23$ Cook
wrasse, blue-striped wrasse,. . Liveiy-servant and *!i very -fish

in the north of Iicland. 1861 Evening Star 4 Oct., The
p.oceedings in the City Registration Court during the

revision of the 'Livery lists. 1848 Wuakios Law Lex.,
*
Livery-office, an office appointed f.<r the delivery of

lands. 1575 Laneham Let. 1871 1 8 A payree [xi< ) of great

whyte syluer Myuery Puts fi r wyne. 1636 Fini.tt For.

Ambuss. 133 An old guilt Livery Pot that had lost its

fellow. J702 Order in Council 8 Mar. in Loud. Gaz.

No. 3791/4 'I hat .. all Lords .. do .. cloath their * Livery

Servants with Black Cloth. 1822 Hailiit Tabled. II. il.

24 They will go in the character of li\ery-servants to stand

behind the chairs of the great. 1601 Hou.ano Pliny II.

297 To remoue the cupbotnd of plate, ^ *liuery table |L.

tuettsaru vol repositorium\ whiles one of the guests is a

drinking. 1650 r'uu.KR Fisgah v. xviii. 173. I concehe

therefoie the other nine [Tables of Shew Bread], onely as

side-cupboards, or Livery tables ministeriall to that prin-

cipal! one. 1787 M. Cutler in Life, Jruls.ff Corr. (1888)

I. 252 My companion conducted ine to.. a Mivery tavern.

Hence f Liveryless a. 1598 [see LiverlkssJ.

Livery (li'vari), a. [f. Liver sb. 1 + -v.]

1. Of the consistency or colour of liver; dial. ,of

soil) heavy, tenacious.

1778 [W. Marshall] Minutes Agric. 28 Mar. 1775 The

surface is .. remarkably fine for such a livery, leathery,

water-shaken Ley. 1857 7r»L R, Agric. t>oc. X\ HI. I.

101 [Potatoes] not heavy, livery balls, .. but light and

flowery. 1877 N. W. Line. Gloss, s.v., Clay or warp land

is said to turn up livery when, on ploughing the soil, it is

found to be sad and heavy, without tendency to crumble

into mould.

2. colloq. ~ Liverish 2.

t Li'Very, v. Obs. rare. [f. Liveuy sb.] trans.

To array in a livery : in quot. fig.

1597 Shaks. Lover's Cornpl. 105 His rudenesse so with his

authoriz'd youth Did liuery falsenesse in a pride of truth.

1611 Florio, Liuredre, to liuery, to giue or put into hueries.

Li very-man, lrveryman.
1. A liveried retainer or servant. ? Obs.

1693 Loud. Gaz. No. 2877/1 After them Sir William's own

Livery-men, to the number of 12, all with their Hats off.

1711 Shaftesb. Charac. (1737) HI. 340 Some inferiour

officer or livery-man of the train. 1821 Scott Remlw.
vii, Officers of the Earl's household, liverymen, and re-

tainers, went and came,

b. (See quot.) ? Obs.

1743 Zollman in Phil. Trans. XLII. 458 1 hose [Cater-

pillars] to which Gardeners have given the Name of Livery-

men, by reason of the Distribution of their Colours.
<

2. A freeman of the City of London who is en-

titled to wear the
1
livery ' of the company to which

he belongs, and to exercise other privileges.

1683 Enq. Elect. Sheriffs 21 In the Case of my Lord

Mayors imposing a Sheriff upon the City, without the con-

currence of the Livery-men. ^1710 C. FlENNES Diary

{1888) 241 All freemen or Liverymen of this city hath a

Right to Choose their sherriffs. xmpcntl. Mag. X Li 1 1.

140 The lord mayor, at the request of a numerous body of

liverymen, having summoned a common-hall. 1801 Evening

Star 4 Oct., He is a Liveryman—and a member of one of

the twelve great companies. 1875 Stubbs Const. Hist. III.

xx. 416 The franchise was formally transferred to the livery-

men of the companies.

3. A keeper of or attendant at a livery- stable.

1841 Lytton St. 4- Mont. (185 1) 103 Com* off, clumsy !
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LIVERY-STABLE.
you can't manage that 'ere fine animal cried the livery

|

lmfti. 1853 G. J. Cayley Las Al/orjas 1. 135 We had a
slight altercation with the livery-man, . . who wished to

'

charge us for more days than our ponies had been in

pupilage.

Livery-stable. A stable where horses are

kept at livery, or are let out (with or without car-

riages) for hire. (Also livery and bait stable.)

1705 Lond. Gaz. No. 4182/4 Left at a Livery Stable .., a
Chesnut Mare. 1714 Mandeville Fab. Bees (1725) 1. 95
Houses, in which women are hir'd as publickly as horses at

a livery stable. 1839 Mrs.Carlyle Lett. I. 114 A fly .

.

furnished us from a livery-stable. 1840 Thackeray
Cat/urine v, The liyery-stable was hard by.

Comb. 1736 Rhode Island Col. Rec. (1859) lv- 5*7
Alexander Thorp, livery stable keeper, and Isaac Cusno,
saddler. 1865 Dickens A/ut. Fr. 1. ii, A livery stable-yard

in Duke Street. 1867 Trollope Chron. Barset 11. lit. 95,

I should be so much obliged if I might be alluwed to pay
the livery-stable keeper's bill.

Lives, Livesman: see Life sb. 15, 15 b, 18.

Live stock, li ve-stock.
1. Domestic animals generally; animals of any

kind kept or dealt in for use or profit.

1777 Shekioan Sen. Seand. 111. iii, Nothing but live stock

—and that's only a few pointers and ponies. 1777 Robert-
son Hist. Amer. (1783)111. 42oThe number of its live-stock

is more than treble. 1828 Miss Mitforo Village Ser. ill.

264 Trying the great market of Covent-garden for the sale

of his live-stock. 1840 R. H. Dana Be/. Mast xxix. 105
Our live stock, consisting of four bullocks, a dozen sheep,

a dozen or more pigs. 1863 Fawcett Pol. Ecou. n. v.

(1876) 159 Farmers may also now insure their live-stock.

trans/. 1775 Siierioan Rivals it. i, You talked of inde-

pendence and a fortune, but not a word of a wife. Sir A. .

.

Odds life, sir ! if you have the estate, you must take it with
the live stock on it, as it stands. 1894 W. Morris in Mackail
Life (1899) II. 305 Our suffering tbe human live-stock of the

country to live such a wretched scanty existence as they do.

at trib. 1856 Farmer's Mag. Jan. 7 The Council have.

.

agreed to the Live-Stock Prize-Sheet. 1894 Daily News
4 July 5/7 The live-stock trade.

2. Body vermin, dial, and slang:

1785 Gkose Diet. I'ulg. 'Tongue, Live stocky lice, or fleas.

Livetenant, obs. form of Likutenant.
Live-tide: see Life 17.

Live time, obs. form of Lifetime.

Livi, obs. form of LiFEY.

Livid (li'vid), a. [ad. F. Iwide or L. lividits,

f livere to be livid.] Of a bluish leaden colour;

discoloured as by a bruise; black and blue.

1622 Bacon Hen, VII 9 There followed no Carbuncle, no
purple or liuide Spots. 1663 Cowley Christ's Passion,
Verses & Ess. (1669) 2 Dost thou not see the livid traces

Of the sharp scourges rude embraces? 1703 Pope Thebais
I. 83 Thou, sable Styx J whose livid streams are roll'd

Thro' dreary coasts. 1720 Gay Poems (1745) II. 252 With
wan care Sunk are those eyes, and livid with despair.

1786 tr. Beck/ords Vathek (1883) 143 A voice from the

livid lips of the Prophet articulated these words. J797 Mrs.
Radcuh e Italian v, The light glared on the livid face of

the corpse. 1808 Med. Jml. XIX. 345 A livid suffusion

like that of erysipelas slightly elevated. 1816 Playfaik
Nat. Phil. II. 197 In 1607 it [the Cometl was dark and
livid. 1828 Stark Elem. Nat. Hist. 1. 311 Silvery Gull or

Herring-Gull of Latham. Mantle bluish-cinereous ; legs

livid. 1864 Browning Jos. Lee's IVi/ew.v, Her lean fingers

shut Close, close, their sharp and livid nails Indent the

clammy palin. 1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 220 flitracium
Laxvsoni. .styles livid. 1882 Ouida Maremma I. 179 Over
the water there hung, .a livid fog of heat.

Comb, i860 J. R. Kijkiss Chinese Seenes People (1863)

132 A long-faced livid-looking individual. . rose.

h. Prefixed, as a qualification, to other adjectives

or substantives of colour. (Usually hyphened with

the adj. when the latter is used attributively.)

In botanical use the form livido- (see -o suffix) has been
employed in compound designations of colour: so tiyitio-

castaneous, -/uscous, 'Z'iresce/tt, etc. (W. A. Leighton Lichen-

flora, 1871.)

1814 Scott Ld. 0/ Isles v. xxvi, His trembling lips are

livid blue. 1827-35 Willis Leper 53 White scales, Circled

with livid purple, cover'd him. 1859 Semplk Diphtheria 8

The edges of this foul ulcer are swollen, and of a liyid-red

colour. t86s Dickens Mitt. Fr. 1. x, His colour has turned
|

to a livid white. 1887 W. Phillips Brit. Discomycetes 218
Disc livid-glaucous.

Hence Li'vidly adv., in a livid manner, with a

livid tinge.

1819 Wiffen Aouian Hours (1820) 58 Tinging tbe bough
till Uvidly it grew All ashes. 1898 J. Hutchinson in Arch. I

Surg. IX. 339 He looked lividly pale, but by no means
absolutely blanched.

Lividity (Kvi'diti). [ad. F. lividiti or late L.

tlviditds, f. lividus; Livid.] The quality or con-

dition of being livid; a pale-bluish discoloration.

1477 Norton Ord. Ale It. v. in Ashm. (1652) 65 This Waun
Colour called Lividitie, In Envious Men useth much to be.

1611 Cotgr., Lividity liuiditie,lewnesse [etc.]. 1731 Akbuth-
not Aliments (1735) 207 The Signs of a Tendency to such

a State, are Darkness or Lividity of the Countenance [etc.].

1876 Trans. Clinical Soe. IX. 189 There was no lividity

of lips or cheeks. 1885 Miss IJRAnooN Wyllard's Weird
II. 58 A shade more livid than the normal lividity of

the complexion. 1900 J. Hutchinson in Arch. Surg. V. 207

The lividity of the hands. .was never attended by algidity.

Li'vidness. [f. Livm + -Niuss.]. = prec.

1656 Prynne Demurrer to Jjews* Remitter 26 He is

whipped even unto bloud and lividnesse. 1698 Musgkavk
in Phil. Trans. XX. 179 The remarkable Lividness of

their Faces. 1762-65 11. Walpole VertHe's Anted. Paint.

I I I. 53 He . . caught the roundness of his flesh, but with a
disagreeable lividness. 1798 Wilson in Phil. Truns.

'

364

LXXXVII1. 354 This occasional lividness would happen to

a child in that state. [Ir\ mod. Diets.]

Livido- : see Livid a. b.

tLi*vidous, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. L. livid-us

Livid + -ous.] Livid.

1597 A. M . tr. Guillemeatts Fr. Chirurg. 3 b/i The Mem-
brana is blacke, leadish-colourede, and lividouse.

Livier (bi'vfoj). local. [?f. live'/), pi. of Life
+ -ier.] One who holds a tenement on a lease for

a life or lives.

1883 T. Haroy in Longm. Mag. July 269 Many of these

families had been life-holders. ..The 'hviers' (as these half-

independent villagers used to be called). 1891 — 'less

(1900) 127/2 ' Liviers
1 were disapproved of in villages almost

as much as little freeholders.

Living (H-virj), vbl. sb. [f. Live vA + -ing

1. Tbe action of the vb. Live in various senses

;

the fact of being alive; the fact of dwelling in a

specified place
; f the faculty or function of life

;

course of life
; + continuance in life.

a 1325 Prose Psalter lxii. 4 \>y mercy is l>etter vp lybbeinges.

c 1340 Hampole Prose Tr. (1866) 25 For wysely and dis-

cretely thei departed hir levynge in two. — Pr. Cousc.

4130 Ful synful sal be bis hygynnyng, And wonderful sal

be his lyvyng. And his endying sal be sodayn. c 1375 .Sr.

Leg. Saints xviii. {Egipcianc) 152 Sume of lyfinge mad
na forse. £1440 Gesta Rom. xxxix. 363 (Add. MS.) [For]

the fyrste woman he gafe to the soule weyng [ircati

beyng] and leuyng with trees; for the second he gafe

felyng with bestcs [etc], e 1520 Gresham in Ellis Orig.

Lett. Ser. ill. J. 236 God ..send your Grace goode helthe

and long leyflven. 1601 R. Johnson Kingd. «y Commiv.
(1603) 127 This long living is the true cause uf their propa-

gation. 1631 Jordan Nat. BatJves iL (1669) 14 There is no
living for any creature, where tbere is no water. 1719 De
Fok Crusoe 1. v. (1840) 96 'I here wouldbe no living for me
in a cave. 1809 Malkin Gil Blaswu vii. (Rtldg.)27 He was
. .so jealous, that there was no living for vexation at his un-

founded surmises. 1861 Flo. Nightingale Nursing 20 As
if living in the country would save them from attending

to any of the laws of health. 1897 Daily News 15 Nov,

5/4 This [campaigning] is
4

living', an> how, in a sense in

which garrison life is not.

fb. Duration of life ; lifetime. Obs.

[1340 Aye/ib. 73 Voryet b» body ones a day gno in to

belle ine !>ine libbinde bet bou ne guo ine bine sierninge.]

c 1374 Chaucer Atiel. «y Arc. 188 Sheo ne graunted him in

hir lyvynge No grace. C1450 Lonelich Grail liii. 263.

1 hdial preyen be my levynge [F. en mou vivant], that I ..

In that same Abbeyc I-beryed to be. C1470 Golagros <y

Gaiv. 1076 Than war 1 woundir vnwis, To purchese proffit

for pris, Quhare schame ay euer lyis, All my leuing. c 1475
Partenay 488 That neuer, dais of your leuing, . . Ve shall

not enquere of ine the Saturday. 1507 Shaks. Layer's

Compl. 238 She .. did thence remoue, To hpend her lining

in eternal! loue.

c. The action of passing or conducting one's life

in a particular manner, whether with reference to

moral considerations or to food and physical con-

ditions; + manner of life, f Also, a particular

^monastic) rule of life.

1340 Hampole Pr. Cousc. 205 He bat right ordir of lyfyng wil

hike Suld bygyn bus. a 1400 Cursor M. 28943 (Cott. Galba)
pam bat has bene haucand, hend,of lifing cleue. a 1450 Mykc
22 For luytel ys worthy by prechynge, ?ef thow be of euyle

lyuynge. c 1450 St. Cuthbcrt (Surtees) 3690 Deinys jow
11a better in^our doyng pan othir of be same leuyng. 1485
Actx Hen. VII, c. 4 Priests., openly reported of incontinent

living in their Bodies. 1513 Bradshaw St. IVerburge 1.

2474 He forsoke this worlde and chaunged his lyuynge.

1555 Eoen Decatles (.\rb.) 53 Dissolute lyuynge, licentious

talke, and such other vicious behauours. 1577 Nokth-
bkooke Dicing (1843) 15 We .. haue almost minde at no
time to repent and amend our liuings. 1650 Fuller
Fisgah 11. 63 Whereas all those in Egypt, though pain-

full ia their livings, were healthfull in their lives. 1689

W. Sherlock Death iii. § 4 (1731) \i± There is a Living

a-pace, as some call it; not to lengthen, but to shorten

Life. 1743 BtLKELhY & Cummins Voy. S. Sets 78 Our
Living now is very hard. 180a Worcsw. ' O Friend! I

know not', Plain living and high thinking are no more.

1862 H. Spencer First Princ. 11. i. § 36 (1875) I29 Under
Socrates . . Philosophy became little else than the doctrine

of right living. 1874 Helps Soc. Press, ii. 23 There are huge
improvements to be made . . in the first requisites for deco-

rous and beautiful living.

d. Living-in, -out : the practice of residing in

or out of an employer's premises. Also aiirib.,

living-in or -out system.

1896 C Booth Lt/e ff Labour Lond. VII. 505 Index,
* Living-in ' system. 1899 Daily News 22 June 9/5 The
iniquities of the living-in system. 1901 Daily Chron. i$ M ay

2/7 Living out .. would take a great deal of responsibility

from the shoulders of employers.

2. The action, process, or method of gaining one s

livelihood.

1538 Starkey England u. i. 152 To ..fynd to them some
honest lyvyngs. 171 1 Aooison Sped. No. 55 P 1 Most of

the Trades, Professions, and Ways of Living amoin; man-
kind. 1890 * Rolf Bolurewood' Col. Reformer (1891) 286

That occasional entire dependence upon personal resources

which has been roughly translated as ' living by his wits \

1901 H. Black Culture A> Restraint ii. 35 Men are so con-

cerned about living that they lose sight of life.

3. The means of living ; livelihood, maintenance,

support ; f also, an income, an endowment. Now
chiefly in to earn, gel, make a living.

c 1330 Arth. % Merl.976 (Kolbing) A cabel. , Forto drawen
vp al bing, pat nede was to her libbeing, c 1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints xxi. (Clement) 122 pat matydiane worthit ga to gat

lyfing to bame twa. 1450 in Exch. Rolls Scotl. V. 425 note,

We have, .gevin tilluure loved Patrik Lyndesayfive markes
. . till his living yerly. c 1470 Henry // 'allaie in. 897 Rywht

LIVING.

I wichtly wan his lewyng in to wer. 1496 Act 12 Hen. VII
t

c 6 Woollen Cloth . . by making whereof . . tbe poor People
bave most universally tbeir Living. 1536 Bellenden

! Cron. Scot.
#
(1821) II. 250 Gawine Dounbar .. biggit

ane brig ouir Dee, ..and foundit ane yeirly leving, to
sustene tbe same. 1550 Crowley Last Trumpet 493 If

thou have any lyveyng So that thou nede not to laboure ;

Se thou apply the to learnynge. 161 1 Bible Mark xii.

44 She .. did cast in all that she had, euen all her lining.

163a Quari.es Div. Fancies ill. lxxxii. (1660) 134 Instead of

giving Encrease to her revenues, make a living Upon her
ruins. 1724 Lond. Gaz. No. 6306/3 Sometimes plays on the
Violin for a living. 1764 Burn Poor Laivs 150 No person
will have need to beg or steal ; because he may gain his

living better by working, i860 Emerson^ Cond. Life iii.

(1861) 52 Society is barbarous, until every industrious man
can get his living without dishonest customs. 1868 Heli>s
Realmah xvii. (1876) 472 He cannot make a living out of it,

if [etc.]. 1883 Sir J. Bacon m Laiu Times Rep. 1 Mar.
(1884) 9/2 Tbe son. .earns his living as a licensed victualler.

b. t Also in narrower sense : Food ; //. Victuals

{obs.).

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xx. (Blasius) 39 Ouhare vthyre
lyfyng e had he nocht bot as befoulis til hym brocht. 4:1450
Lonelich Grail xlv. 620 A brid that browhte me my lyveng.

1525 Ln. Bf.rnf.rs Froiss. II. ccii. (exeviii ] 623 The see was
closed fro them on all partes,wherby their lyuenges [F. vinres]

and marchaundises myght nat entre into their coun treys.

1607 Topseli. Four-/. Beasts (1658) 516 There is scarsc any
food whereof they do not eat, as also no place wherein they
pick not out some living. 1863 Fk. A. Kemble Resid. in

1 Georgia 20 Our living consists very mainly of wild ducks,

f 4. Property in general, esp. landed estate ; //.

I

estates, possessions. Phr. man of living. Obs.
t 1430 Syr Gencr. (Roxb.) 2280, I haue lost my living

A hundreth pound it was worth wele. 1465 in E.xch. Rolls
Scotl. VII. 321 note, Cuthbert Colevile .. has left his leving

and gudis in the said realme. 1566 Ascham Let. to

Leicester 14 Apr., My lease, .the whole and only liveing that

1 have to leave to my wife and children. 1580 Hay De-
mandes in Cath. Tractates (1901) 61 Except onlie the

pattimonie and leaving of the kirk. 1581 Lambarde Firen.
1. vi. (1588) 34 That none be now placed in the Commission,
whose Leuings be not answerable to the same proportion.

1588 A. Marten Exhort. Faith/. Subjects D 2 There be

many more great houses alredy, then tbere be men of

(

liumg able to vphold. 1597 Bacon Cottiers Gd. iy Frill Ess.

(Arb.) 144 Men whose lining lieth together in one Shire.

1603 Owen Pembrokesh. (1891) 21 Maintaineinge himselfe

upon his owne lyveinges verye noblye. 1633 Stafford
Pae. Ilib. 11. xi. (1810) 351 Hee presented unto him all the

men of living and quality in tbe Province, c 1672 Ro-vb.

Ballads (1886) VI. 261 My Lands and Livings are but small,

For to maintain my Love withal. 1716 li. Church Hist.

Philip's War (1867) 11. 101 Not far from Penobscot, where
the main body of our Enemies living was. 1813 Scott
Rokeby 1. xxi, Thy kinsman's lands and livings fair,

f b. A holding (of land), a tenement. Obs.

1583 Stl hbes A tiat. Abns. II. (1882) 28, I would not haue
them [parkes] to be made of poore mens liuings. 1605 47
Habington Surv. IVorcestersh. in 11 ire. Hist. Soc. Proc.
1. 139 Thys lord . . did fyrst sell to many of the Tenants
heere the inheritance of theyre lyvinges. 161 7 N. Riding
Ree. II. 159 J. D. presented for refusing to pay his sessment

. .of that living on which he nowdwelleth. 1819 Scott Noble
Moringcr'W) There's many a valiant gentleman of me holds

! living fair.

5. Eccl. A benefice. More fully ecclesiastical,

t
spiritual living.

1426 At?melay Poems 40 A inon to have iiij. benefyse, an*

I oder no lyvyng, This is not Godys wyl. f 1550 Disc. Com-
mon IVeal Fug. (1893) 138 What reason is it that one man

j
should haue ij mens livinges and ii mens charge? 1563-87

i Foxe A. <V M. (1596) 3/2 For the hulding and reteining of

all other spiritual livings whatsoever. 1577 Harrison Eng-
I land it. v. (1877) 1. 1 10 When a man is to oe preferred to an

ecclesiastical living. 1650 Humbert Pill Formality 28 They
have two or three Livings apiece. 1680 Countess Man-

! Chester in Ilatton Corr. (1878) 217 He haveing a great

many very good liveings in his gifft. a 1703 Burkitt On
A*. 'P., 1 Pet. v. 3 To take a living only to get a living, is

an horrid impiety. 1704 Nelson Fest. «V Fasts x. (1739)

Any Person presented to any.. Living Ecclesiastical. 176a

(jOLOS.m. Cit. IV. xxvii, My father., was possessed uf a small

living in the Church. 1796 Jane Austen Pride <y Prej. xvt.

(1813) 69 The late Mr. Darcy beaucathed me the next pre-

jentation of the best living in his gift. 1849 Macallay
Hist. Eng. v. I. 532 At the time of the Restoration . . he

had held a living'in Kent. 1884 J. IJrigiit in Times 5 Aug.

10/4 The 500 peers are possessors of not less . . than 4000

livings of the Church of England,

f 6. A term in the game of Maw. Obs.

c 1570 Groome-portcrs taws at Mawc in Coll. Blatk-Lct.

Ball. ^ Broadsides (1867) 124 If you turne vp the ace of

hartes, and thereby make either partie aboue xxvj, the con-

trary part must haue liuings; but if the contrary parte bee

xxv, by meanes whereof liuings sets them out, then is he

1 who turned vp the ace of hartes to make for the set.

7. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attributive, as

(sense 1 with reference to dwelling) living- house,

•place, -room, - wagon, b. objective, as (sense 3)

livings-giver, i -griper; (sense 5) living-broker
;

living-seeking adj. ;
| living-days, days of life;

living-wage, a wage on which it is possible for a

worker to live
;
similarly tiring price.

1765 J. Clubbe Misc. Tracts (1770) 11. 44 Now is it not

justly to [be] apprehended, that a certain order of men ..

may come over hither, and commence "living-brokers?

c 1440 Ca pgrave Li/cSt. Rath. v. 237 Oure Meuynge dayes

. .am at an ende. 1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, v. (Percy Soc.)

22 Whose goodly name .. Was called Carmentis in her liv-

yng dayes. 1614 R. Tailor Hog hath lost Pearl 111. E 2,

Jsthy*liuing«giuer within, sir? Ser, Vou meane my master,

sir? 1600 Rowlands Lett. Humours Blood ii. 51 A Gentle-

man perhaps may chaunce to meete His * Liuing-griper face

to face in streeie. 1897 Maky Kinosley W. A/ica 624



LIVING.

There are near to the *living*house large, well-built houses
with the proper machinery for drying the cocoa. 1889
Jessopp Coming of Friars iii. 124 The cloister was really

the *living-place of the monks. 1892 Nation (N. Y.)3 Mar.
168/2 Mr. C. would be glad to be enabled to do, at a *living

price, a series of prints. 1825 Greenhouse Comp. I. 9 No
*living-room should depend for its ventilation on such of its

windows as may communicate with a green-house. 1884
Illustr. Lond. News 1 Mar. 209/2 From all the living-rooms

glimpses were obtainable of soft green hills and white cot-

tages. 1898 Daily News 31 May 6/6 The Premier had
much dislike for *)iving-seeking parsons. 1893 Ch. Times
6 Oct. 995/2 As firm . . as are the miners in standing out for

what they call a ' Miving' wage, xooo Westm. Gas. 24 Nov.
10/1 Sir Andrew Clarke .. used for the first time the phrase
*the living wage'., in 1892. 1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour
I. 329 He termed it, as all showmen do—the ^living wagon.

Hence Livingless a., without a living.

1878 L. Win'gfield Lady Grizel L viii. 136 They were
enjoined to roam . . with a livingless parson as a mentor.

Living ( 1i-viij), ppl. a. [f. Live v. + -ing ».]

1. Predicatively
y

or attrih. following the sb. :

Alive, or* when alive, f Also in the absolute con-

struction, living— ,
=

' in the lifetime of— \
£825 I'esp. Psalter \\v. [Iv.] 16 Asti^en hie in helle lifcendc.

£900 tr. Bxda's Hist. 1. viii. (Schipper) 29 Constantius

be Diocletiane lyf^endum Gallia rice ..heold. a lysoCnrsor
M. 4847 Elleuen brewer es we liuand. 1375 Harbour Bruce
It. 547 The wiffis had him till his cuntre, Quhar wes na man
leiffand bot he. c 1460 Townclcy Hirst, xx. 459 Ye shall se

mewell certan, and lyjand shall 1 he. 1535 Coverdale
them lyuynge be

ment. 157a Satir. Poems Refo
2 Esdras xii. 33 He shal sett them lyuynge before the iudg-

ment. 157a Satir. Poems Reform, .xxxviii. 60 Thou lies

left leifand bot few in that land, a 1641 Uv. Mountagu
Acts <5- Mon. (1642) 267^ Living his mother Alexandra, he
had been with the High Priesthood nine yeares. 1771

Junius Lett. xlix. 254 As long as there is one man living

who thinks you worthy of his confidence. 1827 Jarman
PenvelVs Devises II. 357 Where a testator .. gives to his

four children then living. 1830 R. 1>. Peake Crt. $ City 1.

ii, You are the only man living that can serve my brother !

2. attrib. That lives or has life.

• a. said of the Deity (after Biblical use).

£900 tr. B&dals Hist. iv. xxviii. (Schipper) 523 Ealle..

hine purh pone lifi^endan Dryhten halsedoh. 1535 Cover-
dale Ps. xli. 2 My soule is a ihursle for God, yce euen for 1

the lyuynge God. 1567 Satir. Poems Reform, vit. 231 The 1

I.euing Lord bring thaine to this glide end ! 1732 Herkk-
ley Strtu. to S. P. G. Wks. Ml. 240 The Church of the liv-

ing God. 1852 Dickens Bleak Ho. liv, Hy the living Lord
it flashed upon me . . that she had done it.

b. of human beings, animals, and plants, or their

parts. In mod. use sometimes used for 'now (or

at the time spoken of) existing or living *, * con-
;

temporary
t Living stock — Live stock. Living skeleton', an indi-

vidual with an extremely emaciated frame.

a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1529 pxt ne mei hit . . streng'Se . . of na
liuiende mon leowstn. a 124^0 Urcisun in Cott. Horn. 193 Ne
non liuitnde ping woe per nis ne ^eomer. a 1300 Cursor M.
1689 pou sal tak tuin Of ilk liuand best. 1340-70 A Usaunder
790 A libbing lud lay in hur armes. 136a Langl. P. PL A.

vtu.64 Libbinde Laborers pat libben bi heore hondes. c 1375
Se. Leg. Saints v. {Johannes) 577 par wes na liffand man
pat mycht se hym for pat mekil lycht. c 1400 tr. Secreta

Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 59 Oper many euelys comyn, purgh
whilk many leuand creatures ar perschyd. 1501 Douglas
Pal. Hon. Prol. 112 Saw neuer man so faynt a leuand wicht.

'SS9 W» Cunningham Cosmogr. Glassc 43 Th' Earth .. is

called the norishe of lyving creatures, .. the sepulchre of

the dead. 1567 Gude % Godlie Ball. (S. T. S.) 116 All leuing

man in to this warld sa round Sail loue thy name. 1611

Bible Gen. vi. 19. 1690 Luttrell BriefRet. (1857) H* 37
Destroying the living stock. 1736 Butler Ana/. 1. t. 41

The supposed likeness which is observed between the

decay of vegetables and of living creatures. 1791 Burke
App. Whigs Wks. VI. 115 That he preferred a dead
carcase to his living children. 1825 Ann. Reg. (1826)

LXVII. 2397« The name of the Living Skeleton is C. A.

Seurat. 1841-71 R. Jones Anim. Kingd. (ed. 4) 733 The
Crocodile, .likewise kills living prey. 1849 Macaulav Hist.

Eng. xiv. II. 457 He was generally esteemed the greatest

living master of the art of war. 1859 Ruskin Tivo Paths ii.

(1891) 82 He went to Rome and ordered various works of

living artists. 1860 Ty.no all Glac. I. xxvii. 197 After this

we encountered no living thing. 1875 Bennett & Dyer
Sachs" Bot. 1 The living succulent parts of plants. 1878

Huxley Physlogr. 81 A fresh supply of air is constantly

required by a living animal.

c. absol. The living-, those who are alive. The
land of the living: see Ps. xxvii. 13, Hi. 5 , Isaiah

xxxviii. 11, Iiii. 8.

C82& Vesp. Hymns lit. 3 Ic ne fcesio dryhten god in eorSan

lifjendra. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 223 Hi is aelra libbinde moder.

13. . E. E. A Hit. P. A. 699 For non lyuyande to pe is Iusty-

fyet. e 1470 Golagros Gaw. 954 Lord . . thow life lent to

levand in leid. 1535 Coverdale Eccl. vi. 8 What helpeth

it the poore, that he knoweth to walke before the lyuynge?
161 1 Bible Ruth ii. 20 He . . hath not left ofT his kindnesse

to the liuing and to the dead. 167a Petty Pol. Anat. (1691)

Ded., Vnur Generosity .. takes all occasions of exerting it

self towards the Living. 1778 W iss Bl rney Evelina (1791)

II. xxxvii. 242 I'm glad to see you still in the land of the

living. 1793 Bukke Corr. (1844) IV. 185 The true way to

mourn the dead, is to take care of the living who belong to

them. 1859 Tennyson Elaine 1359 If one may judge the

living by the dead.

d. trans/, (a) In various phrases of biblical

origin. Of water : Constantly flowing ; also, re-

freshing, (b) Of coals : Burning, flaming. Cf. Live

a. 3. (e) Of rock, stone : Native ; in its native

condition and site, as part of the earth's crust. Cf.

Lively i b.

1388 Wyclik John vi. 51 Yam lyuynge breed, that cam
1
douo

fro heucne. c 1400 Maundev. (1839) iv. 29 The Welle of Gar-

365

! dyns and the Dyche of lyvynge Waters. 1483 Caxton G. dc
J

la Tour\xxx\\\. Lj h, [He] made., to..come out ofthe stone
lyuyng and swete water. 1567 Gude & Godlie Ball. (S. T. S.)

16 Christisblude. . is ane leuand well Celestiall. 1697 Drvden
I 'irg. SEneid i. 78 In a spacious cave of living stone. Ibid.
viii. 547 And living Embers on the Hearth they spred. 1726
Leoni Albertis Archit. I. 64/1 A high bold shore of living
craggy Rock. 1735 Somerville Chase 1. 59 What remains On
living Coals they broil. 1821 Joanna Baillie Metr. Leg.,
Wallace xxxviii, His soldiers firm as living rock. 1837
Vouatt Sheep xi. 452 He got another pond of living water,
and sustained in that season no loss to his flock. 1843 Le
Vkvre Lrfe Trav. Phys. II. 1. xiv. 45 The fish ponds., were
fed by a living stream. 1893 Budge Mummy 14 The Sphinx
is hewn out of the living.rock.

e. Of a language : Still in vernacular use. (Cf.

dead language s.v. Language i.)

1706 A. Bedford Temple Mus. ii. 45 The Hebrew ceasing
to he a Living Language. 1749 Numbers in Poet. Co/up.
12 Not only in English but French, and. .every living Lan-
guage in Europe. 1807 Crabhe Library 66 Here all the
living languages abound. 1845 [see Language i],

j

f. Jig. in various uses. Living pledge (see quot.

1 767). Living death : a state of misery not de-
serving the name of life.

1388 Wvchf 1 Pet. i. 3 The fadir of oure Lord lhesu Crist
. .bigat vs a}en in to lyuynge [1382 quik] hope hy the a^en
risyng of lhesu Crist. 1611 Si>eei) Hist. Gt. Brit. w. xlvi.

z6i So Constantines glorious life drew to an end, though hi.s

jining-glory shall be endlesse. 1671 Milton Samson 100
To live a life half-dead, a living death, and buried. 1738
Wesley Psalms li. xx, 'I'heir every Thought, and Word,
and Deed, That from a living Eaiih proceed. 1750 Grav
Elegy 48 Or wak'd to Extacy the living Lyre. ^767
1'lackstone Comm. II. 157 I'ivum vadium, or living

pledge, is when a man borrows a sum (suppose 200/.) of
another ; and grants him an estate, as, of 20/. per annum,
to hold till the rents and profits shal! repay the sum so
borrowed. 1853 Kingsi.ky Hypatia i. 5 Each man had.,
living trust in the continual care of Almighty God. 1863
O. VV. Holmes Old I'ol. Life iii. (1891) 78 It is the living

question of the hour, and not the dead siory of the past,

w hich forces itself into all minds. 1869 Skkley Lect. <V Ess.

(1870) 77 Not that there is anything in a living Christianity

incompatible with liberty. 187X Farrak H'itn. Hist. ii. 65
The idea, .was created solely by the living fuel.

3. Of or pertaining to a living jieison or what is

living, f Livingfence : a fence formed of living

wood, esp. hawthorn. Within living memory : in

the recollection of persons still alive. Livingforce
— VlS VIVA.
1676 Glanvill Ess. iii. 6 Death having overcome that

Envy which dog's living Virtue to the Grave. 1686 Pi.or

;
Staffordsh. 357 Lor a living-fence, 1 met w'tlh none so.,
serviceal as those, made by the planching uf Quicksets.

1836 J. H. Newman Par. Serin. (18^7) 111. \xiii. 351 It is

a* if a living hand were to touch cold iron. 185s M.vcaui.av

Hist. Eng. xiv. 111. 438 There had within living memory
been no equally serious encounter between the English and
French. 1864 Loud. Rev. 27 Aug. 247/2 IViychouomy .

.

illustrated by tracings from living hands. 1876 Tait Rec.

Ativ. Phys. Set. (1885) ;6o That which is denoted by the term

Living Force, though it has absolutely no right to le called

force, is something as real as matter itself. 1877 W. Mourns
in Mackail Life (1890^ I. 341 The newly-invented study of

living history is the chief joy of so many of our Jives. 1888

Kukgon Lk'es 12 Gd. Men II. v. 1 No ecclesiastic within

living memory . . has enjoyed a larger .share of personal

celebrity.

4. With prefixed adv.: That passes life in a

specified manner.
c 1380 Wvclip ft'ks. (1880) 33 Vnkunnynge & enyl leuynge

prelatis. 1901 Daily Chrou. 19 Oct. 3/t Kichardbuii. .was.

.

a good and virtuous living man.

5. « Lively a. in senses 4, 5, and 6. Living
1 gale Nar.t. (see quot. 1883).

a 1718 Penn\ Life Wks. 1726 I. 231 During her Illness she

uttered many Living and Weighty E.\pressions. 1816 Myron
Dream ii, A most living landscape. 1844 Stanley Arnold

I

I. ii. 46 The sight of the city and of the neighbourhood,

to which he devoted himself .. gave him a living interest

in Rome. 1851 Ruskin Stones I'en. (1874) I. App. 370

Bold, and rich, and living architecture. 1876 Freeman*
Norm. Conq. V. xxii. 47 The portrait of William is drawn.

.

in living colours, by the Chronicler. 1883 Clark Russell

Sailors
7 Lang, Living gale, a tremendous gale. 1888

Burgon Lives 12 Gd. Men I. Pref. 9 Faithfully to commit

to paper a living image of the man.

Livingly Ui-virjli), adv. [f. Living ///. a. +

-ly^.] In a living manner; as if living; vitally;

livelily, vividly.

rti470 in Hist. Collect. Cit. Loud. (Camd.) 137 We.,
shalle ordayne for hyr governaunce of the persone of oure

sayde fadyr, sykerly, lyvyngly, and honestely, aftyr the

askynge of hys ryalle astate and dygnyte, by [etc]. XS77

Knewstub Coufut. (1579) 40 1>> His children, heauenly,

spirituall and liuingly minded. 1638 Mayne Lucian (1664)

iS7 You have most livingly described the peeces in Orestes

Temple. 1661 G. Rust Origen 70 That vital temper the

Soul requires in the body she will livingly joyn with. 1680

G. Keith Rector corrected \. 9 That word which doth.,

quicken our Souls unto God, and livingly doth refresh and

comfort us. 1769 Woolman Jml. x. ( 1 840) 1

4

1 The doctrine

of Christ, 'Take no thought for the morrow arose livingly

Maurice Mor. $ Met. Philos. (ed. 2) I. 122 It was absolutely

necessary that he [Socratesl should be brought hvingLy

before us. 1881 W. R. Nicoll Incarnate Saviour 24 '1 his is

not the mere history of the past : it touches us livingly.

Livingness (li-virjnes). [f. Living ///. a. +

-ness.] The quality, condition, or fact of being

alive or living; vigour, vivacity, vividness.

1688 Sandilands Salut. Endeared Love 29 Which uidis-

LIXIVE.

poselh both Body and Mind to serve tbe Lord even in that
livingness and freshness which he requires, 1831 Lytton
Godolphin 51 The attitude was even awful in the livingness
of its command. 1851 Brimlev Ess. 113 There has arisen

in our country., a sense of the livingness and value of our
history. 1871 F. J. A. Hort Hulsean Lect. 195 Early
sense of life . . branches off into self-regarding passions, but
thereby loses its own livingness. 1884 Mrs. Oliphant
Open Door 43 Signs of the livingness of nature.

Xiivingstonite (li'virj.stonait). Geol. [named
by M. Barcena, 1874, in honour of Dr. David Liv-
ingstone : see -ite.] Sulphantimonide of mercury.
1874 Amer. Jml. Sci. VIII. 14^ Livingstonite much

resembles, in color and aspect, stibnite. 1892 Dana Miu.
110 An ill-defined alterative proc\jict of livingstonite.

t Iii'vish, a. Obs. Also 3-4 lifissh, 6 lyvish,

-yshe. [f. Life sb. + -ish.] -Living ///. a. t in

various senses.

c izoo Ormin 5140 patt tu Ne do nan ifell dede Forr lufe

off nan lifisshe mann. 1390 Gower Ccnf 111. 93 Air.. Of
whos kinde his aspirementz Takth every lifissh creature.

'1530 tr. Erasmus" Serm. Child Jesus (1901) 4 Christ,

from whose body flodes of lyuyshe water do renne. Ibid.

3q To be a lyuyshe member of the most holy body, the

church. 1542 Pecon News out of Heaven Prol. A iij b,

Yf there were true & liuish fayth, than [etc.]. — Pathiv.
Prayer xxxvi. Ovijb, Eucryc houre oughte we to offer a
lynish prayer vnto God.

I lence Lvvishly adv.
1530 Paiscr. 839 Lyvysshely, au vi/. a 1560 Pi-con Chr.

Knt. Pref., Wks. it. 145 b, These vertues..do liuLhly shine
in your Lordships claylye behauiour.

Livish, obs. variant of Lovage.
Iiivor (tai'voi). [a. L. iTvor in both senses.]

1. Talk. 4 The maik of a blow; lividness, lead-

eoloitr ' (Syd. Soc. Lex.). Also, the discoloration of

skin in a corpse
; //. the parts of skin discolouied.

1656 1'loi'nt Glossogr., Livor, a black and blew maik in

a body, coming of a stroke or blow ; also blackness of the
eyes coming of humors. 1822-34 Goods Study Med. (ed. 4)

11. 672 The erysipelatous livor .. gained ground. 1873
Svmonos Gtk. Poets i. 33 lti.s the fashion.. to praise. .even
the strange livors of corruption. 1885 Sir K. Cuhj.stison
Life 1. Antobiog. xiv. 307 Natural cadaveric livor is con-
fined to so thin a layer of tissue that [etc.].

t 2. Ill-will, malignity, spite. Obs.

1607 Toi'SELt. Fourf. Beasts 1 1658) 74 With unappeal-
able wrath and blood desiring livor, he pressed and trod to

pieces the incest marriage-causer. 1621 Kt ve\<sx Auat. Mel.
». ii. ill. viii, Out of this roote of envy, spting those ferall

branches of faction, hatred, livor, emulation. 1675 Haxikr
Catlu Theol. I. t. 127 Put what a plague livor and faction

is [tol the Church and the owners souls, let but these ugly

words of his be witness.

Livorie, -y, obs. fonns of Liveby sb.

Iiivraisoil (1/vrgzon). [V. L. liberation-em
y

11. of action f. libcrare to deliver (see Libkkate v. r ]

A part, number, or fascicule ^of a work published

by instalments^.

1816 Genii. Mag. LXXXYI. 1. 197 The livraison which 1

hope shortly to lay before the publick. 1824 Advt. in

Cowper Priv. Corr. 11. [at end) Napoleon's Memoirs...
The first thrct Livraisons, each in two Parts.. .Editions in

French and English. 1882 Walt Win 1 man Spec. Days 7

note, These soil'd and creas'd livraisons, C;IC |] composed of

a sheet or two of paper.

II Livre (Uvr). Also 7-8 liver. [F. :-L./tdra

the Roman pound.] An old French money of ac-

count, divided into 20 sols (or sous), and approxi-

mately equivalent to the present frane.

Besides this livre, called livre toumois, there was also

at one time a livre pa risis - \\ livres toumois.

ISS3 J* Locke in Hakluyfs }'oy. (i599> H- 102 Kuery
Sechtno is of Venetian money eight liuers and two soldes.

1604 E. Grimstone Hist. Siege Ostend 168 A barrel I of

..Peere was worth twenty foure Liures which is eleven

Germaiue Dollers. 1611 Corvat Crudities 250 The Liver

is Nine pence, the Sol an halfe penny. Ibid. 286 That thou

maiest be paide all thy money in the exchange coyne, which

is this brasse peece called the Liuer. 1679 G. R. tr. Boars-

ttiau's Theatre World 195 Eighteen Livers tornoy.s. 1702

W. J. Bruyn's Voy. Levant xxix. 110 This Amounts every

Year to Four Piasters, which make about Ten French

Livers. 1746 Acc. French Sett/em. N. Atuer. 13 A Captain

here has one hundred and twenty livres a month. 1797
Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XII. 259/2 They had the conscience to

chargean English sea officer. .300 livres (12 guineas and a

half) for eight days lodging. 1886 Athenxitm 24 Apr. 549/1

Her son, the Duke of Richmond, had left France, and had
thereby forfeited the pension of 20,000 livres alluwed him.

Livre, ohs. form of Liver, Liveky sb.

Livreage, variant of Liverage * Obs.

II Livret (Uvrg). Also 5 lyveret. [F. dim. of

livre book.] A small book.
c 1450 Loneuch Grail xvi. 539 Thanne fonde he there A

lytel lyveret WherJnne that these names weren set. Ibid,

xxxlx. 267 Al this was wreten In thike lyveret. 1794 Sport-

ing Mag. IV. 44 Each ponte is furnished with a hvret or

book, containing a suit of thirteen cards.

Livrie, obs. form of Livery.

fliix. Obs. rare. [ad.L. lixa.] A (Roman)

camp follower.

1679 J. Brown Life of Faith (1824) ti. x. 262 Moderating

all that under agents and lixes are doing. Ibid. xi. 263

Consider by whom he was put to suffer .. by judges higher

and lower, and by lixes, by Jews and Romans.

Iiixam, obs. dial. f. Likesome, pleasant.

1688 R. Holmk Armoury tu. iii. 69 To be of a Cheerful,

and Lixam Countenance.

f Lixive. Obs. rare. [a. F. lixive (Cotgr.), ad.

L. lixivium Lixivium.] « Lixivium.



LIXIVIAIi.

1606 Daniel Queen's Arcadia ui, i, Then can I .. vse

strange spcach Of . . Eclegniats, Embrochs, Lixiues, Cata-

plasmes. 1725 Bradley Earn. Diet, s.v. Walnut Tree,

A Dye is also made of this Lixive to colour Wool, Wood,
and Hair. 180a Sampson Sunt. Londonderry 112 To two
ounces of the water, were added ten drops of lixive, or lye

of tartar.

Lixivia : see Lixivium.

Lixivial (liksrvial), a. (and sb.). Now rare,

[f. L. lixivi-um lye + -al. Cf. F. lixiviel,]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to lixivium or lye ; ob-

tained by lixiviation. + Hence formerly used for:

Alkaline ; sometimes in narrower sense as the dis-

tinctive epithet of potash.

1650 Charleton Van HelmvnCs Ternary 0/Paradoxes
Proleg. D, A Lixivial Tincture, or Alchahal. 1651 I3iggs

Ne-io Disp. r 139 Pot-herbs .. for the most part have, a
lixivia]] volatile salt. 1675 Phil. Trans. X. 414 All kinds

of Alcaly's whether lixivial or alcalisate, fixt or volatile.

1676 Hodgson ibid. XI. 765 The Lixivia! salt 1 used, was
only Potashes dissolved in Spring-water. 1684-5 Boylk
Mm. Waters 26 Of the tast of the Mineral Water, as Acid,

Ferruginous, Variolate, Lixivial, Sulphureous, &c 1689
Harvey Curing; Dis. by Expect, iv. 13 The swelling, .was
discussed by a lixivial Fomentation. 1731 Arbcthnot A li-

ments i. {1735) 14 The common Symptoms of the Excretion
of the Hile being vitiated, are. . a lixivial Urine [etc.]. 1742
H. Baker Microsc. 11. xviii. 171 This Distemper ..requires

lixivial Washes. 1797 Beckforo Pop. Tales Germans 1. 163
Its neighbour [sc. stream] at Carlsbad, .announces its en-

trance into the world by hot lixivial fumes. 1800 W.
Saunders Min. Waters 343 Carbonated soda.. gives the
lixivial tasle.

t B. sb. A lixivium, an alkali. Obs.

1684 tr. Bond's Merc. Compit. iv. 129 An Ulcer is an
effect of an acid, not of a lixivial. 1698 FhiL Trans. XX.
j 99 A Medicine. .put into a very strong Lixivial.

t Lixivian, a. Obs. rare— 1
, [f. L. lixivi-um

Lixivium + -an.] « Lixivial a.

17Z7 BnAULEY/a///. Dict.s.v. Corn settingEngine, Pigions
dung or any other saline or lixivian substance.

t Lixi viate, a. and sb. Obs. Also 7 lixiviat,

erron. lixivate. [f. Lixivi-um + -ate^.]

A. adj. Obtained by lixiviation ; of or pertaining

lo a lixivium or to lixivial salts ; alkaline.

1657 G. Stark ey Hehnont's l
T
ind. 318 Their [sc. Salts]

Lixiviate Acrimony is somewhat hostile. 1663 Boyle Use/.

E.rp. Nat. P/tilos. 11. App. 381 Those that . . prescribe the

lixiviat salts of plants. 1680 — Proditc. Chem. Princ. 1. 32
Egyptian Niter being acknowledged to be a Native Salt .

.

is yet of a lixiviate nature. 1694 Salmon Bate's DisPens.

(1713)301 The Salt. .will.. have lost all its lixivate Taste.

1718 J. Chamberlayne Retig. P/tilos. (1730) III. xxviii. § n
A Lixiviate Salt will mix with Oil, and turn it into Soap.

1727 in Bailey vol. II ; and in mod. Diets.

B. sb. A lixivium, alkali.

1677 Plot Oxfordsh. 41 The water turned, .of.. a brisk

green colour, the Index of a lixiviate. 1824-8 Lasdor
Imag. Conv. Wks. 1846 I. 59 He., washed them in a lixiviate.

Iiixiviate.liksiw't ,v. [f. ppl. stem of mod.L.
lixiviilre, f. lixivium Lixivium. Cf. V. lixivier.]

1. trans. To impregnate with lixivium or lye.

1646-1794 [see Lixiviated ///. a.]. 1736 Bailey Houseli.

Diet. 112 Having been thus lixiviated they [sc. linens] are

to be returned to the mill. 1791 Hamilton BertholleVs
Dyeing I. 1. 11. i. 153 He directs us to lixiviate the dressed
hemp in a solution of soda.

2. To subject to lixiviation,

1758 Rf.id tr. Macqner's Chem. I. 140 This coal when
burnt falls into ashes, which being lixiviated with water,

give a fixed alkali. 1817 J. Bradbu ry Trar>. Amer. 248
In order to obtain the nitre, the earth is collected and
lixiviated. 1827 Faraday Chem. A/anip. x.\iv. 608 Collect

some charcoal ashes from the crucible furnace and lixiviate

them. 1854 C'//rt /;//>. Jrnt. II. 279 The great ocean lixiviates

our earth. 1876 Harley Mat. Med. 134 By lixiviating the

saline soil over a filter of wood-ashes.

Jig. 1796 Burke Let. Noble Lord Wks. V. 60 Churches,
play-houses, co flee.houses, all alike are destined to be. .well-

sifted, and lixiviated, to crystallize into true, democratick,

explosive, insurrectionary nitre.

Hence Lixi viated ///. a., Lixiviating vbl. sb.

(in qtiot. allrib.).

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. P.p. in. iii. no The salt and
lixiviated serosity with some portion of cholar, 1794 Pear-
son in Phil. Trans. LXXXIv. 391 The lixiviated carbon-
aceous matter being mixed with 300 grains of red oxyd of

lead. X839 Ure Diet. Arts 329 The lixiviated gahrfiste

mixed with from J to \ of the lixiviated diinnsteinrost.

1881 Brit. Trade 7ml. XIX. 335 It is conveyed from the

furnaces, .to the laxiviating-pans [sic]., where it is crushed.

Lixiviation (lrksivte'-Jan). [ad. mod.L. *lixi-

vhllidn-e/u, agent-n. f. lixiviare : see prec. Cf. F.

lixiviation.] The action or process of separating

a soluble substance from one that is insoluble by
the percolation of water, as salts from wood ashes.

1788 Trans. Soc. Arts VI. 145 The Salt extracted from
Barilla by lixiviation. 1805 Useful Projects in A nu.^ Peg.
860/1 A solution which may be procured by the lixiviation

of ashes. 1813 Sir II. Davy Agric. Chem. iv. (1814) 163

The water of lixiviation. .will be found to contain the saline

and soluble animal or vegetable matters if any exist in the

soil. 1866 Livingstonf. Last Jrnls. (1873) I. ii. 34 A good
deal of salt is made by lixiviation of the soil. 1881 J. Davis
Pise <V Fall Con/ed. Govt. I. 478 The niter was obtained

from lixiviation of nitrous earth.

IiixiviouS (Uksi viDs), a. Now ran, [f. L.

lixivi-um lye +-ous.] ~ Lixivial a.

1658 Sir T. Browne J/ydriot. 31 The salt and lixivious

liquor of the body. 1686 W. Harris Lcmery's Course
Chym. Introd. (ed. 3) 5 The Salt of Plants drawn after this

manner, is called Lixivious Salt. 1757 A. CoortR Distiller

366

' 1. xxiv. (1760) 99 Impregnated with a lixivious Taste from

j

the alcaline Salts used in Rectification. 1761 Brit. A/ag. 1 1.

\ 537 Those united Contraries (commixing oily with lixivious
particles) compose together a new soluble, and saponaceous
body. 1800 W. Saunders A/in. Waters 227 [Seltzer water]
has a gently saline and decidedly alkaline taste. If it be
exposed to the air . . it intirely loses its pungency, and the
alkaline or lixivious flavour becomes proportionably stronger.

j| Lixivium (liksrvitfra). PI. lixivia {rare).

[L. lixivium neut. of lixivius (also lixivus) adj.,

made into lye, f. lix ashes, lye. L. had also the

fem. lixivia, whence F. lessive.] Water impreg-
nated with alkaline salts extracted by lixiviation

from wood ashes ; lye. Also, a solution obtained

from other substances by lixiviation.

1612 Woooall Surg. A/ate Wks. (1653) 304 Aqua vitse is

also precious in all Lixiviums against Gangrens. 1651 Biggs
Nciv Disp. ? 80 His device was, out of the ashes of a Nettle,

1

to draw a weak Lixivium. 1731 Arbuthnot A liments iv.

(1735) 95 The Urine is a Lixivium of the Salts that are

in a Human Body. 1736 Bailey i/ouseh. Diet. 319 Wash
it very well with a lixivium of quick lime. 1799 Med.
Jml. II. 469 The application of a lixivium of soap and

J

water proved successful. ^ 1S1* Sir H. Davy Chem. Philos.

242 The cloths.. after being treated with alkaline lixivia.,

were exposed . . to dew and air. 1885 Watt Leather A/ami/.
xi. 135 A lixivium composed of the dung of pigeons and
fowls in water. 1894 Smiles J. Wedgivood xviii. 233 Painted
colours effected by Prussian lixivium.
9
i\ Used for: Lava. In quot. tf^-.

1814 Sir R. Wilson Diary II. 383 The whole of Europe
is a smothered volcano. If the channels of wisdom, justice,

and liberality had been opened, the boiling lixivium would
have flowed safely away.

t Lixivye. Obs. rare. [ad. L. Lixivium] =prcc.
1597 A. M. tr. Guiltemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 41 hfc We may

al*o make goode Lixivye only of Oacken ashes. 1599 —
I

Gabel/wucr's Bk. Physicke 7/1 Make this subsequente Lixi-

i

vye, or lye : Take Zeduaria, . .bayberryes, . .grosselye beaten,
seeth or boyle it together with a quarte of wyne.

Lixt\e, obs. 2nd sing. ind. pres. of Lie v. 2

Liyhe, -er, -inge, obs. ff. Lie, Liar, Lying.
Liynglye, obs. form of Lyingly.

Xiiza v
bi*za). U. S. [a. Sp. liza (applied to

various species of mullet) : see Valenciennes Hist.

Nat. Poiss. (1836) XL 36, 61-2.] An American
species of mullet; according to U.S. Diets. Mugil
a/rema, a different species from Mugil liza Val.

Iiizard (li zaid). Forms: 4-5 lesard (e, lisard,

4 liserd, lusarde, 5 lesere, lizart, 6 lisarde,

lessert, lucert, lycert, -sert, lyzard, -erd,

liazard, Sc. lyssard, 7 lyser, lezard, lisart,

lyzard, lizzard, 6- lizard, [a. OF. lesard masc,
lesarde fem. (mod.F. ttzard, lezarde) ( = Pr. lazerl,

lauzcrt, Sp., Pg. lagarto. It. lacerta, lucerta), repr.

L. lacertus masc, lacerla fem., lizard; the ending

in OF. would normally have been -erl
t

-erle, but

i

was assimilated to the suffix -ard.\

1. A name popularly applied to reptiles of the

genus /.accrla, and to other reptiles resembling

these in shape and general appearance, having an

elongated body, a long tail, iour legs, and a scaly

! or granulated hide. Ordinarily, the name relates

to the small animals of the genus Lacerta and
other genera of the order Lacertilia

;
by extension,

animals like the crocodile, the agama, the iguana,

or the great fossil saurians, are often spoken of as

lizards. In scientific books, the name is commonly
used as coextensive with that of the order Lacerti-

lia^ which includes many animals which, as lacking

I either limbs or scales, or both, would not be popu-
larly regarded as 'lizards*.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xviii. 335 Thus ylyke a lusarde with
. a lady visage, Theuelich bowffC. Satanl me robbedest. 138a
Wyclif Lev. xt. 30 A lacert,that is a serpent that is clepid a
liserd. a 1400-50 Alexander^SJZ Bestis. .Aslebards,lesards,

& lenxis, lions & tigris. c 1420 Pallad. on J/usb. I. 1056
A floor . . So maad that lisardis may not ascende. c 1440
Promp. /'arv.zgS/i Lesarde wyjrjm, lacertus. ^1483 Cax*

j

ion Dialogues (E. E. T. S.) viii. 28 Men ete not. .Of bestes

j

venemous ;—Serpentes, lizarts, scorpions. 1501 Douglas
Pal. Hon. 1. xxv, The feild was odious Quhatr dragouns,

[
lessertis, askis, edders swatterit. 1575 Tukberv. Fanlconrie

244 You shall give your hawke two inches of a Lucert's
tayle newly cut off. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 220 The thirde

j

kinde of Orchios, called in Latine Hirci testiculus. . .Upon
: the., stem me groweth a greate many of small floures. .much

like to a Lezarde. 1393 Shaks. 2 Hen^ V/
}

III. ii. 325
Their softest Touch, as smart as Lyzards stings. 1605 Syl-

• vestkr Dn Bartas 11. Hi. 111. La-.o 450 As starry' Lczards in

!
the Summer time Upon the wals of broken houses clime. 1605

j
Siiaks. A/acb. iv. 1. 17 Adders Forke, and ISlindewormes
Sting, Lizards legge, and Howlets wing. »6n IJihlkZ,^'. xi.

I
30 These also shalbe vncleane vnto you, . .the Cameleon, and
the Lyzard. 1648 Gage West hid. xii. (1655) 45 Mans flesh,

which the great Lisarts, or Caimains eat very well. 1663
Hovlk Use/. Exp. Nat. Philos. 11. i. 18 Of lizards it hath
been observed . . that their tails being struck off will grow
attain. 1728 Ramsav Twa Lizards 14 In Nilus giant
Lizards sport, Ca'd Crocodiles.

t
1774 Golosm. Nat. Hist.

I (1776) IV. 119 The scales of the lizard seem stuck upon the

j

body even closer thao those of fishes. 1818 Ijyron Ch. Har.
iv. cxvii, Through the grass The quick-eyed lizard rustles.

1856 Mrs. Crowning A nr. Leigh 313 Lizards, the green
lightenings of the wall. 1864 Tennyson En. Ard, 602 lie

watch d .. So still, the golden li/ard on him paused.

b. applied, with qualifying word, to many species

k
of the genus Lacerta (see quots.).

LIZARD.

I
1688 K. IIolmk Armoury 11. viii. 160/1 This is generally

culled by the name of a Green Lizard, but in the Summer
1 time they are paler. . 1693 Ray Syn. Aleth. Aniiu. Quadr,

264 Lacertus viridis, the green Lizard.
1
1751 G. Edwards

Nat. Hist. Birds II. 248 Lacertus minor, cinereus ma-
culatus, Asiaticns. The small spotted grey Lizard. 1769

\
Pennant Zool. III. 16 The Brown Lizard. 1801 Southey
Thalaba iv. v, And his awaken'd ear Heard the grey

1
Lizard's chirp. 1838 T. Bell Brit. Reptiles 17 Sand Lizard.
Lacerta agilis. Linn. ibid. 32 Viviparous Lizard. Nimble

I Lizard. Common Lizard. Zootoca vivipara. 1883 CasselCs

j

Nat. Hist. IV. 274 The other species of Lacerta, which
\

may be seen frequently on the Continent of Europe, are the
Green {Lacerta viridis) and the Ocellate (L. oceltata)
Lizards, and the lively little Wall Lizard (L. muralis). 1896
Roy. Nat. Hist. (ed. Lydekker) V. 159 The pearly lizard

{Lacerta ocel/ata) of Southern Europe, may be taken as our
first example of the typical genus Lacerta. /bid. 161 The
, . sand-, or hedge-lizard (L. agilis).

c. applied, with qualifying word, to other genera
of Lacertilia and Jnitrachia. Anguine lizard,

Chamxsaura anguiua. Croaking1 lizard (see

quot.). Flying lizard, Drato volaus: Water
lizard, (a) a tailed batrachian, newt

; {b) a vara-

nian, monitor. Also Fence, Fiull or Fiulled,
Ground, Lace, Liox, Sail lizard.

1841 Penny Cyct. XX. 457/1 The Monodactyle or *Anguine
lizard. 1885 Riverside Nat. Hist, (1888) III. 408 In the
island ofJamaica, the *croaking-!izard, Thecatiactylus Ixvis,

is a most abundant ..animal. 1693 Ray Syn. A/eth. Anim.
Qnadr. 275 Lacerta volaus indica, the * Flying Indian
Lizard. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. //ist. 11824) HI. 165 The uhole
race of dragons is dwindled down to the Flying Lizard.
1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. viii. 160/1 The Neute, As>ker,

or *Water Lizard are one and the same Creature.
(
1883

Cassetfs Nat. Hist. IV. 277 The largest known Lizards
belong to the family of Water Lizards, Monitorida;, or
Tlatynota.

t 2. Lazy lizard', a term of reproach applied to

a slothful person. Obs.
1600 J. Lane Tom Tel-troth (1876) 128 And there this lazie

lizard soundly sleeped. 1629 Symmer Spir. Posie t. ix. 30
The sluggard, the lazie Lizzard, and the luskish Lubby?
3. A figure of a lizard

;
esp. in Heraldry.

1688 R. Holme Armoury ii, viii. 160/1 He beareth Argent,
a Lizard, Vert, countergoing, a Newte or Asker, proper.

1868 Cussans Her. (1893) 340 The Ironmongers Crest : Two
Lizards erect, combattant, proper, chained and collared or.

% b. ? Confused with Lucebn.
1780E0MONUSON Her. 1 1. Gloss., Zisar*/, or Lezard,a beast

somewhat like a mountain or wild-cat, with a short tail, and
long dark-brown hair, spotted. It is the crest and dexter
supporter to the arms of the Skinners' Company of London.

4. A fancy variety of the canary. In full lizard

canary.
1865 Derby A/ercury 25 Jan , The gold and silver spangled

lizards were very superior. 1876 R. L. Wallace Canary
Bk. xiv. 164 The Lizard. . . Lizard canaries are more fre-

quently tampered with than any other variety by unprin-

cipled exhibitors.

5. Naut. A piece of rope having a thimble or

block spliced into one or both ends.

1794 Rigging Seamanship]. 169 Lizard, an iron thimble
spliced into the main-bowlines, and pointed over to hook a
tackle to. c i860 H. Stcart Seaman's Catech. 19 At the

quarters, quarter strops and lizzard. 188a Nares Seam011-

ship {ed. 6) 44 The other end is secured with a lizard to the

opposite quarter, /bid. 137 The lizard is sometimes only
a pendant.

b\ A crotch of timber or a forked limb, used as

a sled to support a stone being hauled off a field;

a stone-boat (Knight Diet. Meek. 1875).
7. = Lacert 2

. Obs. rare" 1
,

1574 J. Jones Nat. Beginning Grow. Things 24 Sinews,

muscles, lizards, tendones, gristles, bones.

8. altrib. and Comb.
t
as lizard-kind, shape, tribe

;

lizard-like, adj.
;
lizard-bird, dragon, animals half

lizard and half bird or dragon ; lizard eanary
(see 4) ; t lizard fish, (a) the horse-mackerel or

scad
;

{b) a fish of the genus Syncdus ; lizard

-

green, a colour resembling that of the green

lizard ; also as adj. ; lizard orehis, the plant

j

Orchis hircitta (see quot. 1578 in 1); lizard-

1 seeker, one of the West Indian genus Saurothera m
of ground-cuckoos, so called because the birds live

much on lizards (Ogilvie Suppl. 1855); lizard-

skin a.
}
made of the skin of a lizard ; lizard wine

(see quot.).

1862 G. Wilson Relig. Chem. 39 The heroes of the geo-

logical bas-reliefs are ichthyosaurs, . .*li/.ard-birds, gigantic

crocodiles [etc]. 1883 R « Jeffkries Story //cartjx, (1891)

19 The * lizard-dragon wallowing in sea foam. 1753 Chambers
Cyct. Sf/pf., Lacertus .. the ^lizard fish, ..a llsh of the

cuculus kind, much resembling the common mackerel .

.

and more usually called trachnrns. 1882 Jordan & Gilbert

Fishes N. Amer. {Bull. U.S. Nat. A/us. ill.) 279 Synodus.
j

Lizard-fishes, /bid. 280 S. /oetens .. Sand Pike; Lixard-

fish. 1897 Daily News 9 Sept. 6/5 A graduated panel of

white cloth braided in *1bard-green. 1899 Ibid. 28 Jan. 6/4

j

Lizard-green satin. 1774 Golosm. Nat. Hist. (1824) III. vi.

1 57 The modern salamander is an animal of the * lirard kind.

1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Per. III. xlviii. 343 His most *lizard-

like expression. 179. Nemnich Polyglotten-Lex.,*Lizard
orchis. Orchis coriophora. 1882 Garden 11 Feb. 89/1 That
curious and nearly extinct native, the Lizard Orchis. 1753
Chambers Cyct. Supp. s.v. Iguana, It is an amphibious
animal, of the *lizard shape. 1895 Zangwill A/aster it. iii.

156 He pulled out a *lizard-skin case. 1774 Goldsm. Nat.
//ist. (1824) 111. vi. 158 This animal dirters from the rest

of the Nizard tribe. 1894 Daily Ne?vs 1 5 Sept. 5/4 A curious
1

article of export from Pakhoi (China) is dried lizards . . 1 bey

I are used for making a medicine called ' * lizard wine '.



LIZARDLY.

^
b. with lizard's, in the names of plants, as

lizard's herb, tail, tongue (see quots.).
1866 Treas. Bot., * Lizard's herb, Goniopldebittm trilobinvt.

1753 Chambers Cycl. Srtpp. App.
(
*Lizard's tail, the Eng-

lish name of a genus of plants, described by Linnaeus under
that of Saumrus. 1866 Treas. Bat., Saururus, . . It has.,
small white flowers, nearly sessile in a slender naked terminal
spike, from which the plant has derived the popular name
of Lizard's-tail. Ibid., *Lizard's tongue, Sauroglossum.
Iiizardly (lrzajdli), a. rare-1

-, [f. Lizard
+ -ly !.] Resembling a lizard.

1883 G. M. Fenn Sweet Mace I. xi. 205 That long, lanky,
lizardly fellow, Abel Cliurr.

Iiizard-stone. (See qnot. 1S58.)
'755 Johnson, Lizardstoue, a kind of stone. 1858 Sim-

monds Diet. Trade, Lizard-stone,*, name for the serpentine
marble stone obtained in Cornwall, in the vicinity of the
Lizard Point.

fLizary. Obs. =Alizabi.
1791 Hamilton Berthollet's DyeingU. 11. in. ii. 154 When

we wish to obtain a fine bright colour we mix several kinds
of lizary together.

Lizier(e, variant of Lisi^re.
Lizor, liz(z;ure, Sc. or dial. fif. Leasow.
-11 (1; after a consonant '1), contraction of Will,

after pronouns ending in a vowel, as I'll, heyU,
you'll, wild11 ;

sometimes, more colloquially, after

other words as in thai*II do, John' 11 go. Formerly
written also as in lie or Vie, youle.
1576 Gascoigne Steele Gl. (Arb.) 19 He trust unto my wit.

1599 Shaks. Much Ado nr. iii. 185 Youle be made bring
deformed forth. Ibid. iv. 8 He weare this. 1700 Congreve
Way of World 1. 15 I'll take a turn before Dinner. 1743
Emerson Fluxions 12 Divide the given Equation by y, and
you'll have [etc.]. x883 St. James's Gaz. 22 Sept. 3 There'll
be no more rest for China. 1885 G. Meredith Diana of
Crossioays 1. viii, 176 The mare'll do it well,.. She has had
her feed.

LL. Contraction for L. legttm of laws, in de-
grees, as LL.B. = Legitm baccalaureus, Bachelor
of Laws, LL.D. - Legttm doctor, Doctor of Laws,
t Also for f Lords' (see Liu).

Llama (la»ma, Sp. lya-ma). Also 7-9 lama,
S glama. [a. Sp. llama, quoted as a Peruvian
name of the animal in 1535 (Ovicdo Hist. Pern ed.

1851 I. 41 S) ; in Dom. dc S. Thomas Lexicon de
la Lengtia del Pent (1560) it is given (along with
paco, guanaco, and vicuna) as a rendering of oveja
(sheep).] A South American ruminant quadruped,
Auchenia llama, closely allied to the camel, but
smaller, humpless, and woolly-haired ; used as
a beast of burden in the Andes.
1600 Hakluyt Voy. III. 735 An Indian boy drilling 8.

Llamas or sheepe of Peru which are as big as asses. 1604
E. G[rimstone] D'A Costa's Hist. Indies iv. xli. 319 There
is nothing at Peru of greater riches and profit than the
cattell of the country, which our men call Indian sheep, and
the Indians in their generall language call them Lama.
1752 Sir J. Hill Hist. Anint. 574 The glama .. is an ex-
tremely singular animal. 1774 Goldsm. Next. Hist. II. 413
The lama, which may be considered the camel of the new
world. 1845 Darwin Voy. Nat. viii. (1852) 166 The guanaco
or wild Llama, is the characteristic quadruped of the plains
of Patagonia. 1870 Emerson Soc.

<J-
Solit., Courage Wks.

(Bonn) I II. no The llama that will carry a load if you caress
him, will refuse food and die if he is scourged.

b. The wool of the llama or a material made
from this.

1882 Worlds June 18/1 A pink llama was made with a
wide flounce of coarse white lace coming from under the
scarf. 1887 Tler & Fagan First Year Silken Reign iv. 69
Her [the Lady Mayoress's] petticoat was of llama and gold.

C. attrib. as llama-cloth, -driver, -stuff, -wool.
1809 Ca.mpbfi.l Gertr. JVyom. 11. xvi, The lama-driver on

Peruvia's peak. 1851 Illustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 1055 Em-
broidered Llama stuff. Ibid. 1083 Llama wool shawls. 1871
W. H. G. Kingston On Banks ofAmazon (1876) 109 The
coca-bag . . was made of llama cloth, dyed red and blue.

il Llano (M'no, Sp. lya'no). [Sp. :-L. planum
Plain, Plane.] A level treeless plain or steppe 1

in the northern parts of South America.
1613 Pi'rchas Pilgrimage (1614) 875 Peru is divided into

three parts, which they call Llanos, Sierras, and Andes. . .
1

The Llanos or Plaines on the Sea-coast have ten leagues in
bredth. 1868 G. Duff Pol. Snrv. 176 The Llanos of the 1

Orinoco, hnge intertropical steppes. 1885 B. Harte Ma- \

rujail, Ten leagues of the llano land.

Lliana, erron. form of Liana.
1863 R. F. Burton Abeokuta I. 24.

Lo (1#»), int. arch. Forms : 1 la, 2-4 la, 3-4 !

lou, low, 4 lowe, 4-6 loo, 6 loa, 6-7 loe, 3- lo.
Also 3-4 (as if imperative pi.) los. See also Lew

j

int. [The evidence of rimes in ME. poetry shows !

that the spelling lo or loo represents two distinct

words. (1) ME. #:-OE. la, an exclamation in-

dicating surprise, grief, or joy, and also used (like
0 1) with vocatives. (2) ME. lo with close o

f
prob.

a shortened form of loke (OE. Idea), imperative of
Look v.; cf. ME. and mod. dial, la for take, ma
for make, also the mod. dial, lod thee = * look you \

'

The los of the Cursor M., used in addressing a 1

multitude, seems to be imper. pi. The peculiar 1

early ME. forms Ion, low(e may stand for lo we =
' look we The present pronunciation (l<?u) would
normally represent OE. Id, but it may be a mere

|

367

[

interpretation of the spelling, as the mod. lo corre-
sponds functionally to the second of the two words,
which should normally have become *loo (hi) in
mod. Eng.]

t a. In early use, an interjection of vague mean-
ing, corresponding approximately to the modern
O ! or Oh ! (obs.). b. Used to direct attention to
the presence or approach of something, or to what
is about to be said

; =Look ! See ! Behold !

Beowulf 1700 J>a;t la maes secgan, se be so5 and riht
fremeo7 on folce. ciooo Ags. Gosp. Matt. iii. 7 He cwjed
to him

; La naiddrena cyn [etc.]. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 89
Lahwet seal J?is beon? Ibid., La hu ne bead ba bet here
specao galileisce? c 1200 Ormin 17964 piss blisse iss min la
fuhwiss. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 2454 Low, be ;ete of eche lif
abit te al iopenet ! a 1300 Cursor M. 16411 And sua it es,
I.a god it wijt. Ibid. 16367 Pilat said, * los, her yur king .'

'

c 1380 Wyclif Sel. Wks. I. 77 Lo, he loomb of God : lo him
bat takib awey the synnes of bis w orld. 1393 Langl. P. Ft.
C. xx. 4 Loo, here be latere . . in latyn and in ebrew.
1400-50 Alexander 399 Lo, maister, slike a mysehefe !

c 1425 Crafte ofNombryng (E. Ii. T. S.) n pou schalle do
way be hier figure & write pere a cifer, as lo an Knsampull.
£•1450 Merlin 11 Open : lo, here the duke. 1480 Caxton
Citron, Eng. cciiii. (1482) 325 Lo what a manage was this
as to the comparison of that other. 1532 More Confut.
7 indale Wks. 574/1 When they suffer wrong, they cannot
forgeue loe, and when men take away their goodes they be
angry, so they belo. 1562 A. Scott Poems (S. T. S.) 1. 53
For lymmer lawdis and litle Iassis lo [rimes scho, brto, doj
Will argun bay' wl bischop, preist, and freir. 1590 Spenser

Q. 1. iv. 42 His dearest loue the faire Fidessa loe Is there
possessed of the traytour \ile. 1611 Bibi.k Ilaggai i. 9 Ye
looked for much, and loe it came to litle. 1630 Prynne
Anti-Armin. 167 Loe here wee haue expres.se mention of
seuerall sorts of worlds. 1735 Berkklf.y Free-think. in Math.
§ 34 Lo ! This is what you call ' so great, so unaccountable'.
1758 C. WESt.F.y Hymn, Lo ! He comes with clouds descend-
ing. 1807 J. Baki.ow Colttmb. 111. 177 The piince chew near;
where lo ! an altar stood. 1859 FuzGi-rald tr. Omar vii.

(1899) 71 The ISird of Time has but a little way To fly— and
Lo ! the Bird is on the Wing.

fLo., obs. abbreviation of 1,0KI>.

1610 True Declar. Virginia (1844) *3 That noble Goiter-
nour, the Lo. Laware.

Lo, obs. form of Low sb. and a.

II Loa (lJu*a). [A Congo word, used in Fr. by
Guyot 1805.] The larva of the nematode worm
L'ilaria oculi, infesting the human eye in tropical

countries. Also aitrib.

1889 Syd. Soc. Lex., Loa-worm. 1898 Y. Manson Trop.
Diseases xxxiii. 518 The man remembered that when a lad,
he had a loa in his eye. Ibid. 519 The blood of another
patient, known to be the subject of loa infection.

Loac, variant of Lake sb. 1 Obs.

IiOach U (7utJ). Forms: 5 Iooche, 5 7 loch,

5-9 loche, 6- loach, [a. F. loehe (13th c.\ loach,
also dial slug; cf. mod. Norman loquc loach,
slug (Moisy). Sp. loja is from Fr.]

1. A small European fish, Cobitis (Armachilus^
barbatula (-us), inhabiting small clear streams and
highly prized for food ; also

3
any fish of the family

Cobilid,r. Spinous Loach, Cobitis txttia.

1357 tsee 4L 14- • t 'oc. in Wr.-Wulcker 585/18 Fundulusy

a looche. 14. . Norn. ibid. 705/1 IIec alosa, a loch. 1:1420
Liber Cocorum (1862) 54 And smaile fys.she thou take, .sper-
lynges and menwus withal And loches. 1^58 Act 1 Fit's, c. 17
§ 4 Places where Smeltes, Loches, Mynneis . .hathe been used
to bee taken, c 1560 A. Scott Poems (S. T. S.) ii. 108 Thair
wes nowdir lad nor loun Mycin eit aue baikin loche Ffor
fowness. 1651-7 T.

^
Marker Art ofAngling (1820; 31 Bait

your hooks with millers thmnbes, loaches. 1653 Walton
Angler viii. 161 Carps and Loches are observed to breed
several months in one year. 1789 G. White Silborne xviii,

The loach in its general aspect has a pellucid appearance.
1819 Crabbe T. ofHall xiit. 6 W7

here in the shallow stream
the loaches play. 1837 M. Donovan: Dom. Econ. II. 33
That ugly little fish the loche. 1869 Blackmore Lorna t>.

vii. (ed. 12) 38 A jar of pickled loaches. 1882 J. Walker
Jaunt to Auld Reekie 118 The Coachman, sluggish as a
bearded loach.

2. Applied to fishes of other genera,

a. The burbot or eel-pout. (In recent U. S.

Diets.) b. Sea-loach, the whistle-fish.

aifyz Willughbv Ichthyogr. (1686) 121 Mnstela vulgaris,
.. A Sea Loche Cestriz. Whistle-fish in Cornubia. So
1769 Pennant Brit. Zool. III. 164.

f 3. Jig. A simpleton. Obs.

1605 Tryall Chev. 111. i. in Bullen 0. PI. III. 303 The
Loach gets me into a Sutlers bath and there sits me drink-
ing for Joanes best cap. c 1620 Peele's Jests 17 This Loach
spares not for any expence.

4. attrib. and Comb.
1357 Act 31 Edw. Ill, Stat. iii. c. 2 Le pesson de Doggere-

fissh & locnefissh. 1587 M ascall Govt. Cattle, Oxen (1596)

43 Some do take a loch fish quick, and put it down the
beasts throat. 1869 Blackmore Loma D. xv. (ed. 12) 90
Was not I a lout gone by, only fit for loach-sticking? 1883
Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 254 Loach Traps, . . Loach Hook
and Rod.

Loach : see Lohoch.
Load QM), sb. Forms: 1 lfid, 3-6 lode, 5

lod, 5-6 lood(e, 6-7 loade, 6- load. 0. north.
and Se. 4-9 lade, 5-9 laid, (5 layde). [OE. lad
fem., way, course, journey, conveyance, corresp. to

OHG. leitd course, leading, procession (MHG.,
mod.G. leite\ ON. leid way, conrse OTeut. *laida
(whence *laidjan to Lead), related to *lfJ>aniogo
(OE. lidan, ON. Ifia). The development of mean-

LOAD.

ing has been influenced by the association of the
sb. with Ladkz>. ; in extreme northern dialects this
word is not distinguishable from Lade sb.1 The
words load and Look arc etymologically identical

;

the present article includes only those senses in
which the mod. spelling is load, and obs. senses-
akin to these.]

1 1. Carriage. Also, an act of loading. Obs.
c 1000 LawsNorthumbr. Priests c. 55 in Schmid G^te^fiS

SumiandaiSes cypinge we forbeodao .. and adc weorc, and
a-lce lade, a^Ser ge on wame je on horse %e on byrdene.
c 1380 Sir Feritmb. 2703 Wanne be barouns it i-knewe what
hay in lode hadde. c 1440 Pro/up. Parv. 310/2 Loode, or
taryage, vectnra. 1523 Fitzherb. Bk. Husb. § 25 The more
hey maye be loded at a lode, and the faster it wyll lye.

2. That which is laid upon a person, beast, or
vehicle to be carried ; a burden. Also, the amount
which usually h or can be carried

;
e.g. cart load,

horse- load, wagon-load.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 268 ;if a miracle nere. .heo hefde Iturpled

mid him, booe hors & lode, adun into helle grunde. C1290
S. Eng. Leg. I. 187/80 He let nime platus of Ire . . wel nei^
ane cartes lode, a 1300 [see Cart-load}. 1375 Barholu
Bruce \\u. 467 Thai ke.st thair ladis doun in hy. c 1475Rauf Coify-ar 642 My laid war I laith to lois. 1483 Cath.
Angl. 206 A layde, a hurdyn. 1582-8 Hist. James VI (1804)
125 Sundrie cariers baith of hors and laidcs. 1593 Shaks.
2 Hen. VI, v. ii. 64 ,'Eneus bare a liuing loade; Nothing so
beany as these woes of mine. 1774 Golds.m. Xat. Hist.
(1776) II. 113 By strapping the load round the shouldeis of
the person, who is to bear it. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop
1. Where some halt to rest from heavy loads. 1882 Rep.
to Ho. Repr. Pnr. Met. U. .V. 99 In January, 1881, n car-
load* from the mine yielded $190.

b. The specific quantity of a substance which it

is customary to load at one time; hence, taken as
a unit of measure or weight for certain substances.
The equivalence of a load varies considerably according

to the locality and to the substance. As a measure, a load
ofwheat is usually 40 bushels, of lime 64 (in some districts 32)
bushels, of tur'er 50 cubic feet, of hay 36 trusses (= j8 cwt.)
of bulrushes 63 bundles, of meal 2 bolls (Sc.). A load of lead
ore (in the Peak, Derbyshire)-^ 9 dishes ^see Dish sb. 6 c).

1384"5 Durham Acc. Rolls (Surtees)3oo In iij ladys calcis
empt. C1386 Chaucer KnVs T. 2060 Of stree first ther
was teyd ful many a lode. 1409 Durham Acc. Roll in
In*. IItst. Rev. XIV. 529, xii lodas continentes cc H,xl petras
fern. 1458 Nottingham Rec. II. 220, .\1. lod de Ea<.eford
ston. 1497 Xnval Acc. Hen. VII (1896) 2^0 A loode of
lyme from Havant. a 1533 Ld. Berneks Hiwtt cxliii. 532Mo then .x. lode of thornes were caryed out to hrenne the
noble lady. 1550 Crowi.ky Epigr. 501 A lode [of coals] that
of late yeres for a royall was solde. 1570 // 'ills <V Inv. A'.
C. (Surtees 1835) I. 344 Ane laid of quheit, aue laid of heir,
ane laid of aitts. 1622 Malynes Am. La^-Mcrch. 50 The
Load of Lead is 175 11. 1709 J. Ward hitrod. Math. 1. iii.

(i734) ^7 >»
r me of those Dishes they [sc. Derbyshire lead-

minersl call Load of Ore. 1747 Hooson Miner's Diet. M j h,
Three Loads five Dishes will be full enough to make up one
Ton Weight. 1812 J. Smyth Pract. oj Customs (1821 1 103
Hay, the Load of 36 Trusses, each Truss 56 lbs. 1825
Coijuett Rur. Rides 194 This rick contains., what they
call in Hampshire ten loads of wheat, that is to say, fifty
quarters, or four hundred bushels. 1887 Rogers Agric. <\

Prices V. 255 The load . at Appleby. . is [c 1700] for peas, rye
and wheat 4 bushels, of [sic] barley and bigg 5 bushels. 1887
Cunningham 's Diary (Scot. Hist. Soc.) Introd. 18 Though
no longer carried on horseback, a load of meal still means
two bolls. 1898 Daily Xcivs 16 June 7/2 Wheat futuies are
usually dealt with in

4
loads '. A load is a thousand quarters.

3. A material object or a force, which acts or is

conceived as a weight, clog, or the like.

1593 Shaks. 2 lien. VI, 1. ii. 2 Why droopes my Lord like
o\er-ripen'd Corn, Hanging the head at Ceres plenteous
load? 1667 Milton P. L. iv. 972 Karr heavier load thy
self expect to feel From my prevailing arme. Ibid. v. 59O fair Plant .. with fruit surcharg'd, Deigns none to ease
thy load and taste thy sweet? 1698 Kf.ill Exam. Th.
Earth (1734) 273 The great River of the Amazons .. runs
up to the Equator with a vast load of Waters. 1725 N.
Robinson Th. Physick 260 Bleeding . . lessens the addi-
tional Quantity of Blood, and removes its Load. 1832-52
I. Murray in Whistle-Binkie (Scot. Songs) Ser. m. 43 The
hazle bushes bend nae mair Beneath the lades that crushed
them sair. 1842 A. Combe Physiol. Digestion (ed. 4) 361 If
we eat more than the system requires, the bowels become
. . weakened by their load. 1852 Beck's Florist Dec. 273 The
luxuriance and profusion, I may say the loads of bloom,

b. The charge of a fire-arm.

1692 Capt. Smith's Seaman's Gram. ti. xii. to8 What
quantity of Powder will be a sufficient Load for such a
Piece. 18x3 Sporting Mag. XLI I. 141 A gun with hut one
barrel, .will, by a single operation on the trigger, discharge
six or eight toads in succession. 1838 Simmonds Diet.
Trade, Load, the charge of a gun.

C. Eleclr. The resistance to a dynamo or motor
of the machinery which it drives, apart from its own
friction.

1895 Thompson & Thomas Electr. Tab. 4- Mem. 57 If the
dynamo is run at constant speed, the motor also will run of
itself at nearly constant speed, whatever its load. Ibid. 82
Lifting Power of Magnets.—The rule is :—Load = a X the
square of the cube root of the magnet's own weight. 1900
IVestut. Gas. 22 May 2/1 Giving a day-load for traction and
power and a night-load for light.

d. building. The pressure cansed by gravity
upon a structure or any part of it.

187 1 R. S. Ball Exper. Mech. xl 172 A structure has to
support both its own weight and also any load that may be
placed upon it. Thus a railway bridge must at all times

I

sustain what is called a permanent load, and frequently, of
course, the weight of one or more trains. 1879 Sir G. Scott

i Lect. Archil. I. 49 The columns .. are .. proportioned in

I
thickness to their load, irrespective of their height.



LOAD.

e. Phys. The amount of resistance to be over-
|

come by the contraction of a muscle.
1894 Starling Etem. Hum. Physiol. 94.

4. fig. A burden (of affliction, sin, responsibility,

etc.)
; something which weighs down, oppresses, or

impedes.
1593 Shaks. 2 Iftti. VI, hi. i. 157 Sharpe Buckingham

vnburthens with his tongue, The enuious Load that lyes

vpon his heart. 1599 — Much Ado v. i. 28 Those that wring
vnder the load of sorrow, c 1646 ^1 ilton Sonnet on Mrs. C.

Thomson, Meekly thou didst resign this earthy load OfDeath,
call'd Life. 1700 Dryden Pal. «y A rc. II. 265 Our life's a load.

1748 Anson's Voy. Introd.,When I consider, .of how tedious,

and often unintelligible, a load of description it [sc. drawing)
would rid them. 1764 Goldsm. Trav. 374 And all that

freedom's highest aims can reach, Is but to lay proportion'd
loads on each. 1766 Fordvce Serm. Vug. Worn. (1767) II.

xit 206 From some people., a favour., is a load. 1791
Bitrns Lament Earl Clericalru v, I bear alane my lade o'

care. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) II. 175 So did they give
the heir the privilege of laying the load upon the personal
estate. 1851 I). Jerroi.d St. Giles xiv. 141 With this

thought, a load was lifted from the old man's heart. 185s
Macaulay Hist. Eng. xiv. III. 400 His spirit .. sank down
under the load of public abhorrence.

5. a. As much as one can * carry' of drink
;
(one's)

fill
; phr. f to have (or have take'ft)

, lo get one's

had, lo have a load. Now only dial, and U.S. slang.

fb. To give (a person) his load: to beat soundly.
1598 Lodge & Greene Looking Class Lond. H 2 b, Ply it

till euery man hath tane his load. 1678 Ray Pro?'. 87 Pro-
verbiall Periphrases of one drunk. . . lie has a jagg or load.

1692 R. L'Estrange Fables, Li/? JEspp (1708) x6 The Cups
went round, and Xanthus by this Time had taken his Load,
who was mightily given to talk in his Drink. Ibid, clvti.

173 There are Those that can never Sleep without their
Load. 1694 Rchard Plautus 188 Give him his load so as he
shan't b' able to find the way home. 1697 Dampier Voy. I.

369 Then we drank,.. The General leapt about., a little

while ; but having his Ix>ad soon went to sleep. 1890 Century
Diet. s.v., He went home late with a load on. 1902 Eng.
Dial. Diet. s.v., To get one's load, to be drunk,

c Afech. (See quots.)

1855 Ocilvie, Siippl. s.v., In mech. an engine or other
prime mover is said to be loaded when it h working to its

full power, and the quantity of work it is then doing is

called its load. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Load, the
amount of work done by an engine worked up to its capacity.
Not to be confounded with duty.

6. Loads (f a loail) : a great quantity or number,
* lots \ ' heaps '. colloq.

With the earlier quots. cf. Cart-load b.

1606 Shaks. Tr. <y Cr. v, i. 22 Londes a grauell i' th' backe,
Lethargies, cold Palsies, and the like. 1655 Nicholas Papers
(Camden) II. 205 There is a loade of newes. 1852 Clouch
Poems, etc. (1869) I. 183 Sunday.—Loads of talk with Emer-
son all morning, i860 Edkins Chinese Scenes (1863) 73,
I was very much pleased to get all the home letters on
Monday last—This mail I had loads.

t 7. Phrases, a. To lay on load : to deal heavy
blows (occas. to lay load about or about one)

; fig.

to speak with emphasis or exaggeration ; to empha-
size (the fact) that..; to exaggerate, May it on
thick

' ;
also, to be extravagant in expenditure.

Also, to lay on load of reproaches, b. To lay load

on or upon : to belabour with blows ; also Jig.

to blame, reproach, c. To lay (or cast) the load:

to throw the blame, d. To lay on by load', to

heap or pile on. Obs.

a. c 1537 Thersites (Roxb. Club) 51, I wyll . . laye on a
lode with this lustye clubbe. 1579 Chlrchyahd Gen.
Rehearsal Wars Kjb, He strake diuers of the Almaines..
and laiyng loade about hym, he made such waie that the
gate was free. 1580 Fllke Dang. Rock 169 He layeth on
lode, that Luther and Caluines authoritie is not like to

Christes. 1586 Warner Alb. Eng. \. vi. (1589) 19 The
Danter then of Trespassers . . laies lustie lode about. 1587
Mirr. Mag., Caesar xxviii, They fell from wordes to sharpe,
and layde on loade amaync. 1589 Nashe Martins Months
Minde To Rdr., Wks. (Grosart) I. 163 Who being both but
newelie come to their Fathers lands and goods, . . lay on such
loade, and spend al their leudnes so fast. 1596 Spenser E. Q.
iv. ix. 22 So dreadfull strokes each did at other drive, And
laid on load with all their might and powre. 1598 Grenewey
Tacitus'

1 Ann. 11. iv. (1622) 37 They should.. fay on thicke
load ; and strike at their faces with their swords. 161

1

Cotgr., Exaggerer, to exaggerate, aggravate, lay on load.

1613 Day Eestivals viii. (161 5) 234 They lay on load ofbitter
Reproaches against it. a 1620 J. Dyke Sel. Serm. (1640)
211 Satan will be busie to lay on loade, and to affright a

jman with Hell and damnation. 165a C. B. Stapylton
]

llerodian vn. 57 They raile and scoff when er'e he comes
abroad, And of his lewd behaviour laies on Load. 1677
Mikge Eng.-Fr. Diet. s.v., They laid much load upon that
expression, its exaggererent beancoup cette expression.
183a Sir S. Ferguson Forging ofAnchor 22 Leap out, my
masters ; leap out and lay on load.

b. fci435: see Lade sbA] ci$$o Wever Lusty
Juventus D ij, Lay lode on the flesshe, what so euer befal

Vou haue strength I nough todo it with all. cis6oIngelend
j

Disobed. Child (? 1570) F j, [Stage direction] Here the wyfe
must laye on lode Yppon her Husbande. 1577-87 Holin-

j

sued Chron. Eng. (1807) I. 466 They laid load vpon the
Romans with their arrowes and darts. 1647 H. More Song
ofSoul 1. in. v, The vast thumps of massie hammers noise,

That on the groning steel laid on such lode. 1679 Drvden
(Edi/us 1. i. Dram. Wks. 1725 IV. 378 Lay load upon the
Court ; gull 'em with Freedom. 1683 Temple Mem. Wks.
1731 I. 429 The Dutch began to lay Load upon their Allies,

for their Backwardness. 1697 Dryden AZneid ix. 1097
Mnestheus lays hard load upon his Helm.
C. a 1715 Burnet Own Time (1724) I. 251 The load of

j

that marriage was cast on Lord Clarendon. Ibid. (1734) II.

565 It was moved to lay the Load of that Matter on him.
|

368

d. 1546 J. Heywood Prov. (1562) 64 He makth you <

beleue, by lies laide on by lode.

8. attrib. and Comb., as load goods
f
-hauling,

wagon ; load-carrying adj. ; load displacement,
draught, the displacement or draught of a vessel >

when laden ; load factor, the ratio of the average

to the maximum amount ofwork, power, etc., ofcon-

sumption to production, etc. ; + load-horse, a pack-

horse ; load-line = Load-water-line ; f load-

man, a man who bears or has charge of a load

;

f load-mark-line — load-line ;
load-penny Hist.,

a market due anciently levied on loads
; fload-pin,

a bar inserted into the side of a wagon, to increase

its capacity
;
load-rail, -tree, a broad rail fixed

across the middle of a certain kind of corn or hay
cart. Also Load-saddle, -water,
1611 Cotgr. (1632) Sommier .. any toyling, and *load

carrying, drudge, or groome. 1895 Westm.Gaz. 14 June 1/3
The fire-resisting material and the load-carrying material.

1884 Daily Nrws 9 Oct. 5/7 The Rodney . . has a *ioad-

displacement of 9,740 tons. 1898 Ibid. 12 Apr. 6/6 Her
displacement at *load draught will be 15,000 tons. 1898

I Allbntt's Syst. Med. V. 916 The *load factor of the heart,

the ratio between its average and its maximum work, is

ample. 1899 IVcstm. Gaz. 15 Feb. 4/1 The 'load factor',

the proportion between the hours of daily consumption and
the productive power. 1890 Daily News 8 Nov. 5^7 When
he left the camp of the Rear Guard he told them that they
must not lose their *load goods. 190a Daily Chron. 16 Jan.
3/2 *Load-bauling and gradient-climbing. 1568 *Loode
horse [see Loader ' ij. 1607 Toisell Four-/. Beasts (1658) 1

254 Of *Load or Pack Horses. 1884 H. Spencer in Pop. Set.

Monthly XXIV. 727 A compulsory *load-line for merchant-
vessels. 1898 iVcstm. Gaz. 4 June 8/1 The operation of
the load-line tables, which was so dear to the late Mr.
Plimsoll. 190X Scotsman 5 Mar. 7/8 Light loadline bill.

This bill, .provided for the marking of a second load-line.

.

to indicate the minimum depth to which a vessel might be
immersed in water when she was in ballast. 1375 Barbour
Bruce viii. 466 The *layd-men that persauit weill, Thai kest
thair ladis doun in hy. c*si$ Cocke Lorelfs B. 11 Lode
men, and bere brewers. 171 1 W. Sutherland Shipbuild.
Assist. 91 The Line a. d. is termed the deep *Load-mark
Line. 1883 Green Conq. Eng. ix. 440 The gift of its [sc.

Worcester's] market-dues, wain-shilling and *load-penny,
was the costliest among the many boons which i'Ethelred

and /Fthelfl.xd showered on Bishop Werfrith. 1641 Best
Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 137 They. . ptitte the shelvinges, and
*Ioade-pinnes, and pike-stowers, of everie waine into her
body. 1851 Stephens Bk. Farm. (ed. 2) II. 337 The *load-

rail, 9 inches broad, is convenient to sit upon in driving, and
to stand upon when forking the sheaves in unloading. Ibid.,

The *load-tree or rail. 1659 Hoole tr. Comenins' Orbis
Sensualium (1672) 173 A Wagon, which is either a Timber-
Wa^on or a * Load-Wagon.

IiOad (U"d), v. Forms: 5-6 lode, 6 loade,
6- load. Pa. pple. 6 lode, 7 load), 7- loaded.
strong. 6-7 loden, 6-8, 9 dial, loaden. [f. Load
sb. The strong pa. pple. loaden was formed on the

analogy of Laden.]
1. trans. To put a load on or in ; to furnish with

a burden, cargo, or lading ; to charge with a load.

Freq. in pa. pple. Loaded (f loaden) with = laden

with, having a load of. Loaded down : weighed
down with a load.

1503 S. Hawes Example of Virtue i. 19 A shyp . . with
moche spyces ryght well lode. 1530 Palsgr. 613/1, I lode
a carte . . This horse is not halfe loden. 1576 Gascoigne

f

Steele Gl. Ep. Ded. (Arb.) 43, I haue ben streaking me (Hke
a lubber) when the sunne did shine, and now I striue al in

vaine to loade the cart^ when it raineth. 1579 Fenton
Guicciard. vn. 398 Sundrie boates and lighters loaden with
prouisions. ^ 1660 Ter. Taylor Duct. Dubit. (1676) 808

,

Deploring his condition that his horse being loaden could
not run fast. 1775 T. Hutchinson Diary 1 Jan. I. 339
A large Dutch snip, .loaden with

f

tea. 1847 A. M.Gilliam
Trav. Mexico 57 The water-carrier loaded down with the
weight of his earthen-vessels. 1865 Tkollope Belton Est.

it. 15 The men weie loading another cart. 1867 W. W.
Smyth Coal <y Coal-mining 154 Trams, weighing when
loaded 25 to 32 cwt. each.

b. intr. (for rcfl.), Of a vehicle : To fill with

passengers.
183a Examiner 346/a Last week the coach travelled nearly

empty.. [Now] the coach loads better than ever. 1893
Times 4 May 12/2 This coach always loads well.

2. To place on or in a vehicle as a load for trans-

port; to put on board as cargo; f to carry (hay,

etc.). In qnot. 1495 trans/, f Also with in.out.

1495 Trevisa's Barth. De P. R. xvin. xxix. 790 Castors.

.

bye one of them vpryght on the groundcand layeth and
lodyth the styckes and wode bytwene his legges and thies

and draweth him home to their dennes. 1523 Fitsherb. Bk.
Husb. § 22 He maye well lode oute his dounge before none,
and lode heye or come at after none. 1613 in Picton Lpool
Mimic. Rec. (1883) 1. 184 Ev'ie freeman may loade and carry
goods from the waterside. 1714 Fr. Bk. ofRates 415 The
Dutch Ships which are to have Passports to load in France
Wines, Brandy, and other Goods. 1720 De Foe Capt.
Singleton v. (1840) 89 We.. fetched our luggage, and loaded
it. .into the canoes. 1725 Bradley Earn. Diet. s. v. Un~
try'd Earth, Dung.. is accordingly loaded in at a great
Expence, more particularly in making an Asparagus- Bed.

1743 T. Jones in Buccteuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I.

402 The whole Army should.. have their baggage loaded.,
in a readiness to march by break of day. 1900 F. T. Bullen
With Christ at Sea ii. 32 We were to load mahogany for

home.

b. absol. or httr. To take in one's load or cargo.

Also with up.

1720 Lond. Gaz. No. 5836/4 Who has now a Ship loading

LOAD.
thereof at St. Katherine's Dock. 1822 J. Fowler Jml.
(1898) 98, I then Con Cluded to load up and move on the
Road Which We did and on loading up the Horses We find
seven Hors loads of meet. 1857 R. Tomes Amer. in Japan
xvi. 368 The ' Macedonian ' sailed for Manilla.. leaving the
1 Suppy ' to load with the coal purchased at Formosa.

3. To add or affix a weight to, to add to the
weight of (something) ; to be a weight or burden
upon; to bear down or oppress with a material
weight ; to weight, spec, to weight with lead (see
Loaded ///. a.); to increase the resistance in the
working of (a machine} by the addition of a weight.
Loaded with — supporting the weight of. f To
load with earth : to bury.'

1578 Lyte Dodoens 11. xlviti. 205 [The stalkes] being loden
[wiihl litle flowers from the middle even up to the very top.
a 1625 Beaum. & Ft. Bloody Bro. v. ii. (1639) I b, When thou
hast loaden me with earth for ever. 1627 Hakesvill ApoL
(1630) 58 So their trees were more plentifully loaden with
fruits. 1642 Fuller Holy <y Prof. St. tit. xiv. 188 Some
rich man of mean worth loaden under a tornbe big enough
for a Prince to bear. 1667 Milton P. L. iv. 147 A circling
row Of goodliest Trees loaden with fairest Fruit. 1697
Dryden Virg. sEneid x. 608 The Phrygian Troops escap'd
the Creeks in vain, They, and tbeir mix'd Allies, now load
the Plain. 171 1 Addison Sped. No. 15 ? 1 The coach was
drawn by six milk-white horses, and loaden behind with the
same number of powdered footmen. 1715-20 Pope Iliad
xvin. 548 The ponderous hammer loads his better hand.
1748 Anson's Voy. III. ii. 313 We were neither disordered
nor even loaded by this repletion. 1793 Bfddoes Lett.
Darivin 52, I eat one-third or one-fourth more than before
without feeling my stomach loaded. 180a Mar. Edgeworth
Moral T. (1816) I. x. 79 A bat loaded with lead. 1825 J.
Nicholson Oferat. Mechanic 79 A machine may be so
loaded asJust to be in equilibrio with its work, i860
Tvndall Glue. 1. x. 67 The fresh snow which loaded the
mountain. 187 1 K. Ellis tr. Catullus Ixiv. 304 Many a
feast high-pil'd did load each table about them. 1892 Star-
ling Elem. Human Physiol. 84 The shortening is not very
powerful, and can be prevented by loading the muscle
moderately.

b. To adulterate by adding something to increase

the weight of the article ; to make (light or thin

wine) appear full-bodied by adulteration.
1860-1 [see Loaded ///. a. 2). 1887 Harper's Mag. June

120/1 If the paper is to be 1 loaded that is, adulterated with
clay or cheap fibres.

4. To supply in excess or overwhelming abun-
dance with. Chiefly in pa. pple. Loaded (f loaden)
with: charged, fraught, or heavily laden with;
having an abundance of.

1577 87 Holinshed Chron. III. 7/1 The Danes, being
loden with riches and spoiles..departed to their ships. 1611
I'ible Ps. lxviii. 19 Messed be the Lord, who daily loadeth
vs with benefits. 1674 Brevint .SVi/// at Eudor 263 A Rich
Noble-Man, nutoriously loaden with Crimes. 1709 Steele
Taller No. 69 F 1 If a Man be loaded with Riches and
Honours. 1709 Berkeley Th. Vision § 71 The air,. may be
loaded with a greater quantity ofinterspersed vapours. 17 16
Ladv M. W. Montagu Let. lo Ctess Bristol Aug., The
shops [arel loaded with merchandise. 1799 M. Unoerwood
Dis. Children (ed. 4) I. 288 When they have slept in the
same bed with one loaded with it [i.e. small-poxl. 1818
Jas. Mill Brit. India II. iv. v. 212 He returned to Moor*
shedabad, loaded with disease. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth
xxiv,^ Old Torquil . . loaded him with praises and with
blessings. 1869 E. A. Parkes Pract. Hygiene (ed. 31 93 The
air ofLondon is so loaded with carbon. 1882 Miss Braddon
Mt. Royal \\. vii. 138 He would have loaded her with gifts,

had she been willing to accept them.

5. To put the charge into Ka firearm) j also absol.

To be loaded : (of a body of men) to have their arms
charged.
1626 Capt. Smith Accid. Vug. Seamen 32 To loade a peece.

1688 Shadwell Sot. Alsatia v. Wks. 1720 IV. 105 [She
snaps a pistol at Belfond] Belfond. Thank you, Madam;
are you not a Devil? 'twas loaden. 1799 instr. % Reg.
Cavalry {1813) 271 The same principle ot reserving the fire

with the front line, till the rear support is loaded. 1804
W. Taylor in Ann. Rev. II. 262 Several pieces of heavy
ordnance, loaden with grape-shot. 1841 Thackeray Drum
11. xiv, They load and fire. 1851 Iltustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib.
046 At one operation, these caps are loaded with fulminat-
ittg-powder. 1891 E. Peacock N. Brendon \. 145 How
many barrels are loaded ?

6. fig. To weigh down, burden, oppress {with
something immaterial); to clog, encumber.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 232 b, He sholde. .fixe

them in his hert, lodyng & chargynge his memory with
them. 1599 1st PI. Ret. fr. Parnassus 1. i. 360 And if

I live, I'le make a poesie Shall loade thy future's yeares
with infamie. 1605 Camden Rem. (1637) 39 Neither are we
loden with those declensions, flexions, and variations, which
are incident to many other tongues. 1625 Bacon Ess.,

Superstition (Arb.) 347 Ouer-great Reuerence of Traditions,
which cannot but load the Church. 163a Lithgow Trav. 1. 5
Load with the filth of dallying Lust and Sin. 1671 Milton

R. iv. 418 And sturdiest Oaks Bow'd thir Stiff necks,

loaden with stormy blasts. 1777 J. Aoams in Earn. Lett.

(1876) 272, I have been now for near ten weeks . . con-
stantly loaded with a cold. 1865 J. H. Newman Gerontius

§ 4 Lest so stern a solitude should Toad And break thy being.

1884 A. R. Pennington Wictif viii. 237 The frivolous

vanities with which Confirmation was loaded, led him to

speak in a disparaging tone of it.

absol. 1593 Tell- Troth's N. V. Gift 9 A frowne lodeth,

and a smile lightneth ; to frowne therefore kindly, isabarre
to lellocy : but loading crabbedly, men vndoe themselues
speedily.

b. To overwhelm with abuse, reproaches, etc.

+ Also, to throw blame upon ; to charge with
something opprobrious.
1662 GuaNALt. Chr. in Arm. (1669) 296/2 A few silly men,
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loaden with the vilest reproaches that the wit of man could
invent. 1692 R. L'Estrangk Fables xxv. (1708) 3? To be
Loaden at every turn with lilows and Reproaches. 1697
Drvden Virg. A'lneid xi. 335 These arc the Crimes, with
which they load the Name Of Turnus. 1709 Staniiopk
Paraphr. IV. 583 They Load his Doctrine with Impos-
ture and Dlasphrmy. ^1715 Kcrnet Oivn Time (1734)
II. 272 Every thing was acceptable there, that loaded
that Treaty, and these Lords. /foV.564 The Design was
now formed, to load the late Administration all that was
possible. 1726 Sytivt Gulliver ill. i. While the Dutchman.

.

landed me with all the curses and injurious terms his lan-

guage could afford. 1901 D. Smith in Expositor Oct. 282

An angry brother once loaded him with abuse.

7. To heap or pile on. rare.

1580 Sidney Ps. ix. viii, Lord, . . Ponder the paines which
on me loaden be. 1671 Milton Samson 1243 E're long thou
shalt lament These braveries in Irons loaden on thee. 1852
Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. iii, The more he sees I can do,

the more he loads on.

b. Painting. To lay (colour) on thickly in

opaque masses.

1859 Gulmck & Timbs Paint. In the foreground, .the

'impasto' should he bold; but in the more brilliant lights,

it can scarcely be ' loaded ' too much. 18 . . A rt Jnil. N. S.

XI. 10 (Cent.) Masses of white enamel are loaded upon the
surface, with a view to further treatment.

8. intr. a. To collect into a load or heap. b.

To become loaded or clogged.
1806-7 A. Young Agric. Essex (1813) 1. 139 The objection to

so much concavity or flatness in the fore part of the breast,

. . is the loose earth of the furrow loading there. 1890 Cent.
Diet. s.v., Oysters are apt to load with sand.

9. a. refl. and intr. {Stock-exchange.) To buy
heavily of stock, b. pass. To be loaded up : to

have large quantities of a thing in hand as security.

1885 Pall Mall G. 8 June 5/2 One of those cornering
cliques which are the curse of legitimate trade across the

Atlantic appears to have loaded heavily on the chance of

an outbreak. 1893 Times 15 Aug. 7/4 No banking system
could stand being loaded up with rye year after year.

10. Life-insurance To increase (a premium) by
adding a charge (called the ' loading ') as a pro-

vision against contingencies or for other reasons

;

to charge (a particular life) with a 1 loaded ' pre-

mium. (Cf. Loading vbl. sb. 3.)

1867 C. Walforo Insur. Guide (ed. 2) 260 Table shewing
tbe process of 1 loading ' rates of premiums : also affording

a comparison between the English and Carlisle Rates
loaded, and the Northampton net^ Rates. 1897 Allbutt's
Syst. Afed. IV. 615 If the body-weigbt bear an undue pro-

portion to the weight of the individual, such cases are either
' loaded 1 or declined as second or third class lives.

Load, ohs. form of Lode, Lodh.

t Loadage. Obs. [f. Load z\ + -age,] A toll

or due for loading. 1661 [see Anchorage 1
si.

Loaded (I^ded), ppl. a. [f. Load v. + -ed*.]

1. Charged, burdened, laden, etc. (see the verb).
1661 Feltham Resolves II. lxxxv. 375 When 'tis ripe .. it

downward turns its loaded head. 1682 Otway Venice
Preserved 1. 10 If thou art alter'd, where shall I have
harbour ? Where ease my loaded Heart ? 1693 G« Stepny
in Dryden's Juvenal (1697) 105 To turn a Mill, or drag a
Loaded Life Beneath two Panniers. 1735 Somf.rville
Chase 11. 218 As now in louder Peals the loaded Winds
Bring on the gath'ring Storm. 1766 Smollett Hist. Eng.
(1804) V. 262 Many loaded guns went off while the houses
were burning. 1785 Mad. D'Arblay Lett. 23 Aug., When-
ever we are quite alone, she now unburthens her loaded
heart. 1821 Syd. Smith IVks. (1867) I. 325 He who sets a
loaded gun means it should go off if it is touched. 1830
Examiner 107/1 A loaded cart. 1889 Ruskin Przterita
III. 107 The loaded apple trees in the orchard.

b. Weighted, esp. with lead, as a loaded slick

,

whip. Loaded dice : dice in which lead is inserted

in order to make them fall with a particular face

upwards.
1771 Wesley Jml. 7 Tune, Witb his loaded whip, [hel

struck NancyA—— on the temple. 1781 Cowper Conversat.
302 He says nut little, and that lutle said Owes all its weight,
like loaded dice, to lead. 1787 Winter Syst. Hush. 27 The
surface should be well worked with loaded harrows. 1839
R. S. Robinson Naut. Steam Eng. 111 The water still

driven by the plunger . . goes on to the loaded valve. 1858
Simmonos Diet. Trade, Loaded Cushion, a lady's table

pincushion for fastening work to, and which is loaded with
lead. 1889 J. M. Robertson Christ <$ Krishna xv. 86 One
is flogged to death with loaded whips.

H c. Charged with magnetism, magnetized.
[After Loadstone.]
1717 Prior Alma it. 225 Great Kings to Wars are pointed

forth, Like loaded Needles to the North.

2. In technical use. Of wine : Adulterated so as

to appear full-bodied. Of the tongue: Thickly
furred. Of the liver : Charged with excess of bile.

Of the urine : Surcharged with salts, etc. Of a

muscle: Subjected to a 'load* (see Load sb.

1860-1 Thackeray Lovel iii. 193 Loaded claret, and sweet
port. 1875 C. Mfaoows Clin. Observ. 12 Tongue is now
somewhat loaded in a morning. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med.
IV. 17 The stimulation of the intestinal glands .. relieves

the 'loaded' liver. 1898 P. Manson Trop. Diseases xxi.

339 Furred tongue, scanty, high-coloured, loaded urine.

1898 Allbutt's Syst. Med. V. 925 A loaded does more work
than an unloaded muscle.

3. U.S. slang. Drunk.
1890 in Century Diet. 1892 Voice (N.Y.) 28 July, A Demo-

crat who stood on the sidewalk made this uncharitable
exclamation as S. stepped into a carriage :

4 He's loaded \
1897 in Barrerf. & Leland Slang.

Vol. VI.

t Loaden, ///. a. Obs. [Strong pa. pple. of I

Load v.]

1. ^Heavy-laden 2. Also absol.

1542-5 15rinklow Lament. (1874) 82 Come vnto me all ye
that laboure and are loden (meaninge with sinne). 1653
Dinning Scrm. (1845) 427 This we preach unto you, that
until you be wearied and loaden, you will not cast your
burden on Jesus. 1711 Shaktesb. Charac. (1737) II. III. i.

386 Large Creatures; who .. go led and loaden thro those
dry and barren Places !

2. Loaded, charged, weighted, laden.
1600 Surflet Country Farme v. xviii. 694 Vou must haue

speciall regard to sowe them [Beaneslall about the fifteenth
daie after the change of the moone, bicause that in so doing,
they will bee the better loaden. 16x9 Fletcher & Mas-
singer False One iv. iii, Pitty me, Pitty a loaden man.
1639 Mass. Col. Kec. (1853) I. 266 A loaden horse carrying
a sack of corne. 1704 Aooison Italy (.1733) 105 The Seas.

.

Shove the loaden Vessels into Port. 1725 Pope Odyss. tx.

274 The loaden shelves afford us full repast, a 1774 Golosm.
tr. Scarron's Com. Romance (1775) 1. 289 Certain peasants
who attended a loaden cart. 1792 Charlotte Smith Des-
mond I. 213 Those majestic and deeply-loaden clouds.

Loaden (l^'d'n), v. Obs. cxc. dial. Also 6
loden. [f. Load sb. + -en &.] trans. - Load v.,

in various senses. Hence Loadened ///. a.

1568 Q. Eliz. Let. to Mary Q.Scots 21 Dec. in H. Camp-
bell Love Lett. Alary (1824) App. 55 We did not thynk ..

to have seen or heard such matters of so great apparence
& moment to charge & loden yow. 1628 Gaule Tract.
Theory (1629) 167 That they straiten not our Thoughts, ere
they loaden our Backes. 1638-48 G. Daniel Eclog. 1. 213
Our londned trees Beare cquall Burthens. 1658 Bromhall
Treat. Specters 1. 96 A loadned and ballasted ship. 1768
Sterne Sent. Journ. (1775) I. 52 {Letter) He had loaden'd
himself in going up stairs with a thousand compliments to
Madame. 1790 A. Wilson Poems Lit. Prose (1876) 11.

278 With ripe fruit the loaden'd bough Bends to the swaird.

1877 N. If'. Line. Gloss.
,
Leadened, loaded. 'I wen't hev

loadenM guns browt into th' hoose '. 1880 Antrim <y Down
Gloss. s.v., I was told to loaden up with flax. 1889 Mamj.
Peacock Lines. Tales 127 When he's tekken hisjackitoff
to help to loaden a cart.

Loader 1 (ltf'i'dai). Also 5-6 loder, 6 looder.

[f. Load v. + -er 1.]

1. a. One who loads m various senses) ; a carrier

(obs. or dial.) ; a man who stands on the top of

a wagon, a haystack, etc., and arranges the hay
or corn which is forked up.
1476 Paston Lett. III. 153 It come home the same daye

that I come owte, browght by Herry Bcrker, loder. 1568 in

W. H. Turner Select. Kec. Oxford 325 Nether any looder,

carye or recarye w lli their loode horse or horses, .any maner
of corne. 1577-87 Holinsheo Chron. III. 1060/2 So were
his loders more readie to aggrauate his burthen, than will-

ing to ease him. 1619 Dalton Country Just. xliv. (1630)

103 [To] punish the offences of . . Badgers Loaders Poulters

or other ministers for the King's Majestic 1641 Best Farm.
Bhs. (Surtees) 35 The one of the men is a loader, the other

a forker, and the woman to rake after the waine. a 1661

Fuller Worthies, Comw. (1662) 1.204 Tl ie French man did

it out of covetousness, that so two loaders might bring

double grists to his Mill, a 1722 Lisle llnsb. (175c) 2x7 It

is good husbandry to have two pitchers to one loader in the

field. 1848 Thorf.au Alainc IV. (1894) 58 According to

Springer, the company consists of choppers, swampers.

—

who make roads,—barker and loader, teamster, and cook.

1880 Lumberman'1

s Gaz. 28 Jan., There are also ' loaders',

who assist the teamsters in placing the logs on their sleds.

t88o Bottrell Trad. Comm. Ser. ill. 158 The 'loader'

(miller's boy) having brought the grist to a farmhouse.

b. An attendant whose business it is to load guns •

for a man who is shooting game.
1869 Pall Alall G. 1 Sept. 2 A quick man, with a good

loader at his back, will not unfrequently get at least three

barrels into a rise of birds. 1895 G. W. Smali.ev Stud.

Men 198 The killing was done not to his own gun, but to

his own three guns, as he had two loaders.

C. (a) A loading-machine, {b) See quot. 1872-6.

1872-6 Voyle & Stevenson Milit. Diet. (ed. 3), Loader,

an instrument used with S. B. siege howitzers to steady the
|

shell in the passage down the bore. The fixed iron band
j

which crosses the hollow hemisphere of the loader has a

hole in it which embraces the fuze, and which on reaching
J

the bottom of the bore can be easily disengaged. 1875

Knight Diet. Mech., Loader; a machine attached to a

wagon, as a hay*toader or stone-loader. 1884 Knight Diet.
,

Mech. Sup pi.

f 2. App. a dicing term ; a doublet. (In quots.
1

fig* 0i,s
- . . I

1693 Dryden Juvenal vt. Argt. (1697) 114 Lust is the main 1

Body of the Tree. .. Every Vice is a Loader; hut that's

a Ten. 1694 — Love Triumphant iv. i. You will find but

one bastard charged upon you : you see 1 was not for laying

loaders.

3. A gun which is loaded in a particular way,

always with qualification, e.g. Breech-loader,
|

Muzzle-loader, single-loader.

1858 [see Breech-loader]. 1868 Rep. to Govt. U. S.
I

Munitions War 31 When it is required to be used as ft

single-loader, and a full magazine held in reserve for a greater

emergency.

tLoa'der 2
. Obs. - [f. Load sb. + er 1

.] =
. Load-horse.

1600 N. Breton PasquiVs Passion ix. (Grosart) 26/1 The
Sacke, That laide awry may breake the Loaders backe.

Loading (l^-dig), vbl. sb. [f. Load v. + -ing 1
.]

1. The action of the verb Load ; the placing of

: a load or cargo in a vehicle, vessel, etc. \ Bill of .

loading=b\\\ of lading (see Bill sb$ 10).

1523 Fit2hkrb. Husb. § 22 In lodynge of bey or corne, the

cattetis alwaye eatynge or beytynge. 1571 Campion Hist.

,
/ret. viii. (1633) 102 The Irish impositions of Coyne, Livery,

i

Cartings, carriages, loadings, . . and such like. 1626 CArr.
Smith Accid. Yng. Sea-men 25 With your Commission,
C'ocket, or bills of loading. 1727 A. Hamilton Aleiu Ace.
R. hid. II. xxxiii, 17 Perrin must take them, and sign Bills
of Loading for good well conditioned Goods. 1806 Gazet-
teer Scot. (ed.2) 545 The want of a pier .. prevents them
from loading or unloading except at low water. 1898 All-
butt's Syst. Aled. V. 961 The 'loading

1

indeed, if not exces-
sive, stimulates the organ to stronger contraction.

b. Arch. The placing of a ' load*.

1751 Labelyr Westm. Br. 80 The further Loading of the
settled Pier would be dangerous. 1853 Sir IL Douglas
Milit. Bridges (ed. 3) 48 In the bridge, without any loading,
each large pontoon is immersed to the depth of about 9^
inches.

c. Painting. (See Load v. 7 b.)

1859 On.lick & TiMns Paint. 228 This loading of thick-

masses of colour upon the picture. 2882 Hamerton Graphic
Arts 230 Loading is the use of opaque colour in heavy
masses which actually protrude from the canvas and them-
selves catch the light as the mountains do on the moon.

d. The use of weights or of some added material

for the purpose of falsification or adulteration.

concr. The material used for this purpose.
1886 Pall Mall G. 3 June 4/2 Loading is slipping about

an ounce weight of lead down the ears of the horse.. No
matter how vicious the beast may be it becomes da2ed and
stupid when the load plugs its ears. 1889 Ibid. 16 Nov. 6/3
Into lobsters and crabs which have become by reason of
aye of lighter weight are introduced portions of fresh had-
dock or roker. . . This is technically called ' leading '. 1890
Watt Paper-making 114 The very finest qualities of paper
are usually made without the addition of any loading, as it

is called.

e. Conjuring. (See quot.) -

^872 Routledgers Fv. Boy's Ann. 345/2 For the purpose
of what is called

1

loading ', i. e. bringing a rabbit or other
article into a hat, etc.

2. The putting of the charge in a firearm.

1655 M RQ« Worcester Cent. Itiv. § 58 To make a Pistol

discharge a dozen times with one loading. 1748 Anson's
Voy. in. viii. 375 The whole crew, .were . quick in loading,
all of them good marksmen. 1879 Casse/fs Teihn. Edtic,

II. 66 The loading was effected almost as easily and lapidly
as in a smooth-bore.

3. Life- insurance. (See quot. 1SS1.I
1867 C. Wai.ford Insur. Guide (ed. 2) 258 Some loading

to the pure premiums may he considered as absolutely
necessary. Ibid. 329 There will still remain .. a consider-
able surplus, after paying all proper expenses, out of the
loading of the premiums. 1881 Eucycl. Brit. XIII. 173/1
With the introduction . . ofmortality tables which approached
more closely the death-rates among assured lives, there
revived (he practice of making an addition to the pure pre-

miums, in order to provide for expenses, for fluctuations in

the death-rate, and for other contingencies. This addition
is called the ' loading ' or ' margin . . The terms ' loading ' and
* margin ' have come to bear a somewhat extended meaning.
They are now used to designate the difference between the

premiums payable by the assured and the net premiums
deduced from any table that may be employed for the

time. 1896 Atlbutfs Syst. Aled. I. 477 The calculated pre-

mium is slightly in excess of the true net premium, and the
' loading' in contingent cases is usually heavy.

4. concr. a. That with which something is loaded
;

a load, lading, cargo. Now somewhat rare.

1494 Fabyan Chron. vil. 620 A Frenshman . . beynge a
carter, whiche dayly vsed to entre this towne with vytayll

& other lodynge of his carte, c 1592 Marlowe Jew 0/
Alalia 1. i. 85 Goe thou thy wayes, discharge thy Ship, And
bid my Factor bring his loading in. 1604 Shaks. Oth. V. h.

363 Look on the tragic loading of this bed. 1703 Loud.
Gaz. No. 3917/4 The Loading of tbe Dorothy .. will be ex-

posed to publick Sale. 1720 De Foe Capt. Singleton i.

(1840) it The ship, having taken in her loading, set sail for

Portugal. 1745 Eliza Heywood Female Sped. xvn. (1748)

III. 258 The plumb unhandled lost its bloom, the weak
stems let fall their loading yet unripe. 1755 Man No

;
13.

5 In failure of better loading, my wife and my chum might
have the first ride in it [viz. a cart]. 1804 in Lewis & Clarke
Trav. (1893) I. 45 No damage was done to the boats or the

loading. 1825 J. Nicholson Opera t. Mechanic 656, 21 wag-
gons of five cwt. each, which, with their loading of coals,

amounted to 43 tons eight cwt. 1890 * Rolf Bolorewood '

Col. Reformer (1891) 245 He had, as early as such loading

could be procured, ordered from town great stores of fruit*

trees and plants.

b. in Mining. (See quots.)

1875 J. H. Collins Metal Alining 96 Blocks, which are

mounted upon piers or * loadings
1

of masonry. 1883 Grfs-
ley Coat-mining Gloss., Loadings, pillars of masonry carry-

ing a drum or pulley.

5. athib. and Comb. Pertaining to the loading of

goods, cargo, etc., as loading-berth
,
-book, -pick;

pertaining to or used in the loading of firearms,

as loading-bar, -chamber, -funnel, -hammer,

-machine, -plug, -longs, -tray, loading-rod, a

ramrod; loading-turn (see quot. 1858).
1881 Wilhelm Milit. Diet., *Loading.bar, a bar used to

carry shot. It is passed through tbe ring of the shell-books

;

also called carrying-bar. 1900 F. W. Bullen With Christ

at Sea iii. 53 We had reached our loading berth. 1812 J.

Smyth Tract, ofCustoms (1821) 407 J. Mann, Cart-follower,

kept the *Loading-book. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bh.,
*Loading-chamber, the paterero, or inserting piece in breech-

loading. 1875 Knight Diet. Alech. ,*L oading-funnel, one for

charging mortars with loose powder. *Loading-hammer,one
for loading rifles, i860 Eng. $ For. Alining Gloss. (Derbysh.

Terms\ *Loadingpick, a pick made purposely to cleave or

rive up coals and prepare them for laying on the corves,

1864 Trevelyan Compel. Wallah (1866) 164, I appeared

among them with my *loading-rod. 1881 Wilhelm Milit.

Diet., *Loading-tongs, a pair of tongs used with siege

howitzers to set the shelf home. 1858 Simmonos Diet.

Trade, *Loading Turn, the successive rotation for ships to

approach the quays, to take in cargo. 1899 Westm. Gaz.



LOADING.
20 Apr. 5/3 Many of the collieries have little or nothing to

sell for some weeks ahead, while loading turns as a rule are

practically full to the end of the month. ,

Loading (Uu-dirj), a. [f. Load v. + -ing 2.]

1. That loads.
1891 Labottr Commission Gloss., Loading-up Afen, men

at the docks who stop the bales from the cranes and pile

them up on the trucks.

t 2. fig. Burdening, oppressive, aggravating. Obs.

x6i$ Bacon Ess., Goodness (Arb.) 205 Such Men, in other

mens Calamities, are, as it were, in season, and are euer on
the loading Part. 163a tr. BrucTs Praxis Med. 2 The
paine that doth seaze thereon [the brain], tsfarre duller, and
more loading. 1642 S. Ashe Best Refuge 29 Our Patentees,

. .may justly be cast under this loading aggravation.

3. That is loaded in a specified way : in comb,
with prefixed word, as Breech-loading.
a 1858 [see Breech-loading]. 1889 Sat. Re?>. 16 Mar.

318/1 The relative effects of breech- loading and muzzle-

loading rifle fire. 1901 Daily Chron. 15 Apr. 3/ r Daylight-

loading cameras.

Loadless (l^'-d,los), a. [f. Load sb. + -less.]

Having no load.

1876 Ruskin Fors Clav. VI. Ixix. 297 It will be simply to

me only occasion for the loadless travellers song.

Loadsaddle. Obs. exc. dial. Also {north.) 4
lad-, 5 layd-, 5- lade-, laid-, [f. Load sb. (or

pcrh. Lade sbA) -(-Saddle sb.] A pack-saddle.
1397-8 Durham Acc..Rolls (Surtees) 136 In ij Iadsadcll' et

uno panel empt. jxs. uljd. 1418*19 /£/V?. 615 In cartesadil-

trees et ladesadiltrees empt. ijj. viij</. 1483 Cath. Aug?.
206/1 A layd sndylle, gestatorinm, gestarinm. 1563 Rich-
mond. Wills (Surtees 1853) 169 A lade sadlc, ij girths,

a halter, and a wanton hodome, xxd
. a 1568 Ifoiuing Jok

<$• Jynny 52 in Bannatync Poems (1878) 389, 1 haif . . Ane
auld pannell of ane laid sadill. 1847 Halliwell, Lade-
saddle, a saddle for a horse carrying a load or burthen on
its back. 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss., Load-saddle, a
wooden pack-sad die.

t Loadsome, a. Obs. or arch. rare. [f. Load
sb. + -some.] Burdensome.
1578 Banister Hist. Man 1. 2 That tlierby the reading .

.

may be more conspicuous . .which otherwise would be load-

soui, and tedious. 1583 Greene Mamillia 36 The weakest
wit & youngest yeeres. .is euer forced to bear the lodesom
burden of loue. 1850 Preiser's Mag. XL1I. 139 It has all

the charms of idlesse, without the weary, loadsome, and
loathsome self.reproachingness of idleness.

Loadstar : see Lodestar.

Loadstone, lodestone U«-dst0»m). Also
6 (?) lodysshestone, [f. loal, Lode + Stone sb.

Literally 'way-stone', from the use of the magnet in

guiding mariners. Cf. LooESTAa.]

1. Magnetic oxide of iron
;
also, a piece of this

used as a magnet.
clS lS Cocke LorelCs B. 12 One kepte y J compas and

watched y
J our glasse, Some y lodysshestone dyd seke.

1548 Udall, etc. Eras/it. Par. Mark 38 b, Like as the lode-
stone draweth vnto it yron, so [etc.]. 1579 Lane. Wills
(Chetham Soc) II. 156 One rynge of gold havinge in it a
stone called a lode stone. 1635 Swan Spec. M. vi. ^1643) 291
The Loadstone, is coloured like iron, but hlewer, and tend-
ing to a skie colour. 1716 Laov M. W. Montagu Lett. / >

Pope 10 Oct, I. 129 A small piece of loadstone that held
up an anchor of steel too heavy for ine to lift. 1849 Noad
Electricity (ed. 3) 292 The smallest loadstones have generally
a greater attractive power, in proportion to their size, than
larger ones. 1877 VV. Jones Finger-ring 504 A loadstone
sometimes was set instead of a jewel, indicative of love's

attractions. 1891 Nature 3 Sept., The property of the
magnet or ' loadstone ' to point to the north first became
known in the eleventh century.

2. Jig. Something which attracts.

1577 Northbrooke Dicing (1843) 102 Such things which
are occasions and loade stones to draw people to wicked-
nesse. a 1592 Greene Alphonsns Wks. (Rtldg.) 246 To
have his absence whom he doth account To be the load-
stone of his life ! 1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Bk. Martyrs
Wks. in. 141/1 She was at home, abroad, in euery part,

loadstar and Loadstone to each eye and heart, a 1649
Drumm. of Hawth. Poems Wks. (1711) 47/1 Load star of
love, and load-stone of all hearts. 1778 Miss Burney
Evelina xxvii. (1791) II. 172, I find you., the general
loadstone of attention. 1857 Maurice Mor. <y Met. Philos.
111. v. § 3. 164 His human sympathy and human sorrow 1

were to be the lodestone of all hearts. 1877 C. Geikie Christ 1

lx. (1870) 73s Jerusalem was now the loadstone that had
drawn the whole Jewish world around it
4 Loadum. Obs. Also lodam(e, loadam,

loadera, load him. [Florio (1598 and 1611)
identifies the game with one called in It. carica

Vasino (load the ass), which suggests load 'em as

the etymological spelling ; but the reason for the

name is not clear.] A game of cards ; in one form,

called losing loadum, the loser won the game.
1591 Florio 2nd Fntites 67 At primero, at trump, .and at

lodam. 1599 Hist, of Pofie Joan A j b, In which the
gamesters like loadam playe and bring them forth last that

are of most price. 1601 2nd Pt. Returnfr. Parnass. Prol.

14 You that have beene deepe students at post and paire,

saint and Loadam. 161 1 Cotgr., Coquimbert qui gaigtie

Pert. A game at cards, like our loosing Lodam. 1650
Bulwer Anthropomet. 111 Which must needs be hindred
by their practise, which with Rings and Jewels play at such
loosing Loadem with their Lips. 1652 Urquhart Jewel
Wks. (1834) 232 After the nature of Load-him, a game at

cards where he that wins loseth. 1695 Congreve Lovefor
L. 1. xi, To converse with Scandal, is to play at Losing
Loadum ; you must lose a good Name to him, before you
can win it for yourself. 1755 Poor Robin, an Almanac
Dec, At loadum, cribbidge, and all fours.

Load-water-line. Naut. The line of floata-

tion of a ship when she has her full cargo on board.
|

370

f (Called also + load-water-mark, load-line, and
|

riimsolVs mark.) Hence load-water-draught,
-length, -seetion (see quots.).

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780) D 1 a, The line which
determines her depth under the water is fasually termed the
load-water-line. /bid.Vjb, The load-water-mark. 1861

Q. Rev. Apr. 570 Admitting that she is now sunk three or

four feet below her proper load water-line. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk., Load water-section, a horizontal section

at the load water-line in the shipbuilder's draught. 1887
I
Daily News 28 §ept. 5/1 The Thistle has a load-water

J

length of 86ft. 4m. 1895 Funk's Stand. Diet., Load-water,

j

pertaining to a loaded vessel ; as, load-water draft. 1897

j

Outing^ (U. S.) XXX. 336/1 By halving the sum of load-

|
water-line length and the square root of the sail-area.

Loaf (l<?nf), sb.l PI. loaves (l^nvz). Forms: f
sing. 1 hl&f, 3-4 laf, 3-5 lof, 4-5 loof, (4 Ihoue),

5 layf, Sc. lafe, loofe, looff, 5-6 lofe, lorTe, 6-7
loafe, 8 Sc. leaf, 7- loaf; pi. 1 hl&fas, 3 Orm.
lafess, 3-4, 6 Sc. laves, 4 lafes, lavis, -ys, Sc.

lafis, lawis, 3-7 loves, 4-5 lofes, looves, 4 lofis,

lovis, loovys, 5 loofe s, looffls, lovys. Sc. laffls,

7 loafs, loafes, 6- loaves. [Com. Teut. : OE.
/j/tf/masc-OHG. and MHG. inflected leib-

f

bread, loaf (mod.G. laib, also written lab, loaf),

ON. hleif-r loaf (Da., MSw. lev), Goth, hlaij-s

bread (whence ga-klaiba messmate, comrade, =
OHG. gileipo, which seems to have suggested the

equivalent late L. compdnio Companion) OTeut.
VilaiTto-z.

Whether the sense of 'bread' or that of ' loaf' is the
earlier is uncertain, as the ulterior etymology is obscure.

For many doubtful conjectures see Uhlenbeck Gotische
Etymologic s.v. hlaifs. Some have suggested connexion
with OE. hlffan to rise high, tower, the reference being
supposed to be to the 'rising' of leavened bread. Out-
side Teut. the following synonymous words are certainly

in some way connected (most probably adopted from Teut. i

:

OS1. \libii (Russian X.tI>6t>), Lith. klipas, Lettish klaips,

Finnish leip<i, Esthoman leip.
^ It has been supposed by

some that the initial element in G. lebkuchen, lebzelter,

gingerbread, is an ablaut-variant of this word.l

1. Bread. Obs. exc. dial.

cp$o Lindisf Gosp. Matt. vi. 11 Hlaf userne ofer wistlic

sel us todaej. c 1050 ByrhtfertlCs Handboc in Anglia
(1885) VI II. 322 And eton hij beorfne hlaf mid grenum
lactucam. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 227 He hi afeddefeorti} wintre
mid hefenlice hlafe. 1821 Hunter's MS. in Sheffield Gloss.

s.v., People say ' some loaf, as well as ' some bread \

Jig. f 950 Lindisf. Gosp. John vi. 48 lc am hlaf lifes.

2. A portion of bread baked in one mass ; one of

the portions, of uniform size and shape, into which
a batch of bread is divided. Also with qualifying

word, as barley, bran, cottage, household, tin, tinned

loaf, for which see the fust element. Brown loaf,

a loaf of Brown bread. While loaf, a loaf made
of wheaten flour only.

C950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xiv. 17 Nabbas we her buta fif

hlafum & tuoej fisces. c 1200 Ormin z 1788 thirrh batt te

la^e gast himm badd Off staness makenn lafess. c 1290
S. Eng. Leg. 1. 227/283 Ane wel faire ?wite lof. 1340 Ayenb.
82 pe wyfman grat myd childe bet more hi uynt smalt in

anti zoure epple t?anne ine ane huetcne lhoue. 0380
Wvclif Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 69 How many hynen in my
fadirs hous ben ful of loves, and Y perishe here for hungre.

1393 Langl. P. PI. C. x. 150 A loof ober half a loof oher a
lompe of chese. a 1400 Prymer (1891) 64 (Ps, exxxii. 15) His
poorc y schal fylle wib lofes. c 1440 Douce MS. 55 If. 6 b,

'J ake a lofe of white brede & stepp hit with the brothe. 1485
in Descr.Cal. Auc. Deeds I. (1890) 358 And iiij loves of the

secunde brede wekely, every love weyng too pondes. 1562
Bulleyn Bk. Simples 13 b, The best bread is that, that is of

a daie old and the loves or manchedes, maie neither be great
nor little. 161 x Hible 2 Kings iv. 42 Bread of the first

fruits, twentie loaues of barley, a 1643 W. Cartwright
Lady-Errant v. i. Plays (1651) 66 Just as so much Quick- 1

silver Is put into hot loves, to make 'em dance As long as

th' heat continues. 1782 Priestley Corrupt. Chr. 11. vi.

33 It was the custom to make one great loaf. 1828 Scott
{

F. M. Perth xxviii, Kread was the scarcest articte at the

banquet, but the Glover and his patron Niel were served

with two small loaves. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) 111. 243
Kneading the flour, making noble puddings and loaves.

fig. 1650 Trapp Comm. Num. xxiii. 1 A loafe of the

same leaven, was that resolute Rufus.
Proverbial. 1546 J. Hevwood Prov. (1867) 30 For better

is halfe a lofe than no bread. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. \\. I 87
Easie it is Ofa cut loafe to steale a shiue we know. 1687
GoodAdvice 43 And then she will think th.it half a Loafhad
been better then no Bread. 1758 Chesterf. Let. to Son
13 June (1892) 111. 1227 The lady has wanted a man so

long, that she now compounds for half a one. Haifa loaf—. I

1785 Grose Diet. Vulgar Tongue s.v., To be in bad loaf,

to be in a disagreeable situation, in trouble.

b. + Assize loaf, a loaf of the weight fixed by
the assize of bread (31 Geo. II. c. 29). + Church
loaf= Holy loaf, f Prized loaf, a 1oaf of the price

fixed by the assize of bread, f St. Stephen's loaf,

a stone. Also Holy loaf.
1499 Churchw. Acc. Croscomle (Som. Rec. Soc.) 24 Paid

W. Toyt for tyndyng of the lyght and the church loffe. 1694
Motteux Rabelais v. ix, He took up one of St. Stephens's
Loaves, alias a Stone, and was going to hit him with it.

j

1762 Act 3 Geo. tit, c. 11 No Assize Loaves of the Price of
three Pence, and prized Loaves called Half Quartern
Loaves,.. shall, .in any Place be made for Sale [etc.].

c. Loaves andfishes (fig. pbr., after John vi. 26)

:

pecuniary advantages as a motive for religious

profession (or, occas., for display of public spirit)

;

the emoluments of ecclesiastical office.

LOAF-BREAD.

1614 Bp. Hall Recoil. Treat. 954 If it were not for the
loaves and fishes, the traine of Christ would bee lesse. 1799
Jefferson Writ. (1859) IV*. 300 Their seducers have wished
war., for the loaves and rislies which arise out of war
expenses. 1823 Hvron Age ofBronze xiv,

1 The loaves and
fishes ', once so high, Are gone. 1867 Trollope Chron.
Barset I. x, Any clergyman . . whose loaves and fishes are
scanty.

d. Oyster, mushroom loaf : The crust of a loaf

or roll of bread filled with a stuffing of oysters or

mushrooms.
1747 Mrs. Glasse Cookery 99 To make Oyster-Loaves.

1769 Mrs. Raffald Eng. Housekpr. (1778) 287 To make
Mushroom Loaves. 1837 Disraeli Venetia 1. iv, A dish of
oyster loaves.

3. A moulded conical mass of sugar; a sugar-

loaf. (Cf. Loaf-sugar.)
»363-4 Durham Acc. Rolls (Surtees) 566 In ix lb. Sucr.de

Sipr. empt. in uno lafapud Ebor. 1373-4 Md- 57^ In ij lafes

de Sugour ponder, xxiij lib. quarteron empt,. .xlvijf. u\)d.

1440-41 Hid.nZ Item j layf de suggir, iiijj. vjV. 1556 W.
Towrson in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 98 The isle of Tenerif,
otherwise called the Pike, because it is a very high Island
with a pike vpon the toppe like a loafe of Sugar. 1654
Evelyn Diary

^ 27 June, Here [at Bristol] I first saw the
manner of refining suggar and casting it into loaves. 1835
Ure Philos. Majiuf. Pref. 9 Refined loaves.

f4. A mass or lump (of anything). Obs.

1598 Florio, Phigethlo, a little swelling hard and red,.,
our ebirurgions do call it a little loafe or manchet. 1604
E. G[rimstone] D'A cosla's Hist. Indies iv. xii. 244 They
put all the mettall into a cloth, which they straine out,.,
and the r;:st remaines as a loafe of silver. 161 1 Cotg«.,
Pain de ?uoustarde, a loafe, or ball, ofdrie, or dried mustard.
1694 Salmon Bate's Dispens. 504/2 The Cakes \sc. of corro-
sive sublimate], .they call Loaves.

5. A 1 head ' (of a cabbage).
[1585 : implied in Loafed.] 1817-18[Cobbett Resid. U.S.

(1822) 1 13 All the plants from the English seed produced solid

loaves by the 24th ofJune. 182*9— Evg- Gard. § 129 When
it [the cabbage] makes its loaf in the summer, you cut the
loaf off. ..In a month after cutting the head, the stump
should be taken up.

6. atirib. and Comb.
}
as loaf basket; objective,

as loaf-giver ; similative, as loaf-shaped adj.;

f loaf-cabbage, a cabbage with a 1 loaf* or head.
1891 Daily News 6 Mar. 3/7 The bread boy bears the *loaf

basket. 1727 S. Switzer Pract. Gardiner 111. xxiii. 131
That which .. comes in just as *loaf cabbages decay. 1733
Tull Horse-hoeing Husb. 19 Some have lost their Lives by
Toads, being accidentally Doil'd in the folds of a Loaf-
Cabbage. 1882 Eona Lvall Donovan ix, A moral song.

.

in which a charitable *loafgiver is represented. 1890 H.
Latham Pastor Pasiorum v. 129 Our Lord was hungry,
and * loaf-shaped stones were lying all about Him.

Loaf Qo»(),sb.2 slang. ? U.S. [f. Loaf v.*] The
action of loafing.

1855 Whitman Leaves ofGrass (1884) 39 The farmer stops

by the bars as he walks on a First-day loafe and looks at the
oats and rye. 1886 American XII. 76 A resolution 1 have
made to enjoy a solid old-fashioned loaf this summer. 1897
OutingXU. S.) XXX. 374/2 The holiday camp, in which a
restful loaf is the principal object 1900 Daily News 2 r Apr.

3/1 In those days a Sandhurst instructorship was .. looked
upon as a 'comfortable loaf.

b. Comb. : loaf-day, a day when no regular

work is done. [But cf. Sw. hfdag, Du. verlofdag

leave-day, holiday.]
1881 Scribner's Mag. XXII. 217/2 On ' loaf-days' the

hands occupy themselves with making the neat cans which
it is their..business to fill.

Loaf 0<?u0, v.1 [f- Loaf sb 1 (sense 5).] intr.

To form a loaf or ' head Hence Iioa*fing (in 9
having), vbl. sb.

1578 Lvte Dodoens 552 The white cabbage cole. . closet

h

or lofeth in June, July, and August. 1817-8 Cobbett
Year's Resid. Amer. (1822)67 The cabbages, .were, .earlier

in loaving, than any of the rest of the plot.

Loaf (l<?u f), v»2 Also loafe. [Of obscure origin.

Lowell's conjecture (adopted in recent Diets.) that the vh.

is ad. Ger. dial, lofen ~ laufen to run, is without founda-

tion ; the Ger. vb. has not the alleged sense 1 to saunter up
and down\ G. tandldnfer (= Landlouper) has a sense

not very remote from that of loafer, but connexion is not

very probable.)

inlr. To spend time idly. Also quasi-trans. To
idle away (time).

1838 J. C. Neal Charcoal Sk. III. it 34 One night, Mr.
Dabhs came home from his ' loafing ' place—for he * loafs

'

of an evening like the generality of people—that being the

most popular and the cheapest amusement extant. 1844
1 )ickens Mart.Cl1u2.xvi, Major Pawkins rather 'loafed ' his

timeaway, than otherwise. 185a Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom'sC.
xii, Men talked, and loafed, and read, and smoked. 1855
Whitman Leaves ofGrass (1884)29, 1 loafe and invite my
soul, 1 lean and loafe at my ease. 1857 C. Kf.f.nf Let. in

G. S. Layard Life Hi. (1893) 62 My friend .. fished, and I

loafed about sketching. 1864 Sala in Daily Tel. 23 Dec, [At

Niagara] You may lounge, you may loafe, you may saunter,

you may moon, . . but you . .cannot study. 1885 M. Pattison

Mem. 39 He allowed me to waste those two precious years

in loafing about at home.

Loaf-bread. Now dial. Bread made in the

form of loaves; ordinary baker's bread as distin-

guished from cakes or wafers.
^

1559 Ff.cknam in Strype Ann. Ref. I. App. ix. 25 The
communyon riceyved ..in lofe bread, without any reverence.

1563 Koxe A. «y M. 980/2 Then eake bread and loafe bread

are all one with you. 1564 J. Rastell Confut. Jewel?

s

Serm. 162 b, The Sacrament was ministred . . some tyme in

loeuebread, some tyme in wafers. 1832 W. Jameson in

Mem. <y Lett. (1845) 93 Bakers don't care for loaf-bread, nor

ministers for Sermons. 1899 M. Russell Irish Farmer's
Sunday Morning \\\ Idyls of Killoxvcn 3/4 liefore the sire



LOAF-EATER.
Note. As contra-distinguishedthe loaf-bread, too, is laid,

from griddle-bread.

Loaf-eater. Antiq. [A literal rendering of
OE. h/df-seta. Cf. Beef-eat*; u.] One who 'eats

the»bread' of a master; a household servant.
[a 1000 Laws of Ethclbert c. 25 in Thorpe Laws I. 8 Gif

man ceorles hlaf-astan ofslamS.] 1844 Camp 0/Refuge 1. 54
Frithric . . had maintained one score and ten loaf-eaters or
serving men in his glorious abbey. 1897 Maitland Domes*
day <5> Beyond joi A mere ceorl has had. .a soke, .over his
house and over his loaf-eaters.

Loafed, loaved (itf«ft, l^uvd), a. [f. Loaf
sb. 1 + -ED-.] Having a 'loaf or 'head* (see

Loaf sb.l 5).

1578 Lyte Dodoetts 552I11 the steede ofthe thicke cabbaged
,

or lofed leaves, it Icauliflowerl putteth foorth many small*
white stemmes. 1585 Higins tr. Junius* Nomcnclator 128

Lactuca sessilis, . .loafed or headed lettice. 1817-8 Cobbett
Year's Rcsid. Amcr. (1822) 19 We have fine loaved lettuces.

1825 — Rural Rides 26 All [farm animals] like these loaved
cabhages.

Loafer (l<?u-fej). [? f. Loaf v* + -eb i
; but

the sh. may be the sonree of the vb. by back-

formation.] One who spends his time in idleness.

1840 R. H. Dana Bef Mast vii. 17 The men appeared to be
the laziest people upon the face of the earth ; and indeed.

.

there are no people to whom the newly invented Yankee
word of 'loafer* is more applicable than to the Spanish ,

Americans. 1842 Dickens Amer. Notes (1850) 130/2 When
we stop to change, some two or three half-drunken loafers

will come loitering out with their hands in their pockets.

1852 Thoreau Autumn (1804) 46 Even insects in my path
are not loafers, but have their special errands. 1873 Leland
Eng. Gipsies $ tJieir Lang. vi. 89 When the term fir*t began
to be popular in 1834 or 1835, I can distinctly remember
that it meant to pilfer. Such, at least, is my earliest

recollection, and of hearing school boys ask one another in
t

jest, of their acquisitions or gifts,
1 Where did you loaf that

from?' A petty pilferer was a loafer, but in a very short

time all of the tribe of loungers in the sun, and the disreput-

able pickers up of unconsidered trifles,, .were called loafers.

1893 Liddon, etc. Life ofPuscy I. ii, Older boys knew that

he was no loafer : and when he felt unwell he could always
get off ' fagging cricket '.

attrib. 1888 Bryce Amer. Commw. II. lvii. 397 Among
the

4

loafer * class. 1896 J. Davidson Fleet Street Eclog.
Ser. 11. 81, I seethe loafer-burnished wall.

Henee many nonee-wds., as Xioa'ferdom, the

state of being a loafer ; Loaferess, a female

loafer; Iioa'fering', the practice or 'occupation* I

of a loafer ; in quot. attrib. \ Loa'ferisli a., some-
what of a loafer

;
pertaining to or characteristic of

a loafer
j
Loa'ferism, Iioa'fery, the practice of

loafing ; Iioafership, the state of being a loafer.

1842 B. M. Norman Yucatan iv. (1843) 88 The Casa-real

..was the loafering-place of the Indians. 1861 Macm.Mag.
IV. 76/1 Encouraging Moafery* by the instances we are

going to adduce of Idleness and Scampisbness succeeding
where Philosophy has failed. 1866 Howells Venct. Life

xix, A scene composed of the four pleasant ruffians in the

loaferish postures which they have learned as facchini
waiting for jobs. 1885 Advance (Chicago) 16 July 458
Loafers and loaferesses- 1889 Home Missionary (N. V.)

Dec. 362 Loaferism and blackguardism. 1889 Field 28 Sept.

448/1 The dangers which 'Toafership
1 entails upon the

future of any juvenile. 1893 Scribuer's Mag. Feb. 262/2
A mere loaferish breach of the peace. 1894 Forum (U. S.)

May 276 The steps from enforced idleness down into loafer-

dont. .and crime are short and near together.

Loafing (lJu'firj), vb/. sb. [f. Loaf + -HfG 1
.]

The aetton of the vb. Loaf. Also attrib.

1838 [see Loaf v.]. 1846 Simmonans Colonial Mag. Sept.

IX. 41 Practices of this kind come properly under the head
of 'loafing' (living idly on other people), as defined in the

American vocabulary. 1862 H. Kingsley Ravcnshoe xli,

Shoeblacks are compelled to a great deal of unavoidable
•loafing'. 1864 Sala in Daily Tel. 13 Oct., There is ..a
public news-room, and a public loafing-ball. 1883 A. M.
Gow Primer of Politeness 214 The trouble began with
loafing; loafing led to blackguarding.

Loafing (1^-firj),///. a. [f. Loaf v.2 + -ing 2
.]

That loafs.

1857 Hughes Tom Brown 1. H, A half-gjpsey, poaching,

loafing fellow. 1873 Black Pr. Thule xiv. 222 Loafing
vagabonds, who would pick your pocket.

Hence Iioa-fingly adz/., in a loafing manner.
i860 All Year Round No. 42. 367 The shop, about which

I had all this time been loafingly prowling.

Loaflet (l^'fjlet). nonce-wd. [f. Loaf sb. 1 +
-let.] A small loaf.

1876 G. Mereoith BeancJt. Career I. xy. 228 Crisp home-
made loaflets.

Loafs, obs. pi. of Loaf.

Loaf-Stlgar. Sugar refined and moulded into

a loaf or conical mass.
c 1440 Anc. Cookery in Househ. Ord. (1790) 473 And medel

therwith two pounde of Iofe sugre. 1678 J.
Phillips tr.

Tavemiers Trav. India 11. 131 Loaf-Sugar is also made at

Amadabat, where they are perfectly skill'd in refining it

173a Fielding Mock Doctor ix. Wks. 1882 IX. 267 These
look exactly like lumps of loaf-sugar, c X865 J. Wvlde in

Ore. Sci. I. 356/2 In a purer state.. the cane-sugar is called
4 loaf or ' lump-sugar \

Loam (l#»m), sb. Forms : 1 16m, (laam), 3-4

lam, 3-5 , 6 9 ^V.lame, 5-8 lome, (4 in comb. lorn-)

,

6-S loame, 6-7 Sc. and north, leame, 7 leem, S-9

loom, (9 laem), 6- loam. [OE. Idm neut. = MDu.,
Du. /eem, MLG. Um %

whence mod.G. lehm mase.

;

with different declension the word is found as OHG.
ieimo mase. (MHG. /eime, mod. HG. dial, leimen) ;

the OTeut. forms */aimo- t
*/aimon- are from the
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root *lai- (:*/?-) to be sticky, occurring also in

Laik sb.'1 ; for cognates in other ablaut-grades see
Lime sb.i]

fl. Clay, clayey earth, mud ; occas. * earth ' or
* clay ' as the material of the human body. Obs.
£725 Ags. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilckcr 6/38 Argclla, laam. ciooo

jElfkic Gen. ii. 7 God gesceop eornosilice man of baure
eor5an lame, c 1175 Cott. Horn. 22r And god ba }eworhte
a2nne man of lame, a 1225 Leg. Kath. 991 }e I ue makede
he mon of lam to his ilicnesse? a 1300 Cursor M. 11985
And o lame o baa lakes selue Wit handes made he sparus
tuelue. c-1375 Sc. Leg. Saints ix. (Bartholomaeus) 135
Adame, pat wrocht wes of vmwemmyt lame. 1593 Shaks.
Rick. II, 1. i. 179 The purest treasure mortall times afford
Is spotlesse^ reputation: that away, Men are but gilded
loame, or painted clay. 1600 Hollano Livy 1376 The name
[Argiletus] it taketh of a kind of clay or lome, where of
there is plentie in that place. 1610 Healey St. Aug. Citic
ofGod \\\\. xxiv. (1620) 467 This man therefore being framed
of dust or lome [L. de tcrrx pulvcre sive limo] (for lome is

moystned dust)^ a 1633 Austin Medit. (1635) 289 My
Fathers House is Earth where I must lye : A House of
Clay best fits a Guest of Lome. 1655 Culpepi-ur Rwerins
ix. lii. 257 Some [sc. depraved appetites] desire Clay, Coals,
Earth, Loam, Chalk and the like.

fig. 1645 G. Daniel Poems Wks. 1878 II. 72 See to the
Politicke Is not Hee partly Sicke? Are his Designes vn-
mixt with Drosse and Loame? a 1657 Lovelace Poems
(1864) 192 Thou art become Slave to the spawn of mud and
lome.

b. Used loosely for : Earth, ground, soil. arch,
a 1300 Cursor M. 193 par sal 3e find..O lazar ded laid

ynder lam. c 1440 York Myst. xxxix. 5 Maria. In lame is

it loken all my light, For-thy on grounde on-glad I goo.
1616 Barbour's Bruce xix. 256 (ed. Hart) That time Edward
of Carnauerane The Kiug, was dead, and laide in Lame
[JISS. stane]. 1867 G. Macdonald Poems 160, I'll hee the
corpse, ere he's laid in the loam. 1871 Joaquin Miller
Songs of Italy (1878) 12 These skies are Rome ! The very
loam Lifts up and bpeaks in Roman pride.

2. Clay moistened with water so as to form a
paste capable of bein^ moulded into any shape

;

spec, a composition of moistened clay and sand
with an admixture of horse-dung, chopped straw,

or the like, used in making bricks and easting-

moulds, plastering walls, grafting, etc.

1480 Wardr. Acc. Edzo. Ilr 11830) 127 Payed.. for borde
naill and lome for cering and amending of his chambre More.

1483 CAxroaGold. Leg. 56/2 In nowysc gyue noniore chaf
to the peple forto make lome and claye. 1577 Harkison
England 11. xii. '1877) 1. 234 The claie wherewith our houses
are impanelled, is either white, red, or blue, ..the second is

called lome. 1587 Mascall Gold. Cattle (1627) 40 Ye may
giue him lome of a wall mixt with vrine. 1602 Shaks. Harn^ v.

I. 233. 1626 Bacon Sylva *? 427 You may take off the Karke
of any Hough ..and couer the bare Place, .with Loame well

tempered with Horse-dung, binding it fast downe. 1683
Moxon Mech. Exerc. 11 Make a Loam of three parts Clay
and one part Horse-dung. 1684 Ibid. 57 I'y covering Steel

[in annealing] with a course Powder of Cow-Horns, . . and
so inclosing it in a Loam. 1688 R. Holme Armoury u.

86/2 Lome, a kind of Clay to put about Grafts, made of

Clay and Horse-dung. 1694DRYOEN Love Triumph, iv. i.

65 The Lodging Rooms are furnisht with Loam. fi7io
C. Fiennes Diary (1888) 116 Their buildings are of timber

of Loame and Lathes. 1759 L'llis in Phil. Trans. LI. 208

A cake of plaisterers stiff loam, or such as the brewers use

to stop their beer barrels. 1789 V. Smyth tr. AldriclCs Archit.

(1818) 80 The loom during the winter should be kept steeped,

and made into bricks in the spring. 1839 Ure Diet. A* Is

518-10 [Founding.] Over the brick dome a pasty layer of

loam is applied.
.

; this surface is then coated with a much
smoother loam. 1883 T. D. West A mer. Foundry Pract.

(ed. 2) 184 In some places a natural loam can be obtained—
but this is rare ; most shops have to make their loam of

different proportions of sharp and loam sands.

Proverb, //ir. 1586 Hooker Serm. ii. § 19 Wks. (1888J

III. 504 But we wash a wall of loam ; we labour in vain.

3. A soil of great fertility composed chiefly of

elay and sand with an admixture of decomposed

vegetable matter.

It is called clay loam or sandy loam according as the clay

or sand preponderates.

1664 Evelyn Kal. Hort. y
May ( 1 706) 57 A natural Earth,with

an Eye of Loam in it (such as is proper for most Flowers).

1727 Bradley Earn. Diet. s.v. Flower, Where the Ground is

too stiff, and that you desire a natural Mixture to bring it to

the State of Loam, you must add to it a sufficient Quantity

iiq The soil is an exceeding light sandy loam.

teer Scott, (ed. 2) 16 The soil .. consisting of clay and sand,

and in some places of a loam. 1830 Lyell Prim. Geol. I.

268 Cliffs, composed ..of alternating strata of blue clay,

gravel, loam, and fine sand. 1879 Jefferies Wild Life inS.

Co. 376 The loam discolours the water during a storm for

several yards out to sea. 1887 T. Hakdy IVoodlanders II.

xii. 228 The fruity district of deep loam.
_ t

4. attrib. passing into adj. Made of or consisting

of loam.
1536 Bellenuen Cron. Scot. (1821) 1. 108 In Fyndoure..

wes found ane anciant sepulture, in quhilk were n lame

piggis, craftely maid. 1563 Davioson Confut. Kennedy in

IVodr. Soc. Misc. (1844) 214 The leame pote that contents

the medicine. 1606 Birnie Kirk-Buriall (1833) 2 Cxlo

tegitur qui non habel nrna/n... And heauens will cover

when leame tombes cannot do'ide. 1623 Goao Dolef. Euen-

Song 13 They with their Kniues opened the Loame-wall

next vnto them. 1637 Rutherford Lett. (1664) 66 Are we

not Gods leem vessels? 1637-30 Row Hist. Kirk (1842)

260 He dreamed that he was a lame pig. 1655 Fuller Ch.

Hist. x. vi. § 31 To cut their passage out of a lome wall into

the next chamber. 1663 Inv. Ld. % Gordons Furniture,

A lame pot for watering chamberes. 1703 Loud. Gaz.

No 3953/1 A Manufacture of Lame, l
Jurslame and Earthen

LOAN.
Ware. 1824 Mactaggart Gallovid. Encycl. s.v. Aschet,
Ashets seem to have been the first things of lame ware.
1884 Cassells Earn. Mag. Feb. 140 Our loam-heap should
be free from all vermin.

5. attrib. and Comb., spec, in Founding, Brick-
vtaking and Bricklaying, as loam brick, cake, cast-

ing, lute, mould, work; loam-beater, -board, -hook,
-mill, -moulder, -moulding-, loam-salts, ? land
composed of loam impregnated with salt.

1888 LockivooeTs Diet. Mech. Engin., *Loam Board, a
hoard having an edge cut to the outline of the sectional
shape of the work which it is intended to strike up.
1881 C. Wylie Iron Founding 15 Dried loam off castings
. . is only used for making *loam bricks for cores. 1875
Knight Diet. Mech., *Loam-cake. 1881 C. Wylie Iron
Founding 49 *Loam castings, as a rule, do not contract bo
much assandcaMiugs. 1700 Moxon Mech. E.vcrc, Brick-
laycrs-lVks. X4 A *Loame-hook, Beater, Shovel, Pick-A.\,
Basket and Hod, which commonly belong to Uricklaiers
Labourers, and may be called the Labourers Tools. 1839
Ure Diet. Arts 1057 It [sc. a stoneware pipe] is .. secured
at the joints with *loam-Iute. Ibid. 518 The mould is formed
of a pasty mixture of clay, water, sand, and cow's hair.,
kneaded together in what is called the *loam mill. Ibid.
*Loam moulds. r88i C. Wylie Iron Founding^ No doubt
Hiram, in Solomon's time, was a thorough *loam-moulder.
Ibid., *Loam moulding stands distinctly apart from either
green-sand or dry-sand moulding. 1852 Wiggins Embank-
ing 100 A piece of silty loam -*alts, near Fossdyke. 18..
Archit. Publ. Soc. Diet, s.v., Early *loam work [sc. in
building] is often stamped in patterns. 1881 C. Wylie
Iron Founding 50 In large loam castings this occurs to a
greater extent than in small or light loam work.

IiOam (lfluml, v. [f. L'iam sb.]

1. trans. To cover or plaster with loam. ? Obs.
1600 Suki-'LEt Country Farmc in. xviii. 460 After.. loming

the ioints and seames very well with gum and wax mixt
together. 1630 Cait. Smith Trav. Adv. 25 With the
ashes, of bones tempered 'with oile, Camels haire. and a clay
they have; they lome them bo well, that no weather will

pierce them. 1671 J. Webster Metatlogr. xi. 157 They
diligently lome or dauh up the pots with clay, or lute. 1703
IiIoxon Mech. Exerc. 264 Gilders which lye in the Walls,
must be Loamed all over, to preserve them from the corrod-
ing of the Morter.

2. To dress with loam.
V 1842 Lance Cottage Fanner 12 They are grown in the

deep sands which have been loamed.

Loamed (ltfnmd), a. rare. [f. Loam v. and sb.

+ -!•:]>.] a. Stopped with 4 loam* or earth, b.

In deef-loamed, having a great depth of loam.
1819 Keats Isabella xxxv, The forest tomb Had.. taken

the soft lute From his lorn voice, and past his loamed ears
Had made a miry channel for hU tears. 1900 Con !en>p.

Rev. Sept. 347 A deep-loamed field.

Loamless ^lJfmles), a. noncc-wd. [f. Loam
sb. + -LEs.s.] \\ ithout loam; unmixed with loam.
1872 Dlackie Lays Ilight. 183 Even in that thin, and

loamless brook The mountain- trout.. all nimbly glancing

I spied.

t Loa'lll-pit. Obs. Ill 1 lampytt, 4 lompet,

6 lorne-pitt. A clay pit.

990 in Kemble Cod. Dipl. III. 252/24 Sua andlang mearce
on 5a lampyttas. <: 1315 Smokeham iv. 134 pe crokkere

my^te segge : pou proud er|?e of lompet, Ine felbe hou
schclt lygge. 1596-7 S. Finche in DncarcCs Hist. Croydon
App. (1783) 157 The lome-pitts beyond Dubbers-hill.

Loamy (l^'mi), a. [f. Loam sb. + -y L]

f 1. Formed of earth (see Loam sb.i ). Obs. rare~\
c 1230 Hali Mcid. 47 Alle beo bat leauen luue of lami

mon ; for to beon his leofmon.

2. Of or pertaining to loam
;

consisting of, or

resembling, loam.

1599 Broughton's Let. \n. 24 With this Rabbinicall rub-

bish., haue you laboured a lomie and sandie building. 1607

Topsell Fourf. Beasts 495 He [Agricola] ascribeth to the

beech- martin, a loamie or red throat. [A mistranslation of

quod guttur cius lutci sit coloris, G. Agricola De Re
Metall. (1561 > 490.] 1626 Bacon Sylva §665 Mellow Earth

is the best . . Especially if it be not Loamy and Binding.

1720 De Foe Capt. Singleton vii. (1840) 118 We found the

eartli . .of a yellowish loamy colour. 1784 Cowper Task iv.

437 The farmer's hedge Plash'd neatly, and secured with

driven stakes Deep in the loamy hank. 1876 Page Adv.
Tc.vt.Bk. Geol. xx. 432 Its dark loamy aspect renders it

readily separable from the 'subsoil ' of sand.

t b. Built with loam or plaster. Obs. rare* 1
.

1658 Hewvt Last Serm. 195 The Peasant that from his

loamy cottage is carried prisoner to a stately Cabtle ..

changes his golden liberty for iron shackles.

Hence Loa mily adv.
,
(nonce-wd.) in the manner

of loamy soil, Loa'miness.
1727 Bailey vol. II, Loaminess, fulness of Loam, or loamy

Nature. 1841 J. Grey in frnl. R. Agric. Soc. II. 11. i7r

The greater friability and loaminess of the soil. 1869

Blackmore Lorna D. vii, The bank is steep. .overhanging

loamily.

Loan (I<?un), sb.* Forms : 3-4 lan(e, 5-6 Sc.

lane,Iayne, 3-8 lone, (41011,5 lonne, 7loyane),

4-6 loon(e, 5 lowiie, 6 londe}, 6 7 loane, 6-

loan. [a. ON. Ian neut. (Da. laan, Sw. Ian) = OK,
/^;/fem.,MDu./^ ,D«./^;/),OHG. /Man (MHG.
men, mod.G. /ehn) neut.:-OTeut. *laikwnk-, -oz- t

neut. :-OAryan *loianes-
}
-os- (Skr.rekuas inherit-

ance, wealth), f. rooL *loiq- (: leiq- : Ifq-) represented

in Gr. ktnrttv to leave, Goth, leihwan, OHG. /than

(mod.G. kihen), OE. /eon lo lend.

The OE. tin did not survive into ME., being superseded

by the Scandinavian form ; but its derivative vb. Ixnan is

the source of Lend vi1]
47-2



LOAN.

fl. A gift or grant from a superior. Obs.
a 1240 Smoh's Warde in Colt. Horn. 257 Wiit . . bonkeS god

5eorne. .ofseriche lane [MS* T. leane]. .J>at he haued ileanet
hi m. a 1250 Prov. sEl/red 1 86 in O. E. Misc. 1 14 Ayhtc nys

1

non ildre istreon ; ac hit is godes lone, a 1300 Cursor M. i

10179 In thrin his godes did he dele pat godd had lent him
|

of his lane. 13. . Evang. Nicod. 1530 in Archiv Stud. neu. .

Spr. LI 11. 410 t>us all pa saintes Ranked him ryght pat
;

sfyke lane wald pam len. a 1375 Lay Folks Mass Bk. App.
iv. 640 Vr lord lene vs bat Ion. c 1386 Chaucer Sompn. T.
153 God be thanked of his loone. C1440 Bone Flor. J916
The lady..Dwellyd as nonne. .Loveing god of hys loone.
c 1460 Towneley Mysl. xix. 271 Thou leyne vs lyffyng on
thi lone. CX470 Henbyson Mor. Fab. xn. {Wolf tf Lamb)
xix, Lordis that hes land be goddis lane [rimes tane, gane].

2. A thing lent; something the use of which is

allowed for a time, on the understanding that it

shall be returned or an equivalent given
;
esp. a

sum of money lent on these conditions, and usually

at interest. Phr. f to loan : as a loan.
a 1300 Cursor M. 14036 Tua men .. asked him penis to

lan. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxvi. (Nycholas) 810 pe low
.. gcrt cal hymc in lugment, to prowe his lane bat he
lent. 1388 Wyclif Exod. xxii. 25 If thou }yuest money
to loone to my pore puple. c 1449 Pecock Repr. 1. in.

16 }eve loone, hoping no thing ther of [Luke vi. .33].
1467 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 387 Euery man that paycth to
such a yefte or lone aboue specificied. 150a Ord. Crysten
Men (W. de W. 1506) iv. xxL 226 He the whichc receyueth
that londc of money. 1333 Gau Richt Vay 17 Our sal-
uior sais in the vi chaiptur of S. Luc len }our layne
traistand no thing thairfor. 1611 Bible i Sam. ii. 20 The
Lord giuc thee seed of this woman, for the loane which
i» lent to the Lord. 1740 W. Dove lass Disc. Curr. Brit.
Plant. Ainer. 11 Their Money being Loans of Paper Credit
called Bills, from their Government to private Persons upon
Land Security. 2844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India 1 1. 409
Dhar ceded to the British government as security for a
pecuniary loan, the province of Bairsia for five years. 1863
Fawcett Pol. Econ. 1. iv. (1876) 37 Indian railways have been
constructed by loans subscribed almost entirely in England.

b. fig. Said, in recent use, of something (as a
word, a custom) 1 borrowed * or adopted by or.e

people from another.
1891 T. K. Cheyne Psalter viii. 405 To regard the con-

ceptions of Isa. lxv. i
7f

and still more, of Isa. lxvi. 15 as
mere loans from Mazdeism is uncritical. 189a E. P. Barrow
Rcgni Eyangelium iv. 78 Inward graces and outward op-
portunities are loans which may be enlarged by use and
must be accounted for.

3. The action of lending ; an instance of this

;

also in phr. -fat, fbj>, +///, on or upon loan; and
f lo put io loan, in (\\\ot. fig.
c 1290 3\ Eng. Leg. 1. 244/136 ' Lencth me ', he sede,

c Aue
hondret quarters of patcorn. .pisschipmen seiden nedone we
make no lone '. c 1386 Chaucer S/upman's V. 295 No wight
in al this world wisteofthis loone. 1393 Langl. F. Pl.Cv.1g4
Lumbardes of lukes bat lyuen by lone as lewes. 1454 Rolls
o/Parlt. V. 245 2 Ther shal be severally kveide and had by
wey of lonne and preste to hym. 1463 Maun, Househ.
Exp. (Roxb.) 220 Item, delyveryd to the sayd Straton, by
lone, xi')d. 1494 Fabyam C/iron. vii. 496 Any bargeyn or
lowne of money by way of vsury. a 1548 Hall C/iro/t.,
Edw. fV

t 244 Money . .prested out in lone. 1646 Mas-
sach. Col. Rec. 4 Nov. (1853) II. 164 The Corte .. for-
merly granted Maior Nehemia Bourne the loane of sixe
great guns. 171a Hearne Collect. (O. H. S.) 111. 319,
I am promis'd the loan of it [a book]. 1721 R/wde island
Col. Rec. IV. 297 To permit and suffer the said
Richard Ward to have and take upon loan as much of said
hills., as by them shall be thought needful. 1729 Neio
Hampsh. Prov. Papers (1870) IV. 553 The vote of the
House, .for re-emitting some bills at loan. 1753 Washing-
ion Jrnl. (1754) 6 The Waters were quite impassable, without
swimming our Horses ; which obliged us to*get the Loan of
a Canoe. 1813J. Adams It'hs.(i8s6) X.36, 1 am much obliged
to you . for the loan of this precious collection of memorials.
1817 W. Selwyn Law yisi Prius (ed. 4) II. 972 If the loan
is not upon the vessel, but upon the goods and merchandize.
1845 S. Ai stin Ranke's Hist. Re/. 1 11. 605 He incessantly
pressed for a 1 brave sum of money 'on loan. 1858 W. H.
Sumner in N. Eng. Hist, ff Gen. Reg. XII. 226, 1 obtained
the loan of that Order Book. 1900 Mrs. Caru.s-Wilson
Irene Pettic Pref. 12, I am indebted ..to many friends for
loan of letters, etc.

trans/ zvtd/ig. {rare). 1538 Elyot Diet. Addit. , Am'mam
debet.. he hath not his lyfe but in lone. 1600 Heywoou
Brit. Troy v. xlix. 1x8 The blow was put to bane. 1854
Thackeray Ncivcomes I. 297 She gratified Clive by a
momentary loan of two knuckly old fingers.

t b. occas. The action of hiring or letting.
i6oi Exp. Judges riding West. *f Oxford Circuit 49 in

Camden Misc. (1858) IV, It. the loane of ve^sells vs. m\d.
1790 Weston Rec. (Massach.) 5 Apr. (1893) 4M The proceeds
of the Sale or Loan of the Same [pews] to Discharge the
Debts of the Town.

4. Nationalfinance, a. A contribution of money,
formerly often a forced one, from private indi-
viduals or public bodies, towards the expenses of
the state, the amount of which is acknowledged
by the government as a debt

;
sometimes, the sum

of money so contributed.

1430 Rolls ofPat It. V. 8/2 Ye gret Ioones and presttes, ye
which yd have afore this tynie made unto our said Soverain
Lord. 1495 Act 11 Hen. VI /, c. 8 At the tyme of the same
lone or taking of the seid money. 1542-3 Act 34 # 35 Hen.
VIII, c 2 § 1 Euery high collectour of any .xv. subsidie or
other taxe or lone, a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VII /, 102 b,
At the last loane some lent the fifth part. 1603 North's
Pintank, Sctieca (1612) 1217 He. .ransacked all Italie wiih
impositions and excessiue tones. 1626 in Crt. $ Times
Chas. I (1848) I. 126 The money which the aldermen gave
the king, they neither presented in the name of a loan nor
of their own proper gift. 1772 Junius' Lett, lxviii. 347 Several
persons., refused to contribute to a loan exacted by Charles

372

the First. 1833 Ht. Martineau Fr. Wines % Pol. vi. 82 Loans I

ofalmost every kind, and under every species ofpretence had
been raised upon the suffering nation . 1845 S. AustinRanke's
Hist.Ref. II. 143 They, .obstinately refused to grant a loan
which they were called upon to advance, and which was to be
repaid out of the proceeds of the tax for the Turkish war.
1868 G. Dl ff Pol. Surv. 162 Since Juarez triumphed, there

'

have been no forced loans, no exactions.

b. An arrangement or contract by which a go-
vernment receives upon its own credit advances of
money on specified conditions, esp. the payment
of a stipulated iuterest.

1765 Blackstone Comm. 1. viii. 324 The frequent oppor-
tunities of conferring particular obligations, by preference 1

in loans [etc.]. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India I. 109 It had
been thought necessary to offer., ten percent, per annum,
on a loan. 1846 McCulloch Acc. Brit. Empire (1854) II.

429 To reduce the charge on account of the loan to 3 or 3^
per cent. 1853 Bright Sp. India 3 June, The Company has
contracted loans to the extent of 16,000,000/.

5. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attributive, as

!
loan-account

7
-act,-chesti:fundy-shop\ h. objective,

as loan-contractor, -jobber; -jobbing
\ floan-bank,

an establishment from which poor i>eople could
borrow money at a low rate; f loan- bill «=

exchequer - bill
\

loan-collection, a collection

of works of art, curiosities, or the like, lent

by their owners for exhibition; loan-god, a
god borrowed from another religion; loan-
holder, one who holds debentures or other ac-

knowledgements of a loan ; a mortgagee ; f loan-
house *= Loan-office \\ loan-monger, a con-
temptuous name for a loan-contractor ; so loan-

mongering vbl. sb., loan-mongery
;
loan-myth,

a myth borrowed from a foreign mythology; loan-
note, an acknowledgement of indebtedness signed

by an officer of a borrowing society on its behalf

;

f loan-recusant, one who refused to contribute to

a loan; loan-society, an association of persons
who pay a periodical subscription in order to form
a fund from which loans may be made to members
or others ; loan-word [ = G. lehnwort\ a word
adopted or borrowed from another language. Also
Loan"Money, L0an-office.
1899 Westm. Gaz. 22 Aug. 6/3 The customer, is informed

that a *loan-account. .has been opened in his name. 1743
Nciyllampsh. Prov. Papers U871J V. 668 The *Loan Act for
emitting ^25,000 which his Majesty has condescended to
approve. 1662 Petty Taxes 11 If publick *loan-banks, lorn-

bards, or banks of credit. . were erected. 1746 Connect. Col.
Rec. (1876) IX. 2^0 A certificate .. for letting out the loan
bank made by this Colony. 1872 Vkats Growth Comm. 63
Loan banks lent money. 1722 Lond. Gaz. No. 6078/2 The
Exchequer Bills, called *Loan Bills. x886 Willis & Clark
Cambridge III. 473 There were special *loan-chests, the
borrower deposited some object of value as a pledge in the
chest out of which his loan had been taken. 1895 H. F.
Brown Biog. J. A. Symonds 1. 100 Symonds saw the first

*loan collection of old masters [at Manchesterl. 1834
Tail's Mag. I. 390/1 The vitals are eaten out of Old
England by subsidies, *loan-coiitractors, and Jew-jobbers.
1835 Act 5 <y 6 Will. IVy c. 23 § 1 Certain Institutions
for establishing *Loan funds have been .. established ..

for the Benefit, .of the Labouring Classes. 1893 Dk. Argyll
Unseen Foundat. Society xvi. 521 A loan-fund had been
opened. 1901 A. Lang Magic Relig. ii. ic The Theory of
* Loan-Gods; or borrowed Religion. 1823"Byron To Boiu-
ring 10 Oct. In Moore Lett, Jmis. Byron (1830) II. 693 It

will be requisite for the *loan-holders to set apart. .50,000/.
.sterling for that purpose. 1883 Manch. Exam. 6 Nov. 5/1
The shareholders and loanholders would have confidence.
1622 T. Scott Bclg. Pismire 79 Their Lumbards, or *Loane-
houses, are principally for the benefit of the poore. 1797 in

Spirit Pub. Jrnls. (1802) I. 84 *Loan-jobbers and Con-
tractors are quarrelling who shall rob us. 1822 in Cobbett
Rur. Rides (1885) I. 144 Loan-jobbers, stock-jobbers, Jews.
1831 T. L. Peacock Crotchet Castle i. (1887) 15 A junior part-
ner in the eminent *loan-jobbin§ firm of Catchflat and Com-
pany. 1837 DiSRAELt Vcnctia 1. iv, He. .turned up his nose at

the Walpolian *loanmongers. 1898 Spectator 8 Jan. 39 The
plunder of conquered States for the benefit of the victor

through the agency of the loan-monger. 1826 in Cobbett
Rur. Rides (1885)1 1. 259 Till excises and *loanmongering
began, these vermin [the Quakers! were never heard of in

England. 1822 Examiner 419/2 This must be the case
. . even if *loan-mongery goes on. 1887 Lang Myth,
Ritual, <y Relig. I. 322 Many Greek myths are ' loan-
myths'. 1883 Law Ret. it Q. Bench Div. 564 The Moan-
notes of the Cherry Tree Building Society. 1654 II.

I.'Estrange Chas. I (1655) 75 The *Loan-Recusants ap-
peared the only men in the peoples affections. 1849 jV. <y

(J. 1st Ser. I. 5 The Lombard merchants, .were the first to

open *loan«shops in England. 1835 Act 5^6 Will. I\
r
,

j

c. 23 An Act for the Establishment of *Loan Societies in

England and Wales. 1874 Sayce Compar. Philol. v. 171
*Loan-words arc common to all dialects. 1900 Margo-
liouth in Expositor Apr. 248 Isaiah's oracles were full of
Aramaic loan-words.

Loan (l^u), sb .2 Now only Sc. and dial. Also

4, 8-9 lone. [See Lane sb.]

1. A lane, a by-road.
1362 Langl. P. PI. A. 11. 192 Ly^erc.Lurkede borw lones

[B., C. lanesl. Ibid. v. 162 Clarisse of Cokkes lone [B.,

C. lanel. 1785 Forbes Poems Buchan dial 33 Why fear'd

he to gang up the lone, and trembled at their swords ? 1809
T. Donaluson Poems 94 An' down the loan he took his

flight. 1868 Atkinson Cleveland Gloss., Lone, loan, a lane,

a narrow passage. 1894 Crockett Lilac Sunbonnct 36
Maybes he's com in' up the loan this verra meenit.

2. An open uncultivated piece of ground nrar a

farmhouse or village, on which the cows are milked.

LOANING.
1715 Ramsav Christ's Kirk Gr. 11. xix, Milk het frae the

loan. 1711 — Richy %Sandy 72 Nucklekye stand rowting
in the loans. x88i W. T. Ross Poems 208 From the woods
and loans An answering storm was hurled.

tliOan, sb$ Sc. Obs. [?a. Gael. Pro-
visions. Also attrib., loan-money, loan-silver,
board wages.
a 1578 Linoesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S. T. S.) II. 289

That thay sould be in reddynes agane the xxj day of July
instant with fourtie dayes lone. 1639 Mrq. Huntley in
Spalding Troub. Chas. 7(1850)!. 145 That all his Majesteis
leges . . be in reddiness prepairit with all diligens to repair
whair and when he think fitting, vpone 48 houris aduertese-
ment, with 15 dayis lone, a 1670 Spalding ibid. 316 Ilk
heretour to furnesh hisprest man with 40 dayis loan. Ibid.
II. 320 Ilk souldiour to haue sex schillinges ilk day, during
tlie space of 40 dayes, of loan siluer . . 1 ogidder also with
thair hyre or levie or loan money, a 1836 W. Robertson
in W. Walker Bards Bon-Accord (1887) 606 Aft there's
ease in dolefiy croon, Tho' little loan lie in the wallet.

Loan (l<?un), v. Now chiefly U. S. Forms

:

(? 3-4 lane(n), 6 loane, 6, 8 lone, 6- loan. [f.

Loan sb.i

The earliest quots. are doubtful, as they may belong to
Lend v.* {a miswritten for ar) ; if correct, they indicate an
early adoption of ON. Idna of equivalent etymology.]
trans. To grant the loan of ; to lend. Also with

out.

c 1200 Vices ff Virtues (1888) 77 Gif 5u him lanst ani bing
of Sinen. <riaos Lay. 3680 Ich pe wulle lanen of mine
leode-folc fif hundred schipes. Ibid. 6247 Ic cow wulle
lanen [etc.]. I54z~3 -Ac* 34 «5r 35 VIII, c. 2 § 1

Lonyng or lcying out the same for gaines in purchasing
laudes. C1640 J. Smyth Lives Berkeleys (1883) I. 203 In
yeares of dearth and Scarcity, [he] loaned to many of them
..wheat and other come out of his grayncries. 1644 J.
Langley Mournf. Note ofDove 20 By way of location, or
loaning them out. 1729 B. Fessenoen in N. Eng. Hist. «y

Gen. Reg. (1859) XI 1 1. 32 Gershom Tobey loans Oxen. 1740
Connect. Cot. Rec. (1874) VIII. 320 The remainder of the
said thirty thousand pounds . . shall be loaned out to
particular persons. 1785 Weston Rec. (Massach.) 19 Sept.

(1893) 370 Said sum being Loned to the Treasurer by the
Direction of the 'J 'own, 1803 Fessenoen Terrible Tractorat.
1. (ed. 2) 3 They will not loan me, gratis, Their jingling sing-
song apparatus. 1834 Calhoun Whs. II. 328 The power
to withdraw the money from the deposit, and loan it to
favorite State banks. 1847 Brownson Wks. V. 541 We
once loaned a Protestant lady a pamphlet by an eminent
Catholic divine. 1880 Bonamy Price in Eraser's Mag. May
674 He receives a deposit from one man ; he loans it out in

part.. to another. 1896 Newnham-Dayis Three Men, tic
172 The stalls, .are barrack chairs loaned for the occasion.
absol. or intr. a 1325 Prose Psalter xxxvi[i]. 27 The

ry^tful ys merciful, .and laneb [MS. Dubt. lenej>]
;

1864 in

Webster. 1901 A T
. Atner. Rev. Feh. 262 The limit, .within

which the executive officers .. may loan to a director.

Loan, obs. form of Lone a.

Loanable (1^'nab'l), a. [f. Loan v. + -able.]

That may be loaned or lent, esp. of capital, elc.

:

Available for use in loans.

1848 Mill Pol. Econ. in. xxiii. § 4 (1876) 390 It is there-
fore so much subtracted from the amount of what may he
correctly called loanable capital. 1885 Manch. Guard.
ao july 5/5 The accumulation of loanahle gold in the hanks
. .is a proof that gold has not risen in value.

Loaned (h?und), ppl. a. [f. Loan v. + -ed
That has been lent ; that has been issued as a loan.

JSS3 Grimalde Cicero's Offices 106 b, Who so.. do thinke
meete that loned mony be remitted to the debters. 1602
Warner Alb. Eng. xn. Ixxiv. (161 2) 309 She, the Pawne
accepted, did her loned Ring forgoe. 1740 Connect. Cot.

Rec. (1874) VIII. 357 Three thousand pounds of loaned
bills were drawn in for interest for the year 1740. 1749 Ibid.

(1876) IX. 455 Mortgages given for the security and pay-
ment of the last loaned moneys. 1883 Sat. Ret'. LV. 498
An unwarrantably loaned umbrella.

Loanee (l^nr). [f. Loan v. + -ee.] One to

whom a loan has been granted ; a borrower.
1832 Eraser's Mag. V. 157 Having the honour of being

the Adam of South American loanees. 1853 Whewell tr.

Grotius II. 65 A loanee is bound to make good the thing
lent if it be destroyed.

Loaner Cl^'nsj). [f. Loan v. + erI.] One
who loans or lends; one who grants a loan,

1884 Home Mission. Nov. 285 They loan through agents,

and. .these agents do not protect the interest of the loaner.

1898 19M Cent Sept. 364 Mr. Joseph Jefferson, who is the

loaner of this collection.

t Loange. Obs. Also 4-5 loenge. [a. OF.
loenge (F. 7ouange)

t
f. loer {loner) to praise.] Com-

mendation, praise.

1390 Gower Conf. III. 223 Al the poeple of his nobleie

Loange unto his name seie. C1399 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II.

14 To the loenge of perdurable gloire. 1485 Caxton Chas.

Gt. 25 He was chosen emperour of Rome wyth gretc

loange. 1490 — Eneydos xvi. 64 Doo bi suche manere of

wyse, that the loeuyngc [sic] be vnto the attributed.

Loaning (l^'nirj), vbl. sb. [f. Loan v. +
•ing I.] The action of the vb. Loan

;
lending.

1740 Conned. Col. Rec. (1874) VIII. 360 The committee
fur the loaning the said bills are to take notice hereof.

1889 Pall Mall G. 3, Dec. 6/2 The President proceeds to

condemn the loaning of public funds to banks without
interest. 1901 N. Atuer. Rev. Feb. 261 The excessive loan-

ing of a bank's funds to its officers and directors.

Loaning (l^u'nirj ), sb. Sc. and north. Forms

:

4-5 lon(n)yng(e, 6-7 loning, 8 lownin, 7- loan-

ing, [f. Loan sb. 2 + -ing 1.]

1. - Loan sb.2 1. ^Free loaning ; a right of way.
1324 MS. Charter (penes W. Greenwell of Durham), Le

j Lonnynge quod ducit usque Charlawe. 1370 Durham
I
Halm. Rolls (Surtees) 60 Injunctum est omnibus tenenti-



LOAN-MONEY.
bus quod faciant les lonyngs. 1475 Extracts Burgh Rec.
Peebles (1872) 1. 175 Accepand a fre lonyng throw the sayde
auche to Glentras as efferis to the town to haf of law. 1502
Will in Ripon Ch. Acts 356 Brakan more lonyng. 1597
Wills <y Inv. N. C. (Surtees i860) 341 To the lonmg that

lyethe betwex Lumley parke paile and Lamh felds. 1610

N. Riding Rec. 1. 199 For not repayrtng the loning betwene
Earbte and West Ronckton. 1832 Act 2 <V 3 WUL IV, c 65

§ 5 Any distance to be measured along any street, lane, or

loaning. 1862 M'Cosh Supernatural \. v. 92 We steal away
thro* some green loaning. 1893 Crockett Stickit Minister

114 Leaning od the gate at the bead of the loaning.

2. = Loan 'sb2 2.

c 1730 Miss Elliot Song, The^ Flowers of the Forest i,

But now they are moaning on ilka green loaning. 1824

Scott Redgauutlet let. ii, See not a Duldnea in every

slipshod gin, who drives, .out the village cows to the loan-

ing. 1882 J. Walker Jaunt to Auld Reekie, etc. 38

Crummies rootin up the loanin* Wi weel-filled haggles.

3. attrib., as loaning- end';
loaning- dike, a wall

dividing the arable land from the pasture.

1383 Durham Halm. Rolls (Surtees) 177 De ten. villa;

quia noluerunt facere le lonyngdiks juxta Bishoplaw. 1596
Reg. Mag. Sig. (1890) 160/2, 6 rudas terrarum . . inter . . lie

Ovir Frankland ex australi, lie loning-dyke ex occidentals

1893 Crockett Men of Moss Hags xxxv. 256 Every day
the old man passed this loaning-end.

Loa'n-morney.
+ 1. Money payable as a conlribution to a govern-

ment loan. Obs.

1523 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. I. 221 The ij 1 of the Li of

lone money shalbe payed with a good will and with thanke.

^1645 Howell Lett. (1892) I. 249 There is much murmur-
ing about tbe restraint of those that would not conform to

Loan Moneys. 1659 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. I. 431 Sir P. H.
refusing to part with Loan-money, was called before the

Lords of the Council, a 1715 Burnet Own Time (1724) I.

381 Sir Harbottle's father .. lay long in prison, because he
would not pay the loan-money.

2. Money advanced as a loan.

1727 T. Amory 24 May in W. B. Weeden Econ. «$• Soe.

Htst. New Eng. (1890) II. 480 We shall soon see if the

Loan Money will be continued. The Lower House is for

it. 1764 Rhode Island Col. Rec. (1861) VI. 393 As fast as

gold and silver shall be paid into the said office, for the

aforesaid Joan money. 1895 Daily Neivs 3 May 9/4
A decline in the rate for loan money from 4 to 3$.

Loa*n-o:fiice.
1. An office for lending money to private bor-

rowers.
1720 Lond. Gas. No. 5859/9 Subscriptions for erecting ..

I oan-Offices, Publick Treasuries, &c. pretending to assist

the Poor. 1732 New Jersey Archives (1894) XI. 304 Pur-

chasing New-Jersey Currency and keeping it up till they

could make an Advantage of it by imposing upon the Poor,

who were in necessity of it to pay into the Loan-Office. 1897
Daily News 8 May 4/7 Indictments charging against four

prisoners loan-office and turf frauds.

2. An office for receiving subscriptions to a go-

vernment loan.

*777 J* Adams Wks. (1854) IX. 45 The design of loan-

offices was to prevent the farther depreciation of the bills

by avoiding farther emissions. 1779 Franklin Whs. (1888)

\ 1. 428 The interest . . is payable only at the loan office in

America from whence the bills issued. 1865 H. Phillii«s

A titer. Paper Curr. II. 55 Congress, .erected a Loan Office

in each of tbe United States.

attrib. 1781 Franklin Whs. (1888) Vll. 178 Accepted a
number of loan-office bills this day.

So Iioa n-o fficer (£J.S.\ an official charged with

the duty of receiving subscriptions to a government

loan.

1737 Col. Laws N. York (1895) II. 1040 An Act to facili-

tate and Explain tbe duty of the Loan officers in this

Colony. 1790 J. Aoams Whs. (1854) IX. 571 The loan

officers or collectors, or some other known character, will

have tbis additional duty annexed to him.

Iioansom, obs. form of Lonesome.
Iioap(e, obs. form of Lope v.

Tjoar(e, obs. form of Lore.

IiOasaceOUS (ltfaas* 1jbs), a. Bol. [f. mod.L.
Loasacew : see next and -aceocs.] Of or pertain-

ing to the N.O. Loasacex or Loaseiv.

1856 in Mayne Expos. Lex. ; and in some recent Diets.

IiOasad (l<?u*as?ed). [f. mod.L. Loasa (prob.

of S. American origin) + -AD.] A plant of the

order 'Zoasex or Loasacex (native to tropical

America), of which Loasa is the typical genus.

1846 Linoley Vcg. Kingd. 744 The resemblance between
Loasads and Cucurbits.

t Loath, sb. Obs. Forms : 1 (laatf), 2-4

lath
v
o, 4-6 loth(e, 4, 6 Sc. and north, laith, 6-

loath(e. [OE. IAS, orig. neul. of MS Loath a.

In sense 2 from the vb. Loathe. (Cf. Leth.)]

1. Something hateful or harmful; evil, harm,

injury ; an annoyance, a trouble.

1:900 tr. Bxda's Hist. v. vi. (Schipper) 576 Eala ; hwaet bu
me niycel yfel and lad dest mid binre arninge. c 1000 Sax.
Leec/ut. I. 74 Donne bid bars innodessar settende Silidi^ende,

bait hit sona namig lad ne bid. c 1203 Lay. 16073 Nu \>n
most bat lac* on-fon. c 1300 Havclok 76 Wo so dede hem
wrong or lath, . . He dede hem sone to hauen ricth. c 137S
Sc. Leg. Saints xxiv. (Alexis) 308 pat na man did hyme
lath, a 1400 Sir Perc. 1935 To do that lady no lothe That
pendid to volany. c 1460 Towncley Myst. xvi. 9 Harnies

shall ye hent And luthes you to lap.

2. Dislike, hatred, ill-will ; in later use, in phy-

sical sense, disgust, loathing. Also to have in

loath.

CI17S Lamb. Horn. 157 Men schedden hate teres for labe

of be worlde. e noo Okwin 11887 To shildenn fre wibb all

373

hiss lab. a 1240 Sawles Warde in Coil. Horn. 255 Ich mei
..warnin ow of his laS. ^1330 Otuel 603 Eyther for5af
ober his lob. ?a 1400 Morte Arth. 458 Be now lathe or
lette, ryghte as be thynkes. c X420 Chron. Vilod. st. 818
Ever bytwyne hem was hate & loth. 1S08 Dunbar Poems
vi. 28 Det michi modo ad potandum And I forgif bim laith
et wraith. 1589 R. Bruce Serm. (1843) 129 We are come
to such a loath, disdain and off casting of this beavenlie
food. 1607 Topskll Four-f. Beasts (1658) 301 If your
Horse.. grow to a loath of his meat. 1614 Mahkham
Cheap Husb. (1623) 141 They are by experience found to
breede loathe in the Birds. 1669 Klamstked in Rigaud
Corr. Sci. Men (1841) II. 84 What then hath cast us behind
them? not our want of wits, but loathe of pains. 1728 P.
Walker Life Peden (1827) 113 O Scotland, many long and
great shall thy judgments be of all kinds.. for Loth and
Contempt of the Gospel.

Loath, loth. {\o»y/y a. Forms: a. 1 HtS, (laad,
laath, l&th), 2-3 lath, (3 lee*). 0. Sc. and north.

4-6lath(e, 4-8 laithe, layth'e, 6 9 leath, 4-9
laith. 7. 3-5 leith, 5-6 leyth. 5. 2-4 lop, (2

lod), (3 leot5, lodt, I01I13), 4-6 lothe, (4 lot\
4-5 looth/e, (7 loathe, lought), 4- loth, 6-

loath. [Com. Teul. : OE. lad - OFris. teed (for

*hth), OS. m iDu. Iced), DUG. hid (MHG. hit,

hid-; mod.G, as sb., hid sorrow, pain ; cf. /eider

unfortunately, which is properly the comparative
of the adj.), ON. hiQ-r (Sw., Da. /*/):-OTeut.
*laij)0-

y
adopted in Horn, as F. laid. It. laido ugly.

The ulterior etymology is obscure. Apparently cognate
are OHG. IHves alas, and possibly OE. Id Lo.]

fl. Hostile, angry, spiteful, rare in ME. Obs.

Beowulf(Z. 1506 pa:t heo bone fyrd-hum durh-fon ne mihte
.. Iaban fingrum. c 1400 Destr. Troy 3811 He lengit not
long in his lothe hate.

f2. Repulsive, unpleasant, hatclul, loathsome.
Beowulf(Z) 134 Wajs bajt se-win to Strang lad ond long-

sum, a 700 Epinal Gloss. 514 Ingratus, lath. ^1175
Lamb. Horn. 71 And kep us from his waning bat labe gast
bet la5e bing. a 1200 Moral Ode 283 per is j?e lobe

sathanas. c 1220 Bestiary 458 Seftes sop ure seppande ..

leiOe and lodlike. c 1250 Gen. Ex. 369 And uidTul neddre,

loS an liSer, sal gliden on hise brest ne5er. a 1300 Cursor M.
7829 To dreri ded bat he be don, Laber ded ban [printed
|>at] ani in lijf. f 1300 Harnno. Hell 154 Bring ous of this

lothe hous. a 1340 Ham polk Psalter xv. 6pof )»ai seme laith

& outkastynge. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints ii. {Pautns\ 771
A fowle padow .

.
)>at wes laythe to se. 1426 Audelay Poems

31 Thenk on the leyth lazar was borne into Abragus baime.

c 1460 Towncley Myst. x. 63 He was foule and layth to syght.

1513 Douglas xEncis 11. ii. 128 But mair abaid, As was de-

visit, the laith worde furth braid. 1583 Babington Com-
maudm. viii. (1590) 381 Wee should not take any sure corn-

fart til we haue. .altered quite so loath a life. 1592 Wyhley
Armorie 155 Relaxment from loth prison strong.

f b. Const, dal. or to, esp. in him (etc.) hath is,

n/erey etc. lo (do so and so); also with clause as

subject. Obs.

f 893 K. /Elfred Oros. lv. x. § 7 Swa la3 was Pena folc

Scipian..3iet [etc.L ix.. O. E. Chron. an. 1048 Laud
MS.) Him wojs laft to amyrrene his a^enne folgaS. c 1175
Lamb. Horn. 31 He his uniseli }if him is lao' to donne b 1^
c 1205 Lay. 4000 pe quike hire wes swa swioe leo5 bat [etc.].

Ibid. 7321 pes ti5ende him wes la d. a 1225 Ancr. R. -zoo pisse

un5eauwe. . is bauh of alle on lowest {printed onlo3e?>t] God.

c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 1216 Hir was ysmaeles anger loS. 1 1290 V,

Eng. Leg. I. 1 19/454 Loth} vs w ere any-bing to don. a 1300

C ursor M. 1102 To blam |pe broiler was bam laith. c 1350

H 'ill. Palerne 1 255 Him lob bou}t no lenger to striue. ri386

C'HAUcta Manciple^ T. 41 For hym were looth byiaped for

to be. £1420 Auturs ofArth. 432 To losse swylke a lord-

schipe me thynke it fulle laythe. c 1430 Syr Gcncr. ( Roxb.)

1484 Here sertiice to him was nat lothe. 1470-85 Malory
Arthur \. xxii, That is me loth said the knyght, but sythen

I inuste nedes I wille dres^e me therto. 1513 Doiglas
.Encis l. Prol. 489 Bot laith me war, but other offence or

cryme, Ane bruitell body suld intertrike my rymc.

f 3. Ugly ;
csp. in phrasefor fairer, for loalher,

in the marriage service. Obs.

c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xvii. 77 f>e wymnien er ri?t layth

and ill araid. 1403 York Manual (Surtees) p. xvi, I take

the, N., to my wedded wyfe .. to hold and to haue .. for

fayrer, for laytber. 1484 in Ripon Ch. Acts 162 note, For

farer for lather. „ , ,

Proverb. 1546 J. Heywooo Prov. (1867) 49 The lothe

stake standeth longe.

4. Averse, disinclined, reluctant, unwilling. Const,

(tfor) to with inf., alsofor (a person) to (do some-

thing), also with sentence as object; occas. with

of, to, unto, followed by a sb.

c 1374 Chaucea Boeth. 11. pr. iv. 27 (Camb. MS.) She lyueth

lob of this lyf. 1398 Tkevisa Barth. De P. R. 1. (149S) 3

Loathe to offende 1 purpose [etc.]. a 1400 Cursor M.
27788 (Cott. Galba) Slew th . .it makes a man lath for to Iere.

1413 Pilgr. Sozvle (Caxton 1483) iv. xxiv. 70 She fond the

so dulle and soo lothe to hir wordes. £1440 Bone Ftor.

1126 The pope was not lothe To assoyle hym of hys otbe.

c J475 RaufCoityar 702 He was. .laith for to stynt. 1523

Ln. BERNEas Froiss. I. cxeiii. 229 The whiche the erle of

saynt Powle was lothe vnto. iS3S Stewart Cron. Scot.

I 57S Full laith he wes .. To put his honour in dame For-

toms handis. a 1548 H all Chron,, Hen. VI, 93 The duke

of Gloucester, .beganne to waxe lothe of his supposed wife.

1508 Deloney Jache-Newb. vii. 86 The lother to speake,

for that bee could speake but bad English. 1599 Hakluyt
I'oy. I. 600 Tbe residue shewed themselues unwilling and

loath to depart. 1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. (1632) 1023

What king hath be lother to punysh his subjects. #1657

Sir \V. Mure Sonnet iii. 12 (S. T. S.) I. 49 No greif at all

. . Sail mack me ewer loath of my estait. 1662 J. Bargrave

Pope Alex. VII (1867) 22 His relations being lought to

i

part with the estate they had got by his supposed death.

1667 Pepys Diary 7 Feb., 1 . . would be loth he should not

do well. 1713 LfcKK.fc.LbY Hylas 4- Phit. ii. Wks. 1871 1. 314

LOATHE.
! You are loath to part with your old prejudice. 1722 Sewel

Hist. Quakers (1795) 1. in. 169 She found him moderate,
and loth to send her to prison. 1724 Ramsay Tea t. Misc.

(1733) 1. 114, 1 am laith that she shou'd tyne. 1811 W. Taylor
in Monthly Mag. XXXI. 5 The Calvinists. .are seen to be.

.

loth to military service. 1844 Ld. Brougham Brit. Const.
ix. § 1 (1862) 113 Would be loatb to risk a shilling of it. 1861

.
Geo. Eliot Silas M. 62 Lammeter isn't likely to be loth for

his daughter to marry into my family. 1890 Sir A. Kere-
wich in Law Times Rep. LXII 1 . 764/r One is loth to believe

the similarity is innocent and unintentional.

b. without construction ; sometimes quasi-crtfr.

Phr. Nothing loath : not at all unwilling.
c 1475 Lerne or be Lewde 11 in Babees Bh., To Lothe, ne

to Lovyng, ne to Lyberalle of goode. 1608 G. Wilkins
Pericles vi. (1857)42 To take a loth andsorrowfull departure
of her. 1667 5Iilton P. L. ix. 1039 Her hand he seWd,
and to a shadie bank.. He led her nothing loath. 1702
Rowe Tamert. i. i. 406 As Wretches. . Part w ith their Lives,

unwilling, loth and fearful. 1813 Scott Rohelyy. i, Thus
aged men full loth and slow The vanities of life forego.

1836 J. H. New.man in Lyra Apost. (1849) 123 See in

king's courts loth Jeremiah plead ! 1852 Thackkkay
Esmond 1. xi, The children were nothing loth, for the hou.-.e

was splendid, and the welcome kind enough. 1873 Brown-
ing Red Cott. Ni. cap 227 Give me permission to cry 'Out
of bed, You loth rheumatic sluggard !

1

t c. Displeased. Obs. rare.

a 1250 Prov. ALlfrcd 363 in O. E. Misc. 124 purh lesinge

mon is lob. 1670 Duyden Conq. Granada 1. i. (1725) 38 You
are loth, That, like a perjur'd Prince, you broke your Oath.

5. Used antithetically to lief in senses 2 and 4.

See Lief a. 3, and quots. there given.

f6. qtiasi-Wz>. Reluctantly, slowly. Obs.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter lxxvi(i]. 1 J?e laghere is oure

voice and be lathere ere we herd, c 1374 Chaucer Troylus
11. 1 185 (1234) Of bing ful ofte loth bygonne Cometh ende
good.

Loath to depart. Orig. the tune of a song (prob.

containing those words) expressive of regiet for

depaitttre
;
Iran.f. any tune played as a farewell.

1584 Gri lne Arbasto Wks. (Grosart) 111. 211 With that

.-lie cast on me such a louing looke, as she seemed to play
loth to depart. 1609 Ravenscroffs Dcuieromelia in Chap,
pell Pop. Mus. Old Time J. 173 Sing with thy mouth, sing

with thy heart, Like faithful friends, sing Loath to dtpart.

1657 S. Pcrchas Pol. Flying-Ins. 80 Yet againe returning

to the 1 live, w ith delightful melody singing a loath to de-

part, [they ] invite all their Sisters to hasten apace, and wait

upon their Queen now on her coronation day. 1855-7 Ghai'-

pt.Lt. Top. Mus. Old. Time II. 708 It [sc. ' 1 he Girl J left

behind me 'J lias also been played for at least seventy jears,

as a Loth-!o-depart, when a man-of-war weighs anchor, and
when a regiment quits the town in which it has been quar-

tered. 1867 Smyth Sailor's ll'ord-bk., Loath to depart,

piobably the first line of some favourite song ; formerly the

air was sounded in men-of-war, when going foreign, for the

women and children to emit the ship.

Loathe v. Forms : a. 1 ldtjian, 2-3

latSen, lathen, 3 latfien., 4 6 Sc. and north, lath e,

5 laith^e. £. 3-4 lotfien, 3-5 lope; n, 3-7 lothe,

(5 lothee), 6-7 loth, 5-6 loolhe, 6-8 loath, 6-

loalhe. [OE. Iddian L OS. tithon, ON. hida:—

OTeut. type *laipdjan, f. *lai/>o- Loath a. (OK.

hud U'tian to hate, eaitse to shun, revile = 01 1G.

;
hidan :—OTeut. type */ai/>Jan, f. */ai/o-.)]

f 1. intr. To be hateful, displeasing, 01 offensive.

,
Const, dal. or to. Obs.

C893 K. .Elfred Oros. in. xi. § 5 pa Cassander ba;t

?eascade j>ajt bio 5ajm fo'ce laSade, l?a fcegaderade he fird.

. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 101 pe oferlifa on bete and on wete

mat a<3 bene mon un-halne, and his saule gode laded, c 1230

Uali Meid. 9 pat te schal laoi ) i lif. 1297 R. Gi.occ.

(Rolls) 750 po bis kyng leir eldore was, he bigau to lobe, Vor

lie so lon^c liuede, is leue do5tren bobe. 1390 Gower ConJ.

J II. 217 The barli cake is Gedeon, Which ..Schal come and

sette such ascry.-That it schal to us alle lothe. 1393

Langl. /\ PL C. 1. 173 pat ous lobeth be l>f er lie lete ows
passe. C1400 Destr. Troy 12122 For hit [deth] laithit hir

;
les ben on lyue be. a 1547 Surrey sEneid iv. 24 If geniall

brands and bed me lothed not. 1573 Sir C. Hatton Let.

to Q. Eliz. (Pearson's 81st Catal., 1900, p. 36), So great Dis-

corde in the sweetness ofyour most rare & excellent Musike

as would lothe you. a 1597 Peele David § Bcthsabe (1599)

E iv b, Let not the voice of Ithay loth thine eares.

f b. wipers. ; also quasi-iw/ters. with subj. inf.

simply or with it. (//) loathes me {of) = I am
disgusted (with). Obs.

a t2z$ Ancr. R. 324 Smit hiue so luSerliche bet him Iodic

to sneechen eft to be. 1303 R. IjRunne 11audi. Synne 686

To benke on hem, foisobe me lob>'s. 1413 Pilgr. Soiule in.

is. (Caxton 1483) 56 Now mowe this folke swolewe ynowe
of the fyre of helle and lycken till them lothe. c 1430

Hymns Virg. 85 Thus is be day come to ny$t bat ine lobith

of my lyuynge. 1530 Palsgr. 614/2, 1 lothe hisvillanye, or

it lotheth me of his villanye. 1581 J. L5eli. Haddons
Ausw. Osor. 131b. It would have loathed me to have

rehearsed the same in this place. 1596 Danett tr. Comincs

(1614) 95 It lotheth mee to make mention of this cruelty.

f2. To be or become disgusted, to feel disgust.

1 Const, at, for, of, with (something). Obs.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 8123 If men laith with bi lyf, lyffyng in

erthe. 1422 tr. Secrvla Secret., Priv. Priv. 136 Al the

roialme thanne rumourt and lothit for that rousty Synne.

c 1430 Syr Getter. (Roxb.) 7718 Of hir life she gan to loothe.

a 1600 Montgomery Misc. Poems xiii. 4 My maistres lies

a man of me, That lothis of euery thing bot love. 1609

I.ible (Douay) Num. xxi. 6 Our soule now lotheth at this

most light meate.
%

f3. trans. To excite loathing or disgust in (a

I person, etc.). Const, of. Also, to render (a per-

son) loath or reluctant to (do something) or averse

j
from (something). Obs.



LOATHED.
1568 ABr. Parker Pre/, to Bishops' Bible *i To lothc

christen men from reading, by their couert slaundcrous

reproches of the scriptures. 1577 Northbrooke Dicing;

(1843) 101 Such matters.. as will lothe any honest man or

good woman to come neare such playcs. 1509 H. Buttes
Dyets drie Dinner Dij, Mcdlers. .if you deale much with

them, they wil extremely irck, and loath you. c 1610

Women Saints 75 Such a filthie state, as might lothe the

stomacke of the beholder. 164s Bkinsley Church-Remedic

34 As if one should endeavour to loath a sick man of his

potion, before it come at him. 1661 II. D.Disc. Liturgies

6 They are. .good for nothing but to loath pious souls.

4. To feel aversion or dislike for; to be reluctant

or unwilling to (do something). Now only with

stronger sense : To have an intense aversion for

;

to regard with utter ahhorrence and disgust.

The stronger sense in mod. use may be partly due to asso-

ciation with the idea of nauseation often implied in the

specific use 4 b.

/iiioo Moral Ode 128 Wei late he latheO uuel were, be

ne mei hit don ne mare. 1300 Poem 7 deadly Sins in

Brampton Penit. Ps. 1 Percy Soc.) 62 Good werk he loihiih

to bigynne. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. vii. 142 Alle ladies

ine Io>en bat Iouen eny worschep. a 1400-50 A lexandcr

51 15 Forbi like it to ?our lordschip & lathis no^t my sawis.

t i4i8 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 246 Thes Lollardes that

lothen ymages most. X508 Dunbar Tua Martit Wemen
328 Than I him lichtlyit as a lowne, et lathit his mancris.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (\V. de W. 1531) 114 All though it be that

thynge that y
u lothest moost. a 1586 Sionev Arcadia

in. (1629) 259, I should loath the keeping of my bloud with

the losse of my faith. 1697 Dryoen Virg. Georg. iv. 158

The Swarms., loath their empty Hives, and idly stray. 1784
Cowper Task 11. 416 In my soul I loath All affectation. 1833
Ht. Martineau Charmed Sea iii. 35 Mother, I loathe him.
a 1862 Buckle Civiliz. (1869IIII. iii. 148 Whose malignant
cruelty made him loathed by his contemporaries. 1888

Bryce Amer. Commw. Ul.lxxxi. 73 To dictate their terms

to statesmen who loathe the necessity of submission.

absol. X842 Tennyson Two Voices 104 To breathe and
loathe, to live and sigh. 1884 Browning Family 72 Man
who. .craves and deprecates, and loves and loathes.

b. To feel an aversion or disgust for (food, etc.\

c 1400 Rom. Rose 5610 If in syknesse that he falle, And
lothe mete & drink withalle. iooa Marston Antonio s

Rev. in. ii. Wks, 1856 I. 109 He force him feede on life Tilt

he shall loath it. 1611 Bible Prov. xxvii. 7 The full soule

loatheth an honie combe, a 1677 Barrow Wks. (1686) 111.

Serm. xxxvii. 411 A stomach, surcharg'd with foul, or poison-

ous matter, which it loaths. 1764 Golosm. YVyt?>. 182 He sees

..No costly lord the sumptuous banquet deal, To make him
lothe hi>» vegetable meal. 1866 J. Thomson Philosophy iv.

v, Vour stomach soon must loathe all drink and meat.

Loathed Qd*<5d),ppl. a. [f. Loathe 0. + -kd 1
.]

That is an object of loathing or disgust
;
utterly

disliked, abhorred, detested.

a 1420 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 542 His conipnignye is

vn-to folkis lothid. 1579 Spenser Sheph. Cal. Dec. 70 The
grieslte Tode-stoole. .And Ioatbed [1611 loathing] Paddocks
lording on the same, a 1586 Sioney Arcadia 111. (1633) 305
But her waiting Jaylors with cruell pitie brought loathed

life unto her. 160a 2nd Pt. Returnfr. Parnass. n. i. 572

Earth the loathed stage Whereon we act this faincd person-

age. 1667 Milton P. L. xn. 178 Frogs, Lice, and Flies,

must all his Palace fill With loath 'd intrusion. 1742

Collins Ode on Poet. Charac. 13 It left unbless'd her

loath'd, dishonour^ side. 1885-94 Bridges Eros «y

Psyche Mar. xiii, Her beauty will I mock with loathed lust.

Ilenee Loa'thedness.
a 1859 L. Hunt Shelve Fatre Seeming xxvii, What fir^t

was Love, was now called Loathednesse.

Loather J^'Ssi). [f. Loathe v. 4- -er i»] One
who loathes or feels disgust at (anything),

1601 Weever Mirr. Mart. Dij, Louers of playes, and
Ioathers of good preaching. 1665 Boyle Occas. Rejl. v.

iii. (1848) 306 The mutinous Loathers of Manna, and lusters

after flesh, had their wish severely granted. i88sTennysos
Freedom viii, Thou loather of the lawless crown As of the

lawless crowd.

Loathful (lawful), a. Also 6 lothefull, 5-6*
lothful^l, 8-9 Sc. laithfu. [f. Loath sb. 4- -ful.]

1. That is an object of loathing or disgust ; hate-

ful, loathsome. Now rare.

«*45o Cov. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 75, I lothfolest that

levyth. 1481 Earl Worcester Tulle 0/Old Age (Caxton)

f 3 b, I demaunde you Scipion and Lelius if the oldc age of

such as delited them in the labourage of londes semyth
unto you to be wretched or lothfull. 156 1 T. Norton
Calvin's Inst. m. 280 Whosoeuer prepareth himself to praye,

let hym be lothful to himself in his owne euils. 1591

Spenser M. Uttbberd 735 And lothefull idlenes he doth
detest. 1891 Times 10 Nov. 3/5 Europeans whose presence

1

is so loathful to every right-thinking Mussulman.

2. Reluctant, retiring, bashful. Obs. exc. Sc.

1561 T. Norton Calvin's inst. m. xxv. (1634) 485 So that

yet we bee not lothfull or wearie of long tarrying. 1591

Spenser M. Uttbberd 1314 Which when he did with loth-

full eyes beholde. 1785 Burns Cotters Sat. Nt. 6g But
blate and laithfu scarce can weel behave. 186a Hislop
Prov. Scot. 12 A landward lad is aye laithfu'.

Hence Loa'thfully adv., in a loathful manner,

with reluctance. Loa'thfnlness, the quality or

condition of being loathful ; reluctance,

1596 Spenser F. Q. iv. xii. 32 Proteus . . reading it with

inward loathfulnesse, Was grieved to restore the pledge he

did possesse. 1887 Hissev Holiday on Road 57 There was
nothing for it hut to loathfuily walk away.

t Loa thineSS. Oh. rare- 1
, [f. Loath x a.

+ -ness.] Disinclination ; reluctance.

c 1449 Pecock Rtpr. 1. xix. 114 Redinessis into synne and
lothinessis into good.

Loathing (tou-ffii)), vbl. sb. [f. Loathe v. 4-

-inqI.] The action of the vb. Loathe; intense^ ,

dislike, abhorrenee
;
strong distaste (for food). |

374

C1340 Hampole Prose Tr. (1866) 33 What es bis desire ?

Now, sothely, na thyng bot a lathynge of all pis werldis

blysse. c 1440 Hylton Scala Per/. (W. de W, 1494) 11. i

But he askyth a lothynge of synne, c 1550 Lloyd Treas.
Health (1585) I iv, Lothing cometh of muche corrupte meate
or sum grosse and sharp humor. 1611^ Bible Transl. Pre/,

r 15 To weane the curious from loathing of them for their

eucry-where-plainenesse. 16x4 W. B. Philosopher's Ban-
quet 75 Medlers helpe the loathing of the stomack, being
taken in the instant thereof. 1657 Sparrow Bk. Com.
Prayer (1661) 270 Which.. hymn.. though it should be said

night and day yet could it never breed a loathing. 17x3
Steele Guardian No. 17 f 10 Objects . . who would now
move Horror and Loathing. 1718 Quincy Cotupi. Disp. 31

It . .does often occasion Loathings and Gripes. 1792 Bums'
Prose Wks. 93 note, Burns marked his loathing of remu-
neration by the use of even a stronger term than this. 1838
Dicnens Nich. Nick, xxxiii, Vour brother's widow and her

orphan shun you with disgust and loathing, a 186a Buckle
Civiliz. (1869) III. ii. 48 It is this loathing at tyranny.,
which makes it impossible that tyranny should ever finally

succeed. 1901 tgth Cent. Aug. 214 Hunters will tell you
of the absolute loathing generated for venison when [etc].

fb. Comb. : loathing-stock, an object of

loathing. Obs.
1622 S. Waro Woe to Drunkards (1627) 35 Hee hath . .with

Beere made thy body a carkase fit for the Bicre, a laughing

and lothing-stockcto men and Angels.

Loathing (J^'Sin,), ///. a. [f. Loathe v. +
-1NG 2.] That loathes, in senses of the vb.

f 1. That causes loathing or disgust ; disgusting.

1508 Dunbar Flytingw Kennedie 102 Laithlyand lowsy,

als Iathand as ane leik. 1614 W. B. Philosopher's Banquet
52 Goose-egges are loathing; yeelding an euill taste and
sauour. 1683 Tryon Way to Health xix. (1697) 418 You
deliver them [Daughters] up, and force them into loathing

Embraces,

2. That feels disgust or is disgusted.

c 1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps. evil, vi, Their lotbing soule

doth foode rtfraine. 1599 H. Buttes Dyets Drie Dinner
P3U Clowding the loathing ayr with foggic fume Of Dock-
Tabacco. 1825 Lytton Falkland 46, I looked upon the

aims of others with a scornful and loathing eye.

Hence Loa'thingly adv., in a loathing manner,

as one who feels a loathing or disgust.

1606 Warner Alb. Eng. xv. xcv. 380 Vea, let them listen,

lothingly, what lesuites propound Gainst Kings and States.

1824 I amb Lett. (1888) II. 112, I was loathingly in expecta-

tion of brencheese. 186a Lytton Sir. Story II. 378 Again
I recoiled—wrathfully, loathingly.

t Loa-thless, a. Obs. [OE. IdMeas, L /ad

harm, Loath sb. + -Afar -LESS.] Harmless, innocent.

c 1050 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 419 2 in/uuues, lablease. c 1200

Trin. Colt. Horn. 49 Lodles is be man be ne do3 ne ne

quaS ne bencd no ping bat he [etc.]. a 1225 Juliana 45
Godes Kcoine pat he noin of bat laolese meiden.

Hence f Loa thlessness, innocence.

ri200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 33 DeflenDe bireueden him alle

his riche weden bat waren. .tindeSlicnesse and loolesnessc.

Loathliness (l<?«-6'lines). [f. Loathly a. +
-ness.] The quality of being loathly ; hatefulness,

ludeousness, loathsomeness. Now rare.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 371 b/s, I shal cutte of my nose
so that euery man shal hate me for my lothelynes. 1531

Llyot Gov. hi. xxv, The deformitie and lothelynes of vice.

1587 Golding Dc Mornay xxx. 485?, I will none of your
sacrifices .. al such things are hut smoke and louthlynes in

my sight. 1846 G. S. Faber Lett. Tractar. Secess. 245
Popery. . through the loathliness of its own corruptions [etc.].

Loathly (l^*51i), a. Forms; 1 lafllie, 2-3

lotSlie, 3 lad-, lat$-, lot^e)liche, 3-4 lod(e)lieh e,

-like, -lyeh, lopely eh, 4 lat-, lap-, lopli,

loth V -, lopliche, 4-6 lod(e)ly, loth(e jlie, -ly,

(5lathely, loodly, loopeli, lotly), 5-6 layth^e)-

liche, -ly, 6 Sc. lathly, laitlie, -ye, 6- loathly.

compar. 3 laflluker, supcrl. 3 lriS-, lodlukest, 4
lodlakest. See also Laidly. [OE./<fff/#V(=OFris.

Uittik, OS. mm, OIIO. leidlU, MUG. leidelich,

leillkh, OX. letiilig-r), f. IS Loath «.+ -/ir -L\ l.]

Hateful, disgusting, loathsome, repulsive, hideous,

horrthle. Rare in 17th and 1 8th cents.; revived in

the 19th c. as a literary word.
^•900 tr. Bxda's Hist. in. xiv. (Sehipper) 260 Mun lablice

deabe bone cyning acwealde. attys Cott. Horn. 219
Awendc.to loolice deoflen. atzoo Moral Ode 279 per

ligget laSliche fend in stronge raketeie. a 1215 Attcr. R.
66 Ower greste, & ower lodlukeste sunnen. c ia|o Gen. *
Ex. 3030 So woren he lodelike on to sen. a 1300 Cursor M.
20420 Lokes..bat naman of all our fer bi-fore hir mak latlt

chcre. 13. . Minor Poems /r. Vernon MS. (E. E. T. S.)

Thar -
hat forehed is lodly That is calouh and bare.

c 1386 Chaucer Wife's T. 244 Thou art so loothly, and so

ooid also. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xvh. 265 Ypocrisie. .is

ylikned in latyn to a lothlichc dounghep. 1413 Pilgr.

Soivlc (Caxton) 1. xiii. (1859) 10 lie hath. .wesshen in the

lothely lake of cursyd luxury. 1483 Caxton G. de la Tour
cxvii. Kyj, My clothyng semeth to^ yow lothly. 1501

Douglas Pal. Hon. h. xx, 5one Catiuc.A laithlic ryme
dispitefull and subtelle Compylet hes. 1552 in Vicary"s
Anat. (1888) App. xvi. 313 If. .ye shall happen to

#
espie

any persone infected with any lothelie grief or disease.

1591 Spenser Tears Muses 335 Clerks they to loathly idle-

nes entice. 1610 Suaks. Temp.xv. i. 21 Discord shall be-

strew The vnion of your bed, with weedes so loathly That
you shall hate it both. 1748 Thomson Cast. Indol. 1. 543
In chamber brooding like a loathly toad, a 1839 Praeu
Poems (1864) II. 309 And hide reluctant Truth 111 Error's

loathly veil. 1871 K. Ellis tr. Catullus cviii. 1 loathly
Cominius. 1886 P>esant Childr. Gibeon 11. vi, A knight

was sent forth to kill a dragon or a loathly worm. 1896

Barrie Marg. Ogilvy vi. (1897) 115 She sighs at sight of

her son, dipping and tearing, and chewing the loathly pen.

t b. absol. or quasw£. A monster, Obs.

LOATHSOME.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 934 He laid on bat loodly, lettyd he

noght, With dynttes full dregh, till he to dethc paste.

Loathly (\o*-t*\i),adv. Forms: see Loath a. and
-ly [OK. IdSlicc, f. /dd Loath a. 4- -Ha -ly -.]

+ 1. In a manner to cause loathing; foully,

hideously, dreadfully, shockingly. Obs.
a 1000 Boeth. Metr. xxvi. 83 (Sedgefield) 196 pa Se leon

waeron on gunnon laSlice yrrenga lyn. c 1205 Lay. 7935
LaSliche [c 1175 loblichel heo feohten. a 1240 Lo/song xn

Cott. Horn. 205 Ich am Iodliche i-hurt ine hcame and ine

soule. a 1300 Cursor M. 7358 pe find. .Iaithli sal his licam

dight. c 1320 Cast. Love 1136 He.. Iodliche was bi-lad al

for vre sake, c 1475 Ran/ Coityar 139 Of ilk airt of the

Eist sa Iaithly it laid. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 431 b/i A
cyty2en of parys. .lothely sweryng had blasphemyed Jhesu
crystc. 1600 Fairfax Tasso v. xxxii, With dust and blood
his locks were loathly dight.

fb. "With abhorrence or detestation. Obs.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 1090 Alle bat longed to luber ful

lodly he hated. 1605 Shaks. Lear 11. i. 31 Seeing how
lothly opposite I stood To his vnnaturall purpose.

2. Reluctantly, unwillingly. Now rare.

*S47 J« Harrison Exhort. Scottes H vij b, In punishyng
you, he did it lothely. 1556 J- Heywoou Spider <y F. xciii.

14 Lothlie he losed his arms, and leetc him go. 1624 Trag.
Nero iv. vi. in Bullen O. PI. I. 78 Thou loathly this im-
prisoning flesh putst on. 1641 Sanoerson Serm. (1681) II.

11, I know how lothly men are induced to suspect them-
selves to be in an error. 1811 Scott Don Roderick 11. v, For
Roderick told of many a hidden thing Such as are lothly

utter'd to the air. 1845 T. W. Coit Puritanism 408 Mr.
Knowles loathly admits, that [etc.], 1880 Mrs. C. Reaoe
Brown Hand White III. iv. 102 The child goes, but

loathly, and crying that she will come to see them very soon.

Hence f Loa'thlihead rare-^ 1

f
loathsomeness.

1340 Ayenb. 203 |>et is apert toknc pet .. be lodlichcde

byeb inc bi herte.

tLoa'thly, v. Obs. In 3 loftlichen, 6 Sc.

Iaithly. [f. Loathly a.] a. trans. To make
loathly or repulsive ; to disfigure, b. To look

upon as loathly ; to loathe.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 256 Vor a lute clut mei lodlichen swuoe a

niuchel ihol peche. 1508 Dunuak Tua Mariit Wemen 381,

I him forleit as a lad, and lathlyit him meklc.

Loatliness (lJu-bnes^ a. [f. Loath a. 4- -ness.]

The quality or condition of being loath,

fl. In various senses of Loath a.: Harmfulness,

enmity ;
unpleasantness. Obs.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 95 He wes^ dreihninde on bissere

worlde . . mid nane laSnesse and mid sibsumnesse. a 1225

Attcr. R. 310 He. .haueo\.lo<Jncsse of ham alle, as leremie

witneS : Omnes amici ejus spreverttnt earn, c 1400 Destr.

Troy 2949 It ledis vnto laithncs and vnlefe werkes. 1529

More Dyaloge 111. Wks. 1229/1 You tel me the lothnes of

the losse, and the comfori of the keeping.

2. Reluctance ; disinclination. Const, to with

inf. ;
rarely of with gerund.

a 1300 Cursor M. 26589 And tell bi sins ilkan bi nam, for

lathnes Icue pou noght, ne scam. * 1528 Hen. VIII in

Fiddes Wolsey (1726) n. 140 The other shall declare and
shew the loathnes that is in him . . to be displeased. 1529

Sir T. More Suppl. Souls 11. Wks. 316/2 Diuers doctours

allege diuers causes of his heauines and lothnes at y* time

to depart & die. 1610 Shaks. Temp. 11. i. 130 Thc
#
faire

soule her selfe Waigh'd betweene loathnesse and obedience.

1616 Hayward Sanct. Troub. Souli. i. (1620) 16 How doth

my resolution sticke betweene loathnesse and neccssitie?

1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (1842) 545 A loathnes of running

to close without clearnes. 1709 Strype Ann. Re/. I. Ii.

547 The negligence or lothness of the Bishop, to prosecute

them.

Loathsome (h?u*ffs#m), a. Forms : 4I0JJS0111,

4 5 loothsom, 4, 6-7 Sc. and north, laithsum,

-some, 5 lathesum, loth(e)sum, 6-9 loth(e)-

som(e, 7-8 loathsom, 6- loathsome, [f. Loath

sb. + -some ; = OHG. Icidsatn.']

1. Exciting disgust or loathing. (Now always

with emotional implication.) a. In physical sense

:

Kxciting nausea ; offensive to the senses ;
noisome,

siekening.
a 1300-1400 Cursor M. 23229 (Gott.) Fell dragons and

tadis hath ful laithsum [Cott. wlatsumj on to here and se

. . bar sal be. 1398 Trevisa Bartlu De P. R. v. xvi. (1495)

1*1 Vf the teeth were bare they were loathsom and nat fayr.

c 1460 Pol. Rel. tf L. Poems 172 Man is but lothesum eorthe

and clave. 1561 Hobv tr. Castigliotte's Courtyer^v. (1577)

5 viij, tJnwittinglye otherwhile eate some lothesome and

abhorring meate. 160a Shaks. Ham. 1. v. 72 A most in-

stant Tetter bak'd about, Most Lazar-like, with vile and

loathsome crust, All my smooth Uody. 1671 Milton Samson

480 Thou must not. .Lie in this miserable loathsom plight

Neglected. 1703 Maundkeu. Jounu Jems. (1732) 2nd

let. after p. 145 A Gouty scrofulous Substance
l
very loath,

som to look upon. 1748 Anson's Voy. lit. yui. 383 The

stench of the hold [was] loathsome beyond all conception.

1847 Orote Greece (1862) III. xxvii. 42 She died shortly

of a loathsome disease. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eug. iv. l.

432 A loathsome volatile salt, extracted from human skulls,

was forced into his mouth.
Comb. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. 11. 671 Covered from

head to foot with loathsome-smelling scabs.

b. In a moral sense : Hateful, distasteful, odious,

repulsive, shocking.
c 1440 Hvlton Scala Per/ (W. de W. 1494) ». lxiM, Wyth

thy pryde thou defowlest all thy good dedes and makyth

hem loothsom in the syghte of thy lorde. 1567 Gude %
Godlie Ball. <S. T. S.) 218 How lusting lttfe, that laithsum

sin, The oppin eyis of sum do blind. >S79 Lylv E»ph«es

(Arb.) 112 If I^we secme loathsome unto thee, searche the

secrets of Physicke. 1666 IJunvan Grace A b. F 84, I was

more loathsome in my own Eyes than was a Toad. 1748

Hume Ess. Mor. 4 Polit. xix. 208 The Mind, unexercis'd,

finds every Delight insipid and loathsome. 1872 Holland



LOATHSOMELY.
Marb. Proph. 93 Death can but loose a loathsome bond,
1874 L. Stephen Hours in Library (i8g2) I. viL 259 He
was free from the errors which make some of Rousseau's
confessions loathsome.

f2. Affected with loathing or disgust; dis-

gusted. Const of. Obs.

1577 Harrison England hi. xv. [ix.] (1877) 11. 61 We, as loth-

same of this abundance, or not liking of the plentie, 1579
Twyne Phisicke agst. Port. 1. xxiv. 34 a, Thou mayest
refresh thy loathsome and weeried minde.

Loathsomely (iJu-ffszimli), adv. [f, prec, +
-ly 2

.] In a loathsome manner.

1, In a manner to excite loathing
; disgustingly,

|

foully, repulsively, shockingly.
a 1425 Cursor M. 15825 (Trin.) pei.. lugged him lobsumly

ouer hilles dale & slow^e. 1547-04 Bauldwin Mor. P/iilos.
1

(Palfr.) 48 No dead carrion so loathsomely stincketh in the
nose of any earthly man, as [etc.]. 1577 Dee Relat. Spir. 1.

(1659) 209Those that are. .lothsomely apparelled, may knock-

long before they enter. 165a Gaule Magastrom. 371
Alexander .. rotted lothsomely. 171 1 Shaftesb. Charac.
III. 174 Favourites must be now observ'd, little Engines of
Power attended on, and loathsomly earess'd. x868 Rusk in

Time <y Tide vi. (1891) 35 Our English masks are only *

stupidly and loathsomely ugly.

f 2. With reluctance or hesitation, reluctantly.

1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. iv. 106 Nothing ought to

be lothesomly receiued, which [etc.].

Loathsomeness (I^'Ssflmnes). [f. Loath-
some + -NESS.]

1. The quality or condition of being loathsome,

whether in a physical or moral sense.

a 1300 Cursor Jlf. 1641 Al lathsumnes o wikkudhede
has filed be werld on lenth and brede, a 1340 Hampole
Psalter cii. 2 Delite of syn be noght in thi sight: hot

lathsumnes of syn. 01529 Skelton Dk. Albany\Vks.(Dyce)
I

II. 72 Euer to remaync.In lousy lothsumnesse. 1654 T. ]

Hai.l (title) The Loathsomnesse of Long Haire. 1756-7
tr, Keysler's Trav. (1760) IV. 373 To observe the sudden 1

change of vain beauty into loathsomeness. 1857-8 Sears
Athan. xvi. 135 The.. utter loathsomeness of those crimes.

1883 Content/. Rev. Dec 800 If there is beauty, it is mated
with hideousness and loathsomeness.

b. qtiasWoncr. Something loathsome, a loath-

some object.

1549 Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par. Peter 7 Those sacri-

fices of Moses are now all ready growen in to a lothesome-
j

nes. 1565 Jewel Repl. Harding (i6ix) 312 For auoiding
of putrefaction, or some other lothsomnesse. 1656 Earl

1

Montm. tr. BoccalinCs Advts. fr. Pamass. 1. xiii. (1674) 16
1

Those enormous and hatefull loathsomnesses, which do so

much nauseate good mens eyes. 1867 Bushnell in Hours
\

at Home Nov. 6 The very thing now wanted . . is a good
supply of disfigurements,. .loathsomenesses, objects of aver-

sion and disgust.

f 2. A feeling of loathing, disgust, or repugnance;

aversion, dislike, reluctance ; nausea. Obs.
c 1425 St. MaryofOignies li.ii. in Anglia VIII. 154/28 She

reccyued no worldesioye. .butforsoke hem wtba lojjsnmnes

of herte. 1535 ^LY0T Cast. Helthe (1541) 28 b, Southistel

..causeth fastidiousnes or lothsomnesse of the stomake.
1556 Cecil in Froude Hist. Eng. (1881) VII. 450 The loath-

|

someness of the Queen's Majesty to consent thereto. 1560
Davjs tr. Slcidaney

s Comm. 190 Neytber that they runne ,

away from them, or fordo them selues for impatientnes and !

lothsomenes of that estate [slavery]. 1620 Venner Via
j

Recta (1650) 132 The sweet Oranges . . cause lothsomnesse
j

in the stomack. X635 PAGrrT Christianogr. 111. (1636) 108
Loathsomenesse to drinke after others. 1807 E. S. BAaRETT
Rising Sun 1 1. 103 We must now, unwillingly, and with a
decree of loathsomeness, proceed to give some few examples
of it. jt8o8 Southey Lett. (1856) II. 104 No sentiment can
be excited except of hatred and disgust, which approaches
to loathsomeness.

Loathy (l^'Si), a. arch. Also 5-6 lothy, [f.

Loath sb. + -y.] « Loathsome.
ta8i Caxton Reynard (Arb.) 16 Neuer man sawe fowller

ne lothyer beest. a 1529 Skelton Agst. Garttesc/ie 29 Wks.
(Dyce) I. 117 Your wynde schakyn shankkes^ your longe
lothy legges. 1587 Golding De Momay xi. (1617) 170
Things which seem most filthy and lothy. 1840 Browning
Sordello iv, 23 Docks, quitchgrass, loathy mallows no man
plants. 1855 Kingsley Westw. Ho l xx. (1881) 1 1. 127 The
loathy floor of liquid mud lay bare beneath the mangrove
forest.

Loave, obs. f. Lave sbJ and a. ; var. LovEt;.2 Ob*
Loaved,Loaving: see Loafed,Loafing ^/,^.^
Loaver, variant of Lower, hire,

tLob,^1 Obs. [OE. lobbe wkJem.; clloppe,

Lopj^.] A spider.

exooa Lamb. Ps. Ixxxix, 10 (Bosw.) Ure xa* swa swa
lobbe [Vulg. stent aranea] o35e rynge beob asmeade.
«i3*5 Prose Psalter xxxviit. 15 pou madest his soule to

stumblen as a lob [Vulg. sicut araneatn]. Ibid. Ixxxix. 10

Our yeres shal benchen as be lob.

Lob (Vb), St.* Also 6-7 lobbe, 9 lobb. [Perh.

onomatopoeic in origin. Several Teut. words of

similar sound express the general notion of some-
thing heavy, clumsy, or loosely pendent: cf. e.g.

EFris. lob(be hanging lump of flesh, MLG. and
early mod.Dn. lobbe, lubbe (mod.Du. lob, lubbe)

hanging lip, also ruffle, hanging sleeve, Da. lobbes

clown, bumpkin, Norw. lubb, luhba short stout

person.]

fl. The pollack. Obs. (Cf. Lob-keeling.)
*357 Act 31 Edw. Ill, Stat. 3 c.2 Les trots sort* de lob,

lyng, & cod. 1607 Cowell Interpr., Lobbe is a great kind

of north sea fish. 17*7 in Bailey vol. II. 1769 Pennant
Z00L III. 161.

2. A country bumpkin ; a clown, lout. Now dial

*533 Image Ypocr. 164s To prove oure prelates goddes 1
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And lay men very lobbes. Ibid. 2275 Krier bib, ftrier bob,
flfrier lib, ffrier lob. 1550 Lever Semi. (Arb.) 65 The rude
lobbes of the countrey, whiche be to symple to paynte a lye.

1S90S11AKS. Mids. N. 11. i. 16 Farewell thou Lob of spirits,

lie be gon. 1603 Dekker Wonderjull Vcare Diij, The
sight of a flat-cap was dreadfull to a Lob. 1609 Holland
Amm. Marcell. xvn. ix. 91 One that, under the shew of
wisedome and learning, was a very lob and foole. 1658
Cleveland Rustick Rampant Wks. (1687) 456 William
Grevncob an Hind. .. This Lob too was made principal
Prolocutor. 1694 Mottevjx Rabelais iv. xlvii, The Country
Lob trudg'd home verymuch concern'd. 1854 W. Gaskell
Lectures Dial. 13 We sometimes hear a heavy clumsy man
called ' a great lob of a felley \

3. Something pendulous, e. g. the wattles of a

fowl, hanging blossoms or ornaments, etc. rare.
1688 R. Holme Armoury II. 245/2 The Cock of the

Mountain.. hath .. about the cheeks two red fleshy lobs or
gills. 1876 Besant & Rice Gold. Butterfly (1877) 3
Immense steel spurs, inlaid with silver filigree, and furnished
with 1 lobs ' attached to them.

4. A lump, a large piece ; a nugget (of gold) ; a
' lump ' (of money). Chiefly dial.

1825-80 Jamieson, Lub, a thing heavy and unwieldy.
Dumfr. 1843 Vv\ Carleton Traits Irish Peasantry I. 8
Any how we'll gain a lob by it, I'm thinking. 1847 Halii-
well, Lob., (z) A very large lump. Line. 1863 Once a meek
III. 53s (Farmer) He must have a regular lob of gold stowed
away somewhere. 1884 Rogers New Rush 1. 5 Imagine
future 4

lobs ' of which they share.

5. Brewing. A thick mixture (see quot.).

For the sense cf. Loblolly, Lobscouse.
1839 Ure Diet. Arts 103 When the wort is discharged

into the gyle-tun, it must receive its dose of yeast, which
has been previously mixed with a quantity of wort, and left

tn a warm place till it has begun to ferment. This mixture,
called lobb, is then to be put into the tun, and stirred well
through the mass.

6. allrib. and Comb., as lob-like adj. and adv.

;

f lob-coat = Lobcock ; lob grass dial., Bromits
mollis-, lob -tailing vbl. sb. and a. (seequots.).
1604 Wit 0/a Woman (Comedy) G3 b, My bush and my

pot, cares not a groate, for such a *Iob-coate, farewell.

1756 Lisle Observ. Husb. (1757) 72 The grass which country,
people call the hooded-grass, or Mob-grass, is apparently of
but little value. 1605 Sylvester Du Bartas \\.\\\. 1. Abraham
589 He yawns; and leaning-on His (*Lol>like) elbow hears
This Message don. 1611 Cotgr., Pnlourdi, grownedull, sot-

ish, lumpish, heauie-headed, lob-like. 1867 Smyth Sailors
Word-bk., * Lob- tailing, the act of the sperm whale in

violently beating the water with its tail. 1899 F. T. Hvllen
Idylls Sea xii. 75 It sounded, .as if an extra large whale were
* lob-tailing

1— 1. e. poised in the water head downwards, and
striking deliberate blows upon its surface with his mighty
flukes.

7. allrib. passing into adj. Rustic
;

clownish,

loutish
;
clumsy. Also appos. as quasi-proper name.

1508 Dunbar Tua Mariit Wemen 387, 1 wes laith to be
loppin with sic a lob avoir. 1593

1 P. Foulface' Bacchus
Bountie A 4, The Beziladistes, those deuout doctors of Lob
libers eanne. 1603 H. Crosse Vertucs Commit'. (1878) 82

It is a world of sport to heare how some such clouting

beetles rowle in their loblogicke. 1613 Reau.m. & Fl. A'nt.

Burning Pestle nt. iv, There's a pretty tale of a Witch, .

.

that had a Giant to her sonne, that was cal'd Lob-lie-by-

the-fire. 1653 Urquhart Rabelais 1. xxv. 116 Grouthead
gnat-snappers, lob-dotterels, gaping changelings [etc.]. 1873
Mrs. J. H. Ewing Lob Lie-by-the-Pirc Introd. 3 Lob Lie-

by-the-fire—the Lubber-fiend, as Milton calls him—is a rough
kind of Brownie or House Elf. 1879 G. Meredith Egoist I.

Prelude 4 They lump along like the old lob-legs of Dobbin
the horse.

Lob (tyb), sb.z Mining. Also lobb. //.Steps

in a mine. Also applied to an irregular vein of ore

resembling a flight of steps,

x68i Houghton CompL Miner (E. D. S.), Lobs, steps that

ascend or descend within the mines, as stairs up to and
down from a chamber. 1747 Hooson Miner's Diet. M j b,

When we drive Dipping downwards, we go by Stairs or

Lobbs so as the diping requires. 1769 Nat. Hist, in Ann.
Reg. 99/1 The descent is about 160 yards, through different

lodgments, by ladders, lobs, and eross-pieces of timber let

into the rock. 1831 Tapping Manlove
y
s Lead Mines Gloss.

28 Also when the ore in a vein does not go down perpen-

dicularly, but only a few yards at once, then level for

a yard or two, and then sets down again, such veins are

called lobbs.

Lob (Vb), sb* Thieves' slang. Also lobb.

A box ; a till.

1 718 C. Higgin True Discov. 15 (Farmer) A wedge lobb,

alias gold or silver snuff-box. 1753 Discov. John Poulter

(ed. 2) 39 A Lobb full of Glibbs, a Box full of Ribbons. 18x2

J. H. Vaux Plash Diet., Lob, a till or money-drawer. 1868

Temple Bar XXIV. 537
4 Lob ' means the till.

b. Comb. : lob-crawler, a till-thief ; lob-crawl-

ing, -sneaking, robbing tills.

1887 J. W. Horsley Jottings from Jail 25 Poor old Jim,

the *lob crawler, fell from Racker and got pinched. 1894

A. MoaaisoN Tales Mean Streets 259 Scuddy made a com-

fortable living in the several branches of *lob-crawling and

peter claiming. 1868 Temple Bar XXIV. 537 Stealing the

till and opening the safe is what we call '^lob-sneaking'

and 'Peter-screwing
1
.

Lob (Vb), sbfi Games, [f. Lob v.}

1. Cricket. A slow underhand ball.

1873 Times 29 June 12/1 At 67 Mr. Greenfield tried three

overs of lobs, i88« Daily Tel. 20 May, Humphreys tried

his lobs once more, and got rid of Garrett almost directly.

1891 W. G. Grace Cricket 250 An article on bowling would

not be complete without some reference to slow underhand,

or, to use the familiar word, ' lobs

attrib. 1883 Standard 3 Aug. 6/5 Preston made a very

goor show . . against the lob bowling of Mr. Walker. 1888

teel 8c Lyttelton Crieket (Badm. Libr.) x6o Every bats-

man . . knows the danger of playing wildly at under-band

LOBATION.

j

Mobs '...Occasional mistakes are made, no doubt, when
• an unexpected lob bowler appears.

2. Lawn-tennis. (See quot.) Also attrib, in
lob~volley.

1890 Heathcote Tennis (Badm. Libr.) 238 When a lob
\

is about to drop near the base-line it is now generally
returned either by the ' lob-volley which is a defensive
stroke, or the player runs back and returns it again with a
lob. Ibid. 242 The Mob' is a ball tossed high in the air,
and, if possible, over the opponent's head. . . As a ' toss' it

was known and tolerated long before it was condemned as
a 1 lob '. Ibid. 245 The service, the stroke off the ground,
the volley, the half-volley, and the lob.

Lob (lpb), v. Inflected lobbed (Ipbd), lobbing,
[f. LOB^]
fl. intr. To behave like a 'lob' or lout. Obs.
1596 J. Smyth in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 92 There is

no man that doth well knowe mee, that will 1 eeleeve that I

would (if 1 had not been distempered by surfett and drinke
ryde lohhinge and dawinge to rayle at your Lordship.

2. trans. To cause or allow to hang heavily ; to
droop. ? Obs. exc. slang.

XS99 Shaks. Hen. F, iv. ii. 57 Their poore lades Lob
downe their heads, dropping the hides and hips. 1821
Egan Real Life in Loud. 1. 187 The dancing party . . were
lobbing their lollys [= headsl on ..the table.

'3. intr. To move heavily or clumsily ; to walk
along \\\ih a slow lumbering movement. Of a cab-
man : To 1 crawl ' or ' prowl ' in search of a fare.

1819 Paul Bobbin Sequel 21 (E. D. D.) So off I lobb'd.

1843 Blackw, Mag. LI 1 1. 81 Keeping a .sharp look-out for
any night cabman who may be ' lobbing', as the phrase is,

off his stand. 1847 Hai.liweli. s.v., To lob along, to walk
loungingly. 1849 E. E. Napier Excurs. S. Africa II. 363
The lion . . may next be seen lobbing up some open grassy
ascent. [1865: see Lobbing vbl. sb.] 1887 L. Oliphant
Episodes 86 The enemy's shells came lobbing into it (the
trench). X898 Blackiu. Ma?. Dec. 744/1 Our ponies. . lobbing
and lurching through the heavy sand.

4. trans. To throw heavily or clumsily ; to toss

or bowl with a slow movement. In Laivn-tennis,
to strike (a ball) well into the air so as to fall at

the back of the opponent's court ; also absol.

1847 Hai.liwell, Lob.d^ To throw gently, Sussex. ..(7)
To cist or throw. Durham. 1880 Ma:tland in Encycl.
Brit. XL 313/2 Suppose.. that shell are being lobbed from
behind a parapet at high angles into a work. 1884 Mil.
Engineering (ed. 3) I. 11. 70 Sandbags . . which are pulled
down one by one, and ..lobbed over the others by hand.
1889 \V. M. I'rownlke Laum-Tcnnis 14T If you can lob at

a good pace just over his head, you may beat him altogether,
and score. Ibid. 142 Sweet . . lobbed to him six balls in

succession. 1891 R. Kipling Life's Handicap 87 Martini-
Henri carbines that would lob a bullet i:ito an enemy's camp
at one thousand yards.

5. Brewing. To add * lob ' (see Lob sb£ 5) to

(wort).

1838 [see Lorbing vbl. sb.].

6. Metallurgy. (See quot.)

1875 Knight Diet. Meek., Lobbing {Metallurgy^, breaking
blocks of ore into pieces with the hammer, for assortment as

to quality with such ores as copper, and for more effectual

treatment in the preparatory roasting or calcining pro-

cesses.

Hence Lobbed ///. a.

1883 Pall Mall G. 17 July 4/1 [Champion Lawn Tennis]
A lobbed return with a twist.

Lobar (1^'baj), a. [ad. mod.L. lobar-is, f. L.

/obits Lobe : see -ah L] Pertaining to a lobe.

1856 in Mayne Expos. Lex. 1873 T. H. Green Introd.
Pathol. 287 This form of pneumonia almost invariably

affects an extensive portion of the lung, hence the term
' lobar ' which is applied to it. 1889 Syd. Soc. Lex., Isobar
arteries, the arteries which are distributed to the lobes of

the brain. Lobar fissures, the sulci between the cerebral
I and cerebellar lobes.

Lobate (tfi'b^t), a. Nat. Hist. [ad. mod.L.
lobatns, f. L. lobits Lobe : see -ate 2

.] Having or

characterized by lobes, lobed.

1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. in. v. (1765) 178 Lobate, lobed \

when they are divided to the Middle into Parts that stand
wide from eaeh other, and have their Margins convex. 1785
Martyn Rousseau*s Bot. xxi. (1794) 290 The leaves.. so

deeply serrate as to be almost lobate. 1816 W. Smith
Strata Ident. 23 Tbe lobate Oyster, or Gryphus. 1871
W. A. Leighton Lichen-flora 14 Thallus . . crustaceous,

granulose or lobate. 187a OnvEa Elem. Bot. ti. 140 Sweet
Mignonette. An herbaceous (garden) annual, with alter-

nate entire or lobate exstipulate leaves. 187a Nicholson
\

Palzont. 323 Fins not lobate. 1875 Huxley in Encycl.
Brit. 1. 132/1 The oral and aboral pole, or the oral only,

bear lobate appendages. 1890 Coues Field % Gen. Orni-
\ thol. 11. igs In the lobate foot, a paddle results not from

connecting webs, but from a series of lobes or flaps along
! the sides of the individual toes.

Hence IiO-bately adv., so as to form lobes.

1846 Dana Zooph. (1848) 616 Substipitate, lohately

j

divided.

IiObated (ltfu^ted), a. Nat. Hist. [f. as

Lobate + -ed 1.] = Lobate.
1703 Petiver in Phil. Trans. XXIII. 1425 The twigs and

footstalks are Thorny, the Leaves single, sometimes lobated.

1775 Jenkinson Brit Plants Gloss. 186a C. A. Johns Brit.

Birds (1874) p. xxiv, Toes tbree or four, more or less con-

nected by a membrane at the base, sometimes lobated.

Lobation (l^b^-jan). [f. Lobatk : see -ation.]

The formation of lobes ; the condition of being

lobate.

1840 Blyth, etc Cimicr's Anim. Kingd. (1849) 24? The
Phalaropes which it [sc. the Lobefoot] resembles in the

lobation of its toes. 1846 Dana Zoopfu (1848) 647 The loba-

. tions of an oak-leaf. 1880 Grav Struct. Bot. in. iv. 93



LOBATO-.

Lobation or segmentation. 1889 Nature 3 Oct. 558 Sng- I

ge^tions are made upon the subject of progressive lobation

[in ice-formations]. 1890 Coves Field «y Gen. Oniithol. 11.

190 This lobation of the hallux is seen . . in all truly lobe-

footed birds.

Lolbato- (lflwb^i'ttf), taken as comb, form of

Lobate in the sense Mohate and , as lobato-

digitate, -foliaceous, -ramose, etc.

1846 Dana Zooph. (1848) 618 Branches much compressed,

very broad, . . *lobato-digitate. Ibid. 647 Flabellate and
*lobato-foliaceous. ibid. 496 Branchlets angular, irregular,

*lobato-ramulose. 1871 W. A. Leighton Lichenfiora 21

Lobato-divided or subradiate. Ibid. 26 Lobato-partite at

the apex. 1889 Syd. Soc. Lex., *Lobato-sinnate, applied to

a lobate lear which has curved sinuations between the lobes.

Lobb : see Lob. Lobber, obs. f. Lubber.

f Lobbet. Obs. rare - l
. I? For *lobet, f. Lobe

+ -et.] A lobe (of the liver).

1662 J. Chandler Van Helmotifs Oriat. 216 The heart

of a Pigeon sits in the Tour Lobbets of the hollow of his

Liver.

Lobbing (1^'birj), vbl. sb. [f. Lob v. + -ING 1.]

The action of the vb. Lob. in various senses.

1824 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 1. 160 Samuel Long is a

slow bowler, George Simmons a fast one, and the change
from Long's lobbing to Simmons's fast balls posed them
completely. 1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 1019 The
distillers make the specific gravity of their wort as high as

from 1084 to 11 10. .by lobbing, that is, by preparing a strong

infusion of the Hour of malt, or of barley, and malt, and hot

water, and adding this almost saturated solution to the wort,

till it has acquired the requisite strength. 1851 Pvcroft
Cricket Field ix, 179 The old-fashioned under-hand lobbing.

1865 Irish Titties 18 Sept., A number of car drivers were
prosecuted for Mobbing'. 1875 Isee Lob v. G]. 1880 W. M.
Brownlee Lawn-Tennis 140 Lobbing has caused more
fits of temper than any stroke in the game. Ibid., I had
omitted to give him full credit for his lobbing powers.

Lobbing, ///. a. [f. Lob v. + -ing 2 ] That
lobs (in various senses).

1840 E. E. Napiek Scenes Shorts For. Lands I. ii. 26

The gaunt wolf, whom thou hast before now forced to drop
his long lobbing pace, and put his best foot foremost. 1851

Pvcroft Cricket Field xi. 223 A lobbing bowler, i860

Russell Diary India I. xvii. 268 Some wounds from
lobbing round-shot. 1891 R. Weir Riding (Badm. Libr.)

iv. 105 There are . . plenty of horses that from bad riding get

into a loose lobbing canter behind the hand.

T Lo'bbish, a. Obs. [f. Lob sb>~ + -ish.] Charac-

teristic of a * lob ' or rustic; clownish.

1567 Triall Treas. (1850) 10 That loute of lobbishe kinde.

1580 Hollyband Treas. Fk Tong, Flac, . .a great lobbUh
knaue. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia v. (1622) 450 Their lobbish

guard (who all night had kept themselues awake, with

prating how valiant deeds they had done when they ran

away).

Lobby , sb. [ad. med.L. lobium or lobia :

see Lodgk sb.

From quot. 1553 it would appear that the word came into

Eng. as a monastic term; hence there is no improbability

in supposing the med.L. word to be the immediate source.]

fl. ? A covered walk, cloister (in a monastery).

1553 Eecon Rcliqncs of Rome (1563) 53 Our Recluses
neuer come out of their lobbeis, sincke or swimme the

people.

2. A passage or corridor connected with one or

more apartments in a building, or attached to a

large hall, theatre, or the like; often used as

a waiting-place or ante-room.

1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, iv. i 61 How in our voyding
Lobby hast thou stood, And duly wayted for my comming
forth? 1602 — Ham. 11. ii. 161 Sometimes He walkes foure

houres together, heere in the Lobby. 1603 Drayton Bar.
Wars vt. Ixiii. 147 Thus in the Lobby as they freely were
Charg'd on the suddaine by this armed trayne. 1607 Shaks.
Timon 1. i. 80 All those which were his Felllowes but of late.

..Follow his strides, his Lobbies fill with tendance, 1609
B. Jonson .V/V. Worn. iv. v, Doe you obserue this gallerie V

or rather lobby, indeed ? 1673 Dryden Marr. d la Mode
Hi. i. \Vks. 1883 IV. 303, I have such a iendre for the court,

that 1 love it even from the drawing-room to the lobby.

1726 Leoni Albcrtis Arc/tit. I. 79/2 AlL.shou'd be so
joined together by the Roof ancf by Lobbies, that the
Servants . . may not he called as it were out of another
Hooee. 1741 Richardson Pamela (1824) I. xxviii. 45,
1 went into the lobby leading to the great hall, and dropt
into the first chair. 1806-7 J- Beresford Miseries Hum.
IA/e (1826) v. v, Fretting and freezing in the outer lobbies

and at the street doors of the theatre. 184a Dickens
Amer. Notes (1850) 148/1 The box lobby ofa theatre. 1842
Tennvson Walking to Mail 29 A jolly ghost, that shook
The curtains, whined in lobbies, tapt at doors. 1863 Geo.
Eliot Romola lvi, Passing through a small lobby, they
came to another open door. 1882 Miss Bradoon Mt.
Royal III. i. 18 Christabel ran down to the lobby that

opened into the stable yard,

b. Naut. (See quots.)

1815 Falconers Diet. Marine (ed. Burney), Lobby, in a

ship, is a small apartment adjoining the fore part of the

bread room, and appropriated to the use of the surgeon.

<ri8so Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 130 Lobby. A name some-
times given to an apartment close or next before the great

cabin bulk-head.

C. Agric. A small enclosure for cattle adjoining

the farm-yard.

1777 Marshall Afin, Agric. II. Digest 21 note, Farmery.
The Slip or Lobby is entered from the Common. 1819 1:1

Rees Cycl. s.v.

d, A watchman's 1 box ' in a factory.

ioo» Daily Chron. 19 June 10/3 (A witness, watchman at

Messrs. Doulton's, saia ;] He then sat in his * lobby
',
seventy

yards from the gate, till four.

3. spec. In the House of Commons, and other

37G

houses of legislature, a large entrance-hall or apart- I

ment open to the public, and chiefly serving for in-

terviews between members and persons not belong-

ing to the House ; also (more fully division lobby)

,

one of the two corridors to which members retire

to vote when the House divides.

1640 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. Hi. (1692) I. 1 The outward
jRoom d the Commons House, called the Lobby, . .where

the Cryer of the Chancery first made Proclamation in the
King's name. 1648 C. Walker Hist. fndepend. 1. 40 Re.

|

fusing to let some Members passe out of the House, or come \

forth into the Lobby. 1648 Nedham Afercurins Pragmat. \

No. 3g. 20 Dec, Col. Pride . . caused them [Members] to

retreat into the I.iobhy, where they use to drink Ale and
Tobacco. 1695 Sheffield (Dk. Buckhm.) Sp. Ho. Peers
18 Apr. Wks. 1723 II. 123, 1 think the first time 1 propos'd

j

it was here in the bishops lobby. 1772 Ann. Reg. 196/1
While I waited in the lobby during the debate. 1798
I. Allen Hist. Vermont 207 Colonel Allen went into the

lobby, and began to write a memorial to the Legislature of

New Hampshire. 1845 Disraeli Sybil (1863) 171 The
mysteries of the Lobby are only for the initiated. Three
quarters of an hour after the division was called, the result

was known to the exoteric world. 1865 Bright Sp. Canada
23 Mar., If the hon. member divides, 1 shall go into the

same lobby with him. 1887 Spectator 6 Aug. 1046/1 Con.
siderations which chiefly determine the lobby into which
Members or Parliament go.

b. colled. Those who frequent the lobbies of

the House or who .vote in a particular lobby;

U. & the persons who frequent the lobby of the

house of legislature for the purpose of influencing

its members in their official action ; the body of
|

lobbyists.

1859 Bartlett Diet. Amer., Lobby, the persons who
frequent the lobby of a house of legislature. 1884 Century
Mag. Mar. 655/r The lobby and corruption are legitimate

subjects for satire. 1888 Bryce Amer. Commw. I. 1. App.

555 'The Lobby* is the name given in America to persons,

not being members of a legislature, who undertake io in-

fluence its members, and thereby to secure the passing of

bills. 1892 Pall Mall G. 25 Mar. 2/3 Tbe friends or the

eight hours movement have great reason to be satisfied not

only with the number but the quality of their lobby,

4. altrib. and Comb., as lobby correspondent, door,

fire, -lounger, -lounging, room, stove, 'table, -wicket
;

lobby-member, a lobbyist.

1886 Pall Mall G. ix Oct. 8/2 When Mr. L. was *lobby
correspondent he was invariably entrusted with the publica-

tion of any items of information which Mr. Chamberlain
wished to be made known. 1768 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 151/2
The * lobby door of the King's bench prison, 1799 E. Du
hois Piece Family Biog. III. 73 Chatting in high glee with

one of the Cyprian corps before the *lobby fire. 1803 Sport-
ing Mag. XXJ. 145 The fashionable accoutrements of a
*Lobby-Lounger. 1807 tr. Goedc's Trav. 11. 205 Lobby-
loungers [at a theatre] make their appearance at 8, 9, and even
10 o'clock. 1894 Westm. Gaz. o May 1/2 * Lobby-lounging
is substituted for fighting in the House. 1848 Craig, *Lobby
Member, i860 WoRCESTEa(citing Greeley), Lobby-member,
one who frequents the lobbies of a house of legislation in

order to influence the action of the members. 1650 W.
Saundehson Aul. Coqnin. 10 [He} put the King in a
* Lobby Room, next the Chamber. 1842 J. Aiton Dottiest.

Econ. (1857) 76 Every manse should be kept dry and warm
by tbe help of a *lobby stove. 1843 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. I.

190 She clanked it on the *lobby-tablc. 1876 T. Hardy
Ethelberta (1890) 314 Her sister Picotee, who came in at

the north door, closed the *lobby-wicket softly, and went
lightly forward to the choir.

Lobby (lp-bi), v. U.S. [f. Lobby sb.]

1, trans. To influence (members of a house of

legislature) in the exercise of their legislative func-

tions by frequenting the lobby. Also, to procure

the passing of (a measure) through Congress by
means of such influence. (Used occas. in reference

to the House of Commons.)
1850 Lyell itid Visit U. S. 28 A disappointed place-

hunter, who had been lobbying the Houses or Legislature

in vain for the whole session. t86a J. Spence Amer. 37
How is it to be expected that a needy and ambitious lawyer
. »having nothing but his three or four dollars a day. .shall

not be open to the influences of those who lobby him ? 1864
Sala Daily Tel. 29 Sept., The American Emigration Com-
pany was cleverly lobbied through Congress. 1868 Nat.
F.ncycl. I. 619 To lobby through, is to get a bill adopted by

j
such influence. 1887 Goldw. Smith in Contevtft. Rev. July

' 11 The people, at all events, cannot be lobbied, wheedled,
or bull-dozed. 1894 1 'orksh. Post 4 Apr. 5 To send dele-

gates to London.. to 'lobby' members for their respective

constituencies with a view of obtaining the largest possible

majority.

2. intr. To frequent the lobby of a legislative

assembly for the purpose of influencing members*

votes ; to solicit the votes of members,
1855 in Ogilvif. Suppl. a 1859 N. V. Tribune (BartletO,

There is a quarrel in Philadelphia about Mr. W—'s appoint-

ments. Some oftheLoco-focoshaYecomeoutto lobby against
him. 1864 E. Sa rgent Peculiar 1 1 1. 32 You were biased by
the semi-loyal men who were lobbying for slavery. 1879Cath.
& C. Tait Mem. 570 Bishop Williams of" Connecticut, whose
handsome figure may be seen at most times in the smoking-
room, either lobbying or telling good stories. 1888 Brvcf.

Amer. Commw. II. in. lxxv. 610 Manufacturers who have
had to lobby in connection witn the tariff. 1898 Westm.
Gaz, 27 Apr. 2/1 The large majority against this West-
minster Bill was in part a protest against the way in which
its promoters had lobbied in its interests.

fig. 1876 Lowell Among my Bks. Ser. 11. 98 In the

Greek epic, the gods arc partisans,., they lobby and log-roll

for their candidates.

Hence Lo'bbying vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1855 in Ogilvie Suppl. (s.v. Lobby v.) 1862 Times 6 Jan.,

LOBE.
1 Lobbying' as it is termed, is a well known institution at

Washington. 1864 Reader No. 88. 297/1 Lobbying—this is,

..buying votes with money in the lobbies of the Hall of Con-
gress. 1873 Spectators Feb. 237/1 They will not knowingly
choose the agents ofthe 1 lobbying ' Rings. 1888 BryceA mer.
Commw. I. 1. App. 556 What is known as lobbying by no
means implies in all cases the use of money to affect

legislation.

Lobbyer (lfbiai). U. S. [f. Lobby + -er

= Lobbyist.
1862 J, Spence Amer. 76 The whole legislation was

bribed.. even the lobbyers.,were admitted to a share of the

spoil. 1873 Spectator 22 Feb. 237/1 There are lobbyers
among us, too, but they refrain from putting temptation
into that crude form.

Lobbyist (lrbi list). Chiefly U. S. [f. Lobby
+ -ist.] One who frequents the lobbies of the

House of Representatives in order to influence

members in the exercise of their legislative func-

tions. Also occas,, a journalist or other person who
frequents the lobby of the House of Commons.
1863 Comh. Afag. Jan. 96 A Representative listening to

a lobbyist 1888 Bryce Amer. Commw. 1. xiv. 213 The
arrangements of the committee system have produced and
sustain the class of professional * lobbyists ',..who make it

their business to 'see' members. 1894 Sat. Rev. 14 Apr.
383/2 The excited lobbyists who prattled last Saturday and
Monday about a threatened defeat of Ministers.

So Iio*b"byism, the system of lobbying.
1883 PallAIallG. 6 Sept. 3/2 American manners, American

lobbyism, and American corruption.

ItObcock (h/bk^k). Now dial, [f. Lob sb. 1 +
Cock.] A country bumpkin ; a clown, lout, boor

;

a heavy dull creature ; a blundering fool.

a 1*53 Udall Roister D. 111. Hi. (Arb.) 44 Ye are . . Such a
lilbur..e, such a hoball, such a lobcocke, 1594 Nashe
Unfort. Trav. 76 Seneca and Lucan were lobcockes to

choose that death. x6ix Cotgr., Richerean, a wealthie

chuffe, rich lobcocke, well-lined boore. 1694 Motteux
Rabelais v, xix. (1737) 83 We are a silly sort of Grout,
headed Lobcocks. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Lobcock,
a heavy, dull Fellow. 1710-11 Swift Lett. (1767) III. 135
Again at the lobby, like a lobcock, of the bouse ofcommons,
about your Irish yarn. 1719 D'UaFEv Pills IV. 171

Ev'ry Lobcock hath his Wench. 1875 Lancask. Gloss.,

Lobcock, a great, idle, young person. 1895 E. Anglia Gloss.,

Lobcock, L ubboek, a lout, a lubber.

attrib. and appos. 1577 Breton Wks. Young Wit (L.),

I now must leave you all, alas, And live with some old

lobcock ass ! 1577-^82 — Flourish Fancie (Grosart) 15/2

The lobcoke Lust. 1606 Wily Beguiled (1623) C, Your
lubberly legges would not carry your lobcocke bod3'.

Hence f Iiobcocked a., loutish, boorish.

1606 Wily Beguiled (1623) G, Such a great, long, large,

I
lobcokt, loseld Lurden.

Lobe (l ûb). Also 6 lobbe. [ad. late L. lobus,

a. Gr. AojSos lobe of the ear, of the liver, capsule

or pod of leguminous plants pre- Hellenic *logw-

cogn. with *legw- in L. legumen pod, legula lobe

! of the ear. Cf. F. lobe (16th c.).]

1. A roundish projecting part, usually one of two
or more similar portions into which an object is

divided by a fissure, a. One of the divisions of

the liver or lungs formed by the fissures.

(1525 tr, Jerome ofBrunsivick's Surg. B iy/i The longues

hath .v. lobos or feders.] 1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest.

Chirurg. H j b, Demaunde
;
Howe many lobbes hath the

lunges ? Answere. .v. Thre in the ryght party and two in the

lefte. 1578 Banister Hist. Afati y. 75 These eminences are

neither to be called Lobes, Fibres, nor wynges. 1646 Sir

T. Browne Pseud. Ep. m. ii. 108 The lobes and severall

parcells or the liver. 1667 N. Fairfax in Phil. Trans. 11.

549 Tbe left Lobe or the Lungs almost quite wasted. 180a

Paley Nat. Theol. xi. (ed. 2) 202 The heart lies on the left

side ; a lobe of the lungs on the right. 1845 Budd Dis.

I Liver 320 The liver was Found or large size, and its left

! lobe reached over the stomach into the left hypochondrium.

1859 DAawiN Orig. Spec. xiv. (1873) 397 In snakes one lobe

of the lungs is rudimentary.

b. The lower soft pendulous part of the external

ear.

1719 Quincy Lex. Physico-Aled. (1722) 124/1 The external

[ear] is . . divided into two Parts, of which the upper is

•nlled Pinna, or the Wing, the lower Fibra, or Lobe.

1807-26 S. Cooper First Lines Surg. (ed. 5) 393 An incision

was begun over the condj'loid process, opposite the lobe of

the ear. 1844 Dickens Mart. Chuz. tx, Pursued and

brought back by the hair or his head, or the lobe of his ear.

1871 G. Meredith H. Richmond xli. (1889) 370 Her ear.,

was of a very pretty shape, with a soft unpierced lobe.

c. Hot. t {a) A pod, capsule, or fruit-case. Obs.

(It) A rounded projection or division of a leaf

(sometimes, of other organs) of a plant.

1671 Grew Anat. Plants 1. i. (1682) 3 Some very few

Seeds are divided, not into two Lobes, but into more. 1681

— Afusaeum 11. v. 211 Of Berrys, Cones, Lobes, and some
other Parts of Trees, ibid. 212 A Long Flat Lobe. .. Its

whole Cavity is filled up with one single Fruit. 1731

Miller Gard. Diet. (1733) s.v., A Pea or Bean being com-

mitted to the Ground, is first found to cleave into two Parts,

which are, as it were, two Leaves or Lobes of the Placenta.

1760 J. Lre Introd. Bot. 11. viii. (1765) 90 Such as have the

j
Lobes of the Corollae bent obliquely to the Right. 1784

(
Cowfer Task 111. 522 Then rise the tender germs, upstart-

ing quick And spreading wide their spongy lobes. 1845

Lindley Sch. Bot. iv. (1858) 26c, Leaves divided palmately

into many narrow lobes. 1861 Bentley Man. Bot. 570

Corolla monopetalous, and bearing.. as many stamens as it

has lobes. 1875 Darwin Insectiv. PI. xiii. 292 The immer-

sion of a leaf in pure water sometimes caused the lobes to

close. 1880 Gray Struct. Bot. in. iv. 98 Lobe is the com-

mon name of one of the parts of a simple blade, especially

when there is only one order of incision.



LOBED.

d. One of the divisions of the brain. Also, in !

the cerebellum, a group of folia marked oft by un-

usually deep fissures.

1672 Wiseman Wounds t, 134 A maid servant was shot
into the right side of the Sinciput.. she lived as long, vi7.

until the Lobe of the Brain was wrought out or corrupted.

1719 Quincy Lex. Physico-Med. (1722) s.\\, Bidloo uses the
diminutive Lobeltust for [sic] little Lobe, for the four Pro-
cesses of the Brain. 1831 R. Knox Clogact's Auat. 411 The
middle lobes of the brain, separated from the posterior by a
groove directed obliquely backwards. 1849 Noad Electricity
led. 3) 461 Of the four lobes of the brain, the fourth only is

found to actuate the electric current ; it is hence called the
electric lobe. 1851 Carpenter Man. Phys. (ed. 2)558 That
the Lobes of the Cerebellum are the parts specially con-
cerned in the regulation of the muscular movements. 1872
Huxley Physiol, viii. 196 The olfactory lobes which, .form
. .a part of the brain.

e. Zool. A rounded projection or part of an organ.
1826 Kirby & Sp. Entomol III. 357 Loin (the Lobes), the

parts of the Maxilla above the Palpus. 1828 Stark Elan.
Nat. Hist. 1. 352 The Galley Wasp. . Two little lobes before

the tympanum. 1843 Yarkell Brit. Birds 111. 42 The
vignette represents the structure of the foot.. one lobe on
each side each of the phalanges. 1846 Patikrson Zool. 34
The lobes of the mouth become more or less distended.

1849 Murchison Siluria xiii. 342 The upper lobe of the

tail. 1803 Newton Diet. Birds 382 Their [sc. grebes'! feet

. .have the tarsi flattened and elongated toes furnished with
broad lobes of skin.

f. The larger or most important and projecting

part of a cam-wheel.
1855 Ogilvie Suppl. s.v., The lobe of a cam-wheel is the

portion of curve between two minor distances from the

centre of rotation, and including a major distance between
them. If the wheel has « lobes, then 2ir/« is the lobe-angle

and there are n lobes in a revolution.

g. Geol. A great marginal projection from the

body of a continental ice sheet.

1889 Nature 3 Oct. 558 The moraines can be traced around
continuously from one lobe to another.

h. gen.

1877 J. Wells Bible Echoes iv. 47 You have often seen

little lobes of gum on the bark of such trees as the fir-tree.

2. attrib. and Comb.
t
as lobe-like adj.; lobe-angle

Mech. (see quot. 1855 in if); lobe-berry, the

seaside grape, Coccoloba itvifera, of the West Indies
t

(Treas. Bot. 1S66)
;
lobe-foot, a lobe-footed bird

;

lobe-footed a., having lobate feet, as some birds

;

f lobe-leaf, a foliole of a compound leaf; lobe-

plate (see quot.).

1833 P. J. Selby Iltustr. BrU. Ornith. II. 166 In the

Orkneys.. the Red *l Jobefoot is a common species. 1835
Jenvns Man. Brit. Vertebr. Anim. 214 Lobipes hyper-
boreus Steph. (Red Lobefoot). 3890 Coues Field \ Gen.
Ornithol, 11. 190 In all truly *lobe-footed birds, as coots,

grebes, .. and phalaropes. 1758 Ellis in Phil. Trans.
L. 446 Because they have an equal number of pinna;, or

*lobe-leaves, on the whole leaf of each tree. 1849-52 Todd
Cycl. Auat. 1 V. 1224/2 *Lobe-like expansions. 1875 Knk.h r

Vict. Mech.
%
*Lobe-platef

a strong piece of cast-iron laid

upon the keelson, etc., to support the parts of a marine
(

steam-engine.

Lobed (l<?«»bd), a. [f. Lobe + -ed?.] Having
a lobe or lobes ; lobated. Chiefly Nat. /fist.

In Bot. applied to a leaf in which the division extends not

more than half-way from Ihc margin to the centre and the

segments or the sinuses are rounded.
1787 tr. Linnxusy Fam. Plants I. 77 Stigma two-lobed.

1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) 111. 781 Leaves...

The largest lobes lobed or divided half way down to the
mid-rib. x8a8 Stark Flew. Nat. Hist. II. 450 Proteus...

Body very minute,,, diversely lobed instantaneously. 1830
Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 134 Leaves, .deeply lobed. 1843
Yarrell Brit. Birds 111. 44 The dilated and lobed mem-
branes of the toes. 1849 Murchison Siluria x. 218 This

'

fossil., is globular, lobed, branched. 1880 Gray Struct.

Bot. vi. v. 245 The calyx or corolla.. is said to be.. lobed,
|

a general term for any considerable separation beyond tooth-

ing. 1893 W. H. Hudson Patagonia 138 The wings beat-

ing yipidly, the long legs and lobed feet sprawling behind. >

Comb. 183a Planting 116 (L./U. K.) The lobed-leaved,
orpost oak.

Lobelacrin (l^bHx krin). Chem. [f. Lobelia
|

+ L. acri-y deer sharp + -in.] An acrid principle

found in the leaves of /obelia inflctta.

1874 Fluckiger & Hanburv Pharmacographia 358 This
substance which we may term Lobelacrin, is decomposed if

merely boiled with water; by the influence of alkalis or

acids it is resolved into sugar and Lobelic Acid. 1887 T. L. I

Brunton Text.-bk. Pharmacol. 960.

Lobeless (l^ b,les)
f

a. [f. Lobe + -less.]

Without lobes.

1864 Sala in Daily Tel. 16 Aug., The straight, coarse
black hair,.. lobeless ears, and slightly protruding lips, are
all extremely Oriental.

Lobelet (Uub,let). rare. [f. Lobe -f -let.] A
small lobe, a lobule.

1850 Ogilvie, Lobelels, in bot. small lobes. 1880 Gray
Struct. Bot. 111. iv. 98 Ultimate portions or small lobes may '

be called Lobules or Lobelets.

Lobelia (l^brlia). [mod.L., f. name of Mat-
thias de Lobel (1538-1616), botanist and physician

to James I: see -ia.] A genus of herbaceous

(rarely shrubby) plants, typical of the N.O. Lobe-

liacese, of which many species are cultivated for the

beauty of their flowers, which are chiefly blue, ,

scarlet, or purple
;
they are widely distributed in 1

tropical and subtropical regions and characterized

by a deeply-cleft corolla without a spur ; a plant

of this genus, or its flower.
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1739 P- M illek Gardeners Pu t. 1 1. s.v., Lobeliafrutescens
. . Shrubby Lobelia, with a purslane Leaf. 1855 Halibi'rton
Nat. Mum. Nat. 11. 114 He foamed at the mouth like
a boss that has eat lobelia in his hay. 1874 C. Geikje Life
in Woods xiv. 223 The scarlet lobelia.

b. In the Pharmacopoeia, the herb L. inflata.
1858 Copland Diet. Pract. Med. III. 1. 404 In doses ex-

ceeding fifteen or twenty grains, the Lobelia causes speedy
and severe vomiting. 1868 Daily News 30 July, He had
poisoned a dog with lobelia, and it died 48 hours after.

1875 H. C Wood Therap. (18791 525 Lobelia is used only
when the inflammatory action is complicated with [etc.l

L0beliace0US(^bni6'» j3s), a. Hot. [f. mod.
L. Lobeliace-vc (f, Lobelia) -(- -01s : sec -ACEors.]
belonging to the N.O. /obeliacete.
1830 Linolev Nat. Syst. Bot. 187 He is also, perhaps,

right in considering Jasione more properly a Campanula,
ceousthan a l^obeliaceous plant. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIV.
77/r Isotoma, a loheliaceous genus.

Lobeliad (tobrli&cl). Bol. [f. Lobelia + -ad.]
Lindley's name for : A plant of the N.O. /obelia-
ceiv. 1845 Lindley Sch. Bot. (1862) 106.

Lobelic (bbrlik),tf. Chem. [f. Lobel-ia + -ic]
Lobelic acid: an acid existing in /.obelia inflata.
1840 Pcreira litem. Mat. Med. II. 947. 1874 (see Lobe-

i acrinI. 1887 T. L. Brixton Textd*. Pharmacol. 960.

Lobelilie (l^b/lin). Chem. Also lobeli(i)n
and (mod.L. ) lobelina. ff. Lobel-ia + -ineS.]

An oily alkaloid with a pungent tobacco-like taste

obtained from /obelia inflata (Indian tobacco),
1844 Pharmacettt. Jml. 111. 128 Analysis of Lobelia in.

flata. By Reinsch. .. Analysis gave following results:—
Water (etc. J. .Peculiar substance (Lobeliin 1

!. 1850 W. ISast-
wtcK in Pharmaceut. Jml. X. 270 Lobelina. 185a Branok
Diet. Sci. etc. Suppl., Lobe tins. 1856 Mavnk Expos. Lex.,
Lobelina

t
. . lobelin. 1875 II. C. W oon Therap. ( 1879) 155

J.obelina. 1887 T. L. Brinton Text-lb. Pharmacol. »ed. 3)

317 Lobeliue.

iiO'bellated, a. rare- 1

, [f. mod.L. *lobellus
f

dim. of lobus Lobe f -ate 2 + -eh.] 1 .obulatcd.

1809 Med. Jml. XXI. 395 Oval lea\es, either entire, or
lobellated.

Lobel's catch fly. [From t lie name fobel: see

Lobelia.] The plant Silene Armeria.
1664 Evelyn A'al. l/ort. Aug., Flowers in Prime, or yet

lasting .. Lobells Catch-fly [etc.]. 1741 [see CatcHflv].
1845 Lindlev Sch. Bot. (1862) 42.

Lober, obs. form of Lubber.

tLtrbfish. Obs. Also 6-7 lubfysh. [f. Lob
sb.-] A kind of stockfish.

[1421 in Rogers Agric. «V /'rices (1882) III. 312/1 Lob fish.]

1538 Fitzherr. just. Peas 156 Fyshers that actually

labour to take Lyng, llaberdine, Lobfyshe. 1545 Rates
Custom ho. c vj, Stok fyshe called lubfysh. 1660 Act 12

Chas. //, c. 4 St bed. Rates //wards, Stockfish voc. Crop-
ling.. Lubfish.

Lobie, obs- form of Looby.

t Lo bilin. Obs. [? quasi -proper name, f. Lob
sb.2, after Colin ; cf. /ttbin.] A rustic, boor.

1588 J. Harvey Disc. Troll. gS Rest you merrie, O ye
Colin clowtes: Clap your hands, O ye Lobilins.

Lobing (h>» birj), vbl. sb. Bot. [f. Lobe +
-i\gL] Formation of lobes ; lobation.

1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 8 Ranunculus hirsutus. .

.

Leaves variable in lobing. 1872 Oliveb Elem. Bot. 1. iv.

38 The carpels so completely consolidated as to leave no
trace of lobing.

Lobing (Wbirjl, ///. a. Hot. [f. Lobe + -ixg 2.]

Forming Tobes.
1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 169 Heracleum s/hondylium

segments . . lobing and toothing.

jjObiole (l0" bi<n»l), Bol. [ad. mod.L. lobiolus

(irreg. after feliolus Petiole), dim. f. lobus Lobe.]

One of the small lobes into which the thallus of

some lichens is divided {Treas. Bot. 1 866).
1856 in Mavne Expos. L*ex.

IitVbiped (l^u ' biped), a. and sb. Zool. Also-pede.

[ad. mod.L. lobipe</> -pes, f. lobus Lobe -i-pes foot.]

A. adj. Lobe-footed, as certain birds; having

lobate feet,

1856 Mavne Expos. Lex., Lobipes>.. lobipede.

B. A lobe-footed bird ; a lobe- foot.

1882 in Ogilvie.

Lob-keeling. ? Obs. or dial. [f. Lob $b* +
Keeling sb. 1

] The coalfish.

4:1325 Metr. Horn. 136 Riht als sturioun etes merling,

And lobbekeling etes sperling. 1880-4 F. Day Brit. Fishes

L 295 Gadus virens . . Coal-fish . . lob, lob-keeling [etc.l

Loblolly (lp'btyli). Now dial. Also 7 lap-,

8-9 lop-, [perh. onomatopoeic ; cf. the dialectal

lob 1 to bubble while in process of boiling, said esp.

of porridge
1

, also 'to eat or drink np noisily*

(E. D. D.), lolly (obs. Devon), * broth, soup, or

other food boiled in a pot ' (ibid.).]

1. Thick gruel or spoon-meat, freq. referred to

as a rustic or nautical dish or simple medicinal re-

medy; burgoo, f Hence, a ship-doctor's medicines.

1597 Geraroe Herbal u. xxxv. § 2.242 The Iowe countrey-

men . . vse it for their meate called Wermose, and with vs

Loblollie. 1620 Markham Fare^v. Husb. (1625) 132 It makes
an excellent grewell, or lob-lolly which is very soueraigne

at Sea. 16*1 Burton Anat. Met. u.iii. tti. (1651) 326 There

is a difference (he grumbles) between Laplollyand Phesanls.

1657 R. Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 31 This we call Lob-lollie.

But the Negroes, when they come to be fed with this, ..cry

out, O! O! no more Lob-lol. 1694 Motteux Rabelais 1.

iv. 13 What a filthy deal of Lob-lolly was here, to swell and

LOBSCOUSE.
' wamble in her Guts. 1746 Exmoor Scold. 189 (L. D. S.)

And nif et be I^oblolly, tha wnt slop et o!I up. 1750 [see
1}i:rgoo]. 1786 (see loblolly man in 4 J.

2. A bumpkin, rustic, boor.
1604 Breton Grimello's Fort. (Grosart) 9^2 This Lob-

lollie, with slauering lips, would he making lone. 1675
Cotton Scoffer Sceft 86 lie Lies gaping like a great Lob-
lolly. 1694 Motteux Rabelais iv. xxi, That jolt-headed
Loblolly of a Carter. 1894 R. Lf.ighton Wreck Golden
Fleece 91 Blest if you aren't worth a dozen o* these Low's-
toff loplollies.

3. ? Short for loblolly bay.

1849 Nat. Encycl. 1. 355 The forest trees in .. the south
[of Alabama are] pine, cypress, and loblolly.

4. altrib. and Comb., as loblolly feast\ - waking,
-pot ; loblolly bay, an ornamental tree, Gordouia
LasianlhuS) of the southern Uniled States; lob-
lolly boy, an attendant who assists a ship's sur-

geon and his mates in their duties ; also dial, an
errand-boy, man of all work

; t loblolly doctor,
a sailor's name for a ship's doctor; -f loblolly
lamb « sense 2

; loblolly man Naul., a surgeon's

mate
;
loblolly pine, the tree Pinus 7)vda

)
grow-

ing in swamps in the southern United States; lob-
lolly sweetwood, a A\ est Indian name for Sciado-

phylhim Jacqninii (Treas. Bot. iS66); loblolly
tree = loblolly 7vood\ loblolly whitewood, Nec~
landra sangiiinea

;
loblolly wood,0//aww glabra

;

,
also /^'sonia cordala (Treas. Hot.).

1760 J. Lee lutrod. Bot. App. 306 Bay, "Loblolly. Got',
douia. Ibid. 317 Loblolly Bay, Hypericum. 1770 Ei.i.is

in Phil. Trans. LX. 519 That elegant evergreen-tree,
called in South Carolina and the Lloriclas, ihe Loblolly-
bay, or Alcea Floridana. 1748 Smollett Rod. Rand.
xxvii. (1804) 178 Among the sailors 1 was known as the
*Loblolly Boy. 1836 K. Howaro R. Reefer Ivi, The lob-
lolly boy, that is, the young man who had charge of the
laboratory where all ihe medicines were kept. 1875 Earn.

' Herald 23 Oct. 415/2 He began life as a ' loblolly boy' 011

board a barge. 1899 V. T. Li-li en Log Sea-~.oaifzji They
were just loblolly boys, at every one's beck and call. 1710
C. Shadweli. Fair Quaker Peat 1. T5 [Sailor speaks! Our
Rogue of a ''Loblolly Doctor, being not satisfied with hi*
two Bences, must have a Note for ten Months' Bay for

eveiy Cure. 1645 K. Beakf. Lett. fr. Sommer 1st. in

/'rynne's Discov. Prodig. Bla hig Stars App. 3 A certaine

j

Feast, held every week at several] houses, which Feast they
called a "loblolly Fea^t. 1600 Hosp. Incur. Fooles Aiijh,
Those nolted, grosse, and 'loblully-lam*.. 1706 [E. WaruI
Wooden ii'or/d /)issected (1708) 64 The Mystery of "Lob-
lolly-making. 1786 Mks. Biozzt A need. Johnson 285 He
[Dr. JohnsonJ asked an officer what some place was called,

and received for answer, that it was where the *lop-

lolly man kept his loplolly. 1760 Acts Gen. Ass. Georgia
(1881) 219 Squared Timber that shall be made of swamp or
"loblolly pine. 1637 T. Morion Neiv Eng. Canaan (1883)

342 [He] called to his wife to set on the 'loblolly pot. 1806
Nival Mag. XV. 241 \Ye found several .. girls stewing
venison .. in a loblolly-pot. 1750 ( J. 1 1 roups Bar/'adors

1 43 The * Loblolly tree. This is a middle-sized tree. 1756
P. Brownf. Jamaica 214 "Loblolly w hii^ wood, or White
Sweetwood. Ibid. 17S * Loblolly-wood. This shrubby tree

. . rises generally to the height of 12 or 14 feet.

I! Lobo l<"""b0). [Sp. :—L. lupus wolf.] A large

grey wolf of the south-western United States, Cams
lupus occidentals.

[1839 Col. Hamilton Smith Dogs (Naturalist's l.ihr.) I.

152 The Spanish wolves congregated formerly in the passes

of the Pyrenees in large troops, and even now the lobo will
1 accompany strings of mules as soon as it becomes dusky.

J

1859 I.aird Mammals N. A met: it. 14 Cants occiden talis,

var. Mexicanns, Lobo Wolf. (In recent U.S. Diets.)

t IiO'boite. Min. Obs. [Named by J.J. Kerze-

litis in 1 Si 5, after Lobo da Silveira, who first de-

scribed it : see -itk.] Vcsuvianite.
1816 W. Phillips Introd. Miu. (1S23) 34 Bcrzelins mentions

a'Magnesian ldocrase * from Gnkuni and Fru^ord, under
the name of Loboite. 1837 Dana Miu. 350 ldocra^e . . Loboit,

Frugardit, Idokras.'of the Germans.

IlliObola (l^'b^la). [? Kaffir.] The South

African native custom of marriage by purchase.

1897 Daily Ne7vs 17 July 5/6 Mr. Rhodes . . pointed out
that the old system of lobola was equivalent to the custom
of marriage settlement in vogue with the whites. 1901
Edin. Rez'. Oct. 302 1'he custom of lobola— i.e. the marriage
gift of cattle to the bride's father—stands in the way of

many Kafir marriages.

Lobose (l0U'b<?us% a. [ad. mod.L. tobosus, f.

lobus Lobe.] Having many or large lobes ; spec.

pertaining to the /obosa
f
an order of Rhizopoda

1 so characterized.

1885 Lank ester in Encycl. Brit. XIX. 842/2 A certain

small number of independent lobose Gymnomyxa.

Lobons (l^u*^3s), a. [f. Lobe + -ous.] Having
(many or large) lobes.

a 1722 Lisle Husb. (1752) 190 Blossoms, arising from

joints with lobous leaves.

IiObsconse (l/>'bskaus). A7
aut. and dial. Also

8-9 lobscourse, 9 lobskous, -scouee, lap's

course. [Ofobscureorigin : cf. Loblolly. (Scousk

is now used in the same sense.)] A sailor's dish

consisting of meat stewed with vegetables and ship's

biscuit, or the like.

1706 (E. WardJ Wooden World Dissected (1708) 83 He
has sent the Fellow .. to the Devil, that first invented

Lobscouse. 1751 Smollett Per. Pic. (1779) 1. ix. 76 A mess
of that savoury composition known by the name of lob's

course. 1823 J. F. Cooper Pioneers v. (i860) 22/1 He ac-

quired the art of making lobskous. 1835 Marryat Jac.

Eaithf. xi, Prepares to revel upon Lobscouse. 1867 Smyth



LOB'S POUND.
Sailor's Word-bk. t Lap's Course^ one of ihc oldest and most
savoury of the regular forecastle dishes. 1894 F. F. Moore
Journalist*s Note Bk. 146 Something like a glorified Irish

stew, or perhaps what yachtsmen call * lobscouce '.

Hence Iiobscouser (l/rbskuusai), a sailor, lar.

1888 Clark- Ri ssell Marooned (1890) iS Plain ginger-

haired IJritkh lobscousers.

Lobsided, variant of Lopsided.

Lob's pound. Now dial. Also (perron.) 7

Cobs pound, S Hob's pound. [See Lob sb.2 2.]

Prison
;

jail ; the lock-up. Alsofig., an entangle-

ment, difficulty.

1597 E. S. Discov. Knights 0/ Post B, Knightes of the

Poste, Lords of lobs pound, and heires apparant to the

pillorj*. i6za FasquiVs Night-Cap (1877) 64 There is the

Woodcocke falPn into the gin, And in Lobs-pound intangled

by a wile. 1639 J. Clarke Paroemiologia 188 Hee's in

Cobs pound. 1663 Butler Hud. \. iii. 910 Crowdero, whom
in Irons hound, Thou hasely threw'st into Lob's pound
Where still he lies. 1667 G. Digry Elvira 11. 23 He hath
us faith Fast in Lobb's Pound. 1694 Echaro Plantus 8 If

M* Constable and his Watch shou'd pick m'up and in wi*

me to Lobs-Pound? 1796 Mao. D'Arblay Camilla iv. iii,

What ! are you all in Hob's pound ? 1829 Krntha.m Justice

ff Cod. Petit. Wks. 1843 V. 494 From the sheriff the informa-

tion would, in course, pass on to the defendant, when the

time came for his finding himself in Ixih's pound. 1895
E. Anglin Gloss., Lobspound, to be in any difficulty or per-

plexed state.

Lobster 1 (V'bstai). Forms: 1 lop(p)estre,

lopystre, 4 lopister, 4-7 Iopster, 5 loppestere,
lopstere, 5-7 lobstar, 6 Sc. lapstar, 6-7 lopstar,

4- lobster. [OF., lopustrc, lopystre, loppestre,

corruptly ad. L. loensta Locust. The L. word
orig. denotes a lobster or some similar crustacean,

the application to the locust being suggested by
the resemblance in shape. In late L. the original

sense survived alongside the other : cf. F. langouste,

( )COrnish legast lobster.

The ending -sire of the OK. word is due to assimilation to

OK. fern, agent-nouns (see -ster): cf. OE. myltestre from
L. meretrix. The cause of the substitution of/ for the L. c

is obscure.]

1. A large marine stalk -eyed ten-footed long-

tailed crustacean of the genus llomarus, much
used for food ; it is greenish or bluish black when
raw, and of a brilliant red when boiled ; the first

pair of feet are very large and form the character-

istic ' claws '.

a 1000 y^Ei.FRic Colloq. in Wr.-Wiilcker 94/14 Crabhan
mii-dan ptnewinclao. .and lopystran and fela swylces. ei 1100
i'oc. ibid. 319 '20 Polipos, loppestre. 1311-12 Durham A cc.

Rolls (Surtees) 9 In sperling', creuis, lopiNters, et pise aqu^
dulcis. 1314-15 Ibid. 10 In burbot, spiot et lopsters. 1398
Trevisa Harih. De P. R. xix. Ixxviii. (1495) 909 The venue
of gendringe of egges is . . in crabbes and lobsters. £1450
Tivo Cookery-bks. 114 JCym ye perch other ye loppestere or

drie haddok. c 147s Pict. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 764/31
Hie po/upits, a lobstar. £1560 A. Scott Poems iS. T. S.

)

v. 33 Lapstaris, lempettis, mussillis in schellis. 1599 M ars-
ton Sco. Villanic 1. iii. 181 A Crabs bak'd guts, a Lobsters
butterd thigh. 1646 Sir T. Brownp Pseud. F.p. 111. xv. 142
Lobsters will swim swiftly backward. 1688 K. Holme
Armoury 338/1 A Crefish. .a Species of the Lobster, but of
a lesser size. 1710 Gav Poems {1745) 1 I. 17 On unadulterate
wine we here resale, And strip the lobster of his scarlet

mail. 1794 C. Picor Female Jockey Club 139 She faints at

the approach of a mouse ; if surprised by the sight of a
black lobster, she screams unmercifull)'. 1873 F. W. Pavy
Food (ed. *2S 174 The flesh of the lobster is mainly found in

the tail and claws,

b. Applied with qualification to other erustaceans

resembling the above. Norway lobster, Nephrops
norvegiens. Spiny or thorny lobster, Palinums
vulgaris = Crayfish 3 b. Some crayfishes are

called fresh-xvater lobsters.

1778 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 2^ III. 1610/1 The strigosns, or

plated lobster, with a pyramidal spiny snout. 1795 tr. Thun-
berg's Trav. t. 240 The Cape lobster {Cancer arctos). .has

no large claws, and is craggy all over, and covered with
erect prickles. 1819 G. Samouellk Entomot. Commend. 92
Palinums vulgaris .. is sometimes denominated Spiny*
lohster, or sea Cray-fish. 1865 Gosse Land SeaZx The
sea cray- fish, or thorny lobster. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal.
(ed. 4! 104 A peculiar pale-blue Lobster from Norway.

c. The llcsh of the animal, as food.

1789 Cullrn Mat. Med. I. 393, I have known .. persons
who could not take even a very small quantity of lobster

or crab without being affected soon after with a violent colic.

«l
d. The construction of jointed plate-armour is

often described by comparison to a lobster's tail.

Cf. lobster-tail, -tailed (in 5 below).
1786 Grose Auc. Armour 22 Gauntlets .. were . . oftenor

of small plates of iron rivetted together, in imitation of the

lobster's tail, so as to yield to every motion of the hand.
Ibid. 23 Cuissarts or thigh pieces.. .They were made flexible

at the knees by joints like those in the tail of a lobster.

1 2. An opprobrious name (? for a red-faced man\
1602 Mmni.ETON Blurt Master Constable D 2 b, Let him

goc.an old combe-peckt ' rascall . . hang hiin, lobster.

1605 Tryall Chev. 11. 1. in Bullen O. PL III. 289 What a
dictionary of proper names hath the Rogue got together !

..He pearce you for this, you Lohster. Ibid. 290 Leere
not, Lohster, lest 1 thump that russeting face nf yours with
my sword hilt. 1609 ft. Jonson Epiccene v. iii. Wks. (1616)

593 You whorson Lobster.

3. A contemptuous name for : A British soldier.

The name was originally applied to a regiment of

Roundhead cuirassiers from their wearing complete
suits of armour (cf. 1 d above), In later limes

378

I it has been referred to the characteristic red coat.
|

Also boiled lobster. Raw (or unboiled) lobster'.

I a policeman; so called in contradistinction to
4 boiled lobster*, on account of his blue uniform.
c 1643 Songs Lond. Prentices (Percy Soc> 68 When as 'tis

but a lobster, whom (men say) Turn him but o're and o're

he'll turn to you. 1644-7 Cleveland Char. Lond. Dium.
5 Translate but the Scene to Koundway-downe : There
Hasleriggs Lobsters were turned into Crabs, and crawPd
backwards. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. vii. § 104 jjune
1643] Sir William Waller having received from London a
fresh regiment of five hundred horse, under the command of
sir Arthur Haslerigge, which were so prodigiously armed that
they were called by the other side the regiment of lobsters,

because of their bright iron shells with which they were
covered, being perfect curasseers. t66o in Hart. Misc. (18 10)
V. 73 Redcoats, lobsters, corporals, troopers, or dragoons.
1687 T. Brown Saints in Uproar Wks. 1730 1. 73 The women
..exclaim against lobsters and tatterdemallions, and desire

'em to prove 'twas ever known . . that a red-coat died for

religion. 1776 S. Haws in Milit. Jrnls. (1855) 89 The
Lobsters \i.e. British troops] came out almost to copple hill

and took 3 cows. 1803 Sporting Mag. XXII. 29 He had
gained over the lobster, as he called the Serjeant. 1829

, Buckstone Billy Taylor 1. iii, I..am no more a dull drab-

j

coated watchman. . .Mary... Thou unboiled lobster, hence !

1830 Ann. Reg., Chron. 9 Nov. 191/2 ' No Peel—down with
the raw lobsters !' 1878 Besant & Rice Celia's A rb. xxxix,

(1887) 284 Jack the Sailor, Joe the Marine, and the Boiled

Lobster. 1896 W. W. Jacobs Many Cargoes 214 She's
married a lobster. . . He's a sergeant in the line.

attrib. or appos. 1758 L. Lvos in Milit. Jrnls. (1855) 40
This afternoon their was a Lobster Corperel married to a

j
Road Island whore. 1779 J. Cari-kntkr in Proc. Vermont

\
Hist. Soc. (1872) p. viii, 7 Prisoners broke Prison from the

grand lobster guard at Fort in.

b. slang phr. To boil one's lobster : see quot.

1785 Grose Diet. J'utg. Tongue s.v., To boil one's lobster,

for a churchman to become a soldier
2
lobsters which are of

a bluish black, being made red by boiling.

4. Short for lobster-caterpillar, -moth.
1869 K. Newman Brit. Moths 216 The Lobster (Stauropus

Fagi\ Ibid. 217 This singular caterpillar, which is known
to collectors as 'The Lobster', feeds on oak and birch.

5. at7rib. and Comb., as lobster-catch, -catching,

, -fishery j -fishing, -hatchery
,
-man, -red adj., -salad,

-sauce, -shell, -shop,-supper, -ivoman ;
lobster-boat,

a boat used in lobster-fishing, fitted with a well in

which to keepthe lobsters alive; lobster-box slang,

(a") a transport ship; {b) barracks {SlangDiet. 1S65);

lobster-car U.S., ' a box or frame in which lobsters

are kept alive under water awaiting sale or trans-

port' {Cent. Diet.) ; lobster caterpillar, the larva

of the lobster-moth ; lobster-clad a., clad in jointed

armour suggesting a lobster's shell
;
lobster-claw,

{a) 'a screw jack used in setting rigging
1

(Knight
Diet. Mech. Suppl.)

; (/>) //. a common marine alga,

Polysiphonia elongata, so called because it bears

tufts of filaments resembling a lobster's claws

{Cent. Diet.) ; lobster-coated a., red-coated ;

lobster-crab, a crustacean of the family Porcel-

tanid.r ; a porcelain-crab
;
lobster-crawl, *a fishing

ground for lobsters' {Cent. Did.}; lobster-creel,
= lobster-pot

;
lobster-flower, the Darbadoes

flower-fence, Poindana pulcherrima {Treas. Bot.

Suppl. 1874); lobster-joint, a joint in an in-

strument resembling a joint in a lobster's claws

;

lobster-louse, a parasite of the lobster, Kicothoe

astaci; lobster-moth, the bombycid moth Staur-

opusfagi ;
lobster-night nonce-iod., ? a night cele-

brated by a lobster supper; lobster-pot, a basket

or similar structure serving as a trap to catch

lobsters ; lobster-smack jocular, a military trans-

port
;
lobster-tail, a piece of armour jointed after

the manner of a lobster's tail (cf. J d) ; .also attl ib. ;

lobster-tailed a., wearing ' lobster-tail * or jointed

armour
;
lobster-trap=*Mr/<?r-/0/.

1777 Pennant Zool. IV. 8, I am told . . that when men of

war meet a Mobster-boat, a jocular threat is used, That, if

the master do not sell them good lobsters, they will salute

him. 1833 M. Scott Tom Cringle ii. (1842) 64 We landed
in the * lobster-box, as Jack loves to designate a transport.

1887 G. P. Goode, etc. Fisheries U.S. v. II. 674 Entirely
submerged * lobster-cars are used in Norway. 1901 Q. Rev.
July 48 If the difficulties in reference to the treaties were
confined to the Mobsler-catch. 1881 Scribners Mag. XXII.
215/1 For *lohster-catching . . two kinds of nets . . are occa-

sionally used. j8«J9 Gen. P. Thompson Audi Alt. II. xciii.

I 73 The ancient *Tobster-clad knights. ?I794 Burns Let.
to Mrs. Riddel Wks. (Globe) 539 Those *lobster-coated

puppies. 1854 A. Adams, etc. Man. Nat. Hist. 290 *Lobstcr-
crahs {Porcellanid.r). 1853 Rkadf. Chr. Johnstone 320 The

I
periodical laying down, on rocky shoals, and taking upagain,

. of * lobster-creels. 1865 Hertram Harvest 0/ Sea 391 In
France the *lohstcr-fishcry is to some extent 'regulated'.

Ibid. 385 "*lx.bster-fishing. 1884 R iverside Nat. Hist. (1888)

11. 53 Two methods of lobster fishing are in vogue. 1889
I Nature ^l Mar. 499 A complete *lobster-hatchery could be

established . .on the West coast. 1880 M. Mackenzie Pis.

Throat $ Nose I. 511 The introduction of the inner tube

|into the tracheal without employing Mobster-joints. 1863

Woon Nat. Hist. 1 1 1. 640 The * Lobster-louse is sometimes
found in considerable numbers, fixed to the gills of the

lobster. 1881 Sciibner's Mag. XX 1 1. 210/2 The typical

Mobsterman lives at the bottom of a charming and remote
cove. 1819 G. Samouelle Entomot. ComPend. 247 * Lobster

|

moth. 1863 Wood Nat. Hist. III. 535 The Lohster-moth

derives its name from the grotesque exterior of the cater-
!

pillar. 1715 Pope Fare?t\ to London Wks. (Globe 189s > 479
Luxurious Mobster-nights farewell, For sober studious days

,

LOBUIiOSE.

1764 Ann. Reg. 92 Tangled in the lines ofsome Mobster pots.

1862 Ansteo Channel 1st. iv. xxiL (ed. 2) 508 The number
of lobsters taken weekly from the various lobster-pots round
the coast of Guernsey is estimated to average 4,000. 1856
Kane Arct. Fxpl. L xv. 167 The little Mobster.red fury of

a stove. 1819 Kvron Juan 1. exxxv, I'm fond of.. A Mobster
salad. 1837 Thackeray Ravensiving vi, We had cham-

Eagne and lobster-salad. 1822 Blackiv. Mag. XI. 161 Tur-
ot.. which ruddy Mobster-sauce accompanies. 1848 Dick-

ens Dombey vi, *Lobster shells. 31823 Htaekw. Mag. XIV.
508 An occasional crash of oyster-shells cast . . from some
Mobster-shop. 1829 Marrvat /''. Mild/nay v, 1 steered for

•the Mobster-smack'. 1869 C. C. Black tr. Demtuin's
Weapons War (1877) 219 The long ' Mobster-tails ' which re-

placed the waist-piece and the tassets. 1880 M. Mackenzie
Pis. Throat «r Nose I. 512 The angular and descending por-

tions of the inner tube of the. .canula..have to be made with
joints on tbe lobster-tail principle. 1826 Scott Woodst. v,

Oliver on horseback, . . charging with his Mobster-tailed

squadron. 1889 Dovi.e M'icah Clarke 376 Old as I am ..

1 am fit to exchange broadsides with any lobster-tailed pic-

caroon. 1865 Bertram Harvest 0/ Sea 385 The Mobster-
traps and crab-cages, which are not unlike overgrown rat-

traps. 1898 G. Parker Battle of Strong v. 33 A Mobster-
woman . .put on her sabots.

Hence {nonce-tads.) IfO'bsterdom, ihe * realm ' of

lobsters ; Lo bsterling', a young lobster.

1863 Kingsley Water-Bab. 146 He had live barnacles on
his claws, which is a great mark of distinction in lobsterdom.

190 1 Spectator 27 July 119 '2 Sunlight .. brings swarms of
lohsterlings to the top of the jars in which they are hatched.

Lobster 2 (hrbstaj). East Anglian. Also 6 lop-

ster, lobstart, 6, 9 lopstart. lobstert {E.D.D.).
[f. Lob sb.2 + stert, Stakt, tail. Cf. elubstart, Club-
ster.3 A stoat.

?i49o Paston Lett. 111. 365 Wesellis, lobsters, polkattys.

155a Huloet, Ix>pster vermyn. 1577 Harrison Descr. Engl.
in. xiii. in Holinshed, Haryers, whose game Is the Foxe, ..

Lobstart [1586 lopstartl, Wesell, Conye, &c. 1787 Marshall
Nor/. {1795) II. 383. a 1825 Korbv Voc. E. Anglia. 1864

C. Klton Norway ix. 124 Even now it is said that farmers

in England complain of the Mobsters* sucking the eggs and
killing the chickens.

Lobster 3 (Ip'bstaj). [Jocular formation on

Lob v. + -ster.] One who bowls « lobs ' at cricket.

1889 Daily Chron. 8 June 5/4 It is welcome to note the

success with the ball of.. Winter, the lobster. 1890 E. Lyt-
tu:ton Cricket 36 The gentle and sensitive ' lobster '.

Lobstering (l^bstarirj), vbl. sb. [f. Lobster 1

+ -12i« L] Catching lobsters.

1881 Scribner's Mag. XXIL 211/1 {The lobsterman] is

a fisherman in other branches and a farmer as well, for

lobstering need not take the whole of any one's time.

t Lobsterize, v. Obs. no?tce-wd. [f. 1x)bsterI

+ -3ZE.] intr. To move backwards, as a lobster

is supposed to do. (Cf. to crawfish.)

1605 Sylvester Du Bartas it. iii. iv. Captaines 621 Thou
makest Rivers the most deafly-deep To lobstari?e (back to

their source to creep).

Lobular (l^bi//lai\ a. riiys., etc. [f. Lobvle
+ -ah.] Pertaining to or having the form of a

lobule or lobules. Of pneumonia : Affecting the

lobules of the lungs.

1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 389 The substance ol

the lungs is lobular. 1826 Kirby & Sp. Entomot. \\ . xl.

u6 A lobular substance consisting of granules filling the

whole cavity of the body. 1834 J. Forbes Laennec's-Dis.

Chest (ed. 4) 199 Central peripneumonies, and those deno-

minated lobular. 1845 Cudd Dis. Liver 55 Lobular pneu-

monia. 1889 Syd. Soc. Lex., Lobular fissures, the sulci

between the several cerebral and cerebellar lobules 1892

Wooouead Pract. Pathol, (ed. 3) 37a Lobular pneumonia.

Hence Lo'bularly adv.

1899 Allbntfs Syst. Med. VI. 386 The left lung was.,
condensed with, .lohularly disposed lesions throughout.

Lobulate (l(> bitflrt), a. [f. Lobule + -ate 2.]

Having or consisting of lobules or small lobes.

1862 in Cooke Man. Bot. Terms 52. 1870 Hooker Stud.

Flora 172 Ivy.. Albumen lobulate.

Lobnlated {\p'bift\ehcc\)
}
a. [Formed as prec.

+ -KD 1
.] =prec.

1783 W. Kt ir in Med. Commttn. 1. 130 The. .kidney. .had

a lobulated form. 1870 Kolleston Anim. Life 79 Lohu-

lated masses of adipose tissue.

Lobulation (Vbirfl^'Jan). [f. Lobulate : see

-ation.] The formation of lobules or small lobes

;

a lobulated condition.

1861 Humstead Ven. Dis. (1879) 611 There is no lobula-

tion of the organ.

Lobulato-, taken as comb, form of Lobulate

in the sense * lobulate and . . \
1846 Dana Zooph. (1848)701 Coralla..Iobulato-glomerate.

1871 W. A. Leichton Lichen-flora 225 Thalline margin

lohulato-crenate.

Lobule (lfbiz/l). Chiefly Anat. [ad. mod.L.

Lobulus.] A small lobe.

1682 T. Gibson Anat. (1697) 14 The lobules of which the

Lungs are composed. 1720 Hale in Phil. Trans. XXX 1.

5 Every Duct is made of lesser Ducts united, which rke

from the Ix>bules .. which constitute each distinct Lobe.

1800 Med. Jml. 1 II. 139 Its last adhesion, was to the helix

of the left ear, just above the lobule. 1866 Hvxlkv Preh.

Rem. Caiihn. 157 The nose nearly straight and ending in a

rounded lobule. 1872 — Physiol, v. 119 'I he smallest

obvious sul)divisions of the liver substance . . which are

termed the lobules. x88o I
see LobEi.et].

Lobulization l^bi/foi^-Jan). [f. Lobule
+ -ization.] 4 The passage of a tissue from a

uniform to a lobular condition* (Syd. Soc. Lex.).

Lobulose (V bi;7b"uS>
)
a. [f. Lobule + -ose.J

Having many lobules.



LOBULOUS.
1846 Dana Zoofh. (1848) 618 Stout lobes which are much

and crowdedly lobulose.

IiObulous (V'bi/fos), a. [f. Lobule + -ous.]
'Possessing lobules, or prominences resembling
lobules' {Syd. Soc. Lex. 1S89).

II Lobulus (V bi//l^s). PI. lobuli (V'bitflai).

[mod. L., dim. of /^wjLobe.] A small lobe, lobule.
1731 Arbuthnot Nat. Aliments (1735) 28 A great number

of those Air-Bladders form what we call Lobuli, which
hang upon the Bronchia, like Bunches of Grapes upon
a stalk. i8z6 Kirby & Sr. Entotnol. IV. xl. 117 The result
of the approximation of polygon ous lobuli. 1842 E. Wilson
Anat. Vade A/, (ed. 2) 461 The lower dependent and fleshy
portion of the pinna is the lobulus.

Lob-worm Qp'b^\Dim). [f. Lob sb.~] a. A
large earthworm used for bait by anglers, b. The
Lug-worm (Aremkola manna).
a. 1651 T. Barker Art ofAngling (1653) 7, I baited my

hook with two Ivob-worms. 1653 Walton Angler iv. 94 For
the Trout the Dew-worm (which some also call the Lob-
worm) and the Brandling are the chief. 1718 G. Jacob
Compl. Sportsman 119 The Lob or GardenAVorm well
scoured is the only Bait. 1867 F. Francis Angtingx. (1880)

31 The large roach will.. take the tail of .1 lob-worm very
ravenously.

b. 1854 Eng. Cycl., Nat. Hist. L 295 Arenicola piscato-
rial^ the Lob or Lug-Worm. 1875 Encycl. Brit, (ed, 9) 1 1.

71/1 All round the British and many other coasts the lob-

worm {Arenicola marina) is used for bait.

Loby, obs. form of Looby.
Loc, variant of Lake slO Obs, (offering, gift).

Loc, obs. form of Lock sb., Lohoch.
IiOCable (l^kab'l), a. rare [f. L. locare to

place : see -ble.] Of persons : That can be placed

(in a situation or office). As sb., one who is fit to

be so placed ; hence attrib., as locablc list.

ai8i6 Bentham Offic.^ Apt, Maximized^ Introd. I'icw

(1830) 5 Persons locahle in the several situations, say in one
word, locables. 1816-30 Ibid., Extract Const. Code 27 Ap-
plicants. .demanding admission into the locable list, and to

that end presenting themselves for examination.

Unocal (tokal), sbA Commonly in erroneous

(fern.) form locale ^lokai). [Fr. ; absol. use of

local adj. : see next.] A place or locality; esp. a
place considered with reference to some particular

event or circumstances connected with it ; a quarter

in which certain things are done, or which is chosen
for particular operations.

1772 Simes Mil. Guide (1781^ 7 The Mare.schal [de Buys-
segur] says, he saw a battle lost, because an Aid.de-camp
had, upon a false representation of the local made to the
General, been sent to him who commanded the right wing,
to order him to change his ground. 1783 Phil. Trans.
LXXIII. 189 Unless they attend-. to the nature of the soil

of the local where those accidents happened, their reports
will generally meet with little credit. 1816 Scott Bl.
Dwarf xi, O, the propriety of the locale is easily vindicated.

1842 Barham Ingol. Leg. Ser. 11. Old Woman in Grey,
Bttt no matter—lay the locate where yon may. 1:1844
Sva Smith in Mem. (1855) H. 539, 1 hear that Lord Car-
K*le is wheeled down to the gallery. .. i know all the locale

so well that I see him in his transit. 1865 E. Burritt
Walk Land's End xi. 381 Feeling that their little thatched
cottage would, some day or other, be ranked among the
celebrities of English locales.

Local (lpu'kal) , a. and sb.'z Also 5-6 localle,

5-7 locall, 6 locale, [a. F. local («=Sp., Pg.

local, It. locale) , ad. L. local-is, f. loc-us place.]

A. adj.

1. Pertaining to or concerned with 'place' or

position in space. Now chiefly in local situation.

1485 Caxton Chas. Gt. 1 And also in recountyng of hyc
hystoryes the comune vnderstondyng is better content to the

ymag[i]nacion local than to symple auctoryte to which it is

submysed. Ibid. Envoy 250 The ymagynacion locall. 1561
T. Norton Calvin's Inst. iv. xvii. (1634) 675 marg., A local

presence of the body of Christ. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. v. i. 1

7

(ist Qo. Fisher 1600) G 3 The Poets penne tumes them to

shapes, And gines to ayery nothing, a locall habitation,

And a name. 1659 Pearson Creed < 1839) 335 ^s to a 'oca'

de>cent into the infernal parts they all agree. 1706 W. Jones
Syn. Palmar, Matkeseos 46 Some of these Powers have
horrowed their Denominations from Local Extension^ 1777
Priestley Matt, Spir. (1782) I.xix. 231 The Cartesians.,
maintain ..that spirits have no extension, nor local presence.
1818 Cruisk Digest (ed. 2) VI. 341 The local situation of
the^ lands devised. 1862 Stanley Jew. Ch. (1877) 1. v. 109
This change of local situation was at once a change of moral
condition.

fb. Having the attribute of ' place ' or spatial

position. Obs.
XS33 Frith Ansio, More (1548) 55 Y" Lord, whiche to

shewe his humanite to be locall uhat is to saye : contained
in one place onely) dyd saye vnto his disciples. I ascende
vnto my father. Ibid. 55 b, Howe dyd he ascende in to

heauen, but because he is locall and a very man.
>
1565

Jewel Reptie Harding's Ansiv. vi. 348 fcEis |
Harding's J

answeare is, that Christes bodie is Local onely in one place.

1577 tr. Bullinger's Deca<ies (1502) 734 Angels peraduenture
at this daie are more aptly saide to bee locall or in place not

circumscriptiuely, but definitiuely. 1621 Burton Anat.
Mel. il ii. in. (165 1) 246 (They] will have Hell a material! and
locall fire in the center of the earth. 1718 Prior Solomon
1. 564 A higher flight the venturous goddess tries, Leaving
material worlds, and local skies. 1729 Swikt Direct.

Birthday Song 272 That sound divine the truth has spoke
all, And pawn'd his word, Hell is not local.

t C Local motion, movement from place to place,

motion of translation, locomotion. Obs.

1561 Eoen Arte Nauig. 1. viii. 10 The elementes are ..

moueable by locall motion. 1644 Dicby Nat, Bodies

379

f xxiii. 208 Zoophytes. .that is such creatures as though they I

goe not from place to place
;
and so cause a locall motion of

their whole substance, yet in their partes, they haue a dis-
|

tinct and articulate motion. 1678 Cuoworth Inlell. Sysl.

f

1. v. 831 It is certain, that cogitation, (phaiicy, intellection,

I

and volition) are no local motions. 1707 Curios, in Husb.
.5- Gard. 34 Plants have no local or progressive Motion.

d. Grammar, Relating to place or situation.
1842 Jllf Greek Gram. II. 230 [heading] Local Dative.

1845 Ibid. I. 296 TAdverbs} are divided into a. Local,..
b. Temporal, ..c. Modal [etc.]. Ibid. 298 The Local ad-
verbs in ct, as. .(Kfl. 1889 E. A. Sonnlnschein Lat. Gram,

j

§ 348 Local Clauses. (Clauses of Place.)

e. Psychol. Local sign (after G. localzcichen) :
\

that element in a sensation which is the basis of
|

our instinctive judgement as to its locality.

1874 Sully Sensation 4- Intuition 70. 1884 Bosanquet
tr. Lotze's Mctap/t. 490.

2. Belonging to a particular place on the earth's
surface

;
pertaining to or existing in a particular

region or district.

Local time: the time of day or night reckoned from the
instant of transit of the mean sun over the local meridian.

p
?I4-. in Myrr. our Ladyc p. xxi, Piiuileges ordynary

iniunccious localle statutes laudable custons decrees & al
other ordynaunccs. 1612 Skldkn lllustr. Drayton's Poly-
otb. i. intt., If in Prose and Religion it were as iustifiable, as
in Poetry and Fiction, to inuoke a Local! power . . I would
therin ioyne with the Author. 1687 in Magd. Coll $ ?as. II
(O. H. S.) 112 That College had the Bishop of Winchester
for their Visitor Local. 1740 Pitt sEncid vm. 461 The
Swains the Local Majesty rever'd. 1792 A need. IK Pitt II.

xxix. 125, I have no local attachment* ; it is indifferent to
me, whether a man was rocked in his cradle on this side or
that side of the Tweed. 1833 Hkrschll Astron. iii. 139 Two
observatories, .provided with accurate means of determining
their respective local tim^s. 1849 Macau lay Hist. Eng. v.

I. 6 is note, Oldmixon, who was a boy at Bridgewater when
the battle^ was fought, . . was so much under the influence of
local passions that his local information was useless to him.
1868 Gladstone Jin*. Mnndi ii. (1870) 31 The name Vpala
. .is only a local name of a .settlement of. . Boeotians. 1891
E. Peacock X. Brcndon II. 313 Mr. Yeo, the local lawyer,

b. With restrictive force : Limited or peculiar

to a particular place or places.
1 615 G. Sanovs Trav. 170 Those ceremonies that are not

locall, I willingly omit. 1781 CowriiR Retirement 119 Truth
is not local, God alike pervades And fills the world of traffic

and the shade>. 1811 Henry Isabella I. 3 Her ideas were
as local as Andrew's ; and they neither of them seemed likely
to disturb the brain of the other, i860 Motley Nethcrl.
(1 868) I. i. 5 The importance of the struggle would have
been more local and temporary. 1871 Morley Carlylc in

Crit. Misc. Ser. 1.(1878) 180 That letter (of the moral law)
read in our own casual and local interpretation.

C. belonging to a town or some comparatively

small district, as distinct from the state or country

as a whole. Local government, the administration

of the affairs of a town (or other limited area" by
its inhabitants, as distinguished from such admin-
istration by the state at large.

Local board; in England and Wales spec, (see quots.

1863 and 1901). Local Government Board: a department
of State established in 1871. to act as the central authority

for Local Government in Kngland and Wales.
1688 Connect. Cot. Rec. (1859) 439 The law that doth

confirm or locall lawes. 1776 An.\M Smith W, X. v. i.

(1869) II. 402 The local or provincial expenses of which the
benefit is local or provincial.. ought to be no burden upon
the general revenue of the Society. 1786 Burke W. Hast'
ings Wks. 1842 II. 191 He the said Warren Hasting-, hath
left the said troops, by his new treaty, without any local

controul. 1818 H.m.lam .7//V/. AgesUSj^) I. 128 Such i>> the

national importance which a merely local privilege may
sometimes bestow. 1844 H. II. Wilson Brit. India III.

279 The local government was involved in a discussion with

the Supreme Court at the Presidency, i860 Mill Rcpr.

Govt. (1865) 1 16 '2 Among the duties clashed as local, or per-

formed by local functionaries, there are many which might
with equal propriety be termed national 1863 H. Cox
Instit. ill. ix. 732-3 In the places and districts in which the

[Local Government] Act is adopted, it is carried into execu-

tion by local Hoards.. The local Hoards have extensive

powers of undertaking and regulating the drainage and
cleansing of towns, the suppression of nuisances, and
similar matters of police. 1880 E. Robkrtson in Encycl.

Brit. XI. 2t Local government repeats on a small scale the

features of the supreme government, hut its business is

chiefly judicial and administrative. 1901 F.hklib Munie.
Adtninistr. 69 An important change ..was made by the

Local Government Act of 1S94 .. The urban local boards

are called Urban District Councils, and the term of office

of the councillors is fixed at three years.

d. In various specific collocations. Local ex-

amination, the name given to certain examinations

of boys and girls, held in a number of different

places under the direction of a central board at

I one of the Universities. Local preacher ^among

the Methodists), a layman who is authorized to

preach in the district in which he resides, as dis-

tinguished from the ordained itinerant ministers.

Local rank (see qtiot. 1876). Local veto: the

prohibition of the sale of liquors in a district,

under the system of local option (see e) ; hence

the nonce- wds. local-vetoist, -vetoism.

1772 Wkslky Wks. (1872) III. 476 A Justice levied a fine

on a Local Preacher, on pretence of the Conventicle Act.

1858 Exam. Students Not Members Uuiv.Camb. 15 Notice

for Local Examinations. 1861 4th Ann. Rep. Delegacy

{Local Exam.) 1 The Oxford Local Examinations for the

year 1861 commenced on Tuesday, May 28. 1876 Voylk &
! Stevenson MUM. Diet. (ed. 3) 327 Local rank, the rank

I

given to an officer in her Majesty's service serving in a

LOCAL.
foreign land with other troops, whereby he is placed in his
proper position, as regards equality of rank, with those
officers whose first commissions are of tbe same date, but
who have been more fortunate in promotion. 1885 Min.
Wesleyan Confer. 369 Our supply of Ministers is drawn
from our Local-preachers. 1894 Sir W. Lawson in Westm.
Rev. 27 Sept. 4/3 What would happen if they, the Locai
Vetoists, got their bill 1 1900 A. J. Balfour in Daily A'eivs
29 May 2/5 Perhaps the hon. baronet would reverse his
opinion about the infallibility of democracies, or even of
local vetoism.

e. Local option. The right granted by the
legislature of a country or state to the inhabitants
of each particular district to decide whether the
trade in liquor shall be prohibited within the dis-

trict. Hence occas. by extension, the principle of
allowing localities to decide for themselves whether
they will accept or reject certain regulations. Hence
Local optionism, the principle of local option

;

Local optionist, an advocate of local option.
1878 Samuelson Hist. Drink 218 note, The tendency of

legislation seems to he towards 'local option' or 'permissive
prohibition'. 1880 Daily Yc<vs 28 Jan. 2/4 The Home
Rulers, the Teetotallers, the Local Option is ts. i88z Pucyil.
Brit. XIV. 688/2 Those celebrated 'local option laws'
which are in force in some of the United States Ibid. 689 r

Such laws are in force in Massachusetts, New Jersey (which
had the Chatham Local Option Law of 1871), New Hamp-
shire, Connecticut, and Vermont. 1882 M. Arnold Irish
Ess. 174 Measures like that for granting Local Option, as it

is called, for doing away the addiction of our lower class to
their porter and their gin. 1901 Scotsman 28 Feb. 6/^ The
reluctance of the Welsh and Midland miners to admit the
principle of local option.

3. Law. (In renderings of the AF. phrases chose
local, frcspas local.)

1598 K itch in Courts Led 180 1), I'ur ceo que le chose est
local, &; annex al franketen. 1607 Co\Tll Intcrpr. s.v.

Chose, Chose locall is such a thing as annexed to a place.
For example: a mill is choNe locall. [With reference to
Kitchin.] 1708 Tenncs de la Ley 419 An Action of Tres-
pass for Battery, is transitory and not local, and therefore
the place need not he.. set down in the L>eclaration. 1727-
41 Chambers Cyct. s.v. Trespass, Trespass local h that
which is so annexed to the place certain, that if lhu
defendant join issue upon a place, and travet.se the place
mentioned in the declaration, and aver it ; it is enough to
defeat the action.

4. Pertaining to a particular place in a system,

scries, etc., or to a particular portion of an olijtel.

a. Pertaining to, or affecting, a particular pait

or organ of the body. Chiefly Med., of disease*,

ailments, etc., and hence of remedies which aie

applied to such ailments.

1541 R. Coit.ano Guydon's Eormul. K ij h, The fyr-te fhal

be of the locall remedyes of bote aposteines. 1543 Tr.\-

IlLKON Vigo's Chirurg. 25 b/2 The doctours make no uitu-

tion of locale medicines in the>e diseases. 1606 Shaks. T>

.

$ Cr. iv. v. 244 Tell me you Heauens, in which part of hi>

body Shall I destroy him? Whether there, or there, t>r

there, That I may giue the locall wound a name. 1667
Milton /*. L. xn. 387 Dream not of thir fight, As of a

Duel, or the local wounds Of head or heel. 1706 l'liu.i.irs

(ed. Ker.iey), Local Medicaments, those Remedies that are

apply'd outwardly to a particular Place, or Part; as Plan-
ters., Salves, Ointments, etc. 1804 Abkknrthy Surg. Obs.

145, I employed only local means for their cure. 1813 J,
Thomson Led. Injlam. 179 The Local or Topical treatnunt
of inflammation. 1834 Cyct. Pract. Med. III. 49,1 The
symptoms may he considered as local and general, the total

being, principally, pain, tenderness, and tumefaction; the

general, fever [etc.). 1874 Sully Sensation $ Intuition

56 The exquisite delicacy of local sensibility, especially

that of the retina. 1899 Altbutt's Syst. Med. VII. 11 A
local inflammation or hemorrhage.

b. Electricity and Magnetism. Local action,

action between different parts of a plate in an

electric battery as distinguished from the general

action of the battery. Local attraction (see quot.

1 867). Local battery, local circuit (sec quot. 1 S68).

Local current, a current set up by local action

;

also, a current in a local circuit.

1841 Bkanpk Man. Client, (ed. 5) 297 In the common
battery, .much local action takes place upon the zinc plaUs
without contributing to the circulating forces. 1867 Smvi u
Sailors Word-bk., Local attraction, the effect of the iron

in a ship on her compasses; il varies with the position of

a compass in a ship, also with that uf a ship on the earth's

surface, mid with the direction of the ship's head. 1868

Cui.lky Ilaudbk. Telcgr. (ed. 3) 169 Local circuit, one which
includes only the apparatus in the office, and is closed by a

relay. . .Local [battery], the battery of a local circuit. 1876

Phi kce & SlvEWKiGHT Telegraphy 101 We then woik by
local currents. Ibid., A local battery. Ibid. 102 In flowing

through R' it . . completes the local circuit by which the

local current flows from L'B' through M\
c. Arith. Local value : that value (of a numeral

figure) that depends on its place or serial position.

1853 Barn. Smith Arith. <y Algebra (1857) 2 All numbers
have a simple or intrinsic value, and also a local value.

d. Photogr. Local reduction v
see quot.).

189a Botham ley Ilford Man. Photogr. viii. 6S Local re-

duction (/.*. reduction of parts of the image) can be effected

by. .applying a very weak solution of the ferricyanide.

e. Local colour: (a) Painting. The colour

which is natural to each object or part of a picture

independently of the general colour-scheme or the

distribution of light and shade. (Now usu. colled,

sing. : formerly tbe pi. was used.) (b) Hence, in

works of art or literature : The representation in

48-2



LOCAL. 380 LOCALIZATION,

vivid detail of the characteristic features of a par-

ticular period or country (e.g. manners, dress,

scenery, etc.), in order to produce an impression

of actuality.

1721 Bailey, Local Colours, in painting, are such as are

natural and proper for each particular Object in a Picture.

iiBz J. T. Dillon tr. Mengs' Sk. Art Paint. 76 The local

tints of the flesh, in every part are admirably diversified.

Ibid, 80 If Titian was happy in his tints, and the local

colour of his objects, Correggio . . exceeded him in [etc.].

1797 Encyd. Brit. (ed. 3) XI 11. 599/* The happy disposi-

tions of colours both proper and local. 1821 Craig Led.
Drawing i. 15 The objects were all drawn, .with a pen and

..then thinly washed over with indications of their local

colours. 1859 Gullick & Timbs Paint. 8 The local colour,

which is the self colour of an object, and what we mean
when we talk of a ' red coat* or a 'green field '. 1884 Sat.

Rev. 22 Nov. 666/2 There are [in Doris] some capitat

pictures of the times of landlord shooting . . without any-

thing Irish in character, or dialogue, or local colour.

5. Pertaining to places (in the geographical sense)

or to an individual place as such.

1605 Camden Rem., Surnames (1614) 1x2 The most sur-

names in number, the most ancient, and of best account,

haue bene local, deduced from places in Normandie and
the coyn tries confining. 1837 R- Morris {title) The Etymo-
logy of Local Names. Mod. One of the most trustworthy

of local etymologists.

6. Math. 1'ertaining to a locus. Local problem,

a problem in which the object is to determine a

geometrical locus.

1704 Harris Lex. Tedtn., Local Problem, a 1865 Sir

W. R. Hamilton Elem. Quatcm. (1899) I. 39 The degree of

the functionf, or of the local equation, marks (as before)

the order of the curve [etc.].

B. sb. (absol. use of the adj.)

1. A person who is attached by his occupation,

function, etc. to some particular place or district

;

an inhabitant of a particular locality. Chiefly //.

1835 Hood Poetry, Prose, $ Worse^ xxxv, How sweet to

be drawn for the locals By songs setting valour a-gog. 1891
' H. Hali burton' Ochil Idylls 148 Gang freely, fishers, by
their banks, Baith foreign loons an' locals, 1900 Westm.
Gaz. 16 Mar. 1/3 He has be«n what is known in thejegal
u orld as a ' local '—that is, he has confined his practice to

courts of Lancashire, and has not taken up a professional

abode in London. 1901 H. G. Hutchinson in Longm. Mag.
July 236 We go to some 'rough' as the locals call it

—

ground of long grass, .giving fine protection for partridges,

b. esp. A local preacher (see A. 2 d .

1824 Carr Craven Dial. Gloss. 90 Local, a local preacher

amongst the Methodists. 1889 T. E. Brown Manx Witch,

etc. 121 He cudn go on by the hour Like these Locals.

2. SomeLhing local.

a. An item of local interest in a newspaper;

colled., local news, matter of local interest.

a 1869 W. Cakleton Farm Ballads, Editor s Guest 36 S0
long as the paper was crowded with 'locals' containing

their names. 1888 Barrie When a Man's Single (1900)

17/1 There's a column of local coming in, and a concert in

the People's Halt

b. A postage-stamp current only in a certain

district. C. U. S. Postal matter bearing an address

locally used but not known generally.

1870 Routlcdge's Ev. Boy's Ann. Feb. Suppt. 3/1 The
apparently interminable Russian locals. 1873 Ibid. Jan.

Suppl. 4 Russian and Egyptian Locals. 1882 U. S. Offic.

Postal Guide 681 Locals and nixes. Matter addressed to

places which are not post offices is unmailable.

d. Telegraphy. A local battery or circuit (sec

A. 4 b). 1875 Knight Did. Mech.

o. A local train ; a train which serves the

stations of a particular district. (In recent Diets.)

1902 Strand Mag. Jan. 74/2 He boarded the local in the

morning.

f. A local examination (sec A. 2 d).

1893 Atheuseum 4 Feb. 157/3 This [book! is intended
mainly for students preparing for. .the University Locals.

Local (Uu'kal) , v. ScolsLaw. [f. Local a.] trans.

* To apportion an increase of salary to a minister

among different landholders ' (Jam.) ; to lay the

charge of such stipend on or upon a landholder or

his land.

1593 Sc. Ads fas. VI (1816) IV. 34/1 To Iocall sum-
cient stipendis. 1693 T. Sage Fund. Charter Wks. (1844)

1. 248 The Earl of Morton ..had flattered the Church
out of their possession of the thirds of the benefices, .

.

promising instead thereof localled stipends upon the minis-

ters, a 1768 {see Locality 5 b]. 1808 Act 48 Geo. Ill,

c. 138 § 14 The Right of any Heritor to surrender his

valued Teind in place of subjecting his Lands, to the

Amount of the Stipend localled upon them, shall not
be taken away. 1816 Scott Antig. xix, A clause, which
had occurred in a process for localling his last augmentation
of stipend. 1872 Bell's Prine. Law Scot. § 1162 (ed. 6) 496
The localling or apportioning of the burden on the un-
exhausted teind is under the jurisdiction of the Court of

Session as Commissioners of Teinds.
<
1877 in Cases Crt.

Session 4th Ser. IV. 11 27 The proceedings shewed that at

this time there was sufficient free teind without localling on
heritors who had heritable rights. Ibid., The lands were
localled on.for stipend in an interim locality in 1853. 1880
Law Rep., App. Cases V. 249 A scheme of locality was
fwepared, D lodged objections to the scheme in so far as it

ocalled minister's stipend on eighty-one acres of his land.

Locale, erroneous form of Local sb.*

Localism (l^u-kaliz'm). [f. Local a. + -ism.]

1. Attachment to a locality, esp. to the place in

which one lives ; limitation of ideas, sympathies,

and interests growing out of such attachment;

disposition to favour what is local. Also (with

pL)t an instance of this state of mind.
1843 Borrow Bible in Spain xxviL (1&72) 160, 1 have

never seen the spirit of localism which is so prevalent

throughout Spain more strong than at Saint James, a 1852

I

Webster Wks. (1877) 1 1. 526, I am one of those who believe

that our government is not to be destroyed by localisms,

North or South. 1877 S. Bowles in Merriam Life (1885J

II. 428 Congress is simply an aggregate seething and strug-

gling of a great number of localisms—rarely or never losing

themselves in the stream of national or patriotic feeling.

1883 Spectator 30 June 828 Agriculture is more weighted
by what we may call the localism of labour than by any
other single cause.

2. Something characteristic of a particular loca-

lity ; a localizing feature ; a local idiom, custom,

or the like.

1823 E. Moor {title) Suffolk Words and Phrases, or an

attempt to collect the Lingual Localisms of that County.

1839 C. Clark {title) John Noakes and Mary Styles.. .A

Poem, exhibiting some of the most striking lingual localisms

peculiar to Essex. 1850 Freeman in Ecdesiologist X. 284

Architectural localisms, as illustrated by the churches of

Northamptonshire and Leicestershire. 1858 Almx Matres

38 All talk scandal, gossip, localisms. 1897 Saga-Bk. Viking
Club Jan. 306 Brushing away many of the most interesting

localisms in thought and language.

IiOCalist (1^'kalist). [f. Local a, + -ist.]

One who inclines to treat or regard things as local,

to subject them to local conditions, etc. ; a student

of what is local ; one who assigns a local origin to

(diseases).

1683 O. U. Parish Churches 110 Conventides 16 The
Legislators had more regard to the Duty, than to the Place

of it, and had more respect to the Discretion of the Priest,

than this Localist hath ; he labouring more for the Circum- 1

stance of Place, to gratify his own Humour, then the Inten-

tion of the Thing to edify the Congregation. 1833 Cycl.

Pract. Med. II. 163 In our opinion, both essentiahsts and

localists have taken a much too limited view of the etiology

ol fever, i860 Berkeley Brit. Fungal. 55 Where species •

are very diflicnlt to distinguish, it is in general because

forms are separated which arc too closely allied, an evil

which is familiar enough to every practical botanist, though

apt to be overlooked or completely ignored by the in-

experienced or mere localists. 1901 Q. Rev. Oct. 542 The
;

'Localists' attributed the epidemics to local condition*:,

atmospheric changes, uncleanliness, and so forth.

IiOCalistic ^lJ"kali stik), a. [f. prcc. + -IC.]

Of a theory: Attributing a local nature or origin,
j

1882 Pop. Sci. Monthly XX. 336 The localist ic theory of
1

cholera. 1896 Allbutfs Syst. Med. I. 881 Until now he has

defended the 'localistic' view [of the origin of cholera

poison] against those of Koch and the contagionists. 1899

E. P. Morris in Amer. Jrnl. Philol. XX. 323 As long as 1

the conflict between localistic and grammatical theories of
'

the cases is undecided.

Locality (bkarliti). [a. F. localile, ad. late L.

localitatem
y

f. loedlis Local.]

1. The fact or quality of having a place, that is,

of having position in space.

16*8 Bp. Hall Old Relig. vii. § 3. 69 It destroyes the

truth of Christs humane bodie, in that it ascribes quantitie
\

to it, without extension, without localitie. 1661 Blount
Glossogr., Locality, the being of a thing in a place. 166

1

Glanvill Van. Dogmatizing xi. 100 That the Soul and
Angels., they have "nothing tu do with grosser locality, is

generally opinion'd. 1772-82 Mason Eng. Gard. 1. 181

Come then, thou sister Muse, from whom the mind Wins
for her airy visions colour, form, And fix'd locality; sweet

Painting, come. 1790 Han. More Relig. Fash. World

(1791) 34 The locality of Hell, and the existence of an

Evil Spirit, are annihilated. 1855 H. Spencer Princ.

Psychol, vi. xiii. (1872) II. 174 Imagine a solitary point A,

in space which has no assignable bounds; and suppose

it possible for that point to be known by a being having
' no locality.

2. The fact of being local, in the sense of belong-

ing to a particular spot. Also pi. local character-

istics, feelings, or prejudices. Obs.

1771 Mrs. Griffith Hist. Lady Barton I. 33 And now
I talk of coaches, 1 have never set my foot in ours, since

you left London : I begin to think that this is carrying the

idea of locality too far, and will therefore order it to set me
down at the play-house, this evening. 1791 Burke Th. Fr.

I

Affairs Wks. 1802 IV. 14 These factions.. weakened and
|

distracted the locality of patriotism. 1802 A. Hamilton

I

Wks. (1886) VII. 246 The vast variety of humors, prepos-

sessions and localities which, in the much diversified com-

position of these States, militate against the weight and
authority of the General Government.

3. //. The features or surroundings of a particular

place. [So Fr. localili,
1 particularite On circon-

stancc locale* (Littre').]

I

1828 Scott F. M. Perth x, Owing to the height to which
' he was raised, and the depth of the vaulted archway, his

eye could but indistinctly reach the opposite and external

portal. It is necessary to notice these localities. 1832 G.
Downes Lett. Cont. Countries 1. 61 After nightfall we
walked over tu Sallenches. The localities about the bridge

reminded me of Milltown in the County of Dublin.

4. a. The situation or position of an object ; the

place in which it is, or is to be found ;
esp. geo-

graphical place or situation, e.g. of a plant or

mineral.
j

1836 Buckland Geol. $ Min. II. Index, LigniteJocalities of.

Ibid. Lituite, locality and character of. 1838 Hawthorne I

Amen Note-Bits. (1883) 202 A blind man. .feeling all around

him with his cane, so as to find out his locality. 1850

Robertson Serm. Ser. 111. iv. (1872) 53 The anatomist can

tell you that the localities of these powers are different.

i860 Tvndall Glac. 11. xiv. 301 He insists upon the power

J of the glaciers tu muuld themselves tu their localities. 1894

|
II. Nisbet Bush Girls Rom. 249 The reports that the

police were sending down constantly, of his supposed locality

and outrages.

b. A place or district, of undefined extent, con-

sidered as the site occupied by certain persons or

things, or as the scene of certain activities.

1830 Lvell Princ. Geol. I. 321 Pallas mentions that, in the

same locality, opposite old Temruk, a submarine eruption

took place in 1799. 1862 Stanley Jew. Ch. (1877) I. xv. 291

j
The deliverer is to be sought in the locality nearest to the

chief scene of the invasion. 1880 Haughton Phys. Gcog. iv.

185 The tremendous rainfall of the Khasi Hills, amounting

j

in some localities, to 559 inches of annual rainfall.

5. Sc. fa. An assessment, tax, or levy, esp. one for

the support of soldiers or other war-expenses. Obs.

1640 in Minute Bk. WarComm. Kirkcudbright (1855) 157
Desyering the said Committie to allot and allocate to thanK
. . ane competent localitie, furthe of the rcdrest of thair said

husbands' rentes, goodes and geir, for aliment of thame and
lhair said childrene. 1659 in Clarke Papers (1901) IV. 161

We are in greate want of ninnies, tu carry on our Locality,

for coales and candle, all the six Companies beinge draune
into the Cittadell. 1679 in McDowell Hist. Dumfries
xxxvii. (1873) 426 Ane months locality for sixty horse. x686

Corshiti Baron-Conrt Book in Ayr $ Wigton Arch. Coll.

11884) IV. 172 James Bichet. .persued Robert Lachlane and
Johne Wylhc.for the 2 pairte pryce of ane seek, ..lost by
them in takeing localitie to sojouris with corne. 1687

Cameronian Soc. Let. to Friends in Shield Faith/. Con-

tendings (1780) 301 Paying any of their wicked impositions,

as Militia-money, Cess, Locality, or Bines.

Comb. 1685 J. Renwick Serm. (1776) 151 Then shall cess

payers and locality-payers be paid home.

b. 'The apportioning of an increase of the

parochial stipend on the landholders, according to

certain rules (Jam.); the stipend as apportioned.

Also short for decree of locality.

1664 in Morison Decis. Crt. Scssiou (1806) XXXI II. 14789

There being but a decreet of modification, and no locality,

the Earl alleged locality should be first made, a 1768

Kkskine lustit. 11. x. § 47 (1773) 359 Where a determinate

quantity of stipend . . is modified to a minister out of the

tiihes of the parish., the deciee is called of modification'.

but where that quantum is also localled cr proportioned

among the different landholders liable in the stipend, it is

styled a decree ofmodification and locality. 1870 in Cases

Crt. Session 3rd Ser. IX. 59 This was a process of aug-

mentation, modification, and locality of the stipend of the

parish of Cameron. In the locality. . one of the heritors .

.

objected to the interim scheme of locality prepared by the

common agent, on the ground that [etc.]. 1883 Ritchie

St. Baldred 23 (L\ D. D.) The Old Localitie, payable to the

minister of Tyninghame, by way of minute.

c. (Sec quots.)

1807-8 R. Bell Did. LawScot. (1815)5.v., The term locality

is also applied to such lands as a widow has secured to her

by her contract in liferent. These are said to be her locality

lands. 1872 Bell's Princ. Law Scot. § 1947 {ed. 6) 831 In

the stipulations of a marriage contract these points are

important—1. A provision by jointure, locality, etc., if

accepted, discharges the claim of terce. . . Locality is an

appropriation of certain lands to the wife in liferent ; her

security depending on the completion of her right by infeft.

ment duly recorded.

6. Law. Limitation to a county, district, or place.

1768 Blackstone Comm. in. xxiii. 384 The locality of

trial required by the common law seems a consequence of

the antient locality of jurisdiction. All over the world,

actions transitory follow the person of the defendant, terri-

tonal suits must be discussea in the territorial tribunal.

. 7. PhrcnoL The faculty of recognizing and re-

membering places.

1815 Spurzhkim Physiognom. Syst. (ed. 2) 364, xxiv. Organ
of locality. Ibid. 368 This faculty measures distance, and
gives notions of perspective : it makes the traveller, geo-

grapher and landscape-painter; it recollects localities and

judges of symmetry. Hence it seems to me that it is the

faculty of locality in general. 1875 E. C Stedman Victorian

Poets 187 To use the lingo of the phrenologists, his locality

is better than his individuality.

8. Psychol, in phr. sense 0/ localily (see quots.}.

1888 Encyd. Brit. XXIII. 480/2 These investigations

show not only that the skin is sensitive, but that one is able

with great precision to distinguish the part touched. This

latter power is usually called the sense of locality. 1889

Syd. Soc. Lex., Locality, sense of, the faculty of distinguish,

ing the part of a sensory surface to which a stimulus is

applied.

Localizable (Itfukatorzab'l), a. [f. Localize

v. + -able.] That can be localized.

1855 H. Spencer Princ. Psych. VH. xvit. (1872) II. 467

Such components of consciousness, .being unlocalizable in

space, and being but indefinitely localizable in time. 1865

F. II. Laing in Ess. Relig. «$- Lit. Ser. 1. 106 It is the same
localisable faculty that is supposed in the idea of the name s

being * called upon ' one, as a pledge of God's favour. 1879

11. Spencer Data ofEthics vi. 78 The feelings classed as

emotions, which are not localizable in the bodily frame-

w°rk«

Localization (lJukabiz^Jan). [f. Localize

V. + -ATION.]

1. The action of making local, fixing in a ceriain

place, or attaching to a certain locality ; the fact

of being localized. Also, an instance of such action

or condition.

1853 Sir S. Creasv Eng. Constit. (1858) 37 » The con.

trast as to the centralization or localization of administra-

tive power, which exists between England and other

civilized countries. 187a Cardwell in Hansard Pari. Deb.

3rd Ser. CC1X. 895 With us, therefore, localization means
identification with a locality for the purposes of recruiting,

of training, of connecting Regulars with auxiliaries [etc.],

1885 Laiv Times 14 Feb. 276/1 Nothing tends more strongly

than localisation to confirm the despotic instincts in a

judge.



LOCALIZE.

b. Pkys. The process of fixing, or fact of being
fixed, in some particular part or organ of the body.
1855 H. Spencer Prim. Psychol, v. vi. (1870) 1. 573 Localiza-

tion of function is the law of all organization whatever.
1861 T. J- Graham Pract.Mcd. 214 The inflammation may
be stated to be the effect of the localization in the peri-
toneum of the influence of a specific morbid poison. 1878
Foster Physiol. HI. vi. § 3. 500 Hence it became very com-
mon to deny the existence of any localuation of functions
in the convolutions of the hemisphere.

2. Assignment (in thought or statement) lo a
particular place or locality. Also, the ascertaining
or determination of the locality of an object.
1816 G. S. Faber Orig. Pagan Idol. I 1 1. 494 This curious

though very natural localization of history. 1832 Wettnt.
Rev. XVII. 405 To liala Lake.. there is a legend attached,
which might be imagined to be a localization of the Deluge.
1857 Zoologist XV. $479 The determination of the seat of
these functions, or in other words iheir localization, has
been attempted in every way. 1881 W. H. Preece in
Nature No. 620. 465 In order to apply this apparatus to the
localisation of a bullet in a wound. 188a Grosart Spenser's
Whs. III. p. ciii, The .. fact disproves this attempted
localisation of her in the 1 Vale of Evesham '. 1884 Bosanquk r

tr. Lotze's Metaph. § 275. 481 The psychological gene-is of
our ideas of space and the localisation of the impressions of
sense. *886 J. Ward in Encycl. Brit. XX. 52/1 What has
been, .called the 'localization and projection ' of sensations.

1899 Allbntt's Sysl. Med. VI. 139 The localisation of the
physical signs, and the differences in the mechanical effects

produced, will probably make this fact clear.

Localize (l^rk&Uw), v. [f. Local a. + -ize.]

1. trans. To make local in character; to invest

or imbue with the characteristics of a particular

place or locality.

1792 Mary Wollstonecr. Rights Wont. 123 May it nut
be fairly inferred that their [sc. the nobility'sj local sitoation
swallowed up the man, and produced a character similar to
that of women, who are locallizcd, if I maybe allowed the
word, by the rank they are placed in, by courtesy? a 1796
Burns Remarks Sc. Songs Wks. 1834 VIM. 18 Songs are
always lessor more localised (if I may be allowed the verb) by
some of the modifications of time and place.

2. To fix or plant in a particular place or dis-

trict, or in a particular part or point of any whole
or system. Usually with limitative force : To
restrict or confine lo a particular place or area

;

lo make local in range or currencv.
1798 \V. Tavlok in Monthly Rev. XXV. 162 Their pi hi-

leged banks [etc.].. which unnaturally localize and accumu-
late wealth, that was intended by nature for equal diffusion
among the skilful and industrious, a 1835 J. MacCcllocii
Proofs t, Illnstr. Attrib. Gott (1837) 111. xlii. 91 To localize
peculiar foods to peculiar climates. 1839 Spirit Metro/*.
Conscrv. Press (1840) I. ^4 There, on that spot, stands the
fatal axe of the revolutionary tribunal, naturalised every-
where, localised everywhere. 1859 G. Wilson Gateways
Kuozvl. (ed. 3) 96 Though we are in the habit of speaking
of it [sc. the sense of touch] as localised in the fingers.
1866 Grove Contrib. Sci. in Corr. Phys. Forces 201 The
power of localising, if the term be permitted, heat which
would otherwise be dissipated. 1888 Daily Neivs 25 luly

5/1 Contributors may subscribe either to the general fund,
or, if they prefer it, to the local institute. .. It would be
a matter for general regret if any very large proportion of
the contributors localised their money.

b. To identify with a particular locality or
localities ; to attach to particular districts.

1870 Daily Tel. 24 Nov., The advocates for 'localising'
the Army give us advice of the most valuable kind. 1872
Cardhell in Hansard Pari. Deb. 3rd Ser. CCIX. 89s The
principles on which we propose to localize the Army.

c. To concentrate (attention) upon a particular
spot.

1820 W. Tavlor in Monthly Rev. XCU. 62 Localizing
attention on the meritorious parts. i86t Wyntkr Soc. Bees
493 Thus we may will that a spot in the skin shall itch, and
it will itchjifwe can only localize our attention upon the
point sufficiently.

3. Jo attribute (in thought or statement) to a
particular place or locality; to find or invent
a locality for, ascertain or determine the locality

of. Occas. const, lo*

1816 G. S. Faber Orig. Pagan Idol. II. 254 The mere
|

vanity of local appropriation, similar to that by which they
severally localized the history of the deluge and the appulse
of the Ark. 1833 Wordsw. Fancy Tradition, Thus
everywhere to truth Tradition clings, Or Fancy localizes
Powers we love, a 1849 H. Coleridge Ess. (1851) 1 J. 270
note, The Romans appropriated and localised every tale
and tradition. 1855 Hain Senses $ Int. 11. i. § 12 (1864) 97
Part of the agreeable fteling in the exercise of the muscular
organs, .can be localised, or referred to the muscles actually 1

engaged. 1868 Bain Mcnt. <$ Mor. Sci. 4 Descartes localized
mind in the pineal gland. 1875 H. James A*. Hudson vii.

232 It seemed to him that he had seen her before, but he
was unable to localize her face. 1879 CasselCs Techn. Educ.
nr. 182 At first it was a somewhat difficult matter to dis-

cover the exact place of the fault, or, as it is termed, to
' localise' it. 1879 St. George's l/osp. Rep. IX. 664 He was
again attacked by intense headache, which could not be
localised to any particular part of the head.

Hence Localizing vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1816 G. S. Faber Orig. Pagan idol. I. 397 The localizing
humour of their religion. 1841 I. Taylor Anc. Chr. (1842)

j

11. vii. 841 In every system of polytheistic worship there I

has been a localizing of divinities. 1870 Ruskin Led. Art .

ii. (1875) 57 Speaking exclusively of this localising influence
as it affects our own faith. 1898 P. M anson Prop. Diseases
.xxiii. 354 Pain on firm pressure with the finger tips in an
intercostal space . . is a common and valuable localising sign

)

[of liver abscessl. 1*99A Itbutt's Syst. Med. V 1. 762 Anysucb
localising symptoms as bave been described.

Localized (lJu-katoizd;, [f. Localize v.

381

j
+ -ed l

.] In senses ofthe verb : e. g. made local, in-

vested with local characteristics
; fixed in, attached

or restricted to, a certain locality.
1816 G. S. Faber Orig. Pagan Idol. 1 1. 26 The history of

the Argo must have been well known to that southern na-
tion, anterior to its localized adoption by the Greeks, a 1849
1 1. Coleridge Ess. (1851) I. 330 A strongly localised religion.
i860 G. H. K. Vac. Tour 136 The oak. has vanished alto-
gether,. .and I could never hear of or see any in the bogs,
so that I expect that even in the old times they were strictly
localized. 1869 E. A. Parkes Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 8}
A very sudden and localised outbreak of either typhoid
fever or cholera. 1880 19//; Cent. No. 38. 708 That each
native regiment should be composed of men of some distinct
nationality, religion, or race, with a localised depot.

b. Fixed in a particular part (of a system or the
like); gathered or concentrated into one point or
part

;
spec, in Palh.

% occurring in, or restricted to,

some particular part or parts of the body.
1856 Dove Logic Chr. Faith 11. ii. 117 All matter is only

localised and partial force. 1871 Tyntiall Fragm. Sti. 1.

\ii. (1876) 237 To produce the spark the heat must be in-
tensely localised. 1880 Mac Cormac Antisept. Surg. 18
A localised abscess formed near the drainage tube. 1885
Watson & Bur bury Math. T/t. Elect r. a> Magn. 1. 251 If
we had an electric field with given localised charges. 1899
AtlbutCs Syst. Med. VI. 859 Such localised pain soon be-
comes merged in the diffuse pain due to pressure on the
cord as a whole. Ibid. VII I. 15 This form of valgus .. is

curable by localised faradisation of the muscle.

Locally (laa-kali), adv. In 5 localliche. [f.

Local a. + -ly '-.] In a local manner.
1. In respect to place, or position in space.
c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode \. Ixxxvi. (1869) 49 Now ladv,
..quod he, vnderstondc ye that localliche, virtualliche. or
oother wise ? 1551 Cranmeh Attsw. to Gardiner m. 85 The
body of Christ was & is all one to y° fathers & to vs, but
corporally & locally he was not yet born vnto them. 1621
Ik-R-roN Auat. Mel. 1. i. 11. viii, My this faculty therefore
we locajlv move the body. 1659 Pi:arson Oral (1839) 38 j
By which that body . . became substantially present in
heaven, and no longer locally present in earth. 1746 7 Act 20
Geo. II, c. 43 § 15 The shire for shires respectively] within
which such lands do locally lie. 1796 Burke Regie. Peace
iv. Wks. 1 X. 104 That they look upon us, though locally
their countrymen, in reality as enemies. 1857 IVsey Real
Presence iii. (1869) 3-7 To Moses God appeared locally in
the flame of fire in a bush. r86"8 M. Pattison Academ.
Org. iv. 122 These establishments are not subordinate to
the University, within which they are locally situated.

t 2. In regard lo a particular 'place' or topic;
in particular circumstances. Obs.
1638 Chilliscw. Relig. Pro/. 1. v. § 47. 269 A man may

Locally and properly depart from the Accidents of a subject,
and not from the subject it selfe.

f3. (Named) after a parlicular place. Obs.
4:1630 Kisdon Surv. Devon § 223 (1810) 233 Soldon had.

.

lords locally named. a\66t Fuller Worthies (1840) III.

375 He was the last clergyman I find ..who locally was
surnamed.

4. In regard to a particular (geographical) place, or

the situation of a particular object ; in some parti-

cular place, in ccitain districts; in the particular

place or district (specified or alluded to\
1860 J. F. Thkupp Study $ Use Psalms II. 66 Those

Jewish opponents of Christianity, still, perhaps, locally, if

not generally, formidable. 186a Ansteo Cfiantu I /si. u. iv.

(ed. 2) 233 The spiny lobster, locally called crayfish. 1863
H. Cox Instil. 1. i. 7 A further division of the functions of
government .. distributes the offices of government locally

under the beads of domestic, colonial, and international
government.

<
1885 Mauch. Exam. 30 Dec. 5/5 Vigorous

efforts are being made locally to cope with the distress.

5. In respect to some particular part or parts

(e.g. of the body).
1800 Jenner in Med. yml. III. 295 Dr. Tenner's assertion,

that a person may be 'repeatedly affectecf, both locally and
generally, with the Cow-pox'. 1897 A Jibuti's Syst. Med.
IV. 860 Locally a menthol spray may be used.

Loxalness. rare- 0
, [-sess.] The quality

of being local.

1731
>

Bailey vol. If, Locality, Localness, the being of a
thing in a place.

II Locanda (bka'nda). [It., ad.med.L. [camera,

domus) locanda, (room, house) to be let. {Est
locanda is still used in Rome for ' To Let *.)] A
lodging-house or inn.

1838 J. Stephens Trav. Greece etc. (1839) 11/1 When we
found ourselves in a neat little locanda. 1844 Mem. Baby-
lonian P'cess 1 1. 263, I was carried to a locanda in Leghorn.

Locate (l^u'k^t, bki'-t), v. [f. L. local-, ppl.

stem of locdre to place, let for hire, f. loc-us place.]

1. trans. To appoint the place or situation of

(the lands referred to in a grant) ; to fix the site of

(a building, etc.). Chiefly U.S.
1765 C. Colden in C. Papers (1878) 1 1. 10 Your Lordships

Commands to give my assistance in locating their Lands on
any part between New York and Albany. 1773 Washington
Writ. (1889) 1 1. 375, I have also taken the liberty of writing
to the Governor of West Florida expressing my hopes of
obtaining this land (and more) in case you should think
proper to locate it in that government. 1780 Virginia
Stat. X. 317 Be it enacted . . That the ground to be appro-
priated to the purpose of building thereon a capitol . . shall

be located on Shockoe hill.

2. To survey and define the limits of (a tract of

land) ; to lay out (a road) ; to mark the position

or boundaries of, to enter on or take possession of
(a land-claim, a gold-mine, etc.). U. S.

1739 Hist. Pelham{Ua%s.) (1898) 26 Voted, .the Making a

Road, .and John Gray and James Allexander are appointed

LOCATE.
a Comittee To see ye same located in the most Suitable
place for Puhlick Advantage. 1754 H. Sharfe Corr.
(1888) I. 58 The method.. of Locating Land Warrants by
selecting the most rich and ferlil Spots. 1780 Virginia
Stat. X. 317 An act for locating the puhlick squares, to
enlarge the town of Richmond. aiBij T. Dwight Ttav.

\ Xew Eng. etc. (1821) I. 192 Such, as attended, drew for
their lots ; and located them ;it their pleasure. 1857

I Tiiorfae Maine IV. (1894I 303 If you want an exact recipe
for making such a road,, .send a family ofmusquash through
to locate it. 1877 Raymond Statist. Mines «y Mining 332
The Golden Queen Mine was located in ihe latter part of
September, 1873. l88S li < Van Vorst Without a Cow-
pass 10 He .. located a valuable claim near the Pyramid

i

Mountains.

3. To fix or establish in a place ; to settle
;
pass.

to be settled, slalioncd, or situated. Chiefly U.S.
1807 R. Clmbkrianu Mem. II. 186 This was amount

the motives that led me to locate myself at Tunbridge
Wells, &c. 1813 in J. Maclean Hist. Coll. X. Jersey (1877)
II. 153 The Assembly passed an act locating the Theological
Seminary permanently at Princeton. i8ig Frances Wright
Views (1821) 176 The Dutch and the Herman (emigrant^
invariably lhrive the best, locale themselves, as the phrase
is here, with wonderful sagacity. 1823 Stat. Massach.
10 Feb, Said insurance company .shall be located and kept

j
in the tow n of Salem. 1833 H r. M artinkau Charmed Sea

'

iii. 25 To work in the silver mine by the mouth of which
they were located. 1836 Marrvat Japlut I. xi. 133 When
the gathering dispersed we packed up and located ourselves
about two miles from the common. 1840 W. L. Harrison
in Life II. 386, I shall do what I can to locate him [N. W

I
Rogers] in New York. 1841 Makryat Poacher xlv, As
soon as Mary was located, she wrote a letter. 1844 Dicki.ns
Pictures fr. Italy (1846) 38 Albaro, the suburb of Genoa
where 1 am now, as my American friends would say,
•located'. 1853 J. H. Newman Hist. Sk. Ser. 11. (1873)
216 They sutTeied themselves to be diffused and widely
located through the great empire of the Caliphs. 1856 (;.

Davis Hist. Sk. Stockbridge Southlr. 173 The stocks,
which were a terror to evil doers, were located in the re:ir

of the church. 1896 Century Mag. Dec. i i He s«aid he
would locrte his headquarters near tho.se of Meade.

b. U.S. In Ihe Mclhodist Episcopal Church :

To appoint (a minister* to a fixed pastoral charge,
as distinguished from the position of a 'circuit-

rider '.

<ri8i4 T. Coke in Soulhcy U\sley (1820' II. 164 It is

most lamentable to see so many of i<ur able married
pieachers .. become located merely for the want of suppoU
for their families. 1838 H auijcrtun ClocAm. Ser. 11. ii.

I never heerd you preach so well, says one, siiKe you was
located beer. 1894 II. (Iarokner L'tiojT. Patriot 46 He
had asked the pi eliding elder to Io(ate him as a married
man for the next year since he was about to marry.

C. To place in an office or position, rare.

[1769: see Located ppt.a.] a 18x6 Hem ham OJftc. Apt.
Maximized^Introd. View (1830) 5 His wish will, .be, losee
located, in each situation, the individual in whose instance
the maximum of appropriate aptitude has place. 1828 9
/bid., On Militia (1830) 5 Teisons, holding command in this
body— to whom does it belong to locate them? To the
monarch. . .To whom to dislocate them, and that at pleasure ?

To the same.

d. pass. Of a quality, faculty, etc. : To ' reside

have its ' seat \
1829 T. L. Peacock Mis/ort. Elphin iv. 57 J'vtn the

tenth part of those homely virtues.. are matteis of plebeian
admiration in the persons of royalty ; and every tangible
point in every such virtue so located, becomes [etc.], 1865
Tvlor Party Hist. Man. ii. 32 Placing the hand on the
stomach, in accordance with the natural and wide-spread
theory that desire and p.' ssion are located there.

4. inir. for rcjl. To establish oneself in a place

;

to settle.

This is the earliest recorded use, unless, as is not unlikely,

the first quot. is absol. from sense 2.

1652 Virginia Mag. Hist. <y Biog. V. 35 Divers Indians
..have.. suffered os to locate upon their land. 1837 Dickens
Pickw. xviii, beneath whatever roof they locate, they dis-

turb the peace of mind and happiness of some confiding
female. 1858 Jml. R. Agric. Soc. XI X. 1. 62 Scarcely any
have more than two bedrooms, in which the whole family
have to locate. 1883 Harper's Mag. Jan. 236/2, I .. shall

be the guest of Molly Porter, .. while I'm locating. 1887
/bid. Feb. 458 Their wanderings become more and more
restricted, and they locate on the north or northwest faces

of the highest mountains.

5. To allocate, allot, apportion,
1816 Bentham Offic. Apt. Maximized\ Extract Const.

Code (1830) 13 Remuneration thus located is a premium on
inaptitude. 1828 Edin. Rev. XLVIl. £8 The banks of

these rivers are fast filling with settlements,—those of the
Hunter.. being, we understand, entirely located.

6. To refer or assign (in thought or statement)

to a particular place ; to state the locality of.

1807 R. Cumberland Mem. 476 Under this roof the
biographer of Johnson.. passed many jovial joyous hours;
here he has located some of the liveliest scenes., in his

entertaining anecdotes of.. Samuel Johnson. 184a J. H.
Newman tr. Plenty's Feci, /list., Ess. Miracles p. c.xxix,

As if inspired Scripture itself were so precise in dating,

locating, and naming the sacred persons and sacred things

which it introduces. 1852 — Scope Univ. Educ. 153 That
large Philosophy which embraces and locates truth ofevery

kind. 1856 Thoreau Autumn (1894) 72, 1 locate there at

once all that is simple and admirable in human life. 1865
Mojley Mirac. vii. 157 These extraordinary actions of

omnipotence are conveniently located in the past.

7. To discover the exact place or locality of (a

person or thing).

188a H. Harte Flip i, He contented himself.. wiih en*

dcavouring to locate that parlicular part .. from which the
voices seemed to rise. 1896 II. S. Merriman in Cornh.
Mag. July 55 'We had a fire in the hold, and the skipper
he would go down alone to locate it '. 1898 Daily Xews



LOCATE.

2 Sept. 5/2 The gunboats yesterday made a river reconnais- ?

sauce and located the enemy's position at kerreii.

% 8. Civil Law. Used to render L. heart in the

sense : To let out, hire out. rart.

1880 Muirhead Gains 11. § 50 A thing that has been lent

or located to.. the deceased. Ibid. in. § 145 When a thing
is located in perpetuity, as happens in the case of lands
belonging to a municipality granted by it in lease.

t Locate, pa. fpie. Obs. In 7 loeat. [ad. L.

healHis
t
pa. pple. of locare to Locate.] Let or

hired out, leased.

1681 Visct. Stair Instil. I. xv. § 5 <i6g3> 130 The Con-
ductors Obligation is to pay the Hire, and after the end of
Location, to restore the thing locat.

Located (Melted), ///. a. [f. Locate v. +
-ed '.] In senses of the verb ; + in first quot. =* put

in its place (the opposite of dislocated),

1689 Moylk Sea Chyrurg. it. vi. 44 Your compound
|

Fracture .. will be the more difficult to reduce, because nf

the new Located Joint. 1764 Franklin Wks. (1887) 111.

330 A claim that the proprietaries^ best and most valuable
located uncultivated lands should be taxed no higher than
the worst and least valuable of those belonging to the in-

habitants. 1769 Pol. Reg. IV. 140 Governmental,. .200
|

noble ; 300 senatorial ; 25,000 located ; 40,000 coated, red
and blue. 1799 J. Smith Ace. Remark. Occnrr. (18701 121,

j

1 took a journey westward, in order to survey some located

land I had on or near the Youhogany. 1830 Galt Lawric
T. in. i. (1849) 84 Babelmandel,—a newly located town.

1833 C. Sturt South Australia II. ii. 23 We were now J

far beyond the acknowledged limits of the located parts of
thecolony. 1894 H. Gardener Unoff.Patriot 42 The village

where he was soon to begin his first year's pastorate as a
' located ' preacher.

Locatee OpkatF). rare. [f. Locate v. + -ee.J

One who is located.
1816 30 Rent-ham Offic. Apt. Maximized, Extract Const.

Code (1830)46 An appropriate instrument oflocation, signed
by Locator and Locatee.

Locating (lok^tirj),///. a. [f. Locate v. +
-ing -.] That locates.

1816-30 Bkntiia.m Offic. Aft. Maximized, Extract Const.
Code (1S30) 55 The locating functionaries will .. remain in

possession of a power of choice, altogether arbitrary. 1898
P. M Anson" 'Prop. Diseases xxiii. 356 When limited it [i.e.

local cedcmal is a useful lucating symptom.

Location (lok^Jon). Now chiefly U.S. [ad.

L. location-cm, n. of action f. locare to Locate.]
1. Civil and Sc. Law. The aclion of letting for

hire (correlative with Conduction): see quot.

a 1 76S. Contract of location : a contract by which
the use of a chattel is agreed to be given for hire,

or by which a person agrees to give his services on
the same condition.

1592 West \st Pt. Symbol. § 29 If the partie commaunded
haue anything for his paine, it is not then properly com-
maundement, out Location and Conduction. 1609 Skene
Peg. Maj. Table 86 Location (setting for hyre and profite)

..Location and conduction of kirk-lands. 165s Hobbes
Go->t. A> Soc. iii. § 6. 40 In buying, selling, borrowing, lend-
ing, location, and conduction, and other acts whatsoever !

belonging to Contracters. 1681 Visct. Stair histit. 1. xv.

§ 1 (1693^ 129 Location and Conduction is a Contract,
whereby Hire is given for the Fruits, Use, or Work of
Persons or 'I hings. a 1768 Erskine /nstit. lit. iii. § 14 !

"77j!) 45° I/Ocation is that contract, in which a hire is

agreed upon, for the use <>f any moveable subject, or for the
work or >cr\ice of person*. 1818 Jas. Mill Brit. India I.

II. iv. 136 Part of the great subject, location, or letting and
Liking to hire. 1880 Muikhead Cains n. § 60 If we have
neither taken the thing from our creditor in location, nor on
our own request obtained possession of it from him. Ibid.
III. § 14 [see Conduction 7].

2. The action of placing ; the fact or condition of

being placed ; settlement in a place.
1623 Cockeram, Location, a placing. 1674 Grew Aunt.

Plants, Disc. Mixture iii. (1682) 226 As M ixlure is varied with
respect to the Bodies Mi.\ed ; so likewise in respect of the
.Mixture it self, which I call the Location of Principles, or i

the Modes of their Conjunction. 1799 J. WiNTHRor in
.V. Eng. Hist. <* Gen. Reg. (1873) XXV11. 354 The location
of the camps and the idea or an harbor are mine. 1837
J. D. Lang New S. Wales I. 166 For opening new settle,

ments for the location of additional free settlers. 1838
Prescott Fcrd. «y is. (1846) 1. x. 404 The Castilian officers,

to whom the location of the camp had been intrusted. 1891
Month LXX11I. 433 The location and translocation of
spirits, ioox Scotsman 13 Mar. 9/6 A possible location of
batches of 1000 Boers at Dehra.

b. Appointment to official positions, rare.
/*i8i6 Dlntiiam Offic. Apt.

%
Maximized, Introd. Vicxo

\

(1830) 7 Remuneration to the intended functionaries ..for !

the time and labour requisite to be expended on their part

;

before location, in qualifying themselves for rendering their
several official services ; after location, in the actual render-
ing of those same services. 1816 Ibid., Extr. Const. Code \

18 System of official location, or, for shortness, the location
system.

3. The fact or condition of occupying a particular

place; local position, situation. Also, position in

a series or succession.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillen/can's Er. Chirurg. 32b/i When
the recurved muscles revert to there accuMonicde locationcs.
1610 Guilmm Heraldry 1. vii.(t6n) 29 The middle Points
are those that haue their location in or neere to the Center
of the escocheon. 1632 tr. BrucVs Praxis Med. 1 The
head is more tormented with paine then any other part of
the body; which is partly cau>cd by the location of the
head. 1653 Baxter Chr. Concord 17 Our Reasons for the ^

location and order ofeach part and terme. 1674 Grew Anal.
Plants, Disc. Mixture iii. (1682) 226 Both the Conjugation,
Proportion, and Location of Letters is varied in every Word. 1

a 1817 T. Dwight Prat'. NeivEug. etc. (1821) II. 283 East- |

382

Hartford resembles East-Windsor in location, soil, agricul-
ture. 1883 A. Bakrait Pkys. Metempinc 173 Definite loca-
tion in space is necessary for an intelligence having varied
experience of a world of objects in space. J883 P. Schaff
Hist. Ch. II. xii. Ixxxiit. 709 He knows the location of the
praetorium.

4. The marking out or surveying of a tract of land
esp. of a ' claim ') or a settlement ; the laying out
of a road or the like. U.S.
1718 Xew Jersey Archives (1882) IV. 379 Lands .. laid

out on Passaiak by name, and Scituate on ye same Passaiak
by an actual Survey or location. 1770 Washington Lett.
Writ. 1889 11. 275 Sandy Creek (one of the places allotted
for the location or our grant). 1785 T. Pickering in R.
Ring's LifcfifCorr. (1894) I. 72 To explore the country and
make locations 1795 Sullivan Hist. Maine 159 There
was no regularity in the locations of the lands. i88j
Raymond Mining Gloss., Location, the act of fixing the
boundaries of a mining claim, according to law.

5. concr.
( U.S.) A tract of land marked out or sur-

veyed ; spec, a mining 1 claim \ Also, in the South
African colonies, the quarters set apart for natives.
1792 Belknap Hist. Neiv Hampsh. 111. 14 In the map.

.

those parts are more full and correct, excepting the lines of
towns and locations. 1798 I. Allen Hist. Vermont 14
A few families settled on locations from and under the
Province of Massachusetts. 1809 Kendall 'Prav. HI. 173
Above Conway is Bartlett, the fast town on the east side
of the mountains, the lands above being at present only
called locations. 1848 Thokeau Maine W. (1894) 48 They
tell a story of a gang of experienced woodmen sent to a
location on this stream, who were thus lost in the wilder-
ness of lakes. 1878 Aylward Transvaal ii. (1881) 20 They
[i.e. the natives] are allowed as much land as they want for

their locations. x88* Rep. to Ho. Repr. Prec. Met. U. S.
321 The Grand Dipper is a promising location in the same
locality with the Hunker Hill. 1894 M. O'Rell J. Bull
$ Co. 283 A kraal, called a location, where the Kaffirs
employed in the town as porters, etc., live in huts,

b. In Australia, a farm or station.

1828 P. Cunningham N. S. Wales (ed. 3) II. 141 Importa-
tion succeeding importation until the distance or the loca-

tions required a fresh central farm to be instituted. 1863
M. Lemon Wait for End xiii. (1866) 162 She was con-
tinually the companion of her father in his rides about the
location. 1865 F. H. Nixon Peter Perfume 101 This
* location ' of Deniliquin is the best place for sprecing l*ve
ever been in.

attrib. 1846 J.
L. Stokes Discov. Austral. II. vii. 246

A piece of land isobtained by a person who merely performs
the location duties, and does nothing to his estate.

6. Place of settlement or residence. Chiefly U.S.
1827 G. Higgins Celtic Druids 57 My theory or system to

move the location of the first inhabitants of the earth.. 1827
Examiner 261/2 [He] changes his character, costume, and
location (as the Yankees say). 1839 M arryat Diary A mer.
Ser. t. 1. 138 These were students of Schenectady College :

would I like to see it ? a beautiful location, not half a mile
off. 1876 Besant & Rice Gold. Butterfly (1877) 218 They
visited Windsor. ~S\ r. Deck said that if he had such a location

he should always live there. 1890 * Rolf Boldrewood ' Col.

Reformer (1891) 2r>i A. .first-class, fattening, plains-country
cattle station, .having been his ideal location.

Locative (1^'kaliv , a. and sb. [ad. L. %loca-

tiv-us, f. local-, locare to Locate : see -ive.]

A. adj. Pertaining to location.

1. Gram. The name of the particular case-form
which denotes 'place where'; e.g. L. doml = at

home. Also, pertaining to this case.

1841 H. H. Wilson Skr. Gram. 33 The termination of
the locative case. 1862 T. Clark Compar. Gram. 1 14 This
view of the Locative origin of the Latin Genitive in the
second declension. 1894 W. M. Lindsay Lai. Lang. ix. J 5
Locative Adverb-forms. Ibid., The adverbial I>ocativc cases
of Nouns in common use, hitmlt ddtni, militue, &c.

2. Pertaining to appointment to offices.

1816 FiENTHAM Offic. Apt. Maximized, Extract Const.
CWW1830) 53 Of the locative function, the mode of exercise
is as follows.

3. Serving to locale or fix the position of some-
thing.

1817 Chief Justice Marshall in II. Wheatun Rip. II.

211 Entries made in a wilderness would most generally refer

to some prominent and notorious object which might direct

the attention to the neighbourhood 111 which the land was
placed ; and then to some particular object which should
exactly describe it. The first ofthese has been denominated
the general or descriptive call, and the last the particular

or locative call, of the entry. Ibid., If, after having reached
the neighbourhood, the locative object cannot be found
within the limits of the descriptive call, the entry is equally
defective.

B. sb. Cram. The locative case.

1804 W. Cakky Shr. Gram. lul. 35 There arc seven Cases,
vi?. the Nominative, Accusative, Instrumental, Dative.
Ablative, Possessive, and Locative. 1859 M AX M tiLLER Set.
Lang. vl. (i860 206 There was originally in all the Aryan
languages a case expressive of locality, which grammarians
call the locative. 1867 Rawlinson A tic. Man. IV. iv. 2x4
The ordinary sign of the locative (which in Sanscrit and
Zend is -i) was in the old Persian -ya or -iya. 1888 King & *

Cookson Sounds «y Inflex. Grk. Lat. xii 341 The adverbs .

in -i were originally locatives.

Locator (lok^'tffr). Also 7 -our. [a. L. to-

cdlor, agent -n. f. locare to Locate.]
1. Onewho lcls for hire ; esp. in Cim/mdSe. Law. I

1607 Topsei.L Eour.f Beasts (1658I 55 Some buy kie and
let them forth to farm, reserving the Calf to themselves;
and if by tjie negligence uf the Cowherd, the Cow cast the
Calf, the hirer is l>ound to answer the value, but if it mis-

carry without his negligence, then is the loss equal! to the
Locaiour or Farmer. 165a Nkeoham tr. Scldcn's Mare CI.

87 The people was Lord thereof and Letter or Locator,
j

1681 Visct. Stair Instil. 1. xv. § 6 (1693) 130 The Obliga-
|

LOCHAGE.
! tion on the part of the Locator, is to deliver the thing locat,

and to conti[n]ue it during the lime of the Ix>cation. 1872
Belts Princ. Law Scot. % 133 (ed. 6) 60 The Locator or
Letter of the subject or of the labour. 1875 Poste Gains
lit. Comm. (ed. 2) 423 The locator supplies a service for

which the conductor pays the price.

2. U. S. One who ' locales * (see Locate v. 2) ;

one who lakes up a grant of land, opens a mine, etc.

1817 Chikf Justice Marshall in H. Wheaton Rep. II.

211 A subsequent locator .. must look for the beginning
called for in this entry twelve miles below the mouth of
Licking. 1882 15. Harte Genii. La Porte\ As one of the
original locators of the Eagle Mine he enjoyed a certain

income. 1883 Century Mag. XXV. 585 Here no locator
encroached upon his neighbor's claim. 1883 Stevenson
Silverado Sq. 220 The place for the locator's name at the
end of the first copy.

3. One who places persons in office, rare.
1816-30 Bentham Offic. Aft. Maximized, Extract Const.

Code (1830) 34 Of this scrutiny, as of the other, the result
will lie in the view of each locator.

Loce, obs. f. or var. Loose, Lose.

Locellate (tose-k't), a. ISot. [ad. mod.L.
loeellal-us, f. L. Locellus.] Divided into locelli.

x88o Grav Struct. Bot. 4x9/1.

II Locellus (lose'l&i). Bot. [L., dim. of locus

place.] A secondary cell (see quots.).

1862 in M. C. Cooke Man. Bot. Terms. 1866 Treas. Bot.,
Locelli, Loculi, the peridia of certain fungals. x88o Grav
Struc t. Bot. 419/t Locellus, a secondary cell, as where a
proper cell (loculus) of an anther or an ovary is divided by
a partition into two cavities.

Loch 1
(\px)- Sc. Forms : 4-6 locht, louch,

(6 louche), 6- loeh. [Gael, (and Irish) loch. Cf.

the Anglo-Irish Lough. The word was adopted
in ONorthumbrian as lull.] A lake

;
applied also

to an arm of the sea, esp. when narrow or partially

landlocked.

1375 Barbour Bruce in. 430 In A nycht and In A day,
Cummyn owt our the louch ar thai, c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints
xx. (Blasius) 309 pe tyrand bane gert bynd hym fast & in a
depe locht hyme cast. 1501 Douglas Pal. Honottr iff. vi,

hot suddanelL thay fell on sleuthfull sleip, Followand
plesance drownit in this loch of cair. a 1586 Satir. Poems
Reform, xxxvi. 84 Quhen that be Quene wes in the Louche
Inclusit. 1506 Dalrymple tr. Leslie 's Hist. Scot. I. 40
Amang the Lochis or bosumis of the Sey. 1609 Skene
Reg. Maj,, Crimes Pecnniall 146 Na greene lint, suld be
laid in lochs, or running burnes. c 1730 Hurt Lett. N. Scott.

(i8t8) II. 102 Winding hollows between the feet ofthe moun-
tains whercinto the sea flows . . these the natives call lochs.

1 791 Boswei.l Johnson 13 Sept. an. 1773, Kingsburg con.
ducted us in bis boat across one of the lochs, as they call

them, or arms of the sea. 1806 Gazetteer Scott, (ed. 2) 22
Extensive arms of the sea which bear the name of lochs.

1847 Emerson Poems, Forerunners Wks. (Bohn) I. 447 On
eastern hills I see their smokes Mixed with mist by distant

lochs. 3901 Longm. Mag. May 90 You may have heard
friendly owls hooting to each other across a loch.

b. attrib. and Comb.> as loch-fishing, ~foott -side,

-trout ; loch-leeeh local Sc., a leech ; loch-maw,
a species of mew (Jam.) ; loch-reed (see quot.).

i860 G. H. K. Vac. Tour 165, I do not care much for

*lcch-ftshing myself. 189s Crockett Men ofMoss IIags
xlvi, 328 The lads.. now lay quiet enough down in the
copse-wood at the *loch«foot. 1741 Compl. Fam.-Picce 1.

t. 43 In this Case Blood is to be taken at the Arm, or with
* Loch- Leeches. 1829 Hogg Sheplu Calendar 1. 182 The
gowk kens what the tittling wants, although it is not aye
crying Give, give, like the horse loch-leech. 1673 Wedokr-
bl'rn Vocab. 16 (Jam.) Larus, a "loch-maw. 1777 Light foot
Flora Scotica II. 1 131 Aruudo phragmitvs. The *Loch-
Reed. 1375 Harbour Bruce ill. 109 Ane narow place,

lietuix a *louchside and a brae. 1596 Dalrymple tr.

Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 46 Vpon the loch-syd of the Ness, .is

situat a verie . . ancient hous. 1899 Crockett A'it Kennedy
224 The household at the farm by the lochsides. X875 W.
M'Ilwraith Guide Wigtownshire 21 The grey *loch«trout

plays in the depths of the little inland seas.

Loch '-. Mining. ? Obs. (See quots.)

1789 J. Williams Min.Kingd. I .288 These open caverns
are frequently met with in hard mineral veins, and they are

generally called by miners lochs, or loch.holes.
_
1874 J. II.

Collins Metal Mining Gloss., Loch, a cavity in a vein, a
vugh. Derbyshire term.

Loch, variant of LoHocii.

Lochaher • Vxi^'bw). Also 7 Loquhabor,
Loehwaber. [The name of a district of Inverness-

shire.] attribt in Lochabcr-axe (Antiq.) :
' a sort of

halbert of a large size, having a strong hook behind

for laying hold of the object assaulted * (Jam.).

Also in Lochaber-trnmp Sc., a Jew's-harp (E. D.D.).
1618 J. Taylor (Water P.) Penniless Pilgr. E 4 b, Harquc-

busses, Muskets, Durks and Loquhabor Axes. 1643
Acts Chas. I (1819) VI. 43/2 That they be furnisched

with halbert, loehwaber axes, or Jedburgh staffes and
swordis. 1812 W. Tennant Anster F. 11. xxxviii, Clay-
more and broad-sword and Lochaber-axe. 1814 Scoit
Wav. xvi, Two wild Highlanders, .one of whom had upon
his shoulders a hatchet at the end of a pole, called a
Lochaber-axe. 1882 J. Walkkr Jaunt to Auld Reekie 179
Lochaber-axcs or the city guard.

IiOChage (l<7 kvd^). Gr. Anliq. Also in quasi

-

Latin form
||
lochagus (\pke~ l -gvs). [ad. Gr. \o\a-

7<fe (Aoxr^yos), f. \6xos LocilLS + oVy-, 177-, ay-av

to lead.] The commander of a lochus.
1808 Mitfokd Hist. Greece III. 149 Xcnophon .. called

together the lochages o\ the troops which had served under
Proxenus. 1832 Lochagus [see IxxrausJ. 1849 G rote Greece
V. n. xlti. 254 Amompharctus the lochage. 1850 Ibid. VII.
it. Ivi. xi2 Kach lochagus had the power of dividing his

lochus into more or fewer enomoties as he chose.



LOCHAN.

Lochail (V*X»n). Sc. [Gael, lochan, dim. of
loch] A small loch or lake.

1789 D. Davidson Seasons 36 The rumour spreading
round the lochan, The cause could not be told for laughin
1811 Mrs. Annf. Grant Supcrstit. Highlanders I. 266 In
the depth of the valley, there is a lochan (the diminutive of
loch) of superlative beauty. 1854 H. Miller Seh.

<J- Schm.
x. (1857) 205 A little irregular lochan, fringed round with
flags and rushes. 1865 J- Brown Entcrkin 31 Still there
sleep unnumber'd lochans Craig-begirt 'mid deserts dumb.
Loche, variant of Loach.

il Lochia (V'ki*). Path. Also anglicized

7 lochies, 8 loches. [mod.L., ad. Gr. Ao'x<a, neut.
pi. of \uxios adj., pertaining to childbirth, f. \6\os
a lying in. Cf, F. lochies.'] The discharge from
the uterus and vagina which follows childbirth.
1685 Cooke Marrow Chirurg., Physic ill. xiv. (ed. 4) 605,

If the Lochies flow duly, commit it to Nature. 1706 Phillips
(ed. Kersey), Lochia. 172a Quixcv Lex. Phys.-Meri.,
Lochia, Loches. 1747 tr. A strut's Fevers 352 The evacua-
tion we call lochia. 1789 W. Bt'CHAN Dom. Med. (1700^ 537A suppression ofthe lochia, or usual discharges after delivery.
1857 Hi llock Cazcaux' Miriwi/^gj These purulent lochia.

Hence IiO'clilal«.,of or pertaining to the lochia.
1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp. s.v. Lochia, The lochial flux.

Ibid.> Lochial fevers. 1808 Med. JrnL XIX. n She attri-
buted her complaints to the profuseness of the lochial dis-
charge. 1862 N. Syd. Soc. Vear-l'k. Med. <y Surg. 382 In
eighteen cases the lochial secretion was examined from day
to day. 1893 Brit. Med. Jml. 7 Jan., Mem. 12/2 Between
the birth of the two [boys] there was no lochial discbarge.
Lochtris, obs. pi. form of Lachter.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints ix. 219 f>e lochtris of hare.

iiLochus(l?;k£s). Gr. Antiq. PI. lochi (tykoi).
[mod.L., ad. Gr. Aoxo?.J A division of the army,
in Sparta and some other Greek states.

1832 Arnold Thucyd. v. lxviii. II. 339 The lochus then
consisted ordinarily of 100 men, under the command of the
lochagus. . . On extraordinary occasions .. the strength of
the lochus was doubled .. while the number of the lochi
themselves was not increased. 1849 Smith Gk. Rom.
Antiq. (ed. 2) 483/2 The lochus here is a body of 512 men,
and is commanded by a polemarch.

IiOChy (l?'xO> a- rare. [f. Loch sb. 1 +
Full of lochs.

1828 J. W11-SON in Blaclnv. Mag. XXIV, 302 As woody,
as lochy, and as rivery a parish, as ever laughed to scorn
Colonel Mudge. 1899 J. Lumsdkn Eriin. Poems .y Songs 6
Duddingston's lone, lochy dell.

tLoxitate, v. 0l>s.-« [f. L. hdi:u-> ppl.
stem of locitdre

t
freq. of locare to let or hire out.]

trans. To set or let out lo hire (Cockeram 1623).
Lock (tyk), sb. 1 Forms : 1 loc, locc, 3-7 locke,

4-5 loke, 4-6lokk(e, 5, 7 lok, look(e,(8-9<//V7/.
insensealuck,^r.loake\5-lock. [OK. Zymase. »
OS .? loc(M S. loci, glossing^*?/7>w ; M D11. locke> Du.
loktem.), OHG. Zymase. (M MG. loc masc, pl./ovfe,
mod.G. locke fern.), ON. lokk-r masc. (Sw. lock, Da.
loky.-OTeutflokko-s, *iKkko-u\—pre-1 ecit.'Agvw-j.
Cognate words in Tent, are ON. lykkja loopj bend
(Nonv.^^,Da.//^v),mod.lcel///)/jX'/(7^ahcnd.
The pre-Teut. root /lug- (\leug- ;loug-) prob. meant 'to

'

bend ' (cf. Gr. withy, whence Avyovp, Xvyifriv to bend

;

also Lith. palugnas compliant) ; it is formally coincident, or
perh. really identical, with the root of Lock sb:1, Louk v.\

1. One of I he portions into which a head of hair,
a beard, etc., naturally divides itself; a tress.

In often = the hair of the head collectively.
1

f Fickle under her lock : ? having guile in her head.
a 700 Epiual Gloss. 28 Anti.v, loccas. ^897 K. /Elfkeu

Gregory's Past, xviii. 138 Eft hie ne sceoldon hiera loccas
hetan weaxan. 971 Blickl. Horn. 243 Ne an loc of eowrum

]

heafde forwyrd". c 1205 Lav. 18449 IHeo] slu;en ^eond ban '

feldes falewe lockes. c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. 1. 330/237 His
lockes weren ful hore. 13. . Senyn Sag. (W.) 2207 But sche
was fikel, vnder bir lok, And hadde a parti of Eue smok.
c 1374 Chaucer ToScriv. 3 Vnder by long lokkes bowe most
baue be scalle. c 1400 Destr. Troy 459 His lookes full louely

J

lemond as gold. C1430 Client, Assigne 254 And benne she
lepte to hym & kaw^tc bym by be lokke. 1526 Pilgr. Per/.
(W. de W. 1531) 257 Those blessed lockes of heare. .whiche !

in lyfe moost semely did become that gracyous heed. 1612 ,

Capt. Smith Map Virginia 37 The lockes of haire with their
1

skinnes be hanged on a line vnto two trees. 1667 Milton
P. L. 111. 3$i With these .. the Spirits Elect Bind thir re- *

splendent locks. 1712 Pope {title) The Rape of the Lock.
1740 Lady Pomfret Lett. (1805) 1 1.8iTheywear . .their heads
dressed in locks with jewels. 1794 Burns Song, Lassie wi'
the lint-white locks. 1839 Yeowell Anc. Brit. Ch. iii. (1847)
30 The hair of his head hanging down in long locks covered
his back and shoulders. 1859 W. Collins Q. 0/ Hearts
(1875) 26 She sometimes begged for a lock of his hair.

t b. A lovelock
; also, a tress of artificial hair.

'

1600 Jacke Drums Entert. {Pasq. 4 Kath.) 1. (1601) B 4 b,
jAnd when his period comes not roundly off, Ihe] takes

tole of the tenth haire of his Bourbon locke. 1602 2nd
Pt. Return fr. Pamass. HI. ii. 1209 He whose thin sire
dwells in a smokye roufe, Must take Tobacco and must

;

weare a locke. 1603 in Brand Hist. Newcastle (1789) II.

232 [Apprentices shall notl weare their haire longe nor
j

locks at their ears like ruffians. 1666 Pepvs Diary 29 Oct.,
My wife (who is mighty fine and with a new fair pair of locks).

1676 Shadwrll Virtuoso Iff, Wks. 1720 I. 368, I have . . all
1

manner of Tires for the head, Locks, Tours, Frouzes, and '

so forth. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 389/1 Women usu-
ally wear such Borders [of Hair], which they call Curls or
Locks when they hang over their ears,

c. trans/, and fig. (esp. of the foliage of trees). ,

1567 Mapi.et Gr. Forest 56 h, Penroyall . . It hath lockes
verie like Isope. 1579 Spfnskr Sheph. Cat. Nov. 125 The
faded lockes fall from the loftie oke. 1667 Milton P. L.

383

I
x» lo6° While the Winds Blow moist and keen, shattering
the graceful locks Of those fair spreading Trees. 1819

f

Shellev Ode to West Wind ii. 9 The locks of the approach-
ing storm. 1850 Mrs. Browning Prometh. Bound Poems
I. 188 Let the locks of the lightning Flash coiling me round
?S£t Sv ;

Sm
,

IT" tr
*

Tasso '"• ,xxvi
>

Tl,e K™"d oaks
Which had a thousand times their locks renewed.
2. Of wool, cotton, etc. : A tuft or Hock ; a loose

fragment, a shred, esp. one ' twisted on the finger
of a spinner at the distaff (Ilalliwell).
In pi. used by wool-dealers for: The lowest class of rem-

nan ts after the removal of ihe fleece, consisting of the
shortest wool, coming from the legs and belly of the sheep.
c 1300 Battle Abbey Custmnals (Camden) 56 Ft habere

lockes de ventre ovium. 1425 in Kennett Par. Antiq. (1818)
II. 251 De lana fracta, videlicet lokys, collecta in tonsura
avium. 1463-4 Rolls 0/ ParIt. V. 503/2 By pnttyng in
Hecez, lokkes of \\ olle, and peces of moche worse Wolle.
1483 Act 1 Rich. Ill, c.8 Preamb., Great quantitie of Wolls

1 J

™

tlV ben 50rled •• a"d thereof is made moche Lokkys
and Refuse. 1523 Pitzhkrb. Hush. § 146 At the Ieastc waye,
she may haue the lockes of the shepe, eyther to make clothes
or blankettes. 1581 J. Hell Hadrian's Ansiv. Osor. 477What a noyse is here, and not so much as a locke of wollc.
C1640 J. Smyth Lives Bcrkeleys (1883) 1. 156 Money.,
yearly made by sale of locks, belts, and tags of Sheep, a 1656
Bh Hall Rem. Whs. (1660) 81 A lock of wooll falls without
noise. 1697 Drvdkn l'irg. Georg. iv. 476 Their Di>ta<Ts
full \\ ith carded Locks of blue Milesian Wooll. 1710 An-
UISON 'Patter No. 229 » 3 He goes into the next Tool with
a little Lock of Wool in his Mouth. 1801 Hloompiklh
Rural T. fi8o?) 3 She.. laid aside her Lucks and Twitches.
1844 G. Dow Textile Mann/, i. 25 The clotted locks of
cotton . . are caught by the various iron pin*,, and torn open
fibre by fibre. Ibid. iii. 97 The locks of wool are dissected,
and the fibres loosened one from another. 1849 Noaij
Electricity (ed. 3) 444 He took a lock of cotton two inches
long. 1851 S. Jcdd Margaret 1. ii. (1871) 6 There is a bunch
of lucks down cellar. 1883 Leisure Hour 2^/1 The loose
fragments of wool ..are made up into bales by themselves
under the name of locks'.
attrib. 1866 Rogkrs Agric. % Prices I. xvii. 365 Inferior

wool, known in the accounts as broken, refuse, or lock wool.
1899 Daily A'ews 23 May 10/3 Kur machinists for lock
linings wanted.

3. A quantity, usually a small one, of any article,

esp. of hay or straw ; a handful, armful, a bundle.
Now dial. Also in Sc. legal phrase lock andgowpen.
r 1440 Promp. Pan: 311/1 Lok of hey, or ober lyke, vol*.

1563-87 Foxe A.ft ,77.(1596) 1879/2 Mis lying was upon the
cold ground, turning not one lock of straw, nor cloth to
couer him. 1575 Gascoignk Posies^ Fianvrs 38 Kewe men
wyll lend a locke of heye, but for to ^aine a loade. 1629
Orkney Witch Trial in N. Brit. Advertiser Oct. 1894
IHel fearing your evill, went to the barne and geve yaw anc
look corne. a 1635 Corrkt Poems < 1807) 95 So good clothes
ne're lay in stable Upon a lock of hay. 1661 I). North in
K. North L/ves (1826) II. 308 Hood grass which the adja-
cent inhabitants in summer cut down and make into locks.

1673 A. Walkkk Lets Lachrymans 8 A lock or strik of I 'lax.

171 1 Addison Spa t. No. 131 p 9, 1 suppose this Letter will
find thee picking of Daisies, or smelling to a Lock of Hay.
1804 R. Andkrson Cumberld. Ball. 89 Monie went there
Ifhirgh Races] a lock money to bet. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi.
xiii. note, The expression lock for a small quantity . . is still

preserved, .in a legal description as 4 the lock and gowpen

'

or small quantity and handful. 1823 Aav Monthly Mag.
IX. 454/2 Spreading a good lock of tar round the bottom of
the bush. 1827 Carlyle Germ. Rom. 1. 47 Gleaning, if so
were that a lock of wheat might still be gathered from
these neglected ears. 1843 Lkvkr % I!inton xxi. (1844) 14-?

It isn't a lock of bacon or a bag of meal he cares for. 1847
Jrnt. R. Agric. Soc.XUl, 11. 283 Children following the
waggons to pick the locks of clover left by the pitchers.

1874 T. Hardy Mariding Crowd iii, I'll curl up to sleep in
a lock of straw.

IiOCk (Vk), s/>.2 Forms : 1-4 loc, 4 6 lok,
loke, 4- 5 lokk(e, 4-7 locke, 3- lock. [OE. loc

neut. corresponds to OFris. lok lock, OS. lok hole,

OHG. loh (MUG., mod.G. loch) hole, ON. lok lid,

also end, conclusion (Sw. lock, Da. laag lid

OTeut. */oko
n
\ *lukom

,
f. wk.-grade of the

root */nk- (: lettk- ilottk-) to close, enclose (see

Loik v.). OE. had also from Ihe same root loca

wk. masc. (cf. ON. /oka wk. fern., lock or latch,

MDu. loke enclosure) : see Lore.
The great diversity of meanings in the Teut. words seems

to indicate two or more independent hut formally identical

substantival formations from the root ]

I. A contrivance for fastening.

1. An appliance for fastening a door, lid, elc,
consisting of a bolt (or system of bolts) with
mechanism by which it can be propelled and with-

drawn by means of a key or similar instrument.

(In OE. app. used with wider meaning, applied,

e.g. to a bar, bolt, latch, or the like.)

C900 tr. B.rda's Hist. I. i. (Schipper) 9 Mid bam ,-eoeles.

turn ceastrum. .5a be w.x-ron mid..3eatum an(j },am trum*
est urn locum fcenrcubradc. c iooo .cKlfric Horn. II. 572
IJodes engel nndyde 3a locu S.-es cwearternes. c 1175 Lamb.
Horn. 127 pet is pet loc beoe deofel ne con unlucan. a 1300-

1400 Cursor M. 17357 (Gutt.) pai .. vndid bair lock all wid
be kay. C1315 Shoukiiam 1. 2146 Seynt Iohan..se} a bok
was fast ischet Wyb strangle] lokes seuene. 1393 Langl.
/*. PL C. vn. 266 Ich. .pryuyliche hus pors shok, vnpiked
bus lokes. a 1420 Hocclk\k De Reg. Princ. 1098 Neces-
sarie vnto him is it Barres and lokkes strange for to haue.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems lv. 13 Thai brak vp duvris, and
raeflf vp lockis. 1536 Reg. Riches in Antiq. Sarisb. {1771) !

195 Gcmmtls and locks of silver, containing the Coronation
of our Lady. 1562 Child Marriages 131 To pull out the
nayles of the hindges, and open hit (a chest] on the other 1

side, contrary to the locke. 1611 Bible Song Sol. v. 5 My
hands dropped with myrrhe. . vpon the handles of the locke.

|

LOCK.
1 a 1625 Realm. & Fl. Noble Gent. v. i, A strange locke that
opens with Amen. I796 H. Hunter tr. Sl.-Pierre's Stmt.

I Nat. (1797) 311 See under how many locks and doors these
metals are secured. 1833 J. Holland Man?//. Metal II.

j
263 Early fame of Wolverhampton locks. 1889 < J. Finolav
Eng. Railway 94 The Electric lock has been designed to lock
and unlock sidings at a distance from the signal Iwx.
trans/ and /ig. 1340 Ayenb. 255 Do to pine moube a

dore and a be. 1393 Lanc.l. PI. C. 11. 198 And bat is be
lok of loue bat vn-loseb grace. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. <\V. de
W. 1531) 132 The locke of good aduyseinent shall be set on
our lyppes. 1723 Ramsay Gentle Sheph. 111. iv, Obedience
to your strict command Was the first lock. 1831 Carlvlk
Sart. Res. 11. vi, I kept a lock upon my lips.

TI App. explained to mean : A wicket or hatch (or
perh. a leaf of a door or casement). Cf. Louk sl>.

c 1440 Promp. Pan: 311/1 Loke, sperynge of a dore or
w yndow, vaIva . \ See Way's n ote s. v. ]

b. Phrases. Lock and key (rarely \ key and lock)
occurs freq. as a phraseological combination in Ihe
literal sense or as a typical expression for appliances
for fastening or securing; raiely attrib. Under
lock and key, formerly also f under (a) lock (cf.

Key sh. i b) : securely locked up ; also /ig. So
under lock and seal, f under lock and hasp, etc.
a 1250 O'vl ,y Night. i 557 He hire bi-lukb myd keye and

loke. a 1300-1400 Cursor M. 14711 (Giitt.) loseph .. ;e
lokid vnder lock and sele. c 1400 Maunijev. (Roxb.) x.\. 89
pare es na thing vnder lokk, and als riche es a man as
anober. 1413 Hoccleve Mm. Poems (1892) 48 He, of thy
soules hehhe, is lok and keye. 1432-50 tr. Hidden (Roll.s)
I. 373 Kepenge hit with grete diligence vnder a locke.
c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) 1. 389 God, that art both lok and
keye of all goodnesse. 1522 Bury Wills (Camden> 116
A rownde tabyll of uaynskott w* lok and key. c 1570
Marr. Wit % Set. 11. i. liij, Ahhinges must be kept vnder
locke and haspe. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholas's I 'oy.
iv. xxxi. 154 With great care [they] kept their wyves so
closely under lock and key. 1635 J. Havward tr. Biondi s
Banish\i t'irg. 105 The foremost [room] whereof was
assured with a good lock and key. c i860 H. Stuart
Seaman s Catech. 62 Under lock and key, in the .. store
room. 1899 Mary Ciiolmonuklly Red Pottage 224 She
has a lock-and-key face.

C. Locks-and-keys ^dial.) : see quots.
1837 J- Palmkk Devon. Gloss., l.ocks-and-keys, the

seed-pods of the ash and sycamore. 1847 Halliwfi.l.
Locks-auri-heys. Ash-keys. H 'est.

2. 'A cotter or key; as the one which fastens
the cap-square over the trunnion of a mounted
cannon

; a forelock ' (Knight Diet. Mech. 1S75).

t 3. A hobble or shackle on a horse's (or other
animal's) foot to prevent il from straying. Also
House-lock. Obs.
[i486 etc. : see Horsk-lock.] 1528 Lvxhi sav Dreme 894

(Julio wyll go sers amang >ic heirdis scheip, May, habyll,
fynd mony pure scabbil crok, And goynt; wyll at lai^e,
wilhouttin lok. 1539 MS. Acc. St. John's Hosp.

y
Cauterb.,

Payd for a lock for the mare. 1610 Markham Masterp. 11.

Ixxxiv. 364 If a horse be galled in the pastorne, on the
heele, or vpon the cronet, either with shackell or locke.

1695 Loud Gac. No. 3065/4 Stolen or Stray 'd . a Roan.

.

fielding, . . with a Lock on his Koot.
trans/. 1589 HAKI.evr / 'oy. 151 Till at the la^t, God sent

him [John Kox] fnuour in the sight of the keener of ihe
prison, so that he had leanc to goe in and out . . wearing a
locke about his legge.

4. A contrivance to keep a wheel fioni revolving,

or from tinning to right or left. (CI. lock-chain.)
1884 J. (i. Pourke Snake-Dance Maquis i. $ There was

no brake, no lock, no shoe to (he wheels. 1898 Cycling 37
Steering Locks are valuable, .for preventing the machine
from moving when resting against a w all.

5. In fire-arms, the piece of mechanism by means
of which the charge is exploded. (See also Fire-
lock, Flixt-lock, M atchlock.) Phr. lock

f
slock,

and barrel=the entirety of anything.
[Appears first in the comb. Firelock. Prob. the name is

due to some resemblance of the mechanism of the original
wheel firelock to that of a lock (sense 1). Cf. U. schloss.
used both for the ' lock 1

of a door and the 'lock " of a gun.]

1547, eic. [see Firelock 1]. 1681 Crew Mus.mm 366
Under the Dreech of the Marrel is one liox for the Powder.
A little before the Lock, another for the Bullets ; Behind
the Cock, a Charger, which carries the Powder to the
further end of the Lock. 1725 Lonri. Gac. No. 6390/2
They broke some of the Locks of their Pieces. 1833 J.
Holland Manuf. Metal 1 1. 90 The priming was laid in the
hollow at the side of the lock. 1839 Marrvat Phaut. Ship
iv, I'll put a new flint in my lock. 1891 R. Kipling Light
that/ailed v,The whole thing, lock, stock, and barrel, isn't

worth one big yellow sea-poppy.

6. Short for Row-lock.
1850 Scoresby Cheever's Whalem. Adv. xii. (1859) 178,

I had placed my left hand and weight against the oar.
Instantly laying hold of his own in like manner, his first

effort broke it short at the lock.

• II. A barrier, an enclosure. [Cf. OE. gala loc

pen for goals.]

1 7. A barrier on a river, constructed so as to he
opened or closed at pleasure. (See quots. 1758,

1793.) Obs.
? c 1300 Rolls 0/Parlt. 1. 475 1 1 sont desturbeez par Gortz,

par Lokes, & par Molins. 1472-5 Ibid. VI. 159/1 Milles,

iMille dammes, Mille pooles, Lokkes, . . and dyvers other
ympedymentes. 1531-2 Act 23 lien. I'llI, c. 5 § 1 Weares
..gores gootes fludgates lockes. 1576 in W. H. Turner
Select. Rec. Ox/ord 387 A lock called Kewley lock is to be
repayred. 1613-16 W. Browne Brit. Past. 1. ii. Wks. 1772
I. 47 Let no man dare To spoile thy fish, make locke or
ware. 1677 Plot Ox/orrish. 233 Provided ihe fall of water
be not great, a Lock will suffice, which is made up only of



lock;
bars of wood called Rimers, set perpendicularly to the
bottom of the passage. 1758 Binnell Descr. Thames 15G
The Use of l^ocks was happily invented, which are a Kind
of wooden Machines, placed quite a-cross the River, and
so contrived, a* totally to obstruct the Current of the Stream,
and dam up the Water.

f 8. The passage or waterway between the piers

of a bridge. Obs.

1545 in W. H. Turner Select. Ree. Oxford 177 A certen

lokk. .called Ruly myddell lokk shall be stopped upp. 1685
Land. Gaz. No. 2062/4 Vessels.. too large to pass through
any other Lock of the said Bridge. 1705 Ibid. No. 4121 '4

The Lock belonging to London- Bridge, commonly called

the Draw-Bridge-Lock, will be barrocaded up. 1813 T.
Faulkner Fnlham 6 The largest opening for the passage

of vessels is in the middle,., and is called Walpole's Lock.

9. On a canal or river: A portion of the channel

shut off above and below by folding gates provided

with sluices to let the water out or in, and thus raise

or lower boats from one water level to another.

1577 W. Valla ns Tale two Sivamus in Lela/ufs Itin.
(1759) V. p. xiii, This locke containes two double doores of

wood, Within the same a Cesterne all of Plancke, Which
only fills when boates come there to passe. 1677 Yarranton
Eng. Itnprov. 154 Building two great Stone Locks or Sluces
to let down and bring up the Ships. 174a Vounc Nt. Th.
vi. 511 O be content, where heav'n cai^ give no more!
More, like a flash of water from a lock, Quickens our spirit's

movement for an hour. 1794 S. Williams I 'ertuont 34 Except
the falls, which the states are now making navigable by locks.

a 1817 T. Dwight Trait. New Eng., etc. (1821) 11. 94 The
whole number of locks, including a guard lock, is seven.

1831 Larosfr llydrost. iv. 67 The surface of the water in

the lock is thus slowly elevated raising the vessel with it.

1866 M. Arnold Thyrsis xiii, Where is the girl, who by
the boatman's door, Above the locks .. Unmoor'd our
.skiff?

b. The quantity of water which fills a lock.

1791 W. Jessop Rep. River Witham 7 The Trade on the
Navigation . .will take two Locks of water.

f c, A * lift * on a railway, for raising and lower-

ing vehicles from one level to another. Obs.
a 1824 Dickson in Tratis. Highland Soc. VI. 115 The

plans for the locks may be divided into two, one for water,
condensed air or steam ; one for animal power, w ind [etc.],

1825 Nicholson Ofierat. Mech. 659 Where locks or lifts

occur [on a railway], the stationary steam-engine should
drag up the vehicle . . not simply from the one level to the
other, hut to a platform some feet above the higher level,

d. Short for lock keeper.

1865 Dickens Mnt. Fr. hi. \iii,
(
1 am the Lock said the

man. 'The Lock ?
'

4
1 am the Deputy Lock on job, and

this is the Lock-house.'

10. Engineering. An ante-chamber giving access

to a chamber in which work is carried on in com-
pressed air. More fully air-lock.

1874 Knight Did. Mech. I. 49 Air-lock. Ibid. 421 s.v.

'

Caisson. 1894 11 'estm. Caz. 16 Oct. 3/1 Entrance is obtained
by means of a couple of 1 locks \ tubular chambers about 6ft.

in diameter. 1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med. VII. 41 Perhaps
the most frequent exciting cause {of caisson disease] is too
rapid a reduction of the pressure in ' locking out that is, in

passing from the caisson to the open air through the lock or
ante-chamber.

III. .Senses derived from Lock v?^

11. A locking together, interlocking; fan unin-

telligible or ambiguous discourse (pbs.) ; an assem-
blage of objectsjammed together, now esp. a crowd
of carriages in the streets, a ' block *, ' jam \
1550 Garoiner iii Foxe A. <y M. (1563) 759/1 The worst

man of all is that will make him self a locke of wordes and
vpeach, which is knowen not to be my faction, .. and how
can that be a doubtfull speach in him that professeth to

agree with the kinges lanes,, .which 1 did expresly. 1697
Drvof.n sEneid v. 265 Sergesthus, eager with his Beak, to
press Betwixt the Rival Galley and the Rock, Shuts up th'

unwieldy Centaur in the Lock. 1834 De QyiNCEYin Tail's
Ma*. 1. 594, 1 have seen all Albemarle Street closed by
a * lock * of carriages. 1854 Thackeray Neivcomes 1. 231
Stopped on the road from Epsom in a lock of carriages.

1857 Abridg. Specif. Patents Sewing, etc. 17 The stitch

produced is termed the 4 chain stitch ', the two threads
having a double lock with each other.

+ 12. A grapple, glip, or trick in wrestling (cf.

quot. 1899); hence fig. (a) a stratagem, trtek,

dodge; {b) a difficulty, dilemma, chiefly in phr.

{to be, have, put) at, on, or upon a {the) lock. Obs.

(Cf. Deadlock.)
1608 Dekker 2nd Pt. Honest Whore (1630) G 3 b, He and

foure of his men drew vpon me, sir . . 1 made no more adoe, but
fell to my old locke, and so thrashed my blue Coates, [etc.].

1616 J. Lane Coni. Sor.'s T. (Chaucer Soc.) 129 note* Both
closefie graplinge with a mutual locke. 1644 Milton Edue. 7
They must be also practiz'd in all the locks and gripes
of wrastling. 1646 Fuller

_
Wounded Cousc. (1841) 321 If

the devil catches us at this lock, he will throw us flat.

1650 Cromwell in Carlyle Lett. Sp. 111. 40 Eeing
indeed upon this lock, hoping that tbe disease of your
army would render their work more easy. 1651 — Let.
26 July, The Enemy is at his old lock. 1657 R. Ljgon
Barbadoes (1673) 4 1 At that lock they often were, and
some good Planters too, that far'd very hard. 1663
Cowlev Cutter Coleman St. iv. iv, Why look you, Colonel,
h«'s at's old Lock, he's at's May-bees again. 167a Marv&ll
Reh. Trans/. 1. 159 This, beside all the lock and advantage
that 1 have the Nonconformists upon since the late times.
ibid. 216 Now the Author having got them at this lock
cries Victory. 1699 R. L'Estrange Erasm. Coltoq. (17 11)

225 He was now upon the same lock with Balhinus. 1723
Wodrow Corr. (1843) III. 39 My inclination is .. that you
keep the books to yourself rather than put the Colonel upon
the lock. 1744 P. Whiteheao Gymnasiad iii. 42 note, The
youthful hero, feeing on the lock, must again inevitably have
come to the ground. 182s J. Neal Bro. Jonathan 1. 256

384

I

A few heavy* tumbles were given without a trip or a lock. 1

1899 Cumbld. Gloss., Lock, a term in wrestling, used when 1

the left (right) leg is passed between the opponent's legs, and
!

then twisted round his right (left) leg by a motion which is

first backward, then outward, and finally forward.

b. slang. (See quots.)
1725 New Cant. Diet., s. v., He stood a queer Lock", i. e.

He stood an indifferent Chance. 1735 in Dvche & Pardon
Diet, c 1780 G. Parker Life's Painter 116 What lock do
you cut now? [explained to mean ' by what way do you get

'

your livelihood now?' Ibid. 137]. 1785 in Grose Diet.
Vutg. Toyigue s.v.

13. (To walk) lock ana* lock -»arm in arm.
1837 Haliburton Ctockm. Ser. 1. xxiii, She don't wait any

more for him to walk lock and lock with her.

j

14. The occupation of locking (prison-eel Is).

On the lock : engaged in locking up.

1855 Dickens Dor? it n. xix, Will you go and see if Bob
is on the lock ?

15. The swerving (to right or left) of the wheels
of the fore-carriage of a vehicle from the line of

direction of the hind-wheels. (Cf. Lock pj 3.)
1851 tliustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 366 New application . . to 1

a
#
caravan, or waggon,. . to allow a higher fare wheel, and

give a greater amount of lock. 1875 in Knight Diet. Mech.

16. Plastering. (See quot.)
i 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., /.^(Plastering), the projection

'

of the plaster or cement behind the laih, which keeps it from 1

falling or scaling off".

17. Thieves' slang. (App. short for lock-all-fast

:

j

see first quot.) A receiver of stolen goods; also,

j

a house where stolen goods are received.

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crete, Lock all fast, one that

Buys and Conceals Stolen Goods. The Lock, the Magazine
or Warehouse whither the Thievgs carry Stolen Goods*
1718 Hicgin True Discov. 16 (Farmer) That woman they
spoke to as they passed by is a l^ock, alias Receiver and
Buyer of stolen goods. 1727 Gav Bigg. Op. 1. ii, Betty 1

hath brought more goods into our Lock to-year than any
five of the Gang. 1804 Euro/. Mag. XLV. 365/1 We lament
that this ancient palace of the Kings of France should be-

come a Lock, (which, .means a repository for stolen goods).

IV. 18. (More fully Lock-hospital.) A hospital

for the treatment of venereal diseases. (Now
usually with capital L.)
The ' Lock lazar-house * in Southwark, which is mentioned

as having leceived a bequest in 1452, was afterwards em- .

ployed as a hospital for venereal diseases, and its name
1 came to be used as a general designation for institutions of

that kind. The origin of the name is uncertain ; it has been
conjectured that the ' Lock lazar-house

1 was so called as

!

being specially isolated or quarantined.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Cteiv, The Lock, . . an Hospital

|

for Pockey Folks in Kent-street. 1720 Becket in Phil.

'Trans. XXXI. 60 The liOck beyond St. Georges Church,
and that nt Kingsland, are at this time applyed to no other
use than for the entertainment and Cure of such as have
the Venereal Malady.

^
1753 Smollett Ct. Fathom (1784)

157/1 To erect an hospital, lock, or infirmary, by the volun-
tary subscription of his friends. 1755 Fleming in Phil.
Trans. XLIX 263 note, Mr. John Clark, now surgeon to

the I x>ck- Hospital, near Hyde-Park Corner. 1766 Entick
Land. IV. 444 There is a lock hospital for venereal com*
plaints. 1869 L\ A. Parkes Tract, Hygiene (ed. 3) 501
Certified lx>ck Hospitals are provided for her treatment.

V. altrib. and Comb.
19. a. simple attributive, as (sense 1) lock-dolt,

-staple ; (sense 5) lock-action, -cover, -lanyard, -plate,

-side, -stop, -string', (sense 9) lock-bank, -duty,

-gate,-hatch , -house, -man ,-side. b» signifying * pro-

vided with a lock or locks*, as (sense 1 ) ^lock-chesty

f -cock, (U.S.), f-house ; (sense 9) lock-weir.

1898 R. Kipling in Morn. Post 7 Nov. 5/1 A Maxim fgunl
making sure of its *lock-action. 1773 Ann. Reg. 66 Upwards
of600, .workmen were entertained upon the *lockbanks with
an ox roasted whole. 155a Inventories (Surtees) 1 1, ij *lok*

chestes. 1814 Snorting Mag. XLII1. 112 Beer ..which
,

stood in a corner of his front parlour, with a *lock-cock to
• it. 1833 Regul. Instr. Cavalry 1. 103 Unstrap the Carbine;
1 take offthe * lock -cover. 1776 Adam Smith W. N. v. i. (1869)

I I. 308 The toll or *lock-duty upon a canal. 1677 Plot Ox-

j

fordsh. 233 * Lock-gates put down between every two of
! them . 1 79s J . Ph illi ps Hist. Inland Navig. 338 The most

effectual . . method of providing lock-gates. 1710 Brit. Apollo
III. No. 70. 2/1 Whether tame Rabbits may not be as Good

. as the Wild . . provided they are kept in a *Lock-house,
I having the advantage of [etc.). 1865 [see pd). tBgoCentury

Diet. s.v. Lanyard. A *lock-lanyard is^ the cord fastened to
j

the lock of a gun by which the gun is fired. 1887 Times
14 Oct. 3/4 Robinson, *lockman at the South West India

j

Docks, c i860 H. Stuart Seaman's Catech. 11 On the I

stock is a..*lock plate, i860 All Year Round No. 71.

I 500 The stock is divided into the . . *lock-side [etc]. 1897
Daily Nenvs 30 July 5/2 At Molesey only a limited number

I of people are adfmitted to the lock-side. 1898 Athenaeum
7 May 594/3 The place where the *Iock-staple had once
beeo fitted. 1883 Ld. Saltoun Scraps 1. 280 The rifle was
loaded and capped, but secured by the *lock-stops. 1885
Century Mag. XXIX. 758, 1 . . ran out the gun, and, taking
deliberate aim, pulled the Mockstring. 183* T. L. Peacock
Crotdiet Castle iv. 67 Mud, filth, gas-dregs, *lock-weirs..
have ruined the fishery.

c. objeclive, as (sense 1) lock-filer, -maker,

-picker
;
lock-making

;
(sense 9) lock-keeper, -owner,

-shutter, -tender.

1858 Greener Gunnery 213 They have..obtained a much
better price than any other *lock-filers out of lx>ndon.

1794 Rennie Rep. Thames Navig. 53 Examination.. of the
* Lock-keeper's books. 1861 Hughes Tom Brown at Oxf.
ii. (1889) 12 The lock-keeper again came to the rescue with
his boat-hook. 1797 Encyel. Brit. (ed. 3>X. 11 1/2 It is

still possible for a mechanic of equal skill with tbe * lock-

maker to open it without the key. 1850 CHtaa Locks ff

Keys 16 lhe lock-makers of England. 1787 Bramah

LOCK.

Locks 6 The art of *Lock-making. 1882 W. Morris in

Mackail Life {1899^ 11.68 Am 1 doing nothing but make-
believe, something like Louis XVI's lock-making? 1731
in Extractsfrom Navig. Rolls 23 Unless Notice hath been
..given to the said * Lock-owners. 1881 Stevknson Fam.
Stud. (1901) 151 Thieves, cheats and *lockpickers. 1751
in Extractsfrom Navig. Rolls 13 To the * Lock-shutter 6d.
1788 Act 2ZGeo.lll,c. 51 S 18 Pargcmen, Watermen, Lock-
Shutters. 1877 Bcrroi ghs 'Taxation 1. 37 Gardens occu-
pied by "lock-tenders ..were exempt.

20. Special comb, (in some cases perhaps com-
binations with the vb. stem) : lock-band, -bay
(see quots.) ; lock-chain, a chain employed to

look Ine wheels of a vehicle ; lock chamber, the

space enclosed between the side -walls and gates
of a lock; lock-ho!e

7 f(a) a keyhole; (b) 4 the

recess in a musket-stock to receive the lock'
(Knight); lock-net (see quot.); lock-nut, a nut
screwed down upon another to prevent its breaking
loose, a check-nut ; lock-paddle (see quot.)

;

lock-pen -lock-chamber; lock-piece, (a)
1
in guns

of the old construction, a lug cast just alongside of

the vent for the attachment of the lock ' (Knight)

;

(b (see quol. 1860); flock-pit,? = sense 9;
lock-pool, ? = Lasher 4b; lock-pulley, two
pulleys formed to rotate separately, or together,

at will (KnighU; loek-rail (see quot. 1S42);

lock-saw, a long tapering saw, used to cut the

seal for a lock in a door
; lock-seat, the excavation

on a river or canal intended to contain a lock ;

t lock-shoe, -sill (see quots.) ; lock-spring, the

spring by means of which the case of a watch
is opened or closed

;
lock-step Mil. (see quot.)

hence lock-step adv. and vb.
; lock-stitch, a sewing-

machine stitch, in which two threads are locked
firmly together ; also attrib. ; lock-timber Mining
(see quot.); lock-tool = lock-cramp

; lock-work,
(a) the manufacture or construction of locks (senses

1 and 9) ;
(b) the parts of a lock

;
(c) a series of

locks (sense 9) ;
{d) pi. a factory for the manu-

facture of locks (sense 1); (e) pi. operations in

progress for the construction of locks (sense 9).
1c 158? Dicges in A rchseologia (1794) XI. 233^ The hewinge

of the stone ashlar, and F.nd*tons,with artyficiall bevelinge,
and Mockbands, one within another, will amounte. .for the
rodde its. 6d. 1847 Halliwkll, Lock-battds, binding stones
in masonry. 1875 Knk;iit Diet. Mech., *Lock-bay, the pond
or space of water between the gates of a canal-lock. 1839
Marcv Prairie Trav. iii. 93 If there are no *lock-chaiiis

upon wagons, the front and rear wheels on the same side

may be tied together with ropes so as to lock them very
firmly. 1861 Smiles Engineers K 375 *Lock chamber. 1592
Grf.enf. Philom. E 4 b, The Earle. .peeping in at the Mocke
hole, saw them two standing .. hand in hand. 1752 j.
Ixmjthkn Form of Process (ed. 2) 87 Within the Lock-
hole of the most patent Door of his Dwelling-house.
1821 Clahe Vill. Minslr. I. 7 The mistic tribes of night's

unnerving breeze, That through a lock-hole even creep
with ease. 1863 Auckland Curios. Nat. Hist. Ser. 11. (ed.

4) 251 The '*lock nets'., are simply a large form of the
round nets used to catch freshwater crayfish, a 1864 Gesner
Coat, Petrol, etc. (1865) 79 Leakage around the pipe [is]

prevented by two *locknuts. 1887 D. A. Low Machine
Drawing 20 In practice, the thin nut, called the lock-

nut, is often placed on the outside. 184a Framcis Diet.
Arts, *Lock Paddles, the small sluices used in filling and
emptying locks. 1891 A. J. Foster Onse 170 Most of the
*lock-pens will only hold two lighters at a time, i860 Eng.
§ For. Mining Gloss. (Cornwall Terms), *Lock Piece, a piece

of timber used in supporting the workings. 1802 Hull Dock
Act i$o3 With a *lockpit or entrance into tbe same from
the said river 11 umber. 1771 Extractsfrom A'avig. Rolls
Remarks p. ix, A strong Breast-work of Piles on the upper
Side of the * Lock-pool. 1881 Tacnt Thames Map p. xv/i

Caution should always be used when in a weir or lock-poo].

1825 J. Nicholson uperat. Mechanic 589 On the * lock-rail

the lock is either mortised in, or screwed on. 1842-59 Gwilt
Archit. 568 The next are called the lock or middle rails

in doors. " 1688 R. Holme Armoury 111. 365/1 A "Lock Saw .

.

to make Key holes in Doors. 1794 Washington Let. Writ.

1892 XII 1. 1 Mr.Weston's opinion, respecting the "lock-seats

at the Great Falls of that m-er. 1785 G. Forster xx.Sparr-
ttiau's Voy. Cape G. II. (1786) 1. 124 In order that the wheel
that is to be locked may not^ be worn, . . a kind of sledge

carriage, hollowed out on the inside, and called a *lock-shoe

is fitted to it. 1842 Francis Diet. Arts,*Lock-sills, the

angular pieces of timber at the bottom of the lock against

which the gates shut. 1884 F. J. Bri rrEN Watch $ Ctockm.

47 The *lock spring fits in a groove formed in the band of the

case. 1801 C. Ia.mes Mitit. Diet., *Lock-ste6, this step

consists in the heel of one man being brought nearly in

contact with the joint of the creat toe of another. i8»6

J. Scott Vis. Paris (ed. 5) 55 The men who are now prac-

tising the lock-step in front of the window of Louis XVI 11.

1828 Examiner 630/1 A Sailor toe-and-heels it, and lock'

steps and straddles. 1866 Tiioreau Yankee in Canada ii.

25, I observed one older man . . marching lock-step with

the rest. 1869 J. Webster in Eng. Mech. 17 Dec. 326/3,
1 do not say one word against *lock-stitch machines. 1881

Ravmono Mining Gloss.,
*Lock-timber, an old plan of put-

ting in stull-pieces in Cornwall and Devon. The pieces

were called lock-pieces. 1686 Plot Staffordsh. 376 So
curious are they in *Lockwork (indeed beyond all preference).

1794 W. Comse Boydelfs Thames I. 47 A successive appa-
ratus of lock-work, to remedy the various levels of the

country. 1857^-8 Proc. Inst. Civ, Engin. (1858) XVI I. 389
The construction of the gates was entirely independent of

the lock-work. 1890 Pall Malt G. 7 Jan. 2/3 The
bright steel and very elaborate lock-work was perfect.

1899 Daily News 14 Oct. 6/7 The new lock and safe works
recently erected .. hy Messrs.'Chubb and Sons. 1901 19///

Cent. Oct. 550 One finds here bridge works, lock-works.



LOCK.

IiOCk (l^k), T'a. t, and pa. pple. locked
(lf>kt). Korms : 4-6 lok(e, 4-5 lokke, 5 lokkyn,
4-6 locke, 5- lock. [f. Lock sb'1 ; cf. ON. M<7,
similarly f. loka sb., lock, latch ; also OX. //XyW

(Sw.lycka, Da.
The older vb. with this meaning was Louie, OK. liican

;

after the 14th c. this survived mainly in the pa. pple. token,

which was prohably looked upon as belonging to lock vh.)

1. trans. To fasten (a door, gate, box, drawer,

etc.) with a lock and key; occas. with + to, up.

Hence (chiefly with up), to secure (a chamber,
building, enclosure) by locking the doors.

a 1300 Cursor At. 17347 pai did to sper be dors fast,

Locked bath wit-vte and in. C1375 L*g. Saints vii.

{Jacobus Minor) 781 pe lowis ..In til a cawe me closit

faste, lokit, & celyt at be laste. c 1440 Promp. Fan:
311/2 Lokkyn or schette wythe a lokke. 1480 Caxton
Chron. Eng. cexxit. 215 The gates of the castel ben lokked

with the lokkes that dame Isabel sent bidder. 1535 Cover*
dale Judg. iii. 23 Ehud . . put to y dore after him, and
lockte it. 1590 Suaks. Com. Err. iv. iv. 73 Were not my
doores lockt vp, and I shut out? 1600 in A. liisset Ess.

Hist. Truth v. 218 Maister Alexander locked to the study

door behind him. 1651 IIobbks Leviath. 1. xiii. 62 When
going to sleep, he locks his dores. 1726 Adv. Capt. F.
Boyle 66 The Hour drawing near, they lock VI up the Doors
of the House. 1819 Hvron yuan 1. dxxxvii, Juan .. liking

not the inside, lockd the out. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
xiii. 111. 250 The reformers locked up the church and de-

parted with the keys. 1900 Mackknzie Guide Inverness

43 The Greyfriars Churchyard is kept locked.

fig. 15*6 Filgr. Ferf. (W. de W. 1531) 83 h, Yf the gate

of y ' mouth be not shutte with the dore of scylence, &
locked with the key of discrecyon. 1713 Gay Fan in. 54

Death blasts his bloom, and locks his fro/en eyes. 1859
F[tzGkrald tr. Omar\\. 11899) 71 And David's Lips are

lock't. 1866 B. Taylor Forms, Sorrowful Music 37 This

weight of grief Locks my lips. 1879 Browning Halbert A-

Hob 61 His lips were loose not locked.

Proverb. 1855 Hons* Handbk. Proverbs 445 Lock the

stable-door before the steed is stolen. 1885 Times (weekly

ed.) n Sept. 3/1 This is done probably on the principle of

locking the stable door after the horse has been stolen.

b. absol. To lockup: to lock up the house, lock

the doors.

1901 A. Hope Tristram of Blent xxvi. 356 ' Is her lady-

ship still out, ma'am ?' he [the butler) asked.. 1 was going

to Jock up \ .

.

c Oh, go to bed she cried .

.

' We'll lock up .

.

*.

c. intr. Of a door: To be locked ; to admit of

being locked.

1590 Spenser F. Q. h. ix. 23 Doubly disparted, it did locke

and close, That when it lo< ked, none might thorough pas.

Mod. The door will not lock.

2. trans. To shut up or confine with a lock ; to

put under lock and key. Const, in, into, within.

Also with ad vs. in, up.

01300 Cursor M. 17661 In a hus we lokked be. 13..

A*. Alls. 3936 The kyng . . bad him loke in priNOun. c 1386

Ciiaucfr Wife's Frol. 317, I trowe, thou woldest loke me
in thy chiste. c 1470 Henry Wallace iv. 775 ' To the chaw-
mer, quhar he was vpon chance, Speid fast he said, 'Wal-

lace is lokit in'. ?rt 1550 Freiris Jicrwik 221 in Dunbar's
Poems (1893) 292 Lok vp all in to ^one almery. 1590 Mar-
lowe Ediv. II, 11. ii. 54 The lovers of fair Danae, When she

was lock'd up in a brazen tower, Desir'd her more. 1596
Shaks. Merclt. V. 111* ii. 42 Away then, I am lockt in one
of them, Lf you doe loue mc, you will finde me out. 1632

J. Hayward tr. Biandfs Eromena 17 Some dayes before

he had begunne to locke himselfe in his chamber. 1713
Swift Frenzy J. Dennis Wks. 1755 HI. I. 144 We locked

his friend into a closet. 1732 Pope IIor. Sat. 11. ii. 13 Your
wine lock'd up, If then plain bread and milk will do the feat,

The pleasure lies in you, and not the meat, a 174s Swift
Direct. Servants, Butter 33 Always lock up a Cat in a
Closet where you keep your China Plates, for fear the Mice
may steal in and break them. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop
lxi, The little cell in which he was locked up for the night.

1891 Law Times lie/. LXI 1 1. 690/2 The defendant .. had
given distinct orders to Nunney never to lock anyone up.

3. trans/, a. To enclose, hem in, surround.

Chiefly with in.

c 1400 Maundev. (1839) xxvi. 265 Alle faste y lokked and
enclosed with highe Mountaynes. a 1400-50 Alexander

5495 He lockis in ane ser limy with a laith mey[n]he. 1691

T. H[ale] Acc. New Invent, p. lxii, The great winding of

the River.. locks in the Water that it cannot make that

haste down to the Sea that it would. 1793 Smeaton Eddy-
stone L. § 199 Lodged in a dovetail recess, wherein it was
locked fast on three sides. 1833 Tennyson Pal. Art 249
A still salt pool, lock'd in with bars of sand.

%
1837 Lockhart

Scott ig July an. 1821, He and . .his companion, found them-

selves locked in the crowd, somewhere near Whitehall. 1837
Disraeli Venetia vi. i, So completely is the land locked with

hills. 1851 Dixon W. Fenn xxiii. (1872) 201 The vessel was
locked in ice.

b. To keep securely or render inaccessible, as if

in a locked receptacle. Chiefly with zip.

1562 WinJet Cert. Tractates iii
;
Wks. 1888 I. 27 Worthy

to be lokit in the memorie of thatm quha [etc.]. 1646 Sir

T. Browne Pseud. Ep. iv. vi. 194 The seed of plants lockt

up and capsulated in their husks. 1646 J. Hall Horse Vac.

92 Keepe your secrets fast lock't up. 1652 Neeoham tr.

SeldeiCs Mare Ct. Ep. Ded. 2 A Jewel, .lockt up> a Lan-

guage unknown to the greatest part of that Nation. 1666

Rhode Islamt Cot. /to. (1857) II. 159 In the hardest winters

when the Massachusetts and others, .are fast locked up with

strong doores of ice. a 1763 Shenstone Ess. (1765) 40 Pru-

dent men lock up their motives. 1779 Mad. D'Arblav Diary
26 May, As censorious a country lady as ever locked up all

her ideas in a country town. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. II.

101 The seaports in Holland and Germany are every winter

locked up with ice. 1807-8 Syd. Smith Plymley's Lett.Wks.

1859 U. 163/2 The very same wind ..locks you up in the

British Channel. 1838 Prescott Ferd. <* Is. (1846) L viu.

376 Their [sc. Arabians'] literature . . locked up in a char-

Yol. VI,

385

acter.so difficult of access to European scholars. 1855
Main Senses <y Int. it 1 . ii. § 26 (1864 » 507 Sir Humphrey
Davy suggested that metallic substances were locked up in

soda, potash, and lime. 1859 (i ullick & Timbs Faint. 222
Some colours. . are perfectly permanent when 'loi.ked up' ito

use the painters phrase) in oil. 1879 Ntainkr Music ofBible
157 Their secrets remain forever locked up.

c. Comm. and Finance. To lock up : To invest

(capital) in something that is not easily convertible

into money.
1692 Lockk Consid. Lower. Interest 113 If one Third of

the Money imploy'd in Trade were locked up,:, must not
ihe Land- holders receive £ less for their (loods. 1833 I J r.

Martinkau Briery Creek iv. 73 The money he had locked
up in land would never be productive while he remained its

owner. 1848 Mill Pol. Kcott. 1. v. § 9 (1876) 52 To set

free a capital which would be otherwise locked up in a form
useless for the support ol labour. 1868 Kcx;kks Pol. Econ.
.vi. (1876) 149 A banker cannot afford.. to have his capital
locked up in long advances.

d. Of sleep, stupefying agencies, enchantment t

To hold fast, overpower completely. Also with ftp.

1725 Pope Odyss. x. 77 Me, lock d in sleep, my faithless

crew bereft Of all the blessings of your god-like gift ! 1789
Charlotte Smith Etheliude (1814) V. 258 He endeavoured
to awaken her from the heavy shock which seemed lo h:i\e

locked up her senses, i860 Tymmll Glac. 1. xvi. 119 Went
to bed, where I lay fast locked in sleep for eight hours.
I 873 W. Krukr Serni. .y Commtm. Addr. 199 His mind
maybe locked up in insensibility. 1879 Ceo. ICliot Coll.

Hreakf. F. 834 That border-world Of dozing ere the sense
is fully locked. 1885-94 R. Bridges Eros <y Psyche Nov.
xxvi, * Art thou the woman of the earth*, she said, 'That
hast in sorceries mine Kros lockt ?

'

4. To shut off with or as with a lock from (a

person) ; lo preclude or prevent from (something)

by or as by locking. Also with up.
1601 Suaks. Jul. ('. iv. iii. 80 When Marcus Brutus

growes no Covetous, To locke such Kascall Counters from
his Friends 1611 — Cymb. iv. iv. 2 To locke it [sc. lile] From
Action and Adventure. 1613 Muujleton Tri. Truth Wks.
I I'll lien) VI I. 243 He locks his ear from lhose sweet charms.
1688 l.ond. Giiz. No. 2378 4 Lost ..,a hi own bay Filly, ..

being locked from taking Horse. 1700 Coxgkkvk Way of
World iv. v, Do you lock your self up from me, to make my
search more Curious ? 1735 Poi'K Frol. Sat. 19 Is there, who,
lock'd from ink and paper, scrawls With desp'rate charcual

round his darken'd walls? 174^1 Yocng St. Vh. ix. 285
Angels cannot guess The peuod ; from created beings

lock'd In darkness. 1785 J. Phillips Treat. Inland Xavig.
vi, Large tracts of country are locked up from commerce.

5. Lock out. a. To turn a person' out, and lock

the door against him. f Also, to lock forth, b.

To prevent the entrance of persons) by locking

the door; hence, (of an employer) to refuse em-

ployment to fa body of operatives) as a means of

coercion. (Cf. Lock -out st>.)

1590 Shaks. Com. Err. iv. i. 18 For locking me out of my
doores by day. Ibid. iv. iv. 98 Say wherefore didst thou

locke me forth to day? 1592 — Font. % Jul. 1. i. 145 Shuts

vp his windows, lockes faire day-light out. 1842 F. K. Pa<;kt

Milford Malv. 53 When I was being locked out of yonder

church. 1861 Dutton Cook Fosters D. i, 1 am locked

out. 1868 Kooers Pol. Econ. ix. (1876) 89 Large funds

are subscribed, out of which labourers on strike or locked-

out are supported.

6. To fasten, make or set fast, fix ; tccJin. lo fasten

or engage (one part of a machine) to another ; also

in passive, (of a joint) to be rendered rigid. To

lock up a form (Printing : to fix the types or

pages in a metal frame so as to prepare them for

pres-s, etc.

1670-98 Lasski.s Voy. Italy II. ro6, I saw the great chair

which locketh fast any man that sitteth down in it. 1674

N. Fairfax Bulk cy Selv. Contents, The world no heap, but

a set of 13odies lockt fast together. 1683 Moxon Mech.

Excrc, Printing viii, The OHice of these Quoyns are to

Lock up the Form, viz. to wedge it up . . close together.

1816 Mechanic I 370 This scape-wheel is locked on its ex-

treme point, and unlocks in an easy manner. Ibid. 411 The
wheels are locked, without spring-work, perfectly safe from

getting out of order. 1824 J. Johnson Typogr. II. xiv. 495

It is the business of the person who locks-up the form, to

ascertain whether all the pages are of an equal length.

1825 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 38 A locking clutch

is fitted upon the spindle between these two whtels, and

can . . be made to lock either one of the wheels to the spindle,

at the same time that it leaves the other disengaged. 1841

Lane Arab. Sts. I. So His teeth were locked together.

1899 Allbmfs Syst. Med. VII. 142 Every attempt at move-

ment . . locking the limb in a tetanoid spasm.

b. To put a lock on the foot of (a horse) ; to

fasten (a wheel) so as to keep it from turning. Cf.

Lock sb.- 3, 4.

1694 Lotto*. Gaz. No. 3011/4 An Iron grey Colt. .Lockt on

the further Foot before. 1825 Cobbf.tt Fur. Fides 19 1 he

descent so steep as to require the wheel of the chaise to be

locked. 1884 J. G Bourke Snake-Dance Moquts 1. 8 The

driver got out, locked the wheels, and walked.
#

c. intr. for reft. Of mechanism, a joint {e.g.

the knee-joint) : To become fixed or set fast, f Of

an animals flanks : To draw together, shrink.

1658 R. White tr. Digbys Pou>d. Symp. (1660) 124 The dog

not being able to take any nourishment, his flanks do lock

up. 1869 \V. Blades Bks. in Chains ( 1 892) 2 19 Our artist .

.

has put quoins at the head and foot too, making the pages

lock up all round the chase—truly a mechanical puzzle. 1901

Watm Gaz. 1 Oct. 5/2 The accident was due to the rudder

locking' 190a Brit. Med. Jrnl. 12 Apr. 879 When he

attempted to bend the knee it locked.
%

7. To fix or join firmly by interlacing or fitting

of parts into each other. Also with together, up.*

LOCK.

1592 Shaks. Ven.% Ad. 228 And when from thence he
struggles to be gone. She locks her lillie fingers one in one.
159® -7 Merry W. v. v. 81 Pray you, lock hand in hand.
1608 Vorksh. 'Frog. 1. ii. Not as a man repentant, but half
mad He sits and sullenly locks up his arms. 1720 De Fok
I apt. Sing/c.'on xi. 18401 187 The Portuguese .. ran their
bowsprit into the fore part of our main shrouds,, and so we
lay locked after that manner. 1725 Popk Odyss. ix. 512 In
his deep fleece, my grasping hands 1 lock, a 1728 Wooowakd
Xat. Hist. Fossils i. (1729) I. 159 The Columns were incor-
porated with, and lock'd inio each other. 1772-84 Cook / oy.

(1790) IV. 1461 it was required, that, .we should, have our
hands locked together. 1859 Tknnyson I'ivien 288 Merlin
lock'd his hand in hers. 1867 Smyth .Sailors Word-bk.,
Lock, to entangle the lower yards when tacking. 1893
McCarthy Fed Diamonds III. 233 Granton .. locked 1m
right leg round Bland's leg in an ai tempt to throw hiin.

b. intr. for reft. To mtetlock. intertwine.
1688 Clayton va"Phil. Ira us. XVI 1. 791 The Heads of

tl.e Branches of the Rivers interfere and lock one within
another. 1806 Gazetteer Scot. (ed. 2) 94 The stones are
. .made to lock into one another with grooves and projec-
tions. 1858 .Here. .Marine Mag. V. 277 Until . .you observe
the North and Inner South Heads locking.

c. fencing, f a) ~ Engage t>. 17 \obs.\ (/>)

(see quot. 1 782V
1579 Gosson Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 46 Teaching the people

huw e to warde, and how to locke, howe Jo ihrust, and how
to strike. 1592 Ardeu ofFci ersham H 2 b, When he should
haue lockt with both his hilts He in a I rauery florisht ouer
his head. 1782 Rkes Chambers' Cyd., To Lock, in Fencing,
is to seize your adversary's sword-arm, by turning your left

arm round it, after closing your parade, shell to shell, in

order to disarm him. ^So in mod. l)icts.)

d. To lock horns : of cattle; to entangle the

horns mutually in fighting. Hence fig. U.S., to

engage in combat with some one'.

1865 Swinhlrne Atalanta 942 Then shall the heifer and
her mate lock hotn.s. 1888 Brvck Amer. Comtmo. II. m.
lxx. 562 uofe,'\'\ie Boss of Tammany, with whom Mr. Cleve-
land had at an earlier period in his career Mocked horns'.
1901 U . S. Corresp. in Academy 25 Mar. 240/2 We should
hardly feel warranted in locking horns with Tammany Hall.

e. To embrace closely
;
also, lo grapple in com-

bat. Now im\y passive, lit. and fig.
1611 Shaks. Whit. 7*. v. ii. 83 Shte. .locks her in embrac-

ing, as if shee would pin her to her heart- 1646 Kvancf
fSiobleOrd. 15 The Devil! thought to have lockt Job upon
that hip. 1828 Scott /•'. M. Perth x.wii, Catharine.. was
locked in the arms of Louise. 1854 M. Aknold Switzer-
land, larcw. 11 Lock'd in each other's arms we stood.

1878 Bosw. Smith Carthage 252 Before the two armies
became lucked in the deadly combat now to be related.

1893 Tl<AlI.L Social Eng. Introd. 33 The birih and early years
of the nineteenth century found our country still locked in

the death-gtapple with Napoleon.

8. *]///. (See qtiot. 1S02.) cibsol. and passive.

1802 C. James Milit. Did., To Lock up, to take the

closest possible order in line or in fde. The expression is

derived from the lock-step. 1844 Fegul. <V Ord. Ar/ity 264

He is to take care that . .the rear ranks, .are well locked up.

1847 Infantry Man. (1854) 56 He will see that the rear

rank locks well up. c i860 1 1 . S 1 u.\K r Seaman's Catech. 1

1

In loading what precautions are necessary? To lock close

up wiih the front rank to pre\ent accident.

9. Printing. ( See quot.

1820 Scott l'>ose U ks. IV. Biographies II. 1870) 325 A
leaf in the former [sc. a copy of Caxton's Book of Troyl
vi as what is technically called locked. [Footnote] Such is

the plini.se when, by an error at press, the reverse has been

printed on the side of the leaf which should have presented

the obverse, so that page 32 precedes 31.

10. inlr. Of a vehicle: To admit of the fore-

wheels' passing askew under the body of the car-

riage. Said also of the wheel. (Cf. Lock sb:1 15.)

1669 Worudgk Syst. Agric. (16S1) 328 To Lock, is a term

u-ed by Diivers in moving the fore wheels of a Waggon to

and fro. 1706 Piiili.iis (ed. Kersey), To lock, among
Drivers, to move ihe wheels of a Waggon to and fro. 1805

Dickson Tract. Agric. 1. 33 A very useful improvement .

.

is that of leaving the space sufficiently deep in the bed of

the waggon for the fore wheels to lock round in the shortest

curve. 1851 tllustr. Latal. Gt. E.xhib. 260 When locking,

the carriage draws the lever b from its recess. 1873 Miss
Brocghtox A'amy III. 148 The road is narrow, and the

coach will not lock. 1879 Cassettes Techn. Educ. IV. 174

The front wheel, .has to lock or turn under the arch.

11 Engineering and Aavigalion. a. intr. To
provide locks for the passage of vessels, b. Of a

canal : To pass by a lock into. Also of the vessel :

To pass down, in, or out through a lock. Of
persons : To pass out throngh an air-lock. c.

trans. To pass (a vessel) down, in, out or through

by means of a lock. d. intr. To take a boat

into a lock. e. trans. To fu.nish (a canal) with

locks ; to shut off (a portion of a river) by means

of a lock.

a. 1769 in Picton L'pool Muuic. Fee (1886) II. 24s This

Council will . lock down to the sea shore there at their own
expence.
b. 1795 J. Phillips Hist, inland Xavig. Add. 168 The

canal locks into the river at Beeston Meadow. 1840 Evid.

Hull Docks Comm. 121 They will have to lock in and out

again. 1857-8 Proc. Hist. Civ. Engin. XVII. 397 Two
long levels of a canal locking from one into the other.

1897 Outing (U. S.) XXX. 364/2 There was less trouble

in locking down at the various levels. 1899 Allbutfs

Syst. Ked. VII. 41 Too rapid a reduction of the pressure

in 'locking out \ that is in passing from the caisson through

the lock or ante-chamber in which the pressure should

he gradually reduced.

c. 1840 Evid. Hull Docks Comm. 121 The small vessels

. .would have to be locked in and out. 1857-8 Proc. Inst.

Civ. Engin. XVI 1. 397 An up train [of boats!, which had
49
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been locked through from the lower level. 1876 Stevenson
|

in Kncycl. Brit. IV. 788/1 Vessels are locked down from

the sea into the [North Holland] canal.

d. 1857 I*. Colquhoun Camp. Oarsman's Guide 18 Care
must be taken in locking with a barge, to keep astern of her.

e. 1892 Pall Mall G. 24 Nov. 2/1 The portion of the

river thus diverted would then be locked off.

t Lock, Obs. or arch. [ad. Dn. lokken =
G. locken.] trans. To allure, entice. Also absoL

1481 Caxton Reynard (Arb.) no, I am no byrde to be

locked ne take by chaf. 136a Turner Baths Pref., Flock-

inge byrdes..ceas not locking and calling, if they heare any
of their kindes. 1855 Kingsley Westw. Hoi xv, Tis just

like that old Lucy, to lock a poor maid into shame.

Lockable (l^kab'l). U- Lo(;K v -
1 + -able.]

That can be locked.

1893 Field 4 Mar. 335/1 Lockable hatches. 1898 Century

Ma?. Jan. 375 1 Some clever Japanese artisans then made
the paper-walls . . eye-proof, and the openings cunningly

lockable.

Lockage (V'k*d,£. [f. Lock sb. and v. + -age.]

+ 1. The means of locking or fitting pieces of

timber) together. Obs.

1677 Plot Oxfordsh. 272 Whose Lockages \sc. of the roof

of the Sheldonian Theatre] being so quite different from

any hefore mentioned.

2. (See Lock sb:1 9, 9 c.)

a. The amount of rise or fall effected by a lock

or series of locks.

1770 J. Brindlkv Smik Thames 2 The Length will be

about a Mile, and the Fall or Lockage ten Feet. 1795 J.

Phillips Hist. InlandNavig. Addenda 5 The total lockage

is five hundred and forty-four feet, viz. four hundred and
ninety-six feet fall, and forty-eight feet rise. 1829 J.
Maca'ULev Hist. New York 1. 184 The ascending and de-

scending lockage is about one thousand and thirty-two feet.

1879 Daily News 28 Aug. 3/2 From Chicago to Montreal.

.

there are .. 56 locks, and a total lockage of 564 feet.

b. Toll paid for going ihrough a lock or locks.

1771 Act 11 Geo. tit, c. 45 § 9 Which price or lockage

shall be. .painted. .on Boards, on the said Locks. 1800

Colquhoun Comm. Thames xv. 483 The price of lockage is

not to exceed 4
d per ton per lock. 1819 Stat. Massach. 19

June, Toll or lockage at the lock or locks. 1856 Farmer's
Mag. Nov. 424 The expense of lockage, transhipment, &c.

c. The construction and working of locks
;
also,

the aggregate of locks constructed.

1809 ( /iron, in Ann. Reg. 403/1 Nearly 200 feet of lock-

age. 1824 R. Stevenson in Trans. Highland Soc. VI. 133

The great desideratum in the Railway-system, must doubt-

less lie in a convenient mode of lockage, for raising the

waggons from one level to another. 1830 tilaekw. Mag.
XXVIL 459 To convert the. .river hy lockage into a channel

capable of receiving, .vessels. 1839 South by in Q. Rev.
LXIII. 426 This line was. .impeded, .by an enormous quan-

tity of lockage. 1853-4 Proc. Inst. Civ. Fngin. (1854) X 1 1

L

218 It was the same thing hydrostatically, .. whether the

lockage was up or down, or indeed, whether there was any
vessel at all in the lock. 1861 Smiles Engineers I. nr. 432
Brindley

1

s plan was. . to cut the level as flat as possible, in

order to avoid lockage. 1883 Manch. Exam. 19 Dec. 4/5
The .. drainage area of the coal-bearing rocks along the

route of the proposed Canal would give a sufficient amount
of water for lockage.

d. allrib., as lockage-system, -water.

1816 Mechanic 1. 319 {titles Method of saving lockage

water, in Canals, Docks, and Navigation. 1861 Smilfs
Engineers II. 147 Powerful steam-engines were also erected

to pump back the lockage water into the canal above. 1895
Forum (N. Y.) Aug. 750 The lockage system of the Web
land [canal] is out of date.

IiO'Ckrflester. Obs. exc. dial. Also 5 loke-

cheste. [perh. f. Lock v. 1 + Chest + -ek *, in

allusion to the creature's habit of rolling itself up
tightly.] A woodlouse.
c 1440 Promp. Pan*. 310/2 Loccliester, wyrm. a 1485

Ibid. 316 2 (MS. S.) Lnkchestet\ worm. 14,. Yoc. in Wr.-
Wiilcker 597/8 Multipcs, a lokecheste, or a shrympe. 1847-

78 Hai.liwell s.v. Lockchcst% A gardener [in Oxfordshire]

used to call the wood-louse lockchester.

t Lockdor. Obs. rare- l
. [f. Lock v. 1 + Door

sb. or perh. Dor sb.Yj =prec.
^1440 Promp. Pari*. 311/2 Lokdore, wyrme,. .multipes.

Locke, obs. form of Luck.

Locked (tykt), a. 1 [f. Lock sbA + -ed-.]

Having locks or tresses. (Cf. the parasynthetic

derivatives golden-locked, long-locked.)

1871 R. Ellis tr. Catullus lxiv. 98 Tbe maid, for a guest

so sunnily Iock'd deep sighing.

Locked (Ipkt), «- 2 V- Lock sb* + -ed 2.]

1. Furnished with a (pad)lock.

1786 Burns Turn Dogs 13 His locked, letter'd, braw brass

collar.

2. Of a canal : Provided with locks.

1884 Pall MatI G. 23 Feb. 8/2 A 1 locked ' ship canal for
|

large ocean steamers between Runcorn and Manchester.

Locked (Vkt), tpl* U- LocK »-1 + -ed 1
.]

In senses of the vb. : Closed with a lock and key,

closely fastened or entwined, etc. Also Jig.

c 1470 Henry Wallace iv. 234 A loklate [v. r. lokkit] har,

was drawyn ourthourth the dur. 1580 Burgh Rec. Glasgow

(1832) 125 For taking awaye of ane lokit dur, w l key of ane

stabill. 1605 11. Jonson Volpone IV. i, Vour garbe .. must

be .. Very reseru'd and lock't. 1606 Shaks. Tr. <y Cr. iv.

iv. 39 lniurie of chance .. forcibly preuents Our lockt

embrasures. 1857 Abridg. Specif. Patents Saving, etc.

(1871) 96 A locked tambour stitch having a running thread

passed through the loops. 1871 Tynuall Fragm. Set. (1879)

1 1, y. 63 By the same agent we tear asunder the locked atoms
of a chemical compound. 1883 Annie Thomas Mod. House-

wife »34. L.left it in a locked drawer in my wardrobe. 1883

R. W. Dixon Mano 11. iiu 72 Then the locked mountains
1

38G

either hand that stood Met knee to knee. 1895 R. Kipling '

in Pall Mall G. 30 July 2/3 A locked and swaying mob
that moved from right to left and from left to right along
the bank. 1895 Westtu. Gaz. 26 Nov. 2/3 Vears of locked and
agonised joints. 190s Brit. Med. Jml. 12 Apr. 878 Limited
movement in knee which becomes locked if moved much.

b. With up.

*593 Smaks. Luck 446 Shee much amazd breakes ope
her lockt vp eyes. 1676 Mace Mustek's Monument title-p.,

All Its Occult Lock'd-up Secrets Plainly laid Open. 1721
Ramsay Morning Interview 8 He starts with lock'd-up
eyes. 1854 Dickens Hard T. 11. i, A locked-up iron

room with three Jocks. 1891 Daily News 9 Dec. 6/3
Locked-up securities left on the hands of the bank.

c. Locked jaw : (a) a jaw set fast by spas-

modic contraction of the muscles; {b) —Lock-
jaw, and occas.= Jaw-fall 2.

(a) 1765 Phil. Trans. LV. 86, 1 was soon convinced she
had that terrible symptom^ a locked jaw. 1802 Jane West
Infidel Father 1 1 T. 4 A private ball has been known to save

half a county from such an immoderate fit of yawning, that

people grew apprehensive of locked jaws. 1821-34 Good's
Study Med. (ed. 4) 1L 269 In some, a locked-jaw takes

place about the seventh day from the operation.

{b) 1767 Gooch Treat. Wounds I. 331 A convulsive con-

traction called the locked-jaw came on. 1788 [see Jaw-
fall 2]. 1799 M. Unokrwood Dis. ofthildr. (ed. 4) I. 19

note, The formidable disease so fatal to new-born children

in the West-Indies, called the locked-jaw, or jaw-fallen.

1841 Penny Cycl. XXL 363/2 Locked-jaw is not an infre-

quent disease among sheep. 1845 Cari.yle Cromwell
(1873) 1. i. 5 So that no man shall henceforth contemplate

them . . without danger uf locked-jaw.

Locker (Ipkai), sb. 1 Also 5 6 loker e, -yr.

[f. Lock sb.- or v. 1 + -kh L]

I. One who locks.

1. An officer at the Custom House, in charge of

a locked-up warehouse, acting under the warehouse-

keeper.

1735 J. Chamberlavne St. Gt. Brit. 11 nr. 200 (List of

Excise Officers!, Six Lockeis at the Tea Warehouses, each

30/. per Ann. 1812 I. Smyth Pract. of Customs .18211 361

The Locker in attendance at the Warehouse receives notice

of the Merchant's intention to ship the Goods. 1858 in

Simmonds Did. 'trade. 1837 Daily News 7 Apr. 6/7
Robert Lecky, the prisoner's father,.. had been a locker in

the service of the Customs.

2. slang. (See quot.)

1718 C. Higgin True Discor; (Farmer), I am a locker,

1 leave goods at a house and borrow money on them, pre-

tending that they are made in London.

3. With ad vs.

1751 Hist. Acc. 66 note, Had it fell into the Hands of

one of the Park-Lockers-up. 1S87 Pall Mall G. 18 Oct.

4/1 Voung men may remain out until twelve on leaving

their names with the locker-up. 1894 Athenxnnt 30 June
831/2 In several pitched battles between the two parties the

j

lockers-out were successful.

II. A means of locking.

4. techn. Something that locks or closes; f?a
stopper, a stop to a bell.

1417 in Suttees Misc. (1888) 13 That the water be ledde

downe. .be a pype of lede closed wyth a loker. 1545 Lud-
low Chttrchw. Acc. (Camdenl 21 Item, for settynge up of a
loker to drawe the corde before the crucifixe. 1569 Ibid.

139 Item, a locker and a handell (for the second bell. .'nijd.

1844 G. Dodo Textile Mannf. vii. 211 Bobbins, pushers,

lockers, point-bars. 1883 Gkesley Gloss. Coal Mining 159
Locker, a short iron or wooden bar for scotching tram wheels

on inclined roads.

t b. = Lock ft 2. Obs.

1660 Act 12 Chas. II, c. 4 Sched., Lockers or Chapes for

Daggers.

III. A locked or enclosed receptacle.

5. A box or chest with a lock ; also, a small cup-

board, e.g. one attached to a bench, or placed under

a window-seat.
c 1440 Promp. Farv. 31

1
'2 Lokere. cistella. 1447 Boken.

ham Seyntys (Roxb.) 31 They ..trussyd the body in a loker

of tre. 1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 19 The hulle and the

busshoppees seelys..he set in a loker of burde for brekyng
of the seelys. 1719 Dk Foe Crusoe t. ii, Some small Lockers
to put in some Bottles of such Liquor as he thought fit to

drink. 1754 M rs. Delany Lett, to Mrs. Deques 296, I have

ordered lockers to your windows. 1807 J. E. Smith Phys.

Bot. 509 The specimens thus pasted, are conveniently kept

in lockers. 1823 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 237 Some
benches have a locker, or cavity. 1873 J. RicHARns Wood-
working Factories it* The planers, lathes and drills have
their lockers. 1886 W. J. Tucker E. Europe 316 Iliana's

trousseau was stored away in the stout old heavy lockers.

b. Nattt. A chest or compartment for con-

taining clothes, stores, ammunition, etc. Often
j

with word prefixed to indicate its use, as chain-,

shot-locker. Boatswain's locker :
1 a chest in smal 1

craft wherein material for working upon rigging is

kept ' (Smyth Sailors Word-bk. 1867). {Not} a shot

in the locker, u?ed Jig. for: (no) money in one's

pocket, (not) a chance left. Laid in the lockers fig.,

dead. For DavyJones's locker see Davy Jones.
16x6 Capt. Smith Accid. Yng. Sea-men 11 A Hamncke,

the lockers the round-house [etcl. a 1642 Sir W. Monson
A aval Tracts 111. (1704) 356/2 The Gunner is.. to have his

Shot in a Locker near every Piece. 1644 Maswayring
Sea-mans Diet. s.v.. Any little boxe*. or as it were, Cub-
bords which are made by the Ships-sides to put in shot by

the Pceces, ..are (by a common name)called Lockers. 1726 f ».

Roberts Four Years I'oy. 41 Heaving the rest into David

Jones's lx>cker. 1793 Trans. Soc. Arts XL 188 Coiling

the line in the front locker. 1815 Scott Guy M. xxxiii,

Brown's dead -shot—laid in the lockers, man. 1835

Marryat Jac. Faithf.\\\, In front of the bed-places were
,
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two lockers, tn sit down upon. 1840 R. 11. Dana Bef. Mast
tii. 4 He .. has charge of the boatswain's locker. 1848
Thackeray Van. /-Vi/rxxvi, As long as there's a shot in the
locker, she shall want for nothing. 1865 Livingstone
Zambesi vi. 151 They made a sudden dash over the lockers
and across our faces for the cabin door. 1890 W. E. Norris
Misadventure xl, He had another shot left in his locker,

which he now fired.

0. A compartment in a pigeon-bouse, a pigeon-
hole, t Applied also to the cell of Lees.

1600 J. Pory tr. Leo's Africa 111. 146 These doues they
keepe in certaine cages or lockers on the tops of their houses.
1608 Toi'SELL Serpents (1658) 649 The Lockers or holes of

the up-grown Bees, are somewhat too large, a 1617 Bavne
On Fph. (1658) 91 Pigeons flye home to their own lockers.

1639 Horn &. Rob. Gate Lang. Uul. xiv. § 154 In a dove
[pigeon-] hovse. to each pare of tame ones is appointed out
a locker. 1727 Bailey vol. 11, Locker, a Pigeon Hole.

1731 Genii. Mag. L 451 A Gentleman .. who kept tame
pigeons. .discerned something white at the Lockers. 1816
Kirov & Sp. FSutomol. (1843) l3° Which makes it advis-
able never to have their [Pigeon's] lockers fixed to a dwell-
ing house. 1859 Brent Pigeon Bk 86 Pigeon-houses, or
lockers, on a more limited scale, are of various forms.

b. IiccL A cupboard, recess, or niche in a wall

usually near an altar, fitted with a door and lock,

for tbe reservation of the Sacrament, the keeping

of sacred vessels, etc.

1527 Extracts A herd. Reg. (1844) L 117 The Egiptiens
tuk out of Thomas Watsouns houss tua siluer spounis, Hand
in t he locker of ane schry ne. 155a in Inv. Ch. Goods 1 'orksfi.,

etc. (Surtees) 1 1. 65 Item, one loker for the sacriment. 1393
Anc. Rites Durham iSurtees) 2 The severall lockers or
ambers for the safe keepinge of the vestments and orna-
ments belonginge to everye Altar.

IV. 7. altrib. and Comb., as 'sen?e 4) locker-

bar, -plate
\

(sense 5) locker-hole, -key, -nipper,

-room, -seat.

1839 Ure Diet. Arts 733 In the year 1824, Mr. Morley
added another plate to each of the *locker-bars. 1765 'Trent.

Dottt. Pigeons 112 The common runt, .kept . .generally in

*locker-holes in inn yards, 1894 Outing iU. S.) XXIV.
379/1 Here are my *locker keys; you'll find everything
open. 180a J. Ankrey in Naval Citron. VI 1. 48 The veo-
man of the * locker-nipper. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 732 Two
other long flat bars below, called the *locker plates. 1895-6
Cat. Uutv. Nebraska 252 The *locker room for young men
is fitted with ninety-six lockers. 1877 W. Thomson I'oy.

Challenger 1. i. 21 The *locker-seat stretches across the

forward end of the lahoratory.

t Lo cker, v. Obs. Chiefly [?f. Lock*<U +
-KB £.] intr. To curl. Only in ppl. adjs. + lo ckered

(Joehard, lokerit, lokkeril) curled, and f lo*ckerin£

Jokerand) curling. Also f Lo cker sb. in //. »
curled locks, f Lo cker a., curled.

?« 1400 Morte Arth. 779 Alle with lutterde legges, lokerde

unfaire. c 1470 Henryson Mot. Fab. vii. {Lion <y Mouse)
Prol. v, With lokker hair, cjuhilk ouer his schulderis lay. 1513
Douglas yEnet's vn. xii. 63 A felloun bustuus and gret

lyoun skyn, Terrible and rouch, wyth taty lokyrand haris.

Ibid. xiv. 8 His helm.. Wyth cristis thre, lik till ane lokerit

mane. Ibid. xn. Prol. 127 Hevinly Ivlleis, with lokerand
toppis quhyte. Ibid. xit. i. 16 For ire [the lyoun] the

lokkcrris of his nek vpcastis. 1687 H. M ore Cotttu. Remark.
Stor. (1689) 428 The Daughters lockard hair.

Locker, variant of L( ckyer Obs.

Lockeram, variant of Lockham.
Locker-gowlan, -on: see Luckek-gollakd.

Locket (ty'ket). Forms: 4 lokat, 5 loket, 6

lockett, -itt, Sc. Iokart, 6- locket, [ad. OK.
loctjtiet, loqnel, Ittquet (mod.F. loquet latch : see

Lucket), dim. of loc latch, lock (recorded chiefly

as AF. \ of Teut. origin, cognate with Lock sb.-]

fl. One of the iron cross-bars of a window. Obs.

1354 Mem. Ripon (Surtees^ 111. 92 In mercede fahri faci-

entts pragges et lokats de ferro suo proprio pro fenestris

figendts. 1541 in /'roe. Soc. Antiq. Scot I. (1862) 111. 163

And to put in ilk lycht of the wyndojs grete lokartis of irne

for binding of glas thaieto. 1S98 in Willis & Clark Cam-
bridge (1886 11. 252 In euery light one vpright hair and
fiue Crosse barrs or locketts.

att'ib. 1379 Mem. R>p>n (Surtees) III 101 Et in C loket-

nayles 3^. Ibid. 102 Kt in lxx loketnayles, 2d.

2. One of the metal plates or bands on a sebbard.
1562 Act 5 Etiz. c. 7 No person ..shall bring .. into this

Realme .. Hiltes, Pommeles, Lockettes, Chapes Dagger
Wades [etc.j. 1706 Phillips (td. Kersey), Locket,. .ihat

part of a Sword-scabbard, where the Hook is fastened. 1879

Uttif. Reg. in Navy List (1882) July 487/2 Scabbard.—The
top and middle lockets to be four and three inches and a

half long respectively.

f 3. A fastening or socket; A T
ant. (see quot.

a 1642). Obs.
a 1642 Sir W. Monson Naval Tracts in. (1704) 346-'

t

Ixxkets are the Holes the Pintle of the Murderers goes

into. 1664 Bi tlrr Hndibras 11. i. 808 That other Virtuous

School of Lashing ; Where Kniyhts are kept in narrow lists,

With wooden Lockets 'bout their wrists.

t4. A group of small jewels set in a pattern. Obs.

1664 Power Rx/>. Philos. t. 12 Like a Locket of Diamonds,
or a Sett of round Crystal Beads. 1696 Bp. Patrick Comm.
Exod. xxviii.( 1697 541 Twelve Ouches, in which every single

Stone was set, as we see it now, in our present 1-ockets.

1704 Lond. Gaz. No. 3984 \ Lost, . .a Gold Case of a Watch,
set on the outside with nine Lockets, and little Diamonds
between. 1706 Phillips, Locket, a Set of Diamonds, or

other Jewels.

5. t^. * A small lock
;
any catch or spring to

fasten a necklace or other ornament' (J.). Obs.

Hence the now current sense b. A small case of

gold or silver, containing a miniature portrait, a
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lock of hair, etc., and worn (usually, suspended

from the neck) as an ornament.
For a passage c 1320 often quoted as an example of this

sense, see Loket.
a. 17*7 Ha 1lev vol. II, Locket, a little Lock of a Gold

Chain. 1765 Ann. Reg. 152 The [nabob's] turban., has
a top., most ingeniously contrived with lockets and springs

to take in or let out.

b. 1679 [see Haik sb. 10]. 1720 Gay Poems II. 399 Some
by a snip of woven hair In posied lockets bribe the fair.

1838 DtcKESS O. Twist xxxviii, It contained a little gold
locket : in which were two locks of hair. iB6zCatal. Intermit.

Exhib. II. xxxni. 45 Locket, fine brilliant centre and drop,

pierced open setting.

Hence do cketed ppl. a. a. Ornamented with a

locket, b. Set in a locket.

1871 G. A. Sala in Belgravia XIV. 430 Somebody .. was
highly curled, oiled, rioged, chained, pinned, and locketed.

1901 Academy 10 Aug. 110/1 His [Geo. lV's] request to be

buried in his night-shirt, beneath which was a locketed

portrait of Mrs. Fitzherbert.

Lockfast (V*kfast\ a. [Two formations : (1) f.

Lock sb.2- + Fast a. ; (2) f. Lock + Fast adv.]

1. Chiefly Sc. Fastened or secured by a lock.

1453 in lixch. Rolls Scotl. V. 556, xxxiiij grotis of xij</.

grotis and jd. in a lokfast box. 1554 Extracts Abed. Reg.

0844) 1. 281 The saidis bailHe* suld tak and apprehend
the said John Chalmer, and put him in custodie in stark

lokfast huws. 1752 J. Louth 1 an Form of Process (ed. 2) 137

That ye make steiked and lockfast Gates and Doors open
and patent. 1820 Scott Monast. xxiv, Having no sure lock-

fast place of my own. 1888 Annie S. Swan Doris Cheyne
xv. 232 It was not lockfast, of course, hut I had no right

with what it contained. 1890 Harpers Mag. Nov. 882/1

The cemetery was lock -fast now.

fig- «8?8 Blackw. Mag. XLII I. 440 Psychology will be.

.

lightened of a useless and unmarketable cargo which has

kept her lockfast fur many generations.
#

b. quasi-j^. A receptacle that is locked fast.

1851-61 Mayhew Lond. Labour II. 341 A third party

entered the house, . .broke open several lockfasts, and stole

the whole of the plate.

2. Mech. Adapted for locking something fast;

fast-locking.

1881 G keener Gun 198 The two motions, the sliding and

the drop-down, are combined in the Dougall lock-fast

breech-action. 1890 Anthony's Photogr. Bull. 111. 327 So
long as there is ample bearing surface and a good lock fast

attachment.

Lockfal (Ifrkful). [f. Lock j&2 + -ful.] As
much as will fill a lock.

18x1 Two Re/>. Thames Navjg. 25 The Canals, some of

which have no water, pay heavily for every lockfull forced

up by steam-engines. 1837 Civil Eng. $ An hit. Jrnl. I.

44/2 Making 6740 cubic feet or 46,2434 gallons of water to

each lockful.

XiOCkian (Ipkian), a. and sb. [f. Locke, the

English philosopher (1 632-1 704^ + -ian.] A.
adj. Of or pertaining to Locke or his followers.

1858 W. R. Pikie Inq. Hum. Mind it. ii. 80 The most

eminent of the professed Lockian School. 1877 E. Caikii

Philos. Kani It. xiii. 511 Kant was the founder of a new
philosophy, which was fatal to the Leibnitzian, as well as

to the Lockian, Individualism.

B. sb. ^LOCKIST. In recent Diets.

Hence Lo'ckianism, the philosophical doctrines

of Locke or his followers.

1862 Macm. Mag. July 201 It is herd that Berkeley passes

from Lockianism to Platonism. 1886 Sktii in Encycl. lint,

XXL 383/1 The principles of Lockianism.

Locking (V'kirj), vbl. sb\ [f. Lock v\ + -ing L]

1. The action of Lock v. 1 in various senses lit.

and Jig. ; an instance of this.

161X Shaks. Cy/ub. 1. v. 41 There is No danger in what
shew of death it makes, More then the locking vp the

Spirits a time. 1776 G. Temi-le Building in Water 145

The locking of- Headers and Stretchers together. 1835-6

Todd Cycl. Aunt. I. 160/2 There was probably a locking of

the bones with each other. 184a Svd. Smith Let. Locking

in on Railw. Wks. 1859 II. 322/1 We have arranged our

plan upon the locking-in system, i860 Mks. Caklyle Lett.

111. 53 All the hateful preparatory lockings up and packings

well over. 1882 Times 22 Feb., Such a gigantic 'locking- •

up' of produce as that. 1884 F. J. Hkitten Watch <y I

Clockm. 144 In this farm of the lever escapement the pallets

have not less than io° of motion. Of this amount 2
0 are

used for locking, and the remaioder for impulse. The
,

amount of locking is to some extent dependent on the size

of the escapement. .. The lighter the locking the better. !

1892 Zangwill Bow Mystery 134 The outside locking could

not have been effected if it I the key] had been in the lock.

2. concr. A contrivance for locking : f a. a lock 1

(obs.) ; b. the piece of machinery in a watch, serv- 1

ing to lock the escapement.
1632 Lithgow Trav. 457 Close vp sayd he, this window.

.

with lyme and stone, stop the holes of the doore with I

double M atts, hanging another locking to it. 1816 Mechanic

I. 411 The locking may be compared to a light balance ,

turning on fine pivots, without a pendulum-spring. 1851

Ilitistr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 410 Patent 'diamond es;ape-

meat' as intended for the use of marine chronometers...
j

The locking is intended to be jewelled.

3. a. \\ ith down. The action of providing locks

for lowering a vessel on a canal, b. The action

of lowering or raising a vessel by the use of a lock

or locks: also with down, zip.

1776 in Picton L'pool Manic. Rec. (1886) II. 246 Concern- I

ing the locking down and making a bridge, .for the canal.

1795 J. Phillips Hist. Inlatui Navig. 361 The use, or lock-

ing down, is thus managed, ibid. 362 For ascending, or

locking up, the boat being in the lock, the lower gates are 1

shut. 1840 Evid. Hull Docks Comm. 122 They must enter

by locking.-
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I 4. attrib. and Comb., chiefly Mech.
y
denoting ap- '

I

plianccs serving to lock or engage one portion of

I

a machine with another, as locking- bolt, -box,
I -brace, -clutch, -pole; locking-bar, -frame (see

quots.) ; loeking-pallet, -pieee, a tooth of the

detent, which engages successively the teeth of the

escape- wheel
;
locking-plate, (a) — count-wheel

j

(see Count sb. 1 9) ; [b) in a lock
;

(e) a plate on
|

j

a vehicle to take the wear of the fore-wheel when
the vehicle is turning short ; a rub-plate (Knight

j

Diet. Mech. 1S75)
; (d) a nut-lock {ibid. Suppl.

I

18S4); locking-spring (see quot. 1884); lock-
ing-stone, the * jewel' of an escapement; lock-
ing-wheel = locking-plate (a and c).

1889 G. FiNULAY Eng. Railway 75 The ' *Locking Bar'.,
is chiefly applied to siding point;, to prevent their being
moved while a train i-» passing over them. 1881 Grkicnkk
Gnu 206 In the snap principle, the ^locking-bolt is forced
into the kites or grips by a spring upon the gun being
closed. 1825 J. Nicholson Operat. McJianic 38 The
* locking-box {in a mill governor]. 1868 Rip. Munitions
War 284 The hammer in its fall will force the * locking-

I brace to enter its proper position. 18Z5J. Ni* ikh.son Ofernt.
Mechanic 38 A 'locking clutch is filled upon the spindle
between these two wheels. 1889 G. KlNDLAY Eng. Railuay
71 The ' Mocking-frame ' consists of a row of lexers by means
of which the signalman actuates every pair of points and

' every signal under his control. 1816 Mechanic I. 373
A semi-cylindrical pin called the " locking-pallet. Ibid. 194
This *locking-piece, or locking-pal let. 1879 Cassetfs Tcchn.

j

Ednc. IV. 242/2 In the real lock it [the bolt] would be
f called the *locking-plate. 1884 F. J. Britten Watch

Llockvt. 156 The locking plate, the earliest arrangement of
striking work, is shown in the engraving of ' De Vick'.s

clock '. 1793 Trans. Soc. Arts XI. 293 A cart .. with a
x
loi king-pole fixed to the wheel. 1881 lustr. Census Clerks

(1885) 49 Bayonet Making * Locking Ring Maker. 1678
Loud. Gaz. No. 1296/4 The locking Spring being lost from
the Watch. 1884 F. j. Britten Watch -V Clockm. 156 [ The]

;

Locking Spring . . [is) the spring of a watch rase that keeps
the cover closed against the force uf the fly springs. Ibid. 59
See that the face of the Mocking stone is angled so as to

give perceptible draw. 1704 Harris Lex. Tcchn., Count-
Wheel.. .It is by some called the * Locking Wheel, because

it hath . . Notches in it .. in order to make the Clock strike

f, 2
» 3» 4) &c - Partington's Brit. Cycl. Arts <y Set. I.

283 A circular horizontal locking-wheel, formed of iron, is

attached to the front part of the carriage.

Locking Vkirj;, vbl. sb."- Hat Matin/. [? f.

Lock sb. 1 + -inu l
.] (See quolO

1900 Ann. Rep. Insp. Factoriesfor 1898 II. 167 Locking.

. . This is the last stage before the fur passes to the felt hat

manufacturer -the trays of shaven fur. .are taken to women
who remove the outer edges, leaving only the fur of the hack

which they compact by pressing it in the hand and place it

in a bag.

Lockist (Ipkisl). [See Lock ian' and -1st. Cf.

F. lockiste.] A follower of Locke, one of his school.

1705 Hkaknr Collect. 20 Dec. (0. 1L S.) 1. 134 Dr. Wynne
[

is a great Lockist. 1856 Kmkhson Eng. Traits xW. 239

'Tis quite certain that, the dull men will be Lockists.

Lo*ck-jaw. [An alteration of the older locked

' jaw. sec Lockkd///. a ] Popular name for tris-

mus, or tonic spaMn of the muscles of mastication,

causing the jaws to remain rigidly closed ; a variety

of tetanus. ' Also extended so as to mean Tetanus
*

(Syd. Soc. Aex.).

1803 Med. Jrnl. IX. 316 One girl, .died of lock jaw. 1866

A. Flint Print: Med. (18S01 841 The jaws are firmly shut by

the rigid contraction of the muscles, and hence the affection

is known as lock jaw. 1874 Carpenter Aleut. Phys.^ 1. ii.

§ 74 (1879) 78 Tetanus (commonly known as Mock-jaw').

Hence Lo ck-jawed ///. a., having the jaws fixed ;

Jig. unable to speak.

1801 J. Brown in Naval Chron. VI L 153 We were lock-

jaw'd. 1809 Mai kin Gil Bias Si. v. ? 7 On this theme you

may expatiate till the populace become lock-jawed with

astonishment. 1826 J. Wilson Xoct. Au/br.W'ks. 1855 I.

2 to, 1 burst out into such a torrent of indignant eloquence

that the Slaves and Tyrants were all tongue-tied and luck-

jawed befoie me.

IiOCkless V'kles), a. [f. Lock sb.'1 + -lfkk.]

Having no lock (in various senses of Lock sb.-,.

1591 Fi.okio zud Fruites 99 In a lockles cheast, no man
will shake l is bag. 1746-74 !>• Gkauam Meir. Hist. Re-

bell, i. Wks. 1883 I. 87 With lockless guns nod rusty swords

1821 IIyron Juan ill. l.vxi, One large gold bracelet clasp d

each lovely arm, Lockless. 1884 Hamekton ///////. Interc.

xxiv, Thrust into a lockless drawer.

Lockman ty km&n). Sc. and isle of Man.

Forms: 5-6 lokman, 6 loikman, 7 loekmane,

7- lockman. [? f. Lock sb.* + Man sb. (cf. ON.
loknsveinn janitor) ; if so, the original sense would

be ' turnkey, jailor '.] f a. In Scotland : A public

executioner, hangman (obs.). b. In the Isle of

Man : The coroner's summoner.
c 1470 Henkv Wallace xi. 1342 The lokmen than thai bur

Wallace but baid On till a place, his martyrdom to tak.

1508 Dunuar Flyting 174 Ay loungand, lyk ane loikman 011

aue ledder. a 1600 Montcomekie Misc. Poems x.\t. 17

Ouhy hes thou ine alone in langour left? Delyvring me

vnto this lokman Love. 1616 Orkney Witch Tnai in Misc.

Mailt. Club II. 191 To be tane he the loekmane to the

place of executioun. 1656 J. Cbaloner Descr. Isle of Man
in V King V

rale-Royall iv. 26 Lither of the said Officers

may 'give their Token for Execution to the Coroner or

Lockman [side note, Lockman is an under-^henfte]. 173S

Dycme & Paruon Diet., Lockman, the Name of an Officer

in the Isle of Man, that executes the Orders of the Governor,

which at Loudon is called a Sheriff. 1818 Scon Urt. Midi.

LOCKSMITH.
xiii, I wadna think of asking the lockmar/s place ower his
head. 1863 Keule Life Bp. Wilson xix. 642 A lockman (or
coroner's summoner) is presented for summoning a jury and
witnesses to meet on a Sunday. 1884 C. Rogers Soc. Life
Scott. II. x. 54 Every burgh lockman had his free house.

Hence IiO'ckmanship, the office or duties of a
' lockman \
1500 in Pitcairn Criiu. Trials I. *ioi Gift to Adam Barde,

Lockmanne, for his Service of Lokmanschip.

Locko-man : see Locoman.
IiO'ck-out. /'/. lock-outs [erron. locks-out).

[f. vbl. phr. lock out : sec Lock v. 5.] An act of

Mocking out* a body of workers; i.e. a refusal

on the part of an employer, or a number of em-
ployers acting in concert, to furnish woik to their

operatives until certain conditions have been as-

sented to by the latter collectively.

i860 All Year Round No. 57. 161 Lock-outs competing
again.st operatives

4

intimidation. 1863 W. G. Hi.aikie
Better Days for Working People iv. (1864) 91 Strikes oil

the one side have their counterpart in locks-out on the other.

Lockram 1 Ofkiam). Obs. exc. Hist. Forms :

5 lokerham, 6 loeram, lo (c" queram, lockerom,
loeorum, lokeram, 6 7 locrum, loekrome, 7
lokram, 7-9 lock arum, 6-9 loekeram, 6-

loekrarn. [ad. K. locrenan, from Loeronan (lit.

' cell of St. Ronan \ the name of a village in

IJrittany, where the fabric was formerly made. Lor
the form cf. Hi'ok ham.]
1. A linen fabric of various qualities for wearing

apparel and household use. Also, an article made
of lockram ; in //.. pieces of lockram.
1483-4 in Swayne Sarum Church-w. Acc. (1806) 35 Pro

vna vlna de lokerham ad emendand. diuersas albas, vjfi\

1520 Sir K. Ei-Yot Will in T. Elyot'sGov. n88^ l.App.A.

313 Lynnen cloth of canvas and lokeram for shetes and
smockes and shirt es. 1552 in Surrey Church Goods (1869)

irt One old surplice of loqueram. a 1592 Gkeenk Jas. I \
',

iv. iii, Let the linings be of tunpenny lockram. 1607S11AKS.

Cor. tt. 1. 224 The Kitchin Malkin pinues Her richest

Lockram 'bout her reechie necke. 1615 Markiiam Eng.
Honsew. 11. i. (1668) 42 Spread it thin upon new Lockram or

Leather somewhat bigger than the grief. 1666 Lond. Gaz.
No. 38/1 Two Harks of this Town laden with Lock era 111 s

from Jersey and ( hiernsey. 1692 Ibid. No. 2810 '4 A consider-

able quantity of I.ocrumsand Powhw. 1719 1>Vki--ey Pills

(1872) II. 245 The sifters wear I.ockiam, and buy it of him.

1820 Scorr Abbot ii. Why -should 1 bend to herV— is it

because her kirtle is of silk, and mine of blue loikctaiu V

2. attrib.

JS54 Pnry Wills 1 Camden) 147 To Mother Huntman a

new rayle and a lockt-rom kercber. 1616 K. C Times'

II histle 11. 755 His Iwcktam bande sewde to his hem pell

shirt. 1632 Hkomk Xorth, Lasse iv. iii. Wks. 1873 111. 74

Let all the good you intended me, 1 e a lockram Coife, a

blew Gown, a Wheel, and a clean Whip. 1640 Gt.An MOKNE
//'// ;// a Constable iv. Wks. 1874 I. ^17 Tl.ou thought*,

because I did weare Lokram shirts Lie no wit. 1766

Kniick London IV. 129 A lockram .shift.

b. Lockram jaws, jaws covered with flesh as

thin as lockram. Hence Lockram-jawed a.

1682 Xcw Xctosft . Bedlam 36 Their Lockram Jaws we'l

lent and tear, a 1700 I». K. Put. Cant. ('/•<•:<', Lotkram-

ja?v'd, Thin, Lean, Sharp-* kng'tl. 1706 K. Ward Ifltd.

Rediv. 1. VI. 7 After he'd made a little Pause, Again be

stretch 'd his Lockram Jaws. 1735 Dvciik & Pakdon Pitt.,

Lockrani-ja<dd,a. Person of a long, lean, meagre \ isage or

Countenance.

Lockram- lokram). dial, and (
T
.S. Also

loekum, loekrum. [? Figurative use of prec. ; cf.

bo/nbast . fustian.
(Hut cf. logaram dial., io the Eng. Dial. Diet, treated as

a corruption of logarithm) ]

A pack of gibberish. Also qvinsiW/.

1825 J. Neal Bro. Jonathan \. 157 What has all this

long, loekum storv to do with your trade? 1837 H ali-

bi; k 1 on Clot km., Stick's Let. 8 As for that long lochrum about

Mr. Lverett,.. there aint a word of tuith in it. 1855 —
Mature <y ///////. Nat. I. 14 In Congress no man can speak

or read an oration more than an hour long ; but he can s.eiid

the whole loekrum, inchidin' what he didn't say, to the

papers. 1854 in Miss Pakek Northants Gloss.

Lockron, corrupt form of Lucken-govan.

Locksman (Ip-ksm&n). [f. lock's, gen. of Lock

sb.- + Man sb.]

fl. ^V. A turnkey, jailor ; also = Lockman a.

17.. in Fountainhall Decis. (1759) 1. 169 (Jam.) The Pro-

vosts and baillies of Edinburgh . .do judge Alexander Cock-

hum their Hangman or Locksman within three suns—for
[etcl. 1820 Scott Abbot xxiii, To play the Locksman here

in Lochleven. with no gayer amusement, than that of turn-

ing the key on two or three helpless women?

2. = lock-keeper (see Lock sb.-).

1846 Mks. Core Eng. Char. (1852) 66 Thomas Scroggs, a

locksman on the Paddingtou canal. 1884 Manch. Exam.

19 Sept. 8/4 The locksmen of the Rideau Canal have a busy

time opening and shutting the 47 huge gates.

Locksmith (Vrksmib). [f. Lock sb* + Smith.]

An artificer whose occupation is to make or mend

locks.
1226 in J. T. Gilbert Hist. <y Muuic. Rec. /ret. (Rolls) 87

Ricardus le lokismith de Tickehille. c 1440 Pron,p. Parr-.

311/2 Loksmythe, serefaber. 1501 Ld. Treas. Acc. Scott.

(1900) II. 112 The lok smyth of, Edinburgh . 1627 S. S. Ill

Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram, a iij b, He's neither Lock-

Smith, Gold-Smith, nor Black-Smith. 1707 Loud. Ga2. N0.

4347/4 Thomas Temple the Younger, late of North-Wab
sham . ., Lock Smith. 1872 Yeats Tcchn. Hist. Comm. 179

In the cathedrals of the period the locksmith's work was

especially elaborate and ingenious. .



LOCKSPIT.

Hence Xiocksmithery, the locksmith's art.

1804-6 Syd. Smith Mor. PAilos. (iZso) 261 Some mysteries

of loclcsmithery.

Loxkspit. [f. Lock sb? or v> + Spit a torf.j

(See quots.) Hence Loxkspit v. trans. , to mark-

out (ground) by a 1 lockspit ' ; Lo ckspittin*

vbl. sb.

1649-50 Ogilbv tr. Virgil v. (1654) 319 tnarg, Sets out the

Circuit with a Plough, which we call Lock-spitting. 1704

Harris Lex. Techn.
t
Lock-sp;t, aTermm Fortification, signi-

fying the small Cut or Trench made with a Spade, to mark

out the first Lines of any Work ihat is lo be made. 1753

Chambers Cycl. Supp., Lockspit', among miners, is the small

cut or trench made with a spade of about a foot wide, to

mark out the first lines of a work. 1889 N. IV Line. Gloss.,

Lockspit, a breadth of earth taken from the bottom of a

drain of the same width as an ordinary draining tool. Ibid.

s.v.
f

I lockspitled her oot fra one end lo t'uther.

tLoxkster. Obs. rare— \ [? f. Lock sb\ +
-ster.] ? A woman who picks yarn.

1590 Proclam. in Noake Worccstersh, Relics (1877) 61

The knitters of hose, .divers of them are common locksters

and resetters of yarne.

IiO'Ck-Up, sb. (a.), [f. Lock + Up adv.]

1. The action of locking up, in various senses.

a. The action of locking up a school, etc. for the

night ; also, the time at which this is done.

187 1 RonHedges Ev. Boys Ann. Mar. 148 During the

long winter's evenings, after Lock-up. 1890 M. Williams
Leaves Life 1. i60neof the amusements of the Lower boys

was after
4

lock up', to be perpetually ringing old Plump-
tree's bell and running away.

b. The action of Mocking up' capital, or in-

vesting it so that it cannot be quickly realized ; an

.instance of this. Also, an amount so ' looked

1866 Cri mp Banking xi. 246 The banker continues to

throw good money after bad, the termination of which is

an indefinite lock-up. 1889 Spectator 9 Mar., This means
a lock-up' of nine millions sterling. 1893 ll'csttn. litis.

5 Apr. 6/3 To distinguish between bills and montages -

between liquid assets and lock-ups. 1900 Ibid. 30 May 9/3
Tho.^e who buy such shares as a ' lock-up ' may possibly be

able to sell them at much higher prices.

2. (Short for lock-up house or room : see 4.) An
apartment or building that can lojked up.

a. gen.
1890 Daily Xesvs 17 Feb. 3/4 No. 126 w.is what builders

call the
4
lock up'. Tools, screws, door handles, etc., were

stored in the middle room on the lir.^t floor, the dojr of

which was kept locked.

b. A house or room for the detention "usually

temporary of offenders.

1859 Jhi'Hsov Brittany iv. 141 Lodge me in the lock-up

for the night. 1865 J. Cameron Malayan India 267 In ten

days.. 600 prisoners were accumulated in the lock-ups of the

central police station. 1891 IJ.VKKl*-: Little Minister .18921

65 Gavin was with the families whose breadwinners were
now in the lock-up.

3. All official who locks up a building for ih j

night.

1893 H, ll Caron 25 Vrs. in the Secret Service (ed. 15)

165 RreSlin, who was chief hospital warden, and t»yrne, who
was night-watchman and Mock-up'.

4. attrib. passing into adj., with the sense
f capable

of being locked up'; as lock-up coach-house, line

(ofbusiness ,
place, room , shed ;

loek-up house, a

house of detention, spec, (see quot. 1785) ;
lock-up

shop, a detached apartment used as a shop and
locked up at night.

1840 Dicki-Ns Barn. Rudge xxxv, Choice stabling, and a

Mock-up coach-house. 1767 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 60/2 I he
office keeper .. found it to be a Mock-up hou->e for recruits.

177a Ibid. *72 The detestable practices carried on by kid-

nappers, .in what are called lock-up houses. 1785GROSL Diet.

Vulgar tongue, Lock up house, a spunging hou>e . . also

houses kept by agents* or crimps, who inl^t or rather trepan

men lo serve the East India, or African Company as soldiers.

1804 Enrop. Mag. XLV. 332 note, Colenuinstreet. .had in

it.. a Magistrate ..and a lock-up house 1851 Thackeray
Eng. Hunt. iii. (18761 246 He was in hiding, or worse than
in hiding, in the lock-up houNe. 1818 Scott Ilrt. Midi.
xiii, There is not a man.. could be of sae muckle use.. in

the. ."lock up line of business. 1809 Malkin Oil Bias vt.

i. 7 15 He.. opened all his "lockup places. 1823 Spirit
Publ. frnls. (1825) I. 171 The Magistrate ..was surpri>»ed

to see such a figure brought out from amongst the filthy

wretehes..of the Mock-up room. 18S0 Daily Xeii's 7 Oct.

4/1 Dry and clean separate lock-up rooms. 1812 Col.
Hawker Diary (18^3) I. 54 They are under a Mock-up shed.

1897 Daily Fcivs j Dec. 3 '5 The building is a
shop which was closed at about 6.30 last evening.

Cocky Jf;*ki j, a. Also 7 loekie. [f. Lock sbA

+ -Y.] O. or pertaining to locks (of hair
;
having

locks in abundance.
1611 Cotgk., l/onpclu, lock ie, tassel lie, tnfted. 1841 Lkvf.r

C. O'Malley iii. 19 Less in curls than masses of locky rich-

ness.

tliO'ckyer, loxker. Obs. In 4-5 lokyer(e,

5 loke^e, 0 locker, loekier. [f. Lock sb.'1 + -ycr,

-1EU, -Eft 1.1 A locksmith.
1356 in Riley Mttn. Loud. (1868 282 Henry Clement,

lokyer. 1 1430 PHgr. Lyf Manhode III. xvii. (1869) 144
This hand is. .a fals lokyere, and a fals moneyere and a fals

tellere of pens. 1481 90 Howard Househ. Ifl's. 1 Roxb. ) 3 ? 1

The same day, my Lurd rekened with his lokyer.. and he
shall have for his wages xl.*. e 153a Du Wks lutrod. /•>.

in Falser. 908 The smythe or locker ie marechall oh ser.

rurier. 1574 Hej-lowes Gttcturrets Fam. Hp. (1577) 245
How may I make report of the euils that Vera the Loekier
hath committed in Valiodolid.
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LOCO 1 (hfako). U.S. [A use of Sp. loco insane, !

mad.] One of several leguminous plants (chiefly I

species of Astragalus) fouud in the western and
south-western U.S., which, when eaten- by cattle, '

produce loco-disease. More fully loco-plant, loco-

weed.
1883 Harper's Mag. Mar. 503/1 The loco, or rattle-weed,

met with also in California, drives them [horses] raving
crazy. 1886 Cornh. Mag. Sept. 297 A weed called Moco '

has of late years largely increased in some of the cattle-

ranges of Texas and the Indian territory. 1889 Science
Xtll. 176/1 A cuiious affection which exists among
horses in north-western Texas, known as 'grass-staggers',
which is caused by eating the * loco-weed which gives
rise to the saying that the horses are locoed.

b. = loco-disease {Cent. Did.).
C. attrib. and Comb., as loco-eater, -intoxication

;

loco-disease, a disease in horses, affecting the

brain, caused by eating loco-weed.
1884 Pall Mall G. 23 June 5/1 A healthy horse refuses

loco ; but if he once by accident acquires the taste, it grows
upon him.. and at last he dies of loco-intoxication. 1886
Cornli. Mag. Sept. 297 The animal has become a confirmed
* loco-eater . 1889 Syd. Soc. Lex., Loco-disease.

LOCO-. Short for Loco-foco 2.

1841 H. Clav Let. 4 July in Private Corr. (1855) 454 The
Locos are. .opposed to the scheme. 1847 Kmily Dickinson
Lett. (1894) t. 67 To say nothing of its falling into the

merciless hands of a loco !

Loco *. Short for Locomotive sb. Also attrib.

1898 R. Kii-LiNG Days Work 215 An eight-wheeled
'American' loco. 1901 Daily Chron. 2 Sept. 9/6 Vertical

and loco-type boilers.

t LoCOCeSsion. Obs. rare— °. [f. L. loco, abl.

of locus place + cession-em, n. of action from cedere

to yield.] ' A giving place ' (1656 Blount Glossogr.

citing Dr. CharletoiO.

Loco-descriptive, ct. [f. loco- (in Loco-

motion) erroneously taken as a combining form

of L. focus place.] Descriptive of local scenery, etc.

1815 Wordsw. Poems Pref., The Epitaph, the Inscrip-

tion, the Sonnet, and all loco-descriptive poetry, belong to

ibis class [the ldyllium|. 1833 J. M. {title) The Invitation;

a Locodescriptive Epistle, containing Sketches of Scenery
in Wilts and Dorset. 1841 Diskaj:li A men. Lit. (18591 II.

j 19 These are loco-descriptive poems. Such were Denham's
4 Coopers Hill', and its numerous ..imitations.

Locoed h>« ktmd ;,///. rt. U. S. [f. Loco 1 +
-Kl>.] Affected with or poisoned with loco; also

trans/, of a person (sec quot. 1892 .

1886 Cornh. Mag. Sept. 298 About two hundred and fifty

'locoed ' horses, which had been driven in the fall from the

region where ' loco ' flourished. . . In addition to being badly
locoed and half-starved, the majority sufleied from Spanish
itch. 1892 Chamb. Jml. 17 Dec. 816/2 In localities where
loco is found, . . if people are deficient in intellect, or odd
and eccentric, they are designated 4 locoed '.

LocO-foco U>u'k0|f(7«*k0). U.S. [An invented

word; it is not known what suggested the formation.

It has been conjectured that loco was taken from loco-

motive, wrongly imagined to mean * self-moving' ; foco
may he a jingling alteration of It. fuoco or $x>.Jitego fire

(the inventor would hardly think of L. focus hearth, which
is the source of the mod. Rom. words for 'fire 'j.j

fl. 'A sclf-igniting cigar or match' Bartlctt).

More fully loeo-jbeo cigar, match. Obs.

1839 Jml. Franklin Inst. XXIV. 116 We were offered

lately in the streets of Pittsburgh a kind of loco-foco matches
which were new to us. . . They ignite by friction and bum
as if containing phosphorus. 1852 15r.\soe Diet. Sci., etc.

(ed. 2)s.v.
f
Lucifers t which in America are termed loco-focos).

1859 Bartli£ 1 t Diet. Amcr. s.v , In 1834 John Marck opened I

a store iu Park Row, New York, and drew public attention

to two novelties. One was champagne wine drawn like soda
water from a 'fountain'; the other was a self-lighting

cigar, with a match composition on the end. These he
called ' Loco-foco c'gars 1883 A. Gilman Amer. People

xxi. 437 When the candles had been blown out.. they were
light d with mate es then I1835I called 'locofocos'.

^ 2» U.S. /Wit. Hist. Used attrib. or quasi-<7<(7. as

the designation of the 'Kqual Rights* or Radical

section of the Democratic party (for the origin of

the name see quot. 1842). Hence absol. a member
of this party.

The name was given in 1835; the section originally so

named soon became extinct, but the name long continued to

be applied by opponents to the Democrats generally.

1837 P. HoNb Diary 6 Sept , The President's message, .is

locofoco to the very core. 1838 II. O.AY Let. 28 Aug. in

Private Corr. (1855) 428 The IxKofocos have carried that

[election! Missouri. 1838 W. Irving in Life % Lett.

(1866) III. 120 Those loco foco luminaries who of late ha\e
been urging strong and sweeping measures. 184a J. D.
Hammond Petit. Hist. N. V. II. 491-2 A very tumultuous
and confused scene ensued, during which the gas-lights

..were extinguished.
^
The Kqual Rights party., had

provided themselves with loco-foco matches and candles,

and the room was re-lighted. Immediately after this out-

- break at Tammany Kail, the Courier and Enquirer, a whig,
I and the Times, a democratic newspaper, dubbed the

anti-monopolists with the name of the lx>co-Foco Party,

a sort of nick-name which the whigs have since given to the

whole democratic parly. 1844 Dickens Mart. Chnz. xvi,

Here's full particulars of the patriotic loco-foco movement
yesterday, in which the Whigs was so chawed up. 1850

! Hawthorne Scarlet L. lnlrod. (1883) 23 But . . yon would
inquire in vain for the Locofoco Surveyor. 1896 Howells
Impressions % Exp. 1 The Whig newspaper which my
father edited to the confusion of the Locofocos.

Hence Lo cofccolsm, the principles of the Loco-

1 foco party.

LOCOMOTIVE.
1837 Hawthorne A tuer. biote-bks. 27 Aug. (1883) 95 The

most arrant democracy and locofocoism that I ever happened
to hear. 1863 S. L. J. Life in the South \. \. 5 ' Platforms
1 constitutions

', 'compromises', 'locofocoisms', . .and ' demo-
crats ', were given up in despair.

tliO'Coman. Negro-English. Obs. Alsolocko-.
[Perh. f. some African word, possibly Aku ologu

sorcerer (J. Piatt, jtin.) + Man sb.] (See quots.)

1796 Stedman Surinam II. xxvi. 262 Their Locomen, or
pretended prophets, find their interest in encouraging this

superstition by selling them obias or amulets. Ibid, xxtx,

359 A locko-man, or sorcerer.

Locomobile (ltf"k<?nwbil), a. and sb. [f. L.
loco, abl. of locus place + mobilis Mobile. Cf. F.

locomobile.] a. adj. 1 Having the power to change
place, partially or entirely* {Syd. Soc. Lex. 1SS9)

;

b. sb. i A locomobile vehicle ' (Webster Suppl.

1902). So IiocomotjIIIty [cf. F. loco/nol'Mlf],
1 the faculty of being locomobile ' {Syd. Soc. Lex.).

Locomote (lJ«k£m<?ut), v. [l ack-formation

from Locomotion.] inlr. To move about from
place to place.

1 Originally subsequently adopted or re invented in

biological use.)

t
1846 Quarter Race Kentucky 83 He throws the galls

in, and a bed too in the hay, if you git too hot to

locomote. 1865 Intell Observ. Sept. 83 (Snail-leeches] loco-

mote by attaching one extremity of the body lo the ground
.. and by drawing the other extremity up to that point.

J887 Hardwickc's Sci.-Gossip XXIII. 269/1 They are able

to locomote very swiftly by the aid of their fins, tails and
feet.

LoCOHlOtility (l^ :k^m^«ti*liii\ rare— 1
, [ad.

F. locomotilile', f. L. loco (see Locomotive) + F. mo-
tilittf power of movement.] The faculty or power
of locomotion.
1857 Dnnglison's Med. Lex. s.v. Loco/notion, The faculty

lof locomotion] is sometimes called Locomotivity, and
Locomotility.

Locomotion (lJuk^nwjDn). [f. L. loco (see

Locomotive) + motion-em Mo 1 ion. Cf. F. locomo-

tion, Sp. locomocion, It. locomozione.]

1. The action or power of moving from one place

to another; progressive motion of an animal.

1646 Sjk T. Hroune Pseud. Ep. in. i. 104 All progression

or animall locoinction heing (as Aristotle teacheth) per-

formed tract u <V Pulsu. 1664 Power F.xp. Philos. \. 39
The Animal Spirits are the Soul's immediate instrument in

all Loco-motion. 1704 AVw Pract. Piety 38 He has fix'd

the Laws of Loco-motion in Corporeal Substances, 1765
I»l.\ckstonk Comm. I. %2A This personal liberty consists in

the power of loco-motion, of changing fituation, or remov-

ing one's person lo whatsoever place one's own inclination

is ay direct; without imprisonment or restraint, unless hy
due course of law. 1768-74 Tucker /-/. Fat. (1834) II.

305 l>ut what is to he understood by coming to the Father?
Not a locomotion surely; for .. God is omnipresent. 1817

J. Evans Excurs. Windsor, etc. 451 The Oyster, .was once
thought to have no power of loco-motion, hut it is now
ascertained, that it can move from place to place. 1856

Sik B. Bkooie Psychol. Inq. I. ii.^ 46 One office of the

cerebellum is to comhine the action of the voluntary

muscles for the purpose of locomotion. 187* Huxley
Physiol, vii. 157 Movement.. of the body as a whole.. is

termed locomotion. 1881 Ul'RIKJN-Sandhrson in Fature
No. 619. 44 Those [sc. organs] of locomotion are no douhl

more complicated than those of respiration or circulation.

2. Movement from place to place, esp. by arti-

ficial means; travel; also, the means of travelling.

1788 R. Gkavi-.s Recoil. Shenstone 96 An excursion to

London, upon the footing that loco-motion then was. , was a

matter of sume importance. i8ao Eetin. Rev. XXX til.

77 Taxes upon warmth, light and locomotion. 1835 Mrs.
Caklvlk Lett. V. 31, I have no taste whatever for 'loco-

motion, by earth, air, or sea. 1849 Macavlav Hist. Eng.
iii. 1. 370 Every improvement of the means of locomotion

benefits mankind morally and intellectually. 1852 H.
Rogers Ess. I. vii. 335 He spent his days in a far greater

variety of scenes than usually vary the lot of a philosopher,

and indulged prodigiously in locomotion. 1874 Helps
Soc. Press, ix. 131 Locomotion having so greatly increased

and improved, the dwelling-place has become., of less

importance. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) V. 194 The in-

equality of the ground in our country is more adapted to

locomotion on foot.

3. Progressive movement of an inanimate body.

1851 Illustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 1234 A new system of

locomotion for railways. 1854 Tomlisson tr. Aragds
Astron. 107 We have now to inquire whether the annual

revolution of the sun is real, or whether this too is not an

appearance caused by the earth's locomotion.

Locomotive lJuk<*mJu-tiv\ a. and sb. [as if

ad. mod.L. locomotIvus, f. L. loco, abl. of locus

place + molTvus Motive a. Cf. F. locomotif.

Suggested by the scholastic phrase iu loco moveri (~u/o.

t'cri localiter) to move * locally' or by change of position

in space ; cf. Aristotle's^ Kara tortov Ktii|trt?.l

A. adj.

1. Of or pertaining to locomotion or movement
from one place to another. Locomotive faculty

(cf. F. faculty locomotive" , the faculty or power of

movement from place to place by an act of the

will ; so also locomotive power.
1613 W. Sci.ater Chr. Strength 12 Some kind of com-

mand over the tocomotiue facuhie. 1627 S. Ward Happi-
ness of Practice 27 Like dying men, and sicke of Apo-
plexies and speech : but no faculty Loco-moliue, no power
to stirre hand or foote. 1640 UK Reynolds Passions

(1658) 1x05 The will can hinder seeing, not immediately,

but by the loco-motive power ; by closing the eyes
;

1646

Sir 1. Ukowne Pseud. Ep. iv. vii. 196 Complaints of
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gravity in animated and living bodies, where the nerves
subside, and the faculty locomotive seems abolished. 1649
Bulwer Pathomyot. I. vi. 35 To which the command of
Reason and the will doe concurre with the locomotive
power. 1666 Harvev Morb. Augl. iv. 38 The manner
whereby the faculty of the brain effects a locomotive action

in any moscul. 1717 Prior Alma 1. 287 If in the night
too oft he [sc. a child] kicks, Or shows his loeo-motive tricks.

1759 Sterne Tr. Shandy I. ii, The Homunculus is., en-

dow'd with the same locomotive powers and faculties with
us. 1817 Colkridce Bfog. L\it. I. iii. 62 As if the passive

page of a hook ..instantly assumed at once loco-motive

power. 1823 Kentham Not Paul 107 Except this exercise

of the loco-motive faculty, nothing is there to distinguish

him from the common stock of still-life. <z 1862 Buckle
Civiliz. (1869) IH. v. 438 The locomotive ..functions are

more active in persons of a sanguine temperament.

b. jocular. Of or pertaining to travel, or move-
ment from one locality or country to another.

1 77 1 Gray in Corr.w. Nicholls (1843) 120, I rejoice you
have met with Froissart : he is the Herodotus ofa barbarous
age :.. his locomotive disposition, .. his religious credulity,

were much like those of the^ old Grecian. 1786 Observer
No. 83 IH. 236 The locomotive mania of an Englishman
circulates his person, and of course his cash, into every
quarter of the kingdom. 1806-7 J- Heresi-ord Miseries

Hum. Life (1826) v. Conch, Considering them [stage

coaches] as the very climax and pinnacle of locomotive

griefs. 1831 Carlvle Sart. Pes. 11. vii, We conjecture that

he has known sickness ; and, in spite of his locomotive

habits, perhaps sickness of the chronic sort. 1850 J.

Struthers My Own Life iv. Poet. Wks. I. p. xlvii, The
young man .. laid aside his locomotive dreaming, and
became not only reconciled but wedded to the locality. 1874
Hixi'S Soc Press, x. (1875) 143 In these locomotive days
one is too apt to forget one's neighbours.

o. Of or pertaining to vehicular locomotion.

Locomotive f>o?ver: power applied for transport

purposes, as opposed to stationaiy power.

1825 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 671 Engines which
have a locomotive principle [sc. as opposed to stationary

engines]. 1851 lllustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 219 Steam-
engine . . adapted for stationary, locomotive, or marine
purposes.

2. Having the power of locomotion, a. Of an

animal : That moves from place to place by its

own powers of locomotion.
1657 S. Purciias Pot. Flying>lns. 49 They could not live

and grow without food, they were not locomotive, and there-

fore could not go forth of their cells for it. 1709 T. Robin*

. son Ess. Nat. Hist. H'estmld. * Citmbld. 33 These shell

Fish which were not Loco-motive were left behind. 1794
Cowpf.r Needless Alarm 64 The mind He scans of every

locomotive kind ; Birds of all feather, beasts of every name.
1816 Kirbv & Sp. Entomol. (1843) I 56 A caterpillar then

may be regarded as a locomotive eng. 1851-6 Woodwaro
Mollusca 248 The locomotive bivalves have generally the

strongest hinges. 1879 li. Allen Colour Sense iii. 23 The
young barnacles and halani are active, locomotive animals.

b. jocular. Of a person : That is constantly

travelling from place to place.

1732 J. Wiialrv Trav. of a Shilling 66 Poems 1S6 Or
when my dwelling 1 wou'd change . . My loco-motive Face
was seen At Hampstead, or at Turnham-Green.

t

1810

Scott Fam. Lett. 3 Oct. (1894) I. vi. 193 You being the

more locomotive persons will I trust take another peep of

Scotland. 1827 Sporting Mag. XX. 262, I have not been

much loco-motive of late. 1842 Dickkns Amer. Notes

(1850J 128/2 He had all his life been restless and locomotive,

with an irresistible desire for change. 1878 C. Macgrbuok
in Monthly Packet 19 Hadrian . . was one of the most loco-

motive Emperors that Rome ever had. 1896 Farmer Slangs

Locomotive tailor-, a tramping workman, f

c. Of things; esp. of a vehicle or piece of

machinery which moves in any direction by its

own mechanism.

. 1825 J. Nicholson Oj>crat. Mechanic 670 Mr. Gordon
has.. taken out a patent for a locomotive carriage with the

engine on springs. 1827 D. M'Nicoll IVks. (1837) 185

This new locomotive world [sc. a sailing-vessel 1. .moves on-

ward through the ocean. 1835 E. Howard A\ Reefer viii,

Behold me. .confined in a locomotive prison [sc. an ordinary

carriage]. 1842 Penny CycL XXII. 485 Such locomotive

machines, impel ed by steam power, as have been contrived

for use upon common road<. 1846 Grkenkr Sci. Gunnery
76 You put not a locomotive train in motion at once ; if

attempted, you break and frarture the whole carriages. 1831

lllustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 366 Patent dibble, with locomotive

machine attached. 1858 Hawthorne Fr. # It. Jnils. I.

283 She looked like a locomotive mass of verdure and
flowers, i860 A 11 J 'ear Round No. 65. 352 The locomotive

post-offices, with their great nets—as if they had been

dragging the country for bodies.

d. spec. Locomotive engine, ^locomotive steam

engine : an engine constructed for movement from

place to place by its own power (as opposed to
4 stationary' engine), usually by the generation of

steam
;

esp. a steam engine adapted to draw a train

of caninges along a railway ; a railway-engine. 1

Now generally shortened to locomotive (see V>. 1).

1815 Chron. in Ann, Reg. 50 The proprietors had pro- 1

vided a powerful locomotive steam engine, for the purpose

of drawing . . coal-waggons. 1815 Specif, of De PaadePs
Patent No. 3959. 7 Those complicated unwieldy and
dangerous machines called locomotive engines or steam

horses. 1833 Private Act 1,-Stockton & Darlington) 4 Geo.
\

hV% c. .xxxiii. § 8 [Tol make and erect such and so many I

loco-motive or moveable Engines as the said Company
shall from Time to Time think proper . . for the Convey-

ance of Passengers. 1854 Ronalds & Richardson Cheiu.

Technol. (ed. 2) 1. p. x, Locomotive and marine engines. 1861
|

Act 24 # 25 Vict. c. 70 § 13 Nothing in this Act contained
(

- shall authorize any Person to use upon a Highway a Loco-

motive Engine which shall . . cause a. .
Nuisance.

3. Having the power to produce locomotion
;

adapted for or used in locomotion.
1841-71 T. R. Jonks A nim. Kingd. (ed. 4) 207 [It] gives

off minute twigs to the locomotive suckers placed on each
side of its course. 1851-6 Woodwaro Mollusca 204 A cavity
formed by the union of the locomotive organs.

B. Sb.

1. = Locomotive engine (see A. 2 d).

1829 J. Walker Rep. (7 Mar.) to Directors L'pool <y

Maneh. Railu>. Co, (1831) 18 The quantity of work which
the locomotives are capable of performing. 1831 Booth
L'pool <y Maneh. Railiu. (ed. 2) 70 All established methods
.. hordes, locomotives, and fixed engines. 1837 Longf. in

Life (1891) 1. 258 While steamboats and locomotives traverse
field and Hood with the speed of light. 1849 li. Bar-ion
Select, etc. p. xxviii, A variety of noises, noL unlike a loco-
motive at firsi starting. 1861 Act 24 «$• 25 / let. c. 70 «j 8
Kvcry Locomotive propelled by Steam 01 any other than
Animal Power to be used on any Turnpike Road or Public
Highway. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XX. 244/2 The two types of
engines are known respectively as * insiile cylinder loco-
motives ' and ' outside cylinder locomotives '.

b. slang, fl. The legs.

1841 Laird ofLogan 24 The disher of dainties took to
her locomotives the infuriated man with the fork at her
heels. 1843 W. 'I*. Moncriki'k Scamps of Ltmd. i. 1

(Kartneri, 1 wilt stop my locomotives directly. So now you
may set your's agoing as soon as you like. 1870 Sheffield
Times Mar. (ibid.

,
Having regained his freedom he again

made good use of his locomotives.

2. An animal having powers of locomotion.
1872 Dana Corah i. 25 It is not a solitary case; for there

are many others of Actinia: attaching themselves to loco-

motives to the claws or backs of crabs [etc.].

3. Applied to an inferior kind oi needle.
1880 Plain fPints Needlework 95 There are a kind called

'locomotives', on which no maker will place his mark.

4. attrib. mid Comb., as locomotive-driver, engi-

neer (also U.S. - -driver), -runner (£'. .S'. = -driver)

;

loeomotive ear V. S\, a locomotive and a car

combined in one vehicle ; a dummy engine {Webster
1S64-97 .

1899 Allhntt's Syst. Med. VI. 613 *Locomolive-dri\er.

1889 (i. Klxm.AY Eng. Railway p. v, I must not omit to

acknowledge my obligations to the Chief "Locomotive
Kngineer. 1890 M. X. Forney in Raitto. Amer. 134 Loco-

motive engineers and firemen. Ibid. 1 37 ' Locomotive-runners
and firemen.

IiOCOmotively (lJMc£iiu'«rtivli\ adv. [f. Loco-

motive + -LY -.J With regard to locomotion.
1861 Dickkns Gt. Expect. \iv, He always slouched, loco-

motively, with his eyes on the ground. 1882 Sai.a A/mr,
Pa is. (1883) L iv. 63 A New York hack coupe is superior

.structurally, decoratively, and locomotively 10 one of our

four-u heelers.

Locomotiveuess (l<>"k<*iii<7irtivn&>). [f. as

prec +-NES*.] The quality or fact of being loco-

motive; power of or fondness for locomotion.

1825 Blackiv. Mag. XVII. 335 The Minuet .. is .. the

aristocracy of locomoti vetiess. 1829 Examiner 595/1 We
reduced her organ of loeomottvenev*. 1833 AVw Monthly
M,rg. XXXYlil. 303 He has the organ of locomotiveness

largely developed.

IiOCOmotivity (hm-k<mv<i'\lti). rare 1
, [ad.

K. loiomotivitce
f
(.locomoti/, -ive : see Lito.MOTlvH.]

Power of locomotion
;
ability to move from place

to place.

1792 Bryant Antheut. Script. 4 The most superb edifice

that ever was conceived or constructed, would not equal the

smallest inject, blest with .sight, feeling, and locotuotivity.

1857 [see Locomotiuty]. 1888 in Syd. Soe. Lex.

Locomotor l<>uk^m<>»u.i), sb. and a. [L L.

loco (
v
see Locomoti vk) + motor, agent-n. L movere

to move : see Motor. Cf. F. locomoteur, whence

the adjective use H. is adopted.]

A. sb. One who or something which has loco-

motive power.
1822 Lamb Eli* Ser. 1. Dist. Corrcsp., They [kangaroos!

would show as fair a pair of hind-shifters as lhe expertest

loeo-motor in the colony. 1869 Daily Neivs 2 June, There

are several improved specimens of the new locomotor on

view. 1883 B. W. Richardson in Longm. Mag. Oct. 594

[Cycling Everyone his own locomotor against lime. 18..

Elect. Re?>. XXIV. 270 (Cent.) Electric locomotors.

B. adj. (Chiefly Bliys.) Of, pertaining to, or

concerned with locomotion. Locomotor ataxy : see

Ataxy 2.
'

1870 Roli kston Anim. Life 48 Soleshaped locomotor disc

known as the * foot '. 1877 Morley Crit. Misc. Ser. it. 351

To explore our spinal cords and to observe the locomotor

system of Medusae 1880 Bastian Brain 70 Animals.,

devoid of .. locomotor appendages. 1881 A at it re XXI II.

280 The peculiar metamorphosis enables the larva to remain

. .adapted to a locomotor life.

Locomotory (JJnkJnwu-tari), a. [f. L. loco

(see Locomotive) + motorius having the function

of movement : see M0TO8Y.] Pertaining to or

having the power of locomotion.

1835^6 Todd Cvcl. Anat. I. 701/2 Whatever the form of the

locomotory organ ..it is always organized in the same

manner. 1892 R. L. Stevenson Across the Plains 292

To what passes with the anchored vermin [.vc. plants], we

have little clue. ..But of the locomotory, to which we our-

selves belong, we can tell more.

t Loco-move, v. Obs. nonce-wd. [L Move v.
y

after Locomotion.] =Locomote v.

179a T. Twining Let. 16 July in Country Clergyman

18M Cent. (1882) 156 It is high time you should know some-

thing about us and our locomotions. To-morrow morning ..

we begin to loco-move towards I'.itteswell.

Locomuta'tion. nonce-wd. [f. loco- (after

Locomotion) + Mutation.] Change of place.
1886 Lowell Progr. World in Latest Lit. Ess. (1891) 184

The tendency of population towards great cities t-no new
thing, but intensified as never before by increased and in-

ert a>ing ease of locomutation.

Loco-re*stive, a. nonce-wd. [Humorous imita-

I

tion of Locomotive, rest being substituted for

mot-.] Inclined to rest in one place.

1796 Lamb Corr. Wks. 1868 L 10 Your loco-restive and all

your idle propenMties, of course, have given way to tl.e

duties of providing for a family.

Iiocorum, vnrinnt ol Lockkam 1 Obs.

Xiocqueram, Loeram, vars. Lockham 1 Obs.

IiOCriail (lcw'kiftn), a. and sb. [f L. Jocris

+ -an.] a. adj. Of or pertaining to the Locii, a

people of G 1 eece, or to their country 1 .oci is . Locrian

mode: an occasion.nl appellation of one (not iden-

tified with certainty) of the 'modes' of ancient

Greek niusio ; in the Middle Ages applied nrbi-

trarily to the nth ecclesiastical 'mode. b. sb. One
of the Loeri ; an inhabitant of Loci is.

1598 Cl lA I'MAN Iliad it. 35 Aiax the lesse, Oiletts Sonne,
the Locrians led to warre. 1715 Yo\w Iliad \\. 630 Fieice

Ajax led the Lociian Squadrons on. 1753 Cimmbkks Cycl.

Supp., Loirian, in anttent music, the .seventh species of

the diapason. 183s 'I hiri.wai.l Greece I. 99 The Locrians
claimed a higher antiquity than any other branch of lhe

(ireek nation. 1836 J. (in.m-RT Chr. Atonevi. vi. (1852) 170
In the fact recorded of lhe Lociian legislator we find fete.].

1880 Rockstho in drove Diet. Mits. 1 1. 158/1 Lociian Mode.
So f Locre'nsian [i. L. / ocrensis"].

1547 Iltcos A^it. Adultery iii, Homilies 1. m. 11859 t j°
Among the LocreiiM.uis the adulteieis had both thetr eyes
thrust out.

IiOCulanient J^ki/zlament . [ad. L. loculd-

mcnt um, f. locu/us dim. of locus a place.] A little

cell; spec, in /to/., one ol the cells or compartments
of a capsule or pericarp ; a loculus.

1656 Iii 01 nt Glosfogr., Locklamerit, a place of lords
made \t ith holes for Pineon*, or Conies ; a Coffin for a IJook ;

also the several places wherein the seeds lye, as in Poppy
heads. Pr. Charl[etcn]. 1707 St.i>,\nk Jan/ait a L 18

A small pea . . made up of three loculatnenls or cells. 1760

J. LiLt: Introd. Pot. 1. vi. 11765) 13 The cells, or holiow
compartments of the capsule in which the seeds are lodged,

Lot ulaments. 1796 I)k Slura in Phil. Trans. LXXXY1.
498 A meinhranaccous loculament, containing the pollen.

1880 (tRAV Stnut. Pot. \ii. § 1. 289 The loculament^,

locnlij or cells of the pericarp.

Hence Lociilamentose a. Syd. Soc. Lex. iSNt),,

Locxilamentous a. ^Mavne Expos. Lex. i^.^6
y
.

full of lnculamenU or little cells.

IiCCnlar l^ki/zlai), a. Lhys. and J>ot. [ad.

mod.L. locttliir-is, f. Loct Lt s*.] Having locttli.

1847 9 Tom> Cy<l. Anat. IV. 121/1 Lhe louilar aspect of

their diN'iiled .sur!;i' es.

b. with defining prefix, as bi~,lri-, unilocnlar.de.

[1783, 1836 see Uit.ocii.AR.] 1871 \\*. A. Li:icnrt>N Lichen-

Jhra 17 Septate and murali-locular. Ihid. 21 Irregularly

mnrifor mi-locular. Ibid. 230 Spores fu.vous, 4-!ocu!ar.

1871 W. L. Lindsay in Q. frill. Mitres, op. Sti. XI. 30 The

sporidia of the Liatorn are. . sometimes 2-loCuhir, though

also simple.

Loculate 'V'ki/?Uvt), a. [ad. L. tocnlal-ns,

f. lout/us: see Locli.ls and -atk] -Locilau.
1866 itt Treas. Pot. 1889 in Syd. Soe. Lex.

Loculated J^ki//iJ ied
, ///. a. [f. as prcc.

+ -eo.] Divided into loculi ; celled.

1801 Homb in Phil. Trans. XC1L 82 The loculated

Gecnm. 1859 1 01 ,} C\cl. Anat. V. 2t8/i The infundihnla

of Kos>ignol. ate loculated with the ultimate cells. 1880

I Jasn \n Brain iv. 81 The body of the 1'early Nautilus,

contained within the last chamber of its coiled and loculated

shell, is [etc.l. 1897 A llhitt's Syst. Med. 1 1 1 . 894 The peri-

typhlitic ah.scess u. .deeply loculated.

Loculation (lfkirfl^-Jan). [f. L. locnldlns:

see -ation.] The state or condition of being locu-

lated
;
development or production of loculi.

185s in Mayxk Expos. Lex.

Locule (V-ki«l). [a. V. locule, ad. L. tocnlns,

dim. of locus.] = LoCt'LUS. 1888 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

XiOCUlicidal (l^ki/yiisai-daL, a. Hot. [f. L.

locul-us. dim. ol locus place + cfd-, ctvdcre to cut +
-A i>.] Of a carpel, etc.: That dehisces through

lhe back or dorsal suture of the loculus.

1819 LtXDLEY Hit hards' Observ. Emits * Seeds 85

Lochlieidal\ when dehiscence takes place by the middle of

the cells. 1830 — Nat. Syst. Pot. 33 Dehiscence either

loculicidal or septicidal. ibid. 134 Capsule .. with.3 locu-

licidal valves. 1870 Hooker Stud. Etora {1SS4) 75 Loculi-

cidal crustaceons or coriaceous carpels.

I Itnce Iioculici dally adv.

1847 W. E. S TELLii E'uld Pot. 175 Caps, separable into 3

pieces, sometimes dehiscing loculicidal ly. 1870 Hooklr
Stud. Flora 46 Polygala. .. Capsule compressed, loculici-

dally splitting along the edges. Ibid. u884 ) 413 Uerry

indehiscent or loculicidally 4-s-valved.

XiOCtilose (l^ki/7lJub , a. Bot. [ad. L. loculos-

ns. f. loculus 1 see -OSK.] Full of locnli or cells;

j

divided into cells by internal partitions.

1855 in H yde Ct ARKK. 1866 Treas. Bot., Loeulose,cV\v\teA

by internal partitions into cells
>
as the piih of the walnot-tree.

I Never applied to fruits. 1880 Gray Struct. Bot. 419/1.

IiOCUlous (ty kittbs), a. Bot. [f. L. loculosus :

I see prec. and -outf.] -Loculose.
1840 in Smaiu. 1900 in Jackson Bot. Terms.



LOCULTJS.

tl Loculus (\fki/jfbs). PI. loculi (V'kitfbi).

[L. loculus, dim. of /oats.']

1, 4 small chamber or cell in an ancient tomb for

the reception of a body or an urn.

1858 Cahlylk Ftrdk. Gt. 11. vi. (1872) I. 87 St. Elizabeth's

loculus was put into its shrine here. ^1883 Fortn. Rev.

July 117 Another spacious cave, .containing chambers and
a number of loculi for corpses.

2. Zool., Anal., and BeU One of a number of

small cavities or cells separated from one another

by septa.

18S1 J. R. Greene Man. Anhn. Kingd., Cedent. 176 The
number of septa in process of formation is often less than

the number of loculi. 1872 Nicholson Pafront. 90 The
space below the calice is broken up into a numher ofvertical

compartments or loculi. 1873 T.H. Green Introd. Pathol.

(ed. 2) 182 A simple cyst consists of a single loculus. A
compound or mukilocular cyst is one consisting of numerous
loculi. 1880 Gray Struct. Hot. 419/1 Loculus, the cell or

cavity in an ovary or an anther.
#
1897 Allbutfs Syst. Med.

111. 894 This disposition [in perityphlic abscesses] to the

formation 0? tocir'i or pockets.

Lo cum, colloq Short for Loci M TEN ENS.
1901 Scotsman 11 .Mar. 8 8 Acting; .. as 'locum ' in Dar-

lington place Church, Ayr (during the severe illness of the

minister).

IiOCum-tenency (lJuki>in,U~nensi\ A Uo
-tenancy, [f. next : see -cv. Cf. med.L. locum-

tencnlia] The position of being a locum tenens.

1844 G. S. Faber Fight Dissert. (1845) II. 343 It is not

very probable that St. John .. would have employed the

..word Antichristus, in the sense of Locum-Tenancy or

Usurpation of the character of Christ.
^
1881 Church Hells

19 Feb. 193 Advt. Curacy, or l^ocum Tenency, wanted by
a priest. 1893 G. Tkavers Moua Maclean I. 26!? To look

out for a practice, or a locum-tenency. 1896 Daily News
18 Dec. 5 2 I He} will take the locum-tenency of Berkeley
Chapel, May fair, for at least a year.

II Locum tenens [\o*\ivm t/nenz). [med.L.,
= 1 one who holds the place of another) a Lieu-

tenant : L. locum, acevts. of locus place; tenens,

pr. pple. of latere to hold.] One who holds office

temporarily in plnce of the person to whom the office

belongs, or who undertakes another's professional

duties during his absence; a deputy, substitute.

In Great Britain now chiefly applied to the deputy of a
medical man or of a clergyman.

[1463 Rolls of Parlt, V. 499 1, & dicti Locumtenenti>
mandato, declarabat, qualiter idem Locumtenens . . Parlia-

mentum voluil prorogare.] 1641 * Smecty.mnuus' Answ. v.

(1653' 22 Leaving Titus as his Locum tenens. 1683 in

Strype Stowe's Surv. Lomt. (1720) II. v. xviii. 391/2 The
Lord Maiors Locumtenens. 175$ Carte Hist. ling. IV.

410 They ordered him to appoint a locum tenens and
upon his declining to do >o, they required . . the three

eldest aldermen, one after another, to assume the post.

1764 Foote Mayor o/G. 11. Wks. 1799 I. 187 D'ye mean
Master Jeremy's deputy?. .Ay, ay, his locum tenens. 1838
Lytton Alice in. ii, The old driveller will be my locum
tenens, till years and renown enable me to become hi* suc-

cessor. 1883 S. C. Kali. Retrospect I. 326 He not being on
the spot, a locum tenens became a necessity.

trans/. 183a G. Dowses Lett. Cont. Countries I. 461
A house wherein Petrarch was born, or perhaps its locum-
tenens.

attrib. 1887 rall Mall G. 16 Nov. 7/1 Dr, S., the locum
tenens body physician of his Imperial and Royal Highness.
1889 Ibid. 13 Nov. 3 1 Young medical men.. who are taking
locum tenens work.

t Locumtenent, -tenant. Sc. Obs. [ad.

late 1.. locum latent em : see prec ] = Lieutenant.
1492 Extracts Aln rd. Reg. (1844) I. 421 My lord Huntlie,

locunitenant. 1544 Ibid. 193 For furnesing of ane thow-
s;md hoi»>e to remain with the locumtenant on the bor-

douris, for resisting of our auld enniineis of Ingland. Ibid.

194 And als thair was presentit in iugment twa writingis

of the Krle of Huntlie, locumtenent generale of the north
of Scotland.

Hence f I.ocumteiientry (Sc. -tenendry) «= Lieu-
tenantry.
1544 Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1844) I. 194 Within the

boundts of his locumtenendry.

Locupletative (lfki/zplftativ), a. [f, L. locu-

plclare to enrich, f. locuplcs : see next and -ative.]

Tending to enrich.
1802-ia Bentham Ration. Judic. Fvid. (18 12) V. 702

The distinctions of which testimony is susceptible, .if sensi-

tive, exculpative, exonerative, or locupletative.

ZiOCUplete (If *ki/7plA), a. rare. [ad. L. locu-

plct-em, locuplcs richly stored.] Well-stored , rich.

Hence I.o-cupletely adv. rare1
.

1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe 21 The Digests of our English
discoueries cited vp in the precedence and be documentized
most locupleatly. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Lccuplcte, rich,

wealthy, well-stored. 1864 Haldeman Tours Chess Knight
Bibliogr. 3 Books . . in the locuplele chess library of Pro-

fessor George Allen.

Ii LOCUS (h™-k#s), si'. 1 PI. loci (ltfu sai). [L.

place.]

1. Place in which something is situated, locality.

1715 Cheyne Philos. Prittc. Rclig. tt. 118 Yet Space is not

actually to be divided ; or one part of it separated from
another. Since it is the universal Locus of, and penetrates all

Bodies, 1874 Raymond Statist. Mines <y Mining 516 These
certificates were, .entirely inadequate to determine the locus

of the claims without parol testimony. 1876 Gko. Eliot
Dan. Der. v. xxxix, We all of us carry on our thinking in

some habitual locus where there is a presence of other souls.

1889 Syd. Soc. Lex., Locus, the whole space in or on which
a thing is situated ; a place. 1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med. VI I.

395 It is even uncertain how far the writing-centre has

390

I a locus apart from the region in which impressions, .are
registered. 1901 Dundee Advertiser 10 Jan. 4 In Dundee'

' the fish trade is divided against itself on a miserable questiun
of the locus of its markeL

2. A subject, head, topic. [So in the Latin
rhetorical writers, after Gr. toVos.]

1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp. s.v. 1894 Bruce St. Paul's i

, Concept. Chr. vii. 155 This manner of handling the locus of
justification is very open to criticism.

3. Math. The curve or other figure constituted

by all the points which satisfy a particular equation
j

of relation between coordinates, or generated by a

point, line, or surface moving in accordance with

any mathematically defined conditions.
1727-41 Chambers Cycl, s.v., A locus is a line, any point

of which may equally solve an indeterminate problem.
Ibid.t All loci of the second degree are conic sections. 1758
Lyons Fluxions iv. § 99 The locus of a simple equation is

always a right line. 1848 Salmon Conic Sect. ii. § 15

A single equation between the coordinates denotes a geo-
metrical locus. 1879 Clifford Seeing Thinking iv.

(1880) 141 When a point moves along a line, that line is the

locus of the successive positions of the moving point. x88i

Nature XXV. 131 The locus of the centre of this extra-

ordinary barometric depression. 1885 Leidesdorf Cre~

tnonas Proj. Geom. 119 If two (non-concentric.) pencils lying

in the same plane are projective with one another (but not

in perspective), the locus of the points of intersection of

pairs of corresponding rays is a conic passing through the

centres of the two pencils.

4. In Latin phrases: locus classiens, a standard

passage (esp. one in an ancient author) which is

viewed as the principal authority on a subject

;

locus communis, a Commoni'Lack ; locus in quo,

lit.
1
the place in which ' (something takes place),

the locality of an event, etc. ; in Lazv, used to

designate the land on which trespass has been com-
mitted ; loens pcBTiitentise (after Heb. xii. 17), a

place of repentance ; in Law, an opportunity al-

lowed by law to a person to recede from some en-

gagement, so long as some particular step has not

been taken ; locus standi, lit. ' place of standing

recognized position ; in Law, a right to appear in

court. Also genius loci see Genius 7).

1864 H. Havman Lx. Gk. <y Lat. Verse Jntrod. p. xxii,

If a special subject has a * locus classiens, as chariot racing ,

. in tlte Electra of Sophocles. 1883 Sat. Rev. 7 Apr. 446/1

The inclusion of honourable traffic .. |was] grounded upon
an utter misconception of the three loci classic/ in the

Mosaic law. 1885 L*nv Times LXXIX. 328/1 His action

was successful, and the report of it is now a locus classiens

in the law of life insurance. 1331 Llvot Gov. t. xiv, Hauyng
almo*te all the places wherof they shal fetche their raisons,

called of Oratonrs *loii communes, which I umitte to name.

1717 Salkklu Ring's Bench Rep. I. 94 The Plaintiff de-

murred, because here are two Places alledged and the

Avowant has only answered to the *locus in quo, Sec. which
is but one of the two Places. 184a 1)f. Morgan in Graves

Life Sir IV. R. Hamilton (1889) 1 1 L 248 Is there any-

thing eLe which 1 ought to look at of yours on the same sub-

ject? if so, will you oblige me with a reference to the locus
1 in quo. 1892 Atkins Kelt orGaeli. 10 [They] suggest that

the Aryan was a native of some cold part of W estern Europe
—Southern Scandinavia seems the latest favourite locus in

quo. a 1768 Erskine Instil, in. ii. (1773) 427 The right

competent to a party to resile from a bargain concerning

land, before he has bound himself by writing is called in
|

our law *toctts pecnitentix. 1789 Term Rep. III. 149 An
auction is not unaptly called locus penitentie. 18^5 Ncwsp.
Header's Pocket Comp. 1. 68 4 The doors of the institution are

open to a limited number of adult male criminals, as a locus

pocnitentiae ' : that is to say, as a place for repentance and
j

reformation. 1885 Sir J. Pearson in Law Rep. 29 Chanc.
Div. 489, I see no locus fauitentix given to him after he 1

has once made his election. 1835 J. W. Crokkr Ess. Pr.
j

Rev. vi. (1857) 342 By this daring step Robespierre ac-

quired a kind of *locus standi. 1886 Law Times LXX XII.

94/2 An expectant occupier has a locus standi to apply for

the renewal of a public-bouse licence.

IiOCUS ltfu'kfls), sb* slang. Also locust. [As

the earliest use is West" Indian, the source may be

Sp. loco lunatic (pi. locos) : cf. Locol.] Something

stupefying. Also attrib. in locus-ale, an intoxi-

cating drink made of the scum of the sugar enne.

1693 Sir T. P. Hlount Nat. Hist. 146 The first of which

[viz, scum of sugar-cane] that ariseth is little worth ; but

afterwards, what is scumm'd off, they make a very good
drink of, called Locus-Ale, much used by the Servants in

Jamaica. 1851^1 Mayhew Lomt. Labour III. 387 Sume
of the convicts would have given me some lush with a locust

J

in it (laudanum hocussing).

' Locus (l#rki?s;, v. slang. [(. Locus sb.-]

I trans. To stupefy with drink. To locus away, to

! get away under the influence of drink. Cf. Hoctftv.
1831 Examiner 764/2 May threw a glass of the gin into

Bishop's tea, when the latter said, 'are you going to locus

or Burke me?' Mr. Horner explained that 'locus' was
j

! a cant word to describe the act of putting a man in a state

i of stupidity. ]The report of the same case in John Hull

S Dec. 386/3 has: 'Are you going to hocus {or burk) me '.]

1868 Temple Bar XXIV. 539 * Locusing ' is putting a chap
to sleep with chloroform and 'bellowsing' is putting his

light out. 1898 J. A. Barry .V. Brown's Bnnyip, etc. 30 I've
|

been shanghaied an' locussed away to sea, an' I wants to

j

git back home again.

IiOCUSt ,]<Tu-k#st), sb. Also (in sense 5) 7- locus.
' [a. OK. locustt or L. locusta \ see 1 obsteu J. The
early ME. langnstc is a. OF. langouste (semi-

popular ad. locusta, through logoste, longoste).]

1. An orthopteious saltatorial insect of the family
\

LOCUST.

Acridiidje (characterized by short horns), esp. QZdi-
poda migratoria (or Pacfiytylus viig)*atorius)

f
the

Migratory Locust, well known for its ravages in

Asia and Africa, where, migrating in countless
numbers, it frequently eats up the vegetation of
whole districts. Locusts are in many countries

used for food.
In the Hebrew Bible tbere are nine different names for

the insect or for particular species or varieties ; in the Eng.
Bible they are rendered sometimes 'locust', sometimes
' beetle ' grasshopper \ ' caterpillar ',

' palmerworm \ etc.

Tbe precise application of the several names is unknown.
Bald ItKust : in Lev. xi. 22 used to render the Heb. OSfifc

solCam, because the Talmud states that this word meant
a locust with a smooth head.

It- 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 127 Wilde hunie and languste his
mete.] a 1300 Cursor LI. 6041 pan sent drightin a litel

heist, O toth es noght vnfelunest, Locust it hatt. a 1340
Hampole Psalter lx.xvii. 51 Locust is ere bestis >at fleghis
& etis kornes. 1382 Wvclif Ps. IxxviifiJ. 46 He ^af to rust
the frutis of hem; and ther trauailis to a locust [Covekdale
the greshopper, 1611 the locust], 1526 TlKDAl.E Matt, in, 4
Hys meate was locustes and wylde hony. i6xx Bible Lev.
xi. 22 Euen these of them ye may eate : the Locust, after
his kinde, and the Bald-locust after his kinde. 1638 Wil.
kiss AVw World 1. (1684) 184 Those great Multitudes of
Locusts wherewith divers Countries have bin Destroyed.
1667 Milton P. L. xn. 185. 1742 Young At. Th. in. 238
Thick as the locust on the land of Nile. 1802 Binci.ky
Anitu. Biog. (18131 111. 166 The migratory locust. 1839
Darwin Orig. Spec. xii. (1873) 327 Locusts are sometimes
blown to great distances from the land. 1880 Disraeu
Endym. 1. xxxi. 288 The white ant can destroy fleets and
cities, and the locusts erase a pruvince.

2. Applied to insects of other families, a. An
orthopterous saltatorial insect of the genus Locusta

family Locustid^). b. A homopterons insect of the

genus Cicada (family Cicadidse) ; e.g. the seventeen-

year locust, C. septendecim. c. north, and vtidl.

dial. The cockchafer, JMelolontha vulgaris.

1623 Cockeram, Locusts, grashoppers. 1710 A. Phu.ips
Pastorals vi. 29 When Locusts in the Fearny Bushes cry,

1846 J. L. Stokes Discov. Australia 1. ix. 285 The trees

swarmed with large locusts (the cicada\ quite deafening us
with their shrill buzzing noise. 1854 Wjiittier Burns vii,

I hear. .The locust in the haying, i860 G. Bennett Gather-
ings °f& Naturalist xii. 270 Those noisy insects, the Tetti-

gonia? or Treehoppers, the Locust.-, of the colonists, are very
numerous in New South Wales. 1862 Jobson Australia
iv. 104 We heard everywhere on the gum-trees the cricket-

like insects—usually called locusts by the colonists—hissing
their reed-like monotonous noise. 1899 Daily Ne7vs 26 July
8/2 The Cicadas, of which the 17-year Locust is one, are

among the noisiest of insects.

3. Jig. (from 1 . A person of devouring or de-

structive propensities.

1546 Bale Eng. Votaries t, (1560) sfy Theyr Byshoppes,
Priestes, and Monkes, with other disguised Locustes of the

same generation. 1587 Fleming Contn. Holinshed JII.

1323/2 Certeine locusts of the popes seminaries, .arriuing in

England, and dispersing themseiues into such places [etc.],

1681 Dryden Sp. Fryar ut. 33 You promis'd to - .bring your
Regiment of Red I^ocusts upon me for Free-quarter. 1785
Buhkk Sp. Nabob Arcot Wks. JV. 285 All the territorial

revenues have,. been covered by those locusts, the English

soucars. 1826 Cobbett Rur. Rides (1885) JL 258 'lhose

locusts called middle-men. .who live.. out of the labour of

the producer and the consumer. 1840 Alison Europe
(1849-50) VI 1 1. 1. § 8. 127 An army of locusts in the form of

. .customhouse-officers, .and other functionaries fell upon all

the countries occupied by the French troops.

4. a. The fruit of the caroh tree ; a locust-bean,

b. A cassia-pod, the fruit of Cassiafistula.
(The Or. name a«p«, properly denoting the insect, is

applied in the Levant to the carob-pod, from some resem-

blance in form ; and from very early times it has been

believed by many that the 'locusts' eaten by John the

Baptist were these pods. The application to the cassia-pod.

is due to confusion with the carob-pod.]

1615G. Sandys Trav. 11. 121 Their fields, in which grow
variety of excellent fruites ; as . . Dates, Almonds, Cassia

fistula, .. I/>cust, fflat, and of the forme of a cycle) [etc,].

1718 Quincv Compl. Disp. 181 Cassia, or Locust. This is a

kind of Pod or Cane, which grows upon a large Tree in

some parts of Brazil. 1775 Attn. Reg. 92 Some have called

the fruit [of the algarroba tree] locusts, and supposed it was
the Baptist's food in the wilderness.

5. «Locust-trke (in its various senses).

1640 PARKtNSON Theat. Bot 1552 The second is called

Locus by our Nation resident in Virginia. 1637 R- Ligon
Barbadocs 74 The locust is a tree, not unfitly to be resem-

bled to a Tuscan Pillar. Ibid., Another Locust there is,

which they call the bastard Jx>cust. 1676 T. Gloy ek Acc.

Virginia in Phil. Trans. XL 628 There is likewise black

Walnut,. Gum-tree, Locust. 1764 Grainger Sugar Cane
t. 34 Let thy biting ax . . the tough locust fell. 1773 W.
Emerson in Harper's Mag. (1883) Oct. 740/1 Large parks

of well-regulated locusts. 1822 J. Flint Lett. Amer. 229

The black locust is strong, heavy, not much subject to

warping. 1858 Homans Cycl. Comm. 1272/1 There are, at

least, three popular varieties of the common locust. . . 1. Red
Ixxnist. .. 2. Green, or Yellow Locust. .. 3. White Locust.

1869 Rep. V. S. Commissioner Agric. 201 Honey locust

(Gteditschia triacanthos)

.

b. U.S. = locust-club (see 6).

188a McCabk New l VrA*xxiii. 383 ' Give them the locusts,

men came in sharp ringing tones from the Captain.

6. attrib. and Comb., as (sense 1) locust-army,

-flesh, horde, host, legion, swarm ; (senses 4, §)

locust fruit, timber, treenail; locust-fashion, -like

advs. ; locust-bean, the fruit of the carob tree;

locust-beetle - locust-borer \
locust-berry, the

fruit of the West Indian locust, Byrsonima {Mai-



LOCUST.

pighia) coriacea; also, the tree itself; locust-
bird, {a) a name given in S. Africa to Creato-

fhora carunculala\ also to Ciconia alba (Great
Locust -bird) and Glareola nordmanni (Little

Locust -bird) ;
(b) the rose-coloured stalling, Pastor

roseus ;
all these birds devour locusts; loeust-

borer, a longicorn beetle, Cyllene robiniw, whose
larva destroys the locust-tree ; loeust elub, a

club made of the wood of the locust-tree, used by

U.S. police; locust-eater, a bird of the genus
Gryllivora\ loeust-eating a., rendering niod.L.

gryllivorns \ lreust flower, the flower of A'obinia

Pseudaeacia
;
loeust-lobster, a crustacean of the

family Scyl/arid:t ; loeust post, a post made of

the wood of the locust-tree (Pobinia)
; loeust

shrimp, the squilla or mantis-shrimp.
1727-46 Thomson Summer 1057 Fetid fields With *locust-

armies puti ifying heap'd. 1847 R. W. Church Let. 14 Feb.
in Life $ Lett. (1897) 82 The trees are very few [round
Valetta]—scattered, black, shrubby carobas (or *1 cust-

bean) are the most numerous. 1756 P. Brownk Jamah *
215 It seems to ha\e a near resemblance to the * Locum-
berry tree. 1776 A. Russell Aleppo 70 The locust-bird .

.

is about the .size and shape of a starling and seems of

that species. . . The plumage on the body is of a flesh-

colour; the head, neck, wings, and tail, are black. 1867
Lavaro Birds S. Africa 291 Glareola Nordmanni, .

.

Small Locust-bird of Colonists. Ibid. 314 Ciconia Alba,
.. The White Stork, Gould .. (heat Locust-Bird of Colo-
nists. 1874 Fkousjr S. Afric. Notes 13-19 Dec, An army
of locust-birds. 1884 1L B. Tristrxm Fauna

<f-
Flora

Palestine 73 The Rose-coloured Pastor is well known to

the natives as the Locust Bird, from its habit of preying

on that pest, whose flights it generally follows. 1887 Sat.

Rev. 9 Apr. 529 Rioters .. brained by the "locust clubs of

the New Vork police. 1837 Swainson Nat. Hist. Birds
11. 66 The resemblance between Petroica bicolor and
the genuine *locust-eaters \G>yllivora) is .. remarkably
strong. 180* Bingley Anitn. Biog. (1813) 11. 156 The
*locust-eating thrush. To this new species.. Mr. I'arrow

has affixed the specific name of Gtyttivorus. 1816 Kirbv &
Sp. EntomoU .xvi. (1818) II. 9 The locust-eating Thrush.
1890

4 R. HoLDRKWoou ' /Slitter's Right (1899) 2 1'hat 110

hated aliens . . should be suffered to . . spread themselves

*locust-fashion over their beloved .shallow ground. 1855
Drowning Saul ix,Th« *locust flesh steeped in the pitcher.

1899 E. J. Chapman Drama Two Lives, Lake Scenes 96
Pink-lipp'd *locust flowers, Hanging in thousands. 1703
Dam pier Voy. III. 70 lngwa's are a Fruit like the * Locust

Fruttj 4 Inches long, and one broad. 1890 ' R. 1»oi.dkkwooi>
'

Col. Reformer (1891) 257 The Mocust hordes of travelling

sheep. 1 81 2 Bykon Ch. /far. I. xv, With treble vengeance
will his hot shafts urge Gaul's *locust host. 1884 J. S. C.

Abbott Napoleon (1855) II. xviii. 334 The allied troops, in

*locust legions, were pouring into Leipstc. 1602 Wanner
Alb. Eng. x. lv. (1612) 243 Hir Guizards . . into Scotland
* Locusts-like in her pretext did swat me. 1855 Cornwall 25
Locust-like, they had devoured the edibles, and left us remains
which were neither tender nor tempting. 1778 Encycl. Brit.

(ed. 2) 111. 1610/1 The locusta, or * locust-lobster. 1854 A.

Aoams, etc. Man. Nat. Hist. 291 Locust-l^obsters {Scylla-

ridae\ 1747 Rhode /stand Col. Rcc. (i860) V. 200 From a

point where a * locust post was erected, [we] ran a line three

miles north-east. 1870-80 Nicholson Man. Zool. (ed. 6) 306

The *Locust Shrimp {Squilla mantis). 1795 South ev Joan
ofArc v. 171 Who send their *locust swarms O'er ravaged
realms. 1856 Kane A ret. Ej.pl. 1. xxiv. 321 A locust-swarm

of foragers. 1858 Homans Cyct. Comm. 127 1/2 The strength

of *locust timber, as compared with other woods. 1866

Treas. Bot. 987/1 Considerable quantities of these ' locust

treenails' are exported to* this and other European
countries.

Loxust, v. rare" 1

, [f. LocrST s/>.] intr. To
swarm and devour as locusts do.

1875 Tennyson Q. Mary n. i, This Philip and the black-

faced swarms of Spain,. .Come locusting upon us, eat us up.

Locust, variant of Locus sb*

II LoCUSta (tokzrsta). [L. ; see LOCUST sb.]

+ 1. A locust. Obs.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxvi. (Baptista) 281 Wyld hony

wes his lyflede, & a thinge callit locusta. c 1380 Wyclik
Serm. Scl. Wks. II. 5 Sum men seien bat locusta is a litil

beest good tn ete. 1398 Trevisa Bar/A. De P. R. xn. xxv.

(1495) 429 Locusta hathe that name for he hath longe legges

as the shafte of a spere.

2. Bot. The spikelct of grasses. See also qnot

1727-41.
1727-41 Chambers Cycl., Locustse, is used by botanists for

the tender extremities of the branches of trees ; such as, it

is supposed, John the baptist fed on in the wilderness...

Some also used locusta? for the beards, and pendulous seeds,

of oats, and of the grnmina paniculata\ ta which the

name is given on account of their figure, which something
resembles that of a locust. 1830 Lindlky Nat. Syst. Bot.

292 Flowers [of the Grass tribe] in little spikes called lo-

custa?. 1861 BentleyMan. Bot. 192 The partial inflorescence

of a Grass, which is termed a locusta or spikelct.

Locustarian (lM;0ste>rian). [f. mod.L. Lo-

cttstari-asj f. Locusta : see -an.] An insect of the

group Locustarir (in Latreille s classification) of

green grasshoppers, katydids, etc.

In some mod. Diets.

Locu'stian, a. nonce-wd. [f. Locust sb. +
-ian.] Pertaining to locusts.

a 1721 Ken Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. 1721 HI. 270 Thus at

his Tail he has a Scorpion's Sting, Deadly, like that of the

Locustian King.

Locu-stical, a. nonce-wd. [f. Locust sb. +-ic

+ -al.] Pertaining to locusts and their habits.

a 1763 Byrom Ep. to J. Bl—k—n, Esq. 54 Tho', all to a

Man, 't ranslators adopt the locustical Plan.
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! IiOCUfttxd (foUv-M). lint. [ad. mod L. locvs-
iid-iv, f. Locusta : see -id.] An insect of the family
l.ocitstidiv.

1893 in Funk's Stand. Diet. 1899 L. N. Pjahexoch True
Tales fnsects 143 The l.ocustids appear to show no prefer-
ence for the globular galls.

Loxust-tree. Also 7-S locus tree. [In

sense 1 clearly f. Locust sb. In the other appli-

cations the identity of the word is somewhat
doubtful, but the New World trees so called may
possibly have received their name from the resem-
blance of their fruit either lo the carob-pod .Locu.st
sb. 4^ or the insect itself.]

1. The CAitou-tree, Ceralonia Siliqna.
1623 Johson Golden Trade 132 They hane likewise great

store of Locust trees, which growing in clusters of long
cods together in the beginning of May, grower to his ripe-

nes, which the people will feede vpon. 1775 Ann. Reg. 11.

92 A tree growing in Spain called .. carrohe or locu.it- tiice.

.

the fruit exactly resembles kidney-beans.

2. A well-known North American tree, Pobinia
Pseudacacia, having thorny branches and dense
clusters of white heavily-scented flowers; = Aca-
cia 1 2. It is used extensively for ornament and
as a timber-tree, the wood being very hard and
durable1

.

1640 Parkinson Theat. Bot. 1550 Arbor siliquosa litgi-
ncusis spinosa, Locus tiostratibus dicta. The Virginian
Locus tree. 1676 S. Skw.U.I. Diary 28 Sept. (1878) I. 23
Brought my brother John going so far as the little Locust
11 ee. 1688 R. Holmi: Armoury 11. 80, r The Heaves of the

J

Locus tree, are oval leaves *et on the stalk by short foot-

stalks. 1775 A. Ki-rnaky Trav. 69 The pseudo-acacia, or
locust-tree. 1822 W. Irving Bnneb. IIall (1849' 3^9 The
house stood . . in the centre of a large field, with an avenue
of old locust trees leading up tu it. 1892 Si kvknson Across
the /'tains 8 Locust-trees . . gave it a foreign grace and
interest.

ii. The CouitKsUtTL of Guiana and theWest Indies.

Also, the West Indian Pyrsonima cincrca and J>.

coriacca (Treas. Bot. 1866").

1629 Plantation St. Christopher in J. Smith's Works
(Aib.) 90s Susjar Canes . . also Maslicke. and Locus Trees.

1693 S. D\i.K Pharmaolog'a 5< 6 Gun;mi Animi . . /.outs

rtflgd. The Locust-Tree. /// Ni>7'a llispania <fr
Brasilia

o> itnr. 1756 P. I'rohnk Jamaica 221 The Locus I ree. It is a
spreading shady tree, and foun.1 in many parts of Liguanca.

1796 Stkoman Surinam II. xxiii. 165 We saw some veiy
fine locust-trees, being eighty or a hundred feet high, and
prodigiously thick. .. The timber is of a beautiful cinnamon-
colour, . . its seeds, like beans, . . enclosed in a broad light

blown pod. 1838 T. Thomson Chetu. (hg. Bodies 54.2 Tbis
resin fauiine] is obtained from the hymcu.ra courbai it, or

locust tree. 1872 Omvkr F.lem. Bot. n. i6> The Locust-

tree [Hymen&v of tropical South America, .affording a very

tough and close-grained wood.

4. New Zealand. = Kowh.vi.
1872 A. Domett Ranolf vi. ii. in I'tathery locust-trees

o'ei arched a little plot. 1898 Mokkis A nsttat Eng., Kttohai.

Maori name given to (1) Locust-tree, Yellow Kow hai Sophora
telrap.'era.

5. Afrieau Loeust-tree, Parkin afrhana (
Treas.

Pot. Suppl. 1874^. Bastard Loeust-tree of the

West Indies, Clelhra tmifolia. Honey Loeust-

tree, a North American ornamental tree, Gledil-

schia triacanthos. Swamp or Water Loeust-

tree, G. monosperma (Treas. Hot. 1S66).

1725 Sloane Jamaica 1 1. 86 1'astard Locust-tree. The
berries are ripe in August. 1760 J. Lke Introd. Bot. App.

317 Locust-tree, Honey, Gleditsia.

Locution bki/?'Jon\ Also 6-7 loquutiou.

[ad. L. locution-cm {loijufi-), n. of action f. lotjui

to speak. Cf. Y. locution (14-1 5th c.).]

1 1. The act of speaking, utterance. Obs.

C14S5 Digby Myst. (1882) \\. 563 Of the hartts hahundans

the tunge makyth locucion. c 1500 Mclusine 20, 1 wil not

make grett locucion or talking. 1597 A. AL tr. Guiile-

mcaits Fr. Chimr-r. 23/1 A whole lippe is necessarye to the

loquution and speeche. 1647 Trai*i« Comm. Acts xvm. 24 An
eloquent man. .. It imports, 1 skill in the words.. ; 2 good

locution. 1666 J. Smith Old Age ed. 21 140 Dentition and

Locution are for the most part Contemporaries. 1767 Lewis

Statins' Thebaid xn. 1180 Should gentle Phoebus fortify

my Lungs, And give Locution from a hundred Tongues.

2. Speech as the expression of thought; dis-

course ;
also, style of discourse, expression. Now

rare or Obs.

1519 Horman Vulg. 98 b, Let 110 man call hym selfe a

diuyne : that knoweth nat the liguris of construction and

locucion : and specially allygorts (etcj. a 1547 Bale Iwage
both Ch. xv. U550) ij, Under the shadowe of fygurate

I locution. 1603 H. Ckosse Vcrtues Commnv. (1878; 116 To
carrie the niinde into sinfull thoughts, with vncleane locu-

tion, and vnchaste behauiour. 1606 Marston Sophomsba

i. ii, I hate these figures in locution, These about phrases

fnre'd by ceremonie. 1726 AvtiFPK /'arergon 347 A Libel

may be obscure in point of Diction or Locution. 1846

I Gkote Greece 1. xxi. 11. 196 The vein of Homeric feeling

and the general style of locution . . would be maintained.

1851 Sir F. Palckave Norm. $ Eng. I. 49 Their modes of

speech accustomed every ear to their locution. 1852 Per-

I kier Grk. Philos. (1866) L Lett, to De Quincey 483 1" bar-

\ barous locution, 'the knowable alone is the ignorable .

3. A form of expression or phraseology ; a phrase,

expression.

1432-50 tr. H/'gden (Rolls) I. 77 That somme men seyde

Paradise to atteyn to the cercle of the moone, Alexander

seythe that not to be trawthe, but after a locucion iperboli-

' calle. 1547 Hoon-.R Answ. Bp. Winchester D 1 b, Here ys

,
a uery plain trope and fignratiue loquueion. 1555 IJradforo

LODE.
' in Foxc A. <5- M. (1583; 1 1. 1616/2 Which is an hypcrbolicall

loquution. i6soCHAWLr.TON Paradoxes 133, 1 abhorre meta-
phorical! locutions in serious and abstruse subjects. 1654
Ji:k. Tavi.or Real /'res. 140 If Testament in one place be
taken for the instrument of his Testament, it is a tropical
loquution. 1816 Bkntham Chrestow. 146 Analysis and syn-
thesis . . are locutions which are but too frequently to be
found employed. 1824 Landoh /mag. Ccnv., Johnson <y

Tooke Wks. 1853 I. 196/ 1, 1 cannot but think that so irregular
a locution was at first occasioned by abbrev iation in manu-
scripts. 1847 tj Kt>lfc: Greece 11. i.\. III. 33 It was essential to
the security of the despot that he should strike off the
overtopping ears of corn in the field (to use the Greek locu-

tion'. i860 Ilhistr. Load. News 14 July 35 3 A permanent
Philological Hoard to watch over the introduction of new
words and locutions. 1879 Houiti.i.s /.. Aroostook xwii.
319 The vigorous and imaginative locutions of the Pike
language.

Locutor (lfki;?t^.i). rare~ x

. [a. L. totfttor, f.

IcqitT to speak.] A speake r.

1859 Sai.a Tiv. round Clock (1861 ' 174 As though the
whisper were of such commercial moment that the locntor
feaietl its instantaneous transport to the tars of Rothschild.

Hence Locirtorship, the office of spokesman.
/n86i Mrs. Prowning Lett. R. II. Home '1877) Il.xlii.

14, I will not say that there is not some overdanng in rela-

tion to divine things, the locuUnship of the Holy Ghost
being among them.

IiOCUtory lty"l;i/?t3ri), sb. fad. mcd.L. locft-

tori-uw, neitt. of *loctttori-tts, f. locator \ see piec.

and -ory.] An apaittncnl in a monastery set apart

fur conversation, a patlour; oecas. a grille at which
the inmates of a inonnsiery may S] enk with ihose

outside f.cf. nied L. locntoria fenestra).

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 242 b/i lie brou^t hym in to the
parloure or locuiorye. 1534 Mokk LomJ. agst. Tiib. 11.

\\'ks. 1170'! So came site to the grate that they (al ii

trowe the locutor\e. 1669 Wooohfao St. Teresa 11. iii. 21,

1 was once with him in a Lorutory. 177* Nlgkni -

ti.

Hist. Friar Gerund 1. 557 note, Pailatoiies, or Parlours, or
Locutories. 1825 Scott Bctfotlnd .\i*, Slie left the be-

trothed parties in the Iocntory or parlour. 1841 CIuksi i:v

For. Ardcn 60 While Latimer waited in the locutory, ihe
compline-service, or second \espers, were prolonged be>oiid

the usual time. 1856 P. A. Vacchan Mystiis (1S60 I. \i.

iv. 17S Several monks in the locutoiy.

Also in L. form || Iioeiitorlum 1 ^/k i // 1do • r i

m

N

.

.

1774 T. Wkst Autiq. Fatness (1805^ 75 The times for con-

veisution were, after dinner, in the Locutorium. or convn-
satiuit-room. 1864 Skkat tr. I'hhwd'* Poems 427 '1 he lo-

cutorium's prattle Again the convent hears. 1883 Q. Rer:
Oct. 420 She locked up the locutoria, the parlours where
visitors were received.

IiO'Cutory, rare— 1
, [ad. L. *lociitori-us

^see LotTTORY sb.).] Pertaining lo speech.

1828 Harrovian 45 Two worthies, whose locutory energies

were considerably enhanced by a sapient shaking of the

head.

Xiodam e, variant of Lo.UHM Obs.

Xiodanum, obs. form of Lapdanuu.

+ Lo'dder, a. Obs. [Connected with OE. lod-

derc beggar* poor wretch. Cf. OlIG. lotar adj.,

vain, idle (^MIIG. lotar adj., loose, unsteady, lotcr,

totter sb., mountebank, rogue, mod.G. dial, /otter,

loose, exhausted ; also in mod.G. lotterbuhe blnck-

guaid, and in other compounds: see GiimnO.

The OTcut. stein */od- is related by ablaut lo *leuj>-

in Ijthkr a.] Wietehed.
a 1400 Minor /'centsfr. I 'ertton MS. (E. K. T. S.) 624/441

But a Ham he twy^es born, Whon domus-day schal blowen

his bemus, He may elles liggen loddere for-lorn.

Hence + lo'dderly adv., wretchedly, basely.

^1425 Eng. Conq. /ret. 22 To helpe thys heyth man that

. . brogh hys owne men lodderly was of loud y-dryue.

fXioddy, obs. slang abbreviation of Lai'DAKI M.

1821 L. M. Hawkins C'less <||- Gertr. I. 7 There are hair-

dressers and laundresses in Loudon, who cannot begin their

work without twopennyworth of what they call Loildy.

Lode (!<™d). Forms: 1 lad, (laad), 3 lad, 3-4

(9 dial.) lade, 4 lod, 6 loode, 6-9 load, 7 loade,

9 dial, looad. 4- lode. [OE. lad fern. : see Load
sb., of which lode is merely a graphic variant, now
appropriated to certain special senses. (The obs.

senses are placed under the one or the other word

according to their affinity with surviving senses.)]

1. f Wav, journey, course {obs,); dial, a road.

Becnintlf 1*087 (Gr.) Hu lomp eow on lade leofa liiowulf?

a 1000 Andreas 423 (Gr.) Mycel is mi gena lad ofer la-u-

stream. <ri200 Ormin 3455 patt illc an shollde prinne lac

Habbenn wibb him o lade, c 1320 Sir Tristr. 419 He toke

his lod vnli^t, His penis wib him he bare. 13. . E. E. A Hit.

P C. 156 For be monnes lode neuer so luper, be lyf is ay

swete. 1886 Cheshire Gloss., Looad, a lane; in Mobberley

applied to the roads leading to the various moss rooms 011

Lindow Common.
2. A watercourse; an aqueduct, channel ; an open

drain in fenny districts. Now local.

[780 Grant in Birch Cartul. Sax. (1885) I. 358 Mariscem

..quam circuinfluit lae*nlaad.] 157* J- Jones bathes

Buckstone 10 b, Such evill ayre as issueth foorth of Lodes,

Synckes, Sewers and draynes. 1574 Bp Cox in Ellis Pot.

Lett. Ser. in. IV. 17 Our fennes, loodes, dykes, and banckes,

being., so sore decayed. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit.

I. 491 The whole region is overflowed by the spreading

waters of the rivers . . having not loades and sewers large

enough to voide away. 1839 Stonehouse Axholme 376

There was formerly a small lode or gut, called Volfdyke, by

I

which boats and small craft could sail out of the Trent.

1850 Kings ley Plays «5 Purit. Misc. 11. 139 Down that

long dark lode .. he . . skated hjme. 1865 — Herew. xxi.
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A man cutting sedges in a punt in the lode alongside. 1891
Korthutubld. Gloss., Lade, lode, an aqueduct or channel
which carries the water to a mill. 2894 A thenmm 5 May
587/1 A view of a fen lode or land drain in rainy weather.

f3. leading, guidance. Obs.
r woo Ormin 2140 Forr batt he [sc. be steoressmannl wile

foll^henn a^ bat Hike steorrness lade. Ibid. 6589 He .

.

Forrleosebb sawless sobe lihht, patt iss Goddspelless lade.

a 1300 Cursor M. 8441 Quen he cuth be lagh o landes lade,

b. dial. The turn to act as pilot.

1855 Correspondent, When a signal is made for a pilot, at

Aldeburgh, the Pilots on shore draw lots, and he, who gets

the lot, or as they call it the Lode, goes off to the vessel.

4. A loadstone. Also fig. an object of attraction.

It is uncertain whether quot. c 1530 belongs to this sense
;

cf. 3.

1509 Barclay Shyp 0/ Folys (1570) 211 So they that are

abrode fast about may range, Rowing on the see, my selfe

their lode and gyde. c 1530 Hyckescorner (ed. Manly) 84
(Perseverauuce), 1 am never varyable, but doth contynue,

Still goynge upwarde the ladder of grace, And lode in me
planted is so true, And fro the poore man 1 wyll never

tourne my face. 1589 Greene Menaphon (Arb.) 51 Arcadies
Apollo, whose brightnesse draws eueric eye to turne as the

Helitropion doth after her load. 1603 Drayton Odes viL 34
As with the Loade The Steele we touch.

5. Mining. A vein of metal ore.

Champion lode, the most productive lode in a district.

1602 Cakkw Cornwall 8 They haue now two kinds of
Tyime workes, Stream and l^oad. /bid. 10 b, When they
light vpon a smal veine, or chance to leese the Load which
they wrought, . . ihey begin at another place necre-hand,
and so drawe by gesse to the main Load againe. 1728
Nichou.s in /'Ail. Trans. XXXV. 402 When the Sub-
stances forming these Loads are reducible to Metal, the
Loads are by the Miners said to be alive; otherwise they
;ire term'd dead Loads. 1813 Vancouver Agric. Devon 64
In the parish of Bridestow a lode of copper has lately been
discovered within six or seven fathoms of the surface. 1845
Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc. IV. 151 Zinc lying in two large and
two smaller lodes and veins. 1866 Thornbcry Greotheari
1 1 1. 7 The lode is a champion lode, and must run for miles,

so the men tell me. 1872 Raymond Statist. Mines A> Min-
ing- 93 The aggregate yield of the mines on the Comstock
lode. 1881 — Alining Gloss, s.v., In general miner's usage, a

lode, vein, or ledge is a tabulai deposit of valuable mineral
between definite boundaries. 1883 Stevenson Silr>erado Sq.

60 The lode comes to an end, and the miners move elsewhere.

6. aftrib. and Comb., as lode-claim, formation
,

-/oca/ion, -mining, -ore: lode-plot 'see quot.);

f lode-ship, ?a pilot ship; lode-stovvau, lode-

works see quots.) ; f lodewort, a name for Water
Crowfoot, Ranunculus aquatilis, so called from its

growing in watercourses.

1874 Raymono Statist. Mines <y Mining 365 Brown's
Gulch . contains the following Mode-claims, all claimed as

silver-lodes 1895 U'estm.Gaz. 28 Sept. 4/2 No. 1 Shaft.. is

sunk to the depth of 24 ft. on *lode formation 2 ft. 6 in. wide.

1877 Ravmoni> Statist. Mines <y Mining 328 Several lodes

had in the mean time been found, or at least *load-locn-

tions[i7*t J made. 1874 Ibid. 363 Concerning the "lode-mining
interest of the county there is but little to report. 1778
Eng. Gazetteer ied. 2) s. v. Burslem, Its potters use almost
all the *load-ore that is dug at Lawton. 1778 Pkyce Min.
Cornub. 324 * /. ode-plot, a Lode that underlies very fa*t or

horizontal, and may be rather called a Flat Lode. 1357 Act
31 Edw. Ill, Slat. ?. c. 2 Kn cas que . pe*son plus grant IqueJ

Lob suit trove en tiief:ippelle*Lodship[/rrt;w/c?//M has Lode-
ship). i860 Eng. <y Tor. Mining Gloss. (Cornwall Terms),
*Lode stovvan, a drang driven towards rising ground on
the indications of a lode in marshy ground. 1586 Camden
Britannia (i'xxj) 148 Horum autem stannariorum, sine

metallicorum operum duo sunt genera. Alterum *Lode-
works. alterum Streame.works vocant. 1602 Carkw Corti-

wall 8b, To find the Ixwdworkes, their first labour is

also imployed in seeking this Shoad, which either lieth

open on the grasse, or but shallowly conered. 1727 Bailey
vol. 11, Lodt' works [in the Stannaries or Tin Mines in

Cornwall], Works performed in the high Grounds, by sink-

ing deep Wells calPd Shafts. 1597 Gerarue Herbal App.,
* Lodewort is water Crowfoote.

t Lode-male. Obs. In 4 loode-. [f. Lode
(sense 1 ) + Male sb.'] A travelling-trunk.

13.. Coer de Lion 3651 Geve hym .. Loode males.. Ful
off ryche preciouse stones,

t Lodeman. Obs. Korms t 1 l&dmarm, 5
lodman, ladman. [OE. ladmann, f. lad Lode
+ mann Man sb. Cf. Lodesman.] In OK., a

leader, guide ; in later use only spec, a pilot.

£1000 i&LFKic Num. x. 31 pu canst we^as fceond haet

westen; ac beo ure ladmann. <ti385Chauckr E.G. W. (SlS.

Camb. Gg. 4. 27) 1485 Hypsip., If they were brokyn or ought
wo begon Or haddyn nede of lodman [MS. Arch. Seld.
ladman] or vitayle. a 1500 Piers 0/Tullham 260 in Hazl.
E. P. P. 11. n The lode man a bove that schuld sownd
yerne Lakyth hrayn, and also the lanteme ys owt. 1536 tr.

Laws o/Oleron in Black Bk. Admiralty (Rolls) I. 129 If

a ship is lost by default of the lodeman, the maryners may
. . bring the lodeman to the windlass or any other place,

and cut off his head.

Lodemanage (l^»*clmiened.A fa. AF. lod-

manage (also lamanage), f. OE. ladmann : sec

prec. and -age.] Pilotage. Court of lodetuanage:

a court which sat at Dover for the appointment of

the pilots of the Cinque Ports.

c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 403 Hisherberwe and hismoone, his

lodeinenage, 1412-20 Lydg. Citron. Troy 1. iii, Maryners that

..expert be of their lodmanage. 1485 Naval Acc. Hen. VI

I

(1896) 24 Paid.. John Henry lodesman for lodemanage of

the same Ship..x», a 1500 Piers of'Fullham 308 in Hazl.
E. P. P. II. 13 ?ef that he to long abyde To cast an anker
at his tide, And faileth of his lodemonage. 1531 Charter-
party in R. G. Marsden Sel. PI. Crt. Adm. (1894) 37 All

stowage lowaige wyndage pety lodmanage and averages
acustomyd shalbe taken. 1616 Bullokar, Lodemanage,

\ skill of nauigation. 1716 Act 3 Geo. /, c. 13 § 1 A very
I useful . . Society or Fellowship, of Pilots of the Trinity-

] louse of Dover [etc.], who have always had the sole Pilot-

ing and Load-manage of all Ships and Vessels from the
said Places up the Rivers of Thames and Medway.. Every
Person must appear at a Court of Loadmanage, and be
publickly examined . . touching his Skill and Abilities in

; Pilotage, before he is to be admitted a Member of the
said Society. 1755 Magens Insurances I. 72 To the petty,

I or accustomary Average, .belong Lodemanage, Towage and

I

Pilotage. 1873 J. Lkwes 1871 Census 25 There was in former
times a Court called the Court of Lodemanage, which seems
to have been a branch of the Admiralty jurisdiction,

b. (See quot. 1607.)
1540 Act 32 Hen. VI11, c. 14 § 2 A pece of Flemmysh

,

monney called an Englishe for lodemanage. 1607 Cow ell
I Interpr., Lodemanage is the hire of a Pilot for conducting

of a ship from one place to another.

tliO'der. Obs. [f. Lode + -er!.]

1. A leader : in quot. attrib. loder-man.
£1250 Gen. Ex. 3723 An loder-man we wilen us sen,

And wend en in -to egiptc agen. Ibid. 4 no.
2. The loadstone.
r 1400 Beryn 1569 The loder wherby these shipmen her

coin s toke echon.

t Lo desman. Obs, Also 3-6 lodes-, (4

S

lodez-, loodis-), 5-6 lodis-, lodys-, (5 ladis-,

lods-, 6 lodse-, loades-), 6-S loads-. [Altered

form of LoDEMA.v, on the analogy of genitival

compounds, as doomsmatr.']

1. A leader, gnide.

£1275 Lay. 6245 And solleb habbe lodes-men [c 1205 tades-
men] forb 30U to lede. 1398 Trevisa Barth. Dc P. A', xvm.
Ixxxvii. (1495) 836 Tame swyne knowe theyr owne howses
and home and lerne to come therto wythout guide and
lodesman. a 1400 50 A lexander 4967 pe lede at was bar
ladisman. 1482 Monk of Evesham (Arb.) 106 V folowyde
euermore my duke and iodisman sent Nicholas. 1528
Roy Rede Me (Arb.) 72 Ruffian wretches and rascal! Ixodes-

men of all knavisshne*. £1540 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist.
(Camden 1846) I. 69 The legion whereof Manlius Yalens
was lodesmann. 1578 Chr. Prayers in Priv. Prayeis
(1851) 543 Pe thou., our loadsman, guide, and captain.
1580 Hollvuand 'Tnas. Er. 'Pong, I 'ne Guide qui tneine

\

autvuy, a leader, a guide, a loadesinan. 1594 Latimer
lit Serm. be/. Edw. I I (Arb.) 21 To walke ordinatly with

1 God and to make him hU lodes man and chief guyde.

b. S/)CC. Mil.
1581 Stywaro Mart. Diseipl. \. 46 The Sergeant . .putteth

them in araie that euerie man follow his lodseman, keeping
his ranke fellowes iustlie on both sides. 1583 Golimng
Calvin on Dent, excix. 1241 Hee prouided them first of y*
principall point, which was, yl they might haue a good

I loadesman.

2. A pilot ; a steersman.
13.. E. A Hit. /'. C. 179 A lodes-mon ly'tly lep vnder

hachches. ^1385 Chujcer L. G. IV. (Fairf.) 1488 Hypsip.,
1 f they were broken or woo begoon Or hade nede of lodesmen
[v.rr. lodman, ladman] or vitayle. c 1400 Beryn 1601 Sir Iodis-

man, Stere onys into the Costis, as wel as evir thowe can.

1513 Douglas /Ends in. vi. 224 He .. gaif ws then Gentill
horsis, pilottis, and lodismen. 1530 Palsgr. 240/2 Lodes-
man of a shippe, pilotte. a 1548 Hall Chron., lien. I IIP,

22 b, The Englishe capitaines perceivyng that the haven
j
was daungerous to entre without an expert lodesman.
« 1571 Jkvvel Serm., Luke x. 23 4 (161 1) 247 What, I pray
you, betides vnto a Ship so tossed in the sea if there be no
Lodes-man to steere it? 1735 Dyche & Pardon Diet.,

Loadsman, a Guide or Pilot.*

fig. 1579 Tomson Calvin s Serm. Tim. 61/1 If we be be-

nighted, in deede we are glad to haue the Moone shine, or
the Starres to be our Lodesmen. 1581 Studley Medea in

tr. Seneca 136 b, Hesperus, the loadesman of the night.

t Lodes-mate. Obs. [f. Lode + Mate sb., after

lodesman.] ? A travelling companion.
1575 GAScotGNE Glasse Govt. v. iii. Poems 1870 II, 77 He

I is their lodes mate & companion in all places.

Lodestar, loadstar (Un-dstai). Also 4-6

j

lood^e-, 5-6 lod-, 6 loade-, (lodes-) ; see Star
sb. J9. north, and Sc. 5-6 lade-, 6 leid-, laid-

j

sterne, laydsterre. [f. load, Lode + Star sb.

,
Cf. ON. leidarsljama.]

1. A staT that shows the way; esp the pole star.

^1386 Chaucer A'nt.'s T. 1201 Calistopee .. Was turned

from a womman to a Here And after was she maad the

loode sterre. 1387 Trkvisa Iligden (Rolls) I. 199 Ue sterre

\

bat ladde be Grees whan bey seilled bider [sc. to llesperia]

and was her loode sterre, Hespera, bat is Venus. 1393
Langl. /'. PI. C. xvm. 95 Wederwise sheepmen now.. Han
no by-leyue to be lyft ne to be lood-sterre. la 1400 Morte

I A rfli. 751 Schipe-mene .. Lukkes to be lade sterne whene
be lyghte faillez. C1400 Maundev. (1830) xvii.^ 180 The
Sterre of the See. that is unmevable and that is toward
the Northe, that we clepen the Lode Sterre. fi5n
1st Eng. Bk. Amer. (Arb.) lntrod. 28/1 Vat sowth layd

j

sterre sawe we fourth with, a 1529 Skelton Col. Chute
1260 Tyll the cost be clere And the lode starre appere.

1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (1858) I. 16 Tha had fund r>xht
far Furth in the north, law vnder the laid star Ane plesand
yle. a 1571 Jewel On 2 Thess. (1611) 150 The Master of the
ship seemeth to be idle . . Hee . . looketh vpon the load
star, and in appearance doth nothing. 1594 Bi.undevil
Exerc. tit. I. xx. (1636) 321 The Load starre, or North starre.

1616 Blllokar, Lodestar, a Starre that guideth one. 1691
Ray Creation 1. (1692) 183 The Load-stone and the Load-star
depend both upon this [vtz. the steadiness of the earth's axisj.

2. fig. A 4 guiding star ' ; that on which one's

attention or hopes are fixed.

This sense appears to have been revived at the beginning
of the 19th c. after a lapse of some 150 years.

c 1374 Chauceh Troylus v. 1392 Hiseche I yow myn hertes

lady fre. That herevpon ye wolden wryte me, For loue of

god my righte lode sterre. 1430-40 Lydg. Bocltas 1. iii. (1494)

bij. To the hauyn of lyf she was the lode sterre. 1500-20

j
Dcnbar Poems xxxviL id O hye trivmphing peradiss of

j

joy, Lodsteir and lamp of eivry lustines. 1509 Hawes
Past. Pleas, xvm. (Percy Soc.) 83 The bright lodes sterre
Of my true herte. 1513 Douglas Aineis Prol. 8 l^anteme,

J

leid sterne, mirrour, and a per se. 1577-87 Molinsheo
Chron. O807-8) 111. 134^ A paterne in pnncehood, a lode-
starre in honour, and mirrour of magnificence. 1590

j
Shaks. Mids. AT

. t. L 183 \ovkr eyes are loadstarres. 1641
Milton Reform. 1. Wks. 1851 111. 21 Since hee mu«.t
needs bee the Load-starre of Reformation. 1813 Scott
Trientt. Introd. v, The load-star of each heart and eye,
My fair one leads the glittering ball. 1818 Shellev Rev.
Islam 11. xxt, An orphan with my parents lived, whose eyes
Were loadstars of delight, which drew me home When I

might wander forth. .1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xix. IV.

274 The feather in the hat of Lewis was the loadstar of
victory. a86x M. Arnold Pop. Edi/c. France p. xxiii, The
French Revolution became an historic epoch for the world,
and France the lode-star of Continental democracy. 1871
Rossetti Poems, Jenny 18 Whose person or whose pur<»e

may be The lodestar of your reYerie.

Lodestone : see Loadstone.

Lodge (Ipds), sb. Forms: 3-6 loge, logge,

(4 loghe, lo3e, Sc. lug), 4 6 Sc. luge, (5 loigge,
looge, 6 loige, Sc. ludge), 7-8 lodg, 5- lodge.
PI. 4 logis, Sc. luggis, 4-5 logea, logges, 5 legez,

loggeu, loigges, loogez, 6 luges, -is. (See also

Logis.) [ME. loge, logge, a. OF. loge, loige arbour,

summerhouse, hut (F. loge hut, cottage, box at a

theatre, etc) «= Pr. lotja, Eg. lofa, It. loggia (dial.

lobia) med.l laubia, loln'a (recorded in the sense

I 'covered walk, cloister' : hence Lobby), a. 01 1G.

*/aubja > later louppea, lauba, sheltered or shady
place, booth, hut (glossing umbratulum, tempes,

magalia, mappalia, proscenium, propola ; MUG.
1 loube, loube porch, balcony, hall; mod.G. laube

arbour, summerhonse).
The derivation of the Ger. word from OTeut. *lautdnK

1
Leaf is disputed by some scholars, on the ground that the

sense 'arbour ' is a mod. development from compounds like

I sommerlaube, gartenlaube. But the Latin-OHG. glosses,

and the early examples oilo^e in OF., seem to .show clearly

I

that the sense 'shelter of foliage ', though not evidenced in

,

MHG., is the primary one. Cf. Levesel.]

1. A small house or dwelling, esp. a temporary

one ; a hut or booth ; a tent, arbour, or the like.

\ Now dial, in specific applications.

1290 Rolls ofPaHt. I. 29/1 Logges in quibus piscatores

possent hospitari. a 1300 Cursor M. 6192 Son be a mikel
wodside pai made bair loges [Gdtt. logi>", Trin. logges] for

to bide. 13.. Sir Benes (A.) 3622 Ueues and Terri doun
li^te And wij> here swerdes a logge pi^te, 1375 Barbour
Bmce xix. 392 Tentis and luggis als thajr-by Thai gert mak.

,
C1386 Chaucer Xun's Pr. T. 33 Wel sikerer was his crow.
yng in his logge, Than is a clokke or an abbey Orlogge.

c 1400 Yu*ainc <y Gaw. 2037 A loge ol bowes sone he made.
1*1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxvii. 125 pe comouns..er all

, hird men and lyez beroute in logez (t. gissent en tentis],

c 1450 Merlin 387 A grete flame of fire . .ran ouer the lodges
of hem in the hoste. 1523 Ld. Uerners Froiss. I. xviii. 21

They cut downe bowes of trees to theyr swerdis to tye
withatl their horses, and to make them selfe lodges. 1575-6
Durham Depos. (Surtees) 278 In the plage lyfiie .. when

I sick folkes had lodges maid upon the more. 1611 Lit elk

j

Isa. i. 8 The daughter of Zioo is left as a cottage in a vine-

I

yard, as a lodge in a garden of cucumbers. 1667 Milton
P. L. v. 377 So to the Silvan Lodge They came. 1748 H.

"

I

Klus Hudson's Bay 177 His People.. had they been fur-

nished with large Beaver Coats, and had built Lodges in

the Woods letc). 1784 Cowi-er Task 1. 227, I call'd the

low-roofd lodge the Peasant's Nest. 1810 Scott Lady ofL.
1. xxvi, Here. .Some chiefhad framed a rustic bower. It was
a lodge of ample size, i860 Dickens Uncomm. Trav. xl,

Bricklayers often tramp, in twos and threes, lying by night

at their ' lodges ' which are scattered all over the country.

+ b, A place of confinement ; a cell, prison,

£-1390 6\ Eng. Leg. I. 307/279 Ore louerd after is debe In

harde logge him brou^te And teide bane schrewe faste

Inov}. c 1450 Cart. Mysl. ii. (Shaks. Soc.) 29 In helle logge

thou xalt be lokyn. 15*6 Skelton Maguyf. 2362 Had ye
not the soner ben my refuge, Of dampnacyon 1 had ben
drawen in the luge. 15*6 Tindalf. Acts xii. 7 A light

shyned in the lodge. 1676 D'Urfey Mad. Fickle v. ii.

(1677) 59 How now ! What's here one going to fire the

house? Away, away with him to the Lodge. 1704 Swift
Tale Tub, Battle Bks. 236 Books of Controversy, being of

all others, haunted by the most disorderly Spirits, have

always been confined in a separate Lodge from the rest,

c. A shed or out-house, dial.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Loginru, (in old Records) a

Hovel, or Out-house, still call'd a Lodge in Kent. 1887

Kentish Dial., Lodge, an outbuilding, a shed, with an in>

plied notion that it is more or less of a temporary character.

1888 Fenn Dick c? the Fens 127 The lookers-on saw that

the stable and the cart lodge were doomed. 189a R. Stkao
Bygone Kent 201 ' Lodge ' means a wcod or toolshed. 1901

Daily Chron. 20 Dec. 5/1 The Member for Carnarvon in

the clothes of the average constable would, be, as they say

in Kent, like 'a tom tit in a wagon lodge '.

2. A house tn a forest or other wild place, serv-

ing as a temporary abode in the hunting season ;

now used of the solitary houses built, e.g. in the

Highlands of Scotland, for the accommodation «of

sportsmen during the shooting season. »

1465 in Boston Lett. 111. 437 The pnllyng downe of the

logge of Heylesdon. 1470-85 Malory Arthur vn. xix. 242

There by was a grete lodge and there he alyghte to slepe.

1495 Act 11 Hen. VII, c. 33 § 9 Keper of the Parke and of

the Manoir or Loge there, 4:1500 Pasfon Lett. III. 340
Writyn at the lodge in Lavenham the last day of Juylle.

a 1586 Sidnky Arcadia 1. (1590) 12 He.. retired himselfe,

his wife, and children, into a certaine forrest .. where in he

hath bu : !ded two fine lodges. 1598 Shaks. Merry IV. 1. i.



LODGE.
115 Knight, you haue beaten my men, kill'd my cleere, and
broke open my Lodge. Fal. But not kis*d your Keepers
daughtei ? 1599 — Much Ado u. i. 222, J found him hcere
as melancholy as a Lodge in a Warren. 1760-72 H. 15rooke
koolofQnal. (1809) 1 1. 36 If you will give yourselfthe trouble
to inquire out my little lodge on the hill. 1900 Lottgm. Mag.
Oct 59 1 The tedium of endless rain and impenetrable dark-
ness in a Highland lodge.

3. A house or cottage, aecupied by a caretaker,
keeper, gardener, etc., and placed at the entrance
of a park or at some place in the grounds belong-
ing to a mansion; the room, <hox\ or the like

occupied by the porter of a college, *a factory, etc.
1500-20 Dl nbar Poems xlii. 76 Strangenes, quhar that he

did ly, Wes brint in to the porter luge. 1504 Nottingham
Rec. m. 3?3 f or rcparaciou of be logge on be est syde [of
a bridge]. 1540 Voucher bk. ofSelby I U 356 Unam domuni
sive le lodge erga portas ejusdem grangia;. ^1630 Rlsoon
Surv, Devon $ 293 (1810) 301 *They had a. .park, the very
lodge whereof hath afforded dwelling to men of good worth.
1744 Ozell tr. Brautome's Sp. Rhodomontades 21 1 Hav-
ing the Lodge of the Bridge of St. Vincent at their Back.
1798 Charlotte Smith Vug. Philos. IV. 133 A lodge,
where lived the widow of a huntsman,, .gave entrance to
this forest-like domain. 1827 Oxford Guide 27 Magdalene
College, The Porter's Lodge is on the first right-hand corner
of the entrance Court. 1840 Dickens Barn. Rndge xxxi.v,
As they happened to be near the Old Ilailey, and Mr. .Den-
nis knew there were turnkeys in the lodge with whom he
could pass the night. 1842 Tennyson Ainiley Court 16
We .. cross'd the garden to the gardener's lodge. 1865
Trollopk Bclton Est. xxvi. 319 She passed through the
lodges of the park entrance. 1867 [see 8].

4. gen. A lodging, abode, esp. a temporary
lodging-place, a place of sojourn ; f formerly often

trans/, a place to accommodate or hold something.
1571 Satir. Poems Reform, xxv. 129 To saue bis noble

ludge [the Castle of Edinburgh], 1575 Gascoignk /';•.

/'teas. Keniho. (1821) 37 Nor could I see that any spark of
lust A loitering lodge within her breast could find, c 1590
Greene Fr. Bacon viii. (1630) 03 b, If Phoebus. .Come
courting from the beauty of his lodge. 1594 — Sclimus
V 3 b, \Vitnesse these nandlesse amies, Witness these
emptie lodges of mine eyes. 1602 Marston Ant. Me/.
iv. Wks. 1856 1. 44 The soule itselfe gahops along with
them, As chiefetaine of th's winged troope of thought,
Whilst the dull lodge of spirit standeth waste. 1618 Bhath-
wait Good Wife, etc. E7b, Two empty Lodges ha* he in
his Jiead, Which had two Lights, but now his Lies be gone.
1719 Watts Hymns 1. xliii, Earth is our lodge, and heaven
our home. 1782 Cowper A Fable 25 [He] long had marked
her [a raven's] airy lodge. 1867 F. W. H. Myers .9/. Paul
1.1898) 23 This my poor lodge, my transitory dwelling.

t 5. Pbr. To take one's lodge : to take up one's

abode. (Cf. Lodging vbl. sb. 2.) Obs.
c 1475 Partcnay 5168 Herinites Robes full faste lete doo

make, In Arrygon toke hys logge and repair.

6. The workshop in which a body of * freemasons

'

worked (see Freemason i ). Obs. exe. Hist.
1371 in Britton Hist Metro/. York (1819) 80 hte es or-

daynecL.yat all ye Masonnes. .sall..be ilk a day. .atteyaire
werk in ye lpge yat es ordayned to ye masonnes at wyrke
inwith ye close . . als arly als yai may see skilfully by day
lyghte for till wyrke. c 1430 Freemasonry 280 The prevetyse
of the chamber telle he no mon, Ny yn the logge what-
sever they donn. Ibid. 133. 1483 Extracts Aberd. Reg.
(1844) J. 39 It was appoyntit .. betuix the masowny.s of the
luge. 1483 Cath. A ngl. 223/2 A Luge for masons, lapidiei/ia,

lapiciditim. X483-4 Durham Acc. Rolls (Surtees) 415 Cum
portacione eorundem [mason's tools] ad le Luge. 1870
I*kentano Hist. Gilds iv. in Eng. Gilds (E. E. T. S.) p. c.\liv,

The 'lodge' itself of the architect was very similar to our
factories; it consisted of one or more workshops in which
the workmen worked together.

7. Among Freemasons and some other societies

:

The place of meeting for members of a branch

;

hence, the members composing a branch ; also, a
meeting of a * lodge ' of freemasons, etc. Grand
lodge, the principal or governing body of the free-

masons (and of some other societies), presided over
by the grand-master. For Orange lodge seeOrange
1686 Plot Staffordsh. 316 Into which Society when any

are admitted, they call a meeting (or Lodge as they term it

in some places) which must consist at lest of 5 or 6 of the
Ancients of the Order. 1733 Bramston Man of Taste 196
"Next Lodge I'll be Free-Mason. 1742 in Hone Every-day
Bk. 11. C25 They.. are to guard the Lodge, with a drawn
Sword. 1753 Scots Mag. Sept. 427 '1 A body of gentlemen
masons belonging to foreign lodges. 1797 Encycl. Brit.
fed. 3) X. 625/1 It was this year [1720] agreed, that, for the
future, the new grand-master shall be named and proposed
to the grand lodge some time before the feast. 1813 Gen.
Hist, in Ann. Reg. 93 Provisions were made for establish-
ing district lodges [of Orangemen] : and . . the masters of
all regimental lodges were to niake half-yearly returns.. to
the secretary of the grand lodge; and in these military
lodges . . officers and privates were to meet on terms of
equality. 1845 D. Jerrold Caudle Led. viii. (1846) 26,
I suppose you'll be going to what you call your Lodge
every night, now? 1866 Lowell Seivard-Johnson Reaction
Pr. Wks. 1898 V. 318 Now joining a Know-Nothing 'lodge
now hanging on the outskirts bf a Fenian 'circle'. 1900
MacKknzie Guide to Inver?uss 46 The head-quarters of a
lodge of Good Templars.

8. At Cambridge University, the residence of the

head of a college.

1769 Gray in Corr. w. Nicholls (1843^1 87 That Trinity
Hall Lodge would be vacant, .to receive Mrs. Nicholls and
you. 1830 Bp. Monk Life Bentley 115 The dean, .allowed
the /i7o to remain in Kentley's bands . . to be expended
in purchasing furniture for the master's lodge. 1867 Con-
temp. Rev. J V. 529 The name 1 Lodgings ', as applied to the
Master's House, is peculiar to Oxford. At Cambridge the
word is' The Lodge', or the Master's Lodge. At Oxford
* The Lodge ' is simply the Porters Lodge.
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9. The den or lair of an animal ; rnow only of a
|

beaver or an otter.

1567 M aplet Gr. Forest 6 Whilest that the Dragon is from
home, these men bestrew his Lodge -with certaine Graine.
Ibid. 71 h, The Ant is called in Latine Formica, quasi
micasfcrens, carying hermealc bycrummes into hir Lod?e.
161 1 Cotgr., Reposes,, .the lodge of a Stag, &c. 1744 A.
Dorbs Hudson's Bay 40 He has seen fifteen [BeaverJ of
that Colour out of one Lodge or Pond. 1756 Amory Bnncle
(1825) I. 30 P>efore the beasts were roused from their lodges,
or the birds had soared upwards. 1855 Longf. Hiaiv. ln-
trod. 26 In the lodges of the beaver. 1897 Encycl. Sport
I. 583/2 Holt, the lair of the otter. .. Other names for holt
aie Couch, Hover, Kennel, and Lodge.
10. The tent of a North Americnn Indian

; a
wigwam or lepee. Also, the number of Indians
accommodated in one tent as a unit of enumera-
tion, reckoned at from four to six.

1805 Pike Sources Mississ. (1810) 14 Having shot at some
pidgeons, the report was heard at the Sioux lodges. 1807
l\ Cass jfrnl. 45 Their lodges are about eighty in number,
and contain about ten persons each. 1836 W. Irving As-
taria II. 204 They came to two lodges of Shoshonies. 1839
Marrvat Diary Amer. Ser. 1. I. 183 Wandering among the
Indian Lodges wigwams is a term not used now-a-dny.s),
I heard a sort of flute. 1855 Loser, Hiaw. xvi. 12 /ly
the shining big-Sea-Water Stood the lodge of Pau-Puk-
Keewis. 1859 Makcy Prairie 'Prat: v. 141 The usual tene-
ment of the prairie tribes, .is the Comanche lodge, which is
made of eight straight peeled poles about twenty feet long,
covered with hides or cloth. 1892 W. Pikk North. Canada
24 Four deerskin lodges made our encampment.
til. A collection of objects 'lodged' or situated

close to each other. Obs, rare.
1720 Dp; Fat- Capt. Singleton xiii. (1840) 229 The Maldives

a famous lodge of islands.

12. Rendering Romanic etymological equivalents,

fa. = Loggia. Otn.

,
,1613 39 I. Jonfs in Leoni Palladia's Archit. (1742) II. 42

This Cornice is & part from the Lodge to the top of it. 1813
Gentl. Mag. LXXXI1I. 226/1 Royal Military Hospital,
Chelsea.. .Dwarf walls, having cornices, in succession, con-
taining small door-ways. Two lodges, right and left, carry
on the line, containing four compartments. .each. .. Grounds
to the dwarf-walls and lodges, brick

;
dressings, stone,

b. - Luck - 2. rare.

1730 A. Gordon Mhffei's Amphith. 320 A Round of large
Covered Lodges, in which a great number of people were
contained ;. .the Roofs of these Lodges were under the great
Windows .. in the fourth Story of the Coliseum. 1868
Browning Ring Bk. v. 897 Where the theatre lent its

lodge .. Pompilia needs must find herself Launching her
looks forth.

C. [? Fg. Iqja.'] A storage room for wine.
1880 V i/r.Ti.u.v Facts abt. Port, etc. tco We . .pass through

the sample and tasting rooms into the lodges. Ibid. 1 30 The
Villa Nova wine-lodges. 1895 !f est///. Gam. - Apr. 1/3 We
have thousands of pipes of wine at Oporto, and the lodges
cover acres of ground.

13. Mining, a. ' A subterraneous reservoir for

the drainage of the mine, made at the pit bottom,
in the interior of the workings, or at different levels

in the shaft ' (Gresley Coal-mining Gloss. 18S3).

b. A room or flat adjoining the shaft, for dis-

charging ore, etc.

1881 in K.-WMoxn Mining Gloss.

14. A reservoir of water for mill purposes, local.

1853 Gentl. Mag. Feb. ryi/i [In the neighbourhood of
Bury, Lancashire] two reservoirs . . in the tillage of Elton,
forming a k

lodge,'..for the accumulation from three narrow
streams rising at Cockey Moor. 1891 Oldham Mierose.
Soc. Jrul. May 101 l>ad smells arise from our lodges.

15. atIrib. and Comb.
t

as lodge-door, keefer,

-man, -room) lodge-book- a book recording

the doings of a masonic lodge
;

lodge-gate, the

gate of a park or the like at which there is a

lodge
;
lodge-pole, a pole used to support a North

American Indian tent.

« J 738 ^- Anderson {title) The New Book of the Con-
stitutions of the., t ree and Accepted Masons, containing
their History, .. collected .. by Order of the Grand Lodge
from their old Records .. and ^ Lodge* Books. 13.. E. Ji.

A Hit. P. B. 784 As Loot in a *loge dor lened hym alone.

1542 Ludlow Churehio. Acc. (Camden) 12 For a new
key to the loige dore. 1854 Mrs. Gaskkll North $ S.

xv, The lodge-door was like a common garden-door, 1838
Pickens O. Twist lii, At the *lodge gate. 1899 R.
Kipling Stalky i. 15 They could enter by the Lodge-
gates on the upper road. 1854 Mrs. Gaskei.l North

S. xv, The lodge-keeper admitted them into a great

oblong yard, on one side of which were offices for the

transaction of business. 1892 Daily News 8 Sep't. 6/4 Often

in my capacity as *lodge-man have 1 seen a poor woman
breathlessly running in order to be in the mill before Mock-
out '. 1855 Longf. Hiaio. ii. 171 At night Kabibonokka.

.

Shook the *lodge-poles in his fiiry. 1865 Tylor Early Hist.

Man. iii. 37 The dogs were trained to drag the lodge-poles

on the march. 1856 Kane Arct. Expl. I. xx.\i. 471 From
our *Iodge-room to the forward timbers every thing is clear

already. 1864 A. McKav Hist Kilmarnock 163 The lodge-

room was in Croft Street.

Lodge (1^3), v. Forms: 3-5 logge(n, 5
lodgyn, loyge, loigge, 5-6 Sc. luge, 5-7 loge,

6-7 Sc. louge, ludge, 7 lodg, 5- lodge, fad.

OF. logier (mod.F. logcr), f. loge : see Lodge sb.]

I. trans.

f 1. To place in tents or other temporary shelter

;

to encamp, station (an army). Often refl. to pitch

one's tent, to encamp, take up a position ; also in

passive, to be encamped or stationed. Obs.

a izz$ Ancr. R. 264 Metati sumus castra juxta lapidem

LODGE.
adjutorii . . we heoo" Hogged her bi be, bet ert ston of
help. Ibid., Ismeles folc com & loggede him bi be stone
of help. C1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 182 Comen ere
be Inglis with pauilloun & tent, & loged bam right wele
ouer alle ber pam bink. c 1400 Destr. Troy 10745 Pavilions
and pure tenttes [pai] pightyn aboute, And bere logget horn
to lenge, while hoin lefe thoght. a 1400-50 Alexander 1952A Messangerchim telhs, pat Alexander was at hand &
had his ost loygid A-pon be streme of Struma, c 1450 Merlin
277 Ther-of hei de Gawein . . that the saisnes were thus logged
a-boute Bredigan. 1533 Ln. Berners Fro/'ss. 1. exciv. 231
The watchmen of saynt Quintyne. .knewe that their enne-
myes were natte farre lodged thense. 1568 Gkakton Chron.
IL 271 At night they returned and sayde, howe that the
Englishmen were lodged in the fieldes. 1598 (Jrenewfy
Tacitus, Ann. xn. vii. {1622) 163 [Claudius] wrot vnto P.
Attihus Histrus..to lodge a Legion, and all the aid he could
leuy in the prouince, on the banke of Dannbiuin.

t b. To shelter with foliage. Obs. rare.
C1400 Destr. Troy 1140 Lurke vnder leuys logget with

vines. Ibid. 1167 Lurkyt vnder lefe-sals loget with vines.

2. To provide with sleeping quarters or tempo-
rary habitation

; to receive into one's house for the
night ; -b lo entertain, show hospitality to (gnests\
Also, in wider sense (cf. 7 b), to provide with a
habitation

; to place as a resident in a building

;

also in passive, to be (well or ill) accommodated
with regard to dwelling.

13. . Coer de L. 6371 They are loggyd in this toun, I wyll
goo, and aspye ther roun. t 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxv.
(Julia/r 624 A place qnhare bat a monk lugyt wes. C1386
Chaucer Ann's Pr. T. 171 They ne founde as muche as o
cotage, In which they bothe myghte logged bee. a 1420
IIocci.kvf De Reg. Princ. 4229 The fader logged hem.. In
a chambie next to bis joynyng. 1453 Pol. Poems (Rolls)
11. 2Ti [They cainej to Ledhim. .Where poorly loggyd they
fond the kyng of pees. 1526 Tindale Matt. xxv. 35, I was
herhiroule^e and >e lodged me. 1535 Covrrdale Heb. xiii.
'2 lie not forgetful] to lodge straungcrs. 1591 Shaks. T*zvo
Gent. 111. i. 35, 1 nightly lodge ber in an vpp^r Towre, The
key whereof, my selfe bane euer kept. 1596 Dai rympi.e tr.

Leslie's Hist. Scotland \. 103 With glade wil and frilie thay
v^e to luge kin, freind and acquaintance, }e and .strangeis
that tunics in lo thame. 1622 Bacon //<«. /"//, n3 When
hee was come 10 the Court of France, the King, .stiled him
by the name of the Dnke of Vorke ; lodged him, and ac-
commodated him, in gicat State. 1714 Swift lmit. Hor.
Sat. 11. vi, 3 I've oft tin wish d that 1 had.. A handsome
Hon^e to lodge a Friend, A River at my garden's end. 1764
IJi'KN Poor LtKi'S 233 it is a kind of insult upon poverty, to
Ho about to lodge poor people in a superb edifice. 1766
Smollett Trav. 1. \iii. 139, 1 ..pay at the iate of two-
and-thirty livres a day, for which 1 am very badly lodged,

I

and but very indifferently entertained. 1840 Dicken* Old
C . Shop xxxi, This young lady was lodged for nothing.
1841 Lviton A7. <V Mom. 1. iii, You lodge jour horse:%
more magnificently than yourself. 1845 McC'i'LLOCH Taxa-
tion I. iii. (1S52J 105 The latter are probably better fed,
and they certainly are better clothed and better lodged
than at any former period.

ttansf. f 1325 Song, Know ThyselfZn in /;. E. P. (1862)
132 Preye we to god vr soules enspire Or we bene logged
in eorbe lowe. c 1645 Habington S1/17: Wares, in 11 ores.

Hist. So~.Pro<..\. 95 Sir Humfrey Stafford, .maryed Elianor
. .lodged with him in thys sepulchre.

b. refl. To establish oneself, take up one*s quar-

ters, f Jn early use, = sense 7.

e 1375 IUkroi'r Bruce n. 304 In the woud thaim logyt
thai ; The thrid part went to the forray. C 1400 Macndf.v.
(1S3L.) xviii. 193 There ben also in that Contree a kynde of
Suayles, that ben so grcte, that many persones may loggen
hem in here Schelles. e 1489 Caxton Sonnes of'Ayntou v.

132 Keynawde sayd to his folke, 'go we lodge vs\ a 1533
Ln. liEKNi:i<s 11uon lxxxi. 246, 1 came & lodged me in the
abbey. 1632 J. Havward tr. BioudPs Eromena 108 They
lodged themselves in Terranova as well as they could. 171

1

Loud. Gaz. No. 4899/2 The Enemy, .quitted the Bastion..,
where our Men . . lodge! themselves, without any Opposition.

t c. fig. To harbour, entertain (feelings,

though ts\ Obs.

1583 Uahington Commandm. vi. (1637) 52 That say Racha,
or thou foole to their brethren, that is, that. .shew their

hearts, .to lodge an unlawfull affection towards them. 1593
Shaks. Rich. Ill, n. i. 65 If euer any grudge were lodg'd
betweene vs. 1623 Penkfthman Handf. Hon. iv. § 43

I

Lodge not suspect, lest thou still wretched be. a 1708
Ih'.VKRiDGE Thes. Thcol. (1711) III. 20 Dost thou not often
lodge vain thoughts?

d. Of a chamber, house, etc. : To serve as a
lodging or habitation for. Often trans/, and Jig.

of things: To contain, be the receptacle of; in

passive, to he contained in something.
e 1449 Pecock Repr. v. vii. 521 Whi . ben so manye ostries

clepid innes for to logge gistis, thou} in fewer of hem alle

gestis mysten be loggid? 1592 Davies Innuort. Soul xxn.
in, The Lrain doth lodge the Pow'rs of Sense. 1593 Shaks.
Lucr. 1530 Saying, some shape in Sinons was abusd ; So
faire a forme lodg'd not a mind so ill. « 1626 LJacon New
Atl. (1900) 6 And the other 15 Chambers were to lodge
us two and two together. 17x5 Chevne Philos. Princ.
Nat. Relig. 11/63 The Memory [can] lodge a greater store of
Images, than all the Senses can present at on

e

#
time. 1729

WoonwARO Nat. Hist. Fossils 1. I. 182 Mundick Grains.,
shot into several Figures; lodg'd part of them in a blueish

grey, and part in a brown Stone. 1747 Hekkeley Tar.
water in Plag/n Wks. 1871 111. 485

r

l he fine oil, in which
the vegetable salts are lodged. 1795 Herrciiel in Phil.

Trans. LXXXV. 353 As tenons of any kind, in an apparatus
continually to be exposed to the open air, will bring on a
premature decay, by lodging wet. 1826 Lamb Ella Ser. 11.

Pop. Fallacies \x, Perhaps the mind of man is not capacious
enough . .to lodge two puns at a time. 1830 Knox Be'clard's

Anat. 266 The conformation of the skull, and that of the
vertebral canal depend greatly upon that of the nervous
centre which they lodge. 1835 S. Smith Philos. Health 1.

v. 216 The size of the spinal canal, accurately adapted to
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that of the spinal cord, which it lodges and protects. 1871
R. Elms tr. Catullus lxvii. 4 Once, when his home, time
was, lodged him, a master in years.

e. To receive into, or keep as an inmate of, one's

house for payment ; to have as a lodger.

1741 tr. D'A rgens' Chinese Lett. i. 3 Come along with me,
Sir, you shall be very welcome. I commonly lodge all

Gentlemen that come to this Place. 1833 Ht. Martinfau
Vanderput <$• S. vi. 00 A peasant who had undertaken to

lodge the workmen. 1884 N. Hall in Chr. Comma*. 6 Nov.

43/4 Lincoln, in early life, was so poor that he asked a shoe-

maker to lodge him.

t f. ? To lay to rest (Jig.\. Obs. rare.

a 1658 Cleveland May Day ix, Then crown the Bowl,
let every Conduit run Canary, till we lodge 'the reeling Sun.

3. To place, deposit,

a. To put and cause to remain in a specified

place of custody or security.

1666 Pfpys Diary 9 Aug., Money, to enable me to pay
Sir G. Carteret's 3000/., which he hath lodged in my hands.

1690 Locke Hum. Und. if. x. 5 7 (1825) 88 In this, .viewing

again the ideas that are lodged in the memory, the mind is

oftentimes more than barely passive. 1710-11 Swift Jrnl.

to Stella 25 Mar., I wish.. Mrs. Brent could contrive to put

up my books in boxes, and lodge them in some safe place.

1713 Derham Fhys.-Theol. v. vi. (1714) 309 How .could

we plant the curious and great Variety of Bones, .necessary

..to the Support, and every Motion of the Body? where
could we lodge all the Arteries and Veins to convey Nourish-
ment? 1802 Mar. ICdgewortii Moral '/'. (i8t6) I. 212 Their
orders were. .to lodge count L. in..a state prison. 1810

Naval Chron. XXIV. 459 A reward of Six Dollars will be
given for apprehending and lodging him in the Cage. 1827
Rom- rt& I'oy. Centr. Amer. 52 His object was to lodge
suppliesofgoods . . at various trading depots. 1849 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. iv. I. 623 Soon after Monmouth had been lodged
in the l ower, he was informed that (etc.). 1866 Crump
Banking ix. 177 The issue of receipts by the goldsmiths for

money lodged in their hands. 1871 B. Stewart Heat § 70
A new standard and four authorized copies were made and
lodged at the office of the Kxchequer. 1882 Psnonv Kng.
Journalism xx. 149 Messrs. Stevenson and Salt are my
bankers. Lodge £15,000 there to my credit, and within a

week you shall have a daily evening paper.

t b. * To place in the memory 1

(J.). Obs.

1622 Bacon Hen. I'll, 37 Which cunning the King would
not vnderstand, though he lodged it, and noted it in some
particulars, as his manner was.

c. To deposit in court or with some appointed

officer a formal statement of (an information, com-
plaint, objection, etc.). Hence, in popular lan-

guage, to bring forward, allege (an objection, etc.).

1708 Lu. Sunderland in FAliaOrig. Lett. ser. 11. IV. 250
Several merchants on the other side have lodged a Petition

against him. 1754-62 Hume Hist. Eng. (1806) IV. lvii. 354
The impeachment which the king had lodged against him.

1802 Mar. EncEWORTii Moral P. (1822) I. xv. 122 A magis-

trate, with whom informations had been lodged. 1885 Cave
in Lau> Times Rep. LII. 627 2 The objection which has
been lodged against this appeal is necessarily fatal. 1888

1'ryck Amer. Cointmv. 11. xxxvi. 20 An American may.,
never be reminded of the Federal Government except when
he. .lodges a complaint against the Post-Office. 1891 Law
Times XC1I. 106/2 Persons who have any interest in land

which is sought to be registered can lodge a caution with

the registering officer.

d. To vest, cause to * reside', or represent as

residing, in a specified person or thing; lo place

{ power, etc.) wilh or in Ike hands of a person.

1670 Walton Life of Hooker 40 Acts of Parliament, in-

tenoing the better preservation of the church-lands, by re-

calling a power which was vested in others to sell or lease

them, by lodging and trusting the future care and protection

of them only in the crown, a 1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man.
11. iii. 142 The Heathen Authors allow not above 1400 years

at most for the continuance of the Assyrian Monarchy, and
lodge the Original of it in.llelus. 1712 Berkeley /'ass.

Obed. § 3 Wks. 1871 111. 108 Neither shall I consider where
or in what persons the supreme or legislative power is lodged
in this or that government, a 1715 Burnet Ovjti Time
(1724) 1. 364 So he lodged it [vie. a disputel now where
he wished it might be, in a point of prerogative. 1752
Young Brothers tv. i. Wks. 1757 11. 260 When all our hopes
are lodg'd in such expedients, 'lis as if poison were our
only food. 1752 Humk Ess. v. Indep. Pari. (1768) 31 The
power of the Crown is always lodged in a single person.

1804 Wellesley in Owen Desp. 277 The Petshwa's power
was lodged by another train of events in the hands of Scin-

diah. 1817 Jas. Mill Brit. India 111. vi. i. 52 The powers
which were lodged with the Board of Contiol. . were lodged
without danger. 1818 Cruisk Digest VI*. 381 And they
could not take in that manner but by lodging an estate tail

in George Grew. 1855 Prescott Philip II, 11. v. (1857) 251
Philip, on leaving the country, lodged the administration
nominally in three councils. 1868 E. Arber Jntrod. to

Selden's Table-T. 11 Selden lodges the Civil Power of
Kngland in the King and the Parliament. 1869 Haodan
Apost. Suec. iii. (1879) 62 There can be no ministry save
where the Apostles have lodged the power of appointing
one. 1888 Bryce Amer. Commw. 11. Iii. 314 The powers
thus taken away from the common council, are ordinarily

lodged with boards made up of the higher city officials.

e. To get (a thing) into the intended place
;
esp.

to succeed in causing (a weapon, a blow) to fall

and take effect where it is aimed.
161 1 Cotgr. s.v. Escnsson, Enter en escnsson, to lodge

that bud in the hark of a tree by an incision, .of the forme
of a T. 1680 Otway Orphan 1. i. .(1601) 3 When on the

brink the foaming Boar 1 met, And in nis side thought to

have lodg'd my spear. 1713 Aouiso.n Cato 11. iii, O could

my dying hand but lodge a sword in Caesar's bosom. 1777
StiERtOAN Sck.for Scandal v. ii, Sir Peter is dangerously
wounded . . By a bullet lodged in the thorax. 1853 Lytton
My Novel xii. 50, 1 was shot at in cold blood, by an officer

..who lodged a ball in my right shoulder.

f. Mil. {a) fTo point, level (cannon). (/•) To

place (the colours) in position, (c) To lodge arms '

(see quot. 1S67).
1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. xW'i. 60 Keepe your loufe

and loge your ordnance againe. 1783 Eucycl. Brit. 8968/1
Signals by the Drum. Tivo long rolls,To bring or lodge the
colours. 1802 C. James Aft lit. Diet., To lodge arms. 1867
Smyth Sailor's Wordbk. 452 Lodge arms, the word of com-
mand to an armed party preparatory' to their breaking off.

g. To throw (something) so that it ' lodges ' or

is caught in its fall (cf. sense 8) ; to cause to 1 lodge* I

or be intercepted; (of a current, etc.) to deposit in !

passing.
1606 Shaks. Ant. <$- CI. iv. xii. 45 Let me lodge Licas on

the homes o' th' Aloone. 1677 Varranton Eng. Improv.
41 The Stones near the Shore lay so great and thick, that

they were the occasion of lodging the Sands by them. 1808

j

Pike Sources ofMississ. (1810) ill. 221 This crate or hut-

ment was filled with stone, in which the river had lodged
sand, clay, &c. until it had become of a tolerable firm con-
sistency. 1863 Geo. Kliot Romola i. (1880) 21 He wore a

I close jerkin, a skull-cap lodged carelessly over his left car,

I as if it had fallen there by chance.

I
t h. To set or fasten in a socket or the like. Obs.

1726 Swift Gulliver ill. iii. 38 A Groove twelve Inches
deep, in which the Extremities of the Axle are lodged. 1748

j

Anson's I'oy, 11 1. v. 341 The heel of the yard is always lodged

I
in one of the sockets. 1776 G. Sf.mple Building in water 134
Let a Coffer . . be made .. and lodged upon any hard level

Ground. 1792 1'alconkr Shipwr. 1. (ed. 8) 793 They lodge
the bars, and wheel the engine round. 1825 K. Hewlett
Cottage Comf. v. 38 A scraper at each door might be fur-

I nished at no expense, and very little trouble ; a bit of iron

I
hoop lodged into two strong sticks.

4. To discover the ' lodge' of (a buck).

1576 Turberv. Vcnerie 239 We herbor and unherbor a

Harte, we lodge and rowse a Huckc. 1640 tr. J 'erdcre's

1 Rom. ofRom. it. 155, I would not walk thus with a purpose
to lie all night in the wood, if it were not to lodge him Deer
which to morrow he means to hunt. 1713 Addison Cato
iv. ii, The deer is lodg'd. I've track 'd her to her covert.

1741 Compl. Fam.'Piccc it. i. 292 Nor is there required that

Skill in lodging a 1/uck, as there is in harbouring a Stag.

1823 Scott Peveril vii, I thought of going 10 lodge a buck
in trie park, judging a bit of venison might he wanted,

f b. trans/. ? To track (a fugitive) to his refuge.

a 1625 Heal m. & Fl. Bonduca iv. i, Are those come in yet

that pursu'd bold Caratach ? Not yet, Sir, for 1 think they
mean to lodge him ; take him I know they dare not.

5. To throw down on the ground, lay flat. Now
only of rain or wind : To beat down crops. Cf.

/edge, Lay ic.)

1593 Shaks. Rich. //, in. iii. 162 Wee'le make foule

Weather with despised Teares : Our sighes, and they, shall

lodge the Summer Come. 1605 — frtacb. iv. i. 55. 1621

Sandys Ovid's Met. 1. (1626) 7 The Cornc is lodg'd, the

I

Husband-men despaire. 1653 Milton Ps. vii. 18 Let th'

enemy.. tread My life down to the earth and roul In the

dust my glory dead, In the dust and there out spread Lodge
it with dishonour foul. 1760 Brown Compl. Parmer it. 72
If rye or wheat be lodged, cut it though it be not thorough
ripe. 1763 Museum Rusiicnm I. 10 Land may be made too

rich fjr flax, which will undoubtedly lodge it, that is, occa-

sion its prematurely lying flat to the ground. Zoologist

I 1. 297 11 edge-row trees, .are a great nuisance, blighting the

I

hedges, lodging the crops.. and harbouring the plundering

I
ring-dove. 1897 Evesham Jrnl. 24 July tK. D. P.), Winter

J

oats lodged by the little rain.

II. mtr.

f 6. To encamp. Obs.

13 . . JC.A/iSt 4098 With his ost he after ferd, And there he

1 Alisaunder] loggith anon, Ther Dane hadde beon erst apon.

c 14^0 Lonelich Grail xliv. 418 Whanne'the kyng was
I
Comen to-fore bat Cartel, he gan to loggen bothe faire &

I
wel. c 1500 Melusine xxxvi. 281 They concluded that on
the morne theire oost shuld lodge a leghe nygh to the Sara-

,

syns. 1603 Knoi.les Hist. 7'ttrks (1621) 1251 With his annie
1 ..encamped in the self same place where the Turks armie
I had but the yere before lodged.

7. To remain or dwell temporarily in a place

;

• esp. to pass the night, sleep. Now rare*

| 13. . E. E, A Hit, P. B. 807 pay wolde lenge |>e long na^t

j
& logge ber-oute. ^1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxv. 118 fareV

, j>er bai schall luge ilk a nyght, bai schall fynd before pam
redily purwayd all maner of thinges. c 1470 Henry Wallace
1. 287 In Dunfermlyn thai lugyt all that nycht. ?£i475
St/nyr lenve Dcgre 18a Yf ye may'no harbroughe sc, Than
must ye lodge under a tre. a 1533 Ln. Berners Huon

I
lxviii. 235 They lodged in the strete next to the palays in a

I good hostrye. a 1548 Hall Chron., Edw. IV 228 Fpr at

the gates entered but a few that were apoynted, the remnant
lodged in the feldes. *5?3 Shaks..2 Hen. VI, I. i. 80 Did he

so often lodge in open field, ln Winters cold^and Summers
parching Heate, To conquer France. 1596 Dalrymple tr.

i

Leslie's Hist. Scot. II. 124 That nycht he ludget with ane

I
Thomas Leslie, quha maid hiin a saft bed, with fair couerW

I ings dekit with al decore. 1397 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. '

' Chirurg 53 b, The pooie souldiours, who being wounded,
must lodge on the earth. 1611 HttH.F. Job xxiv. 7 They cause

the naked to lodge without clothing, that they haue 'no

I couering in the cold. 1650 Jer. Taylor Holy Living ii.

§ 6. 139 Here thou art but a stranger travelling to thy
Countrey . . ; it is therefore a huge folly to be much afflicted

because thou hast a lesse convenient Innc to lodge in by the

way. 1652 62 Hrymn Cosmogr. tl. (1677) 339 The extreme

I

coldness of the Country . . is so fierce that generally they
lodg between two Feather-beds. 1667 Milton /'. L. xv.

790 Ithuriel and Zephon. .Search through this Garden,.

.

But cbiefly where those two fair Creatures Lodge, Now laid

perhaps asleep secure of harme. 1669 Pepys Diary 19 Feb.,

After seeing the girls, who lodged in our hed, with their maid
Martha,.. 1 to the office. 1724 R. Woorow Life of Jas.

Wodrmv {1828) 68 He was several times forced to lodge in
j

I

the open fields in the night time. 1778 MAn. D'Arblay
j

Evelina (1791) II. 246 The Captain will lodge at the Wells. 1

1781 ftiBBON Decl. <y F. 11. xlvi. 734 He lodged in the

I
cottage of a peasant. 1888 Daily Nnvs 18 Oct. 5/3 One

|

boy of fifteen, for example, was sent to this dismal sojourn
for the offence of * lodging in the open air \ .

.

' lodging ',

we assume, means sleeping. 1900 A. Lang in Blackw. Mag.
Dec. 901/2 Darnley was to lodge at Craigmiliar.

b. In a wider sense: To have one's nbode; to

dwell, reside. In later use cbiefly trans/, and fig.
of a lhing = to have its seat, 'reside

1

, be placed.

Now rare.

1362 Lancl. P. PI. A. ix. 7 Was neuer wiht as I wente
that me wisse couthc Wher this ladde loggede lasse ne
more, c 1400 Destr. Troy v. 163 1 Priam by purpos a pales
gert make,. . Ixiuely and large to logge in hym seluyn. 1463
Bury Wills (Camd. Soc.) 21 He and hi* successours to
logge there. 1567 J. Mah.f.t Gr. Forest 27 b, The bark
which is the defence <,and as 1 mought so say) their house
to lodge in. 1598 Yong Diana 302 But he, that in high
and loftie houses lodgeth (though the thunderclap smile
him not) may be killed or wounded with the stones, timber,
or some other thing that may fall from thence. 1602 Mar-
ston Antonio's Rev. Iti. il Wks. 1856 1. 108 O, you departed
soules, That lodge in coffin'd trunkes. 1602 Shaks. Ham.
I. v. 87 Leaue her to heauen, And to those Thornes that
in her bosome lodge, To pricke and sting her. Ibid. v. i. 252
She should in ground vnsanctified haue lodg'd, Till the last

Trumpet. 1634 Milton Conms 246 Sure something holy
lodges in that brest. 1682 Ena. Elect. Sheriffs^ The Right
ofchusing the Sheriffs of London, does by Charter,. . lodg not
in the Lord Mayor alone, but in him, the Court of Alder-
men, and the Commons of London, a 1792 Wolcot (P.

Pindar) Wks. III. 5 The heart that lodges in that miser's
breast. 1855 Main Senses $ Lnt. 11. iv. § 19 (1864) 286
A strong sensibility, .lodges in the lachry0™! organ.

c. spec. To reside as an inmate in another per-

son's house, paying a sum of money periodically in

relurn for the accommodation afforded ; to be a
lodger, to live in lodgings.

1749 Fielding Tom Jones xm. v. {heading in Contents), The
Adventure which happened to Mr. Jones at his Lodgings,
with some Account of a young Gentleman who lodged there.

1858 Lytton What will he do 1. i, She and her grand-
father lodge with me.

8. To be arrested or intercepted in fall or pro-

gress ; to * stick ' in a position.

1611 Cotgr., Encrouer, to lodge, as a cudgell in a tree;
to hang on, or ledge in. 1647 Cowley Mistress, ' Resolved
to be Beloved* it. iv, But if it ought that's soft and yielding
hit ; It lodges there, and stays in it. 1781 Cowper Charity
531 Worms may be caught by either head or tail ;.. Plunged
in the stream, they lodge upon the mud. 1796 J. MorskA mer.
Geog. 1. 480 In a freshet the flood wood frequently lodges,

and in a few minutes the water rises to full hanks. 1825

}. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 374 An opening ..which is

nearly round or square, because if it were narrow the stuff

might lodge. 1853 Lvtton My No7>cl 111. xii. 125, I . . who
might have been shot through the lungs, only the ball

lodged in the shoulder. 1885 Grant Pcrs. Mem. 1. xx. 279
A musket ball entered the room, struck the head of the sofa,

passed through it and lodged in the foot.

9. Hunting. Of a buck : intr. To betake himself

to his * lodge ' or lair. Also quasi -passive, to be in

his ' lodge
^1470 in Hors. Shepe, G. etc. (Roxh.) 31 A bncke is

logged. < i486 Bk. St. Albans Kvijb, A liucke lodgith.

1615 [see Harbour v. 2 ck 1801 Strutt Sports A> Past. 1.

i. 17 A hart was said to be harbored, a buck lodged letc.].

1888 P. Lindley in Times 16 Oct. 10/5 The hound worked
on leash from the spot where the deer had lodged.

10. Of corn : ^to be lodged (see 5).

1630 Lennard tr. C/iarron's Wisd. ill. xxxvii. (1670) 509
As corn lodgeth by too great abundance and boughs over-

charged with fruit break asunder. 1731 Tull Horsedweing
J/uso. xiti. (1733) 15 1 One Argument, that it lodges for want
of Nourishment is, that a rich Acre has maintain'd a Crop
of Five Quarters standing. 1759 tr. Dnhamel's Husb. u
iv. (1762) 9 It grew so rank that it lodged, and yielded hut

little grain. 1884 Harpers Mag. July 247/1 The growth
had been so heavy that, .it had 'lodged \ or fallen.

Lodgeable (l^d.^abT), a. Also 7 lodgable.

[f. LOIKJE V. + -ABLE.]

1. That may be lodged in; suitable for lodging

or dwelling in.

1508 Florio, Habitabile,. .inhabitable, that may be dwelt

in, lodgeable. £1630 Donne Sernt. xxvi. 264 The Kings
presence makes a Village the Court; but he that hath service

to do at Court, would be glad to finde it in a lodgeable and
convepient place. 1656 Finett For. Ambass. 164 The Am.
hassador's house was appointed, but not yet . . Ixxlgable.

1771 Smollett Humph. CI. Oct. v, The house is old-

fashioned . . but lodgeable and commodious. 1794 Stat.

Acc.Scot. XI I. 22 The manse is a large lodgeable house.

a 1850 Jeffrey (Ogilvie), The lodgeable area of the earth.

2. That may be or can be lodged.

1897 Webster s.v., So many persons are not lodgeable in

this village.

Lodged ppl- a - tf- Lodge v. + -ed.]

In senses of the vb.

1596 Shaks. Merck. V. w. i. 60 So can I giue no reason .

.

More than a lodg'd hate, and a certaine loathing 1 beare

Antonio. 1607 Tops ell Fourf. Beasts (1658) 120 Take a

Jive hare, and .. hide it in the earth. ..Your hound, ..at

length coming neer the lodged hare, .. mendeth his pace.

1649 G. Danikl Trinarch., Hen. V, clxviii, When the

lodg'd Deere they Hunt. 1731 Tull Horse-hoeing Husb. xiii.

( l 73~ti 154 Lodg'd fcars are always lighter than those of the

same Higness which stand. 1802 A. Kllicott Jrnl. (1803^ 16

My boat struck the root of a lodged tree in the river. 1854

H. Miller Sch. $ Schm. xiii. 287 The lodged oats and
barley lay rotting on the ground.

b. /Per. Of a buck, hart, etc. : Represented as

lying on the ground.
1580 Visit. Cheshire (Harl. Soc. 1882) 86 Downes ofDownes

and Taxhall. Arms.— Sable, a buck lodged Argent. 1864

Boutell Her. Hist, t, Pop. xix. 296 Each shield rests upon

a white hart lodged. 1868 Cussans Her. (1882) 91.

j



LODGEMENT.
lodgement, lodgment (lament). Also

logiament, 8 logemeut. [a. F. logement (14th
c. in Hatz.-Darm.), i.loge-r to Lodge: see -mkxt.
Evelyn's form logiament seems to be quast-lt. ; but ef.

Parliament.}

1. A place or building in which persons or things
are lodged, located, or deposited ; a place of shelter
or protection ; in early use Mil, quarters for sol-
diers. ?No\v rare or Obs.
1598 Barret Thcor. ll'arres 1. ii. 9 The souldier giuen to

this vice .. doth disturbe all towncs..and all lodgements.
164 1 Evelyn Diary (1879) 1. 32 It is a matchless piece of
modern fortification, accomodated with logiaments for the
souldiers and magazines. 1696 C. Leslie Snake in Grass
(1697) This, and not Prisons, had been the proper Lodge-
ment for Fox and Muggleton. 1713 Derham Phys.-T/uvt.
iy. xiv. (17 14* 251 Such Halls, Cases, and other commodious
Repositories as are an admirable Lodgment to the Eggs and
Voting. 1725 Port Odyss. xiv. 18 Within the space were
rear'd Twelve ample cells, the lodgment of his herd. 1760
Styles in Phil. Tram. LI. 84* Separate lodgements, each
of which contains a single bee. 1764 in Picton L'pool
Miotic. Rcc. {1886) II. 263 Design for a lodgement of tire
engines. 1818 Art Preserv. Feet 108 The leather [of a
boot] itself will form a lodgement for the corn.

b. A lodging-place ; a lodging-house
;
lodgings.

Now rare.

1703 Malnhrell Journ. %'rns. (1732) 2 Certain publick
Ixxlgments founded in Charity for the use of Travellers.
1847 Thackeray Let. (1887) S Come, .and stop with me until
you have found other lodgment. 1850 Maxwell Let. in Life
vi. (1882) 148 (letting room for my father as the Pull was
full) in a lodgement. 1863 Bright .S/., Reform 18 Jan.,
Personages who have their lodgment higher up Whitehall.
1867 Lngelow Dreams that came true xxiv, Her scanty
earnings, and her lodgment cold.

C. Gunnery. ' The hollow or envity in the under
part of the bore, where the shot rests when rammed
home* (1872-6 Voyle & Stevenson Milit. Did.).
2. Mil. A temporary defensive work made on a

captured portion of the enemy's fortifications to
make good the position of the assailants and pro-
tect them from attack.

1677 Loud. Gaz. No. 1 187/2 We began to work for the 1

raising a Battery, and the making a Lodgment to secure it.

1708 Ibid. No. 447°/3 A new Communication was made 011
the Grand Lodgment between the two Counterguards.
1884 Mil. Engineering \. 11. 108 It is usually advisable to
make a lodgment as cpiickly as possible, and for this purpose
to bring up the working party rapidly.

3. The action of lodging ; the fact of being lodged.
a. The action of establishing oneself or making

good a position on an enemy's ground, or obtaining
a foothold

; hence, a stable position gained, a foot-
hold. Chiefly in phr. to make orfind a lodgement.
1702 Llttrell Brief Ret. (1857) V. 229 They were gone

to Vtgo, .. if they found it practicable, to make a lodgment
there. 1777 Rouertson Hist. Amur. II. v. 116 Cortes durst
not .. attempt to make a lodgment in a city. 1853 Sir H.
Douglas Milit. Bridges 209 The troops made good their
landing, attacked the enemy, and established a lodgment.
i860 Tyxoall Glac. 1. ix. 62 My friend, who had found a
lodgment upon the edge of a rock. 1897 Gen. H. Porter
tn Century Mag. Jan. 353 Many of our men succeeded in
getting over the earthworks, but could not secure a lodg-
ment which could be held.
transf and./?^. 1757 Burke Abridgm. Eng. Hist. Wks.

1842 II. 410 But then the minister must have taken it up as
a great plan of national policy, and paid with his person in
every lodgment

.of his approach. 1824 W. Irving J\ Trav.
I. 348^ 1 was not perfectly sure that I had effected a lodg-

'

ment in the young lady's heart. 1868 M ilnlan St. Paul's iv.

78 Wycliffe had made a dangerous lodgment in the City of
London. 1884 L. J. Jennings in Croker P. 1. viii. 222 An
intention which seems .. never to have held more than a
temporary lodgment in his mind.

b. The action of placing in position, or of pro-
viding with a receptacle.

lV\ D,

ER!MM Phys.-Thcoi. vn. ii. (1714) 355 The Structure
and Lodgment of the Lungs. 1875 Sir Wm. Turner in
Eucycl. Brit. I. 827/2 The lower end of the bone.. is marked
posteriorly hy grooves for the lodgment of tendons passing
to the back of the hand.

c. The action of depositing (a sum of money,
securities, etc.); cotter, a deposit of money. Now
only legah
1760-7* H. Brooke FoolofQual (1809) II. 121 He .. has

entered all his lodgments in feigned names. 1825 Hor.
Smith Gaieties $ Grav. II. 243 The lodgments made by
the players. 1884 Law Rep. 27 Chanc. Div. 243 A decree for
..lodgment in Court of a sum then in the District Registry. .

1886 Law Times LXXXI. 59/2 S. had gained uo priority.
OVC

Jj
1
V
by S '*s P"°.r lodgment of the stop-order.

d. The ' lodging * of a thing or the accumulation
ofmatter intercepted in fall or transit ; coner. a mass
of matter so lodged.
1739 S. Sharp Surg.

(J.), An oppressed diaphragm from
|

a mere lodgment of extravasated matter. 1767 Gooch
J real, [founds 1. 98 The lodgment of blood or other fluid ;

may easily affect the brain by compression. 18*3 Bucklanu
Rcliq. Dilicih 123 Wherever there was a ledge, or shelf or
basin, however minute, . . there these materials have found
a lodgement. 1862 Beveridck Hist. India 111. ix. iv. 633
The plains on both sides are covered at this season by heavy
lodgments of water. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 21 Some [rain)
finding lodgment in little hollows of the rock.

©. ? A body of persons established in a place.
1830 Everett Orat. (1850) I. 218 There is a great lodg-

ment of civilized men on this continent.

4. Accommodation in a lodging-place ; provision
of lodgings; lodging, rare.

395

|

1805 W. Tavlor in Ann. Rev. III. 65 The French spend
less in hospitality, more in lodgement than the English.
1824 W. Irving T. Trav. I. 18 The miserable lodgement
and miserable fare of a provincial inn. 1853 Lytton My
Navel 11. vii. 80 * For the board and the lodgment, good \
said Kiccahocca. 1858 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. 1. iv. i.\. 477Retinue sufficient find nooks for lodgment in the poor old
Sebloss.

Lodger (Vd^aj). Also 4 loger, logger, 6
loghger, Sc. lugear. [f. Lodgk v. + -Kit l.J

fl. a. A dweller in a tent (cf. Lodge v. 7). Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 15,7 Iobal ..Was first loger, and fee

tie It wit [Gcuests iv. 20J.

b. One who sojourns in a place, an occupant, in-
habitant

; also, one who sleeps or passes the night
in .1 plaec. Now only arch.
1511 Gahvay Arch, in 10th Rep. 11hi. MSS. Comm. Apn.

v. 39.4 No ahannt nor Grangers shalbe lowers ne in town
nor land 1832 Sir S. Ferguson Forging 0/ Anchor 700 lodger in the sea-king's halls. 1834 Sir H. Taylok Art*
velde it. v. 1. 190 Tatterdemalions, lodgers in the hedge.
transf 1676 Wiseman Surg. vi. ii. 41 j By this you. .quit

the Fart of its trouhlesome Lodger [vis. a bullet]. 1737
Fore Hor. Efist. 11. ii. 223 Look in that breast, most dirty
1 >

—

-J
be fair, Say, can you find out one such lodger there ?

1891 S. C. Scrivener Our Fields.f Cities 147 In properly
cultivated land a grub is a very rare lodger.

C. One who resides as an inmate in another per-
son's house, paying a certain sum periodically for
the accommodation.
1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. iv. iv. 5 We were lodgers, at the

Pegasos. 1 599 7- ilea. / *, 11. i. 33 Base Tyke, inl'st thou
mee Hoste, now by tins hand 1 sweare I scorne the terme-
I

I?v
*hal

l
n,y Nel keeP ledgers. 1680 Baxter Answ.

Stulingjl. ix. 18 In London, Lodgers may change frequently.
1711 Auoisox Spcct. No. 101 ? 7 He lived as a Lodger at
the House of a Widow-Woman. 1758 Johnson Idler No. 16
r 3 He dismissed the lodgers from the first floor. 1844 Ld.
Brougham Brit. Constit. vi. 85 All lod-ers and boarders,
all who have no house of their own.

t 2. One who lodges a person ; a host. Obs.
1533 Fki.li-.ndkn Livy 11. (J022J 130 Mony of thir preson-

eris..gaif thankis to thair lugearis for the benevolence
scliewm to thame during the time of thair captivite. 1632
Sherwood, A lodger, hoste, <jni lege, on herbage. 1665
HraTHwait Comm. Two Tales 8 A Lodger or Tabler of
Scholars and other Artists.

3. A thing that lodges or becomes fixed in a place.
1868 AV/. Mnnit. War 17 The number of missiles dis-

charged by these seventy-six effective rounds would be
1216 of which .. 443 [werej lodgers. 1880 Dunbar Cntct.
Papcrmakcr 24 This prevents Mudgers', or pieces of jag
not reduced to half-stuff, hanging about, which, if allowed
to escape, would cause knots and grey specks in the paper.
4. attrib.: lodger-franchise, a right to vote con-

ferred by statute in 1S67 uj,on persons in boroughs
occupying lodgings of an annual rental value of at
least^io; in 1S84 it was extended to counties.
1867 Times 20 Mar. 0/4 The total omission of the Lodger

Franchise from the present multifarious and omnivorous
measure. 1884 Act 48 Cict. c. 3 $ 2 A uniform household
franchise and a uniform lodger franchise, .shall be estab-
lished in all counties and boroughs.

Lodges, variant of Lotas.

Lodging (ll'dgig), vbl.sb. Forms: see Loixjk v.;

also 4 lugyne, 6 loggyne, Sc. ludgene, lngiu^g,
lugeing; //. 5 loggeyns, 6 Sc. luggeuis. [f.

Lodge v. + -ikg L]
1. The action of the verb Lodge ;in various

senses).

1525 Extracts Abcrd. Reg. (1844) 1. 110 The auld statut
maid for the ressayt and luging of strangaris. 1576 Tur-
hkrv. i'cucrie 141 There is not so muche skill to be used
in lodgyng of a Uucke as in harboring of a harte. 1652
Hkylin Cosmogr.

y
Scot. 207 The custom of the Indians in

giving to the Hi amines the first nights lodging with their
Hrides. 1726 Leoni Albertis An hit. 1. 95 b, Houses . . for
the lodging of men, animals, or tools of agriculture. 1731
Tull Horse-hoeing Husb. xiii. (1733) 150 One Cause is the
lodging or falling of Corn, 1884 Manch. Exam. 30 June 5/3
That the straw is short .. is a great safeguard against
' lodging ' in the event of heavy rainstorms.

f 2. Dwelling, abode. Phr. To make, take (up)
one's lodging', to take up one's (temporary) abode.
a 1300 Cursor M. 6212 pis folk . . innerinar be {Gd'lt. bair]

loging made. 1362 Langl. /*. PI. A. xu. 44 His loggyng is
1

with Lyf that lord is of erthe. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints iii.

(St. Andreas) 56 pe hou.se . . quhar pai twa pare lugyne in

pe towne can ma. 1390 Gowkr Conf III. 62 Thei take
loggiuge in the toun After the disposicion Wher as him
thoghte best to duelle. c 1450 Merlin 44 Go to a gode town
and take thy logginge. 1535 Coverdale Song Sol. vii. 11

Let vs go forth in to the felde, and take oure lodginge in

the vyllages. 1601 Holland Pliny (1634) 1. 126 \Vhen he
[sc. the Ganges] is once come into the flat plains and eueu
country. . he taketh vp his lodging in a certain lake. 1611
IJible Isa. x. 29 They naue taken vp their lodging at Geba.

3. Accommodation for rest at night or lor resi-

dence ; now only, accommodation in hired rooms
or in a lodging-house (often in phr. hoard and
lodging).

1432-50 tr. Iligden (Rolls) IV. 465 To siffe loggenge [L.

hospilium) and other refreschenge to theyme, 1454 in

Paston Lett. 1. 265 The Duke of Somcrsetes herbergeour
hath taken up all the loggyng that may be goten nere the
Toure. 1533 Bellenoen Livy (1901) 190 He was ressauit

in lugeing with Attius Tulius.
m
153s Coverdale John i. 38

Rabbi Where art thou at lodginge? 1588 Shaks. L. L. L.
v. ii. 811. 161 1 Bible Judg. xix. 15 There was no man that

tooke them into his house
4
to lodging. 1668 Davenant

Rivals v. 48 My lodging it is on the Cold ground. 1776
Adam S.mith \V. N. (1869) 1. 1. xi. 1 72 After food, clothing and

LODGING.

/
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/
d
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are"Ktwo great wants ofmankind. 1849M acal* lav

///*/. Eng. in. 1. 327 An ample return for his food, his lodeine,
and his stipend. 1859 Tknnvson Elaine 171 An old, dumb
myriad-wnnkled man, Who let him into lodging,

t b. Dwelling accommodation, house-room.
1715 Leosi Pallad'ufs Archit. (1742) I. 49 One may make

more or less Lodging than I have here drawn, according as
..the master shall require,

tc. Material to lie or sleep on. Oh.
^3 'Ifvon Way to Health xvii. ,,697) 402 Chaff-Eeds,

with licks of Canvas, and Quills made of Wool I or Flocks
to lay on them; which.. is the most easie and pleasant
Lodging^that can be invented. 1691 Ray Creation 11. (1722)
371 1 heir Feathers serve to stulT our Beds and Pillows,
yielding us soft and warm Lodging.

4. concr. A place or building in which a person
lodges or resides ; a dwelling-place, abode

; t a bed-
room {obs.)

; f military quarters,encampment (obs.).
(In the sense of 4 temporary lodging-place 1 hired
rooms', commonly superseded by the pi. /odgings:
see 5 b.)

(C astic) oflodgings : Cone) used as a residence.
13- - R> E. Attit. P. \\. 887 pay lot of lotez logging any

lysoiui to fyntie. 1375 Uarbocr Bruce vi. 1 The King is
went till his luging. t 1380 Sir I crumb. 3063 panne pay
gunne to pryke vaste toward hure logyngge. c 1450 Merlin
4j He come in to oure loigginge in Northumberlonde while
wesatteat oure mete, a 1533 Ln. Berners I/nou xi. 31He w;i S scrchyd fur in his loyynge. 1538 Lklanij Itin.
( »745) I. 84 Kaby is the largest Castel of Logginges in al
the ^orth Cuntery. a 1548 Hall Lhron. y lien. I'll 23
J hey that went before iiupiyred after ynnes and lodgynges

]
as though they woulde repose them selfes there all nighte.
"583 Leg. Bp. St. Audrois 659 The menstrallis and the
bairdis. .About his ludgene loudlie played. 1588 Dr. A.
J hRNK // /// in Willis & Clark Cambridge . i886j I. 28 The
Colledge Liurairic .to be newe builded at the east end of
the Masters Lodginge longewayes towardes the Streate.
1596 Shaks. Tarn. .Shr. Lid. i. 40 Burne sweet Wood to
make the Lodging sweete. 1604 JDk.wion Owle 1105
And on each small Branch of ibis largc-limb'd Oke,
llieir pretty Lodgings carelessly they tooke. 16x8 Bhalm.
v\: ¥ l. Lojal Subj. 11. v, 'J he rest fof the rooms] above
are lodgings all. 1637 J. Tayior (Water-P.) yitfa The
Canicrs Cosn iograpine : or A Briefe Relation, of The
Junes, Ordinaries, Hosieries, and other lodgings in or
neeie London. 1712 .S ii km-. S/e. t. No. 264 n He livesm a Lodging of Ten Shillings a Week. 1798 Monthly
Mag. M. 436 *A lodging all uithin itself, with divers
easements, to set is the common stile of a bill for letting
a house in Edinburgh. 1814 Scoi r Ld. of Isles x. xxi, In
silvan lodging close beslow'd, He placed the page. 1823
(Salt Gilhaiw I. iii. jo (Joing straight up the walk tu
the door of a lodging, to ihe wiiich ibis was the parterre
and garden. 1849 Macallan Hist. Eng. iv. L 479 H.icket
. .had already secured every inn and lodging. 1883 K. W.
Dixon Mlauo 11. i. 63 His eye fell fiercely on me, when
my way I found into his lodging.
transf. \Jig. a 1586 Sinshv Apot. Poetrk (Arb.) 29 Our

degenerate sullies matle worse by iheyr clayey lodgings.
i6os.Suaks. Learn, ii. 170 Not to behold This hhamelull

I

lodging [sc. the stocks]. 1645 Waller A la Malade 2 $ The
breaches made In that faire Lodging [the body] still more
clear Make the bright Guest your Sou'e appear. 1646
Jexkvn Remoro 10 Without it [Religion], Kingdoms are
but.. lurking places for theeves, nut lodgings for the pure
God. 1658 Sir T. Bkowm: Hydriof. iii. (i 73 6> 31 Chris-
tians., acknowledged their Bodies to be the Lodging of
Christ. 1697 I)kvdi:x l irg. Georg. iv. 64 Plaistcr thou
their chinky Hives with Clay, And leafy Branches o'er
their lodgings lay.

fb. The portion of sj ace assigned to one man
in a earn]). Obs,

1398 B.\rri:t Thcor. 4Carres 155 Vnto euery man at
Amies we will allow 8 lodgings : and vnto euery roome or
lodging we will give 50 superficial! foote of ground,

tc. A ward in a hospital : a cell in a prison.
i6ia New Life Virginia (18971 9 An hospital with four-

score lodgings, and beds already sent to furnish (hem.
1679^88 Seer. Sen*. Moneys of Chas. 11 «y Jas. 11 iCamd.
Soc.) 133 For strengthening divers of the prison lodgings
with iron bars, holts, and locks.

fd. A square on a chess-board, as being the
1 place ' of a particular piece. Obs.
1562 Rowbotuam Playe Cheastes Eivh, Thou shake cau.^e

thy knight to retyre to the lodging of thy Cjuenc.

te. Hunting. The lair ofa buck, stag. etc. Obs*
a 1586 Sidnky Arcadia I. (1590I 39 b, The stagge thought it

better to trust to the nimblenes of his feete, then to the slender
fortification of his lodging. 1610 Glillim Heraldry 111. xvi.
(i6u) 147 They doe reudilie discover . .the Tracks, Kourmes,
and lodgings, of blasts of chase.

5. Specialized uses of the plural.

t a. Military quarters. Obs.

1475 Bk. Noblesse 69 The due made redy the ordenaunce
wyth shot of grete gounys amongys th: rebells and shot of
arowes myghtelye, that they kept her loggeyns. 1548 Hall
Chron., Hen. I 'III 28 For his other lodgynges he had great
and goodly tentes of blewe. 1568 Grafton Chron. I. 8 The
first inventer of the Portative tents or lodgings. 1614
Raleigh Hist. World v. iii. 463 [They] fell vpon him,
with hope to take him vnprepared, whilest he was making
his lodgings. 1665 Manley Grotius' Low-C. ICarres 839
Lodgings were made for the Souldiers under Ground in the
Form of Trenches. 1677 Hubbard Narrative 55 Very cold
Lodgings, hard Marches, Scarcity of Provision.

b. A room or rooms hired for accommodation
and residence in the house of another (in mod.
usage, not in an inn or hotel).

1640 D'Ewes in Belt. Lit. Men (Camden) 165, I have
promised to take lodgings close by him in the Coven Garden.
1712-14^ Pope Rape Lock iv. 118 Sooner shall grass in Hyde-
park Circus grow, And wits take lodgings in the sound of
Bow. 1751 Earl Orrery Remarks Swift (1752) sr He
used to lye at night in houses where he found written over
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LODGING.
the door Lodgings for a penny. 1787 Charlotte Smith
Romance Real Life 1. 220 She discharged her lodgings.,

and went to another part of Paris. 1849 Thackeray Pen-

dennis Ixvik (1863) 585 The house may be yours: but the

lodgings are mine and you will have the goodness to leave

them. 1861 Mrs. J. H. Riddell City A> Suburb 11. vi. 107

Life in lodgings, at the best of times, is not a peculiarly

exhilarating state of existence.

c. An official residence. Now the name given

to the houses of the heads of certain Oxford col-

leges. (Cf. quot. 1 5S8 in 4, and Lodge sb. 8.) Also

Judges' lodgings : the house which (in some assize

towns) is occupied by the judges during the assizes.

1661 Wood Life 3 May, They all went to the warden's

lodgings, and gave him possession. 1826 Act 7 Geo. IV,

c. 63 § 1 Provisions for providing Lodgings for the

Accommodation of His Majesty's Judges of Assize. 1827

Oxford Guide 38 Queen's College. . . Over the west cloister

are two stories, containing .. the Provost's Lodgings [etc. J.

1895 Strand Mag. Mar. 320 The judge's lodgings are

usually a fine old house set apart for the purpose.

6. attrib. and Comb., as lodging-hunting, 'lease,

-letter, -place, -seeker \ lodging-car U.S., 'a car

fitted with bunks for hands at work on a railway

line* (Knight Diet. Meek., Snppl.); t lodging-

chamber = Lodging -room b
; f lodging-fellow,

one who shares the same lodgings with another

;

lodging-money, an allowance made by govern-

ment to all officers and soldiers for whom there is

not sufficient accommodation in barracks (iS 72 6

Voylc Milit. Diet.). Also Lodging-house, -room.

1645 Evelyn* Diary (1879/1 1. 220 The hall, chapell, and
great number of * lodging chambers are remarkable. 1687

l)n. Smith in Magd. Coll. (O. H. S.) 162 Lodging-chambers.

a 1490 Botoner Itin. (1778) 374 Sir Phelip Braunche [etc.]

..apud 1c sege de Roun ; fuerunt le *logeyng felowys.

1879 'Edna Lyall' Won by Waiting ix, It was certainly

"lodging hunting under difficulties. 1802-12 LIentha.m

Ration, fudic. Evid. (18:7) 11. 483 For each distinct species

of contract let a distinct species of paper be provided,- .as

for instance lodging-lease paper. 1851 Mai hew L<*nd.

Labour I. 366 A *lodging-1etter. .will . .drive keen bargains

for plates, dishes, or wash-hand basins and jugs. 1802 C.

James Milit. Diet, Lodging money. 14. . Epiph. in Tun-

'dale's I'is. (1S43) 116 Whyll thei stepped at hur Moggyng
place Ther com an angell apperyng with grette lyght. 16x1

I'iijLE Josh. iv. 3 In the lodging place where you shall lodge

this night. 1878 J. liui.l.KR 40 years in .V, /. 70 In a small

rush church we met with a lodging-place 1885 R. L. & K.

Stevenson Dynamiter 99 A large number of Modging-
seekers.

Lodging Jfdsin ///. a. [f. Lojk: k v. + -inu '-.]

That ' lodges ' or rests upon something ; said Naut.

of a horizontal in contradistinction to a 'hanging'

or vertical knee*
1567 Turbekv. Ovitfs Rf>isl. P vij b, Full oft vpon thine

annes my lodging necke I lay. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine
(178-)) s.v. Knee, Knees are either said to be lodging or

hanging. Ibid. s.v. Decks,'T\\s horizontal or lodging knees,

which fasten the beams to the sides. 1874 Thearle .Vaval

Anhit. 40 Lodging knees have not been fitted of late years

to II. M. ships.

XiO'dging-house. A house, other than an inn

or hotel, in which lodgings are let.

1765 Smollett Trav. L viii. 139, 1 was directed to a

lodging house at Lyons, which being full they shewed us to

a tavern. 181 4 Bisskt Guide to Leamington 23 Every
house in Leamington (the Author's and two others excepted)

are appropriated as Lodging or Boarding Houses. 1838
Dickens Xich Xich. xvi, One street of gloomy lodging-

houses. 1891 C. James Rom. Rigmarole 9 \ Elise, old, worn,

haggard, and dying in a common lodging-house close by.

attrib. c 1815 Jane Ausn-N Persnas. (1833] 1. xi. 300
Captain Harville did his best to supply the deficiencies of

lodging-house furniture. 1848 Pickens Don/bey vi. Lodging-
house keepers were favourable in like manner.

b. trans/, and Jig.
1851 Borrow Lavengro xeviii. (1900) 534 It seems all the

drains and sewers of the place run into that same salt basin
..on which account the town is a famous lodging-house of
the plague. 1858 J. Maruneau Stit i. Chr. 206 Temporary
settlers and mercantile agents.. to whom Italy was a lodg-
ing-house rather than a home.

Lodging-room. fa. nonce-use. Space in

whieh to dwell, b. A sleeping apartment, bed-
room. (Now local.)

1571 Goloing Calvin on Ps. xlvii. 4. 1S3 If after the
bringing of the Ark into the Temple, there had appered
none other hyghcr truth : it had bin but as a chyldish toy
to lodge vp god in that narrow lodging roome [L. iuangusto
illo domicilio Deum locari], 1615 Manch. Crl. Leei Rcc.
(1885) 11. 300 One Chambf or lod^inge Roome. 1694 Dry-
ovMLove CHumph, iv. i. 65 The Lodging Rooms are furnisht
with Loam : and bare Mattresses are the Beds. 17*2 I)e Foe
Col. Jack (18401 257 She.. bade her speak to the innkeeper
to show her to her lodging-room. 1800 Don. Wordsw. Let.
10 Sept. in Lee Life (1886) 66 We have one lodging-room,
with two single beds. 1823 P. Nicholson Pract. Builder
438 Mezzanines.. are exceedingly convenient for servants,

lodging-room^, powdering-rooms, wardrobes &a
attrib. 1885 Slieffield Teiegr. 20 June, Lodging-room

furniture.—Mahogany Dressing Table fetc.j.

Lodgis, -ys(e, variants of Logis.

llliOdh 0~ud). Also 8 load. [Hindi /*///.]

The bark of the East Indian shrub, Symplocos
racemosa, used in dyeing. Also lodh-bark.
J781 Kerr in Phil. Trans. LXXL 381 To make the silk

hold the colour, they boil a handful of the bark called Load
in water. ' 1848 in Craig.

Lodicle (Ifdik'l). [ad. L. lodicul-a LODICULE,]
~L0DICCLE. In some mod, Diets.
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Lodicule (Vdikiwl). Bot. [ad. L. lodicnl-a,

dim. of lodix coverlet.] The hypogynous scale of

a grass ( Treas. Bot. 1 866).
1864 Oliver Klem. Dot. 1. v. 53 Note also [in Wheat] 2

very minute scales, called lodicules, representing a perianth,

inserted under the ovary. 1900 L. H. Bau.ev Bot. 146.

Lodlike, -ly, obs. forms of Loathly.
Lodomy, obs. form of Laudanum.
Lodsteme, obs. form of Loadstar.
Loe, obs. form of Lo, Low.
Lcellingite : sec LOllixgite.

Loemography, Lcemology : see Loni-.

Loenge, variant of Loaxge Obs.

Loeri, Loes, van ff. Lory, Lose sb.
t
praise.

Loess hJu'es, Ger. 16s). Geol. Also 16aa, erron.

loess, [a. Ger. dial, losz.] A deposit of fine

yellowish-grey loam found in the valley of the

Rhine and of other large rivers.

1833 Lvell Priue. Geol. 111. 151 There is a remarkable
alluvium filled with land-shells of recent species . .which
we may refer to the newer Pliocene era. This deposit is

provincially termed ' Loess 1

. 1873 J. Ceikik Gt. Ice Age
x.xxii. 453 Underneath the vast deposits of loss belonging

to the last cold period. 1879 Lubbock Set. Lcct. v. 141

The antiquities .. are usually found in beds of gravel and
loam, or, as it is technically called, ' loess'.

attrib. 1882 R. K. Douglas China vi. 135 The huge
tract of loess country in northern China.

LoBwigite, Loewite: sue Lovyigitk, Loweite.

f Lof. Obs. Korms : 1 lof, loob, 2-4 lof, 3 Orm.
loff, 3 5 lofe, 4-5 loue, 5 loff, 6 Sc. loif. [OK.

loj masc. = OFris., OS. lof nent. (Dtt. lof), OHG.
lob neut., inasc. (MUG. lop, inflected lob- ; mod.G.
lob neut. , ON. /<?/neut. (Sw. loj, Da. lov) :-OTctit.

type *lot)o-> f. the root *lod-, lut>- : see Love sb.]

1. Praise.

Beowulf 1536 Swa sceul man don, bonne he at gufle ^egan
benee5 longsumnc lof. cjz$ Cor/us Gloss. (Hessels) 122

Vmnns, loob. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 7 Drihlen hu de»t J?c lof

of mile drinkeiide childre muoe. £1200 Ormin 337981
Drihhtin upp inn heoffness furd Wurrbminut & lofT &
wullderr. C1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xx.wi. yloh. Uaptista) 1

In lofe of patriarkes ;il, and of bame bat we prophetis cal.

1456 Sir O. Have Law Arms (S.T.h>.) 2 Till him be gevin

honoure lof and glore. £1560 A. Scott Poems (S. 'V. S.)

xxix. 18 Thair hairtis ar sett w* sittelnos, For loif and not

for lufe. a 1568 ISaunatyne Poeins (Hunter. Club) 223 Leill

loif, and lawte lyis behind.

2. Pricj, value.

< 1200 /'t in. Coll. Horn. 213 J?e sullere lat sumdul of his

lofe.. be beggere ecne6 his bode fete.], c 1*05 Lav. 18190

J>er to he la;ide muchel lof.

3. Comb. : lof-^eorn a., desirous of praise ; lof-

like a., worthy of ]>raise.

t 1 175 Lamb. Ifont. 103 pe seofe"5e .sunnc is icwetSen

Jactancia bet is ide^elp on englisc benne mon bi5 lof-

3eom. a 1300 E. E. Psalter .\cv[i], 4 Por mikel La\erd,
swith loof-like to se ; Aghfulle o\er alle goddes es he.

Lofe, obs. or var. ff. Loaf, Lovk, Luff.
Loff^e, obs. f. Laugh, Loaf, Lovk, Luff.
Iiofsom, -sum, obs. ff. Lovesojie.

t IiO'f-Song. Obs. Forms : a. 1 lofsang, 2 lof-

songe, 3 Orm. lofifsang, 1-4 lof-song. 0. 3 loft-

song e, 4 loft-sang* [f. Lof + Song.] A song

of praise, a hymn. Hence + Lofsong-er, a psalmist.

^900 lr. B.vdds Hist. 111. xii. (Schipper) 1288 Frani bu;re

tide ba:s uhtlican lofson%ws. ^*i»75 Lamb. Horn. 99 We
\vur3ia5 bes hal^en gastes to cume mid loftsonge seofen

da^es. Ibid. 153 pe lof-songere [e 1200 Erin. Coll. Horn.
loft-songerel sei(5 Per milie meaudros agiiat quieta corda.

t* 1200 Ok.mi n 18024 And burrh Judea tacnedd iss Loffsang

Drihhtin to wurrpenn. a 1240 Saxvles Wardc in Cott.

Horn. 261 A gleadunge wiS-ute met murie loft song ant liht-

schipe. t 1320 Cast. Love 29 Vche inon oujte w* al his

mihte, Lof-song syngen to God 3eme.

Loft [lf-ft , sb. Also 2-7 lofte, 5-6 looft, Sc. loyft

,

6 loaft. loffte, 7 laught. [Late OE. loft, a. ON.
/<?//neut., air, sky, upper room (in lcetTwritten lopt

;

Sw., J)a. loft upper room, garret), cognate with

Oli. lyfl masc, neut., fem. : see Lift sb. 1
]

f 1. Air, sky, upper region. Obs.
rtiooo tlexameron ofSt. Basil (Norman 1849) 10 Heone

lio on nanum Singe ac on lofte heo stynt. -a 1173 Cotton
Horn. 217 Heo ts..loftes lcom and all hisceftejiinston.

t 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 222 He inakc5 be fis»es in be sa,

be fucles on be lofte. £1290 S. Lug. Leg. 35/55 H"y
comen fleo oppe in be loft otier be apostle seint leme.
c 1330 King 0/ Tars 686 Let seche bi lofte and bi grounde,
Yif eny Cnstene prisoun inighte be founde. 136a Langu
P. PI. A. 1. 88 He is a-counted to be gospel on grounde and
on lofte [1377 aloft]. C1400 Destr. Troy 3719 Two iuste

goddis, Lyuond in the lofte with lordships in heuyn. 1590
Spenser F. Q. i. i. 41 And ever^lrizling raine upon the loft.

f2. Phrases. Obs.

a. On, ufon {the) loft-, (a) «Alofi in various

senses; b) in a high voiee, loudly. ^
rtiioo O. E. Homilies (Napier) in Mod. Lang. Notes

(1889) May 278/2 J)a;t staenene cweartern stod eall on lofte

fram ba;re eor3an. a 1300 K. Horn 974 Reynild, mi dorter,

J)at sitteb on be lofte. c 1375 Barbour Bruce Mil. 652 And
it, that wondir lawch wer ere, Mon lowp on loft in the con-

trere. c 1400 Sowdone Bab. 3250 Thcrfore thoue shalt be
|

honged on lofte. c 1420 Anturs of Arth. 619 pene his *

lemmane one loft skrtlles and skrikes. c 1450 Two Cookery

BK's. 78 Couche hem. in a faire chargeour, and ley the

partrich on loft, c 1470 Golagros Gaxv. 875 Than said he
|

loud vpone loft fete.]. 1508 Dunbar Tun Mariit Wemen
\

147 Than all thai leuch apon loft, with laitis full mery.

LOPT.

\ 1535 Stewart Cron.Scot. II. 194 On ane litter, that butr

him hie on loft, a 1584 Montgomery Chcrrie % Slac 362,

1 luikit vp on loft,

b. By loft : in height.

1377 Langl. P. PL B. xviii. 45 And 5*it maken it..Bothe

as longe and as large bi loft [1393 aloftj & by grour.de.

C. Of loft : from above. Also used tor Aloft.
e 1375 Cursor M. 22143 (Fairf.) Thoner of loft falle sal he

gere & trees brali blonns here, a 1400-50 Alexander 791*

Ledes hym [the horse] forth ofbat loge and ben of-lofte lepys.

cL Over lofI — Aloft.
c 1430 Lydg. Mm. Poems (Percy Soc.) 6 Midde of the

brigge ther was a toure over loft.

3. An upper chamber, an attic ; an apartment or

chamber in general
;

spec, (see quot. 1593).
a 1300 Cutsor M. 12277-79 'n a was m £e tun ? A child

bar kest a-noiber don, Vte of the loft vnto be grund. c 1340
Gaw. <y Gr. Knt. 1096 5« schal lenge in your lofte, & ly$e

in your ese. C1385 Ciial cer L. G. W. 2706 HyPermncstra,
And at the wyndow lep he fro the lofte. 1489 Ld. Treas.

Acc. Scotl. (1877) I. 119 For the mendin of the Thesauraris

houss dure and the loyft that byrnt. 1490 Cam on Encydos
x.\i. 77 Whan thou were in the highe lofte of thy grete

towres thou sawe the see alle troubled. 1568 Grafton
Chron. I. 159 While they were there .. sodeynly the loystes

of the loft fayled, and the people fell downe. 1593 Ane.
Rites Durham (Surtees ed. 2) 86 The mounckes dyd all dyne
together at one table, in a place called y* lofte, w«h was in

y west end of y° fratree aboue y"5 seller. i6n Bibi e

j Kings xvii. 19 He., caried him vp into a loft, where he
abode, and laidc him vpon his owne bed. 1756 Wesley
il'hs. 1872 II. 364, 1 preached at five in a large loft.

^
1874

C. Geikie Life in Woods ii. 33 One er.d of my sister's loft

v*as packed, .with part of it [furniture].

b. The apartment over a stable, usually appro-

pi iated to hay and straw. (Cf. May-loft.)
1530 Palsgr. 240/2 Lofte for haye or corne, gamier. 1607

Hordes Surv. Dial. v. 238 Some kind of lofis or hay
tallets, as they call them in the weht. 1629 S"hertogenbosh

41 There was slain a Burger ashe was a measuring the

Piiests Corne in the Laught. 1741 in A. Laing Lindorcs
Abbey, etc xiv. (1876) 137 note, iHc] carried off the whole

slates, lofts, jests and timber thereof. 1816 Scott OldMori.
v, A wooden bed, placed in a loft half-full of hay.

c. A pigeon- house. Hence, a flock (of pigtons).

1735 J. Moore Columbarium 3 Let your Loft be large

enough to contain the Number of Pigeons you intend to

keep. 1876 Fulton Bk. Pigeons 53 We cannot advise any
one to breed more than twelve pairs of Carriers in any one

loft, however large. 1899 Wcstm. Gac. 20 Nov. 8/2 A loft

of the best Yorkshire racing pigeons was established at

Durban some time ago.

4. A gallery in a church or public room. (Cf.

organ-loft, rood-loft.

1504 Ld. Treas. Ace. Scotl. (1900) 1 1. 429 The loftis in the

chapel of Strivelin. 1562 Turner Baths 2 a, Certayn loftes

shoulde be bylded rygh t over som parte of the fyrst or princi-

pall bath. 1573 Satir. Poems Rejorm. xli. 92 5e Lords also,

that dois frequent The loft in Sanct Geills Kirk. 1666 Pepys

Diary 15 Nov., 1 also to the ball, and with much ado got up
to the loft, where with much trouble 1 could see very well.

1712-30 G. Guthrie Mentor. (1900' 71 They provided a good

large house . . and plenished it very well with Pulpit, lofts

and Pews. 1849 Thackeray Pendennis xv. (1885) 132 The
two schools had their pews in the loft on each side of the

organ. 1893 Sir A. Gordon Earl Aberdeen 191 The minis-

ter., turned to the loft in which * my Lord' was seated.

5. A floor or story in a house. Obs. exc. U.S. *one

of the upper floors of a warehouse* (Cent. Diet.).

1526 TinDALE Acts x.\. 9 A certayne yonge man named
Lutichos. .fell doune from tbe thyrde lofte and was taken vp

deed. j$36Di:Li.ENDkNC><?w.Sr<7A<i82i) 1 1.476 Ane woman,

havand coinmiseratioun on this Duk, leit meill fall doun

throw the loftis of the toure, be quhilkis his life wes certane

dayis savit. 1600 Hakliyt Voy. (1810) HI. 439 The houses

are very great, and the least of them wi(h one lofte aboue

head, and some of two and of three loftes. a 1661 Fuller

Worthies, Buckinghamsh. 1. 135 Our Roger . . finished the

ground-room and second loft.

t b. The deck or half-deck of a ship. Obs.

c 1470 Henry Wallace ix. 120 Go wndyr loft. Ibid. 143

Wallace. .On the our loft kest him quhar he stud,

f c. The ceiling or flooring of a room. Obs.

1596 Spenser F. Q. v. vi. 27 AH sodainely the bed, where

she should lie, By a fal*e trap was let adowne to fall 1 nto a

lower roome. and by and by The loft was raysd againe, that

no man could it spie. 1603 Owen Pctubrokcsh. {iZgx) 78

This perswadeth nte to be one of the causes whie in ould

buildinges are found so manye vawtes and soe few loftes,

for tbat in these watrye walles the beames in shorte tyme

doe rott & soe the loftes decaye.

t 6. A layer, stage, stratum. Also transf. of the

lateral branches of trees at varying heights. Obs.

i$35 Coverdale i Esdras vi. 25 With a lofte of tynihre

of the samecountre, yee with a new loft. 1567 Maplet
Gr. Eorest 81 b, The Elephant espying him sitting on the

loft ofa tree, runneth [etc.]. x6oi Hcllano Pliny 1. 536 Let

them climb vp higher to the vpper boughs, leauing alwaies

vpon euery loft or scaffold . . one branch of the old hard

wood, and another young imp or twig. 1673 Milton
Vacal. Exerc. 42 And hills of Snow and lofts of piled

Thunder. J 686 Goad Cetcst. Bodies 11. ti. 162 We often

times see Clouds as in several Stories, Lofts or Scenes, one

over another.

7. Golf. a. Slope (in the head of the club back-

wards from the vertical, b. The action of ' lofting '

;

also, a lofting hit or stroke.

1887 Sir W. G. Simpson Golf 159 A much lofted jron is

very difficult to use. . . A medium amount of loft is best.

1890 Hutchinson C^(Eadm. Ljbr.) 200 For short ap-

proaches, there are weighty authorities who assert that the

distances are most easily controlled by loft and spin.

8. attrib. and Comb., as (sense 3) loftjloor, -room,

-window; loft-dried adj.



LOFT.

1888 Cross & Bevan Paper-making r45 They are then
sized, if required, by dipping them into a solution of gela-
tine : again slightly pressed, and bung up on lines or poles
to dry. Such paper is called *Ioft-dried. X4i9 Mem. Ripon
(Surtces) 111. 147 In grundwallyng et emend. unius *loftflore
et alios delectus. 1853 Dickens Bleak //. xxxi, A bed in
the wholesome Moft-room by the stable, a 1600 in Evergreen
(1 761) % 191 The Ladys lukit frae their *loft Windows, God
bring our Men well back again.

tLoft, a. Obs. rare. [app. deduced from
Aloft, as Live a. from alive.'] Raised aloft,
elated, elevated.
The first quot. may belong to Lofty a., of which it would

then be the earliest example.
14.. Au delay Poems (MS. Douce 302) If. 29/3 Semele to

se, o bold corage, Louele & lofte of his lenage. 1542
Slkkey Death Sir T. Wyatt 27 in ToiteCs Misc. (Arb.) 20
In neyther fortune loft, nor yet represt. 1557 Totters Misc.
(Arb.) 235 Absence my frende workes wonders oft. Now
bringes full low that lay full loft.

Comb. 1590 R. W. 3 Lds. * Ladies Loud. G 2 b, Downe
with your point, no loft borne Lances here Liy any stranger
be he foe or friend.

loft (l/'ft), v. [f. Loft sb.]

f 1. trans. To insert a layer of planks in (a build-
ing) so as to separate the lofts or stories ; to ceil
or floor. Also, to furnish with a loft or upper
story. Obs.

1563 Stanford C/nuardens' Acc. in Antiquary XVII.
169/1 For Loftyngthe Toure & laying the plankesbeneytli.
1S98 Stow xxx. (1603) 277 It is now lofted through,
and made a store house for clothes, a 1615 Bn'eue Cron.
Erlis Ross (1850) 20 He caused to joist and loft the chamber.
1634-5 Bkekbtos Trav. (Chetham Soc.) 43 The largest .

.

coy'house I have seen, lofted overhead to lay corn. 1646
Virginia Stat. (1823) I. 337 That they [houses] be lofted
with sawne boardes and made with convenient partitions.
trans/. 1601 Bp. \V. Barlow Eagle $ Body (1609) B ij b,

See how many Eagles haue lofted their Ayries..with the
gobbets and morsels pluckt and carried from those Bodies.

f2. To store (goods or produce) in a loft. Obs.
1518 Water/. Arch, in xoth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.

App. v. 326 No freman. .shall house, loft, nor seller ony
straunge marchant goods. 1785 Washington Notes Writ-
ings 1891 XII. 229 The remainder of the Crop which was
measured and lofted must be accted. for by the Overseer.

3. Golf. To hit (a ball) inlo the air or strike it

so as to lift it over an obstacle. Also, to hit the
ball over (an obstacle).
1857 H. B. Farmie Golfers Manual in Gol/iana Misc:

(1887; 173 The player should practise loftm? his ball directly
into the hole. 1881 Forgan Golfer's Handbk. 30 You may
boldly take your Light Iron and try to 'loft ' your ball over
the other, and so drop or roll into the hole. 1887 Sir W. (J.
Simpson Golf 138 if there is a high face to loft. Ibid. 1 s 1 If
taken.. too clean, it [the lofted iron] will skim it a hundred
yards with the force that would have lofted it fifty.

absol. 1887 Blackzo. Mag. Nov. 697 Yon may loft in the
sand and be little the worse. 1890 Hutchinson Golf
(Badm. Libr.) 243 He takes the light iron into his hand ..
to loft over, .that sluggish little burn.

4. To keep (pigeons) in a 1
loft ' or flock.

J*&*Kesint ' Ga3' 25 Oct. 5/1 They [pigeons] could be
• lofted ' in Whitehall or in Pall-malt.

Hence Lofter Go//, a lol'ting-iron.

1892 Pall Mall G. 15 Mar. 3/1 A ridge of snow . . necessi-
tated in many cases the use of a ' lofter ' instead of the
regulation 4

putter

Lofted (lifted), a. [f. Loft sb. and v. +
-ED.]

1. Of a house: f a. Ceiled or floored (obs.). b.
(Sc. and north, dial) Having one or more stones
above the ground floor.

1549 Compl. Scott, xl 96 That na Scottis man suld duel in
ane house that vas loftit, bot rather in ane litil cot house.
1639 Declaration in Athenaeum 19 July (1890) 99^ The
dwelling howse of her brother..was all well lofted and
boarded over w^ oken boards, c 1730 Burt Lett. N. Scott.
(1760I II. xxii. 205 If any one has a Room above, it is by
way of Eminence called a lofted House. 1814 Scott
Wav. xix, A lofted house, that is a building of two stories.
0856 Denhani Tracts (1892) I. 343 The house being what in
those districts [Northumberland] is termed lofted.

2. Golf, a. Of a cleek or club: Made with a
* loft ' (see Loft sb. 7 a), b. Of a stroke : That
' lofts' the ball.

1887 Sir W. G. Simpson 6^*158 Certainly a more lofted
cleek might be used. /bid. 159 If a half-topped shot travels
further than a lofted one over ordinary turf, the club has
too much pitch. 1890 Hutchinson Golf(Badm. tibr.) 122
Using..an exceptionally lofted club to obtain the same
result, /bid. 200 The lofted approach is not a fancy shot.

Loftily (l^ftili), adv. [f. Lofty a. + -ly 2.

]

In a lofty way or manner (see the adj.).
1548 Elyot Did., Elate, proudely, loftyly. 1590 Spensi:r

P. Q. 11. x. 1 Or who shall lend me wings, with which
from ground My lowly verse may loftily arise, And lift
it selfe vnto the highest skies? 1596 Bp. W. Barlow
Three Serm. n. 89 And yet they bear thenjselues so loftily,
as if they could liue without gods blessing and help.
1607 Markham Caval. 11. (1617) 8?, To ride your horse.,
amongst short gorsse or whinnes is exceeding good,.. to
make a horse trot loftilie and cleanly. 1641 Best Farm.
Bks. jSurtees Soc.) 4 A tuppe, if hee bee kept loftily and in
lust, is sayd to be sufficient for fortie or fiftie ewe?. 1665
Boyle Occas. Reft. Wks. (1848) p. xxi, A Strain worthy of
the same pen, that so loftily describes the Destruction of
Troy. 1744 Ozell tr. Brantomes Sp. Rhodomontades 65
The Emperor .. carried it .. loftily on account of his late
Victory. 1883 Eng. Iltustr. Mag. Nov. 74/1 Ely cathedral
.

. stands loftily grave and majestic. 1883 R. W. Dixon
Mano 11. iv. 74 We came upon him riding loftily.
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' Loftiness (l^ftmes). [f. Lofty a. + -kess.]
The attribute of being lofty, in senses of the adj.
1548 Elyot Did., Elatio, loftynesse, hautenes.se. 1560

Bible [.Genev.) /sa. ii. 17 The loftines of men shalbe abased.
1607 Makkham Cavat. \i. f 161 7) 198 Gallop the straite
ring about with a little more firme toftinesse. 1610 Bar-
rough Meth. Physick iv. ii. (1639) 219 Their face is red,
and there is a loftinesse of the pulses. 1663 Butler Hud.
t. 1. 91 His speech, In loftiness of sound, was rich.
a 1677' Barrow Wks. (1686) I II. xxii. 248 He [Solomon] did
himselfcompose above a thousand songs; whereof one yet
extant declareth the loftiness of his fancy. 1781 Gibbon
Decl. % F. xxxi. ill. 218 The loftiness of the^e buildings.,
was the cause of frequent and fatal accidents. 1822 Lamb
Etta Ser. 1. On Some Old Actors, Bensley. .threw over the
part an air of Spanish loftiness, a 1840 J. H. Newman
t/ist. Sk. Ser. iff. (1873) ig4 Martin gained more by loftiness
than others by .servility. 1884 Blanch. Exam. 27 Nov. 5/5A. .chamber. .160 feet long. .and of a corresponding lofti-
ness. 1885 Sir W. M. Conway in Mag. Art Sept. 463/

1

Men. .of dignity of thought and loftiness of feeling,

b. Used as a mock title of dignity.
1599 Broug/itou's Let. vii. 21 Were he so vnleanied, as

your Loftines makes him.

lofting Orftirj), vbl. sb. [f. Loft sb. or v. +
-wo *.]

1. cotter. A roofing, ceiling, or flooring. Obs. exe.
dial, and in Mining.
1536 Bin.i.F.NDKN Cron. Scot. (1821) II. 388 Quhen ony

pieis of horsnien come aboue the said fowseis the lofting
.suld brek. 1603 Owen Pembrokesh. (1891) 76 Tymber to
serve for loftin^es and rofTes. 1640-1 Kirkeudbr. War.
Comm. Min. Bk. (1855 1 66 That the .sklait roofe of the how*
and batlement thairuf be taken downe with the lofting
thairof. 1851 Orkenwi ll Coal-trade Terms Xorthumb. .y

P»fh. 35 Lofting, wood . .placed upon ihe top of the ordinary-
balks or crowntrees used in timbering ihruugh a fallen place,
for the purpose of keeping up the loo*e stones.

2. Golf. The action of the vb. Loft sense 3).
1895 Westm. Gaz. 4 Feb. 8/2 Golfers who can skate

should be proficient at bandy, in which lofting is a most
desirable acconi plishment.

3. attrib. and Comb. : lofting-icon, a golf-club
used to loft a ball.

1887 Sir W. G. Simpson Golf 22 Lofting irons are more
light-headed. 1892 Century Mag. Aug. 606 The approach
should always be a lofting-stroke.

IiOffcleSS (lefties), a. [f. Loft sb. + -LESS.]
That has no loft or upper story.

1891 Atkinson Moorland Par. (iSga) 22 These two one-
roomed loftless dens.

tLo'ftly, adv. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Loft a. +

-ly b= Loftily adv.
1598 Sidney A stropheI <y Stella Song vi. v, Musicke more

loftly [1591 lustie] swels In speeches nobly placed.

Lofty (l^fti), a. [f. Loft sb. (in on loft, aloft
+ -Y 1.

The word occurs first in figurative applications, and even
when literal has always had an emotional or rhetorical
character.]

1. Extending to a great height in the air; of
imposing altitude, towering.
Said of mountains, trees, buildings, rooms ; not of persons,

though lofty stature is a common phrase.
iS9° Spenser F. Q. 1. ix. 13 Korwearied with my sportes,

I did alight From loftie steed. 1593 Shaks. Liter. 1167
The Barke pild from the loftie pine, His leaues will wither,
and his sap decay. 1611 Bible /sa. Ivii. 7 Vpon a loftie and
high mountaine hast thou set thy bed. 1646 Crashaw
Assumpt. Our Lady 31 Each loftyest tree Bowes low':>t

his leauy top^ to look for thee. 1756-7 tr. Kcvslers Trav.
(1760) I. 508 The baptistery, .is a large and lofty octangular
structure. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. /list. (1776) i. 146 The plains
are extensive ; and the mountains remarkably lofty. 1791
Cow per /Had 11. 268 Antenor's valiant son Of loftiest

stature. 1823 Rutter Fonthill 19 The loftiest apartment
which domestic architecture can present, probably, in the
world! 1835 Tiiiklwall Greece I. 21 The lofty and pre-
cipitous rock . . on which stood the citadel of Corinth. 1884
I'ae Eustace 6 Fading away into the loftier Highland
Mountains.

fb. Lofty tricks', acrobatic feats, tumbling. Obs.
[1567 Turberv. Ovid's Epist. Piiij b, Then did my wanton

tricks and lofty mounting, more, .delight thy minde.] 1603
Ylohio Moutaignei. xxv. 1622 Ii. Jonson Masoue ofAugurs.

C. Of flight : Soaring to a great height. Of the

brow : Imposingly high.
1738 Wesley Psalms cxlvii. n, Ye Birds of lofty Wing,

On high his Praises bear. 1798 Lanuok Gebir 11. 154
The kingly brow, arched lofty for command.

2. In figurative and immaterial applications, a.

Haughty, overweening, prond. f Const, of.

c 1485 Digby Myst.y Mary Magd. 944 Whan I loke on hi*

lady, 1 am lofty as the lyon. 1561 T. Hoby tr. Castiglione's

Courtyer lit. (1577) Rja, Bearing themselues lofty of their

beautye and worthynesse. c 1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps. cxxxi,
A lofty hart, a lifted eye Lord thou dost know 1 never bare.

161 1 Bible /sa. ii. 12 The day of the Lord of hostes shall bee
vpon eueryone that isproud and loftie. 1681 Dry den Abs.
Achit. 516 Cow'ring and Quaking at a ConqYor'j> Sword, But
Lofty to a Lawful Prince Restor'd. 1712-3 Pope Guardian
Na 4 f 2 A lofty gentleman, whose air and gait discovered
when he had published a new book. 1787 Mad. D'Arblay
Diary 21 Aug., He appeared very lofty, and highly
affronted. 1868 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) Ii. App.
601 Several particulars are worked in with a lofty contempt
for chronology. 1873 Black Pr. Thule viii. 123 Inclined

to treat everybody . .with a sort of lofty good humour.
absol. 1597 J. Payne Royal Exch. 28 Sum tymes the

prowde and loftie do walke there to be sene in there heyght
and braverie. 161 1 Bible /sa. v. 15 The eyes of the loftie

shall be humbled.

b. Exalted in dignity, rank, character, or quality.

LOG-.

J

Of expectations, aims, desires : Directed to high
objects.

I14. . : see Loft a.] 1548 Elyo* Diet., Excelsus, hyghe
or great, lofty, haute, noble. 1586 D.ny Eng. Secretary
(1625) 129 Their estate (being peraduenture loftie, and of
power to command or sway oner vs) will not admit by
writting to intermeddle with their actions [etc.]. 1611
Bible /sa. Ivii. 15 Thus saith the High and loftie One
that inhabiteth etemitie. 1776 Gibbon Decl. <$ xii.
I. 246 These lofty expectations were, however, soon dis-
appointed. 1849 M acaulay /list. Eng. iv. I. 501 The courage
of the survivor was sustained by an enthusiasm as lofty as
any that is recorded in martyrology. 1857 Buckle Civiliz.
\. xl 646 How can they, consmntly occupied with their
lofty pursuits have leisure for such infeiior matters? 1874
Maiiaffy Soc. Life Greece viii. 257 The moral teaching of
Kuripides, of Socrates, and of the more lofty Sophi.sts, was
making sure and silent progress. 1877 E R. Conukr Bas.
Faith v. 2oj It is man's nobility, not his deftet, that the
most lofty and commanding part of him is his moral nature.
1878 K. Jenkins //averholmc 61 Heir to one of the loftiest
of the English peerages.

c. Ol compositions or utterances (hence occas.
of writers or speakers) : Elevated in style or senti-
ment

; sublime, grandiose.
1565 Cooi-ER Thesaurus s.v. Fffcro, Elatis verbis in.

tensa oratio, a lofty and highe stile. 1377 J' Km:wstih
Confutation (1579)

A * 5 b, They set forth their trifling and
halfepeny doctrines with loftie and high phrases of speech.
1590 Siensir I'crses to Ld. Buckhurst, In loftie
numbers and heroicke stile. 1612 Brinsi.ry ud. Lit. 194
They may proceed .. from the lowest kind of verse in the
Eclogues, to something a loftier in the Georgics. 1637
Mimom Lytidas 11 He knew Himself to .sing, and build
the lofty rhyme. 1640 Wii.kins Xew Planet (1707) 1. 14S
His J5ook [Job] is more especially remarkable for lofty Ex-
pression*. 1692 Aiikkh. On Ps. I. 14, Serm. 1726 I. 32
'J hereft re i«, the hymn it self so lofty and moving. 1704 Pom
Windsor For. 280 The shades where.. lofty Denham sung.
1875 JouKiT Plato (ed. 2) III. 88 About which Ucstronoiny]
I am willing to speak in your lofty strain.

d. Ot majestic sound.
1596 Shaks. i //en. /l\ v. ii. 98 Sound all the lofty

Instruments of Warre. 1814 Wokusw. White Doe Ryl. j.

38 With one consent the people rejoice Eilling the church
with a lofty voice.

f3. 01 the wind, the sea : -High 10. Obs.
1600 Hakluyt Tor. (18 10) Hi. j36 It is very hard to

find it when the wind is lofty. 1745 P. Thomas Jml.
Anson s I'oy. 146 Such a lofty and dangerous Sea as I ha\e
i'eldom seen.

4. dial. 'Massive, superior' Eng. Dial. Diet.,
referring to Sleigh, Derbysh. Gloss. 1S65). f Of
sheep : Stout, in good condition.
1641 Blst Farm. Bks. (Surtees Soc.) 2 Vett is it a custome

with many, .to clowte their shearinges to hinder them from
tuppinge, that by ihis meant*, they may make them more

j

lofty sheepe. 1778 Vn\cv. Min. Cornub. 324 Lofty Tin, in
contradistinction to Ftoran Tin, for Lofty Tin is richer,
massive, and rougher.

5. Comb. a. In syntactical combs, with pres.

pples., as lofty-looking, -sounding', b. in para-
synthetic derivatives, as lofty-headed, -humoured,
-linenged, -minded, -necked, -paced, -peaked, -plumed,

-roofed, -windowed. Also + lofty-like adv., as if

placed on high.
1610 Holland Camden's Brit. i. jgo That with their

"Moftic-headed tops reach to the cloudy skie. 1611 Cotgk.,
Madamoiselle de tiuqnantc pour cent, ..may be applyed
to the *loftie-humored wife of an extorting Vsurer. 1604
S. Gkamamk Pass. Spark E 4, Man cl mbts aboue the
course of such conceate, That ~ loftit: like, they loath to
look below. 1871 Browning Balanst. Wks. 1896 I. 655/1
Loth .. *lofty-lineaged, each of us Lorn of the best. 1755
Shebbkake Lydia (1769) I. 283 His great Creator.,
beholds with equal favour the cieepi ng ant, and *lofty-
looking Lriton. 161 1 Cotgk., Orgucilleux, . . hautie,
*loftie-minded. 1791 Boswkll Johnson 1. 93 note, That
lofty-minded man. 1697 Dkyden J'irg. Georg. 111. 125
The Colt, that for a Stallion is design 'd . . *loftyneck'd,
Sharp headed, Barrel belly 'd, broadly back'd. 1796 Coll-
kidgk Lett. (1895) 210 He does not possess opulence of
imaginative *loftj -paced harmony. 1844 J. To.mlin Mission.
jfrnls.272 A*lofty-peaked mountain. 1591 Shaks. 1 I/en. I '/,

j

v. iii. 25 Now the time is come, 1 hat France must
1 vale her *Iofty-plumed Crest. 1848 B. D. Walsh Aristoph.

Clouds 1. iv, *Lofty-roofed fanes, and marhle-built porlal.s.

1777 Poitek sEschylus, Prometheus chain d 23 Woes like

j

these Are earnings of the *lofty-sounding tongue. 1777 T.
Warton Poems 63 Along the *lofty-window 1

d hall The
storied tapestry was hung.

f IiOf-WOrd. Obs. Forms : 4 luffe-, luve-
} 4-5

love-word. [f. Lor + Word. The forms show
a confusion wilh Love sb. 1

] Praise.
a 1300 Cursor M. 2545 Mikel it was bat luffeword ban na t

abram gat o mani man. /bid. 10614 Sua wex hir loue-
word and hir fame. /bid. 28383, I.. to gleumen cald and
to ioglere, In tent bai said me luueworde oere.

Log (Vg), sb. 1 Forms : 4-6 logge, 7-8 logg,
6- log. [Late ML. logge; of obscure origin; cf.

the nearly synonymous Clog sb., which appears
about the same time.
Not from ON. lag felled tree (f. OTeut. *l&g-, ablaut-

variant of *teg- Lie v.l), which could only have given *lo~to

in mod. Eng. The conjecture that the word is an adoption
from a later stage of Scandinavian (mod. Norw. laag, Sw.
dial, laga), due to the Norwegian timber-trade, is not with-
out plausibility, but is open to strong objection on phono*

1

logical grounds. It is most likely that clog and logge arose
I as attempts to express the notion of something massive by
I a word of appropriate sound. Cf. Du. tog clumsy, heavy,

dull ; see also Lug sb. and v. In sense 5 the word has
I passed from Eng. into many olher langs, : fc\ loch, Ger.,

Da. log, Sw. logg.}



LOG.

T. gen.

L A bulky mass ofwood ; dow usually an unkewn
portion of a felled tree, or a length cnt off for use
as firewood. /;/ the log : in an unhewn condition.
1398 Trews* Barth. De P. R. xvh. xiv. 650 |>e fmte

hereof falleb..but he be. .kmilled w* logges |ll ligttis] &
yardes as it were a vine 1481-90 Hcr.tsird Houieh. Bis.
(Roxh. Clnh> 355 My lx>rd paied..|forl iij. lodes of belet,

and iij. lodes of logges . . xviij. s. 1490 Caxtos Eneydos
xlvi. 139 The hardy knyghtcs .tasted vpon theym grete

^>SSCS wyth sharpc yron atte the ende. 15*5 Chnrckxtu
Aex. Hcybridge, Essex (Nicholls 1797* 173 Paide to Adrewe
of Braxted, for a log^e 6d. 1540-54 Croke Ps. (Percy Soc)
44 If one of hi» hate, B>fore the logge or stone wold ley,

His purpose >hall cumme all to late. 1545 Rates Custom-
lio. h, liogioo logges the hundreth peces \\s. viiu/. X561
T. Norton Cohan's Inst. 1. 23 b, I win somtime a fig tree log,

a block that serued for nought, c 1600 Day Begg. BednatlGr.
11. ii. (1SS1 1 3S Wol t say 1 lye ? thou had-t as good eat a load
of log*. «6io Shak*. Temp, in. L 17, I would the lightning
had Burnt vp tho*e Logs that you are enioynd to pile.

a 1700 Drvoen Ovid"s Met. \ lit. Meteager 253 There lay a
Ix>g unlighied on the Hearth. 1800 Coujuholn Comm.
Thames i. 27, 250 of the Timber Ships are laden wilb Logs.
1850 Tennyson In Mem. cvii, Bring in great logs and let
ihem lie. To make a solid core of heat. 1857 Thoreai;
Maiue IK 196 The largest pine belonging to his firm
. . was worth ninety dollars in the log. 1900 Blackrrv. Mag.
July 53 .2 The smouldering ends of logs ..gave forth a
tinsling -moke which filled the hovel.

b. fig. and in similative phrases. Said, e.g., of
a vessel floating helplessly cf. mod.G. log scitt to

float helplessly . of an inert or helpless person,

t A /og in ones way : a stumbling-block, obstacle.

To have a log to roll : see IjOg-rullixg.
1579-80 North Flniarch, Annibal 1505) 1 14S Anniball .

.

knew that thi> great ouerthrow . . would a1>o be a great
io^e in his way. c 1600 Timet* 1. ii >hak> Soc* 7 J*hou
logg, thou stock, thou Arcadian beast. x6o* Marstos
Anionic's Rcr.\. iv. \V~ks, 1S56 I. 137 The sapleSKe log,
thai pre».t thy bed With an unpleasing waight. 161* K
Hawkins Vox. S. Sea 213 In thi> conflia, having lo>t wil

her ma-.te>. and being no other ihen a log^e in the sea.
181* Byron CJl liar. ». x>., The flapping sail hauld down
1*1 hah for lo£> like these* 1865 Daily TcL 13 Nov. 5/2
The Xciv York Daily Xezvs may ha\e its log to roll and
it* ave to grind as well a* other folks. 1886 StiaenSox
Frens. /si. 11. \ii. 59, I mu>t ha\e ^-Icpt like a log. 1898
Daily Xnt's 13 May 76 Mr. <»'ad*tone .. pathetically
remarked that he w as now like a log. 1900 Longm. Mag.
June 134 [He] >truck Bill who fell like a log on the dusty
road.

c. Mining. (See quoO
i85o Eng. * For. Mining Gloss |5. Staf7brd>h. Term> .

J'figi or Baby, a balance weight, placed near the end of
the pit-rope, to prevent it-, running back over the pulley.
188 1 in RAYMOND Mining Gloss.

t d. See quot. ^perh. confused with Lce\ Obs.
x66g J. Woblidce Sysf. Agr/ t . 1 6~ 1

1

; 4 3 Lag, a tenn
n-<d in some places for a clefi of \Vo»xI, and in some places
for a Jong piece or Pole, by -»->me for a small Wand or
^wilch.

t e. Phr. To hang upon the log: ?to be slow in

finding sale. 0/>s.

1655 ( ii RN Ki.L Chr, in Ann. t. 106 Something sure i<- in

it. that Impostors tinde such quick return for~their ware,
while Truth hang- upon the \oz.

t f. In Old St. Paul's, a block or bench on which
serving-men sat. Oh.
1609 Dekkf.k Guts itenibk. iv. iS. 1639 Mayxe City

Match 111. Hi. 31.

2. A lieavy piece of wood, fasienetl to a man's or
beast's leg. to impede his movements. \\\sojig.
1589 FasquiTs Return \\ Her MaieNtie layeth such a

logce vppon their con>cicnce?s as they oucht n-^t beare.
a 1592 H. Smith U'ks. (1867) 11. 4S3 Wedlock, with wife
and children clocjs. The <ingle life, lust's heavier logs. 1837
Ht. Martinlau .Soc. Amcr. III. 193 They [insane negroe^l
were kept in out-houscs chained to logs. 1843 Dickens
Mart. O/fC xwiii, Here I am tied like a log to you. 1853
MtittDEN Early Fnrit. 324 \V. ]*,..was brought op before
the same court with his chains and log at hU heels.

b. A military punishment now abolished. (See
quols.) Obs. exc Hist.
1830 in Rep. Commiss. Mill/. Fmiishments (1S36) 312 The

log .. is a punishment . . which cannot be sanctioned and is

henceforth strictly forbidden. 1846 H. Marshall Milit.
Misc. 205 The Log.—This punishment consisted of a log,
or a large round shot, or shell, which was connected to a
delinquents leg by means of a chain; and he was obliged
to drag or carry this about with him.
3. King Log : the log which Jupiter in the fable
made king over the frogs ; often used as the type
of inertness on the part of rulers, as contrasted with
the excess of activity typified by 4 King Stork \
1675 Ckowsv. Countiy H it v. Dram. Wks 1S74 11). 114

Go, sir ! manage him, whilst I handle Log, the second King
of frogs, that follow* him. 1761 J . Weslky 7ml. i8Jan » The
custom began in the reign of king Log. S766 Chesterf.
Let. to Sen ji July, I have always owned a great regard
for King L03. 1901 M. J. F. McCarthy Fix* V. /ret.

xxni. 320 They prefer King Log to King Stork.

4. //. Australian slang. A gaol or lock-up.

(Formerly built of logs. Cf. log-house.)
[i8o« G. Barringtov Hist. M.S. Wales 184 The governor

resolved on building a large log prison both at S)*dney and
Paramatta. 1 1888 4 Rolf lioLDRF.wooo ' Robbery under
Arms xxv. (1889) 193 Let's put htm in the logs. 1890 —
Miners Right xxx. 273 No bail allowed either, or of course
you needn't have been ten minutes in the logs.

II. Xaut. and derived senses.

5. An apparatus for ascertaining ihc rate of a ship's

motion, consisting of a thin quadrant of wood,

398

' loaded so as to float upright in the water, and
fastened to a line wound on a reel. Hence in

1 phrases to heave , throw the log, {to sail ot calculate
ones xcay^ by the log. Said also of other appliances
having the same object

, 5574 Bourse Regiment forSea xiv. (i 577i 42 h, They hale
in the logge or piece of wood again, and looke how many
fadome tbe shippe hath gone in that time. 1644 M axwavring
Sea-moMs Diet. s.v. L#gg-tin*y One stands by w ith a Minut-
glasse, whilcanotherout of the gallery leLs fall the logg. 1669
Stvkmv Mariner's Mag. IV. ii. 146 W e throw the Log every
two Hoots. 1686 J. Dlxtox Lctf.fr. Xe?f-Eng. 2S
iJeing about 50 Leagues off tbe Lizard..we began to sail
by the Log. 17^ D'Usfzy Fills 1IL 305 Heave the l>ogg
from the Poop. 1769 Falcone* Diet. Marine (1780) A a%,
it is usual 10 heave the log once every hour in ships of
war. 1805 Sir E. Berry in Nicolas Disf. Xelson VII.
118 tictej During the chace we ran per log seventy miles.
1833 M arryat F. Sim/le (1S34) I. xh. 156 It's now within
five minutes of two bells «> »<H heave the log and mark
the board. 1863 BAaixG-GoiLO Jcelimi 17S Calculating
their way by the log. \Zj6Catal. Sci. Afj>. S. Kens. 54
Patent Log, for measuring speed at sea; used in H. M.
Navy.

6. Short for Log-book. A journal into which the

contents of the log-board or log-slate are daily

transcribed, together with any other circumslance
deserving notice.

1825 H. R. Gascoigne Xav. Fame 79 Then down he goes
his daily Log to write. 1850 Scorfsby Cheerer's ll'h^iie-

man's AJr. vi. 1S59 86 To fix the localities of whales'
resort* by the compari-on of the logs of a vast number of
whaler>. 1883 Si r\ exsox Treas. Jsi. tv. xviii, The captain
?sut dow n to his log, and here is the beginning of the entry.
trttnsf. 1875 R. V. Bl rtox Gorilla L. (1S76) II. 176 Had

the writers lived, they might have worked up their un«
finished logs into interesting and instructive matter,

b. (See quot.)

1875 Knight Diet .lAvi., Leg iMeam-engIne\ a tabulated
summary of the performance of the engine> and boilers, and
of the consumption of coal>. tallow, oil, and oiher engineers'
>tore» on board a 'team-vessel.

C. — LoG-POOK 3. 1882 in C.ASSELL.

7. Tailoring, [trans/, from 6.] A document
fixing the time to be credited to jonrneymen w ho
are paid nominally by the hour s

for making each
description of garment ; the scale of computation
embodied in this document.

186 1 Dtt Kit's Tailor's LabourAgency Retros/ctt 13 What
U technically called a * log' is agreed upon, thiii is a certain
number of hour> for every de>cription of garment, and the
t\age< rived at so much per hour. 1868 \oth Re/. Trades
1'n on Comm. 17 We [operative tailors! wanted a uniform
time-log. The masters prepared a time-log. and said to us.
4 Here is the lo£, you must accept it as it is*.

III. altrib. and Comb.
8. a. simple attributive, as (sense 0 legend,

-fm. -mark\ with the sense * made of or con-
structed with logs' log-booth, -bridge, -chamber,

•fence. i-gnttnfm -hut, -road, -shanty, -tent. -traf %

-way; / for use in dealing with logs' log-boom

H 'OM s6.~ 4
V

, -c ar, -chain, -r<7i7rtW|*
f •s/ed, -sleigh,

-stamf ;
(sense 7^ log-frices, -shof.

1878 Lumberman's Gaz. 6 Apr., An addition to the wharf
and a log boom are being made. x86i H. Marryat Year
i* Sweden 11. 371 Tw o rows of weatherbeaten *log»booth<i.

1664 First Cent. Hist. SfringficU, Mass. (189b) 1. 316
Foure acres of low lands Northwestrly from the *logg
bridge as it is called. 1881 Chicago Times 11 June. The
track upon which runs the *log-car. 1703 Providence Rec.
(1894^ VI. 224, i *l>ogg chaine. 1788 M. Cutler in Life
(iSSS I. 401 We were turned into a hot, *log chamber, full

of people. 1659 Gai of v Tears Ch. Fag. 1. xiv. 122 The
mus>t heavy *log-end of Christs Cross is laid upon many of
them. 1836 J. Abbot Way to Do Good i. 24 They were
stepping over a low place in the *log fence. 1878 Browkisc
Foets Lroisic 1 Praise the good *logfire! Winter howls
without 1808 Ashe Trazvls I. 302 The town.. has in its

centre, the remains of an old *I^og Guard. $707 J. A. Gra-
ham Pres. State Vermont 161 As in a former Letter I men-
tioned the * l>og Hut, I will here. .give a short account of
its construction. 1890 * Rolf Boldrewooo ' Miners Right
\i. 61 I>og-huts, with the walls built American fashion of
horizontal tree trunks. 1859 Michigan Rep. VI. 270 The
Mill Company had given a bst of *log-marks under section

ei^ht of the act. 1888 Lancet 26 May 1049 1 Tailors .

.

obtaining 4
*log ' prices—that is, the highest rate of wages.

1857 Thoreau Maine /T". (1894) 125 A truck drawn by an
ox and a horse over a rude * log-railway through the woods.

1819 Y. Wright i 'irtvs (1821) 234 A *log road, or causeway,
as it is denominated, is very grievous to the limbs. 1874
Green Short Hist. L f 3. 25 He made his way at last to a
group of * log-shanties in the midst of untilled solitudes. 1899
Contcmf*. Rev. Mar. 382 There are qnite a number ofJewish
coat makers working for * private* or '*log* shops. 1878
Lumberman's Gaz. 2 Feb. 89 He has constructed a road of
ice., on which the *log-sleds slip along readily. 1893 Scribn.
Mag. June 706/2 The *log-sleighs have ten, twelve, and even
fourteen-foot bunks or cross beams, on which the load rests.

1878 Lumberman's Gas. 5 Jan., Wyburn's improved *log
stamp is convenient for marking logs with the exact number
of fceL 1748 H. Elus Hudson's Bay 154 Some of the
People were employed in cutting Fire-Wood, others in build-

ing * Log-Tents. $784 J. Belknap Tour White Mts. (1876)

13 We saw the. .*log-traps, which the hunters set for sables.

1779 in F. Chase Hist. Dartmouth Coll. (1891^ I. 562 To
maintain said mills by repairing the present buildings, .and
also the *log way and necessary mill houses.

b. objective, as (sense 1 )
log-cartying, -driving,

-hauling; log-cutter, -maker; (sense 6) log-reading.

c. instrumental, as log-lighted, d. similative, as

bg-like adj., log-wise adv.

1898 Dally Xcws 1 6-June 5 h It U strange to hear thai the

LOG.

I aged poor are still at oakum-picking or *log-carrying. 1893
Scribn. Mag. Juae 710^2 At night he must get from the
*log-cutters their count for the day. 1879 Lumberman's
Gas. 19 Dec, The dam will be used for flow-age and *log.
driving purposes. 1893 Scribn. Mag. June 706 '2 1 riere is

great strife between the teamsters in making *log-hauling
records, a 1847 Eliza Coon Gray-haired Dee. Hi, The
*log-lighted hall. i6os Marston Antonio s Rev. 1. v. Wks.
1S56 1. 86 A chaine that's tixt Onely to posies, and sense-
lesse *log-like dolts, i860 Lumberman s Gas. 7 Jan. 2S
Next come the **log-makers', working in gangs of three or
four, each with its 'chief. 190 1 Biackw. Mag. Oct. 476^1
The modem navigator has buried the best part of his astro-
nomy under a heap of dead reckonings and *log-readincs.
1879 Browning Italbert 4 Hob 37 So *logwtse ..Was he
pushed, a very log.

9. Special combs. : log-beam (see quot) ; log-
boards, a hinged pair of boards on %vhich the
particulars of a ship's log are noted for transcrip-

tion into the log-book ; log-butter, * a drag-saw
for butting, i.e. cutting off square the ends oi

logs' (Knight); log-buttings, the ends thus cut
oft

; log-cabin, a small house built of rough logs

;

also attrib. ( U.S.) in log-cabin quilt (cf. log-house
quilling below)

;
log-camp = logging~camf> (see

1>ogg)Ng 7^1. sb. ; log-canoe, one hollowed out
of a single tree; log-chip = log-ship

; log-cock,
4 one of the many local names in North America
of fictts pileaitts ^Woodpecker) ' (Newton)

; log-
crop, the quantity of logs bewn in one season

;

log fish a fish of the U.S. coast, Lirus perci-

formis \ log frame, * a name for a saw-mill
*

(Knighf
;
log glass see quot. 1858); log-head

= Blockhead 2 ; f log-headed a., having a head
like a log; log-house, a- house built of logs;

in early use (£". S.) applied to a prison; also

attrib. in log-house quilting (see quot)
; log-

juice slang [cf. Logwood 2, note\. cheap port

wine
;

log-knot, a knot made in a log-line

to indicate a specified length ; log-line, a line

of 100 fathoms or more to which the log is

atlached; also the sort of line used for this

purpose ; log-man. + {&) one employed to carry

logs; ^) one employed in cutting and carry-

ing logs to a mill {local C.S.); log-perch
? a

freshwater fish, Tcrcina eafrodes. of N\ America

;

log-pocket, a basin or pool in which logs collect

;

leg-reel ^see quoO ;
log-runner, an Australian

bird of the genus Orthonyx Morris) ; log-run-
niug, the operation of setting logs afloat down the

side-streams, or conveying logs to the saw-mill

;

log-ship, also log-chip (see quot.); log-slate, a

double slate used instead of the log-l>oard; log-

work, (tf
v

the arrangement of logs in the walls

of a house or other building; (b) the keeping of

the log or log-book (sense 6 .

1884 Knight Diet. Meek. SappL, *Log-Beam, the travel-

ing frame in which a log lies and travels in a saw.mill.

1669 Stvsmv Mariners Mag. tv. ii. 146 Next we will work
the Courses of the *lx>g-board. 1833 M arrvat F. Simple
(1834) 1. xii. 156 O'Brien reported the rate of sailing to

the master, marked it down on the log-board, and then

returned. 1867 Swvth Sailor's Word-bk., Log-board.

1879 Lumberman's Gas. 1$ Oct., A machine that would
utilize .. *Log Buttings. 1850 Lyell znd Visit l\ S.

H. 427 llie husband will fell timber, run up a *log

cabin, and receive ready money from the steam-boats,

which burn the wood. J887 Harper's Mag. Dec 36/1 Re-
luctantly she slipped her book under the *log-cabin quilt,

and said
4 Come in'. «8$7 Thoreau Maine W. (1894) jSo

My companion inclined to go to the *log-c?mpon the carry.

1788 K. Pctnav in M. Cutler's Life (1S8S) I. 379 Our whole
fleet consisted of. . three *log canoes of different sizes. 184

1

G. Powers Hist. Sk. Coos 130 He took a log-canoe, and
ascended the river to the place where Orford bridge now is.

1846 * Log-chip Tsee tog-shi/]. x866 Intell. Observ. No. 53.

333 The *Log.cock (tlylatomus Fileatus). 1884 J. Ulr-
koughs in CenturyMag. Dec. 22a/* The log-cock, orpileated

woodpecker . . I have never beard drum. 1879 Lumberman's
Gas. 7 May, The delivery of the *log crop of Michigan.

1884 G00DE, etc Xat. Hist. Useful Afuatie Anim. 1. 334
The Black Rudder-fish—Lirus perciforruis. This fi>h is

also called by the fishermen * *Log-fish ' and ' iJarrel fish.'

a 18x4 Sailors Ret. in New Brit. Theatre it. 319 As sure as

a can of grog, or allowance, is only left hut the time of a

*log-glass, so sartain [sic] is to be purloin'd. 1858 Simmonus
Diet. Trade, l^g-glass, a half-minute sandglass used on

board ship for timing the speed of sailing, by the quantity of

line run out in a given time. 1831 Carlvle SarL Res. (1858)

100 Not being born purely a *Loghead {Dummkopf), thou

hadst nb other outlook. 1571 R. Edwasos Damon <y Fithias

1 E iv, The *log-headed knaue. 1669 Maryland Archives

(1S84) II. 224 That there be a *Logg house Prison Twenty
ffoot Square Built . . in the Baltemore County. 1680 A.

Carolhui Col. Rce. (1SS6) 1. 300 Ye Deponent saw ye sd

Mr. Miller enclosed in a Logghouse about 10 or 11 foot

square purposely built for him. 1741 Tailfer, etc Xarr.
Georgia (1835) 24 He threatned every Person .. w ho . .

claim'd their just Rights and Privileges with the Stocks,

Whipping-Post, and Logg-House. 1836 Backwoods of
Canada 46 The log-bouse and shanty .. (havel been sup-

planted by pretty frame-houses. 188* Cavlfeild & Saw Akn
Diet.Xeedle7i'k, 379 This, .pattern in Patchwork is one that

in Canada is known as Loghouse Quilting. It is.. made of

several coloured ribbons. -arranged so as to give the ap-

pearance of different kinds of wood formed into a succession

of squares. 1853 *C Beoe * Verdant Green it. iii, Mr. B.

i and party are discovered drinking *log-juice, and smoking

,
cabbage-leaves. «86o in Merc. M*~i* c Mag. VII . 1 14 * Log
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knots in these . .ropes will teach the men the . .length. 1613

'

M, Kidlfv Magn. Potties 147 Observing the way with the
*logge-line, 1644 Manwavring Sea-mans Diet. , A Logg-
line. Some call this a Mimudine.^ 1794 Rigging % Sea.'

mans/up I. 94 The holes, for marling the clues of sails .

.

jiave groinniets of log-line. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk

,

Lo?-linc. 1610 Shaks. Temp. in. i. 67 For your sake Am
J this patient * Loggc-man. 1870 Daily A'rtvs 16 Apr., The
lumber husiness is carried on . .by the logmen. 1882 Joroan
& G m.bert Fishes N. Am$r. {Hull. L

r
.S. Nat. A/us. III.)

499 Percina, *1 .og Perches. Ibid., /'. caproties. . Log Perch ;

Rock-fish; 1 log-molly; I log-fish. 1877 Lumberman's Gm.
17 Nov., A dam has been built across the river, forming a *log

pocket. 1858 Simmonds Diet, Trade, * Log-reel, the reel on
which the log-line of a ship is wound. 1878 Lumberman's
Gaz. 6 Apr., 'I he Green Hay Advocate of March 28 says that
* log-running is commencing all around. 1877 Michigan Kep.
XXXVI. 168 It appear* that the scale of the manufactured

lumber exceeded the 'log-scale. 1841 Dana Seaman's Man.
114 Log, a. line with a piece of board called the log-ship,

attached to it, 1846 Yocnc; Kant. Diet. s. v. Log-line. A 1

piece of board called the Ix^g-ship or Log-chip, c i860 11.

Sti art Seaman's Catech. 43 The 1 log-ship is a flat piece

of wood in the form of a quadrant, having a sufficient

quantity of lead inserted in the circular edge to keep it

steady and perpendicular in the water. 1841 Dana Seaman s

Man. 153 It is the custom for each officer at the end of his

watch to enter upon the *log-slate. .the courses, distances,

wind -and weather during his watch, and anything of note

that may have occurred. Once in twenty-four hours the

mate copies from this slate into the log-book. 1721 J.

Uaxtkr m New Eng. Hist, q Gen. t\rg. (1867) XXL 57

All Hands went briskly to,woik, to finish y
B *log-work m

y* Lower lilock-house. 1725 Dk Kok I'oy. round World *

(1840) 3 Tedious accounts of their log-work, how many
leagues they sailed every day ; where they had the w inds

[etc.]. 1836 Olmstf.o Slave States nr The chimney is.,

commonly of lath or split sticks, laid up like log-work and
plastered with mud.

II Log (tyg, l<™g\ s/f.'2 Also 6 logg. [lleb. a?

/i>g.] A Hebrew measure for liquids ; the twelfth

part of a hin ; -about three quarters of a pint.

1530 TiNDALE Lev. xiv. 24 And let the preast take the

logge IVulg. sextan urn, U'ycl. sextaric ; 1611 log] of oyle.
\

>755 in Johnson; and in mod. Diets.

Log (Vg), v\ [f. Log sl>A]

1. Irans. f a. To bring la tree) to the condition

of a log ; lo deprive of branches (oh.), b. To cut

(tirriber) into logs.

1699 Damfirr Voy. 11. it. 80 A Tree.. so thick that after

it is log'd it remains still too great a Burthen for one Man.
1836 Backwoods ofCanada 101 After the trees have been

chopped, cut into lengths, drawn together, or logged, as we
call it. 1848 Thorkau Maine IV. (1894) 26 Only a little

spruce and hemlock beside had been logged here.

absol. 1830 Gait La-vrie T. ill. ii. (i849> 87 The settlers

were busy logging and burning. 1848 Tiiorf.au Maine
IK (1894) 97 We turned our backs on Chesuncook, which

McCauslin had formerly logged on. 1878 Michigan Kep.

XXXV II. 408 He was logging on the.. Manistee River.

2. To lay oul (a road) with a layer of logs.

1893 Scribners mag. June 706/r Road-makers logout the

road to its proper width.

3. fa. traits. Of water : To lie in (a shipl so as

to reduce it to the condition of a log ; in quot. absol.

1751 Smollett Per. fie. (1779) IV. Ixxxvt. 10 Several

feet of under water logging in her hold,

b. intr. To lie like a log.

a 1813 A. Wilson Foresters Poet. Wks. (1846) 269 Dy slow

degrees the sinking breezes die, And on the smooth still flood

we logging He. 1864 Isee Logging a.1].

f4. Mil. To inflict on (a soldier) the punishment

of the log (see Log s&J 2 b). Obs.

1816 C James Milt't. Diet. (ed. 4) s.v. p
To Log..h a

punishment which is inflicted in some dragoon or hussar

regiments for indiscipltned and disorderly conduct.

5. Nant. To enter (esp. the distance run by a
j

ship) in a log or log-book ; hence gen., lo record.

Also with down, tip,

1823 J. F. Cooper Pioneers xxxiv. (1869) 149/2 I've logged

many a hard thing against your name. x8$2 Blackw.
j

Mag. LXXII. 94 He has just logged down, in a plain

manner, what he noticed on the road.^ 1880 N. H. liisnop

4 Months Sneak-Box 106, I . . went into camp behind an
island, logging with pleasure my days run at sixty-seven

miles. 1884 Pall Mall G. 6 Oct. 8 The weather was logged

at midnight, * Light, clear, passing showers
absol. 1863 W. C. Baldwin Afr. Hunting 376, I have I

got on very slowly since logging up last.

b. Of a vessel : To traverse (a certain distance)

by log-measurements.
1883 E. F. Knight Cruise Falcon (1887) 32 This day we

logged 160 miles. 1892 Daily Tel. 29 Dec 5/1 In one day
she hardly logged as much as a hundred knotts.

,

c. To enter the name of (a man as an offender)

in a log-book, with a penalty attached. Hence,

to fine.

1889 Times 10 Sept. 10/5 The understanding . . was that

the penalties for logging should not be enforced. 1892 Pall

Mall G. 30 Aug. 2/1 Taken before the captain on the bridge

and * logged ' to the extent of from five to tw enty shillings.

189a Labour Commission Gloss., Logging offences, the

entering . . in the * official log ' of British vessels of offences

committed by members of the crew. 1899 F. T. Bullen
Log Sea-tvaiJ'280 I'll log ye to-morrow.

f0. intr. ? To be Mike a log'; be sluggish. Obs.

1622 Mabbe tr. Alemau's Guzman iCAlf. It. 133 Which
kinde of Phrase, your old women in Spaine vse to their

children, when they goe sneakingly and fearfully about any

businesse. Anda, anda, queparece que vasa hnrtar', Get

thee gone, get thee gone, thou goest logging and dreamingly

about it, as if thou wentest a filching.

7. Austral. Mining. To log up : To make a log

support for the windlass.

1890 'Rolf Rni.nRFwonn 1 Miner's Right v. 54 We.. had
logged up and made a start with another shaft.

Log (lpg), z'.x dial. [? Onomatopoeic. Cf. rog,

Rock v.] trans. To rock, move to and fro. b.

intr. To oscillate.

1808 Vo\JK\\v.\.T.CornislhEng. I'oe. 45 note, This enormous
mass, from its peculiarity of position, may be easily togged
to and fro. 1880 If. Cornwall Gtoss., Log, to oscillate.

Log, dial, form of Lro (worm).
Log, short for Logarithm.
Logan berry (h> u,gan bcri). [Named after

Judge Jogan, U.S.A., by whom it was first grown.]
A fruit obtained by a cross between ihe raspbeny
and blackberry.
1900 Speaker 6 Oct. 11/1 Mr. Forrester, .showed me some

very fine hybrids, called Logan berries, between the rasp,
berry and the blackberry. 1902 Daily Chrou. 28 Mar. -\

;

The blackberry, the loganbeny, the trineljerry, and allied
fruits.

Loganite (Wganait;. Min. [Named by T. S.

Hunt, 1S51, in honour of Sir \V. Logan.] An
altered hornblende, near penninite in composition.
1865 Carpf.ntf.r in Intel!. Obser?: No. 40. 286 Loganite

(dark -green silicate of magnesia).

Logan-stone (lf>*gansu>«n\ Also loggan
stone, logan. [f. lagan = Loot. 1x0 ppl. a.- +
Stokk.] A rocking- stone.

1759 li. Martin- Nat. Hist. Eng. J. Cornwall 4 Tins
stone .. was a l.ogan or Roe.king->ttone. 1808 I'olwiiki.k

Cornish- Eng. I'oe. 45 Logan, shaking. A logan stone, a
rocking moving stone. ( 1824 : see LoociNf; p/>l.a.' :

] 1826
C\rrini;ion Dartmoor 66 Near the edge Of the loud brawl-
ing stream a Logan stands Haply Self-poked. 1831 1'ox-

rlan'qi'k Eng. under 7 Administr. 11837) II. 79 Like the
Ix)gan stones, which the finger of a child may move. 1859
H. Kincsi.kv G. llamtyu x.wiv. (1900) 181/2 Strong as your
famous lieutenant who rapsi?ed the logan stone. 1881 J.

Hawthorn'!-, t'ort. Footi.xv, The big loggan-stone that had
stood in front, .was upset, and fallen into the gulley. (1881

:

see lA>c,c.isr.ppt.ar]

LogacediC (Vgairdik), a. [ad. late L. togaa-*

dicifSj ad. Cir. \oyaoidife~6s, f. A07-0? speech, prose

+ ao<57; song (as standing between the rhythm of

prose and of poetry).] Kpithet of various metres

in which dactyls are combined with trochees.

Also quasi-*//., a logatedic verse.

1844 Major Guide Gr. Ttag. (ed. 2) 159 The Glyeoueus,

which ha* a lognojdic order. 1855 Linwooij Greek Tragic
J/<7>-<\r 79 Anapaestic l.oea<edi»:s are identical in their rhythm
with . .I/Ogaoedie Dactyls. 1879 J. W. W in 1 v tr. Schmidt's
Rhythmic «V Metric § 21. 65 Chorees and lo>;aoe<jics ean be

extended to Series of six measures. 1883 Jkhh (Ed/pus
Tyran. lntrod. 7? The essential difference between choreic

and logaoedic rhythm is that ol ictus.

t Lo garism. Oh. [Corruption of I.ogauithm,

after sbs. in -l.SYf.] = LuftAUlTHM (in the earlier

quots. used blunderingly)^

1630 1>r athwait Eng. Geutlem. (1641) Ep. Med., If any
one be minded to learn the .. art of Hraehygraphie, Steno-

gia*phie, l.ogarisme or any Art whatsoever. 1649(7. Daniki.

Tnnareh., lien, /F, xix, Diuision (whose Arethmetieke

Makes but a Logarisme to perplex 'I'he w orld). 1684C0CU1.R

in Lond. Gaz. No. 1985 '4 His Artificial Aritlimetick, Shew-

ing the Genesis and Fabrick of Logarisins.

Logarithm {\p^arij/m). Math. Also 7 erron.

logorythm. [ad. mod.L. logarilhm-us (Napier,

1614), f. Gr. Aoy-oj word, proportion, ratio + a-piOpo*

number.
Napier does not explain his view of the literal meaning of

logarithmus. It is commonly taken to mean |
ratio-number

and as thus interpreted it is not inappropriate, though its

fitness is not obvious without explanation. Perhaps, how-

ever, Napier may have used Adyos merely in the sense of
' reckoning \ 'calculation ' (cf. Logistic).]

One of a paiticular class of arithmetical functions,

invented by John Napier of Merehiston (died 161 7),

and tabulated for use as a means of abridging cal-

culation. The essential property of a" system of

logarithms is that the sum of the logarithms of

any two or more numbers is the logarithm of their

product. Hence the use of a table of logarithms

enables a computer lo substitute addition and sub-

traction for the more laborious operations of multi-

plication and division, and likewise multiplication

and division for involution and evolution.

The word is now understood to refer only to systems in

which the logarithm of any number ax is x, a being a con-

slant which is called the base of the system. The logarithms

(of sines) tabulated by Napier himself were not logarithms

in this restricted sense, but were functions of what are now

called the Napierian (also Ne/eriau), hyperbolic, or natural

logarithms, the base of which, denoted by the symbol e or

e is 2*71828+ . This system is still in use for analytical

investigations, but for common purposes the system used is

that invented by Napier's friend Henry linggs (died 1630),

jhe base of which is 10; the Briggsian or Brzggtan

logarithms are also known as common or decimal logarithms.

"For binary, Gaussian logarithm, see the adjs. Logistic

logarithms (see quot. 1795); also called proportional

logarithms. ... . , . j
In mathematical notation

4 the logarithm of is expressed

by the abbreviation Mog.' prefixed to numeral figures or

algebraical symbols. When necessary, the base of the

system is indicated by adding an inferior figure: thus

* logio a. ' means ' the logarithm of a to the base 10 .

•1614 Napier {title) Mirifici Loganthmorum Canoms

desenptio. ..1 1615-16 H. Briggs in Ussher's Lett. (1686) 36

Napper, Lord of Markinston, hath set my H?ad and Hands

a Work, with his new and admirable Logarithms. i6r&

E. Wright tr. Napier's Logarithmus L>ed., This new

Logarithmnncy, [or

— next.

course of I^ogarithme-; doth cleane take away all thr
ditTicultye that heretofore hath beene in mathemalicall
calculations. 1631 11. P.Kincs Logarithm. A rithut. i. 1 The
Logar. of 1 is o. Ibid. 2 The lx>g. of proper fractions U
Defective. 1632 1». Jonson Magtt. Lady 1. 1, Sir Interest.,

w ill tell you instantly, by Logorythmes, The utmost profit of

a stock tmployed. 1706 \\\ joxi s Syn. Palmar. Nathesei**

173 Mr. Halley. .has. .drawn a \ery curious Method foi

Constructing Logarithms. 1793 Mutton Math. Diet. s.v.

Logarithms, Logistic Logarithms, are certain Logarithms
of sexagesimal numbers or fractions, useful in astronomical

calculations. 1827 Scott Napoleon VI. 80 Bonaparte said

that his favourite work was a book of logarithms, t 1865

in Cire. Sti 1. 519/1 This advantage, which the ba^e 10 has

o\er any other, was first seen and applied by l'»riggs. . ;tlu-

logarithm* are, therefore, sometimes called the ' Ihiygiau

Logarithms \

Logaritliinal Vgair|>nial\ a. rare. [f. U»-

CAK1TIUI 4- - A Ii.
J

= LOOAIUTHMIC.
1630 K. Di i.amain Grammalogia To Rdr., To shadow

out to the more learned the quiutessen< e of this Logarytli-

mall projection in Circles. 1849 Krkmk Comm. Ctassd'k.

yo 1?> logarithmal numbers.

t Logari thniaucy. Obs. ran— 1

. [f.hoo.\u-

IT11M + -MANCY.] i.See quot.)

1652 Cu n. Magastrom. xix. 10

divining] by Logarithmes.

t Logarithme tic, a. Obs
1721 in li.MLrv. 1775 in Asm.

Logarithmetical (l/^aril»me*tikal), a. ? Oi><.

[i Lo(;akitiim, on the analogy of Akithmkticai..]
- LodAiirniMii'.
1621 W. Jamkson (title Account of Ji>hu Neper's Logarith-

metical Triginomelriae (in v»nd Kep. Hist. MSS. ( omm.
coi). 1685 J . Hawkins Cm kers I >ccima I A rith. 1 1 . i

. 20 s

Logarithmetical Arithim lii.k is an Artificial Use of numbers,

iu\eiited for ease in Calculation. 1690 Li.Vboi rn Curs.

Math. 191 Logatithmetical or Proportional Scales. 1824

Ntw Monthly Mag. XL .\x6 Ye who learu logarithmetical

rules at Cambridge.

Hence Logarithine tically tf^r'.

1775 in Ash. c 1850 Rudim. Nyr'ig. AVeale 144 The sliding

rule is. .graduated logarithmetically.

IiOgaritlllllic Vgnri*]miik . ^7. fatul sb.) Math.

[f. Logarithm + -ic. Cf. 1*. togarith miq ire.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to looarithms. Also

in logarithmic sine, tangent, secant, etc., used (some-

what incorrectly) to denote the logarithm of the

function named ;
opposed to natural.

Logarithmic curve tor line), a curve having its ordinate-;

in geometrical progression and its abscissa* in arithmetical

progression, so that the abscissas are the logarithms of the

Corresponding otdiuates. Logarithmic tilipsc, hypoiela
(see quots. 1851 \ Logarithmic spiral, a spiral which ini tri-

sects all its radiants at the same angle.

1698 Kni t. Exam. Th. Earth (1734) 243 The Applicate

of the Logarithmick curve DKF. 1706 YV. Iont.s Syn.

Palmar. Slatheseos 261 The Curve dc^crib'd by their In-

tel section is called the Logarithmic Line .. A Point from

the Kxtremity thereof, moving towards the Centre with

a Velocity decreasing in a (leometric Progrt^sion, will

genciate a Curve called the Logarithmic Spiral. X752

Robertson in Phil. Trans. XLV11L 100 Now subtract the

logarithmic versed sines of such degrees, as are intended to

be put on the scale, from the logarithm versed sine of 180".

1797 Encycl. Brit. II. 423/2 Constructing logai ithmic tables

to facilitate their \se. astronomers] calculations. 1851 J.

IJootn Elliptic Integrals Pref., I have named them (two

curves] the spherical parabola, and the logarithmic ellipse..

.

The latter (may be traced] on a paraboloid of revolution.

Ibid. 159 If a right cylinder, standing on a plane hyperbola

as a base, be substituted for the elliptic cylinder, the cune
of intersection with the paraboloid may be named the loga-

rithmic hyperbola. 1878 Ct ifford Etem. Dynamic \. 78 A
point is said to have logarithmic motion on a straight line

when the distance from a fixed point on the line is equally

multiplied in equal times. 1881 MaxwkI.l Elcctr. <y Magu.

11. 347 Another point which moves with uniform angular

velocity in a logarithmic spiral.

b. renaming to the logarithmic curve.

1875 R. F. Maktiv tr. llavrez Winding Macti, 17 A
round steel rope of logarithmic form would weigh only

1594 kilogs.

B. sb. » Logarithmic cwve or line.

1753 Chambkhs Cycl. Supp. s.v., Let AVI) be a logarithm

mic, and its ordinates AH, VC, DQ. 1797 Brougham 111

Phil. Trans. LXXXVlll. 396 The common logarithmic

has its subtangent constant.

Logarithmical (Vgari-bmikal), a. [f. as

prec. + -AL.] = Ijjgaiuthmic. Logarithmical scales

(see quot. 1727-41).
1631 H. Hricjgs [title) Logarithmicall Arithmetike. 1665 6

Phil. Trans. 1. 213 The Logarithmical TangenMine. 1727-

41 CnvMBF.RS Cycl., Proportional scales, called also

logarithmical scales, are the artificial numbers or logar.

tthms, placed on lines, for the ease and advantage of

multiplying, dividing, &c. by means of compasses, or of

sliding-rules. 1728 Pembkrton Newton s Thiios. 145 j hat

line., which is now commonly known by the name of the

logarithmical curve. 1799 Yocng in Pint. V rans. XL. 150

The inner circle L is divided into 30103 p.irts, corresponding

with the logarithmical parts of an octave. 1812-16 Flav-

fmr Nat. Phil. !L 47 Formulas., more convenient for

logarithmical calculation. 1839 Hallam /list. Lit. IV.

in- viii. § 8. 7 Thus reducing the error, which, strictly

speaking, must always exist from the principle of logarithm

mical construction, to an almost infinitesimal fraction.

Hence I.og'ari'tlimically adv., by the use of

logarithms ; in logarithmic proportions.

1760 Pemberton in Phil. Trans. LI. 923 The present

methods of computing logarithmically an angle from the

three sides of a sphericaf triangle given.
_
1828 Hiitton

Course Math. II. 328 Expressing this equation logarithmi-

cally. 1875 Jevons Money xxiv. 332 The ratios in whtch
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their gold piece* have changed would be calculated logari-

thmically.

t Logarithmotecliny. Obs. rare-*, [ad.

mod.L. logarilhmolcchnia (N. Mercator, 1668J, f.

logariIfan-as Logarithm + Gr. tcx**1 a *L] The art

of calculating or making logarithms.

1724 in Haii.ry ; J775 in Asm ; and in some mod. Diets.

Lo'g-book.
1. Aatit. A book in which the particulars of a

ship's voyage (including her rate of progress as in-

dicated by the log) are entered daily from the log-

board, iienec trans/, and Jig., a journal of travel.

a 1679 Sir J. Mookk S'yst. Math. C1681) I. 271 A Hook
called a Traverse Hook or Log Hook. 1753 CiiA.\iaF.ftsO'< /.

.Vm/A. Log-book,M sea, a book ruled and columned like the

log-board. 1779 lloswi i.l Let. to Johnson 7 Nov., My
Chester journal. . . is truly a log-book of felicity. 182

1

I'.vkon Diary Wks. (1846; 677/1 This additional page of

life's log-book. 1.J89 Clark Rlssei.i. Marooned (1890) 146
The mate's log-book was upon the table.

2. Tailoring. = Log sb. 7.

1869 Senior tr. Comtede Paris' Trades' Unions 169 It was
agreed that thenceforth payment should be by piecework,
according to a tariff called the log-book.

3. A kind of journal of proceedings which the

master of a public elementary school is required to

keep.
187a in Rice-Wiggin & Graves Elem. Sc/t. Manager 11879)

2?o Occasional deviations from the table .. should he noted
by the teacher in the log-book. 1882 Education Code 4 The
log-book . . must be kept by the principal teacher, who is

required to enter in it from lime to time such events as the
introduction of new books {etc. 1.

tLoge 1
. Obs. Cant. [? Short for llonoi.o jK.]

A watch.
a 1700 RE. Diet. Cant. Crew, Loge, a AVat<*h. I suppose

from the French Hor/oge. 1725 in New Cant. Diet. 1785
Gkomk Diet. I 'ulgar Tongue s.v., He filed a cloy of a loge,

. .he picked a pocket of a watch.

Loge - ^tm/i)- [Fr. : see Lodgk sb.]

1. A booth, stall.

1749 Ciif.stf.rk. Let. 25 Apr., Misc. Wks. 1777 II. 357 The
several lo^es are to he shops for toys, timouades, glares, and
other ri

1ffra ich issentens,

2. A ' box ' in a theatre or opera-house.
1768 Stkrsk Sent, Journ. I. 198 {T/ie Rose) lie told me,

it was some poor Abbe in one of the upper loges. 1818 < .

Clairmunt in Dowden Life Shelley (1887) II. 19?, I could
not even perceive the faces of (hose who sat in the loge nevt
to ours. 1848 Thackeray I 'an. Lair xxix, George was
out of the box in a moment, and he was even going to pay
his irspects to Rebecca in her loge. 1863 Ouida Held in

Bondage (1870) 50, 1 did the grand tier deliberately, going
from loge to loge.

-loger lod.^ai), the ending of a few words which
are virtually adaptations of actual or assumible
Or. words in »\6^os (L. -logns) : see-bOGUE, -LoGY.

The oldest of these is astrologer (14th c.) ; it is

uncertain whether this was f. L. asiro/og-us + -Kit*

in which case it is an unusually early example of

atypeofderivation afterward scommon), or whether

it was f. astrology + -ER 1 (cf. the similar formation

of astronomyer, astronomer). On the analogy of

this word, -loger was applied in a few instances to

form personal designations correlative with words
in -logy, -logic al, as in chronologer, \geologer,
philologer (obsolescent), "\theologer {Jwrologer is of

different formation). The suffix is no longer a
living formative, being superseded by -logist.

t Loges. Obs. Cant. (See quo t.)

1610 Rowlands Martin Mark-all E2b, A Feager of
Loges, one that beggeth with counterfeit writings. Ibid.

K 3 Loges, a passe or warrant.

Loggage, obs. form of Luggage.
Loggat, lO'gget. Obs. exc. /list. Forms:

6-7, 9 logget, (7 logat, loeket), S-o loggat.

[app. some kind of derivative of Log sb.*]

1. An old game (seequot. 1773) ; also the missile

used in the game. (See Loggerhead 5.)

^[1541 : Implied in Loggating.] 1581 Lamiiakdf. Elren. m.
ii. {1588)353 Bowles, Closh,Coites, Loggetsorothcrunlawfull
Games. 160a Siiaks. Ham. v. i. 100 Did these bones cost no
inorethe breeding, but to play at Loggetswith'emV udneake
tothinkeon't. 1612 Df.kklr Ifit be notgoodWks. 1873 III.

315, 200 crownes ? I ha lost as much at Ioggets. 1705 T. Brown
To y. Haines in Coll. Poems 119 What though they ne'er

broke Jest, or Pate at Lockets, They've Scnce enough, for

all that, in their Pockets. 1773 Steevrns in Shaks. Wks.
X. 315 This is a game played 111 .several parts of England
even at this time. A stake is fixed into the ground ; those
who play, throw loggats at it, and he that is nearest the

stake, wins : I have seen it played in different counties at

their sheep-shearing feasts. 1858 Sat. Rev. 17 Apr. 401/1
Let us take the case of a fine old English gentleman in a

country house on a wet day in the middle of the .sixteenth

century. After he had.. played at bowls or loggats till his

arms ached, how was he to pass the time tilt supper?

2. A pole, heavy stake.
1600 Holland Livyxxx. x. 746 The enemies from out of

the Carthaginian ships, began to cast out certaine Ioggets

long, asserts] with yronhookesat the end (which thesouldiors

use to call Harpagones) for to lake hoid upon the Roman
ships. 1613 Markiiam Eng. Husband/nan I. n. ix. 79
Ideating of fruit downe with long poales, Ioggets, or such
like. 1633 H. Jonron Tale Tub iv. vi, Now are they tossing

of his legs and arms, Like Ioggets at a pear-tree.

3. attrib. nnd Comb., as loggat-ground
;

loggat

-

playing adj.

I
1793 Blount in Recti's Shaks. XV. 305 note, A loggat-

,
1 ground, like a skittle-ground, is strewed with ashes, but is

more extensive. 1884 Black Jnd. Shakes, iii. None of your
logget playing, tavern-jesting, come-kiss-mcMoI! lovers.

j

; t Lo ggating. Obs. Jn61ogating. [f. prec.

+

-i.xg l.J Playing at the game of ' loggats
1 1541 Act 33 Hen. VI11, p. 9 5 1 Sondrie newe and crafty .

I

Games and Playes, as logatinge in the Feildes, slydethrifte
otherwise called shovegrote.

Logged Vgd), ///. <z. [f. Log v. + -v.n\] a.

Reduced to the condition of a log ; and Jig.
rendered incapable of action or movement. Of
water: Stagnant. Of n vessel : Water-logged, b.
Of land : Cleared by hewing the timber into logs.
ri82o Ar

. Eng. Hist. 4 Gen. Register (1891) XLV. 273
With deliberate aim, I kill one llndian] and leave the other
logg'd. 1838 Civil Eng. A/ Arch. Jml. I. 265/2 Should
she happen to get logged, there would be perhaps a diffi-

culty in bringing her to the proper steer again, 1880 Dis-
rakli Endym. Ixiii, We should find employment . . in other
countries, even if the States were logged. 1889 19M Cent.
Oct. 702 Dippers [birds] will not long stay where the water
is slow or logged. 1901 Scotsman 29 Oct. 9/2 The assuinp-
tion that the logged .. areas contained the same average 1

quantity of timber per acre as the forests still standing.

Logger ijfg31 ,* s&' 1 Ar
. Amer. [f. Lou v. +

-KH *?J One who fells timber or cuts it into logs;

a lumberman.
1734 Nevo Hampsh. Prov. Papers 11870) IV. 840 Many

Towns raising a generall Contribution among the Logers
for him. 1827 J. F. Cooper Prairie II. i. 7 It will not l>e

long before an accursed band of choppers and loggers will

be following. 1890 W. J. Gordon Foundry 114 Life amoiyg I

the loggers, .seems the very ideal of healthy independence.
1900 ( hamb. Jml. Ser. u. 111. 681/2 One hundred and fifty-

four thousand feet of timber, which an average gang of
lowers would cut down in about eight days.

Logger Org*"), sb. 2 dial. [app. a word in-

vented as expressing by its sound the notion of

something heavy and clumsy. Cf. Log sb. 1 Al-
though of late appearance in quots. it is prob. the

source of Loggekhkad, Toggery.] a. A heavy
block of wood fastened to the leg of a horse to pre-

vent it straying 1777 in £ng. Dial. Diet.), b.

Lumps of dirt on a ploughboy's feet {IVillsh.

Gloss. 1S93). c.
1 Meat which is sinewy, skinny,

lumpy, " chunky", or not worth cooking' [ll'ar-

wicksh. Gloss. 1896).

Logger l^*g«H)j In 5 logour, 9 loggar.

[Vf. Logoek v.] In //. 'Stockings without feet,

tied up with garters and hanging down over lhe

ankles ' (Jam.;.
1489 Ld. Treat. Aec. Seotl. f 1877) 1. 149 Item, for vii elne

of quhyte to be logouris to the Ring, the tynie his leg we^
sayre . . xxviijf.

Lo'gger, a. Obs. exc. dial. [? Back-formation
from Loggerhead.] Thick, heavy, stupid.

1675 Cotton Scoffer Scoft 9 My head too heavy was, and
logger, Kver to make a Pettifogger. 1781 1. Rtri.FY Orig.
Lett. xix. 100, I would have seized you by both ears . . and
given your logger head forty-five severe knocks against the
pavement. 18x2 P. KoaaKS Poems 73 (E. P.]).) Wow, man,
ye'r like Davy Spence Wi* logger head. Ibid. 86 They
sigh, an' shake their logger head, An' cry all's over !

Logger Of"g3I )» v. Sc. and dial. Also Sc.

loggar. [?An imitative formation; cf. Log v.

and -er 5.] inlr. a. * To hang loosely and largely'

(Jam.), b. * To walk wilh a lax gait or in a loose-

jointed, swaying fashion ' {Aorthumbld. Gloss. 1 893 .

C. To shake as a wheel which has been loosened

(Korby Voc. R. Anglia . Hence f Lo'ggerand
///. a., ? straddling.

ri47o Hexryson Mor. Fab. xm. (Frog Mouse) vii, Hir
loggerand leggis and her harsky hyde.

Loggerhead Qpgaihed). Also 8 (sense 3)
•heat, [f Logger sh- + Head.]
1. A thick-headed or stupid person; a block-

head.
1588 Siiaks. L. L. L. iv. iii. 204 Ah you whoreson logger-

head, you were borne to doe me shame. 1595 Eng. Trif>C'

7i>ife (1881) 168 That shee should sweare .. that she would
neuer marrie with the Grocer he was such a logger-head.

i6ii Cotgr., Teste de boettf a ioulthead,.. logerhead ; one
whose wit is as little as his head is great. 1708 II t arm:
Collect. (O. II. S.) II. 107 A pitiful], sneaking, whining
Puritan, related to y» Loggerhead at Lambeth, a 1754
Fielding Fatlicrs v. iv, It is almost a pity to hinder these

two loggerheads from falling fout of one another. 1790
M alone Shaks. Wks., Tivet. Ar

. 11. iii. 17 note, 'The picture

of n*c three. 1 believe Shakspeare had in his thoughts a
common sign, in which two wooden heads arecxhibited, with
this inscription under it : 'We three loggerheads be '. The

1 spectator or reader is supposed to make the third. 1821

Joseph the Book-Man 25 While loggerheads, most dignified,

Are soon to wealth and rank allied. 1892 West Cumbld.
I Times Christm. No. 4/1 (Cumbld. Gloss. 1899) Keep off

J

them rods yeh gert loggerheeds. •

b. A local coin or token (see quot. 1 799).
1797 Sporting Mag. X. 222 The dollars which now circu- ,

late through that part of the country fWales] go by the

i
name of Loggerheads. 1799 J. Conder Provincial Coins 205
[Coins issued within the last 20 years] Loggerheads (White

j

i Metal). G*[bverse]. A Cart under a Gallows, and three Men
hanging, 1 The End of three Loggerheads \

2. A head out of proportion to the body; a large

j

or ' thick * head. Chieflyfig. ; also in phr. tojoin,

lay loggerheads together. (See also Logger a.)

1598 E. Gun.piN Skiat. (1878) 52 His body is so fallen

away and leane, That scarce it can his logger-head sustaine.

1667 Drvden Sir Mar/in Mar-all 1. i, Now, could 1 break
my own logger-head. 1706 IE. Waro] // 'ooden World Dis-
sected(i?o8) 15 These two often join Logger-heads together,
and broach more pernicious Contrivances. 1754 Richard-
son Grandison (1781* I. iv. 15 Let us retire, and lay our two
loggerheads together. 1816 Scott Antiq. xlii, 1 have been
following you in fear of finding your idle loggerhead knocked
against one rock or other.

ii. An iron instrument wilh a long handle and a

ball or bulb at the end used, when healed in lhe

fire, for melting pitch and for heating liquids.

1687 in STaVFK Sttnu's Snrv. Lond. (1720 1 1. v. xviii. 288/2
Not to suffer Pilch, Tar, Kozin, &c. to be heated on boaid
by Fire. Loggerhead Shot, or any other thing. 1732 Act
5 Geo. 11, c. 20 § 4 If any Master . . shall . . cause or permit
to be heated or melted by Fire, Logger Heat, Shot .. any
Pitch, Tar, Uosin, Grease [etc.]. 1760 Chrou. in Ann. Reg.
158/2 We put hot logger heads in buckets of tar and pitch.

1858 SiMMONns Diet. Trade, Logger-head, an iron for heat-
ing tar. i860 O. W. Holmes Elsie I', v, Three or four
loggerheads (long irons clubbed at the end) were always
lying in the fire in the cold season, waiting to be plunged
into sputtering and foaming mugs of flip. 1900 Alice M.
Earle Stage Coach Tavern Days v. 108 Into this

mixture jflip] was thrust and stirred a red-hot loggerhead,
made of iron and shaped like a poker.

4. 4 An upright rounded piece of wood, near the

stern of a whale-boat, for catching a turn of the

line to' (Smyth Sailor's IVord-bk. 1S67). Also*

trans/.

1840 R. II. Dana Bef. Mast xiii. 30 The saddles .. have
large pommels or "loggerheads in front, round which the
* lasso' is coiled when not in use. 1850 Scoresbv Cheever's
Whalevi. Adv. ix. (1859) 510 1* passes.. around a post called

the loggerhead, firmly secured to the frame of the boat.

1898 \. T. liui.LEN Cruise Cachalot 39, 1 looked for the
lushing of the line round the loggerhead (a stout wooden
post built into the boat aft},

b. (See quot.)
1836 Hebrrt Engin. $ Meek. Encycl. \\. 702 lhe beam

or loggerhead, for the purpose of transmitting the motion of

the piston to the pumps in the mine.

5. ? = Loggat.
1871 G. R. Cutting Student Life Amherst Coll. 112 The

game of ' loggerheads ' has become obsolete, in this part of
the country. . .A ' loggerhead ' was a spherical mass of wood,
with a long handle, and the game consisted of an attempt
to hurl this towards a fixed stake, in such a manner as to

leave it as near as possible.

6. As the popular name of various heavy-headed

animals, a. (Also loggerhead turtle^ 7 tortoise.)

A species of turtle, Thalassochelys caretta.

1657 R. Ligon Barbat/oes (1673) 4 The Loggerhead Turtle.

1697 Dampikr t oy. (1729) I. 103 There are 4 sorts of sea

turtle.. .The Loggerhead is so call'd, because it hath a great

head. 1772-84 Cook I'oy. (1790) 1. 30 On the 24th we
caught a large loggerhead tortoise, a 1845 Hood 'Turtles

vii, Poor loggerheads from far Ascension ferried ! 1884
Ctrl's Chvu I'a/erVeh. 227/1 A rarer kind [of tortoise-shell]

is derived from the loggerhead turtle, a native of the Medi-
terranean and the Atlantic. 1895 Royal Nat. Hist. V. 83
The third, and probably the largest species of turtle, is the

loggerhead (Thalassochelys caretta), easily recognised by
its enormous head. Ibid. 84 The Mexican loggerhead (7*.

kempi), from the Gulf of Mexico, differs in [etc].

b. applied to (a) two species of tyrant-bird

inhabiting Jamaica, Ditangns caudifasciaUts and

Myiarchns validus or crinittts
;

(b) a N. American
shrike, J.anius ladovicianus or earoHnensis ;

(c)

a large duck of the Falkland Islands, Tachyeres or

Mieropterus ciwreus, the Race-horse or Steamer-

duck.
1657 S. Purchas Pot. Flying-Ins. 128 In the Island of

Barbadoes, and the adjacent Islands, are certain birds bigger

than Sparrows, with a very great head, called by lhe Eng.
lish Logerheads and Counsellors. 1713 Ray Syn. Avium
185 Sitta seu Picus cinereus major, eapite nigro. A Log-
gerhead. 17*5 Sloane Jamaica II. 300 [Sitta, sen picus
Ray] They.. let Men come so near them that they knock
them down with Sticks, whence they have the Name of

Loggerheads. 1775 Clayton Falkland Islands in Phil.

Trans. LXVI. 104 Here is a species of ducks, called the

loggerhead, from its large head. 1831 A. Wilson & Bona-
PAaTE Amer. Omith. II. 86 Lanins carolinensis, Wilson.

Lanius ludovicianus, Linmeus.—Loggerhead Shrike. Ibid.

87 It is generally known by the name of the loggerhead.

c. dial, applied to various fishes, as the bullhead;

also to the tadpole. (See Eng. Dial. Diet.)

1775 Clayton in Phil. Trans. LXVI. 102 There are three

or four species of the common loggerhead, or sculpa fish,

common on the English coasts. 1880-4 F. Dav Brit. Fishes 1 1.

179 Leueiscus cephalns. .. l^irge-headeddace
;
loggerhead.

d. dial, applied to various large moths.

1847 Halliwell, Loggerhead, the large tiger moth. North.
1893 in Northumbld. Gloss. 1894 Hetton-le-llote Gloss.,

Loggerhead, a clouded butterfly. Large moths are also

sometimes called * loggerheads 1899 Cumbld. Gloss.,

Logger-heed, any kind of moth. The Ghost Moth.

7. dial. A plant of the genus Ccntaitrea.

1829 J. L. Knapp Jml. Nat. 25 The crop consists almost
entirely of the common field scabious (Scabiosa succisa),

logger-heads (Centauria nigra) letc.]. 1866 Cockayne
Lccehdoms III. 315 Saxon Names Plants, Botwes, logger-

heads, ccntaurea nigra. . . Ix>ggerheads is a name I have
often heard in Oxfordshire.

8. //. in various phrases. + To fall, get, go to

loggerheads : to come to blows. To be at logger-

heads', to be contending about differences of opinion;

also, rarely, to come to loggerheads.
[The use is of obscure origin ; perh. the instrument de-

scribed in 3, or something similar, may have been used as

a weapon.l



LOGGER-HEADED.
1680 Kjrkman Eng. Ropte lv. i. 6 They frequently I

quarrell'd about their Sicilian wenches, and indeed , . they
seem .. to be worth the going to Logger-heads for. 1681

TrialofS. Colledge 49 So we went to loggerheads together,

I think that was the word, or Fisty-cuffs. 1735 Smollett
Qui jt. (1803) I. 66 The others . . went to loggerheads with
Sancho, whom they soon overthrew. 1806 Jefferson Writ.

(1830) IV. 63 In order to destroy one member of the ad-

ministration, the whole were 10 be set to loggerheads. 1831

J. \V. Croker in C. Papers 25 Jan., I hear from London
that our successors are at loggerheads. 1887 Frith Autobiog.

I. xxiv. 347 The Lord Chancellor ..and the fiishop came to

loggerheads in the House of Lords.

9. cttivib. or adj. « Logger-headed.
1684 Luttrell Brie/ Rcl. (1857) I. 301 For sayeing col.

Sfdney's jury were a loggerhead jury-

10. Comb. : loggerhead spongo, a West Indian

sponge of inferior quality ;
1 probably named from

Loggerhead Key* (Webster Suppl. 1902),

IiOgger-headed (hrgaiheded), a. Also 8 lug-

ger-headed, [f. Loggerhead (orparasyntheticatty

f. Logger sb.*) + -ed 2
.]

1. Thick-headed, stupid.

1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. iv. i. 128 You logger-headed and
vnpollisht groomes. 1643 J. White 1st Cent. Scandal.

Priests 44 A company of logger headed fellowes. 1667

Cotton Scanon. iv. 107 Like a Logger-headed Lubber. 1831

Trelawny Adv.YoutigerSon I. 73V011 logger-headed fellow.

2. Of animals : Having a large head. Jigger-

headed duck - Logger-head 6 b (c).

1653 Walton Angler Ii. 62 Oh ! it is a great loggerhcadcd

Chub! 1845 Darwin Voy. Nat. ix. (1852) 200 In these

[ Falkland ) Islands a great loggerheaded duck or goose

{Anas brachyptera) . . is very abundant. i85i Zoologist

XIX. 7603 The loggerheaded duck, whose wings .. are

used as propelling fins in the water.

trans/. 1728 Vanbr. & Cibber Prov. l/itsb. 11. i, A great

Lugger-headed Cart, with Wheels as thick as a brick Wall.

t IiOggership. nonce-tod. [f. Logger sb} +
-ship.] Used as a derisive title for a sluggard.

1634 W. Wood Neio Eng. Pros/. 11. xx. (1865) 107 They
[the Indian wives] must dresse it and . . see it eaten over

their shoulders ; and their loggerships [sc. the husbands]

having filled their paunches, their sweete lullabies scramble

for their scrappes.

fLo'ggery, Obs. [? Logger sb.% + -yL]
Of rank growth. (Cf. Loggy a.)

1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 52 But 20 or 22 stookes

of large or loggery haver will bee a sufficient loade. Ibid.

54 When barley is loggery and full of greenes.

Logget: see Loggat.
IiOggeyn(g, ohs. form of Lodgixg vbl. sb.

Loggia (Ip'djjia; It. Ipd^a). H. loggias,

It. loggie. Also 8 erron. log(g}io. [a. It. loggia

:

see Lodge sb.] A gallery or arcade having one or

more of its sides open to the air.

174a De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. (ed. 3U II. 119 Temples and
Loggio's, built in many delightful Recesses. 1762 Kames
Elem. Crit. (1774) II. 459 A logio laying the house open
to the north, contrived in Italy for gathering cool air.

1763-71 H. Walpole Vertue's Anecd. Paint. (1786) L
250 This mansion was much improved by Sir Francis

Bacon, who added Italian porticos, and loggias. 1834 Beck-
ford Italy I. 116 Carved into as many grotesque wreaths

of foliage as we admire in the loggie of Raphael. 1838
Civil Eng. $ Arch. Jml. 1. 329/2 A -small loggia, formed by
three open arches resting upon coupled columns. 1851

Ruskin Stones Ven. 1. xix. § xvi, In Italy the staircase is

often in the open air, surrounding the interior court of the

house, and giving access to its various galleries or loggias.

1883 — Art ofEng. v. 164, I have lived in marble palaces

and under frescoed loggie.

Loggin (Ip'gin). dial. A bundle (of straw).

1765 Museum Rust. IV. xxx. 140 A good thresher can
make up his loggins of two sheaves with sumcient neatness
to please the nicest keeper of racers in the north. 1855 J. C.
Morton Cycl. Agric.W. 724/2 Loggin (Yorks.), a bundle of
straw about 14 lbs. 1857 C. B. Robinson Gloss, to Best's

Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 181 They set up a loggin on end.

Logging (lp'girj), vbl. sb. [f. Log vA + -ing 1
.]

1. The action of felling timber or hewing it into

logs. Also concr. A quantity of timber felled.

1706 Nero Hampsh. Prov. Papers (1869) III. 337 Those
whose livelihood chiefly consists in Lodging and working
in the woods. 1833 J. F. Cooper Pioneers xvii. (1869)

74/1 His piles, or to use the language of the country," his

logging- 1 861 Chicago Times 16 Apr., It has been a hard
» winter for logging. 1895 Crockett Bog-Myrtle 400 During

his student days he combined the theory of theology with
the practice of 1 logging \
2. (See quot., and cf. log-rolling 2.)

1817 Jefferson Let. 16 June in Writ. (1830) IV. 307 The
barter of votes . . which with us is called ' logging the
term of the farmers for their exchanges of aid in rolling

together the logs of their newly cleared grounds.

3. attrib. and Comb., as logging-camp , -path, -road,

-shirt, -sled\ logging-bee U. S. (cf. BeeI 4).
1B36 Backwoods ofCanada 192 We called a *logging-bee

;

we nad a number of settlers attend . . to assist us. 1880
N. H. Bishop 4 Montlis in Sneak-Box 248 Following
along its bank for a mile, we arrived at the *logging-camp
of Mr. Childeers. 1857 Thoreau Maine W. (1894) 291 We
• • were soon confused by numerous *logging-paths. 1839

We.. walked along
stream. 1896 R.

Kipling Seven Seas 112 Robin down the logging-road
whistles 'Come to me'. 1845 P. Parley's Ann. VI. 30 A
coarse garment of hempen cloth, called a *logging shirt.

1741 New Hampsh. Prov. Papers (1872) VI. 349 Sent our
baggage on *loging sleds to Rochester from Cochecho.

C. T. Jackson ^rd Rap. Geol. Maine 41 A

a *logging road in the forest beside the

401

1864 Wools*er My Beautiful Lady 6 The logging croco- 1

diles' Outrageous bulk.

Logging (Ip'girj'h a. 2 See also Logan-
stone. [1. Loo v* + -ing That rocks. Only
in logging- rock, logging- stone.

1818 R. P. Knight Symbolic Lang. (1876) 148 The rude
and primitive symbol of the logging rock. 1824 Hitchins&
Drew Cornwall I. iv. § 4. 148 In the parish of Sithney ..

stood a celebrated logging stone. 188 1 Harper's Mag.
Nov. 803 Logging-stones whose ponderous bulk sways at ;

the touch of a woman's hand.

TjOgging(e, obs. form of Lodging vbl. sb.

tliO'ggish, a. Obs. rare — 1
, [f. Log sbA +

-I8H.J Heavy, sluggish.

1642 Rogers Naaman 2 To raise and elevate muddy and
loggish spirits from the dunghill.

ioggy 9fg*)i a - [f LoG sb
* + J

f 1. Ot a crop : Of strong growth, rank. (Cf.

Loggery a.) Obs.

1620 Markham Fareiv. Husb. xvi. 141 A man may well

mowe of good and deepe loggy medow, or of rough vneuen
medow euery day one aker. 1635 — Eng. Husbandman 11.

11. vii. 73 The Medow or Hay which comes thereof, is so ranke,

loggy, and fulsome in taste, that [etc.].

2. Heavy; sluggish in movement. (Cf. Logy^t.)
1847 lllustr. Lond. News 28 Aug. 142/1 They were beat

. . by their slow, loggy stroke.

Loggyne, -yng, obs. forms of Lodging vbl. sb.

t Logh. Obs. Forms: 1 I6h, 4 I003, I05. [OK.
loh, ? ^OFris. l&ch place, OlIG. luog, den,

cave.] Place, stead.

ii.. O. E. Citron, an. 779 (MS. Fj Her /RSelbyrht art/

forCSferde & Kanbald was gehal^ud an his loh. Hid. an, 931
On his loh. £1315 Shoreham v. 260 And 5et no were h>t

no}t y-no} One to agredy hyre I003 And he} ine heiienc

blysse. Ibid. vii. 436 Nou schal man be in hare I03, And
habbe ioye and blysse y-no}.

Logh e, k>5e, obs. var. Lough, Low.

Logh e, k>3e, obs. pa. t. of Laugh v.

Lo5en, obs. pa. pple. of Lie v.~

Logia : plural of Logion.

-logian, an ending occurring first in theologian

(a. OK. theologien, f. theologie : see -an, -ianJ, and

hence adopted in a few mod. words to form sub-

stantival personal designations correlative with the

names of sciences in -i.ogy. The words so formed

(e.g. geologian, philologian) are now obs. or rare,

being superseded by formations in -I.0GI&T.

Logic (V"d3ik\ Forms: 4-5 logik, 4 6

logyk e, 4-7 logike, logique, 6 logycke, 6 7

logicke, 7-5 logick, 6 logic, [a. F. logique

(13th a), ad. mcd.L. logica, ad. Gr. \ayinrj i/irst

found in Cicero ;
ellipt. for 77 \oyitcT} t^j?, ren-

dered in med.L. by ars logica), fern, of Ao^/fo?

(whence L. logicus) pertaining to reasoning, f. \6yos

word, oration, reasoning, reason, etc. : see Logos.

The word is current in all the mod. Kom. and Teut.

langs. : Sp. logica, Pg., It., Du. logica, Sw. logiha,

Ger., Da. logik.

Cicero uses also logica neut. pi.- Or. ra AoycKa 'logics'

(see 1 b below).}

1. The branch of philosophy that treats of the

forms of thinking in general, and more especially

of inference and of scientific method. (Prof. J.

Cook Wilson.)
The proper scope of this department of study has been and

is much controverted, and books on 1 logic ' differ widely in

the range of subjects which they include. The definition

formerly most commonly accepted is
1 the art of reasoning

for various modern definitions see the later quots. At all

times the vulgar notion of 1 logic
1 has been largely that it is

a system of rules for convincing or confounding an opponent

by argument.
In the Middle Ages logic (or Dialectic, q.v.) was one of

the three sciences composing the * trivium the former of

the two divisions of the seven ' liberal arts \

136a Langl. P. PI. A. xi. 127 Lo, logyk I lered hire and

al \>e lawe after, c 1386 Chaucf.r Prol. 286 A Clerk ther

was of Oxenford also, That unto logik hadde longe ygo.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) 111. 251 Permenides satte ten

aere on a roche, and bybonat hym of be art of logik. 1390

Gower Conf III. 366 Sche made him such a Silogime, I hat

il his logique. 1481 Caxton Myrr. I. vm. 34 The
ience is logyke.. .This science proueth the pro

ntra. 1SS1 T. Wilson Logike A 1 b, Logike is an
XT ^ /^A^..*»*'/» T .rtK I tiu/

Gower Conf. 1

he foryat aj hii

seconde science

and the contra. -

arte to reason prohablie. 1593 Nashe Christ s T. 49 b, Law,

Logique. and the Swizers, may be hir'd to fight for any body.

j6os Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. xviii. § 5 (1891) 17?, IfS1C dif.

fereth from rhetoric .. in this, that logic handleth reason

exact and in truth, and rhetoric handleth it as it is planted

in popular opinions and manners. 1707 Floyer
^
Physic.

Pulse- Watch 12 Galen brings too much Logick into his

Treatise of Pulses, and mentions the Predicaments letc.J.

1776 Adam Smith W. N. v. i. (1869) II. 354 Logic, or the

science of the general principles of good and bad reasoning.

Logging ( Vgirj), ppl a.l

That logs or lies like a log.

Vol. VI.

[f. Log z/.i + -ing2.]

i. 1 Logic may be most briefly defined as the Science of

Reasoning. tirHm , . t
. - T .

b. pi. in the same sense. (Cf. ethtcs^ic.) Not

now in general use.

1637 Gillespie En?. Pof. Cerent, ill. vii. 120, I remember,

that I heard in the logicks, of pars essentjalis or Phystca.

1651 W. Jane El™* AxAaoros 247 The Libellers Logickes

serves him to as Title purpose, as his historic 1698 KEILL

Exam. Theory Earth (1734) 89 The Theorist in this part

LOGIC.

has endeavoured to give us a proof of his great skill in
Logicks. x86z Dublin Univ. Cal. 48 The following books
have been appointed for the Examination for Logical and
Lthical Moderatorships:—Logics. All the Logics of the
Undergraduate Course.

"ii
c. Used by translators and expounders of ITegel

for : The fundamental science of thought and its

categories (including metaphysics or ontology).
1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 99/2 Hegel divides philosophy into

three parts ;— 1. Logic, or the science of the idea in and by
itself. 1B54 A. Tulk tr. Chalybans' Speculat. Philos. 313
Philosophy . .has three cardinal divisions, the logic, which
with Heijel, as is readily seen, implies also Metaphysics;
the Philosophy of Nature ; and Philosophy of Mind. 1874
W. Wallace Logic of Hegel i. § 9 Speculative Logic con-
tains all previous Logic and Metaphysics. 1890 W. S.
Hough tr. Erdmanns Hist. Phil. II. 686 The fundamental
science, which Hegel calls Logic, but remarks at the same
time that it may equally well he called Metaphysics or
Ontology.

2. A system or a particular exposition of logic
;

a treatise on logic. Also, the science or art of

reasoning as applied to some particular department
of knowledge or investigation.

'377 Langl. P. PI. H. xu. 267 To lowe lybbyng men je
laike is resembled ; Arestotlc be grele clerke suche tales lie

telitth ; Thus he lykneth in his logyk pc leste foule oute.

1594 R. Asiilev tr. Leys Ic Roy 125 b, They which write
fur the most part, do nothing but . . heape one on another
liramniars, Rhcioricks, Logicks, Institutions (etc.], 1699
Plntli v Phal. xi. 296 If Mr. 1J. had studied his new Logic
more and his Phalaris less ; he had made better work in
the way of Reasoning. 1756 Durui: Subl. $ B. Introd.,
VVks. I. 96 The logick of taste, if I may be allowed the
expression. 1833 Sn< \V. Hamilton Discuss. (1853) 165 The
arbitrary laws of our present logics. 1838 — Logic App.
(1S66) II. 244 The Italian and Latin Logics of Genovesi are
worthy of your attention. 1880 W. Wallace in Encycl.
Brit. XL 619/2 The logic of Hegel is the only rival to the
logic of Aiistotle. . . His logic is an enumeration of the forms
or categories by which our experience exists. 1882 R.
A damson ibid. XIV. 782 1 The metaphysical logic of Hegel,
llie empirical logic of Mill, the formal logic of Kant. 1884
MindJan. 123 I n that speculative domain IGermany], Logics
swarm as bees in spring-time.

3. Logical argumentation ; a mode of argumen-
tation viewed as good or bad according to its con-

formity or want of conformity to logical principles.

'Jo chop logic : see Chop 8. Also, logical per-

tinence or propriety.

i6ox Hp. W. Harlow Scrm. Panics Crosse Pref. 7 Malice
marres logike and charitie both. 1646 Sir T. Hrownf. Pseud.
P.p. 1. iv. 15 This was lhe Logick of the Jews, \>hen they ac-

cused our Saviour unto Pilate. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. 1.

§150 But when they . .instead of giv ing were required to pay,
and by a logic that left no man any thing which he might
call his own. 1738 Johnson London 71, [1J A statesman's

logick unconvinced can hear. 1795 Gentl. Mag. 541/1 You
wdl be astonished at the logick which could draw such an
inference from that address. 1830 Macaulay Rob. Mont-
gomery Ess. (1887) I 4° should be sorry to stake our faith

in a higher Power on Mr. Robert M ontgomery's logic. 1843
Carlylr Past <v Pr. in. v, Driven alike by its Logic, and its

L'nlogic. 1850 Mrs. Brow ning Poems 1
.
4 Gab. Depart. Luc.

And where's the logic of 'depart '? 1863 E. V. NvAVP.Anal.
Tit. % Nat. 33 As. .Sir William Hamilton argues with over-

powering learning and logic. 1891 Daily Nen s 23 Mar. 4/7
England, as Mr. Disraeli once said, is not governed by logic,

b. trans/. A means of convincing or proving.

1682 G. Topiiam Rounds Tradit. F.p. Ded., Bonner's

Logick, Fire and Faggot. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 239

f 8 A certain Grand Monarch, .writ upon his Great Guns

—

Ratio ultima Regnm,1h^ Logick of Kings. 1816 Sporting

Mag. XLVIII. 180 On setting to Lancaster cleanly hit

Ford down ; when it was loudly vociferated 'What do you
think of that for logic'? 1859 E. FitzGerald tr. Omar
xliii. (1899) 83 The Grape that can with Logic absolute The
Two-and*Seventy jarring Sects confute. 1869^ J. FJadie

Comm. Gal. 133 The logic of their facts w as irresistible.

1880 Daily Tel. 28 Oct.^The 'logic of events' may prove

too strong for them, and what reason could not effect neces-

sity may enforce. 1901 Scotsman 14 Mar. 7/5 Their territory

. . was annexed to the British domain in consequence of the

terrible logic of war.

4. attrib. = of or pertaining to logic.

In some of the earlier quots. possibly a real adj. dike L.

logicus, F. logique) — Logical i.

1581 J. Hamilton Catholik % Facile Traictise 19 Zung
men neu cum out of the grammer or logic scholes. 1608 T.

Morton Preamble Encounter 107, I haue now my ^liti-

gator vpon a Logicke racke. 1613 Jackson Creed 11. ii. § 6

Most of them vsually penned in a base and barbarous

Logicke phrase. 1628 T. Spencer Logick 36 This dis-

tinction, is received in all the Logick schooles. 1635

Pagitt Christianogr. 11. vii. (1636) 79 Endeavoring to en-

thrall us with sophislicall arguments and Logick quirks.

163a Collinges Caveatfor Prof. (1653) A iij b, They would

not endure to stand in a Logick forme. 1678 Gale Crt.

Gentiles III. B Sin is not a mere nothing, but has some kind

of logic positivitie or notional entitle. 1724 R - Wodbow
Life J. Wodr&w (1828) 18, I had a copy of Logick and

Ethick Dictates in my father's hand among his school

books. 1742 Young Nt. Th. tx. B65 Wouldst thou on meta-

physic pinions soar? Or wound thy patience amid logic

thorns? 1843 Carlvle Past $ Pr. 111. v. 223 Questions in-

soluble, or hitherto unsolved ;
deeper than any of our Logic-

plummets hitherto will sound. 1869 Browning Ring^Bk.
vm. 243 He'll keep clear of my cast, my logic-throw. '

5. Comb. : f logic-fisted a., having the hand

clenched, like Logic in personification (see Cic.

Oral, xxxii. 113; Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. xviii. § 5).

16B3 Kennett tr. Erasm. on Folly 80 One, with an open-

handed freedome, spends all he lays his fingers on ; another

with a Logick-fistcd gripingness, catches at, and grasps all

he can come within the reach of.
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LOGIC.

t Lo'gic, a. Obs. rare~ n
. (Hut see Logic sb. 4.)

[ad. L. logictts (or F. logiqne), A. Gr. Ac^/oJy : see

Logic sb.] = Logical a.

1570 Levins Manip. 121/24 Logicke, logicus.

-logic (V"d3ik), -logical (Ifdsikal), endings

originally occurring in adaptations (through F. and

L.) of Gr. adjs. in -\0y11e6r, derived from adjs. and

sbs. in -X070S, -\oyov, which have derivative nouns

of quality or function in -Ao7i'a, represented in Eng.

by -logy. As the meaning of an adj. in -logical)

may with substantial correctness be rendered by

'pertaining to —logy*, such adjs. are commonly

apprehended as derivatives of the related sbs. (as

if f. —logy + -ic). In general, the existence of a

sb. in -logy now implies the potential existence of

a correlative adj. in -logical (ihe exceptions being

confined to a few of the older words, such as

apology, which have corresponding adjs. of different

formation). For the difference in meaning between

adjs. in -logic and the (now much more frequent)

adjs. in -logical, see -ical, and cf. the note under

Geologic 1.

Logical (lfvdsikal), a. (and sb.). [I Logic si?.

and L. logic-us Logic a. + -al. Cf. med. L. logicalis

and obs. F. (16th c.) logical.]

1. Of or pertaining to logic ; also, of the nature

of formal argument.
1500-20 DfNBAR Poems lxv. 9 The curious probatioun

logicall. 1588 Pravmck Lawiers Log. Ded., Since first I

began to be a medkr with these Logical meditations. 1626

Bacon Sylva § 90 But they are put off by the Names of

Vertues, and Natures, and Actions, and Passions, and such

other Logicall Words. 1646 J. Hall Horse Vac. 30 A
Sermon, in which there would he Ethicall Truth as well as

Logicall. 1651 Baxter Inf. Bapt. 212, I beg'd- .that we
might keep close to the strictest Logicall Disputing. 1707

Plover Physic. Pulse-Watch 13 Galen then blam'd ihe

School of Moses and Christ for want of Logical Demonstra-
tions in tbeir Discourses of Laws. 1844 Whately Logic

111. Introd. (ed. 8> 156 Many Logical writers . . have under-

taken to give rules
4
for attaining clear ideas'. J851-5 G.

Bkimley Ess., Tennyson 38 Our common speech, abounding
in logical generalizations and names of classes.

2. That is in accordance with the principles of

logic ; conformable to the laws of correct reasoning.

1689 Peior 1st Pp. Fleetwood Shephard 39 Then he, by
sequence logical, Writes best, who never thinks at all. 1814

D. Stewart Hum. Mind II. 1. § 1. 47 A process of logical

reasoning has been often likened to a chain supporting a
weight. 1845 Coleridge Method in Encycl. MetroP. 1. 42

These cannot be introduced into a scientific treatise without

destroying: the symmetry of its parts by a suspension of the

logical order. 1900 R. T. Drummono Relat. Apostol. Teach.

\. 25 He wants a logical explanation of the Christian faith.

3. That follows as a reasonable inference or natural

consequence ; that is in accordance with the ' logic

'

of events, of human character, etc.

i860 MotleyNetherl. (1868) 1. i. 1 1 Having the sovereignty

to dispose of, it seemed logical that the Estates might keep

it, if so inclined. 1874S1-U8BS Const. Hist. 1. i. 3 In France

accordingly feudal government runs its logical career. 1883

tr. Stepniak's Undergr. Russia 121 It may be called the sign

of a lofty mind to which heroism is natural and logical.

4. Of persons : Capable of reasoning correctly.

1664 Pepys Diary 18 Nov,, I find he is a very logicall man
and a good speaker. 1712 Aooison Spect. No. 291 r 3 Nor
is it sufficient, that a Man who sets up for a Judge in

Criticism, should have perused the Authors above men-
tioned, unless he has also a clear and Logical Head. 1805

J. Leyden in Scott's Prose Wks. IV. Biographies II. (1870)

179 Vou logical lads of Europe will be very little disposed

to admit the legitimacy of the conclusion.

Comb. 190 1 Edin. Rev. Oct. 290 The strong and logical-

minded Manning.

5. [nonce-uses, after Gr. XcyiKus.] Characterized

by reason ; rational, reasonable.

a 165a J. Smith Sel. Disc. 1. iii. (1821) p. xxiii, We may.,
be too apt to rest in a mere 1

logical life an expression of

Simplicius, without any true participation of the divine life.

1768-74 Tucker Lt Nat. (1834)11.466 The logical worship
is rendered reasonable service in Rom. xxi. 1.

f 6. sb. pi. The subjects which are studied in

a course of instruction in logic. Utile or small

logicals : certain minor questions of the science of

logic, which formed the subject of the Parva
Logicalia, a collection of treatises by Petrus His-

panus and others. Obs. exc. Hist.

1551 Robinson tr. Morels Utop. 11. (1895) 185 Those rules

of restryctyons, amplyfycatyons, and supposvtyons very
wittelye inuented in the small Logycallcs, whyche heare
oure chyldren in euerye place do learne. 1569 J. Sanforo
tr. Afrippa's Van. f.rtcs 22b, Other intolerable, and vaine

wordes which are writen in the little Logicals. 1691 Wood
Atk. Oxon. I. 10 John Colet .. after he had spent seven

years in Logicals and Philosophicals, was licensed to pro-

ceed in Arts. 1716 M. Davifs A then. Brit. 11. 328 He was
educated in Grammatical in Wikeham-School. .in Logicals

and Philosophicals in New College Oxon.

Logicalist (l^dsikalist). Metaph. rare. [f.

prec. + -1st.] One who regards the categories of

logic as ontologically valid.

1865 T. Grote Explor. Philos. 1. 210 That which the

logicahst begins with, that which constitutes what 1 have
called the thinghood of things, is with the phenomenalist
unnoticed or treated as a delusion.

Logicality (lpd.^ikoe-liti). [f. as prec. + -ity.]

The quality of being logical.
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1 1847 Lewes Ilist. Philos. (1853) 152 A fanatical logicality

of mind. 1863 Reader 18 July 63/3 Induction, certainty, .

logicality,..these are some ofthe things which mark a science. 1

Athenaeum 4 Jan. 12/1 Adisputative logicality inherent

in the mental constitution of the people.

Lo'gicalize, ^. rare- 1
, [f. Logical + -ize.]

trans. To make logical. Hence I.o£icaliza*tion.
a 1849 Poe Marginalia Wks. 1864 III. 494 The thought

is logical ized by the effort at expression. Ibid., The mere act

of inditing tends, .to the logicalization of thought.

Logically (lp'dgikali), adv. [f. Logical a. +
-ly *J In a logical manner ; according to the prin-

ciples of logic or the laws of sound reasoning.
1620 T. Granger Div. Logike 1. xlt. 143 Vpon which con-

sideration Ramus most prudently, and truly logically

iudgeth the nature of the argument. 1695 Lo. Pheston
Boeth. in. 134 It is most logically and truly concluded. 1717
Prior Alma it. 109 From hence I logically gather, The
woman cannot live with either. 1827 Whately Logic in. § 9
(ed. 2) 163 His argument, Logically developed, will stand
thus. 1836 Hor. Smith Tin Trump. (1869) 255 As one of
his parishioners very logically remarked.

Logicalness (Urd^ikalnes). [-NESS.] The
quality of being logical.

1727 in Bailey vol. II ; and in recent Diets.

t Logicaster. Obs. rare-* 1
, [ad. L. type

*logicaster, f. logiats : see Logic and -aster.] A
petty logician.

I
1683 O. U. Par. Ch. no Conventicles 7 This Logicaster

will he baffled.

Logician (ltfdgrjan). Forms : 4 logissian,

4-6 logicien, 5 -icion, -ycien, 6 -ecien, -yssion,

6-7 -itian, 6- logician, [a. F. logicien (13th a),

f. logique Logic : see -iciax.]

1. A writer on logic ; a student of logic.

138a Wyclif Pre/. Ep. 66, I holde my pees of gramariens
and retorikis, tiloferis, geometrers, logissians [1388 logicien s].

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) III. 219 Thei be logicioncs

^itTenge reason of either thynge as Plato was and his

folowers. 1474 Caxton Chesse 100 Gramariens, logyciens,

maysters of lawe. 1530 Palsgb. 50 If they be suche as the I

logiciens call absiractes. 1660 R. Coke Justice Vind. 18

Logicians make three necessary parts or terms in every pro-

position. 1736 Butler Anal. 1. iii. 78 Contradictory, as the

logicians speak, to virtue. 1817 Whately Logic 1. § 1 (ed. 2)

22 The logician's object being not to lay down principles by '

which one may reason, but by which all must reason. 1876

Jkvons Logic Prim. 7 All people are logicians in some
manner or degree.

2. One skilled in reasoning.

1592 Greene Disput. 15 Thou art no Logitian, thou canst

not reason for thy selfe. 1630 Brathwait Eng. Gentlew.
(1641) 72 Then wee had not .. a subtill Scotus to play the

Logician.

t Logi'Cianer. Obs. Alsologicioner,-itioner,

^V.logicinar. [f. prec.H--ER 1
.

(For the form cf.

practitioner^)] = Logician. Also, one who is study-

ing logic.

1548 Patten Exped. Scotl. M iv, Thear is no good
logicioner, but woold think [etc.]. 1549 Compl. Scot. xx.

183 The sophist, logicinaris per chance may argou, that tua

contrareis can nocht be haytht false. 1565 T. Staixeton
i

Fortr. Faith 43 b, Chose then now whether you wil be
j

accompted a lyar or a simple logicioner. 1569 Crowley
Soph. Dr. Watson i.65 When I was a Logitioner in Oxford.

1584 Copie 0/ a Letter 77 He hath store .. of man'ie fine

wittes and good Logitioners at his commandment.

Logicize ^d^isoiz), v. rare. [f. Logic or

L. logic-us + -ize.]

1. intr. To use logical argument, employ logic.

1835 Blacho. Mag. XXXVIII. 525 Soc. Hast thou, tell
|

me, the spirit of Logic within ye? Strep. I can't logicize—
no—but I'll pilfer with any. 1840 Carlyle Heroes vi. (1858)

J

348 Intellect is not speaking and logicising : it is seeing and
ascertaining. 1844 H. P. Tappan Elem. Logic Pref. 5 i

Reason, .is the faculty which reasons or logicizes.

2. trans. To turn into logic, nonce-use.

1865 J. H. Stirling Secret ofHegel 1. 200 Take Heget's
widest . division of Logic, Nature, Spirit : the last subsumes
the second under the first; Spirit logicises Nature.

Lo'gico-, taken as comb, form of Logic, Logical,

in the sense ' logical and . .
.'.

1810 Coleridge in Lit. Rem. (1838) III. 383 Bishops,

liturgies [etc.],.. were,.. with celestial patents, wrapped up
in the womb of this or that text of Scripture to he exforci-

pated by the logico-obstetric skill of High Church doctors.

Logie 1 (l^gi). Sc. [Of unknown origin.] The
open space before a kiln fire; = Killogie.
a 1779 D. Graham Writings (1883) II. 21$ The kill-ribs

brake, and down he goes with a vengeance into the logic

a 1806 Yetts of G<nvrie xi. in Child Ballads IV. 175 '2 He's
sleeping in yon logic 1814 MacTagcart Gallovid. Encycl.,

Logic, a fire in a snug place ; a snug place for a fire. 186a

Hislop Prov. Scot. 143 Male a kiln o't and creep in at the

logic 188a J. Walker Jaunt to Autd Reekie 234 Dirt,

j

choked its loggie Nae longer reeks.

Logie 2 Qovgi). Theatr. [Said to be named
from David Logic, the inventor (Barrere &

j

Leland).] An ornament made of zinc, intended

j
to give the effect of jewellery.
i860 Comh. Mag. II. 239 note, Bits of looking glass, not

convex, but cut in facets inwards, like the theatrical orna-

ment cast in 2inc, and called a 'logie'. 1883 Sala Living
Lond. 483 The plastering of girdles with 2inc * logies *.

Loging, obs. form of Lodging vbl. sb.

Logio, erron. form of Loggia.

IlLogion Qrmm)' logia Orgia). [Gr.

I

\o7toi' oracle, f. \6y-os word.] A traditional maxim

I
of a religious teacher or sage. Chiefly used with

LOGISTIC.

reference to the sayings of Jesus contained in the

collections supposed by some to have been among
the sources of our present Gospels, or to sayings

attributed to Jesus hut not recorded in the Gospels.

[1^87 Goloing De Mornay vi. 62 Marke what wc finde in

their sayings gathered by men of olde time, which are
commonly called Logia, that is to say, Oracles.) 1875 M.
Arnold God$ the Bible vi. 321 The logion . is given hy two
out of the three Synoptics. Ibid., Tbe logia of the Fourth
Gospel. 1879 E. A. Aboott in Encycl. Brit. X. 815/2 It

may imply that he [Papias], as others had done, wrote an
interpretation of the 1 Logia accompanied by comments
and by supplementary traditions. 1887 H. R. Haweis
Light ofAges 1. i. 43 Its [Buddhism^) sacred books con-
sisting of the words of Buddha and his exploits, the Logia
and the Acta- 1889 A. T>. BatCE Kiugd. God x. 235 The
authenticity of this logion has been called in question.

fLogis. Obs. (Frequent in Caxton.) In 5
lo\d)gys(e, logise, lodgis, -es, lodygys. [a. OF.
iosjs, -eis, i. loge-r to Lodge.] A lodging-place

;

loggings ; a tent, encampment ; lair (of an animal).
£1477 Caxton Jason 37 b, Hering in euery fogise where

they descended tidinges of him. 1481 — Godfrey xi How
the turkes of Anthyoche sprang out, and assaylled the
lodgyses of our peple. 1484 — Fables of AZsop v. ix,

Nyghe to the lodgys of the lyon. f 1489 — Sonnes of
Aywon xv. 362 Goo seke hym in his lodges. C1500 Melu-
sine xxxvi. 291 Of them were slayn XL. Ml & more and
dured the hatayll vnto euen tyme, that they withdrew them
eyther other part lo theire lodgyses.

t Logism. Obs. [ad. Gr. \oyurp-os calculation,

reasoning, f. \o<yi(-tff&ai to count, reckon, conclude

by reasoning, f. Ao-y-oy : see Logos.] Reasoning.
1656 Blolnt Glossogr., Logism, the due and judicious

understanding of a thing, formerly considered and esteemed
of, according to reason. Cot[gra7>e]. 1660 Jer. Taylor Duct.
Dubit. 11. iii. rule xiv. § 5 Tell me not of your logisms and
syllogisms ; I rely upon Scripture alone. 166a J. Chandlfr
Van He/mont's Oriat. 19 Reasoning, or Logisme (from

whence is a Syllogisme) is an act whereby [etc.].

t Logist. Obs. [ad. L. logist-a or Gr. XoyioT^-qs,

f. koy'i*(<T6ai (see prec.).] a. An expert reckoner

or accountant, b. 6>. Hist. One of a board of

Athenian officials (see qnot. 1656).
1570 Dee Math. Pref. 5 The common Logist, Recken-

master, or Arithmelicien, in hys using of Numbers. 1656
Blount Glossogr., Logist, he that causeth presidents or

notable sayings to he registred, a caster of accounts. The
Logists among the Athenians. .were ten men. .to whom all

such as had ended their Office of Magistracy ..were to

render an account of all such occasions as they had then

administration of. 1680 J. Aubrey in Lett. Eminent Persons

(1813) III. 472 Sr Jonas More wag with him [\V. Onghtred,
mathematician] a good while, and learnt ; he was but an
ordinary logist before. 1735 Dyche & Pardon Diet., Logist,

one expert in Computation, or that understands Accompts.

-logist, an ending resulting from the addition

of -1st to sbs. in -logy, forming sbs. with the

general sense 1 one who is versed in —logy \ It

is now the only living formative with this function,

the older equivalents -loger, -logian, -lognc occur-

ring only in very few words (most of which are

obsolescent). The formation is mainly English,

though a few examples, as ttymologiste, chrono-

logiste, have existed in Fr. from the 16th or 1 7th c,

and. others, as zoologiste, appear first in the 19th c.

Logistic (l<#l2;rstik), a. and sb. [ad. med.L.

logislicus (whence ¥, logistique), ad. Gr. XoyiawcoSy

f. \oyi(to$cu to reckon, reason, f. A070? reckoning,

account, reason : see Logic, Logos.]

A. adj.

+ 1. ? Pertaining to reasoning ;
logical. Obs.

1628 Jackson Creed xx.. vii. § 6 Even the wisest . . writers

oft-times swallow such fallacies in historical narrations . . as

would be rejected . . were they exhibited to them in the

simplicity of language or logistic form. 1644 Kulwer
Lhirol. 5 Men that are borne deafe and dumbe; who can
argue.. rhetorically by signes, and with a kinde of mute and
logistique eloquence overcome tbeir amai'd opponents.

2. Pertaining to reckoning or calculation.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Logist, one skill'd in the

Logistick Science, i. e. the Art of Reckoning, or casting

Account. 1732 Berkeley Atciphr. II. 115 The Algebraic

Mark, which denotes the Root of a negative Square, hath

its Use in Logistic Operations.

3. Math. a. In logistic curve, line, spiral ~
logarithmic. Also = pertaining to a logarithmic

curve, e. g. logistic semi-ordinate. b. Logistic

logarithms : logarithms of sexagesimal numbers

or fractions used in astronomical calculations. C.

Logistic numbers (see qnot. 1882).

1727-41 Chambers Cjycl., Logistic, or Logarithmic Hue,

a curve so called, from its properties and uses, in construct-

ing and explaining the nature of logarithms. Ibid., There
may be infinite logistic spirals. Ibid. s. v. Quadrature, The
space intercepted between the two logistic semiordinates.

1785 Hutton (title) Mathematical Tables; Containing the

Common, Hyperbolic, and Logistic Logarithms. 1834 Nat.
Philos., Astron. xii. 226/1 <U. K. S.) The proportional, or,

as they are sometimes called, logistic logarithms. 188a

J. W. L. Glaisher in Encycl. Brit. XIV. 777/1 Logistic

numbers is the old name for what would now be called ratios

or fractions.

B. sb.

f 1. A calculator. Obs.

1633 W. Robinson in Rigaud Corr. Set. Men (1841) I. 15

A more exact way . . could not possibly be taken than by
angles taken with a very large quadrant, and so good an

artist and logistic as Snellius was.
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2. Math. A logistic curve.

1717-41 Chambers Cycl. s. v.
r The logistic will never con-

cur with the axis, except at an infinite distance. Ibid.,

Quadrature of the Logistic. 1773 Horslky in Phil. Trans.
LXI V\ 245 The subtangent of the atmospherical logistic, is

the length of a column of such a fluid as 1 have supposed.

3. pi. (rarely sing.), a. The art of arithmetical

calculation ; the elementary processes of calcula-

tion, as addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
division, b. Logistical or sexagesimal arithmetic.

a. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Logistkk, the Art of counting
or reckoning^ the practice ofArithmetic!:, or that part thereof

which contains Addition, Substraction, Multiplication and
Division. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Logisticks, the same
as Logistical Arithmetic!* ; but some apply the Term to

signify the first general Rules in Algebra. 1817 Colkbrookk
Algebra, etc. 5 Paricarmdshtaca, eight operations, or

modes ofprocess : logistics or algorism. 1884 J. Gow Hist.

Gk. Math. iii. 65 [Platol is on many occasions careful to dis-

tinguish the vulgar logistic from the philosophical arithmetic.

b. 1801 Encycl. Brit. Suppl. II . 8 1 Logistics, or Logistical

Arithmetic, a name sometimes employed for the arithmetic of

sexagesimal fractions, used in astronomical computations.

Logi stical, a. ? Obs. [f. med.L. logisticus

(see Logistic a.) + -al.]

1. Perlaining to or based upon reasoning or dis-

putation. (Cf. Logistic 1.)

1644 Bulwer Chiron. 3 The Logisticall motions that

appear in the Hands of Disputants. 1653 R. Sanders Phy-
siogn. 214 That Logistical or rational facullie of the soul.

1833 New Monthly Mag. XXXVI 11. 13 A question that

depended upon no abstruse or logistical reasoning.

2. Pertaining to calculation. = Logistic 2.

1570 Billingslev Euclid xi. xxxiv. 349 Ve may vse the

logistical secret of approching nere to the precise verjtye.

1640 Wilkins New Planet x. (1707) 272 The Sacred Story.

.

does so exactly agree with the Conversions of Heaven, and
Logistical Astronomy.

3. Math. « Logistic 3.

1653 Shakerley {title) Tabulae Britannica; : The British

Tables : Wherein is contained Logistical Arithmetic!:, the i

Doctrine of the Sphere^ Astronomicall Chronologic [etc.].

Ibid. 1 Chap. 1. Ot Logisticall Multiplication and Division.

Ibid. 2 A new Table of Logistical Logarithmes. 1706 Phil-

lips (ed. Kersey), Logistical Arithmetic/:, was formerly the

Arithmetick of Sexagesimal Fractions. - . It is now taken by
some for the expeditious Arithmetick of Logarithms, by
which all the Trouble of Multiplication and Division is

sav'd. 1709-29 Man'dev Syst. Math., Arith. rj\ Astrono- ,

mical [Arithmetic], which sometimes also is called Logistical.

Ibid. 78 Of Logistical Addition [i. e. addition of degrees,

minutes, seconds, etc.; of years, days, hours, etc.]. 1777

Shuckburgh in Phil. Trans. LXVII. 586 note, This table

bears some analogy to the tables of logistical logarithms.

Logistics, sb. pO : see Logistic B. 3.

Logistics (lod^i-stiks), sb. pi? [ad. F. logis-

tique, f. lege-r to quarter, Lodge, or fogis Log is:

see -ISTIC.] (See quot. 1898.)

1879 R. Taylor Dcstruct. $ Rcconsir. v. 47, I have written

of him [Johnston] as a master of logistics. 1890 Century !

Mag. Feb. 570/2 The marches of Sherman disturbed all

previous axioms of logistics. 1898 Athenaeum 10 Sept. 341

Strategy is the art of handling troops in the theatre of war

;

tactics that of handling them on the field of battle. .. The [

French have a third process, which they call logistics, the :

art of moving and quartering troops, i. e., quartermaster-

general's work. 1901 Blackiv. Mag. Jan. 3/1 To the small

commandos, say of from 50 to 300 men, ' hanging about ' is

the beginning and end of logistics.

IjOgitioner, variant of Logictaxer.

IiOgfOCracy (lpg^*krasi). [f. Gr. A070-S word + 1

•CRACV.] A community or system of government

in which words are the ruling powers.

1804-6 Svo. Smith Mor. Phitos. (1850) 104 Instruments

which overturn the horrible tyranny of adjectives and sub-

stantives, and free the mind from the chains of that logocracy

in which it is so frequently enslaved. 1807-8 W. Irving

Salmag. (1824) 108 Their government is a pure unadulter-

ated logocracy, or government of words.

Logocyclic (Ipgtfsrklik), a. and sb. Math. [f.

Gr. Myo-s ratio + kvkX-qs circle + -ic] a. adj. Only
\

m logocyclic curve, a crunodal circular cubic, whose

equation is(>3 +y'i) (2a-x) - a?x. b. sb. A logo-

cyclic curve.

1858 J. Booth in Proc. Roy. Soc. IX. 257 A new curve,

which I have called the Logocyclic Curve, from the similarity

of many of its properties to those of the circle, and fft>m its

use in representing numbers and their logarithms. Ibid. 261

The entire length of the logocyclic is eciual to fetcl.

II LogodBB-dalus. Obs. PI. -l. Also in angli-

cized form logodsedale. [mod.L., a. Gr. \oyofai-

Sa\os
t

f. \6yos + SaiSaAos cunning.] One who is

cunning in words.
16x1 ? B. Jonson in Coryat's Crudities Charac. Authour,

He is a great and bold Carpenter of Words or (to express

him in one like his owne) a 1 x>goda;dale. 1650 Trapp Comm.,
Song Sol. iv. 3(1660) III. 353 Those Logodaedah, learned

Asses, that prophanely disdain at the stately plainness of

Gods blessed Book. 1664 Evelyn tr. Frearfs A rchit. etc.

i2i Least whitest I thus discourse of the Accomplishments

of our Artists.. I my self be found Logodaidalus.

So f Logodee dalist,

1727 Bailev vol. II, Logodxdalist, an Inventer or Forger

of new Words, and strange Terms. 1806 J. Lx.suE.Dut.

Synou. Words s.v. Words, Inventor of words, logodaedalist.

Logod&daly (tygtfdrdalh. rare. [ad. late L.

logodxdalia, a. Gr. \oyoBai8a\ia, f. Ao7o5a/SaAor

(see prec.).] Cunning in words ; skill in adorning

a speech ; * verbal legerdemain \

1727 Bailey vol. II, Logodxdaly, a goodly .shew and

flourish of Words, without mwll matter. 1825 Collkiucl;

Aids Rcfl. xliii. (1836) 114 For one instance of mere Logo-
fmachy I could bring ten instances of Logodajdaly, or verbal

Legerdemain.

t Logodiarrhe. Also 8, 9 in DicJs. logo-
diarrhcea. [f. Gr. A070-S word f Siappota diarrl.tra,

Cf. F, logodiarrhee.] A flux cr flow of words*
1624 Bp. Mountagu Gagg l»ref. 4 b, A rambling logo-

diarrhe without wit or reason. 1727 JjAII.ky vol. II, Logo-
diarrhoea. 1 1856 May^e Expos. Lev., Logodiarrluca. So
1889 Syd. Soc. Lex.)

Logofascinated, a. tiome-wd. [hybrid

f. Gr. Ao7o-y word.] Fascinated by words.
1652 Urq^iiart Jewel Wks. (1834) 231 The logofascinated

spirits of the. .hearers, .were so on a sudden seazed upon.

Logogram (ty'gtfgram). [f. Gr. A070-S word
+ -GUAM.
In sense 1 substituted (owing to association with anagram,

Urogram, etc.) for logograph, which in this sense is itself

a mistake for Logogriph.]

1. — LOGOGKIPH.
1820 Heber Let. 1 Apr. in (1830) II. 19 If you are

not much in the habit of composing logograms, you can
hardly conceive how many words a single well-chosen noun
may be coaxed into. For instance, how many are there in

steam-boat? 1862 H. B. Wiieatley {title) Of Anagrams,
..Lipograms, Chronograms, Logograms, Palindromes.

2. A sign or character representing a word ; in

Phonography, a word-letter ; a single stroke which,
for brevity's sake, represents a word.
1840 I. Pitman Jl/an. Phonography % 159 (1845) 46 The

hooked vr is used as a logogram for very. 1870 — Phonet.
Man. 126 The following ingenious exercise is composed
entirely of Logograms.

Hence Logogramma -tic a., pertaining to logo-

grams ; sense 1).

1820 IIeberZ^/. 1 Apr. in Life (1830) II. 19 The whimsical
contrast which this logogrammatic Uerserksgangr presented
to the parallel exploit of Coleridge, who wrote his Kubla-
Khan under the effects of opium.

LogOgraph (fc-g^graf). [f. as prec. + -grath.

Cf. Gr. Xoyoypcupos (see next).

J

1. LTsed erroneously for LoaoGRirir.
Some mod. edd. of Jonson Underwoods l.\i. have logo*

graphes where the original ed. has logogriphes.

1797 Monthly Mag. 111. 468 The Masquerade; or, a Col-

lection of Xew Kpigrams, Logographs [etc.].

2. Phonography. A character or combination of

characters representing a word ;
= Looocuam 2.

1888 1. Pitman Man. Phonography § 190. 68.

3. = Logotype.
1872 W. Skf.es Early Typography 426 It is an existing

book, nearly two hundred years old, one half of which is

printed with movable wooden letters, logographs, and words.

4. = Logog uaphek 2. rare (in quot. trans/'. .

1862 Latham Channel /si. in. xviii. (ed. 2) 417 The philo-

sophy, .or mythology of the Welsh hards and logographs.

5. An instrument for giving a graphic represen-

tation of speech-sounds.

18^9 G. Prescott^"/. Teleplwne 293 For recording vocal

impulses one of the most sensitive instruments is the logo-

graph, invented by W. H. liar low, F.K.S.

Hence Iio'ffograph v. trans.
t
Xo print with logo-

types.

1843 Biographical Diet. II. 11. 576 A second edition ap-

peared in 1764 and a third in 1797 9 iwhich being logo-

graphed, or printed with a separately cast type for every

word, was reissued in 1801).

IiOgOgrapher (fe'grafaa). [f. late L. logo-

graph-us accountant (a. Gr. Xoyoypa^-os prose-

writer, speech-writer, f. A070-S word, speech, ac-

count + -ypacpos -writer) + -er 1 : see -grapher.]

f 1. A lawyer's clerk ; an accountant. Obsr~°

1656 Blount Glossogr., Logographers, Lawyers Clerks,

they that write Pleas and Causes in the Law or Hooks of

Accompt. 1696 in Pmi.Lirs (ed. 5). 1735 Dyciik & Pakoon

Diet., Legograpkcr, an Accomptant or Writer of Books of

Accompts.

2. Gr. Antiq. A writer of traditional history in

prose.

1846 Grote Greece 1. iv. I. 117 The adventures which the

ancient poets, epic, lyric, and tragic, and the Jogographers

after them, connect with the name of the Argeian 10. 1868

Gladstonk Juv. Mundi viii. (1870) 265 Pherecydes, an

Athenian Iogographer of the fifth century before Christ.

1873 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) 111. 42 After the manner of the

early logographers, turning the Iliad into prose. 1880

Encycl. Brit. XL 634/1 Hellanictis, the most important of

the Greek logographers.

3. Gr. Antiq. A professional speech-writer.

1853 Grote Greece it. lxx.wii. XL 380 Before he [Demo-

sthenesl acquired reputation as a public adviser, he was

already known as a Iogographer, or composer of discourses

to be delivered either by speakers in the public assembly

or by litigants in the Dikastery. 188 1 Q. Rev. Oct. 531 T he

plain man, intending to go to law, addressed himself to a

professional speech-writer, or < Iogographer .

4. One who practises or is skilled in logography.

t86o in Worcester citing Smyth,

LogOgraphic (Ipgograe-fik), a. [f. Logography

+ -ic Cf. Gr. \oyoypa<pifc6s.']

1. Perlaining to logography (see Logography i).

1784 Lond. Chron. No. 4287, Logographic Office, Black

Friars, April 15. By His Majesty's Royal Letters Patent

for printing by words intire instead of single Letters. 1785

{title) Miscellanies in Prose and Verse intended as a Speci-

men of the Types, at the Logographic Printing Office. 1882

Pebodv Eng. Journalism xui. 94 John Walter, .set all the

printers in London by the ears with his whim about logo-

graphic printing.

2. Consisting of characters or signs, each of which
singly represents a complete word.
i8ox J. Hacer Babylon. Inscript. 53 Goguet makes no dis-

tinction between hieroglyphic, and, as 1 call them, monogram-
matic or logographic characters. i8a8 Du Ponceau Chinese
Syst. Writing (1838) 110, 1 would not call the Chinese
characters a syllabic, but a logographic system of writing.

So IiOgogra phical a. 1828-32 in Webstek.

Logographically (tygogne-fikali), adv. [f.

prec. + -ly In a logographic manner.
1783 H. Johnson {title) An Introduction to Logography

... Printed logographically and sold by J. Walter. 1804 W.
Taylor in Crit. Rev. III. 506 The want of variety in their

ihymed letter-press is so obvious that it may be thought
they might print all their poetry logographically, with

stereotype hemistichs. 1828 Du Ponceau Chinese Sjst.

Writing 114 It cannot be written with th : Chinese character

logographically.

IiOgOgraphy tygfgrafi). fad. Gr. Xoyoypa^/ia,

f. A070-S speech + -ypa<pia writing. Cf. V. logo-

gra/hie.]

1. (See quot. 1 783.)
1783 H. Johnson [title) An Introduction to Logography :

or, the art of arranging and composing for printing with
words intire, their radices and terminations, instead of

single letters. 1796 Mod. Gulliver's Trav. 198, 1 then

wrote a treatise on the beauties of Liliputian ortho and
logography. 1841 Penny Cycl. XIX. 16/1 Logography .. is

merely a modification of block-printing. 1887 Fox 1'ol rnk
Eng. Newspapers 1. 255 A new [c 1783) printing process

known as logography.

2. A method of long-hand reporting, in which

several reporters were employed, each taking down
a few words in succession.

1842 Pikandk Put. Set', etc., Logography, a sy^lern of

taking down the words of an orator without having recourse

to short-hand, which was put in practice during the French
revolution.

Logogriph (lfgtfgrif). Forms: 6 9 logo-

gryphe, 7 9 -iphe, 9 -iff, 7- logogriph. [ad. K.

logogriphe, f.Gr.Ao7o-s woul + 7pf</>osfishing-basket,

riddle.] A kind of enigma, in which a certain

word, and other words that can be formed out of

all or any of its letters, are to be guessed from

sjnonyms of them introduced into a set of verses.

Occasionally used for : Any anagram or puzzle in-

volving anagrams.
1597-8 Hp. Wall Sat. iv. i. 33 Worse than the Logogrypbes

of later times, Or HundtLth Kiddles shak't to sleeue -lesse

rimes, a 1637 P>. Jonson L'ntiei woods, Exctr, upon Vulcan

^4 (1640) 1> it), Had 1 . . weav'd fifty tomes Of Logogriphes, or

curious Pallindrome^. 1765 H.Wai.foi E Let. to Lady //er-

vey 21 Nov. Lett. (1S57 IV. 439 All I can s- nd your ladyship

is a very pretty logogriplie, made by.. Madame du l)t:ffand.

1770 Fox in J. H. Jesse (;. Selwyn <y Ccntcmp. (1843) II.

398, 1 sained great credit there by guesting a logogryphe.

1813 \V. Tavi.ok in Monthly Mag. XXXVI. 417 A logo-

giiph ..describes not a word only, but all the included

words, which any portion of its letters can spell. 1835

TaiCs Mag. 11. 808 A .soit of logogiiff not worthy of solu-

tion. 1867-77 O. F. Chambers Astron. 1. xii. 136 The
original discov ery was announced to Kepler in the following

logogriph. 1884 J. Pjwnk 1001 Nts. VII. 210 note, The
clue to this logogriph lies in the numerical value of the

letters forming the key-word.

Hence Logographic a., of or pertaining to logo-

giiphs, of the nature of a logogriph,

1814 Q. Rev. X. 464 T.y dropping >' [from Borlaee], and

changing ase'uMo us, we have the ingenious logogriphic title

of Sir llolus.

Logolatry (lfe'Iatri • [f- Gr. \6yo-s word +

-Lat it Y.J
4 Worship ' of words ; unreasonable re-

gard for words or for verbal truth.

1810 Colkkidge in /,//. Rem. (1839I IV. 305 [Neo-Pla-

tonism is] but one fanciful process of bypost asking logical

conceptions and generic terms. In Proclus it is Logolatry

run mad. 1846 K. Miall in Noncouf. VI. 45 Many good

people are exceedingly prone to logolatry. They get hold

of a good woid, representing a thing good in itftelf,and then

conclude that every object to which that word may be ap-

plied, is a good thing. 1890 Jml. Educ. 1 Mar. 145/1 An
almost morbid tendency to literal truthfulness, or, as the

writer calls it, 'logolatry*.

LogolOgy (lfertodtf)* [f*. Gr. ^yo*s (see

Logos) + -Ao7ta discourse : see -logy.]

1. The doctrine of the Logos. (Only as the title

of two books in the 1 8th c.)

1726 J. Jeffkry {title) Logology. on John i. 1.

2. The science of words, rare.

1820 Gentl. Mag. XC. 1. 208 Perhaps the following little

attempt at Philology (Logology?) may not be deemed an

inadmi^able trifle. 1878 Tinsleys Mag. XX III. 13^ One
of our most esteemed modern authorities in ' logology '.

LogOinach (VgJmaek). [ad. Gr. Ao7o^iax- os

adj., f. A070J word (see Logos) + /*«x-> ^X (^eai

to fight.] One who fights about words.

1865 Comh. Mag. XL 483 The great logomach of Hippo.

Logomachical (l^gflmx-kikal), a. [L as prec.

+ -ic + -al.] Disposed to logomachy.

1830 Westm. Rev. XII. 405 Mr. Gait .. is familiar with

those . . variations from the general standard which occur

among his. .logomach ical countrymen.

Logomacllist (l^-makist\ [f. as prec. +

-IST.J One addicted to logomachy; one who dis-

putes about verbal subtleties.

1825 Coleridge in Lit. Rem. (1839) IV. 272 If I met with

a disputatious word-catcher or logomachist. 1882 Pall

Mall G. 11 May 3/1 One feels inclined .. to aik like some

old logomachibt what he exactly means by 4
is/.
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LOGOMACHIZE.

IiOgomachize (l^makoiz), v. [t as prec.

+ -IZK.J intr. To indulge in logomachy. Hence
Logo-machizing ppl. a.

1830 Eraser's Mag. I. 592 The. .incomprehensible cackle

of logomachising ganders.

Logomachy (lpgfrmaki). Forms : 6-7 logo-

machie, 7- logomachy ; also 7-8 in Latin form

logomachia. PI. -ies ; also 8 -ys, [ad. Gr. A070-

fiaxt<*> f. A070- y word + -paxta fighting.]

1. Contention about words ; an instance of this.

1569 J. Sanforo tr. Agrippa's Van, Artes 169 Of so high
a science they have made a certaine Logomachie. 1675 T.

Tullv Let. Baxter 16 Which you seem to place amongst
your Logomachies, or Logicall notions. 171 1 tr. Weren/els
{title) A Discourse of Logomachys, or Controversies about
Words. 1716 M. Davies A then. Brit. III. Arianism 25
The Sophistry call'd Logomochia [sic], or punning with and
upon Words. 1722 Sewel Hist. Quakers (1795) 1. 11. 122 This
quarrel tending to vain logomachies ended in confusion.

1848 Mill Pol. Econ. ill. xv. § 1 (1876) 341 The reproach of

logomachy which is brought .. against the speculations of

political economists. 1882 M. Arnold Irish Ess. Pref. p. xl,

The barren logomachies of Plato's Theartetus are relieved

by half a dozen immortal pages. 1901 Contemp. Rej>. Aug.
289 It shows how much of mere logomachy there is in these

disputes.

2. ? U.S. ' A game of cards each containing one
letter with which words are formed' {Cent. Did,).

t Logomacice. Obs. rare" 1
, [as if ad. Gr.

*Ao7a/<ax<Ki7 {sc. ttxvrj), fem. of *\o^o^ax^os of

or pertaining to logomachy, f. Xoyofidxos Logo-
mach.] (See quot.)

1646 Saltmarsh Some Drops ill. Smoke in Temple 56
You criticise on words;.. J wonder you .. have leisure for

that, this is logomacice, or word-fighting.

II Logomania (Vgom^-nia). [mod.L., f. Gr,

A070-J + fxavta madness.] A form of insanity in

which there is a great loquacity {Syd. Soc. Lex.).

Logoma*iliac, nonce-wd. [f. Gr, A070-9 word
+ Maniac] One who is insanely interested in

words.
1870 H. Green SJiaks. $ Emblem IVriters 103 We have

outgrown the customs of those logo-maniacs, or word -wor-
shippers, whom old Ralph Cudworth, .seems to have had in

view.

Logometer 1 (l$#rm/tei\ [f. Gr. A070-S (in

the sense of ratio) + -meter.] a. (See quot.)
1842 Dk Morgan in Graves Life Sir W. R. Hamilton

(1889) III. 248 It is of course the a priori introduction of
wbat answers to the logarithm of a number, which I call the
logometer of a line given in magnitude and direction. Ibid.,

By A 3
is meant the line whose logometer is B x logom. A.

b. Applied to Wollaston's ' logometric scale

'

for chemical equivalents.

1835 in Ogilvie, Suppl. i860 in Worcester (citing Genii.
Mag).

Logometer 2
K\$gp'miizi). [A hybrid word

f. Log sb. 1 + -(o)mltjsk.] A patent log for ships.
In recent Diets.

Logometric (tygfme-trik), a. [f. Gr. A070-S

ratio + n€Tp-cv measure + -ic] Indicating ratios

by measurement. Used byWollaston to designate

his ' scale * for the graphic representation of chemical
equivalents. Hence Logfometricalrt. (in the same
sense), Iiogrometrically adv.
1813 Wollaston in Phil. Trans. CIV. 15 Those who are

acquainted . . with the use of logarithms as measures of
ratios.. will not need to be told that all the divisions are
logometric. Ibid. 17 In the engraved scale of equivalents,
the ratios of these numbers are represented by logometric
intervals at which they are placed. Ibid., The slider..

U

logometrically divided. 1827 Faraday Chem. Manip. xxii.

555 The scale is the logometric line of numbers. 1835
Ogilvie, Suppl., Logometrical.

HLogoneurosis (Vg^niu>r^u-sis). [f.Gr.Aifyo-s

word + Neurosis.] A nervous disorder causing de-

fective memory of words.
1857 *n Dunglisos Med. Lex. 1878 tr. Ziemssens Cycl.

Med. XIV. 613 The two ideas of logoneurosis and lalopathy
consequently do not cover each other.

Logonomy (I^'norni), nonce-wd. [f, as prec.

after Astkoxomy.] The science of language.
1803 J. Stewart (title) Opus maximum'. Logonomy; or,

the science of language.

Logopa*ndocie. nonce-wd. [f.Gr.A^o-s word
+ vavZoKua the trade of an innkeeper.] Readiness
to admit words of all kinds.

165* Urquhart Jctuel Wks. (1834) 198 The systeme of a
language, which, by reason of its logopandocie, may de-
servedly be intituled The Universal Tongue.

Logopathy ,fe>-paj>i). Path. [f. Gr. Ao'70-5

word + -pathy.J A morbid affection of the speech
{Syd. Soc. Lex.).
1878 tr. Ziemsseii's Cvcl. Med. XIV. 613 But as soon as

the formation of thoughts is disturbed it becomes a question
of dyslogia and logopatby.

II LogOS ilp'gps). Theol and Philos. [Gr. Ao^o*
word, speech, discourse, reason, f. A07-, ablaut-

variant of A €7- in A€7-€tv to say.] A term used by
Greek (esp. Hellenistic and Neo-Platonist) philo-

sophers in certain metaphysical and theological

applications developed from one or both of its

ordinary senses * reason ' and ' word * ; also adopted
in three passages of the Johanninc writings of the

N.T. (where the English versions render it by
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i 'Word*) as a designation of Jesus Christ; hence
employed by Christian theologians, esp. those who
were versed in Greek philosophy, as a title of the

Second Person of the Trinity. By mod. writers

]

the Gr. word is used untranslated in historical ex-

positions of ancient philosophical speculation, and 1

in discussions of . the doctrine of the Trinity in its

philosophical aspects.

1587 Goloing De Mornay v. 52 We cal him Logos, which
some translate word or Speech, and othersom Reason. 1647
H. More Song ofSoul it. t. xxiv. 70. That inward awfull
Majestie Hight Logos, whom they term great sonne of God.
1720 Waterland Eight Serm. 243 Origen. .thence draws
an Argument for the Eternity of the Logos or Word. 1831-3
E

4>
Burton Eccl. Hist. xvii. (1845) 375 Plato never imagined

this Logos or Mind to be a person in tbe sense in which
' Christians believe the Son of God to be a person, a 1834
Coleridge Lit. Rem. (1838) II]. 158 If Christ be tbat Logo*
or Word that was in the beginning. 1882 S- D. F. Salmond
in Eucycl. Brit. XIV. 803/2 Heraclitus holds that nothing
material can he thought of without this Logos, but he does
not conceive the Logos itself to be immaterial. Ibid. 804/1

The Logos of the Stoics is a reason in the world gifted with

intelligence, and analogous to the reason in man. Ibid.,

His [Philo's] Logos is the representative of tbc world to

God as well as of God to the world,

b. atirib. and Comb.
1839 I. Taylor Anc. Chr. I. ii. 150 Man ..shall, .under

the conduct of the Logos-Redeemer, reaseend to his source.

1865 tr. Strauss s New Life Jesus I. 1. vi. 30 't hey are mere
explanations of the Logos-theory. 1874 Supernatural Relig.

I

1 1, in. i. 340 The dogmatic system of the Logo.> Gospel did

not admit of more tban mere reference to it. 1883 Schaff
Hist. Ch. II. lxxii. £55 This extension of the Logos revela-

tion explains the high estimate which some of the Greek
fathers.. put upon the Hellenic. philosophy.

Hence Logfos-ship, the dignity and office of the

Logos.
1895 Expositor Sept. 163 The logos-ship was attributed to

Jesus.

Logothete cV'g^'O- Mist, [ad. mcd.L. logo-

Ihela, ad, Gr. XoyoOerrjs, primarily * one who
audits accounts' (L, & Sc.), f. A070-S account +

0€-, stem of rtOivai to set + agent-suffix -rns.] The
designation of various functionaries under the By-
zantine emperors; applied esp. (also in the Norman
kingdom of Sicily) to a high official corresponding

to the ' chancellor ' of Western kingdoms.
[c 1000 iELFRic Gloss, in Wr.'Wiilcker 164/35 Logolhefa,

Semotman.] 1781 Gibbon Decl. $ F. liii. (18691 III. 286

Which the great logothete or chancellor of the empire was
directed to prepare. 1862 Kington Fredk. It, tl. xviii. 446 I

Logothete of Sicily, and Protonotary. 1864 Kingslev
Rom. <$ Tent. viii. 217 He can talk Latin, and perhaps
Greek, as well as one of those accursed man-eating Grendels,

a Roman lawyer, or a logothete from Ravenna.

Logotype J^'gtftaip). Printing, [f. Gr. A070-*

word +Tvpe.] A type containing a word, or two
or more letters, cast in one piece.

a 1816 Earl Stanhope in Hansard Typographia (\%>i$"s

477, I have deemed it advisable to contrive a new pair of

composing cases, .introducing a new set of double letters

[these were on, of, to, re, an, th, in, se\ they were not

printed as ligatures], which I denominate logotypes; and
rejecting altogether the double letters ff, fi, rl, ffi, fll, ft, ct,

formerly occupying room in the cases, but used so seldom
that [etc,]. 1880 Printing Times 15 Feb. 41/2 The use of
logotypes does rather enhance tban lower the cost of print-

ing. 1892 Pall Mall G. 22.Jan. 3/2 Are the Corean letters

, or logotypes as numerous as the Chinese ?

I
b. Comb.
1824 J. Johnson Typogr. II, vi. 107 The logotype system

was once attempted at the Times office, but soon abandoned.
1896 H. Hart in Collect. Ser. 111. (O. II. S.) 407 The Times
newspaper was started in order to.. show that logotype-

l

printing was the only proper way to print

!

Hence Lo'gfotypy — Logogbaph y 1.

1824 Waits Bibliolheca, Index Subjects, Logography, or

LogotyPy, the art of uniting several characters into a single

type.

Ii0"g-roll, v. [Back-formation from Log-
hulling.J a. trans. To procure the passing of

(a bill) by log-rolling, b. To approach (a poli-

tician) with the view of getting his political co-

operation, c. intr. To engage in log-rolling.

1835 p. Crockett Tour 120 My people don't like me to

log-roll in their business, and vote away pre-emption rights to

fellows in other states, that never kindle a fire on their lands,

1837 Ht. Mahtineau Soc. A titer. II. 279 The method of

I

' log-rolling ' bills through the legislature. 1865 Daily Tel. I

14 Apr., The leading politicians who . . log-roll the railway 1

bills. 1876 Lowell Among my Bks. Ser. 11.98 In the Greek I

1 epic, the gods, .lobby and log-roll for their candidates. 1879
'Times 19 June, To log-roll with everybody who was willing

to work with him. 1888 Ervce A mer. Commit). II. it. Ii.

286 Sometimes by express, more often by a tacit under-
j

standing, local bills are 'log-rolled
1 through the houses.

|

1896 Dlt MAuaiEa Martian (1898) 391 They did not log-

i
roll Barty, whom they considered coarse and vulgar.

Lo 4g-ro:ller, [f- Log sb. 1 + Roller.]
1. One who engages in political or literary i log-

rolling

1864, Sala in Daily Tel. 4 Aug., A professional politician

..lobbyerand log-roller generally. 1887 N. $ Q. 7th Ser.

I III. 120/1 Mr. Lang, .shows what log-rollers were Hayward
and Thackeray. 1900 Author 1 Jan. 183 In these columns
notes on books are given from reviews which carry weight,
and are not, so far as can be learned, logrollers.

2, U.S. 'A device in a saw-mill to convey logs
1 from the log-deck or the log-way skids to the head-

I
block ' (Knight). i

LOGY.
1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl., Fig. 1629 Emery's Log

Roller.

3. One who practises the aquatic sport of
4
log-

rolling \

1893 IVestm. Gas. 16 May 5/1 Canoes, shells, dug-outs,
water-cycles, logs and log-rollers, and water-walkers, were
present too in large numbers...At the start one of the log-

rollers managed to drop off his log.

IiO'g-rrolling, [f. Log sb.1 + Rolling vbl. sb.]

1, O.S. The action of rolling logs to any required

spot ; a meeting for co-operation in doing this.

1848 Thoreau Maine IK (1894) 19 Occasionally there was
a small opening on the bank, made for the purpose of log-

rolling. 1859 Miss Carv Country Life i. (1876) 7 It was
less welcome than as if it had brought a log-rolling. 1883
Harper's Mag. Jan. 283/1 The great festivals of Western
life are camp-meetings, barbecues, and log-rollings.

b. The action of propelling over the water a log

on which one is seated.

1893 Wcstm. Gas. 16 May 5/1 For the special benefit of
the distinguished spectators..an elaborate display of log-

rolling was given,

2. U. S. slang. Combination for mutual assistance

in political or other action.

Suggested by the proverbial phrase 1 You roll my log and
I'll roll yours .

1823 Miles' Weekly Reg. 7 June 210/1 That sort of
' management ', now rather more fashionable, and known by
the dignified appellation of ' log-rolling '—that is, a buying
and selling of votes. 1841-4 Emerson Ess., Poet ^yks.
(Kohn.) I. 169 Our log-rolling, our stumps and their politics

..are yet unsung. 1879 Times 19 June, The bribe was
political preferment, or ' log-rolling —that is, help in passing
other Bills. 1888 Brvce A mer. Commw. 1. 1. xv. 213 Cor-
ruption, .appears chiefly in the milder form of reciprocal

jobbing or (as it is called) 'log-rolling

b. Mutual puffing in literary publications.

[1843 in Longm. Mag. dooo) Feb. 375 Somewhere in this

book of Letters occurs, about 1845, the phrase ' literary log-

rolling', the earliest instance which one has met.] 1888 Jf.

Pavn in Illustr. Lond. News 7 Jan. 2 To have an eye to its

[the book's] merits rather than to its defects is obviously
log rolling. 18.. American XVII. 350 (Cent.) If by log-

rolling is meant that reviewers praise people in hopes of
being praised in turn, then the taunt is empty.

-logue OPS)* the form assumed by the Gr. -A070S,

-A0701/ in adapted words (most of them through

Fr.), as analogue\ catalogue, dialogue. The words
with this ending which are designations of persons

(in most instances repr. actual or assumed Gr. com-
pounds of -A070S ' speaker, discourse!' and related

to parallel formations in "logy) are now little used,

derivatives in -loger, -logisl, or -logian being com-
monly preferred. Examples are Assyriologuey

1 aslrologue, ideologue, philologite, Sinologue^ "\theo-

logue.

Logwood {\p gwud). [f. Log sb.* + ^ ooa]
tl. Logs stored for fuel. Obs.
1666 Peits Diary 1 Dec, It seemed to be only of log-

wood that hath kept the fire all this while in it.

2. The heartwood of an American tree {Hxmalo-
jcylon Campechianuni) used in dyeing; so called

from being imported in the form of logs.

It is used to some extent in medicine as an astringent.

The alleged use of logwood in colourinz spurious or adul-

terated port wine was at one time a frequent subject of
jocular allusion.

1581 Act 23 Eliz. c.o § 1 There hathe byn brought, .from

beyonde the Seas . . Stufle called Logwood alias Blocke-
wood. 1597-1602 W. Riding Sessions Rolls in Yorksh.
Arch, if Topogr. Assoc. (Record Ser.) III. 174 In dying
wooll & Wollen clothe Logwoodd alias Blockwood. 1641
Evelyn Mem. (1857) I. 25 The rasping of brasil and log-

wood for the dyers is very hard labour. 1703 Lond. Gaz.
No. 3893/3 The same day arrived here the Essex of Boston
from Campeachy, laden with Logwood. 1880 H, Vuetelly
Facts about Port, etc 142 It has-been often asserted that

logwood is used to impart colouring matter to Port wine

;

and the authors of a bulky Treatise upon Wine, .endorsed

this preposterous assertion with their authority. 189a Walsh
Tea 145 A decoction.. from catechu or logwood being next

added to impart a tea-like color to the liquor,

b. The tree that yields this wood.
1652 Wadsworth tr. Colmencrd's Treat. Chocolate 15

Three Cods of the Logwood or Campeche tree. 1756 P.

Browne Jamaica 221 Logwood. This shrub was first intro-

duced to Jamaica from the main. 1785 Martvn Rousseau s

Hot. xi.x. (1794) 267 Amongst the plants with regular or

equal polypetalous corollas, you will find Ix>gwood, &c.

1834 M. G. Lewis Jrnl. IV. Ind. 66 The fragrance., of the

delicious Logwood . , composed an atmosphere,

C. attrib. and Comb.
1752 J. Macsparran Amcr. Dissected .(1753) ,3 A fine

promising new Settlement upon the Spanish Main, mostly

inhabited by the Logwood Cutters. 1833 J. Rennie Alplu
Angling 22 Strong tea, either with or without a few logwood
scrapings. 1890 W. J. Gordon Foundry 165 By our side is

a stack of dingy logwood red. 1900 Daily News 1 q Feb. 9 '5

A logwood ship that was about to sail for Lngland.

Logy (lJu-gi), a. U. S. [Of uncertain origin :

cf. l)u. log heavy, dull.] Dull and heavy in motion

or thought.
1859 Bartlett Diet. Americattisms, Logy, heavy, slow,

stupid. .. He's a logy man, i. e. a slow-moving, heavy man.
'He is a logy preacher*, i.e. dull. 1883 Harper's Mag.
Aug. 452/2 Outside ballast . . made boats logy. 1887 De-
troit Free Press 21 May 2/3 He [Barnum] is heavier, and
a trifle logy. 1890 in Leffingwell Upland Shooting 459 They
[greyhounds] became ' logy ' and out of heart,

b. Used as sb. : A heavy fish,

1897 R. Kll'LlNC Captains Courageous 61* He's a logy.

Give him room accordin' to his strength', cried Dan, ' I'll

r
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help ye. ' No, you won't Harvey snapped, as he hung on
to the line.

1
It's my first fish

-logy 0o^3')> earlier written -logic, an ending

occurring originally in words adapted from Gr.

words in (the earliest examples, e. g. theo-

logy-, having come through F. -logic, med.L. -log/a).

These Gr. words for the most part are parasynthetic

derivatives ; in some instances the terminal element

is \6yos word, discourse (e.g. in TtrpaKoyla tetra-

logy, TptKoyia trilogy} ; more commonly it is the

root X07- (ablaut-variant of \<y-, \iyttv to speak ;

cf. Logos). In the latter case, the shs. in -\oyia

usually denote the character, action, or department

of knowledge proper to the person who is described

by an adj. or sb. in -\6yos, meaning either * (one)

who speaks (in a certain way) or * (one) who
treats of (a certain subject) \ Hence the deriva-

tives in -\oyia are of two classes, (1) those which

have the sense of ' saying or speaking examples
L of which are the words anglicized as battology,

brachylogy, cacology, ditlo/ogy, eulogy, palillog)',

tautology, and (2) names of sciences or depart-

ments of study. As the words of the last-mentioned

class have always a sb. for their first element, and

0 is the combining vowel of all declensions of Gr.

sbs., the ending of these compounds is in actual

use always -oXoyia, becoming -ology in Eng. The
names of sciences with this ending are very nume-
rous : some represent words already formed in Gr.,

as theology, astrology ; many represent formations

which might legitimately have existed in Gr.,* as

geology, zoology, psychology ; others are of hybrid

composition, as sociology, terminology, insectology.

The modern formations in -logy follow the analogy

of Gr. formations in having 0 as the combining

vowel
;
exceptions are petrology (an incorrect form

which, some writers prefer to petrology because it

shows the derivation from ircrpa rock, not from

irhpos stone) and mineralogy (F. mine'ralogie

which may be viewed as a contraction for *mine-

ralology. Trie suffix -ology is freely used in the

formation of humorous nonce-wds., some of which

are illustrated below. All the modern formations

in -logy may be said to imply correlative forma-

tions in -logical and -logist ; in the case of some
of the older words, the related personal designation

ends in -logkr or -logian. (Cf. -logue.) Hence
Logy nonce-ivd. — Ology.
i8ao W. Buckland in Mrs. Gordon Life (1894) 40 Having

allowed myself lime to attend to nothing there but my
undergroundology. 1837 Eraser's Mag. XV. 36 a Hats were

of scientific importance in his estimation, he had originated

a system of hatology. 1853 {title) Chapology, or Hints

about Hals. 1856 ). Voung Demonot. iv. lii. 372 The many
Logies and Isms that have lately come into vogue. 1891

T. Hardy Tess (1900) 49/1 What are called advanced ideas

arc really in great part but . .a more accurate expression, by
words in logy and ism, of sensations which men and women
have vaguely grasped for centuries.

Logyng, Logyng(g e, obs. ff. Lodging vbl. sb.

Logyt, ohs. pa. t. of Lodge v.

Lohoch. (kJu'ruj*)- Med. Forms: a. 6 loc, 6-8

loche, 6-9 loch. 6 lochoch, 6-8 lohoc, 7

lehoch, lohoche, 7-9 lohock, 6-9 looch, lohoch.

[a. med.L. lohoc, looch, a. Arab, ^jx) lazuq, f. J^xl

latiqa to lick.] A linctus.

1544 Phaer Regit/t, Lyfe (1553) D j b, Take mornynge
and euening, a spounefull of the syrupe of iniubes . . in

maner of a loc. 1597 Gerarde Herbal^ 1. xxxiv. § 2. 47
They are good in a loche or licking medicine for shorto.es

of breath. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 76 This seed is passing

good for lohoches or electuaries to be made thereof. 1657
W. Coles Adam in Eden lxxiii. 139 The Juyce of Liquorice

dissolved in Rose Water, with some Gum, Tragacanth, is

a fine Lohoch .. for hoarsenesse. 1733 N. Torriano Sore

Throat 99, T made the Patient take . . some white Lohoc.

1781 J. Moore View Soc. It. (1795) 11. 222 Numerous forms

of electuaries, lohochs, and linctuses. 1831 J. Davies
Manual Mat. Med. 266 Dose, from gutt.xx. to gutt.xxx. a
day in a looch or any mucilaginous menstruum. 1889 Syd,

Soc. Lex., Looch, a linctus, or opaque oily emulsion, which
may be used as a demulcent, or as an excipient for the sus-

pension of powders,

Loif, Sc. variant of Lof Obs., praise.

Loig^g e, obs. form of Lodge sb. and v.

Loig(g)inge, -ynge, obs. ff. Lodging vbl sb.

Loigne, var. Loin and Loyne. Obs.

Loik, Loikinan, obs. Sc. ff. Luke a., Lockman.

Loimic (lormik), a. [ad. Gr. \o\\iikU, f. Aoi-

/xoy plague,] Pertaining to the plague or to con-

tagious disorders.

1842 in Dkande Diet. Sci. ; hence in mod. Diets.

t Loimo grapher. Obs. rare - °. [f. Gr. Aoi-

jto'y plague + -gkaphkr.] 4 One who writes about

or describes pestilences'. 1727 Bailey vol. 11.

Loimography (loimp'grafi). [ad. mod.L.

loimographia [R. Lyonnet, 163c/), f. as prec. +
-graphy. The normal form would be *lcemo-, which

is given as an alternative in some Diets.] The

descriptive science treating of pestilential diseases.

1706 in Phillips (ed. Kersey). 1857 in Dunglison Med.
Lex.

^
1864 in J. Thomas Med, Diet,

Loimology (loim^ lod^i). rare- 0
. In Diets,

also Icemology. [ad. mod. L. loimologia (N.
Hodges, 1 672), f. as prec. + -logy.] The study of,

or a treatise on, the plague or pestilential diseases.

1848 in Craig. 1864 in J. Thomas Med. Diet.

Loimous (lormas), a, [f. Gr. \otfx-6s plague

+ -ous.] Having or full of the plague (Mayne
Expos. Lex, 1856).

Loin (loin), sb. Forms : 4-7 loyne, 6-7 loine,
6-8 loyn, (5 lony, 6 loigne, 9 dial, line), 7-
loin. See also LUNYIE. [ad. OK. loigne, logne,

dialectal variant of longe (mod.K. longe loin of

veaI) = Sp. lonja piece of ham :—med.L. *lnmbea,
fern, of *ln/nbeus adj., belonging to the loin, f. L.

lumbus\o\\\ :—\V Aryan *lond/nco- : see Lend sb. 1
]

1. a. In the living body. Chiefly The part

or parts of a human being or quadruped, situated

on both sides of the vertebral column, between the

false ribs and the hip-bone.
1398 Tkkvisa Barth. De l\ R. v. .\1iii. (1495) 160 The

place called the loynes is in the sydes of the joyntes of the
rydge. 1541 k. Coi'Land Gnydon's Quest. Chirurg. V iij b,

The loynes are musculous flesshes lyeng in the sydes of the

spondyles of the backe. 1545 Raynold Byrtk Mankynic
(1552) 15 b, From the ryghl syde . . descendeth a braunche
. .downe towardes the right loynes. 1589 Pltienham ling.

Poesie in. xxiv. (Arb.) 290 An high pane of silke tiether-

stocks that couered all his buttockes and loignes. 1605
Shaks. Learn, iv. 9 Horses are tide by the heads,. . Monkies,
by th* loynes and Men by th' legs. 1667 Milton v.

282 The middle pair Girt like a Starrie Zone his waste, and
round Skirted his loines and thighes with downie Gold.
c 1720 W. Gibson Farrier's Dispens. x\\\ (1734^ 269 Nothing
will contribute more to strengthen a Horses Shoulders or

Loyns. 1784 Cowtek Task 1.45 Bui restless was the chair;

the back erect Distressed the weary loins, that fell no c.-w:.

1789 \V. Uuchan Doin. Med. (1790) 525 A sense of heat,

weight, and dull pain in the loins. 1846 J. Banter Lib/:

Pract. Agrie. (ed. 4) 11. 135 Good hand-rubbing .. should
he used . .about the loins.

b. In an animal used for food; chiefly, the joint

of meat which includes the veilebne of the loins.

t 1302 Pol. Songs Camden) 191 We shule flo the Conyng,
ant make toste is loyne. c 1440 Promp. Pa/ v. 312/2 Loyne
of flesehe {S. lony), luiulws, elu/ubns. c 1460 Totvucky
Myst. xii. 232 Alle a hare hot the lunys. i486 Bi: M.
A titans C iij b, Then the loynes of the hare loke ye not

for^ete. 1555 in W. II. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 22S

Item, a loyne of vele, ...\vj '. 1598 Epulario The 1 uine

[of a tiuckc] may be vosted, and the legs baked. 1680 Karl
Dokset On Ctess Dorchester 12 So have I seen in Larder

dark Of Veal a lucid Loin, . . At once both stink and shine.

171 1 Swift Jml. to Stella 4 Apr., I dined ..at home on

a loin of mutton and half a pint of wine. 1727 W. Matiikk
Yng. Mans Comp. 30 Loyn, of Veal. 1846 J. Baxter Lib*:

Pract. Agrie. (ed. 4) II. p. xxi, The Brighton butchers sold

.. loins of mutton at 6d. per lb. 1862 Mrs. Caklyle Lett.

III. 101 The cookery .. would suit you :—constant loins of

roast mutton.

2 Chiefly Biblical and poet. This part of the

hody, regarded a. as the part of the body that

should be covered by clothing and about which

the clothes are hound
;

so, to gird (///) the loins

(lit. and fig.), to prepare for strenuous exertion.

1526 Tinoai.e Matt. Ill 4 This Jhon had his garment off

camels heer and a gerdell off a skynne aboule his loynes.

1535 Coveuuale Vrov. xxxi. 17 She gyrdelh hir loynes with

strength. 1605 Shaks. Lear 11. iii. 10 My face He grime

with filth, Blanket my loines. 1667 Milton L. ix. 1096

Some Tree whose broad smooth Leaves together sowd, And
girded on our loyns, may cover round Those middle parts.

1742 Collins Ode Poet. Charac. 21 To gird their blest pro-

phetick loins. 1753 Smart Ililliad 1. 27 Her loins with

patch-work cincture were begirt. 1833 L. Ritchie Wand,
by Loire 17 It was necessary, therefore, to gird up our loins

and walk. 1855 Bkowning Statue <5» Bust, The unlit lamp

and the ungirt loin. 1877 Bryant Odyss. v. 280 And round

about her loins Wound a fair golden girdle. 1880 Mrs.

Lynn Linton Rebel of Faw. II. v, He was standing like

the impersonation of masculine punctuality with loins girded.

b. as the seat of physical strength and of genera-

tive power. + Hence occas. used as an equivalent

for ' sire
1 offspring * descendants \ AlsoJig.

*535 Coverdale Gen. x.xxv. ir Kynges shall come out of

thy loynes. 1577-87 Hooker Chron. Irel. 134/1 in Hot'in-

shed, John earle of Bath, whose ancestors were descended

from out of the loine* of kings. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado tv.

i 137 This shame deriues it selfe from vnknowne loines.

1611 Bible job xl. 16 Loe now, his strength is in his loynes.

— isa. xlv. 1, I will loose the loines of kings. 1616 R. L".

Tivtes' Whistle iv. 1541 Impious villaine ! to defame the

fruit Of thine owne loynes. 1628 Gaule Pract. Theory

(1629) Ep. Ded., And when it shall descend to your Loynes ;

may you be inuested with the Crowne, which . .
f.uleth

not. «i635 Nauston Fragm. Reg. (Arb.) 27 By inter,

marriage with the Lady lane Grey, .. to bring it [the

crown] about into his [Northumberland's] loynes. 1667

Milton P. L. 1. 352 A multitude, like which the populous

North Pour'd never from her frozen loyns. 1697 Drydkn

Virg. Gcorg. iv. 459 What boots it, that from Phcebus Loins

I spring. 1786 A. Gib Sacr. Contempt. 11. 111. ii. 120 All his

natural posterity, as being all in his loins. 1790 Cowper

Receipt Mother's PicL 109 My boast is not, that 1 deduce

my birth From loins enthroned, and rulers of the earth.

1826 J. Wilson Noct. Ambr, Wks. 1. 255 About a dizzen

and a half—tbe legitimate produce o' the Eerish couple's

ain fruitfu lines. 1847 Tennyson Princess v. 495, I thought,

can this be he From Gama's dwarfish loins ? 1880 L. Mor-

ris Ode ofLife 43 The Future lies within thy loins, and all

the Days to be To thee Time giveth to beget.

3. altrib. and Comb., as loin-ache\£guard ; loin-

cloth, a cloth worn round the loins.

1897 AllbntVs Syst. Med. II. 1075 This *loin ache is apt

to reappear. 1850 R. F. Burton Centr. Afr. in JrnL Geogr.

Soc. XXIX. 324 The remainder of the dress is a *loin-cloth

of while domestics or of indigo dyed cotton. 1894 Daily
Ncius 1 Aug. 5/5 In cold or rainy weather the cab-horses

have waterproof loin-cloths. 1895 Oracle Encycl. I. 180/1

Brayette and *loin-guard to protect the abdomen.

fXrOin, v. 1 Obs, rare~ l

. trans. The technical

lerm for 1 lo carve' (a sole).

c 1486 Bk. St. Albans F vij b, A Sole loyned. A Gurnarde
chyned. A Tenche sawced.

t Loin, v.'1 Obs. rare- 1
, [aphetic f. Aloyn.]

trans. To keep apart.

14. . Siege ferns. 63/1088 Doun bei dascben )>e dores : dei

scholde be berde, pat mete yn pis meschef hadde from men
loyned.

Loin, obs. form of Line v.^ and v, :>

1587 Harrison Dcser. Brit. lit. vii. (1878) 11. 49 The In-

dians, who tie their saull bitches often in woods, that they

might be loined by tigers. 1679 Wood Life 3 May (O. H. S.)

II. 449 IK Michael Roberts .. died with a girdle loyned

with broad gold about him (ioj/. they say).

Loined loind), ///. a. [f. I,01N sb. + -ED 2.]

Having loins (of a specified kind).

1865 Daily Tel. 4 Mar., Headed like a snake, loined like

a weasel, and breasted like a swan. 1871 Daily News
-7 Nov., She is slack loined and light in the hindquarters.

1898 A. Bali our To Anus .\v. 161 Clumsy brutes .. loose

loined and shaggy fctlocked.

Loiolite, obs. form of Loyoute, a jesuit.

Loir (loLu). [a. F. loir:—pop. L. *glirem, for

glir-cm, gits."] The Fat Dormouse {Myo.xus glis).

1774 Golijsm. Nat. //is/. (1776) IV. 76 The greater dor-

mouse, which Mr. BufTon calls the Loir. 1801 Hll. M.
Williams Sk. Fr. Rep. 1. xxi. 314, I call them rats, from
their almost perfect resemblance (o that animal . . hut their

real name is the Loir. 1884 Fva/ig. Mag. Mar. 117 The
Loir, or fat dormome of France. 1885 Riverside Nat. Hist.

(1888) V. 116 The two large European species, the Loir

{Myoxus glis) and the Lerol {iiliomys nit/la).

Lois s, obs. form of Loose, Lose, Los.s.

Loisible : see Llsible.

Loit, dial, form of Lite, little.

Loiter \orUi\ sb. ran— 1
, [f. LolTEK v.] The

action of loitering ; an instance of this.

1876 T. H ardy liihelbcrta (1S90) 314 Picotee .. moved on

in a manner intended to efface the lover's loiter of the pre-

ceding moments from her own consciousness.

Loiter loi-toi), v. Forms : 4 (Vloltre or loi-

tre , lotere, 5 loytron, 61oyeter, loytre, lowtre,

lewtre. lent e re
;
6 8 loyter,6 loiter, [a. MDu.

loteren to wag about (like a loose tooth;, Du. leu-

tcren to shake, totter, Xaut. M a sail) to ' shiver'

;

also, to dawdle, loiter over one's work ; cf. WFlem.
litttcrcn. FFris. loteren, of similar meaning. For

the development of sense cf. the fig. uses of loose,

unsteady. The sense which the word has in Fng.

has not been found in Du. earlier than the 16th c.,

but may be much older in slang use ; the word was

prob. introduced into England by foreign
4
loiterers'

or vagrants. The same root is found in MDu.
lutsen to wag about.
The diphthong in the fust syll. U a substitution for the

unfamiliar vowel of the Du. word, which was prob. B a» in

mod. pronunciation) or nearly .so.

1 n the first uuot. below, the formtotlrandc may be genuine ;

if so it represents a distinct word, f. the root of Loll v.]

1. intr. In early use : To idle, waste one's time

in idleness. Now only with more specific mean-

ing : To linger indolently on the way when sent

on an errand or when making a journey ; to linger

idly about a place ; to waste time when engaged

in some particular task, to dawdle.

13.. E. E. A Hit. P. C. 458 penne was }>e gome so glad of

bis gay logge, Lys loltrande [Morris conjectures loitrandej

ber-inne, lokande to loune. C1440 Promp. Parv. 311,1

Loytron, or byn ydyl, oeior. 1482 Treznsa's /ligden

(Caxton) 11. v. 77 He slough caym that luyterd ['/tezusal

loled] amonge the busshes. 1530 Palsgr. 613/1 He Joy-

treth aboute lyke a maysterlesse hounde. /bid. 613/2 And
you sende hym, he wyll sure loyter somewhere by the waye.

c 1540 Hye ivay to Spyttcl Ho. 143 Hazl - E- r- r> >
1
Y'

29

Lowtryng, and wandryng fro place to place. 1553 Primer

in Liturgies, etc. Edw. VI (Parker Soc.) 472 Laboured no-

thing at all, but went abroad loitering idly. 1597 Shaks.

2 Hen. /V, 11. i. 198 Sir John, you loyter heere too long.

1621 Blrton Auat. Met. 11. ii. iv. (1651) 277 Some of them

do nought hut loyter all the week long. 1660 Wood Life

Dec. (O. H. S.) I. 3S9 People might loyter about the streets

in sermon time. 1697 Dryden sEneid 11. 745 A Javelin

threw. Which flull'ring seemed to loiter as it flew 1726

Lloni Atberifs Archit. 1. 85 Nobody may loyter about 10

order to attempt it without instant suspicion. 1758 John-

son Idler No. 28 r 4 That I loiter in the shop with my
needle-work in my hand. 1814 Scott Wav. xx.xix, Officers

. .loitered in the hall, as ifwaiting for orders x8ss1ennyson

Brook 181, 1 linger by my shingly bars ; 1 loiter round mv
I cresses. 1870 E. Peacock RalfSkirl. Ul.Z These weak

old men who loitered about. 1886 Pall MallG.iZ June 3/2

Cabmen have had lo pay .. fines .. for ' loitering and ob-

structing ' the roads. . .To loiter, in cabman s English, means

to ply for hire.

b. To travel or proceed indolently and with fre-

quent pauses. With advs. or adverbial phrases.

1738 Pope Dune 1. 228 Prose swell'd to verse, Verse loitring

into prose. 1789 Mrs. Piozzi fourn. France 1. 1 We have

lingered and loitered . . from port to port. 1827-35 W illis



LOITERER.
Florence Gray 32, I loiter'd up the valley to a small and f

humbler ruin. xQgb Tennyson /// Alan, xxxviii, With weary
steps I loiter on. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xlviii. (1856)

445 From the 13th of July to the 13th of August we loitered

along, i860 Holland Miss Gilbert iv. 51 He loitered

thoughtfully along the uneven highway. 1863 Hawthorne
Our Old Home (1879) 115 The Avon loiters past the church-
yard.

2. trans. + a. To neglect (one's work). Obs. b.

To allow (time, etc.) to pass idly ; to waste care-

lessly or upon trifles. Obs. exc. with away ; occas.

with t oul. f C. To postpone getting or giving

(something\ Obs.
c 1540 Hye Way to Spyttel Ho. 871 in Had. /:. P. P. IV.

62 But lye in bed, . , Lewtryng thcyr worke tyll it pas noone.

1549 Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par. Ej>h. Prol. f[ ij, Be ndt

of the nombre of those men, whiche . . loyter the tyme .

.

and do no good at all. 1550 Cbowley Last Trump. 547
When thou art determined what knowledg thou wilt most
apply, then let it not be loytered, but seke to get it spedily.

1589 Warner Alb. Eng. v. xxv.m To loyter well deserued
gifts is not to giue but sell. 1680 Otway Orphan 11. i. {1691)

12 Not loyier out my life at home. 1689 Sherlock 'Death

iii. § 7 (1731) 210 These Men have loitered away the Day.
1748 Anson's Voy. il v. 173 It would have been extreme
imprudence to have loitered away so much time. Mod.
We loitered away the rest of the day.

3. Comb.', f loiler-sack, a lazy, lumpish fellow.

1594 T.vly Moth. Bomb. v. ii, If the loiter-sacke bee gone
springing into a tavcrne, l ie fetch him reeling out.

Loiter, obs. form of Lighter sbA

Loiterer ^lortarai). Forms: 6 leuterar,

leutterer, loitreer, loyterour, -(er)rar, 6-7
loyterar, -er, 8- loiterer, [a. Du. leuterer : see

Loiteu v. and -er !.] One who loiters (see senses

of the vb.)
; f a vagabond, 'sturdy beggar \

1530 Palsgr. 240/2 Loyterar, trvandeu. 1547 Act 1

Ediv. I Y,c. 3 § 1 The same Justices shall cawse such Slave,

or loyterer to bee marked on the forhed. 1567 Harman
Caveat (186a) 22 These lousey leuterars. Ibid. 27 An ydell

leuterar. Ibid. 87 Lasy lewd Leutterers. 1588 in Norfolk
Antiq. Misc. (188 ^) II. 329 Paid to Burwell and his loy-

terrers for vj dayes' woorke, v«. viij*. 1612 S. Rid Art
Juggling 1> 1 h, Many of our English Loyterers ioined with

them, and in time learned their craft and cosening. 1640-1

Kirkcudbr. War-Comm. Min. Bk. (1855! 84 David Mac-
moll an, loyterar, being convenit for savrng, that [etc.]. 1684
(V. S. Anglorum Spec. 196 Th. Tusser was a Speculative

Husbandman, but a Practical Loyterer in Agriculture.

1723 Swift Country Life 33 The loiterers quake, no corner

1 1 ides them. 1758 Johnson Idler No. 14^9 The loiterer.

.

makes appointments which he never keeps. 1810 Scott
Lady oj L. 11. xx\, Come, loiterer, come \ 1872 Black Adv.
Phaeton ii. 14 There are still a few loiterers on the pave-

ment. 1896 A. E. Housman Shropsh. Lad xxxix, Spring
will not wait the loiterer's time Who keeps so long away.

Loitering' loi'tarirj), vbl. sb. [f. as prec. +
-ing L] The action of the vb. Loiteu in its various

senses, f In early use, vagrancy, vagabondage.
1362 Langl. P. PI. A. v. 188 per was laujwhing and

lotering and Met go be cuppe'. 1530 Palsgr. 240/2 Loy-
teryng, trvandise. a 1533 Ld. Bekners Gold. Bk. M.
Attrcl. (1546) Kvij, A man giuen to exercises is vcrtuouse,

and one giuen to leutrynges is a viciou*>e person. 1585
Fkthekstone tr. Calvin s Comm. Acts xxiii. 13 When God
calletli vs expresly, our loitring is without excuse. 16:2

Brinsley Lud. Lit. xxv. (1627) 270 And to see that there

be no intermission, or loytering in any fourme, if the master
be away, a 1718 Pens Maxims Wks. (1726) I. 854 Nor is

he a good Servant . . that connives at other's lx>yterings.

1822 W. Irving Braceb. Hallx. 7 Should I .. in the course

of my loiterings . . see . .anything curious. 1847-8 H. Miller
First Impr. xiii. (1857) 212 Opportunities . .which loitering^

by the .. road-sides present. 1889 Browning Imperantc
Angusto 162 No loitering, or be sure you taste the lash,

fb. attrib.

1642 Milton Apol. Smect. xi. Wks. 1851 III. 312 Were it

not better to take it away soone after, as we du loitering

books . . from children. 1644 — Arecp. (Arb.) 64 Tbe helps

of Breviaries, synopses, and other loitering gear.

Loitering (lorttrirj), ///. a. [f. Loiter v. +
-ing 2

.] That loiters or idles ; in early use, that

leads a vagabond life.

a 1533 Lo. Herners Gold. Bk. M. Auret. (1546) L iv b,

These lewtryng theues, whyche wyl not labour by daie.

1581 N0WEI.1. & Day in Confer. 1. 11584) F ij b, I haue bene
. .a loytering labourer in the I^ords vineyarde. 1603 Knou.es
Hist. Turks (1638) 210 A company uf loitring companions.
1671 Clarendon Dialogues Tracts (1727)346 There is no
temper so much to be despised as a loitering lazy nature.

171a Steele Spect. No. 491 P 1 After an Hour spent in this

loitering way of Reading. 1784 Cowper Task lit. 832 Herds
Of fluttering, loitering, cringing, .vagrants. 1791-2 Worosw.
Descr. Sk. 89 The loitering traveller hence, at evening, sees

From rock-hewn steps the sail between the trees. 1847
Emerson Poems, Musketaquid, Loiter willing by yon loiter-

ing stream. 1865 J. II. Ingraham Pillar of Fire (1872) 1 10

No loitering step was permitted by the overseers.

Hence IiOi'teringly adv., in a loitering manner;
in early use, f like a vagabond. Iioiteringness,

the quality of heing inclined to loiter.

1547 Act 1 Edw. VI, c. 3 § 1 The said parsone so living

ldelye and Ioyteringlie. a 1617 Rayke Ltct. (1634) 136 Not
looking that loyteringly it should be atchieved. 1836 Neio
Monthly Mag. XLVI. 43 He. .strolled loiteringly on. 1850

Lynch Theo. Trin. vii. 135 Like a first violet of spring,

Trembling downwards loiteringly. 1868 J. H. Stirling in

N. Brit. Rev. XL1X. 364 That inertia, that lingeringness

and loiteringness, that are not unfrequent in Browning.

fliOrterOUS, a. Obs. In 6 loytrous. [f.

Loiter v. + -ot s.] Inclined to loiter ;
sluggish.

1566 Drant Horace* Sat. 1. vi. Dvjb, 1 noynte with sup*

pie oyle My loytrous limnies.

406

Iiok, obs. form of Lock ; var. Lake sb.l Obs.
e 1325 Chron. Eng. 445 (Ritson^ In Englond he arerede a

lok Of uche hous that come smok, To Rome yef a peny, y
wys, That Petres peny cleped ys.

Lokart, -at, obs. forms of Locket.
Lokdore, variant of Lockdob Obs.

IiOke (l0"«k). dial. Also loak. [repr. OE. loca

enclosed place, also lock, f. root of Louk v. to

shut, lock.] A lane, a short, narrow, blind lane, a
1 cul-de-sac

'
; a grass road ; a private lane or road.

1787 Marshall Norfolk (1795) II. 383 Gloss., Loke, a close

narrow lane (common), a 1825 i orby Voc. E. Anglia,
Loke, a short narrow turn -again lane, i860 Gillett Sng.
Sol in Norf. Dial. iii. 2 In the lokes and causeys I'll seek
him as my soul du love. 186$ W. White E. Eng. I. 162
Loak means lane. 1892 P. H. Emerson Son ofFens 5 We
were playing down the loke, and we fell out.
attrib. 1888 N. <y Q. Ser. vu. VI. 191/2 My house is

bounded by a Jokeway leading from to .

Loke, variant of Lake sbA Obs.

Loke, obs. form of Lock, Look sb. and v.

Lokecheste, variant of Lockchester.

t Lcken, v. Obs. rare- [repr. OE. lacnian 1

sec Lech.ne v.] Irans. To heal.

c 1425 St. Mary ofOignies 1. viii. in Anglia VIII. 140/24
Wib woundes of Criste her woundes were lokned. Ibid. 11.

v. ibid. 166/2 t>e inwarde esines softenyd oute warde sorowe,

& sumtyme lokkenyd and cecyd be burden of sieknesse.

Ibid. viii. ibid. 175/10 In bis hir woo was lokkenyd & hir

spirite strengbed.

t Lo'ken, ppl. a. Obs. See also Lucres, [str,

pa. pple. of Loik vA] Locked, closed.

a 1300 Cursor M. 23462 Wei ban al sal bou sei, wit loken
als wit open hei. 1523 Fitzherb. Itusb. § 146 One inaner of

linsede, called loken sede, wyll not open by the son.

Loker^e, obs. form of Locker, Lockver.
Loker h am, variant of Lockram Obs.

t Lokes. Obs. rare. [prob. a use of the pi. of

Lock sb.'*, a transl. of OF. closes Pentecoste, med.L.

clausum rentecostes, lit. ' the close of Pentecost \

For examples of the OFr. and med.L. terms see J. M.
Manly in Harvard Studies Philol. <$• Lit. 1. (1892) 88 ff.

The main difficulty is that these terms appear, whenever
their sense can he determined, to mean the octave of Pente*
cost, or Trinity Sunday. Prof. Manly, however, points out

that there is evidence that ' Pentecost
1 was sometimes used

for the season beginning at Easter and closed by Whit-
sunday, so that the transference of the name 'close of
Pentecost* from Trinity Sunday to Whitsunday, though
lacking direct evidence, is not improbable. The use may
have been merely local English; the Ayenbite and Shore-
ham both belong to Kent.]

Whitsunday. Also Lok-Sounday.
c 1315 Shoreham (E. E. T. S.) v. 289 Al here [sc. the

Virgin's] ioyen a lok-sounday. 1340 Ayenbite 213 At lokes

[Fr. a Peuthecouste]. Ibid. 143, 263.

+ Loke't. Obs. rare~ x
. [Of obscure origin.

If the sense be ' lappet the word might be a dim. of F.

lo<jne rag, though this has not been found earlier than the
15th c. (Cotgr. 161 1 has loqucttes. A dim. of I^ock sb. 1 would
yield an admissible sense, but a hybrid formation of this

kind would be unusual at so early a period. It is not easy
to see how the word can he identified with Locket.]

?Some part of a head-dress, ?a lappet; or ?a
lovelock, curl.

1320 Snng in Harl. MS. 2253 fo. 61 b {Pot. Songs Camd.
1839) 5e f her lyb a loket by er ouber e}e J>at mot wib svorse

be wet for lac [MS. latj of ober Ie3e.

Loket, obs. form of Locket.
Loking, -yng(e, obs. forms of Looking.
Lokk(e, Lokked, Lokkyn, obs. inf. and pa.

pple. of Lock v.l

Lokman,Lokyer e, obs.ff.LocKMAX,LocKYEu.
Lokyn, Lokyr, ohs. forms of Look, Lock eh.

Lolar, variant of Lollek 1 Obs., Lollard.

Lolard e, lolart, obs. forms of Lollard.

II LoligO ^lai'go). Also 7 lolligo. [a. l.Joltgo.']

A genus of cephalopods ; an individual of this

genus, a squid, *,] In the first quot. used Jig. and
app. hy mistake for torpedo.
a x6a6 \W. Andrewes 96 Serw., OfHoly Ghost xv. (1629)

763 St. Paul calls them the Lolligoe's of the Land. His
word is KaravapHflv \ the six daies and the seventh, to them
both alike. 1658 Sm T. Dkownk Gard. Cyrus v. 69 The
cuttle-fish and Lotigo. [1706 Phillips, Loligo (LatJ, the

Calimary Fish, whose Btoud is like Ink, as well as that of

the Cuttle-fish.] 1835 6 Todd Cyct. Anat. 1. 540/1 In Lotigo
the coats of the correspunding veins . . present . , a spongy
thickening. 1854 H. Miller Sch. t, Schm. (1858)467 The
loligo laid hold of the pebbles, apparently to render its

abduction as difficult as possible.

[Lolion: see List 0/ Spurious Words.]

Loll (1*4), sb. [f. Loll vA]
1. The action or posture of lolling. + Also at loll

t

upon the {high) loll.

1709 Mrs. Manlev Secret Mem. (1736) I. 21 Who is that

graceful Person that appears upon the high Loll in his

Cbariot and six Horses? Ibid. 152 See that beautiful

Gentleman at Loll in the next Chariot. 1709 Swift Tatler
No. 71 F 7 In reading Prayers, he has such a careless Loll,

that People are justly offended at his irreverent Posture.

1775 S. J. Pratt Liberal Opin. lxvii. (1783) II. 256 He
was, in short, all laugh, loll, and liberty. 1868 Browning
King <y Bk. v. S30 The old abundant city-fare was best, . .

|

down to the loll itself O' the pot-house settle,—better such
a bench Than [etc.].

i
2. One who lolls; an idle person. Also, a thing

that lolls, e.g. a tongue.

LOLL.

1582 Stanvhurst AEneis 111. (Arb.) 84 Then a tayle lyke

a dolphin is added lumbled vp of sauadge fel woulfs, with

grislye lol hanging. 1600 Breton PasquiCs MaA-cappe 26

Then let a knaue be knowne to be a knaue, ..A Lobbe
a Lowte, a heavy Loll a Logge. a 1807 J. Skinner Poet.

Pieces (1809) 48 A mischievous pair O' mawten'd lolls.

3. A pet, a spoilt child, dial.

1728 Morgan Hist. Algiers I. Pref, p. xvii, The ..Unman-
nerliness of this Mam's Loll. 178^ Grosk Diet. Virtg.

Tongue, Loll, mother's loll, a favourite child, the mother's
darling. 1847-78 in Halliwell (Oxon.).

Loll (\?\\ Also 4-6 lolle, 4, 6, 8 lull e.

[App. due to a sense of the expressiveness of the

sound (with the repeated /) suggestive of rocking

or swinging ; cf. Lull v, and MDtu lollen to sleep,

early mod.Du. lollebanck (Kilian) couch, sofa

;

also mod.Du. dial, lollen to warm oneself with a

pot of charcoal placed under one's seat. With
sense 3 cf. Lill v.]

1. mtr. To hang down loosely ; to droop, dangle.

Also with down. 1 Obs. or arch.

1362 Langu P. Pt. A. v. 110 Lyk a leberne pors lullede

1*393 lollid] his chekes. c 1394 /'. Pt. Crede 224, His chin
wij? a chol lollede As greet as a gos eye. 11449 Pecock
Repr. in. xiv. 374 Robvn rode without stiropis, eke thanne
his legge lollid. 1575 Turberv. Faulconrie 339 Sometymes
a hawke hathe a strype on his wing . . so as . . it hangeth
alwayes downe and lolleth. 1578 Lyte Dodoeus iv, xii. 465
When it rayncth muche, it makcth the leaues to loll and
hang downewarde. 1845 H. B. Hikst Poems 75 The lady
is pale—Pale as the lily that lolls on the gale. 1849 James
Woodman iv, A great white feather lolling down till it

touched his left shoulder.

fb. To swing, hang, be suspended. Obs.

?ir 1418 PoL Po^ms (Rolls) II. 243 The game is not to lolle

k> hie Ther fete failen fondement.

J c. Alleged by Langland to have formerly

meant : To halt, be lame. Obs.

1393 Langl. P. PL C x. 215 Now kyndeliche, by cri^t

bef> suche callyd ' lolleres', As by englisch of oure cldrcs of

olde menne techynge. He bat lollep is lame ober his leg

oute of ioynte, Ober meymed in som membre, for to mes-
chicf hit souneb. And ryght so sothlyche suche manere
eremytes Lollen ajen be byleyue and lawe of holy churche.

1 2. trans. To let droop or dangle. Also to loll

up ; to hang.
13.. Minor Poems fr. Vernon MS. (E. £. T. S.) 614/75

Mi loue i-lclled vp in be eyr, Wib cradel bond 1 gan him
bynde. Cros 1 he stikeb nou on hi steir, Naked a-5eyn be

wylde wynde. 1377 Langi~ P. Pt. B. xn. 191 A meri

verset, pat has take fro tybourne twenti stronge beues;
pere lewed theues hen lolled vp. 1575 Turberv. Faulconrie

360 Of the Hawke that holdeth not hir wings up so well as

she should do, but lolleth them. 1650 A. B. Mutat. Polemo
29 This made the Gallants loll their ears and laugh at one
an other.

3. To thrust out (the tongue) in a pendulous

manner. Also with out.

1611 Shaks. Cymb. v. iii. 8 The Enemy full-hearted, Loll-

ing the Tongue with slaught'ring. 1697 Dryden Virg.

Georg. iv. 741 fierce Tigers couch'd around, and loll d
their fawning Tongues. — AKneid vni. 843 The faster

Dam loll'd out her fawning Tongue. 171a AanuTHNOT
John Bull in. x, Then Nic. lolled out his tongue. 1746
\V, Horsley Fool (1748) II. 40 Every Fool has a natural

hereditary .. Right to loll out his Tongue at his Brother.

1843 Lytton Last Bar. 1. i, The idle apprentices . . lolled

out their tongues at him as he passed. 1879 Browning Ivan
Ivauovitch 132 How he lolls out the length of his tongue.

b. intr. for rejl. Of the tongue ; To protrude.

Usually with oul.

1801 Solthey Thalaba v. ii, His head was hanging down,

His dry tongue lolling low. a 1845 Hood Captains Ccno

x, The Parching seamen stood about, Each with his tongue

a-lolling out, And panting like a dog. 1900 Longm. Mag.
June 133 His tongue lolled out in the heat like a dog's.

4. intr. (The chiefcurrent sense.) To lean idly; to

recline or rest in a relaxed altitude, supporting one-

self ngainst something. Also with about, back, out.

1377 Langi^/\ Pt. B. xvi. 269 Or ligge bus euerc Lollynge

in my lappe. 1583 Sturbes Attat. Abus. 11. (1882) 28 A
>heepeheard and a dogge lolling vnder a bush. 1594 Shaks.

Rich. Ill, in. vii. 72 He is not lulling on a lewd Loue- Bed.

1635 Pagitt Christianogr. 30 This pope Gregory is re-

ported to have lulled night and day. in the armes and

embracings of Matilda the countesse. 1650 Sir A. Weldon
Court «V Char. Jas. 1 103 The King hung about his neck,

slabboring his cheeks. .. For God's sake, tel me, said the

King.. Then lolled about his neck. 1667 Pepys Diary

5 June, And, among the rest, Duncomb, lolling, with his

heels upon another chair. 1674 L>RYnEN Epil. New Ho. 9.

Who lolling on our foremost benches sit. 1719 De Fok
Crusoe 11. xiii, He sat lolling back in a great elbow-chair.

1749 La Chesterf. Lett. cxv. (1892) 1. 265, J never saw the

worst bred man living guilty of lolling, .. in company that

he respected. 1778 W. Marshall Minutes Agric. 18 July

1774 He has good hands, but a bad head -a crazy couch,

dangerous to lull upon. 1781 Miss Burney Cecilia 11. iv.

Lolling against the wainscoat and gaping. 1822-34 Goods
Study Med. (ed. 4) III. 246 The complaint first shows ltsell

by., an unwonted desire to lounge and loll about. 1833

Ht, Martineau Maneh. Strike vii. 76 A knot of smokers.,

stood or lolled about the door of the Spread-Eagle. 186

1

Thackeray Round. Papers, On a Chalk-mark 1 15 Little boys

should not loll on chairs. 188a Miss Braddon Mt. Royal
III, xii. 257 The Master of the house lolled, half-dressed, in

an armchair by the hearth.

b. trans. To allow to rest idly. rare. Also, to

pass away (time) in lolling about.

1696 R. Coke Detection Crt. <y State Eng. (1719) I. 87

The King had a loathsome Way of lolling his Arms about

his Favourites Necks, and kissing them. 1709 Prior When
Cat is Away$4 Whilst Kubb till tcn,im silken bed x Securely



LOLL.

lolls his drowsy head. 1784 Unfortunate Sensibility II. 104, 1

1 take good care that none [sc. no hour] shall be luxuriously

lolled away in indolence. 1824 W. Irving T. Trav. II. 286
Gigantic sunflowers lolled their broad jolly faces over the

fences.

C. qwasl-trans. or refi. ;
also, io loll it.

1796 H. Hunter tr. St.-Pierre'sStud. Nat. (1799^ I. 374
Others. .loll it away to the opera. .in magnificent equipages.

182 1 Clare I 'ill. Minstr. I. 77, I ..loll'd me 'gainst a prop-

ping tree.

f 5. intr. To saunter, go lazily. Obs. rare.

1649 G. Daniel Tiinarck.y Hen. F, ccxliv
;

Hee breakes

the Portall, wlh vosteddie feet. And Lolls to his owoe Lamp-
light in coole Seas. 1678 Otway Friendship in /•'. 111. 32

My revenge shall be to love you still
;
gloat on and loll after

you where ere 1 see you.

f 6. Comb. : Ioll-ears, drooping pendulous ears
;

loll-eared a., having drooping ears.

1581 J. Bell Haddons Ausio. Osor. 109 Unlesse some
Phebus have clouted upon this Mydas head . . the eares of

some lolleared Asse. Ibid. 125 b, Skill to discerne a Lyon
hy his pawes, or rather an Asse by his lolle-eares. 1585
IltGiss Junius' Nomenclator 453 Flacctts, that hath hang-

ing eares : loll eared : flap eared.

Hence Lolled {out) ppl. a., said of the tongue.

1666 Dryoen Ann. Mirab. 132 With his lolled tongue he

faintly licks his prey. 1715 tr. Pancirollus" Rerum Mem.
I. t. i. S The Slanderer is represented by the Picture of a
Purple with its lolled-out Tongue. 190a Academy 3 May
455/2 Irreverence that expressed itself in loud laughter and
a lolled-out tongue.

tXiOll, v£ Obs. [back-formation from Lol-

lvrd.] a. trans. To call (a person) Lollard, b. .

intr. To act or speak as a Lollard, c, trans. To
mumble (a phrase) ; to sing in a low tone.

c 1394 P. PI. Crede 532 Whou sone pis sori men [seweden]

his soule, And oueral lollede him wip heretykes werkes!

14.. Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 245 And parde lolle thci never
|

so looge, Yut wol lawe make hem lowte. 1655 J. Cotgrave i

Wits Interpr. (1662) 288 The Sun-shine of the word, this I

he extoll'd ; The Sun-shine of the word, stil this he lold.

Loll, var. Loll v. Obs., to pull by the ears.

Lollar, variant of Loller l Obs.

Lollard (lplaid). Now Hist. Forms: 5 6

Iollarde, 5 Ioularde, 5-6 lolarde, 6 Iolart, lol-

lerd, lollord, 7 lolard. See also Loller 1 (which

occurs somewhat earlier), [a. MDu. lollaerd, lit.

1 mumbler, mutterer*, f. lollen to mutter, mumble
(for the suffix see -ard).

The name was orig. applied C1300 to the members of a

branch of the Cellite or Alexian fraternity (also called lollc-

broeders) t who devoted themselves especially to the care of

the sick and the providing of funeral rites for the poor. In
,

the course of the 14th c. it was often used of other semi-

monastic orders, and sometimes, by opponents, of the Fran-
|

ciscans. Usually it was taken to connote great pretensions

to piety and humility, combined with views more or less

heretical. Hence early mod.G. totlhart, chiefly applied to !

the Beghards.]

1. A name of contempt given in the 14th c, to

certain heretics, who were either followers of Wyclif

or held opinions similar to his.

1390 [implied io Lollardy}. 1415 Lo. Scrope in 43 Refi.

Deputy Kpr. Rec. 591 Yif he drue to Loulardis thai wolde
subuert this londe & the chirge. c 1440 Capgrave Life St.

Kath. III. 327 Thow pei jow calle lollard, whych or elue,

Beth not dysmayd. 1460 — Chron. (1858)277 In that same
'

tyme the Lolardis set up schamful cooclusiooes. 1509 Bar.
|

clay ShyP 0/ Folys (1570) 74 They which to such witches
1

will assent Are heretikes, lolardes, and false of their beleue. 1

15*9 More Dyaloge 111. Wks. 211/1 Not such men as we
now speke of, lollardes & heretikes. 1571 Satir. Poems
Reform, xxix. 43 Sa, lolartSj 3or hypocrisy pat sa fane 3e

wald hyde, 5^ se, wy' tyme, in spyte of 30W dois peice and
peice owt slyde. 1597-8 Bp. Hall Sat. 11. i. 17 Then manie
a Lollerd would in forfaitment Heare paper-fagots. 1625

in Crt. iff Times Ciias. I (1848) I. 67 Sir Edward Coke re-

fused to take the sheriffs oath, because of the clause against

Lollards. 1833 Marsden Early Purit. 144 Thev [Ana-

baptistsl are said to have existed in England since the early

times of the Lollards. 1876 A. Laing Lindores Abbey
%
etc.

xii. 105 The opinions of the Lollards continued to spread.

attrib. and appositive. • 184a Todo {title) An Apology for

Lollard Doctrines, attributed to Wicliffe. 1897 Diet. Mat.
Biog. LI. 404/1 Jack Sharp, lollard rebel, was a weaver of

Abingdon. 1901 T. G. Law Scots N. Test. Introd. 13 Very
little is known of the Lollard movement in Scotland.

% 2. [Associated with Loll v.] Used for : One
who lolls ; an idler. Obs. rare.

1635 Brathwait Arcad. Pr. 1. 239 He was found choak't

with meat in's mouth, Fared Lollards in each country so,

I wote well bow the world would go. 1659 Milton Hire-
lings 84 A pulpited divine, .a lollard indeed over his elbow-
cushion.

Hence I«olla*rdian a. [-IAN], of or pertaining

to the Lollards. Lollardist [-1ST], one who
holds the opinions of the Lollards ; in quot. attrib.

Iiollardize v. [-he], intr. to follow the prac-

tices of the Lollards. Iio llardizing* ppl. a.

1865 S. Evans Bro. Fabian 5 A lurching, lean-lipped, lol-

lardizing loon, . . No doubt hath played the spy on us and
blabbed. 188a Lindsav in Encycl Brit. XIV. 8n/r Lord
Montacutcand several others had chaplains who were Lol-

lardist preachers. 1887 H. R. Haweis Light ofAges 1. 42

Everything Albigensiao,or Lollardian or Lutheran was ulti-

mately cast out of the Roman Catholic Church.

Lollardism (ty-laidiz'm). [f . Lollakd + -ism.]

The tenets and practice of the Lollards.

1823 Lingaad Hist. Eng. VL 364 The teachers of Lol-

lardism had awakened by their intemperance the 2eal of

the bishops. 186a R. Vaughan Nonconformity 32 Lollard-

ism was checked, .but it did not die. 1882-3 Schaff Encycl.

407 LOLL-SHRAUB.
1688 R. Holme Armoury ft. xi. 230*2 When Hawks feed

they do generally hang down their Wings, which the Master
of such kinds of Birds of Prey term (Lolling), therefore some
from thence have blazoned this an Eagle lolling and feeding
on his Prey : but that is needless, seeing they feed in this

* posture. 1894 Parker Gloss. IIer.
}
Lolling, a name rarely

used for Preying.

Lbllingite lolirjgait). A/in. [Named by
llatdinger, 1845, f. name of lolling, Hiittingberg,

Carinthia, its locality.] Arsenide of iron, lound

in brilliant crystals.

1849 J. Nicol Min. 453 Lolingite. 1892 Dana Mi//.

(ed. 6) 97 Lollingite occurs with siderite.

fLolling-lobby. Obs. [?For *loll-in-lobby
;

but cf. Looby zmWobber = Libber.] ?A derisive

term for a monk.
1607 R. C[arew] tr. Fsticum's World of Wonders 321

A rabblement of sucked and abhominable lolling-lobbies

[orig. cafctrds],

Lollingly (ty'lirjli), adv. [f. Lolling ///, a.

+ -ly -.] In a lolling manner.
1832 E.xaminer 516/2 Making their profession a vehicle

for themselves to lollingly ride upon. 1857 BrcKLE Civiliz.

I. ii. 128 Her tongue protrudes, and hangs lollingly fiom
her mouth. 1865 Athenoemn No. 1943. 83/2 To write books
lollingly (if we may be allowed the expression).

Lollipop vV'lirrp)> c°U°l
l-

Also lollypop.

[Of obscure formation : cf. lolly (north, dial. !
the

tongue.] a. dial. The name of a particular kind

of sweetmeat, consisting chiefly of sugar or treacle,

that dissolves easily in the mouth, b. //. formeily

also collect, sing.) Sweetmeats in general.

1796 Grosf. Diet. I'ulg. Tongue (ed. 3), Lollipops, sweet

lozenges purchased by children. 1812 11. & J. Smith Rej.

Addr., Talc Drury Lane, And buy crisp parliament with

lullypops. 1835 Marrvat Jac. Faithf. i, That in the petti-

coat age we may fearles?<ty indulge in lollipop. 1844 Dis-

rakli Coningsby 1. i.\, The irreclaimable and hopeless votary

of lollypop.' i96oAin'e<ir AVwWN0.46.459Up1i.sht glass-

cases such as country dealers keep lollypops in. 1884 Sala
Journ. due South 1. xv. 11887 f 205 The consumption of lolli-

pops [wasj phenomenal.

b. fig.
' Luscious

5

literary composition.

a 1849 [see c], 1856 T. Choi.mondei.ey Let. in Atlantic

Monthly (1893) LXXIl. 750/2 There is no poetry, and very

little or no literature. \Ve aic* drenched with mawkish
lollipops, and clothed in tawdry rag<.

c. attrib,

1834 A. FoNBLANQi E Eng. under i Administr. (1837) 111.

13 Lollipop stalls. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fairxxui, March-

ing with great dignity towards the stall of a neighbouring

lollipop-woman. 171849 H. Coieridgk Ess. II. 32 His

iDryden's] lolly-pop adulteration of King Lear.

Hence Lo-Ilipop v. trans., to treat to lollipops.

1837 Eraser's Slag. XV. 337 Mere children in matters of

tn-,te, fit only to be lollypopped by his 'lady'.

Lollop Jf>'l3p)> sb. colloq. [f. next.] The action

or an act of
1 lolloping \

1834 M. Scott Cruise Midge xviii. (1836) 292 Demolish-

ing . . thousands of sandflies at every lollop. 1881 I'i.ack-

more ChristOiveliTi, The jump of the horse ga\e..a lollop

to the near wheel.

Lollop (Ip-lap"), v. colloq. [Onomatopoeic ex-

tension of Loll v.* Sense 2 seems to have been

evolved from a sense of the phonetic expressiveness

of the word.]

1. i)iLr. To lounge or sprawl ; to go with a loung-

ing gait.

1745 Sir C. TL Williams Place Boolefor Year, Next in

lollop'd Sandwich with negligent grace. 1748 Smollett

Rod. Rand, xxxiv. (1804) 224 You are allowed, on pretence

of sickness, to lollop at your ease. 178a M iss Burnkv Cecilta

II. iv, Keeping the fire from everybody b.he lollops so. that

one's quite starved. 1796 Grose Diet. I'nig. Tongue (ed. 3)

Lollop, to lean with one's elbows on a table. 1825 Neal
Bro. Jonathan III. 314 Poor Walter felt a serious deposi-

tion to lollop and sprawl about. 1872 Miss Braudon To
Hitter End Lxvi. 269 Anything** better for her than lollop-

ing over a hook.

2. To boh up and down ; to proceed by clumsy

bounds.
1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour \. 29 Its head lolloping over

the end of the cart. 1878 Lady Ur ' ssey I cy. Sunbeam 1. 3

For four long hours, therefore, we lolloped about in the

trouqh of a heavy sea, the sails flapping as the vessel rolled.

1880 Black.more M. Anerley II. xii. 217 Short, uncomfort-

able, clumsy « aves were lolloping under the steep grey cliffs,

1887 Guillkmard Cruise 'Marchesa' (1889) 129 A young

blue hare . . lol lopped up. .to have its ears .scratched.

Hence Lo Hoping ppl. a.

1745 Fern. Spectator U. 231 Many Women, .when they be-

come so [sc. wives], continue the same loitering, lolloping, idle

Creatures they were before. 1840 M ks. F, Trollope 11 idow

Married xxviii, With a sort of lolloping affectation thatwas

intended to indicate great intimacy. 1887 Saintsbury Hist.

Elizab. Lit. i. 9 They [sc. M-syllable verses] had an almost

irresistible tendency to degenerate into a kind of lolloping

1
amble. _„ ^ ,

IiOllopy OftepO, <*• rare. [f. Lollop v. + -Y.J

! Disposed to, or characterized by, 'lolloping'.

1857 Olmsted Journ. Texas 151 A free-and-easy, loloppy

sort of life generally, seemed to have been adopted.

Lollord, obs. form of Lollard.

Loll-Shraub (HJVb). Also -shrob. [' Eng-

lishman's Hindustani lal-shrab red wine' (Yule).J

I 'The universal name for claret in India' (Yule).

1816 'Quiz' Grand Master 11. 45 Will master drink loll

1
shraub, or beer ? 1834 Caunter Orient Ann. vin. 106 I he

I

sturdy Mussulman made no scruple of taking his bottle of

I loll shrob,

Relig. JTnpiol. I. 502 JLord Cobham's] bold stand on behalf
of Lollardism led to persecution.

IiOllardry l^iajdri\ Obs. exc. Hist. Also 5
lolla(r'drie, 6 lollerdry. [f. Lollard + -ry.]

sing, collect, and The tenets of the Lollards,
1414 Act 2 Hen. V, stat. 1. c. 7 Here.siez & errours ap-

pellez vulgairement Lollardrie. c 1423 Hampole's Psalter
Metr. Pref. 49 Copyed has this Snuter ben of yuel men of
lollardry. 1479 io Eng. Gilds (1870) 417, To put awey..
all maner heresies and errours, clepid openly lolladries.

^1508 Kennedy in Bannatyne Poems (Hunter. Club) 144
The schip of faith .. Dryvia in the see of lx>llerdry that
blawis. 1651 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. 11. xvii. (1739)

94 The former opinions, then known only by the general
names of Heresy, are now baptized by the new name of
Lollardry. 1884 J. L. Wilson Wycliffe viii. 112 John of
Gaunt, Lord Latimer, and the Lady Afice Perrers were all

tinged with Lollardry,

Lollardy (lflaidi), sb. Also 4 lollardie, 4-5
Iollerdy, 5 lollardi, 6 lollardye. [f. Lollard
+ -v.] b prec.

1390 Gower Conf. I. J5 This newe Secte of Lollardie.

1401 Tot. Poems (Rolls) II. 41 Now is oure bileve laft and
Lollardi growith. 1496 Pol. Ret. L. Poems 72, I was. .in

Englond born, & for certeyn poyntes of lollerdy I [ne] my^l
abide per. 1554-5 Act 1 $ 2 Phil. $ Mary, c. 6 The suppres-
sion of Heresie and Lollardye. 1732 Neal Hist. Purit.
1. 50 They repealed, .two of the Statutes agaiost Lol lard its.

1868 Milman St. Paufs 88 Accused, as a relapsed heretic,

of Lollardy. 1875 Stubbs Const. Hist. II. xvi. 471 The
reputed Lollardy at court.

IiO'llardy, a. [f. Lollard + -y L] Character-

istic of the Lollards.
a 1529 Su elton Replyc. 204 To resorte ag.iyne To places

where ye Imue preched And your lollardy lernyng teched.

1888 Stevenson Black Arrow 13 ' John Amend- All 1
' A

right Lollardy woid.

tlo'ller 1
. Obs. Forms : 4-6 loller, 5 lollere,

louller, 5-6 lollar, 6 lolar, Icular, lowler.

[Var. of Lollard, with substitution of suffix -kk 1

lor -an/.] = Lollard.
c 1386 Chauc er Shipm. Prol. 11, I smelle a lollere in the

wynde quod he. Ibid, 15 This lollere here wol prechen vs

somwhat. 1393 Langl. PL C. vi. 2 C'loped as a lollere,

..Among lollares of london and lewede heremytes. 1426
Auoelay Poems 37 And sayn hit is a lollere. c 1460 Tcnvnc
ley Myst. xxx. 213, I was youre chefe lollare, . . Now am I

master lollar. 1494 Fa ivyan L'hron. vil. 600 Henry the .V.

..Cherysshed the churche, to Lollers gaue a fall. C1515
Cocke LorelCs B. 11 With loiters, lordaynes, and fagot

berers. 1556 Citron. Gr. Fria/s (Camden) 12 Thys ycre

the lorde Cobhame made a rysynge with many lollars and
heryttykes. 1623 Cockkram, Lollar, a breaker of fasting-

dates.

Loller - (ty'U-O. V- LolL V -
J +-KR 1

.] °ne

who lolls.

1582 Stanyhurst AZneis nr. (Arb.) oi Thee muffe matTe

loller [sc. the Cyclops]. 1804 Mar. Kdgeworth Grisetda

xi, Griselda..one of the fashionable lollers by profession,

established herself upon a couch. 1824 Miss Mitford Fil-

iate Ser. 1. 18 A loller on alehouse benches.

Lollerd, lollerdry, lollerdy, obs. ff. Lollard,

Lollardry, Lollardy.

tLollery. Obs. Also 7 lollary. [f. LollkijI

+ -Y.J == Lollardry.
1547 Balk Latter Exam. A. Askew Pref. 4 These poore

sowles..were put to deathefor heresye & lollerye. 1620

J. Wilkinson Coroners ^ Siterifes 44 All manner of heresies

and errors, commonly called Lollaries.

Lo llifica tion. nonce-wd. [f. I.oll vA +
-(1 jFi cation'.] Lolling, lounging.

1834 Beckforo Italy II. 363 A well-cushioned divan had

been prepared for his lollification.

Lolling (IfHfr)), vbl. sb.i [f. Loll + -ixo \\
The action of Loll v. 1 a. Resting at one's ease,

lounging, b. Thrusting out (the tongue\
a 1550 Image Ipocr. IV. in Skeltoti's IVks. (1843) 11. 446

With howsinge and bollinge, With lillinge and lollinge.

1609 E. Ward Lond. Spy vii. (1702) 3 His Graceful Lolling

in his Chariot. 1770 Burke Corr. {1844) I. 222 What if you

gave up a few minutes of your lolling. 187a Darwin Emo-
tions xi. 261 How it is that lolling out the tongue universally

serves as a sign of contempt and hatred.

attrib. 1853 Ecclesiologist XI V. 1 14 Two huge pews for

the notabilities, and within these lolling-boxes are the fire-

places which warm the church.

t Lolling, vbl. sb* [f. Loll v? + -ing2.]

The action of Loll v.*, acting or preaching as a

Lollard. .

c 1418 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 247 Under colour of suiche

lollynge, To shape sodeyn surreccioun Agaynst oure liege

'Lolling (V'Un.), <*- U- LoLL v-1 + "ING

2

J
That lolls ;

reclining lazily ;
dangling, drooping.

Of the tongue : Protruding and hanging down.

1567 Turberv. Ovid's Epist. Pvb, Marke out of order

howe my lolling tresses flee. 1581 L Bell Haddon*sAnsw.

Osor. 263 He would sooner espye him to be an Asse by his

lollyng eares, then a Lyon by his pawes. 1587 Turberv,

Trag. Tales etc. 190 None in all the land, long lolling lockes

do weare. 1697 Drvden Virg. /Eneid vm. 399 The triple

Porter of the Stygian Seat,With lolling Tongue, lay fawning

at tby Feet. 1711 Shaftesb. Charac. VI. 1V.U737) III. 371

One Hand .. serving only to support, with much ado, the

lolling lazy Body. 1742 Pope Dune. iv. 337 A lazy, lolling

sort .Of ever-listless Loit'rers. 1825 L.Hunt sBacchus

in Tuscany 611 And now, Silenus, lend thy lolling ears.

1849 Kingsley Misc. (i860) II. 243 Tbe silent hounds lying

about.., their Wing tongues showing lilta bright crimson

sparkles. 1850 Mrs. Browning Island ix, Shut bells, that,

dull with rapture, sink, And lolling buds, half shy.

b. Her. Of a hawk; With wings hanging down.



LOLLY.

Lolly rty*li). dial, and Austral, [short for Ln L-

ui'or.J A sweetmeat Also aitrib.

1862 lllustr. Melbourne Post 36 July, The gorgeous deco
rations at the lolly stall. 1871 Simpson Reciiai. 24 Lollies

1 hat the children like. 188a A.J. Bovd Old Colonials 165

Cakes and lollies.

Lollypop, variant of Lollipop.

+ Lolpoop. Obs. rare. [f. Loll v.* Cf. Uri-

foop under LlKlPlPK 3.] A lazy, idle drone.

Hence Lolpoop v. i/itr., lo idle, lounge.
1661 A. Woon Life 3 May (O. H.S.) I. 394 They knew

him to have heeti the very lol-poop of the University.

a 1700 in'H. K. Diet. Cant. Crew. 1722 /lias Bnrlcsqifd
(N.), And now to view the loggerhead, Cudgell'd and lol-

pooping in bed. a %Bz$ *<>rrv foe. E. Anglia, Lollpoof>,

a sluggish sedentary lounger. Literally one who is sluggish

in the stern.

Loltre, Obs. : see Lom: it v.

Lorn, obs. form of Lamb.
1506 Inv. in Pastm Lett. 111. 409 A gown turret with

blake lom.

|| Loma Iflwma). Omith. Pl.lomata lJu-mata" .

[mod.L. (Illiger), a. late Gr. X&fxa hem, fringe.]

A lobe or fringe bordering the toe of a bird.

1874 in Hairij etc, X. Amcr. Birds I ] I. 547 Gloss.

Lomastome h*»"mast0«m), a. and sb. Condi.

[a. F. lomastome (Kerussac;, L Loma + Gr. arofia

mouth.] a. adj. The distinctive epithet of those

groups of Ifeficidw which have the peristome
reflected, b. sb. A member of any of these groups.
In recent Diets.

Lomatine (U«*matin), a. Omith. [f. (Jr.

XcjfiaT-, Loma + -ink l

.] Having a loma, lobe, or

fringe, as the toes of some birds.

1856 in Mavne Expos. Lex., s.v. Lomatinns.
Lomb, obs. form of Lamb, Loom.
Lombard fy*mb;ud, lvmbaicl \ sb\ and a.

Korms: 4-6 lumbarde, 5 Iurabert,6 lombarde,
-berde, Iumbart, -bertte, 7 lombart, 8 lombar,
6- Iombard. [a. F. lombard (whence MLG./0///-

bard, Ml)u. lombaert
y
mod.Du. iombard), ad. It.

iombardo (med.L. lombardtts), contracted repr. late

L. Langobardus
i
Longobardus, Tent*Eat/gobanTb-z,

-bardon- (OK. pi. l.angbeardas, -beardati, OX. pi.

/.angbardar) ; a compound of *la//go- LoNGtf. with

the proper name of the people, which appears in

L. form as Bard? ; in OK. poetry they are called

Ileadobeardan (f. heado war).
The sense ' banker, money-lender, pawnbroker' was com*

inon in OKr., whence it passed to MLG. and MDu. The
>Cnse 'bank, pawnbroker's shop' wns proh. developed in

MLG. and MI>u., and seems to have been adopted thence
into Eng. ; in this sense a fern, lombacrde occurs in MDu.
beside the mafic, lontbaert (\hu lombard, lommcrd). A
.special development of meaning belongs to the variant
Lumpkr sb.]

A. sb.

1. a. Hist. A person belonging to the Germanic
people (L. Langobardi \ sec above) who conquered

Italy in the 6th century, and from whom Lombardy
received its name. b. A native of Lombardy.
1480 Egei'ton MS. 1765 in Gross Gild Mere/:. II. 71 No

man . .shall supporte nether mayntene no Lumbarde, brytton,

ne Spaynnarde. 1556 Chron. Gt\ Friars (Camden) 37
Hongyd. .for kyllynge of two Lumberttes in a bote on the

Temse. 1570 Levins Manip. 30/30 A Lumbarde, Iongo-
hardus. 1598 Gkenewky Tacitus. Ann. it. v. (1622) 146

The King, .reenforcing his army with the aide of the Lorn*

bards,. .molested and annoyed the Cherusci. 1662 J. Uar-
c.ravk Pope Alex. I'll (1867) 79 Although he be a good
Lumhard—which is as much as to say, an enemy to hypo-
crisy. i6p«> Dkyoen Dufresnoys Art' Painting 94 Except-
iug only Titian, who, of all the Lombards has preserv'd the

greatest purity in hi» works. 1769 Robertson C/ias. r*

(1797) I . i. 74 Thither the Lombards brought the productions
of India. 1841 W. Spalding Italy * It. 1st. II. 66 Alboin,
king of the Lombards .. subdued Italy without resistance.

1902 Speaker 10 May 167/2 A colony of Lombards should
be induced to settle on the soil.

f2. A native of Lomhardy engaged as a banker,

money-changer, or pawnbroker ; hence applied^;/,

lo a person carrying on any of these businesses.

1377 Lancl. /\ PI. 15. v. 242, I lerned amonge Lumbardes
and lewes a lesson n, To wey pens with a peys. c 138s
CiiAUCEa Shipm. T. 367 This Marchant..Creaunced hath.

.

To certeyn lumbardes. .The somme of gold. 1393 Langl.
P. PL C. v. 194 Lumbardes of Lukes that lyuen by lone as
lewes. 1508 DtNn.\R 7'ua mariit ivemen 362 He was a
gret goldit man,. .1 leit him be my lumbart. a 1553 Udall
Royster />. 11. ii. (Arb.) 34 If he haue not one Lumbardes
touche, my lucke is bad. 1590 Greknk Mourn. Garni.

(1616)44 They are fallen to the Lombard, left at the Brokers.

1687 Uurnet Trav. ii. (1750) 96 They told me .. that all

Europe over a l^omhard and a Banker signified the same
thing. 1709 Steele 'Patter No. 57 P 2, I am an honester
Man than Will. Coppersmith, for all his great Credit among
the Lombards.

f 3. The shop or place of business of a 1 Lom-
bard * ; a bank, money-changer's or money-lender's

ofnee ; a pawnshop, a t/tottt de pi<?te. See also the

later form Lumujsk. Obs.
1609 Markham Fantoi's Whore (1868) 23 No sooner got I

coinc.But to the bancke or lumbard straight it went. 1620
Melton Asttvtog. 44 It hath bin many a Gallants good
fortune to haue a braue Sute of Clothes on his back on the

morning, yet it hath bin his bad fortune to haue them in the

Lumbard before night. 1622 T. Scott Belg. Pismire 70.

Their Lum bards or Loanc-houses arc principally for the
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1 benefit of the poore, where Brokers are not suffered to take
fifty, or one hundred in the hundred. 1735 Dyche & Pardon
Diet., Lotnbar or Lombard, a Bank or Place where Money
is let out upon Usury and Pawns. 1764 Burn Poor Laivs
169 The satd fathers of the poor may have power to erect

petty banks and lumbards for the benefit of the poor. 1799
W. Tookr View Russian Emf>. II. 508 Her ukase concern-
ing the imperial lombard of the year 1786. [1849 Freesk
Comm. Class-bk. 19 Lombards was a name given formerly
in the Netherlands, France and England, to loan banks or

lending houses.]

f4. Cookery. [ellipt. : see B. 2.] Some kind of

dish or culinary preparation. Obs.

1657 RmtVR God's Pita 130 The Iloga's, and Olies, and
Lumbards of these times.

B. adj.

1. belonging to the I.omhards or to Lombardy

;

Lombardic.
1500-20 DuNn.\R Poems xxxiii. t6 He fled and come in

France, With littill of Lumbard leid. 1645 Milton Tetrach.
Wks.1851IV.181 {Deut.xxiv. 1, ?) Theseages wherein Canons,
and Scotisms, and Lumbard Laws, .almost obliterated the

lively Sculpture of ancient reason. 1664 Evelyn A'al. Hort.
Oct. (1679) 26 Pears. . Lomhart-pear, Russet-pear [etc.]. 1741
1 1 umk Ess. xv. OfLiberty 178 The Lombard School [ofpaint-

; ing] was famous as well as the Roman. 1833 Sir S. R.Glynnf.
I
Notes Ch. Lane. (Chetham Soc.) 3 An inscription in Lom-
bard letter. 1845 Graves Rom. Law in Eucyel. Metro/.
II. 779/1 The Fendomm Cousuetudities,~a I*ombard com-
pilation of feudal law, formed about the middle of the 12th

century. 1876 Bancroft l/ist. V. S. I. i. 8 The marts of

England were frequented by Lombard adventurers. 1882

Garden 14 Oct. 338 '3 The Lombard Plum.. holds abou.
the same position among other varieties that the Baldwin
does among Apples. 1901 Speaker 16 Mar. 658/1 To him
the law of Justinian was ' Lombard law '.

1 +2. Cookery. In certain AF. names of dishes as

leche lumbard (see Lkach sbA 2) ; frntotir lumbard
[frutonr= Frittkk]

;
rys lumbard [F. ris sweet-

bread]. Also in lombard pie (see Lumbkr-pie).
?ci39o [see Leach sb. 1 2]. 0430 Two Cookeiy-bks. 35

Leche lumbarde. 1452 Rclitj. Ant. L 88 Frutour lumbert.

.

I^esshe lumbert. 1466-7 Dnr/t. Acci. Rolls (Surtees) 91 Kt
in 2 lib. dell powderlomberd empt. de eodem, 3*. 3/r*. 14..

Aue. Cookery in //ousel:. Ord, (1790) 438 Rys Lumbarde.

—

Leche Lumbarde.

•f 3. Lombardfever

:

» FKTER-LrRi>EJT. Obs. [Cf.

dial, lomher, to idle.]

1678 Ray Pret: (ed. 2) 75 Sick o'th' Lombard feaver, or of

the idles.

Hence f Lomloardee r,
1 an usurer or broaker

'

(Mount Ghssogr. 1656); Lombarde'Bque a , re-

sembling the Lombard school of painters ; IiOm-
ba rdian a. = 1 .OMRARDIC a. ; *f io mbardinian
a.

}
characteristic of a * Lombard* or usurer

; fLom-
bardish a., Lombardic ; IiO'nibardism, a Lom-
bardic idiom

;
LombaTdo-, taken as a comb, form

(after It. Lotnbardo- Vetieto) with the sense ' Lom-
bardic combined with . . \
e 1489 Ca.mon Fayte ofA. IV. viii. 249 Another scripture

that men calle the lomhardishe lawe. 1600 \V. Watson'
Decacordon U602) 36 [The Jesuits] commit extortion,

symony, and all Lombardinian kind of deuises to make gain
.of. c 1645 Howell Lett. vi. 24 Hy their profession they are

for the most part ISroakers, and Ixwnbardeers. 18x9 W. S.

Rose Lett. I. 232 We shall observe him fAriosto] grafting

on it a thousand Latin isms and Ix>mbardisms not yet
naturalized. 1837-9 Hallam l/ist. Lit. I. 1. viii. § 7. 423
The rude Lombardisms of the Lower Po gave way to the

racy idiom of Florence. 1839 Penny Cyel. XIV. 104/2 The
Lombardo-Venetian kingdom is in a thriving and progres-

sive condition. 1865 Pall Mall G. No. 81. 11/2 The Lom.
bard ian despots, 1879 Sir G. Scott Leet. Are/tit. I. 44 A
style somewhat analogous to the Lombardo Rhenish. 1894
Gould Jllustr. Diet. Med., Pellagra, Ergotism, Lombard*
ian Leprosy, an endemic .. skin-disease ,. due to chronic
poisoning with diseased, .maize. 1901 Westm. Gaz. 26 Mar.

I 4/2 Sodorna remained to the end a Lombardesque artist.

Lombard (V inbaid), sb.
%1

JJist. [ad. obs. Sp.
1 lombarda.

The word has been supposed to be a misprint for bom- ,

barda Bombard. Cf. however the very common late Gr.
Kovfkirap6a, Xovunapra, app. synonymous with /3ov/i/3«pia, !

! fjiTtovfirrapSa bombard. J

A military engine used in Spain in the J 6th c.

1838 Prescott Peril. <y /s. (1846) I. ii. 136 A wooden

I

fortress .. was constructed by the assailants, and planted
with lombards and other pieces of artillery then in use
[Prescott refers to Zurita Anales IV. 113/1 (1610), who has •.

Comenco se a combatir la ciudad con diuersos trabucos y
lombardas]. 1849 W. Irving Columbus III. 55 He., pro-

,
ceeded . . to finish his fortress, which was defended by
lombards. 1858 W. Morris Sir P. Harpdon's End Poems

i 101 Amid the crash of falling walls, And roar of lombards.

Lombardic OffaiMudik),**. [ad. med.L, lom-

bardicttSf f. Lombardus Lombard sb.1 : see -ic.]

Pertaining to Lombardy or the Lombards.
Applied sf>ee. to the style of architecture which
prevailed in northern Italy from the 7th to the

13th century; to a type of handwriting common
in Italian MSS. during the same period; and to

the school of painters, represented esp. by Leonardo
da Vinci, Mantegna, and Luini, which flourished

at Milan and other Lombard cities during the 15th

and 16th centuries.

1697 H. Wanlev in Aubrey Lett. Eminent Persons (1813)

i I. 85 As to the Lombardic Character, we have not a boolc

that I know of written in it, I mean agreei%le to the sped'

I

mens of it in Mabilhn de re Diplomatiea. ^784 Astle
Orig. Writing v. 93 Specimen of Lombardic writing. Ibid.,

1 Written in Lombardic Uncials. 1832 G. Downes Lett. Cont.

LOMPER.
Countries I. 479 His [St. Anthony of Padua's] church, which
has six cupolas, is an admirable specimen of Lombardic
architecture. 1859 J. Uookkr Jlist. Anc. Chapel Birch
Chetham Soc.) 208 Legend in I^ombardic capitals. 1870
Ri skin Leet. Art vii. § clxxvii. 180 Correggio, uniting the
sensual element of the Greek schools with their gloom, and
their light with their beauty, and all these with the Lom-
bardic colour, became . . the captain of the painter's art as
such. 1879 Sir G. Scott Leet. Arc/tit. L 76 The Lombardic
Romanesque. 1901 Atlienxunt 27 July 131/3 The . . paten
. . in addition to the leopard's head crowned, bears a Lorn-
bardic S and a broad arrow.

b. absol. (quasi- Lombardic wriling.

1893 E. M. Thompson Gr. \ Lat. Palxograj>/y xvi. 221
The peculiar appearance which has gained for it the name
of broken Lombardic.

Lo'mbard-Street. Also 7 Lumber-, Lum-
bard-. The name of a street in London, so called

because originally occupied by Lombard bankers,

and still containing many of the principal London
banks. Hence used transf. orjig. for : The ' money
market

' ; the body of financiers.

Paris has a Rue des Lombards, the name of which had
the same origin.

1598 Stow Sunt. (1603) 202.Then haue ye Lombard stre ete,

so called of the Longobards*"and other Alarchants, strangers
of diuersc nations, assembling there twise euery day. 1645
Ord. Lords $ Corn., Presb. Govt., Elect. Elders 4 Alhab
lowes Lumberstreet. 1647 Eng. Hist. <y Gen. Register
(1885) XXXIX. 179 M"" Dixon M cbt in Lumber Street. 1721
Ramsay Rise «V Fall ofStocks 190 Trade then shall flourish,

and ilk art A lively vigour shall impart To credit languish-
ing and famisht, And Lom bard-street shall be replenisht.

1763 A. Murphy Citizen 11. i. (1815), There we go scrambling
together—reach Epsom in an hour and forty-three minutes,
all Lombard-street to an egg-shell, we do. 18x9 Moore Tom
Crib (ed. 3) 38 All I x>mbard-street to nine-pence on it. Notet

More usually 'Lombard-street to a China orange*. 1849
Lytton Caxtons tv. iii,

4
It is Lombard Street to a China

orange ', quoth Uncle Jack.
4Are the odds in favour of fame

against failure so great V . .answered my father. \yaxSi>eaker
26 June 369/2 Much of the floating credit of Lombard Street
is based, .on loans against securities.

Lombardy poplar : see Poplab.
Lomber, obs. form of Lumber.

t Lome, adv. Obs. Also 4 comparative Iomer,
lommere. [aphetic form of OE. gelSme Y-lome.]
Lrequenlly

;
phr. oft and tome.

c iaoo Moral Ode 11 in Trin. Coll. Horn. 220 Alto lome ich

habbe igult a werke and a worde. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B.

xx. 237 For loiner [C. xxiii. 238 lommere] he lyeth bat
lyflode mote begge, pan he bat laboureth for lyflode &
leneih it beggeres. V1400 Beryn 167 1 For many a tyme
and ofTt, (I can nat sey how lome) He hath been in yeur
marchis. c 1420 Chron. I 'Hod. 3887 Rot bey prey3edc so

ofte & so lome, bat [etc.]. e 1425 Seven Sag. (P.) 1892 There
was contck ofte and lome Bytwen Pule and the cite ol

Rome, e 1475 Partcnay ito So As ye may hire sondry
lymes lome.

Lome, obs. form of Lamr, Lame, Loam, Loom.

Loment (Uu'ment). [ad. L. Idment-vm bean*

meal (orig. a 4 wash * or cosmetic made of bean-

meal), f. lavare to wash.]

•fL Bean-meal. Obs.

c 1410 Pallad. on llusb. xi. 366 The wynys browne es-

chaungeth into white, Yf that me putte in hit lomente of

bene.

2. Bot. =tLoMENTUM.
1814-30 Edinb. Encyel. IV. 45/1 Loment {/omentum^ an

elongated pericarp, which never bursts. It is divided into

small cells, each of which contains a seed attached to the

under suture. 1826-34 Good Bk. Nat. (ed. 3) I. 163 The
loment . . is a kind of pod of which we have an instance

in the mimosas and the cassia fistula. 1836 in Loudon En-
cyel. Plants Gloss.

Lomentaceous (l<?ument£uJbs), a. Bot. [f.

mod.L. lomentdce-nsy f. lomentum : see prec. and

-aceous.] Of the nature of or resembling a lo-

mentum; characterized by 1omenta
;
belonging to

the N. O. Zome/ttacex, a former sub-order of Cm-
ciferse.

1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 88 Lomentaceous genera,

such as Ornithopus. 187* Oliver Blew. Bot. 11. 138 The
siliqua of Radish,—an indehiscentand jointed lomentaceous

siliqua.

|| LomentTim (u?me ,nt#m). PI. lomenta. Bot.

[L. ; see Loment.] A legume which is contracted

in the spaces between the seeds, breaking up when
mature into one-seeded joints.

1836 Penny Cyel. V. 253/2. 1839 Lindiev /ntrod. Bot.

(ed. 3) 230, 236. 1847 W. £. Steele FieldBot. Gloss, p. xvi.

1870 Bentley Man. Bot. (ed. 2) 305.

Lomere, obs. form of Lumber vA
II Lomi-lomi (l<5u«mi,l#rmi). [Hawaiian lomi-

lomi, reduplication of lomi lo rub with the hand.]

The shampooing practised among the ITawaiians.

1882 Howells in Longm. Mag. I. si This slippered and
rhythmic pace was like a sort of Hawaiian lomi-lomi to our
toughened sensibilities ; it tickled, it lulled us.

Lomme, obs. form of Lame.
Lomonite Mm. : see Laumontite.
Lomp^e, obs. form of Lamp, Lump.

Lo'niper, v. Obs. or dial. [Cf. Lamper v. j

also lomber dial., to idle, and Lumber v.] intr.

? To idle. Hence Lo 'mpering vbl. sb.> ? idleness.

The passage of Shoreham is very obscure ; the text may
perhaps be seriously corrupt.

c 1315 Shoreham iii. 277 Her hys for-bode glotenye, . .For
hyt norysseb lecherye, . . And ba3 ber be alone lompryrise



LONCHIDITE.
In lecheryes rote, All hyt destrueb ch.aryte. 1847 Hai.i.i.

well, Lemper, (1) To idle. (2) To walk heavily,

Lompet, Lompish, obs.ff. Lo.ui-pit\ Lumpish,
Lon, Lonch, obs. forms of Loan, Launch.
1449 Paston Lett. 1. 85 They lonchyd a bote.

Lonehe, obs. form of Lunch.
Lonchidite (Vrjkidait). Min. [ad. G. huehi

-

dit, f. Gr. Xo7x«5toj/
;
dim. of k6yx*i spear-head (in

reference to the shape of the crystals) : see -ite.]

A variety of marcasite containing arsenic.

1865 Watts Diet Chew.
IiOnd(e, obs. f. Land ; var. Lauxd Obs.

t Londenoys. Obs. rare, [a. AF. *fondenois,
f. London.] A Londoner.
1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love i. viii. (SkeaO 103 Howe should

then the name of a singuler londenoys passe the glorious
name of London ?

Londinensian (tyndine-nsiSn), a, [f. L. type
Londinensis, f, Londin-ium London : see -ian.]

Pertaining to or characteristic of London.
1891 G. Mereoith One of our Cong. I. i. 13 He thinks

them human in their bulk; they are Londinensian.

Londisse, variant of Lan dish Obs.

London (t» ndan),' the name of the capital of
Kngland, used aftrib. in various special col locations:

f London black, f London blue, names for some
particular colours of cloth

; f London bushel,
perhaps the same as the Winchester bushel ^ac-

cording to Fitzherbert it was smaller than that

used in the north)
; f London button(s, the fox-

glove ; London clay, an important geological

formation, belonging to the lower division of the

Eocene tertiary, in the south east of England and
esp. at and near London ; London ivy, a fanciful

name for {a) the smoke of London, which flings' to

buildings and blackens them, (b) a thick London
fog; London lady, a kind of potato

; f London
measure, a former practice of London drapers

of allowing something above the standard yard
in their measurements ; London particular
colloq., a London fog; London paste, a caustic

composed of equal parts of quicklime and caustic

soda mixed with alcohol (Syd. Soe. Lex. 1889 ;

London purple, a by-product in the manufactiuc
of aniline dyes, consisting mainly of calcium ar-

senite, used as an insecticide ; fLondon red, name
for a particular colour of cloth ; London rocket,
the plant Sisymbrium Irh

y
which ^according to

Ray) sprang up abundantly on the ruins of the

great fire of 1666; f London russet, t London
scarlet, names for particular colours of cloth

;

London smoke, a fancy name for a dull shade of

grey; London sugar, a variety of pear; f London
tuft, Sweet William = London pride (a).

^1530 So welt ys me be-gone in Laueham's Let. Pref.

(1871) 130 His hoysse of *london black. 1625 Massisger
New IV ay iv. i, One part skarlet, And the other London-
blew, c 1450 Bk. Curtasye 626 in Babees Bk., Of a *lunden
buschelle he shalle bake xx louys. 1523 (see Bushel sb. 1 1].

1552 Elyot Diet., Baccharis apud Ruellimn, is supposed
to be the flower called *London button. i6xx Cotgr.,
Gantelie, the hearbe called Fox-gloues .. and London but-

tons. 1830 Lyell Brine, Geol. 1. 152 From the "London clay
we have procured three or four hundred species of testacca.

1852 Dickens Bleak Ho. x, Smoke, which is the *London ivy,

had so wreathed itself round Peffer's name,., that the affec*

tionate parasite quite overpowered the parent-tree. 1889
Sporting Life 4 Jan. (Farmer), A very severe cold caught
hy nine hours' contact with London ivy. 1780 A. Young
Tour Irel. (1892) L 306 Of other sorts of potatoes, he finds

the *London lady and the apple to be the best sorts. 1647
Waro Simp. Cooler 25 Whatever Christianity or Civility

will allow, J can afford with^ *London measure, a 1652
Bro.me Covent Gard. Prot, 'lis not in Book, as Cloth; we
never say Make London-measure, when we buy a play. 185a
Dickens Bleak Ho. in, 'This is a ^London particular'. 1 had
never heard of such a thing. 4A fog, miss said the young
gentleman. 188 9.Science 24 May 394/2 The supply ofpowder
can be regulated to such a nicety, that Mr. Leggett claims he
can make halfa pound of *London purple cover an acre. 1894
Times 16 Aug. 6/2 Paris green or London purple. 1566
A. Howards in Hakluyfs Voy, (1590) I. 357 \our *I.ondou
reds are not to be sent hither. 1837 5IacGillivray Wither-
ings Brit. Plants (ed. 4) 269 S[isymbrium\ Irio, *London
Rocket. 1566 A. Edwaros in Hakluyt's Voy. (1599) J . 358,
I wore a garment of "London russet, being much esteemed,
1501 Ld. Treas. Acc. Scott. (1900) II. 30, v quarteris "Lon-
done scarlal to lyne the samyn [doublatl. 1883 Daily News
16 Oct. 3/1 Blue black, dark grey, and the new 1 *London
smoke ' are chosen. ' 1884 Hogg Fruit Man. (ed. s) 605
*London Sugar, . . A small, very early pear ; ripe in the end
of July and Deginntng of August. 1597 Gerarde Herbal
xx. clxxiv. 480 Sweete Williams, Tolmeiners, and *London
Tuftes. 1629 Parkinson Parad. in Sole (1656) 320 We do
. .call the. .narrower leafed kindes, Sweet Johns, and all the

rest Sweet Williams ; yet in some places they call the broader
leafed kindes that are not spotted. .London tufts.

Londoner (lyndsnaj). [see -ek h]
1. A native (or inhabitant) of London. (Now

chiefly with some reference to the real or supposed

characteristics of London people.)
c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 1025 Hym hat hath byn

meyre & a londynere. 1518 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec.

Oxford 18 As your grace dyuysid for Londonars. 161?

Shaks. Hen. VJIJ, 1«ii. 154 The Duke . . did of me demand
What was the speech among the Londoners, Concerning

Vol. VI.
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the French Journey. 163a Sherwood \\title-jp\ Dictionaire,
Anglois et Francois. .by Robert Sherwood Londoner. 1777
Sheridan Trip Scarb. iv. i, These Londoners have got a
gibberish with 'cm would confound a gipsy. 1849 Macallay
Hist. Eng. Hi. J, 321 Towards London and Londoners he
felt an aversion which more than once produced important
political effects. 1884 Contemp. Rev. Feb. 226 The thorough-
bred Londoner is seldom a perfect workman.

f2. A ship belonging to London. Obs,
1764 Ann. Reg. 92 Returned from the whale fishery .. ten

Londoners with seven fish.

Londonese (Iflndan/'z), a. and sb. [f. London
+ -esk.J a. adj. Said derisively of dialect, pecu-
liarities of speech, etc. : Peculiar to or character-
istic of London

;
cockney, b. sb. The 'Londonese*

dialect. In some recent Diets.

Londonesqne <>ndane sk), rare, [-esque.]
Having the characteristics proper to London.
1862 Mayhew Crim. Prisons Loud. 54 Is there any other

sight in the Metropolis . . so thoroughly lxmdonesque as
this? 1875 New O. Rev. July 477 Within this circumference
.. the ideas .. of the inhabitants are purely Londonesque.

Londo'nian. rare. [-ian.
J A Londoner.

1824 L. M. Hawkins Mem. II. 41 Certainly this., would
have occurred to none but a thorough-paced Londonian.

Londonism (l^nd^niz'm). [-18M.] Loudon
habits, manners, or peculiarities of speech ; a woid,
idiom, or pronunciation belonging to the London
dialect.

1803 S. Pf.gge Anted. Pug. Lang. 52 The humble and
accepted dialect of Loudon, the Londonism* as I may call

them. 1857 Blackw. Ma *. LXXXI. 316 Their entire Lon-
donism (which is not Cockneykm).
Londonize '.Izmdanaiz), 7'. [-ize.]

1. trans. To make like London or its inhabitants.
1778 Miss IVrni.v E-cliua x. 11791 1. 19 IK-r chief objec-

tion was to our ilrt^s, for we have had no time to Londonize
ourselves. 1806 Jki i kkv Let. in Cockburn Life II. Hi, You
try to persuade yourself that you are l.oiulonised. 1893

J. K. Ktrcitii-: Bust Angiia 75 The new town has spread
to Kiikley, has Londoni/.ed even quiet 1'akefield.

2. intr. To visit or frequent London, nonce-use.
1827 Lamb Lett. (18^) II. 75 (To Bernard Barton), Do yon

never Loudonise again?.. Do your Drumiuonds allow no
holidays ?

Hence lio ndonized ///. a.
;
Londonization, the

ajtion or process of Londonizing.
1832 Lyttos Eugene A. it. v, In our remoter roads and less

l<ondoni*ed districts. 1888 Hi.ackie Sp. in Scot. Leader
iq Sept. 5 He did not believe in centralisation, or the Lon-
donisation of Scotland. 1891 G. M Kkkiutu One ofour Com/.
III. ,\iii. 266 Knjoying the Londoni/ed odour of the cab.

LondonoTogist. One learned in the history

and topography of London.
1864 I. Taylor Words «y Plates ?S3 note. The whole tribe

of modern Londonologists have followed Stow in [etc.].

IiO'ndon pride. Also 7 London's Pride,
Pride of London, a. The Sweet "William, Di-
anlhus barbalus, or a variety of it. Now dial.

b. Lychnis Chakedonica. Now dial. c. Saxi-

\ fraga umbrosa.
a. 1629 Parkinson Parad. in Sole (1656) 319 Speckled

Sweet Williams, or London pride. 1671 Skinnkr Etymol.
II, Londons- Pride, or London-Tufts, Armeria Prolifera, sic

dicta, guiii florcs propter pulchritudinem Londini valde
expetuntur. 1672 W. Hughes Flower Garden 43 Sweet
Williams and London-pride Klower at the same time, and
are ordered as Sweet lohns are. 1683 Sutherlano Ilortns

Med. Edinburg, yi CaryopAyllur barba//«,.. Sweet Wil-
liams, or Pride of London of several colours.

b. 1688 R. Movsw. Armoury 11.64/1 The Pride of London
is . . of some called the Flower of Constantinople. 1886
Britten & Y\out.\sn Plant-names App, (Ched worth, GIouc.i.
C. 1697 Molyneux in Phil, Trans. XIX. 510 Cotyledon,

sh'e Scdum serratnm Latifolium Montauu/u guttatoJlore
. . vulgarly call'd by the Gardners London Pride: J suppose
because of its pretty elegant Flower. 1726 Tiihelkeld
Synops. Stirpinm Hibern. App. 2. 1785Martvn Rousseau's
Bot. xix. ( 1 794) 270 Another species was formerly much shown
out at windows and balconies in smoky towns, and hence,

with its being really beautiful had the names of London Pride

and None-so-pretty. 1882 Garden 11 Feb. 92/2 The London
Pride remains fresh and bright all through the winter.

II Londra, lnntra. Obs. [Romaic \6vrpa, It.

tondra ' fregata grande
1 (Somavcra), lontro * a

eanoi or Indian hoate ' (Klorio). Found as med.L.

londra a.d. 1011.] ? = Felucca.
1675 Loud. Gax. No. 1024/1 We gave chace to a Londra,

otherwise a great Sitea. 1700 Rvcalt Hist. Turks 1 1 1. 363
! Whilst an Attempt should be made to burn their Galleots,

Urigantines and Londra's. 1867 Smyth Sailor's U ord-bk.,

j
L. antra, see Felucca.

t Lone, sb. Obs.-
1

* [?a. ON. laun (see Lain v.).]

Concealment ; = Lain sb.*1

a 1450 Le Morte Arth. 1124 The kyng than tolde wyth-

I

out lone to alle hys barons.. how |etc.].

Lone (1<?U«)> Also 7-8 loan; Sc. 4- lane,

6- lain, (9 north, dial, leane, lene). [Aphetic

f. Alone. Cf. a lone written for at one in the MSS.
of K. Urunne HandL Synne 2517.]

1. Of persons, their condition, situation, etc.

:

Having no fellows or companions; without com-

pany; solitary. Chiefly poet, and rhetorical.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xvi. 20, I . . laye longe in a tone

dreme. 1530 Palsgr. 317/2 Lone onely, sent. 1616 Bul-

i.okar Eng. Expos., Lone,.. single or sohtarie. 1622 Mabbe
tr. Aleman's Guzman tfAlf. it. 337, 1 was not a lone man
in this my afflictions, but had many fellowes that suffered

the like torment. 1740 Shf.nstone Judgm. Hercules 335

LONE.
I When I have on those pathless wilds appear'd And the

lone wand'rer with my presence cheer'd. 1747 Smollett
Regicide xx. iv. (1777) 34 With not one friend his sorrows to
divide, And chear his lone distress? 1764 Goldsm. Trav.
51 As some lone miser, visiting his store. 1814 Sporting
Mag. XL11L 261, J found myself a lone man, much at a
loss. 1837 Disraeli Venetia 1 vii. 33 She felt for this lone
< hild. 1863 Woolnrk My Beautiful Lady 109 Dim in low.
lands far Lone marsh-birds winged their misty flight. 1882
Oil da Maremma I, 248 We trusted an old lone creature.
1001 Blackw. Mag. June 785/2 Two lone Englishmen in
the same house, not on speaking terms.

b. To phzj', hold a lone hand : in Quadrille and
Euchre, to play against all the other players, or
against the opposite side without help from one's

own. Hence tone hand, lone flayer arc used — a
person playing such a game.
1709 Mrs. J. West Tate of Times I. 217 Sir Simon .. was

remarkably partial to holding a lone-hand [at qtiadiiilej.

1830 K. Ha rime Hoylemade Familiar37 [Quadrille.] When
playing against a lone hand, never lead a king, unless you
have the queen. 1886 Euc/ne : licnv to play it 41 Suppose
a player, being four, and his adversaries nothing, plays a lone
hand and makes his five tricks. Ibid. 108 Lone Hand, a hand
so strong in trump> alone, or in trumps, guarded by high
cards of a lay suit, that it will piob; bly win five tricks if its

holder plays alone. Lone playo , ihe one placing without
his partner.

Jig. ci8go A. Murdoch \'osliiwara Episode, etc. 81, I

wasn't playing a lone ha- din (hat game, and so 1 just allowed
J « oukin't marry that cirl just then 1901 Contemp. Rev. lJe.

.

863, I am going to play a lone-band, and intend being my
own Commandant and Veldt Cornet and everything eise.

c. Having a iceling of loneliness; lonesome.
a 1839 Prai

i

d Poems (1864) II. 84 When the lone heart, in
that long strife, Shall cling win nsciously to life. Ibid. 382
And there my fond mother Sits penshe and lone. 1845
ilnon Last Man sxxiv, I never felt so lone. 1858 Lyt^on
What will He do: 1. xii, I'll lather stay with you, Grandy,
you'll be so lone.

2. Unmarried
;

single or widowed. Now only
of women, with mock-pathetic reference to sense 1.

1548 Udali. Erasw. Par. Luke xviii. 1-8, I am a poore
wedowe and alone woman destitute of fi endes. 1388 M.
Kyfiin Terence, Andria 11. iii. K ij b, This Clycerie is a lone
woman. 1597 Shaks. 2 lieu. 11. i 35. A ico. Marke is a
long one, for a poore lone woman to beare. 1611 W Sclaier
Key (1629) 128 That is but neeessarie for a master of a
familie, that is superfluous for a lone man. 1642 Title
Collect. Records (T .), ( t)ueen hli/abeth being a lone woman,
anil having few friends, refusing to marry, a 182s Fokhy
I'oc. E. Auglia, Lof/e-woman, a woman unmarried or wilh*
out a male protector. 1847 Haj.I.IWi-.li. s.v., /.one-man, a
man living unmarried by himself. 1859 flEi.rs Erhnds in

C. Ser. 11. I. i. 55 Men highly-placed little know .. what a
trouble it is for lone women [to estimate their incomes],

3. Standing apart from otheif of its kind; iso-

lated. Formerly esf. in phr. lone house (sometimes

hyphened).
1667 Wood LJfe 1 Sept. (O. H. S.) II. 143 This Cooper's

hill is a lone-house. 1717 Pope Let. to Misses Blount
t 3 Sept., No Lone-house in Wales, with a Mountain and
Rookery, is more contemplative than this Court. 1722 Dk
Foe J'laguc (1840) 180 In a single, or, as we call it, a lone

house. 1776 Adam Smith \C. N. I. iii. ( 1 869 ) L 18 In the

lone cottages of the Highlands. 1813 Sketches Chat ac.

(ed 2) I. T38 'Twas a lone house, in a garden, with walls

round it. 1819 .sporting Mag. IV. 274 A little lone public-

house,about a mile from our village. iBsoScoRESBYC/^Y^r'f
If halew. Adv. viii. (1859) 112 'lagging the lone boat quite

out of sight from the mast head. 1853 Arnold Scholar-

Gipsy vi, At some lone ale-house in the Berkshire moors.^

4. poet. Of places : Lonely
;
unfrequented, unin-

habited.
17x2-14 Pope Rape Lock iv. 154 Oh had I rather un-

admir'd remain'd In some lone isle, or distant Northern
land. 1717 — Etoisa 141 In these lone walls .. Thy eyes

tliffus'd a reconciling ray. 1795 Ul kss Song, * Their groi>es

o' siocet myrtles Far dearer to me yon lone glen o' green
breekan. 1810 Scott Lady of L. 1. 1, In lone Glenartney'*

hazel shade. 1864 Hrownisg DSs A liter Visum vii, We
stepped O'er the lone stone fence.

f 5. Only, sole. Obs.

1602 "2nd Pt. Return fr. Farnass. it. ii. 613 lie make it

my lone request, that he wold he good to a scholler.

6. predicatively and quasi-rf<fo.

fa. = Alone; by myself, itself (etc.). Obs.

1613 Purciias Pilgrimage, Descr. India (1864) 156 Floris

enterd lone as it were for businesse. c 1817 Hogg Tales «y

Sk. IV. 29 She carefully avoided meeting him lone, though
often and earnesily urged to it.

b. Sc. and north, dial, with possessive pronoun
prefixed, as my lane by myself. (Cf. Alone 3.)

1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxii. (Laurentins) 521 pe crystine .

.

Lowand god of al his lane, a 1584 Montgomerie Cherrie

$ Slae 678 How Hope and Curage tuik the man And led

him all thair lanis. a 1600 — Misc. Poems iii. 33 And ladds

vploips to lordships all thair lains. 1631 Rutherforo Lett.

xiv. (1862) I. 67 He had many against Him and compeared
His lone in the fields against them all. 1725 Ramsay Gentle

Sheph. 11. iii, When Eessy Freetock's chuffy-cheeked wean
. . cou'dna stand its lane. 1788 Uurns Let. to J. Pennant
21 My shins, my lane, J there sit roastin*. 1894 Crockett
Raiders 134 Can ye no let an auld man dee his lane?

7. Comb, (adverbial and parasynthetic).

1809-10 Colerioge Friend (1865) 215 Those lond-tongned

adulators, the mob, overpowered the lone-whispered denun-

ciations of conscience. 1887 G. Mereoith Ballads «y P. 141

Lycophron, this breathless, this lone-laid. 1896 IVestnn

Gas. 15 Dec. 4/3 A man who could trust himself lone-handed

, in mid-ocean in such a craft.

Lone, obs. form of Loan sb, and v,

f Iitrnedom. nonce-ivd. [f. Lone a. + -dom.]

I Solitariness.
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LONEFUL.
i6ta Aixsu'ortii Annot. Ps. iv. 9 Alone] The Hebr. phrase

is, in lonedomc, or in solitaries.

t Loneful, a. Obs. exc. dial. Also Sc. lanefuV

f f. Lone a. + -fi/l.] Lonely, forlorn.

1565 Stapleton tr. Bede's Hist. Ch. Eng. v. i. 153b, That
solytary and loneful I lyffc, which he [Aedilwalde] passed in

Fame istand. 1844 Thom Rhymes 42 The lancfu' lawyer
held his breath An' word micht utter nane.

Lonelihood (l^nlHvud). poet. [f. Lonely +
-hood.] Loneliness.

1830 Scott Doom Devorgoil 1. i, That fell Chief . . roams
through his empty halls, And mourns their wa^teness and
their lonelihood. 1839 Bailey Festtts iii. (18481 19 Yon. .star

.. Making itself a lonelihood of light. 1849 A. J. Syming-
ton Harebell Chimes 179 The myriad stars But make us

feel our lonelihood the more.
x

Lonelily O^ nlili), adv. [f. Lonely + -ly 2.]

In a lonely fashion.

1850 R. G. Gumming Hunter's Life S. Aft: (ed. 2) I. 117

We lived well, but lonelily. 1852 M. Arnolo Tristram <V

The weird chipping of the woodpecker Rang lonelily

and sharp.

Loneliness (l<?«'nlines). [f. Lonely + -ness.]

The quality or condition of being lonely.

1. Want of society or company ; the condition of

being alone or solitary ; solitariness, loneness.

a 1586 Sidney Arcoulia t. (1500) 49 b, That huge and
sportfull assemblie grewe to him^ a tedious lonelinesse,

esteeming no body founde, since Daiphantus was lost. 1645
Milton Tetrach. (Gen. ii. 18^ It is not good for man to

be alone. .. Loneliness is the first thing which God's eye
nam'd not good. 1814 Bvron Corsair 1. viii, That man of

loneliness and mystery. 1861 Geo. Eliot Si/as M. i. 2 The
eccentric habits which belong to a state of loneliness. 1874
Green Short Hist. vii. § 3.368 The loneliness of her [Eliza-

beth's] position only reflected the loneliness of her nature.

2. Uninhabited or unfrequented condition or char-

acter (of a place); desolatcness.

1746-7 Hervev A/edit. (1818) 8 The deep silence added to

tho gloomy aspect, and both heightened by the loneliness

of the place, greatly increased the solemnity of the scene.

i860 TYNavu. Glac. 1. ii. 11 The loneliness of" the place was
very impressive. 1900 J. Watson in Expositor Sept. 181

The unrelieved loneliness of mid-ocean,

b. A lonely spot, nonce-use.

1819 Shelley Rosalind <5- Helen 1029 In the bowers of
mossy lonelinesses

3. The feeling of being alone ; the sense of soli-

tude ;
dejection arising from want of companion*

ship or society.

1814 Worosw. Excurs. vii. 403 He grew up From year
to year in loneliness of soul. 1863 J. G. Mlrphv Comm.
Gen. xxv. 1 His loneliness on the death of Sarah may have
prompted him to seelc a. companion of his old age. 1876

Mrs. Whitney Sights <y Ins. II. xxx. 581 My own secret

aches and lonelinesses.

tLo'neling. Obs. [f. Lone a. + -lino.] A
single child (opposed to a twin).

x579 J- Jones Present. Bodie <y Soule I. xxiii. 43, I think

it best that the old womans childe do sucke longer than the

yong and lustie Nurce, .. the twinne longer than the lone*

ling.

Lonely (l^'nli>, a. [f. Lone a. 4- -ly !.]

1. Of persons, etc., their actions, condition, etc.

:

Having no companionship or society; unaccom-
panied, solitary, lone.

1607 Skaks. Cor. iv. i. 30, I go alone Like to a lonely
Dragon, that his Fenne Makes fear'd, and talk'd of more
then seene. 1634 Milton Counts 200 To give due light To
the misled and lonely Travailer. 1667 —> P. L. xi. 290
Thy going is not lonely, with thee goes Thy Husband.
1708 Rowe Roy. Convert 1 it. i. 27 When, fairest Princess,

you avoid our Court And lonely thus from the full Pomp
retire. 1750 Gray Elegy 73 By Night and lonely Contem.
plation led. 18 16 C. Wolfe Burial Sir J. Moore 18 As we
liollow'd his narrow bed And smoothed down his lonely
pillow. 1856 Stanley Sinai <y Pal. iii. (1858) 176 Jacob, as
he wandered on his lonely exile from Beersheba to Bethel.

1859 W. Collins Q. 0/ Hearts (1875) 1 We were three
quiet, lonely old men. 1901 Spectator 23 Feb. 270/2 The
lonely seer ha* his place in the vast and complex order of
things, whether as philosopher or saint.

2. poet. Of things : Isolated, standing apart

;

= Lone 3.

163a Milton Peuseroso 86 Or let my Lamp at Midnight
hour, Be seen in som high lonely Towr. 1700 Dryden Cock
<fr
Fox 3 Deep in a Cell her Cottage lonely stood. 1816

Byron Ch. Har. in. Ixv, By a lone wall a lonelier column
rears A gray and grief-worn aspect of old days. 1866 M.
Arnold Thyrsis xx, That lonely tree against the western
sky.

3. Of localities : Unfrequented by men ; desolate.
1619 Milton Hymn Nativity 181 The lonely mountains

o're, And the resounding shore, A voice of weeping heard.
1749 Fielding Tom Jones ix. vii, Being arrived in this
lonely place, where it was very improbahle he should meet
with any interruption. 1798 Coleridge Anc. Mar. vii. xix,
This soul hath been Alone on a wide wide sea : So lonely
'twas, that God himself Scarce seemed there to be. 1864
Tennyson En. Ard. 554 An isle .. the loneliest in a lonely
sea. 1868 Frkrman Norm. Conq. (1876) II. viii. 231 A lonely
spot by the river Charenton.

4. Dejected because of want of company or society;

sad at the thought that one is alone
;
having a feel-

ing of solitariness.

1811 Bvron 1 One Struggle More ' iii, Though pleasure
fires the maddening soul, The heart—the heart is lonely
still 1 1840 Bariiam Ingol. Leg. Ser. 1. Look at the Clock /,

Mr. Pryce, Mrs. Winifred Pryce being dead, Felt lonely
and moped. 1848 C. Bronte J. Eyre vi. (1873) ^r, I wan-
dered . . among the forms and tables and laughing groups

410

without a companion, yet not feeling lonely. 1881 Ocida
[Maremma I. 176 * No doubt they are dead', she thought,

I and felt the sadder and the lonelier for the thought.

b. poet. Imparting a feeling of loneliness ; dreary. 1

1813 Shelley Q. Mal> ix. 98 A heap of crumbling ruins I

stood, and threw Year after year their stones upon the
field, Wakening a lonely echo. 1863 Woolnf.r My beauti-
ful Lady 22 A lonely wind sighed up the pines.

f5. {J adv.) ? Alone, without counting anything
else. Obs. rare— 1

.

1664 in Dircks Mrq. Wore, xviii. (1865) 329 And above
40 others [horses] lonely worth ,£50 a horse.

6. Comb.
1863 Kingsley Water'Bab. vi. 227 He was so lonely-

hearted, he thought that rough kissing was better than none,
j

1882 De Windt Equator 64 Sarikei, a lonely-looking place.

Hence Iionelyish a., somewhat lonely.
1900 Pihero Gay Lord Qnex 11.75 Grotto? dark I sup-

pose, and lonelyish ?

Loneness (hfr-n^es). Now rare or dial Also

7 Ion ess, loanneBs(e
? 9 Sc. laneness. [f. Lone a.

+ -ness.] The quality or condition of being lone
;

solitariness; loneliness; lonesomeness.
1591 Percivall Sp. Diet. , Desacompaflamiento, lonenesse.

[

1609 Daniel Civ. Wars viii. Ixxi, Shec feares the fatall

daunger of the place, Her loneness, and the powre of
Matestie. 1609 \V. Sclater Three/. Preservat. (1610) Ep.
Ded., Singular I am sure I am not, Sith neyther I affect

lonenesse [etc]. 1613-16 W. Browne Brit. Past. 11. iv,

Yet there's in
_
loannesse somewhat may delight. 1839

Bailey Festus ii. (1852) 14 That soothing fret which makes
the young untried . . In dreams and loneness cry. 1844 W.
Holmes in Whitelaw Bk. Sc. Song (1875) 127 The laneness
is gane.

Lonesome }d^r\svm), a. Also 7 loansome,
8-9 Sc. lanesome. [f. Lone a. + -somk.]

1. Of persons, their condition, feelings, etc.

:

Solitary, lonely. In later use, chiefly in emotional

sense: Having a feeling of solitude or loneliness;

feeling lonely or forlorn.

1647 H. More Song ofSoul in. lxxvi, Where he with him
the loansome night did passe. 1700 Blackmore Paraphr.
Isa. xiv. 257 The lonesome Bittern shall possess This fenny
seat. 1719 D'Urfey Pills (1872) lit. 348 Again his Harp
the lonesome Poet strung. 1767-95 Macneill Will Jean
vi, Light the lanesome hours gae round. 1840 Dickens
Old C. Shop xxii, You imi^t keep up your spirits, mother,
and not be lonesome because I'm not at home. 1876 Smiles
Sc. Natur. iv. (ed. 4) 71 The boy began to feel very weary
and lonesome.

2. Of localities, etc. : Solitary, unfrequented, de-

solate. In later use, chiefly with emotional sense :

Causing feelings of loneliness, making one feel for-

lorn, i

1647 H. More Song of Soul in. App. Pr&existcncy of
Soul xlix, ITheyl dance . . Around an huge black Goat, in

loansome wood, a 1677 Barrow Sertn. Wks. 1687 I. viii.

97 Neither shall we content our selves in lonesome tunes,

and private soliloquies, to whisper out the Divine praises.

1683 Trvon Way to Health 495 If a man walk into loan-
some Fields amongst the Beasts. 1703 Rowe Fair Penit.
11. i, An unfrequented Vale,, .within whose lonesome Shade,
Ravens and Birds ill omen'd, only dw 11. 1798 Coleridge
Anc. Mar. vi. 37 Like one that on a lonesome road Doth
walk in fear and dread. 1799 Wordsw. Infi. Nat. Objects
18 In November days When vapours rolling down the
valleys made A lonely scene more lonesome. 1850 Haw-
thorne Scarlet L. xiii. (1879) 186 In her lonesome cottage.

1901 Blackw. Mag. Jan. 60/2 This is the lonesomest place
on earth.

Hence Lonesomely adv., Xionesomeness.
1701 C Mather Magn. Chr. VI. i. (1852) 345 His lonesome

ness was now become as much asany hermit could have wished
for. 1771 Mrs. Griffith Hist. Lady Barton \\. 275 Honest
old Saunders, .. wonders mightily at my

#

lordship, for passing
my time so lonesomely, as he phrases it. 1822 W. I'ayloa

in Monthly Mag. L1V. 310 A shy lonesomeness of disposi-
j

tion. 1857 Tail's Mag. XXIV. 41 The gas lamps . . gleam
j

lonesomely. 1884 Century Mag. XXIX. 268 \Ve would
\

watch the lonesomeness of the rtver.

Long (lprj)i a. 1 Forms: 1 lang, 4-5, Sc. 5-9 I

lang, (4 Sc. launge), 3 longue, 3-7 longe, (6

lounge), 1, 3- long. See also Lencer, Lengest.
[Com. Teut. : OE. lang, lyng * OFris., OS. lang, i

long{MDu., MLG., Du., LG. tang), OHG. lang

(MHG. lane, lang-, mod.G. lang\ ON. lang-r^ (Da.

lang, S\v. lang), Goth, lagg-s:—OTeut. *laf/go-:—

pre-Teut. *loyg/io- ( = L. longns, Gaulish longo- in

proper names, ?OIrish long- in combination ).

This is regarded by some scholars as an alteration of

*dlongho~ (in OPers. dranga\ cogn. w. *dlgho~, *dlegho- in I

OSl. dtugit (Russian flOJiro-, flOJlrift). Gr. 6o\i\6s, OPers.

darga-, Zend, dareya, Skr. dtrghd; to the same root app.

belong Gr. ctNfcAcjrijc perpetual, Goth, tulgus firm, per-

sistent, OS. tulgo very; some also connect L. indxtlgere

to indulge (?orig. to be long-suffering towards).)

A. adj.

I. With reference to spatial measurement.
1. Great in measurement from end to end. Said

I

of a line, of distance, a journey ;
also, of a portion

I

of space or a material object with reference to its

greatest dimension. Opposed to short.

Formerly often in phr. Wong and targe (see Large r. 4b\
which is sometimes applied trans/, to immaterial things.

c 893 K. Alfred Oros. L l § 13 He saede )>eah >aet land sie

swihe lang norb bonan. moo Trin. Coll. Horn. 319 Foure
pinges be man find ilome on aerde hat he be riht and smal
and long and sme>e. e 1205 Lay. 30096 Heo breken scaftes

longe. Mid longe sweorden heo smitten. 1297 R. Glouc.
(Rolls) 8481 A gyn, bat me sowe clupep hii made . . bobe

LONG.
wid and long, a 1300 Cursor M. 8079 Lang [Trin. longe]
and side bair brues -\*ern. C1320 Senyn Sag. (W.) 577 Ac
that ympe that so sprong, Hit was sschort and nothing lona\
C1386 Chaucer Merch. Prol. 11 Ther is a long and large
difference Bitwix Grisildis grete pacience And of my w>f
the passing crueliee. c 1400 Mavndev. (1839) xxv. 259 The
Kyngdom of Mede . . is fulle long : but it is not full large.
Ibid. xxvi. 269 [The Griffoun] hathe his Talouns so longe
and so large and grete ..as though [etc.). c 1450 Holland
Hoivlat 787 Mak . . A lang sper of a betill for a berne bald.

1483 Caxton G. de la Tour E ij, A long gowne. two
kyrtells & two cottes hardyes. 1508 Dinbar Flyting
w. Kennedie 148 Thair is bot lyse, and lang nailis 30W
amang. 1530 Palsgr. 240/2 Ixmgegonne, flevste. a 1548
Hall Citron., Hen. IV 31b note, Midas, the Poetes faine
to have longe eares. 1573 L. Lioyo Marroiv of Hist.
(1653)207 In this play they did fight one with another at
the long Spear, the long Sword. 1592 Extracts Aberd.
Reg.i\%4,Z)\l. 76 In armour, jack, sttil bonat, spair, halbert,
or lang gun. a 1614 D. Dyke Myst. SelfDeceiving (ed. 8)

27 To weare long haire is commonly a badge of a royster,
or ruffian. 1682 T. Flatman Heraciitus Ridens No. 55 (1713)
1 1. 93 A white Staff. . would much better please the scribbling
Clown ; and we'll help him to a long long one. 1748 Richard,
son Clarissa II. L 5, I have not been ahle yet to laugh him
out of his long bib and beads. 1838 Civil Eng. Arch.
Jml. I. 263/1 The Gorgon will be fitted with sixteen
32-pounders Jong.gnns). 1893 G, E. Mathfson A bout Hoi-
land 37 The long low line ofthe Dutch coast. 1899 A llbutfs
Syst. Med. VI. 665 Many cases .. yield to the long splint.

1900 Q. Rett. Oct. 350 The«e famous galleys were long low
rowing boats of the ancient pattern.

b. With reference to vertical measurement : Tall.

Sometimes prefixed as an epilhet to proper names,
e.g. Long Meg, Tom, Will. Now rare exc. in

jocular use.

c 900 tr. Bseda's Hist. 11. xvi. (Schipper) 170 Cwaeb baet he
waere se mon lang on bodice, a 1000 Byrhtnoth 273 (Gr.)

Da syt on orde stod Eadweard se langa. c 1205 Lav. 6366
Cniht he wes swi5e strong . . muchel and long. 1297 R.
Glouc. (Rolls) 8526 f>ikkemon hewasinou bote he was no^t
wel long. 1362 Langl. P. PI. A. Prol. 52 Grete lobres and
longe bat lop weore to swynke. 1377 Ibid. B. xv. 748,
1 haue lyued in lor.de . my name is longe wille. ?i4..
John de Reeve 254-5 in Furnivall Percy Folio^ (1868) II. 568
\Vhat long ffellow is yonder, quoth hee, that is soe long of
lim and lyre? 1*1420 Pallad. on Hnsb. 1. 86 The treen
thereon light, fertil, faire, and longe. 1430-40 Lvdg. BocAas
1. ii. (1544) 4b, This Nemhroth [Nimrodj waxe mighty, large
and long. 1578 Lyte Dodoens vi. xv. 676 Tamarisk is a
little tree or plant as long as a man. 1588 Acc. Bk. W.
Wray in Ajitiynary XXa.II. 54 Bought of lounge Tome
the 23 of aprill [etc.], 1609 Bible (Douay) Deut. ii. 21

A great and huge people, and of long stature. 16x8 \V.

Lavvson New Orch. <y Gard. (1623) 39 Pride of sap makes
proud, long & streight growth. 1795 Burns Song, 1 J heir
groi'es d siueet ntyrtles\ Wi' the burn stealing under the
lang yellow broom. 1814 Scott Wav. xxxv, Lang John
Mucklewrath the smith. 1871 R. Ellis tr. Catullus fx vii.

47 Sir, 'twas a long lean suitor.

c. Lottg arm, hand : used trans/, and Jig. with

reference to extent of reach. Also, \to make a long

arm : to reach out to a great dislance. A long

face (see Face sl>. 6 b) colloq. : an expression of

countenance indicating sadness or exaggerated

solemnily. A long head: a head of more than

ordinary length from back to front
; Jig. capacity

for calculation and forethought. (Cf. Lokc-head,
Long-headed.) To make a long neck : to stretch

out the neck. To make a long nose (slang): to

put the thumb to the nose, as a gesture of mockery.

A long tongue : Jig. loquacity^

c 1489 Caxton Sonnet ofAymon viL 177 Thenne he. .bare

his hede vp, and made a long necke. 1539 Tavfrneb Erasm.
Prov. 4 Longae regitm mantts. Kynges haue longe handes.

1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe 42 0uer that arme of the sea could
be made a long arme. 1621 Fletcher Wildgoose Chase v. iv,

What ye have seen, be secret in;.. No more of your long

tongue. 1656 Earl Monm. tr. Boccalin?s Advts. fr.
Parttass. t. xxiii. (1674) 24 Potent men, who have long

hands, and short consciences. . would letc.]. 1786 Burns Ded.
to G. Hamilton 62 Learn three-mile pray'rs, and half-mile

graces, Wi' weel-spread looves, an' lang, wry faces. 1809
Malkin GilBias ix. viii. r 2 He had a long head, as \vell as

a fanciful brain. 1834 Ht. Martineau Farrers \. 8 You
will see long faces enough when these„taxes come to be paid.

1868 Routledge's Ev. Boy's Ann. 263*Prawle made a ' long

nose* in the direction of Goree Piazzas. 1870 Si-urgeon
Serr/r. XXV. 548 You can put on a very long face and try

to scold people into religion. 1889 J. S. Winter Mrs. Boo
(1891) 134 He has always had luck, and he has a long head
too. 1899 Daily Nra>s 15 May 3/5 The long arm of coin-

cidence.

d. Qualifying a sb. denoting a measure of length,

to indicate an extent greater than that expressed by

thesb. (Cf. 10)
1619 in Ferguson & Nanson Munic. Rec. Carlisle (1887)

278 (Buying] harden cloath in the merkett with a longe

yeard and selling tbe same aeiaine with a short yeard.

C1646 True Relation, etc. in Glover Hist. Derby (1829) I.

App. 63 His Major . . was forced to retreate in the night to

Derby, being vi. long miles. 1697 Rokeby Diary 57 Att

Poulston Bridge (a long mile from Launceston) we entr

into Cornwall. 1790 Burns Tarn o* Shanter 7 \Vc think

naonthe lang Scots miles..That lie between us and our

hame. 1842 Borrow Bible in Spain (1843) II. xi. 245, I

discovered that we were still two long leagues distant from

Corcuvion.

e. Of action, vision, etc.: Extending to a great

distance. (Cf. long sight, 18.) At long weapons :

(fighting) at long range. Similarly, at long bmvls

(or balls) : said of ships cannonading one another

at a distance. Also longtrain « long distance train.



LONG.

1604 E. G[rimstone] Dy
Acosta's Hist. Indies in. xiv. 163

Man bath not so long a sight, . . to transportc bis eyes . . in

so short a time. 1715-20 Pope Iliad xvm. 384 But mighty
Jove cuts short, with just disdain, The long, long views
of poor, designing man ! 17*3 Wodrtnv Corr. (1843) III. 16

This would be . . liker honest men, than lo keep us at long
weapons, and fighting in the dark. 1840 Saunders Rep.
Sel. Comm. Railways Quest. 361 Places on the line where
short and long trains are running together.

£ Long dung: manure containing long straw

undecayed ; so long litter (see, Litteu sb. 3 b, c).

Long forage : straw and green fodder, as dis-

tinguished from hay, oats, etc.

1664 Evelyn Kal. llort. Nov. (1699) 130 The Leaves fallen

in the Woods, may supply for Long- dung, laid about Arii-

chocks and nthcr things. 1775 W. Marshall Minutes
Agric. 15 Feb. (17781, It forwards the digestion of stubble,

offal straw, or long dung very much. 1797 J. Jav in Sir J.

Sinclair's Corr. (183O II. 60 Long dung is better than

rotten dung, in the furrows, for potatoes. 1812 Wellington
Let. to Earl Liverpool 11 Feb. in Gurw. Desp. (1838) VI II.

602 To secure a supply of long forage for the Cavalry. 1830

Cumb. Farm. Rep. 58 in Husbandry (L. U. K.) Ill, Long
dung, that is to say, dung not fermented, may be applied to

potatoes without any impropriety.

g. A long beer, </V///i(colloq.^ : Hi. of liquor in

a long glass
;
hence, a large measure of liquor.

1859 Troli.ope W. Indies iii. (i860) 48 A Ion g drink is

taken from a tumbler, a short one from a wine-glass. 1892

E. Reeves Homeivard Bound 61 He stepped into a bar

and called for a long beer.

2. Having (more or less, or a specified) extension

from end to end : often with adv. or ndvb. phrase

expressing the amount of length. Lfs as long as it

is broad-, see Broad a. 13. f Through long and
broad — : through the length and breadth of.

£900 tr. Bxda's Hist. I. iii. (Schipper) 15 pint ealond
on Wiht. . is britti^es mila lang east & west, a 1300 Cursor
M. 1667, I sal be tel how lang, how brade . . it sal be
made, c-1400 Maunoev. (Roxb.) ii. 5 t>e table.. was a fote

and a halfe lang. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems Ixxii. 66 Unto
the cro«e of breid and lenth, To gar his lyrnmis langar wax.
a 1548 Hall Chron., Edw. IV, 233 b, No longer quantitie,

then that a man myght easely put thorough his arme. 1591
Shaks. Two Gent. in. i. 131 A cloake as long as thine will

serue the turne. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot.

I. 4 The lenth .. seum hundir thousand pace tang, or thair

about. 1617 Moryson Itin. in. iv. iii. 195 That .. each
person . . possessing (through long and broad Germany) .

.

500 gold Guldens, should [etc.]. 1678 Moxos Meek. Excrc.

77 Four Inches broad, and seven Foot long. 1688 R.

Holme A nnonry m. 395/2 The size for makemg of Brick
are 10 Inches long, 5 broad, and 3 thick. 1840 G. V. Kli.is

Anat. 293 The aqueduct of the cochlea is a small canal,

about a quarter of an inch long. 1834 Erasers Mag. X L 1X

.

505 A mark 30 feet long by 20. i860 Tyndall Glac. 11. ii.

240 The waves which produce red [light] are longer than
those which produce yellow.

H b. With mixed construction : see Of 39 b.

1535 Coverdale Lam. ii. 20 Shal the women then eate

their owne frute, euen children of a spanne longe ?

•{* c. Extending to. Obs.

<ri6io Women Saints 148 There appeared before her a verie

cleare white garment long lo her foote, which she taking
putt on her naked bodie.

3. With reference to shape : Having the length

much greater than the breadth
;
elongated.

1551, etc [sec long square in 17]. 1826 Kirrv & Sr. En-
tomol. IV. 261 Proportion . . Long (Longa) Disproportion-

ably long throughout. 1851 lllustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 1175
Printed long shawls. Ibid. 1243 French long and square
cashmeres.

4. Of liquors: Ropy. ? Obs. [So G. lang.]

^1648 Digby Closet Ofen, (1677) 91 There let it [the wort]

stand till it begin to blink and grow long like thin Syrup.

1703 Art $ Alyst. Vintners 43 If Wine at anytime grow
long or lowring. Ibid. 65 Sack that is lumpish or long. [1859

:

cf. long sugar in 18 below.]

II. With reference to serial extent or duration.

5. Of a series, enumeration or succession, a speech,

a sentence, a word, a literary work, etc. : Having
a great extent from beginning to end. Long bill

:

one containing a great number of items; hence,

one in which the charges are excessive. Long
hour: one indicated by a great number of strokes,

f Long zvords : long discourse.
e 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke xx. 47 pa forswel^a'5 wydywyna

bus hiwgende lang jebed. a 1300 Cursor M. 791 Quat bot
es lang rm talc to draw. 1:1483 Caxton Dialogues v. 16/2
Dame what shall avaylle thenne Longe wordes? i 1300 Mc-
lusine 22 What shuld auayll yf herof I shuld make a longe
tale? 1585 Fetherstone tr. Calvin's Acts sm. 42 The Jewes
who made boast of their long stock and race. 1697 DrVDEn*
Virg. Georg. iv. 305 And Grandsires Grandsons the lone:

List contains. 1712 P. Stanhope in Lett. Ctess Suffolk
(1824) 1. 2 You do not know what you ask when you would
have me write long letters. 1827 H. Helgh Jrnl. in Life
x. (1852) 203 Before the long hour of midnight all was hush.
1848 Thackerav Van. Fair Ix, He ain't like old Veal, who
is always bragging and using such long words, don't you
know? 1865 Kingslky Herew. II. vii. 106 That night the
monks of Peterborough prayed in the minster till the long
hours parsed into the short. 1883 Gilmour Mougols (1884)

157 We had to wait a long time for a poor dinner, and pay
a long bill for it when it came.

b. colloq. Of numbers, and of things numerically

estimated : Large. Chiefly in long family, adds,

price. Also in Card games, long suit (see quot.

1876); long trump (sec, quot. 1746).
1746 Hoyle Whist (ed. 6) 68 Long Trump, Means the

having one or more Trumps in your Hand when all the re^t

are out. Ibid. 29 The long Trump being forced out of his

411

Hand. 18x8 Sporting Mag. I J. 22 The admirers of youth f

. . added to the chance of long-odds proved eager takers. 1

1840 E. E. Napier Scenes <y Sports For. Lands I. v. 140 The
natives arc very partial to this breed, and give long prices
for them. 1849 Chambers's Inform. II. 720/1 Cylinder
machines are only suitable for long impressions. 1858
Trollope Dr. Thorne 11.x. 177 He was a prudent, discreet

[

man, with a long family, averse to professional hostilities.

1876 A. Campbell-Walker Correct Card (1880) Gloss. 12
Long suit, one of which you hold originally more than three
cards. The term is, therefore, indicative of strength in num-
bers. 1892 J. Payn Mod. Whitlington I. 177 He thinks I

may pull off the long odds.

6. Of a period of time, of a process, state, or
action, viewed as extending over a period of time:

Having a great extent in duration. Long account ;

see Account sb. 8 b.

£900 tr. Bxdas Hist. in. ix. (Schipper) 231 He .. waus
mid langre adle laman le^eres swiSe jeheiixad. c 1330
Arth. q Merl. 6779 (Kolbing) In bib sorweful time &
lange. c 1330 Spec. Gy H'arw. 744 To sen..pe longe lyflT,

bat is so god. 1377 Langl. PI. B. Pro). 195 lor better

is a litel losse ban a longe sorwe. £1475 Rauf Coiiyar 828 1

Thay maid ane lang battail, Ane hour of the day. 1500 20
Dunbar Foetus Ixv. 21 Than in fru>trar is [all] 5our lang
leirning. 1530 Palsgr. 612/2 To lyve in langour is no lyfe,

buta longe dyeng. a 1548 Hali. Chron., Edw. IV 229 Thus
hiie the engi^hmen in the feldes when the cold nightes

' began to waxe long. 1576 Fleming Fauopl. Epist. 348 To
blesse you with the long possession of your kingdome. 1619
K.Waller in Lismore Papers (1887) Ser. 11. II. 228, 1 feare

i lest he be no longe lyffes mail. 1667 Milton /'. L. iv. 535
j

Enjoy, till 1 return, Short pleasures, for long woes are to

succeed. 1697 Dkyden Virg. Georg. iv. 711 His long Toils

I

were forfeit for a Look. 1727-41 Cham kicks Cycl. s. v.

Bishop, It is a long time that bishops have been dis-

tinguished from mere priests or presbyters. 1735 Yovv. Trot.

Sat. 132 To help me thro' this long disease, my Life. 1759
Johnson Idler No. 45 r 2 The general lampooner of mankind

I may find long exercise for his zeal. 1774 Goi.usm. Nat. Hist.

(1776) V. 331 There was a long and earnest contention

between them. 1809 Shekiuan in Sheridauiana 11826) 217

I

Let us make a long pull, a strong pull, and a pull altogether.

1820 Scu'it Monast. xxiii, The thought, that 1 have sent

this man to a long account, nnhouseled and unshrived. 1900

I J. G. Krazer Pausanias, etc. 52 Her brief noon of glory,

and her long twilight of decrepitude and decay.

b. Long of life : *= 1 of long life '. Now rare,

c 1000 Sax. Leeehd. 111. 156 Gif mann Ho" akenned on
anre nihte ealdne monan, se bio lang lifts. 1591 Sparky tr.

Cattan*s Geomancie 97 They [children] shall be of good
I nature and complexion, and not long of life. 1812 Mad.

J

D'Arblay Let. 29 May in Diary (1846) VI. 349 Literature,

as well as astronomy, is long of life. 1821 IIvron Foscari iv.

i. 61 Discarded princes Are seldom long of life.

U c. For the use = ' occupying a long time/

'delaying long,' see Long adv. 2.

7. Long time, while, etc. are often used advb.

j

(now, cxc. poet., always preceded by a) with the

sense
1 during a longtime

1 - Long adv. 1. (Long-

time, longivhile have occas. been written without

division.) This long time or while : for a long

time down to the present.

c 900 tr. Bieda's Hist. 1. xxv. (Schipper) 54 ptet we for-

la:tan ba wisan be we langre tide . . heoldon. a 1225 Leg.
Rath. 437 He heold on to herien his heaSene maumez.

.

long time of be dei. c 1330 Spec. Gy ll'arw. 62 pe world

Jnirw his foufe gile Hab me lad to longe while, c 1375
Sc. Leg. Saints xli. (Agues) 368 A pi est .. paulyne. .bad

bene chaste langtyme. c 1425 Lyug. Assembly of Gods

1417 Syth they so long tyme haue made me so madde.
c 1470 Henryson Tale of Dog 68 They .. held ane lang

quhile disputatioun. 1489 Caxton Blanchardyn xxxix. 146 I

We .. haue ben a longe espace wyth hym. 1513 More in '

Grafton Chron. (1568^ II. 759 They., thinke that he long time I

in king Kdwardes life forethought lo be king. ISS7 Gmmai.b
in Toilet's Misc. (Arb.) 101 For if, long time, one pirt this

yron in vre. 1640 tr. Verdere's Row. ofRom. l.xxxvi. J57

Certain Magicians, whom 1 have long lime known. 1694

L. Echaro Ptautus's Comedies 196, 1 knew th" owner o'

that portmantle this long time. 1738 Swift Pol. Convert. 1

i. 7 How has your Lordship done this long time? ^1849
. C. Manoan Poems (1859) 456 Dream and waking life ..

lended Longtime in the cavern of my soul. 1883 R.^W.
Dixon Mano 1. viii. 22 So that long time he fed upon false joy. !

b. Similarly with preceding prep., f by, for,

t in, of. (arch, or dial.) (Now always with a.)

1386 Rolls of Parti. III. 225/I Many wronges..ydo to

hem by longe tyme here before passed, c 1400 [see Ok
j

prep. $3}. 1440 J. Shirley Detke K. James (1818)^ 17 The
Kyng, neryng of long lyme no . . stirryng of the traitonrs,.

.

demyd that thay had all begone, a 1548 Hall Chron.,

Hen. V 80 It is commonly sayd, that.. in long tyme al

thinges continue not in one estate. 1579-80 North Plutarch,

Theseus (1595) iQ Those who had hated him of a long time,

had.. a disdain '& contempt to fear him any more. 1589

Puttenham Eng. Poesiem. xxiv. (Arb.) 285 He had not sene

him wail of long time. 1629 Maxwell tr. Herodian (1635)

386 This Capelhanus and Gordian bad not beene friends of
\

a long time. 1753 Richaruson Grandisou (1781) V. v. 34,

I have not been at church of a long lime. 1833 [see Of
Prep. 53]. Mod. 1 have not seen him for a long while.

8. Having (more or less, or a specified) extension

serially or temporally. (See also Lenger, Lekgkst.)

a 1300 Cursor M. 2173 Thare his sun Iiued langar Hjf.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints iv. (Jacobus) 344 pai be croice before

bain set, and he bristit but langar lat. 1:1420 Anttits of

Arth. 314, I hafe na langare tyme mo tales to telle. 1590

Shaks. Mids. N. v. i. 61 A play there is, my Lord,

some ten words long. 1710 W. Bishop in Ballard MSS.
XXXI. 57 He read a speech an Hour & balf long. 1712

! Steele Sped. No. 498 ? 2 Of how long standing this
]

honour has been, I know not. 1824 Scott Rcdgaunttet
|

ch. iv, I will take such measures for silencing you as you

shall remember the longest day you have to live. 1838 I

LONG.
Lvtton Alice iii, The lesson must be longer than usual to
day. 1868 Lockver Etetn. Astron. iii. § 18 (1879) :oo The
longest time an eclipse of the sun can be total at any
place is seven minutes. 1886 Swinburne Stud. Prose $
Poetry (1894) 164 The two longest of the dramatic poems.,
bear upon them., the sign of heroic meditation.

t b. {All) the long day, night, etc. - 1
all the day,

etc. long'
v
see Long adv. 6). Cf. Livelong a.

'

1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 10491 pe king, .hangede men gull-
ies vor wrabbe al longe day. c iyjS Cursor M. 12624 Faiif.)
pi fader & 1 as many way so3t be a-boule bis lange day.
e 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. Vroj. 50 Walking in the mede .

.

The longe day, thus walking in the grtne. 1540-54 Ckokk
13 Ps. (Percy Soc.) 13 To trap me, yf ihey coulde, They
studied wiles all ihe longe daye. 1359 \V. Cumngham
Cosmogr. Glasse 36 All sterres wnh in this circle included,
do nether rise, nor yet set, but turne round about the pole,
all the longe nyght.

c. \\ ith mixed construction : see Of 390.
1392 Nasiie P. Ptuilesse 24 b, And hold you content, this

Summer an vnder-meale of an afternoone long doth not
amisse to exercise the eies withall. 1592 Lvlv Midas 11 1.

iii, Let me heare anie woman tell a tale of x lines long with-
out it tend to loue. 1782 MissBurney Cecilia vi. v, A lecture
of two hours long.

9. With implication of excessive duration : Con-
tinuing loo long

;
lengthy, piolix, tedious

; falso in

phr. ft, etc. were (loo) long to, etc. Hence occas.

of a speaker or writer.

t X175 Lamb. Ilotu. 9 Ofiregodere werke be nil were long
eon to telle, a 1300-40 Cursor M. 950 (G"<tt.) In till be
wreched world to gang, par bu sal thinck hi lijf ful lang.

c 1450 Holland Houlat 34 All lhar names to nevyn. ll war
piolixt and lang, and lenlhing of space. 1500-20 Di nbak
Pectus xl. 5 This lang Lentern makis me lene. \yjoSatir.
Poems Reform, x. 71 It war lang to discerne The godly gifiis

lhal this our Sone did Icine. 1573 L. I.i.ovu Marrow of
Hist. (1653) 279 What should 1 be long in this? a 1586
Sidney Anadia 1. (1590; 17b, lint 1 am euer too long
vppon him, when hte c osseth the uaie ofmy sueache. 1604
K.G[Ri.MMONE]/?Vfav/<z'j Hist. Indies iv. xxxix. 315 It were
long to rtport the . . pleasant sportes they make. 1621 in Crt.
a;- l imes Jas. I \ 1849 LL 277 I hough he v\eie somewhat long
in the explanation of ihu*e particulars, yet he had gieat
attention. 1640 tr. Ventire's Rout, ofRom. 111. iv. 13 He
.. thought it long till hee was in the Citie, that he might
be conducted 10 his Lady. 1661 FeltjiaM Lusoria xli. in

Resolves (1709) 604 A sheet of lincon's catth'd at more, we
know, Than all srid Fox, long Hohnshend or Siow. 1697
IJkydi n Virg. Georg. 1.256, 1 cou'd be long in Precepts.

1704 Poi'E Disc. Past. Poetry Wks. (»lol ei jj He is apt to

be too long in bis descriptions. 1875 M. Aknold tsa. xl-lxvi.

31, I have been too long ; but the present attempt is new. and
needed explanation. J876 Tkevi-.IAAN Life Macau/ay 1.

vi. 421 He beguiled the long lot g languid leisure of the

Calcutta afternoon.

b. Chiefly Sc. 7b think long-, to grow weary or

impalient. Const, for, to . <lo something;
;
also,

//// (something happens).

\c 1200 Triu Coll. Horn. 183 Gief f>e lienme le3 t-uel loS is

heo be sow le and hiie bunched lang bat hie on him bi-leuco.)

c 1470 Henry Wallace ix. 1275 To folow him thai twa
thochl neuyr lang. 1508 I>unbar Poems v. -jj Sche..
thoght ryght lang To se ihe ailhous beside, in till an euill

hour, t 1530 Lu. Dekners Arth. Ljt. Hryl. 445, I shal

think tyll that season be come as long or longer than

\e shal do. 1586 Kakl Leichsiek in Corr. (Cam-
chii) 3^2, 1 feare it bethought longe till some well-instructed

lume here. 1592 Siiaks. Rom. «y Jul. iv. v 41 Haue 1

thought long to see this mornings Lee, And doth it giue

me such a sight as this? 1596 Dai.rv.mile tr. Leslie's Hist.

Siot. ix. 192 Al in Scotland thocht lang for the Gouernour.

1599 Greene Aiphonsus iv Wks. iRtldg. 240/1 And think-

ii g long till that we be in fieht. 1628 Earl Manchesti.r

in Bucdeuch AiSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) 1. 267 The Lady
mother thinks long to see ihcm settled at their own house.

a 1758 Ramsay Lp Hamilton ii, When kedgy carles think

nae lang, When stoups and irunthers gingle 1788 Clara
Kee\e Exiles I. 195 We ihink long till we &ee you.

10. Qualifying a sb. denoting a period of lime,

a number, o/quantity, to indicate an extent greater

than that expressed by the sb.; also, in subjective

sense, to indicate that the time is felt by the speaker

lo be excessive or unusual in duration. (Cf. 1 d.)

Lang years: used rhetorically for 'many years'.

At [the long last : see Last a. 10 b. Long dozen,

hundred, ton: see the sbs.

1592 Stow Ann. (an. 1563) 1111 Continuing in fight aboue

a long hower. 1676 Dnyuen Aureng-z. 1. i. Wks. 1883

V. 207 And two long hours in close debate were spent.

1681 W. Robertson Phraseol. Gen. 830/2 T is a long year

since I saw you here. 1801 Scott Frederick $ Alice, Seven

long days, and seven long nights, Wild he wander'd. 1808

Hyron When we two parted, If I should meet thee After

long years, How should I greet thee? 1824 — Juan xyi.

lxxxi, And rise at nine in lieu of long eleven. 1871 Carlvle

in Mrs. Cartytes Lett. III. 175 For long years I had

ceased writing in mv notc-books. 1883 R. W Dixon Motto

u xiv. 46 Lips travelled over cheek and mouth by turn tor

a long hour.

b. Of the pulse : Making long beats, slow.

1898 Allbutfs Sysl. Med. V. 929 In strict stenosis wc

ordinarily have a long slow pulse.

11. That has continued or will continue in action,

operation, or obligation for a long period. Fre-

quently applied lo feelings, dispositions, etc., e.g.

enmity, friendship ; hence also, to persons in whom
these are exhibited. Long memory : one that re-

tains the recollection of events for a long period.

e i2zo Bestiary 275 De mire mune5 vs mete to tilen, Long

liuenoSc, 5is little wile 5c we on ois werld wuncn. 1535

Coverdale Jer. xv. 15 Receaue not my cause in thy longe



LONG.

wrath, a 1548 Hall Chrou., Hen. IV 31 Havyng also f

approved experience that the Duke of Burgoine wolde kepe
no loflger promise then he him selfe listed* 1573 L. Lloyd
Marrow ofHist. (1653) 269 Their long and great enemy,

j

Philip King of Macedonia. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, m. 11. 1

351 A long farewell to all my Greatnessc. 1626 Bacon Sylva I

§ 97 Juices of Stock-gilly-fiowers, ..applyed to the Wrests, .

.

have cured long Agues. 1679 Evelyn Diary II 1. 10

This most . . pious Lady, my long acquaintance. 1697 Dryden j

A^neid ix. 102 Those Woods, that Holy Grove, my long

delight. 1704 Marlborough <$ Disp. (1845)1. 238 It has

been a long practice to send letters, under his covers, from

unknown hands, a 1715 Burnet Own Time (1724) I. 380 He
was a long, and very kind patron to me. 17*6 Swift Gulliver

,

1. viii, 1 had a long lease of the Black Bull in Fetter-Lane.

1733 Buocell^ I. 37 Mr. John Mills, my long Acquaint-

ance, living now in Drury«Lane. 17*9 Johnson Rasselas

xxix, Long customs are not easily broken. 1819 Metropolis

(ed. 2) II. «8 The ridicule such conduct brought upon him
among the thinking part of his long acquaintance. 1856

Mrs. Browning Attr. Leigh u 2 If her kiss Had left a 1

longer weight upon my lips. 18. . Lady Dupferin Lament
Irish Emigrant 49, I'm biddin' you a long farewell, My
Mary. 1869 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) 111. xiii. 314 The
Celtic race has a long memory. 188a T. M02LEY Remin.

\

Oriel Coll. I. 13 His recollections.. contained some novel-

ties, not to say surprises, to his longest friends.

b. {colloq. 01-proverbial.) A long word \ one that

indicates a long time.

x86i Cornh. Mag. Dec. 685 Ve're the biggest blag-guard
my eyes have seen since I've been in lx>ndon, and that's

saying a long word. 1883 Standard 28 July 5/1
4 Never '

is a long word.

f C. ? Used for: Long-suffering. Obs. rare" 1

.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 320/1 He was a merueilo:?s

Rethour by eloquence, a susteynour and a berar up of the

chirch by doctryne, shorte to hymself by humylyte and longe
to other by charyte.

12. Of a point of time : Distant, remote. Now
only in long dale, and in the legal phrase a long

day.

1437 Rolls 0/ Parlt. IV. 509/1 Vai byen notable substance
of gode to apprest, and to long dayes. c 1449 Pecock
Refir. 1. iv. 18 iiifore that enypositijf lawe of God .. was
}ouen to the lewis fro the long time of Adamys coining out
of Paradijs into the tyme . . of Abraham, c 1450 Holland
How/at 425 Thar lordschipc of sa lang dait. 1596 Si'knser

[

Prothalantion 144 Here fits not well Olde woes, but ioyes,

to tell Against the bi idale daye, which is not long. 1614
Seldkn Titles Hon. 261 That its deriud from Hapv«, I must
take long day to beleeu. 163a Massinger City Madam 1.

in, You must give me longer day.
#

1709 Mks. Masley
Secret Mem. (1736) II. 92 Is his Punishment deferr'd to a

long Hereafter? 1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) II. 126

A long day, 1 doubt, will not be permi'ted me. 1776 Let.

in Genii. . IAi^. ( 1 792) 14/x He has paid me with a bond., due
in October 1777, which is a long date. 1787 Jeherson
Writ. (1859) II. 333 To obtain on the new loans a much
longer day for the reimbursement of the principal. 1846
Daily News 21 Jan. 4/6 Bills on Amsterdam at long, or

3 months 1

date, found no takers.

b. Of bills, promissory notes, etc. : Of long date,

having a long lime to run.
1861 Goschkn For. Exch. 87 Rates given for long paper,

as compared with those for hills on demand.

13. a. Phonetics and Prosody, Applied to a vowel
(in mod. use also to a consonant) when its utter-

ance has the greater of the two measures of dura-

tion that are recognized in the ordinary classifica- .

tion of speech-sounds. Also, in Prosody* of a
'

syllable : Belonging to that one of the two classes

which is supposed to be distinguished from the

other by occupying a longer time in utterance.

(Opposed to short.) lj>ng mark', the mark (-)
j

placed over a vowel letter to indicate long quantity. I

In Greek and Latin metre, a syllable is reckoned long (1) ,

when it contains a long vowel or a diphthong, and (2) when I

its vowel is followed Dy more than one consonant (to the
latter rule there are certain exceptions). A short syllable

is conventionally supposed to occupy one time.unit ynora) !

in utterance, and a long syllable two. The distinction

between the two classes of syllables, with criteria nearly
identical with those of Gr. and Latin, is recognized in the
prosody of many other peoples; in Skr. the equivalents of
' long * nnd ' short ' are used of vowels only, syllables being
classed as ' heavy ' and 4

light '.

Various inaccurate uses of the terms long and short were
formerly almost universal in Eng., and are still common.
(1) The vowel of a 1

long * syllable, if
1 naturally ' short, was

said to be ' long by position \ (2) By a confusion between
;

the principles of quantitative and those of accentual verse,
j

the stressed syllables, on the periodical recurrence of which i

the rhythm of English verse depends, were said to be 1

* long and the unstressed syllables ' short '. (3) I n ordinary
1

language 1 the long a, e
t

i, 0, or u ' denotes that sound of
the letter which is used as its alphabetical name, while * the
short a, e, i, o, or «

' denotes the sound which the letter

most commonly has in a stressed short syllable (in the
notation used in this Dictionary, respectively a;, e, i, py

*>).

c 1000 jElfric Gram. iv. (Z.) 37 On langne 0 fceendiaS
grecisce naman feminini generis. 1411-20 Lyoc. Citron.

Troy ii. 184, 1 took none hede nober of short ne long. 1530
Palscr. Introd. 21 A vowell shalbe .. longe or short in his

pronounciation. 1575 Gascoigne Eng. Verse (Arb.) 33 The
1

graue accent .. maketh that sillable long wherevpon it is

placed. 158a Stanyhurst sEneis (Arb.) 11 Thee- first of
briefly wyth vs must bee long. Ibid, 12 Although yt [sc.

the conjunction and] bee long by position. 1585 J as. 1

Ess. Poesie (Arb.) 55, I haue markit the lang fute with this
,

mark,-. 1668 Wilkins Real Char. m. xi. 364 Suppose a long
Vowel to be divided into two parts; as Bo-ote. 1807
Robinson Archseol. Grarca y. xxiii. 535 In the Greek
language every syllable was short or long. 1869 A. J.
Ellis E. E. Promote. 1. 13 The use ..of the long mark (-)

for the lengthening of vowels generally short.
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b. Mus. Of a note : Occupying a more than

average time, or a specified time, in being sounded.

(Cf. 6 and 8.)

1818 T. Busby GrammarMus. 69 If a Minim is only half
as long as a Semibreve, and a Crotchet but half the length
of a Minim, a Crotchet is only one quarter as long as a
Semibreve.

14. Comm. Said of the market (esp. in the cotton

trade) when consumers have provided against an

anticipated scarcity by large contracts in advance.
See quot. 1859. Phrase, to go {heavily) long.

1859 Bahtlett Diet. Amer.y Long and short. Broker's
terms. ' Long ' means when a man has bought stock on
time, which he can call for at any day he chooses. He is

also said to be ' long ' when he holds a good deal. Mod.
Newspaper. The spinners had gone heavily long, and con-
sequently did not need to buy except

#
in very small quan*

titles. It was found that selling was impossible except at

constantly declining prices; that the market was heavily
long ; and that there was no short interest of any moment.

III. In Combination.
15. In concord with sbs., forming combinations

used attributively or quasi-adj., as long-berry, -day,

distance, -focus, -gown, -journey, -pod, -quantity,

-range, -sentence, -span.
1886 Daily News 16 Sept. 2/5 Coffee.—140 packages Mocha,

"Mongberry, iooj. 1891 Ibid. 10 Feb. 2/8 IWheats) To-day
39*. 6d. was req u i red for longberry. 1892 LabourCommission
Gloss., *Long-day men. 1887 Shearman A thletics^ ( Badm.
Libr.) 101 In training for * long-distance races, in which cate-

gorywe should placethose at a mile and upwards, [etc.]. Ibid.

103 The long-distance runner is rarely over middle height.

1890 Anthony's Photogr. Bull. III. 327 Another use of *long
focus lenses is the taking of street groups from a distance.

1677 Seolev Antony q CU iv. i, Dull*long-gown statesmen.

1880 Sir K. Reed Japan II. 310 *Long-journey travellers.

1898 Engineering Mag. XVI. 80 One of the Portsmouth, or

other long-journey, trains. 1846 J. Baxter Libr. Pract.

Agric. (ed. 4) I. 89 *Long-pod [Bean]—The most abundant
bearer. 1872 Voting Gentleman's Mag. 651/2 A *long-

quantity monosyllable is introduced. 1873 W. Cory Lett.

<$ Jmls. (1897) 329 An American here shouts with a + long-

range voice. 1902 Edin. Rev. Apr. 2gi Into these wars
long-range infantry fire seldom entered. 1889 ' Rolf Boldre-
wood ' Robbery umier Arms xxiii, We were ' *long sentence

men'. 1890 W. I. Gordon / onndry 41 Every "long-span

bridge in the world.

16. Parasynihctic derivative* in -El)-, unlimited

in number, as long-armed* -backed, -bearded, etc.

1774 OoLnsM. Nat. Hist. IV. 206 The Gibbon, so called

by Buffon, or the *I,ong Armed Ape. 1888 harris A uId
Licht Idylls xii. (1902) 87/1 A lank long-armed man. i6n
Cotgr. s.v. Eschinc, Longue eschine, . .

+ long>backt, or ill

shaped, loobie. 1787'G. Gambado' Acad. Horsemen iiZcx))

32 A long back'd horse, who throws his saddle well forward.

1837 Landob Pentameron, $lh Day's Interview Wks. 1853
II. 348A Sitting bolt-upright in that long-backed arm-chair.

1778 Da Costa Brit. Conch. 133 *Lang-beaked Whelkes.

1573 L. Li.oyo Marrow 0/ Hist. (16531 165 Those that were
long haired or *long bearded. 1679 I)kvuen & Lee QZdifius

II. 18 Long-bearded Comets, r 1806 Mks. Sherwood \r\Life

xxi. (1847) 356 The schoolmaster., was generally a long-

bearded, dry old man. 1590 Sir J. Smyth Disc. Weapons 3
Verie well armed with some kind of head-peece, a collar,

a deformed high and *long bellied breast. 189a E. Reevks
Homeward Bound 212 Dirty, dark, *long-berned wheat, id.

per pound. 1831 A. Wilson & Bonaparte A titer. Ornith.

III. 60 The *long-billed curlew;., the bill is eight inches

long. 1696 Loud. Gaz. No. 3163/4 W. L. .. low of stature,

somewhat *long Bodied, and very short Legg'd. 1864 A.

M«Kay Hist. Kilmarnock (1880) 299 [During a flood in a

through-town river] a long-bodied cart drifted towards hiin.

1646-8 G. Daniel tenVks. 1878 I. 213 My *long-brail'd

Pineons, (clumsye and vnapt) I cannot Spread. 1884 Bower
& Scott De Bary's Phaner. Ferns 388 The *long.celled

initial strands of the vascular bundles.^ 174a Young Nt.

Th. ix. 1454 Ev'ry link Of that *long-chain'd succession is so

frail. 1777 Pensant^W. lV.$Caucer. Crab. .

.

Cassh>elau*

nus. *Long-clawed. 1812 Shelley in Lady Shelley Mem.
(1859)44,! amone ofthose formidable andlong-clawed animals

called a man. 18 13 Vancouver Agric, Devon 352 The
washed wool of all the *Longcoated sheep, is sold from 14^.

to X5<r\ per pound. 1861 W. F. Collier Hist. Eng. Lit. 123

Hordes of long-coated peasants gathered round Kilcolman.

1657 W. Coles Adam in Eden cxvii, After which come
large and *long-crested, black-shining seed. 1593 Shaks.
Lttcr. eclviii, Let my unsounded self, supposed a fool, Now set

thy *long-experienced wit to school, a 1700 Dryden Ovitfs

Met. x. Cinyras tf Myrrha 192 M y long-experienc'd Age shall

be your Guide. 1591 Percivall Sp. Diet., Cariluengo, *long

faced. 1883 W. Haslam Vet Not I 121 He was looking

well and bappy, not at all long-faced and lanky.
%
1879

R. H. Elliot Written on their Foreheads 1. 14 How is it .

.

that the Scotch have got a greater amount of *long-faced-

ness than the people of the east coast of England. 1678

Lond.Gaz. No. 1272/4 He is. .purblind, between *long and
rnund favoured. 1843 James Forest Days iv, The pen where
the fat, *long-fleeccd ram was confined. *86x Miss Pratt
Floiver. PI. V. 1 84 Order. Hydrocharidex . . (*Long-flowered
Anacharis). 155a Huloet, *Longe foted, cotnpemis. 165a

Gaule Magastrom. 186 The long footed are fraudulent and
short footed sudden. 1832 Miss M itford Village Ser. v. 60

A very *long-fronted, very regular, very ugly brick house.

X621 Wither Motto A 8 b, I haue no needeof these *long»

gowned warriors. 1552 HuL0BT,*Longe heare4,acrocomus.

1 781 Gibbon Decl. F. xxx. III. 150 A military council

was assembled of the long-haired chiefs of the Gothic nation.

1871 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) IV. xvit. 92 The.. long-
haired children of the north. 1800 tr. Lagrange's Chem. II.

37 Remove the oxide with a *long-handled iron spoon, i860

Tynoall Glac. 1. xi. 70 Simond could reach this snow with his

long-handled axe. 1687 Loud. Gaz. No. 2292/4 A Roan
Gelding.. *long heel'd before. 1864 Bowf.n Logic viiU 236

Since he [negro] has many other [attributes], such as being

long-heeled, &c. 1777 Pennant Zool. IV. 3 Cancer. Crab.

. .Longicornis. Longhorned. 1846 M cCulloch Ace. Brit.

Empire (1854) I. 165 The Disbly breed of long-horned

LONG-.

! cattle. 1727 Bailey vol. II, *Long pointed [spoken of
' a Horse], is one whose Pastern is slender and pliant.

j

ci6os Drayton Man in Moone 199 *Long leau'd willow
on whose bending spray, The pide kings-fisher tat.

1861 Miss Pratt Flower. PI. V. 93 Long-leaved Sallow.
1838 Dickens O. Ttvist xlii, One of those *long limbed

j

.. people, to whom it is difficult to assign any precise
age. 1577 tr- Bullinger's Decades (1592) 381 They were

!
called Nazarites, as who should saie,*long locked or shagge

\ haired people. 1871 R. Ellis tr. Catullus xxxvii. 17 Peer-
less paragon of the tribe long-lock'd. 1877 W. Morris in
Mackail Life (1899)"!. 359 These unreasonable Irish still

remember it all, so *long-memoried they are 1 x68x Grew
Musxttm 125 The *long-moutb'd Wilk, Murex Labris

! parallelis. 1685 Lond. Gaz. No. 2036/B A light dapple Gray
Gelding, . . *long pasternd, . . and a little Mare-fac'd. x688
Lond. Gaz. No. 2361/4 A strawberry Mare, with a shorn
Mane, . .*long quarter'd, and six years old. 1693 Dryden
Persius Sat. (1697) 414 He who in his Line, can chine the
*long-ribb'd Appennine. 1820 Scott Abbot viii. motto,
1 he long-ribb'd aisles are burst and shrunk. 1622 Dravton
Foly-olb. xxvn.44 That *long-ridg'd Rocke, her fathers high
renowne. 1683 Loud. Gas. No. 1805/4 Long Visaged, and
a long ridged Nose. 175a Fielding Amelia Wks. 1775 XL
65 Women and the clergy are upon the same footing.

The *long-robed gentry are exempted from tbe laws of
honour. 1894 Safer Persian Pict. 158 The streets thronged
with long-robed men and shrouded women. 187X Palcrave
Lyr. Poems 117 And *long-roofd abbey in_ the dell. 1877

J. D. Chambers Divine Worship 280 Plain *long-shafted
Crosses without any figure. x6ox Holland Pliny I. 310
Marke what *long-snankcd legs aboue ordinary she [Nature]
hath giuen vnto them [gnats]. 1835-6 Todd Cycl. Anat. I.

653/1 The *long^shaped dorsal vessel or heart gives off

arteries to both sides. 1898 H. S.Memhm\s Rvden's Corner
xvii. 176 A long-shaped lantern. 190a Speaker 25 Jan. 480/1
The Iberian was a *hort, dark, *long-sku11ed man. 1591
Percivall Sp. Diet., Mangado, *long sleeved, a 1658
Cleveland Obsequies 105 Wks. (1687) 218 Teazers of Doc-
trines, which in long sleev'd Prose Run down a Sermon all

upcn the Nose. 1816 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. (1843^ I- 378
The beautiful weevils or*long-snouted beetles. X785 Maktyn
I\ousseau

y

s Bot. xxvii. (1794) 4x7 You may call it "long
spurred, or Sweet Orchis. 1882 Garden 13 May 323/3 [The]
Long-spurred Violet. 1791 Wolcot (P. Pindar) Remon*
strance Wks. 1812 II. 455 Night's *long-stafT'd Guardian to

him steals. 1847 Steele Field Bot. 203 Barren spike
sometimes 1 ; fertile *long-stalked. 1855 W. S. Dallas Syst.

Nat. Hist., Zool. I. 314 Tbe Long-stalked Crab (Podo*
ph/halmus). 1772 Jackson in Phil. 'J rans. LX 111.6 *Long
or short stapled isinglass. 1854 Hawthorne Eng. Note-
Bks. ('.883) I. 571 The long-stapled cotton. 1859 G. Mereoiih
/>'. Feverel xxx. He strolled on beneath the *long-stemmed
trees. 1898 R. Kipling in Morn. Postgliov. 5/2 The *long-

stocked port-anchor. 1863 Darwin in Reader 14 Feb., *Long-
styled plants. 1636 C. Butler Princ. Mus. 1. iii. §3. 33 A
*long-timed Note 1807 W. Irving Salmag. (1824) 313 The
unseemly luxury of *long-toed shoes. 1577 Dee Relat. Spir.
1. (1659) 73 He is lean and*long-visagcd. i860 Dickens Lett.
2 Jan. (1880) 1 1. 109 Long-visaged prophets. 16 16 Surel. &
Markii, Country Fartne 715 The *long-winged hawkes do
properly belong vnto the lure. 1894 Le Conte in Pop. Sci.

Monthly XL1V. 752 In long-winged birds., the ability to rise

quickly, .is sacrificed. 1805 Llccock Nat. Wool 184 *Long-
v ooled sheep. 1824 J. Svmmons tr. SEschytits' Agatn. 105
In woe deals the craft of the *long-wordcd lays.

17. Combinations with participles in which long

is used as a complement, as long-docked, -extended,

-groion, -projected, -protended\ -spun, -thrown ;

j

long-combing, -descending, -growing, -hanging,

-streaming, -succeeding.

1846 M cClxloch Acc. Brit. Empire (1854) I. 171 The
native sheep of tbe Cotswold Hills . . produce coarse *lorg-

combing wool. 1693 J. Dryden in D.'s Juvenal xiv. (1697)

356 A *long-descending Healthful Progeny. 1838 Lytton
/ eila 11. iii, Long-descending robes of embroidered purple,

t66SLond. Gaz. No. 2379/4 Lost ..,a ..Coach Gelding,.,

with a *long dock'd Tail. 1718 Prior Solomon it. 30 The
pillars *long extended rows. 1890 W. A Wallace Only a
Sister? 41 A faint rumble .. at *longer-growing intervals.

1757 Dver Fleece u. 446 Tis the comber's lock, The soft, the

snow-white, and the *long-grown flake. 1597 A. M . tr.Guillc-

mean's Fr. Chirurg. 35/1 The foresayed *longe hanginge
pallate. 1720 Pope Iltad xvm. 251 With *long-projected

Beams the Seas are bright. X718 Ibid. xvr. 981 Euphorbus
fc . Swift withdrew the *long-protended Wood. 1675 Cocker
Morals 21 Wbich before time has run his "long-spun Race.

I 1761-35 Hume Hist. Eng. (1806) IV. Ixii. 668 Long-spun
allegories, distant allusions, and forced conceits. z88a J.

' Walker Jaunt to A ttld Reekie, etc. 38 He is blest wi' Jang-

I spun tacks o* health and life. 1735 Somerville Chase u

352 The panting Chace .. -Leaves a *long-streaming Trail

behind. 1720 Pope Iliad xvti. 306 The *long-succeeding

Numbers who can name? 1859 G. Meredith A*. Feverel

xx, Over the open, 'tis a race with the *long-thrown shadows.

18. Special combinations and collocations:

long annuities, a class of British Government

annuities which expired in i860; long-axed a.,

having a long axis ; f long-bones, a nickname

for a long-legged person; long-bowls, (a) the

game of ninepins
;
(b)

i a game much used in Angus,

in which heavy leaden bullels are ihrown from

the hand* (Jam.); hence long-botvling; f long-box,

the box formerly used by hawkers of books ; long-

bullets = long-bowls (b); long-butt Billiards,

a cue specially adapted to reach a ball lying beyond
the range of the half-butt; long card, (a) (see quot.

I

1862) ; (b) a card of unusual length, used in conjur-

ing tricks ; long olay eolloq. = Churchwarden 3 ;

long-clothes, the garments of a baby in arms

;

long-coach (see quot. 1807); f long-cork slang,

claret, so called from the length of the corks used ;

long-crop, herbage long enough to give an animal

agoodbile; flong-cutler, ?amaker oflong knives;
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long-dated a., f (a) that has existed from a re-

mote date ; (b) extending to a distant date in the

future ;
chiefly of an acceptance, falling due at a

distant date ; long division (see Division 5 a)

;

long-drop, a form of gallows in which a trap-door

is withdrawn from under the feet of the person

to be executed ; long Eliza, a * blue and while*

Chinese vase, ornamented with tall female figures

;

long-alls, a kind of coarse woollen ; flongfifteens
slangy ? some class of lawyers

;
long finger, the

middle finger ; also //. the three middle fingers ; \

long firm (see Firm ^.2d); long-fly Baseball

(see quot.); long-fours, long candles, four of
'

which went to the pound ; + Long Friday ^ Good 1

Friday ; f long-gig, a sort of top ; long grain
— Grain sb. 15; long-harness Weaving (see

quot.); long-homs (see Home sb.l 4}; long-house,

f (a) a privy (obs.) ; (b) a house of unusual length,

spec, the communal dwelling of the Iroquois and
other American Indians; long-jawed a. (see

i

quot.); long jump (see Jump sb.* 1 b; esp. as f

one of the 4 events' of an athletic contest); hence
long-jumper, long-jumping; long-lsave, -lsgger

(see quots.) ; long-lick C/.S. slang, molasses (cf.

long-sugar)', flong-little, something very short

or small
;
long-lugged a. Sc., having long ears

;

Jig. eager to listen to secrets or scandal ; long-
lunged a. = Long-winded 2; f long-man, the

middle finger ; long measure, (a) lineal measure,
the measure of length; (b) a table of lineal measures;
(c) * next; long metre, a hymn-stanza of four lines,

each containing eight syllables
; flong-minded a.,

patient ; f long-mood a., of patient mind, long-
suffering ; long-nebbed a. Sc., (a) lit. long-nosed

;

(of a stick) long-pointed ; (b) jig. curious, prying

;

also, making a show of learning, pedantic
;
long-

netting, the process of catching fish with a long
net; long- nines, a kiud of long clay tobacco-

pipe; long oyster, the sea crayfish (Smyth Sailors
IVord-bk.) ; Long Parliament, the Parliament
which sat from Nov. 1640 to March 1653, was
restored for a short time in 1659, and finally

dissolved in 1660; f also, the second Parliament
of Charles II (1661-1678; ; long-pig, a transl. of a

cannibal's name for human flesh; alsoallrib.; long
plane (see quot. 1842); long prayer, in Congrega-
tional worship, the chief prayer, offered after the

Scripture lessons and before the sermon ; long-
primer Printing (see Primer); long-room, an
assembly room in a private house or public build-

ing ; spec* in the Custom House at London, the

large hall in which custom-house and other dues
are paid

;
long-rope, a skipping game, in which

a rope of considerable length is turned by two of

the players, one at each end, while the others

spring over it as it nears the ground ; long sea,

short for long sea passage; also attrib.; long
service, (a) Naut. (see quot.); (b) Mil., 'the

maximum period a recruit can enlist for in any
branch of the service, viz. for 1 2 years * (Voyle)

;

also attrib.
;
long-shaded, -shadowed adjs., cast-

ing a long shade or shadow, a rendering of Gr.

tio\ix6<Tfctos ; long ship //is/., a ship of considerable

length, built to accommodate a large number of

rowers ; a ship of war, a galley ; =L. navis longa

;

long-short, (a) U. S.
t

* a gown somewhat shorter

than a petticoat, worn by women when doing house- 1

hold work ' (Bartlett) ; (b) a trochaic verse (nonce-

use) ;
long-shot, (a) a' shot fired at a distance

;

(b) a distant range; also • attrib.
;
long sight,

\

capacity for seeing distant objects ; also, the defect

of sight by which only distant objects are seen
j

distinctly
; long-sixes, long candles, six of which

went to the pound (cf. long-fours) ;
long-sleever

A ustral.slang, a tall glass
; long-slide Steam-engine

(see quot.) ; long-splintery a., consisting of long
splinters; 7 long square Geom., an oblong rect-

angle ; also attrib. ; f long-staff, a long cudgel,

Quarter-staff; also attrib.; long-staple a.

(see quot.)
; long stitch (see quot.) ;

long-stone,
a menhir; long-stroke, (a) Naut. (see quot. 1867);
(b) a stroke of a piston or pump rod, which is longer

than the average ; also attrib.
;
long sugar U.S.,

molasses
; long-sweetening 17. S., (a) molasses ;

(b) (see quot.)
;
long sword (see Sword) ; long-

tackle Naut. (see quot.); also attrib. in long-tackle-

block; +long-tennis, some form of tennis (cf. F.

tongue panme, tennis played in an open court)

;

long-threads, warp; long-timbers (see quot.);

long-time a., that has been such for a long time

;

long-togs Naut., landsmen's clothes (Smyth);
Long Vacation, summer vacation at the Law-
courts and Universities, so called in distinction from

1

the Christmas and Easter vacations ; also attrib. ; f

long voyage (sec quot.) ; long-wall Coal-mining,
used attrib. (rarely advb.), to imply a particular

j

method of extracting coal (see quot. 1851); f long-
warped a., oblong (cf. OE. langivyrpe in Tech-
nic)'s Zeilschr. II. 119; long way - long-wall;
long whist (see Whist sb.)

;
flong-wiiled a .

%

long suffering; long-wool, (a) long-stapled wool,
suitable for combing or carding ; {b) a long-woolled
sheep; also attrib.; long writ = prerogative writ
(see Prerogative).

1809 R. Langkord Introd. Trade 57 *Long annuities 16J
means, that an annuity of 100/. from the present time to the
year i860, will cost .. \t\ years' purchase ; at which time they
will expire. This stock was originally for 90 years. 1888 Bun-
ton Finatice <y Politics \. 1Z9 note, The fLong Annuities'
dated from 1780. Their actual amount in i860 was ,£1,200,000.
1896 Allbutt's Syst. Med. 1. 33 The deep orbit and the
*Iong-axed eyeball going naturally with the long head.
C1485 Digby Myst. I1882) 111. 190 Ye *langbaynnes, loselles,

for-sake }e bat word ! 1497 Ld. Trcas. Acc. Scott. (1877)
I. 332 Item, the samyn nycht, in Sanctandrois, to the King
to play at the *lang bowlis xviij,^. 1801 Stkutt Sports <s-

Past. in. vii. 201 * Long-bowling . .was performed in a narrow
enclosure, . .and at the further end was placed a square frame
with nine small pins upon it : at these pins the players
howled in succession. 1876 Encycl. Brit. IV. 180/1 After
the suppression of alleys ' Long bowling*, or

4 Dutch rub-
bers ' was practised for a short time, a 1643 Caktwrjoiit
Ordinary in. v. (165 1) 52, I shall live to see thee Stand
in a Play-house doore with thy *long box, Thy half-crown
Library, and cry small Hooks. 1728 Swij-t Past. Dialogue
33 When you saw Tady at *long-bullets play. 179a S.

Burwooo Life P. Skelton (1816) 282 lie challenged any of
them to play long-bullets with him... The little feilow..took
the bullet, and threw it about twice as far as Skelton. 1873
Bennett & 'Cavknoisii ' Milliards 27 The *long-bult is used
in the same way when the ball cannot be reached with the
half-butt. 1862 ' Cavendish ' Whist (1870)29 - Long cards
are cards of a suit remaining in one hand after the remainder
of the suit is played. 187a Young Gentleman's Mag. 698 2
Packs with a long card can be obtained at many of the
conjuring depots. 1861 Hlghf.s Tom Brown at O.x/. x.\i,

lie is churchwarden at home, and can't smoke anything
hut a "long clay. 1862 Sala Accepted Addr. 85 It was settled

almost before he was out uf *long-clothes, that he was to

be a carpenter. 1779 G. Kkate Sketchesjr. Kat. (1700) L
26 The Margate * Long-Coach was drawn up in the yard, and
the passengers already seated in it. 1807 Cokdk Stranger
Eng. 1 1 1. 59 Stage-coaches . . others in form of a cylinder, are

called long-coaches. 1829 Mauryat /•*. Mild/nay xiv, The
young officer might like a drop o' *long cork

;
bring us ..

one o' they claret bottles. 1878 J. 1 nglis Sport 4- //'. \i.

121 They generally betake themselves then to some patch
of grass or "long-crop outside the jungle. 1720 Lend. Ga~.
No. 5881/5 George Cottrell, . . *Long cuttler. 1678 Nokris
Coll. Misc. (1699) 213 He must be the more unwilling to

break off a *long-dated Innocence, for the unsatisfying

pleasure of a moment. 1866 Crump Banking vii. 153 Long-
dated bills will sometimes command a higher price than
shorter dates. 1883 Manck. E.xam. 12 Dec. 5/1 The work-
people no doubt act from a long-dat-'d regard for their own
interests. 1827 Hutton Course Math. I. 43 Divide by the

whole divisor at once, after the manner of *Long division.

1833 M. Scott Tom Cringle \\. (1859) 244 The lumbeiing
flap of the *long drop was heard. 1884 Pall MallG. 4 Dec.

6/1 *Long Elizas (the trade name for certain blue and white
vases ornamented with figures of tall, thin China-women) is

a name derived undoubtedly from the German or Dutch.

1753 HanWAV Trav. (1762) I. v. Ixiv. 292 Prom Hofland they

reckon one bale of maghoot, one of shalloons, and one of

*long ells, to ten bales of begrest. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVII.
555 2 Druggets and long-ells . . are made jn Devon and
Cornwall. 1611 L. Barry Ram Alley 11. i. C4, Why so,

these are tricks of the *Iong fifteenes, To giue counsel!,

and to take fees on both sides, c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 309/336
He pult forih is felawe, be 'tongue finger', pat sit him
next. X486 Bk. St. Albans 15 v b, Betwene the longe fyngre

and the leche fynyre. 1848 Rimbault Pianoforte 45 Every
change is made by passing the thumb under the long

fingers, or the long fingers over the thumb. 1891 N.
Crane Baseball %\ *Longfly, a fly ball which is batted to

the out-field. 1832 Boston, etc. Herald 18 Sept. x !s, Making
|

long-sixes burn as brightly as *long-fours. c 1000 Ags.
Gosp. John xviii. 1 rnarg., Des passio je-byreS on *langa

frigadac*. ^1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 95 Crepe to cruche on
lange fridai. 1636 Dayenant Wits iv. ii. Dram. Wks.
1872 II. 199 When I was young, I was arrested for a stale

commodity Of nut-crackers, *long-gigs, and casting-tops.

1884 Bower & Scott De Bary's Phaner. <$• Fertts 471 The
longitudinal course of the single elements . . appearing in

the direction of the ' *long grain ' of the wood and bast.

1782 Ettcycl. Brit. 671 1/2 The "long-harness lof a ribboti'
(

loom] are the front-reeds, by which the figure is raised. 1622

Mabbe tr. Alenian's Guzman a"A If. II. 355 To make wads
j

and wisps for those that go to the *Long-house (you know
what I meane). 1646 Sir J. Temple Irish Rebell. 4 He set

up a long house, made ofsmoothed wattles. 1774 D. Jones
|

Jrnl. 2 Visits to Indians (1865) 76 They proceed to bind

them [captives] naked to the post in the long house. 1826 J. F.

Cooper LastofMohicans Vref. (i85o),Where the* long house',

or Great Council Fire, of the nation was universally admitted

to be established. 1894 Fiske Hist. If. S. i. 5 Ground-plan of

Iroquois Long-house. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk:?Long- <

jawed, the state of rope when its strands are straightened

by being much strained and untwisted, and from its plia-

bility will coil both ways. 1882 Besant Revolt of Man
vi. 160 1 1 is better to advance the knowledge of the world ,

one inch than to win tbe *Iong-jump with two-and-twenty

feet. 1887 Shearman Athletics (Badm, Libr.) 149 The
*long-jumper, like the sprinter, m2y be a man of almost any
size or weight. 1882 Society 7 Oct. 23/1 A* a man he has done

extraordinary work at *long-iumping, sprinting, and hurdle-

racing. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. y
*Long leave, per-

j

mission to visit friends at a distance. Ibid., *Long leggers,

lean schooners, longer than ordinary proportion lo breadth,

swift. 1898 F. T. Bullsn Cruise Cachalot (1900) i. 6 A pot

of something sweetened with ,#
longlick ' (molasses) made

an apology for a meal. 1653 Fisher Baby Baptism 7 There
was but a very *long-ltttle, m comparison of what else might
have been delivered. 18x5 Scott Guy M. xlv, While that
*lang-lugged limmer o* a lass is gaun flisking in and out o'

the room.
_
1901 N. Munro in Blackiv. Mag. Mar. 355/1

It's a gossiping community this, long-lugged and scandal-
loving. 1659 Howell Lex.,Prov. Ded. to Philulogers, A
significant. .Proverb, .works upon the Intellectuals. .more
then a. .*long-lungd Sermon. 1815 Byron To Moore 12 June,
The villain is a. .long-lunged orator, c X290 S. Eng. Leg.
L 308/313 **Longueman' ha tte bemidleste for he lenguest is.

a 1475 Pict, roc. in Wr.-\\ iilcker 753/1 Hie vtedius, the

longman. 1709 J. Ward Yug. Math. Guide 1. iii. (1734) 33
The least Part of a *Long Measure was at First a Barly
Corn. x8ox W. Dupuk Xeolog. Fr. Diet. 131 Hectometre
..in the long measure of the new republican division, is

equal to one hundred metres. 1718
x Long metre Isee

Common a. igbj. 1618 S. Waro lethrds Justice (1627) 2y.

IA judge] must be. . Mong-minded, to endure the., homeli-
nesse of common people in giving evidence, a 1300
A\ E. Psalter cii. 8 Laverd . . inilde herted and *lang-

mode. 1720 Ramsay Rise A> Fall ofStoiks 32 Imposed on
hy Mang-nebbit juglers Stock-jobbers, brokers [etc.]. 1823
Hogg Skeph. Cat. (1829) I. 20 A large lang nibbit MaffT
1881 L. B. Wacford Ihik A'efherby in Gd. Words 332 2

What wi' her lang-nehbit English words I kenna gif my
head or my heel* i?, l oon-most. 1893 J. Watson Con/.
Poacher 96 In ' *long-neiting

1

the net is dragged by a man
on each side, a third wading after to lift it over the stakes.

1858 (). W. Holmes A at. IU eakf-t. (1 883) 40 They were gar-

nered by stable-boys smoking "long-nines. 1659 England's
Cotif.% Their old hackney drudges of the *Long Parliament.

1678 Ll'ttrell Brief Ret. 9 Nov. (1857) J. 3 1 hough this

parliament [sc. that then in session] was called the long par-
liament, yet letc.]. 1827 Hai.lam Const. Hist. (1876) II. .\.

293 The long parliament, in the year 1641, had established,

in its most essential parts, our existing constitution. 1852
Mt'XDY Our Antipodes (18571 181 No more 1 *long-pig ' for

him [the Maori] ! 1901 Westm. Gas. 14 May 3/1 As a
matter of fact, ' long-pig ' orgies are not common. 1679
Moxon Mech. F.vere. 169 *Long-Plain, The same that

Joyners call a Joynter. 1842 Gwilt Emyd. Arch it. § 2102
The long plane is. .used when a piece of stuff is to be tried

up very straight. It is longer and broader than the trying
plane. 1897 Times 22 Apr. 12/3 The **long prajer' ..

has been not only shortened but impioved in quality. 1722
Dk Foe Col. Jack (1840' 19 He led me into the Mong-
room at the custom-house. 1759 Compi. Lett-writer
(ed. 6) 228, I hear perpetually ot Miss Iwelyn's praises

at the long-room. X771 Smollett Humph. CL, To Miss
Willis 6 Apr, There is a long-room for breakfasting and
dancing. 1819 Getltl. Mag. 529 His regularity .. extended
from the Treasury to the Long-room. 1891 F. W. New-
man ( ardl. Newman 2 Our boys, in large bands, enjoyed
*Lung Rope. 1680 J. A i brkv in Lett. Eminent Persons
(1813) III. 439 He was drowned goeing to Plymouth by
'long sea. 1731 Genii. Mag. I. 353 '1 he Projector has

already made one Tup to try Experiment*;, and was in his

passage to London by Long-Sea to make a further Proof.

x86x Canning in Hare 'two Xoble Lives (1893) III. 148 In

a few weeks we shall be beginning to pack off our long-sea

goods. 1867 Smyth Sailors H'ord-bk., *Long-service, a
cable properly served to prevent chafing under particular

use. 1874 Punch 4 June 3/1 Lord Strathnairn charged the

late Secretary for War with bad faith, in not enlisting men
for short and long service together. 1897 ll estm. Gaz.

27 Sept. 3 2 Had the old long-service system continued in

force. X675 11°.BBKS Odyssey (1677) 237 Next the dogs he

went, And in his hand shook a *longshaded spear. 1848

BrcKt.KY Iliad 123 Brandishing his *long-shadowed spear.

1568 Grafton Chron. I. 96 The which {Saxons] came in

three *long Shippes or Ilulkes. 1799 Naval Chron. II. 182

Built after the model of long Ships, or Men of War. 1886

Corhett Fall of Asgard I. 268 A large vessel shot out

from behind the point. It was a long-ship of twenty benches.

1851 S. Judd Margaret 1. iii. 11 Her dress was a blue-

striped linen short-gown wrapper, or vlong-short, a coarse

yellow petticoat, and checked apron, a 1881 O. W. Holmes
Old l ot. Life ix, The first two in iambics, or short-

longs, the last in trochaics or long-shorts. 1791 Hist.

Eur. in Ann. Reg. 185/1 What our sea mencall a*longshot
fire is the most destructive of any to the rigging of ships.

1814 Scott Let. to Sonthey 17 June, 1 should be templed
to take a long shot at him [Buonaparte] in his retreat to

Elba. 1853 Kank Grinnell Lxp. xl. (1856 > 362, I ventured
the ice, crawled on my belly, and reached long-shot distance.

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Long-shot, a distant range.

It ts also used to express a long way; a far-fetched

explanation ;
something incredible. 1873 Young Gentl.

Mag. July 490 This did not, however, suit her long-shot

tactics. 1844 Hhblyn Diet. Med., *Long sight, .. the dys-

opia proximorum of Cullen. 1898 Wat 1 s-Dl'NTON Aytwin
(19x0) 109/2 His companions had the usual loog-sight of

agriculturists. 1802 Sporting Mag. XX. 15 Some have
gone so far as to illuminate our discussions with tens in-

stead of *long-sixes. 1864 Trevelyan Compel. Wallah
(t866) 283 Peasants who had never lasted anything daintier

than a rushlight now had their fill of long sixes. 1888

Casselfs Picturesque Austral. III. 83 Their drivers had
completed their regulation half-score '*long sleevers * of
* she-oak 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., *Long-slide, a slide-

valve of such length as to govern the ports at both ends

of the cylinder, and having a hollow back, which forms

an eduction passage. 1796 Kirwan Elem, Min. (ed. 2) II.

291 Grey ore of Manganese. Fragments somewhat *Iong

splintery. 1551 Recorde Pathw. KtunvL II. Ixxvi, If yon
make a *long sauare of the whole line A . C, and of that

parte of it that lyeth betwene the circumference and the

point, . . that longe square shall be equall to the full square

of the touche line A . B. 1646 StR T. Browne Pseud. Ep.

H. ii. 60 A Loadstone of a Parallelogram or long square

figure. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) V. 18/2 Take two pieces

ofpasteboard . . through which you must cut long squares.

1596 ShaKs. 1 Hen. IV, \\. i. 82 No *Long-staffe six-

penny strikers, a 1661 Holypay Juvenal 184 If thou dost

carry but a little plate By night, the sword and long-staff

tbou fear'st straight. 1890 Century Did., *Longest aple,

having a long fiber : a commercial term applied to cotton

of a superior grade, also called seadsland cotton.^ 1882

Cavlteilo & Saward Did.. Ncedlcwk. 187. (Embroidery^,



LONG.
*Long stitch, also known as Point Passe, Passe", and Au

|

Passe. 1 1 is a name given to Satin Stitch when worked across

the materia] without any padding. 1899 Baring-Gould^. *

ofWest I. x. 171 The menhirs, locally termed *Iongstone-s or

langstoncs. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., *Long-stroke, the

order to a boat's crew to stretch out and hang on her. 1884

hnp.ff Mach. Rev. 1 Dec 6715/2 The long-stroke by which
this pump is distinguished averages about one-third more.

1838 Civil Eng. tf A rch. Jrnt. I. 394/2 The short stroke

engines are propelling the boats, both sea and river class,

faster than the long stroke ones. 1859 Bartlett Diet.

Amer., *Long sugar, molasses, so called formerly in North
Carolina from the ropiness of it. Ibid., *Long S7veetening,

molasses, so called formerly in New England. i88^Eucyel.
|

Amer. 1. 199/2 In the far West, as Down Ea>t, sugar »

bears the name of long and short "sweetening, according
j

as it is the product of the cane., or of the maple tree.
|

1794 Rigging $ Seamanship 1. 156 *Longdackle-block.

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Long-tackles, those over-

hauled down for hoisting up topsails to be bent. Long-
tackle blocks have two sheaves of different sizes placed one
above the other, as in fiddle-blocks. 1653 Urquhart Robe*
lais 1. xxiii, They played at the hall, the *long-tennis IF.

a la paunte\ and at the Piletrigone. 1844 G. Doou
Textile Mann/. \. 36 Some lyarnj is employed as warp
or *long threads for coarse goods, c 1850 Ruditn. Navig.
(Weale) 130 *Long timbers, those timbers afore and abaft

the floors which form the floor and second futtocks in one.

1584 Cogan Haven Health (1636) 171 Fish of *long time
salting .. is unwholsome. 1877 A. M. Sullivan Nciv Ircl.

xv. 177 A long-time colleague and friend. 1898 IVcstm. Gas.
21 Apr. 5/3 A long-time deacon of the Tabernacle and per-

sonal friend of the late Charles Spurgeon. 1840 R. H. Dana
lief. Mast xxviii. 06 His '*long togs', the half-pay, his

beaver hat, white linen shirts, and everything else. 1693
Dryuen Juvenal vi. 100 When now the *long vacation's

come The noisy hall and theatres crown dumb. 1815
Tiiiklwall Lett. (1881) 85 A most delightful fortnight which
I .spent last long vacation at Cambridge. 1848 Clough
{title) The Bothie of Toper-na-Fuosich, a long-vacation
pastoral. 1900 G. C. Broorick Mem. <y Impress. 216 Such
informal arrangements suffice to create a ' Long Vacation
Terra'. 1867 Smvtii Sailor's Word-bk., * Long voyagt\
one in which the Atlantic Ocean is crossed. 1839 Ure Diet.
Arts 978 The fourth system of working coal, is called the long
way, the long wall, and the Shropshire method. 1851 lllustr.

Catat Ct. Exhib. 149 The method of working coal, adopted
in the Yorkshire mines generally, U that known as the

long wall, . . distinguished from the Newcastle, or pillar-

and-stall method, by extracting at once all available coal.

190* Blackw. Mag. Jan. 50/1, I worked the coal * long.wall '.

c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. u 1 t>is is pe foorme of an heed
weel propossiound, .. pat he be longe warpid, hauynge
tofore & bihynde eminence. 1839 *l_ong way fsee long
ivalf). a 1340 Hampole />jrt//^rcii. 8 Mereyful lord : *lang-
willid [L lottganimis] & mykil merciful. 1694 Mottkux
Rabelais tv. vi. (1737) 21 1'hey are *long-Wool Sheep.

18*5 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 388 Wool Manu-
facture. This well-known staple is.. divided into two dis-

tinct classes, long wool, or worsted spinning ; and short

wool, or the spinning of woollen yarn. 1835 Ure Philos.

Manuf. 103 Long-wool yarns are numbered on the same
principle. Jbid. 125 Long wool, called also combing wool,
differs as materially in a manufacturing point of view from
short or clothing wool, as flax does from cotton. Ibid. 130
Long wool, called also carding wool, requires lengih and
.soundness of .staple. 1886 C. Scon Sheep-Farming 57
Practically the two long-wools are equal in weight as shear-

lings. 1642 C. Vkkxon Consid. li.xch. iS marg,,'\'\\*. *Iong
Writ called the Prerogative Writ, out of the Treasurers
Remembrancers Office, under the Teste of the chiefe Baron.

b. In names of animals, etc., as long-bill, a bird

with a long bill, e.g. a snipe; long clam, [a) Mya

arenaria (see Clam sb.~ 1 d) ;
(b) the razor-clam,

linsis amcricana ; long cripple dial , a slow-

worm ; also, a lizard ; long dog dial., a greyhound
;

long-ear, long ears, an ass ; alsofig. of a human
being; long fin Austral., a name for the fishes

Caprodon schlegelii and Anlhias longimanus,

Giinth. c Morris) ; f long-fish, ?a fish of the eel

kind (ef. G, langfisch) ;
long-horn, {a) one

of a breed of long-horned cattle
;

(b) the long-

eared owl, Olus vulgaris ; long lugs Sc. = long

ears
; long-nose, a name for the Gak-fish ; long

spur, a bird of the genus Calcarius (or Cenlro*
j

phanes)
; long-wing, a name for the swift

;

f long-worm, ? an adder or viper.

1884 Times (weekly ed.) 3 Oct. 14/1 One thousand one '

hundred and fifty sounds a satisfactory hag of the * •long-
bills'. 1884 Goooe, etc. Xat. Hist. Useful Aquatic Anim.
1. 707 The 'Soft Clam', 4 * Long Clam', or 'Nanninose'
(Mya arenaria). 1887 — Fisheries U.S. II. 614 Under
the name of * long clam ', * knife-handle and * razor.claai ',

they are occasionally seen in New Vork market. 1758
W. Borlase Nat. Hist, Corniv. 284 We have a kind of
viper which we call the * Long-cripple : It is the slow-worm
or deaf-adder of authors. 1864 E. Corniv. Gloss, in Jmt.
R. Inst. Corniv. Mar. 1. 17 Long-cripple, a lizard : in some
farts applied to tire snake. 1896 Baking-Gould Idylls 223

j

le rins away from me..iist for all the world as if I

were a long-cripple. 1847 Iialliwkll, *Long dog, a grey-

hound. 1891 T. Hardy Tess (1900) 44/r William turned,

clinked off like a long-dog, and jumped safe over hedge.

1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. {1834) 11. 150 The beast.. would
sell for no more at a fair than his brother * Long-ear.

1845 Browning Lett. (1899) 1. 16 This long-ears had to be 1

'dear-Sir'd and obedient-servanted '. 188a T. E< Tenison-
Woods Fish N. S. Wales 33 (Morris) The *long-fin,

Anlhias longimanus, Giinth. ,. may be known by .. the

great length of the pectoral fins, 1598 Florio, Licostomo,

a kind of "longfish. 1834 Youatt Cattle 188 The *long

horns seem to have first appeared in Craven. 1856 Yarrell
Brit. Birds I. 131 Otus vulgaris, the Long horn. 1879

J efferies Wild Life in S. Co. 130 The cows in the field

used to be longhorns, much more hardy, a 1748 Ramsay
|

Condemned Ass 64 Sae poor *lang lugs man pay the kane I
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for a'. 1836 Yarrell Brit. Fishes I. 391 The Garfish.
*Long.Nose. 1848 C. A. Johns Week at Lizard 175 A
long eel-shaped fish, the gur-fish, or long-nose. 1831 A.
Wilson & Bonaparte Amer. Omith. IV. 121 Emhcrha
Lapponica Wilson .. Lapland *Longspur. 1893 Coues in
Lewis tf Clark's Expcd. 1. 349 note, The black-breasted
lark-bunting or Iongspur, Centroplianes (Rhyuchophanes)
maccowni. 1894 R. B. Suarte Handbk. Birds Gt. Brit. I. 77
The Long-spurs, of which the Lapland Bunting is the type,
are three in number. 1854 Mary Howitt Pictor. Cat.
Seasons 390 About the 12th of August the largest of the
swallow tribe, the swift or *long-wing, disappears. 1648
Gage West Ind. xii. 51 Moules, Rats, *Long-wormes.

C. In the names of plants or vegetable products,

as t long-bean = Kidney-bean
; flong ear, a

name for a kind of barley ; long-flax (see quot.)

;

long-leek, the ordinary leek {Allium porrum)
;

long-moss « Long-beard 3; long-pod, a variety

of broad bean which produces a very long pod

;

long purples, a local name for Orchis mascttla,

Lythrum Salicaria, and other plants.

1587 Mascall Govt. Cattle (1627) 11 Faciolia, called in..
English kidncy-beane, or *long-beane. 1523 Fitzherb.
Husb. § 13 *Long-eare hath a Matte eare, halfe an inehe
brode, and foure inches and more of length. 187s Knight
Diet. Mech., *Long-flax, flax to be spun its natural length
without cutting. 1867 J. Hogg Microsc. 11. i. 357 The young
flower-stalk of the *long-leek {Allium porruvt). 1808 T.
Ashe Trav. Amer. 1. 126 *Long Moss, Tcllandsia Us-
ueoides. 1833 Penny Cycl. 1. 249/2 The long-moss region
commences below 33

0
lat. The moss hangs in festoons from

the trees. 1821 W. Cohhett Amer. Gardening § 196 The
best. .is. .the Windsor- Bean. The *Long-Pod is the next
best. 1602 Shaks. Ham. iv. vii. 170 There with fantasticke
Garlands did she come, Of Crow.flovvers, Nettles. Daysies,
and *long Purples.

^
1821 Clare Vill. Minstr. II. 90 Gay

long purple, with its tufty spike. Ibid. \\. 210 (Gloss.),

Long purples, purple loose-strife. 1830 Tennyson Dirge
v, Round thee blow. .long purples of the dale.

d. Cricket : + long ball, a ball hit to a dis-

tance; long field (off, on), the position of a
fieldsman who stands at a distance behind the

bowler, either to his left or right ; also, one who
fields in that position

;
long-hop, a ball bowled

or thrown so that it makes a long flight after

pitching
;
long off, on, short for longfield off, on ;

long-stop,afieldsmanwhostands behind the wicket-

keeper to stop the balls that pass him ; hence long-

stop vb., to field as long-stop, whence long-stopping

vbl. sb. Also long leg, long slip (see the sbs.).

1744 J. Love Cricket (1770) 111. 3 Some [fieldsmen), at a
Di%tance, for the *Long Ball wait. 1843 *l>ong field Jsee
long on below]. 1862 Loud. Soc. II. 115/2 Carpenter might
have made more drives to the long field. 1850 ' 1»at

'

Cricketer's Man. 43 *Long Field Off.—This situation de-
mands a person w ho can throw welfT Long Field On is of
a character with the 'off'. 1880 Times 28 Sept. 11/5 Mr.
Moule, long-field-ofT. 1837 New Sporting Mag. XI. 108
The lengths necessary to be pitched at that slow pace will be
as good as *Iong hops. 1867 RouHedge's Ev. Boy's Ann. 432
The ball should come skimming in with a long hop to the
top of the bails. 1864 Ibid. 476 A drive to * long-off. 1901
I. Maci.afln I'ng. Barbarians xv. 205 A miraculous catch
which he made at long-off. 1843 'A Wvkhamist' Tract.
Hints on Cricket Frontisp., The * long on *, or long field to
the on-side, is for the most part done away with. 1797
Coi.man Heir at Laiv 11. ii, 111 make you my Moae-stop at
cricket. 1884 Lillyivhite's Cricket Ann. 103 Reliable long,

stop and very .smart in the long-field, i860 Bailey's Mag.
I.34' Lords ', where, in days of yore . . Keagley * long stopped.
Ibid. 303 The *long stopping of Diver. 1871 G. Meredith
//. Richmond vi, We played^ at catch with the Dutch
cheese, and afterwards bowled it for long-stopping.

B. Quasi-iA and sb.

I. The neuter adj. used absol.

1. In various phrases with preps.

f a. A I long: = ' at lengih (<z) after a long time,

in the end ;
{b) in an extended manner, in many

words, fully.

a 1400-50 Alexander 3498 Bot lat vs leue him at longe &
letide to oure hames. 1532 More Confnt. Tindaie Wks.
579/2, 1 shall purpose to treate ot thys matter more at long.

156s T. Stapleton Fortr. Faith 139 b, It were., super,

fluous at longe to discusse.

b. Before long : before a long time has elapsed,

soon. 80 ere long
y
Ehelon<!.

1760-72 H. Brooke Fool of Qual. O800,) IV. 69 Perhaps
we may meet ere long. 1813 Southey Aelson II. 196 Let
us hope that these islands may, ere long, be made free and
independent. 1871 Tpollope Ralph the Heir xlii. 426
* Bye, bye', said Neefit,

4
I'll be here again before long*.

187a Swinburne Ess. Stud. (1875) 28 The terror and
ignorance which ere long were to impel them to the con-
ception and perpetration of even greater crimes. 1892
Bookman Oct. 28/2 We expect from him before long a
better novel than he has yet given us.

c. By long and by hist (?dial.) : in the end.
jooo LougftuMag. Dec. 103 By long and by lastweeatne

to Veermut bridge.

d. For long : f (a) long ago (obs.)
; (b) through-

out a long period (occas. for long and long, for
longtogether) ; alsopredicalively^ destined or likely

to continue long.
a 1300 CursorM. 4507 For lang was said, and yeit sua l>es,

' Hert sun for.gettes pat ne ei seis\ a 1548 Hall Chron.,
Rich. Ill 56 For long we have sought the furious bore, and
now we have found him. 1729 B. Lynoe Diary 29 Dec.

(1880) 35 Expecting the governor would adjourn for long

the Gen'l Court. 1803 Marv Charlton Wife * Mistress

IV. 171 'Well, Lord, it mayn't be for long', replied Dolly.

1839 Spirit Metrop. Conserv. Press (1840) 11. 535 No man

LONG.
' . . kept himself for long and long, at a fearful . . speed, as did

Lord Brougham. 1856 F. E. Paget Owlet ofOwlst. 148 Her
back aches., frightfully if sbe sits up for long together.

1874 Ld. Houghton in T. W. Reid Life (1891) 11. 300
Ripon's conversion is one of the oddest news I nave heard
for long. 189s Mrs. H. Ward Bessie Costrell 121 The
children, .had been restless for long.

te. Of long: since a remote period ; for a long
lime past. (Cf. Or 53.) Obs.

1583 Stocker Civ. Warres Loive C. iv. 24 b, The Castle
of Antwerpc. .had of long been a denne of murderers. 1591
Spenser M.IInbberd 1325 The Lion..gan him avizewhat
had of long Become of him. 1603 Knollks Hist. Turks
(1638) 1 The Turks haue of long most inhabited the lesser

Asia. 16 15 W. Lawson Country Hottsew. Gard. (1626) 39
Suckers of long doe not beare. 162s Bacon Ess., Judicature
(Arb.) 453 Penall Lawes, if they haue beene Sleepers of long.

f£ On long: in length. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 21664 O four corner pe arche was

made, Als has pe cros on lang and brade.

tg. Umbe long: after a long interval. Obs.
c888 K. iEi.pRED Boeih. xxxix. § 2 (Sedgefield) 125 Da

andswarode he ymbe long and cwaeS. a 1225 Leg. Kath.
518^ J>cs sondesmon, umbe long, .. com, & brohte wi3 him
fifti scolmeistres.

f
t h. Willi the longest : for a very long time.

1636 tr. I'lortis's Hist. iv. ii. 273 When that part of his

forces which was left behind ..stayed with the longest [L.
inoramfaceret] at Brundisium.

i. At (the) longest : on the longest estimate.

1857 Pusey Lenten Serm. xii. (1883) 235 Short, at the
longest, were the life of man.
2. Without prep. : Much time. Now chiefly in

to take long. + This long (used advb.) : for this

long lime [obs.). That long
v
colloq.): that length

of time.
c 1470 Henry Wallace 1. 262 Du sone, this lang quhnr

has thow beyne? 1565 T. Stapleton tr. Bede's Hist. CJu
Eng. 31 Forsakyng that auncient religion whiche this longe
both I and my people haue obserued. ,1635 J. Hayward
tr. Biondis Banish d Virg. 102 Otherwise ne had never.,
this long have deferr'd its discover)'. 1898 Engineering
Mag. XVI. 67 Pt will take at least ten times that long to
get a train ready for a return trip. 1901 A. Hope Tristram
ofBlent xxv. 336 He had been wondering how long they
would take to think of the lady who now held the title and
estates. Mod. Don't take very long about it. 1 do not
think it will take long to finish the work.

b. as the predicate of an impersonal clause, (a)

it is (was, will be, ete.) long before, since, to (some-
thing) ; it will be longfirst ; ere it be long, f Also
long to (used absol.) - 'long first *. f Also ellipt..

though longfirst.
?£tooo in Sax. Leechd. 111. 434 Nxs lang to py pa;t his

bropor pyses la;nan lifes timan seendode. c 1400 Maundev.
(Roxh.) 1. 4 It es lang sen it fell oute of pe hand. 1485
Caxton Paris if V. 39 lt shal not be longe to but that ye
shal be hyely maryed. 1540-1 Elvot Image Gov. 7 There
shall be or it bee longe, a more ample remembraunce.
1560 Daus tr. Sleidanes Comm. 174 Leste the olde ene-
mye of mankynde, would styre up warre..or ever it

were longe. c 1592 Marlowe Massacre Paris xx. 13 And
tell him, ere it be long, I'll visit him. 1606 Rollock
1 Thcss. iii. 34 Byde a little while, it is not long to. 1616 T.
Mathews Let. \\\,Ussher's Lett. 11686) 36 God now at last,

though long first, sendingsogood opportunity. 1631 Wekvek
Anc. Funeral Mon. 223 As it was long before he could be
perswaded to take a Prebend of Lincolne. 1670 Lady
Mary Bertje in 12M Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 22,

I hope now it will not be long before I see you at Exton.
1740 tr. De Mouhy's Fort. Country-Maid 0741) I. 47 It

will not be long first. 1824 Miss Fekrikr Inker. \\\\,

She'll bring htm round to her way of thinking before it's

long.

3. The long and the short of (it, etc.), less fre-

quently the short and the long: the sum total, sub-

r stance, upshot. Also," to make short of long: to
1 make a long story short.

<r«5oo Merck. <y Child in Hazlitt Early Pop. Poetry
I. 135 Thys ys the schoite and longe. 1598 Shaks.
Merry W. 11. i. 137 There's the short and the long.

1620 Shelton Quix. 11. xxxix. 254 The short and the long
was this. 1642 J. Eaton Honey*. Free Jnstif. 245 Whereof
riseth such a necessity of beleeving.. that Christ maketh this

the short and long of all. 1690 W. Walker Idionmt. A ngto-

Lat. 412 This is the long and the short of it. 1713 AonisoN
Guardian No. 108 p 8 This is, sir, the long and the short

uf the matter, 1770 Foote Lame Lover 11. Wk«. 1799 II.

80 And that, Mr. John, is the long and the short on't. 1840
' Dickens Old C. Shop xx.w, The short and the long of it is,

that [etc.], 1883 R. W. Dixon Mano iv. vii. 160 There, to

make short of long, was he way-laid By many knights at

once. 1898 Besant Orange Girl j. ix, The long and the

short of it. .is that you must pay me this money.

II. As sb. (w ith a and plural).

4. Mus. A long note
;
spec, in the early notation,

a note equivalent to two or to three breves, accord-

ing to the rhythm employed ; also, the characler

by which it was denoted, t Long and short (see
1 quot 1597).

c 1460 Tozvnetey Myst. xii. 414, It was a liiery song ; I dar
say that he broght foure & twenty tu a long. 1590 Cokaine
Treat. Hunting D iv b. Where the Foxe is earthed, blowe
for the Terriers after this manner : One long and two short.

1594 Barni ield Skeph. Cont. iii, My Prick*Song's alwayes
full of Largues and Longs. 1597 Morley Introd. Mus. 78

I
Long and short is when we make two notes tied togither, and
then another of the same kinde alone, a 1619 Fotherbv
Atheom. 11. xii. § x (1622) 334 The Art of Musicke mixeth
Contrary sounds in ber Songes : as Sharps, with flats ; and
briefes, with Longs. 1674 Playford Skill Mus. 1. vii. 24

The Large contains eight Scinibreves, the Long four. 1706

A. Bedford Temple Mus. xi. 227 When Musick was first

invented, there were but Two Notes, viz. a Long, and a



LONG.
Breve. 178a Eurnev Hist. Ahis. II, iii. 184 The first con-
sists of a succession of Longs and Breves. x887 Browning
Parityings .«'. Cert. People Wks. 1896 II. 730/1 Larges ami
I<ongs and Breves displacing quite Crotchet-and-quaver
permess. 1891 W. Pole Philos. Mus. 162 The breve being
intended to be held about half the time of the long.
attrib. 1727-41 Chambers Cycl. s. v. Character, Long

Rest. 1886 W. S. Rockstro Hist. Mus. iii. 35 Perfect Long
Rest. Imperfect I^ong Rest.

5. Prosody. A long syllable. Longs and shorts \

quantitative (esp. Latin or Greek) verses or versi-

fication. Hence (nonce- use) long-and-short 7\,

to make Greek or Latin verses.

a 1548 Hall Chron., Rich, ill 42 This poeticall schoole-
niayster corrector of breves and longes, caused Collyngborne
to be abbreviate shorter by the lied. 181 1 Byron Hints
from Hor. 514 Whom public school* compel To 1 long and
short ' before they're taught to spell. 1851 Caklyle Sterling
1. iv, (1872) 29 Cla^sicality... greatly distinguishable from.,
death in longs and shorts. 1871 m. Arnold Friendships
Garland vi. 51, * I have seen some longs and shorts of
HittaU's', said I, 'about the Calydonian Hoar, which were
not bad', 1871 Young Gentleman's Mag. 23/1 As two
shorts are supposed to equal one long, you may . . put a
dactyl for a spondee.

6. Building, longs and shorts ; long and short

Mocks placed alternately in a vertical line; the
style of masonry characterized hy this arrange-
ment. Also attrib., as in long-and-short work,
masonry.
184$ Petrie Round Towers /ret, n. iii. 188 Long and short.

..This masonry consists of alternate long and short blocks
of ashlar, or hewn stone, bonding into the wall. 1863 G. ( \.

Scott Westin. Abbey (ed. 2) 11 A small loop window., with
long-and-short work in the iambs. 1884 Karle Ags. Lit. 5 j

Of Saxon construction a chief peculiarity is that which is

called ' longs and shorts '. It occurs in coins of towers, in
panelling work, and sometimes in door jambs.

7. -Long Vacation (A. 18).
18S5 M. Pattison Mem. 149, I began the Long in the

belief that I was going in for my degree in November. 1888
Echoes Oxford Mag. (1890) 111 If you dare to come up in
the Long. 1891 Daily News 25 Oct. 2/3 [Oxford 1 had not
yet awakened from the lethargy of the 1 Long '.

S. pi. - long-clotlies.

1841 J. T. Hewlett Parish Clerk 1 1. 63 A baby in longs.

0. pi. Long whist. (See Whist sb.) rare,
1841 J. T. Hewlett Parish Clerk 1 1. 29 Shilling points at

longs, .were the fashion. 1850 Bohn's Uandbk. Games 162.

10. Comm. One who has purchased in expecta-
tion of future demand.
1881 Chicago Times 12 Mar., Under negotiations by the

1 longs . the market [i.e. for porkl fell back 5c. 1890 Daily
Netvs 2 Sept. 2/5 Wheat, .fell off owing to longs unloading.
1897 Westin. Gaz. 23 Aug. 5/r 1 Longs' circulating sensa-
tional accounts of damage done to the spring wheal crop.

Long (tyrj), fl.-i Also 3-5, north, dial. 8 9
lang, 4-5 lange, 5-6 longe. [Aphette f. ME.
Hong, OE. gelcmg Along <j.1] Phr. Long of
(t long on) : attributable to, owing to, on ac-
count of, because of, * along of. Now arch.
and dial.

cuoo Ormin 13377 All Crisstene follkess hald Iss lang o
Cristess hellpe. e 1175 Lav. 15886 Sat waren [- whereon]
bit his lang >at be wal falleb. a 1300 Cursor M. 6030 Al
pis wrak on me es lang [Fair/. lange, Trim longel. c 1330
Spec. Gy JVanv. j^o Here 3e muwen se be wrong And
knowe, wher-on hit is long [v. r. alangel c 1350 St. Mary
Magd. 464 in Horstra. Altengl. Leg. (1881) 86 All my los es
lang on be. a 1400-50 Alexander 4606 Slik lust is lang
on >e leuir & likand spices. e\\i$ Caxton Sonnes of
Aymon i. 50 Neuer we shall faylle you but if it be longe of
you. 1494 Fabvan Chron. vu. 535 Whether it were of the
Knglysshmen longe or of the Portyngaleys, moche barme
was done to the Spaynyardys, 1549 Coveroale Erasni.
Par. 1 John 44 All is long of the darkenes of the hate of his
brother, that hath so blynded his eyes. 1583 Stubbes
Anal. Abus. it. (1882) 33 Who is it long of, can you tell?
1591 Florio -2nd Fruites 51, 1 wot not what it is long of,
but I haue no stomack. 1602 2nd Pi. Returnfr. Parnass.
Prol. (Arb.) 3 Its all long on you, I could not get my part a
night or two before. 1651 Baxter Saints Rest 1. v. § 2. 61
That the very Damned live, is to be ascribed to him ; That
they live in misery, is long of themselves. 1705 J. Blair in
Perry Hist. Colt. Am. Col. C/i. I. 148, I do again assure
you it shall not be long of me if our differences be long lived.
1749 Chesterfield Lett. 24 Nov. (1892} L 377, I have told
the French Minister, as henv, that ifthat affair be not soon
concluded, your Lordship would think it all long of him.
1881 Swinburne Mary Stuart 111. i. n 3 That all these
Have fallen out profitless, 'tis long of you.

Long (tyrj\ adv. Compared longer (lfrrjgaj),

longest (Ifijgest). Forms: 1 lange, longe, 2

lange, Orm. lannge, 3-5, Sc. 6 -clang, 3-5 longe,
5- long. See also Lexg, Lenger, Lengest. [OE.
lange, Ipuge, = OFris. tongue, long{e, OS. lango (Du.
lang), OHG. lango (MHG., moil.G. lange)*.-
OTcut. *laijgo, f. *laygo- Long a.]

1. For or during a long time.
tLong a day (Spenser) : far a long time. [Prob. for long

of the day ; cf. ' long time of be dei,' qnot. a 1225 in A. 7.
Possibly the rare phrase long the day may have had this
origin ; but see 6 below.]
Beo7vulf (Z.) 2344 peah oe hord-welan heolde lange. eSSS

K. Alfred Boetlu (Sedgefield) xxxv. § 7 Da he 5a longe
and longe hearpode, 5a cleopode se hellwara cyning. c 1 175Lamb. Horn. 25 Set ic rnei longe libben, c iaoo Ormin 219
Forrwhi be preost swa lannge wass batt da33 att Godess i

allterr. ciz$pOivl $ Night. 466 He nis nother 3ep ne wis, !

That longe abid war him nod nis.. a 1300 Cursor M. 169
Iesus quen he lang had fast Was fondid wit be wik gast. 1

1340 Ayenb. 205 A roted eppel amang be holen, makeb
|

415

' rotie be yzounde, yef he is longe per amange. c 1400
Maundev.; (Roxb.) n. 5 )>ai wald bat it schnld hafe lane
lasted. X495 Act 11 Hen. VI7, c. 22 § 4 Laboreis . . longe
sitting at ther brekfast at ther dyner and nonemete. a 1548Hall Chron ., Edw. //"192 b, This matter, .hangyng long
ui consultacion. 1562 Pjlkington Expos. Abdyas Pref. 9Tyrannes raygne not long. 1590 Spenser F. Q. 1. x . 9Most vertuous virgin

. .That .. hast wandered through the
world now long a day. 1596 Hid. vi. iii. 4 Is this the timely
joy, which I expected leng. c 1605 Ace. Bk. IV. II ray in
Antiquary XXXI I. 178, 1469. K. henry 6 proclamed kinge,
but continued not longe. 1659 Burton's Diary (1828) I V. 372
If they could spare members, they must attend long. 1697Uryden sEneid x. 501 They long suspend the Fortune of
the Field. 1721 Ramsay Prospect Plenty vii, Lang have
they ply d that trade. 1766 Goldsm. Hermit viii, Man
wants but Utile here below, Nor wants that little long.
1787 Jefferson Writ. (1859) H- 322 We have long been
expecting a packet. 1844 1 hirlwall Greece VIM. 115
I he principle, which had long been generally admitted in
the Greek republics, that [etc J. 1883 R. W. Dixon Mano
1. 1. 1 Gerbert's disciple once, but kmg a monk Of Sam
hvreult.

_
1895 F. Harrison in igth Cent. Aug. 215 Many

of his criticisms of modern scientific philosophy are pre-
cisely those which 1 have long urged,

b. In the comparative and superlative, or pre-
ceded by advs. of comparison (as, how, so, thus,
too, etc.), the adv. indicates amount of relative
duration. (Cf. Long a. 8.) So (or as) long as :

often nearly equivalent to * provided that', 'if only'.
rooo ir.Bardas Hist. iv. xxv. (Schipper) 406 Ic.be..

a?tywde hu lange bu on hreowe awunian sceole. 971
Blickt. Horn. 169 Swa lange swa Sisdydon 5ara auuinOe
on me ^elyfdcm. a 1225 Leg. A'a'h. 1816 To longe we
habbe'd idriuen ure dusischipes. c 137s Sc. Leg. Saints vii.
[Jacobus Minor) fa) Ay be langare l>e sat sa, pe mare grew
his sorow & va. < 1400 Lanfjanc's Cirurg. 37 [f pat : ,

wounde ha)>bc to I*»nt;c in be eir open, .panne (etc.J. 1433
Rolls ofPa>/t. IV. 424/1 Whiles and as longe as hit is or
shall he soo. c 1500 Melusine I v. 331 So long rode geffray
that he came to the Castel. 1513 More in Grafton Chron.
< 1568)11. 775 The Cardinnll perceyvud that thet)ueene waxed
ever ihe longer the farther of. c 1560 A. Scoti Poems (S.T.S.)
xjx. 13 How lang sail I this lyfe iuleid. 1567 Glided Godlie
Ball. (S.T.S.) 27 Als lang as 1 leue on this eird. 1568
Tilnkv Disc. Manage Cviijb, I have alreadie troubled
them to long. 1590 Si'knskr /•*. Q. 11. \iii. 28 The guili,
which if he lined nad thus long, His life for dew rciienge
should dearc ahye. 1631 Gokok Gtufs Arrows m. Ixv.
304 A liqueur .. which kept them from rotting, and made
theinlast the longer. 1642 J. Shi te Surah % //agar 1649)
171 Ahsalon. .kept hk wrath so long ; until it burst out into
blood, c 1680 Uevkridgk.SV/v//. (1729) I. 68 So long as there
are devils in hell. 1715 Attkrbi ry On Matt, xxvii. ?5
in Semi. (1734) I. 127 Thus long have they (JewsJ been
no Nation. 1732 Ukrkm.ky Aitiphr. 11. $ 20 The world
.. always will be the same, as long as men are men. 1776
Trial of Xuudocomar 2^/2 How long did you live with
Sielahut at Delhi?

_
1825 Thirlwali. Lett. (1881) 85 To

cling to your profession as long as you can. 1834 Soutiikv
Lett. (1856) IV. 391 God has mercifully supported me thus
long. 1846 IJrowning Lost Mistress v, 1 will hold your
hand but as long as all may, Or so very little longer. 1863
H. Cox Instit. in. ix. 730 One-third who have been longest
in office retire annually. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. 1. 1.

394 She stood so long that she forgot to weep. 1887 K.
Carroll Game of Logic l'ref., Is there any great harm
in that, so long as yon get plenty of amusement V

c. eolloq. So long: good-bye, 'aurevoir'. [Cf.

G. so lange.]

1865 F. H. Nixon P. Perfume 8 Will wish you'ta ta
*

—gentle reader— ' So long !
' a 1868 W. Whitman Poems

398, 1 whisper So long ! And take the young woman's hand
. .for the last time. 1889 Chamb. Jml. 22 June 397 ' When
shall we see you again ? Not for another six months 1 s'pose.
So long '. 1894 A. Kobkrtson Nuggets, etc. 199*80 long
then ; wish you luck \

d. L,you t etc. may (do something) long enough :

a colloquial phrase expressing hopelessness of re-

sult. Now usually foljowed by before conj.

1530 Palsgr. 616/2, I may do a thing longe ynough, which
sayeng we use whan we signyfye our labour to be in vayne. 1

. .Thou maye krye longe ynough ; tnas beau brairc. 1871 1

Urow ning //tVT'«f Riel xi, Search the heroes flung pell-mell
On the Louvre, face and Hank ;

xVou shall look long enough I

ere you come to Herve Riel.

2. The suppression of the qualified adj., adv., or i

phrase, in expressions like to he long about one's
j

work, causes the adv. long to assume the character
of a quasi-adjectival predicate = k occupying a long
time * delaying long*. Const, in. \of> \a (with \

gerund ; the prep, is now often omitted colloq.),

also followed by conj. ere, or. he/ore.

The originally advb. character of the word in this use is

shown by the form longe (riming with fouge) in the first

example, and by the analogy of the similar use of the advb,
phrase in to be a long time. Cf. however F. ttre tonga.

C1290 S. Eng. Leg. 1. 145/1368 Sumdel be pope was anuyd
pat he hadde i-heo so longe. 1479 Paston Lett. HI. 258 1

Let myn oncle . . kepc the patent .. ty II he have hys mone,
and that shall not be longe to, 1530 Tindale Num. xiv. 18

The Lorde is longe yer he be angrye, and full of mercy.

1539 Cranmers Bible Matt, xxiv. 48 My lord will be
long a cominyng. 1542 Udall Erasm. Apoph. 268 Whiche

I

thyng forasmuch as it was veray slacke and longe in dooyng
. . he assaied to pa^se ouer the sea of Adria. 1560 J. Daus tr.

Sleidanes Comm. 86 b,Went tomete .. the Emperonr,but they
were longe or they myght be suffered to come to his speche.
1606 G. WfooDcoCKF.] Hist, ivstine vi. 31 That the Empire
which was so long a getting .. might not come to wracke.
16x1 Shaics. IV int. T. Hi. iii. 8 He not be long before I call

vpon thee. 16n Chafman Widdowes Teares 1. Dram,
Wks. 1873 III. 19 Goe, He not be long. 1637 Earl Monm.
tr. Malvezzts Romulus % Tarquin 294 1 rie witchcraft of
Rbetorique being ended, which is not long a doing. 1671
H, M. tr. Erasm. Colloq. 545, I advise to be long a chusing

LONG.
I a kind of life. 1780 H. Walpole Lett. (1902) 26 It h from
'
V.^Sow.^'hence I am still longer before I believe. 1796
Mrs. E. Parsons Myst. WarningTV. 242 Vou shall re-
main . . till I have discovered the whole of your vile plot
which will not be long first. 1799 Anna Seward Lett
(1811} \. 257 The real author cannot be long of being
de'terre. 1803 Loriman II. 57 The wound was long before
it was healed, a 1814 Last Act 11. i. in Nao Brit. Theahe
II. 381 Is not our old gentleman rather beyond his time 7

in truth, I think him long. 1829 Scott Anne ofG. ix, They
were not long of discovering the fete-dii-font. 1880 FaornE
hunyan 53 His remarkabte ability was not long in showing
itself. 1894 Pall Mall Mac War. 1 1. 740 The opportunity
was not long in coming.

b. Not to be longfor this world-, to have only
a short time to live.

i8za Kvrojsi Let. to J. Murray 23 Sept., If it is, I cannot
be long for this world.

3. With an a«;enMioun, as long-liver. Also longer,
longest liver, in legal use for 4

the survivor, the last
survivor \
1485 Rolls ofParlt. VI. 271/2 The longest liver of them.

1522 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 237 The sa)d Eli/abethe nowe
hys wyne yf she be longer lyutr. 1530 Pai sgr. 317/2
Longe taryer. 1602 Narcissus (1893) 241 Why am I longer
iver? 1662 llv. Hoi-kins Funeral Serm. (1685) 13 the
longest liver hath no more but that he is longer a dying than
others. 1781 Mai>. D'Arblav Diary Aug., He is strong,
built, .

. 1 dare say he will be a very long liver. 1818 Cri'Ise
Digest (ed. 2- 11. 311 For and during the term of their
natural lives, and the life of the longer liver of them. 1869
HrciiK.s- Alp cdGt.W. 53 The longest liver .. should takr
land and treasure. 1873 H. Si-fncer Stud. Social. 188a • 94
J he qualities which make him likely to Lea long-liver.

4. Followed by after, before, f eft. ere, for, or since
advs., conjs., or preps.; : At, fiom, or to a point

of lime far distant from the lime indicated.
a 1300 Cursor M. 5259 Sun i wend, lang sibengan, bat

wild hektes had be slain. Ibid. 150^8 Hiin i sagh lang
ar wit him in rute. (

- 1425 Wyxioun Cron. ill. iii. 598 Scot-
land was dyssawarra left And wast nere lyand lang thare
eft. a 1400 50 Alexander 1145 pare he lies with his ledis
king or he founder*. 1470-85 Malory Arthur 1. iii, Alle
the estates were longe or day in the chirche for to praye.
1513 »» Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 759 One Mistle-
brooke long before mornine; came in areat haste. 1523 Li>.
Hi rnkks Lroiss. ]. vii. 5 'the kyng saue his stater, whom
he had nat .sene long before. < 1530 Tinbalb Prol. to
Jonah li55^. WycierTe preached repentaunce \nto our
lathers nut lonije -.ence. 1560 1 >ai s tr. .S leidane s Comm.
2'» b, And .so not lon^e after they burned l.uihers workes.
« 1649 Dkumm. or Hawtii. Poems Wks. 1171 1) 95 The
Iong-Miice dead from bursted giave.s arise. 1662 Stij..
1. inch.. Orig. Sac?\ 111. iv. § 1 If there were persons
existent in ihe World long before Adam was. a 1774
(lot !>s.\i. .S?/r?', F.Ap. Philos.' 1 1 776J 1. 9 Wanting the basis
of reason, the whole fabric has long since fallen to the
ground. 1816 Soinuftv 7:^.(1832) 1. 331 They ought, long
ere ibis, to have been prevented. 1845 M. Pattison- Ess.
U88qi 1. 28 A prison .. the ruins of which long after re.
mained on the kft bank of the Seine. 1861 Ibid. 47 Pro-
liant and peaceful times, long after London hail ceased
to fear a foreign foe. i860 KkaijI* Cloister <y //. .\x.\, He
and 1 were born the same year, but he cut bis teeth long
hefore me. 1889 Swinburne Stud. Prose $ Poetry (1 894) 269
Such is life—as Mrs. Harris long since observed. 1897
Outing 1 U.S.) XXX. 167/2 Vou are hemmed in on every
side by the long-since past.

5. The comparative is used (chiefly with quali-

fying adv.
;
as any, no, much, a little, etc.) in the

sense : After the point of time indicated by the

context ( = L. amplius, F. plus with negative, G.
mehr). jNo longer \ not now as formerly.
« 1300 Cursor M. 1300 To Hue moght he na langar drei.

1423 Jas. 1 King's Q. xi, Yp I rase, no langer wald I lye.

1594 Smaks Rich. Ill, 1. iii. 157, I can no longer hold me
patient. 1662 Stii.lingi l. Ot ig.Sacr. 11. vii. §7 There should
a time come when the Ceremoniall Law should oblige no
longer. 1766 Goi.dsm. Vic. W. xxviii, Happiness 1 fear is no
longer reserved for me here. 1802 Hatred \. 126, I could no
longer dissemble with myself. 1894 Hall Caine Manxman
in. xix. 190 There was no longer any room for doubt.

6. Subjoined to expressions designating a period
of time, with the sense; Throughout the length of
(the period specified). [Cf, G. sein leben lang.]

t Also rarely poet, in reversed order, as long the

day (cf. long a day under 1).

i
c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 264/1 22 Heore ?at was swipe faste

i-mad : boru3 al be 5ere longue. 1530 Tindalk Anstv. More
iv. xi. Wks. (T573) 332 There were martyrs that suffered
martyrdoine for the name of Christ all the yeare long. 1568
Graiton Chron. 1. 169 He traveyled all night long to Win-
chester warde. ^1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps. lxxi. v, Thy
gratious glory Was my ditty long the day. 1590 Spenser

Q. 1. i. 32 The Sunne that measures heaven all day long.
a 1641 Br. Mountagu Acts A> Mtm. (1642) 478 Withnut any
change or alteration all the Sabbath long. 1650 Trapi»
Comm. Num. xxiii. 10 Carnall men . . live all their lives,

long in Dalilah's lap. 1659 H. L'Estrange Alliance Viz*.

Off. ISA All Lent long., the very faithful themselves were
cast upon their knees. 1720 T. Gordon Humourist L 158
In Scotland., a Man must be all Sunday long tied either

to the Kirk or his Chamber. 1825 Thirlwall Crit. Ess. 36
Accustomed to pass their nights the whole summer long in

the open air. 1849 Helps Friends in C. 11. iv.92 Vou are
out all day long with the sheep. 1875 P>rowning Arisloph.
Apol. 1064 While.. the lesson long, No learner ever dared
to cross his legs. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) III. 245 He was
to continue working all his life long at that and at no other.

f 7. At or to a great or a specified distance in

space ; far. Obs. rare.

c 1250 Gen. «V Ex. 2485 So longe he hauen oeSen numen To
Hum iurdon Sat be ben cumen, 13 . in Minor P. I "em. MS.
502 Two wyues sat 3onder, langare. c 1450 Merlin issThei
smyten . . so vigorously that oon myght here the crassingc
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of $peres half a myle longe. 1513 Bersers tr. Froissart I.

ix. 7 She . . rode to warde Heynaulte, and so long she rode

that she came to Cambresys. 153* in More Confut. Bartics

vut, M.'s Wks. (1557) 782/2 The church through outc all the

worlde scattered farre and long. 154a Lam. % Piteous Treat.

in Harl, Misc. (1809) IV. 535 His gallyes. .were harboured
fyue legges longe frome the sayde towne of Argiere. 1586

D, Rowland Lazarillo 11. (1672) R viij, AH the way long did

I nothing but think upon my good Gypseys.

t 8. With a long step. Obs.

1705 l end. Gaz. No. 41 16/4 Paces and gallops well, trots

a little long.

0. Comb. When qualifying a ppl. adj. used attrib.,

the word, like most other advs., is commonly
hyphened, forming innumerable qnasi-compounds ;

as long-accustomed, -bome
%

-expected, etc. Also

LOXG-GOXTIXUED, LONG-LASTING, LONG-LIVING.

a. With the sense 'for a long time\
1540 Coveroale Fruit/. Less. To Rdr. (1593) F 2 b, After

*long accustomate doing of vertuous deeds. 1711 Shaftesb.
Charac. (1737) II. 64 The abject and compliant state of

*long-accustom'd slaves. 1789 Cowper Annus Mirab. 47
Our Queen's *Iong-agitated breast. 06*0 S. A. Gorges
To the King in FarrS. P. Jas. I (1847) 315 Yet in my* long-

borne zeale Time's chaunge Can make no chaunge appeare.

1817 Laoy Morgan' Prance (1818) 1. 194 Xhe sudden resur-

rection of a *long-buried aristocracy. 1833 J. H. Newman
Ariansv. ii. (1876)381 That resurrection which now awaited
the long-buried truths of the Gospel. 1725 Pope Odyss.
xx. 400 The ^long-contended prize. 1868 Lightfoot Comm.
Philipp. (1873) 199 The *long-delayed judgment of God.
1570 j. Phillip Frendly Lamm in Farr S. P. Fliz.

(1845) II. 526 And eke enioy, as wee doo wish, Our *long-

desired masse. 1877 Bryant Odyss. v. 534 To thee, the long-

desired, 1 come. X533 Elyot Cast. Helthe 11. xxxiv.(i54x) 52
These exercises, . . may put out of the body, all *longduryng
sicknesses. X588 Shaks. L. L. L. iv. iii. 307 As motion and
long during action tyres The sinnowy vigour of the tra-

uailer. 1567 Turberv. Ovid's Epist. Qij, And all my wit is

me bereft by *long enduring smart. 1876 Geo. Eliot
Dan. Der. IV. lxiii. 251 The long-enduring watcher. 1640
Waller Sp. J to. Com. 22 Apr., Wks. (1729) 406 A *long-

established government. 1837 Ht. Martineau Soc. A met'.

III. 124 Along-established and very eminent lawyer of Bos-

ton. 161s Drayton Poly-olb. xxir. 929 Their "long expected
hopes were vtterly forlorne. 1878 Bosw. Smith Carthage 302
They . . balked their Roman conquerors oftheir long-expected
revenge. ? 1605 Dravton Eclogue 1. xii, And that all-searching

and impart iall Kate Shall take account of* long-forgotten dust.

17*5 Pope Odyss. xix. 191 Tears repeat their long-forgotten

course. X593 Shaks. Luck x8i6 Now he. .armed his*long-

hid wits advisedly. 1843 Browning Return Druses 1. 229
Tell them the ^long-kept secret. 1590 Spenser /'*. Q. 1. Hi.

27 Ah my *long-lacked lord, Where have ye bene thus long

out of my sight ? x86o Pusky Min. Proph. 483 He, the

Mong-longed for, the chosen of God. 1606 Day lie 0/ Guts
Diij,*Long lookt for comes at last. 1848 Dickens Dombey\,
Exulting in the long-looked-for event. 1738 Grkv Propertius
iii. 83 To Chiron Phoenix owed his *long-lost Sight. 1887
Bfsant The IVorld went, etc. xi.87The safe return of the long-

lost sailor. X760-71 H. Bkookf FoolofQuat. (18091 IV. 156

The images of his *long-parted friends. 1870 J. H. New-
.man Gram. Assent 11. x. 481 During His *long-past sojourn
upon earth. 179a Burke Corr. (1844) III. 388 The solid,

permanent, *long-possesse6T property of the country. 1715
Pope Odyss. iv. 9 Hermione, .Was sent to crown the *long-

protracted joy. 17 15 — IHad 11. 185 With *long-resound-

ing Cries they urge the Train To fit the Ships, and launch
into the Main. 181* Scott Pirate v, The groans of the

inountains,and the long- resounding shores. x86* H. Spencer
First Princ. 11. xvi. § 134(1875)373 Its *long-settled poli-

tical organization, a 1649 Drumm. of Hawth. Poems Wks.
(171 1 ) 9 With *long-shut eyes I shun the irksome light.

17*9 Law Serious C. 299 [Hel triumphantly entered that

*Iong-shut-up paradise. 162a Drayton Poly-olb. ix. 319 Fre
the Iberian Powers had toucht the *long-sought Bay. X760-

71 H. Brooke Fool ofQual. (1809) IV. 74 My long-lost, my
long-sought hrother ! 1643 Milton Z?/wm'ToParl.,To be ac-

quitted from 1 he *long-suffer'd ungodly attribute of patroniz-

ing Adultery. 1636 B.Junson Discov., llomeri Ulysses (1640)

93 Vlysses, in Homer, is made a *long thinking man, before

nee speaks. X67X Milton P. R. 1. 59 We Must bide the

stroke of that *long-threatened wound. 1760-7* II. Brooke
Foot ofQual. (1809) IV. 149 * Long-toiled mariners, whom
storms have at length compelled to seek a final port. 1590
Spenser F. Q. i. iii. 21 That *long-wandring Greeke, That
for his love refused deitye. 1693 Cosgreve in Dryden's
Juvenal 11697) 293 The dry Embraces of *long-wedded
Love. 1570 J. Phillip Frendly Larum in Farr A". P. Fliz.

1845) IF. 533 And keepe the cruell papists still From their

*longe.wished day. a 1649 Drumm. of Hawth. J*oe/us

Wks (1711) 6 That day, long-wished day. X748 Anson's
Voy. 1. x. 107 We at last discovered the long-wished for

Island. 1857 Ruskin Pol. Fcon.Art 38 The *long- withheld
sympathy is given at last.

b. With the sense 'lo or at a great distance'; in

a few nonce-words, chiefly poet, as long-destroying,

'travelled, wandered, -withdrawing.
1631 LtTHGow 'Prav. vm. 326 Our long-reaching Ordonance.

a 1649 Drumm. of Hawth. Poems Wks. (1711) 2 The palm
her love with long-stretch 'd arms embraces. 1667 Milton
P. L. xii. 313 Who shall.. bring back Through trie worlds
wilderness long wanderd man Safe to eternal Paradise of
rest. x68x T. Flatman Heraclitus Ridens No. 31 (1713) 1.

200 A sad Experiment I have made Of the long-reaching
Arm of Kings.. 17x5 PorE Iliad vm. 265 They shake the

brands, and threat With long-destroying flames the hostile

fleet. 1718-46 Thomson Spring^ O'er your hills and long-

withdrawing vales, Let Autumn spread his treasures. 1870
Hawthorne Eng. Notc-Bks. (1879) II. 23 He is a.. widely
and long travelled man.

Long Ifrj),"?'.1 Forms : 1 langian, 3-4 longen,

3-6 longe, north, lang, (3 longy, 3, 6 longue, 4
loungy, 5 lung, longyn), 3- long. [OE. langian

^=OS. langSn impers. m sense 5 below (Ml)u. langen

to be or seem long; to 'think long', desire; to ex-

tend, hold out, offer, Du. langen to offer, present), !

OHG. langjbt impers. — sense 5 (MHG., G. langen
to reach, extend, suffice), ON. langa impers. and
pers. to desire, long OTeut. *langdjan*layg&jan
f. *la?jgo~ Long a. 1]

fl. 1. inlr. To grow longer; to lengthen. Obs.
fiooo Sax. Leechd. III. 250 Ponnc sc daej langaS bonne

ga;5 seo sunne norSweard. 13.. K. Alts. 139 Averil is

nieory, and longith the day. c 1325 Song on Passion 2 in
,

O. E. Misc. 197 Somer is comen..bis day biginniz to longe.

1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 245 The dayes longyth
fro equinoccium forth, and the nyghtes shortith.

+ 2. trans. To lengthen, prolong. Obs.

1382 Wyclif Feci. vm. 12 Be ther not good to the vn-
'

pitouse, ne be ther aferr longid the da^es of hym. 1422
tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 202 Prayer longyth a mannys
lyue. ?a 1500 Roberd ofCysille 32 in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 271

Hys dwellynge thojt he there to longe.

f 3. 'lb long away [used to tr. L. c/ongare]. a.

trans. To put far away. b. intr. To depart. Obs.

138a Wyclif Ps. Ixxxvii. 19 Thou longedest awei [Vulg.

elongasti] fro me frend and ne3hebore. — Ecctus. xxxv.
(

22 The Lord shal not longen awey [Vulg. elongah'l],

4. trans. To cause to pass over a certain distance

(see qnots.). dial.

1674 Ray S. 4- E. C. Words 71 Long it hither: Reach it

hither. Suffolk, a 18*5 For by Voc. E. Anglia, Long, to for-

ward to a distance, from one hand to another, in succession.

II. f 5. impers. with accus. Me longs (longeth)

:

I have a yearning desire ; I long. Const, after, or to

with sb. ov inf. Obs. (Cf. to think long, Long a. 9 b.)

("893 K. JElpred Oros. 11. xi. § 1 past us nu after swelcum
longian inai^e swelce fri wjeron. c 1200 Trm. Coll. Now.
149 Him wile sone longe bar after, c 1290 .S". Eng. Leg. I,

199/14 Hire longuede with hire brober to speke. a 1300
Cursor M. 20141 Hir langed sare hir sun cum to. a 134°
Hami'olf. Psalter exxxix. 9 Vs langis eftire a thynge of bje

warld. 1406 Hoccleve La Male Regie 38 Me longed aftir

nouelrie.

6. To have a yearning desire ; to wish earnestly.

Const, for (Rafter, occas. + at, fto^ t
or to with inf.

(The only current sense.) t Also, to be restless

or impatient till (something is attained).

a 1300 Cursor M. 10548 (Cott.) pan sal bou find bin

husband bar, bat bou has langed efter sare. £1386-90
Chaucer Prol. 12 Thanne longen folk to goon on pilgrim-

ages. ^1470 Henry Wallace 111. 352 Rycht sar he langyt
the tounc of Ayr to se. c 1500 Melusine xix. 72 For
therat I lang moche. 1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xxix.
(Percy Soc.) 138 You knowe well that some women do long

After nyce thynges, be it ryght or wrong. 1530 Palsgr.
614/1, I longe, as a woman with chylde longeth, or lusteth

for a thynge that she wolde eate or drinke of. a X584 Mont-
gomery Cherrie fySlac 177, I langt in LuHfis bow to shute.

1590 Marlowe Ediu. II, J(. i. 82 Come, leade the way, I

long till I am there. 16x1 Bible Ps. cxix. 40, I haue longed
after thy precepts. 1632 Litbgow Trav. x. 480 He longed
for day, and it being come, .. hee quietly left his Ix>dging.

1667 Milton P. L. ix. 593 All other Beasts that saw, with
like desire Longing and envying stood. 1^38 Swift Pol.

Conversat. ii. i2q But what if any of the Ladies should long?
Well, here take it, and the U— 1 do you good with it. X786

Mao. D'Arhlay Diary 8 Nov., Though she gave me a thou-

sand small distresses, I longed to kiss her for every one of them.

1816 J. Wilson City of Plague 1. ii. 51 As the cold grave
that longeth for its coffin. 1855 Kingsley Heroes, Theseus I.

197 He longed to ask his mother the meaning of that stone.

1865 Trollope Belton Est.xxvWx. 338 This man longed for

her,—-desired to call her his own. 1884 F. Temple Relat.

Relig. $ Sci. vm. (1885) 239 Believers in all ages have longed

for external support to their faith.

f 7. Const, an adv. or advb. phr. with a verb of .

motion implied : To long to go. Obs.

ciij$ Lamb. Horn. 157 Him wile sone longe biderward.

a 1225 Leg. l\ath. 1915 Mi longeS heonneward. X297 R.
Glouc. (Rolls) 3649 po be king hurde bis, him longede

buder sore. ^1400 Destr. Troy 2914 So longid this lady
with lust to the temple. 1548 Hall Chrotu, Rich. Ill 27
The man had an high harte and sore longed upwarde, not

risyng yet so fast as he had hoped.

f 8. To grow weary. fSV. Obs,

1606 Rollock 1 Thess. xxiii. 293 Let vs not wearie in

doing good, and he addes to the promise,we shall reape the

frute of our good deeds in our owne tyme, if we long not,

but goe forward ay to the end.

Long (lfrj), v. 2 arch. Also 3 north, lang. [f.

lang, long (not recorded in OE.) ,aphetic f. OE.^e/ang

at hand, dependent on, Along a.1 ( »= OHG. gilang,

kalang akin). The simple vb. is now snperseded in

general use by the compound Belong v.]

1. intr. To be appropriate to (t occas. for) ; to

pertain to (f rarely with simple dative) ; to refer

or relate to ; to belong, as a member of a family or

the like, a native, adherent, or dependent ; to be

a part, appendage, or dependency. Now only poet.

as a rare archaism (written *long as if short for

belong).
? a 1200 Charter Edw. Conf. in Keinble Cod. Dipl. (1846)

IV. 215 Alle 5a land Se longen into 3are hala^en stowe. axioo
CursorM. 2808 Has bou her., ani man. to be langand.or hei

orlau. C1330 R. Brunnr Chron. {i8io> 82 Unto be Marche
gan long an erle,Wolnot he hight. c 1386 Chaucer Miller's

'P. 23 His astrelabie longinge for his Art. — Sqr.'s T. 8
1 Hym lakked noght that longeth to A kyng. a X400 Prymer

(1891)73 God to wham it longeth alone to haue mercy.

I

CX430 Lvdg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 19 Withe ohserv*

aunces longyng for a kyng. 1432-50 tr. Jiigden (Rolls) V.

277 A swyneherde longynge to the kynge. <-i489Caxton
' Faytes ofA. iv. x. 258 It is a thinge wherof the knowledge

|

longeth unto him. x$o8 Dunbar Tua mariit wemen 407
For neuer I likit a Teid that langit till his blude. 1508 1

Fisher 7 Penit. Ps. xxxviii. Wks. (1876; 82 Yf the thynge
asked of almyghty god be longynge and not contrary to the
soules helth. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. V

%
70 Their. ..

fraunchises longyng or dewe to them in all maner of places.

1506 Shaks. Tajn. Shr. iv. iv. 6- With such austcmic a=;

longeth to a father. x6oo Hollano Livy v. xxi. X94 But
hereto longeth a tale. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. IK viii. § 3
(1873) 124 Such mechanique as longeth to the production of
the natures afore rehearsed. 1647 H. More Song ofSoul
II. i. 11. xlvii, But that full grasp of vast Eternitie Longs
not to beings simply vegetive. 1650 Fl ller Pisgah HI. iii.

383 West-gate where Shuppim and Ilosah were Porters.

To them also longed the gate Shallecheth. 1868-70 Morris
Earthly Par. 1 . 240 He will give thee everything 1 hat 'longs

unto the daughter of a King.

+ b. To concern (a person); hence, to be fit-

ling, befit, beseem. Obs.
?nx366 Chaicer Rom. Rose 1222 She durste never seyn

ne do But that thing that hir longed to. c X380 Wyclif
Set. Wks. III. 146 Hit longis to knyghtis to deffende hom.
X387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) J. 237 In towne, as it longes,
{>e osul twvtereb mery songes. £1440 Gesta Rom. xxxvi.
140 (Add. MS.) Alle Ioye and gladnesse, as longeth to a
maiden for to have. 1450-80 tr. Secreta Secret. 5 That,
bat longith not to be knowe. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. V
64 It longeth not to clerkes to intermele of them. 1564 tt.

P. Martyr's Comm. Judges 211 b, That longeth to reason
to seeke and search out.

f2. (Const, to, unto.) To be the property or

rightful possession of; = Belong v. 3. Obs. -

X389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) xx pe catel longynge to be com-
panye. C1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 4818 The maners that
to the hischop langed. c 1450 Merlin X40 All the londe that
longeth to the crowne. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. V 63
Any hous or edefke or place of ground longyng to any of
the saied citezens. a 1552 Lelano Collect. I. 235 Fulco
had robbid Ruyton a castle longging to Straunge. 1608
Day Law-Trickes v. (1881) 79 Unto what great Prince,
Christian or Pagan, longs this mansion?
Long, obs. form of Lung ; aphetic f. Along.
-long (Vi)), t-longs suffix, forming advs. The

earliest instance is endlong^ from ON. endlang-r

adj., 'extending from end to end*, 'the whole
length of*. The word is properly a componnd of

Long a. ; but in Eng. it was principally used as adv.,

and developed the sense 'end-wise
1

,
* end foremost',

so that it became parallel in meaning to words like

sidelingt headling, backling. The ending -long thns

came to be regarded as a variant cf -ling suffix 2
.

Hence, on the one hand, the occasional 14th c. form

e ndelyng for endlong, and, on the other hand, the

substitution of headlong{s, sidelong^,flatlong'Ks for

the earlier hcadling{s, sidelines,Jiatling(s.

II Longa (lpgga). Afus. Also 7 Iongo. [It.,

a. med.L. longa (sc. nota), fern, of lotigus long.]

« Long sb. 4.

c 1648-50 Brathwait Barnabees Jrnl. (18x8) x8i What
though brieves too be made longo's? 1753 in Chambers
Cycl. Supp. X893 Shedlock tr. Ricmann's Diet. Mas.,

Louga (*-\\ the second longest note of mensurable music
- i or i Maxima.
Ijongable, obs. form of Land-gatel.
X407 Waterf. Arch, in 10th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.

App. v. 329 The Kings chief rent called Longable.

Longabo, longacion ; see Longanon.

t Long-acre. Obs. Apparently a usual proper

name for a long narrow field containing an acre.

(Now preserved as the name of a well-known

London street.) In qnots. allusive = one's estate

or patrimony.
1607 MmoLETON Trick to catch the Old One 1'. i, But

where's Long-acre? in my vncle's conscience, which is 3

yeares voyage about. x6o8 Vorksh. Trag. i. ix, In a word,
Sir, I have consumed all, played away long-acre. 1659
Ladv Alimony 11. L U 3 b, It will run like Quicksilver over

all their Husbands Demains: and in very short time make
a quick dispatch of all his Long acre.

Iiong-acu-minate, a. Bol. [f. L. iong~us long

+ Acuminate.] Having a long tapering point.

1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 336 Salix fragilis; leaves

lanceolate long-acuminate.

Ijongfflval, etc., var. or obs. ff. Longeval, etc.

Long-ago. Attrib. use of the advb. phrase

long ago (see Ago) : That has long gone by ; that

belongs to the distant past. Also quasi-f£. and sb.,

the distant past or its events ; rarely in //.

a 1834 Coleridge in Blackio. Mag. CXXXI. (1882) xx6/z

M y long, long-ago theoryofvolition asamode ofdouble-touch.

1851 Longe. Gold. Leg. t. Casth Vautsberg, The shapes of

juyand woe* The airycrowdsof long-ago. i86x A. A. Procter

Leg. tr Lyr. 205, 1 have buried grief and sorrow In the

depths of Long-ago. 1871 Lever Ld. KitgobMn be. (1875)

56 Desultory thoughts . . with ' long-agoes 1889 Chicago

Advance 24 Jan., A book, the long-ago gift of his dead

mother. x8o6 Hare Story of my Life \. Pref. 6 Time is

always apt to paint the long-ago in fresh colours. 1896

Spectator 7 Mar. 338 In spite of his wide severance from

the ways of that long-ago time. 1900 Pall MallMag. May
77 The long-ago silk gown of a long-ago lady.

Longan (l^rjgan). Also 8 lungun g, 9 lungan,

lung-yen. [Chinese lung-yen, lit. * dragon's eye',

f. lung dragon + yen eye.] The fruit of an ever-

green tree, Nephelium Longanum, cultivated in

China and the East Indies ; also, the tree itself.

1732 S. Baron Descript. Tonqueen in Churchill's Voy.

III. 4 The fruit called Jean or Lungung (that is Dragon's
eggs [sic]) by the Chinese. 1846 Lindley Vcg. Kingd. 383
Thus the Longan, the Liichi, and the Rambutan, fruits

among the more delicious of the Indian archipelago, are the



LONGANIMITY.
prodnce of different species of Xepheliurru 1869 L IJcrns
Lift W' C, Bums xix. (1870) 502 No house could be had
for divine service, and they had to gather under the shade
of a magnificent lung-yen tree. 1874 S. W. Williams /Vrr.
Chinese 567 l.ung-yen, ihe longan fruit (Aephelium Longan).

Longanimity (V'rjganhniti), Now rare;
formerly common in religions use. Also 5 -yte,

6-7 -Hie, -ye. [ad. late L. longan imitdl-etn (oc-

curring, e.g., in Vnlg. 2 Pet. iii. 15), f, longaninms
(see next), after Gr. naKpoBvpia. Cf. F. longani-
mitt!.'] Long-suffering ; forbearance or pajience
(e.g. under provocation). (See also quot. 1656.)
^1450 tr. De Imitatione t. xiii. 14 Thou .shah ouercoine

hem ltemptacions] better litel & lite! by paeience & longa-
nimyte. 1552 Latimer Sow. Lincoln, viii. 131 Hys longa-
nimity and long tarying for our amendment, /? 1600* Hook i:r

Serm. Pride Wks. 188S III. 614 In Isaac such simplicity,
such longanimity in Jacob. 1652 I low fix Giraji's Rev.
jYaptes it. 108 The stnidnesse, longanimity and constancy
of the Spaniard. 1656 B1.0c NT Glossogr. s.v., In Divinity
it is thus defined ; longanimity is an umired confidence of
mind in expecting the good things of the life to come. 1682
St« T. Urownk Chr. Mor, in. § 1 The Longanimity of Mod
would no longer endure such vivacious abominations.
1724 Warmjrton Tracts (1780) 14 Constancy is a Word too
weak to express so extraordinary a Behaviour, 'twas Pa-
tience, 'twas Longanimity. 1813 M ar. ICdgkworth Patroti-
age {iZpi) III, xxxviii. 7r The same penetration, the same
longanimity, which enabled him to govern the affairs of
a qreat nation, gave him a foresight for his own happiness.
1868 K. Knwards Ralegh 1. xi, 217 Fn true generosity of
soul

?
be I

Essex] was as little a match for Ralegh as in longa-
nimity. X890 Spectator 11 Jan., His longanimity under the
foolishness of the young woman is really marvellous.
*, erron. Length (of time ;

also, prolixity.

1607 [see LoxGlNQlHTV ?, quot. 1658). 1854 Low'kli. Cam-
bridge 30 Yrs. Ago Fr. Wk-s. 1890 I. 83 He is expected to
ask a blessing and return thanks at the dinner, a function
which he performs with centenarian longanimity, as if he
reckoned the ordinary life of man to he fivescore years.
1861 — Righnv P. Ser. 11. i. Poet. Wks. 1890 II. 216 A cata-
logue, .emulous in longanimity of Homer's list of ships.

Longanimous (Vrjgnc-nimas), a. fare, [f, L.

longan im-tts (f. long-ns Long + animus mind, after

Gr. naKp6$vjA0$) + -oi\s.] Long-suffering; endur-
ing, patient.

x6ao C. Rawlinson Confess. St. Angustine 45 Thou seest
these thinges, O lord, and thou holdest thy peace, being
longanimous, and full of mercy, and truth. 1849 Lowiit.i.
Biglcnv P. Ser. 1. Introd., Poet. Wks. 1890 1 1. 33 The present
Yankee, full of shifts . . longanimous, good at patching.

tLo nganon. A/al. Obs. Also 5 langabn, 6
longanum, 6 -7 longaon, 8 longano n, longabo

;

also 6 corruptly longaeion, -ation, [Late L.
iongam{n, -gabo, -gaz'o, -gao.) The rectum.
(.1400 Lanfrancs Ciritrg. 168 And aftir bis gutt [colon

J

coineb langaon, it is be eende of alle. 1547 I'oorok Rrcv,
Health xxv, The longation which is the ars gut. Ibid.
ccclxiv, They [the wormes] be in a gntte named the longa-
eion. 1548 Vicary Anat. viii. 66 The syxte and last is

called Rectum or Longaon. 1597 V M. tr. Guillemcan's
Fr. Chirurg. 2 b '2 The gutte Ileon .. and the Longanum.
1601 Holland Pliny L 343 Those creatures . . whose meat
passes immediatly .. into the straight gut Longaon, or the
Tiwtll. 1706 Pin li•IPS (ed. Kersey), Lougauo, Longation

^

or Longabo, the Straight Gut, in the Fundament. [In
Bailey, Mayne Expos. Lex., Syd. Soc. Lex.]
Longart, variant of Loxqciiakd Sc. Oh.
t Longation. Obs. [ad.med.L.V0//^7//<w-m,

ii. of action f. longare to prolong, f, longus Long (?.]

1. Lengthening, elongation.
1597 A. M. tr. Guiltemeaiis Fr. Chirurg, 38/1 Strippe vp

the skinne and the muscles, as well for the longation of the
skinne, as lengtheninge of the Vayues and Arteryes.

2. The longer process for transmuting metals.
1584 R. Scot Discw. Wiichcr. xiv. v. (1886) 301 In this

art [Alcumystrie) there are two waies, the one called longa-
tion, the other eurtation. 1606 N. Breton Sir J*. Sydney's
Onrdnia Kab, With great expence and longation, Must
come this metals alteration. 1671 II. M. tr. Erasw. Collofj.

'

259 Longation, and,.Curtation.

Longation, corrupt form of Longanon.
tLongayne. Oh. rare -\ [a. Ob''. longaync ,

longaigne, latrina, filthy place.] A filthy place.
1340 Ayenb. 212 iMe ssel bidde ine oneste stedes na^t ine

'

longaynes ase doJ> be ypocrites. [An odd misapprehension
of the point of Matt. vi. 5.]

Long-beard.
1. A man with a long beard.
J786 tr, Rcckford's Vathek (1883) 128 Loud must have 1

heen the sound of the tymhals to overpower the bluhbering
of the Emir and his longbeards.

*1 b. A pseudo-etymol. rendering of Lombard.
1647-8 Cotterell Davila's Hist. Fr. (1678) 3 Famous in- I

cursions of the Ix>ngbeards. 1889 Tsee Lonoohardian].
2. An epiphytic - plant, THlandsia vsneoides,

found in the forests of the southern United States

:

also called long-moss. Spanish moss.
1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Long-beard, a name for a

kind of moss or epiphyte brought down the Mississippi,
x856 in Treas. Rot.

3. A bellarmine.
1878 Jrwitt Ceramic Art Gt. Brit. L 92 The Bellarmine,

or Grey Beard, or Long Beard, as it was commonly called. '

Long-boat. The largest boat belonging to a
sailing vessel.

ci$i$ Cocke Loretls R, 12 Some y« Ionge bote dyde
lmtnce. 1578 in O. T. Clarke Cart.7 Glamorgan (1890) II.

j

348 And that the.. Greene Dragon sent certaine in her
longe boate and prayed the said Rich, to come alxmrde

|her who so did in the said longe boate, 1593 Suaks. I

Vol. VI.

417

2 Hen. VI, iv. j. 63 Conney him hence, and on our long
boats side, Strike off his head. 1626 Capt. Smith Accid.
> »g. Seamen 3 The Boteswaine ..his Mate lis to hanel the
command of the long boate, for the setting forth of Anchor*.
X694 tr. Milton s Lett. State Wks. 1851 V III 410 Our Long-
boats sent to take in fresh Water, wore assail'd in the Port
170a hng. Theophrast. 130 When they find themselves sink-
ine they save themselves in the long-boat. 1769 Falcontr
Diet. Marine {1780) F 4, The largest boat that usually
accompanies a ship is the long-boat,, .which is generally
furnished with a mast and sails. 1814 Scott War: lix, The
vessel is going to pieces, and it is full time for all who can,
to get into the long-boat and leave her. 1840 K. II. Dana
lief.Mast xiv. 3S All hnn/ls are sent ashore with an officer
in the long-boat. 1867 S.mytu Sailor's Word-fit.. Lone
Boat, is carvel-built, full, Hat, and high.

Ii0ng-b0W If tjtxM . [Sec Kow shy 4.]
1. The name given to the bow drawn by hand and

discharging a long feathered arrow .and so distin-
guished from Cross-bow), the national arm of
Kngland from the 14th c. till the introduction of
firearms, f occas. A soldier armed with a long-bow.
1500 Robin Hood (Ritson) 11. xx. 75 With a long bow they

shot a fat doe. c 1511 1st Kng. Rk. Amer. (Arb.) Introd.
34/2, .xv, M. longe bowes and ,xl. M. othere men. 1530
I ai.sgr. 240/2 Long bowe, arc. 1590 Sir J. Smyth Disc.
<- onc. U capons The excellencie of our I.ong-bowes and
Archers. 1598 I) \K li yt / oy. 1 . 63 They . . must . .discharge
at the enemie with long bowes and cros-bowes. 1630 i\\
yohusousA'inedA Commrv. ir. 186 The long r.ow(theancient
glory of our Knglish service). 1801 Si rutt Sports «y Past.
11. 1. 46 The long-bow, so called, to ilistinguish it from the
arbalist, or cross-bow. 1820 Scott Abbot iv, Shooting with
baud-gun, rross-bow, or lont;-bow. 1868 Miss V<>nc;r Camels
I. xxxix. 3?4 The fatal power of tlie Lngli.sh long-bow was
.. well known to ihe Scots.

2. Phr. To draw or ///// Ihe (or a) long-bore,
occas. to draw with Ilie long-bow. to make exag-
gerated statements colloq. .

1668 R. L'KsTRANr.r. Vis.Qnev. (ed. 4) S There came to us
several I radesinen ; the fust of ihem a Boor Rogue that
made profession of drawing the long Bow. iSog .MAi.KiN
Gil Bias 1. v, p 4 My grandfather set me the example of
drawing the long bow. 1823 Bvro* Juan vut. exxxviii,
1 have drawn much less with a long bow Than my fore,
runners. 18*4 Ibid. xvi. i, At speaking truth perhaps they
are less clever, lint draw the long bow better now than ever.
i860 Th ackkrav /./>7'j7ii, I dare say I drew a number of
long bows about her. 1888 Incus Tent Life Tigerland 07
Critics, who have twilled me with 'drawing the long bow'.
3. attrib. : f long-bow man see sense 2).
1678 Rav l y

ro7>. fed. 2) 89 A I.ier. .He's a long- bow-man.
1694 Motti-.i x Rabelais v.'xxx. 153 Tho* 'twere /Klian that
Long-Bow man that told you .so, never believe him.

Long-breathed -oreJ>t . a. [See Breathed
II.

] Long of breath. ///, and fig.
1568 Grafton Citron. I. 132 His knightes were leane, pale,

and long brethed, so that they might endure to fight long.
a 1628 V. CJhf.vii. Sidney iv, (165?) 49 To negotiate with
that long-breathed Nation (the Germans] proves commonly
a work in steel, where many stroaks hardly leave any print.

1694 V. Ufmggf. Disc. Parables xiii. 433'Whole armies of
words, and legions of long-breath'd petitions. 1816, 1884
[see Hrfatu*:!)///. a. 6], ~"x878 O.AV. Hoi.mks Motley i. S
The long-breathed tenacity of purpose, which in after years
gave effect to his brilliant mental endowments.

Long cloth, lo ng-Cloth. A kind of cotton
cloth or calico manufactured in long pieces; esp.

cloth of this kind made in India.

1545 Rates Custom-ho. diij, One long cloth makyth one
shorte cloth and ,vii. yardes. 1622 Mai,yni:.s Anc. La7t'-
Merch. 57 An allowance or abatement for Draped, Dressed,
Rowed, and Sheared Clothes, which is fiue it in a Long-
cloth, and foure It in a liroad-cloth. 1670 Let. 9 Nov. in
Motes \ R.xtr. Govt. Rec. Fort St, George No. 1. (1871) 2
Wc have continued to supply yon with the great stock, .in

regnard ye Dutch do so fully fall in with the Calicoe trade
that they had the last year 50,000 pieces of Long-cloth. 1696

J. F. Merchant's Warcdio. 26. 1720 Lond. Gac, No. 5815/3
'

A Parcel of long Cloaths white.* 1721 C. King Brit. Mcrch.
1. 313 The Long-Cloths exported in that Vear make 10,000

j

of the Pieces. 185X lllnstr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 1195 Samples
of thick calicoes (called long cloths and Wigans) woven by !

hand. 1864 J. S. Kcckle Mann/. Compend. p. \x, 39 inches
wide Long Cloth, 36 yards long, 1882 Floyer Vnexpl.
Baluchistan 46 Long cloths from Di?zak are much prized.

1898 Globe 28 Oct. 1/5 Long-cloth ! What you make night. •

gowns of

!

Long coat, lO'ng-COat. a. A coat reaching

to the ancles ; also in pi. ( = long-elothes) the

garments of a baby in arms. Also attrib. b. One
who wears a long coat.

1603 Dekkfk Grissil tt. i. (Shaks. Soc.) 18 Yet he doth but
as many of his brother knights do, keep an ordinary table

for him and his long coat follower. That long coat makes
the master a little king. 1614 R. Tailor Hog hath
tost his Pearl ill. E 2 He laugh shall see enough, and
thou shalt weepe Softly, good long coate, softly. 1614

R. Jonson Barth. Fair 1. i, And where hee spi'd a Parrat, or

a Monkey, there hee was pitch'd, with all the little-long-coats

about him male and female. 1625 — Staple ofNcivs 111. i,

A Cabal.. set out by Archie, Or some such head, of whose
long coat they haue heard, And, being black, desire it. 1667
Evelyn Diary 29 Jan., Not as yet 13 years old. He was
newly out of long coates. 1840 Thackeray Catherine vii,

Master Thomas Hillings . was in his long-coals fearfully

passionate.

Long-conti nued, ct. TLoxg tufa.] Continued

or that has continued for a long period or space.

1478 Witt R. Verncyw I 'erney Papers (1853)28, I biqueth

to Alice Wetherhede, my long-continued seruaunt, x\s.

1570 T. Norton Nowets Catech. (1853) 131 Long-continued

age in such a miserable and wicked life. 1596 Dravton Leg.
Robt. AV»w.cxxii, But now to end this long-continued Strife,

1725 Poi'E Odyss. vii. i?7 Day following day, a long-con-

LONGEVAL.
! Jintied feast. Ibid. xm. 233 Long-continu'd ways, and wind-

ing floods 1876 P>ristowe Th. * Pract. Med. (1878)667W 01 n out by . . long-continued pain.

Longdebefe, -bieffe, var. Lakoue i>e boiuf.
147273 Rolls o/Parlt. VI. 5 i> II0 vseS Arrowes and Long-

debieftes. 4 *»

Long-drawn, a.

1. Prolonged to a great or inordinate length.
Also long-drawn oul.
[163a Mil ton L'Allegto M o In notes, with many a wind-

ing bout Of hncked sweetnes long drawn out.) 1646 Ci<\-
siiaw Delights Muses (1652) 88 Now negligently rash lie
throws his arm, and with a long-drawn dash Illends ali
together. 1770 Ooi.ns.u. Des. I'M. V7 While the proud
their long-drawn pomps display. 1831 Tennyson Lady of
Shalott iv. 28. A longdrawn carol, mournful, holy. 1842
Manning

c
SV/7//.( i S4 S I. 138 Long-tlrawn schemes of action.

1 851 II. Mi:i.wt.i.E.//7W* x. 54 A long-drawn, gurgling
whistle. x883 Stevknson Treas. ls>. in. xiv, Far awav out
in the marsh there arose one horrid, long-ilrnwn scream.' 1891
1, R. Loi Nsnt'RV Stud. Chaucer III. viii. 331 The long-
drawn-out romances which had been the favorites of the
generations preceding his own [sc. FieldingV). 1897 Sir F..
\Voon Achievem. Cavalry ii. 20 The long-ili awn-out battle
[Marengo], which lasted over fourteen hours.
2, Having great longitudinal extension. Chieflv

poet.

1750 Gray F.legy 39 The long-drawn Isle and fretted
\ ault. 1804 J. Graiiame Sabbath 69 The long drawn aisles
At every close, the lingering strain prolong. 1851 Mrs.
I.row-nint. Casa Gttidi if. 11. 290 The long-drawn street.
X871 K. Li.i.is tr. Catullus Ixiv. 3^; Trail ye a long-drawn
thread and run with destiny, .spindles. 1888 Ixr.ns Tent
Life Tigerland 2Z2 A lung-drawn, thin echelon.
Longe, ohs. form oi Lonu, Lino.
Longe,obs. f Ia miesI'.^v. 1

; var. Lvxc.esI>2,v;~
Long-eared, a.

1. Having long cars; used spec, in the names of
sonic animals.

1591 Pkrcivam. .V/. Diet., Orejudo, long eared. 1646 O.
>anh 1. /WwWks. 1S78 I. 60 With long-eard Caps, and

I .ells to make a noise. X75* J. Hill Hist Animals S82 The
long-eared, Syrian Goat. 1807 IIomi in Phil.Trans. XCVI I.

176 I liu stomach of the long-eared bat. 1831 A. Wilson &
IIonai'arte Amer. Omith. 1. 104 The long-cared owl is
fourteen inches ami a half long. 187 . CasseWs Xat. Hist, i 1.
t o The Long-traied Fov (Megatotis\
2. In allusion to the ass's ears: Asinine.
1605 Camden Rem. 11637) 340 They ai ti counted long eared

which delight in them. 1789 Wolcot (P. Pindar; Subj.
Jor Paint. Hi, And like some long-earM creatures, bray
'what art 7' 1850 Carlvi.e Latter-,/. Rawph. i. 12 You are
fallen in an evil, heavy-laden, long-e;ired age. 1901 Scots-

' man 3 Oct. 4/2 The feeling of weauness with the war . . is
getting the better of the long-eared multitude.
LongeberT, ohs. var. L.\M;n; dk naa'F.
c 1430 Two Coohery-bhs. 5.

Longed (Ifnd) 5 ///. a. [f. Long v. + -F.nL]
Knrnestly desired. Now always longed-for-, for-

merly also [poet.) without the "adv.. as if from a
transitive use of the vb.
1526 Tindale Phil. iv. i, Riethren dearly beloved and

longed for. a 1592 M. S.Mn H 6 Sam. \ 161 S C 7 b. May not the
fast ned Ship in a strange Land desire to bee loosed, to hasten
to his longed for Port at home? 1595 Shaks. John iv. ii*. 3
Fresh expectation troubled not the Land With any long'd
for change, or better State. i6ox Lrlton Longing Blessed
Heart (Grosart) ro/2 She went all weeping. .And would not
cease vntill her loue might haue Her longed fruite. 1721
Ramsay Content 206 Our long'd-for blKs. 6 1800 H. K.
White Poems (1830)134. [..will smile With joy that I have
got my long 'd release. X876 Gi:o. Ki iot Dan. Der. IV. li.

10 The longed-for mother. X898 W. K. Johnson Terra
Tenebr. 120 She sees the longed-for strand.

tLongee, Oh. « Lunge sbJ
1678 BiTLLR Hud. in. i. 159 After Longees Of humble,

ami submissive Congees. 1680 — Rem. (17591 II. 92
When he accosts a Lady, he stamps with his Foot, like a
French Fencer, and makes a Longee at her.

Longee, obs. form of Lungi Anglo-Indian.
Longer), obs. pi. form of Lung.
Longer >*ipJ)> sb\ [f. Long v. + -eh \ ] One

who longs.

1435 Misvn Fire ofLove '1896) 78 Meditacion of be longar
to his hi fe & forsakynge of felyschip. 1622 T. Scott Belg.
Pismire xo Surely he is a longer, that is never satisfied.

Longer (l^rjgaj), sh- Araut. [7 a.F. longueur
length.] a. A row of casks stored next to the keel-

son. Also //. b. * The fore and aft space allotted

to a hammock ' (Smyth Sailors Word-bk. 1S67).

1730 Capt. W. Whigleswortii MS. Logbh. of the Lycll
12 June, Yesterday, .sent the Long lioat for Water, and t

stowed a Longer of emty Butts. 1841 Oana Seaman's Man.
Gloss., Longcrs, the longest casks, stowed next the keelson.

fLo'nger, v. Oh. intr. to linger.

1576-87 T urbkr v. Trag. Tales vii. 97 My absence^ is the
cause of care, Thou doest accuse thy friend Of longring.

Longesought, var. Lungsought, Obs.

Longethebeve, var. Langtk i>k na-:rF Oh.
1485 Rolls of Parlt. VI. 295/1 Hows, Arrows, Spcares,

and Longethebeves.

Longeval, longaeval (l^nd^rval), a. [f. L.

iongzw-ns Longevous + -al.] Long-lived, long-

lasting.

1597 A. M. tr. Guiltemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 48 b/! A longe-

valle or longe-continuinge Dysenterye. 1597 M. Bowman
ibid. Ded. ij, The omnipotent and Longeval le Empenoure of

the Caelestialle influences, c 1714 Arbuthnot & Pope Mem.
Mart. Scribterusy Ess. Orig. Sci. P,'s

#
Prose Wks. 1741 II.

746 What prodigies may we not conceive of those primitive

Longaeval and Antediluvian man-tigers, who first taught

sciences to the world? 1856 Grindon Life viii. (1875) 97
53



LONGEVE. 418 LONGINQUE.
Did man's daily bread grow on longaeval trees, like acorns.

1871 J. Phillips Ceo/. Oxford 249 liones..quietly reposing

in their
4 longacval ' graves.

tLonge gve, longgeve, a. Obs. [ad.L. htijgiev-

us Longevous.] =prcc.
1673-4 Grew Veget. Trttnks Hi. § 15 According as the Tree

is. less or more Longacve. 1678 Curnvnimi Inwl. Syst. 1. iv.

§ 18. 345 Demons having Bodies as well as men, (though of a
different kind from them and much more longeve).

Longevity (Vnd^e'viti). Also 7 -aevitie,

-evitie, 7-8 -eevity, 8 -ivity. [ad. L. longivvi-

tatcm, Llonga-v-ns Longevous. Cf. F. longevite.]

Long life ;
long duration of existence.

1615 A. Stafford Heav. Dogge 105 He beleeued the longe-

uity of the soule, and not the eternity. i6ai S. Ward
Life Faith x\\\. 109 The longaeuity of those that liued before

the Floud. 169a Bentley Boyle Serm. iii. gd He hath not
extended the period of our Lives lo the Longevity of the

Antediluvians. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 169 r 1 Animals
generally exceed each other in longevity, in proportion to the

time between their conception and their birth, 1756 C. Lucas
Ess. Wafers If I. 43 The town is. .remarkable For the health

and longaevity of its inhabitants. 1813^ Bingley Atiim.
Biog. (ed. 4) f . 40 The longevity of fish is far superior to

that of other creatures. i86a Lvtton Sir. Story I. 180 Is

it a sign oflongevity when a man looks much younger than
he is? 1873 Hamerton hitcll. Life 1. vii. (1875} 41 Young
men are careless of longevity.

Longevous,-»VOns .tynd^f-vas)^. Now rare.

[f L. Tongxv-us, f. long-us Long a. + r^-z/w age.]

Long-lived
;
living or having lived^to a great age.

1680 Aubrey Let. in Lives (1813) If. 108, 1 come of a
longevous race. 168a Sir T. Browne C/tr. Alor. in. § 1

The . . Element of Water . . so shut up the first Windows of
Time, leaving no Histories of those longevous generations.

1699 Evelvn Acetaria 138 The longajvous Elephant. 1701
Grew Cosm. Sacra iv. viii. 263 Cedar wood . . is longevous,
and an Evergreen. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 391
The longevous antediluvian, i860 Reade Cloister H.
IV. 432 Eli and Catherine lived to a great age. .. Giles ako
was longarvous. 1878 Stevenson Inland Voy. 198 He
begins to feel dignified and longzcvous like a tree.

Longewoo, var. Lung-woe Obs.

Lo'ngful, a.1 dial. [f. Long a. + -fi l.] Long.
1798 J. J efferson Let. to Rev. J. Boucher 19 Mar. (MS.),

A longful time, is a curious kind of Hampshire Paragoge

—

for a long time, a i8a$ Forby Voc. E. Auglia, Longful,
very long; full long, i860 Reade Cloister //. IV. 179
Bless you, they left this a longful while ago.

Lo'ngful, fl.- dial. [f. Loxgz/. 1 + FUL.J Long-
ing (See Lng. Dial. Diet.)

Longfally ^l^qfuli)} adv. rare. [f. Long fix
a.- + -ly -.] With longing looks, longingly.

1849 Mitchell BattleSummer (1852) 251 The idle garcons
lean upon the marble-topped tables . . looking longfully at

ihe pa«*sers-by. 186a Mavhew Dogs 107 They will cat
greedily what they do not want if the cat looks longfully at

that . . which no coaxing could induce them to swallow.

Long-hand, lo nghand. Handwriting of

the ordinary character (in which words are written

in full), as distinguished from shorthand.
1666 Pei ys Diary 17 Xov., So as I can read it [a short-

hand memorandum] to-morrow to Sir W. Coventry, and
then come home, and Hewer read it to me while I take it

in long-hand. 171a F. \. Shorthand 1$ Even in Long-Hand
oftentimes equivocal abbreviations are often written. 1864
Social Sci. Kez: 224 Man}* years must necessarily elapse
before phonography will entirely supersede the longhand
now in use. 1888 Times (weekly ed.) 7 Dec 20/3 Did you
take notes in longhand of the speeches ?

attrib. 1884 La»o Times 24 May 55/2 There are obvious
reasons why a longhand note cannot always be relied upon
to contain every material point in the evidence. 1807
ll'estm. Gaz. 22 Ja n. 7/1 Sir Isaac Pitman's efforts in the
cause of the reform of longhand spelling.

Longhe, obs. f. Ling; var. Lunyie (loin). Obs.

Long head. [f. Long a.]

f 1. nonce-use. One who wears his hair long

;

opposed to Roundhead. Obs.

1642 {title) Description of Round-Heads and Long Heads.
2. One who has a skull of more than average

length ; in mod. scientific language spec, one the

breadtu of whose head is less than four- fifths of its

length ; a rlolichoc phalic person.
1650 Bllwer Anthropomet. 2 There were found many

Macrocephali awiong them, that is, such Long-heads as no
other Nation bad the like . 1704 Swift Mech. Operat. Spirit
Misc. (171 1) 282 Hippocrates tells us that among our An-
cestors the Scythians there was a Nation, called Longheads.
1890 Huxley in tgth Cent. Nov. 757 The tall blond long,
heads practically disappear. 1900 Daily Anus 31 July 6/5
The wanderings of the long heads over the Western hemi-
sphere are traced by their'monumenls.

Long-headed, a.

1. Having a long head : aJof persons, dolicho-
cephalic; b. of things.

1875 Darwin Insectiv. Plants ii. 24, I experimented on
Loth the oval and long-headed glands. 1888 Pall Mall G.
13 Sept. 1 1/2 The men, who are wont to claim superior
business cunning, are literally more long-headed (* dolicho-
cephalic '). 1890 Huxi.ev in 19/// Cent. Nov. 757 People who
are as regularly broad-headed as the Swedes and Germans
are long-headed, xooo Daily News 31 July 6/5 The long-

' headed Neolithic man.
2. Of great discernment or foresight ; discerning,

shrewd, far-scring.

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Creiv, Long-headed, wise, of
great reach and foresight. 171 1 Steele Sped. No. 52 f 3
Being a long-headed Gentlewoman, I am apt to imagine
she has some further Design than you have yet penetrated.
1721 Amherst Terroe Fil. x. 49 The heads of colleges, d'ye
see, being, most of them, long-headed men, argue logically

f upon this point. 1735 Dvche & Pardon />/</., Long-
\

headed, cunning, subtle, wise, artful. 1813 Mad. 1) Arrlav
Diary (1876) IV. 301 Madame .. was a woman that the
Stroich would call long-headed. 1840 Dickens OldC. Shop
lxvi, Men of the world, long-headed customers, knowing
dogs. 1864 Ixjweli. McClellan orLincoln ? Pr. Wks. (1890)
V. 173 Mr. Lincoln is a long-headed and long-purposed man.
Hence Iiongheadedness.
1863 Lvtton Caxtoniana 1. xi. 188 The practical long-

headedness, the ready adaptation ofshrewd wit to immediate 1

circumstance. 1866 Lowell Snunhnrne's Trag. Pr. Wks.
1

j

(1890) 1 1. 128 Ulysses was the type of long-headed ness. 1880
Pawkins Early Man in Brit. ix. 324 The Iberic element
in the population of Spain has mainly contributed to the
long-headedncss of the modern Spaniard.

Longi, obs. form of Lungi.
Longi- (Vnd^i), comb, form of h. longus Long,

in many scientific terms : Longicau dal, -catrdate
adjs. [L. cauda tail], long-tailed (Maync Expos.
Lex. 1856). Iionglcauline (-kp-toin) a. [Gr.

kclvKqs stem], long-stemmed {Syd. Soc. Lex. 18S9).

Longicollous (-kp'las) a. [L. colInin neck], Bot.
* applied to mosses that have urns in the form of

I
a very elongated pear'; Ent. 1 having the neck or

the corselet long ' {ibid.). Longicone a. Conch.

[Cone], having a long cone, said of certain cephalo-

pods; also as sb. Longrilabrous (-l^bras) a.

[Labrum], having a long labrum, as some Henri-

\ ptera (Mayne). +Iiongrila~teral a. [Lateral],
j

long-sided ; of the form of a long parallelogram.
j

Longrili-ngrual a. Zool. [Lingual], having a long
\

tongne y Cent. Diet.). Longripalp (Vnd^ipalp)
j

sb. and a. Zool. [Palp], sb. one of the Longipalpt\ \

a group of beetles having long maxillary feelers

(Hrande Diet. Sci.
t
etc. 1842) ; adj. pertaining to

the L^ongipalpi (Cassell 1 884% So LongripaUpate,
-pa'lpous <ttr/>.

,
having long palps {Syd. Soc. Lex.).

Longfipedate (lpn^i'p/dA), Longlpede (-p/"d) adjs.

[L. pes, pedis foot], long-footed {Syd. Soc. Lex.).

Longlpennate (-pe'nA) a. Ornith. [Pen nate] =
next (Ogil vie, Suppl. i855).Iionglpennine(-pe'nin)

j

a. Ornith. [mod.L. Longipennes ; L. penna wing],

long-winged
;

pertaini ig to the Longipennes or
|

long-winged natatorial birds {Cent. Diet.). Longi-
roster (-rfstai) Ornith. [mod.L. L.ongirostres ; L.

t

rostrum beak], one of the Longirostres, a family of >

wading birds distinguished by the length and tennity

of the bill (Brande Diet. Sci., etc. 1842). Longi.
ro stral a. [sec prec], pertaining to or resembling

the Longiroslres ; also Longiro'strate a.
}
in same

sense (Mayne). Longisect (l^nd^isekt) v. [L. 1

sect-, secdre to cut], to bisect lengthwise and hori- I

zontally {Cent. Diet.). Longise ction [Section],

longitudinal division of the body in a plane parallel

with the axis and at right angles to the meson {ibid.).
|

Iiongita'rsal a. [Tarsal], having a long tarsus ,

{Syd. Soe. Lex.).

1884 Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist. XXII. 275 Kionoceras, I

nobis, includes the *longicones in which the longitudinal
|

ridges are more prominent than the transverse striae or
ridges. Ibid. 276 All those longicone species. 1658 Sir T.
Browse Card. Cyrus i. 37 The decussis is made within a

I

*Iongilateral square, with opposite angles. Ibid. ii. 44 Nineveh
. . was ofa longilateral figure. 1855 Ogilvie, Suppl., *Longi-

f rostral. 1890 Coues Field Gen. Omithot. 11. 149 The longi-

rostral Itype],. .best exhibited in ihe great snipe family.

Longicorn (V'nd^ik^ir^, a. and sb. Zoo/, [ad.

j

mod.L. longicornis, f. I* long-us Long a. + cornA
horn.] a.adj. 1'ertainingtothe Longieornesov Longi-
cornia, a group of coleopterous beetles having very

long filiform antennx. b. sb. A beetle of this group.
1848 Craig, Longicornes^ Longecoms. 1855 Ogilvik,

Suppl., Longicorn, pertaining to the longicornes.
#
1856

Hates in Zoologist XV. 5659 You take a dozen Longicorns
one day, and they are sure to be of eight or ten distinct

species. ^874 Wood Nat. Hist. 675 We now come to

the Longicorn beetles. 1882 Garden 27 May 370/2 The
common Longicorn Pine Ijorer (Monohatnmus confnsors.

1897 Mary Kingslev IK Africa 585 There were quantities

of large longicorn beetles about during the night.

Longie (ltf'rji). Sc. Also lungie, lungy. [ad.

Norw. dial, lomgivie, f. lorn Loom sb,2} The
guillemot, L.omvia troile.

1803 G. Montagu Ornith. Did. (1833) 545* x^o9 Eomox.
ston Zetland II. 276 Longie, . . Guillemot, Foolish Guille-

mot, Sea Hen.^ 1816 Scott Antiq. vii, Mony a . . lungie's

nest hae I harried up amang thae very black rocks.

Longiloquence (Vnd,^i*l<ykwAs\ rare. [f. L.

long-us Long a. + loquentia speaking.] Speak-
ing at great length.

1836 Cockburn Jml. 1. 114 The quantity they have to get
through . .makes longiloquence impossible. 1887 Sat. Ret>.

21 May 730 Longiloquence, if we may coin a new word for

a very familiar thing, is neither their forte nor theif foible.

18.. F. Hall (cited in Webster, 1897), American longilo-

quence in oratory.

Longimanons (Vnd/i*manos), a. [f. late L.

lo7igivian-us{i. long-us Long a. + manus hand)

+

-ous.] Long-handed ; Zool. applied to certain apes,

\fig. Far-reaching. Obs.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. vii. xix. 384 The villany

of this Christian exceeded the persecution of Heathens,
whose malice was never so Longimanous as to reach the

soul of their enemies. 1650 Cuarleton Van Ifelmont's

Tern. Paradoxes Piol. D j h, Whether the Sanative Faculty
of" Vitriol, may not be conceded so longimanous and exitn.
sive, as to produce the same effect, at distance. 1856 in

Mayne Expos. Lex.

Longimetry (Vna^i m/tri). ?Obs. [ad. mod.L.
*longitnettia^ f. longus Long a. + Gr. -ptrpta mea-
surement, -metbt. Cf. F. longiMetric.] The art

or process of measuiing distances.

1674 in Phil. Trans. IX. 85 In Longi'metry, the Art of
Levelling, the Measuring of Hights or J)i*tances un-
approachable. 1715 Cheyne Philos. Princ. Relig. 1. 350
Our two Kyes are like two different Stations in Longimetry
by the assistance of which, thedistance between twoObjecis
is measured. 17*7 J. Douglas (title) The Art of Piano-
inetry» Longemetry, and Altemetry, brought to Perfection
by the Instrument called the Infallible.

Hence Longlme tric a., pertaining to longimetry.
In recent Diets.

Longing (Vrjirj), vbl. sb.* Also 3-6 north.

langiug. [OK. langung, f. tangian Long
1. The action of Long v. 1

; yearning desire ; an
instance of this. Const, /or, after , + to, + o/\ also

with in/.

971 Blickt. Horn. 131 Ne m*^ Jaet na beon bxt ba beam
pe unhlipran ne syn, & langunga nabban after ba:m freon-

dum. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 27 J>e godfrihte..habbe5
longinge to heuene. a iazg Ancr. K. 190 Ooer one deies
longunge, oSer a sicnesse of ane stunde. 1390 Gower Cotif.
III. 309 Voure oghne liege men. .That live in longinge and
dtsir Til ye be come ayein toTyr. c 1400 Destr. Troy 9154
A fell arow. .of louc.Made hym langwys in Lone & I/ong-
j'nges gTete. c 1500 Melusine xxi. 1 19, 1 haue grete langyng
to approche nygh the paynemys. 1598 Hacon Relig. Medit.
Ess.(Arb.) 113 As if they were euer children and beginners,
they are still in longing for things to come. 1606 Shaks.
Ant. «y CI. v. ii. 284 Gine me my Rnbe, put on iny Crowne,
I haue lmmoriall longings in me. 161 1 Birle Ps. cxix. 20
My soule breaketh for the longing: that it hath vnto thy
iudgements at all times. 1667 Milton P. L. iv. 511 Fierce
desire, Still unfulfill'd with pain of longing pines. 1713
Addison Cato v. i, Whence this pleasing hope, this fond
desire, This longing after immortality? 1748 Anson y

s Voy.
11. xiii. 378 Our native country. f°r which many of us by
this time began to have great longings, i860 Tvnhall
Glac. 1. xxiL 160 Sometimes.. when a guide was in front of
me, I have felt an extreme longing to have a second one
l>ehind me. 1866 Geo. Emot A. Holt (1868) 22 The return
was still looked for with longing. X875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2>

IU.436 They will have a fierce secret longing after gold
and silver.

2. spec, in LJ
ath. The fanciful cravings incident to

women during pregnancy. Chiefly //.
155a Elyot Dict.y Cilfa, is also the affection of longing

in women wilh childe. 1594 T. B. La Printaud. Fr. Acad.
11. 157 The lonqingsand imaginations of women with childe.

1606 Sh aks. Tr.tfC*'- iii. 237, I haue a womans lunging,

An appetite that I am sicke withall. 1799 M. Underwood
Dis. Children (ed. 4 II. 227 There is ceriainly nothing that

we know of in a fright or longing that can produce such a
change in organized matter. 181a Sporting Mag. XXXIX.
7 He had.. a pregnant wife, to satisfy whose longings, and
to prevent any deformity of the child, he had ventured to

trespass by shooting a hare.

D. attrib. : longing mark, a birth-mark, ncevus

(popularly supposed to be the impressed image of

some object * longed for ' by the mother).
1644 Digby Nat. Bodies xxxviii. 335 The longing markes

which are often times seene in children,and do remainc wilh
them all their life.

t Longing, vbl. sb* Obs. [f. Long v.2 +
-]>•©!.] //. Belongings; appurtenances.
c 1449 Pecock Repr. t. iii. 15 And so forth of manie purlen-

auncis and longingis to matrimonye. a 1470 Gregory in

Hist. Collect. Lottd. Cil. (Camden) 196 They dyspoylyd the

placysand longgynges of many dyvers lordys. [But possibly

this should read longgynges — lodgings.]

Lo'nging, a. 1 [f. Long i/.l + -ing 2.]

That longs ; characterized i>y yearning desire.

1509 Fisher Funeral Serm. Ctess.Richmond\VV%. (1876)

303 A grete com forte then it is vnto the soule that hath so

longynge desyre vnto the body to here that the body shal

ryse agayne. 1567 Gttde 4 Godlie B. (S. T. S.) 219 G if

. .we. leif this art of langing lust. 1611 Bible Ps. cyit. 9.

1667 Milton P. L. ix. 743 That Fruit, which with desire,. .

Sollicited her longing eye. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. iii.

(1721) 425 Of Ix>ve defrauded in their longing Hour. 1750
Gray Elegy 88 Nor cast one longing ling'ring Look behind 1

a868 J. H. Blunt Ref. Ch. Eng. 1. 87 Wolsey had longing

visions of the great work that might be effected if he could

become pope. 187s Jowett Plato (ed. 2) 111. 55 He felt

a longing desire to see them.

Hence Lo nglngness.
1651 Davenant Gondiberl m. vi. Ixxi, And now his Eyes

even ake with longingness.

t Lo nging, a.- Oh. [f. Long v.- +
-ing -.] Belonging.
13.. F. E.Atlit. P. A. 462 So is vcha krysten sawle, A

longande lym to be mayster of myste.

Longingly (V-rjiijli), adv. '

[f. IaOnging ///. a.

+ -ly'AJ In a longing manner; with yearning desire.

"435 Misvn Fire of Lox'c 11. 103. 1634 W. Tirwhyt tr.

Balzac's Lett. 374 The most zealous among them |Our
Doctors! longingly expect a more quiet season. 168a Drvden
Medals To his first byas% longingly he leans. 1861 Smiles
Engineers {1&62) 111. 247 No wonder that in the midst of these

troubles he should longingly speak of returning to his native

land. 1881 Macvi. Mag. aLIV. 51/1 She whispered
longingly, * If I had only had your first Jove !

' 1885 Manch
Exam. 10 July 4/7 Mexican parties who look longingly upon
the surplus of the American treasury.

t Longinqne, a. Obs, [ad. L. longinqn-us long,

distant, t. longus Long a.] Distant.

1614 Raleigh Hist. World 1. 1. viii. § 3. 132 Of the

antiquitie of Longinquc Nauigation.
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Longinquity (tynd.^rnkwiti). Now rare, [ad.

L. loitgitiquitas, 1. longiiiquits (see pree.).]

1. Longdistance; remoteness.

1549 Compl, Scot. Dcd. Ep. 4 The longint|uite of his

martial voyaige. 1613 Purcuas Pilgrimage iv. xii. 411
There may shine a Tartarian sunne in Cathay, when as

a darke night in this longinquitie of distance hideth him
from our eyes. 1665 Manlky Grotius's Lena C\ Warres
343 Many famous Miracles have been done by thein, as is

believed with great facility from confident Asseverations

;

for that the Longinquity of places excludes further Tryals.

1831 '1*. L. Peacock Crotchet Cast, ii. 34, I think the

proximity of wine a mailer of much more importance than
the longinquity of water.

2. Remoteness, long continuance (of time). Also,

(perron.) prolixity (of discourse).

1623 Cocker \m, Longinquitie, distance of time. 1658 Tor-
skll Four/. Beasts 556 The bones of the head—some of

which are so affected by longinquity [ed. 1607 longani-

mity] of time that [etc.]. 1669 Galk Crt. Gentiles 1. ill. ii.

30 Thucyd ides, could know nothing, .of things before the

Peloponnesian war, by rea>on of the Longinquitie of Time.

1879 G. Meredith Egoist Pre!., Inordinate unvaried length,

sheer longinquity.

f Ii0ligi*Xiqa0US, a. Obs. [f. L. longinqu-us

(see Longinque) + -OUS.] Long.
1666 Harvey Morb. Angl. iv. 32 Oy ..every ordinate

longinquous propulsion or puliation of the blood.

Longipalp, -pennate etc. : see Ia>ngi-. i

Longis, variant of Lung is Obs.

Longish (lpjif), «. [f. Long a. + -isn.] Some-
what long (in various senses).

1611 Cotgr
,
Lougnel, longMi, or somewhat long, a 1637

H. Jonson Eng. Gram. 1. Hi. (1640) 36, K.. where it endeth

a former Syllabe, it soundeth longish, but flat ; as in tit*rive

prfpare, resolve. 1719 Quiscy Lex. VhysicoMed. (ed. t)

348 Such as have a longish Seed swelling out in the

middle. 1794 Mrs. Kaocliffe Myst. Udolpho x.w, A fall

signor, with a longish face. 1884 lllnstr. Loud. Xezvs

30 Aug. 190/1, I 11 lay longish odds 1 know Squire Cow-
eumber's way. 1889 'Rolf Bolurkwood ' Robbery muter
A ruts xxxiv, IMiey'd had a longish day and a fast ride.

Comb. 1691 Lond. Gas. No. 2666/4 A black brown Mare,

..round and longish Bodied. 1709 Ibid. No. 4526/4 She is

of a middle Stature, somewhat thin and longish- Kavour'd.

?t8ss Cur. Rossf.tti in Rnskin %
Rosset.'i, etc. (1899) 49

Three white longish-haired dogs.

Longitude tynd7ili/?d). Also 7 -tud. [atl.

L. longitudo, f. longns Long a. Cf. V. longitude^

1. Length, longitudinal extent; occas. an instance

of this ; a length ; a long figure, f Also, tallness,

height. Now chiefly jocular.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De l\ K. veil. xxiv. (1495) 335 Orion

..his lengthe and longitude stretchyih nyghe to the brede

and latitude of thre synges. c 1420 Pal/ad. on Husb. iv. 431

And of theclaue Is best an handful greet in crassitude And
cubital let make her longitude, c 1470 MS. Lambeth No.

306 in Rel. Ant. 1. 200 The longitude of men folowyng.

Moyses xiij. fote and viij ynches and half [etc.]. 1589

Putteniiam Eng. Poesie 11. xi[i], (Arb.) 114 A bastard or

imperfect rounde declining toward a longitude. 1607 Row-
lands Famous Hist. 64 Thy Giants longitude shall shorter

shrink. 1653 R. Sanders Physiogn. 161 The forehead.. its

. . Longitude is from one temple to the other. 1669 Sturm v

Mariner's Mag. 1. 23 A Superficies is a longitude, having

only latitude. 1784 Cowi'kr Task v. 1 1 Mine [sc. a shadow!

spindling into longitude immense. 1814 Scott \f
T
av. xviii,

A petticoat, of scanty longitude. 1824 — St. Ronau's xvii,

The direct longitude of their promenade never exceeded a

hundred yards. 1824 Examiner 555/2 A longitude of beard

that would honour a pubescent Jew. 1867 Howklis Ital.

Jouru. iii. 23 One may walk long through the longitude and

rectitude of many of her streets. 1869 Rogers Pre/.Adam
Smith's IV. Nat. \, ti The wisdom ofgovernment is to limit

that border land lo the narrowest possible longitude.
^

2. Length (in immaterial senses, esp. of time)

;

long continuance, Now rare.

1607 Topsfll Four/. Beasts (1658) 499 The curing of a
Horse waxing hot with weariness and longitude of the way.

16x3 M. R101.EY Magn. Bodies Pref. Magn. 5 Thu*c me 1

have found insleed of the longitude of places, a longitude of

unprofitable labors, a t6«6 Bp. Andklwes Semi. iifi6i> 15

The longitude, or continuance of the joy. 1661 LovRn,

Ilist. Att'tm. * Min. 437 Of longitude or brevity of a

disease. 1692 L'.enti ey Boyle Leet. 226 According to quan-

tity of matter and longitude of distance. 190a N. tf Q.

9th Ser. IX. 198^2 The life of the artist is all too brief for

the exacting longitude of art.

3. Geog. fa. The extent lengthwise (i.e. from

cast to west) of the habitable world as known to

the ancients {obs). b. Distance east or west on

the earth's surface, measured by tiie angle which

the meridian of a particular place makes with

some standard meridian, as (in England) that of

Greenwich. It is reckoned lo 180
0
east or west,

and is expressed either in degrees, minutes, and

seconds, or in lime (15
0 being equivalent to 1 hour).

Abbreviated long, f C. occas. m Difference of longi-

Hide (.between two places), fd. In the i8lh c.

sometimes confusedly used for: The method of

ascertaining longitude at sea. Obs.

tor the origin of the term see Latitude 4. Circle </

longitude : see Circle sb. 2. .

c 1391 Cuaucek Astrol. n. § 39 The arch of the equinoxial,

that is eonteyned or bounded by twixe the 2 meridians, is

cleped the longitude of thetoun. 1432-50.tr. Itigdcn (Rolls)

I. 45 The longitude of the erthe habitable from the este to

the weslc .. bath viij'*" tymcs v. lymes a clxx" myles and

viij»K 1527 R. Thorne His Booke in ITakluyt (1589) ^53

'the longitude . . is counted from West lo Eas'. 15S1 K°« ,N
;

?on tr. More's Uiop. (1895) p. xcix (Giles to Buslyde>, I

will be hable . . to instructe you . . in the longitude or true

meridian of the ylande. 1594 J. Davis Seaman's Seer.
(18S0) 384 The longitude between place and place, is the
portion of the Equator, which is contained betweene the
Meridians of the same places. 1625 N. Carpenter Geog.
Del. 1. xi. (1635) 235 Places inioying the same Loogitudeare
not alwajes equally distant from the first Meridian. 171a
Steele Sped. No. 428 f 1 The late noble Inventor of the
Longitude. 1791 Bo&wkli. Johnson an. 1755 (1847) 99/1
Mr. Williams, had made many ingenious advances towards
a discovery of the longitude. 1812-16 Playkaik Sat. Phil.
II. 61 The hour, as reckoned under any two meridians, is

different, and the differei ce is proportional to the difference
of longitude. 1831 Hrewstek Newton (1855) I. xtii. 350
The determination of the longitude at sea hy observing the
distance of the moon from the stars. 1841 Elphinstone
Hist. India II. 197 About the middle of the seventy-sixth
degree cf east longitude. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. xix.

(ed. 3) 329 All lines of longitude form circles which nave the
earth's centre as their centre.

fig* 1852 Mrs. Stowk Cncle Tom's C. xvi. 143 As if

determined fully to ascertain her longitude and position,

before she committed herself.

4. Astro;i. The distance in degrees reckoned
eastward on the ecliptic from the vernal equinoetial

point to a circle at right angles to the ecliptic

through the heavenly body (or the point on ihe

celestial sphere) whose longitude is required. (See

also Geocentkic, Heliocentric, H eliooka fh ic.)

t Also occas. in the etymological ly prior sense

:

The length or total extent of the ecliptic or of the

sun's annual course.
The use of latitude (see Laiiti. de 5) to denote distance

from the ecliptic determined the astronomical application of
the corresponding term longitude.
Citric 0/longitude : ste Circle sb. 2.

ri39i CiiAt'ciiR Astrol. 11. $ 40 Knowe by thyn alnumak
the degree of the eclipiik of any signe in which that the
planete is rekned for to he, and that is eleied the degree
of his longitude. 1551 Rkcokdk Cast. Kmrivl. (1556) 176

So doo they call the motion of them [the Planeiesjin Longi-
tude, iheyr dKlaunce by theyr natutall course from the

begtnninge of Aries. 1594 Hi.isdevh. Exerc. lntrod. (1636)

435 The Kcliptique lit-ie cuntaineth O6o degrees, which is the

Longitude of Heaven, and the first degree of the Longitude
of any Starre beginneth at the first point of Aries. 1667

Milton P. L. vn. 37? The glorious Lamp,.. Regent o{

l>ay,..jocond to run His Longitude through Heav'ns high

rode. 1735 Poiii Odyss, mx. 350 Lefore the sun His
annual longitude of heav'n shall run. 1834 Mrs. Somkr-
ville Conner. Rhys. Set. (1849) 11 ^he mean or circular

motion of a body estimated from the vernal equinox, is its

mean longitude; and its elliptical, or true motion, reckoned

from that point, is its true longitude. 1867 Dt sison Astro//,

without Math. 270 Geocentric or common celestial longi-

tude.

5. Comb., as foHgititt/e-labfc; f longitude hunter,

one bent on inventing a method for ascertaining

the longitude
;
longitude star (see qttot.) ; longi-

tude watch, a chronometer for use in ascertaining

the longitude.

1738 Wbdukm. I'oy. up Thames 64 At College they had
b*en pe-tered with so many crack-brain'd * longitude-

Hunters. 1842 G. \V. Francis Dut. Arts, etc., *Longitude
.\tars, a term frequenily Used to denote tho>e fixed stars

which have been selected for the purpose of finding the

longitude by lunar observations. The chiet of these are as

follows :—AMebanin, Pollux, Regnlus, Sptca Virgin is,

Anlares, Formanault, and the largest star in Aquila. 1790

Maroktts (title) *Longitude Tables. 1763 Ann. Reg.,

Chrou. 100 The tiial of Mr. Harrison's ^longitude watch.

Longitudinal (lpnd^iliw'dinfib, a. and sb*

[f. L. longitiidin-^ longitudo Longitude + -al.]

A. adj.

1. Of or pertaining to length as a dimension;

(extent) in length.

1765 15lackStone Comm. L 275 Our antient historians

inform us, that a new standard of longitudinal measure was
ascertained by king Henry the first. 1796 Morsk Arrnr.

Geog 11. 270 The real depth, or longitudinal e.Mcnt of the

mine. 1810 IX Sti .w ar r Phitos. Ess. n. i.i. 223 'lo express

a limited portion of longitudinal extension in general. 1818

CoRHMr Pol. Reg. XXXI II. 183 ihe number of longi-

tudinal inches of the fool measuie.

2. lCxlending or proceeding in the direction of the

length of a body; running lengthwise.^

Longitudinal tlevatiow. one showing the s'de of a struc-

ture, as distinguished from an end view ; a side elevation.

1715 Ciieynk Philos. Princ. Rclig. 1. (ed. 2) 134 These

Vesicube are distended, and their Longitudinal Diameters

. .>traitned,and so the length of the whole Muscle shortned.

Ibid. 518 The oblique Fibres which make but few turns

serve to propagate gently the included Fluid, the Longi-

tudinal ones to move the Vessel. 1794 Slluvam P'mo

Vat II.3 The great longitudinal vallies of the Alps. 1807

M. Daii.lie Morb.Anat. (ed. 7) 394 A longitudinal section

was made with a saw completely through its substance.

1825 J. Nicholson Operat. Met hanic 564 If two pieces o\

timber are connected, so that the joint runs parallel with

the fibres of both, it is called a longitudinal joint. 1839

MuRcmsoM^///^. Svs/.i. xxviii. 529 By longitudinal valleys

is meant those which range parallel to the ridges or general

strike of the mountains. 1845 Darwin / oy. Nat. 11. (1879* 7

Several of the species are beautifully coloured with longi-

tudinal stripes, i860 Tyndall6Yw. I. xii. 88 The glacier.,

is in a state of longitudinal strain. 1861 ttp.RESP. Hope huff.

Cathedr. 19th C. 81, 1 have selected . . the longitudinal eleva-

tion and the longitudinal and transverse sections, .for their

intrinsic merit.

b. Anal, and Zool
1706 Phillii-s (ed. Kersey\ Longitudinat Suture (m

Anat.\l\\e cross Seam of the Scull, tnat goes from one Side

to the other. 1826 Kirby & Sr. Entomof. W. 298. 1840

W. J. E. Wilson Anal. Vatic M. 361 The longitudinal

fissuic is the space separating the two hemispheres. 1854

Owen Si-el. $ Teeth (1855) 3 The head of the sturgeon is

defended by a case of superficial bony plates, and the body
by five longitudinal rows of similar plates. 1863 Hcxley
Man's Place Nat. iii. 142 The two depressions for the lateral

sinuses, sweeping inwards towards the middle line of the
roof of the skull, to form the longitudinal sinus. 1870
Rolleston Anim. Li/e 1 The longitudinal fissure in which
is lodged the longitudinal sinus,

c. Bol.
Longitudinal system, 'an old term for fibro-vascular

system ' (Jackson Bat. Terms 1900).

1787 Linnxns' Earn. Plants I. 76 Petals four, eggM,
sessile, with a longitudinal pit at the base. 1884 Kowkk
& Scott De Bary's Phauer. 565 The beginning of the

of leniicels takes place . . before longitudinalformation ol lenucels takes pis

extension is complete. 1888 Syd. Soc. Lex., Longitudinal
system.

d. Acoustics. Of vibrations : Produced in the

direction of the length of the vibrating body; also

(see quot. 1S69).
1867 Tyndai.l Sound v. 159 The sounds produced by the

: longitudinal vibrations of a string are, as a general rule,

muth more acute ihan those produced by its transver>e

vibratii ns. 1869 - in Fortu. Rev. 1 Feb. 239 In the^ case

of sound, the vibrations of the air- particles are executed in the

direction in which the sound travels. They are therefore

called longitudinal vibrations. 1879 W. H. Stone Sound 13

longitudinal \ .brat ons. livery string which vibrates

lians\ersely between two joints must also vibrate longi-

tudinally.

3. Pertaining to longitude ; measured from east

to west.

1874 Coles Birds N. W. 360 Its longitudinal dispersion

is thus ijuite restricted, contrary to the rule among our
; birds of this, .continent.

B. sb.

i- 1. A)ial. A name for two muscles of the epi-

gastrium. Obs. 1541 [tee La niUDiwi. sb.].

2. Ship-bitihiiiig. In iron and steel ships, a plate

parallel or nearly so to the vertical keel.

1869 Sir K. Rnu> Shipbnild, i. to To preserve the con-

tinuity t-f their longitut.ina's. 1883 Nari-s Consir. Iron-

i lad 5 Longitudinals are plates of iron, which run fore and
aft between the frames, to strengthen the ship lengthw;iys.

1900 Engineering Mag. 678 The stiffening angles for longi-

tudinals.

3. A railway sleeper l)ing parallel with the rail

^Webster 1 ^64%
Longitudinally 'tyndsitiz/'dinali), adv. [f.

prec. "LY 2
.J

In a longitudinal direction ; in the

direction of the length of an object
;
l<*gth\vays.

1724 in Bailey. 1779 Mrs. ISoscawf.n in Mrs. Pelany's

L.ett. Ser. II. II. 48) The seeds are., somewhat flat, and

situated longitudinally. 1787 LJnnirus' Fain. Plants 1. 4

St\le. slit longitudinally. 1834 Mi s. Somkkvili.e Connex.

Phys. Sei. x\ ii. 11849)1 50 The air also vibrates longitudinally.

1868 AY/, to Govt. U.S. Munitions JJV»rApp. 284 The lock-

ing device combined with a longitudinally moving breech-

block. 1870 RoLLfc si on Anim. Life 15 The longitudinally-

fissured .. tancreas. 1880 Hacgiiton Phys. Geog. vi. 303

A broad band of latitude, extending longitudinally from

the Pyrenees to the east Coast of China. 1897 Mary
Kincsi kv W. A/rua 540 His body., was slit all over longi-

tudinally with long cuts on the face, head, le.^s, and arms.

Longitudinarian (l^nd^itimlinc^Tian), a.

and sb. rare. [f. L. loagiiitdin- (see Longitude)

+ -arian as in laliltidittarian.]

A. adj. Pertaining to longitude.

1853 De Quincey Antobiog.Sk. Wks. I. 186 What was the

centre of London for any purpose whatever—latitudiimriau

or longitudinarian— literary, social, or mercantile?

|B. ^ A student of longitude. Obs.

1754 Stoivs Su/~: Loud. I. 1. .\.\!v. 178/2 Aristotelians,

Cartesians, Adepts, A trologers and common Longitudina-

rians.

Longittrdinated, a. rare^ x
. [f. L. lougi.

tiidiu- (seeLongitu de) 1- -atk t -ed.] Placed longi-

tudinal l v.

1774 Uold.su. Nat. Hist. 111. iii. 71 Their [sc. Gazelles'l

horn^are .. unuulated or ringed round, at the same time,

that there are longitudinated depressions running from the

bottom to the point.

I
f Longituruity. 06s.- 0 [ad. late L. longi-

j

lunulas, f. longiturn-usy f. lougus Long.] Long

duration or continuance.

1727 Dailly vol. II, Lottgit/ti'Mity, continuance of Space.

fLO'ngity. Obs. rare^ 1
. [ad. L. hitgittis,

f. longits Long.] Length.
1664 Power Exp. Philos. I. 12 I

House.spiders' eyes] in

some were four', .and in some eight, according to the pro*

j

portion of their bulk, and longily of their legs.

Longivity, obs. form of Longevity.

t Longlasting, sb. Obs. [f. Long adv. +
Lasting vbl. sb.] The fact of lasting a long time.

c 1400 tr. Secret* Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 67 pis sentence, pat

all delitable hinges of bys world . . ben alle for longfastynge

j

of durabilyte.

Long-lasting, a. [See Long adv. 9.] That

lasts a long lime.

1530 Palsgr. 317A Longe lastyng, perdurable. 1587

Goloing De Mornay xxx. (1617) 483 'i'hat when he had
{

giuen his life in sacrifice for sin, he might see a longlasting

seede. 1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. (1681) 282 Gather not

long-lasting Fruit till after Michaelmas. 1677 GiLt'iM

Demotwl. (1867) 217 When their sorrows are long-lasting

and deep. 1886 C. Scott Sheep/arming 182 Long lasting

btorms of frost and snow.

Hence Long-lastingness. rare
1- 1

*

1398 Flokio, Longinquitat, .length of lime, long lastingnes.

53-2
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LONG-LEG.

Lo*ng-leg.
tl. = Bltrestis i. 0/>s-°
1585 Hicins yunius Nomeucl. 76 Buprestis, . .a veneinous

flic like a beetle, and hurtfull to cattell: a longe lejge : a

wag-lee. r6«i Cotgr. s.v. Bupreste. 1783 Aixswortii Lat.
Diet. (Morell) 1. s.v. Beetle.

2. Long-legs. a. The stilt; the * long-legged

plover \
1713 Ray Syu. Avium 190 Hitnantopus Plinii Aldrov. .

.

Long-legs. 180a G. Montagu OmitA. Diet. (1833) 496
Blaclk-winged Stilt, Hitnantopus tuelatiopterus .. Longlegs,

Longshanks.

b. = DADDY-I.0KG-LE06.
1806 Shaw Gen. Zool. VI. it. 374 This [Tlpula] is popularly

known by the title of Long- Legs.

Longleg {Cricket) : see Leg 6 c.

Long-legged, tf. Having long legs; used

spec* in the names of some animals.

r«J90 Shaks, Mitts, N. 11. ii. 21 Hence you long-leg'd

Spinners, hence. 1592 Chettle Khide-harts Dr. (1841) 18

Is it not absurde to see a long legd lubber pinned in a chayre
[etc.]? 1676 Lend. Gaz. No. 1079/4 They are shaped like

a Moscovy Mallard, but larger and longer legg'd. 17x7

Berkeley Jml. Tour Italy 30 May in Eraser Life (1871)

555 All the spiders except the long-legged ones bite. i8a8

•Scott F. M. Perth xix, What could have brought down
the lang-legged loons to do their bloody wark within burgh ?

1831 A. Wilson & Bonaparte At/ter. Ornlth. III. 75
Recttrvirostra hitnantopus .. Long-legged plover. 1848
Johnston in Proc. Bcrxv. Nat. Club 11. No. 6. 292 The
Phalangia,. .or long-legged spiders. 1875 W. S. Hayward
Love agst. World 14 A long-legged puppy.

b. Naut. Of a ship : Drawing a great deal of

water.
180a Naval Citron. VI II. 83 Those ships being, to make

use of a nautical phrase, too long legged for the eastern
yard. 1867 in Smyth Sailors II '&rd~bk.

Long-line.
1. A deep-sea fishing-line.

1876 Rep. Crabfy Lobster Fisheries .Scot. App. 1. 15 Every
third hook on the long lines is baited with crabs. 1883
Fisheries Exhtl*. Catat. fed. 4> 176 Long Lines, Hand Line-,
..Deep Sea Lines. 1883 G. B. Good*: Fish. fudast/y
U. S. A. 13 (Fish. Exhib. Publ.) The much more general
use of the trawl-line or long-line.

2. aitrib. a. Written or printed with long lines,

b. Furnished with or using long-lines (sense 1).

1755 Advt. in Whole Duty Man, A Long-line Octavo
Common-Prayer. 1849 Ticrnor Sp. Lit. 111. 16 The old
long-line stanza. 1877 Holdswoktii Sea Fisheries 79 Dog-
fish are the great enemies of the long-line fishermen. 1894
Pall Mall G? 5 Dec. 3/r Scotch long-line boats were lent

early this year to the Donegal fishermen, who were encou-
raged to fish further out.

Hence Long-lining, fishing with long-lines.

1877 HoLOSWOKTir Sea Fisheries 71 Long-lining from
Grimsby is worked by means of large smacks. 1885 .S7.

yattics's Gaz. 28 Feb. 4/2 Three fishermen have been
drowned at Scarborough while long-lining.

Long-lived (-laivd), a. Also 7 -lift. [f.

Long a. + live, Luv sb. + -ED 2
. Often pronounced

tyrjlivd, as if elymologically parallel to smooth-
spoken, etc.] Having a long life or existence;

living or lasting a long time ;
longeval.

a 1420 Hocclevk Dc Reg. Prlnc. 570 Fader and ntoder
honoure,That thow niaist be longe lyved. e 1425 Cursor M.
ia58 (Trim) Longe lyued am 1 in elde. 1553 Eden Treat,
Ne'vc Ind. (Arb.) 2^ They are long lyued and lyue euen
vniyl an hundreth yearcs of age. 1607 Walking fun Opt.
(rliisse 41 Little eyes denotate a large chevcrill conscience
..spacious breasted, long-lift. 1609 Hiule (Douay) Exod.
Ax. 12 Honour thy father and thy mother, that thou inayest
be long-lived upon the earth. 1633 Earl Mancii. A

I

Moudo (1636) 176 Seldom is excellencie in any kinde lung
lived. 1653 Walton Angler vii. 142 Bacon oWrvcs the
Pike to be the longest lived of any fresh water fish. 1707
Curios, in limb. iT Card. 171 The Sea . . produces Animal-.
..more sound, and longcr-liv'd, than any of the other
Klsmenth. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) 111. 230 The
lion . . U a very long-lived animal. 1883 Jeiflries Story
Heart i. (i8gi) 13 The long-lived summer days dried and
warmed the turf tn the meadows. 1899 Atlbutt's Syst. Med.
VII L374 Chronic uncured melancholies are often long-
lived.

Hence ton gripvedness, longevity.
1871 Echo -7 Sept., The^ long-hvedness of the Mastai

family. 188a R. Aqamson in Encyct. Brit. XIV. 7S9'.: If
. . there can he discovered a reciprocating relation between
the want of gall in animals and longlivedness.

Long-living, a. [See Lose adv. 9.] That
lives for a long time.
138a Wyclif Is*, ix. 15 The longe lyuende and the wrshxpe-

fiill. c 1500 in Q. Eliz. Acad, 94 'Ihe langest leving men.
1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles II. tit. 157 The admired Wisdome
of the long-living Fathers of the elder world, a 1680 B« tli.r

Rem. (1750) X. 8 Another.. That, .in the Register of Fame
Had enterd his long-living Name. 1899 DailyNews 24 May,
Her Majesty comes, .of a long-living stock.

Longly (V*nU)> tidv. Also 5 langly, 6-7
Iongoly. [f. Long a. + -LY K]

f 1. For a long w hile. » Long adv. 1 . Obs.
1340 Hampole Pr. Couse. 3188 J>e mast veniel syns sal bar

bryn langly, Als wodde brinnes, bat cssadde and hevy. a 1400
Ipomedon (ed. Kdlbing) 327/8 And whan they departed,
eithre loked on othre so longly, that they left not, whillcs
oon might see that othre. 14. . Lift Alexander MS. Line.
A. i. 17 If. 1 (Halliw.) He knelid doune on his knecssc, and
bihelde Alexander in the vesagc langly. 150a Ord, Crys/en
Jfc>t{\V. de W. 1506) v. vii. 415 A man may desyrc for to

lyue longely for too amende his lyfe. 1506 Kalender of
Shepk. F vij b, Father & mother thou shalt honour, end shalt
lyue longely. 1581 Dee Diary (Camden) 11 Somewhat like

the shnch of an owle but more longly drawn. 1596

420

I Shaks. Tarn, Shr. 1. L 170 Master, you look'd so longly 1

1 on the maidc, Perhaps you mark'd not what's the 1 ith of
all. r$©5 Sir E. Watson in Bucclettch MSS. (Hist. MSS.
Comm.) 1. 238, I pray you., deliver it to., the Larl of
Lxceter with speed, for be longely looketh for it.

2. At considerable length: said of speech or

writing. Now Sc.

c 1330 R. Hrcnne Chron. (1810) 222 To say Jungly or
schorte, alle amies bare.

t
1553 Reg. Privy Council Scot.

Ser. 1. 140 Lyk as the said artikill mair langlie proportis.

1850 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. 11. 121 Don't inind length, at least

I

only write longly about yourself,

3. To a considerable length (in space), rare.
166a J. Chandler Van J/elmont's Orlat. 54 The bottom

, of the Sea, hath the Sand Quellem longly and largely laying
open. 1871 Cooke llandbk. Brit. Fungi \\. 761 Asci
clavate, obtuse, longly pedicellate.

Lo*ng-neck.
fl. An earthenware retort or still with a long

neck. Obs.
1662 R. Matuew UnLAlch. cxii. 183 Take good Copperas

..beat it to powder, put it in long necks, lute fast, and draw
it with judgement. 1684 Loyi.e Poroitsn. Anun. <V Solid
Bod. v. 90. 1734. P. Shaw Chem. Lett. (1755) 432 This

1 Matter may now be put into a well coated Long-Neck, and

(
worked with care in a Reverl>eratory Furnace. 1763 \\ .

Lewis Comm. Phil. 7'eehu. 13 Distillation in coated glass

1 retorts, earthen retorts, or longnecks.

2. A local name for birds having a long neck,
' e.g. the bittern, the heron, the pin-tailed duck.

1864 Atkinson Prov. Names Birds, Long-neck,. .Common
j

Bittern. Botarus stellarls. i88a Field Naturalist 44
Locally, the heron is called 'crane' or 'long-neck'. 1890

!

Century Diet, (citing G. Trumbull 1888), Longnetk\ the
1 pintail duck, Da/ita acuta.

Long-necked, a. Having a long neck (in

j

various senses; : used spe<. in the names of some
1

animals.
c 1605 Uk.wton Man in Mooue 203 The long ueck'd Heron

1

there waching by the brim. 1689 Loud. Gaz. No. 2422/4
A slender Horse, 5 years old, .. long neck'd, thick jaw'd.

1707 Curios, in Hush, Gard. 337 A long-neck 'd Vial, like

a Matrass. 1835 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. 1. 27 The thing goes
. off with small damage to even a long-necked purse. 1854

A. Adams, etc. Alan. Nat. Hist. 69 Long-necked '1 ortoises

{Chelydldse). 1890 Dally Nexus 27 Sept. 2/1 The long-m»cked
will rejoice to learn that collars are higher than ever. 1894
Cosmopolitan XVI. 344 Gracefully long-necked plesiosauri.

Longness lp rjiies;. Now rare. [OK. laiignys,

f. tang Long a. +-ny$ -xk.ss.] Length (in various

senses); long continuance; t protracted ness, delay.
rxooo AClkric Horn. IL408 Hradnyss, langnyss, heahnyss

and deopnyss. 1340 Ayenb. 105 pet uerste word ous ssewep
^e langnessc of his eurebleuinge. 1398 Tkevisa Barth. De
/'. R. xvin. xxi (1495) 781 The Camelion is a beest lyke
to the Cocadryll and is dyuers oonly in crokydnesse of
the baeke and in longnesse of the tayll. i486 Bk. St.

Albans, Her.Q\'\yb, And it be dyuidid after the longnes
or after the brodenes. 1579 Fknton Gniceiard. ( 1618)

250 The affaires betweene Caesar and the French King
proceeded with so great a longnesse. 1587 Golping De
Moruay Pref. 9, 1 shall sometimes be long, and perad-

venture tedious to the Reader, . . I>ut . . in this longnesse of
mine, 1 straine my nature to apply myselfe to all men. 1616

Slril. & Markil Country Farme 475 The longnes&e of

time will become tedious. 1668 CcLi-Eri'LR& Cole Barthol.

Atiat, 111. viii. 148 It is shineing, indifferently hard, round
behind, with some longness. 1684 11, Mokk Answer 254
The longness of the time. 1841 Lai ham Eng. Lang. vi. 128

;
The Longness or Shortness of a Vowel or Syllable is said to

be its Quantity. 1890 Tentpie Bar July 431 She had a

curious, opium like perception of time's longness.

Long-nosed, a. Having a long nose: used

spec, in the names of some animals.
155a Hi lolt, Longe nosed, acrouasus. 1591 Pkrcivall

I

Sp. Diet.., Narigudo, long nosed, Nasutus. 1680 Wooo Life
14 Jane, The servitor is tall, long-nosed, flowing hair and
slow speech.

_
171a Aruutmnot Jolm Bull 111. vi, A little

long-nosed thin man. 180a IjINolky Anlm. Biog. (1813) 1.

j
508 The Long-nosed Tapir. 187. Casscll's Nat. Hist. I. 88

I The Long-nosed Monkey. 1897 Outing (U.S.) XXIX.
327,'! Copious draughts of saki, which steamed in a loTig-

tiosed pot overlaid with dragons.

Longobard (V'ijg(>bajd , sb. and a. [ad.L.

j

Longobard-i (see Ix>MBAun)J =Lombak]>.
1598 Gklnlwly 'Faclttts' Ami. ti. x. (1622) 48 The Sem-

i nones and the Longobards tooke pait. 1644 Lvelyn Mem.
(1857) 1. 153 The barbarous Goths and Longobards. 1707

j
Chambkrlayne St. Gt. Brit. 111. iii. 274 The Laws of the

1

Longooards. 1839 Penny Cy\l. XIV. 147 Luitprandus .

.

the most illustrious of the Longobard kings. 190a Union
Mag. May 2:4/2 There is no single trace of the real Gothic
or Longobard style.

So longoba-rdian sb. } Lombard ; LonffobaTdlc
a., Lombardic.
1846 Guote Greece 1 1 . 1. x.\. 1 13 note, The Longohardic law

is the most copious of all the barbaric codes in lis provisions

respecting marriage. 1877 W. Iones Fiuger-rlug^s A large

gold thumb-ring . . on which is engraved the letter l-> of

Longohardic form. 1889 R. R. Anderson tr. Rydberg's
'Pent. Mythol. 67 From that day the Vinnillians were called

Longobard ians—that is to say long-beards.

Long robe. [Cf. F. 4gens de robbe lotigitc y

Lawyers, Clerkes,Professors ofArtes, &e/(Cotgr.).]

Put symbolically for ; The legal profession
;
esp.

in gentlemen, men, members of the long robe =»

lawyers, barristers. Also occas. -The priesthood

or ministry. (Cf. Gowx sb. 4b.)
1601 Holland Pliny L zu The first man of the long lobe

that deuised parks as well for these bores, as for other dcere

and sauage beasts, was Fulvius Lippinus. 164a G. Mot s-

tagu in BtU)cleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 292 The
Houses . . have likewise appointed a Committee of the long

LONG-SHORE,
robe to declare how the King ought.. by the law to pass
those Ordinances. 1680 Honest Cavalier 6, 1 believe there
never was more worthy and Loyal Men under the Long
Robe, than there is in this Age. 171a Akbuthnot yohu
Bull \. xii, They were the aversion of the Gentlemen of the
Long Robe, and at perpetual war with all the country
attorneys. i^6a Footf. Orators 1. Wks. 1799 1. 200 'Ihe
two orders of the long robe next demand our attention.

181a Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 42 A source of much profit to

the gentlemen of the long robe. 1875 Punch 25 Dec. 266/2
The long-lived gentlemen of the surplice and the long robe.

+ b. Long-robe-man, a lawyer, banister. Obs.

1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes iv. xv. 251 Hcentertaines a
Justice of grave carriage, .. Perswading the Long-robe-men,
and his daughter. 1659 Iturtoifs Diary (1828) IV. 434 All
the eminent long-rube-mcn, except Turner and Terrill, were
absent, in respect of the change of the Chair.

Long run, lo ng-run. (Also Sc. lang run,
langrin.) Phr. in the long run, in earliest use

•\al (the) long run, occas. fen, fupon the longrun :

in the end ; \vhen things have run their full course

;

as the ultimate outcome of a scries of vicissitudes.

(Cf*L\ a la longue.) In the Sc. examples : At last,

at the end.

1637 J. Cartj k Plain Expos. 117 (F. Hall) At the long run.

1656 Cromwell Speech 17 Sept., They (the discontented]
must end at the interest of the Cavalier at the long run.

1669 R. Montagu in Bucclettch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.)
1. 459 At long run he will make his fortune. 1681 T. Flat-
.man lleraclitus Ridens No. 1 (1713) L 4 There is neither

Honour nor Kstate to be got by Rebellion at the long run.

i7aa Ramsay Three Bonnets tu. 31 At langrun jkiwsy
iaik'd his een. 1768 Tucker Lt. Nat. 1. ti. xxvuL 205
Prudence and steddiness will always succeed in the long
run better than folly and inconsiderateness. 1771 Smollett
Humph. CI. 18 July i, Humphry is certainly the north star

to which the needle of her affection would have pointed at

th* long run. 1804 Mar. Edgeworth Contrast^ ix, At the.

long ruu, these fellows never thrive. 1806 yamteson's Pop.
Ball. I. 295 At langrin, wi' waxin and fleechin',. .She knit

up her thrum to his wab. a 1814 Manoeuvring 11. i. in New
Brit. Theatre 11. 89 That is but a bad way on the long run.

1818 Colebrooke Import Colon. Com 101 Upon the long
run, a mean value ts received for the average of crops.

1824 Lentham Bk. Fallacies Wks. 1843 11. 426 To labour

at the long-run under an imputation that is not just, 184a

Mrs. Carlyle Lett. I. 156 Compromises never are found to

answer, 1 think, in the long run. 1853 ' C. Uede' Verdant
Green j. vii, He'll find it all right in the long-run. 1898

L. Stephen Stud. Biogr. 1. v. 178 To speak freely and
openly n> no doubt the be»t rule in the kmg-run.

So f Iiongr-runnlng', in the same use.

i$a8 Roy Rede Me (Arb.) 48 Their interrupcion Shall

tourne to their destruccion At longe runnynge fynally.

1661 Baxter Mot. Prognost. 1. xcv. 25 As knowing, that at

long-running, its only Truth that will stand upper-mo*t.

1670 — Cure Ch. Div. 150 At the long running, the wound
will be found to be increased, and the cure the harder

because of the delay.

Longs, adv. and prep. Now Sc. or dial. Also 5

longes, 6 Sc. langis, -oas, 9 .SV. langs. [f. Loxo
+ adverbial s. Cf. M HG. langes some lime before

;

Du. langs prep., along.]

f A. adv. Long (ago). Obs.

C14S0 LoNELicu Grail lii. 74S, 1 Entrede Into }o\\re

Cavtel Not longes Agon.
B. prep. Along, alongside.

[c ia75 Lay. 19677 In langes [c 1203 on loiigen] bane strete.1

1513 Douglas Jftnch 111. iv. 134 And, langts the channel,..

1 he Actiane gemmis and sporlis did assay. Ibid. vii. xii.

ico Thai that duellis langis the ehyll river Of Anyene. 1535
Alvrdecn Reg. W. 639 (Jani -) Als gud hagyng throucht

the cloiss & langoos the hous syd. r8. . D. Nicolson MS.
Coll. Caithness Words (E, D. 1).>, Langs, along.

Longsaddle, -settle, vars. L a n<jsettle dial.

IiOngsaugh, variant of Lusgsought.

Longshanks (V njxrjlvs). [See Shank sb.)

1. A nickname given to Edward 1 of England on

account of his long legs.

[13.. P. de Langtoit Citron. (Rolls) 11. 284 Lewclin..&
! David son frere, unt perdu luanautie, Oil od le lunge iambes

de tut e.st sei*ie. ? 1306 Pol. Songs (Camden) 223 Whil him
la>leth the lyf with the longe shonkes. 1556 Chron. Gr.

Friars (Camden) 4 Kynge Edward the forst, that was
callyd kinge Edward with the longshangkes.] 1590 Mar-
lowe Edit'. It, tu. ii. 12 Great Edward Long>hanks' issue.

1596 Dalrymh.e tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. w. 342 Edward
King of Ingland frome his lang leggiscallid Lang-schankis.

j

1603 Drayton Barons' Wars n. xxx. 34 Great Lancaster.

.

! Canst thou thy oath to Longsliancks thus forget? a 1661

I

J'Vller Worthies, Westminster (1811) H. 104 He was
surnamed Longshanks, his step being another man's stride.

2. A stilt or long-legged plover.

1817 T. Korster Observ. Nat. Hist, Swalltrzu 86 Cha.
I radritts hitnantopus, Ix>ngleggedplover, Longshanks, or

Longlegs. 1831 A. Wilson & Bona parte Amet: Ornlth.

111. 77 The name by which this bird is known on the sea-

eoast is the stilt or tilt, or long-shanks.

Long-shore, altrib. phr. (sb.) [Aphctic f.

Along-shore.]

1. Existing on or frequenting the shore ; found or

* employed along the shore.

Often contemptuous as applied to men.
i8aa Blachw. Mag. XI. 432 «0fV,The functions of a Long-

shoie lawyer. 1837 Lett.fr. Madras (1843) 72 St. Thome is

not thoughi healthy the whole year through, because the
* loiig-.shore winds ' . .are more felt. 1837 M arryat Dog-Jiend
xiv, Sort of half-bred, long-shore chap. 1855 Kinoslev
Westw. Ho! i, (1881) I. 11 Vour rascally longshore vermin,

who get five pounds out of this captain, and ten out of

that, and let him sail without them after all. »888 Argosy
Apr. 277 Wiihin easy reach of the coast, wheie the Mong
shore ' herrings abound.
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2. sb. A longshoreman, rare.

1857 Kincsllv Two K. Ago 1. 82 Gut of the way yen
loafing long-shores ?

Lo ngshoreman, [t*. prec. + Max sb.] One
#who frequents, or is employed along, the shore;

e.g. a man engaged in loading and unloading
cargoes, or in fishing for oysters, etc. along the

shore.
18. . Mrs. H. K. SroiTORU Pilot's Wife^ He would sooner

turn longshoreman and sweep a crossing. 1883 Chamh.
Jml. 20 Jan. 33/2 His Ithe old-fashioned sailor's] oaths
were appalling to 'long-shore men. 1888 Bkyck A met:
Commiv. IN. vA. 234 The longshore men,..an important
element in this great port, and a dangerous element wher»
ever one finds them,

t Long-Side, a. Obs. [For earlier long ami
side; cf. Side a."] Of garments : Long and sweeping.

1599 Massingkk, etc. Old Law 11. i, Thast heene so lis d
to wide long side things, that.. I shall have the waste of

my Duhlet lie upon my buttocks, a 1653 Gouge Comm.
flcb. vii. (1655) 150 Runners.. use to gird up their long-side

garments.

t Long-sided, Obs. Having long sides.

14., Ragman Roll 72 in Hazlitt E. P. P. ( 1864) 72 And
at revell for to se yaw hoppe, Vs joy y-now so ye your
lyggus streyne ; Ve lade longe sydyde as a loppe. 1664
]>ltler Hud. it. 1. 45 There is a tali long-sided Dame 1 I'm
wondrous light! yeleped Fame.

Long-sighted, a.

1. Having ' long sight' (see Long a. 18); capa-

ble of distinguishing objects clearly at a distance

but not close at hand ;
hypermetropic.

C1790 Imison Sch. Aril, 208 The short-sighted , .can dis-

tinguish much smaller objects than long-sighted people.

1829 Nat. Philos., Optics xvii. 46 lU. K. S.) When the eye
loses the power of accommodating itself to near ohjeets, the

person is said to be longsighted. 1833 N. Arsott PAysns
(ed. 5) II. 2a8 After middle age, most persons heeome more
or less long-sighted. 1869 H. Usshbk in Eng. Mech. 10 1 'ec.

295/2 He is long-sighted looking forward and short-sighted

looking upward.

2. Jig, Able to see far ahead ;
having great fore-

sight ; far-seeing.

1791 Gibbon Antobiog. (1896) 341 note, The judicious lines

in which Pope answers the objection of his long-sighted

friend. 1855 Grote Greece n. .\cv. XII. 443 Throughout
the whole career of Demosthenes. . we trace the same com-
bination of earnest patriotism with wise and long-sighted

policy. 1901 Speaker 3 Nov. 204/2 Such a city would have
oeen distinguished for long-sighted prodence.

Hence Longsightedness
1794 G. Adams Nat. <$• Exp. Philos. II. xvii. 295 Long-

sightedness may be acquired : for. .those that are habituated

to look at remowe objects, are generally long-sighted. 1832

Nat. Philos., Ace. Neiot. Opt, 1. 3 (U. K. S.) He showed that

those defects which are called long-sightedness, and short-

sightedness,proeeeded from too small ortoo great a refracting

power in die eye. 1864 I'usey Led. Daniel vii. 423 To
discern their [events] purport and tendencies from the first,

is the province of human long-sightedness.

Longsome V'rjsjm), a. Now chielly dial,

and arch. Forms: 1 longsum, 1-4, 6 Sc, lnng-

sum, (2 lonsuru, 6 Sc. layngsum. 7 longsom ,

6- longsome, Sc. langsome. [OE. langsum, f.

lafig Long a, + -sum -so.mk. Cf. OS. laugsam

(Du. langzaam), OlIG., MUG. lancsam i}. lang-

sam).'] Long, lengthy; long-lasting; esp. tediously

long
; f tardy, dilatory, slow.

Peowul/~(Gr.) 134 Wa:s pact Rewin to Strang, la<5 and long-

sum, 6 1000 Sax. Leechd, IL 210 ponne seo un^efelde

aheardung )>a;re lifre to langsum wyrft. c 1176 Lamb. Ilorn.

in J>a dusian him sculen cfre adredan elles no bid his

rixlunge ne fest ne lonsum. c 1300 Cursor M. 28471, I haiie

balden queu i was sett langsum setes at my mete, c 1375 .SV.

Leg. Saints xxvit. (Machor) U37 It ware langsum for to say

the wondir hat god in he way wrochi. 1513 Douglas . Eneis

iv. Prol, 133 Quhat is, hot turment,all his langsum fair. Begun
with feir, and endit in dispair? 1535 Si kwakt Cron. Scot.

(1858) II.3 With soir travell than baith with barne and wyfe,

Kicht mony da leidaud ane langsum lyfe. 1563 W1N31.1

EourScoir Thre Quest. Wks. 1S88 1. 60 We ar oUeudit be

his layngsum delay. 1575 Gascoigsk Dan Bartholomew
Ponies 99 A Lampe..With oyle and weecke to last the

longsome night. 1399 J as. 1 IWiA. A<i>j>oi> (1603) 118 'lake

no longsome workes in hande, for distracting you from

your calling, a 1656 Ki\ Hall Rem. IVks. (16601 401 '1 o

demonstrate this in particulars, were a long-some task.

x(A\~z Marvkll Corr. xxxiv. Wks. 1872-5 II. 78 Vou mav
perhaps think us longsome iu giuing yon an account of

your businesse. t-1704 Priok Henry <y Emma 371 We
tread with weary steps the longsome plain. 17*8 Ramsay
Lure 55 She is not langsome In taking captives. 1842

Mrs. F. Tkollopk Visit Italy \. i. 4 The longsome interval

between leaving Paris and arriving at Lyons. 1859 Hei.is

Eriends in C. Ser. n. 1 1, ii. 27 Men contrive to make their

pleasures as dull, longsome, and laborious as any part of

their daily task-work. 1861 W. Uarnes in Macm. Mag.
June 135 Many a cheek has been paled, .by longsome hours

of over-work. 1893 S 1 evknson Catriona 87 The way there

was a little longsome.

Longsoniely (VysamH), adv. [t prec. +

-ly ~. Ohl langsumlice (Sweet).] t^or long;

f tardily ; lengthily and tediously.

1456 Sir G. Have Law a/Arms (S. T. S.) 301 That thai

may nocht endure the Averis langsumly. c 1610 Sik J. 11 i.l-

vil Mem. (1683) 155 As he was making his preparations too

Iongsomly and slowly in Dundie. 1834 (J. Rev. L. 5-7

[they] expatiate so 'longsoniely' on corn, currency, or

corporations, that Lett;.].

Lo ngSOmeneSS. [f. as prec. Tedious

lengthiuess; t tardiness (Sc:).

<txooo Ags, J's. xx. 4 (Spelman) Langsiuunysse daja.

1597 Jas. I Dxmonol. 18 Considering the long-souiencsse of 1

the labour [ele.]. 1601 J. Whkrlek Trmit. Comm. 57 Such
was the longsomenes of Retnrne, and the badness of the
time at that instant. 1687 in Shields Faith/. Contend. (1780)

289 \Ve..piust intreat >our favour, .for our longsomeness in

sending. 1834 Q L 527 The first, .of these objections
is the length of the Sunday morning service—the 'long*
somencss', as Archdeacon iierens terms 1887 Sat. Rev.
1 Jan. 19 A pretty scene, but superfluous, and producing no
other effect than that of longsomeness.

Longsought, vatiant of Lungsought.
t Longst, prep Cl>s. Also 6 longest, Sc.

langest. [Aphetio f. Aloxgjst.] Along.
a 1578 Lindesav (Pilscoltie) Chron. Scot. (S. T. S.) II. 165

They sould. .gang langest the cost to Sanctandrois and syne
toCouper. 1585 BuRKocti JniL in LvyustcrCorr. (Camden)
464 Willi these 4 \cssdls my lord and the ret pa.ssed from
Flushinge. .longest by 2 fly-boaie* of ivarr, .. into Midle-
hroughe havon. 1591 Gkp.knk Parev. to Polly (1617) I) 3b,
Her shape was passing tall, Diana like, when longst the
1-awnes she goes. 1591 Svi.VKKlKk Iht Partas I. i. 16 Hut
longst the shore with sails of Kaiih must coast. <r 1649
1>klmm. oi<

- Hawiii Poems Wks. (171 1) 22 When Venus,
longst that plain, This Parian Adon saw.

Long standing.
1. Continuance for a long time in a settled and

recognized position, rank, etc. Chielly in phr. of
long standing.
»6oi SmW. CoRNWAi.i is Ess. 11. xxi.x. ("1631) 36 Their discent
..from families of long standings. 1678 IIlnyan Piigr. 1.

C.P.S.; 83 'I bis Fair therefore is an Auueut thing, of long
standing. 1713 Guardian (1756) I. x\ix. 124 Mothers of
long standing, undesigning maids, and contented widows.
1833 Ht. Martineau Berkeley 1. ii. 24 A favorite of longer
standing was in everybody's thoughts for at least three week«.

1844 Dicklss Mart. Chnz. xxtv, Thomas is a friend of mine,
of rather long-standing. 1855 Macaulav Hist. Eng. \\\.

IV. 353 lietween him and the licensers there was a feud of
long standing.

2. attrih. or compound adj.

j8^x James Duty $ Doctrine 20 The afflictions of many
upright, deserving, poor, long-standing curates. 1878 Brown-
ing Poets Croisic exxxii. La Rogue. .Had a long-standing
little debt to pay. 1888 Bl kgos Pivelve Gd. Men 11. xi. 336
He determined to carry into effect a long-standing wish to

have a parish ' Mission '. 1898 AllhntPs Syst. Med. V. 655
It (i.e. splenic enlargement] is greatest in long-standing

cases, 1900 Pong/nan s Mag. Dec. 139 They had a long-

standing account to settle with these bush heathen.

Longstwayes, -wise: see Lonuways, -uisk.

Long sufferance, arch. - next.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (\V. de \V. 1531) 109 Longanimitie. y l is

longe sutfraunce. 1526 Tin'oai.k Rom. ii. 4 Despised lhoii

the riches off his .. longe sufferance [1611 long suffering]?

1548 9 (Mar.>*/>'/\ Com. Prayer, Comminution, Obstinate

synners . . which de^pi^ed the goodne-^se, pacience, long

sllfferaonce of god [so in 1552 1662]. 1621 Ainswouth
Annot Pentat.^Gen. \i. 3 This long-sufferance of (iod the

Apostle nientioneih in 1 Pet. 3. 19. 20. 1667 Mil. ion P. L.

ill. 198 This my long sufferance and my day of grate.

t 1776 Washington in Bancroft /list. I'. S. 11S76) VI. 1 vii.

496 The long-sufferance of the army is almost exhausted.

1813 Scott Rokeby iv. xxjv, Long-sufferance is one path

to heaven. i864TiiNxvsoN En. Arden 467 Trying his truth

and his long-sufferance.

Long-SUffering, sb. Pnlient enduranee of

provocation or trial
;
longanimity.

1526 Tindale Gat. v. 22 The frute otT the spiete is, love,

ioye, peace, longe snfferynge [so Covenlale ; Luther has

langmiithigkcit). ? 1529 — Prol to E.vod. 1884) 162 Marke
the longesofei inge and softe pacience of Moses. 1597 J.

Payne Royal E.veh. 39 Cease thy admirations on Gods
longe suffrings and providens, neytber mervell. .why (lod

ilelayeth his help. 1611 Biui.k Rom. ii. 4. a 1729 J. Koci-.ns

19 .SV/'w. 11745) 351 His Forbearance and I.ong sufTering will

not endure for ever. 1854 J. 5. C. Abhott Napoleon ^1855)

1. viii. 154 Napoleon, who was by no means distinguished

for meekness and long-suffering, i860 Tki-.scn Serm. U 'cstm.

Abb. xx.\. 339 Loiig-siifTcring, or slowne^ to anger.

Long-suffering, a. Hearing provocation or

trial with palienec.

1535 CoVEUDAUi E.vod. xxxiv. 6 Isolde Lorde, God, merci-

full and gracious and longe siifferinge. 1611 ISiblf 2 Pet.

iii. 9 The Lorde. .is long-siiffring to vs-ward. 1687 Pkvukn
///W<S- Hi. 276 And grant ungrateful friends a lengthened

space To implore the remnants of long-suffering grace.

1837 W. Irving Capt. Bonneville \. 269 They showed theim

seh es .. as brave and bkilful in war as they had been mild

and long-sulTcring in peace, i860 Pvsev Min. Proph.yj\

God can be long-suffering, because He can, whenever He
sees good, punish. 1900 Speaker 8 Sept. 615/1 Henry the

Sixth's longsuffering (Jueen rested here awhile.

Hence Iiongstrfferinffly adv.

1891 L. Keith Lost Illusion I. iii. 54 Priscilla bore.. long-

sufferingly with this mild pursuit.

Long SWOrd. Obs. cxc. Nisi. A sword with

a lono; cutting blade. Often Jig. or allusive.

Also transl. of the cognomen (AK. Longespei) of

William, son of Henry II and Fair Rosamond.

1593 G. Hakvev Pierces Super. Wks. (Grosart) II. 129

Shall I ..tell thee, where thy slashing Long-sword eommcth
short? 1590 Massingkk, etc. Old Law 111. ii, I lere's long-

sword, your last weapon. 1607 >fiuoleton Pha'nix F 1 b,

A Writ of Delay, Long-sword. -Seandala Magnatom, P.aeke-

svvord. 1612 Dkavton Poly-olb. xviil 170 With lx>ng-sword

the braue sonne of beautious Rosamond, a. 1616 Beaum. it

Kl. Coxcomb v. i, Provide pen and inke to take their Con-

fessions, and my long sword, I cannot tell what danger wee

may meete with.

Lo-ng-taiL
1. A long-tailed rmimjl, formerly a dog or noise

with the tail uncut. Cul and long-tail : see Cut
a. 9; fig. in ihe sense * riff-raff ' (cf. quot.

I7QO here and Uob-tail).

1575-1699 [^ee Cut /»//. a. yj. 1602 ind Pt. Return fr.
Parnass. iv. i. 1509 He hath bestowed an ounce of Tobacco
vpon vs, and as long as it lasts, come cut and long-taile,

weele spend it as liberally for his sake, a 1700 B. E. Diet.
Cant. Crew, Riff-raff,. .Tagrag and Long-tail. 1865 Daily
Tel. 17 Oct. 5/1 Ten brace more or less of Mongtails' [ =
pheasants]. 1900 ll'estm. Gas. 20 June 4/2 The farmer
wants to sell his horse as a ' long-tail \ and the military

authorities would prefer not to receive it till it is fi\e

or six.

b. A long-tailed duck.
1837 Swainson Nat. Hist. Birds 1 1. 189 Heralda, or the

long-tails.

2. A nickname for : fa. A native of Kent. Obs.

In allusion to the jocular imputation that the people ot"

Kent had tailslcf. quot. a 1661); the French made the same
accusation against {Englishmen generally.

[1617 Mokvson Itin. Hi. 53 The Kentish men of old wen:'

sayd to have tajles, because trafficking ill the lx>w-CnUTi-

tries, they never paid full, but still left some part unpaid.)
1628 Robin Good/ellow, his mad Prankes (Percy Soc.i 4

They ever after were called Kentish Long-tayles. Ibid. 5

Truly, sir, sayd my hoastose, I ihinke we are called Long-
tayles, by reason our tales are long, that we use to passe

the time withall, and make our selves merry. 1656 Sik J.
Mknnis & J. Smith Musarum Delicix 7 Which sliil siands

as a Monument, Call'd Long-taile, from the Mnn of Keiu.

1659 liowhl.L Lex., Eng. Prov. 21 F.sse.N Calfs, Kentish
Long-tails, Yorkshire Tikes. a 1661 Fui.lkk Worthies,
AV«/(t8ii) I. 4S6 * Kentish Long.'Paites\. .It happened
in an English Village where Saint Austin was* preaching,

that the Pagans therein did beat and abuse both him and
hi* associates, opprobriously lying Fish-tails to their 1,a< k-

sides ; in revenge whereof an impudent Author relaleth .

.

how such Appendants grew to the hind part* of all lluil

Generation. 1701 T, ISkown Atfrice in Coll. Poems it 4
We, the Long Heads of (Jolham,. .To the Lung-Tails of

Kent, by these Presents send Greeting,

b. A Chinaman.
1867 in Smyiii Sailors Word bk.

3. Tobacco-man ttf.

*839 'JosEi'H Kl.mi/ Paper on /'obtt.eo 119 The manu-
facturers tried them with a sample of returns under the

name of lorig-tait>.

4. altrib. - next.

1848 C. A. Jon\» Week at LLmrd 3J7 Loiiglail lit

(Paries Caudatus). 1855 OtiiLMF, Suppl., Pong-fail, a.

Having the lail uncut, a:> a dog.

Long-tailed, a.

1. Having a long tail.

1500-20 IK n'bak Poems .\.\.\ii. 17 Ane lang taild heist and
grit with all. 1567 Gride \ Godlie Halt. iS. T. S.) 202 I'hair

lang taillit gowne. 1718 Pkioh Solomon I. 178 lhe crested

snake, and long-tailed crocodile. 1859 t*«i 0. Ki.iot A. Bede
\\ The siriped waislcoat, long-tailed coal, and low top-bouts.

1896 Peterson Mag. Jan. 62/1, 1 shall have it printed in the

old-fashioned way, lung-tailed s and all. 1897 MakY Kinos-
1 1- v //'. Africa 198 Long-tailed Adooina canoes.

b. spec, in names of nnimnls.

1752 J. Mill Animals 544 The long-tailed Fells, w iih

pencilled ears. 1766 Ph.NNANl - Zool. (17761 II. 507 Loin;

tailed Duck. 1774 (1. Whitk Selbome \\\. ic6 The delicate

long-tailed titmouse. 1831 A. Wilson <S: Uonai-ak ii-: A titer.

Oruith. ill. 233 Aum glacialis.. Long-tailed duck. 1868

Woon Homes without Ii. xiii. 23.? Long-tailed Humming
XWviXCProthilus polytmus). 1899 U'cstm. GaZ. 13 Sept. 1/3

Another beautiful butterfly— ihe long-tailed blue.

2. Of words: Having a long termination, f Also

applied to a long-winded speech. Jocular.

1549 Compl. Scot. Prol. 16 Thir lang tailit vufdis, t«»«-

turbabnntur,. .inuttuierabitibus. a 1670 Staloing 1 roub.

Gluts. I (Spalding Club 1851) II. 262 It is said this long

taillit supplicatioun wes weill hard of by the bretheren of

the general assembly. 1767 A. Cami'UKU. Lexiph. K\n V 87

Hard long-tailed words drawn from the (ireek and Latin

languages. 1817 J. II. Fklri: A". Arthur 1. vi, With long-

tailed words in osity and ation. 1854 Mas. M. Hoi.mi.s

Tempest iV Sunshine 20 She was so heartily tired of it?, long

tuilccl verbs. 1902 Pall Malt G. 4 Jan. 6/3 Would not the

combination— Ocmoiit- |beton-\Vorms- 1 larctla— be a little

long-tailed, say, for a Msiting card ?

Long Tom.
1. A name for a gun of larije size and longiange.
1867 Smyiii Sailor's Word-bk., Long 'Pom, or Long Pom

Turks, pieces of lengthy ordnance fur cha>eis, &c. 1897
West/it. Ga.;. 13 Apr. 5/1 One of the white twins, familiarly

known as 4 Long Toms', from the Cawperdoion barbette.

1900 Daily News 7 Mar. 2/6 Four ' Long Toni:>', or (Janet

guns of the type known as the ' 155 long'.

2. A kind of gold-washing cradle.

1855 F. Markyat Mtus. «S- Molehills .\iv. 262 They [miners]

return to their camps and long turns [Joot-tt. gold washers].

1874 Raymond Statist. Mincs.ty Mining 18. 1890 Golden
South 166 The real 'Long Tom ' or cradle was a narrow
trough filled with earth, into w hich w ater flowed ; the cradle

was rocked, and the gold washed from the earth fell into a

tin dish.

3. dial. A name for certain animals (see qtiots.).

1854 Miss Bakkr Northampt. Gloss., Long Tom, the

long-tailed titmouse, Parz us caudatus. 1883 K. P. Ramsay
Pood Pishes N. S. Wales 29 (Fish. Exhib. Publ.) There are

three or four species of Beloue on our coast, all known under

the name of
4 Long Toms ' by the fishermen.

Lo*ng-tongue. A person or thing with a
1 long tongue .

1. a. A small bird of the Cape of Good Hope.

? Obs, b. dial. The wryneck.

1731 Mkdlly h'ollx'ti's Cape G. Hope II. 155 There is a

little bird at lhe Cape for which T know no othej name than

what the Cape Europeans give it, which is Long Tongue.

1772-84 Cook Voy. 11790) III. 937 The long>tongue i* about

the sue of a bull-finch, and his tongue is not only very long,

but said to be as hard as iron. 1837 Macgillivray Hist
Brit. Birds I il. 100 The Wryneck. Emmet-hunter. Long-
tongue. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI I. 50.- 2 The Wryneck is

I

the . . Long-Tongue . . of the modern British.



LONG-TONGUED.

2. A chatterer, blab.

1847 in H.\i lim ell. 1877 .V. IK Line. Gloss., Longdongne^
(O a talc-bearer.

Long-tongued, a. Having a ' long tongue '

;

having much to say ;
chattering, babbling.

»S53 Res/ublica (Brandl) 111. vi. 84 A daughter eke he hath

. .As vnhappie a longtounged girle as can be. 1593 Shaks.

3 11 VI, ii. ii. »o2 Why how now Iong-tongu'd Warwick,
dare you speak? 160a How Choose Good Wife G3, She
blusht & said that long tongu'd men would tell. 1737
Ramsay Sc. Pr&v. (1797) 56 Lang tongu'd wives gae lang

wi* bairn. 1818 Scott Old Mort. vi, The foul fa" ye . . for a

lang-longued wife. 1880 Miss Braddon Just as I am xii,

You didn't ought to give heed to a long-tongued fellow like

J ebb, a man that must be talking.

Longue, obs. form of Lung.

II Longueur longdi). [Fr.= length.] A lengthy

or tedious passage of writing.

1821 Bvron Juan in. xcvii, I know that what our neigh-

bours call ' longueurs \ (We've not so good a word, but have
the thing,). . Form not the true temptation which allures

The reader. 1887 Dowden Life Shelley I. v. 183 Admir-
able moralists, no doubt, were Fenelon and Marmontel, but

there are longueurs in their writings.

Longueville Jongv/I). AlsoLongevil. [Prob.

from the surname Longueville ; for its existence in

Scotland cf. Henry's IWallace x. 7S9.] The name
of a kind of pear.

1683 J. Reio Scots Gardener (1756) 101 No Pear holds

well on" it [the quince], that 1 have tried, excepting the Red
Pear, -\chan, and Longevil. 1817 1\ Neill Horticulture
in Edin. EncycL (1830) XI. 211/2 The Longueville is very
generally spread over the northern part of Britain, where
aged trees of it exist in the neighbourhood of ancient
monasteries.

Long-waisted, a.

1. Having a long waist, as a person, a ship, elc.

1653 R. Sanders P/tysiogn. 183 Slender, long-wasted, and
not corpulent. 1676 Kthkredgk Man of Mode 111. ii, It

makes me show long-waisted, and, I think, slender. 1694
Loud. Gaz. No. 2965/4 A young Bay M are, . .long wasted
and weak Pasturn. 1826 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 11.

214 Her long-waisted pigeombreasted gown. 1897 ^H'
butt's Syst. Med. III. 589 The thorax appears to be unduly
long and narrow, and the patients describe themselves as
1

long-waisted '.

1 2. Jig. Easy ; loose. Obs.

1647 Ward Simp. Cobhr 24, I shall.. borrow a Utile of
their (women's] loose tongue Liberty, and mispend a word or

two upon their long-wasted, but short-skirted patience,

a 1658 Cleveland Lenten Litany 1. iv, From a Parliament
long-wasted Conscience, Libera /ios, &c. — Square Cap iv,

Next comes the Puritan in a Wrotight-Cap, With a long-

wasted Conscience towards a Sister.

t Longway. Obs. rare. [f. Long a. + Way.]
A long road or causeway.
16*7 in Crt. <y 'Limes Chas. I (184S) L 295 They took the

Knghsh at an advantage, when ihey were engaged in a
narrow longway, going towards the bridge of the Isle de
FOye.

Longways ty'rjwv'z), adv. Also 7 longst-

wayes. [f. Lose a. + Way sb. with adverbial j.]

In the direction of the length of a thing
;
longwise,

lengthways
;
longitudinally.

1588 A. Perse Will in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886)

I. 28 The Colledqe Librairie. .to be uewe buildcd at the
east end of the Masters Ixxlginge longewaycs towardes the

Streate. i6o» Sir W. Cornwai.Lis Ess. ii. xli. (1631) i8t

Man.. his definition must be a creature with two lei»s made
loug-waycS. 1639 T. ukCJr.w Compl. Horsvm. 91 (live fire

to the spaven lx>th longst-wayes and cros>e-waycs. 1683
Moxos Mcch. E.vcrc, Printing xxiv. *j He Folds a sheet

of the Paper he is to Work loug-wajs, ami broad-ways.

1705 A. van Li. 1 wKNiiohK iti t'hil. Trans. XXV. 1844 The
Hark of the said Wood can't be stripp*d off longwa>s. 1831

'J*. Horc Ess. Origin Man II. 399 Uneven bearing of the

sole both longways and broadways. 1847 Groie Greece 11.

liii. (1862) IV. 486 A channel through it long-ways from end
to end. 1899 Daily AVxtv 13 Pec 8/3 To have alternately

to hold the book up longways and sideways.

f b. quasi-//v/. Obs.

1656 Finei 1 For. Ambuss. 11 Another Table placed lot.g-

wayes the chamber.

Long-winded, a.

1. Capable of continuing in action for a long

time without being out of breath
;
long-breathed.

1596 Shaks. i lien, II', ut. iii. 181 One i>oorc peny-worth
of Sugar-candie to make thee Iong.windcd. 1608 Dav
Humour out 0/ breath iv. (J. Pa, Are you in breath my
Lord? l/ort. As a brucrs horse, and as long-winded. 17*8
Pope Dune. II. 300 A cold, long-winded native of the deep.

I7S3 Mickmakis ^ Maricheets 37 Men that pretend to foretel

futurity . . by frightful and long-winded howlings. 1870
Dickens E. Drood xii, I am younger and longer-winded
than you. 1870 Emkrson Soc. \ Solit., Farming Wks.
(I John) III. 57 This hard work will always be done by., men
of endurance,—deep-chested, long-winded, tough. •

Jig. 1708 Ocklev Saracens (1848) 322 That every one
might make preparation for a war which.. would be more
long-winded than the former,

b. Xaut. (See quot.)

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bl:, Long-winded Whistlers,

chase-guns.

2. Of persons : Given to lengthy speaking or

writing; characterized by tedious lengthiness in

speech, or dilatorincss in action. Of their speech,

elc: Tediously long; of a tedious or wearisome

length.

1589 }{ay any Work 48 Thou arc lunger winded then Deane
lohn is. 165a Cotter ell tr. Cassandra nr. (1676) 41 Such
a long-winded Discourse. 1696 Priok Secretary 8 For her.

neither visits, nor parties at tea, Nor the long-winded cant of
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a dull refugee, a 1700 B. E, Diet. Cant. Crew, Long-winded
Fay-mastery one that very slowly. . Paies. 1741 tr. DA rgens'
Chinese Lett. iv. 22 The French Tradesmen are incapable
of entering upon such long.winded Methods to favour their
Commerce. 1764 Mem. G. Fsalmanazar 230 A long-winded

I

and multifarious dissimulation. 1769 Burke Corr. (1844) I.

171, I am no great friend, in general, of long-winded per-

j

formances. 1884 Century Mag. XXVIII. 589 The long-
winded old salts who come here to report their wrecks.
1891 Law Times XCII. 106/2 Complicated pro\isions to
suKthe varying tastes of different owners. .make convey-
ancing often seem long-winded*

Hence Iionffwindedly adv., Iionfifwinded-
ness.
1837 Carlvle Fr. Rev. I. v. ii, p'heyl make known, not with-

out longwinded ness, the determinations of the royal breast.

j866 G. Macdonalij Ann,Q. Xeiglib. xi. (1878) 213, I may
speak long-windedly and even inconsiderately as regards
my young readers. 1874 Helts Soc. Press, vii. (1875)82,
I hate long-windedness as much as you do . . ; hut I cannot
call good similes and metaphors padding. 1885 A themenm
12 Dec. 766/1 The long-winded ness of narrative and dia*

logue only increases the insipidity of the whole.

Longwise (Ijrrjwaiz), adv.(a.) Also 6-7 longst
wise. [f. Long a. +-wise.] Lengthwise, longi-

tudinally, longways.
1544 W. Patten M-xped. Scotl. Cij, Dunbar, a toun stand-

ing longwise vpon y seasyde. 1580 Blundea ii.lk Cluing
Jtojses Dis.$j, Latireniius Rutins would hauc thespleni to

be cured by fiering it long>t wise & ouerihwart. 1657 K.
Licon Barbailocs (1673) 67 That kernel, .as our Ha/Ic-nuts in

Fngland, will part in the middle long-wise. 1715 Leoni !

Palladia's Archil. (1742) 1. 86 Upon which . . arc laid other
beams longwise. 1848 Dickens Dombey xxii, Standing it

la letter] long-wise and broad-wise on his table. 1865 —
Mut. Fr. 1. xvi, Too much of him longwise, too little of him
broadwise, and too many sharp angles of him anglewise.

fb. Used as adj. : Oblong. Obs. rare*

«6oo Holland tr. Marlianns' Topogr. Rome 1348 The
Viminall hill. . .The forme thereof is longwise [L. oblongam].

Longwort : see Lusgwort.
II Lonicera l<mni*sera). Bot. [mod.L., f. name

of Adam Loniccr (1528-S6), a German botanist.]

A genus of caprifolinceous plants consisting of the

honeysuckles ; a plant of this genus.

1863 Life in South II. 329 The., scarlet lonicera, with
vines antl other climbers, reached the tops of the tallest

trees. 1882 Garden n Mar, 170/3 The two early flowering

Lonicerns .. are just now in perfection. 1882 Hahdy in

Proc. Bono. Xat. Club IX. No. 3. 434 A wide spreading
Lonicera helped to cover the walls.

Loning, obs. furm of Loaning sb.

tLo*nish,<?. Obs. [f. Lonk a. + -ish.] Lonely.
1653 Wooo Life Sept. (O. II. S.) I. 181 After he had spent

the summer at Cassington in a loni*h and retir'd condition,

he return'd to Oxon.

fLonqnhard. Sc. Obs. Also 4 longart,

7 lonckart. [app. a. Gael, longphort.] A tem-

porary cottage or hut; a ' shieling*, t Sc. or dial.

c 137s Sc. Leg. Saints xix. {Cristoforc) 269 Ore he ^ed his

longart to. 1618 I. Taylor (Water P.) Pcnnylcs Pilgr.

F, There were small cottages built on purpose to lodge in,

which they call Lonquhards. 163a in 4/A AY/. Hist. MSS.
Comm. 1. (1874) 533/2 {Vassals! sail caus big and put up our
lonckartis for the minting. 1771 Pennant Tour Scotl. in

1769 (1790) 125 They lived in temporary cottages called

Lonquhards.

Lont, rare obs. form of Land sb.

tLontaigne, a. Obs. rare" 1

, [a. F. loin-

tahlCy fern, of loinlain :— pop.L. *loiig/ta/:i(w
r

f.

huge far off, f. long-us Lung Distant.

c 1450 Mirour Satuacioun 4187 A man weending in til a
Kegionne lontaigne.

Lonys, obs. pi. of Loin.

Loo sb. 1 Also 6, 8 lu, 8 liew, Iuo. [abbre-

viated f. I^ANTEULOO.]

1. A round card-game played by a varying num-
ber of players. The cards in three-card loo have

the same value as in whist ; in five-card loo the Jack
of Clubs (* Pain' ) is the highest card. A player

who fails to take a tiick or breaks any of the laws

of the game is ' loocd \ i. 9. required to pay a cer-

tain sum, or 'loo', to the pool. Limited, un-

limited loo : see qucts. 1830, 18S3. b. The fact of

being loocd. c. The sum deposited in the pool

by a player who is loocd.

1675 Wvcherlev Country Wife Kpil., They . . May kiss the

Cards at Picquet, 1 1ombre,—Lu, And so he thought to kiss

the I>ady too. 1680 Coi ton Comfit. Gamester (ed. a)xx. Lau-
terloo 102 1 f three, four, five or six play, they may lay out the

threes, fours, fives, sixes and sevens to the intent they may not
be quickly loo'd ; but if they would have the loos come fast

about then play with the whole pack. Ibid. 104 If any be
loo'd lie must lay down so much for his loo as his five Cards

{
amount to. 1710 Brit. Apollo III. No. 5. 2/2 A. gives 11.

1 js. 6d. to Play for him at Liew.. . H. had lost all but $d. and
ihere was a Liew down of ar. 6d.^ 171J-14 Pope Rape Loch
ni. 62 Lv'n mighty Pam, that Kings and Oueens ocrthrew
And mow*d down armies in the fights of Lu. 1731 Swift

1 To Dr. Ilelsham 16 Vet, ladies are seldom at ombre or lue

sick. 1777 Colman F.pil. Sch. Scand. in Prose on Sex:
l Occas. {1787) 1 1 1. 215 And as Itackgaiiimon mortify my soul

That pants for Lu, or flutters at a Vole. 1796 Iane Austen
Pride <y Prej. (1885) I. viii. 30 On entering the drawing room,
she found the party at loo. 1823801 nity in Life (1849) I.

89 In the evening my aunt and I generally played at five*

card loo with him. 1830 R. IIardie Hoyle made familiar
70 At Limited Loo those who play and do not get a trick

pay into the pool only the price of the deal, while at Un-
limited Loo they pay the whole amount that happens to be

,
in the i-ool at the time. ^1845 L'arham D^ol. Leg., Ld.

LOO.

Tlioutouse xii, I should like to sec you Try lo tauter te

coup With this chap at short whist, or unlimited loo. 1861
Hughes Tom Brown at Ox/. \. (1889) 2 They .. played
billiards until the gates closed, and then were ready for.,
unlimited loo .. in their own room*. 1883 H. Jones in
EncycL Brit. XV. 1/1 If there is a loo in the last deal of
a round, the game continues till there is a hand without
a loo. Jbid. 1/2 At unlimited loo each player loocd has
to put in the amount there was in the pool. Hut it is

generally agreed to limit the loo, so that it shall not exceed
a certain fixed sum. Thus, at eighteen-penny loo, the loo
is generally limited to half a guinea. 1885 Fakjkon Sacred
Xugget xy, The game being loo. six shillings ' tit-up limited
to two guineas. Ibid ,

' Let it be club law '. . . So club law
it was, and the loos became more frequent.

2. A party playing at loo.

1760 W. Wa i.polk Let. lo G. Montagu 7 Jan., There were
two tables at loo, two at whist, and a quadrille. I was com-
manded to the duke's loo. Mod. {Ireland) Are you coming
to my loo?

1 3. Party, set. Phr. For the good of the loo :

* for the benefit of the company or community*
(Giose Did. Vulg. Tongue 17S5). Obs.
1764 H. Walpole Let. to Hertford 21 May, Lady Falke.

ner's daughter is to be married to. .Mr. Crewe, a Macca.
rone and of our loo. 1774 Association Delegates Colonies 12
They shall be., sold Auction-wise, for the Good of the Loo.

4. all/id. and Comb., as loo clab\ loo-table, a

table for playing loo upon ; now the trade de-

signation of a particular form of round table,

originally devised for this purpose.
1789 Charlotte Smith Ethelinde (1814) II. 130 Dinner

was no sooner over, than the loo-table was introduced into
the drawing-room. 1830 R. Haroie Hoyle made familiar
72 The following flaws] are those observed at the Ix>o Clubs.
186a Trollope Otiey F. I. vi. 46 A round loo-table.

t LOO, sb.'-1 Obs. exc. /fist. [K. lottp : see LofP.]
A velvet mask partly covering the face, worn by
females in the 17th century to protect the com-
plexion. Chiefly attrib, in loo mask.
1690 Evelvn Ladies Dressing-R. 10 Loo Masks, and

whole, as wind does hlow, And Miss abroad's dispo.s'd to go.
— Fops Diet. 18 Loo Mask, an half Mask. 1839 W. H.
Ainsworth Jack Sheppard I. ii, Blueskin .. turning.. be-
held a young female, whose features were partially con-
cealed by a loo, or half mask, standing beside him.

LOO (1/7), r'. 1 [f. Loo sb^] trans. To sub-

ject to a forfeit at loo (see Loo sb. 1 l).* To loo the

board (see quot. 18S3).
1680 Corros Cornel. Gamester (ed. 2) xx. 102 If yon play

and are loo'd (that is, win never a trick). Ibid. 103 He who
hath five Cards of a suit in his hand loos all the Gamesters
then playing, . . and sweeps the board, c 1750 Shenstonk
To a Friend, I'll play the cards come next my fingers

—

Fortune cou'd never let Ned loo her, When she had left it

wholly to her. 1797 Sporting Mag. X. 304 The whole sum
which happens to he down at the time when he is looed.

1862 H. KtXGSLKV Kavcnshoe III. 240 General Mainwaring
had been looed in miss four limes running. 1883 H. Jonfs
in Ericytt. Brit. XV. 1/2 A flush.. lo*is the boards i.e., the
holder receives the amount of a loo from every one, and the

hand is not played. 1885 Farjeom Sacred Xuggct xv,
I He]

suggestcil that * black Jack should loo the board '..so black

Jack looed the board, and the loos became more frequent

still. Ibid, xvi, It was proposed that the stakes should be
raised lo five guineas unlimited... Kach player put in five

guinea*, making a total of twenty-five guineas, wlrch sum
represented the amount a player would be looed for. 1886

I>. C. Murray First Person Singular xviii. 134 To hold

King, Knave, nine, and get looed on it.

b. trans/, and Jig. (See quots.) Now dial.

1706 Estcoukt Fair Ejcamp. 1. i. 10 For let me tell ye,

Madam, Scandal is the very Pam in Conversation, and you
shou'd always lead it about for the good of the Hoard

;
spare

no body, every one's pleas'd to see their Neighbour Loo'd.

a 1845 Hoon Storm at Hastings v, No living luck could

loo him I Sir Stamford would have lost his Raftles to him 1

1859 Nartlett Diet. Amer., Lootd, defeated. A term bor-

rowed from the game called loo. 1879 Miss Iackson
ShroPsh. Word-bk., Loocd,\\vNwcl*A, 'check-mated'. 1888

Sheffield Gloss, s.v., When a cutler agrees to make a number
ofknivesfora fixed sum and has not finished them when
pay-time tomes he is said to I e lood.

tLoO, z'.- Obs. exc. dial, [aphtt. f. Ualujov.
Cf. Loo int.] trans. To incite by shout tr y * hal-

loo'; to urge on by shouts; = Halloo v. 1 b.

Const, at, upon, or inf.

1666-7 Dksiiam Direct. Paint, ii. 13 And therefore next

uncouple either Hound, And loo them at two Hare?* ere

one be found. 1881 T. Flatman Ileraclitus Ridens No. 40

(17 13) II. 8 The Rabble 'lood to worry it [sc. the Govern,

mentl as tyrannical and unjust. 1682 Shaowell Medal of

John Baycs Ep. A i j, Young fellows, (who clap him on the

back,..and loo him on upon the Whiggs as they call 'em\

1689 State Eur. in Hart. Misc. 1. 195 England and Holland

are desperately bruised through mutual buffctings, to whith
France cunningly looed them on. 1711 I'ind. Sachez'crett 9
Hen was pitch 'd upon.. to hollow the Hounds together, to

looe them full cry at Monarchy.

LOO (1«), fal. Also written 'loo ; in 7 lo, lowe.

[abbreviated f. Halloo.] A cry to incite a dog
to the chase; = Halloo. Also loo in! Also

quasi-j^.

1605 Shaks. Lear 111. iv. 79 Alow ; njow, loo, loo. 1606 —
'Tr. $ Cr. v. vii. 10 Now hull, now dogge, lowe, Paris, lowe.

1681 T. Ki.at.man Hcreulitus Ridens No. 4 (1713) I. 19 Ho
loo Hob! Loo Crop, Loo, Loo, I^oo, Smug! Ibid. No. 39
1. 255 'Loo my Dog Tutty. .speak to 'em Tutty. 1718 lip.

IlLTcnrssoN Witclicrafi 266 Presently a Hare did rise very

near before him, at the Sight whereof he cried Loo, Loo,

Loo ; but the Dogs would not run. 18x0 J. Wood Let.

27 May in Life <f S. Butler (1896) I. 61 The youths are

brought up with a rooted ohjection to St. John's, and, like

bull-dogs of true breed, are always rca<3y to fall upon us at



LOOB.

the loo of iheii- seniors. 1830 K. 1^<jERton*\Varbi*rton
Hunt. Songs I. i. C1883) 1 His cheer by the echo repeated,
Too in ! little dearies 1 'loo in ! 1853 * C. IIedk

1 Verdant
Green 1. ix, A perfect pack in full cry, with a human chorus
of 1 Hoo rat 1 Too loo ! loo dog !

' 1881 Jkfferies Wood
Magic L i. 19 Bevis .. called 'Loo! Loo!' urging the
doc on.

Loo, var. Lew, and Loon dial. ; Sc. form of Love.
Loob Qfth). Tm-mining.
1. (Sec quot.)
1694 Ray Collect. Words, Pre/mr. Tin 121 The dross and

carpi.. is carried all along the trough to a pit or vessel, into
which the trough delivers it, called a loob.

2. //. (See quots.)

1778 PrVCK Min. Cornnb. 324 Loobs, tin slime or sludge
of the after leavings, or leavings slime. x86o Eng. .y For.
Mining Gloss. (Cornwall terms), Loots, slime containing ore.

Iioobel, variant of Lowbell Obs.

f IiOO'bily, a. Obs. [f. Looby + -ly J.] Looby-
like ;

awkward, clumsy, lubberly.

165$ Fi ller C/i. Hist. vt. v. False Miracles § 12 There
was m Wales a great and lx>obily Image, called Darvell
Gatherne. 1756 Tolurrvy Hist. 2 Orphans 1 1 1. 148 Talked
politicks with the landlord, and disputed about religion with
three loobily farmers. 1777 H. Carey Honest Vorkshirem.
13 It's enough to put any young lady in the pouts, to .

.

force her to marry a great loobily Yorkshire tike.

tliOO'bish, a. Obs. ?-an—\ In 7 loubish.
[?f. Looby + -pree.
1648 Hexham Dutch Diet., Onbelompen, Clomnlsh [sic], or

Ixmbish.

Looby 1/7'bi). Now chiefly dial. Forms: 4-6
loby, -ia, 6 loubie, lowbie, -ye, 7 lubby, lou-
bee, 7- looby. [Cf. Lob sb., Luiuikk, and the

Tent, cognates mentioned under those words.] A
lazy hulking fellow; a lout ; an awkward, stupid,

clownish person.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. Prol. 35 Crete lobyes and longc
that loth were to swynke. 1529 S. Fish Supplic. Beggars
(K. E. T. S.) 14 Set these sturdy lobies a brode in the world
. .to get thcire liuing with their Iabourc. a 1550 Image ipocr.
iv. 129 in SkeltoiCs Wks. (1843) II. 440 With priors of like

place.. Great lobyes and lompes. 1577-87 .Stanviilrm*
Descr. Irel. J7/2 in Uoiinshed, Sir, you take me verie
short, as long and as verie a lowbie as yon imagine to

make me. 1629 .Svmmer Spir. Posie^ 1. ix. 30 What is

the state then of the sluggard, the lazle Li//ard, and the
luskish Lubby? i68i T. Flatman lleraclitus Ridens
No. 41 (17 13) 1. 15 This is but like a great Looby at School,
who [etc.]. 1696 Phillips s.v. Lob, A great heavy sluggish
Fellow is called a Lob, Lonbee [1706 Looby], or Lob-cock.

1705 Hickerincill Priest-cr. 11. Pref. A iv, Homer Achilles
makes a great strong Looby. 1713 Steele Englishman
No. 24. 158 [These] are all convincing Arguments to a
Country I^ooby. 1783 Johnson in Boswell 20 Apr., A
savage, when he is hungry, will not carry about with him
a looby of nine years old, who cannot help himself. 1821

Clark V'ill. Minstr. I. 159 A good-for-nought looby, he
nettled me sore. 1845 Disraeli Sybil <i86j> 207, 1 went
once and stayed a week at Lady Jenny Spinner's to gain
her looby of a son and his eighty thousand a-year. 1871
R. Kllis tr. Catullus xxii. 11 No ditcher e'er appeared more
rude, No looby coarser. 1872 Gko. Eliot Middlcm. xxxv.

(1873) 2I 3 While I tell the truth about loobies, my reader's

imagination need nnt be entirely excluded from an occupa-
tion with lords. j886 in Klworthy W. Somerset Word-bh:

b. attrib. and appositive, passing into adj. Also
in comb, looby-like.

1582 Stanvhurst SEncis ni. (Arb.) 91 Al wee see the
giaunt, with his hole flock lowbylyke hagling. 1679 Ld.
Rochester Epigr. Ld. All-Pride in Roxb. Ballads (1883)

IV. 567 A plowman's looby meen, face all awry. 1687 Ad-
vise to PestJtoldcrs ii. 1 in Third Collect. Poems (1689) 21/1
That Looby Duke. 1771 T. Hull Sir W. Harrington
(1797) I. 143 A country squire, of the looby kind. 1830
I. Bee Ess. in Dram. Wks. Foote 1. (Cent.), This great,

big, overgrown metropolis . . like a looby son who has out-

grown his stamina.

Looce, obs. form of Loose.
Looch, variant of Lohoch.
Iioode, Iiood(e)sterre, obs. ff. Lode, -stab.

Iiooe, variant of Lew a.1
,
sb.%, and v.

IiOOer (l?7'3i). rare— 1
, [f. Loo sb. 1 or v.1 +

-ER A player at loo.

J770 Foote Lame Lover it. 50 There is Mrs. Allspice.,

has six tables every Sunday, besides looers,and braggers.

Looer, variant of Lower sb. Obs., Luke sb.'-

IiOof (1>'Q. Sc. and north* dial. Forms : 4-5
lofe, love, loove, 5-6 luif(f, 6 luyff, luff, loofe,

7 luve, 4- lufe, 7- loof. (See also E. D. D.)

[a. ON. lofe wk. masc. = Goth, lofa ; related by
ablant toOHG. laffa blade of an oar, OS1. (Polish,

Russian) lapa paw, Lettish lepa paw.] The palm
of the hand. To creesh ones loof: see Creesh v.

Aff loof adv . phr. = off hand.
13 . . E. E.A Hit. P. B. 987 Wyth lyjt louez vplyfte bay loued

hym swybe. 13. . S. Erkemvolde349 in Horstm. A Itengl. Leg.
(1881) 274 pene wos louynge oure lorde with loves vp haldene.
c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) vii. 26 Take a litill bawme and lay

it on be lufe of bi hand, a 1400-50 Alexander 2569 (Ashm.
MS.) pe licor in his awen looue {Dublin MS. lofe), be lettir

in be tothire. ri46o Toivnelcy Myst. iil 462 Not. I may
towch with my lufe the grownd evyn here, e 1470 Henry-
son Mor. Fables 2072 in Anglia IX. 466, I sail of it mak
mittenis to my lufis, Till hald my handis hait quhair euer
1 be. 1513 Douglas /Eneis viil li. 5 And in the holl luflis

of his hand, quhair he stude, Dewly the wattir hynt he fra

tbe flude. 1562 Turner Herbal tt. 108 They be as big as

a man can grype in the palm or loofe of his hande. 1573
Satir. Poems Reform, xxxix. 203 The suddartis luiffis wes
as cuirlaid w* lyme. c 1620 Z. Boyd 7.ton's Flowers (1855)
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54 If in your loof yee all this silver had. 1637 Rutherford
Lett. (1862) I. to3 We are fools to be browden and fond of
a pawn in the loof of our hand. 1721 Ramsay Lucky Spence
•\ii, WV well-creesh'd loofs 1 hae been canty. 1718 — Rob.
Rich. <t Sandy 62 (1877) 11. 8 A canty tale he'd tell aff loof.

179a Burns Willie's Wife iv, Auld baudrons by the ingle
sits, An' wi' her loof her face a svashin. 1830 Galt Lawrie
T. vii. vii. (1849) 335 Though the case were a« plain as my
loofe. 1855 Rorinson Whitby Gloss. s.v., Give us thy lufe,

not thy list.
#

1896 Barrie Scntim. Tommy xix. 215 Using
the loof of his hand as a spoon.

Hence Loof-ful .Sr., a handful.
c 1540 I«VNi>rsAY KiitiYs Con/. 90 Curnis of meil, and

luffillis of Malt. 1728 P. Walker Life Peden (1827) 61
Waving his Hand to the West, from whence he desired the
Wind, said, Lord, give us a Loof-full of Wind.
XaOOf, sb.'- and v. : see Luff sb. and i\

Loof (//7f), sbS> Also louff, lough, [a. Arab,
////(see Loofah).] = Loofah.
1865 Pall Mall G. 4 Aug. 3/2 A good rough Baden-Baden

towel, or the Ixnigh used in the Turkish bath. 1870 Treas.
/»V/.,Loufl*. Lnffa xgyptiaca. 1897 Werster, Loof.

t IiOOf, adv. Obs. = Aloof, at a distance.

^SSS-S Phaer sEneid \. A j, There was a towne of aun-
cient tyme Carthago ol old it hight, Against Italia and
Tybers mouthe laie loof al seas aright. Ibid. in. 1" iij,

There lieth a lond far loof at seas, wher Mars is I ml.
1557 8 /bid. VII. Uj b, Him wandring loof astray.

Loof, obs. form of Loaf ^
Loofah (l/7*fa). [a. lCgyplian Arabic ii^J

lufa)^ a ]jlant of this species, which collectively is

called
v jj) Inf.] The fibrous substance of Ihe pod

of the plant Luffti ivgyptiaca. used as a sponge
or flesh-brush. Also atIrib., as loofah-tree.

1887 Moloney Forestry W. Afr. 356 Loofah, Konyikon,
or Native Sponge of We^ern Africa. 1889 (_*. I). Bm.i.
Winter* A T

tle xxvi. 2^1 The loofali tree hears a long green
pod. 1889 Pall Mall G. 7 Oct. 3/3 Rubbing myself well
with a we 11- soaped loofah.

Looge, obs. form of Ludok sb.

Look (ltuV, sb. Forurt: 2 -6 loke, 3-5 lok, 4.

8-9 Sc. luke. i 6 lowke,
,
6-7 looke, 8-9 .Sr. leuk,

5- look. [f. Look ?'.]

1. The action or an act of looking; a glance of

the eyes ; a particular direction of the eyes or

countenance in order to look at something, f Also
omrs.y sight, view (quot. 1390}. Phr. f To have
(or get) a look of: to be* looked at by. To have
a look at (colloq.) : to look at for the purpose of

examining. + a look : (a) at fust sight
;

{b)

in the twinkling of an eye.
c 1200 Trhi. Coll. Horn. 215 £if he hodede. .Iede3 hem

[women] his life e3cn for to sechen hire loke. ciyjS
Leg. Saints xvii. {Martha) 46 pe quhilk..As fyr gregois
brynt at a luke. c 1386 Chaucer Man ofLaw's T. 955 At
the firste look he on hire sette. 1390 (Iower Conf. III. 179
In alle meunes lok A pari up in his hond he tok. a 1400-50
Alexander 5256 Him bo^t hire like at a loke his lady his

modire. 1423 Jas. I A'ingis Q. li, My hike vnto the hevin
1 threwe furthwith. 1508 IJunbar Gold. Targe 232 Su-
daynly, in the .space of a luke, All was byne went. 1591
Siiaks. Two Gent. n. iv. 108 Too meane a seruant To hauc
a looke of such a worthy a Mistresse. 1592 — Ven. $ Ad.
464 For lookes kill lone, and loue by lookes reuiuelh. 1753
L. M. Accomplished Woman II. 125 Their every action

is forced ; their looks and smiles are all studied. 1798
Cilnrlottk Smith Yng. Philos. 111. i2o Medora watched
her every look with distressing solicitude. 1807 8 W. Irving
Salmag. (1824) 346 Lovely virgins .. darling imperial looks

of conquest. 1813 Scott Rokeby 1. xix, One dying look he
upward cast. 1885 Mabel Collins Prettiest Woman ii,

In the meantime 1 shall have a look at Warsaw. 1887
K. Uuciianan {title) a look round literature. 1895 E. Bowen
KowLANns in La:v Times XCIX. 464/2 It is at the fir*t

look hard to see why [etc.].

b. With epithet denoting the feelings expressed

by the look.

It is sometimes difficult to say whether particular instances

should be referred to this sense or to 2.

1535 CovLRn. Ps. xvii[ij. 27 Thou shall .. bringe downe
the hye lokes of the proude. 1567 Maplet Gr. Forest

76 b, She hath alwayes a cheerefull looke towardes him.

1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 281 Hee casting vppon mee a
sower visage, and a sterne looke. 1635 J. Hayward tr.

Biondis Banislid Virg. 07 It being not likely that shee
should ever get a good looke of her Father. 1686 tr. Char-
dins Corona t. Solyman 11 r There was not one living

soul that vouchsafd him a kind look. 1703 Rowb Fair
Penit. I. i. 109 With looks averse, and Eyes that froze

me. ^11717 Blackall Wks. (1723) I. 158 True Religion
does not consist . . in a singular Behaviour, in a down

j

Lookj in Sighing and Sobbing. 1810 Scott Lady of L.
! in. xii, Roderick, with impatient look. 1833 Tennyson
: Dream Fair W. xxvi, With sick and scornfullooks averse.

1883 R. W. Dixon Mano tv. iii. 147 And Sir Gtroie failed
; nought ofcourtesy, And gave to us good looks and welcome
!

great.

1

c. Upon the look : engaged in \ockmgfor.
1819 Byron Juan n. clxxiv, At last her father's prows put

out to sea, For certain merchantmen upon the look.

2. Appearance, aspect,

a. With reference to persons, often with mixture

of sense t : Appearance of the countenance (some-

times, of the whole person) ; visual or facial ex-

|
pression

;
personal aspect, + Of a good look =

of good appearance.

^1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 1605 HyPsip. y And of his lok as

real as a leotin. e 1400 Arth. <y Merl. 1582 (Lincoln's Inn

MS.), pe whyte dragoun lay him by, Steorne of lok and
grysly. 1508 Dunbar Tna mariit wemen 267 Be of your

LOOK.
hike like innocentis, thoght %e haif euill myndis. a 1548
Hall Citron^ Edw. //'237 b, This paltnes of visage, and
dedly loke doth^ prognosticate y* time of myd'ath. 161

1

Bible Eeclus. Mix. 29 A man may bee knowtn by his looke.

163* J. Hayward tr. Biondis Eromena 68 Being the first

time that a joyful) looke was seene in that Court, sithence
the departure of the Princosse. 1697 Dryden t 'hg. Georg.
iil 87 The Mother Cow must wear a lowring Look. 1700
T. Brown Amusem. Ser. a> Com. 146, 1 see another Man of
a very good Look come into the Circle, and no body takes
the least Notice of him. 1724 Ramsay Vision xi, With bauld
forbidding luke. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (.1811) I. ii. 9
Indeed, gay and lively as he is, he has not the look of an
impudent man. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias vii. ii. (Rtldg.) 228
They had all the look of a deputation from a better world.
i860 Reade Cloister <V //. x.v.wiii. (1896) 109 Denys wore
a look of humble apology. 1867 Troi.love Chron. Barset
I. xxii. 190 The look of his face as he *poke was by no
means pleasant.

b. //. With the same meaning as sing. Some-
times - Goon looks. Also phr. to be in good looks

:

10 be looking well, to present a healthy appear-

ance.

1564 Haward Eittro/ii/s 11. 15 After they were dead keplng
stil theyr grim lokes. 1589 Grkene Menaphon lArb.) 45
At last her eyes glau*:ed on the lookes of Melicertus
1616 R. C. Times Whistle in. 959 Most of our women
are eMreamly proud Of their faire lookes. 1697 I^RVDEN*
Virg. Georg. iv. 371 Lean are their Looks, and shagged
is their Hair. 1709 1'erkh.ly Th. Vision § 9 We often see
shame or fear in the looks of a man. 1724 Lond. Gaz. No.
6,783/3 Abraham Shaw, .. aged 3S Years, .. pale Look*.
1766 ttOi.DS.M. Vic. W. When I survey these ema-
ciated looks, and hear those groans. 1786 l!t'HNS 7«vi Dogs
225 They .. h e lang nights, \\P crabbit leuks, Poie owre
the devil's piciur'd benk<. 1798 ^Jane Aisien Xorthang.
Abb. (1833} I. ii. 11 Catherine was 111 very good looks. 1815— Emma 1. i, Kverybody in their best looks. 1896 A. L.
Hol'sm \n Shropsh. l ad xxiii, And few that will carry their
louks or their truth to the gra\e»

c. Of inanimate ai.d inunateiial things : Appear-
ance, esp. as expressive of their rjuality or nature.
1567 M.\|'I.kt Gr. Forest 10 b, A certaine \aine of the

earth, .. ha\ing the verie looke and face of (lolde. 1710
T. Killer Pharm. Ex temp. 411 This colotuless Syrup.,
givesjio impleading colour, nor alters the look of the Medi-
cine in the lea«-t. ^1716 Hi.ackali. U'ks. {i-jzy I. 84 The
beautiful Look of the forbidden Fruit. 1754 Richardson
Gramtison II. iv. 40 If you fall I shall have the worst of it,

from the looks of the matter. 1782 Cow 11 u Confers. 862
Though such continual zigzags in a book, Such drunken
reelings, have an awkward look. 1847 •« Hunt Men,
Women, ty />*. II. xi. 260 What curious Utile circumstances
conspired to give a look even of fabulous and novel-like
interest lo his adventures. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) V.
27 Life is to wear, as at Athens, a joyous and festive look.

1877 W. H. Rlssell Pr. Wales' Tour viii. 344 There are
no minarets, mosques or Hindoo temples, to detract from
the European look of the place. 1882 K. Aiu.kckomhv in

Xature XXVI. 572 In common parlance, any particular
' look ' of the sky is called a prognostic.

d. To have a look of : to resemble vaguely, to

remind the spectator of the appearance of (a person
or thing).

i860 Emily Kdfn Semi-attached Couple II. 62 This pic-

ture which I think has a great look of you.

3. Comb. With advs. forming comhs. corre-

sponding to various phrases under the yd., as look-

back
t
'dozen

,
-fonvai d, -on, -up: look-on net. one

of the nets pulled up as a test of the condition of
the others.

1597 Middleton Wisdom ofSolomon xii. 15 Thou orderest
every thing with look-on sight. 1813 L. Hint in Examiner
11 Jan. 19/1 He.. takes aw/iy confidence from their look-up
to him. 1850 Hawthorne Searlvt L., Custom House (18S6)

56 A dreary look-forward, this, for a man who [etc.], 1853
Jkrdan Autobiog. 1)1. 7 The look-back is wearisome. 1862
H. Marryat 3 'ear in Sweden II. 401 The look-down on tKe
works below, .is awful. 1877 Holdswortii Sea Fisheries 60
[Drift-net fishing]. Whilst the nets are in ihe water, the

! warp is occasionally hauled in till the first net is reached ;

this is called the ' look-on' net. 1887 Hall Caine Deemster
I. x. 207 Dan.. asked the skipper to try the 'look-on' net.

IiOok (luk), v. Forms: 1 locian, 2 lokien,
(loean\ (3 lokin, loky), 3-4 loe, lok(en, locken,
3-6 loke, (4 loki), 4-5 north. Ink, 4-8 luke, (5
lokyn), $-6 Sc. lowke, 5-7 looke, 6 arch, looken,
Sc. louk, lenk, luck, luik, luick, lwik, 5- look.
[OK. Moan = OS. lOcon (in a gloss) :-OTeuL
type *tSk6jan ; a form *ldgafan

y
app. of identical

meaning, appears in OHG. luogen (MUG. luogen,

mod.G. dial, lugen) lo see, look, spy.
Brugmann {Grnndriss I. 384) suggests that the type *ldkd-

may represent OTeut. *l6kkd- pre-Teut. *ldghna- or
loghna-, from ihe root *liigh- or *ldgh- (Teut. *l$g-) repre*
sented by tbe Ger. vb.]

I. To direct one's sight.

1
1. intr. To give a certain direction to one*s sight

;

to apply one's power of vision; to direct one's

eyes upon some object or towards some portion of

space, a. with phrase or adv. expressing the

direction or the intended object of vision. (See

,
also blanches IV and V.)
The usual prep, introducing the object of vision is now

I

at; ihe older to look on, to look upon, are in the Jiteral

f sense either arch., or include a mixture of the notion of

j
mental watching or contemplation.

a 1000 Boeth. M tr. xxii. 20 Efne swa sweotole swa he on
5a sunnan maej;..on locian. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Mark vi. 41

j

He on heofon locode & hi bletsode. c 1200 Vices ff Virtues
(1888) 47 Ac me bincb Sat tu lokest aweiward. a 1225 St.

I
Marker. 2 Alle hire luueden bat hire on lokeden. 1362



LOOK.
Langl. P. PI. A. viil. 123

1 Lcwede lorel !' quod he 'luite

lokestou on be Hible'. c 1380 WYtl.i* Strut. Sel. Wks. I.

143 Lokynge in be first myrour. cx^ot^Destr. 'Troy 8658
Achilles. .Wound it hyin [sc. fxior] wickedly, as he away
loked. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Suttees) 393 pc childe loked
here and bare. 0475 Babees &k. 63 And yf they spek<*

withe yow . . Withe stable Eye loke vpone theym Kihte.

1598 tr. Aristotle's Pol. 379 Wee forhid ihem also to looke

on leud pictures, or dishonest fables. 161 1 Bihlr Acts iii. 4
And Peter fastening his eyes vpon him, with John, said,

Looke on vs. |P.ut looke at (fig.) in 2 Cor. iv. 18 : see 3 a. J

a 1626 Hacon NewA tl. (1900) 3 Hut the Servant tooke them
not, nor would scarce looke upon them. 1634 Sir T.
H krukrt Tra~>. 212 Her finnes so little that they are like

the Dodoes wings, more to looke at, then for execution.

1688 I'ovlk Final Causes Nat. Things ii. 61 The camelion
may look directly forwartl with the right eye, and with the

other at the same time, directly backwards. 1773 Life
N. Froivde 32 Before she could well look upon ine, 1 ad-

dressed her. 1797 Mrs. Raiicliefe Italian i, They walked
quickly, looking neither to the right nor left. 1830 Tenny-
son Mariana 15 She could not look on the sweet heaven,
Either at mom or eventide. 1842 — Locksley Hall 72 Such
a one do 1 rememl>er, whom to look at was to love, i860

Tvnoall Glac. i. xi. 72 We went out to look at the firma-

ment. 1872 (Seo. Kuot Middlem. I. 205 Every nerve and
muscle iu Rosamond was adjusted *> the consciousness that

she was being looked at. 1895 Pall Mall Mag. Nov. 393
Such a look as schoolboys exchange when the master is

looking another way.

Phrases. (Fair, etc.) to look at, fon, \1tp0n

:

with respect to appearance. To look at him {me,

it, etc.) : colloq. — judging from his (my, etc.)

appearance. Xot to look al (\cit
:
upon) ; often

emphatically for ' not to touch, taste, meddle
with'; so cannot look at (colloq.) — i has no
chance against '.

a 1300 Cursor M. 23228 Fell dragons and tades hath \>nt

ar apon to lok ful lath. * 1400 Destr. Troy 1554 Large on
to loke, lonely of shap. 1526 Skelton Magnyf. 2208 What
wylte thou skelpe me? thou dare not loke on a gnat. 1535
Coveroale Zech. v. 6 Euen thus are they (y* dwell vpon
the whole earth) to loke \pon. 1611 \\\v>\.v.Gen. xii. it, 1

know that thou art a faire woman to looke vpon. 1846
Bentley's Misc. XX. 433 No one would think me more than
five or six-and-thirty, to look at me. 1859 Tennyson Haiti

1 51 5 If he rise no more, 1 will not look at wine until 1 die.

1895 Daily Netos 26 Aug. 7/1 When he [a howlerl went on
for the second time the batsmen, .'could not look at him*.

b. with the direction or object left indeterminate,

or merely implied by the context. Sometimes said

of the eye. 7 In early use also : To possess or re-

ceive the faculty of vision ( = Gr. fiXintiv, ava$\i-

vav). 7 To live and look : to retain one's faculties.

971 Blickl. Horn. 173 And blinde men mid his bedum
[Petrus] jehaelde bait hie locodan. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn.
j 81 Eien lokeo, and eare lusteft. c 1275 Passion our Lord
54 in O. E. Misc. 39 J?e blynde he tnakede loki. a 1300
Cursor M. 1338 Cherubin, pat angel blyth, Pad him ga
lok be thrid syth. 1362 Lasgl. /'. PI. A. ix. 49 Put 31 T 1

may liuen and loken 1 schal go leme betere. 1390 Gowfr
Con/. L 54 Por ofte.. Petre is to winke than to loke. 0470
Henry Wallace vi. 468 The kingis pal^one. .couth weyll

luk and wynk, with the ta E. C1550 R. Pikston Bayte
Fortune P ij, Looke therfore ere thou leape. 1667 Milton

/,. x. 993 Put if thou judge it hard and difficult, Con*
versing, looking, loving, to abstain Prom Loves due Rites.

1697 Drvukn Virg. Ceorg. lit. 334 He looks, and languishes,

and leaves his Rest. 1709 Berkeley Th. Vision § 7 When
we look only with one eye. 1875 K. White Li/e in Christ
iv. xxv. (1876) 422 The eye looks, but it is the mind that

sees. 1896 Law Times Re/*. L XXI 1 1- 616/1 If he had
looked he must have seen the light of the approaching
train. 1901 ' Ian Maclases*' Yng. Barbarians \ii. 141 At
the most critical moment he was afraid to look.

C. To direct one's eyes in a manner indicative

of a certain feeling ; to cast a look of a certain

significance ; to present a specified expression of

countenance. A\ ith adv. or phrase.
Now only with the object or direction specified as in a;

otherwise this sense now merges in 9.
c 1205 Lay. 2266 He stod biforen Locrine & laoelich him

lokede on. 1297 R. Glolc (Rolls) 5348 Vre louerd mid is

eyen of milce on be lokeb beruore. 1393 Lasgl. PL C.
11. 164 On ous he lokyde with loue. 1483 Caxton C. de ta

Tour E viij b, He euer loked on her of a wantoun and fals

regard. 1500-20 Dlnrak Poems Iviii. 9 Pot, Lord ! how
petewuslie I luke, Quhcn all the pelfe they pairt amang
lhame. a 1548 Hall Chron., Kick. Ill, 53 b, Least
that U might he suspected that he was abasshed for feare

of his eneinyes, and for that cause looked so piteously.

1611 Bible Gen. xl. 7 Wherefore looke ye so sadly to day ?

1642 R. Carpenter Experience 11. i. 133 The man look'd

bloodily when he spoke it. 1842 Tennyson Talking Oak
i»6, I look'd at him with joy. 1859 — Enid 1279 He
turn'd and look'd as keenly at her As careful robins eye
the delver's toil.

d. occas. To give a look of surprise, to stare.

Now colloq.

1610 P. Jonson Alchemist V. it, Doctor 'tis true (you

looke) for all your Figures. 1 sent for him, indeed. Mod.
Yes, you may look !

e. qtmsi-irmis. in such phrases as to look (a per-

son or thing) in liteface : see Face sb. 2 b. To look

a gift horse in the month : see House sb. 20.

The object in sentences of this kind was prob. originally

in the dative : cf. G. einem ins gesicht sehen.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xix. (Cristo/ore^ 28 He sa mekil, sa

hee and auchful vas, bat few dulrjste luk hvme in be face.

a 1625 Fletcher Hum. Lieutenant iv. i, I'll neuer look a

horse i* th' mouth that's giuen. a 1716 Soi th Serin. (1823)

VI. 330 The soldier . . converses with dangers, and looks

death in the face. 1737 Pracken Farriery Impr. (1757)

II. 184 Many who, altho' they have pretended know-
ledge in Horses, have been looked in the Mouth (as we

424

j
say), a 1850 Ro^setti Dante % Cir. I. ' I$74^ 141 This kidy f

I ..lyOokM thee so deep within the eyes, lx>ve sigh'd And
i was awakened there. 1880 G. Mereoitu Trng. Com. xiii.

(1892? 194 She.. looks you straight at the eyes, perfectly
unabashed. 1891 Strand Mag. 11. 5^3/2 An eye that looks

I

one through and through. 1892 K. Kipling Ball. Fait \-

West 83 They have looked each other between ihe eyes,
j

and there they found no fault. 1896 A. K. II oilman
j

Shropsh. Lad xlii, With . . friendly*brows and laughter lie
|

1 looked me in the eyes.

f. with cogn. obj.

1592 Shaks. Font. Jul. v. iii. 112 Eyes, looke your last.

1599 Shaks. etc. Pass. Pilgr. 46 Such lookes as none could
looke but beauties queen. 1643 Trapp Comm. Gen. xlii. 29
And they came to yaeol; who had looked many a long look
for then), no doubt. 1781 Cowpkr Hope 726 A transport
glows in all he looks and speaks. 1850 Tennvson In Mem.
xlix, And look thy look, and go thy way. 1896 A. K.
Housm an Shropsh. Lad viii, Terence, look your last at me,

* For 1 come home no more.

g. trans. With complement or prep. : To bring
by one's looks into a certain place or condition.

Now rare, (Cf. look down, 33 e.)

161s Shaks. Cymb. v. v. 94 Thou hast look'd thy sclfc into
my grace. 1624 Massingkr Beuegado in. ii, Thrust out
these fiery eies, that yesterday Would hauc lookde thee
dead. 1633 G. Herbert Temple, Glance iii, Thou shalt
look us out of pain. 1694 DRvnEN Love Triumph, iv. i,

While you stay,, .every^ioment looks a part of me away. '

1700— Secular Masque ji Mars has looked the sky to red.

1766 Golds m. Vic. If. v, They had early learnt the lesson <

of looking presumption out of countenance. 1776 Hist.
Fur. in Attn. Keg. 58/1 That armed force which was to have 1

j
looked all America into submission, i860 Troi.i.opk Castle
Richmond I. xii. 234, 1 really thought Mrs. 'I ownsend would

!

have looked him into the river when he came to her.

h. To express by a look or glance, or by one's

countenance ; to cast looks of (compassion, etc.)

or looks which threaten (death, etc.). To look

daggers : see Daggeh 3 b.
I 1727 Thomson Summer' 845 f 1 1S8] They . . sigh'd, and 1

look'd unutterable Things. 1742 Vocng Nt. Th. iv. 635
With that soft eye., deign to look Compassion to the
coldness of my breas/. 1750 Ciiestfkf. Lett. (1774) 111.

127 The same things difterently expressed, looked, and
delivered, cease to be the same things. 1818 Bvkon jfuan
1. xv, Some women use their tongues—she look'd a lecture,

Kach eye a sermon, and her brow a homily. 1837
Dickens Pick-v. vi, The old lady.. looked carving-knives
at the. .delinquent. 1837 Tiiacker.sv Ravensio. i, The
Captain, looking several tremendous canings at him, walked
into the back room. 1867 Gd. Words 335/?, 1 was obliged

to be contented with looking my pleasure.

I

2. With indirect question expressed or contextu-

al!)' implied r To apply one's sight to ascertain

• (tcho, what, koto, whether, etc.). Now only used

when the question is regarded as capable of being
answered at a single glance.
[c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Mark vi. 38 Da cwa;5 he hu fela hlafa

I

haibhe je ga5 & locia&.l £1175 LojuI: Horn. 41 Heo
1 tweien eoden..in to hellc.for to lokien hu hit per ferde.

! c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 121 Ure drihten. .beih of henene
1 to mannen and lokede gif here ani understoden o&er bi-

1 sohten him. c 1250 Gen. <V Fx. 2600 Ghe adde or hire

dowter sent, To loken quider it sulde ben went. 1297 K.
Glouc. (Rolls) 315 lirut sende vp here \>rc hondred men
iarmed wel, to loke ^wat lond pat were, c 1425 Crafte

> Noml'tyng (E. E. T. S.) 30 Multiply bat digit by anober
diget,. .and loke qwat comes bere-of. a 1584 Montgomekie

I Cherrie <y Stae 463 Luik quhair to Itcht before thou loup.

1588 A. King tr. Canisius^ Catcch. in Cath. 'Tractates (1901)
1 205 Lowke quhat day of the age of the moone it is. 1590
! Spenser F. Q. 1. iv. 19 Scarse could he once uphold his

j

heavte hedd, To looke n whether it were night or day. 1710

j
Swu-t Jrnl. to Stella 30 Nov., O, but one may look

i whether one goes crooked or no and so write on. 18 19
1 Crabbe T. 0/ Hall x, 1 loved my trees in order to dispose,

I I number'd peaches, look'd how stocks arose. 1848 J. H.S

I

Newman Loss # Gain 111. iii. 318 He glanced from one
j article to another, looking who were the University-preachers

I

of the week, who had taken degrees [etc.]. Mod. I will 1

look what time the train starts.

f b. Phr. Look else ; see whether it be not so.

(See Else 4 c.) Obs.

1622 M assinger Virg. Mart. 11. i, I kicke for all that like

a horse, looke else.

c. Co look\ — 4
find it out'; a contemptuous

manner of refusing information. Now dial.

1 1595 Lvly Woman in Moon v. i. 86 (Dond), If you aske
me why 1 sing, 1 say yee may go looke.

3. fig. a. * To direct the intellectual eye' (J.)

;

lo turn or fix one's attention or regard. With advs.

j

or phrases as in 1 a. (See also branches IV and V.)

Now usually const, at
; formerly on or vpon.

a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. \ \ 37 b, Let the kyngdome of
the assiriens be your example, and if that suflfise not, then
loke on the Percians. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 37 b,

! Lokyng more narrowly upon domestical evils. 1562 Win-
3kt Cert. Tractates i. Wks. 1888 1. 12 Thay..luckis bak-

I

wart with the* lsraelitis to the potis of flesche in F.gypt.

1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xiii. 10 He man luke lawer,
and enter in the Spreit, And than he sail persaif the cause
fra hand. 1583 poi.oiNG Calvin &n Deut. xxi. 124 Looke

' me vpon the Turkes : they haue some reuerence to their

religion. 1602 Shaks. //«;//. iv. iv. 3*7 (1604 Qo.) He that
. made vs with such large^ discourse, Looking before and

after. 1611 Hible 2 Or. iv. 18 While we looke not at the

I

things which are seene, but at y» things which are not
i seene. a 1625 Hf.aum. Sc Fl. Bottdnca it. iv, Ods so 1

infinite Discretion durst not look upon, a 1699 Stilling fl.

(J.\ We are not only to look at the bare action, but
at the reason of it. 1824 Hentmam Bk. Fallacies Wks.
1843 II. 455 Instead of reforming others .. let him look at i

home. 1845 M. Pattison Ess. (1889) I. 2 liecause ideas

. change, the whole mode and manner of looking at things

LOOK.
varies with every age. 1861 Dickens Gt. Expect. Iv, What
T look at, is the sacrifice of so much portable property.
1885 F. Anstev Tinted I 'emus 70 * That s the proper way
to look at it said he. 1885 Sir N. Linoley in Lan> Rep.
30 Ch. Div. 1 4 The ca*e of Stokes v. Trumpcr is not really
in point when we come to look at it closely. 1890 Mrs. 11,

Wooo House of Hallhwll I. \ii. 175, 1 marry a medical
student !..I look a little higher than that. Hid. III. viii.

207 Your friends will look at position as well as gentle
blood.

b. To take care, make sure, see {that or how
something is done ; also with omission of that).

Now arch.

^897 K. /Klfred Gregory's Past. lix. 451 Locia5 nu <5a\t

oios eowru leaf ne weotSe oorum monnum to biswice. a 1300
Cursor M. 1966 Fixs and flesse, o bath i sai, Ix>k ai |>e Mod
3ee cast a wai. a 1300 Ibid. 16814 + 15 Pilat . . l>ad |>at pai
suld loke hat he wore ded for-thy. < 1380 Wvcmf Wks.
(1880) 38 Seym petyr comaundih^if ony speke, lokehespeke
as goddis wordis. c 1440 Anc. Cookery *n Househ. Ord.
(1790) 434 Loke hit be stondynge. 1470-85 M alorv Arthur
1. x;vi. 60 Loke eueryche of yow kynges lete make suche
ordinaunce. 1561 T. Hoby tr. CarSligiionex Courtyer m.
(1577) Oviij, And you (my L. Margaret) looke yee beare it

well awave. 1604 Shaks. Oth. iv. iii. 8 Dismisse your At-
tendant there : look't be done. 1621-31 Laud Serm. (1847)

133 The State must look their proceedings be just, and the
Church must look their devotions and actions be pious.

1646 J. Hai l Hor.r Vac. 22 We ought to looke how wee
spend our houres here. 1690 E. Gee Jesuit s Mem. 89
Censor to look that no man lived idly. 1819 Sheli.kv
Cyclops 477 When 1 call, Look ye obey the masters of the
craft. 1865 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. Ser. II. I. It. 242 We must
look, therefore, that we have the. .wide chest, straight brick,

&c. 1871 k. Ellis tr. Catullus Ixiv. 231 Look that warily
then deep-laid in steady remembrance These our words grow
greenly.^

C. To expect. Const, to with inf. f Formerly
also with clause, usually introduced by that. + Also,

to expect, await the time when something shall

happen ; to be curious to see //<w, whether, etc.

;

also ivipers, in passive.
C1513 Moke Rich. Ill (ed. Lumby' 7 Whose life hee looked

that euil dyete shouldc shorten. Ibid. 11 In these last

wordes that euer I looke to speake with you. 1535 CovERnALE
Isa. v. 4 When he loked y* it shulde bringe him grapes, it

brought forth thornes. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 112 Lokyng
every day when his Uarons and their confederates would
cruelly set upon him. c 1586CTFSS PEMnROKE Ps. lxix. viii,

Some 1 lookt would me uphold. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II, I. iii.

243. 1604 E. G[rimstoneJ U'Acosta s Hist. Indies 111. xi. 156
The wind being contraryand stormy, they looked all to perish.

1605 Camden* Rem. (1637)271 Then it was looked how he
should justifie that fact. 1611 Mewxooo Gold. Age l. L Wks.
j 871 III. 10, 1 neuer heard she was committed to prison ; yet
I 'is look't euery houre when she shall be deliuered. a 1626
I'acon New Atl. (1000) 9 Wee. .saluted him in a very lowly
and submissive manner ; As looking that from him, wee
should receyve Sentence of Life, or Death. 1651 Houbfs
Ltt'iath. in. xlii. 271 By whom we look to be protected.

1657 Austen Fruit Trees 11. 164 God lookes every one
should be fruit-full under all his dispensations. 1760-72 H.
Hrooke Fooi o/Qual. (1809) IV. 141, 1 never look to have
a mistress that I shall love half as well. 1830 South ev
Lett. (1856) IV. 168, 1 too had been looking to hear from
you. 1852 Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. vii, I'm glad masV
didn't go off this morning, as he looked to. 1893 Field 1

1

Mar. 362/3 The. .labourer.. looks to go to work at a fixed

hour. 1896 A. E. Housman Shropsh. Lad x.wi, Two lovers

looking to be wed.

f dL with indirect question : To consider, ascer-

tain {who, what, whether, etc.) ; to try (if some-
thing can be done, etc.). Also simply, lo consider

the matter, make inquiry; csp. in phr. whoso will

look, etc. Obs.

1375 Barrour Bruce vm. 419 The king can furth his vais

ta, .. for till luk gif he Micht recouer his cuntre. c 1375
Sc. Leg. Saints xl. (Niniatt) 93 He vmthocht he wald
luke Gyf he in sic come cuth set huke. c 1380 Wvclif
Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 319 But diversite is greet here and here »

whoso wole loke. 1399 Langu Rich. Redeles nt. 255 That
ich leode lokide what longid to his age. c 1400 Lau/rattc's
Cirttrg. 51 pou muste loke wheber bat be bodi be ful ol

wickide humouris, eiber be clene. c 1450 Merlin 9 Than
made he hir suster come on a saterday,..to loke ycf he
might gete hir in that manere. 1573 Satir. Poems Re/omt.
xliu 403 Schir, luk 3c and se Gif that the teindis of this

countrie May not do all that we have tauld. c 1585 R.
Browne Answ. Cartwright 50 If he looke well, this proofe

serueth against him. 1692 Locke 3/vr* Let. Toleration ix.

Wks. 1727 1 1. 394 Whether. .your pretending Gain to them,

.. be a greater Mockery, you were best look.

4. Idiomatic uses ot the imperative.

a. Used to bespeak attention: - c see *,
4 behold",

' lo\ In mod. colloq. use often look you (in repre-

sentations of vulgar speech written look'ee) * 1 mind
this*; also look hei'e, a brusque mode of address

prefacing an order, expostulation, reprimand, etc.

c 1000 ./Klfric Grant, xx.wiii. (Z.) 231 En efne o65e loca

nu, her hit is. c 1250 Gen. <y Fx, 3331 Quod moyses, ' loc !

her nu is bread \ e 1460 Tenvneley Myst. xxx. 141 Here is

a bag full, lokys, of pride and of lust. 1513 Douglas ASneis
Exclainatioun 18 Lo. heir he fail^eis, se thar he leis. luik !

1575 Gascoigne Glasse Gtwt. iv. i, Poems 1870 II. 59,

I would be glad to talke with Maister Gnomaticus . . and
looke w here he commeth in haste. 1594 Marlowe & N ashe
Dido yjz N.'s Wks. (Giosart) VI. 22 Looke where she

comes : yEneas, view her well. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, n. ii.

116 (1600 Qo.) Looke you he* he writes. 1611— IVint. T.

111. iii. 116 Heauy matters, heauy matters: hut looke thee

heere boy. 1672 Villiers (Dk. BuckhnU Rehearsal U i.

(Arb.» 35 For, look you, Sir, the grand design . . is to keep
the Auditors in suspence. 1709 Steele 'Pettier No. 34 P 4
I,ook ye, saM I, I must not rashly give my Judgment. 1710

Ibid. No. 206 P 2 Look'ee, Jack, 1 have heard thee sometimes

talk like an Oracle. 1782 Cowper Retirement 283 Look
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where he come?;, a 1814 Woman's If?// nr. ii. in A77t» /?r/V. I

Theatre IV. in Lookce there now ! You can soon create

a cause for quarrel, my I„vly. 1843 JvONnf?. .V/. Student
If. vi, Look, here he comes. 186 1 Dickrns Gt. Expect, Ii,

Now, look here, my man.. I'll have no feelings here. 1865— Mut. Fr. 11. xiv, • Now, lookee here, my dear,' returned
|

old l»etty,
—

' asking your excuse for being so familiar '. 1875
Tennyson Q. Mary 11. i, Look yon, Master Wyatt, Tear up
that woman's work there.

ffo. Prefixed to interrogative pronoun or adv.,

or relative eonj., forming indefinite relatives = iuho-

ever
y
whatever, however, etc. Also, in later use,

emphasizing the correspondence of relative and
antecedent, as in look as - 1

just as'. Ohs.
The absence of examples between the 12th and the i6ihc.

U remarkable: the idiom was prob. preserved in some
nnn-literary dialect.

c 1000 ^Ki.fric Gen. xvi. 6 prea his, loca hn bu wylle.
— Josh, ii. 19 And loca hwa tit gange, liege be oTslagcn.

a 1 123 O. E. Chrott, an. uoi (Laud MS.) Loc hweder bxra
^ebroora oSerne oferbide, wsere yrfeweard ealles Kngla-
lnndes. 1535 Coverdale Ps. i. 3 His lecues shal not fall

off, and loke what soeuer he doth, it shal prospere. —
Rectus, i. 13 The loue of God is honorable wiszdome : loke
vnto whom it appeareth, they lone it. 1568 Grafton Chron.
I. 94 And lookewhat he commauoded, that was done, though
some did murmure. 1597 J. T. Serin. Patties C. 56 Jiut

looke as thou sionest, so shalt thou haue the wages of si tine.

a 1600 Hooker Feci. Pol. vn. vi. § 9 He added farther, that
look what duty the Roman Consuls did execute . . the like

charge had the Bishop, c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. xxxvii. 13
Lookewhat is liest, that best 1 wish in thee. 1611 Him.r
1 Mace, iv. 54 Looke at what time, and what day the heathen
had prophaned it, euen in that was it dedicated with songs,

and citthems, and harpes, and cimhals. 1615 W. Lawson
Country Honsew. Gard. (1626) 23 And looke bow farre a
tree spreads his boughs aboue, so far iloth he put his roots

vnder the earth. 1625 Hurgfs Pers. Tithes 31 And looke
what the J^awes . . enioyne, that thou must doe, or be a
Rebell. 1675 P>rooks Gold. Key 321 Look, as God cannot
but be just, so he cannot but be true. Ibid. 301, 302.

5. Look sharp. Originally (with sharp as adv.)

s= 1 to look sharply after something *, * to keep striet

watch'. In later use (which is merely colloquial)

the sense is commonly 'to bestir oneself briskly',
' to lose no time ' (the vb. being app. taken in

a sense belonging to branch III, and sharp re-

garded as a complementary adj.).

1711 Steele Sped. No. 132 pi The Captain ..ordered
his Man to look sharp, that none but one of the Ladies
should have the Place he had taken fronting the Coachbox.
1713 R. Bentlev Remarks Late Disc. L'ree-th. it. Wks.
1838 11 1. 472 It is time for us then to look sharp, to observe
every period. 1732 Bf.rkflf.v Alciphr. vi. § 1, 1 must, there-

fore, look sharp, and well coosider every step I take. 1788
Ld. Auckland Corr. (1861) II. 69 At nine o'clock we began
to look sharp for our house. 1803 in Spirit J W». Jrnls. VII.
128 Mr. Robson will attend to the old peers., while Mr.
Faulder will look sharp after the fortune-hunters. 1818

Corbf.tt Pol. jReg. XXXI CI. 91, I see that the Ministers

are very shy of dissolving the Parliament ; and they shall

look sharp if they act before 1 am ready for them. 1834
Landor Exam. Shaks. Wks. 1853 1L 283 2 But let her look-

sharp, or spectacles may be thrust upon her nose that shall

make her eyes water. 1840 Dickfns Old C. Shop xxxix, I

t
Kit . . ordered . . him to bring three dozen . . oysters, and to

look sharp about it ! 1846-9 S. R. Malt-land Ess. etc. 258
Would he not be startled if one told him that he would have
to look sharp for five-and-twenty

I
martyrs]? 1874 Punch

8 Aug. 64 Glass of ale, young woman ; and look sharp,

please ! 1890 Fenn Double Knot I. viii. 191 You'd better

look sharp, . . they're all ready aad waiting.

6. Transitive uses,chieflysynonymouswith various

intransitive uses with prepositions.

a. To look at, behold ; to view, inspect, examine.

Now dial, f To look hahies : to gaze at the reflec-

tion of one's faee in another's eyes.

13. . Coerdc L. 3030 Rychard bad his men seche For some
wys clerk and seitayn leche, . . For to loke his uryn. 1382
Wyclif Num. xniv. 17, 1 shal inwardly loke hym [Vulg.

intnebor ittum] but not ny}. C1400 Destr. Troy 7525
'

Leches full lyuely lokid his wound. 1471 J. Paston in

P. Lett. III. 7 That no body look my wrygbtynges. 1509
Barclay S/iyp of Eo/ys (1570) 113 When he a while

his glasse hath loken. 1523 Fitzherb. Ilush. § 40 Thao
let the shepeherde turne them, and loke them on euery .

syde. a 1576 Linoesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S. T. S.)

II. 158 He mowit wpe to the hill heid of Tarbitt . . to awew
(

and luik the congregatioun. 1607 Beaum. & Fl. Woman
Hater in. i, I cannot thinke, 1 shall become a coxcombe,
To ha* my hare curl'd, by an idle finger, .. Mine eyes lookt .

babies in. 1615 Brathwait Strappado 80 Or when none
that's iealous spies To looke babbies in his eyes. 1647
Trapp Comm. Ep. «$• Rev. App. 669 Many Heathens have
advised the angry man to look his face in a glasse, and to

grow ashamed of his distemper. 1655 New Haven Col. Rec.

(1858) II. 151 Robert Cranfeild .. testifyed ..that he went
to looke oxen. 172 1 Ramsay Morning Inteivinv 34 He
frown'd, and look'd his watch. 1874 W. H. L. Ranken
Domin. Australia vi. 105 Plains are scoured and every

piece of timber looked. 1882 J. Walker Jaunt to Anld
Reekie etc. 10 He looks his hand : behold the sooty meal
The secret tells. 1897 Crockett LaiVsLove xi. 115, I was
engaged in 'looking the sheep '—that is, numbering them

,

and seeing that none had strayed.

fb. To look into, examine; to consider, have

regard to, regard. Ojbs.

c 1300 Bcket 284 The King from Normaadie com To Enge- '

lond to Look the stat of his Kynedom. 1340 Hampole Pr.

Consc. 205 He that right ordir of lyfyng wil lake Suld bygyn
thus, als says the boke. f 1375 Lay Eolks /f/ass Bk. (MS.
B.)27i Whea bou prayes,god lokes bi wille. a 1400Prymer
(1891)45 For be lokede the mekenesse of his handmayde.
1430-40 Lydg. Bochas ix. xxxiii. (1558) 34 The matter who •

so list to loke. 1533 Gau Richt Vay 19 God lukis notht i
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the wtuert rithtfulnes quilk mony keipis. ^1560 A. Scott
jPoems (S. 'I*. S.) xxxiv. 1 5e blindit luvaris, hike The rekless !

lyfe 3e leid.

T c. To consult or refer to 'an author, a book,
or a pi nee in it); to i turn up'. In the imper. =
Vide. Also, to search for (a word etc,) in a book
of reference. (Cf. look up. 45 g.) Ohs,

1300 Cursor M. 9334 pat yow tels sent leremi, If yce
wald lok his propheci. C1386 Chaucer Pard. T. 250
Looketh the P>ible, and ther ye may it leere. a 1420 Hoc-
clevk Dc Reg. Prittc. 3099 As be boke can e.\presse : Who-
so it lokiih, fynde it shal no lesse. 1529 Kastkll Pasty we.
Hist. French (1811)69 Therfor loke Julius Cesar his comen-
taryes. 1596 Harikuton Metam. Ajax 60 Looke it sirra

there in the dictionarie. 1598 Flor 10, Aria, looke Aere,

1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe 58 for his ensainting, looke the
Almanack in the beginning of Aprill. 1611 Cotgr., Anon-
exie, Looke Anorexic. 1611 Kibi.f. i Mace. xii. 7 mar?.,
Areus : looke loseph. Ant. lib. 13. cap. 8. 1640 Fuller
Joseph's Coat etc. 125 tnarg, Look Lord Hacon in his

life. 1656 H. Pim.urs Pnr'ch. Patt. (1676) 157 'lake the
compass of the tree, .look this compass in ihe 'Table. 1813

J. Adams Wks. (1856) X. 49, I found that if 1 looked a word
to-day, in less than a week I had to look it again.

t d. To seek, search for; = look for (15 b\
Also, to be on the look-out for, seek or seaich

out. Ohs.
c 1394 P. P. Credc 593 Now mot a frere . . loken hem les-

ynges bat likeb be puple. c 1470 Henrvson Mor. Fab. 1.

(Coci- A;- Jiisp) v, 1 had leuer ga scra]>it heir with my naillis

..and luik my lyfis fude. 1595 Munday John a Kent
(Shaks. Soc.) 22 Moorton shall looke him now an other
bryde. 1600 Shaks. A. V. L. 11. v. 30 He hath bin all this

day to looke you. 1622 M abbf tr. A lemans Guzman ifA If.

II. 152 You neuer left any Crownes nor Royals with me :

C.oe looke your Crownes and Royals else- where.
^

1650
T. V.u ghan Anima Magica To Rdr., He koew it was
booties to look fatal F.vents in the Planets. 1664 Pf.pys

Diary 3 Sept., In the morning she chid her mayds for not
looking the Heas a-days. 1668 Drvijkn All for Love iv. i,

Octavia, 1 was looking you, my love. 1683 Trvon if 'ay to

Health xix. (1697) 417 Or else the poor Lass after the Wed-
ding-Cloathes are made, must go look her an Husband.
1716 I». Church Hist. Philip's War (18651 I. 162 He went
with his new Souklier to look his Father. 1752 Johnson
Rambler No. 138 p tt At her leisure hours she looks goo.se

egg*« *782 Miss 1 iL'rnf.v Cecilia vn. v, I'll go look him
[a dog], however, for we went at such a rate that 1 never

missed him. 1821 Clare ['ill. Minstr. I. 88 I'indcrs, that

such chances look, Drive his rambling cows to pound.

f e. To take care of, keep, guard, watch over,

preserve in safety; to observe (a day). Also refl.

To guard oneself, beware ; to abstain (from).

Also absol. or intr. : To watch. Ohs.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 45 We a^cn bene sunne dei swibeliche

wel to wurbien and on alle clenesse to locan. ciz$oGcu. a;-

Ex. 3193 He dede is hinden it faire loken Alle 'de bones 3e

he ?>or token. Ibid. 3511 Loke de wel dat ftu ne stele.

a 1300 A". Hor?i 800 Rymenbild bn kep and loke. a 1300

Cursor M. 8297
c (lodd be loke ', he said, ' sir king '. c 1330

R. 1>ri;nne Chron. (1810) 129 }>at othe said be wele loke.

1340 Aycnb. 42 pet bi ham loki urnm )»ise zenne. Ibid.

2^5 pe prestes bet lokcden^ chastete ine be temple weren
todeld urain be obren bet hi ne loren hire chastete. f 1460

ToToueley Myst. xiii. 219 God looke you all tbre !

ff. To provide, appoint, ordain, decree, de-

cide. Ohs.

C1175 Lamb. Horn. 73 per fore hit wes iloked bi godes

wissunge ine halie chirche |»et mon scule childre fulhten.

a 1325 Leg. Kath. i?o6 As his ahne goddlec iahede hit ant

lokede. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 1230 pe kyng he sende word

a^en, bat he adde is franchise In is owe court, vorto loke

domes & assise. £1305 St. Kenelm 301 in E. E. P. (1862)

55 pe bischop hadde iloked bat hit scholde bider beo ibore.

c 1330 R. liRUNNF. Chron. (1810) 36 pe right lawes did he loke

for fals men 8c fikelle. a 1400-50 Alexander 3404 tAshm.

MS.) Syn it lokid [Dublin MS. lukkyd] has be largenes of

be lord of heuen. ri46o Lannfal 783, 1 am a redy for to

tho All that the court wyll loke.

fg. To expect, look forward to. look for. Ohs.

1560 Daus tr. Sleidtne's Comm. 311 What ende at the

length doe you loke of this obstinacy and vnloyaultie.

,11572 Knox Hist. Ref. Wks. 1846 I. 4 We crave of all the

gent ill Readaris, not to look of us such ane History.

C1586 C'tfss Pemuroke Ps. cxix. K. i. What I look't from

thee .. 1 now enjoy. 1595 Daniel Civ. Wars 11. viii, His

fortune gives him more than he could looke. 161 1 Shaks.

Wint. T. iv. iv. 369 The gifts she lookes from me, are packt

and lockt Vp in my heart.

II. To have an outlook, face a certain way.

7. intr. To have or afford a certain outlook ; to

face, front, or be turned towards^ into, on to, etc.

1555 Coverdalf. Jcr. \. 1 3, 1 do se a seethinge pot, looking

from out of the north hitherwarde. a 1586 Sidney A rcadta

III. (1633) 304 Each of these chambers had a little window

to looke into the hall. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist.

Scot. ix. 193 That parte of the Castel that luikis toTued.

1611 Bible Num. xxi. 20 Pisgah, which looketh toward

Ieshimon. 1668 Dryden Allfor love 11. i, Unbar the Gale

that looks to Cesar's Camp. 173a Berkeley A iciphr. in.

§ 1 A summer parlour which looks into the garden. 1866

M. Arnold Tkyrsis ii. The signal-elm that looks on llsley

Downs. 1886 Beat. M. Butt Lesterre Durant I. v. 61

The windows looking north. 1803 Strand Mag. VI. 268/2

The dining-room looks on to the Melbury Road.

b. Of parts of the body, or the like : To face or

lurn (in a particular direction).

1656 Ridgley Pract. Physic 243 The Knee and Foot

look inwards. 169a Sir W. Hope Fencing-Master (ed. 2)

17 The points of your Fingers must not look upwards, but

pointing towards your Adversary. 1776-96 Withering Brit.

Plants (ed. 3) 1. 388 Hearing the flowers underneath, the

florets lookiog downwards. 1863 Huxley Man's Place

Ar
at. i. 23 Their nostrils have a narrow partition, aod look

downwards,

8. To show a tendency ; to tend, point (in a par-
ticular direction).

1647 Po7ver oj Kings iv. 84 The context looketh wholly
that way. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk <y Selv. 188 The Argu-
ment drawn from Gods unbounded power and goodness, as
looking towards the l>ehoof of the Creature will ever fall

short upon this score. 1692 R. L'Estrange Josephns' Antiq.
11. ix. (1733) 44 The- Barbarity of ibis bloody Decree look'd
several ways. 1703 Maunhreli. Journ. Jems. (1732)42 Its

sense seems 10 look that way. c 1800 K. \\ iiite Lett. (1837)
328 He thinks it looks towards epilepsy. 1869 Goui.burn
Purs. Holiness x. 93 In this direction look the words of our
Lord to St. Thomas. 1881 P. Greg Ivy 111. vi. 122 All the
facts look the other way.

t b. To tend fo
t
promise to. Obs. rare.

1607 Shaks. Cor. 111. iii, 29 He spenkes What's in his

heart, and that is ihcie which lookes Willi v>
t
io breake

his necke.

III. To have a certain appearance. [App. in

part developed from 1 c ; but cf. the similar use in

passive sense of other verbs of perception, like

smell, taste, feel.]

9. intr. To have the appearance of being; to

seem to the sight. (This sense when used of per-

sons often retains some mixture of the notion of

1 c.) Const, a predicative sb. or adj., or a predica-

tive adv. as wetl, ill - i
in good, bad health ').

1' or (he fig. plir. to took black, blue,foolish, small, etc., see
the atljs.

r 1400 Destr. Troy 8742 Vmages Lokend full lyuely as

any light angels. 1500-20 Dfnuar Poems liii. 37 God waith
gif that scho loukit sour ! 1526 Pilgr. Perf. i\V. de W.
1531) 266 Resolueth all ihe groscnesse of the oyle, and
maketh it to loke clere. 1658 Woon Life 5 Apr., He look'd

elderly and was cynical and hirsute in his behavior. 1697
Dryuen sEneid xi. 99 All pale he lies and looks a lovely

Flow'r. 1712 Hearne Collect. (O. H. S.) III. 486 ''('would

have look'd vain, and ostentatious. 1715 Pope Iliad 111. 208
She moves a Goddess, and she looks a Queen ! 1761 Mrs.
F. Sheridan Sidney lliddnlph I. 18 He is grown fat, and
looks quite robust. 1788 Cowim:r Pity for poor Africans,
You speak very fine, and you look very grave. 1802 Mar.
Lockworth Moral 'P., Forester {1806J I. 65 Henry looked
in great anxiety. 1857 Ri skin Pol. Econ. Art i. t, 1 see

that some of my hearers look surprised at the expression.

1871 M. Arnoi.ii Friendship's Garland v. 36 ' Vou made me
look rather a fool, Arminius', I began. 1886 1'kat. M. IU tt
Lesterre Durant L xix. 304 London was certainly not

looking its best. 1888 Sarah Tyiler Blackball Ghosts II.

xt ii. 65 Kitty did not look the lady she was not. 1897
// 'itidsor Mag. Jan. 274 -'1 No. 1 . . looked such a much larger

house than it was .. No. 2 .. was such a much larger house
than it looked.

b. with adv. of manner (for advb. phrase) : To
have a certain look or appearance.
This use is often indiscriminately condemned, but is justly

censurable only where look is virtually equivalent to seem,

so that it requires a predicative complement and not a quali-

fication of manner. (So, e.g., in quot. 1645.) Owing, how*
ever, to the prejudice excited by the inaccurate use, look

now rarely occurs with advs. t-f manner other than welly ill,

badly. In some early instances the apparent adv. may
possibly 1 e an adj. in -i.v

11300 XV Signa 56 in E. E. P. (i862> 9 Hi suL.lok as

bestis bnt cun no witte. 1377 Langl. PL Ik v. 189 So
hungriliche [1362 A. v. 108 hungri] and holwe sire Heruy
hym loked. 1542 Boorde Dyetary xxxix. (1870) 300 For
that wyll cause a man to loke agedly. 1546 J. Heywoon
Prov. 50 'J'hough your pasture looke barreinly and dull.

c 1586 C'trss Pembroke Ps. cv. viii, Watry Nilus lookes with

bloudy face. 1610 Shaks. Temp. in. i. 32 Vou looke wearily.

Jbid. iv. i. 146 Vou doe looke {my son) in a mou'd sort.

1611 — Wint. T. ill. iii. 3 The skies looke grimly. 1645
T. IIh.l Olive Branch (1648) 40 This would make you look

more amiably and smell more sweetly. 1683 Tryon li'ay to

Health xix. (16971 413 How base a thing it is, and how
unnaturally it looks, that men should value Money more than

the Law of God. 1712 J. James ir. Le Blontfs Gardening
2i Points and Corners advancing . . look very ill upon the

Ground. 1719 I)k Foe Crusoe 11. i. (1840) 7 The world looked

awkwardly lound me. Ibid. 11. xv. 314 To see who looked

with most guilt in their faces. 1781 CowrER Retirement 567
Nature indeed looks prettily in rhyme. 1802 Mrs. J. West
Infidel Father \\. 188 Do 1 also look meanly in her eyes?

1826 Cobbett R nr. Rides (1885) 1L 57 Fields of Swedish
turnips, all looking extremely well. 1849 M acaulay Hist.

Eng. ix. II. 497 On the whole, however, things as yet looked

not unfavourably for James. 1855 Ibid. xx. IV. 471 It tasked

all the art of Kneller to make het look tolerably on canvass.

1891 Sir A. Wills in Law Times XCL 233/2 Things had,

by that time, begun to look badly for all concerned,

e. C onst, inf. To seem to the view. Hi. and fig.

1775 Blrke Sp. Cone. Amer. Sel. Wks. 1. 192 It looks to

me to be narrow and pedantic, to apply the ordinary ideas

of criminal justice to ibis great public contest. 1793 W.
Roberts Looker.On No. 84 (1794' HI. 345 To make a dis-

play,, looks to be, with the major part, the real object which

assembles them. 1890 Clark Rlssell Ocean Frag. I. vi.

123 A little hat that looked to be made of beaver. 1893

Graphic 25 Mar. 298/1 The Queen looked to be in good

health.

d. To look as if (or t as) : to have an

appearance suggesting the belief that . Often

with indefinite subject, it looks (or things look)

as if .

1300-20 Dunbar Poems liii. 9 He leuket as he culd lern

)
tham a. 16x1 B. Jonson Catiline iv. v, Looke they, as

they were built to shake the world ? a 1700 Dryden Flower

I <$• Leaf sit 1 t00K tfte wav»
Wh»ch through a path, but

' scarcely printed, lay; .. And looked as lightly pressed by
' fairy feet. 1700 T. Brown A musem. Ser. <y Com. 91 It looks

as if Physicians learnt their Gibberish for no other pur-

Ipose,
than to embroil what ihev do not understand. 1790

Burke Fr. Rev. (1898) 11 It looks to me as. if 1 were 111 a

great crisis. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias v. i. P 27 Pedro was
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dumb-founded, find looked as if he could not help it. 1867
Freeman Norm. Conq. (1S76) 1. App. 774 This looks as if

Harold were now quartered in Denmark. 1892 St. Nicholas
Mag;. XIV. 538/ 1 It looked as if there was going to be a free

light. 1898 Fi.or. Montgomerv Tony 9 She looked as if

she were thoroughly bored.

e. quasi-//-****. To have an appearance befitting

or according with (one's character, condition, as-

sumed part, etc.). To look one's age \ to have the

appearance of being as old as one is. To look one- 1

self', to appear to be in one's usual health.

1828 Examiner 756/1 She looked the character extremely
j

well. 1842 L. Hunt Meut Women <y B. (1876) 373 Though !

people do not always seem what they are, it is seldom they
j

do not look what they can do. 185a Dickens Bleak Ho.
j

xxxiv. Hut what's the matter, George?., you don't look 1

yourself. "1879 Miss Yonge Cameos Ser. iv. xvii. 187 She 1

looked her full forty-three years. 1883 Munch. Exam. 29

Oct. 5/3 Miss Anderson looked the part to perfection. 1891

L. Merrick I 'iolct Moses II. xii. 134 He assuredly did not

look his age.

10. Jjook like. a. To have the appearance of .

being. (See Like A. 1 b If.)

c 1440 York Myst. xxx. 273 He lokis like a lambe. 1581

Studlev Hippolytus 67 Lyke lusty young Perithous he

looketh in the face. 1628 Earlk Microcosm., Itigh Spirited
Man (Arb.) 91 One that lookes like a proud man but is not.

1662 Stillingfl. Orig. Sacr. ii. v. § 3 There is some thing
looks very like this in the proceedings of the people of Israel

against the Prophet Jeremiah. 1699 T. Baker Re/I.

Learning 58 This Plan, as laid down by him, looks liker an
Universal Art than a distinct Logic, mi Addison Sped.
No. 50 • 8 The Women look like Angels, a 1715 Burnet
Own Time U724) 1. 606 He had a humour in his leg, which
looked like the beginning of the gout. 1773 Goi.osM.
Stoops to Cony. 11. (end), My dear 'squire, this looks like a
lad of spirit. 1861 M. Pattison Ess. (1880) 1. 40 The pay-
ment in kind, and not in money, looks like a customary
acknowledgement from an old established guild. 1884
\V. C. Smith Kildrostan 43 She .. looked like a monument
planted theie.

b. with gerund, vbl. sb., or occas. sb, : To give

promise of, show a likelihood of.

1593 Shaks. Liter. 585 Thou look'st not like deeeipt ; do
not deceiue me. 1747 Gentl. Mug. XVII. 383 Parties may
be abolish 'd, but the late dissolution of the parliament don t

look much like it. 1883 J. W. Sherer At Home «y in India
158 Later on, indeed, after supper, he grew worse—looked
like biting—and . . tore the bouquet in pieces. 1888 H. F.

Lester Hartas Matnrin 1 1, ii. 34 It looks like rain.

IV. Specialized uses wilb prepositions.

11. Look about — . (Cf. 25.)

a. To turn one's eyes to, or make searches in

various parts of (a room, etc.) ; to go about ob-

serving in (a country, town, etc.).

1375 Harbour Brncc ill. 579 Men mycht se mony frely fute

About the costis thar lukand. 1530 Pai.sgr. 61 4/1, 1 loke
aboute the contraye, je p^nrjecte le pais, a 1548 Hall
C/jron., Rich. Ill 28 [He] leapte out of his bed and Joked
about the chambre. 1604 Shaks. Oth. if. iii. 255 lago,looke

\

with care about the Towne.
b. With pron. (used ref.) t

to look about one : lo

turn one's eyes or attention lo surrounding objects ; j

to consider, or take account of, one's position and
circumstances ; to be watchful or apprehensive.
c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xix. 87 Sum of bam..er lukand

douneward to be erthc, and will no}t luke aboute bam. 1484
Caxton Fables 0/sKsop v. v, Wlianne the catte was vpon a

tree he loked aboute hym and sawe how the dogges [etc.],
'

1562 Cooper Answ. Prw. Masse Pref. Kdr., A man maye '

thinke they had good cause to startle at the matter, and I

somewhat to loke aboute them, leste they seemed altogether
carelesse. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. 1. ii. 141 Master, master,

|

looke about you : Who goes there? ha. 1666 72 Harvey
Morb. A tig/, vii. 18 If upon these Signs, you find a wasting
of your fle\h, then look about you. 1712 Arijuthnot John
Hull 1. xii, John began to think it high time to look about
him. 1744 Ozell ir. Brantome's Sp. Rhodotfion fades 104

ITheyl had found the Enemy upon them, before they could
look about 'em. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. ii. I. 173 At
length he returned

; and, without having a single week to

look about him. . .he was at once set to rule the state. 1891
Strand Mag. 11. 482/1 He looked about him anxiously.

12. Look after —

.

a. To follow with the eye ; to look in the direc-
!

tion of (a person departing)
; fig. to think regret-

fully of (something past), + Also, to observe the

course of (a person).

971 Blickl. Horn. t2 r pa hie ba in bone heofon locodan
miter him, & hie Drihten fcesawon upasti^endne. 1535
Covernale Kxod. xxxiii. 8 All the people rose vp, ..and
loked after Moses, tyll he was gone in to the Tabernacle.
1580 Sidney Ps. xxxvii. vii, Thou shalt see The wicked
by his own pride banisht; Looke after him, he shall be
vanisht. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, hi. i. 219. 1858 Hushneli.
Sernt. Arew Life xi. (1869) 153 His soul still looking covertly
after the goods she has lost.

f b. To search for. Obs.

^1330 Spec. Gy Warw. 786 Tweye manere shame men
fmt in boke, Who-so wole berafter loke. a 1425 Cursor M.
11086 (Trin.) penne loked aftir sir Zakary tables & poyntel
tyte. c 1449 Pfxock Repr. 77 Such that his suer treuthe is

not lokid aftir neither sou^t aftir. 1611 Shaks. Cymh. in. v.

55 That man of hers, Pisanio,..l haue not scene these two
dayes. Go, looke after. 1711 AnnisoN Sped. No. 120 r 1

He has caught me twice or thrice looking after a lord's

Nest. 1727 Boyer Eng.-Fr. Diet., To look after (to seek) a
thing, cherchcr qitelqne chose.

f c. To anticipate with desire or fear ; to look

forward to. Ohs.

1377 Langl. P. Pi. B. xn. 181 pere be lewed lith stille

and loketh after lente. 139*3 Ibid. C. iv. 249 pe lest lad bat
longeb to hym . . Lokep after lordshep ober obere large mede,

426

1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) tv. xxx. 78 They were I

lokyng after their help til they were deceyned. 1477 Paston
Lett. 11 1. 194 He lokyth afftr that ye sholde come see hym. I

I 533 Gau Richt ray 37 Ve lwik efter ane hlissit hop ami
the glorious cuming of the greit God. a 1555 Ridley
Confer, iv. Latimer (1556) E7, Hetherunto ye se..how 1

haue in wordes onely made..a florishe before the fight,

which 1 shortly loke after. 161 1 Bible Luke xxi. 26.

d. To seek for, demand (qualities).

1604 Shaks. Oth. 11. i. 251 The knaue.,hath all those
requisites in him, that folly and greene mindes looke after.

1692 1x>cke Educ. § 94 Wks. 1714 III. 41 There is yet
another Reason, why Politeness of Manners, and Know-
ledge of the World, should principally be look'd after in a
Tuiour. 1822 Coleridge /_<rz/., Convers., etc. 1 1. 98 Those
marks which too frequently are overlooked, .. i>ut which
ought to he looked for and looked after, by every woman
who has ever reflected on the words * my future Husband '.

e. To busy oneself about, concern oneself with

;

to give consideration to, consider.
1650 Cromwell Let. 17 July in Car/y/e, O how good it is

to close with Christ betimes: there is nothing else worth
looking after. 1662 Stillingfl. Orig. Sacr. 11. vii. § 3 God
himself did dispense with the strict ceremoniall precepts of
the Law, where men did look after the main and substan-
tiall parts of the worship God required from them. 1695
Woodwaro Nat. Hist. Earth in. ii. 162 My Subject does
not necessarily oblige me to look after this Water, or to
point forth the place whereinto 'tis now retreated. 1701
W. Wotton H ist. Rome, Alex. i. 430 He could not look after

his Sons' Education. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. ix. II. 1

536 Under pretence of looking after the election, Clarendon
'

set out for the West.

f. To attend to ; to take care of ; to ' see to ' the I

safety or well-being of.

1375 Barbour Bmce iv. 616 Eftir the fyre he lukit fast.

1598 Shaks. Merry IV. u. ii. 146 Saist thou so (old lacke)
. .lie make more of thy olde body then" 1 haue done : will

they yet looke after thee ? 1601 — 7 'wet. N. 1. v. 144 He's
in the third degree of drinke : bee's drown'd : go looke after

him. 1737 Bracken Farriery Impr. (1756) 1. 341 The
many Boys 1 have had to look after my Horses. 1777
Sheridan Sch. for Scand. it. i, I shall just call in to look
after my own character. 1847 Makryat Childr. N. Forest
iv, You must look after the pony and the pigs. 1885 F.

Ansi ey Tinted I 'enns 30 The person who 4 looked after him

'

did not sleep on the premises. 1891 Law Times XCI. 32/2
In theory, no doubt, the investor >hould look after his own
interests.

g. To keep watch upon. ? rare,

1603 Shaks. Meas.for M. 1. ii. 148 Is Lechery so look'd
after? 1672 C. Manners in \ith Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.
App. v. 25 Our Navy puts out again to sea.. and wee shall

then 1 >oke after the Holland Indian fleeie. 1821 Examiner
742/1 The police look after all breaches ol the peace.

1 13. Look against — . To look at (something
dazzling\ Obs.

a 1225 Leg. h'ath. 1597 Swuch leome & liht leitede

J>rinne, f>ajt ne mahten ha nawt lokin ber a5eines. 1598
Shaks. Merry \V. it. ii. 254 Shee is too bright to be look'd
against.

Look at — . See senses 1 and 3.

14. Look behind — . With pron. used refl. (For
literal uses see 1 a and BEHIND prep.) Nol or

never lo look behind one : colloq., to have an unin-

teriupled career of advancement or prosperity.

1852 Serj. Hkllasis in E. P.ellasis Mom. (1893^ 150 He
did not look behind him, but got Letter and better.

Look beside — . See 13esi)>e prep. 4 a.

15. Look for —

.

a. To expect, lo hope for, anticipate, be on the

watch for.

£•1513 Q. Kath. in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. Hi. 1. 153 The
Scotts being soo besy..and 1 lokyng for my departing
every honre. 15*6 Tinhalk 2 Pet. iii. 13 Neverthelesse w-e

loke for a neve heven and a newe erth accordynge to his

promes. 1548 Ui>all, etc. Erasm. Par. John 74 a, If thou
he that very Messias whome we look for, tell it vs openly
without all colour. 1568 Grafton Chron. 11. 21 Into

Kngland, where he was sooner arryved than he was looked
for. x6n Ihble Matt. x\. 3 Art thou hee that should
come? Or doe wee looke for another? 1684 Contcmpi.
State Man 1. vii. (1699) 77 Death' steals.. upon us, when we >

least look for it. 1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters I. ?2i We
may look for the residuum.. to be in general very com-
pound. 1828 Examiner 403/1 We must not look for figs

from brambles. 1853 Mrs. Cari.yle Lett. 11. 229, 1 must
write .. to tell them ihey may look for me any day. 1868

Kain Ment. Mor.Sci. 161 l^ooking for favour, we may
encounter contumely. 1887 K. V. Hykrke Heir without
Heritage], iii. 56, 1 look for you to join us.

ellipt. a\<A% Ha 1.1. Chron., Hen. V \i Informed by his

espialles that the daie of battaitl was nerer then he loked
for. 1596 Dalrvmplk tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. VI. 332 Henrie
tariet langre thair than ony man luiket for.

b. To seek, to search for.

1586 Whitnev Choice ofEmblems To Rdr. (1866), A pearle

shall not bee looked for in a poore mans puree. 1598 Shaks.
Merry IF. m. i. 3 Which way hane you look'd for Master
Caius. i86x Dasent Burnt Njal I. 31 He had best look

for a wife. 1871 R. II. HurroN/sYr. (1877) I. 39 It. .studies

to find the higher unity . . by looking for a uniting power.

1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) 111. 52 People who sweep the

house to look for a thing. 1892 Black White 26 Nov.
609/2 Caroline went to look for her a few hours afterwards.

C. Sc. To look at, to observe.

1785 Burns Halloween x, Nell's heart was danein' at the

view, She whisper'd Kob to leuk for't.

16. Look into —

.

*i a. After L. respicerc in of the Vulgate : To
have respect to. Obs.
a 1400 Prymer (1891) 56 (Ps. ci[i.D He lokede in to [Vnlg.

respexit in] the preiere of meeke men.

b, To direct one's sight to the interior of. (See
j

LOOK,

I a and Into prep.) Also, to consult (a hook) in

a cursory manner.
153S CovERnAi.E Ezck. xxi. 21 To axe Counctll at the

ldol.«.t and to loke in to the lyuer. a 1674 Clarknoon Snrr.
Leviath. (1676) 336 Not only that the Scriptures are the
Mount,.. but that they may not be look'd into. 1709STREI.E
Tatler No, 47 r 5, 1 so far ohserved his Counsel, that I

looked into Shakespear. 173a Berkeley Alciphr. v. § 17
To be convinced of this truth, you need only look into
Thucydides. 1832 Tennvson Mariana in South 75 An
image seem'd. .To look into her e>es and say, fete.]. 1841
Lane Arab. Nts. ]. 99 The fisherman, looking into the lake
saw in it fish of different colours. 1849 Macaulay Hist.
Eng. i. 1. 27 With sueh feelings, both parties looked into
the chronicles of the middle ages. Both readily found what
they sought.

c. To examine (a matter) minutely ; to investi-

gate (a question).
a 1586 Sidney Arcailia 1. (1590) 37 Those imperfections

. .you by the daily mending ot your mind haue of late bin
able to looke into them, which before you could not dis-

cerne. 1598 Shaks. Merry W. 11. \. 245 Well, 1 wil looke
further into 't. 1604 E. G[rimstonf.J D'Acostas Hist.
Indies 11. iii, 86 Let vs now looke into ihe temperature of
Panama and all that coast. 1689 Tryal Bps. 126 The only
thing that is to be lookt into. 1859 Tennvson Enid 1771
Thither came The King's own leech to look into his hurt.

1879 Huxley Hume vi. 117 It is needful to look narrowly
into the propositions here laid down. 1890 A. Gissing Vil-

lage Hampden HI. i. 15 Read your newspapers ; look into

the rights uf things.

d. To enter (a house, etc.) for a few moments
in passing. Cf. look in (37 b).

1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. viii. II. 296 It is said .. that
His Majesty deigned to look into the tennis court.

1 17, Look of— . Confusedly used for look on.

1530 Tinoale Dent. \i. 4-7 tnarg.
t

It is heresy wiih vs
for a laye man to loke of gods worde or to reade it. 1570
T. Wilson tr. Demosthenes' Olynthiacs Ep. to Sir W.
Cecil, Often he woulde englyshe his matters out of the
Latine or Greeke vpon the sodeyne, by looking of the booke
onely. c 1592 Marlowe Je?o ofMalta iv. iv, Curl. And
where didst meet him? /*//. ..Within 40 foot of the Gal-
lowes, conning his neck-verse f take it, looking of a Fryars
Execution.

18. Look on — . (Sec also senses 1 and 3.)

a. To pay regard to ; to hold in esteem ; to

respect ; = look npon, 24 a. Now dial.

^1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VI 175 |Hel shewed to them
his letters Patentes, but neither he nor his writyng, was
once regarded or looked on. 1593 Shaks. 3 11en. VI, v. vii.

22, 1 am not look'd on in the world. 1689 Li ttrell Brief
RcL (1857) I. 616 Father Petre is now at Rome, but is not
much looKt on there. 1859 Geo. Eliot A. Bede Ii, He'd
be a fine husband for anybody,, .so looked-on an* so cliver

as he is.

b. To regard or consider as; - look upon, 24 c.

1629 Earlr Microcosm., Good old Man (Arb.) 89 All men
looke on him as a common father. 1662 Stillingfl. Orig.
Sacr. 1. ii. § 9 Meicuriall books, .. which none of the wiser
Heathens did ever look on as any other then Fables, a 1715
Burnet Own Time (1724) 1. 606 So they looked on hiin as

a dead man. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) 111. 240 It was to

be looked on as an evidence, that Jetc). 1851 Jrul. R.
Agric. Soc. XI I. 1. 190, 1 should look on them as omens of
bad success. 1892 Monthly Packet Mar. 316 Every one.,
looked on victory as certain.

c. To regard wilh a specified feeling; = look

upon, 24 b.

1846 Keble Serm. xiii. (1848) 325 As, in medicine, wise
men look coldly on remedies which profess to be quite

perfect and infallible. 1878 R. H. Hutton Scott ix. 93
A publisher, .looks on authors' MSS.. .with distrust. 1881

Gardiner & Mullinger Study Eng. Hist. 1. iii. 40 Edwin
and Morcar.. looked on him with family jealousy.

19. Look over —. (See also simple senses and

Over prep.) a. To peruse or inspect cursorily

;

f to examine, pass in review.

1590 Shaks. Mids. N. tv. ii. 38 Euery man looke ore his

part : for. .our play is preferred. 1675 South Serm. (1823)

1. 301 Look over the whole creation, and you shall see, that

letc.b 1684 Creech tr. Juvenal xiii. 164 Look o'er the

present and the former time. 1780 Charlotte Hvrncv in

Mad. D'Arbla

y

s

's Early Diary'(1889) II. 288 My father and
him next went to looking over the prints. 1820 YV. Irving

Sketch Bk. (1859) 3 \Vhen..l look ovet the hints and memo-
randums 1 have taken down. 1848 Jrul. R. Agric. Soc.

IX. 11. 369 The plantation would be looked over every year,

and the weakest trees..taken out. 1855 Ln. Houghton in

T. \V. Reid Life (1891) 1. xi. 527 Mrs.Gaskell asktd me to

come and look over Miss Bronte's papers.

b. To ignore, leave out of consideration, Now
only, to overlook, pardon (a fault).

1666 PiUNVan Grace Ab. r 50 Though 1 endeavoured at

the first to look over the business of Faith. 1887 Murray's
Mag. 1 1. 425 He forgave her, and looked over her conduct.

1890 A. Gissing Village Hampden II. xii. 263 Let us just

warn the man, and look over it this time.

c. Sc. To look after, take care of.

1790 FIurns Kind Sir, I've read 21 Royal George, the

Lord leuk o'er him.

20. Look throtigh — . (Cf. 43.)
a. To direct one's sight through (an aperture,

a transparent body, or something having inter-

stices) ; alsofig. f To look through ones fingers

at : to pretend not to sec ; to connive at. t To
look through a hempen window : to be hanged.
1508 DuNnAR Tua mariit wemen ijj Throw pykis of the

plet thorne 1 presandlie luiket, Gif ony persoun wald
approche. 1549 Latimer 5M Serm. bef. Edw. 1 7 lArb.) 152

Thei loke thorow ther fyngers and wil not se it. 1580 Lvlv
Euphues (Arb.) 289 Since your eyes are so sharps, that you
cannot onely looke through a milstone, hut eleane through
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the minde. 159a Shaks. Jut. C, i. ii. 202 He lookes Quite
through the Deeds of men. 1601 — Atfs Well 11. iii. 226
So my good window of Lettice fare thee well, thy case-

ment I neede not open, for I look through thee, c 1610 Sir J.
Melvil Mem. (1683) 1 For revenge Henry VIII looked
ihrough hisfingersut the preachers of the Reformed Religion.

1627 J. Taylor (Water P.) Armatto Wks. (1630) 1. 77/2
Making their wills at Wapping or looking thorow a hempen
window at St. Thomas Waterings. i6z8 Earle Microcosm.,
Metre Formalt Man (Arb.) 30 When you haue scene his

outside, you haue lookt through him. 1709 Steelk Tatler
No. 44 f 5 The World is grown too wise, and can look through
these thin Devices. 1830 Tennyson Lilian 10 She, looking

thro' and thro* me, Thoroughly to undo me, Smiling, never

speaks. 1870 Bryant /tma 1. iv. 123 Why look through The
spaces that divide the warlike ranks?

*f b. To be visible through. Obs.

1596 Shaks. Tain. Shr., Induct, ii. 12 Such shooes as my
toes look through the ouer-leather. 1602 — IIain. iv. vii.

152 That our drift looke through our bad performance, Twere
better not assaid.

c. To direct one's view over the whole of; to

peruse cursorily from end to end ; to glance through

(a hook).
1565 Golding Ovid's Met. 11. (1567) 16 Looke through the

worlde so round .. aske what thou lykest best. 1633 Foku
"fis Pity i. i, Looke through the world, And thou shalt see

a thousand faces shine M ore glorious, then this I doll thou

ador'st. 1732 Poi'E Ess. Man 1. 32 l?ut of this frame the

bearings, and the ties,.. Gradations just, has thy pervading

soul Look'd thro' ? 1858 M acaulay in Trevelyan Life (1876)

II. xiv. 452, I looked through—-'s two volumes.

21. Look to —. (Sec also 1, 3, 6, and To prep.)

a. To direct a look or glance to. In early use

chiefly Sc., equivalent to the mod. look at (see 3a\
1375 Bakuouh Bmce iv. 321 Thau lukit he awfully thame

to. c\Y)$Sc Leg. Saints xviii. (Egipciaue) 356 pane stud

be monk, .to be erde lukand. c 1450 Holland lloivlat 900
He lukit to his lykame that lemyt so licht. 1508 Dunbar
Tua mariitiucnten 120, 1 dar nought lukto my luf for that

lene gib. 1602 Shaks. Ham. 1. iv. 77 (1604 t^oJ, The very

place puis toyes ofdesperation, .into euery brain That lookes

so many fadoms to the sea And heares it rore beneath. 1611

Bible i Sam. xvi. 12 He was.. of a beautifull countenance,

and goodly to looke to. i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. xviii. 123

\Ve looked to the sky at intervals.

b. To direct one's attention to ; to select for

consideration. In Biblical use, occas. to regard

with favour.

C897 K. /Ei.fked Gregory's Past. xii. 30 d To hwami loci^e

ic buton to (teem eadmodmn? 1340 Ayenb. 89 Hy ssolden

loki to hare zobe uorbysue Ihesu crist. c 1400 Cursor M.
28877 (Cot I. Galba) Crist hikes noght to be aliuusdede,. .bot

efter gude will of be gifer. a 1569 Kingesmyi.l Coufi. Satan

(15781 s Loke to thy former wayes what they have bene. 1580

Sidney Ps. xviii. vii, 1 walk'd his [God's] waies, . .Still to his

judgmentes lookt. 1604 E. G[rimstone] D'Acosta's Hist.

Indies m. iii. 126 Speaking, .of the qualitie of the windes, we
must . . looke tothe coastes or partes of the world from whence
they proeeede. 1611 Bible Isa. lxvi. 2 To this man will

I looke, even to him that is poore and of a contrite spirit.

1844 Mill Ess. 87 If we look only to the effects which are

intended. 1847 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. VI 1 1 . 1. 1 2 Graziers look

more to quality than quantity of wool. 1891 Law Times

XC1I. 18/2 We incline to think that there will bean appeal,

. .looking to the terms of sect. 49 of the Judicature Act.

C. To attend to, take care of; fto tend, mirse

(a sick person).

a 1300 St. Gregory 1088 in Archiv Stud. ncu. Spr. LVII.

70 An holy man . .bat dygne were per to done [sc. to be made
pope] and cristendome to loke to. c 1330 Cast. L.ovc 1659

And 3e comforted me in prison eke, And loked to me when 1

was seke. a 1548 Hall Citron., Hen. VI 152 b, After the

death of this prelate,, .the affayres in Fraunce, were neither

well loked to, nor [etc.]. 1549 Latimkk Scrm. Ploitghers

< Arb.) 24 Ye that be prelates loke well to your office. 1590

Shaks. Com. Err. v. 1. 412 Come go with vs, wee'l looke to

that anon. x6u IJiblk Jer. xxxix. 12 Take him, and looke

well to htm, and doe him no harme. 1840T11ACKEKAY Paris

SAM., Beatrice Merger, Mother would never let me leave

her, because I looked to my little brothers. 1855 Macaulay

Hist. Eng. xv\. III. 635 He ordered his own surgeon to look

to the hurts of the captive. 1864 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XXV.
1. 88 The cider should be looked to every morning. 1865

Dickens MuL Fr. n. vii, The yard gate-lock should be

looked to, if you please ; it don't catch.

d. In the imperative or in injunctive contexts :

To direct one's solicitude to (something) as endan-

gered or needing improvement.

1593 Shaks. Rich. It, v. iii. 39 My Liege beware, looke to thy

selfe. i6oa 2nd Pt. Returnfr. Parnass. iv. ii. 1880 Fellow

looke to your braines ; you are mad. 1630 1 1 ales Gold. Rent.

c. (1673) 28 1 The Kefuier must be sure to look to the strength

of his reasons. 1797 Mks. Kadclikfk Italian vii, ' Look to

your steps \ said a voice. 1813 Shelley Q. Mab iv. 237 Look

to thyself, priest, conqueror, or prince ! 1869 T. Hughes
Alfred Gt. iii. 35 It behoved even the Holy Father lo look

to his fighting gear. 1889 Repent. P. Wentworih 1 1. v. 1 18

Then look lo your own ways and manners, sir !

e. To look to it \ to be careful, beware. Often

with clause, to take care, see that.

1590 Shaks. Mids. A\ ill. i. 34 There is not a more fearful

wilcf-fowl than your lion living; and we ought to look to t.

!6oo — A . V. L. ill. i. 4 Looke to it, Finde out thy brother

wheresoere he is. 167a Vii.liers (Dk. Luckhm.) Rehearsal

i. i. (Arb.>45 Thnn. Let the Critiques look to 't. Light.

Let the Ladies look to 't. 1703 Maundkkll Journ. Jerus.

(1732) 30 And they have reason to look well to it. 1842

Tennyson Dora 26 In my time a father's word was law, And
so shall it be now for me. Look to it. 1892 Gd. Words May
292/1 She would look to it that they had a roof over their

heads.

f. To keep watch upon.
c nooVcstr. Troy 6257 Lokis well to be listes,bal 110 lede

passe ! a 1548 Hall Chrou., Hen. K S8 b, His kepers looked

more narrowly to hym then tbei did before. i577-*7 Holin-

(See simple senses and
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shed Chrou. (1807-8) II. 235 He committed him to the
keeping of ccrteine gentlemen, which without much cour-
tesie looked streightlie inougli to him for starting awaie.
1593 Nottingham Ree. IV. 238 That all the alhousess ofthe
back syd of the town may be loukte tow. 1634 Sir T. Her-
bert Trav. 83 For two yeares Lee [a prisoner] was strictly
lookt too. 1753 J. Loutiiian Form of Process (ed. 2) 209
And then desires the Keeper to take A. B. the Prisoner from
the Bar, and look to him, for he stands convicted of High
Treason. 1802 Mar. Eijukworth Moral T. (1816) I. xix. 167
Constable, look to your prisoner. 1819 Shelley Cenci iv.

iv. 54 Sound the alarm ; Look to the gates that none escape !

g. To diiect one's expectations to; to rely on
(a person, etc.)for something.
1611 Bible Rectus, xxxiv. 15 Blessed is the souleofhim

that feareth the Lord : to whom doeth he looke ? 1806 Wind-
ham Speech 22 Dec, ' Man and steel, the soldier and his
sword are die only productions of a country that can be
looked 10 with confidence fur its protection and securiiy.
1822 Examiner 227/2 To them then are the holders.. to
look for payment ? 1885Law Times Rep. LI 11. 226/2 The
consignee is the person to whom a carrier looks for the price
of the carriage of goods. 1892 Btackw. Mag. CLI. 220/2,
1 look to you to help us.

h. To look forward to (sec 36) ; to expect,

count upon.
1782 Cowi'KK Table Talk 495 A terrible sagacity informs

The poet's he^rt, he looks to distant storms, He hears the
thunder ere the tempest lowers. 1804 Wellksley in Owen
Desp. 274 The French have never ceased to look to the
re-establishment of their power. 1824 Examiner 108 i

Baron Gifford. .looks to the Seals, when Lord Kldon retires.

1845 Siocquki.kk Ilaudbk. But. India (1854) j*
1 Clerkships

in the public offices is the line ofemployment which the body
of them look to.

i. To show affinity to. rare.

183S Kiuhy Hab. «y Inst. Anim. II. xxiv. 514 The bear
seems to look towards the sloth ; and the feline race, in their

whiskers and feet, look to the hares and rats.

22. Look toward s —

.

Toward, Towards prep.)
a 1240 Lofsong in Cott. Horn. 211 Leotie louerd iesu crist

loke toward mease ich ligge lowe. a 1310 in Wright Lyric
P. 69 Ihesu, ..With thine suetc e$en loke towart me. 1821

Shelley Epipsych. 516, I have fitted up some chambers there

Looking towards the golden Eastern air.

b. To look towards a person : in vulvar speech,

to drink his health (? obs. exc. jocular).
1848 Thackeray Van. Fair WW, The ladies drank to his

'ealth, and Mr. Moss, in the most polite manner ' looked

towards him'. 1853 ' C. Bi-de' I'erdaut Green n. iii, The
Pet. .drank their healths with the prefatory remark ' I looks

to-wards you gents !

'

c. = Look to, 21 i ^where see quot. 1835).

23. Look unto — . arch. = Look to, in various

senses : see 2 1 a-f.

a lytoCursor M. 143 lesushe loked vnto be lift. 1526

Tinoai e Hel: xii. 2 Lokyngc vnto lesus, the auctor and
fynnyssher of oure fayth. 1545 K ay.mond Byrth Mankynde
Y v, lna fayre garden, .if it be not regarded and loken vnto,

the weedes..wyll fete.]. 7*1x550 Ereiris Berwik 99 in

Dunbar's Poems (1893) 288 The gudwyf lukit vnto the

Kreiiis tway. 1591 Sn-.nser M. Hnbberd 292 For ere that

unto amies 1 me hetooke, Unto my fathers sheepe I Usde

to looke. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. f'L l. i. 20S Then lets

make haste away, And looke vnto the maine. 1598 tr.

Aristotle's Politiqnes 379 And it should especially be

looked vnto children, that they neither heare nor see such

things. x6n I»ible Isa. xlv. 22 Looke vnto mee, and be

ye saued. 1642 C. Vernon Consul. Exch. 88 Abuses .

.

will grow like ill weeds., unless they be looked unto and

weeded out.

24. Look upon — . (See also senses 1 and 3.)

f a. To pay regard to
;
esp. to regard favourably,

hold in esteem ; '=look on, lS a. Obs.

C1515 in Ellis Or/'g. Lett. Ser. in. 1. 181 Yf \t had nott

ben lokycl upon betymes, I suppose yt wold not have ben

ahull to have contynuyd a Monastery flower yeres. 1533

Cromwell Let. 9 July in Merriiuan Life -V Lett. (1902) 1.

3S7 For lacke ..whereof ye haue forfaited to the kinges

highnes the Somiiie of one thousands markes which .. ye

ought substaunciallye to loke uppon for the king is 110 person

to be deluded . . with all. 1533 < * \v R ieht I 'ay 101 God lies

lukit apone ye powerteof his madine or seruand. x6n UiULE

2 Mace. vii. 6 The Lord God looketh vpon vs.

b. With adv. or cutj. complement : To regard

with a certain expression of countenance, or with

a certain feeling; - look on, i8e.

1619 Minui.EroN Inner Temple Mas</ne 23 The nearest

kin I have looks shy upon me. 1629 Maxwell tr. Hcrodtan

(163s) 61 The Komane Citizens beingthtis surrounded with

direfull mis haps, .begaune to look sowre upon Commodos.

1633 Masmnger Guardian iv. ii, 1 look with sore eyes upon

her good fortune, and wish it were mine own. 171 1

Adolson Sped. No. 37 • 5, 1 look upon her with a mixture of

Admiration and Pity. 1740 tr. De Mouhy's Fort. Country-

Maid {174O 1. 273, 1 fancied he look'd something sweet upon

me. 1847 M arrVa r Childr. X. Forest xxv, Edward was.

.

satisfied that he was not quite looked upon with indifference

by Patience Heatherstone. 1864 Tknnyson Enoch Arden

56 And all men look'd upon him favourably.

c. To regard as, t to consider to be so-and-so (cl.

lS h). f Also, to look upon it : to be of opinion that.

166a Stillingkl. Orig. Sacr. 111. ii. § 9 Both Pythagoras

and Plato looked upon constitutionem sylv;e to bee opuspro-

videntix. 1665 Hoyle Occas. Rejl. iv. Advt., A Change of

Circumstances, has occaMonM the Publication of these

Papers, . . in such a way a* will make most Readers look

upon them as containing a story purely Romantiek. 1674

LOOK.
The antients looked upon water as the. .first principle of all

created things. 1793 Smeaton Edystone £. § 300, I now
looked upon it that we might think ourselves secure. 1822
Examiner 203/1 You are looked upon as a kind lord.

V. With adverbs.

25. Look about, intr. See simple senses and
About adv.

; fig. to be on the watch, on the look-
out. Also const, for (t after) : to be in search of.

1 (Cf. to look about one, 11b.)
a 1300 A'. Horn 1087 ile lokede aboute, Myd is collede

snoute. 1375 Lakcocr Bruce xcx. 669 The fox .. Lukit
about sum hoill to se. c 1420 Lvnc. Assembly of Gods 347
She loked euer aboot as though she had be mad. a 1425
Cursor M. 11744 (Trin.) As bei to gider talkyng were \jc\

loked aboute fer & nere. c 1489 Caxton Sonncs of Aymou
x.\. 445 And whan rowlande was come out of the cave, he
loked ahout for to know where they were. 1530 Palsck.
613/2, I loke aboute, as one dothe that taketh the vewe of
a place or contray. 1566 Ahlington Apuleius vn. xiii.

(1893) 152 The shepheards looking about for a Cow that
they had lost. 1592 Shaks. Rom. $ Jul. 111. v. 40 The day
is broke, be wary, looke about. :6io — Temp. 1. ii. 410.

ifin Bible Tohit xi. 5 Now Anna sate looking about to-

wards the way for her sonne. 1704 Norris Ideal World
11. x. 39s Like the man who . . looks about after the candle
which he has all the while on his own head. 1724 De Fok

- Mem. Cavalier {1B40) 155 It was time to look about. 1750
Student 1. 323 The lidler .. soon after enter'd .. and then
every man look'd about for his partner. Mod. The last

time 1 saw him he was looking about for something to do.

26. Look abroad, intr. See simple senses and
AintoAD adv.
C1450 [see Anroad adv. 4]. 1664 Waller From a Child 4

Uefore our Violets dare look abroad. 1784 Cowfkr Task v.

738 He looks abroad into the varied field Of nature. 1834
L. RiTcuifc Wand, by Stine 192 The young men do not
look abroad for a wife.

f27. Look agrain, affainward. intr. To look

back. Aho fig. Obs.
a 1225 Leg. Rath. 2351 Heo as me ledde hire, lokede

a^einward, for ludinge j?;et ha herde. e 1320 [see Again-
ward adv. 1]. c 1380 Wvti.n- Wks* (18801 41 No man send*

ynge his hond to pe plow} and lokenge a-^en is able to }»e

kyngdom of god. c 1400 [see Again adv. 1 a].

t 28. Look aloft, intr. To aspire, be ambi-
tious. Obs.

*533 l'*Rnn Agst. Rastell 118^91 236 If the remnants of

sin fortune at any time to look aloft and becin to reign,

then he sendelb some cros^ of adversity or sickness to help

to suppress them. 1567 [see A toFT 11]. 1568 (JkaPTon
Chrou. I. 162 I»y this manage, Kgeldred began to looke

a loft, and thought much of himselfe.

f 29. Look alow. intr. To humble oneself.

1582 IIentlkv Men. Matrones 11.31 There is 110 sainet so

perfect . . but looking a-Iowe, shall find himselfe vnwurthy,
and so stop his mouth.

30. Look around, intr. To look in several

directions
; fig. to take a comprehensive view of

things*.

1754 A. M uri'HY Grafs Inn Jrnl. No. 93 He looked around,

and saw a reverend Form advance towards him. 1791 Mks.
Kaix lih k Rom. Forest (1820^ 1. 185 Loui> looked around

in search of La Motto. 1847 Mks. A. Ktkkk Hist. Servia

239 When the Servians now looked around, they congratu-

lated themselves on having made a successful campaign.
1880 Nkwman Smyth Old Faiths in AVa> Light ii. (1882) 32

We look around sceptical of our own impressions.

31. Look aside, intr. To turn aside one's eyes

;

lo look obliquely.

1508 Dunbar Gold. Targe 225 On syde scho lukit wyth
line fremyt fare. 1530 Palsgk. 613/2, 1 loke asyde by
chaunce, or caste myn eye asyde. Ibid., I loke abyde upon

; one by disdayne. 1855 Ukownjnc Andrea del Sarto 147

I They pass and look aside.

Look askance, askew, asquint : sec the advs.

32. Look back. intr.

a. To tnrn and look at something in the direc-

tion from which one is going 01 from which one's

face is turned.

1538 Klyot Dict.,Ra>picio, to loke backe, to haue regaide

[etc.]. a 1586 SiDNiiY A read/a 1. (1590) 2 At yonder rising of

the ground she turned her selfe, looking backe toward her

woonted abode. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, in. v. 19 Looke
back, defend thee, here are Enemies. 1667 Mi 1.1 on L..

.mi. 641 They looking back, all th' Eastern side beheld Of
Paradise, so late thir happie seal. 1712-14 Poi'K Rape of
Lock 111. 1 38 Thrice she look'd back, and thrice the foe

drew near. 1797 Mrs. Kaiklim Italian xii, Often they

looked back to the convent, expecting to see lights isbue

from the avenue.

b. To direct the mind to something that is past

;

to think on the past. Const, into, on. upon, to*

1599 Shaks. Hen. V, 1. ii. 102 Gracious Lord. .Looke back

into your inightie Ancestors. 1651 1'AXTtK Saints' Rest iv.

130 Is it not a very little time when thou lookest back on

it? 1711 Sikklk Spect. No. 100 P 1 A Man advanced in

Years that thinks lit to look back upon his former Life.

1849 M acaulay Hist. Eng. vii. II. 200 He would have

looked back with remorse 011 a literary life of near thirty

years. 1889 Mallock Enchanted Island 221 Experiences

like these are always fresh to look back upon. 1892 Eug.

Illuslr. Mag. IX. 331 One portion of my life is not pleasant

to look back to.
,

f c. To look to a person for something. (? After

L. respicere.) Obs.

1646 P. Bulkeley Gospel Covt. I. 52 The whole creation .

lookes backe unto him that made it for preservation in their

being.

fd. trans. --look back to. Obs.

upon as Irivolous. iota. no. 191

I set up an Equipage which I look upon to be the

rayest in the Town. 1756 C. Lucas Ess. (Waters I. 151

1606 Shaks. Ant. $ Cl. in. xi. 53 See How 1 conuey my
shame, out of thine eyes, Hy looking backe what I haue

left behinde Stroy'd in dishonor.



LOOK.

©. colloq. in negative contexts : To show signs of

retrogression or interrupted progress. (Cf. 14.)

1893 Daily News 5 Jan. 3/6 Since that day St. Simon has

never, to use 'a slang phrase of the day, ' looked back.'

33. Look down.
a. intr. See simple senses and Down adv.

c 1200 [see 45 a], c 137s Sc. Leg. Saints xxxvii. ( Vittcemmu)

326 Keparis of be presone, bat thru smal holis lokit- done.

c 1470 Henry Wallace v. 146 Vpon Fawdoun as he was
lukand doune. 1562 Pilkington Expos. Abdyas Pref. 3 Hee
that sittes on hygh looked doune to the lowe dungeon of the

pryson.and raised Joseph to be ruler. i6ioShaks. Temp.v.

1. 201 Louke downe you gods And on this couple drop a

blessed crowne. 1726 Swift Gulliver 11. viii, I looked down
upon the servants, . . as if they had been pigmies, and 1 a

giant. 1871 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) IV. xvin. 212

Thus is formed the promontory of Lincoln looking down
upon the river to the South of it.

b. fig. To look down on, upon : to hold in con-

tempt, to scorn; to consider oneself superior to.

1711 Addison Sped. No. 255 p 9 A solid and substantial

Greatness of Soul looks down with a generous Neglect on

the Censures and Applauses of the Multitude. 1728 Veneer
Sincere Penitent Ded., Looking down upon it with a

generous contempt of all its vanities. 1889 Jessopp Coming
0/Friars ii. 85 The monks looked down upon the parsons,

and stole their endowments from them. 1893 Chamb. Jrnl. -

29 July 476/1 They are.. looked down upon and scorned,

f C. To have a downcasL or mournful look.

1500-20 Dunbar Poems lvi. 12 It is no glaid collatioun

Quhair ane makis myrrie, ane vther lukis doun.

d. Comm. To lend downwards in price.

1806 Ann. Reg. 49 The bounties would begin soon, in the

language of 'Change Alley, to * be looking down '. 1825

Hone Evcry-day Bk. I. 173 Who, when the shares 'look

down *, try to sell.

e. traus. To quell or overcome by one's looks.

1840 Dickens Humphrey s Clock\ Clock-case 33, 1 never

eould look the boy down. 1847 Mrs. Gork Castles in Air
xxx. 11857) 285 Having no importunate witnesses present ..

to look me down while I was bragging.

34. Book downward, intr. = Look down, 33.

c 1400, 1562 [see Downward A. 1 b]. 1667 Milton P. L.
111. 722 look downward on that Globe whose hither side

With light from hence, though but reflected, shines. 1823

Examiner 104/1 Consols were rather looking downward.

35. Look forth, intr. To look out (of a win-

dow, etc., on to something). Now arch, and poet.

c 1420 Lvug. Assembly 0/Cods 1982 Then lokyd I forthe as

Doctryne me badde. 1508 Dunbar Tua mariit wemen
xo8, I salbe laith to lat him le, quhill 1 may hike furih.

1611 Bible Song Sol. ii. 9 He looketh forth, .at the windowe,
1667 Milton L. mi. 209 Through the Firey Pillar

and the Cloud God looking forth will trouble all his

Host. £1775 T. Lindsky Song, Look forth, look forth, my
fairest ! Thy faithful knight is nigh. 1781 Cowi-kr Friend-

ship 80 Jealousy looks forth distressed On good that seems
approaching. 1813 Scott Kokcby 1. i, The warder . . from

old Kaliol's tower looks forth. 1828 Lvtton i'clham xvii,

The chevalier looked wistfully forth.

36. Look forward, intr. (Sec Forward B.

1 b.) Const. to
}
occas. /or, f on.

1603 Shaks. Mcos. /or M. iv. iii. 61 Looke forward on
the iuurnie you shall go. 1737 Pope //or. E/>. 11. ii. 314

IMcas'd to look forward, pleas'd to look behind, a 1766

Mrs. F. Sheridan Xourjahad (17671 71 The lo-.s of Man-
dana imbitters all my joys, and metlunks I begin to look-

forward with disgust. 1844 H. II. Wilson Brit. India
HI. 48 They.. looked forward to the speedy expulsion of

the intruders. 1861 Thackeray Adv. Philip xxxii, The
way in which we looked forward for letters from our bride

and bridegroom. 1892 Temple Bar Nov. 379 We were
looking forward to a merry time.

37. Look in.

a. Sec simple senses and lx adv.

aiyoo Cursor M. 17288 + 188 ^Cott.) lohne .. loked in &
sa}e*pe schetez, bot he dorst not gang in. 1483 Cath. Angl.

223/2 To Luke }i\,juspiccrc. xsoo-20 Dlnuar Poems xlviii.

10 Me thocht Aurora.. In at the window Inkit by the day.

1535 Coveruale Song Sol. ii. 9 He .. loketh in at the wyu-
dowe, & pepeth thorow the grate. 1591 Siiaks. 1 1/cn.yl,
i.iv.62 Here, through this Grate.. Let \s looke in, the sight

will much delight thee. 1830 Tennyson Mermaid 26 That
great sea-snake. .Would, .look in at the gate With his large

calm eyes. 1839 Lonof. Vill. Blacksm. iv, And children

coining home from school Look in at the open door.

b. To enter a room, etc. lor the purpose of seeing

something ; hence, in mod. use, to make a call, to

call {upon a person) ; to 'drop in ' for a short stay

or interview.

1604 Siiaks. Oth. v. ii. 257 Looke in vpon me then, and
speake with me. 1610 — Temp. v. i. 167 This Cell 's my
Court : . . pray you looke in. 1799 in Spirit Pub. Jrnls. I

III. i2i To fashionably and carelessly look in at Tatter-

sail's. 1837 Dickens Pick™, ii, Will loVclock be too

late to look in for half an hour? 1884 G. Gissing V'it-

classed III. vi. i. 136 Could you manage to look in at the

office tomorrow? 1890 Clark Russell Ocean Trug. Ml.
xxvi. 4 I'll look in upon hiin after breakfast. 1892 Temple
Bar Oct. 164 He would look in at the jeweller's at once and
get her that bracelet. 1892 Mrs. Oliphant Marriage
Elinor II. xviii. 46 Some prodigious reception to which

people ' looked in ' for half an hour.

f 38. Look off. To turn one's eyes away. Obs.

.

1710-11 Swift Jrnl. to Stella 4 Jan., No, no, look off,
!

don't smile at me. 1738 — Pol. Conv. 25 Why then,

Mr. Neverout, do you see, if you don't much like it, you

may look off of it. 1762-71 II. Walpole Vertucs Anecd.

.Paint. (1786) V. 113 Another small head of a man look-

ing off.

39. Look on. intr.

a. To direct one's looks towards an object

in contemplation or observation ;
often, to be a i

mere spectator (and not a participator in the
I
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action). To look on ahead', to look forward into

the future.

c iooo Cleric Dent, xxviii. 32 Sin nine suna and bine
dohtra jeseald oSruin folce, baer bu on locie IL. videntibns

\
octdis tuts). ^1315 Shorf.ham (E. E. T. S.) i. 1295 So
schulle be rederes now Hy rede and conne on lowke. 1456
Sir G. Have Laiu Arms (S. T. S.) 303 A trety of proprie-

teis . . that salbe gude and prouffitable for all men that

on lukis. 1592 Shaks. Rom. % yul. 1. iv. 38 He be a Candle-
holder and looke on. 1628 Earle Microcosm., Bowie Alley
(Arb.) 61 He enioyes it that lookes on and bets not. 1744
Ozell tr. Brantome's Sp. Rhodomontades 21 Miscarrying
in that Design too, he contented himself,, for a while, to

lye-bye and look on. 1823 J. F. Cooper Pioneers iii. (1869)

14/1 One who looked on a-head to the wants of posterity.

1875 Jowett Plato (cd. 2) III. 63 Potters' boys are trained

to the business by looking on at the wheel. 1879 M. Pat-
tison Milton x. 118 The world looks on and laughs.

b. colloq. To look on {with) : to read from a

book, etc., at the same time (with another person\
1893 Comfu Mag. Jan. 64 They seem to have had a

scarcity of music, necessitating a good deal of * looking on \

40. Look out.

a. intr. (See simple senses and Our.) To look

from within a building or the like to the outside
;

also, to put one's head out of an aperture, e.g. a

window.
1390G0WER Con/. II. 352 That I be nyhte mai arise, At

som wyudowe and lokcn oute. c 1450 Hollanu /toivlat 63

To luke out on day licht. a 1548 H all Chron., i/tn. V/ll

91 b, A prison and a man lokyng out at a grate. 1567

Harman Caveat 38 [She] wente vnto her hall uindowe ..

and loking out therat, pointed with her fiugar. 1607 Siiaks.

Timon v. i. 131 Lord Timon, Timon, lxx>ke out, and speake

to Friends, a 162s Fletcher False One 1. ii. (Song) Looke
out, bright eyes, and blesse the ayre : Even in shadowes

you are faire. 163S J« Hayward tr. BiondPs Bauish'd Virg.

13 Looking out at it [the doorej all afrighted. 1855 Tknnyson
Maud 1. i.\. 3 The sun look'd out with a smile Betwixt the

cloud and the moor.
trans/. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias vn. ii. (Rtldg.) 5 They.

.

looked out at the corners of their eyes,

f b. To appear, show itself. Obs.

1606 Shaks. Tr. <y Cr. iv. v. 56 Her wanton spirites looke

out At euery ioynt, and motiue of her body. 1606 — Ant.

<<f CI. v. i. 50 The busincsse of this man lookes out of him.

1607 — Timon lit- ii. 80.

c. To be on the watch or look-out ; to exercise

vigilance, take care. (Cf. Look-out.)
1602 Ik Jonson Poetaster 11. i, These Courtiers mane in my

minde still ; I must looke out. i6ss C. Ciiai ncy in Quincy

Hist, /larvard Univ. (1840) 1. 469 That, .your petitioner.

.

[may not be] enforced to look out to alter his condition. 1704

F. Fuller Med. Gymn. (171 1) Pref, It is high time to look

out, and set upon a resolute Course of Riding. 1740 tr. De
Mouhy's Fort. Country-Maid (1741) I. 79 Let us look out

sharp where we are, this is the Place we lost her in. 1769

Falconer Diet. Marine (1780) s.v. Look-out, The mate of

the watch . . calls often from the quarter-deck, * Look out

afore there !
' 1829 Landor /mag. Conv.

t
Miguel <y his

Mother Wks. 1853 1. 560/1 Before that time I will look out

sharply, and afterward you must. 1840Thackeray Gt. Hog-
garty Diamond vi, ' Look out ', said that envious McWhirtcr
to me. 1886 Bksant Childr. 0/Gibeon 11. ix, You'd better

look out. Melenda's in a rage. 1892 Blacky White 10 Sept.

301/2 Wejbhall lose India if we don't look out.

d. To field, 'scout' (at cricket). ? nonce use.

1837 Dickens Pickw. vii, Several players were stationed,

to ' look out \ in different parts of the field.

e. To look outfor : to watch or search for ; to

be on the look-out for ; to await vigilantly.

1669 Lady Chaworth in 12/// Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.
App. v. 11 Some lare] so foolish now to cry the Duchess

hath done itt, to looke out for love letters. 1712 Steele
Sped. No. 268 f 3 Where shall we find the Man who
looks out for one who places her chief Happiness in the

Practice of Virtue? 1742 Berkeley Let. to Gervais 2

Feb., Wks. 1871 IV. 284, I wrote., to Dean IJrowne to

look out for a six-stringed bass viol of an old make and

mellow tone. 1766 Guldsm. t'ic. W. xxvi, Prepare then

this evening to look out for work against to-morrow. 1828

Scott F. M. Perth xxvi, Rely on my looking out for your

safety. 1831 O Consell Speech i/o. Comm. 27 J une, I They J

begin to look out for disturbances—or as the sailors say, to

look out for squalls. 1892 Chamb. yrnl. 4 June 361/2 I'll

look out for something to do.

f. To have or afford an outlook {on, over, etc.).

1686 tr. Chardin's Coronal. Solyman 84 The great Portal

of his Palace that looks out into the Royal square. 1820

W. Irving Sketch Bk., Roscoe (1821) I. 23 The windows

of the study, which looked out upon the soft scenery I have

mentioned. 1859 Mrs. Carlvle Lett. III. 6 The back

court that my windows look out on. 1866 W. Collins

Armadale I. 162 The bedroom looked out over the great

front door. 1874 Ruskin Hortus Inclnsus (1887) 3 His own
little cell, looking out on the olive woods.

f g. To make any brief excursion. (Cf. look in,

37 b.) Obs.

1551 T. Wilson Rule 0/Reason (1580) 46 He looked not

out of his house all that daie. 1699 Dampier Voy^ 1 1 . 1. 127

The Fish is presently sent to the Market in one of their

lioats, the rest looking out again for more. 1793 Smeaton
Edystone L. §296 It was not till the 12th instant that we
were able to look out to sea further than to supply the

seamen on board the buss with provisions.

h. trans. To find by looking ; to choose out by

looking.

153$ Coverdale Ezek. xxi. 29 Thou hast loked the out

vanities, & prophecied lyes, c 159° Marlowe Faust. \ iii. 7

She has sent me to look thee out; prithee, come away.

1607 Shaks. Timon in. ii. 67 He looke you out a good turne,

Seruilius. 161 1 Bible Gen. xli. 33 Let Pharaoh looke out

a man discreet and wise. 1658 Plymouth Col. Rec. (1855)

HI. 141 Liberty is grauuted vnto Mr. Josias Winslow,..to

look out a place to suply him with twenty fiue acres of

LOOK.

land. 1768 E. Cleavelano in B. P. Smith HUt. Dart-
mouth Coll. (1878) 36 The Deputy Surveyor, . . offered his

assistance to look out the township and survey it. 1789
Mrs. Piozzt Joum. Frame II. 133, I am tired of looking

out words to express their various merits. 1838 Dickens
0. '/wist viii, You 're a-staring at the pocket-handker-
chiefs ! eh, my dear 1 .. We've just looked 'em out, ready
for the wash, c 1884 ' Edna Lyall* We Tn*o xix, She went

i

..to the Bradshaw, and looked out the afternoon trains.

41. Look over. a. trans. To cast one's eyes over

;

to scrutinize ; to examine (papers, or the like).

c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 11 Saynt cuthbert lyfe.. Who
so lykes to luk it oui e. He sail' fynde it part in foure. 1706
Hearne Colled. 8 Mar. (O. H. S.) 1. 201 Dr. Kennett ..

look'd them [MSS.] all over. 1712 [bid. III. 301 Gronovius
hath publish 'd some extracts out of Jo«ephus with emenda-
tions...! must look them over. 1809 Malrin Gil Bias xi. ii.

(Rtldg.) 396 The minister . . looked me over from head to

foot. 1861 Hcgiies Tom Brenvn at Ox/, ii. (1889) 14 Tom
had time to look him well over, and see what sort of man

! had come to his rescu^e. 189a Temple Bar Apr. 467, I have
a number of papers to look over,

b. colloq. = look on, 39 b.

42. Look round, intr.

a. To look about in every direction.

1526 Tinoale Mark iii. 5 He loked rounde aboute on
them angrely. 1667 Milton P. L. vi. 529 Others from the
dawning Hills Lookd round, and Scouts each Coast light

armed scoure. 1781 Cowper Expost. 27 Let the Muse look
round From East to West, no sorrow can be found. 1791
Mrs. Radcliffe Rom. Forest (1820) I. 100, 1 looked round,

in search of a human dwelling. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola
xxix, Tito looked round with inward amusement at the

various crowd. 1892 Black «fr
White 19 Mar. 367/2, I had

now time and daylight enough to look round.

b. ftg. To search aboutfor.
1849 Macaulav Hist. Eng. vii. II. 161 In great perturba*

tiou men began to look round for help.

43. 1.00k through.
a. trans. To penetrate with a look or glance

;

to search, lit. and fig.
C1450 Holland Hotvlat 49, 1 sawe ane Howlat. . Lukand

the laike throwe. 1667 Drvoen /nd. Emperor 111. ii. (1668)

32 Fate sees thy Life lodg'd in a brittle Glass, And looks

it through, but to it cannot pass. 1737 Pope //or. Ep. 1. i.

108 Who bids thee face with steady view Proud Fortune,

and look shallow Greatness thro'% 1887 Edin. Rev. July
2ji His eye glaring at a stranger with a gaze that seemed to

look hiin through and through.

b. To examine or survey exhaustively.

1742-3 Volng A7. Th. vi, Look nature through, 'tis revo-

lution all. 1781 Cowi'EK Co/ircrsal. 749 Look human nature
through.

f c. intr. To become visible or obvious. Obs

.

1597 Shaks. 2 //en. /F, IV. iv. 120 Th' incessant care ..

Hath wrought the Mure, that should confine it in, So thinne,

that Life lookes through, and will breake out.

f 44. Iiook under, intr. To look down. Obs.

1700 Dryden^/W. «y Arc 11. 340 Thus pondering, he
looked under with his eyes.

45. Look up.

a. See simple senses and Uv adv.; to raise the

eyes, turn the face upward.
t 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 173 Danne . . bo wreches .. loke3

up and dun and al abuten. 1:1220 Bestiary 187 Ne deme
de no}t wurdi Sat tu dure token up to Se heuencward.
a 1300 Cursor M. 21393 Constaittin .. luk up .. He sagh
bar cristis cros ful bright. £-1386 Chaucer Sir T/iopas

Prol. 8 Approche neer, and looke vp murily. 1535 Cover-
o\le /'i. xl. 12 My synnes haue taken soch holde vpon me,
ihat I am not able to loke vp. 1608 Shaks. Per. 1. ii. 55
How dares [sic] the plants looke vp to heauen, From whence
they haue their nourishment? 1637 Milton Lycidas 125

The hungry Sheep look up, and are not fed. a 1800 Cowpkr
Jackdaw 10 Look up—your brains begin to swim. 1855

Tennvson Brook 204 And he look'd up. There stood a
maiden near. 1892 Longm. Mag. Jan. 247 She looked up
from her writing.

+ b. Of a plant: To show itselfabove the ground.

1657 R« Lkw* Barbadocs (1673) 97 If it be suffer'd to look

up in a Garden, it will wind about all Herbs and Plants that

have Stalks.

f C. To cheer up, take courage, be cheerful.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. /K, tv. iv. 113 Soucraigne lxird,

cheare vp your selfe, looke vp. 1602 — Ham. til. iii. 50 Then
He looke vp, My fault is past. 1611 — Wiul. T. v. i. 215.

d. To look lip to (f occas. at) : {a) to direct the

look or face up towards ; to raise the eyes towards,

in adoration, supplication, etc. ; {b) fig. to have a

feeling of respect or veneration for.

a 1626 Bacon New Atl. (1627) 7 Let vs looke vp to God,
and euery man reforme his owne wayes. 1719 Freethinker

No. 157 f 6 These Three Ladies .. look up to him, as their

Patron and Defender. 1757 Mrs. Griffith Lett. Henry $
Frances (1767) III. 100 The rest seem to look up at you, as

of an higher Order of Intelligence. 1794 C. Pigot Female
Jockey Club 141 Are these the patriots, to whom England
was to look up for Salvation? 1843 Agric. Soc.

IV. t. 210 Sweden looks up to British agriculture as the

model for imitation. 1855 Macaulay //ist. Eng. xx. IV.

447 The Whig members still looked up to him as their leader.

1881 Gardiner & Mvlusger Study Eng. /list. t. x. 178 In

Pitt England had at last found the man to whom it could

look up.

e. slang. To improve. Cbiefly Comm. : cf. look

down, 33 d.

1822 Examiner 725/1 Foreign Securities are generally

looking up. 1835 Tail's Mag. IL 211 The Radicals are, to

use a mercantile phrase, looking up. 1884 G. Allen Phi/istia

1. xi. 303 Trade is looking up. 1888 Sarah Tytler Black*

hall Ghosts HI. xxix. 85, 1 don't believe that agriculture

will look up in this country for many a day.

f. Naut. (See quot.)



LOOK-DOWN.
1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., To look•, the bearing or

direction, as, she looks «/, is approaching her course.

g. To search for (something) in a dictionary or

work of reference, among papers, or the like ; to

consult (books) in order to gain information,

1692 Wood Life 24 July, They decided to look up it

[Athenae Oxon.]— to see what i said of the Presbyterians.

1865 Mill Exam* Hamilton 458, I have only looked up the

authorities nearest at hand. X876 Miss Yongk Womankind
wL 44 She had better look the definitions up at the beginning

of the books of Euclid. 1890 Fenn Double Knot I. iii. 113,

I have been looking up the Glens. Not a bad family, but a
younger branch.

h. To call on, go to see (a person), colloq.

185a DlCKENS Bleak Ho. xlix, George will look us up..

at half-after four. 1885 lllustr. Land* News 21 Feb. 208/5

So do look me tip .. and you will be most welcome. 1892

Harj><!r\ Mag. LXXXIV. 246/2 You'd better look him up
at his hotel.

i. To search for.

1468 Fasten Lett. 1 1. 329 The obligation of the Kwshop of

Norwychys oblygacion, I never sye it that I remembre

;

wherfor I wolde and prey my modre to loke it up. 1473 Sir

J. Paston in /'. Lett. 111. 37, I . . praye yow to loke uppo
my Tcntplc of Glasse, and send it me by the berer herof.

1636 Eakl Manch. in Buccleuch MSS. iHist. x\ISS. Comm.)
I. 276 It will be best for everyone to . . look up the exemp-
tions they have. i6Sg Plymouth Col. Rec. (1856) V. 27 The
Court haue ordered that . . the said Winge be required to

looke vp the said Indian, and bringe him before some one
of the majestrates. 1861 Hughes Tom Brawn at Ox/, iv.

(1889) 30 He was . . a sort of boating nurse, who looked-up

and trained the young oars. 1894 VVolsblkv Marlborough
I. 278 Hearing of some rebels in the neighbourhood of

Taunton, he sent a small party of Oxford's regiment to look

them up.

j. To direct vigilance to.

1855 Mrs. Marsh Heiress ofItaughton II. 52 Phillips is

new to his place, remember ;—you must look him up, if he
is careless. 1862 M rs. H. Wood Chan/tings 1 1. 235 A pretty

time o' day this is to deliver the letters ! . . You letter-men

want looking up.

k. To look (a person) up anddown : to scrutinize

his appearance from head to foot.

1892 Sta/uiard 3 Oct. 4/7 They prefer to look his Viceroy

up and down and all round before giving him a character.

i8g$ Strand Mag. VI. 125/2 People looked her up and down.

f46. Look upon. Look on
t 39 a. Obs.

1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. J'/, it. iii. 27 Whiles the Foe doth ..

looke vpon, as if the Tragedie were plaid 111 icst, by counter-

feiting Actors. 1606 — Tr. <y Cr. v. vi. ro Aia. lie light

with him alone, stand Hiomed. Dio. He is my prize, I will

not looke vpon. Troy. Coine both you coging Greekes,

haue at you both. 1611 — \Vint. T. v. iii. 10c.

47. Comb. ; look-like-a-goose sb., one who has

a stupid look.

1624 Hp. Molntagu Gagg 300 He hath the figure ofa man
as Will Summer had, though he be indeed as very a Look-

like-a-goosc as he was.

Look, var. Louk ; obs. f. Lock sb. 1

Loo k-down. U.S. [f. vbl. phr. look down :

sec Look v. 33.] A carangoid fish, the llorsc-heatl

or Moon-fish, Selene vomer.
1882 Jordan & Giluert Fishes N. Amer. {Bull. U.S.

Nat. Mits. 1 1 1) 439.

Looke, obs. torm of Lock sbA

Looked (lnkt), ///. a. 1 [f. Look v. + -un I.]

In senses of the vb., with advs., as after, for, up.

1548 Elyot Diet., £>/*£r//i/«j,desyred, taried,& looked for.

1565 Cooper Thesaurus s.v. Expectatus, The long loked day
was come, 1606 etc. [see loug.lookedfor, Long adv. ga].

1823 Cobbett Fur. Kidi's{i&&5) I. 369 His anxiously looked-

for event. 1885 H. O. Forbes Nat. Wand. E. Arc/tip. 168

The IJalai, always the best looked-after building in a village.

1895 Westm. Gas. 7 Sept. 2/1 He.. was one of the most
looked-np-to gentlemen about, j900 Ibid. 10 Aug. 2/3 A wel-

come beggar, a looked-for guest.

t Looked, ///. Obs. [f. Look sl\ + -el>

Having an aspect of a certain kind : preceded by
a defining adj.; sec also Ill-Looked,Well-looked.
1593 Shaks. Rich. //, 11. iv. 11 Leane-look'd Prophets

whisper fearefull change. 1666 Pepvs Diary 17 Aug., A
strange fortune for so odd a looked mayde. 1694 Motteux
Rabelais iv. xxix. (1737) 121 This Meagre-look 'd Shrovetide.

1716 B. Church Hist. Philips War (1865) I. 82 A great

surly look 'd fellow took up his Tomhog, or wooden Cutlash,

to kill Mr. Church. 172s De KoE Voy. round World (1840)

•..67 H e was as ugly a looked fellow as ever I saw.

Lookee : see Look v. 4 a.

Looker (lu'ksj). Also 4, 6 loker, 5 locar, 5-6

Iokar, 6 Sc. luker, 7 lowker. [f. Look v. + -ek *.]

1. One who looks, in senses of the vb. Const, with

preps., as at, on, to, upon.

*S56 J. Heywood Spider <$• Ftie xrii. 181 You are the

myrrors ; that all lookers looke in. 1579 Twykb Phisicke

agst. Fort. 1. Ixxxv. 108 b, A diligent looker to the profite

of the Common wealth, c 1580 Sidney Ps. xxn. v, The
lookers now at nie, poore wretch, be mocking. 1596

Dalkymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 17 Quhilke brig

haven g 8 l>owis, is ane gret delcctatione to the lukeris vpon
it. 1^1 Villiers (Dk. Buckhm.) Rehearsal 1. i. (Arb.) 27,

I have ever observed that your grave lookers are the dullest

of men. 167s Oxway Alcibiadcs in. i. Wks. 1728 I. 39 An
anxious Looker on this Tragic Scene,

b. "With advs., as looker out.

1382 Wyclif Ecclus. vii. 12 God forsothe the Ioker about

is. c 1400 ApoL Loll. 2 If we wil, we mai calle bischoppis,

locars up on. 1767 Pol Reg. I. 363 The lookers-out have

not been able to prevail on any man ofconsequence to accept

[an office]. 1850 Grote Greece 11. Ixiii. VIII. 140 The Pelo-

ponnesian fleet completely eluded the lookers-out of

Thrasyllus,
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c. Looker on, looker-on, one who looks on

;

a beholder, spectator, eye-witness. Often, one who
merely looks on, without taking part. Cf. onlooker*

1S39 Tavernbr Erasm. Prcro. I 1 552) 22 Tearynge a sunder
j

theyr visours..not without great laughyngeof the lokerson.
1586 Spenser Sonn. to G. llaney, Sitting like a Looker-
on Of this worldes Stage, a 1627 Miudlkton & Rowley
Sf>. Gipsy v. iii. 84, 1 all this while Stand but a looker-on.

|

1711 JU'ogell Sped. No. 161 r 2 To gain the Approbation
of the Lookers-on.^ 1800 Windham Speeches Fart. 18 Apr.
(1812) I. Accidents to the lookers-on do sometimes

j

happen at bull-batting. 1850 Smedley Fairlegh (1894) 9
Every fool knows that lookervon see most of the game.
1898 L. Stephen Stud. Biog. 1 1 . iv. 128 As an undergraduate
he was a looker-on at.. the Oxford Movement.
2. One who looks after or has charge of anything

(e.g. f children, cattle, land, a farm, woods, etc.);

a guardian, keeper, shepherd, farm-bailiff, steward.
Now only local.

1340 Aye/tb. 220 pe children of riche men ssolle habbe
!

guode lokeres and oneste. a 1400-50 Alexander 2591 pan
m;is he laddis ouire to lend & lokarsof bestis. 1609 MS. Ace.
St. John s Hosp., Caulerb., Payd to the lowker of MoSfcrd
Wood xij</. 1793 Trans. Soc. A rts 1 V. 49 Where my looker
and family, with two or three labourers constantly resides.

1797 Mrs. A. M. Bennett Beggar Girl II. 103 Old Frazer
..had.. filled the office of looker at Castle Gowrand—

a

phrase that implicates the combined duties of steward and
bailiff. 1806-7 A. Young Agrtc. Essex (1813) I. 62 note,

1

Leaving their farms to the management of bailiffs, whom
they call lookers.

b. With prefixed sb. : An official inspector of

(what the sb. denote^. (Cf. Leave-looklk.) local.

183s 1st Rep. Munic. Corporal. Comm. App. in. 1627
[M orpelhi There is no election offish and flesh lookers, ibid. 1

160 j {Lancaster] Other officers of the Corporation are,

Auditors, .. Hedge- lookers. Ibid. 148 \ [ClithtroeJ Other
officers are, Market Lookers,.. Lookeis of Hedges and
I Hiehes. 1899 Daily News 23 Aug. 3/5 T. Thornton, cloth

looker, IJriereliffe.

Look-in, sb. [f. Look sb, + In adv.]

1. A hasty glance ; a prep. Hence, a short visil.

1847 f,. Hi'sr Men, Women <y B. I. xv. 293 The Induc-
tion to the ' Mirror of Magistrates 1

i-i a look in at the in-

fernal regions. 1865 Dicki.xs Mitt. Fr. iv. iii, He has given
|

me another look-in, to make sure of ..our stock-in-trade
;

being correct.

2. Sporting slang. A chance of success.

1870 BetCs Life 12 Feb. iK.), Fawcett imagines he has got I

a l<jok-iii. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 12 July 10/2 For the Ilea 11 fort

.Stakes Mr. L. de Rothschild should have a good look in.

Looking (Hrkhj , vbl. sb. [f. Look v. +-ino L]

1. The action of the vb. Look
;
look, i^aze.

€ 1175 Lamb. Horn. 145 per seal beon . . Lokingc wi"5-uten

winktnge. a 1225 A net: R. 50 Vor nabbe 5c nout bene tionie

.. of tollinde lokitiges. 13. . E. Allit. P. A. 1048 pin

3

wo^e ^ wone my lokytig ^ede. c 1400 Lanfrancs Ch urg.
,

119 Crokidne.s, or ellis lokynge astmynt of ^e t3en. a 14S0
Knt. de la Tour 11S68) 17 The eldest susttr [was] for her i

highe and unferme loking forsaken. 1567 Glide «$ Godlie
Ball. (S. i'. S.) 74 T he prydeful luking of my eine. c 1592
Maklowl: Jew of Malta in. i, Zoon's what a looking thou
keep'st ! aiji6 South Sertu. (1823) IV. 318 Anger passes,

in the gospel account, for murder ; and looking and lusting,
!

for adultery. 1821 P>ykox llcav. <y Earth iii. 92 After long

looking o'er the ocean wide. 1861 j. Kp.mond Childr. Ch.

at Home i.\. 138 Looking is seeing with attention.

Proverb, a 1624 M. Smiih Serf//. (1632) 154 Dy look-

ing comes liking, you know the proverb.

b. With adverbs.

1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de \V. 1531^ 86b, Whichc for ones 1

lokynge backwarde was turned in to a salt stone. 1840

Browning Sordetlo in. 361 Which evidence you owed To
some slight weariness, some looking-off Or start-away. 1870

*J. H. Newman Gram. Assent 11. x. 412 A sensitive looking,

out in all that happens, .for tokens [etc.]. 1871 G. V. Smith
Bible $ Pop. Theol. xxiv. 248 Any conscious looking forward

by the writer to a greater and more genuine sacrifice to come.

c. With prepositions, used absol., or advs.

Looking after; on, to, unto, care, attention ; look-

ing/or, expectation
;
looking over, inspection, f

give (a person) the looking on: to look on without

interference or participation in his activity.

ci$i2 Monti Rich. Til (ed. Lumby) 33 The yonger, which

besides his infancie that also nedeth good loking to, hath

I

a while ben so sore diseased [etc.]. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidancs

Comm. 11 b, Or if the Frenche kinge warre upon Charles..,

! shall he geve them the lukyng on? [L. nnm ociosns crit

spectator (\ Ibid. 64 b, His advise and counsell, whiche
,

unlesse they woulde folowe, he would gyve them the lokyng (

on. 161 1 BiuLi; Heb. .\. 27 A certaine fearefull looking for I

of iudgement. 1660 H. Moke Myst. Godl, To Rdr. 21 To 1

make the IPeople believe . . that Religion is worth the looking

after. X7Z2 De Foe Plague (1840) 44 If any person visited
1

do fortune by negligent looking unto, .to come, .from a place
j

infected. 183a Tennyson Millers Dan. 241 That loss but
j

made us love the more, With farther lookings on. 1890
* Rolf Boldrewooo 1 CoI. Reformer ( 1 89 1 ) 32 8 M y old horse

1

,. wants a bit of looking after now. 1895 K, Kii-ling in

Pall Mall G, 29 July 2/1 Mowglt always attended a
Looking-over,

,

1 2. Supervision, care, charge, custody. Obs.
' a 1300 A'. Horn 360 (Camb. MS.) Aylmar, be gode kyng,

Dude htm on mi lokyng. 1340 Aycnb. 8 To ham bet habbeb

I
be lokingge ous to teche. Ibid. 128 pe zenejere is ase be

like bet is inc prison, .and ine greate lokinge.

I t o. Decision, judgement, Obs.

1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 7409 pat vpe be popes lokinge of

rome he ssolde it do. £1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 86

Philip, .askid if bei wild stand to ber lokyng.

f4. Look, expression of countenance, appear-

ance. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 17288+108 His lokyng was alsbri;t os is

be rede Icnipninge. 1388 Wyclif Dan. ii. 31 The lokyng
|

LOOKING-GLASS.

IVulg. intuitus] therof was ferdful. c 1430 Syr Gcner.
(Roxb.) 4707 Wene ye that hir louely looking Pleaseth vs
any maner thing As it dooth you. 1610 Shaks. Temp. 11.

i. 309 Why how now hoa; awake, why are you drawn?
Wherefore this ghastly looking?

5. attrib.

1519 Hok.MAN Vtilg. 281 b, Order me a lokyng place in the
play. 1552 Huloet, Lokynge place to se afxmt, theatrum.
1670 Drvijkn 1st Ft. Com/. Granada iv. ii. Wks. 1883 IV. 04
Hut yet my toil May be rewarded with a looking- while.

1843 Makrvat M. Violet xi, A dog would ..squat upon his

looking out place.

Looking (ltrkiij), a. [f. Look v. + -1x0 -.]

1, That looks or gazes, rare, f Looking up

:

having an upward aspect or direction; sloping.

1649 Uuthe Eng. Imptov. Impr. (1653) 63 The other
[spade] may be Six Inches wide, whose Tree must be made
more compass and looking up, by far, than your usuall

Spades are. 1722 Ramsay Three Bonnets n. 12, 1 .scarce can
trow my looking een, Ve're grown sae braw.

2. Forming combinations, a. with a preceding

adjective, substantive (now rare), or phrase. (See

also Good-lookiko, Ill-looking.)
1390 Siiaks. Com. Err. v. i. 240 A needy, hollow-ey'd,

sharpe-looking wretch. 1756 Mrs. V. Brooke Old Maid
No. 25. 213 A well looking old woman . .askrd from the

upper w indow, who he pleased to want? 1781 M.\i>. I )'Akhi.ay

Diary Aug , 1 care not what looking horse I have; I never

think of his appearance. 1782 Moritz in Brit. Tourist

(1809) IV. 33 I'addington, a very village-looking little town,
at the west end of Loudon. 1802 Mar. Kim.kwok'I ii Mwal
'/'. (1816) 1. xviii. 148 A hard, stout looking man. 1818

Lady Morc.an A/tiobiog. (1859 249 * ne celebrity entered :

a grave-looking eldeily gentleman. 1825 Greenhouse Comp.
II. 83 Phylica ericoitles. .a small heath-looking shrub from
the Cape. 1834 Bait's Mag. I. 803/2 A Ixrnk printed in

a dull, muddy, everyday-looking type. 1840 Caklylk
Heroes (1858) 360 Most rude, chaotic, all these Speeches ate ;

but most earnest-looking. 18S1 \V. H. M alloc k Romauit
iqth C. II. 5 He was a small dissipated-looking man.

b. with adverbs of direction : Having a certain

aspect or direction.

1884 Black Jnd. Shakes, x.v, There was a touch of it on
the westward- looking gables of one or two cottages.

Loo*king-gla:ss. [f- Loukino vbl. sb. +
Glass.]
1. A glass to look in, in order to sec one's own

face or ftgttrc ; a minor made of a plate of glass

coated al the hack with an amalgam of quicksilver

;

f applied occas. to a metal mirror (cf. Glass sb. 1 8 b).

1326 Pilgr. Perf (W. de W. 1531) 1 b, Wherein dayly &
hourly i myght loke, as in a tnyrour or lokyng-glass. 1605

Siiaks. Lear v. iii. 261. 1608 W11. 1.1:1 Hexapbi E.vod.

857 The brasen lauer was indeed made of the \\ omens looking

glasses. X712 AnuisoS Sped. No. 451 .• 1 Seeing all her

\\'rinkle*i represented in a large Looking-g kiss. 1728 Ramsay
Lass q Mirror 3 The leal- hearted Looking-glass With
truths addrest the lovely Lass. 1771 \\

r
Esi.KY jrul. 22 Julj ,

The sea was smooth as a looking-glass. 1831 Uhkwm'I'.u

Optics ii. 19 Let A IS, fig. 16., be a plane mirror or looking-

glass. 1876 A. L.mn'c; Lindores Abbey xxvi. 384 The looking

glass was invariably covered up in the chamber where the

dead lay.

b. fig. (In the 16th and 1 71I1 cents, frequently used

in the titles of books.) Now rare ( ~ 'mirror').

1356 A urelio $ Isab. L iij, The parson of a kinge is a

thorrou persinge an sheninge lookinge glasse, in the whiche
all the subgects sees them selfs. 1S7S Tymmk [title) A
Looking Cilasse for the Court. 1587 (Joluing De Mornay
xvii. 269 The holy Scripture, is . . a Looking glass to shew
vs our spotes and blemishes. 1600 Breton Pasquils Mad-
cappe ii, Beau tie is but a Babies looking glas.se. 1656

Trapp Comm. Ps. xx.w. 18 Great men are the Looking-
glasses of the Country, according to which most men dress

themselves. 1658 W. Sanderson Graphice 5 The Eyes,

the Looking-glasses of Nature. 1792 (title) The Looking-
Glass for the Mind ; or 1 ntellectual Mirror. 1847 Emerson
Poems (1857) 74 Each to each a looking-glass, Reflects his

figure that doth pass.

2. As the name of a material ; Plate glass, or

glass silvered for use as a mirror,
1682 N. O. Boileaus Lutriu 1. 97 The Tester was all

fae'd with Looking-Glass, 1764 Dklaval in Phil. Trans.
LIV. 233 Inclosed between small plates of thick looking-

glass. 1799 G. Smith Laboratory I. 178 How to Quick-
silver the inside of Glass Globes, so as to make them look

like Looking-glass. 1886 I). C. Murray Cynic fortune
viii, He took stock of his features in the little triangle of

cracked looking-glass affixed to the wall.

3. In the plant-names Lady's looking glass,

Venus* looking-glass {Campanula Speculumj :

see Lady, Venus.
4. slang. A chamber-pot.
1622 Beaum. & Fl. Beggars Push 11. iii, Ha ! A Looking-

glasse ! 1638 P>rathwait Paruabee's jrnl. 11. (1818) 59
Mid-night waking, And a looking-glasse there taking,

Chamber-pot was hol'd quite thorow. 1709 Brit. Apollo

II. No. 43. 2/2 Q. Why is a Chamber- Pot call'd a Looking-

Glass? A. liecauseinany rarely see their Faces in any other.

5. atlrib. and Comb., as looking-glass calm, -filler,

-frame, -maker, -man, -plate, -lin\ looking-glass-

panelled adj. ;
looking-glass carp (see quol.)

;

looking-glass tree, lleritiera littoralis, the leaves

of which are silvery on the under side; looking-

glass writing, writing done backwards, so as to

be legible by means of a mirror.

1840 Col. Hawker Diary (1893) 1 1. 194 A *looking-glass

calm with bitter cold white frost. 1890 Daily News 8 Sept.

q/S A * *looking-glass carp ' ..differs from the ordinary carp

in having very few, and those very large, scales. Mod.
Advt.

y Junior *Looking-glass Fitter wanted. 1688 Parker
& Stalklk Japaning v. 25 *Looking-glass-frames. iflu



LOOK OUT-

Cotcr., MiroaiiUer, a *looking-glasse maker. 1723 Lond. I

Gaz. No. 6137/4 William Turing,.. Looking-glass-maker.
1682 T. Flatman lleraclitus Rt'dens No. 67 (1713* II. 164
The * Looking-gla>s-man you almost promised to deal withal
the last time we met. 190a Westm. Gaz. 3 July 3/2 The cheap-
est bedroom furniture means a * looking-glass panelled ward- 1

robe. 1703 T, N. City «f C. Purchaser 152 These *Looking- I

glass-plates are ground smooth and flat, and Polished. 1703
T. S. Art's /mprov. 1. 55 Take a Plate of Polish'd Steel,

which cover with that Orange, Tawny Mineral, call'd Mine
j

de Plomb, Ground with Linseed-Otl and "Looking-glass
Tin. 186S Treas. Bot., *Looking-glass Ire?, Heritiera.

|

1902 H'estm. Gaz, 29 Aug. 3/1 Notes.. made with the left
,

hand in '*looking -z\ass ' writing.

LOO k out, look-out- PL look-outs, rarely

looks out. [I. vbl. phr. look out: see Look v. 40 ]

1. The action (occas. ihe faculty or the dnty) of

looking out. lit. and fig. Chiefly in phrases to

keep (rarely to take) a good, etc.) look-out ; to be,

place
t
put on or upon the look out-, const, for, to,

and to with inf. ;
ori^. Naut.

1748 Anson's I'oy. lit. vi. 346 We .. kept a good look-out

for the rocks or Vele Rete. c 1760 S. Niles in 3 Mass.
Hist. Coll. (1837) VI. 161 They were upon the constant
look-out and had two forts not far distant from thence.

1766 JJrick in Phil. Trans. LVL 67, I wished to put other
people upon the look-out. 1768 Goldsm. Good-n. Man 11.

Wks. sGiobe) 622/2, I think if anything was to be foreseen,

1 have as sharp a look-out as another. 17.. Wilkes Corr.
(1805) III. 81 He. .keeps a very good look-out to futurity.

1815 Sporting Mag. XI AT. 4 The gamekeeper of Mr.
Blundell was upon the look-out for poachers. 1849 W. 1 rving
Crayon Misc. 192 At one time, in crossing a hill, Ueatte
took a look-out, like a mariner from the mast-head at sea.
c i85o H. Stuak r Seaman s Catech. 85 Vou are placed on the

|

look out. 1864 Howfn Logic i. 26 Anything new or peculiar
..puts us upon the lookout to detect a possible absurdity. I

1875 IiKUFOko Sailor's Pocket Bk. iii. (ed. 2) 57 The very
gteat majority of collisions happen through bad look-out
and neglect to show lights. 1883 Stevenson Treas. 1st. 11.

x, We were running down for it with a bright look out day
and night. 1887 Pall Mall G. 3 Aug. 2/2 In these shiys

the men go from look-out to wheel, from wheel to look-out.

1894 J. Knight D. Garrick ii. 21 He had been on the look-
out for such information.

2. In various concrete applications.

a. A station or building from which a look-out
can be kept. Orig. Maul.
1700 S. Carolina Stat, at Large (1837' II. 161 The Look-

out formerly built on Sullivan's Island . . is by a late storm
overthrown to the ground. 1766 W, Stork Ace. E. Florida
3} To the back part of the hou->e is joined a tower, called in

America a look-out, from which there is an extensive pros-
pect towards the sea. 1791 Bentii.vm Pano/t. t. 145 A Look-
out or Exterior Inspection-Lodge. 1855 Longk. /tian'.xix.

j

5 Another vulture, watching From his high aerial look-out.
1861 J. Kokjns in Chinese Scenes and People (1883) 271 Ft

is now used as a site for a high look-out by the rebels. 1893
F. Adams Neiv Egypt 244 A battery of four guns, with a '

telegraph station and. look-out attached. I

b. A person employed to keep a look-out ; a '

watchman, scout ; a party of men so employed. .

Also, sec quot. 2 8S9.

1699 Cowley I'oy. 1729) 12 We took their look-outs who
!

tuld us. the news. 1720 De Foe Capt. Singleton xiv. 1 1840) 1

240 We.. kept a look-out upon the hill. 1840 R. H. Dana I

Pcf. Mast xiv. 35 One man on deck as a look-out. 1872
A'otitledge's Ev. Boys Ann., Apr. 266/2 The 'Cambria'
sailed.. with looks-out at her mast-heads. 1881 Daily Tel.

24 Feb., Those aboard are divided into three look-outs,

gi\ing each look-out four hours on deck and eight hours
below. 1889 Farm kr .-/ mertea n'tsins, Look-ont, an attendant
who, at the gaming-table, is supposed to see that matters
are conducted fairly.

c. A reconnoitring boat or vessel.

1761 Deser. S. Carolina 36 Kight Look-outs, which are
also laid aside. 1841 J. T. Hewlett Parish Clerk II. 203
Eie the channel was full enough for the look-out:; to inter-

cept her.

3. A more or less distant view ; a prospect.
1779 11. Swinuukne Trar>. Spain xxiii. 184 This leads to

a little tower .. The look-out charming. 1842 Mrs. F.

Troi.loi'E I'isit Italy II. xi. 199 A walk through the Villa
Reale. .>eemed. .to promise advantageous look-outs without
end. 1883 Eng. Illustr. Mag. Nov. 68/2 The traveller '

feels weary and disgusted with the ugliness of the look-out.

b. In immaterial sense : A ] >rospccl or prospec-
tive condition, an outlook.
c 1825 //outston Tracts 11. No. 47. 2 It was bad already

with them, and a worse look out. 1840 l)i» Krss Old C.
Shop xix, * He's going at the knees.' * That's a bad look-
out. 1886 Times 1weekly ed.) 6 Aug. 1 3/3 The look-out for
the shooting-season ts satisfactory, 1889

1 Rolf Iolohk-
woou 1 Robbery wider Arms xxxv, It seemed a rather blue
look-out.

4. f a. An object of desire (oh.), b. With pos- '

sessive sb. or pron., That is 's look-out : i. e.

the matter concerns only his interest, which others I

are not bound to consider if he neglects it.

1795 Nelson in Nicolas Disp. (1845) I. 45 The loaves and '

fishes are all the look out. 1844 Dickens Mart. Chitz.

xxvii, If he took it into his head that 1 was coming here
for such or such a purpose, why", that's his look-out. 1858
K. S. Slrtkes Ask Mamma xix. 63 That however is more
the Earl's look-out than ours. 1884 Sir F. North in Law
Times Rep. LI I. 51 The result would be that a less price

would be got, but that is the vendor's look out.

5. attrib., as look-out-boat, -man, -ship etc.

1781 T. Jeh erson Corr. \Vks. 1859 I. 301 * Look-out boats
have been ordered from the seaboard of the eastern shore.

1798 Capt. Moss in Naval Citron. (1799^ 24^ Our *l°uk-
out canoes have watched them, i860* G. 11. K. in Vac.
Jour. 123 The deer . . save the hinds a great deal of *look-
out duty. 1806 A. Duncan Kelson 177 The Swedish squadron
had been seen by the *look-out frigates. 1835Ow/ Mag.

430

VI. 64/ 1 Over these ruins towered a tall *look-out house.
1830 Marrvat Rings Own xxx, The *Iook-out men at the
mastheads. 1884 Mil. Engineering {ed. 3) I. 11. 41 A ' Mook-
out ' place for noting the effect of the fire . . should be con-
structed. 1834-47 J. S. Macaulay Field Fortif. (1851) 272
Where to place videites, *look-out posts, or telegraphs.
1804 Cai t. Hance in Naval Chron. XII. 138, I recalled the
*Iook-out Ships. 1872 Hakek Nile Tribnt. xv. 264, I ordered
some of my men every day to ascend this *look-out station.

1748 Amons X
roy. ii. xii. 259 On .. some small eminences

there are several *look-out towers. 1897 R. 13aoen-Powell
in Daily Naos 23 Apr. 6/2 Up on the roof of the hall is a
*look-out turret.

[Lool: see List of Spurious Words.]

Loom (l*7m), sb. 1 Forms : 1 3el6ma. 3 leome,
3-7 lome, 5-7 loome, 6 Sc. lwrae, ilowme,
lumme, Sc. Iwime), 6-7 lomb(e, 6, 9 Sc. lume,
9 Sc. leem, dial, leumm, 7- loom. [ME. lome,

aphctic repr. OK. geloma wk. masc, utensil, imple-

ment, f. &e-(Y- prefix) + loma as in aiuildman (often

andluman, andlama/i} pi., apparatus, furniture.
The ulterior etymology is obscure : some have suggested

connexion with 'OE. gcldme (— OHG. kildmo often (see

Vlome); on this hypothesis the primary sense would be
' things in frequent use '. The simple *ldma is cited in some
diets, as occurring in the Leiden glosses and the Corpus
Glossary; but the Latin lemmata seem to show that the
emries belong to different words.]

1. An implement or tool of any kind. Obs. exc.

Sc. and north, dial.

c 900 tr. ft&ia's I/isi. iv. xxviii, (Schipper> 521 pa bead se
Clodes nion ba^t him mon issern geloman \_/erramcnta\ mid
hwa:te bider brohte ba;t land mid to tegenne. a 1225 Ana\
R. 124, 1 blesced beo bi muo. .vor bu makest me leomeberof to

timbren, & to echen me mine crune. 13. . Gaw. <y Gr. Knt.
2300 He lyftes ly^tly his lome, & let hit doun fayre, Wibbe
barbe of be bitte bi be bare nek. a 1310 in Wright Lyric /'.

xii. 41 So hit wes bistad, That nomon hem ne bad, huere
lomes to fonde. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints x\i. {Magdalena)
518 pat had na lomys 10 wil, for to make a gannand grawe.

1393 Langl. /\ PL C. vi. 45 The lomes tat ich laboure with
and lyflode deserue Vs pater-nosier and my prymer. a 1400
Sir Fere. 2032 Fulle evylle myght any ineue smale, . . With
stchealume fighte. c 1440 /'romp. /'arv. 312 '1 Loome, or
instrument [S. loombe), tttensite. 1513 Douglas sEneis vi.

iii. 53 Knee. .With lnme in hand fast wirkand like the laif.

1584 Hudson Du ftartas' Judith 1. (1608) 15 The Craftsman
now his lumes away hath laide. 1641 1>est Farm. Fks.
(Surtees 49 An outligger carryeth but onely one loome to

the field, and that is a rake. 1819 W. Tennant Papistry
Storm'd (1827) 51 Vour hands are toom O' chappiu-stick
and weirlike loom, To batter at the bawd o' Rome. 1894
Lvtto Tarn Balkin iv. 31 'They wad get the contents o'

that lume i' their wames, though!' said Willie, pu'in' oot
a mutkle horse pistol.

fb. The penis. Obs.
a 1400-50 Alexander 4750 And large was his odd lome he

lenthe of a Jerde. 1508 Dunhak Tua mariit wemen 17$ His
lwme is vaxit larbar. 1568 Satir. /'oems Reform, xlvii. 95.

t C. =11 ICJ ItLOOM. Obs.

1424 F.E. With (1882) 56, 1 wull he haue my grete maser
.. for be terme of his life, and so from heir to heyr lome.
a 1814 Sailors' Ret. ti. iii. in AVw Brit. Theatre 11. 340
With all the appurtenances, messuages, tenements, here*
ditaments, looms heir, rights of court, leet, and baron ..

thereto appertaining and belonging.

d. dial. Applied to ])ersons, with adjs. of con-

temptuous meaning. (Of. tool.)

a 1650 Sir Aldingar 47 in Furuivall Percy Folio I. 168
' Goe with me ', saide our comly king, * This la/ar for to see '.

. . 'there is a lodly lome', says Harry King, 'for our dame
Queene Elinor!' 1878 Cnmbld. Gtois., Leumm, loom; a
tool ; a term of reproach. ' He's an ill leumm '.

2. An open vessel of any kind, as a bucket, tub,

vat, etc. Obs. exc. Sc.

a 1300 El. E. Psalter xxxii. 7 Samenand als in lome watres
of se. 13.. Childh. Jesus 659 in Anhiv Stud. nett. Spr.
LXXIV. 336 Thies clathis sente heflbr to litte thayme..
Doo thayme in }one lomys three. 1 1420 Pallad. on l/nsb.

xi. 447 In lomys smaller hent this must, and vse hit as wyn
pestilent. 1509 Market //arbord Rfc. (18901 233 Item a
growt lome and a lome for grenys vjd. 1577 Burgh Rvc.
Glasgo-M (.1832) 80 f>e third fait breking of bair Iwmes, delyug
of the brewing [etc.]. 1586 MS. /nr., //alfteld flootiho/tse

}

Yorks, lL kyls, stands, lonibes, boules, dyshes, chyme,
flackets. 1630 in Descr. Thames (1758)66 No Fisherman.,
shall use..any Weel called a lxmib, or a<«MiIl Pot, or any
other Kngine.

^
1816 Scutt Antiq. xxKi, ' A>\ and there\

something to pit it in
1

, said the mendicant, eyeiiig the rain's

horn—' that loom's an auld acquaintance o mine \ 1858
Ramsay Remin. Ser. 1. (i860) 154 Having referred to the

accident [of falling from his gig], Ilatnamoou quietly added,
' Indeed, I maun hae a lume that'll had in '.

>
x

t b. Vessel, boat, Obs. rare.

13,, 12. F.. A Hit. P. 1>. 314 And bus of lenbe & of large

bat lome [sc. the Ark] bou make. /bid. 443.

3. A machine in which yarn or thread is woven
into fabric by the crossing of threads called

respectively the warp and weft. (In qnots. 1535,
1566 app. used for: The beam of a loom.)
Often with prefixed word indicating (a) the kind of material

produced, as \linen, ribbon, \woollcn, etc. loom ; (b) the
method of operation, as hand, poiver loo/n; (c) some par-

ticular form of construction, as circular, draw loom ; {d)

the inventor or improver, as Jacqttard loom \ for which see

those words.

1404 Nottingham Rec. 27 Aug. II. 22 Item, j lynyn loine,

ct j. warpyngslok et warpyngtree, ct j. wheel, apprutiata ad
ij.v. iiij</. £1440 Promp. Parv. 312,1 Loome of webbarys
craftc(A". ofwebstare), telarinm. 1444 Rolls ofParlt.
V. 106/1 To serche all maner Worstedes, or to do seiche, as

well within the Lomes as oute of the Lomes. 1535 Coveh-
uale 1 Sam. xvii, 7 The shaft of his speare was like a
weauers lome, 1566 Eng. Ch. Furniture (1866) 107 Johnnc
Craile who haith made a weavers loinb therof, 163a

LOOM.
I Massinger & Field Fatal D<nvrv iv. i, His vestamentssit
j

as if .. art had wrought 'em on the same loome as nature
fram'd his Lordship. 1675 C. Hatton in //. Corr. (1878)
120 Those weavers who had loomes without engines broke
open y* houses ol all those weavers who had loomes wf>
engines. 1717 Lauy M. W. Montagu Let. to Mr. Pope
1 Apr., These wenches.. pass the time at their looms under
the shade of the trees. 1840 Thirlwall Greece VII. Iv. 89
The looms of Ionia were kept in constant activity to supply
purple robes for the Courtiers. 1843 Macaulay LaysAnc.
Rom. y //oratins Ixx, And the goodwiJe's shuttle merrily Goes
flashing through the loom. 1867 Smiles l/uguenots Eng.
vi. (1880) 96 The artizans set up tbetr looms, and began to
work at the manufacture of.. cloth.

Jig. 1603 Dekker Wonderfnll Veare A iv, Whatsoeuer
they weaue in the motley loome of their ru>tie pates. 1635-
56 Cowley DavideisXL 07 All like a comely Youth in Lifes
fresh L'loom ; Rare Workmanship, and wrought by heavnly
Loom. 1645 Z. IIoyu Holy Songs in Ziott's Flowers (1855)
APP- 13/1 Sorrows are as threeds a crosse ; in this our
earthly loome. 1761 Gray EatalSisters ii, Glitt"ring lances
are the loom, Where the dusky warp we strain, Weaving
many a soldier's doom. 1787 Minor 54 The best wrought
piece that ever issued from his intellectual loom. 1864
Longf. //awthorne 7 The great elms o'cihead Dark-
shadows wove on their aerial looms.

f b. trans/. Attributed lo a spider or caterpillar

;

occas. used poet, for the web itself. Obs.
1590 Greene OH. Fur. (1599)58 Finest silke, Fetcht from

the naliue loomes of labouring wormes. 1592 Nashe P.
Pcnilesse (ed. 2) 8 b, Spiders . . that wont to set vp their
loomes in euery windowe. 1606 Dekker Sev. Shines 1.

(Arb.) 15 O thou tbat on thy pillow (lyke a Spider in his
loome) weauest mischeuous nets. 1647 H. More Poems 152
JJke spider in her web, so do we sit Within this spirit, and
if ought do shake This subtile loom we feel as it doth hit.

4. Put for: The art, business, or process of

weaving.
1676 Worlidge Cyder (1691)236 The dressing and prepar-

ing of hemp and flax from the stalk to the loom. 1697
Drvuen /Eneidvu. 1096 Unbred to Spinning, in the Loom
unskill d. 1784 Cowper Task t. 416 Who .. Renounce the
odours of the open field For the unscented fictions of the
loom. 1829 Scott Anne of G. iii, Clothes .. of much fines

cloth, the manufacture of the German loom. 1846 M cCulloch
///•//. Empire 11854) II. 1 The intervention of merchants
and dealers gives a continuous motion to the plough and
the loom. 1859 Tennvson Enid 693 And one among his

gentlewomen Display'd a splendid silk of foreign loom.

5. The shaft, i.e. the part between the blade and
the handle of an oar

;
also, limited to the part of

the oar between the rowlock and the hands in row-
ing

;
also, loosely, the handle.

1697 Dampier I 'oy. ^1729) I. 54 Of the young Trees Priva-
teers use to make Loom, or Handles for their Oars. 1769
Falconer Diet. Marine (1780) D d iv, That part of the oar
. .which is within- board, is termed the loom. 1829 Marryat
F. Mildmay ii, The oar meeting no resistance, its loom or
handle came back upon the bosom of . . Sally. 1857 P.
Colquiioln Comp. Oarsman's Guide 30 The oar or scull

[consists] of handle, loom, shank, and blade. 1883 Clark
Rlssell Sailors' Lang., Loom,, .the part of an oar that is

in a boat when the rest or it is out. 1893 F. M. Crawkoku
Childr. R't'ngi. 5 Out go the sweeps,.. and the men throw
themselves forward over the long slender loom, as they
stand.

6. altrib. and Comb. : a. simple attrib.,as loom-

beam, -pattern, -post, -spoke, -treadle, weight ; b.

instrumental, as loom-made, -wrought adjs. ; C,

objective, as loom-maker, -worker; d. locative, as

loom-bred'adj.; e, special comb., as t loom-flitter,

a weaver
;
loom-house, a building or factory in

which weaving is carried on ; loom-laeo, lace

made in a loom ; loom-lord noncc-wd., the pro-

prietor of weaving machinery; loom-picture, a

picture woven in textile fabric; loom-shed, -shop,

-stance, -stead - loom-house, -[loom-work, weav-
ing.

1606 Svlvester Du Bartas 11. iv. 1. David SB His Lance
a * Loom-beam, or a Mast (as big) Which yet he shaketll as

an Osier (wig. 1812 W. Tennant Ans/cr F. iit xxviii. 36
Dunfermline, too.. Sends out her *loom-bred men. a 1653
O. Daniel Idyll \\. 86 Children .. can name Oligarchy,™ 1 "

more Ease Then a *Loome-flitter, can Church Hierarchies.

1864 D. IJrikrley Layrock of Langley-side ix. 121 We'st be

as quiet as a empty *loomheawse. 1689 Lond. Gaz.

No. 2493/4 A Wasieoat lae'd with broad Silver knotted

*Loom-lace. 1870 Emerson Soc. «V Solit. vi. 123 There
has been a nightmare bred in England of indigestion

and spleen among landlords and *1oomlords. 1890 Daily
Navs 13 Noy. 5/5 Finest Moom-made Spanish lace.

1851 in Illustr. Loud. News 5 Aug. (1854) *t9 Occupations
of the People, *loom-maker. 1835 Ure Philos. Manttf.

259 * Loom-pattern drawing. 1870 ). K. H unter Life
Studies x xii. 155 He had a wee box on the tap u' hts bom .

.

,

and he had a slate that hung on his *loompost. 1835 Ukk
P/tilos. Manuf. 351 A *looin-shcd. /bid. 263 The master of

a *loom-shop. c 18:7 Hooc Tales Sk. V. 178 The destruc-

tive weaver seized a "loomspoke, and began a-beating inc.

1876 S. K. WniTEHEAU Daft Davie 6 The shop, containing

generally several looms—a * loom-stance being often sublet

by the noteholder—was on the other [side} 1869 1. Hlkns
Life IK C. Burns iv. (1870) iqi The weaving Moomsteads.

1831 Carlvle Surt. Res. (1858 1 145 Religion, .weaving for

herself new Vestures ;—TeufelsdrOckh himself being one of

the * loom-treadles? 1881 Archxologia XLVi. 468 The
*loom weights of chalk., were used to weigh down the warp
in the process of weaving. 1598 \V. Phillips Linscholen

(1864) 179 These clothes .. being verie costly wrought with
*Loome-worke. a 1640 Day Pcrcgr. Schol. (1 881) 68 She

\ taught Arachne her curiouse lomeworke. 1659 Torriano,
Telarudto, a weaver or Mooin-worker of any kind of cloth.

1870 Morris Earthly Par. III. iv. 199 Its woven waters

j
seemed to fall, Its trees, its beasts, its Moom-wrought folk,

I
Now seemed indeed as though they woke.



LOOM.

Loom (1/im), sb* Also 7 lumb, 7-9 lumme,
olumne. [In Shetland repr. a. ON". ldm*r\ in
mod. literary use partly from Shetland dialect and
partly a. mod. Sw. and Da. torn.] A name given
in northern seas to species of the Guillemot and
the Diver, esp. Alca brucnnichi and Colymbus
septentrionalis (Red-throated Diver). Cf. Loon a.

1 1678 Ray Willnghbys Ornith. 343 It is common among
the Norwegians and Islanders, who in their own Country
Language call it Lumme.

1 1694 Narborouch, etc. I'oy.
II. 80 The Lumb.. is quite black at the top, but underneath
his belly even to the neck, he is snow-white. 1755 AmoryMem. (1769) I. 129 On the water, near the rocks, there were
thousands of lummes and razor-bills. 1772-84 Cook I'oy.
(1790) V. 1761 The greater lumme, or diver, found in the
northern parts of Lurope. 1835 Sir J. Ross Xarr. 2nd
I oy. iv. 51 We saw a few looms and shear-waters. 1876
Davis Polaris Exficd. xvi. 39X One lumne. 1886 A. W.
Gref.ly Arctic Service I. 49 On the face of these sen-lcdge.s
of Arveprins Island Bruenntch's guillemots, or looms, gather
in the breeding season., by tens of thousands.

b. The flesh of these birds as an article of food.
1878 A. H. Markiiam 67. Frozen Sen iii. 46 We revelled

in ' loom soup \ ' loom pie \ * rnast loom ' [etc.].

Loom l/7m), sb.-i [f. Loom z\2]

1. A seaman's term for the indistinct and exag-
gerated appearance or outline of an object when it

first comes into view, as the outline of land on the
horizon, an object seen through the mist or dark-
ness, ete.

1836 Marryat Midsh. Easy xxvi, We're very near the
land, Captain Wilson ; thick as it is, 1 think I can make out
the loom of it. 1839 — Pliant. Ship xii, I did not see any-
thing but the loom of her hull. 1862 H. Kixcslky Rtnvns-
fiae li, A dark line, too faint for landsmen's eyes, far ahead,
which changed into a loom of land. 1881 Times 30 May 6 '4

Suddenly the loom of a rock was seen right ahead. 1889
Dovlr Mienh Clarke 244 Looking back there was nothing
but a dim loom to show where we bad left the great vessel.

Jig. 1870 Lowell Among my Piss. Ser. 1. (1873) 231 No
mirage of tradition to give characters and events an imagina-
tive loom.

2. dial. (See quot. and cf. Loom v. 2 i.)

1878 Cumbld. Gloss., Loom, the slow and silent motion of
the water of a deep pool.

Loom(l£m),<r.(or^. atlrib.) A ant. Alsofiluni,

7 loome, loume. [Peril, corruptly a. Da. fngn\
see Loux a.

,
dial.] Of a breeze or wind: Easy,

gentle. Obs. exe. in loom gale, 'an easy gale of
wind, in which a ship can earry her whole topsails

atrip' (Smyth Sailor's IVonl-bk. 1867).
1587 J. Davis 'Traverse Ph. in tlaklnyt (1810) 111. 154

An island of ice was carried by the force of the current as
faste as our barke could saile with lum wind, all sailes bear-
ing. 1609 in Purehas Pilgrims (1625) IV. ix. v. 1733 liy the
feruent heat and loomes breezes, many of our men fell sicke
of the Calenture. 1626 Capt. Smith Accid. Vug. Sea*men
17 A spoute, a loume gaile, an eddy wind. 1627— Seaman's
Gram, x, 46 A faire Loome Gale is the best to saile in,
because the Sea goeth not high, and we beare out all our
sailes. 1644 Dighy Nat. Bodies xxviit. (1658) 304 We had
run .. w,h all the sails abroad we could make, and in a fair
loom way. 1694 Mottkux Rabelais v. x, We .. stood for
the Offing with a fair loom Gale.

Loom (l/7m), vy rare. [f. Loom sit.1]
1. trans. To weave (a fabric).

1548 Hooper DecL Ten Command, x. 161 He. .is as long
in the morning to set his herd in an order, as a godlie erawftis
man would be in loming ofa peace of karsey. 1887 M oi.oniiy
Forestry \V. A/r. 145 The cloth loomed from the cotton
thread of the country.

2. Weaving. To loom the web : to ' mount * the
warp on the loom. Also absoL
1827 Taylor Poems 58 (E. D. P.) Thou's begun to loom

thy wab, l'se thinking yer .1 wabster bred, ijflsi I,. J). IV
Goroon in Art Jml. Jllust. Catal. p. vii **/tt The 'lease'
now being taken, and the cross bands or threads being
introduced for the purpose of looming or drawing in of

the weaver's beam. 1883 A. Brown Power-Loom (ed. 4) 86
The process of looming the web.

Hence Loo med a.
t
woven.

1729 Savage Wanderer 1. 277 He.. with loomM Wool the
native Robe supplies.

Loom (l/7m), Also 7 lotne, 7, S loam.
[Skeat suggests that the original meaning may have

j

been * to come slowly (towards) *, and compares :

EFris. I6mcn, Sw. dial. Iowa to move slowly, M 1 J G.
luomen to be weary, from luomi slack (related by 1

ablaut to Lame a.). Cf. also looiny (Sc. and north
j

dial.) misty, cloudy (E.D.D.).]

f 1. Of a ship, also of the sea : To move slowly
j

up and down. Obs. rare.
1605 Sir T. Smith Voy. Russia C i b, To behold one of i

the 3. gallant .spectacles in the world, a Ship vnder sayle,
loming (as they tearme it) indeede like a Lyon pawing with i

his forfeet. 1667 Colf.presse in Phil. Trans. II. 481' Being
in a Calm, that way which the Sea began to I,ooin or move,
the next day the Wind was sure to blow from that point of
the Compass towards which the Sea did l^oom the day before.
1678 1 'ng. Man's Call. 93 This is to him ns the due ballast
to the ship, which makes the vessel indeed loome somewhat
deeper, but keeps it from tossing too lightly upon the un-
certain waters. •

J

2. intr. To appear indistinctly; to come inlo I

view in an enlarged and indefinite form. Also
with up. Often with adj. compL, as to loom large.

1591 Sylvester Du Partas 1. vii. 55 Here smokes a Castle,
there a City fumes, And here a Ship upon the Ocean looms 1

[ot ig. Et litflote vne tie/stir Neptune initi}. 1658 Phillips

I large,

through

431

f.r-., A Ship Loonies a great or a small sail, a term used
in Navigation, and signified as much as a Ship seems
a great or a little Ship. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780)

1'00m
'.
n^ She ,ooms ,nr£e afore the wind. Ibid. ir.

Mirer, to loom, or appear indistinctly. 1835 Sir I. RossNarr. end Voy tx, 87 We saw the land looming. 1840

out of the fog. 1846 Kkblk Lyra Jtmoe. (,873) 73 The hard
stern outlines loom around Of hill by many a frost em-
browned 1853 Kase Grinnell Exp. xv. (,8=6) no Men are
magnified to giants, and brigs 1 loom up \ as"the sailors term
it, into ships of the line, i860 Tyxdall Glac. 1. xvi. 1 ,2 Still
the summit loomed above lis. x86s Dickens Mut. Fr. 1 xivA nu.st through which Mr. Inspector loomed \ ague and

"

1900 J. G. Frazek Pausanias, etc. 53 The h.ve tin
which the sun s disc looms red and lurid.

trans/, (/ovular).
1862 M rs. H. Wood C /tannings v. 37 He understood it was

quite a ladies affair, and loomed in, dressed up to the nines.
D. and of immaterial things.

1591 Sylvester tvry 180 lint, lo My Liege : O Courage !

here he comes : \\ hat Ray of Honour round about himLooms 9 l6so I >. Jhseolliminhim 6 Reasons. . which lowme
so big in some mens eyes. 1809 W. Irving Knickerb. (1S61) 6gthus loom on my imagination those happier days of our
city. 1827 Scott Jml. 7 July, Cash affairs loom well in
he offing. 1850 1 ennvson In Mem. xxiv, And is it that the
Maze of gritf Makes former gladness loom so great? i8<i
11

.
M a\-o / 'op. Supers tit. 101 The fact s which ioom so large

"A
1

!
e

,.
™n,n" ,,shu l87S Sti-bbs Const. His!. III. xvi'ii

26 rohtical difficulties.. were looming at no great distance.
1878 LuowNiNG La Saisiaz 42 Shrunk to atom size, That
which loomed immense to fancy low before my reason lies.

c. causative. To make to loom or appear un-
naturally large, rare.

1817 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 473 It possesses the quality of
looming, or magnifying objects,.. making the small billets
qf wood appear as formidable as trees.

Loom, obs. form of Lamh, Loam.
Loombe, obs. form of Lamb, Loom.
IiOomer (J/V'm.xi . [f. Loom 2 + -er1.] (See
quot 1892.)
1881 Daily .\\ 7vs 12 Sept. 3/6 The J.oomers. .are still on

strike 1892 Labour Commission ( IIuss., J.oomers, those who
take the warp as it routes from the 1

taper and prepare it for
the loom.

Loomery
x
h7-m3ti\ [f. Loom sb? + -KHY.]

The place where looms or guillemots flock together
for breeding.

1859 M cClintock I'oy. Fox 151 Our shooting parties have
twice veiled a loomery upon Cape Graham. 1882 L. Smii 11

in Standard : - Aug. 2 5 At Cape .Stephen there was a large
loomery, and at Cape Forbes there were a few looms.

Looming l/7*miij\ vbl. stO [f. Loom v.- +
K] A corning indistinctly into view.

1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. xi. 53 The looming of
a ship is her prospeciiue, that is, as she doth shew grea't or
little. 1634 Relat. Ld. Haitimore s Plnntat. (T865) 7 At the
first loammg of the ship vpon the river, wee found., all tlie
Coimtiey in Amies. 1684 Pncaniers A titer. (1698) u. 84
This day we saw the looming of a very high land. 1790
Kov in Phil. Trans. I.XXX. 266 Wherever the most faint
looming of the land in a very clear day can be discerned.
1807 Enrop. Mag. LI I. 441/2 [Sailor too.] 'Split me but
] know the loaming of the land hereabouts.' 1829 Nat.
Philos. Optits xviii. 56 (U.K.S ) 't he elevation of coasts,
ships, and mountains above their usual level, when seen in
the distant horizon, has been long known and described under
the name of Looming. 1853 Rank Grinnell Exp. iv. (1856)
69 Xo evidences of refraction visible, except some slight
loomings of the more distant bergs. 1861 C. J. Andkkson
OA'avango vii. 87 A crashing and cracking, .announced the
approach of elephants; in a few moments afterwards the
looming of a do/cn huge unwieldy figures in the distance
told of their arrival.

fig. a 1839 Oai.t Demon ofDestiny vii. (1840) soTremend-
ous loomings of eternal things.

Looming vl«-mirj\ vbl. sb.2 [f. Loom +
-iNO

>.J
'1 be action or proeess of ' mounting ' the

warp on the loom. In quot. atlrib.

1851 L. D. 15. Gordon in Art Jml. Illnst. Catal. p. vu^/i
The warp was then taken from this ^sizing-] machine to a
machine for winding it on a roller-beam, after which it was
taken to the looming-frame, and next to the loom.

Looming (l/7-mirj), ///. a. [f. Loom v± +
-int. That looms, in the senses of the vb.

1855 M. Arnold New Sirens 182 In the midst of river-

meadows Where the looming deer are laid. 1876 T. Harijy
F.tbelbcrta (1890) 217 As if divers social wants and looming
penuriousness had never been within her experience, 1876
OuinA Winter City vi, 119'Her silvery marabouts glancing
like hoar-frost in the shadows of the looming walls.

Loon 1 (l/7n). Chiefly Sc. and north, dial.

Forms: 5 lowen, 5-6 loone, 6 lound, 6-9
loun(e, lown e, 7- loon, [fn 16th e. lo~oen,

lo7one
t
riming with c/teuomr, dotvue. Of obscure

origin ; the early forms do not favour the current

hypothesis of connexion with early mod.Dn. locn
i homo stupid us

1

(Plantijn and Kilian) which seems
to be known only from dictionaries. The ON".

trienn, beaten, benumbed, weary, exhausted (pa.

pple. of lyja to beat, thrash) has been suggested

as a possible etymon. The order of development
of the senses is somewhat uncertain.]

1. A worthless person ; a rogue, scamp 'esp. in

false loon, to play the loon) ; a sluggard, idler.

e 1450 St. Cutlibert (Surtees) 7957 pe clerkis bat were pare,

lebir lowens [rime chenouns). c 1470 Hknryson Fables^*!
in Anglia IX. 475 Than Hehtlie in the bukket lap theloun
..The tod come hailland vp, the wolf yeid doun. 1508
Kennedy Flyting 70. Dnnbar 485 Fra honest folk deuoide

LOON.
this lathly lown. 1514 Barclay Eelog. \\. (1570) K iij,
1 hat men shall call the malapart or dronke, Or an abbey
lowne or limmer {printed limner] of a monke. 1548 Pattkn
Lx/ed. Scot. C. viii b, Cum here lou titles, cum here tykes
1571 Sattr. Poems Reform. xxviiL 68 To loup on lassis!
lait, ami play the Lowne. jS9o Marlowe Edio. //, 1. iv. 8?
Jor shame, subscribe, and let the lowne depart. *i6ooM ont<;omv.MV.Misc. Poemsxxxm. 36 U-i not sfk lonns with
teasmgs ^011 allure. !6o4 Shaks. Oth. 11. iii. 95 He held
them [brteches] all to deere, With that he cald the Tailor
Lowne. 1603 - Macb. v. iii. 11 The diuell damne thee
Macke, thou cream-fae'd Loon. 1637 Rui ukrford Lett

I '\ ^i
289 i oo,cinK 011 with t,,e i r hands folded behind

their back when loans are running wiih the spoil of Zion on
their back. 1674-91 Ray N. C. Ilords 47 The Scots say,
a fausse, i.e. false Loon. 1700 Dryijen Cock $ Fox 5S9
Lnt the faKc loon who cou'd not work his will Ly open
force employ*d his Hatt "ring .skill. 1762 Churchill Pro-
phecy I- tmtuie Poems 1. 114 W hen with a foreign loon
.she stole away. 185! Longf. Gold. Leg. iv. Refectory, Out
upon him, the lazy loon !

a/positively. 16.. in Row Ifist. A'irh (Wodrow 800)392
Christ s minister may not preach Christ's trueth, if a lonn
minuter neare by him have taught lies, except the Lishop
give lum leave so to doe.

b. Of a woman ; A strumpet, concubine.
riS6o A. Scott Poems (S. T. S.l iv. 87 The gayest grittest

loun. c 1C00 in llordon Fraser Wigtown (1877) 392 Lad hir
switlie [friii /tv/.snyithe] pack hir furthe harlot lowne. 1714
Ra.msav Elegy J. Confer vii, He ken'd the bawds and
louns fou well. /xi8oo in Scott Minstr. Scot, fiord. U802)
II. 68, 1 trow some may has plaid the lown. 1828 Score
/'. .7/. Perth 11, Thou art too low to be their lawful love,
and too high to be their unlawful loon.

2. A man of low birth or condition ; in phrase
lord and loon. Now only arch.
1535 Stewart Ow/. Scot. (1858) 1. 45 Thus for ane loun

than heh yit is ane lord. 1548 Pattkn Exfed. Scot. I viii b,

J

lne Lurdem was, inamaner,all one wvih the Lorde.and the
Lounde wyth the Larde. 1608 Shaks. Per. iv. vi. 20 Wee
should hatie both l.orde and Lowne, if the peeuish bag-

|

gadge wonld hut giue way to customers a 1650 Capt. Cai r
1 111 Furmvall Peny Folio 1. 81, *

I will not geve over my
hous, she sauhe,

' Neither for lord nor lowne.' 1840 Kariiam
Ingot. Leg, 'Monstre' Pa/loon, The peer and the peasant,
the lord and the loon.

3. A boor, lout, clown ; an untaught, ill-bred
person.

1619 Hk. Demeanor 12 in Halves ftA: t With manlike
clieerc, Not like a rustic lowne. 1784 t nfortunate Sensi-
bility I. 133, ! contrasted him wiih the ill-bred loons who
had addressed my mother in my behalf. 1790 lit kns /:/.
A*. Gial/am n [Hel Came shaking hands \vi' wabster
lowns. 1798 Colf.ridgk A in . Mar. 1. iii, Now get thee
hence, thou grey-beard Loon. 1828 Son 1

/•". .)/. Perth \ii,
(lo to your Provost, you loi rel loons. 1872 Llackik Lays
flight. 49 A titled loon of high degree.

4. A fellow, man, 1

chap'.
a 1550 Cftristis Kirke Gr. xii, The wyves..fand lyfe in the

loune. 1728 Starrat To Ramsay 15 in R.'s Poems, And
learn 'd the Latin lo\>ns sic springs 10 play As gars the
world gang dancing to this day. 190* Si otsiuan 28 Fell. 8/3
\\ herever Moray loons may gather.

5. A bov, lad, youth.
^1560 A. Scott Poems (S.T.S.) ii. 107 For thair wes novv-

^ir lad not loun Mycin eit ane baikin loche For fowness.
1659 60 Fkpys Diary 11 Jan., I .. went in to see Crowly
\% ho was now grown a very great loon and very tame. 1791
P.oswki.l Johnson 17 Sept. an. 1773, The usual figure of a
Sky-boy is a lown with bare legs and feet. 1821 Clark
till. Minstr. 11. 75 Urging each lown to leave his spoit.sm fear. 1891 ' H. Halibcriox ' Ochil idylls 127 As when
ye roamed, a hardy loon, Upon ihe banks o' May. 1893
Crockktt Stickit Minister (1894} 202 The family . . consisted
of three loons and a lassie.

Loon- Ami). [App. an alteration of Loom -

q.y., pevh. by assimilation to prec. sb.] A name
for certain aquatic birds*

1. Any bird of the genus Colymbus, esp. the
Great Northern Diver {C. facialis), remarkable
for its loud ery.

1634 W. Wood Xeiv Eng. Prosp. (1865) 34 The Loone is

an ill shap'd thing like a Cormorant. 1672 Josselyn AVw
Eng. Rarities 12 The Loone is a Water Fowl, alike in
shape to the Wobble. 1673 Kav Ulllnghbys Ornith. 341
Greatest speckled-Diver, or lx>on. 1759 I). Stu.lingil.
tr. Pibergs Eeoti. Xatnrc Misc. Tracts (1762) 90 The diver or
loon .

.
lays also two eggs. 1766 Pf.nnant Zool. (1768) II. 414

On the Thames they [the grey speckled divers] are called
Sprat loons, for they attend that fish during its continuance
in the river. 1831 A. Wilson <y fionafartc's Amer. Ornith.
MI. 255 Colymbus gtacialis . . Great Northern Diver, or
Loon. 1839 Marrvat Diary Amer. Ser. 1. I. 187 Listen-
ing to the whistling of the solitary loon, i860 All Year
Round No. 75. 586 The loons hallooed and laughed at our
approach. 1880 FitzGirron Trip to Manitoba ix. 101
The weird cry of the loon diving.

2. a. The Great Crested Grebe (/'odice/>s crista-

tus). b. The Little Grebe or Dabchick (/KJlnria-
tilis or minor).
1678 Ray Willnghbys Ornith. 339 The greater Loon or

Arsfoot. ibid. 340 The Didapper, or Dipper, or Dobchick,
or small Doucker, Loon, or Arsfoot. 1766 Fknnant Zool.
(1768) II. 395, 398. 1828 Fleming Mist. Frit. Anhn. 131
f\odiceps\ cristatus,. .Greater Ix>on. ibid. 132 /*. minor,
. .Small Loon. 1880 Times 28 Sept. 4/4 Loon is a name for
a small bird of the grebe tribe, and much better known
as the dabchick.

3. atlrib., as loon-skin.

1807 P. Gass Jml. 166 Some have robes made of muskrnt
skins .. and I saw some of loon-ski n.s.

Hence Loo ning' nonce-wd., the cry of the loon.
1857 Thorf.au Maine W. (1894)307 This of the loon— \ do

not mean its laugh, but its looning,— is a long-drawn call,

as it were, sometimes singularly human to my ear.



LOON.

Loon 3 (l*n). dial. (Cheshire). Also 7 lound,
loone, 9 perron.) loom. [? Corruption of loud

Landj/*.] = L.\X]> j/;. 7.

1611 J/7// (Cheshire) in 31st Rep. Comm. 7*tf. Charities

(1837) 361 Two butts of ground containing one louml. 1688

K.'Molmr Armoury tn. 136/2 Putt m half the quantity of

a 1 ,0011. Ibid. 137/1 [see Laxd 7 J. 1844 Pai.in in ^W.
A\ .S\v. V. 1. 62 A large portion of the flat day-land

has heen formed, ages ago, into butts or loons, varying in

width from 15 to 50 feet. 1855 Mortov Cycl. Agric. II.

724/2 Looms, (Chesh.\ are wide lands, wider than httts.

Loon(e, obs. form of Loan.

t LoO'nery. Obs. In 6- lounrie, -y, 7 lownry.
[f. Loon 1 + -ext.] The disposition and habits of

a loon or rascal
;
lechery, villany.

1508 Dunbar Elythig 7i». Ktnned'ie 100 Thow art bot

Gluncoch with thy giltin hippis, That for thy lounry mony
a leisch hes fyld. 1567 Salir. Poems Reform, viii. 37 Kmr
be mair bow wald be trowit, The les bi lounrie Is allowit.

1606 R01.LOCK On 2 Thess. 114 In thy lownry thou cannot

haue an eye to God. 1686 G. Stuart Joco-ser. Disc. 47
l

T pon trial found a rogue For all his lownry was discovered.

Loong, obs. form of Luxe
Loongee, loonghie, var. forms of Lunoi.

t Loon-slatt, slang. Obs. rare—*. [Pcrh. f.

Loon 1 + Slatt {slang) half-crown.] A name for

the Scottish merle, the value ofwhich in the 17th c.

was \^{d t
the pioverbial amount of the hangman's

fee. (Cf. quot. 1 7S3 s. v. Hangman.)
a 170a P». 10. Diet. Cant. Creu; Loon-slatt, a Thirteen

Pence half Penny.

Loony, luny (l/7*ni),tf. and sb. vulgar. Al<o
loonoy. [Shortened form of Lunatic + -v.]

a. adj. Lunatic, crazed, daft, dazed, demented,
foolish, silly, b. sb. A lunatic.

1872 li. Haute Heiress of Red Dog (1879) 93 You're that
looney sort of chap that lives over yonder, ain't ye? 1883
K. C. .Mann Psychol. Med. 424 (Cent.) His fits were noc-

turnal, and he had frequent ' limy spells' as he called them.
1884 St. James's Gaz. 29 Mar. 6/2 An excellent system
whereby one loony was brought to bear upon another. 1897
Kifi.ixn Captains Courageous 27 Dad sez loonies can't shake
out a straight yarn. 1900 F. \V. Pii.i.ev W ith Christ at

Sea xiii. 253, 1 sh'd a ben fair loony long ago.

Loop (l"p), sb.1 Forms : 5-6 loupe, 6 loppe,
Sc. lowpe, 7 lope, loope, 7- loop. [Of obscure
etymology.
Prof. Skeat {Concise F.iym. Diet) sugqeststhat the word may

be a. ON. h/gujt, hlatrp LeapjA, comparing the Sw. Idp-knut,
Da. l/bhnudc, fab fie, running-knot. The>e compounds,
however, seem to be merely modern (Germanisms ; the rele-

vant sense of the verb, Sw. l<>/>a, Da. fabe, l>eing app. foreign
to early Scandinavian, and due to the influence of the cor-

responding (i. laufen |LG. Upcu). Further, the mod. Sc.
form of OS. hlotlp would be regularly loujb, pronounced
(Ump), whereas the word hop is in Sc. pronounced (l/7p^

;

the spelling lonp? in G. Douglas is ambiguous hut prob.
represents (l/?pl ; cf. drcnipc = droop. The 1 rish and Gael. tub,

formerly suggested by Prof. Skeat, presents at least a note-
worthy resemblance of sound and meaning to t lie Eng. word.] •

1. The doubling or return into itself of a portion

of a string, cord, thong, or the like, so as to leave

an aperture between the parts; the portion so

doubled, commonly fastened at the ends. Often
used as an ornament for dress 'cf. loop-lace).

f Crochets and loops : hooks and eyes, f loprick
in the loop', to play Fast and loosk: cf. pricking
in the garter (Gautek sb. 7 .

c 1400 Destr. Troy 2806 Paris with pyne, & his pure
brother, . . I^auset loupis fro the le ; lachyn in Ancres. c 1450
Hk. Curtasye 446 in Babees /?/'., With crochettis and loupys
sett on lyour. 1513 Douc.i.as ,-Eneis v. v. 66 The todir part
[of a snake cut in two] lamyt, clynschis and makis hir byde,
In lowpis thrawin and lynkis of hir hyde. 1530 Palsgr.
241/1 Loppe to holde a button, fcrmeau. 1551 Mathtw
Bible, Kxod. xxvi. 4 Then shall thou make loupes of
lacyncte coloure, alonge by the edge of y* one curtayne.
1657-8 in Swayne Churclnv. Ace. Sarum (1896) 332 A
Crooke and Loope to put y s Sword in, is. 6d. 1669
Sturmy Mariners Mag. v. xii. 49 There is a Prass Pin in I

the Center at C for to hang the Plummet and String, with
the lx>pe upon. 1690 Evelyn Ladies Dressing- R., Fops Diet.
21 Sultane, a gown trimm'd with Mutton* and Ixxjps. 17 18
LAnY M. \V. Montagu Let. to C'tess Mar 10 Mar., Those
gold loops so common on birthday coats. 1762-71 11.

Walpole Vertnts Anecd. Paint. (1786) V. 118 A woman .

.

in ..a cloak with loops hanging behind. 1771-* Ess. fr.
Batchflor (1773) 1 1. 66 This is the identical Jack, who played
prick in the loop with so many Lord Lieutenants, and cheated I

thein all. 1781 Cowper Gilpin 103 The cloak did fly . . 1

Till, loop and button failing both, At last it flew away.
180* C. James Milit. Diet., L,oop, is .. used to signify an 1

ornamental part of a regimental hat. 1815 F.i.phinstone
Acc. Canbul (1842) 1. 351 There are rows of buttons and

'

loops down the hreast of the tunic. 1879 Butcher & Lang I

Odyss. 73 And fixed the oars in leathern loops all orderly. '

1890 Julia P. P>allard Moths
«fr Butterflies 120 A loop-

|

and-link as if he had begun to make a chain. 1891 W. C.
,

Sydney Eng. \%th Cent. II. 110 So late as 1799 .. footmen
wore their hair tied up behind in a thick loop called a hoop,

j

b. spec, in Needlework (see qnots.).
1880 Plain Hints Needlework 93 To speak correctly, we

lielieve it can be proved that we should speak of a mesh \

in netting, a loop in knitting. 1882 Caui.feii.o & Sawaro
Diet. Needlework, Loop, a term used instead of stitch in

Crochet, Knitting, Netting, and Tatting. In Lace-making
the word Ixxjp is sometimes employed instead of Picot.

C. Mining, (See quot. 1891.)
1883 Grf^lkv Gloss. Coal Mining, It [the I) Link] is a

loop in M-hich one man is lowered and raised in an engine-
pit. 1891 Labour Commission Gloss., Loops, slings attached
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to the end of the ropes which formerly drew the corves tn 1

the pit-mouth of a coal mine. 1897 Wcstm. Gaz. 13 May
7/1 There were about 200 men in the pit, who had to be

brought out by another shaft in loops.

d, =L00PFI'L.
1901 Brit. Med. jfrnl. No. 2089 Epit. Med. Lit. 8 A loop

of this second- dilution is placed, .on each cover glass.

2. A ring or curved piece of metal, etc. em-
ployed in various ways, e.g. for the insertion of

a bolt, ramrod, or rope, as a handle for lifting,

etc. ; dial, a door-hinge.

1674 91 Ray Ar
. C. Words 44 A L.oop\ An Hinge of a

Door. 1715 Desaci'LIKks Eircs Impr. 131 A Cover .. with
a I^>op to move it easily. 1735 Dvchr & Parix>n Diet.,

Loop, .. in a Gun, tis a small Hole in the Barrel, to fasten

it to the Stock or Carriage by. 180s C. James Milit. Did.,
Loop, in a ship-carriage, made of iron, .. through which the
ropes or tackle pass, whereby the puns are moved. 1824
P. Hawker Instr. Vng. Sportsm. (ed. 3) 54 Parts of a Gun.
. . Loops, eyes to barrel which receive the l>olts that fasten

it into the stock. 1847 Infantry Man. (1854) 33 Put it [the

ramrod] into the loops. 1867 Swyth Sailor's Word-bk. y

Loops of a Gun-carriage, the iron eye-bolts to which the

tackles are hooked. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech.,L*oop, a sleeve

or collar, as that upon the middle of a neck-yoke. 1878
Jewitt Ceramic Art I. 15 It has on its central band four

projecting handles or loops, which are pierced. Nine other

looped examples, from Cornwall. 1881 Greener Gun 239
The ribs are then soft-soldered on, and the loop fitted in.

3. Something having the shape of a loop, e.g. a

line traced on paper, a part of a written character

(as the upper part of the usual script (>, ft, t), a
\

part of the apparent path of a planet, a bend of

a river. *\

1668 Wilkins Real Char. tv. i. 388 Adverbs . . may be ex-
pressed by a Loop in the same place. 1814 Scott Lines to

Dk. Bncclt-uch 13 Aug. in Lockhart xxxiii, For this mighty
shoal of leviathans lay On our lee-heam a mile, in the
loop of the bay. 1818 — Rob Roy i, 1 wish . . you would
write a more distinct current hand ..and open the loops of
your Is. 1851 Mavne Reio Scalp Hunt, x viii. 127 Our path
trended away from the river, crossing its numerous 'loops'.

1865 Dickkns Mut. Er. m. x, He set out .. described a 1

loop, turned, and went hack again. 1880 C. & F. Darwin
Movem. PI. 2 The apex often travels in a 7ig-zng line, or
makes small subordinate loops or triangles. 1900 K. C.
Thompson* Rep. Magicians Nineveh II. p. Ixxxix, Jupiter.,
appears to have formed a 1 loop ' near Kegulus. 1900 Blacfao.
Mag. July 58/1 James Hay, the Southern loop of Hudson's
* say.

4. spec, in scientific and technical applications.

a. Anat. A looped vessel or fibre. Loop of
Menle% lhe looped part of a uriniferous tubule.

1846 TovNnEE in Medi o-Chirurg. Trans. XXIX. 309
Loop*, convolutions, and dilatations, freely intercommuni-
cating, characterize the tubuli of the surface. 1858 II. Gkav
Aunt. 442 Occasionally the elementary [nerve-] fibres are
disposed in terminal loops or plexuses. 1885 Lanoois &
Stirling Human Physiol. 1 1. 518 The spiral tubule . . passes
into the descending portion of Henle's loop.

b. Zool. In braehiopods, the lolding of the

brachial appendages.
1851-6 Woodward Mollnsca 211 In Tercbratula and

Thecidinm it [the internal skeleton] takes the form of a loop,

which supports the brachial membrane, but docs not strictly

follow the course of the arms, i860 Reeve Elcm. Covchol.
II. 182 In Terebratula dilatata. .the loops are long. 1881
1*. M. Dt.NCAN in Academy 19 Mar. 210 The comparaiive

j

sizes are also given, and the internal skeleton or loop also.

e. Math. (See quot. 1877/,
1858 J. 1'ooth in Proc. Roy. Soc. IX. 261 The difference

between the lengths of the foop and the infinite branch is

equal to an arc of the parabola together with a right line.

1877 W. K. Ci.ii FORn in Math. Papers (1882) 243 A path
going along any line from O to very near A, then round A
in a very small circle, and then back to O along the same
line, will be called a loop. 1891 Woi.stfnhoi.mk Math.
Probl. 322 Also prove that the area of the loop is ... .

d. Acoustics. The portion of a vibrating string,

column of air, etc. beUveen two nodes.
1878 Ld. Rayleigii Theory oj Sound % 255 II. 46 Midway

between each pair of consecutive nodes there is a loop, or
place of no pressure variation. Ibid., The loops are the
places of maximum velocity, and the nodes those of maxi-
mum pressure variation. .1879 ^TOSE Sot/mi i. 9
The breaking-up of the string into a number of nodes with
intervening loops or ventral segments.

*

e. Kaihvays and Telegraphy. A line of rails or

a telegraph wire diverging from, and afterwards

returning to, the main line or eircuit.

1863 Culi.ey Haudbk. Telegr. 122 Supposing the resist-

ance of the loop to be 100 units. 1873 Act 36 <y 37 Vict. .

c. 56 Sched 1. Note a & b, On single lines of Railway, each
connection with a portion of double line at loops, terminal
stations, or junctions to be stated. 1878 F. S. Williams
Midi. Raihv. 132 For some years the Midland .. used the
loop via Worcester only for the local traffic. 1889 J* K«
Jerome Three Men in Boat v, They .. thought the train
was the Southampton express, or else the Windsor loop.

f. In a ' centrifugal railway* or the like: That
portion of the path which forms a circuit, along
the upper portion of which the passenger tiavels

head downwards.
1900 Scicntif. American 22 Sept. 1 86/1 [The car] plunges

down the incline of 75 feet, . . whirls round the loop, and .

reaches the station after running up a heavy grade.

5. (See qnots.) [Perh. a different word.]
1674-91 Ray S. &• E. C. Words 105 A Loop; A Rail of

Pales, or liars join'd together like a Gate, to be removed in

and out at pleasure, a 1825 Fordy Voc. E. Anglia, Loop,
the part of a pale-fence l)ct\vecn one post and another.

6. altrib. and Comb., as loop-maker \ loop like,

-shaped adjs
; loop-artery, an artery that forms a

IiOOP.

loop alongside the main-duct
;
loop-drag, -eye

(see qnots.)
;
loop-knot, -f(a) a reel-knot (obs.)

;

(b) a single knot tied in a doubled cord, so as to

leave a loop beyond the knot (1875 in Knight
Diet. Mech.)

; loop-laee, (a) a kind of ornament
consisting of a series of loops

; (/>) a kind of lace

consisting of patterns worked on a ground of fine

net ; hence loop-laced a.
; loop-line, (a) see 3 c

;

(b) a fishing-line used with the loop-rod {q. zO to

which it is attached by a loop
;
loop-rod, a spliced

fishing-rod with a strong loop of horse hair at the
lop for the attachment of the line ; loop-stitch,

a kind of fancy stitch consisling of loops; loop-
test (sec quot.); loop-tube = looped tube (see

1 ooped ///. fl.l 1); loop-work, work consisting

of loops or looped stitches; also at/rib.
;
loop-

worm = Loopek 1.

1899 A/lbutl's Syst. Med. VI. 239 The blood can enter at

each end of the short *loop arteries. 1881 Kavmond Mining
Gloss., * Loop-drag, an eye at the end of a rod through
which tow is passed for cleaning lx>re-holes. 1868 Jovnson
Metals iq Vertical bars, to which they [horizontal bands] are
attached by *loop-eyes or strong screw-bolts. 1795 Hutton*
Math. Diet. s.v. Knot, A *Loop knot [explained as = reef-
knot\. X894 Outing (U.S.) XX IV. 351/2 We took a stout
rope, made a strong loop-knot in it for each person. 1632

J. Havward tr. Jiiondi's Erowena 52 The sleeves . . weie
cut from the highest to the lowest part .. and Tejoind with
small blacke *loope-lace. 1683 Lond. Gaz. No. 1797/4 A new-
fashion 'd Campaign Coat . . gold Loop Lace down the Seams.
1883 Daily News 22 Oct. 7/1 Common Valenciennes and
loop laces. 1691 L.ond. Gaz. No. 2686/4 One Flanders
*Ix>op. laced Combing-cloath. 1896 Pop. Set. Monthly Feb.

535 A tendency to draw a *looplike rudimentary contour
soon emerges. 1885 I). Wf.bster Angler /j- Loop-Rod iv.

71, 1 constantly use the spliced rod and *loop-hne. 1727
IJovek Er. Diet., *hoop-maker,faisrnr d'Agremrns. 1885
1) . Wehstkr (title) The Angler and the *Loop-Rod. Ibid.,

1'ref. p. viii, The art of fishing with what may be styled the

loop-rod and line. 1870 Roixeston Aniin. Life 134 We see

a * loop-shaped gland. 1857 AMdgm. Specif. Patents, Serv-

ing etc. 19 Then carrying through the latter a loop of the
first thread, so as to form a double *loop-stitch. 1901 Lady's
Realm X. 619 Fig. 22 is the way open loop-stitch is worked.
.. When drawn through, the needle is put in a little way
beyond the loop formed. 1867 Cum.hy JIandbk. TelegrAed.
2) 145 A *loop-test, when two similar wires are disconnected
from earth at the distant end and joined together, is free

from this source of error. 1876 Pkeece ft Sivewric.iit

Telegraphy -2j6 The advantage of the loop test consists in

its being independent, within certain limits, of the resistance

of the tault. 1885 I.asdois & Stirling Human Physiol.
1 1. 518 Here it [sc. the narrow loop of Henle] becomes wider
..and enters a medullary ray, where it constitutes the

ascending *1oop-tube. 1857 Abridgm. Specif Patents,
Snoing etc. 4 Apparatus tor producing *loopwork orna-

ments on woven fabrics. 1888 Art jfrnl. 379 By leaving

portions of the silk loopwork uncut a less raised pile is pro-

duced. 1880 Libr. Univ. Knowl. (N. V.) 1 1 1. 388 [Canker-
worms] are often called. .*Ioop worms or geometers.

Loop (lwp), sb.- Forms : 4-6 loup(e, 5-6
Iowp e, 6 loope, 5-7 lope, 7- loop. [Proh.

connected with MDu. Ifipen (mod.Du. luipen), to

lie in wait, watch, peer ; cf. MDu. glfipen (mod.
Du. glnipen) of similar meaning, mod.Du. gluip

narrow opening, crack of a door. An Anglo-Lat.

loupis abl. pi., app. repr. this word, is cited by Du
Cange from a document of 1394.]

1. An opening in a wall, to look through, or to

allow the passage of a missile ; a loop-hole.

13.. Gain. * Gr. Knt. 792 Wyth mony luflych loupe, bat
loiiked ful clene. 1393 Lasgl. /*. PI. C. xxt. 288 Eche
chyne stoppe, bat no light leope yn at louer ne at loupe.

a 1470 Gregory in /list. Coll. Lond. Cit. (Camden) 213
They hadde*. loupys with schyttyng wyndowys to schute
owte at. 1494 FAnVAN Chron. vu. 664 A place with a par-

ticioun atwene both prynces. .made with a lowpe, that eyther
myght se other. 1512 MS. Ace. St. John's Hosji., Cantvrb.,

For makyng off a loope in J>e dorter at be susters syde vjd.

a 1531 Li>. IIerners Huon clxvi. 655 The sayd wacheinan
came to y^ wall syde, where as there was a strayte lope into

Florence chaumbre. 1577-87 Hoi.inshed Chron. 1 1 1. 1215/1
One of them could not so soone looke out at a loope, but

three or foure were readie to salute him. 1596 Lodge Marg.
Amer. 63 A square and curious chamber, with fiue loopes to

yeeld light. 1600 Fairfax Tasso xi. xxxii. 201 Some at the

loopes durst scant out peepe. 1628 Cokk On Litt. 5 a,

Tenellare or tnnellare, is to make holes or loopes in walls

to shoote out against the Assailants. 1797 Mrs. Radci.jfi e

Italian i. (1826) 12 Some remains of massy walls, still exhi-

bited loops for archers, c 182* Bedooes Pygmalion Poems
160 A blinded loop In Pluto's madhouse' green and wormy
wall. 1846 Guide Archit. Antiq. Neighlvnrhood Oxford
164 On the first floor [Northleigh Ch. tower] the windows
are plain Norman loops. 1864 Urowxixg Worst of It xii,

1 spy the loop whence an arrow shoots,

b. fig. and in figurative contexts.

1863 Kingi.ake Crimea II. 118 Closing the loops by which
a general might seek to escape from the obligation of having
to make the venture. 1879 T. L Ciyler Heart-Culture
102 The soul becomes luminous until the interior light and
glow blaze out through every' loop and crevice.

f2. An opening in the parapet of a fortification;

an embrasure. Obs.

c 1477 Caxton Jason 14 b, They of Oliferne . .ran unto the

bateilltment and lowpes of the walks. 1525 La Bf.rners

Eroiss. II. ccexxi. 499 At another lope of the wall on a
ladder.. the lorde of Sercell. .fought hande to hande with

his enemyes. 1544 Late Exped. Scot. 6 in Dalyell Eragm.
Sc. Hist. (i7g8\ They repulsed the Scottyshe gonners from
the loupes of the same [gate]. 1553 Hrf.nde Q. Cirrtins

Cc viii, The walle . . was very narowe in the toppe not
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divided with lopes.. hut enclosed with one whole and con-
tinual! battilment rouo.de about. 1575 Churchyard Chippes
(1817) 148 Some beate the lowps, some ply the walles with
shot. 1686 Plot Staffordsk. 381 A yew tree . . cut on the
top with loop and crest, like the battlements of a Tower.

fig- #*533 Ld - Bernkm Gold. Bk. M. Awe/. (1546)

Q vj b, Euery lightnes done in youth breketh down a loope
of the defence of our lyfe.

3. Comb., as foop-iuindozu.

1573-80 Baret A /v. C 161 A loupe windowe or casement.
1848 Rickman Styles Archit. (ed. 5) 94 Some windows of
this style are long and narrow, . . Similar loop windows
with square tops occur occasionally also in Norman work.
189a A. Heales Archit. Ch. Denmark 68 A small round-
headed loop-window.

t IiOOp, sb.% Obs. rare~ l
. [Of obscure origin ;

perhaps a use of Loop sb.1 (cf. Loop v} 2) ; but

cf. Lop sb.1 ] A wood-louse or hog-louse.

i6xa Enchir. Med. u. 58 Your Millepedes, which I take
to be loopes or Hog-lice. 1615 Thomas Lat. Dict.,Oniscus,

a lope, a worme which bendeth himselfe like to a bowe when
he goeth. It is called of some Milkpeda.

Loop (l«p), sb.* Also 5-6 loupe, 9 loup. [ad.

F. loupe, which has all the senses. Cf. G. /uppc]

1. Metallurgy. A mass of iron in a pasty condi-

tion ready for the tilt-hammer or rolls ; a bloom.
1674 Ray Collect. Words, Iron Work 127 The sow at first

they roll into the fire, and melt off a piece of about three

fourths of a hundredweight which so soon as it is broken off

becomes a Loop. 1686 Plot Staffordsh. 163 The Metall in

an hour thickens by degrees into a lump or mass, which
they call a loop. 1731 in Bailey vol. II. 1794 II. Cort in

Repertory of Arts <fr Mamtf. (1795) III. 365 The method
and process, invented .. by me, is to continue the loops in

the same furnace,. . and to heat them to a white or welding
heat. 1825 J.

Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 768 The ore ..

loses its fusibility, and is collected into lumps called loop>.

x88x Raymond Mining Gloss. f
Loup, the pasty mass of iron

produced in a bloomary or puddling furnace.

attrib. iS.. Whitman To Working Men 6 Iron works

—

the loup-lump at the bottom of the melt at last.

+ 2. A precious stone of imperfect brilliancy,

esp. a sapphire Obs.

C1400 Maundev. (1839) xiv. 160 Of the Saphire Loupe,
and of many other Stones. 14. . Lyug. Commend. Our Lad

v

92-3 Semely saphyre, depe loupe, and blewe ewatje, Stable

as the loupe, ewage of pite. 154s 'J'est. Ebor. VI. 228 A
flower of golde diverslie enamylede, with a rubie, a saphire

lupe and a perle. a 1548 Hall Citron., lien. I 7/1 130 In

the uppermost Rose, was a faire Saphier loupe perced.

3. A knot or bur, often of great size, occurring

on walnut, maple, oak, and some other trees.

In some mod. Diets.

4. i A small magnifytng-glass* {Cent. Diet.).

Loop (lwp)> Z*. 1 [f. Loop sb.1 App. of recent

origin ; not in Johnson or Todd. Cf. Looped

///. i?.1 , which is recorded from the 1 6th c]
1. trans. To form into a loop or loops ; also

with round.
1856 Kane Arct. Expl. I. xxx. 412 The other end is al-

ready looped, or as sailors would say, 'doubled in a bight'.

187a Yeats Techtu Hist. Comm. 342 The cyesof the needles

were formed by looping the metal round at the head. 1891

Nature 10 Sept., The larva . . loops its body to and fro with

a kind of lashing movement., in the water.

2. intr. To form a loop
;

spee. of certain larvre.

183a Eraser's Mag. VI. 384 The roots.. twist themselves

among the masonry, and the huge boughs come looping

through the holes. 1854 Woodward Mollusca it. 173

Pedipes afra . . loops in walking, like truncatella. 1885

At/antic Month/y LVII. 595 The currant worms went

looping and devouring from twig to twig. 1898 E. Coues
in y. Eowler's Jrnl. p. xxii, Fowler . . went a roundabout

way, looping far south to heads of the Whitewater and
Verdigris rivers before he crossed the Neosho.

3. tram. To put or form loops upon ; to pro-

vide (a garment) with loops.

1894 Blackmore Perlycross 24 The broad valley, .looped

with glittering water. 1900 Blackw. Mag. Sept. 336/1

Snow loops every ledge and curtains every slope.

4. To encircle or enclose in or with something

formed into a loop.

1840 Lardner Geom. 248 Let a pencil be looped in the

thread... Thus placed, let the pencil be moved in the loop

of the thread. 1863-76 Curling Dis. Rectum (ed. 4) 102

Metallic wire, .sufficient, .to admit of the surgeon, .looping

his finger with it.

5. Chiefly with adv. or phrase : To fasten Kback,

up) by forming into a loop, or by means of an

attached loop ; to join or connect by means of a

loop or loops. Also intr. for refl.

1840 Browning Sordcllo it. 199 For him was . . verse . . A
ceremony that . . looped back the lingering veil Which hid

the holy place. 1843 Carlvle P**t <y Pr. 11. viii, His frock-

skirts looped over his elbow. 1844 Hood Bridge 0/Sighs 31

Loop up her tresses Escaped from the comb. 1853 Me-
chanics' Mag. LVII I. 375 Each needle carries a separate

thread, which are looped into each other alternately. 1863

Alforo ia Life (1873) 366 Their narrow, .streets, shady and

lofty, looped together with frequent arches from side to side.

1873 Black Pr. Thule ii. 28 She had an abundance of dark

hair looped up. 1880 N. Smyth Old Faiths v. (1882) 208

Every thread of life is inextricably looped with a thousand

other threads. 1881 Encycl. Brit. XIII. 99/1 The basal

processes loop with the horizontal fibres.

fliOOp, [f. Loop sb.4 ] intr. Of heated

iron-ore: To form a loop (see.LooP sbj).

1674 Ray Collect. Words, Iron Work 125 Care also must

be taken that it be not too much burned, for then it will

loop, i.e. melt and run together in a mass.

Looped (l/7pt), a.1 Also 6 Sc. lowpit,

7 louped. [f. Loop sb.^ and v.1 + -ed.]

Voi* VI,
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1. Coiled or wreathed in loops
; f intertwined.

* Looped tides of Ilenlc, the narrower portion of the
. urinary tubule in the kidney ' (Syd. Soc. Lex.\

1513 Douglas sEneis if. iv. 9 Lo ! twa greit lowpit ederis,
with mony thraw, Fast throw the fluide towart the land can
draw. 1850 N ichol A rchit. Heav. 83 Others [nebula:] are in
the meantime apart ; but nevertheless of remarkable aspects

:

for instance Sir John Herschel's curious looped shape, the 30
Dorad lis. i860 Reeve Elcm. Conchol. 11. 182 A variously
elaborated system of apophyses, or looped skeletons. 1877
Gray Anat. (ed. 8) 704 The tubes taking the course above
described form a kind of loop, and are known as the looped
or recurrent tubes of Ilcnle. 1878 [see Loop sb. ]

2].

f2. Having, or fastened with, a loop. Of a
dart : Furnished with a thong or strap for throwing.
1589 Rider Bib/. Scholast., Looped, or latched with loopes,

amentatus. 1609 Holland Www. Marcelt. xxxi. vii. 413
They, .assailed one another on both sides with louped darts
and such like casting-weapons.

3. Of lace : Wrought upon a ground of fine net

(cf. loop-lace (b) in Loop sb.1 6). Loopedpile (see

quot. 18SS}. Looped stitch, looped work - loop-

stz'lc/t, loop-ivork (bee Loop sb. 1 6).
1698 Loud. Ga-e. No. 3356/4 Lo>t... two Looped Lace

Pinners. 1720 /bid. No. 5868/9, 2 Pair of fine Mechlin
looped Lace Mens Ruffles. 1740 Cu ss Hartford Con:
(1805 1 I. 226 There are. .four fine laced Brussels heads—two
looped and two grounded. 1851 lllnstr. Catal. Gt. Exhib.
304 Circular looped fabric machine frame for the manufac-
ture of woolen cloths and hosiery goods. 1857 Abridgm.
Specif. Pate?its, Sewiugctc. (1871)8 Apparatus for producing
ornamental tambour or looped work on lace or other fabrics.

Ibid. 20 The well-known chain or looped stitch. 1888 J.
Paton in Eucyc/. Brit. XXIV. 467 1 Looped pile is any
fabric in which the woven loops retimin uncut, as in Brussels

and tapestry carpets, and terry velvets.

4. Held in a loop, held up by a loop.

1869 RontledgSs Ev. Boy's Ann. 264 She wore the classical

costume . . a looped-up tunic 1893 Spectator 23 Dec. 009 2

The plough-teams, with looped-up splinter bars banging
against the trace-chains. 1898 Speaker 8 Oct. 437 In loops

at the lower end of the ropes crouched some of the crew.

At each stronger puff of wind the looped sailors would push
off from the boat with their toes against the gunwale.

Looped J/7p0,///. [f. Loop sb. 2 + -ed?.]

Having loop-holes.

1605 Siiaks. Lear uu iv. 31 (1st Qo. 1608) How shall..

Vourloopt [Fo. 1623 lop'djand windowed raggednes defend

you From season* such as these V

Looper 1 (l/7-p3j). [f. Loop r.i i -hr 1
.] One

who or that which makes loops.

1. The larva of any geomctrid moth.
1731 Aluin Birds I. 2 A.. number of green Caterpillars

cnll'd Looper*. 1819 G. Samoi ki.le Entomol. Compcnd.

250 Caterpillars half loopers. 1869 Eng. Mali. 24 Dec.

345/2 The extensive family known as the Geometers or

Loopers . . proceed by a regular >eries of strides, the middle of

the body forming a loop. 1882 Garden 25 Feb. 132/2 The
caterpillars of these [Swallow-tail] moths are called Loopers.

2. a. A contrivance for making loops, e.g. in a

sewing-machine, b. An implement for looping

strips together in making rag-carpets.

1857 Abridgm. Specif. Patents, Sewing etc. (i87i) 99 It [the

diagonal needle] immediately becomes a simple looper to

take the thread from the vertical needle. 1891 19th Cent. 941

In 1880 a machine called the 'looper' was invented. Note.

The looper is the shuttle of a double-thread sewing-machine,

which holds the under thread. 1895 Chamb. Jrnl. 21 Sept.

599/2 Making a chain-stitch by means of a revolving looper.

Looper - (lw'pai). S. African, [a. Uu. looper,

lit.
4 runner \] //. A kind of large buck-shot.

1889 Rider Haggard Allan's Wife 47 Now, boy, the

gun, no, not the rifle, the shot-gun loaded with loopers.

1900 Wesim. Gaz. 16 May 5/2 Mr. Green was only armed

with a shut gun and cartridges loaded with loopers.

Loopful (l«-puil). [f. Loop sb} + -ful.] So

much as is contained in a loop of (platinum) wire.

1896 Pop. Sci. Monthly Apr. 857 A pure culture. .was

prepared and a sterilized loopfnl deposited. 1901 Brit.

Med. Jrnl No. 2089/8 A loopfnl of tins [fluid] is.. mixed

with \ to 1 c. cm. of distilled water.

Loop-hole, loophole (l«-pih*«l}, sbl [f.

Loop sb£ + Hole sb.]

1. Fortification. A narrow vertical opening,usualIy

widening inwards, cut in a wall or other defence,

to allow of the passage of missiles.

1591 Garrards Art of Warrc 302 That not one of the

towne do so much as appeare at their defences or loop holes.

a 1625 Fletcher Nice Va/ow it. L 1st Song, Thou that

i makest a heart thy Tower, And thy loop-holes, Ladies eyes.

X697 Dryden sEneid ix. 711 Shoot through the Loopholes,

and sharp Jav'lins throw. 1781 Gibbox Dec/ fr E. (i860) I II.

lxviii. 716 Incessant volleys were securely discharged from

the loop-holes. 1805 Southf.v Ballads $ Metr. '/. Poet.

Wks. VI. 59 Bishop Hatto. .barr'd with care All the win-

dows, doors, and loop-holes there. 1840 Browning Sordello

11. Q8 1 Ah, the slim castle !.. goae to rum-trails Of vine

through every loop- hole. 1859 F. A. Griffiths A rtd. Man.

(1862) 263 Loopdwles are obloag holes, from 15 to 18 laches

loag, 6 inches wide within, and 2 or 3 without. They are cut

through timber, or masonry, for the service of small arms,

f b. Naiti. A port-hole. Also (see quot. 1 769V

1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. ii. 7 They lit Loop-

holes in them for the close fights. 163a Jf. Hayward Jr.

Biondis Eromena 40 Her mast and loope-holes gracefully

adorned with banners, and flags of cloth of gold. 1634-S

Brereton Trav. ^Chetham Soc.) 166 The Waves flashed

into the Ship at the loop-holes at the stern. 1769 Falconer

Diet. Marine (1780), Loopholes, .. small apertures.. in the

bulk-heads and other parts of a merchant ship, through

which the small arms are fired on an eaemy who boards her.

1867 in Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.

LOOPING.

2. A similar opening to look through, or for the
admission of light and air.

1591 pERCtvALL Sp. Diet., Miradero, a watch lower, a
loop hole. 1606 Holland Sneton., Nero xii, His manner
was to beholde them . . through little loope-holes. 1667
Milton P. L. ix. 11 10 The Indian HerdMnan. . tends his
pasturing Herds At Loopholes cut through thickest shade.
1719 I)e Foe Crusoe u. iv. (1840) 92 Having a fair loophole
. .from a broken hole in the tree. 1789 Brand ///'*/. A'ew*
castle 1. 175 This passage, .has three or four loup holes on
each side, all widening gradually inwards. 1828 P. Cun-
ningham N. S. Wales (ed. 3) II. 291 Loop-holes and slides

at top and bottom for the admission of air. 1848 Eliza
Cook Curls <$ Coup/ets xvi. 16 The callow raven tumbles,
From the loop-hole of his hiding. 1901 Q. Rev. Apr. 505
Not two dozen were capable of duty beyond watching be-

hind loopholes.

b. fg. (Cowpcr's phrase i loopholes of retreat

'

has been used by many later writers.)

1784 Cowpfr Task iv. 88 Tis pleasant through the loop-

holes of retreat To peep at such a world. 1853 Chr. Re-
mcmbranccr Jan. 59 The loop-holes through which we view
the household manners of these times may be few and con-
tracted. 1879 (i. Mf.kedith Egoist \\\\. (1889) 117 Dim as
the loophole was, Clara fixed her mind on it till it gathered
light.

c. 'Sec quot.)
1842-59 Ciwn.T A rchit. Gloss, s.v. Loop, A loophole is a

term applied to the vertical series of doors in a warehouse,
•from which the goods, in craning, are delivered into the

warehouse.

3. fig. An outlet or means of escape. Often ap-

plied to an ambiguity or omission in a statute, etc.,

which affotds opportunity for evading its intention.

[Perh. after l)u. loopgat, in which the first element is the

stem of loopen to run.I

1663-4 Makvell C'wt. Wks. 1872-5 II. 143 It would be
much below You and Me,.. to have such loop-holes in Our
souls, and to..squee?e Our selves through our own words.
1682 D yden Die. of Guise Dram. Wks. 17^5 V. 327 Their
Loop- Hole is ready, that the Cajsar here spoken of, was a
private Man. a 1700 T. Known Wks. (1709) IV. v. 329
Some of the Doctor's Counsel has found out a Loop-hole
for him in the Act. 1768 Kooik Devil on 2 Sticks 1. Wks.
1799 11. 253 A kgal loop-hole, .for a rogue now and then to
creep through. 1807 Jefi erson Writ. (1830) IV. 73 What
loop-hole they will find in the case, when it comes to trial,

we cannot foresee. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xi. III. 80

The Test Act . . left loopholes through which schismatics

sometimes crept into civil employments. X875 Stubbs Const.

Hist. 1 1, xvii. 518 liven the ' confirmatio cartarum
1 had left

some loopholes which the king was far too astute to over-

look. 1888 Annie S. Swan Doris Cheyne iv. 70 Under the

gui>.e of motherly solicitude . . she had left her without a
loophole of escape.

4. at/rib. and Comb., as loop-hole door, frame ;

loop/iole-lighted adj.

1855 Act 18 iy 19 Vict. c. t?2 § 14 Loophole frames may
be fixed within one inch and a half of the face of any
external wall. 1866 A'. <y Q. 3rd Scr. IX. 447/2 A solidly

constructed stone staircase that conducts to several dark

and loophole-lighted chambers. 1891 Daily News 16 Nov.

7/1, I broke and cut a board from one of the loophole doors.

IiOO'p-hole, sb.- rare. [f. Loop sb. 1 ] The
aperture of a loop.
1812-16 J. Smith Panorama Sci. $ A rt I. 360 A thread.

.

having a loop-hole at its extremity. In this loop-hole fix

a pin.

IiOO'p-hole, v. [f. Loop-hole sb.l] trans. To
cut loop-holes in the walls of; to provide with

loop-holes.
1810 Wellington in Gurw. Desp. (183$) VI. 504 The first

[village] is loop-holed and there is an abbatis in its front.

1827 South ey Hist. Renins. War II. 184 He had been

advised . . to have the houses loop-holed. 1842 Gkn. P.

TnoMt-soN Exerc. III. 43 note, He [Napoleon] .. lies all

night in sight of the other army loop-holing its farm-houses.

184a Alison Hist. Europe (1849-50) X. lxvi. § 83. 196

The houses adjoining the point expected to be breached

were loopholed. 1883 Stevenson Treas. Is/, iv. xvi, A
stout log-house, . . loopholed for musketry on every side.

Hence Loo'pholed a., Loo pholing vbl. sb.

1664 Ultler Und. 11. i. 651 This uneasy loop-hol'd jail,..

Cannot but put y'on mind of wedlock. 1870 Pall Mall G.

24 Aug. 10 The . . loopholing of such farmyards. . as occupied

places of tactical importance. 1885 Gloncesfersh. Chron.

14 Feb. 2 From the loopholed walls the rifle puffs shot out

continuously. 1900 Blackio. Mag. Aug, 244/1 Near the

river was the village of Dubba with loopholed houses filled

with armed men.

Looping (ltf'piq), vb/. sbl [f. Loop vA + -ingI.]

The action of Loop v. 1
, in various senses.

1480 Wardr. Ace. Ediv. 7^(1830) 140 Cordeand Hour for

liring and lowping of the same arras. 1856 Todd & Bow*
man Rhys. Anat. II. 81 Evidence of loopings..is wanting.

In the cochlea of the bird, however, we have seen at one

end a plexiform arrangement of nucleated fibres ending in

loops. 1874 Wood Nat. Hist. 704 Their mode of progression

is popularly and appropriately termed ' looping and the

caterpillars are called ' loopers '.

attrib. 1857 A bridgm. Specif. Patents, Savtng etc. (1 871)

27 Combining this needle with a loopiag apparatus.

b. concr. Material formed into loops; loops as

a trimming.
1690 Lond. Gaz. No. 2531/4 A Red Pye Coat with black

aad white Looping.

Looping (lw-piq)* vbl- sb^ [
f- Loor v- + -ingI.j

The running together of ore into a mass.

1753 in Chambers Cycl. Supp. 1848 in Craig.

Looping (}uy\r))
f
ppl. a. [f. Loop + -ing 2

.]

That forms loops. Looping- snail\ a snail of the

genus Truncatella.
55



LOOPLET.

1854 Woodward Mollusca 11. 175 The end of the long

muzzle is also fiequently applied, as by the Looping-snails
< Truncatell3t\ and used to assist in climbing. 1869 P lack-
more Lorna D. i, The vale is spread with looping waters.

Looplet (lw'plet). [-LET.] A small loop.

1876 whitnev Sights $ ins. xxxi. 301 A little magic
looplet opens in the very hills.

Loopy (l"*pi), a. [f. Loop sd. 1 + -y.]

1. Full of loops; characterized by loops.

1856 Dickens Lett. (1880) I. 425 Many a hand have I seen

with many characteristics of beauty in it—some loopy, some
dashy. 1885 W. F. Crafts Sabb. /or Man (ed. 7) 109 Such
loopy laws net no one. The big fish break them and the

small ones creep through. 1890 H. M. Stanley Darkest
Africa II. xxviii. 236 It is a loopy, . . crooked stream. 190a

Westm. Gas. 19 June 3/2 A loopy sort of braid.

2. Sc. ? Crafty, deceitful.

1824 Scott Redgauutlet ch. xx, When I tauld him how
this loopy lad, Alan Fairford, had served me, he said I

might bring an action on the case.

IiOOr (1u»j). dial. Forms: a. 8 loore, lure, 9
loor, lore, lewer. 0. 6 loue, 8 lough, 9 lo(o, low.
[Origin and correct form uncertain.] Foot-rot.

1587 Mascall Govt. Cattle, Oxen (1596) 77 The loue is a
disease which breedeth in the clawes of a beast, a 172a
Lisle Husb. (1757) 296 Farmer Elford of Upcern in Dorset-
shire tells me, cows will be so sore between their claws that

they cannot stand, . . this he and others informed me, in that

country was called the loore. 1787 Grose Prov. Gloss.,

Lure, a sore on the hoof of a cow, cured by cutting it cross-

ways. West. 1799 C. Cooke in Beddoes Contrib. Phys. <$•

Med. Knoiul. 393 The lough, swellings of the udder, and
cow-pox. 1840 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. I. ill. 320 Another
form of this complaint [foot-rot!, and known also by the
names of foot-halt, lore, &c. . . generally proceeds from
a strain or blow. 1848 Ibid. IX. 11. 445 Foul in the foot, or
Low. 1882 Armatage Cattle 213 Foul in the Foot.

—

Paronychia Bourn, Loo or Low. 1883 Hatnpsh. Gloss.,

Leiver, a disease in the feet of cattle. 1890 Glouc. Gloss.,

Loor, Loo, Lo, a sore on a cow's hoof.

Loor, obs. Sc. f. liefer compar. of Lief a., dear.

1836 M. Mackintosh Cottager s Dan. 39 Far loor in a
rape I'd see him hinging As 'mong heretics I'd hear him
singing.

Loor, obs. form of Lower v.

Loord, variant of Lourd Obs.

Loore, obs. form of Lore, Lure.
Loorequet, variant of Louikeet.

Loos, Loosable, obs. ff. Lose, Loss, Losable.
Loose U«s), sb. Also 6 lose, lowse, 7 lewse,

8 louse, [f. Loose v. and «.]

1. Archery. The net of discharging an arrow.

1519 Horman Vnig. 283 b, Geue a smarte lose with thyn
arowe and thy stryng. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531)
160 b, In the foose of the stryng.. the. .arowe is caryed to

the marke. 1545 Ascham i'oxoph. \\. (Arb.) 146 An other I

sawe whiche,.. after the loose, lyfted vp his ryght leg^e.

1622 Dravton Poly-olb. xxvi. 338 The loose gaue such a
twang, as might be heard a myle. 1636 B. Jonson Discov.

(1641) 115 In throwing a Dart, or lavelin, wee force back
our armes, to make our loose the stronger. 1879 M. &
W. H. Thompson Archery iii. 22 The loose being the deli,

cate part of archery, a very small defect in the archer's gear
will materially affect the smoothness of the loose.

Jig. 1599 Warn. Faire Wont. 11. 394 The only mark whereat
foul Murther shot, Just in the loose of envious eager death,
..Escap'd the arrow aim'd at his heart. 1599 B. Jonson F.i:

Man out 0/Hum. in. iii, Her braine's a quiuer of iesis, and
she do's dart them abroad with that sweete loose and iudiciall

aime, that [etc.]. 1703 De Foe True-l>om Eng. Kxplan.
Pref. 4 To allow me a Loose at the Crimes of the Guilty.

f 2. The conclusion or close of a matter
;
upshot,

issue, event. At (or iii) the (very) loose : at the

last moment* Obs.

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 752 The extreme parts of time,

extremelie formes All causes to the purpose of his speed :

And often at the verie loose decides That, which long pro-

cesse could not arbitrate. 1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie 111.

xvi. (Arb.) 184 We vse to say marke the loose ofa thing for

marke the end of it. 1600 Holland Livy x. xxxv. 376 In
the verie loose and retreat, lather than in the combat and
medley, they found that many more were hurt and slain of

their part. Ibid. xxn. ix. 437 The late hattell . . was more
joious and fortunat in the loose and parting, than light and
easie in the conflict and fighting. 1601 — Pliny II. 403
A smacke it [a fountain] hath resembling the rust of yron,
howheit this tast is not perceiued but at the end and loose

only. 1608 Hp. Hall Epistles 1. iii
;
How all godless plots,

in their loose, have at once deceived, shamed, punished
their author. 161 2 Bacon Ess., Cunning (Arb.) 442 Von

% shall sec them finde out pretty looses in the conclusion, but
are no waies able to examine or debate matters. 1647 San-
derson Serin. II. 209 The unjust steward . . resolveth . . to

shew his master a trick at the loose, that should make
amends for all, and do his whole business.

f 3. A state or condition of looseness, laxity, or

unrestraint; hence, free indulgence ; unrestrained

action or feeling ; abandonment. Chiefly in phr.

At {a or the) loose : in a state of laxity or freedom
;

unrestrained, unbridled, lax. To take a loose : to

give oneself up to indulgence. Obs. exc. as in b.

1593
1 P. Foulfacf. ' Bacchus Bountie C, After these came

young Cicero, who, for the large loose that he had in turn-

ing downe his liquor, was called Hicongius. a 1626 W.
Sclater 2 Thess. (1629) 86 Saint Paul stickes not to impute
demencie to seduced Galathians...In his loose, imputes no
lesse then . . madnesse or losse of wits vnto them. 1646 Sir

T. Browne Pseud* Ep. v. y. 240 Although they act them-
selves at distance, and seem to be at loose ; yet doe they
hold a continuity with their Maker, 1657 Burton's Diary
(1828) II. 43, I would have you as careful in penning the

clause as may be, but not wholly to leave these things at a
loose. 1703 Kowe Fair Penit. 1. i, Melts in his Arms, and

434

t with a loose she loves. 1703 C. Leslie in S. Parker Euse- I

bins' 10 Bks. Eccl. Hist. p. xvi, From all this, that dreadful
'

Loose has proceeded of Prophaneness,.. which we now see
before our Eyes. 1706 Mary Astell Marriage 13 The
Man takes a loose : what shou'd hinder him? a 1734 North
Lives (1826* III. 75 Such looses and escapes as almost all

men there [in Tuikcy] are more or less guilty of. 1760-72
H.^Brooke Foolo/Qual. (1809) IV. 24 In the midst of all his
enjoyments, of a loose to the gratification of every sensual
desire.

b. To give a loose (occas. give loose) to : to allow
(a person) unrestrained freedom or laxity ; to give
full vent to (feelings, etc.); to free from restraint.

occas. To give (a horse) the rein.

1685 Drvden Horace's Ode 1. xxix. 21 Come, give thy
Soul a loose, and taste the pleasures of the poor. 1709
Steele Taller No. 8 p 6 They now give a Loose to their

Moan. 1712 Addison Sped. No. 327 f 11 The Poeis have
given a loose to their Imaginations io the Description of
Angels. 1735 Somerville Chase in. 84 Now give a Loose
to the clean gen'rous Steed. 1752 FiELniNG Amelia iv. ix,

Amelia's inclinations, when she gave a loose to tbem, were
pretty eager for this diversion. 1770 Burke Pres. Discont.
Sel. Wks. 1897 I. 72 They gave themselves, .a full loose for

all manner of dissipation. 1823 Scott Quentin D. xxviii,

He .. gave loose .. to agitation, which,. in public, he had
i

found himselfable to suppress so successfully. 1858 Thacke-
ray Virgin. (1879) I. 391 The little boy. .gave a loose to his

innocent tongue, and asked many questions. 1876 Bancroft
Hist. U. S. VI. x xxviii. 195 Were I to indulge my present
feelings, and give loose to that freedom of expression which
[etc.].

f 4. The act of letting go or parting with some-
thing. Phrase, a cheerful loose. Obs,
1615 S. Ward Coal fr. Altar 28 Without zeale the

widowes mites are no better then the rest ; It is the cheere-
full loose [ed. 1627 lose], that doubleth the gift. 1667 J.

:
Howard All Mistaken 111. (1672) 33 Ping. I must run with
my Breeches in My hand, my Purge visits My Bumgut

[
so intollerable often. Doct. Now Sir for a Cheerful Loose.

!

+5. The action of getting free, the fact of being

: set free, liberation, release. To iftake a loosefrom :

! to get away from the company of. Obs.

1663 Dryden Wild Gallant I. ii, I must make a loose

from her, there's no other way. 167a — Mnrr. ii la Mode
il. i, I was just making a loose from Doralice, to pay my
respects to you. a 1734 North Lives (1826) II. 177 After

! his first loose from the university, where the new philosophy
I was thin but just entering.

t 6. An impetuous course or rush. Obs,

1700 Prior Carmen Sec. 217 The fiery Pegasus, .runs with

an unbounded loose. 1735 Somkrvili.eC//<ij<? iii. 150 Hah \

\
yet he flies, nor yields To black Despair. But one Loose
more, and all His Wiles are vain. 1737 Bracken Farriery
Impr. (1757) II- 148 It is running a Horse in Looses or in

Pushes that makes the Sweat come out best.

1. Comb. : + loose-giving.
1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 52 b, Isidore saith that the best of

it [myrrh] cummeth by resolution and loose-giving within

I

it-selfe. [Isid. Etym. xvn. viii. 4 Gutta ejus spontc ntanans
I pretiosior est. ]

Loose v
l«s), a. and adv. Forms : 3 (in definite

I form% 5-7 lousse, (also %-ydial~) lowse, (4 loss),

4-5 lause, loos, 4, 6 lose, 4-7 lous, 4-8 louse,

5 lawse, 5-6 lewse, loce, 6 Sc. lowis, lowsz, 7

lowsse, 5- loose.* [ME. Ids (with close o), in

north, dial. Ions, a. ON. fytts-s, latts-s (Sw. Ids,

Da. //r),^OE. teas Lease a., q.v. for the ulterior

> etymology.] A. adj.

I

L Unbound, unattached.
For to brenk loose, cast loose, cut loose, let loose, shake

loose, turn loose, etc., see the verbs.

a. Of living beings or their limbs : Free from

bonds, fetters, or physical restraint. Now used >

only in implied contrast with a previous, usual,

I

or desirable state of confinement.
a 1300 Cursor M. 13333 Quat man pat pou lesess o band,

I

For lous [Fair/, lause, Trin. lousel he sal in heuen stand. I

1303 R. Drunne Handl. Synne 10581 So fast pey neuer
hym bondc, bat lose a noper tyme pey hym fonde. C1375
Sc. Leg. Saints xxix. {Placidas) 976 J>e empcroure..com-
ma,..dit his men .. to . . by n i ame in a pl^ce . is: ly ins loss

lat to paim ga. c 1386 Chaucer Reeve's T. 218 This Millcre

..boond hire hors, it sholde nat goon loos. — Cook's Prol. 1

28 For in thy shoppe is many a flye loos, c 1400 Destr.

Troy 13190 He deliuert me lowse, & my lefe felow. 15*6

Tindale Matt, xxvii. 17 Whether wyll ye that y geve
|

losse vnto you [cf. Luther : welchen soli ich euch los geben f]

harrabas or lesus ? 1590 Spenser F. Q. iii. x. 36 The gentle

Lady, loose at randon lefte. 1598 Shaks. Merry W. 1. L 304
Vou are afraid if you see the Bcare loose, are you not?
1608 Burgh Rec. Glasgoio (1876) I. 285 That na mancr of ,

swyne be hadin lows within this bruche or burrow ruidis. !

1672 Dryden Conq. Granada 1. i, When fierce Bulls run
loose upon the Place. 1794 Cowper Faith/. Bird 8 They I

sang as blithe as finches sing That flutter loose on golden
wing. 1882 Ouida Maremma I. 41 A fine long time he [a

handitj has been loose on these hills. 1900 Speaker 29 Dec
340/2 Loose horses, blankets, bags and helmets littering the

road. Mod. He struggled until he got one hand loose.

b. tra/isf. and fig., e.g. of something compared
to a wild animal. Also of the tongue : Not 1 tied

free to speak. + To have onesfeel loose : to be at

liberty to travel (cf. loose footed 10 d fig.).

1726 Wodrozv Corr. (1843) III. 239 To recover this,, .were

my feet loose, and my health served me, 1 would willingly

make a London journey. 1781 Cowper Conversat. 354 We
sometimes think we could such speech produce Much to the

purpose, if our tongues were loose. 1817 Shelley To W.
Shelley t. 7 The winds are loose, we must not stay. 1879

I

B. Taylor Stud. Germ. Lit. 115 Then swords are drawn,

and murder is loose.
|

LOOSE.

. c. In immaterial sense : Freed from an engage-
ment, obligation, etc. ; at liberty. Obs. exc. dial.,

e.g. in the sense 'free from apprenticeship, having
completed a term of service* (E.D.D. s.v. Lewse).
^53 T. Wilson Rhet. (1580) 50 The seruitude of these

twoo, where the one is so muche beholding and bounde to
the other, that neither of them bothe Mould be lose though
thei might, a 1600 Montgo.mf.rir Misc. Poemsxxl 27 Quhen
I wes lous, at libertie I lap ; I leugh vheo ladyis spak to
me of love. 1608 Rowlands Humors Looking Gl. 14 My
friend seeing what humours haunt a wife, If he were loose
would lead a single life. 1880 Antrim ff Down Gloss.,
Loose, unoccupied. 1

1 want to see the mistress when she's
loose '.

fd. With prep. : Free from or of; released or
disengagedfrom ; unattached to. Obs.
c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. iv. pr. vi. 106 (Camb. MS.) In so

moche is the thing moore fre and laus fro destinye as it ..

holdeth hym nere to thilke centre of thinges. c 1400 Destr.
Troy 10996 Philmen the fre kyng, bat he in tyst hade,
He lete to pe large, lause of his hondes. 1456 Sir G.
Have Law Arms <S. T. S.l 249 [He] is lousse of his
promess. 1526 Piigr. Per/. (W. de W. 1 531) 28 Hauyng
thy herte lose from all worldly pleasure, a 1677 Barrow
Sernt. Wks. 1716 III. 179 To suppose that a Gentleman is

loose from Business is a great mistake. 1695 Addison Sir
J. Somers Misc. Wks. 1726 I. 5 If yet your thoughts are
loose from State Affairs. 1713 Berkeley Guardian No. 3
r 1 After getting loose of the laws which confine the passions
of other men. 1761 Churchill Rosciad Poems 1763 1. 51
Loose to Fame, the muse more simply acts. 1784 Cow per
Task V. 512 Her champions wear their hearts So loose to
private duty, that [etc.]. 1821 Scott Pirate xxxvi, I wish
we were loose from him [sc. the pirate captor).

+ e. Loosely clad ; nngirt; naked. Obs.
1423 Jas. I Kiugis Q. xlix, Halflyng louse for haste. 1555

Eden Decades 56 They arc excedynge swyfte of foote by
reason of theyr loose goinge from theyr chyldes age. 1709
Prior Pallas $ Venus 3 Venus, loose in all her naked
Charm .

f. Of an inanimate thing: Not fastened or at-

tached to that to which it belongs as a part or

appendage, or with which it has previously been
connected ; detached. Phr. to come, get loose.

a 1728 Woodward Nat. Hist. Fossils (17291 I. 11. 39 [A
fossilj found loose on the Side of a pretty high Hill near
Stokesley. 1833 J. Holland Manuf. Metal II. 276 These
bolts may be. .withdrawn, either by means ofa loose key or
a stationary handle on the outside of the door. 1856 Kane
A ret. Expl. II. xxiii. 233, I remember once a sledge went
so far under . . that the boat floated loose. Mod. Some of
the pages have come loose. It would be n ore convenient if

the volume had a loose index.

g. Not joined to anything else. Of a chemical
element : Free, uncombined.
1828 Hutton Course Math. II. 75 When a loose line is

measured, it becomes absolutely necessary to measure some
other line that will determine its position. 1873 Ralfe
Phys. Chem. 178 Carbonic acid is present in the blood in

two conditions; viz., loose and stable.

h. Having an end or ends hanging free. Also
in fig. context. (See also Loose end.)
1781 Cowper Anti-Tkelyphthora 102 The marriage bond

has lost its power to bind, And flutters loose, the sport of
every wind. 1820 Shelley Sensit. Plant 111. 68 Like a
murderer's stake, Where rags of loose flesh yet tremble on
high. 1870 J. H. Newman Gram. Assent 11. viiu 277 As to

Logic, its chain of conclusions hangs loose at both ends.

i. Not bound together ; not forming a bundle or

package ; not tied up or secured.

1488 inv. R. Wardrobes (1815) 4 Fund in the maist of the

said cofF-ris lous & put in na thing hot Hand within the said

coffyr[isl 570 rois nobilis. 1596 Spenser Prothalamion 22

With goodly greenish locks, all loose untyde. 1597 Shaks.
Lover sCompl. 29 Her haire nor loose nor ti'd in formall

plat. 1634 Sir T. Heroert Trav. 159 Who compiled the

Alcoran out ofM ahomets loose paper. 1668 Dryden Dram.
Poesie Ep. Ded., As I was lately reviewing my loose papers,

amongst the rest I found this Essay. 1781 Cowper Charity

176 Loose fly his forelock and his ample mane. 1818 Shel-
ley Rosalind % Helen 7 Thy loose hair in the light wind
flying. 1840 Browning Sordello 11. 194 This calm corpse

with the loose flowers in his hand. 1850 Hannay Singleton
Fontenoy I. 1. vi. 97 Jingling the loose cash in their pockets.

1888 F. Hume Mad. Midas 1. ii, Slivers had pushed all the

scrip and loose papers away.

j. In immaterial sense: Unconnected ; rambling;

disconnected, detached, stray, random. ? Now rare,

1681 Dryden Span. Friar Ep. Ded. A 2 b, I . .am as much
asham'd to put a loose indigested Play upon the Publick.

1705 Stanhope Paraphr. II, 256 These would check all our
loose Wanderings. 1710 Steele Tatter Na 215 F 2 These
are but loose Hints of the Disturbances in humane Society,

of which there is yet no Remedy. 1739 Hcmu Hum. Nature
1. iv. (1874) 1. 319 Were ideas entirely loose and unconnected,

chance alone wou'd join them. 1741 Watts Improv. Mindi.
xvii. Wks. 1753 V. 270 Vario will spend whole mornings in

running over kxxe and unconnected pages. 1783 Hurke Rep.

Affairs India Wks. XI. 307 He gives various loose conjec-

tures concerning the motive to them. 1871 Carlyle in Mrs.
Cai lyle's Lett. I. 247 Some real scholarship, a good deal of

loose information.

k. Freefordisposal; unattached, unappropriated,

unoccupied. Obs. exc. in some jocular expressions,

f Loose shot: marksmen not attached to a company.
Loose card (see quot. 1763
1479 Bury Wills (Camden) 51, I will that the seid priste

be foundc the residue of the seid yij yeers w' my loose godes.

ibid. My executors pesably to ocupye my loose goodes,

1590 Sir J. Smyth Disc. Cone. Weapons 17 Mosauettiers..

are not to be imployed as loose shot in skirmishes. 1613
Shaks. Hen. Vlli, v. \\. 59 A File of Boyes, .. loose

shot. .1633 T. Stafford Pac. Hib. 11. xxi. (1810) 418 The
Enemy thereupon put out some of their loose Shot from their



LOOSE.

battle, and enterlayned the fight. 1759 Hume Hist. Eng.

(1806) 1 1 1. 798 Such as could render themselves agreeable to

him in his loose hours. 1763 Hovle Whist 82 Loose Card,

M eans a Card in a Hand that is of no Value, and consequently

the properest to throw away. 1763 Johnson Let. to G.

Strahan 16 Apr. in Boswelt, 1 hope you read.. at loose

hours, other books. 1821 Shelley Prometh. Unb. iv. 154
In the void's loose field. 1839 1. Taylor Ancient Chr. 1.

iv. 465 A devout and wealthy layman resolves to spend a
loose five and twenty thousand pounds on sacred architec-

ture. 1900 Daily News 30 Mar. 3/3 With a handful of

hastily levied farmers, . .aidedby the
1
loose talent * of Europe.

2. Not rigidly or securely attached or fixed in

place ; ready to move in or come apart from the

body to which it is joined or on which it rests.

For loose in the haft, in the hiltis, to have a screw or a tile

loose, a loose pin, slate, see the shs.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 228 Heo bio ikest sone adun, ase be leste

[MS, T. lowse, MS. C. lousse] ston is from he tures coppe.

4:1380 Wyclif Sernt. Sel. Wks. 1. 70 J>ei wolen be louse in

usasnailcs in a tree. 1479 Inv. in Paston Lett. 111. 273,

j. candilst)kke with a lous sokett. 1530 Palsgk. 700/2,

I shake, as a tothe in ones heed that is lose, a 1548 Hall
Citron., Hen. VI11 58 Spangels. .set on Crymosyn satten

lose and not fastened. 1568 GflAFTON Chron. 1. 27 Moses
. .whose eyes were never dimme, nor his Teeth loose. 1613

Shaks. Hen. VIII, iv. i. 75 Hats, Cloakes flew vp, and
had their Faces Hin loose, this day they had beene lost.

1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag. 1. 19 We are within shot ; let

all our Guns be loose. 1724 De Foe Mem. Cavalier (1840)

97 His bridge was only loose planks. 1784 Cowper Task

1. 194 Rills . . chiming as they fall Upon loose pebble*.

1839 Ure Did. Arts 1074 The said sheaves or pulleys are

connected by a crown or centre wheel D, loose upon b, b.

184a C. Hodge Way ofLife 111. ii. 78 Loose matter flies off

from revolving bodies, i860 Tynhall Glac. 11. xi. 292, I

sent Simond to the top to remove the looser stones,

b. Of dye : Not fast, fugitive.

1844 G. Dodo Textile Manuf II. 72 A 'loose* colour.,

easily washed out from those parts.

fc. Of the eyes: Not fixed, roving. Obs.

1603 Dekker Grissil (Shaks. Soc.) 7 Their loose eyes lell

That in their bosoms wantonness doth dwell. 1751 H.
Walpole Lett. (1846) 11. 381 Prince Edward is a very plain

boy, with strange loose eyes.

d. Of a cough: Producing expectoration with

little difficulty ; not 1
fast * or ' light

1833 Cycl.Praci. Med. I. 316/2 Tightness across the chest,

which yields as the cough becomes loose.

3. Of strings, reins, the skin, etc. : Not tightly

drawn or stretched; slack, relaxed. With a loose

rein (fig.) : slackly, indulgently, without ligour.

^1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 907 His gurdelle . . be

it strayt or lewse. 1553 Eden Treat. Newe httt. lArb.)

37 Neyther hau^ they theyr bellies wriuipeled or loose.

1565 Cooper Thesaurus s.v. Laxus, Fn/tcs /<*.t7,..Coides

lewse or vnbounde. 1634 Milton Counts 292 What time

the labour'd Oxe In his loose traces from the furrow came.

1718 Jacob Conrfl. Sportsman 50 His [sc. a Greyhound si

Neck lotlg, . . with a loo>e and hanging Weasan. 1775

Burke Sp. Cone. Ame>\ Sel. Wks. 1897 1. 184 The Sultan

. .governs with a loose rein, that he may govern at all. 1799

M. Underwood Dis. Children (ed. 4> 1 1. 61 Some such appli-

cation as the following will soon brace the loose gums. 1819

Shklley Cenci iv. iii. 17 My knife Touched the loo=-e

wrinkled throat.

b. Of clothes: Not clinging close to the figure
;

loosely-fitting.

1463 ExtractsA berd. Reg. I. 24 The sakle Dauy still

cum bar fule, with his gowne louse. X596 Shaks. i /Jen. 1 / ',

in. iii. 4 My skinne hangs about me like an olde Ladies loose

Gowne. 1606 HoiLAXoSt/eton. 147 Veiled all over in a loose

mantle of fine Sendall. 1680 Otway Orphan 11. iv, Thy
garments flowing loose. 1727-46 Thomson Snnnner 1291

Rob'd in loose array, she came to bathe Her fervent limbs.

1859 W. J. Hoge BlindBartimeus vi. 115 ttartimeus.. ' cast

away his garment

'

t
his loose upper robe. 1901 Speaker

17 Aug. 548/1 Men in loose flannel jackets sang old songs.

[fig. 1605 Shaks. Macb. v. ii. 21 Now do's he feele his

Title Hang loose about him, like a Giants Robe Vpon a

dwarfish Theefe.

c. Of the joints: Slack, relaxed from weakness.

Also, of a person's * build '
: Ungainly, looking un-

suited for brisk movement.
1848 Dickens Dombey ii, He was a strong, loose, round-

shouldered, shuffling shaggy fellow, on whom his clothes

sat negligently. 1893 Stevenson Catriona 66 My eyes

besides were still troubled, and my knees loose under me.

4. Not close or compact in arrangement or struc-

ture, a. gen. Used e.g. of earth or soil : Having

the particles free, to move among themselves. Of

a fabric or tissue or its texture: Having spaces

between the threads.

£•1374 Chaucer Boeth. 11. metr. iv. 30 (Camb. MS.) The
lavse {ed. 1532 lose] sandes refusen to beren the heuy wyhte.

1577 B. Googe HercsbaclCs Hitsb. (1586) 44 You must be-

ware, that whyle the ground is loose and soft, you let not in

the water. 159* Shaks. Rom. j- Jul. v. iii. 6 So shall no foot

vpon theChurchyard tread, Being loose.vnfirme withdigging

vp of Graues. 1603 Owen J'etnbrokeshire (1891) 73 'I his

Marie.. is to be cast on haren lowse and drie land. 1626

Bacon Syha § 34 The Ashes with Aire between, lie looser

;

and w ith Water, closer. 1726 Leon i A Iberiis A rchit. 1 . 40/1

A loose soft M ud. 1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) 1 V. so

A current of blood superfluous in quantity but loose and

unelaborate in crasis. 1846 J. Baxter Libr. Pract. Agric.

(ed. 4) II. 38 It is a common custom to lay a quantity of

loose earth of some kind over the yard.

b. Of array or order of men : Not dense or

serried.

1630 R.jfohnsoji'sKingd. % Commw. it. 218 In their marches

in loose troopes, they are billeted in the next houses at the

countries charges. 1667 Milton P. L. 11. 887 With Horse

and Chariots rankt in loose array. 1697 Drydkn Vtrg.

Georg. 11. 374 Extend thy loose Battalions largely wide.

435

I 1744 Ozell tr. Brantonte's Sf. Rhodomoniades 193 They
|

began to bieak their Order, and retir'd in a very loose
I Manner. 1777 Robertson Hist. Amer. v. Wks. 1813 II. 122

They repelled, with little danger, the loose assault of the

Mexicans. 1818 Shelley Rev. islam vt. vii, The loose

array Of horsemen o'er the wide fields murdering sweep.

c. Hot. = Lax a. 3 b. Also (see quots. 1814-30
and 1839).
1776 J. Lee hitrod. Bot. Explan. Terms 78 Laxus, loose,

easily bent. 1776-96 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) IV.

290 Gills loose. 1787 tr. Linnaeus* Fam. Plants I. 63 The
leaflets longer than the floret, loose, permanent. 18 14 30
Edinb. Eneycl. IV. 40/2 Leaves . . Loose, (solutnm) a cylin-

drical or subulate leaf, which is loosely attached to its stem.

1839 Lindi.ey fntrod. Bot. (ed. 31 472 Loose Uaxtis) ; of a soft

cellular texture, as the pith of most plants. Ibid. 492 Loose
(laxus); when the pans are distant from each other, with
an open light kind of arrangement ; as the panicle among
the other kinds of inflorescence.

d. Oceuning in book-names of certain planls of

a straggling habit (see quots.).

1837 Macgillivray Jf'ithering's Brit. Plants fed. 4) 71
Loose Panick-grass. 1861 Miss Pkatt Flo iver. PI. VI. 38
Loose 1'endulous Sedge.

e. Of handwriting : Not compact, straggling.

1711 Hkakne Collect. (O. H. S.) III. 105 [A transcript]

w el1 is written in a pretty large and loose Hand. 1866 Skeat
Metusiue (K.E.T.S.) Pref. \init.), It is written, .in a clear but

somewhat loose handwriting.

f. Applied to exercise or play in which those

engaged are not ck^e together or in which there is

free movement of some kind. (See also quots. 1897
and ef. B. 2.)

1802 C. James fllilit. Diet., s. v. Loosen, The lock step

was introduced for the purpose of counteracting the mis-

chievous effects of loose marching. 1833 Regit t. tustr.

Cavalry 1. 146 The loose play, or independent practice,

should first he attempted at a walk. 1897 Eneycl. Sport 1.

253/2 Loose croquet, the striking of the player's ball when
both are set together, without putting one's foot upon it.

Ibid. 144.2 (Broadsword). Loose play, a contest in which the

combatants deliver strokes and effect parries, not in any
regular sequence, but as they think each may be most effec-

tive. 1899 Shearman in Football (P»adm. Libr.) 195 The
real feature of the loose game, .was the additional importance

it gave to the thiee-quarter back.

5. Wanting in retentiveness or power of restraint.

1390 (iowi.K Couf. I. 131 His lose tunge he mot restreigne.

1604 Shaks. Oth. 111. iii. 416 There are a kinde of men, So
loose of Soule, that in their sleepes will mutter Tlieir AtTayres.

1613 — Hen. I'IP, It. i. 127 Where you are liherall of

your loues and Councels, be sure you be not loose. 1865

Caklylh Fredk. Gt. vu. iv. (J872) II. 283 A rash young fuol

;

carries a loose tongue.

b. Of the bowels: Relaxed. Also said of the

person.

1508 Kennedy Flyting w. Dunbar 484 A rottyn crok.

louse of the dok. 1594 J. Dickenson Arisbas (1878' 56

The brats of Usurers should he alwaies siche of the loose

disease, neuer able to holde anything long. 1671 H. M.
tr. Frasm. Collot/. 9, I have more need to stay it's loose-

ness, for my belly is too loose. 1707 Fi.over Physic. Pulse-

Watch xxi. (1710) 154 To keep the Body loose is very bene-

ficial, hut much Purging . . is very injurious. 1783 J. C.

Smyth in Med. Cotiiimtn. 1. 202 It .. gave her two loose

stools. 1879 J. M. Duncan Dis. Worn. xiv. (1889' 9=5 The
patient tells you that her bowels are always either very

constipated or very loose—implying by looseness rather

frequency of motions than thinness or liquidity of the stools.

6. Of qualities, actions, statements, ideas, etc. :

Not rigid, strict, correct, or careful ; marked by

inaccurate or careless thought or speech; hence,

inexact, indefinite, indeterminate, vague.

1606 Shaks. Tr. % Cr. nr. iii. 41 Lay negligent and loose

regard vpon him. 1622 Eacon Holy WarM isc. Wks. (1629)

114 It is but a loose Thing to speake of Feasibilities, without

the Particular Designes. 1649 Milton Eikon. Pref., The
loose and negligent curiosity of those who took upon them

to adorn this Hooke. 1651 Hobres Leviath. in. xxxvi. 226

Prophets.. at Delphi.. of whose loose words a sense might

be made to fit any event. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 188 P 1

It is an Argument of a loose and ungoverned Mind to be

affected with the promiscuous Approbation of the Generality

of Mankind. 1752 Hume Pol. Disc. x. 216. No attention

ought ever to be given to such loose.exaggerated calculations.

1790 Paley Horse Paul. i. 3 We have only loose tradition and

reports to go by. 1839 1. Taylor A tic. Chr. I. iii. 173 Not
merely a loose resemblance but a close analogy. 1844

Lingakd Anglo-Sax. Ch. (1858) 1. App. A. 317 The loose

and indefinite word interea, or in the meanwhile. 1895

R. L. Douglas in Bookman Oct. 23/1 His style is.. free

from that loose rhetoric which is so wearisome to the reader

who loves history for its own sake.

b. Of literary productions, style, etc. •

1638 Baker tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. 111.) 31 This kind of

writing is rather a loose poetry, than a regular Prose. 1687

Miege Gt. Fr. Diet. 11, A loose Discourse, that does not

hang together, diseonrs qui nest pas bieu lie. 1709 Felton

Classics (1718) 173 That Loose and Libertine Way of Para-

phrasing. 1754 Gray Poesy 61 Loose numbers wildly sweet.

1872 M into Eng. Prose Lit. lntrod. 6 A sentence so con-

structed as to be noticeably loose. 1884 Church Bacon ix.

215 Nothing can be more loose than the structure of the

essays.

c. Qualifying an agent-noun.

a 1568 Ascham Scholcm. (Arb.) 1 16 Colde, lowse, and rough

writers. 1847 L. Hunt Men, Women <y B. II. I 3 Lady

Dorset was accounted a loose speaker. 1865 Lightfoot

Galatians (1874) 120 No stress can be laid on tbe casual

statement of a writer so loose and so ignorant of Greek

1875 Whitney Life Lang. ii. 29 We are loose thinkers and

loose talkers. 190a Blacfew. Mag. May 59% Here too are

traps for the loose rider.

f d. Of conditions, undertakings, engagements

:

i

Lacking security, unsettled. Obs.

LOOSE.

1603 Contn. Adv. Doit Sebastian in Harl. Misc. (1810) V.

468, I hold it no policy to deliver it (a letter] her; consider-

ing ft as a loose adventure, in such dangers, to trust a
woman. 1645 Rutherforo Tryal <y TV/. Faith (1845) 80

We make loose bargains in the behalf of our Souls. 1687

Miege Gt. Fr. Diet. 11, To be in a loose (or unsettled) Con-
dition, tfavoir poin t cTEtablissement.

e. Cricket. Of bowling: ^'anting in accuracy

of pitch. Of fielding, etc. : Careless, slack.

1859 All Year Round No. 13. 306 The Joose balls we hit

for fours and fives; the good ones we put away for singles.

1877 Box Eng. Game Cricket 454 Loose, this adjective is

frequently applied to hatting, bowling, and fielding too.

1884 Lillyivhite's Cricket Ann. 103 P. AI. Lucas punishes

loose bowling severely.

f. colloq. Of an appointed time: Not strictly

adhered to.

1892 Sir H. Maxwfll Meridiaua 45 Breakfast is not on
the table till a loose ten.

7. Of persons, their habits, writings, etc. : Free

from moral restraint; lax in principle, conduct, or

speech ; chiefly in narrower sense, unchaste, wanton,

dissolute, immoral.
C1470 Henrvson Mor. Fab. in. {Cock $ Fox) xx, He was

sa lous, and sa lecherous, a 1578 Lisoesay (Pit>cottie)

Chron. Scot. (S. T. S ) 1. 107 He had ane lous man with

him in hiscompanie callit Makgregour quhilk he suspectit

gif ony thing war in missing it wald he found of tymes

throw his h'andis. 1588 Greene Perimedes 43 By being

lose hi my loues,.. to disparage mine honour. 1588 Shaks.
L. L. L. v- ii. 776. 1591 Percivall Sp. Diet, Amanccbatto,

. .a loose liner. 1650 Baxier Saints' R. 1. vii. (16621 104

Now every old companion and every loose-fellow is putting

up the finger. 1660 Pepys Diary 9 Oct., I find him to be

a merry fellow and pretty good natured, and sings very

loose songs. 1683 Tkyon Way to Health xix. (1697) 428

The Spermatkk Vessels, whence proceed wanton Desires,

and loose Imaginations. 1700 Dkyden Pref Fables Wks.
(Globe) 502, 1 am sensible.. of the scandal I have given by
my loose writings. 1722 De Koe Col. Jack (1840) 170 He
had led a loose life, a 1770 Jortin Scrm. (1771 IV. i. 5 The
Pagans though loose enough in other points of duty. 1784

Cow»'ER Task 11. 378 Loose in morals, and in manners vain.

1849 Macaixay Hist. Eng. vi. 11. 118 He was a loose and
profane man. 1879 F. W. Larrar St Paul (1883) 67$ The
leading hierarchs resembled the loo>est of the Avignon

cardinals.

8. Applied to a stable in which animals are kept
' loose ' (sense 1 a) or without being fastened up.

So also loose box (see Box sb:± \%\
1813 SportingMag XL1L 54 The reader will have noticed

my frequent w arm recommendations of the loose stable. 1833

Loloon Eueyil. Cottage At chit. § 1091 The stables, loose-

house (stable or place for a sick horse. .&c.\. to be neatly

causewayed. 1839 ( *reen\\ ood Hints Horsemanship (1061

)

128 A horse should have a loose standing if possible; if he

must be tied in a stall it should be flat. 1849 Thacki.ray

Pemtennis Ixxv, Gentlemen hunting with the . . hounds will

find excellent Stabling and loose boxes for horses at the
' Clavering Arms 1871 M. Collins Mrq. .y Merck. 1 . ii. 89

Loose boxes for no end of horses.

9. In certain specialized collocations: loose fall

Whaling (see Fail sb.%) ; loose fish, {a) colloq.

a person of irregular habits
; + (/>) a common pro-

stitute
;

(c) (see quot. 1864 ;
(d) Whaling (see

quot. 18S3); f loose hand --Loose end, in phr.

at the loose hand; loose ice (see quot. 1^35^;

loose pulley, 1 a pulley running loo*ely on the

shaft, and receiving the belt from the fast pulley

when the shaft is to be disconnected from the

motor' (Knight Diet. Jl/ech.); also fast and loose

pulley (see Fast a. 11) ; t loose work, a kind of

embroidery in which certain parts (,e.g. those

representing leaves of trees) are left free to move.

1809 Malkin Gil Bias vii. vii, Girls in a servile condition

of life, or those unfortunate *loose fish who are game for

every sportsman. 1827 Egan A need. Turf72 A game known
among the loose fish who frequent races.. by the name of

' the thimble-rig '. 1864 Sat. Rev. July 84/1 That peculiar

variety of Parliamentary species known as 'an outsider or

* a loose fish,' but described by itself under the more flattering

title of ' an independent member '. 1883 Clark Russell

Sailors Lang., Loose-fish, a. whaling term signifying that

the whale is fair game for anybody who can catch it, a 1734

North Lives (1742)77 He was w eary of being at the *loose

hand as to company. 1774 C. J. Phipps Voy. N. Pole 38 At

one in the afternoon, being still amongst the * loose ice. 1835

Sir J. Ross Narr. 2nd \ 'oy. Explan. Terms p. xv, Loose ice,

a number of pieces of ice near each other, but through

which the ship can make way. 1825 J. Nicholson* Operat.

Mechanic 382 A strap passing from a drum over a *fast and

loose pulley. 1873 J. Richards Wood-working Factories,

62 Loose pulleys will give trouble now and then, no matter

how well they are fitted, a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII

58 b. Velvet, covered all over with braunches of hony suckels

of fyne flat gold of dammaske, of *Iose worke, every lefe of

the braunche moving. 1577 87 HousshedCAwh. III. 844/2

A curious lose worke of veluet imbrodered with gold.

10. Comb. a. In concord with sbs., forming ad-

jectival combs., as loose-needle, loose -wrist.

1866 Atheuznm No. 1997- 178/3 Loose-wrist practice (in

pianoforte-playing] is a mo^t excellent thing. 1883 Gresley

Gloss. Coal Mining, Dialling, the operation of making a

survey with the dial. There are two ways of using the

instrument, known as loose needle and fast needle dialling.

To. with pples., being used as a complement,

1 as loose-broke, -hanging, -hung, -let, -lying adjs.

1807 J. Karlow Columb. v. 203 His troops press forward

like a *loose-broke flood. 1598 Marston Sco. Villanie \u

vii. F 6, Her *loose-hanging gowne For her loose lying

I
body. 1851 Longf. Gold. Leg. m, Street in Strasburg,

What news do you bring with your loose-hanging rem ?
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i6a5 K. Long tr. Barclays Argents 11. xx. 133 The "loose- !

hung banners. 187a A. ue Yekk Leg. St. Patritk, St. P.

# Armagh Cath., With tangled locks and loose-hung

battle-axe Ran the wild kerne. 1870 Swinburne Ess. <y

Stud. (1875) 261 Effeminate in build, loose-hung, weak of

eye and foot. x6oi Mary Magd. Lament. \\. xxvi. {Fuller

Worthies Miscell. 1 1.), M y *loose-let soule. 1814 Southey
Roderick Poet. Wks. 1838 IX. 53 Soon they scoop'd Amid ,

*loose-lying sand a hasty grave.
|

c. parasynthetic adjs., as loose-barbed, -curled

\

-flowered, -girdled, -handed, -hipped, -jointed,

-limbed, -lived, -locked, -panicled, -principled, -robed,

-spiked, -wived.
1901 BlacJSrw. Mag. Dec 742/2 Their spears with loose-

barbed points. 1882 Oi'ioA Alaremma I. 152 Her bronze-

hued, *loose-curled head. 1837 Macgillivhay Withering's

Brit. PL (ed. 4) 346 Mxx>se-flowered Alpine Carcx. 1894

Gladstone Horace's Odes 35 With thee, *loose-girdled

Graces come. 1870 Lowell Among my Bks. Ser. 1. (1873)

223 To draw the line . . between a wise generosity and a

*Ioose-handed weakness of giving. 1648 Heabicic Hesper.

(1869) I. 64 First Jollies wife is lame; then next, *loose-

hipt, Squint-ey'd, hook-nos'd. 1859 Jephson Brittany iii.

28 Big-headed, *loose-jointed .. carriage-horses. 1823 Cob-
bktt Rur. Rides (1885) I. 303 The cattle appear to be all

of the Sussex breed ..*loose-limbed. 1889 Doyle Micah
Clarke 236 A long loose-limbed seaman came up from the

mouth of the cave. 1641 J. Trafpe Theol. Theol. 250
*Loose-lived ministers, a 1661 Holyday Jttvenal 94*Loo^e-
lock'd Sabines, who a battle stay'd. i8z$Greeuhouse Comp.
n.43(?/z</w/«^rt,*loose-panicled Otidia. i8s8J.Martineau
.V/W.C//r.iS8 A*loose-principlcd and unholy being. 1777 Enz.
Ryves Poems 60 Where * loose-rob'd Pleasure careless roves.

1837 M acgillivray Withering's Brit. PI. (ed. 4) 346 *Loose-
spiked Rock Carex. 1606 Shaks. Ant. «y CI. 1. 11. 75 It is

a heart-breaking to see a handsome man loose Wiu'd.

d. Special combs. : f loose-bellied a., having

the bowels relaxed ; loose-bodied a., (of a
dress) loose-fitting; fJtg. lewd, wanton; + loose-

breech, a slovenly lottt ; + loose-clacked a., loqua-

cious, chattering ; loose-footed a., having a loose

foot (in qnot., said of a sail) ; ffg- ready on one's

feet, at liberty to travel ;
loose-gowned dr., wearing

a loosely-fitting dress
; \fig. wanton ; f loose -han-

gled a. [f. hangle HINGLE J,
loose-jointed ; floose-

hilted a.,
i loose in the hilts incontinent, wanton

;

loose-kirtle (qnasi-arch.), a wanton; flooss-
legged, f loose-tailed adjs., unchaste, incon- !

tinent; loose-tongued a., blabbing; f loose-

waistcoateer, ?a woman.
1565 Coopeh Thesaurus, A Inns liquanda, he must be

made *Joose bealycd. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. iv. iii. 136
If euer 1 said *loose-bodied gowne, sow me in the skirts of
it. 1621 B. Jonson Gipsies Metam. (1640} 67 Christian

|

.shall get her a loose bodide-gowne. 1625 Shirley School
of Compl. 11. i, Hee's giddy-headed, and loose-bodied. 1672
Dkyden isl Pt. Cotiq. Granada Kpil., And oft the lacquey,

or the brawny clown, Gets what is hid in the loose-bodied
gown. 157$ Gamm. Gurton tn. iii, 1 faith, sir *loose-breche, I

had ye taried, ye shold haue found your match 1 1661
K.. W. Con/. Charac, informer (i860) 45 His dam was ..

j

some *Ioose claikt bitch or other. 17x7 Wodrow Corr.

(1843) 11. 315 Were J as *loose- footed as I have been,
1 could come to London to have the benefit of reading it. 1

1895 Outing (U. S.) XXVI. 46/1 Tricing up the tack if the
.sail is loose-footed, a 17x7 Parnell Donne's yd Sat. 36
Or for some idol of thy fancy draw Some * loose-gown*

d

dame, x6n Cotcr. s.v. Long, Longue esrhine . . a tall, ill.
|

fauourcd, *lod$e-hangled boobie. a 1652 Hkomk New
Academy 11. i. Wks. 1873 II. 28 Your *loose-hilted Mys-
tresses. 1855 Kinc.slky Westw, Ho ! xxx, Here's a fellow

.. talks about failing, as if he were a Barbican *loose-kirtle

trying to keep her apple-squire ashore ! 1599 Marston
Sco. I 'illattie tl. vi. 199 Here's one must inuocate some *lose-

leg'd Dame. 1598 J. #
DtcKKNsoN Greene in Cone. (1878) 147

Her *loose-tai!d gossips which first intic't her to folly. 1689
Carlile Fortune Hunters iv. 43 You have fixt her in the
Rank of loose-taiPd Ladies. 1647 Waro Simp. Cobler 25,

I shall .. make bold .. to borrow a little of their *loose 1

tongued Liberty. X883 Daily News 7 Nov. 5/4 The
Marquis thought some of his Paris Attache's had been
rather too loose-tongued.

^
a 1658 Cleveland Pet. Poem

18 So that my Doublet pin'd, makes me appear Not like a
Man but a *Loose-wastcoateer.

B. quasi-j^. and sb.

1. absol. in phrases, a. On the loose : (behaving)

in an unrestrained or dissolute fashion ; * on the

spree \
1849 J. Hannay KtngPobbs v. 76 One evening, when they

were at Gibraltar, on the look-out for amusement—:in modern
parlance, 'on the loose',—they went into a little wine-shop
letc.]. 1859 Punch o July 22/1 Our friend prone to vices
you never may see, Though he goes on the Loose, or the
Cut, or the Spree. 1872 Ibid. 20 July 23/1 Having to appear
at the police court in order to give evidence for one of your
fast friends who has been out upon the loose.

b. /;/ the loose : not made up into or prepared in

a particular form.
1898 Westm. Gaz. 19 Noy. 8/t Of this [collection of cigar

ends] about 1$ cwt. was sold in the loose to a tobacco manu-
facturer at is. per lb.

2. Rugby Football That part of the play in

which the ball travels freely from player to player,

as distinguished from the scrimmage.
1892 Pall Mall G. 25 Jan. 1/2 They carried th* 'scrums

and were quicker in the 4 loose 1900 Westm. Gaz. 12 Dec.
7/2 In the loose both packs did well, but the Oxford men

(

were the more brilliant.

C. adv.

1. Loosely; with a loose hold. To sit loose \

(fig.): to.be independent or indifferent; to hold
loosely to, not to be enslaved to; occas. not to

|
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weigh heavily upon, t So to hang loose {to). To
j

hold loose : lo be indifferent.

1591 H. Smith Pride Nabnch. 27 How earnest hee was
about his dreame and how loose he sat after in his pallace.

1647 Trafp Comm. Epist. <y Rci>. 83 The best counsell I can
give you, is that you hang loose to all these outward comforts. 1

x68o P. Henry Diaries <y Lett. (1882)281 Theref. get loose,

my soul, from these th. & sitt loose to them. X683 Temple
Mem. Wks. 1731 I. 480, I found within a Fortnight after I

arriv'd, that he sat very loose with the King his Master,
j

1706 Atterbury Funeral Serm. Beimel 6 To sit as loose

from those Pleasures, and be as moderate in the use of them,
as they can. 17 11 Aduison Sped. No. 119 r 2 The fashion-

able World is grown free and easy; our Manners sit more
loose upon us. 1858 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. 11. xiii. I. 175
A fluctuating series of governors holding loose, and not in

earnest. 1880 Macm. Mag. No. 245. 397 To the rubrical

theories he simply sat loose.

2. To play fast and loose (f loose or fast) : see

Fast and Loose b.

a 1555 Lynoesay Tragedy 196 We mycht full weill haue
leuit in peace and rest, Nyne or ten 3eris, and than playit

lowis or fast.

3. Comb., as loose-driving, -enrobed, -filing,

floating, -flowing, -living, -thinking, -wadded,

-woven, -writ adjs.

1729 Savage Wanderer I. 165 Yon limeless Sands *loose-

driving with the Wind. 1598 Shaks. Merry W. iv. vi. 41
* Loose eu-roab'd With Ribonds-pendant flaring 'bout her
head. 1881 H. James Portr. Latiy xxv, Ralph had a kind
of "loose-fitting urbanity that wrapped him about like an
ill-made overcoat. 1727-46 Thomson Summer 1316 In folds
* loose-floating fell the fainter lawn. 1777 Potter Aeschylus,
Seven agst. Thebes 159 Their "loose-flowing hair. 1873
Longf. Milton 6 I ts loose-flowing garments. 1607 Tournelr
Rev. 7 rag. 1. ii. Wks. 1878 II. 18 With easie Doctors, those

*loose-liuing men. 1862 R. H. Patterson Ess. Hist. A Art
108 In this *loose-thinking style. 1841 Thackeray Men fit

Coats Wks. 1900 XI II. 6x0 Vour *loose-wadded German
schlafrock . . is the laziest, filthiest invention. 1627-47 Kelt-

ham Resolves 1. ii. 4 That which puts the *loose-woven
minde into a whirling tempest. X901 Kath. Steuart By
Allan Water x. 275 Their webs of loose-woven cloth, a 1720
Sheffield (Dk. Buckhm.) Wks. (1753) 1. 76 The *loose writ

libels of this age.

Loose "(l/7s\ v. Forms: 3 leowsin (?for
lowsinN

, 4 lauce, laus, lowss, loyse, 4-5 also

9 dial.) lause, lawse, 4-6 lous, lose, loiss, (also

7-9 dial.) louse, lowse, (5 losyn, louce), 5-6

louss, loss, (6 looce, looze, los, loase, lows,

lowis, lewce), 6-7 leuse, 4- loose. Pa. t. 4
laused, etc. ; also 5 laust, 6 loust, 7 loost. Pa.

pplc. 4 laused, etc.
;

strong (tare") 4 losine, 6

losen. [f. Luosb -a, Cf. Leese v.'1]

1. trans. To let loose, set free ; to release (a per-

son, an animal, or their limbs) from bonds or phy-

sical restraint.

a 1225 Juliana 38 lchulle be leowsin [Bodl. MS. lowse] ant
leauen hwen me punched, a 1300 Cursor M. 14356 ILazar]

in winding clath. .was wonden,. .' Louies him nu he said.

c X400 Destr. Troy 7884 Deliuert were bo lordes, lawsit of

pri.sone. c 1470 Henkv WalLice x. 727 Schyr, loss nie off

my band. 1470-85 Malory A rthur m. xii. 589, 1 requyre
the lose me of my bounties. 1497 Extracts Aberd. Reg.
(1844) 1« 60 And nocht to be lousit out of the goif quhile the

saide hour, for nay request. X530 Pai.scr. 615/1 Lowse this

prisoner from his yrones, he muste he removed from this

gaylle. 1535 Coveruale Mark xi. 4 They . . founde the

foale tyed by y° dore ..and lowsed it. 158X Act 23 Kliz.

c. 10 §4 So as they, .doe presentlye loose and let goe everye
Feasaunte and Partridge so taken. x6n Dible Jsa. Ii. 14

The captiue exile hasieneth that he may be loosed. 1697
Dryuen Virg, Past. vi. 38 Loose me, he cry'd, 'twas Im-
pudence to find A sleeping God, 'tis Sacrilege to hind. X821

Shelley Prometh. hub. 11. ii. 94 How he Ithe chained
Titan] shall be loosed. 1840 Browning Sordcllo 11. 211 Like
Perseus when he loosed his naked love. 1865 Trollo^e '

Belton Est. xx. 232 Behon had gone into the stable, and
had himself loosed the animal.

b. In immaterial sense: To set free, release,

emancipate; f to absolve (a person). Const.from

(teO-
1340 Hamfoi.e Pr. Consc. 2182, I yhern..be loused away

Fra |>is life, c X375 Sc. Leg. Saints x\\. (Magdalena) 985
Syndry seke men gettis hare hele, & are lousit of mekil
payne. 1x400 Dcs/r. Troy 13250 At the last, fro bat lady,

1 lausyt inyselfe. c 1425 Cursor M. 18327 (Trim) From de|>

of helle to lousen vs. 1533 Gau Richt Vay 24 Quhil we be

lowsit of this mortal body. 1559 Bk. Com. Prayer, Occas.

Prayers, Let the pitifulnes of thy great mercy Jose vs.

X570-6 Lambarof. Peramb. Kent (1826) 149 Loosing them
from al duty of allegiance to their Prince. x6xx Luke
xiii. 12 Woman, thou art loosed from thy infirmitie. 1637-50
Row Hist. Kirk (1842) 130 It was concluded,. . that he shall

be lowsed fra the said sentence. J784 Cowper Task II. 39
They [sc. slaves] themselves once ferried o'er the wave That
parts us, are emancipate and loosed. 1842 Tennyson
Godtra 37 She sent a herald forth, And bad bim cry,., that

she would loose The people. 190a A. M. Fjur bairn Pkihs.
Chr. Relig. III. 11. ii. 542 God as interpreted through Him
[Christ] was loosed from the qualities that bound Hiin to a I

peculiar people.

C. esp. with allusion to Matt. xvi. 19, xviii. 18.

Also absol.

^1300 Cursor M. 18189 Quat art bou bat louses paa pat

formast sin sua band in wa? X340 Ham pole Pr. Consc. 3852
Alle bat pou lowses in erthe right Sal be loused in heven
bright, c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints i. iPeirus) 17 To bind and
louss quhowm-eucr hou will Plane powar is geuin \>c

baretill. CX400 Maundev. (Roxb.) iii. 9 To wham Godd
[

gaffe full powere for to bynd and to louse. 1526 Pilgr.

Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 225 b, What so euer thou loose in

erth, it shall be losen in heuen. 11548 Hall Chron.,

Edu: IV 199 Havyng full autthoritic to bynd and to lose, I
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to contracte and conclude, x 567 Gude 9f Godlit Ball. (S . T. S.)

192 Saif Christ onlie that deit on tre He may baith louse

and bind. 1892 K. P. Barlow Regni Evangelivm \. 57
What they have bound no other hand must loose.

d. To free (the lips, tongue, etc.) ftom constraint.

a 1375 Joseph A rim. 49 Louse bi lippes a-twynne & let be
gost worche. 1567 Gude <v Goalie BalL (S.T. S.) 127 My
lippis Lord than louse thow sail. 1629 Sir W. Mure 1 rue
Crvcifjee 2283 Now doe the wicked louse their tongues tp

lyes. 1822 Shelley Zucca x. 8 Sounds of softest song ..

Had loosed the heart of him who sat and wept. 1842
Tennyson Vision Sin 88 Let me screw thee up a peg : Let
me loose thy tongue with wine. 1902 Expositor May 383
The wine loosed the tongues of the guests,

t e. To set free from disease. Obs.
a 1637 P>. Jonson Proises Country Life 58 Or* the herb

Son ell, that loves Meadows still, Or Mallowes loosing
bodyes ill.

2. To undo, untie, unfasten (fetters, a knot)

;

to break (a seal. ; t occas. with up. f ?b loose

down (Sc.) : to unfasten and let down. Now dial.

or poet.

a 1300-1400 Cursor M. 12823 (Gott.), I es noght worthi to

louse [Cott. lese] be thwanges of his scho. c 1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints xix. (Cristq/bre) 510 pai .. lousit bare beltis spedly.

1388 Wyclif Acts xvi. 26 Alle the doris ween openyd, and
the boondis of alle weren lousid. a 1400-50 Alexander 788*

pus lowtes bis lede on low & lowsys hys chynez.
^
1530

Palsgk. 494/1 You have so confused this yernc that it can
nat be losed asonder. Ibid 615/2 Lowse the knotte of my
garter. 1535 Coveroale Rev. v. 2 Who is worthy to open
the hoke. and to loose the seales therof ? e 1560 A. Scorr
Poems (S. T. S.) iv. 42 It settis not madynis als To latt men
lowis thair lake. X563 Mirr. Mag., Somerset xvi, When
the chiefc lynke was lewced fro the chayne. 1591 Spenser
Bellays Visions ix, With sidedong beard, and locks down
hanging loast. 1725 Ramsay Gentle Sheph. iv. i, The witch
. .Lows d down my breeks. 1742 Young St. Th. v. 30 Wit
calls the graces the chaste zone to loose. 1822 Shelley
'Triumph Life 147 'I hey . . Throw back their heads and
loose their streaming hair.

flg- "535 Co\ eroalf. Mark vii. 35 His eares were opened,
and the bonde of Ids tonge was lowsed. 1548 Uuall, etc.

Erasm. Par. Matt. xii. 71 Loused the knot of the question.
c 1620 A. Hume Brit. Tongue (1865! 9 The knot lis] harder
to louse, for nether syde wantes sum reason. 17x3 Adoison
Cato it. i. 20 Other Prospects Have loosed those Ties and
bound him fast to Oesnr. 1859 Tennyson Vivien 192 Then
our bond Had best be loosed for ever.

b. To unlock or unpack (a chest, etc.) ; to un-

pack (goods). Also with forth, out ; occas. absol.

Chiefly Sc.

Phr. i Sc.) t To loose the box : to open one's coffers, to pay
up. f t o loose one's Poke, pack : to open one's budget, to
' out w ith it '.

13.. Gaw. <5- Gr. Knt. 2376 He ka}t to be knot & be
kest lawsez. X545 Ascham Toxoph. (Arb.) 108 Lette vs
returne agayne vino our matter, and those thynges whyche
3 0U haue packed vp, in so shorte a roume, we wyll lowse
them forthe. 1583 Leg. Bp. St. Audrois 228 in Satir.
Poems Reform, xlv, He pat him off with mowis and mockis,
And had no will to louse the boxe. 1725 Ramsay Gentle
Sheph. 11. i, Hut loose your poke; be 't true or fause let's

hear. 1785 Lh'RNS Jolly Beggars Recit. viii, The jovial

thrang The poet did request, To lowse his pack, an' wale a
sang. 1855 RofltNsoN Whitby Gloss., 7 0 Lowse out, to untie,

to unloose or unpack goods.

f 0. To unjoin or unclasp (hands). Obs.

1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Matrimony, Then shall

they, .looce theyr handes. X566 Child-Marriages 69 Then
thefy] losid bandes. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. 11. in. 243.

d. To detach, cast loose, let go : chiefly jYatit.

f Also with forth, f To loose out (a knife) : to

unsheathe it. f Also, to remove (an article of

clothing) from the body.
1382 Wyclif Exod. iii. 5 Lowse thow tht shoyng fro thi

feyL e 1400 Destr. 7'roy 2806 Paris .. and his pure brother

. . Lauset loupis fro the le
; lachyn in Ancres[L. solutis Ha-

guefu/tibus, subdue tis anchoris\. c 1400 Melaytte X067 The
Sarazene .. lawscs out a knyfe full righte. ^1470 Henry
Wallace \\\. 1160 Pownd on the trest in a creddill to sit, To
lous the pyne quhen Wallace leit him witt. 15x3 Douglas
AZneis 111. iv. no Do lows the rabandis, and Tat douu the

sail. 1530 Palsgr. 615/2 Lowse your shoe and gyve hym
upon the heed withall. X535 Coveruale Luke v. 5 Vpou
thy wordc I wil lowse forth the nett. a 1578 Linoesay
(Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) 1. 324 The king . . past 10

his chamber and loussit his claithis and maid him to his

bede. X632 Massingkr. City Madam 1. ii, 1 will not loose

a hat To a hairs breadth, move your Never, 1'le move mine.

1669 Sti rmy Mariner's Afag. 1. 16 Therefore up a hand
and loose fore.Top sail in the Top, that the Ships may see

we will Sail. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey) s.v. Let-fall, If

the Main-Yard, or Fore-Yard he struck down, su that the

Sails may be loosed before the Yard be hoised, then the

Mariners do not say, Let fall the Sail, but Loose the Sail.

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780), To Loose, to unfurl or

cast loose any sail, in order to be set, or dried, after rainy

weather. 1821 Shelley Boat on Serchio 88 The chain is

loosed, the sails are spread. 1863 Gko. Eliot Romola Ixi,

She loosed the boat from its moorings. 1867 Smyth Sailors
Wortt-Bk., 7o loose a rope, to cast it off, or let it go.

e. Sc. To detach the team from (a plough, etc.).

Also absol.

C14B0 Henkyson A for. Fab. 2253 tn Anglia IX. 471 The
oxiu waxit mair reulie at the last, Syne efter thay lousit [etc.].

a 1568 Wyfe of Auchtermuchty ii. in Bannatyne J'oems

(1873) 342 He lowsit the pluche at the landis end. ibid.

xiii. 34s She lowisit the plwch and syne come hame. 179X

J. Learmont Poems 56 Twa lads..War gaen atpleugh their

forenoon yokin : At length baith tir'd wi* heato' noon, They
loos'd an on the lee lay down. 1893 Crockett Stickit

Atinister 117 lie was cot a' nicht, an' I havna seen him since

he lowsed.

f f. To carve (a pheasant). Obs.
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c Kfioo For io serve a Lord in Babees Bk. (1868) 395 To

lose or unlase a fesaunt.

+ g. inlr. for rcfl. To come unfastened. Obs.
11760-72 H. Brooke Fool of Qual. (1809) IV. 84 The

picture.. suddenly looses from its ribband.

3. fa. To loose the anchor \ to weigh anchor.
Also, to loose one's barA. Obs.

c 1450 O/M^r/ (Surtees) 675 t>e man went and loused
pe ankir. 1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 69 They lowsed theyr
ankers and departed from Guadalupea. 1567 Turhekv.
Ovid's Kpist. Qij b, Auale and lose thy Barcke, take seas.
1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. x. 307 The frenche
shipis beginis to lous tbair anker, and stryk sail at Bristoo.

b. Hence absoL To weigh anchor, occas. with up.
1526 Tinuale Acts xxvii. 2 We entred into a shippe of

Adramiciuin, and lowsed from lond. 1587 Fleming Coutn.
llolinshed III. 975/1 The baron de la Gard . . leased from
De'epe with twelue galties. 11594 M - rlowe & Nashe Dido
iv. 111, To stay my Fleete from loo>ing forth the Bay. 1635
Foxk& James Voy. N. JF.(HakIuyt Soc.) I. 180 This noonc
he loost up for the shore. 1677 Lond. Gaz. No. 1245/3 This
morning the light Ships that were at Anchor in this
Bay, loosed, and are sailed to the Northwards. 1690 W.
Walker tdiomat. Anglo-Lat. 277 Our ship loosed from the
harbour. 1867 Smyth Sailor's ll'ord-bk., Loosingfor sea,
weighing the anchor.

4. To shoot or let fly (an arrow) ; to let off (a
gun\ lObs.
C1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxiv. 112 On and louse aone

arowes. 1473 Warkw. CJiron. (Camden) 8 The kynge..
losyde his gonnys of ordynaunce uppone them. 1530
Palsgr. 615/1, 1 lowse, as a gonner low.seth a peceof ordon-
aunce 158a N. Lichfield Castanhcda"s Discov. E. Ind.
t. Ivii. »2o As the Nayre loosed off his arrow. 1599 Shaks.
Hen. V

t \. ii. 207 As many Arrowes loosed seuerall waves
Come to one marke. 1638 Junius Faint. Ancients 324
Such archers, .use.. to loose their arrowes in a more comely
manner. 1814 Cary Dante, Par. 1. 122 That strong cord
that never looses dart But at fair aim. 1818 Shelley Rev.
Islam x. xxvi, Bike a shaft loosed by the bowman's error.
transf. 1820 Shelley I is. Sea 4 When lightning is loosed,
b. absol. or inlr. To shoot, let My. Also said

of the gun.
1387 Trevisa Higdcn (Rolls) VI 1. 77 pe childe losed and

schette. 1530 Palsi.k. 615/1, 1 thought full lytell he wolde
have lowsed at me whan 1 sawe hym drawe his bowe. Ibid.
681/2 Se howe yonder gonne reculeth or ever she lowse. 1545
Ascham To.xoph. (Arb.) 161 Houlde and nocke trewlye,
drawe and lowse equallye. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. I'll/
56 b, Al the .11. C. archers shot and losed at once. 1588
Shaks. Tit. A. iv. iii. 58 {He giues them the A rrowes.) Too
it Boy, Marcus loose when 1 bid. 1603 B. Jonson Sejauus
in. iii, Nor must he looke at what, or whom to strike, But
loose at all. 1889 Riuer Haggaru Allan's Wife 80 Reserv-
ing their fire till the Zulus were packed like sheep in a
kraal, they loosed into them with the roers. 1893 Field
25 Mar. 456/3, I threw up my gun mechanically, but had no
intention of 'loosing ' at the poor thing. 1900 Daily News
x Oct. 7/3 Paget's artillerymen dashed forward, unlimbered,
and loosed on the foe.

C. trans, {transf. and Jig.) To give vent to,

emit ; to cause or a low to proceed from one.
1508 Kennedy Flyting w. Dunbar 28 Ramowd rebald,

thow fall doun att the roist, My Iaureat lettres at the and
J lowis. «6oo Shaks. A. Y. L. \\\, v. 103 Loose now and
then A scattred smile, and that lie liue vpon. 1601 — All's
Well 11. iii. 172 Both my reuenge and hate Loosing vpon
thee. 1687 Evelyn Diary 19 Apr., His . . delicateness in
extending and looseing a note with incomparable softnesse.
1847 Tennyson Princess 11. 407 And loose A flying charm
of blushes o'er this cheek.

f5. To weaken the adhesion or attachment of;
= Loosen v. 3 ; to make unstable or insecure in

position. Also intr. for pass. Now only arch.
13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 957 pe rayn rueled doun..Gorde

to gomorra pat be grounde laused. 1375 Barbour Bruce
vi. 253 A gret stane.That throu the gret anciente Was
lowsyt, reddy for to fall, c 1420 Chron. Vilod. st. 1117 pen
sye he how his fedris weron lewesode ychone. 1523 Frrz-
herb. Husb. § 126 With the wyndynge of the edderynges
thou dost leuse thy stakes and therfore they must nedes be
..hardened agayne. 1526 Pilgr. Per/(W. de W. 1531) 254
The hole frame of the ioyntes of his body dissolved and
losed. 1530 Palsgr. 615/1, J lowse a tree or herbe from the
roote. /bid., Se howe the heate hath made these bordes to
lowse asonder. ci$$q Lloyo Treas. Health (?i55o) H iij,

A stroke or faul, wherby the ioyntes of the backe bone ar
,

loused. x6n Bible Ecclns. xxii. 16 As timbers gilt and
bound together in a building cannot be loosed with shaking.
1864 Swinburne Atalanta 1062 The firm land have they
loosed and shaken.

6. To make loose or slack; to loosen, slacken,
relax, make less tight

; fpass, (of nerves) to be un-
strung, f To loose a bridle to : to indulge. Now
arch. exe. in eolloq. phr. To loose hold: to let go.
c 1440 Promp. Pant, Losyn, or slakyn, laxo, rela.ro.

«53° Palsgr. 720/2, I lowse a thynge that was to strayte
tyed. 1577 B. Googe HeresbadCs Husb. (1586) 67 The olde
Rosyars must haue the Earth loosed about them in Februarie,
and the dead twigges cutte of. 1581 G. Pettie tr. Guazzo's
Civ.Conv. (1586) 11. 117 Our lyfe is like to instruments of
Musicke, which sometime wresting vp the strings, and
sometime by loosing them, become more melodious. 1596
Dalrvmpi e tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. 11. 152 Occasione frilie

to louse a brydle to al thair appetites, c 1614 Sir W. Murk
Dido <$• JEneas 1. 220 A prince imposed To let or loose their
rains, as he commands. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 586
The slipp'ry God will try to loose his hold. 1737 Whiston
Josephus, Hist. vi. viii. § 4 Their nerves were so terribly
loosed . . they could not flee away. 1865 Lightfoot Gala-
tiaus (1874) X18/2 Sin and law loose their hold at the same
time. 1868 Browning Ring <y Bk. v. 822 He bid them

|

loose grasp. 1875 W. S. Hayward Love agst. IVorld 18
,

1
Ixx>se your hold of the lady's bridle cried Walter. 190*
Methuen Peace or IVar S. Africa vii. 158 He will know
when to loose and when to tighten the rein.
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!
fb- transf. To relax or loosen (the bowels).

Also absol. Obs.

.f.
1*** Lanfrants Cimrg. 51 J>ou maist..lose be wombe

m pat he be costif. 1528 Paynel Salemc's Regim. (1 541) 77
,

J he brothe of coole wortes. .leuseth the bealy. /bid. 87Wacke pepper throughe the heate and drynes therof, leuseth
quickcly. 1533 Klyot Cast. Hett/i 11. vii. (i54 ,) 2C b, Soure
grapes are colde, and do also lowse, but they are harde of
dygestyon. 1612 Wooimi.l Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 187 It
is dangerous to loose the belly upon a former loosenesse.
165X YViTTiK Primrose's Pop. Err. t. s 8 If their bellies be
but abundantly loosed.

f7. [Cf. L. solvere.] To break up, dissolve, do
away with. Chiefly^-. 0!>s.

1340 Hampole Pr. Cause. i 7y2 pe dede. .louses idle thyng
And of ilk mans if mas endyng. 1387 Trevisa Higdcn
Rolls) \U. 149 Whos chirche dissolved and lowsed forus
longe rotnes he reparailde. 1435 Misvn lure of /.croc 11.
lx. 91 pat frenschyp bat is kyndcly sal not be lausyd. 1526
Itlgr. Perf (W de W. 1531) 15 It dissolueth and loseth
all vowes. i$2p Palsgr. 688/1, I resolve, I lose thynges, or
melte them, or parte thynges asonder,yir resolne. 1819 Smel-
lly Lend 1. 11. 23 By assiuuiug vows no I'ope will loose.

f b. inlr. To crumble away
; to dissolve, mcll.

^1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xlv. Cristine^ 234 Til be fals ydot
don can fal, cSc in poudre lotisyt al smal. 1481 Caxion Myrr.
n. xxvii. 120 The moi>ture .. is. in thayer assembled and
amassed . . And the sonne causeth it to lose and to falle on
therthe.

t S. To break faith
; to violate (a peace). Obs.

13.. Gaw. <y Gr. A'nt. 1784 If 5e.. folden fayih to'^at fre,
festned so harde, pat yosv lausen ne 1>m. 1456 Sim (». Have
tu7o Arms (S. 1 . 8.) 149 The man.. may nocht lous his
faith, 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 309 I iy reason whereof the
peace hetwene them agreed might be losed or broken.

t 9. To solve, explain. Obs.
1596 SrENSEH F. Q. v. xi. 25 lie had red her Riddle, which

no wight Could ever loose but su fired deadly doole. 1660
K. Coke Justice I "hid., Arts <V Sei. i Tnis doubt is after-
wards looked by Aristoile himself.

10. To redeem, release or obtain by payment ; to
pay for. Sc. Hence perh. Coverclale's use: t'I'o
buy {obs.].

1473 Treas. Acc. Scotl. (1877) I. 48 Item to Dauid
Ouhytehede and Thome of Stanly.. for Doctor Andres dis-
pensacione lousyt be ihaim in liruges xvj//. 1500 /bid.
11900) U. 98 Item, ..to Jacob hilar to lows his lute thut lay
in wed x\\\]s. 1504 5 /bid. {1901) HI. 127 To Alexander
Kers to lous the Kingis stope quhilk wes tane t|uhen he wes
Abbot of Unreson vjV/ xiijjf. 1535 Covkkuai.K Jer.
\\\\\. 25 That I shall loose a pece of londe vnto my self.

1824 Scott St. Ronans ii, As for [he letters at the post-
mistress's they may bide in her shop-window- till lJeltane,
or I louse them. 1825-80 Ja.vieson, To Louse.., to pay
for ; as, * Gie me siller to louse my coaU at the hill '.

t b. Sc. To free (an estate) from incumbrance.
1494 Acta Dom. Cone. (iS.v,, 361/3 Or the landis war

lowsit, quhilkis are now low sit.

11. Sc. Law. To withdraw (an arrestment).
1522 Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1844) I. 100 The arrest laid

one the gudes aboune wriim ) e l'atiik Leslie. . . And the
said Patrik offerit the said gudis, and the rest maid tharonc
to be loussit, incontinent thar findand soueity [etc.]. 1544
/bid. I. 205 1'he said day, Thomas Menzeis, proven of
Aberdene .. lies lowsit the arrotnient made \poun anu
scheip, and certane tymmer being thairin, peitening to
Robert Patersoune and vtheri*. 1609 Sm.m-: Reg. Maj.
75 b, 1 he moueable glides of the defender, sould he first

attached, and arreisted, vntill he finde securiiie be pledges,
to conipeir and answere 10 the com plainer; and then the
arreistuient sould be lowsed. 1681 Vlsct. Siair /ustit.
Lara Scot. 111. i. 11693) 373 When he whose (ioocls or Sums
are arrested, rindeth Caution, and thereby louseth the Aires

t

inent. a 1768 Krskine /ustit. in. vi. § 12 11773) 1. 509.

12. pass, and intr. To finish working
;

(of a
school, factory, etc.) to close, disperse, ' break up*.

dial.

a 1813 Wilson Maggie Weir (E. D. D.), Ploughman
chields lous'd fiae their wark. 1829 Hogg Sfuph. Cat. I. vi.

151 He wad hear it [a song] every day when the school
looses. 1851 Greenwell Coal trade Terms Serthumb. <y

Dnrh. 35 Loose (* bosvse ') !- Finish working ! 1893 Snow,
dln 'Pales Yorksh. Wolds no One Sunday afternoon just
as the chapel had ' loosed '.

Loose, obs. form or variant of Lose, Loss.

Loosed (l«st), a. [f. Loose v. + -Ed l.]

In senses of the vb.

1580 Sidnev Ps. xxii. viii, Who^e loosed hones quite out of
joynt be wTied. 1661 Lovell Jlist. Anim. ^ A/in. Introd. b,

The eares are moveable.. ; in horses, and labouring beasts,

they shew their spirits, being micant in the fearful], .. and
loosed in the sick. 1887 (.i. Meredith Ballads <$• 150 lie
rose like the loosed fountain's utmost leap.

Loose end.
1. An extremity of a string or the like left hang-

ing loose ; fig. of something left disconnected, un-

decided or unguarded. Chiefly //.

1546 Heywoou Pro7>. (1867) 37 Some loose or od ende will

come man. 1577 Harrison England \\. v. (1877) 1. 110 The
cleargie men. .are beloued generallie. .except peraduenture
of some hungrie wombes, that couet to plucke & snatch at

the loose ends of their best commodities ; with whom it is. .a

common guise, when a man is to be preferred to an eccle-

siasticall liuing, what part thereof he will first forgo and
part with to their vse. 1868 Bain A/eut. <y Alor. Sci. 6
A completed connexion between the extremities of the body
and the cells of the grey matter, or else between one cell

and another of the central lump; there are no loose ends.

11897 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. 1 Jan. 4/5 No loose ends of con-
troversy along these lines will be left to be taken up by the ,

new Administration.

2. Phr. At (after> on) a loose end : not regularly I

occupied, having 110 settled employment ; not know-
|

LOOSELY.

I
ing what to be at. Also (to leave a matter) at a

1 loose end-, unsettled. collo</., orig. dial. (ef. loose
hand, Loose a. 9).
1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour (1864) II. 55 One informant

told me that the bird-catchers,, .when young,.. were thohe
who 4

liked to be after a loose end first catching their
birds, as a sort of sporting business, and then sometimes
selling them in the streets. 1856 P. Thompson Hist. Boston
714 ' He's on a loose end ', without employment, i860 Geo.
Kliot Mill on Ft. vt. iv. III. 54 When I've left off carry,
ing my pack, and am at a loose end. 1864 Erasers A/ag.
LXIX. 412/1 l.ut to stop short of that is to leave the whole
matter at a loose end. 1870 E. Peacock RalfSkirl. III. 228
On the Saturday evening he, like Hob, was at the * lowse end \
but he had full employment. 1889 Mallock In Enchanted
1st. 262 Excepting myself he was the only stranger in
Cyprus who was thus at a loose end, as it were, and not on
some professional duty.

3. Mining. (See quots.)
1865 Bowek State Quarries 17 A Moose end ', as quarry-

men call it, should always be selected for carrying on opera-
tions on the top rock. 1881 Raymond Alining Gloss., Loose-
end, a gangway in long-wall working, driven so that one
side is solid ground while the other opens upon old woi kings.
1883 ( Ikesley Gloss. Coal Mining, Loose End, the limit of
a stall next to the goaf, or where the adjoining stall is in
advance.

Loosely (l/?sli), adv. Forms: 4 loselyeho,
lousely, 4-5 loseliche, 5 losly, 5 6 losely, 6
lowslie, lowsel^e y, lously, looeely, Ioos(e)Iye,

7 Ioosly, 6- loosely, [f. Loose a. + -ly-.] In
a loose manner.
1. Not tightly, slackly ; without tightness, close-

ness, rigidity, or cohesion. Also fig.
c 1400 Lauf anc's Cirurg. 82 fcynde it [a ligature] losely

at be moub of he wounde. Ibid. 146 pe seuenbe is boundu
loseliche to be first spondite. c 1440 Hylton Scaia Perf.
< W. de W. 1494) 1. xii, The more bat this desyre is the
faster is lesu knyttc tothesoule: The les.se that this desyre
is he loslyer is he knytte. 1583 Siubbes Auat. A bus. 11.

(1882' 37 It is a worlde to sue how lowsely they shall be
sowed, .. euerie stitch an inch or two from another. 1597
A. M. tr. Gnillemean's Fr. Chiruig. 26 b,2 It fasteueth the
guinmes vnto the teethe, when as They hange looselye thei-
on. 1667 Milton /*. wi. 4.25 Part loosly wing the Ke
gion, part more wise In common, rang'd in figure wedge
tbir way. 1811 Lai ham Facts tone. Diabetes 87 Matters
capable of such fermentation .. have their sugar so weakly
and loosely oxygenated as to be again readily evolved by
the secretory action of the kidneys. 1842 Bischou- Woollen
Maunf. II. 64 Articles of wool which were >o loosely manu-
factured, that they could be easily converted again into
wool, i860 B. Jowett in Ess. .5- R ( r>. :8o In modern times
..all languages sit loosely on thought. 1878 Browning
La Saisiaz 81 Not so h-osely thoughts were linked, Six
weeks since.

2. Without enre, strictness, or rigour; not strictly;

carelessly, negligently, laxly. Said esp. of thought
or its expression.

1377 Kangl. P. PI. n. xn. 213 For he is in be lowest of
heuene . . And wel loselyche loileth here bv be lawe of holy-
cherche. 1387 Tke\ isa Higdcn 1 Rolls) Vii. 163 Hut Emme
lousely i-kept ta.viuscustodita], wroot unto i-e bisshoppis
of Engelond. 1566 Dkant //orace's Sat. 11. i. K vij b, Some
thynke my satyies too to tarte tokepe no constant lawe, And
gome have thought it lously pende. 1638 R. BakPK tr. Bal-
zac's Lett, (vol. II I.) 6 Though yju write nothing loo>Iy, yet
you write nothing with streyning. 1647 Clakenuon ///st
Rcb. 1. § 106 The . .revenue had been very loosely managed.
1793 Heodoes in Obscrv. Xature Demoustr. Evid. 1 33, 1 have
already loosely observed, that their system supposes (etch
1824 Scott Fam. Lett. 14 Nov. (1804) H« xx. 222 All men talk
loosely in their ordinary conversation. 1838 Prescoit Ferd.
$ /s. (1846) I. Introd. 19 The laws were often loosely ad-
ministered by incompetent judges. 1885 Leeds Mercury
31 Jan. 6/5 The ideas thus loosely expressed.. 1899 Allbntt 's

Syst. A/ed. VII. 448 In this country the word 'stammering'
is used loosely for all forms of speech defect.

3. \\ ithout moral strictness ; immorally.
1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. A/att. xi. 20-24 ^"e be not

geuen to riot and excesse so openly and loosly. 1605 Cam-
uen Rem., II ise Sp. 188 In this age when a Bishop living
loosely was charged that his conversation was not according
to the Apostles lives, he [etc]. 1699 Dkyof.n in FourL.
Eng. Lett. 140 Licence which Mrs. Eehn nllow'd herself,
of writing loosely, and giving., some scandall to the mo-
desty of her sex. 1855 Macal'C.ay Hist. Eng. xvii. IV. 36
He was . . a far more dangerous enemy of the Church than
. .if he had. .lived as loosely as YV'ilmot,

4. Without being confined or restrained. Now
rare.

1590 Spenser F. Q. i. xi. 51 Her golden locks for hast
were loosely shed About her eares. c 161 1 Chapman Iliad
xxi. 437 loues w ife could put on no such raines, I?nt spake
thus loosly. 1633 P- Fletchbk Poet. Alise. 75 Or as the
hairs which deck their wanton heads, Which loosely fly,
and play with every winde. 1635-56 Cowley Davideis m.
261 The wind admir'd, which her hair loosely bore, Why
it grew stiff, and now would play no more. 1818 Shelley
Rev. Islam x. xxv, Sheathed in resplendent arms, or
loosely dight To luxury'. 1892 Tennyson Akbars Dream,
And what are forms? Fair garments, plain or rich, and
fitting close Or flying looselier.

5. With free evacuation of the bowels.
1612 Dekker If it be not good Wks. 1873 III. 288 Your

guilded pills, .slip so smoothly doune Your Subieuts throates,
that all (vpon a sudden) Are loosely giuen. X897 Allbntt's
Syst. Med. 111. 741 If the bowels are only opened once
loosely he takes but one dose.

6. Comb, (with ///. adfs.), as loosely-adherent,
-branched, -filling, -packed, -woven etc.

1746 J. Warton Ode to Eancy 9 O Nymph, with loosely-
flowing hair. 1862 H. Sfencek First Pritte. 11. xix. § 14$
(1875) 403 Not unfrequently a piece of trap [rock] may be
found reduced .. to a number of loosely-adherein coats,



LOOSEN.
like those of an onion. 1887 Moloney Forestry IK Afr. 299
A loosely-branched tree. 1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med, WW.
903 I bacilli] occasionally in loosely packed bundles.

Loosen (1/Wn), v. Forms: 4 losne, lousen,
loosne, 6 loozen, 7 losen, 9 dial, lowsen, 4, 7-
loosen. [f. Loose a. + -en 5. ON. had losna intr.,

to become loose, from the \vk. grade of the root.]

To make loose or looser.

1. trans. To set free or release from bonds or

physical restraint. Obs. cxe. poet, (rare) and dial.

138a Wyclif Ps. cxlv. 7 The Lord losneth the gyiiede.

Ibid. ci. 21 That he shulde . .loosen the sones of the slayne.

1530 Palscr. 766/2, I unbynde, I losen, jc dcslie. 1804
Coupf.r Poetry 1. 88 The oussen, lousen'd frac the plough,
Spread oure the grassy plain. 1887 I'owen I'jrg, yEfield

it. 153 Lifting his hands now loosened from chains.

b. trans/, and fig. Now only in the phrase to

loosen (a person's! tongue and in certain poetical or

rhetorical uses (? after Shelley).

164$ Milton Tctrach. Wks. 1851 IV. 192 And thcrfore

doth in this .Law, what best agrees with his goodnes loos-

ning a sacred thing to peace and charity, rather then binding
it to hatred and contention. Ibid. 222 And this their limit*

ing that which God loosen'd and their loosning the Mimes
that he limited. 1695 Dkvdkn Dufrcsnoy*s A rt Painting
185 This is an admirable Rule; a Painter ought to have it

perpetually present in his Mind and Memory.. . It loosens his

hands, and assists his understanding. 1821 Shelley Prometk.
Unb. m. iii. 81 Thou breathe into the many-folded shell,

Loosening its mighty music. 1850 Tennyson In Mem.
xlviii. 14 liut [Sorrow] rather loosens from the lip Short
swallow-flights of song. 1869 Trolloi-k lie knew xliv. (1878)

246 IJy degrees her tongue was loosened. 1893 E. H. Mar-
ker Wand. S. Waters 222 The fragrance of the valley was
loosened. 1895 Zangwill Master 1. x. 110 The action
seemed to loosen his tongue.

2. To undo, unfasten (bonds, a knot, or the like).

Now usually: To render looser or less tight, to

relax, slacken.

1383 Wyclif tsa, xx. 2 Go, and loosne the sac fro thi

leendis. 1611 IJible Judith ix. 2 Who loosened the girdle
of a niaide to defile her. 1686 tr. Chardin's Trav. Persia
384 The Grooms .. walk the Horses, then they cloath them
and loosen their Girts. 1806 Sl'rr Winter in Loud. III.

51 The manacles were loosened from my hands. 1820 Kkats
St. Agues xxvi, She . . loosens her fragrant boddke. 1884
Law Times 3 May 1/2 A Government not accustomed to

loosen their purse strings. 1899 Attbult's Syst. Med. VII.
258 On loosening the ligatures the rabbit often gave a sudden
jump forward. 1902 A. E. W. Mason Pour Feathers x v.

141 That access 01 panic which had loosened his joints when
first he saw the low brown walls of the town.
Jig. 1871 R. Ellis tr. Catullus lxiv. 367 Neptune's bonds

of stone from Dardan city to loosen.

3. To weaken the adhesion or attachment of; to

unfix, detach.
1667 Milton* P. L. vr. 643 From thir foundations loosning

to and fro They pluckt the seated Hills. 1680 MoxoN
Medi. E.ven: 232 The manner of loosning all the other
inward Spheres is as the Former. Ibid., Loosen it out of
the Wax. 1726 Lkoni tr. AlbertPs Archil. I. 72/2 The
water, .routs up the bottom, and . .carries away every thing
that it can loosen. 1855 Macau lay Hist. Eng. xiii. JII. 326
A wall which time and weather had so loosened that it

shook in every storm. 1879 N. Smyth Old Faiths in Xew
Light ii. (1882) 45 The ivy creeping up the wall of the
church does not loosen its ancient stones. 1882 Ouiua
Maremma J. 28 Loosen the image from my hat.

1 t>« flg* To detach in affection, make a breach

between. Obs.
1605 Shaks. Lear v. i. 19 (1st Qo. 1608), I had rather loose

the battaile, then that sister should loosen him and mee.

C. slang. To loosen (a person's) hide : to Hog.
190a Daily Chron. 11 Apr. 9/2 He thought the only way

to make them decent members of society was * to loosen
their hides '.

d. intr. for reft, or pass. To become loose.

1677 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 46 The square on the Spindle
will be apt to loosen in the square of the WheeL x68o Ibid.

178 These Puppets stand the firmer, and are less subject to

loosen. Ibid. 231 The Cube or^Dy will loosen. 1726 Swift
Gulliver \\. ix, They have a kind of Tree, which at Forty
Years old loosens in the Root. 1899 J. Hutchinson Archives
Surg. X. 157 A whitlow formed, and the nail loosened and
was shed in fragments. 1901 W. M. Ramsay in Contemp.
Ri~v. Mar. 390 His old ideas had been slowly loosening
and dissolving.

4. trans. To make less coherent ; to separate the

particles of.

1697 Dkvoen Virg. Georg. \\. 488 With Iron Teeth of
Rakes .. to move The crusted ICarth, and loosen it above.
1787 Winter Syst. llusb. 62 Manures plowed in, loosen
and divide the soil. 1846 J. Baxtek Libr. Pract. Agric.
(ed. 4) II. 329 The workman then with his spade loosens ..

the texture of the. .soil, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. xxvii. 202
Jle struck the snow with his baton to loosen it.

fig. a 186* liuck'LE Civiliz. (1873) I I. viii. 510 Society was
loosened and seemed to be resolving itself into its elements.

5. a. To relax, relieve the costiveness of, cause

a free evacuation of (the bowels).

1587 Goi.oing De Mornay viii. 95 Esculapius . . was es-

teemed as a God for teaching .. to loozen the Belly. 1626

Bacon Sylva <§ 41 Feare looscneth the Belly. 1670 Wise-
man Surg. v. i. 352 Also use . . lenient Purgatives, to loosen

the body. 1761 W. Lewis Mai. Med. (ed. a) 181 To loosen

the belly; to promote perspiration, urine, and the uterine

Curgations. 1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) I I. 617 The
owels [must] be loosened with some gentle aperient,

b. To render (a cough) * looser*.

1833 Cycl. Pract. Med. 1. 31 6/1 To loosen the cough.,
small doses of ipecacuanha or tartarized antimony are often

most effectual. 1898 Allbutt's Syst. Med. V. 39 To mature,
that is to loosen the [bronchial] catarrh.
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6. To relax in point of severity or strictness.

1798 Malthus Popul. (1878) jo The restraints to popula-

|
tion are ..loosened. 1858 Buckle Civiliz. (1873) II. viii.

^68 Even the Inquisition was,.made to loosen its hold over
its victims. 1872 G. B. Cheever Led. Pilgr. Progr, v. 152
The strictness of his imprisonment had been loosened. 1873
Holland A. Bonnie, vii. 119 Mr. Bird seemed to take a
special pleasure in our society, and while loosening his claim
on us as pupils, to hold us as associates and friends more
closely. 1899 T. S. Baldock Cromwell 291 The men neither
straggled nor loosened their discipline.

Loosened (l«-s'nd), a. [f. Loosen v. +
-ed 1

.] In senses of the vb.
; slackened, relaxed ;

rendered loose or easily detachable; also dial.

liberated from servfee.

1680 Dryoen OvuTs Ff>. vii. 9 While you, with loosen'd
Sails, and Vows, prepare To seek a Land, that flies the
Searchers Care. 1697— Virg. Georg. in. 307 He scours
along the Field, with loosen'd Reins. 1755 J. G. Cooper
Estimate 0/ Life ill. 64 in Dodslcy Coll. Poems III. 224
Despair, that hellish fiend, proceeds From loosen'd thoughts,
and impious deeds. 1798 Lanoor Gebir 11. 136 His chaplets

mingled with her loosened hair. 1821 Joanna Baillir Metr.
Leg., Lord John xxix, But his loosen'd limbs shook fast.

1845 Mrs. S. C. Hall Whiteboy xi. 91 Then will come the

loosened soldier. 1855 Browning Transcendentalism 25 He
. .turned with loosened tongue to talk with him. i860
Tyndall Glac. 1. xxv. 185 The loosened .avalanches . . upon
the mountain heads.

Loosener l/7"sn3.i). [f. as prec. +-ER ]
.]

1. One who loosens or makes loose.

1843 Browning Blot in 'Scutcheon it. Wks. 1896 I. 343/1
No loosener O' the lattice. 1852 R. A. Coffin tr. Liguorfs
Glories 0/Mary (1 868; 87 Loosener of my bonds . . li.sten to

my prayers.

2. Something which serves to loosen anything.
1630 Bkathwait Eng. Gentlem. (1641) 99 Immoderation

is a loosener of the sinewes and a Jessener of the strength.

1643 Caryl Sacr. Cttvt. 5 It is a loosner of affection. 1684
tr. lionet's Merc. Com/n't. 1. 9 It is not good to use looseners,

as Apples, Prune* .. frequently. 1784 Jefferson Corr.
Wks. 1859 I. 334 The most powerful looseners of the bands
of private friendship. 1871 R. Kllis tr. Catullus ii. 13 The
golden apple.. Late-won loosener of the wary girdle.

Looseness (Ii7
a

snt»s). Forms: see Loose a.

[f. Loose a. + -neks.] The attribute of being loose.

1. Freedom from restraint, attachment, rigid con-

nexion, tightness, or density. ///., trans/., and Jfe.
C1400 Lan/ranc's Cirtirg. 64 f>e enchesoun of cause

coniuncte is compounned of be moubis of be veynes and
arteries, .. or ellis to greet febilnes or to greet losenes. 1562
Turner Baths 8h, They are good for the lousnes and to

muche sofftnes of the pappes. 1587 Golding De Mornay
xiii. 223 After that inaner therefore may we wade, .betweene
Loocenesse and Bondage by leaning their muuings free.

1607 Mahkham Caval. 11. (1617) 92 Hold vp his head, so as

by no meanes he may .. win it to such a loosnesse from the

riders hand, that [etc.]. 1621 T. Williamson tr. Goulart's
Wise V'ieill. 34 Loosenesse of teeth. 1635 56 Cowley
Davideis in. 640 Not all that Saul could threaten or per-

suade, In this close Knot the smallest Looseness made.
1675 A. Browne Af>p. Art Limning 20 The third thing
Excellent in a Good Draught is Loosness, that is, that the

Body be not made Stiff in any part. 1889 J. M. Robertson
Christ <y Krishna xvii. 107 The looseness and flexibility

of the materials of whieh the cumbrous mythology of the

Hindu epic poems is composed.

2. Lack of strictness
;

laxity of principles or

practice.

1585 Fetherstonr tr. Calvin on Acts xviii. 17 This loose-

nesse must bee imputed not so much to the sluggishnes of

the deputie as to the hatred of the Iewish religion, a 1639
W. Whatelev Prototypes 1. xix. (1640) 101 They know how
to tie others hard and leave themselves loose, through the

loosenesse of an evill conscience, a 1665 J. Goodwin Filled
w. the Spirit (1867) 465 Any looseness or lightness of spirit.

1723 Wodhow Corr. 11843) III. 58 The Non-subscribing
principle has a natural and necessary tendency to looseness

and the opening a door for error. J855 N. V. Express
Sept. (Bartlettl, The perfect looseness, with which books
not on the invoice were sold |at auction]. 1878 Lecky
Eng. in 18th C. II. vii. 200 The greater looseness of their

principles. 1891 Daily t\ews 28 Oct. 2/3 It is confessed by
members of the Stock Exchange that their methods of deal-

ing sometimes encourage a certain amount of looseness.

b. Lack of exactness or accuracy.

1769 Burke Late St. Nat. Wks. II. 70 The looseness nnd
inaccuracy of the export entries. 1797 Gouwin Enquirer 1.

vi. 42 Misunderstandings., may be traced to. .looseness of
expression. 1849 Ruskin Sev. Lamps p. vij, The looseness

of the drawing, .may perhaps diminish their credit. 1873
M. Arnold Lit. «v Dogma (1876) 142 The incurable loose-

ness with which the circumstances of what is called and
thought a miracle are related. 1885 Sir A. Wills in Law
Times Rep. LI I . 518 t Throughout the Act there is not the

smallest indication of looseness of phraseology.

3. Moral laxity; licentiousness or lewdness in

conduct, speech, or thought.
1576 Woolton Chr. Manual \\ y b, Nature hath mingled

pleasure with thinges necessarye. . . If pleasure come alone, it

is lousnesse. 1581 I. Bell Haddon's Ansio. Osor. 25 This
chastitie may be seduced inprocesse of tymc to loosenesse.

1599 R. Cromfton Mansion Magnanimity N ivb, The said

noble Earle.. knowing the loosenesse of soldiers., caused the

Ladies.. to be safely conveyed out of the Citie. 1693-4
Wood Life 3 Mar., lie told him that such a College in

Oxford was a debauch'd college, that they were all given to

loosness. 1709 Felton Classics (1718) 26 The Looseness
of his Thoughts, too immodest for chaste Kars to bear.

1868 Milman St. Paul's 302 Ixx>seness too often sinking

into obscenity. 1900 W. M. Sinclair Unto Von Young
Men x. 187 Scenes of luxury or looseness.

4. Laxity (of the bowels), esp. as a morbid

symptom; diarrhcea; t an attack of diarrhrra.

1586 T. Randolph in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. Ill 121

LOOSING.
He fell into a greate losenes of his bodye. 1600 Surflet
Country Fartue1.xv.g7 For the loosenes of the belly, some

1 make them meate of the husks of barlie steept in wine. 1663
Boyle Use/. Exp. Nat. Philos. 11. v. xi. 232 If rubarb be
justly affirmed to be an excellent medicine in loosenesses.

1702 J. Purcell Cholhk (1714) 163 The Pains grew violent,

and a great Looseness succeeded. 1737 B hack en Farriery

I

Impr. (1749) 1. 217 In Diarrhoea's or Loosenesses. 1755
Gentl. Mag. XXV. 28 His looseness encieased to a great

!
excess, which brought on much weakness. 1760 Gray Let.
Poems O775) 283 A violent looseness carried nim off. 1897
A lll*utt

s

s Syst. Med. 1 1 . 242 A certain looseness of the bowels
..is a common symptom of the disease [i.e. of whooping-
cough]. 1898 P. MAnson Trap. Diseases xvil 271 The
preliminary looseness in such cases lof cholera] is called the
* premonitory diarrhoea'.

.Loosenger, variant of Lo.senger Obs.

Loosening (lw-snin.), vbh sb. [-ing 1
.] The

action of Loosen v. in various senses.

*597 A. M. tr. Guillemeaifs Fr. Chirurg. 26 b/2 Without
hurtinge of the guinmes, and looseninge of the same. 1615
IIieron Wks. I. 654 Thus is death'a loosening to the
children of God. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 435 The Loosening
of the Earth, which coinforteth any Tree, i860 Tyndall
Glac. ir. xix. 333 Ice gives evidence of a loosening of its

crystalline texture. 1876 Miss Bkaddon J. Haggards
Dan. I. 35 A signal for the loosening of everyone else's

tongue. 1883 R. W. Dixon Mano in. v. 126 Like the

]

tightening and the loosening of a cord.

Loo sening, ///. a. [-ing 2] That loosens,

in various senses ot the vb. •

1665 Hookz Microgr. 13 The strange loosening nature of
a violent jarring motion. 1694 Salmon Bate's Dispens.
(1699* 529/1 Laxative or Loosening Tartar. 1758 J. S. Le
VratisObscrir. Surg. (i77i)Dict. Cc ij, Laxative,or Loosen-
ing Medicines. 1801 Southey Thalaba ix. xiii, Thalaba
Watches her snowy fingers. .Unwind the loosening chain.
1886 C. Scorr Shccp-Farming 15 They are fed upon roots

..which exert a loosening effect on the teeth.

Looser (h7 s3i). [f. Loose v. + -krI.] One
who or something which looses.

1528 Paynel Salerne's Regim. (1541) 82b, Mustaide sede
is a great leuser, consumer, and denser of fleumaticke
humidities. 1591 Percivail Sp. Diet., Soltador, a looser,

an expounder of drems or ridles. 1871 R. Ellis tr. Catullus
Ixvii. 28 .A sturdier arm, that franker quality somewhere,
Looker of youth's fast-bound girdle. 1882 Nares Sea/nan-
ship (ed. 6) 199 The sail loosers..keep fast the.. booms.

Loosestrife (l/7's,str3if). Also 6 lose-,

lous(e)strife, lostriffe. [f. Loose v. + Stuifk sb.
;

a mistransl. of late L. lysimachia, also -macliion,

a. Gr. \vGtrtaxi0Vi
f« the personal name Avotfiaxos

Lysimachtts, an application of the adj. Auai/i^x0*
' loosing* (i.e. ending) strife, f. \vai-

t
combining

stem of Xvav to loose + ^XV strife.

The form *Xv<rinnxia (found only in Pliny's Latin trans-

literation) would be correct Gr. for ' the action of loosing

strife '. The misinterpretation of the word is ancient

;

Pliny, though stating that the plant was discovered by one
1 .ysimachus, also says that oxen that are made to eat it are
lendered more willing to draw together. Ancient writers

mention two kinds of lysimachia, the purple ai d the yellow,

the descriptions of which agree with the two p'ants referred

to in 1 below. Modern botanists have appropriated Lysi-

machia as a generic name to the 'yellow loosestrife'.]

1. The name for two common herbaceous plants

resembling each other closely in growth (upright

and tall ) and habit at (margins ofditches and streams u

a. Lysimachia vulgaris (N.O. Primulaceiv),

flowering in July, ?ncl bearing racemes of golden-

jellow flowers: called spec. Golden or Yellow
Lt osestrife. Also a book-naine for the genus.

1548 Tuknf.r Names of tterbes (1881) 50 Some cal it

Lycimachiam interna.. \t may be called in englishe yealow
I .ousstryfe or herbe Wylowe. 156a — Herbal ti. 44 1 1 may be

1 well called after the etnnologi of the worde and also of y>

\eitue that it hath lous strife. 1578 Lyte Dodoeus \. Ii. 75
r

Jhe yellow Lysimachus or golden Louse stryfe. 1640
Parkinson Theatr. Hot. 543 Common yellow Loosestrife or

Willow herbe. 1861 Miss Pratt Flower. Pt. IV. 236 Great
Yellow Loosestrife. .. Its large yellow panicle has lea\es

growing among the blossoms.

b. Lythrnm Saliearia(S.(). Lythracew ,blconv

I

ing in summer months, with a beautifuL showy
I spike of purplish-red flowers; called spec. Red,

I

Purple, or Spiked Loosestiife. Also a book-name

I

* for the genus.
1548 Turner Names ofHeroes (1881) 50 Lycimachia pur-

/urea, .may be called in englishe red loosstryfe, or purple

losestryfe. 1567 M aim.kt Gr. Forest si Other will haue it

called Lostriffe or Herbe Willow. It beareth a red flower.

1633 Johnson Gerarde's Herbal 11. exxix. 478 This lesser

i purple Loose-strife of Clusius. 1785
#
M aktyn Rousseau's

Bot. xx. (1794) 278 Purple Loosestrife is a handsome plant.

1838 Maky Howitt Pheasant i, The loose-strife's purple

spear. 1866 M. Arnold Thyrsis xiii, When through the

VVytham flats, Red loosestrife and blond meadow-swe^t
! among, .. We tracked the shy Thames shore. 1889 P. II.

Kmerson Eng. Idyls 83 Their sea-boots crushed the pin pie

loosestrife into the ground.

2. Applied (as a book-name) with qualifications

to plants of other genera (see quotsA
1760 J. Lee hitrod. Bot. App

; 317 Podded Loose-stiife,

Epitobittm. Ihid. t Yellow Virginian Loose-strife, Gain a.

1787 tr. Linn,rus' Earn. Plants I. 254 Gaura, Virginian
Loosestrife. 1866 Treas. Bot. 695/1 False Loosestrife, Lnd-
ivigia. Swamp-L., Deocodon. West Indian L., Jnssi.ru
snjfruticosa.

Loosing 0^'s » lj)> VM< sb. [f. Loose v. f

-ing h] The action of the vb. Loose.

f 1. Letting go
;
setting free, lelcase. Obs. or arch.



LOOSING. 439 LOP.

1415 Sib T. Grev in 43 Deputy Keeper's Rip, 587 Ve inon
shulde cum agayn on Tiseday to tel ye way of yair laws-

yng. 1504 PlumptonCorr. (Camden) 186 The letter that come
from William Elison, the which 1 had mynd in for loyssing

ol Edmund Ward, for 1 have gotten him forth by the wayes
ol William Ellyson. 1591 Percivall Sp. Diet., Solium

t

loosing, deliuenng, solutio, diiuissio.

f 2. The making or rendering loose in a socket

or the like ; the untying (of a knot). Obs.

1482 Monk ofEvesham (Arb.) 38 Some were also rasyd
with fyry naylys vnto the bonys and to the lowsing of her
ioyntys. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 249 Rather then
I wil tarrie the loosing of them [sc. knottes], 1 wilcutt them
in sunder, 1599 f**fe $tr M°re ni Wordsw. Eccl. Biog.

Loot (I/7t), v. [f. • Loot sb 2
] a. trans. To

plunder, sack (a city, building), b. To cany off

as loot or booty. C. absol
a. 1845 \V. H. Smith in Collwm's United Service Mag.

11. 10 He has attacked and looted several villages under
our protection. 1861 Gresi.ev Sopkron # N. 135 The sum-
mer palace of the Emperor . . has been . . unceremoniously
looted. 1889 Jessopp Coming 0/ Friars ii. 99 A gang of

; of r
Mileham.
fellows . . seems to have looted the manors of Dunton and

159?
(1853) 11. 99 Ihc old man's purse was made fast to his

girdle, which the thief spying gave it the looseing.

3. A setting free, absolving, or discharging (from

guilt, sentence, or obligation; ; remission of a sin or

penance.
c 1357 Lay Folks Catcall. (MS. T.) 345 At thair bother assent

for to lyve samen Withouten ony lousyng to thair life lastes.

1526 Filgr. Ferf.(\V. de \V. 1531) 226 This power of bynd-
yng & losynge of synne, is deriuyed from y" apostles to y

J

inynyster.s of Christes chirche. 1659 Pearson Creed (1839)

505 What is the remission [of sins] itself, or the loosing of

ihat obligation? 1686 ). Scott Chr. Life (1747) JM. 462

The Pardon or Remission of Sins.'.consists in the loosing

of sinful Men from that Obligation to eternal Punishment.

1871 Sprott Sc. Liturgies Jas, 1 7 (1901) Notes 151 This
has always been regarded as a notable example of binding

and loosing by the minister.

f 4. The action of weighing anchor or setting

free the moorings of a ship; getting under weigh.

1632 Litiigow Trav. K. 54 Vpon the second day after our

looking from Clissa, we arriued at Ragusa.

1 5. The action of letting-go the drawn string

of a bow. Obs.

c 1400 Laud Troy-bk. 7797 1 1 Tel drow an Arwe vp to

the vale; And as he was In his lonyng, Diomedes . . to

him rode, Ar euere arwe fro him glode. 1545 Aschau
Toxoph. tArb.) 107 What handlyng is proper to the ln«ttrn-

inentes? Standynge, nockyng, drawyng, holdyng, lowsing,

wherby commetli fayre shotynge. 1612 Selden in Dray-
ton's Poly-olb. xvii. Notes 268 His death by an infortunate

loosing at a deer out of one Walter Tirrel's hand.

6. A sum of money paid on the completion of a

contract or obligation.

1889 W. Mabcroft Upsfy Dcnvns 10 On my coining to be

21 years of age there must be a loosing paid of one guinea.

7. Sc. Law. A release.

1495 Rolls of Farlt. VI. 481/2 If ther shall fortune a

re^onable consideracion or consideracions to he upon the

making of the said Leasses, for lossyng of the same. 1564-

I65J Reg. Privy Council Scot. 1. 317 Providing alway is that

the lowsing of the said arreistment . . sail na wyise be hurt-

ful. 1798 Monthly Mag. VI. 176 {Scots Law Phrases) A
Loosing of Arrestment-, a Writ to discharge such attach-

ment, which issues of course on the debtor giving security

for payment of the debt.

8. Comb.-, loosing-place Sc. [cf. LoKSiXft], a

place for unloading vessels (? obs.) ;
loosing-time,

the time of release from work {dial.).

1805 Forsyth Beauties Scotl. 1 II. 35 The bottom or tail . .of

this bank.. as a loosing place, experienced mariners prefer

to any other harbour in the frith. 1824 Scott St. Ronan's
xv. Looking at their watches .. lest they should work for

their master half an instant after loosing-time.

Loo sing, ppl. a. [f. Loose v. + -ing 2
.] Re-

laxing; laxative.

1665 Sir J. Lauder (Fountainh.) Jrnt. (S. H. S.) 43 In

my experience I fand it very loosing, for before 1 was weill

accoustened wt it, if I chanced to sup any tyme any quantity

ol the pottage, I was sure of 2 or 3 stools afternoon wt it.

Loosing1

, obs. form of Lozekge.

Loosish (l/7'sij*), a. [f. Loose a. + -ish.] Some-
what loose.

1824-$ Landor Imag. Conv. Wks. 1846 1. 46 A loosish man
and slippery in foul proclivities. 1853 G. J. Ga.yi.ky Las
Alforjas II. 202 Eruptive hills with loosish sandy slopes.

Loosome, Sc. iorm of Lovesome.

Loot (l«t), sb. 1 Also 7 lute. A name applied

in the Cheshire and Staffordshire salt-works to the

ladle used to remove the scum from the brine-pan.

1669 W. Jackson in Phil. Trans. IV. 1065 This bloudy

brine at the first boyling of the Pann, brings up a scumm,
which they are careful to take off with a Skimmer, made
with a woodden handle thrust through a long square of

Wainscot-board, twice as bigg as a good square trencher

:

this they call a Loot. 1686 Plot Staffordsh. 94. 1880

C. H. Poole Staffordsh. Gloss., Loot, a brine ladle.

Loot (lift), sb. 2 [a. Hindi ////, according to

some scholars repr. Skr. lotra, loptra booty, spoil,

f. the root lup = rup to break ; others refer it

to Skr. hint to rob.] Goods (esp. articles of con-

siderable value) taken from an enemy, a captured

city, etc. in time of war; also, in wider sense,

something taken by force or with violence ;
booty,

plunder, spoil; now sometimes trans/., illicit

gains, * pillage ' (e. g. by a public servant). Also,
*

the action or process of looting.

[1788 Indian Vocab. (Y.), Loot, plunder, pillage] 1839

Blackto. Mag. XLV. 104 He always found the tahsmanic

gathering-word Loot (plunder), a sufficient bond of union

in any part of India. 1858-9 Russell Diary India {i860)

II. xvii. 340 Why, the race fof camp followers] is suckled 011

loot, fed on theft, swaddled in plunder, and weaned on

robbery, i860 Hook Lives Alps. (1862) II. vii. 505 The
hoises in the archbishop's stables the murderers appro-

priated as their own fee,—or, as we should now say, as loot.

1876 Blackw. Mag. CXI X. 1 15/1 Public servants [inTurkey]

have vied with one another in a system of universal loot.

b. 1847 Ld. Malmesblry in Mem. Ex-minister (1884) I.

192 Went to see Marshal Souk's pictures which he looted

in Spain. 1858 K. Young Diary (1902) App. D.323 My Sirdar-

bearer who .. looted all my traps, i860 Dickens Uncomm.
Trav. xiv, A place of temporary security for the plunder
' looted ' by laundresses [sc. of Inns of Court chambers].

1887 Daily News 18 July 5/4 The dervishes are reported to

be looting cattle and grain.

C. 1842 I implied in Ix>oting vbl. sl>\ 1859 Times 30 May
10/4 He who ' loots ' is almost sure to make acquaintance
with the 'haslinger'. 1878 R. Taylkr in N. A /iter. Rev.
CXXV1. 243 The gentle 'Tigers' [soldiers] were looting

right merrily, diving in and out of wagons with the activity

of rabbits in a warren.

Hence Loo "ted a.

1897 Daily News 24 Mar. 7/6 All the looted cattle and
women were recaptured.

Loot, var. Lotk lotus, Loth ; obs. Sc. f. Lorr.

Loot, Sc. pa. t. of Let t-.i

Lootable (Itf't&bM), a. rare— 1

, [f. Loot v.

+ -able.] That may be looted or taken as loot.

1885 Ch. Times 30 Jan. 75 3 The amount of lootable in-

come would be a very different matter.

Lootah : see Lota^h.

Loote, obs. form of Lor, Lota(h.

Looter (l«"taj). [f. Loot v. + -er I.] One who
loot*.

1858-9 Kcsrkll Diary India (i860) 11. xvii. 340 Those
insatiable Mooters'—men, women, and children, all are at

it. 1872 Daily News 19 Aug., Those begging gentlemen
who march at the tail of political parties like the looters

behind armies.

Looth e, loop, obs. forms of Loath a.

|| Lootie (l/rtn. Anglo- Ind. Also 8 louchee,

9 lutee. [Hindi lutt, f. Ifit Loot sb.-] In pi.

A term applied, in India, to a body of native ir-

regulars whose chief object in warfare was plunder.

In wider sense, a band of marauders or robbers.

Also rarely in n)^., one of such a band or gang.

Hence Lootie-wallah [Hindi lutjtihiltl : see

Wallah], a member of a gang of looties.

1757 Ormk ///*/. Milit. Trans. 11778) II. vit. 129 A body
of their Louchees, or plunderers, who :ue armed with clubs

. .attacked the houses of the natives. 1782 1. M 1 sro Nan:
Mil. Operat.Coroniitndet Coast 1789) "95 Even the rascally

Lootywallahs, or Misorian hus*ars . . now pressed upon our

flanks and rear. 1791 Cent I. Mag. LXI. 77/1 These irregu-

lars of the enemy [in the East Indies], distinguished by the

name of Lootie?., continued their depredations. 1800 T. T.

Kouakts Indian Gloss., Lootyivalla, see Looties. 1802 C.

Tamks Milit. Diet., Loatywallow, lnd., a term of the same
impoit as Looties. 1827 Scott Surg. Dan. xii, 1 will find

the dagger uf a Lootie which shall reach thee, wert thou

sheltered under the folds of the Nawaub's garment. 1876

Grant Hist. India 1. Iv. 279/1. 1884 W. L. Whipple in

Bib. Soc. Rcc. Sept. 131 (Slant.) A noted lutee, or rogue.

Looting {hi tin,), vbl, sb. [f. Loot v. + -ing ».]

The action of the vb. Loot. Also allrib.

1842 Ld. Ellenborough Let. 17 May in Indian Adininistr.

(1874) 194 The plunderers ate beaten whenever they are

caught, hut there is a good deal of burning and ' looting ' as

they call it. 1859 M. Thomson Story Cavmporeya. 48 For

downright looting commend me to the hirsute Sikh. 186a

L. 0 1.1 ph ant Earl Elgin's Mission China 1. 135, I observed,

in the suburb large looting parties, composed of Chinese

blackguards, ransacking the houses.

fLoove, love. Obs. rare. [repr. OE. la/: see

Lave sb.] Relict, widow.
1387 Trevisa tligden (Rolls) Vlll. 75 Henry .. ?af hym to

wyf Constauns contas of Bretayne, pe loove [v.r. wydowe,

L. relict'am] of his sone Gaufred. Ibid. 173 Constans, Gef-

fray his love {v.r. loove, L. relietd]. 1492 Churchw. Acc.

St. Dunstaus, Canterb. in Kentish Gloss, s. v. Love, Item

payde for the buryng of Ellerygge's loue . . iiij«. 1514 MS-
Acc St. Johns Iiosp.,Cauterb., Rec. off Pelt's loove^ wyth

owt west gaat \}d. 1557 Will Jno Shoo, Item 1 give to

Counstables love xx d to Steres love xx d
.

Iioover, obs. form of Louvre.

Looves, -ys, obs. pi. of Loaf sb.*

Loovesum, obs. form of Lovesome.

Loo-warm, variant of Levy-wakm.

Loowe, obs. form of Low.

Iiooz, variant of Lose sb. Obs., praise.

flop (lpp), J*.1 Obs. Forms: 1, 5 loppe,

7- lop. [OE. loppe wk. fern., of obscure origin.

1

Cf. Lob sb.^] A spider.

c888 KL. Alfred Boeth. xvi. §2 se furjmm beos lytle

loppe hine [sc. man] hwilum dcadne *edeb. ciooo ^Elfric

Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 121/27 Loppe, fleonde meddre, nel

attorcoppe. c 1391 Chaucer Astrol. 1. § 3 Shapen in manere

of a net or of a webbe of a loppe. Ibid.
f
19 From this

senyth . . ther come a maner krokede strikes 1 ike to the clawes

of a loppe. C1400 Ragman Roll 72 in Hazhtt E. P. F.

I. 7 n Ve lade longe sydyde as a loppe.

Lop (lfP), sb.2 Now dial. [prob. a. ON. Viloppa

wk. Jem. (Sw. toppa, Da. loppe), f. root of hlgupa

(hhntpa) to Leap.] A flea.

C 1460 Tonmeley Myst. viii. 306 Grete loppvs ouer all pis

land thay fly [sc. the plague of « flies 1480 Caxton Chron

Eng. D vij b, After this Boor shall come a lambe that shall

haue feet of leed an hede of bras an hert o[ a loppe. 1597
G. Harvey Trimming Nashe Wks. (Grosart) lit. 43 liut

see, what, art thou heere ? lupus infabula, a lop 111 a chaine?
1662 Rump Songs 1. 192 Lay-interlining Clergy, a device
That's nick-name to the stuff call'd Lops and Lice. 1674 Rav
^V. C. Words 31 Lops and Lice, used in the South, i.e.

Fleas and Lice. 1755 in Johnson. 1787 Gkose Provinc.

Gloss., Lop, a flea. N. 1863 Robson Bards of Tyne
The sheets lily-white, though aw says it mysel' ; Maw darliu',

nee lops there to touch us. 1877 in A". W. Line. Gloss.

Lop (Vp)> J^3 Also 5-8 loppe, (7 lope), 6-7

lopp. [Commonly supposed to be f. Lop vJ, but

more probably the source of that word. Senses

2 and 3, however, are from the vb.

The etymology is obscure. An OE. *lopp would represent

a pre-Teut. type
"
lupiw- 'what is snipped off', f. root V///-

(sec Leaf sb.) ; but the word does not appear before the

15th c., and is not found in other Teiit. dialects. Cf. Xorw.
dial, lappa v., to pluck, snatch, lepn, lopna (of bark) to be
loosened by moisture J

1. The smaller branches and twigs of trees, such

as are not measured for timber
;
faggot-wood, lop-

pings. Also, a branch lopped off. Thr. lop and
top, lop and crop.

i 1420 Pallad. on Hush vi. 45 And stones yf thee lacketh,

this is hoote : Sarment, or stre, or loppe [L. vel quibusenn-

que virgultis] in hit be graued. 1464 Rot/s of Farlt. V.

547/1 The Loppes and Croppes of Woode, failed withynne
our frylh of Leycestre. 1532 Dial, on Laws Eng. \\. Iv. 153 b,

What thynke they if a man sell the loppes of his woode,
whether any tythe ought there to be payd 'I 1573 Tlssi-k

linsb. xxxiii. (1878) 73 Let lop be shorne that hindreth

come. 1613 Sh.vks. Hen. fill, 1. ii. 96 We take From
euery tree, lop, b.irke, and part o' th' timber. 1651 G. W.
tr. Ctnucfs lust. 265 Where any one is killed, with the fall

of an Anne or Lopp of a Tree . . after warning given by the

parties who are. .lopping. 1669 Worm pgr Syst.Agric. (1681)

92 A certain gentleman., obtained a parcel of lilm-trees

lops and tops. 1726 Ayliffk Pat-ergon [506J, Lops of Trees
alx>ve twenty years Growth pay no Tithes. 1774 T. West
An tig. Fumess (1805) 228 Anye kind of underwoods, topps,

loppes croppes, or other woods. 1805 T>a/is. Soe. Arts
XXI 11. 13s I also considered the value of the tops and
lop, or trimmings of the trees. 1819 W. Faux Mem. Days
Ainer. (182^) 176 What Jtrees] are cut down, together with

the lop, are rolled by levers into heaps and burnt. 1826

Coruf. i t Rur. Rides (1885) II. 238 What is the price of this

load of timber ? .. taking in lop, top and bark .. ten pounds

a load at least. 1842 ISkande Diet. Sci. etc., s.v. Lopping,

When timber trees are sold the purchaser bargains to take

them either with or without the lop and crop. 1862 T. L.

Peacock Mem. Shelley Wks. T875 ILL 448 The gardener

had cut it [sc. a holly-tree] up into a bare pole, selling the

lop for Christmas decorations. 1892 Times 24 Oct. 3/1 Cord

wood is the smaller limbs of oak, the lop and top of the

branches when the trees are felled.

f'g- 1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. Feb. 57 Ah, foolish old

man ! . . Now thy selfe hast lost both lopp ancUopp, Ms my
budding brauneh thou wouldest cropp. a 1641 Kl\ Movn-
t.agu Acts $ Mo/i. (1642) 94 Lop and top, hip and thigh,

bough and branch, root and steinme,all and singular should

be eradicated, e 1645 Howkll Lett. I. v. xxsii, They three

[sc. Italian, French, and Spanish] Are only lops cut from

the Lntian tree.

t 2. A lopped tree or the lopped part of a tree.

Obs. rare.

a 1640 Sir W. Jonfs Rep. (1675' 280 They must . . not cut

the Lcppes flat, so that the water may stand on them, and

rot them. 1656 W. 1). tr. Comenius' Gate Lat. Unl. § 371.

105 Hee pruneth every year, that new branches may spring

from the Lope, or pruned tree.

t 3. The action or process of lopping a tree or

its boughs. Obs.

1576 Tukberv. Veneric 198 What loads of haye, what

grasse for bief, what store of wood for loppe. a 1600

Hookek Eccl. Pol. vn. i. § 2 It hath not seemed expedient

to offer the edge of the axe unto all three boughs at once,

but rather to. .strike at the weakest first, making show that

the lop of that one shall draw the more abundance of sap

to the other two.

4. Comb. : lop-limbed a.
y
having one or more

limbs cut off; lop-stick {Canadian), a tree which

has had its branches lopped and the name of the

lopper cut in its trunk (see quot.) ;
lop-wood,

branches, etc. lopped from a tree.

1809 Mai.kin Gil Bias vn. xii, The *lop-limbed cap-

tain would have gone raving mad at it. 1892 W. Pike

North. Canada 209 Often on the lonely waterways of the

Northern country one sees a *lop-stick showing far ahead

on the bank, and reads a name celebrated in the annals of

the Hudson's Bay Company or in the history of Arctic

exploration. 1693 Evelyn De la Quint. Compl. Gard. 75

They afford both much * Lop-wood and Fruit. 1794 T.

Stone Agnc. Surv. Line. (1800) 115 [Trees] which will

consequently produce most bark, and top or lop-wood. 1888

Academy 4 Feb. 71/1 The curious customs of 'lop-wood'

or privileges of cutting fuel from pollards at certain seasons

of the year.

tLop, sb* Obs. rare. [Related to Lop vA,

expressing the notion of something hanging loose.

Cf. Lap Lob sb. 2] A lobe (of the liver).

1601 Holland Pliny I. 342 The land Frogs of Toads kind,

have one lop or lappet of the Liver, which Ants will nottouch.

t Lop, sb* Tanning. Obs. [Of obscure origin ;

cf. Lob sb.2 5.] The infusion of bark and ooze

used in tanning leather. (Cf. Lopping vbl. sb.*)

1773 Encycl. Brit. 111. 886/2 The bark should be rounder

I

beat, and more given to the lop, for large hides than small

ones ; and consequently larger leather should lie longer in

the lop.

Lop (1fP)» sb.t Naut. [Onomatopoeic (con-

nected with Lop ©.3). Cf. Lap sb 2
, A state

of the sea in which the waves are short and lumpy.



LOP.

1829 Cot.. Hawker Diary (1893) I. 360 There was too much
Mop*. 1838 ibid. II. 153 The wigeon ..were always on a
Mop of the sea 1

. 1847 Must* Lond. News 10 July 18/2
There being a Mop' on, the boat lurched to windward.
1899 F. T. Kullen Way Atop 38 Quite a Mop* of a sea
gets up, but these battleships take no heed of it.

Lop (Ipp), J^-7 [Short for lop-rabbit : see Lop v.'-]

A variety of rabbit with long drooping ears. Also
with word prefixed, as full-, hat/-, oar-hp (see

qnot. 1868), horn-lop.
1868 Darwin Anim. «y PI. \. iv. 107 When one parent, or

even both, are oar-laps [sic], that is, have their ears sticking
out at right angles, or when one parent or both are half-lops,

that is have only one ear dependent, there is nearly as good
a chance of the progeny having both ears full-lop, as if both
parents had been thus characterized. But I am informed,
if both parents have upright ears, there is hardly a chance
of a full-lop. 1877 C. Rayson Rabbits xiii. 70 In rearing .

lops, little divergence need be made from the usual mode
adopted. 1884 R. O. Edwards Rabbits vii. 54 It is very
difficult to arrive at whether or not the drooping of the ears
of the Lop is natural. Ibid. 55 Oar Lops, Half Lops, and
Horn Lops, are not . . to be considered anything fancy.

Lop, sb.* = hp-grass (see Lop 4).

Lop \Vp)> vA Also 6 loppe. [prob. f. Lop j£.3]

1. trans. To cut off the branches, twigs, etc. :

rarely the top or * head of (a tree) ; to cut away
the superfluous growth of, to trim.

1519 Horman Vulg. 172 Vynes..shuld he lopped or cut
about the .xx. day of march. 1523 Fitzkf.rb. l/usb. § 132
If y

e haue any trees to shrede, loppe, or croppe for the fyrc
wode. 156s Turner Herbal 11. 75 If a Date tre be topped
or lopped it will lyue no longer after. 1620 Markham Fareiu.
Httsb. (1625) 160 In the moneth of December . . lop hedges
and trees. 1667 Milton P. L. ix. 210 What we by day Lop
overgrown, or prune, or prop, or hiud, One night or two with
wanton growth derides, Tending to wilde. 1714 Scroggs
Conrts-leet (ed. 3) 32 Whether any Copyholder.. Hath ..

lopped or topped any Timber-Trees. 1750 Johnson Ram*
bier No. 25 p 4 A few strokes of an axe wdl lop a cedar.
1813 Sir H. Davy Agric. Chew. (1814)259 By lopping trees,

more nourishment is supplied to the remaining parts.

b. transj. and Jig. ; esp. To cut off the head or

limbs of (a person). + Also with away, off.
1602 Narcissus (1893) 696 My webb is spunne

; Lachesis,
loppe thy loome. 1603 Drayton Odes xvii. 47 When our
grandsire great, Claiming the regal seat, By many a War-
like feate, Lop'd the French lillies. 1682 Otwav Venice
Preserved u. i. Wks. 1727 II. 290 Lop their Nobles To the
base Roots, whence most of *em first sprung. 1683 [see

Lopping vbl. sb.]. 1725 Pope Odyss. xviti. 99 A tyrant ..

Who casts thy mangled ears and nose a prey To hungry
dog*, and lops the man away. 1733 Revolution Politicks
\\\. 7 He would never be at Peace till he had lopped the
(Jueen off shorter by the Head. 1742 VouNG Nt. I It. \. 251
Some,. .In battle lopt away, with half their limbs, Beg bitter

bread. 1869 Bi.ackmore I.orna D. xxiv, A man in the
malting business had tried to take up the brewer's work,
and lop the King, and the Duke of Vork.

2. To cut off (the branches, twigs, etc.) from
a tree; to shorten by cutting off the extremities.

Also (now chiefly) with aivay^ off.

1593 Shaks. Rich. II, 111. iv. 64 Superfluous branches We
lop away, that bearing boughes may Hue. i6n Bible fsa.
x. 33 The I^ord of hostes shall lop the bough with terrour.

1651 N. Bacon Pise. Govt. Eng. 11. xiii. 118 He lopped
off the tops as they sprang up. 1667 Milton /'. L. iv. 630
Branches overgrown, That .. require More hands then ours
to lop thir wanton growth. 1748 Anson s I'oy. in. x. 415
Their masts are made of trees, .. fashioned . . by barking
them, and lopping off their branches. 1808 Scott Alarm,
vt. xi, As wood-knife lops the sapling spray. 1830 Cun-
ningham Brit. Paint. I. 221 Lop carefully away all wild or
over-flourishing branches. 1870 Bryant Iliad II. xxi. 281
Lopping with an axe the boughs of a wild fig-tree. 1874 C.
Gkikie Life in Woods iii. 41 We had to lop off the branches.

b. trans/, and Jig. ; esp. To cut off (a person's

limbs or head). Also in gen. sense, to cut off, reduce

by cutting. Also with advbs. as away, down, off
C1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps. i.xxvi. v, The Lord . . Who

loppeth princes thoughts prunes their affection. 1588
Shaks. Tit. A. 1. i. 143 Alarbus limbs are lopt, And intrals

feede the sacrificing fire. 1591 — 1 Hen. VI, v. iii. 15 He
lop a member off, and Riue it you. 1608 Heywooo Rape
Lncrece 1. ii, With bright Steele Lop downe these inter-

portents, that withstand The passage to our throane. 1656
Cowley Pre/, to Wks. (1668) Biijb, Shakspear, Fletcher,
Johnson, and many others ; part of whose Poems I should
take the boldness to prune and lop away. 1714 J. Macky
fottrn. Eng. (1724) II. v. 77 The keeper, .not to be absent
.. on Pain of 20 Shillings to be lopped off from his Salary.

1725 Pope Odyss. XXIL 240 Thee first the sword shall slay,

Then lop thy whole posterity away. 1732 — Ess. Man II.

40 Kxpunge the whole, or lop th' excrescent parts Of all our
Vices have created Arts. 1775 De Lolme Eng. Const, x.

vi.0784! 67 In their endeavours to lop off the despotic power,
j

1809 Crabbe Talcs 74 The worthy George must now a
cripple be *, His leg was lopp'd. 1846 Lanuor Itnag. Com:,
Southey ^ Laudor Wks. 1846 II. 67, I would lop off the
whole from 'Spirits of purest light' v. 661, to 831. 1864
Hawthorne Grims ftawe xx. (1891) 265 It will not lop off

any pnrt of your visit to me.

3. absol. or intr. Also Jig.
1588 Shaks. Tit. A. 11. iy. 17 What sterne vngentle hands

Hath lopt, and hew'd, and made thy body bare Of her two
branches. 162a R. Hawkins I'oy. S. Sea 1847) 189 One
plowing, another harrowing, another sowing, and lopping.

1651 [see Lop sb.- 1]. 1856 Miss Winkworth Life Tattler
ix. 11857) 249 They leave the roots of vice and evil disposi-

tions alive in the heart, and hew and lop at poor nature,
and thereby destroy this noble vineyard.

1 4. trans. 1 To cut partly off and bend down ; as

to lop the trees or saplings of a hedge \ Obs. (? or

some error). 1828 in Webster ; and in later Diets,
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Lop Qpp), v.J [Peril, of onomatopoeic origin

;

cf. Lob v., which is closely akin in sense : also
Lap*/;.]

1. intr. To hang loosely or limply ; to droop

;

to flop or sway limply about. Also To lop out

:

to protrude in an ungraceful or lop-sided manner.
1578 Lyte Dodoens \. Ixxxiii. 123 Nine or ten yellow

floures . . hanging lopping downewardes. 1854 Blackw.
Mag. LXXV. 524 Three exterior walls encompass it, and
an eccentric work lops out at either side. 1874 T. Harov
Parfr. Madding Crowd 1 1 . xx. 230 These [sheep] filed in

about nine o'clock, their vermiculated horns lopping grace-
fully on each side of their cheeks. 1882 Century Mag.
XXIII. 652 The sefiora tried to brace up triumphantly,
but could only lop about in her saddle. 1892 Harper's Mag.
June 17/1 His under jaw lopped, and his brow contracted.

1892 Temple Bar Jan. 36 Her. .figure was rather disguised
than set off by garments that fell lopping round her.

b. trans. To droop (the ears).

1828 Webster s.v., A horse lops his ears. 1864 Jml. R.
Agric. Soc. XXV. ll. 556 The animals .. do not lop their

ears, nor droop their heads.

2. intr. To move in a slouching, manner ; to
1 hang about* idly. Also to lop about.

1587 M. Grove Pelops <r Hipp. 11878) 122 To take the
vewe this boyish clowne dyd nothing aye appall, . . P»ut

loppeth to the vpper epd, nis cap vpon his head. 1852
Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. viii, She . . cried about it, she
did, and lopped round, as if she'd lost every friend she had.

x88i Lesant & Rice Chapl. 0/ Eleet u x. (1883) 74 Some
debauched, idle fellow who lies and lops about all day.

3. With mixture of the sense of Lope v. : To
move with short irregular bounds.
1895 K. Grahame Gold. Age 102 The staidest of the rabbits

was lopping demurely about the grass, 1902 Cornish Natu-
ralist Thames 91 Lopping easily along, a fox crosses

through the teazles.

4. Comb. : lop-eaves, eaves which hang down at

the sides; lop-grass (also simply lop) dial., Bromns
mollis (cf. lob grass, Lob sb.'* 6) ; lop-rabbit (see

Lop sb.l). Also Lop-eak, Lop-eahed.
1880 Scribner's Mag. Feb. 491 A most picturesque old

dwelling, with low *lop-eaves, 1*1832 Glouc. Earm Rep.
14 in Husbandry iL. U. K. 1840) III, All the seeds of grass,

*lop-grass, and other seeds, which come up amongst the
barley. 1883 in Hampsh. Gloss. 1886 Britten & Hollanh
Plant-n., Lob, or I^op Grass. Bromns mollis... It is some-
times called simply Lop. 1884 R. O. Edwards Rabbits vii.

52 The *Lop Rabbit.

Xiop (typ)j [Cf. Lor sb.G] intr. Of water:

To break in short lumpy waves. Cf. Lopping///. a. :i

1897 Westm. Gaz. 24 Aug. 7/2 The bow is being canvassed
over to prevent, as much as possible, the water lopping in.

IiOp r Vp)» 7'- 4 dial. Aho 6 loppe. [Cogn. w.

ON. ///pup hlaup) coagulation, hlfypa to curdle.]

intr. To curdle. (Cf. Loppeh v. \.)

1570 Levins Manip. 169/16 To Loppe as m\W,coagulare.
1893 North utubld. Gloss., Lop, to curdle, applied to milk,

that curdles without the application of an acid.

Lope (l^,!p)j sb. [A dialectal var. of Loup sb.

a. ON. hlpup : see Leap sb. 1 Some of the uses may
be from Du. loop, which is etymologically iden*

tical, and others are prob. from the Eng. vb.]

f 1. =Le.\p sb. 1 in various senses. Obs.

14.. S. Eng. Leg. (MS. Hodl. 779) in Herrig's Archiv
LXXXII. 402/47 He ordeyned bat ech man hat prest wolde
be scholde vndirfong be ordres fro gre to gre; wit-oute

lope & defaute. a 1420 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 3436 He
at a lope was at hir, and hir kist. c 1440 Capgrave Life St.

Rath. it. 223 Tyme goth fast, it is full lyght of lope. 1483
Cath, Angl. 220/2 A Lope, saltus. 1596 Dalrymple tr.

Leslie*s Hist. Scot. 1 . 51 Quhairfor, ony Lope thocht wondir-
ful, is . . commounlie called the Salmont lope. 1662 Cot-
grave Wits Interpreter (ed. 2) 323 He makes no more to

run on a rope, Then a Puritan does of a Bishop or Pope.
And comes down with a vengeance at one single lope.

a 1734 North Exam. in. viii. § 47 (1740) 618, 1 cannot do
the Author Justice. .without taking a large Lope, over the

next Reign, into that which followed.

2. A long bounding stride. (Said chiefly of the

gait of animals.)

1846 T. B. Thorpe Backwoods 13 [The mustang pony]
goes rollicking ahead, with the eternal lope .. a mixture of

two or three gaits, as easy as the motions of a cradle. 1889
R. Kipling Fr. Sea to Sea (1900) I. xx. 430 The Jap soldier

. .doubles with the easy lope of the 'rickshaw coolie. 1894
Crockett Lilac Snnbontiet 310 At his usual swift wolfs
lope he was out of sight, .speedily.

3. Comb. : lope-way (see quots.).

1736 Pegge Kenticisms (E. D. S.), Lope-way, a private

footpath. 1791 Gentl. Mag. LXI. n. 028 A lope-way in

Kent is now a short or quick way or bridle way. .

laOpe (I<?up)» v. Also 7-8 loap(e. [A dial,

var. of Loup v., a. ON. hlyttpa : see Leap v.]

1. intr. To leap, jump, spring. Also with about.

Obs. exc. dial.

1483 Cath. Angl. 220/2 To Lope, salirc, saltare. 1529
Lynuesay Complaynt 251 And go, all, to the hie boirdall

:

Thare may we lope at lybertie, Withoutlin ony grauiiie. 1549
Cotupl. .Scot. xvii. 151 Huciphal the grit horse of allexandcr..
synetholit hym to lope on hym. 1581 N. Woooes Coujiict Con-
science in.iv.Diijb,Ingudefethsir,ihisnewisdegarinelope.
1623 Middleton & Rowley S/>. Gipsy iv. i. (1653) G, He
that loapes on the Ropes, shew ine such an other wench.
a 1734 North Lwes (1826) I. 62 Not by such large strides

as he made in getting money, and loping into preferments.

a 1734 — Exam. I. ii. § 82 (1740) 73 It is plain, his Malice
lopes at a Venture. 1891 Atkinson Last o/Giautkillers 69
The Staff itself leaping—or rather loping—about with a
startling activity.

f b. Of the pulse : To beat, throb. Oh. rare.

LOPE-STAFF.

Cf. Cornwall Dial, topping, throbbing with pain.

a x6oo Montgomery: Misc. P. xliv. 31, I quake for feir

—

my puncis lope— I shake betuix dispair and hope.

2. intr. To run, run away. Now only slang
and dial, (see Eng. Dial. Diet.).

£1572 Gascoigne Entites Wat re Hi, Vet wai he forst,

alwaves- .from lawes to lope. a 139* Greene Jas. IV
(1598) A iij b, This whinyard has gard many better men to

lope then thou. 1632 L L. Womens Rights 146 They may
lope ouer ditch and dale, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Creiv,
Let's buy a Brush, or Let's Lope, let us scour off, and
make what shift we can to secure our selves from being
apprehended. 1785 Grose Diet. Vulgar Tongue, Loap, to

run away ; he loaned down the dancers, he ran down stairs.

3. To run with a long, bounding stride. Also wilh

along, away. (Said chiefly of animals.)
a 1825 Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Lope, to take long strides;

particularly wilh long legs. 1848 Blachw. Mag. LXIV. 27
The larger wolves., lope hungrily around. 1863 H. K.INGSLRV
A. Elliot I. 78 He.. laid his leaf-like ears back, drooped his
tail,.. and loped, or lurked in his Walk, which means, that
he moved the two legs which were on the same side of him
together. 1865 Kingsley Herew. xxiv, The hares and
rabbits loped away, innumerable. 1891 Field 7 Mar. 331/1

* The first fox., was seen loping over the uplands. 1893
Spectator jo June 767 A regular Hindostanee carrier, .will

!

..lope along over a hundred miles in twenty-four hours,

1897 G. Bartram People of Clapton viii. 233 Carter walked
at a great pace, and we had to lope now and then to keep
up with him. 1899 Daily News 6 Nov. 5/4 A Boer pony

;
. hardly knows how to gallop or trot, but goes loping along

in a leisurely, monotonous way.

b. causative. To make to ruu wilh a long,

bounding stride.

1885 T. Roosevelt Hunting Trips viii. 261 For seven or
eight miles we loped our jaded horses along at a brisk pace.

Lop-ear (V*Pi»
a *
J)> (and a.) [Lop v.*]

1. Ears that dioop or hang down.
1692 Lond. Gaz. No. 2805/4 A plain strong bay Gelding,

..a Blase in 1m Face, Lop-ears. 1853 Kingsley Hypatia
xxi. 258 The faithful Hran, whose lop-ears and heavy jaws,
unique in that land of prick-ears and fox-noses, formed the
absorbing subject of conversation.

2. A variety of rabbit wilh long drooping ears

:

see Lop sb.1 Also attrib.

1877 C. Rayson Rabbits xiii. 67 The Lop-ear. 1884 R. O.
Edwarus Rabbits vii. 52 The Lop-ear has often been
termed the Prince of all rabbits. 1901 * Ian Maclaren*
Yng. Barbarians iv. 92 *Did ye say rabbits?' ' Lop-ears ',

said Nestie.. Lop-ear rabbits, and he feeds them himself.*

Lop-eared (V'pii°jd), <*. Also 7 lap-, [f.

Lop v£ + -ed 2.]

1. Of an animal : Having ears which lop or hang
loosely downwards.
1687 Miege Gt. Er. Diet. \\. s.v. Lap, Lap-eared, qui a

les Oreilles pendantes. 1692 Lond. Gaz. No. 2801/4 An
Iron grey Horse, lop Ear'd. 1724 Ibid. No. 6294/3 Stolen,

. .a. .Gelding,, a little Lop-Ear'd. 1859 Jephson Brittany
v, 55 They (pigs] are long-legged, hump-backed,, lop-eared.

1868 Darwin Auim. <y Pt. I. iv. 106 English lop-eared

rabbits. 1871 L. Stephen Playgr. Europe x. 250 The queer
lop-eared sheep.

f % 2. [Confused with Lop vX\ = Crop-eared 2.

1798 Charlotte Smith Yng. Philos. III. 26 The strait-

laced lop-eared puritansof the United States.

t Lo'peholt. Obs. 7-are. [A.PP* formed after

Lopeskonck; the second part may be Du. holle

1 hollow, hole.] A place of refuge.

1616 J. Lane Cotit. Sgr.'s T. iv. 424 Yet so, as thetre

seavn mountes bee mand all waies, to serve for lopehpltes on
i contrarie sayes. Ibid. ix. 224 Algarsif, Horbell, Leifurckc,

\
Gnartolitc, retierd eake to theire lopeholt [i63olopesconce],

fortifite.

t XaO'peman. Obs. rare. [a. Du. loopman
(obs.), t. loopen to run + man Man sb.] A runner.

ai6t$ Fletcher Noble Gent. in. iv, What a stile is

1 this? Methinks it goes like a Duchy lope-man.

Loper (l^u'psi). [f. Lope v. + -er 1.]

f 1. A leaper, dancer. Obs.

1483 Cath. Angl. 220/2 A Loper, saltalor, saltatrix.

2. Ropcmdkvtg. A swivel upon which yarns are

hooked at one end while being twisted into cordage.

[Perh. another word, a. Du. looper runner.]

1794 Rigging
«J*
Seamanship 55 Loper, used to lay lines,

has two iron swivel-hooks at each end, for the line to hang
on. 1797 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 485/1 [Rope-making] This is

put on one of the hooks of a swivel callea the loper.

3. Cabinet-making. (See quot.)

1833 Loloon Encycl. Cottage Archil. 302 In the second

[bureau bookcase], the sloping flap falls down, and rests on
two sliding pieces, technically called lopers.

t Lo peskonce. Obs. [a. Du. loopsc/tanst f.

loopen to run + schans Sconce.] An in trench ment.

1624 Capt. Smith Virginia iv. 158 Such another Lope
Skonce-would I haue had at Onawmantent. 1630 J. Lank
Cont. Sgr.'s T. 149 note, Algars, Orbell, Leyfurcke, Gnarto-

lite, retierd to their lopeskonces fortifyte.

t Lcpe-staff. Obs. Also 7 loape-. PI. lope-

staves, [f. Lope v. + Staff.] A pole used for

leaping dykes, etc. in the Fens and Low Countries.

1603 Drayton Bar. Wars t. xliit, Such as in fens and
marsh-lands us'd to trade, The doubtful fords and passages

to try, With stilts and lope*staves that do aptliest wade.

1611 Cotgr. s.v. Bout, Baston a deux bouts, a quarter-

stafTc ; or, a Lope-stafle, wherewith Low-countrey men leape

ditches. 1630 R. Johnson's Kingd. Conmiw. 1. 27 Tis

usuall for the Bores of Holland, some with firelocks, and
some with Loapestaves, to make out parties of foot to goe

j a-bootehaling. 1654 E. Johnson Wond. workg. Prmnd. 20

The Ditch . . was so wide, that they could not leap over with

I a lope-stafle,



LOPEZ-ROOT.

Lopez-root (1*HpeZ|rtfct). [« Mod.L. radix
lopeztana

;
orig. applied to the root of an Kast

African species of the same genus, discovered by
Juan Lopez Tinheiro (see Uedi lisfer. Cose Nat.,
ir, 7 l )] The root of an East Indian plant, Toddalia
aculeate i used as a remedy for diarrhoea.
1791 W. liKwiS Mat. Med. (ed. 4) II. Index Eng. Names

Lopez root. 1822 Goon Study Med. 1. 237 The lopez-root
{lopezia Mexieana) [this is a mistake] which by Uaubius
was preferred to the simarouba. 1856 Mavxr Expos. Lex.,
Lopez, name given to the root of an unknown tree growin^
it is said, at Go*.

t Lop-heavy, a. Ol>s. [f. Lop v.2 + Heavy a.
Cf. top-heavy.] Heavy with a weigh t which causes
lopping, hanging down, or drooping.
i$83 Gor.niNG Calvin on Dent. v. 29 We doe but creepe

vppon the Earth, or rather be so loppcheauie [F. sipesaus]
that wee sinke still downeward. 1602 Warner Alb. E>
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x. liv. (1612) 242 That Spanish- 1 ewbli Atheist, and Lop-
heauie-headcd Leach, .. fowle Lopas, we impeach. ^11652
IIrome Quecne's Exch. ir. ii. Wks. 1873 III. 47S It is indeed
a divelisli Lopheavy Bell. 1 would the Churchwarden that
Should have mended it.. were Hang'd in's place, a 1722
1.1S1.E 757) 180 When they [sc. cars of wheat] are
in shock, they spread and lay over, being lop-heavy.
Lophine (l^'-f^in Jtfu-fin). Chem. Also -in. [F.
hptime (Laurent 1844), of unexplained formation :

see -LVE.] An organic base, a derivative of alde-
hyde, obtained by heating amarine.
1856 in Maynf. Expos. Lex. 1858 Fowucs' Chem. (ed. 7)

611 Amarine (Benzoline). Strongly healed in a retort it
decomposes with production of ammonia,, .and a new body
pyrobenzoline or lophine. 1888 Morlkv & Mum Watt?
Diet, t/it'ttt. I.474/2 Lophine CviHicN*.
Lophiodon (tofcitfd/m). Fahvont. [f. Or.

Ao0ioi', dim. of k6<l>os crest + 68ovt-, 68ovs tooth,
after mastodon, etc.] A genus of fossil mammals
of the Eocene period, (he typical genus of the
J.ophiodontidiv ; a fossil mammal of this genus.
1833 Lyei.l Princ. Geol. II 1.221 Cuvier also mentions the

remains of a species of lophiodon as occurring among the
bones in the Upper Val d'Ai no. 1836 Kl'ckland Geol. ,yMm. I. 82 The Lophiodon is .. allied most nearly to the
tapir and rhinoceros, and, in some respects, to the hippo,
potamus. 1864 Owen Power oj'God 50 To match the eocene
lophiodon we fetch the tapir from South America.

Lophiodont (\ou-bodpni),a. and sb. [See prec]
A. adj. Pertaining to or resembling the lophio-

don ; belonging to the family J.ophiodontid;\\
1864 in Wfbster (citing Dana). 1873 Flower in Pro \

Roy. Instil. (1875) VII. 100 Another ofTset from the ancient
Ivophiodont stock.. constitutes the family Tapiridx.
B. sb. An animal of the family Lophiodontidtw

1873 Flower in Proc. Roy. Instit. (1875) VII. 09 These
lophiodon ts possess a dental character which distinguishes
them from all other Perissodactyles.

Hence Lophiodontine, Lophiodo-ntoid adjs.,

« Lophiodont a. Lophiodontoixs a., « having
hairy or bristly teeth' (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1SS9).
1887 E. D. Cope in Amer. Nat. XXI. 094 It is impossible

to separate the Hyracotheriine sub-family as a family from
the Lophiodontine. 1890 Centmy Diet., Lophiodontout.
Lophioid (lJn'fioid), a. and sb. Jchthyol. [f.

mod.L. Lophi-us (app. f. dr. \6<f>os or Ao</>m mane,
back-fin of fishes) +-01D.] a. adj. Pertaining to
the family Lophiidoe, of which the typical genus is

Lophms, represented by the Angler or Fishing-frog,
b. sb. A lophioid fish.

1854 Owen in Circ. Set. (ri865 ) II. 56/1 Certain lophioid
fishes.. are enabled to hop after the.. tide. 1859-62 Sir
J. Richardson etc. Mns. Nat. Hist. (1868) II. 134 The
skeletons of the Lophioids are fibrous. 1883 Rep. Copepoda
coll. 1873-6 in Challenger Rep. VI II. 137 The curious
lophioid genus Ceratias.

Lophiostomate (h'uhystJim't), a. Bot. and
Zool. [f. Gr. \6cpio-v crest + <jr6\xa mouth f-

-ate 2,] Having a crested mouth or aperture.
1862 in Cooke Man. Bot. Terms. 1889 in Syd. Soc.

Lex.

Lopho- (U"*f<y, \ofp), before a vowel loph-,
comb, f. of Gr. Xutpos crest, in many scientific words,
as Lophoce-rcal a. [Gr. KtpKos tail] (see quot).
Lophoce'rcy, the lophocercal stage of develop-

\

ment of the fin -system of Ichthyopsida. Lopho
derm (hTn'ufttajm) [Gr. o7p/*a skin], a crested or
spiny^ back. Lophodont Qon-flfdpni) a. and sb.

[Gr. uSovt-, o3otJy tooth], (a) adj., characterized by
having transverse or longitudinal ridges on the
crowns of the molar teeth

; (b) sb., an animal with
!

this kind of dentition.
|| Lophopoda (-<rp#da) [Gr.

j

tto5', irovs foot], sb.pl, the fresh-water Polyzoa,
which have a horseshoe-shaped lophophore. 1.0- '

phosteon (-pstfyn) [Gr. barkov bone], the median
bone, including the keel, of the sternum of a
carinate bird.

1885 J. A. Ryder in Amer. Nat. XIX. 92 *Lophocercy.—
'

The second stage of development of the median fin-system
of Ichthyopsida is what 1 have called * lophocercal'. .when it

consists of continuous folds . . or exceptionally of discon-
tinuous folds . . which do not include permanent rays. Ibid.

97 Lophocercal larva of the codfish. 1836 Black-iv. Mag.
XXXIX. 306 The thorny *lophoderme of a centronote or
stickleback. 1854 Badham Halieut. 117 His [the perch'sl
piickly lophoderme is indeed a formidable affair. 1887
E. D. Copk Orig. Fittest vii. 246 The subordinate
types of *Lophodonts. Ibid. 247 Four types of Lophodont

Vol, VI.

dentition. 1880 Pascoe Zool. Class//, (ed. 2) 68 *Lophopnda.
1889 Sedgwick tr. Clans Zool. 11. led. 2) 78 The Lophopoda
are mainly distinguished by the bilateral arrangement nf
the numerous tentacles on the two-armed lophophore. 1884
CotJFS Key N. Amer. Birds 143 The median ossification,
which includes the keel, is the *l<>pluKteon.

Lophobranch 0^u,^bia.ijk). a. and sb. Jch-
thyol. [ad. mod.L. Lophobranchu, f. Gr. Ao>o-s
crest, tuft + Ppayxia gills.] = Lophobiunchjatk
a. and sb.

1859-62 Sir J.- Richardson, etc. Mus. Nat. Hist. (1868)
M. 157 I he Lophobranchs have an osseous internal skeleton.
1890 Century Diet., Lophobranch a. and sb.

Lophobranchian U^»kbra:"rjkian), a. Jch-
thyol. [f. as prcc. + -ax.] = LonioBHAXCHrATK a.
183s

1

Kir ry Dab. * f„st. Anim. II. xxi. 392 Lopho-
branchian 1-ishes. So called because their gills are not
pectinated, but disposed in tufts.

Lophobranchiate
v
liTl,^br?eTjki 1£'t\ a. and

sb. Ichlhyol. [f. as prec. + -ate.] a. adj. belong-
ing to or having the characteristics ot the order
Lophobranchii\ having ihe gills disposed in tufts.
b. sb. A lophobranchiate fish; the order 1

Lophobranchii (sec quot. 1S42).
1834

L
M Mi'HTi(iE Cuvier's Anim.Kingd. II. 228 Lopho- I

branchiate fishes . . eminently distinguished by the gills
which.. are divided into small round tufis. 1842 Urandi-

,Diet. Set. etc., Lophobranchiatcs, an order ofOsseous fishes
comprehending those in which the qillsare in the form of
small tufts, and disposed in pairs along the branchial arches ; 1

as 111 the pipe-fi.Ji and hippoenmp. 1881 Sff.i.ev in Cassc/t's
Aat. /list. \ 12 In.. the Plectognathi and Lophobranchi-
ates, the otolites are represented by calcareous dust.
So Lophobra-nchous a.
i%<5 J- K. (Ii?ay Nartp's fatal. Lophobranchiate Fish I

•i-

Ji/ -y,
.
Pref-' Lophobranchous Fishes.

Lophoite )d»'\o&\{\ [Named by A. !

lireiLhaupt, 1841 {I.ophoit), f. Gr. Kutpo-s crest, I

cock's-comb + -itk.] An obsolete synonym of
prochlorite (A. 11. Chester, 1896).
1882 Da\a Man. Min. (ed. 4) 319.

Lophophore (Wtt/o.^ . [f. Gr. A6>o-s crest -f-

-</>^os bearing. (In sense 2, ad. mod.L. Lopho-
phonts.)]

1. Zool. In Polyzoa, the oral disc at the free end
of the polypidc, bearing the tentacles.
1850 Allman in Brit. Assoc. Re/>t. (1851) 307 The sort of

disc or stage which surrounds the mouth and bears the ten-
taenia, 1 have called Lophophore. 1855 Eng. Cycl., Nat.
I/ist. 1 1 1. 861/1. 1885 A. S. PwfsMNCTON Brit. Zoophytes 19!

2. A bird with crested crown and brilliant plum-
age, belonging to the genus I.ophoplwnts of the
family J'hasiamdx. [Cf. F lophophore]
1883 Fortn. Rev. 1 Sept. 348 One of her dresses, .made up

principally of the feathers of the hright-plumaged lopho-
phore. 1884 Western Daily Press 29 May 3/7 A butterfly,
made of the feathers of the lophophore.
Hence Loprio'phoral a., of or pertaining to a

lophophore ^sense 1).

1890 in Century Diet. ; and in other recent Diets.

Lophyropod ,V'fir%:d). Zool. [ad. mod.L.
J.ophyropoda neut. pi., f. pseudo-Gr. *\u<j;vpo$ i hairy'
misreading of Awpot/pos bushy-tailed^ + 7ro5-, vqvs

foot.] A crustacean of the group / ophyropoda.
1842 IIrande Diet. Sci., etc., Lophyrofods, a section of

Kntomostracous Crustaceans, comprehending those species
with cylindrical or conical ciliated or tufted feet. 1852
Dana Crust, u. 1308 The Cyclops section of Lophyropods.
Loping (Uwpirj), vbl. sb. Also 6 Sc. lopene.

[-ing L] The aciion of ihe verb Lope.
1483 Calh. Angl. 220/2 A Lopynge, saltacio, satins.

1549 Cotnpl. Scot. vi. 66 It vas ane celest recreation to
Inrhald ther lycht lopene. 1886 S. IK Line. Gloss. s.v.,

He's fontl of loping.

Loping U^'pi'A Also lopeing. [f.

LorK v. + -ixo ^.] Characterized by long, bound-
ing st< ides

;
having a gait of this kind.

1707 Loud. Gaz. No. 4327/8 A brown bay N.ig, .. of a
loping Carriage. 1826 J. V. Cooi-rr Mohicans (1S29) I. ii. 26
Generally content to maintain a lopeing trot. 1841 — Deer-
slayer ii, A loping red-skin. 1865 Kingslkv Ifcren: i,

A man on foot coming up behind him at a slow, steady,
loping, wolf-like trot. 1883 J. liuRRoeaiis Fresh Fields i,

A loping hare started up before me.

Lopister, obs. form of Lobstkk.
Loplolly, variant of Loblolly.

tLo*ppage. Obs. rare— \ [f. Lop^.l + -age.]
The loppings from trees; lop.

1683 Pi.ttus Fleta Min. 11. 14 lilink . . is also applyed to
the. . brouse or loppage of Trees given to Deer.

Loppard (V paid). [f. Lop v} + -ard, after

pollard.] 1 A tree with the top lopped or cut off;

a pollard ' (Worcester 1846, citing Allen).

Lopped (Vpt), a. [f. Lor vA + -ed l.] In
senses of the verb. Bot. and Zool. : Truncate.
1570 Levins Manip. 49/27 Lopped, tonsns. 1611 Shaks.

Cymb. v. v. 454 The lofty Cedar, Royal 1 Cymbeline, Per-
sonates thee : And thylopt Branches point Thy two Sonnes
forth. 1645 Waller Ofthe Qneen 26 liy cutting hope, like

a lopt limbe, away. 1721 Ramsay Marquis of Boiomout
40 His lop'd-off locks. 1787 tr. Linnaeus' Earn. Plants 1. 3
lleadlet flat, with the side declining to the nectary lop'd,

perforated. Ibid., Seeds very numerous, oblong, lop'd. 1791 ;

Cowper Odyss. x. 533 So tumble his lopp'd head into the
dust. 1812 Barclay, Lopped, in botany, appearing as if cut I

off with a pair of scissars; the leaves of the great bindweed
are lopped at the base ; the petals of the "periwinkle are 1

Lopper (V'P3I.S v.

dial Fc

LOPPING.

ll
gl^ ?u

Pped
C

^7'lnoi.LOVKChron.Barset
11. Uaxu. 365 A hope that the lopped tree may yet become

S 52 A
U5d ° herm

.

ait?ed consciousness, her poor lopped
ife. 1898 A. Balfour./^ Arms xxi. 241 lie mighthavehad
the unenviable experience of a lopped-ofHiead.

D. Her. (See quots.)
1828-40 IJerry Encycl. Her. 1, Lopped, or Snagged, differsfrom ran ping-which does not show the thickneR, whereas

this is cut off to sight. ,884 Burke Gen. Armory p. xliLopped, or snagged, cut so as to show the thickness.
+
, ,??el

-
0bs

- [Cf. Du. /«#/*/.] (Sec quot.)

f 11 uSP
r
Fr

^

Ada.'"<>"! °/E> iii- (1659) 28 He causeth
to be built a little sleight shade or loppel with poles covered
with straw or some sleight stuff on the top where he ties up
his oxen. 1

Lopper (l^pai), slO [f. Lop v.i + -kr IJ One
who lops (a tree).

1S38 Kr.YOT Diet., Frondafor, a brouser, a wallopner
[1545 wode lopper]. 1552 Huloet, Lopper, or shragger,

Z la u
%/?n

t^°r
\

,'572 ~ ^ed - Higgins), Hence lopper
on the hautie hill, shall .sing with voyce on highe. 1613
Iackson treed 1. xxi. § 1 A great oak . . spoiled of boughs
tiy the lopper s axe. 1755 m Johnson. 1883 Leisure Hour
505/1 Leeches unscathed by topper and lopper.

Lopper (]p'pzi),sb.* Sc. and north, dial, in form
lapper. [f. Lopper v.] A curdled or coagulated
state or condition (of blood or milk). Also, partly-
melted snow, 1 slush
c 1817 Hogg Tales * Sk. V. ^45 The country became waist-

deep of lapper or half-melted snow. !88o Tamieson s.v.
/.rt//Vr, The milk's into a lapper. 1895 Crockett Men ofMoss /lags 11, 1 he ground about was all a-lapper with blood
Lopper (ty-psi), a. Obs. cxc. Sc. Also 4, 9

loper, 9 lapper. [? f. Loppeh v.] = Loitered.
1340 Hampolk Pr. Consc. 450 Whar he had na other fode

Lot wlatsom glet, and loj)er blode. 1816 Scott Antw x
Lapper-milk i8a3 Crabb Technol. Diet., Lopper Milk
(Husband.), old milk turnud tocurds. a 1894 J. Shaw Dnmfr.
Dial, in Wallace Country Schoolm. (1894) 350 Loper sucnv
snow in a state of slush.

Now only A>. and north,

4 lopir, 5 leper, 9 lapper, lopper.
[Perh. a derivative (with suffix -krS) of ON. hlgup
\hlaup) coagulation (of milk or blood). Cf. ON.
hlfypa trnns. to curdle, Sw. lope, Pa. Ipbe, Norw.
dial, loper. Ib'ypcr rennet. Cf. Lor v. 4.]
1. inlr. Of milk : To curdle.
a 1300 [<ee Lopit.rki>1. a 1340 IIampoi.e Psalter cxviii. 70As mylk in be kynd is fayre and derc, bot in lopirynge it

waxis soin e. c 1400 Mal'Ndkv. (Ko.xb.) vii. 27 Take a drope
of bawmcand putte hcrto gayte mylke; and, if he balme
be gude, alsone j>e mylke sail leper. 1812 Forbks nts ^
(K. J). h.J A muckle plate That ha'ds our milk to lapper.
a 1825 I-orbv I'oc. /•:. Anglia, Lopper, to turn sour and co-
agulate by too long standing.

b. trans. To turn to turds; to curdle.
1882 G. Macdokai.i) Castle Warlock 13 Drinkin' soor

milk—eneuc h to lapper a' i* the inside o' 'im !

2. * To dabble, to besmear, or to cover so as to
clot* (Jam.).
1818 Scon Rob Roy xxx, Sic grewsome wishes, that men

should be slaughtered like sheep—and that they may lanptr
th^ir hands to the elbows in their heart's bluid.

Loppered (1^'pojd), ///. a. Obs. exc. Sc. ami
north, dial. V orms : 3 lop(e)red, 4 lopird, 5
Iopyr(r)de, 6 lopp(e)rit, 6 7 lopperd, 7-8 lap-
pered, 8 lopered, 9 lapoured, lappert, loppert,
lappered, loppered. [f. Lopper v. + -edl]
Clotted, coagulated, curdled. Cruelly of milk and
blood. A\so jig.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter cxviii. 70 I/>pred als milk es hevt of
I'a. 1483 CW//. A ngl. 220/2 Lopyrile {A. Lopyrrydd. As
mylke ; coucrctus. I^tpyrde mylke, ivnetata. 1513 Doi olas
Slytcts 111. ix. 64^ Thir wretchit mennis tlesche, that is
his fude, And drinkis worsiini, and thair lopperit blude.
1597 Lowe Chirurg. (1634) 381 There remaineth lappered
blond. 1724 Ramsay Tea-t. Misc. (1733) I. 91 And there
will be lapper'd milk kebbucks. 1806 A. Hunter Cnliua
(ed. 3) 243 The preparation will become what, in this
country, is called lapoured. 1826 G. IIkattir John d
Arnha 35 The.. stains Of lappert blood and human brains.
ri.856 Denham Tracts (1895) II. 327 When cows .. give
bloody or lappered or stringy milk.

Loppestere, obs. form of Lobster.
Loppet (l^'pet), v. dial. [Onomatopoeic ex-

tension of Lop v.-] inlr. To move or 11111 wilh
a lieavy gait. Usually of an animal, as a hai e or rab-
bit, rarely of z person. Hence Lo-ppetiug vbl. sb.

1864 C. Bryant in Auckland Log-tk. ( X S75 ) 320 They IseaL]
travel by lifting themselves from the ground on their fore-
legs, and hitching the body after them with kind of side-
ways loppeting gallop. 1888 Berksh. Gloss., Loppettin',
walking with an ungainly movement and heavy tread.

Lopping (Ifpin.) • vbl. sb* [f. Lor t/.i + -ing i.]

1. The action of Lop v. 1

This was the cant term used by the Rye House conspirators
for the killing of the King and the Duke of York : see
'Fryals o/Walcot, Hone, etc.for High-treason (1683) 12.
c 1511 in Swayne Churchw. Acc. Saritm (1896) 63 For

fTellynge of an Lime & for the loppynge tberof byfore vjd.
1641 Milton Anhnadv. WT

ks. 1851 III. 243 A punishment
.

.
for the lopping, and stigmatizing of so many free borne

Christians, a 1715 Burnet Oivji Time (1724) I. 543 Walcot
..liked the project of a rising, but declared he would not
meddle in their lopping. 1793 Jefferson Writ. (1830) IV.
479 No lopping-off of territory could be made without a
lopping-off of citizens. 1848 Lyttov Harold xil. i, The
trees were dwarfed in height by repeated loppings,
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LOPPING.

2. (Chiefly//.) Branches and shoots lopped from

a lrce. Also, material for lopping.

1589 J. Riofr IUM. Seholast. 884 The loppings of trees,

concedes. 1600 Surflet Country Farme 1. x. 49 lie shall

gather vp the loppings to make fewell of. J665 M anlf.v

Grotins*LowC.WarresqsS Filling them with earth and small

loppings of Trees. 1766 Museum RuslicxmiZo It is also

the best kind to plant . . by the sides of rills, etc. where
;

they 1

will produce larger lopping. 1818 Southkv in Q. A cv. A 1 X.

49 The loppings and leaves of the elm . . dried in the sun,

prove a great relief to cattle when fodder is dear.

3. attrib.
. ,

16S9 Howell Voc. xv, A lopping hook, vn falcincllo.

1787 Minor 160 The idea of foreign surgeons using their

lopping knives. 1875 Ksight Diet. Mech., Lo/>{ing-slK?ars,

a pair of heavy shears for trimming bushes, hedges, etc.

Lopping (Ifpig). vbL s,/ * tf-
I^VV.* + "ING *J

Of the ears : The condition of hanging loosely.

1868 Darwin Auint # PL I. iv. 116 Even the elongation

and lopping of the ears have influenced in a small degree

the form of the whole skull. Ibid. 118 In breeding lop-eared

rabbits the length of the ears, and their consequent lopping

and lying flat on the face, are the chief points of excellence.

t Lopping, vbL sb.* Obs. rare, [Cf. 1 .op sb.$\

The process of barking or tanning leather.

1773 Encycl. Brit. 1 1 1. 886/2 Of Lopping, or what is more

properly calted Tanning. This part of the operation is

designed to preserve the fibres from corruption.

Lopping \p pio^,///. a- 1
V- Lop v* + -l\tg2.]

That lops or cuts away.
172a Sewel Hist. Quakers (1795) I. u. 112 By the lopping

axe the sturdy oak 1 mproves her shade.

Lopping Qrm\fpl.^ [f. Lop ».2 + -i*g 2.]

1. Of the ears : That lop or hang down.
1685 Lond. Gaz. No. 2099/4 A gray Horse with a large

Head and lopping Ears. 1770 G. White Selborue xxviii.

79 The ears (of the moose] were vast and lopping. 179*

\V. Roberts Looker-on No. 20 (1704) I. 279 The Land of

Secrets, where dwell a people with long lopping ears and
little gimlet eyes. 1868 Darwin Anna. <y PI. I. iv. 119 The
left zygomatic arch on the side of the lopping ear.

2. Of an angler's fly.

1885 W. H. Russell in Harpers Mag. Apr. 769/1 With
limber rod and far-reaching lopping fly.

Lopping [Ifpig),///- a * V- L«p»- 3 + -i-vg 2.]

( >f the sea : Rising and falling in short waves.

1887 Spectator 29. Oct. 1453 Lying*to in a lopping sea.

1889 W. S. Gilbert Foggerty's Fairy, etc. (1892) 305, I rose

and fell in the sulky lopping sea.

Loppy (IfpOf a -
1 °bs. exc. dial. [f. Lop sb.- +

• v.] Full of or infested with ' lops * or fleas.

1483 Cath. Angl. 220/2 Ijoppy, pulicosus. A Loppy place,

pulicetnm. 1876 Whitby Gloss, s.v. Lopping, Loppy, in-

fested with fleas. 1886 S. W. Line. Gloss., Loppy.

Loppy \p'pi) , a-2 [*"• Lop v* + -y.J That hangs

loosely ;
limp.

1855 S. IiROOKS Aspen Crt. II. viii. 106 He would even

put on the same smeared and loppy shirt-collar three morn-

ings in succession. 1893 Kliz. B. Cl'stfr Tenting 162 The
droop of his [a dog'.s] head was rendered even more ' loppy

'

by the tongue, which dropped outside the sagging jaw.

Loppy Qp'pi), «- 3 U- LoP v * + -Y0 °f tllc

sea :
* Lumpy ' choppy

"
; cf. Lopping pp/. a.%

1883 Pall Mall G. 17 May 3/2 The Channel was some-

what loppy, as usual. 1891 J. It. Pearck Esther Pcntreath
iv. ix, The sea was getting * loppy' in the crowded little

harbour.

Lopscourss, obs. form of Lobscouse.
179a CJ. Gali.owav Poems 38 Now grog and lopscnurse

fill'd onr stamacks.

Lopseed Opwd). [?f. Lop v?] 'A North

American herb, Phryma Leptostachya, with spikes

of small purple flowers, which in fruit are bent

back close against the axis' {Cent. Did.).

1850 Mrs. Lincoln Phei.ps Lcct. Hot. App. 53 Phryma,
. . lopseed. 1856 Gray Man. Hot. Xorth. U. S. led. 2) 299.

Lop-sided, lopsided (l^pisoi ded), a. Also

S-9 lapsided, 9 lobsided. [f. Lop sb.*2 or v.'1 t

Side sb. + -ei> 2
.] That lops or appears to lop or

lean on or towards one side ;
having one side lower

or smaller than the other. Orig. Ar
anl. (of a ship) :

Disproportionately heavy on one side
;

unevenly

balanced.
171 1 W. Sutherland Shipbuild. Assist. 27 Vou will

certainly have the Misfortune of a lapsided Ship. 1769
Falconer Diet. Marine (1780), Lap-sided, the state of a

ship, which is built in such a manner as to have one side

heavier than the other. 1820 Praed Surly Hall 221 lie

drew me once.. ('twas lopsided, And squinted worse than

ever 1 did). 1842 Dickens Amer. Notes viii, An odd, lop-

sided, one-eyed kind of wooden building. 1878 D. Kemp
Man. Yacht <y Boat Sailing 356 Diet., Lob Sided, larger or

heavier on one side than on the other. 1901 Athenaeum
10 Aug. 198/1 The church.. was. .lop-sided, as one aisle ..

was narrower than the other.

h.Jig.
1850 Kingsley Alt. Locke x. {1876) 118 The sooner we get

the balance [of classes] equal the better ; for it's rather lop-

sided just now no one can deny. 1868 Green Lett. II. (1901)

200 The. .article, .is very lop-sided and unfair. 1891 F. VV.

Newman Life f. If. Newman 11 So lobsided morality, if

propounded in a Mormon Bible or by a Hottentot Potentate,

would be spurned as self-confuted.

Hence Xiopsi'dedly adv., Iiop-si dedness.

1875 Carpentry t? Join. 76 A degree of instability or lop-

sidedness which should not exist. 1896 Nat. Observer21 Mar.

561/1 A turban . . hanging lopsidedfy over one ear.

Iiopstar, -er(e, obs.Torms of Lobstek.

t IiOp-web. Obs. rare. [f. Lop sb} + Web.]
A spider's web ; a cobweb.

442

c 1391 Chaucer Astrol. 1. § 21 The riet nf thin Astrelable I

with thy zodiak, shapen in maner of a net nr of a lop-webl>e.

C141Z IIocclf.ve De Reg. Princ. 2819 Rty as lop-webbys
|

flyes smale & gnattes Taken, and sufTre grete flyes go.

tliOpyn. Obs. rare. [a. OY. /op{p)in.\ A
morsel or lump of food; a 'gobbet'.
C1430 Pilgr. LyfManhodc HI. xl. (1869) 156 Alle goode

lopyns [Fr. logins]) plounge and drenche. Ibid. 157.

Loquacious (wkw^'Jas), a. [f. L. ioqtuici-,
,

loqttax (f. ioqu-t to speak) +-OUS.]

1. Given to much talking; talkative.

1667 Milton/1
. L. x. 161 To whom sad Eve. .Confessing

soon, yet not before her Judge Pold or loquacious, thus

abasht repli'd. 1712 Steele Speet. No. 296 ? 1 The chief

Exercise of the Female loquacious Faculty. 17*5 Yovk
Odyss. xix. iro Loquacious insolent! she cries, forbear.

1791 Cowper Iliad 11. 253 Thersites only of loquacious tongue

Ungovern'd. 1814 D'Israeli Quarrels A nth. (1867) 338 't he

new. .philosophy insisted that men should be less loquacious,

but more laborious. 1849 Macaulav Hist. Fug. iv. I. 460

He was not loquacious : but, when he was forced to speak in

public
t
his natural eloquence moved the envy of practised

rhetoricians. 1901 Lougiu. Mag. June 152 Abel, in an un-

usually loquacious mood, repeated his question.

2. transf. Of birds, water, or the like: Chatter-

ing, babbling. Chiefly/^/.
1697 DRYnEN Virg. Georg. nr. 654 He fills hb Maw with

Fish, or with loquacious Frogs. — Mmid xn. 694 The
black Swallow..To furnish her loquacious Ntst with Food.

1708 J. Philips Cyder 11. 443 Hiind Hritish bards, with

volant touch Traverse loquacious strings. 1725 Pope Odyss.

v. 86 The chough, the sea-mew, the loquacious crow. 1888

Barrie When a Mans Single (1900) 66/2 For a moment the

water was loquacious as. .punts shpt past.

Hence Loquaxiously adv., Loqua'ciousness.

1727 IUiley vol. 11, Loquaciousness, talkativeness. 1766

Fordvce Sena. Vug. Worn. (1767) 1. vi. 220 She preserves

the due mean between taciturnity and loquaciousness. 1807

G. Chalmers Caledonia Li. i. 18 The taciturnity ofhistory,

and the loquaciousness of archaiology. 1854 Hawthorne
Eng. Xote-llks. (1879) 1. 83 The rooks were talking together

very loquaciously.

Loquacity (bkwse-siti). [ad. F. loquacity ad.

L. /oqt/aeilfis, i.loquaa-Joqmlx (see Loquacious).]

The condition or qnality of being loquacious;

talkativeness. Also />/., instances of this.

1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 60 To reproove .. the

loquacity of Euripides. 1664 Power Exp. Philos. til. 184

These are they that .. glut the Pres*with their Canting lo-

quacities. 1664 H. More Myst. luiq. 333 Alluding to the

Loquacity of the Magpie. 1711 Annisos Speet. No. 135

p 1 A Man who is sparing of his Words, and an Enemy to

Loquacity. 1869 Kccklk 'Civiliz. III. iv. 203 When a

preacher was once in the pulpit, the only limit to his loqua-

city was his strength.

trans/. ^1716 South Semi. (1823) V. 423 A loquacity of

countenance, and a significance of gesture.

ItOquat >~« kwajt). Also lacott, loquet,

loquette, loquot. [a. Chinese (Canton dial.)

luh fouat, literally 'rush orange'.]

a. The fruit of Eriobotrya japonica, a native of

China and Japan, introduced into southern Europe,

India, and Australia, b. The tree itself. Also

loquat tree.

1829 E. Hoole Narr. Mission S. India ix. 75 The lacott,

a Chinese fruit, not unlike a plum, was produced also in

great plenty. 1833 C. Sturt South Australia I. Introd. 58

The pear and the loquette grow side by side. 1837 J. D.

Lang NnvS. Wales I. 435 A fruit-tree of Chinese origin,

called loquet, has been long naturalized. 1854 Stocoi'klkr

Frit. India 314 Apples, citrons, loquats. 1880 C. R. Mark-
ham Peruv. Bark 341 Hehind the house grew peach, apple,

plum, and loquot trees.

tLoquel. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. L. bqucla, f.

loqiu to speak. Cf. OF. /oqtteie.] Speech.

1694 Motteux Rabelais v. 252 Where Rules to polish

I^oquels are prescrib'd [Fr. on la lime est four les locutions^.

IiOqnency (l<?»'kwensi). rare. [ad. late L.

loquentia, i. loqucnt- Lo^UENT.] Talking, speech.

1623 Cockeram, Loqnentie, speaking. 1891 O. Meredith
One ofour Conq. I. iv. 51 [Hisl exuberance in loquency had

been restrained by a slight oppression, known to guests.

Loquent (1^'kwent) , a. rare. [ad. L. loquent-

em, pres. pple. of loqui to speak.] That speaks.

i$93 R» Harvev Philad. lot lie would be loquent as

Mithridates, that could speake 22 languages. ^1619
Fotiierkv Atheom. 11. xii. § 1 (1622) 332 Of things loquent,

and silent ; of things moueable, and vnmoueable. 1654 1 1

.

L'Estrance Reign Chas. / (1655) 135 So rare is it for a man
very eloquent, not to be over loquent. 1885 G. Merkmtii
Dinna of Crossiuays xi. (1890) 99 Redworth would have

yielded her the loquent lead.

Hence Iio-quently adv., in point of talking.

1891 Q. Meredith One of our Conq. I. xii. 222 The
loquently weaker of the pair.

Loqueram, variant of Lockeram Obs.

Iioquet(te, loquot, variant forms of Loquat.

Lor', lor int. vulgar. A clipped form of

Lord, used as an interjection and in certain

exclamatory phrases. (Cf. Law, Lawk's.)
1835-6 Dickens Sfc. Boz, Characters iv, ' Lor 1 how nice !

'

said the youngest M iss I vins. 1865— Mut. Fr. 1. ix, * Lor-

a-mussy [ = Lord have mercy] !* exclaimed Mrs. lioffin.

J870 Miss Hkidgman Ro. Lynne L xiii. 213 Ix>r' ! what a

fuss.

Lora : see Lore sb.z 2 a.

t Lorain. Obs. Forms: 4 lorein, lorom,

4-5 loreyn, lorem(e, 5 loran,loreine, lorayn(e.

[a. OF. lorain :-late L. type *l9rSmm t
f. L. Idntm

thong. Cf. med.L. loranwn, lorenum (Dn Cange

LORD.

s.v. hramentum).] The straps (often spoken of

as gilt, studded with metal, or jewelled) forming;

part of the harness or trappings of a horse.

C1290 /tafc/248 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 113 H>* loreins weren

al of seiner, a 1300 Cursor M. 25464 N 11 ask i nober gra ne

grene, Nestede scrud, ne lorem (Failf.)orom] scene, la 1400

Morte A rth. 2462 The lawnces with loraynes, and lemande

scheldes. a 1400-50 Alexander 793* Than strenys he hys

streropes . . Lad hym by J>e loran. c 1460 Launfal 888 Wyth
sadell and brydell of Champayne, Har lorayns lyght gonne

leme.

Loral (lo<>-ral), a. (and sb.). Zoo/. [(. L. I&r-nm

lhong or strap, Lore j^.^ + -al.] Pertaining lo

the lore. Hence as sb. = /oral s/tie/d or p/atc

(see Lore sb.% 2 c). Cf. Loreal.
1874 Coues Birds jV. W. 134 The fore, .parts and sides of

the head are buff, . . there is no yellow loral stripe. 1889

Saunders Alan. Brit. Birds 92 A black loral patch descends

diagonally from below the eye.

tLorament. Obs. rare — °. [ad. L. /ornmcn-

titm, f. /drum thong.] A thong or band of leather.

1623 in Cockeram. 1658 in Phillips.

Loran, variant of Lorain.

Loranth (loo-roenb). Bot.rare. [ad. mod. L.

Loranthus, name of the typical genus of the order

Lorauthacex\ f. L. /or-um strap + Gr. avBos flower.]

Any plant of the N.O. Loranlhacese (see next).

1846 Lindlev Veg. Kingd. 789 Lorauthacar—Loranths. .

.

It is customary to call the floral envelopes of the genera of

Loranths by the name of sepals in Viscum.

Loranthaceous (lo'nen^-Jas), a. Bot. [f.

mod.L. Loranthacete, f. Loranthus : see prec. and

-aceous.] Of or belonging to the N.O. Loran-

thacese (the mistletoe family).

1856 in Mayne Expos. Lex.

Loranthad Jo^rse-nbced). Bot. rare. [f. L0-

rantk'Us (see prec.) + -ad.] = Loranth.
1893 Athenxton 18 Nov. 701/1 Among the Amazonian

plants found at Santa Cruz, .may be mentioned, .the loran-

thad Oryctanthus ruficaulis.

Lorate (lo^t), a. Bot. [f. U /drum strap

+ -ate '-.] Strap-shaped.

1836 Loudon Encycl. Plants 243 Pancratium littorale...

Leaves, .lorate. 1880 Grav Struct. Bot. 419/x.

Lorayn 'e, variant of Lorain Obs.

Lorcha (lfTJtJa), lorch QpAi). [a. Pg. loreha

(occurring in Pinto 1 540 : see Yule and Purnell) ;

of uncertain origin.] A fast sailing vessel built in

China with the hull after a European model, but

rigged in Chinese fashion, usually carrying guns.

1653 H. Cocas tr. Pinto's Frav. xv. (1663) 47 They entrcd

our Ix»rch where most conveniently they could. 1857

Cobden Speeches (1878) 370 A vessel called a lorcha—which

is a name derived from the Portuguese settlement at Macao,

and which merely means that it is built after the European

model not that it is built in Europe. 1896 Gen. Registerof
Shipping 2 Sept., Abbreviations. . Lor., Lorcha.

Lorche, -er, obs. forms of Lurch, -er.

Lorchipe, -uppe, obs. forms of Loi<nsHir.

Lord l^id),j^. Forms: 1 hUfweard, hUford,

-erd, (hUbard, hlafard\ 2 laford, -erde, hlou-

erd, leverd, lhoaverd, lourde, lowerd, Orm.

laferrd, 2-4 laverd, (3 lavard, lseverd), 3-4

lover e)d,lovuerde, (4lhord,lorld »,4-6lorde

(4gen.pl. lordene),4,6-Slard(e,4-lord.
AlsoAr.

Laird. In exclamations 6 leard, 7-8 lawd,8 laud,

lurd ; also L.UH [OK. h/dfordy once ///dfiveard (Ps.

civ. 1 7 ;
Thorpe's * to half-wearde ' is a misprint

:

see note in Gr.-Wiilck.), repr. a prehistoric

form Hlaibward-, f. Wait (OE. h/df) bread, Lo.r

+ *ward (OK. 7veard) keeper (see NVard sb^.X\\

its primary sense the word (which is absent from

the other Tent, langs.) denotes the head of a house-

hold in his relation to the servants and dependents

who 1 eat his bread ' (cf. OK. hlfy&ta, lit.
1 bread-

eater
1

, a servant); but it had already acquired a

wider application before the literary period of OK.

The development of sense has been largely influ-

enced by the adoption of the word as the customary

rendering of L, domimts. The late ON. hivarbr is

adopted from ME.
With regard to the etymological sense, cf. mod.G. brotherr,

lit.
' bread-lord \ an employer of lal>our. In the mod.

Scandinavian langs. * meat-mother ' (Sw. viatmoder, Da.

madmoder, feel, matmddir) U the designation applied by

servants to their mistress.

For the phonology of the OE. word see Bftlhnng Ae.

Flevtentarlnich §§ 367, 4 "» 562. In the 14th c. the word

i

became monosyllabic through the dropping of the intervocalic

I v and the crnsis of the vowels thus brought into contact.

1

I. A master, ruler.

1 1. A master of servants ; Ihe male head of a

household. Obs.

C950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xxiv. 46 Eadi* 3e 3exn Sone

miSoy cymes hlaferd his on-fand sua doende. c 1000 Ags.

Gosp. John xv. 15 Se Seowa nat hwa:t se hlaforld] defl.

a 1 17S Colt. Horn. 241 Nan ne mai twan hlaforde . . samod

bowie. c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 1388 Dis maiden wile ic. .to mm
louerdes bofte hi-crauen. a 1300 Cursor M. 6691 }( he fhi*

,
thainl Hue ouer a dai or tuin, pe lauerd sal vnderli na pain.

<ri42o Sir Atuadaee (Camden) 1, He wold gif horn toe sa

i

muche, or ellus more, As any lord wold eu>T or qware.

C1450 Holland ilcnvlat 145 Hot thir lordis belyf [thai] the
1

Jettcris has tane. 1611 Bible Matt. xxiv. 46,
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2. One who has dominion over others as his sub-
jects, or to whom service and obedience are due

;

a master, ehtef, prince, sovereign. Now only rheto-
Also lord and master.

loandeLhoauerd on Vrloand [etc.]. 1207 R. Glol-c (Rolls)
3662 Cadour erl of coriiwaylc.To be king is louerd wende.
XV\ h£Us °fCartt' 1

V

' 447/2 Savyng allwey to the Lordc
of the Fee, achates. 1435 ibid. 487 Aswel! the Lordes ami ye
Utezeins of Citees, as the Lordes and Purvises. 1497 Act
12 Hen. VIL c 12 Preamb., The Kyng of Scottis ought..
to.Jiolde of you Sovereign Lorde his seid realme. ^1530
1 alsgr. 675/1 He was baylyfle of the towne, but the lorde
hath put hym out. 1563 Homilies 11. Rogation Week iv.

[rc.God] his hlaford was. c xi^Gen.^ Ex. 275 Done mi^te O859) 496 J he Lords records.. be perverted.. to the dis-
he f Lucifer] non louerd Ohauen. c 1300 Havelok 607 Dis is inheriting of the right owner, 1691 Woou Ath. Oxon. II.

110 The antient Family of lies Ewes, Dynasts or Lords of
the dition of Kessell. 1696 Phillips (ed. 5), Lordhi Gross,

.... ~ A v • , i'^r- r ™ lS
, ?

S
- t Lord without a Mannor, as the King in

Ind let he king sone Aspieii . . ho were lord of hur land, c 1350 respect of his Crown. 1778 Pryce Min, Cornub. 324 Lord
Will Pa/erne 3405 Swiche a lorld of lederes ne liucd noujt, of the land or fee. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) III 427 The

rical.

Beowulf (Z.) 3141 Alegdon oa to middes masrne beoden..
hlaford leofne. 4-893 K. ^lfreu Oros. 1. i. § 13 Ohthere
saede his hlaforde, /Klfrede cyninge, bait [etc.]. a 1175
Cott. Horn. 221 Forte don him [sc. man] understonden, bat he
{sc. God] his hlaford was. c 1250 Gen. A> Ex. 275 Do ne mi^te
he [Lucifer] non louerd Shauen. c 1300 Havelok 607 pis is

ure eir bat shal ben louerd of denemark. C1330 Amis. A-

Amil 2030 The squier biheld the coupes tho, First his and
his lordes also. 1340-70 A lex. 4/ Dt'nd. 174 A wel-langaged

__J nou3t,
pel held, c 1400 Destr. Troy 4054 Agamynon the grct was
.. Leder of pj lordis. 14.. Foe. in Wr.-WflJcker 620/22
Cilia rcha, a lord ofthowsoud kny5tcs. 1313 Douglas sKncis
x. v. 4 Eneas, the Troiane prynce and lard. 1530 Palsgr.
680/1 It is a pytuouse case . .whan subjectes rebell agaynst
their natural! lorde. 1555 Eden Decouies (Arb.) 52 Stoope
Englande stoope, & learne to knowe thy lordc it master.
1604 E, G[rimstone] D'Acosta's Hist, Indies 111. xx. 1S5
The Citieof Cusco, (the ancient Court of the Lordes of those
Realmes). 1628 Digby Voy. Mcdit. (Camden) 42 Ceremonies
of dutie . . they said were due to him being lord of the port.
1667 Milton P. L. xn. 70 Man over men He made not
Lord. 1781 Gibbon Decl. <$• (1869) II. xlii. 575 The
common people [in Mingrelia] are in a state of servitude to
their lords. 1841 James Brigand Hi, Who is lord here upon
the side of the mountain but I? 1855 Macaulay Hist.
Eng. xiii. Ill, 321 A race which reverenced no lord, no king
but himself.

trans/. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. iv. i. 38 When they [wive>|
striae to be Lords ore their Lords. 1596 —Merck. V. 111. ii.

169 Ihjt now I [PortiaJ was the Lord Of this faire mansion,
master of my seruants.

k' fig- One who or something which has the
mastery or preeminence. Lords of {the) creation :

mankind ; now jocularly, men as opposed towonieu.
a 1300 Cursor M. 782 O wityng bath god and ill ^ee suld

l>e lauerds at }our will. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R.
vim. xvi. (1495) 322 The soime is the lorde of planetes. 1508
Dunuar Gold, 'large 229 The Lord of Wyndis. .God Eolu.s.

159 1 Spenser Ruins Rome xiv, As men in Summer fearles
passe the foord Which is in Winter lord of all the plaine.
1592 Shaks. Rom. <y Jul. v. i. 3 M y bosomes L. [Visits lightly
in his throne. 1604 E. GJrimstonk] ITA casta's Hist. Indies
III. II. 119 There are some windes which blow in certaine
regions, and are, as it were, Lordes thereof. 1643 [AngikkJ
Lane. Vail. Aehor 7 Fire is a cruell Lord. 1667 Dryijen
Ess. Drain. Poesie Dram. Wks. 172^ I. 19 He is the envy
of one, who is Lord in the art of quibbling. 1697 — Virg.
Georg. in. 380 Love is Lord of all. 1744 Hobart in Lett.
C'tess Suffolk (1824) II. 207, I . . thought they [women]
might attain to a sagacity equal to that of the lords of the
creation. 1774 Golusm. Sat. Hist. (1776) I. 400 The lowest
animal finds more conveniences in the wilds of nature, than
he who boasts himself their lord. 1779 Jefferson Corr.
Wks 1859 1- 21 3 Are they so far lords of right and wrong as
that [etc.]. 1797 Mrs. A. M. Bennett Beggar Girl II. x.
189 'Tis really a mighty silly thing for a lord of the creation .

.

to take up his residence in a boarding house.. where there
are pretty women. 1830 L G. Strutt Sylva Brit. 10 The
attribute of strength by which the lord of the woods is more
peculiarly distinguished. 1884 ProwixxxoFcrishtalt,Family
27 A leech renowned World-wide, confessed the lord of
surgery.

f c. vocatively. Sometimes = mod . Sir /
£1050 Byrht/ertlis Haudboe in Angiia VIII. 322 Hyt

Sedafena'd la wynsuma hlaford. C1205 Lay. 14078 pa queff
Hengest to ban kinge, Lauerd hajrene tiSende. c 1300
Havelok 621 Lowerd, wc sholen be wel fede. £1350 Wilt.
Palerne 1439 Leue lord & ludes Iesten to mi sawes ! 15.

.

Adam Bel 467 in Hazl. E. P. P. II. 158 They sayed, lord
we heseche the here, That ye wyll graunt vs grace.

d. An owner, possessor, proprietor (of land,
houses, etc.). Now only poet, or rhetorical. (Cf.
Landlord.)
a 1300 Cursor M. 601-602 Als oure lauerd has heuen in

hand Sua suld man be lauerd of land. 1377 Langl. PI.
II. vii. 156 Amonges lowere lordes bi londeshal be departed.
c 1475 RaufCoiliear 128 To mak me Lord of my awin. 1480
H ater/. Arch, in \oth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v.

316 All suche lordes as have gutters betuxte thar houses
1581 Mulcaster Positions xxxv. (1887) 125 Like two
tenantes in one house belonging to seuerall lordes. a 1637
1?. Jonson SadSkeph. 11. i, A mightie Lord of Swine ! /did.,
I am a Lord of other geere ! 1674 Ray Collect. Words,
Making Salt 142 Divers persons have interest in the Brine
pit, so that it belongs not all to one Lord. 1697 Dkyden
I'irg. Georg. iv. 189 Lord of few Acres, and those barren
too. — /Eneid xn. 535 Tumus. . Wrench 'd from his feeble
hold the shining Sword ; And plung'd it in the Bosom of its

Lord.

e. Mining. (Sec quot.)
1874 I. H. Collins Metal MiuingGloss., Lord, the owner

of the land in which a mine is situated is called the 'lord '.

f. A * magnate 9

in some particular trade. (Cf.
AVw^-.) Often used with some transferred notion
of sense S.

1823, etc. [see Cotton lord]. 1841 Cobhen in Morley
Li/e (1902) 28 The cotton lords are not more popular than
the landlords. 1900 Westm. Gas. 17 Jan. io/i A suspicion
that the 'coaUords* are hoarding their supplies.

3. spec. A feudal superior ; the proprietor of a
fee, manor, etc. So lord of the manor (see Manoh).
Lord mesne,paramount (see those words). + Lord
in gross (see quot. 1696, and cf. Gkoss B. 2 e).
Lord 0/ Ireland {Dominus /libernix) was part of the

olficial designation of the Kings of England from Henry II
to Henry VII.
a 1000 O. E. Chron. an. 924, Hine fceces. . to hlaforde Scotta

cyning. 1*58 Charier Hen. /// in Tyrrell Hist. Eng. (1700)
II. App. 25 Henry thurg Godes fultome King on Engleiic

lord may seise the copyhold to his own use. 1839 KiiltniT-
ley Hist. Eng. I. 77 'J he rights of the Lord of a town ex-
tended to the levying of tolls and customs. 1901 .Speaker
11 May 149/2 1 1 might have weakened the feudal relation
between lord and tenant.

4. A husband.

v
Cf. Lady sb. 7.)

Now enly poet, and humorous.

831 Charter in Sweet O. E. . .

oc hire eoelmod hire hlabard salde.

i ts 445 Vmbe Set Iond et cert
Ide. a 1225 Ancr. R. 52 Lne

nom & et berof& ?ef hire louerd. 1297 R. Gloi c. (Rolls)
8902 Diimaisele.

. )>i louerd ssal abbe an name Vor him & vor
is eirs vair wiboute blame. ?«i4oo Morte Art/i. 3918
hcho [( Taynore] kayres to Karelyone, and kawghte hir a
\aile,...\nd alle for falstde, and frawde, and fere of hir
louerde ! 1596 Shaks. lam. Shr. v. ii. 131 Tell these head-
strong women What dutie they doe owe their Lords and
husbands. 1681 Viscountess Cami-oen in 12th Rc/>. Hist.
MSS. Comm. App. v. 56 My Lady Skidmore and her lord
was at Mi. Com.sby.s house upon a visette. 1860-6 Patmoke
Angel in /to. 11. 11. iv, Love-mild Honoria, trebly mild With
added loves of lord and ehild. 1861 Miss Vosge Vug. Step-
mother xxv. 371 She was come to take leave of home, for
her lord was not to be dpnuaded from going to London by

j

the evening s train.

5. [Cf. - h.J Aslrol. The planet that has a domi-
nant influence over an event, period, region, etc.
1391 [see AscENUANi]. 1585 Luton Tlions. Rotable Th.

(1675)93 When the Almuten or the Lord of the Ascendent
is infortnnate in his fall. 1653 R. San dews Physio^u. 152
1 he Sun, when he is Alfridaiy or Lord of a Cholerick,
he canseth him to be of a brown colour. 1819 Wilson Diet.
A st vol., Lord, that planet is called the lord of a sign whose
house it is. . The lord ofa house is that planet of which the
sivjn or domal dignity is in the cusp of such house. . . The lord
of the geniture is that planet which has most dignities in a
hgure...The lord of the hour is the planet supposed to
govern the planetary hour at the moment ofa nativity, or at
the time of asking a horary question. The lord of the year
is that planet which has most dignities, or is strongest in a
involutional figure.. .The lord of the geniture is. .supposed
to rule the disposition and propensities of the native.

6. The Lord (vocatively Lord) : God. Also
{the) Lord God, and occas. my, thy, our (now
rarely : see his, etc. Lord. Cf. Drightin.
In the O. T. the Lord, a translation of the Vulgate Domi-

nus, LXX. oKuptos, commonly represents the ineffable name
mrp (see Jehovah \ for which Adonai was substituted by
the Tews in reading; in a few instances Adonai occurs in
the Hebrew text.

c 1000 4Elfmc Horn. 1 L 562 Sy lof bam Hlaforde Se leofaft
on ecnysse. e 1175 Lamb. /torn. 71 Lauerd god we biddeft
bus. e 1200 / 'ices <y / 'irtnes (i883; 7 Dat ic am swi5e foi^elt
ajeanes mine laferde god almihtiu. c 1200 Ormin 11391 pe
birrb biforr bin Laferrd Godd Cneolenn meoclike & lutenn.
c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 33 To thaunen 5is werdes biginninge,
5e, leuerd god, to wur6inge. a 1300-1400 Cursor M. 6163
(G'itt.) To moyses ban vr lauerd teld,Quat wisebai suld bair
pask held. 1362 Langi.. /'. /'/. A. 1. 131 For to loue bi louerd
leuere ben piseluen. 1382 Wvci.11 1 Kings xviii. 36 LordGod
of Abraham, and of ^'saac, and of Vrael. a 1400 Pistill 0/
Susan 164 Hi be lord and )?e lawe bat we onne leeue. CX420
I .vug. Assembly o/Gods 2093 Hut the wey thedyrward to
holde be we lothe, That oft sythe causeth the good Lorde to
be wrothe. 1560 Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1844) I. 328 Ue the
lewing Lord, the eternal God. .1 do heir promise, .that fete.].

1593 Shaks. Rich. //, ill. ii. 57 The breath of worldly men
cannot depose The Deputie elected by the Lord. 1613 —
Hen. v"/lt, 111. ii. 161 The Lord increase thib businesse.

1728 V. Wai.kek Li/e Peden 1827) 45 At liothwel-bridge.

.

the Lord's People fell and fled before the Enemy. 1827 C.
Simeon in Li/e (1847! 600 This is the Lord's work, and lit

for a Sabbath-day. 1897 R. Kipling Recessional, Lord God
of Hosts, be with us yet.

b. Phrases. {7 he) Lord knows who, ivhal, hotv,

elc. : used flippantly to express emphatically one's

own ignorance of a matter. L.ord have mercy
{on us) 1 (a) in serious use, as a prayer (it used

to be chalked on the door of a pingue-slricken

house)
;

(d) in trivial use (vulgarly lord-a-mercy
and in other corrupt forms: cf. Lawks), as an
interjection expressing astonishment. Similarly (in

trivial use only) Lord bless me.

i Lord have mercy on me, the
4
iliac portion \

1585 Higins Junius* Xomenclator 433 Ileus, .the Illiake

passion . . which the homelier sort of Phisicians doe tall,

Lorde haue mercy vpon me. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii.

419 Write, Lorde haue mercie on vs, on those three. 1592
Nashe Summers last Will 1706 Wks. (Grosart) VI. 153,

1 am sick, I must dye : Lord haue mercy on vs ! c 1634
R. West in Randolph's Poems (1668) Ii 5, The Titles of
their Satyrs fright some, more Then Lord have mercy writ

upon a door. 1692 R. L'Estrange Fables ccxlvi. (1708) 1

262 'Tis not a bare Lord have Mercy upon us, that will
J

help the Carl out of the Mire. 1713 Swift Cademts «y

Vanessa Wks. 1755 III. 11. 30 She was at lord knows what
|

expenee To form a nymph of wit and sense. 1722 — :

Stella's Birthday ibid. 114 It cost ine lord knows how
much time To shape it into sense and rhyme. 1751
Smollett Per. Pickle xxx, What became of him afterwards,

Lord in heaven knows. 1784 II. Walpole Let. S June
\

LORD.
(1858) VIII. 480 Mr. Conway wonders why I do not talk of
Voltaire s Memoirs . Lord bless me ! I saw it two months
ago. 1808 Lleanor Sleaih Bristol Hen ess V. 159 There
she died

.
Lord-a-mercy upon those that had a hand in such

a business. 1830 Gen. P. Thompson Ejcerc. (1842) I. 2«

iii. 49 Lord a mercy, is that how she talks ?

C. As interjection ; a mere exclamation of sur-
prise originating from the use in invocations. (Cf.
Lor, Lud.)
Now only in profane or trivial use; in i4-i6thc. often

employed in dignified and even religious writing.
ei&4 Wvclif Set. Wks. HI. 358 Lord ! in tyine of Jesus

Crist .
.
were men not bounded to shryve hem bus. c 1400

Lan/rane's Cimrg. 298 O lord, whi is it so greet difference
betwix

:

a cirurgian 81 a phisician. a 1548 Hall Chron.,
lieu I I 161 Lorde how glad ihe pooie people were of this
ardone. 1560-77 Misogonus m. iii. 69 (Brandl) O Leard,

Leard, wone woude take him for a foole by his gowne and
his eapp. 1564 78 liru.EVN Dial. agst. Pest. (1S88) 10
Lorde God, howe are you chaunged ! 1590 Shaks. Com.
Err. in. i. 50 O Lord I must laugh. 1632 Massingkr &
i-iKLU Fatal Dciviy iv. i, O Lard, hee has made me smell
(for all the world) like {etcj. 1687 Congkkve Old Bach.

" ,
i,
Lard

'
Cousin, you talk odly. 1721 Amherst Terne

til No. 44 (i 754 > 236 Lawd ! lawd ! Dick, what shall's zay
to our Kate, for leaving her at whomv: ? 1741 Richardson
I amela (1824 1. 177 Laud, madam,..! wonder you so much
disturb yourself. 1792 Woi.cot (P. Pindar) Odes to Gt.
Duke vii. \\ ks. 1792 111. 10 Lord ! what a buying, reading,
what a racket ! 1837 Marryat Keene xxii, Lord, what
a state I shall he in tdl I know what has taken place.

7. As a title of Jesus Christ. Commonly Our
Lord now often with capital O) ; also ihe L^ord.
a 1175 Cott. Horn. 243 Ure laford ihesu crisl be seid" Sine

me iitiitil potestis/accre. c 1200 Ormin Ded. 186 Forr an
godnesse uss hafej>|> don be Laferrd Crist onn er^c. c 1200
/ ices § Virtues (1888) 7 Acbidde we alle ure lauerd Crist.
a 1225 Leg. h ath. 644 Lauerd, wu ne wi^ me. a 1300 Cmsor
M. 2£oSS To my lard icani of sene to ciist ic haue vn-buxum
bene, a 1300 Crate in Maskell Mou. Kit. II. 240 Ihesu
Krist [h]is anelepi sone, hure laverd. < 1400 Lay Folks
Mass Bk. App. iii. 125 pouait a soobfaste leche, lord. 1500-
20 IJl'Nhak Poems xc. 30me Lorde Jhesu. . Fastit him self
oure exampill to be. a 1548 H.u.i. Chron., Hen. VI 113
And it happened in tlie night of ihe Asuncion of our lorde,
that Pothon. . issued outofChampeigne. 1579 K. K. Spenser's
Slteph. Cat. Gen. Argt. § 4 Our. .etemall redeemer the L,
Christ. 1653 W. Kas.sk in Walton's Angler iii. 81 For so
our Lord was pleased, when He Fisher.s made Fi-heis of
men. 1823 Bkstham Xot Paul 26 He informs the Loid
what he had heard about Paul. 1882 Tennyson hi Mem.
IV. G. H ard, How loyal in the following of thy Lord !

b. In) the year of our Lord [f God), f of our
Z ot d's incarnation : Annii Domini.

(

1389 in t\ng. Gi/ds (1870) 89 In ye ^cre of houre louerde a
Thousande yre hundred sixti and seuene. 1463 Bury Wills
(Camdenj 19 The day anil the ytcr of oure lord of my de-
part yng from this wourld. a 1548 Hall Chron., Edw. IV
208 b, i his was in the yere of our lordes blessed incarnacion
.M.C.Ixx. 1596 Dalky.m ri.K tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. v. 268
marg.. King Achai dies the }eir. .of our Lourd 819. 1604 K.
G[rimsionk] D'Acostds Hist. Indies in. xi. 1^4 In the
yeere of our Lord God, one thousand fi\e hundred seaventy
nine. 1625 Plrchas Pilgrims n. 1705 In the yeare of our
Lord God 1567.

C. In certain syntactical combinations : The
Lord's Prayer

f
= L. oratio Llominica], the prayer

taught by Jesus to I lis disciples : see Matt. vi.

9-13. The Lord's Supper [ ^ L. cena Dominica,
Gr. to Kvpiatcdv drfnvov 1 Cor. xi. 24], the Holy
Communion. The Lord's table [ = Gr. Tpavi(a
Kvphv i Cor. x. 21 : cf. Cod's, the Lonfs board
(see Bo.uti) sb. 6)] = Altai; 2b; also the Holy
Communion. Also Luitn's day.
1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Public Baptism, The

Crede, *the Lordes prayer, and the tenne commaundementes.
1646 J. Hall Poems 1. 13 [She] makes one single fat thing
bear The Creed, Commandments and Lords praj er. 1876
IiANcroft /list. U.S. 1 1. xxx. 248 She had never learned the
lord's prayer in English. 1382 Wvclif i Cor. xi. 20 Therfore
;ou eoniynge to gidere into oon, now it is not for to ete *the
Lordis sopere. 1555 Riulky A brief Declaracion Of the
Lordes Supper. 1645 1'ullkr Good Ph. in Bad P. (1646)
141 The Lords Supper, ordained by our Saviour to conjoyn
our Affections, hath di.sjoyned our Judgements. 1755 Cham-
bkrlayne Pres. St. Gt. Brit. 11. 11. (ed. 17) 75 Some Time
before the Lord's Supper is administred, the Congregation
U to have Notice of it from the Pulpit. 153s CovERDAi.ii
1 Cor. x. 21 Ve cannot be partetakers off *the lordes table,
and off the table off deuyls. 1660 J kh. Taylor Worthy Com-
mun. i. § 1. 22 It (the Holy Sacrament] is by the Spirit of
God called . . the Lord's Table. 1704 N elson Fest. <f Fasts
11. iv. (1707) 494 Upon the Penalty of being excluded from
the lord's Table. 185a Hook Ch. Diet. (1871) 467 The
Lord's Table is one of the names given to the altar in Chris-
tian churches.

II. As a designation of rank or official dignity.
In these applications it is not used vocatively.exe. in the

form my Lord (set 15) and as a prefixed title (see 13).

8. In early use employed vaguely for any man of

exalted position in a kingdom or commonwealth,
and in a narrower sense applied to the feudal

tenants holding directly of the king by military or

other honourable service : see Baron i. In modern
use, equivalent to Nobleman in its current sense:

A peer (usually, a temporal peer) of the realm, or
one who by courtesy (see 13) is entitled to the

prefix Lord, or some higher title, as a part of his

ordinary appellation.
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LORD.

13.. Coer de L. 2284 We are betrayd and y-nome !
f

Horse and harness, lords, all and some! £1350 Will.

Palcrnc 4539 To fare out as fast with his fader to speke
& with lordesse [= lordes] ofbat lond . 1386 Rolls ofParlt.
III. 225/1 To the moost noble and worthiest Lordes, moost
ryghtful and wysest Conseille to owrc lige Lorde the Kyng.
a 1420 Hoccleve De Reg. Prine. 442 Men myghten lordis

knowe By there arraye, Irom obir folke. 1453 A' oils ofParlt.
V. 266/2 I f such persone bee of the estate of a Lord, as Due,

j

Marques, Erie, Viscount or Baron. 1480 Caxton Chron. <

ling. 111. (1520) 26/1 It was denyed hyin. .by the instygacyon

of a lord called Pompei. 1505 in Mem. lien. VII (Rolls)

276 What attendance he hath abouts hym of lords and
nobles of his reame. 1548 Latimer Plotighers (Arb.) 25 For
ever sence the Prelates were made Loordes and nobles the
ploughe standeth. 1593 Shaks. Rich. 1 I, iv. i. 19 Princes,

and Noble Ix>rds : What answer shall 1 make to this base
man ? 1614 Seluen Titles Hon. 59 Our English name Lord,

j

whereby we and the Scots stile all such as are of the Greater
Nobilitie i. Barons, as also Bishops. 1826 Disraeli Viv.

Grey ill. iii, The Marquess played off the two Lords and Sir

Berdmore against his former friend. 1876 Drowning Shop
v, He's social, takes his rest On Sundays, witb a J,ord for

guest. 1900 Daily Express 21 July 5/7 The Englishman
of to-day still dearly loves a lord.

b. Phrases. To live like a lord', to fare luxuri-

ously. To treat (a person) like a lord : to enter-

tain sumptuously, to treat with profound deference.
|

Drunk as a lord ; completely intoxicated ; so f la

dp-ink like a lord. Similarly, to swear like a lord. \

1531 Elvot Gov. 1. xxvi. (1880) 1. 275 For they wyll
j

say he that swereth depe, sweretb like a lorde. 1623 Miu-
i>i.eton & Rowley Sp. Gipsy 1 v. i. (1653) F 4» F*°wre bancks

!

or Mosse be thy bourd, Water thy \vine,San. And drinke
like a Lord. 1631 Evelyn Charact. Eng. (1659) 48 The
Gentlemen are most of them very intemperate, yet the

J

Proverb goes, { As drunk as a Lord*. 1681 T. Klatman
j

Hcraclitns Ridens No. 6 (1713) I. 36 They were as drunk
as Lordswith Bottle-Air. ijjoGentl. Mag.X},. 56oAsdrunk i

as a Lord. 1809 Malkin Gil Btasu. vii. 7 3 The landlord.

.

said, ..we will treat you like a lord. 1861 Thackeray/?. Lyn~
don xviii, ( 1 869 ^ 254 She ran screaming through the galleries,

and I, as tipsy as a lord, came staggering after. 1892 Sir
W. 1Iar< di rt Speech 20 Apr., We had changed that now,
and the Chancellor of (he Exchequer lived like a lord.

t c. occas. A baron as distinguished from one of

higher rank. Ohs. (Cf. 13.)
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 7 b, Farre excellyng y

e

state of lordes, erles, dukes or kynges.

d. L^ord-in-ivaiting, Lord of the Bedchamber'.
the designation given to noblemen holding certain

offices in attendance on the person of the sovereign.

1717 H. Pelham in Lett. Ctess Suffolk (1824! I. 18 The
King forbad the lord ofthe bedchamber inviting Lord Towns-
hend. .to dine with him at Newmarket. 1755 Gentl. Mag.
XXV. 184 His majesty went to the house of peers, attended
by., the Id of the bedchamber in waiting, i860 W. G. Clakk
in Vac. 'four 45 Furniture, .the property, I suppose, of gold-
sticks, and . . lords-in-waiting, a 1865 Gkeville Mem. 11.

(18S5) IL44 She had already given orders to the Lord-in-
waitiug to put all the Ministers down to whist. 1886 Encycl.
Ih'it, XXI. 37/2 There are ei^ht lords and eight grooms,
. described as ' of the bedchamber ' or ' in waiting ', accord-
ing as the reigning sovereign is a king or a queen.

9. 1)1. The Lords : the peers, temporal and spiri-

tual, as constituting the higher of the two bodies
composing the legislature (of Kngland, Scotland,
and Ireland, when they existed as separate king-

doms ; afterwards of the kingdom of Great Britain

;

and now of the United Kingdom of Great Britain

and Ireland . The Lords Temporal : the lay peers.

The Lords Spiritual : the bishops who are peers of
the realm, and (in England before the Reformation)
the mitred abbots. The Lords

1

Act (see quot. i Soo),
.This branch of the legislature now consists of the lCnglish
noblemen of baronial rank, the English bishops (with some
exceptions), and elected representatives of the i>eers of Scot,
land and Ireland.

1451 Pastou Lett. I. 204 To make requisicion . . to the
Lords espirituallx and temporelx in this present Parlemcnt
assembled. 1568 Grakion Chron. II. 349 The Lordes of
the upper house, and the common house assembled together.
1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. x. vii. § t The House of Commons
presented to the Lords Spirituall and Temporall a Petition.

1675 Marvell Corr. ecliv. Wks. 1872-5 II. 474 To desire
the l^ords concurrence herein, 1751 II. Walpole Lett,
(1846) II. 388 In the Lords there were but 12 to io6*,and the
former the most inconsiderable men in that House. 1765
1 1lackstone Comm. 1. 50 The legislature of the kingdom
is entrusted to three distinct powers, . . first, the king

;

secondly, the lords spiritual and temporal. 1800 Asiat.
Ann. Reg., State Papers 7I1 Rules for extending to insol-
vent debtors the relief intended by act 32 Geo. II. commonly
called ' The Lords' Act '. 18x2 Moohe Intercepted Lett. ii.

47 Quite upturning branch and root l^ords, Commons, and
Burdett to boot. 1830 Ckoly Geo. IV 218 An embassage '

from the lords and commons was sent with them from
London, a 1865 Greville Mem. 11.(1885) II. 408 He got
the House of Commons to sit on Saturday, . . in order to
send the Bill up to the Lords on Monday. 1879 McCarthy
Hist. Own Times (1887) II. 257 The Lords, .suspended the

|

sitting until eleven at night. 1884 S. Dowell Tax. <y

Taxes Eng. II. 303 The duke of Wellington leading in the
Lords. 1897 Out da Massarcnes iv, Don't suppose I shall

ever live to get into the Lords.

b. House of Lords, + L.ords* LLouse (see llouaK
si. 4 d).

167* Petty Pol. Anal. (1691) 35 [They] may. .be call'd by
Writ into the l^ords House of England. 18 18 Crlise
Digest (ed. 2) V. 312 This case having been heard in the

[House of Lords, the Judges were directed to give their
j

opinions. 1845 Polson Eng. Law in Encycl. Metrop. 1 1 . I

81 t/i 'J'he House of Lords is in the habit ofreferring certain
bills to the opinion of the learned judges.

444

f c. transf. in Rom. Hist. ^-Senators. Obs.
j

1618 Bolton Flortts (1636) 212 The Knights, and Gentle-
jmen of Home separated themselves from the Lords.

10. Sc. In various collocations (chiefly Hist.), as
1

Lords of the Articles, of the Congregation
, of Daily

Council
, ofJusticiary, of Tolice, of Regalityy of

Session (see these sbs.).

11. Applied, with subjoined defining word or

phrase, to the individual members (whether peers

or not) of a Board appointed to perform the duties

of some high office of state that has been put in

commission, as in Jj>rds Commissioners (in ordinary

language simply Lords) of the Admiralty, of the

Treasury ; Lords Commissioners of the Great Seal.

Also Lords Justices (of Lreland) : the Commis-
sioners to whom, in the early iSth c, the viceregal

authority was entrusted. Civil Lord: the one

civilian member (besides ihe First Lord) of the

Hoard ofAdmiralty, the others being A'aval Lords.
164a C. Vernon Consid. Exch. 54 Lords Commissioners

of the Treasury. 171 1 Swift Jt nl. to Stella 16 May, Three
books I got from the Lords of the Treasury for the college.

1724 — Drapiers Lett. Wks. 1755 V. 11. 38 As if it were a

dispute between William Wood on the one part, and the

lords justices, privy-council, and both hou>es of parliament

on the other. 1739 Lady Murray Mem. Raillies (1822) 24
He was made one of the Lords of the Admiralty, and soon
after one of the Lords of the Treasury. 1759 Dilwortu
Pope 72 He was one of the lord-justices of Ireland. 1818

Cruise Digest (ed. 2) VI. 151 The Lords Commissioners in

Barnes v. Crowe appeared to have held, that [etc.]. . . Lord
Commissioner Eyre stated the particular circumstances.

1834 M arhyat P. Simple xxxix, A letter from your lordship

to the First Lord —
,
only a few lines. 1879 M'Carthy

Hist. Own Times (1887) II. 409 Mr. Gathorne Hardy
was made Secretary for War and Mr. Ward Hunt First

Lord of the Admiralty. 1884 S. Dowell Tax. <<j- Taxes
Eng. II. 116 George Grenville as a junior lord of the ad-
miralty. 1893 Maxwell //'", //. Smith II. 182 He . .became
First Lord of the Treasury and leader of the House of
Commons. 1898 Hazclls Ann. 447 The Works Depart-
ment of the Admiralty is presided over by officers of the

Royal Engineers, its supervision resting with the civil lord.

12. Forming part of various official titles, e.g.

Lord (Nigh) Admiral, Lord Chamberlain, L^ord

[High) Chancellor, Lord ChiefJustice, lord High
Commissioner, Lord Deputy, Lord Marshal, Lord
LYesidenl, Lord LVtvy Seal, Lord Treasurer,

Lord Warden, etc., for which seethe second mem-
ber in each case. + Lord ^High) General, a com-
mander-in-chief (t?^rA Lord-rector, an honorary
title for the elected chief in certain Scotch Univer-

sities; hence Lord-rectorship. Also Loud-lieu-
tenant, Lord Mayor.
1598 Barret Thcor. Warm tv. 1. 116 [ The Colonel] ought

to know how to performe the parts and office of a Lord
high General!. 1650 Win 1 ki.ockk Mem. (1853) "I- ~°7

(25 June) 'J'he lord general Fairfax. Ibid. 237 (7 July) The
council of stale ordered the narrative made by the lord

general's [Cromwell's] mes>euger to be read ill all churches.
j66o [see 15a]. 1827 Hallam Const. Hist. (1876) II. x. 287
The parliament having given him [Monk] a commission as
lord-general of all the forces in the three kingdoms. 1864
Burton Scot Abr. I. v. 249 Hence the catalogue of Lord
Rectors soars far above respectability and appropriateness:
it is britliant. 1867 Nation (N. Y.) 3 Jan. 4/2 'J'he candi-
dates for the lord-rectorship of Aberdeen University this

next year are Mr. Grute, historian, and Mr. Grant Duff,

b. In ceremonious use, prefixed to the titles of
bishops, whether peers of parliament or not.

1639 {title) A Relation of the Conference between William
Lawd .. now Lord-Arch-Bishop of Canterbury: and Mr.
Fisher the Jesuite. a 1673 W. Blaxton in Bp. L. Coleman
Ch. Atner. ii. 23, I came from England became 1 did not
like the lurd-bisnops, but I cannot join with you, because I

would not be under the lord-brethren. 1858 Royal Charter 1

University Lond. $ 5 The Lord Bishop Alaltby, the Lord
Bishop of St. Davids.

fc. Formerly sometimes prefixed to a title of

nobility. Obs. ; but see 15 a (c).

1444 Extracts Abcrd. Reg. (1844I I. 13 Quhat time it be
plcssand to the said Lord Erie (of Orkynnay].

13. As a prefixed title, forming part of a person's

cusloniary appellation. Abbreviated Ld., fonncily

+ L. (//. LI,.), Lo.
The rules now accepted ^ for us ur»e are as follows. In

other than strictly ceremonial u*ie it may be substituted for

'Marquis', *Earl', or 'Viscount' (whether denoting the
rank of a peer, or applied 1 by courtesy ' to the eldest son
of a peer of higher rank) ; the word of, when it occurs in

the more formal designation, being dropped. Thus * Lord
llartinglon ',

4 Lord Derby', 'Lord Manvers', * Ix>rd Pal-

merston ', may be used instead of ' The Marquis of Harting-

ton *, ''J'he Earl of Derby', 'Earl Manvers', 'Viscount ,

I^ilmerston '. A baron (whether a jiecr, or a peer's eldest
|

son known by^ the title of his father's barony) is always
called by his title of peerage (either a surname or a terri-

torial designation) preceded by 'Lord', as *I>ord Tenny-
son ' ; if the Christian name is mentioned for distinction, it

comes first, as 'Alfred, Lord Tennyson'. The territorial

titles given by courtesy to judges in Scotland are treated

like those of barons, as * J/Ord Monboddo'. 'J'he younger 1

sons of dukes and marquises have the courtesy title of

'Lord* followed by the Christian name and surname, as
' Lord John Russell '. These rules were, for the most part,

already formulated in the 16th c, but were for a long time

seldom accurately observed except by experts in heraldry.

In early use the prefixed title had most commonly the
j

form my Lord (see 15) or the Lord. The latter survives in

certain formal uses, and in the superscription of letters. 1

LORD.

*4SS Rolls of Parlt. V. 332/2 William Bonvyle Knyght,
J!x>rd Bonevile, his servauntes and adheraunts. 15. . £k.
of Precedence in Q. Etiz. A cat/. 27 All marquises Eldest
sonnes are named no Earles, but lord of a place or barrony.
..And all his other bretheren Ixnrdes, with the addition of
tbere Christoned name. An Earles Eldest sonn is called a
lord of a place or Baron[y], and all his other sonnes no
lords. 1545 Extracts Abcrd. Reg. (1844) I. 214 George
Erie of Huntlie, Lord Gordoun and of Bangzenocht. 1568
Grafton Chron. 1 1. 294 Also on the French part the Lorde
John Cleremount fought under his awne Banner. 1591
Shaks. i Hen. VI, iv. vii. 61-64 Valiant Lord Talbot
Earle of Shrewsbury : Created . . Lord Talbot of Good rig

and Vrchinficld, l^ord Strange of Blackmere, Lord Verdon
of Alton [etc). 1593— Rich. II, 11. ii. 53 The L. Northum-
berland. 1636 Trussell Contn. Daniel's Hist. Eng. 93 Sir
lohn Oldcastle in right of his Wife called in courtesie Lord
Cobham. 1781 {title) The Trial of the Right Honourable
George Gordon, commonly called, Lord George Gordon.
a 1865 Greville Mem. 11. (1885) II. 171, J dined with
lx>rd and Lady Frederick FitzClarence and Lord West-
moreland.

m
Ibid. lit. 458 Whether Lord Derby or Lord any-

body else is in office. 1879 McCarthy Hist. Own Times
(1887) JL 405 Mr. Bruce was raised to the I^eerage as Lord
Aberdare.

b. The Lord Llarry : see Harry 6.

14. Jocular uses. a. As a mock litle of dignity

given to the person appointed lo preside on certain

festive occasions. So Lord of Christmas (see

Christmas 4), Lord of Misrule (see Miskulk),
Summer Lord, etc. (obs. exc. Hist.), Harvest Lord
(see Harvest sb. 7).

1556 Chron. Gr. Friars (Camden) 73 Item the iiij th day of
anuary [1 551-2] the lorde of Crystmas of the kynges
owse came thorrow London . . to the lorde maycr's to

denner. 1571 Grindal Injnnc. at York Ciij, 'I he 5linister

& churchwardens shall not suffer any Lordes of misrule or
Sommer Lordes . . to come vnreuerently into any Church
[etc.]. 1628 in Crt. $ Times Chas. I (1848) I. 311 On Satur-
day last, the Templars chose one Mr. Palmes .. their lord
of misrule. »8o6 Bloomfielu Wild El<nvers 1'oems (1845)

217 Many a Lord, Sam, I know that, Has begg'd as well
as thee.

b. slang. A hunchback. (Cf. Lokd-fi.su.)
The origin of this use is obscure, but there is no reason

for doubting the identity of the word. The Diet. Canting
Crew has a parallel sense of Laxly. *
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Lord, a very crooked, de-

formed. .Person. 1725 in New Cant. Diet. 1751 Smollett
Per. Pic. xxviii, His pupil, .was.. on account of his hunipj
distinguished by the title of My J^ord. 1817 N elman Eng.-
Sp. Diet. (ed. 3), JjOrd..8 (Joe.) 11ombre jorobado. 1826
Lamb Elia 11. Pop. Fallacies, That a deformed person is a
lord. X887 Besant The World went I. iii. 86 He was, in

appearance, short and bent, with rounded shoulders, and
with a hump (which made the boys call him My Lord).

15. My Lord (usually pronounced mil^ud).

a. Prefixed to a name or litle. (a) Formerly
the ordinary prefix used in speaking to or of a

nobleman, where we now commonly use simply
'Lord' (see 13); in early use the preposition of
before territorial designations was commonly re-

tained. (Now only archi) (b) ALy Lord of
(Loiulon, Canterbury, etc.) : a respectful mode of

referring to a bishop (obs. or archS). (c) Prefixed

to a title of rank or office ; now only vocatively,

as in my L.ord Mayor, my Lord Duke, my L.ord

Marquis.
c 1440 York Alyst. xvii. 73 Mi lorde ser Herowde \

a 1470 Gkegorv in Hist. Coll. Lotuf. Cit. (Camden) 230 The
mater was put to my Lorde ofLondon. 1481-90 Hcnvard
Houselu Bks. (Koxb.) 321 'I he same day, my lx>rd rekened
with his lokyer. 1530 Palsgu. 433/2, I am somoned by a
hcrgent at amies to apere byfore my lorde chauucelter. 1533
T. Cromwell Let. 25 July in C. 's Life <$• Lett. (1902) 1. 385
My Lorde Abbot I recommende me vnto you [etc]. C1560
Satir. Poems Reform, .xxviii. 57 Than my Lord Arranc from
Albany ye Duke Obtcnit the gift of Murray. 1561 Stanford
Churchw. Acc. in Antiqnary XVII. 168/1 At my lorde of

Sarums commandment. 1583 Stcbbks Anal. Abtts. it. (1882)

104 May a bishop be called.. by the name of 'my Lord
bishop, my Lords grace '. 1584 Leycesters Commonw. (1 64 1

)

68 By your opinion my Lord of Leycesteris the mo>.t learned

of all his kindred. 1613 Spelman De mm Tcmer. Eccl.

(1646) 23 My Lord Coke also in the second part of his Ke-
l>orts, s;iith, that [etc.]. 1635 Pagiit Christianogr. (1640)

1. 199 A |>etition to my Lords Grace of Canterbury. 1660

I'hpvs Diary 3 Mar., My Lord General Fleetwood told my
l.ord that he feared the King of Sweden is dead. 1679
Kvklyn Mem. 5 Nov., I was invited to dine at my Lord
Tividalc's. 1709 Sieele Tatter No. 17 f 4 The Courage
and Capacity of my Lord Galway. 174* Fielding j.
Andrews Pref. T 8, I apprehend, my Lord Shaftesbury's

Opinion of mere Burlesque agrees with mine.

b. Used separately, (a) As the usual polite or

respectful form of address to a nobleman under the

rank of duke, and to a bishop; also (now only by
persons greatly inferior in position) in speaking of

them, (b) As the formal mode of address lo a

Lord M ayor, a Lord Provost, and to Ihe Lord Ad-
vocate (Scotland), (e) In courts of law used in

addressing a judge of the Supreme Court (or, for-

merly, a judge of any of the * superior courts* now
merged in this) ; in Scotland and Ireland in ad-

dressing a judge of any of the superior courts.

The hurried or affected pronunciation prevalent in the

courts of law has often been derisively represented by the

spelling my Ludox ///7//<^{see Luo).

1543 Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1844) I. 190 My lord, we
recommend our hartiie and humil sertiice vnto your lord*

schip. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado 11. i. 294 [Bcatrke to Don
Pedro] So I would not he should do me, my Lord. 1601
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Squahnd. x83o N. S. Whkaton Jrnl. ,98, I could not
help noticing the affected way in which they [H. of Lords
clerks] pronounce the words My Lord . . as if they were
written My Lud. 1870 Dickens E. Drood iv, He has been
spoken to 111 the street as My Lord, under the impression
that he was the Bishop. 1893 Sir A. Gordon Karl Aber-
deen ioi The minister .. turned to the loft in which 4 my
Lord was seated.

c. As nonce-vb., To < my lord' (a person).
1831 Carlyle Sctrt. Res. 111. vi, Who ever saw any Lord

my- lorded in tattered blanket, fastened with wooden skewer?
1868 Yates Rock Ahead I. viii, His tenant . .would ..' My
lord ' him until the wine had done its work.

d. pi. My lords : (a) the usual form of address
to a number of nobiemen or bishops, and in courts
of law to two or more of the superior judges sitting
together; (//) in the official correspondence of a
department of state, used as a collective designa-
tion for the ministers composing it.

1500 20 Dunbar Poems Ixxtx. r My Lordis of Chacker,
pleis 50W to heir My coumpt. 1555 Ridley in Coverd. Lett.
Martyrs (1564) 101 My Lordes, if in times past ye haue
[etc. J. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen, VI, iv. vii. 16 My Lords, Wc
were fore-warned of your comming. 1727 Pope etc. Art
0/ Sinking 122 Separate divisions for the two houses of
parliament, my lords the judges, &c. 1871 RouttcdgSs Ev.
Boys Ann. Aug. 495 Speedily got himself into hot water
with my lords' at Whitehall.

III. 16. attrib. or appositive, and in Comb., as
lord-lover, -suitor

\
lord-hating; • loving -ridtkn

adjs. ; lord-breed nonce-wd.
t a breed or race of

iords; lord-farmer, one who holds an episcopal
manor by a rent paid to the bishop

; t lords'
room, app. a room or compartment on the stage
of a theatre, reserved for privileged spectators.
1862 Darwin in Life <$ Lett. (1887) IT. 385 Ablest men

are continually raised to the peerage, and get crossed with
the older *Lord-breeds. 1718 R. Kkamiton in T. Kvans
Life (1876) 161 The *lord farmer there had been offering a
small fine to renew with the two preceding Bishops who
both refused. 1777 Town «y Country Ma?. June 335 Death.
John Shadwell, Esq. ; lord-farmer of Horfield manor, in
Somersetshire. 1828 Blackiv. Mag. XXI 1 1. 384 The lord-
hating gang to which he.. appertains. 1855 Tlnnvson
Maud 1. xxn. v, O young *lord-lover, what sighs are tho^e,
for one that will never be thine? 1856 Emkkson Eug
Traits, Char. Wks. (Bonn) II. 63 The conservative, mone'y-
loving, *lord-loving English are yet liberty-loving. 1849 R.
Cobokn in Morley Life (1902) xviii. 68 2 A servile aristo-
cracy-loving, *lora-ridden people. 1599 lk Jonson liv. Man
out ofllnm.n. i, Hee powres them out as familiarly, a.s if
hce had tane Tabacco with them oner the stage, in the Lords
roome. 1609 Dekkkr Gnls Homc-bk. vi. 28 Let our Gal-
lant, .presently aduance himselfe vp to the Throne of the
Stage, I meane not into the Lords roome (which is now but
the Stages Suburbei). 1868 Bhowning Ring^ Bk. iv. 471
lie likes to have *lord-suitors lounge.

Lord (l^id), v. Also 3-4 laverd. [f. Loun^.]
1. intr. t a. To exercise lordship, have dominion.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter C\\\\\. 19 Laverd in heven graibed setc

his, And his rikc til alle sal Laverd [Vulg. doniinabitur\ in
blis. 1489 Caxton Faytes ofA. 1. i. 8 Metridates whiche
lorded vpon xxiiij. contrees.

b. To play the lord; to behave in a lordly
manner, assume airs of grandeur ; to rule tyranni-
cally, domineer. Now rare cxc. const, over.
1377 Langl. P. PI. B. x. 84 pe more he . . lordeth in londes

pe lasse good he deleth. 1548 Latimer Plonkers (Arb.)
24 For they [the Ajiostles] preached and lorded not. And
nowe they lorde and preache not. 1579 Si enskk Shcph.
Cat. Dec. 70 The grieslie Tode-stoole groune there mought
1 se, And^ loathed Paddocks lording on the same. 1594 —
Amoreltix, She lordeth in licentious blisse Of her freewill.
1633 Fletcher Elisa 11. vii, Her . . sister . . Alicia, in
whose face Love proudly lorded. 1641 Milton Ch. Goz't.
vi. Wks. 1851 III. 124 The hatefull thirst of Lording in the
Church .. first bestow'd a being upon Prelaty. 1671 —
Sa/nson 265 They had by this.. lorded over them whom
now they serve. 1685 Dkvoen tr. Lturetius in. 242 That
haughty King, who lorded ore the Main, .. Him Death, a
Sweater Monarch, overcame. 1777 Uurke Address King
Wks. 1842 II. 402 Much less are we desirous of lording over
our brethren. 1833 Chalmers Const. Man (1835) I. iii. 156
Its unhappy patient is lorded over by a power of moral evil.

1871 lk Taylor Faust {iZ,s) !• xiv. 151 Methinks, instead of
111 the forest lording, The noble Sir should [etc.J. 1881
Blackmore Christoxvell xxxi, I am not one to be lorded
over by a man no better than myself.

C So To lord it, chiefly with over.
1579 Spenser Sheph. Cal. July 176 They, .lord it as they

list. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, iv. viii. 44, I see them Lording
it 111 London streets. 1638 Penit. Couf. vii. (1657) »45 Lord- ,

itig it over the Consciences of the people, a 1704 T. Brown
Praise Drunkenness Wks. 1730 I. 37 She [drunkennessj
lords it over Poland, Sweden and Norway, a 1716 South
6erm. (1823) V. 409 Though reason and judgment would
veil to Christ, yet the man does not, because his affections
lord it. 1775 Mad. DArblay Let. Nov. in Early Diary,
He disdains submitting to the great or Lording it over
the little. 1820 W. I rving Sketch Bk., Rip Van IVinklc r 1

The Kaatskill mountains are seen .. swelling up to a
noble height and lording it over the surrounding country.
1855 Tynoall in Lett. Ednc. 192 We lord it over Matter,
and in so doing have become better acquainted with the

j

laws of Mind. 1900 Q. Rev. Oct. 337 This barbarian. . lorded
it over many waters from the Canaries to Candta.

2. trans. To be or act as lord of; to control,

manage, rule. rare.
£1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps. lxxvim. xxii, [TheirJ herit-

age he shared to the race.. of godly Israeli, To lord their

445

lands. Ibid. cvi. xv, [God] Left them to be.. Lorded hy
toes. 1691 J Wilson Belphegor 1. ii, Simple Merit Lords
few Mens Horoscope. 1807 J. Barlow Colnmb. v. 660
Austria s titled hordes, with their own gore, Fat the fair
fields they lorded long before. 1818 Keats Endyw. n. 894
I he look Of his white palace.. And all the revels he had
lorded there.

3. f a. To make (a man) a lord or master, b.
To confer the title of lord upon ; to ennoble.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter xviii. 14 If bai ware noght lordid

of me [Misiransl.
: L. si met runt fuerunt domhtati). 1610

Shaks. Icmp.x. 11. 97 He being thus Lorded, did beleeueHe was indeed the Duke. 1643 Wither Camfio Mus.r 69
l^v ry one of tbose That hath for any services, beene larded.

I
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> l'°*d. Jml. (1721) 16 Thou shalt be
told. Who gets an Kstate in the Alley, and is afterward
Knighted or Lorded. 1787 Minor 307 Sir Cadwallader
Pleadwell .. has been lately Urded. 1889 Flrnivall in
PfiUMBttG.t4 Dec. 1/3 It Mas with no little pleasure then
that I found Lord Tennyson (before he was lorded) makintime known .to Mr. Robert Drowning.

e. To address or speak ol as ' Lord '.

1636 Rutherford Lett. Ix. (1862) I. 161 My newly printed
book against Armmians was one challenge : not lording
the prelates was another. 1656 S. H. Golden Law 92
Is not Sarah commended for obeying, and lording her
husband? 1660 C/tarac. Italy 56 llefore they merit the
degree of Knighthood, they must be Lorded.
Lordan(e : see Lurdax.
Lord-borough. One who has quasi-manorial

rights in certain English boroughs : see quot.
1751 Eng. Gazetteer II. s.v. Wolverhampton, The dean is

.d.-borough of Wolvejhampion, L'odsall, Hatherton and
1 etslia 1. and hath all manner of prmleges bel. to the view
of frank-pledge, felons goods, dcodand>. escheats fete. J.

Lord-dom (l^'jdidsm . Kor forms see Lord sb.
[OK. hlaford-dom, f. hldford Lord sb. + -hum.]
ta. The position of being lord, lordship {pbs.\.
b. nome-use. The state of tilings characterized by
the existence of lords.

< 897 K. sKlikko Gregory's Past, xvii. iji S-j <"Se on
larcowus onhcnes.se da t'enenga t\es ealdordonics ^uciurd to
hlafordduine. c 1200 Okmin 11851 Te labe ga.st A^ uggep l

>

\\\<vl ))eo\vess. .To ;eornenn affterr laferrddoiu. c 1230 Halt
Meid. 11 Is al to nmchel lauerddoin & nieislrie |>rinne bis
cm»de interred ins. 1824 .Viw Mont/ilv Mag. X. 521 There
i.s no country., in which ihebysieni of lord-dom and servility
i^ so manifestly supported a.s in England.
Lorden : see Lukdax.
tLo-rdfast, a. Obs. rare- 1

. In 5 -fest. [f.

Lord sb. + V ast a ] Uound to a lord.
c 1460 i'mviielty Myst. xiii, 20 These men that ur lord fest

(hay cause the ploghe tary.

IiO-rd-fish. [Cf. Lord sb. 14b.] (Seequot.)
1836 Vakkkll Brit. Fishes II. 165 Some years since, 1

obtained from a fisherman al the mouth of the Thames
a fresh-caught example of a species of morrhua, with the
middle dorsal and the first anal fills short. . . Among the
fishermen it was by some considered to be an accidental
deformity, with injury of the spine, and their name for it
was Lord-lish.

Lordful (l^jdffd), a. rare~ l

. [f. Lord sb. +
-FL'K.J I laving the bearing of a lord

;
lordly. 1 lence

Lo'rclfuliy adv., in a lordly manner ; nobly.
11450 Mirour Salnatiouu 1178 This lordfulle child [if.

JesusJ. 1836 Gen. P. Thompson Exert 11842) IV. 185 They
fthe Lords] have said boldly and lordfully, 'Here wc Stand,
the offspring of the by-gone lime '.

t IiOTdhead. Obs. For forms sec Lord sb.

and -head. [f. Lord sb. + -hkad.J Lordshu'.
1 1250 Gen. <y E.r. 190 In r3c mosle and in r^e lestehe forles

His louerd-hed qunaune he mis-ches. (11300 Cursor M.
4837 We prai hi lauerd-iied |?at j-ou wald vs help in netlc.
c^1325 Metr. Horn. (i86j)6i Of that tonr nou >pek 1. For
laverdhed and for maistri, That Nemhrut ha\id first of man.

tliO'rdify, v. Obs. rare" 1

, [f. Lord sb. +
-\ \ fv.] trans. To make a lord of.

1663 T. I'outer Witty Combat tn. i, Lie lordifie ihee, John
..: thou shalt no more be plain John.. but my lord John.

Lording (l^udiij), sb. Forms : 1 hlafording
^Sweet), -'-3 lover^e)dhig, 3 Orm. laferrdinng,

3 4 laverding, (lhording), 3- lording, [f. Lord
sb. + ~JNi; J.]

1. =Lord sb. 2. Frequent as a form of address,

rarely sing. -Sir I, frequent in //. = Sirs! Gentle-
men ! Also, my lording I Obs. e.xc. arch.
c 1200 Tritt. Coll. Horn. 179 pe riehe be ben louerdinges

struien be wrecche men, he ben underlinges. c 1200 Ormin
g 18 Nu, laferrdinngess, loke we Whatt tiss ma^s us bitac-
nenn. c 1205 Lay. 27394 Lauerdinges, tjua:5 Liaes }»a,

Mahun trou beo lioe. c 1250 Kent. Serm. in O. E. Misc. 27
Lordinges and Ieuedis pis is si glorius miracle, c 1250 Gen.
<y Ex. 833 Ne^ ile bur3e hadde ise louereding. c 1320 Sir
Tristr. 402 Of a prince proude in play Listneb, lordings
dere. 1340 Aycnb. 67 J>is zenne is ine uele manneresase ine
sergons aye hire Ihordinges. 1375 Harbour Bruce 1. 445
Lordingis, quha Hkis for till her, The Romanys now begyn-
nys her. 1382 Wyclif Dent. x. 17 The Lord oure God he
is.. Lord of lordyngts. a 1400-50 Alexander 2573 pe leche
lokid ouire pe lynes ' my lording ' he said, * I am 11051 gilty of
\>is gile '. c 1450 Holland Iloiulat 628 Quhai fele annes.

.

Of lordingis and sere landis . . The said persewant bure.
1568 T. HowiiLL Nerve Sonets (1879) 149 Lo Lordynges,

\

here by take a vewe. 1591 Troub. Raigne K. lohn (161 1)

29 Lordings forbeare, for time is comming fast, That deeds
may trie what words can not determine. 1599 Shaks.,
etc. Pass. Fitgr.xv, It was a Lordings daughter, the fairest

one of three. 1622 Fletcher Beggars Bush v. i, Ift be
worth His Lordships thanks anon, when 'tis done, Lording,
lie looke for't. 1865 Kingsley 11crew. 1 L xxi. 363 Have
a care for yourselves, lordings ! The Wake is loose.

LORD-LIEUTENANT.
2. As diminutive of Lord : A little lord, a petty

lord, usnally in a contemptuous sense.
c 1577 Stanynurst JEneis, etc. Epit. Ld. Lonth (Arb.) 150

1 he Lord Laron of Louth .. was trayterously murthred by
Mackmaughoun, an Irish Lording, about the year 1577
1589 Pt'TTKNiiAM Eng. Poesie in. xix. (Arb.) 229 Such
termes are vsed to be giuen .. for a kind of contempt, as when
we say Lording for Lord. 161 x Shars. Wint. T. 1. ii. 62 lie
question you Of my Lords Tricks, and yours, when you were
Loyes: You were pretty Lordings then? 1651 N. Bacon
Disc. Ooj't. Eng. n. vi. 59 Had future Ages pursued the
flight as it was begun, these Lordings might have beaten the
Air, without making any speedy way.
3. A soit of apple or pear. (Cf. Lordling 2.)
1664 Evelyn AW. Hort., A ug. ( 1 679) 22 Pears . . Windsor .

.

Sugar- Pear, Lording Pear, &c. Ibid., Sept. 24 Apples..
Summer Pearmain, Lordin- apple. 1676 Worudge Cyder
(160 1> 210 I he Lording is a fair, green, and sharp apple.
Lording (l^udirj), vbl. sb. [f. Lokd v. + -ixu '.]

The action of Lokd v. in various'senscs.
1549 CovEKnAi E. etc. Erasm. Par. Pet. 14 The office of

a right hysshop is ferre of from lordinge. 1610 Guii.im
Heraldry in. xvu.(i6n) 150 When they sit, they hold their
heads steady and without motion : which stately action
Spencer in his Shepheard's calender calleth the lordin- of
trogs. ISee Lokd v. x b, 1579.] 1648 Mimon Tenure
Kings U650) 4<5 i he censorious and supercilious lording over
con^ience. 1657 W. Mokice Coeua quasi Koirr\ xxi. 193 To
exonerate themselves they trnnsferre this Lording ..on the
bishops. 1864 Uukton Scot Abr. I. iii. tl2 Possibly the
fifteen days' lording it at Sluys may have broken in. on his
outfit. 1890 T. H akdy in New Rev. Jan. 20 The present
lording of lmnaae over maturity.
aUi
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w^as the fashion of those Lording times. 1863 W. Lancas n-.u
Pnetcrita 54 Zeus, .metes me out a little loiding nook.
Lording (l^Jdiij), ///. a . [f. Lokd v. + -i.\t; -'.]

That lords, in senses of ifiu vb.
c 1400 tr. Secnta Secret., Gov. Lnrdsh. 54 A man may. . by

tokenynges perscyue whether wyt or no wj t be yn a kyn.-e
lordand. t 1629 Lay 1 os Syons Plea (ed. 2) 6 Where the
Spun rccountelh by name all the surts of Minister}*,. . Kph.
iv. n there is not one word of such a Lording Ministry.
1641 K. ISkookk Eng. Episc. n. vii. 112 'J'he.. Cruel! Tyranny
of some Lording Prelates. 1880 < ). Mrkeijuii Tro»L
torn. (1881) 3? She tried tobe revolted by his lordiny tone.
Lordkin O/^lkin . notice wd. [f. Lohd sb. +

-kin.] A little or young lord.
1855 Tii.vckkh.yy Xeut-oum II. 143 Princekin or loidkin

from his earliest days has nurses, dependents |elc.|. •

LordleSS (l^idh-s , a. [OK. hhifordUas, f.

hldford Lokd sb. + -leas -lk.ss.] \\ ithout a lord
;

haying no lord. Of a woman : Musbandless.
Beowulf ('/..) >9j| (rddaH hi oo-codon earfuSliLC in hrefnes

holt h! aford -lease, c 1290 Beket 678 in .V. Eng. Leg. I. i.-ft

Abe men bat weren lonerdlese—hco nusten ^wala hide. 1297
R. Ololc. (KolK) 2987 pou ast yniad..moni child wi|» ouic
fader, iS: m<*ni wif louerd les. ( 1440 Cai-uhnm. Life St.
Lath. in. 4 8-j Moo ishir lord, or whveer is she lordle.s? 1643
I*. Cask Semi, in Kerr Covenants \ Ctn-emuitcrs n8<i5)
249 ^'our diocese [shall bel bishople-s and your sees loitl-
less. 1823 Joanna Paii i.ti: Collet t. Poems 312 An armed
band From Moorham's loniless hall. 1867 Pkkkman Norm.
Con?. (1876.1 I. iii. 91 The lordless man becamea kind of out-
law. 1868-70 Morkis Earthly Par. \. 1. 1 ;7 And many .1

lordless, troubled land Fell scarce loth lo hi., dreaded hand.

Lordiet (i^udkni. jocular, [f. Lokd sb. \

-let.] A little or young lord.
1884 Chr. Commouw. 13 Nov. 63/5 Suppose the privalu

soldier had assaulted the ducal loidlet. 1901 Confcmp. Rev.
Jan. 102 Why should 1 be filled with envy on beholding
some lordlet . .dash by me 'i

Lcrd-lieuteiiant. PI. lords-lieutenant^,
lord-1 ieuten ants.
1. The title of vaiious high officials holding

deputed authority from the sovereign,

fa. In Scotland. Obs.
1453 I'-} tracts Abcrd. Reg. (1844^ I. 403 He wald noght

Imd caucion and sourete that the lord Lievtenand stild haue
ferine and stable cpihat the said Ranald did. 1547 AY*'.
Privy Council Scot. I. 81 As salbc thocht e.\pedicnl be my
Lord Lieutennent.

b. In Ireland ; The Viceroy.
In 1640 the earl of Strafford who had till then borne the

title of * Lord Deputy \ was promoted lo the higher dignity
of ' Lord Lieutenant '.

i6xa Seldkn t itles Hon. 57 Some succeeding Princes
had their .. Lord Lieutenants or Deputies (as al this day
they are called) of Ireland,, then whom, no Lieutenants in
Christendomc .. comes neerer Kinqlikc State. 1648 Art.
Peace in Milton's Wks. (1847) 257/ T To such other place as
his majesty's lord lieutenant, .shall appoint. 1702 Land.
Gaz. No. 3841/3 Lawrence Uarl of Rochester, Lord Lieu-
tenant of Ireland, a 1865 Gkevili k Mem. 11. (18851 II. 34No appointment is known but that of Lord de Grey as Lord
Lieutenant of Ireland.

e. In a county: The chief executive authority
and head of the magistracy, usually a peer or other
large land -owner, appointed by Ihe Sovereign by
patent. Under him and of his appointing are de-
puty-lieutenants. FTc also recommends qualified

persons for the office of justice of the peace.
Lord-lieutenants, when first introduced in the 16th c,

were to lake an active part in the defence of the realm, and
down to 1 87 1 they had extensive powers with regard to the
militia, etc., which then reverted to the Crown.
1557-3 Act 4 * 5 Phil. * Mary, c. 3 § 5 The Lorde

Leiutenante or the Lorde Wardeine. .duryng the tyme of
any his or their Commission shall and maye lieare order and
determine the same Offences by his or their discretions.
1642 Declar. Lords Jjr Comm., For Rais. Forces 22 Dec. 7
That the Loid Lieutenants. .do. .appoint one experienced
Souldier in every Regiment to bean Adjutor, to be resident
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in the sayd Counties to exercise llic seveiall Companies of 1

the sayd Regiments. 1710 Chambilrlayxe pres. St Gt.

Btit. l. tt. co. 23) 1 43 For rorntshing A mmaniuon, and other

Necessaries the Lord Lieutenant"., may lex-y every Year
one fourth nan..of each Man's Proportion in the Ta\ of

70,000/. a Month. 1839 Penny CycL XV. 216 1 From the

reign of Philip and Mary the lords-lieutenants haye had the

charge, under the soxereign, of raising the militia in their

re>pectixxe counties, a 1865 Gsevuxe Mem. U. <iSS5^ III.

6s \t Court yesterday to make Lord Grey I xsrd- Lieutenant

of Northumberiand.

f2. Applied to the second-in-command of an

army, what a jx?er. Ops.

1544 Late Eifcd, Si*!. 4 in l>aryell Fragm. St. His'.

<»7oS\. Whcrof rax Lorde Admvral ledde the xantgard, and
Therle of Hertford, I^einge Lorde Ueatenanut,ibe battaylk

Ibid. 6 The Lord Ljeutenaunt seal with diligence to the

x an m aide, that they shukle mercbe towardes the towne.

Hence LoTd*lient«-nancy, the office of a lord-

lteutenant.

1876 B kxcrokt Hist I'.S. IV. xxx. 5S He had just obtained

the lord-lieutenancy of Ireland for his brother. 1864 S.

Do» ell Tajt. a IWrts Lng.ll. 103 Carteret, turned out of

the Vord-lieotenancy about the >ame time, was now in open
opposition

-

IrOrdlike Of jdbik\ a. and adr. [See *uke.]

A. euij. Resembling befilting, or c&aracteiisric

of a lord ; lordly. Now rare.

, 1470 Hj nkv Wallace ix. 56 Ledys on lutf burd, with a
lordhk fer. J5oo-» l>i nrmj Poems \xixx. 11 P< 1 anclord,

and n >t lord lyk. Than ietel 154* Su/jMic FoereCommsms
E» 11. T. Sj 80 They irust to optayT>e therby lordlyck

huinges out of the porsion of the poore. 1600 Hollvvm
1 i7-i \x\. \\u. 505. Anniball made tb:> glorious, and lordlike

auns»ere with a majesiie. 1603 R loxsox Straws v. xHii,

Ominous Frkndes start Wfore My great, proud Lord, to

get a Lord-like nod ! 1646 Earl Mt*nm. tr. Biondfs tVrvV

Warrcs i\. 20S His I>orduke looks, captivated the good-
will of the slander* by. 1839-40 1. Taylor Anc.Ckr.
i&4rl II. xiii. 400 He disclaim^ any lordlike authority ia

the Chizr.h,

llcnce + IfOrdlikeness,
. 147© H i n ky 1 1 'aHate >it. 40; 1: can noJit be, but fre-

ilomc. V>t \\ knc>.

t B &dt\ After the fashion of a lord, domineei-

in^lv. Al*o, as befits a lor<l ; sumptuously. Ofo.

1555 K i/iiv in Coxerdale Lett. M»riyrs \ 1 5*4 101

many 1 >;.> v ould at the>e my word e> LordeUke >iampr
and "pu*-:ic ar»d spit thereat. 1574 tr. .l/Ar.Wi ,4/>i\A?!/>s

it) r.enauc not your >elne> lordlike ouer the Oergie Ii Vci.

\. 1599 H ikLi"Yi / >r. II. l\7j Manie great esu:e> and
g.memout> there le. that durinc their ofhee arc lodged

l A rL;.ikr. X700 ])RvniN Iliad y&hus 202 Lord-like at

case .the People to dexour. 17*7 Ro> vs. hr. PL t. Lord-

hkc, rn gratia'
'sngncur*

ItOrdlily lf*J^lili
N

. a*i?. r«ir/, [l. l^ORDLT a. -

• -.] In a lordly fashion.

ton CoTiT.R.. PflnajzcBiCiucKt. poniifncally, lord!i!y. 1891

R K .r-i 3vg City DfxaJ/. St 4* Vour.g men vho smoke bad
cicar> and caiTy thero>eh e> lordlily.

Lordliness .l^jdlini-s [f. Lordly a. +

-5 ess.]

"t 1 The condition or state of a lord. Oat.
- 1380 Wvcx.tF Wks. 1SS0J it4 ClerkLv & relifious folke

that l.meTj unky-ndelv he> lordlyno willen glose here & say

hat [etc). ( 1400 tr. Secreta Sr. ret.. Gtrr: Lvr/ish. 41 Tech-
ii.ee faliand t.. lordlyne* of lordes. 1549 Cheke Hurt
Se/fit. 1&4J 70 Ky ambiiioo >

-ee seek Lordunease, mnch
unlit for you. 1577-^87 Hr>uv>Hf O Ckr/m. 1 . 150 '1 To ferret

out e.v,»cealed laud.- for the supporte of their owne pnuat
Wu :inos. 1606 >hkks. A?;z \ CL \. ii. r^i Doing the

Honour of thy LordHoes>e IV one »o meeke. 1^41 ' ^kec-
iyvv: is' Avsre. '~ Men \a ould Ijc adding to

G.xi> insiimuon. what. .Lordlinesse their phansie suggested
untr»them. 1669 WooDhiao Sl Teresa x. xvxiii. 236 ITie

lA>rd> we a-e uont to meet wiihin ibU vorld, . . place ali

their L.»rditne?^ in some acted Authorities.

2. The dis-jKWiilion proper to a lord ; dignity,

grandeur. Frcqnenl in bad sense : Arrogance,

haughtiness, impcrionsness.

1549 CoxTROKix, etc Fretsn;. Par. Titus m He must
overcame more by. .gentylnes, than by lordelynes. a 1585
Caktwwght in R. lirownc A ksw. Car'wrij^kl 9- Pharisai-

caH pride and Lordlrnei>>e in teaching. r6r8 FJoltox
} 1/rrns t. viii. 1,1656 ti The intolerable Lordihaesse ofSuper-
bus cad some good. 1670 G. H. HisU Cardinals x. \. 14
Trom hence it i> the Grandeur and Lordlyncsi of the Car-
dinals, does spring. X7»3 Dc. Whwtw True £riu>*
No. 42 II. 565 The Arbitrary Temper and Lordliness of
Cabvin. 1741 Richxrdsox PamcU. (iS24> I. nj 5»ee the
lordliness of a high condition ! J883 J. Parke b Tyw Ckyldc
soo l"here arc instincts of lordliness in man which are to

}»e accounted for. 1884 Chi rch Bacon xk. 225 The Latin
in which Itbe Xmnint Or^ttumtu] is wrinen has the
lordliness ofa great piece of philosophical legislation.

Xvordling vl/ridlinV ££. Loet» sK + -lixc]
L A little or pnny lord: often in contemptnons

sense. Occas. = Lokj>ixg sh. U
«-i»7SLay. 1^664 Luster looerdlinges. c i^Bo Sir FcnctuK

1516 l.ordrynges, wel ?e w^neS abe, bow Jetc). i 1590
Guttvc 7-r. Sat/m ix. S5 What say you Royall Lordlmg^
to my Fryer? 1746 Swoiitrr RefrnvfJ63 While the j^onng

lardlmc stmts m nari\T pride. 178a Lut r.LOWER Gc/u

Fafernmu II. 47. I should sink- myserf to a lev el with the

scoundrel lordhng who employs you. ifbo Coixruxje IsZU,
C/»/7vtx. etc. 1. 125 How long will this hive of nations
submit to the guidance of litterateurs and lordfings ! 58*4-9
Lwj»or 2iu*£, Cnrer. Wks. ^£46 IL 229 The said conjurors

. . possess the faculty of making the precious metaK out of
. . the skulls of young lordhng* and gentlefolk. 187a Longf.
U'aytidr Inn ru Interlude J>rf. Studcufs T. Listen, Lord-
lings, while I tell. 1887 M. Morris Clm*rhmcsc a <i88£)

170 One of these independent lordUngs Colin MacDonald
of Kcppoch.

+ 2. v\ kind of apple. Obs* (c£ Ia>bdixg sK §.)

17*5 Kraihen- /~4«. DiU. II. s.v. October, Apples now in

prime.. are the.. Costard Lordling Parsley Apples.

XrOrdly (I|5*idlt , a. and a<iv. Fonns : see L**Kl>

sb. and -ly. [OE. kltijonilu; f. LoKD sb. + -LT.]

A. adj.

1. Of or i^ertaining lo a lord or lords; consisting

of lords ; administered by lords. Xow rare.

a tooo in Napier O. E. Glosses (Aneed. Oxoci.} 1S7/1

Ifera/cms, id est ne+iU. hlafordlic c 1x00 Trim. CeJL Horn.

23 Oiireche .. is deped on hoc kiriaca .i. dommicalis ba» i*>

on englis looerdlich bus. c 1450 J Vv\ in Wr,-Wukrker 623 14
Iferihs. lordlyxrhe. 1530 Palsgr, 317/2 Lordlyke belongyng
10 a lorde. 1645 J, Cotton" Vaj CA. +\'e& Eng. 36 The Go-
vernment of his iChrist'sl Kincdome is not Lordly, but
Stewardly and Ministeriall. 1653 I. Haix Paradoxes 4

Lordly or absolute Monarchy is the best and most natural

Government. 1841 Miall in Xextern/ 1. 241 Pensionins
off supemnmerary members of lordly houses. 186a R.

TaVOwan .Xsncerxforwili 392 The more learned of this class

were ardent in their support of a lordly prelacy.

2. Of persons : Having the character, attribntes,

appearance, or demeanour of a lord. Of actions

:

lielitting a lord ; honourable, noble.

? a 1400 Jforte Arta. 13S Tbow arte be lordlyeste lede

pat e\-er 1 one Inkyde. Ibid. 306 pe cooquerour . . .Mowes
hame gretly thtire lordly a-x-omes. a 15^3 Lo. Bwners
Gold fik. Sf. AnrcL ^1546) O vij. Some viii be so lordely

and \-alyaant in venues. 1899 Guv P. Tnowrsox Eier t .

11S42 1. 124 The .. aggregate of good which arises to the

lordlier part of the creation. 1840 C*m.Y*le Heroes (1856

263 It i«> truly 2 lordly spectacle how this great soul takes

in all kinds of men and objects, a Falstaff, an Othello,

a Juliet, a Coriolanus. 1859 C Darker Associat. Fnmi/>le
i *2S Falconry and the chare afforded to the abbot .. the

most lordly recreation of tr»e time. 1886 Sjvegfox TttAS.

Da?. Ps. cvxxvi. 3 He is more lordly than all emperors

and kings conden>ed into one.

b. Haughty. irn]x:riou>, 1ofh\ disdaiufaL

1377 LaxgL P. PI. R m. itvD I^awe is so lordelkhe and
l.Mh to muke ende. 1530 Pu.scr. 6ci 1 Are you waxen so

lordely that you can nat plui.ke of your hosen your >elfe*

n 154S Hu l Chren.. Rich. Ill 30 Whome be had..com-
i>e

"jled by lordely and streite commanndemente. ig88 J.
l* liall DemtKi.tr. DiscipL .\rb, 45 A minister may not be
Lordly ouer Gods people 1 1 PeL v. 3k r6oo Holuvxd Eirj
xlv. saw. 1225 He wasan imperiousand iordly commaunder.
16x2 T. Tai lor Comm. Titus iiL 2 tei 9 3E2 It >>ufTereth not

the Minister to be lordly \i his doctrine or discipline. 1665

XI axu y Grains' Lrvc C. li'arrrs 151 The Lordly domineer-

ing of the En^li^h. was not forgotten in France. 1681

1>kyi>f-n Ah. a- A. hit. 454 And tike a Lion . . He., with a
Lordly Rage, hi> Huniers tears. 1768-74 Tucker Lt Mat.

v
1 V34 1.625." l*he lordlyWest-1 ndian tort ares h:?. poor N egroes.

1849^ acaVlay HistEng. iii. 1. 303 The Captauv. treated the

MasJtr \»i:h lordly contempL 1862 M rs. IiRou-xixc Eaggcd
.V tools ix. Lordly Lngli>h. think it o'er. 1880 I- Stei-hex

Fe/>i ix. c; >wifL indeed, had .. a lordly indifference to

making money by his writings.

3. Of things : Snitable for a lord
;
hence, grand,

magnificent, noble.

1535 Coxxkt-ALt j'*dc. \. ^3 >he .. brooghte forth butter

in a lordly diszsbe. 1570 Lk Gooct Pr}>. JCzngd- L 6b,
1 n placetng of his kin>emen hie, in loftie Lordely chayTc.

1604 D^axton i^rx'/ 37 Under th' extensure of wbo*e lordry

arms The srnal hird> warbled their harmonious charms.
1610 Scott Lady ofL. 1. \iv, On thi> bold brow, a lordly

tower. 183a Tenxyson Pal. Art L I built my soul a lordly

pleasurehou**. 1890 H . G. LVkyxs Xenefhou I. p. IxxAxiii.

Cyrus was flying at lordlier game than certain irrepres-

s:bk hill tribes-

4.. ahsol. early use qnasi-j/'.. a lordly person.^

< 1470 Golagros 4- Gate 1270 To that lordly on loft that

Infly can Ioul 153s Cove*dale Job xxxix. 10 He hath

no respecte x nlo the persormes of y* lordly. 1849 James
ii'oodmoM iv. No meeting of the high, the rich, and the

lordly. 1849 C- I.rovtf Shirley- x-xi. 244 He still adxocated
the lordly, hberal, and effectix"c

5. Comb.
1860-6 Patmoke Angel it Ho. il il ui, I am so t»rood of

Frederick, Hcs s^ hjgh-bred and lordry-hlwe With .Mrs.

Vaughao

!

B. adv. After the manner of a lord ; in a lordly

manner
v
both in good and bad sense).

1393 Laxgl, P. PL C xx. 241 Lordliche for to Ivuen, and
likyTjgliche be clothed. 1398 Twecisa BmrtA. Dt P. R. xxni.

clxxx. 1495 722 By his socour . . lhat . .sauyth all lordly and
myghtry. r taae A ntvrs o/A rtk. 489 (Douce M And at be
liste> one be lande lordely done lh;te. c 1440 Prom/. Parr.
3x2 '2 Lordly, damiiutntcr. 1589 Greeke Mctut/»hon i.Krh.)

61 To rebuke him for tyrannising so Lordlie oner the boies.

17*8 Sxx age FMstard 45 Lordly neglectful of a worth un-
known. i8ik Combe Picturesque xtl (Chandos) 26 * If I * said

be, * remember right, 1 was most lordly drunk last night *.

1870 Morris Estrikly F*r. II. ut. 279 In a land where few
were poor, if none Were lordlj- rich. 1875 JowtTT Plate
(ed. •) tli. 467 Lox^c is his tyrant, and lives lordlym him.

Couth 1864 Basext Jest 4t Earnest (1S73) IL 263 Who
is xxru lordly-dressed man w ho is walking along the street J

Lord JCayor,
1. A title formerly limited to tbe mayors (see

M ayok) of London, Voile, and Dublin, but recently

extended to tbe mayors of some otber lar^c to^Tis,

e,£. Liverpool, llirmirrgham, Shcfneld, etc
Lord Mayors coal (see qoot- 1 £42}. Lord Mayors Day,

Nov. o, the day on which the Lord Mayor goes w proces-

sion with the Aldermen and other city dignitaries to and
from Wcstimnster, where he receives from the Lord Chan-
cellor the assent ofthe Crown lo his election. LordMayors

' man : sec Qunta-m*n,Quo* Aib. LordMayors Shorty the

procession on Lord Xtayor s Day.
c XS54 Bale DccL Bonner's A rticlcs L 7 b, Here is as wise

an order towardes, as maister Harrv my Lord Mayrc* foole

had bene of counscll therein. 1589 ) . Kodlk Bii*L Scholast

8S5 The Lorde maior, or chiefe iufctice, firjrfcctns frxtorio.

1605 M arstox />Mtt A C**rtfaux 111. i. I> 4 b, AH will scarce

make me so high as one of the Gy^ants stilts that stalker

liefore mv Ix>rd Maiors pageant. 1638 Paker tr. Bale's
Lett (x-ol. 11.) 38 Had it not been to see my Lord Mayws
shew, 1 had not been secne in the cttie. 1678 Will of R.
Sanmdtrs (Somerset Ho.\ A Lord Mayors spoon. 17x7

Prior Alma 1. 377 If you dine with my lord may or, Roast-

beef and xenison i» your faje. 1761 Amu. Reg. 235 A pro-

verb, that the lord mayor s day is generally a bad one. 1807

Sir R. Wilson jfmt 7 June in Life (1S62) H.xiiL 25^,

1 .. would not hax-e exchanged meals with the Lord Mayor
of London. 184a I>arhaxi lugol. Leg. y Amti Fanny,
Had the coal been a 'Lord Mayors coal \—\4*. a slate.

1859 H. Kixcsley G. Hautlyn xxxiL (i860) ?86 Puniside
was in the habit of >ayiug that he was like the 1 x»rd Mayor's
fool—fond of exxryahing that was good. * 1865 Greville*

Mem. il (18S5) II. 51 The Queen must have known it was
Lord Mayxw's l>ay.

2. slang. * A large crowbar* (Farmer).
1889 D. C M ckray DiiMger. C*tsf*?e 24 There's . . the

crowbar, from a Lord Mayor do»n lo a pocket jemmy.

Hence Lord-May oralty, the position of Lord
Mayor.
18S2 Si\iety 4 Xox\ 16 't Lord mayoralties and high

shriexalties follow almost as a matter of course.

IrOrdolatry Vidflitri). jocular, [t\ Lord
sf>. + •(o)Latry.J Worship ol lords.

1846 Thackeray At. Snobs ui, The extent and prexalence

of Ixjrdolatry in this country- >88x R. F, I 1 rtox in At a-

dtmr x OcL "238/3 Kngland, with her peculiar * lordolatry \
thinks it enough to send a peer when otber nations send an
explorer.

J Lordosis Jfjd<w*sU% ratK [mod. 1^., a. Gr.

Aupooxjis, f. Kop&os bent backward.] Anterior

curvatnre of the spine, prodncing convexity in front.

1704 Hamus Lex. TtekM. y
Lordosis, by some Writers, is

the Term for tbe bending of ihe Back-bone forwards in

Children, &c 1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4^ IV. 249
Lordosis, imported procunation of the bead and shoulders

or anterior crookedness. 1894 Ltmtct 3 Nox\ 1030 Very
extreme lordosis is present- 1899 Alibutl's Syst Med, VII.

165 A lordosis was very exident.

Hence Lordotic (ftik) a. [see-one], pertaining

to or afTectf*d with lordosis,

1856 in M avne Exjbos. Lex.

IiOTdsake, «/. Sc. colloq. [Short for * for the

Lord's sake '.] An exclamation expressing surprise.

1861 Ramsay Remiu. Ser. il 91, * I am going to send the

x-oung laird abroad . . to see the world * Lot lordsake,

Laird, will no the world see him?* 1891 H. Hau*lrtox
Oi kil Idrlls 63 Lordsake, what's come owre tbe year !

IfOrds and ladies. * A very general name for

Arum mcuulatum L., given in reference to the dark

and light spadices, the dark being the lords, Ihe

light the ladies" (Britten &: Holland Flant-n. .

1760 J. Lee Inirod, Bot App. 317 Lords and Ladies,

Arum. i8ax Clare 1 'ill Minstr. I. 09 Oft under trees we
nestled in a ring, Culling out

4
lords and ladies 1901

Loagm. Mag. A pr. 533 She set boys to collect roots of lords

and*ladie&.

Lord's day. [Proi*rly, Th* Lord's Day =
L. dies DcminicuSy -*a (whence K. dimanckc, Sp.

Domingo, It. Dcmcnua], Gr. y xvpuLKTj rjficpa Rev.

i. 1 a.] A Christian appellation for Sunday.
Ia tie 17-tSth c Lord's day (without the articlex was

somewhat widely used (not exchuaxely among Puritans^ as

an ordinary name for the day. This use seems to he
partially retained by some Nonconformists (expressions

like ' next Lord's day * appearing occasionally in _ announce-
ments of services L Otherwise, the Lard"s day is tbe only

form now current, and it is commonly employed only when
the iutention is to refer expressly to the sacred character of

the day.
e x 175 L+mb. Ham, 41 Sunedei is ihaten pes lauerdes deL

1398 1 KEvtsA Barih. DcP. R. ix. xvL 0495^ 358 The fyrste

day hyght the lordes day and Sonedaye. 1639 Bnry Hills

<Camoenj 177 Vpou cnery Lords day, called Sonday,
throughout euery yere of the said terme. t66o Pety*s Diary

4 Mar., 4th. Lord's day. Kefore I went to church I [etc).

1677 Act 29 Cam*. //, c 7 § I Tor the better obserxatiun and
keeping holy the Lord's day commonly called Sunday.

c 1710 C Fiexxes Z?i4trr<t886) 301 They come m Coaches
and drrve round, but it is only Lords day nights and some
nights. 1759 K. Fa*xxtt Pre/, to Baxter s Saints" R.

ti 836 42Ob Lord'sdays. .a person . . might overhearhundreds

of families engaged in singing psalms. 188a J eax L Wat-
sex Life R. S. C+ndlisk xtul 97 Multitudes were thus in-

duced to travel on the Lord's day.
attrib. 1901 Wkit*icrs Almanack 2B5 (Societies and

Institutions.) Lord's Day Observance Society.

IrOrdship Jfudjip). sb. For forms see LoRI>

sb. and -ship. Also 4 lordchip, 5 lorcbuppe.

L The dignity and functions of a lord ; dominion,

rule, sovereignty ;
ownership cfor dominion fen,

over (something specified ; rarely //.

^897 K. .Alfred Gregorys Past xxvixW. 200 Donne we
agyfcaS wi5 oa biafordas, oorme agy lie we wio oooe God
be hlafordscipe ^escop. c 1330 R. Brlxxe Ckrou. I1810) xS

Tflle AddwoSfgaf he - .Lordschip ouer alle be iondes bituea

Doner & Tnede. 1388 Wvcuf Four. xi. 9 Deeth schal no
more bane kirdschip cm hym. ?* 1400 Morte A rtk. 646 Sir

M ordrede . . SaDe be my leuetenante, with Ictfdchiper ynewe.

1 1400 M AtTCDEv. (RoxbJ i. 4 pis apple betakens be lordschej»e

bat be bad ouer all be werld. e 14*5 Eng. Cong. Ircl. 136

The k-ynges of England owen u-el to haue the lordshyp of

Irland. 1450-1530 Myrr. onr Ladye 74 The lordeshyp of

all sinse may be so caste out of x*s .. that IctcJ. 156* T-
Xoktox CairzKS lust iv. 59 Peter . . ejthorteth them so to

fede the flocke,not as x-ang a Lordship ouer the Oerpr. 1^85
Fetmekstoxe tr. Calvin <m Acts aiv. 19 They challenge to

themselves no Lordship, they bunt after no gaine. 161

1

Bible Mark x. 42 They which are acoomptcd to rule oner

the GeorUcs, exercise Lordship ouer them. 1625 Massikgl*



LORDSHIP.
AV.v Hay tit. \L Spite of his Lordship and hisColloncUhip,
. . I will make lum render . .a strict accompt. 1045 Milton
letrach. Wks 1738 I. 2 i8 Our first parent had Lordship
oyer Sea, and Kind and Air. ,685 Paxtkr /W//,r. A". T.Mark vtii. ,3 >\ ill Preferment. Urdship, and Pomp
recompense him ? 1807 WoRnsw. 7/ 'hite IV -

for lordship or for land, My Father, do I clasp your knees

lordship of the sod. 1876 Bancroft Jlist. U.S. IV 1 ,n
Parliament had asserted .... * A J

1^ \\°R™V "v** 55 Hut no!
your knees,
claimed the

-.V. IV. t.3,3
absolute lordship over the

colonics 10 all cases whatsoever. 1900 Edin. Re?'. July S 7
I he Templars acquired lordship over not less than c1 00c
manors y '

H Used to render L. domination as the tillc of an
order of angels.
c 1000 /Rlfric Norn. 1. 342 Dominaliones smcl hlaford-

scypas secwedenc. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 219 He 5escop tyen
euglc werod..Dominationes, hlafordscipe.

t b. collect. = lords. Obs.
1340-70 Alisannder 335 pe Lordship of Laceedemonie

lobed hem ban.

2. The land belonging to a lord, the territory
under his jurisdiction; a domain, estate, manor,
seignory.
c 1380

1

Wvclif Wks. (18S0) 392 If eoy siche lordeschips he.
Alienyd or take fro hem. 1399 Rolls 0/ Pat It. 1 1 1. 452/,
Castels, Maners I^ordcshipes, and other Possessions. 1422
\r. Secrcta Secret., Prh\ Pr/?: 135 Who-so covetyth a
roiahnc or a lorchnppe to Purchase. 1513 Praosiiaw St
irerburge »83 The bounder, and lorshyppes of the sayd
Mcrcyens . were large and inyghty. 1574 tr. Littletons
J enures 17 b, In divers lordeshippes and mannoures there is
suche custome. 1589 Extracts Burgh Pec. Glasgow (tS76> I

144 Walter, coinmendatonrof Blantyre.lord fewarofthe lord^
schipe and regalitie of Glasgw. 1607 Norukn Sun*. Dial
(1608)211, 1 know a Lordship of my Landlords . . it is much
pestered with Broome, a 1710 Pp. Bum. Serm. xviiL YVk<
1827 I. 448 A good many years ago such a lordship was in
such a family. 1765 T. Hutchinson Hist. Mass, I. iv. 103
This house was built with . . four thousand acres for a manor or
lordship. 1806 Gazetteer Scott, ed. 2) 423 That abbacy was
erected into a temporal lordship in the family of Keith. 1849
Macallav ftist. Eng. \tt. II. 261 The new envoy.. bore a
title taken from the lordship of Zulestein. 1873 Dixon 7W
Queens I. 1. i. 6 Owner of one of the widest lordships in the
kingdoiru 1896 T. F. Tout Kdiv. /, iii. 51 The Christian
lordships in the Levant were reduced by this time to the
slenderest proportions.

t b. A government, province, district. Obs.
c 1400 Three Kings 0/Cologne 55 per is an obir Ionde bat is

depid Galilee, be which is a greet lordschippe. r 1470Henry Wallace v. 1075 A squier than rewlht that lord-
schip haill. 1535 Coverdale Josh. xi. 2 The'kynges that
dwelt m the lordshippes of Dor by the see syd'e. 1578
T. N. tr. Cow/. //'. India. 5 In the province of Anigua Iatnta
and other lordships which were not as yet pacified.

f3. Lordliness, arbitrariness. Obs.
1634 Cannk Xccess. Serar. (1849^ 65 Without any other

reason but mere lordship, the whole incorpjration and I
were dismissed to wait his pleasure.

f4. The protection given by a lord; patron-
age.
«i4»o Hocclevf. DeReg. Prim. 1791 May no lordschepe,

sone, be auayle, ffor a! bi long seruice & bi trauaile ? 1470-
8$ Malory Arthur VM. xxxv. 269 Said the kynge. .ye shall
hauc my loue and my lordship in the vttermest wyse that
may lye in my power.

5. The personality of a lord, csp. with possessive
pronouns. Your lordship is : a form of address to
noblemen (except archbishops and dukes), and to
judges, t Formerly abbreviated Lop., LcP.
c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAywon \\ . 1 36 Thy* woi de I have

sayd afore your lordeshyppes for to (etc.]. 1540 Morysine
Ywcs' Introd, Wysd. Pref. A iv, My poore liarle myghte
better have served his lordeshyppe. 1550-3 Decaye 0/ Eng.
(1871) 8 Keseechynge your Hyghnes, . . and honourable
lordshyppes. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, iv. vtii. 34 Cousin

X thinkes your Lordship? 1613 -lien, fill,
Prideal'x Lett.

of Exeter, what thinkes your Lordship ? 161

3

11. ii. 62 Health to your Lordships. 1681 Pk
(Camden) 08 Last Friday out goes about 20 of them to
desire his Ldship to Fete.}. 1705 Addison Italy Ded., 1 here
present your lx>rdship with the Remarks that I make in
a Part of these my Travels. 1755 Johnson Let. to Ld.
Chesterfield 7 Feb., Two papers, in which my Dictionary
is recommended to the publick, were written by your Lord-
ship. 1797 Radcufke Italian iii. (1826) 20 If it is
Signora Rosalba whom your lordship means. 1818 Cruise
Digest (ed. 2)111. 235 We must call that case to the con-
sideration of your Lordships from your Journals. 1858 J. B.
Norton Topics 160 His Lordship in Council observes that

• letc.l. 1884 tllustr. Lond. Xaos 29 Nov. 527/3 Their Lord-
ships then adjourned until next Monday.

b. humorously. (Not uncommon colloq. as a
mock complimentary designation for ordinary
persons.)
189a Lowndes Camping Sketches 43 After half an hour's

walking we dropped down on his lordship fthe donkey 1

browsing unconcernedly.

6. Sc. A percentage on sales of books ; a royalty.
1887 Duke of Argyll in 19M Cent. XXII. 612 The plan

proposed of a fixed lordship or percentage of sales seems the
only proposal which meets all the difficulties of the case.
Mod. Sc. The publisher offered the author a lordship of 10
per cent, on the amount of sales.

7. Comb. : f lordship-marcher, ? a district

under the government of a lord marcher.
1613 Hayward A'ornr. Kings 181 This being a Lordship

marcher, hath cnioyed royall liberties, since the time wherein
it was first subdued, a 1648 Lo. Herbert K///(i683)
435 Offenders.. being not able .. to . . fly from one lordship
Marcher to another.

Lordship (If idjlp), v. [f. Lordship sb.]

fl. intr. To exercise lordship; to be a lord or
ruler. Const, of, to, up. Obs.

447

a 1325 Prose Psalter ix . 27 [x.
? 1 pe rytffnl shal lord-shtpen

nf alle hys enemy*. Uid. xlviii. « |xKx. 14] J>e netful shul
lord-shippe vp hem in ioie. x38a Wyclif Judr. xiv. 4 For-
sothe that tyme Phili^tien lordshipide to Vrael. r«43o
* I.yfManhode 1. xxxiii. (1869) " Whan he hadde »er-
uaitnte* he was lord and lordshipingc | Fr. et seifnenrissautl
r i43o Ly.ki. Keas. * Sens. (K. E. T. S.) 2445 He lord-
shyppeth, and hath cure Ofenery maner creature.
Z. trans. To exercise lordship over; [0 govern.
<i 13*5 {'rose Psalter IxxxviiL 10 [IxxxJx. 9] pon lord-

t^xu K ^"l* °f^L
sea lbiJ

' cv' 33 Icvi. 41 1
Htj bat

hated hem lord- shipped hem.
3. To address as 1 Your lordship*.
1740 tr De Mouhys J-ort. Country-Maid (i 74 i) II. So

ax ^^^P 1 ever >* one who did her the Honour to
address themselves to her. 1880 \V. J. Fitz-Patrick Life
/tr. Doyle 1. 9, Some of ihe priests. . lordshipped him.
llencc f Lo rdshippingr, the action of the vb.,

dominion, ownership. Also f Lo'rdshipper, one
who exercises lordship

; a ruler.

}*),
cu

l!
r*s

-^ 3S5 |>is is be moostc cyuylite or

JSI ,

lordesch 'P,n fie >al eny kynge or lorde ha»> on his
enauntcs. - Mtcah v. 2 Of thee

| Cethlem] shal gon out
to me, whiche is lordshiper in Vrael. — 7 /V/. ii. 10 Hem
that walken aftir flesch, .. and despijsen lordstheping.

IiOrdsmear Vudz,mioj\ Mining, [{.lord**,
gen. of Limn sl>. + Mkaii.] The mear of land in
mining ground belonging to the Ioul of the mine.
1747 Hoosos- Miners Diet. s.v. Paymaster.

[ The] Ikir-
master .

.
looks after . . Loidsmears, Pringaps letc.].

t Lo-rdswike. Obs. [OE. httfordnviai. f.

hhijord Loki) sb. + stvica deceiver.]' A deceiver
of his lord

; a traitor.
riooo KalemUrm Sax. Lccchd. III. 228 Xe bearf he him

ria ondr.-edau belle witan butan he beo hlafordvw ica , 1205
Lay. 22138 Swa fule biwite )»t he weore lanerd swike 1207
.

- KolK) 6»q Alle traiiours.S: louerd Miiken cod
late hnm so <pede. 1306 Song on Simon Fraser in /W. Sows
Camtl.) 220 For that he wes lonUwyke, furst he wes to-
drawe I pon a retheres hiule. c 1325 ' Chrou. Eng. 10u in
Kitson Mftr. A\wt. 11. 313 1™ he wes loverdsuyke/ileo
ladden him to \\ arewyke, . . Ther his heved wes of *myte.
Lordwood 1^-Jdwud:. [a lendcring of A'yfon

Kffendi, the name current in Cyprus.] -Liquid-
ambar orientalis ^see Liqcidambak 2).
1866 in '/Was. Hot.

Lore (lr»«'j>, ^.I Forms : a. 1 lar, laar. 2 lar.
2 3 lare. Also north, and Sc. 4-5 lar. 5 layre,
6 layr, 4-5, 9 lare, 5- lair. See also I.kak.
4-6 loore, 5 loor, ; loare. 7, lore. [< )\\ Idr sir.

fern. - OS. ti,a Ml hi. lc c re. Du. .Wr), OIKL
Icra

s
Mll(;. tfrc, G./chrc :-OTeut. *luiza, f. root

lais- : cf. Lkaux t'.]

1. The aet of leaching; the condition of being
taught; instruction, tuition, education. In parti-
cularized use : A piece of teaching or instruction

;

a lesson. Now arch, and dial. Phr. f 7o set to
lore\ to place under instruction, send to school.
.-//, to the lair (Sc.) : at or to school.
971 Hliil'l. Horn. 47 Xe sceolan ha Iareowas a^imeleasian

ba lare. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 116 Hire feder hefde iset hire
earliche to lare. ^1300 Cursor M. 12416 Veitt be folk
soght eft as ar. To sett iesvi to werld lar. c 1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints xl. [Xiniau) 25 Wele enteudand til his lare he wes'al
tyme. c 1380 Wvci.n Serm. Sel. Wks. 1. 392 What kyn
bin^is ben writun ben writun to oure lore. 1387 Tkf.visa
Higden (Kalis) VI. 83 Oswy bytook his doubter to be lore of
Hilda, a 1413 Noccleve Compl.SouIe 204 Wks. 11897! in.

p. Ix, Placebo mvst go before, As doth the Crosse in the
liiel childes lore. ri44o York Mvst. xi. 1S1 A! lorde of
lyffe, lere me my layre. c 1470 H i:\rvso\- Mor. Fab. iv.

{Fox's Con/ess.) v, Weill worth my father, that send mc to
the lair. 1502 Arxoi.dk Chron. 11811) 207 Who wil not for
shame a short tyme suffir lore and lerne. 1526 Skklton
Maguyf. 1980 Take this caytyfe to thy lore. 1667 Milton
/'. L. 11. 815 She finish *d, and the suttle Fiend his lore Soon
learnd. 1771 Antia. Swish 6 Therein you may find many
an excellent Lore That unto your Wives you may teach.
1798 Colkridge Xightingale 41 We have learnt A different
lore. 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss., Lare or Lear, learn-
ing, instruction. 1866 Neau: Sequences * Hymns 59 In
the Cross we found our pulpit, In the Seven great Words,
our lore.

2. That which is taught; (a person^) doctrine
or teaching. Applied chiefly to religious doctrine,

but used also with reference to moral principles

(e.g. virtue s lore). Now poet, or arch.
c$$oLindisf. Gosp. John vii. 16 Min laar ne is mm ah 3a?s

se3e sende met c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 13 Gif ge cherrat from
me ower heorlam and to-brecaS mine lare. C1275 Morat
Ode 129 (Jesus Coll. MS.) Eilefsunne hwil bu myht, and do
bi godes lor ?, c 1386 Chaucer Pro/. 527 But cristes loore,
and hise Apostles twelue, He taughte. and first he folwed it

hym selue. c 1420 Lvdg. Assembly 0/'Gods 2074 Walke ye
the way ofVertu hys loore. 1483 Caxton G. de la Tour
Prol. A ij, They shal remembre somme good ensample or
some good lore. 1551 Crowley Pleas. 5- Pain $q\ Direct-
yng their wayes by Gooddis holy lore. 1567 Gude § Godlie
Ball. (S. T. S.) 13 From unbeleuc, and Lollardis lair. 1571
T. Fortescuf./V«/*98 He began first to honour the Chris-
tians, permitting them to live after their loore and order.

1590 Spenser F. Q. 1. i. 5 So pure and innocent .. She was
in life and every vertuous lore. 1622 Massincek Virg.
Mart. 11. ii, So decpe a blow To the Religion here and
Pagan lore As this. 1671 Milton P. R. 1. 483 Most men
admire Verluc, who follow not her lore. 1805 Scott Last
Minstr. \. viii, Can piety the discord heal .. Can Christian
lore, can patriot zeal, Can love of blessed charity ? 1838
Trench Honor Xealc 39 in Sabhation, etc. 23 Where the
pure doctrine and the lore of Christ Was truly taught.

f b. pi. Doctrines, precepts, ordinances. Obs*

LORE.
971 n/icll. Horn. 35 We sceolan. .healdan. .ha lara barafeower codspellera. ^,300 Cursor M. 2,346 Sir four
ewansel.stesl for us ai prai tod.ight pat «e mai fob, ba r
lares right, c ,380 Wvclif in*. (,880) 303 Takynge hede
to spiniis oferrour&tolorisoffendis. \A t Roiunson nMopcs L top.n. (1895) 211 We haue taken v»>on vs to sheweand declare theyr lores and ordenaunces. i58o H CJifford
iullojlouters (1875) 146 His lores (quoth will) 'are very
sowre, His precepts are but colde.

t c. A form of doctrine, a creed, religion. Obs.
axzzs Leg. K'ath. 1011 Leaf bi lease wit. liht to me
are. c 1330 Owayn Miles (1837) 22 Of mtm ami wimen that
ther lay I hat end alias and waileway l or her wicked Ioie.
14.. Sir Beues ,,87 (MS. C), V bane lenyd on faKe lure.
1560 Uai s tr. S/eidauc's Comm. 190 If we should forsake
this fayth, and fal vnto their lore, c 1550 Exam. II \ J horAe
in hoxe A. M. (,583 I. 533 To mayntayne theyr sCC t A
lore agaynst the ordinaunce of holy Chin j'h.

t d- Rule of behaviour. Obs.
13 .

.
A\ F. A tlit. P. A. 236 F.nclynande lowe in wommon

oie. ri485 Ihgby Myst. (1882) 11. 110 F.y my trowth than
be ye changytl to a new lore. A struand ye are and that a
good.

3. Advice, counsel
; instruction, command, order.

a 1300 A". Horn 47?, I schaL.do, lemman, hi lore |r\r. do
after bi lore), c 1320 Sir Tristr. 258 And bad al schuld be
lK>nn And to his lores hbe. c 1400 Sow. fi t*se 5153 For alle
yede out at 0*^11 ere That in thai other vhe dide lere; Fully
on me «.he lost hir Ioie. 14.. .S» lie ues 1386 (MS. M.i,
1 wyll tVor-sakehym ne\ nre the more F01 none o|mre kyn^es
lore.

, iS3o H. Khoi is Ph. Xnrture 140 in Pabces Ph
I arc not tliy navies fylc not the cloth ; see thou ohsenie
t us lore. 1556 Ai.v. Pakkkr Ps. tliv, We will renounce
thai they pronounce, iheir loores as stately lortles. 1667

«,
"«Tf?
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"
11 2S Understanding rul d not, and the

\\ ill Heard not her lore.

f4. Used vaguely, csp. in alliterative poetry, for:
Something lhat is spoken; information; slorv

;

language. Obs.
t 1350 // V//. Paierue 2,70 Mi ladi for ani lore K-ngeb in

^is cite a 1400 50 Aie.iander 52; If likis of
f>is lare to lesten any forthiie. Ifa'd. 36,2 Mini in l.itens
lare suin langage of git-ce. , 1420 Chron. I 'Hod. st. IO ,

N nyl not |>erof speke now to v w no K^re.

5. That which k learned
; learning, scholarshij).

erudition. Now only arch, and Sc. in the foim
lair, Lk.\B|. Also, in recent use, applied t^with a
colouring derived from contexts like qnot. i;6o> to
the l>ody of Uaditional facts, anecdotes, or beliefs
relating to some particular subject

; chiefly with
attributive sb., as animal, bird, fairy

, plant lore.
In the Gentl. Mag. for June, 18^0, p. 50 a correspondent

suggested that Kng. compounds oftore should l>e substituted
for the names of sciences in -ology : e.g. birdtore for ornitho-
logy, earthlore for geologj, starlore for astronomy, etc.
I he suggesiion was never adopted, though some few words
out of the long list of those proposed arc\x:casionally used,
not as names of sciences, but in the sense aU>ve explained.
In German, sexeral compounds of the equi\alent tehre are
in regular use as names ofsciences or departments ofstudy :

e.g. sfirachlehrc (= speechdore' grammar. Cf. Folki.okk.
a 1225 Ancr. A\ 134 Of dumbo bestes tS: of dumbe fueles

Ieorne5 uisdom & lore, a 1225 Leg. Kath. o;o j>c-s is al be
lare pal ich nu leorni (L. hie est pliilosofihia rm a], < 1350
Will. Palerne 2917 J>at comli quen hade a pi est a konj ug
man of lore. 1398 Tkkmsa Parth. De P. K. .win. xli*.

(1495) 805 FJephauntes kepeth loore and dysciphne of the
sterres and in wexyng of the mone go to r> uers. < 1400
Cursor M. 29400 (Cott. (ialba) A maister of lare may l>ete
a clerk hot noght ouer sare. c 1460 PtKonetey Myst. \\. 40My counsellars so wyse of lare. 15x3 I)oii;las .Ends \n.
\ii. 34 J He] Had lever haue knawin the sciens and the layr.
The mycht and fors of strengthy herbys fyne. 1663 Hi n.j k
//ud. 1. ii. 223 Learn 'd he" was in Med'c'ual Lore. 1762
Falconer Shipzvr, in. 150 Unskill'd in Grecian or in Roman
lore. 170^ Golusm. Hermit xiii, Skill'd in legendary lore.
1780-1808 J. Mavnb SiiterGuu 111. xxvi. (1S30) 72 Nor is it

only classic lair, Mere Greek and Latin, and nae mair.
1812 Moorr Intercepted Lett. viii. 35 Thou know st the
time, thou man of lore ! It takes to chalk a ball-room Moor.
1827 Kkblk Chr. 1'., 2nd Sund. Adroit iv. 8 For all the
light of sacred lore. 1857 H ecuUs Tom Iiro:cn n. iii.

(187 1 256 Arthur was initiated into the lore of bird's eggs.
1901 Expositor Nov. 375 The Rabbis were the sole deposi.
taries of sacred lore.

fb. A body of knowledge, a science. Obs.
c 1290 S.Fug. Leg. 1. 438/235 Arsmetrike is alote bat of

figursnl is. 1500-20 Dl nrar Poems l.w. 4 OflTeuerie study,
lair, or discipline. 1551 Rrcoroe Pathio. Know/. Pref.,
The Shippes 00 the sea with Saile and witli Ore, were firste
founde. and sty 11 made, by Geometries lore.

6. Comb. : + lore-child, a scholar, apprentice

;

t lore-father, a master in learning; f lore-master
lore-father. Also Lorespell.

a 1300 Cursor M. 27237 *Lare child wit-vten huxumnes.
rxaoo Ormis 16625 paU tu .. o Godess hallfe arrt sennd
*Larfaderr her to manne. a 1340 Hampolk Psalter xlix. 7
Apostilsaod haly larefadirs. 1790 Grose Proz: Gloss, (ed. 2)
Suppl., Lare/ather, a schoolmaster or instructor. North.
c 14*5 Cursor M. 19679 (Trin.) His *lore maistir I shal be.

t Lore, sb.* Obs. Also 3 loar. [OK. lor, ?neul.
f. *lor-

t
lur-y wk. grade of Teul. root Veus- : see

Leese v.* Cf. Loss sb.] Loss, destruction.
971 Blickt. Horn. 69 To hwon sceolde beos smyrencs bus

beon to lore sedon? ^1250 Gen. <y Ex. 177 And him to
pine, and loar her, God made wirme and wilde dcr. c 1330
Spec. Gy Warn: 187 Hij sholen haue euerc among Lore of
catel and seknesse. ^1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.) 5457 That
othre were grete shame and lore, 1 shal tel you wel wher-
fore. 14 .. Stacyons ofRome 642 in Pol. Ret. % L. Poems
(1866) 137 The thyrde parte of alle by lore.

Lore (16*j), sb.% [ad. L. lorum strap, thong;
in sense 2 cf. F. lore.]

1 1. A strap, thong, rein, Obs. rare.



LOBSAll
vSvc €k Sabbv& P^uPxJtdiLm Xotesi jfijr 445 ^r Himi
v +7ijHk)l First fihrtrVr a strong and ample shield: : round
iiMu£ he threw Three radiant nnnjp* a. lOUer Ibre behind
afrjo" BL <J«iFFTr« in Ann. Dttiirensdit. \s&r? K 52 Stacely (OTirwn

1 hampe their ->corned Lure**. Fnample che^raanim*: earth.

2. Xxt. StmtL A stEtp^ttke appendage csr snr-

nice lit certain ratmnT* : oi insects a homy ap-

pemia^e hi the mouth, of eertain. Hyinenorrterav

upon, which, the- ment»m or cftfn is- curried also in

^uasi-L. fiurm lorn ; b. at birds* a space between

the eye ind the side of tiiesnperor maniliblev some-

tunes naked ; c in snakes* a region between tie

eye anil the aoHtriX, sometimes orrverett Iby certuin

plates called Uircds.

tfiz6 Kjwiv 4. Sfc Entam-'L IIL ^7 kira (the Z>ri', a

<mni«)iw uUii^iiar machine observabfe in die month of wme
insects, upon die intermediate amjje of which the Kentum.
hid*, tftaJ Fuimi.-wv Ffjxt- B*nt. J tint, rpr Horned Grelie

... Lores tnamsftn. 1*37-4?$ \V\hkhj.l. £*'rrt& L -it* The
black Jairs mi the lure, or -»once ber.veen the ha.se of Che

beak and die eye. cfljo Ou r* AVi*/// (Sen. (J'nit/uiLp.

E45 the next I immune?* fiimi if liead-flaitetlnejm{ isdenuite

bareness 01" die .ores* as m oil heron* and :jrehes.

Iiore, variant of L.urait Ofa. f L»oh. isftfC

« caoo 50 . fftr. c.auier- uirz Like iliues out of^.eiiairy; St lores

*i ^rene.

Lore* Us pa. t and ppTe. at* Lkhsb

Lcreal j*'tL . r. and js\. Z«£ pirreg. £

Loa« 1 - -vu\ - Lo«Ar_
afcg f E. </ii>v .'/£/£. iati. .liuucex BriL Jf'ts. The

frim-u mieidA rv) oairs. ««iall . lorctal *>hieid none, rifcsS

*"}!" mil ~ r:,u. ' >i:tt>r"!}e iiti/tvx ISrrL JY/s. to ikimrmt*

.omit me nreai. ;iie anterior, - vq pcitceniir )i:uiar*. flflff#

\l ,* \i.isthh U >r?«vi. >~<irTt!t"-. A >tt:u. pjf fhythftmr
> -oi vititn la-rem.

Lcr^d t"*Twf , -r. /vzr. [f. Loruj .v>.t - -ed ]

Le:flver1 *on:ti *vith '.;nov«:ei^e.

1 '.\ur Ptetttm */ &*stfttf rn. £^40) j*- Hie :nn?:I

nier i:nf svnsivnt 'hen R^plietL

Lorein.. er v.xmnt it Loillht Ofw.

" Lcr^i* w. 1%. -VIso 1-6 -«IIe. 4.--

-*U. i-r Iott«*1 I. p££. ///m, t larzny p;u nple.

t 7.. is LotfEL trom die variant idstn.\

JL f«/. A vorliless person, rotfne. jLiek^narri;

= Li *i7X. Li :6th <t. otttni oppow:ti tn ^r'/.

t^pa La.'K;-,.. f. Z3 /!. .V. tit ' Lewtiie .orel \\\na le,

tun; v mthl ill in die nhie ' 1374. ..ia SOW . pr. iv.

' .imo. si . L" .e rat ttiery ovti -iiiauith liv*n t(j fendfe

iw m-v't nimli\t . t^teWvci-.K ^'ki. :r!Hoi rtji Herefor't

irn naiv (Diule 4 e< neroiis U r^^is oumleji 4 lowui vip

irnn^rni t v*r!trty ordiscrnoi^ • uao .? *. zi

far. \f-r. Cf »'.ii 'Ik t«i mill co cede if ne, L .iiail hr'-:n:

•line iett . v»iur firefl hrt nou r^an
•;/-'\- [L ;-jn Ti or»ilvi n"te:i ..ie orriit no?»ti* ovvr,

rcaa VI :hi- .IV /r//</. Vrntix. U.'t 'AT'uie die larti

ifsiftil aie ord .n 1 ua^»t piave. t. vszq tk.:;.ton •f^rr.

n«9«vm4<! 11L -u t nn ;»nrentK. t i:n la oreftw. tg^fo

P\i-«:a. C piay die ured )r clie ujf«erw. c«af ff*r~

IT'tif . Z?«. r"jr« i.-c. it 1. Ui:u: a-'iejl Clitfurd. nrd, y.iv

Lin*eil viiar. rjTn "tj'kn k:i +t'tcw. ~..tL f«iiv 1.5 T'idh

oeaKea lyke 1 .cvrtt; urrt!l. 104.7 ' ^ Slutt* - P^nif"

js. i/rt ts Thou ink it iki: .1 Lormil.

b. Cocir -ar^i. Tile laxne at the iwier ind

:apta.n rf die boat t:mtainiii}
(j jovial reprrsca.es >f

ill craiies. ji 1 .mmor.us ami wn^xsrie poem Cjf.w

i.jr.:U:: Bot,: prnteti a* Wvnkyn ie W jnie 'Tsr^ T

;:ir; ' Lmirar:n^die SSiy* tf Fiiy*. .tewis iscd

lilusiveiy vtli the force of* rogue, reprobate
• 15x5 Z.rr-:r< 3. r^A-' t Fiere Lh ryr-,t. t.ocke

^oreil he knvtfht. r«*s D»ct*mr Dtmout i,* u., in

%*. ^ P LSofi'i ILL jto. * 1577 1 >.*Hw:nic;NJt Fwie >f
• icrnnnm 'V una \. 3e«ce 11"_Cick:or««isi Yfcisietee

Hinfi [ niijnt ie liiiiained ro pnliibh m tins :ompany.

C577 F U^CE ;// '//.
1

;rn den "an Uiail lot lertie «
<i>we hi C.HUceiauKtts hn»e. 115KH J. Bel^ H.uutun e -i/tssu.

.wr. This dciwnisfb C ndtlarred dierefore .vruidRn^

.liimaii iv»»r Hilled .md < tales. nSar B. Jonson (ripxz^s Jfezun.

Wfet ro*a CL -m Cock Lo>ntlI voniit lesstis lave rfae Devdl

B uij. k xood-firr nwinimj ; - Limi£L B.

1590 Lour;.7
. £;tp'iitcs

] souL L&f i-Kai E x, \h Larrell ad.

vnut nakca tiiee Hern- !nne 1 t6t+
J".

Davies^^ Ktsmf.j £t -

futftte i i Vn Heytieatues, Pipt iy Tinn-oiper, nr x Lornd<>4ad.

tlence ^ ^a-r^Iahxgi, rascaiitv Lewdness.

rj9a Wvcup /rSx. rilfla) r^o pet wanten pore mennus
Idlotie in hardom .t ^inranye t lerncsi lareischipe.

Xo7tsl£98 hl»*iies , l. ^rrrf!^. [f. Lo«« -h.

-tfflw^I Witinmt learning: or knowledge.
ttrgm Fiva. &7til L'Tuw^: in £. £. P vfoii trir Blafsnp

lnrle»> ICynij nRfiele«H 1 tjji1

/ in .l>*«wv^ Camden) 2«r*

P.ir mht 1* lihr, die land 1* InndeMv tff>6 i'ufi Jf**& ELL

447 The poetry af his- lordess ^oid.

K Xcrsllyr ofe. OAs.. g. Umut 7 -t^ AI
tike x * lore! .

CX4S9 Bk. Curtasye uj5 in Jit&err BU., *pit :iat!nrely r

Sir no Uyn mede. Before no mon of cpni Siriiretle.

Iicrem^ variant of Loa.vcr f^x-

Iicr-m^ pa. pple. of Lhkhh 1

u Itcrsndrrrer^ CV;r.. rarj— l
. [aiL Do. 2&r-

remiraxnar smnijjler. J A smug^Ter^
RS49 in /?vr. Camrent Buy. Burghs ^iSji) ILL Rjiter^

lbpentt> lorendryverv Htapiehrrakers*

IiOT«rr obi*, form of LiruHL
IjGrer^ riming alteration of LnnHL^
ff 1400 £4*7/// rnrjf efflnr With rene +mnT he chat lorer*.

That he hrast heime ami his viwn

f XrtTresmaa. ^/'c [f. /&rary genitive of Lorh
r/;.r -h 3f.vs 5/' I A teacher^ msrrncrar^

*377LA:«a~ Z1
i^i. B.xir tS-j Hie Jewed', hi* rares^man

44S

fiprw hym ailtneth ami trnwrth. rgp fkmrnt Can/. VL sSr P

The rnneHnan. ofthe 5idiepherdi=v <r 1394 ^^ L'rst&r 200
Lnke hntr; Jw* loresraeir lutdes betaayeiu

+ IiOT€Sp€lL ffe F^nns; 1 larspeQ,
IanpeL^ 3; larspetL^ 3. IflTTpefL lasTs-ae^ lar-

ap«L r 4 lQT-apeI!e. [1 L*>E2 1a? * +- SrauL«?.]

A sermon^ mistrnctive djscotnse»
€ w—m Ju-Fmtz SarriU Lines rSfft) L 58 Se hrscBsip. ^am

fiilce «Ede . Far^pefl. c rrjaj ILamir* Ham*. 65 Brwi on
Srifcisce i» Lar^pei or u» hiiiww taoo Z*rt«L_

tf,rni^ t+j pa ihorie hie sej^psn. \wc are drihte an h» Ear-

•^pefleHede Jtet afle men *hoUien <ieai5 ^Ben^ tbjoj La*_

k*54. {^t iii^nn he lar-^uetA ufgade^Kcswide weL. rj.

Stbtar FoetitsJk. tTarjunt. xaxvu, 124. friniss*

hefr. Seide ine (re prest oi his IVnte-^pelle For whom 1 ourrff

rnne Chesu.

T^crestxriiis os. fijtm fLi ararorr?*.

fltf* S. Btjuca ZampL Ciom~ Pnuit. Sr_

I IiCrette tocet . jjfiofy: [Fr.] A conrtesan ofa

dass which: at one time haii its laeaxiiniarters tn the

ncmity of the Chnrdt of Xotre Doine de Lorerre

hi Parisw Hence Lorettiaax * "* - ~n , the con-

dition of life of the lorettes of Paris.

tfiffs t Feb. czz/x N>i donht Mr. Cnferukje wxs
quite rhjht in -«ryinij thac Liiretnam aohntnafied in 3r£a»

tLii5»rs» oiias Wdlom^hhy. tfl6$ /^wZ Jf^Z ^. ) Sepu g/ ^

The hriiliant 'oail ^vci iiy die aristuiTairy of the Parisian

Ltrr*ttLS,—for even loretrism ban itH arscocracy.

XiOr-

tttting jjrctsm, -m . [f. Lar?.ttj r name ofa

town in Italv - -cth.J A nun of any order of Onr
Ladv of Loretto.. In ntcent Dicta.

t Lcrey. 06w .Uso lory «, Icrray. lorr*. [«X

unknown orhrm ; prob. AF CL sVA s.v. Leth.]

A 'lisii in ancient ctnikery*

ZX B>t7"dsrpit> P iKrn in .Crf/i/ .-f*f. L ^ 1 Ther vaspe^eofi

in porr^s, .uid aiiui» in Corse* zx. . .\,mt. in W-.~W thrkwr

7l« -jri /y.ic atxtum. swray. 14.30 <:.inieery-»ns.

Lu ey de Booia-i. L" o« Boiaa. nut .epe aem a lyui [efct

Lcreyru variant ot L(jo.u:^ '-*//r.

I Lcr^lS^ta *«/myet , [Fr.. £ lar^mrr to

squint iee ] a. A pax «' eve-^iasaes heLd

m die h:intL usually by a long meta*. ivory, or

tortoise shell .landle. b. An open-gLass.

zfbea :n SUt^ent If tif. VI. tos wlien eyes nee: «fe«.

vhac .iee:l if LorTMeirt; ' cdBs IhstT. Baula.^tt^e Ejcptr

vii. ra Hie :nurt v^ iriWled vt:i aides .. himisned with

.cryiettes.

itn~h d§73 BiitnvNiN<; Xj./ -.^r* y^-cjtp >&: Lacs »ets

mare inmate nan h .in u/r^-ifr^-ttare.

Hence Lor^na "Sted rnmisheti with lorgnettes.

iS6a . AST .1 nnui No. =2. J*.
Lnwn die %H^r35«

^inie die., irinnfmed. or^netr^L iprra-::oaKeti dironi^

X»crg^lC«. V'-nvon . [r'r.] a. A -angle or

IiiUDie cvi-glass , x j^rguerte, b. An op^ra-gL;sH.

xAap. SBks. ffinnvwws ^rr. rioo L ^ On die xiass* S
ais iwn jnera-K-jHTnon. dUA r.i.ii::i22.\/ JW -rw:,

The (jenerai Mink up ns Jnera-rpasH—die ionhie har-

reJlett [tiraiion va?r jot .iivf?:it(tti m :noMt -tay?!. riiq& .jjtcrtry

Jf.rj. Jan. IJ j : reveal ainea 'Jie .urrpions Bff the auuse

:iad tnnr'Til aniund.

IiOri^. v.anonx il L hiih.

Lcnc ^rrik . «*?*2. [ni. L. *Tra.w iee next .]

A cnr=eiet r zurrnss.

oS«5 Buowninc P^itrts t Each vith loose-thons^si vest,

Lone and low-orowed ' jt^rron m die nreast.

XtCncai* JH^rki. . [L. aJr.v.i, L. uli~um itrap.]

L Antiq. A cmrass or corslet of Leather.

17015 P««lxjps ed. Jverwyv L>rr~'i^ a Coat of MaiL 1 piece

ifArmour *Hvr\ in old r'one^ 1797 £jir.y<.L.JBmt..eii. 1) X. 205

The Roman urrra. vas made ike a shire tfi*o Fosmw oks
tLicycL Antitf. At die dme of Trajan, die lorica vas

ihnrtened. 'lenii; «it uran^it round above die hips.

- 2. The coping or protecting head of a walL

iTod PMtn-iri «rd. ICeney, L,irii\t,. the Copint; vr Head
if 1 WaiL :naiie to .ast olF the Rain.

3. OLi Oidfft, A kind of lute or paste with, which

vessels were cnared before being subjected Co heat_

r753 CiiA.Mioois CycL Suffix Larrta, 1 name niven ~ tn

.1 peculiar .ute made far the coarinif over wen«teis^ which are

so hear a vei-y vehement tire, tftjff in OraLynu StippL

4. ZaaL The protective case or sneatit it some

uifiisnnnns anci rotifers; also appCeff to the cara-

pace of cmstaceans.

ml«el rtneiosed in a memhmnnns lnrrca or ral<--arenu»

cflyn ^itnioLaon t jar L**riat, the protective

lasewstli which cerraui/>r/^w^rr«arepmvideil. rftjfi BL\flTnr.

Xstifir* Camb. Tac Hlsti »5 The <mtirJe in the Lan-
lata, firru and of definite <mape, (smstinttin^ a &rrte*u.

5~ ^<;r. The infegument or hard external casing

of vegefabfe seeds.

x&S LrrmraiY rrttnd. BaK &L 3) 344.The AsJSx, callerf also

Zariax by ifirhid.

X*<mca^iaJL ~(nrike**rian . ^ and motf.

Laricuria name of the typicaE jfenns Loaicv

+ -xaJ[ Belonging tn the Lariatrariapr a himily

offreshwater fishesoftropical: Americar which, have

the head and body cninxsBeti or loricated , sb. a fish.

A this himily^ Also lar±ca rioid A ami
En mod. Diets*

I,cricate Vnk^ 't ^ and ^ [aiL l~

ior'Cilt'U$r £ t-oaicv see -.vans -J
A. <mfL Covereif with ^armour r

or ailjoining

plates or scales ; having a Taricnv

rBaS Kxmcv Sip. EntomoL IT 747 Loricate Larrmtitm).

When dm ctisk of die rhi^h appearyr aiveiwi with a double

series of oblique «ales likeaooar if mail. i%Qw«» L*£?-

FtrrgrtAr. Jjtxm^ I. 74 The BfTricate genera are .V^vtt^

Ambtozc Jeaci. x«70 Roulesto» X-^«r 33 la the brs-

zate ^ptilea-jj a aeusocentraf mature » permanent^

B> jj*. /<C [repr- wotLL. Lorknti or /i?ri»te.J

a. A small gKwp r»f edentate nrammals, meisxiing

the pangolin and the ar«aaif,tTNX t>- A gro<q> <a&

reptiles oamraasaxg the aHigators* crocotiiles, a«*£

gaTTals. c. A group of mfnsortans protecteei by a

test or shelL
Ouorur. Supply Loricate^ Lariatfo* an order of

reptues* 2- A <£roap of potfgastric aoimakalesw rff7
Dv»v50» CTWjp »*"/r^if 33d Far is adSnmee ofaay wodenx
reptiles even, of the order «f Laricares.

steia of SriL-imt L Li)*iCA.] /natr. To encloee in

or cover with a protective coatmg.
nfa3 Cockes-*.^ Laru&t*,. ta axme one with, a coat of

Jefence. sfifx R-iT Cnrrttarm it. U6^r) 39. Therefore hath.

>ature Eoncateti or siaiscjerf ov«r the -ddes of Sare-

menriimed Haie with Ear-waat_ rjs* Ottniieas CjcL Smpp.
.^v. Lorra^irn^ When: wessefe are c-tpOBed; ta a ire sanr

srromr &r their strmaare . . chey crack ami burst; for the

preventnnr ofwhich the opera&ir has «eccmrse to this methoel

of coatmij or Iim-iizxthxg his vessels* SBSB in Todo*

Loricate^ Jtnat^&id, p <z. [Fooneti as Loti-

cxrw A. * -ET> \J Ptotected by a ctrvermg ofplates-

or scales* or of other matter ; armed with, a Iorka;

ZjoL = Losicats «c

tns3 Cocx2a.ws k. A »5[ h* Armed with a cnate ofdefence.

LsncrttoL tn^fl Favoxs Am. £- ImiLs * 7 The Bark of

an Ash cokiur, lortcated. v&s S«rm in PkiL. Trrmx.

LXXXT. 2o8 The onhrkated or frmramf appearance

the aies which cover pert of the •nderotic coat of the eyr,

j&^t Pta.-«CH4 Brit, Caxtam* 17 Three kirkated hands with

three enmmanders wearaur ^okien tnrqnes. eftft Knun
Arutt. It'drrZ- Aruvt~ L 44. la the ytxarmmila. the develop-

me-)t ofa dermal eaoskejeton » erceptianaL. and ocrazs onlf
lo die Loricaced EJ&rf.tf.z. 1875 Bl»icx ZjwC 52 The dermal

bonv armour af the Armadillos Like that ofkmcatedaaunanjv.
e8H* JmL MicrascSd July 736 Each af these *r*rep*

Lh -mo-divided into a Loricarrai and an uV4orfi*ared lamdy-

Lcricati« T^rik^-fw" . [l Lo^icats *. : see

r_] a. The action of Iornriting; i^ace ouots.

b. c3ncr, A defensive covering or casing.

,i rynfi Evw.sw Sjcz<z tfptfi 3T4 Cones with pretry/

hrnad thick scales and the entire loricaoooi ^noother

rmu^ied than those of the Fir-kimL 1706 Pheuldps eaV

5Cersey, L*rru.atiatL. a fencing with a Coat of MaiL. a

hamessuig ; on 3Casimryr the rilttns? of Wafls with Kor-

ter: aa Lhymisrry, the OBvernnr of a Tessel ca£T<f a
Retort with. Loam or Cay, before it » <et aver a naked

fire. r»4t tr CriXJittrr s A ri Assaying JtCtL 74 When dle^

V -Evie?s*are exposed naked 00 the greatest Fire ; tr easdy

hanpens. diat they hnrst . . For the prev«nrimr of whuAT yon

most lave Rei-jourse 00 Loricatkm or Coarme.

Lcriccid rfb«B< r ^. [C Lo«»:a 4- -*m.\

Pertainmg to or resembfrng a Eorka ; loncatett

Also applied to the fossil-footprints supposed to

have been made By Loneated animals.

£n -ecrnt Diets.

L^avtZc&TiQTL, erron. form of LoejkulTBTBT.

r~ja-4 Eailev ffaiiou Lari/L:xr:tm^ the covering * vesseL.

^id d a retort, with- ~ dayr before tt is *cr. over a naked foe.

Lcriieet . Vru; i"t _ Also S lorirrtiet* lo<jrs<2xiec

IcrrykeetL [£ Lnar - -fer bl PaaaaJmr.] A
name for small brightly-cn£oured parrots ot Bhe

MoT.rv Arcfiipelagr>v comrxehenrfing the genera

Cbttrvwsymiy Larxc*ii*sT and Ca.-kpk&ts-

rTTa-a* Gwk rjjpy. r-on) L. Ttj Lcrk«ier% enrkarrow.

pai*rV*cs. 1779 F iriihst *" g*. >' Gfuns* & Ke preaenont

me virh a Lonreauet of hraurifnl ptnmnytT mrady trreen

inii yellow, xflad A R> W*t£-icat Jf.tlry Arz&xf. tL nr

Hie little rortkeet Ckttrmeaty*u* fl*c*n£isn~

Lctrt2i«r, Iciiner V^msr- Itrrhiai . 3*ow

^tr/L Ft^nns ; «. 5 Iarrnerr lorriner, 6^ Icriner

loyrymerr 5-6 lorynaar -er, Icrgmoar..

IcrrxnieTR. Icnrmenerv Sc. Ior^maar. lowraemenr

Icrrimer, [x. Of- taremurr krexter Ar-

rni4tr\L lortdx ^see LnBLa£5 , For the subatitariiin.

of *r for «r c£ twiTTafHB,] A maker cf hits and

metal mountings tor horses'* bridles * afaoy a spnrierr

and ijeneralTvV a maker of smaEE iron, ware and

a worker in WTwnght-iraiL
Tile name persists only in rhe «rie of one of the Londbir

livery cnmpaniesj
&re»5 G^blamor in Wrufht exj Lnmnaru dirnnrnr

a loris sen. Inrafihnsl mt« taciunck * 005 A**~r X-
is hi tule IffS. r. bat lorimers hatihenk A aile5 awei al |n>

av?C t4>xif in f j»w J/jmsT. Intrad. » .'^prtrier* Lorymer?^

t*. JF,mu in

wgj JrVaw. Sipnn iSurtees) CLL trnt Ex de Aj£ «iL Inyrymtar

pro emenriaie de Tes harres feneMrnmm. safa X.vtn. *
ffmst/t. Ejc*. R.wb.) fid Etem, my master paid tn Inrymer

of Lrtnrinn ftue vj. bryrtille hirres. vij>fc q^d. * Bfss f so-

Wr.^Walcker^ 33 LsriiHitrjus^ a fpnryarev or a lnrmener;

mnnd W.trde „ lorymrre for v on bates at *uii#- die on,.

bwjR. tas^ L*la»o /n*. r?, 11. cgft K Many L*vmer> dwe
make Bittes- afaj %n\v L*nt~%4& Lortmarv die

warden and two persons iM Bloiint Gitas^r^L^nnrrK,

m one of the Companies 01 London^ diar makes hitR y>r

hnre hriitlesr ^pursy and *urh like «nall irrm work. n*ff

J, ScuxATfO SCmnf Jfrtorl IL jn The maiiiifoctam dr ul

the metallic pnrra of hnrje ftimiture wa» earned on by

arrijwnsr incorporated under rhe dennminariow nf innnet*

and spurriers. tffU 8s? €*mrm, Uvwry Csmp. L***t IMI

-fif The Lnriner* of Landon appear fosr tn have rermrrird

rheir ordinances as x mystery in ra^ 1&0 B^irr jmu^r

Girt. r. 1* Alderman Paul KnUiday, CIriaen and Lnnner:.

Lcrinier •: see LiiBtarax. ih*, t Lx&xv*»~



Lorin, pa. pple. of Leesi vX
Loriner, variant of Lorimer.
t Loring, vbl. sbJ Obs. [f. Lore sbA + -iNC U

Teaching, instruction.

1596 .SrRVSFR F £. * viL 4 2 They.. Her wisedome didadmire, and hearkned to her loring.

Loriot^rii>t). Also 7 loriote, lariot. lorion.
[a. Y.lonot

valso lotion CotgO, a corruption (dne
to misapprehension of the prefixed article) of OF
oriol, altered form of oriole Oriole.] The Golden
Oriole, Oriolus galbitla.
1601 Holland Pliny L 287 The Wit wall or Lariot . . U allouer yellow. /bid. It. 628 A pale coloured hird called the

Lariot. 1658 Phillip Lsriot, a Eird called a Witwall,
\\ oodpeefcer. or Greenhnch. ,676 Colfs, Urion

% -ct, a

l ^^J^lT^h % Hlck*a>- '7*4 Bailey, Lariot,
a hud. that being look'd upon, by one that has the Yellow
Jaundice, cures the Person, and dies it self. 18 K H*iqouk*o Chinese Song* Poems (18S0) 231 The swallow
and the lonot Are not so swift of wing
Loripede (lrnp7d\ Conch. Also -ped. fad.

L. loriped-, loripes, lit. < strap-footed \ f. lontm
strap +pes fool.]

The L. word meant fig. a person of little endurance or
resolve ; so used (m pL /oripedes hy Jer. Taylor Geld. Graze
Serm. V inter xm. 165.

A bivalve mollusc of the group Conchifera. now-
included in the gen as Lncina \ esp. /. lactea
1837 Partington's Brit. Cyc/ , .Vat. Hist. III. 62 Lort.

fiede * genus of molluscs. 1864 Craic Suppl., Loriped, a
molloscan animal, having the foot prolonged into a kind of
cylindrical cord.

Loriquet, obs. form of Lorikeet.
Loris (I6>ris>. Also erron. lori, lory [a F

Ion's (Bnffon); said to be a. Da. ^ fan's boobv,'
clown.] a. A small nocturnal climbing qitadrii-
manous mammal (Loris gracilis], a native of Cev-
lon; it is tailless, and remarkable for its slender
form, long limbs, and large eyes. Called more fully
slender Ion's, b. Extended to lemurs of the related
genus Myc/iccbus, as N.tarJigradns, the slow lemur
or Kuka.xg, and X. cinereus, the grav loris of
Siam and Cochin China.
1774, Colds*. Xat. Hist. II. 373 A little four-handed

animal of the Island of Ceylon, which Mr. HurTon calls the
lop I78x Pf.xna.nt Hist. Quadruped* I. 213 Loris. .

.

Monkey with a produced dog-like vrage. 1802 BinglevAmm.Btog. (1813J 1. 101 This Loris is about the si/e of asmal Cat. 1835 Kirbv Hab. * Inst. Anim. 11. *xiv. 477J he lory, or sloth ape, so called from the excessive slowness
of its movements. 1839 Tennest Ceylon I. 13 The little
Ions, which has acquired the name of the * Ce> I m Sloth '

1861, 1883 [see KvkaxgI 1891 Flower & LyhekkfrMammals 692 The Gray Loris (Xycticebus cinereus).
Iiork e, obs. form of Lckk.
Lormery (b/Jnwri). J/ist. Also 5 lormerie,

6 lormary. [a. OK. lormerie, f. lormier Lorimer.1
The small ironware produced by Jorimers. Also,
a place where such ironwork was made or sold.
lirfo Liber Cuxtumarurn (Rolls) I. 7 3 Ces sount les pur-

veaunces qe les forgeours de la lormerie de Londres ount
purveu.J 1419 Liber A/bus (Rolls) 1. 231 Lormerie, 1583Rates Custom ho. Dij, Lormary the c. contaynin- v. xx,

*i! « ,7*.S Hfarne R. Brunne Gloss. (iSio) II. 613/2 In
the Parish of North St. Michael's in Oxford was an
Alley, or Lane, call'd The Ixjrmery, it being the Pl.ve
where such sort of Iron works were sold for all Oxford.
[1899 Cal. Let. Bk.A. Land. 32 The sum of £*± for saddles
and lormery.]

Lorn (\pm),ppl. a. [pa. pple. of Leese o.i]

t L Losi, perished, ruined ; doomed to destruc-
tion. Obs.
For early instances of predicative use, see Leese v. x

51300 Cursor M. 22080 Al bat birth bat bar es born be
wick, and fals, and felun lorn, a 1400-50 Alexander 5Sayntis, pat lete per lifis be lorne for oure lordis sake. 1513Douglas jEneu xil vL 9 O, stanch 5our wraith for schame,
or all is lorn ! i$Sfi Abf. Parker Ps. IxxxviL Argt.t Hieru-
salem most fortunate, To nurse both Iewe and gentile
lorne. 1805 Scorr Last Minstr. 1. xxiii, If thou readest,
thou art lorn ! Better hadst tbou ne'er been lorn !

Z. Abandoned, left alone; bereft of; lonely, de-
solate, wretched

; «Forlob.Y4, ^.
"475 Partenay 3885 Raymound, out fro wit for wo

almostc lorn.
J563

Sackville Mirr. Mag. Induct. Ixxvii,

c/ r/
82?Vi f onc> maner ,orne- 'S79 Sfense*

A^o Jfe?' ^ 1
'

•am for,olpnc. (alas ! why am I lorne%
5607 Schol. Disc agst. Antichr. 1. i. S7 If any thing excuse
lehosophat or Hezechias for sufiering the Idolatrous
iemples it was because they were lorne, forlorne. 1748
Collins Ode Death Tfwvison viii, Lorn Stream, whose
sullen tide No sedge-crown'd Sisters now attend. ? 1703
Coleridge Lines beautiful Spring^18 The rustic. .Whistlingom ditties Jeans upon his crook. !8t7 MooaE Lalla R.
IL (1850) 66 That sky Hath nought beneath it half soom as 1. 1820 Kfats Ityfierfon l m8 Space starr'd, and
lorn of light. ^1839 P*afo Poems (1864) II. 363 When
lorn lovers sit and droop. 1876 T. Hasdv Ethelberta (1800)
281 She might be despised hy my lord's circle, and left lone
and lorn.

Hence 1.0 rnnesa, forlornness.
1866 Loud. Rev. 28 Apr. 470/2 The very Jomness of bis

condition won for him their tender consideration.
Iiorom, Lorray, var. Lobaix, Loeey Obs.
Loire, variant of Laube Obs., laurel.
e 1420 Anturs o/Arth. Hi, Vnder a lorre bey lighte.
Iiorrei, LorrelKe, vars. I.alry, I^rel Obs.
Lorrer, obs. form of Laubel,
Lorry, lurry (V'ri/l^Ti). local* Alsoolorrie,

Vol, VI.
*
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Iurrie, larry. [Of obscnre etj-molo^; cf. dialluny 10 pnll, drag.]

1. A long rial wagon withont sides rnnninc on
four low wheels. Also, a truck or wa-on used
on railways or tramwavs.
1838 Ciri/ £ngi„, $ Ar'ek. Jmi. I. ,,5'! There was a

sengers. Ibid. 1

4

5/1 A lug-age train was perceived .. withthree urnes attached
1
to iL ,85, lll^tr. Catal. Ct.£Mp6 Liverpool town float, lorrie and coal cart. ,8« MrT

rolk^n
5
lLl

C PlatCS
f
rC fr«» the furnacesZ theroILs on long ,ron iruzks or lurries. The wheels of the lurrierun ,n grooves. ,879 Jesse Fothercill /^tumhl^l

.
Omnibuses carts and lorries were struggling in a ' lock inhe middle of the street. s88 i ^:/r 6 .sej. i 2 TU
i£ \C?,'?

d
7^ °rTn *?• indig— toTiverptoL1B82 Ogilmf, I^rry a coal truck on a railway; .. a lorrv-

1900 Engineering Mag. XIX. 7f4 x Greater interest nol**eemS to center in the lorry, or 'automobile wagon f^ hJavy

2. Mining. A running bridge over a pit

^L?lF
t
L
-7

C/MS
-
C**t**™«e. Lorry TorV^ire',

bowk: i

i

n
fl.r^

5
Jrf

°V*r ? ?
nk,n

,
g PU tr>P U^n ^

JuL £
Ced

T

a
[
ter

,

U
r br°' £hl UP fof emptying.

/.wrrj... a movable platform on wfceek, the trp of which ismade on a level with the bank or .nrfac^. It /run over themouth ofa pit-^ft for a bowk to be lowered™™ n u^nwhen reaching the pit top.
K"

3. lV////>.. a> iony-man, -wheel.
1880 ^y.\'ewrs 6 Oct & < A C£rl was hl.wn under a

teir 1

*

1888 Maj <- ^ ^ a

Iron^y, iKjrrykeet, vars. Ui by^j.. Ix>rikeet.
Lors

,
7/;/. A vnlgar corruption of J»ni>

used as an exclamation. Cf. /au s s.v. 1. \w k

«86oGEo.Eu3T.V.-//<»ji/?wII.,7oK»t.lar<' I -h^uld#j"tknow uhat to nytl'm 1880 M«k P-.k .^flW '*

xiiLiitti f£ • Lftr* * exclaim^ JmM.
tLorthew. Oh. Form?: 2 larJ>eow, -beaw

-peu, -^eau, ^aw, 2-3 Isrfew. 3 lotfteau. -*eu.

T

fcw. .j>eaw. [rcpr. OK. *tir}erw f. /.7V teaching.
Lobe j/>.i ~ffaw slave . presumed earlier form of
lare-ow Larew.] A teach' r. preceptor, instructor
c life Nation John i. :>

- Rabbi part vs rtCVfcoen &
se-reaht laroeow

((|« l^re.vs
J. curs Lamb. 11 m. u - He

[be biscopj god« budel U ar.d t, larpea^e i>et bar. leawede
foUe cimooJ rin t ell. //w. 7 ia-Jtrd saint* p-.wel i^
heued lor^au of aT.e bvliechirechen. * 1250 /'n-r .Hi/red
105 in 6>. ^. 1 .£ pe mon on h» vouhpc veorne leomeb
wit and wisdom . .he may beon on elde wer/.i.he 1 rbea
Loram l«.--j/'m . Sat. J/ist. n. ]0ra

v
l<>-ja . [L. ?Jntm = strap, thonrj.] Loke ^.3
In m-'-d. Diets.

Lory 10»Ti;. Forms: 7 lourey, Jt laurey,
lowry, S-9 loory, luri, lury, 9 loeri. lowrie!
S- lory. [a. Malay , c J luri, dial. var. of , c ^

. _ ,
--^ Sr^r

«r/r/, whence the sjnonym Xory. Cf. F.
A?r/ 'liufTon .] A name applied to a number of
parrot-like birds of brilliant plumage, chiefly
bristle-tongued and belonging to !he familv Lori'i-
nof, found in South-eastern Asia, the Asiatic Archi-
pelago, and Australia. In Caj^e Colony and Natal
applied to a touiaco, Titracus albicrisiafus.
1692 Land. Gaz. No. 2B11 4 An Ea^t-India Lourey, Para-

quits, and several other outlandish Birds. 1704 tr. Sieu.
hojpx J'oy. E.-Indiet in Chvrchiirs Voy. II. ^ 7 The*Lory
liird is a Eird as big as a Parrot, but of a much finer Colour.

d

.
. « «t6 a i aiiui, uui ui a mucn nner colour.

1731 Albin Atf/. //«/. Birds I. 13 The I^aurev. 1751
^. Edwards Xal. Hist. Birds IT. i73 The Long-taiied
Scarlet Lory. ..It differs principally from the three last
foregoing Lones, in being smaller, ibid. 174 The Lory.
Parakeet. 1779 Forrest I 'ay. X. Guinea 112 From Saba
and Sao are brought large red loories, also hlack ones.
1800 Asiat. Ann. Reg, Misc. Tracts 2o£ 2 The most
remarkable birds to be seen in Amboyna axe Juries 18x0
Southev Kehama x. xix, Twas Camdeo riding on his lory,
'Twas the immortal Youth of Love. i8r« Anne Plumptpe
Lichtenstein's S. Africa I. 195 The cuculns fersa, a beauti-
ful bird, called by the colonists loeri or luri. 1850 Clutter,
buck Port Philip iii. 40 The King Parrot is the most
beautiful, and that called the Lowrie is, perhaps the most
docile. 1859 H* Kincslev G. Hamlyn xviii. JtBc^) 147
Flaming lones. .fly whistling.. through the gloomy forest.

I/ory, Iioryel: see Lobis. Lackel.
Iiorymer, obs. form of Labmier.
a 1490 BoTOXEa Itin. (1778) 269 A resaunt lorjTner. 1850

Parke a Gloss. Archit. y Larmier, Lorrmer, the corona.
1877 F. G. Lfe Gloss. Liturg. Terms, Lorymer . . x. The
eave of a house. 2. The slanting brow or coptDg of a walL
serving to throw off the rain. This term is not unfrcquently
found in churchwardens' accounts.

Los, obs. f. Lose, Loss ; and see Lo in/.

Losable, loseable 1/7 zab1), a. Also 7
loosable. [f. Lose vA + -able.] Capable of
being lost.

161 1 CoTca., Perdable, loosaole : fit, or Iikelie, to be lost.

1647 Tsapf Marrow Gd. Auth. in Comm. Ep. 6S3 Grace
in itself is losable. 1658 Baxter Saving Faith vi. 49 There
are many common gifts in man that are no more loseable
then saving Grace. 1674 Bovle Tracis^Posithe Sat. Cold
vii. 49, I heard him make inquiry, . .Whether the frigorrfick
faculty of these Corpuscles be loosable or not ? 1877 T- A
Trollope Life Pius IX, II. Hi. v. 45 Those who might be
fupposed losable by it, are lost already.

Hence XrO'sableness.
i6<8 Baxter Saving Faith vi. 49, I do not think ..that

the loosing of one, and not loosening, or not foosableness,
of the other, will prove a specifick difference.

LOSE,

Losane, losan^e, obs. forms of Lozexge.
liosanger, Losaniour, variants of Losenger
tlto sard. Obs. -UrsF.L.

rl>
3

"i;

d
*Jr- l564 "avc 3 * no dontance Of all theseEnglish cowards, For they ne be but lofards. /bidNow let come these French Iosaxds.

^3

Iiosce, Loseion, obs. fi., Lotion
t Irose, sbA Oi>s. Forms ; ?

-
5 (9 ant. io«.

4 loos
, 4 5 loes. loose. 4 6 lcos. lose, Sc.

louss, loce, Sc. loyse, 6 Sc. lore, loys .

loss e. Sc. lois. [a. OF. los, loz
r loos :-L. laudes,

pL of bus jwim.] Praise; renown, fame. Also
mnemral sense, (good or bad; reputation; was.
ill lame. Out of lose : to one's dispraise

Of bis doom [of .Nolomon'sj fer sprone be lo:-. 1vo A r» *
po

^
pocntcs Ket . do> manie pe^once, an ^Sde

r Zi'-i V *, 175 ^ e.^ln?« m« name of badde loos iWGower C«/ I. 321 A Due ..Which w^, a wcrthi krib^ofM * 1
"SD

»J>
< lE^ * /5 1^ that time there *eren

J
""^eN of gret Name and Loos for here crueltee. 14.

«t£: l^v r/ Cjrrfr«* ?34. Le« out of lose ar.y word
a^terte I n thi« nJfctre. to make it seme lame, c 1440 Frcrr

+

2 °!^ namt. infamia. 1456 S» G. Havf
fi'wrS VV 'A

1 Hc
-
d

\

d ^:bt his dedis of honour
.

.

for hir sake, bat f>r hie awin los. c 1460 T^t-nc/er Mysi
xmi. 2^2 \opre kmthtes of good lose. 15,3 Dowlas
1^89 Plttesh.vZ-^. /W;/,- til. xix. (Arb. ?44 That thy
i-jze re name may neuer eye. 1596 Stes^tr /. Q. y j. x jL
12 &*jdt* the Jo** ofm much kMiind fame. 1825 Sc^S
Ta/usm.xii, I am a :^-!:ed knigit. and come hither toacquire I>> ar*| ftme in mrrra! life

Lose^..v^ f:antr. [f- lJc«E r.l] An in-
stance of k»>.n^ a race .

1884 iilttsir. Lprui. Xews Nov. 4! o The ra'e of nav
re«ffr.»ed by the Jo.key Cub. vb;ch is wia^^a win

,
a-id tr.ree guideas fc-r a 1

io*e\
Lose .uz

,
z-.i rorm,: 1 losian. 2 -^losie n.

r loyse
f 5-6 losse, Sc. lois s. s. .5r. 6- loss

f 8 loose, r, .Sr. los. loce, loase. - lo£e v
lose. Pa. t. i losode. -ade. 1-3 -ede. 4 iV\ losit,
4-0 los:e. Sc. lossit. -yt, 6 S.. loissit. loussit'
7 loosed, losed . 3- lost. Pa. ptle. 1 losod

-ad. 3 ilosed. -et, 3-5 ilost. 4 losed. 4-: i-
ylost e. 4-6 loste, Sr. losit, -r- --6 loissit
lossit. -yt. 0 loist. loseit. ; loissed\ ^- lost
[Oh. hsian. f. L*.^. n5ed almost exclcsiveJv
rw/r. >er.se 1

' : sometime? with indirect obj. h dative"
a? me losode hit = \ lost it. The transitive use*
which occurs twice in ONorthnmr.riar and appears
in general use early in 13th c, seem- to have arisen
partly from interchange of function between the
indirect obj. and the subj. where these uere not dis-
tmguUhable by case-fr.rm cf. Likf t Loathe : .

,

an i panlv from the perfect conjugate-: with be Oe!
hit is *eUsad=h is lost,, which admits of b-ing
apprehended as passive. The later sense-develr j>
ment of the vb. has been influenced bv the cognate
Lzese v., with which it became synonvmous, and
which it in the end superseded.
The regular mod. Eng. pronunciation repr. OE.

loswn would be [\d«z ; the staj.dard Erg. pronun-
ciation \uz, seems to be due to association with
Loose v.. which in some contexts 'e.g. to loose
hold s

closely approaches this vb. in meaning.
Many dialects have the phonetic form normally
descending from the OE. vb. The Sc. form loss
is prob. evolved from the pa. t and pa. pple. los/.]

t L iutr. To perish
; also, to be lost or missing.

c888 K. .-Eli-fed Boe:h. xxxL f 2 Swa su-a seo beo sceal
losian bon beo h»set irringa sti-.gS. c 897 — Gregory s Past
xxx. 205 Da*te nti foraJdod is 8it is fomeah losad a 1175Cott. Horn. 245 Forfcan be ic imete mi sceap be me Josede.
c 1 175 Lamb. Horn. \ 17 J>enne lc*ia5 fele sanlen. 13 . . £. E.Al*& p' 907

r
^ l5niez b'5** neuer ]os*~

1 2. /rans. To destroy, ruin." bring to destruction
or perdition ; to be the ruin of. Obs.
c 950 LindisJ. Gasp. Luke XA-ii. 27 And cuom J>art flod
& losade vet spDde alle. ,3 £. £. A Hit. P. B goo
Alle be londe »nth bise ledez we losen atK)Dez. e 1380
A\ vcuf Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 4?J>e kj-ng .. sent his o^tls and
loste bese maDsleens. e 1440 Jacob's Well HI 23 t>on schalt
haue als manye pej-nes as bon hast loste sooles ! 1483 Cax-

*J*fr*V' lxxxiv- G^-iij, The fjTe sprang oote
and loste his hand. 1538 Bale God's Promises il (1744) n
Lose hym not >-et, Lorde, though he hath depely swor^ ed.
1591 Svlx-este* Du Bartas 1. iiL 845 Lest heat, vet, wind,
should roste, or rot, or lose it. 160s Shaks. Ham. iil ii
205 \\*hat to our seloes in passion we propose, The passion
ending, doth the purpose k*e. 1628 tr. Mathieu y

s PoTver-
full havoriU 122 marg. y We ought not proudly to despise
prodegies, this neglect lost Alexander.

b. To ruin in estimation, rare.
1605 Shaks. Lear l i. 236 Such a tongue, That I am glad

I haue not, though not to haue it, Hath lost ne in your
Hking 1677 Sedlet^«x. * CL v. i. Wks. (1766) 191 Twas
1 that lost you in each Roman mind. 1883 J. G Momsox
Macaulay 44 His want of aspiration, .has lost him in the
opinion of many readers.

C. pass. To be brought lo destruction, rein, or
misery; to perish; to be killed; in a spiritual
sense ^of the soul), to be damned. Of a ship, its

*

crew, passengers, or cargo : To perish at sea.
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LOSE.

[c8qi7: see i.] a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xxxvi. 99
Ichahbe b : losed mony a day. 1 1366 Chai l*.k A. B. t .

1 52, I am wounded . . pat jam lost almost, c 1375 Cursor M.
6006 (Fairf.) Dede & loste was al baire ie. c 1397 Chaucer
Lack Stedf. 7 Al is loste for lae of stedfas tnesse, c 1470
Hknry Wallace v. 507, I trow nocht ^eit at Wallace losyt

be : Our clerkys sayis, he sail ger mony de. a 1533 Lo.
IJf.rners Huon xxi. 63 VT ye speUe to hym ye are lost for

euer. a 1533 — Gold. Bk. M. Am et. (1546) E vii b, l o play
at the tables and dice with suehe as be lost and naught.

1604 E. G[rimstone] D'Acesta's Hist. Indies v. i. 332 By
this meanes God is dishonoured, and man lost in all parts

by idolatry. 16 10 Shaks. Temp. I. i 52 All lost, to prayers,

to prayers, all lost. 1713 Aooison Cato iv. L 46 The
Woman that Deliberates is lost. 1781 Cowper Truth 479
And is the soul indeed so lost ! 1798 Monthly Mag. VI.

437 (Scotticisms) Poor man, he was lost in the river;

drowned. 1817 Selwyn Law Nisi Prius (ed. 4T II. 921 The
property insured was lost. 1861 J. A. Alexander Gosp.

Jesus Christ xiii. 182 Vou are not in danger of perdition,

but are lost already. 1885 Law Times Rep. LI II. 60/2 The
vessel . . sank in a short time, all hands being lost.

3. To incur the privation of (something that one

possesses or has control of) ; to part with through

negligence or misadventure ; to be deprived of.

a. with obj. a material or immaterial possession,

lands, goods, a right, quality, etc. f occas. with

away, up, (? V. S. rare) out.

cizqS Lay. 29159 J?us losede Bruttes al bas kine-londes.

C1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 272 pou losis pi dignite.

1427 Water/. Arch, in \oth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App.
v. 295 The accusere shal Iosse his fraunehes forever, a 1470
Gregory in Hist. Colt. Lond. Cit. (Camden) 189 That same
yere was the most pa[r]re of Normandy y-loste. 14.

.

Childe of Brjstoive 402 in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 12s Thu has
played atte dice, . . and lost up, sone, that thu had. c 1530
Lo. Berners Arth. Lyt. Bryt. (1814) 6 He lost away and
wasted, his londes and goodes. 163Z Lithgow 'Trav. 11. 66
In all, the Christians loosed but eleuen Gallies. 1779 Cowper
yearly Distress 55 One talks . . of pigs that he has lost By
maggots at the tail. 1869 Bushnell New Life viii. no
The child brought up a thief gets an infinite power of
cunning .. and loses out just as much in the power of true

perception.
_
1878 S. Walfolf. Hist. Eng. II. 458 Sir Joseph

Yorke told him that he would lose his place if he did not keep
his temper.

b. with obj. a limb, a faculty, one's life, etc.

To lose ones head: see Head sb. 51. To lose Iteart : to

become discouraged. To bse ones heart: to fall in love,

t To lose one's breath : to die. To lose one's legs <slang :

to get drunk.
r 1205 Lav. 25918 Hire lif heo losede sone. 13.. E. E.
A Hit. P. B. 586 If he has losed the lysten- 1432-50 tr.

Higden (Rolls) VII. 315 Makynge a statute that whosoever
toke a beste ber scholde lose oon eie. 1470-85 Malory
Arthur iv. ix. 130 Syr Arthur lost so moche blood that

it was merueille he stode on his feet. 15.. in Lett. Roy.
<$• Jllustr. Ladies (1846) II. 4 She was like to have lost

her mind. 1530 Palsgr. 429/2, I am spechelesse, as a
sycke body is that hath lost the use of his speche. 1596
B. Griffin Fidessa vi,Oh better were I loose ten thousand
breaths, Than euer liue in such vnseene disgrace. 1597
Bacon Cottiers Gd. Evill (Arb.) 152 As to a niono-
culos it is more to loose one eye, then to a man that hath
two eyes. 1633 Ford Broken H. 111. v, 'Tis long agone
since first I lost my heart. 1671 Milton Samson 914 Though
sight be lost, Life yet hath many solaces. 17x1 Aooison
Sped. No. 60 f 4 In a little Time after he lost his Senses.

1744 Ozeix tr. Brantome's Sp. Rhodomontades 186 As soon
as They were dead, every one lost Heart, having lost their

Chief Supports. 1749 Lavington Enthus. Methodists <$•

Papists 11. vi. (1752) 46 A religious Nun, devoted to St.

Xavier, famed for Skill in Music and a fine Voice, had her
Voice lost by a Hoarsness for ten Years. 1770 Genii. Mag.
XL. 560 To express the Condition of an Honest Fellow and
no Flincher under the Effects of Good Fellowship, he is said

to..{have] Lost his legs. 1804 G. Rose Diaries (i860) II.

193 She .. rode to Southampton, where she lost some blood.
1842 Tennyson Edw. Grays And have you lost your heart ?

. .And are you married yet ? 1852 Mrs. Stowe uncle Toms
C. xxviL 253 She acquired an influence over the mind of
the destitute child tbat she never lost.

c. With obj. a person : To be deprived of (a

relative, friend, servant, etc.) by death, by local

separation, or by severance of the relationship.

Also, in somewhat specific sense, of a commander,
an army : To suffer loss of (men) by death, cap-
ture, wounds, etc. Of a medical man : To fail to

preserve the life of (a patient).

£1205 LAV- 57°4 Heo loseden nionie busend godere mon-
nen. <"i386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 78 We losten alle oure
housbondes at that toun. c 1460 Towneley Myst. v. 48
Why shuld 1 apon a day loyse both my sonnts? 1530
Palsgr. 749/2 The folysshe gyrle toke on for thought as if

she had loste her father she coulde have done no more.
1722 De Foe Moll Flanders (1840) 117 The apprehensions
of losing such a friend. 1780 Westm. Mag. VIII. 249 The
Resolution had the good luck to come up with the Prothee
..and took her without losing a man. 184a Browning
Waring 1. iv, How much I loved him, I find out now I've

lost him. 1847 Tennyson Princess 1. 256 When we came
where lies the child We lost in pther years. 1880 Wheelek
Short Hist. India 604 The English had lost more than 2,400
officers and men. 1882 S. Wells Ovar. <y Uterine Tumours
185 He [McDowel ] lost only the last of his first five cases
of ovariotomy. 1883 Howells Woman's Reason II. xx.
176 She had lost her father, who died very suddenly a few
days after he sailed. 1895 George Battles Eng. Hist. 208
While Wellington lost about 1300 men, Massena lost con-
siderably over three times that number.

d. To fail to maintain (a position, a state of

mind or body), e.g. lo lose patience, one's temper,

to lose caste, hold
y

one's balance^ etc. To lose

ground-, to fail to keep one's position
; esp.fig. to

decline in reputation, favour, health, etc.

450

1 [1436: see Ground sl>. u.] 1470-85 Malory Arthur iv.

I
ix. 131 But alweyes he helde vp his shelde and lost no
ground nor bated no chere. a 1586 Sionev Arcadia 1. (1590)

I 27 At length, the left winge of the ArcadiRns began to loose

ground. 1622 Mabbk tr. Alciilan's Guzman dAlf 11. 53
How had they almost made me to lose my patience, and
my judgement ! 1640 tr. Vcrdere's Rom. 0/ Rom. I. xvi.

68 They brake their staves bravely, without losing their

saddles. 1667 Milton P. L. vi. 838 They astonisht all

resistance lost, All courage. 171a W. Rogers Voy. 291
A Current setting to Leeward, we rather lost than got
ground. 1775 Johnson Let. to Mrs. Thrale 13 June, Bos-
well is a favourite but he has lost ground since I told them
that he is married. 1782 Priestley Corrupt. Chr. 1. iv.

379 Those suspicions were not likely to lose ground. 1844
Dickens Mart. Chuz. xL Chuffey boggled over his plate

so long, that Mr. Jonas, losing patience, took it from him
at last. 1877 Spurgeon Serm. XXIII. 320 He has lost

caste and lost all ground of glorying.

e. occas. To cease to have, to get rid of (some-

thing undesirable, e.g. an ailment).

1667 Milton P. L. 11. 607 To loose In sweet forgetfulness

all pain and woe. 1677 Laoy Chaworth in 12M Rep. Hist.

MSS. Comm. App. v. 42 The Dutchesse hath had an ague

I

in her lyeing inne but hath soone lost it. 1742 W. Collins
Hassan 83 O ! let me teach my heart to lose us fears. 1859
Mrs. Trevelyan Let. in Trevelyan Life Macanlay (1876)

11. xv. 477 Never, as long as I live, can I lose the sense of
misery that I ever left him after Christmas day. Mod. 1 have
not yet lost my rheumatism.

f. Of a thing : To be deprived of or part with

(a portion of itself, a quality, or appurtenance).
c 1330 R. Brlnne Chron. (1810) 221 pe day lost his coloure,

l & mirk was as be nyght. c 1386 Chaucer Frankl. T. 288
' Til that the brighte sonne loste his hewe. 1598 Shaks. Merry
j

W. v. v. 239 This deceit looses the name of craft. 1629
' Milton Hymn Nativity 99 The Air such pleasure loth to

j

lose, With thousand echo's still prolongs each beav'nly close.

1784 Cowper Task 1. 648 And have thy joys Lost nothing
by comparison with ours? 1881 Le Conte Sight 51 When.

.

the hypermetropic eye loses its power of adjustment. 1894
Hall (Jaine Manxman iv. x. 233 Her household duties had
lost their interest.

t g. with cognate obj., to lose a loss. Also, to

lose ( = incur) a fine. Obs.

1498 Old City Acc. Bk. in Archaeol. Jrnl. XLIII, Item for

a fyne lost hy John Stone. .xx</. 1525 Lo. Burners Froiss.

II. xxxvii. 109 The countrey of Bierne this hundred yere
neuer loste suche a losse. a 1541 Wvatt in Totters Misc.

j

(Arb.) 87 Graunt them good Lord, .. To freate inward, for

losyng such a losse. 16x4 S. Ward Let. in Usshers Lett.

(1686) 33 We have lost .. a great loss by Mr. Casaubon's
1 untimely decease.

f h. with inf. : To be deprived of the power or

opportunity (of doing something). Obs.
1616 B. Jonson Forest, Ep. L/u/y Aubigny 4 What th'

haue lost t' expect, they dare deride. 1671 Milton /*. R.
1. 378 Though I have lost . . To be belov'd of God, I have
not lost To love.

i. The passive is often used without any reference

to a determinate person or thing as ' losing
' ; e. g.

(of an art, etc.) to cease to be known or practised
;

(of a quality, etc.) lo cease to be present. Cf.

Lost ppl. a.

1667 Milton P. L. xn. 429 This God-like act Annuls thy
doom, the death thou shouldst have dy'd, In sin for ever
lost from life. 1670 Ray Prov. 117 It's not lost that comes
at last. All is not lost that is in danger. 1700 Drvoen
Fables Pref. (Globe) 505 The name of its author being wholly
lost. 1722 Quincy Lex. Physico-Med. (ed. 2) 264/1 In all

Percussions the Stroke is proportional to the Force lost.

1779-81 Johnson L. P., Ctnvley, If.what he thinks be true,

that his numbers are unmusical only when they are ill-read,

the art of reading them is at present lost. 1842 Tennyson
Morte A rth. 90 Surely a precious thing . . Should thus be lost

for ever from the earth. 1870 M. Arnold St. Paul <$• Pro-
testantisin (1000) 69 From

>

which [chapters] Paul's whole
theology, if af) his other writings were lost, might be recon-
structed. 1897 AllbutCs Syst. Med. IV. 818 The quality

of the voice may be unaltered or completely lost.

4. absol. or intr. To suffer loss; to cease to

possess something ; to be deprived of or part with

some of his or its possessions, attributes, or quali-

ties; to become deteriorated or incur disadvantage.
e 1230 Halt Meid. 41 Ha beon eauer feard for to losen

[elsetohere, and lure in MS. Bodl. leosen]. ^1470 Henry
Wallace iv. 336 Now want, now has; now loss, now can
wyn. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. Induct, ii. 101 Thou shalt

not loose hy it. 1611 Bible Eccl. iii. 6 A time to get, and
a time to lose. 1643 Burroughes Exp. Jtosea iv. (1652) 75
There is nothing lost in being willing to lose for God. 1697
Dryoen Ded. SEneis Ess. (ed. Ker) II. 229 Thus, hy gain-

ing abroad, he lost at home. 1838 Macaulay Temple Ess.

(1887) 440 He never put himself prominently before the

public eye, except at conjunctures when he was almost
certain to gain and could not possibly lose. 1850 Tennyson
In Mem. xxvii, 'Tis better to have loved and lost Than
never to have loved at all. 1895 George Battles Eng.
Hist. 313 Fortunately the Sikhs had lost so severely that no
evil consequences followed. 1898 Folk-Lore Sept. 198 The
other was undertaken by a publisher, who lost on it. Moti.
Both armies lost heavily.

b. Of an immaterial thing : To be deprived of

its power or force, rare.

1794 Mrs. Piozzi Synon. II. 56 Our authors plunder
French comedies in vain ; the humour loses and evaporates.

1900 R. J. Drummond Rclat. Apost. Teach. L 33 The words
are only understood in their setting. They lose immensely
when isolated.

f C. Const. of with partitive sense. Obs.
1642 Fuller Holy Prof. St. m. v. 163 Gold alwayes

worn in the same purse with silver loses both of the colour

and weight. 1753 A. Murphy Gray's Inn Jrnl. No. 33
These Allurements soon began to lose of their Influence.

1791 Boswell Johnson (1831) 1. 86 Hawkins told him it

LOSE.

J

would lose of its beauty if it were so published. 1802 Bfd-
does Hygeia v. 54 Every muscle, steeped in a hea;ed
medium, loses of its contractility.

5. To become, permanently or temporal ily, unable
to find in one's own possession or custody ; to cease

to know the whereabouts of (a portable object, an
animal, etc.) becatise it has strayed or gone un-
awares from one's possession, or has simply been
mislaid.

roSo Liudisf Gosp. Luke xv. 4 gif forlora5 vet losao* enne
of &L-m. 1382 Wyclif Luke xv. 4 What man of 30U that
hath an hundrid seheep, and if he hath lost oon of hem
[etc.]. ^1422 Hoccleve Jonathas 318 Y haue a fere.,
thow woldest it lee»e, As thow loMist my ryng. 1567 Gude
*r Godlie Ball. tS. T. S.) 37 My Sone was fo>te, and nuw is

found. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent. it. i. 23 Like a Sehoole boy
that had lost his A. B. C. 1655 tr. Com. Hist. Francion vii.

12 We demanded if they had not taken up a hawk which
we had lost. 171 8 Prior Dove 8 Venus wept the sad
disaster Of having lo*t her favourite dove. 1743 Hulkelev
& Ccmmins Voy. S. Seas no She told me Mr B n had
lost his Hat. 1847 Tennyson Princess iv. 179 Since her
horse was lost I left her mine. 1871 Morley Voltaire (1886)

5 Humanity had lost its title-deeds and he had recovered
them.

b. To fail to keep in sight. Also, to lose sight

of ^lit. and fig.) : see Sight. Also occas., to cease

to hear {poet.) ; fto fail to follow (a person) in

argument {obs. or arch.).

1587 Ianes in Hakluyt Voy. (1600) 111. xn The Master.,
was afrayd his men would shape some contrary course while
he was asleepe, and so he should lose vs. a 1592 H. Saiith
Serm. (1637) 349 This is our life while we enjoy it, we lose it

like the Sunne which flies swifter than an arrow, nnd yet
no man perceives that it moves. 1628 Dicby Voy. Medit.
(1868) 3 If wee should chance at any time to loose each
other, vpon sight againe [etc.]. 1634 SirT. Herbert Trav.
11 Wee once more got sight of the Carracke, and lost her
for euer, in two houres after. 1640 Shirley Constant Maid
iv. F2S, I cannot see i' th' darke with spectacles, And
mine ovvne eyes ha* lost him o' thesuddaine. 1725 Wodrow
Corr. (1843) III. 173, I thought, upon infinity, he was running
into Sir Isaac Newton's notion of infinite space being the
divine sensoi ium,. .but, indeed, many times I lost him. 1833
Tennyson Dream Fair Worn. 245 Losing her carol I stood
pensively.

C. To draw away from, be no longer near or

among; to leave hopelessly behind in a race.

1704 Pope A utumu 60 Here where the mountains less'ning

as they rise Lo^e the low vales, and steal into the skies.

1748 Anson's Voy. 11. v. 180 We did not lose them [flying-

fish] on the coast of Brazil, till we approached the southern
tropic. 1886 Sir F. H. Doyle Remin. 63 Where his great
stride and iron legs would have enabled him, in the lan-

guage of the turf, to lose his antagonist.

t d. To fail to retain in the mind or memory

;

lo forget. Also said of the mind or memory. To
lose ii that . . : to forget that. Obs.

1530 Palsgr. 556/1, I forget, I have loste a thynge out of

remembraunce. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. I. L 114 Being ouer-
full of selfe-affaires, My minde did lo*>e it. 1592 — Ven. 4-

Ad. 408 The lesson is but plaine, And once made perfect,

neucr lost againe. 1612 Dekker Ifit be not good Wks. 1873
III. 299 My memorie had quite lost you. 16x3 Shaks., etc.

Hen. VIII, 11. i. 57 Heare what I say, and then goe home
and lose me. 16. .Milton Ps. Ixxxiii. 16 That Israels name
for ever may Be lost in memory. 1703 Rowe Fair Peml.
v. i, Here let Remembrance lose our past Misfortunes.

1712 S. Sewall Diary 11 Apr., Had quite lost it tbat the

Meeting was at Mr. Stoddard's. [1870 M. Arnold St. Paul
<y Protestantism (1900) 148 Who can ever lose out of his

memory the roll and march of those magnificent words of

prophecy?]

e. To cease to follow (the right track)
;
also, to

cease to find (traces of a person, etc.). Chiefly in

to lose one's way (lit. and fig.), f Of a river : To
diverge from (its channel).
1530 Palsgr. 771/1, I wander, as one dothe that hath loste

his waye. 1582 N. Lickefield tr. Castanheda's Cong. E.
Ind. 1. viii. 20 They had willingly lost their course. 1615
G. Sandys Trav. 11. 94 Nor is it a thing extraordinary for

riuers to lose their channels. 1709 Prior Chloe Hunting
3 She lost her way, And thro* the Woods uncertain chane'd
to stray. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. iii. I. 373 Pepys and
his wife, travelling in their own coach, lost their way be-

tween Newbury and Reading. 1893 Fam. Herald iW1

After she had walked a little farther, she lost trail altogether.

ff» To allow to escape from one's power or

influence. Obs.

^ a 1715 Burnet Oivn Time (1724) 1. 378 Instead of prevail-

ing on the Prince, he lost him so entirely, that all his en-

deavours afterwards could never beget any confidence in

him.'-

g. To let slip one s knowledge of (a language).
1718 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to Lady Rich 16 Mar.,

I am in great danger of losing my English.

6. To spend unprofitably or in vain; to waste,

get no return or result for (one's labour or efforts)
;

to let slip (opportunities) without using them to

good purpose ; to waste (time).

a 1340 Hampole Psalter xxvi. 20 Suffre that thou suffirs

for god and of god, for wa is bairn bat losis suffrynge. c 1374
Chaucer TroyIns 11. 1700 (1749) Lest tyme 1 loste, 1 dar not

with yaw dele. ^1400 Rom. Rose 5153 Fully on me she
lost hir lore, c 1450 Merlin 6 And so shold ye loose

youre tyme, 1470-85 Malory Arthur xvm.xvi.754 She is

not the fyrst that hath loste her payn vpon yow. 1500-20
Dunbar Poems lxvi. 13 The leill labour lost, and leill

seruice. 1581 Pettie Guazzd's Civ. Conv. 1. (1586) 26 Now
to loose nn more time about this point, I saie vnto you, y»

[etc.]. 1590 Spenser P.O. 1. iii. 24 But, when she saw her

prayers nought prevaile Shee backe retourned with some
labour lost. 1615 W. Lawson Country Housew. Card.



LOSE.

(1626) 12 All your labour past and to come about an Orchard
is lost vnlesse you fence well. 1634 Sanderson Twelve
Sernt. 233 True zeale.. will not loose the opportunity of
doing what it ought, for waiting till others beginne. 1634
Milton Comtts 271 III is lost that praise That is addrest to
unattending Lars. 1738 Swift Pol. Conversat. 127 Fall to,

. you know Half an Hour is soon lost at Dinner. 1770 FooteLame Lever ti. Wks. 1799 II. 80 The constables will be here
l
Jl

a
J"S*.

so >'ou have not a moment to lose. 1819 Crabhe
T.o/ltaltix, How much she grieved to lose the given day
In dissipation wild, in visitation gay. 1847 Marrvat
Chtldr. N. Forest v, I here is no time to be lost. 1806 G
BooTMBY/tf Strang* Comp. n. vi. 55/1 A. . fellow who never
lost a chance of making himself objectionable.

b. To be lost on or upon : to have no effect upon,
to fail to influence.

1610 Shaks. Temp, iv. i. 190 On whom my paines Humanely
taken.all, all lost, quite lost [1692 Burnet Past. Care ix.
in Niceties of Style are lost before a common Auditory.]
1697 Drvijen SEncid xi. 1059 Thir Stratagems, and Tricks
of little Hearts Are lost on me. 1833 Ht. Martineau
brooke Farm xi. 131 Your kindness is not lost upon me.
1844 Disraeli Coningsby 1. iil 1. 32 Nothing, however, was
ever lost upon Lord Monmouth. No one had a more
rcteniive memory, or a more observant mind. 1900 J. A. H.
Murray Evolution. Eng. Lexicogr. 6 The real humour of
the situation., was.. lost upon the House of Commons.
7. To fail to obtain (something one might have

had) : areas, const, to. Also, to fail to catch (a 1

train, etc.). f To lose aim : to miss one's mark.
1387 Trevisa IHgden (Rollsi VI. 185 He schal lese [JUS. y

luse] hevene bat wil hem take awey. 1390 Gower Com/.
I. 153 Adam for Pride loste his pris. c 1460 Towneley Myst.
Hi. 363 Wheder I lose or J wyn In fayth, thi felowship.
a 1548 Hall Chrott., lien. VI 141 b, Meanyng not to lose
so great a prey. 1603 Shaks. Meas. /or M. 1. iv. 78 Our
doubts are traitors And makes vs loose the good we oft
might win, By fearing to attempt. 1606 — Ant. % CI. iv. I

xiv. 71 Shall 1 do that which all the Parthian Darts,
fl hough Enemy) lost ayme, and could not. 1611 Buu.k
Matt. x. 42 Hee shall in no wise lose his reward. 163a
Massinger Maid 0/Honour v. i. (1632) K2, Cam... Ifyou
forsweare your selfes wee shall not prosper. I'll rather lose
my longing. 1650 Baxter Saint's A\ iv. (1656) 132 Where
God loses hi* praise, man will certainly lose his comforts. 1711
Swift Jrnl. to Stella 12 May, Mr. Secretary. . brought me to
our^ town's end in his coach : so I lost my walk. 1775 Harris
Philos. Arrangem. Wks. (1841) 339 The swift-footed Salius
lost the prize to young Euryalus. 1830 J. Jkkyll Ccrr.
(1894) 256 Rather than lose her legacy, she hung him on to
the window bar.

#
1884 Congregationalist June 49^, I once i

nearly lost a train on account of it. 1900 F. Asstky Brass
Bottle ji. 22 1 A guinea. For the last time. You'll lose it,

sir', said the auctioneer to the little man.
b. To fail to apprehend by sii^ht or hearing ; not

to 1 catch ' (words, points of a discourse).

*S99 Shaks. Much Ado hi. i. 32 Then go we neare her
that her care loose nothing. 1604 E. G[rimstonk] tr.

D'Acostds Hist. Indies \\. vii. 97 Being too farre off from
any thing, wee loose the sight, and too neere likewise, we
cannot see it. 1784 Cowper Task in. 599 Fearing each to
lose Some note of Nature's music from his lips. Mod. 1 did

1

not lose a word of his speech.

f c. To fail to attend ; to
1 miss\ Obs.

Also formerly at Cambridge University, To lose one's
week l not to be allowed to count towards the obligatory
number of weeks of residence a week in which the required
number of chapels had not been kept.
1711 Swift Jrnl. to Stella 4 Aug., I lost church to-day.

1847 Tennyson Princess Prol. 161 They lost their weeks; I

they vext the souls of deans,
d. Hunting. To fail to catch (an animal).

1567 Maplet Cr. Forest 68 b, I had raiher (as they say
lose the Hare) then to take such infinite paines as to hunt
so farre for hir. 1883 Ld. Saltoun Scraps 1. 104 The grey,
hounds took up the chase, and either killed or lost her.

8. To be deprived of (something) in a contest or
game ; to forfeit (a stake)

;
hence, to be defeated

in (a game, battle, lawsuit) ; to fail to carry (a
motion). Also in Cricket: To have (a wicket)
taken by an opponent. Const, to.

« 1533 Ld. Berners Huon liii. 180 She lost y* game wherof
Huon was ioyfull. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidattc's Comm. 210
Foughte a battell in Piedmont, with the Frenchemen. .and
lost the felde. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, iv. iv. 538 While we
reason here, A Royall battell might be wonne and lost. 1607— Cor. 1. vii. 4 If we loose the Field, We cannot keepe the
Towns. 2671 Laoy M. Bertie in 12M Rep. Hist.MSS.
Comm. App. v. 22 Wee play sometimes at trante a courante
where my old ill lucke follows mee to loose my money.
1710 Act 9 Anne, c 19 § 2 Any Person or Persons .. who
shall at any Time or sitting by playing at Cards . . lose to
any One or more.. Persons .. the Sum .. of Ten Pounds.
1799 H. K. White Let. to bro. Neville, The Corporation
versus Gee, which we . . lost. 1836 Pickens Sk. Bos, Our
Parish iv, The motion was lost by a majority of two. 1843
Blackw. Mag. L1V. i 7I , I lost my wicket to the first ball.

1847 Tennvson Princess vi. 9 When our side was vanquishM
and my cause For ever lost. 1872 Punch 27 Jan. 41/2 We
never jost a game to a professional at billiards without hear-
ing him assign his triumph chiefly to his flukes. 1885
Manch. Exam. 10 July 5/1 The Southerners had scored 78
without losing a wicket.

b. absol. To be defeated
;
also, to forfeit money

by defeat in a game.
* I548 Hall Citron., Hen. VI 116 Accordyng to the

chaance of war, the one part gat, and the other lost. 1593
Shaks. Liter. 73o

<

A captiue victor that hath lost in gaine.

J605 — Lear v. iii. 15 Who looses, and who wins ; who's
in, who's out. 162* Mabbe tr. AlemaiCs Guzman dA I/.

1. 21 Their game was Primera. . ; my mother, shee got the
money, for my father was willing to lose to her. 1669 Laoy
Chaworth in \2th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App.v.i 1, 1 heere
your horse hath lost. 1738 Swift Pol. Conversat. 198 She lost

nt one Sitting to the Tune of a hundred Guineas. 182a
Shelley Calderon's Magico Prodig. i. 151 The battle's loss

451

may profit those who lose. 1885 0. W. Holmes, jr. in Law
Q. Rev. Apr. 172 Tacitus says that the Germans would
gamble their personal liberty and pay with their persons if
they lost.

r

9 Causal senses, a. To cause the loss of:
0 11 const, dative of the person suffering loss.
1428 Water/. Arch, in ioth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.

App. v. 295 Whatt ever man . . bringe warre upou ihe cilie
whereby they t>ene prayed and losid thair goods. 1506
Shaks. i Hen. IV m . i. ,87 Pride, Haughtines.se [etc.f .

1 he least of which, haunting a Nobleman, Loseth mens
hearts. 1602 — Ham. 1. iii. 76. 1605 — Lear 1. i. 125.
a 16x1 Beaum. & Fl. Philaster iv. iv, 1 pray that this action
loose not Philaster the hearts of the people. 1640-1 A irk-
cudbr. II ar-Comm. Miu. Bk. (1855) 76 If they [shoes]
come not with expedition the want of lhame will lose all
our sogers. 1699 Wotton Let. in P>eniley Thai. Pref. 12,
I did not think that a sufficient reason, why I should lose
that 1 realise to the World. 1763 Hoyle Whist 25 Do not
overtrump him, which may probably lose you two or three
Incks. 1803 J. Marshall Const. Opin. (1839) 8 A loss of
the commission would lose the office. 1871 Frefmax Hist.
Ess. Ser. 1. vii 195 The crimes of John lost him all the
northern part of his French possessions.

t b. To cause (a person) to 'lose his way'; to
bewilder. Obs.
1648 Eikon Bos. xvi. 157 Nor are con^ant Formes of

Frayers more likely to flat, and hinder the Spirit of prayer,
.

.
then un-premeditated and confused uariety to distract, and

lose it. 169* S. Patrick Ansic. Touchstone 15 He only
endeavours to lose his Reader in a mist of Words,
f C ? To cause to be forgotten. Obs.

1667 Drvdkh Tempest iv. iv, Have fifteen years so lost
me to your knowledge, That you retain no memory of
I rosptro? 1724 IVodrowCorr. (1843) HI. 130 It requires
a much better memory than mine to resume such long work,
and one harangue loses the former to me.
fd. To reject (a bill in parliament). Obs.

1663 Pei-ys Diary 26 July, A Uill for the Lord's day, which
it seems the Lords have lost, and so cannot be passed.
10. refl. (with corresponding passive),
a. To lose one's way, go astray. Also/ig.

'535 Coverijalf. Ps. cxviii[i]. 176, 1 go astraye as a shepe
that is lost. 1581 Lambardk Eirctu iv. iv. (1602J 390 The
hearer would be many times lo*t, before J shoulde come to
the end. 1581 Pmtik Guazzo's Civ. Conv. 1. (1586) 14 Hut
to what end goe I to loose my selfe in the intricate labirinth
of the abuses & disorders ofour lime. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI,
111. ii. 174 like one lost in a Thornie Wood. 1604 K. G[rim-
stone] tr. IYA cosfa's Hist. Indies 1. xxi. Cg They must of
necessitie loose themselves, having no knowledge where
they were. 1643 Sir T. Browne Relig. Med. 1. § 9, J love
to lose my selfe in a mystery. 1667 Milton L. 11. 561
In wandring mazes lost. 1780 J. Harris Thihl. Enq. Wks.
(1841) 484 Arabian poetry is so immense a field, that he who
enters it is in danger of being lost. 1859 Tennvson Elaine
225 O'er these waste downs whereon 1 lost myself.

b. To lose one's (or its) identity ; to become
merged [in something else\ ///. and jig.
1604 K. <i[RiMsioXK]tr. D'Acosta's Hist. Indies ir. vi. 93

Ten great rivers which loose themselves entring into that
Lake. 1781 J. Moore Vino Soc. It. (1790) 1. xli. 445 The
Via Sacra was a street leading to the Forum, and lost in it.

1796 Jane Austen Pride <y Prej. vii. (18 13) 195 All surprise
was shortly lost in other flings. 182a Lamb Alia Ser. 11.

Detached Tit. on Bks. <y Read., I love to lose myself in
other men's minds. 1871-4 Hurt The Way,<z\c.\\. (1894

1

62 Hy the Resurrection and Ascension His Apostleship had
been visibly lost in His Sonship.

C. To become deeply absorbed or engrossed (in
thought, etc.) ; to be bewildered, overwhelmed (in
wonder)

; f to be distracted, lose one's wits (from
emotion or excitement).
1604 E. G[rimstone] D'Acostds Hist. Indies v. v. 339

They were lost in their own imaginations and conceipts.
1605 Shaks. Macb. 11. ii. 71 Ue not lust So poorely in your
thoughts. 1606 — Ant. <$• CI. I. ii. 121 These strong
Egyptian Fetters I must breake, Or loose my selfe in dotage.
1626 Shirlkv Maids Re?', iv. i. ^639) G 2 b, J almost lose
my selfe In joy to meete him. 1728 Addison Hymn, 1 What
alt thy mercies'. Transported with the view, Fm lost Jn
wonder, love, and praise. 1798 L^snoR Gebin. 97, 1 neither
feed the flock nor watch the fold ; How can I, lost in love?
1809 W. Irving Knickerb. 111. i. {1820) 153 As I pace the
darkened chamber and lose myself in melancholy musings.
1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 231 He seemed to be lost in

the contemplation of something great. 1890 Haix Caine
Bondman 111. vi, Her voice was low at first, but she soon
lost herself, and then it rose above the other voices. 1899
Allbutt's Syst. Med. VJ J J. 239 For a time they become lost

and da7ed.

d. To become hidden from view, obscured {in

clouds, etc.).

1697 Drvuen AZneid viii. 79 When the setting Stars are
lost in Day. 1725 Pope Odyss. \ 11. 354 Woody mountains
half in vapours lost. 1784 Cowier Task 1. 194 Rills that.,

lose themselves at length In matted grass. 1845 M. Patti-
sovEss. {1889) I. 11 Avast ocean of tillage, .losing itself in

the vapour of the distant horizon. 1847 Tennvson Princess
1. 227 A pillar'd porch, the bases lost In laurel,

f e. Of water : To leak away. Obs.

1 712 J. James tr. Le Blonds Gardening i8q The Vials.

.

are joined to the Pipes with Wax or Mastick, so that the
Water rises into the Vials, without losing^ itself any where.
Ibid. 194 Gravel, or Sand-Stone, upon which the Water will

run without losing itself.

11. Comb., with sense * one who or something
which loses . . . as f lose-all^ + -office ; so f lose-

time a., time-wasting.

1603 Florio Montaigtte 1. xxv. (1632) 78 Jugling tricks, or

other idle lose-time sports. 1623 Penketkman Hand/.
Hon. iv. xlii, More loue to purchase, each good turne requite,

Lest a Loose.office thou be termed right. 1650 W. Brough
Sacr. Princ. (1659) 220 The third [heir] is commonly a
lose-all.

LOSENGE.

+ Lose, v. 2 Obs. Also 4 loose, 5 Iowso. [f.

Lose sbj, or perh. aphetic f. Alose v.] trans.
To praise. Also absol.

1377 Lancl. P. PI. H. xt. 411 J>ow with rude speche
i^akkedest, and losedest l>inge pat longed nou3t to be
done. 1388 Wyclif i Esdras iv. 12 What maner wise pas.
sith not the kyng bifore oothere, that thus is loo-id ? a 1400-
50 Alexander^060 (Dublin MS.) Of all LordesLord lowsed
porow be werld. cx^yaPilgr. Ly/Manhode 11. cii. (1869)
1 12, 1 am pilke pat of olde am cleped and losed [v.r. alosedl
fc-e eldeste.

Hence f Losed a., praised, renowned. Also
used as sb.

y
one praised.

and of vertue. c 1440 Capcrave Li/e St. Hath. i. 7 A losyd
lorde was he.

Lose, obs. form of Loose, Loss.
Loseable : see Losable.
Losel (lJu-zel), sb. and a. arch, and dial. (See

K.D.D.) Forms: 4-7losell, 5-6 loselle, (6 losyll),
6 7 lozel(l, (6 lozile, Iozzel, 7 lozzell), 6-7, 9 Sc.
lossel, 7 lossell, 4 losel. [app. f. losen, pa.
pplc. of Leese v. (cf. Lokel from the more usual
lorcn, and IJkothel similarly {.OE.brotien, pa. pple.
of brcodan to be ruined). The etymological sense
is thus ( one who is lost', 'a son of perdition \]
A. sb. A worthless person; a profligate, rake,

scoundrel ; in weaker sense, a ragamuffin, ne'er-
do-well.

1362 Langl. P. PI. A. Prol. 74 LoseK bat Ierbeiie haunten.
^1400 Morie Arth. 252 We hnfe as losels liffyde many
longe daye. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1 2096 p>e losell to be lady
launchid full swithe. C1460 Towneiey Myst. xvi, 154 Los.!s
ye ar and thefys. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. 1. 42
Augustine, whome those loells do most hale. 1596 Spf.nseR
Slate Iyd. Wks. (Globe) 624/1; Many of them be such losells
and scatterlings, as that they cannot easely by any sheriff, .

.

or other ordinarye officer be gotten. 1601 Dent Pathw.
Heaven 370 There be many lazy lozels. .which doe nothing
all the day long, but walke in the streets, sit vpon the
sialics, and frequent "J'auems and Ale-houses. 1609C. I>uti.e.r
Pent. Men. iii. (1623) G iv. The Drone .. hath been alwaies
reputed a greedy lozell. 1624 Hi". Mountagu Gagg 187 Yet
it is po^.sible and 1 could doo it, to puzzle such a Lozzell a*
yourself. 1650 Trapp Comm. Dettt. 123 The sword de-
voured! one, as well as another, .. it spares neither loid nor
losel, as tliey say. 1671 Annanu Myst. Pietatis 94 How-
soon mjght the uide swaine, the country lossel, the clownish
lioor, . . find out a way, for nobilitating his family. 17.

.

Heir 0/Linne \\. xx. in Kitson Sc. Songs (1794) II. 137 If
we shold hang any losel heere, The first we wold begin
with thee. 1832 Carlvlk in Eraser's Mag. X. 407 Do not
recruiting sergeants drum through the streets, .and. .collect
ragged losels enough? 1843 Browning Blot 'Scutcheon 11.

Wks. 1896 I. 343/2 Wretched women .. lied Ky wild illicit

lies to losels vile. 1897
4

L. Kkitk ' Bonny La;iy viii. 78 The
school-master knew it was no village losel hired by the hour.

B. adj. Good-for-nothing, worthless.
1601 Munday Down/. Earl Huntingdon ii. ii. {1828)35

Yonder comes a lazy lozel Friar. 1633 P. Fletchlr Pise.
Eel. 11. xv, Why should you plain, that lozel swains refuse
you? 1642 Milton Apol. S/uect. Wks. 1851 III. 296 Where
didst thou learn to be.. so pusillanimous, thou lozel Enche-
lour of Art. 1809 W. Irving Knickerb. (1861^ 57 He
saw 1 he losel porpoises, which had betrayed ihem into this
peri!, some broiling on the Gridiron, and oihers hissing on
the Frying-pan ! 1883 R. W. Dixon Mano 11. i. 65 This
bad daughter of a better sire With a vile losel dweller of
the wild Was playing now.

t Lo seling, a. Obs. rare" 1
, [f. prec. + -ing -\]

Worthy of a losel, rascally.

1624 Gee Foot out 0/ Snare \\\. 64 A prettie drouzy, ..

lozeling Argument this was against taking the Oath.

Loselism (l<?"-zeliz'm\ rare. [f. Losel + -isx.]

The quality or state of a losel ; losels collectively.

1831 Carlyle Let. 21 Oct. in Froude Li/e (1882) J I. 214
All the Loselism of London will be about the cburch next
Sunday.

t Lcrselled, a. Obs. rare— 1
, [f. Losel +

-ED -.] = Losel a.

1606 Wily Beguiled G, If I had been such a great long,
large Lobcockt, loseld burden, as Master Churms is,

should neuer haue got Pegge as long as I had liu'd.

t IiO'selly, a. Obs. rare. [f. Losel + -ly 1.]

Like a losel, good-for-nothing, idle, lazy.

16 11 Cotgr., Poltronesque, lazie, lozellie, sluggish, idle.

1694 Motteux Rabelais iv. lix, These lozelly Gulligutted
Gastrolaters.

Loselry (Uu-zelri). arch. [f. Losel + -by.]

Performance characteristic of a losel
; profligacy,

debauchery, rascality.

1480 Caxton Citron. Eng. exeviii. 178 The false spencers,
the whiche he mayntened tlturgh loselrye ageynst his honour.
1522 Skelton Why nat to Courte? 661 Ky sorsery Or
suche other loselry. 1594 O. B. Quest. Profit. Concern. 13

To haue him Lord it out thus vnder my nose, and I to

sweale and swinke, to maintaine his lo2elrie. 1894 F. S.

Ellis Reynard the Fox 215 Surely my first thought was
that she Had been judged for some loselry.

Losen, obs. pa. pple. of Leese v. 1
, Loose v.

Losen, variant of Lozen *5V.

Loseng(e, obs. form of Lozenge.

tLosenge, Obs. Also 5 losynge. [a.

OF. losenger = Pr. laazcngar
y

Sp. lisonjar^ Pg.

lisonjear
y

It. lusingare ; f. OF. losenge, losange sb.

flattery = Pr. lauzenga, lauzenja, Sp., Pg. lisonja;

app. adopted by the other Rom. langs. frcm Pr.
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LOSENGEOUS
laitzenga *= OK. loenge (F. louange) praise med.L.
laudetnia, a derivative (?on analogy of vindemia)
of L. laud-em praise : see Lose sbX\ trans. To
flatter, compliment unduly. Const, of.

1422 tr. Sccrtia Secret. , Priv. Priv. 129 Thay losyngid

the kynge of Wayne-glory of the force of his hoste. 1480

Caxton Ovid's Met. xnt. xvii, Thanne began Glaucus to

call her and losenge her.

t Losengeons, a. Obs. rare—\ In 7 losun-

geous. [f. next with substitution of suffix : see

-ous.] Lying, flattering.

1632 Lithcow Trav. ill. 108 What a selfe Losungeous
fellow hath this fustian companion proued.

t IiOSenger. Obs. Forms : 4 loseniour

(=-jour), -gour, losaniour ( = four), lozeD-

giour, -eour, 4-5 losengeour, -gere, -ynger(e,

4-6 losanger, (5 -ere, losengeoure, -joure,

lousenger, lesi rigour, Sc. lossiugere, 6 -geir,

loosenger, losinger), 4-7 losenger. [a. OF.
losengeour, -ere, agent-n. f. losenger Losenge v.]

1. A false flatterer, a lying rascal, a deceiver.

13.. Senyn Sag. (W.) 674 Thou schalt ben an-honged,
thou losenjour. 1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 3504 What
sey men of bese loseniours, bat hatie here wurdys feyre as
flours? C1385 Chaucer L. G. IVl Prol. 328 In youre court
is manye a losenger. a 1400-50 Alexander 1923 Laches me
bis losengerc 8c ledis me him hedire. 1484 Caxton Ryall
Bk. C iij, But this synne [sc. of boasting] doubleth iti them
that folowe and flatre these vauntours and losengers. 1308
Dunbar Tua mariit wemen 258 Gif yov nought list be
for lei t with losingeris vntrew. 1577-87 Holinshrd Chron.,
Hist. Scot. 63/1 There to end their hues with shame, as a
number of such other loosengers had often doone hefore
them. 1616 Bullokar, Losenger, a flatterer, a Lyar.

*i 2. Sc. A sluggard. [? Confused with lose/.']

1513 Douglas jfeneis vnt. Prol. 178 Thus lysnit I. as
lossingeir, sic lewidnes to luik. Ibid. xn. Prol. 281, I knew
it was past four howrisof day, And thocht I wald no langar
ly in May Les Phehus suld me losanger attaynt.

t Losengery, Obs. Forms: 4 (losingerie),
lozengerie, 4-5 losengerie, -gerye, (4 -grie,

•grye.\ 5 -gry, (-gri), (5 losangerye, losyng-
(e)rie). [a. OF. losengerie : see prec. and -eky.]

Flattery, deceit.

13. . Senyn Sag, (W.) 1959 Gold and siluer to wille he wan
Bi losengerie. 1303 R. Brunne tlandl. Synne 3512 Kcpe
J>e ban fro losengrye, For feyre spekyng man kan wey! lye.

1377 Langu Pi. B. vr. 145 In lecherye and in losengerye
5e fyuen. 142a tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. i$7 Ouer-
myche to Preyse is suspecte of losengry. 1484 Caxton
Ryall Bk. D j, Therof growen many sinnes, . . That is to

wete losangerye, flaterye [etc.].

Loser (Iw'zaj). [f. Lose v.^ + -er L]
1 1. A destroyer. Obs.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter Cant. 512, 1 sail be glad in god

. .mysaueoure, noght in be warld my losere. 1388 in Wycli/'s
Set. Wks. III. 459 pis court is. .loser of al be worlde. c 1611
Oft aP.Man Iliad xvni. 109 And when the loser of my friend
his death in me shall find ; Let death take all.

2. One who loses or suffers loss.

a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII Co \\ One daie thone parte
lost, and the other gained, and likewise the losers regained.

1555 Euen Decades 303, I may vppon iust occasion thynke
my selfe a looser manye wayes. x6oa Shaks. Ham. iv. v.

143 You will draw both Friend and Foe, Winner and
Looser. 1608 Burgh Rcc. Glasgow (1876) I. 283 That thay
be nocht Ioseris of thair provtsioun. a 1703 Burkitt On
N. T. Mark x. 31 We may be losers for Christ, we shall

never be losers by him. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. vii.

\\. 267 He always declared that he had been a loser by his

mission.
Proverb. [1533 More Dehell. Salem Wks. 1018/2 Hit is

an olde curtesye at the cardes perdy, to let the leser haue
hys wordes.] 156a J. Hkywooo Prov. <y Epigr. (1867) 146
Let the looscrs haue their woides. 1599 Sanuys Europae
Spec. (1632) 123 The wisest men have beene .. pleased, that
losers should have their words. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav.
47 Giue loosers leaue to prate, a 1716 South Sertn. (J.),

Losers and malecontents, whose portion and inheritance is

a freedom to speak.

b. A squanderer or waster (of lime).
1650 Jer. Taylor Holy Living t. § 1. 8 If one of the

Speakers be . . trifling, be that hears, and he that answers
. . are equal losers of their time. 1691 Wood A th. Oxon.
I. 354 The author was no loser of his time.

c. A horse that loses in a race.
190a J. Burns in Speaker is Jan. 419/1 The workman

works hard five days, but on the sixth is generally found at
ihe ' Corner Pin ' spotting winners and catching losers.

3. Billiards. A losing hazard.

1873 Ben nett & ' Cavendish ' Billiards 281 There may be
a loser left off the white. 190* J. Roberts jun. Mod.
•Billiards 88 The angle is not suitable for a following loser,

so the play is again a loser off the cushion.

fliO'sery. Obs. [f. Lose ^.1 + -ery.] Losing;
opportunity or chance of losing.

c 1400 Beryn 924^ Al othtr gamys that losery was in. Ibid.
1228 For in such losery he hath lost many a ffrank.

Loseyn, obs. form of Lozen.

Losh (VJ), s&> 1 Also 7 losy. [a. Russ. aocb]

f 1. An elk. Obs.
x59i [see Olen]. 1599 Hakluyt Voy. 1. 463 An EIke or

Losne, the Red deere of the countrey. 1613 Purchas Pil-
grimage iv. xvii. 431 They worship the Sunne, the Ollen,
and tbe Losy and such like, a 1674 Milton Hist. Mosc. ii.

Wks. 1851 VIII. 482 People riding on Elks and Loshes.

2. Losh hide, leather : tbe untanned hide of the

elk, and later of the buffalo and ox, prepared with
oil ; a soft bufT-colonred leather ; wash-leather.

(Cf. Lasch sb.)

452

1583 Carlile in Hakluyfs Voy. (1600) III. 184 Ix>s>he
hides, rich Furres, and other such like. 1591 G. Fletcher
Russe Commw. (Hakl. Soc.) 10 Their losh or buffe hide is

very fatre and large. x66a Irish Stat. (1765) 11. 409 Losh
hides, the piece £1. 1756 Genii. Mag. XXVI. 61 Losh, or
buff-leather, drest in oil. 185a Morfit Panning^ Currying
(1853) 433 Oiled leather is commonly known as . . wash-
leather. . . It is also called losh leather. 1864 Craig, Suppl.

,

Loshdtide, a hide not dressed in any way, hut simply oiled.

Losh. (IfJ), sb.2 [a. F. Iodic = Loach.] A name
in Canada and Alaska for the burbot.
1884 GoooEj etc. Nat. Hist. Useful Aquatic Aniin. t. 236

j

In Alaska., it is known as 'Losh'; in Canada, as ' la

Loche \ 1884 Riverside Nat. Hist. (1888) III. 273.

tIiOSh,z>. Obs. [? Onomatopoeic] intr.JTo
[

fall with a splash ; to go stumbling.
x6*9 Gadle Holy Madu. 170 Yet am 1 not so sheepish, to

losh into the Ditch. 1847-78 Halliwell, Losh, to splash
in water. North. 1859 Whiteheao Leg. (1896; 19 (E.D.D.)
An laykes and loshes ower the steaynes.

LoshOtff)* int. Sc. A distortion of Lord, used

in certain exclamations.
a 1779 D. Graham Leper the Taylor (1785) 17 The losh pre-

serve me, sirs. 1792 G. Galloway Poems 40 Tax shoon !

losh how the snobs will glunch. 1826 J. Wilson Nod.
Ambr. "Wks. 1855 244 Losh me! that's beautiful language.
1901 Blac&w. Mag. Mar. 363/1 * Losh ! the body's cracked \

Losien, losin, obs. forms of Lozen.
Losine, obs. pa. pplc. of Leese v.

Losing (l/7*zirj), vbl. sb. [f. Lose + -1NG L]
1. The action of Lose vA fa. Perdition, de-

struction ; the being lost or destroyed (obs.). h.

Used, chieflygerundia/ly, in various senses of the vb.

f To be on losing', to be in process of being lost.

0. £950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. vii. 13 We^ 8iu kedas to

losing. 13.. E. E. Allil. P. D. 1031 He most ay lyue in
' bat lo^e in losyng euer.more. 1530 Palsgr. 241/1 Losyng,
Perdition. 1597 Beard Theatre God's yudgem. (1631)234
The citie beeing besieged, and in some danger of losing.

c 1660 Wriothesley Chron. I. 136 An armye of Gelderland
..was in great daunger of loosinge.

b. 1387 Trevisa Higdcn (Rolls) IV. 295 As a goldene
fischhook, be loosynge berof may be i-quytte by non
wynnynge of taking of fische. £1470 Henrv Wallace 11.

221 Compleyne his payne in dolour thus that duellis ; In

langour lyis, for losyng of thar UifT. 1526 Pilgr. Per/.
(W. de W. 1531) 241 How shorte they be in duryng

:

how feerfull in kepyng : how sorowful in losynge. 1639
Fuller Holy War (1647) 218 At his arrivall, the last

stake of the Christians was on losing. 1668 Pepys Diary
I 1 Jan., To see how differently one man took his losing

from another. 1725 J. Glanvill Poems 63 France shall

i meet with no Repair From Losings here, by healing
Winnings there. 1847 Tennyson Princess 1. 140 Odes
About this losing of the child. 1900 F. T. Bcllen With
Christ at Sea iii. 53 We arrived . . without . . adventure I

except the losing of an anchor. 1901 Q. Rev. July 178 It was
the scene of Charles Fox's chief losings at the faro table.

2. atlrib. in losing-money, a payment allowed

to the loser in ccrtnin competitions.

j

1880 Daily Tel. 7 Sept., There is a pound per win to each
1 man ..,and there is losing money at half rates every time I

your boat answers the starting^gun.

Lo sing, ///. a. [f. Lose vA +-ing ^.] That
loses, or that results in loss. Losing game, (a) a

game played with ill-success; (b) a game in which
the loser of tbe game wins the stakes. Losing
hazard, loadum, see the sbs.

1519 Horman Vulg. 280 b, A sengle ace is a losynge caste.

1596 Shaks. Merck. V. iv. i. 62, 1 follow thus A loosing

suite against him. 1601 — Jul. C. v. v. 36, 1 shall have
glory by this loosing day. 1668 Lady Chaworth in 12th
Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. A pp. v. 10 [He] deserves a better

|

fate than to be ev er of the loosing side. 1708 Pope Let. to

H. Cromwell 1 Nov., You arc return'd by this time.. to the

old Diversions of a losing Game at Picquet with the Indies,

I and half a Play . . at the Theatre. 17*0 De Foe Capt. Single-
1

ton xv. (1840) 265 This was a losing voyage. 1755 M age ns
j

Insurances I. 60 They came to a losing Market. 1763
Hovle Whist 23 Do not trump it, but throw away a losing

Card. 1893 F. Aoams New Egypt 26, I think we're playing
a loosing game in Egypt.

Hence Lo-singly Oilv.
f
in a losing manner.

1864 in Craig, Suppl.

Losing(e, obs. form of Lozenge.

Loss (l£s) sb.l Forms : 1-3 los (only in dat.

lose, in Lay. occas. written leose), 4-5 los, loos,

(5 loose, 6 Sc. lois), 4-7 losse, (5 losce), 4- loss.

[Prob. two distinct formations. The OE. los

(?neut.), found only in the phr. tJ lose (weordan,

geddn), corresponds to ON. los neut., ' breaking up
of tbe ranks of an army' (Vigf.) OTetit. *loso-m

(a parallel formation with OE. lor Loue sb:1

OTeut. *lozo-w), f. *lus-, wk. grade of the root
j

*leus-, *laus~: see Leksev., Leased., Loosed.
(The etymological sense may be rendered by I

'dissolution'; cf. the ON. use.) As this word
occurs in OE. and early ME. only in the dative

j

(which if it had survived would have normally

become lose with voiced j), it cannot, unless the

unin fleeted cases were preserved unrecorded, ac-

count for the mod. form. The word in its later

use as a noun of action to leese>
lose vbs., appears

first in the middle of the 14th c, and may have

been a back-formation from the pa. pple. lost ; cf.

Lost sb.
t
which is of contemporary date.]

1. Perdition, ruin, destruction ; the condition or

LOSS.

fact of being 'lost*, destroyed, or ruined. Now
only with mixture of other senses; cf. Losez/. 1 2 b.

c 897 K. ^Klfkeo Gregory's Past, xxxvi. 249 Donne je to

lose weorda5. c 1*05 Lav. 3903 Heore lif heom eode al to
leose [/or lose ; riming with neose= nose]. czvj$Ibid.
22844 And so hi solle go to lose. 1483 Caxton Cato G j b,

Whan theyseken. .the losse and the detheofyonge chyldren.
a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VI 115 Bothe her body and soule,

wer gotten again out of eternal] losse and perdicion. 1605
Shaks. Lear in. >i. 102 His life With thine, and all that

offer to defend him, Stand in assured losse. 1667 Milton
P. L. in. 308 Thou hast, .quitted all to save A World from
utter loss. 1743 Bulkeley & Cummins Voy. S. Seas 104
The Loss of the Ship, was the Loss of htm. 1784 Cowpkh
Tiroc. 166 Describe a Saviour's cross As God's expedient
to retrieve his loss. 1839 Macau lav Ess., Gladstone on Ch.
% State (1880) 481 Is not the loss of one soul a greater evil

than the extinction of many lives?

2. The fact of losing (something specified or con-

lextually implied). See the senses of Lose vA
Const, with ^or objective genitive.

a. The being deprived of, or the failure to keep
(a possession, appurtenance, right, quality, faculty,

or the like).

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xix. 287 Losse of worlddy cat el.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De T. R. vi. v. (1495) 193 Chyldren
wepe more for the losse of an apple than for the losse of
theyr h cry tage. x56^-3 Act 5 Eli2. c. 14 § 12 Persons that

shall so offende. .shall have 1 mprisoneinent, losse of Eares,
slytting and searing of Nose. 1620 T. Granger Diz'.

Lopke 1. xx xvii. 109 The losse of power, and vertue in all

liuing things., is the privation thereof. 1671 Milton Sam.
son 67 O loss of sight, of thee I most complain ! 1774
Goldsm. Nat. Hist. U776) III. 180 William the Conqueror
... punished such as were convicted of killing the wild boar
in his forests, with the loss of their eyes. 1849 Macallav
Hist. Eng. ii. I. 194 The Papists of Ireland attributed to

him the loss of their lands. 1864 Trevelvan Compel.
Wallah (1866) 299 The words, ' loss of caste \ convey to an
English gentleman's mind no more terrible idea than that

of marrying his laundress. 1896 J. H. Clarke Cold-Catch-
i**g% Cold-Preventing, etc 66 Among the sequelae of a cold

in the head, .may be mentioned loss of taste and smell.

b. Loss of life-, the being put Io death (as a

punishment). Also, in generalized sense, the

destruction or ' sacrifice* of human lives.

c 1386 Chaucer A'nt.'s T. 2685 Vp peyne of los of lyf.

1582 N. Lichefield tr. Castanhedd's Cong. E. hid. t. viii.

20 Not willing they should .. susteine cruehie, or losse of

lyfe. 1595 Shaks. John iv. iiL 106, I lou'd him, and will

weepe My date of life out, for his sweete liues losse. 161

1

Bible Acts xxvii. 22 There shall be no losse of any mans life

among you. 1898 Daily Ncivs 12 Apr. 3/3 These men
estimate the loss of life— that is, the ruthless waste and
destruction of human life during the sixteen years that the

Khalifa has ruled—at seventy-five per cent, of the entire

population.

c. The being deprived hy death, separation, or

estrangement, of (a friend, relative, servant, or the

like). Often contexlually, the death (of a person

regretted).

a 1450 Myrc 1279 For los of frendes or of any bynge.

c 1645 Howell Lett. I. vl*1v. 237 Ther be many sad hearts

for the loss of my Lord Robert Digby. 169a R. L'Estrangf.
Fables (1708) I. 543 The Case of a Lady that kept her Bed
for the loss of a Favorite Puppy she had. 1710 Steele
Tatler No. 198 p r Affliction for the Loss of her Mother.
X798 Monthly Mag. VI. 3(39 [Died] John Case Lirowne, esq.

whose loss will he severely felt . . by the whole neighbour*
hood. 1805 J. Qlincy in Life 74 The loss of Mr. Griswold
from the national legislature. 1831 Brewster Newton.

(185^) II. xxi. 260 Newton had lo mourn the loss of his

earliest and best friend.

d. The losing of or being defeated in (a battle,

game, or contest), f Formerly also withont spe-

cific mention of the object: The state of being

a loser, defeat (obs.).

13.. E. E. A Hit. P. C. 174, 1 Iovne bat we lay lotes on
ledes vchone, & who-so lympes l»e losse, lay hym ber-oute.

a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII 136 Of the takyng of the

Kyng their Master, and of the losse of thefeld. 1593SHAKS.
3 Hen. VI, iv. iv. 4 What losse of some pitch t battel) Against
Warwicke? 1611 — Cymb. it. iii. 2 Your Lordship is the

most patient man in losse, the most coldest that euer turn'd

vp Ace. 1744 Ozell tr. Brantonie's Sp. Rhodomontades
205 As a great many Captains have done after the Loss of a

Battle. x8aa Siiellev Caltieron's Magico Prodig. i. 151

The battle's loss may profit those who lose.

e. Failure to take advantage or make good use

(of time, etc.).

c 1385 Chaucer L. G. IV.pgj Dido. It nere but los oftyme.

1535 Covekdale Exod. xxi. 19 He shalpaye the losse of his

tyme. 1593 Shaks. Lucr. 1420 But for IcTsse of Nestors

golden words, It seem'd they would debate with angrie

swords. 163a J. Hayward tr. Biondis Eromena 2g She
without losse of time, buried the Poyniard up to the hilts.

1709 Auoison Tatler No. 131 r 10 To. .take to some honest

Livelihood without Loss of Time. 1814 Scott Wav. xxxi,

Instant reimbursement for loss of time, i860 Tvndall
Glae. 1. xL 75 This error caused us the loss of an hour.

f. Failure to gain or obtain. (Cf. Lose v. 1
7.)

a 1614 D. Dyke Myst. Self-deceiving (fed. 8) 41 A word that

signifieth.. losse of victory. Mod. I do not wish to risk the

loss of my train.

f3. occas. Cause or occasion of ruin or depriva-

tion. Obs.

c 1386 Chaucer Wife 0/ Bath's Prol. 720 Womman was
the Tos of al mankynde. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VI
130 The negligence of the kynges counsaill. .was the losse

of the whole dominion of Fraunce.

4. In particularized sense : An instance of losing.

Also, a person, thing, or amount lost.

c 1369 Chaucer Delhc Btaimchc no* That was tbe losse



LOSS.

..that I had lorne. 1463-4 Coldingham Priory Papers I

(Suitees) 19 1 Our grete lossez in plee for Coldyngham. 1560 '

Daus tr. Sleidaue's Comm. 406 b, That those which had l

bene faithfull to him, and therfore had chaunced intoextreme
miser ie, should first be recompensed their losse. 1599 Siiars.

Muck Ado iv. »i. 87 A rich fellow enough, goe to, and a fellow

that hath had losses. 1685 Evelyn Mrs, Godolphin 150 Thus
ended this incomparable Lady : our never to be sufficiently

lamented losse. 1718 I' retthinker No. 1 r 6 It is not possible

to trade to much Advantage without some Losses. 1883
R. W, Dixon Mano 11. viii. 95 But soon 'twas heard (a loss

j

of little woe) That he had stolen away the gallant quean.
1891 Law Times XC. 283/2 The company wrote off the loss

as a bad debt.

b. spec. {Path.) A loss of blood by uterine

hemorrhage.
1901 Brit. Med. fntl. No. 2089. 86 The patient gave a

history of having had a loss a few days previously.

5. Diminution of one's possessions or advantages
;

detriment or disadvantage involved in being de-

prived of something, or resulting from a change

of conditions ; an instance of this. (Opposed to

gam.)
1377 Langl. P. Pi. B. Prol. 195 Better is a litel losse than

a longe sorwe. £1380 Wyclik Wks. (1880) 212 Drede of
woi Idly shame & loos, c 1400 Destr. Troy 1 7 19 Of be harmys
bat we hauc & be hoge lose. Ibid. 9781 Me is leuer for to

lytic with losse bat I haue. a. 1548 Hall Chron., lien. VI
141b, Gain is not alwaies perdurable, nor losse alwaies

continuall. 1603 Shaks. Metis, for M. in. i. 181 No losse

shall touch her by my company. 1611 Bible Phil. iii. 7
What things were game to me, those 1 counted losse for

Christ. 1627 Milton Vacat. Exerc. 9 Small loss it is that

thence can come unto thee. 1686 tr. Chardins Trav. Persia

S No wonder if their Trade decrease, and turn to loss rather

then profit. 1784 Cowper Task vi. 750 Nor can the wonders
it records be sung To meaner music, and not suffer loss. 1841

Trench Parables xix. ( 1 877) 341 Earthly losses are remedies
for covetousness. 1848 Newman {title) Loss and gain. 1866

Miss Yongb Dove in Eagle's Nest 1. 76 No matter .. 'TiS

only her loss [refusing to drink].

b. To have a {great) ioss in (or of) : to suffer

severely by losing (usually, a person\
1680 Aubrey Lives, E. Vavenant (1813) II. 300 He was

not only a man of vast learning, but of great goodness and
charity ; the parish and all his friends will have a great losse

in htm. 1757 Mrs. Griffith Lett. Henry <y Frances (ij6y)

IV. 15 What a Loss shall 1 have of him ! 1824 Jekyll
Corr (1894) 144, 1 feel a sad loss of poor dear Mr. Stanley.

1836 Moore Mem. (1856) VII. 164 As the time approaches

for the departure of our dear little Nell, we begin to feel

more and more the loss we shall have of her. 1881 Trolloie
Dr. Wortle's School iv. xx. She had a certain charge, .as to

the school. .; and very well she did her work. I shall have
a great loss in her.

% c. A {great, etc.) loss (in this sense) is often

idiomatically predicated of the person or thing lost,

where in strictness the subject of the sentence should

be the loss or deprivation of this. (The mote
correct expression, as in quot. 1605, is obsolete.)

I1605 Bacon Adv. Learn, tr. iii. § 4 For apophthegms, it

is a great loss of that book of Cesar's.] Mod. Our opponents
aie welcome to their new convert ; he is no loss.

6. Mil. The losing (by a commander or an army)

of men by death, wounds, or capture ; also {sing.

and pi.) the number of men so lost.

a 1400-50 Alexander 3171 5it me is better.. in bataile be

slayne, pan se be lose of my ledis. a 1548 Hall Chron.,

lien. VI 130 Trustyng.. shortly to be lorde of the citee and
towne, without any greate losse or battaill. 1840 Gkeslev
SicfC Lichf. 45 The loss of each army . . was about equal.

1846 Grote Greece (1869) 1 1, n. viii. 446 They were repulsed

with loss. 1899 Sir G. White Disp. to Baiter 16 Dec,
The loss of 12,000 men here would be a heavy blow to

England.

1 7. "Lack, default, want. In the ioss of question :

provided there is no dispute. Obs.

1603 Shaks. Meas./or M. 11. iv. 90 As L subscribe not

that, nor any other, But in the loss of question. 163a

Lithgow Tjav. in. 85 The Villages for losse of ground are

all built on the skirts of Rockes.

t 8. Tennis. A lost chase (see Chase sbA 7).

1591 [see Chase sbA 7]. 1619 Drumm. ok Hawth. Convcrs.

B. Jonson xvii. (1842} 30 A Lord playing at Tenis, and

having asked those in the gallerie Whither a strock was
Chase or Losse? A Brother of my Lord Northumberland's
answered, it was Loss.

9. At a loss, fat loss. Of a hound: Having

lost the track or scent; at fault. Hence of per-
!

sons: At fault; utterly uncertain what to say or
j

do (often with indirect questions introduced by

how, whatj etc.) ; unable to understand, imagine,

discover, explain, etc. At a ioss for-, unable to

discover or obtain (something needed).

1592 Warneb Alb. Eng. vit. xxxvi. (1612) 17s The Hound
at losse doth ouer-giue. 1596 Shaks. Tam.Shr. Induct, i.

23 He cried vpon it at the meerest losse, And twice to day
ptck'd out the dullest sent. 1663 South Serm. (1823'! 111.

424 The justness of his government left them at a loss for an

occasion [sc. of rebellion]. 1668 Hale Pre/, to folk's
Abridgm. bjb, Many that are much conversant in suh-

tilties of Logick. .are at a loss in it, and can make little of

it. 1671 Milton P. R. iv. 366 Satan now Quite at a loss, 1

for all his darts were spent, Thus to our Saviour with

stern brow reply'd. 1699 Bentlev Phal. 332 His wonder-

full Learning was at a loss. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 53 r 8,

I stood utterly at a loss how to behave my self. Ibid.

No. 157 r x, 1 am very much at a loss to express by any

Word that occurs to me in our Language, that which is

understood by Indoles in Latin. 1773 Life N. Froivde 23 1

If they were at a Loss for any thing, I cry'd out, can I find |

it, Sir? 1781 Cowper Hope 345 All speakers, yet all
i
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language at a loss. 1833 J. Badcock Dom. Amttsem. 33 I

We are at a loss, however, for any direct knowledge of the
means used by them. 1827 Hallam Const. Hist. (1876) I.

vi. 302 They were at a loss now to obtain his release. 1863
K. A. Kemble Resid. Georgia 17, 1 therefore am at a loss to

understand what made her hail the erection of one [mill] at
Charleston as likely to produce such.. happy results.

tLoss, sb.- Obs. Also 5-6 losse, (5 lossem N

,

6 los, 7 loz. [a. M Du. los - OE. lox, Oil G., MHG.
luhs (mod.G. inchs) ; akin to Sw. to of the same
meaning. Caxton's lossem represents the unex-
plained variant lossen of the Du. original.] A lynx.
1481 Caxton Reynard xxxviii. (Arb.) 105 The rulers and

kepars of the felde was the lupaert and the losse. Ibid. xli.

in The kepars of the felde, the lupaerd and the lossem.

1598 Florio, Lince, a beast like vnto a woolfe, ..called a los

or linx. Lince,. .Also a losse, or a linx. 16*4 T. Heywood
Gunaikeion vil. 329 The beast called a Loz or Lynx.

tliOSS, v. Sc. Obs. Also 5-6 los, 6-7 loiss.

[a. Du. iossen (whence G. losehen, Da. losse, Sw.
iossa), f. los adj., loose (:—OTent. *lnsso-)

1
cogn. w.

loos OTeut. *lanso- : see Loose a.).] trans. To
unload (a vessel), discharge (goods from a vessel).

Also absoi. of a ship: To unload.
1482 Charters Edinb. (1S71) 168 Of ilk stane bait cumand

and losand in the havin Id. Ibid, 169 That na. .stapill gudi*
of strangearis remane. .langare in beith eftir it be dischargit
and losit than [etc.]. 1537 Burgh Rec. Edinb. (1871) 11. 86
Jhone Sleith. .confessit that heluissit the pok of forest woll
pertening to Mungo Tennend efter that the samyn wes
schippit and stowit in his schip. 1565 Reg. Privy Council
Scot. I. 332 Nane of thau.c sail brek bouk,. .quhill the tyme
that thair gudis be housit, and the schip lost, and avysit
with the couservatour how the marcat is. 1609 Burgh Rec.
Glasgow (1876) I. 302 Be making of mercat thairof [sc. goods]
. .befoir they be lossit.

Loss^e, var. Sc. f. Lose v. 1
; van Lose sbA Obs.,

praise ; obs. f. Loose*
Loss, variant of Loess.
Losse!, variant of Losel.
Lossen, Lossenge, obs. it. Lozex, Lozenge.

IiOSSenite (lfsensit). A/in. [Named by Milch
in 1894, after Prof. C. A. Lossen: see -ite.] Ar-

senate of iron and lead, occurring in small reddish-

brown crystals.

1895 A titer. Jml. Sci. L 76 Lossenite.

tlo'SSet. Obs. dial. AlsoSlosad. [lr tosaJ

(Olr. losai) kneading-trough.] A wooden tray.

1645 Uoate Irel. Nat. Hist. xx. (1652) 155 Certain
woodden trayes, amongst the English in Ireland peculiarly

called Lossels [sic]. 1674-91 Ray -V. C. 1 1 'ords 1 3 5 A Losstt,

a large flat wooden dish not much unlike a Voider. 1782

Vallancy Collect. De Recus iiibcrn. x. 82 This fine may
be exchanged for losads, sieve-*, kneading troughs [etc.].

t IiO'SSful, a. Obs. [I. Loss sb. 1 + -ful.] Pro-

ductive of loss ; detrimental
;
unprofitable.

1611 Stced Hist Gt. Brit. tx. xii. § 108.694 Hee.. retired

himselfe with losse-full hast into the bosome of France.

1623 in Harttib's Legacy ( 1655) .287 rate of Money
now goeth, no man can let his Timber stand .. but it will

be very losse-full to him. 1675 Urooks Gold. Key Wk^.
1867 V. 42T It is a gainful loss to suffer for the truth ; it is

a lossful gain, .to provide for our present safety, .and ease.

tliO'Ssing, vbl. sb. Sc. Obs. [f. Loss v. +

-ING 1
.] The aclion of unloading a vessel, or of

discharging goods.

1 531 Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1844) 1. 142 Thair masteris of

warke suld gar amend the pranie of the brig, .. and lat hir

and the prouestis greit keile to fraucht to the losing and
laidnyng of ^chippis. c 1575 R. Uannatvne jfml. (1806) 147

All horsmen and footmen went furth doun to Leylh to the

lossing of the said bark, which incontinent was broghl vp to

the castell efter there lossing. 1597 Sc. Acts Jas. VI (1816)

IV. 137/2 pe con.«>erualour sail not. .admit onye cocquet, ..

except the mercheandis, . . euerie ane of thntne, beloir the

loissing of onie of pair gudis, mak faith.. That he lies na

forbiddin gudis letc.].

Lossingeir, -gere, Sc. variants of Losenger.

t IiO'SSleSS, a. Obs. [f. Loss sb.\ + -less.]

Without loss.

1587 Thvnnf. Contn. Hist. Scot. 409 in ilolinslud, They
were, .suffered harmelesse of bodie, and lossde>se of furni-

ture to depart. 164a Milton Apot. Smcct. Wks. 1851 111.

303 Miraculous and losselesse victories. 1669 in Picton

Vpool Mimic. (1883) 1. 276 Saved harmles, lossles, &
indemnifyed from any suit.

Lossom, -um, obs. forms of Lovesome.

t IiOSt, sb. Obs. Also loste. [app. f. lost, pa.

pple. of Lose v.] =Loss sbA To go to lost: to

perish, go to ruin.

C1374 Chalcer Boeth. 11. p. iv. 30 (Camb. MS.) Men do

no more fors of the lost than of the hauyinge. 1387

Trevisa liigden (Rolls) IV. 213 For bey schulde defende

hein be manloker for drede of so greet lost [L. mctu tanti

damni]. 1390 Gower Couf i. 147 Which is of most cost

And lest is worth and goth to lost? 1422 tr. Sea-eta

Secret., Priv. Priv. 151 Of the lordshupp of Cursid men

comyth many lostis and niyscbefis. 0425 Eng. Cony,

irel. Ix. 147 Al thynge vnder hys newc men yede to loste.

1473 IVatcrf. Arch, in 10M Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v.

310 He shall, .make goode of all the loststhat is done. 1505

Gaiway Arch. ibid. 391 All such costes, lostes and damages

as he shuld sustayne. 1519 Horman Vulg. vit. 86 For in

that delynge is great lost of tyme. 1671 Woodbury Churchiv.

Acc. (E. D. D.), Collected by vertue of a Briefe for a lost

by Aire.

Lost '(I**), [Pa. pple. of Lose vt\

1. That has perished or been destroyed ;
ruined,

esp. morally 01 spiritually; (of the soul) damned.

LOST.

* XS33 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk. At. Aurel. ( 1 546) K vj, The
greattei.te signe ot a loste man is to lease his time in naughty
workes. 1590 Sir R. Williams Disc. IVarte 58 Wee were
lost men but for our owne wits and resolution. 1678 Hunyan
Pilgr 1.15 As the sinner is awakened about his lost condition.
a 1715 Cuknet Own Time (1724) I. 548 He was reckoned
a lost man. 1780 Falconer Diet. Marine* Lost, the state of

being foundered or cast away
;
expressed of a ship when

she has either sunk at sea, or struck upon a rock. 1818
Shllley Rosalind % Helen 392 In my lost soul's abandoned
night.

b. Having the mental powers impaired. Lost

of wits : imbecile (cf. dial, use of lost in this sense).

1821 Shelley Gina ra 12 Deafening the lost intelligence

within. 1861 Thackeray Four Georges i. 6 One thinks of

a descendant of hi> two hundred years afterwards, blind,

old, and lost of wits, singing Handel in Windsor Tower.

t C. iransf. Desperate, hopeless. Obs.

1709 Mhs. M ani.kv Seer. Mem. (1736) II. 101 He loved ine

after a lost manner. 1720 — Paver ofLove (1741) 111. 214
She loves you in a lost manner, she is ready to die.

2. Of which some one has been deprived ; not re-

tained in possession ; no longer to be found. Also,

of a person or animal : Having gone astray, having
lost his or its way.
1526 Tinuai.e Matt. xv. 24, I am not sent but vnto the

loost shepe of the housse of Israhel. 1560 Biule (Genev.)
Lev. vi. 4 He shal then restore . . the lost thing which
he founde. 1667 Milton P. L. 1. 55 The thought Both
of lost happiness and lasting pain Torments him. 1756
C. Lucas Ess. Waters l>ed,, The grateful votaries [desired]

to leach others how to recover lussed health. 1828 Mookk
{title) Limbo of Lost Reputations. 1830 Lyell Princ. Geol.

I. 4 The imperfect remains of lost species of animals and
plants. 1845 Browning (title) The Lost Leader. 1849
Chambers s Inform. People II. 652/2 If a 'Lost ball' be
called, the striker shall be allowed six runs. 1849 Uickens
Dav. Copp. xlvi, It occurred to me that she might be more
disposed to feel a woman's interest in the lost girl. 1896

A. Iv Housman Shropshire Lad xxxiii, To this lost heart
be kind.
Comb, a 1845 Hooo Lost Heir 24 Has ever a one seen

anything about the streets like a crying lost-looking child 'i

To give {over or /// for iost
}
also to give tost :

see Give v. 31 b.

3. Of time, labour, space : Not used advantage-

ously; spent in vain; f hence, vain, groundless.

Of opportunities: Not turned to account, missed.

a 1500 Chaucer's Dremc 156 It were but paine and lost

travaile 1535 [see Labour^, i bj. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill,

II. ii. 11 It were lost sorrow to waile one that's lost. 1604
— Otk. v. ii. 269 Do you go backe dismaid? 'Tis a lost

feare. 1622 Mabue tr. Ale/nan's Guzman ft*A If. 11. 111 My
fi iend . . repented himselfe of the lost lime and charges, \i hich

lie had spent in the sute. 1855 Hoi- kins & Rlmbauli Organ
xx xvii, 274 It can never be correctly said that 'unoccupied
space' in an Organ, within reason, is

4
lost room'. 1889

' K. Boldkewooo ' Robbery under Arms xv, He began.. to

make up for lost time.

4. Of a battle, game : In which one has been de-

feated. Also Iransf. Of a person : That has lost

the day; defeated {poet.).

17Z4 De Foe Mem. Cavalier (1840) 298, I saw it was a lost

game. 1808 Scott Mann. vi. xxxii, In the lost battle,

borne doun by the flying. 1822 Shelley Hellas 294 So
were the lost Greeks on the Danube's day.

5. To be lost to: a. To have passed fiom the

possession of ; to have been taken or wrested from.

1667 Milton P. L. ix. 479 Other joy To me is lost. 1744
Ozell tr. Brantomes Sp, Rhodomontadcs 63 This J}attle

being lost to us. 1796 Jane Alsien Pride <y Prej. xliii, My
uncle and aunt would have been iost to me ; 1 should not

have been allowed to invite them. 1845 S. Austin Ranke's
Hist. Rtf. 111. 363 The basis of power., was thus of neces-

sity lost to the Five Cantons. 1830 Tennyson In Mem,
xliii. 9 So then were nothing last to man. 1870 Morris
Earthly Par. II. 111. 10 In the lore long dead, Lost to the

hurrying world, right wise she was.

b. Of a person : To be so depraved as to be in-

accessible (to some good influence); to have no

sense of (right, shame, etc.). Also rarely in neutral

sense, to be ' dead ' to, to have lost all interest in.

1640 Shirley St. Patruk iv. F 4 Thou lost thing to good,

nesse. 1654 StateCase Comnno. 8 So lost and loose were that

party of men to all former principles. 1682 T. Flat man
Heraclitus Ridens No. 78(1713) II. 228 Being lost to all

Humanity. 1711 Steele Spcct. No. 30 P 1 Who are

not so very much lost to common Sense, but that they

•understand the Folly they are guilty of. 1769 Sir W.
Jones Pal. Fortune Poems (1777' 3» Kesign'd to heaven,

and lost to all beside. 1819 Crabbe T. ofHall yi, A creature

lost to reason. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. vi. II. 92 l^ost

to all sense of religious duty. 1S59 Tennyson Vivien 63

He lay as dead And lost to life and use and name and fame,

fc. To be forgotten by, unknown to (the world).

1626 Shiki.ev Brothers 11. i. (1652) 19 Men whose expecta-

tions are like yours Come not with honour to court such as

I am, (Lost to the World for want of portion) But with some

untam'd heat of blood. 1636 — Duke's Mistress m. ni.

(1638) F2 My Lord L know not with what word^to thanke

- Your feeling of my sufferings. 1 will now Beleeve 1 am
not lost to all the World.

6. In special collocations : lost day, level (see

quots.) ; lost motion, imperfect transmission of

motion between two parts of a machine which

communicate one with the other, due to faulty

construction or looseness of the putts ; lost Sunday
(see Sunday).
1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., *Lost day, the day which

is lost in circumnavigating the globe to the westward, by

making each day a little more than twenty-four bours long.

1 i86q Eng. $ For. Mining Gloss. (Cornwall Terms), *LoU
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levels, levels which are not driven horizontally. 1877 Ray-
mond Statist Mines <\ Mining 421 The movement being

continuous and rapid in one direction—so that there is no
*loss motion [sic]. 1884 Knight Diet. Mcc/t. Suppl., Lest
Motion, looseness of fitting, incident to wear of parts.

7. abspL (with the).

1849 Aytoun Buried Ftoiver 72 All I loved is rising round

me, All the lost returns again. 1871 R. Ellis tr. Catullus

viii. 2 Lost is the lost, thou know'st it, and the past is past.

Ibid. Ixxvi. 18 A help to the lost.

b. //. Advertisements of lost articles.

1761 Ann. Reg. 242 The number of lost*.. in the Daily
Advertiser of next day.

Lost(e, obs. f. Lust ;
pa. pple. of Loss v. Obs.

t Lostell. Obs. In phr. a lostell= OF. a Vostcl

(see HostelA, * to your quarters l \ * disperse 1

'

^1548 Hall Chron., F.dw. /F197D, The kyng.. caused

the Heraldes to cry, a lostell, and every man to departe.

1847 H alij well, Lostell, the cry of the heralds to the

combatants that they should return home.

Loster, Lostfalle, obs. ff. Li stre, Lustful.

fljosthope. Obs. ;wr l
. [Cf. Forlorn Hope.]

An abandoned person.

c 1540 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. I. (Camden No. 36) 102

The Scottes..on all sides assemblinge the lostehopes and
raskalls [L. collectis undique perditis liominibus\

tliO'Stless, a. Obs. [f. Lost sb, + -less.]

Free from loss.

1459 Water/. Arch, in 10th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.
App. v. 300 That he save .the citie lostlesse againste the King
for all chelaimes that he or his officers wil make.

Lostling (V>*stlirj). [f- Lost ///. a., after

foundling. \ A |>erson or thing lost.

1872 Raymond Statist. Mines % Mining 197 The great
' losi river ' which bursts out of the vertical side of the canon
of the Snake—a torrent from the solid rock ; a foundling

lather than a lostling. 1898 C. Benham Fonrtk Napoleon

24 Evidently she spent her existence on the lookout for

the lostling.

t Lo stly, adv. Obs. [f. Lost ppl. a. + -ly -.]

In a lost manner
;
hopelessly.

1660 tr. Amyratdns* Treat- cone. Retig. 1. i. 3 Such eyes

must be lostly obtenebrated, which do .not perceive him
therein.

Lostness (l^stnes). [f. Lost ///. a. +-n'ess.]

The condition or state of being lost.

1728 P. Walker Life Pcden (1827) 133 An enlightened

believing Soul, that sees its Lostness, and Need of Christ.

1839 Bailey /''estus (1852) 195 The desolation of the soul.

.

A sense of lostne-s that leaves death Hut little to reveal.

i8?i Punch 23 May 246 1 My feeling of lostness is utter.

Lostriffe, Lostvol, obs.ff. Loosestrife, Lust-

ful.

Losungeous, variant of Losengeous a. Obs.

Losy, Losyn, obs. forms of Losh, Lozex.

Xiosynge, losyngye, obs. forms of Lozenge.

Losyriger{e, variant of Losexger.

Lot Opt), sb. Forms: 1 hlot, hlott, hlodd,
2-8 lott, 4-6 Iote, 4-7 lotte, (4 loth, 4-6 loot,

5 loote, Iootte\ 2- lot. [OK. hlot neut. (render-

ing L. sors, portio OTeut. type *Muto-m, f. the

wk. grade of the root *hleul~ (: hlaut- : hint-) oc-

curring in the str. vb. OE. hUotan, OS. hliotan,

01 1G. lio%an (MHG. lieyn , ON. hliota, to east

lots, obtain by lot. The precise formal equivalent

of the Eng. word is not found elsewhere exc. perh.

in OFris. hlot (? neut.), MDti. A?/ neut. (also masc),

Dn. lot neut. ; but synonymous sbs. from the same

root appear in all the Teut. langs. From the wk.

grade are, besides those already mentioned, OHG.
\h)lti$ masc, ON. hlut-r, hlot-r masc. (MSw. litter,

loter, Sw. lott, Da. W\ hlute wk. masc.; from the

form *hlattt- are OE. hlft, hUt, hliet masc. (:-

OTeut. *hlanti-z\ Goth, hlaut-s masc. (rendering

KKrjpos), OS. hWt masc, OHG. (h)16z masc. and

neut. (MHG. 16% masc. and neut., mod.G. loos, los

neut.); cf. also ON. hlaitt fern., blood of sacrifice.

The Teut. word was adopted into the Rom. langs.

:

F. lot (whence lotir to divide, in OF. to cast lots),

It. lotto game of chance, Sp., Pg. Iote lot, Sp. loto

* lot ' put up to auction. Probably some of the uses

of the Eng. word are due to the influence of F. lot.

The primary meaning of the Teut. root *hleut- is uncer-

tain. Schrader has suggested that it may have been formed
by secondary ablaut from the wk.-grnde *hlttt- (repr. pre-

Teut. kid- : see Holt) in the so. *htutO'ttt, the primary

sense of which would then be the piece of wood used in

casting lots. But this conjecture is very doubtful, and not

free from difficulties.]

1. An object (app. usually a piece of wood) used

in a widely diffused ancient method of deciding

disputes, dividing plunder or property, selecting

persons for an office or duty, etc., by an appeal to

chance or the divine agency supposed to be con-

cerned in the results of chance. The Mots', each

bearing the special mark of one of the competitors,

were placed in a receptacle (in Homeric Greece a

helmet) ; according to Greek procedure the vessel

was shaken, the winning lot being that which fell

out first; in Scandinavia (see Vigf. s, v. hlntr) the

winning lot was drawn out by an uninterested party.

In Eng. (exc in rare modern instances, chiefly trans-

lations from ancient langs.) the word in this sense
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f occurs only in the phr. to cast, draw (falso lay,

put, send, throw, warp) lots (or flot) ; followed by
on or upon, over, between,for (the object or objects

concerned) ; also by inf. or indirect interrog. clause.

In genuine OE. idiom the vb. governing hlot was iveorpan
to throw (see Warp v.); cf. G. das has iver/en, L. sortcs

conicere, Or. K\ffpou /baAA<t»\ In M E. weipe was super-

seded by the synonymous cast and throw. The OE. use of

sendan is a Latinism, after tittttere of the Vulgate. The
only forms of the phrase that survive are to cast lots {arch.)

and to dra?v tots (cf. F. tirer an sort), which is interpreted

as synonymous with to draw cuts (Cut sb. 1 1).

971 Bttckt. Mom. 229 Hie sendon hlot him betweonum,
hwider hyra ^ehwylc faran scolde to keranne. c 1000 Ags.
Gosp. Matt, xxvii. 35 Hi$ to-dseldon hys reaf & wurpon
hlot [L. sortem mittentes] paer-ofer. c 1205 Lay. 13858 Vmbe
fifiene }er bat (o\c his isomned .. & heore loten werpeS
vppen ban |pe hit faleS he seal uaren of londe. ci*jS Pas-
sion our Lord in O. E. Misc. 50 Ac hi casten heore lot hu es

he scolde beo. a 1300 E. E. Psalter xxL 18 And mi clebinge

Iote kaste bai on. c 1330 R. Brlnne Chron. (1810) 124 Lotes
did bei kast, for whom pei had bat wo. 1382 Wyclif i Sam.
xiv. 42 Sende }e lot bitwixe [1535 Coverdale Cast the lot

ouer. x6n Cast lots betweene] ine and Jonathas my sone.

£1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 1933 Ariadne, Euery thridde yere

. . They caste lot, and as it fil a-boute On riche or pore, he

muste his sone take [etc.]. ^1420 Lvdg. Assembly 0/
Gods 1569 Mathy and Barnabe, drawyng lottys, stood.

<:r475 Paricuay 3184 Thay haue casie ther loote certes

you vppon. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 455 The French

men.. had divided the prisoners and spoyles among them,

and had cast lottes for them. <ri6n Chai man Iliad vu.

153 Each markt his lot, and cast it in, to Asjamemnons
caske. 1647 Jer. Taylor Lib. Pro(>h. xi. 171 U he lot was
throwne, and God made to he Judge. 1703 Bl'kchett

Xaval Trans. \u. xix. (1720) 391 That the Regiments should

cast Lots which of (hem should go on shore first. 1725 Por-K

Odyss. xiv. 239 note, The sons cast lots for their patrimony.

1744 Col. Rcc. Peunsylv. IV. 722 The several Nations had
drawn Lots for the performance of the Ceremony. 1813

Hogg Queen's Wake 26 Their numbers given, the lots were
cast, To fix the names of first and last. 1840 J. H. New-
man Par. Semi. (1842) v. xv. 296 Supposing we had to cast

lots for some worldly benefit, a 1851 Joanna Baillie

Rthtoald \\\. iv. Wks. (1851) 150 Ethw. (giving a soldier a

helmet filled with lots) Here, take the lots and deal them
fairly round. 1875 Jowktt Plato <ed. 2) III. 341 Some in-

genious kind of lots which the less worthy may draw. 1888

E. I>. Tylor in Arch.vot. Rev. Mar., Specimens of the

sticks or other lots cut with patterns, which were used in

the re-distribution of the communal plots of land.

b. In abstract sense : The casting or drawing of

lots, or the use of any equivalent process, to obtain

a deci-ion. Chiefly in phr. by lot (occas. \ by lots).

Mso fig.

1297 R. Gt.ouc (Rolls) 2415 pe stalworbest me ssal bi choys
& bi lot al so Che.se out. 1382 Wyci.if Xum. xxxiii. 54 The
which 5e shal dyuyde to \m bi lot. 1390 Gowkr Con/. 111.

130 So as it fa I lei h upon lot. 1568 Grafton Chron. I. 95
'I*hey were of the Countrie of Germany, and put out of their

Countrie by a maner &. sort of a Lot, which is sundrie

times used in the sayde lande. a 1591 H. Smith Serm.

(1637) 797 Mathias is chosen by lots,^ to the Apostleship.

1642 R. Harris Serm. 43 Let's put it to the Lot. 1649

Mii.ton Eikon. w, But that controversy divine lot hath

ended. 1651 Horbfs Leriith. 11. xxx. 184 Good Counsell

comes not by Lot, nor by Inheritance. 1802 Pa ley Nat.
Theoi. xxvi. 1819) 457 The distribution of provision may be
made by lot, as it is in a sailor's mess. 1875 Jowett Plato
(ed. 2) V. 125 The ancients knew that election by lot was
the most democratic of all modes of appointment.

^
1884 tr.

Lotze y

s Logic 400 The only remaining possibility is either

the lot, or the decision of some external will.

C. The choice resulting from a casting of lots.

In phr. The lot falls (f limps) on (a person or

thing).

c 1205 fsee »1« *3- • E.Altit. P. C. 194 And ay be Iote,

vpon laste, lymped on lonas. 1568 Grafton Chron. I. 29
Then he caused lots to be cast out, to know who should be

king, and the lot fell upon the tribe of Heniamin. 1653
Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. xxix. 115 Lots were cast five times

. . and all those five times the lot fell still on a little Boy of

seven years of age. 1855 Prescott Philip II, h. vii. (1857)

1
284 The lot fell on Egmont to devise some suitable livery.

'

d. fig. Hie lot is casl : the decisive step is taken.

I

(Cf. Die sb.)

1682 Otway Venice Frcsen*. iv. i. Now the lot's cast, and,

fate, do what thou will. 1855 Hrowning Statue <r Bust

55 Calmly he said that her lot was cast, That the door she

had passed was shut on her Till the final catafalk repassed.

e. Phr. To cast (rarely throw) in ones lot with :

to associate oneself with and share the fortunes of.

I

(After Prov. i. 14 \vhere the expression has its literal

1 sense, with reference to partition of plunder.)

1382 Wyclik Prov. i. 14 Lot ley with vs, o bagge of monee
be of vs alle. 1535 Coverdale ibid., Cast in thy lott

amon^e us, we shalhaue all one purse. 1678 1'lnyan PHgr.
1

1. 6, I intend to go along with this pood man, and to cast in

my lot with him. 1740 Wfslky Wks. (1872) I. 283 Seven or

eight and forty likewise. . desired. to ca^t in their lot with us.

1834 Gen. P. Thompson Excrc. (1842I 111. 39 Sne [England]

mu* abide the chances with those with whom she hast cast

in her lot. 1867 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) 1. App. 708

We find East-AngHa heartily throwing in its lot with
' Wessex.

ff. To put in lot : ?to put (money) in a joint

venture or speculation. Obs.

1594 Bt.UNDEViL Exerc. I. xii. (1636) 34 Foure Merchants
did put their money in lot in this manner.

f g. sing, and //. Applied to games of chance.

Also, to divinatory appeals to chance ; hente occas.

a sortilege, spell. Obs.

"577 NoRTitBROOKE Dicing (1843^ 139 Whosoeuer vseth

this chaunce of lottes in ydle and trifling things taketh the

LOT.

name and prouidence of God in vaine. 1621 Burton Anat.
Mel. ti. ii. iv. (1651) 275 Many too nicely take exceptions at

Cardes, Tables and Dices, and such mixt lusorious lots.

1625 Bacon Ess., Envy (Arb.) 515 There is no^ other Cure
of Enuy, but the cure of Witchcraft : and that is, to remoue
the Lot (as they call it) and to lay it vpon another.^ 1649
Alcoran 63 Consult not with Southsayers or Lots, it is a
great sin. 1777 Johnson L. P., Cowley, I cannot but suspect
Cowley of having consulted on this great occasion the
Virgilian lots.

f h. //. As the name of a paiticular game. Obs,

*579 Twyne tr. Petrarch's Physic agst. Fortune I. xxvi.

35, 1 delight moreover to play at Lottes [L. calcutis].

Reason. O chyldishe desyrcfor olde doating< men to

stande gaping ouer a payre of tables, and a fewe rouling
peeces of wood, by stealth robbing or falling in.

2. What falls to a person by lot.

a. That which is assigned by lot to a person as

his share or portion in an inheritance, or in a dis-

tribution of property ; a division or share of pro-

perly made by lot. Phr. f To give in or to lot (or

I lots) to : to allot to. Also, to fall to (or f in)
1

lot of.

C950 Lindisf. Gosp. Luke xv. 12 Da viihiPortioncm sub-

slantiae, sel me dael vel hlodd fares. 958 Grant in Birch

Cartul. Sax. III. 230 On Fearnes felda *e byrao twega
manna hlot landes in to Sudwellan. a 1300 Cursor M. 6064
In a land bat hight sichim, Was gin in loth to ioseph kin

\Fairf. was giuen to loth Ioseph kinl. a 1300 Ibid. 10385
To godd be lamhes he gaf to lottes. 1382 \\ yclif Josh. xv.

1 The lot [1388 part] of the sones of Juda, bi her kynredis,

was this. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xiv. xii. (1495)

473 Effraym had many pertyculer hylles and dennes, for all

; y lotte of the lygnage is moost in mountaynes & in wodes.

ri400 Maunpev. (Koxb.) xiii. 58 J>at cuntree es called

I Galilea Gentium, and it fell in be Iote of Zabulon and of

Neptalim. 1535 Coverdale Ps. xv[i]. 6 The lott is fallen

vnto me in a iayre grounde, yee 1 haue a goodly heretage.

1697 Dryden /Eneid x. 739 Thy Barrs, and Ingots, and the

Sums beside, Leave for thy ChildreDs Lot. 1737 Boling*
broke Study «y Use Hist. vii. 188 The whole ten provinces

were thrown into the lot of France. 1850 Robertson Serm.
Ser. in. vii. 92 When the revenues of a cathedral or a cure

fell to the lot of a monastery. 1862 Stanley Jeiv. Ch.

(1877) 1. xii. 225 One lot, and one only, they were to have ;

the rest they were to carve out for themselves.

b. Phr. f To have (or win) lot with (a person)

of or in (a thing), also \to have lot and dole {cttt,

cavel) with : to have a share with. Now only to

have no {neither) part nor lot in, after Acts viii. 2 1.

c 1150 Burgh Lawis liv. in And. Laws \ Cnst. Burghs
I Scot. (1868 26 Kt sciendum est quod stallangiator nullo

tempore potest habere loth cut neque cavyl de aliquo merci-

! inonio cum burgense nisi infra quando quilibet potest habere

loth et cavyl. C1200 Ormin 4030 $itt batt te33 wolldenn

habbenn lott Wibb himm inn eche blisse. Ibid. 9847
& winnenn lott wibb Abraham Off eche blisse inn heorTne.

<ri2oo Vices ff Virtues (1888) in Nis non mihte on godes

temple £at ne hafb lott and dole mid 3essere eadi^e mihtc.

a 1240 Urcison in Lamb. Horn. 187 Hwa se euer wule habbe
lot wib be of bi blisse, he mot deale wib be of bine pine on
eorbe. C1449 Tkcock Repr. 111. i. 277 The preestis and

dekenes of the Gold Testament schulden not haue part and
lott in the firste parting of the lond of lewrv. X582 N. T.

(Rhem.) sfrfrviii. 21 Thou hast no part, nor lot in this word.

161 1 Ibid., Thou hast neither part nor lot in this matter |Gr.

o\'k «<tti croi p-<p<? ov6f (fAijpos tv tw Abyui toutw], 1825

Macaulay Ess., Milton (1851) I. 24 Having neither part

nor lot in human infirmities. 1833 Ht. Makiineau Cinna-

\ won «y /\ vi. 102 Kayo and his countrymen had no part nor

I lot in the harvests of their native land.

fc. One's turn (to do somtthing); originally,

i as determined by lot. Obs.

c X200 Ormin 133 Att aenne time whanne hiss lott Wnss
i

cuinenn upp to beowwtenn, He toe hiss reclefatt onn hand,
! Annd 3ede inntobe temmple. r 1385 Chaucer L. G. IV. 1887

I
Ariadne, Now cometh thy lot, now comestow^on the

rynge. c 1386 — Friar's Prol. 27 Lat hym seye to me
I
What so hym list ; whan it comth to my lot, By pud, I shal

hym quiten euery grot. x6ix Bible £**<r i. 9. 1667 Milton
I L. iv. 561 Gabriel, to thee thy cours by Lot hath giv'n

Charge and strict watch that to this happie place No e\il

thing approach or enter in.
*

d. fig. That which is given to a person by fate

or divine providence; esp. one's destiny, fortune,

or * portion ' in this life ; condition (good or bad)

in life. Phr. the lot falls {to a person), (//) falls

to the lot of (a person), or itfalls to (him) as his

lot (to have or to do something"!.

a 1300 Cursor M. 14108 t>e better lott has mari chosen.

Ibid. 14555 J>at was sir ludas scarioth Of alle him fell be

werst lot. 1549 Covkroale, etc Erasm. Par. Eph. 2 We
wer chosen vnto the lotte and enheritaunce of immortalitie.

I X576 Fleming Pauopl. Efiist. 226 A minde satisfied with his

appointed lotte. x$86 B. Young Guazzo's Civ. Conv. iv.

179 Therefore let vs make triall, to whose Lot it shal befall

to beare the suaie. 1611 Bible Transl. Pre/. T 2 If any

man conceit, that this is the lot and portion of the meaner

sort onely. — Iset. xvii. 14 This is the portion of them that

spoile vs, and the lot of them that robbe vs. 1667 Milton

P.L. ix. 952 However 1 with thee have fixt iny Lot, Certain

to undcrgoe like doom. 1671 — Samson 1743 Iiewailing

His lot unfortunate in nuptial choice. 1684 Blnyan Pitgr.

11. 205 Shall it be my Lot to go that way again. 171

1

Steele Spect. No. 155 P 1 That Part of the Fair Sex

whose Lot in Life is to be of any Trade. 1764 Goldsm.

Trav. 178 He sees his little lot the lot of all. X769-72

Junius Lett. Pref. 10 They, .confess that they are dissatis-

fied with the common lot of humanity. X799R. Sicklemore

Agues ft Leonora 11. 196 Agnes, .enjoyed a greater portion

of real bliss than in general falls to the lot of mortals. X813

Scott Rokeby in. xxviii. Song, A weary lot is thine, fair

maid. 1820 W. Irving Sketch Bk. I. 7 It has been either

my good or evil lot to have my roving passion gratified.

1884 W. C Smith Kildrosian 72 Some pet scheme or other,



LOT.

To remedy the lot of our poor folk. 1891 Sir R. Werster
in Law Times XC. 431/1 It falls to my lot to express in n
few words [etc.).

t3. In the Ormuhim: A part, portion, or divi-

sion of an) thing; a number (of things or persons)
forming part of a larger whole. Obs. (Cf. sense 8.)

c 1200 Okmin 10939 pise cullfress J?at siiindenn i piss

middellxrd An lott off nianne fode. Ibid. 15248 pe maste
lott tatt he3hesst iss Iss J>att laerede genge patt iss 311W sell

abufcnu 311W To jemenn & to lxrenn .. piss lott off all

Crisstene folic Iss hc^hesst unnderr Criste. Ibid. 19017,
19' 50.

4. A tax, due, or custom. Scot and lot (formerly

also f lot and scot) : see Scot.

1330 Palsgr. 241/1 Ixrtte or shotte, escot. 1628 CokeOw
Litt. 283 That it was done by authority of the Commission
of Sewers for Lotte or Taxe assessed by that Commission.

b. Derbyshire Mines. A payment of the thir-

teenth 'dish* of lead as royalty to the lord of the

mine. (Cf. lot-lead in 10.)

1631, a 1661 [see Cope sb? 3]. 1653 Man love Lead Mines
76 The thirteenth dish of oar within their mine, To th'

Lord for Lot, they pay at measuring: time. 1747 Hooson
Miner's Diet. Mi b, The chief Proprietor and Lord of the
Mine; to whom Lot or Farm is paid by the Miner. 1851

Act 14 <V 15 Vict. c. 94 Sched. i. § 9 The Duty called Lot is

and shall be One Thirteenth Part of all Ore raised within
the Jurisdiction of the Barmote Courts.

f 5. A prize in a lottery. Great lot, chief lot
t
the

highest prize. Obs. [After Kom. uses; cf. F. le

gros lot.] Also in the card-game (see Lottery).
t It is lots to blanks - * it is a thousand to one '.

1567 Lottery Chart Aug., The number of Lots [in a
Lottery) shall be Foure hundretli thousand, and no moc

:

and euery Lot shall bethesuninie of Tenne shillings ster.

ting onely, and no more. 1607 Shaks. Cor. v. ii. 10 It is

Lots to P»Iankes, My imme ham touch't your eares. 1634
Wither Emblems, Direction at end, If it he the upper
Figure, whose Index you moved, than, that Number where-
upon it resteth, is the number of your Lot, or Blancke. 1698
Wheel of Fortune 2 Some more lucky Sot, Had march 'd

off with his Lot, And thRt was the Thousand pound Chance.
J709 Steele Tatter No. 170 p6 Von, who have both the
furnishing and turning of that Wheel of Lot*. 1710 Ibid.

No. 203 P2 The Chief I^ot he was confident would fall upon
some Puppy. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 191 / 1 Each of

these . . thinks he stands fairest for the great Lot. 1850
Bohns llandbk. Games 327 {Lottery), One of them [dealers]

deals a card to each player ; all these cards are to remain
turned, and are called the lots. 1876 'Capt. Crawley '

Card Players'
1 Man. 235 {Lottery), One dealer gives to

every plRyer a card, face d jwn wards, for the lots or prizes.

6. a. (Now chiefly CT.S.) A plot or portion of

land assigned by the state to a particular owner.

Hence, any piece of land divided off or set apart

for a particular purpose, e.g. for building or pas-

ture. Phr. Across or cross lots : across the lots or

fields as a short cut ( U.S. colloq.). b. (? Influenced

by sense 7.) One of the plots or portions in which

a tract of land is divided when offered for sale.

1633 Mass. Col. Rec. (1853) I. 102 The westernmost part of

the Governors greate lot. 1641 Connect. Col. Rec. (1850) J.

505 To Jacob, my sonne, I gtue my howse and lotts, meadow,
homelotte and great lott and lottes whatsoeuer on this side

the great Riuer. 1689 Cot. Rec. Pennsyh*. I. 317 If y*

Province will build me a house in the City, vpon iny Lott.

1776 G. Semple Building in Water 154 E. and F.are twenty
Lots for Docks, p. and q. Thirty Lots for principal Mer-
chants., to store their Imports and Kxports. 1805 Forsyth
Beauties Scotl. II. 473 Each of these freemen possesses

what is called a lot orfreedom, containing about four acres

of arable land. 1836 Backwoods ofCanada 47 Every little

dwelling. . has its lot of land. Ibid. 89 The plains are sold off

in park lots. 1840 Miss Mitforo in L'KstrangeZ^STII.vii.
109 The lot, about an acre, is to be sold on the first of next

month. 1859 Bartlett Diet. Amer. s.v., * I left the road

and went across lots, to shorten the distance *, i.e. across

the open fields or meadows. 1875 Jowrtt Plato (ed. 2) I II.

700 Each of the lots in the plain had an appointed chief. . the

size of the lot was a square of ten stadia each way. 1879
H. George Progr. «$• Pov. vii. i. (1881) 303 A house and the

lot on which it stands are alike property.

7. An article, or set of articles, offered separately

at a general sale ;
esp. each of the items at a sale

by auction.

1704 Lond. Gas. No. 4060/5 Lot 65. Cont. Brown Sugar.

1755 Johnson, Lot (4), a portion; a parcel of goods as

being drawn by lot : as, what lot of silks had you at the

sale f 1773-84 Cook Voy. (1790) V. 1571 In general, we paid

for each lot or separate article as we received them. .1821

Byron Juan m. xv, He had chatn'd His prisoners, dividing

them like chapters In number'd lots. 1859 Chamb. Jrnt.

23 Apr. 270/2 Lot after lot was disposed of . . at what were

considered good prices. 1901 19th Cent. 426 Lot 1 was
brought up in a box.

b. trans/. Applied with depreciatory epithet to

a person
;

chiefly in a bad lot.

1862 Mrs. H. Wood Chanuings xxxvii,[A schoolboy says :1

Charley's not a bad lot, and he shaVt be harmed. 1881

J. Grant Cameronians I. L 7 He had come home.. with

the current reputation, among his set, of being 'a bad lot \

1894 Mrs. H. Ward Marcella III. 345, I'm a bad lot, I

know—well, an idle lot— I don't think I am a bad lot.

8. gen. A number of persons or things of the

same kind, or associated in some way ; a quantity

or collection (of things) ; a party, set, or ' crew
*

(of persons)
;
also, a quantity (of anything). Now

only colloq*
,
except with reference to articles of com-

merce, goods, live stock, and the like. Often with

some degree of depreciation, either implied, or ex-

pressed by an epithet. (Cf. sense 3.)

455

' »575 J- Hooker Life Sir P. Carnu (1857) 49 The next '

day, the people, like a lot of wasps, were up in sundry places.

1725 in G. Sheldon Hist. Dcerfield, Mass. (1895) I. 449
Our men . .discovered a partie of the Enemy that had killed a

1 mare & a Lott of men. 1789 Br.ntham Princ. Legist, xvi.

§ 16 On the one hand a lot of punishment is a lot of pain;
on the other hand the profit of an offence is a lot of pleasure.
1805 T. Holcroft Bryan Perdue 1. 30 Put all the countries
in the world in a bag, and the whole lot of them not worth
little l-reland. 1854 Mrs. Cahlvi.k Lett. II. 249 Two several
lots ofchildren who were to be there. 1872 RAYMONn Statist.

I

Mines <y Mining 140 The Good Samaritan, on the dump of
which a large lot of ore has accumulated. 1879 ^ • B^nham
Mem. Cath. A> ( ran. Tait 501 Their crew seem to have been

I

a lazy lot. 1883 Harper's Mag. Jan. 206/2 The men who
do this work are an interesting lot. 1884 K. R. Turner

1
in Law Times 30 Aug. 310/1 The defendant saw the

I calves, one of which, the only wye calf in the lot, was poorly.
1884 West. Mom. Xews 30 Aug. 1/6 The above will be
found to be an altering lot of Stock. 1897 Marv Kingslry
W. Africa 348 He said the natives were an exceedingly
bad lot.

b. The lot= ihe whole of a certain number or

quantity, colloq.

1867 Mrs. H. Wood Orvilte Coll. L xi. 252, I caught
young Dick buying a quart [of gooseberries J. He's crunching
the lot. 1877 Eraser's Mag. XVI. 381 • What is your fare ?

*

..'A shilling for the lot'. 1886 Stevenson Dr. Jckyll
i. (ed. 2) 8 There was something about the lot of us that
meant mischief.

9 4 colloq. A considerable number, quantity, or

amount ; a good deal, a great deal. Used in sing.

{a lot) and plur. ; also as qtiasi-adv. Often absol.,

without explicit mention of the persons or things

intended. Also with adj., as a good let, a great lot.

1812 Spirit Pub. Jrnls. XVI. 191 Lots of our Senators
have of late been subject to the awful visitation. 1816
'Qriz ' Gland Master 11. 47 Gallons of Arrack, lots of beer.

1835 Keiu.k in Sir J. T. Coleridge Mem. (1869* 201 Till you
have lead a good lot of the Fathers. 1849 Ci.oi - oiiV\vwm,
etc. (1869) I. 158 You see lots of villas, six or seven at lea^t,

in ruins. 1853 Houghton in T. W. Keid Life 11891)

1. xi. 491 General B...who is factotum of the Court, and
who has lots of gossip. 1858 Mrs. Caki.vlk Lett. II. 368
Having had lots of time to unpack ami dre^s. 1886 Cornh.
Mag. July 41 There was plenty of cider a lot too much,
indeed. 1891 E. Peacock A'. Brendon I. 69 Good bye, I've

lots to do. 1894 H. Nisuet Bush Girl's Rom. 306 The
colony could get lots more to take your po^t, if they hanged
you. 1901 Blackw. Mag. Aug. 223 i, I would give a lot to
have had Raeburn paint her. 1901 A. Hon: Tristram of
Blent x. j 13 But, mind you, Duplay's a very superior fellow.

He knows the deuce of a lut.

10. Comb., as (sense 6) lol-holdcr: (sense 1) lot-

casting ppl. adj.; f lot-layer American, one ap-

pointed to lay out land in lots
; f lot-lead Mining

^see qnot. and cf. sense 4 b); lot-mau, *f(« a

pressed seaman ; f [b) an alleged synonym for

pirate; (c) Sc. seequot. iSyo; lot mead, -meadow,
a common meadow, the shares in which are apj or-

tioned by lot
;
lot-money (see quot. and sense 7);

f lot-monger, one who practises sortilege; + lot-

pot, an urn from which lots are shaken or drawn
(cf. lottery-pot s.v. Lottery 5) ;

lot-seller, -sell-

ing (see quots.)
; f lot-teller, a fortune-teller.

1569 J. Sanford tr. Agrippa's \
ran. Aries 2b, A Mot-

ca*tinge Arithmetician. 1852 Gkote Greece 11. lxxix. X.
407 Kleruchs or

4
Iot-holders. 1677 A'exv ling. Hist. <5-

1 Gen. Reg. {1873) XXVII. 48 It was agreed that .. the

*lot layers of both ends of the town . , are apointed to con-

sider tender cases, t-1480 Mendip Laws in Phelps Hist.

Somerset vii. (1839^ 6 So that he doth . . pay his *lott lead,

I

which is the tenth pound which shall be blown on the hearth

or hearths. 1758 J. Blake Plan Mar. Syst. 28 The number
of volunteer seamen, together with the * lut•men . ., may not

be sufficient to man the navy. 1887 Smvtii Sailor's Word-
bh., Lotman, an old term for pirate. 1890 Scots Observer
1 Feb. 296/1. The lotman was the thresher and he was to be

found erewhile on every farm of the Lowlands. 1553 Stan-

ford Churchw. Acc. in Antiquary XVII. 117/2 Kor grasse

in the "loot mede y* belongythe to ye churche ijf. 1659-70

Aubrey Topogr. Collect. Wilts (1862} 198 Here [Wan-
boroughl is a Lott-mead celebrated yearly with great cere-

mony. 1813 T. Davis Agric. Wilts App. 259 Lot-Meads,
common meadows divided into acres or equal sized pieces;

but the property to the hay of each piece heing determined

yearly by lot. 1675 W. Leonaru Reports iv. 43 Where
many have *Lot-Meadow to be divided every year by lot

who shall have the Grass of such an Acre, and who of such

an Acre, &c. 1878 G. B. L. M/rkiott tr. £. de Laveleye's

Prim. Property 114 In many English villages meadows are

still found divided into parts, which are annually assigned

by lot among the co-partners. These are called lot meadows
or lammas land. 1725 Lond. Gaz. No. 6363/2 The Kuyer

is to pay down in Part Five Guineas each Lott, and the

Goods are to be taken away, .on or before the 21st of May
.

.
, or the * Lott-Money forfeited. 1549 Chalonf.r Erasm.

on Folly Rivb, That law was fyrste ordeined against

*lottemongers, enchaunters, and sorcerers. 1603 Florio

Montaigneu xix.(i632) 3 i Of alt shak't is the *lot-pot [Hor.

Carm. ir. iii. 26 omnium versatur urna\. 1619 Gataker
Lots 4 The tickets or tokens that were cast into the Lot-

pot. 1851 Mwhew Lond. Labour 1. 447 The *Lot-sellers

proper, are those who vend a variety of small articles, or
4 a lot*, all for id. Ibid., The origin of ' *lot-selling or

selling 'penny lots* instead of penny articles, was more

curious. 1575 (title) A Dialogue of Witches, in foretime

named * Lot-tellers, and now commonly called Sorcerers

Itr. Danaeus],

IiOt (V*\ v -
Also 5 lote

>
6 loitt -

[f. Lot sb. Cf. F. lotir to cast lots, assign by lot.]

I. intr.

1. To enst lots. Const, interrog. clause; also

with for. rare.

LOT.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 65/1 Wherfore now stande euerich
in his trihe and we shal lote who shal be our kyng. [1600
Hevwood 1st Pt. Edw. IV, in. i. Wks. 1874 1. 46 King.
Well, let's cast lots whether thou shah go with me [etc.).

Hobs. Lot ine no lotting. I'll not go with thee.] J642 R.
Harris Serm. 43 Let's put it to the Lot. Lot upon your
selves; and let each l'arliament man say, Am I ready?
a 1657 )v- 1'HADi oKn Plymouth Plant. (1856) 216 A cowe
[was given] to 6. persons or *hars/& 2. goats to y* same,
which were fir.^t equalised for age & goodnes, and then
lotted for. 1795 J. Sullivan Hist. Maine 188 The house
lots were alt lotted for, except such as were allowed to be
pitched by the old pioprietors.

2. Sc. To pay a ' lot ' or assessment. Only in

connexion with Sc-jt v., q.v.

3. 'Jo lot upon, to count or reckon upon ; rest one's

hopes on
;
depend or lely 011; look for, hope for,

expect. Now U.S.
[1633 D, Rogers Treat. Sacraments \. 165 Doe ye know

the way unto him by the Supper..? Doe ye lot upon it, that
there (ifany where) . . the broken peace of your consciences .

.

is to be revived?! 1642— Naaman 565 Its a inaxime : lot

upon it, whether thou see it so or not, it will be so. 1658
Glrnall Chr. in Arm. 11. ver. 16. xix. 656 The soul that
was even now pining to death with despair, and lotting upon
hell in his thought. 1662 Ibid. 111. ver. 18. 11. xi.x. § 2. 642
As the Saints are covetous of prayer^, so they lot upon it

that you do pray for them. 1868 Mrs. Wiiitnf.v /'. Strong
ii. (1869) 27, 1 can't help lotting on it all the time. 1894
M. K. W11.KiN.sin Brit. Weekly 16 Aug. 258 All these six

weeks, .had Kmina Jane lotted upon it.

II. trans.

4. To assign to one as his share or portion ; to

assign as one's lot or destiny. Also with out ; and
in indirect passive.

1524 Wolsky Let. to Hen. I*J II in Strype Reel. Mem. I.

iv. 53 Your archers shall he lotted and appointed . .to every
part. 1562 Eden Let. to Sir W. Cecil, thereof to be
lotted to me for an earnest penye to beuynne the booke.

1594 Cahfw Huarte's li.vam. Wits xiii. (i5< v6' 219 He
who first deuised Clie*.-»e.play . .lotted as many cheefe men
to the one side as to the other. 1596 Dkavion Legends
iii. 2S6 So well had Fortune lotted out my hap. 1606
Warner Alb. Eng. xv. xcix. 391 'I hough hhe lack not of the
age that Scriptures lot to man. 1611 Ih-.vwoon Gold. Age
11. i. Wks. 1874 III. 29 She Must be her bed-companion, so
tis lotted. 1648 Sv.m.mons find. C/ias. I 291 They being by
the Providence of (Joel lotted under hi> government. 1823
Byron Age of Bronze vi, A live estate, existing but for

thrall, Lotted by thousands, as a meet reward For the first

courtier in the Czar's regard. 1832 Eraser s Mag. V. 684
Was more e'er lotted to the vulgar swarm V 1898 1'. Hardy
Wesse.v Poems 71 Fifty thousand sturdy souls. .Who., were
lotted their shares in a quarrel nut theirs.

fh. To appoint or allot to do or to be (some-

thing) : Allot v. 4. Obs.

1573 Twvnk AZnciti xn. (1584) Sviij, And I alonly lotted

am King Turnus to assay. 1637 I). Jonson Sad Sheph. 11.

i, Your brother Lorells prize ! For so my largesse, Hath
lotted her, to be your brothers Mistresse.

t 5. To impose a tax, due, or impost upon. Obs.

1543-4 Act 35 IIvii. I'llI, c. 11 § 4 Two Iustices of pence
shall haueful power. . indifferently to lot and tax euery citie

boroughe and towne within the shire.

6. To divide (land) into lots, esp. for assignment

to private owners. Usually with out'. To portion

out and allot {to a person or persons).

c 1449 [see Lothkc; z-'bl. sb.]. 1561 Norton & Sackv.

Gorboduc 1. ii. 151 As for diuiding of this realme in twaine,

And lotting out the same in egall partes To either of my
lordes your Graces sonnes. 1622 Peacham Con^pl. Geutl, ix.

(1634^ 73 Every man had his owne portion of ground lotted

and laid out to him. 1634 Rec. Muddy River $ Brookliue,

Mass. (1875) 9 That Hogg Island shall be lotted out unto the

inhabitants and freemen of this town. 1647 Mass. Col. Rec.

(1853) I J- J 95 Waymoth haveing a swamp, supposed to be
above 100 acres, they are granted liberty to lot it out amongst
themselues. 1736 in E. Hyde Hist. Wiucheudou, Mass.

(1849) 75 The Committee to lot and lay out the first division.

1805 Forsyth Beauties Scotl. (1808) V. 202 A village is

lotted out, and to each lot of building ground i< appropriated

a small croft. 1823 Byron yuan x. xxxv, Lotting others'

properties Jnto some sixty thousand new knights' fees. 1836

A. A. Parker Trip to the West 167 A few years ago a town
was lotted out in this place. 1879 Ll bbock Addr. Pol. <$•

Educ. ix. 156 A considerable part of the site was .. lotted

out in sites for cottages. ^1891 E. Chask Dartmouth Coll.

J. 611 The remainder of the grant . .was lotted, and some of

it rented on long leases about 1821.

7. To divide or group into lots for sale. Also

with out.

1709 Lond. Gaz. No. 4595/4 They are lotted into small

Parcels. 1821 IivRON Juan iv. xct, Lady to lady, well as

man to man, Were to be chain'd and lotted out per. couple,

For the slave-market of Constantinople. 1837 Advt. in

Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) III. 120 The Stone Wall
..and the Coping, .surmounted hy Nine Balls., will he sold

in one Lot ;
excepting the Balls, which will be lotted in

Pairs. 1861 Temple Bar I. 145 The furniture was lotted

out for the auctioneer's hammer. 1880 Advt. in Echo
23 Nov. 4/2 A Stock of about 300 dozen choice Wines,

totted to suit the Trade and Private Buyers. 1893 Vize-

telly Glances Back II. xxvii. 110 The auctioneer's man
who lotted the goods.

8. To cast lots for ; to divide, apportion, or dis-

tribute by lot. Now rare.

1703 S. Sewall Diary 22 Mar., Mr. Banister and 1

Lotted our Fence on Cotton-Hill : . . He chose to put it to

J

Lot. j 723 Ibid. 2 Mar., The Children's Plate and Linen is

divided into Six parts, and then Lotted. 1839 Bailey
Eestus xiii. (1848) 124 Men who have . . bought up truth for

the nations ;
parted it, As soldiers lotted once the garb of

God.
9. To choose (pressed men) by lot for service.

Obs, exc. Hist,



LOTA.

1758 J. Blake Plan Mar. Syst. 5 The other c.iptain..is

.. to send the officers under hrm on board merchant ships,

in order to lot the men. 1893 J. H. Turner Hist. Brig-
house 2£4 John Marsden who was lotted or pressed for a
soldier in Wellington's time.

10. To portion off by lol.

1849 Grote Greece 11, xlvi. V. 496 The newly-created
panels of salaried dikasts, lotted off in ten divisions from the
aggregate Helia;a.

Lot, var. Late sbA Obs.t look, sound.

Lot, obs. form of Lote, lotus.

II Lota, lotah 1tf»'ta). Anglo-Lnd. Alsolootah,
loote, loto. [Hindi Iota.'] A spheroidal water-pot,

usually made of polished brass.

iBogC/irott. in Attn. Reg. 310/1 On returning the loote to

one of the officiating Brahmins, he found a little left which
he swallowed with great avidity. 1810 T. Williamson
E. India fade M. II. 284 A lootah, or brass water-vessel.

c 1813 Mrs. Sherwood Stories Ch. Catech. x. 73 Taking
the old man's brass lota, which was all the^ riches he had.

1858 J. Ii. Norton Topics 100 We shall still hear of men
selling their lotahs to provide themselves with the necessaries

of life- i860 W. H. Russell Diary India I. 145 Each man
carries his bamboo latee shod with iron, with a bundle at

one end, and the unfailing loto. .at the other. 1881 Moniek
Williams in 19/// Cent. No. 49. 509 A metal reservoir filled

with water,, .and two or three Lota*.

Lotarie, obs. form of Lotteky.

IiOte (1<?U0, sbA arch. Also 6 lot. [Anglicized

form of Lotl's.] = Lotus in various senses.

1. The Nettle-tree : « Lote-tree a.

c 1510 Barclay Mirr. Gd. Manners (1570) Fiij, In hye
grounde or hilles reioyseth the Peretree, But the Lote and
Planetree where waters often flowe. 1597 CIlrarde Herbal
in. cxvii. 1308 Of the Lote or Nettle tree. The Lote
whereof we write, is a tree as big as a Peare tree. 1665-76
Rka Flora (ed. 2) 221 '1'he Lote or Nettle tree.

2. [After Homer's Acutos.] Some kind of clover,

trefoil, or melilot : «= Lotus 3. LJird's-foot Lole =
Lotus corniculatus.

1548 Turner Names of llerbes 49 Lotus sylncstris. ..It
maye l>e called in english wylde'lote [Melilotus officinalis.

Willd.l. 1615 Chapman Odyss: iv. 802 Where the broad
fields beare Sweet Cypers grasse; where men-fed Lote doth
flow. 1676 Hobbes Iliad (1677) 33 The horses . . upon lote

and cinquefoil feeding were. 1713 Petivkr in Phil. Trans.
XXVIII. 208 These Pods are lightly joynted like the Birds
foot Lote.

3. The food of the Lotophagi (usually identified

with the berry of Zizyphus Lotus : see Lotus 1).

1638 Farley Emblems xxxi. E 8, Thus cralling for its

food, my soule can fret And tasting Lote, his Country doth
forget. 1726 Porn Odyss, xxiu. 335 How to the land of Lote
unblessed he sails. 1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Hot. 114 The
fruit of Zizyphus . . is often wholesome and pleasant to eat,

as in the case of the Jujube and the Lote, the latter of
which is now known to have given their name to the clas-

sical Lotophagi. 1855 Wsxvv.s Mystic 80 That heart-soothing
herb, not less renowned Than lote, nepenthes, moly, or toln.

4. The lotus-lily : see Lotus 4.

1561 A. Scott New Yeir Gift to Q. Maty 218 Fragrant
flour formois, Lantern to lufe, of ladeis lamp and lot.

1650-60 Wharton Disc. Soul World Wks. (1683) 657 The
lx)te (which shutteth its Leaves before Sun Rise, but when
he Ascendeth opencth them by degrees).

5. attrib. and Comb., as lote-berry, -eater, -leaf',

lote -bush, Zizyphus Lotus.
161 1 Cotgr., Micocoules, *Lote berries (be round, and

hang by long staulkes like Cherries). 1846 Lindley Veg.
Kingd. 582 The *Lote-bush, which gave its name to the

Ancient Lotophagi, is to this day collected for food by the
Arabs of Barbary. 1587 Golucxg tr. Solinns Poiyhistor

(1590) Siij, In the innermost part of the bigger Syri .. in-

habited the *Loteaters. 1638 Maynk Lncian (1664) 355
Your example of the Lote-eaters, and instance of the Syrens,

carry no resemblance to my case. 1865 Swinburne Lans
Veneris 185 Softer than the Egyptian "lote-leaf.

t IiOte, sb* The eel-pout (Lola vulgaris).
i6ix Cotgr., Marmote, .. also, the riuer Lote; a little

muddie fish, headed, skinned, and fumed, like an tele.

tLote, v.* Obs. Also 3 lotie nt 4 lotye, ?5
loy t. [? OE. *lotian, f. *lut-, ablaut-variant of *hlt-

in the synonymousOE. lutian « OHG.hhM (M HG.
hhett); the root is prob. identical with that in the

str. vb. OE. lutan to bow"down (see Lout v.)J]

iutr. To lurk, lie concealed.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 217 On besse fewe litele wored

lotieS fele gode wored ^if hie weren we\ ioponed. c 1*75
Lay. 21509 And dude 5am allc cleane into ban sipes grunde,
and hehte heom lotie [^1205 lutie] wel, bat Cheldrich nere
noht war. 1377 Lancl. P. PI. B. xvii. 102 For outlawes
in the wode and vnder banke lotyeth. c 1386 Chaucer Sec.
Nun's T. 186 He foond this hooly olde Vrban anon Among
the Seintcs buryeles lotynge. 1387 Trf.visa Higdcn (Rolls)

IV. 397 latere a Latyn is lotye. 1398 — Barth. De P. R.
xvii. tiii. (Tollem. MS.), Wormes loteb under be schadow
perof.

Hence f Lcting vbl. sb. (in comb, loting-place).

13.. A". Atis. 6203 lie say the ekcris wonynge, And the

fysches lotynge. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xiv. liii.

(Tollem. MS.), A caue is proper lotyage and hidynge place

of bestes, J>at wonen in dennes and dowers.

t IiOte, v.* Obs. [a. ON. lata — Let v.i]

1. trans. To forsake, fail.

f 1250 Gen.
<J-
Ex. 31 31 Ne sal ic 311 no3(tl lolen Of oat ic

haue }u bi-hoten.

2. iutr. To take account of.

c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 8598 Thcr is no man that lengur
lotes Off these gay golden cotes.

fLote, f.3 Obs. [f.L»/dr-, ppl.stemof lavdre;

or perh. back-formation from Lotion.] trans. To
wash with a solution.

456

1547 Booroe Brev. Health eclxxix. 93 Use the water of
plantein with Tutty toted, and ever use colde thynges to
the eyes.

Lote, variant of Late sb\ Obs., look, sound.
Lote, obs. form of Loth sb. ; variant of Lout.

t Lo teby. Obs. Forms: 4 lotebi, ludby,
lut(t)by, 4-5 loteby, 5 lotby. [f. Lote v. 1 +
By adv.] A lover, a paramonr.
1303 R. Bkunne IIandI. Synnt 173 1 But pere be wyfe

haunteb foly Undyr here husbande a ludby, Comunly she
wyl neucre blynne. 13.. Seuyn Sag.(W.) 1443 Sche stal

awal .. And wente to here lotebi. c 1325 Metr. Horn. 82
When scho left Criste hir leve luttby, And toke hir to a
synfullman. 136a Langl. PI. A. m.i46Toholdelemmons
and lotebyes al heor lyf-dayes. c 1425 Seven Sag. (P.) 2148
Anothyr lotby scho nam. 1426 Auoelay Poems 5 He wold
here selle that he had bojt,..And takys to hym a loteby.

Lotery, obs. form of Lottery.

Lote-tree. arch. Also 7 loaK [Lote sbX\

a. The Nettle- tree, Celtis australis. b. The
jujube-tree, Zizyphus Lotus, identified with the

tree that bore the mythical lotus-fruit, c. The
date-plum, Diospyros LMus (Treas. Bot. 1866).

d. Identified with the lotus-lily (Lotus 4), erro-

neously supposed to be a tree.

1548 Turner Names ofHerbes 24 Celtis . . it hath a leafe

, lyke a Nettel, therfore it may he called in englishe Nettel

I tree or Lote tree. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 494 At Rome..
there is yet to be seene a Lote tree standing before the said

chappell. 161 1 Cotgr., Micocoulierd'Afriqne. Th' African
Lote, or Nettle, tree ; of whose blacke wood excellent Flutes

are made. 1626 Bacon Sylva % 583 The Lasting of Plants
is most in those that are Largest of Body ; as Oakes, Elme,
Ches-nut, the Loat-Tree, &c. 1678 Clpworth lntcll. Syst.

1. iv. § 18. 336 As the Egyptian Hieroglyphick for Mate-
rial and Corporeal things, was Mud or floating Water, so
they pictur'd God, in Loto arbore sedentem super Lutntu,
sitting upon the Lote-tree above the Watery Mud. 1741
Compl. Fam.'Picce 11. iii. 374 Lote or Nettle-tree. 1825
Greenlwnse Comp. II. 82 2[izyphns] Lotus, a small tree

from Barbary, supposed by some*to be the Lote-tree of
Pliny. 1855 Planche Fatty T. C'tess tVAnlnoy (1858) 359
A part of the river-side, .shaded by willows and lote-trees

IFr. atisiers]. 1884 J. Payne 1001 Nts. VIII. 70 The lote-

tree doth itself array In some fresh beauty everyday.
#
1887

Browning Parleying*, G. de Lairesse v, Could I gaze intent

On Dryope plucking the blossoms red ..Whereat her lote-

tree writhed and bled.

attrib. 1607 Topsell. f'ottrf. Beasts 627 The Loote-tree-

root [tr. L. lot* radix\ 1833 Tennyson Qinoue Poems 56
The smoothswarded bower . . with lotetree-fruit thickset.

1884 J. Paynk Talesfr. Arabic 11. 31 note, I>ote.tree leaves

dried and powdered . . are strewn over the dead body.

I! Loth ! \o*V , sb. Also 8 lote, 8-9 loot. [Ger.

;

a specific use of loth Lead sb* Also Du. lood

(obs.".] A denomination of weight in use in Hol-
land, Germany, Austria, and Switzerland. It varies

locally in amount, but is always of the local

pound, or half the local ounce.
1683 Pkttus Fleta Min. 1. (1686) 29 The Mark in the

Grain-weight, is parted into Loths and Grains. 1753 Han-
way Trai'. (1762) 1. 11. \\. 51, 1 ounce is 2 loot. Ibid. vi.

Ixxxi. 37 1, 32 Lotes = 1 pound. 1799 W. Tooke I'iew Rus'
sian Etup. III. 530 They heighten the colour afterwards
with 3 lote of allum to every pound of berries, 1839 Ure
Did. Arts 1 124 The earthy deposit contains from i to ,*,of

a loth of silver per cwt. 1868 Skyo Bullion 146 For Silver,

it (Carat] is the mark divided into 16 loths of 18 grains
each.

Loth, alternative form of Loath a.

Lothario (lobeVri,*?). Allusive use of the name
of one of the characters in Rowe's Fair Penitent

:

often qualified by gay. (With capital L.)
The name had previously been used for a somewhat similar

character by Davenant in his Cruel Brother 1630.

A libertine, gay deceiver, rake.

[1703 Rowe Fair PeniL v. i. H 3 Is this that Haughty,
Gallant, Gay Lothario ?1 1756 World No. 202 p 8 The gay
Lothario dresses for the fight. 18x2 Moore Intercepted
Lett. viii. it Both gay Lotharios. 1849 Lytton Caxtons
xvi 11. vi. III. 278 No woman could have been more flattered

I and courted by Lotharios and lady-killers than Lady Castle-

I ton has been. 1887 W. S. Gilbert Ruddigore 1, A devil of

I a fellow— a regular Lothario.

Lothe, obs. form of Lewtii.

tLothen, a. Obs. fa. ON. loSenn."] Shaggy.
la 1400 MorteArth. 778 Lothene and lothely, lokkes and

ober. Ibid. 1097 Lyme and leskes fulle lothyne.

Lotherwit^e, corrupt form of Lairwite.
1 1579 Fxpos. Terms Law 143 Lothenoite, that is. that you
may take mnendes of him which doth defile your bondwoman
without your licence. 1686 Plot Staffordsh. 279 The Lords
enjoy another odd Custom, or privilege of Lotherwits or

I Lyerwits at this day.

tioth(e,some, Lothness : see Loath-.

IiOtiform tif^im), a. Arch. [As if ad. L.
' Volt/or/nis, (. lotus: see Lotus and -(t)form.]

Shaped like the lotus-lily.

1897 Edin. Rcz>. Oct. 470 The cloistered court of lotiform

I

pillars.

Lotion (Vu-fan), j*. Also 5 loscion, 6 locion,

lotyon. [ad.L. I5tivn-em washing, i.lavare (ppl.

stem Iant-, lot-) to wash: see Lave v.]

f 1. gen. The action of washing (the body), ab-

lution. Also, washing with a medicinal prepara-

I

lion (cf. 3). Obs.

1549 Latimeb 6th Serm. bef. Edw. VI, Ujb, Their doc-

I

trine was vnsauery, it was but of Lotiones [misprinted
LolionesJ of decimacions of aaets seade, and Cummyn and
suche gere. 1599 A M. tr. Gabeihoners Bk. Physicke 43/2

LOTTED.
I Everye weeke twice washe his head, and after the lotion of
> the same, strawe agayne of this pouldcr in the sores. 1615

G. Sandys Trav. 64 Their customary* lotions, and daily

I

frequenting of the Uannias. 1659 H. L'Estrance Alliance

I

Dm. Off. 152 It was.. necessary that they should be washed
I
and cleansed l:efore they entered the sacred Font : This
day was set apart for that lotion. 1707 Floyer Physic.

j Pulse-Watch 206 The Lotion of the Head. Feet and Hands.
1797 Encycl. Brit. X. 297 Lotion, is, strictly speaking, such

! washing as concerns beautifying the skin.

b. Feci. = Lavatory 2 a.? Obs.
1529 Will of J. Robinson (Somerset Flo ), Between the

effectory and the first locion. 1552 in Money Ch. Goods in
Berks (1879) 39 Two towelles one for the communyon
thother for Drieng after lotyon. 1599 Sandys Europe Spec.
(1632) 179 In the Priests Lotions at Masse.

f2. The 'washing* of metals, medicines, etc. in

water to cleanse them from impurities, etc. Obs.
1612 Woodall Surg, Mate Wks. (1653) 272 Lotion is a

preparation of medicaments by water, or some other liquor
to remove some evil and hurtful thing, and to procure some
good and profitable quality in them. 1686 W. Harris tr.

Lemery's Course Chym. 1. ix. (ed. 3) 284 But let there be
never so many lotions they can never wash away a certain
inveloping or cover that is given to the Antimony by the
fixt Saltpetre. 1756 C Lucas Ess. Waters I. 83 The
Chemist, .uses fwaterl for. .precipitation, lotion or ablution,
crystallisation, distillation [etc.]. 1796 Kirwan* Elem. Min.
(ed. 2) I. 137 Separated by lotion and coction.

3. Pharm. A liquid preparation used externally

for healing wounds, relieving pain, beautifying the

skin, etc.

c 1400 Lanfranc's Cimrg. 165 marg., A loscion for wondis
within the bresL 1599 A. M. tr. Gaoelhouer's Bk. Physicke
308/2 |A recipe for] a precious vulnerarye water, or lotion,

which on divers Persons hath bin trved. 1606 Warner Alb.
Eng. xvi. ci. (161 2) 400 And ye tbat haue the Aire parfum'd,
bathe oft in Lotions sweete. 1758 Johnson Idler No. 40 f 5
The vender., sells a lotion that repels pimples* 1780 Cowper
Progr. Err. 299 To hide the shocking features of her face
Her form with dress and lotion they repair. 1807-26 S.
Cooper First Lines Surg. (ed. 5) 338 A drachm of Bates s

camphorated lotion in two ounces of water. 1882, J.. Haw-
thorne Dust I. 24 Bathe the shoulder with a lotion.

4. slang. Alcoholic drink.

1876 Hindley Adv. Cheap Jack 82 The one who could
take the most 1

lotion ' without being so [sc. drunk].

Lotion (Vu-Jan), v. nonee-wd. [f. Lotion sb."}

trans. To treat with lotions.

1768 Foote Det>il on 2 Sticks 111. Wks. 1799 II. 275 Full
power.. to pill, bolus, lotion,, and poultice, all persons.

t Lo'tium. Obs. [L. lotiutn, urine.] Stale urine

used by barbers as a ' lye' for the hair. Also attrib.

1601 B. Tonson Poetaster in. i, ITo an apothecary.] Thou
stinkst of Lotium and the syringe. 1609 — Sit. Worn. 111.

ii. Mor. . . Let him [sc. * that cursed barber '] be glad to eate

his sponge, for bread. Trv. And drinke lotium to it. 1608

Miodleton Trick to Catch Old One iv. iv, To take away
the scent of. .my barber's lotium-water.

f Lotium, vulgar form cf Lotion.
a 1657 R. Loveday Lett. (1659) J.86 If you have a Recipe

from Dr. B. of some soveraign lotium, it will be gratefully

welcom.

tLO'tless, a. Obs. rare- 1
. [?f. Lot sb.

(sense 2 b).] App. = without harm or injury.

1470-85 Malory Arthur x. iv. 419, I am sure and I doo
bataille with you I shalle not escape with oute grete hurtes

and as I suppose ye shalle not escape alle lotles.

tLo'tment. Obs. exc. dial, (see E.D.D.).
[f. Lot v. f -ment.] An allotment of land.

1656 First Cent. Hist. Springfield, Mass. (1898) I. 253 To
I cleare and scoure the brooke soe far as their lott or lott-

mcnts is ia breadth in the same meddow. 1720 Connect.

Col. Rec. (1872) VI. 208 This Assembly do enact and order,

that the lotments in said town shall be taxed.

Loto : see Lota and Lotto.

il LotophagiMn
*P'fad.^i), sk pi. Also 7 -le.

[L., a. Gr. AajTo<pdyoi
}

f. Aarro-s Lotus + $ay€ir to

eat.] The lotus eaters ; a people in Greek legend

who lived on the fruit of the lotus, which was said

to cause a dreamy forgetfnlness in those who ale it.

1601 HoLLANn Pliny I. 597. 1615 Chapman Odyss. ix. 139
The shore, Where dwell the blossomcfed Lotophagie. 1725

Pope Odyss. ix. 107 Lotos, the name; divine, nectareous

! juice I (Thence called Lotophagi.)

Lotophagist (iJut^fad^ist). rare~K [See
' prec. and -ist.] A lotus-eater.

1839 Blackio. Mag. XLV. 289 Like most of our country.

I
men who have become habituated to the . . gentle ethics

|
of that singular place, he is what he calls a lotophagist.

LotophagOUS (U«t^fag3s), a. rare. [See prec.

and -ous.] Lotus-eating, resembling the Lotophagi.

Hence Loto'phagonsly adv.

1855 Emerson in Corr. 10. Cartyte II. 244, 1 have even

fancied you did me a harm by the valued gift of Antony
Wood ; which and the like of which I take a lotophagous

I pleasure in eating. 1882 Piogeon Engineer's Holiday I. 83

Thus lotophagously sailing, we landed one morning on a

I

beautifully wooded point.

Lottarie, obs. form of Lottery.

Lotted ;Urted), ///. a. [f. Lot v. + -ED 1.] In

' senses of the verb : Assigned by lot or as a lot,

allotted, etc. Of a pressed seaman : Chosen by lot.

1568 T. Howell Arb. Amitie (1879) 46 Of bodies two,

one corps is made. So linckt in lotted loue. 1568 — Newe
Sonets (1879) 137 The litle Byrde. .doth then . . greet oft his

lotted fcare. 1647 H. More Song ofSoul 11. ii. 11. xiv, And
so of life they'll want their lotted fee. 1758 J. Blake Plan
Mar. Syst. 25 That the master of the merchant.ship, from

which they were taken by lot, be obliged, .to make up such

lotted seaman's accounts. 1822 Byron Age of Bronte v,

Thy lotted people and cxtinguish'd narae.



LOTTER.

b. With edv. (nonce-use) Well-lotted': fortunate
in one's lot
1709 Prior Ladle Moral, Some Sense, ami more Estate,

kind Heav'n To this well-lotted Peer has given.

Lotter (Iftai). [f. Lot sl>. or r\ + -eu L] ? One
who rents an allotment of land.
1845 Statist. Aec. Scot. XV. 73 The tenants or totters live

on their respective farms or townships.

tLO'tterel. Oh. [Cf. Lodder; also Loiters]
A term of opprobrium : ? Scoundrel.
c 1440 York Myst xxxii. 259 Latte we bat lotterell HfTe

ought long, It will be fonde, in faith, foly. Ibid. 382.

Lottery (V'tari). Forms: 6 lottary(e, -eryo,
lottre, 6 7 lotarie, -ery, lotterie, 7 lottarie,
lottire, lottrie, lottry, 6- lottery, [ad. ll. lot-

leria (whence F. loterie, 165S in Hatz.-Darm.)
f

f.

lotto : see Lot sb., Lotto.]

1. An arrangement for the distribution of prizes
by chance among persons purchasing tickets. Slips
or lots, numbered in correspondence with the tickets,

and representing either prizes or blanks, are drawn
from a wheel. Usually intended as a means of
raising money for the benefit of the promoters, of
the State, or ofsome charitable institution. \Lottery
general, a public or state lottery.

1567 Lottery Chart Aug., A very rich Lotterie generall.
without any Blanckes, contayning a great number of good
Prices, aswel of redy Money as of Plate,, .the same Lotterie
is erected by Her Majesties order, to the intent that suche
commoditie as may chaunce to arise thereof, .. may be con-
uerted towards the reparation of the Hanens, and strength
of the Reabne. 1568 Nottingham Rec. IV. 132 The pro-
clamasyon for the Lottre. 1587 Stow Summarie Chron. 434A Ixrtery for meruailous rich and bewtifull armour, was begun
to be drawen at Ixmdon. 1588 Frauncf. Lawiert Log. 11.

xvii. 116 Every rule were written in a several] schrole, every
schrole being put into an earthen pitcher as they use in lot-
taries. 16*6 Donne Serm. iv. (1848) 1. 62 He conies not to
the Sacrament as to a Lottery where perchance he may draw
Salvation. 1668 Adrt. in Lond. Gaz. No. 261/4 Mr. Ogilby's
Lottery of Books opens on Monday the 25th instant. 1710
Steele Tatter Ho. 170 ps Tickets forthe Lottery appointed
by the Government. 1731 Fielding Lottery \\. 28, 1 had no
Fortune, but what I promis'd myself from the Lottery. 1769
Junius Lett. (1804) I. 7 If it must be paid by Parliament,
let me advise the Chancellor of the Exchequer to think of
snme better expedient than a lottery. 1805 HausanVs
Pari. Deb. VT. 358 Mr. Alderman Combe presented a peti-
tion from several persons, owners . .of houses,, .praying leave
to dispose of the same by way of lottery. 184* Mtss M it-
ford in L'Estrange Life III. ix. 153 My mother's fortune
was large, my father's good, legacies from both sides, a
twenty thousand prize in the lottery—all have vanished.

b. trctnsf. and Jig.
1506 Shaks. Merch. V. 1. ii. 32 The lotterie that hee hath

deuised in these three chests of gold, siluer, and leade. 1596
Drayton Leg. 11. 153 Thinke how thou liu\st here publikely
in Court, . . Being a Lotterie whereat few doe winne. 1642
Fuller Holy <y Prof. St. nr. xxii. 212 Marriage shall prove
no lottery to thee, when the hand of providence chuseth
for thee, who, if drawing a blank, can turn it into a prize
by sanctifying a bad wife unto thee. 1768 Sterne Sent,

jJoum. (1775) 1.14 (Desobligeaut) Knowledge and improve,
jments are to be got by sailing and posting for that pur-

pose ; but whether useful knowledge and real improve-
ments, is all a lottery. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI. 10 July,
If I have not been lucky in the lottery of life. 1866 Geo.
Eliot F. Holt (1868) 19 Such desires make life a hideous
lottery, where every day may turn up a blank. 1001
Scotsman 28 Feb. 7/2 What a lottery it is, this being
mentioned in dispatches.

f 2. Decision by casting or drawing of lots, sor-

tilege, appeal to the lot. Also : Chance, issue of
events as determined by chance. Oh.
1570 Levins Manip. 103/5 A Lottery, sortilicium. 1584

R. Scot Discov. Witchcr. xt. x. (1886) 159 The cousenmg
art of sortilege or lotarie. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. 11. i. 119 So
let high-sighted.Tyranny range on, Till each man drop by
Lottery. x6o6 — Tr. * Cr. 11. i. 140 Who shall answer him ?
Achil. I know not, 'tis put to Lottry. 1613 Beaum. & Fu
Honest Man's Fort. iv. i, Fainting under Fortunes false
Lottery. 1619 Gataker Lots 6 Lotery is the deciding or
determination of a doubt by some casuall euent. 1663
Aron-bimnucha 4 Such was the Lotery that discovered the
Theft and Sacriledge committed at Jericho.

f 3. Something which comes to a person by lot

or fortune. Oh.
1606 Shaks. Ant. <y Ct. ir. ii. 248 If Beauty. Wisedotne,

Modesty, can settle The heart of Anthony : Octauia is A
blessed Lottery to htm.

4. A round game at cards, in which prizes are
obtained by the holders of certain cards.
1830 R. Hardie Hoyte madefamiliar 84 Lottery. This

is one of the most amusing of those games which are played
merely for amusement. Ibid. 86 Each player., stakes a
certain number of counters . . which are placed ia a box or
pool as a fund for the lottery. 1876 ' Capt. Crawley ' Card
Players' Man. 233.

5. utlrib. and Comb. , as lottery-book, -mania, -sub-
scription, ticket

; f lottery-ball, ?a ball used for

drawing at a lottery; + lottery-barber (see quot)

;

t lottery-broker, one who acts as agent for the sale
of lottery tickets

; f lottery-cavalier (see quot.)
;

t lottery-fool,? a buffoon employed to attract cus-

tom to a lottery; flottery-lantern, a lantern bear-
ing transparencies advertising a lottery; lottery-
man » lottery-broker; lottery-oflice,an office for the

carrying on of lotteries ; henee lottery-office-keeper;

t lottery-pot = lot-pot (see Lot sb. 10);+ lottery -
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puff, -squib, an interested advertisement of a
lottery

; t lottery-vagrant, ? a vagrant making a
pretence of selling lottery tickets; lottery-wheel, a
piece of mechanism used in lotteries, consisting of
a vertical wheel bearing on its' axis a drum into
whieh the numbered slips are placed and from
which they are drawn aller being shuffled by the
revolution of the wheel.
1696 E. Lmvvn in Phil. Trans. XXVI 1. 463, 1 have one

given me, cut like a *Lottery-ball, and perforated. 1777Ann. Reg 207 * Lottery barbers, where a man for being
shaved and paying three-pence may stand achanee ofgettmt
ten pound 1783 Bp. Pekcv Let. to S. Peg^e in Nichols
lllmi Ltt. Hist. (,858) VIII. 225 Could vou procure access
to the Commissioners own * lottery Cooks, and thence in-
form me of the fate of No. 24,380. 1794 C. Pigott Female
jockey tint* Pref. 20 Contemplate the adventurous lottery
brokers, driving their hard bargains, with a . . peculating
minister. 1682 Dkvofn Fpil. to I uhap. Favourite' 5 Not
lottery cavaliers are half so poor. [Note. ' Lottery cavalier*;

'

are poor loyal officers, to whom the right of keeping lotteries
was granted by patent in Charles M s reign.] i6ooCro\vnk
Lug. I nar\>. Dram. Wks. 1874 IV. 100 The honour of a
dueller is but the honour of a * lottery-fool. 1774 I'ootf
( <meners \. Wks i 799 1 1. 155 1 >e *!ottery-lamhorns hang upm de streets, vid large red letters, write on a'l sides. 1607
i.ond. Gaz. No. 33^3/4 Mr. Sherwood a * Lottery Man.
1775 Mjsc. in Ann. Reg. 190/1 My whole house had..heen
infected with the lottery mania,—(if ] may be allowed the
expression). 1772 Town * Country Mag. 130 Mr. lesson,
who keeps a lottery-office under the piazzas, Coven t Garden
iBzjGeutl Mag. XCVIL n. 513 I n truth we could name
lottery-office-keepers m real holy orders and pretended
holy orders. 1629 II. Bum on BaM no Bethel 1 Scroles
^hulled together in a "lotter.y pott. 1806 Si rr Winter in
Lond. (1S24) 11. 111.68 By taking out a <couple of sudden
deaths, a fire m Oxford-market, a lottery puff, [etc.]..
we make room for the paragraph.
Those

1 817 Part. Debates 7^2
^representations and fabrications called lottery

puffs. 1806 St Rit Winter in Lond. (1824) 111. v. 180 Curse
me if the stupid dunce of an editor did not put it in the
puffing coi ner, with two lottery squibs and a wonderful cure
of the gout by electricity. 1844 Thackeray May Gambols
Wks. 1900 XI II. 420 The lottery. subscription lies in
limbo. 1697-8 Act a K ill. HI c. 37 § 2 The more orderly
Payment of the ^Lottery Tickets for the said Annui-
ties. 1873 II. Si'KNckr Stud. Sociol. vii. 149 In the
holder of a lottery ticket, hope generates a belief utterly at
variance with probability as numerically estimated. 1799Xaval Chrou. 11. 318 An idle or suspicious character, or
lottery vagrant. 1819 Shelley Pell -$rd vi. xiii. 5A world of words- false, true- and foul and fair As in a

*Iottery-wheel are shook. 1827 Hone Evoyday Bk\ 11.

1439 [An engraving of] The Lottery Wheel, 1826.

Lotting (lrliq\ vbl. sb. ff. Lot v. + -jng 1
.]

The aetion of the verb Lot.
C1449 Pecock Repr. in. i. 27S The firste departing, soort-

ing, and lotting of the al hool land. 1579 Fenyon Guicciard,
xiv. (1599) 668 At last they fell to the custome of lotting of
voyces in the Conclaue^ 1770 A. Hall Gospel Worship
(1829) 11. xxii. 305 Directions concerning the lawful use of
lotting must be suggested. 1825 J. Nicholson Operat.
Mechanic 755 In the lotting of the ores, care should be taken
to have small portions from different specimens.
attrib. 1514 Will ofj. Kirkby (Somerset Ho.), My Lot-

ting tables.

tiottire, obs. form of Lottery.
Lotto, loto O'to, \<>a 'to). [a. It. lotto, F. loto :

see Lot sb.]

1. A game played with cards divided into num-
bered and blank squares and numbered discs to be
drawn on the principle of a lottery.

Each player has one or more cards before him ; one ofthe
discs is drawn from a bag, and its number called ; a counter
is placed on the square that has the same number, the player
who first gets one row covered being the winner.
1778 Warner Let. to G. Sehvyn 28 Nov. in G. Selwyn $

his Contemp. (1844) 111, 353, 1^ wonder how you could endure
loto. 1819 Banquet 33 Or bid enlivening loto for a while,
Qr cogitative chess, the eve beguile. 1836 T. Hook G.
Guruey^ II. 121 Others diverted themselves at the more
interesting game of loto. 1894 Contemp. Rev. Aug. 246 The
children played draughts, bagatelle, lotto, or tiddlywinks.
1899 R. Whiteing No. 5 John St. 77 The toiling infants
under age are found at the game of loto.

attrib. 1779 Warner Let. to G. Sehoyn 3 Jan. in 6".

Sehvyn % his Contemp. (1844) III. 381 Lord f itzwilliam .

.

received your ioto-box.

|| 2. A lottery (of tbe Italian kind).

[1787 P. Maty tr. Riesbeck's Trav. Germ. 111. Jxv. 248
The lotto of Genoa, whieh, though decorated with a smooth !

and splendid name, is in fact no more than a Pharaoh table.]

1827 Hone Fzery-day Bk. 11. 1535 To the honour of the
Hanoverian government, no Lotto was ever introduced into
it, though many foreigners offered large sums for permission
to cheat the people in this manner. i8S^Sat.Rev. 14 June
774/2 The love ofgambling is a national characteristic; and
.. Lotto—that is, the official weekly lottery—is the most
dangerous of the forms it takes,

Lottre, lottrie, lottry, obs. ff. Lottery.

Lo't-tree. An alleged name for the White-
beam Tree, Pyrus Aria. 1866 Treas. Bof.

tliO'ture. Obs. [a. L. lotura washing.] Wash-
ing: = Lotion sb* 2. Also cotter., the water in

which any substance has been ' washed \
1601 Holland Pliny II. xxxiv. xviii. 519 Lead doth yeeld

j

from it selfe a eertaine substance by way of loture, which is

of right great and manifold vse in physicke. 1657 Tomlin-
son Renou's Disp. 100 Rusticks in Summer decoct the
Loture of honey-combes.

Lotus (l<7U'tfls), lotos (l^'t^s). (Also 7 erron.

lutes.) PI. lotuses, [a. L. lotus, Gr. Karros, the

name of several dissimilar plants ; it is not known
;

LOTUS.

whether the word in the various applications is
etymologically identical; in sense 3 Herodotus
speaks of it as Egyptian.]
1. The plant yielding the fruit which was the food

of the Lotophagi ofGreek legend
; represented by

Homer (Od. ix. 90 ff.) as producing in those wbo
ate it a state of dreamy forgetfulness, and loss of
all desire to return home. 1 Ience often allusively.
The Homeric lotus was identified by later Gr. writers

with a North African shrub, the descriptions of which are
thought by most naturalists to refer to the jujube-tree
{Xizyphns Lotus), though other identifications have been
proposed.

1540-41 Ei.yot Image Gov. 39 Whan the Com panions and
seruantes of Uhsses had eaten abundantly of the herbe called
Lotos. 1591 Si'KNSER Virg. Gnat 193 And them amongst
the wicked Lotos grew, Wicked for holding guilefully away
Ylysses men. a 1600 T. DeIon-ey Thomas of Reading
(1632) G j b, 1 hen would 1 be like those men (that eating of
the tree Lutes) forget the Country where they were borne.
i6z8 Lr Grys tr. Barclay's Argent's 182 What Lotos in
Africa doth hinder thy returne hither? 1725 Pope Odyss.
ix. 106 Lotos, the name

; divine, nectarious juice ! 177^
Joeinson Joum. West. Is/. Wks. X. 400 At Dun vegan 1 had
tasted lotus and was in danger of forgetting that I was ever
to depart. 1832 Texnvson Lotos-Faters 105 Eating the
Lotos day by day 1900 Contnup. RtV. July 57 If it had all
been \ alta, I could have eaien of the lotus for many a day
but hebastopol is grim and grey [etc.].

'

2. A tree mentioned by ancient wiiters, dis-
tinguished by its hard, black wood, of which statues,
flutes, etc. were carved

;
prob. the netlle-tree,

Celtis auslralis. Also, the date-plnm
t LJiosfiyros

Joins.
1J

1551 TVrnfr Herbal \. H vj b, AfTryca .. bryngeth fnrtli
an excellent tree called lotus.. .the wood hath a black color
and is inyche desyred of men for to make pypes. 1660
\\ ori.iik;e s>,/. Agric. u68i) 09 'J he Larch and LotusTT
deserve to be propagated for their rarity, excellent Shad.-,
and durable Limber. 1760 J. Li:i: Introd. Pot. App. v 7Lotus or I ,ote-tree, Celtis. Ibid.

, Lotus supposed, of Homrr.
Diospyros.

3. The water-lily of Kgypt and Asia, Nymplma
Lotus (and oilier species), and Nehttnbium specio-
sum. b. Arch. An ornament representing the
Kgyplian water-lily : cf. lotus blossom, etc. in 6.
1584 Rich tr. Herodotus 11. 92 b, In time of the floude ..

there arise in the water great plenty of lyllyes, which the
people of /Egypt call Lotos. 1601 Holland Pliny 1. 397
I he /Egyptian Lotus, .grow eth in the marishes of /Egypt
1785 \\ ilk ins Bhag-. at v. 45 The leaf of the lotus. i8«?9
IhN.NKNr Ceylon 1. 1. iii. 123 The chief ornaments of these
neglected sheets of water are the large red and white Lotus.
i877.I.on-(.e. Keramos 286 The grand Osiris holding in his
hand the lotus. 1883 V. Stuart Kgypt 204 The blue and
pink lotus of India. 1900 Max Miller in 19//; Cent. Nov.
732 After death the souls enter into the calyx of a lotus.

4. Some kind of clover or trefoil (referred to by
Homer as food for horses\ + ll'itd lotus, perh.
A/cl/lolus officinalis.

1562 Turner //V/vWn. 42a, Lotus syluestris that is called
wylde lotus, which som call yMe.ss trifoli, groweth in Libia.
ci6n Chapman Iliad xiv. 294 With his leaves did dewy
lotus store Th' Elysian mountain. 1682 Wiieler Joum.
Greece I. 3 Yellow Flowers. . like those of wild Lotus. 1709
AnDisoN Tatter No. 147 r 4 While the Earth beneath them
sprung up in Lotus's, Saffrons, Hvacinths [etc.]. 1820
Shelley Hymn to Mercury xvii. 6 When with rush-grass
tall, Loins and all sweet herbage, every one Had pastured
been. 1842 Tennvson (Enonc 96 And at their feet the crocus
brake like fire, Violet, amaracus and asphodel, Lotosand lilies.

5. Adopted by botanists as the name of a genus
of leguminous plants ; henee in popular language
spec, the Bird's-foot Trefoil, Lotus comiculalus.'
1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp. s. v., The species of lotus,

enumerated by Mr. Tournefort, are these. 1. The smooth
hand cinquefoil lotus, called the smaller smooth horned lotus
land 22 others], 1813 Sir II. Davy Agric. Chem. (1814) 6?
He was examining particularly a species of lotus. ? 1842
Lance Cottage Farmer 9 Huck wheat, rye, tares, Iucern, rape,
white clover, trefoil, lotus; some one or other of these will
grow readily in sandy land. 1865 Gosse Landty Sea (1874)
7 The scarlet-tipped blossoms of the little bird's-foot lotus.

6. attrib. and Comb., as lotus-blossom, -branch,
-dust, -jltnver, -flute, -leaf(also attrib.), -lily, -pond,
-seed

;
lotus-like adj.

; lotus-headed^ -leafed, -leaved,

-paven, -petalled adjs.
; lotus-berry, Byrsonima

coriacea; lotus-bird Austral, (see quot.); lotus
capital, -column Egyptian Arch., a capital or
column ornamented with lotuses; lotus-grass
== sense 4 ; lotus-land, the fabled land of the
lotus-eaters ; a land ofease and delight ; lotus-tree
- Lote-trke {Treas. Bot.\
1864 Grisebach Flora W. hid. 785 *Lotus-berry. 1890

Lumholtz Cannibals 22 The Parra gallinacea, which
in Australia is called the *lotus-bird. It sits on the
leaves that float on the water, particularly tbose of the
water-lily. 1850 G. Wilkinson Arch. Anc. Egypt 7 The
*lotus blossom, the papyrus head. 1834 Baboo \. xviii. 317
A piece of jewellery, representing a *lotus-branch. 1850 G.
Wilkinson Arch. Anc. Egypt 47 The *lotus (or

4
full blown

lotus capital. Ibid. 60 The full-blown *lotus column. 1832
Tennyson Lotos-Eaters 149 Round and round the spicy
downs the yellow *Lotos-dust is blown. 1856 R. A. Vaughan
Mystics (i860) I. 228 The *lotus-flowers 'are not the Nile.
1833 Tennyson Poems 101 Melody o' the Lybian *lotus-
flute. 1820 Shelley (Edip/ts 11. i. 63 In fresh dews Of
* lotos-grass and blossoming asphodel. 1891 1". Hardy Tess
(1900) 87/2 The smoke .. rose from the chimney .. like a
•lotus-headed column. 184a Tennyson Lotos-Eaters 154
In the hollow *Lotos-land to live and lie reclined On the
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LOTUS-EATER. 458 LOUDNESS.
hills like Gods together. 190a Longm. Mag. Jan. a 14 He I

lived in 'lotos land*—the Garden isle of England. 1813
Coleridge Night*Sc. 53 The God, who floats upon a *lotos

leaf. 1865 J. H. Ingraham Pillar of Fire (1872) 262
Majestic columns, with lotus-leaf capitals. 185a R. S.

Surtkes Sponge*t Sp. Tour (1893) 101 It cost a vast of 1

money—fifty guineas 1 to say nothing of the *lotus-leafed •

pedestal it's on. 1837 Penny Cycl. IX. 31 8/1 (Egyptian
Architecture) The bell-shaped and *lotus-leaved capitals.

1800 Asiatic Ann. Reg., Misc. Tracts 350/2 The dust of

whose *lotos-like feet is holy. 1862 G. Wilson Relig. Chem.
21 *Lotus-lilies sucked up from the Nile and exhaled as

vapour the snows that are lying on the tops of our hills.

1878 Gosse Rivers 0/Bible 68 The sweet lotus-lilies that are

set in porcelain vases. i8ao Shelley Witch Atl.\\x,*'Lotx\^

paven canals. 1881 W. G. Palgrave in Macvi. Mag. XLV.
26 The same massive tree-like columns, . . the same *lotus-

petaled capitals. 1863 Alcock Capital Tycoon II. 165 He
found temporary refuge in a *lotus-pond. 1893 Karl Dun-
more Pamirs 11. 233 The favourite dish of a Chinaman,
namely, Motus seed.

Lotus-eater. Also lotos-, a. One of ihe

Lotophagi. b. Irons/. One who gives himself

up to dreamy and luxurious ease.

1832 Tennyson (title) The Lotos-eaters. 1838 Thirlwall
Greece II. xii. 95 The fable of the Lotus-eaters. 1847 W« E.
Forstkr 27 Aug. in T. W. Reid Life (1888) I. vii. 209 He
tCarlyle] is busy sleeping, and declares himself lazy as a
lotos eater. 1856 R. A. Vaughan Mystics (i860) I. 22 So
those spiritual Lotos-eaters will only . . hearken what the
inner spirit sings, There is no joy but calm. 1893 Times
30 Dec. 9/3 A summer like that of 1893 may be all very well
fc>r the lotus-eater, but is a calamity to people who have to
gt?( their living out of English land.

Similarly Lotus-eating* vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1861 Wilson & GEiKtE Mem. E. Forbes vi. 165 Day-
dreaming arid such Lotus-eating idleness as befits the in-

lellectual Castle of Indolence. 1883 F. M. Crawforo Mr.
Isaacs 5 The attractive waters of lotus-eating Saratoga.

Lotye, variant of Lote v.1 Obs., to lurk.

Lotyon, obs. form of Lotion.

Lou, Sc. form of Low sb. and v.

Loubber, Loubee, -ie, obs. ff. Lubber, Looby.

ltOubel(l, obs. variant of Low-bell.

Louce, Louch'e, obs. ff. Loose v., Loch* Sc.

I Louche lwj), ct. rare. [F. louche squinting,

OF. lousche, orig. only fern. L. Insca, fem. of

Inscus one-eyed.] ( )blique, not straightforward.
1819 I *iDV Morgan Autobiog. (1859) 318 There is some-

thing louche about him, which does not accord with the
abandon of careless, intimate intercourse. 1849 Thackeray
Pcndennis lxix, There's something louche regarding him.

Loud (laud), a. Forms: 1 hlud, 3-4 lud'e,

4-7 loude, lowd e, 4 loud. [Com. \VGer. : "01^

hMd=QVx\s. {h)lud, OS. hlud (MDu. l/it, //?</-,

mod.Du. luid), OHG. hint (MHG. Ml, mod.G.
taut) :—OTcut. type *h/udo- :—pre-Teut. *kluto-,

a passive pple. from the Aryan root *klen- to hear

(Teut. *hleu- in Goth, hliup listening attention
\

see Lithe v.'*), whence GrsteKveiv to hear, *A.f'os re-

nown, L. cluere to be famed, cliens (pres. pple., lit.

1 hearer ') dependent, client, OS1. slava glory, slovo

word, Skr. cru to hear, cravas glory. Outside

Teut, the ppl. adjs. have a different ablant-grade

and meaning; so Gr. kKvtos, L. (in)clutus, Olr.

cloth) Skr. puta renowned.
For the remoter cognates representing the extended form

*klens- of the Aryan root, see List sb. 1
]

1. Of sounds or voices: Strongly audible
;
making

a powerful impression on the sense of hearing.

Hence, with agent-noun : That (speaks, sings, etc.)

with a loud voice.

971 Blickl. Horn. 15 He ba cleopode hluddre stefne. citoo
Trin. Coll. Horn. 89 J>o b]e after him comen remden lude
stefne Osanna filio dauid. a 1225 Ancr. R. 210 Uorte
makiea noise—lud dream to scheauwen hore horel. a 1250
Choi $ Night, 5 pat playd wes stif & stare & strong Sum
hwile softe & lud among. 13.. Sir Penes 3129 (MS. A.)

Iosian..spak to hire w\\> loude gret. 1398 Trf.visa Barih.
He P. R. vii. xxxii. (1495) 246 Thryste and sethinge and
lowde bretbynge. C145I0 Holland Howlat 764 Claryonis
lowde knellis. ^548-0 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Morn.
Prayer; The priest.. shall begynne with a loude voyce the
l^ordes prayer. 1576 Fleming Panopl. lipist. 280 Y* man
..fel into a lowd laughter, a 1645 A. Stafforu Apot. Fem.
Glory (1869) p. xcix, Priscian, a Bishop.. said in somewhat
too lowd a whisper [etc]. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 666
Her fellow Nymphs the Mountains tear With loud Laments.
173a Berkeley Alciphr. iv. § 7 Is the voice of man louder
than that of thunder? 18x6 Scott Aniiq. vii, The mendi-
cant and Lovel exerted their voices in a loud halloa 1855
Bain Senses <$• Int. 11. ii. § 6 (1864) 214 A loud speaker is

exciting. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) 111. 651 A great body
of sound is loud, and the opposite is low.

b. Of musical instruments, the sea, winds, etc.

:

Making a loud sound, sonorons. Chiefly poet.

C897 K. Alfred Gregory's Past, xxxvii. 266 Witodlice
Sset ar, Sonne hit mon shhg, hit biS hludre Sonne amis °5er
andweorc. 1390 Gower Con/. I. 137 Thei speke and sounen
in his Ere As thogh thei lowde wyndes were.

_
1604 E.

Grimstone Hist. Siege Ostend 143 The North-winde was
somewhat loude. 1667 Milton P. L. vk 59 Nor with less

dread the loud Ethereal Trumpet from on high gan blow.

1728 Ld. Lvttelton Blenluim 81 Silent a while, and smooth,
The Current glides, till ..down the Steep it falls, In loud
Cascades. 1791 Mrs. Radcliffe Rom. Forest vi,The storm
was now loud. 18. . Campbell Lord Ullin's Daughter,
"I'was vain : the loud waves lash'd the shore, Return or aid
preventing. 1898 W. K. Johnson Terra Tenebr. 35 Let the

loud seas thunder here.

c. Of a place, etc. : Full of noise, re-echoing. 1

rare.

I59S Shaks. John v. iv. 14 For if the French he l^ords of '

this loud day He meanes fetc.l. a 1645 Hevwooo Fort, by
Land <$• Sea 111. i. Wks. 1874 VI. 396 AH ways are loud, and
hue and cry sent forth Through every hundred. 1871 Swin-
burne /trv ofRevolution 123 Lands that are loud through
all their length with chains. 1878 C. Stanford Synth. Christ
iv. 105 Streets and factories loud with life and black with
the dust of toil

2. Jig. a. Clamorous, noisy
;

also, in more
favourable sense, emphatic or vehement in ex-

j

pression.

1530 Tinoale Wks. (1573) 327/2 After the loudest maner
he setteth out the eruelnes of the Emperor's souldiours.

161 1 Bihle Prov. vii. 11 She is loud and stubburne, her feet

abide not in her house. 1647 May ///*/. Pari. 1. viii. 88
Many Subjects in Europe have played lowder parts upon
the Theatre of the world. 1680 Otway Orphan 111. iv. 865
Calls sawcy loud Suspicion, Public Zeal. 171 1 Addison
Sped. No, 128 r 5 When we see a Fellow loud and talka-

tive. 1734 Berkeley Analyst § 1 Several who make the

loudest claim to those qualities, 1849 Macaitlay Hist.
Eng. vi. II. 1 The Church was louder than ever in pro-

fessions of attachment to him. 1879 Morlev Burke viiL

148 The French were held up to the loudest admiration.

1884 Tennyson Freedom x. Poems (1894) 576/2 Men loud

against all forms of power. j888 M. Morris Claverhonse
viii. 147 Churchill's voice was loudest for battle.

absol. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 239 .» it Gold .. silences

the lx>ud and Clamorous.

f b. Of motives : Pressing, urgent. Obs.

1604 Shaks, ()///. 1. i. 151 For he's embark'd With such
loud reason to the Cyprus Wanes.

+ C. Grandiloquent, pompously laudatory. Obs.

1651 Jek. Tavlor Holy Dying i. § 2 (1686) to Many men
. .labour onely for a pompous Epitaph, and a loud title upon
their Marble.

fd. Manifest, palpable, flagrant. Chiefly of a

lie. Obs.

1535 Goodly Primer To Rdr. (1834) 5, 1 omit the right

loud lie before the Mass of Recordare. 1579 E. K. Gloss,

to Spenser s Sheph. Cal. Apr. 120 Certain fine fahlers, and
loude lyers. 1590 Nashe PasquiTs Apol. 1. Cb, How
durst you presume to make so lowde a lie ? 1632 Sanderson
Twelve Serm. 64 Hut what doe I speake of these, but petty

things in comparison of those her lowder impieties? 1645
Milton Tetrach. Wks. (1847) 193/t There is a loud excep-

tion against this law of God. 1650 Bl'iAVER Anthropomet.
12 Many have held opinion, that Pliny and AulusGellius
were loud liars. 1678 Ray Prov. (ed. 2) 89 A great Lie..

That's a loud one. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Creio, Hum*
mer

t
a loud Lie.

3. trans/. Of smell or flavour : Powerful, offen-

sive. Now chiefly l
r

..S.

1641 Milton Reform. 11. 20 Their. .mouths cannot open
without the .strong breath and loud stench of avarice. 1841

Dickens A t/ter. Notes xlv, Pretty loud smell of varnish, sir?

1887 Goode etc. Fisheries U. S. Sect. v. II. 473 The natives

. . prefer to have the meat tainted rather than fresh, declaring

that it is most tender and toothsome when decidedly 1 loud .

1899 J. Pennell in Fortn. Rci>. LXV. 122 The gas-lamp^ (for

cyclesl seems to make a very bright light. It is also said to

make a very loud smell.

4. Of colours, patterns, dress, manners, etc.

:

Vulgarly obtrusive, flashy. Opposed to quiet.

1849 Thackeray Pendennis xxxix, The shirts too 'loud*

in pattern. 1878 Besant & Rick Celia's Arb. xxxix."(i887>

287 The flashy rings upon his fingers;.. the loud pattern of
his trousers. 1883 Century Mag. XXVII. 106 Stained glass,

indeed ! loud, garish, thin, painty. 1884 Stationery Trades
Rev. Sept. 215/2 Fine envelopes are not sold in such loud

colours as they were a few years ago, 1889
1

J. S. Winter '

Mrs. Bob (1891) 118 The girls were dreadfully loud in their

dress.

5. absol. f In loud, f on loud : Aloud, with a

loud voice, f To the loudest : at the lop of one's

voice.

<:i430 Pistill ofSusan 161 (M.S. Cotl. Calig. A. n.) Then
sayde bo loselles on lowde [* 1400 (Yern.)aloudel to bat lady.

c 1450 St. Cnthbcrt (Surtees) 5835 pe childe cryed on lowde,

allase. 16x1 Shaks. II int. 7\ u. 11. 39 Tie. .undertake to bee

Her Aduocate to th' lowd'st. 168a New Hampsh. Pren*.

PapersX1867) 1. 456 My father, .desired him in loud to go out

of his house to bis lodgings.

6. Comb., chiefly parasynthetic, as loud-flavoured,

-minded, -mouthed, -tongued, -voiced adjs.; also

loud-lashed a., lashed into loud uproar ; f loud-

mouth a., loud-mouthed, noisy.

1866 Howells Venet. Life vi. 84 A *loud-flavoured

broth. 1818 Hazlitt Eng. Poets iii. (1870)68 The sea ..

*loud-lashed by furious storms. 1845 Carlylk Cromwell 1 1.

234A certain loudtongued, *loud»minded Mr. Feak. 1668

E. Howard Usurper^63 Curse on these*loud-mouth Hounds

!

1628 Ford Lover's Mel. in. i, I haue a *loud-mouth'd Can-
non of mine owne to batter her. 1901 Expositor July 21

They were heretics ol the blatant sort, loud-mouthed and
shallow-minded. 1622 Massingek Virg. Mart, l i, *Lowd
tong'd Fame The harbinger to prepare their entertainment.

1857 Geo. Eliot Scenes Cleric. Life, Janet's Repentance

(1878) II. 184 Loud-tongued abuse. 1850 Mrs. Drowning
Poems I. 28 *Loud-voiced imagery.

IiOTid (laud), adv. Forms : 1 hltide, 2-4 lud(e,

3-4 loude, (4 lhoude, louthe), 4-7 lowd(e, (5

iouade), 4- loud. [OE. hli'/de = OS. hliido (Du.
\

luid), 01IG. hliito, lAto (MUG. Idle, G. laut):-

OTeut. *hl/}dd, f. *hMdo- Loud a.]

1. Loudly, with a loud noise or voice ; aloud.

971 Blickl. Horn. 149 Hwaet is. .bis folc be her bus hlude

singebr € 1175 Lamb. Horn. 43 Summe of ban nionne. .swa

deor lude remeS. a 1225 A ncr. R. 290 >if be ne cumefl nout

sone help, gred luddure mid hote heorte. c 1375 Sc. Leg.

Saints vii. {Jacobus Minor) 208, & prayand fore fame In-

crely & lovd, bat al hard bis, can cry. e 1420 Chrou. Vilod.

3793 J>ey..knokkede fast & lougde at be gate, c 1491 Chast.
Godaes Chyld. 8 Some crye lowde wyth an hye woys. 1590
Spenser Q. \. vi. 27 A Lyonesse.., That roaring all with
rage did lowd requere Her children deare. 163a Milton
Penseroso 126 Kerch eft in a comely cloud While rocking
winds are piping loud. 1671 — P. R. xi. 339 While they
loudest sing The vices of thir Deities, and thir own. 1771
Golds m. Hist. Eng. II. 211 The inhabitants clamoured so
loud for a surrender. 1819 Hazlitt Pol. Ess. 148 He^as-
serts a fact the louder, as he suspects it to be without proof.

1894 A. Robertson Nuggets etc. 216, I shouted ' hurrah
and laughed loud and long.

fb. Loud and still-, under all circumstances.

[So MDu. lude en stille.} Obs.
1300-1400 R. Gloucester's Chron. (Rolls) App. xx. 352 pat

wolde Hbhe.in ryot & habbe al hare wille In robberi^e &
prute bobe loude & stille. 1340 IIampoie Pr. Consc. 103
We suld pray, bathe loud and slille, For al cristen sanies.

£1430 SyrGener. (Roxb.) 8368, I must nedes doo his wil In
al that I can loude or still. 1636 H eywood L oves Maistresse
it. i. Wks. 1874 V. 108 Let me hear some miisic, loud and still.

f c. With to lie : Openly, palpably. (Cf. Lorn
a. 2 d.) Obs.
a 1400 Pistill of Susan 343 (Vernon MS.) Now bou liest

loude, so helpe me vr lord. 1600 Holland Livy xxxvm.
Iv. 1019, I would rather thinke that the clerke . . faulted
with his pen in writing the copies, than the authour lied so
lowd with his tongue.

2. Of smell ": Strongly, offensively. (Cf. Lorn
a. 3 and Aloud adv. 2.)

1871 Joaqxin Miller Songs Italy {1878) 104 Carry..some
drug that smells loud.

' 3. Comb, with pres. and pal fpies, of verbs de-

noting or implying the production of sound, e.g.

loud-acclaiming, -belltnvingt -laughing, -ringing,

-roaring, -screaming, -singing, -squeaking, -thun-
dering, -ticking, etc.; loud-roared, etc. Also 1 oild-

spoken a.f given to loud speaking.
1591 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. ii. 733 The loud-roaring

Thunder. Ibid. vi. 905 Loud-thundnng Canons, a 1631
Donne Poems (1650) 87 Some lowd squeaking Cryer Well
pleas'd with one leane thred-bare groat for hire, a 1649
Drumm. of Hawth. Poems Wks. (171 1) 36 The christal-

streaming Nid, loud-bellowing Clyde. 1667 G. C Pref. to
H. More's Div. Dial. (1713) 5 Those two loud-singing
Nightingals of Arcadia. 1725 Pope Odyss. iv. 464 Loud-
acclaiming Greeks the victor bless'd. 1768-74^ Tucker Lt.
Nat. (1834) 1. 596 Intemperate Jest, loud-laughing Mockery,
and hood-winked Misrule. 1838 Dickens O. Twist xii, A
very large and loud-ticking gold watch. 1855 Longp. Hiaw.
xv. 117 The loud-speaking thunder helps me. 1859 Geo.
Eliot A. Bede v, A broad-faced, broad-chested, loud-

screaming rascal. 1882 Stevenson New Arab. Nts. I. 13S

Sir Thomas was. .loud-spoken, boisterous and domineering.

Loude : see Lude (=lude) ME., noise.

Loud(e, obs. form of Laud v.

Louden (lou'd'n), v. [f. Loud a. + -en 5J
1. intr. To become or grow loud or louder.
a J848 R. W. Hamilton in Chr. Sabbath (1852) xiiL 367

The birthday song of creation may,well rise and louden into

a new song. 1855 Kingsley XVesiw. Hot (1861) 505 An
angry growl from the westward heavens, .rolled and loud*

ened nearer and nearer.

2. trans. To make loud or louder, rare— 1
.

1898 Bodley France 1. 1. iv, 236 "Internecine strife ought
to be hushed instead of being loudened.

Hence Lou'dening a., that grows louder.

1805 A. Wilson in Poems
<J- Lit. Prose (1876) II. 173

Groaning we start ! and at the loudening war, Ask our be*

wildered senses where we are. 1864' R. F. Burton.Dahome
I. 183 A loudening hum of voices heralded a rush of warriors

into the Uhon-nukon, or cleared space, with its central tree.

pjoudful: see List of Spurious fFords.]

Louding : see LuDiNG (« luding) ME., noise.

Loudish (lau-dij), a. [f. Loud a. + -isil]

Somewhat loud.

i860 Reaoe Cloister $ H. II. 35 The voices bad for some
time been loudish round a tabL at the bottom of the halt.

1866 Carlvle Remin. (1881) I. 290 Criticism. .loudish uni-

versally and nowhere accurately just.

Loudly (lau'dli), adv. [f. Loud a. + -ly 2.]

In a loud manner, a. In a loud tone or voice

;

tfifr w*tn t° M** openly, palpably, b. Clamor-
ously, noisily, c. With reference to dress: Flashily,

showily.
a 1400-50 Alexander 1709 (Dublin) Hys litilayke & hys

liknes he loudly [Ashmole lavthly] dispysez. 1508 Dunbar
Tua mariit wemen 240 Loudly Jauchand the laif allowit hir

meik4e. 1589 PasqniCs Ret. Ctvb, He lyeth loudlie. 1590
Spenser F. Q.t. i. 17 Therewith enrag'd she loudly gan to

bray. 1602 Shaks. Ham. y. ii. 410 The Souldiours Mil*
sicke, and the rites ofAVarre Speake lowdly for him. 1635

J. Havward tr. Biondis BanistCd Virg. 40 Yet blush'd he
not to lye loudly, when it made any way for his ends. 1776
Gibbon Deel. <J-

F. xiii. I. 375 Loudly complaining of the
protection afforded by the Romans to rebels. 1845 S. Aus-
tin Ranke's Hist. Ref. I. 83 The King of Bohemia . . in-

sisted loudly on his rights. 1849 Thackeray Pendennis
xxx. Medical students, gallant, dashing, what is called
1 loudly ' dressed. i8fe Iowett Plato (ed. 2) I II. 260 Call-

ing each man loudly by his name.
Comb. 1874 Micklethwaite Mod. Par. Churches 294
A loudly«coloured pavement is very objectionable.

Loudness (lau'dnes). [OE. hludnis, f. hltid

Loud + -m's -ness.] The quality or condition of

being loud ; an instance of this.

c \a$o Byrhtfcrth's Handboc \n Anglia (1885) VIIL 332
Clamoron lyden on englisc ys hludnys. c 1440 Promp. Pari*.

314/1 Lowdenesse,rt///?w^. 1530 Palsgr. 241/1 l^Oudnesse,
haultesse. 1647 Crashaw Poems 131 His prayers took their

price and strength Not from the loudness nor thelcngth. 1733



LOUGH.
Swikt XeivSimiteforLadies 2 1 When th'alaruni'bell is rung

1

Of Kami's everlasting tongue, The husband dreads its loud-
ness more Than lightning's flash or thunder's Toar. i860 Tyn-
uall Glac.x. ii. 16 These echos would diminish in loudness
just as the images of the candle diminish in brightness- 1881
*H. James Portr. Laiiy xxv. in Macm. Mag. XL1I1. 413
Naturally, he couldn't like her style, her loudness, her want
of repose- 188 1 Droauhouse Mus. Acoustics 394 They pro-
duce beats, or loudnesses separated by silences.

Loue, obs. variant of Look dial.

Louffe, obs. form of Luff.

t Lough. 1
. Obs. Forms : 4 louh, 4-5 1030, 5

logh e, loughe, 6 lowgh, 4- lough. >See also

Low sb.* [M E. lough, lo)e, perh. repr. ONorlhumb.
luh (? liik)) rendering L. /return and stagmtm in the

Lindisfarne Gospels; the use for freturn suggests

that it is a. Irish loch (see Loch though the

vowel perh. agrees better with the British word
represented by Welsh llwch ( \—*luksu-) lake, pool.]

1. A lake, pool. In ME. alliterative poetry
sometimes used for : Water, sea.

C1330 R. Brcns'E Chrou. Wace (Rolls) 1423 pe grete
Lough of Rusticiadan, Ibid. 10197 In bat louh ar >e.\ii

iles. 13.. E. E. Aliit. P. A. 119 Alle f>e lo^e lemed of
ly^t. £1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxi. 95 In bat ile also cs

a deed see ; and it es in maner of a lowgh. . . Heside bat

logh growez redez of a wonderfull lenth. e 14*0 Anturs of
Arth. 31 (Ireland MS.) He ladde bat lady so longe by that

loghe sydus. Ibid. 83 Thare come a lowe one the loughe
.. In the lyknes of Lucyfere. 1538 Lelanu Itin, VII. 58
Divers Springes cumineth owt of Horodale, and so make
a great Lowgh that we cawle a Poole ; and ther yn he iii

Isles, 1562 I URNER Herbal it. 65 Nymphea . . ii sortes .

.

grow both in meres loughes lakes and in still or standyn^
waters. 1577 B. Googe Ilercsbach's Ilnsb. (1586) 173 About
Turwan in Fraunce. .you shall finde in Loughes and Rayne
Waters .. great abundance of Fishe. c 1645 Howell Lett.

(1650) IV. no Ilaerlam Mere, a huge inland lough. 1725
De Foe ToitrCt. Brit. II. 1. 121 There is a little Lake or

Lough of Water in the Middle of it [Litchfield], [In ed. 7

(1769) II. 416 this passage is altered as follows: There is a
kind of slow, sluggish Lough, or Water, which runs, or rather

glides heavily through it, and so on for four or five Miles
farther into the Trent.] 1829 Brockett N. Country Words
(ed. 2) Lough t a lake.

b. Sc. (b?x)«LocHL ? Obs.
Cf. the Sc. form touch (i4-i6th c.) under Locu 1

; also the

pi. l&ivis (t6th c.) : see Low sb?
t

1785 Burks Address Dcii vii, Wi 1

you, inysel, I gat a
fright Ayont the lough [rimes with sough]. 1786 — Tarn
Samson's Elegy iv, When to the loughs the Curlers flock.

2. attrib. \ lough-diver, -plover,names forthefc-

malesmew; lough-Ieeeh= /^t/t-/^Y//^beeLocH 1 2 .

1678 Ray Willughby'sOrnitlu 338 The Female is described

by Gesner under the title of Mergus glaeialis, which Mr.
'Johnson Englisheth the *Lough-diver. 1829 Col.. Hawki k

Diary (1893) II. a 1 A lough diver, or female smew. 1562

Turner Herbal 11. 31 Horsleches or *lougheleches. 1578
Lyte Dodocus 11. ccn. 305 Loughleaches.

IiOUgh 2 (l^x)* Anglo-Irish. Forms: 4 lowe,

6 logh, 6- lough. [The written form belongs to

Lough 1, from which tins need not have been sepa-

rated but for the fact I hat, while the spelling lough

survived in Ireland, the spoken word which it re-

presented became obsolete, being superseded by the

native Irish loch Qpx) ' see Locu L] A lake or arm
of the sea

;
equivalent to the Scottish Loch L

1387 Trevisa Itigden (Rolls) I. 349 He wolde sende hir

hym to be Lowe Laeheryn. 1512 Galivay Arch, in 10th

Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 395 The fishers of the logh

bringe to the market th re dais in the wtcke. 1567 in E. P. Shir-

ley Hist. Monaghan 88 note, That fortification, .is in 'sartin

ffreshwater loghes' in his country. 1600 Fairfax Tasso 1.

xhv. 10 Whom 1 reland sent from loughes and forrests hore.

1690 Lond. Gaz. No. 2540/2 Several Ships arrived that day
in the Lough of Carrickfergus. 1708 Brit. Afolio No. 73.

2/1 There is a Lough in the North of Ireland, call'd Neugh.
188a Mrs. Riddeel Pr. of Wales s Garden-Party 230 On
the other side of the lough . . lay the green hills. 1000

Blackw. Mag. Oct 580/1 Down in Mayo ! had ridden out

.. to fish for white trout in a little lough that lies at the

foot of Nephin.

t Lough K Obs. =» Loch 2
. Also aitrib. in

lough-water (see quot.).

167a Flamstekd in Rigaud Corr. Set. Men (1841) II. 153
Lough-water. . ."Tis found in the midst of a firm stone in the

lead mine. 1747 Uooson Miner's^ Diet. Eiij, With this.

.

we Chissel the Ore out of Loughs in Pipe Works.

t Lough, v. Obs. [? repr. OE. logian to place

in order, f. I6h place.] trans. To stack (turf).

C1630 Risdon Su>i>. Devon (1810) 11 Then drying and
lough ing those turfs into burrows, and so burning them.

Lough, obs. pa. t. of Laugh ; obs. var. Look.

Lough, I0U3, obs. forms of Low a.

Lougheen (Vx«0» Anglo-Irish, [f. Lough £

-hdim. suffix -een (= Irish -in as in Colleen) ; cf.

Gikleen.] A little lough.
1882 Cortih. Mag. Mar. 322 The countless multitude of

luughs and lougheens.

Lought, obs. variant of Loath a.

16.. T. Heywood & Rowlev Fort, by Land A- Sea I. 1.

<t6ss) 3 Nor is he such a darling in mine eye, that I am
lought to have him from my sight.

Louh, Louin, obs. forms of Low, Lows.

Ii Louis Qui). Hist. PI. louis. Also 7-8 in

Knglish form lewis, lewises. [Y. louis, ap-

pellative use of the Christian name borne by many

French kings.] = Louis d'ob. Also -\ Silver Lewis:

the French icu of the 1 7-1 8th c.

1689 Lotui. Gas. No. 2498/4 They took away . .
a quantity

459

of Broad Pieces, Guinea's, I^ewrt's, Medals, &c. 1704
Royal Proclam. 18 June ibid. No. 4029/1 Ecu's of France,
or Silver Lewis, Seventeen Peny.weight Twelve Grains,
Four Shillings and Six Pence. 1794 Mks. Radcliffe Myst.
Udolpho v, He threw down all the money he had, except
a very few louis. x8i8 Byron Jtian t. cviii, A good deal
may be bought for fifty Louts. 1900 Lo. Rosebeky Napo-
leon iii. 54 He sends with the challenge a gun and six louis
which he had borrowed of his enemy.
Louis, variant of Lewis.

I! Louis d'or Hist. Also in English
or scmt-English form 7 luidore, 8 lewi(s)dore,
loui(s)dore. [F. louis d'or, lit. * gold louis

'
; see

prec] A gold coin issued in ihe reign of Louis
XIII and subsequently till the time of Louis XVI.
When first coined in 1640 its weight was 103-273 grains.

In 1717 its legal value in England was fixed at 17^. In the
Bourbon reigns following the Restoration the name was
transferred to the 20 franc piece or Napoleon.
1689 Lond. Gaz. No. 2495/4 Lost v a Silk Purse,, .therein

two 5/. pieces of Gold, 13 or 14 Guinea's, and 3 Luidore.s.

1691 Ibid. No. 2643/4 The Ring is of Gold, . . of the value
of about 50 Lewis d'Or's. 1701 Farquhar Inconstant l. i.

W'ks. 1892 I. 335 He has ordered me to bespeak a dinner
for us at Rousseau's at a louis-d'or a head. 1756 Nugent
Gr. Tour 111. 43 Spanish pistoles and French lewidores are
current in this journey. 1832 Motley Corr. (1889) I. ii. 14
My room for the rest of this Semester . . costs me thrue
louis d'or and a half. 1883 Stevenson Tt eas. 1st. 1. iv, The
coins were of all countries and M/es doubloons, and loui»-

tl'ors, and guineas.

Louisine ,1/iizrn). [f. Louis or Louise a proper
name + -ink ;See quot. lSSj.)
188* Caulfeild & Sawaro Diet. Xecdleivork, Louisine,

a very thin plain silk material, suitable for children's wear,
and for slight summer costumes. 1901 Wcstm. Gaz. 7 Mar.
3 2 Louisine, that new and fascinating silk, a sort of shim-
mering, larger-grained peau de soie.

\\ Louis Quatorze (l///kat^rz). Louis XIV,
King of France, 1643-1715. Used ailjcctivcly to

designate the styles in architecture, furniture, de-

corative art, etc., characteristic of his reign. So
Louis Quinze (-kieriz , Louis XV, 1715-74.
Louis Seize (-sgz), Louis XVI, 1774 03. Lonis
Treize (-tr£z), Louis XIII, 1 6*0 43. Hence rarely

Louis as adj. to designate what was prevalent in

two or more of the above-mentioned reigns.

1855 Ouit.vm Suppl., Louis-Quator/e Ornament .. Louis

(Quinze Ornament. 1876 Poi.lln Anc. # Mod. Furniture a.

103 The broken shell-shaped woodwork, popularly known
as Louis quince work, began to be adopted for the frames

of large gl.isses. 1878 Kasilake Ilouseh. Taste ii. (ed. 4)

55 Their notions of the beautiful are .. derived from tradi-

tions of the Louis Quatorze period. 1882 Caclkkild
Saward Diet. Xccdlewk. 329 L uis Quinze Lace is formed of

a braid known as Louis Trei/e. 1892 Litchfield Hist.

Furniture 61 During the ' l/ouis Treize' period chairs

became more comfortable. Ibid. 162 The familiar * Louis

Seize ' riband .surmounting the two oval Sevres china

plaques. 1901 Conlciup. Rev. Sept. 381 Useful arts . . at e

reduced to copies of the Louis styles.

tLOUk, Sb. Obs. [(. Loi KZ\] = LoCKCHEiSTEK.

c 1400 PayneMS. (Dr.Frazer's\ Contra pannttm & maculam
{oculorum] vermis claudens se cum tatigitur .i. louk.

f Louk, v.* Obs. Forms : Inf. 1 liieau, 2-4

luke(n, 3 (9rw.lukenu, 4 luk, louke;n, lowke,6

lowk, 7 louk. Pa. t. 1 leae, lucon, 3 laee, lee

,

loe,//.loke(n
J
luken

} 4 leke. Weakforms: 3-4

louked, luked, 4 loukid(e, 6 Sc. lowkyt. Pa.

pple. iloeen, 2~5(i-,y-)i-loke(n
7 3 Ortu. lokenn,

3-4 luken, -in, 4-5 lokin, -on, -yn, (5 lukkin
,

%

\Veak forms : 4 loukid, 5 lowked, Sc. lowkyt.

[A Com. Teut. str. vh. : OL. lAcan = OFris. lilka,

OS. (atti-, bi-)lMau (MDu. luken, Du. hiVsm\

OIIG. {
aut-, ar-,f>i- Indian (MHG, luchen), ON.

luka, Goth. *ltU*an ^in galitkan to close, ushlkan

to open) ; f. Teut. root *letth- : lank- : Ink-, whence

Lock sb* Outside Teut. no certain cognates have

been found.
The str. pa. pple. survived the other parts of the vb., being

regarded as belonging to Lock r'. 1
]

1. trans. To close, shut, fasten ;
esp. to fasten (a

door or chamber) with lock and key, to lock ;
also,

to close (the jaws, the eyes). AhoJig.

a 1000 Andreas 1259 (Gr.) Hritn & forst ..h*le5a eoel

lucon. C117S L<»»1>- Mi pe jeten weren llokene.

e izob Lav. 15311 He arde to Glocha;stre & be 3ates la:c

\c izi< loci ful feste. e izzo Bestiary 513 Dts cete 3anne

Tresur And bYt jJe luk bine bur i^R. Glouc. (Rolls)

10180 pe doren after horn wepinde [hn] loke yaste. ^1300

Sarmutt xxxvi. in E. E. P. (1862) 5 ^n-do f>in hert bat is

iloke wib couetise and pryde. a t3oo Cursor M. 5„4 Joseph

bi sun sa^l luke bin ei. !3 -- Senyn Sag. (W.) 920 He lek hi,

eghen & gan to slape. c 1x30 Owayu Miles (1837) «o With

locke aud\cye the gate to ISufcen. a H ampole Psalter

cxlvii. 2 pe aates of heuen eftire be Jay of dome sail be

loukid til. ta 1400 Morte Arth. 3954 The gud kynge Lokes

one his eye-liddls, bat lowkkide ware fatre. a 1400 Pol. Ret.

I L. Poems (E. E.T. S.) 257 Pe 5ates of Para.s foruth eue

weren iloken. ci\zz Hoccleve Jereslauss ^{^334 Left

was the Erles Chambre dore vnstoken ; To which he com

and found it was nat loken. 1467 in Eng.^ (i»7o> 379

The same quayer to be put in a boxe called a Casket, loken

1S13 Douc£AsV/?«m ix. viii. 68 Nor I, thy moder, laid not

thy corps on beyr, Nor wyth my handis owkyt thyne eyn

so cleyr. a 1600 Montgomery Misc. Poems xv. 8 Ihe

dum solsequium . . louks his leavis throu langour of the

LOUNDERER.
I

nicht. 1631 A. Ckaige Pilgr. Hcremite 8 I hen who shall
bee seene, To louk thy dead Eine?

2. iutr. for rejl. To close up, form one mass.

Also with together. Of a lace: To have a fasten-

ing.

a jooo Phoenix 225 (Gr.) Sibban ba yslan eft otiginnaS
aefter lisbrarce lucan toga:dre. c iz$o Gen. $ Ex. 3276 God
him bad helden up his hond to-ward Sis water, in a morgen
quile 5e se luked. 13.. E. E. A Hit. P. 11. 441 penne lasned
be I05 lowkande togeder. 13. . Gaiu. $ Gr. Knt. 217 A lace

lapped aboute, bat louked at be hede.

3. trans. To lock or shut up (const. int within) ;

to enclose, surround
;

also, to lock or shut out. lit.

and Jig. To louk in clay or lead^Xo bury.
c iaoo Okmin 1091 He wass himm sellf . . lokenn ba:r wibb-

innenn. c 1205 Lay. 3.2202 His ban beo5 iloken faste i gub
dene cheste. c 125° Gen. % Ex. 162 Dhu salt ben ut in sor^e

luken. a 1300 Cursor At. 6338 Sum-kin takening suld bar

be Loken in b'r wandes thre. Ibid. 9891 pis castel es ..wit

walles loken four a stan. Ibid. 17411 loseph .. Yee luked
under lok and sele. c 1330 R. Brcnne Chron. Wacc (Rolls'

3258 For loue in armes lik ober bey loken. c 1330 Amis <<(•,

A mil. 492 Hir pines were so harde and strong, Sche wait!

be loken in clay. 1377 Langl. /'. Pi. V>. xvtu. 243 Lo ! how
the sonne ^an louke Her li^te in herself, c 1380 Wyclif>SV/.
Whs. 111. 42 [God] loukide hem in be my^t of her enemye.i.

1 1386 Chauckk NunsPr. T. 55 Trewely she hath the herte

in hoold Of Chauntecleer loken in every lith. c 1400 Rom.
Rose 3839 Thou shalt be bounde, And faste loken in a
tour, a 1400-50 Alexander 5005 pat obir loken ouire with

leues as it ware li^t siluir. 1414 CRA^^•^oN Penit. F$. xH

Late no^t myn enemyes makyn here game Of me, whan
I am lokyn in leed. 1438 Ruke Alex. Great 108 That hed
him lukkin in luffis lace.

1 Ience + Louked (weak) ///. a. See also Lok lx,

LUCKEX.
1513 Douglas sEncis xu. Prol. tor The lowkyt button is on

the gemniyt treis Ourspredand leyvis of natuns tapestreis.

Louk, c'.- Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 1 luean [pres.

ind. 3 sing. Iyct5.,3 luken, 5 lowke, 7-9 lowk,

9 lcok, luke, louk. J'a.l. 1 leae, 3 lecc, leae, //. 1

lueon. 3 luken. Pa. pple. 1 locen, 4 lokyn. [A
Com. Teut. sir, vb. : OK. lucan = OFris. luka y

MDu. luken, OIIG. (er-, uz-)linhhan (MUG.
luchen, liceheu

y
motl.G. dial, liccheu to pull}, Goth.

{us-)/ukau to draw (a sword). .Some regard the

root [pre-Teut. *leug- as identical with that of

Lith. liixli, hluzyti to break, Skr. ruj to shatter.]

1. trans. To pull up or out. Now only dial., to

jmll up (weeds) ; to weed (corn .

a 1000 Hoeth. Metr. xii. 28 (Sedgefield) Swa swa londcs

teorl Of his a:cere lyc'5 yfel weod inoni^. C1205 Lay. 2907
Seiles heo up dro^en,. .luken rapes longe. Ibid 2<<66i I

r

p he

hue j>ene staf, b^t water ber after leop. rt 1225 Leg. Rath.

-128, lchulle leoten luken ^ teon ^e tittes awei of bine

bare breosten. (1275 -\7 Pains Hell 136 in O. E. Misc.

151 .Snakes heore eyen lukeb- a 1400 OUavian 1274 Whan
his swyrde was y-brokyn, A Sarasyns leg^e hath he lokyn,

Therwyth he can hym were. 1483 Cath. Atlgl, 221^ To
Lowke (or weyde), rvneare

t
san/ilare. 1674 Kay ^V. C.

Words 31 To Lowk\ i.e. to weed Corn, lo look out weeds,

1825 Kkqckktt N. C. Words, Look, louk, to weed, clear.

1 2. iutr. To burst out. Obs.

c 1205 Lay. 30274 pa isah he of Hrien his teres ut luken.

Hence Loirking vbl. sd., weeding. Also Iiotrker,

one who weeds.
14.. Notn. in Wr.AVulcker 697/25 Hie runcator, lowker.

1491-2 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surteesl 159 Pro le lukkyng j
u<

Spring apud Thonnokmyre. 1624 Dest Farm. Ilks. (Sur-

tees) 156 July 20. Reckoned with Leonard Goodale, pd

him for his mowing, and his wife lowkinge and haymakinge.

I2J. 1641 Ibid. 142 Lookers have.. yl a day.

t Louke. Obs. App. a boon companion.
c 1386 Chaucer CooKs T. 51 Ther is no theef with-oute

a lowke, That helpeth hym to wasten and to sowke Of that

he brybe can orborwe may. [1880 C. H. Poole Gloss.

Stajford 15 Lcr.vk, a sharp fellow.]

Loular, -ard, louller : see Lollahd, LollerL

Lenin, obs. pa, pple. of Lie v.- ; var. ofLown Se.

Lounder (l^ndai), sb. Sc. [? Onomatopoeic.]

A heavy, swingeing blow.

1723 Ramsay Monk % Millers Wife 263 Wha lent him on

the neck a lounder That gart him o'er the threshold founder.

1816 Scott Antiq. xxi, 1 wad likeit weel just to hae . . gien

him a lounder wp my pike-stafT. 1862 \V. Hunter Biggar

<$ Ho. ofFleming \\\. 231 [The] unwary cur. .received such

a lounder as sent him howling to his den.

Lounder (l«-ndai), v. Sc. [f. Lockpek sb.]

'

trans. To beat, cudgel, thrash. Also, to hurl with

violence on (something), in quot.^.
1806 in Whitelaw lik. Sc. Ballads (1875) 284/1 His back

they loundert, mell for mell. 1816 Scott Old Mort. iy. If

they come to lounder ilk ither, as they did la^t tune, suldna

I cry on you. 1893 Stevenson Catriona 330 Why is all

this shame loundered on my head ?

Hence Loirndering vbl. sb. Lou'ndering///.

a., (of a blow) swingeing, severe.

1725 Ramsay Gentle Shc/h. 1. ii, To lend his loving wife a

loundering lick. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xvm, H er daughter

had never seen Jock Porteous . . since he had gien her a

1

loundering wi' his cane. 1849 C. Bronte Shirley xxx. 437,
1

1 should rather relish a loundering whack.

tLou'nderer. Obs. [a. Du. lunderaar (in

Kilian hinderer)^ f. lunderen to idle.] A skulker.

C142S Wyntoun Chron. 11. viii. 740 Thai mycht . . That

lordbchipe wyn in herytage. For to levc it faynlly, And lyve

as lowndreris cayttevely. Ut$y> Test. IK Thorpe in Foxe

A . «y M. (1583) I. 543/1 Lousengers and lounderers arewrong.

1 fully made and named Heretnites.
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LOUNE.

t Loune, v. Obs. [Echoic ; cf. honing s. v.

Loon 2.] inir. To utter the cry of the crane.

c 1325 Gloss. W. dc Bibbysw. in Wrighl Voc. 152/3 Lc
houf mugist (lowes), la grwe (crane) growle (lounet;.

Lounge (laund^), sb. [f. Lounge v.]

1, An act, spell, or course of lounging ; a leisurely

walk, a saunter, stroll
;

also, a lounging gait or

manner of reclining.

1806 Surr Winter in Lotui. II. 177 The gentlemen had

arranged a morning lounge at Tattersall's. 18*4 T. Hook
Say. * Doings 1. 18 The disembarrassed lounge on her own
ottoman. 1833 M. Scott Tom Cringle xvL {1859) 435, I am off

to have a lounge with him. 1837 Lvtton Maltravers it. \. I.

166 What else have we to do with our mornings, we women !

..Our life is a lounge from the cradle to the grave, i860

Thackerav Roundabt. P. viii. Wks. 1869 XX. 85 'The
Prince's lounge' was a peculiar manner of walking which

the young bucks imitated. 187a Klack Adv. P/iaeton xxx.

405 When we went out for a lounge after luncheon. 1889

I). C. Murray Danger. Cats-paw 18 Esden had slackened

his pace to a mere lounge.

b. A
,
pastime. Also slang (Eton and Cam-

bridge', 4 a treat, a chief meal ' (Farmer).

1788 Triffer No. 21. 276 If. .you have invented a new
lounge, communicate it in your next 1844 Disraeli

Coningsby 1. vi. I. 69, 1 don't care for dinner, Hreakfast is

my lounge.

<2. A place for lounging ; a gathering of loungers.

1775 Sherioan Rivals l i, But pray, Mr. Fag, what kind

of a place is tbis Bath t..Fag. .. 'tis a good lounge. 1798

Jane Austen Northang. Abb. (1833) 1. v. 20 Every search

for him was unsuccessful, in morning lounges, or evening

assemblies. 1798 Monthly Mag. VI. 171 If a man were

asked to take a walk into the High-street in a morning—
* lie voted it a bad lounge'. 1800 Mrs. Hervev Mourtray
Fam. IV. 135 Her house, .was voted to be. the most delight-

ful lounge in London. ai86$ Greville Mem. it. (1885) II.

170 This is a great lounge, attended by all the people of

the town. 1881 J. T. Slugg Remin. Manch. xxvi. 306 The
lounge or drawing-room, .was extremely elegant.

3. A kind of sofa or easy chair on which one can

he at full length.
1852 Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. xxvi. 240 The graceful

b.unboo lounges were amply supplied with cushions. 1895

Mrs. B. M. Croker Village Tales (1896) 46 The patient was
promoted into a cane lounge in the sitting-room.

4. attrih. ('suitable for lounging'), as lounge-book,

-t hair, -coal, -hour, -suit; cf. Louxging vbl. sb. b.

1800 Coleriuck in Sir H. Davys Rem. (1858) 82, 1 am
compelled . .to give a volume of letters from Germany, which

will be a decent ^lounge book, and not an atom more. 1902

Westm. Gas. 25 Jan. 2/1 A sort ofshudder sweeps over the

limp forms in the Mounge-chairs. 1898 Ibid. 22 Sept. 8/2

Frock coats, and tail coats, and "lounge coats, and top

coats. 1810 Sporting Mag. XXXV. 311 A Boxing Match
took place in Conduit-Street during the "lounge hours. 1901

Westm. Gaz. 25 Nov. 5/2 A navy blue serge "lounge suit.

Lounge \l0und3), v. Also 7 loundge, 8 Sc.

lunge; and in derivatives 7 lundge, 8 lownge.

[Of obscure origin
;
perh. suggested by L.UXGIS.]

1. inir. To move indolently, resting between-

whiles, or leaning on something for support. Also

v ith about,away', in, out, up. (In the early instances

perh. rather : To skulk, to slouch.)

1508 Dunbar Flyting iv. Kennedie 174 Ay loungand, lyk

sine loikinan on ane ledder. 1639 J. Clarke Parcemiotogia

259 He loundge's as a dog that had lost his tayle. 1735
Ramsay To Jos. Clerk 3 Works 1877 II. 307 Whase owsen
lunges o'er a plain Of wide extent. 1757 Smollictt Reprisal

t. i, While I go down to the cabin, .you may lounge about

and endeavour to over-hear their conversation. 1838 Lvtton
Alice 131 Vargrave lounged into the billiard-room. 186a

Mrs. H. Wood C'/tannings xvii, Roland lounged in, not

more presentable than the re^t. 1853 Fr. A. Kemble Resid.

in Georgia 26 Filthy negroes, who lounge in and out. 1874

Deutsch Rem. 176 Egyptian officials, lounging about armed
with weighty sticks, 1900 Btackw. Mag. Aug. 260/2 He
would lounge up and say—* Now come really'.

2. To recline lazily, to loll.

1746 Exmoor Scolding (E. D. S.) 42 Eart lunging, eart

squatting upon thy tether Eend. 1778 Ibid., Gloss., Loung-
ing ox Lundging, leaning on any Thing, such as a Gate or

a Stile, like a lazy Creature that hath nothing else to do.

1822-34 Good's Study Med.(c6. 4) III. 246 The complaint
..shows itself hy.. an unwonted desire to lounge and loll

about. 1827 Lvtton Pel/tarn I. xii. 39 You must not

lounge on your chair. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop ii, The
uther stood lounging with his foot upon a chair. 1850

Maurice Mor. q Met. Philos. (ed. 2) 162 Lounging upon
their couches. 1859 C. C. Barker Associat. Prine. tit. 63
'Squires, .lounging on the rushes before the great hall fire.

3. To pass time indolently or without definite

occupation ; to idle.

1671 Skinner Etymol. Ling. Angl., Lounge, cunctari,

movari, cessare,. vide Lungis. 1755 Johnson, Lounge, to

idle ; to live lazily. 1784 J. Bakrv in Led. Paint, v. (Bohn

1848) 197 It would be at least some amusement to lounge

over what the other artists had done. 1856 Lo. Cockbijrh
Mem. (1874) vii. 393 ScotL . . breakfasted and lounged from
nine to eleven.

4. trans. To pass (time, etc.) away (rarely out)

with lounging
;
also, f to lounge in (a place) (obs.).

1776 Dk. Richmond in Burke's Corr. (1844} lj. "3i
1 suppose you lounge away whole months whistling for

w ant of thought. 1810 Splendid Follies 1. 1 29, I never go to

the play for any entertainment, except kicking up a row and
lounging the lobbies. 1814 Jane Austen Mans/. Park (1851)

67 They all returned to the house together, there to lounge

away the time as they could with chit-chat. 1871 BuRft

Ad Fidem (ed. 2) iii. 39 The able-bodied and ablt-minded
person who .. lounges out his youth and lounges out his

manhood. 1879 Froude Caesar 104 He then returned to

Rome lo lounge away the remainder of his days in volup-

tuous magnificence.

460

Lounge, variant of Lunge ; obs. form of Lung.
Lounger (lou-nd^aj). ff. Lounge v. + -er 1

.]

One who lounges, an idler, a do-nothing.
1508 Dunbar Flyting w. Kennedie 121 Lene larbar,

loungcour, baith lowsy in lisk and Ion^e, 1513 Douglas
sEneis vm. Prol. 122 Quhat bern be thou in bed..Lurk-
and like a longeour? 1711 Steele Sped. No. 54/6,
I shall enquire into such about this Town as have arrived
at the Dignity of being Lowngers by the Force of natural
Parts. 1750 Student 1. 21 Idle people called Lowngers,
whose whole business it is to fly from the painful task of
thinking. 1803 Mar. Edgeworth Manufacturers ii. (1832)

106 Our hero was ridiculed most unmercifully by all the

Bond-street loungers. 186* Merivale Rom. Etup. (1865)

VI. xlviii. 66 The loungers of the batbs and porticoes sallied

forth from their cool retreats. 1878 N. Amer. Rev. CXXVI.
7 He went to Europe as a student, not as a lounger.

Lounging* (loundairj), vbl. sb. [f. Lounge v.

+ -iNG l.J The action of Lounge v.

1793 Ld. N. Spencer in Ld. Auckland's Corr. (1862) II I.

121 Two or three hour's lounging in a place called a club.

18*3 Byron Juanxi. Ixvi, His afternoons he pass'd in visits,

luncheons, Lounging, and boxing. 1901 Editt. Rev. Apr.

439 Seldom or never is the pulpit used . . to denounce idle-

ness, lounging or laziness.

b. altrib., as lounging-book, -chair, -hall, -jacket,

-place.

1790 H. Walfole in Walpoliana clxxiv. 79 A cata-

logue raisonuJe of such (novels] might be itself a good
*lounging book. 181$ GentI. Mag. XCV. 1. 159 Wo
assure our readers that the compilation is., an excellent

lounging-book. 1841 R. P. Ward De Clifford III. viii.

123 See these superb sofas, carpets, tables, and *lounging-

chairs. 1867 Trollope Chron. Barset I. xxv. 217 [He]
was sitting in a louncing-cbair and smoking a cigar. 178$
Lounger So. 8?2 If you will make Dun's rooms a * Loung-
ing Hall instead of a Chapel. i86t HtdiEs Tom Broivn

tit Oxf. xxxiii.(i889) 319 The owner of the mansion was
seated at tahle in a Mounging jacket. 1837 Hawthorne
Twice Told T. (1851) II. xii. 183 Peter had long absented

himself from his former *lounging.places,

Lounging v^u'nd^iij ppl. a. [f. Lounge v.

+ -ing -.J a. That lounges, b. Characterized

by, occupied in, or adapted for lounging.

1674 N. Fairfax Bulk <y Sclv. 35 The foul stalking lundg-

ing body of that Og of Bashan. 1789 Charlotte Smith
Ethelinde I. 108 There is not any of his.. lounging, tonish

friends of his half so well looking. 1807 Knox & J krb Corr.

I. 326 There is..inui:h of what is 'flat, stale, and unprofit-

able' in a lounging life. 1825 J. Neal Bro. yonathan I.

16 He. .walked with a sort of lounging stoop. 1851 Mavnk
Reid Scalp Hunt, xxxviii. 289 The horses stand in lounging

attitudes, asleep. 1837 Hawthorne Eng. A'ote-Bks. (,1879)

II. 210 The library is. .lounging and luxurious.

Loungingly (lau^nd^irjli; , adv. [f. Lounging

fpl. a. + -ly ^.J In a lounging attitude or manner.

1799 Spirit Pub. Jrnls. (1805) III. 126 Throw yourself

loungingly into a chair at Owen's, cut up a pine [etc]. 1855
Chamb. Jml. III. 49 He comes straight on, rather loung-

ingly. 1882 Macm. Mag. XLVI. 326/2 Romeo can half sit

loungingly ag:.'nst the fountain.

Loungoute, var. Li nooite Sc. Obs., locust.

Lounie : see Lunyie.

Loup (loup) , sb. t Sc. [a. ON. hlottp = Leap sb. x

]

^Leap sb. 1 Lovers loup : cf. Loveh 1 4.

1375 Barbour Bruce vi. 638 Till thame that faucht vith

his man A lowp richt lychtly maid he than. 1715 Ramsay
Gentle Sheph. 1. i, Yonder's a craig, since ye have tint all

hope, Gae till 't your ways, and take the lover's lowp. 182

1

Galt Ann. Parish viii. 85 The borses gave a sudden loup,

and couped the coach. 1900 Sjxaker 19 May 190/1 Two
sheep dogs raced forward with long loups.

t Loup, sb:1 Sc. Obs. [a. ON. Igup-r « Leap
,

sb.2] A weel or fishing basket ; — Leap sb.'* 2.

1581.SV. Acts Jas. VI (1814) 111. 2x8/2 Halding ofcruuis,

lynis or loupis w'in fresche watteris.

ilLoup sb.% [a. F. loup, lit. 'wolf':—L.
tup-urn. Cf. Loo sb.2] A light mask or half-

mask of silk or velvet worn hy females.

183A James J. Marsion ffallxxn, The black velvet mask,

,

called a loup, which was then very generally used by women

I

in the higher classes, under the pretext of defending their

complexions. 1876 Ouioa Winter City x. 327 Their white
1

teeth shone under the lace of their loups.

Loup (laup), v . Sc. Also 4-9 lowp(e, 6 loupe,

(8 loop), [a. ON. hlpupa : see Leap v.] inir. and

trans. = Leap v. in various senses.

1375 Barbour Bruce xtti. 652 And it [wheel of fortune],

that wondirlawch wer ere, Mon lowponloft in the contrere.

c 1375 ^V. Leg. Saints xxxvi. {John Baptist) 506 pe wikit

wife cert hir dochtir ga..& spring & loupe befor bairn al.

I53S Stewart Cron. Scot. (1858) I II. 413 Sum he gart loupe

and droun into the deip. 1567 Gttde $ Godlie Ball. (S.T.S.)

222 Quhen that I heir hir name exprest, My hart for loy

dois loup thairfor. a 1578 Lindksav (Pitscottie) Chron.

I
Scot. (S. T. S.) 1. 107 The hischope quha was than loupand

on hors. a 1584 Montgomerie Cherrie <fr
Sloe 463 Luik

quhair to licht before thou loup. 16^3 Scot. Presbyt. Eloq.

(1738) 138 That like new-spean'd Fillies they may loop over

the Fold-dikes of Grace. 1788 IJurns Ep. to H. Parker 30

O, had I power like inclination, I'd . . loup the ecliptic like

1 a bar. 1826 J. Wilson Nod. Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 175 The

I

trouts are loupin in the water. 1871 C. Gibbon Lack 0/
Gold vii, With.. your purse full you'll get dozens of them
ready to loup at you. 1894 Crockett Raiders (ed. 3) 46
Gin I haena the strength o airin to gar ye lowp mysel\

b. Comb. : loup-the-dike a., giddy, flighty.

1823 Galt Entail II. 276 Sbe jealouses that your affec-

tions are set on a loup-the-dyke Jenny Cameron like Nell

Frizel. 1824 Scott Redgauntlet ch. xxiii, I have my finger

and my thumb on this loup thcdyke loon.

Loup, obs. form of Loop.

I II Loup cervier (l« sfrvy*). [F. loup ccrvkr,

LOUR.

J ad. L. lupus cervdrius (Pliny) the lynx (lupus

wolf, cervdrius that hunls stags, f. cervus stag).]

The Canada lynx {Lynx Canadensis), a species

of wild cat with a short tail.

1725 Coats Diet. Heraldry, Loup-cerz'ier is a very large

Sort of Wolf. 1744 A. Dobbs Hudson's Bay 41 The Loup
Cervier, or Lynx, is of the Cat Kind.
Loupe, Louped : obs. forms of Loop, Looped.

i Loupegarth. Obs. [Cf. MSw. lope gatulop
(Soderwall ) to run the gantlope.] - Gantlope.
1637 R. Monro Exped. \. 45 Other slight punishments ..

as the Loupegarthe, when a Souldier is stripped naked
above the waste, and is made to runne a furlong betwixt
two hundred SouIdiers,.. where his Camerades whip him
with small rods,

t LoU'per. Obs. Some kind of artificial fly.

1496 Fysshynge iv. Angle (1883) 34 The hlacke louper, the
body of hlacke wull & lappyd aoowte wyth the herle of pe
pecok tayle.

II Loup-garou (krgarf*). Also 7 lou-garou.
[F. loup-garou, f. loup wolf + garou, OF. garoul,

a. OHG. *wcrawolf Werwolf.] - Werwolf.
1579-80 North Plutarch, Alcib. (1595) 218 Timon sur-

named Misanthropus (as who would say Lonp-garou |so Fr.

in Amyot (1565) I. 136] or the manhatcr). 1648 C. Walker
Hist. Independ. 1. 130 Dead mens Graves are not secure
from these Lycanthropi, these Lou-garous. 1847 Loncf. Ev.
1. Hi. 13 He told them tales of the Loup-garou in the forest.

Loupiug (lou-pirj\ vbl. sb. [f. Loup v. + -lsg *.]

The action of Loup v.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 316/1 Lowpynge or skyppynge,
saltus. a 1584 MoKTco.MKRiE Cherrie

«fr
Sloe 279 Ay houp-

ing, throu louping, To win to liberty. 1814 Scott Red-
gauntlet let ix, Louping and laughing . . would soon make
the powder flee out of his wig.

b. Comb.: louping ague, 'a disease resembling

St. Vitus's danee' (Jam.); louping ill, 'a disease

of sheep, which causes them to spring up and down
when moving forward* (Jam.;; louping on stone,

a mounting- block.
1792 Statist. Acc. Scot.* Forfarsh. II. 496 A singular kind

of distemper, called the 'louping ague, has sometimes made
its appearance in this parish. 1816 Scorr Bl. Dwarf x,

The *Iouping-ilI's been sairer amang his sheep than ony
season before. 190a Dundee Advertiser 31 May, Professor

Hamilton, .has. .discovered the bacilli of loupin'-ill in sheep.

17*8 in A. Laing Lindores Abbey (1876) xxvi. 400 A petition

given in by George Grant.. To ye baillies and Councill..

for ye liberty of building a *louping on ston at the south

side of the house in Newburgh he possesses. 1814 Scorr
Wav. xxix, He had.. by the assistance of a Mouping-on*
stane',. .elevated his person to the back of. .a broken-down
blood-horse. 1002 C G. Harper Holyhead Road 1. 263 Mile-
stones, .resembling ' louping on 'stones or 1 upping blocks

Lour, lower (Iqu^j, Igu^jX sb.^ For forms*

see the vb. [f. Lou it v.]

1. A gloomy or sullen look ; a frown, scowl.

13. . Seuyn Sag. {W.) 1952 Whi makest thou swich scher

and foul lour? 1530 Palsgr. 241/,* Lourc an yvell loke.

1578 T. Procter Gorg. Gallery L iij, What are your sweet
smiles, quite lurnd into lowrest 1598 Drayton Heroic. Ep.
Wks. (1748) 83 In one smile or lowre of thy sweet eye Con-

j

sists my lifj. 1704 Steele Lying Lover 1. i. 2 Han't I a
I down bookish Lour? a wise Sadness. 1814 Scott Wav.

xviii, A sudden, though transient lour of the eye, shewed a
basty, haughty, and vindictive temper.

2. Of the sky, weather, etc. : Gloominess, threat-

ening appearance ; an instance of this.

1596 R Griffin Fidessa (1876)35, I am no leauing of al-

; withering age, I haue not suffred many winter lowres. 1686

Goad Celest. Bodies u. iv. 214 fltl is apt to Heat, and some.

I
times. .to Dryth ; but more frequently to Lowr, Bluster,

Rain. 1808 Scorr Alarm, v. Introd., For thy dark cloud,

with umbcr'd lower, That hung o'er cliff, and lake, and lower.

1816 J. Wilson City of Plague 11. ii. 209 Alike unto that

fearless flower. .The sunlight's smile—the tempest's lower.

Lour, lower (lau*i, lou-w), sb. 2 slang. Also

6, 9 lowre, 9 loaver. Money.
1567 Harman Caveat 85 Hast thou any lowre in thy bonge r

1622 Fletcher Beggar's Bush 11. i, Except you do provide

me hum enough, and Lour to bouze wiih ! 1670 Cotton

I

Scoffer Scofft I1675) 184 Hut ere this life Tie longer lead

Pie stroll for Lower, or begg my bread. 1824 W. II. Ains-

worth Rooktvood v. i. (1878) 341, I kuows I owes you iny

life, and 1 thank you for it. Take back the lowre. 1851

Mavhew Loud. Labour I. 424 They don't mind tipping the

loaver (money). 1889 Clakrson & Richardson Police 321

Had money {coin), gammy loiver.

Lour, lower (louoj, latrw), v. Forms : 3-6

lourc, 3 4 lure, 5-8 lowr(e
; (6 loour, 7 lowere),

6- lour, lower. [ME. loure-n, perh. repr. an OE.
*ltirian \ other Teut. langs. have forms app. corre-

sponding, but they have nol been Iraecd to any

early date.
Cf." early mod.Du. loercn iKtlian) to frown, knit the brows

;

to look askance ; to wink ; to watch stealthily, to lie in wait

(now only, to spy, lie in wait) ; late MHG. and Vi LG. l&ren

to He in wait (mod.G. lancrti), Sw. lura, Da. lure to lie 111

wait, also to doze, nap <Sw., Da. lur a nap\ mod.Icel. lura

to doie, nap, lur a nap.

The spelling loiver (cf flower) renders tbe word identical

in its written form with Lower, to bring or come down,
and the two vbs. have often been confused: when said of

cluuds, lower (lou"eJ) to look threatening, has some affinity

in sense with loiver (ldu 'i»>) to descend, and it is not always

possible to discover which vb. was ih tbe mind of a writer 1

1. inir. Of persons, their eyes, countenances, etc.

:

To frown, scowl ; to look angry or sullen, f Also,

j
to be depressed or mournful. Const, at, on, -upon

;

j
rarely in indirect passive.



LOUR.

c 1*90 S. Eng. Leg. I. 294/16 He. .lourcde with sori sem-
blaunt : and beos wordesout he caste, a 1300 K. Horn 286
Heo sende hue sonde Abelbrus to honde, bat he come hire
to. And also seholde horn do al in to bure, ffor heo gan to
lure, c 1350 Will. Palerne 21 19 J>e latere he let ber-of, ac
loui and he seide [etc], c 1384 Chaucer H. Fame 1. 409 For
had he lawghed.had he loured, He moste haue be devoured
Yf Adriane ne had y-be. c 141a Hocclevb De Reg. Princ.
703 Now I am mys-lokyd on & loured, c 1440 Jacob's \Vell91
J>ou . , lowryst, & chaungyst chere, & fleest companye. 1472
J. Paston in P.Lett. III. 75 They that lowryd, nowelaughe
upon me. 1568 Tilnev Disc. Mariage B viii, Can there be
any greater disorder, than for the httsbande to be merie
abrodc, and lowre at home? 1580 Bauington Exp. Lord's
Prayer (1596} 75 Wee either loure or laugh to be tolde, we
should come in. 1642 Rogers Naaman 56b Love him .

.

luwre not upon him. 1671 Milton Samson 1057 Nor from
that right to part an hour, Smile she or lowre. a 1701
Skdley Poems Wks. 1722 I. 16 The Man's unkind, the
cheated Woman low'rs. 1750 Student 1. 323 A young
man, who lowered very much in his countenance, and stood
in a melancholy posture. 1816 * Quiz ' Grand Master t. 20
His tone of insolence and pow r, Made all the passengers to
low'r. 1862 J. Grant Capt. Guard xx, His brows knit
and his eyes loured. 1879 Butcher & Lang Odyss. 360
Then Odysseus of many counsels loured on them. 1883
A. Forbes in 19th Cent. Oct. 722 The convict faces lowering
over the bulwark of the barracoon.

b. quasi-trans. To express by frowning.

1746 Wesley Wks. (1872) II. 21 The other part [of the
ciowd] remained a little way off, and loured defiance.

2. transf. and fig. Chiefly of the clouds, sky, a

tempest, etc. : To look dark and threatening.

Const. on, over, upon.
[a 1450, etc.; see IxjwRtsc.l 1590 Marlowe Edw. II, I

lv. vi. 63 O my starres ! Why do you lowre vnkindly on
j

a King? 1594 Shaks. Risk. Ill, 1. i. 3 The clouds that
|

low'rd vpon our house. 1614 Earl Stirling Dooms-day
1

xii. vi. (1637) 261 No threat'ning cloud, all charg'd with
1

hailstones lowres. 1667 Milton P. L. ix. 1002 Skie lowr'd I

and..som sad drops Wept. 1713 AonisoN Cato 1. i, The
'

dawn is over-cast, the morning lours. 1768 Beattie Minsir.
j

if xxxii, When the dark shades of melancholy lower. 1835
I. Taylor Spir. Despot. H. 70 Let commercial perplexity !

lour over a people as it may
4 1842 Barham Ingot. Leg.,

Ser. 11. Bloudie Jacke, So sour Its ugly grey walls seem
to lour. 1846 Keble Lyra Innoc. (1873) 74 Their day, in 1

gloom or tempest born, Lowers on till noon and night. 1866

M. Arnold Thyrsis v, A shadow lour'd on the fields. 1887
Bowen Virg. jEncid 11. 397 Where night in her darkness
lowers.

f3. Chiefly Sc. To crouch, lurk, skulk. Oh.
c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 4528 Of paynyms Iorclls hat

her by loures. c 1470 Henhyson Mor. Lab. ix. iii. in Angtia
IX. 463 And lowrand law, thow can gar hennis de. 1501

Douglas Pal. Hon. 1. lviii, On kneis I crap, and law forfeir

did lowre. 1513 — sEncis vu. vii. 5 AleCto . .prively begonth
awach and loure About his spouse queyne Amatays boure.

157 1 Satir. Poems Reform, xxix. 22 Qnhen Dauid vnder }>e

sekdid loure. 1622 Malynls Anc. Law-Merch. 255 Philo-

sophers, .haue determined that the sperme, or seed of all

things, ..doth in a secret manner lowre within the two
Elements of Water and Earth. 1647 H. More Song of
Soul 1. 1. liii, Make their brisk sprights to lout and lowly

lowr? 1824 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. LVH. 509 The
murderers of bis nephew, whom he lour'd for.

t Lour, lowr, int. Oh. [? contraction for lo
j

where.] = Lo or look where ! or simply Lo I

[c 1205 Lay. 21171 Lou [c 1275 lo] war her biforen us heSene
hundes.] a 1225 Ancr. R. 152 Lour hit her: read gold &
hwit seoluer inouh. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 2436 Lowr ! herich

abide j?e bite of sweordes egge.

Lour, Sc. f. liefert compar. of Lief a.

t Lourd, a. and sb. Obs. Also 4 lourde, 5

lowrde, lowryd(e, 6 lowrd, loord, lurde, 7 I

lowr'd. [a. F. lourd heavy.]

A. adj. Sluggish, dull, sottish, stupid.

1390 Gower Conf. II. 149 To se so lusti on as sche Be
I

coupled with so lourde a wiht. c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. vm.
x 1670 Made hym bot lowryd chere. 1364 RIartiall

j

Treat. Cross 119 b [Images) quicken the memory which in
|

many is fickle, help ignoraunce, which in some is lurde.

? JS90 A. Hume Poems (S. T. S.) 19 The mortall, eaduck,

caruall corps(alowrd and brukill mas). 1594/foW. 85. 1681

Colvil Whigs Supplic. (1751) 101 The lowr'd mistakingsof

some men. [1790 H. Walpole Let. to Miss A. Berry 29 Nov.

(1846) VI. 381 The lourd want of grace in Guercino.]

B. sb. A sottish fellow, a lout.

1579 Spenser Shcph. Cal. July 33 Syker, thous but a

laesie loord, And rekes much of thy swinck. 1590— /''. Q.
nt. vii. 12 A laesy loord, for nothing good to donne.

Hence f Xiourdish, f Iiourdly, Iiourdy adjs.t

in the same sense.

1600 Hosp. Incur. Fooles 41 Of dottuls and shallow-pated

Fooles. .These Infortunate and Lourdish sort. 1674 Ray
S. $ £. C. Words 71 Lourdly, Sluggish. SufT. 1721 Bailey,

Lourdy, slothful, sluggish. Suss.

Lourd (I*7rd). Sc. [Alteration of four, var. of

lever Liefer, the structure of the phrase suggesting

a pa. pple. as appropriate.] Only in / had or wad
lourd= 1 1 had rather \
?i7.. Child Morice in Child Ballads II. 275, I rather

lourd it had been my sel Than eather him or thee. 1799 •

Scott Shcph. Tale, But I had lourd melle with fiends of

hell Than with Clavers and his band, a 1802 Jamie Telfcr

xliii. in Child Ballads IV.
7l

I wad lourd have had a wind-

ing-sheet And helped to put it ower his head, a 180a Broom
of Cowdcnknffivs xviti. ibid. IV. 199 And ere he had taken I

the lamb he did I had lourd he bad taen them a

.

Iiourdain(e, -an, -ayne, variants ol Lukdan.

Lourde, obs. form of Lobd.

tLourderie. Oh. In 6 luerdrie. [a. F.
|

lourderu, f, lourd : see Lourd.] Stupidity.

461

1555 Braham To Rdr. in Lydg.'s Chton. Troy
x
The trifel-

inge tales and barrayne luerdries of Robyn Hode [etc.].

Ijourdin, variant of Lurdan Oh.

t Loure. Oh. [a. F. loure, an old name for the

musette or bagpipe, also a tune adapted to that in-

strument.] ? An air suited to the bagpipe.
1706 P. Siais Art Dancing 50 Quadruple-Time is made

use of in slow Airs, and the Tunes called Loures. 1724
Explie. For. Words A Ius. 42 Loure, is the name of a
French Dance, or the Tune thereunto belonging, always in

Triple Time, and the Movement, or Time, very Slow and
Grave. 181 1 in Dusuy Diet. Mas.
Loure, Lourey, obs. ff. Lower v., Louy.

Louring", lowering (lau^-rirj, lau*3rirj), vbl.

sb. [f. Lour, Lower v. + -ixg i.] The action of

Lour z>., frowning, scowling, sullenness.
a 1250 Owl § Night. 423 Grucching and luring him both

rade. 11450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 35 There was neuer
pees betwene hem, but euer gloniyng, louring, and chiding.

1549 Covkrdale, etc. Erasm.Par. Rom. 34 Lette it be done
withoute sadnesand louryng. 1581 L UkllH'addon's A nsw.
( hor. 486 b, Neither was (Jueene Llizabeth ever., afrayd
of any her subjectes lowring or browbeating. 1665 Bkath-
wMTComment Tn>o Tales 179 There was nothingthere [at the
bridal] but Pouting, Louring, and Cloudy Weather. 1820 \V.

Iuving Sketch Bk. I. 1 80 These lourings ofgloomy reflection.

Louring, lowering (iQu^rirj, lQii-3rirj),///.<r.

[f. LOLR, LOWKR V. + -1NG -.]

1. Ofpersons (foccas.of animals'), theirlooks,ete.:

FrowningjScowling; angry-looking, glotiny, sullen.

13 . . A'. A lis. 525 Louryng semblaunt on hire he made, 1340
Aycnb. 256 The lourinde chiere [to-braub] be wordes of the
missiggere. 1393LANGL. P.PL C. vt. 163 He lokebal louryng
and ' loidein * hym calleb. 1423 Jas. I Kittgis Q. clxi, And
quhilum In hir chiere thus a lyte Louring sche was. 1546
Langley Pol. Ve>g. De Invent, vi. vii. 123 b, A lowring loke

& a laughyng herte. ci$$o Chekk Matt. vi. (1843) 37
When ye fast be not lowring lijk hypocrijts. 1607 Tofsell
Fonrf. Beasts (1658) 48 They call him [a bull] .. fierce,

valiant, and louring. 1641 Milton Animadv. Wks. 1851

III. 186 To be angry, and . . to cast a lowring smile, 1697
Dryden Virg. Gcorg. til. 87 The Mother Cow must wear a
low'ring Look. 1712 Bldcell Sped. No. 425 ? 5 In his

Look a louring Koughness. 1741 Bettkrton Eng. Stage
v. 66 A louring and dark Visage is the Index of Misery.

1819 L. HfNT Indicator No. 4 (1822) I. 35 With eyesalittle

shut and lowering. 1849 Macaulav Hist. Eng. iii. I. 400
The young candidate ..was strictly interrogated by a synod
of louring Supralapsarians. 1862 J. Grant Capt. Guard
xiv, ' Foul

!

1 reiterated the Chancellor, with a louring brow
and flashing eyes. 1888 F. Hume Madame Midas 1. Prol.,

The other did not take the slightest notice of his friend's

lowering looks.

2. transf. Of the elouds, sky, weather, etc.

:

Gloomy, dark, threatening. Sometimes fig. of

attendant circumstances. Occas. influenced by

a>socintion with Lowering ///. a.

a 1450 Fysshyugc iv. Angle (1883) 20 Ve schall angle as y
seyde be for in darke lowryng wedur.

_
1330 Palsgk. 317/2

Lowring as the wether is, whan it is disposed to rayne,

sotubrettjc. a 1548 Hall Chron. Hen. VI 168 lames Butler

. .seyng fortunes loweryng chaunce . . with a great numbre
lied away. 1579 Twvnb (title) Physicke against Fortune.,

as well in tyme of the bryght shynyng sunne of prosperitie,

as also of the foule lowryng storines of aduersitie. 1593

Shaks. Rich. II, t. iii. 187 Nor euer write, regreete or re-

concile This lowring tempest of your home-bred hate. 1611

Biijle Matt. xvi. 3 The skie is red and lowring. 1669

Pei'ys Diary 1 May, And mighty earnest to go, though the

day was very lowering, a 1720 Sheffield (Dk. Buckhm.)

Wks. (1753) II. 51 Our Climate is. .perpetually cloudy,

low'ring, and uncertain. 1746-7 Hervey ^/^/A II. 36

Virtue gains Loveliness from a louring Providence. 1772-84

Cook Voy. (1790) V. 1697 A storm came on, preceeded by a

lowering darkness. 1804 J. Grahame Sabbath 814 So light

displays its loveliest effect In lowering skies. 1821-2 Praed
Eve of Battle Poems (1864) II. 3 A lowering sound of

doubt and fear Breaks sudden on the startled ear. 1873

Black Pr. Thule i. 3 The black peaks were holding con-

verse with the louring clouds, 1878 Lkckv Eng. in 18M C.

I. iii. 474 The calm or louring aspect of foreign affairs,

fb. Of liquor: Turbid. Obs.

x-jo^Artff Myst. of Vintners 35 Sack that is lumpish or

lowring.

f 3. Lurking, skulking. Oh.
? a 1400 Morle A rth. 1446 We lurkede undyr lee as. lowr-

ande wrcches ! 1575 Gascoigne Pr. Pleas. Kcnihv. (1821)

8, I . . Have led a low'ring life in restless pain. 1583 Leg.

Bp. St.Androis 716 Nor it had bene ane hteland quow Lur-

cane and lowring, I wat not how.

Hence Iiou ringly, Iiow eringly adv., gloomily,

sullenly, threateningly; Loweringrness.
1530 Palsgk. 241/1 Lowringnesse of the wether, som-

brevsete. 1576 Gascoigne Philomcne (Arb.) 106 And now

on hir, and then on htm, Full lowringly did leare. 1680

Auurey Lives, Sir II. Blount (1898) I. 110 They .. looked

louringly on him. 1834 M. Scott Cruise Mtdge xxm.

(1842) ^,77 The day broke very loweringly. 1872 Daily A ejus

12 Aug., The clouds come loweringly down to meet the mist.

Loury, lowery 0«u *' ri
>
Ia«'3«)j a

-
Als0 7

lowry. [f. Lour sb* + -y.] Of the sky, etc.

:

Dull, gloomy, threatening.

1648 J. Beaumont Psyche vii. xix, And in my wretched

Beings lowry morn Dawn'd not eternal Night. Ibid. xvn.

xxxii, But strait their Sunshine turnd to lowry weather.

1686 Goad Celest. Bodies i. xiii. 67, XXI 1 m. close, H. wd
in. often lowry, some shedding o. 1735 Dychk & Pardon

Did.. L<nvry
t
hazy, dull dark Weather, when the Air looks

thick.. and Rain is threatened. 1864 D. G. Mitchell Sey.

Stor. 39 The day was lowery. 1888 Babrie Autd Ltcht

idylls xi. (1902) 84/1 Loury grew the sky.

Loury, obs. form of Lowbie Sc.

Lous, obi. or dial, form of Loose v.

LOUSE.

I Louse (laus), sb. PI. lice (bis). Forms: 1

his, luus, 3 luse, 4 lous, 4-5 lowce, 4-7
lows(e, 6- louse. PI. 1 Ifa, 4-5 luys, 4-6
lys(e,(4 lyes(e, -yse, 5 lies(e, lise), 6 Sc. lyiss,

4-7 lyee, 6- liee. [A Com. Teut. fern. eons.-stem :

OK. Ins - MLG., MDu. Ms (Du. luis), OHG.,
MHG. /As (mod.G. laus), ON. lus (Da., Sw. lus).]

1. A parasitic insect of the genus Pediculus,

infesting the human hair and skin and causing

great irrilatton by its presence. Applied also to

the numerous other kinds of insects parasitic on
mammals, birds, and plants, and lo the degraded
crustaceans which infest fishes : often with qualifi-

cation, as bird-, fish- ,
plant- , sea-louse.

cjzs Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) P. 310 Peducla, luus. ciooo
Ilexam. Basil xvii. (1849) 24 Hine byton lys. c 1000 /Elfric
Horn. II. 192 Heafylde eal heora land mid. .hundes lusum.
a 1300 Sarmnn v. in E. E. P. (1862) 1 Of bi schuldres and of

bi side bou mi^te hunti luse and flee. 1340 Hampole Pr.
Cotisc. 651 {>ou forth bringes of bi-self here Nites, lyse, and
other vermyn sere. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. v. 196 A tauny
tabarde of tweluc wynter age . . ful of lys crepynge.

1387 Trkvisa Higden (Rolls) VI. 387 Arnulphus. .[was]

destroyed, and i^ete with luys rigt to be deth. 1460-70 Bk.
Quintessence 19 Med icyn . . for to distrie lies bat ben
engendrid of corrupt humour is. 1597 Beako Theatre God1

s

Judgem. (i6iz) 389 In time it corrupted his flehh, and turned
into lice. 1615 Latham Fah onry (1633) Words explained,
Lice, are a small kinde of white vermme, running amongst
the feathers of the Ha\vke. 1673 Phil. Trans. VIII. 6038
In a Low.se I observe indeed.. a short tapering nose with
a hole in it. 173a Akbuthnot Rules of Diet 1. 247 It has
always been believed that the immoderate use of them [sc.

Figs] generates Lice. 1802 Binglev Anim. Biog. fi8i3) III.

, 345 When we examine the human Louse with the microscope,
its external deformity strikes us with disgust. 1897 Mary
KiN'GSLEv/^'..^y>vV«z53 Sleep impossible— mosijuitoes! lice \ \

b. In phrases and proverbs mostly oh.
, ,

chiefly

as a type of something worthless or contemptible,

as not worth a louse, not to care three ships of) a

louse, f To prick a louse, to be a tailor.

1588 Greene Atcida (1617) I 2, Lest thy . . Logike prooue
not worth a lowse. 1598 B. Jonson E~\ Man in Hum.
t. iii. (end), Care '11 kill a cat, vp-tailes all, and a louse f-jr

the hang-man. 1633 — Tate Tub 11. i, I care not, I, Sir,

not three skips of a Lowse for you. 1630 Articles a^-it.

Cosiu in C.'s Corr. etc. (Surtees) I. 10S Many year**
before John Cosin could tell how to prick a lov/>e in his

fathers shopp at Norwich. 1678 Otway Friendship in F. 50
. The very poets themselves that were wont to stand in av.e

of me, care not a louse for me now. 1699 Swift Mrs,
Harris's Petit., 'Tis not that I value the money three skips

of a louse. 1749 Chester ir. Lett. ;i79?) II. exciii. 219, I.

.

don't care a louse if I never see it again. 1785 Burns
Addr. to Dcit\\, When the best wark-Iume i' the house .. Is

instant made no worth a louse. 1836 Marryai Midsh. Easy
xii, I say, Mr. Gossett, have you got the spirit of a louse?

2. transf. Applied in scorn to human beings.

1633 Cos/lie Whore 1. ii. in Bullen O. PI. IV, Coine away,
fellow louse, thou art ever eating. 1901 R. Ktl'MNG Kim i.

25 Why hast thou allowed this louse Lutuf to live so long?

3. attrih. and Comb., tis louse-mile ;
louse-berry

(tree), Etionymus europivus\ louse-burr, Xan-
lhium struma; ium ; louse disease, Phthikiasis

;

louse-land {slang), Scotland ; f louse-powder,

f
powder for destroying lice; f louse-pricking,

tailoring, also atlrib.; + louse-seed, ?fleabanc;

louse-trap dial, and slang, a comb
;
lousewort,

i(a) Slinking Hellebore, llelleborus fatutus;
f (b) any plant of the genus Pedicularis, esp. /'.

! palnslrts and P. sylvaiica; (c) Yellow Rattle,

1 Khinanlhus Crislagalli; [d) Delphinium Sla-

\

p/tisagria (Britten & Holland).
1866 Treas. Bot., *Louseberry-Tree, Eiwnynnis eurvp&us.

1578 Lyte Dodocns 1. viii. 14 A'authium, *Lou»e Burre, or

the lesser Clote. 1879 J. R. Reynolds Syst. Med. V. 97 5

* Louse- disease . .may last indefinitely if unchecked, a 1700

B. E. Diet. Cant Creiv, * Lousedaud, Scotland. 1877

Murray List Coll. Econ. Entomol. 14 Sarcoptidx (Itch

and *Louse Mites). 1578 Lyte Dodocns in. xxxix. 372
This herbe is called.. in base Almaigne Luyscruyt, and
the seede made into powder Luysepouder, that is to say,
* Lousepowder. 1710 LondotCs Medicinal Informer 53 His

Father's * Louse-pricking Trade, i. e. Tayloring. i7Stf Tol*

DtRVY Hist. 2 Orphans I. 164 It would be well for you,

if you'd stay at home, and mind your louse-pricking, c 1265

l
r
oe. Plants in Wr.-Wiilcker 559 ^6 Psilliun, *lusesed. a 1700

15. E. Diet. Cant. Crc7i>, A Scotch *Lousedrap, a Comb.
[See Eng. Dial Dict.l 1578 Lyte Dodocns m. x.wi. 351

*Louswurt . . Fuchsius counteth for a kinde of blacke

hellebor. 1597 Gerarde Herbal it. eccexxi. 913 Of red

Rattle, or LousewoorL 1756 I. Hill Brit. Herbal 120

Our farmers have an opinion that sheep feeding on tbem
[Coxcombs] become subject to vermin, whence the English

name lousewort. 1901 Speaker 21 Sept. 692/2 Yellow

louse-worts.

Louse (lauz), v. Also 5 lewsyn, 6 lowze,

6-7 louze, lowse. [f. Louse sb.]

1. a. trans. To clear of lice, remove lice from

(a person, oneself, a garment).
<:i44o Frontp. Parv. 316/2 Lowsyn, pedicnio, 1514 Bar-

clay Cyt. <y Uplondyshm. (Percy Soe.) 11 Efte was she

busy, them lowsynge and kemynge. 1596 Spenser State

Irel. Wks. (Globe) 631/2 Howe handsome it is to lye and
sleepe, or to lowze themselves in the sunn-shine. 1596

Lodge Wits Miserie (1*79) 112 Goe wretche as thou art and

louse thyselfc. 1663 Pews Diary 6 June, To York House,

where the Russia Embassador do lie : and there I saw his

people go up and down louseing themselves. 1705 S. Heakne
Journ. lo M, Ocean 325 He frequently set five or ibc of his
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strapping wives to work to louse their hairy deer-skin shifts.

i8m E. D. Clarke Trav. Russia (1839) 52/1 iThcyJ were
lousing each other; and it surprised us that they did not
discontinue their work . . as we entered. 1824 Edin.^ Rev.
XL. 482 Prince Potemkin. .used to louse himself at dinner.

fig> «S96 Nashe Saffron Walden 15, 1 haue here tooke
the paines to nit and louze ouer the Doctours booke.

b. intr. for refi.

1570 in Levins Manip. 225/2 [printed Bouse}. 1655 Cow/.

Hist. Francion 27 That little Beggers brat.. was taken not
long since lowsing under a hedge. 1673 XL Head Canting
Acad. 27 We beg'd together, lay together and louz'd

together. 1727 Somerville Fable xiv. Hi. 119 A tailor

despicably poor, In every hole for shelter crept, On the
same hulk, botch'd, lous'd, and slept.

2. intt\ To be infested with liee. Obs. rare**.
1605 Shaks. Lear in. ii. 29 The Codpiece that will hou^e,

before the head has any; The Head, and he shall Lowse.

Hence Lou'singf vbl. sb.y also attrib. Also
Lou-ser, one who louses.

IS7S R. B. Apius Sf Virginia B \, Yea but what am I,.

.

A Louse or a louser, a Leeke or a Larke. a 1640 Massinger
Very Woman 111. ii. (1655) Dost thou think any State Would
..trust thee with a secret above lousing? 1707 J. Stevens tr.

Qucvcdo's Com. Wks. (1709) 226 He went into the lousing
Room, and tum'd a little Board that hung at the Door, on
which was written, One is lousing.

Louse, Sc. and north, form of Loose.
Lousenger, Loush, var. fjf. Losenger, Lush.
Lousily (lotrzili), adv. [f. Lousy + -ly 2

.] In
a lousy manner; filthily, meanly, scurvily.
1611 L. Barry Ram Alky v. i. H2b, For I had rather

dye, then in a street Hue poore and lowsily.

Lousiness (lau'zines). [f. Lousy 4- -ness.]

The condition of being lousy ; fig. meanness, vile-

ness. f Also as a mock-title.

1530 in pAt.sc, r. 241/1. 1547 Boorde Brcv. Health § 273
In greke it is named Phthiriasis. In Englyshe it is named
taurines. 1608 Middleton Trick to Catch Old One 1. iv,

May it please your worshipful lousiness. 1664 Evelyn
Sylva xxvii. (1679^ 141 Trees (especially Fruit-bearers) are
infested with the Measels..to this commonly succeeds lousi-

ness. 1682 Shadw ell Medal 89 Who by reviling Patriots,
think to be From louziness and hunger ever free. 1822
Good Study Med. IV. 645 Species I. Malis Pediculi. l^oasi-

ncsv^ 1872 \V. .Aitken Set. «y Praet. Med. (cd. 6) 1. 200
Lousiness i» a morbid state in which lice develop themselves
to Mich an extent that a pruriginous eruption is produced.

Lousious, obs. form of Luscious.
Louso'logist. humorous nonce-tad. One who

has .1 scientific knowledge of lice.

183S Syd. Smith in Lady Holland Mem. {1855) 11" 367
Mineralogists, astronomers, ornithologists, and lousologists.

Louss(e, Loust, obs. ff. Loose, Lust.

Lousy lutrzi), a. Also 4 8 lowsy(e, (4 lousi,

5 lowse, -i), 6-7 Ions-, lowsie, -ye, -zie, -zy, 8

lowsey. [f. Lousk sb. + -v.]

1. Kull of lice, infested by lice.

'377 Langl. P. PL B. v. 195 With an hodc on his hed
a lousi hatte aboue. i486 Blc. St. Albafis Bv, A mede-
cyne for an hawke that is lowse. 1523 Fitzhekb. Husb.
§ 117 There be horses that wyll be lowsy, and it cometh
of pouertie, colde and yll kepynge. a xpjt Knox Hist.
Re/. Wks. 1846 1. 74 Vour cord and lowsie coit and sark.

1652 Culpepper Fug. Physic. (1809) 134 Some authors
say, the eating of them IfigsJ makes people lousy. 1653
Walton Compl. Angler 130 If 1 catch a Trout in one
Meadow, he shall be white and faint, and very like to be
lowsie. 1677 Johnson in Ray's Corr. (1848) 127 The sight

of one uf these [salmon] makes a fisher leap for joy, espe-

cially if his gills Ije lousy. 1697 Phil. Trans. XIX. 394,
I call him the Lousie Beetle, oecausc when taken, he is

generally found to be infested with small Vermin, like Lice.

1707 Mortimer Husb. 253 The Sweet-bryar and Gooseberry
that are only lousie in dry times or in very hot and dry places.

1710 Addison Tatler No. 229 f i A very ordinary M icro-

.scope shows us, that a Louse is itself a very lousy Creature,

1890 C. Patmore Let. 23 May in B. Champneys Mem.
{tooo) II. 136'lriese are both large fish, but they are habitu-
ally what the fishermen call ' unclean ' and ' lousy

' ; 50 they
don't try to eatch them. 1901 R. Kipling Kim i. 26, 1 do
not give to a lousy Tibetan.

f b. Characterized by the presence of lice. Lousy
disease , evil= Phth i ri asis. Obs.

1519 Horman Vulg. iii. 34 Antiochus, Sylla, and Herodde
dyed in the lowsy euyll. 1538 Klvot Dict.

}
Pherecydes,.

.

which dyed of the lousy sickenesse. 1579-80 North
Plutarch, Sylla (1595) 520 Acastus the sonne of Pelias died
of the lowsie euill. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. /list. (1776) VII. 274
The Pthiriasisl-r/V], or lousy disease, though very little known
at present, was frequent enough among the ancients. 1830
Lindley Nat. Syst. Dot. 138 The lousy diseases to which
people are very subject in those countries.

c. Lousy grass, f {a) Slinking Hellebore, Ilelle-

boras fcetidns\ (/>) Spergula arvensis (1875 in

Britten & Holland).
1597 Gekariie Herbal 11. ccclxi. 827 The thirde and fourth

I kinds of Black Hellebore] arc named in thepermane toong
Lowszkraut, that is Pednncutaris, or Lowsie grasse. i6n
Cm or. s.v. Ellcbore.

2. fig. Dirty, filthy, obscene. Also as a general

lerm of abuse: Mean, scurvy, sorry, vile, con-

temptible. Now rare.
c 1386 Chancer Friars T. 169 A lowsy Iogclour kan

deceyue thee. 2532 More Con/ut. Tindale Wks. (1557)463/2
He loueth her with suchc a lewde lowsye lone, as the lewdc
lousy louer in lechery luuelh himself. 1568 Grafton Chron.
11.6r3 His base birth and lowsylynage. 1596 Nashe Saffron
WaleJen 34 It is no vpright conclusion to say whatsoever is

long laboured, is lowsie and not worth a straw. 1663 Drvuen
Wild Gallant 1. i, And to discredit me before Strangers;
for a lousie, paltry sum of Mony? 1708 Brit. Apollo No.
38. 2/1 Wicked Rhimes .. sung to lowsey Tunes. 1768

f

Sterne Sent. Joum. (1775) I. 65 {Remise Door) You can
never after . . be anything in it tthe church], said Pride, but
a lousy prebendary. 1786 Trials, etc. % Shefperd, 1 might
pick up the lousy guinea myself and be damned ! 1893
•Stevenson Catriona 65 The lousiest, lowest, story to hand
down to your namesakes in the future.

Lout (lout), sb. 1 Also 6 loute, loughte, 6-7
lowt(e. [perh. of dialectal origin, connected with
Lout v.1 (cf. OX. hit-r stooping) or Lour v.'2]
1. An awkward ill-mannered fellow ; a bumpkin,

clown.
a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VI no Callyng them, cowardes,

dastardes, and loutes. 1565 Goloing Ovids Met. (1567)
Pref. Aiijb, The wyse, the foole: the countrie eloyne

:

the lemed and the lout. 1591 Shaks. Tivo Gent. iv. iv. 71
Tis no trusting to yond foolish Lowt. 1636 T. Randall
in Ann. Dnbrensia (1877) 18 111 thrive the Lowt, that
did their mirth gaine-say. 1660 R. Coke Justice Vind.,
Arts <x Set. 20 Will any man say, a great Lout new whipt,
is probably like to make a good SchoTlar. c 1720 Prior Old
Gentry 4 His son, and his son's son. Were all but ploughmen,
clowns and louts. 2821 Clare Vill. Minstr. I. 19 A more
uncouthly lout was hardly seen. 1871 Cari.yle in Mrs. C.'s

Lett. I. 317 Her particularly stupid huge lout of a son.

1901 Longm. Mag. Apr. 546 That lout has actually dared
to make love to me.

f2. In occasional use: A servant. Obs.

1567 Drant Horace's Ep. 1. x. E j, Collected coyne is Lord
or lowte to eche possessinge man. 1626 Spelman Gloss, s. v.

Leudes, Anglis veteribus loute, pro seruiente et subdito.

3. Rugby School slang. A common fellow, c cad \

1857 Hughes Tom Brcnvn 1. v, We never wear caps here.

Only the louts wear caps. Ibid. 1. viii, They would roar

out instances of his. .shirking some encounter with a lout of
half his own size.

IiOut (luut),j£.2 dial. [Cf.CLOurj^.l] A blow.
c 1650 Turke Gonvin 142 in Fumivall Percy Polio 1. 95

Thou shalt see a tenisse ball that neuer knight in Arthurs
hall is able to giue it a lout. 1877 Af. IV. Line. Gloss, s. v.,

1 fetch'd him a lout upo' th* side o' th' head.

t Lout, j0.3 Obs. [f. LaVTv. 1
] An inclination,

bend.
1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. 1. 44 Thair the

land bowing the selfe be litle and litlc, with a certane laich

lout and bend with her bosum.

t Lout, sb.* Obs. rare~ l
. [f. Lout vA] A

l)ellowing noise.

1500 Chester PI. vii. 172 Yender lad.. The lowt [v.r.

lowde (? = Lude')] of this home he shall heare.

Lout (lcmt), v. 1 Pa. t. and pa. pple. louted.
Now arch

.

,
pocl. and dial. Forms : 1 lutan

, 3 luten

,

(lutien), Orm. lutenn, 4 lute (lote, lou5te,

luttc), 5-7 loute, lowte, (5 loutte, lowth, lowtt),

6 lewt^e, 6, 9 Sc. loot, 4- lout. pa. I. a. strong

1 16at, //. luton, 3-4 leat, pi. luten. /3. weak

3 lotte, ? lute, lowtede, 3-5 lut(te, luted,

4 6 lowted, 4- louted. [Orig. a str. vb., OK.
thlan, j?a. t. Ual. pi. lutoii, pa. pple. lolai, cor-

responding to ON. iit/a, pa. t. lout, pi. lutu
i
pa.

]>]?le. lotenn (Sw. lula
t
Da. tu<lc), f. Teut. root

*leul- : taul- : lilt- pre-Teul. *feud- : loi«l-: lud-.

The primary sense of the root is prob. thai represented in

this vb. ; it afso appears in the senses * to lurk ' (see Lote v.,

Loutt'. 5
, and cf. the cognates there mentioned), ' to deceive

'

(as in Goth, lints hypocrite, lutdn todeccive, Oli. lot deceit,

tytcgian to defraud) and 'to be small' (see Little a.). Out-
side Teut., probable cognates are Lith. lindcti to mourn,
littdnas sad, cast down, ( >SL Ittditi to deceive, ludu foolisli.1

1. iuir. To bend, bow, make obeisance ; also, to

stoop. Occas. rejl. ; also with down.
C825 Vest*. Psalter xciv. 6 Cumafl weorSien we and lord

luten we biforan god. nioo Urmin 11302 pe birrp biforr

bin Laferrd Ciotld Cncolenn meoclike & lutenn. c 1200
Lav. 1880 Oftc hes luten a-dun. a 1300 Cursor M. 5156
Hailsand forwit him bai lute. Ibid. 11614 pai bam luted
vmler him. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 798 lx>;e he loutez

hem to Loth to be groundc. i«s Harbour Bruce v. 253
Thar-with-all he tewtit, and his leyf has tane. 1398
Trevisa Bartlu Dc P. R. v. xii. (Tollem. MS.) l oure fotid

bestis, bat hauen hedes loutynge doun to be erbewarde.

1440 Gcsia Rom. xxxvi. 144 (Add. MS.) Tne Steward ..

lowted downe, and thanked the Emi>erour of his grete
mercy, c 1450 Merlin 98 The archebisshop lowted to the
swerde,and sawgh letteresofgolde in the stiel. 1513 Douglas
sEncis x. ix. 84 The Troianc prynce down lowtis hym abone.

1390 Spenser F. Q. 1. i. 30 He faire the knight saluted,

louting low. i6s8 Cleveland Rnstick Rampant Wks.
{1678) 403«The limber Knights . . who .. can kiss the Hand
and lowt with more Grace. <*I755 G. West Abuse Trav.
limit. Spenser) xli. in Dodsley Coll. Poems (1755) II. 08
Tho' to that old mage they louted down. 1826 J. Wilson
Noel. Ambr. Wks. 1855 1. 147 Dinna loot wt that kmc
back o yuurs. 1891 Conan Doyle White Company iii, 1

uncovered and louted as 1 passed.

b. Const, dative or till, to, unto : To bow or

, make obeisance to, reverence, f Also trans.

971 Blickl. Horn. 223 Sanctus Martinus. .leat forft to item
men 3e hine slean mynte. c woo Ormin 8961 And (ill hemm
babe he lutte & ba;h. a 12*5 St. Marhcr. 12 Heo leat lahe

to hire leoue lauerd. 1340 Aycnb. 239 per com on of Jj>e

princes, and leat to him. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxui.
{George) 343 pat scho suld god lofe & lowte. e 1380 Wvclif

I Wks. (1880) 306 >if a frere be a niastir .. he shal be loutid &
worshipid. c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) 111. 926 Why lowtt ?e

i nat low to my lawdabyll presens? 1522 World $ Child
(Roxh.) Bj, To me men lewte full lowe. 1596 Spenser
F. Q. iv. iii. 5 Thrise lowted lowly to the nohle 5layd. 1612

J

1 )rayton Poiy~olb. v. 78 AH lowting lowe to him, him humbly
they observe. 1813 Scott Rokcby iv. viii, To Rokeby, next,

I he United low, Then stood erect.

c. fig. To bow, stoop, submit (to).

c 1330 R. Bkunne Chron. (1810) 282 pe ildes aboule alle

j
salle loute vnto bat lond. C1350 Will. Paleme 2900 He
ga|r}te be grettest to hire prison loutte. e 1500 Elegy on
Henry 45 in Percy s Relia., To whome gTete astates obeydc
and lowttede. 1568 C. Watson Polyb. 100 The Carthagi-
nenses perceiving how they were not able at that present to
cope with the Romans, louted for the time. 1801 Macnkit,l
Poems (1844) 1 18 ' He ne'er can lout ', I musing said,

1 To ply
the fleeching fawning trade'. 1819 Keats Otlto m. i. 17
Was 't to this end I louted and became The menial of Mars?
2. trans. To bow (the head) ; lo let (the counte-

nance) fall. rare.

1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 2479 Hengist vaire him bonkede
& is beued lotte [v.r. lowtede] adnun. a 1300 Cursor M.
16350 Iesus thoght ful mikel scam, and luted dun his cher.

fliOUt (lout), z>.2 Obs. Forms: 1 lutian, 3
lutien, 4 lute(n, 5 loute, lowt. [OE. littian

weak vb.=OHG. Mtjhi (MHG. Mien) f. Teut.
root *ltut- : taut- : lut- (see Lout vX) ; ef. OHG.
loschi (:~*OTeut. stem ^lut-skx-) to lurk, Lusk.]
intr. To lttrk, lie hid, skulk, sneak. Used botn
in material and immaterial sense.
£-825 Vesp. Hymns xiiL 26 Du wunda lutiendra god aet-

stondes lece, c 1000 j^lfric Josh, il 16 FaraS eow nu . . to
muntum and lutiaS baer bry dajas. c 1205 Lay. 21509 Duden
heom alle clane into ban scipen grunde & ha:hte heom bere
lutie [c 1275 lotie] wel. c 1230 Halt Meid. 43 Ha [sc. prude]
hiteS ibe heorte. a 1250 O10I $ Night. 373 pe hare luteb al

day, Ac nobeles i-seo he may, >if (etc.]. ^1250 Long Life
2t> in O. E. Misc. 156 Ac deb luteb in his scho. 1390 Gower
( on/. I. 107 For love is of himself so derne, It kiteth in a
mannes herte. c 1470 Harding Chron. cxx. ix, Thus seineth
well in armes a knight to dye, And not in bed to lye, loure,

and loute, Tyll death hym kyll with paynes cruelly. 1483
Caxton Gold. Leg. 378/2 Valeryan . . fonde this holy man
urbane lowtyng emonge the buryellys.

b. simply. To lie.

C1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 579 pey [fish] mu^t be
tekyn of as bey in be dische lowt.

Lout, v.3 Also 6-7 lowt(e. [?f. Lout sb.l]

1. trans. To treat with contumely, mock. (Cf.

Flout v.) Also, to lout (a person) out of (some-

thing). Obs.
1 1530 Redford Play Wittif Sci. (1848) 41 So mokte, so

lowted, so made a sot ! a 1553 Udall Royster D. 111. iii.

(Arb.) 44 He is louted and laughed to skorne, For the veriest

dolte that euer was borne. 1581 J. Bell Haddoti's Ansxv.
Ostrr. 258 b, Here is no want of any thing nowe, but of some
gyering Gnato, which may lowt this i'hraso out of hys
paynted coat. 1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, iv. iii. 13, I am
lowted by a Traitor Villaine, And cannot helpe the noble
Cheualier. 1591 Harington Oil. Fur. xii. xxii, She will

finde some sleight and pretic shift, With her accustom 'd

coyncs him to lout, c 1650 iiger 1? Grine 672 in Fumivall
Percy Folio 1 . 375 Kger . . lay and heard her luwtc him like

a knave.

2. intr. To act as a lout ; lo loll about.
1807 W. Irving Sal/nag. No. 3 (1811) I. 59 Those sprigs of

the ton . .Who lounge, and who lout, and w1k> booby about,

No knowledge within, and no manners without.

t Lout, v. 4 Obs. Also 6 lowte. [? Echoie : cf.

Rowt, Low vbs.] intr. To low or bellow.

1530 Palsgr. 615/2, 1 lowte as a kowe or bull dothe, aiyoo
B. E. Diet. Cant. Crcvj, To Lout, to Low like a Cow, or
Bellow like a Bull. 2847 in Halliwell.

f LoU tardly, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Lout sbA

+ -akd + -ly ? Lubberly.
1658 tr. Bcrgerats Satyr. Char. xiii. 53 That loulardly

shepheard.

tLoivter. Obs. rare. [f. Lout v. 1 + -erI.]

One who bows (lo a person) ; a worshipper.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter xxi. 29 Whare verray louters

loutes be fadere. Ibid exxxi. 7 Verray louters of God.

Loutheris - tochtris
f
obs. pi. of Lacjiter Sc.

c 1375 Sc. Troyd>k. (Horstm.) 11. 2989 Ixmtheris frome his

hed cane ryf. 153$ Stewart Cron. Scot. 2990 Loutheris of

j

Ins faire fallow haire.

Lou tillg, vbl. sb. Obs. search, [f. Lout#J +

|

-1N0 1
.] The action of Lout vA; bowing, cringing.

1340 Hampole Pr. Cousc. 7847 pare es lowtyng and rever-

ence, c 1410 Love Bonavent. Mirr. Sacr. Christs Body
I (Gibbs MS.) If. 124 J)e kyng with loutynge of hys heued ..

: dyde renerence. 1549 C5overdale, etc. Erasm. Par. F.ph.

j

PVol., Promotion obtained by . . hipocritical lowting. 1683

C nalk hill Thcalma «V CI. 81 Their low kx>tings lift them
a step higher. 1819 Keats Let. to J. Taylor 23 Aug., Is

this worth louting or playing the hypocrite fort

Lou ting, ///. ay [f, Lout v. 1 + -ing ».] Bow-
ing down, deferential.

1603 2nd Pt. Return fir. Parnass. ill. iv. 1389 luslly to

esteeme my verses lowting pitch. 1603 Florio Montaigne
1. xlii. (1632) 141 If he [a kingl chance to be

#
jealous or

capricious, will our lowtmg-curtzies . . bring him in tune

j

againc? 1886 Stevenson Kidnapped xv. (1888) 138 Our
lowland beggars .. had a louting, flattering way with them.

t IiOU'ting, ///. a.2 Obs. [f. Lout v.* +

-ing That louts or skulks. In quot. absol.

a 132$ Names 0/Hare in Ret. Ant. I. 133 He shal saien

on oreisoun In the worshipe of the hare . . The louting, the

westlokere.

Louting (lnu-tirj), a$ [f. Lout sbA +
-ing 2.1 Acting like a lout, loafing.

1836 W. Irving Astoria I. 11 A louting train of Indians,

hanging about the establishment, eating and drinking at his

expense. 2864 Palgravb Norm. $ Eng. IV. 28 Ejecting

the lazy, louting, secular canons.

Loutish (lairtij), a. [f. Lout sb.* + -ish.]

Characteristic of a lout, clumsy, clownish, lubberly.

<* 1553 Uoall Royster D. 111. L (Arb.) 39 Rather than with

such a loutishe dolte to marie. 1590 Nashe Pasqnifs
I Apol. i. Du, What a la/ie, lowtish kind of argument is this.

, 1616 R. C. Times' Whistle v. 1755 Helottea .. which wer
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their slaves, A sort of loutish abject-minded knaves. 1821
Scott k'enilw. xiii, I lis loutish savage-looking demeanour.
1900 F. T. Bui.lf.n With Christ at Sea ill . 57 The lug
loutish boy who was my colleague.

Hence Lotrtishly adv., Iiovrtlshness.
«iSS3 Udall Royster IK in. V. (Ark) 55 lie disgraced
hym selfe,his loutishnesseissuche. 1580 Hollvuano Trcas.
Fr. T*ng% Lourdement, loutishlye.

#
1871 Miss Mulocic

Fair France 158 The. .small, wiry, active frame was merged !

into a larger-1 imbed, honest loutishness. 1888 Mrs, H. Ward
R.Elsmere 489 The Arabs outside made loutishly flattering

remarks.

t IsOtvtlike, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Lout sb.l +

-LIKK.] - prec.

1367 ISoldimg Ovids Met. xiv. (iS93>-335 The sliepherd .

.

with his lowtlike leapes Did counterfet their minion dance.

itiOUVer (1/rvoj). Forms: 4 luver, 4 7 lover,

^5 lewer, lovyre, lowere, luvere, 5- 6 lovery,
-io,6lofer,lour, lovour),6-oloover, 7 loovar,
loure, lower), 9 luffer, dial, luvver, 7 9 louvre,

7- louver, [a. OK. lover, lovier, perh. an alteration

(with euphonic v as in pouvoir Power) of */<v;*:—

med.L. *lddarinm cogn. w. the synonymous med.L.
lodinm (quot. c 1425). The ultimate etymology is

|

obscure; some have compared the mod. Joel.

hldti pi., hearth, chimney- place. The form louvre

arises from confusion with F. Louvre (see next).]

1. A domed turret-like erection on the roof of
'

the hall or other apartment in a medifeval building
|

with lateral openings for the passage of smoke or

the admission of light. (Cf. Lanteux 4.)
1367-8 Durham Acc, Rolls (Surtues) 386 In sclatario

operant! super anlam..pro luuers de novo factis. 1393
I.an'cl. P. PI. C.'Xxt. 288 Cheke we and cheyne we and
eche chyne stoppe, |)at no light Jeope yn at louer ne at
loupe. £14*$ K<7r.in \Vr.-Wulcker667 {32 Hoc lodiu7/1, lowere.
f 1470 Henrvson Mor. Fab. 111. \Cbck Fox) xx\ii, The
cok ouer the feildis tuke his flicht, And in at the wedowis

\

lewer couth he- lycht. 1496 Dives # Paup. (W. de \V.) 1.

xliv. 85/2 Whan smoke medled with fyre cometh out of an
house, .by the louerys, men Ttwyll saye that that house shall

go on fyre. »S44-5 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) II.

219 To a carpenter for makynge .y» lover in y" hall vij\

1575 T. Cartwrjgiit 2nd Reflit agst. Whitgift 621 To
proue a bishop ouer the ministers olT a diocese.. is to set

the fondacion vpon the louer. 1596 Spf.nskr F. Q. vi.

x. 42 Ne lightned was with window, nor with louer. 1599
Hall Sat. v. i. 119 Whose shrill saints-bell hangs on his

louerie. 1599 Marston.^S"^. I'illanie 11. v. 197 He . . Hath
drawn false lights from pitch-black louei ies. 1601 Mund.w
Death Earl Huntington L3, For all the issue both of vent
and light, Came from a loouer at the towers toppe. 1650
W. Erough Sacr. Prim. (1659) 173 Fly to the windows of
glory, mount to those louvers on high. 1756 C. Lucas Ess.

Waters III. 50 Every bath [nasi a louvre or opening at top,

to give a current to the air. 1849 Freeman Archit. 251
note, A cloister runs round the lowest "stage, crowned with
a sort of square louvre. 1865 Kingsi.ev Here™, iv, The
smoke went out through a louver in the roof.

+ 2. A similar erection serving as a dovecote. Obs.

? 1583 AIS. Bursary Acc. St. Johns Coll. Oxon., Lofer.

1585 Lupton Thons. Notable Th. (1675) 150 Hang a great
glass in the top of the Lovour.. 1605 Svlvestf.r Dn Bartas
it. iii. 1. Vocation 872 Pigeons .". Stooping at this and that, I

that to their Louver.. they hardly can recover, a 1661

Fuller Worthies, Northamptonsh. 11. (1662) 279 Pigeons.,
famished for want of food, as unable to fly. .out at the Lover.

3. A hole in a roof for the passage Of smoke ; a

chimney. Obs. exc. dial, (see E. D. DA
137S-6 Abingdon Abb. Acc. (1892) 30 In factura j louer

pro cotagio juxta, vijV. 1519 Horman Vulg. 140 Moche of
1

the showre felle into the
r

louer [L. imphwimn\: but moche
more into the barton.

trans/. 1609 Heywood Brit. Troy vn. xii. 143 Thfre is

a steepe decliuy way lookes downe, Which to th' Infernall

Kingdome Orpheus guides, Whose loouer, vapors breathes.

4. Chiefly//. An arrangement of sloping boards,

laths or slips of glass overlapping each other, so as

to admit air, but exclude rain. Originally, such

a contrivance as used to close the apertures of a
1 louver* (sense 1). Cf. louver-board in 5.

1555 Eden Decades W{ Ind. (Arb.) 376 The roofe of
thynne boordes open tn sundry places lyke vnto louers to

lette in the ayer. 1854 Ronalds & Richajioson C/tetn.

Tecknol. (ed. 2) I. 300 The'. . louyresUr shutters in the top
are then opened, when the moist air is discharged, and a

fresh supply admitted. 1858 Simmonos Diet. Trade, Luffer,
a frame of laths to admit air or light ; the wooden window
in a church steeple. 1869 E. A. Parkes Pract. Ftygietie (ed. 3)

131 Glass louvres, which can be more or less closed. 1872
Ellacombe Bells ofCh. iv. in Ch. Bells Devon etc. 249 The
louvres of the windows should be so constructed as to let

out the sound of the bells. 1884 Walmislev Iron Roofs 14

Koth roofs are crowned with lanterns fitted with side louvres

for ventilation.

fb. trans/.

1542 Udall Erasm. Apopk.^h, He putte abrode the

louvres of the tente [L. teniorii vela] with a ruttocke that

he had in his hande.

5. allrib. and Comb., as louver-hole, -light, slate,

•tower \ louver-roo/edadj. ;
flouver-bands = louver-

strings ; louver luffer') boards (see 4) ; so louver-

boarding*, f louver-strings, strings to open or

close the louvers (see 4) ; louver-ways, -wise

adv. (see quot.).

1469-70 in Fabric Rolls York Minster (Surtees 1859)

73 Diversis cordulis emptis pro les *loverbandes, \2d.

M4»-£ Abingdon Abb. Acc. (1892) 124 In ij *louerboordes

emptis pro tenemento Henrici Earet. 1856 F. E. Paget
Owlet Owlst. 9 Even the luffer-boards protected by netting.

1895 Edin. Rev. Apr. 355 Fitted with ' luffer-boards' that I

463

could be opened and shut like Venetian blinds. 1851 Ord. *
Regnl. R. Engineers xix. 101 The Storekeeper, .will deter-
mine, .the nature of the Guard, whether of Wire or *Jjouvre
Hoarding. 162* Marbe tr. Alemau's Guzman d'Alf. 1. 16
If the Doue-house hold vp,..we shall lacke no Pigeons, as
long as there is a *Laiier-hoIe for the poorc fooles to get in
at. 1659 Shirley Honoria ff Mammon in. iv. 48 Bid him
..cap the Chimney, least my Lady fly Out at the Lover-
hole. 1618 Fif.lu Amendsfor Ladies 1. (1639) I» 4» If your
Lady-ship be talking in the same roome with any Gentle-
man, I can read on a booke, . . looke up at the *loover light,
heare and be deafe. 1688 R. Holme Armoury ill. 400/1
A cornered tower or chamber, between 2 square turrets,
all *loover roofed. 1842 Ecclesiologist I. 10 Four-centered
belfry windows . . fdled up to the top with *louvre slates.

1356-7 Durham Acc. Rolls (Surtees) 558 Et in ij fadom de
loucrstringes empt. pro novo Solario. 1833 Penny Cycl.
X IV. 1 16/2 Handsome *Louvre tower, c iB$oRudiM. ffavig.
(Weale) 130*Louver-wise at*louverways. To place battens
on boards at a certain angle, so as to admit air but not wet.

Hence louvered ///. a. a. Arranged like lou-

vers, b. Provided with a louver or louvers.
1846 Young Kaut. Di(t.

t Loovered-boards or Looz-ercd-
battens, hoards or battens framed like Venetian blinds, used
for admitting air into a vessel's port s, c 1850 Rndim. Navig.
(Weale) 130 The louvered or battened parts of ships' wells are
fixed in this manner. 1881 Daily News 12 Dec. 2/2 Glass
roofing, .surmounted by..Mouvred openings', which secure
ventilation while they serve to keep out the hot glare of a
summer's day. 1891 T. Hardy 7'ess (

1
900) 80fx The louvred

belfry.

II Louvre (1/7 vr). Obs. [Fr. ; named after the

Louvre, the palace of the French kings at Paris.]

Some kind of dance.
1729 S. Jknvns Art Dancing 11. Whether her Steps the

Minuet's Mazes trace Or the slow Louvre's more majestic
Pace. 1760 72 H. Mhookk Foot of Qua!. 1,1809) III. 135
The Louvre., was a dance of the newest fashion.

Louvre: see Louvkk.
Lovability, loveability (lmahi-Hti). [f.

Lovable a. 1 + -ity.] Lovabh-ness.
1834 AVw Monthly Mag. XLI. 310 He is quite passe a*

to loveability. 1886 G. Allkn Ma it/tie's Sake xviii, It is

a tribute to your personal lovability.

Lovable, loveable (l^vab'l), a. 1 Forms:
4-5 lufabyll(e, 5 luffable, luffeabille. 5, 9 love-

able, 9 lovable, [f. Love v.* + -able.] Deserv-

ing of being loved ; amiable
;

attractive, pleasing.

c 1340 Hampoi.k Prose 'J 'r. (1866) 2 Jhesu, desederabill es

thi name, lufabyll and comfort abyll. c 1400 Destr. Troy
3097 Ne no lede to hir lykyng halfe so luff-able. 1483 Cat/t.

Aug/. 222/2 Lufabylle (MS. A. Luffeabille); amabilis.

1570 Levins Manip. 3/2 Loueable, amabilis. 16n Cotgr.,
. / imable,

.

. loueable. 1814 Mar. Kogeworth Patronage v,

* She is. .very loveable—that is the exact word '. ' I fear it

is not English', said Miss Hauton. 1823 Scott Fam.
Lett. (1894) II. xix. 171 Teuotdale is a very loveable

district. 1870 H. Smart Racefor 11 ifc \\, He had married.

.

a sweet, lovable girl. 1874 Gueen Short Hist. viii. § 10.

585 The wide sympathy with all that is human which is so

loveable in Chaucer and Shakspere. 1898 L. Stephen Stud.
IHogr. II. i. 1 The man. .who could display such reverent

and loyal affection was certaiidy lovable,

to. Friendly. Obs. rare* 1
.

1691 Luttrell BriefRet. (1857) H« 28o That the loveable

cantons shal be guarantees of the treaty.

t Lovable, a.2 Obs. Forms : 4, 6 lovabil 1,

5 lovabile, 6 -byll, 4-7 lovable, 5 6 loveable.

[f. Love v? + -able.
Not distinguishable with certainty from the adopted form

of the synonymous but unconnected F. lonable Lowable.
The examples with u or v are all placed here, though it

is possible that in some of them the letter is a vowel.]

Praiseworthy, laudable.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter Cant. 505 Wha is thi likcaghful

and louabil and doand wondirs. 1388 Wyclif Bible IV.

439 Kt£p. Laodiceans) And whiche been hool, and sooth,

and chast, and rightwijs, and louable, do *e. c 1400 Destr.

Troy 7062 Hit is lelly not luuable in no lede oute, Of no
wise mon to wale, c 1400 ir. Secreta Secret. , Gov. Lordsh.

53 It ys growyng of vertuz & rote of alle goodes loueables

6 worschipfull. 1496 Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1844) 59

For vphaldin of the auld louable consuetud. .and plesour of

this burgh. 1501 Ibid. 70 Conforming to the aide lovabile

rite. 1513 DouglasVEneis x. v. 169 The worthy actis of

^our eldaris bygane, Thar lovabyll fame, and sour awyn
renowne. 1579 in Home MSS* (Hist. MSS. Comm., iooa)

50 Lett it rest..qnhill the lovable custum be verifiit be the

maist skilfull Borderers of baith the realmes. 1609 in E.

Burt's Lett. N. Scott. (1818) II. 242 The louable Acts of

Parliament of this realme.

!Lo*vableness,lo veableness. [f. Lovable

a} + -ness.] The quality of being lovable.

184a C. Whitehead R. Savage (1645) H- >*. Beauty

she had. .a loveableness (to coin a word) of mien upon the

stage almost irresistible. 1876 Miss Braodos J. Haggard"

s

Dan. III. 9 The soft lovableness of her disposition. 1894

Pop. Sci. Monthly XLIV. 559 His thoughtfulness and

wisdom and lovableness.

lovably, loveably f>-v5bli), adv. [f. Lov-

able a. 1 + -ly 2.] In a lovable manner.

i8*S Nr<o Monthly Mag. XVI. 237 How loveably vivid

seems the victim to look at us ! 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola
xvii, Her radiant beauty, made so lovably mortal by her

soft hazel eyes.

t Lovably, adv. Obs. [f. Lovable aA + -ly 2. ]

In a laudable manner.

1456 Sir G. Hayes Law Anns (S. T. S.) 217 Thai that

had ever wele and lovably governyt.

ILovage 1 (to'veds). Forms : 4-7 lov(e)ach(e,

6-7 leuish, liuish, 8 Ioveage, 5- lovage. [ME.

loveache, an etymologizing alteration (as if love-ache

love-parsley': see Ache sb.*) of OF. levesche,

LOVE.

I

luvesclie (mod. F. livhhc, earlier levesse, whence Du.
lavas) :—late L. levzstienni, whence It. levtslico,

libislico, various Slavonic and Lithuanian forms,
and (with etymologizing perversion) OE. lu/estice,

OHG. lubesteao, luhislcchal (MUG. liibisleche,

luhstickel, mod.G. llebslockel). The late 1 levisti-

cttm is believed to be a corruption of L. UgustUum
(app. denoting the same plant), neut. of ligttslhns

LiOURian; this was adopted by Linnseus as the

name of the British genus, while he gave the name
Levisttcnm to the south European genus.] a.

The umbelliferous herb Levisticum officinale, a

native of southern Europe, grown in old gardens,

and used as a domestic remedy, b. A later book-
uame for the British umbelliferous genus J.igusti-

cum, esp. L. scotuum. C. Formerly also applied

to Smyrnium Olusatrum (black lovage), to

l.aserpithtm Slier (bastard or Lombardy lovage),

and to (Tinanthe crocata 'water lovage).
a 1387 Siuou. Barthot. (Anecd. Oxon.) 1 1 Apium livistieuw,

loveache. a 1400 Pistilt of Susan 109 (Vernon MS.) pe
lilye, be louachu I Ingilby louage ; Cotton louge}, launsyng
wi)> leue. c 1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 18 Take a handfulle
of herb lovache. 1548 Turner Names ofHer/rs 48 Ligvs-
ticnm.A haue sene it in Italy, but no where els. It maye
be called in euglishe Lumbardy Louage. Ibid. y$Smyrninw
..maye be called in englishe hlaeke Louage. 1563 Hvi.i

Art Garden. (1593) $2 Lumbardie Louage. 1573 JYsskh
Hush. xlv. (1878) 97 Necessarie herbes to growe in the
garden for Physick.. .l^ouage for the stone. 1597 Gerarok
Herbal 11 . ccccvi. 892 Siler.montannm officinarum. Hastard
Louage. 1601 Holla nd Pliny 1 1. 30 As for Loueachor Liuish.

it . . loueth alone to grow of it self among the mountains of

Liguria. 1633 Johnson Gerarde's Herbal (1636) 1060 The
roots of this plant .. are da>ly by the ignorant women in

Cheape-side sold .. by the name of Water Louage. 1751
Smollett Per. Pic. (1779) II. xliv. 72 A sauce composed of

pepper, lovage, coriander, &c. 1806 A. Huntek Cnliua{td. 3)

147 Lovage and chives, half a handful,

d. allrib., as lovage root, -seed.

c 1450 MF. Med. Bk. (Heinrich) 125 Loueache seed. 1502

,
Arnolds Chrou. (181 1) 171 Drynke noo stronge ale and v<e

louach see[dl and letews. 1876 tr. von Ziemssen's Cycl.

Med. VI. 169 1'he vegetable diuretic*, such as lovage root.

t Lovage 2
. Obs. Also louage, lowage. [perh.

f. Lovk z^.- + -aoe; perh. misvvritten for louage =
louauge, LoENGK.] Pxaise, honour.

1489 Burgh Rec. Edinb. (1869) 1. 58 Thair petitioun was
consonant to ressoun and to the lovage of God. 1500 ibid.

80 Desyrand for the lovage of God. .that [etc.l. 1522 State
P. Hen. VIII, VI. 102 He shall .. attayne moche lowage
amongesall goodeCristen people. 1523 Hkkni-.ks Froissart

I. i. 1, I . .wyll treat and recorde an hystory of great louage
and prayse.

Lovaito, obs. variant of Lavoi.ta.

XiOV&ne'nty, hit, Sc. An exclamation of sur-

prise.

1824 Mactaggart Gal/ovid. Eniycl., Lovcanendie ! an
exclamation, 'O! strange'. 18.. in Ramsav AYw;«.(i86i>
Ser. 11. 10, I debar all thobe who use such minced oaths as.

.

losh ! gosh ! and lovanenty ! [ed. 18 lovanendie], 1894
Crockett Ra/dePs 191 Lovenenty me ! but she'll hae gi'en

ye anither kind o' a kiss than an auld wife* like me.

Love Qv\), sb. Forms: 1 lufu, (lufo
N

, 2 4
luve, 3 lou, 4, 6 loove, 5 louf, loof, 4-5 lof.

lofe, 5 luf, lufue, {Sc. 4-6 luf(e, luff, 5, 8 luffe,

6 luif(e, 6, 8 luve, 6 luwe, luyf, luirT, lwiff,

loif), 3- Iqva [QIi— Jem T*A^n decltueil

weak)--OHG. luba\—Teut. type not found

elsewhere, though Goth, has {brd^ru-)ihlfo wk.

fem., love, and lubains (stem -aini-) str. fern.,

hope; f. the weak-grade of the Tent, root

*leub-: taut-: tut- :—OAryan *leubli-: loubli-i lubh-.

Other derivatives of the wk.-grade are OS. lubig

loving, and the Com. Tent. *lutio-m, *lotto-tit Lor
and its derivative *lotvja?i Love'zj.2 ; also OHG.
gilob precious. Cognates belonging to the other

grades of the root v i) from the en grade, Com.
Teut. *liutio- Lief a., and its derivatives OIIG.
liobon (MHG,, mod.G. liebeti), Du. lieven (obs.,

superseded by lie/hebben lit. 'to have dear'), OE.
lioftan, M Du. lieven, 0\lG\*liuben (MH(J. lieben)

to be dear or agreeable, OHG. liuben (MUG.
lieben) to endear, to show kindness; MDu., Du.

lie/de fern., love ; OHG. linhi wk. fern., If'uba str.

fem. (MHG, Hebe), MDu. lieve fern., love; (2^

from the an grade, the Teut. types *lauta, *ga-

lattbon-, *galanfy'an, etc. (see Leave sb., Belief,

Believe v.).

Outside Teut. the Aryan root is represented by L. Inbet

(libet) it is pleasing, lukdo {libido) desire, OS1. ljubii, dear,

ljuby love, ljubiti to lnve, Skr. lubh to desire, lob/ia masc.

desire.l

1. That disposition or state of feeling with regard

to a person which (arising from recognition of

attractive qualities, from instincts of natural rela-

tionship, or from sympathy) manifests itself in

solicitude for the welfare of the object, and usually

also in delight in his presence and desire for his

approval; warm affection, attachment. Cons!, of,

/or, to, toxvards.

cZz<Vesp. Psalter cviiu 5 Settun wi5 me yfel fore godum
& laeoSu fore lufan minre. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John xv. 13



LOVE.
NacfS nan man maran lufe bonne Seos ys baet hwa sylle his lif

for his freondum. c 1250 <$• Ex. 8 And to allc cristenei

men beren pais and
#
luuc bi-tuen. a 1300 Cursor M. 20300

Vre leuedi wep, saint iohan akita, Treu luue was oniang
bam tua. 1387 Trkvisa Hidden (Rolls) I. 155 Wommen
moste be ouercome with fairenesse and loue, and nou}t wib
sternesse and drede. c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) Pref. 2

What I ufc he had til his sugets. 1470-85 Malory Arthur 1.

viii. 44 He wende that al the kynges & knyghles had come
for grete loue and to haue done hym worship at his feste.

1535 Coveroale 2 Sam. L 26 Thy loue hath bene more
^peciall vnto me, then the loue of wemen. 1588 Shaks.
L. L. L. v. ii. 415 My lone to thee is sound sans craeke or
Haw. 1597 Moklev Introd. Mns. Pref., Adiuring me by the
loue of my contrie. 161 1 Bible Dan. i 9 God had brought
Daniel into fauour and tender loue with the Prince of the

Kunuches, 1765 Cowper in Souihey Life <J-
Wks. (1835) 1.

155 My heart was full of love to all the congregation- 1818
Cruise Digest (ed. 2) 1 1. 346 The natural love which Thomas
Kirby bore to his broiher.

_
1836 W. Irving Astoria I. 279

His dominant spirit, and his love for the white men, were
evinced in his latest breath. 1871 Morlev Voltaire (1886)
2 They should prove their love of him whom they had not
seen, by love of their brothers whom they had seen.

b. Viewed as an abstract quality or principle.

(Sometimes personified!)
c 1050 I'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 343/32 Affectu, for hylde and

lufe. a 1300 Cursor M. 99 Q reuth o loue and charite, Was
neuer hir mak. 1377 Langl. /'. PI. B. 1. 146 For trewthe telleb

bat loue is ti iacle of heuene. 1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv.
Priv. 135 fiumylite Engendryth lowe that deslrueth envy
and hatredyn. 1557 Seager Sch. Vertne 815 in Babees Bk.,
I^otie doih inoue the mynde to inercie. a 1628 Prestos
Breastpi. Lore (1631) 8 Love and hatred are .. the great
Lords and Masiers, that divide the rest of the affections
between them. 181 1 Coleridge 7 Ltd. (1856) 70 Love is n
desire of the whole being to be united to some thing, or
some being, felt necessary to its completeness.

c. In particularized use : An instance of affection,

f Also, an act of kindness.
t 1000 Prayers 0/Exeter Bk. iv. 115 Waes a cearu symle

lufena to leane. c 1200 Moral Ode 314 in Trin. Coll. Horn.,
pe he bos two luues halt and wile hes wel healde. 1595
Siiaks, John iv. i. 49 What good loue may I performe for

you ? 1632 Lithgow Trav. v. 189, I met with an English
ship . . whose loues 1 cannot easily forget, a 1853 Robert-
son Led. i. (1858) 25 The same feelings and anxieties and
loves.

fd. In OE. (contrasted with fagtt law): Amic-
able settlement, as opposed to litigation. Hence,
in later use, occas. rendering h.fadus treaty, cove-

nant. Also, Under love and law; a phrase used

to denote the position of being a member of a

frankpledge. Obs.
a 1000 l aws ofJEtheircd nr. c. 13 § 1 (Schmid) And bar

he^en age twe^en costas lufe obbe laje and he bonne lufe

Xeceose. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) 1. 99 Oreb . . the mownte
of fere and of luffe [L. mons terroris et foederis]. Ibid. II.

347, IV. 123. a 1500 in Arnolde Chron. (1811)90 Vf ther bee
ony persone wythin the warde that is not vnder francpledge
that is to saye under loue and lawe.

e. (Give) my love to . ., or Love to . . : a formula
of request that the person addressed will convey the

expression of the speaker's or writer's affection to

a third person. Also to send one
f

s love.

1630W1NTHROP in New Eng. (1825) I. 378 Commend me
to all our friends. My love and blessing to your brother
and sisters [etc.]. 1765 Cowper Let. to J. Hill 14 Aug.,
My love to all your family. 1793 — Let. to IV. Hayley
24 Feb., With Alary 's kind love, 1837 Dickens Pickw. ix,

Love to Tuppy ! 1854 w- Collins Hide $ Seek 11. iv.

(1861) 183, 'I will write and comfort your mother this very
afternoon — '

1 Give her my love', interposed Zack.

2. In religious use, applied in an eminent sense

to the paternal benevolence and affection of God
towards His children, to the affectionate devotion
due to God from His creatures, and to the affection

of one created being to another so far as it is

prompted by the sense of their common relation-

ship to God. (Cf. Charity 1.)

_
Theologians distinguish^ the love of complacency, which

implies approval of qualities in the object, and the love of
benevolence, which is bestowed irrespective of the character
of the object.

^975 Rnshw. Gosp. John v. 42 Ah ic cu5e iowih baette lufo
3odes ne habbas £e in iow. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 141
Ure drihten forgiaf hire hire sinuen for two binge, an is

muchel le36e to hire sunne oder muchel luue to him. a 1310
in Wright Lyric P. 70 Jbesu, suete love the dude gredyn.
1526 Tinoale 1 John v. 3 This is the love of god, that we
kepe his commaundementes. 1611 Bible i John iv. 16 God
is loue, and hee that dwelleth in loue, dwelleth in God.
1650 E. Leigh Annot. New Test. 220 There is a two fold
love in God. 1. Amor benevolentiae% a love of well willing
..2. Amor complocentiae, a love of complacency. 1794
Coleridge Relig. Musings 192 Lord of unsleeping Love,
From everlasting Thou !^ 1876 Mozlev Univ. Serm. ii. 29
Love in the Gospel sense is that general virtue which covers
the motives,

3. Strong predilection, liking or fondness for, or

devotion to (something). Const. of for, to (arch.),

fuuto. f To give, bear love to : to be devoted or

addicted to.

c 900 tr. Barda's Hist, iv. xxvii. (Schipper) 514 Swa mycel
lufu to godcundre lare. c 1250 Gen. «y Ex. 4067 And for

luue of Sis hore-p!a;e Manic for-leten godes la}e. 1422 tr.

Secreia Secret., Priv. Priv. 218 Philosophic is no more but
loue of witte and cvnnynge. a 1548 Hall Chron., Ediv. IV
*37h, Blynde avarice and love of money. 1611 EinLE
Transl. Pref. 2 For the loue that he bare vnto peace. 1726
Pope Postscript to Odyssey V. 305 Let our love to
Antiquity be ever so great. 1773 Mrs. Chapone Improv.
Mind (1774) II. 32 The love of truth, and a real desire of

4C4

I improvement^ c 1810 Coleridge in Lit. Rent. (1838) III. 1

1 303 Those vicious habits in which there is no love to sin.

1877 Gladstone Glean. I. 148 The love of freedom itself is

hardly stronger in England than the love of aristocracy.

1887 Fowler Prim. Mor. n. i. 11 Among these primary
1 desires should be specified the love of ease and the love of

\
occupation. 1888 C. Patmorf. in B. Chanipneys Mem.
(1900) II. iv. 43 When I was about fifteen my love for poetry

I began to get the better of my love for science.

4. That feeling of attachment which is based

upon difference of sex ; the affection which subsists

j

between lover and sweetheart and is the normal

I

basis of marriage. For love (+ in love) : by reason

of love (often placed in opposition to pecuniary

considerations).
e 1000 jElfric Gen. xxix. 20 Iacob him hhrsumode ba seofan

xear for Rachele and hit buhte him feawa daja for baere

lufe, be he to hire ha:fde. £1230 Hali Meid. 47 For to

drahen his luue loward hire. £1374 Chaucer Troylns 1.

508 Now art bow yn be snare That whilom lapedest at

loues peyne. a 1400-50 Alexander 226 J>e lede lawid in hire

lofe as leme dose of gledis. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xlvi. 4,

I hard a merle with mirry notis sing A sang of lufe. 1540
Hyrde tr. Vives' Instr. Chr. IVom. (1592) N ij, They that

mary for love, shall lead their life in sorrow. 1667 Milton
P. L. iv. 750 Haile wedded Love, mysterious Law, true

sourse Ofhuman ofspring. 1776 Johnson in Boswcll 28 Mar.,

It is commonly a weak man who marries for love, a 1834

I
Moore Irish Mel., Lore's Vug. Dream i, But there's

nothing half so sweet in life As love's young dreanL a 1849
Poe Annabel Lee 9 We loved with a love that was more
than love—I and my Annabel Lee.

b. As a motive in imaginative literature.

1779-81 Johnson L. P., Adiiison The greatest weakness
of the play is in the scenes of love .. Yet the love is so
intimately mingled with the whole action, that [etc.]. 1859
Macaclav Biogr., IV. Pitt (2nd par.), This piece, .is in some
respects highly curious. There is no love. The whole plot

is political.

c. An instance of being in love. Also collect. //.,

amatory relations, love-affairs.

1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie nu xxiiL (Arb.) 276 Nothing
is so vnpleasant to a man, as to be encountred in his chiefe

affection, and specially in hit, loues. 1590 Spenser F. Q. 1.

iL 3 Like a young Squire, in loves and lusty-hed His wanton
dates 1hat ever loosely led. 1604 Shaks. Oth. v. ii. 41 Oth.
Thinke on thy sinnes. Des. They are Loues I beare to you.

1 1697 Drvoen Virg. Georg. iv. 490 All the Rapes of Gods,

I
and ev'ry Love, From ancient Chaos dowp to youthful love.

1738 Swift Pol. Conversat. 103, I suppose, the Colonel was
j

cross'd in his first Love. 1844 Disraeli Coningsby vm. ii,

The sweet pathos of their mutual loves, 1849 James Wood-
man ii, The loves of Mars and Venus.

d. Bal>e of'love : =Lovk-child.
1728-42 Pope Dune. 11. 158 Two babes of love close clinging

I

to her want. 1807 Crabbe Par. Reg. l (1810) 70 Recorded
next a Babe of love I trace ! Of many loves, the Mother's
fresh disgrace.

I 5. (With capital.) The personification of sexual

affection; usu. masculine, and more or less identified

with the Eros, Amor, or Cupid of classic mytho-
logy; formerly sometimes feminine, and capable

of being identified with Venus. (See also 8 a*)

13. . in Wright Lyric P. xvi. 53 To love y putte pleyntes ma
C1374 Chaucer Troylns 1. 353 For loue bygan his fetheres

so to lyine. 1435 Misvn Eire ofLove 11. xiL 102 Weil it is

sayd in play ' luf gos before & ledis be dawns '. 1566
Painter Pal. Pleas. 1. 79 b, Notwithstanding dame JLove
is so favourable unto mee. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. iv. iil 380
Fore runne faire Loue, strewing her way with flowers. 1667
Milton P. L. iv. 763 Here Love his golden shafts imploies,

: here lights His constant Lamp, and waves his purple wings.
1805 Scott Last Minstr. 111. ii, In peace, Love tunes the
shepherd's reed; In war, he mounts the warrior's steed.

1868 Fitz Geralo tr. Omar cviiL (1899) 103 Ah Love I could
you and I with Fate conspire.

b. with //. A Cupid ; one of the mnltitude of
j

nameless gods of love imagined by mythologists

;

a figure or representation of the god of love.

1594 Spenser Amoretti xvi, Legions of loves with little

wings did fly. 1663 Cowley Acme $ Septimius, All around
The little Loves, that waited by, Bow*d, and bless'd the
Augury. 1731 Swift Strcphon «j- Chloe Wks. 1755 IV. 1.

150 The smiling Cyprian goddess brings Her infant loves

j
with purple wings. 71793 Coleridge Autumn. Evening

\

49-50 A thousand Loves around her forehead fly ; A thou-
; sand Loves sit melting in her eye. a 1839 Praed Poems

(1864) II. 63 Where'er her step in beauty moves, Around her
fly a thousand loves.

6. The animal instinct between the sexes, and its

gratification.

* *375 •fo Leg. Saints xxxviu (Vincencius) 13 Fals erroure,
& lufe vnclene, & warldis dout als. 1387 Trevisa Higden
(Rolls) V. 185 A songelynge . . bat hadde obleged hym self

to the devel for be love of a wenche. c 1560 A. Scott Poems
(S. T. S.) vl 27 A leddy als, for luf, to tak Ane propir page,

J
hir tyme to pass, 1567 Satir. Poems Reform, iv. 28 Hir

j
licherous luife. quhilk kindlit ouer haiu 1611 Bible Prov.
vii. 18 Come, let vs take our fill of loue vntill the morning.
1697 Dryoen Virg. Georg. hi. 102 Six Seasons use ; but
then release the Cow, Unfit for Love, and for the lab'ring
Plough.

7. Phrases (chiefly with prepositions).

a. For the love of: for the sake of, on account
of. f A1so For my (pWf etc*) love = for my (our,

etc.) sake.
Now cmly where some notion of the literal sense is implied

(chiefly in adjurations) ; in early use often merely idiomatic,
, = L. causa, gratia. In OE. the sb. was often plural,

c 888 K. Alfred Boeth. xxii. § a Ic wille (be oSewan] for-

lustlice for binum lufum [L. tui causa libenter\ 971 Blickl.

Horn. 23 Eal bis he browode for ure lufan. c 1200 Vices $
Virtues (1888) 7 Alle 3e 3is isieS. .i bidde and warni, for oe

j

i luue of godc.pat 3je batien..Ses awer)hede senne. a 1300

LOVE.
Cursor M. 14683 Forb in dedes gode . .We wil noght stan
be, parfai I Iiut ..for be luue o bi missau. c 1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints xxix. (Placidas) 163 Sa hymc, for be luf of me, bat
in my nam he baplis be. 1470-85 Malory A rthnr xiu. xvi,
We shalle destroye alle the knyghtes of kyng Arthurs .. for
the loue of syr Galahad, a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. V62
Required the Englishe lordes for ihe love of God that the
truce might continue. 1587 Ianes in Hakluyt Voy. (r6oo)
III. 112 The Sauages came to the Island..and tore the two
vpper strakes, and carried them away onely for the loue of
the yron in the lx>ords. 1588 Shaks. L. L,. L. v. ii. 850
Impose some seruice on me for thy loue. 1601 — Twel. N.
11. liL 92 For the loue o God, peace. 1710 Swift Jrnl. to
Stella 8 Dec, I begged Mr. Harley, for the love or God, to
take some care about it. 1859 Tennyson Vivien 410 A Table
Round, That was to be, for love of God and man And noble
deeds the flower of all the world.

„ t b. For or of all {the) loves, upon all loves, of
all love : a phrase of strong adjuration or entreaty.
Similarly, for love's sake. Obs.
c 1400 Scnvdone Pab. 1587 Sir, for alle loues, Lete me thy

prisoneres seen, a 1425 Cursor M. 20380 (Trin.) Whi wepe-
stou what is be For alle loues [earlier texts, for felaured, for
felauschip,] telle now me. 1565 Cooper Tticsaitrus, Amabo .

.

Of felowshippe : of all loues : I pray ihe : as euer thou wille
doe me good turne. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. 11. ii. 153 Speake
of all loues; I sound almost with fearc. 1618 Ussher Lett.
(1686) 64, I do intreat you of all Love, to look over the first

Edition. 1620 Middleton Chaste Maid in. i. 31 O sweet
Father, for Loues sake pittie me. 1624 Dr. Mountagu
Immed. Addr. 185 She. . intreateth him that was worshipped
vpon the Altar, of all loves, mercies, and works of wonder,
to restore her vnto her healih. e 1646 in ind Rep. Hist.
MSS. Comm. 87/1 [10/.] which I desire you of all love to
pay upon sight of this my letter. 1655 J. S. Phillis of
Scyros lit. iv. 63 For loves sake, doe not press ine to relaie

So long a story now. 1829 Whewell in Life (1881) 133
15cg her of all love to establish herself in a more collegiate
part of Cambridge.

c. For love or money*, at any price, by any
means. (Used in negative contexts.)

[971 Blickl. Ifont. 43 Ne for feo, nefor nanes mannes lufon.

13 . . Coer de L. 1476 Neythyr for love, neyther for eye. 1377
Langl. /'. PI. P>. 1. ior And neuer leue hem for loue ne for

lacchyng of syluer.l 1590 C. S. Right Relig. 1 8 Then should
not men eyther for loue or money haue pardons. 1609
Dekkkr Guls IIorned>k\\\. 30 If you can (either for loue
or money) prouide your selfe a lodging by the water side.

1712 Sw ift Jrnl. to Stella 7 Aug., No more ghosts now for

love or money. 1837 Sir F. Palgrave Merch. Friar i.

(1844) 18 Any person who, for love or money, might be in-

duced to take the letter in his charge. 1869 MAacn Gram.
Anglo-Saxon Pref. iv, He let me. .use. .Anglo-Saxon texts

not elsewhere to be had for love or money.
d. In love {with) : enamoured (of), imbued

with love (for)
;

transf very fond (of) or much
addicted (to).

(Cf. F. * Estre en amour, said of birds that bill, tread, or
breed ' (Colgr.).]

1508 Dunbar Tua marHi wemen 191 He is for ladyis in

luf a right lusty schadow. 1577 B. Googe Heresbaclis
Husb. (1586) 5 He would talke .. of the stories of the Scrip-
ture, so sweetely.. as I was woonderfully in loue with him.
1581 Pettie Guazzo's Civ. Conv. 111. (1586) 14a A woman
cannot possibly doe any thing y* may make her husband
more in love with her^ then to play the good huswife. 1591
Shaks. Two Gent. 11. 1. 87* I was in loue with my bed. 1664
BuTLEa Hud. 11. i. 267 Quoth she, Y' have almost made in"

in Love With that which did my pity move. 1690 Locke
Hum. Uiui. iv. xvii. § 24 He that believes, without having
any reason for believing, may be inJove with his own fancies.

1727 Gay Begg. Op. 1. x. (1729) 14 What, is the fool in love
in earnest then? 1828 Macaulay Ess., Hallam's Const.
Hist., Its conduct, we are told, made the excellent Falkland
in love with the veryname ofParliament. 1881 L. B. Walforo
Dick Netherby xviL 213 He was not himself in love.^ 1896
A. E. Housman Shropsh. Lad xviii, Oh, when I was in love
with you, Then 1 was clean and brave.

e.
• Out of love (with); the opposite of in love

{with) ; disgusted (with).

1581 Pettie tr. Guazzd's Civ. Conv.^ 1. (1586) to Hee
seemeth either too farre in loue with himselfe, or to farre

out of loue with others. 1591 Shaks. Tivo Gent. iv. iv. 210,
I should haue scratch 'd out your vnseeing eyes, To make
my Master out of loue with thee. 1603— Meas.for M. m.
i. 174, I am so out of loue with life. 1722 De Foe Relig.
Courtsh. 1. L (1840) 4^

What's the matter, that you are so out
of love with the world all on a sudden? 1754 Richardson
Grandison III. xL 83 Lord W.'s animosity to my father

made him out of love^vith his name.
f. Tofall (f be taken or caught) in love : to be-

come enamoured
; transf to become very fond of,

dote upon. Const, with, f Also, tofall, be brought

into love's dance.
Cf. F. tomberen amour (15th c in LittrO-

1423 Jas. I Kingis Q. xlv, So ferre I-fallyng Into lufis

dance. 1530-1866 [see Fall v. 38 h], e 1530 Tticktcoruer
(Manly) 204 Than in-to loves daunce we were brought.

1568 Grafton Chron. I. 37 Locryne fell in great phancy
and love with a faire Damosell. 1579 Lylv Enphnes (Arb.)

345 Of which water who so drinketh, shall bee caught in

Love. 1596 Spenser F, Q. iv. vi. heading, He sees her
face ; doth fall in love, And soone from her depart. 1606
W. WIoodcocke) Hist. Ivstine xun. 134 With the pleasant-

nesse of which, they were so taken in loue, that [etc.]. 1887
Rider HAGGARn jess iv, John Niel was no chicken, nor
very likely to fall in love with the first pretty face he met.

g. To make love : to pay amorous attention
;

with to = to court, woo. [After F. faire tamour
or ll.far fat/tore.']

1580 Lylv Euphues (Arb.) 390 A Phrase now there is which
belongeth to your Shoppe boorde, that is, to make loue.

1590 Shaks. Mids. N. 1. i 107 Demetrius . . Made loue to

Nedars daughter. 1602 — Ham. v. ii. 57 Why, man, they
did make loue to this imployment. 1605 — Macb. in. i. 124

Thence it is That I to your assistance doe make loue. 1605
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1663 Cowley Hymn to Light ii, Thou golden Shower o? atrue Jove J Who does in thee descend, and Heav n to Kanhmake love ! ,71a Addison Sfecl. No. 5,7 r 2 The WidowLady whom he had made love to. 1768 Stekvr .WW*. (i 77S I ?1 {Itemise Door) You liave been makinglove to me all this while, a 1845 Hoon Poems (,846) I. 2,3Oh there s nothing m life like making love, i860 Sat Per-JX. 306 How often .. do we make love to the charms of
cousins and avuncular expectations.

f h. hi the love of: beloved by. Ql,s , rare
1631 Weever Ane. Funeral Mon. 417 J| e also departed

this world, in the loue of all good men.
8. In various proverbs and proverbial pbrases.
a. Proverbs.

£1470 Henryson A/or. Fab. m. xvii. in Anglia IX. iq7
7 he prouerhe sayis <als gude luif cummis asVis '. AwACaxton Chesse ill. m, Herofmen say a comyn proverbe in
englond, that loue lasteth as longe as the money endimth
iS96.SiiAKS.^rc//.K a. vi. 36 Lone isblinde. 1611 Cotgr'
s v. Amour, Loue, and the Cough cannot he hidden, a 1618
Kalf.igh Arm. (1664) 3S Love needs no teaching.

b. Labour of love : work undertaken either from
fondness for the work itself, or from desire to
benefit persons whom one loves.
[An allusion to 1

.

Thess. 1. 3, 'Your worke of faith and
labour of loue and Heb. vi. 10.]

1673 Lady's Call. 11. Hi. § 12 Women . . founded Hospitals,
and yet with a labor of love, as ihe Apostle styles it Heb
vi. 10, disdarn'd notsomtimes to serve in them. 1853 Kings-
1KX 7Ptaf/aM* ?hQ h"mbIe st«ck phrases in which they
talked of their labours of love. 1878 Black Goldsmith x\v
131 During this labour of love (the composition of the De-
serted Village],

c. Love in a cottage : a euphemistic expression
for marriage with insufficient means.
1812 Mar. Edgeworth Absentee iv, Lady Clonbrony had

n0t '

'jt
e sl,gntest jiotbn how anybody . . could prefer to

a good house . . and a proper establishment, what is called
love in a cottage. (1820 Keats Lamia 11. i, Love in a hut
with water and a crust, Is—Love, forgive us !—cinder/
ashes, dust.) 1894 H. Gardener Vnoff. Patriot 230 Here's
more love in a cottage business for you.

^
d. There's no love lost between them : an am-

biguous phrase, which has been employed with
two contrary implications, f («) Their affection
is mutual. Obs.
C1640 R. Davenport Surv. Sci. Wks. (Bullen 1890)327 Ohmy sweete ! Sure there is no loue lost when yo» two meete.

16.. Children in Wood ii. in Percy Reliq. (1765) J 1 1. 172No love between these two was lost, Each was to other
kindc. 1696 M. Henry Life P. Henry (1699) 8 Dr. Busby

. ..took a particular Kindness to him, .. and there was no
Love lost betwixt them. 1706 Mottecx Qtrix. 11. xxxiii.
(1749) III. 266, I love him well, and there's no love lost be.
tween us 1749 Smollett Gil Bl. (i 7q7 ) III. 233, I have
a friendship for you .. And 1 can assure thee, child (said I),
there is no love lost [Fr.oue tit n'aimes pas nn ingrat\. 1773Goldsm. Stoops to Cong, iv, As for murmurs, mother, we
grumble a little now and then, to be sure. But there's no
love lost between us. 1823 Lamb Elia Ser. it. A'em I'car's
Coming 0/ Age, There was no love lost for that matter.
1824 N. Drake Noontide Leisure II. 54 Give me your hand
. .and let me tell you . . there is no love lost between us.

(6) Now always: They have no love for each
other.

J. Tavlor (Water- P.) Trav. Twelve-pcticc Wks.
(1630) 1. 71 They loue me not, which makes 'em quickly spend
me. But there's no great loue lost 'twixt them and mee,We keepe asunder and so best agree. 1748 Richardson
Clarissa (1768) III. 134 He must needs say, there was no
love lost between some of my family and him ; but he had
not deserved of them what they had of him. 1838 Thackeray
Virgin, xvii. I. 134 There was not a great deal of love lost
between Will and his half-sister. 1866 Howf.i.ls Venel. Life
121 Americans do not like these people and I helieve there
1^ no love lost on the other side. 1889 T. A. Trollope
What 1 remember 111. 91 Between Italian and French
radicals there is really no love lost.

9* A beloved person : esp. a sweetheart; chiefly
applied to a female person, but sometimes to
a male. (Often used as a term of endearing
address.)

nt
111? *"ee*^atlt

' '53i He is mi lif it mi luue. c 1369 Chaucer
Bk. Dnchcsse 91 And wher my lord, my love, be deed?
1377 Langl. P. PL B. iv. 49 Rose Reginoldcs loue [text A
lemmon]. c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 672 Ful loude he song « Com
hider, love, to me \ 14. . Sir Penes 2019 (MS. M.) Beuys,
loue dere, Ryde nat fro me in no inanere ! 1470-85 Malory
A rthur vn. xxxv. 269 He is my fyrst loue and he shal be
the laste. a 1592 Marlowe Pass. Sheplu to his Loz>e, Line
with me and be my Loue. 1506 Shaks. Mereh. K iv. i. 277
\Y nether Bassanio had not once a Loue, 1600 Dr. Dodypoll
111. v. in Bullen Old Plays III. 135 Why, love? doubt you
that? Ibid. 136 Thou art growne passing strange, my
Jove, c 1606 Wither Love Souu. iii. in Descr, Love (1638)C4 In Summer-time to Medley My love and I would _goe.
1767 Sir \V. Jones Seven Fountains Poems (1777) 37 Told
to their smiling loves their amorous tales. 181 8 Scott * Old
Song' in Br. Lamm, xxix, It is hest to be off wi* the old
love, Before you be on wi' the new\ a 1834 Moore Vng.
May Moon 1 The young May moon is beaming, love, i860
C. Patmore Faithfulfor ever in. ii. 180 And there's another
thing, my Love, 1 wish you'd show you don't approve. 1900
Larrir Tommy % Grizelxw. 303 There are poor dogs of
men .. who open their letters from their loves, knowing
exactly what will be in them,

b. trausf of animals.
1697 Dryden AZneld vm. 288 One Heifar who had heard

her Love complain, Roar'd from the Cave. 1792 Wolcot
(P. Pindar) Whs. III. 259 Her feather'd Partner . . Now for
his loves pursues his airy way, And now with food returns.

fc. In reference to illicit relations : A paramour;
said of both men and women. Obs.
C1400 Maukdev. (1839) xiv. 154 And whan thai wij have

Vol. VI.
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1 ony companye of man ..than thci have Loves, that usen

fcZJtfl£
SfmLe"' y- 98 He b >'deth hut •^ thatne mjght gcte a surame of money to geders .. and to gone

11 ^ FFiN tr. Terences A ndria \. iii. Civb. Whether
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9,J° Serch his house for hwuiues I^>ue 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 768 Thevhaue one wife, many loues. ^ 7 nCy

d. gen. The object of love; the beloved (of. S
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J 9° The l0Ver and the love Ofhuman-kind i7S4 Chatham Lett. Nephew iv. 28 Makeyourself the love and admiration of the world. 1818 KvS£Ui. Nar. iv clxx In the dust The fair-hair'd Daughter ofthe Isles is laid, The love of millions

!

e. A charming or delightful person or thine

:

a < duck \ colloq.

a lov4
jA

,8
F
;,
A
r/

, N/^/A (l8847 h 2^ The garden is quitea love. 1831 Ladv Ghanvili.k Let. 28 Feb., A pretty, tinvdaughter, whom my girls think a love. 1841 \ War, fx

Jiniest teacups you ever l>eheld^ perfect loves ! 1880 * Roi v
J>OLn R R\voon Robbery under Arms x.xiv, Whnt 7love ofa chain !

10.«a. For love : without stakes, for nothing

;

applied to the practice of playing a competitive
game for the pleasure of playing.
1678 Ruti.rh Jiud. in. i. Ioo7 For t

L Ombre
1007 For these at Beste and

over again for love, as the gamesters phrase it, games for
which I once paid so dear. 1844 Dickens Mart. Chnz.

Move''
'

'

proposecl tImt
* *

tl,e >" sJlouId P]a>' f̂ r

b. In various competitive games of skill, e.g.
whist, football, tennis, racquets : No score, nothing;
meaning that the party said 'to be love ' has scored
no points in the game then in progress. Love all:
no score on either side.

1742 Hoyle Whist i. 13 If your Adversary is 6 or 7 Love,
and you are to lead. i78o Genii. Ma*. L. 322/2 We are not
told how, or by what means Six love comes to mean Six to
nothing. 1797 Pncycl. ilrii. (ed. 3) XVIII. 380/2 As the
games are won, so they are marked and called ; as one game
love two games 10 one, &c. 1885 Pall Mai'I G. 2 Mar. 10/2
In the Rugby game Northampton heat Coventry by a try
to love 1898 Rncycl. Spot t II. 242/1 The marker's, .duty
is Jo call the game . . from the start at ' love all '. .

. • Love
in the game of rackets, as in other games, signifies nothing.'

c. Applied atIrib. to a game or set of games in
which there is nothing scored on one side.

1833 T. Hook Parsons Da/t. (7847)57 Can't make a hazard
. . and has lost two love games. J878 J. Marshall Ami,
tennis 158 Love-set, a set in which one player win* six con-
secutive games

; or. in ca^e of an advantage-set, seven con-
secutive games. 1884 Pall Mall G. 25 Apr. 3/2 In the two
first days' play the whole of the heats were love victories.

+ 11. A game of chance in which one player
holds up a certain number of fingers, and the other,
without seeing, guesses their number. - Mora. Oh.
1585 HiCGiss Junius' Nomcnclatorwyjl* Micaredigitis,.,

a play vsed in Italy, . . it is called there . . the play of lone.
1611 Cotgr., Mourn; the play of lone. 1653 Ukquhakt
Rabelais \. xxii. 04 There he played.. At love lorig. a la
juourre]. 1725 Bailey Krasm. Collthj. (1733) 205 The
Countrymens Play of holding up our Fingers (dimication?
digitorurn > 1. e. the Play of Love).

12. A variant of the game of KrcimE.
1886 Euchre 41 Slam, Love, or Skunk.

+ 13. 4 A kind of thin silk stuff (J.), formerly
used when in mourning; a border of this. Orig.
love-hood. Oh. (Cf. love-ribbon in 16 below.)
1663 Boylk Rxper. Colours in. ix. (1664) 198 Such a kind

of Transparency, as that of a Sive, a piece of Cyprus, or a
Love-Hood. 1747 Mrs. Dei.any Let. to Mrs. Daves in Life
ttf Corr. 478, I shall make no more dark things; after three
months black silk is worn with love hood. 1751 Loud. Daily
Advertiser 21 Dec. {X. .5- Q. 1st Ser. X. 206) A black velvet
cloak %vith a love coarsely run round it. 1825-9 M RS- Shkr-
woon Lady 0/ Manor II. x. 63 He was dressed in white,
having a sat>h of black love.

14. a. An old name for Traveller's Joy or Virgin's

Bower, Clematis litalba ; also love-bind (sec 1*6*
b).

b. (see qnot. 1874.)
1640 Parkinson 'Phcat. Bot. 384 In English of most

country people where it groweth [called! Honestie ; and the
Gentlewomen call it Love, hut Gerard coyned that name of
the Travelours joy. 1657 S. Purchas Pol. Flying-Ins. 1.

xv. 95 IJees gather of these flowers following .. In July .

»

Love. 1874 'Freas. Bot. Suppl., Love, a name used in Tas-
mania for Comcsf>erma volnbile.

15. Obvious combinations,

a. simple attribnlive, as love-adept -adventure^

-ballad^ -bed, -desire, -di&ourse, -ditty, -dream,
-elegy, -eye, -Jit, -gift, -glance, -god, intrigue,
-laughing, -light, -lore, -madness, -melancholy,

-mounting, -note, -ode, -passion, -plot, -poem,

+ -prate, -quarrel, -rime, -sendee, -shaft, -speech,

+ -spring, -talking, -tear, -thought, -toy, -trick,

-7>erse, -word etc.

1821 Shelley Prometh. Unb. 1. i. 738 Dreaming like a
*love-adept. 1711 Shaftesr. Charac. (1737) L271 In relation

to common amours and *love-adventures. is6S CoorER
Thesaurus s v. Amor, Com^onere amores..To make *loue
balades. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, nr. vii. 72 He is not
lulling on a lewd *Loue-Bed. 1628 Ford Lover's Mel. iv.
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AltJrf I
n
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CCnSe °f my * l" l,

r
c*desires ™ flam'd VPon an

KulX • r^y-?^
1 ,oy

,.V,
ot in a 'Loue-discourse. aiyii

ihSfiSv'**''
Poet

:
Wks

- 17*1 I. 476, I ..Who for Two
duties o're and o're. ,808 Scorr Marm. 1. vii, And frame
Iove-d.tt.es passing rare, a 1400 Minor Poems /r i 'Jr,Z

this boat *I^ue fits I ^^7^^S^r£L
J.. Goodman Penitent Pardoned n. i. (1713) , 50 Taken
within agony of mind, or a kind of love-fit. 1821 Byron

01 Again the love-fit's on him. 164s Ruthkr-
Vri Faith (1845) 379 Christ is God's highest
•6 Lkowxing Cenciaja 279 The simpleton
usly Display a ring, the Cardinal's love-gift.
tnra I. 102 The *lovc-glanccs of unlovely eye*.
onn. chv, The little *Lone-God lying onrt-
Bowen Virg. ACueld 1. She addresses

Sardan m i. 4oi Again the love-fit's on him. 1645 Ruthfr.

VrV'am {lZ^ 379 Christ is God's highest
lovc-gift. 1876 liKoWMNG Cenciaja 279 The simpleton

must ostentatiously Display a ring, the CaVdinal's lov°.gif"
102 1 K.e.\t.s Lamia • -

c 1600 Shaks. Sonn,
asleepe. 1887 Bow
the Love-god plumed for t£e flight'. 1684 Otway Atheist
II. 1. Wks. 17,8 I 34 Vour *I.ove-Intreagues are not so
closely manage!, but ihnt [etc.]. 13.. Gmv. * Gr. Nut
1777 « >th luf-Iajyng ( = laughing] a lyt. 1833 Coi.muoge
*i *Y i • *\ "ot J'"'r ' 10

>
1 cease »ot ^ '>ei»old The

love-hght in her eye. 1839 Ba.1 rv Ft sttts (1852) 5 1 3 Her
bright heart With lovclight glowed. i 7S4 H. Wai.pole
t ,

\\*46) UL 64 I hat living academy of love-lore, myLady Vane 1684 //ar/er's Mag. Dec. 134 1 Love-mad-
ness is nothing new. 1621 Hurtox Anat. Mel. 111, *Love
Melancholy, a 1290 .V. liustace in in Horstm. AlLngl.
l.cg. 11881) 213 Ssorq i-bounden. .wih loue monrninge Of
Cn-t bat alle binge shop. 1840 Mrs. Norton Dream etc.
205 Ihe borrowed *love-notes of thy echoing lyre. 1680
J RIOR hp. Fleetwood Shephard 50 Pigs might squeak Move-
odes, dogs bark satire. 1583 T. Watson Poems To Rdr.
(Ai l).) 27 In respect of my trauaile in penning these '-lone-
passions. 1670 IlRvnKN 2nd Pt. Conq. Granada 1. ii, I'll
your love-plot quickly countermine. 1847 Tennyson Prht-
f^VV

7
,oa ^ nd th

'.
s A mere Io ve-poem. 1600 Shaks.

A. J . L. iv. 1. 206 \ou banc simply misus'd our sexe in
your loue-prate. 1671 Milton Samson iuo8 *Love-quar-
rels oft in pleading concord end. 1588 Shaks. /.. L. L. m .

1. 183 JJon Lupid, Regent of *Loue-rimes. 1561 T. Houv tr
CashgfionSs Conrtyer 111. (i S77 ; N v b, With what sober
mode they shewe fanor to who so is in their <loue seruire
1500 Shaks. Mids. N. 11. i. 159 Cupid . . loc s*d his louc-shaft
Smartly from his bow. a 1225 Ancr. R. 204 Mid tollinde
wordes, o5er mid *luue speche. a 1310 in Wright Lyt ic P
70 Jhesii .. Thy Move sprenges tacheth me. 1500 Sh aks
torn. hrr. in. „. 3 Shall Aniipholus Euen in the spring of
.Lone, thy Loue-springs lot? 1599 — Hen. V, v. ii. 101
Jearmes, Such as will, .pleade his "Louc-mit to her gentle
heart 13 Gaio * Gr. A'nt. 927, I hope hat may hym
here Schal lerne of • luf-talkyng. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P.
70^ Of love teres he weop a flod. 1601 Shaks. Tnvf. A',
i. 1.41 *Louc-thoughts lye rich, when canopy *d with howres!
a 1586 Sidxky Arcadia in. (1598) 390 These are your *loue-
toyes, which still are spent In lawlesse games. 1647 Trah'
( omtu. Col. iv. 16 Other good books must be read, .yet not
idle pamphlets, and love-toies. 1590 T. Watson hglogue
Death Sir F. Wnisiugham 266 Let them suppose sweete
Musicke out of vse, and wanton *louetricks to be foolish
toics. 1611 Cotgr., Amouret/rs, loue-triekes. 1826 Svn
Smith U ks. O850) II. 90/2 All the various iove-tri< ks of
attempting to appear indifferent, a 1708 Walsh in Dryden
Misc. (1727) IV. 335 Petrarch .. being by much the most
famous of all the Moderns who have written "Love-Verses.
a 1240 Ureisnn in Cott. Horn. 201 H wi ne con ich wowen be
wi8 swete *luue ^^ordes. «i6si Caloefwood Hist. Kirk
(1843) IL 352 Manie love words she useth to Pothwell in
this letter. 1883 Longm. Mag. Aug. 368 Why did her love-
words echo in his ear 1

h. objective and objective genitive, as loi ie-

breathiug, -darling, -devouring, -inspiring, -lack-
ing etc*

; love-ifrayucr ( » asner)
,
-monger etc.

i730-46 Thomson Autumn 593 In rapture warbled from
love-breathing lips. 1605 Sylvkster Du Hartas 11. iii. iv.

( aptains 849 Her sweet, *Iove-darting Eyn. 1634 Mi lion
Comns 753 I.ove-darting eyes. 1592 Shaks. Pom. <$• Jul. it.

vi. 7 1 hen ^I.one-deuouring death do what he dare, a 1400
Pelig. Pieces fr. Thornton MS. (1867) 59 pat he ne do no
tnspase agayne be rewlc.ofbis relegion, and of pase "lufe
frayners. 1797 iMrs. M. Robinson 11 alsingham 1. 277 The
~ love- inspiring dames of luxurious Italy. 1532 More Con/ut.
Tiudale \Tks. 403/1 His false *loue-lacking charitie. 1592
Shaks. J 'en. .5- Ad. exxv, Lone-lacking vestals, and selfe-
louing Nuns. 1588 — L. L. L. 11. i. 253 Thou art an old
*Louc- monger. 1882 Spectator 9 Dec. 1579 His [SterneVj
lovemongering was altogether contemptible. 1592 Shaks.
Pom. $ Jul. 111. it. 5 Spied thy close Curtaine ^Loue-per-
formmg night. 1742 Pope Dune. iv. 306 *Love-whispVing
woods, and lute-resounding waves.

C. adverbial (chiefly instrumental) and para-
synthetic, as love-born, -crossed, -deep, -dittied,

-enthralled, -fond, -illumined, -inspired, -instnicied,

-laboured, -laden, -learned, -mad, -open, -pen-

sive, -quick, i-shahed, -smitten, -spent, -stricken,

-touched, wounded adjs.

1725 Pope Odyss. x. 398 *J^ve-born confidence. 1834
Lvtton Pompeii 11 1. ii, Thy Master was love-crossed.
1885-94 R. Bridges Eros % Psycjte Oct. iv, Many an old
love crost And doleful ditty would she gently sing. 1*32
Tennyson EleanorejS The languors of thy love-deep eyes.

1725 Poph Odyss. 1. 53a *LoveKlittied airs, and danee, conclude
the day.

. 1665 Bratuwmt Comment 'li^o Tales 23 We are
now to . . descend to our *love-enthralled Absolon. 1823 Ros-
cok Sismoudis Lit. Eur. (1846) II. xxxvi. 458 The melan-
choly soul of a *love-fond poet. 1781 E. Darwin Bot. Card. 1.

(1791) 19 Guard from cold dews her *love-illumin'd form. 1768
\\olcot(P. Pindar) Elegy Fleas Tencrijfe ix, The *love-
inspir'd Fandango warms no more, a 1586 Sidnev A rcadia
1.(1598)90 Then did he slacke his *loue-enstructed pace. •

1667 Milton P. L. v. 41 The night-warbling Bird, that now
awake Tunes sweetest his ' love-labor'd song. 1820 Shellev
Skylark ix, Soothing her *love-laden Soul in secret hour
With mu^ic sweet as love, 1595 Spenser Epitltat. 88 The

59
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birds *love-learned song. 1839 Hallam Hist. Lit. IV. 1 v.

vi. § 5. 259 *Love»mad and yet talking in gallant conceits.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 1. (1598) 91 His *loue-open eye.,

that eu'n did marke her troden grasse, 1717 Fenton Poems
101 Wand'ring x Love-pensive near hi* Amber Stream. 1810
Splendid Follies III. 121 The widow placed herself

opposite this *love-proof hero. 1595 Daniel Civ. Wars 11.

Ixxv, [Shel her *love-quicke eyes, which ready be, Fastens
on one. 1600 Shaks, A. Y. L. m. ii. 385, I am he that is

so *Loue-shak\l I pray you tel me your remedte.
_
1848

Thackeray Van. Fair lvii, This * love-smitten and middle-
aged gentleman. 1648 Herrick Hesper., To Wiltoxo-tree

(1869) T12 The *love-spent youth, and love-sick maid. 1805
Suhh Winter in Lond. (1806) II. x. 247 Bless me, the youth
is * love-stricken ! 1872 A. he Veuk Leg. St. Patrick,
Arraignm. St. P. 7 Like birds that cannot stay their songs

j

*Love-touched in Spring. 1S91 Shaks. Two Gent. 1. ii. 113
*Loue wounded Protheus.

16. Special combs. : love-affair, in early use

//. the experiences connected with being in love
;

now sing, (in somewhat disparaging use) an ama-
tory episode in a person's life, an amour

; f love
amour, sexual love as distinguished from friend-

ship ; f love-badge, ?a badge indicating profes-

sion of amorous allegiance
; love-begotten a.,

illegitimate ; f love-bend, the ' fetters* of love
;

love-blink Sc., a look of love; f love-book, (a)

the book of 'the Song of Solomon'; (b) a book
treating of love (nonce-use); tlove-boy, a cata-

mite; t love-brat = Love-child; f love-broker,
one who acts as an agent between lovers ; so love-
broking ; love-call, a call or note used as a
means of amorous communication between the
sexes; + love-cause = love-affair; love-cup, i(a) a
philtre; (/>) a loving-cup; love-dart, an organ found
in certain snails (see quot.), the spiadum amoris

;

f love-deed, an action proceeding from love;

t love-dose, + -draught, a philtre ; flove-dread,
the fear that proceeds from love, 'filial' fear;

f love-drunk, intoxication with love ; f love-eie
(=a7ve) = love-dread \ love-favour (see Favour
sb. 7) ; f love-feat, an act of courtship

; f love-
hood (see sense 13); f love-juice, a juice which
dropped upon the eyes has the effect of a philtre;

t love-lace, the snare oflove ; f love-lad, a lover

;

f love-lake = love-sport
; jlove-lass, a sweet-

heart ; t love-late, amorous looks or demeanour
;

\ love-libel, a love-letter or message
; f love-

liking, sexual affection; + love-line ?ionce-zud.
y

a love-letter; love-match, a marriage of which
the motive is love, not worldly advantage or con-

venience ; love-money, coins broken in two and
divided between lovers or friends as a token of

remembrance; f love-nettled a.
y
deeply in love

;

+ love-paper nonce-wd.
y
a love-letter; love-pas-

sage, an incident of amatory experience ; love-pat,
a smart tap given out of love (cf. love-tick) ; love-
pennant, ?a pennant with which a departing ship

is decorated
;
love-philtre, often redundantly —

Philtre
; love-potion, a philtre = Love-drink

;

t love-powder, (a) a powder administered as a

philtre; (b) nonce-ttse y the explosive stuff of love;

love-ribbon, a narrow gauze ribbon with satin

stripes (cf. sense 13); flove-ron, -rune, a tale or

song of love
; love-scene, a scene, esp. in a story

or play, consisting of an interview between lovers

;

love-seal, a seal with a device appropriate to

amatory correspondence
; +love-soken (seequot.)

;

love-sport, amorous playor dalliance ; love-story,
a story in which the main theme is the affection

existing between lovers; love-tale — prec. ; love-
tap, a tap or gentle blow to indicate love

; flove-
thing, ? a pledge of love

; f love-tick = love-tap

;

f love-tiding, a message of love; love-tight a.,

so as to be proof against love; flove-tooth, an
inclination for love; f love-wine, wine served
out to a company in a loving-cup.

1591 Shaks. Two Gent, ill. i. 254, Vie. .confer at large Of
all that may concerne thy *Loue-aflTaires. 1867 Trollops
Chron. Barset I. xxv. 217, 1 think you are aware that you
have got alove-afTairon hand, c 1350 //o//W<>«(Kolbing) 127
Nowghte she covthe of *love ainowre. 1656 Sir J. Mensis
& J.Smith MusammDelicix 35 Another ask't me. . Whether
I wore a *Love-bagge on my shoulder? 1771 Smollett
Humph. CI. 24 May, That he had been a 4love-begotten
babe, brought up in the workhouse. 1784 Registers 0/
River, Kent (MS.\ Mary, daughter of Ann Allen—Love
begotten, (baptized]. £1250 Hymn to Virgin 35 in Trin.
Coll. Horn. App. 256 Ic em in bine *loue bende. 13.. Guy
Warw, (A.) 324 Leuer him wer walk & wende, & dye in

I

irewe loue bende. 1508 Dunbar Tna man it wemen 228,
I cast on him a crabbit E . . And lettis it is a *luf-blenk. 1636
Rutherford Lett. (1862) I. 155 My Bridegroom's love-blinks
fatten my weary soul, a 1225 Ancr. A*. 102 Ase mi leofinon
bet seiS to me, iSe *luue boc, 'osculetur me osculo oris sui \
1591 Shaks. Two Gent. \. \. 19 For I will be thy beades-
man, Valentine. Vnl. And on a loue-booke pray for my '

successe? a 1656 Ussher Amu vi. (1658) 131 Fausanias,
•being discovered by Argilius, his *lovc-boy. ?i6.. Old

\

Chap-lik. (N.), Four *love brats will be laid to thee. 1601
Shaks. Twet. N. m. ii. 30 There is no *loue-Brokcr in the
world, can more preuaile in mans commendation with
woman, then report of valour. 1808 E. S. Barrett Miss led

466

General 165 What money Mr. Grcentimber disbursed on !

account of the great man's *love-broking affairs. 1824 Miss }

Mitford Village Ser. 1. 198 In less than two minutes I

Harriet heard the *Iove-call sounded at Sally's gate. 1887
Athcnxum ^x Dec. 901/3 He [Mr. Rowbotham] disagrees

\

with Darwin in finding the origin of all instrumental music
in the love-call. 1600 Shaks. A. V. L. iv. i. 97 In all this

time there was not anie man died in his owne person
{videticct) in a *loue cause. 1561 Daus tr. Bntlinger on
A/oc. (1573) 128 Poysoning Mouccuppes, and inchannt-
ments, were in the tyme of S. John most frequented
throughout the Romavne Empyre. 1849 Rock Ch. of
Fal/iers IV. xl 86 The love-cup was sent about. 1877 F. P.
Pascoe Zool. Classif. 122 A curious organ is a pyriform
muscular sac, containing one or two slender conical styles,

which can be thrust out through the aperture of the sac

;

thevare found in certain snails, and with them they pierce
each other's skin. They are known as ' *love-darts \ 13.

.

Minor Poems fr. Vernon MS. Hv. 62 And bis I made for

Monkynde, Mi *Ioue-dedes to haue in mynde. 1709 T.

Johnson Clergym. Vade M. 11. 60 Pharmacy probably
signifies here . . the compounding of philtrums or *love-doses.

1647 R. Statylton Juvenal 85 Their *love-draughts,
charmes, and druggs. ^1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. II.

316 *Love-drede is in men wibouten siche servile drede.
f 1440 Jacob's Well xxx\\\\. 243 For be loue-drecd bat schc
hadde to god. 1390 Gower Con/. III. 11 *Lovedrunke is

the meschief Above alle othre the most chief, a 1225 Ancr.
R. 428 Li5e wordes. .berof kumeft binge best—bet is**luue-

eie. 1597 Bp. Hall Sat. 1. ii. H 3 b, Deck't with *love-

fauors. 1588 Shaks. L. L. v. ii. 123 And euery one his

*Loue-feat will aduance Vnto his seuerall Mist?esse. 1590— Ilids. N. in. ii. 89 Thou hast mistaken quite And
laid the *loue iuyce on some true loues sight. C1330 Arth.
t>( Mert. 2251 (Kolbing) He was nomen wib *loue las. 1586
W. Webbe Eng. Poetrie (Arb.) 84 The Cornation that

among the *loue laddes wontes to be wprne much. C1320
Sir Tristr. 2020 Her *loue laike bou hi bald For be loue
of me. 1610 Niccols Eng. Elizti I nduct. Atirr. Mag. 776
So soone as Tython's love-lasse gan display Her opall

colours in her Easierne throne, a 122s Ancr. R. 90 His eie

euer bihalt te ^if bu makest .. eni *luue lates tomvard un-
Seauwes. 1602 Dfkker Satiromasiix Wks. 1873 I. 215 Sir
Vau...\ desire you to.. read this Paper. Miniver, lie re«

ceive no *Love libels perdy, but by word a mouth, c 1386
Chaitcer Sir Thopas 2040 Of romances that been royales,

Of popes and of cardinales, And eek of *love-lykinge.

1601 Shaks. Airs Well H. i. 81 To giue great (Jharlemaine
a pen in's hand And write to her a *loue-line. 1749 Field*
ing Tom Jones xiii. viii, This was a *love-inatch, as they
call it, on both sides ; this is, a match between two beggars.
1869 Trollope He Kncio etc. xxv. (1878) 138 It was little

enough she got by marrying him.. . Uut it was a love-match.
1856 W. II. Smyth Rom. Earn. Coins 281 The custom of
breaking ^love-money, as a pledge of fidelity. 1586 D. Row-
land Lazarillo n. (167a) X viii, I was so ' love-nettled, that if

they had asked me the Pbenix. . I would have given it them.
c 1613 MiODi.ETO.N No Wit like a Woman's 1. 11, Peruse this
* love-paper as you go. [Giving letter.] 1865 Tylor Early
Hist. Man. iii. 43 * Love-passages of the gods and heroes.

1876 C. D.Warner Wint. Nile i. 24 Garibaldi received one
of his wounds, a sort of *love-pat of fame. 1889 Doyle
Micah Clarke 377 You are like the same ship when the battle

and the storm have, .lorn the ''love-pennants from her peak.

1834 Lytton Pompeii ii. 20 The very air seems to have talcena
love-philtre, so handsome does every face without a beard
seem in my eyes. 1647 R. Stapvi.ton Juvenal 85 margin^
Philters or love-potions. 1623 Webster Duchess ofMalfi
v. ii, Confesse to me Which of my women 'twas you hyr'd to

put *Loue-powder into my diinke? 1678 Butler llud. III.

1. 661 When he's with Ix>ve-powder laden, And Prim'd, and
Cock'd by Miss, or Madam. 1742 J. Yarrow Lo7>e a! First
Sight 14 There are Things call'd Charms, Bribes, and Love-
Puwder. t 1805 Mrs. Sherwoou in Life xix. (1847) 329,
1 made her and Annie new caps, which I trimmed with
rosettes of black *love-rtbl>on. 1882 Callfeilu & Saward
Diet. Needleivk.y Love-ribbon. .. was employed to tic on
Crape Hat-bands when worn at funerals, and is now occa-
sionally worn by ladies in their caps, a 1225 L.eg. Kath. 109
Nalde ha. .nane Muue runes leornin ne lustnen. c.1275 A
Luue Ron 2 in O. E. Misc. 93 A Mayde cristes me bit

yorne bat ich hire wurcbe a luue ron. 1850 Hannay^/V/^-
ton Fontcnoy 1. iii. 1. 35 Circe resumed a *Tove-scene between
Adcle and the tender forfat. 1877 W. Jones Finger-ring
21 The impress being two human heads .. the prototype of
the numerous '"love seals' of a later period. 1523 Fit2Herb.
Surv. 9 b, But and lie [the tenant] bye his corne in the market
or other places, he is than at lybertie to grynde where he may
be best serued, that maner ofgrynding is called *loue Socone,
and the lordes tenauntes be called bonde socon. 160s Chap-
man Alt Pools 1. i, Where I am cloyde, And being bound
to *Ioue sports, care not for them. 1623 Massinger Bond-
man 1. iii, They cannot .. Vsher vs to our Litters, tell *loue
Stories. 1890 Markie My Lady Nicotine xxYn. (1901)70 '1 The
tragedy, .is led up to hy a pathetic love-story. 1633 Smirlev
Bird in Cage v. I 2 b, Forgetting all their legends, and *Louo
tale* Of Venus, Cupid, and the scapes ofJoue. 1667 M ilton
P. L. 1. 452 The Love-tale Infected Sions daughters with
like heat. 180a Ritson A nc. Engl. Metr. Rom. I. p. vii, The
love-tales of Longus, Heliodorus, and Xenophon ot Ephesus.
1889 'Mark Twain' Yankee at Crt. A". Arthur xxxiii. 383
When I make up my mind to hit a man, I don't plan out a
*love-tap. ^1205 Lay. 169 For he beo heuede swi^e ilofed,

& 'luf bing hire hiheite. 1493 Dives «y Pan/, x. viii. 1 iii b,

Y' mischeif is noo curse but a *Iouctyk of god. 1627 Bp.
Hall Passion Serm. Wks. 429 These were but loue-ticks to

what His soule endured. 1635 Quarles Embl. hi. vi. 146
Her frownes. . may chance to show An angry love-trick [read
-tick] on his arme, or so. <*i25o Owl <y Night. 1035 Ich
mai do j?ar gode note, And bringe horn *lovetibinge, Vor
ich of chirche songe singe. 1875 McLaren Serm. Ser. 11. iv.

71, I can shut it out, sealing my heart *love-tight against it.

1580 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 350, 1 am nowe olde, yet haue I

in my head a *loue tooth. 1641 Best Farm. Bks, (Surtees)

117 They perhapps have *love wine ready to give to the

company when they light.

b. In names of plants and animals : love-and-
idle(s ,diaL var. oilove-in-tdle7iess (E, D. D.); love-

bind, the plant Traveller's Joy (Ilalliwell) ; love-

entangle, -entangled = love-in-a-mist (a) ; love-
|
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grass, a grass of the genus Eragrostis \ love-in-
a-mist, (a) the Fennel-flower, Amelia damascena

;

{b) a West Indian species, Passijlora fa'tida (cf.

G. Hebe im ncbel)
;
love-in-a-puzzle, Nigelia da-

mascena ; love-in-idienes3 (also f lovc-in-idle\
the Heartsease, Viola tricolor; love-parrakeet,
-parrot = LovK-nntn ; love-shell (see quot.);
love-tree, the Judas-tree, Ccrcis Siliqttastntm

{Treas. BoL 1866) ; also tree of love; love-viue,
'any species of Cuscnta, dodder* (Webster, Supph).
1630 J. Tavlor (Water-P.) Wks. 11. 134/2 Amongst all Pot-

herbes growing on the ground, Time is the least respected,
I haue found. .When passions are let loose without a bridle.
Then precious Time is tumd to *Loue and Idle. 1847 Hal-
liwell, *Lm>e-entangle

y
the ntgeKn. Cornw. 1841 S. (,'.

Hall Ireland I. 1 28 Sometimes they are overgrown by weed
called ' *love-entang!ed and the golden stone-crop. 1702
Pktivfr in Phil. Trans. XXI II. 1257 What is peculiar in

this* Love-grass is its having just under each spike, its stalk
clammy. 1760 J. Ler Introd. Bot. App. 318 *Love in a Misj,
Passifiora. 1834 Mary Howitt in Tail's Mag. 1. 445/2 I'd

a noble root of lo\e-in-a-mist. 1824 H. Phillips Flora
Hist. II. 151 *Love in a puzzle, Love in a mht,.. Nigetla
Damascena. 1664 S. Blake Compl. Gardeners Pract. 50
*Lowe in idle, or two faces under a hood, is a Flower that
is much like Violets. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 11. ii. 149 This
floure is called .. in English, Pances, *lx>ue in ldlenes,
and Hartes ease. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. 11. i. 168 The bolt
oF Cupid . . fell vpon a Jittle westerne flower ; Before, inilke-

white ; now purple with loues wound, And maidens call it.

Loue in idlenesse. 1864 T. L. Phipson Utilization Minute
Life vii. 1 55 Other species ofCyprsea known . . by the English
as 4 *Ix)ve-shells\ are used as ornaments, etc. [*Loz>e-lree

:

cf. 1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. App. 317 Tree of Love, Ccrcis.]

188s Lady Brassey The Trades 325 The long tendrils of
the *loye-vine rolled up into coils, which he assured us
would live and grow for years, if hung on a nail indoors.

Love (Ipv), vA Forms: 1-2 luflan, 2-3 luvie(n,

3 lovin, Orm. lufenn, lufle, lofvie, 3-4 luven,
loven, lovie, luvie, -ye, 4 Sc. lowe, lufif, 4-5
lofe, lurTe, 4-6 luve, luf(e, 5 loufe, lovyn, Sc.

low, 6 loove, (Iub^be), Sc. luif, lwf, luyf, lwiff,

(hide = luf it\ 8-9 Sc. lo
?

e, 3- love. Pa. t. \

lufode, 2-3 luvede, 3 lufede, lovede, 4lovied,
lofde, louved, lufud, -ed, luv(e)d, lufd, lovyd,
north, luflfetjlofit, 4~5lovet, lowyt, 4-6 .fr.lovit,

luf(f) it, -yt, 5 luf(f)ed, lofed, -id, -yd, loffyd,

6 Sc. luifed, luif T)et, lwffit, lowitt, lude, Iwd,
luid, 4- loved. Pa.pple. 1 se-lufod, 2~3iloved,

y-, iluved, ileoved, 4-5 yloved, 4- (as in pa.t.).

[OE. Itifian, f. lufu Love sb.]

1. trans. With personal obj\ or one capable of

personification: To bear love to; to entertain a
great affection or regard for ; to hold dear.

Vcsp. Psalter xvii. 1 Iclufiu oe drvhten me^en min.

1154 O. E. Chron. an. 1137 (Laud MS.) Hi luueden God &
gode men. c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 2042 An Iitel stund, quhile he
was Ser, So gan him luuen 3e prisuner. a 1300 Cursor M.
2328 ]>is abram . . Ful wel was luued wit god of heuen. 137s
Barbouk Bruce 1. 360 All men lufyt him for his bounte.

a 1410 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 1260 God in holy writ

seith..'Wbom so I loue, hym wole I chastyse'. c 1470
Henry Wallace x. 725, I sail, quhill I may leiflf, Low yow
fer mar than ony othir knycht. a 1548 Hall Chron. ,

Edw. IV 234 b, I love hym as my brother, and take hym as

my frende. a 1600 Montgomery Misc. Poems x. 45 Love
nane bot vhare thou ait lude. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb.

vi. § 406 He.. loved his country with too unskilful a tender-

ness. 1655 Walton Angler vii. 153 Tie the frogs leg above
the upper joint to the armed wire, and in so doing use him
as though you loved him. 1769 Goldsm. Hist. Rome (1786)

1. 432 Caesar.. was loved almost to adoration by his army.

18S6 Fkoude Hist. Eng. (1858) L it 128 A man who loved

England well, but who loved Rome better. 1885 Ch. Times
13 Nov. 883 Our nation isnot much loved across the Atlantic.

b. spec, with reference to love between the sexes.

To Jove paramours : see Pahamoub.
r 1000 ^fii.FRic Gen. xxiv, 67 Isaac, .underfeng his *° wife

and lufode big [etc.]. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 9549 In som
ping The quene louede as me wende more him ban Peking.

1375 Barbour Bruce x. 554, L.lufit ane vench her in the

toune. 1470-85 Malorv Arthur vtu xxxv. 269, I loue her

aboue all ladyes lyuynge. 1567 Satin Poems Reform, iv.

15 l^ancit with luif she Tuid me by all wyeht. 1604 Shaks.

Oth. iv. L 111, I neuer knew woman loue man so. 1667

Milton P. L. ix. 832 So dear I love him, that with him all

deaths I could endure, 1711 Ramsay Elegy on Maggy
Johnstonn iii, To bonny lasses black or brown, As we loo'd

best. 1704 Burns Red. Red Rose ii, And 1 will luve thee

still, my dear, Till a the seas gang dry. 1859 Tennvson
Elaine 674-5 If I love not him, I know there is none other

1 can love.

t C. Occasional uses, with cogn. ohj. with com-
plement, etc. Obs.

1470-85 Malory Arthur ix. viii. 364 The good loue that

I haue loued you. 1672 Drydkn Marr. a la Mode 1. i.

Wks. 1881 IV. 261 We loved, and we loved, as long as we
could, 'Till our love was loved out u its both. 1678 — All

for Love 11. Wks. 1883 V. 369 We have loved each oiher

Into our mutual ruin.

2. a. Proverhs.

1546 J. Heywood Frov. (1867) 76 Loue me, loue me dog.

a 1548 Hall Chron. (1809) 444 The olde Proverbe love me
little and love ine longe. 1553 T. Wilson Rhet. (1580) 192

A man maie loue his house well, and yet not ride vpon ihe

ridge, a 1633 G. Herbert Jacula Prudentnm 141 Love
your neighbour, yet pull not downe your hedge.

b. In certain vulgar ejaculations: {Lord) love

you {o\your heart), etc.

1833 T. Hook Parson's Dan. (1847) 23 x Lovc Y0llT heart,

sir, a path's never straight. 1841 Lytton Nf. <f Morn, 11,
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ix. II. 15. Quiet 1 Lord love you! never heard a noisier

little urchin I 1843 Dickens Christmas Carol iii. 85 They
said it was a shame to quarrel upon Christmas Day. And
so it was \ God love it, so it was. 1894 R. Bridges Feast

ofBacchus 11. 579 Lord love you, I'm not surprised at any
one wanting to marry you.

c. To love otters love with an A, with a B> etc.

:

a formula used in games of forfeits.

[1610 Sivetuam Arraigned (prosart) 24 A husband so

complete As if he had been pickt out of the Christ-Crosse

row. .. lie begin with A.. comparing his good parts as thus :

for A. h=e is Amiable, ttountcfull, Courteous, .now for Z he's

Zealous.] 1671 Marvell Reh. Transp. i.Wks. 1776 11. 61

One would think that you should have learnt when J. O.

came into play, to love your love with an J, because he is

judicious, though you hate your love with an J, because he

is jealous: and then to love your love with an O, because he

is oraculous, though you hate your love with an C\ because 1

lie is obscure. 1678 Butler find, ill. i. 1006 For these you

play at purposes, And love your love's with A's and B's. 1865

Dickens Mut. Fr. 11. i, I'll give you a clue to my trade, in

a game of forfeits. I love my love with a B because she's

Beautiful ; 1 hate my love with a B because she's Brazen ;

1 took her to the sign of the Blue Boar, and I treated her

witb Bonnets; her name's Bouncer, and she lives in

Bedlam.

3. absol, and itilr. To entertain a strong affec-

tion
;
spec, to have a passionate attachment to a

person of the opposite sex ; to be in love.

c 1250 Hymn Virgin 45 in Trin. Coll, Ilorn. App. 256 Nis

nou maiden . . pat swo derne loui3e kunne. a 1300 CursorM.
4510 Qua leli luues for-gettes lat. ? a 1366 Chaucer Rom.
Rose 85 Harde is the heart that louelh nought In Mey.

a 1550 Christis Kirke Gr. iv, lie wald haif lufit, scho wald

not lat him. 1604 Siiaks. Oth. v. ii. 344 One that lou'd not

wisely, but too well. 1650 Baxter Saints' R. 111. x. § 6

No man else can tell me whether I Believe and Love, if 1

cannot tell my self. 1710 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to

\V. Montagu 25 Apr., 1 can esteem, 1 can be a friend, but

I do not know whether I can love. 1850 Tennyson In Mem.
xxvii, 'Tis better to have loved and lost, Than never to have

loved at all.

fb. in reciprocal sense; in ME. to love together

(or samen), Obs.

1340 Ham pole Pr. Consc, 1849 pe body and pe saul with

pe lyfe Lufes mare samen pan man and hys wyfe. 1387

Trevisa Higden (Rolls) 111. 373 It is spedful put frendes

love wel. 1470-85 Malory A rthur xvm. i. 725 They loued

to gyder more hotter than they did to fore hand. 1568

Grafton Chron. 1. 173 They loved after, as two brethren,

during their naturall lyves. 1593 Siiaks. 2 Hen. VI, iv. yii.

139 Let them kisse one another : For they lou'd well When
they were aliue. 1601 — Jul. C. iv, iii. 131 Lone, and be

Friends. 1790 Cowper Let. to Newton 15 Oct., The day of

separation between those who have loved long and well is

an awful day. 1791 Burns * Aefotut kiss ' ii, Had wc never

lov'd sae kindly, a 1849 [see Love sb, 4].

c. To love with : to bear or make love to ; lo

be in love with. Obs. or arch.

1665 Brathw mt Comment Two Tales 96 That they may
have Husbands Meek, to live with, Young, to love with,

and Fresh, to lie with. 1883 R. W. Dixon Mauo 1. lit. 7

He was so gentle and so fair a knight, Who loved with

Blanche.

4. trans. With a thing as obj.

:

a. To be strongly attached to, to be unwilling

to part with or allow to perish (life, honour, etc.).

£950 Lindisf, Gosp. John xii. 25 Seoe lufaS sauel his

.spifdeo" hia. £1175 Lamb. Horn. 15 pu a3est luuan heore

saule for cristes luue. 13. • Gaw, .$> Gr. Knt. 2368 Bot for ?e

lufed your lyf, pe lasse 1 yow blame, c 14" Hoccleve De

Reg. Trine. 462 Lordes, if ye your estat and honour Loucu,

fieemyth this vicius errour ! i43*-5° tr. Higden (Rolls) VI 1.

25 The erle. .preide her as sche luffed hir lyfe that [etc.].

1530 Palsgr. 735/1 N o man styrre and he love his lyfe. 1649

Lovelace Lucasta, Going to Wars iii, I could not love

thee (Deare) so much, Lov'd I not Honour more. 1661 M ar-

vell Corr, Wks. 1872-5 II. 71 As you loue your own affairs,

. .be pleased ..to let nie know your minds in these points.

b. To have a strong liking for ; to be fond ol

;

to be devoted or addicted to. In the U. S. a fre-

quent vulgarism for like,

c\zex> Trin, Coll, Horn, 99 It waro on eches inti? wat

inete se he mest luuede. 1*97 R- Glouc. (Rolls) 7698 Game

of houndes he louede. C1386 Chaucer Cooks J. 12 J-lc

loved bet the Taverne than the shoppe. c 1400 tr. Secreta

Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 113 J>is man ys lycherous deccyuant,

and loufand lecherye. i43*"So ^. Higden ( Rolls) IV. 393

This Nero luffedegretely instrumcntes musicalle. 161 1 Hwi.fc

t'rov, xx. 13 Loue not sleepe, lest thou come to pouertic

1622 Fletcher Beggars Bush iv. v, I love a fat goose, as

I love allegiance. 1690 Locke litem, Und. 11. xx. § 4 When a

Man declares, .that he loves Grapes, it is no more, but that

the taste ofGrapes delights him. 1738 Swim- Pol Convcrsut.

10 Colonel, Don't you love Bread and Butter with your lea?

1796 Mrs. Glasse Cookery iii. 19 Some love a pig brought

lot love tneir manners. 1017 oevn o ./*-' "~*£\
ness xviii, She loved a book, and knew a thing or two. 1S49

Macaulay Hist, Eng. iv. I. 447 The new king, who loved

the details of naval business. 1859 Bartlett Diet. Amcr.,

To Love, for to like.
4 Do you love pumpkin pie ?

>

c. To take pleasure in the existence of (a virtue,

a practice, a state of things) in oneself, in others,

or in the world generally.

a 1225 Leg. Kath. 431 5*f ha nalde leauen pet ha
-

jet leTde,

& hare lahl luuien. c xz$o Old Kent.Serm. uxOJS.Mue.

28 We mowe. .luuie bo ilek [read ilke] pinkes pal he limed.

a 1300 Cursor M. 20114 Ne luued scho notper fight ne stnji.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VIII. 25 He..loved wel pees

and quyet. 14a* tr. Stent* Snret., Prw. Prw. t21 Lue

lowynge ryght and verite. 1567 Giede «y Godltcbalt. (b. I . &.J

im
5

TBowTuiffis treuth, guoe Lord. 1653 Walton Angler

m. 246 All that hate contentions, and love quietnesse, and

vertue, and Angling. 1775 Burkk Corr. (184 ) 26, 1
lo\c

firm government. 1902 Edin. Rev. July 84 Universal hu«
J

manity loves sharp practice.

5. Of plants or animals : To have a tendency lo

thrive in (a certain kind of situation). Cf. L. amare,
diligerc.

1601 Holland Pliny 1. 462 The Pitch-tree loveth the
mountains and cold grounds. 1706 Lonoon & Wise Retir'd
Gardner I. xi. 157 Fig-trees, .love loose, hot ground. 1760
Brown Compl. Farmer ii. 85 All sorts ofpease love limed or
marled land. 1774G0LUSM. fiat. Hist. (1776) IV. 22 Rabbits
are found to love a warm climate, and to be incapable of

bearing the cold of the north. 1796 C. Marshall Garden.
xix. (1813)331 Willow herb, .loves moisture. 1866 D. Tavlor
Proposal Poems 257 The \ioiet loves a sunny bank.

6. a. Const, inf. To have great pleasure in doing

something, f Also rarely of things ( = L. amare,

Gr. (piKtiv) to be accustomed (obs).

C1350 Will. Palerue 162 }e hat louen & lyken to listen

a-ni more. 14.. Sir Bettes (MS. M.) 82 He lovith not with

me to rage. 1581 Pkttik Guazzds Civ. Conv. 111. (1586) 126

Those women that loue not to curie vp their haire roisting-

lie, but vse to kembe it downe smoothlie. 1601 Holland
Pliny 1. 462 The Larch tree . . loveth to grow in the same
places. 1614 Raleigh Hist. World v. iii. § 15. 436 Young
men . . loue to seeme wiser then their fathers. 1626 Bacon
Sylva § 703 Salmons and Smells loue to get into Riuers,

though it be against the Streame. 1704 F. Fuller Med.
Gymn. (1711) 103 They don't love to be told the Truth, tho'

it is ever so necessary. 1728-46 Thomson Spring 402 Down
to the river, in whose ample wave Their little naiads love

to sport at large. 1859 Bartlett Diet. Amer. s.v., * I'd

love to have that bonnet \ 1875 Jowf.tt Plato (ed. 2) 1. 246,

1 love to hear you wi^e men talk.

t b. with acc. and inf. or obj.-clatise : To desire

or like (something to be done,. Obs.

c 1380 Wvclif Wks. \\ZZo) 440 He louyde hem not to be

worldly riche. 1682 T. Flatman Heraclitus Riiiens

Xo. 74 (1713) II. 205 Our Whigs don't love Justice should

be executed without 'em.

7. To embrace affectionately (A childish use.)^

1877 IIabbervon Helen's Babies 31, * 1 was only a-lovin'

you, cos you was good, and brought us candy'. 1889 liar'

per's Mag. July 271/2 Putting hi* arms round her neck,

[he! ' loved ' her with his cheek against hers. 1893 Olivl

SciJRHNiiR Story A/r. Earm 11. i. 132 Some palcgreen,

hairy-leaved bushes .. meet o\er our head; and we sit

among them, and kiss them, and they love us back.

8. Comb. : love-and-toar-it dial, [corruption of

Aavatera]) the tree mallow, Lavatera arborea\

f love-man, cleavers, Galium Aparine\ + love-

pot a., drunken.

1598 Flokio, Philautropo, the herbe goose grasse or loue

man. 1611 //•/</., Bcighincllart\ to gad abrode a gos.soping

as a pratling loue-pot woman. 1611 Cutcr., Riebte, Cleaner,

.. LouLilian, Goose-grasse. 1880 Adklaidu Sarioris Past

Hours 1 1. 55 ' Love-aud-tear-it ! '—the name . . down in our

part of the world for. .the malic v.

tLove, v.~ Obs, Forms: 1 lorian, 3 Ortn.

lofenu, 4 louve, 4-5 loove, lof(e, Sc. loyf,

4 6 love, Sc. low^e, 5 lowf, 5-6 Sc. loif(e, 0

loave, Sc. lowrT, loff. [Oli. lofian - OS. loton

(l)n. loven , QUO. lobo/i, lobe// (MUG., mod.G.

lobe/i), ON. lofa (S\v. lofva, Da. love) r-O'l eut.

lotwjan, -&>jait, f. *lot>o- praise : see Tor.]

1. trans. To praise, extol.

a 1000 C;ed>lions Gin. 508 Ic Sehyrde bine jmie died &
word lofian on his leohte. c 1200 Okmin 3484 Menu shulh

denncnawenn himm & lofenn himni & wurrpenn. a 1300

Cursor M. 184S7 Loues nu vr lauerd dright. 14.. How
Good Wife taught Dan. 140 (in Barbour's Bruce, etc. 529)

Loyf all leid, and no man lak. 1456 Sik O. Hayk Law
Arms (S. T. S.) 27 He was lufit, and lovit, and honourit

throuout all the warld. c 1470 Henry Wallace .xi. 1460,

I yowbe«ek,..Quha will nocht low, lak nochl iny eloquence.

1513 Douglas .Ends t. l'rol. 427 Virgill did diligence..

Kneas for to loife and magnify. 1S3S CovERUAi.ii Ps. cvi. 32

They wolde exalte him in the congregacion of the people, ^
loaue him in the seate of the elders, a: 1586 Montgomery

Vise Poems 1. 1 LuilTarKs, leif of to loif ^o hie }our ladyes.
'

with eogu. obj. «i3oo E. E. Psalter cv. 12 J?ai..looued

his lofe[V ulg. Uiudavernnt tandem cjus]^ 1340 Hampole

/'/-. Consc. 321 ^ai. .loved hi* lovyng als pai couth say.

b. absol. To give praise ;
also, to flatter.

I 1 xooo Ags. Ps. fl'h.>lxx.2i Mine weleras sefeoO, wyn-

mini lohao. < 1470 Ji^sos Tables ["-xt*-™ A
»sf**

IX. ^60 To loif and le that settis thatr hail! delile. c 147S

RanjCoityar 87 For first to lofe, and syne to lak, I eter .

it i.ihame. isi9 Compl. Scot. xv. ,30 l o lone vith out

llattery. 1596 D.m.rvmi-le tr. Lesltc s Hist. Scot. II. .\. 474

Gif tha Loue, praise ouermekle, or commend.

2. To appraise, eslimate or state the price or

value of. . , 1 • > •

c 1200 Trin. Coil. Horn. 213 pe .ullere loueo his ping dcre. .

De be3er bet litel par fore, c 1440 From* .
Parv, 3M/2 ^von,

and bedyn as chapmen, licitor. c 1460 Tmvncley Myst. xx.

S39 Now, Judas, sen he .halbe sold Mow lowfys thou hym ?

S30 Palsgr. 614/2, I love, as a chapinan loveth his ware

thathe wyll sell. V. Come of, howe moche love you it at?

Love, variant of Lof, Loove ; obs. f. Loof, Luff.

Loveache, Ioveage, obs. ff. Lovage 1.

1,0-ve-apple. Mso apple of love. [tr. P.

povime d'amour, G. liebesapfel, (A 16th c. example

in Lacurne refers to the use of the. fruit as a philtre

j

but possibly this notion may have heen suggested

by the name.)] The fruit of the Tomato, Lyco-

persictwi escnlentum, f Formerly also applied to

the Bkinjal, Solatium esculentum.

iS78 Lyte Dodocns 111. l.xxxv. 438 There be two kindes of

Amonts or Raging Love apples. . iS97 Gerajde
lv < c oik The apple of Loue is called in Latme../ oma

xx xi. 294 There is at the Indies any good thing that Spaine
brings foorth. .as. .Becengents, or apples of love,, .vetches,

and finally whatsoever groweth heere ofany profite. 1707-12
Mortimer Husb. (1721) II. 211 Apples^ of Love. 1785
Martvn Rousseau'

1

s Bot. xvl. (1795) 201 Tomatos or Love*
Apple . . is also admitted to the table and eaten with impunity.

1825 Greenhouse Comp. I. 235 Baron Tschoudi . .informs us

that he has grafted the love-apple on the potatoe.

allusively. 1812 H. & J. Smith Rej. Addr., Living Lus-
tres, I mean the love-apples that bloom in the eyes.

IiO've-bird. A diminutive bird of the parrot

tribe, esp. the West African Lovehird, Agapomis
pullotitis, remarkable for the affection it shows for

its mate. The name is also given to the other

species of the genus Agapomis \ to several Ameri-

can species of Psittacula\ and to certain small

Australian Parrakeets esp. Euphema uudulata.

1595 Lvlv Woman in Moon v. i. 105 He gii;e thee.. Loue
birdes whose feathers shalbe beaten gold. 1841 Penny Cycl.

XIX. 9*2/2 The latter [Agapomis], a ready example of which

occurs in (he Lovebirds,, .was separated from Psittacuta.

1860-1 Thackeray Loveliv. (1869 214 Unless they are two
behind a carriage-perch they pine away, I suppose. . as one

love-bird does without his mate. 1886 Miss L>kadoon Ratal

Three 1. ii, A pair of Virginian love-birds were twittering

in their gilded cnge. 1897 Blackmokk Dariel x\iii. 179

A pair of what are called ' lovebirds \ of whom, if one hops

the final twig, the other pines into the darkness and dies.

IiO'Ve-chilcL A child born out of wedlock.

1805 Eugknia pi Acton Nuns 0/Desert II. 10 Miss Blen-

heim being, what in that country is denominated, a love-child.

1820 Shklley Hymn to Mercury xxxviii. 6 And where the

ambrosial nymph . . ttore the SatumianV love-child, Mercury.

1889 G. D. Leslie Lett, to Marco xxi. 11893 140 Many of

the little children .. called themselves 'love children'.
4 Please, sir, she's a love child.' 1894 Fkoudf. Erasmus i. 2

Legend says that Erasmus was what is called a love-child.

\ allusively.

1884 Symonos Shaks. Predecess. xv.618 No sane critic will

maintain that the 'Jew of Malta' was a love-child of its

maker's genius.

tLo-veCOp,lu fCOp. Obs. [?a. ON.
f. /^/"licence, leave + kaup purchase.] Some kind

of local market-duty.
1278 in Je.nke Charters Cinque Ports (1728) n Et quod

habeant InfangthelT. Et quod sint Wrecfiee & Wittfree,

LaMagefree, & Lovecopefree. 1299 in Harrod Deeds A- Rec.

King's Lynn (1874) 93 Lufcop. 1374 Ibid. 8} Lovecop {men-

tioned with ironage rt//<?" meastirage]. 1857 Times 27 May
11/4 [Law Cases.] A decree had been agreed upon.. the

effect of which would be lo declare his Royal Highness.,

entitled . . to a inoiety of the custom or duty of ' lofcop that

lb, to one moiety of the duties levied specifically upon corn,

grain, or -.eeds exported by water from the port.. of Lynn.

IiOVed Htf'vd, 1/trved), a. Also 3-4 lovid,

Sc. 4 5 lowit, luffit, 5 lufyd, Iwfyt, 5-6 lowyt.

Unfit,' 6 luvit, 6- 7 lovit, (9 arch, lovite . [f

Lovk v. 1 + -ED '.]

1. In senses of the vb. ; in attributive use now

chiefly pocl.,cxc. with prefixed adv. as dearly-loved,

much-loved; oidinarily superseded by Beloved.

« 1300 Cursor M. 10416 pis leuedi was o mikel prise, Loued

and lered, bath war and wise, c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxvL

{John Baptist* 322 pisis my luffit sone&dere. ci47° Henry
Wallace vm. 1639 O lowit leid, with worschip wys and

wicht. 1513 Douglas /Eneis 11. xii[i]. 46 Thy weping..

Quhilk thou makis for thi luifit.Crewsay. 1590 Si'FNSiCk

/**. Q. in. ii. 46 To compas thy desire, and find that lo^ed

knight. 1621 G. Sandys Ovid's Met. vi. (1632) 209 In loued

lakes theystriue. 1706 Rowe Ulysses v. Wks. 1747 I. 407

I'll fly, as 1 have sworn For thy lov'd sake, far from the

Sight of Man. 1750 Gray Elegy est draught 1 92 1 hy once

loved haunt, this long deserted shade. 1866 M. Aknomj

I'hyrsis xii, Many a dingle on the loved hill-side,

b. absol, or sb. A person beloved.

1435 Misys Eire ofLove 11. viii. 87 per spekys pe lufyd lo

be hart of pe lufar. 1596 Si'ENSKR /<". Q. iv. v. 29 Britomart

..Upon her first adventure forth did ride, 'lo seeke her

lov'd. 1831 Cari.YLE Sari. Res. U. v, Cy what rre-estabh>hed

Harmony of occurrences did the Lover and the Loved meet

one another in so wide a world ? 1898 G. Meredith Odes

Er. Hist. 51 This loved and scourged of angels.

2. Sc. In royal and feudal documents, prefixed

lo personal names or designations; equivalent to

the 'trusty and well-beloved ' of English charters,

t Often with plural ending.

1460 Charters etc. Peebles (1872) 135 Our lwfyt burges

lhon Sniayll. 1461 ibid. 140 Our luffit burges and nychtbur

Andro Mylner. IS43 Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1844 «8o

Thair lowyt seruitour, MaUter Edward Menzes. 1545 lout,

217 To our louittis cousingis, bailzeis, counsale, and coin-

nmnitie of Abirdene. 1637 Sc. Prayer Bk. Proclam., Charles

..to our Lovits Messengers. 1868 Act 31 32 {"'«•

e 101 Sched. (Q Q), [' Form to be used under this Act .lit

is humbly shown to us by our lovite A. B., complaner,

against C. D. [etc.].

Loved, obs. form of Loafep.
r

1597 Gerarde Herbal 11. xxxvi. § 5. 246 There is another

sort of Cabbage or loued Colewooit.

t IiO'veday. Obs. Forms : see Love sb. and

Day. [tr. med.L. dies amoris [Du Cange).]

1. A day appointed for a meeting with a view

to the amicable settlement of a dispute ;
hence, an

I agreement entered into at such a meeting.
#

^290 ^. Eng. Leg. 1 445/510 Ofte }™\*™**}™%?'
ake pet contek euere Maste. 1387-8 T. Usk' 7 est. Love l.

ii. (Skeat) 1. 95 Mosteof all, maked I not a louedaic, bitwene

God and mankind ? 1390 Cower Con/. 1 39 Hellc is full cf

.such descord That ther may be no loveday. c 1420 Lydg.

Assembly 0/ Gods 692 Fyghters, brawlers, brekers of lofe-

dayes. M93 Eestivall{Vf. de W. .515)19™**.i.
w«

a fynyte loveday betwene tbe kyng & Tbomas la Beckct].

51) — 2



LOVE-DRINK.

1519 Hokman Vulg. vii. 66 b, He is more redy to make a

fraye than a loue daye. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. 1. i. 491 This

day shall be a Loue day Tatnora. 1655 Fuller Waltham
Abb. o The Townsmen, .desired a Love-day.
attrtb. 150a Arnolde Citron. (181 1) 95 Also ye shal be

no loueday maker.

2. nonce-use. A day devoted to love-making.

1590 Greene Mourn. Garm.{\6\6) D 3 b, Oft haue I heard

my liefe Coridon report on a loue-day. When bonny matdes

doe meete with the Swaincs in the vally by Tempe.

Lo ve-drink. A drink to excite love ; a philLre.

£1320 Sir Tristr. 1710 Sche tok pat loue drink. 13..

Minor Foetus fr. Vernon MS. liv. 167 A loue-drynke I

asked of pe. c 1386 Chaucer IFiji's Pro/. 754 'l*hat for he

»holde alwey vp-on hire tbynke, She yaf him swich a manere

loue drynke, That he was deed, er it were by the morwe.

t Love-drury. Obs. [f. Love sb. + Dru(k)ry.

Cf. love-amour, Love sb. 16.] a. Love, love-

making, courtship: = Druery 1. b. Alove-loken

or keepsake : - Drukry 2.

a. c 1300 Havelok 195 Til pat she were tuelf winter hold,

And of speche were bold ; And pat she coupe of courteysye.

Gon, and speken of luue-drurye. C1386 Chaucer Sir
Thopas j 84 Of bataille and of chiualry And of ladyes loue

drury Anon 1 wol yow telle.

b. 13 -. A'. A lis. 7610, Y wol sende bire love-drewry.

Ane Ring set with ane riche Rubie.

Lovee Qv-vr). nonce wd. [f. Love sb. + -EE 1
.]

A recipient of love.

1754 Richardson Grattdison (1781) VI. xi. 44 The Lover
and Lovee make generally the happiest couple. 18.

.

Laov C. Lindsay in Academy 20 Jan. (1894) 49/2 Bapa,

mama, lover, and lovee, . .played their parts to perfection.

Lovee, variant of Lovey.

Lo ve feast. I

1. Eccl. Aitliq, Used as a rendering of Gr. ayawr),

Eccl. Latin Ag \pe. Among the early Christians,

a meal partaken of, in token of brotherly love, by

the members of the chorch ;
app. originally in

connexion with the cucliaristic celebration.

1580 Hollvbano Trcas. Fr. Tong, AgaPe,a loue, banquet
[? trad loue banquetl, or feaste that was vsed in the Pnmi-
tiue Churche. x6io T. Godwin Moses <y Aaron 1. 20 Their
I-ove-feaMs, . . now antiquated thorowout Christendome.

1737 Waterlano Eucharist 2g In the Apostolical Times,
i!ie LovK-Fea.si and the Eucharist, tho' distinct, went to-

gether. 1881 K. T. (R. V.J 2 Pet. ii. 13 Revelling in their

love-feasts while they feast with you. 190a Expositor Aug.
u6 In 2 Peter the feasts are Christian love-feasts.

2. Among Methodists, and some other modern
sects, a religious service held at intervals in imita-

tion of the Agape of the early church.
Its special features are the partaking of a simple meal

(usually only of bread and water 1

, and ihe relation of re*

ligious experiences by various members of the congregation.

1738 Wesley ll'ks. {1872) I. 93 That on the Sunday seven,

night following be a general love-feast. 1761 — Jrnl. ig

July, The very design of a Love-feast is a free and familiar

conversation. 1807-8 \V. Irving Salmag. (1824) 144 She..
,

was frequent in her attendance at love-feasts.

3. Transferred to other gatherings.

1893 Ration (N. V.) ig Jan. 44/1 On the evening of in-

auguration day the Populists held a Move-feast \

llenee Love-feaster, one who participates in a

love-feast.

1749-51 Lavjngton Enthus. Metk. <v rapists {1820) 298 She
was the mother of the Agapetae, or love-feasters.

Loveful (ltrvfiil), a. [f. Love sb. +-ful.]

f 1. Kegardable with love ; lovable. Obs.
138a Wyclif Eccl. xv. 13 The Lord hatcth al cursing of

crrour, and it shal not ben looueful [Vulg. amabiie] to men
ilredende hym. 1596 R. L[ikche) Diella etc. V 7 b, His
loue-ful face is now her soules sole essence.

2. Abounding in love. Now rare.

a 1225 A tier. R. 222 So lufful & so reouftful is hire heorte.

1598 Sylvester Dtt Ilartas 11. ii. nr. Colonies 505 The ever-

lasting Voyce Which now a^ain re-blest the love-full choyce
Of sacred Wedlock's secret binding band. 1645 R. Symonos
Diary Civ. War (Camden) 275 Do not persuade a loveful

maid there's any heaven but he. 1354 H. Strickland Tra?\
Th. <r Fancies 87 Cheerful, hopeful, loveful feelings, instead
of the old religions of fear.

Lo'Ve-knot. A knot or bow of ribbon tied in

a peculiar way, supposed to be a love token. Also,

a representation of such a knot. Cf. Irite love knot.
C1386 Chaucer Prol. 197 He hadde uf gold ywroght a ful

curious pyn : A loue knotte in the gretter ende ther was.

1598 Marston Pygmal. hi. 149 His windows strowel with
Sonnets, and the glasse Drawue full of love-knots. 184a
Tennyson Talking Oak 65 Leg and arm with love-knots
gay. 1877 W. Jones Wnger~rittg 371 The circular box on
the top . . contains a sort of love-knot,

b. fig. and allusive.

*393 1'ANgl. P. /'/. C. xviti. 127 Lyf, and loue, and leautc
in o uy-leyue and lawe, A loue-knotte of leaute and of lccl

by-leyue. a 1585 Siunkv Arcadia ill. (1^90) 263 b, 1 f it were
n bondage, it was a bondage onely knitte in loue-knots. c 1600
F. Davisjn Ps. exxxii. in Farr S. P. F.liz. (1845) II. 328
Where this love-knot remaines vnbroken, God heapes of
blisse doth send.

Lo*ve-lay. Chiefly poet. A love-song.
<r 1400-50 Alexander d And sum lias langing of lufc lays

to hcrken. 1600 Fairfax Tasso xvi. xiii, A woondrons bird .

.

That in plaine speech sung louelaies loud and shrill. 1830
Tennyson Dualisms Poems 145 Two bees.. Hum a lovelay
to the westwind at noontide. 1856 R. A. Vmghan JMystus
(i860) 1. 258 These love-lays he interspersed with riddles

and rhyming proverbs.

Loveless [hrvU*), a. [f. Love sb. + -less.]

468

1. Having no love ; a. not feeling love ; b. not

loved.
? 131 1 Pol. Songs (1839) 255 For frend is fo, the lond is love-

les. 1362 Langl. P. PI. A. y. 08 Thus 1 liue loueles lyk a
luther dogge. 1300 Gower Con/A. 259 Envie, which is loveles,

And Pride, which is lawles. Ibid. II 1. 362 Sche which deide
gulteles For love, and yit was loveles. 1509 Barclay ShyP
ofFolys (1570) 72 A lorde or state whom many men doth
drede With loueles fearc. 1599 Shaks. etc. Pass. Pilgr. xv,

Long was the combat doubtfull, that loue with loue did fight

To leave the master louelesse, or kill the gallant knight.

1612 Shelton Quix. I. i. (1620) 7 The Knight Errant that

is louelesse, resembles a tree that wants leaues "and fruit,

1735 VowEp. Lady 125 From loveless youth to unrespected
age No Passion gratify'd except her Rage. 1825 Coleridge
Aids Rejl. (1848) I. 149 The anxiety to be admired is a

loveless passion. 1877 Dowden S/uiks. Prim. vi. § 8. 79 An
absolute cynic, loveless and alone, ibid. 80The loveless soli-

tude, haunted by terrible visions of his victims. 1901 H.
Black Culture

<fr Rcstr. xii. 372 A loveless saint thus be-

comes a contradiction in terms.

+ 2. Unlovely. Obs.
1601 Holland Pliny 1 1 . 432 These [Tortoises] are ilfavored

to see to, and yet a.s louelesse as they be, they are not with-

out some medicinable vertues.

Hence Lo-velessly advt> Lo'velessness.
1616 J. Lane Cotit. Sqr.'s T. x. 189 Was never love more

lovelesselie requitted. 1823 Byron Stanzas toaHindoo A ir,

1 1 ow the long night flags lovelessly and slowly. 1852 Robert-
son Serm. Ser. 11. 167 Men of withered affections excuse
their lovelessness by talking largely pf the affection due to

God. 1891 F. Paget Spirit Discipl. (ed. 2) 214 The
mysterious terror of everlasting lovelessness is seizing on
his heart

Lo*ve-letter. A letter written by a lover to

the beloved , and expressing amatory sentiments.

\a 1240 Wohunge in Colt.J/om. 283 A swete ihesu \>u oppnes
me pin herte for to cnawe witerliche and in to reden trewe

luue lettres.1 1598 Shaks. Merry W. 11. i. 1 What ! haue 1

scap'd loue-letters in the holly-day-time of my beauty, and
am I now a subiect for them? 162a Mabbk tr. Alematis
Guzman ifA If. it. 260 A loue-letter brought her by her

maid. 1718 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. t> Lady Rich
16 XI ar., 1 have got for you, as you desire, a Turkish love-

letter. 1824 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 1. 21 Our village

beauty had fairly readied her twentieth year . . without the

slightest suspicion of her having ever written a love-letter.

1901 Blackw. Mng. Oa. 496/1 The young people inter-

change love-letter*.

Love-lies- a -bleeding. The garden plant

Amaranlhus caudalus. having a long drooping

purplish-red spike of bloom.
Also applied dial, to some other plants (see E.D.D. and

W. Som. Gloss.).

\c 1610 Beacm. & Fl. {title) Philaster, or Love lies a
Bleeding. 1 1664 S. Blake Compi. Gardeners Tract. 57
Princes- feathers. Otherwise called, My Love lieth a bleed-

ing. 1665 Rka Flora it. ix. 185 This [Amaranthus] is

. .called by !-ome Country women, Love lies a bleeding. 1760

J. LliK Introd. Tot. App. 318. 1809 Campbell O'Connors
Child xvi. And cherish, for my warrior's sake - ' The flower of

love lies bleeding'. 1842 Wokdsw. Lot>e lies Heeding \ Vou
call it

1 Love lies bleeding —so you may, Though the red
Flower, not prostrate, only droops.

Loveliliead J^'vlihed). rare. [f. Jx>vely a. +
-HEAD. J Loveliness. In quot. 1633 cotur.

1633 B. Jonson Undcrtvoods xciii. Epithalamiitut xxi,

Those Sweet and Sacred fires Of Love betweene you and
your Lovely-head. x88t Rossetti Ball. % Sonn. xcvi. 258
As thy love's death-bound features, .alway keep. .Than all

new life a livelier lovelihead.

Lo'Velike, a. rare. [f. Love sb. + -LIKE.] Of
a nature appropriate to love, f Also — Lovely.
1621 Lady M. YVhoth Urania 296 Her haire was. .of a

dainty, and loue-like browne. 1839 Bailey Festus (1852)

447 Muring, as wont, With love-like sadness, upon sacred

things.

Hence +Love-lIkely adv., Iovelily.

1621 Ladv M. WWih Urania 81 Shee lookt sadly, and
wept so loue likely, as all pittied her.

Lovelily (l»*vlili), adv. Also 4 luflyly, luuo-
lili

;
luflely, 5 louelyly, 6 Sc. luuilelie. [f.

Lovely a. + -ly 2
.] In a lovely manner; fa. in

a loving or friendly manner (obs.) ; b. in a way to

sLimulate love
;
beautifully.

a 1300 Cursor M. 25581 Suete iesu ! .. al luuelili pou >s

lore pe to luue wit sothfast rede. 1375 Barhouk lirttcc

\
xvn. 315 Thaii capitane Tretit thame sa luflely. ?<zi4oo

Mortc Arth. 2292 IJot sir Arthure. .l^aughte hym vpe fulle

louelyly with lordlyche knyghttez. 1596 Dalkymi'LK It.

Leslie's Hist. Scot. x. 459 Lft r be the burgesses of Ldin-

burgh verie luuilelie, and honorablic was receiuet. 1671

H. M. tr. Erasm. Colloq. 245 Moreover, how lovelily do the

Graces cling to one another. 1763 Churchill Duellist 11.

Poems 1769 1 1. 69 Courage, a Youth of royal race, I^ovlily

stern, possessed a place. 1813 Byron Tr. Abydos 1. iii, So
lovelily the morning shone. 1897 Academy 27 Mar. 357/2

! The 'bowery loneliness' of c Paradise Ixist' is less lovelily

beautiful.

Loveliness (l»'vlint-s). [f. Lovely a. + -nkss.]

The quality of being lovely ;
exquisite l^eauly

;

f lovableness.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter cxlviii. 13 Til whaim na thyngc

may be like in fayrhed & luflynes & in kyndnes. 1535
Coverdale Song Sol. vi. 4 Thou art pleasaunt (o piy lone)

euen as louelynesse itself, c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. iv, Un-
thrifty loveliness, why dost thou spend Upon thyself thy
beauty's legacy ? 1628 Coke On Lilt. 395 a, For a farewell

to our jurisprudent, 1 wish unto him.. the lovelincsse of
temperance, the stability of fortitude [etc-1. 16^7 Baxter
Agsl. Quakers 2 A Catholick Love to all Christians . . pro-

portionable to their several degrees of loveliness. 1741
Richardson Pamela 1. Introd. 20 It adorn'd her with such
unprcsum'd Increase of liveliness. 1816 Byron Ck. /far.

111. xxiv, Checks .. which but an hour ago Blush 'd at the

LOVELY.
praise of tbeir own loveliness. 1818 Keats Endyttt. 1. 2

A thing of beauty is a joy for ever : Its loveliness increases.

1884 Pae Eustace 8 It was a face of surpassing loveliness,

b. //. Lovely qualities, traits of loveliness, rare.

1790 G.Walker Scrtn. U. xxi. 131 Let us adopt.. into

the rule of our lives, all the lovelinesses, which compose the

character of the disciple of Christ,

Loveling (l»vlirj). rare. [f. Love sb. or

+ -L1KG.] V A lovely creatuie; ?an object of love
t
.

a 1 darling \

1606 Svlvester Du Bartas u. iv. 11. Magnif. 692 These
frolick lovelings fraighted Nests do make The balmy Trees
oVladen Boughs to crack. 1853 Miss E. S. Sheppard
C/i. Auchester II. 111 'And Herr Hummel', my loveling

went on, pursing his lips, 'said ' [eta). 188a J. Payne 1001

Nts. 1. 155 Upon the imperial necks she walks, a loveling

bright.

Lovelock tltf'vl^k). [f. Love sb. + Lock sbX\
A curl of a particular form worn by courtiers in

the time of Elizabeth and James I ; later, any curl

or tress of hair of a peculiar or striking character.

1592 Lylv Midas ill. ii. 43 Wil you haue. .your loue-locke
wreathed with a silken twist, or sbaggie to fal on your
shoulders? 1628 Prynne (title) The Vnlovelinesse of Love-
lock es. 1840 Marryat Poor Jack i, Lovelocks, as the
sailors term the curls which they wear on their temples.

1894 A. Griffiths Secrets Prison Ho. II. iv. ii. 63 Bando-
line, which she used in making love-locks to adorn her fore-

head and her temples.
trans/. 1886 Maxwell Gray Silence Dean Maitland I. i.

12 Each [cart-] horse wore his mane in love-locks.

Lo*ve-longing. The longing fell by those

who are in love.

a 1300 Cursor M. 24629 par lai i in mi luue langing. a 1310
in Wright Lyric P. 61 A suete love-longyngc myn herte
thourh out stong. c 1386 Chaucer Miller's T. 493 To
Alison now wol l tcllen al My loue-longing. 1522 World
$ Child (Roxb.) A iij b, And in loue longyngc my harte is

sore sette. 1593 Dravton Sheph. GarI. via. (Roxb.) 117
This lad would neuerfrom her thought : she in loue-longing

fell. 1882 Child Ballads I. 23/1 An elf-kni§ht, by blowing
his horn, inspires Lady Isabel with love-longing.

Lo'Ve-lorn, a. Forsaken by one's love ; for-

lorn or pining from love.

1634 Milton Comus 234 Where the love-lorn Nightingale
Nightly to thee her sad Song mourneth well. 1746 Collins
Ode to Simplicity 16 By her [sc. the nightingale] whose
lovelorn woe [etc.]. 1768 Sir W. Jones Solitna Poems (1777)

5 O'er Azib's banks while love-lorn damsels rove. ?i795

Coleridge To Nightingale 1 Sister of love-lorn poets,

Philomel ! 1810 Scott Lady 0/ L. vi. i, The love-lorn

wretch starts from tormenting dream. 1902 Longm. Mag.
Aug. 334 Some love-lorn thrush serenaded his mate.

Hence Lo-velornness, lovelorn condition.

1863 Geo. Eliot Tomola Ixi, It was the story of that fair

Gostanza who in her love-lornness desired to live no longer.

1888 R. A. King Leal Lass 1. xi. 210 His love-lornness,

his sense of self-importance.

Lovely (Ifvl i\ a. Forms: see Love sb. and
-ly 1. [OE. htjtic, f. ////// Love sb. + -lie -ly

.fl. Loving, kind, affectionate. Obs.

c 1000 Sax. LcecluiAW. 190 Mona se twelfta on eallum
weorcum nytlic ys..cild acenned god luflic. c 1200 Triti.

Coll. Horn. 5 Tor panae beS no man siker ar he ihere J>at

lufiiclte word of ure louerd ihesu cristes swete muSe Cumed
}e ibletsede. a 1225 Atnr. A*. 428 Swuch ouh wummonc
lore to beon—luuelich & liSe. a 1300 K. Horn 484 Seie ich

him biseche W'fy loueliche speche pat he adun falle Bifore

pe king, a 1300 Cursor M. 13260 He sermund wit his loueli

spek, And heild mani J>at war scke. C1374 Chaucer Attel.

«y Arc. 142 For sheo to him so lovely was and trewe. c 1400

Laud Troy Bk. 565 And welcomed hem with loucly chcre.

X533-9 T. St. Albvn in Lisle Papers XIII. 96 (MS.) With
much hearty and lovely recommendations, 160* Narcissus

(1893) 129 Wee are. .the kings owne lovely subjects.

fb. Amorous. Obs.

1470-85 Malory Arthur vii. xxi. 246 And they had
goodely langage & loucly countenaunce to gyder. 1556
Anrelio % /sab. (1608) Aij, Whatsoever man that was
unto the lovely passions disposed, soudenly. .burned for her.

1587 M. Grove Pelops * Hipp. (1878) 74 The letter of a
friend ofa wounded Louer, . . to disswade him from this loticlic

follie. 1502 Lvly Midas in. iii, Amerula, another tale or

none, this is too louely. Sua. Nay let me hearc anie woman
tell a tale of x lines long without it tend to love, and 1 will

[etc.). 1599 Shaks. etc. Pass. J'ilgr. iv, Sweet Cytherea..

Did court the Lad with many a louely looke.

fc. Friendly, amicable. Obs. {? Sc.)

1409 in E.tch. Rolls Scotl. IV. ccx, IThai] sal nocht tak

that cans furth hot in lufely manere as the lach will.

a 1649 Pklmm. of Hawth. ///*/. Scot. (1655) 12 After lovely

advice at the Council-Table, .lie was freely dismist

2. Lovable; worthy of love; suited to attract

love. Obs. exc. wilh etymological allusion.

c iooo Ags. Ps, (Spchnan) lxxxiii. i Hu luflice [Yulg. quant
d/lecta] setcld flin. 1375 Barbour Bruce 1. 389 Quhen he
wes blyth, he was lufly. c 1450 tr. De Iniitatione lit. Iv. 131

Louely fader, it is worpy pat bis houre pi seruaunt suffrc

somwhat for pe. 1513 Bkadshaw St. Werbttrgc I. 1443 Hut,

moost louely father I pray you hertfully 1 ake no dysplesure.

a 1586 Sidnicy Arcadia 1. {1590) 66 Being beloued in all

companies for his louely qualities. 1638 Junius Paint.

Ancients 192, 1 am almost loth to say it, (sayth Quintilian

because it may be mistaken that sham t fastnesse is a vice,

but a lovely one. 1748 G. White Serin. (MS.), Though
God be . . more lovely than Man, yet 'tis more natural and easy

..for us in our present state to love men than God. 1812

Landor CI. Julian 1. iii, What we love Is loveliest in de-

parture ! 1846 RusKIN Mod. Taint. \\. 111. II. v. § 12 If

his mind be.. sweetly toned, what lie loves will be lovely.

3. Lovable or attractive on account of beauty;

beautiful. Now with emotional sense, as a strong

expression of admiring or delighted feeling : Ex-
quisitely beautiful.



LOVELY.

a. with reference to beauty of person.

a 1300 Cursor M. 16635 pai spitted on his luueli face. 13,.

Gaw. tf Gr. Knt. 52 pe louelokkest ladies bat eucr lif haden.

1340 Hampole Pr. Cohsc. 690 Be he never swa stalworth

and wyght, And comly of shap, lufly and fayre. c 1420

Antnrs ofArth. 162 ^ly lyre als the lely, lufely to syghte.

1590 Marlowe 2nd PI, Tambnrl. 1. in, This lovely boy, the

youngest of the three, Ibid., Well, lovely boys, ye shall be
emperors both. 1596 ^Shaks. Tarn. Shr. Induct, i. 67 Til

the tearcs. .Like cnuious flouds ore-run her louely face.

X720 Mrs. M anlky Power of Love (1741) I. 22 The Brother

was not only more lovely than the Sister, but handsome beyond
all Things. 1722 15. Star tr. Mite, dc St. Pitale vii. 220, I

never saw two lovelier Gentlemen in my Life, nor so beauti-

ful a Virgin. 1751-2 Fielding Covent Card. Jrnl. No. 37
Wks. 1784 X. 72 The ladies.'. covered their lovely necks.

i8o« Coleridge Christabel 11. 507 He bids thee come with-

out delay.. And take thy lovely daughter home. 1898 Flor.

Montgomery Tony 14 What a lovely face !

absoL or sb. f Also

£1420 Anturs of Arth. 397 Withe a launce one loft bat

louely cone lede ; A freke one a fresone him folowed, in fay.

0470 Golagros # Gaw. 1003 1 hai luschit and laid on, thai

luflyis of lyre, 1652 Benlowes Theoph. To my Fancy,

Should one Love knot all lovelies tie. 1753 Hogarth Anal.

Beauty xi. 81 Tho' the lovely seems likewise to have been

as much the sculptor's aim. 1786 Covvpek Lit. to Unwin

3 July, Wks. 1836 V. 342 Our love is with all your lovelies,

both great and small. 1859 K. FitzGerald tr. Omar xxi.

(1899) 76 The loveliest and best That Time and Fate of all

their Vintage prest.

b. said of inanimate things.

13., E. E. Allit. P. A. 692 As quo says lo 3011 louely yle,

pou may hit wynne if bou be wyjte, c 1400 Laud Troy Bit.

4193 Day is dawed and is day, It was a louely morn. H400
Destr. Troy 1541 Was neuer sytbon vnder son Cite so large,

. . Non so luffly on (o loke in any lond oute. e 1403 Cttt&aw

iy Night. 72 They coude that servyee al by rote ; Ther was
many a lovely straunge note. <ri$6oA. Scurr/*<w«.r (S.T.S.)

xix. 33 Nane may.. in to bat lufly bour Mak residens. 1634

Sir T. Herbert Trav. 79 See how mischiefe appeares in a

lonely and vndistempered Scene. Ibid. 214 Corall, white

and louely. 1708 Burnet Lett. {fid. 3) 193 O usted with

inlayings of lovely Marble, in a great Variety. 1866 M.
Arnold Thyrsis iii, And that sweet city with her dreaming

spires . . Lovely all times she lies, lovely tonight. 1884

Q. Victoria More Leaves 123 We came upon Loch Ard,

and a lovelier picture could not he seen.

c. with reference to moral or spiritual beauty.

(See also sense 2.)

1805 South ky Lett. (1856) 1. 315 The life and death of that

man were equally lovely, a 1851 Mus. Sherwood Poor

Eurrnff 15, 1 hope that all the little hoys who read thi>,

may lean; thereby how lovely it is to be kind to dumb
creatures. 1861 J. Komonh Childr. Ch. at Home iii. 50 Make
us like the lovely child Jesus.

4. Used as a term expressive of enthusiastic lauda-

tion : Delightful, highly excellent, colloq.

1614 Markiiam Cheap. Httsb. (1623) 121 l'1'he Swine] though

he is counted good in no place but the dish onely, yet

there lie is so louely and so wholesome, that all other faults

may be borne with. 1653 Walton A ngler iii. 73 Come lets

lo supper. Come my friend Coridon, this Trout looks lovely.

1681 Chetham Angler's Vade-m. iv. § 21 (1689) 53 Ti* a

lovely Bait for Winter, and Spring. x86o C. Patmorx
Faith/til'for ever\\\. i. 171 Dear Fred wrote, Directly, such

a lovely note. 187a Geo. Kliot in Cross Life 111. 164

Mr. Lewes had 'a lovely time' at Wcybridge.

tliO'vely, Obs. Forms : see Love sb. and

-LY K [O?:. htflke, f. lufu Love sb. + -lice -ly

1. Lovingly, affectionately.

r 897 K. Alfred Gregory's Past. Pref. a Alfred kyning

hateS gretan \Vaerfer5 biscep his wordum luflice & freond-

lice, c xxy$ Lamb. Horn. 17 Bide hine luueliche bet he be

do riht. c 1205 La?. 7892 He.. bus spec wio his folke & luue-

liche spilede. e 1220 Bestiary 381 in O.E. Misc. 12 Dus ts

tire louerdes la^e luuelike to fillen. c 1350 Will. ralern*

975 William was gretliche glad & Ioueliche hir bonked.

a 1400 Pistill of Susan 237 Loueliche heo louted, and

lacehed her leue At kynred and cosyn hat hco hed euere

iknawen. 1503 Hawks E.rau/p. Virt. xii. 23 Dame Clennes

lokcd vpon me louely. 1596 Spenser F. Q. iv. m. 49 In-

stead of strokes, each other kissed glad, And lovely haulst,

from feare of treason free,

b. Willingly, with joy.

£900 tr. Bxda's /list. iv. xt. (Schipper> 406 pa;t he luflice

swa dyde. C1175 La/ub. Horn. 133 Eunc mon be lusted

luueliche godes wordes and ladeo his lif rihtliche bcr efter

he seal habben eche ISf. a 1300 Cursor M. 9106 A I he tok

in godds nam, And thold luueli al bat scam.

2. Lovably, beautifully.

a 1400-30 Alexander 426 A lyons heuyd was on-loft louely

eoruyn. c 1430 Freemasonry 706 Al the whyle thou speketjt

with hym, Fayre and lovelyche here up thy chyn. 2596

Shaks. 1 Hen. IV, m.i. 125W here, being but young, I framed

to the Harpe Many an English Dittie, louely well. 1604—
Oth. iv. ii. 64 Oh thou weed : Who art so louely faire, and

smdl'st so sweete. 1708 J. Philips Cyder 11. 344 'Ihe de-

fecated liquor. .Spouts into subject vessels, lovely clear. i8u
W. K. Spencer Poems 191 Lovelier beams the noon-day

splendour.

Love-making (Itvvm^kiij). Amorous pro-

posals or intercourse, courtship.
c 1450 Merlin 87 Vlfyn is som-what a-quytte of the synne

that he hadde in the love makinge. 1829 Lytton Devereux
ll. ii, I looked round (hat mart of millinery and love-making,

which was celebrated in the reign of Charles IF. 1831 Car-

i.yle Sart. Res. {1858) 114 The whole Borough, with all its

love-makings and scandal-mongeries. . .

fig. 1625 Bacon Ess., Truth (Arb.) 500 The Inquine of

Truth, which is the Loue-making, or Wooing of it.

attrib. X830 Moore Mem. (1854) VI. 135 My sweet Less

and I recollected the time when we used, in our love-making

days, to stroll for hours there together.

So Iio*ve-maker, to've-making* a.

1747 Sarah Fielding Earn. Lett. 81 The Conversation of

469,

Fools and general Love-makers. 1868 Browning Ringfir
\Bk. vi, 1532, I. .bear no more love-making devils : hence !

Love-mate (lirvin^t). Also 6 loves-mate,
[f. Love sb. + Mate sb.] The person with whom
one is mated in love; a lover or sweetheart.

t
1582 Stanvhurst ACneis iv. (Arb.) 108 At my tears showr-

ing dyd he sigh ?. .dyd he yeeld ons mercye toe loouemale ?

1591 Greene Farew. to Follie 2nd Ded. (1617) A 3 b, Sweet
Companions, and Loue mates of .Learning. i6oa Warner
Alb. Eng. vi. 20 For her her mother Ceres and her Loves-
mate did coinplaine. 1817 Byron Lament Tasso v, A Prin-
cess was no love-mate for a bard. 190a Edin. Rev. Oct. 319
The willing, or it may be unwilling, love-mate of Paris,

t IiO'veness. Obs. rare ~\ [irreg. f. Love sb.

+ -ness.] Love.
a 1240 Wohunge in Coti. Horn. 2S5 Tac hit to be nu leve

lif wi3 treowe Iuuenesse.

Lover 1 Forms: a. 3, 5 luffer(e, 4-6
lufer, 4 lufere, lovere, luver, 5 loufer, lovare

;

.SV. 4-5 lufare, 4-6 luffar, 4 lyffar, 5 lufar, 6, 8

luver, 6 luvar, luvear, luwair, luifT ar, 7
haver. (3. 4 (S,o, ^/«/.)lovier, 4 loviere, lovyere,

4, 5, 8 lovyer, 8 loveyer, 4- lover, [f. Love
z'J + -er 1.] One who loves.

1. One who is possessed by sentiments of affec-

tion or regard towards another ; a friend or well-

wisher. Now rare.

^1340 Hampole Psalter i. 1 His venay lufers folous him
fleand honur. c 1400 Destr. Troy 5277 He was a frynde to

my fader, & a fyn louer. 1432-50 tr. lligden (Roll*) VIII.
231 The lufiers of seynte ICdmund were displeasede with hym
^retely berfore. c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) ill. 800 He ys hi

lover, lord, suerly. 1524 Sir A\ Sutton's Will in Churton
Life App, 543 Make a new feoffment to ten persones of my
lovers and trends. 1535 Covekoale i Sam. Contents xviu,

lonaihas and Daniel are sworne louers. «598 U. Jonson Ez:
Man in Hum. Ded., To.. Mr. Cambden . your true lover,

P>en. Jonson. 1601 Suaks. Jul. C. til. ii. 49, I slewe my
best Loner for the good of Rome. 1625 liACON Ess.,

Friendship (Arb,^ 171 Men so Wise,.. and so Extreme •

liners of Themselues, a* all these were. 1661 Morgan Sph.
Gentry iv. iii. 44 The loving Company of the order of the

garter hath received yon their Brother 1/over and fellow.

1760-72 II. Ukooku Fool ofQttal. (1809) 111. 15 A stranger,

but a verywarm lover of your*. 1796 Wolie Tone A utobiog.

(iSaS) 147, I made my bow, and followed my new lover to

his hotel. 1898 W. K. Johnson Terra Tenebr, 34 The earth

was foe Lo him, Let the sea be lover,

b. In the spiritual sense.

c 1300 Cursor M. 20870 Peire was.. Inner o lauerd, aUua
niter, c 1375 Sc. J^cg. Saints x \ iii. {Egipdaue) 1085 God.

.

bat gyfis mare to his luferis l»an bai cane ask. 1577 .SV.

A ug. manual (Longman) 108 God their lover will not take

it [love] away from his lovers against their wil*.
^
1740 C.

Wesley l/ymn % Jesu, Lover of my Soul. 1748 G. White
Scrm. (MS.\, Every true Lover of God. 1866 J. H, New-
man Gerontius § 1 Lover of souls ! great God ! I look to

Thee.

2. One who is in love with, or who is enamoured

of a person of the opposite sex ; now (exc. in

plural) almost exclusively applied to the male.

a 1225 A/tcr. R. 256 Leouere ine beo3 hire wunden ben

uikiinde [MS. C. lufferes] eosses. c 1374 Chaucer Troylus

IV. 295 (323) O ye loneres bat heyhe vpon the whiel Cen set

of Fortune, c 1375 .SV, Leg. Saints xxi. '.Clement) 455 And
byre enbrasit with al his macht, as lyffaris bat had bene in-

twyne. c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 80 A louyere, and a lusty

llaelieler. X423 J as. I Kingis Q. clxxix, Awak ! awake !

I bring, lufar, I bring The newis glad. 1500-20 Dunbar
Poems xlviii. 60 The birdis did with oppin voeis cry, O,

luvaris fo, away thow dully nycht. 1525 Li). Berners Froiss.

1 1. x.vx. 85 Loyes Ramhalte had at I3ride a fayre woman to

his louer, whome he loued parfitely. 1557 North Gnc-

ttara's DiallPr. Gen. Prol. ? 7/1 He I
Nero] counted seuer-

ally al the haires that his louer Pompeia had on her head.

x6ox 13. Jonson Poetaster 11. t, If I freely may discouer,

What woulde please mee in my Loner : I woulde haue her

faire, and wittie [etc]. «6o6 Shaks. Ant. <y 6V. v. ii. 298

The stroke of death is as a Louers pinch, YV hich hin ts, and

is desir'd. 1768 Woman ofHonor HI. 52 You will find few,

..such desperately true lovyers. 1821 P.vron Juan 111. in,

In her first passion, woman loves her lover, a 1825 Forby

roc. E. Audita, Lovier, a lover. A vulgarism, but no cor-

ruption. Not peculiar to us. 1847 Emerson Repr. Meu,

Plato Wks. (Uohn) I. 290 If he had lover, wife, or children,

we hear nothing of them. 1885 ISukton A rab. Xts. (1887) I I I.

101 Stie..baid. I am a lover separated from her beloved .

h. One who loves illieitly ; a gallant, paramour.

1611 Bibi.k Jer. iii. 1 Thou hast played the harlot with

many louers. 1716 Lady W. Montagu Let. to Lady

Rich 20 Sept., A woman looks not for a lover as >oon as she

is married. 1841 Lane Arab. Mis. L 89 She answered, Thy

t wife has a lover.

! 3. One who lias an affection, predilection, tancy,

or liking for (a thing, action or idea).

e 1420 Lvdg. Assembly of Gods 002 I- ysshers of sowles, and

lovers of clennes. 2568 Grafton Citron. 1. 8 lubalL.was

a great lover of Musick. 164; Ci.arenuos lltst. Reb. 1.

§ He was a great lover of his country. 1655 Walton

Aug'lerxxl (1661) 2^5 Pfo- And U P°P al1 t
J
hat are

iX

l°Yi:rs

of Vertue,and all that love to be quiet and go a fishing.

« 748 Hume Ess., Parties 67. Brit. 97 Lovers_of^Liberty,

but greater levers of Monarchy. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth

IntrSd., Freed from the odious presence of this lover of

cleanliness. 1901 Longnt. Mag. Oct. 543 I he book will be

eagerly read by all lovers of Selborne.
?

4. Comb., as lover-loving adj. Also + lovers

lair Sc., the bed of love ; lover^s knot ~ Lovk-

knot; lover's leap (sec Leap sbJ 2). Often ap-

LOVERSHIP.

plied to a precipice in connexion with some legend

about the suicide of a lover by leaping down;
also {allusive nonce-use), a matrimonial venture.

15.. Littill Interlnd 76 in Dunbar's Poems (1893) 31O
Lassis..Wald ga to luvaris lair. C1560 A. Scott Poems
(S.'l'.S.) vi. 25 So luvaris lair no leid suld lak. 1592 Lyly
Gallathea iv. ii. 22 (Bond) First you must vndoe all these
Louers knots, because you tyed them. 1809 Malkin Gil
Bias x. xii. (1866) 383, I answered by expressing my surprise

at her honouring me with the offer of her hand.. .To this

she replied, that having a considerable fortune, it would
.uive her pleasure to share it in her life-time with a man of
honour.. then, rejoined I, you have made up your mind to

take a lover's leap. 1812 Bvron Ch. liar. 1. Ixxxi, While
on the gay dance shone Night's lover-loving Queen. 1831

Carlyle Sart. Res. 11.vLThe river of his History, .here dashes
itself over that terrific Lover's Leap ;

and, as a mad-foaming
cataract, flies wholly into tumultuous clouds of spray ! 1851

Kuskin Stones Pen. (1874) I. viii. 98 Tying the shaft*

together in their centre, in a lover's knot.

t Lover 2
. Obs. [f. Love j^ + 'Ek 1

.] One
who praises, an eulogist.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter ix. 24 pat thynge has man deliie

to doe in be whilk bai hafe sum louerc & nan with takcre.

Ibid. xxi. 33 To be his lufere and loutre.

Lover, Loverd/e, obs. ff. Louver, Lord.

t IiO'Vered, sb. Cbs. Forms : 1 lufrsedeii, 3
luuered. 4 lufreden^e, louered. lulredyii, 4-5
louerede, 5 louerede, loueraden 'e, Sc. 4 Infer-

and, 5 lufrant, 5-6 luferent, 6 luifrent. [OK.
fafrxden, L luf-u Love sb. +OK. nvden condition :

sec -red,] The condition or state of relations in

which one person loves another; the emotion or

feeling of love; warm affection, good will, kind-

ness ; Sc. lust.

c 1000 Lamb. Ps. cviii. 5 (Bosw.-TJ Hi^ s^lton hatunge
for lufrxddenne minre. a 1300 Cursor M. 9812 A bird wald
thine, Hisgrett luuered, his mikel suinc put wald sua fir^t

vr liknes haf. c 1325 Mctr. Horn. 30 He. .Coin to mak him
Slad and blithe, And his lufredene til him to kithe. c 1340
Hampole Prose Tr. xxiv. 3 Thai doe wickidly to get thaini

the fauour and lufredyn of thi^. warld. e 1375 -S'< . Leg. Saints
xxiv. (Alea-is) 160 Quhene he can Ink one It, hie luferand

he (uk, bat he bare dwelt in body & thocht. a 1425 Cursor
Al. 13255 (Trin.) Of his sarmoun >pek many man And of be

louerede bat he wan. 1456 Sir G. Have LawArms (.S.T.S.)

254 A conquest bairn, .iscallit in the law-is adopcioun ; that

is to say.. a conquest barne be favour and luferent. Ibid.

263 A man has despyte at his wyf, for haterent of hir, or

luferent of ruie othir. 14.. How Good Wife taught Dan. 90

un Barbour's Bruce etc. 528) For nakit lying Uifreut will

gendir. 1543 Abeni. Reg. (Jam ), The said gudis war frelie

geivin ..to 1m said dothir for dothirlie kindness and lufetent.

1560 Holland Crt. Venus 1. 656 Our life wplift throw

feruour and luifreniis.

1 lence t Lovereden a., beloved ; f Loveredenly
adv., in a loving manner.
c 1425 Orolog. Sapient, i. in Anglia X. 331/40 pat I am in

alle tymes..so loueradenlye bisye abowte be as. bei.,1 ^af

entente onelye to be. Ibid. 375/41 O bis, gracyous and
loveraden worde.

IiOVered (lwvojd), ///. a. [f. Lover l + -ED l]

Trovided with, or having a lover. .

1597 Shaks. Liner's Compl. 320 Who, young and simple,

would not be so louer'd ? 1879 H . Merivalk in Theatre Nov.

213 The veriest., minx, who would ne\er have been fathered

by that fine old Duke, or lovered by the manful Orlando.

Loverliood (l^'vajhud). [f. Lover 1 1 -hood.]

The state or condition of being a lover.

1891 Hannah Lynch G. Meredith 154 The fluted tenor of

romance twangs the guitar of loverhood musically.

Loverless voiles), a. [f. Lover 1 +-le«s.]

Having no lover, deprived of a lover.

1824 Miss Mitfobd Village Ser. 1. 64 She paid her faith-

less suitor the compliment of remaining loverless for three

weary months. 1853 C. Urontk Villctte xiii, Loverless and

inexpectant of love. 1892 Temple Bar Apr. 525 Until quite

lately she was loverless.

Loverlike (lwvaiteik\ a. and adv. [f. Lovek"

+ -like.] Like a lover; of a character or in a

manner befitting a lover.

1552 Rulokt, Louerlyke or lyke a loner, amatorie. 1641

Mil 1 on Reform. 11. Wks. 1851 111. 65 There is no act.,

wherein passes more loverlike contestation betweeue Christ

and the Soulc. 1748 Kichakuson Clarissa (i8u) I. 164 A
mere loverlike correspondence which my heart condemns.

1808 Elkanom Sleath Bristol Heiress I. 183, 1 delight to

delineate, with a lover-like minuteness, the various .. perfec

tions. -of Miss Percival. 1894 H. Nisbet Bush GirVs Rom.

155 Lover-like he fixed on one star and connected it with

the maiden.

Loverly (to-vaili), a. and adv. [f. Lover I +

-LY.] a. adj. Like a lover, b. adv. In the

manner of a lover.

1875 J. Payn Halves xxii. II. 182, 1 only hushed her 1ij>s

in loverly fashion. 1886 G. Macix>mal» What's Mines
Mine xli. 111. 101 Said the chief abruptly, ' I want only her-

self !' A very loverly way of speaking. 1887 Stbvknson

Misadv. J. Nicholson it. 4 The highest point of loverly ex-

altation. 1890 Temple Bar Nov. 441 He murmured loverly

something about ' the lisjht. .of her jacinth hair .

Comb, 188S Stevenson Pr. Otto iii. 30 They made a loverly-

looking couple.

Hence IiO'verliness.

1879 G. Meredith Egoist 1. 154 He fluted away in loverh-

ness, forgetful of Crossjay.
* Lovership (lwvoajip). [f. Lovek i + -sHir.J

The state or condition of being a lover.

1876 G. Dawson Authentic Gosp. v. 77 The divine things

in man are of God— I mean fatherhood, motherhood, tovci-

ship, patriotism.



LOVERWISE. LOVINGLY
tLcvertine, a. Obs. nonce-wd. [f. Lover J

, I

after libertine.] Addicted to love-making.
1603 Dekker, etc. Pat. Grhsill Wks. (Grosart) V. 231

These Gentlemen louertine, and my selfe a hater of loue.
|

loverwise (IirvMwaiz), adv. [f. Loveh 1 t

-wise.] I11 the manner of a lover.

1872 Howells Wcdii. Journ. (1892} 155 They sat down
here loveiwise. 1884 Rider Haggard Dawn IT. L 3 They
journeyed loverwise, with their arms around each other.

Lovery, obs. form of Livery, Louver.

Loves, obs. pi. of Loaf sb*

Loveship. Obs. rare* 1
, [f. Love sb. +

-ship.] The action of making love
;
courtship.

a 1500 Piers of Fttllkttm 320 in Hazl. /-'. P. P.W. 13

Loucship goith ay to warke [read wrake], When that pre-

sence is put a bake.

Lovesick (lzvvsik), a. [f. Love sb. + Sick a.]

Languishing for or with love.

1530 Palsgr. 317/2 Lovesycke enamowered, euamouree.
1588 Shaks. Tit. A. v. iii. 82 When.. he did discourse To
Joue-sicke Didoes sad attending eare. 1606 — Ant.fy CI.

II. ii. 198 Purple the Sailes: and so purfumed that The
Windes were Loue-sicke with them. 1697 Drvuen Virg.
Past. ix. 54 Where Nightingales their Love-sick Ditty sing.

1739 A. Nicol Nature without Art 67 Cure me of this

love-sick fever. 1894 Mas. Olii'hant Hist. SJL\ Q. Anne
i. 14 Her great general sighed like a lovesick boy whenever
he was absent from her.

Hence Lovesickness, lovesick condition.
1707 Floyer Physic. Pulse- Watch 10 He, by mentioning

the Name of Pylas to a sick Woman, found some alteration
in her Pulse, by which he discover'd her Love-Sickness. 1874
Spurgeon Trens. Dav. Ps. Ixxxiv.2 He had a holy lovesick*
ness upon him.

Lovesome lwvsi?m), a. Now arch, or dial.

Forms: r-6 lufsum, 3 luffsumm, 3-5 lussum,

3 luvesum, 4 luffsum, lufsoum, lufsome, lus-
j

sora, lossum, lossom, loovesum, 4-5 lofsom,
lufsom, lovesura, 4-6 lovesom, 6 loveseme,
lusum, ? luxora 'e, lufesum, lufesome, Sc. luif-

sum, 5- lovesome. [OE. lufsum, f. luf-u Love
sb. : sec -some. 'The contracted forms lussom,

lossom, -urn, seem to occur only in sense 2.)]

1. Worthy of love
;
having qualities that inspire

love ; lovable.
a 1000 Crist 913 (Gr.) Lufsum and libe leofum monnum to

sceawianne pone scynan wlite. c 1200 Ormin 3583 Davibuss
name .. itt us* tacnebb stang wibb hannd, & luffsumm onn
to tokenn. 1225 Jutland 13 lhe u crist..bat ich on leue
.S: luuie as leoflukest & lufsumest lauerd. ^1325 Deo
Gratias 29 in E. E. P. (1862) 125 A louesum buirde he
lihte with-Inne pe wordiest bat euer was. 1430 Hymns Virg.
29 Hise louesum lijfpat alle men si}e[n], Ful myldeli he
out gan lete. 1570 Satt'r. Poems Reform, xv. 33 Thow
IuifNUtn Lark & gay Goldspink, . .Lat be }our heuinly noiti>.

1676 heredge Man of Mode m. iii, Wild, witty, love-
some, beautiful and young. 1899 Swinburne Rosamund
in. 60, I know not Aught lovesome save the sweet brief
death of sleep.

2. Lovable on account of beauty; lovely, beautiful.
a 1225 .S7. Marker. 3 Ant wel hire schal iwurthen for hire
lufsum leor. a 124a Wohunge in Cott. Horn. 269 pu art
lufsum on leor, bu art al schene. a 1300 Cursor m. 604
A luueSuiti land at lenger in. a 13x0 in Wright Lyric P.

1

26 Hire rode is ase rose that red is on rys, With lilye-while
'

leres lossum he i*. Ibid. 51 A burde of blod ant of bon
Never }ete y nuste non lussomore in londe. CX320 Sir
Pristr. 2816 Ysonde haue bere he wald Luffsum vnder line.

c 1374 Chauckr Troylns v. 465 O lufsom lady bryght, How
haue ye faren syn bat ye were bere? £1420 Antitrs of
Arth. 344 (Douce MS.) A lady, lufsom of lote, ledand a
kni^te. c 1450 St. Cntlibert tSurtees) 121s He saw.. Com fra
heuen a lufsom lyghl. 15.. in Dunbar s Poems (1893) 326

J

Fair lufsum lady, gentill and discret. 1820 Scott Monast.
xiv, The handsomest, the very lovesomest young man I ever
saw with sight. 184a Tennyson Beggar Maid 12 One
praised her ancles, one her eyes, One her dark hair and lo\e-
some mien. 1868 Morris Earthly Par. 11. 323 He heard a
•>udden lovesome song begun.
absol. 13.. Caw. A/ Or. Knt. 1814 * Nay. .'Quod bat luf-

sum vnder lyne. 13 .. E. E. A lilt. P. A. 398 pen sayde bat
lufsoum of lyth & lere [etc.).

t3. Loving, friendly.

C1200 Ormin 1547 A55 to fullghcnn sob mcocle^c Wibb
luffsumm aeddniodnesse. ic66 Drant Horace's Sat. 1. ii. B b,

But they, the sillye fonded fooles, .. Do feaste him, for his
louesom loue. 1868 Browning Ringty Bk. viti. 20 Won't we
hold Our little yearly lovesome frolic feast. 1901 H. C.
Welch Anselm iii, 48 This increaMng influence was due to
the happy lovesome temper which plays through his letters.

4. Amorous.
1720 Mrs. Manlev Power ofLove (1741) 150 Caton, who

being naturally Lovesome, put herself in his way at every
opportunity, so that he could not help saying soft things to
her. 1844 Kingi.ake Eothen\\\. (1878) 92 .Shruhs that twined
their arms together in lovesome tangles. 1883 Longm. Mag.
Sept. 533 While lovesume and moansume thereon spake and
falter'd the dove to the dove.

Hence f Lovesomehoad * Lovesomeness.
a 1300- 1400 C«;wr M. 5792 (Gfttt.1, I sal bairn bring fra bat

thralhede, And into a land of lufsum-hedc.

t Lo'vesomely, adv. Obs. [f. Lovesome a. +
-ly 2. (OK. had lufsumlic adj.)] Lovingly, affec-

tionately.

c 1200 Ormin 1663 Nohht nc ma}} ben don Allmahhti} Godd,
tocweme, But iff itt be wibb witt «c skill & luffsummlike for-

bedd. a 1225 Juliana \z [He] seidc hire lufsumliche bat
[etc.]. a 1300 Cursor M. 7989 pan com til him an angel clere,
-

. And lufsumli to david spak. 1375 Barbour Bruce xvu. 315
Thair capitane Tretit thame sa hisumly. c 1475 RaufCoil'
$ear 558 His leif at the Coiljear He tukc lufcsumly.

Lovesomeness (to vsflmnes). [f. Lovesome
[

a. + -xess.] The quality of being lovesome.
a 1000 Voc. in Wr.-Wflicker 218/34 Delectath, lust*

baernes, vel lufsumnes. 1550 Bale Image Both Ch. viii.

H vij b, They mixed y* truth in falshede, they poysoned the
waters, they toke awaye the louesomnesse of them, a 1568
Bannatync Poems (Hunter. Club) 657 Weill lasit with luif-

sumncs. 1869 Miss Mulock Woman's Kingd. 1 1. 19 [She]
was not beautiful.. but there was a lovesomeness about her.

IiOve-SOng (lwvs^rj). A song of love, an
amorous song.
ai3io in Wright Lyric P. 74 lesu, thi love is suete ant

strong .. Tech me, Ihesu, thi lovu song, With suete teres

ever among. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent. 11. i. 20 First, you
haue learn'd . .to rellish a Loue-song. 1653 Walton Angler
\. 29 Solomon ..wrote that., holy amorous love-song, the
Canticles. 1833 Tennyson Millers D. 65 A love-song I had
somewhere read. 1883 H. Drummond Nat. Law in Spir.
W. (ed. 2) 154 The bird, .listens to the love-song of its mate.

Love-token (Iirvl^u:k'n). Something given as

a sign or token of love.

Beotvnlf(Z) 1863 Sceal hring nacaoferhea bu bringan lac

& luf tacen. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. 1. i. 27 Thou hast
giuen her rimes, And interchang'd loue-tokens with my
childe. 1626 Bp. Hall Contempt., O. T. xx. viii, What
Church in the world can show such deare love- tokens
from lhe Almighty as this? 16.. Child Maurice xxii.

in Child Ballads II. 265/2 For thou hast sent her loue-
tokens, More now then two or three. 1836 J. H. Newman
in Lyra AposL (1849) 2^ Yes ! let the fragrant scars abide
Ix>ve-tokens in thy stead. 1877 W. Jones Finger-ring 343
He sent two diamond rings, as love-tokens to Mary, Queen
of Scots.

t Lovewende, a. Obs. [OE. lufivemle, f. Infu
Love sb} + -uyide f. wyidan to turn. Cf. hdl~

wende wholesome, hwilwcnde transitory.] Be-
loved

;
loving

; lovely.

a 1000 Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 222/21 Dilectaqne mra, and
ba lufwende eardas. c 1000 Sax. Leech. II I. 186 Cild acen-
ned. .soSfa^st, lufwende. a 123$ Juliana 6s Ich.. luuie be
to leofmon luuewende lauerd.

Iioveword, variant of Lofwokd Obs.

Lo've-worth, sb. rare. [f. Love sb. + Worth
sb.] NYoilhiness of love.

ci6tt Chapman Jtiad To Rdr. 85 Homer .. should be
belov'd, Who enerie sort of loue-worth did containe.

t Love-worth, a. Obs. [f. Love sb. + Worth
/7.] =next.
a 1225 A no: R. 112 Ower deorewurSe spus, be lunewurJe

Louerd. a 1225 Juliana 5 ; pi luuewurSe leofmon. a 1240
\

i'reisnn in Lamb. Horn. Alrejinge leorlucesl and luue
wuroest.

Loveworthy (U»'vw0i&i), a. [f. Love sb. +
Worthy a.] Worthy to be loved.
a 1240 Wohunge in Cott. Horn. 269 InwiS \>e ane am

alle be binges igedered
J
at eauer muhen maken ani mon

luuewuroi to oSer. 1621 Laoy M. Wr

aoTH Urania 289
Neriena, the most loue-worthy ofher sex. 1633 W. Stkutheb
Trite Happiness 31 If thet-e small goods be love-worthy,
with what a love should we adhere to the fountain-good.
1867 Thirlwall Lett. (18S1) I. 278 It may happen . . that .

.

tbe child makes the painful discovery lhai the peison whom
it most tenderly loves is not loveworthy. 1880 Swinburne
Stud. Shaks. 227 A living god-garland of the noblest earth-
born bruthers and love-worthiest heaven-born sister.

Hence Loveworthiness.
1867 Timklwall Lett. (1881) I. 278 The perception of His

loveworthiness must tend to swallow up our sense of benefits
received from him.

<
1899 F. J\ Couhe in Daily News

27 May 7/1 The nobility and loveworthiness ofhuman nature.
,

Lovey lirvi). Also lovy, lovee, lovie. [f.

Love sb. + -y.] A term of affectionate address:
= ' Dear love', { darling*.

1731 Fielding Lett. Writers 1. v, You don't look pretty
in it, lovey, indeed you don't. 1764 Foote Mayor of G.
1. Wks. 1799 I. 169, I go, lovy: good-day to my father-in-
law. 1770 — Lame Lover 1. ibid. II. 67 Why, really, lovee,
'Us a large sum of money. 1801 Macneill Poems (1844) 19
Sullen moods, and scolding frays, When lovie's absent for
some days. 1884 Punch 20 Dec. 294 And what would Dovey
do if I/jvey were to die?

Tjoveyer, lovier, obs. forms of Lover j<M
Lo'Ving, vbl. sb.* Now rare. [f. Love v.l +

-1x0 !.] The action of the vb. Love 1.

c '375 Sc. Leg. Saints iii. (St.Attdrew) 766 Fore, criste,..

I 3ame our altninge, to be and dwel in bi lovynge. c 1385
Chaucer L. G. W. Prol. 544 For she taughtc al the craft of
fyn louinge. c 1400 CursorM. 27746 (Cott. Galba) Wreth .

.

of gude iufing it hrekes be band. 1538 Elyot Diet. Add it.,

Aviation a louynge. 1600 Shaks. A. Y.L. u.vii. 181 Most
frendship is fayning; most Louing, meere folly. 1633 P.
Fletcher Poet. Misc. 79 What fool commends a stone for
never moving?.. Cease then, fond men, to blaze your constant
loving. 1855 BaowNiNG One Word More v, Dante. . Hated
wickedness that hinders loving. 1885-94 R. Bridges Eros
tjr Psyche May xxii, This was the lover she had lack'd, and
she, Loving his loving, was his willing bride.

t IiO'ving, vbl. sb* Obs. [f. Love v.- + -ing 1.]

Praise, laudation; praises, songs of praise.
a 1300 Cursor M. 13245 Iesus bat well wist. .Quarfor sant

1

ion was don o lijf ; To pe lues. . In his louing he made ser-
|

inon. a 1300 E. E. Psalter ix. 15 pat I schewe furtb to i

sprede pine loueynges euerilkone. 1375 Barbour Bruce I

vi. 283 Now demys, quhethir mair lovyng Suld Tedeus haf, !

or the king ! c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov.^Lordsh. 51 He .

bat gyues his good to hem bat hauys no myster, he purchases
no louynge berof.

^ 1476 Burgh Rcc. Edinb. (1869) 1. 33 For
\

the honour and loving of Godc Almichty. 1477 Earl Rivers
(Caxton) Dictes 1 To gyue therforc synguler louynges &
thankes. 1533 Gau Richt Vay (1888) 13 Thay that desiris

lowinc or vane gloir. 1539 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) VI. 83, I ..

beinge of hoi 1 and perfite mynde. .lovingc be to God. 1590
A. Hume Hymns ti. 32 The niaiestie ofGod was praisd with

louings loud on hight. 1596 Dalrvmple tr. Leslie's Hist.
Scot.U.x. 343 He did the legacie and office, .with sik lofeug
and comment. 1721 Bailev, Lovingis, praises, Scotch.

Loving (lo-virj), ppl. a. [t. Love v. 1 + -ing 2
.]

1. That loves; affectionate.

In x6th c. 'your loving friend ' was an ordinary form uf

subscription for letters. ' Our loving subjects
1

has at various
times been a usual phrase in royal proclamations.
c 1000 ^Elfric Gram. vi. (Z. ) 10 Hie amaus nir, pes lufienda

wer;.. hoc amaus mancipinm, b^s lufienda beowa man.
a 1240 Ureisun in Cott. Horn. 185 Ler to loue be . .be louende
louerd. 1320 Cast. Love 290 And foure dowghtryne hede
this kyng

?
And to uche he wes lovyng. 1375 Barbour Bruce

iv. 7 Thaim that till bym luffand wer, Or kyn, or freynd.
c 1460 Townelcv Myst. iv. 102 Now, who would not be glad
that had A child so lufand as thou an? ^1491 Chast.
Goddes Chyld. 44 It is yeuen us and sende us fro our louyng
fader. 1513 More in Grafton Chron. (1568) 1 1. 781 A lovyng
man and passyng well beloved. 1529 — Let. Wks. 1419/2
At Woodestok . . by the hand of Your louing husbande
Thomas More knight. 1568 Grafton Chron. I. 82 They
were loving and kinde to him, and he to them. 1741
Richardson Pamela 11. 330 They are lhe honestest, the
loveingest, and the most conscientious Couple breatheing.
1809 Malkin Gil Bias v. i. T 11 They got to be as loving as
turtles. 1835 Macallay Hist. Eng. xvi. 1 1 1. 723 He brought
that force only for the defence of his person and for the
protection of nis loving^ subjects, 1866 J. H. Newman
Geroutius § 1 O loving friends, your prayers ! /bid., Help,
loving Lord ! Thou my sole Refuge, Thou.

fb. absol. A lover; one who loves. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 14313 Lauerd, o selcut bat es slei, pi

lufand j»us, qui let bou dei? ^1340 Hampole Prose Tr.
(i866> 3 Fyllys be luffande of gastely joye. c 1375 Cursor
M. 14597 (Fairf.) Haue I na tome bidder to fare for na wele
louande haue 1 bare.

c. Iransf. Tending to be closely attached, cling-

ing, adhesive, dial.

1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees' 148 By this meanes the
strawe is made lovinger, and is allsoe kept from growinge
on the bowses. [Common in mod. dialects : see Eng. Dial.

Diet.]

2. Of words, actions, etc.: Manifesting love;

proceeding from love. Hence occas. of persons with

respect to their demeanour or conduct (const to).

c 1450 Mvrc 1697 Louynge serues and godely speche,
Agayn tnuye ys helpe and leche. 1509 Hawes Past. Pleas.
xxvii. (Percy- Soc.) 119 Her lovynge countenaunce so hyghe
dyd appere, That it me ravyshed. 1634 Sir T. Herbert
Trav. 39 Tbey continue that louing custome [widow burn*
ingl deuoutly to this day. 18. . Tennyson Early Spring i,

Once more the Heavenly Power, .domes the rcd-plow'd hills

With loving blue. 1862 Lvtton Sir. Story II. 177 Faber's
loving account of little Amy. 1868 Browning Ring «r Bl:
in. 1303 His fingers pushed their loving way Through curl

on curl. 1894 J. T. FowLEa Adam nan Introd. 54 He was
held in most loving remembrance.
3. Preceded by a sb., in various co/ub., as fun-,

home-, moncy-> pleasure-loving.
1726 Swift Gulliver, Lament. Glmndal. 33 That Money-

lo\ ing Boy To some Lord's Daughter sold the living Toy.
1838 Eliza Cook Old Dobbin xi, We fun-loving urchins
would group by his side. 1871 S. B. James Duty # Doctrine
192 A pushing, eager, pleasure-loving, money-loving age

!

1902 Westm. Gaz. 3 June 1/2 The Boer is, above all things,

a home-loving man.

Loving cup. [Loving///. a. 2.] A large drink-

ing vessel, usually of silver, having two or more
handles, by which it is readily passed from hand to

hand amongst friends or guests assembled together,

each ofwhom successively drinks from its contents,

generally at the close of a banquet.
1808 [In Minute-bk. of Committee for the Lord Mayor's

banquet 9 Nov. (Dr. R. R. Sharpel.l 1812 J. Brady Claris
Calcud. (1815) II. 3$i The Lord Mayor drinks to you in the

Loving Cup, and bids you all heartily welcome. 1827 Hone
Every.day' Bk. II. 12 The loving cup .. is . . passed to the

guest on his left hand. 1868 Brewer Diet. Phrase Fable
(ed. 3) 527 In drinking the loving cup, two adjacent persons
always stand up together.

IiOving-kiudness (b-virjjkoiTidnes). [f. Lov-
ing ///. a. + Kindness. Originally two words ; the

combination was introduced by Coverdale.] Affec-

tionate tenderness and consideration; kindness

arising from a deep personal love, as the active

love of God for his ereaturcs.

1535 Coveroale Ps. xxv. 6 Call to remembraunce, O Ix>rde,

thy tender mereyes & thy louinge kyndnesses, which haue
bene euer of olde. Hid. Ixxxix. 33 Neuerthelesse, my km*
ynge kyndnesse wil I not vtterly take from him. .1554-9
Songs Ball. (1860) 3 What great luvyng kyndnes did God
show in thys cace? a 1729 J. Rogers 19 Scrm. (1735) 349
The amiable Attributes uf Goodness and Loving-kindnesb.

1807 8 W. Irving Salmag. (1824) 144 A lady of unbounded
lovmg-kindncss. 1871 Morlev Voltaire (1886) 2 The in-

finite mercy and loving-kindness of a supreme creator.

Hence (back-formation) Loving-kindly adv.

1840 Lowell Love, A love.. that seeth faults, Not with
flaw-seeking eyes. . But loving-kindly ever looks them down.

t Loving-knot, Obs. « Love-knot.
c 1588 ist Pt. Jeronimo (1605) C iij b, Heere scale the

letter with a louing knot.

t IiO'vingly, a. Obs. rare~\ [f. Lovjng ///. a.

+ -ly I.] Of loving disposition.

1567 Gude $ Godlie Ball. (S. T. S.) 222, I knaw nane sic

as scho is one, Sa trew, sa kynde, sa luiffandlie.

XiOvingly (Ivvhjli), adv. [f. Loving a. +
-LY-.] In a loving manner.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vi. xiii. (1495) 197 Louyngly

the man auyseth his wyfe yf she doo amys. 1435 M isvn hire
ofLove 1. vii. 15 To prays cod parfytely, . . louandly to syng
m bym. 1535 Coveroale Jer. xxxi. 20 Gladly and louyngly
will I haue mercy vpon him, saieth the l^orde. i6ix Bible



LOVINGNESS.
i Sam. xx. (chapteixsummaxy), Jonathan louingjy taketh hiseaue of Damd, 1641 T. Hayne Luther 1 36 tie was very
lovingly afTectioncd towards his children. ,709 Steele£«//^No.ii8f 4 We live very lovingly together. 1883 K WDixon Motto iv. 111. 147 And ever on him leaned she lovingly!

Lovingness (\v virjmV. [f. Loving />/>/. a. +
%ness.] The quality or habit of being loving.

u
15

?
4

- Lr J^^'W^.^rt^j 75 lie thou a patterne to
the faithful, in word, m conuersation, in louingnesse, ..and
111 chashtie. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. (i 5qo) usb Carv-

~ i?g
th
„
us

,

111
.

one Person the on, y 'wo hands of good will lone-
hnes & louingnes. 1621 Lady M. Wroth rW«w 348 Such
were her allurements, her sweetnesses, louingncsses [etc 1

1799 W. Taylor in Robberds Mem. I. 297 There is a loving
ness of heart about Parr . . which would endear him even
without bis Greek, a 1859 L. Hunt Bk. Sonnet (1867) I. 66
J he very Iovingness of his nature. 1865 J. Grote Mara/
Ideas via. (1876) 108 That 0iAta or Iovingness which creates,
so to speak, a kindred and brotherhood,

b. Used as a mock title of honour.
a 1636 Lvnde Casefor Spectacles (1638) 91 Instead of the

Emperours name, he assumes the Popes person, savin^
\ our lovingnesse wrote to me.
Lovis, -ys, obs. pi. of Loaf
Lovy, variant of Lovey.
Lovyerfe, obs. form of Lover sbA
Low (1**), sfi.l Also 3-5, 9 lowe, 6 looe, 7

loe. Cf. Law j/5.3 [OE. hhiw, hlxw masc., - OS.
hljo (dat. hiCwe) grave-mound, OlIG. h/eo (MUG.
IS) grave-mound, hill, Goth, klaiw neut., grave
(whence hlat'wasnds pl.,graves) :-OTeut. *h!a?woz-

>

-it- neut. :-pre-Teul. *khiwos-
9 -es-

t
f. root *h/ci-\d

slope : see Lean v. and cf. L. clivus hill.]

1. «Law sb.3 r. arch,
Beowulf {Z.) 1 120 Wand to wolcnum waclfyra ma:st hly.

mi k-nc?^ .
If.

ia«» VRMIN 9205 And illc an lawe and
lllc an hill Shall mbbredd beon and la^hedd. c 1300 Uavclok
1699 po stod hauelok als a lowe Aboven [bo] bat ber-inne
wore. « 1400 50 Alexander 1090 May bou oght, lede
yonder low lift on bi shulder. ^1500 Cov. Corp. Chr
Plays, Shearmen $ Taylors 218 Harke ! J here owre brothur
on the looe

; This ys hys woise. a 1650 Sir Lionell 70 in I

Furmvall Percy Folio I. 78 The Gyant lyes vnder yond low.

VrS K * Hood % Guy of Gisborne xlvi. in Child Ballads
111. 93/2 I hat beheard the sheriffe of Nottingham, As he
leaned vnder a lowe. ^47 Mary Howitt Ballads 66 And
some they brought the brown lint-seed, and flung it down
from the Low. 1901 Speaker 20 Apr. 77/1 The coarse
meadows swell up into rounded or pointed ' lows
2. A burial-mound

; a tumulus. ? Obs.
a xooo Boeth. Metr. x. 43 Hwa wat nu ba:s wisan Welandes

ban, on hwelcum hi htaewa hrusan beccen. 1686 Plot
Staffordsh. 402 A barrow or Low, such as were usually ca^t
up over the bodies of eminent Captains. 1778 En?. Gazet-
teer (ed. 2) s.v. Wiggington, Near this place are certain
Laws, which are reckoned among the Roman Tumuli.
LOW, lowe (1*0, sb.* Chiefly Sc. and north.

Also 3 lo^he, 4I0U, lawhe, lo), 5 logh, (lawe).
[a. ON. loge wk. masc. (Da. hte) = OFris. lo%a
:-OTeut. type */ogon- (tugon-), pre-'l cut. Ittkoh-,
cogn. w. MHG., mod.G. hhe fern. :-OTcut. type
*loh& [luhd) :-pre-Teut. f. wk. grade
of the Aryan root Veuk- : see Leye, and Light sb.)
1. Flame ; a llame, a blaze.
a 1225 Aucr. B. 356 Cherubines sweorde .

.

lohej. ciz$oGen. a> Ex. 643 Abso he3e 3e lowe
oe nod net de dunes on. a 1300 Cursor M.
thoght brennand he sagh a tre Als it wit lou war al vm-laid,
1340 Hami'ole Pr. O/wc.9430 Lowe and reke with stormes
melled. c 1470 Henrv Wallace vm. to54 The rude low rai*

S 1

1,, ^ ??.
wn tha£ hauId

- »S33 Bellenden Livy 1. xvi.
(S. 1. b.) 88 His hede apperit (as It war blesand) in ane rede
low. 1631 A. Craige Pilgr. $ Hermit 8 The Coale that
mee burnes to the bone, will I blow, Though Liver, Lungs,
and Lights, fly vp in a low. 1785 Burns Vision 1. 39 By
my mgle-lowe I saw.. A tight, outlandish Hizzie. 1816
bcorr Bl. Dwarf \\\, The low of the candle, if the wind wad
let u bide steady. 1849 C. BaoNTE Shirley iv, A verse
blazing wi» a blue brimstone low. 1892 R. Kipling Barrack-r.
Ball. etc. 126 For every time 1 raised the lowe That scared
the dusty plain, .. Ill light the land with twain. 1901
Trans. Stirling A'at. Hist. Soc. 5 r The Dead Candle. . . A
blue lowe, moving along slowly about three feet from the
ground.

b. Phrases. {To be, set) m, on a /ozu, in a flame,
on fire ; to f>tit the !<nu lo, to set fire to ; to take a
low, to catch fire.

ci2oo Ormin 16183 All alls itt wa;re all oferr bemm O
Io3he. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 14692 j>e fir,
pe tonder, be brymston hot, Kyndled on lowe, & vp hit smot.
<ri422 Hoccleve Learn to die 703 Whan bat a greet toun
set is on a lowe. a 1384 Montgomery Cherrie $ S/ae 745
Will flattent him, ..An set him in an low. 1722 Ramsay
PAree Bonnets 11. 103 Soon my beard will tak' a low. 1815
bcorr Guy M. x, She la vessel] was . . in a light low. 1826
J. W ilson Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1853 L 130 A .. boy fell off
his chair a in a low, for the discharge had set him on fire.
1865 G. Macdonald A. Forbes vin. 25 Ye wad hae the
hoose m a low aboot oor lugs.

471

UU l_.lt»ni Jt/.J x AKKlvR KiOln.

jj^nerally low.

.oflai{.V^. TZzf b. Rising

owe sal gon, So \(a) — lUS-ttl

5739 Him N17U Siia!. IF

2. spec. a. A light-used by salmon-poachers.
18 14 J Hodgson in J/Raine Mem. (1857) L 146 For

making lows or fish-lights for fishing in the night. 1856
DenJtam Practs (1892) I. 315 This used to be done with a
low and a leister.

b. A light or piece of candle used by miners.
*8i6Jn I. H. H. Holmes Coal Mines Durham, etc. 245.

i86S Trapper's Petit, in Our Coal $ Coalfields 155 'Tis
verydarkand that smalllow You gave me soon will burnaway.
tLow,^.3 Obs. [var. of Lough l.] A lake,

loch, river, water.
1387 (see Lough X

J. 1313 Douglas jGneis xn. Prol. 153
bwannys swouchis throw owt the rysp and redis Our al

t Low, ^.4 sc. Obs. [aphctic f. *a//ow sb. f.Allow v.\ Allowance, permission.
1335 Stewart Cron. Scot. (1858) III. 464 [Helpassithameawa, liut lowe or leif that tyme of ony vSch"

^
L9w (b-i), sbJ> [f. Low ».-*] The action of

lowing; the ordinary sound uttered by an ox or cow
1549 tompL Scot. vi. 39 The nolt maid noyis vitht monvbud lou. 1S09 Shaks. Much Ado v. iv. 48 Bull loue s ?,

ctt£
X

)
am
Sb,C ,0W

* J7* At> Thomson //V;/^r 85 The
cattle from the untasted fields return, And ask with meaningow their wonted stalk ,821 Clark Vill. Minstr. I. „, On
H, J?i

g SO
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SWCet Fa,
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'
(l88^ 36u A comfort-

Low, sl>S> See Look , foot-rotk cattle).LOW (\on)
t
a.anfis6. Forms: 2-3 tah (inflected

lH3e),
?> lah5 h, laih, 3 4 la

3
h, 4 la/h^e, 3 lohe,

louh, 3-4 105(9, 4 loghe, 4-5 louJe, (4 lowh,
loew

3 ) 5 lough, low^e, 3-7 lowe, (Jloe, 7 lo\ 4-
low. Also Sc. and north. 4-6 lawe,^, 7 lau(e, 4-;;
Iauch(t, lawch, 5 lawgh, 6 lewchk 6-9 leuchV
S-9 leugh; see also Laigu. [ Caily ME. hlh

?^ h^~r^ ^ Da - OFris.
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M IIG hvgc flat (early and dial. m xUi. lag\ OK.
with different meaning */#%e in twkrycg (see Lea
a.):-OTeut. Vtvgio- from the root of Lie y.n
A. adj. (Usually the opposite of high.)
I. Literal senses.

L Of small upward extent or growth
; not tall

;

little, short. .Vow rarely of persons, though still
commonly said of stature.

bjS u.^eh and lah, .. de helves l^4
lajc, sid.^

S7
N». S ,7 f

>;

;

//tvxs
A
8° '

ne tonne thHn w«
,lec'!' ^H^o Pa/lad. on Itus/, „,. So4 Makehc.n

L«. treesl lough in clcuis that decline. 1530 Pai sgr
1. .make a thynge so lowe that it I>c lcvcll with the ground e!
,55

cp -rl
",
'-*i'r

t/
u

1,1 ,oM Ke* //lst
'
MSS

- Co»»»- App.
\. 388 I he said John . . ys bound to male . . ther but a loe
gardinge, not plantinye anny great tics. i S93 Siiaks. Lucr.
663 Low-shrubs wither at the Cedars roote. 1607 ToPSiai
Fourf. heasts 1658) 474 It is a little low hearb. 16x0
Shaks. temp iv 1. 25o We shall .. be turn'd . . to apesW ith foreheads \ dlanous low. 1638 Junius Paint. Ancients
245 Low men love to stand on tiptoes. x66o V. Urookf trLe Blanks Trav. 80 'Ilieir cowes are low. and their horns
grow only skin deep. 1724 R. Wodkow Life J. Wodraw
(1828) 55 iMy mother was of a stature rather low than tall
1771 Sir J. Rkvnolds Disc, iv (1876) 348 AgeAilaiis was
low, lame and of a mean appearance. 1827 Disraeli Viv.
Grey\i\. \m. V. 95 Her full voluptuous growth gave you.

.

the impression that she was .somewhat low in stature. 1840M acaulav Hist. Bug. iv. 1. 483 His forehead low as that of
a baboon. 1835 Browsing How it Strikes a Contemporary
102 Who .. stood about the neat low truckle bed. i860 '

I kollope Framley P. II. ix. 183, 1 do rememher the, young
lady,

.
.a dark girl, very low, and without much figure. 1874

Parkkr Goth. Archil. 1. iii. 56 Early Norman buildings were
nerally low.

" ising but little from a surface. Low relief
RELIEF t

; {b) KaS-KKLIKF 2.

tesb. Charac. (1737) 111. 380 The low-relieves,
and ornaments of columns and edifices. 1901 igth Cent.
July 100 The modelling in low-relief of a life-sized bull in
painted terra cotta.

c. Of a woman's dress : Cut so as to leave the
neck exposed. So also low neck.
1857 Trolloi'e Barchester 'P. .\.\xvi. (1858) 209 Tin sorry

you've come in such low dresses, as we are all going
out of doors. 1866 Howells Vcnet. Life xx. 329 Ladies
planted in formal rows of low-necks and white dresses. 1899
Rider II \ggard Swallow iii, A lovely lady in a low dress.

2. Situated not far above the ground or some
other downward limit; not elevated in position,

f Formerly prefixed to names of countries or dis-

tricts, denoting the part near the sea-shore (now
only in the comparative Lower), as Low Germany,
Low Egypt (obs.). Also Low Country. (Cf.

Low Dutch, Low German.)
#

13.. E. E. Allit. P. E. 1761 J>e myst dryues bor? be lyst
of the ly fte, bi the I03 medoes. 1382 Wvclif tsa. xxxiv. 9
Turned shuln ben his stremes in to pich, and his loew5 erthe
in to brunston. c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) Pref. 3 Egipte be
hie and be lawe. c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 6952 He led horn forth
lyuely by a law vale. ^1470 Henrv Wallace x. 622 The
lauch way till Enrawyn thai ryd. 1509 Hawes Past. Pleas.
xxxv. (Percy Soc.) 183 We were glad when ye had forsaken
The lowe vale, a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VHI 259 b, She
was laden with much ordinaunce, and the portes left open,
whiche were very lowe. 1577-87 Holinshed Chron. I. 75/1
All alongst the sea coasts of low Germanic a 1578 Linde-
say^ (Pitscot tie) Chron. Scot. (S. T. S.) II. 38 IThey] draw
thaim selffis to ane leuche place out of the Inglischemenis
sight. 1626 Bacov Sylva § 832 The Raine-Bow consisteth
of a Glomeration of Small Drops, which cannot possibly
fall, but from the Aire, that is very Low. 1653 R. Sanders
Physiogn. 221 The second Cardinal house is the fourth,
called the low heaven. 1707 Chamrerlayne St. Gt. Brit.
111. iii. 274 His lan Earl's] Coronet hath the Pearls raised
upon Points, and Leaves low between. 1744 Berkeley Siris
§ 25 Trees growing in low and shady places do not yield so
good tar. 1796 Coleridge Destiny of Natio?is 19 In this
low world Placed with our backs to bright reality. 1846
M<=Cullocn Acc. Brit. Empire (1854) I. 47 Orfordness, a low
beach running out into the sea.

b. Of a heavenly body: Near the horizon.

LOW.
1676 Walton & Cotton Angler 11. ii. (1875) 228 The sungrows low. 1801 Campbell llohenlinden i On Linden
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la >' the "trodden snovv.'i8u A. Scott Poems B Jam. The moon, leugh i' the wastshone hnght. ,859 Tennyson Enid 598 The third day

'

Made a low splendour in the world. 1889 'Rolf Holme,wood A ohbety under A rms *vi, There was a low moonc Lying dead, or dead and btnkd. Now only
predicative, f Formerly also absoL
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1808 IJyrom (title)1 And wilf ihou weef when fLffi
1826 Scott in Croker Papers 19 .Mar., My head may be low
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Umc come^ l8S2 Tkn.nvsonDeath of If ellmglou iS 1 he last great Englishman is low.

t a. Of Ihc ear :
' Howcd down \ Obs.

\oul*t?e
DeSh

'
Tf 0y 2650 Let yoUr ,ortl!*h,P ]y*tyn with a

e. Of an obeisance : Profound, decn.
a 1548

!

Hall Chron., Edw. ir>zM He toke of hys cappe,and made a low and solempne oheysance. 1596 Shaks. Tain.
.\hr. Induct. 1. 53 Huh a lowe submissiue retierence Say
[eic.]. 1602 2nd

'
Pt. Return fr. famass. II. vi. 947 He

presentlj' clones his cap most solemnly, makes a Iow-leg to
his ladiship. 16^2 L Havwahu tr Kin>,Jr*tr. Biondis Lromcna 157Rising up to make him a low congey, she proceeded. ^Milton P. L. ix. 835. 1887 W. P. Krith Autobiog. I. xix
'37 I am very much obligee! to you making a low bow.

f. /Vionetics. Of a vowel sound: Produced with
the tongue or some part of it in a low position.
1876 Isce High a. 4 b].

g. L'ath.

1898 I\ Manson 'Prop. Diseases xix. 317 Occasionally it
\se. epidemic gangrenous rectitis] may begin higher up— in
the colon. In «his case it is called the 4 high' form ; inThe
other, the low or rectal form.

+ 3. Situated under the level of the earth's sur-
face, far down in the ground

;
deep. Obs. in posi-

tive
; cf. Lower, Lowest.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter x\n 30 He mekis bairn in til be
laue put of hell, c 1440 Promp. Parr. 3,4 1 Low, or lowe,
profundus, c 1470 He.nkv Wallace 11. 157 And ek thar to
lie was 111 presoune law. 1533 Gal Richt I 'ay (,888) 49 Hefir* pasMt dwne to ye law portis of the 2eird. 1718 G
Jacob Compt Sportsman 53 The good Doqs produe'd in
a deep Low-Country, will alwajs excel the good Dogs upon
tlie riains. r

4. Of a liquid: Less in vertical measurement
than the average, or than is usual ; shallow. Hence
of a river, a spring, etc. : Containing or yielding
Kss water than usual. Sec also Low tide, Low
wate it. (Lor low ebb lit. and fig., see Kbb sb.)
c
}tf?

Brotup Pa?7'. 314/j Uwe, or ny the drestis, bassus.
1»RAfTOn Chron. II. 269 The river .. when the flood is

^lw
»JS

l

T
s
„
so low

>
>"* 11 ma>' be passed without all daunger.

1621 I. Williamson tr. Goularfs Wise Vicillard 93 He
compares ohi age to Wine lhai is lowe and almost nothing

hut lees. 1695 WoomvARu Nat. Hist. Earth iv. (1723)
lhe bprings and Risers are very low. 1835 Macaulav Hist.
J'.ng. xu. III. 236 lhe ships were in extreme peril : for the
river was low.

II. Trnnsfeired and figurative senses.

5. Of humble rank, station, position, or estimation.
Not now (in the positive) said of persons exc. in con-

temptuous use (see 7 c) ; but cf. Lower a.
ctzoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 35 Ne was be engel isend ne to

none hese.. men. .ac tolo^e and eoeliche men. c 1203 Lav
686 Nis bar nan swa laih haet [etc.]. 1303 R. Rrukxk t/andl.
.Synnc (L. E. T. S.) 6560 5yf a cursed man hadde cumpany
with one or ouber, logh or hy. 1310 in Wright Lyric P 7-
Pore ant lo3e thou were for ous. 1390 Gower Conf II. no
He hath set al hiscorage.

. Upon a Alaideof low astat. a 1420
Hoccleve De Rcg.Princ. 2805 Al such mayntenance. .Sus-
lened is iiaght by persones lowe. c 1470 Hkkry Wallace iv.
184 King Eduuardis man he was. .OrTrycht law byrth. 1500-
20 Dcsbar Poems xx. 18 Hie vertew may stand in law estait
1531 Latimer Let. to Baynton in Fo.ve A. % M. (1563.)
1324/1 We lowe subiectesare bounde to obey powers and
their ordinaunces. 1687 Settle Ref. Dryden 49 The
lowest Boy in Westminster would have told him that [to he
IJorne] was a pas.sive verb. 1718 Freethinker No. 7 »

8,
I shall subjoin a Matrimonial .Story in Low-Life. 1770
Gcntl. Mag. XL. 426 'J hat the low people never taste flesh
is a proof of their extreme poverty. 1810 Bentham Packing
(1821) 140 One law for gentlemen, another for low people.
1844 Thirlwall Greece Vi II. lxvi. 441 Andriscus, a young
man of low birth,, .had been, .acknowledged as king. 1874
Deutsch Rem. 327 Men low in the social scale.
absol. aizoo Moral Ode 162 per sctilen eueningges bon

be nche and be la?e. c 1275 Lav. 22928 For bar sal be he3e
he efne to ban lowe. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 1. (1590) 17 All
the people of this countrie from high to lowe, is giuen to
ihese sportes of the witle. 1852 Mrs, Stowe Uncle Tom's
C. xyiii, Look at the high and the low, all the world over,
and it's the same story. 1890 Spectator 22 Nov., Having.

.

the benefit of vast experience of the low.

6. Of inferior qualily, character, or style ; want-
ing in elevation, commonplace, mean.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 140 pet so unimete louh binc.schal

drawen into sunne so unimete heih bine, c 1450 tr. De
Imitatione m. Ivi. 133 (cli. -hearting) That man must ?eue
him to lowe workes IL. hnmiliousopcribus] whan hye workes
fallen. 1598 Florio Ep. Ded. r My poore studiesmay in so
lowe a cottage entertaine so high . . dignities. 1665 G.
Havers P. delta Valle's Trav. E. India 91 Which low
School of Reading and Writing, the said Fathers keep for
more convenience ofChildren. 1723 Pope Postscr. toOdyssey
(1840) 389 There is a real beamy in an easy, pure, per-
spicuous description even of a low action. 1743 Firloing
J. Wild u. vii, They passed an hour in a scene of tenderness,
too low and contemptible to be recounted. 1753 Adventurer
No. 39 The low drudgery of collating copies,., or accumulat-
ing compilations. 1835 Macaulav Hist. Ens*, xx. IV. 467
Much parliamentary ability of a low kind. 1856 Kixgrley
Plays <5- Puritans 31 To discriminate between high art- and



LOW.
low art, they must have seen both. 1890 Allhttt's Syst.
Med. VI U. 173 In patients of low type of intelligence.

b. Of literary style, words, expressions, hence of

a writer ; The opposite of sublime
;
undignified.

167a Dryden Def EpiL Ess. (ed. Ker) I. 172 Never did
any author precipitate himself from such height of thought
to so low expressions, as he often does. 1709 Pope Hss.
Crit. 347 And ten low words oft creep in one dull line. 17*5— Postscr. to Odyssey (1840) 389 But whenever the poet is

obliged hy the nature of his subject to descend to the lower
manner of writing, an elevated style would he affected.

1765 in Prw. Lett. Ld. Malmeibnry I. 130 Superior to
Kunkenius . . whose language is rather low. 1779-81 John-
son /.. /'., Prior, Prior is never low, nor very often sublime.

c. Of races of mankind : Inferior in degree of
civilization, little advanced. Of animals or plants,

their type, etc. : Not highly organized.

1859 J. R. Grrrnk Protozoa lntrod. xviii, The lowest form
of animal life with which we are acquainted. 1865 Tylor
Early Hist. Man. iv. 79 Languages spoken by very low
race*. i88t Tynuall Ess. Floating Matter Air 125 Germs
of bacteria and other low organisms.

7. As a term of reprobation or disgust.

a. Tn a moral sense : Abject, base, mean.
1559 Mirr. Map, Mowbray's Banishment xvii, Through

flattery loe, 1 dyd his yll vpboldc. 1666 Pepys Diary
8 Sept., Much, .discourse, .of the low spirits of some rich
men in the City, in sparing any encouragement to the poor
people that wrought for the saving their houses. 1790 H.
Walpole in If'alpotianu clxiv. 75 Low-cunning, self-interest,

and other mean motives. 1799 J. RonKRTSoN Agric, Perth
401 Flattery or fawning or other low arts. 1895 A. F. Warr
in /.aw Times XC1X. 507/1 Whenever a dramatist wished
10 introduce intrigue, chicanery, or other dirty work, his
dramatis person.r included a low attorney.

b. Degraded, dissolute.

1599 in \oth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. iv. 431 [Paid]
to John Wosley for his horse and dragge to be used for the
whippinge of low wooinene, \d.

c. Wanting in decent breeding
; coarse, vulgar

;

not socially ' respectable'.

1759 Dilworth Pope 18 Notwithstanding Mr. Wycherley's
low behaviour to Mr. Pope. 1780 Mad. D'Arblay Diary
May, She has evidently kept low company. 1838 Dickens
Nic/i. Xick. xii, Tilda's friends are low people. 1849
Macaci.ay Hist. Eng. iv. J. 483 A considerable number
of low fanatics .. regarded him as a public benefactor.
1861 R. G. \V 1 lbe rfor

c

k Life S. IVitforforce (1882) III.
i. 27 They [Irish priestsl are generally |ow fellows

—

M c Ha!e is a very coarse low fellow himself. 187a Punch
6 Jan. 5/1 What is there in common between a respectable
shopkeeper who pays rates and a low person who wheels a
barrow ?

8. \\ anting in bodily strength or vigonr
;
poorly

nourished, weak.
1398 Trkvisa Earth. De P. R. jv. iii. (1495) 83 Dryenes^e

makyth the body lene and lowe. 148S Bk. St. A /bans cj,

Sum put hawkvs in mew at high estate, and sum when
thay be right low. 1530 Palsgr. 317/2 Lowe of com-
plexyon, Jieble. 1607 Topsf.ll Foitrf. Beasts (1658) 155
They keep them low and down by subtraction of their
meat. 1684 Lond. Gaz. No. 1912/4 A Plain Black Gelding,
.. low of flesh. 1697 Dryokn Virg. Gcorg. ill. 321 Before
his Training, keep him poor and low. a 1715 Burnet Own
Time (1724) ). 585 He was so low, that it was not probable
be could live many weeks. 1783 H. Watson in Med.
Com/nun. I. 165 She., grew low from loss of appetite. 1802
Mrs. E. Parsons Myst. I'isit II. 62 So low and ill, that she
gladly accepted a small cup of usquebaugh. 1887 Po>r
Nellie (1888) 162 When ) had my severe crisis offVera Cruz,
I was frightfully low at the time. 1899^ llbtttfs Syst. Med.
VIII. ^575 If., the patient is in low condition, an improve-
ment in the diet may be of service.

b. Emot ion ally depressed ; dejected, dispirited,

dull, esp. in phr. low spirits.

1744 Berkeley Siris § 101 Lives which seem hardly
worth living for bad appetite, low spirits, restless nights.

1779 Burke Corr. (1S44} II. 302, I am low and dejected at
times, in a way not to be described. 1822-34 Goods Study
Med. (ed. 4) 111. 49 An undue secietion of melancholia ..

was supposed . . to produce a low or gloomy temperament.
i860 Emily Eijf.n Semi-attached Couple II. 121 Lady
Eskdale was low, and sent off a

j

groom with a bulletin. 1894
Hall Caine Manxman in. xii. 170 She's wake and low
and nervous, so no kissing.

c. Of diet, feeding : Affording little nourishment
or stimulation

;
poor.

a 1 715 Burnet Own Thne (1897) 1. J. 386 These were both
..men of great sobriety, and lived on a constant low diet.
175a Berkeley Th. on Tar-water Wks. 111. 503 Such
low diet as sour milk and potatoes. 1863 Fr. A. Kemrle
Resid. in Georgia 11 1, The general low diet of the slaves.
1886 C. Scorr Sheep- Farming 55 Low Feeding of Sheep.
1897 Allbutfs Syst. Med. III. 367 The patient should be
put on a low diet. 1899 Ibid. VIII. 214 The percentage of
children, .who presented low nutrition.

9. Little a hove the minimum, not high, in

amount or degree of intensity. <

vOftcn with im-
plied reference to position in a graduated scale.)

1390 Gower Gonf I. 34 Right now the hyhe wyndes
blowc, And anon after thei lien lowe. 1715 Cheyne
Philos. Princ. Relig. t. (ed. 2) 321 We see an Image of this
slow and low kind of Life in Swallows, Insects, Vipers (etc].

1736 Butler Anal, lntrod., Such low pre-nmption, often
repeated, will amount even to moral certainty. 1742 Lond.
.y Country Brew. 1. {ed. 4) 72 The Grinding also must he
considered, according to the high or low Drying of the
Malt. 1789 W. Blchan Dom. Med. (1790) 239 The fever
is kept low. and the eruption greatly lessened. 1823 J.
Badcock Dom. A/nusem. 154 When the flour is too fine, the
colour will be low. 1822-34 Goods Study Med. (ed. 4) I.

638 Ix>w or slow Nervous Fever. Ibid. 111. 48 note, 1 fence,
also, the terms high madness and low madness. 1831
Brewster Optics 1\. 83 Muriatic acid has too low a re- 1

472

I Tractive and dispersive power to fit it for [etc! 1840
E. Turners Client, (ed. 7) 1 1. 447 Heating the mixture to low I

redness, i860 Tvnuai.i. Glac. 1. xxii. 151 Friends who
j

visited me always complained of the low temperature of my
room. 1875 Fortnum Majolica xii. 132 Grotesques, .in low
olive tint on a blue ground.

b. of price, rnte, numtars, amounts, etc.
1601 Siiaks. Twel. A'. 1. t. 13 Nought enters there, Of

what validity and pitch so ere, But falles into abatement
and low price Kuen in a minute. 1602 2nd Pt. Returnfr.
Parnass. iv. iii. 1794 If we can intertaine these schollers

j

at a low rate. 1683 Apol. Prot. France il 23 Merchants
subsist by their Credit : if their credit be low, they must
fall. 1691 Locke Lower. Interest Wks. 1727 II. 72 It |the
Exchange] is Low, when he pays less than the Par. 1693
J. Drydkn, jun., in Dryden's Juvenal xiv. (1697) 355 So of
old Was Blood, and Life, at a low-Market sold. 1831 J.

I

T)avies ManualMat. Med. 227 The low price of lime. 1885
I Manch. Exam. 12 Nov. 5/2 Chinese workmen .. work for
low wages.

c. Geog. Of latitude : Denoted hy a low num-

I

ber ; at. a short distance from the equator.
1748 Isee I^ower \\ 1867 Smvth Sailor's \Vordd>k., Lmv

I

Latitudes, those regions far removed from the poles of the
earth towards the equator, io° south or north of it.

d. Of things : Having a low value, price, or
degree of some quality. (Chiefly with the specific

reference expressed or contextually indicated.) :

f Of gold : Not reaching a high standard of fine-

ness. Of a card : Of small numerical value.

1727 A. Hamilton NewAcc. E. hid. I. i. 8 Sena abounds
I in Elephants Teeth and low Gold, of 18 or ig carects Fineness.

1740 Wimble's ListofSnuffs in F. W. Fairholt Tobacco{iSj6i
268-9 Knglish Rappee.. Best Dunkerque Rappee. . Rappee
Bergamot . . Low Rappee. 1798 MonthlyMa?. VI. 236 Horses

I still continue low [sc. in price]. 1835 Ure Philos. Mauuf. 140
I

Hence, by the plan of mixture, much low English wools are
consumed in our cloth manufacture, that would otherwise find

I no market at all. 1885 Proctor H 'hist ii. 33 1 n general a low
card is to be played second hand. 1900 G. Newman Bacteria
(ed. 2) 116 * Low ' yeasts . . sink in the fermenting fluid, act
slowly, and only at the low temperature of 4

0 or 5
0 C.

e. Of condition : Not flourishing or advanced.
1596 Shaks. Merch. V. itt. ii. 319 My Creditors grow

cruell, my estate is very low. 1686 tr. Chardin y
s Trav.

Persia 68 During the weak and low Condition of the Eastern
Emperors. 1844 T. Wright A need. Lit. 23 Of course we
ought to make great allowances for the low state of this

J

branch of philology in Tyrwhitt's time.

10. a. Of or in reference to musical sounds : Pro-
I duced or characterized by relatively slow vibra-

tions; grave.
1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 231 Tho . . haue the

voice atte the l>egynnynge of the worde grete and lowe.
1530 Palsgr 84s/ 1 With a low voyse, a basse voyx. 1597M or ley lntrod. Mus. 166 Songs which are made in the
low key. a 1600 Montgomery: Misc. Poems iii. 14 Sing
sho tua notis, the one is out of tone. As I> acre lau and B

I
moll far abone. 1878 in Grozr's Diet. Mns. I. 27/1 These
I word>| are ' high

]
and ' low the former denoting greater,

the latter less, rapidity of vibration.

b. Of the voice, a sound : Not loud.
c 1440 Promp. Pan: 314/2 Ixtwe, or softe yn voyce,. .sub-

. missus* 1605 Smaks. Lear v. iii. 273 Her voice was euer
soft, Gen tie, and low, an excellent thing in woman. 1724

I

R. Wodkow Life J. Wodrow (1828) 98 His voice was but

I

low and none of the strongest. 1839 Marryat Phant. Ship
xxxviii, A low tap at the door was heard. 1852 Ida PFEtFFKH H

I
Journ. Iceland 172 The explosions are always preceded by
a low rumbling. 1863 Woolner My beautiful Lady 15 Her

j

]

warbling voice, though ever low and mild. 1887 Bowen
1 Virg. sEncid 111. 320 lending her face to the ground, in a

whisper low she replies.

11. Humble in disposition, lowly, meek. Now
rare.

1377 Langi.. P. PI. B. xx. 36 Nede is next hym..as low
as a lombe for lakkyng of that hym nedeth. 1390 Gower
Co/tf. I. 118 Thou most ,. with low herte humblcsce sine.

c 1403 Citckow Night. 3 The god of love . . can make of 1

lowe hertes hye, And of hye lowe. 1426 in Surtees Misc.
(1888) 5 pe law submission of be said John Lyllyng. 1533
Gau Richt Vay (18S8) 50 God hes al tyme hwyd the richt
visdome. .and schawis it to thayme that ar stmpil and law.
a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie^ Cnrou. Scot. (S. T. S.) II. 38
In the meane tyme held thame selffis lewche and quyit. I

1836 Mrs. Drowning Poet's Vow 11. viii, 1 thought.. The
\

teachings of the heaven and earth Did keep us soft and low.

12.%(\Yith allnsion to sense 4.) Of one's pockets,
stock of money or any commodity : Nearly empty
or exhausted. Hence of persons, to be low itt

pockety etc.

1700 S. L. tr. Fryhe's r'oy. E. Ind. 94, I thought it high
time . . to recruit my Pockets, which were now very^ low.
1821 Scott Pirate xxxiv, We have junketed till provisions I

are low with us. Ibid, xxxi, My own [money] was waxing
low. 1894 Hall Caine Manxman 40 And you talk of
Iwing low in your pocket.

13. Of an opinion, estimate : Attributing small
value or poor quality ; depreciatory, disparaging.
Mod. 1 have a very low npinion of his abilities.

14. Of a date: Relatively recent. Chiefly in

eompar. and superl.
Mod. The date assigned by this critic to Ecclesiastes seems

j

to be too low.

15. Said of religions doctrine, as the opposite .of
'

high in various applications (see High a. 15); !

often eollog.-ljow' Ciiuunt.
1854 S. Wilberforce Let. in Life (1881) II. vi. 234 The [

Church of England will seem to be committed to Low i

doctrine, which she does not teach, as to this sacrament. I

1881 Trollops Dr. li'orttc's School t. i, Among them [Low i

Church prelates! there was none more low, more pion*, more
sincere. |

LOW.

III. In complemental use with verbs both Irans.
and inlr. where the complement frequently indi-

cates the result of the action.

16. To bring low : to bring into a low condition,
with respect to health, strength, wealth or outward
circumstances

; also, to bring to the ground. Cf.
low-brought in 23 below.
1387 TkfMsa Iligden (Rolls) V. 277 His son Oece .. -was

byseged at Vork, and JiJ-brou^te lowe IL. hnntiliato\ 1530
Palsgr. 468/1 For all his great bely, this syckenesse hath
brought hym lowe ynoughe. 1535 Coverdale i Sam. ii. 7
The Lordc.bryngeth lowe and exatteth. 1611 Bible Job
xl. 12 Looke on euery one that is proud, and bring him low.
1655 Stanley Hist. Philos. 1. (1701) 16/1 His Father.,
brought his Estate so low, as to want even necessaries.
1756-7 tr. Keyster's Trnv. 11760) I. 360 The nobles of Savoy
have long since been brought low. 1819 StiELLEY Julian
<5- Maddalo 601 Perhaps remorse had brought her low.
absot. 1871 P>. Taylor Faust (1875) II. il iii. 129 At one

quick blow Shoot, and bring low !

17. To lay low : a. To lay flat ; to bring to the
ground, to overthrow in fight, to stretch lifeless,

b. To lay in the ground, to bury. c. in im-
material sense orfig. : To abase, bumble.
a. c 1386 Chaucer Manciple's T. 118 Sbe shal be cleped his

wenche, or his lemman. And. .Men leyn that oon as lowe
as lith bat oother. c 1470 Golagros $ Gaw. 726 Schir
Edmond loissit has bis life, and laid is full law. 1470-85
Malory Arthur xx. xxii, For J wene thys day to laye the
as lowe as thou laydest me. 1667 Milton P. L. 1. 137 The
dire event. . Hath . .all this mighty Host In horrible destruc-
tion laid thus low. 1740 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to
Lady Poinfret 25 Nov., 1 bought a chaise at Rome..; and
had the pleasure of being laid low in it the very second day
after I set out. J791 Burns Lament for Earl Glencairti
ix, O 1 had 1 met the mortal shaft Which laid my benefactor
low I 1815 \V. H. Irelano Scribbleotttania in Whenever
morality hitches the toe, Delinquent with crab-stick shou'd
straight be laid low.

b- 1340 Hampoi e Pr. Consc. 862 When it es in erth layd
lawe, Wormes ban sal it a! to-gnaw. 1595 Shaks. John 11.

i. 164, 1 would that I were low laid in my gTane. 1795
Jemima JL 187 Little did bis now laid low Lordship think
his days were so closely numbered. 1896 A. E. Housman
Shropsh. Lad xxiv, Use me ere they lay me low Where a
man's no use at all.

C. a i2«5 Juliana 62 Ant beo bet heieS ham her leist

ham swifte Jane, a 1425 CursorM. 1649 (Trin.), I shal hem
laye ful lawe J>at sett so litil of myn awe. c J586 C'tkss
Fkmbroke Ps. lx. vi, [God] shall lay our haters low. i6it
KinLK Isa. xiii. ix, I.. will lay low the hautinesse of the
terrible.

18. 7b lie lozo : a. literally. To lie in a low
position or on a low level, deep down

;
also, to

crouch, b. To lie on or in the ground, lie pros-
trate or dead

; Jig. to be humbled, abased. Of an
erection : To be overthrown or broken down, to

lie in fragments, c. Mod, slang. To keep quiet,

remain in hiding ; to bide one's time.
a. c 1250 Death 166 in O. E. Misc. 178 Jhi schald nu in

eorbe liggen ful lobe [Jes. Coll. MS. lowel. 1560 Rolland
Crt. Venus 1. 56 Behind the Bus (Lord) bot I liggit law. 1567
Glide

(J-
Godlie Ball. (S. T. S.) 76 To ly rycht law in till

ane Crib. 1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. i. 40 Beside a bubling
fountaine low she Jay. 1653 H. More/!«//V. Ath. 11. iii.

(1712)49 Whether it might not have laid so low in the Earth
as never to have been reached. 1674 Josselvn Voy. Nrw
Eng. .171 It Jyeth low, by reason whereof it is nuah in-

dammaged by flouds.

b. a 1300 Cursor M. 1649, I sal do bam lij ful lau bat
letes sua Tightly on min an. 1307 Elegy Edw. I ii, Ofwham
that song is that y synge, Ol Edward kyng that lith so
lowe. Ibid, iv, A^eyn the hethene for te fyhte, To wynne
the croiz that lowe lys. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xiv. (Lucas)
80 |>e angel his trumpe sal blav, & ger pame ryse pat lyis

law. 1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love 11. ii. (Skeat) 1. 58 His
auter is broke, and lowe Iylh. 1393 Langl. /'. PI. C. xx.
10 That Lucifcrs lordshup Hgge sholde ful lowe. £1400
Catos Morals 171 in Cursor M. App. iv, Loke bou lere

sum craft, quen bi hap tunris baft, and logh bou lise. 1513
Douglas sEneis x. x. 18 Lo now he liggis law, for al his

feris. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (1858) I. 297 The cast ell

als thai gart it lig full law. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado v. i.

5« 1 f he could but rite himselfe with quarrelling, Some of vs
would lie low. a 1822 Shelley Marg. Nicholson Frag-
ment 12 Monarch thou For whose support this fainting
frame lies low. 1871 R. Ellis tr. Catullus Ixviii. 22 All our
house Hes low mournfully buried in you. 1879 J. D. lxyxc.

sEneid 11. 730 Priam by the sword Lies low.

C. r88o J. C. Harris Uncle Remus ii. (1881)20 De Tar.
Baby, she sot dar, she did, en Brer Fox, he lay low. 1892
Pall Mall G. 11 Mar. 3/1 Mr. N— . . has not really been
dead at all, but only 'lying low' in Canada. 1894 Marg.
Verney Mem. i'ertiey Fatu. JJI. 475 Royalists who had
lain low were showing signs of life. 1901 Scotsman 2 Mar.

9/4 To that end the opposition lay low. .

19. With certain other verbs, the meaning of

which includes the notion *lo make* or 'to be-

come '
; lo 1mm lenv (see Burn v.ic)\ flogo lort;

(a) lo become worsted; (b) lo become exhausted
;

lo run low (see Run).
c 1330 R. Brl n-ne Chron. (1810? 23 J>e Kyng herd bat telle,

bat his side 3ede lowe. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xi. 61 Pouerte
pursued me and put me Towe. 1555 Braoforth in Strype
Eccl. Mem. 111. App. xlv. 131 Other men in lngland whose
stoutnes must be plucked lowe. 1583 Stock er Cm if 'ai res

Lowe C. 111. 117 b, Their victuals went very low. 1768-74
Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) 1. 621 Should 1 chance on some
distant journey to be reduced low in pocket.

IV. In Combination.
20. In concord with sbs. forming combinations

used attributively or quasi-adj., as loiv-blast, -car-

bon, -rasfe
t

-class, -flash, -grade, -grotwd, -hecl
y



LOW,

•life,-neck, -power, -pressure, -tension, -tread, -type,
-warp, etc.

187s Knight Diet. Meeh., *Low-blast Furnace, a metal-
lurgic furnace in which the air of the blast is delivered at
moderate pressure. 1909 Engineering Mac: XIX. 751/-*
Copper and *low-carbon ingot steel. 1894 Pop, Sd
Monthly XLIV. 500 The *low-ca.ste Hindus. 1898 Daily
News n Nov. 5/1 All such *low-class methods. 1894
// estm. Gaz. 25 July 2/3 *Low-flash oils, imported chiefly
from America. 1879 H. Ukokgk Progr. \ Pot', in. vi. (1881)
191 1 1 is not low washes which will cause the working of *low.
grade ore. 1899 JmL R. Agric. Soc. Mar. 133 .Maize flour
of a low-grade quality has taken the place of low-grade
wheaten Hour in the manufacture of boots. 1897 tt'estrn.
Gaz. 1 Sept. 1/3 The high and Mow ground game fauna of
the country. 1712 S rfcRt.K Sped. No. 526 ? 6 Such as appear
discreet by a *low-heel shoe. 1794 Wolcot (P. Pindar) Ode
to For. Soldiers Wks. 1 S 1 2 1 II . 248 Saint Crispin . . The *low-
life Cobler'b Tutelary Saint 1883 K. A xstev Tinted I 'emu
95 The peculiar stave by which a modern low -life Blondel
endeavours to attract notice. 1901 Lady's Realm X
646/2 With the coat and skirt the * low-neck Mouse is
wofully out of place. 1878 Abxkv PAotogr. (1881) 306 The
student is recommended to commence with a comparatively
low-power objective. 1833 N. Aknott Physics (ed. 5) II.

1. 97 The high-pressure or condensed steam, .expands, .until
it becomes "low-pressure steam. 1873 II. Stewart tV/«<V7'
Energy iv. 108 Let us take, for example, the low-pressure
engine. 1897 Altbutt's Syst. Med. IV. 564 Those excep-
tional cases of Bright'* disease, in which a low-pressure pulse
is found. 1898 Ibid. V. 98^ Not infrequently . . the Mow.
tension pulse presents marked fluctuation of the base line.
1885 How ells Silas Lapham (1891) 1. 71 An easy Mow-
tread staircase. 1897 W. C. Hazi.itt Ourselves 122 It is
natural that this Mow-type Realism should be ruled by cir-
cumstances. 1899 Mackail Life Morris II. 46 The Mow-
warp loom be dismissed, as useless for bis purpose.

21. Parasynthetic derivatives in -Ki)2
t unlimited

in number, as low-arched
y -backed, -bodied, -bonghed,

-bowed, -conceited, -conditioned, -crowned, -filleted,

-flighted, -fortuned, -heeled, -levelled, -masted,
-minded(hence low-?nindedness) ^panelled, -priced,
•purposed, -quartered, -rented, -rimmed, -roofed,
-statured, -thonghted, -toned, -tonqued, f -vanilied,
-voiced, -wheeled, -withered, -wilted; low-blooded,
of low blood, race, or descent

; low-necked, (of
a dress) cut low in the neck or bosom.
1821 Joanna Bailme Metr. Leg., LadyG. Baillicx. 7 By

Mow-arched door. 1681 Lond. Gaz. No. 1656/4 A Sorrel
Mare, about 13 hands high,.. a little Mow liack'd. 1827
Lady Morgan O Brims <* O'Ftahertys I V. 60 A low-backed
car is the common vehicle used for the purposes of hus-
bandry. 1839 Times ig Mar., It failed, as Mow-blooded
knavery always does. 1892 K. Reeves Homeward Bound
28 The passing of weak, low-blooded paupers by careless
selectors. 1882 Stevenson New A rub. Nts., Prov. <y Guitar
ii, Leon looked at her, in her Mow-bodied maroon dress. 1824
Miss Mitforo Village Ser. 1. 54 The peacock, .dropping it

[his tail] gracefully from some Mow-houghed tree. 1898 R.
Kipling in Morning Post 5 Nov. 5/3 The Mow-bowed
battleships slugged their bluff noses into the surge. 1824
Hawthorne.^. Felton (1883) 266 The Mow-ceilinged eastern
room where he studied. 1648 Bp. Hall Select Th. § 10
Humble and Mow-conceited of rich endowments. 1632
Massinger Maid of Hon. v. ii, Of. .an abject temper,.,
poore and Mow condition'd. 1600 Rowlands Lett.
Humours Blood v. 72 A little Mow cround Hattehealwayes
weares. 1856 Lever Martins 0/ Cro' M. 141 His., low-
crowned oil-skin hat, and leather gaiters, 1687 Loud. Gaz.
No. 2271/4 Stolen or strayed. . , a Chesnut Gelding. ,,Mow-
Fillited. 1592 Nashe Strang* Ntrwes V 3, The Portugals
and Frenchmens feare will lend your Honors richer orna-
ments, than his Mow-flighted affection (fortunes summer
folower) can frame them. 1627 47 Feltham Resolves 430 The
Mow-fortuned ploughman. 1687 Lond. Gaz. No. 2295/4 A
Roan Gelding about 14 hands, all his paces, Mowlheel'd
before. 1810 Scorr Louty 0/ L. nr. xxvii, The Mow-levell'd
sunbeams, 1696 Philui»s (ed. 5),

*Low-masted, a Ship is said
to be low.masted, or under-inasted.when herM ast istoo smal I,

or too short. 1730-46 Thomson Autumn 188 Giddy fashion
and Mow-minded pride. 1829 Southev Sir T. More (1831)
1 1. 48 Not so much from the Mow.mindedness of individuals,
as from the circumstances wherein they are placed. 1901
Westm. Gaz. 30 July 6/3 A Mow-necked wedding gown.
190* Blackw. Mag. May 653/2 Entering under a Mow-
panelled door, we found ourselves in a long and wide bar. 1722
Ve FozCoLJack (1840) 17 1 He. .falling into some Mow-prized
rogueries afterwards,, .was .. transported. 1842 Bischokf
Woollen Manuf. II. 199 The German cloths are not so well
manufactured as ours, particularly the low-priced cloth,

j

1729 Savage \Vander\r v. 298 Tbe Mow-purpos'd, loud, :

polemic Fray, i860 Reade Cloister <$• H. 111. 59 They
[shoes] were Mow-quartered and square-toed. 180a Trans.
Soc, Arts XX. 348 To live in Mow-rented houses. 1598
Sylvester Dn Bartas it. i. iv. Uandie-Cra/ts 90 The Mow-
rooft broken wals (In stead of Arras) bang with Spiders'
cauls. 1671 Milton/*. R. iv.272 Philosophy . .From Heaven
descended to the low-roofed house Of Socrates. 1635 R.
Johnson Hist. 'Tom a Lincoln (1828) 100 A very Mow-
statured dwarf. 1634 Milton Comus 6 With Mow-thoughted
care Confined. 1847 Tennyson Princess vii. 208 So she Mow-
toned ; while with shut eyes I lay Listening; then look'd.
1871 G. Meredith //. Richmond h, Your dear mother had a
low-toned nervous system. 1606 Shaks. Ant. % CI. in. tii. 15
Didst heare her speake ? Is she shrill tongu'd or Mow ? 1830
rENNvsoN Adeline 51 Doth the low-tongued Orient Wander
from the side of the morn. 1748 Richardson Clarissa
(1811) IV. 86 Your foolish, your Mow-vanity'd Lovelace.
1606 Shaks. Ant. Q CI. hi. iii. 16 Madam, I heard her
speake, sbe is Mow voie'd. 184a Tennyson Talking Oak
110 Sitting straight Within the Mow-wheePd chaise. 1884
St. Stephen's Rev. 28 June 14/2 Saddles . . suited to the
low.witbered Arab horses.

22. In combination with pres. and pa. pples.,

forming ppl. adjs., corresponding to the vbl. phrases
in senses 16-19, as low-laid, -lying, -made.

Vol. VI.
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I c
l6" s»aks. fymb. v. iv. 103 lie content, Your Mow-laide

Sonne, our Godhead will vplift. i8ji Siiellf.v Teariv. 7 Sure

V <

V
,T*F-

In T^S^ °'er thy tow-Wd shrine.
1856 Lever Martms of Cro' M. 611 A mild, soft day, with
low-lying comls. 1567 Golding Ovid's Met. viil (1503)

202 And ducking downe their heads, within the Mow-inadc
wicket came.

23. Special combinations and collocations : low
bailifT (see qnot.) ; low boat U. S. sport, that
which secures the smallest quantity of fish or game

I

{Cent. Diet.); flow-brought ppl. a., reduced to
distress, weakness, or subjection (see sense 16);
low celebration EccL (scequot.); flow-cheered
a., nuld-faccd, having a meek look ; low come-
dian, an actur of low comedy

; low comedy, {a)
comedy in which the subject and treatment border
upon larce

; {b) Theat. slang - low comedian

;

flow-day, any day that is not a Sunday or feast-
day

; Low Dutch a. and sb. (see Dutch A. 1,
K. 1 and 3) ; hence Low-Dutchman (cf. Dutch
3 b); f Low Easterday = Low Scnu.vy; low
embroidery, fermentation (see quots.) ; Low
German a. and sb. (cf. Gkkma.v A. 1 b, V>. 1 1>,

2 b); low grinding - low-milling \ Low Latin
a. and sb. [ = V. bas-latin], late Latin or medieval
Latin

; hence Low-Latiuist, a scholar in Low
Latin

; low mass (see Mass)
; low-milling (see

Milling vbl. sb.); flow-pad cant = Footpad;
flow-parted a., of no great parts or ahilities;

f Low parties //., the Netherlands; low-rope =
slack-rope; low-sail (A ant.) «= easy sail (cf. Lasy
a. 5) ; low tea U. S, a plain tea

; flow Toby (see
quot.)

;
Low Week, the week following Easter

week
; f low-wood = Cofsewood 2 ; low-worm

(see quot.\
,83S "/ Mimic. Corp. Comm. Rep. A pp. in. 1601 [Lan-

caster.] I he Ikuhff of the Commons, sometimes called the
Low ltaihff, is elected at an annual meeting of the free

burgesses from among the commons. 1459 ) 'aston Lett.
No. 331 I. 444 He. .is ryte lone browt, and sore \ve>kid
and feblyd. 1543 Primer Hen. fill DD iv, Ueholde,
how I am lowe brought from the cruel purMicrs. 1506
SiENSKR State Irel. (Globe ed.) 614/2 How comes it

then 10 pass, that having once beene soe lowe brought,,
and throughly subjected, they afterwardes lifted them-"
selves soe strongly agayue ? 1867 Wai.kkk Ritual Reason
If Ay 79 " Low celebration is the administration of the Holy
Communion without the adjuncts of assistant ministers
and choir. 1377 Langl. /'. /'/. K. xix. 25S Crace gaue
Piers a teme, foure gret oxen : pat on was Luke, a large
beste and a Mowe-chered. 1749 \V. R. Cn 1.1 wood Hist.
Stage 82 note, A well-esteem Yl Mow Comedian. 1890
Kakkie My Lady Nicotine Mii. (1901) 43/1 This is the
low comedian Kempe. 1608 Dav Humour out 0/ breath
1. 15 4 b, Attendance sirra, your low Commedie, Cranes
but few Actors, weele breake company. 1671 Drvdem
Fveuing's Love Pref. Fss. (ed. Kerj 1. 135 l ow comedy
especially requires, on the writer's part, much of conversa-
tion with the vulgar, and much of ill nature in the obser-
vation of their follies, c 1750 T. Aston Suppl. to Gibber
12 There being no Rivals in his dry, heavy, downright Way

LOW.

in Low Comedy. 1885 J. K. Jeromk On the Stage 39 Oiv
low comedy, who knew the whole piece by heart, c 1613 T.
Campion To Henry, Ld. CliffordAVks. (1889) 64 The vulgar
"low-days undistinguished, Are left for labour, games, and
sportful sights. 159a Nashe Penilesse 23 b, The Ger-
maines and *lowe Dutch .. should bee continually kept
moyst with the fuggie aire and stinking mistes that arise
out of their fennie soyle. 1764 Hakmer Ohseiit. Pref. 8
ICgmont's and Heyman's Travels.. translated from the Low
Dutch. 1576 Newton Lemnies Complex. (1633) 63 The
Netherlanders, and *lo\v Dutchmen bordering upon the Sea.
1603 Owen Pembrokeshire (1892) 271 The second.. on Ester
Monday.. the third on *Lowe Esterday. 1882 Caulfeild
& Saward Diet. Needlewh., *L,ou> Embroidery. This term
includes all the needlework formed with Satin or other
fancy stitches upon solid foundations, whether worked
upon both sides alike, or slightly raised (not padded? by
run lines from the foundation. 1881 Tvndali. Floating
Matter Air 257 This beer is prepared by what is called
the process of *lo\v fermentation ; the name being given

Eartly because the yeast.. falls to the bottom of the cask;
ut partly also because it is produced at a low tempera-

ture. 1845 S. Austin Rauke's Hist. Re/. 1. 287 The chain-
pion of the modern views,—a "low German, Erasmus of Rot-
terdam. 1887 [see German A. 1 b]. iHS+Bath Herald^-} Dec
6/4 [Flour Alill.] The system in vogue up to a dozen years ago
was *lowgrinding. i&jz\E\Ts>Gro?i>thComm. 159 The Han-
seatic league derives its name from the *Low Latin 1 hansa*.
1673 R. Head Canting Acad. 65 The Ruffler is metamor-
phosed into a *Ix>w-Pad. 1662 Gl-rnall Chr. in Arm.
verse 18. ix. § 2. 577 The heart fmay be] sound and sincere*
where the head is *Iow parted. 1502-9 Henrv VII in J.
Gairdner Lett. Rich.f!f% Hen. VII 449 He [would shew]
unto us mervelous conclusions touching the rule and
[governance] of these *Lo\ve parties. 1697 Drvden Ded.
to sEneis in Ess. (1900) II. 201 This is like Merry Andrew
on the "low rope. 1805 in Nicolas Disfi. Nelson (1846) VII.
134 note, Saw the Enemy to leeward under *low-sail on the
larboard tack. 1883 Howells IVomaris Reason II. xviii.

133 The world . . sent her invitations to little luncheons and
*Iow teas. 1825 Knapp& BALnw. Newgate Cat. 111. 438/1
A "low Toby, meaning it was a footpad robbery. 1884
Catholic Diet. 604 From Holy Saturday till Saturday in

*Low Week. 1684 Scanderbeg Reriiv. v. 115 In the midst
of the Copse or *Low-wood. 1704 Diet. Rust., *Low-worm
is a Disease in HorseSt bardly known from the Anthony-
Fire or the Shingles..'tis a Worm that is bread on the back
of a Horse, .or runs along the Neck to the Brain.

B. Quasi-j^. and sb.

I. The neuter adj. used absol.

1. What is low, a low place, position, or area.

c 1
1 75 Lamb. Horn. 79 Adam ure forme feder bet alihte fiom

nehe tn to lahe. a 1340 Hampolf. Psalter lviii. 10 pou takisme vp
1

fra my laghe in til bi heghe. c 1375 Barbour Bruce
vi. 518 Schir Ameryis rout he saw, That held the playn ay
, r I?''

1484 Caxton 1,(lbles o/Anian xxvi, To thendc
he falleth not from hyhe to lowe. 1597 Hooker Feel Pol
y. xxxviii. 1 Musical harmony . . being but of high and low*
in sounds a due proportionable disposition. 1875 Ekowning
Aristoph. Apol. 5120, I .. Face Low and Wrong and Weak
and all the rest.

t 2. With preps. At, in, on lenv: down low, on
the ground, below, on earth - Alow i. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 11260 On hei be ioi, and pes on lagb.

13.. S.Erkemvolde 147 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881) 260
^uch ft lyche here is, Has layne lokene here one loghe, how
longe is vnknawene. 1340 Aye itb. 119 panne ine ou> 1 e-
c.inne{> pise graces . . ine I03 and ssewefi an he;, a 1400-50
Alexander 3261 Now in leuell, nowe ondoft, nowe in law
xnder. C1460 Tenvneley Myst. xiv. 570 And truly, syr<,
looke that ye trow That othere lord is none at -lowe.

II. As sb,

3. (with a and //.) a. A piece of low-lying
lnnd. b. An area of low barometric pressure."
1790 Trans. Soc. Arts VIII. 92 This Low, as it is called,

traversing the best part of our sailings. 1878 Pop. Sci.
Monthly July 310 These high and low areas, or ' highs ' and
*Iow>,

' as they are technically known, travel.

4. In All-fours: The deuce of trumps, or the
lowest timnp dealt. Karlicr books have 'highest,
lowest \ etc.)

1818 Todd s.v. All-fours, The all-four are high, low, Jack,
and the game. 1830 [see Game sb. S fj. 1897 »» Websier.
IiOW (1<?U\ adv. Forms: 3 lah

ve, 3 5 laj(e,
loV.e >

3-6 lowe, (4 louwe , 4 5 lau, 4-6 Sc. and
north, law e, 4- low. Also Laigh. [ME. laje,
lahe. lo$e, f. the adj.]

1. In a low position
; on or under the ground

;

little above the ground or some base. 7o carry
!ou> ^see Cakiiy 32, 32 c . f To dance Icnv. to
dance lifting the feet hut little from the giound.
Cf. Low a. 18; the adv. and the complementary adj. are

often difficult to distinguish.
a izzs Am r. R. 130 Fieod heie, & holdeo bauh bet heaued

euer lowe. c H30 l/a/i Meid. 5 peos. . wuneo lahe on eoroe.
ri2So Lutfl Soth Sam. 37 in O. E. Misc. 188 Lo^e heo
holdet bore galtin. t 1290 .V. Eng. Leg. 50/131 Him bougie
it was wel vuele i do bat he lai >o lowe here, pat he nere
i-bured in hene stude. 1340 Ha.miole Consc. 3062 When
he ryche man, hat in belle bat laue, Lazar in Abraham
bosom sawe 1423 Jas. 1. A'ingis Q. ciii, Law in the gardyn,
i\gbt tofore my 11 eye. 1535 Stewakt Cnn. Scot. (1858.) II.
288 Tha .. Pas^it ouir \L>k richt lauch ouir Sulwa sand.
<f 1548 Hall Chrou., Edw. IV 233 b, The towne standeth
lo«e, and the Ryver passeth thoiongh. 1753 Cha.mbkks
Cyel. Supp. s. v. Liberty, Care must be taken not to make
the liberty too high, lest it. . make the horr,e carry low. 1782
Ann. Reg. 11. 12 note. Persons of all ranks here [in Naples]
dance very low. a 1800 Cowper Needless Alarm 25 The
spotied pack, With tails high mounted, ear* hung low.

b. jig. Humbly ; in a low condition or rank; 011

poor diet; at a low rate, f To breed (a person)
Icnv. to educate in an inferior way (cf. I.o\v-BREl>).

7 0 play low : to play for stakes of small amount.
<:i374 Chaucer Anel. $ Arc. 95 For in her sight to her

he bare him lowe. a 1400-50 Alexander 1012 Lord, with
?otire leue we lawe 30W be-sechis. 1530 Palsgr. 449/2,
I beare lowe. I behave my selfe humbly, je me humHie.
*593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, iv. vi. 20 That 1 may conquer K01-
tunes spight, By liuiug low, where Fortune cannot hurt me
[etc.]. ibjxEss. Educ. Gentlewom. 3 The Barbarous custom
to breed Women low, is grown general amongst us. 1758
Ci 1 est erf. Let. to Son 5 Sept. (1892) 111. 1234 Live cool
for a time, and rather low. 1832 Ln. Houghton in T. W.
Reid Life \. \22 The doctor here tells me that 1 . .must live
very low while I remain in Rome. 1900 Longm. Mag. Dec.
98 You value youiself too low.

2. To a low point, position, or posture
;
also,

along a low course, in a low direction.
a 1225 St. Marher. 14 pe engles. .be seoo ham lihten swa lah

of so swiSe heh. c 1275 Passion Our Lord 8 in O. E. Misc.
37 He bet is and euer wes in heuene myd his fadere Ful
lowe he alyhte. 13. . £. E. Altit. P. B. 798 Lo}e he loute2
hem to Loth to be grounde. a 1400-50 Alexander 2289
'Mi louely lorde*, quod be lede & law him declines. 1530
Palsgr. 739/2 Stryke lowe, stryke, lachez jusques a terte.

1590 Shaks. Comm. Err. ui. ii. 143 Oh sir, 1 did not looke
so low. 1602 Dekker Saiiro-mastix Epilogus M 2 b, You
my little Swaggerers that fight lowe : my tough hearts of
Oake that stand too't so valliantly. x6t 1 Blble Deut. xxviii.

43 Thou shalt come downe very low. 1667 Milton P. L. 11.

81 With what compulsion and laborious flight Wz sunk thus
low? 1726 Shelvocke l"oy. round World 383 We ought .

.

to.. bream as low as we could to destroy the worm. 1842
Macaulav Lake Regiltus, So answered those strange horse-
men, And each couched low his spear. 1850-6Q W. Holmes
Disappointed Stalesm. 60 Party fights are won by aiming
low. 1871 ' M. Legrand' Cambr. Freshm. 129 The Captaiii
was ' a fellow who smokes his cigars very low \

b. fig. and in figurative contexts. Chan and
low (see Clean adv. 6).

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 15 b, Anone they de-
presse hym as lowe in mysery& wretchednes. 1638 Baker tr.

Balzac's Lett. (vol. II.) 21 When I see the snnne of the great
Cecile let downe his spirits so low as to mine. 1781 Cowper
Expostul. 547 Verse cannot stoop so low as thy desert. 1805
Morn. Chron. in Spirit Pub. Jrnls. (1806) IX. 284 He
never descended so low as to steal pint pots and door-
scrapers. 1871 Freeman Norm. Cong. (1876) IV. xviii, 208
Had the royal power ever fallen as low in England as it

fell in Germany and Italy.

3. With reference to the voice, the wind, etc. :

In a low tone, gently, softly. Also of singing, etc. :

At a low pitch, on low notes. (Cf. Low a. 10.)
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LOW.

e 1300 Jlavelok 2079 Speke y loude, or spek y lowe, J>ou

shalt ful wel heren me. la 1366 Chaucer Rent. Rose 717
Summe highe and summe eek lowe songc. 1390 Gower
Con/. I. 77 Thogh the! [wyndes] beginne lowe, At ende thei

be noght menable. 1601 Shaks. 7W. N. It. iii. 42 O stay

and heare, your true loues coming, That can sing both high
and low. 1662-3 Pepvs Diary 1 Mar., He read his sermon
. . so brokenly and low, that nobody could hear at any dis-

tance. 1713 Addison Cato v. iv. 59 Lucia, speak low, he is

retired to rest. 1776 Trial 0/Nnndocomar 76/2 You say,

the writer read the bond low : was it so low that you could

not hear what was said? 1818 Shelley Rosalind <$• Helen
244 Low muttering o'er hU loathed name. 1853 Kingsley
llypatia xxiv, Now, Wulf, speak low. 1856 Mrs. Marsh
Evelyn Marston I. 1. 9 The wind howls low and mournfully

around the chimneys. Mod. I can't sing so low as that.

4. With reference to time: Far down, or to a

point far down ; Inte.

1658 Sir T. )!rownk Uydriot. Introd. (1736)3 As low as

the Reign of Julian we find, that [etc.]. *7*o Hearne
Collect. (O. H. S.) III. 45 The IK vol. of his Church History
of Britain.. is to come as low as King Charles 1H. 1732
in Wesley's Jrnl. (1830) I. 390 Easter fell low that year.

1734 Swift Reasons apt. Bill Tithe Flax $ Hemp Wks.
1745 VIII. 101 The Clergy had the sole right of taxing
themselves, .as low as the restoration. 1774 Warton Hist.

Eng. Poetry (1840) H. 108 This alliterative measure., re-

mained in use so low as the sixteenth century. 1845
Stephen Comm. Laws Eng. (1874) I. 64 These reached as
low as the time of Pope Alexander the third.

5. Comb. Forming with ppl. adjs. used attrib.

numerous quasi-compounds, usually hyphened ; as

low-bell<nving, -bended, -bowed, -built, etc. Also

f low-cast, (of a valley) deep; low-ebbed, lit. of

waves, having ebbed to a low point; fflg. of
persons, c

at a low ebb impoverished.
1727-46 Thomson Summer 505 A hollow moan ..Mow-

bellowing; round the hills. 1597 lip. Hall Sat. 11. iii. 27
The crowching Client, with *low-bended knee..Tels on his

tale. 1633 Foro Broken 11. 111. v, With *low-bent thoughts
Accusing such presumption. 1726-46 Thomson Winter
77 The low-bent clouds Pour flood on flood. 1872 A. oe
Vere Leg. St. Patrick, Arraignm. St. P., Ceasing, he
stood *Low-howed, with hands upon his bosom crossed.

1592 Nashe Summers Last Will (1600) Ijb, This *lowe
built house, will bring vs to our ends. 1691 Loud. Gas,
No. 2625/4 Also a low-built Watch with a String, the
llox Gilt. 1697 Crkecii tr. Mauitins iv. 33 But hotter
Climates narrower Frames obtain, And low-built Bodie-i

are the growth of Spain. 1843 James Forest Days (1847) 6<j

It was, in fact, a large, though low.built house. 1613 16
W. Browne Brit. fast. it. v, A Mow-cast valley. 1613 K.
Louche DoT'e B, The *Iow-coucht Seas. 1757 Dyer Fleets
iv. 591 Proud Buenos Aires, low-couched Paraguay. 1667
Milton /'. L. ix. 180 Like a black mist Mow creeping. 18 18

Keats Ettdynt. 1. 257 how-creeping strawberries. 1601
Siiaks. Jul. C. 111. i 43 *Low-crooked-cur(sies, and b^e
Spaniell fawning. 1593 — Lucr. 1705 May my pure
mind with the fowle act dispence, My Mow declined honor
to aduance ? 1625 Milton Death Fair Infant 32 Hid from
the world in a Mow delved tomb. 1728-46 Thomson Spring
720 Her pinions . . Muw-drooping,scarce Can bear the mourner
to the poplar shade. 1735 Somerville Chase 1. 251 Strait

Hams.. And his Mow-dropping Chest confess his Speed.
1601 ? Marston Past?nit <y Rath. 11. 1 19 Why, this same boy's

.. A Mow-eb'd gallant. 1820 Keats Hyperion u. 136 When
the waves l^ow-ebb'd still hid it up in shallow gloom. 1830
Tennyson Poems 99 Keen knowledges of Mow-embowed
eld. 1633 Ford Love's Sacr.x, iii, Let thy smooth, *Low«
fawning parasites renowne thy Act. 1830 Tennyson Mcr-
maid 32, I would fling on each side my 'low-flowing locks.

1864 — Aylmer's F. 612 A breathless hurthenof Mow-folded
heavens. 1883 Harper's Mag. Oct. 726/2 He is Mow-goi ig,

and a wide-goer behind. 1877 Raymond Statist. Mines <y

Mining 326 Masses of Mow-growing plants. 1876 Geo. Eliot
Dan. Der. 1 I . xxx. 246 The Mow-hanging clouds. 1700 Dry*
den Pal. <y A rc. if 1. 863 Like a *low-hung cloud. 1902 Q. Rev.
Oct. 484 The low-hung narrow-windowed mansion in Butcher
Row. 1377 Lancl. PI. B. xii. 265 'J o Mowe-lybbyng men
ihe larke is resembled. 1672 Dryden Maiden Queen v. i,

You teach me to repent my Mow-placed love. 17*7 De Fok
Syst. Magic I. ii. 11840)43 The Mow-prized learning of the
magicians answered very well. 1599 Siiaks. Hen. V

y
iv.

Prol. 19 The. .ouer-Iustie French Doe the Mow-rated Eng-
lish play at dice. 1895 Thomson & Thomas Electr. Tab.

«V Mem. 15 A Mow-reading voltmeter. 1826 Milman A.
Boteytt 162 Ha ! thou Mow-rolling doubling drum— I

hear thee ! 1634 Milton Cotnus 315 Ere morrow wake,
or the Mow roosted lark From her lhateb't pallat row.se.

<zi6i3 Overhury Charact., Taylor Wks. (1856) 78 He.,
raiseth the Mow set roofe of his crosse-legged fortune. 2854
Mrs. Gaskell North <y S. x, Some trivial, Mow-spokcn
remark. 1615G. Sandys Trav.99 SlowNile with Mow-sunke
streames shall keepe his braies. 1691 Norris Pratt. Disc.

13 This low-sunk, wretched and deplorable Degeneracy of
Soul. 1742 Young Nt. Pit. in. 507 Slender tributes Mow-
tax'd Nature pays For mighty gain. 1820 Shelley Vision
Sea 12 The Mow-trailing rack of the tempest.

b. With agent-nouns or nouns of action, as low-

flyer\ low living, f -lying, + -riding.

1708 Mrs. Centlivre Busie Body 1. L 14 For then we are
all thought to be .. High-Flyers, or *Low-Flyers, or Level-
lers. 1896 A lib 1 It's Syst. Med. L 386 The claims made for

their several methods by those who have enjoined high-
living, Mow-livingj * vegetarianism *. 1691 T. H[ale] Ace.
New Invent, p. lxii, The Mow-lying of the Head-springs of
. .this River. 1599 Jas. I B at*. ±<opot> in. 121 Use..Mowe-
ryding for handling of your sworde.

c. In comb, with another adv., as low-de^p.

1595 Daniel Civ. Wars 1. xcvii, Pry Into the lowe-deepe-
buried sinnes long past, a 1649 Drumm. of Hawtii. Poems
Wks. (1711) 25 He. .will not deny you grace, But low deep
bury faults, so ye repent.

Low (1<? 11

) , vX Obs. exc. dial. Forms: 3 Or?n.

la^herm, 3-6 lowerj, 4103011, -37, 4-6 Sc. and
north. law(e(n, (5 lou, lou^e, lowyn), 5- low.
pa.pple. 3 i-lahet, 4 y-lojed, lawene. [f. Low a.]
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I 1. trans. To make or bring low (chiefly in im-
material sense) ; to abase, humble, lower.
c X2O0 Ormin 13965 Whi wollde Godess Snne Crist . .himm

sellfcnn lajhenn. Ibid. 18257 Forrbi bej^ wollde nn nibbrenn
Crist &la3henn himm be mare. 11230Hal7 Moid. 28 Haneren
nawt ihurt, bah ha weren ilahet. c 1315 Shoreiiam Poems iv.

154 pench bou nart bote esche, And so J'ou loje be. 1375 Bar-
I
hour Bruce xm. 658 Quhen the Kyng Eduardis mycht Wes

1 lawit, Kyng Robert lap on hicht. 138a Wvclif Phil. ii. 7 He
, lowyde him silf, takynge the foorme of a seruant. a 1400-50

j

Alexander 3293 J>at he bat lawene has a lede may lyft, if

j

him thinke. 1422 tr. Secreta Secret Priv. Priv. 245 The
j

sonne louyth hym fro oure regionn. 0449 Pecock AV/r.
111. iv. 302 He schnlde louje him silf in inward feeling of
herte. C1470 Henrvson Ator. Fak\. (Pari. Beasts) xxi,
The grit cameill .. 1 can him law als litill als ane mous.
1496 Dives <y Pan/. (W. de W.) 1. xv. 47/2 The prayer of
hym that loweth hym in his prayer thyrleth the clowdes.
1523 FiTZiiERa. Sitrv. xi. (1539) 26 High no man for no hate,
and lowe no man for noo loue. 1533 Gau Richt Vay (18S8)

91 He lawit hime selff and twik apone hime ye schaip of
f man. a 1555 Lyndesay Tragedy 140 Who dois exault hym-

I

self God sail hym law. 1567 Gude <y Godtic Ball. \S. T. S.)

190 The Ignorant peple sa lawit bene and febill, That thay

I

wat nocht q.uhome to wyte. 1661 Glanvill Van. Dogm.
101 [God] in his Word, is pleas'd to low himself to our
capacities. 1790 A. Shirrkfs Poems 219 The merry fowks
that were the ben, I3y this time 'gan to low their strain,

b. inlr. for refl.

13.. R. Alt's. 5746 The Sonne loweth and west belt. 1390
Gower Con/. III. 295 Now it [Fortune] hiheth, now it

loweth. c 1430 Hymns Virg. 120 Euery hylle Shalle lowe,
valcys For to Fylle. 150X Douglas Pal. Hon. 1. 55 Now
thow promittis,. .now lowis, now defyis.

2. a. trans. To diminish, lessen j to lessen the

value of (a coin) ; to depreciate, b. rejl. To de-

preciate (oneself) ; to run down. c. inlr. for refl.

Of a fault : To be extenuated.

1340 Ayenb. 28 J>ct guode los toabatye and hyre gnodes to
lo3y. Ibid. 40 pis zenne an-he^eb and lo^eb be be stat of be
persones bet nit dob. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints L (Rateriue)
167 Catone forbad his sowne . .To law hyme-self or lofgretely.

1494 Fabvan Citron, vii. 493 He areryd & lowyd y coynes
& moneys of his lande. 1793 T. Scott Three Auld Men,
Poems 338 To lawe their price they will be sorry, Ae single

doit.

3. trans. To lower, to hold or put in a lower

position ; to lower the level of (ground).
c 1450 Merlin 397 Than he lowed his spere. 1463 Bury Wills

(Camden) 39 To lowe y* grownd that the dore may be of

a resonnable heyghte. 1654 A. Gray Serm. on Death (1755)
151 The other graces must low the sail to faith.

Low (h?u )> v.- Obs. exc. dial. Also 5 lowyn,
law, 9 lowe. [a. OX. loga, f. loge Low sb.2 Cf.

MHG. /o/ien ] inlr. To flame, blaze, glow \flg. to

glow, be 'on fire* with passion, etc. Also with up.

13.. Gatv. ft Gr. Rut. 236 Grener .. l>en grene aumayl on
golde lowande hry3ter. a 1400-50 Alexander 226 pe lede
lawid in hire lofe as leme dose of gledis. ai^oSir Degrev.
1436 Arcangelus of rede golde . . Lowynge ful ly^th. c 1440
J'romp. Patv. 315/1 Lowyn, or flamyn as fyyr, Jlammo.
1697 W. Clelasd Poems 34 When slocks that are half
rotten lowes, They burn best. 1724 Ramsay Tea I. Misc.
(1733) I. 25 Dryest wood will eithest low. a 1758 — Mill
i, A' lowing with love, my fancy did rove, a 1810 Tan*
nahill When John <V me u>erc married Poems (1846) 116
And love will lowe in cottage low, As weel's in lofty ha'.

1827 J. Wilson Noct. Atubr. Wks. 1855 I. 278 North. Look
at your right hand.. .Shepherd. Its a lowin. 2870 E. Pka-
cock Rat/ Shirt. I. 197 Each individual brick shone and
1 lowed 'with the intense heat. 1893 Stevenson Catriona
362 It lowed up in my mind that this was the girl's father.

1894 Crockett Raiders (ed. 3) 66 Transferring the flame
when it lowed up to the bowl of his . . pipe.

tliOW, Obs. Forms: 4 lu, loouwe, 4-5
lowe, 0 -7 low. [Partly a. OF. /otter, her (mod.F.
loner) i-i* lattdare; partly aphetic f. Allow v.

Some of the forms coincide with northern spellings

of Lovk v£, which has yome of the senses of this

vb., and may sometimes have been confused with it.

For the mod. vulgarism 'low for atloiu, see Allow v.]

1. trans. = Allow v. in various senses.

13. . Cursor M. 20034 (Edin.) pu mi willc me al wil lu [other
texts aloul 1382 Wyclik IVisa. iii. 6As brent sacririse of ost
he loouwede them [Vnlg. accepit eos\ c 1400 Rom. Rose 4532
A foolis word is nought to trowe, Ne worth an appel for to
lowe. C1440 Gesta Rom. Mv. 187 (Harl. MS.) The knyjt
hadde noon Excusacion, ne wolde not lowe himselfe. 1587

j

Tlrberv. Trag. T. (1837) 139 He lowde him scope, without
suspect of ill. 1609 Daniel CVsv. Wars vw. Ixvi, l^east they
[her looks] should 'low More then her heart might meane.
2. inlr. To bid a price. (Cf. Love v.-)

1607 Nordfn Snrv. Dial. 1. o note, Tenants strtuing in

lowing and bidding, inhanceth fines and rents.

Low (1<*0, vA Forms ; 1 hlowan, 3 lhouen,

4 lo(o)wen, louwen, 5 lawe, loe, lowyn, 6
i lo(o)we, 7 lough, lowgh, 4- low. [A Com.
Teut. reduplicating str. vb. (preserved as stich only
in OE. ; elsewhere conjugated weak) ; OE. hlowan

>

pa. t. >$#0W = ODu. (OLFrankish) hluoicn (MDu.
!

loeyen, Du. loeien), OHG. hlitojen (MUG. lite/en),

? ON. hlSa (once, with sense *to roar') ; f. Teut. root

*hld- W. Aryan *kla- ; cf. L. elamare to shout,

Gr. tci/cKYjff/cfiV to call.]

1. inlr. Of cattle : To utter their characteristic

sound (tn recent use apprehended as denoting a

more subdued sound than bclloiv); to moo.
ciooo ^Elfric Gram. xxii. (Z.) 129 Bos tungit, oxa hlewft.

c 1240 Anc. Songs (Ritson) 4 Awe bleteb after lomb lhoub
I after calue cu. 13. . Poem titties Edw. 11 133 in Pol. Songs
1 (Camden) 332 Hit nis noht al for the calf that kow louweth.

LOWBELL,

f

138a Wvclif yob vl 5 Whethir . . an oxe shul loowen, whan
befor the fnlle cracche he shal stonde ? « 1400-50 A lexatuicr

I 4744 Vinquile he noys. .as a nox quen he lawes. 1432-50 tr.

Higdcn (Rolls) III. 27 Oon of the calfes of golde that lhero-
boam made loede scharpely in the natiuite of Heliseus.
1560 P»ible Genev.) Job vt. 5 Doeth the wilde asse braye
when he hathc grasse ? or loweth the oxe when he hathe
foddre? 161 1 Birle Ibid. 1647 Waro Simp. Cobler 84
Should I heare . . a Cat lowgh like an Oxe,. . it would scare
mee. 1770 Goldsm. Des. Vilt. 118 The sober herd that
lowed to meet their young. 1805 Wqrdsw. Prelude 20S
The heifer lows, uneasy at the voice Of a new master. 1820
Shelley Hymn to Mrrcnryxix. 7 Hermes dragged forth
two heifers, lowing loud. 1897 tr. Nanscu's Farthest North
II. ix. 452 We. .could hear theinfwalrmes]. .lowing likecows.

2. trans/. To make a loud noise, to bellow, howl.
: Of a cavern : To reverberate with a noise.

a 1000 Elcne 54 (Gr.) Hleowon hornboran, hreopan friccan.

1382 Wyclif Jer. Ii. 52 In al his lond loowen shal the
woundid. 1513 Douglas /Eneis m. x. 36 How cavernis or
fumysofEthna round Rummist and lowit. <ii66i Holv-
day Juvenal 22 No she-priest here lows in a horn.

3. trans. To utter in a voice like that of cattle

;

to bellowforth.
a 1547 Surrey SEneid 11. 281 Like to the sonnd the roring

bull fourth loowis. 1633 J. Fisher Fuimus Troes w. i.

Gj b, Which Caucasus may as a Catch repeate, And Taurus
lough the same. 1644 Sir E. Dering Prop. Sao: ciii.

Others do lough forth the tenour. 1871 G. Meredith //.

Richmondxxxviii, * Oh I thank you !
* I heard the garlanded

victim lowing. 1876 'Annie^ Thomas' Blotted out iii. 27,

I
I shudder under the conviction that she is going to low
reproof at me, and so she does.

Low, obs. pa. t. of Laugh v.

t Lo'Wable, a. Obs. [ad. K. louable L. laitda-

bilis Laudable. (Perhaps partly confused with

j

Lovable 2
.)] Permissible, desirable, commendable.

1393 L.ANGL. P. PI. C. vi. 103 Ich rede be . . rape be to

hy-gynne J>e lyf bat ys lowable and lee I to be soule. 1483
Caxton Gold. L.rg. 249/2 Thyrdly for the lowable clystry-

bucion of the tresours that he gaf alle to poure men wysely.

1538 J. Bitlar Let. to Crantner'mC.'s Misc. IPtit. iParker
Socj II. 373, I have declared to the prior that his third

Article is not lowable. 1545 Ravnolu Byrth Mankyndc
Prol. Bvj, Honest and hekhsum decoration 8: clendlynes,
alwaies most lowable and commendable in a woman. 1639
Chas. I Declar. Tumults Sc. 63 According to the lowable
lawes and constitutions received in this Realm.

1" ItOWage. Obs. rare. In 6 lowaige. [? ad. F.

lonage hiring.] Some kind of charge on shipping.

1531 Charter/arty in R. G. Marsden Set. PI. Crt. Adm.
(1894) 37 All stowage lowaige wyndage pety lodmanage and
averages acustomyd shalbe taken.

Lowan, variant of Lown.
IiOWance (lcnrans). Now dial, [aphetic f.

Allowance.] A limited portion of food or drink or

its equivalent in money given in addition to wages.
£-1565 R. Raker in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 141 Our lowance

waxt so small . . it waxed lesse and lesse. 1612 Rowlands
Rnaue ofHarts 36 You drinke too deepe, Your lowance you
exceed. 1846 M. A. Richardson Borderer's Tnble-bk. VI.

199 (E. D. D.) besides their lowance. 1881 Ci'ssans Hist,
ltertfordsh. III. Cashio 320 Beaver, lunch ; in the harvest
field, when supplied by the master, sometimes called 'low»

ance.

t Lowbell, low-bell, sb. Obs. Also 6 lowe-
bell, 6-7 low*bel, 7 logh-bell, loobel, loubel(l.

[? f. Low a. + Bell.
On the assumption that sense 7 is the original, the word

has generally been referred to Low sb.-; cf. Phillips (ed.

Kersey 1706), ' Luff or Lough, a Light or Flame, to Fowl
1

with a l^ow-bell '. Hut h is difficult to see how sense 1 can
be a transferred application of sense 2, while the reverse
development would be quite normal.]

1. A small bell, esp. a cow-bell or sheep-bell

;

jocularly, a bell generally.

1578 G. Best in Haklnyt's Voy. (1600) 111. 59 The cap.
! taine .. knowing wel how they greatly delighted in our

;

toyes, and specially in belles, he rang a prety lowbell,

I making signcs that he would gtue him the same that would
come and fetch it. [Afterwards: he rang a louder bell.]

I

1598 Florio, Satnpogna, . . a bell hanged about sheepe or
goates, a lowe-bell. a 1625 Fletcher Woman's Prize 1. iii,

I

i'eace gentle low.bell.
#
a 1634 Randolph Muse's Looking'

gl. m. 1, Tie get a high crown 'd hat with five Low-bcls.
1661 Morgan Sf>h. Gentry iv. iii. 33 Two cowes.. with
coders and lowbells. 1664 Cotton Scarron. 66 In a pretty
wooden steeple A Low-Bell hung to call the people.

2. A bell used in fowling at night.
The process of fowling with * low-bell and hand-net * is

elaboratelydescribed in Diet.Rustict/m ctUrbanicnm ( 1 704 ).

The birds are to be stupefied with terror by the noise of the
bell and the sudden glare from lights contained in a tin-lined

box serving as a dark lantern; when they are thus rendered
motionless, the net is to be thrown over them. '

1581 Act 23 Eiiz. c. 10 § 6 Others, which . . take any Par-
tridges or Feasaunts by night vnder any Tramel, Lowbell,
Roadenete or other Engyn. 1589 Rider Bibl. Sehol., A

' Lowebell to catch birdes with all in the night, catnpimila.
1607 Hieron Defence 1. 2x0 But belike M. H. thought,
that the word accursed, would sound both lowder and
fowler, and so amaze men (as a loobel doth Larks) till

he threw his nett upon them. 1661 Boyle Style of
Script. 27 Some he catches . . with frights (as Black-bircfs

with . . a Low-Bell). 1707 Chambeklayxe St. Gt. Brit.
III. vii. 313 The Nobiliiy and Gentry have their.. Guns
for Birdmg, Lowbells [etc.], 1709 YV. King Art Love 1.

47 The fowler's low-bell robs the lark of sleep. 1792 Os-
baldistone Brit. Sportsitt. 445 The sound of the low-bell

causes the birds to He close, and not to stir when the net is

over them. 1821 Sporting Mag. IX. 11 Hays, nets, low.
bells, hare-pipes.

fig- l653 Milton Hirelings (1659) 132 Now commonly
he who desires to be a minister, looks not at the work,
but at the wages ; and by that lure or lonbel may be toald
from parish to parish all the town over.



LOWBELL.
Low bell, v. Now only dial. [f. prec]
f 1 trans a. To capture (birds) by the use of a

low-bell. b. trans/. To scare or bewilder as the
lowbeller does birds. Obs.
1581 Lambardk Eircn. iv. iv. (, 588) 444 If any person

whatsoever, have taken any Phesants or Partriches .. bylowbellmgor travelling. ,641 Broken Title Episcop. Inhel.
§ 2 A muster of a few Exoticke obsolete Saxon termes to
Low-bell his Ignorant Examiner. 1651 R. Child in Hart,
lib s Legacy (1655) 9« Larks, .may he taken in snares, or by
dav-iiets, Lx>w.hellin g> &c. 1660 H. More Myst. Godt. ToRdr 23 Weak Christians. .are so low-belled by this terror
as to be taken up and captivated by the Church of Rome.
Ibid. 24 1 1 hey] do not low-bell men into their own errour
by either uncharitable censurings or bloudy persecutions
2. dial. To greet with 'rough music* (i.e. beat-

ing of pols and kettles, blowing of horns, etc.) as
an expression of popular disapprobation.
Current in Northants, Warwickshire, and Worcestershire-

see L. D. D.
Hence Lowbeller, f (a) one who uses a lowbell

in fowling {oh.) ; (b) dial, one who joins in Mow-
belling ' an unpopular person.
1581 Act 83 c. 10 § 6 This acte shal not..e.\tende to

libellers, Iramellers or others, which shall vnwillingly
happen to take any Partridges. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey',
Lcav-hcltcr, one that goes a Fowling with a Light and a Bell!
IjOWDie, obs. form of Looby.
Low -born, a. [f. Low adv. + Born ///, a.]
1. Born in a low station.
c 1205 Lav. 22041 Ne beo he noht swa loh iboren, ful wel he

beo3 llKj^en. 1611 Shaks. Wint. T. iv. iv. 156 This is the
prettiest l.ow-borne Lasse, that eucr Ran on the greene-
sord. [1732 Pope Ep. Bathurst 138 Corruption . .Shall deluge
all

; and Av rice, creeping on, Spread like a low-born mist,
and blot the Sun.] 1849 Macaulay Hist. En?, x. 1 1. 657 The
fact that the low born young barrister was appointed to so
honorable and important a post.

2. As sh A low-born person, nonce-use.
1879 E. Arnold Lt. Asia vn. 202 Wrapped in a clout, shorn,

sandalled, craving food Of low-borns.

Low-boy.
fl. One who supports the Mow' party in matters

of church polity, etc., in opposition to the * high-
flyers' or 'high-boys' ; a Whig and low-churchman.
1715 Mrs. Centlivre Gotham Election 70 No Fire and

r "ggot ; no Wooden Shoes ; no Trade-Sellers ; a Low How
a Low How [sic]. Ibid. 72 That rascally, cheating, canting
Low lioy.

2. U. S. A low chest of drawers.
1899 Home Beautiful (Chicago) Aug. 140 Antique ma-

hogany chair and low-boy.

Low-bred, a. [f. Low adv. + Bked ///. a.

;

cf. \to breed low (Low adv. 1 b).] Brought up in
a low, inferior, vulgar fashion

; characterized by
low breeding, conduct, or manners.
1?

c*7, pARRICK Liltipnt 1. ii. 39 I,et low-bred Mind* be
curbd by Laws and Rules. 1775 Shkrioan Duenna 1. ii,
I don't mention your lowbred, vulgar, sound sleep. 1847 JWilson Chr. North (1857) I. 138 Like other low-bred crea-
tures, they are covered with vermin. 1848 Kikualky Sal/its'
Prag. 111. iii. 169 She'll wed some pink-faced boy—The
more low.bred and penniless, the likelier.

Low-browed, a. [f. I,ow<z. + Browj&i + -ed2.]
L Of persons : Having a low brow (see Brow sb.l

3 5)-
1868 Browning Ritigty Bk. vr. 669 A low-browed verger

sidled up. 1899 Crockett Kit Kennedy 305 Dick always
had with him now a low-browed, smartly-dressed man.
Jig* 1863 I. Williams Baptistery 1. viii. (1874)91 When
low.brow'd cares our mighty yearnings balk.

2. trans/. Of rocks: Beetling. Of a building,
doorway, etc.: Having a low entrance; hence,
dark, gloomy. The prevailing sense, app. due to
Milton's use of the word.
1634 MiltonVAllegro 8 There under, .low-brow'd Rocks,

.
.
In dark Cimmerian desert ever dwell. 1717 Poi-k Eloisa

244 Low-browed rocks hang nodding o'er the deep. 1810
oCott Lady of L. vi. xii, They halted by a low-brow'd
porch. 1824 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 1. 263 The pic-
turesque, lowbrowed, irregular cottage. 1889 D. C Murray
Danger. Catspaw 20 He paused before a sombre low-
browed little shop.

Lowbye, Lowce, obs. forms of Looby, Louse.
Low Church, a. and sb. [app. deduced from
Low Churchman (see next) and used attrib. as in
Low Church party, and then substantively.]
A. adj. or attrib, phrase. Of. belonging to, or

characteristic of Low Churchmen (see next), their
principles or practice.
1710 m Select, fr. //art. Misc. (1793^ 566 That occasioned

the queen to change the low-church ministry. 1711 Swift
hxamincrXo. 43 p 4 To exalt the king's supremacy beyond
all precedent, was luw-church, Whiggish, and M oderate. 1714
-7 Pres. St. Affairs Wks. i7S5 II. 1. 218 Secure in the affec-
tions, the principles and the professions of the low-church
party. 1867 Trollofe Chron. Barset II. Ixvii. 250 One
lady connected with low-church clergymen, .was named as
a probable successor.

B. sb. [orig. short for Low Church party, Low
Church principles.'] The party or the principles
of Low Churchmen (see next).
170Z Charac. Church-Man 15 Having the Imputation of

Fanaticism and Low-Church fixt upon them. 1715 Mrs. Cent-
1.1ivrh Gotham Election Wks. 1760 111. 171 Friendly [dressed
like a frenchman J. .Ifdese plaguey Low-Church getde Day,—dey vill make it Treason for any one to send der Children
to France. liegar. 1751 Earl Orrery Remarks Swift (1752)
24 fhe chief ministers of that Queen [ Anne], whether dis-
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ry
Ai ™°?UT?F6 and Pro™ted. 1888C.A. Lane A 0tes Eng. fit. Htst. i 1 . vr. xxvii. » ,. 21 , High

&pVH*ChUrCh agre6d in d—* "
Hence Low-Chirrchism, Low-Church princi-

ples, doctrine, or practice.

^t^^^JS& 60 The" gradalions

Low Churchman. [Cf. High Churchman.]A member of the Church of England holding
opinions which give^a low place to the authority
and claims of the episcopate and priesthood, to
the inherent grace of the sacraments, and to matters
of ecclesiastical organization, and thus differ rela-
tively little from the opinions held by Protestant
Nonconformists.

«.3
h? te

.u
m

' inveiUed as an antithesw to High Churchman,
*as m the early part of the ,8th c. used as equivalent
to I Ai iTUDiNARiAN. Afterwards it fell into disuse, but was
revived in the 19th c, when the designation Hitfi Church-

\L
a
,v a .

obta",ed » new currency as applied to those who
nclined to the theology and ritual of pre-kefo. .nation
tunes, in this later use, Low Churchman has for the most
part been viewed as equivalent to Evangelical, and ha•

1 r " , . * iu ^va^i-.i.ical, ana lias
rarely been apphed to members of the liroad Church School.

r*t
7a*un tc

:
Church-Man ,8 He is for shewing the LowUmrch Men m their own proper Colours. 1703 Dk For

Mtort. Way Peace Misc. 46 3 We have had it Printed, with
an Assurance I have wondred at, That the moderate
J
embers of the Church of Kngland, call'd Low Church

Men, are worse than the Dissenters. 1708 PhenLx II. Pref. 1

1

It shows the first rise of that party which were afterwards
called Latitudinanans, and are at this day our 'Low-
Churchmen'. 1710 H. lii.nFOKO find. Ch. Eng. 132 He
is known to be so wretched a low Churchman, as to dispute
all the Articles of the Christian Faith, a 1715 Burnet Own
lime (17341ill. 347 All [of the clergy] that treated the Dis-
senters with temper and moderation .. were called Low
Churchmen. 1845 Hi-. Wu.bkkforck in A. R. Ashwell Life
(1879) I. 314 I.iking as your prominent subject. . Baptismal
Regeneration, and its side against Low Churchmen.
Hence Low-Chii'rchmanisnx = Low- Churchism.
1829 [see HlGH-CtlfRCH.MANlSAl],

Low-country.
1. A region or district whose level is lower than

that of the surrounding country.
1530 Palscr. 241/1 Lowe eountree,//,i//W.r.
attrib. 1837 J. R. M'Ct'LLOCH Statist. Ace, Brit. Empire

II. 54 The webs manufactured in Noith Wales are. .strong,
or high country, cloth, and small, or low country, ditto.
1886Stevenson Kidnapped \t-Xow Low-country bodies have
no clear idea of what's right and wrong. 1899 West. Gaz.
14 Apr. 3/2 On a low-country shooting, which has no house
attached to it, a bag of mixed game generally costs at least
live shillings a head.

2. //. Low Countries, the district now forming
the kingdoms of Holland and Belgium, and the
grand-duchy of Luxembourg. = Netherlands.
[a 1548 Hall Citron., Hen. I'll 32 b, To all the cytyes of

the Gaule Belgiipie or lowe countrey.j ^1548 Ibid., Hen.
> III 136 The lowe countreis, of Hrabant, T'launders, and
Zealande. 1592 Nasim: P. J'euilcsse 21 b, It would not
couuert clubs and clowied shoone from the Mesh pots of
Kgipt, to the Prouant of the Lowe countrejes. 1656-9 li.

Harris Parhuil's Iron Age 43 The war was hot in the
Low-Countries. 1858 Longf. M. Staudish, etc. Pref., The
career of poor but daring spirits in the age of Elizabeth
was often sought in the Low Countries. 1887 ,M. Morris
Claverhouse v. (1888) 80 He had served his apprenticeship
to the trade of war in the Low Countries.

b. allrib., quasi-rtc^'. Belonging to the Low
Countries. In 17th c. often of soldiers: Having
served in the Low Countries.
1625 Hacon Ess.. Seditious (Arb.) 407 The T.ow-Countrey-

Meu, who haue the best Mints, aboue ground, in the World.
1678 Hl'tlkk Hud. 111. i. 1440 lint I have sent him for a
Token To your Low-Countrey Hogen Mogen. 1889C0RUKI r
Monk ii. 15 The plain Low Country officer. 1889 Doyle
MU alt Clarke 34 Baggy low-country knee-breeches,

Lowd^e, obs. foim of Loud.
Lowder (l/?dor). Sc. and north, [a. OX. hiSr

(Norw. htder, /nr).] a. The stand or foundation
on which a mill rests, b. (Short for loivdcr-lrce,

which is also in use.) A wooden lever or hand-
spoke used for lifting the millstones; any long,

stout rough stick (Eng. Dial. Diet.).

a 1585 Montgomkuie Flytlug w. Pohvart 98, I promise
thee heere to thy chafts ill cheir, Except thou goe leir to
Iicke at the lowder. a 1706 in J. Watson Collect. Scot.
Poems 1. 44 He.. Ran to the Mill and fetcht the Lowder,
Wherewith he hit her on the Shou'der.

Low down, a. and adv. [f. Low a. and
adz'. + Down adv.] a. Used as a more emphatic
synonym for the adj. in predicative use, and for

the adv. (Written as two words.) b. in attribu-

tive use; chielly U. S., degraded, abject. (Written

with hyphen.)
a. 1548 Elyot Dict.y Dcmissus, humble, lowe downe. 1689

Locke Civ. Govt. tt. v. § 38 (1694) 194 In that part of the
World which was first inhabited,, .even as low down as
Abrahams time, they wandred with their Flocks and their

Herds.. freely up and down, a 1860 J. A. Alexander Gosp.

Jesus Chr. xv.(1&61) 201 They put the date ofM essiah \sadvent
too low down. 1870 Kingslky in Gd. Words 205/2 To see

Sirius,..not,as in our dog-days, low down on the,horizon,but
riding high in heaven. 1890 L. C. D'Oyle Notches 20 They
had played it rather low down on the preacher.

b. 1881 C ble Mad Delphbtc, etc. 104 It was sx> much

LOWER.
f better than he could

[
have expected from his « low-down •

relative. x88e Dady Tel^ June, Lucas effected a beautifullow-down catch. 1888 Egcleston Graysous xviii. ,97 Herarchaic speech was perhaps a shade better than the 'low-down language of Broad Run. 1897 Mary Kingslfy W
Africa 158 1 here is another low-down pigeon domesticated
at Talagonga. 190! ScribneSs Mag. XXIX. 484/1 Everylow.down Neapolitan ice-creamer in the town.
Hence Low-downer U.S., a 1

poor while' of the
southern States.

1871 Dk Verb Americanisms (1872) 45 [Given as the desig-
nation current in North Carolina].

.
!883 Stevenson Sit.verado ±q 131

1^
hey are at least known by a generic by-

word, as Poor Whites or Low-downers.
3

Lowe, obs. f. Low a., Lough 2
;
obs. pa. t. of

Laugh v.
;

obs_. pa. t. and pa. pple. of Lie v*
Lbweite (ld-vapit). Min. [Named, 1846, by

Haidinger after A. Lowe of Vienna.] Sulphate of
magnesium and sodium occurring in yellowish
crystalline masses.

1

l8
u
S,°

D
oi*'

A 6 ?8 Lfiweite is a saline mineral from
I sch 1 . 1885 Em t \s Miu. 278.

t Lo-wer, sb. Obs. \< orms : 4-5 lower(e, 6
looer. [ad.. OF. /outer reward.] Reward, guer-
don, recompense.
6-1330 ArtA.* Met l. 372 (Kolbing) pu.ch ous pou art in

'".g0
c"

er
-V?

lf C

?
US 110W lower ! a *4<»-5o Alexander

5368 Ser, if bou lessen my life na lowere bou Wynnes. ri4soMerlin 59 A knyght axed his body when he was deed vpon
theseide crosse, and it was graunted hym of Pilate in lower
of his servyst

1843) II. 415 Ihoughe Christ be the doer, They force not of
h- looer, I hey sett therby no stoore.hi

Lower (Woj), a. (sb.) and od%. Forms: 3
la3ghere, lah(e)re, lah5hre, 4 lagher, law i)er,
logher,5lougher,lon5er.lowyr,^.]avar,-war.
4, 7 Sc. lauer, 4- lower, [f. Low <z. + -kk':?.]

A. rt^.The comparative of Low a.

1. As an ordinary comparative (capable of being
followed by than) : see the senses of Low a.

.

tf

/r
I

I
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KMIN 2664 ^ohh wnhS ^ho m'cele lahre, pann ure
affd« Marje wass. Ibid. 3746 Lasse bann hiss enngell, ^
lal^hre inoh. c 1230 Halt Meid. 36 H wa-se, of engel, Iihteo
to iwurSen lahre. ben a beast .. loki hu ha spede ! a 1300
Cursor M. 9467 Sua hei na-thing was euer wroght, pat.
moght Fall dun in to lagher [Gott. latter] state. 1375 ]JAR-
uour Bruce 1. 58 Thai said, successioun of Kyngrik Was
nocht to lawer fey* lik. 1435 Misyn Eire of Love it. i.

69 Qwen tha ar far la war. 1450-80 tr. Seercta Secret
39 l)f whiche lougher men in degre mowe leme gret
. .doctryne. c 1460 For tkscle Abs. $ Lint. Men. w (1885)
1 4 5 What lower man was ber.sytinge in bat con nsell, bat [etc ].

01560 A. Scott Poems (S.T.S.) x.xvi. 40 They wald with
nobill men be nemnut, Syne laittandly to lawar leinde 1667
Milton L. iv. 76 And in the lowest deep a lower deep Still
threatning to devour me opens wide. 1671 — Samson 1246
Stalking with less unconsci'nahle strides, And lower looks
1740 Lu. Baltimore in Geutt. Mag. X. -^6 The Estimate of
the Navy, .is lower.. than that which was laid before us the
last Session. 1774 T. Hutchinson Diary 7 Oct., The people
of Norfolk are generally of a lower size, and very few tall.
1839 Veowell And. Brit. Ch. vii. (18471 73 It seems dif-
ficult to place their origin at a lower period than the
apostolic age. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. iii. I. 294 A sm.-ill
boJy of grenadier dragoons, who came from a low er class and
received lower pay. 1862 Trolloi-e Orley F. I. xxxii. 254
Hush-sh-hh. For heaven's sake, Mr. Mason, do be a little
lower. x868 Joynso.n Metals 1 15 'J 'he solder, of course, has
a much lower fusion point than the metals to be joined.
1873 Princess Alice in Mem. 26 July (1884) 308, 1 feel
lower and sadder than ever. 1895 Zancwill Master it. ii.

139 Try and keep that lower in tone.
absol. 1869 T. Martinea C Ess. II. 186 Can the lower

create the higher? 1885 Tennyson Lockstey H. 60 Yrs.
after 124 So the Higher wields the Lower, while the Lower
is the Higher.

2. Used in contradistinction to Upper or Higher,
as the specific designation of an object, a class or
group of objects, a part or parts of some whole
(with reference either lo local situation or to rank,
dignity, or place in classification); occas. in par-
titive concord (-'the lower part of), esp. in
geographical names.
1590 Sir J.Smyth Disc. Weapons Proeme 16 All higher and

lower Officers of Armies under the Generall. 1606 Shaks.
Ant. «r CI. in. vi. 10 Lower Syria. x6n Biblk Gen. vi. 16
With lower, second, and third stories shalt thou make it.

1631 Massincer Belecve as you list 11. ii, This is the bodye
of Antiochus, Kinge of the lower Asia. 1667 Milton P, L.
v. 410 Both contain Within them every lower facuitie
Of sense. 1702 J. Plrcell Cholick (1714) 3 The outward
Muscles and Skins of the Lower- Belly. 173© A. Gordon
Maffets Amphith. 131 In the lower Ages the Legend on
Medals did not often allude to a particular Fact. 1758
J. S. Lc Dran's Obscrv. Surg. (1771) 42 The Corner of the
Lower- Lip.

^
1783 Durke East India Bill Wks. IV. 72 The

lower sort in the camp it seems could not be restrained.
1831 R. Knox Cloouci's Aunt. 101 The Lower Wall or
the Floor of the Orbit is nearly plain. 1840 Macaulay
Ess., Von Rapike (1843) lit. 220 Merchants from the Lower
Danube. 1869 Hoctell Arms <y Arm. x. 193 The sleeves
of the hauberk sometimes were cut short about the middle
of the lower arm. 1873 Dawson Earth

<f
Man iii. 36 The

Huronian or Lower Cambrian. Ibid. iv. 56 The Lower
Silurian is the Upper Cambrian of Sedgwick. 1873 Helps
Anim. $ Mast, u (1875) 5 The treatment of the lower
animals by man. 1883 Harper's Mag. Aug. 448/2 Strong
lower-sail winds. 1889 Pollock, etc. Fencing it (Badm.
Libr.) 43 There are four lines in fencing ; two upper and
two^ lower. 1898 F. T. Hullen Cruise Cachalot iii. (1900) 23
An immense fourfold tackle from the main lowermast-head.

b. Phrase, f To have the lower hand: to have
lost the sii]>eriorily ; to be second best off.



LOWER.
1693 Mem. Count Teekely in. 72 When they have once 1

the lower-hand,.. they no longer distinguish what they do.

3. quasi-j£. + a. One lower ; an inferior. Obs.
eizoo Ormin 10739 Wbase la^hef?^ himm Binebenn his

lah}hrc. 1340 Aycnb. 175 J)e ainnc is grattcr. .ine ane prelat

banne ine ane lojer. c 1400 AjoL Loll. 104 pei are vnfeibful

to ber souereyns, vneuyn to per lowar. £1450 tr. De Imita-
tion? itt. xxi. 89 Whebir he suffre of his prelate or of his

pierc, or of his lower.

ft). The lower part or parts ^(something). Obs.
a 1340 Ham pole Psalter lxii. 9 Into pe lavgher of be earth.

4. Special collocations : lower-boy, a boy in the

lower school (see below) ; lower-case Printing
(see Case sbfi 9); also altrib.; lower chamber
= lower-house \ lower classes, those below the

middle rank in society ; lower criticism, verbal

or textual criticism (cf. higher criticism, s.v. Criti-

cism 2 b) ; lower critio, one who is occupied with
lower criticism ; lower deck, the deck immediately
over the hold, orig. only of a ship with two decks

;

also altrib. ; Lower Empire [ - F. bas empire],

the later Roman Empire (formerly, in numismatic
use, from the reign of Gallienus ; now usually,

from the reign of Constantine, or some still later

epoch) ; lower fourth, fifth, etc., the lower divi-

sion of the fourth, fifth, etc. form in a public school

;

also aItriO. ; lower house, the inferior branch of

.1 legislature consisting of two houses ; also of the

convocation of the Church of England; lower
f order or orders — lower classes ; lower school,
in public schools, usually the forms below the

fifth ; also attrib.
; [the or this) lower world, earth

as opposed to heaven or the heavenly bodies.

1844 Disraeli Coniugsby I. i.,viii. 02 The *lower boy or
fai;, a>ked his master whether he had further need of him.
1857 (». A. Lawrence Guy Livingstone i. 1 A mob of two
hundred lower boys. 1683 Moxom Mech. Exerc, Printing
\iv. r 1 The Stem, and other Fat Stroaks of *Lower-Case
Roman. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) VI I. 383 '-z The letters of
the lower case. 1890 Morris in MackailZ^/l' (1899) II. 251
The frpe is getting on : I have alt the lower-case letters (26).

i83s Lowe Bismarck \. 293 The *Lower Chamber would
not yield an inch to the Crown and the Upper House.
177a (the *lower classes of the people , 1806 (the lower
class) [see Class sb. 2]. 1849 Thirlwall Rem. III. 346
Kflforts to elevate the intellectual condition of the lower
classes. 1897 Rendel Harris in Contcmp. Rev. Sept. 342
Resch is not merely a ' *Iower critic' busied with readings
of the existing Gospels. Ibid., The Lower Criticism of the
New Testament. 3709 Lond. Gaz. No. 4521/2 We fired,

with the utmost Vigour, ..part of our Lower-deck Gun*.
1758 J. Blake Plan Mar. Syst. 2 The ports of the said

lower deck to be grated on the inside. 1790 Beatson Nav.
<fr

Mil. Mem. 246 The lower-deck ports were then opened.
1900 Westm. Gaz. 12 Apr. 4/3 Lieutenant, .is the highest step

to which a lower-deck rating can attain. 1797 Encycl. Brit.

(ed. 3) VI. 573/2 {Empire) The *lower empire comprehends
near 1200 years, reckoning [from 260] down to the destruc-

tion of Constantinople in 1453. 1857 Hughes Pom Broivn
1. viii, The driving of this Mower-fourth must have been
grievous work, lb/a*., He and the other lower-fourth boys.

, 579 Fulke Heskins' Pari. 50 He .
.
place th him in the *lower

house. 1760-72 H. Brooke Fool ofQual. (1809) IV. 49 Ex-
ultation was heard through nil the lower house. 1852 Br.

Wilberforce Let. in R.G. Wilberforcc Z,^(i88t> 1 1, iv. 140
Suppose that .. the Lower House [of Convocation] elected

another [Prolocutor]. 1862 Acts Massach. 254 Lower House.
1869 Rogers Hist. Gleanings Ser. 1. 23 Ultimately, however,
the Lower House [Commons] conceded the demands of the

Upper. 1712 (the lower Order of Britons), 1749 [see Ordkk
sb. 2] 1796 G. M. Woodward Eccent. E.xcurs. 14 The ad-
joining skittle-ground is filled with people of the lower order
(according to fashionable denomination). 1822 Cobbett
Weekly Reg. 27 Apr. 196, 1 will make your Aristocratic inso-

lence bend before the superior mind of the ' Lower Orders '.

1857 T. Hughes Tom Brown 1. v, There's nothing like can-
dour for a *lower«school boy. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II, in. ii.

38 The Globe that lights the *lower World, a 1599 Spenser
Mutability s\. 14 Mean-while the lower World . .wasdarkned
tiuite. 1675 South Stmt. (1823) 1. 301 All the light and
influence that the heavens bestow upon this lower world.

5. Comb, Forming comparatives to the combina-
tions of Low a. (sec Low a. IV).
1622 H. Sydenham Serm. Sol. Occ. it. (1637) 25 Appre-

hensions lower-roofed. i8st Kingsley Yeastxm. 242 Smaller,
clumsier, lower-brained, and weaker-jawed than their elders.

B. adv. The comparative of Low adv., q. v.

Lower down : the comparative of Low down.
a 1548 Hall Chron., Ediv. /K209 The kynges shyp. .de-

scended lower, before a towne in Holland. 1570 Satir.
Poems Reform, xiii. 10 Quha that wald the mater vnder-
stand, He man Iuke lawer. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. iv. i. 120
She her selfe is hit lower, a 1600 Montgomery Misc.
Poems xlviii. 143 Come no lauer. a 1635 Naunton Eragm.
Reg. (Arb.) 20 No Prince living.. descended lower in pre-

senting her person to the publique view. 1641 J. Jackson I

Trite Evang. T. 11. 122 Let us continue on the story down
lower still. 1648 Fairfax, etc. Remonstrance 17 Then he
fell to play lower. 1715 Leoni PalladiVs Archil. (1742) I.

80 How it was performed, we shall teach lower in this Book.

173 1 P. Shaw Three Ess. A rtif. Pkilos. 62 A viscous clammy
.. Mixture, scarce at all disposed to ferment, before 'tis Jet

down lower with Water. 1771 Junius Lett. liv. 288 The
lower they are degraded, .the more submissively they must
depend upon his favour. 1782 Cowper Truth 170 Vour
portion is with them,—nay, never frown, But, if you please,

some fathoms lower down. 1838-9 Hali.am Lit. Europe \\.

i. § 48 Wc find not a few editions . . :—Cicero de Officiis .

.

'553 \ Virgil, 1570 ; ..Horace and Juvenal, 1574. It is need-
less to proceed lower, when they become more frequent.

1878 Huxley Physiogr.64 Still farther north [the snow line]

reaches yet lower.
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Lower v. Also 7 loor, loui*, lowre.
|

[f. Lower a.]

1. trans. To cause or allow to descend, to let

down gradually (e. g. a boat, a drawbridge, a thing

or person suspended from above) ; to haul down
(a sail, a flag). Also with away (Naut.), down.
1659 D. V%\xjmpr. Sea 611 Being almost at my desired I

Port, I will strike and lower down my Fore- top-sail. 1669
Sturmy Mariners Mag. 1. 17 Loure the Yard, and furl the
Sail. 1695 Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth iv. 198 The Water
.. sustains these Particles, .till.. its motion begins to remit,

. .when by degrees it lowers them. 1762-9 Falconer Shipztr.
it. 384 Now down the mast the yard they lower away. 1795
Southey Joan 0/'Arcs ti. 548 The foe advance to meet us.

.

look 1 they lower The bridge ! 1821 Scott Pirate xxxvi, The
sloop immediately lowered a boat. 1874 Green Short Jlist.
viii. § 9. 562 A summons from Blake to lower the Dutch flag

was met by the Dutch admiral .. with a broadside. 1894
Weymam My Lady Rotha xiv. 151 My lady.. waved adieu
to him, and he lowered his great plumed hat to his stirrup.

1895 Manch. Guard. 14 Oct. 5/6 The workmen have to be
lowered by ropes down the face of the cliff.

b. absot. (Ar
aut.)

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (i78o\ Loiver handsomely t

and lower chcerly I are opposed to each other, the former
being the order to lower gradually, and the latter to lower
expeditiously. 1842 Barham Ingot. Leg. Ser. ti. Smuggler's
Leap, Now lower away, come lower away ! We must be
far ere the dawn of the day. 1898 F. T. Bullen Cruise
Cachalot iii. (1900) 21 We lowered and left the ship.

c. trans. To make lower, diminish the height of.

1858 Lardner Hand-bk. Nat. Phil., Hydrostatics etc. 33
The water escapes, .until the level of C has been lowered
to that of B. 1870 F. K. Wilson C/i. Lindisf. 103 The bell-

cot.. had been lowered to the porch.

d. Wood-engraving. To remove by cutting or

scraping, or to depress (the surface of a block).

1839 Chatto Wood Engraving ix. (1861) 586 The part

which appears white in A [should be] lowered out. 1849
Chambers s Inform. II. 723/1 If lowered, the designs will

require to be re-sketched on the wood.

2. intr. To descend, sink (alsoJig.) ; fto cower,

crouch (obs.). Often with dozen. Also Naitt. of

a yard : To admit of being let clown.

1606 Shaks. Ant. CI. I. ii. 129 The present pleasure,

By reuolution lowring, does become The opposite of it selfe.

1680 Hickeringill Meroz Wks. 1716 I. 240 For the Crown
to Veil and Lower to the Stool of Repentance, Oh abomin-
able and Vile ! 1720 T. Gordon Humourist I. 92 The brute
Bart of the Creation are affected by the Turns of Weather ;

(he Deer, we say, runs to Covert, the Bird lowers. 1727
Philip Quarll (18 16) 38 The main yard could not lower.

1799 t. Robertson Agric. Perth 323 When snow is falling.,

the shepherds drive iheir flocks. .round the top of a hill in

a circle, to keep them from lowring and being smothered.
1806 H. Siodons Maid, Wife, <y Wido7o I. 146, I imme-
diately lowered down and hid myself among some shrubs.

1852 Dickens Bleak Ho. i, Smoke lowering down from
chimney-pots.

b. To slope downwards.
1813 Southey Nelson II. 104 To the north of Helsinburg

the shores are steep and rocky; they lower to the south.

1875 Lvkll Princ. Gcol. I. 11. x.w. 638 The top of the

escarpment where it lowers towards Otiajano.

fc. trans. To descend (a hill). Obs.

1780 A. Vot'NG Tour /ret. I. 133 Lowering the hill the

scenery is yet more agreeable.

3. a. trans. To diminish in amount, price, pro-

portion, etc. b. intr. To become lower in price.

a. 1690 Child Disc. 'Trade Pref. (A) 7 b, Some People. ,

may.. not know it is fur their Advantage to lower their

Interest. 1729 Swn- r Intelligencer No. 19 P 5 The Value
of Guineas was lowered in England from 21* Cxi. to only
2i*. 1765 Blackstonk Comm. I. 172 The value of money
is very considerably lowered since the bishop wrote. 1827

Byron Age 0/ Bronze xiv, Did the tyrant, .lower wheat?
1833 Ht. Martineau Manch. Strike 1.3, 1 suppose your
wages are lowered. 1886 Earl Si'ENcer Speech at Leeds

3 May, They lowered the rents.

b. 1697 First Cent. Hist. Springfield (1899) II. 347 Soe
soon as that grain vizt Indian Corne lowers ofthe abovesaid
price .. then [etc.]. 1823 Examiner 448/2 Meat will lower
in price. 1891 Daily Neivs 13 June 5/5 Poultry is gradu-
ally lowering in price.

4. To make lower in quality or degree ; to lessen

the intensity or elevation of.

1780 Mad. D'Arblay Diary 6 Dec, My illness, .alone

never yet lowered my spirits as they are now lowered. 1818

Jas. Mill Brit. India II. v. vii. 623 The Mahratta govern-
ment., might have been induced to lower its tpne. 1834
Lister Anne Grey x.xvi. 11. 115 Lowering his voice so that

she alone could hear, i860 Tyndall Glac. t. vi. 46 The
light of both is lowered in thesame proportion. 1887 Rls-
k i n Prxterita 1 1 . 193 In washing, the Chiaroscuro is lowered
from the high lights.. to themiddlc tones. 1899 Allbntfs
Syst. Med. VI 1. 629 Another time-honoured fashion of lower,
ing intracranial tension is by purgatives.

fb. To reduce the strength or quality of (a

liquid, the air) ; to dilute with (water, etc.). Obs.
1731B. Shaw Three Ess. Artif. Philos. 145 This Art of

purifying Arracs with Milk, were tolerable, if they did not,

at the same time, lower them with Water also. 1753 Cham-
bers Cycl. Sttpp., Lowering a sample [of spirits] to tne proof
strength. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI. 8 June, Milk . .lowered
with hot water. 1793 Bkddoes Lett. Danvin 39 It would
be more advantageous to lower the atmospheric air with
hydrogene than with azotic air. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias 11.

i. r s [She made] him take a good draught of wine, a little

lowered at proper intervals. 1844 Dickens Mart. Cliuz. ix,

Wot du you go a lowerin' the table-beer for then ?

c. Musi To depress in pitch, to llatten.

1889 E. Prout Harmony (ed. to) xvii. §448 If we take
the second inversion of a chord ofthe t>evenih . . and lower

LOWEST.
the bass note a chromatic semitone, we shall obtain a new
combination.

d. intr. To become lower in intensity.
1818 Scorr Hrt. Midi, vii, The lurid light, which had

filled the apartment, lowered and died away.
5. trans. To bring down in rank, station, or

estimation ; to degrade, dishonour. Const, to.

1771 Junius Lett. liv. 282 His letter has lowered him in
my opinion. 1774 J. Bryant Mythol. 11. 65 The history of
Persius had been greatly misapplied and lowered, by being
inserted among the fables of Greece. 1827 Lytton Pelham
iv, In marriage a man lowers a woman to his o\vn rank.
1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. vi. II. 75 What had passed
must have had the effect of raising his own Church in his
esteem, and of lowering the Church of England. 1859
Tennyson Enid 347 Turn, Fortune, turn thy wheel and
lower the proud. 1882 Jean Watson Life A. Thomson iii.

44 Lowering his character as a minister of the Gospel,

b. intr. for reji.

1842 Tennyson Locksley Hall 45 Thou shall lower to his
levd day by day.

6. trans. To bring down to a lower position on
a graduated scale.

i860 Tyndall CY*?*:. 11. xxi. 344 To lower the melting point
of the Montanvert ice. 1871 B. Stewart Heat § 98 It is

possible to lower the freezing point by various means.
Lower : see Loin v. ; obs. form of Louvkk.
Lowerable (l^srab'l), a. [f. Lower v. +

-able.] Capable of being lowered.
1889 H. M. Doughty Eriesland Meres 230 Top-masts

lowerable under bridges.

Lowerd, Lowere, obs. ft of Loud, Louveu.
Lowered {\ou aid), ///. a. [f. Lowkr v. +

-ED 1
.] In various senses of the vb. In Her., of

an ordinary: Abased 2.

1707 E. Smith Phsedrus $ Hip*. 111. 31 The suppliant
Nations, .with lower'd Sails Confess the Ocean's Queen.
1826 Scott Jrnl. 8 June, The affectionate care that used
to be ready, with lowered voice and stealthy pace, to smooth
the pillow. 1828-40 Berry hlncyct. Herald. I, Lowered.
1839 Cha ito Wood Engraving ix. (1861^614 When lowered
blocks are printed at a common press, it is necessary that
[etc.]. 1847 Gloss. Heraldry, Loweted', sec Abased, i860
Geo. Eliot Mill on Floss III. 167 A great tear fell from
under her lowered eyelids. 1869 E. A. Barkks Pract. Hy-
giene (ed. 3) 63 A general lowered state of health among the
population. 1877 Swekt Handbk. Phonetics 12 The interme-
diate heights are distinguished as 'lowered 1 and 'raised',

thus the 'lowered high-front* has a position below the
' high-front '.

Lowerer (l<?»or3i). [f. Lowek v. + -er 1
.]

One who or something which lowers.
1890 Sweet Primer Phonetics 15 Intermediate positions

between the nine cardinal ones are marked by diacritics :

J- ' raiser '. ~r ' lowerer 1
. . -{ -p ' backward lowerer '.

Lowering ^l<?u
,

3rirj\ vbi. sb. ff. Lower v. +
-iXo L] The action of Lower v. in various senses.

1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag. 1. 16 Such indifferent things

as .. hoising, looring, and the like. 1671 F. PutLLirs Reg.
Necess. 15 A striking or louring of Sail by the Ships of other
Nations. 1753 Chambers Cyct. Supp., LanH-riug. .the de-
basing of the strength of any spirituous liquor oy mixing
water with it. 1868 Lockyer Guillemin's Heavens (ed. 3)

193 The lowering of the temperature in February and May.
1890 * Rolf Boldrewood ' Col. Reformer (iS^i) 171 A con*

tinuous course of baiting, lowering and hauling up. 1899
Allbutfs Syst. Med. VU1. 5^6 A previous lowering of
xitality may usher it [psuriasisj in.

Lowering (l^«3rirj\ ///. a. ff. Lower v. +

-ing That lowers, in senses of the vb.

1895 Daily A'cws 3 June 7/2 The felt branches continue

dull, at lowering prices. 1899 Griffith-Jones Ascent thro.

Christ 1. iii. 120 There are lowering influences in the envi-

ronment.

Lowering: see Louhlvg.

t Lo wermore, a. Obs. [f. Lowek a. + Mont'

adv.. after next.] = Lower adj.

1668 Culpepi'kr & Cole Bart/tot. Auat. 1. xxviiu 69 The
lowermore round ligament of the Womb. Ibid. n. iv. 93.

Lowermost (Itfa-oinumst), a. [f. Lower a. +
•most.] = Lowest a. (Cf. Highermost.)
1561 T. Hoby tr. Casliglione's Courtyer iv. (1577) X iva,

Th Sunn ..in winter season draweth to the iMwerma-t

signe. 1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag. v. xii. 71 As you
may see by the Figure out of the lowermost Gun of the

Castle. 2759 Ann. Reg. 74 The lowermost mast would
likewise have gone, had not the weather proved fine. 1899
Allbntt's Syst. Med. VI 1. 295 The lowermost extremity uf

the ascending frontal convolution.

Lowery: see Loury.

Lowest (lJu-est), a. (sb.) and adv. Forms : 3
Orm. Ia5hesst, 4 lauest, louwest, 5 lagh-, lau-,

law-, lowist, -yst, 5-6 lawest, Sc. -ast, 6 Sc.

leuchest, 3- lowest, [f. Low a. + -est.]

A. adj. 1. The superlative of Low a. in its

various senses.

1 1200 Ormin 15276 piss folic iss la^hesst. 1*97 R. Glouc
(Rolls) 2437 J>e mone lowest is. a 1300-1400 Cursor M. 357
(Gott.) |>e lauest [Coll. nej>erinasl] pan es water and erde.

136a Langl. P. PI. A. 1. 115 Lucifer louwest li;th uf hem
alle. 1435 Misyn Eire ofL<rz>c I. iv. 8 Slyke soblyar niD*tc

haly, & }it of men ar haldyn laghyst. a 1548 1 1 A 1.1. Chron.,

Hen. V 33 b, The lowest sorte of the vile and rusticall people.

^1578 Lindksay (Pitscoltie) Chron. Scot. (S. T. S.) II. 89,

1 sail mak..the hiest stone the leuchest. 160a Shaks. Ham,
111. ii. 383 You would sound mecfrom my lowest Note to the

top of my Compare. 1681 Flavel Right Man's Refuge
179 When things have been brought to the lowest ebb. 1780

Cowper Table T, 419 Perjury.. Sells oaths by tale and at

the lowest price. i8«o Tyndall Gtac. tt. iii. 247 The lowest

1 atmospheric strata. 186a Building News 23 May 1/2 The



lowffhstg. 477 LOWLY.
Hoard do not bind themselves to accept the lowesl or any
Tender. 1900 J. G. Frazkr Pansanias, etc 46 The lowest I

fetish-worshippers ofWestern Africa.

b. In partitive concord : The lowest part of. poei.
1

1596 Spenser F. Q. v. v. 2 Hut, when she list, it raught
Downe to her lowest hecle. 16x1 Bible Ps. lxxxvi. 13. 1667
Milton P. L.n. 882 That the lowest bottom shook Of Erebus.

2. Comb. Forming superlatives to the combina-

tions of Low a.

^1640 Earl Stirling A nacrisis in Wks. of Drumm. of
Hawth. (171 1 ) 160 !n a more abiect manner than the lowest
minded man could have descended to conceive.

B. absol. or as sb. 1. The lowest part, position

or pitch. Obs. exc. with at.

a 1225 St Marker. 14 J?e engles. .be seo5 ham lihten swa
lah of so swide heh, from be heste in heouene to be laheste

in helle. 1388 Wvclif Matt, xxvii. 51 And lo ! the veil of

the temple was to-rent in twey parlies, fro the hiest to the

lowest. C 1450 tr. De Imitatione 11. x. 53 Put be euer atte

lowist, and pe hyest shal be 5oven to be ; for be hiest may
not stonde wiboule be lowist. 1640 tr. Verde>ey

s Horn, of
Rout. III. x xxvii. 156 When a man thinks them at the lowest

of the wheele, hee shall be sure to 6nd them on the top.

1659 Hammond On Ps. cvii. 39-41 Paraphr. 546 Just when
they are brought to the lowest, i860 Mill Repr. Govt.

(1865) 140/1 Men who had been brought up lo their duties,

and had fulfilled them for many years, at lowest without

disgrace. 1897 C. Hkadlam Set. Brit. Satirists 64 When
taste was almost at its lowesl in England.

2. He who or that which is lowest.

1785 Cowper Taskiv. 588 The rich, and they that have an
arm to check The licence of the lowest in degree. 1830

R. Hakdik lloylc made Familiar 62 \Cassino.\ When three

persons play . . the two lowest subiract their points from the

highest. 1843 Pusev Serm. Holy Buck. 15 Lowest is joined

on with highest, earth with heaven , . man witli God.

C. adv. The superlative of Low adv. in its

various senses; also in Comb.
1390 Gowek Con/, L 65 Whanne he berth lowest the Seil,

Thanne is he swiftest to beguile The wommati. 1759 Humk
Hist. Eng. O834) 111. xxih. 231 The period in which the

people of Christendom were the lowest sunk in ignorance.

1831 Tail's Mag. I. 725/1 In 1799 the salary of our lowest-

paid Judges was ^1000.

Loweth, Lowey, v.ir. flf. Lowth Obs.
y
Low v.

Lowffe, obs. form of Luff.

flowfling, vht. sb. Obs. rare~\ [Cf. ' Luff

or LotTgh, a Light or Flame, to Fowl with a Low-
Deir (Vhillips, ed. Kersey, 1 706 .] ? = Lowbelling.
1581 Act 23 Eliz. c. 10 § 1 No maner of.

.
persons.. shal.

.

take, kill, or destroye any Fesauntes or Parteridges, with

any maner of Nettes, Snares, Ginnes, Enginnes, Rowsting,

Lowffing or other deuices whatsoeuer, in the night time.

Lowgh, var. Lough 1
, Obs.] obs. f. Low vA

IiOWgit, obs. form of Lugged ppl. a. 1

Lowh, obs. pa. t. of Laugh. Lowie: see Lowy.

Lowigite (lB'vigait). Mm. [Named, 1861, by

Mitscherlich after K. J. Lihvig, who first analysed

it.] Hydrous sulphate of aluminium and potas-

sium, found in yellowish nodules (A. II. Chester).

i86z Amer. Jrnl. Sei. XXXI V. 215 Lmvigite. .the variety

of alunite analysed hy Lowtg. 1892 D.sna Min. 976.

+ Lowing, vbL sb. 1 Obs. [f. Low vA + -ixg L]

The action of Low vA ; descent ; obc:snncc ; humi-

liation, etc.

c 1394 /'. PI. Crede 508 He loucth in markettes ben met

Wife., lowynge of lewed men. 1398 Tkevisa Barth. Dc
P. R. ix. viti. (1495) y vj, Wynter bygynnylh whan the

sonne is in . . Capricomus, and is ende of di-cencyou and the

lowynge of the sonne in y myddaye. c 1440 Hvi.ton Scala

Per/. iW. de W. 1494) 11. x.wi, The nether clowde is downe

puttyng and a lowenge of his euencristen.

t Lowing, vbl sb* Obs. [f. Low v.* + -JKG L]
The action of Low v.* ;

flaming.

C1440 Promp. Parv. 315/2 Lowynge, or lemynge of fyyr,

flammacio.

t Lowing, vbl. sb* Obs. [f. Low v.* -f -IXG l
.J

The action of Low v.* ; coney, an allowance.

1533 Burgh Rcc. Edin. (1871) II. 64 And has na lowing to

vphald the sainvn . .hot oure ouklie penny gaderyt amangis

the brether of the said craft. 1607 [see Low v.9 2I.

Lowing (l^'irj), vbl. sbA [f. Low vA + -ing L]

The action of Low vA ; the mooing of cattle;

also trans/.

a 1225 Leg. Kath. 144 Lowinge of bait ahte, ludinge of be

men. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 315/2 Lowynge, or cryynge of

nelte, uwgittts. 1579 A. 51[um>av] Captiv. J. Fox in

Hakluyt roj>.(is&9) 153 Amongst the Turkeswas one. .who

. .fell off from the toppe of the prison wall, and made such

a low ins that the inhabitants, .came and dawed him. 1610

Shaks. Temp. iv. i. 179 Calfe-like, they my lowing follow d.

1794 Worusw. Guilt «y Sorrow lviii, Melancholy lowing*

intervene Ofscattered herds. 1848 Dickkns Dotubey v, Here

Miss Nipper made a horrible lowing. 1876 A. Lainc Ltu~

dorcs Abb. etc. xxiv. 309 The blowing of his horn, and the

lowing of his charge.

Lowing (l^»'irj),///. aA Now dial. [f. Low
+ -iNii -.] Burning, flaming, Hashing.

13.. Gaw. $ Gr. Rut. 679 A lowande leder of ledez in

londe hym wel seme*. 1721 Ramsay Horace to I irgil m,

Prometheus .. staw A lowan coal frae heav'n's high ha.

1785 Burns Holy Fair xxii, A vast, unbottom'd, boundless

pit, Fill'd fou o' lowin brunstane. 1852 A. Kouu Poems <y

Songs 123 Dearest, return The lowin* love I hae for you.
^

Lowing (h>»*irj)> ppl- «.'J
[ f-

1^ v- + llNG

That lows, as cattle do.

1382 Wvclif Wisd. xvii. 18 The stronge vois of loowende

hestes. 1616 H. Jonson Forest, To Sir R. Wroth \t

'Mongst loughing heards. 1750 Gray Elegy 2 1 he lowing

Herd winds slowly o'er the Lea. 1882 W. Wore. Gloss.,

{Proverbs) A lowing cow soon forgets her calf.

Lowing, variant of Loyn Obs.

Lowins, var.Low wines. Lowis, obs. f. Loose.
|

Lowish (l^'ij), a. [f. Low a. + -ish.] Some-
'

what low. Also in
k
comb.

1689 Lend. Gaz. No. 2476/4 Taken ..from two Gentle-
men,, .a grey gelding. lowish hack'd [etc.]. 1741 Richard.
son Pamela L 81 Money runs a little lowish, after what 1

have laid out. 1886 Mrs. Randolph Mostly Fools I. iii. 64
The boy found his level . . —a lowish one.

Lowk(e, variant of Louk vA Obs. and v. 2

Lowland (l(M&nd), sb. and a. Also 6-9
lawland, S lawlin, 9 laighlaud, lawlant. Also
Lallan, [f. Low a. + Land.] A. sb.

1. Low or level land ; land which is on a lower
level than the adjoining distiiets. Usually pi.

sing. 1855 Kingsi.ev Heroes, Theseus 11. 205 The lowland
grew blue beneath his feet. 1885 Uiblk (R. V.) Jcr. xxxiii.

13 In the cities of the lowland.

//. 1693 Dkvokn Ovid's Met. 1. Poems 1743 11. 176 No
Nat'ral Cause she found from I'rook>, or Uog>, Or marshy
Lowlands, to produce the Fogs. 1725 Dk Fok Voy. round
World U840) 266 So high above the valley that it looked
like the lowlands in England do below Iiox Hill in Surrey.

1870 Ykats Sat. Hist. Comm. 106 The central lowlands
must be the coldest part of North America.
Jig. 1864 Lowell Fireside Tram. 118 The lowlands and
levels of ordinary palaver.

2. spec. (Now always //.) The lesa mountainous
region of Scotland, situated south and cast of the

Highlands.
1631 in Thanes ofCant/or (Spalding Club) 273 Theneces-

sitie of his advisdoeth ofttymes invite hiin to the lowlandis.

<ri687 Pktty Pol. Arith. iv. ( 1691) 60 Whether Kngland and
the Low-Lamk of Scotland, can maintain a^ lifih part more
People than they now do.. the said Territories of Kngland,
and the Low- Land of Scotland, contain about Thirty Six

Millions of Acres, c 1730 Kurt Lett. .V. Scott. (1818) I. 37
The Kirk ..distinguishes the Lowlands from the Highlands
by the language generally spoken by the inhabitants. 1822

Galt Provost xiii. 98 Mr. Keg. . had come in from the Laigh-

lands. . to live among us.

3. Lowlands: the Lowland (Scottish) dialect.

(Cf. Lallans s.v. Lallan.) .SV.

1832 53 Mali.axtine Whistlc'Biukic (Scot. Songs') Ser. lit.

27 My young coiwn Peggy cam doun frae Dunkeld, AVi'

nae word o' lawlant s ava, man. a 1878 H. Aixsi.ie Land
0/Bitms 11892) 335 lias gude braid lawlan s left the land?

B. atlrib. or adj.

1. Of, iicrtaining to, or inhabiting low laud or

a le\cl district; occas. pertaining to the 4 nether

regions \
1567 Reg. Privy Council Scot. 1. 555 To eschew sic con- *

temptuns oppresMtnm in a peciabill cuntie and lawland.

1691 Ukyoln A". Arthur 1. 7 His Errand was, to draw the

Low land damps, .from the foggy Fens. 1711 Shaftksb.

Chaw. (1737) 1IL 52 Israel was constraiuM to go down
lo Egypt, and sue for maintenance to these., lowland slates.

1721 Kamsxv Answer to Unrchet 8 He..l»oups down to

\isit ilka lawland ghaist. 1823 in Hone Everyniay Bk. II.

926 Oar lowland vapours, .deranged her constitution. 1863

Woolnkr My Beautiful Lady 13S Well coerced by Low.

land William's [i.e. William 111 s] craft. 1865 Willi her
Revisited 4 1 Hring down, O lowland river, The joy ofthe hills

to the waiting sea. 1868 W. W. Hunter Compar. Ditt.

Lang. India 2 The English have studied and understand

the lowland population as no conquerors ever studied or

understood a subject race.

2. Of, belonging to, 01 characteristic of the Low-

lands of Scotland.

1508 Dunbah Flytiug re. Kcnuedic 56 Anc lawland ers

wald male a bettir noyis. 1610 Holland i atudeu's Brit.

1. 155 The Scots are divided into Hecht landmen and Law-

landmen. 1752 Faw kiss Pescr. May Pref., The Lowland

Scotch language, and the English, at that time, were nearly

the same. 1785 Hlkns Jolly Beggars Air iv, A Highland

lad my love was born, The Lawlan' laws he held in scorn.

1806 N. Munro f.ost Pibroch (1902) 88 In her house on the

lowland road Jean Rob starved. 1898 Crockkit Standard

Bearer i. 6 Lambs which had just been brought from a

neighbouring lowland farm.

Lowlander (l^-la-ncbr). [f. Lowland + -erl]

An inhabitant of the low- lying or level portion of

a counlry or district.

1835 TiiiRLWAi.L Greece 1. iv. 105 The hostility of the Low-

landers, the Lapiths, whom they certainly never subdued.

1865 Kings 1.1;y Hereto. \. 4 The lowlander, on the other

hand, has his own strength.

b. spec. An inhabitant of the Lowlands of Scot-

land.
1602 Loud. Gaz. NTo. 2732/3 The Clan Gregor, and many

others, both Highlanders and Lowland ers,.. are now come

in. c 1775 Johnson in Hawkins Life{ 1787) 4ooOf the. . state

of the whole Earse nation, the Lowlanders are, at least, as

i-norant as ourselves. 1900 Black™. Mag. Oct. 468/1 1 lie

lftile lowlander strutted as he played the evening melody.

Lowler, variant of Lollek 1 Obs.

Lowlihead (l^dihed). arch. [£Lowlv* +

head.] Humility, lowliness.

)\mtetc?rc7r^ of .her meek lowlihead

1889 Drowning Pope Net vii, The thing was gone— 1 hat

guarantee of lowlihead.

Low-lihood. rare~\ [ + -niiOD.] « prcc.

1818 in Todd (but his quol. has lowlyhede). Hence in

mod. Diets. „

Lowlily (lflrlHi), [ f-
LoWLY a

-
+ 'LY ~ *

In a lowly fashion or manner.

^1340 Hampolk Prose Tr. {1866) 11 pat bay.. serve bame
mekely and gladly and lawlyly. 1587 Golding De Mornay
xxx. 481 He shall.. enter into the Citie very poorely and
lowlily. 1844 Mrs. Browning Drama Exile Poems 1850 I.

79 Live and love—Doing both nobly, because lowlily. 1881

Shairi- Asp. Poetry iv. 116 Only by thinking lowlily of him-
self, and highly of those better than himself.

Lowliness (l^n-linie). [f. Lowly a. + -ness.]

The quality or condition of being lowly.

1. Meekness, humility ; an instance of this.

a 1413 Hen. Pr. Wales Ep. to Hen. /K(Nat. MSS. 1. 37^
Alle the lowlinesse that any suhget kan thenkke or de\ise.

c 1440 Partonope 224 Lat fayle no curtasy And lowlynesse

bothe to smalle and grete. 1509 Hawks Past. Pleas, iv.

(Percy Soc.) 20 Than were endued Her crystall eyes full of

lowlenes. 1535 Coveroalk Prov. xvi. 1 Lowlynes goeth

before honoure. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. 11. i. 22 "l is a common
proofe, That Lowlynesse is young Ambitions Ladder. 1764

J. Woolman Jrnl. (1840) 127 Hy*o travelling. 1 might set

an example of lowliness before the eyes of their masters. 1855
Tennyson Maud 1. .\ii. v, O Maud were sure of Heaven If

lowliness could save her. 1864 Pusev Lett. Daniel (1876)

285 Greatness in lowliness.

2. Low state or condition
;

abjectness. poverty.

1596 Spenser State /ret. (Globe ed.) 614 2 They say that

they continued in that lowlyness, untill the time that the

division belweene the two bowses of Lancaster and Vorke
arose. 1891 T. K. Ciikvnis Origin Psalter\\\. 353 Sympathy
..made the Messiah like unto common men in their lowliness.

t l«0*wling. Obs. rare— 1
, [f. Low a. + -lixu.]

A low-bicd lei low.
1581 Mulcaster Positions xxxviii. (1887) 178 Vet some

petie low linges, do sometimes seeke to resemble.

Low-lived (ltfwiarvd), a. Also 8-9 -lifed.

[f. Low a. + live-, Life + -ED '-'.] Of persons :

Living a low life ;
vulgar, mean. Hence ol actions,

expressions, etc.

1760 C. Johnston Chrysal (1822) 1. 155 She could not

think of letting any common low-lived fellow come near

her. Ibid. 111. 177 How can you lake delight in such a

low-lived trick V 1766 Goi.ns.M. Vie. W. xi, Your Ladyship
should except . . your own things in the Lady's Magazine.

I hope you'll say there's nothing low-lived there? 1781 J.

KirLKV Set. Of i?. Let. 77 The low lifed fellow who wrote

this letter. 1836-48 \>. L>. Walsh Aristoph. 46 note, Aris-

tophanes L. .unmerciful upon low-lived, vulgar people. 1882

Fr. A. Kembi.e Later Life I. 82 An ignoble, low-iived ex-

pression occasionally startled ..one, 011 a countenance noble

and intellectual.

Lowly I'^'li , <?. Somewhat arck. Foims: 4

lou(e ,lieh
!
louli

3
4-7;^////.lawly,-lie

)
7laulie),

6 lowely, lowlie, 4- lowly, [f. Low a. + -ly L]

1. Humble in feeling or demeanour; not proud

or ambitious.
c 1374 Chaucer Ami. <v Arc. 142 She to him so louly was

and tre.se. 1377 Langl. /*. PL B. xiv. 227 Kor loulich he

lokeih ami loueliche i> hU speche. 1426 Lvuc. De Guit.

Piljrr, 21034 Yiflf thow do to myn linage, Lowly woishepe

and homage, a 1450 in Shillingford Lett. (Camden) 13.'

V. by>eke yow yn the lowlokyst wyse that [etc.]. t 1470

Hknrv Wallace 1664 Wallace on kne, with lawly obey-

sance. 1535 Covkrualk Micah \i. 8 To be lowly, and to

walke with thy God. 1601 Shaks. Tivel. N 111. i. no'Twas
neuer merry vorld, Since lowly feigning was cal I'd com-

plement. 1659 Hammond On Ps. cl 3 Annot. 719 Without

the lowly est posture of the body. 1709 Si EKI.1-: latter No. iS

P 3 The Pope has written to the French King on the Sub-

ject of a Peace, and his Majesty has answered in the low-

liest Terms. 1781 Cowrun Truth 93 God accounts him

proud *, High in demand, though lowly in pretence.

absol. 1535 CovKRDAi.t; Prov. iii. 34 He shal geue grace

vnto the lowly. 161 1 Kiblk ibid.

2. Humble in condition or quality. Usually with

some notion of sense 1 : Modest, unpretending.

1634 Milton Comus 323 Courlesie . . is sooner found in

lowly sheds.. then in tapstry Halls. 1784 Cowpkr Task iv.

141 All the comforts that the lowly roof Of undisturbed re-

tirement, .knows. 1791 J. Learmont Poems 278, I'd sit fu'

happy i' my lowly ben. 1802 Wordsw. Sonu. y
* Milton !

thou should'st be living\ Thy heart The lowliest duties on

herself did lay. 1859 Darwin Orig. S/ec. iv. (1873) 98 The
continued existence of lowly organisms offers 110 difficulty.

i860 Tynoall Glac. t. iii. 23, 1 put up at a very lowly inn.

1871 G. V. Smii u BibleQ Pop. TlieoLxx. 116 They remembered

the origin of Jesus and saw his lowly condition. 1871 Frki:-

man Norm. Conq. (1876) IV. xviii. 143 The sons of Harold

who were within the walls of Exeter came of a lowlier and

doubtful stock.

absol. 1725 Port Odyss. vm, 600 Say .. what the name
you bore. .(For from the natal hour distinctive names, One
common right, the great and lowly claims). 1852 Mrs.

Stowe (title), Uncle Tom's Cabin ; or, Life among the

Lowly.

3. Low in situation or growth; usually with

allusion to sense 1. ^Cf. UuMBbE a.)

1593 Shaks. Rich. II, it. iv. 21 Thy /unne sets weeping

in the lowly West. 1697 Dkydkn Vii%. Past. iv. 2 Low y
Shrubs and Trees that shade the Plain, Delight not all.

1715 Pope /<W if. 638 Those w ho dwell, .where lioagrius

Moats the lowly Lands. 1728-46 Thomson Spring 449

Where purple violets link With all the lowly children of the

1 shade, a 1729 Congrlvk Mourn. Muse Ale.vis Wks. 1730

111. 208 As lofty Pines o'crtop the lowly Reed, So did her

graceful Height all Nymphs exceed. 1852 WiiirnhH Ques-

tion ifLife 123 In lowliest depths of bosky dells 1 he hermit

Contemplation dwells. 1853 Kasb Cfintuit A.rA xxvii.

(1856) 225 And the sun, albeit from a lowly altitude, shone

out in full brightness.

b. ? nonce ttsc. ? Lying low.

1591 Shaks. t Hen. VI, m. iii- 47 As lookes the Mother on

I her lowly Babe, When Death doth close his tender dying

Kyes.

^4. occas. Low in character, mean.
1

1741 Richardson Pamela (1824) I. 124 This proud letter

of the lowly LadyDaver5../:t>H'0', 1 say, because she could

1



LOWLY.
stoop to such vain pride. 1843 James Forest Days (1847)
289 His name was never stained with any lowly act.

5. Comb., as Invly-built\ -lovely, -minded (henee

lowty-windedness), adjs.

a 1822 Shelley Tear iv. 3 Over thy *lowly-built sepulchre
bending. 1864 Tennyson Aylmerf

s F. 168 She—so *lowly-
lovely and so loving. 1540 Cover uale Fruit/. Less. i.

(1503) K 3 b, Christ .. teacheth vs to bee *lowly minded
and humble. 1859 Gen. P. Thompson Audi Alt. II. Ixxxvii.

57 The stamp of lowly-mindedness.

Lowly {\d~w\l, adv. Forms: 4 lo^ly, louhe-
liehe, lowelyehe, laweliehe, 4-5 louM, -y, 4-6
lowely, 5 loughly, louely, 5-6 lawly, 6 Sc.

lau-, lawle, -lie, 6-; lowlie, 9 Sc. laighly,

leuehly, 4- lowly, [f. Low a. + -ly 2.]

1. In a lowly manner ( *- Lowlily)
;
humbly,

reverently
;
modestly. In lo bow lowly wilh mix-

ture of sense 2.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 614 l.enge a lyttel with \>y Iede
1 lo}lv bUeche. C1385 Chaucer L.G. IV. 2062 Ariadne,
Hut I yow serve as louly In that place. 1393 Langl.
/'. PL C. x. 141 Lewede eremytes, That loken fill louhe-
luhe to lacchen mennes almesse. 14.. Why I caiCt be
a Nun 161 in E. F. P. 11862) 142, I

f as lowly as I can,
Wolle do yow servyse nyjt and day. 1513 Douglas
.Knet's 1. ii. 24 To quham as than lawle thus Juno said

[etc.j. 15*9 Frith Antithesis Wks. (1573) 98/1 Christ full

lowly and meekely washed his disciples feete. 1588 A. Kim;
tr. CanistHs' Cateth. 79 We maist humblie, and laulie pro-
sterne our selfs. 1629 Milton Nativity Ode 25 C) run,
prevent them with thy humble ode, And lay it lowly at his
blessed feet. 1667 —- P. L. v. 244 Lowly they bow'd ador-
ing, and began Thir Orisons.^ 1802 YVokusw. Farewell
\ gentle Maid, whose heart is lowly bred. 1844 Disraeli
Coningsby in. ii, As he bowed lowly before the Duchess.

2. In a low manner or degree.

a. In a low position or posture; along the ground.
In examples from iSth e. there is mixture of sense r.

13.. Guy Wartu. (A.) 1384 So wele his strok be sett That
his heued fram pe bodi flei, He }ede him laweliehe neye. 1590
Si enskr F. Q. 11. i. 24 A pleasant dale that lowly lay Be-
twixt two hills. 1784 Cowpek Task in. 663 Some clothe
the soil that feeds them, far diffused And lowly creeping.

>785— Po/>lar Field 14, ] iHU*t ere long lie as lowly as they
(felled trees]. 1795 Hurns Song, * Their groves d sweet
myrtles \ Where the blue-hell and gowan lurk lowly unseen.
181 1 A. Scott Fa 'ins 144 (Jam.) Auld Reekie stands sweet
on the east sloping dale, An' leuehly lurks Leith, where the
trading ships sail.

b. In a low voice. Now only poet.

c 1440 Prow/>. Pant. 314/2 Lowely, or sofle yu voyce, sub-
misse. 1810 SiiF.t.i.KY Zastrozzi iv. Vx. Wks. 1888 1. 17 He
sometimes spoke lowly to himself. 1839 13AimY Festus (185^)

127 A maiden sat in her lonely bower Sadly and lowly sing-

ing. 1863 Woolnkk My Beautiful Lady 95 What art thou
whispering lowly to thy babe, (3 wan girl-mother ?

T C. In an inferior manner, meanly. Obs.

1601 Shaks. AlCs Well 11. ii. 3, 1 will show myselfe highly
fed, and lowly taught.

d. With a low opinion, rare,

1742 Richardson' Pamela III. 63 They always think
highly of the beloved Object, and lowly of themselves 1852
fl. Nkwlanu Led. Tractarianisui ii. 68 * Why", said he
(South], 'the High Church are those who think highly of
» lie Church, anil lowly of themselves ; the Ix>w Church are
those who think highly of themselves, and lowly of the

Church
e. In a low degree, rare.

1870 Rollkston A tiint. Life 30 The walls of the lung are
but vtry lowly vascular.

3. Comb., as lowly-born
y
-cultivated

t
-organized.

1613 Shaks. Hen. V III, 11. iii. 19 Tis better to be lowly
borne .. Then [etc.]. 1872 F. \V. Robkrison Hist. Ess. 234
We may long look in vain for the name of a lowly horn man
amongst the Roman magistracy. 1827 Keblk Chr. K, 1st

Sund. after Christm. ii, A sick man's Mowly-breathed sigh.

1856 Kank Ant, Exj>l. IT. x.vi. 212 That apathetic fatalism

which belongs to all *lo\vly.cultivated races. 1859 Darwin
Orig. Spec, iv. (1873) 99 *Lowly organised forms appear to

have been preserved to the present day.

t Lowly, v. Obs* Also 6 Sc. lawly. [f.

Lowly a.] trans. To humble ; refl. to condescend.
1535 Stkwart Civil. Scot. (1858) T. 512 Louyng to Gtxl

Ahnycht, Hes lawleit him so far to schaw the rycht Of this

tirrane quhilk wes oure prince and king. 1577-87 Hons-
shki> Citron. III. 1218/2 Were not the charge I present.. I

should lowlie my person to meet yon six English miles.

1583 Golding Calvin on Dent. x.vi. 125 Wee see howe God
lowlieth himselfe and stoopeth to our rudenesse.

Low man, lcwmau, [f. Low a. + Man. Cf.

also Highman.] In //. Dice loaded so as to

turn up low numbers. (Cf. Low-runner.)
1592 Kvu Sol. ff Pcrs. It. i. 223 Heere are tall men and

little men. . . Hie men and low men, thou wouldst say.

1596 Lodge Wks Miscrie(\fr]<j) 47. 1608 Dkkkkr Belman
L»nd. K 3. a 1612 Harington Epigr.x. kxi.x. (1618) 1 > 3 b,

Then play thou for a pound or for a pin, High men are low
men, still are foystcd in. 1622, a 1643 [see Highman].

Lowme, obs. form of Loom sb.x

Lowmost (ltfwnwst), a. and adv. Now dial.

[f. Low a, or adv. + -most.] « Lowest a. and adv.

1548 Udall, etc. Erasttt. Par. Mark xiii. 87 From the

hyghest pole of heauen to the lowmoste. 1578 Lvte
Dodocns 11. bevi. 233 The leaucs . . that grow lowmoste are
somewhat larger. 1820 Blacktb. Mag. VI 1. 260 The low-

most at the royal board, but foremost still in war. 1865
E. Wavgh Besom Ben ii. 23 livery time his head came low*

most he looked at his master with imploring eyes.

Lowmpe, obs. form of Lamb,
Lown (Iaun), a., sb. and adv. Sc. and north, dial.

Forms; 5-7 lowne, 6 louiu, loun, 7 S lownd,
S lowen, 9 lowan, lound, 6- lown. [a. ON.

478

*lupt (u stem; Icel. lygti adj., logn neut. sb.,

MSw. Itighti, Sw. lagn
y

l)a. luitn adj. and sb.).

The derived Lown v. occurs earlier.] A. adj.

1. a. Of the weather, water, a locality : Calm,
quiet, still, unruffled.

c 1450 Holland Hou lat 18 The land lowne was and le,

with lyking and luf. c 1470 Henkyson Mor. Fab. vti. {Lion
tjr Mouse) xxxviii, The fair forest with leuis lowne and lie.

1513 Douglas A'Cncis hi. viiL 60 Within the havin goith
loune. 1536 Uellenoen Cron. Scot. (1821) I. Proheme to

Cosmogr. 11 In weddir louin and maist tempestius haill,

But ony dreid, T beir ane equall saill. 1583 Leg. Bp. St.

1 Androis 156 Then sett he to, with saill and ayre, To seik

some lowner harbore tha>Te. 1584 Hudson Du Bartas
1

Judith 1. (1608) 19 The variant winde is still and lowne.

1683 G. Meriton Yorks. Dialogue 346 How comes thy
Clathes seay flurr'd, Barne, this Lownd day ? 1826 J. Wil-
son Noct. Atnbr. Wks. 1855 I. 118 Ye may hear him, on a
lown day, at every farm house in the village. 1894 Crockett
Eaiders 221 The wind came . . in lown-warm puffs.

b. Of persons,* their actions, circumstances, de-

meanour, talk, etc. : Calm, gentle, quiet, silent,

soft, still.

1714 Ramsay Elegy John Cowpcr ix, To keep a' things

hush and lown. 1768 Ross Helenorc (1789)92 My lad, my
counsel's ye be lown. 1816 Scott Aniiq. xxiv, Sir Richard
. .had a fair offspring o' his ain, and a' was lound and quiet

till his head was laid in the ground. 1823 T. Wilson Trials
Marg. Lyndsay xxxiii. 270 But do you think your brother

will like Nether-Place? It will be oure lown for him.

1827 — Noct. Atnbr. Wks. 1855 I. 277 You'll keep a lowner
sugh or you get halfway from Oalnacarnuch.

2. Sheltered
;
cozy. snug.

1728 Ramsay Earn <y Buck 6 And drave them frae the
lowner bield. To crop contented frozen fare. 1867 N. Mac-
Leod Starling i, Turnips and stubble are no' to be com-
pared wi'.. the win'y taps o' the hills, or the lown glens.

B. sb, [ = Ieel. logtii] Quiet, calm, stillness,

tranquillity
;
also, shelter.

1787 Gkose Prov. Gloss., Lun, or Lewc t under cover, or
shelter. Under the luu or lewe of a hedge. W. 1830 G alt
I.azvric T. vi. ii. (1849) 257 To hear the far-off Kirk-bell

ringing shrilly in the lown of a Sunday morning. 1880
Watt Poet. Sketches 60 (E. D. D.) Oor bit hoosie that stood
i' the lown o' the ^haw.

C. adv. Quietly, softly.

1535 Stkwart Cron. Scot. 24125 Kefoir the wynd thai

saillit lone and still. 1816 Scoi 1 Old Mort. xlii, For God's
sake, speak lound and low.

Lown tloun), v. Sc. and north, dial. Also 5
llown, 9 lownd. [f. Lown a.]

1. a. intr. 1*o become calm, to calm ; also with
down, t b. trans. To make calm, to lull. Obs.

£1400 Sc. Trojan War (Horstin.) 11. 1012 The see-

tempe>>ies llownyt not. 1513 Douglas ACneis vn. ii. 5 Pftir

ihe wyndis lownit war at will. Ibid. x. ii. 113 The wyndis
eik thar blastis lownit .sone. 1737 Ramsay Sc. Proz: O797)
24 Blaw the wind ne'er so fast it will lown at the last. 1894
R. W. Rkiu Poems 59 The win' was lownin' doon.

2. To shelter.

1375 Barbour Bruce xv. 276 And a myle wes betuix the

seis. And that wes lownyt all with trei*. 1802 Cui.kkujck
Lett. 26 Aug. (1895)400, 1 was sheltered (in the phrase of
the country, loivudcti) in a s»ort of natural porch on the

summit of Sea Fell.

Hence Lowned {Jownil) ppl. a., ealmed, still.

1513 Douglas .Encis v. iv. 107 Scherand the lownit air,

[*cho] Doun from the hyclu discendis soft and fair.

Lown e, variant of Loon i.

Lowndrer, var. Lolm»kheh Obs., skulker.

LowneSS (h'u'nes). [f. Low a. + -.ness.]

1. The quality or condition of beinjj Low.
a. In physical applications: Smallness of eleva-

tion from the ground or of prominence from a

surface; situation at a low level; f shortness of

stature.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. E. vn. xxxi. (1495) 245 Amonge
j

the tokens of Tysyk ben . . lowenesse of the roundenes^e of

eyen. c 1440 Proiuf*. J'arv. 314/2 Lownesse, or depnesse,

profunditas. Bownesse, ny the grounde, bassitas.
^
1442

Eolls o/Parlt. V. 44/1 By cause ofthe lowenes and straitenes

of the said Brigge. 1606 Shaks. Ant. \ CI. 11. vii. 22. 1626

Bacon Sylva § 32 The Lownesse of the Bough ..maketh the

Fruit greater, and to ripen better, a 1637 B. Jonson Under-
woods (1640) 181 Can T discerne how shadowes are decreast,

Or growne ;
by height or lownesse of the Sunne? 1638 F.

\ J unius Paint. A ncients 256 Augustus . . was of a low stature,

I

.. but .. his lownesse was hid by the fitnesse and equalitie

of his members. 1781 Hist. Eur. in Ann. Keg. 7/2 Their
own lowness . . preserved them . . from the fire of the batteries.

1836 Macgillivrav tr. Humboldt's Trav. xxi. 298 The
isiand of Tortuga remarkable for its lowness and want of
vegetation.

b. Low or depressed condition with regard to

station, rank, fortune, or estimation; f degradation,

abasement.
a 1225 Ancr. E. 278 Edmodnesse is .. luue of lute here,

word \ of louhnesse. 1340 Hami*olk /'/•. Consc. 8500 |>us

salle pai haf gret powere, And heglmes, for pair awen gret

lawnes here. 1393 Bangl. P. PL C. XVH. 18 That al here
lyf leden in lowenesse and in poucrtc. 1548 Uuall, etc.

Erasm. Par. Matt. xvi. 20-23 But no nian can ti uely glory
in him, but he whiche is not offended with hys huiuilitieand

lownes. 1598 Dallington Met/t. Trav. G iij b, He raysed
the afflicted lownesse of the desolate King, c 1655 A. Sid-

ney in jgthCen/. (1884) Jan. 63 The lownesse and mean-
nesse of my fortune and person forbids me to hupe. 1779-81

Johnson L. /'., Prior, The lowness of his original. j886

I Book-lore Feb. 58 After disposing of the charge of lowness

of birth.

f c. Humility, lowliness, meekness. Obs,

1 e 1330 R. Buunne Citron. Wace (Rolls) 8765 And 3U wyj>

LOW-RUNNER.
T gret lownesse of hert, pat pruyde turne hit nought ouer-

thwert. 1393 Langl. P, PI. C. xvl 133 Loue and leaute and
louhnesse of herte. £1430 Lydg. Reas. 4 Sens. 1501 She
the proude kan enclyne '1 o lownesse and humilyte. c 1440
Promp. Parv. 314/2 Lownesse, or mekenesse, hu/nt'litas.

Lownesse, and goodncsse in speche, affabilitas.

d. Low degree of any quality; low pitch (of a
note); smallness ofamount, price, temperature, etc.

1597 M°RLKY Introd. Mus. 3 A Cliefe is a character.,
shewing the heigth and lownes of euery note standing on
the same Verse. 1690 Child Disc. Trade (ed. 4) 31 The
lowness of interest of money in Holland . . proceeds only
from their abundance of coin. 1708 T. C. Compl. Collier

(1845) 18 They have not the Beneht of the lowness of Price
as at the Pits. 1797-8 Wellington in Owen Desp. 779
Measures having lowness of freight and freedom of trade
in view may be adopted upon two principles, i860 Tyndall
Glac. 11. xx. 336 This lowness of temperature.

to. Want of elevation in literary style; an
instance of this. Obs.

1673 Dryoen Marr. A la Mode Ded., If there be any
thing in this Play wherein 1 have rais'd my self beyond the
ordinary Lowness of my Comedies. 1725 Pope Postscr. to

Odyssey (1726) V. 299 The more he was fore'd upon figures

and metaphors to avoid that lowness. Ibid, 306 He, who
ventur'd . . to imitate Homer's Lownesses in the Narrative.

1728 Dr. Herring in J. Duncombe Lett. (1773) I. 287 The
inaccuracies of style, the lownesses of expression, . . in this

translation.

f. Want of elevation in eharaeter; meanness,

baseness.
1662 Stillingfl. Orig. Sacr. 1. ii. § 8 Who could but

imagine a strange lowness of spirit in those wbo could fall

down and worship the basest. .of creatures? 1884 Lady
Vernky in Contcmp. Rev. Oct 554 Wickedness and lowness
are necessary to show forth the good and the high.

g. Mental or nervous depression. Now only

explicitly lowness of spirits.

1739 Wesley Jrnl. 12 July (1830) I.210, 1 went to a gentle-

man who is much troubled with what they call lowness of

spirits. 1782 J. C. Smyth in Med. Comm. I. 72 note 2 She.

had. .a small quick pulse, wilh great lowness. c 1815 Jane
Austen Persuns. (1833) 1. xi. 300 She had to struggle

against a great tendency to lowness. 1822 Good Study
Med. \ I. 437 Great languor, lowness and oppression at the

praxordia. 1843 Bethune Sc. Peasant. 45 He felt occa-
sionally that lowness of spirits from which, when their

prospects are clouded,, .few are wholly exempted.

2. As a mock title of dignity.

1771 P. Parsons Newmarket \. 1 Such a salutation would
affront their Highnesses and Lownesses. 1790 H. Walpolk
Let. to Miss Berrys 8 Nov., His turbulent Lowness of

Brabant, i860 Russell Diary India] 1. 235 There sat his

Highness the Rajah, and here stood his lowness the corre-

spondent.

+ 3. concr. The low part of a country. Obs.

c 1400 Maun dev. (1839^ v. 46 In Egipt there ben 2 parties

;

the Heghte, that is toward Ethiope; and the Lowenesse,
that is towardes Arabye.

Lownin, obs. form of Loaning sb,

Lownly (lotrnli), adv. Sc. [f. Lown a. + -ly-.]

In a * lown ' manner, a. Calmly, quietly ; in a

low tone. b. In shelter, under fostering care.

1788 Picken Poems 56 His todlan wee anes..Nurs't
lownly up aneath his care. 18.. R. Chambers Wheesht I

Speak loundly about it; and don't say 1 told you. 1890 J.
Skrvice Thir Notandums viiL 53 Lownly my faitber leuch

to himseP.

Lowp(e, obs. f. Loop sb.1 , sb." ; var. Loup v.

Low-pitched, ///. a. [In sense 1 f. Low adv.

+ Pitched pa. pple. of Pitch v.; in sense 2 f.

Low a. + Pitch sb. + -ed

1. Pitched in a low key or tone, lit. and fig. ; but

little elevated ; of low quality.

1622 Drayton Poly-olb. xxv. 358 The Muse, which seem'd

too slacke in these two low.pitcht layes. 1641 M ilion Ani-
wadv. xiii. Wks. (1847) 70/1 Poor and low-pitched desire.^,

1873 M. Arnold Lit. Dogma v. 145 It is., eminently

natural ; hut it is alx>ve common, low-pitched nature. 1898

Atlbiilt's Syst. Med. V. 277 The continuous low-pitched

rumbling sound produced by the contraction of the muscles.

2. Of a roof: Having but a slight angular eleva-

tion. Hence of a room : Having a low ceiling.

1833 Ixjl don Entycl. Arcltit. Gloss. Index, Low-pitched

root 1B43 j amus Forest Days ii,Oneof the tables in the low-

pitched parlour. 1884 Century Mag. XXVI I. 827 A one-

story and garret house, with a low pitched roof.

Lowre, obs. f. Loun, Louvhe, Lower v.

Lowrell, obs. form of Laurel sb,*

Lowrie (Imrri). Sc. Also 6 lawrie, loury,

6-8 lowry. * [Short for Laurence l.]

1. The fox; used as a titmsi-proper name.
1500 20 Dlnuar Poems xxxii. 16 The tod..wes ane lusty

reid haird lowry. 1728 Ramsay Fox <}• Rat 27 The
Monarch pleas'd with Lowry, wha durst gloom? 1835

Laird0/Logan (1841) 163 A' my customers hae been worry-

ing at me like as many jowlers in the neck o' poor tod lowrie.

1885
4 S. Muck leback.it' Rhymes 91 As sheep when lowrie

tod they see, Man, wife, and wean, in panic flee !

2. A crafty person ; a * fox *
; a hypocrite.

1567 Gude <V Godlic Ball. (S. T. S.) 209 Had not that bliwit

bairne bene borne, .. Lowreis, 7our lyues hail been forlurne.

1571 Satir. Poems Reform, xxix. 31 ;ilt 1 beleiff ols mony
myndis thuchte, ha, loury, ha, ha! 1583 l*P* St.

Androis 55 Men heiring tell how Lowrie landit, The con-

I gregatione him commandit To serve a kirk and keip a cure.

Lowrie, var.LAURY Obs.; Australian var. Lory.

Lowrier, obs. form of Laurel sb*

t Low-runner. Obs. A false die loaded so as

lo run on the low numbers. (Cf. Lowman.)
1670 Isee High-kunnlr).



LOWRY.
Lowry l6*Ti). U. S. Railways. [?C£ Lorry.] '

An open box-car (Knight Diet. Meek, 1

I

Lowry: see Louky a.
}
Loyvrik.

Lows(e„ obs. or dial, lbrm of Loosk v.
y Louse. 1

Lowse, ohs. f Luce a pike ; van Lose ?».*- Obs.
\

Lowsey, -ie, obs. forms of Lousy.

tLowship. Obs. In 3 louhsehipo. [f. Low
<f. + -ship.] Lowness; humility.
a 122$ sitter. R. 358 Scheome & louhsohipe bet heo her

uor Codes Inue mildeliche polled.

LOW Side window. A small window lower
than the other windows, found in some old churches.
Cf. /«4fierwitNtow(t.mRU sb.2 A. b), Lycukoscopf:.
1847 Archml frnt. IV. 314 No part of our ancient

churches has so completely baffled the enqniriesofantiquaries
(etc.] as the low side windows which so frequently occur
near the west end of the chancel, usually on the south side,

hut sometimes on the north, and sometimes on both sides;
occasionally also near the cast end of the nave, and in other
situations. 1848 F.cclcsiotogist VIII. 375 Where neither
low side window nor bell-cot existed. 185a Rock Ch. Our
Fathers III. L Contents p. v, The low side or ankret's
window. 1894 Murray's l/audbk. Oxfordsh. 103 On the S.

is a low side window, blocked.

Low-Spi'rited, a. [f. Low a. + Spirit sb. +
-BD*.] I raving low spirits, fa. Mean in spirit;

abject, base, cowardly, paltry (obs.), b. Wanting in

animation or sprightliness ; dejected, dispirited.

a. 1588 Sh aks. L. /„. L. 1. i. 250 That low spirited Swaine,
that base Minowof thy myrth. 1655 E. Terry l'oy. E. Ind.

79 People . .so low-spirited . . that they dare not fight. 1750-
72 H. Hrookk Fool of Quai. (i8oq"> III. 67 Low-spirited
scoundrels, who roh the widow and the fatherless. 1795
Ld. Auckland Corr. (18621 III. 283 This country is very
low-spirited as to continental politics.

b. 1753 N. Torriano Gangr. Sore Throat 120 She was
very low-spirited and hysterical. 1778 Miss IIcrnf.v

Evelina xxni. (1791J I. 134 When we returned home, we
were all low-spirited. 1833 J. H . N f.wman Lett. (1891 ) I. 432,
I was low-spirited ahout the state of things and thought
nothing could be done. 1869 CLARinr.E Cold Water Cure
55 Where the patient is low spirited or unwell.

1 lence Iiow-spi'ritedness, the condition of being

low-spirited, fa. Cowardice, meanness obs. . b.

Dejection, depression, faint-heartedness.

1652 J. Wright tr. Ca.mus' Ar
at. Paradox vii. 145 Our

low-spiritedness stretched out the neck to this blow. 1711
Suaftesb. Charac. (1737I I. 230 Nor *>hou'd I .. charge em
with meanness and insufficiency on the account of this low-
spiritedness which they discover. 1741-70 Mrs. Cartkr
Lett. (1808)351 The lowsptriteduess. .of which you complain,
assures me you cannot be well. 1812 W. Taylor in Monthly
Mag. XXXIV. 410 The reverse of low-spiritedness is gaiety.

Lowss, obs. Sc. form of Loose.

LOW Sunday. [Cf. quot. 1866.] The Sunday
next after Easter Sunday.
1431 in Eng. Gilds {1870) 275 Y* sonday next aftyr low-

Ronday. 15x1 Nottingham Rec. III. 329 In ye weke next
after Lowe Sondey. a 1633 Austin Medit. (1635) 168 how-
Sunday. Inferins Pascha. The l<ower JCaxter-Sunday. 1710
Hearne Collect. 16 Apr. (O. H. S.) II. 373 This Day being
Low-Sunday. x866 Annot. Bk. Com. Pr. 107 The popular
name of Low Sunday has probably arisen from the contrast

between the joys of Easter and the first return to ordinary
Sunday services.

Lowt(e, obs. form of Loi:t sb. and v.

tLowth. Oh. [f. Low a. + -th.] Lowness.
1526 Tinoa lis Rom. viii. 39 Nether heyth, nether lowth

fA. V. and R. V. depthl, nether eny other creature. 1535 ,

Coverdale Rom. viii. 39 Nether heyth ner loweth. [1691 '

Ray Collect. Words Postscr. 171 That which lies under the

Hills, especially down by Humber and Case side,.. is called

by the Country-people the Losvths, i.e. The low Country in

contradistinction to the Wauds.]
Low tide : see Tide.

Low water. The state of the tide when the

surface of the water is lowest; the time when the

tide is at the lowest ebb. (Cf. High water.)

f Also, in a river, a time when the stream is shallow.

1530 Pai.sgr. 241/1 Lowe water, leave basse, a 1548 Hall
Chron.y Edw. I V 209 As nere as their great shyppes could

come at the lowe water. 1582 in Turner Select. Rec. Oxford
426 At everye hyghe and ragynge water youre slueses ..

should be drawne upp. . . And at everye lowe water your
sluses should be . . shutte. 1670 Speed in Dedloe Popish Plot

ai He bid him observe the Tide, and be sure to do it within

an hour of low water. 1762 Borlase in Phil. Trans. LI I.

420 At Kinsale,. .near dead low-water, the tide rose suddenly
on the strand. 1853 Sir H. Douglas RHlit. Bridges (ed. 3^

50 A certain number of pontoons would . . be left aground at

every low water. 1882 E. P. Edwards in Gd. Words Apr.

248 Rocky peaks showing only above low-water.

fig. 1877 (7</. Words XVIII. 18/2 In summer,, everything

is at dead low-water,

b. allrib. t Of a soldier = Freshwater 2 b.

1643 [Angier] Lane. Vail. Achor 7 Fire is a cruell Lord,

and dreadfull object to fresh and low-water souldiers.

C. Jig, Chiefly in phr. in low water \

1 hard tip
1

,

impoverished,
1785 Grose Diet. Vulg. Tongue, Low tide or Lena water,

when there is no money in a man's pocket. 1885 Chamb.
Jrnl. 21 Feb. 125/2 Law-breakers, .who, having been *put

away \ and done their time, found themselves in low water

upon their return to the outer world. 1886 Miss Braddon
Mohawks I. iv. 94 His lordship was in low water financially.

Low-wa/ter-mark. The line or level reached

by the tide at low-water ; a mark set up to indi-
.

eate this. (Cf. High-water-mark.)
1526 in Dillon Customs ofPale (1892) 87 Anie wrak rivinge

or drivinge in the sea without the Lowe water marke. 1629

H. C. Draymng Fennes Cij, When the out-fals shall bee
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opened to Low water marke. 1776 O. Semplr Building in
Water 2, 2 Inches above the Low-water Mark. .. 8 Inches
above Low-water Mark. 1783 Pack in Phil. Trans. LXXI V.
16 It continued in vast quantity almost to the spring tide
low-water-mark. 1880 Hkikie Phys. Geog. iii. § 17. 154 The
lower limit of the beach or low-water mark.

b. Ji^. The lowest point reached in nnmber,
quality, quantity, intensity, etc.

1651 N. Macon Disc. Gor't. Eng. u. xxxvii. (1730) 167 The
slate of Learning and Holiness was now at the "low-water
mark. 1745 11. Wali'oi.k /.*.'/. (1846) II. 9 My ink is at
low water-mark for all my acquaintance. 1838 Dickens (>.

Twist viii, I'm at low-water-mark myself—only one bob and
a magpie. 1890 Spectator 29 Mar., Destroying the truths
of which most social conventions are the low-water mark.

t Low-wines. Oh. Also 7 sing, low wine,
S Sr, lowins. //. The first spirit that comes off in

the process of distillation. (Cf. Faints.)
1641 French Distill, i. (1651) 26 There will come forth a

weak Spiiit, which is called low W ine. 1657 K. Ligon
Barbadoes (1673) 03 The first Spirit that comes off, is a
small Liquor, which we call low-wine-;. 1701 Loud. Gar:.
No. 2717/1 An Act for Granting to His Majesty several
Duties upon Low-Wines or Spirits of the first K.Mraction.
1790 A. Wilson Poems 91 Whauks o" gude ait-far'Ie cowins,
Synt down wt' whey, or whisky lowins. 1820 Broderip .y

Bingham's Rtp. I. 436 Perry v. Huntington, when the
commissioners determined low wines to be strong waters.

Lowy. Oh. exc. //is/, fa. OK. /once, Hence
late L. leucfita, 1. laica ( F. lietie) J .Hague j//. 1 ] A

liherly extending for about a league outside a town.
1570-6 Lamrarok Peramb. Kent 399 Round about the

Towne of Tnnbridge, lyeth a icrritorie, or compare of
ground, commonly called, the Lowy, but written in the
auncient Recorder and Histories l.encata [printed pencata]
or Leuga, and being (in deedel a French League of ground.
1598 Hakluyt J'oy. I.j 8 The Port of Hastings ought tofinde
three ships. The lowie of Penensey, one 1780 Descr. Tun-
bridge- It ells 3Q ( Jreat Bounds . . was so ( ailed, because it was
the extreme boundary of the lowy or liberty of Tnnbridge.
1809 Bawuwt.n Powesdav IU: 257 In Ripon the Archbishop
has the Ix>wy of St. Wilfrid. 1880 R. C. Jknkins Canter-
bury j 70 Gilbert de Clare did homage for the Castle and
lowy of Ton bridge.

Lox, ?obs. pi. of Lock .r/>.t (see sense 2 note).
1668 Cleveland* Old Gill ii. in % C. Rer ind (ed. 4) 3?

Her Breath smells like Lox.

Loxa V'ksa). [The name now spelt J.oja) of

a province in Kcuador, South America.] attrib.

in Loxa bnr/c: the pale Peruvian bark obtained
from the cinchona- tree C. condaminea).
1825 Amer. frnl. Sci. IX. 364 Loxa, or Crown Hark.

1837 Penny Cycl. VI L 172 \Cinehona^, Loxa or crown bark,
called also true Loxa bark, is obtained either exclusively
from the C. Condaminea or from it and C. scrobicnlata.

Ibid., The false Loxa bark, confessedly a very bad hark.

1885 A. Ii. Garrod Ess. Mat. Med. led. in 292 Pale or

Loxa barks.

[[ Loxarthrus (tyksaubr/V). Surg-. [mod.I.., f.

Or. Ao£-os oblique + apBpov joint. Cf. K. lo.xarthre*]

See quot.)
1822 34 Goods Study Med. fed. 4I 111. 237 Loxarthrus in

surgery, an obliquity of a joint of any kind, without spasm
or luxation.

i! LoxiaKV'k*^* [mod.L.,f. ( j r.Ao£-os oblique.

(So called hy Gesner, from the oblique crossing of

the mand i hies.)] A genus of birds of which the

Crossbill is the type.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kerseyt, Loxias, the Cross-beak or

Shell-apple ; a I5ird that i-. common in several Parts of

Germany, and sometimes found in England. X7S3CHAMBKRS
Cycl. Siipp., l.oxia. 1834 Pringlk Afr. Sk. 25 Whose
slender sprays above the flood Suspend the loxia's callow

brood In cradle-nests.

II
Loxia2 0^s>a). Path. [mod.L.,f.Gr. \o(-6? :

see prec] A deformity of the neck in which it is

drawn to one side; wry-neck.

1844 in Hoblvn Diet. Med.

Loxian Op*ksian), sb. 1 rare— 1
, [f. L. Loxi-as>

Gr. Aortas surname of Apollo + -an.] Apollo.

1840 Browning Sordello \. 6ox The Loxian 's \note Apollo

(tbe bowman)] choicest gifts of gold.

Loxian Op ksian), a. and sh* [f. Loxia + -an.]

a. adj. Of or belonging to the genus Loxia. b.

A bird of this genus. In recent Diets.

Loxic O'ksik), a. Med. [ad. mod.L. loxicns. f.

Gr. \oi-U ohlique : see -ic] Distorted in position

or direction ; awry.
1856 in Mayne Expos. Lex. 1890 in J. S. Killings Xat.

Med. Diet.
.

Loxoclase (V-ks^kte's). Mm. [mod. (Breit-

haupt, 1846) f. Gr. Xo^o-s oblique + /fAatr-u frac-

ture.] A variety of orthoclase, containing sodium.

1846 Amer. Jrnl. Sci. II. 414 Loxoclase is near feldspar

in its characters. 185a C. U. Siiepard Min. (ed. 3) 187

Loxoclase . . occurs in regular crystals. 1893 Chapman
Blozvpipe Pract. 259 Loxoclase is also a variety but re-

sembles Oligoclase in composition.

IiOXOCOSm ty'ks^k^m). [f. Gr. Ao^-s oblique

+ k6<jh-os world. Cf. F. /oxocosme.]
1 An instru-

ment to illustrate the effect of the obliquity of the

earth's axis in different seasons upon the length of

the day' {Cent. Did. i8oo\

Loxodon vV'ks^d^n). Zool. [ad. modX.
Loxodonta pi. (Cuvier), f. Gr. Ao£-os oblique

+

dSoi'T-, 6M$ tooth.]
1 A sub-genus ol elephants,

so called from the rhomb-shaped discs of the worn

molars
7
(Ogilvie, 18S2).

LOY.

1857 Falconrr in a 7rnl.Geol.Soc. XIII. 315 For this
subgeneric group [otF.lephantsl the name of Loxcdon, first
indicated by Frederick Cuvier, ha.s been adopted. Ibid.
321 Two of the Loxodons, .. have a ridge-formula which
is identical or nearly so with that of Stegodon insiguis.
1863 Lvki.1. Antiq. AIan xxii. 438 A remarkable dwarf
species.. has been discovered belonging, like the existing
/•.'. Africamis, to the group I^oxodon.

So Lo-xodont. a. adj. Having teeth like those
of an elephant belonging to the group Loxodon.
b. sb. An elephant with this dentition.
In recent Diets.

Loxodrome (V-k^Jtfnmm). ff.Gr.Ao/d-s oblique
4- 5p6fi-o$ course.] « /oxodrom ie line.
1880 Libr. Univ. A'uenot. <N. V.) X. 436 The loxodrome,

or loxodromic line. 1888 Orf r.Ninu. Integral C alculus 31
A loxodrome on the >phere, cutting the meridians at a
constant angle.

Loxodromic (l^ks^dr^ inik),^. and sb. [Formed
as prec. 4- -ic. Cf. F. loxodtomique.]
A. adj. Peitaining to oblique sailing, or sailing

by the rhumb. / oxodromic chart, projection, an-
other name for Mercatofs projection. L.oxodromic
curve

y
tine, spiral, a rhumb-line. Loxodromic

tables, traverse tables.

1702 J. Kai rnsoN Math. Diet.. Loxodromiek Line. 1727-
41 Ciiamrersc>'/- s. v. Table, Loxodromiek Tables. 1834
Xat. Philos., Xarigalion u. iv. § 51. 19 (TJ. K. S.) The
oblique rhumb line is called also the Loxodromic cur\e.
1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 183/1 Loxodromic spiral, the curve
(in which a ship sails when her course is always on one
point of the rompass. It is called in F.nsli>h works Rhumb
Line. 1855 .Mai'rv Phys. Geog Sea (1859* § 123 These.,
counter-currents aic also made to move in a sort of spiral or
loxodromic curve.

B. sb. Loxodromic line, table, b. Loxo-
dromics : the art of oblique sailing.
a 1679 Sir ]. Mookk Syst. Math. (1681) II. 120 Lovo.

dromiques or Traverse-Tables of Miles, with ihe Difference
of Longitudes and Latitudes. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Techv.,
Loxodromitjves, is the Art or Way of oblique sailing by
the Rumb. .. Hence the Tahlescf Rhumbs, or the Traverse
Table of Miles,, .is by Sir J. .Moore, and others, called by
this Name of Loxodrotniqnes. 1762 Di ns* in Phil. Trans.
1.1 1 1. 66 If rightly correspondent with the lo\odromiques
or rhumbs. x86o Mai ry Phys. Geog. Sen iv. § 235 It is

diverted from the great circle path and forced to take up its

line of inarch, either in spirals about a point on the surface
of the earth, or in loxcdromics about its axis. 1867 S.mviii
Sailor's Word-bk., Loxodromic

t
\\\t line ofa ship's way when

.sailing oblique to tbe meridian.

Loxodromical cl^ks^dr^ mikal), a. [Formed
as prec +-al] = Loxodhomic a.

1704 J. Harris Lex. Techu. s.v. Loxodrontiijues, Loxo-
dromical Tables. 1706 Phillips {ed. Kersey), Loxodromi-
cal ox Loxodromiek, (in Navigat.) belonging to the Method
of oblique Sailing.

Hence IiOxodro*mieally adv.
1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk., Mcreator s soiling. Per-

formed loxodromically, by means of M creator's charts.

Loxodromisni (T/'ks^'dromiz'm). [Formed as

prec. 4- -ism. Cf. F. loxodromisme.'] The tracing

of or moving in a loxodromic line or curve.

1853 Th. Ross I/umbotdt's Trav. 111. xx.xii. 374 Occupied
. . by the parallelism, or rather the loxodromisni of the
strata,. . 1 was struck with [etc.]. 1855 Ogilvik, Suppl., Loxo-
dromisni, the tracing of a loxodromic curve or line.

Loxodromy J^ks^'dromi). [Foimed as prec.

4- -Y. Cf F. loxodromiek] A loxodromic line or

course ; also = loxodromics.
a 1656 Ussiirr Ann. 11658) 98 Anaximander. .first observed

the Loxodromie, or Massing motions of the stars, in the
Zodiac. 1706 Philld s (ed. Kersey), Loxodromy, such a
Course in Sailing. 1712 Desagci.iers tr. Ozananis Geog.
1 14A Ship which., sails along any Oblique Rumb.. describes

upon the Terraqueous Globe a Spiral Line, which we have
call'd a Loxodromiek Line, Loxodromy, or Oblique Course.

1855 Ocilvie, Suppl., Loxodromy, a loxodromic curve or
spiral ; loxodromics.

Loxolophodont (Vks^l^u-uxl^nt), a. and sb.

[f. Gr. Ao^o-j ohlique + lophodont : see Lopho-.] a.

adj. Monging to the genus Loxolophodon of fossil

mammals, having obliquely crested molar teeth,

b. sb. An individual of this genus.

1887 E. 1). Cor-E Orig. Fittest vii. 259 The Lo.xolopho-

donts. Ibid. 263 The .. Loxolophodont types of molar
structure.

Loxotic (lfks^tik), a. Med. [ad. mod.L.
loxolic-us ^Mayne Expos. Lex. 1856), f. Gr. Ao£o-s

oblique: sec -otic.] =Loxic.
1889 Syd. Soc. Lex. 1890 J. S. Dillings Nat. Med. Diet.

Loxotomy (tyks^-tomr. [ad. mod.L. loxo-

lomia, f. Gr. Ao£6-s oblique + -Topta cutting.] A
method of amputation characterized by cutting

obliquely through the limb.

1856 in Mayne Expos. Lex, In some recent Diets.

tLoy 1
. Obs. rare. Also 6 loye. [a. OF. hie,

toy, or aphetic for Alloy.] Alloy.

1598 Florio, Cardto, the touch or refining, or loye of

gold. Ibid., Coppella, a refiner's woord, called the test or

loye of siluer or gold. 1622 Mabbe tr. A leman's Guzman
d'Alf. 1. 127 We see euery thing want some-what in the fine-

nesse of it's Loy and true touch.

Loy 2 (loi). Anglo-Jrish. [a. Irish laighe ] A
kind of spade used in Ireland (see quots.).

1763 Museum Rusticnm I. lxxxul 358 The iron part of

the loy, or Irish spade, is not quite half so broad at the edge
as the English garden spade. 178a A. Young Tour Pel. I.

286 All the tillage is by the Irish loy. 1892 Jane P.arlow

1 Irish Idylls 181 There be the loys and graips lying around.



LOYAL.

Loyal (loi-aT, a. and sb. Also 6-7 loyall,

7 loial(l. [*. F. loyal, OF. loiai, leiat, semi-
popular ad. L. legal-em (see Legal a.), f-

law. Cf. Leal a.]

1. True to obligations of duty, love, etc. ; faithful

to plighted troth.

1604 Shaks. Oth. iv. ii. 35 Your wife my Lord : your true
and loyall wife. i6ix — Cymb. 111. ii. 47 So he wishes you
all happinesse, that remaines loyall to his Vow, and youi
encreasing in Loue. 1651 Hobhf.s Leviath. Hi. xxxv. 217
Abraham .. the Father of the Faithfull ; that is, of those that
are loyall. 1676 Drvdkn Aurengz. I. i. 186 Darah from
Loyal Aurenge-Zebe is fled. 1697 — A'lutid vi. 607 [There]
Chast Laodamia, with Lvadne, moves : Unhappy both, but
loyal in their Loves. 1859 Tf.snyson Elaine 558 Nor often
loyal to his word. 1871 R. Ellis tr. Catullus Ixiv. 182
Nay, but a loyal lover, a hand pledg'd surely, shall ease me.
1871-74 J. Thomson City Dread/. At. v. iv, A home of peace
by loyal friendships cheered.

J2. Faithful in allegiance to the sovereign or con-
stituted government. Also, in recent use, enthu-
siastically devoted or reverential to the person and
family of the sovereign.
Originally a contextual application of sense 1. As in the

case of other words of similar or opposite meaning (as leal,

fiat ; traitor, treason) the specific feudal use has in Knglish
become a distinct sense, and the one most prominent in use.

1531 Llvot Got. Proheme, I. .do nowe dedicate it vnto
your hyghnesse [the Kingl . . verely trustynge that your
moste excellent wysedome wyll therein esteme my loyall
hnrte and diligent endeauour. 1593 Shaks. Kick. ii, 1. i.

181 A lewell in a ten times barr'd vp Chest, Is a bold spirit,
in a loyally brest. 1595 — John 11. i. 271 He that proues
the King To him will we proue loyall. 1611 Kible 2 Mace.
xi. 19 If then you wil keepe your selues loyall to the state
ILXX. iav fikv ovv <TVVT7jpri<n)T€ ry)v els Ta irpdynara evvotap).
i6zo J. Wilkinson Coroners <y Sherifes 3 That all coroners
. .should be chosen.. of the most convenientest and most
loial.st people that may be found in the said counties, a 1677
Hakrow Serm. Wks. 1686 III. 48 He must reign over us,
if not as over loyal Subjects to our comfort, yet as over
stubborn Rebels to our confusion. 170a Dennis Monument
xxxvi. 76 His loyal'st Subjects too divided were. 1784
Cowh-.r Task vi. 661 The simple clerk, but loyal,. .did rear
right merrily, two staves, Sung to the praise and glory of
King George. 1849 Macai/lay Hist. Eng. \\\. II. 209 The
king pressed them, as they were loyal gentlemen, to gratify
him. 1887 Tennvson Jubilee Q. Victoria iv, And in each
let a multitude Loyal, each, to the heart of it,. .Hail the
fair Ceremonial Of this year of her Jubilee. 1897 Sir W.
Lalrikr Speech in Daily Ar

e~<vs 5 July 4/3 We [sc. French
Canadians] are loyal because we are free.

3. Of things, actions, etc. : Characterized by or
exhibiting loyalty.

1598 Shaks. Merry W. v. v. 68 Each faire Instalment,
Coate, and seu'rall Crest, With loyall Ulazon, euermore be
blest. 1600 Holland Liry xlv. 1209 They had received
great helpe at his hands in the Punick warre by his valiant
and loiall service. x6oi Shaks. Tivel. AT

. 1. v. 289 01. Why,
what would you ? i'io. . . Write loyall Cantons of contemned
loue. 1801 WoRDSw. Sonn.

t
'/sit a reed that's shaken',

A seemly reverence maybe paid to power; Hut that's a
loyal virtue, never sown In haste. 1835 Dickens Sk. Boz,
Public Dinners, The other ' loyal and patriotic ' toasts
having been drunk with all due enthuMasm. 1872 Iilackii:

Lays Highl. 67 For strong men who knew to do and dare
I drop the loyal tear.

f4. == Legal in certain senses, a. Of a child:

Legitimate, b. Ofmoney : Genuine, legally current.

Of goods : Of the le^al standard of quality. Obs.
1605 Shaks. Lear it. i. 86 Loyall and naturall Hoy. 1660

Waterhouse Arms <y Arm. 34 Cognizance is taken. .of
what House Gentlemen are, from what branch of that House,
whether loyall or spurious. 1690 Child Disc. Trade (ed. 4)

159 Our Laws that oblige our people to the making of strong,
substantial (and, as we call it, loyal) cloth of a certain length.

5. Manege. (See qnot. ; cf. F. cheval loyal

\

hotiche loyale.) ? Obs.

17*7 Bailey vol. II. s.v., A Hon* is said to be loyal, who
freely bendsall his Force in obeying and performing any
manage he is put to; and does not.. resist, altho' he is ill

treated. Loyal Mouth |ofa HorseL.of the Nature of such
Mouths, as are usually called Mouths with a full rest upon
the Hand.
6. Comb., as loyal-hearted adj.

>S99 Warn. Faire Worn. 1. 468 To his wife, in all this

city, none More kind, more loyal-hearted. 1850 Tennyson
/// Mem. cv, On thee the loyal-hearted hung.

B. sb. pU f a. Those who are bound by alle-

giance; liege subjects (ph.). b. In recent use:
Loyal subjects, as opposed to disaffected persons.
C1540 tr. Pol. Vcrg. Eng. Hist. (Camden No. 36) I. 177

After the forthe yeare of his [Ethelbertus'l reigne he was
semblabie murthered of his owne loyals. 1602 Carkw Corn-
wall 97 I'.eing destitute of horses and treasure, he [Earl
Richard] prayed therein ayde of his loyals. 1885 Fortn.
Rev. Oct. 604 From the Diamond Fields alone a large con-
tingent of loyals can always be reckoned upon. 1887 Rider
Hagcard Jess xxvii, Whoever says that the English have
given up the country.. and deserted its subjects and the
loyals and the natives, is a liar.

Loyalism (loraliz'm). [f. Loyal a. ¥ -ism.]

The principles or actions of a loyalist ; adherence

to the sovereign or government ; loyalty.

1817 Lockhart Scott Ixiit. (1842) 556 This feature of lri.;h

loyalism was new to the untravelled Scotch of the party.

1887 Chamb. Jrnl. IV. 12 Why, then, should I, a student,

foresee, beneath this wealth of loyalism, a rising power
that would crush and kill both the lauders and the lauded.

Loyalist (loralist). [f. Loyal a. + -ist.J One
who is loyal ; one who adheres to his sovereign or

to constituted authority, esp. in times of revolt

;

one who supports the existing form of government.
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I
Vttited Empire Loyalist (Ainer. Hist.): see quot. 1S97. f

I For the quot. from Ho:velPs Vocal Forest (1640) given by
Johnson to illustrate this word, see Lovomst.
[1647 The A'oyall, and the Royatlist's Plea (running titlt

)

The Royal) and the Ix>yallists Plea.1 1685 I. Kftilfwei.l
(title) The Religious Loyalist: or, a Good Christian Taught
How to be a Faithful Servant both to (iod and the King.
171a E. Cookk t'oy.S.Sea 294 The wounded were above
400 of the Loyalists. 1721 // 'ood's Ath. Oxon. {ed. 2) 1 1. 98/2
It was then the hap and fortune of one Dr. Tha Kiyly a
great Loyallist, to meet with this Nobleman. 1781 S. Pki ers
Hist. Connect. 357 Colonel Street Hall, of Wallingford, a
loyalist, was appointed General. 181a Gen. Hist, in Ann.
Reg. 205 The provinces of Spanish America were still the
theatre of a sanguinary civil war between the two parties of
independents and loyalists. 1852 Tiiackkray Esmond \.

(1876) 2 This resolute^ old loyalist .. was with the King whilst
his house was thus being battered down. 1893 Times \ 1 May
9/2 The Loyalists in Ireland repudiated with one voice the
Legislative Council proposed in the [Home Rule] Hill. 1897
J. Bourtnot Canada xxi. 291 This event was the coming
to the provinces of many thousand people, known as United
Kmpire loyalists, who during the progress of the war., left

their old homes in the thirteen colonies, /bid. 297 Those
loyalists, .who joined the cause of Great ttritain before the
Treaty of Peace in 1783, were allowed the distinction of
having after their name the letters U. K. to preserve the
memory of their fidelity to a United Empire.

fLoyality. Obs. [f. Loyal a. +-m\] Loyalty.
1646 Earl Monm. tr. BiondPs Civil U'arres vni. 152

Richard being now King found like loyality in his subjects,

as whitest He was a subject, he used to the King his Nephew.
Loyalize loi'alaiz), v. [f. Loyal a. + -ize.]

trans. To make loyal ; to restore to faithful alle-

giance ; also, to attach to the loyalist party.

1825 Svd. Smith .?/. \Vks. 1859 IL 206/1 My remedy for

these evils is, to enter into an alliance with the Irish people
—to conciliate the clergy, ..to loyalise the laity. 1867 Pall
Mall G. 7 Aug. t To pacify, loyalize, and content at once
those who have land and those who desire it.

Hence Lo yalized ///. a.

1851 C. R. E dmoxds Milton xvi. 224 The treacherous faction

of loyalized presbyterians.

t Loyallement, adv. Obs. rare- 1

. [a. F.

loyalemenl.] In a loyal manner, faithfully.

1548 Hooi'ER TeuCommamtm. x. 159 It sufficiihe vs,loyalle«

ment, and with good faythe to hyre this commaundement.

Loyally (lorali), adv. ff. Loyal a. + -ly-.]

In a loyal manner, with loyalty; faithfully.

157a Ht LOETfed. Higgins), Loyally or fayth fully,fideliter.
1600 E. Blou nt tr. Conestag°io 270 Such as faithfully without
promtr-es. .had loially serued them. 1725 Pope Odyss. xi. 449
Wealthy Kings are loyally obey'd. 1833 J. H. Newman
Hist. Sk. (1876) I. [II. (t. iv. 181 Its IChina'>l power of per-

severing so loyally in its old institutions through so many
ages. 1891 F. Peacock N. Brendon 1. 185 He was loyally

anxious to serve his employer.

Loyalness loi'alms). [f. Loyal a. + -xess.]

The state or condition of being loyal
;
loyalty.

159a Stosv Ann. (an. 1566) 1125 The Queenes maiestie.,
was of all the students. .so honorably and ioyfully receiueel,

as.. their loialnes towards the Queenes maiestie. .did re-

quire. 164a Rogers Xaaman 380 I^oyalnesse and love.

1787 1»ailfy vol. II, Loyalness, loyalty.

Loyalty (loralti). Also 5 loyaltee, -aulte,

6 7 loyal-, loialtie, 7 loialty, loyaltye. [a. OK.
loialtd (mod. loyaute

1

), f. loyal Loyal a. : sec -TY.]

1. Faithful adherence to one's promise, oath,

word of honour, etc.; f conjugal faithfulness,
(

fidelity, f Also in phrase by my loyalty.

t 1400 Rom. Rose 6783 This noble dide such labour To
susteync ever the loyaltee, That he to moche agihe me.
^477 Caxton Jasott 21 By my loyaulte saide thene Corsus
sire alle that 1 haue sayd procedeth not from ony fere, .that
I haue of all your enemyes. c 153a Du Wks /ntrod. Fr. in

Palsgr. 927 In my loyal t i e, en vta loyaulte. 1591 Shaks. 1

Two Gent. iv. ii. 7 When I protest true loyalty to her, She
twits me with my falsehood to my friend. x6ia Chatman
Widdinoes Teares 11. Dram. Wks. 1873 III. 23 If you be
sure of your wiues loialtie for terme of life. 1697 Drvden
Virg. Past. via. 130 These Garments once were his; and
left to me The Pledges of his promised Loyalty. 1770
Goldsm. Des. Till. 406 And piety with wishes placed above,
And steady loyalty, and faithful love. 1856 Emerson Eng.
Traits, Ability Wks. (Bohn) II. 36 In the courts, the inde-

pendence of the judges and the loyalty of the suitors are
equally excellent. 1871 R. S. Canuush in Life xiv. (1882)

149 Thy right hand hath not tost its cunning, nor thy heart
its loving loyalty to the gentle craft.

2. Faithful adherence to ihe sovereign or lawful

government. Also, in recent use, enthusiastic

reverence for the person and family of the sovereign.

1531 Elvot Go?>. 111. vi, For the suhiecte or seruaunt to

his souerayne or maister it is proprely named fidelitie, and
in n frenche terme loyaltie. 1568 Grafton Chron. I. 176 In
this battaile Canutus proved the I^oyaltie and manly prow-
esse of the Englishc men. 1605 Shaks. Macb. 1. iv. 22 The
sendee, and the loyaltie 1 owe, In doing it, payes it selfe.

1630 J. Levett Ord. Bees (1634) 69 They offer unto him all

their services and loyalties, a 1677 Barrow Serm. Wks.
1686 III. xli. 471 Whoever of those rebels willingly should
come in.. and promise future loyalty, or obedience to his
laws.. should.. obtain rewards from him. 1784C0WPER Task
V. 331 We too are friends to loyalty. We love The king who
loves the law. 1807-8 Svd. Smith Plymle/s Lett. Wks,
1 859 11. 17 £/i Loyalty within the bounds of reason . is one of
the greatest instruments of English happiness. 1874 Grekn

'

Short J/ist. vii § 6. 399 Under the rule of Elizabeth loyalty

became more and more a passion among Englishmen,

t b. attrib. in loyally loan. Obs.
1800 Asiatic Ann. Rfg., Proc. Pari. 23/2 The .. advan-

tageous disposal of the loyalty loan.

t3. Lawfulness, legality (ofmarriage). Obs.rare~x
.

\

1669 R. Coke Power <y SubJ. 193 In all the reign of H. 3. |

LOZENGE.
..if any Ksne were joyned upon loyalty of marriage, general
bastardy, or such like, the King did ever write to the P.ishop
of the dioeesc.to ceitifie the loyalty of the marriage.
Loyeter

f obs. form of Loirku.

t IiOyn. Obs. rare. Also 5 loigne, loyne,
S lowing. See also Lu.nk. [a. OF. loigne (also
longe) :-mcd.L. longia, longea, f. long-i/s h^aa a ]A length (of cord) ; a leash for a hawk. Also fig.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 3882 The loigne IF. longe] it is so longe

Of lhalacoil, hertis to lure. Ibid. 7050 He shal have of a
corde a loigne [F. longe], With whiche men shal him binde
and lede. e 1430 Pilgr. Ly/Manhode in. xxiii. O869) 148
V if me a loyne IF. longe], if thou wolt, and a peyre gessis.

>S75 Tlkbkrv. Faulcontie 129 l^t hit- be loose from all liir

furniture, that is without either loyne or cryaunce. 170a
J. K. Diet., The Lowings or thongs of an hawk.
Loyri, obs. form of Line t».l.

tlioyolan, a. Obs. rare-K In 7 Leio'an.
[f. Loyola (see Loyolite) + -ax.] Pertaining to
Loyola or the Jesuits.
1613 Pl rchas Pilpimage (1614^ 171 Thus did Abraham. . ;

this must tbe Iesuite do when an lgnatian Superiour com-
mands, or else he is no Holocaust for the Leiolan Ahar.

LQyolism(loi-Jliz'm). [Formed asnext + -jsm,]

The doctrine or principles of Loyola or the Jesuits.
1800 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. VI H. 509 Intelligence,

artfully tinctured with the es-ential oil of Loyolism.

t Loyolist. Obs. (Often in Howell.) [Formed
as iitxt + -i.sT. Cf. F. Loyolislc.] = Loyoute.
1640 Howell Dodoua's Gr. 80 The Societies of the Loyo-

lists, ibid. 102 By the Instigation of the Loyolists.

Loyolite (loi tfbit). Also 7 Loiolite. [ad.

mod.L. Loyolita, f. the name of Ignatius Loyola, the
founder of the Society of Jesus: see-iTE.] A Jesuit.
a 1670 Hacket Abp. Williams 1.(1693) 172 Dr. Laud.,

galled Fisher with great Acuteness. Which the false l^oio-

Itte traduced.. in Ins Reports. 1679 OLniiAM Sat. Jesuits
in. (1685) 36 And when in time these Contradiction meei

;

Then hope to find em in a Loyolite. 18x8 Ranken Hht.
Trance V. ii. § 4. 356 The mem)>ers have been called some-
times, from his name, Inighistsand Loynlites[j/V], but they are
more generally known by the name ofJesuits. 1875 M.Patti-
son Casaubon v. 304 We shall all soon be mere slaves of the
loyolites.

t Loys. Obs. rare. Some kind of stone.

1295 / isitat. S. PauVs (Du Cange), Unum superaltare de
Loys. i486 Bk. St. Albans, Her. Aiij, The .y. stone is

calde a, Loys.. a sanquine stone or synamer hit is calde in

armys.

Loys?, obs. f. Loose v. \ var. Loose Obs.
f
praise.

Loysyn, obs. form of Lozex.
Loyte, -er, obs. ff. Lite so.*, Lighter sbA
Loytre, loytron, obs. forms of Loiter.
Loz, Loze, var. ff. Loss 2 Obs., Lose sb. Obs,

LozeI(l, variant of Losel.

IiOzen (ty'zcn). Chiefly Se. Forms : 4-5
los e yn, lozeyn, loysyn, 6 losan^e, losin, 7
losien, lossen, 9 losen, 8-9 lozen. [?a. OF.
*loseigne(once loseingne),xa.t. ol /wa/z^LozEXGE sb."]

1 1. Cookery. ? A thin cake of pastry. Obs.
? c 1390 Form 0/ Cury (1780) 21 Take ohleys ober wafrous

[ivafronsl in stede of lozeyns and cowche in dysshes. ibid.

46,61, 62. c 1420 Liber Cocomm (1862) 40 Lay ber in py
loseyns abofe be chese with wynncpose loysyns er harde
to make in fay.

+ 2. A lozenge-shaped figure. Obs.

1541 tnv. R. jf'ardr. (1815) 60 Item ane uther dyamont
ground oure with losauis eunamelit with the freir knott.

1593 Sc. Aits Jas. VI (1816) IV. 48/2 On the vther syde
ane losane with ane thrissitl on euery nuke.

3. A \ ozenge-shaped) pane of gla>s.

1665 Sir J. L Fountainhall Jrnl.(jaoo) 114 One ol his

servantes brook a lossen. a 1813 A. Wilson' 2nd Ep. to

J. Dobie Poet. Wks. (1846) 51 While rains are blatt'ring frae

the south, And down the lozens seeping, 1814 Scott Red*
gauntlet let. i, And who taught me to pin a losen, head
a bicker, and hold the bannets? Alan once more. 1865
C. S. Grauamk Mystifications 16 Lord Gillies was re*

minded of the time when he was an ill prettie laddie, and
of breaking the lozens of one of her windows. 1896 N.
Munro Lost Pibroch (1902)^0 The vvindow-lozens winked
with the light of big peat-fires within,

b. Iransf. A glass of a pnir of spectacles.

1834 M. Scott Cruise Midge x'u (1842) 200 Auld Durie
Squake. .cat ght such a ba>h on the nose that baith the

lozens were dang out of his barnacles.

4. attrib. and Comb. a. attrib. or adj. ? Em-
broidery with lozenge patterns.

1500-90 Dusbar Poems xiv. 19 Sic losin sarkis, so mony
glengoir mark is Within this land was nevir hard nor sene.

1507 Ld. Treas. Ace. Scott. (1901) 111. 253 Ane gret losin

doublat for the king. 1546 Extracts Aherd. Reg. (18441 L
239 Tua losin sarkis.

b. Comb., as + lozen-ivise adv.
1625 in Rymer Foutcra XVML 236 Dyamonds cutt lozen

wise.

Hence Zio zened a. = Lozenged. Also IiO'xen-

le»s a. rare.

1770 Pp. ForbI'S Jrnl. (18S6) 306 A circular Window,
lozened by Arches of polished Stone meeting in the Centre.

1898 N. Mlnro John Splendid'xiv, The place lay tenantless
and melancholy,, .the windows lozenless.

Lozenge \p*zend t̂ ), sb. Forms: 4-7loseng(e,
5-6 losang e, losing(e, 5 losyngye, (losynge,
lesyng, lozingge), 5-7 lozeng, 6-7 lossenge,
loosing, 6-S lozange, (8 lozinge), 7- lozenge,
[a. OF. losenge, losange (mod.F. losange) - Sp.

losanje, Catal. llosange
>

It. lozanga
;
perh. a deri-
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vative of the word which appears as Prov. lausa^

Sp. losa, Catal. llosa, Pg. lousa, slab, tombstone,

? OF. lauze roofing slate.

It has been suggested tbat Prov. lansa late L. *lapidea
(f. lapid; lapis stone) has been adopted into the other Rom.
langs. ; the presumed derivative losenge first occurs in Fr.

(13th c.).]

1. A plane rectilineal figure, having four equal

sides- and two acute and two obtuse angles ; a

rhomb, 'diamond'. In Heraldry', such a figure

used as a bearing, less elongated than the Fusil,

and placed with its longer axis vertical, f /;/

lozenge = Lozengy. Grand lozenge, f lozenge in

point : a lozenge the angles of which touch the

sides of the shield. Lozenges in cross-, four or

. more lozenges disposed so as to form a cross.

Guillim's definition (quot. 1610) would require that the

acute angles should be of 6o°; but the rule is not strictly

followed by heraldic draughtsmen.
[a 1327 in Parker Gloss. Her. s. v., Sire Gerard de Bray-

brok, de argent a vij lozenges de goules.] la 1366 Chaucer
Rom. Rose 893 A [robe] with losenges [F. losenges] and
scochouns, . . wrought ful wel. c 1384 — //. Fame in. 227
Somme crouned were as kinges, With crounes wroght ful of

losenges. 1452 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) 1. 282

The Bemes shalbe.xij. inche imbowed with lozinggys. i486

Bk. St. Albans, Her. Fivb, Offlosyngyshowand whatnraner

of wyse they be made. 1519 Horman Vulg. 242 Paper or

lyn clothe st raked a crosse with losynges make fenestrals in

stede of glasen wyndowes. 1577-87 Hounsheo Chrou. 1 1 1.

802/2 The walles.. coloured white & greene losengis, and
in euerie losing either a rose or a pomegranat. 1610 ( Juillim

Heraldry tv. xix. (1660) 354 A Losenge differeth from a

Fusill in that the space between its two collateral! or middle
Angles equals the length of any of the four Geometrical I

[

lines whereof it is composed. 1658 Sir T. Browne Card.
\

Cyrus iii. 54 Their mutual intersections make three Lozenges
at the bottom of every Cell. 1688 R. Holmk Armoury 1.

9<}/j He beareth Or, a Losenge in point, (or extending to all

sides ofthe Escochion) Gules, a 1695 Wooo Oxford (O.H.S.)

HI. 129 Over his head are his armes engraven. Over hers in

lozenge, parted per fess, a lozenge eounterchanged [etc.].

1718 Ladv M. W. Montagu Let. to C'tess Alar 10 Mar.,

Her shift [was! fastened at the bottom with a great dia-

mond, shaped like a lozenge. 1818-20 E. Thompson Cut/en's

Nosotog. Method, (ed. 3) 323 Scales have at first the figure and
extent of the cuticular lozenges. 1835 Browning Cleon 84

See, in the chequered pavement opposite, Suppose the arti>t

made.. a lozenge, then a trapezoid. 1870 F. R. Wilson Ch.

Lindisf. 73 The font is panelled in lozenges.

b. A lozenge-shaped shield upon which the

arms of a spinster or widow are emblazoned.

[1696 Phillips (ed. 5), Losenge. .This figure is particularly

us'd in Heraldry, for the Bearings of Women not under

Covert Baron.] a 1797 H. Walpolr A/em. Ceo. Ill, III.

vii. 199 The royal arms in a widow's lozenge were pictured

over the bed. 1835 Marryat 01la Podr. xxi, Nine out of

ten have the widow's lozenge. 1868 Cussans Her. (1893) 42

note, The custom of emblazoning the arms of ladies upon
lozenges did not generally obtain in England until the six-

teenth century.

C. Math. Uhombus. Now only in spherical

lozenge : see quot.

1551 Recorof. Pathxv. Knowl. 1. Defin., The thyrd kind

is called losenges or diamondes whose sides bee all equall,

but it hath neuer a square corner. 1889 Casey Splterical

Trigon. 18 If the four sides of a spherical quadrilateral be

equal, the diagonals are perpendicular to each other, and they

bisect its angles. Such a figure is called a spherical lozenge.

d. One of the lozenge-shaped facets of a precious

stone when cut (see quots.).

1750 Jeffries Treat. Diamonds <$• Pearls (1751) Explan.

Techn. Terms, Lozenges are common to Brilliants and

Roses. In Brilliants they are formed by the meeting of thi

skill and star facets on the bezil : In Roses, by the meeting

of the facets in the horizontal ribs of the crown. 1883 A.H.
Church Precious Stones 20 The old brilliant-cut.. requires

. .58 facets thus arranged :. .4 Quoins or lozenges [etc.].

e. Arch. Short for lozenge moulding.

1841 Bloxam Goth. Archit. 69 What were the mouldings

principally used in the decoration of Norman churches?..

The cable moulding. The double cone. . .The lozenge [etc.].

1850 Parker Gloss. Archit. II. 47 Mouldings and Orna-

ments. . . Star. . . Lozenge. . .Enriched Lozenge.

1 2. Cookery, a. A lozenge-shaped cake. b. A
lozenge-shaped ornament used to garnish a dish.

c 1430 Two Cookcry-bks. 44 Lesynges de chare...And ban

kytte be cakys borw with an knyf in maner of lesyngys.

c 1440 Donee MS. 55 If. 38 b, Cutt hem in the maner of

losenges and make feyre batur . . & close the sydes of the

losynges ther with. 1494 Fabyan Chrou. vn. 599 Viand

royall plantyd losynges of golde.

3. A small cake or tablet, originally diamond-

shaped, of medicated or flavoured sugar, etc. to

be held and dissolved in the mouth. The name
is also used, e.g. in meat lozenge, for a tablet of

a substance (indicated by the prefixed word) in

a concentrated form.

1530 Palsgr. 241/1 Losange of spyce, losange. 1547

Booroe Brev. Health 11. xvii. 8 Dregges and losanges made

to breake wynde. 1S91 Treas. Hid. Secrets IviL C7, Lay

on it your gold leafe,..cut your Losings [1627 Loosings]

Diamond fashion, and so keep them. 1607 Topsell Four-/.

Beasts (1658) 583 The Liver of a Wolf being made in the

form of a dry Electuary and given as a Lozeng. c 1623

Lodge Poor Mans Talent (1881) 26 It shall not bee amiss

to take a loosing of Diaphisopi or Diaireas Salonionts. 16*9

Massinger Picture iv. ii, Eate presently These lozenges, of

forty crownes an ounce. 1721 N. Hodges Hist. Acc.

Plague Lond. 221, L.kept in my mouth some Lozenges

all the while 1 was examining them. 179S Burke Regie.

Peace iv. Wks. JX. 56 Boxes of epigrammatick lozenges.

a 1845 Hood To J. Hume v, Talk till hoarse ; Have lo-

Vol. VI,

zenges—mind Dawson's— in your pocket. 1898 Cycling 27
Meat lozenges are far preferable.

4. One of the lozenge-shaped panes of glass in a
casement.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Lozenge,, .also a quarry of a glass

window. x88z in Ogjlvie, and in other recent Diets.

5. Jlfanege.
v
See quot.)

1897 F.ncycl. Sport I. 341/2 Lozenge, the slang term for

a circular piece of leather with a hole in the centre to fit

round the mouthpiece of the bit.

6. attrib. or adj. a. Lozenge-shaped, lozenge-like.

1658 Sir T. Browne Gard.Cyrus iii. 47 The . . Lozenge seeds

of the noble flower of the Sunne. 1688 R. Holme Armoury
it. 93 ^1 A Lozenge leaf, or double pointed leaf, or pointed at

both ends, c 1790 Lmison Sch. Art 11. 44 Gravers are of
two sorts, square and lozenge. i86z Rickman Goth. Archit.

382 The lozenge interval is formed by some of the rihs of

the fan running through it.

b. Of or composed of lozenges; ornamented
with lozenges. Of strokes : Crossed so as to form

lozenge-shaped interstices.

1658 Sir T. Browne {title) The Garden of Cyrus or the

Quincuncia! Lozenge, or Net-work Plantations of the

Ancients. .Considered. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 1. 33/2
The Bends.. wrought upon with Fusil or Lozenge work,
which consisteth of two colours. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 31

VI. 671/2 The cross strokes ought to be very lozenge. 1812-

16
J.

Smith Panorama Sci. % Art 1. 156 The pier., became,
in its plan, lozenge, and formed the decorated pier. 18Z3

R utter Fonthill 36 Their openings are filled with bron/e

lozenge lattice. 1868 Browning Ring «y Bk. 1. 481, 1 .

.

stepped out on the narrow terrace. .And paced its lozenge-
j

brickwork. 1870 V. R. Wilson Ch. Lindisf. 68 The arches

. .rich with billet and lozenge ornament. 18. . Archit. Publ.

Soc. Diet., Lozenge Molding or Lozenge Fret, an ornament
used in Norman Architecture presenting the appearance of

diagonal ribs inclosing diamond-shaped panels.

7. Comb. a. General comb. : simple attrib., as

lozenge-machine ; lozenge-like adj.
;
parasynthetic,

as lozenge'-figured, -shaped adjs.

1658 Sir T. Browne Gard. Cyrus iii. 47 Wherein [sc. the

Sunflower] in * Lozenge figured boxes nature shuts up the

seeds. 1551 Recordk Pathxv. Knowl. 1. Defin., Ther corners

are like the corners of a losing, and therfore ar they named
*losengetike. 1859 R. F. Burton Ceutr. A/r. in Jrul.

Geog. Soe. XXIX.. 315 The depth of the temporal fossae,.,

producing, with the peaked and weakly retreating chin..

a

lozenge-like aspect. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., "Lozenge-

machine, a machine for rolling out and cutting lozenges.

1833 Ht. Maktineau Three Ages ii. 72 The summer flowers

in the * lozenge-shaped parterres, i860 Reach Cloister It.

(1861) 1. 70 The panes were very small and lozenge-shaped.

b. Special comb. : lozenge-base, the material

used as a 'base* in the manufacture of lozenges;

lozenge-coach {nonce-use , a coach with the

owner's coat of arms emblazoned on a lozenge (see

I b), a dowager's or widow's coach ;
lozenge lion,

a Scotch gold coin called a * lion ', of the teign of

Jas. I (1406-37), having on the obverse the arms

of Scotland in a lozenge shield.

1898 Re?>. Brit. Pharm. 16 Trochiscus Sulphuris. . . It is

not made with one of the "lozenge- bases. 1746 H. Walpolk
Let. to Maim 21 Aug., I am retired hither like an old sum-

mer dowager; only that 1 have no toad-eater to take the air

with me in the back part of my Mozenge-coach. 1890 Ser-

vice Nolandums ix. 67 There were . . Gold Pennies and

Mailles, * Lozenge Lions [etc.].

Lozenged ^-zend.^d), a. [f. Lozenge + -ed

after F. losantf (OF. losengie') Lozengy.] Orna-

mented with lozenges of alternate colours; divided

into lozenges or lozenge-shaped spaces.

1523 Lo. Bkrners Froiss. J. ccccxix. 734 Some had cotes

. .losenged with whyte and blacke. 1611 Cotgr., Lozenge,

lozenged. 1820 D. Turner Tour Normandy II. 186 J he

archivolts are encircled by two rows of lozenged squares.

182a Gentl. Mag. XC1I. 1. 30 The floor is lozenged of black

and white. 1847 C. Bronte J. Eyre xxvin, 'I here shot out
' the friendly gleam again, from the lozenged panes of a very

small latticed window. 187a Browning Fijine xxx. 17 What

outside was noon, Pales, through thy lozenged blue, to

meek benefic moon.

Lozengeour, variant of Losenger Obs.

Lozenger (lp-zendgw). Also 6 losinger. [f.

Lozenge + -eu.]

f 1. = Lozenge sb. i . Obs.

1527 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) V. 244 Unum le diamond voca-

tum a losinger.

2. = Lozenge sb. 3. U.S. and north, dial.

i860 O. W. Holmes Elsie V. (1887) 59 Boxes containing

•lozenger*', as they were commonly called. 1887 T.
.

fc.

Brown Doctor 6 Somethin just to be hauhn out For the kids

—a lozenger or the lek.

Lozengerie, variant of Losengery Obs.

t Lozengeways, adv. Obs. Also Iazange-.

Tf. Lozenge sh. + -ways.] = Lozengewise.

1610 Goillim Heraldry 1. v. (1611) 3 A Cross pierced Lo-

senge-ways, that is, afier the form of a Losenge, with the

points or acute Angles, streight upward and downward.

Some say pierced Losengee. ibid u . vu. 70 Pierang ..

is threefold That is to say Round, Losengwaise, Quad-

rate. 1668 Levbourn Platform Purch. x 16 I hey are.
.
laid

Lazange wayes, one of white, another of black, laid angle

t0

£ozengewise (V-zend3,w3iz),£«ft>. [f. Lozenge

+ -wise.J So as to form a lozenge or lozenge

pattern; spec, in Her. =Lozkngy a. 1.

1530 Palsgr. 844/2 Dyamant wyse, losenge [sic] wyse

trewlove wyse. 1577 R GoOGE * Husb. {i SB6 71

My trees stand, .losingwise or diamonde wise. 1610 Ouil-

um Heraldry U x. 116 He beareth Argent nine Losenges

Losengewise (or in Losenge) Gules. 1696 Lond, Gaz. JNa.

3217/4 The Arms of Andrew, being a Cross, set Lozengewise.

1725 Bradi.ev Fam. Diet. s.v. Plo?>cr, Leap-Nets, whose
Meshes are Lozengewise. 1864 Boutkll Her. Hist. $ Pop.
ix. (ed. 3) 43 It is common for the upper of two cushions to

be set lozengewise upon the lower.

Lozengiour, variant of Losenger Obs.

Lozengy (lp zendji), a. Forms : 6-7 lozengie,

7 losengy, lozengee, 8 lozengS, 9 lozengie,

7- lozengy. [a. OF. losangie' (13th c), f. losange

Lozenge.]
1. Her. Of a field : Covered with lozenges of

alternate linctnres; divided into lozenges, t Also

of a bearing : Shaped like a lozenge.

1562 Leigh Armorie 157 He beareth Losengye, Argent,
and Sable. 1572 Uossewell Armorie II. 38 b, One fermaulx
lozengie, Gules. 1610 [see Lozengeways.] 1727 IUh.ey vol.

II, Lozenge, Lozangy . . is a Shield or an Ordinary of all

Lozenges. 1864 Houtell Her. Hist. $ Pop. (ed. 3) 35 A
Field Lozengy .. is divided into Lozenge-shaped figures.

Ibid. 361 Lozengee erm. and sa.

b. Lozengy barry, divided into lozenges, which

are divided again horizontally. Lozengy-bendy
(see quot. 1838). fltozengy in point (see quot.

1688 . t Sexni-lozengy (see quot. 1612).

1612 Peaciiam Genii. Exerc. 111. 160 If ther be aboue
the number as 1 said of flue and twentie or sixe and twentie,

you must say Semi-Iozengie. 1688 K. II01.MB Armoury \.

105 2 He beareth (Jules, twcaPiks Barwise Argent.. .This is

by others Blazoned, a pale Losengie in point, or extending

to the sides.. of the Escochion. 1838 Penny Cycl. XII.

142/1 (A shield Fusily] if parted per pale and per bend,

would be either Lozengy-bendy, or Fusily-bendy, according

to the width of the space between the lines.

2. trans/, a. Resembling a lozenge, lozenge-like,

b. Composed of or divided into lozenges.

1602 Carew Cornwall 99 b, In the mouth of the harbour,

lyeth S. Nicholas Hand, in fashion, losengy. 1686 Plot
Stajjfordsh. 125 The Choir.. is paved Lozengy, black and

white. 1845 M.A. Lower Rep. to Brit. Arehxol. Assoc.

Nov., A lozengy or network pattern.

Lozeyn, Lozzel(l, obs. ff. Lozen, Losel.

Ii. S. d., «£. S. d. (e lesdr), abbreviation for

'pounds, shillings, and pence' (see the letters

L, 8, D) ; hence often used - 'money'. Hence

Ii. S. Deism ^humorous), worship of money.
1835 Hood Dead Robbery i, But p'rhaps, of all the felonies

de se, .. Two-thiids have been throut;h want of L. s. d. !

1880 Mrs. Lynn Linton Rebel ofFamily W, For his own
part he preferred £. S. D. 189a Comh. Mag. Aug. 170

L. S. Dei>m. .the modern worship.

Lu, Lubard, obs. forms of Loo, Leopard.

Lubba (lzrba). Also 8 lobba. A name used

in Shetland and Orkney for coarse grass or sedge

(see quots.). Also attrib.

c 1794 T. Johnston in Shirreff Agric. Sin?: Shettd. (1814)

App. 46 On the berry heather and lobba pastures they

[sheep] are at their prime from five to seven years old.

1795 G. Low in Statist. Acc. Scot. XIV. 316 IThe hill^J

are covered with heath, and what we call lubba, a sort

of grass which feeds our cattle in the summer time : it

generally consists of different species of carices, plain bent,

and other moor grasses. 1822 S. Hibhert Descr. Shett. 1st.

III. 435 Lubba comprises those common productions of the

hills which are found where heath is absent.

Lubbard [)vbfad). Obs. exc. Sc. and north,

dial. Also 7 lubberd, 8 lubber d, 9 lobb art,

lubbart, -ert. [Altered form of Lubber: see

-abp.] = Lubber sb.

1586 in Neal Hist. Purit. (1754^ T
- 321 That all cathedral

churches may be put down. . . They are the dens of idle

loitering lubbards. 1612 tr. Benveuuto^s Passenger i. 1. 3

Thou slouenly lubberd, and toyish fellow, what idle toyes

oest thou fantasticating. 1712 Steele Sped. No. 466 f 1

n all the Dances he invents.. he keeps close to the Char-

acters he represents. He gives to Clowns and Lubbards

clumsy Graces. 1724 Ramsay Health 306 Sciatic, jaundice,

dropsy, or the stone, Alternate makes the lazy lubbard

croan. 1823 Scott Peveril xxxv, 1 need only instance .
.the

celebrated downfall of Goliah, and of another lubbard.

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Lubber, or Lubbart, an

awkward unseamanlike fellow. 1899 H. Pease Tales

Northuuibria 173 Thoo .great clumsy lubbert, see what

thoo's done !

b. attrib., appositive or quasi-tf^. : Lubberly.

1679 Eari. Rochester in Roxb. Ball. (1883) IV. 567 So

have 1 seen at Smithfield's wondrous Fair,..A lubbard

Elephant divert the Town. 1710 Medley No. 2/3 His

lubber d Genius from its Byass crost, In heaps of false

Arithmetick is lost. 17" Ibid. No. 39/ 1 Th
.

e other.. was

such a Lubbard Trickster, so aukward at Mischief. 1784

Cowper Task in. 400 Conscious how much the hand Of

lubbard Labour needs his watchful eye. 1817 J. F. Pennie

Roy. Minstr. v. s Ocean ..stretches its lubbard arms Along

the shores low growling.

Lubbe, obs. form of Love v.

Lubber (ls-bai), sb. Forms: 4 lobre, lobur,

6 lober, loubber, Iubbo(u)r, lub(b>r, Iuber,

lubbarre, 6-7 lubbar, 6- lubber. [The form

may possibly belong to an adoption of OF. lobeor

swindler, parasite, agent-n. f. lober to deceive,

sponge upon, mock ; but if so the sense has been

altered by association with Lob sb. 2 (cf. the Du. and

Norw. cognates mentioned under that word).]

1. A big, clumsy, stupid fellow; esp. one who

lives in idleness; a lout. Also in phr. ^ to play

the lubber. In early quots. frequently applied to a

monk (cf. Abbey-lubber). Obs. exc. arch, or dial.

1362 Langl. P. PI- A Prol. 52 Grete lobres [MS. H.

(c 1400) lobursl and longe bat lob weore to swynke Uopeden
61



LUBBER.
hem in Copes. 1515 Barclay F.gloges in. (1570) C ij b/2
Some be forgetfull, . . Some craftles fooles, some proude and
negligent, If thou chaunge some better for to haue, Thou
voydest a lubber and hast agayne a knaue. 1530 [see

Lubber v.\ c 1530 Ld. Bersers Arth. Lyt. Bryt. liv. (1814)

198 Two greate lubbers brought after hym the heed of the
monster, in a great basket, a 1533 Frith D*sPut* Pvrgat.
A viij, That we shuld no lenger..be dyspoyled and robbed
of a syght of sturdie lubbarres. a 1568 Ascham Scholem.
11. (Arb.) 88 They went to the Grammer schole, little

children : they came from thence great lubbers : alwayes
learning, and litle profiting. 1590 Nashe jst Pt. Pasquils
Apol. Wks. (Grosart) I. 2^1 Will he neuer leaue to play the

lubber? what a lazic lowtish kind of argument is this. 1605

Skaks. Lear 1. tv. 101 If you will measure your lubbers

length againe, tarry. 1671 J. Webster Metallogr. i. 18

Idle Lubbers that dare not adventure from the air of their

Countries. 1750 Gray Long Story (end). And so God save
our nobte King, And guard us from long-winded Lubbers.

1812 Sporting Mag. XL. 159 The sparks which flew from
the pipe of a lubber who was blowing smoke and fire

about at the door of the Angel. 1871 B. Taylor Faust
(1875) I. xix. 172 Now is the lubber tame ! .1888 Berksh.
Gloss., Lubber, or Lubber-yead, one very stupid indeed.
trans/. <:i8a6 Hood in A. A. Watts Life A. Walts (1884)

II. 25 It. .is but a hulking lubber of a paper.

b. esp. A sailor's term for : A clumsy 'seaman
;

an unseamanlike fellow. (Cf. Lax r>-L cBn En.)
>S79 Gosson Sch. Abuse 33 b, To lye wallowing like

Lubbers in the Ship of the common wealth, crying Ix>rd,

Lord, when wee see the vessel toyle. 1748 Smollett Rod,
Rand, xxiv, He swore woundily at the lieutenant, and
called him . .swab and lubber. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine
(1780) Cc ij, Afraid .. of being stigmatized with the
opprobrious epithet of lubber. 1824 Scott Redganntlet
ch. iii, The cowardly lubbers have all made sail. 1890
Besant A rmoreI of Lyonesse I. 3g Two lubbers! They
ought not to be trusted with a boat.

fc An inferior servant, drudge, scullion. Qbs.

1538 Elyot Diet., Madiastinus, a drudge or lubber, which
doth in the howse all manor of vyle seruice, as swepe or
dense the house, carie wodde to the kytchen, and other
like drudgery. i7o6*Phillips ed. Kersey), Lubber, a mean
Servant, that does all base Services in a House ; a Drudge.

2. a. attiib. and appositive passing into adj. (In

lubber lips perh. a different word ; cf. blubber-Hp.
c 1S30 Hickscorner 421 (Manly), Thou lubber 1 ma^ynacyon.

1599 Porter Angry Worn. Abingion G, Sow vp your lubber
lips. 1673 Drvdex Atnboyna Epil. 14 Venetians do not
more uncouthly ride, Than did their Lubher-State Mankind
bestride. 1730-46 Thomson Autumn 562 Astride The
lubber Power in filthy triumph sits. 183a Sir S. Ferguson
Forging Anchor 57 The kraken's back,, .a lubber anchorage
for sudden shallow'd miles. 1874 Tennyson Vivien 1 17 Then
narrow court and lubber King, farewell ! 1875 Browning
Inn Album i. 7 Lubber prose o'ersprawls, And straddling

stops the path from left to right. 1891 Hall Caine Scape-
goat xxvii, His thick lubber lips working visibly.

b. Special comb.: lubber-grasshopper, a name
for two large-bodied clumsy insects of the U.S. ;

(a) Brachystola magna, of the western plains ; (b)

Rotnalea microptera> of the Gulf States ; lubber-
head, a stupid person, a blockhead ; hence lubber-

headed adj. (E. D. D.) ; lubber's line, mark,
point Naul., a vertical line inside a com pass- case,

indicating thedirection of theship'shead; flubber-
wort, the (imaginary) herb thai produces laziness

;

also, a lubber. Also Lubber fiend, Ludberlanji,

Lubber's hole.
1885 Riverside Nat. Hist. (1888) II. 194 The *' Lubber

Grasshopper or the Clumsy Locust, of the plains, Brachy-
stola tnagtia,. .is. .confined to the central portion of North
America. 1847 Halliwfll, ^Lubber-heat, a stupid fellow.

ifyg Sidonia Sore II. 286 If . the thoughtless lubberhead,

had not let the ring fall. 1858 Merc. Marine Mag. V. 34
The Rubber's line of a compass. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech.
Suppl., *Lubber's Mark {Nautical). 1840 Raper Pract.
Navig. § 142. 42 Care is taken to place the box so that
*lubber s point in the bowl, and the centre of the card, are

in a line fore and aft, or parallel to the keel. Hut as lub-

ber's point deviates a little from its proper position when
the ship is heeled over, seamen^ do not implicitly depend
upon it, as indeed the name implies. 1881 Clark Russell
Sailor's Sweeth. III. iv. 156, I .. set the two compasses
down with the lubher's point* exactly parallel. 1547
Hoopoe Brez>. Health cli. (1557) 55 b, Whyles thev do
take theyr medecine 1 for the * fever lurden '] put no * Lubber-
worte into theyr potage. 1575 Lahemam Let. (1871) 23 A
loouely loober woorts, freklfaced, red headed, cleen trust in

his dooblet.

Lubber (U>'b3j), v. [f. Lubber sb.] intr. To
behave as a lubber ; to loaf about ; to navigate

a boal like a lubber, f Also to lubber it. Now
chiefly in pres. pple. and in Lu bbering///. a.

1530 Pa lsgr. 615/2, 1 lubber, I playe the )ubber,jeloricarde.
You lubber as well as any knave in this towne. 161 1 Cotcr.,
Lon'carder, to luske, lowt. or lubber it ; to loyter about like

a masterlesse man. 1837 Wheelwright tr. Anstophanes,
Birds it 1. iv. By the brown owls I will no longer spare thee,

Whom I behold thus slow and lubbering. 18.. Mrs.
II. E. P. Spofford Pilot's Wife, He began to grumble about
being ashamed to be seen lubbering round so. 1885 Century
Mag. XXX. 742/1 As the.. wind grew.., we soon found
ourselves lubbering over the beautiful lake.

Lubberd, lubber'd, obs. forms of Lubbard.

Lubber fiend. [Cf. Lubber sb. 1 c.] A
beneficent goblin supposed to perform some of the

laborious work of a household or farm during the

night; a , Lob-lie-by-the-fire\ Also trans/.

1632 MiltonVAllegro no Tells how the drudging Goblin
swet. To ern his Cream-bowle duly set,.. Then lies him
down the Lubbar Fend, And stretch'd out all the Chimney's
length, Basks at the fire his hairy strength. 1831 F.din.
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f

Rev. LIV. 175 The lubber-fiend has nothing of the sly
humour of Robin Goodfellow about him. 1889 Morris in
Mackail IJ/e (1899) II. 222 Except that the parson is a
lubber-fiend, and that the people are as poor as may be,
nothing need be better.

Lubberland (l»*b3jloend\ An imaginary land

of plenty without labour; a land of laziness.

1598 Florio, Cocagtta^ as we say Lubberland. 1614
U. Johson Bart. Fair hi. ii, Good mother, bow shall

we finde a pigge, if we doe not looke about for't? will it run
offo' the spit, into our mouths thinke you? as in Lubber-
land? and cry, toe, we ? 1633 Shirlev Gamester 111. (1637)

F2 b, And so I commend mee to all your friends in Lubber-
Land. 1681 W. Robertson Pkraseol. Gen. (1 693) 62 1 Weak-
witted ; a wittal ; a fool ; born in Lubberland. 18*7 Scott
Napoleon IV. 206 A Grand Elector, who was to be the
very model of a king of Lubberland. 1856 R. A. Vauchan !

Mystics (i860) 1. 238 Pining after your Lubberland, as usual,

—your Millennium of mere ease and plentiful supply.^ 1893
McCarthy Red Diamonds 1. 160 Luxuriously enjoying

j

his monarchy of the lubberland of bed.

Lnbberlike (\v bubik), a. and adv. [f. Lub-
ber sb. + -like.] a. adj. Of, pertaining to or

characteristic of a lubber, b. adv. Alter the
j

manner of a lubber.

1572 Huloet (ed. Higgins), Lubberlike, vnhandsome or

lowtishe,*<ra>nr. 1sisGAScotGXzI 'ostcs. Flowers 117 Though
you thinke it lubberlike to leese Vet shoulde you lende that

one halfe of your cote. 1588 Fraunce Lawiers Log. Ded.,
j

Sheepes sk in nes cast over their lubberlike shoulders. 1636T.
Rasoall in Ann. Dubrensia (1877) 17 How lubber-like they
loll upon the Plaines I 1851 H. Melville Whale xiii, The
jeering glances of tbe passengers, a lubber-like assembly.

Lubberliness (lp'teilines). [f. Lubberly +
•ness.] The attribute of being lubberly.

j
1598 Florio, Zoltichczza, clownishnes,. .lubbarlines. 1707

T. Hrown Lett,from Deati 11. (ed. 2) 67 A lazy Hulk, whose

I

stupendious Magnitude is full big enough to load an Ele-

phant with Lubberliness. 188a Spurgeon in Homilei. Rev.
Mar. 342 There is a lumpishness and lubberliness innate

in the elements of some men's constitution.

lubberly Jfbajli), a. and adv. [f. Lubber sb.

+ -LY.] A. adj.

1. Of the nature of a lubber ; coarse of figure

and dull of intellect, louti>h; clumsy; lazy; stupid;

sometimes transf. of animals and inanimate things.

Also of things : Appropriate to or characteristic

of a lubber.

1573 Tusker Httsb. \x. (1878) 17 To raise betimes the

lubberly, Both Snorting Hob and Margery. 1598 Shaks.
Merry W. v. v. 195, I came yonder at Eaton to marry
Mistris Anne Page, and she's a great lubberly boy. 2618

hot.TOH'Ftorus 1636) 171 They.. according to their lubberly

wits, assayd to stop it first with their bodies. 1671 Claren-
don Dial. Tracts (1727) 323 Those lubberly fellows, who
come from great schools after they are nineteen or twenty
years of age. 17*8 Vanbr. & Cibuer Prcr<'. Httsb. 1. Wks.
(1730) 230, I wonder.. you will encourage that lad to swill

his guts thus with such beastly, lubberly liquor. 1759 Weslev
Wks. (1872) 1 F. 477 All but fuur or five lubberly men seemed
almost persuaded to be Christians. 1838 Djckehs O. Twist
x, ' 1 did that, sir ', said a great lubberly fellow, stepping

forward. 1847 J. Wilson Chr. North (1857) I. 139 Great
lubberly Leiceslers or Southdowns fsheepj. X859 Mtss
Cary Country Life (1876) 188 A lubberly, yellow-haired

boy of twelve years old kicks open the door. >86«

J. Grant Capt. Guard xxii, Great lubberly barges were
dragged to and fro by horses of equally lubberly aspect.

1864 Burton Scot Abr. I. iv. 184 James.. in his lubberly

schoolboy-like complaints about his mother, showed that he

knew about them.

2. In nautical use : Resembling, pertaining to, or

characteristic of a lubber ; unseamanlike. Of a

vessel : Managed in an unseamanlike manner.

[1695 Concreve Lovefor L. 11. 29 D'ee think shee'll ever

endure a great lubberly Tarpawlin f) 1795-7 Southey Minor
Poems Poet. Wks. II. 81 You lubberly landsmen don't know
when you're well ! 1831 Trelawnev Adv. Younger Son 1.

I

44 You don't take me for that lubberly school-mastering

parson on board, do you? 1849 Grote Greece n. xlvii. VI.

87 His seamen had full leisure to contemplate what they

would despise as lubberly handling of the ships. 1884

Maneh. Exam. 27 Dec. 5/1 There never was a clearer case

of lubberly navigation. 1887 Besant The World went vi. 49
One [shipl- .is obedient to her helm, the other shall be

lubberly and difficult to steer.

B. adv. In a lubberly manner ; like a lubber

;

I unskilfully, clumsily.

1594 Nashe Unfort. Trav. 6 Ouer my necke he throwes
!

himself verie lubberly. 1693 Drvden Orig. % Progr. Satire

Ess. (ed. Ker) II. 56 A company ofclowns on a holiday.danc.

,
inglubberly. 18*3 Examineryio/xA large frigate,, lubberly

handled. 1884 Maneh. Exam. 8 May 5/2 It is difficult to

imagine that . . either vessel can have been so lubberly

managed as to run into the other.

Lubber's hole. Naut. Also 8 lubber-hole.

A hole in the ship's top, close to the mast, afford-

ing an easier way of ascent or descent than by

climbing the futtock shrouds.

1773-84 Cook Voy, (1790) VI. 1104 He becomes as much
an object of ridicule, as a sailor who descends through lub-

ber's hole. 179a Wolcot (P. Pindar) Peters Prophecy'Wks.

1792 III. 75 And yet, Sir Joseph, fame reports you stole To
Fortune's topmast through the lubber-hole. 1833 Marrvat '

P. Simple vh, He proposed that I should go through lubber's

hole. i88z Nares Seamanship (ed. 6) 233 Pass a hawser.

.

through the lubber's hole.

Lubbert, variant of Lubbaiuj.

Lubbor, -our, *ur, obs. forms of Lubber.

Lubbord, obs. form of Larboard.

Lubecker (l»«-bek3j). [f. Lubeek (see Lubish)

+ -eb i.J A Lubeck merchant vessel.

LUBRICANT.
1627 in Crt. <$ Times Chas. T (1848) 1. 196 They wonld set

out. .to intercept the Lubeckers and Hamburghers coming
forth of the Sound. 1711 Loud. Gaz. No. 4850/1 A Lubecker
sailing towards Sweden.
Lubeck^ejs : see Lubish.

t IiTrbencv. 06s. rare. Also 7 lubentie. [f.

L. htbent-y lioent-em willing : see -ency.] Wil-
lingness or pleasure (in regard lo action or activity).

1623 Cockeram, Lubentie, mirth, pleasantnesse. a 1640
Jackson Creed x. xxvi. § 2 Their Natural Freedom as it i*

opposed to that which we call Spontaneum or Lubency in

Vegetables only, or meer sensitive Creatures. 1669 Addr.
Young Gentry Eng. 8 The idle person, .stands ready to let

out himself Post, on the easy rates of the next stirring device
and lubency.

Luber, obs. form of Lubber.
Lu bish, a. Comm. Obs. exc. Hist. Also 6
Lub(b is, Lubyes, Imp, Impis, 7 Lupish,
Imps, Lubeck e)s, 9 Lubesh, Lubs. [a. G.
lubiscli, Du. lubeksch, f. LitUck

y Lubeck.] Of or
helonging to Lt<beckt a. town of northern Germany,
formerly a member of lhe Hanseatic League.
1. In mark Lubish, schilling Lubish, denomina-

tions belonging to a money of account formerly in

extensive mercantile use in North Germany.
15.. Aberdeen Reg. (Jam.), xij Lubbis sh., xx merkis

Lubis. 1563 Ibid. XXV. (Jam.), Aucht daleiris & tuelf

Lup schilling...To pay x sh. for ilk mark lupis. c 1575
Balfour's Practicks (1754) 88 One thousand lubyes stok fish

is ane last. i6m Malynes Ane. Laxo-Mcrch. 177 The
Mariners are to haue two shillings lups for euery Last for

doing of it. Ibid. 415 The said Doller was valued at two
markes Lubish, euery marke being sixteene shillings Lubish.
18*3 Crabb Tecknol. Diet., Lubs or Lubesh, a term applied
to the money of Lubeck and Hamburgh, as sterling »s to
English money. 1858 Homans Cycl. Comm. 1324/2 The
mark Lubs, or Lubec mark, used at Hamburgh, is a money
of account, equal to 29^ cents.

f b. transf. Genuine, authorized. Cf. sterling.

163a Lithgow Trav. vi. 271 Although they be bastards
& wooden blocks, yet are they better clad, then their lupish

legitimate ones.

f 2. Luhecks beer : a strong beer brewed atLubeck.
[1594 Nashe Unfort. Trav. E 1 h,Thy horses.. shall kneed

vp to the knees.. in spruce beere and lubeck licour.] 1608
Heywood Rape of Lncrece sig. E4 Were it tn Lubeckes
or double double beere their owne naturall liquor i*de pledge
it. 1639 Glapthorne Albertus Wallenstein 1:1. iii. F 3 b,
I thinke you'r drunk With Lubecks beere or Brunswicks
Mum.

I! Xillbra (l'/rbra). [Native Australian.] An
aboriginal woman of Australia.

1847 Capt. C. Siurt
M

Narr. Exped. Central Austral.

(1849) I. 127 He (an aboriginal! placed his lubra and infant

child in it la canoe]. 1864 Simcox Outtvard Bound 87 Many
lubras so black, with their load on their back. 1881 M rs.

C. Prakd Policy P. 1. 67 We white women are no better

off than the lubras.

Lubrefaction, variant of Lubkifaction.

Lubric (l^'brik), a. [a. F. lubrique or ad. L.

lubrie-us, f. Aryan root *sleub- : see Slip v.]

1. Smooth and slippery. Now rare.

J490 Canton Eneydos vii. 32 Fortune, .sette. .vnder the

feet of the righte chaste quene,thyng slypper and lubrik, for

to make hir to ouerthrowe. 1609 Hume Admouit. Poems
(S. T. S.) 171 Behold at how narrow a rift that awld lubrik

serpent hathe slydin in. 1646 Crashaw Mus;.ks Duell 64
in Steps to Temple 105 Sobs, whose thundring volleyes

float And roule themselves over her lubricke throat In

panting murmurs. 1681 Cotton Wond. Peak (ed. 4) 61

The Roof does sloping rise In a steep, craggy, and a
lubrick Shore. 1813 Hogg Queefts Wake 290 The glossy

sea was heaving bright. .While far on her lubric bosom were
seen Themagicdyes of pnrpleand green. 185a Fraser'sMag.
XLVI.84 They. .turn up successively a dirty white belly or

brown lubric back. 1867 J. B. Rose tr. V irgits ACueid 120

A lubric serpent.

t 2. Jig. Slippery, shifty ; unsteady, unsettled
;

prone to danger or error. Obs.

1631 R. H. Arraignm. Whole Creature xiv. $ 1. 230 For
life it selfe, alas how uncertaine Lubrick and fraile is it.

1646 J.
Hall Horae Vac. 109 Lubrick is the estate of

Favorites. t66o J . Lloyd Prim. Episc. 44 These adoration^

of the Cross &c...were very lubrick, so that it was a difficult

matter to stand upright in them, and not to fall to supersti-

tion or idolatry.

f3. Lascivious; wanton. Obs.

1490 Caxton Eneydos ix. 36 Ne to make foul the holy

purpose of thy castymonye by thuntrue note of lubryke &
slypper luxurye. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. ]. 103 This
king he wox rycht vile.. Lubrik and louss, with licherous

appetyte. 159a R. D. //ypnerotomachia 44 My venerious

Lubric and incessing spurre of desire, a 1637 Dkkkf.r H 'itch

Edmonton 111. Wks. 1873 IV. 388 If I finde Any loose lubrkk

scapes in him. 1686 Dryofn Elegy Miss A. Killigretv 63

This lubrique and adult'rate age.

Lu brical, a. ? Obs. [Formed as prec. +
= prec. in various senses ; also, voluble.

1601 R. Jonson Poetaster x. i, What, shall thy Lubricnll

and glibbery Muse Liue, as she were defunct, like Punque
in Stewes ! 1656 Blount Glossogr., Lubrical, Lubriciotts,

slippery, deceitful, incertain ; stirring, wanton, lascivious.

1657 Tomlinson Renoifs Disp. 164* A smooth, continual!,

equall and lubricall juice. 1867 Longf. Dante's Par. xxitl.

57 All the tongues That Polyhymnia and her sisters made
Most lubrical with their delicious milk.

Lubrican, obs. form of Leprechaun.

Lubricant (l'/^brikant), a. and sb. [f. L.

lubricant-em, pr. pple. of lubricare to Lubricate,

f. h'ibric-us Lubbic.] A. adj. Lubricating.

1812-34 Goods Study Med. (ed. 4) II. 214 This matter,



LUBRICATE.
instead of being mild and lubricant as in health, is now not
unly viscid, but acrimonious and corrosive.

B. sb. A material, usually an oil, used to lubri-
cate machinery. Hence transf. a. A fluid which
makes motion or action smooth or removes fiic-
ti0

o
n
- J?' Uocu

!
ar) Any oily or greasy substance.

18*8 Webster, Lubricant n., that which lubricates. 1856Kane Arci Expior. I. xv. , 7 , Grating it [potato] down
nicely.. and adding the utmost oil as a lubricant, it is asmuch as

{
can do to persuade the mess to shut their eyes

and bolt jt. «i882 Sir R. Christison Life (,880 1. 395Paraffin-oil.. had been found the best of all anti-friction
ubricants. 1890 Spectator 2 Aug., Etiquette is a mere
lubricant of the order of society. 1897 Allbntt's Syst. Med.
in. 309 Most external secretions are concerned in digestion
either as lubricants, such as saliva, or as digestants, such as
saliva, gastric and pancreatic juice.

Lubricate (l'w-briket), a. rare- 1
, [ad. L.

litbricdl-ns, pa. pple. of htbricare : see next and
-ate 2.] Slippery; smooth and oily.

1848 Lytton Harold iv. vii, A fat priest with a lubricate
and shining nose. 1882 Ogiixiv., Lubricate, slippery. (Rare.)

Lubricate (l»/rbrik*«t), v. [[. L. Inhricat-,
ppl. stem of htbricare, f. lubric-us Lubbic]
1. trans. To make slippery or smooth

; to render
smooth the motion or action of something) by
applying a fluid or unguent.
1633 Cockeram, Lubricate, to make slipper. 173*Arbuth-

not Rules 0/ Diet 425 Relaxing and lubricating the pas-
sages and quieting tbe Spasms by Opiates. 1806 Med.
jml. XV. 574 A fluid which serves to lubricate the canal

* h« passage of the faeces. 1835-6 Todu Cycl. Anat. I.

307/1 There are two glands which secrete a fluid to lubricate
I

the ball of the eye. 1862 Tvndall Mountaineer, vi. 43 The
liquid appeared to lubricate every atom of my body. 18S6
Tate Brit. Mollnsks iv. 68 All molluscous animals secrete
a mucous fluid to lubricate the skin.

b. To apply oil or some other substance to (a
machine) in order to minimize the friction and
make it run easily.

i74f Young Nt. Th. ix. 2186 Man's.. balmy bath, That
I

supples, lubricates, and keeps in play, The various move-
ments of this nice machine. 1789 E. Darwin Dot. Card, 1.

(1791) Notes 21 He used oil or grease to.. lubricate the
cylinder. 1863 Tynoall Heat i. § 9 (1870) S We are careful
to lubricate the axles of our railway carriages.

c. gen. To oil or grease.
1701 Cowper Odyss. xvn. 105 Wash'd and lubricated with

fresh oils. 1866 Livingstone Last Jmls. (1873) I. xii. 315Dark brown fat which they use to ' lubricate * their hair.

d. Phologr. To cover (a print) with a glazing
agent as a preliminary to burnishing.
189a Woodbury Encycl. Photogr. s. v. Burnisher, The

face of the mounted print is lubricated with soap.
2. transf. andy?^.
1784 Cowper Task iv. 65 Here rills of oily eloquence in

soft Meanders lubricate the course they take. 1833 Cole-
riuge Tabled. 6 July, Fine music. has a sensible effect
in . . animating and as it were, lubricating my inventive
faculty. X8s6 Emerson Eng. Traits xvii. Wks. (Bohn) II.
130 I here seemed a pool of honey about his heart, which
lubricated all his speech and action with fine jets of mead.

b. slang. To ply with drink ; also inlr. to
drink (Farmer Slang 1896).
1000 Daily Express 26 June 7/3 His late employers, .had

..dismtssed him for. lubricating the police \
3. absol. or inlr. To act as a lubricant.
17*6 Leoni tr. Albert?s Arc/tit. II. n/i Between the

Axis and the Circle in which it turns, there shou'd be some-
what to lubricate. 1739 S. Sharp Opemt. Surg. 77 The
Patient is . . relieved by . . the Mucilaginous, the Sapona.
ceous, &c. [remedies], some of which lubricate, and others
both lubricate and stimulate.

Lubricated (Uirbrik^ted), ///. a. [f. prec. +
-ed l.] Made slippery or smooth

; oiled, oily.
1781 Cowper Retirement 57 The shapely limb and lubri.

cated joint. 1836 Brooerip in Benny Cycl. V. 24/1 His [a
boa constrictor's] stretched jaws and lubricated mouth and
throat. X864 in Wilberforce Life Bp. iVllberforce (1882)
111. v. 141 He I Lord WestburyJ said the 'judgement is
simply a series of well luhricated terms \

Lubricating, vbl. sb. [f. Lubricate v. +
-ing

1J The action of Lubricate v. ; lubrication.
1775 Ash, Supph, Lubricating, the act of making smooth

and slippery. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech. 1361/2 For lubri-
cating and for electrotyping, the mineral (graphite] should
be used in impalpable condition.

Lu-bricating, ppl. a. [f. Lubricate v. +
-ING 2

.] That lubricates
; adapted for lubrication.

i6qx Ray Creation 11. (1704) 327 Both the Ingredients are of
a lubricating Nature. 1768 Lysons in PAIL Trans. LIX. 12
Using bleeding, with anodyne and lubricating medicines.
1858 Greener Gunnery 423 The patent lubricating bullet,
with the lubricating composition, effectually lubricates the
1

o
n
o
r
4urface of the chamber as far as the bullet enters,

1878 Browning Poets Crolsic cxvi, A sweetmeat teazed
beneath Palate by lubricating tongue.

Lubrication (l^brik^-Jan). [f. Lubricate v.:
see -ATiox.] The action of lubricating or the
condition of being lubricated.
1802 Palev Nat. Theol. viii. (1804) 132 The healing lubri-

cation of the mucilage. 1870 Yeats Nat. Hist. Couwt. 206
Kape oil is more suitable than any other oil for the lubrica-
tiun of machinery,

Lubricative (Ih'rbnketlv), a. [f. Lubricate
v. + -ive.] Having the property of lubricating.
« 1881 S. Lanier Eng. Novel xi. (1883) 267 In some oily

and lubricative way.

Lubricator (l^brikaoj). [f. Lubricate v.

+ -OR.]

483

1. One who lubricates. In <\\\oi.Jig.
1883 Earl Granville in Standard! May 3/3 In the House

of Commons you have some good oilers. I can conceiveno better lubricators than.. Mr. Cotes, and Mr. Duff.
&. A lubricating substance; a lubricant. Phologr
An agent for glazing prints before burnishing.
ITS* Burke Snbl. 4 B. iv. xxi, Water. .is found, when not

cold, to be a great resolver of spasms, and lubricator of the
fibres. 1874 Abnky Instr. Photogr. xxxi. (1888) 255 For
burnishing the print must be quite dry, and a dry lubricator
used, Castile soap answering for that purpose,

b. Iransf. andy%\
1869 Spectator 3 July 780 If Lord Carnarvon will leave

out one or tvyo features in his proposal.. we see no serious
objection to Us acceptance as a lubricator for the Bill. 1800

3. An oil-cup or other contrivance for lubricating
a machine or instrument.
183. E. J. Woolsky in Ure Diet. Arts (1839) 782 Whenyou wish to see the quantity of oil remaining in the lubri-

cator. 1871 C. H. Owen Mod. Artillery 133 The solid
residue (from the powder) left within the bore after firing
would.. foul the bore if allowed to remain in it; hut this
residue is got rid of by the lubricator. The lubricator con-
sists of three parts. 1887 D. A. Lowe Machine Draw. (180 O
32 I he journal is lubricated by a needle lubricator.
4. U. .V. slang. -Gheaseh 2.

l8?2 £. KlNG.
Mountain. Sierra Nev. xiY.285 'String himup !

'
'Burn the doggoned lubricator !

Lubricious (l ;

«bii-Jbs;, a. [f.

Luimrc + -iou«.] -Lubkicous
'

L. lubric-us
in various senses.

and Changeable a Partisan he will be to any Soveraign.
1706 1 HiLUPS (ed. Kersey), Lnbricions, slippery, uncertain,
unconclusive, as A lubncious Hope, a hi bricious Argument.-u* Argument.

4
r
C

'
, ^D

.

E ln CoHtf»tf- Kev. May 7n He deserted
pure for lubncious morality.

llcnce f Lubri cionsness rare'~ 0
.

1731 in Bailey vol. U.

t Lubricitate, v. Obs. rare- 0
. [?f. L. fa-

bric-its U'liRlc, afterfacilitale.] (See cj not.)
1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Lubricitate in Physick and

/ fulosh to make slippery. 1721 in Bailey. 1755 in Johnson.
Lubricity ;H«brrsiti). [ad. F. lubricity or L.

lubricitas, f. lubriens Lubric]
1. Slipperiness, smoothness

; oiliness. Also in //
x6oi Holland Pliny II. 477 The same liquor is easie to

diuide into drops, and as apt again by the lubricitie thereof,
to run into an humor. 1633 T. Carkw Coel. Brit. (16341 5Hebe through the lubricity of the pavement tumbling over
the Halfe-pace. 1668 H. Mohk Diy. Dial. 1. ii. 179 The mani-
fold I ncompoNSibilitiesand Lubricities of]Matter, that would
[not] be fit for any thing, if its shapes.. were not. . infinitely
varied. 1784 Cowper Task v. 165 The same lubricity was
found in all, And all was moist to the warm touch. 1822-34
Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 383 The shrillness or roughness
of the voice depends on the internal diameter of the glotfis,
its elasticity, motility, and lubricity. 1831 Svo. Smith Sp.
>Vks. 1859 2l 9/i Hands, accustomed to the scented lubri-
city of soap. 1878 E mersom Misc., Port. Kepub. Wks. ( ttohn)
III. 391 In creeping out of one snake-skin into another of
equal . . lubricity.

t b. spec, in Pathology. Obs.
1547 JJookue Brev. Health hi. 8 Ahhorsion. .inaye come

by ventositie and lubricite of humours in the matryx. C1550
Lloyo Trcas. Health (1585) D ij, For y* lubricitie of y^
bowelles wben the meate cometh furth vndigestyd. 1710
T. Fuller Phann. Extetup. 225 It . .roborates the Bowels,
corrects their Lubricity. 1755 Johnson Let. to Miss Boothby
31 Dec, A very probable remedy for indigestion and lubri-
city of the bowels.

2. y?^ a. 'Slipperiness', shiftiness; unsteadiness,
instability

; elusiveness. Also with pi.
1613 R. Cawdrey Table A /ph. (ed. 3), Lubricitie, light-

neSse, shpery, inconstant, c 1645 Howell Lett. 1. 111. xxi,
I he lubricity of mundan greatnesse. 1664 H. More Myst.
Iniq. 213 How necessary it is tbat the holy Prophecies
should, .be made of uncertain Interpretation by undetermin-

,

able lubricities. 179a W. Roberts Lookcr*On No. 30 (1794)
I. 428 This lubricity of manner, and alienation of thought
in his neighbour. 1842 Miall in Nonconf. II. 505 The
speech, in their judgment, exhibits more of the lubricity of
the clever tactician than of the serious designs of the minister.
1874 Motley Barneveld (1879) II. xi. 47 The one ally on
whom they had a right to depend . . was slipping out of their
grasp with distracting lubricity.

+ b. Volubility, gltbncs*. Obs.
1603 Hollamd Plutarch's Mor. 202 The bulwarke of I

reason should.. be set against it (the tongue], which..may
stay.. that overflowing and inconstant lubricitie which it

hath. 1657 Hawke Killing Is M. Pref. 1 Defamation pro-
ceeding from the lubricity of the tongue.

C. Mobility, suppleness, rare.
1809 Malkin Gil Bins 11. ii. p 2 You would not have been

a martyr to the gout, and your limbs would have perfurmed
their functions with lubricity.

3. Laseiviousness, lewdness, wantonness. Also
with an instance of this.

1491 Caxton Vitas Patr. (W. de W. 1495) 1. \l J08a/i
The poore dough ter was two yere liuynge in lubrycyte and
lecberye. 1593 Munday Dcf. Contraries 83 Mens vaine

1

pleasures and idle lubricities. 161 1 Coryat's Crudities
Panegyr. Verses, Tbe Iadyes of Lubricity that live in tbe
Bordello. 1693 Dryoen Disc. Satire Ess. (ed. KerJ II. 53 |

From tbe lechery of those Fauns [he] thinks he has suf-
fkiently proved that satire is derived from them: as if

wantonness and lubricity were essential lo that sort of poem.
]

1777 G. Forster Voy. round Ivorld I. 457 This lubricity
was.. very far from being general, and we had reason to
believe that not a single married woman was guilty of in- I

LUCARNE.
fidelity. 1870 Rock Text. Fabr. Introd. vii. 140 Mi:>chiefand lubricity are shadowed forth in the likenedToi^ themonkey. 1883 M. Arnold in Pall Mall G. 13 Nov. 2AWhat man is there that knoweth not that the city of the

r^www V^IFS, °f th' Sreat goddess Lubricity?
1902 Onlooker s Aote-Bk. iu 12 Women gaze unmoved on themost risky plays and freely canvass the lubricities of life

Lubricous (H/rbrikas), a. Also 6 Sc. lubri-
cus. [f. L. lubric-us Luiutic + -ous.]
1. Slippery, smooth; slimy; oily.
1659 H. Mow immorl. Soul u. vi. i 77 It is not such a lubri-

cous Substance as the Animal Spirits, nor so disunited. i6q«;
\\ poowARD Nat- Hist Earth 111. i. (1723) 145 The Partsof it
being very voluble and lubricous, ..it tasily insinuates it self
into, .the Tubes. 1794 G. Adams Nat. * Exp. Phttos. Ill
xxxiu. 344 Consider the fluid in a vessel.. to consist of a
vast number of small, equal, lubricous, spherical globules.
1835 K 1

R

by lUb. *f Inst. Anim. 11. xvii. n 9 Without falling
..from their lubricous or seemingly perilous station. i8«-6
loon Cycl. Anat. 1. S43/2 1 he skin of the Cephalopods
is thin and lubricous. 1861 H. Macmillan Eootn. Nature
163 [Llva bulbosa] with its excessively soft and lubricous
masses, appearing as if in a state of fermentation.
2. Jfe. a. 'Slippery', shifty; unstable; elusive.
1646 Speech ivit/w?<t Doors defended without Reason 7He. .leaves the safely of Embassadors in a most lubricous

posture. 1655-87 H. More App. Antid. (17,2) 203 Thi„
proof or reason is the most lubricous and unmanageable of
any that I have made use of. 1722 Woi.laston Rcli*.
A at. v. 125 All observations of this kind must be very
lubricous and uncertain. 1822 T. Taylor Apalelus 230 She
..transferred, with a lubricous mobility [L. mobtlitate
iKonca], her nefarious love to a far more pernicious hatred.
+ b. \ ohtble, glib. Obs. rare.
1715 M. Daviks A then. Brit. I. Pref. 49 Such a lubricous

V acuity of spouting out so many Prodigal ExpiesMous.
t c. Insinuating. Obs. rare.

1792 W. Roberts Looker-on No. 51 (1797) III. 20 A
certain magical grace of manner, a lubricous insinuating
softness slides into every action and gesture.
3. Lascivious, wanton, rare.

.153S Stewart Crou. Scot. II. 533 Rycht lubricus with
sic lust and delyte, As hrutell best lakis his appetyte. 1898
O. Aezt. Jan. 193 The lubricous fancies of a half-demented
day-dreamer [KousseauJ.

Lubrifa ction. 1 Obs. Also lubre-. [irreg.
f. L. lubricous LuniUC + -faction. Cf. next and
1 .UfittiFY.] The making slij^pery or smooth ; lubri-
eation. Also Path. (Cf. Lubricity i b.)
1542 BOORDE Dyetary xii. (,8 7o) 265 Euery thynge that is

vnctyous is noy>ome to the stomacke, for as moche as it
niakech lubiyfactyon. 1547 — Brev. Health xviii. 13 This
infyrnntie [vomiting] doth come., of lubryfaction of the
intestines. 1626 Uacon Sylva § 41 Lubrefaction, and Re-
Javation. As we see in Med:cines Emollient; Such as are
Mi!k^, Honey.. and other*.

Lubrification O l^bnfikc7 i-J"3n). (Obs. [f. Lu-
bkij-'V : see -fication. So in Er.] =prec.
1691 Ray Crcation 11. (1704) 327 A Liquor prepared for

the. Lubrification of their [sc. hones'] Heads or Ends.
Lubrify (l'/?brifoi)

} v. Now rare. [ad. F.
lubriji-er ^if.th c.\ irreg. f. L. lubric-us Luhric:
see -FY.] Irans. To make slippery or smooth ; to
lubricate. Hence Lrrbrifyin^ ///. a.
1611 Coigr., Lubtifter, to lubrifie, or make slipperie. 1628

\ enner Baths ofBath (1637) 34 1 Some lubrifying, clensmg
extract. 1638 A. Reau Chirurg. xxvii. 201 Into these nutri-
live clysters no oyic must enter, because it will too niut b
lubrifie the guts. 1718 Blair in Phil. Trans. XXX. 888A certain quantity of Moisture, fit to lubrifie the Muscles of
the Ossicles. 1866 Eng. Mechanic 7 Sept. 515 This water
lubnfies the piston, and dispenses with necessity for grease.
Lubs, var. f. Lubjsii. Lubur, obs. f. Lubbeh.
Lucan (l'/i-kan), a. Also Lukau. [f. L. Lucas

Luke + -an.] Pertaining to the evangelist St. Luke.
1876 J. Dare tr. Zetler's Acts Apostles II. 303 The expres-

sion on-rapto-flai, ver. 3, and the description of the angel,
ver. to, are also specifically Lukan. 1890 W. H. Simcox
Lang. N. T. 76 >j eTTuyyt Ata rov nvfvfxaro^ is a Lucan phrase,
vtodeaia a Pauline. 1895 \V. M. Ramsay in E xpositor Feb.
129 He accepts the Lucan authorship 1896 Ibid. Feb. 146
Westcott and Hort with their great knowledge of Lukan
style consider it to involve a corruption.
Lucar, obs. form ol Luc he.

Lucarne (l'«kaun). Forms : a. 6 lucane,
-ayue, 8 lucerne, 9 lucarne. (See also Lu-
thkkv.) /3. corruptly 6 7 (?) leueomb, lucombe
(Arch. Publ Soc. Did.), 7 lucome, luke-home, 9
dial, luearn, leweome. (See also E. D. D.) [a.
OF, lucane, mod.F. lucarne, of obscure origin;
cf. OF. lucquel of similar meaning.
Some scholars have suggested OHG./wKvi opening (mod.

G. lUckc cavity, gap) as the source. Diez' proposal to con-
nect the word with L. lucerna (see Lucerne ») is untenable.]
An opening made in a roof to let in the light;

a skylight, a dormer or garret window. (Now only
as Fr.) Also lucarne window.
In quot. 1792 the word appears to be misused.
a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. Vlllg-j Great towersembaltailed

and vauted with lopes Lucanes likeM asonry. 1554 Acc. Rolls
Durham Castle 3 Nov. (Park er Gloss. A rchit.), For ij dayes&
dim. in niendyngof thegret Lucayne, in the gallere and lying
of fyletts. 1565 Jewell Def Apol. (161 x) 523 Hanged by
the necke, out of a great Lucane window into the street.
1631 Cornwallis Ess. u. xlvii. 296 Many entries, landing
places, and Lucomes. 1657 Reeve Gods Plea 124 A dozen
casements above, and two wide Iuke-honies below. 1792
Burns Let. to W. Nicol 20 Feb., I look up to thee, as doth
a toad through the iron-barred lucerne of a pestiferous
dungeon, to the cloudless glory of a summer sun ! 1823
E. Moor Suffolk Words 212 Lewcoiue, a window projecting
in the roof, generally a « Lewcomc window \ but the word

61-2



LUCASITE. 484 LUCID.

is applied to the gable end of a house, a 1835 Forby Voc.

E. Anglia, Lucoju. 185c, Jephson Brittany xi. 187 The
lucarne windows from which she saw the leek of the burn-

ing camp. 1873 Browning Red Cott. Nt.-cap u 6tx That
grey roof, with the range of tucanus.

Imcasite (1>/Vkasait). Min. [Named, 1886,

after H. S. Lucas : see -ite.] A micaceous mineral,

occurring at Corundum Hill, N. Carolina.

1886 T. M. Chatard in A mer. JrnL Set. 3rd Ser. XXXII.
735-

Lucayne, obs. form of Lucahne.

Luce 1 (Ms). Also 5 lus(e, luyss, luyas, lewse,

6 leuae. [a. OF. lus, litis, repr. lale L. lucius.)

The pike (Esox lucius), esp. when full grown.

[1338 Durham Acc. Rolls (Surtees) 35 In j Luc* pro Sup-
priore, iij d.] c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 350 Many a breent and
many a luce in stewe. 14 . . Nom. in Wr.-WGleker 704/34 Hic

Indus, a lewse. 14.. Two Cookery- bks. 113 Nym luyss or

tenge, or other manere fish. 1577 H. Gcoge Heresbaehs
Husb. (1586) 173 The best Pikes and Luces, were thought

to be in the Riuer of Tyber. 1653 Walton Angler vii. 142

The Luce, or Pikrell, or Pike breeds by Spawning. 1740
R. Brookes Art 0/Angling 1. xxxi. 68 The Pike, Luce or

Pickerel, .with us in England is a very common Fish. 1836

Varkell Brit. Fishes L 383 The Pike. Pickerell. Jack.
Luce. 1892 Pall Mall G. 21 July 31 h Two mighty
eels, three fatted tench, and a couple of luce were at once
secured.

b. Her. as a charge.

1587 Fleming Contn. Holinshed III. 370/1 A fesse indented
sable charged with four leuses heads eirant rased or. 1598
Shaks. Merry IV. i. i. 16 All his Ancestors, .may giue the

dozen white Luces in their Cote.

2. Luce of the sea, sea-luce : the hake, Merlucius
vulgaris.

1598 STow^z/m 71 [In a Fishmongers' pageant] Sixe and
fortic armed Knightes riding on horses, made like luces of
the sea. 1655 Moufet& Bennkt Health's Imfrov. (1746)

246 Luces, properly called Pikes of the Sea, are so rare in

Spain that they are never seen. 2880-4 F. Day Fishes Gt.

Brit.U 301 The hake .. has also been termed, .sea-luce, or
sea-pike.

t Luce Obs. — flower-de-luce, Kleuk-de-lis.
C164S Howell Lett. (1650) II. 128 (T/te Vote) Her [sc.

Henrietta Maria's] fruit, sprung from the rose and luce.

t Luce :{
. Obs. [App. a. G. luchs : sec Loss ~.]

A lynx.

1564 in Catal. Hart. MSS. (1808) II. 360 Abstract of an
Agreement made.. for the annuall painting of that Cities

four Giants, one Unicorne, one Dromedary, one Luce, one
Camell, one Asse, one Dragon.

Lucence (lW'sens). rare. Also 5 lucens(o.
[f. Lucent : see -ence.] = next.

l 1485 Ditrby Myst. III. 715 O lux vera, gravnt vs ^ower
luccn>e. Ibid. 770 Lucens. 1888 A, S. Wilson Lyric /lop.--

Lss Love cxix. 340 Love which opes the Soul to see Is

lucence from divinity.

Lucency (li/?sensi). [f. Lucent : sec -kncy.]

Luminosity, brilliance, lit. and fig.
1656 S. Hollaso Zara (1719) 146 Only a certain Star

appeared in the Eabt part of the Horizon, which afforded
a glimmering Lucency. 1672 S. S. Dorastus <y Fawnia 7

With winded haste (by Luna's lucency) He passes through
the city postern gate. 1837 Carlvlk Fr. Rev. III. I. vi,

These are the Septemberers (Septembriseurs) ; a name of
>ome note and lucency,—hut lucency of the Nether-fire sort.

1892 Athenxum 2 Jan. 29/2 His manner. .is not unlike that
of D. Teniers the elder, but it possesses much greater
warmth and lucency.

Lucent (l^'sent), a. Also 5 errvn, lueyant.
[ad. L. lucent-em, pres. pple. of lucere to shine.]

1. Shining, bright, luminous.
a 1500 in Q. Eliz. Acatl. (1869)ip. xix, Aflerik, Sumtyme

namyt the land lueyant in the partis of Orient. 1535 Stewart
Cron. Scot. I. 203 l'hair steill helmes, and bureall basnetis
brycht, Like lucent lantrynis caist ane aureat lycht. 1597
A. M. tr. Guillemeatt's Fr. Chirnrg. 25 Cause the patient to

sit in a verye lucent and lightsome place. 1616 B. Jonson
F.pigr. 1. lxxvi. 8, I meant the dog*star should not brighter
rise Nor lend like influence from his lucent seat. 1667
Milton P. L. in. 589 The Sun's lucent Orbe. 1800 Phil.
Traits. XC. 172 Two drams of soda phosphorata and two
ounces of water, mixed with herring-light, formed a very
lucent fluid. 1853 Ruskin Stones Ven, II. vi. § 8. 156
Ledges of porphyry sloping under lucent sand. 1894 D. C.
Murray Making 0/ Novelist 48 The roofs and spires.,
were outlined against a lucent belt of sky.

b. transf. andy?^.
1639 G. Daniel Ecclns. i. 30 How much resplendent She !

How lucent in all flesh ! 1831 Carlvlk Sari. Res. 1. ii.

{1872) 6 The Volume on Clothes, read and again read, was
in several points becoming lucid and lucent. 1858— Fredk.
Gt. x. vii. II. 664 AlgarottL.a man beautifully lucent in
society.

2. Translucent
; lucid, clear.

1820 Keats Eve St, Agnes xxx, Lucent syrops, tinct with
cinnamon. 1865 Merivalk Row. Etnp. VIII. lxiv. 126
Remains have been detected, at the bottom of the lucent
Nemi, of a wooden ship or raft.

Hence Iitrcently adv.
1816 Examiner 323 '2 His sea-waves flow lucently.

fLuceret. Obs. Also 7 luseret. [Obscurely
related to Lucern 1, Lusard.] « Lucern 1.

1632 T. Morton New Eng. Canaan II. v. (1838) 53 The
Luseran, or Luseret, is a beast like a Catt. 1674 Josselvn
Voy. New Fug. 85 The Wild-cat, Lusern or luceret, or
Ounce as some call it.

Lucern 1 (U//s5-m). Oh. exc. Hist. Forms : 6
luzarne, lyserne, 6-7 lusern, luzern(e, 7 leuz-,
lewzerne, lewxern, lucirne, luseran, 7- lu-
cern(o. [Prob. a. early mod.G. hiichsem adj.,

pertaining to the lynx, f. luchs lynx (see Loss 2)

;

the word was app. introduced as a name for the !

fur of the lynx ; for a similar instance of an adjec-

tive beeoming a sb., cf. Marten.
The spelling letvxerne (quot. 1662), if not a misprint, is

conclusive evidence in favour of this derivation. Etymolo-
gists have usually supposed the word to be an alteration of
the OF. loucerve, leuserve

% female lynx, a fern, of unex-
plained form corresponding to the masc. louP-ceiyier repr.

L. lupus ccrvdrins (Pliny) lynx, lit. * stag-hunting wolf
{lupus wolf, ccrvdrtus adj. f. cervus stag). But this hypo-
thesis does not account for the form of the Eng. word, nor

can it be satisfactorily referred to the OF. ton/ centin (as if

L. *lupus ccrvmns= lupus cervarius) ofwhich Godef. gives

one example. Possibly there may have been in OF. a eon-

fusion between loup-cervierwnd an adopted Teut. synonym.]

1. The lynx. b. The skin or fur of the lyux,

formerly held in high esteem.
»53*-3 Act 24 Hen. V/l{, c 13 § 1 Ne also wearc . . any

Furres of Blake Jenettes or Luserns. 1536 Wardr. Acc.
Hen. Vltl in Archxotogia IX. 249 With twelve lusarne

skynnes. 1549 in Egcrton Papers (Camden) 11 That no
man under the degree of an Erie, weare . . any . . sabel,

luzarnes or black genetes. 1578 Parkhurst Let. in Hak-
luyfs Voy. (1600) 111. 133 There are many other kinds of

beasts, as Luzarnes and other mighty beastes like to Camels
in greatnesse. 1585 Sir IV. Dixie's Pageant in Nichols
Progr. Q. Eliz. I. 446 A straunger, straunely mounted, as

you see, Seated upon a lusty Luzern's back. 1591 G.
Fletcher Russ. Comunv. 10 Their beasts of strange
kinds are the Losh, the Ollen, .. the Lyserne, the Bcauer,
the Sable [etc.]. t'i6u Chapman Iliad xi. 417 As when
a den of hloodie Lucerns [orig. 0a»«] cling About a goodly
palmed Hart. 1617 Miouleton Love Antiq. ^Yk:>.

(Dyce) V. 288 The Triumphant Chariot ofLove . .drawn with
two luzerns. 1622 Fletcher Beggars Bush lit. iii, The
Polcat, Marterne and the rich skind Lucerne. 1628 Dekker
Brit. Hon. Wks. 1873 IV. 105 Two Luzerncs, The Sup*
porters of the Skinners Armes. 1662 .Stat. /ret. (1765) II.

406 Lewxerns skins the piece/ 2 \os. od. 1698 A. Brand Emb.
Muscovy to China 59 Hereabouts are abundance of Lucerns
and Sables, which are in great esteem among the Chincses.

1727 Bailey vol. 11, Lucerti, a wild beast in Russia.

^2. Used by Chipinan for: A kind of hunting

dog. (Cf. quot. ton in O
1607 Chapman Bussy tfAuibois 111. Dram. Wks, 1873 II.

43 Let me haue My lucerns too (or dogges inur'd to hunt
Beasts of most rapine).

t Lucern Obs. [App. an erron. extension of

Luce l
f
after ptec] The full-grown pike ;= Luce l.

1615 Mark 11am Pleas. Princes iv. (1635) 23 The Luce or
Lucerne, which indeed is but the over-grownc Pyke.

Lucernal (l l//sounai)
}
a. [f. L. lucerna lamp

+ -au.] Pertaining to a lamp : only in lucernal

microscope, a microscope in which the object is

illuminated by a lamp or other artificial light.

1787 G. Adams Ess. Microscope 22 About the year 1774,
I invented the improved lucernal microscope. 1839 G. Bird
Xat. Philos. 386 The magic- lantern being nothing more
than a lucernal microscope of low magnifying power.

Lucernarian (l'/7s3jne»Tiati), a. and sb. Zool.

[f. mod.L. Lnccrnaria (see below), f. lucerna

lamp.] A. adj. Belonging to the genus Lucer-
naria lypical of the family Lucernariidx of hydro-

zoa. B. sb. A hydrozoan of this genus or family.

1854 A. Auams, etc. Man. Nat. Hist. 355 Lucernarians.

So Luce'marid, lucerna'ridan a., pertaining

to the Lucemarida, a sub-class of hydrozoa ; sb.

a member of the Lucertmrida. Iiuce'rnaroid,

the reproductive zootd of any of the LAiccrnarida.
1861 T. R. Greene Man. Antm. Ningd., Cotlent. 123

A fixed and sexless 1 Lucernaroid /bid., The develop-
mental cycle of each Lucernarid. 1870 Nicholson Zool. 1.

90 The Hydra-tuba thus constitutes the fixed * Lucernaroid
or the ' trophosome ' of one of the Rhizostomidse.

Lucerne 1 (l'/«3un). ?Obs. exc. Antiq. [ad. L.

lucerna , f. luc- abl a ut -variant of liic-, lux 1 ight. ] A
lamp, lantern.

ai$oo Envoy to Alison 23 (Skeat's Chancer VII. 360)
Lucerne a-night, with hevenly influence Illumined. 1500-20
Dunbar Poems Ixxxv. 3 Lucerne in derne, for to discerne
Be glory and grace devyne. 1883 C. C. Perkins ttal.

Sculpture in. iv. 375 A multitude of wreaths, tablets, masks,
festouns, lucernes, genii holding lyres [etc.].

Lucerne lucern (l'wsaun). Als©7luoerau,
8-9 lusern e, 9 luzern. [a. F. luzerne (16th c.),

in Cotgr. also luscme, ad. mod.Pr. hncrno of unas-

certained ctym. Cf. F. lansertte, lattserlo,
1 Shrub

Trefoile, Milke Trefoile, Cilisus Hush* (Colgr.).

In Eng. agricultural books of 17th and iSth c. the

word constantly occurs as la lucerne, with the Fr.

article prefixed.] The leguminous plant Medicago
saliva, resembling clover, cultivaled for fodder

;

purple medick.
Native or Paddy Lucerne =5 Queensland hemp, Sida

r/tombi/blia (Morris Austral Eng.).
16*6 A. Speed Adam out ofE. v. (1659)38 Cluvergrass. .is

j
a grass very hardy, not much inferior to Luceran. 1649
Blithe Eng. fmprov. Impr. (1653^ 186 Chap, xxvii Speaks
of the usage of St. Foyne and La-lucern. 1669 Worlidge
Syst.Agric. (1681) 31 It is not sb good as La Lucerne.. only
this will grow on drier and poorer Land than Lucern. 1733
Tull Horse-hoeing Husb. xv. (Dubl.) 200 La Luserne is

that famous Herba Medica so much Extoll'd by the Ancients.
/bid. 201 Luserne in Grass is much sweeter than St Foin.
1762 GentL Mag. 262 One acre of Lucerne can maintain
three or four horses. 1817-18 Cobbett Resid. U. S. (1822) 5

j
Warm and fine. Grass pushes on. Saw some Luserne in

a warm spot, 8 inches high. 1844 Stephens Bk. Farm II.

j

552 Lucern.—This kind of forage plant has never been
successfully cultivated in Scotland, nor has it taken much

j hold in England. 1846 J. Baxter Libr. Pract. Agric.

(ed. 4) II. 25 Lucern is much superior to clover for soiling
milch cows. 1873 Browning Red Cot:. Nt.<ap 1. 25 An
its growth unshcaved Of emerald luzern bursting into blue.
1883 V. Stuart Egypt 136 After the cotton is gathered we
immediately sow lucerne.

b. attrib.
y as lucernefield, grass ,

paddock, seed.

1714 Act 11 Geo. /, c 7 (Bk. Rates), Seed, vocat Lucerne
.

Seed the C. wt. o. 10. o. 1733 Tull Horse-hoeing Husb.
xv. 201 Tho' one Luserne Root be much more taper than
another, /bid. 211 Luserne Plants. 1760 J. Lee /ntrod.
Bot. App. 318 Lucern Grass, Medicago. 1890* Rolf Bolore-
wooo'CW. Reformer 125 An old working hullock in
a lucerne field, /bid. 218 A lucerne paddock.

tliticet 1
. Obs. In 6 lueette, 7 lucit. [a. OF.

lueet, f. lus Luce A pike ; =Luce 1.

c 1SS0 Battle of Otterburn xlvi. in Child Ballaih III. 297
The Iucettes and the cressawntes both; The Skottes favght
them agayne. 1658 R. Kranck North. Mem. (1821) p. xxix,
The artist [Le. fisherman] (if expert) may summons up lucit,

and the generous race of salmon.

Lncet 2 (P/rset). ? Obs. (Sec qUO t. 1858.)
^1650 in Furnivall Percy Folio (1868) II. 402 Shee that

Hues by nille and tape, & with her baggc & lucett beggs. 1858
SiMMONDS Diet. Trade, Lucet, a lady's lace loom, made of
bone, ivory or wood.
Luche, obs. form of Lutchz'., dial.

IiUcian (1« Pan). The name (repr.Gr.Aowitu'os,

L. Lucianus) of a celebrated writer of Greek dia-

logues (^160 a.d.); allusively, a witty scoffer.

Hence + Itucian v. intr. in to Lucian, it, to imi-

tate the style of Lucian, to play the scoffer ; IiU-

cia'iilc, + Iiucia-nical adjs., pertaining to or
characteristic of Lucian and his style ; marked by
a scoffing wit. Lncia-nically adv.
1561 Daus tr. Bullingeron Apoc. (1573) 230 b, Their most

light, and wanton Lucianicall wittcs. 159* G. Harvev Four
Lett. 8 My betters needc not take it grieuously, to be
taunted.. in that booke, where Saint Peter, & Christ him-
selfe are Luctanically & scoffingly alleadged. <zi64i Bp.
MoUNTAGU^tr/.? 4 Mon. (1642) 53 Erasmus scoffingly, as his
manner was, in a Lucianicall style. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist.
vt. i. § 34 Erasmus in his Dialogues . . though .. he doth
Lucian it too much, yet truth may be discovered under the
varnish of his scoffing wit. 1750 Hodges Chr. Ptatt (1755)
Pref. 7 Ridiculed by men of light heads and bad hearts, the
Lucians and facetious drolls of their respective ages. 1820
Shelley in Lady Shelley Mem. (1859) 136, I had written a
Lucianic essay to prove the same thing. s888 Dobson
Goldsmith 70 A little in the Lucianic spirit of Fielding's
'Journey from this World to the Next'.

t Lucianist ]
. Obs. [f. Lucian (see prec.)

+

-1st.] A disciple of Lucian (sec precA
1585 Fetherstosk tr. Calvin on Acts vHL 13. 189 The

Epicures & Lucianists doe professe that they belieue. where
as notwithstanding they laugh inwardly. 159a G. Harvey
Four Lett. 29 A contemner of Gpd, and man : a desperate
Lucianist : an abhominable Aretinist.

IiTLCianist 2 (lw-^anisl). Eecl. Hist. Also
Lucanist. [ad. late L. Lucianisla, f. Lucian-us :

see -1ST.] The name of two sorts of heretics : a.

A follower of Lucian us the Marcionite (of the 2nd
century), b. A kind of Arian ; =Colluciamst.
1727-41 Chambers CycL, Lucianists, or Lncanists, a reli-

gious sect, so called from Lucianus, or Lucanus, . . a disciple

of Marcion. .. There was another sect of Lucianists, who
appeared some lime after the Arians.

IiUCible (l^ sTb'l), a. rare. [ad. L. lucibil-is,

{. lucere to shine : see «ble, -ible,
J

Bright, lucent.

1623 Cockeram, Lucible, that which is light of its selfe.

1656 Blount Glossogr. 1893 Storrs Sp. in Independent
(N. V.) 19 Oct., In letters of lightning, lucible and not
frightful.

Lucid (l'/Z'sid), a. [ad. L. lucid-us, f. lucere

to shine. Cf. F. lucidc!\

L Bright, shining, luminous, resplendent. Now
poet, and techn. Ent. and Bot. — Smooth and
shining. Astr. Of a star : Visible to the naked eye.
1591 Spenser M. Hubberd 1250 With his azure wings he

cleav'd The liquid clowdes, and fucid firmament. 1654 Vil-
vain Theot. Treat, ii. 45 The Air is not a lucid body like

the Sun. 1667 Milton P. L. xi. 240 Over his lucid Armes
A Militarie Vest of purple flowd. 1693 Bentley Boyle
Lect. viii. 5 There are great multitudes of lucid Starrs even
beyond the reach of the best Telescopes. 1772-84 Cook
Voy. (1790) V. 1743 Supposed to be an animal which contri-

butes to that lucid appearance often observed at sea in the

night. 1797 Encyct. Brit. (ed. 3) HI. 443/2 [Botany.] A
Surface is . . Lucid, as if it were illuminated. 1800 Hllmk

1
in Phil. Trans. XC. 180 Another lucid dead glow-worm was
uut into warm water, at 114

0
. 1833 Tennyson Poems 60

Her lucid neck Shone ivorylike. 1845 Westwood Brit.

Moths II. 221 Aphelosetia tucidetta (the lucid \ 1847
W. E. Steele Field Bot. Gloss. 16 Lucid, with a bright and
shining surface. 1870-74 J. Thomson City Dreadf. Nt. 1.

i, The lucid morning's fragrant breath. 1893 Sir K. Ball
Story Sun 333 Beta Lyra! . . is among the coolest of the

lucid stars.

fig. a 1653 J. Smith Set. Disc. iv. 112 The intellectual

world, being . . made all lucid, intellectual, and shining with
the sunbeams of eternal truth. 174a Barnard Char. Lady
E. Hastings 39 To bring them into the lucid Path of Vertue
and Religion.

2. Translucent, pellucid, clear.

1620 Venner Via Recta Introd. 4 The lucide and cleare

substance of it [sc. air]. 1647 11. Morr Poems 5 Thus they
stood by that good lucid spring Of living bliss. 1725 Poi-e

Odyss. vi. 102 The lucid wave a spacious bason fills. 1791
Cowper Odyss. in. 1 The sun, emerging from the lucid
waves. 183* Lytton Eugene A. I. x, How singularly pure
and lucid the atmosphere becomes. 188a F. W. H. SIvers
Renewal of Youth 314 Let many a heat distil Her lucid

essence from the insurgent ill.



LUCIDA.

3. Lucid interval. Also in early use in med.L. I

form (pi.) huida intervalla. a. A period of tern- 1

porary sanity occurring between attacks of lunacy.

(So F. inttrvalU lucide.) f Formerly also, in

wider nse, an interval of apparent health between

the attacks or periods of a disease.

[The Latin phrase 'noa est compos mentis, sed gaudet

lucidis intervallis ' is common in English legal documents

from the 13th to the isthc ; so also in the med.L. commen-
tators on Justinian's institutes. For the etymological

notion presumably underlying the expression, cf. Cl
1603 Sir C. Heydon Jud. Astro/, xxi. 425 Sometimes shee

[the moon] graunteth to them [lunaticsl Lucida interualla.

1635 B. Jonson Staple of N. y. i, They are almost mad !

But I forgtuc their Lucida Interualla, <ri<S45 Howell
Lett. (1650) II. 42, 1 had a shrewd disease hung lately upon

me. .. After som gentle slumbers, and unusuall dreames ..

I had a lucid intervall. a 1655 Vines Lord's Supper (1677)

213 A mad man may have lucid intervals. 1659 Stanley

Hist. Philos. xin. (1701) 624/2 As for that Pain which is

lasting, it is not only gentle, but hath many lucid intervals.

1686 J. Dunton Lett Jr. New-Eug. (1867)23, 1 had between

whiles those lucid intervals [in sea-sickness]. 1769 Black-

stone Comm. IV. 25 If a lunatic hath lucid intervals of

understanding, he shall answer for what he does in those

intervals. 1839 I. Ray Med. Jnrispr. Insanity xiv. 208

It was decided by the court, Sir Willian Wynne, that

she had a lucid interval, while making the will, a 1859

M acaulay Ifist. Eng. xxv. V. 294 James lingered three days

longer. He was occasionally sensible during a few minutes,

and, during one of these lucid intervals [etc.].

b. Iransf. and Jig. A period of rest or calm in

the midst of tumult or confusion ; an interval dur-

ing which there is a reversion to a normal, reason-

able, or desirable condition.

1581 W. Allen Apol. Eng. Seminaries Hi. 22 Which

lArianisme] though it troubled the world some hundred

yeres together, yet it.. had lucida interualla ,
gaue seasons

of calme and rest to holy Bishops. 1622 Bacon Hen. VI

I

Wks. 1861 VI. 32 Which [dissensions! although they had

had . . lucid intervals and happy pauses ; yet did they ever

hang over the kingdom. 1650 Fuller Pisgah iv. 11. 34 The

devil heaped afflictions upon him, allowing him [Jobl no

lucid intervals. 168a Drvden AfacEl. 22 Some beams of

wit on other souls may fall, Strike through and make a lucid

interval. 1751 Smollett Per. Pic. xxii, Neither was his

whole time devoted to the riotous extravagances of yomlt.

He enjoyed many lucid intervals.
#
1822 R. G. Wallace

15 Yrs. in hulia 194 It is quite impossible to transact

business witb a chief, except in that lucid interval between

. . one debauch, and . . another. 1900 19//* Cent. Sept. 3 6

Italy is just passing through one of the.^e lucid intervals.

c. In the etymological sense : An interval of

sunshine in a storm.

1655 Tuckney Good Day well Impr. 8 Some short lucid*

intervalla, as the sun in a rainy day, looking out now

and then a little. 1749 Capt. Standige in Naval Citron.

III. 207 It being then day-light, and a lucid interval be-

tween showers of snow.

4. Marked by clearness of reasoning, expression,

or arrangement ;
easily intelligible.

1786 Courtenay Lit. <y Mor. Cliarac. Johnson 24 Ami
lucid vigour mark'd the general style. 1803 Med. Jml. X.

182 Arranged in that lucid order which is so necessary t>

assist the student. 1838 Dickens Nich. Nick, xxiv, Mrs
Curdle sat listening to this lucid explanation. 1871 Morlky
Voltaire (1886) 7 His expression was incomparably lucid.

1876 C. M. Dayies Unortlu Lond. 103 The sermon was

long but lucid.

5. Of persons : Clear in intellect ;
rational, sane.

1843 Carlyle Past <y Pr. II. i, Any lucid, simple-hearted

soul like him. 1859 G. Meredith A'. Eeverei xxx. Two
apparently lucid people. 1887 Times 11 Aug. 5/2, 1 believe

yuu are insane on that one point. On everything else you

are lucid and bright.

6. Willi agent-noun : That performs the action

implied in a lucid manner.

1879 MeCARTiiY Oivn^ Times 11. xxix. 372 There never was

a more lucid and candid reasoner.

II Lucida (li/Vstda). Astr. [L. (sc. stella star)

fern. sing, of lucidus Lucid.] (See quot. 1877.)

1717-51 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Corona Borealis,.Names and

situations of the stars. . .Lucida of the corona. . .1 hat follow-

ing the lucida to the south. 1877 G. F. Chambers Descript.

Astron. (ed. 3) 917 Lucida, a word occasionally used m
sidereal astronomy to indicate the brightest star of the con-

stellation, or group, &c mentioned.

t Lucidary. Obs. [f. L. Ificid-us Lucid +

-aryL] App. a name 1687-90 for a newly in-

vented light or lighting apparatus.

1687 MS. Keg. Middle Temple to June, Some proposals

had been made him by the Undertaker for setting up bis

lucidarys in the several Courts and Avenues of the House.

1690 Lond. Gaz.
m
No. 2596/4 The Proprietors of the Luci-

daries, or new Lights.

tliUCident, a. Obs. rare" 1
, [f. L. htctd-HS

Lucid + -ent.] Bright, lucent. Hence t^uci-

dently^/z>.
, , .

14.. Nine Ladies Worthy 22 O pulchrior sole in beauty
'

full lucident. c 1480 St. Ursula (Roxb.) A j, Cryste with

thy Comforte Illumyn me lucydently.

Lucidity (l'wsi-dili). [ad. L. Iftcidiids, I.

lucid-us Lucid : see -ity. Cf. F. lucidiU.] The

quality or condition of being lucid ;
brightness,

luminosity ; now chiefly fig.
intellectual clearness

;

transparency of thought or expression.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Lucidity, brightness. >~4. J |-

More Myst. fniq. 497 Touching the Lucidity of Christ s

Body after his Ascension, a 1688 Cl oworth /mmvU Mor.

(1731) 259 There is indeed a Brightness or Lucidity in the

Sun. 1794 G. Adams Nal. * Exp. Philos. IV. xlix. 346

485

Light frequently does not sensibly act otherwise than as the
cause of lucidity, or of luminous phenomena. 1831 Nichol
Archit. Heav. 253 His precision of language and peculiar

lucidity of exposition. 1855 M. Arnold Resignation 298
Fate gave, what chance shall not control, His sad lucidity

of soul. 1874 Maldsley Resfons. in Aleut. Dis. vii. 229
Through their long intervals of lucidity.

_ 187s H. James
R. Hudson vi. 200 He looked at him with eyes of such
radiant lucidity. 1884 F. Temple Relat. Relig.

<fr
Sci. t.

(1885) ia The question . , put by Hume . . was handled by
him with singular lucidity.

Lucidly (l^'sidli), adv. [f. Lucid + -ly^.]

In a lucid manner; with lucidity
;
brightly, clearly.

c 1705 Berreley Commonpl. Bk. in Fra^er Life (1871) 459
AH y* carefully and lucidly to be set forth. 1820 Miss
Mitford in L'E^trange Life (1870) II. v. 97 With such
eyes ! so purely, so lucidly blue ! 1844 Thirlwall Greece
VIII. Ixv. 349 The consul .. expounded the phrase very

lucidly. 1885 Manch. Exam. 25 Feb. 3 '3 The chapters .

.

are. .admirably arranged and lucidly written.

Lucidness I'/rsidnes). [f. Lucid + -ness.]

Lucidity.

1648 W. Molstagve Devout Ess. 1. xxi. § 1. 385 The
smoothness and lucidness of Glass. 1680 Boyle Aerial Noc-
tiluca 38 The Constant Noctiluca .. in which the lucidness

was constant, though the Vial that contain'd it, was kept

siopt. 1694 [see Luciferous 1]. 1727 Bailey vol. II, Lucid-
ness, brightness. 1800 Ht'LME in Phil. Trans. XC 172 The
fluid acquired u great degree of lucidness. 1836 Jas. Grant
Random Recoil. Ho. Lords ix. 189 The lucidness of his

arrangement, the appropriateness of his arguments, and the

transparency of his style.

Lucifee, lucivee (I«*sif/\ -v/). Canada and

local U. S. [Corruption of Lour-CERVIER.] The
Canadian lynx.

1823 Cobbett Rur. Rides (1885) I. 37 t When in New
Brunswick I saw the great wild grey cat, which is there

called a Lucifee. 1902 Webster Suppl., Lucivee.

Lucifer ^w'sifai). [L. lucifcr adj., light-bring-

ing ; used as proper name of the morning star ; f.

luc'j)-, lux light + -fer bearing. Cf. the equivalent

Or. </)ajn-(/>opos, after which it was prob. formed.]

I. As proper name, and allusively. (With

initial capital.)

1. The morning slar ; the planet Venus when she

appears in the sky before sunrise. Now ovh}' poet.

C1050 Byrhtferth's Handboc in Anglia (1885) VIII. 320

J?;cr a:fter on f>am circule lueifer upari^t. £1374 Chaucer
Boeth. 111. metr. i. 50 iCamb. MS.) AfterM Incifere the day
sterre hath chasyd awey the dirke nyht. 1388 Wvclif Job

xxxviii. 32 Whether thou bryngfat forth Lucifer, that is dai l

sterre, in his tyme. 1629 Milton Nativity 74 The Stars . . I

will not take their flight, For all the morning light, Or
Lucifer that often warn'd them thence. 1744. Akknside

Pleas. Imag. \i779) 1. 14S Lucifer displays His beaming

forehead through the gates of morn. 1887 Eowkn Virg.

JEneid 11. 801 Now on the mountains of Ida was rising .

Lucifer bright.

f b. fig. (Cf. Day-staiO Obs.

rtiS8s Cartwright in R. Browne Ansv>. to C. 87 Vntill i

such time as the day starre spring & Lucifer do rise in our 1

hearts. 1599 Broughton's Let. viii. 26 You Cynosura and

Lucifer of nations, the stupor and admiration of the world.

2. The rebel archangel whose fall from heaven

was supposed to be referred to in Isa. xiv. 1 2 ;

Satan, the Devil. Now rare in serious use ; cur-

rent chiefly in the phrase As proud as Lucifer.

The Scripture passage (Vulg.
1 Quomodo cecidisti de cajlo,

Lucifer, qui mane oriebnris ?
T A.V. 4 How art thou fallen

from heauen, O Lucifer, sonne of the morning? ) is part of ,

a 'parable against the king of Kabylon ' (lsa. xiv. 4); but ,

the mention of a fall from heaven led Christian interpreters

to suppose that 'king of Uabylon ' was to be interpreted
,

spiritually, as a designation of the chief of the angels who

kept not their first estate \ Hence the general patriotic

view that Lucifer was the name of Satan before his fall.

Tbe Latin word was adopted in all the ling, versions down I

to 161 1 ; the Revised version has daystar.

a 1000 Christ <y Satan 367 (Gr.) Wajs paet encgelcyn asr

xenemned, Lucifer haten, leohtberende. a 1300 Cursor M.

442 And for bat he was fair and bright, lucifcr to nam he

Sight. ^1380 Wyclif Ms. (1880) 3° ^se nouelries maad

of ydiotis & synful wrecchis of lucifers pride, c 1450 Mirour

Saluacionn 4377 With feeudes and lucifere . . 111 helle. 1567

Gude «y Godlie Ball. (S. T. S.) 1 7 S Proude Lucifer, I he greit

maister of hell. 1613 Shaks. Hen. \ III, in. n. 371 And

when he falles, he falles like Lucifer, Keuer to hope agame.

162s Plrchas Pilgrims I. iv. 57» His Pride is such, as may

teach Lucifer. 1667 Milton P. L. vii. 131. i77» Ketcher

Checks I7Q5 II. 352 A fall into pride may drive me

Luc^x8t4 Scott W'av. Ivii, A second Lucifer of

ambition and wrath. 1839 Ka.lky .55 Men

say—as proud as Lucifer-Pray who would not he proud

with such a train ? T :f „

Comb. IS53 Becon ReliquesofRome^1563) 1 His. . Lucifer-

like pride. 1581 J. Hell Haddon's A turn. Osor. 219 With

suchan incredibleinordinate desire of luciferlikesuperiontte.

•i Misused for: A devil.

1887 Rusk in Prxterita II. 72 The temper of eight little

Lucifers in a swept lodging.

fb. allusively. One who commits the sin ot

Lucifer, i.e. who seeks to dethrone God ;
occas.

applied to one who presumptuously rebels against

an earthly sovereign. Obs.

i<49 Cheke Hurt Sedit. (1641) 12 That presumption of

challenging Gods seat, doth shew you to have ^en Lucifers.

1570 Fulke Heskins's Pari. 305 What Lueifer is that, that

oppose him selfe against the flatt eommaundement of

he hofie ghost. i6oz Warner Alb. Eng. ix. L 22c
> \ ea,.too

blasphemous, they incroch vpon the De.t.e Though of these

Lucifers haue been that perish through a Hie. «i6i8

Ralegh in Gutch Coll. Cur. I. 89 Although thev b« per-

petual Lucifers, they must always be Angels, and live 111

1
plenty.

LUCIPEROUS.

II. As a common noun.

3. Orig. lueifer match : A friction match made
usually of a splint of wood tipped with an inflam-

mable substance ignitable on a roughened or other-

wise prepared surface.

1831 John Bull 28 Nov. XI. 379/1 [Jones ?>. Watts, speech

of plaintiffs counsel.] Mr. Jones had, some time ago,

invented a match to produce an instantaneous light.. and
he had given his ingenious invention the name of

4
Pro-

methean \ . . Subsequently the plaintiff invented another

description of match, which he designated with the frightful

name of ' Lucifer '. . . For the * Lucifers ' he had not. .secured

his right as the patentee. . . The defendant made an exact

imitation of the
1 Lucifer Match.' 1836 Krande Man.

Chem. (ed. 4) 543 Matches tipped with some of these in-

flammable mixtures, and called Lucifers, art- now in common
use, and are inflamed either by friction or by the contact of

sulphuric acid. Ibid. 1274 Gen. Index, Lucifer man hes.

1837 Ann. Reg. 80 Several other lueifer matches were lying

about, one of them having the appearance of having been

drawn through the sandpaper. 1849 ^Iks - Carlyle Lett.

II. 42 When we had put a lueifer to some .sticks in the grate.

1876 'Capt. Crawley ' Card Players'' Man. 120 Cribhage

. . is played with a full pack of flfty-two cards, . . and two

pegs (that may be of ivory, or lueifer matches, with_ the

phosphorus ends cut off). 1884 E. Yates Recoil. I. ii. 45

The lueifer, or Congreve match as it was called,, .was ignited

by friction on sandpaper, and had a very unpleasant smell.

Comb. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Lucifer-box. 1862

H. Marrvat Year in Sweden II. 400 Mr. Lundstrom..
showed me over his lueifer- manufactory.

Hence f Ltrcifering' a. nonce-wd.
%
acting the

part of Lueifer.

1602 Warner Alb. Eng. ix. 1. 229 Of which Conuerling,

Christo-fers yee IPopes] thenceforth shalbe said: If not,

apply and perish in your Luciferring Traid.

Luciferian (l'/zsiil Tian), a. 1 and sb.* ? Obs.

Also 6 Lueeferian, Lueifrian, 7 Lueiferan. [f.

Lucifer + -ian,] A. adj. Of or pertaining to

Lucifer; Satanic, devilish. Often with reference

to pride :
' As proud as Lucifer \

1570 Homilies 11. // 'ilfid Retell, in. d574^ 57$ A lueeferian

•ride and presumption. 1598 Makston Pygmal. 11. 146

. rom haughty Spajue, what brought 'st thou els beside,

llut lofty lookes, and their Lmifrian pride? 1613 Dekki.r

Strange Horse-Rare Wks. (Grosart 1 1 1. 350 For now he saw

the Dilaceralion of his owne Lueiferan Kingdonie. 1673

Lady's Call. I. v. § 10 What a Luciferian fall will they have

from their honors. 1691 Woon Ath. O.xon. II. 312 He fell

on the Bishops generally, calling them Luciferian Loid

Li<hops. 1704 NoRRls Ideal World 11. x. 396 We have so

much of the Luciferian ambition, as to aspire to be like

to the most high. 1773 J. Koss Eratmide 1. 782 (MS.)

Darting a ghastly Luciferian look After their footsteps

fB. sb. A Luciferian or Satanic person

P

Obs.

1647 Tkapp Comm. Alatt. xix. 17 None but a proud Luci

ferian would have said, as Vega, the Popish pel fectionary

did [etc.].

Luciferian, a.'- and sb.- Aho 6, S Lueiferan.

[f. L. proper name Lucifcr (see below) + -IAN.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to the sect founded by

Lucifer, bishop of Cagliari in the fourth century,

who separated from the Church because it was

too lenient (as he thought) towards Allans who

re] ented of their heresy.

1607TorstXLZ-W^AYrtsM 1658) io6Voti,saith he, (.speak-

in*-' to the Luciferian heretieks!> run away from the vain

shaking of feathers, like the fearfull Harts. 1638 Chilli sow.

Relig, Prot. 1. ii. § 36 While you thus inveigh against Luther,

and charge hiin with Lucifeiiau heresies. 1865 Lighti-Oot

Comm. Galat. (1874) 228 Hilary the Roman deacon .. at-

tached himself to the Luciferian schism.

B. sb. An adherent of this sect.

c i5SS Life Bp. Eisher in E.'s H'ks. (E.E.T.S.) 11. 135 Saint

erom against Helvidius, Jovinianus Vigilantiu.s, and the

uciferans. 158s Fethekstonk tr. Caivin on Acts xix. 7.,458

No man thinks that the grace of the Spirit is annexed to

Mich a ceremonie, as doeth Jerome against tbe Lucifeiiaus.

i68x Baxter Ausiv. Dodivcll\\. 16 Novatians, Lucifenans,

I)onatUts..had all Orders in Episcopal Communion. 1797

W Johnston tr. Bcckmanns Invent. I II. 406 In the alterca-

tion between a Lueiferan and an Orthodox, he relates that

an adherent of the schismatic Lucifer disputed. 1882-3

ScuAFF Encyel. Relig. Knerwl. II. 1358 As the Lucifenans

considered themselves the true and pure church, they utterly

repudiated the name of a sect.

t Luciferine, a. Obs. [(. Lucifer + -ine-.]

-Luciferian a. 1

CIS46 Joye in Gardiner Dccl. Art. Joye (1546) 14, I passe

ouer his [Gardiner's] luciferin pryde, . . vicious lyuyng, &e.

1588 Parkk tr. Mendozas Hist. China 376 Nobunanga ..

was slaine by a captaine of his, and punished by God by

this meanes for his luciferine pride.

t Lnciferous, «.! Obs. [f. Lucifer + -ous.]

= Luciferian a*
.

<riS54 Bale Declar. Banners Art. 1. [81, Els wold ye

couole your sorcerous masmongers with Gods matestye in

one honour which we wil not take at your luciferus per.

swasyons. iS93 Nashe ChrisCs T. (1613) 54 God forbid

I should be so Luciferous passionatiue-ambttious. 1623

Cockekam, Luciferous, haughtie, proud.

Luciferous (l'/zsi-feras), «-2 [f- I-

light-hearing (see Lucifer) -r -ous.]

1. That brings, conveys, or emits light. Now
rare in serions nse. ... tU
i6<6 Blount Glossogr., Luciferous. that brings or causeth

liehu 1686 Plot Stajfordsh. 116 The clammy moisture of

Oysters that shines ui the dark of a. violet colour, comes

from luciferous wurmes that have their holes in the shells.

i&H Salmon Bate's Dispens. 1. 35 'A ™* Ijci4iu»s

of the Luciferous matter. 1805 tr. St. Vincents Voy.

Afr.Seas 43 These luciferous animals [V. ammaux luci-



LUCIPIC.

fires\ almost all belong to the class of transparent, .worms.
1821 Blackw. Mag. X. 560 Combustible and luciferous

matter. 1856 Grinoon Life xxxii. 283 The nearer we stand
to the luciferous orb [sc. the sunj. 1859 Thackerav Virgin.

xxv, Let us v bless Mr. Price and other Luciferous benefac-

tors of mankind, for banishing the abominable mutton of our
youth.

2. fig. Affording illumination or insight ; lumi-

nous, illuminating. In 37th c common in luci-

ferous experiment after Bacon's lucifera experi-

mcnta (Ar
ov. Org. 1. § 70, 99, et al.\

1648 Petty Adv. to Hartlib 20 How to make the most of
experiments, . . all being equally Luciferous, although not
equally Lucriferous. 1660 Boyle New Exp. Pays. Mech.
xv. 104 So Luciferous an Experiment. 1676 Glanvill Ess.

iii. 28 A rare and luciferous Theory. 1811 Ediu. Rev. XIX.
229 These . . are the only luciferous experiments, of which
geology can yet boast.

Hence Iiuci'ferously adv., Luci'ferousness.
1665 Phil. Trans. 1. 48 The Luciferousness ofsuch Experi-

ments. 168a Sir T. Browne Chr. Mor. in. § 3 Embrace
not the opacous and blind side of opinions, but that which
looks most Luciferously or influentially unto Goodness.

Iilicific (l'z/ii'fik), a. [ad. late L. Ifmfic-us,

f. lucf)-, liix light : see -fic] Light-producing.
1701 Grew Cosm. Sacra 11. ii. § 14. 38 When they [the rays]

are made to Converge, . . though their Lucifick motion be
continu'd, yet . . that equal motion, which is the Colorifick,

is interrupted. 1800 Hulme in Phil. Trans. XC. 173 The
degree of illumination in these liquids must depend upon
the quantity of lucific matter applied. 1825 Colkridge A ids

Reft. (1848) I. 168 The dry light, .the lucific vision,, .mean-
ing thereby .. reason in contradistinction from the under-
standing. 1876 J. Ellis Caesar in Egypt 53 Lucific orbs.

Luciform \h~is\igim), a. Now rare. [ad. L.

*luciform-is (repr. Gr. avyoaSrji), f. liic(i)', lux
light : see -form.] Having the character of light,

luminous : applied spec, to the ' vehicle ' of the soul

avyoabU ox^fia) imagined by the Neo-Platonists

;

occas. to the spiritual body of the Resurrection.
1668 H. More Div. Dial. Schol. (1713) 560 It may well be

questioned, whether the Pythagoreans held a distinct Notion
of this kind of luciform Body. 1678 Cl uworth Intell. Syst.
1. v. 788 These Ancients say, that there is another Heavenly
Body, always conjoyned with the Soul and Eternal, which
they call Luciform and Star-like. 1710 K. Ward Life If.

More 39 What the Platonists call the Luciform Vehicle of
the Soul. 1862 Ellicott On 1 Thess. iv. 17 The glorified

and luciform body will be caught up in the. .clouds. [x88i

Shorthouse J. inglesant 1. xvii. 313 To keep in order this

luciform vehicle of the soul, as the Platonists call it.]

"Lucifrian : see Luciferian a. 1

IiUCifugOUS l'wsi'firfgas), a. Arat. Jlist. [f.

L. lucifug-us, f. liic(i)-, lux light + fug-?re to fly

;

see -ous.j Shunning the light.

1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes iv. vi.-vii. 211 Such designes
as these were Lucifugous, and would not endure the face

of Heaven. 1635 Stanley /list. Philos. 1. (1701) 14/1 These
ill Daemons. .Aquatile, and Subterraneous, and Lucifugous.

1737 Ozell Rabelais II. 121 note, Lucifugous Nyctico-
races. 1835-6 Todd Cycl. A tutt. 1. 599/2 The habits of which
[animal*] are more completely lucifugous and retired than
any others. 1865 Oakeley Hist. Notes 36 Owls and bats
and other such shy and lucifugous creatures.

So Xiuci'fngal a. , in the same sense.

1889 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

IiUCigen l'/rsid^en). [f. L. lue(i)-
t
Ifix light +

-gex.J An iliuminant produced by burning a spray
nf oil mixed with air.

1887 Pall Mall G. 16 Sept. 12 Lucigen, as the new illu-

minant is called, is the invention of Mr. Hannay, ofGlasgow,
and is already extensively used in large engineering works,
and for lighting large open spaces. 1892 Ibid. 26 Jan. 5/2
It is pr iposed to make experiments at the Wc )lwi<_h Kerry
with the lucigen light.

TLucigenous, a. Obs.-° [f. L. luc(i)-t lux
light + -genous.] (See quot.)

1727 Bailey vol. II, Lticigenousf born or begotten in the
Day Time.

Lucimeter (l^si'm* tai). [Hybrid f. L. luc(t)-
f

lux light + -METER.]

1. An instrument for measuring the intensity of
light ; a photometer.
1825 Hamilton Hand-bk. Terms, Lucimeter, in Optics,

an apparatus for measuring the intensity of light proceeding
from different bodies. 1875 in Knight Diet. Mech.
2. * A sunshine recorder designed to measure the

combined effect of ihe duration and intensity of

sunshine in promoting evaporation* {Cent. Did*).

H Lucina (l^soi-na), Also 6 {anglicized) Lu-
cyne. [L. fcm. of adj. lueinus

t f. luc-
y
lux light

:

see -ike *.] In Roman mythology, the goddess

who presided over childbirth, sometimes identified

"with Juno or with Diana ; hence, a midwife.
c 1386 Chaucer Knt's T. 1227 But for bir child so longe

was vnborn Ful pitously Lucyna gan she calle. 1608 Shaks.
Per. 111. i. 10 Lucina, oh ! Diuinest patrionesse, and my
wife gentle To those that cry by night. 1631 Milton Epit.

March. Winch: 26 And now with second hope she goes,

And calls Lucina to her throws. 1658 SirT. Browne
Hydriot. v. 27 Death must be the Lucina of life. 1701 C.
Wolley Jml. New York (i860) 27 Neither ..the nice at-

tendance of Nursekeepers, nor the art of a dextrous Lucina.

1759 Sterne Tr. Shandy II. xi, A daughter of Lucina is

put . . over thy head.

b. By identification with Diana, put for : The
moon. poet.

1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxxv. 1 Lucina schynnyng in

silence of the nicht. 1508 — Gold. Targe 2 Quhen gone to

bed war Vesper and Lucyne. 1503 IIawes Examfi. Virt.

486

ix. 2 For Lucyna eke dyd her shrowde. 1594 Greene &
Lodge Looking-glass (1 598) F 2 b, An hoast of blacke and
sable cloudes Gan to echps Lucinas siluer face.

IiUCioid (l^-sijoid). Jchth. [f. L. lnci-us pike

+ -oiD.] a. sb. A fish of the family Esocidx ; a pike,

b. adj. Belonging to this family (Cent. Did.).
1836 Varrell Brit. Fishes (ed. 3) I. 343 This expert ich-

thyologist has restricted the Esocidx (Lucioids), or family
of Pikes, to the single genus Esox. 1859-62 Sir J. Richard-
son, etc Mtts. Nat. Hist. (1868) II. 153 Lucioids {Esocidas).

Lucirne, obs. form .of Ltjcern.

Lucit, variant of Lucet 1 Obs.

Lucius, obs. form of Luscious.
Lucivee : see Lucifee.

Luck Ok), sb. Also 5-6 luk(e, 6-7 lucke.
[a. LG. (Du., OFris.) luk, a shortened form of

geluk (MDu. gelucke = MHG. geliicke, mod.G.

I

gliick). Parallel adoptions of the LG. word are

Ieel. lukka (14th a), MSw. lukka, lykka (mod.Sw.

j

fycka), Da. lykke. Probably it came into English

as a gambling term ; the LG. dialects were a fre-

quent source of such terms in 15-16 centuries.

The ultimate etymology of MHG. geltiche (:—OHG. *gi-

lucchi

:

—OTeut. type *galukkj'o-tn) is obscure. So far as
meaning is concerned nothing could be more plausible than
Paul's view (Beitr. VI 1. 133 note) that the word is connected
with G. gelingen (OHG. gilingan) to succeed, turn out well

I
or ill, as G. druck pressure with dringeu to press, sehlnck
gulp with schlingen to swallow, ruck wrench with ringen to

wrench. But morphologically this assumption seems quite
inadmissihle, and most scholars deny the existence of etymo- 1

logical affinity in any of these instances. Formally, the word
might be cognate with Loukv. 1 or v.2, or with G. locken to

entice (OHG. lockdn) and the synonymous OHG. lucchen;
\

but no probable hypothesis seems to have been formed to
j

connect the meaning of the sb, with that of any of these vbs.]

1. Fortune good or ill ; the fortuitous happening
of events favourable or unfavourable to the interests

of a person ; a person's condition with regard to
j

the favourable or unfavourable character of some
fortuitous event, or of the majority of the fortuitous

|

events in which he has an interest. Often with

adj., as bad, hard, evil luck, Good-luck, Ill-luck.

Also, the imagined tendency of chance (esp. in I

,
matters of gambling) to produce events continu-

ously favourable or continuously unfavourable

;

j

the friendly or hostile disposition ascribed to chance I

at a particular time.

1481, a 1529 [see Good luck]. 1530 Palsgr. 241/1 Lucke,
happe, hevr. 1*1547 Surrky in Tottets Misc. (Arb.) 220

! And if to light on you my luck so good shall be, I shall be
glad to fede on that that would haue fed on me. 1563 B.
Googe Eglogs vii. (Arb.) 61 Let vs here what lucke you

I haue had in loue. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 39 It was
j

his hard lucke & curssed chaunce, . . to findc [etc.]. 1500
Shaks. Com. Err. in. ii. 93, I haue but leane lucke in the
match. 1602 imi Pt. Returnfr. Pamass. 11. v. 823 It hath
becne my luck alwayes to beat the hush, while another kild
the Hare. 1653 Walton Angler ii. 60 Wei Scholer, you

j

1 must indure worse luck sometime, or you will never make
I a^ good Angler. 1738 Swift Pol. Conversat. 18 Ves ; Tom 1

sings well ; but his Luck's naught. 1791 Mrs. Radcliffe
Rom. Forest xv, 1 hope we snail have better luck next
time. 1856 Whyte Melville Kate Cov. xvii, The Arch-

I
croupier below, they say, arranges these matters for be-

j

ginners; but the luck turns at last. 1882 Ouida Marcmma
I. it 41 ' He has got his deserts', said Jaconda. ..' Luck al-

ways changes \
#
1883 Howklls Woman's Reason II. xx.

178 He bade him .. get fire to light the beacon. Giffen '

1 refused. 'No, sir ; better not have any of my luck about it '.

f b. A piece of (good or had) luck. Obs.

1530 Palsgr. 580/2, 1 have a shreude chaunce or a shreude
tourne, or 1 have an yvell lucke, // me meschiet. 1603 Dray-
ton Bar. Wars iv. xxxiv, Those evill Lucks, in numbers
many are, That to thy footsteps do themselves apply.

c. Ill generalized sense: Chance regarded as a
cause or bestowcr of success and failure. Some-
times personified.

I534
_5 More Varty the Dyccr Wks. 1433 Long was I, lady

Lucke, your seruing man. 1576 Fleming Pancpl Epist.

83 One refuge yet remaineth, that is patiently to suffer what
I so euer lucke allottcth. 1630 Davenant Cruel Bro. 1. i. B 2,

I

Report is then become a Bawde to Luck ; Whom Fortune
doth enrich, Fame doth flatter. 1899 Maj. A. Griffiths in

Fortn. Rev. LXV. 307 Luck, in the great game of war, is

undoubtedly lord of all. 1902 A. E. W. Mason Four
Feathers iii. 13, I told you luck might look my way. Well,
she has. I go out to Egypt on General Graham's Staff.

d. Predicatively, // is good or bad luck = * it is

a good or bad omen 1

(to do so-and-so).
Mod. You should never put boots on the table: it's bad luck.

2. Good fortune ; success, prosperity or advantage
coming by chance rather than as the consequence

of merit or effort. Phr. To have Ike luck «= to be
so fortunate as {to be or do something). +To
have no luck to : to be unfortunate in.

14.. Pol. Rel. L. Poems (1866) 38 Wher-for lucke and
good hansselle my hert y sende you. ? a 1480 Promp. Parv.
(Winchester MS.) 316/2 Luk, lucrum. [SoCamb. MS. and
ed. Pynson ; Lfarl. MS. reads {prob. correctly) Lukre or

1 wynnynge, lucrnm.\ 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. 1 1. 46 That
I neidfull war thai wantit thair nothing, At tbair lyking, with
! greit larges and luke [rime instruct!. 1583 Hollybano
Campo di Fior 145 No man can have lucke alwayes at

j

playe. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. v. t 439 If we haue vnearned
!

' lucke, Now to scape the Serpeuts tongue, a 1656 Hales I

Gold. Rem. (1688) 348 Only Plutarch, whatever the matter

I

is has no luck to the latin, and therefore I would advise you

I
cither tu read him in French or in English. 1661 Doyle

,

LUCK.
Style ofScript. (1675) 36 A hint, which . . I have since had
the luck to improve sufficiently. 1784 Cowper Tiroe. 329
How he was flogged, or had the luck to escape. 1835 W.
Irving Tour Prairies 164 One of the rangers, however, had
little luck to boast of, his horse having taken fright, .thrown
his rider, and escaped. 1856 Kane Arct. ExpL I. xxviii.

374, I have been off with a party . . on a hunt inland. We
had no great luck. 1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt (1868) 20 Like
most energetic natures, he had a strong faith in his luck.

1874 Green Short Hist. vii. § 1. 350 Catherine Parr, had
the luck to outlive the King. 1883 Stevenson Silverado
So., With Children oj'Israel

\

t
The luck had failed, the mines

had petered out. 1891 N. Gould Double Event 8 At cards,

Captain Drayton seemed to have the ' devil's own luck '.

+ b. (One's) /tick of: (one's) good fortune in

obtaining. Obs.
1762-71 H. Walpole Vcrtnc's A need. Paint. (1786) I. 104
A man, whose luck of fame was derived from all the circuin*

stances which he himself reckoned unfortunate.

c. A piece of luck or good-fortune. ?Se.
1856 Mrs. Carlvle Lett. II. 289 It was a luck for me

yesterday . . that 1 had these live things to look after.

f d. occas. In appellations of objects on which
the prosperity of a family, etc., is supposed to

depend.
This use originates with * The Luck of Eden Hall \ which

is an oriental glass goblet (of the 15th c or earlier) in the
possession of the Musgraves ofEden, Cumberland, so called

from a superstition embodied in the words, ' If this glass will

break or fall, Farewell the luck of Eden-hall \
a 1800 Ballad in Lysons Britannia IV. Cumb. (1816) p. ccix,

God prosper long from being broke The Luck of Eden-hall.
184a Longf. {title) The Luck of Edenhall Itran si. from
UhlandJ. 1870 B. Harte {title) The Luck of Roaring Camp.
1901 E. F. Benson Luck of Vails 16 When the Luck of
the Vails is lost, Fear not fire nor rain nor frost.

3. Phrases. Bad luck to (a person or thing) / : a

vulgar form of imprecation, expressive of ill-will,

disgust, or disappointment. Down on (occas. in)

ones luck : in ill-luck, in misfortune (slang). For
luck: in order to bring good luck (expressing the

purpose of some superstitious action). In luck: for-

tunate, enjoying good luck. Cut ofluck : having bad
luck, in misfortune. + To strike (a person) luck:

see Strike v. To try one's luck: see Try v. f Upon
luck's head: on chance {obs. Sc.), Worse luck=
unfortunately, 4 more's the pity * (collo^.). For run,

stroke of luck, sec the sbs.

t
1637 Rutherford Lett. 1. xli. (1675) 87, I would believe

in the Dark upon Luck's head, and take my hazard of

Christ's goodwill. 1789 Wolcot (P. Pindar) Sir J. Banks <y

Emp. ofMor. 17 Quite out of breath, and out of luck. 1849
Thackeray Pendennis lxi, The Chevalier was . . to use his

own picturesque expression ..'down on his luck*. 1857
Hughes Tom Brown 1. viii, By Jove, Flashey, your young
friend's in luck. 1861 Miss Vonge Yng. Stepm. xvii. 234
He. .should see enough of him when Mr. Hope came, worse
luck. 1867 F. Francis Angling vi. (1880) 233 Like a dissi-

pated house-fly out of luck. 1876 C. M. Davies Unorth,
Lond. 185 A clever rogue momentarily down on his luck.

1882 R. Burton in Athcnzum No. 2880. 11/3 The miner
down in his luck. 1883 Stevenson Treas. 1st. in. xv, There
are some of Flint's hands aboard J worse luck for the rest of
us. 1884 Jessopp in 19M Cent. Mar. 402 Labour is scarce

and he is down in his luck. 1894 G. S. Lavaro Tennyson $
Pre-Raphaelite Illnsfr. iv. 45 Oi iana ties her kerchiefround
the wings of her lover's helmet, whilst he strings his bow for

luck against htr foot. 1900 Blacfoi'. Mag. July 09/1, I was in

luck when I tumbled amongst them. 1902 A. L. W. Mason
FourFeathers xxiii. 227, 1, worse luck, was not one of them.

f b. Luck in a bag. A name for some ^swind-
ling) contrivance resembling a Lucky-bag, in which
the prizes were few. Hence, A rare piece of'good

luck, an unlikely or unexpected stroke of luck.

1649 Lightfoot Battle iv. Wasps Nest Wks. 1825 I. 405
] t was luck in a bag then, that he that is so direct in all his

gospel from end to end, as never to change one story out of

its proper time and place, should do it here to serve Mr.
Ileming's turn so pat. 1701 Walk to Smith-field in G.
Daniel Merrie Eng. xx. (1874) 273 The spectators were
shuffled together like little boxes in a sharper's Luck-in*

a-bag. 1 71 1 Swift Jrnl. to Stella 8 Sept., You have luck
indeed ; and luck in a bag. What a devil is that eight

shilling tea-kettle ? copper, or tin japanned? It is like your
Irish politeness, raffling for tea-kettles.

t 4. A sign of future (good or ill) luck ; an omen.
[1548 Elvot Dict.t Omen, the lucke of some thynge to

come, gathered of some woorde or saiyng before spoken.]

1570 Levins Manip. 184/2 Lucke, Jbrtuna, omen, c 1600

A.^ Home in Belleuden's Liry v. (1822) 479 The quhilk

voice being herd abroad, . . the senate did think the samin
to be the luck and presage of sum thing to come.

5. attrib. and Comb. : luck-moneym next ; luck-

penny, a piece of money given or kept * for luck*
j

a certain sum which local custom prescribes to be

returned by the seller to the buyer, esp. in the sale

of live-stock
; f luck-sign, an augury

; + Inck-

stroken a., ? having received the luck-penny.
1877 N. <$• p. 5th Ser. VII. 488 In all agricultural dealings

connected with cattle or corn it is customary when receiving

payments to return a small sum to the customer, which is

termed 4 *luck money*. 1898 Daily News 17 Aug. 2/7 The
butchers assert that luck money was customarily granted
in Lincoln until the auction system was started.

m
1788

Burns Let. to Mrs. Dunlop 2 Aug., I am, indeed, seriously

angry with you at the quantum of your *luckpenny. 1823

Scott Fam. Lett. 8 Jan. (1894) II. xix. 162 Builders.. have
drain'd my purse, otherwise the luck penny should have
been better worth your acceptance. 1824 Miss Mitford
Village Ser. I. 262 All the savings of a month, the hoarded
halfpence, the new farthings, the very luck-penny, go off

infumo on that night. 1890 Times 25 Feb. 10/1 The defen-
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dant bonght a hunter for £ 100 from the plaintiff" and received
back £5 ' luck penny '. 1587 Golding De Mornay xxxiti.

621 He tooke a *Lucksigne at the sight of a Lyonnesse
[Fr. //prcnd augurc d'vne Lyonne], 1597 Bp. Hall Sat. 11.

v. 17 Go take possession of the church-porch-doore, And
ring thybels; *luck stroken in thy fist, The parsonage is

thine or ere thou wist.

Luck, v. Obs. exc. dial. [?a. Du. Inkken, f.

Ink Luck sb. (But possibly an Eng. formation,

though in ourquots. appearing earlier than the vb.)]

1. intr. To chance, happen. Usu. with defining

adv. : To turn out well, ill, etc., to have (good
or bad) luck. Also wipers, (with or without /V).

14 . . Billa f>osiia super kosilum majority in Hartshorne
Metr. T. 225 See wich a scrowe is set on thie gate Warning
the of harde Happes For and it lukke thou shalt have
swappes. 1481 Caxton Reynard (Arb.) 35 Whan it so
lucked that we toke an oxe or a cowe. 11547 Surrey
AZneid 11. 494 Our first labor thus lucked well with us. 1596
Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. ix. 218 With thamc of

Cathnes lucket sa il, that Tetc.]. 1601 Ogle Vere's Parlie
at Osiend in Sir F. Vere's Comm. 144 The first (and that

is the word) it lucked well, judging the fact by the event.

1681 Flatman Heracl. Ridens No. 14 d7i3> I. 92 They
that Addressed were the only Freeborn English, and they
that did not Address, were to be Slaves to them, if they
had luck't right. i8to Cock Strains 11. 65 (E. D. D.) Lat
me tell ye, thro' the week Your wark wad luck the better.

b. To be lucky, prosper, succeed.
a 1584 MoNTGOMERtE Cherrie A- Sine 643 Thocht thay now,

I say now, To hazard hes na hart ;
3it luck we, and pluck

we The fruit, they would haue part. 1877 Gordon Fkaser
Wigtown 212 Ill-gotten gear can never luck.

c. With upon : To hit upon by chance ; to

chance to find or meet with.

1670 Eachard Cont. Clergy 35 Whereas there be so many
thousand words in the world, and that he should luck upon
the right one. a 1683 Oloham Art Poetry\ Some New
Pieces (1684) 30 When such a lewd, incorrigible sot Lucks
by meer chance upon some happy thought. 1712 Oldis-
worth Odes 0/Horace 11.* 27/1 The most Renowned Thomas
Gale.. has luckt upon another Interpretation.

d. With inf. i To chance, to have the good
luck {to do something).
1724 Ramsav Lochaber No More iii, If I should luck to

come gloriously hame. 1787 W. Taylor Scots Poems 103
Gin 1 shou'd luck to get a plummy sowd.

T 2. trans. To bring good luck to. Obs.

1530 Palsgr. 615/2, I lucke one, I make hym luckye or
happye, je henrc. He is a happy person, for he Incketh
every place he commeth in.

Luck, dial, form of Lock sbA (sense 2).

Luekely, obs. form of Luckily.

Lxrcken, and a. Sc. and north, dial.

[str. pa.pple. ofLouK^.i See also Lokex] Closed,

locked, shut up, close-joined ; said e.g. of the hand
or fist (lit. and Jig.) ; also spec, of web-feet.
C1470 Henryson Mor.Fab.xux. (Frogfr Mottse)v\, 'With

my twa feit quod scho,
1 lukktn and braid, In steid of airis,

I row the streme full still '. 163a Lithgow Trav. x. 469 Mine
amies being broake, my hands lucken and sticking fast to
the palmes of both hands, by reason of the shrunke sinewes.
172 1 Ramsay Genty Tibby ii, Fresh as the lucken flowers
in May. 1790 Fisher Poems r.04 Lucken hands she ne'er
had nane To man or beast.

b. Comb. : lucken-browed having the eye-

brows close togeth er ; luckeu-footed a. , web-footcd

.

1683 G. Meriton YorksK Dial. 73 Thou lucken-brow'd
Trull. 1710 Sibbalo Hist. Fife (1803) 109 This fTurtur
maritimus insulae Bass] is palmipes, that's luckenfooted.

c. Lucken booths, booths which can be closed
or locked up ; hence, the place or quarter where
such booths are permanently erected in a town.
1456 in Charters etc. Peebles (1872) 113 Land awest half

the Cors and on the North Rau som tym was callet the
Lwkyn Bothy s. 16*5 Ibid. 413 In ane hows at the bak of
the Lwikinbutthis. 4:1835 J. M. Wilson Tales Borders
(1839) V. 10/2 The buildings of the jail and Luckenbooths
hid that part of the street. 1896 Crockett Grey Man ii.

1 3 Buying of trittle-trattles at the lucky-booths.

Lucken, vA Sc. ?Obs. [?f. Lucken pa. pplc]
trans. To lock, fasten together ; to gather up ^eloth

)

in folds ; to knit (the brows).
c 1560 A. Scott Poems, ' Quha is perfyle ' 35 Baith our

hartis ar ane, luknyt in luvis chene. a 1670 Spalding 'Prottb.

Ckas. / (185 1) IT. 388 Haddoche prepairit him self nohlie
for death, and causit mak ane syd Holland cloth sark,
hiknit at the heid for his winding scheit. 1806 Tamif.son
Pop. Ball. 1 1. 173 While anger lucken'd his dark brows.

t Lucken, v* Obs. rare. [f. Luck sb. or v. +
-EN 3.] intr. To happen, chance ; «Luck^. 1.

1674 N. Fairfax Bulk <$• Selv. 56 Which shall be likewise
set down in somewhat a mingled way, as they may lucken
most readily to come into mind.
Luckenes, obs. form of Luckiness.
Lucken golland, lucken gowan. dial.

Also 6-7 locker goulons, loekron gowlons,
(8-9 -arts), [f Lucken///. a. + Golland, Gowan.]
A north, dial, name for the Globe-flower, Trollins

FAiropvcus. (By Turner app. erron. applied to the

Marsh Marigold, Caltha pahislris.)
1548 Turner Names ofHerbes (1881) 26 Chameleuce . . is

called in Northumberlande a l.ucken gollande. 1597 Ge-
rakde Herbal 11. cccli. 809 Locker Goulons, or globe Crow-
foote. Ibid. 810 The globe flower is called . . Loekron gow-
lons. 1640 Parkinson Theat. Bol. 333, 1740. 172A Ramsay
Yng. Laird <y Katy, We'll pou the daisies on the green,
The lucken gowans frae the bog. 1760 J. Lee lntrod. Bot.
App. 317 Locker Gowlans, Trollins. iter Hogg When the
kye comes hame iv. Poet. Wks, 1840 V\ 73 When . .the bonny
lucken gowan Has fauldit up her ee.

1 Luckily (krkilt), adv. Also 6 luekely, lucki-
, lie, luckyly. [f. Lucky a. + -ly K

The form Inckely, frequent in 16th c, may belong to
Lucklv adv. ; cf., however, luckenes — Luckiness.]
1. In a lucky manner; with good luck, success-

fully, prosperously, happily. Now rare.
1530 Palsgr. 836/2 Happely, luekely, far eur, par bon

eur. 1548 Uoall, etc. Fras/u. Par. Matt. xiii. 1-9 Other
I sum fel vpon a good and a frutful grounde, and springing
vp luckeh, brought furth fruit, a 1553 — Royster D. \. v.

(Arb.) 31 My dere spouse, .whom.. God luckily sende home
to both our heartes ease. 1361 Dals tr. Bullingeron Apoc.
lxxviii. 546 The Romanistes .. make their boaste, that . . no
Kinges . . haue yet luekely assaylcd Rome. 1585 J. B. tr.

Virefs Sch. Beastes B, The esterne winde. Which brought
you hither luekely. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Rib. \. § 104
He .

. carried himself so luckily in Parliament, that he did
his Master much service. 1668 Dryden Dram. Poesy Ess.
(1900) I. 80 All the images of Nature Were still present to
him, and he drew them, not laboriously, but luckily. 1748

I Anson's Voy. 11. iii. 141 Several fine runs of.. fresh water,..

I

some ofthem so luckily situated, that the casks may be filled

. .with an hose. 1766 GoLnsM. I'tc. W. iii, ' This/ cried he,
1 happens still more luckily than I hoped for *.

2. Now chiefly used as a qualification of the
sentence as a whole, indicating that the fact or
circumstance stated is a lucky one.
1717 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to Miss Sar. Chisive/l

1 Apr., Luckily for me, I was «=o well deceived that 1 knew
nothing of the matter. 1762 Kamks F.lem. Cn't. \iii. 11774)
I. 288 Luckily., our speculations are supported by facts.

1815 W. H. Ireland Scribbleomania 236 note, The poor
blind man . . told his tale ; which, luckily for him, was be-
lieved. 1871 L. Stephen Playgr. Furopy x. (1894) 236
Climbing a long snow-slope which was luckily in fair order.

Luckiness (Itrkims). Also 6 luckenes,
luckynesse. [f. Lucky a. + -nehs.] The quality

or condition of being lucky ; fortunatencss.
i$6i Dai s tr. Bullinger on Apoc. .\.\iv. 149 The eye*

signifie a foresighte, watchefulnes, subtilties, and luckenes
in doynge of thinges. 1571 Got. ding Calvin on Ps. x. 6
Hee speaketh of the luckye state of the ungodly. . and coin-
playneth of this their luckynesse. 1662 Petty Ta.ves 53 A

I lottery therefore is properly a t;ix upon unfortunate self-

conceited fools; men that have a good opinion of their own
1

luckiness. 1600 Lockk Hum. L'nd. iv. xvii. § 24, I know
not whether the luckiness of the accident will excuse the
irregularity of his proceeding. 1832 tr. Tour Germ. Prince
\ I. ix. 148, 1 have often been tempted to think that luckiness
and unluckiness are a sort of subjective properties which we
bring with us into the world.

Luckite Izrkait). A/in. [Named (in Fr.) by
A. Carnot from the 1 Lucky Boy* silver-mine

in Utah : see -ite.] A variety of melantcritc.
18S5 in Cnssi'lfs F.ncycl. Diet.

Luckless (lirkles), a. [\r\ 6 superl. luckiest.;

[f. Luck sb. + -lkss.]

1. Having no Muck' or good fortune; attended

with ill-luck; unlucky, hapless, ill-starred, unfor-

tunate. (Of persons and things.)

1563 Sackvk.le induct. Mirr. Mag. xvii, The drery
destinie And luckeles lot for" to bemone of those, Whom
Fortune [etc.l. a 1586 Sidnky Arcadia 111. (1598* 389 Mine
is the luckiest lot, That euer fell to honest woman yet. 1590
Spenser F.Q. i. vi. 19 Glad of such lucke, the luckelesse
hicky mayd. 1593 Suaks. 3 Hen. I'/, 11. vi. 18, I, and ten
thousand in this lucklesse Realme. 1697 Drvdkn I'bg.
Past. viii. 8r Let the whelming Tide, The lifeless Limbs of
luckless Damon hide. 1782 Cowper Gilpin 201 Ah, luckle>>s

speech, and bootless boast ! 1874 Green Short Hist. v. § 1.

213 rChaucer] was luckless enough to be made prisoner. 1876
L. Stephen Eng. Th. 18M C. \. 102 It was a luckless per-

formance so far as his temporal interests were concerned.

f 2. Presaging or foreboding evil, ominous of ill.

1633 P. Fletcher Purple Isi. xn. xxxiv, On Ms dandling
crest A lucklesse Raven spred her blackest wings. 1637
l>. Jonson Satt Sheph. 11. ii,The shreikesof lucklesse Owles
Wee heare ! and croaking Night-Crowes in the aire.

Hence Lu'cklessly adv. , Lircklessness.
1830 H. Angei.o Rcmin. I. 452 When lucklessly engaging

to subdue a fine Arabian, .he was thrown, and.. was killed

on the spot. 1868 Browning Ring Bk. v. 44 Show men
thelucklessness, the improvidence Of the easy-natured Count.
1876 Grkem Stray Stud. 368 Michelet has with singular

lucklessness selected Angers as the type of a feudal city.

t Luxkly, a. and adv. Obs. [f. Luck sb. + -ly.]

A. adj. Lucky, fortunate, successful.

a 1568 Ascham Scholem. 1. (Arb.) 62 Experience of all

facions in yougthe, beinge, in profe, alwaise daungerous, in

isshue, seldom lucklie. 1589 Warner Alb. Eng. vi. xxxi.
1

(161 2) 156 So lesser sute haih luclier speede. 161* T. Adams
Gallants Bnrd. 15 The peaceable dayes of the Wicked, and
their luckly proceedinges in this world.

B. adv.

U53o> I548 » »56l i
etc« : see I-ucBiLYi.] 158a Stanyhurst

Mneis 1. (Arb.) 30 Doubtlesse thee gods al greatlye doe
tender Thy state, neere Tyrian citty so lucklye to iumble.

Luckwarm, obs. form of Lukewarm.
Lucky \\v\l\), sb.* Sc. Also luckie. [?f.

Lucky a. 6.] A familiar name for an elderly

woman
;
spec, a grandmother. (Used as a form of

address, and prefixed as a title to the proper name.)

Also applied, jocularly or affectionately, to awoman
of any age; a wife, mistress, etc. b. spec. The mis-

tress of an ale-house, a landlady.

1717 Ramsay Elegy on Lucky Wood 30 Poor facers now
may chew pea-hools, Since Lucky's dead. 1725 — Gentle
Sheph. 11. iii. {imt.\ How does auld honest lucky of the

glen ? 1770 Bp. Forbes Jml. (1886) 324 We dined at Lucky
Mac Fun's, a 1794 Lass ofEcclefcchan ii. in Bums' Whs.,
O haud your tongue now, Luckie Laing. — Lady Onlie i.

x ibid., Lady Onlie, honest Lucky, Brews guid ale at shore o' !

Bucky. 1816 Scott Antiq. iv, 1 said to Luckie GemmeU,
'Never think you, Luckie said 1. 1827 Watt Poems 56
(E.D.D.) Gin the kye o' milk be dryin', Some luckie 's been
her cantrips tryin'. 1857 Stewart Character 145 (E.D.D.)
The gawcy change-house luckies lauch and mulct the
drunken fuk. 1893 Stevenson Catriona 134 Alan.. must
..carry on to the new luckie with the old story.

Lucky f l2rki), sb* slang. In phr. To cut or

make one's lucky : to get away, escape, decamp.
1834 M. M. G. Dow ling Othello Travestie t. ii. 7 He's

in such a rage—you'd betlter cut your lucky. 1837 Dickens
Pickiu. x, Wot's the use o' runnin' arter a man as has made
his lucky, and got to t'other end of the Borough by this

time. 1859 Lever Davenport Dunn xiv. 119 Simpson, of
the Buys, has cut his lucky this morning.

Lucky (hP'ki), a. Also 6 luckye, lukie, lukky

.

6 7 luckie. [f. Luck sb. + - y >.]

1. Of persons: Having, or attended by, good
luck. In early use often, Fortunate, success-

ful, prosperous. Now with narrower meaning

:

Favoured by chance ; successful through causes
other than one's own action or merit.
1502 ARNOLnE Chron. (1S11) 159 God Almyghty yeue you

parte of his saluacion and make you lukky. 1530 Tinimi.k
Gen. xxxix. 2 And the Lorde was with Joseph, and he was
a luckie felowe. 1552 Latimer Sertn. Lincolns/t. i. (15621
68 And therefore there is a common sayinge The more
wicked, the more lucky. 1624 Gataker Transubst. 120 He
never is luckie in the framing of his consequences. 1625
15acon Ess., Negotiating (Arb.) 89 Yse also such, as haue
beene Luckie and Preuailed befoie in Things wherein you
haue Lmploied them. 1641 J. Jackson True Evang. 'P. it.

96 It is part of the description of a lucky, and prosperous
man, that his Cow calveth. 1827 Scott Two Drovers ii,

Wakefield was lucky enough to find a chap for a part of
his drove. 1844 Dickkns Mart. Chuz. xii, He has come
into h\< property.. .He's a luckydog. 1849 Macai lay /list.
Eng. ii, ]. 183 A dexterous and lucky player. 1863 Kings-
ley f/erew. xiii, He must be a luckier man than you are.

t b. Of a person : Having the knack of success ;

' handy * (Davies). Obs.

1703 Mrs. Centi.ivhk Love's Coutriv. \. Wks. 7761 II. 19
Vou used to he a lucky Rogue upon a Pinch.

c. Of actions or experiences : Attended by good
luck.

1548 Udali., etc. Ertvsnt, Par. Pref. 10 Whore fortunate
and luckye spede in all hys woorthye entrepry.ses. 1^48
Lady I'.uz. Howard Let. to Q. Dowager Pan-, Praying
the Almighty God to send you a most lucky deliverance
[in childbirth!. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane^s Comm. 184 b,

Geiiing thankes to his god, for that lucky successe. 1697
Dryden AKneht ix. 454 Ev'n (hen he dreamt of Drink and
lucky Play. 1736 Hitler Anal. 1. iii. {1849) 1. 62 There are
instances of reason and real prudence preventing men's
undertaking what, it hath appeared afterwards, they might
have succeeded in by a lucky rashness. 1807 Crakbk Par.
Rig. in. 699 And what's good judgement but a lucky guess 'I

1864 Tennyson En, Ard. 537 Less lucky her home-voyage.

d. Of a literary composition: Having an un-

studied or unsought felicity.

1700 T. Ukown tr. Fresny's Amnsem. Set: <y Com. 6
There is more Wit in disguising a Thought of Mr. Lock's,

than in a lucky Translation of a Passage from Horace.
1779-81 Johnson L. J*., Cotolcy. He has no elegance either

lucky or elaborate, /bid., II 'alter, Genius now and then pro-

duces a lucky trifle. We still read the Dove of Anacreon,
and Sparrow of Catullus.

2. Of events or circumstances: Of the nature of

good luck
;

occurring by chance and producing

happy results.

a 1547 Surrey Praise ofmeant <v constant estate in Tot-

let's Misc. (Arb.) 28 When lucky gale of winde All thy puft
sailes shall fil. 1653 Walton Angler xi. 207 Well met.
Gentlemen, this is luckie that we meet so just together at

this very door. 1726 Swift Gulliver 1. v, V»y the luckiest

chance tn the world, I had not discharged myself of any
part of it. 1752 Johnson Rambler Xo. 192 ? 2 His heir.

.

sometimes by a wealthy marriage, sometimes by lucky
legacies, discharged part of the encumbrances. 1796 Jane
Ai'sten Pride Prej. x. (1813) 213 This was a lucky re-

collection—it paved her from something like regret.

3. With superstitions reference: Presaging or

likely to promote good luck ; well-omened. Often
applied to objects carried as charms, as in lucky

penny; sixpence (usually one bent or perforated

;

sometimes an old or foreign coin), luckystone (often,

one with a natural hole through it : sec E. D. D.).
Lucky day, etc may be used also in sense 1 c.

1549 Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par. 1 Cor. 44 With all

good and luckye woordes, blessed.. bee God. 1555 Brad-
ford Let. in Koxe A. <y M. (1583) 11. 1632A Looke not
vppon these dayes.. as dismall dayes,. but rather as lucky
dayes. 1601 Shaks. All's Well 1. iii. 252 That his good
receipt Shall for my legacie be sanctified By the luckiest

stars in heauen. 1614 B. Jonson Barth. Fair it. ii, They
say, a Fool's hansel is lucky. 1637 Milton Lycidas 20 So
may som gentle Muse With lucky words favour my destin'd

Urn. 1718 Freethinker No. 62. 46 Sneezing. .might be
interpreted Lucky, or Unlucky, according to the Occasions.

1727 Pope Th. Var. Subjects in Swift's Wks. (1755) IL 1.

231 Augustus meeting an ass with a lucky name foretold

himself good fortune. 1792 W. Roberts Looker-on No. 22

(1797) 332 1* °f(en happened, .that a dream, by pre-

senting to the imagination a lucky number, has induced
a poor man to commit himself in the lottery. 1819 Crabbe
T. of Hall xix, She praised her lucky stars, that in her
place She never found neglect, nor felt disgrace. 1852
Dickens Bleak Ho. xxxii, Mr. Guppy nods, and gives him
a * lucky touch \ 1855 Q. Victoria Life Highlands 10 Sept.

(1868) 105 The new house seems to be lucky, indeed j for,

from the first moment of our arrival, we have had good news.

4. Occurring by chance
;
depending on chance

;

casual, fortuitous, rare.



LUCKY-BAG.
1691 Ray Creation I. (1692) 23 It were beyond the Possi-

bility of the Wit of Man to perswade him that this was
done by the temerarious dashes of an unguided Pen.. or by
the lucky Projection of so many Letters at all adventures.

1701 Row. Ambit. Step-Moth. i.LMy Royal Mistress Arte-

misa's Fate, And all her Son young Artaban's high hopes

Hang on this lucky Crisis. 1836 Emerson Nat., Lang.
Wks. (Bohn) II. 150 There is nothing lucky or capricious in

these analogies, .they are constant, and pervade nature.

5. dial. Used to indicate an amount not less, and

usually greater, than what is actually stated
;

full,

good. (For this and other dialect uses of the word,

consult the Eng. Dial. Diet)
1649 Last SP> Vhct. Kenmnre in Sel. Biog. (Wodrow

j

Soc. 184s) I.384 God.. plucked them from their deceiving

hopes, l>efore they got half a bellyful, yea, or a lucky mouth-
ful of the world. 1823 Galt R. Gilhaize II. xxxii. 315 The
sun has been set a lucky hour. 1828 J. Ruonimam Tales

Sc. Par. (1889) 125, 1 aye had my doubts. .0* cats in general,

for the lucky half o' them arc but handmaidens to witches.

6. Sc. Used as a term or address of endearment,

esp. to a woman. [Cf. Icel. heill good hick, * in

mod. usage as a term of endearment ' (VigfussonV]

Hence lucky-dad. -daddy, a grandfather
;
lucky-

minny (-minnie), agrandmother. (Cf. Lucky sbA

)

/11555 Lvnoesay in Banuatyne Poems (Hunter. Club) 465
[Cotter addressing his wife] Ve gaif me leif, fair lucky dame,

j

i?2i Kelly Scot. Prov. 164 Ha'd your Feet, luckic daddie, !

old Folk are not feery. 174* Forbes AjaxSp. etc. Jrttl.

(1755) 30 Lucky-minny. 11758 Ra.ms.av Fox turned
Preacher 36 "l is cruel, and a cruelty By which we are I

expos'd 1O sad !) To eat perhaps our lucky dad. 1818 Scott
Hrt. Midi, xlvii, The bits o' bairns, puir things, are weary,

ing to see their luckie-dad. 1867 Smvth Sailor's IVord-bk.,
(

Lucky minie^s lines, the long stems of the sea-plant Chor da
filnm. 1868 G. MAcnoNAi.n A*. Falconer xxiii. (1870) 150

That auld luckie-minnie o' his.

7. Comb.y as lucky-starred adj. ; lucky.proach
Sc. — Father-lasueu.
1836 Xarhkll Brit. Fishes I.63 Father-Lasher, Long-Spined

Coitus. Lucky Proach. Scotland. 1876 Patmore The Rosy
Bosom'd Hours 3 He lock'd us in, ah, lucky-starr'd.

IiTTCky-bag. [f. prec. adj. Cf. luck hi a bag,

Luck sb. 3 b.]

1. A bag, at fairs and bazaars, in which, on pay-

ment of a small sum, one dips one's hand and draw s

an article of greater or less value. Often Jig.
1825 R. T. in Hone Every-day Bk. 1L 130a Here is Re-

becca Swain with her. .lucky-bag. 1887 W. li. Xokris
Major $ Minor xxxiv, Who knows what is in the lucky-

bag. 190a DlacK'UK Mag. Feb. 290/2 A regular lucky-bag
of fighting men.

2. U. S. 'A receptacle on a man-of-war for all

clothes and other articles of private propeity care-

lessly left by their owners' {Cent. J)ict.).

X884 S. B. Luce Seamanship 3:0 (Cent.) Have the master-
at-arms with you in this inspection, to gather up all articles

of private property and put them in the lucky bag.

Lucombe, lucome, obs. forms of Lucaune.

t XiU'Crate, v. 0h.—° [f. L. lucrat-, ppl. stem

of lucrari to gain, f. lucrum gain.] trans. To
gain, win. 1623 in Cockeram.

t IiUCra'tion. Obs. [ad. late L. lacration-em,

n. of action f. lucrari to gain.] The action of gain-

ing, an instance of this.

1658 Phillips, Liuration
%
a gaining or winning. 1775 in

Ash. 181a Solthev Ess. (1832) I. 112 The gain which can
he extracted from him, the quantum of lucration of which
he can be made the instrument.

Lucrative (Uukrativ), a. Also 5 lucratijf,

-tyf(e, 6 -tyve. [ad. L. lucratlv-ns, f. lucrari to

gain.]

1. Yielding gain or profit; gainful, profitable.

Lucrative office ; an office to which compensation
is attached.

14.. Wyclifs Bible (1850) IV. 684b Addit. Pro). Luke,
Manyeclerkislernen lucratijfsciencis, to geterichessis. c\\\%
Hocclkve Dc Reg. Princ.659 An office also hadde 1 lucratyf.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. iW. de W. 1531) 237 b, To abstayne from
..bodyly labours, & specyally from them that be lucratyue.

i6as Bacon Ess., Usury (Arb.) 544 The Trade of Merchan-
dize, being the most Lucratiue, may beare Vsury at a good
Rate. 1725 Broome Notes Pope's Odyss. xtv. 259 III. 350
The more lucrative, .method of life by Agriculture, a 1763
Shenstone Ess. Wks. 1765 II. 146 Necessity may be the
Mother of lucrative invention. 1777 Robertson Hist
Amer. (1778) 1. 1.29 At length, the Solaans of Egypt estab-
lished a lucrative trade in that port. 1808 Scott Prose Wks.
IV. Biographies 1 1. (1870) 37 A lucrative contract warded off

the blow for a time. 1849 Macaulav Hist. Eng. iii. I. 388 It

became clear that the speculation would be lucrative. 1874
Green Short Hist. vii. § 5 387 A more lucrative traffic had
already begun with the coast of Guinea.

b. Scots Law. Chiefly in Lucrative succession

(after L. lucrativa acqnisitio, Ulpian Dig. xltv.

§ 4) : the acceptance by an heir apparent, in the

lifetime of his ancestor, of a free gift of any part

of the estate to which he would have succeeded.
To prevent this being done to the defrauding of creditors,

the law provides that the 'lucrative successor' becomes
liable for all the debts of the grantor contracted before the

time of the grant,

1681 Visct. STAia Instt't. in, vii. (1693) 489 Lucrative
Successors, how this passive Title is extended, and how
Limited by our Practise . . Lucrative Dispositions of any
part of the Heretage infer this passive Title. 1848 Wharton
Law Lex., Lucrative Succession.

f 2. Of persons, their actions and sentiments

:
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I Itent upon or directed towards making of gain ;
|

,

avaricious, covetous. Obs.

1549 Latimer jth Serm. bef. Edw. VI (Arb.) 53 He re
quyres no such diligence as the most part of our lucratiue '

lawyers do vse. 1603 Daniel Epist. to Sir T. Egerton xxiii,

(
To binde the hands of 1 ustice vp so hard, That lest she falling

to prooue Lucratiue Might basely reach them out to take

reward. 1630 Donne Serm. xiii. 131 Let not thy prayer be
j

Lucrative nor Vindicative. 1744 Harris Three Treat.

Wks. (184O 52 May we not venture .. to pass the same
sentence on the lucrative life, as we have already on the

j

political. 1750 Beawes Lex Mercat. (1752) 258 Attributed

.. not to any lucrative view of unnecessarily swelling my
book. 1792 W. Roberts Looker-on No. 32 (1794) 1. 45^ To
enter upon .. a cure .. on which perhaps I should not wish

to reside long, would show more of the lucrative mind than

the pastoral care. 1797 S. James Narr. Voy. 58 To show
what a man will do to compass his lucrative desires.

Hence Imperatively adv., IiU'crativeness.
1726 Leoni tr. A Iberti's Arc/tit. 1. 37 The Censors, in farm-

ing out . . Estates, always began with the Lake Lucrinus,

because of the Lucrativene>s of its Name. 1848 Werster.
Lucratively, profitably. 1871 Echo 4 Apr. 1/2 The device

ingeniously and lucratively extricates authorities from a

serious difficulty. 1899 Sjr G. Douglas Hogg v. 96 His pen

being abundantly and lucratively occupied.

t Irtrcratory, a. Obs. [f. L. lucrftt- (see Lu-
cratk v.*) + -oitv -.] Relating to the getting of gain.

1646 Gaule Cases Consc. 6 Witch'seekcrs .. whose lucra-

tory skil and experience is not much improved above the

outward senses.

Lucre (Vw-kw), sb. Forms: 5 Iukir, Iukre,

6 lucar, lucur, (?)lycur, 6-7 Iuker, 7 lukar,

4- lucre, [ad. (either directly, or through F.

lucre) L. lucrum, f. WAryan root */«-, leu-, Ion-,

whence Gr. &iro-\avuv to enjoy, Goth, launs,

OlIG. tin, mod.G. lohn wages, reward.]

1. Gain, profit, pecuniary advantage. Now only

with unfavourable implication : Gain viewed as a

low motive for action; 4 pelf
1

. Filthy lucre : (see

Filthy 4 b) ; so ffoul lucre, f Also pi.

c 1380 Wvcuf Wks. (1880) 172 J>ei traueilcn faste about

here owenc worldly honour and lucre. 1388 — Ezek. xxii.

27 In suynge lucris grcdili. £141* Hoccleve De Reg.
Princ. 1544 pus bothe oure banke & lucre gon a-weye. 1477 I

Rolls o/Parlt. VI. 187/2 Tliey shuld have for lucre, favor-

able Euquestes of comers to the said Feyres. 1503-4 Act I

19 Hen. r//
t
c. 19 Preamble, For their owne spede and

lucre they suffer their ledder to passe untruly coryed. a 1533
Ld. Berners Gold. Bk. M. Ann I. (1546) U v, Theyr owne

j

handes open for theyr owne propre lucres. 1540 Tavernkr
;

Flores Aliquot Senteut. Avjb, Preferre dammage afore ,

fowle lucre. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 283 They sel

the fruits of their lands with lucre. 1605^ Bacon Adv.
Learn. 1. v. § 11. 26 Men haue entered into a desire 1

of Learning and Knowledge .. for lukar and profession.

1611 UtBLE 1 Sam. viii. 3 llis sonnes .. turned aside after

lucre, and tooke bribes. 1669 Gale Crt. Gentiles i. I. ix.

49 The Phenicians, for lucres sake, sailed throughout the

world. 1697 Dryoen I'irg. Georg. n. 717 From his lov'd

Dome no Lucre him can draw. 1734 Uf.rkei.ev Let. to

T. Prior 2 Mar., Wks. 1871 IV. 215 A greater greediness fur

lucre than 1 hope I shall ever have.
#
1768 Beattie Minstr.

I. Ix, At lucre or renown let others aim. 1804 Wellington
in Gurw. Desp. 111. 23 Putting lucre out of the question,

1 am of opinion that we shall gain more influence. 1834

Lvtton Pompeii it. ii, In the earlier times of Rome the I

priesthood was a profession, not of lucre but of honour. 1862

Lu. Urouguam Brit. Const. App. iii. 457 *M wrote for lucre

the party's speech which he was to deliver in his own person.

Personified. 1606 Wily Beguiled 30 Thus Lucre, set in

golden Chaire of state, When learning's bid Stand by, and
keepes a loofe.

+ 2. Const, of. a. Gain or profit derived from

(something) (obs.). b. Acquisition of (something

I profitable) (obs. cxc. arch.).

The phr. lucre 0/ gain, frequent in 17th c., is echoed as I

! an archaism by some writers of the 19th c. f

ri386 Chaucer Prioress* T. 39 Foulc vsure and lucre of

[

vileynye. 1390 GowKft Co«/ HI. 380 Uppon the lucre of

j

merchandie, Compassement and tricherie Of singuler profit

to wynne. 1:1430 Lydg. Reas. A> Sens. (E. E. T. S.) 1335
1 For now vnnethfel ther ys noone That loueth but for lucre
• of gode. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 267 Such as .. sell

! their skill and labour for lucre of monic. 163a R. Jonson
! Magn. Lady v. vi, Love to my Child, and lucre of the

p >rtion Provok'd me. a 1667 Cowley Agric. in Verses $
Ess. (1687) 99 The Utility [of Agriculture! (I mean plainly

the Lucre of it) is not so great now in our Nation as arises
j

from Merchandise. 1697 C'tess D'Annoys Tmv. (1706)

I 198 These Men of War ought not to carry any Merchants !

j

Goods, but the Lucre of Gain tempts them. 1704 N. N.
tr. Boccalinis Advts. fr. Pamass. 1. 73 To write a Har-

barous Recipe, purely for the Lucre of a Guinea. 1720

De Foe Capt. Singleton (1840) xviii. 309 A Malabar, for the

I lucre of a knife, conducted them to a Dutch town. 1758 i

Johnson idler No. 67 P 5 It i.s. love, and not lucre of gain. 1

1805 Southey Lett. (1856) 1. 314, 1 am going to make a book
fur tbc lucre of gain, a 1849 H - Coleridge Ess.{\S$i) I. 85

|

Sometimes, too, the prolific are led, by the lucre of gain,

to deck the childless with parental honours. Adopted books
are as common as adopted children.

Hence fLu-cre v., to make gain. + Iitt'cringr

vbl. sb. and a.

1570 Levins Manip. 78/26 To Luker, lucrari. Ibid. 182/35

j
lo Lucre, lucrari. 1573 A. Anderson Expos. Hymn Bene* '

diet 7S b, Such popish Masse priestes .. frame themsclues

to euery chaunge, thereby to satisfy their lucring lust. 1615

Urathwait Strappado (1878) 105 Such lucring. Mammonists
j

the heauens displease.

Lucrefie, variant of Lucrify v. Obs.

IiUCretian (l^krf-Jian, -pan), a. (sb.) [f. Lu-

i creti-ns, the name of a \Mm poet and Epicurean

LUCTIPEROUS.

philosopher + -an.] Pertaining to, characteristic

of, or resembling Lucretius or his philosophy.
171a Blackmore Creation 113 Say, did you e'er reflect,

Lucretian tribe? 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (183^) II. 652
The Lucretian comfort is none to me. 1900 Speaker 1 Sept.

602 The Lucretian philosophy. 190* Q. Rev. Oct. 500
(Giordano Bruno in Eugland)y Part of his Lucretian poem,
* De Immenso', must have been written here.

b. quasi-sb. (The adj. used absol.) A follower

of Lucretius, an adherent of his philosophy.
1881 S. Wainwright Set. Sophisms i. (1883)31 lt is the

ideal Lucretian bimself who is the speaker.

t IiUCrifa ctioil. Obs. rare" 1
, [as if ad. L.

*Inenfaction-em, n. of action f.lucrifacere,i. lucrum
gain, Lucre + facfre to make.] The action or

practice of making or getting gain.

1606 PiiRNtE Kirk-Buriall^(1833) F 2 b, The lewes do com.
prise all titular rights vnder one of three: acquisition,

like Abrahams .. heredation like Isaacs.. lucrifaction, like

lacohs, whose wealth was the winning of his owne hand'
hammers.

t IiTLCrrferouS, a. Obs. [f. L. lucr-um +
-(i^fekous.J Bringing gain ; lucrative, profitable.

1648 Petty Adv. Hartlib 23 Schollcrs .. would quickly

help themselves by opening treasures with the Key of Lu*
criferous Inventions. 1669 Newton in Rigaud Corr. Sci.

Men (1841) II. 294 Eeing the most lucifcrous, and many
times lucriferous experiments too in philosophy. 1707
Sloane Jamaica I. 53 Those from Angola run away from

their masters,..which is no lucriferous experiment, for on
hard usage they kill themselves.

Hence t tucri-ferousness, the quality of being

lucriferous or profitable.

1663 Bovle Use/. Exp. Nat. Philos. t. ii. 45 If we impar-

tially consider the Lucriferousness . . of the properties of

Things, and their Medical Virtues we shall find, That [etc],

f Iiucri'fic, a. Obs. rare"'*, [ad. L. lucrific-

11s, f. lucrum gain : see -Fie] Producing gain.

1727 in Bailey vol. 11. 1755 in Johnson.

f Lucri ficable, a. Obs. [ad. L. lucrificti-bilis :

see next and -able.] « prec. 1633 in Cockeram.

t IitLCri'ficate, v. Obs. rare— °. [f. L. literi-

ficat-, ppl . stemoilucrificare, f. lucri/ic-itsL\JCKinc.']

1656 Blount Glossogr.^ Lucrijicate, .. to gain, or get, to

make after gain.

t Lu crify, v. Obs. Also 6 lucrefie, lucrifie.

[ad. L. lucri/icare: see prec. and -IF v.] a. trans.

To gain, win. b. To make gain of or by; to turn

to account.
1563-87 Foxe A. <$• M. (1596) 323/1 By the which the

Deuill is ouercomc, and plenty of soules be lucrified and
wonne to Christ. 1564-78 Bullevn Dial. agst. Pest. (1888)

140 God hath geuen you a talent full godlie, you doe lucrefie

the same and hide it not. a 1598 Rollock Comm. 2 Thess.

iii. (1606) 144 Peter.. sayes, They lucrifie soules vnto Christs,

by their lyves without any speach [1 Pet. iii. 1].

LncrineCliw'krsin),**. (With capital L.) [ad. L.

Lftcrin-us.l The designation of a lake near Baite

in Campania, and of the oysters (highly esteemed

by the Romans) which were procured from it.

a 1637 B. Jonson Praises Country Life 4g Not Lucrine

Oysters I could then more prize. 1835 Penny Cycl. 111. 168/x

The Lucrine Lake was filled up by an eruption.

Lucriouse, erroneous torm of Lucbous Obs.

t IiUCri petOUS, a. Obs. [f. L. lucripet-a

(f. lucr-um gain + pet-?re to seek) + -ous.] I^ger

for gain.

1675 Plume Life Bp. Hacket (186^) 12a When he was

maae a Bishop no man was less lucnpetous, he desired to

hold nothing in comviendavu

+ Luxrous, a. Obs. Also 6 lukerous, erron.

lucrious. [ad. L. lucrosus, f. lucrum Lucre : see

-ous.] Pertaining to lucre ;
gainful. Also, avari-

cious, covetous.

15. . Kalender ofSheph.Q 1528) L viij b, O ye marchauntes

..Of lukerous wynnynge ye haue greatc pleasure. 1551

Becke Bible, Ded. to Edw. VI, Your graces Chancelers,

Judges, lustices&such as intermedle wyth the lucrous lawe.

1570 Levins Manip. 226/2 Lucriouse, lucriosus. 1755 ). G.

Cooper TombShaks. 143 free from the muck.worm miser's

lucrous rage. 1796 Mod. Gulliver's Trav. 138 Vilpi Tico

enables even the most avaricious to gratify their lucrous

appetites.

t IiUCta-tion. Obs. [ad. L. luctdtton-cm, n.

of action f. luctari to struggle.] Struggling,

wiestling ; an instance of this.

1651 Howell Venice 207 She I
Venice] having clos'd in

actuall lucltlation with that great Eastern Giant. 1660 tr.

Amyraldn? Treat, cone Relig. 1. vit. 121 The luctation and

combatc of reason against the corporeal appetites. 1698

Fryer Acc. E. India <y P. 255 At Noonday we overcame

an high mountain after a troublesome Luctation.

b. trans/. Agitation due to chemical reaction.

Also, a struggling for breath.

1678 Grew Luctation 6 Sometimes the Luctation begins

presently upon mixture. 1693 J- Clayton Acc. Virginia

in Misc. Cur. (1708) HI. 351 The Swelling and Luctation

at his Breast, was as if he would burst. 1693 Mot len in

Phil. Trans. XVI 1. 625, I pour'd good Spirit of Salt on

a parcel of this Sand, but could observe no Luctation thereby

producd.

t Iiuctrferous, a. Obs. rare — [f. L. ktc-

tifer (f. lud-us sorrow + -i-fer bearing) + -ous.]

Bringing sorrow, mournful, gloomy.
1656 in Blount Glossogr. 1775 in Ash. 1894 Miss Feb.

aiEa Inker. \\\\, An equipage and attendants of—of—of the

most luctiferous description.

Hence Lucti'ferousness. 1731 in Bailev vol. II,



LUCTIFIC.

t IiUCti'fic, a. Obs. [ad. L htcti/icm, f. hut ns

grief : sec -Fie] Causing; sorrow or mourning.
1727 in Bailey vol. II. 177s in Asn.

t IiUCtificable, a. Obs. [ad. L. luclifuabilis,

f. Huctifictire, f. huti/kus Luctific] That is sor-

rowful (Bailey 1721).

t Luctisonant, a. Obs. rare- 0
, [f. L. lucti-

son-ns (see next + -ant : cf. Sonant a ] Mournful-
sounding. 1656 in Blount Glossogr.

t LuctisonOUS, a. Obs. rare-*, [f. L. liuti-

sou-us A. htct-us grief + son- root of sonus sound)

+ -OUS.] = prec. 1721 in Bailey.

tXriTCtual, a. Obs. [f. L. hutu-s mourning
•+ - a L.J Mournful, sorrowful.
1613-18 Daniel Coll Hist. Eng. (1626) 17 [lie] found

meanes tomaintaine publique manners, without that tuctuall

remedy nfbloud. 1646 Buck Rich. ///, it. 41 The turbulent
and luctuall times, which were towards the end.. of his..

Kaigne. 1655 H. Vaugiian Silex Scint. 11. Rainbow (1858)

173 Thy light as luctual and siaincd with woes I'll judge.

tLuxtnate, v. Obs. rare— *. [f. as prec. +
-ate 3 .] trans. To render mournful or gloomy.
1772 Nugent tr. Hist. Ft\ Gerund II. 320 Sumptuous

tombs.. irradiated with lights and luctnated with baize.

tLuxtuoUS, Obs. rare-*, [ad. U htc-

tttdsm,{. hutu-s mourning: see -ous.] Mournful.
1721 13 Atlev, Lucluous, sorrowful, full of sorrow.

Lucubrate (Ittf'kiwbw't), v. [f. L. hienbnit-,

ppl. stem of hlcubrdre^ f. //7c-, lux light.]

1. inir. Literally, To work by artificial light.

In mod. use, to produce * lucubrations', discourse

learnedly in writing.

1623 in Cockeram. 1755 in Johnson. 1804 Eurof>. Mag.
XLV. 18, I have often lucubrated for your Magazine. 1817
Byron Beppo xlvii, I like to speak and lucubrate my fill.

1824 Arnold in Life (ed. 5) 75, 1 could lucubrate largely <//•

omni scibitiy but paper happily runs short. 1832 Eraser's
Mag. V. 755 In spite of this neglect Gioja and others have
within the last four years flourished and lucubrated in Italy.

1900 Speaker 29 Dec. 347/1 This is not Mr. Alfred Austin
lucubrating in the columns of the Times.

2. trans. To produce (literary compositions) by
laborious study. (In recent Diets.)

Hence f Iitrcubrated ///. a., (a) consumed in

lucubration; (b) studied or done by artificial light

(Bailey vol. II, 1727).
1645 Quarles Sol. Recant. 1. 8 We.. Spare neither sweat

nnr lucubrated Oyle,

Lucubratiou ilJfiki/rhr^i'JaiO. [ad. L. /fun-

bration-em, n. of action f. ttuubrdreto Lucubrate.]

1. The action or occupation of lucubrating ; noc-

turnal study or meditation; study in general; an

instance of this.

1595 Bell Surv. Popery Ep. Ded., Who haue spared no
labour, no watchi,nges, no lucubrations, to atchieue exact
knowledge in the holic scriptures. 1649 Evelyn Liberty
<$• Servitude iv. Misc. Writ. (1805) 25 The very lamp of earth

wherewithall he used to illuminate his lucubrations, was sold

for three thousand drachmas, a 1658 Cleveland Whs.
(1687) 63 Life is, since he is gone, But a Nocturnal Lucu-
bration. 1709 Steele Tathr No. 140 f 1 That state of
Mind which ts proper for Lucubration. 1776 Gibbon Decl.

<$ F. iii. I. 79 The virtue of Marcus Aurelius Antoninus was
.. the well-earned harvest of., many a midnight lucubra-

tion. 1817 Coleridge Lay Serm. 403 If Plato himself were
to return and renew his sublime lucubrations. 1847 tr.

Feuchtersleben^s Psychical Med. 296 Immoderate lucubra»

tion with overstrained mental exertion. 1875 Clsin tr.

F. Godefs Luke II. 40 The light which the Rabbins had
not found, or had lost, in their theological lucubrations.

2. quasi-concr. Usually//. The product of noc-

turnal study and meditation ; hence, a literary work
showing signs of careful elaboration. Now some-

what derisive or playful, suggesting the notion of

something pedantic or over-elaborate.

161X Coryat Crudities 432 His learned lucubrations and
most solid workes of Diuinity. 162a Wotton in Rcliq.

(1672)248 Which unfinished lucubration (for so I may justly

call it, having been for the most part born in the night).

1693 N. Mather Pre/, to Owen's Holy Spirit 4 There are

some other Lucubrations of his on Subjects nearly allied

unto these. 1700 Steele & Swift Tatlcr No. 70 p 2 Having
read your Lucubrations of the 10th Instant. 1745 Fielding
True Patriot Wks. 1775 IX. 285 The encouragement with
which these lucubrations are read, may seem, .more difficult

to be accounted for. 1791 Boswrll Johnson 20 Mar. an.

1750, Unconnected fragments of his lucubrations were pur-

posely jumbled together, e 1800 K. White Rem. (1837) 3.
Q
5

A future number of my lucubrations. 1828 J. Ballantvnk
Exam. Hum. Mind 26, I have divided my Lucubration*
into Four Parts. 1862 Cari.yle Fredk. Gt. vm. v. (1872)

III. 36 We search in vain through tons of dusty lucubra-
tion. 1876 A. Laing Lindores Abb. xiii. 127 [She] endea»
voured to turn his pious lucubrations into French Verse.

t Lucubratist, Obs. [f. L. lucubrat- (see

Lucubrate v.) + -ist.] = Lucubrator.
1759 Misc. in Ann. Reg. 429/1 It would be more conso-

nant to the epithet our modern lucubratists assume.

Lucubrator (l'/rki^br^tai). [agent-n. f. lu-

cubrare to Lucubrate.] a. A nocturnal student,

b. One who produces lucubrations.

*775 S. J. Pratt Liberal Opin. exxiii. (1783) IV. 137, I

remained in his lucubratory, which, in point of exterior,

surpassed everything but the lucubrator. 1828 Mrq. Nor-
manry Engl, in France 1 1. 240 The most idle and unpro-

fessional of lucubrators. 1833 Lytton Eng. tfEtigl. iv. ii.

1 1 . 55 This quality, .is entirely new in an essayist. I know
of no other lucubrator who possesses it.

Vol. VI.
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f t IiUCUbratory, a. and si. Obs. [ad. L. I

Ifuubrdlorius, f, lucubrate."] a. adj. Pertaining to
'

I

lucubration ; meditative, b. sb. {Jocular.) A
'thinking-shop', a place of midnight study..

1656 Bloi nt Glossogr.
y
Lucubratory, of or belonging to ,

studying or working by candle-light. 171 1 Pope Let. 21 Dec.
I1735) I. 122 You must have a sober dish of coffee and a

i

solitary candle at your side to write an Epistle lucubratory
to your friend. 1775 [see LucucratorI.

Lucule (Uw kiwl). Astr. Also in Lat. form
//. luculoe, incorrectly luculi. [a. F. huule, ad.

I

mod.L. hlcula, dim. of /fix light.] (See quot. 1869.)
|

1854 Webster, Lueule, a luminous spot on the sun. 1867-

77 G. K. Chambers A stron. 1. i. 32 The term luculi has been
I

applied to the constituent specks [on the Sun's surface].
1

1869 Piiipson tr. Guiile/ni't's Sun (1870) 216 Hence those
lines of light and shade, luminous and obscure ridges Jon
the Sun's disci, which have been called luenke.

t IiU'CUlence. Obs. rare-°. [ad. L. huu-
lenlia, f. Incu/enlus Luculent.] a. Trimness,
fineness, beauty (1727 in Hailey vol. II). b.
Clearness, certainty (1775 in Ash).

t IilTCUlenCy. Obs. [as prcc] Brightness,

beauty. 1656 in Blount Glossogr. 1696 \\ Phillips.

Luculent ;l'/7"ki//lent), a. [ad. L. hlcnleuius,

f. //7c--, hlx light.]

1. Lull of light
;
bright, clear, shining. Now rare.

r 14*0 Pallad. on Hush, x. 191 Trie out the grape vnhurt,
neither to ripe Neither to sowre, as gemmys luculent. 1645
Evelyn Mem. (1857) 1- 188 1* emitted a luculent flame as
bright and large a* a small wax candle. 1657 Tomlinson
Retioa's Disp. 631 Vipers .. must be cocted on a luculent,

j

but n^t a violent lire. 1726-46 Thomson Winter 710 Lucu-
) lent along The purer rivers flow. 1892 ( E. Norton
j

Dante s Par. xxii, 143 The most luculent of those pearl-i.

2. t £t. Of oratory, compositions in general :
j

Knlliant, admirable; hence of a writer or orator

[obs.). b. Of evidence, arguments: Clear, con-

vincing. Of explanation* : Lucid, luminous.
a 1548 Hall Citron., He*). Vll (1809) 450 The kyng. .gaue

good eare to bin luculent & eloquent oracion. 1597 Hooki.r
licet. Pol. v. xl. § 2 The most luculent testimonies that

Christian Religion hath 1603 Eng. Mourn. Gnrui. in Hart.
J//rc.(Math.) II. 4S6 She was still confident in her Saviour,

..as appeared by many luculent examples. 1606 Dekklk
Nerves fr. Hell Wks. ((irosari) II. 103 Luculent Poet,

;

Elegant Orator. 1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T. Title,

I Three Sermons ..upon that luculent Prophecie of Peace,

and Union, Esay chap. 11. v. 6. 7. and 8. 1675 Sir K.
Sherburne Manilius Pref. 10 Having illustrated so Ob-
scure a Subject in such Luculent Verse. 1693 J. H. in

Dryderis Juvenal x. Notes 19 Mr. John Drytlen Junior's

method therein is more Luculent than the Dauphin's
famous Tutors. 1702 C. Matmkr Magn. Chr. ill. III. (1852)

I
5^2 A most luculent and practical exposition. «i734 North
Lives (1826} 1L 217 The redundance, .may be indulged as

a worlhy remembrance of a most luculent example. 1824

ttlackw. Mag. XVI. 6, 1 now desire .Mr. James tlallantyne

..to set up in brevier the following luculent obsei vations.

1851 'Nimrod' The Road 61 A luculent chapter on the

I

astonishing convenience of our public conveyances. 1858

: Carlvle Fredk. Gt. vm. v. II. 356 The.se glimpses of the

! Crown-Prince, .are not very luculent to the reader. 1885-6

K. D. Allen in Papers Anicr. School at Athens (1888! IV.

39 A luculent case is in n. 58.

3. Of persons : Brilliant ; illustrious. Obs.
I 1599 B. Josson Ev. Man onto/Hum. u. iii, Most debonaire,

\
and Luculent Ladie. ci6oo Timon 11. iv. (1842) 31 By what

faulte or fate of mine (luculent not lutulent Serjeants) shall

I say it is come to passe, c 1620 J. Taylor (Water- P.) Wks.

(1630) 111. 117/2 Saint George comes: and seeing so bright

and luculent u Goddesse. .demanded entertainement.

Luculently (li/7-kitflentIi% adv. [f. Luculent

+ -LY 2
.] In a luculent manner; clearly.

1613 in R. Caworev Table Alph. (ed. 3). 1641 T. Jacksom

True Evang. T. 111. 177 So luculently foretold by this our

Prophet Esaias. a 1734 North Exam. 1. ii. § 131 (1740)

102 A Declaration.. which most luculently solves all. 1864
' Max Muller Sci. Lang. (1880) 11. xi. 57° Nowhere has

i the transition of physical mythology into epic poetry.. been
j

so luculently shown as here. 1862 Merivale Rom. Emp.
,

(1865) VI. xlix. 120 It deserved to be explained more lucu* !

lently.

Lucullian, -ean (H#/li»Iian, l !/7k#l/"an), a.

[Two forms: ( 1) ad. Luadlianus, f. Zucull-us(see

-ian)
; (2) f. L. Luculle-us + -an.] Pertaining to I

or characteristic of L. Licinius Lucullus, a Roman

famous for his wealth and the profnse luxury of

his banquets, f Lucullean marble (tr. L. marmor
j

Luculleum) : some kind of black marble ;
by !

mineralogists of the tSth c. identi6ed with the

mineral now called lucullite or anthracoxenite.

1601 Holland Pliny II. 572 Consull L. Luculius ..gaue

the name to Lucullean marble, .he brought it first to Rome,
|

and had a speciall fancy thereto, notwithstanding it were
1

black. 1842 W. Smith Diet. Gr. 4 Rom. A ntiq. s. v. House y

Roman 404 Columns ofblack marble, called Lucullean, thirty- .

- eight feet high. 189a K. Goulu tr. Conversat. Dollmger

i 8 The display, the Lucullian feast, and the introduction
(

of the bride are merely intended to present forcibly to one s

j
mind what the priest is called on to renounce.^ 1897 Daily

News 21 Oct. 7/7 To draw company to the house to enter-

i tain her he gave Lucullian banquets.

Lucullite Twkirlsit). Min. [f. Lucnll-us .

(see prec.) + -IT£. Named by J. F. John, 1814, after

the former designation < marmor Luculleum '.] «
|

Anthracoxenite (A. H. Chester i8 y6).

1810 Brande Man. Chem. 517 The black variety [ol lime-

stone] known under the name of Lucullite. 1821 R. Jameson J

LUDDITE.
Mineral. 49 Lucullite is divided into three kinds, viz.

Compact, Prismatic, and Foliated.

II IiUCUUia (l'w-kirfma). Also 8 lucoma, 9
lucama. [Peruvian.] A genus of American trees

(N. O. Sapolaceae) bearing sweet fruit.

1745 P. Thomas Jrnl. Anson's Voy. 91 The natural Fruit
of Peru are Guavas, Lucomas, Hofos and Wallnuts. 1748
Earthquake Peru iii. 210 The Lucumas . . are there very
plentiful. 1848 in Webster (citing Gardner) ; 1866 in
Treas. Bot. \ and in mod. Diets.

II IiUCUIUO (l l/7*ki*/n!<?). Also in anglicized form
lucumon. [L. Incnmo, huu?non-

i
an Ktiuscan

title.] One of the Etruscan nobles, who united

in themselves the character and functions of priest

and prince.

1837 Landor Pentam. iii. Wks. 1853 II. 331/1 The lucu-
mons of Ktruria. 1842 Macaclav Horatius xxiii, Now
misjht the burghers know, By port and vest.. Each warlike
Lucumo. 1847 Tksnyson Princess u. 113 She.. spoke of
those That lay at wine with Lar and Lucuino.

Lucumony (I'/T'kiwmoni . Rom. Hist. Also 9
crron. Iueomony. [ad. F. lurnmonie, f. L. lucumo :

see prec] A name given by modern writers to each
of the twelve states of the Ktruscan federation.

1763 Swinton in Phil. Trans. LIV. 104 I*'ausuke . . with
its district, .formed one of the twelve lucuinonies, or free

slates. 1882 Ol*ii>.\ Maremma 1. 36 Etruscan lucomonies
had had their fortres-es and their tombs away yonder.

Lucur, obs. form of Luc he.

IiUCy (1/7 -si). Her. [ad. L. huitts] —Luce 1 .

1610 Gui 1.1 im Heraldry iv. viii. (1660) 209 Azure, three
Dolphins. . between two paire of Lucyes Saltier. 1780 in

J'dmondson Heraldry II. 1864 ItoujELi. tier. Hist. <*• Pop.
ja'. (ed. 3) 181 Gu., three lucits haurient in fes,se arg.

1 IiUd !. Sc. Obs. [Cf. Notw. hidden thick,

1-ioacl ;.nnd see Llduock.] In //., the buttocks.
a 1568 Baniiatyne MS. (Hunter. Club.) 764 On thair lnddis

'J hay uet giit skuddis In nakit bed.

Lud - ^l^d). Minced form of Loki> sb. +a. As
nn exclamation or in trivial phrases, = Loud sb. 6 b, c

{obs.). h. In comic representations of the affected

or luuricd pronunciation used by law) ers address-

ing a judge in court, and by clerks in the House
of Lords: see Loitn sb. 15 b.

1725 Vanuri gu Prov. Wife iv. iii. [2nd v ers.], That Fellow
vou'd have ravish 'd me. 2nd Watch. Ravish \4 Ravish!
O lud ! O lud ! O hid ! Ravish her ! 1767 G. S.

_
Carey

Hills 0/llybla 33 To make me soldier 'gainst my will, and
go the lud know*, where. 1773 Golusm. Stoops to Com}. 11.

Wks. (Globe) 657/2 O lud ! he has almost cracked my head.

1777 Sheridan Sch. Si and. in. i, Lud ! Sir Peter, I hope
you haven't been quarrelling with Maria? 1818 Scott Rob
Roy v, ' Read whom, ma'am ?— 1 do not even rememher the

author's name 'Olud! on what a strand are you wrecked !'

replied the young lady. 1821 Clark I'ill. Minstr. I. j6 Rut
soldiers, they're the boys to make a rout, ..Lud, clowns are

almost mad where'er they come. 1830 [see LoRn sb. 15 b].

1898 Resant Orange Girl 11. xii,
4 My Lud said Mr. Cater-

ham, ' my case is cumpleted '.

Lud, var. Lkde Obs. ; obs. f. Lide, Loud.
Ludby, variant of I.oteby Obs.

t Ludden. Obs. [Vaiiant of Lehen.] A re-

frain ; the burden (of a song or complaint).

1607 Schol. Disc. agst. Antichr. 1. ii. 61 The first sort of

them singe the old hidden. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia m
The Patient wanteth but Pen and Ink, and he will prescribe

his Physick, which at last must be some Cordiall or

stiengthning (the Ludden of Ihem alb.

Luddisni (lwdiz'm). [f. Lud or Ludd (see

next) + -ism.] The practices of the Luddites.

18 x 2 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 115 Several persons have been

apprehended [at Huddersfield] on various charges of Ludd-
i>m. 1817 Ann. Reg. 79 That atrocious system of com-

bination, outrage, and hired assassination, which has pre-

vailed in some of the midland counties, under the name ol

Luddism. 1893 Athcnman 5 Aug. 189/1 Her family on

both sides had lived in the thick of Luddism.

Luddite (ltf-dait), sb. {a.) [f. the proper name
Lud or Ludd +-1TE.
According to Pellew's Life of Lord Sidmouth (1847) III.

80, Ned Lud was a person of weak intellect who lived in a

Leicestershire village about J779, and who in a fit of insane

rage rushed into a 'stockinger s ' house, and destroyed two
frames so completely that the saying ' Lud must have been

here 'came to be used throughout the hosiery districts when
a stocking-frame had undergone extraordinary damage.

The story lacks confirmaiion. It appears that in 1811-13

the nickname 'Captain Ludd
1

or 'King Lud' was com-

monly given to the ringleaders of the Luddites.l

A member, of an organized band of English

mechanics and their friends, who (1811-16) set

themselves to destroy manufacturing machinery in

the midlands and north of England.
181 1 Hist. Eur. in Ann'. Reg. 93/2 The rioters assumed

the name of Luddites and acted under the authority of an

imaginary Captain Ludd. 181* Examiner 4 May 277/1

The Luddites at Nottingham . . have relinquished their

system of frame- hreaking. The person known by the name

of King Ludd is taken . . His name is Walker; he was a

collier. 1816 Ryron To Moore 24 Dec, Are yon not near

the Luddites? And down with all kings hut King Ludd?
1888 V. Peel Risings of Luddites 32 The names they

assumed were ' Ludds \ * Ludders and « Luddites '. 1897

S. & B. Webb Industrial Democracy {1902) 220 note,\\e

need only remind the reader . . of such angry insurrections

as those of the Luddites in i8n.

b. altrib. or adj. Pertaining to the Luddites.

1812 Gentl Ma?. LXXX11. 1. 285/1 The Luddite system.

i8i4 /<W. LXXXIV. H. 387/2 The Luddite ring-leader.,

dropped dead. 1874 Green Short Hist. x. § 4. 806 1 be

Luddite, or machine-breaking, riots.



LUDDOCK. 490 LUFF.

Hence Iitrdditism « Luddibm.
1830 Eraser's Mag. II. 426 A bill.. for the suppression of

Ludclitism in Nottinghamshire.

fliirddock. Obs. [? f. Lud l + -ock. (But it

is possible that the lud may be Teally a shortened

form.)] The loin, or the buttock.
c 1420 Liber Cocorum (1862)43 Take befe and sklice hit

fayre and thynne, Of po luddock with owte or ellis with in.

C1460 Towneley Myst. xxx. 314 His luddokkys thai lowke

like walk-mylne cloggys. c 1490 Promp, Parv. 296/1 Leend,

lym of a beeste (MS. K., Pyuson or luddok), lumbns. m

fliude 1
. Obs. Also 3 loude. [ME. Hide,

repr. OE. hlyd str. fern. {i—*liMdjd)
t
cogn. w. hlud

Loud a. (The form loude in the second text of

Layamon is prob. due to a misinterpretation of the

spelling lude in the first text.)] Noise, clamour.

<ri305 "Lay. 259 r Pa hunton wenden acfter mid muchelen
heora lude [c 1215 loude], a 1275 Prov. AZlfred 687 in

O. E. Misc. 138 He wole maken fule luden, He wole grennen,

cocken and chiden. [But this may belong to Leden.]

tLude 2
. Obs. [ad. L. liid-us play.] A game.

1694 Motteux Rabelais s. (1737) 230 Ludesomniform are

there invented.

Lude, var. Lede Obs, ; obs. f. Lide, Loi p.

Lude, obs. Sc. pa. t. of Love
tLu'dent. Obs. nonee-ivd. [ad. L. Indent'-em

,

pres. pple. of ludh'e to play ] A player.

1573 G. Harvey Letter.bk. (Camden) 133, I helpe to make
a ludent, And nare a student.

t Ludgate. Obs. The name (from its situation

near the City gate so called) of an ancient debtors'

prison in London
;
phr. f to take Ludgate (see quot.

1585). Hence + ItUdffatian (-thian, -Hon), a

debtor, bankrupt.
1585 HiGGiNs Nomenclator 324 Argentariam dissoluere .

.

To play the bankerupt: to take Ludgate. 1600 B. Jonson
AV. Man out 0/Hum, 1. i, Alwaies beware you commerce
not with Bankroutes, or poore needic Ludgathians. 1606
Dkkker Scv. Sins 1. (Arb.) 11 The Master, the Keepers,
and all the Prisoners of Ludgate. Ibid. 12 It was a bird

pickt out of purpose (amongst the I udgathians) that had
the basest and lowest voice, and was able in a Terme time,

for a throat, to giue any prisoner great ods for ye box at

the grate. 1607 [E. Sharpham] Cupid*s Whirligig ill. i. E 3,

1 am none of these Ludgations that beg for fourescore and
ten poore men : my suite is only for my selfe. a 1700 B. E.

Diet. Cant. Creiv, Lnds-bnlwark, Ludgate Prison.

Ludge, -eing, etc., obs. Sc. ff. Lodge, Lodging.

t IiU'dible, a. Obs."0 [ad. med.L. ludibilis,

f. L. ludtre to play.] Playful.

1656 Blount Gtossogr., Ludible,. .apt to play, sportive.

Ludibrious (l'/fdrbrias), a. [ad. late L. ludi-

brios-us, f. ludibrinm sport, jest, f. lildere to play.]

fl. Apt to be a subject of jest or mockery. Obs.

1563 87 Foxe A. % M. (1596) 85 'x The youth in skuls

flocke and run togither, and craue that they may haue Agnes
their ludibrious preie. 1597 Bkaro Theatre Gotfs Judgeni.

(1612) 41 Baiazet the Turke, to what a miserable and
ludibrious end came hee. 1650 Sir \V. Mure Cry 0/Blood
266 Ludibrious Clay Dare craule on borrowed legges, and
Heaven defy. 1675 Brooks Gold. Key Wks. 1867 V, 493
Ludibrious acts, and mere follies !

2. Full of scorn ; inclined to scoff
;

scornful,

mocking. Also Iransf. Now rare.

1641 J. Shute Sarah <y //agar (1649) 62 Samson more
patiently endureth the boring out of his eyes, than the
ludibrious scoffs of the Philistines. 1780 J. Howie in Shields
Faith/. Contend. Pref. 21 This lukewarm and ludibrious

generation. 1807 J. Barlow Columb, ix. 647 He.. Leaves
to ludibrious winds the priceless page.

t IiU'dibry. Obs. [ad. L. ludibrinm : see prec]
Derision, contempt; concr. an object of derisio.i.

1637 Bastwick Litany 11. 5 Brought vpon euery stage, and
into the pulpit, as fittest for ludibry by the Players, Preists,

and Prelats. 172a Woorow Hist, Ch. ScotI, (1833) III. 325
This step ofMr Cargill'shath been matter of much reproach
and ludibry to the en mie of the Church of Scotland. 1723
MeWard Contend, for Faith 346 (Jam.) By Popish artifice, .

.

the most renowned court in the world is made the ludibrie

and laughing-stock of the earth.

+ Iitrdibund, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. liidibund-

us, f. Iftdhre to play.] Playful. Hence f Ittrdi-

bundness.
1664 H. More Myst. Iniq. 316 That ludibundness in

Nature in her Gamaieu's and such like sportful and
ludicrous productions. 1668 — Div. Diat. 111. xvi. (1713)
214 Though the Phancy of Cuphophron may seem more
than ordinary ludibund and lightsomely sportful. 1727
Bailey vol. II, Ludibund, full of play.

f Lu dicral, a. Obs. rare- 0
. [(. L. Iftdicr-us

Ludicrous + -al.] Ludicrous.
1656 Blount Gtossogr., Lndicral, pertaining to play or

mirth, mocking, light, childish. Greg. 1727 Boyer Diet.
Roy., Lndicral, or Ludicrous.

t ZiU'dicrism. Obs, [f. L. ludicr-us Ludicrous
+ -ISM.] Burlesque.
1830 R. Brown Mem. Curl. Mab. in Blaclnv. Mag. (1831)

XXX. 979/2 [ This lay of the laureate was forthwith] duly
turned into ludicrismby a burlesque song.

Ludicro- (B/7 dikn?), used as combining form
of L. ludicrus Ludicrous, in the sense 1 ludicrous

and . . *, as ludicro-pathctic, -serious, -splenetic.

1751 J. Brown Shaftesb. Charac. 242 The ambiguous ex-
pression, and the ludicro-serious of the gentle essayist,

perfectly secure him from the rough handling of the logical

disputer. 1813 Coleridge Lett. (1895) II. 607 A ludicro-
splenetic copyof verses. 1828 Westtn. Rev. IX. 432 The
ludicro-pathetic effect resulting from .. levity and feeling

in the character of the lower Irish.

Ludicrosity (l l/7dfkr**siti). rare. [f. Lu-
dicrous : see -osity.] Ludicrousness.
a 1856 H. Miller Cruise Betsey (1838) 399 Unintentional

ludicrosities. 1856 J. Brown Let. in Life Cairns xv. (1895)

422 There is a sort of sublime ludicrosity about it.

Ludicrous (P/rdikras), a. [f. L. ludicr-us

(app. evolved from the neut. sb. Indicium sportive

performance, stage-play, f. ludere to play) + -ous>.]

fl. Pertaining to play or sport; sportive; in-

tended in jest, jocular, derisive. Obs.

1619 Gataker Lots iii. 34 Kasty onely maketh foure sorts

;

diuine .
.

; diabolicall . . ;
politicals . ; ludicrous, for sport and

pastime. 1653 Ashwell Fides A/ost. 25 Both in ludicrous

toyes, as in Childrens sports, and in weightier matters. 1

1664 H. More Myst. Iniq. xiii. 44 But he rewarding my
blind devotion with a ludicrous blessing and loud laughter,

1 presently found my errour. 1668-83 Owen Expos. Heb.

(1790) IV. 281 It is not a ludicrous contest that we are called

to, but it is for our lives and souls. 1709 J. Johnson
Clergym. Vade M. 11. 174 [tr. Canons of Carthage lxvij

If any one desire to forsake any Ludicrous Exercise [i.e.

any theatrical or gladiatorial employment], and become a

Christian. 1779-81 Johnson L. P., Pope, The * Rape of the
j

Lock \ . is universally allowed to be the most attractive of

all ludicrous compositions.

f2. Given to jesting; trifling, frivolous ; also, in

favourable sense, witty, humorous. Oh,
1687 H. More Contn. Remark. Star. (1689) 428 But to

entangle things thus is an usual feat of these ludicrous

Spirits. 17 1 1 Addison Spect. No. 191 ? 1 Some ludicrous

Schoolmen have put the Case, that if an Ass were placed

between two Bundles of Hay [etc.]. 1736 Butler Anal. ir.

vi, Men may indulge a ludicrous turn so far as to lose all

sense of conduct and prudence in worldly affairs. 1778
Bp. Lowth Transl. Isa. (ed. 12) Notes 332 A heathen

author, in the ludicrous way, has . . given idolatry one of

the severest strokes it ever received. 1792 Cowper Let. to

T. Park 27 Apr., The man is as formidable for his ludicrous

talent, as he has made himself contemptible by his use of it.

1827 Burton's Anat. Mel. (ed. 13) Advt. 7 The ludicrous

Sterne has interwoven many parts of it [Burton's* Anatomy 'J

into his own popular performance,

3. Suited to occasion derisive laughter; ridiculous,

laughably absurd. (The only current sense.)

1782 Miss Bi-rney Cecilia it. iii, Trie ludicrous mixture

of groups, kept her attention unwearied. 1813 Shelley
Q. Mab vi, 64 How ludicrous the priest's dogmatic roar ! 1834
Macaui.ay Pitt Ess. (1887) 321 The Duke was in a state of

ludicrous distress. 187^ Jowett Plato (ed. 2) IV. 380
Plato delights to exhibit them [Sophists] in a ludicrous

point of view. 1898 I*'. T. Blllen Cruise Cachalot xxiii.

(1900) 298 This subdivision was often carried to ludicrous

lengths. 1001 N. Mtnro in Blatkit; Mag. May 659/2
Count Victor stood before him a ludicrous figure.

4. absol. (in senses 2 and 3).

1798 Ferrjar /llustr. Sterne i. 7 The ludicrous, by its

nature, tends to exaggeration. 1858 O. W. Holmes Aut.
Break/.-t. iv. 36 The ludicrous has its place in the universe.

1884 Yates Recoil. 1. 67 A bright charming fellow,.. with

a real appreciation of the ludicrous.

Ludicrously (l 5/7-dtkr3sli),^/f. [f.Ludicrous
+ -ly 2

.] In a ludicrous manner; + sportively,

jestingly, humorously (obs.); ridiculously, absurdly.

a 1678 Marvell in Life Wks. 1776 III. 462 Vou do not

mean to treat me ludicrously by these munificent offers.

1742 H. Wai pole Lett, H. Mann (1834) I. xli. 166 It was
of a piece with her saying ' tbat Swift would have written

better if he had never written ludicrously '. 1758 Blackstonk
Comm. (1765) I. Introd. i. 14 They will give me leave,

however, to suggest, and that not ludicrously, that it might
frequently be of use [etc.]. 1779-81 Johnson L. P., Pope,

Circumstances were sometimes added, which . . produced
what Porrault ludicrously called 'comparisons with a long

tail 1844 Emerson Led., New Eng. Re/.\V)cs. (Bohn)
1. 262 As soon as he leaves the University, as it is ludicrously

styled, he shuts those books for the last time. 1899 K.

Griffith-Jones Ascent thro. Christ L 3 This calculation

was ludicrously inadequate.

Ludicrousness (l ,« ,dikrasnes\ [f. Ludicrous
+ -NESS.] The state or quality of being ludicrous.

1664 H. More Antid. /dolatry \. Theol. Wks. (1708) 773
The Ludicrousness and Fugitivencss of our wanton Reason
might otherwise find out many Starting-holes |etc]. 1785
Boswell Tour Hebrides 160 The ludicrousness, absurdity,

and extraordinary contrast between what the fellow fancied,

and the reality, was truly comick. a 1800 J. Warton
Drydetis /lias, D.'s Poet. Wks. (181 1> IV, 530 Homer
sometimes introduced his gods and goddesses 111 scenes of

ludicrousness. 1865 Ruskin Crown Wild Olive iii. (1866)

162 There is a ghastly ludicrousness in this.

t Ludificable f
a. Obs. rare~°. [ad. L. liidi-

ficabil-is, f. ludificRre (see Ludify v.).] (See quot.)

16** Cockeram 11, Decerning, LudificabU. 1721 Bailev,

Ludificabley . .that maketh Sport and Pastime.

t Ludificate, v. Obs. rare~°. [f. L. Ifidificdl-,

ppl. stem of ludificare ; see Ludify v.] (See

quots.)

1623 Cockeram, Ludificate, to deceiue, to beguile. 1775
Ash, Lndi/icatc,.. to mock, to deceive, to frustrate.

IiUdification (W7difik^-Jon). Now rare. [ad.

L. Indifieatidn cm, f. Ifulificare : see Ludify v.]

A deception or mocking.
1623 Cockeram, Ludification, a beguiling. 1635 Heywooo

Hierarch. ix. Comm. 613 More gentle and of less Malice

were those ludifications and deceptions of Zedechias the

Jew. 1674 Josselyn Voy. Neio Eng. 181 All [are] like

/Ethiopians white in the Teeth, only full of ludification and
injurious dealing, a 1683 Sionky Disc. Govt. iii. § 18 (1704)

308 Such ludifications of the most sacred things. 1838 G. S.

Faber Inquiry 198 In order to see w hether this ludification

be not properly of demons and not of men.

t Ludificatory, a. Obs,' rare" 1
, [ad. L.

h'tdifitdldri-us deceptive : see -ouy 2
.] Deceptive.

a 1677 Barrow Serin, (1686) III. 450 In the Sacraments
..there is nothing empty (or vain), nothing ludificatory.

t IiU'dify, v. Obs. rarc^ 1
. [ad. L. Iftdijicare lo

ctelude, f. lud-us sport: see -FY.] trans. To deceive.

1447 Bokenham Seynfys, F.liz. (Roxh.) 244 Why art thon
so . . cautelous me for to ludyfye? /bid, 276 And pat no
successyoun shuld her ludyfye Of werdly prosperyte. 1623
Cockeram, Ludi/ic, to deceiue.

tliU'diug. Obs. Also 3 loudinge. [MK.
Ifidinge, 11. ol aetion (see -ixg l) f. ^litden :—OK.
hlydan lo resound {i—*kl/ldja?i) related to hind
Lountf. For ihe form lottdhig in the second text

of Layamon cf. Lude Noise.
c 1205 Lav. 10715 pa iherde pe king mucle ludinge. Ibid.

24873 And pa luding alaeid [£1275 And pe loudinge alay].

Ludlamite (l^dbmait). A/in. [Named, 1877,
after W. Ludlam, by Field.] A green crystalline

hydrous phosphate of iron.

1877 Mineral, Mag. I. 138 Ludlamite ..is a new hydrated
basic ferric phosphate. 1892 Dana's Min. 841.

ZiUdo (yii'do). [a. L. Itldo I play.] A game,
played with dice and counters on a special board.
i8;8 Westm. Gaz. 4 Jan. 2/1 Cards, tiddley-winks, and

ludo are played, but gambling is strictly forhidden.

IlliU-dus. Med. Obs. [Mod.L. (Paracelsus),

app. an application of L. Indus play (perh. laken

in the sense * freak of nature').] A name applied

to certain septarian nodules formerly regarded as

specific in cases of calcareous concretionary disease.
a 17*8 Woodward Nat. Hist. Fossils (1729) I. 83 He [Dr.

Grewl supposes the Waxen-Vein to be the same with ihe
Kudus of Paracelsus and Van Helmont. Ibid. 84 Sir I,

Newton gave nie a Piece of this kind of Body brought over
from Germany by the younger Hehnont, as the true Ludus
of his Father ; which does not differ, .from those commonly
found in England.

Iiudwigite (1/rdvigait). Min. [Named by
Tschermak, 1874, after Prof. E. Ludwig : see -ITE.]

A black fibrous borate of magnesium and iron.

1875 Dana Min. App. it. 35 Ludwigite occurs altered to
limoniie. iZZj Miturat. Mag. VII. 43 A. Renard. .examines
the optical properties of Ludwigite,

XiUe, lejv* (l'w), v. Tin and Silver mining,
trans. To sift with a sieve.

1674 Rav Collect. Words, SmeltingSilver [Cardiganshire]
116 That which is thus Buddled they lue with a thick

hair sieve close wrought in a tub of water. Ibid., Prepar,
Tin [Cornwall] 122 'l"he fine [tin] is lewed in a fine sierce.

1799 Mar. Edgeworth Lame Jervas viii, 1 had new models
made of the sieves for lueing.

Lue, Lued, obs. ff. Lew, Lieu, Loo, Lede.
Luef, Luer, obs. forms of Lief, Lure.

It Iiues (B/z-fz). Med. [L. lues plague.] A
plague or pestilence; a spreading disease, esp.

syphilis (Lues venerea) ; also, a contagious dis-

ease amongst cattle.

1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 86 [The bathl is preualent too
against the lues venerea. 1721 Bailey, Lues, a Pestilence

or Plague ; also a Murrain in Cattle. 1803 Med. Jml. IX.
•573 The reason why blennorrhagy so seldom produces lues
is [etc.]. x88o Barwell A neurism 96 Many syphilitic persons
have atheromatous arteries ; but. .a great number who have
suffered from the lues have also had acute rheumatism.

Hence Luetic (P/ze'tik) a. [badly formed, after

herpetic; etc.], of or belonging to lues.

1899 Allbntfs Syst. Med VI I. 688 In contradistinction to

atheroma, luetic endarteritis is limited to single arteries.

Lueve, obs. form of Lief.

Iiue-warm, variant of Lew-warm a.

1596 Dalrymple tr. LesliVs Hist. Scot. x. 462 Now thair

consciences ar compellit..in thair mule to clag and fyle

thame selfe, that is for the baptisme of thair saluatioune to

receiue water 1 wat not how lue warme. 1863 Reaoe Hard
Cash xxiv. II. 93 Scalded dog fears, lue-warm water.

Imf, obs. form of Lief, Love.
Lufand, Lufare, obs. ff. Loving, Lover.
Iiufe. obs. form of Loof, Love, Luff.
Lufesome, -sum, obs. foims of Lovesome.

LufF (\vf)
t
sbA Xaut. Forms: 3 lof, (//. lofes,

3-5 loves), 4-5 lofe, 5, 8 loff, 5 louffe, lowfTe,

7 loufe ; 6-7 loofe, loofif(e, Sc. luif(e, 3-9 loof;

6 luf(fe, 6-7 lufe, 5- luff. [Early ME. lof, loof,

app. a. OF. /<?/" (Wace, 12th e.), later louf used in

sense 1 below. Senses 2-4 are common to various

mod. langs. : F. lof, Sp., Pg. 16, Du. loef (whence

LG. loff, G. luv, Da. luv, Sw. luf). The manner
of their development is obscure, and it is uncertain

whether they originated in Fr., Eng., or (?most
prob.) Du. Sense 5 is peculiar to I

4jig., and it is

not easy to connect it with any of the other senses.

Certain other meanings which the word has had in Du.
and Fr. need to be accounted for before any hypothesis as

to the primitive meaning and sense-development can be
regarded as satisfactory. In early mod.Du. loef, loer>e is

explained as * thole-pin ' {scalmus, Kilian). In the 17th c.

the F. lofor loo is stated^ to mean * the distance from the

mast to the place on the side to which the sheet is fastened

when the vessel is close-hauled '. (See the quot. from Nicot
in Godef., s.v.) In the existing uncertainty as to the pri-

mary meaning, the ultimate etymology remains obscure

;

the current view that it represents a Teut. word cogn. with
ON. l(f/e palm, Loof sb. 1

,
depends on the doubtful assump-

tion that the * lof ' of sense 1 was a steering paddle.]

f 1. ?Some implement or contrivance for altering

the eourse of a ship. Phrases, /o turn, wend the



LUFF.

tuff( = Anglo-Latin obliquare dracenam s

, lo chance
one s course ; also fig. Obs.
Commonly supposed to have been cither a rudder or apaddle to assist in steering. Comparison with the various

senses which the word ha
?
had in Eng. and other knTgs!

(see above) suggests that it may have been some kind ofmachine for operating on the sails.

«5 7859 H£° scuue" ut
t
eore Iof& laide" to },on

loi de. Ibid. 20949 Heo wenden heore lofes [cij7S louesl& hoen toward fonde. Ibid. 30922 Heo rihten heo?e loues

spus spekeS, & cleopeS !*e to him so Iuueliche, & ter afterhu he went bene lof,& spekeS swuSgrimliche, *ifbu wendest
yt. rtl259 Matthew Paws Chron. Mai. (Rolls) III. zo
lerrexerunt iguur audacter, obliquando tamcn dracenam,
id est loof aesi ve lent adire Calesiain. 13.. Coer dc L. 71And her loof and her wyndas Off asure forsothe it was.
c\1330 K. BkunneC/£w«- /^rr (Rolls) 12088 Somme aforced
pe wyndas, Somme be loof \Pttyt MS. lofe], somme be
bytas 11491 Li un s'esforcent al vindas, Li autre al

on ladde-borde & tjie lofe wynnes [? read wyndesl. ?<z 1400Morte Art/i 74A Tytt saille* to he toppe, and turnez the
lufe. 148s Naval Acc. Jleu. VIf (1896) 38 Chenes for the
Loves . . j.

f 2. The weather-gauge, or part of a ship toward
the wind. Obs.
la 1400 MorteArth. 750 Launches lede apone lufe, lacch-

e
/"

6
/» «

r
i.
depe

«,/lIS°° Ck/S «f F"Uham 263 in Ha/I.
4s. / • 1 1. 11 What worde for to sey he ys yn dowt : eythcr,
war the looff, or fall, or bye. 1609 T. Raveusereft's Pant-
mclia No. 55 D 4 b, Looke to the looffe wel, beware the
lee still. 1622 R. Hawkins Voy. S. Sea xlix. 118 The Vice
Admirall a mile right to le-wards of vs; the Reare Ad-
mirall in a manner right a head, some Culvering shott; and
one vpon our Ioofe, within shott also.

3. In various phrases. + On luff, -[at a luff,
fat luff and lie, luff a luff: hu^ing the wind
closely, close to the wind, f luff: see Aloof
adv. 1, 2. T Togo by luff {by love), lo keep ones
luff: to keep close to the wind ; to keep away to
the windward, keep one's distance (from another
vessel, etc.). To spring one's luff: to bring the
ship s head closer to the wind

; transf. (in jocular
use) to show agility in climbing. (Also said of the
ship, to keep her luff, spring her luff, springa loof)
c 1400 Laud Troy Bit. 3610 The wynd was good to ther

byhoue, '1 hei sailed on brod and got) by- lone, Til thei come
to Troye land. 1335 Stewart Cron. Scot. (1858* 1. 124 Sum
bade on luffe

?
and other sum hald by. a igMSatir. Poems

Reform, xlvi. 6 Se that hir hatch is be hand lit richt, W»
steirburd, baburd, luf and lie. Ibid. 11 Hot at anc lufe scho
lyis behind. 1583 Leg. Bp. St. Androis Pref. 104 He lattis
his scheip tak in at Iuife and He. 1591 Raleigh Last Fight
Rev. (Arb.) 19 Diuerse of the formost, who as the Marriners
terme it, sprang their luffe. c 159s Capt. Wyatt R. Dudley's
loy.lV.Ind. (Hakl. Soc.) 57 She verie stoutlic keepinge
her Ioofe bare with us. 1628 Du;uv Voy. McdiL (1868) 21
He sprung his Ioofe and went as neere the wind as he could.
I682 HlCKERINGlLL Black lYoK-Couf. Concl., Wks. 1716 11.
157 Then, Charity (Hussy !) stand off, keep your 'loof and
your distance. 1697 Loud. Caz. No. 3318^ The Hospital-
Ship prudently springing her Loof quickly came near us.
1754. Eeles in Phil. Trans. XLIX. 143 If ihey sail upon
a wind from the center of the shower toward the extremity,
they may safely venture to keep their luff. 1762 Falconer
Shipwr. 11. 51 The mizen draws; she springs aloof once
more. 1805 Adm. Stirling in Naval Chron. XV. 80 We
sprung our luff. 1849 Florist 305 And so we quietly kept
our luff. 1870 Rout/edges Ev. Boy s Ann. 251, I just want
to know who * spring their luffs ' most nimble up the rigging.
1887 E. J. Mather Norard 0/ Dogger (1888) 172 He
stated that they had passed the Leman Light, and was
steering southerly, luff a luff (close haul to the wind).

4. 'The weather part of a fore-and-aft sail, in
other words, the side next the mast or stay to which
it is attached' (Young NauL Did. 1846;.
iS*3 Douglas sEneisw xiv. 7 Now the lie scheit,and now

the luf, thai slak. 1549 Co/npl. Scot. vi. 40 Hail doune the
steir burde lufe harde a burde. c i860 1 1 . Sti art Seaman's
Catecfu 48 Name the parts of a fore-and-aft sail. Head,
luff, leech, and foot. 1883 Harpers Mag. Aug. 449/yA mainsail which is . . short on the luff or on the part which 1

is made fast to the mast. 1893 Max Peuhkrtok Iron
Pirate 39 The mainsail presently showed a great rent near
the luff.

5. The fullest and broadest part of a ship's bow,
|where the sides begin to curve in towards the stein.
|

f Lufffor luff: (of two vessels) close alongside.
1624 Caft. Smith Virginia iv. 128 They brandy boorded

ys Ioofe for Ioofe. 1627 — Seaman's Cram. ii. 9 The How
is broadest part of the Ship before, compassing the Stem 1

to the Loufe, which reachcth so farre as the Bulkhead of
j

the Fore-castle extendeth. 1694 Mottkux Rabelais v.xviii,
With Cables fasten'd to the Bits abaft the Manger in the I

Ship's I^K>f. 17H W. Sutherland Shipbuild. Assist. 47
Raise what you can regularly in the Bulge and Loof. c 1850
Rudim. Narig. (Weale) 130 Luff or loof, the fullest or I

roundest part of the bow. 1875 Bedforo Sailor's Pocket I

Bk. vi. (ed. 2) 214 The two bowmen to gather down on the 1

luff.

6. ^Luff-tackle (see 7
s
. Luffupon luff, a luff- I

tackle attached to the fall of another, to increase I

the purchase.
1840 R.,H. Dana Bef. Mast xxix. py Two more luff tackles

[were] hooked on, with dogs, . . and thus by luff upon luff,
|

the power was multiplied. 6 i860 H. Stuart Seaman s
Catech. 8 A long luff for a fore and aft tackle should be

|

Used for steadying the boat. 1882 Nar ks Seamanship (ed. 6)

58 The double block of the luff is hooked to the lanyard.

7. allrib. and Comb. : f luff board, ? « sense 2
;

fluff hook (see quot. 1627); fluff-law, -lcw v
'

-low [second element obscure],? —sense 5; luff- !

491

Piece (see qnot.)
; luff-rope, ?the rope of a luff-

tackle; luff-tackle, a purchase composed of a
double and a single block, used for various
purposes.

^\ltl\\£™*x
]Vallac?™ 5* Ledys on *luff burd, with

ltd K8 /nA I''"'
VU (1^6) " * Lofe hok^« "495/bid. 158 Loft hokes. 1533 Inv. Gt. Barke 6 Oct. (Jal),

I tem, a snatche polly ; a Luffhooke. ,627 Capt. Smith

fwoT£SJr 'm'1

: V<JhC L00 ê hooke « • tackle withtwo hookey one to hitch into achingle of the maine, or fore

bo 'e'^llU
°ther^° St

-?P Spliced to the chestres to

S8? w 1

P
1 ^°T

e the Snile t0 SUCC0l,r the ^ckes in aMiffe gale of wind. 1495 Naval A cc. Hen. K//(,So6) 102

oJ£?i7.2°i
,l,3

Tg *lo»ffe,aw« oon asterborde another a latheborde. Ibid. 203 Lowffelewes. Ibid. 215 Loff.

\Z% ^^ner^Marine Diet (ed. liurney),
5

/Zf
heL/r^*.fV !

!
,pS b™ :-^nce, the guns which lieS ^,led *>oof.pieces. 1895 Times 29 Jan. 1 ,/2 liefore

his hi it
C
?
Uld

m'"
( [a

-

work
,

man l had to he let down in

?£1% c
m ^? ax,e ,n order 10 take onr a rope.

which ; i!*??^ A™*' /'/,^. 1>late
'
A pjceof Iron

-
to

Ihll J uflfJ akle maV be^ Kixed, to lift those [paddles]

«y i3 1

Lc
.f {^kfe ,77S Falck Day's Diving Vessel

Si Belay all safe with stout salvages and loff-tackles. 170,Smkaton f&stonrL. § 253 That buoy .. was confined to
the side of the Weston by a small luff-tackle which laid
hold of it. ci86o H. Stuart Seaman** Catech. 61
are.. transposed to their places by luff tackh
Fngineering 1. it. 66 The luff tackle used fo
unloading the magazine.

Ltlff (Jpf), Sb. 1 colloq. « LlEUTEXAM.
.
l8

.3
6

IJ- Howard R. Reefer xxxiii, The Hon. Mr. il., ourjumor luff ,898 IVestm Gas. i 7 Oct. 2/3 The future
Uxtls — in other words, the naval cadtrts at Dartmouth-

are to be reduced m point of numbers.
Luff (Urf), V. Naut.

They
1884 Mil.

tackle used for loading and

Forms : 4 love, 6-<S loff,
loufife, 7 looflf, loufe, luffe, Sc. luif, 6 8 loof(e,
6
i J-!'

1>UFF s6 '
1

'
c(* Du - loeven, K. lofer.}

1. ////;-. To bring the head of a ship nearer to
the wind; to steer or sail nearer the wind; to sail
in a specified direction with the head kept close to
the wind. Also with advs., f by, in, off, to, up,
etc. tuffround or alee : see quot. 1769.

T39° {'OwerO//: II. 369 So nyh the weder thei wol love.
IS57 W. U ou rson in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 119 He loffed too
and was able to lie as neere a* he did before. 1578 Bkst

,

Trohshers 2nd Voy. in Hakluyt (1600) 111. 64 Hailing
mountaines of fleeting yee on euery side, we went roomer
for one, and loofed for another. 1579 80 North Plutarch.
Antomns 11595) 999 Hc: wasdriuen also to Ioofe off to haue
more roome. 1591 Ralkiuh Last Fight Rev. (Arb.) 19 The
ships that wervnder his lee luffing vp, also laid him aboarde.
a rooo Montgo.mf.rie Mist, /Wwuxlviii. 143 Come no lauer,
hot luifa lytill we. 1600 Hakluyt 's I 'oy. 1 1 1. 589 The vice-
admirall of the Spaniards, .loofed by and gaue the Concord
the two first great shot. 1687 1). Rashou-h Archipelago
61 1 he .ship . . luffing too near the great island. 1697 Dam-
nkk Voy. 11729) I- 55o We lufft in for the Downs. 1697
Dkviikn sEneid v. 23 Contract your swelling .sails and luff
to Wind. 1706 Piiilmfs (ed. Kersey) s.v., To Loo/ into
a Harbour, is to sail into it close by" the Wind. 1748 An-
sons Voy. 11. i. tiz By means of ihe head»way we had got,
we loofed close in. 1769 Falconkr Diet. Marine (1780),
Luff, the order to put the helm towards the lee-side of
the ship [etc.]. .. Hence, luff round, or luff alee; the excess
of this movement by which it is intended to throw the
ship's head up in the w ind, in order to tack her, £:c. 1806
A. Duncan Nelson 110 He had the satisfaction to luff under
his stern. 1833 Makkyat P. Simple xv, ' Luff now, all you
can, quarter-master ', cried the captain. 1840 R. H. Dana
Bef. Most xxxvi. 136 She luffed at the same moment, and
we just passed one another, a 1895 Ld. Ci.ari.nce Paget
Autobiog. i. (1896) 8 The unfortunate vessel was in a sinking
state,, .she luffed up and grounded on the rocks.

2. trans. To bring the head of (a vessel' nearer
to the wind. Also with up. Also luff the helm
(the call or order to the steer.-man^.
1606 Shaks. Ant. # CI. m. x. 18 She once being looft,

The Noble mine of her Magicke, Anthony, Claps on his
Sea-wing, and .. flyes after her. 1694 Moina'x Rabtlais
iv. xxii. (1737) 95 Lofl", loff, cry'd the Quarter-master, .keep

T the Helm. Loff: it is, answer'd the Steer-her full, loff

man. 1800 Wekms Washington xi. (1810) 137 Washington
. . with a hard»a-lee, luffed up his ship at once to the gale.
1831 Tr elawn eyA dv. Voungcr Son cv, We carefully luffed
her up to the wind.

3. In yacht-racing: To get the windward side of
(an opponent). Abo with away.
1894 Times 23 July 1 1/3 Vigilant at once began to luff

Britannia. 1898 Daily News 22 Sept. 3/2 In four or five

lengths she was alongside and to windward, .^he failed,

however, to luff her antagonist away.

f4. ?To attach {he anchor) to Ihe ship's luff.

1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's Cram. ix. 38 Loofe fast jour
Anchor with your shank-painter.

1 lenceLirfrlng vbl.sb.
;
lufflng-match, a struggle

for * weather berth ' (between racing yachts\
1775 Ash, Suppk, Loofing, the act of bringing to the wind.

1886 Caulfkild Seamanship Notes 2 Luffing .. would he
correct. 1893 IVestm. Gaz. 9 Aug. 4/1 Plenty of luffing

matches took place. 1896 Daily ISieivs 2 July 4/4 Satanita
soon made an attempt for liritannia's weather, but Carter
put his boat sharply up and a determined luffing match
ensued.

Luff, obs. form of Loofj&i Sc., Love.
Luffer, obs. f. Livkk sb.i ; var. Louyeii.

Luffeword, variant of Lofwokd Obs., prai$e.

Luffsum^m, obs. form of Lovesomk.
LufFtenande, obs. form of Lieutenant.
LutTxil, obs. form of LovefCjl.

Lufly {luflichet etc.), obs, form of Lovely.

LUG.

I
Lufray(e, lufre, obs. Sc. forms of Liveby sb.
Lufsom(e, «s(o)um, ohs. forms of Lovesome.
IjUfti e, obs. form of Left and JLift sbA
Luftenand, obs. form of Lieutenant!
Lug (\vg), sbj Now dial. Also 3-6 lugge

,S-9 lugg. [Of obsenre etymology: there is no
clear affinity of sense with Lug v. or Log ^.i]
1. A long stick or pole ; the branch or limb of

a tree. (See also Log sbj 1 d.)
a 1250 Owl * Night. 1609 An evereuch man is widh mewrodh, An me mid stone and lugge threteth. 1447 VattonLhnrchw.Acc. (Somerset Rec. Soc.) 88 It. to lohn Styvormakyng of to baner luggu. iiij 1567 Tunbeky. t.pit.

etc. 26 b, And from the bodies [of pines and oaks} theboughes and loft.e lugges they bea.e. 1609 C. «utieh

inch-board, or of a cleaft Lug of Withie or other wood.
1795 Uillincsmcy Agric. Surz>. Somerset (1797) 88 Coverinc
the same with strong lugs or poles. 1853 Jrnl. R. Agric
i?

C
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l
441
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1

'.
1 Herefordshire the ordinary mode

of gathering the fruit is by sending men to beat the
trees with long slender po es or rods, .. these poles are pro-
vmcially termed 'poking lugs'.

1

2. A measure a. of length : a pole or perch
varying according to local custom; usually of i6J"'
feet, sometimes of 15, 1 8, 20, or 21 feet (? =?redt
htg\\\ quot. 1623 .

tSte-Z Act l Eliz. c. 4 § 11 What Wages every Woorck-man snail take., for ditching .. hy the Rodd, Perche,Lugg, \ard [etc.] 1590 Shessek /•'. Q. „. .x. XI For the
arge leape which Debon did compell Coulin to make,
being eight lugs of grownd. j6io W. Folkingha.m Art 0)-Survey n. iv 52 Sixteen Foote I make a Pearch, Pole, or
Lug. 1623 J,ovlk in Lismore Papers (1886) 11. 73 , I paid

wor!f!/r ,

3 StCr:
n
r {^Fat Ll,S8 of the Play"
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ir.r
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ValL 1681 G LANVIL1. SaddilciS/UUS 1 1.

pole, or perch .
. is of three lengths in this county : t 5l 18and 16A feet. 1858 Si.mmonds Diet. Trade, Lug., in Glou-

cestershire, a land-measure of six yards
b. of surface : a square pole or perch

; + acre by
lug = lug-acre (see 3 .

1602 Bur/ord Reg. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) Varr. Collect \
164 Mowuige of barley for every acre by lugge not above
v". 1727 Lkaolev Fam. Diet., Acre, a Measure of Land
consisting of., an hundred and sixty square Lug or Perch of
Land. 1772 Ann. Reg. ti S He had inclosed with a hedge
about fuur lug of the land. 1794 J. Clark Vie?o A.^ric.
Utrefordsh. 31 One standard is left to each forty-nine square
yards, here called a lugg. 1845 Morn. Chron. 22 Nov. 5 '2,
I have seen a sack [of potatoes] a lug on some land,—that
is 160 sacks per acre. 1885 Berksh. Vicar in Standard
17 Aug. 2 '2 Allotments of twenty luggs each (i.e. one-efchth
of an acre. 1

.

3. attrib. and Comb. : f lug-acre, an acre based
on that value of the pole or perch to which the
name lug was locally applied; f lug-fall, the
length ot a lug; a pole or perch.
1635 Bur/ord Reg. (Hist. MSS. Comm.") Varr. Collect. 1,

169 Wages..
.
lor reaping and binding of wheat e.. for every

lugg aker not above ij\ vjd. ,863 J. Scott Com. Bench
Aepts. All. 91 (Somerset Law Case.] The right to enter
. - upon a part or strip, to wit, a *lug fall [margin, A perch]
of the said close.

Lug Og), sb* Chiefly Sc. and north. Also
(6 Sc. louge), 6-7 lugg(e. [Of obscure etymology.
As a synonym of ear, it first appears early in the 16th c,

and in colloquial Sc. use has entirely superseded the older

j

word. Presumably this application is a transferred use of
I

a word that existed earlier with some other meaning. It
I

>s possible that the sense 1
ear- flap of a cap \ which is the

earliest represented in our quots., may really be prior to
' the sense 'ear'; for similar transferences of words from
j

Parts of clothing to the parts of the body covered, cf. breech,
crmun, sole. If so, the word may perh. be of Scandinavian
origin, with a general sense of 'something that can be pulled
or laid hold of, specialized differently in Sw. lup-g forelock

.
with which cf. ling. dial. (Sheffield, North Derb.,etc.) 'to
pull (somebody's) lugs', meaning not as in Scotland, the
eais, but the hair. (See Lug 7-.']

1. One of the flaps or lappets of a cap or bonnet,
1 covering the ears.

1495 Ld. Trcas. Acc. Scott. (1877) I. 225 Item, fra Henry
Cant, ij cappis wyth higgis; price xxxvjs. 1549 Compt.
Scot. vi. 43 Kuyrie scheiphird hed ane home spune in the
lug of there bonet. 1737 Ka.msay Sc. Prov. (i 797 ) 35 He
has a bee in his bannet lug. 1832 Goluie Poems 115
(L.D.D.) Cock yer bonnet hie, An' frae its lug let tartans flee.

2. =Eak sb.l I and 3.
In Sc. tlic only word in use, ear being obs. exc. in com-

bination. Eng. writers of 16-1 7th c. use lug as a slang or
jocular synonym (see quots. 1592 and 1625, and cf. b).
1507 Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1844) F. 437 That na crafts-

men by hidis bot as the law requires, that is to say, the
Iouge and the home elik lang. 1515 Edin. Couttc. Rec. in
A. Laing Liudores Abbey xxii. (1876) 297 To be scurgeit to
the gallows and thair his lug takkit to the beame. 1549
Compl. Scot. vi. 64 Kyng midas gat tua asse luggis on his
hede be cause of his auereis. 1581 Satir. Poems Reform.
xliv. 109 Sathan in aour knauish luggis bleu. 1592 Gkeene
Conny-catching Wks. (Grosart) XI. 62 Then the gentle-
woman let loose his eares, and let slip his head, and away
went he home with his bloody lugges. 162s Ii. Jonsov
Staple Neil's v. i, A fine round head when those two lugs
are off To trundte through a pillory. 1659 Shikley Content.
Aja~x <$- Ulysses i, If you have a mind to lose one of your
lugs, ..Talk on. 1721 Ramsay Lucky Spcnce xiii, I

Roun'd in his lug, that there was a Poor country Kate.
1786 Burns Scotch Drink 4 Let other Poets, .grate our lug.
1824 Scott Redganntlct let. xit, Dinna blaw in folk s lugs
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LUG.

that gate. 1893 Stevenson Catriona 52, I heard the balls

whistle in our lugs.

fb. In other than Sc. use, sometimes taken in

specialized meanings : (a) the lobe of Ihe ear

;

(b) a large ugly ear. Obs.

i6o« 2nd Pt. Returnfr. Pamass. v. iv. 2232 Like a great

swine by his long leane eard lugges. 161 1 Cotgr., Lc mol
de torcille, the lug or list of th' eare. 1650 Bulweb /Ik-

thropovut. viii. (1653) 158 The prominency of our Eares

serve also for a defence (etc.] . . all which commodities our

mickle-wise Mothers defraud us of by their nice dislike of

Lugs, and as they call them in reproach, Prickeares, 1706

Phillips (ed. Kersey), Lug, the tip of tbc Ear. 1764

O'Hara Midas 60 Dare you think your clumsey lugs

{printed lungs] so proper to decide, as The delicate ears

of Justice Midas?

C. In phrases similar to those s. v. Ear sb.1

Also, fig. to get 0 tie's lug in one's /oof, to be

severely taken to task
;
by the lug and the horn,

by main force ; to hang by the lug of to keep a firm

hold of.

ct 165* Brome Mad Couple 111. i. Wks. 1873 I. 47 You ..

were found by my servants at Luggs with your brace of

Corps bearers, a 1693 M . Bruce Good Ntzos in Evil T.

(1708) 54 Since the Cause is put in his Hand, ye have ay

good Reason to hing by the Lug of it. 1744 Adam Smith

in Life W. Cullen (1832) I. 481, I shall get my lug in my
lufe, as we say, for what I have written. 1770 Bp. Forbes
jfrnts. (1886) 300 The poor Brutes.. cock'd their Lugs when
they came in sight of Maryburgh. 1828 Moir Mamie
Wauch xx. 291 We carried them by the lug and the horn

before a justice of peace. 1883 Thomson Leddy May 109

(E. D. D.) Up in debt owre the Tugs, he is happy for a'.

3. An object resembling the external ear.

a. The handle of a pitcher, etc. Also techn.

in various uses, denoting an appendage by which

an object may be lifted or suspended ; cf. Ear sb. 1

8, 8 b, 13.

1624 Invent, in Archxologia XLVIII. 151 One copper

pan with 2 lugges. a 1693 Grquharfs Rabelais \i\. xlv,

Instructors of Children shake the heads of their Disciples, as

one would do a Pot in holding it by the Lugs. 1794W. Feltos
Carriages (1801) II. Suppl. 51 Sewing on one old Jug or

flap. .0. o. 6. 1819 Scorr Leg. Montrose iv, The lady's auld

posset dish, that wants the cover and one o* the lugs. 1862

Macm. Mag. Oct. 510 That, when they 'pree'or examine a

.corner or lug of their nets, tbey may find it glitter with the
'

silvery she^uof the fish. 1867 Smyth Sail0r's Wordbk., Lugs,

the ears of a bomb-shell, to which the hooks are applied in

lifting it 1871 Owen Mod. Artitt. 98 There are three

natures of mortar shells . . the two higher natures have either

lugs or lewis holes. 1881 Wiiiteiie \oHops 69 A lug or ear

is left on each side of the mouth of the pocket. 1895 Month
Sept. 53 Its (the haddock's] head had been cut off, and il

hung by the lug. or ear.

b. - Ear sb. 1 9.

1833 Hoi.lano Manuf. Metal II. 215 In the centre of

this lulcrum are two projecting lugs, one on each side. 1855

Hopkins Organ ii. 16 The fork-bhaped piece of wood that

projects from the hanging end of the feeder (in the blowing-

action], called the lug. 1875 Carpentry <y Join. 33 A neat iron

tank, with lugs to allow of its being screwed to a bench.

1881 Greener Gun 262 The lug-* of the barrels, .should be

oiled occasionally. 1882 Nares Seamanship (ed. 6) 39 Top-

gallant yards are. .fitted with an iron band and lug round
the centre of the yard. 1897 Encycl. Sport I. 271/2 The
[bicycle] Frame is made of steel tubes, inserted at their

points of junction into hollow stampings or castings of metal,

known as ' lugs '.

c. The side-wall (of a fire-place or other recess);

a (chimney) corner.

1784 Burns Ep. to Davie i, Frosty winds blaw.. Ben to the

chimla lug. 1843 J* Ballantine Gaberlunzie's Wallet xii.

276 He likit the lug o' the kitchen fire best

4. Tobacco trade (see quots.).

1859 Bartlett Diet. Atner. 1888 Paton & D.ttmar in

Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 424/2 The leaves (of tobacco] are ..

sorted into qualities, such as ' lugs', or lower leaves, * firsts'

and 'seconds*. 1896 P. A. Bruce Econ. Hist. Virginia I.

442 The lowest grade was known as lugs as early as 1686.

5. altfib. and Comb., as (sense 1) lug-cap ;
(sense,

2) lug-drum, -trumpet
;

(sense 3) lug-end, -knee
;

lug-bab Sc., an ear-drop (cf. Bob sb. 1
3) ;

lug-

bolt, a cylindrical bolt, to which is welded a flat

iron bar {Cent. Diet.) ; lug-chair, an easy-chair

with side-pieces for the head ; lug-haul v., to pull

by the ears ; lug-knot, a knot of ribbons worn at

the ear ;
lug-mark, sb. and v. = Eah-mark.

1725 Cock-laird in Orpheus Caledonitts, Craig-claiths, and
*lug-babs, And rings twa or^ three. 1898 Westtn. Gaz. 4 Mar.
3/1 The black skull cap of silk or cotton, the common *lug«

cap (etc.]. 1901 N. Musro in Blackw. Map. Mar. 347/*
Humped in his *lug-chair, he would forget his duty. 1865
Young Pict. i69(E.D.D.) The whtstlin' and the skirlin'..

Rings through ane's *lug-drum like a bullet. 1894 Bottone
Eleetr. Instr. Making ied. 6) App. 228^ These plates must
be perforated all over. , to within about J in. of the top, or *lug»

end. 1829 Hogg Sluph. Cat. I. vii. 201 Speak plain out,

else I'll have thee *lug-hauled, thou dwarf 1 1874 Thearle
Naval Archit. 39 Plate XVI. and fig. 7, show the kind
known as *lug knees, the lugs being forged to the knee.

17.. Muirland Willie xii. in Ramsay Tca-t. Misc. (1788) I.

9 Our bride's maidens were na few, WP tap-knots, •lug-

knots, a' in blew. 1685 M. Shields Faithf. Contend. (1780)

181 I imprisoning,.. *lugg*marking, banishing, and killing.

1802 C. Findlater Agrie. Sunt. Peebles 191 They
I
lambs]

receive, .marks cut into the ear with a knife, designed lug

mark. 189* Newcastle DailyJml. 28 Mar. 5/6 A North-
umberland farmer.. in identifying a heifer in dispute, stated

tbat he lug-marked it. 1893 Crockett Stickit Minister
etc 68 Every sentence has got the ' Gallowa' lug-mark '

plain on it. 1830 J. Wilson Noel. Ambr. (1864) 1 II. 54 Gin
he uses a *lug-lrumpcl.

492

+ Lug, sb$ Obs. [Cf. Lcg v. (sense 3) and sbJ ;

also LG. lug, Du. log, slow, heavy, and Log sb.1]

Something heavy and clumsy ; in qnot. applied to

a massive bow.
1545 Asenam Toxoph. 1. (Arb.) 28 The other Ibowe] is a

lugge slowe of cast, folowing the string, more sure for to

last, then pleasaunt for to yse. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus,
Vastus arcus, a lugge, or mighty bigge bowe.

lug (tag), sb* Also 7 lugg, 7, 9 log. [Cf.

prec. ; also Lurg.] A large marine worm
1

{Arenicota marina) which burrows in the sands

of our coasts and is much used for bait. Also
Comb., as lug-worm

;
lug-fork (see quot. 1883).

1602 Carew Cornwall 34 b, The Lugg is a worme re-

sembling the Tag-wormc or Angle-touch, and lying in the

ose somewhat deepe, from whence the women digge them
vp, and sell them to the Fishermen. 1793 Statist. Acc.
Stot. V. 277 All the above [fish], .are taken with lines baited

with mussels and lug. 1802 B:kgley Attim. Biog. (18x3)

! III. 409 Lug-worms are marine animals. 1859 Atkinson
• Walks $ Talks (1892) 315 A sufficient supply of 'log', or

the worms found in the sea-sand. 1883 Fisheries E.xhib.

Catal. 13 Lug Fork . . used . . for digging large Lugworms.

tliUg, sb.o Obs. [Of obscure origin.

The mod. Cornwall dialect has' Lugg, the undergrowth ot

weed in a field of corn ', but the identity of the word is

j

doubtful.]

^Flag sb. 1 1.

1538 Turner Libellus, Lug, acoruvt. 1859 W. K. Clay
Waterbeach 21 Lugs (flags).. made a coarse kind of hay for

foddering their cattle in the winter.

Lug (tag\ sb.z Short for Lug-sail. Also Comb.,

as lug-rigged adj.
;
lug- boat (see quot. 1S67).

1830 Marryat Ring's Own xiii, Up wiih the lugs. 1859
All Year Round No. 33. 148 My eye lights. .on certain

lug-rigged boats bobbing along the waves. These are fibh*

ing-boats. i860 Nakes Seamanship 100 Sling a dipping

lug \ from the foremost yard arm; standing lug k. 1867

Smyth Sailm's Wonl-bk., Lug-boat, the fine Deal boats

which brave the severest weather ; they are rigged as luggers,

and dip the yard-; in tacking. 1884 H. Coi.LtNGWOon Under
Meteor Flag q She was jogging easily along under her fore

t
and mizzen lugs and a small jib.

Lug (l#g), sb.7 [f. Lug 7'.] The action of lug-

ging; a rough pull ; b. concr\U. S.) seequot. 1 828.

a 1616 Beaum. & Fl. Nice Valour til. ii, All but a lugg
byth'eare. 1687 Miege Fr. Diet., To give one a lug, tirer

VOreille a queenn tout d itn coup. 1708 Brit. Apollo No.
I 34. 3/2 I'll soundly lug his ears. . .The Lug might more be

fear'd by you. 1828 Webster, Lug, .. .something heavy to

be drawn or carried. (Vulgar.) 1897 Webster, Lug, the act

of lugging; as a hard lug; that which is lugged; as, the

I

pack is a heavy lug. ^Coiloq.)

Lug {\vg), v. Also 4 logge, 4-S lugg(e. [Prob.

of Scandinavian origin ; cf.' Sw. lugga lo pull a

person's hair, f. lugg forelock, also nap of clolh.

Normally an ON. *lugg might be cogn. w. a vb. *lpggva\—
1
OTeut. *lauwau, represented only by MDu. lauu en, gelau-
wen to snatch at, seize.]

1. trans. To pull, give a pull lo, to pull by (the

ear, bair, etc.) ; lo lease, worry, bait (a bear, bull,

]

etc.). Obs. cxc. dial.

In South Yorkshire and the adjacent counties the most

I

common use is in the sense * to pull the hair of (a person) '.

1390 Gowek Con/. III. 149 Be the chyn and be the cheke

j

Sche luggeth him riht as hir liste. 1399 Langl. Rich.

\

Redcles 11. 173 This lorell that ladde tins loby awey.. was
I ffelliche ylau^te and luggid flful ylle. 1533 J. Hevwood
Pardoner Friar ( 1 830) 1> iij, Leue thy railynge ..Or by I ys

Ishlugthebythesweteeare*. 1621-23 Miuiileton& Rowley
Changeling 11. i. 81 Like a common Garden-bull, I do but take

breath to be lugg'd again. 1647 Trapp Comm. Matt. x. 6
These also \se. swine] when lugged .. will hie to their

home. 1678 R. L'Estkange Seneca's Mor. (1702) 242 He
I was Lugg d and Tumbled by the Rabble. 1682 Otway

Venice Pres. lit. i. Wks. 1727 II. 298 I'll have my Footmen
I

lug you, you Cur. 1693 Dkyoen Persius Sat. i. 277 To
see a Strumpet tear A Cynick's Beard, and lug him by the

Hair. ^1720 Pope Let. to Earl Bttrliugton Wks. 1737 VI.

20 Mr. Ltntott lugg'd the reins, stopt short, and broke out,
4 Well Sir, how far have you gone ? '

177s Francis Lett.

(tooi) I. 231 Some with Pincers pulling out their own
Beards, and Lugging their Ears. 1805 W. Taylor in Ann.
Rev. III. 64 Tbe dog.. still fawns on the master who is

lugging his ears. 1833 Marryat P. Simple xxviii, So say-

ing, he lugged me by the ear, upon which I knocked him
down for his trouble.

2. intr. To pull, tug. Of a horse: To press

heavily on (the bit or reins).

a 1375 Lay Folks Mass Bk. App. iv. 350 Wip his teth a-

non He logged pat al in synder gon lasch. a 1550 Christis

KirkeGr. vii, Lord, than how they luggit ! 1598 Hakluyfs
I

* Vy- (>599) L 601 This huge and monstrous galliasse, where-
'

in were contained three hundred slaues to lug at the oares.

1876 Browning Pacchiarotto xxi, A whip awaits shirkers

1 and shufflers Who slacken thetr pace, sick of lugging At
what don't advance for their tugging. 1894 Crocker hduc.

j

Horse 57 A colt thoroughly bitted with this bridle will never
' lug on the reins. Ibid. 133 A horse that lugs on the bit.

j
f b. To take a pull at (liquor, the breast). Also

' trans. To pull at (the breast). Obs.

1577 Harrison England II. xviii. (1877) I. 295 How our
malt bugs lug at this liquor, a 1591 H. Smith Sernt. (1622)

467 When we have lugged the brest almost drie. 1615
Crookk Body ofMan 969 That he might cease to be trouble-

some to his mother, and not lie alwaies lugging at her brests.

1617 J. Moore Twofold Cord ConsolaL 11.43 ^ hc brests of

the world, (which we alwayes would be lugging).

c. To move about, along, heavily and slowly;

lo drag, rare, now pnly techn.

In South Yorkshire, etc. a comb is said to Mug* when it

I
meets with resistance in passing through the hair.

LUGGAGE.
13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 443 As pat lyflande lome [sc. the

Ark] luged aboute. 1690 Dryden Don Sebastian iv. i, My
flagging Soul flyes under her own pitch, Like Fowl in air

too damp, and lugs along, As if she were a body in a body.
184 1 Sayagk Diet. Printing 446 When balls stick together
in distributing they are said to lug. 1888 Jacobi Printers*
Vocab. 78 When rollers are tacky or stick together they arc
said to lug.

3. tram. To pull along with violent effort ; to

drag, tug (something heavy). Also with advs. (cf. 5).

f To lugforth , absol. (nonce-use) = to lug out (5 b).

c 1400 Destr. Troy no29l>e Mirmydous,.-Lepyn to pere
lord, lugget hym away. Ibid. 12323 The lady pat the lede
lugget of pc toure. 1565 Cooper Tlusaurus s.v. Ca:num,
Ineluetabile ccenum, out of whiche one can not lugge his

legges. 1577 Hanmer Anc. Eccl. Hist. (1619) 114 They
lugged me foorth and carried me away. 1682 Dryden Fpil.

to King % Queen 31 Think on your souls; but by your lug-

ging forth, It seems you know how little they are worth.
1684 Earl Roscommon Ess. Trausl. Verse (1709) 180 There
Sweat, there Strain, there lug the laborious Oar. 1719 Dii
Foe Crusoe l. xiii, I lugged this Money home to my Cave,
and laid it up, 1728 Morgan Algiers 1 1. iv. 291 The Turkish
Admiral . .caused his Janizaries. . to lug along all the heavy
Artillery, in Slings, on their Shoulders. 1782 Charl. A.
Burney Jrnl. 15 Jan. in Mad. D'Arblay's Early Diary,
Mr. Seward came up. .lugging a chair into the middle of the

room for me. 1835 W. I rving Tour Prairies 332 She lugged
from the fire a huge iron pot. 1898 A. Balfour To Amis
viii. 90, I was lugged headlong up a steep stair.

b. colloq. with a hyperbolical suggestion df

ponderousness in the object.

1652 Ojlpepi'ER Eng. Physic. 260 It is.. more convenient
..than to lug a Galli-pot along with hiin. 17x7 Pope Let.
to Lady M. IV. Montagu Oct in M. W. M.'s Lett. (1887)
I. 306 Allow me.. to lug an old busto behind you, and I

shall be proud beyond expression. 1747 H. Walpole Lett.

II. Mann (1834) II. 196 'i he Countess used to lug a half-

length picture ..behind her postchaise. 1871 L. Stephen
Flaygr. Eur. i. (1894)8 Boswell.. succeeded in lugging him
I Johnson] into the wilds of the Highlands. 1874 Helps Soc.

Press, vii. 91 And how can you expect that a man who is

being lugged forward [etcl- '896 Newnham-Davis Three
Men etc. 14 His wife lugged it [a marble god] down here wiih
her yesterday.

4. fig. To introduce in a forced manner, or irrele-

vantly ; = Drag v. 2.

1721 Amherst Terrat Fit. (1754) App. 320 There is scarcely

an enormity in the university, which you have not luggd-

in. 1774 Mao. D'Arblay Let. to Mr. Crisp Apr. in Early
Diary, In Raphael's School of Athens.. I like his picture

of ihe. Dwarf, which for fun and spite he lugg'd by head
and shoulders into that fine composition. 1901 Scotsman
1 Mar. 5/3 Counsel for the other side had lugged in every
thing he could to prejudice the case.

5. Lug out. a. trans. See prec. senses and out.

C1400 Destr. Troy 6663 Weghis of his aune Luggit hym
out to pe laund. 1722 De Foe Col. Jack (1840) 12 The
major lugged out the goods. 1840 Thackeray Catherine
vi, Mr. Brock lugged out five guineas. 1840 — Paris
Sk.-bk. (1869) 178 The little fellow was obliged to lug out
his sword. 1889 J. K. Jerome Three Men in Boat 23 You
land and lug out the tent.

fig- "755 Barnaby Bright's New Jrnl. 3, I thought of

. lugging out my florid style, which I keep by me for Holi-

days. 1891 Speaker 2 May 532/2 The Quarterly reviewer

al;>o lugs out again that
1 very ancient and fish-like ' fallacy

which distinguishes between duties and rights.

b. absol. or intr. To draw one's sword ; to pull

out money or a purse. Now only arch, f AlsoJ^-.,

To launch out in talk.

1684 Dryden Prol. to
4 Disappointment ' 62 They cater-

waul,.. Call sons of whores, ana strike, but ne'er lug out.

1700 Step to the Bath (ed. 2) 4 They callVl for a Bill,

which was presently brought; out I lugg'd, and was going
to Discharge, but lelc]. S748 Smollett Rod. Rand. (1760)

1. iv. 17 My poor uncle .. was obliged to lug out in his

own defence. 1787 Minor iv. v. 214, I Jugged out in the

most feeling manner on my sad situation. 1826 Scott
H vodst. xxv, I'ut up both of you, or I shall lug out as

thirdsman. 1854 W. Collins Hide $ Seek I. ix. 287 If

the patrons of art don't lug out handsomely Jo get . . that

picture — . 1889 Doyle Mieah Clark 75, I . . might have had
more, had that young fool not lugged out at me.

f 6. intr. ?To draw swords (=*/ug<mt, 5 b); or

?Io tussle. Obs.

1605 15/ Pt. lcronimo in. ti. 121 Lug with him, boy;
honors in bloud best swim.
Lug, obs. Sc. form of Lodge sb.

Lugage, obs. form of Luggage.
Lng-aleaf. Cornish dial. ? Obs. « littll.L j/>.1

1686 Ray Willovghby's Hists Pisc. iv. Hi. 95 Rhombus non
aatlcatus squamosus. .. Lug-aleaf Cornttbtensibus. a 1705— Syn. Pise. (1713) 31 The Pearl Londinensibus, Cornu-
biensibus Lug-aleaf. ' 1740 R. Brookes Art Angling 116

Of the Pearl or Lug-Aleaf.

XYugdor(ret variant of Lockdor Obs.
f
woodlousc.

14. . Voc. in Pronif. Parv. 311 note, Multipes, lugdorre.

Luge, obs. Sc. form of Lodge sb. and v.

Luge, i)ng, obs. form of Lodging vbl. sb.

Lugent (I'w'd^ent a. rare* 0
, [ad. L. lugeut-

cm, pr. pple, f. lugere to mourn.] a. Weeping,
b. (Sec quot. 1S89.)

1656 in Blount Glotsogr. 1889 Syd. Soc. Leu:, Lugent,
weeping. Applied to plants with drooping branches.

Luggage (Lvgeds). Also 7 loggago, lug-

gadge, -edge, lugage. [f. Lug v. + -age.]

1. f In early use : What has lo be lugged about

;

inconveniently heavy baggage {obs.}. Also, the

baggage of an army. Now, in Great Britain, the

ordinary word for: The baggage belonging to a

lravcllcr or passenger, esp. by a public conveyance.

V
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1596 Nashe Saffron Walden F 1 b, 1 hearing the fellow so '

forlorne and out of comfort with his luggage, gaue him his

Charons Naulutu or ferry three half pence, & so dismist I

htm to go to the place from whence he came. 1596 Shaks.
1 lien. IV, v. iv. 160 Come bring your luggage Nobly on
your hacke. 1609 Arm in Two Maids More-clacke A 2

\Stage-direct.] Enter two watermen with luggedge. 1615
Ukdwell Moham. Imp. it. § 90 Tbe pilgrimes do stay, and
dispose of their, .luggage where they meane to rest them-
selues. 1631 in Crt. *f Times Chas. I (1848) II. 127 The
residue .. taken prisoners, with all their*, luggage. 1665

Glanvill/V/C / ain Dogm. p. xii, If the Luggage be prized

equally with the Jewels, none will be cast out, till all be lost

and shipwrack't. 17*6 Swift Gulliver̂ 11. ii, We had no
other Company but a Boy of the House* who rode after us

with the Luggage. 1827 R. Nesbit in Mem. (1858) ii. 47,

1 got all my heavy luggage on board. 1851 Gallenga
Italy 489 Heavy losses of cannon, ammunition, and luggage.

190* Blackiv. Mag. Oct. 464/1 The ladder-cart is loaded

with luggage.

b. Jig. and in figurative contexts.

161a Donne Progr. of Soul, Harbinger 9 No soule—
whiles with the luggage of this clay It clogged is—can follow

thee halfe way. 1687 Dryuen Hind «y /*. tn. 1033 A lively

faith will bear aloft the mind And leave the luggage ofgood
works behind. 1776 G. Campbell Fhilos. Rhet. {1801) 1 1.

356 The luggage of particles such as pronouns, prepositions

and auxiliary verbs clogs the expression. 1820 Lamb Eiia
Ser. 1. Two Races Men, Getting rid of the cumbersome
luggage of riches. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. lx;i. IV.

224 The continued visit of that familiar sorrow which had
lately come back, bringing abundant luggage.

+ C. Goods in general. Obs. rare -1 .

16*4 Capt. Smith Virginia 54 Powhatan .. presented him
with twentie Turkies. .. Now..he presented Captaine Smith
with the like luggage.

2. fa. With a. An encumbrance (obs,). h. pi.

nonce-use = Impedimenta.
1614 Raleigh Hist. World in. (1634I 52 Those uncountable

multitudes .. are .. rather a luggage than an aide.^ 1629
Shirley Wedding \. ii, My mis-fortune made mee thinke..
My very soule a luggage. 1693 Lister in Phil. Trans.
XVI I. 643 Why should the Shell it self be brought, an use-

less Luggage so far. 1864 Carlvle Frcdk. Gt. IV. 8 His
whole army with its luggages.

f3. The quality or condition of having to be
lugged ; heavy weight. Obs.
1667 Observ. Burning Lond. in Select. Hart. Misc. (1793)

445 Four commodities, which, for thetr luggage and cumber-
someness, could not be rescued from the jaws of that un-
merciful element, that is, wine, tobacco, spices, and books.

4. allrid. and Comb., as luggage-boal
' ,
-bootj car-

rier, -label, -porter, -ticket, train, -van.
1720 Dk Foe Capt. Singleton xit. (1840) 206 I le sent him . .,

in a great * luggage-boat, a cow. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rez:
111. iv. ii, A leathern Diligence, with its post•basis ami
*Iuggage-boots fete.]. 1760-72 H. Brooke Fool ofQual.
(1809) 111. 64 The burden of the vluggage-carriers was.,
lightened. 1901 Daily Chron. 2 Oct. 9/3 Joseph Durfcch,
*luggage porter at the Walshigham House Hotel. 1898
II. S. Merri.man Rodctis Corner xxiii. 231 Give your *hi.n-

j;age ticket to the hotel porter. 1853 Mechanics* Mag.
LV1I1. 394 To indicate, .the class of the train that had last

passed, whether ordinary, express, or *luggage. 1876 G10.
Eliot Dan. Dcr. xxxv. TIL 23 Like the sprite of ill-luck

you . .see grinning at you from the top of your *luggage-van.

Hence Lu'g'gaged ///. a., loaded with luggage

;

f Lu'g-g-ag-ing-
vbl. sb., carrying luggage.

1691 J. Wilson Bciphegor in. i, My Hack's almost broke
with Luggaging. a 1847 Eliza Cook Rhymes by Roadside
i, We're losing fast the luggaged roof, The whistling guard
and ringing hoof.

Luggageless (hrg&dglfe), a. [f. Luggage +
-less.J W ithout luggage.
1855 Chamb. Jrnt. 111. 177, I was taking a short, harm-

less, luggageless journey. 1887 Bicycling News 27 Aug.
327/1 He arrived at the Royal Oak luggageless.

Luggar (\vgdx). Also lugger, luggur. [Hindi
laggard] ^Jugger (properly, the female bird).

1893 Newton Diet. Birds 522 Luggar, the Falcojuggur
of ornithology.

t Lu'ggard. Obs. [f. Jag v. + -aud.] One
who moves heavily; a sluggard. (Cf. LAggaiid.)
a 15*9 Skklton Dylies Solacyons 26 F>ehold, thou lyeste,

lusjgard, alone ! 1847 in Halliwell.
Lugge, obs. form of Lug.

Lugged (l»gd\ ///. a 1 [f. Lug v. + -j:i>L]

Pulled by the ears. Of a bear : Baited.
1596 Shaks. 1 ilea. /V, 1. ii. 84, 1 am as Melancholly as a

Gyb-Cat, or a lugg'd Eeare. 1598 Bp. Hall Sat. iv. i. 72
His ears hang laving, like a new-fug'd swine. 1605.S1UKS.
Lear iv. ii. 42 (1st Qo. 1608), A gracious aged man, Whose
reuerence euen the head-lugd be'are would lick. 1654 G.w-
ton Pleas. Notes 11. v. 52 You know how pitifully a lugg'd
sow looks. 1851 Mrs. Marsh Ravcuscliffe II. i. 10 He
was. .as surly as a lugged bear.

Lugged,///, a* Obs. exc dial. Also 5 lwgyt,
6 lugde, lowglt, 6

t 9 lug'd, luggit, 8 lugget.
[f. Lug sb.* + -ed

*2
,] Having ' lugs ' or ears.

1489 Ld. Treas. Ace. Scott. (1877) I. 146 Item, the xxij da
of Kabruar, for a lwgyt cap and a bonat to the king, price
xxxjs. 153$ Aberd. Reg. XV. 674 (Jam.), vj lowgit dischis
of pewtyr. 1594-5 Inventory in Archxologia XLVII1. 332
Item ij copper lugde pannes ij*. \jd. 1598 Marston «SV/>.

I'illaniem.x. Ujh, The long fooles coate, the huge slop,

the lugg'd boot Krom mimick Piso, all doe claime their

roote. 1718 Ramsav Christ's KirkGr. in. xxi, Hutchon
with a three-lugged cap. a 1779 D. Graham Writings (1SS3)

1L 142 Ye see the hens turns ay red lugget or they begin
to lay. 1786 Burns Scotch Drink x, O rare ! to see thee
lizz an* freath V lb' loggct caup ! 1834 H. Miller Scenes
Leg. xix. (1857) 281 Send one ofyour companions for your '

lugged water-sloup.
.

Luggee (l»g'"*)* nonce--vd. [f. Lug v. + -EE.]

One who is lugged or pulled.

1830 Grkville Mem. Geo. IV (1875} !• *x - 35° The luggee
holds by this tackle, and the guide goes before him.

Luggen, obs. form of Lie vA
Luggenis, obs. Sc. pi. of Lodging vbl, sb.

Lugger Jtf gaj , sb. 1 [f. Lug v. + -EH 1
.] One

who lugs
;
spec, an oarsman who depends on mere

strength.
1611 Cotgr., Tirenr, a drawer, puller, .. lugger, lugger.

1881 Daily News 14 Feb. 5/5 His Australian competitor,
though by no means such a mere 'lugger ' as his country-
man Trtckett, trusts much less to. .mechanical finish.

Lugger (lzrgai), sb.- [perh. f. lug in Luu-
sail; T>ut cf. Bin logger, perh. f. ft] Du. toggcu,

luggen to fish with a drag-net.] (See quot. 1067.)
1795 //;/// Advertiser 25 July 2/4. 1809 J. Adams Wks.

(1854) LX. 317 In a general impre^ment. .it cost the nation,

in cutters, luggers, press-gangs, ..a hundred pounds for

every man they obtained. 1817 W. Irvim; in Life $ Lett.

(1864) 1. 385 He. .is as slow getting underway, as a Dutch
lugger. 1837 Makkvat Dog-fiend xnx, The lugger pulled

eighteen oars, was clinker built, and \ery swift. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word~bk., Lugger, a small vessel with..fuur-
cornered cut sails, set fore and aft, and [sic] may have two
or three masts. 1884 Pal L'/ntaic 217, 1 am captain of the

lugger you see yonder.

6. altrib. apfosilivc
}
and Comb.

1801 Nelson in A. Duncan Life (1806) 194 Mats (lugger-

rigged). 1819 J. H. Vaix Mem. 1. 70 A beautiful French
lugger privateer, of fourteen guns.

tlrtl'gger, v. Obs. [f. Li e; v. + -Eli f\] trans.

a. To drag or cany about, b. To tease.

1654 FlecKNOE Ten l'ears Trav. 78 Apes which had
young, with 2 or 3 claspt about their neck, .. which they
went thus luggering, till (etc.]. 1679 Crown is Ambit.
Statesman nt. 32 When e're 1 see Authority Lugger a heavy
fool upon her snolders Before me. 1782 Eliz. iJi.owfk Geo.
Bateman 11. 174 The child don't like to lugger folks.

lYuggerheaded, obs. form of Lo<;i;krhk.\i»eii.

Luggie Jtf'gi^. -Sif. [f. Lt.'G sb.'1 + -11;.] A small

wooden vessel with a Mug ' or handle.

1725 Ramsay Gentle Shcph. in. ii, Beech luggie*. mingle,

On skelfs forgainst the door. 1785 Bukns tlatlovcn \x.\ii,

In order on the clean hearth-stane, The Iuggics three are

ranged. 1876 C. Giuiion A*. Gray x.\.\vii, Two strapping

lassies. . preparing the luggies . . for the evening's milk. 1901

R. Andkksox Hist. Kilsyth iv. 30 There weie 4
luggies' in

the morning filled with porridge.

Lugging (1fgiq\ vbl. sb. [f. hvc, v. + -ixc 1.]

The action of the vb. I.n;.

'{a 1500 Chester Ft. v ii. 212 On this loyne thou may have
good lugging. 1523 Skklton Garl. Laurel 1309 With
myghty higgyng. .He pluckid the bull By ihe hornid scull.

1614 Markham Cheap. 1/nsb. v. xiii. (1668,1 105 The lugging

of Swine with 1 'ogs.

Lugging (Ip'g'nj, U* ^ A ii V- + "1>'C ]

'l'hat moves slowly and heavily. (Cf. \A'(i 7\ 2 c.

1816 W. Tavlor in Monthly Mag. XL1. 5.7 i he lugging
baggage-waggons oxen drag.

Luggis, obs. Sc. pi. of LoixiK sb.

tLu ggisll,,a. Obs. [?f. \sVti v. + -isll.l ? Miserly.

1684-5 w'ooo Life 1 Jan., Verie rich, having been alwaies

ufa covetuous and luggish disposition.

Lugin, obs. form of LoutilNC vbl. sb.

tLu'giuar. Sc. Obs. [{. lugin LmxiiNG vbl.

sb. + -ah, -Kit L] One who lets lodging*.

1503 Sc. Acts Jas. IV (1814) 11. 243 1 All prowe>t i<:

bal^eis avis w l par luginaris & hostillari-> Win bar bondi*

anent he lugin.

Luging, obs. form of Lodging vbl. sb.

Lugis, obs. pi. of Loduk sb.

Lugit, obs. Sc. pa. t. and pa. pplc. of Loih;k v.

t Lug-loaf. a. (?oi j/0 Obs. [f. Lug 7'.]

1606 Jf ily Beguiled (1623) K 4 b, Slice had little reason to

take a CuTlian lug-loafe, milke sop slaue When she may
haue a Lawyer.

Lugre, obs. form of Liglke.

Lu'g-sail. [I'ormation uncertain : perh. f.

1 ,ug v. orLug sb.'1] A fonr-cornerecl sail, bent upon

a yard which is siting at about one-third or one-

fourth of its length from one end, anil so hangs

obliquely. Also nttrib.

1677 Lond. Gao. Xo. 1 194/4 She is open in the Midships,

and sails with a Lugsail, and one Topsail. 1769 Falconkr
Diet. Marine (1789), Voile de Fortune, the square or lug

sail of a galley or tartane. 1799 Saved Chron. T. 2T4

A lug-sail boat from Calais. 1892 SJfvhnsom Across the

Plains 212 The boats with their reefed lugsail* scudding for

ihe harbour mouth.

t Lugubre, 06s. [a. F. Ingnbre, ad. L. lugn-

bris, f. lugcre to mourn.] Lugubrious.

1737 Lady M. \V. Montagu Let. toC'tess Mar July, You
see my philosophy is not .so lugubre as yoors.

Lugubriosity (l^i/zbrip'siti). rare. [f. L.

Ingubri-s + -osixv.] M ournfulness.

1840 TaWs Mag. VIL 259 Our Chuich niu^ic is., cha-

racterized by a long-drawn funereal lugubriosity. 1846

Worcester cites Q. Rei*.

Lugubrious (Iwgi/rbrias), a. [f. as prcc. +
-ous.] Characterized by, expressing or causing

mourning; doleful, mournful, sorrowful.

1601 Dent Pathw. Heaven (1831) 305 The sea shall roar
,

and make a noise in most doleful and lugubrious manner.

1639 Hammond Pastors Motto Wks. 1684 IV. 546 To act no
passionate, lugubrious, tragical part. 179* AIarv Woll-
stonecr. Rights Worn. vi. 267 The severe graces of Virtue

,

must have a lugubrious appearance to tbem. 1847 Lewes

f Hist. P/u'los. (1867) 11. 567 A grotesque and lugubrious

1

farce was played on the day of his quitting the establish-

ment. 1877 Black Green Past. xxi. (1878) 173 The enforced
silence of the room was rather a painful and lugubrious
business. 1900 Q. Rer. Joly 113 The lugubrious fresco in

the Campo Santo at Pi*a.

Jlence Lugubriously adv., LugTi briousness.
1848 Webster, Lugubriously, i860 Circs. P. Thompson

Audi Alt. III.cxv. 49 It points lugubriously to the fact,

that the ways of dishonourare not always ways of pleasant-
ness. 1879 K. H. Li.i.iot // ri. ten on Foreheads I. 16 They
did not cultivate luguhriousness in general. 1900 H. W.
Smyth Greek Melic Poets 389 Some of his [i>acchy]ide».']

luguhrkjusness is no doubt mere literary veneer.

fLugU'brOUS, a. Obs. [f. Is. lu^ubr-is +
•ous.] = Lugubrious.
1632 J. Hayward tr. Biondis Fromena 54 Window es

shut up with cloath curtaines, to make the < eremonie* seenie

more lugubrous. 1664 E\KI.VN tr. Freart*s Archit Kp. I>cd.

14, 1 onely had the affliction to be pre.^^;l]t at the lugubrous
Object. 1708 Ozell tr. Boiteaus Lntrin iv. 11730 177
Now the lugubrous Instrument resounds, And every Lar
with hideous Clangor wounds. [In some mod. Dict.s.J

Lug-worm: see Lu<; sb. A

Luidore, obs. form of Lor is im>k.

Luife, Luif f, obs. foims of Look sbJ. Luff.
Luif\fjar

f obs. form of Ldykk l
.

Luifsum, obs. Sc. form of Lovesomk.
Luite, variant of Lite sb. 1

, little.

t Lui'tion. Obs. rare— 0
, [ad. L. tuition-em

\

n. of action f. lucre to pay.] Payment of a ransom.
1656 l)Lot;\i Glossogr., Luition. a paying a ransome.

liiiiver, obs. form of Lover '.

t Lujula. Obs. [a. Jt. lug/iola, f. Luglio J ui.Y#]

An old name of Wood Son el. O.xalis Acelosella.

1651 Ihocs AY7»* Dis/. * 166 So also vegetables may
assume a vitriolatc energy, .is Lujula, Limons, succofy.

1657 W. Com- s Adam in Fdcn exxiii. i7<j It (Wood-Surrelj
is called by the Apothecaries in their Shops, Alleluja and
Lujula .. the other [name] came rorruptly from Juliola, as

tliey of Calabu'a in Naples iio call it. 1687 Ci.avion in Phil,

trans. XLL 152 Tlie Sorrel-trt.e bears a Leaf something
hke a Laurel, in Taste much resembling Lujula.

Luk, obs. f. Look ?\, Li ck ; var. Louk v. 1 Obs.

Lukar, obs. form of LucRE.

Luke (l'/7k sb. slang. Nothing.
1821 in Life Haggart 172 Gloss. 1864 in Slang Du t.

1" Luke, Lukes, proper ua/ne. Obs. Also 5

luks. Tbe anglicized name of the town of Lucca

in Italy ; used altrib.

l
J 393 Langi.. /'. PL C. v. 194 Lumbardes of hikes. Ibid.

IX. i(>g l>y he rode of hikes.] 1483 ll'ardr. Ace. in fVrose

Antiq. Repert. \ 18071 '-49> l) canopies, oon will* Inks cold j»:ir*

nyssht withfrengeof venysgold. 1640 Rates in .\oort/toitrh's

Lond. (1773) 8^9, i Silk, wrought satins, of l^olonia. lukes.

jean [etc.]. 1682 Wiiki.i u Jonrn. Greece 1. 35 Cephalonia is

fruitful in Oyl, and excellent Wines, especially red Muscatels
(which we call Luke Sherry). 1684 C>. Mi-.kiiok Praise
\ 'rrliS.Atc(\6S~,)2 liriskets. Luke Olives. Anchove>, Caveaie,
Nents Tongues [etc.l. 1700 Pt.itvi-.ii M/tsei Petivcr. 66 Its

about the bigness of a Lucca (Luke! 01i\e.

Luke {Vt/k ),a. Obs. exc. dial. Forms: 4lheuc,

4-5 lewk e, 5 leuk(e, (Uk, 6 Sc. link
, 3-6, o

luke. [The ME. foims llieue, lcid\ ami the

modern pronunciation, appear to point to a deriva-

tion from OK. hlecnv Lkw a., jierh. through tbe

medium of a vb. *hlietvcian: see Likkt'.
Notwithstanding the resemblance in form and meaning, it

seems impossible 10 connect the word etymologically with

mod Du. leuk (pronounced l«»k) lukewarm, LG. Ink, luke,

i&k, tepid, weak, slack. See Lukewarm.]

1. =LUKK\VAHM ].

c 1205 T-av. 27557 And opened wes his breoste. J)a blod

com for5 luke. 13.. Ha.miolk Fr. Consc. 7481 (MS. Ilarl.)

.AU a lewke bath nouther hate ne calde. 1387 Trevisa
I/igdeu (Rolls) VII. 149 In reward of which tlamine oure

fire is but lewk. c 1420 PaHad. on llusb. iv. 61 Vf luk

water hem biwepe They wole be grete. 1491 Cam on / 'Has

Pair. 11. (W. de W. 1495) 228 b/2 He drnnke luke water.

1837 Dickens Piekw. .\ xxiii, Let me have nine penn'orth o
brandy and water hike.

2. «= LUKEWAKM 2.

1340 Ayenb. 31 He is fyeble and lheuc to alle guodes to

done. 1388 Wycmf Rev. iii. 16 Thou art lew [?\r. lewk]

and nether cold, nether hoot. ^1449 Pi cock Rcpr. 11. viii.

184 Thou^ in ech chapel.. may be ymagis of God and of

Marie and of Seintis forto make bi hem 'sengil and letike

rcnieinbrauncis. 4:1450 tr. De hnitatione 1. xxv. 37 The
negligent religiose & pe leuke hab tribulacion.

3. Comb., as luke-hearted adj. ; luke-hot a.

Ll'KKWAKM.
1398 TkRvlsa Barth. De P. R. xvii. iii. (T495) 605 Oyle of

almondesclensyth and purgyth matere of eeres yf it be luke

bote [Bodl. F'. Mus. MS. wkiche bote] droppyd theriu.

1450 ME. Med. Bk. (Heinrieh) 217 Mak alle bus lewk hot

to gcder. 1508 Dunbar Tuet mariit ivemcn 498, I am ^o

loik [JAY. J/, laik] hertit.

Hence t^'kely adv., f Lu keness.
1340 Aye/.b. 31 Huanne be man loncb lite and Iheucliche

cure Ihord, bet he ssolde louye bernindeliche. c 1440 Promp.
Farv. 302/1 Lewkenesse, Upor. 1597 ). King On Jtmas
(1618) 406 His Iukenesse and neutrality of dealing in his

seruice did so much offend him.

t Luke, v. Obs. rare. In 5 lewk^e. [?repr.

OK. *Alieu>cian, f. *hliow Lkw a. ; for the formation

cf. ieldcian to delay, f. eahl old, and ^carcian to

prepare, f. gearo ready.
The existence of such a vb. in OE. mubt app. be assumed

in order to account for the formation of Luke a. ; but the

recorded vb. may be a new formation on the adj.]



LUKES.

trans. To make lukewarm.
«i4oo Stockh. Med. MS. in Auglia XVII I. 314 Modir

wort .. 5if it be Icwkyd with oyle uf rosct [cures fevers].

Luke, obs. or Sc. iorm of Look ; obs. f. Luck.
Luke-home : see Lucahne.
Luken, var. Louk v. 1 Obs, ; obs. f. Louk y.S

Luker, obs. form of Looker, Lucre.

t Lukes, a. Obs. Also 6 lewkes, lukys. [ad.

Du. Luiksch, f. Link Lie^e, a town and province

of Belgium.] Made at Liege ; said esp. of velvet.

[1472 in Rogers Agr/'c. <y Prices III. 351/1 Lukys [iron].]

1536 WarJr. Ace. Hen. I'llI in Archxologia IX. 248

A coote of blacke lukys veluette. 1545 Lane. Wilts IK 63

A jaket of fyne lukes velvet. 2547 Boorde Introd. h'nowl.

xii. (1870) 155 The loud of I^ewke is a pleasaunt countre.

The cheere "towne is the cytie of Lewke ; there is Lewkes
veluet made, & cloth of Arys.

Lukes: see Luke proper name, Lucca.

t Lukesmas. Sc. Obs. Forms: 5 luxmess,

6 lukismes, 7 loukismes, luesmes, lukemasse,
?luksmasse. [* Luke's Mass.] The festival of

St. Luke, kept 011 18 Oct. (Formerly a customary

date for payment of accounts.)

1470 Burgh Rec. Prestwick (Maitland CluV< 15 To be in

1 ande fra beltane till luxmess. 1590 Burgh Rec. Glasgow
(1876) 1. 153 To be payit in maner following,, .tuentie pundis
;it Lukismes. 1671 Corshill Baron-court Bk. in Ayr $
Wigton Arcttxol. Coll. IV. 95 Since loukismes last.

tLu'ket. Obs. Also 6 lukette. [a. OF.
hujucl.\ A casement.
1564 Balleys' Dial. agst. Pest. 21 b, Drawe the Curtaines,

open the lukette [1572-8 luket] of the windowe. 1599 Nashe
Lenten Stnffc 44 Hope, .made her at^breake of day .. to

vnloope her luket or casement, to looke whence the blasts

came.

t Lukeward. Obs. The name of a variety of

cherry.

16.. MS. Asht/r. 1461 If. 19 The Luke ward Chery ripe
I

June the 10. 1664 Evelyn A'al. Hort. t June (1679* :8

Cherries. .Luke-ward, early Flanders [etc.]. 1707 Mortimer
Ifusb.{\f2i) II.297 The .. Lukeward, one of the best of
Cherries.

Lukewarm Vu kw§im\tf. and sb. Forms: 4-7
lukewarme, 5 lewk'e)-warm(e, (lowk warm-,
5-6 leukV -warm'e, (7 luk warme, S luck-

warm), 6 lukewarm, [f. Luke a. + Warm a.

Cf. Lew-warm and LG.luAwarw (a\so slukwarm),]

A. adj.

1. Moderately warm, tepid.

1398 Trkvisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. xciii. (1495) 661 The
broth of clete . . eomfortyth the teeth : yf it be luke warme
bote \Bodl.E. Mus. MS. lewke hote] holde in the mouth.
c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret. ^ Got'. Lordsh. lxiii. 82 pe firste be

cold, be seconde leuk-warme, \>e brydde hoot. £1450 AtIi.
Med. Bk. (Heinrich) 213 Stampe hyt wyb vynegre lewfc

warm. 1546 Phaer Bk. Chitdr. (:s>3> T ij, Lette the cliylde

drynke of it twise or thri.se a day luke warme. 1590 Spknsek
F. Q. 1. ix. 36 All wallowd in his own yet luke-warme blood.

1658 A. Fox Wurtz Surg, it. ix. 80 Apply the Collyriuni

luke-warm. 1762 Wood in Phil. Trans. LIl. 416 The water

. .close to the flame is only luckwarm. 1840 Dickens Old
,

C. Shop xix, Sickening smells from many dinners came in

a heavy lukewarm breath upon the sense.

2. Of persons, their actions, attributes, etc.

:

Having little warmth or depth of feeling, lacking

zeal, enthusiasm or ardour, indifferent.

c 1522 Moke De qitat. noviss. Wks. 83^1 Like as god said

in thapocalips vnto the churche of Loadice. Thou arte

neyther hote uor cold but lukewarme, I would thou were colde

y* thou mighteste wave warme. 1593 G. Hakvey Pierce's

Super. 108 Some that called him the lukewarme Doctor,

and likened him to milke from the Cowe. 1623 tr. Faviue\s

Theat. Hon. v. i. 55 The strength of youth and Manhood is

now become but luke-warme. 1691 Wood A th. Oxon. 1. 154

Whittyngham . . was 'nit a luk j-wirm conformist at heft.

1718 Br. Hutchinson Witchcraft 86 That shewed the Zeal

of their Time above our lukewarm Temper. 1771 Junius
Lett. lix. 303 The lukewarm advocate avails himself of any
pretence to relapse into .. indifference. 1804 J. Gramame
Sabbath 86 No lukewarm accents from my Hps .should flow. '

1883 Fsoude Short Stud. IV. 1. ix. 96 The clergy were
|

lukewarm in his interests.

So fliukewarmed a. =«prec. sense 1.

1545 Raynold Byrth Mankynde 71 The beryes of juniper

.. dronke \vith luke warmed wine, wyl [etc].

B. sb, A lukewarm person; one who is by no
means enthusiastic.

1693 W. Fkeke Set. Ess. xxxi. 188 Let such Cowards and
Lukewarms do what they will,— I shall always Condemn
Vice and Sin. 1835 C Bronme in Mrs. Gaskell Life vW.
(1858) 107 But the Opposition is divided, Red-hots, and
Luke-warms. 1890 Pall Mall G. 25 June 1/2 One enthusiast

is worth a dozen 'lukewarms'.

Lu'kewarm, v. Obs, rare — 1
, [f. Lukewarm

a.] trans. To make lukewarm.
1592 G. IlAKVKV Pierce's Super. (1593) 185 Can .. the

j

tempest calme, or loue quench, or Zeale luke-warme, or

valour manicle, or excellencie mew-vpp, or perfection geld,

or supererogation combe-cutt itselfe?

Iiirkewarmish,tf. nonce-word, [-iSH.] Ralher

lukewarm.
18*7 Scott Jrnl. 25 Apr., Good blank verse and stately I

sentiment, but something lukewarmish.

t Lukewarmling. Obs. [/. Lukewarm m. + •

-ling L] A lukewarm person. Also allrib.

1626 W. Fenneo Hidden Manna (1652) 31 Art thou a
swearer,a lyar, or a lukewarmling ? a 1640— Sai rif. Faith'

full (1648) 15 The lukewarmling deadhearted and vaine-

thoughted professor. Ibid, 167.

494

Lu*kewarmly, adv. In a lukewarm manner. I

1611 Coroti
,
Tiedtiucuty luke-warntely. 1675 Traherne 1

Chr. Kitties 169 To be beloved lukewarmly is to be
embraced with polluted and filthy armes. 1880 Mem. Sir
J. Paget v. 295 We and^ some more are 'on the whole*
and 'rather luke-warmly' tn favour of their admission.

Lukewarmness (l'w-kw^jmnes). [ + -kess.]

The quality or condition of being lukewarm.
1561 Dads tr. Bullinger on Apoc. (1573) 58 b, He ex-

poundeth more fully the sinne of the Laodicians, and what
is the cause of their lukewarmenesse. 1665 Boyle New
h'xp.ff Obserzf. Cold 37 The many degrees of Coldness ..

betwixt Lukewarmness and the Freezing degree of Cold.
1720 Welton Sujffer.Son of God I. xii. 310 Their Luke-
warmness and lndifferency towards God. 1875 Manning
Mission If. Ghost i. 28 The lukewarmness with which we
allow His Graces and Mercies to pass by us.

Lukewarmth. O i'''kw9JmJ0»
^'ow rare- P-

Lukewarm + -th.] = Lukewarmness.
1598 Florio, Ttpidezza, luke warmth. 1620 Granger

Div. Logike 1. xxxv. 104 As lukewarmth partaketh of heate,

and cold. 1716 Addison Frceliolder No. 8 r 9 The . . per-

fidiousness of certain faithless men, and . . the lukewarmth
j

and indifference of others. 1842 Jf. Aiton Domestic Keen.

(1857)333 Seventy degrees is but just warm, a gentle luke-

warmth. 1895 J. Davidson Earl Lavender 49 Being well-

known for the luke-warmth of my allegiance to the Guild.

Lukie, lukky, obs. forms of Lucky.
Lukir, lukre, obs. forms of Lucre.
Lukismes, variant of Lukesmas Sc. Obs.

tLulibub. Obs. ? Earlier form of Lollipop.
cvjio Celia Fiennes Diary (1888^ 17 Severall little Cake-

houses where you have fruits lulibubs and sumes Liquours.

Lull(U>l),*U [f. Lull z>.]

1. Something which lulls; spec, a lulling sound, etc*.

1719 Young Ret-enge V. ii, Yonder lull Of falling waters

tempted me to rest. 1820 Kkats Isabella v, Sweet Isabella's

untouch'd cheek.. Fell thin as a young mother's, who doth

seek By every lull to cool her infant's pain,

t b. Soothing drink, ' nepenthe \ Obs.

1659 Lond. Chanticleers ix. 20 Mine Host Welcom has
a Cup of blessed Lull.

2. A lulled or stupefied condition.

1822-56 De Quiscey Confessions (1862) 238, 1 fleeted back
into the same opium lull. 1901 Blackw. Mag. Apr. 553,1, .

1 sat listening in a kind of lull of terror and disgust.

3. A brief period of intermission or quiescence in

a storm. Also fig.
1815 Karl Dudley Let. 15 Apr. (1840) 93 What, so many

wiser people mistook for a calm, turns out to be only a lull.

1851 Gallenga Italy ii. 90 The lull that occurred in Lorn*

hardy, .was sheer dread and horror of French interference.

i860 Motley Xttherl. (1868) I. iii. 69 There was a lull on
the surface of affairs. 1901 Edin. Rev. Jan. ig6 There
seemed for a time a lull in the storm.

Lull (\v\\sb* Whaling, [a. Du. //// tube.] A f

tube to convey blubber into the hold. Also lull-hag.
|

1836 Uncle Philip's Convers. Whale Fishery 99 From the

speck-trough, {the pieces of blubber], .pass through the lull,

into tubs fixed in the hold. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-l>k.
%

Lull-bag, a wide canvas hose in whalers for conducting
blubber into the casks, as it is 'made off '.

Lull (ltfl), v. 1 [Imitative of the repetition of

(lu lu) or similar sounds, appropriate to the pur-

pose of singing a child to sleep. Cf. S\v. tu/la,

I)a. lulhy to hum a lullaby, to lull, early mod.Du.
|

lullcn 'numeros canere* (Kilian), mod.Du. lullen

toprnttle; cf. MD11. /o/knto mutter (seel^oLL.uu*). 1

A similar onomatopoeia occurs in L. lalldre, of equivalent

meaning.]

1. trans. To soothe with sounds or caresses ; to

induce to sleep or to pleasing quiescence. 1

13.. Leg. Rood (1871) 133 Feet and fayre hondes pat nou I

ben croised 1 custe hem ofte, 1 lulled hem I leid hem sofie.

C1386 Chaucer Clerks T. 495 And gan the childe to kissc

And lulled it and after gan tt blisse. — MereIt. T. 579
He lulleth hire he kUseth liire ful ofte. C1400 Destr. Tray

647 We will seasse till, now sone, the sun be at rest,.. And
yche lede, as hym list, lullit on slepe. a 1500 Songs <$• Carols

15th C. (Percy Soc.) 9 In a inanjour of an as Jhesu lay and
ltillyd was. 1530 Palsgk. 615/2 She can lulle a childv as

j

hansomly aslepe as it were a woman of thurty yere old.

1587 Turberv. 7 rag. T. (1837) 12 Minerva luld him on her

lappe, and let him many a ki- se. 1607 Sh;.K'. ( or. 111. i.

114 The' Yirgin voyce That Habies lull a-slecpe. 1666

Iivjnyan Grace Ah. § 110 Continual rocking will lull a crying

child. 1710 Steele 'Patter No. 161 p 1 The Mustek of the

Iiirds..lull'd me asleep before I was aware of it. x7iS-»o

Pope Iliad xtv. 191 And lull the Lord of Thunders in her

arms. £1718 Prior Voting Genii, in Love 4 Take me, my
Celia, to thy breast, And lull my wearied soul to rest. 1800

Worosw. IIart-leap Well ii. 150 Asleep he sank, Lulled by
the fountain in the summer-tide. 1825 D. Welsh Life \

T. Broivn i. 3 His mother used to lull him asleep with The
fl<r,vcrs of the forest^ a tune, to which fete.]. 1871 H. Tay-

lor Faust (1875) I. xii. Mr Lulled in my lap with many
a song, It smiled, and tumbled, and grew strong.

2. fig. and in fig. context, f Also with ///.
#

1575 LankHam Let. (1871) 35, I was lulld in such liking..

that mooch a doo..had 1, to fynde me whear 1 waz. 1576

Fleming Panopl. Epist. 199 As though you were in like-

lyhoode to possesse peace, and to be lulled in the lap of

safetie. 1582 Breton Flourish upon Fancy (Grosart) 60/2

So (luld in this my deepe distresse) some comfort lend to

nic. a 1586 Sidney Arca<iia It. (1590) 108b, The young
Musidorus..was yet for some yeares after. .lulled vp in as

much good luck [etc.]. 1615 W. Martyn Twenty Kings
Hug. 178 The said Petition was thereby lulled fast asleepe.

1775 Sheridan Rivals v. i, You may lull your keen regret

to slumbering. 1810 Scott Lady of L. t. xxxiii, Not Ellen's

Spell had lulled tu rest The fever of his troubled breast.

b. csp. To quiet (suspicion) by deception ; to

delude into a sense of security.

LULLABY.
1601 Holland Pliny II. 153 To drinke wine upon an

emptie stomackc fasting . . dulleth the i'igor and quick nesse
of the spirit : fitter indeed to bring and lull men asleepe in

the bed of securitie. 1636 E. Dacres tr. Machiavefs Disc.
Livy 1 1. 255 Who, ..partly beguil'd by some devises hee shall

make use of to lull them a sleepe, are easily kept from stirring.

1734 tr. Rollin's Anc.IIist. (1827) II. n.68Antiochus imposed
upon and lulled asleep by bis flatterers. 1833 Mabryat P.
Simple Ixti, A superior is equally bound to prefer a charge,
or to give notice that that charge will be preferred,, .instead

of lulling the offender into security. 1859 Jephson Brittany
xvi. 254 By a feigned devotion to the interests of his new
master, [he] succeeded in lulling all his suspicions. 1900
W. Watt Aberdeensk. \\. 85 They were soon lulled into a
sense of security.

*

+ 3. inlr. To be lapped in soothing slumbers.
Possibly these quots. may belong to Loll v> 4. On the

other hand, it is possible that some of the quots. there given
should .have been placed here.

a 1450 Cov. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 182 My lytylle childe lyth
alle lame, That lullyd on my pappys ! 1576 Fleming Panopl,
F.pist. iqx Some there be that lie lulling on the softe pillow
of slouth. 1594, 1635, 1778 [see Loll v. y

4].

4. trans. To bring to a state of comparative
quiescence (winds, sea, etc).
1680 Dryden Ovid's Epist. vii. 52 Stay but a little, 'till

the Tempest cease, And the loud Winds are lull'd into a
Peace. 1819 Lyron Juan n. cxlviii, Lull'd like the depth
of ocean when at rest, a 1854 H. Reed Led. Eng. Hist.
ix. 283 The tempest, that was only lulled, comes back again.

5. mtr. Of the sea or wind : To become lulled,

or gradually diminished in (prce or power.
1808 Pike Sources Mississ. (1810) 10 The wind lulling,

we encamped on the point of an island. 1835 Motley Corr.

(1889) I. 11L 57 The wind lulling a little, we became en-

couraged. 1836 Marryat Midsh. Easy xxvi, The wind
lulled, the rain came down in a deluge. 1853 Kane
GHnnell Exp. xxiv. (1856) 193 This [nipping], too, continued
through the day, sometimes lulling for a while into com-
parative repose. 1869 Parkman Disc. Gt. West xii. (1875)

144 When at length the tempest lulled, tbey re-embarked.

b« fig' To become quiescent or inactive.

1850 H. Bushnell God in Christ 287 The instinct of

system lulls in its activity, as spiritual life quickens in the

soul. 1861 Neale Hymns East. Ch. 16 Lulling at the

death of Constant ine, the persecution again broke out in

the tatter years of his successor Leo.

t Lull, z/. 2 Obs. Also 6 loll, trans. To pull

about (by the ears),

1530 Palsgr. 614/1, 1 lolle one aboute the eares. Jc luy
tire Us oretlles. I shall lolle you aboute the eares tyll I

make your eares cracke. 1568 Hist. Jacob $ Esau 11. ii.

Cij, Oh that I had his eare betwene my teeth now, I should
shake him euen as a dog that lulleth a sow.

Lull, obs. form of Loll

t Lu'lla, int. Obs. Also lullay, lully. [Ono-
matopoeic : see Lull = Lullaby.

'ic 1450 in Cov. A/yst. (Shaks. Soc.) Notes 414 Lully, lulla,

thow littell tine child ; By, by, lully, lullay, thow littell tyne

child, c 1450 Ibid. 137 * Fayr chylde, lullay \ sone must she

syne, c 1460 Tmonctey Myst. xiii. 442, 445 Sing lullay thou
shall, for 1 must grone, And cry outt by the wall on inary

and lohn, . . Sing lullay on fast When thou hcris at the last.

£1485 Digby Myst. (1882) 1 v. 719, I sange lullay to bringe

yon on slepe. 1x1500 Songs <y Carols (Percy Soc) 12 And
ever among A mayden song Lullay, by by, lullay. {Other
verses simply by by, lullay.] Ibid. 19 Lullay, my chyld,

and slepe. 1590 fsee next], ci6oo Mother's Lullaby in

Kitson Anc. Songs (1792) 198 My little sweete dcrlinge. my
coniforte and ioye Singe Lullyby Lully.. .Singe Lully Lully

Lully, Sweete baby, Lully Lully, sweete baby, Lully Lully.

a 1764 [see next, sense 1].

Lullaby (l^'labai), int. and sb. Forms : 6

lulley by, 6-7 lullabie, 7 lull-a-ba, lullyby, 8

lullabye. [f. prec. + -by, as in by-ly, Byk-Bye 1
: cf.

Hushaby, Rockaby.]
1. int. A soothing refrain, used to please or paeify

infants. Also gen., any soothing refrain. (Some-

limes preceded by lulla.)

c 1560 Richardfs Misogouus iv. i. 76 (Brandl) When my
mai.strisse lay in and we Sange lulley by baby and bore ye.

1588 ( jKKESEPaudosto (1843) 27 The good wife learned to sing

lullaby at home with her yong babe. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A.
11. iii. 20 Whiles Hounds and Homes, and sweet Melo-

dious Birds Be vnto vs as tn a Nurses Song Of Lullabie,

to bring her Bal>e asleepe. 1590 — Mids. N. 11. ii. 14-19

Sing in your sweet Lullaby, Lulla, lulla, lullaby, lulla, lulla,

lullaby, Neuer harme, nor spell, nor charme, Come our

louely I.ady nye, So good night with Lullaby. 1651 N.
Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. if. xl. (1739) 174 King James con-

quering all enmity, spake Peace abroad, and sang Lullaby

at home. 1739 A. Nicol Poems 14 Where once, of late the

Nurse's Lull-a-ba Made all the Place delightful to the Eyes
Now all 's dispersed, a 1764 Llovu Ode to Obliv. Poet.

Wks. 1774 1. 128 And, hollow blasts, which never cease to

sigh, Hum to each care-struck mind their lulla-lulla-by !

1807-8 W. Irving Saimag. (1824) 217 She with ' lutla-by-

baby ' beguiles it [a child] to rest. ax%AS Hooo Serenade

i, Lullaby, oh, lullaby ! The brat will never shut an eye.

fb. Used for 'farewell', 'good-night'. Obs.

«599 Pass. Pilgf. xv, Then lullaby the learned man hath

got the lady gay, For now my s>ong is ended. 1601 Shaks
Twel. N. v. L 48 Marry sir, lullaby to your botintie till I

come agen.

2. sb. A song sung to children to soothe them

to rest. Also, any song which soothes to rest.

1588 Greeks Pandosto (1607) 12 Alas sweet vn fortunate

babe, .shalt thou baue the whistling windes for thy Lullaby.

1779 Burney in Phil. Trans. LX. 206 In Italy the nmne
nonne, or lullabies, are fragments of elegant melodies. 1842

Lytton Zanoni 24 You thought you heard the lullaby

which a fairy might sing to some fretful changeling. 1900

Contemp. Rev. Aug. 247 The feeling of quietness evoked by

j an evening landscape or by a lullaby.



LULLABY.

b. transf. mt\Jig.
xSn Rich Honesty Age (Percy Soc.) 10 Hee that would

please the time must 4earne to sing lullaby to Folly, and
there is no musicke so delightfull as the smoothing vp of sintie.

1622 J*. Scott Bclg. Pismire n Rockt asleepe in desperate
securitie, with a lullabie of peace and safety, hee derides all

happie admonition. 1679 V'inti. Sir T. Player 2/2 The rest

of his Sheet consists of Whcadle and Lullabies. 1796
Burke Regie. Peace i. Wks. V I J J . 196 Would not this

warm language of hi?h indignation have more of sound
reason in it ..than all the lullabies of flatterers? 1819 S.

Raofrs Human Life 2 The bees have bummed their noon-
tide lullaby.

3. attrib. and Comb. , as lullaby-song, -sound

\

-speech, -strain ; lullaby-cheat Caul, a baby.
1671 R. Head Pug. Rogue l iv. (1680) 35 His Doxie ..

carried at her back a Lullaby-cheat. 1687 Mieck Pr.

Diet. If, Lullaby, a Lullaby.Song. 1795 Mason Ch. Mas,
i. 63 That these lullaby strains should be exclusively ad-
hered to, 1822-34 GoooPs Study Med. (ed. 4) 1. 437 The
Greeks, from the letter A {lambda), denominated this lamb-
dacismus'y the Romans with more severity, tattatio, or

lullaby-speech, a 1849 ?0K Annie Poems (1859) 11 8 Water
that flows With a lullaby sound, a 1849 H. Coleridge Ess.

(1851) M. 158 Still-life lullaby poetry.

Lu llaby, v. [f. prcc] trans. To soothe with

a lullaby ; to sing to sleep. Also trans/, and jig.
159a G. Harvey Pierce's Super. (1593) 194 No man could

..lullaby the circutnspectest Argus more sweetly. 1596
CofLEY Fig for Fortune 59 Sweet Sound that all mens
sences lullabieth. 1607 Walkinctok Opt. Glass 19 J t..
Iullahees the senses, yea, intoxicates the . . soule, with a

pleasing poyson. 1647 Howell Twelve^ Treat. (1661) 268
Jn Holland., he was . . pourtrayed lying in his cradle

lullaby d and rock'd asleep by the Spaniard. 1818 Hazi.itt
Pol. Pss. (1819) 340 When we see a poor creature like

Ferdinand VJ I . .lullabied to rest with the dreams of super-

stition [etc.]. 1890 Jean Middleman Two False Mores
J I L xiv. 2 to Ruth. . kissed and lullabyed her to sleep. 1893
A. Austin Conv. Winckelmann, etc. (1897) 157 Then 1..

lullaby my pain with plaintive song,

b. absol. or intr.

1603 Florio Montaigne r. xiv. (1632I 31 No song of birds,

no musikes sound Can lullabie to sleepe profound. 1866
Carlylf. Remin. 1. 101 Waves, .beautifully humming and
lnllabying on that fine long sandy beach.

Lull ay, variant of Lulla int. Oh.
Lulled f>ld), ppl.a. [f. Lull iO + -kb«.]

Quieted ; reduced to calmness.
1787 Generous Attachment IV. 44 Give me again, ye

shades,, .your lulled repose ! 1852 Mundy Our Antipodes
(1857) 185 Amid thunderings and lightnings .. but with
lulled airs, ..we doubled the North Cape. 1862 Trench
Justin Martyr Poems ti And the lulled Ocean seemed to
say, * With me is quiet, come away

t lU'ller. Oh. [f. Lull v.* + -ebJ.] One who
lulls ; ?a woman who chanls spells, a witch.
14.. Voc. in Wr-Witlcker 575/14 Contravaria, a 1 idler.

Ibid. 582/7 Pacuminaria, a lullere. 1611 Cotgr., Mignar*
denr, a luller, dandier, cherisher.

Lullian (Izrlian), a. [f. proper name LulU-us
+ -IAX.J Of or belonging to the mystical philo-

sophy of Lnllius (Kaymund Lull 1 234-1315).
1653 R.Sanders (title) Physiognomieand Chiromancie .

.

the subject of dreams, divmative, steganographical and
Lullian Sciences, etc. 1669 Phil. Trans. J V. 1093 To show
the Defects and Difficulties in the famous Lullian Art.

Hence + Lullianist « Lullist.
1610 B. Jonson Alch. 11. i, Sub. . . Who are you ? Ana. A

faithful Brother. ..Sub. What's that? A Lulltanist? a
Ripley? Filins Artis ? Can you sublime and dulcifte?

Lulliloo (lfl-lih?), v. rare. [Imitative.] intr.

To utter the cries by which certain African peoples
express delight.

1857 Livingstone Trav. i. 25 The women clapping their

bands..and lullilooing for joy. 1886 Burton Arab. Nts.
(Abr. ed.) I. 191 Then the singing.girls beat their tabrets
and lulliloo'd with joy. [1889 H. M. Stanley in Daily
Mews 26 Nov. 5/8 The female followers .. set up a shrill

In lulus on seeing their own lake again. J

Lulling (Iv ') i
rj ) , vbl. sb. [f. Lu LL 9. 1 + -Ixg L]

The action of Lull
c 1394 P. PI. Crede 77 And at be lulling of otire Ladye be

wymmen to lyken. c 1440 Prom/. Pan>. 317/1 Lullynge
of yonge chylder .

. , neniacio. 1575 R, B. Apius <y Virginia
B 1 b, What culling : what lulling : what stur haue wee
here? 1633 G. Herbert Temple, Pearl iii, 1 know the
wayes of pleasure, the sweet strains, the lullingsand relishes
of it. 1865 Comh. Mag. Sept. 269 The mother.. hegan to
soothe it.. interspersing her fulling with thanks to Molly,

fb. concr. A soothing song. Oh.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vi. v. (Tolletn. MS.), pey

[nurses] use to singe Jullynges and ober cradel songis to
plese be wittis of J?e childe.

Lulling (lzrlirj), ///. a. [f. Lull z>A + -in'g2.]

That lulls.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 317/r Lullynge songe, tiema. 167a
Chancers Ghoast 26 He sang him such a lulling Song, that
he the Giant brought asleep. 1711 AootsoM Sped. No. 29
* 8 An English Composer should not follow the Italian
Recitative too servilely .. He may copy out of it all the
lulling Softness. 1748 Lady M. W. Montagu Fashion 76
in Dodsley Coll. Poems II L 277 Let Italy give mimiek
canvass fire, Carve rock to life, or tune the lulling lyre.

1821 Shklley Prometh. Uub. 1. i. 225 My wings are folded
o'er mine ears :. .Yet. .through their lulling plumes arise, A
Shape, a throng of sounds. 1847 Disraeli Tattered HI. iv, I

Its lulling influence is proverbial.

Lullingly (Izrlirjli , adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.]

In a lulling manner; with lulling effect.

1834 Frascr's Mag. X. 646 That pensive vacancy which
..rural scenes so lullingly diffuse over the mind. 1890
Temple Bar Aug. 458 The soothing voice ..lullingly reading
him to sleep.

493

Lullist (ltf list). [f. proper name Lull v sec

Lullian) + -ist.] A follower of Kaymund Lull.

1569 J. Sanford tr. Agrippa's Van. Artes 2 b, A prating
Lullist. 1596 Plat Jeivelt-ho. III. 89 These yong gallants
were right loyful of this good suecess?.e, desiring nothing
more then to become Lullisies. 171 1 Kino tr. Xaudes Re/.
Polities iv. 138 Let some Alchy mist, .. Lullist, or Cabalist
begin to shew their tricks. 1839 Penny Cyt I. X 1 V

r
. 195/1 The

4 Ars Magna Lulli, or the Lullian Art ', which found a few
admirers who styled themselves Lullists [etc. J.

tLu-lly. Idiat. Oh.- 0 [? compressed form
of OL. litndlaga kidney.] The kidney (of a cow).
1688 R. Holme Armoury \\. 171/2 Intrals [of a Lull, etr.J

..The kidneys or L 11Hies.

Lully, variant ol Ll'LLA ////„ Oh.
Lulte, Luly-whit, obs. ff. Lilt, Lily-white.
Lum {htm), north, dial. and^V. Also 6 lumbe,

7 lume, 8 lumb. [Of ohsctue etymology; pos-
sibly an application of OK. ///;// li«;ht L. ///-

men) ; cf. the uses of V. lumicre in the sen^e of
' aperture, passage*. The resemblance in form and
sense to Welsh llnmon chimney is noteworthy.]

fl. ? An opening in a roof; a skylight. Oh.
1507 -8 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 659, ij ropez ad le

lumbe pro Limine in p.indoxatorio.

2. A chimney; also a chimney-lop.
1697 [sees!. 1701 ISkanu Orkney] etc. (1703) 145 They

carefully fix their Lyes upon the Limns or Chimney 1 leads of
this House. 1742 Foruks Ajax Sp. etc. Jrnl. (1755) 30
< lin 1 had been gain out at the lum o

1

a house, a 1774
Fkrgcsson llalloivfair Poems (18451 '3 ^-

T

P l » the tap of
ilkn bun The Sim began to keek. 1785 I'i kns Halloween
\iii, He bleez'd owre her, an' she owre him,. .1 ill fuff! he
started up ihe lum. 1862 ( \. W.\< don.m.ii Da?'. Klginbrod
L 33 1»V the side of the wide chimney, or more propel ly
//////, hung an iron lamp. 1883 (Irksi.f.v Gloss. Coal-mining

t

Lum, a chimney placed on the top of an upcast shaft to
carry ofT the smoke, itc, and to increase the ventilating
current.

3. Comb. : lum-hat, a chimney-pot hat ; luni-

head, the upper pait of a chimney, whence the

smoke escapes; lum-sweeper. a chimney-sweeper.
1888 Barrie When a Mans Single (iqcxjJ 86/2 It's Kob

Angus come home in a 'lum hat. 1768 Ross l/elettore

('7^9) 55 lhe sun logins to learn. And clouds nf reek frae

lumlvhcads to appear. 1818 Scon //; /. Midi, xxvii, The
.. blue reek that came out of the luni-head. 1697 Parish
Reg. in lirand Hist. Sciocastic (1739* J. 619 James IJrowa
lume sweeper.

Lum : sec Loo:ir a.. Li;mb -.

Lumacliella (I'/zmakeia). Min. Also 8

lumachelli, 9 lumachel, lumachelle, luma-
chello. fa. It. lumacliella little snail, f. Inmaca
snail. Cf. F. lumachelle.^ A dark -coloured com-
pact limestone containing shells which frequently

emit fire-like reflections; fire-marble.

1784 Kirwan* Min. 30 Marbles .. which abound in petii-

factions are called lumachellis. 1791 ibid. <ed. 2) I. 116
The marble called Lumaclfelli, found at I'leybeig in Ca-
rinthia. 1804 1 ltd. Trans. XCIV. 3S6 The shell*; forming
the lumacliella of llleyberg, whit h .still possess the lustre

and iridescence of their original nacre. 1850 Dana Min,
108 Fire marble or lumachelle is a dark brown shell marble.

1869 tr. Hugo's By King's Command I. 12 Ihe hrown
corridor in Astracan lumachel. 1894 Gecl. J/ag. Oct. 463
The shelly limestone below the clay is in part an Oyster
lumachelle.

t iArmany. Obs. rare l

. [? 131 under for Lunary].
Some plant or substance used in alchemy.
1592 Lyly Galathea it. iii, Then our Mettles, Saltpeeter,

Yitrioll, Sal tartar, Sal perperat . . Egrimony, Lumany,
I>rimstone..and what not, to make 1 know not what.

tliUmb 5
. Obs. [ad. L. htmb-us.] The loin.

1541 K. Copland Guydon's Quest. Chirurg. Iiijh, The
kydnees ..are situate vpon the lumbes [printed tumbes].

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouers Bk. Physieke 135/1 Let the
dampe therof ascende into the Arsgutte, & soe into his

Lumbes.

IiUinb 2
. Also 8 9 lum.

1, Mining, fa. A well for the collection of

water in a mine. Obs.

1747 Hooso\ Miner s Diet. M iij, When Shafts are sunk
down and troubled with Water, we Sink two or three Yards
deeper than the Design of the Shaft, on purpose to hold

Water one Night at least,, .and this we call a Lumb.

b. (See qnot. 1883.)

1747 Hooson Miner s Diet. s. v. Brcak-ojf, An Alteration

in a Vein, made by a jumbled Place, or Lumb of Softness.

1883 Gresley Gloss. Coal-mining, Lum [in Derbyshire], a
basin or natural swamp in a coal seam, often running several

hundred yards in length.

2. ' A deep pool in the bed of a river ' (E. D. D.).

E90
Grose Prov. Gloss., Lum, a deep pool,

umb, obs. f. Loom s&. 2 ; var. Lum dial.

Lumbaginous (l^mb^-d^inas), a. [f. L.

Inmhagin-y Lumbag 1 + -ous.] Pertaining to, re-

sembling, or afflicted with lumbago.
1620 Venner I'ia Recta (1650) 311 Some soft woollen

cloth. . which will preserve from lumbaginous pains. 1834
Teffkey in Ld. Cockburn Life (1852) 11. let. exxii. 266 God
bless us, I am dyspeptic and lumbaginous and cannot

sleep. 1875 Swinburne Ess. Chapman 21 A ponderous
and lumbaginous licence of movement.

Lumbago Qvmbei'go),sb. Med. [a. L. lumbago,

f. lumb-us loin.] A rheumatic affection in the

lumbar region of the body. Also atlrib.

1693 in Blancard's Phys. Diet. (ed. 2). 1707 Flover Physic.

Pulse- Watch 398 As in a Lumbago, with pain in the Back.

1 77 1 Jounson Let. to Mrs. Thralc 7 July, The old rheu-

LUMBER.
\ matism is come again into my face and mouth, but nothing

yet to the lumbago. 1804 Writ ungton in Gurw. Desp. (1837)
t

I J. 706, I am much annoyed by the lumbago, a disorder to
which I believe, all peisons in camp are liable. 1899.4//-
bntt's Syst. Med. VI. 750 'Muscular rheumatism ' (of the
himhago type),

Lumba*gO
f

[J*. LrMiuoo sb.] trans. To
nfilict with lumbago.
1796

1 A. Pasqvin' AY-Tf Brighton Guide (ed. 61 26 He's
lumbagotl [by the north or east wind] the rest of his days.
jS8oGe//tt. Mag. Oct. 504 Roasting his knees and nose, while
his back is himbagoed by exposure to the . .cold air.

t Lu'mbal, a. and sb A/tat. Oh. [ad. mod.L.
litmlhllis, i. L. Inmbns loin.]

A. adj. Lumbah a.

1696 Cowtfr in Phil. Trans. XIX. 30:? The Lumbal pain
f-ncreast on the left side. 1713 Ciu..sr.i.nr N Anat. n. ii.

(1726) 123 The first lumbal Vtrttbia. 1803 tiled. Jrnl. IX.
15? The sciatic, lumbal, and intercostal nerves.

B. sb. =Llmhak sb.

1708 J. Kp.ill Anim. Secret. 50 The Spermatic Aiteiies
. . dilate as big, if not bkiger than one of the 1 ,ti tubals. 1722
Qvwcv Lev. Physko-Med. ed. 2) 32 Six Jumbals, each 4^4-.'.

Lumbar [.Unnbfu), a. and sb. 1 Anat. [;.d.

mod.L. /umbar-is, f. L. lumbns loin.]

A. adj. Of, belonging to, or situated in the loin.

1656 liLOLNT Clossoer. s. v. I'ein, Lnml ar vein, the vein
of the loins, etc. 1741 Monro Anat. Xerves (ed. 3> 07 The
live lumbar Nerxes on each Side communicate with the
Intercostal. 1756 Poiclas tr. It insloivs Struct. Hun:.
Body (ed. ^) JL 24 The Lumbar Arteries go out posteriorly
from the inferior descending Aorta. 1800 Med. Jrnl. 111.

p.ia Invest the whole of the abdominal and lumbar legion-,

with a large.. plaMer. 1870 Koi.i.i-.sion Anim. Life 3 The
diaphiagm and the lumbar mu.scles. 1882 QnaiiCs Dut.
Med. 814 '2 The skin of the lumbar region is remarkable for
its . . thick ncss.

B. sb. [Krom the elliptical use of the adj.] An
artery, nerve, vein or verlebra situattd in the loin.

1858 II. Grav Anat. gi 8 The first [lumbar nerve] appears
between the first and second lumbar vertebra:, and the last

between the last lumbar and the base of the sacrum.
1866 11 \ i r v /'; **//. Rem. Cai/hn. 148 The pro< esses [of
the vertebra:] are coarser and stronger, and the lower
oblique processes of the last lumbar arc unusually far apart.
i83i M tv.\RT Cat 281 The last dorsal neive sends bail; a
brain h which unites with the first lumbar.

t Lumbar, sh* Obs. [app* J.ombakii.] A
kind of ship.

13.. A*. Alls. 6063 In scliipes cayvars, In dromondes, and
in lumbars [MS. Laud iti shippes lunibars].

Lumbar, obs. form of Lojihahd, LrMBER.
i IiUmbard. Oh. Also 6 Sc. lumbart. [app.

= I.om baud.] A particular kind of sleeve.

154Z iuv. R. Wardr, (1815) 99 Item, the body and luni-

bartis of ane jorn.ay of velvott of the collonr of seiche skin.

a 1650 Camikkxvood Hist. i\irk (1845) N IL 53 The bishops
were ordeaned [in i6tol to have their gowue.s with lumbattl
sleaves.

Lumbard^e, obs. f. Lombard, Lumber '-pie*.

Lumbardar, variant of I.i mberdar.

t IiUmbary, a. Anat. Obs. [f. L. lumb-us loin

+ -AUY.] = LCMBAB a.

1672 Phil. Trans. VII. 5009 The two Lumbary veins.

1681 tr. Willis' Rent. Med. Wks. Vocab., L.tftnfary, belong-
ing to the loins.

Lumber (UrmbDj), sb. 1 Also 6 lambor, 7
lumbar. [Prob. f. LuyBi.u j/,l

f
which occurs much

earlier. Hut as a Lumber-hoi se or pawnbroker's

shop was in fact a stoiehouse for such odds and
ends of properly as are denominated Mumber 1

,

the word was prob. at one time more or less asso-

ciated with Lumber sb. 2]

1. Disused articles of furniture and the like, which
take up room inconvenienlly, or are removed to be
out of the way; useless odds and ends.

1552 HtLOF.T, Baggage, lumbor, or trnmperye, scruta.

1587 Wills <v Jnv. X. C. (Surtees) II. 300 The tobs, kyrnes,
stands, dishes, formes, chaires, stoles, and other lumbar. 1596
Union Invent. (1841) 2 In the Warthropcij paire of olde
virginalls, and other lumber there. 1622 Ma isbe tr. Ale-
man s Guzman d'Alf. 1. 3 A deale of lumber and luggage.

1716 Lady M. W. Montagu 1 Let. to Pope to Oct. in Lett.

1887) I. 130 A catalogue of the rest of the lumber. 1817 L.

Hunt Let. to C. C. Clarke in Gentl. Mag. May (1876) 601

All the chaos of packed trunks, lumber,., &c. 1884 Globe
6 Oct. 2/1 Three pictures. . stow ed aw ay for nearly fifty years
as lumber.

b. jig. Useless or cumbrous material.

1649 Mh.ton Plikon. xvii. Wks. 1851 III. 466 When
Ministers came to have Lands, Houses, Karmes, Coaches,
Horses, and the like Lumber. 1709 Pope Fss. Crit. 613
The hookful blockhead. .With loads of learned lumber in

his head. 1768 Golosm. Good-it. Man u. i, I'm to he a mere
article of family lumber. 1858 Darw in in Life Lett. II.

127, J should he mere living lumher.

2. Superfluous fat, esp. in horses.

1806-7 J« Bhresford Miseries Hum. Life (1826) i. Introd.,

With all my fleshy lumber about me. 1885 Sat. Rez: 6 June
749/2 Plenty of muscle and no lumber. 1891 H. S. Constable
Horses, Sport War 15 Good thorough-bred horses have
also lost what goes by the name of ' Limber '—such as

lumps of flesh and fat., on the top of the neck. Ibid. 18 Sir

Tatton seldom praised a horse without adding 'there is no
I

lumber about him '.

3. N. Amer. Timber sawn into rough planks or

otherwise roughly prepared for the market.
1662 Suffolk (Mass.) Deeds 26 Aug., Freighted in Boston,

..with Beames, for houses, boards..and other Lumber. 1755
Gentl. Mag. XXV. 16 The principle articles of their [Rhode

i
Islanders] trade' are horses, lumber, and cheese. 186a



LUMBER.
Troixopr A'. A titer. I. 107 Timber in Canada is called
lumber. 1900 Contemp. Rev. July 60 The millwright
operated the mill giving the supply of bread and lumber.

4. atlrib. and Comb., as (sense 1) lumber-garret,
'house, -office, -place, -raft \ lumber-headed adj.

;

(sense 3) lumber- boat, -field, -king, -merchant,
-products, -raft, -steamer, -wharf; lumber- laden,
-preparing adjs.

;
lumber-act, ?an act of parlia-

ment regulating the lumber-trade ; lumber-camp,
a camp in which lnmbermen dwell; lumber-
carrier, a vessel employed in the lumber-trade

;

lumber-cart, ? = jockey-cart (Jockey sb. 9);
lumber-jack, a lumberman ; in qnot. allrib. ; lum-
ber-line, a railway constructed primarily for carry-

ing lumber
;
lumber-mill, a sawmill for cutting

up lumber; lumber-money, a tax levied upon
lumber; lumber-sealer, one who measures up
limber ; lumber-shover, a labourer in a lumber-
yard (slang) ; lumber-trade, the trade in rough
timber; + lumber-troop, a convivial society of

London citizens (dissolved in 1S59), with a quasi-

military organization, its president being styled the
' colonel'; also allusively; hence lumber-trooper

;

lumber-wood, a wood where lumber is cut. Also
Lumberman, Limber-room.
1721 Ne'atllampsh. Prcru. Papers (1869) II 1. 834 A message

to the house . . for repealing the "lumber Act. 1901 Westm.
Gaz. 28 Aug. 2/1 Flat, ugly, *1 umber-boats. 1882 Howeu.s
Mod. Instance II. 139 Down there in the *lumber camp.
1700 New llampsh. Prov. Papers (1869) III. 104 Coasting
\essels and *Iumber carriers. 1830 Cunningham Brit.
J'aint. 11. 228 He was stopt at Whetstone turnpike by a
*lutnber or jockey cart. 1881 Chicago Times 4 June, Pineries,
Mumber-fields [etc.]. 1838 J. W. Crokkr in C. Papers
(1884I 1 Nov., I should look with more expectation to the
*lumber garrets than to the muniment room. 1891 Atkin-
son Last 0/Giant Kilters too The usually *lumber-headed
old giants. 1728 Pope Dune. 111. 193 A * Lumber-house of
books in cVry head. 1896 New York Weekly Witness
30 Dec. 13/1 To lose the *lumber-jack vote meant to lose
the election. 1879 Lumberman's Gaz. 19 Nov., The ' "lum-
ber lines' are now getting their new cars ready. 1825 J.
Xeal Pro. Jonathan I. 23 The preacher. .had been..

a

*lumber-merchant. 1901 19/A Cent. Oct. 550 *Lumber
mills, saw mills, grist mills. 1715 New Hantpsh. Prov.
Papers (1868) II. 682 An account of the *Iumber inony
and excise mony. 1687 T. Brown Saints in Uproar
Wks. 1730 I. 82 Carrv that . . halbard to my dumber-
office. 1744 W. Colr in Willis & Clark Cambridge (i836)

1. 296 Laid up in a *Lumber Place. 1898 Engineering
Mag. XVI. 96 * Lumber-rafts can easily be built. 1896 New
York Weekly Witness 30 Dec. 13/1 A famous Mumher-scaler.
1884 S. K. Dawson Handbk. Canada 129 Quebec [city] is.

.

the centre of the *lumber-trade. 1745 A. Wards Contpl.
Acc. Clubs title-p., A Coinpleat and Humorous Account of
all the Remarkable Clubs and Societies in the Cities of
IvOiidon and Westminster, From the R—1-S—y down to the
* Lumber-Troop, &c 1805 M. A. Shee Rhymes on Art
CiSoo) 76 Dolts, ..Pass muster in the lumber troop of Taste.
c 1742 in Hone Every-day Bk. II. 525 All other institu-

tions, whether .. Hiccu bites, *Lumber-Troopers, or Free-
Masons. 1858 Simmon ds Diet. Trade, * Lumbcr-ivharf a
timber-yard. 1891 N. V. Sun in Boston (Mass.) Jml. Nov.,
A man lhai works in the dumber-woods.

t LlTmber, sb* Obs. [variant of Lombard sbA]

1. A pawnbroking establishment; =Lombaui>
sb.i 3.

1617 Minsheu Voc. Ilisp. Lat., Mdnte de pieddd, a lumber
or bancke to lend money for a yeare, for those that need,
without interest. 1749 Lauy Murrav Lives G. Baillie A>

Lady Grisell B. (1822) 53 They put up the little plate they
had.. in the Lumber, which is pawning it.

b. Phrases. 7b put to lumber : to put in pawn
or pledge. To be in lumber (slang) : to be im-
prisoned.
1671 Skinner Etymol. Ling. Angl. s.v„ To put one's

Clothes to Lumbar, pignori dare. 1812 J. H. Vaux Flash
Diet, s.v., A man. .sent to gaol is said to be lumbered, to be
in lumber, or to he in Lombard-Street.

2. Money due with respect to articles pawned.
a 1680 Butler Oh Critics 94 And, by an action falsely laid

of Trover, The lumber for their proper goods recover.

Iitrmber, sb.Z [f. next.] A rumbling noise.

1750 Smith in Phil. Trans. X LVI. 729 One other Person .

.

heard the Noise [of an earthquake 1, but judged it to be an
odd Lumber above Stairs.

Lumber (hrmbaj), f.l [Possibly two or more
words may have coalesced. ME. lomere may have
been a frequentative formation on lome Lame a.

\Yith sense 2 cf. Sw. dial, lonira to roar (Rielz).

The word, however, may be partly of direct imita-

tive formation in Eng.]
1. inlr. To move in a clumsy or blundering
manner; in later use only, to move heavily 011

account of tinwield iness of bulk and mass. Now
always with defining adv. or advb. phr.
x%.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1094 Summe lepra, summe lome,

and lomerande blynde. 1530 Palsgr. 586/1, 1 hoble, or
halte, or lomher, as a horse duthe, je cloche. 1697 Dryden
Virg. Georg. Hi. 229 Let 'eni not.. lumber o'er the Meads :

or cross the Wood. 1728 Pope Dune. in. 294 Thy giddy
dullness still shall lumber on. 1771 Foote Maid ofB. hi.
Wks. 1799 II. 229 Hush ! I hear him lumbering in! 1830
Scott DemonoL iii. 100 The massive idol leapt lumbering
from the carriage. 1852 Hawthorne Blithedale Rom. I.

viii. 138 We. .were pretty well agreed as to the inexpediency
of lumbering along with the old system any further. 1899
Crockett Kit Kennedy xxii. 153 « Ouch. .1' barked Royal
lumbering outwards like a great pot-walloping elephant

496

» through the shallows. 1902 Blackrt: Mag. Mar. 400/1 They
lumbered to attention as I entered.
' 2. To rumble, make a rumbling noise. ? Obs.
a 1529 Skelton Agst. Comely Coystrowne 29 He lumbryth

on a lewde lewte, Roty bully joyse, Rumbyll downe, rumbyll
downe, hey go, now, now. 1530 Palsgr. 615/2, 1 lumber,
I make a noyse above one's head. . . You lumbred so over
my heed 1 coulde nat slepe. [1584 Clem. Robinson Hand/.
Pies. Delites (Arb.) 47 A proper new Dity. .To the tune
of Lumber me.]. <rx6u Chapman Iliad xvu. 643 A boister-
ous gust of wind Lumbering amongst it. [1621-1782 : see
Lumbering vbl. sby\

f3. trans. ?To utter with a rumbling noise. Obs.
^1529 Skelton Col. Clout 95 They lumber forth the

lawe, . . Expoundyng out theyr clauses.

Lumber (ls-mbaa), v.* [f. Lumber sb.1]
1. trans. To cover, fill up, or obstruct with
lumber ; to burden uselessly, encumber. Said both
of personal agents, and of" the things which form
the encumbrance. Sometimes with over, up.
1642 O. Sedgwicke Eng. Preserv. 5 An indigested Thicket,

lumbred all over with weedes. 1741 Richardson Pamela II.

81, 1 hope it [sc. a chapel] will never be lumber'd again. 1798
Miller in Nicolas Alison's Disp. (1846) VII. p. clviii,

We.. sent our prisoners and their baggage which lumbered
our guns, on board the Goliath. 1824 W. Irving T. Trav.
I. 328 Empty bottles lumbered the bottom of every closet.

1825 Lock hart Let. in Smiles Mem. J. Murray (1801) II.

xxvii. 229, 1 . . should be sorry to have them [sc. packages]
lumbering your warehouses. 1840 R. H. Dana Be/. Mast
xxix. 98 The decks were lumbered up with every thing. 1845
Fohd Handbk. Spain t. 49 There is no worse mistake than
lumbering oneself with things that are never wanted. 1861
Tllloch Eng. Purit. ii. 247 The mere details of controversy
. .lumber his style. 1866 Howei.ls Venet. Life 148, 1 could
not, in any honesty, lumber my pages with descriptions.

1867 Trollope Chron. Barset I. xxxvii. 319 One side and two
angles of the court are always lumbered with crates,

hampers, (etc.]. 1901 Edin. Rev. Oct. 261 The ships of war
were lumbered up with the soldiers,

b. /;///*. To lie as lumber.
1850 D. Macmillan in Life (i88z) ii. 11 A queer mass of

rubbish to lie lumbering in any one's brain.

2. To heap or place together as lumber, without
order or method ; to deposit as lumber.
1678 T. Rv.mer Trag. Last Age 41 In Rolto we meet with

so much stuff lumberd together. 1735 Mallkt Verbal
Crit, 16 With all their refuse lumber'd 111 his head. 1805
M. A. Shke Rhymes on Art 369 How that \se. picture],
long .. lumber'd in some filthy broker's stall, Lay, lost to
fame.

3. inlr. To perform the labour or carry on the

business of cutting forest timber and preparing it

for the market, occas. trans. (Ar
. Amer.)

1809 Kfnoall Trav. 111. lxviii. 73 The verb to lumber
has also the .. sense, to procure or even to manufacture
lumber. 1870 Maine Rep. LV I. 566 The plaintiff lumbered
on his township called Holeb. 1891 R. A. Alger in Voice
(Ar

. I'.) 15 Oct., I.. commenced lumbering in a small way.
/bid., We then lumbered a million and a quarter feet a year.

1893 Scribner's Mag. June 71 1/1 They bought and lumbered
timber on their own account.

Lu mber, v.z slang, [f. Lumber sb%] trans.

To deposit (property) in pawn ; hence in passive,

to be placed away privily, to be imprisoned.
1812 J. H. Vaux Flash Diet, s.v., To lumber any pro-

perty, is to deposit it at a pawnbroker's. . ; to retire to any
. . private place, for a short time is called lumbering yourself.
A man. .sent to gaol is said to be lumbered. 1840 Eraser's
Mag. XX II. 578 Revelling in the reminiscences of the
number of times they have been lumbered.

II Lumberdar tlvmtaida-j). [Urdu lambardar,
f. Eng. Number + Urdu (Pers.) -dar suffix.] The
registered head-man of an Indian village.

1855 H. H. Wilson Gloss. Judic. «$• Rev. Terms, Lam-
!

bardar, L umburdar. The cultivator who, . pays the govern-
ment dues and is registered in the collectors roll according

I

to his number. 1858 J. B.' Norton Topics 193 The moral
cuntrol of head men and lumberdars is destroyed. 1900
Mary Carus Wilson Irene Petrie xii. 284 The doctors
operated successfully on the wife of the lumbardar—that is

the hereditary taxgatherer, the headman of the village.

t Luuiberdyne. Obs, rare" 1

, [? Connected
with Lombardy\ cf. pleasance from Placetttia,
Piacenza.] A kind of black lawn.
/11548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII (1809) 514 Their faces,

neckes,armes& handes, couered with fyne pleasaunce blacke

:

1 Some call it Lumberdynes, which is merueylous thine, so
that the same ladies semcd to be nygrost or blacke Mores.

Lumbered (lmubajd), a. [f. Lumber v% +
, -ED l.] Filled or encumbered with lumber. Some-
times with up.

1745 P« Thomas frnl. Anson's Voy. 288 She was so lum-
bered that she could not fight all of them.^ 1803 W. Ramsay
in Naval Chron. IX. 269 Many ships going in a lumbered

I state from Gravesend. 1898 F. T. Bullen Cruise Cachalot
109 Soon the lumbered -up decks began to resume their

I

normal appearance. 1900 Lougm. Mag. Oct. 547 [HeJ
hunted a dusty creel from out of a lumbered corner.

Lumberer (ltfmbarai), sbA iV. Amer. [f.

Lumber v'1 + -i*n l
.] One engaged in the lumber

or timber trade.

1809 KeNOAi.L Trav. III. 33 To this mill, the surrounding
lumberers or fellers of timber bring their logs. 1861 Wooos
Pr. of Wales in Canada 152 The lumberers, who in Ottawa

I welcomed the Prince in their procession of canoes. 1884
Ld. Blackburn in Law Rep. 9 App. Cases 410 The legisla-

ture confined the^ enactment to the seasons during which
lumberers ordinarily ply tbeir trade.

Ltrmberer, sh* Obs. exc. slang, [f. Lumber
j/.3 + -er

1J A pawnbroker.
1802 W. Taylor in Robberds' Mem. I. 419 The Jew

LUMBER-PIE.

J

lumberers exhibit . . candlesticks purchased of the church,
robbers. 1807 — in Ann. Re?>. V. 296 We belie>c the term

[ broker, for a furniture broker, is gradually disused, and that
the term lumberer is introducing "itself^ 1896 Farmer
Slang, Lumberir

.

(American thieves*. )-^-A pawnbroker.

Lu'mberer, sb.* [f. Lumber v> + -er L]
1. One who goes clumsily or blunderingly.
1593 Nasiie Christ's T. (1613) 128 So many cow-baby-

bawlers and heauy-gated lumberers into the ministry are
stumbled.

2. slang, fa. ? A tramp, vagrant \obs.). b. *A
swindling tipster ' (Barrerc & Leland).
1764 Lo7u Life (ed. 3) 99 Lumberers taking a Survey of the

Streets and Markets, and preparing to mount Bulks instead
of Beds. 1897 Hai l Caine Christian iv. iv. 376 The pick-
pocket, the card-sharper, the * lumberer', . . and the faker of
every description laid his snares on this holy spot [Epsom
Downs], 1901 Sketch 18 Dec. 351/1 It is a pity means could
not be devised to rid the Tnrf of the * lumberers'.

t Lumber-house. Obs. = Lumber sb. 2 r.

1677 Yarranton Eng. Improv. 7 A lumber-house, whereby
all poor people may have Moneys lent upon Goods at very
easie Interest. 1720 Lotid. Gaz. No. 5859/0 Subscriptions
for erecting Lumber- Houses, Loan-Offices, &c. 1723 Ibid.
No. 6164/1 Lumber-Houses or Banks for lending Money on

I Pledges.

Lumbering (ltf-mbaiiij), vbl. shy ff. Lumber
r'.i + -ing I.] The action of Lumber v.*
1621 Lady M. Wroth Urania <j86 Wee heard a noise.,

continuing with increase of lumhnng. 1782 Cowper Gilpin
232^ The lumbering of the wheels. 1B16 Scott Old Mort.
xv iii, The lumbering of the old guns backwards and forwards
shook the battlements.

Lumbering (lymbaiiij), vbl. sb* [f. Lumber
j

?».--r>-lNG 1.]

1. The action of filling with lumber.
1775 in Ash, Suppl.

2. The trade or business of a lumberer
; dealing

1 or working in timber.
179a J. Belknap Hist. NnvHampsh. III. 213 Towns

adjoining the river, in which lumbering was formerly the
chief employment. 1898 ii. F. R. Henderson Stonewall
fackson L i. 10 Young men had to serve a practical
apprenticeship to lumbering and agriculture,

b. atlrib., as lumbering-camp, season.

1857 Thoheau Maine W. (1894) 143 Here were the ruins
of an old lumbering-camp. 1873 Wisconsin Rep. XXXL 424
The coming lumbering season.

Lumbering (L^mbarix)), ///. a. [f. Lumber
z'. 1 and - + -i>'o-.] Ponderous in movement, in-

conveniently bulky, lit. and fig.
1593 Nashe Four Lett. couf. G3 Master Stannyhurst ..

trod a foule lumbring boystrous wallowing measures [sic] in

his translation of Virgil. 1594— Terrors A7. Wks. (Grosart)
111. 275 And yet me thinkes it comes off too goutie and lum-
bring. 1606 J. Raynoi.ds Dolamey*s Prim. (18S0' 1 18 There
might be heard, the hideous lumbring swasher. 1736 New
Hampsk. Prov. Papers (1870) IV. 713 We had only time ..

to save our lumbering stuff, such as tables and chairs. 179a
Woixot (P. Pindar) Ode to the PopeW. Wks. III. 256 Upon
the sportsman'* breaking back,A lumbring eighteen pounder.
1811 Scott lam. Lett. (1894) 1. vii. 229, I agree with you
respecting the lumbering weight of the stanza. 1855 Mrs.
G aitv Parables fr. Nat. Ser. 1. (1869) 3 A caterpillar, who
was strolling along a cabbage leaf in his odd lumbering
way. 1885 Sat. Rev. 6 June 758/1 How Jumbering all their

rapier play Beside your fin ished carte and tierce. 1900 Lougm.
Mag. Oct. 574 It was a great heavy lumbering travelling coach,

fb. Rumbling. Obs.
1678 Bi'nvan Pilgr. 1. 159 A lumbring noise as of fire.

1684 ibid. 11. 27.

Hence Iiu 'iriberingrly adrj., IiU'iuTjeringrness.
1850 lienti. Misc. Jan. 12 'Come—be alive V and Meg

moved lumberingjy out. i860 Rutledgewi, I. .ran upstairs
followed lumberingly by the hou"*kceper. 1869 Echo 13
Feb., The intolerable lumberingness of its action \sc. of the

House of Commons]. 1885 D
:
C. Murray Rainbow Gold

III. vi. iii. 214 A drunken sailor who howled a song and
j

danced lumberingly. 1900 N. Munro in Blackiv. Mag.
Oct. 451 fi The beast, .fell lumberingly on its side.

Lumberly (l^mbajli), a. [f. Lumber p.* +
-ly l

.] Clumsy, cumbrous.
1805 Coleridge Lett. (1895) II. 488 The latter word shall

have become an incurable synonym, a lumberly duplicate.

1855 RouiNsoN Whitby Gloss., Lnmmerly or Lumberly,

I

awkward, cumbrous. 1880 J. A. H. Murray Address to

1 Pkilol. Soc. 30 Lngland is stirring, in a slow, lumberly, and
timorous fashion.

Lumberman (lp-mbajm&n). N, Amer. [f.

Lumber sb. 1 + Man.] One whose work is among
lumber or rough timber, esp. one who fells and

I

dresses timber in the forest.

a 1817 T. Dwight Trav. New Eng., etc. II. (1821) 166 The
' lumbermen were without employment. 1870 Emkrson Soc.

I

% Solit. Wks. (Hohn) III. 1 He envied every drover and
, lumberman in the tavern. 1893 Scribner's Mag. June 711/t

[

The veteran lumberman and politician, Hon. Philetus

Sawyer, is a conspicuous example,

t Lumber-pie. Obs. Also lumbar-pie. [See

Lombard a.
2.

J A savoury pie made of meat or

fish and eggs.
1656 MARNETTft Per/I Cook n. 1 To make a Lumbar Pye.

1

Take three pound of Mutton [etc.], 1663 in Jupp Ace.
Carpenters* Comp. (1848) 206 It is. .ordered, .that the pro-

vision be as followeth; viz*.. Roast Turkey, Lumberpie,
Capon, Custurd, and codling tart. 1688 R. Holme Armoury

;
III. 83/1 Lumber pie, made of Flesh or Fish minced and

1 made in Dalls ., with Eggs, .and so Baked in a Pye with

Butter. 1694 Motteux Rabelais (1737) iv. lix. 243 Lum-
ber-Pyes, with hot Sauce. 17.. E. Smith Compl. House
wife (1750) 1 50 To make a Lumber pye. Take a pound and
a half of veal, &c. 1849 W. H. Ainsworth Lane. Witches ill.

I
\x, There were lumbar pies, marrow pies, quince pies (etc.].



LUMBER-ROOM.

Lumber-room . [L Lumper sb.i] A room
for the reception of lumber or disused chattels.

1741 Richardson Pamela (1824) 1. 132 My own little

chapel, which has not been used for any thing but a lumber-
room. x8ia H. it J. Smith Rej. Addr., Baby's Debut, The
chaise .. Stood in the lumber room. 1884 J, Hatton //.

frpiugs impress. Amert (ed. 2) I. 4 The apartments were
lumber-rooms until lately.

b.jig.
1748 Ciiestrrf. Lett. clx. (1792) II. 72 Many great readers

..make lumber-rooms of their heads. 1827 Hark Guesses
Ser. 11. (1873) 446 The memory ought to be a store-room.

Many turn theirs rather into a lumber-voom. 1879 J. A. 11.

Murray Address toPhilol. Sac. 33 They arc included by
Lepsius in his provisional lumber-room of 1 Isolated Lan-
guages '.

Lumbersome (hnnboisDm), a. [f. Luhbkr
z\! + -.some.] Cumbrous, unwieldy.

t
1834 M. Scott in Blackw. Mag. XXXV. 314 Sprawl.,

invariably wore with his back to him, and so lumbersome
and slowly, that the Commodore usually had wheeled .. long

before Mr. Sprawl came round. 1837 C. Lofit Self
formation 1. 142, 1 was like a young greyhound, sprawling,

uncouth, and lumbersome. 1873 Browning Red Cott. Nt-
cap 11. Wks. 1898 II. 396/2 The large and lumbersome and
. .dignified And gentry-fashioned old-style haunts of sleep.

Lumbert(te, obs. form of Lombard.

II Lumbiplex (lz>-mbipleks). Anat. [f. L. lumb-
7rs loin + Plkx-US.] The lumbar plexus of nerves.

Hence Iitunbiple'xal a
,
pertaining to the lumbi-

plex. 1890 Cent. Diet, refers to Coufs.

Lumbo- (knnb<?), used as combining form of

L. htmbus loin, as lumbo-abdominal a., pertain-

ing to the loins and the abdomen (cf. Abdominal)
;

so htmbo-aortic, -costal, -inguinal, etc. (see Syd.

Soc. Lex. 1889), -sacral, -vertel*ral mdjs.
; || lum-

bodynia [mod. L.
;

hybrid f. Ur. bZvvr) pain]

= Lumbago.
1899 Altbutt's Syst. Med. VI . 660 Neuralgia of the lumbar

plexus, or *lumbo-abdominal neuralgia. 1866 A. Flint
Prine. Med. (1880) 805 The affection is commonly known
as lumbago. Valleix designated it *lumbodynia. 1840 E.
Wilson Anat. Vade M. (1842) 107 The *luinbo-iliac ligament
is triangular in form. 1856 Qnairis Anat. (ed. 6) II. 632
note, Schmidt describes them as separate nerves, naming the
genital branch, external spermatic, and the crural branch,
*Iumbo-inguinal. 1840 E. Wilson Anat. I 'ade M. (1842) 14
The *lum bo-sacral nerve. 1878 T. Bryant Pract. Surg: 1 . 258
The lumbo-sacral portion of the column is more frequently
affected than any other. 1899 A //butt's Syst. Med. VI. 217
The *lumbo-vertebral anastomotic trunk of Braune.

Lumbor, obs. form of Lumbkk sbA

t Lumbric. Obs. Also 5 lumbryke. [ad. L.
lumbricus : see Lumbricus.] A worm.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 316/2 Lumbryke, lumbricus. 1828-32

Webster, Lumbric, a worm. Med. Repos.

Lumbrical (ltfmbrai'kal), a. and sb. Nat. Hist.

[ad. mod.L. lumbricdl-is : see Lumbricus and -al.]

A. adj. Pertaining to or resembling a lumbricus
or worm; Anal, applied to certain fusiform muscles 1

in the hand and the foot which assist in flexing

the digits.

1694 Phil. Trans. XVI 1 1. 230 The Lumbrical Muscles
j

(which lye in the Palm of the Hand). 1722 Quincy Lex.
Physico-Med. (ed, 2) 2 The Tendon of one of the lumbrical
Muscles. 1775 Ash, Lumbrical. .,belonging to the earth-
worm.

_
1802 Binglky Amm. Biog. (1813) 111. 394 The

Lumbrical and Vermicular Ascaris, 1847-9 1 odd Cycl. Anat. 1

IV. 757/2 The fourth digital nerve,. gives a filament to the
second lumbrical muscle.

#
1866 Treas. Bet., Lumbrical^ I

worm-shaped ; a term applied to the worm-like lobes of the
frond of certain seaweeds.

B. sb. Often in L. form lumbricalis, pi. -es

(lzrnibrik^-lis, -iz). A lumbrical muscle.
1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Lumbricales, Muscles of the

Finger, so nam'd from their Figure. 1800 Phil. Trans. XC,
12 The fingers arc bent to a certain degree by the long

|

muscles that lie upon the fore-arm, to the tendons of which
a set of smaller muscles are attached, called lumbricales,
1872 Humphry Myology 188 There is in each limb only
one lumbricalis. 1887 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 2 Apr. 733/1
The lumbricals of the hand and foot. 1899 Allbutfs Syst.
Med. VI. 660 The two radial lumbricals are not paralysed.

Lumbriciform (lpmbrsrsifpim), a. [ad.

mod.L. type *lumbrTciformis : see Lumbricus and
-form.] Resembling a lumbrlcus ; vermiform.
1828-32 in Webster. 1874 Coves Birds N. \V. 269 The

tongue.. resembles that of the Woodpeckers, in its length
and lumbriciform slenderness.

Lunibricilie (Izrmbrisoin), a. Zool. [ad. mod.
L. htmbricina: sec Lumbricus and -jne.] Pertaining
to the group Lumbricina of annelids; lumbriciform.
1890 in Century Diet*

So Iiumbrici'nan, a worm of this group.
1835 Kirby Hah.

<<f Inst. Anim. 1. xii. 334 The third
[order] he [Savigny] names Lumbricinans.

Lumbricoid (Izrmbreikoid), a. and sb. Zool.

[ad.mod.L.luwbrTcoTd-es: seeLuMBRicus and -oil).]

A. adj. Resembling the lumbricus or round-
worm, Ascaris htmbricoides. B. sb. The round-
worm.
1849-52 Todd Cycl. Anal. IV. 853/2 The presence of

lumbricoid ascarides in the intestine. 188a Qnain's Diet.
Med. 855/2 All the larger round-worms infesting man and
animals are apt to be called lumbricoids, 1892 Lancet 20
Jan. 284/2 The possible relations between micro-organisms
and these lumbricoids being thus established.

LumbricOTLS i>mbrork3s), a. Path., etc. [f.

Vol, VI.
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I Lumbric-vs + -ous. Cf late L. lumbrfedsus.]
a. Infested with lumbvici. b. Lumbriciform.
1856 Maynr JCjt/os. Lev., s.v. Lnmbricodes. 1900 Jack-

son Gloss. Bot. Terms.

II Lumbricus (>mbroik/?s). Zool. PL lum-
brici (lynibroi-soi). [L. lumbricus.] a. The

1
eaith-worm, /. tcrrestris, b. The munil-worm

[ which infests the intestines, Ascaris htmbricoides
(frequently referred to Lumbricus).
<ri4oo LanfrancsCirurg. 150 Leie aboue lumbricus of be

erbe, bat belli erbe-wormes staumpid & boilid wi)> oile of
rosis. 1802-12 Bkntija.m

^
Ration. Judic. Kvid. (1827) V.

202 In a relaxed constitution of the body politic, acquitted
and unprosecuted malefactors, .are no less congenial ..than
the taenia, the lumbricus, and the ascaris are to the natural
body. 1808 Med. Jrnl. XIX. 307 Since taking the
electuary, [he] has voided another lumbricus. 1841 71 T. R.
Jones Auim. Kiugd. (ed. 4) 24S In the Lumbrici,.. every
ring . . is found to support a series of sharp retractile spines.
attrib. 1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) 1. 82 The

contents of the stomach, together with a lumbricus worm.,
were effused in the chest.

LumbrOUS lzrmbras),**. rare. [f. Lumberj/M +
-ous.] Heavy and unwieldy

;
lumbering.

1847-8 II. Millek First Impr. xi. (1857] 170 The lumbrous
dignity of Shenstone's elegiacs. 1887 Hale Caink Decanter
ii. u888), A lumbrous, jolting sound of heavy wheels.
Lurue, Sc. var. Loom sbA ; obs. f. Lkam z'.i

II Lumen (li/rmen). PI. lumina (lamina).
[L. = light; an opening.] An opening, passage,
or canal, a. Anat. and Zool. b. Hot. c. Surg:
The passage of any tube in an instrument.
a. 1873 T. H. Gri-.kn Introd. Pathol, ted. 2) 81 The vessel

thus calcified, loses its. .contractility ; Us lumen is dimi-
nished. 1888 I»i-1)»akij in iineyd. Brit. XXIV. 680/2 A
longitudinal fold on the dorsal side which projects inio the
lumen of the intestine. 1893 Siiulky /.ool. lnvertebr. 214
In the lumen of the siphon is a small valve,

b. 188? Garnsey Balfour tr. De Bary's Fungi 3^1
The hypha:.. usually have their walls thickened till the lu-

mina disappear. 1900 Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms, Lumen,
the space which is bounded by the walls of an organ, as
the central cavity of a cell.

e. 1889 Lancet 9 Nov. 949/* 'I racheotomy was resorted
to, the larger lumen of the tube affording a freer vent. 1894

I

Ibid. 3 Nov. 1033 The lumen of the catheter.

Lumen, obs. pi. of LrMB sb.l

tLumer. Obs. rare*1
* [?a. OK. lumicre, F.

hunih'c light.] Light, illumination.
c 1468 in Archxol. (1846) XXXI. 334 To encrcse the lumer

of the said hall, one every side vii other candelstickes, one
eche iiii lyghtis.

• f Luminair. Sc. Obs. Also 5 lumynar, -air.

[a. F. luminal re, ad. med.L. lumindriitmx see

Luminary sb.'] —Luminary sb.

1456 Sir G. IIayk La<v Arms (S. T. S.) 210 God.. maid
twa lumynaris .. that are callit the grete lumynar and the
small lumynar. £1477 Caxton Jason 84 Whan .. all the
lumynaire brende about the body of Appollo. 1560 Holland
Crt. Venus 11. 125 Of all palice it was the luminair. 1588
A, King tr. Canisius' Ca/ec/i. 81 All outuard apparell and
ornaments of this vnbloody sacrifice as haly vestments,
vessell, luminair s and vlher cajremonies.

Luminal (luminal), a. [f. L. himin-, Lumen
+ -AL.] Of or belonging to a lumen.
1897 Amir. Naturalist Jan. 67 The luminal walls of these

intestinal cells are strong and thick.

Lu'mLiance. [U next: sec -ANCE.] Luminous-
ness.

1880 Ouioa Moths 111. xi. 282 Her eyes have a serious
sweet luminance. 1884 & A. 15. Hodgetts tr. Rcfnin. Gen.
Skobeleff 322 The bright luminance of our freedom shall

shine forth to be seen by the whole world. 1893 Marie
Corelli Barablas iii. (1894) 15 The flickering luminance
thus given only making the native darkness of the place 1

more palpable.

Luminant (l^'minant), a. and sb. [ad. L.
j

Inminant-em, pres.pple. of liimhidre to Luminate.]
A. adj. Illuminating, luminous.

1891 Hiss Dowie Girl in Kurp. xviii. 237 There would be
three more hours of light. .before the luminant star-freaked

dark. 1893 Black % White 22 July 100/2 His discussion is

luminant only in flashes.

B. sb. An illnminant.
18.. Elect. Rev. XXIV. 334 (Cent.) Public institutions and

factories are very much in favour of the new luminant. 1884
Daily News 3 Sept. 3/5 The different luminants— gas, oil,

and electricity—which are being experimented with.

Lumina rious, a. rare. [f. Luminary + -ous.]

Luminous.
1 773 J- Ross Fratricide n. 853 (MS.) See! the clouds

descend With luminareous glory. 1823 Spirit Publ. Jrnls.

(1825) 1. 271 Falling flat before the luminarious orb.

Luminaristvjw'rninarist). [ad. F. luminariste

(Littre Suppl.), f. L. himin-, lumen light.] A
painter who treats light effectively, or whose
* colour

1
is luminous.

1888 Academy 21 Jan. 48/2 The finest works of that great
and subtle luminarist Adrian van Ostade. a 1900 K. A. M.
Stevenson introd. Armstrong's Sir H. Raebnrn (1901) 18

Oil-paint is the least abstract or conventional of the mediums.
It is the medium of the luminarist and the man who would
render an account of the full aspect of nature.

Luminary (lWrminari), sb. [ad. F. luminaire
masc. (early OF. luminarie), ad. med.L. lumina-
Hum, luminare, f. lumin-, lumen light : cf. -aby.]

1. A natural light-giving body, esp. a celestial

body
;

pre-eminently applied to the sun or the

moon, f The luminaries often - the sun and moon.

LUMINATOR.
f 1489 Caxton Faytes of A. iv. xvii, 279 The golde repre*

senteth the sonne whiche is a right noble lumynarye. 1559
W. Cunningham Cosmogr. Glasse ir Imagining the lumin-
aries to haue their course vnder all the other Planetes. 1615
Tomris Atbumazar v. i. K2I), Search your Natiuitie : see
if the Fortunates And Luminaries be in a good Aspect. 1665
Iiovi.K Oceas. Rejl. Pref. (1848) 24 For though the stars
cannot, the Luminaries can, cloathe the. .vapours of the air,
with the colour of Gold and of Roses. 1667 — in /'////.

Trans. II. 606 Doth of them [rotten Wood and burning
Coal] are Luminaries, that is, give Light. 1667 Milton
/'. L. 111. 576 Where the great Luminarie Alooff the vulgar
Constellations thick, . . dispenses Light from farr. 1774
Goldsm. Nat. Ilist. (1776) 1. 8 All other planets that depend
upon our great luminary for their support. 1820 Scott
Abbot i, The level surface of the lake . was gilded with the
beams of the setting luminary. 1881 Houtlkogk Science \.

15 Pythagoras conceived the planets to revolve around the
central luminary.

b. Iransf. nonce-use. (As if 'astrological signs'.)
a 1639 Woiton Life Dk. Btichhm. in Relit/. (1651)77 Who,

1 know not upon what Luminaries he spyed in his face,
disswaded him from Marriage.

2. An artificial light
; f in Caxton collect, sing.

I

\cf. Y. luminaire); fin 17th e. illuminations
1 betokening rejoicing (so med.L. luminarid).

1483 Caxton G. de la Tour exxxvi, 193 Shc.gaf these
torches, and alle niche other lumynary as it neded therto,
c 1510 Barclay Mirr. Gd. Manners (1570) G ij, None closelh
in a corner a kindled luminary. 1605 P>. Jonsos Masque
Blachness Wks, 1616 I. 807 The dressing of her head
antique; & crown'd with a Luminarie, or Sphere of light.
< 1645 Howi i.l Lett. (1650) L 135 There were luminaries of
joy lately here for the victory that Don Gonzalez de Cordova
gut over Count Mansfelt in the Netherlands. 1692 Luitrkli.
Brief Pel. (1857 II. 598 There were extraordinary lumi-
naries in all the windows in the publick streets. 1706 Cotls
tr. Dupiu's Put. Hist. 16/// C. II. iv. xviii. 266 The Church
. .has ml rod need Ceremonies, such as mystical Predictions,
Luminaries [etc.]. 1892 SiKVf.xsoN Actoss the Plains 213
[They I began to garnish their windows with our particular
brand of luminary.

3. fig. A source of intellectual, moral, or spiritual

light (now only of persons, fonnerly also cccas. of
things)

; a person of*
4

light and leading'.
^1450 Cop. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 288 [To llerod] () thou

luminarye of pure lightnes ! a 1529 Skklton Prayer to
Father ofHen? en, O ladiant Luminary of lyght intermyn-
able, Celestial Father. 1557 Pavm:l Barclay's jfugnr/h 89
The glorious dedes..of forefathers be like an example nr.

luminary vnto their of spring or progeny. 1643 Sir T.
I'rownk Retig. Med. 1. § 12 In this mass of nature there is

a set of things w hich to wiser . . Reasons serve as Lumenaries
in the Abyss of knowledge. 1692 Ukntlf.v 8 Serin. (1724J
108 A late happy Discovery by two great Luminaries of this
Island. 1773 Johnson in Bostvcll 19 Oct., We were now
treading that illustrious island, which was once the luminary
of the Caledonian regions. 1797G0UWIN /inquirer 11. ix,

324 Mr. Fox.. the greatest luminary of the present house of
commons. 1854 H. Rogers ICss. II. i. 2 Like the other
great luminaries of philosophy and science, Locke has shone
on with tolerably Uniterm lustre, i860 Troi.loi-e Framley
/'. i, Here is one of the luminaries of your diocese.

Lu'minary, a. rare. [f. L. hlmiti-, lumen
light + -aky.] Pertaining to light.

1794 G. Aoa.ms Nat. <y Exp. Philos. 11. xxi. 416 Without
the influence of light, vegetables would .. be deprived of
their beautiful shades by the interception of the luminary
fluid. 1889 Anthony's Photogr. Bull. II. 390 While the
so-called cirri or land clouds have an average height of 13
kilometres, the luminary night clouds float at a height ol

75 kilometres.

t Lu minate, a. Obs. [ad. L. luminat-us, pa.

pple. of Imninare (sec next).] Lighted.
1560 R01 land Crt. Venus 11. 925 Thair luminat lampis of

gret valour.

Luminate (l'w min^t), v. Obs. or arch. [f. L.

luminat-, ppl. stem of Imninare, f. lutttiu- t lumen
light.] trans. To light up, Illuminate.
1623 Cocker am, Luminate, to giue light. 1693 W. de

Britaine Hum. Prud. v. (ed. 6) 36 Whether the Stars be
but Earth luminated, as Thales maintained, or [etc.]. 1799
Sir II. Davy in Ueddoes Contrib. Phys. $ Med. Knoivt.

(1799) 87 The atmosphere [above 45 miles high] is amazingly
rare, being composed of phosoxygen highly luminated. 1813
T. Husby Lucretius 1. 1. 634 Would proper principles in

Nature lie, To furnish earth and luminate the sky?
Llence Lu'minated, Lirrninating///. adjs.

1652 Benlowes Tkeoph. vn. xix. 97 The Stars.. That stud
the luminated sphear. 1746 Watson in Phil. Trans. XL1 V.

,
87 The luminating Power which is gained by Calcination.

1 1882 G. Macdonalo Castle Warlock 1. xx. 320 He had been

I

inwardly beholding a large breadth of gently luminated
spiritual sky.

Lumination (Hz/min^'Jan), rare. [ad. L.

I

*lumindlion-em, n. of action f. lumiiidrei see

prec.] A shedding or emission of light. fAlso
concr. an illumination (cf. Luminaby sb. 2).

1654 tr. Scitder/s Curia Pol. D j b, The glory of terrestrial

Soveraignty ,. transcendeth .. inferiour lights and lumina-
tions. 1709 Proclamation in K. Steuart By Allan Water
iii. (1901) 104 The haill inhabitants to put out and mak
luminations in the windows of their houses. 1794 J . Hutton
Philos. Light etc. 291 Most powerful for exciting heat,

proportionally to its lumination. 1858 Motley Dutch Rep.
Hist. Introd. yii. 39 The liberty of the Netherlands, not-
withstanding several brilliant but brief luminations,. .seemed

j
to remain in almost perpetual eclipse.

HLuminator (Wmin*»t0i). Hist. [med.L.
hlfiiindlor (f. Inminare : see Luminate v.) ; the

! word occurs as the designation of an official who
kept the accounts of expenditure for the lighting

and 1 fabric
1

of a church. Cf. OF. luminier of the

03
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same meaning (in Auvergne, a churchwarden),

f

See Du Cauge s.vv. Lnminalor, Luminariai] In

St. Andrews University, a student (one in each
class) who was privileged to attend the professor's

lectures withont payment, and to receive certain

dues from the other students, in return for services

rendered by him.
The Librarian of the University, Mr. J. Maitland Ander-

son, informs us that the first student whom he has found
described in the records as ' luminator ' entered the Univer-
sity in 1697 ; it is, however, probable that the title goes back
to mediaeval times. It is supposed that the * luminator'

1

originally provided lights and hresto the classes ; but there

is no contemporary evidence of this. Between 1800 and
1827 his duties seem to have been those of a clerk (cf. quot.

a 1808). The office was abolished about 1830.

It is commonly stated that the University seal contains a
representation of a 'luminator* holding a candle while a

professor is lecturing. But whether the object is a candle

or something else (?a mace), and whether the figure holding
it is meant for the 'luminator', seems to be quite uncertain.

Called illuminator in Lyon's .S7. Andrews (1838) 171.

a 1808 Bye-laws United College (MS.), clause added by

Prof. Adamson, The Luminator of each cla<s to give in to

the Hebdomadar each Monday a list of absents Ifrom
church] on the preceding Sunday. 1827 Evidence Utm\
Commission (1837) 111. 292 Each class has a Luminator,
who originally furnished lights and fires to the classes for '

a certain remuneration from the students. .. He is still

piivileged to attend the class of which he is Luminator,
without payment of a fee to the Professor ; and . . he con.

tinues to receive . . 2J. 67. from each Secondar of the class,

and if. 67. from each Ternar, except [etc.].

Iilimine (Uwmin), v. Now rare or Obs. [a.

OF. Itumme-r, med,L. luminare, f. I*. lumin-,

himen light. Cf. Limn v., Illumine v.] trans.

To light up, illumine, t In early use, to illumi-

nate (manuscripts or books) ; see Limn v. Hence
Lu'mined Lu*mining vbl. sb.

1387 Trevisa lligden (Rolls) VII. 295 J>is bisshop hymself
schonede not to write and lumine and bynde bookes. 1483
Cat/t. Angl. 223/2 To Lumine, illuminare. 1512 in Ld. Treas.
Acc.Scoti. IV. 379 In part pamentotlummyng [?r<?a71 untitl-

ing] of the Kingis grete portuus x Franch crounis. 1577 87
IloLissHKoCV/ro^. III. 857/r The outward part of the place
lumined the eies of the beholders, by reason of the sumptuous
worke. 1596 Spenser Heavenly Love 280 Blinding the eyes,

and lumining the spright. 1729 Savage Wanderer in. 139
From lumin'd windows glancing on the eye, Around, athwart,
the striking shadows fly. 1823 J. F. Cooper Pioneers xli,

A smile of joy lumined his wrinkled features.

f Lumilier e. Obs. Also -our. See also

LiMNEit. [f. Lumine v. + -kr 2
.] = Illuminator 5.

1330-31 Durham Acc. Rolls (Surtees) 517 Radulpho
Luminour pro libr. de Merington illuminand. xij7. 1491 in

York Myst. Introd. 39 Tixt-wrylers, luminers [etc.].

Luminesce (jwvmiue's), v. [Back-formation

from Luminescent.] inlr. To become luminescent.
1896 S. P. Thompson in Jrnl.Oxf. Univ. yuniorScienti/ic

Club II. No. 40. 67 Substances such as glass lose the power
of luminescing when raised to temperatures such that they
become conductors of electricity. 1898 Sir W. Crookes
A ddr. Brit. Assoc. 22 Fluor-spar, which by prolonged heating
has lost its power of luminescing when re-heated.

Luminescence (U/zmine'sens). [f. next : see

-ence.J Luminescent condition or quality.

1889 jr. E. Weidemaun in] Philos. Mag. Ser. v. xxviii.

151, 1 have ventured to employ the term luminescence for i

all those phenomena of light which are more intense than
corresponds to the actual temperature. 1896 Q. Rev. Apr.

497 Electrical luminescence. 1899 D. Sharp Insects 11.

iCamb. Nat. HUt)259 It is remarkable that there should be
three successive seats of luminescence in the life of the
same individual.

Luminescent (l'/rmine sent), a. [f. L. lumin-,

lumen light + -escent.] a. Krnilting light, or \

having the property of emitting light, otherwise

than as a result of incandescence, b. Pertaining to

luminescence.
1889 \\x.E. Weidemaun in] Philos. Mag. Ser. v. XXVI 1 1.

155 Luminescent light is in a high degree dependent in

colour and intensity upon the mode of production. 1896
S. P. Thompson in Jrnl.Oxf. Univ. Junior Scientific Club
1 1. No. 40. 64 The colour emitted by the luminescent body.

Luminiferous (I'/Imini fer^s), a. [Formed as

prec. + -(ijFEROus.] Producing or transmitting

light esp. in luminiferous elher (see Ether 5).
1801 Young in Phil. Trans. XCII. 22 The actual velocity

of the particles of the luminiferous ether. 1842 Parnell
C/tem. Anal. (1845) 270 The principal luminiferous con-
stituents of coal-gas are [etc.]. 1863 Tyndall Heat xi, 293
The luminiferous ether fills stellar space. 1866 J. Maktineau
Ess. 1. 137 The luminiferous, the calorific, and the chemical
rays. 1878 BeCl tr. Gegeubaurs Cottlp. Anat. 394 The ,

paired luminiferous organ of these animals.

Luminist (Wminiat). rare. [f. L. lumin-,

lumen light + -1ST.] * Luntkahwt.
1901 Edin. Rev. Oct. 492 The Barbizon school, the realists, ,

the luminists, the impressionists [etc.].

LttminologistU , ''m in?*l6d;$ist). [tL./umin-, '

lumen light + -ologist.]

1. One who studies the luminescent phenomena
in living organisms.
1888 Nature 1 Mar. 411/1 Luminolngists such asGiglioli,

Dubois, and others.

\ 2. One versed in the study of illuminations of

manuscripts, rare" 0
.

1890 in Century Did. (with quot. of sense 1).

Luminosity (l»«minp*siti). [f. Luminous:
See -ITY, -OSITY.J

1. The quality or condition of being luminous. '

1634 Bp. Hall Contempt., A". 'P. iv. vii, As iris in the sun
..the luminosity of it being no whit impaired by that per-
petual emission nf lightsome beams. 1851-9 Owen in Man.
Set. Enq. 369 The phenomena of oceanic luminosity. 1865
E. C. Clayton Cruel Fortune 148 To impart additional
luminosity to your ideas. 1871 Darwin Desc. Man 1. x. 345
The purpose of the luminosity in the female glowworm is.,

not understood. 1895 Zangwill Master 11. i. 120 Lumi-
nosity of colour, richness of handling, grip ofcomposition.
2. Something luminous ; a luminous point or area.

1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xxvii. (1856) 223, 1 thought I saw
a luminosity overhead. 1873 Browning Red Cott. Nt.-cap
232 Then his face grew one luminosity. 1895 Zangwill
Master U. ii. 142 The strange warm luminosities Matt pro-
fessed to see on Ixmdon tiles.

Luminous (l^'minos), a. Also5luminos(e,
lumynouse. [ad. L. luminos-us, f. fftmin-, lumen
light. Cf. F. lumineux.]
1. Full of light

; emitting or casting light

;

shining, bright, occas. jocular = shiny.
1432-50 tr. lligden (Rolls) I. 113 The frute of oliues is

vnctuous.luminose, and delicious. 1471 Ripley Comp. Alch.
,

Pref.^ in Ashm. Theatr. Chem. Brit. (1652) 121 Whose
Luminos Bemes obtundyth our speculation. 1630 'Pinker

cf Purvey 55 His eyes were luminous, Chrystalline and
beauteous. 1792 Mar. Ridoell I'oy. Madeira 20 The
phaenomenon of the luminous sea, well known to natu-
ralists. 1835 W. Irving Tour Prairies 147 As the night
thickened the huge fires became more and more luminous.

1839 Ure Diet. Arts 1191 In circumpolarization it |sugar]

bends the luminous rays to the right. 1863 Tvndall Heat
i. § 11 (1870) 11 Here are two quartz-pebbles : I have only to

rub them together to make them luminous. 1900 Blacinv.

Mag. July 58/2 The maples and birches .. shone with a
strange luminous beauty.

b. Of a room : Well lighted.

1610 G. Fletchek Christ's Tri. 11. xxx, Their sunny Tents
and houses luminous. 1624 Wotton Litem. Archit. 1. 55
Our Master, .seems to haue beene an extreame Louer of

Luminous Roomes. 1775 Johnson^ 'Pour West. Isi. Scot.

10 The library. .is elegant and luminous. 1791 Boswell
Johnson 21 Sept. an. 1777, The church of Ashbourne, which
is one of the largest and most luminous that ) have seen in

any town of the .same size.

c. Applied to animals or plants which emit light.

1845 Darwin \
r
oy. Nat. ii. (1879) 30 The rings in one

instance retained their luminous property nearly twenty-four

hour^ after the death of the insect. 1851-6 Woodward
Mollnsca 30 Some of the cuttle-fishes are slightly luminous.

1900 Nature 12 July 264/2 Dr. J. D. F. Gilchrist exhibited

..four fishes showing luminous organs.

2. trans/, and fig. ; said esp. of wi iters, expres-

sions, literary treatment, etc.

c 1450 Mi»our Saluacioun 1261 This virgine fulle of-

splendour and thorgh out lumynouse. 1618 Bolton Florus

To Rdr. (1636) A 7 Whose writings aie altogether as

luminous, as ncuminous. 1787 Shekioan in Sheridanian

a

98 If you.. read the luminous page of Gibbon. 1799 Med.

Jml. ]. 397 The solid and luminous theory of Lavoisier

;md l^a Place. 1809 Knox & Jeiib Corr. I. 559 When I say
that Watts was not luminous, 1 mean strictly to distinguish

that word from lucid \ for this I think he was. 1855
Macailay Hist. Eng. xxv. IV. 447 His State papers.. are

models of terse, luminous, and dignified eloquence. 1881 G.
Allen Vignettesfr. Nat. xxii. 222 Mr. Wallace's luminous
researches on the geographical distribution of animals.

Lu'minously, adv. [f. Luminous + -ly^.]

In a lnminons manner ; with luminosity.

1816 T. L Peacock Headlong Hallix, So luminously ex-

pounding the nature of Owen Thomas' mistake. 1884
Harpers Mag. Aug. 362 Where swim medusse luminously.

1888 H. R. Reynolds Expos. St. John xxi, Vers. 14-18 are
|

..eminently and luminously lohannine.
j

Lu-minousness. [f. as prec. + -ness.] Lu- I

minous quality or condition
;
luminosity.

1667 Boyle in Phil. Trans. 11. 591 Whether stinking Fish,

that shines, be of the same nature as to Luminousness with

Rotten Wood, that shines too. 1773 Iohnson Let. to Mrs.
'1 hrale 25 Aug., A library that for luminousness and elegance

may vie at least with the new edifice at Streatham. 1873

J. H. Newman Hist. Sk.\\\. it. v. 284 Expounding a sacred

dogma with a luminousness which is almost an inspiration.

Lumme, obs. form of Loom sb.%

Lummy (l»"mi), a. slang. First-rate.

1838 Dickens t). Twist xliii, Jack Dawkins—lummy Jack
—the Dodger—the Artful Dodger. 1864 Slang Diet.,

Lummy, jolly, first-rate. 1883 Punch 28 July 38/1 London's I

gettin' more lummy each day; there's sech oshuns to see

and enjuy !

Lump (U>mp), j^.i Also 4 6 lomp> ?
lumpe,

,

(5 lumppe). [ME. lump; not found in the early

Tcut. dialects; cf. early mod.Dn. lomte (now

lomp) rag ; Bn. lomp, LG. lump adj., coarse, heavy,

rude; Ger. (from Dn. or LG.) lumpen rag, ///////

ragamuffin ; S\v. /////// (Da. 16th c.) rag is from

Ger. A sense nearer to that of the Eng. word occurs

in Da. (16th c.) lump(e lump, Norw. and Sw. dial.
'

lump block, stump, log, lumpc a sort of cake.

The ulterior etymology is quite uncertain. Usually the

word has been regarded as cogn. w. Lap sbA It might perh.

be connected with OE. {^e)limpan
t p^. pple. (ge)lumpen, to

happen, the original notion being that of such a quantity as

chance determines—such a portion as may offer itself, and
not any measured or intentionally shaped piece.]

1. A compact massof no particular shape ;
ashape-

less piece or mass ; often with implication of exces-

sive size, protuberant outline, or clumsiness.

a, 1300 Cursor M. 2869 (Cott.) Men findes lumpes \G6tl.

lompis] on be sand O ber [read with Gott. Of ter] nan

finer in bat land, c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xliii. (Cecile)

461 [He] gert men with lumpis oflcd dyng hyme til he

ves ded. c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xii. 50 Men may
find . . grete lumppes paroff, 5a as grete as a hors, castcn
vp on pe land. 1426 Lydg. De Gttil. Pilgr. 17834, I put
vp many a lompe off bred In-to my sak. 1508 Kf.nneuif
Flyting 70. Dunbar 462 Thow spewit. and kest out mony
a lathly lomp. 1581 Pettie tr. Guazzo's C iv. Conv. 11. (1586)

59 Wee must frame alt the bodie in such sorte, that it seeme
neither to bee of one whole immoueable lumpe, neyther yet
to be altogether loosely disioynted. 1601 Siiaks. Alts II 'ell

Hi. vi. 30 When your Lordship sees.. to what mettle this

counterfeyt lump of ours [Theobald 1726 suggests oare] will

be melted. 1656 Cowley Pindar. Odes, Nentaean Ode v,

Nature herself, whilst in the Womb he was, Sow'd Strength
and Beauty through the forming Mass, They moved the
vital Lump in^ every part. 1728 Popk Dune. 1. 102 So
Watchful Bruin forms, with plastic care, Kach growing
lump, and brings it to a Dear. 1738 Swift Pol. Conversat. 95
She gives the Child a lump of Sugar, i860 Tyndall Gla'.
11. xxv. 363 A tin vessel filled with lumps of lead and iron
as a weight. 1901 Speaker 5 Jan. 375/2 American methods
of handling do not readily lend themselves to the preserva-
tion of the coal in large lumps.

b. A lump in one's Ihroalx {a) A swelling in

the throat; {b) a feeling of tightness or pressure

in the throat due to emotion, popular.
1803 Med. Jml. IX. 552 She feeling a lump, to use her

own expression, in her throat, which obstructed her swallow-
ing. 1863 Mrs. H. Wood Vern. Pride Ivi. (1888} 361 A
lump was rising in Lionel's throat, a 1878 Pcess Alice in

Biog. Sk. (1884) 34 A lump always comes into my throat
when I think of it.

c. Lump of clay \ applied disparagingly to the

human body, or to a person stigmatized as ' soul-

less \
a 1400 Cursor M. 27647 (Galha) pou man bat in erth 1 say

and wers ban a lump of clay. 1567 Satir. Pocutt Reform.
iii. 7 Ane King at euin, with Sceptur, Sword, and Crown,
At morne bot ane deformit lumpe of clay. 1591 Shaks.
i Hen. I'J, 11. v. 13 Vet are these Feet, whose strength-
lesse stay is numme, Vnable to support this Lumpe*of Clay.
c 1680 Bkveridge.SV/v//. (1729) I. 338 Being freed from these
lumps of clay,, .we shall be made like to the glorious angels.

1763 Churchill Gotham \\\. 175 One of the herd, a lump of
common clay, Inform'd with life, to die and pass away. 11855
Tenny?ox Maud 1. xvi. i, This lump of earth has left his

estate The lighter by the loss of his weight.]

d. trans/, andyfc.
1576 Fleming Fanopl. Episl. 282 The man who is a lumpe

or masse of foolishnesse, is the onely occasion of this

motion. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, 1. ii. 57 Blush, blush, thou
lumpe of fowle Deformitie. 1624 Miodleton Game at Chess
iv. iv. 81 Is it that lump of rank ingratitude. 1821 Lamb
Elia Ser. 1. Old <fr

New Schoolt//. t Some neglected lump
of nobility or gentry. 1876 Mozi.ey Univ. Serm. ii. 26 We
come across some obstinate lump of evil that will not give
way.

e. A great quantity; a Mot*, 'heap'. Also //.
* lots

4 heaps \ slang or dial.

1523 Skelton Garl. Laurel 733. I am not ladyn of
liddyrnes with lumpis. 1549 Covbruale, etc. Erasm. Par.
James 25 He that is pressed with sondry lumpes of sorowes.

17 13 Wakder True Amazons (ed. 2) 32 Now we are sure

of a gocd lump of Honey. 1728 P. Walker Life f'edeu

(1827) 118 Nothing will convince this Generation but Judg-
ments, and a surprising Lump of them upon the West of

Scotland. 1841 L Hunt Seer (1864) 11 The merrier and
happier they are in general, the greater the lumps of pain
they can bear. 1869 Blackmore Loma D. xv, Colonel
Harding owed him a lump of money. 1880 Antrim <}• D&xvn
Gloss., Lump. .(2) A quantity. ' A lump of people '. 1896
Farmer Slang s.v.,

1

1 like that a lump'.

2. Applied spec, (chiefly fig. in Biblical use) to

the mass of clay taken up by a potter or sculptor

for one operation, and to the mass of dough in-

tended for one baking.
1526 Tin tialp. Rom. ix. 21 Hath nott the potter power

over the claye, even off the same lompe to make one vessel!

vnto honoure, and a nother vnto dishonoure? — 1 Cor.
v. 6 Knowc ye not that a lytell leven sowercth the whole
lompe of dowe? [1611 leaueneth the whole lumpe.] a 1633
CJ. Herbert Church, Holy Comtn., Before that sin turned
flesh to stone And all our lump to leaven. 1643 Shaks. Hen.
Vfll, 11. ii. 45 All mens honours Lie like one lumpe before

him, to he fashion'd Into what pitch he please, 1847 A. M.
Gilliam Trav. Mexico 272 The meddlesome Puritan, ..

attempting to leaven the whole lump, will, I am afraid, often

make the cake all dough. 1875 Jowett/V«/o (ed.2) IV. 504
We have taken up a lump of fable, and have used more than
we needed. 1884 H. W. S. Secret Happy Life i. 14 The
lump of clay would never grow into a beautiful vessel.

+ b. Hence, allusively, the whole mass or quan-

tity of anything. Also, the * mass', * bulk great

majorily. Obs.

1576 Fleming Panopi. F.pist. 87 Now by this little crop,

iudge you of the whole lumpe. 1659 Fuller App.
Innoe* n. 14 Who .. calleth the whole Lump of Engl'sh
Papists, the Catholick Party. 1674 Hickman ///*/. Qniu-

J
mart. (ed. 2) 81 God had not such a love for the whole
ump of mankind, as to letc.J. 1709 Steele Taller No. 137
F 2 The Lump of these ISwearers] may, I think, be very

aptly di\ided into the common Distinction of High and
Low. 171X — Sped. No. 4 T7 The thoughtless Creatures

who make up the I^ump of that Sex.

f 3. An aggregate of units ; a congeries, heap,

clump, cluster; occas. a group (pf persons . Obs.

1375 Barbour Bruce xv. 229 About him slayne lay his

men^e All in a lump, on athyr hand, c 1380 Wyclif Whs.
(1880) 447 Lordis of bis world bat mayntenen lumpis of bes

ordris and ber housis and possessiouns. ? a 1400 Morte A rih.

2230 Thus he layes one be lumppe, and lordlye beme served.

x6n Bible i Sam. xxv. 18 An hundred clusters \marg.

Or, lumps] of raisins and two hundred cakes of figges.

— 2 Kings xx . 7 Take a lumpe of figs, 1632 Lithgow Trav.
x. 469 Vermin, which lay crawling in lumps . . about my body:

ypa, hanging in clusters about my beard. Ibid. x. 500



LUMP.
Lumpes of Wals, and beapes of stones. 1781 Archer in

Naval Chron. XL 283 They [ships] drew up into a lump.

4. A protuberance, swelling, or excrescence, esp.

one caused by disease or injury in an animal body.
C1475 Vict. Voc. in Wr.-Wiileker 784/16 Hec ffalaa, a

lumpe of a walle. 1513 Douglas ACneis iv. Ix. 87 The lump
betuix the new horn fobs. ene.« 1631 Googe's Heresbach's
Hnsb. (ed. Markham) 237 The Camell with two lumpes
upon the backe. 1738 [see 5 ft iBo^Mcd. jfml. XJ1. 320
Hard lumps appeared on the spots which had been covered
by the pustules. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 894 The
growth* [of Xanthoma! occur either as thin flat plates . . or

as nodules cr lumps. Mod. I knocked my head and got
a lump on my forehead.

b. Naut. (Cf. Lumpy a. 1 h.)

1857 C. Cribble in Mere. Marine Mag, (1858) V. 3 Ship.

.

shipping heavy lumps of water on deck. 1865 Athenaeum
23 Sept. 414/1 He .. chuckles over lumps of the sea. 1872
'I almage Semi, 107 There was what sailors call 'a big lump
of a sea \

5. Phrases wilh preps., belonging to the preced-

ing senses, fa. At a lump : in one mass; in a

single piece or quantity, b. By the lump (rarely

by lump) : = in the lump. + e. By lumps : by in-

stalments, piecemeal, f d. In a lump : the whole
together; all at once. e. In the lump (occas. +/«
lump) : taking things as a whole without regard to

delail ; in the mass ; in gross ; wholesale, f. All

of a lump : altogether, in a heap ;
also, swollen so

as to appear one lump.
a. 1596 Bp. W. Barlow Three Semi. iii. 113 There arc

men .. to set out all at a lump in one day, not forethinking

of an ensuing want. 1658-9 Burtons Diary (1828) 1V..47*

I shall not be against the ludges, or the officers sitting

there, but not to give all things away at a lump. 1686 tr.

Chardiris Trav. Persia 337, I propounded to him to take
all at a Lump, and never to make two Bargains. 1697 tr.

Otess D'Aunoy's Trav. (1706) 220 This prodigious quantity
of Silver, which comes all at a lump, is spread over all the

World.
b. 1522 MS.Acc. St. JohiCs llosp. Canterb., Paied for

a certen of bryk by the lumpe of my lord of Scynt Gregorys
x\]d. 1699 Bentlf.y Phal. 383, I must now consider half

a Dozen of Mr. B's Pages by the Lump. 1737 Bracken
Farriery hnpr. (1757) II. 277, I would not by the Lump
decry any Body of People. 1760-72 tr. yuan Uiioa's
Voy. (ed. 3) I. 283 Other species of provisions are sold by
the lump, without weight or measure. 1784 R. Bage liar-

ham Doivns 257, *
I accept of your conditions by the lump

replies the Professor. 1864 Slang Diet. , Lump-work, work
contracted for, or taken by the lump. 1867 Smyth Sailor's

Word-bk. s.v., By the In/up, a sudden fall out of the slings

or out of the top
;
altogether.

C. 1576 Gascoigne I'hitomene xviii, Common peoples love

by lumpes, And fancie comes by fits.

d. 1640 Lenthall in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1721) IV. 18

Were we not all in a lump by them intended to be offered

up to Moloch? 1666 Temple Let. to Ld. Arlington Wks.
1731 II. 13 Whatever his Majesty's resolves to do, ought to

be sudden, and in a Lump. 1709 Steele Tatler No. 106
p 2, I.. asked him, Whether he would.. sell his Goods by
Retail, or designed they should all go in a Lump? 1812
Examiner 24 Aug. 542/1 If we. .condemn, to use a vulgar
expression, in a lump, we exasperate those whom we would
wish to amend. 1825 Bentham Ration, Reward 154 When
reward, instead of being bestowed in a lump, follows each
.successive portion of labour.

e. 1624 Bp. Mountagu hunted. Addr. 133 All they, .haue
met with and obserued in lumpe. 1637 K. Humphrey tr.

St. Ambrose 11. 41 He chose rather to sell the come . . then
to give it away in the lumpe. 1676 Towerson Decalogue
22 How far they were from erring . . I come now to shew,
and that both in the lump and the retail. 1727 Pope, etc.

Art Sinking 8§ A great genius takes things in the lump,
without stopping at minute considerations. 1791 Geutl,
Mag. 20/1 The Whitfieldians railed at rector, curate,

doctrine, service, &c. &c. all in the lump. 1848 Mrs. Carlyle
Lett. II. 28 Poor human creatures,. I am heartily sorry for

them, severally, and in the lump. 1901
1 A. Hope* Tristram

0/ Blent x. 117 'You seem to dislike the daughter too..
'

1 Oh, I take the family in the lump*.
f. c 1681 H ickf.ringill Trimmcr\\. Wks. 17161. 385 Answer
them by lump, for they are all of a lump. 1708 N elson in

Phil. Trans. XXVI. 141 The violence of the Thunder and
Lightning.. melted a Watch and the Chain all of a Lump.
1738 Swift Pot. Conversat. 100 She must be hurt for certain
. .her head is all of aLump. 1873 Rontledge's Yng. Genii.
Mag. Mar. 197 Oil-skin jacket and trousers,..and high boots,
into which he dropped all of a lump.

6. Applied to persons, a. As a term of oppro-
brium : A heavy, dull person. (Cf. 1 e.)

1597 Pilgr. Pamass. 1. 80 All foggie sleepers and all idle

lumps. 1714 Mandeville Fab. Bees u. (1733) 159 What
awkward Lumps have 1 known, which the Dancing-master
has put limbs to ! 1735 Dyche & Pardon Diet., Lump,..*
heavy, dull, unapprehensive Person. c\Zoo K. White
Athanatos 39 Poems (1830) 124 A sluggish senseless lump
to lie. 1888 A. Wardrop Poems Sk. 202 The muckle
diled lump didna like to spoil the nicht's performance,

b. A big sturdy creature, Idial.

1630 R. Johnson's Kingd. <S- Commiv. iv. 509 He being
a corpulent man presumed to follow his pleasures. .At last,

this lumpe was extinguished. 1842 S. Lover Handy Andy
viii. 76 They were comely lumps of girls. 1879 M iss Jackson
Shropsh. JVord-bk., Lump, a good-sized child... * How big
are your children?' 'Oh, they bin lumps'. 1887 Hall
Caine Deemster xx, When we were lumps of lads.

7. Technical senses.

a. A bloom or loop of malleable iron.

1 1686, etc. : see Loop sb. A
\.\ 1875 in Knight Diet. Mech.

b. A kind of paving brick or tile (see quot. 1SS1).

1787 W. Marshall Norfolk (1795) II. 383 Liftnps, barn-

floor bricks. 1833 Loudon Encycl. Cottage, etc. Archil.

§ 599 The Welsh or Stourbridge lumps at the sides should

form with those of tbe back an angle of forty*five degrees

499

or upwards. 1881 Voung Every Man his otun^ Mechanic
j

§ 1224
1 Lumps ' which are thicker than tiles range in size from

12 in. to 36 in.

c. A barge or lighter used in dockyards.
ijtfjlond. Chron. 2 June 528 A lump from the dockyard

has this moment conveyed three new cables on an end to

the Hind. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Lumps, .. dock-
yard barges. 1867 in Smyth Sailors 11 'ord-bk.

d. In firearms: (a) The nipple-seat on a gun-
barrel

;
(b) * In a break-joint breech-loader, an iron

block on the barrel which descends into a recess

in the action * (Cent. Did.).
1844 Regnl. Ord. Army 106 A new lump for swivel,

brazed and fitted on carbine. 1875 'Stokbhengk ZfrvV. Sports
I. I. ii. § 1. 27 The accident wnich sometimes occurs when
from defective brazing the barrels and the lump part
company. 1881 Greener Gun 198 A steel lump placed
underneath the barrels, which engages in the face of the
breech-action when the gun is closed.

e. Calico woven in long lengths.
I 1897 Textile Stocks «$ Ex. Gas. 25 Oct., 150 lumps 9/8

Shirtings.

£ Mining, S. Stajfordsh. (See quot.)
1883 Gri-slky Gloss. Coal-mining, Lumps, coal of largest

!

size by one.

8. at/rib. and Comb. : lump account, an account
in which items are ' lumped 1

together without par-

j

tictdars or details; lump-coal (see quot. i88t);

f lump cotton, some species of cotton plant,

I prob. Gossypium barbadense
;
lump gold, gold in

nuggets ; f lump-love, ? cupboard-love
;

*" lump
stone (sec quot.); lump sugar, loaf sugar broken

t into lumps or cut into cubes; lump sum, a sum
which covers or includes a number of items

;
lump

work, work which is contracted for 'in the lump'.
a 1700 15. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Dutch Reckoning, . . a

verbal or * Lump-account without particulars. 1877 Ray-
mond Statist. Mines <y Mining "88 The combustion is far

1 more perfect than can l>e brought about with *lump-coal.
1881 — Mining Gloss, s.v. Coal, Lump [coall includes the
largest lumps as they come from the mine. 1640 Parkinson
Theat. Bot. 1552 Gossipium, The Cotton tree or plant .. 2

Gossip!um fruteseens annum [sic]. The bush of * lumpe
Cotton. 1657 W. Coles Adam in Eden clx.xiv, The bush of
lump col(on..riseth outofthe ground with an upright stemme.
1898 Daily Seivs 28 Jan. 5/7^' here it crosses the creeks,Mump
gold is plentiful. 17. . Old Song \N.), Now he ate, and he
drank, and he kiss'd, and he toy'd. And all the delights of
"'lump-love heenjoy'd. 1829 Glover s /list. Derby 1. 91 There
are lamellar gritstone of this class, capable of sustaining great
heat; these are formed into round plates, called pye, pot, or
Mump stones, and are used in the iron forges. 1657 ^« Ligon
Barbadoes (16731 9^ Making it into while 1;, which is that we
call * Lump-Sugar in Kngland. 1731 P. Shaw Three Ess.

Artif. Phitos. 31 The Art of refining Sugar into the different

kinds ofClay'd, Lump, Loaf, &c. 1854 Dickens Hard '/'. 11.

vi. 184 The bread was new and crusty, the butter fresh,and the
sugar lump. 1867 Smyth Sailors IVord-bk., *'Lump sum, a
full payment of arrears, and not by periodical instalments of
money. 1883 T. Hardy in Lougm. Mag. July 266 He.,
receives a lump sum of 2/. or 3/. for harvest work. 1900 J. T.
Fowler in Durham Acc. Rolls (Sur(ees) 729 The tents of
each place are entered in a lump sum. 1851 Maviiew Loud.
Labour (1864) II. 373/2 The natural tendency is for piece-

work to pass into lump-work. Ibid. 374/2 'Lump' work,
' piece ' work, work by 1 the j^b are all portions of the con-
tract system. The principle is the same. 1892 Star 17 Mar.
3/3 There are three systems of payment—day work, piece
work, and lump work ; and lump work is the curse of the lot.

Lump (ltfmp), sb. 2 Also 6 7 lumpe, 7 lompe.
[Found also as MLG. lumpen (Diefenbach),

MDu. lompe
y
G. lump, lumpfisch, F. lompe ; hence

j

mod.L. (specific name) luw/us, It. Sp. lumpo.
By foreign etymologists it has commonly been sup-

I
posed to be of Eng. origin, a use of Lump sb. ]

> with

reference to the bulky figure of the fish ; but the Du.
I and LG. forms are known from earlier examples
than the Eng. Cf. Du. lomp heavy.]

1, A spiny-fmned fish of a lenden-blue colour and
uncouth appearance, Cycloptcrus lumpus, charac-

terized by a suctorial disk on its belly with which
it adheres to objects with great force (whence its

j

name of lump-sucker) ; the sea-owl.
The arctic species is C. spinosus.

1545 Elyot Diet, Fabcr, a fyshe of the Spanyshe sea . . is

lyke to be that fyshe, whyche is called a lump. 1591

Lyly Eudimion in. hi, For fish tbese ; crab, lumpe, and pow-
j

ting. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 428 The Lompe, Paddle orsca-
1

Owle,a fish called in Latin orbis. 1655 Moufet & Eknnet ,

Health's Improv. (1746) 247 Lumps are of two sorts, the 1

one as round almost as a Bowl, the other resembling the
!

Fillets of a Calf, a 167a (see Cock-paddle]. 1828 Fleming
|

Hist. Brit. Amm. 190.

2. Comb.: lump-fish, lump sucker, =1.
1620 Venner Via Recta iv, 76 Lompe-fish. The Lumpe

or Lompe, is a fish so named from his shape and likenesse, 1

and is in taste agreeable to the name. 1743 Parsons in

Phil. Trans.XLM. 385 The Phoca. .is rather like a Lump-
fish, and almost triangular. 1835 Kirby Ilab. % Inst. Anim.
II. xvii. 121 Under the name ofTump-fishes 1 include all those

whose ventral fins unite to form a disk or sucker by which
they are enabled to adhere to the rocks. 1885 C. F, Holder
Marvels Anim. Life 21 The lump-fish is . . accredited with

being a nest builder. 1766 Pennant Zool. (1776) III. 117

*Luinp sucker. 1836 Varrell Brit. Fishes (1859) II. 343
The Lump Sucker is remarkable for its very grotesque form,

1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. (ed. 4) 105 A Lump Sucker,

caught at S. Leonards.

Lump (lmnp), vX Now dial. In 6 lompe.

[Cf. the synonymous lamp (see E. D. D.) and Du.

LUMP.

lompeti.] trans. To beat, thresh; to beat or

thresh out. Also adsoi., to thresh.

1546 J. Heywood Prov. (1867) 47 Cut what neede we
lumpe out loue at ones lashyng. 1550 Coverdale Spir.
Perle vi. (1588) 75 As the . . laundresse washcth, beateth,

lompeth, and clappeth the foule vnclenly and defiled clothes,

1821 Clark fill. Minstr. 1. 65 Delving the ditch Or
lumping corn out in a dusty barn. Ibid. II. 31 The thresher

once lumping, we heard him no more. 1847 Halliwell,
Lump. (1) To beat severely. Car. dial.

Lump (Ifmp), v.* [Of symbolic sound ; cf.

dump, glump,gmmp
,
hump, mump.]

1. ititr. To look sulky or disagreeable. (In early

(plots, always in collocation with lour.)

1577 Stanyhurst Descr. fret, in Holinshed Chron. (1807-8)

VI. 5 They stand lumping and lowring..for that they
imagine that their evill lucke pi oceedelh of him. 1581 Rich
Farewell l)d ivb, She beganne to froune, lumpe, and lowre
at her housebande. 1593 Tell-Troth's N. Y. Gift 19 At
home they will lumpe and lower. 1594 Lodge \Vounds
Civ. IV. tv. i. F 2, How fare these Lords that lumping pout-

ing proud Imagine how to quell me with their lookes? 1847
Halliwell, Lump.. (3) To be or look sulky. Devon.

2. trans. In antithesis with like : To be displeased

at (something that must be endured ), colloq.

1833 Neal Down Easters I. vii. 704 Let 'em lump it if

they don't like it. 1835-40 Halikvrton Clot km. l'ref. U862)
6 A man that would be guilty of such an action is no
gentleman, that's flat, and if you don't like it you may
lump it. 1878 Mrs. Si owe Poganuc P. .\i. 94, I'll buy
clolhes as l see fit, and if anybody don'tjike it, why they
may lump it, that's all. 1893 Grant Allen in A\ Blafhiyayfs
Interviews Pref. ir Whether we like him or lump him, he
[the Interviewer] is master of the situation.

Lump hunp), v.* [f. Lump sb. 1

Cf. Lumping a. 2, which occurs much earlier than the
verb.]

1. trans, a. To melt down into a lump. b. To
form or raWe into lumps, e. To cover with lumps.

1797 Mrs. M. Robinson Wahiugham (1805) IV. xc. 256
Topas nicked the family plate, and has lumped it by this

time, with my pink diamond into the bargain. 1852
Meauderiugs 0/ Mem. 1. 12, I the mattress spread, And
equal lay whatever lumps the bed. 1879 G. Meredith
Egoist xxiii, An old cuirass. . lumped with a sirange adhesive
concrete. 1893 Marl I)t. n.moke Pamirs II. 2^3 Ploughed
fields, one ot which was ' lumped up' for melon planting,

each lump a mound about two feet high.

2. To put altogether in one 'lump', mass, sum,
or group, without discrimination or regard for par-

ticulars or details ; lo take, consider, or deal with

'in the lump', a. simply.
1624 Hi'. Mountabu Imiih'd. Addr. 84 They agree not

long with and amongst themselues, . . let them be lumped or
consorted as they would haue it, as they please. 1721 (.'.

King Brit. Merck. 1. 223 They are as much out in their

Estimation, .as they are in their other goods, which they
lump at above 480000/. whereas they amount only to

168884/. I 78i Mad. D'Arblav Diary Mar., I have been.,
provokingly interrupted in writing this, that I must now
finish it by lumping matters at once. 1840 Marryat Poor
Jaek .\iii, They always lump the petty officers and common
seamen. 1884 IIrownin^, Ferishtah, Camel-Driver, ^Man
lumps his kind i' the mass. God singles thence Unit by
unit. 1893 Lyokkkkr Horns .y Hoofs 75 Dr. Cray (who
certainly did not err on the side of ' lumping ' species).

b. To lump together (occas. up).

1692 Sir T. P. 1'lount Ess. 103 Take the World in Gross,

and lump it together. 1726 Ayliffe Parergou 82 A com*

Emsalion of Kxpences ought to be made, that is to say in

nglish, the Kxpences ought to be lump'd together and
divided. 1856 Maxwlll in Life viii. (1882) 239 A tendency
in the human mind to lump up all causes, and give them an
aggregate name. 1895 F. Harrison in igth Cent. Aug. 314
All systems of unorthodox philosophy are lumped together

by him as mere forms of contemporary superstition.

c. To lump [together) in or into, occas. under.

1703 De Foe freeholder s Plea agst. StockjobbingElections

Misc. 182 Our Liberties and Armies, and Fleets, and
Parliaments, and Nation, are not Lump'd into bargains.

1839 J. Sterling Ess., etc. (1848) I. 326 Air. Carlyle lumps
under the same condemnation all introspection of a man's
being. 1883 Sir J. IIacon in Law Rep. 27 Ch. Div. 511

The premium and the principal are lumped in one sum.
1902 Bond Ly/ys If'ks. II. 249 The.. earlier work which
J have lumped together under the wide title of Moralities.

d. To lump (something) into or \in) with

(something else) : see 2.

1796 Hentham Prot. agst. Law Taxes (1816) 56 It comes
lumped to him in the general mass of law charges: a heap
of items, among which no vulgar eye can ever hope to

discriminate. 1831 T. L. Peacock Crotchet C. viii, Farmer
Seedling lumps it in with his tithes. .. Lumps it in, sir 1

Lump in a charitable donation ! 1857 Hughes Tom Brown
1. viii, ' I won't said Tom, ..lumping them all in his mind
with his sworn enemy. 1874 Whytk Melville Uncle John
IJ. xviii. 193 The General lumped him in with a body of

dancing men.. he was pleased to call the Light Brigade.

1 3. To pay in a lump sum. Obs. rare.

1755 Mem. Capt. P. Drake I. xv. 147 The Turnkey pro-

posed to us, to lump (as he called it) the coming down Money.
b. To lay the whole of (a particular sum of

money) on a single object.

1864 Derby Day iii. 32 He lumped it all upon an outsider,

and backed him to win the Chester Cup. 1872 Eesant &
Rice Ready Money Mort. v, If 1 only had a dollar in the

world .. I'd lump it all on my system.

4. intr. To collect together into a lump; to be

formed or raised into lumps.
1720 Robie in Phil. Trans. XXXI. 122 |Tol cause the

Ashes to lump or dodder together. 1852 Morfit Tanning
3- Currying (1853) 397 Leather thus made . . does not lump
under the hammer. 1856 Symonds in H. F. Brown Biog.

' 63-2



LUMPED.
(1895) 1. 82, 1 liave a new cover and cushion made for my !

chair. It i.s much fatter and more comfortable than the old
one, which used to lump up all in a heap.

5. To move heavily, 'stump' along ; to drop
down like a lump.
1861 F. W. Robinson No-Church. Prol. (1863) 4 The old

woman gave a snort like a sea-horse, lumped down in^ her
bed, and drew her counterpane over her head. Ibid. viii. 61

He scrambled up with an oath, lumped down again in a
sitting posture, and stared before him stupidly. 1879 G.
Meredith Egoist 1. Prel. 4 They lump along like the old
lob-legs of Dobbin the horse.

Lumped (lrmipt), ///. a. [f. Lump j<M and v.

+ -Ei).] Made, shaped, or raised into a lump.
<ri4»5 St. Christina x. in Anglia VIII. 123/29 In be

inaner of an vrchyn be lumped body 3ode to pe owne
shappe. 188a J. Walker Jaunt to Auld Reekie etc. 20
He limps awa and bauds his lumpit noddle. 1898 G.
Mereoith Odes Fr. Hist. 21 Like lumped grass Nid-nod to

ground beneath the cuffing storm.

Lumper (l^'mpai), sb. [f. Lump v. + -er j
.]

1. a. A labourer employed in loading and un-

loading cargoes, esp. timber, b. Sc. (See quot.)

178s Grose Diet. Vnlg. Tongue, Lumpers, persons who
contract to unload ships. 1796 Colquhoon Police Metrop.
(ed. 3) 54 The prevailing practice of discharging and deliver-

ing the cargoes of ships by a class of aquatic labourers,

known by the name of Lumpers and Scuffle-hunters, 1825
Jamieson, Lumper, one who furnishes ballast for ships,

Greenock ; apparently from its being put on board in the
lump. 1840 Marryat Poor Jack xvih, They go on board
as lumpers to clear the ships. 1892 Daily News 5 Dec
5/5 He was a rigger and lumper.

2. slang, a. A kind of river- thief (cf. 1). b.

(See quot. 1851.) c. A militia-man. d. A small

contractor, sweater.

a. 1781 G. Parker / 'iewSoc. 11. 78 They then commence
Lumpers, which is skulking about ships, lighters, Sec.

\

. .stealing old iron . . or whatever comes to hand.
b. 1851 Mayiiew Loud. Labour (1864) ]. 413 He under-

stood by a 'Puffer', a man who sold goods under false

pretences, making out that they were smuggled..; whereas
a 'Lumper' would sell linens fete], .which, .were made to
appear new when they were old, or solid when they were

j

flimsy.

e. 1869 Ulackmore Lorna D. xxxviii, He was going to
hiing the lumpers upon us, only he was afeared, last winter.
d. 1851 Mavjilw Loud. Labour (1864) II. 374 The first

mail who agrees to the job takes it in the lump, and he
again lets it to other* in the piece.. . The men to whom it is

sublet only find lalx>ur, while the 'lumper', or first con-
tractor, agrees for both labour and materials. 1892 Labour
Commission Gloss., Lumpers, contractors, middlemen,
sweaters. 1902 Wcstm. Gaz. 29 Mar. 9/1 In working in

America for what are called 'front lumpers'.

3. One who lumps things together. (Often with
reference to classification, after Dar\vin*snoncc-use.)
1857 Darwin in Life % Lett. (1887) 11. 105 It is good to

have hair-splitters and lumpers. 1894 Coruh. Mag. Mar.
295 Modem biologists are divided into the two camps of the
.splitters and the lumpers. The first are in favour of making
a species out of every petty, .variety; the second are all for
lumping unimportant minor forms into a single species.

4. Ireland. A coarse variety of potato.
1840 Tait's Mag. VI 1. 278 [In Ireland] though their

condition haply should not be much bettered, under any
change, it is impossible that it can be worse, while lumpers
will grow. 1841 Lever C. O'Malley xxviii, You son of
a lumper potato. 1843— J. Hinton xxvii, A miserable mud
hovel, surrounded by, maybe half an acre of lumpers.

Lu mper, v. Obs. cxe. dial. [Cf. Lampeii,
Lompkr Obs. Also Lumt v$ 5.]

1. ttttr. To move clumsily ; to stumble or blunder
along. Also fig.
1581 J. Dele //addon's Answ. Osor. 91 [They] have

nlwayes hcthcrto in the interpretation of that Kpistle, grop-
yngly lyke nightowles lumpred in darknesse. /bid. 311 As
men you may lumper and trippe. 1787 Grose Vrov. Gloss.,
Lumper, to stumble. A lumpering horse. Wfestj. 1898 T.
IIaruy Wcssex / Wins 206 Over piggeries, and mi.xens ..

They luinpered straight into the night.

+ 2. In pa. pple. ? Spread out. Obs.
C1650 in Fumivall Percy Folio I. 114 Her lyppcs lay

lumpryd' on her chyn.

tliU-mperdeeclu-mperdee,^. Inonce-wd.
Used to express clumsy movemeni.

<* I5S3 Udall Roystcr D. 11. iiu (Arh.) 36 Ye shall see hir
glide and

. .Not lumperdce clumperdee like our spaniel! Rig.

t Lirnipering, ///. a. Obs. [f. Lumvkk v. +
-1X0.] Stumbling; ? causing to stumble.
1519 Horman Vulg. 247 b, All our iourney was by lumper-

ynge grounde, and . . hryry placis. 1787 Isee Lumper v. i ].Lu mpet. [f. Lump sb. + -et.] A small lump.
1812 Coleridge Omniana Lit. Rem. 1836 I. 366 The curd

lumpets of various sizes.

Lumpily (lavmpili), adv. [f. Lumpy + -ly 2.]

In a lumpy fashion ; in lumps.
1878 Abvey Photogr. (1881) ?5 Note if the collodion

flows freely, viscously, or lumpily. 1900 Blackio. Mag.
Apr. 5 1 6/1 A white beard with amber streaks hung lumpily
down to his waist.

IiUinpiness Qwrn pines), [f. Lumpy + -ness.]
Lumpy quality or condition. Also concr.
1805 R. W. Dickson Pract. Agric. 1. 27 To reduce and

breakdown the lumpiness,and bring the land into a fine state.
1874 Van Burkn /Ms. Genit. Org. 7 A lumpiness may 1 e
left behind at the point of injury. 1886 J. K. Jerome /die
Thoughts 19They [sc. a child s new shoes] lack symmetryand
curve, and possess an indescribable appearance of lumpiness.
Lumping (lo-mpirj), vbl.sk [f. Lump v* +

-TNG L]
1. The action of Lump ,3 in various senses.

500

1607 Markham Caval.wx. (1617^ 14 It is verygood to save
the blood..and whilst he bleedes, tostirre it about for lump-
ing. 1757 Monitor No. 96 11. 424 The lumping of charac-
ters together, and giving them in such general terms, as con-
vey no distinct and clear idea. 1851 Fraser's Mag. Aug.
144 With .. a dryness and lumping in my throat. 1903
Speaker 14 Mar. 576/2 The Committee could object to the
1 lumping * of votes.

2. The occupation or business of a ' lumper \
1851 Mayhew Loud. Labour (1861) ML 289 In order to

become acquainted with the system of lumping.

Lu mping, ///. a. [f. Lump sbA or z\3 + ing 2
.]

f 1. Forming itself into lumps
; coagulating.

1751 Lavixgton Ruthus. Meth. Papists 111. (1754) 94
The Blood begins to boil, and the Heat rarefies and disperses
the lumping Mass.

f 2. Weighing heavy. Obs.
13.. Minor Poemsfr. Vertion MS. 620/303 Heore hertes

were colde as lumpyng led.

b. Hence colloq.: Great, big. (Cf. thumping,
bouncing, etc.) Formerly often in phr. (now dial.)

lumping pennyworth ^ 4 plenty for one's money \
Also lumping weight, good or full weight.
1705 Hickerincill Fricst-cr. 11. viii. 73 But Money is

Money... and therefore a lumping peny-worth Priestcraft
will afford you, as aforesaid. 171a Arbuthnot John Butt
iv. vi, Wilt thou purchase it, Nic? thou shall have a lump-
ing Pennyworth. 1753 Scots Mag. 330/r We are not to

|

wonder at the lumping compliments. 1768 G. White Set- 1

borne xiii, A full grown mus medius domesticus weighs.,
one ounce lumping weight. 18*5 Bkntham OJfic. Apt.
Maximized, Obscrv. Peets Sp. (1830) 16 One lumping asser.
tion there is, upon which the whole strength of his argument

{

rests. 1861 T. A. Trolloj-eZa Reata 11. xiv. 103 A family
group with three or four lumping brats around her. x88i
Clark Russell Ocean Free-/.ance II. 30 She should be a
lumping boat, to judye by the size of her mainsail.

c. Of movement : Heavy, clumsy, attended by
heavy shocks. Also of the noise produced by
such movement.
1884 Reade Gd. Stories 254 There was a lumping noise

and a great clatter,

3. Characterized by putting things together in-

discriminately or without regard for detail.
180212 Bentham Ration, yndic. F.vid. (1827) 1. 435 By

lumping charges together, and (after a lumping mass of proof)
pronouncing a lumping judgment on the whole mass,—a pre-
cedent has been set. 1896 Engineering Mag. XVI. 48 The
factory manager accustomed to ' lumping ' methods of cost-
keeping.

Hence Lu'mpingly adv., heavily and clumsily.
1847 /i/atfao, Mag. LXI. 741 The canvass flapped against

the mast, as the old girl rolled lumpiugly in the swell.

Lumpish JmnpiJ"), a. Also 6 lompish. [f.

Lump sbA (in some uses with mixture of the sense

of LUMPfl.-) -f -1811.]

1. Of material objects : Of cumbersome weight
or bulk ; not apt to be moved easily ; heavy and
unwieldy. ? Obs.

1545 Ascham Toxoph. ir. (Arb.) 125 It is better to baue a
shafte. . somewhat to lyght than ouer lumpysshe. 1683TKYON
II 'ay to //catlh 105 It [boiling] makes it Ifood] Iumpi*h,
close, heavy, dull, and gross on the Pallate. 1727 BRAnu-v
Fain. Diet. s. v. Earth, The Karth is called claiey or slifF

Earth, when it.. is lumpish, dull, heavy and cold.

2. Heavy and clumsy in appearance, shape, or
movement.
<rx$55 Harisfield Divorce //en. VII/ (Camden) 226

,Then should we have soon espied the lumpish and foul 1

hands of our juggler. 1573 L. Lloyd Pitgr. Princes 19
From a rude & lumpish Chaos, the worlde waxed beaut ifull. I

1671 Blagrave Astrol. Physic 127 A man of., swarthy
I

compaction, and ofa lumpish countenance. 1777 G. Forster
t

Voy. round' World 11. 539 The amphibious and lumpish
animals which dwelt on Southern Georgia. 1820 Scott
Monast. xxix, Swelling lumpish hills. 1863 A. M. Bell
Princ. Speech 179 A tongue which formerly lay lumpish and
inert in the mouth. 1882 Q. Rev. Oct. 375 Seated statues,
square and lumpish, like those brought from Branch idai to
the British Museum. 1894 Mrs. 11. Ward Marcclla 111.
122 A governess, a schoolgirl, or a lumpish boy.

3. Stupidly dull, heavy, or lethargic in action,

thought, or feeling; sluggishly inactive; slow-
minded, unapprehensive.
1528 Paynel Saleme's Regint. Bivb, A lumptshe spiritc

causelh a sluggishe body. 1598 R. Bkrxaro tr. Terence,
//eautont. v. t. C; vj, To be called a hlockpate, a dulhead,
an asse, a lumpish sot 1620 Yennkr Via Recta \ii. 141
The often and much vse of Lettuce, .hindreth procreation,
. .and inaketh the body lumpish. 1702 Pope Jan. % May
420 The lumpish husband snoar'd away the night. 1777
Burke Let. to Fox Wks. IX. 150 An heavy, lumpish ac-
quiescence in Government. 178a Cowper To Lady Austen,
on a Flood at Olney, 1 then should have no need of wit,

For lumpish Hollander unfit ! 1868 Doran Saints % Sin.
1 1. 309 He was as nervous about dreams as the most lumpish
of dairymaids. 1893 Nation (N. Y.) 12 Jan. 19/1 We do
not believe this attitude of lumpish obstruction can be per.
sisted in if the Democratic Senators do their duty,

f b. Insensible to. Obs.
1585 Parsons Chr. Exerc. 1. iv. 29 So dead we are, and

lumpish to all goodnesse.

f4. Low-spirited, dejected, melancholy. Obs.

1534 More Com/, agst. Trib. 11. Wks. 11 96/1 He marketh
well . . inennes complexions. . by whiche they he light hearted
or lumpish. 1590 Spenser F. Q. hi. xii. x8 He looking
lompish and full sullein sad. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent. in. ii.

62 She is lumpish, heauy, mellancholly. x6oa Rowlands Vis
Merrie when Gossips uteete 9 The lumpish leaden melan-
choly thought. 1621 S. Ward Life Faith vii. 46 His faith

cannot bee but lumpish and melancholly. 1647 Trait Comm.
Phil. K 14 Neither ever since that time have 1 felt any lump.
Lh heaviucsse. 17x2 Steele Sped, No. 518 r 9 A contracted

j

LUMPY.
brow, a lumpish down-cast look. 1741 Richardson Pamela
II. 35 My Heart was so lumpish !

5. Of sound : Dull and heavy.
1742 Fielding y. Andreios in. ix, He fell prostrated on

the floor with a lumpish noise, a 1764 Lloyd Ode to
Genius Poet. Wks. 1774 11. 174 Lifeless and lumpish as the
bagpipes drowsy drone. 1806-7 J. Heresforo Miseries
Num. Life (1826) xvi. 90 The dead, lumpish, tubby tones
of the fourth and fifth strings of the guittar.

f 6. In lumps, lumpy. Obs. (exc as nonce-use).
>73S Dyche & Pardon Diet., Lumpish, in Clods or con-

gealed Parcels. 1776 Bedlam, a Poem 8 Wben gloomy the
black Bile prevails, And lumpish Phlegm the thicken'd
Mass congeals. 1850 Maxwell Let. in Life v. (1882) 145
Metallic bismuth, .either powder or lumpish.

+ b. Of liquor: Full of lumps, ropy. Obs.
1703 Art ff Myst. Vintners 35 Sack that is lumpish or

lowring.

7. Comb.
163a Derker Pre/. Verse in Bronte's North. Lasse, Thy

Daughter. Is chaste and witty to the time; Not lumpish-
cold, as is her Clime, a 1645 Hevwood Fort, by Laud*
Sea 1. i. Wks. r874 VI. 366 Ther's no mirth in me, nor w£s
1 wont to be so lumpish sad. 1863 Mrs. Gaskell Dark
Night's Work xii. 223 They've quite a different style of
hand lin horsemanshipj, and sit all lumpish-like.

Lumpishly (ltrmpifli), adv. [f. prec + -LY 2.]

In a lumpish manner; heavily and clumsily
; f de-

jectedly
;
stupidly

; sluggishly (obs.).

c 1430 Stans Puer ad Mcnsam 16 in Babces Bk., Lump-
ischh caste not bin heed a-doun. 1583 Goi.ding Calvin on
Dent, lxxxviii. 543 Let vs looke that wee knowe Gods trueth
aforehand. .for without that wee shall goe lumpishly to
worke. a 1652 Drome Eng. Moor \. iii. Wks. 1873 11. 12
Tis yoursullenness ; Would you havebrided it so lumpishly
With your spruce younker ! x86o Hawthorne Marb. Faun
11. vi. 8t She sought.. to relieve his heart of the burden
that lay lumpishly upon it.^ x86a Macm. Mag. Sept. 424
The dark outline ofthe summit peaked or lumpishly rounded.
1890 Clark Russell Ocean Trag. II. xxi. 180 Bodies of
vapour coming together over our mastheads, and compacting
there lumpishly amid the stagnant air.

IiUmpishnesS (ltf-mpijhes). [f. as prcc. +
-XESS.] The condition or quality of being lump-
ish ; cumbrous heaviness

;
heavy and clumsy as-

pect; + sluggishness, drowsy inactivity, heaviness

of heart (obs.); rarely, lumpiness.
1574 Newton Health Mag. 17 An ill diet bringeth heaviness

and drowsie lumpishness to the bodie. 158a Hentley Mon.
Matroncs 11. 174 Take from me ydlene.s>e and sloth, and
heauie lumpUhnesse. 1638 A. Read Chirurg. xvi. 117 A
purgative medicament is to bee ministrcd. .if the party have
thejieadache or lumpishnesse. 1658 tr. Portals AW. Magic
v. ii. 163 When the Lead hath lost its own earthy lumpish-
ness, which is expelled by often melting. 1727 Hailey vol.

II, /.un/pishness, a being in lumps ; also dulness, heaviness
1847 k. Hunt Men, Women, ff B. 1. iv. 65 His apparently
indolent yet active lumpishness. 1848 Ricrman Archit.
App. 42 The chapels and aisle surrounding these apses,
tends very much . . lo give that lumpishness mentioned
above. 1880 G. Meredith Tragic Com. iv. 49 No dead
stuff, no longer any afflicting lumpishness. His brain was
vivifying light.

Iiumpkin (l»*mPkin). dial. [f. Lump sb.
l r

-kin.] A clumsy, blundering person.

1*773 Goldsm. Stoops to Cong., LVam. Pers., Tony Lump-
kin.] 1901 'Zack ' Tales Dunstable Weir 198 The lumpkin
had reached the gate o' Morse \> Yard. 1901 Speaker 12 Jan.

399/2 There's a silly old-fashioned lot of Lumpkins in our
part.

Lump sucker : see Lump sb.2

Lumpy (lzrmpi), a. [f. Lump slO +-Y
1. Full of lumps.
1707 Mortimer Husb. 286 This is one of the l>est Spades

1 ha\e met with to dig hard lumpy Clays. 1809-16 Cole-
R(i>ge Table-t. (1884) 414 A lumpy soup full of knots of
curds. 1845 G. K. Day tr. Simon's Anim. Chem. 1. 293
The blood remained perfectly fluid and slightly lumpy.
1885 Times 30 July 9/6 The soaked rice when subjected to

steam-heat is liable to form a lumpy porridge instead of a
mess in which the grains remain separate.

b. Applied to rough water when the surface is

cut up by the wind into small waves.
1857 C. Gribrlh in Merc. Marine Mag. (1858) V. 3 Hard

gales.. with a heavy lumpy sea. 1867 Morn. Star 19 Sept.

3 At this part of the river the water was extremely * lumpy
the high wind meeting the ebb tide. 1875 * Stonehengk '

Brit. Sports 11. via iv. § 3. 664 They are capable of Hying
through a great deal of lumpy lake or river.

#
1894 Times

6 Mar. 7/2 The head wind and lumpy water in this reach

making the work very hard.

C. Lumpyjaw : actinomycosis affecting the jaw,

common in cattle.

1891-2 E. Salmon in U. S. Rep. Bureau Anim. Indust.

(title), The Treatment of Lumpy Jaw. 1895 Times 4 Mar.

3/3 Should an animal be suffering from 'lumpy jaw'
(actinomycosis?,, .the inspector condemns it.

2. Having an outline or shape characterized by
lumps or roundish protuberances which impart a

heavy and clumsy appearance.
1708 Ozei.l tr. BoilcaiCs Lntrin 36 Leaning on one Arm

his lumpy Head. 1794 U. Price Ess. Picturesque 1. 262

[That] dead flatness of outline, .which his own close lumpy
plantations of trees always exhibit. 1828 Scott yrnl. 3 Apr.,

1 have not forgiven them for., building two lumpy things like

mad-houses. 1865 Gkikie Seen. <y Geol. Scot. viii. 222 Schis-

tose rocks.. form large lumpy hills, with long smooth slopes.

1890 * Rolf 15oll>rkwoo» ' Col. Re/ormer (1891) 107 Young
ones [horses] generally have a roundish, lumpy shoulder.

1899 Allbnit's Syst. Med. VI. 577 The disorder differs from

other forms of obesity in its partial and lumpy distribution.

3. slang. Intoxicated, drunk.
1810 Splendid Follies 111. 165 Doctor Lying, .got cherry.



LUNA.
me^ry, and came home as lumpy.. as an ass. 1845 Punch
VI 1 1. 200 For ' hoosey ' we might substitute ' tumpy ' to suit
modern parlance. 1864 in Slang Diet.

II Luna (Mna^. Also 7 anglicized Iune. [L.
luna moon.] (In senses 1 and 2 written with
capital L as proper name.)
1. The moon (personified).

a 1529 Skelton Boxvge 0/ Courte 3 Whan Luna, full of
mutabylyte, As emperes the dyadeine hath worne Of our
pole artyke. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. iv. ii. 39 Dul. What is

dictima ? Nath. A title to Phehe, to Luna, to the Moone.
1592 Kyd Sp. Trag. 11. iv. 19 And Luna hides her sclfe

to pleasure vs. 1836 M. Mackintosh Cottager's Dau. 319
Luna shone bright m the blue arch above.

2. fa. Alch. Silver (obs.). b. Her. The name
used for argent, in the blazon of sovereign princes.
^1386 Chaucer Can. Veom. Prot. <f T. 273 Sol gold is,

and Lima silver we threpe. 1594 Plat Jeioell-ho. ut. 89 To
melt one part of Luna with 3 parts of Venu*. 1599 T.
M[ovvvx\ Sill~7uor/ues 45 When loue they turne to Sol or
Luna fine. 1606 J. Daviks (Heref.) Select Second Husband
(Grosart) 7/1 Though lieauty then seem Sol, at least as rich,
It will be found but Lune, on Tryalls touch. 1641 French
Distill, vi. (1651) 196 Take.. of our lu^e, not of the vulgar,
graines two. 165a Asiimoi.e Thcatr. Chcm. 198 Luna y.s

a pure white Hody of clene Mercury & Sulphur white in-
gendered. 1709 Hbarne Collect. 6 Nov. ((). H. S.l 11. 301
A Cross Patec Luna. 1758 [see Jupiter 2 b]. 1828-40 IJekry
Encycl. Her.

c. Luna cornea - Horn silver", chloride of
silver fused. Also Litwr 'incorrectly Lima) cornua,
1706 PuiLi.irs (ed. Kerseyl, Lima Cornea or Lnu.r Comna,

a tough, tasteless Mass. almost like Horn, made by pouring
Spirit of Salt, .on Crystals of Silver. 1796 Kikwan Ele/n.
Min. (ed. 2} 11. 33 One hundred parts of.. salt, 235 parts of
Luna cornua well dried. 1890 Abkky Photogr. (ed. 6), Silver
chloride, known to them [alchemists] as Luna cornua.

3. More fully luna-moth: A large moth of
North America, Actias lima, having crescent-
shaped spots on the wings.
1884 Riverside Nat. Hist. J1S88) 11. 458 The luna moth,

Actios luna, is unrivalled for loveliness and beauty.

Lunacy (lj/?na$i). [f. Lunatic: see -acy 3.]
1. The condition of being a lunatic; intermittent

insanity such as was formerly supposed to be
brought about by the changes of the moon ; now
applied gen. to any form of insanity (idiocy nstially

excepted). In legal use, such mental unsoundness as
interferes with civil rights or transactions, f Also,
a fit or attack of such insanity.
Commission oflunacy, a commission, issuing from a court,

authorizing an inquiry as to the soundness of a person's mind.
Commissioner in lunacy, (a) the title given by the statute
uf 1842 to two officers then first appointed ; in 1845 changed
to Master in lunacy (see below) ; [b) in present use, a mem-
ber of a board (now consisting of ten members) appointed
by the Lord Chancellor to inspect asylums and gram licences
to private persons who undertake the charge of lunatics.
Master in lunacy, a legal officer whose duty it is to investi-
gate the menial condition of persons alleged to be insane
and to make orders dealing with the persons and estates of
lunatics.*

1541 Acl 33 Hen. VIfI,c. 20 § 1 Suche persons. .were
..than not mad nor lunatike, but sithen that time fallen to
madnes or lunacy. 160a Shaks. Ham. ni. i. 4 Grating so
harshly all his dayes of quiet With turbulent and dangerous
Lunacy, ibid. in. iii. 7 The termes of our estate, may not
endure Hazard so dangerous as doth hourely grow Out of
his Lunacies, idit Cotgr., Lutiatique, Lunaticke, in a Lu-
nacie. 1635 Swan Spec. AI. vii. § 3 (1643) 334 This disease of
lunacie, is a disease whose distemper followeth the course of
the moon.

#
1764 Burn PoorLaws 53 Persons, who by lunacy

or otherwise are furiously mad. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) V.
307 Taking advantage of John Lord ttrerelon's being then
under a commission of lunacy. 1874 Bucknill & Tuke
Psych. Med. fed. 3 1

1 14 ]f the Lord Chancellor, .employ a
person not a Commissioner in Lunacy to inspect.. the state
of any asylum, hospital, gaol, house, or place wherein any
lunatic is confined. 1880 Libr. Univ. Knowl. (N. Y.) IX
198 Declared a lunatic .. by the certificate of a master in
lunacy. 1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med. Vlll. 4S3 The tendency
. .of all lunacy is to set at naught first and most frequently
the optional and then the obligatory rules of conduct.

b. traits/, and Jig. Mad folly. Often in much
weakened sense.

1588 Greene Alcida (1617) E, One while accusing loue as
a lunacie, and thenagaine [etc. J. 16x6 K. C. Times' Whistle
iv. 1549 J he hellish and mad lunacy Of them that doe com-
mit apostacie tor gold. 1733 Chkyne Eng. Malady Pref.
fV734J3 1 o put a Stop to so universal a Lunacy and Madness.
1817 Coleridge Lay Serm. 425 The wicked lunacies of the
gaming-table. 1884 Manch. Exam. 25 June 5/2 All talk of
this kind is mere lunacy, involving, moreover, a more than
lunatic disregard of facts.

C. attrib.

x88i Encycl. Brit.Xlll. ir 2/t Thecomiftencementof legis-

Dr/^^^ known in England as the Lunacy Acts.
1887 Brit. MM'Jrnl i2 Feb. 338/2 Under the present lunacv

r* fi ii

l897
P***

'

Nesbs V "b. S/« Finding that he could
not fill up the necessary lunacy forms.

f2. = Moon-blindness. (Cf. Lunatic 2 b.)
1600 Surflet Country Earm 1. xxx. 200 The horse mules

are more tractable and more ensie to guide and leame then
the mare-mules be. Hoth of them are subiect to lunacie.

Luna mbulism. rare. [f. L. luna moon,
after somnambulism.'] A kind of somnambulism
supposed to be due to the moon's influence.
1846 Trench Mirac. v. (t862 ) 157 note, There are cases of

lunambulism, in which, no doubt, it [the moonl has influ-
ence : but they are few and exceptional. ,

Lunar (l>£'na.t\ a. and sb. [ad. L. Innar-is,
f. luna moon : see -ar.J A. adj.
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1. Of or belonging to the moon; situated in the

moon ; formerly often, influenced by or dependent
upon the moon, or supposed to be so.

Lunar race, a legendary race of Indian kings (Caudrd-
vauca) supposed to have been descended from the moon,
i6z6 Bacon Syh.a § 493 They haue denominated some

Herbs Solar and some Lunar. 1661 Lovell Hist. Auint.fy
Min. lntrod., The Lunar [animals] are the cat, beaver, dog,
goat, Imit, otter. 1761 Hoolk 'Passo's Jems. Delivered vm.
232 There full the lunar beam resplendent play'd. 1774
Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) 1. 255 There are sular tides, and
lunar tides. 1800 tr. Lagrange's Client. 1. 352 The alchemists
gave the name of Solar Metals to those which are coloured

;

and that of Lunar to those which are while. 1834 Mrs.
Somerville Conucx. Phys. Sci. ii. 10 The reaction of that
matter on the moon is the cause of a corresponding nutation
in the lunar orbit. 1841 Ki hmnstone Hist. hid. 1. 259 The
lunar race has but forty-eight names in the j-ame period, in
which the solar has ninety-live. 1854 \V. K. Kei.i.y Aragds
As/rou. (etl. 5) 73 The existence of lunar volcanoes is in no
wise demonstrated. 1878 Ahnky Photogr. (1881) 303 Lunar
photography.

b. Specialized collocations.
Lunar cycle = Metallic cycle (see Cvct.n sb. 2). Lunar

day, the interval of lime between two successive crossings
of the meridian by the moon. Lunar dial <see quot.i.
Lunar distance, in Naut. Astr,, the distance of the
moon from the sun, a planet, or a fixed star, which is u<ed in
calculating lungitude at sea. Lunar equation, ihe inter-
calation of a lunar month after three lunar years ; also, the
correction of the epact in ihc Gregorian calendar neces-
sitated by the error of the lunar cycle. Lunar horo-
scope (sec qnot ). Lunar hour, the 24th pan of a lunar
day. Lunar mansion (see Mansion). Lunar method, in
Naut. Astt\, the method of determining longitude at sea by
means of lunar distances. Lunar month, the interval
from one new moon \o the next, about 29 J days; in popular
language often used for a period of 28 days (four weeks).
Lunar nodes, the point at which the orbit of the moon cuts
the ecliptic. Lunar observation, in Naut. Ast>\, an
observation of lunar distances in linding the longitude at sea.
Lunar rainbow, one formed by the moon's rays. Lunar
star, a .star whose geoccnti ic distance from the moon is given
in the Nautical Almanac for certain hours, so that the
longitude may be^ found from them. Lunar tables. 1)

tables of the moon's motion from which its true place at any-
time maybe found ; ^2) logarithmic tables for correcting the
aVparent distance of the moon from a star, on account of
retraction and parallax. Lunar theory, the deduction of
the moon's motion from the law of gravitation. Lunar
year, a period consisting of twelve lunar months i.about

J 54* days).

1704 H arris L.cx. 7'echn. s.v. Cycle 0/" the .Moon, Knnca-
decnteritles is, with some, the Name of this * Lunar Cycle.
x686 0"AU Celest. Bodies i, xii. 58 As there is a Lunar Month
consisting of 28 or 29 1 >ays, so there is a v Lunar Day. 186a
IJACIIK Discuss. Mugn. <V Mctcorol. Obsrrz; 111. 8 The curves
. . show two east and two west deflections in a lunar day.
X727-41 Chamiucrs Cycl. s.v. Dial, Moon- Dial, or *Lunar
Dial, is that which shews the hour of the night by means
of the light, or shadow, of the moon, projected thereon
from an index. 1830 IIkrsciii.i. .Stud. Nat Phil. 27 A
page of '*luuar distances' from the Nautical Almanack.
1712 Drsagulikrs ir. Ozauains Gcog. 66 I he Addition of
30 Days to the third Lunar Year, is call'd the 'Lunar liqua-
tion. 17*7-41 Ciiambkks Cycl s.v. Horoscope *Lunar Horo-
scope is the point which the moon issues out of, when the
sun is in the ascending point of the east. This is aKo called
thepart oj'fort une. 1862 Kache Discuss. Magn.q Metcorol.
Observ. lit. 1 Each observation was marked with its corre-
sponding *lunar hour, i860 Worci stkr, *Lunar method.
1594 Hlunukvil Excrc. 111. 1. xlv. 11636) 358 The *Lunar
month is that space of time which the Moone spendeth
while she departing from the Sunne, returneth to him again?.
1727-4X Ciiambkrs Cycl., Lunar periodical Montlis, consist
of twenty seven days, seven hours, and a few minutes.
Lunar synodical J/<?«/7« consist of twenty nine days, twelve
hours, and three quarters of an hour. 1766 Ulackstonk
Comm. 11. 141 A month in law is a lunar month, or twenty
eight days, unless otherwise expressed. 1883 P. Schaki
Hist. Church 1. 11. xvi. 133 The month Nisan was the first

of the twelve lunar months of ihe Jewish year. 1715 tr.

Gregory*s A stron. I. 37 If the abovementioned meeting of
the Sun, and *Lunar Node, happens on the very Day of the
New Moon. 1840 K. 11. Dana Be/. Mast .x.x.xi. 112 The
Captain gut a lunar observation as well as his meridian
altitude. 171X TnoKKsnv in Phil. Trans. XXV II. 320
An Account of a *Lunar Rain bow seen in Darbyshire.
1840 R. H. Dana Be/. Mast xxiii. 74 He knew every "'lunar

star in both hemispheres. 1864 Webstkk, *Lunar Tables.

1834 Mrs. Somkkvh.le Conner. Phys. Sci. vi. 34 In
the *lunar theory the sun is the great disturbing cause.

1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 800/1 The modern lunar theory
commenced with Newton. 1594 Di.cnukvii. Excrc. 111. t.

xliv. (1636) 357 Of "lunar yeeres there be two kinds, whereof
the one is ordinary,. .and the other extraordinary or exces-
sive, . .the ordinarie or common yeere, is the space of twelve
Moones or changes. Ibid., The extraordtnarie Lunar yeere
..is the space of thirteene Moones or changes containing

384 daies, 183s Thiri.wall Greece 1. 221 The Greeks had
begun to compensate for the defect of the tunar year, by the
occasional addition of an intercalary month.

2. Transferred and figurative uses.

a. Monthly, menstrual, rare.
1683 Tkvon Way to Health 630 In the time of Pregnancy,

or her Lunar visits. x8a2 Good Study Med. IV. 64 The
cessation of her lunar discharge.

b. 1 laving the character of the moon as opposed
lo that of the sun ; not warmly bright ; pale, pallid.

.

1742 Young A7. Th. ut. 56 A theme so like thee, a quite
lunar theme, Soft, modest, melancholy, female, fair. 1864
Spectator 425 Which we might call lunar poetry,—poetry
without brilliancy, passion, or warmth, but yet containing
glimpses of a pale but true beauty. 1902 Swinburne in

C*. Rev. July 26 Even the lustre of Partridge [in Tom Jones\
is pallid and lunar beside the noontide glory of Micawber.

c. Lunar politics : used allusively for 1 matters
of no practical concern \

LUNARY.
x868 Huxlev Lay Serm. vii. (1870) 159 Hume's strong and

subtle intellect takes up a great many problems about which
we are naturally curious, and shows us that they are essen-
tially questions of lunar politics, in their essence incapable
of being answered.

3. Ciesceiit-shaped, Lunate. Lunar bone ( =
medical L. os lunare) : M 3. Also, marked
with crescent-shaped spots, as lunar underwing.
.
l63S J. Haywaru tr. Biondi's Banish'd rirg.ijgThe ]>m ell-

ings spreading, .from one point of the Heaven to the olher in
a lunar forme. 1693 Drydkn Jphis <y lauthc Poet. Wks.
(Aldineetl.) IV. 186 The lunar horns, that bind The brows
of Isis. 1703 Pope Thebais 864 Who grasps the struggling
heifer's lunar horns. 1759 \V . VVh.kif. lipigon. 11. (17O9) 22
Each with a faulchion armed and lunar shield. 1843 \\ est-
woon Brit. Moths 1. 133 Orthosia lunosa ilhe lunar under
wing). 1845 Ibid. 11. 10 Gcomctra Innan'a (the lunar
thorn \ 1863 KifKVK Laud <y Ereshw. Mollnsks 50 A per-
turc broadly obliquely lunar. 1887 K. 1). Coi'E Orig. Eittest
vii. 264 The se paration of the scaphoid and lunar bones'.

4. Of or containing silver (see Luna 2 a). Lunar
caustic, nitrate of silver fused.
1800 As/at. Ann. Keg., Misc. Tr. 3:1/2 The little success

attending the u^e of the lunar caustic in these experi-
ments. 1822 Goon Study Med. 1. 313 The lunar pill of
I'oerhaave, formed from a picpaiation of silver, which may
be regarded as a mild lunar caustic. 1826 Chn.i.v Diet.
Chciu, SiA'er, Nitfate o/\ formerly called Lunar Nitre,
Lunar Crystals, or Crystals of Silver,and when fused Lunar
Caustic. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VI. 789 The coinca of
both eyes was touched with a point of lunar caustic.

5. In Arahic grammar : The epithet of the class
of consonants before which the / of the article is

not assimilated; so called because including q,
the initial of qamar moon. Opposed to solar.

1776 J. Richardson Arab. Grant, iii. 8 The denials and
Unguals are called solar letters, the rest lunar.
6. Comb.: lunar-diurnal a., peitaining to the

lunar day
; hmar-magnetie a., pertaining to mag-

netism as affected by the moon's position.
1856 Sauink in Phil. Trans. CXIAT. 499 The Lunnr-

diurnal Variations of the Inclination, .at that Station. 1862
li.\r:ui- Discuss. J/agu. -y Meteorol. Observ. in. it 'Ihe
lunar-magnetic interval for the Philadelphia station.

B. sb.

1 1. A moon like body, satellite. Obs.
1651 R. Ciiii.li in Har'tlib's Legacy (16551 161 Mars,

Jupiter, Saturn, have their Lunars 01 small Stars moving
a! out them.

2. A lunar distance ; a ltuinr observation.
1830 1 1 KKSciiEt. Stud. Nat. Phil. 28 We st< ercd towards

Kio dc Janeiro for some days after taking the lunars above
described. 1875 lli.ni okii Sailor s Pot ket Bk. v. (etl. 2) 194
In taking Lunars, stars lying at about eijnal distances, cast
ami wesi uf the moon, should be chosen.

3. A bone of the wiist, shaped like a half-moon.
Also in Latin form lunnrc ^unc^ri).
1854 K. Owkn in Cite. Sci. (c 1865) II. E8/1 The caipal

bones, answering to the scaphoid and lunar in the human
wrist, are.. confluent. 187Z MiVAffr Klein, Anal. 169 lhc
scaphoid coalesces with the lunare in the Caruivoia.

Lunaria: see Li-nary

Lunarian Jwne-'-rian;, a. and sb. [f. L. lunar-
is Ll.nak + -1 a.v.]

A. adj. Inhabiting the moon.
1868 Lock vcr Guillcutius Hcaz'cus fed. 3) 165 The lunarian

observer situated on the invisible hemisphere.

B. sb.

1. A dweller in the moon.
1708 Brit. Apollo No. 13. 2/2 He those Lunarians fal>e or

true. 1794 G. A oams Nat. A- Exp. Phitos. IV. xxxvii. 23 When
it i.s what we call New Moon, we will appear as a Full
Moon to the Lunarians, a 1849 Pok Metlonfa TautaWVs.
1865 IV. 299 Creatures so diminutive a.s the Iunaiian.s. 1880
P. Grkg Acr. Zodiac I. ii. 41 3Juring an eclipse, the I.uua*
lian would see round the Karth a halo created by (etc.].

2. One who observes or describes the moon ; one
who used the lunar method in finding longitude.
1817 E. Wakd (title) The Lunarian, or Seaman's Guide;

being a practical Introduction to the Method of ascertaining
the Longitude at Sea. 1881 Proctor Poetry Astron. vi. 233
Nor does. Schroter or any of the older lunarians indicate a
crater at this part of the moon's surface. 1901 Blackit:
Mag. Oct. 476/2 The expert lunarians—the men who found
their longitude from observation uf the moon—are gone.

Lunarist (l } /7*narist;. rare. [f. Lunar + -1st.]

One who holds the * lunar' theory of the causa-
tion of weather-changes.
1863 R. FitzKov Weather Bk. 213 In such grand dis-

turbances as these [storms], the Lunarist and the Astro-
meteorologist should endeavour to trace influences of moon
and planets. 1864 Intcll. Observ. No. 32. 105 The Lunarists
and the Astro-meteorologists.

IlLunarium U^ne^ri^m). [mod.L., f. L.
lilnaris Lunar.] An instrument representing the

phases and motions of the moon. Cf. Lunari sb~
1786 Jefferson Writ. (1859) 1- 507 What is become of the

Lunarium for the King? 1794 G. Adams Nat. A> Exp.
Phitos. IV. xliii. App. 171.

Lunary (l'w nari), j<M ? Obs. Also 6 -9 in Latin
form lunaria. [ad. med.L. lunaria, i. L. luna
moon.] a. The garden plant called IIonksty,
Lunaria biennis, b. The fern called Moonwort,
Potrychium L uiuiria.
Parkinson (1640 Theat. Bot. 508) says that 'there are so

many herbes called by the name of Lunaria that it would
make any man wonder how so many should be called The
magical powers referred to in quots. 1642 and 1679 seem to
have been ascribed to the fern.

^1386 Chaccer Can. Ycom. Prol. $ T. 247 And herbes
koude 1 telle eek many oon As Egrimoyne, Valerian, and



LUNARY.
lunarie. 1477 Norton Ord. Alch, iii. in Ashm. (1652) 39
Vervaine, Lunara [sic], and Martagon. 1S48 Turner Names
of Herbes (1881) 83 Lunaria is of two kyndes, the one is

called in latine Lunaria maior.. . It maye be called in eng-
lishe great Lunar i. Some cal it Shabub. The other kinde
is called in latin Lunaria minor, which may be called in

engli.she iitle Lunary or Maye Grapes. 1597 Geraroe
Herbal 11. Ixxxv. 328 The small Lunarie springeth foorth

of the ground with one leafe like Adders toong. 1627
Drayton Agincourt, etc. 127 Then sprinkles she the iuice

of Rue .. With nine drops of the midnight dewe, From
Lunarie distilling. 1642 Fuller Ifoly <y Prof. St. IV. v. 261

They say of the herb Lunaria ceremoniously gathered at

some set times, that laid upon any lock, it makes it flie

open. 1679 Hist JeUer Pret. 2 The Fathers of that Society

have the true Lunaria, which will open the strictest,

strongest Locks or Fetters wherewith Conscience can be
retrained. 1767 J. Abercrombie Ev. Man Own Card.
(1803) 703/2 Lunaria, moon-wort or honesty. 1881 Sat. Rev.
No. 1325. 374 The genus botrychium, the moon-fern or
lunary, to the magical powers ofwhich several of the Eliza-

bethan poets bear testimony.
attrib. 1591 I.vlv Endym.yx. i, You knowe that on the

Lunary bancke slcepeth Endimion.

Lunary (l^'nari), a. and sb.2 Now rare. [ad.

F. /unaire, L. Ifnmris : see Lunar and -art.]

A. adj.

1. Of or pertaining to the moon ; —Lunar a. 1.

Also, inhabiting the moon.
1561 Eden Art ofNavig. \\. vi. 30 These tymes [of con-

junctions and oppositions] maybe knowen..by the Ephi-
merides or Almanackes, or other tables, or Lunary instru-

ment's. 1610 Hkaley St. Aug. CitieofGod 550 The yeare
as it is now, consumate in twelve lunary revolutions East-
ward. X638W1LKINS New World 1. {168.O 9A Lunary Eclipse.

C 1645 I low eli. Lett. (1602' 1 1 . 530 The Moon is peopled with
Selenites or Lunary Men. 1651 J.F[reake] Agrippa's
( )cc. Phifos. 48 There be here certain things which arc Solary,
and certain which are Lunary. 1690 Levbourn Curs. Math.
447 We are not to imagine.. that the Lunary Seas, Lakes,
. . &c. are of the same Water with our Seas. 1727 P»ailey vol.

II, Lunary, belonging to the moon, a XS49 PoE Utalume
Wks. 1874 1. p. Ixx, The Umbo of lunary souls,

b. In lunary month, year (see Lunar i b).

1602 Fllukcke Pandectes 4 Their [the Athenians'] twelue
nionethes did not exceed that number of daies which doth
consist of the twelue lunarie monethes. [1642 Fuller Holy
<V Prof. St. t. x. 25 Some erroneously compute the long
lives of the Patriarks before the flood not by solary, but
lunary years, making a moneth a yeare.] 1646 Sir T.
IJkowne Pseud. P.p. IV, xii. 220 The Greeks observed the

Lunary yeare, that is, twelve revolutions of the Moone
3^4. dayes. 171a

.

Dksaci i.iers tr. O.anams Geog. 66 The
Lunary Month, usually call'd Lunation.

2. transf. and fig. a. Monthly, menstrual.
1822-34 Goods Study Med. (ed. 4

1 III. 394 The ordinary
retucn where anything like a regular period is established,

is menstrual or lunary.

b. Lunatic.
c 16x7 Mtoot.ETON Witch iv. i. 7 There is some difference

betwixt my jovial condition and the lunary state of madness.

3. C reseent-shaped, Lunate ; = Lunar.
1623 tr. Parities Theat. Hon.\\\. iv. 353 His .. I'attalions

should be ordered .. in a Lunarie forme, and of a Crescent.
1668 Culi epper & Coi.e Parihol. Anat. I. xvii. 47 With
their broad end they look towards the Cara, and with their

sharp and lunary part they respect the Kidneys.

1 4. ? Silvery. Obs. rare- 1
.

1615 Tomkis Albumazar it. iii, Ilang'd round from toppe
to hottome With pure white lunary Tapstry, or needle-
worke; Hut if 'twere cloath of silucr, 'twere much better.

fB. sb* Obs.

1. A kind of appnrattts for solving astronomical
problems; = Voi.telle.
14. i in Dyes Shclton (1843) II. 336 "Now folowith here the

volvelle, that sum men elepen a lunarie.

2. ?One born tinder the influence of the moon.
1605 Timmk Quersit. 1. xi. 47 Starres which have their most

colde and moyst spirites, as the Salurnalls and Lunaries.

3. A crescent or half-moon.
1610 W. Folkivgham Art oj Survey it. vi. 58 Parallelo-

grams, Squares. Circles, OualK, Lunarie-;.

Lunate (U/7*nA), a. Chiefly Nat. Hist. [ad.

L. lunalus, f. tuna moon: see -ate 2
.] Crescent-

shaped, crescent i form.

1777 S. Robson Brit. Flora 11 Lunate, subrotund. 1806
Ttali-ine Rrit. Pot. 329 Stipulai lunate, toothed. 1828 Stark
Plan. Nat. Hist. II. 174 Eyes linear, almost lunate. 1848
Dai.vell Rare A nun. Scotl. II. 88 The lunate hydra: of
Scotland falling within the sphere of my observation, are of
three distinct genera. 1870 Hestlev Matt. Bet. 161 When
a leaf is reniform but with the lobes at the base of the
lamina pointed, it is lunate or crescent-shaped.

Lunated (h/i-n^ted), a. Chiefly Aat. Hist.
Now rare. [f. prec. + -ed I.] « prcc.

1673 E. Drowne Trav. 82 A sort of Cross, which our
Heralds do not dream of, which is a Cross Lnnated after
this manner. 1706 Phil. Trans. XXV. 2216 The Jugulum
or lunatcd part of the Hreast-bone. 1830 S. Cooper Diet.
Pract. Surg. (ed. 6) 8ig The operator., made a lunated
incision. 1857 Pmrch Anc. Potteiy(i^Z) 1. 411 The Ama?or>s
have the pelta, or lunated shield. 1859 Tonn Cycl. Anat.
V. 156/2 The sacro-iliac facet.. is lunatcd in shape.

Lunatic natik), a. [ad. late L. Iunfitto us,

f. L. Intra moon : sec -atic Cf. F. lunatique,

Hp., It. lunatieo.] A. adj.

1. Originally, affected with the kind of insanity

that was supposed lo have recurring periods de-

pendent on ihe changes of the moon. In mod. use,

synonymous with Insane ; current in popular and
legal language, but not now employed technically

by physicians.
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' C1290 S. Eng. Leg. \. 369/99 He hadde ane doubter bat
was lunatyke. 1393 Langl. /'. PL C. X. 107 J>e whiche aren
lunatik lollers and leperes a-boute, And mad as be inone

I

sitt. 1398 Trevisa PartA. DeP. R. xvi. xcv. (1495) 587 The
precyous stone Topazius. .helpith ayenst the passynn Luna-
tyk. 1430-40 Lyug. Bochas vit. ti. (1554) 165 h, He was.,
euery moneth once Lunaticke. 1564 in Strype Peel. Mew.
II I. App.lviii. 197 All this trouble., was when you were luna- !

tike and not your owne man. 1592 KvoSp. Trag. 111. viii. 5
{Stage Direction), She runnes lunaticke. 1600 Hosp. Incur.
Footes 77 #

If the moone be euiil placed, either it maketh
,

men extaticat, lunatick, or subject to the kings euill. 1604
S. Grahams Pass. Sparke E 4 b,The greatest Foole is wise
if he be rich, And wisedome fiowes from his Lunatique

[

brayne. 1640 Yorke Union Hon. no This Alice fell luna-
|

ticke, and was divorced from the said Gilbert. 1759 Robert- I

I
son Hist. Scot. vil. Wks. 1813 I. 548 The presumptive heir
to the throne was lunatic. 1885 Sat. Rev. 18 luly 80/1 One

1 of the most distinctive marks of the lunatic mind is that it

reasons sanely from insane premises. 1889 Spectator 2 1 Dec,
j

The House of Castile, whicb, after fighting and reigning for

1

nearly eight hundred years, terminated in a lunatic girl,

b. Of things: Indicating lunacy
;

crazy.

1605 Shaks. Lear \\. iii. 13 Bedlam beggers, who with
roaring voices Sometime with Lunaticke bans, sometime
with Praiers, Inforce their charitie. 1614 B. Jonson PartIt.

' Pair 1. i, A notable hypocriticall vermine it is .. of a most
lunatique conscience, and splene. x86x Bushnell Char.
Jesus 48 There have been great enthusiasts in the world, and
they have shown their infirmity by lunatic airs, appropriate

, to their extravagance.

C. fig. Madly foolish, frantic, idiotic,
1 mad '.

1571 Goloixg Calvin on Ps. iv. 5 If lunatik rashnesse
I have caryed any into sinne. 1590 Marlowe Kdiv. //, v. i.

113 Greefe makes me lunaticke. 1604 Dekker Honest Wh.
Wks. 1873 IL71, I am sicke Of that disease, all lx>ve is

[
lunatike. x6xa Drayton Poly*olb. To Rdr. A, Nothing [i?>]

esteem'd in this lunatique age but what is kept in cabinets.

1859 Bright Sp. India 1 Aug. 1,1876) 47 No policy can be
more lunatic than the policy of annexation. 1884 Geo.
Ei.iot Ess. (ed. 2) 14 The seventh [Satire].. contains nothing

' in particular except lunatic flattery of George I.

i + 2. a. Influenced by the moon. Obs.
c 1430 Lvdg. Reas. Sens. 6177 Ther [sc. women's] hertys

chaunge never.. Ther sect ys no thing lunatyke. 1583

I

Greene Maniillia Wks. (Grosart) II. 180 By nativitie they
be lunaticke, not taking this worde as the English men do, I

for starke mad, but as borne under the influence of Luna,
|

and therefore as firme..as melting waxe. 1593 Nashe
Christ's 7*. 14, 1 that was borne to suppresse & treade down
sinne vnder foote, in the night time, (when that sinne-
inhabited element is wont to be most lunaticke) walke on
the crests of the surges as on the dry land.

fb. Farriery. Affected with moonblindness

;

moon-blind, moon-eyed. Obs.

1577 B. Googe I/eresbac/is Hush. (1586) 124 Y' broken .

wineded, the lunatike, and the mangines, called ihe Farcine.

1580 Blunoevil Curing Horses Dis. 16 Of lunatike eie?.

1607 Markka m Caval. vn. (1617) 22 Lunatike eyes, or Moone
eyes. 1737 Bracken Farriery Itnpr. (1756) I. 136 In Luna-
tick cr Moon-blind Horses.

B. sb. A lunatic person ; a person of unsound
mind ; a madman.
1377 Langl. P. PI. B. Prol. 123 Thanne loked vp a lunatik,

I

a lene thing with-alle. c X380 Wvcmf Scr/n. Sel. Wks. II.

23 Lunatikes ben sich men bat han cours of ber siike-

nesse bi movyng of be moone. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. v.

i. 8 I he Lunaticke, the Louer, and the Poet, Are of imagina-. :

tion all compact. 1628 Coke On Litt. 1. 247 a, A Luna-
|

tique that hath sometime his vnder.standing and sometime
! not. 1735 Motte in Swift's Lett. (1768) IV. 107 An Hospital

for Lunaticks and Idiots. 174a Act 15 Geo* 7/,c. 30 Where-
j

as Persons who have the Misfortune to become Lunaticks,
1 may.. be liable to be surprised into unsuitable Marriages.

X757 Smollett Reprisal 1. viii, An English lunatic at full

moon, is a very sober animal when compared to a French-
,

man in a passion. x8x8 Cruise Digest^ (ed. 2) L 315 An '

infant, a person of nonsane memory, an idiot, a lunatic, . . may
also be grantees of a copyhold. x8a8 Sir A. Hai.lioay
Pres. St. Lunatics 30 In Perthshire, the idiots are two 1

hundred and eight, the lunatics only one hundred and fifty-

nine. 188 1 Encycl. Prit. XI 1 1. 1 13/1 1 nsane persons(ahhough
not lunatics so found by inquisition) may be placed under
personal restraint. 1887 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 9 Apr. 808/2 A I

desperate encounter recently took place, .between a lunatic

who had escaped from Hatton Asylum and two keepers
who were sent in pursuit.

b. fig* A madly foolish person.
1602 2nd Pt. Return fr. Pnrnass. 11. iii. 665 She may be

j

thy Luna, and thou her Lunaticke. a X631 Donne Poems
(1650) 4 Vaine lunatique, against these scapes I could Dis-

pute, and conquer, if I would. 1884 C/tr. World 4 Sept.

667^1 Any man telling the farmers of Ireland not to pay
their rents would be a lunatic.

c. attrib.: lunatio asylum (also lunatic

hospital, f house), a hospital established for the

reception and treatment of lunatics.

176a Wesley Jriit. 21 Dec. (1827) III. 120, I doubt this

is not the case of any other lunatic hospital. i8» 34 Good's
Study Med. (ed. 4) III. 63 The proportion of patients

returned as having been received into lunatic houses. x8a8

Sir A. Hallioay {title) A General View of the Present
State of Lunatics, and Lunatic Asylums, in Great Britain

and Ireland. Ibid.^x Dumfries has a small lunatic estab-

lishment, attached to the County Infirmary. 1885 Times

4 Aug. 9/4 A page from the lunatic entry book had been
surreptitiously^ removed. X887 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 2 Apr. 736/

x

That the registered lunatic hospitals should not be sub-
jected to special restrictions and disabilities.

Lunatical (l'//nx likal\ a. rare. [f. Lunatic
4-al.] « Lunatic it.

1599 Pronghtons Let. viii. 28 The Lunaticall conceits
1 are thine owne. 1600 O. F.. Repl. Libel t. ii. 43 Let this

lunaticall or extaticall frier .. forbeare to bragge. 1866
HowELLS Vvnit. Life 100, He was of a most lunatical de-

j

portment. 1892 Nat. Observer 17 Dec. 101/2 The lunatical ,

ignorance of politicians.
|

LUNCHEON.
Hence Luna'tically adv.
1873 W. Cory Lett. % Jrnls. (1897) 311 The muezzin sang

the prayers dismally, deathfully, lunatically.

t Lunaticness. Obs. rare. The condition of

being lunatic
1662 J. Chandler Van Hclmonfs Oriat. 145 The im-

mortajl minde doth not vary through Lunatickness or
Frantickness at a certain time of the Moon. 1727 Bailey
vol. 11, Lunatickness.

Lunation (\hmei'fer\). [ad. med.L. lunation-

em (whence F. /unaison, It. hinaziotie, Sp. luna-
tion, Pg. /unacao)

f
f. lilua moon : see -at ion.]

1. The time from one new moon to the next,

constituting a lnnar month ( = 29^ days).
1398 Trevisa liarth. De P. R. ix.ix. (1495) 354 A monlhe

of the inone is also taken for a fuJJ lunacyon whyche duryth
fro chaunge to chaunge. c 1400 Maun dev. (1835) xxx. 301
And there is not the Mone seyn in alle the Lunacioun. 1653
Shakerley Tabular Britan. [117] A Table of the mean
Lunations. 1664 Power Eip. Philos. Pref. 4 Lunations of
the inferiour Planets. X690 Levbourn Curs. Math. 466 The
Arabians .. having respect to the Moon form their Year of
12 Synodical Lunations. 171a Steele Spect. No. 545 P 13
The 8tfc day of the third lunation, and the 4

,fc year of our
reign. x8ia Woodhouse Astron. xxx. 295 From the in-

equality of the Moon's motion, this synodic period, or luna-
tion, is not always of the same length. 1893 Sir R. Ball
Story ofSun X32 Nineteen years is almost exactly equal to
two hundred and thirty five lunations.

t 2. The time of fall moon. Obs.

c 1549 >n Froude Hist. Eng. (1881) IV. 405 They ..intend
at this or next lunation to conjure for treasure hid between
Newbury and Rending. 1686 GoAn Celesf. Bodies 1. vi. 19
The Exuberance of the Tides at or neer the /Equinoctial
Lunations.

3. A menstruation, rare.

x8aa-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 46 A tendency to

keep up that periodical habit of depletion which will prob-
ably prove advantageous against the ensuing lunations.

Lunch (^nf), sbA Obs. exc dial. Also 5
louche. [App. onomatopoeic. Cf. Dunch sb.\

The sound made by the fall of a soft heavy body.
r X440 Prou/p. Parv. 135/1 Dunche, or Ionche (//.

lunche), sou it us, strepitns. 1890 Line. N. ff Q. July 68 She
heard a lunch, bud she tboht it was th' childer plaayin'.

Lunch (ItfnJ"), sb. 2 [Perh. evolved from Lump
i-/;.

l ,on the analogy of the apparent relation be-

tween hump and hunch, bump and bunch. Cf.
* Lounge, a large lump, as of bread or cheese

y

(Hrockett A7
. Country Words , ed. 2, 1829).

It is curious that the word first appears as a rendering of
the (at that time) like-sounding &p. lonja slice of ham.
Luncheon, commonly believed to be a derivative of lunch,
occurs in our quots. 11 years earlier, with its present spell-

ing. In sense 2 lunch was an abbreviation of luncheon, first

appearing about 18^ when it was regarded either as a
vulgarism or as a fashionable affectation.]

f 1. A piece, a thick piece ; a hunch or hnnk. Obs.
1591 Percivall Sp. Did., Lonja de tociiio, a lunch of bacon,

frustum, lardi. 1600 Slrfi.lt Country Farm VI!. xxv.
850 He shall take brcade and cut it into little lunches |Fr.

loppins\ into a pan with cheese. 1622 Mabre tr. Alemaifs
Guzman d'AIf If. 280 Our Master was well content . . that
we should roste a good lunch of porke, 1707 J. Stevens tr.

Quevedos Com, Wks. (1709) 236, 1 clapp'd a good Lunch of
f»read into my Pocket. X785 Ulrns Holy Pair xxiii, An'
cheese an' bread..Was dealt about in lunches.

2. A more colloquial synonym ofLuncheon sb. 2.

(Now the usual word exc. in specially formal use,

though many persons still object lo il as vulgar.)

1819 IH. Best] Pers. <y Lit. Mem. 307 The word lunch
is adopted in that

1
glass of fashion Almacks, and luncheon

is avoided as unsuitable to the polished society there ex-

hibited. 1839-41 S. Warren Ten Thons. a-year viii. I. 256
He happened to mention it at lunch. 1843 A. Combe
Physiol. Digestion (ed. 4) 266 We do not experience the

same dislike to exertion after a light forenoon lunch. 1859

J. Clmming Ruth v. 87 Parched com was her only lunch in

the midst of a day of ardour and of sunshine. X865
Tkollope Pelton Est. xxvi. 308 Lunch was on the table at

half-past one. 1880 Mrs. Forrester Roy «y I '. 1. =o Come
to lunch to-morrow at one. 1901 R. 1>. Evans Sailor's

Log vt. 59 Every ni«ht during the mid watch a beautiful

lunch was served to the officer of the deck.

3. attrib. and Comb., as lunch-basket, -biscuit,

-table, -time', iuneh-dhmer, a meal that might
be called either lunch or dinner, a mid-day dinner.

1878 Sir P. Wallis in Prighton Life (1892) 201, 1 hope the
good squire will take a lunch-dinner with inc. 1890 ' Rolf
tSoLDREwooo* Col. Reformer (1891) 276 It was on the right

side of lunch-time. Ibid. 277 The well-appointed lunch-table.

189a G. R. Ix>wndes Camping Sk. 5a Trout, lunch biscuits
and cake, formed a reasonable lunch. 1901 igM Cent. Oct.

630, I . .snatched a hasty breakfast from my lunch basket.

Lunch 0*>nf), V. [f. LUNOH sb*]
1. iulr. To take lunch.
x8>3 DTsraeu Cur. Lit. Ser. it. I. 402 She is now old

enough, she said, to have lived to hear the vulgarisms of her
youth adopted in drawing-room circles. To lunch, now so
familiar from the fairest lips, in her youth was only known
in the servants hall. 1884 Grant Allen Philistia 1 1. xoi

Miss Merivale lunched with the family. 1887 J. Ashby-
Sterry Lazy Minstrel (1892) 190 Here can we lunch to the
music of trees. 1897 Lo. Tennyson Mem. Tennyson II.

222 On one occasion Kuskin lunched with us.

2. trans. To provide lunch for. colloq.

189a Temple Par Dec. 578 [She] does her duty . . warmly
by her country friends—lunching, tea-ing, and dining them.
1893 Westm. Gaz. 15 June 2/1 Permission was given to

lunch the pilgrims on board the Victory.

Luncheon 0"nJW). Also 7 lunchen "lunch-



LUNCHER.
Ion, lunching, 7-tS luncliiu, S lunshin. [Re-
liilctl in some way to Lunch sb."

The ordinary view, that the spelling lunching represents
the etymological form, appears somewhat unlikely. In our
quots. the earliest form is luncheon, and this appears in our
quots. earlier than lunch', and there is nn evidence of a
derivative verb in the 16-17the It is possible that luncheon
might have been extended from lunch on the analogy of the
i elation between punch, />uttcheon, trunch, trnnchcon.\

fl. -Lun«r sb£ 1. Obs.

1580 Hoi.lvband Treas. Fr. 'Tang, Lo/itt, a lumpe, a gob-
let, a luncheon. 1617 Morvson '/tin. tic. 11. iv. 97 Eating
a great lumpe of bread and butter with a lunchen of cheese.
1660 Chas. IPs Escapefr. Worcester in Harl. Misc. (1809)
IV. 444 The Colonel plucked out of his pocket a good
luncheon of bread and cheese. 1703 Thorksiiy Let. to Ray
(%, D. S.) s.v., A huge lunshin of bread, i.e. a large piece.

1760-71 II. Brooke Fool 0/ Quat. (1809) J II. 62 A large

luncheon of brown bread . . struck my eyes. 1824 Scott
RedganntUt Jet. x, Little ISenjie ..was cramming a huge
luncheon of pie-crust into his mouth.

fig. 1685 K. More Paralip. Prophet, xii. 98 No little

scraps of bounty . . but large Lunchions of Munificence.

2. Originally, a slight repast taken between two
of the ordinary meal-times, esp. between breakfast

and mid-day dinner. The word retains this original

application with those who use dinner as the name
of the mid-day meal; with those who 'dine* in

the evening, luncheon denotes a meal (understood

to be less substantial and less ceremonious than

dinner) taken usually in the early afternoon. Now
somevvhat formal', cf. Lunch j//,2 2 .

a 1652 Brome A/ad Con/le v. k Wks. 1873 1. 0,2 Noonings,
and intermealiary Lunchings. 1655 tr. Coin. Hist. Francion
Mi. 71 For our Breakfast and after-noons Lunchins [Fr. it

\

gonslet], 1706 E. Ward Writings (ed. 3) I J. 125 Then
(

others more Hungry, their Stomachs to please, Sit down to I

their Luncheons of House-hold and Cheese. 1809 Malkjn
j

Oil Bias 111. ii. F 3 As soon as we had released our kitchen-
wench, I gave orders for a good luncheon. 1823 Hykon
yuan xi. lxv, His afternoons he pass'd in visits, luncheons, I

Lounging and boxing. 1827 Carlyi.k Germ. Rom. II. 318
The mother looked for the little ones, and brought them
their evening luncheon. 1853 Mrs. Gaskell North «y S. i,

They did not scruple to make a call at each other's houses
before Luncheon. 1881 LAnv Herbert Edith 2 Have you
had some luncheon? 189X E. Peacock N. Brendon II. 2 1

Thornton stayed for luncheon.

3. attrib.

1823 J. Badcock Dow. Amusem. 158 Allowing .. not a
moment for meals, nor the well known luncheon-time. 1884
W. S. Gilbert Princess Ida 11, Merrily ring the luncheon
bell. 1888 J. Payn Myst. A/irbridge I. ix. 146 From that
very Pavilion he had slipped away during the luncheon-
hour.^ 1891 H. Herman //is Angel 125 The cellar.. was
occupied by a liquor and luncheon bar. 1899 E. Peacock
iti Month Feb. 208 To witness the servants of the Duke
pitch the luncheon-tent. 1903 A*ailivay time table, Luncheon-
baskets., may be obtained at the principal stations.

Hence Lu ncheon v. intr.f to take luncheon, to

lunch ; Lu ncheonless a., without luncheon.
1883 Ld. Saltoln Scraps I. 190, I ..went luncheonless

myself.
_
1885 Fortn. in Waggonette 94 A few minutes more

saw an imposing party luncheoning on the grassy roadside.
1889 A rchseol. /Eliana XIII. 309 't he Duke of Northumber-
tend . . luncheoned at the ' Three Half Moons',

Luncher (l»-nj)i). [f. Lunch v. + -ek 1.] One
who lunches or takes lunch.

1840 New A/onthly A/ag. LX. 60 We therefore put it to
the conscience of the ladies who indulge in hot luncheons
{if a regular luncher can have a conscience). 1895 J,
Davidson Karl Lavender 248 The sound of the pipes
leached the thirty luuchers in their ham.

T Lund. Obs. Also 5 lunde. [a* ON. /und]
Disposition, nature; manners,
c 1200.Okmin 7038 Gode menness clene lund. /bid. 9785

All fulle off attri} lund. c 1450 St. Cnthbert (Surtees) 1460
In haly speche he lyked his lunde.

II Iitrnda. Also 8 lunder. [repr. Icel. lttndi
y

Norw. lunde, Sw. lunn.] A Scandinavian name
for : The puffin.

1743 Phil. Trans. XLII. 612 Greenland produces .. Cor-
morants, Lunders, Parrols fete,]. 1802 G. Montagu Ornith. '

Diet. (1833) 310 Lmida, a name for the Puffin. 1893 New-
ton Diet. Birds, Lnnda.

Lunder, Lundge : see Loundeu v., Lounge v.

tLundreSS. Obs. [a. F. Londreis adj., f.
1

Londres London.] (See quot. 1695O
1695 W. Lowndes Antendm. Silver Coin 17 A Sterling 1

. . was once called a Lundress, because it was to be Coined
only at London. 1706 in Phillips; and in later Diets.

Lundyfoot <>-ndifut). [Named after Lundy
Foot, a Dublin tobacconist, whose address is given
as 8 Essex Bridge in Wilson's Dub/in Directory
1776.] A kind of snuff.

1811 Ora % Juliet IV. 187 The sportive zephyrs carried
the high-dried Lundyfoot into the eyes of the whole party.
1822 Blac/au. Mag. XL 370* He took so much of Lundy-
foot, That he used to snort and snuffle. 1866 Daily Tel.
11 Jan. 5/1 A pinch of Lundyfoot or brown Rappee.

Lune J (l*/7n). Hawking. Also 5 lewne ; and
see I^)YN. [var. of Loyn.J A leash for a hawk.
1470-85 Malory Arthur vi. xvi, Thenne was he ware of.

a Kaucon..and longe lunys aboule her feete. i486 Bk.
St. Albans B vb, The lewnes shulde be fastened to theym,
with a payre of tyrcttis. 1580 H. Gifford Giltofloiuers

(1875) 90 In fancie's lune I fast was cought. 1593 Greene |

A/anti/lia i.K3
t
The closer shee couered the sparke, the

more it kindled : yea, in seeking to vnlose the Lunes, the
|

more she was tntangled, 1611 Cotgr., Longe,.. a. hawkes
lune or leash.

^
1895 Quiller-Couch Wandering Heath 230

A gerfalcon lying with long lunes tangled about his feet. 1

503

Lune 2 (l'/7n). arch. [ad. med.L. /una lit. I

'moon', hence 'fit of lunacy' (cf. Lunatic), 1

whence F. lune, MUG. lAue KG. laune whim,
[

humour}.] //. Fits of frenzy or lunacy ; mad freaks t

or tantrums. (Cf. Line 29.)
1611 Shaks. Wint. T. 11. ii. 30 These dangerous, vnsafe

Lunes i' th* King,—beshrew them. 1778 Johnson Let. to
Mis. Titrate 14 Nov., My masier is in his old lunes and so
am I. 1799 Lamu John Woodvil 111, Let him alone. 1 have
seen him in these lunes before. 1867 J. H. Stirling in
Fortn. Rev. Oct. 381 This is the central weak point, the
special lunes of the Ue Quincey nature. 1883 Symonos
Renaiss. //., Ital. Li!. II. 11. x. 07 Their tales lor the most
part are the lunes of wanton love.

Lune :>
> 0 l//n), [a. F. lime\— L. lima moon.]

1. Gcont. The figure foi med on a sphere or on a
plane by two arcs of circles that enclose a space.
1704 Harris Lex. Teehn., Lunes or Lnnul.r. 1839 in

Penny Cycl. XIV. 190. 1854 Moselky Astron. xxxiv. ied. 4)
119 Her [the moon's] crescent .. now presents the appear-

'

ance of a lune. 1891 Cavlky in Coll. Papers (1897) XI II.
1

205 The two lunes AC/t and A HI) of figure 6.

2. Anything in the shape of a descent or half-

moon.
1706^9 Watts Lyric Poems it. Vict. Poles over Osruan

149 Faithful Janizaries.. Fa M'n in just Ranks or Wedges,
Lunes or Squares. 1805 W. ]!erschi:i. in Phil. Trans.
XCV. 36 This made them [the globules] gradually assume
the shape of half moons . .The dark part of these little hints
..did nut appear .sensibly less than the enlightened pari.

Lune, anglicized f. Lrx.\.

LUnebergite (lunobo-jgoiO. Min. [Named
by C. Mollncr, 1S70, fiom Liiuebcrg, Hanover, iti

locality: see -inc.] A boio-phosphate of mag-
nesium, found in fibrous masses.
1872 Dana Alin. App. 10. 1893 Chapman's Blow/i/e

Pract. 179.

Luneeye, obs. form of Lunacy.
Lunel 1 (l'//ne-l). [f. Lune/ (HeraulO a town in

France.] A sweet muscat wine. Also /unci wine.
1770 Ann. Reg. it. 158 He . . made me drink bumper after

bumper of his lunel wine. 1821 Rouge et Ncir 85 A bumper
of the true lunel. 1841 Thackeray Man. Gormandising
Wks. 1900 XI II. 589 What could literary men mean by
ordering lunel V

il Lunel - (I'/nitl). Iter. [Fr., a. Sp. lunel,

{. /una moon.] A figure formed by fnur crescents

appointe iesembling a rose with four leaves.
1828-40 in IJekky lincyel. Her. 1.

Lunestiee, obs. form ol Luklstick.

II Lunetta. [It.] =Li? nettk 4 b.

1898 Daily Neios 10 Feb. 6/3 Under the lunelta is the
Descent from the Cross, the Madonna kneeling.

Lunfttte (U/zne't). Also 7-8 in anglicized

form lunet(t. [a. F. lunette, dim. of lune moon.]

f 1. A little moon, a satellite. Obs.

1645 Bi*. Hall Peace-Maker x. 81 Our predecessors, .could
never have believed, that there were such Lunets about
some of the Planets as our late Perspectives ha\e described.

t 2. The figure of a crescent moon. Also altriK

1774 J. Pkyant Atythol. II. p. iv, Juno Samia Splenitis,

standing in a lunette, and crowned with a lunette. 1787
M. Cltlkr In Life, jfruls. Q Corr. (1888) 1. 278 J 11 this ro<_k

a flight of steps is cut, in a winding or kind uf lunette
form, from the road to the top of the hill.

3. Farriery. A horse-shoe consisting of the

front semicircular portion only. Also tunelte-shoc.

1580 Hlunoevil Curing t/orscs Dis. tlii. 65 Pull off his

shooesand shooe him with half Moone shooes called Lunette.
1688 K. Hoi.mk Armoury 111. 324 '2 A Lunet *hooe. .is used
for Horses that have weak Heels, c 1720 \V. Gibson Far-
rier's Guide 11. (17381 256 The cure i.s..to shoe him with
Lunets, or Half-Moon shoes. 1753 in Chambers Cycl. Si'f>J>.

1816 Sporting A/ag. XLVI1. 27 A shoe in the form 01 the
old lunette, or La Fosse's shoe. 1875 in Knight Ditt. A/ech.

4. Arch. a. An arched aperture in a concave
ceiling for the admission of light.

1613-39 Jonks in Leoni Patladio's Archil. (1742I L 39
The manner of Arches are. .a Rotonda G, a Lunette^P, and
a Conca N and K. 1823 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 114
Lunettes are used in large rooms or halls, and are made
either in waggon-headed ceilings, or through large coves,
surrounding a plane ceiling. 1842 59 GwiLT^rtf//iV. ted. 4)

Gloss., Lunette, a cylindric, cylindruidic, or spherical aper-
ture in a ceiling.

b. A erescentifoim or semicircular space in a
,

ceiling, dome, etc., decorated with paintings orsculp-

tures ; a piece of decoration filling such a space.

1722 Richakoson Statues Italy 117 The pictures are

painted in a sort of Lunettes, form'd by a Semicircle within a

Tall Arch ending in a Point, and [etc.]. 1853 Klskin Stones
Ven. III. ii. 74 The painting which rilled the lunette behind
it [a sarcophagus!. 1857 Mrs. Jameson Leg. 0/ Madonna
Introd. (ed. 2) 60 It is comprised in five lunettes round the

ceiling. 1873 Ouida Pascarel I. 36 Above at a vast height

there was a lunette with frescoes of the labours of Hercules.

1886 Willis & Clark Cambridge 1 1 1. 210 The lunette over
the entrance-door [of the b'itzwilliam Museum].

5. Fortif. A work larger than a redan, consisting

of two faces, and two flanks (Voyle Mi/. Dicti).

1704 Harris Lex. Teehn., Lunettes in Fotfification, are

Envelopes, Countergardes, or Mounts of Earth cast up
before the Curtain. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Lunette.

.

In Fortification, a small Work generally rais'd before the
|

Courtin in Ditches full of Water : It consists of two Faces
making a Re-entring Angle, and serves to dispute the

Passage of the Ditch. 17x1 Land. Gas. No. 4883/2 His
Grace .. has given Orders for making several Lunettes in ,

the Front of our Camp. 1759 B. Martin Nat. Hist. Eng. 1

IL 200 An embattled Wall, with Lunets hanging over the

River. 1778 Eng. Gazetteer (cd. 2) s.v. Sandoivn Castle, '

LUNGr.

Kent, N. of Deal, consists of four lunets of very thick
arched work of stone. ..In the middle is a great round
tower. 1834-47 J. 8. Macaiilay Field Fortif. (1851) 11
The lunette, like the redan, is frequently open at the gorge.
1859 F. A. Gimrmis Anil. Man. (1862) 263 A Lunelle
has two fac^s, similar to the redan, and abo two thinks.

6. A blinker for a horse.

1652 Bk Mali. /nvte. World 111. § 12 M:ike earthly things,
not as lunets In shut up our sight, hut spectacles to transmit
it to spiritual objects. 1753 CiiAAinms Cycl, Suf>pt., /.«-
nette is also the name of two small pieces of felt made round
and hollow, to clap upon the eyes of a vicious horse. 1875
in Knight Pict. Alech.

7. f a. //. Spectacles. Obs.
1681 Coi.vn. Whigs Supplic. (1751) 53 Then answered the

whole croud, Kidding him read it out aloud. Seeking his
I A\ nets [etc. ]. 1693 K\ ki-YN />«' la Quint. Compl. Card., Rcfl.
Agric. 49 One day l.utietts and Microscopes may possibly
be Invented, whereby these Pores may plainly be seen and
distinguished. 1796 Alod. Gulliver's Trav. 75 Feaiful of
more mistakes, for want of my useful lunettes, 1 made my
bow of depnrt.

b. (liven as the name for a special kind of

concavo-convex lens for spectnclis.

1855 iti Ogii.vif. Suppl. 1875 in Knh;iit Diet. A/ech.

8. A watch glass of flattened shape. Also lunette

{-vatchA glass.

1832 G. R. Pmn 1:11 Porcelain % Gt. i.\. 233 Lunette glasses.

1849 1>\\a Geol. ix. (1850^ 466 The curvature of a lunette
uau h-glass. 1884 F. J. liKiiUN Watch \ Clochm. 156
Lunette, the usual form of rounded watch glass.

9. In the guillotine, the circular hole which
receives the neck of the victim.

1859 F. K. l\\ni T Curat.- of Cnmfaw. 238 When the
\ictim's head is Ji.xed in the lunette. 1900 Westnt. Ga:.
2.j Oct. 6/2 His head had to be thrust into the lunette by
two warders.

10. G/ass- making. - Linxkt-uoij:.
1839 L'kk ih'cl. Arts 587 The founding or melting furnace

is a square brick building,. , at each angle of this square
a small men or arch is constructed .. vaulted within, and
communicating with the melting furnace by squat e Hues
Calied lunettes.

11. Antiq. A crescent -shaped ornament.
1865 Allwn.rum 22 July 119 '1 A pair uf golden gor.^ettes

or lunettes.

12. A forked iron plate into which the stoek of
a lieM-gun carriage is inserted.

1875 in Knight Dit t. Mech.
lo. (See fjuol.)

1884 R. F. UlrTon Bk. Sward 124 This hilt-plate has
dwindled in ihe French fencing-foil lo a lunette, a double
o\al of bars shaped like a pair of spectacles.

14. Feci. A circular costal ease, fitting into an
aperture in ihe monstiance, in which the Host is

placed for exposition.

1890 In Century /)ict. 1893 in Catholic Diet.

Lung lpijj. Forms: 1 lungen, 3 6 lunge,

3 4lougen
v
e, 4 6 long(e,4~5 lounge, 5 longon,

lungen, (5 longhe, lunche, 6 longuc, looug),
6- lung. [OK. lungen str. fern. = OFris. lungen,
M LG. lunge, M 1 )u. huge I hi. long , 01 1 G. fiiugnn
i^MUG., mod.G. lunge

,

; ON. with change of de-
clension lunga wk. nent. ; f. Tent, toot *lung-:—
OAryan *lngh- in Skr. laghu-, Gr. cA(n/>pos light

:

see Light a. 1 (The lungs were so called because
of their lightness : cf. Lights.)]

1. Each of the two respiratory organs in man and
most vertebrate animals, placed within the cavity

of the thorax on either side of the heart and com-
municating with the trachea or windpipe.
<riooo /Elfric Gloss, in Wr.-W' flicker 160/34 /'ulmo, lungen.

riooo^rt.r. Leechd. II. 92 Mid by sceal moil lacnian bone
man be bib lungeune wund. c X250 Death 172 in O. E. A/isc.

178 Nu schal for-rotien hi liure and pi lunge, c 1275 Lav.

6499 pelongene and be liure folle to han grunde. 13. . A'.

Atis. 4719 -Men to heom threowe drit and donge, With fonle
ayren, with rotheres lunge, a 1340 Hamwh.k Psalter I 8
It purges be longes of inflacioun. 1390 Govs er Conf. III.

100 The lunge yifth him weie of speche. 1393 Langl.
C. ix. i8g Lame men he lechede with longen of bestes.

C1420 Pa Hat/, on Hush. 1, 4g The longis hool and wynded
with the be.st. 1:1440 Gesta Rom. i. 3 (Harl. MS.) The
archer. . hath j--schotte him selfe in be lungen. c 1470 Henry
Wallace 11. 409 Lenir and lounggis men inycht all redy se.

1481 Caxton Reynard (Arb.) gr The wulf gaf to me but
half the longes. 1513 Douglas sEneis x. vii. 63 That all

the hlayd, vp to the hylt and hand Amyd his flaffand longis
hyd hes he. 1535 Coveroalic i Kings xxii. 34 A ceriayne
man . . shott the kynge of Israel betwene the mawe and y J

longes, 1531 T. Wilson Logike (1569) 48 b, Oft fetchyng
of winde, declares a sicknesse of the lungus. 1577 B. Googk
Heresbach's //usb. (1586) 133 The sicknes of the Loongs is

perceiued if the Dewlap be harde closed together very farre
vppe. 1610 Shaks. Te/n/>. 11. i. 174 Gentlemen, ol such
sensible and nimble Lungs that they always vse to laugh
at nothing. 161* Bacon Ess., Studies (Arb.) 13 Shooting lis

good] for the Lungs and Breast. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist.
(1776) II. 294 In those which breathe through the lungs,
some have the heart composed of two ventricles, and some
have it of one. 1831 R. Knox Ctoque?s Anat. 622 The
Lungs . . ar* two spongy, cellular, expansible organs. 1872
Mivart Elent. Anat. xii. (1873) 462 The lungs arc attached
by their roots to the two branches of the windpipe.

b. trans/, andfig., esp. as in phrase lungs of
Lottdon (etc.), applied to open spaces within or
adjacent to a city.

1651 Cleveland Poems 10 Could not the Winds .. With
their whole card of Lungs redeem thy breath ? 1808 Wind-
ham Sp. agst. Encroachm. Hyde Park 30 June, It was a
saying of Lord Chatham, that the parks were the lungs ot



LUNG.
London. 185a Murcnv Our Antipodes (1857^ 4 Beyond
this fence the outer domain . . acts as one of the lungs of
Sydney. 1874 Hardy Far fr. Mad. Cnnvd II. i. 3 J hat
Uaihsheha was a firm and positive girl.. had been the very
long of his hope. 1876 — Ethclberta (1890) 3^6 At length
something fiom the lungs of the gale alighted like a feather
upon the pane. 1900 t\ A'/?'. July 51 We can with perfect

wtfety use these old burial grounds as lung.s for the over-
crowded city.

2. Applied to analogous organs in other animals.
1889 Syd. Soc. Lex.%.\., In Mollusca the Pulmonat a, re-

presented by the snail and slug, have a simple type of lung.
..In Amphibia . . the lung is a simple or double sac with a
smooth lining near the termination of the trachea.

1 3. //. One who blows the fire ; a chemist's

assistant. Obs.
1610 B. Josson Alch. 11. i, That's his fire-drake, His lungs,

his Zephyrus, he that puffes his coales. 1663 Cow lev Adv.
Exper. Phi/os. College in Verses «y Ess. (1669) 43 That the
Company received into it be as follows. .. Two Lungs, or

Chemical Servants. That the annual allowance ..be as
follows. . . To each of the Lungs twelve pounds.

4. (See quot.) dial. (? Obs.)

1 741 Compl. Fam.-Piece mi. 504 Swine are subject to

a Distemper which is called the Thirst, ox Lungs.

5. Lungs of (the) oak, oak lungs (see Oak sb.

S), Sticta pnlmouacea ;
= Llngwokt 5.

1836 W. L. LtxrjSAV Brit. Lichens 183 Sticta Pultnonaria.
. . lis specific name, as well as its familiar designation,
* Lungs of Oak or ' Tree Lungwort * are due to its efficacy,

real or supposed, in pulmonary affections. 18S3 J. R. Wise
New Forest xvi. 176 One of the commonest remedies for

consumption in the Forest is the 'lungs of oak*. i856
Treas. Pot., Lungs-of«the»oak.

6. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attributive, as

lnng-alta<k
t f- bloody -cell, -consolidation, -disease',

-parenchyma, -substance, -tissue, -trouble, -tubercle,

-vessel, b. objective, as lung-bearing adj. c. in-

strumental, as lung-breather.
1865 Mrs. Wiiitnky Gaywor/hys I. 206 A *lung attack .

.

when the three score and ten years are passed, can hardly
leave a man exactly w here it found^ him. 1888 G. Allen
in Gd. Words 229 The *lung-bearing and air-breathing
terrestrial animal. 1666 Hahvev J/orb. Angl. xiv. 165
* Lung-blood generally appears somewhat lighter than a
natural red, because it is conceived to be rendred more
aereous by the Lungs. x88o St. James's Budget 17 Sept.
12/1 The earliest *lungbreathers were amphibians. 1853
Makkhaxi Skoda's Auscult. 287 The *Iung«cells and finer

bronchial lubes are compressed by the distended blood-
vessels. 1898 Allbutt's Syst. Med. V, 768 In like manner,
the former auscultatory signs of *lunk;-consolid:ition vanish.

1897 ibid. IV. 302 Passive congestion is a frequent cause of
albuminuria, more especially in heart and *lung diseases.

'853 Makkha.m Skoda s Anscnlt. 44 Effusion of blood into
the *lung parenchyma, /bid, 45 We scarcely ever find any
considerable amount of *lung-substance deprived of air by
pressure, /bid. 269 Signs of Pneumonia, when the •Lung-
tissue is permeable lo air. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VI II.

356 Some secondary *lung trouble with which there is not
uetvou.s power to contend. Ibid. 309 Some decided signs
of *lung tubercle are discovered early in the disease. 1898
Ibid. V. 403 The absence of clotting from blood within the
*lung vessels.

7. Special combs. : f lung-craeked a., of breath,

issuing from exhausted lungs; lung-fever, pneu-
monia; lung fish, a fish having lungs as well

as ytlls, a dipnoan
;
lung-flower, Gerarde's transl.

of the Ger. name of the Marsh Gentian, Gen-
liana Pneumonanthe

; f lung(s)-growing, a dis-

ease in cattle, in which the lungs adhere to the

side; f lung-grown a., said of an animal affected

with 4 lung-growing *
; also sb. = lung-growing;

lung-gymnastics, * the exercise of the respiratory

powers in a regular and orderly manner for the

prevention or cure of disease * {Syd. Soc. Lex.)

;

lung-juice, serum from diseased lungs
; lung

lichen = Lungwort 5 (J. Smith Did, Pop. Names
Plants 1882) ;

lung-note, the sound produced
by tapping the chest of a healthy subject ; f lung-
pipe sing., the trachea or windpipe, //. the bron-

chial tubes
;
lung-plague (in cattle), plcuro-pneu-

monia; lung-power, power of voice; lung-sick
a, and sb,, (a) adj. sick of a pulmonary complaint

;

{&) sb, a disease of the lungs, pleuro-pncumonia

;

so lung-sickness; -fiung-woe, disease of the

lungs; lung-worm, a parasite infesting the lnngs
of cattle (see quot.).

1636 \V. Dennv in Ann. Dubrensia (1877) 12 The Racer
.. might ..outward shoote His *lung-crackt-breath. 185a
H. \V. Piekson A mer. Missionary Mem. 220 His illness

( lung-fever) was sudden and unexpected. 1883 C. F. Holder
in Harper's Mag. Dec. 107/2 The curious *lung-fish {Proto-
pterus) builds a burrow. 1597 Gerardk Herbal ti. ciii.

355 I'iota Autumnatis, or Autumne Violet . . the same that
Valerius Cordus . . saith is named in the German toong
Luttgen blutnen, or *Lung flower. 1704 Diet, Rust.,
* Lungs-groiving. 1730-6 Bailev (fob), Lung's Growing.
1775 Ash, Luuggrotviug,..^. disease in cattle. 1614 Mark-
mam Cheap f/nsb. (1623) 96 Of the diseases in the Lungs, 1

especially the Lung-growne. Ibid., A beast, which is *lung-
grownc, or hath his lungs growne to his side. 1898 All-
butt's Syst. Med. V. 46 *Lung gymnastics. 1885 Klein
Micro-organisms 80 Blood, pericardial exudation, and *lung

{

juke from the fatal Nottingham case inoculated into ten
animals. . produced falal results in six. 1876 Trans. Clinical
Soc. IX. 189 There was . . an entire want of *iung.note over
the manubrium of the sternum. 1562 Turner Herbal 11.

35 Rosemary, .openeth the *lung pipes. 1657 Reeve Gods
Plea 88 Shall we be carried no further to Heaven, then . .

|

504

a lungpipe pant can blow us ? 1884 Encycl. Brit. XVI 1. 60/1
JMeuro-Pneumonia or * Lung.Plague. 1900 J. Kihkwooii
United Preslyt. in Ayrsh. iv. 34 He could exercise his
'lung power also in preaching. ?iS2o tr. Dial, treat.
Moral, xxvii. I, He.. was made both *lungsyk and Keu-
matyke that he myghl not occupye his acco*tomyd sytmes.
»552 Huloet, Longesycke, nneuutonicus [sic). 1899 Strand
Mag. Mar. 270/1 For ' lung-sick * had reduced the., team of
sixteen to.. five

|
bullocks]. 1726 BaU.f.v, *Lung Sickness.

1730-6 — (foD, Lungs Sickness. 1899 Werner Capt. 0/
Locusts 100 [He] had just had heavy losses, .from the lung-
sickness, cx+to Palloii. on Hush. 1, 50 The *longe \v.r,

longis] woo cometh oft of yvel eire. 1882 Casselis Aat.
Hist. VI. 253 The *Lung Worm [Strongylns nticrurus] is

often fatal to calves.

Lung a : see Lungi.
liungang, Lungar: see Long ax, Laxgub.
Lunge, longe (lonely), sb\ [a. F. longe halter,

lunge, var. of OF. loigne (whence Loyn, Luxe 1
)

:—popnlar L. *longea, f. L. long-us Loxw a.\

fl. gen. A thong, cord. Obs.
1607 Topsell Four"/. Beasts 94 Their (Camels] feet (al-

though fleshy) are so tyed together with little lunges that
they neuer weare.

2. A long rope used in training horses, being fas-

tened at one end to the horse's head and held at the

other by the trainer, who causes the horse to canter

round in a circle.

1720 W. Gibson Diet Horses vii. (1726) 105 He recom-
mends those who stand together in an open Stable,.. to l>e

secured with two Wildings, and for that Purpose, the Ropes
or Longes ought to be so long, that they may easily lie down.
1778 Kaul Pembroke Mil. Equitat. 37 In the beginning a
longe is useful. .to help l>oih the rider and the horse. 1845
Laov Stanhope Mem. I. vi. 201 And round this Jgreen plai]

the grooms, with longes, were made to run them ttwo mares J

until they were well warmed.
3. a. The use of* the lunge in training horses,

b. A circular exercising- ground in which the lunge

is used; 'the training ground for the instruction of

a young horse ' (Voyle Mil. Diet. 1872-6).
1833 Regitl. Jnstr. Cavalry 1. 40 One Manege will thus

contain two good circles or longes. Ibid. 78 '1 he horse has
rested .. after the longe. 1839 Greenwood /lints Horse-
manship 87 A hor>e .. should never be compelled lo canter
in the longe, though he may be permitted to do it of him-
self. 1886 * Stonkiirnoh ' Eur. Sports (ed. 16) 469/2 The
colt should be kept going round the lunge, until [etc.].

4. attrib.

1839 Greenwooo Hints Horsemanship 88 Such powerful
instruments as the longe-cord and whip. /bid. 90 With the
longe-whip in skilful hands. 1868 H. C. K. Johnson Long
Vac. Argent. Alps xxix. 153 One of the girths of my saddle,
the longe surcingle, and three or four large silk handker*
chiefs .. gave me, as I thought, length enough.

Lunge (Iflnda;), sb.- Also 8-9 longe
, 9 lounge.

[Aphettc var. of Allonge, Eloxge ]

1. A thrust with a sword (spec, in Fencing) or

other weapon.
1748 Smollett Rod. Rand. xii. (1804) 62 My adversary.

.

made a great many half longes, skipping backward at every
push. 1780 T. Davies Mem. Gamck (1781) I. iii. 23 With
the first lunge he killed his adversary. 1809 Rolanu Fenc-
* ltg 5 The distance between the two feet will be found to
be ..about two-thirds of the distance of the lon^e. 18*3
Scorr Peveril xxxii, A successful, .lounge, by which Pevenl
ran his gigantic antagonist through the body. 183s Lvtton
Rienzi 1. iv. He made a desperate lunge at Adrian. 1880
Sik S. Lakeman Kaffir-Land 74 A lounge from an assegai
through his thigh. 1885 Sat. Rev. 6 June 758/1 If. .parried
lunges found their match In neat retorts,

b. (See quot.)

1817 Wilbhaiiam Gloss. Chcth. (1818) s.v. Lnngeous, A
lunge is common for a violent kick of a horse, though Dr. Ash
has omitted it.

2, A sudden forward movement ; a plunge, rush.

1873 G. C. Davies Mount; <y Mere xvii. 149 A heavy
lunge that told of a big fUh. 188a J. Walker Sc. Poems
127 With a lumbering lunge The freighted vessel left the
quay. 1900 Longm. Mag. Aug. 455 The impatient farmer
made a sudden lunge at them.

IiTinge (ltfnd^), sb.z American. Also longe,
'longe, lunge. [? Short for Maskaloxge.] The
Great Lake trout {SalveIinus namayensh),
1882 Joroan 8c Gilbert Fishes N. A mer. 317 {Bull. U.S.

Nat. Mas. Ill), Mackinaw Trout; Great Lake Trout;
Longe (Vermont*. 1884 G. B.GoooEetc Aat. Hist. Aquatic
Anitn. 488 The Lake Trout has other appellatives, such
as * Lunge' in Canada ..

1 131ack Lunge', 'Silver Lunge',
• Racer Lunge \ * Black Salmon \ 1887 Lit. World [V. S.)

23 fuly 227/2 To troll for 'lunge' in the deep waters of
Lake Metnphremagog. 1894 Outing [U.S.) XXIV. 368/2
4
It's a 'lunge,'. He'll weigh at least fifteen pounds.' /bid.

453/2, I led him alongside, where—as a played-out 'longe

always will—he remained motionless, .for a few seconds.

Lunge (Iflnd^), v.l Also 9 longe, lounge,
[f. Lunge sb.-]

1. intr. a. Fencing. To make a thrust with a foil

or rapier, b. Boxing. To deliver a straightfor-

ward blow. Const, at.

1809 Roland Fencing 23 When longing in the position

of tierce. 1814 Sporting Mag. XLII1. 55 Lunging with
the right he hit short. 1836 Smart, Longe, to make a pass
with a rapier. 1861 Tmackekav Four Georges ii. (1862) 84
Lunging with his rapier like a fencing master. 1900 N.
Mi'nro in Blackw. Mag. Oct. 456 1 Count Victor .. lunged
and skewered him through the thick of the active arm.

C. quasi -/ratis. with cognate obj. To deliver

(a kick, a thrust) ; also with out.

i73$Gentt. Mag. May 252 If Savage lunge'd a thrust, And
brought the youth a victim to the dust. 1847 Thackerav
Christnu Bks. (1872) 33 The Mulligan.. lunged out a kick.

j
2. trans. To drive or thrn?t with or as with a

lunge. Also rejl. said of a heavv body (~3>J
! 1841 J. Mills Old Eng. Gentl. xxvii. II. 206 M* Donald
I

plunged the rowels deep into his flanks, and lunging him
with all his power, hurled the excited creature to the ground.
1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. 1. i, What he had in tow, lunged
iiself at him sometime*, in an awful manner when the boat
was checked. 1875 l!i cklamj Log-bk. 140 The scorpion
iiista-uly lunged his Ming into him.

S. intr. To move w ith a lunge ; to make n sudden
forward movement ; to rush. Also with *//.

1821 Clare Pill. Minstr. II. 102 [Fish] at the worm no
nibbles more repeat, Hut lunge from night in sheltering flag-
retreat. 1827 1 1on k Erery-day Bk. II . ^30 He (an elephant]
lounged furiously at the bars. 1831 Dk QtflNCKV in Blackw.
Mag. XXIX. 63 (He] made for a fauteuil standing opposite
10 the fire. Into this he lunged. 1859 G. Merkdhh A*.
Feverel xxvii, Ripton lunged for the claret jug. 1880 Mrs.
Whitney OddorKvmt viii, Farmer Hey brook's o!d brown
mare came lungeing up the steep hill. 1900 Longm. Mag.
Nov. 67 The jolting and swaying of the carl, as it lunged
over the ruts, helped us.

Hence Lu-nging ///. a.

1837 Ht'OHKS Tom Broivn II. iii, Parrying the Slogger's
lunging hits.

Lunge, longe \>nd3), v2 Also 9 lounge.
£f. Lunge sbl\

1. trans. To put (a horse) through his paces by
the use of the lunge; to make a horse (occas.

his rider) go round the lunge (see Lunge sb. 1
3 b).

1806 CuMRERi-Asn Mem. I. 263 You might as safely
have backed Bucephalus, before Alexander had lunged
him. 1815 Sporting Mug. XLV1. 116 At three (years old]
put on the bits and lunge In in. 1833 Regul. /nstr. Cavalry
1. 72 The horse may be longed to the right. 1845 Jml. R.
Agric. Soc. V. 11. 529 Being lounged in a circle with great
care. 1848 Thackeray Fan. Fair xlvi, As the coachman
was lunging Georgy round the lawn on the grey pony. x86a
H. Marryat Year in Sweden II. 406 Armed horsemen are
seen lunging their chargers round and round after the
manner of a modern circus. 1875 ' Stonehengf. ' Brit.
.Sports 11. 1. viii. § 5. 454 The colt . . may now be taken out
and well hinged. 1889 Haves illuslr. Horse Breaking \\.

64 The generality of men, when they lunge a colt or filly,

will circle the young one more to the left than to the right.

2. intr. Of the horse: To go rountl the lunge
in a specified direction.

1833 Regul. /nstr. Cavahy 11. 75 The rein on the hand
10 which the horse is longing.

IiUnged (lffrjd ),///. a. [f. Luxg + -ed 2.] Fur-
nished with lungs, or something resembling lungs ;

as applied to human beings usually with prefixed

adj., as small-, tveak-lunged.

1693 Drvden Juvenal x. (1697) 249 ^ he Smith prepares
his 1 lainmer for the Stroke, While the Lung'd Bellows hiss-

ing Fire provoke. 1818 in Tono. i860 in Worcester ;

and in later Diets.

IiUngeoUS (Iznid^as), a. dial. [f. Lunge sb:1

or v, 1 + -ous.] fa. Of a fall : Heavy (obs,), b.
Of persons : Kongh-mannered, violent (in play).
1681 Cotton* Wond. Peak (1741) 339 A lungeous Fall

indeed, the Master said. 1787 Grose Prov. Gtoss., Lnn-
geous, spiteful, mischievous. Derb. & Leic. 1817 Wil-
UK j ham Gloss. Cheshire (1818), Lungeous, ill tempered, d is-

posed to do some bodily harm by a blow or otherwise. 1866
Geo. Eliot F. Holt xxviii, A big lungeous fellow, who
would speak disrespectfully of anybody. 1883 B'haut Daily
Mai/ 3 Apr. 2/3 The rules of Rugby football allow, .a cruel
lalilude lo lungeous players.

Lunger 1 (l»*rj3i). colloq, [f. Lung + -eb ]
.]

One who is diseased or wounded in the lungs.

1893 Kate Sanborn Truth/. Wont, in S. Calif. 14 The
rainy season is hard for 'lungers' and nervous invalids.

1896 Westiti. Gaz. 14 Apr. 1/3 There were ofcour.se a good
many English ' lungers * in the village. 1900 R. Kipling in

Daily Mail 25 Apr. 4/4 He was a badly-sholten * lunger *.

Lunger 2 (ltnid^aj). [f. Lusgk vA + -erI.]

One who lunges.

1842 Lvtton Zanoni 11. i, A swifter lunger never crossed
a sword. 1887 Daily Mews 26 July 5/2 The lunger is run
through by the man who parries thus.

+ Lungeteyn, a. Also

5

Loxtaigke. [ad. OF.
loingtain ( F. loi?tiain) popular L. *longilannm,
L longns Long.] Distant, remote.
c 1330 R. Bhunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 4190 note, (He] tok

Jib leue at Komayns To wyne londes lungeteyns.

Lungful (lzrr^fui). [f. Lung + -FUL.J So much
as will till the lungs.
i860 Piesse Lab. Cheat. Wonders 109 A lungful of real

fresh air. 1894 Outing {{J. S.) XXIV. 70/1 Bracing lungfulls

of morning air.

11 Lungi (hrng/). Also 7 lung, lunga, lougee,
longi, 7 9 lungee, lungie, lungy, 9 loongee,
loonghie, lunggi. [Urdu (Persian) lungi, f. lung
of the same meaning. Cl. Langooty.J A loin

cloth. Also, the material of which this is made.
1634 Sir T. Herbeht Trav. 197 A lung or co\er to con-

ceale their privy member*. 166* J. Davies tr. Mandets/o's •

Trav. 1. {1660) 49 Some Cotton-cloaths. .of those kinds which
are commonly called Dosternals, . . Ixmgis, Allegiens, &c.
1698 Frvek Acc. E. India /'. 53 '1 he Ypvt as well

as Peasant, wrapping only a Lui>ga about his Middle.
/bid. 101 The Men and Women came down together to

wash, having Lungies about their wastes only. 1727 A.
Hamilton New Acc. Fl. Ind. I. xxiv. 294 His Dress was
only a Silk Lungie or Scarf made fast by a Girdle of Gold
Plate, about his Middle, 1779 Forrest Voy. N. Guinea 229
Cloth..made in the form of a Bengal lungy, or Huggess
cloth, c 1809-10 F. .Huchanan Puraniya III. 101 The
Lunggi .. i-i wrapped simply two or three times round the

j
waist, and hangs down to the knee. 1835 I'.urses Trav.



LUNGING.
Bokhara (ed. 2) I. 52 He wore a very handsome loongee
round his waist. 1882 CAiTFEii.n & Saward Diet. Xeedte-
tt*ork% Loought\\ a mixed fabric composed of richly coloured
silk and cotton. 1901 Daily AWi'.* 9 Jan. 3/5 Indian
soldiers, .wearing lnngis of beautifully wo\cn silk.

Lungie, variant of Loins ik.

Lunging' (T^nd^ii/), vbl. sb} [f. Lunge vA +
-ixa L] The action of LuKttK v. 1

1847 Mrs. Gore Cast, in Air xxiv. (1857) 217 One of the
many merry mountebanks who are lost without the presence
of a. plastron against whom they may exercise (heir lunging.

Lunging (lp'ndgiq), ztf/. [f. Lunge v.'1 +
-IXG 1.] The action of Lunge z/.2

1833 A*<y///. /#<x/r. Cavalry l 71 It is of little importance
upon which hand the Longing is begun. 187s S. Sidney
Bk. Horse (1886) 558 lxmgeing properly employed teaches
a horse obedience. 1892 W. H. Hutchison Hints on Colt-
breaking^ 1 ..without any lunging or preparation, put
the saddle and bridle on him fete],
attrib. 1833 Regtil, Instr. Cavalry 1. 70 The horse being

brought to the riding-house, or longing-ground, a . . snaffle

bridle is to be placed in his mouth. 1862 H. Kingslitv
Ravenshoe 1. iii. 27 The centre of this quad .. is occupied
by a tan lunging ring.

t Lu ngis. Obs. Also 6 longis, lundgis, 7
lunges, -eis. //. 6 lungis. [a. OK. longis \—L.
Loiiginus apocryphal name of the cenlnrion who
pierced our Lord with a spear, by popular ety-

mology associated wjth L. longus long.] a. A
long, slim, awkward fellow; a lout, b! One who
is long iu doing anything; a laggard, a lingerer.

c 1560 RicHAKDF.s Misogonns 11. ii, Let sungir [? read
lungis, Collier's conjeein re] hirke and drudges woike, We
doe defie their slaverye. 1S72 Hu 1.01: r (ed. lliggins), Longis
or a long slymme, lung/trio. 1579 Lvi.v Fttphucs (Arb,? 115
If talle, [they term liim] a lungis, if shnrt, a dwarfe. 1592
N asiik Suutmer"s Last Will (1600) K4, No, that there i>

not, gowlman Lundgis. 161 1 Bkaum. & 1*Y. A'nt. Hum.
Pestle n. iii, The futile great Lunged laid vnmrn ifully 011

thee. 1706 l
, iiiixips(ed. Kersey), Lungis, a slim .Slow-back

;

a drowsy or dreaming Fellow.

Irtingless (l»n>s), a. [f. Lus(;+-less.] De-
void ot lungs, without lungs.
1606 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iv. 1. Trof>heis 760 A Body

heart-lessc, lung-les e, tongnelesse too, Where Satan lurks,
not to give life thereto. 1861 Wilson & (Ji-.ikik Mem. F.
Forbes v. 145 The lungle^s .sea slugs, .on which he Inhumed
so much. 1901 Daily Chron. 6 July 5/1 Much has been
written of these lungless salamanders.

Lungoor,Lungooty, vars.L \N<nn, 1 axGooTY.
1895 Pall Mall G. 10 Jan. 3/2 Leafy yrcen trees .. -uere

continually shaken by the antics of the huigoors.

t Lungoute. Oh. Forms: 2 3 languste, 5 Sc.

\ o\ ungoute. [ad. V. laugouste
}
semi-]>0])ular repr.

L. locusta.] A locust.

<ri2oo Trht. Coll. Horn. 127 Wilde huni and languste his
mete. 1456 Sir (}. Have Laiv Arms (S. T. S.) 29 Tharc
come of that reik a maner of hestis callit Lungoutis. Ibid.

30 Loungoutis.

t LungSOUght. Obs. Forms : 6 long(e)-
saugh, -sought, Sc. lunsaueht, 6-7 long-sought,
[f. Lung + OE. suht disease.] Lung-disease.
1523 Fitzherb. Husb. § 59 An nother maner of sycknesse

among bestes. .called longesoughte,. .ye shalperceyne it by
his hoystynge. 1562 Turner Herbal n. 170 The sede [of
nettels], .is good for the long sought or inflammation of the
lunges. 1579 Langham Gard. Health (1633) 4*5 The seed
of Komane Nettles, .is good for.. the old plurisie or Long-
sought. 1598 Trials Jbr Witchcraft in Spalding Club
Misc. L iso Thow..haiIlis the guidis, and preserves thame
fra the Iunsancht and all yther diseasis.

Lungung, obs. form of Longan.
Lungwort (ly'rjwwt). For forms see Lung

and Woivr. [OE. lungemiyrt, f. Inngen Lung +
wyrt Wokt.] The English name of va( ious plants.

fl. f/ieraciuw vturorum, also called French)
Golden Lungwort. Obs.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 92 Kim. . lungenwyrt seo bib seolu

ufeweard. 1597 [see French a. 5I. 1670 [see Golden a.
10 b]. 1796 [see French a. 5].

f2. Black Hellebore, Helleborus niger. Obs.
C1265 Voc. Plants in Wr.-Wnlcker 557/27 Flrbornm,

ellebrej lungwurt. a 1400-50 Stockh. Med. MS. 184 Long-
wourt or pelethre of Spanye (Eleborns). c 1450 Voc. in Wr.-
Wulcker 580/2 Eleborus niger, long wort. 161 1 Cotgr.,
Obre, Bastard blackc Hellebore, Lungwort, Christs-wort.

3. The boraginaceons plant Ptdmonaria officinalis
(Common Lungwort), having leaves with white
spots, fancied to resemble the spots in a diseased lung.
1538 Elyot Diet., Pnlmonaria, an herbe callyd Lung-

worte. 1577 B. Googe HeresbacVs Hnsb. (1586) 134 l ake
a handfull of beasts Loongwoort, a handfull of other Loong.
woort that serueth for the pot. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 11.

85/2 Lungwort, a kind of Moss, with broad tough leaves,
. . spotted on the upper side. 1787 tr. Linnxus' Fam. Plants
1. 100 Pulnionaria{ Lung-wort). 1861 Miss Pratt Flower.
PI. IV. 31. 1882 G. Allen Colours Flowers ii. 49 The lung-
wort {Pnlmonan'a officinalis) is also dark blue.

b. With qualification applied to plants of the
allied American genus Mertensia.
1856 Dklamer Fl. Gard. (1861 > 88 Mertensia Sibirica, the

Siberian Lungwort, removed by modern botanists from the
genus Pulnwnaria* .. is also sometimes styled Korget-me-
not. 1866 Treas. Bot., Lungwort, smooth. Mertensia.

f4. The Great Mullein, Verbasatm Thapsus\
called also Bullock's, Clown's, Cow's Lungwort
(see these sbs.}. Obs.
1538 Turner Libellus, Longwort, Verbascnm. 1578 Lvte

Dodocns 1. lxxxi. 120 Mulleyn is called in.. English also ..

Longworle. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 246 Mvllen or Lung-
VOL. VI.
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wort widi the yellow golden Moure. 1607 Toi'SEl.L Fonr-f.
Beasts (1658) 477 If it come front the sickness of the Lungs,
then the herb called Lungwort or Creswoit, is the mo^t
present remedy in the World. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey,
Candelaria, the Herb Wooll-blade, Torchherh, Long-wort,
or Mullein.

5. A species of lichen {Sticfa fulmouacea or

pulmonaria^
y
otherwise known as Lungs of Oak

(see I.VNfj 5) and Tree Lungwort (see Tkek).
1578 Lytr Dodocns in. lxxi. 412 The seconde kincle lof

Moss] groweih also about trees, the whiche is called Lung-
wurt. 1579 Langham Gard. Health (1633) 374 Lvngwort
of the Oke .. is good for the inflammations & ulcers of the
lungs. 1756 Watson in Phil. Trans. XL1X. 857 Lichen
Pnlmoitarins arborens sive Pulmouaria urborea, . . Lung-
wort, Oak Lungs. 1785 Martyn Konssearts Hot. xxxii.

(1704) 498 Lungwort or Tree Lichen, which hangs from old

j

Oaks, and beeches in woods, has very large jagged leaves,
.smooth and ending obtusely. 1861 H. Mac.millan Foot-

j

notesft: Page jVnt. 106 The lung-wort (Sticta pnlntonaria)
..grows, .on trees and rocks in Mib-alpinc woods.

f6. Angelica, Archangelica officinalis. Obs.
[The form lungwort does not occur in this sense, and the

ambiguous spelling longtvort perh. indicates a di-tinct word,
f. Long a. But angelica was in fact u^ed in ailments of
the lungs.]

1SS2 Llyot Diet. s. v. Angelica, Of this herbe be two
kindes, one of the gardcyr.e . . an other wilde. named Huge
worie or longe wnrt. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Angelica,
an hearhe whereof be two kindes, one of the garden culled
angelica or imperial, the other wilde : named lingwoiirt or
lungewutirt. 1706 I'uiiJ.irs (ed. Kersey), Long-wort or
.\ngcliia, an Herb. 1731 Hah kv vol. II, Long-wot t.

f 7. Toothwoil, Lalhnxa .Squamaria. ^Also
; Cfounts Lungwort.} Oh.

i597(h.KAUUE//<7-/Witi.i Kiii. 73^7 Ofgreat Toothwooith,
or Clowius Lungwoott. 1 Dcntaria waior Mathirli. Oreat
I »oth woort, or l.ungwoort. 2 Dcntnria minor. Little
Lungwoort. Jbid. i;V8 < Mir rountrey women do rail it

[Dentaria] Lungwoort, and dovm« it against the cough and
all other imperfections of the lungs.

Lungy hnji), a. [f. Lcxn + -v.] Affected

with lung-disease.
1888 (i. Ai.lkn Jh-rtTs Die 1. xvii. ?76 The mild Hindoos,

lungy to a man, piefericd..a native do< lor. 1899 Pall
Mall Mag. Apr. 474, I gi t to know from a doctor at home
that 1 was lungy.

Liuigy, Ijung-yen : see Lmxgie, I.oxcax.

IiUnicurrent ^n'i nik/rrent}, a. rare— ", ff.

L. Ifma moon + Ci hkkxt sh.] ] Spending in

current on the plinscs of the moon.
1864 in Wf.bsu k (citing Haoii-: '. Hence in mod. Diets,

T Luili'fic, a. and s/>. Obs. [f. Luna (sense 2)
+ -(rFic] Sk adj. Protlueing silver, b. s{>. Alch.
A substance capable of tiansninliny; (Hher sub-

stances into silver.

1678 R. R[fssKt.r.K?<7vr nr. 11. it. xvb 207 To . . convert it

[sc. argent vi\e] ..into true Solifkk and J.unitick. a 1693
Urquhart''s Rabelais 111. Ii. 414 The Lunifiek Trees of Seres.

IiUniform (l'/'rnif/um , a. [f. L. luna moon:
sec -F01OI. Cf. F. lunifoMie.] Shaped like the

moon
; spec, in Nat. Ilist, 'see qtiot.)

1826 Kikbv & Sp. Fntomol. IV. 268 Luniform, whose lon-

gitudinal section is lunate.

t Ln-nish, a. Obs. rare- 1

. [? f. Li nk - + -ish.]

? I^otluctivc of ' lunes
}

; maddening*.
1657 F. Cockin Divine Blossouies 34 Than Living Waters,

he had rather .sip His luni^h Cups of Soul-confounding
Drink.

Lunisolar Jwni^Tn'la.i), a. Asir. [L L. luna
moon + Sola k. Cf. F. lunisolaire.'] Pertaining to

the mutual relations of the sun and moon, or re-

sulting from their combined action. Lunisolar

f€7'iod\ a cycle of j-32 years, that number being
the product of 19 and 28, the numbers of years iu

the cycles of the moon and sun respectively. Luni-
solar year-, a year whose divisions are regulated

by the revolutions of the moon, while ils average

total length is made to agree with the revolution

of the sun. Lunisolar precession : see Pkecessiox.
1691 T. II[ale] Acc. New Invent, p. xxxvii, A New Lunb

Solar Year. « 1727 Newton Chronol. Atnended (1728) 15
j

Hitherto the Lunisolar year had been in use. 1735 Dvche
i

& Pardon Diet., Lnui-solar period. 1751 Phil. Trans.
XLV1I. 319 The other luni-solar tables constructed from
the numbers and measures of the illustrious Newton 1792
H. Cavendish ibid. LXXXI 1. 385 In those parts of India
in which this almanac is used, the civil year is lunisolar.

1795-8 T. Maurice Hindostan (1820) 1. t. ii. 81 The luni-

solar year. .was. .found to fall short of the true equinoctial

year by five days and a quarter. 1879 J. W. Boddam-
Whetham Roraima xxv. 285 Luni-solar attraction. 1885
Where Chineses Drive 129 The Chinese year is lunisolar.

t Lirnist. Astrol. Obs. [f. LJiina moon + -ist.]

One born under the influence of the moon.
1569 J. Sanford tr. Agrippa's Van. Aries 50b, She pro-

nounceth. .another a Venerean, Mercurinlist, or Lunist.

1598 R. Hayuocke tr. Lomazzo 11. 16 Nor an vndaunted
;

Martiallist be like terrified .. as a timerous Lunist.

Lunistice n«/7 nistis). Astr. Also 7 lunestiee.

[as if ad. mod.L. *liinistitintu, f. luna moon + S

-stitium a stopping, after solstitium.~] The point
i

at which the moon has the greatest northing or
|

southing in her monthly course; the time at which
j

she reaches this point.

1650 Charlf.ton Paradoxes 43 The Sea conformes to 1

either Lunestiee. 1860 in Worcester, and in later Diets.

Iiuniti'dal, a. [f. L. Ifma moon + Tidal.]
|

LUNULA.
I Pertaining lo Ibc movements of the tide dependent
on the moon. L.unitided interval (see quot.).
1851-9 Wiikwfll in Man.Sci. Fnq. 70 We add to them

the other columns containing the moon's transit and the
biniiiilal interval calculated therefrom. 1889 Sir R. Ham.
Time $ Tide 30 We speak of the interval Iietwem the
transit of the nmoii and the time of high water as the hiui-

tidal interval.

Luukall (Imjka). fOrig. attrib. use of Hindi
lau/ca, the local term for the 'islands 'of Ihe (loda-
very Delta in which the tobacco is grown t.Vule

1 ILohsonJobson 18S6).] A kind of strong cheroot.
1889 Doyle Sign 0/Four \. 5 Some murder has been done

by a man who was smoking an Indian lunkah.

Lunkhead Jtf-rjkjhed). colloq. U. S. A block-

head. Hence Iiunkhea ded a.
y
thickheaded, stupid.

1889 A. \V. Tourgke in Chicago Advance 19 Dec, Von
dear old lunkhead, 1 congratulate you! 1901 J. A. Kns
Making an A nier'u an 315 A miserable little lunkhead quite

!

beyond hope. 1885 J. II ill Corsairs 19 Prospecters tear-
fully eloquent to tiie horny-handed (and lunkheadedi.

Lunn J^n). rare. Short for Sally Lunx.
1874 Chh. Kosseti l Sp. Likenesses 53 Tea and coflee, and

potato-rolls, and lunns.

Lunnite (l»'nait> JILiu. [named (Luuuit) in

lS 39 by J- J- Itemhardi after Y. Lunn. who had
analyzed it: see -jTK.] An obsolete synoimn of

l)scii(lomalachitc (A. II. Chester .

Lunshin, obs. form of Lvncheon.
Lunt lw<t;, sb. Sc. Al>o 6 luntt. [a. Du.

lout a match. Cf. Linstock.]

1. A slow match
;

also, a loreh. To set lunt to :

to set fue to.

155° Acts Privy Council \\%\) 111. 89 One c"' weight of
f) ue corne powder, demi c"' of mattlu s or luntcs. 1571 R.
Hannaiynk Jrnl. Trans, in Scot. uS^6) 132 Some men
that was going vpon the croftis with hinili-. 1582 8 liht.
Jawcs I f (1B04) i_6 Ane of thame.. hade a luo«»e hint,

<iuhilk negligently fell out of his hand amang the gieat
quantity of poulder. 1706 in RniLLii-s (ed. Kei.sey. 1755
Juiis'son, Litnf, the niaichcord with which guns are liied.

1816 Scoi 1 HI. Diva)J ix, 'If ye step a foot nearer it

that lunt, it's be the dearest step ye ever made in your
days We'll suae see that', said liobbie, advancing
fearlessly with tin: torch. 1828-40 Ti Tt.fR Hist. Scot. (1864)
HI. 237 They .. laid a train, which was connected with a
' hint or slow match. 1887 M'Nkii.l Blawearie 57 The
' hint ' was used by the miner . . for the purpose of kindling
his lamp when lie arrived at the stairhead. 1894 Crockett
Lilac bnui'ouuct xvi, T41 An' whiles they tied them to a hit

slick an* set hint to them.

2. Smoke, smoke with flame, csp. the smoke from

a pipe. Also, hot vapour.
1785 Uettss JJallwcen xiii, She fuff't her pipe wT sic a

hint. Ibid, xxviii. Till butter'd so'ns wi' fragrant lunt Set a'

their gabs a-steeiin. 1865 J. Sii.vw in K. Wallace Count*

y

Sctiootm. (1899) 123 After she had discussed her ' lunt' she
would crouch w ith her chin on her palms.

Lunt, a. [Cf. Da. f limte lazy (Kalkar).] f a.

Of a horse : Spiritless, tame {obs. . b. dial. (See
quot. a 1825.)
1639 T. nu Gray Cou/pl. llorscni. 303 He will become

hint, and utterly to have lost his mettle, a 1825 For by / 'oc.

F. Anglia, Lunt, short; crusty; surly in .speet.h or in
manners.

Iiunt (l*>nt), v. [f. Lukt slu] a. inir. To
smoke, emit smoke, b. quasi-/;w/j. To smoke
(a pipe), c. intr. Of smoke: To rise in wreaths,

to curl. d. trans. To kindle, light

1830 D. Vedoer in Whitelaw Bk. Sc. Song (1875) 185/2
The carle.. was luntin' his cutty before the fire. 1836 M.
Mackintosh Cottager's Dan. 71 The curling reek was
luntin' up the lum. 1861 K. Qcin Heather Lint ic (1866) 172
] Himfries, to me thy very name Lunts up a soul-endearing
flame. 1894 Ckockeit Raiders (ed. 3) 92 He sat ever by
the chimney corner and lunted away on his cutty pipe.

Lu'nting,///. a. [f. prec. +-l\g *-.] Smoking,
blazing, glowing. Of the eyes : Flashing.
1786 Burns Twa Dogs 133 The luntin pipe, an' sneeshin

mill, Are handed round wi' right guid will. 1791 J. Lear-
wont Poems 117 The fierce blaze o' simmer's luntin' heat
Wad ruin a'. 1834 'Tail's Mag. I. 428/2 They must kindle
a lunting fire. 1893 Stevenson Catriona 166 Peden wi'
his lang chafts an* luntin" een. 1895 Crockett Men of Moss
Hags 234 Nae beard like bristles, nae luntin' stinkin' pipes.

II Lunula Q^'rninla). [L. lu?tula
y dim. of lima

moon.]
1. a. Geom. =Lujs*e3 i

;
Lunule 2. +b. (Sec

quot. 1712). Obs.
157 x Digges Pantom. 11. xiv. Oj, Yd last figure called a

Lunula. 1579 — Stratiot. 104 All others as the Lunula .

.

and Hexagonall Battailes. 1700 Wallis in Phil. Trans.
XXI. 411 The Squaring a certain Lunula by Hippocrates
Chius long since, hath been known.. for many Ages. 1712
Dksagi-hers tr. Ozanam's Mech. 123 We call Lunula a
Plain terminated by the Circumferences of Two Circles,

which touch one another on the inside fete.]. 1881 Rout-
LEDGi£^V?V«^ii.37 The areas of the Iunulae AFBD,BGCE.
+ 2. A satellite, rare — 1

. Obs. (Ct. V. lunule.)
1676 Glanvill Ess. iii. 18 The Ansulae Saturni, the As-

seclae of Jupiter.. By these Lunulas 'tis thought that Jupi-
ters distance from the Earth may be determined.

3. a. Aat. Hist. A crescent-shaped mark =
Lunule i. b. The white crescent-shaped mark
at the base of the finger-nails.

1828 Cjuain Elcm.Anat. 699 At the posterior, or attached
extremity [of the nailj, a small portion will be observed
differing in colour from the rest, and usually called lunula,
from its form. 1874 Coues Birds N. IV. 703 The frontal
lunula reaches but little beyond the eyes, instead of nearly



LUNULAR.
half an inch behind them. 1891 Brit. Med. Jrul. 12 Sept.

624/2 A patient. . who had a lunula on each thumbnail only.

1897 Allbntt's Syst. Med. 11. 361 A white band and a furrow

at the lunula of the nails.

4. a. Conch. SLUKUL13. b. Anat. (See qnot.)

1835-6 Todu Cycl. Anat. I. 71 1/2 The lunula does not

occur in every genus of bivalve shell. 1856 Qnain's Anat.
(ed. 6) III. 240 [In the heart] two narrow lunated portions,

one on each side of the nodule and adjoining the free margin

of the valve. These parts . . are named lunula!. 1875 T.

Havden Dis. Heart 24 This is the lunula.

Lunular (U/rnitflaj), a. and sb. Geom. Also 6

(as sb. ; ? mod.L.) lunulare. [f. Lunula + -ah.]

A. adj. Pertaining lo a June or lunule; in Lhe

form of a lunule, crescent-shaped.

1727-51 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Angle, Lunular Anglo is

that formed by the intersection of two curve lines; the one

concave, and the other convex. 1740 Anderson in Rigaud
Corr. Set. Men (1841) 1. 363 There is no need of the propor-

tion of the arches.. in order to measure the lunular segment.

1788 T. Taylor Proclus I. 168 Two circumferences, either

making angles, as in the lunular figure, nr [etcV 1797
Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) 1 11. 442/2 {Botany) The figure of Simili-

tudes is.. Lunular, crescent-shaped, subrotund.

t B. sb. A crescent-shaped figure. Obs.

1570 Dee Math. Pre/, a iij b, A perfect Square, . . Lunular,

Ryng, Serpentine [etc.]. 1579 Diggf.s Stratiot. 104 Causing
them . . to change from Triangle to Square, from Circulare to

Lunulare. 1674 Jeakf. Arith. (1696) 12 The Lunular De-
crescent is the sign of the Quotient of any Division. 1789
T. Taylor Proclus 11. 44 In lunulars and systroides.

Lunulate (I l/rni7?l£ l t),tf. Nat. Hist, [a. mod.L.
tfimtlat-us: sec Lunula and -ate 2.] = Lunulated.
1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. in. v. (1765) 178 Lunulate, Moon-

shaped ; when they are round, and hollowed at the Base,

and the Lower Part has Angles. 1816 Kirby& Sp. Entoiuol.

(18:8) II.407 Another cavity of a lunulate shape. 1847
Hardy in Proc. Benv. Nat. Club 11. 253 The fifth [seg-

ment! with a deep lunulate impression. 1848 J. Gould Birds
Austral. IV. 57 A lunulate mark of white on either side of

the neck. 185a Dana Crust, t. 200 Crest entire, lunulate,

sublateral. 1866 in Gray 1st Less. Bot. Gloss.

So Lunulation, a lunular or lunulate spot.

1888 P. L. Sclater Catal. Birds Brit. Atus. XIV. 318
Well-marked black lunulations on the breast [etc.].

Lunulated Jifrm/ifl^ted),*. [f.asprec. + -ED.]

fl. Crescent-shaped. (Cf. Lunular a.) Obs.

1705 Petiver in Phil. Trans. XXV. 1956 It's externally

piped towards the Mouth, and above these lunulated.

1753 Chambers Cycl. Sitpp. s.v. Leaf Lunulated leaf, one
in form of a crescent. 177a Forstf.r in Phil. Trans. LX.
412 The throat .. blackish,, .but mixed with white lunulated

spots. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 31 111. 436/2 The antheiae

are lunulated, or shaped like a crescent.

2. Marked with lunula? or crescent-shaped spots.

a 1798 Tennant yourn.fr. Loud, to I. of Wight (1801 ill.

73, i saw here the lunulated Gilt-head and ancient Wrasse.

1836 Yarrki.l Brit, fishes (1859) 11. 149 Lunulated Gilt,

head. 1848 J. Gon.n Birds Austral, iv. 72 Mclithrepttts

lurtulaltis, Lunulated Honey- eater. 1888 P. L. Sclater
Catal. Birds Brit. Mus. XIV. 317 Whole body below lunu*

lated with black.

Iiuntile Uw niul). [a. F. lunule , ad. L. lunula,

dim. of Itina moon.]
1. Nat. Hist. A crescent-shaped mark, spot, etc.

18*8 Stark Elent. Nat. Hist. I. 138 Whitish lunulas on
the tail-feathers. 1845 Westwood Brit. Moths 11. 14 Willi

two rather slightly marked strig.x (between which is a white
lunulel.

2. Geom. = Luxe 3 r. (Cf. Lunula i a.)

1737 in BAtLEY vol. 11. 1817 Colebrookk Algebra, etc.

96 A lunule or meniscus. 187a Dr Morgan Budget of
Paradoxes 45 This [Porta's Etementa Curvilineormu] is

a ridiculous attempt, which defies description, except that

it is all about lunule ..

3. Conch. The crescent-shaped depression in front

of the umbo. (Cf. Luxclb 4a)
184a Sowerby Conch. Man. (ed. 2) 179. 1851-6 Woodward

Mollusca 298 Cy/rina, . .umbones oblique ; no lunule. 1863

J. G. Jeffreys Brit.Conchol. 1 1. 233 Lunule deep and heart-

shaped. 1866 Tate Brit. Mollttsks ii. xx.

Hence Lirnuled a. t crescent-shaped.
1863 Reeve Land $ Freshivater Moltusks 236 Shell

large, oval-globose, slightly lunuled.

Lunulet I'/rniwlet). Nat. Hist. [f. Lunula
+ -et.] A small crescent-shaped mark.
i8a6 Kirby & Sp. Entotnot. IV. 286. 1838 Westwood

Entomologist's Text Bk. 278.

Lunulite (l^'niwbit). Gcol. [ad. mod.L. lunu-

tites (J. Parkinson 1822): see Lunula and -itk.]

A small fossil coral, more or less circular in shape.

1845 Lyell Trav.N. Anier. 1. 137 The corals, .agree all

generically with those of the Miocene beds of Europe, and
some specifically, as a lunulite, the same as one from the

Suffolk crag. 1864 in Webster ; and in later Diets.

Luny: sec Loon v.

t Iitvnyie. Sc. ? Obs. Also 6 101150, lounie,

7 leungyie, 9 lunzie, lungie. Var. of Loin sb.

1508 Dunbar Flytittgiv. Kcnnedie 121 Lene larhar, loun-

geour, baith lowsy in hsk and lon^e. a isao — Poems xxvi.

75 Belliall, with a brydill renyie, Evir lascht thame on the

lunyie. 1575 R. B. Apins <y Virginia iiij b, Your fadings

are feding well Sir, the Gods be praised. A goodly lounie of
beef on them is all redy raised. 1686 G. Stuart Joco-Ser.

Disc. 13, I saw your Naig, else I'm a Whelp 1 took his

Leungyie sike a Skelp. 1818 Scott Br. Lamm, xxu, Broad
in the shouthers and narrow around the hmgies. 1819 W.
Tvmsakt Papistry Stomi'd (1827) 14 He gave his lunzie sic

a lounder As did the sillie man dumfounder.

Luodic (li«i?-dik), a. rath. rare. [f. Lu-ES,

after spasmodic, etc.] Having the characteristics

of hies or syphilis.

50G

1 1822 Good Study Med. IV. 80 Women who upon inspec-

tion had no marks.. of luodic blenorrha-a, or clap.

Lupaerd, obs. form of Leopard.

IlLupanar l'/'P^Tiai). {L.tupanar.] Abrothel.

1864 Daily Tel. \ Aug., To see. .every hipanar that has

been a plague-spot Here. 1886 R. Buchanan in Pall Malt
G. 20 Sept., It is a very phenomenal city whose existence

can only be determined by its lupanars and its sewers.

Lupard^e, lupart , obs. forms of Leopard.
Lupe, variant of Loop sbA

I! Lupercal (l'/rpaaktel), sb. Rom. Antiq. [L.

lupercal, subst. form of lupercale, neut. of lupercalis

pertaining to Lupercus, a Roman deity commonly
! identified with the Greek Pan.]

1. A grotto on the Palatine sacred lo Lupercus.

1513 Douglas /Eneis vtn. vL 72 He schew him eik, .

.

the cove, was call Full mony jeris in thair leid Lupercall,

. . To Pan the god of Licie consecrait.

2. A festival held annually in February in honour

of Lupercus. Also //. Lupercalia.
1600 Holland Lizy 1. v. 5 Even in those daies..was the

feastivall pastime Lupercal, used in mount Palatine. 1601

Shaks. Jul. C. 111. ii. 100 You all did see, that on the Luper-

call, I thrice presented him a Kingly Crowne. 1740 J. Duprf.

Conform. Anc. K Mod. Cerent. 101 The Pagans could say

the same of their Saturnals, Bacchanals and Lupercals. 1901

Edin. Rev. Jan. 202 The Lupercalia was a Caesarian revival.

Ibid. Oct. 328 His brother-conspirators of the proceedings at

the Lupercal.

fb. trans/. An orgy. Obs.

1591 Sylvester Dn Bartas 1. vii. 416 To turn God's Feasts

to filthy Lupercals.

+ Lupe real, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. lupercalis

:

see prec.J Pertaining to lhe Lupercal or Lupercalia.

1607 Topsfli. Four-f Beasts (1658) 112 The Romans and
Grecians had also a custom to sacrifice a dog in their

Lycaean and Lupercal Feasts. 1656 Blount Clossogr. s.v.,

Lupercalia, or lupercal Sacrifices

Lupercalian (H/7p3jk^ lian), a. [t L.

calm (see Lufeucal sb. 2) + -AX.] Pertaining to

I

the Lupercalia.
1884 in Cassetts Encycl. Diet.

Iiupiform [l^-pif^im), a. Path. [f. Lupus +

!
-^l)FOKM.] Of the form of or resembling lupus.

1

1889 in Syd. Soc. Lex. 1890 in J. S. Billings Nat. Med.
Diet. n. 89.

II Lupinaster (litfpinae'staj). Bot. [mod.L.

lupinaster, f. Iupin-us: see Lupink sb. and -aster.]
1 The bastard lupine {Trifolium Lupinaster) of

j

Siberia, an umbellate clover (N.O. Leguminosa-).

1753 in Chamrers Cycl. Supp. (as generic name). 1823

in (Jkadu ; and in later Diet*

Lupine, lupin (l'/? pin), sb. Also 5 lupyne.

[ad. L. Zupin-us, lupin-um.]

1. Any plant of the genus Lupinus (N.O. Legn-

minosw) ; in the early quots. chiefly L. albns,

cultivated in the warmer districts of Europe for

the seed and for fodder. The species now common

j

in flower-gardens are of American origin. The
flowers, blue, rosy-purple, white and sometimes

yellow, grow in clusters of long tapering spikes.

Bastard Lupine = Lupinaster (Treas. Bot.). Small
Lupine, Psoralea Lnpindla (ibid.).

c 1420 Pallad.on Husk \. iyj Lupyne and ficches slayn,

and on their roote Vpdried, are as dongyng, londis boote.

1562 Turner Herbal it. 43 The leues of lupines turne with

y« son. 1578 Lyte Dodocns iv. xxiii. 480 There be two
sortes of Lupines, the white or garden Lupine, and the wild

Lupine. 1697 Drvuen I'irg. Georg. 1. 11 1 Where. .Stalks

of Lupines grew (a stubborn Wood): Th* ensuing Season,

in return, may bear The bearded product of the Golden
V'ear. 1707-ia RloRTtMFR Jinsb. (1721) 11. 150 Lupines are

an excellent Pulse, and require little care. 1877 A. U.

Edwards l'/> Nile xL 290 Rows of blossoming lupins,
1 purple and white. 188a Garden \i Feb. 91/2 Poor sandy

soil suits Lupines well.

2. //. The seed of this plant.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvu. xcv. (1495)662 Some
1 legumina ben bytter ofthemselfas Lupines. ciqooLanfranc's

Cirurg. 88 t>ese medicyns ben sum what more driere : yrios,

. . lupines, pe rotynes eiber be drie poudre of trees, r 1550

Lloyd Treas. Health (1585) B v, The Branne of Lupines or

penny beane layd on the hearye place letcl.^ 1601 Holland
Pliny 11. 143 There is not a thing more.. light of digestion

than white Lupines, if they be eaten dry'* l699 Bentlry
Phal. xix. 530 As the Actors in Comedies paid all their

Debts upon the Stage with Lupins, so a Sophist pays all

his with Words. 1770 Lancuorne Plutarch (1879) 1 1. 950/2

He is said lo have Itved on lupines. 1898 F. M. Crawford
I Ave Roma ttumor 1. 1. 9 The old men. .sunned themselves in

the market-place, shelling and chewing lupins to pass the

j

time, as the Romans have always done.

3. atlrib.

1601 Holland Pliny (1635) I. Table, Lupine meat medicin-
' able. 1841 Browning Pippa Passes ii. Wks. 1896 L 210

Ilellward bound.. With food for both wortds. .Lupine-seed

and Hecate's supper.

Lupine (l ! «'poin), a. [ad. L. Ittpm-ns, f. lupus

wolf.] Having the nature or qualities of a wolf.

1660 Gauden Semi, at Funeral ofBrownrig 236 That
I which in their Physiognomy is. .lupine or leol.ine (for so we
I read some men had lionly looks). 1851 Kingsi.ey Yeast

xiv. To send back the fugitive lamb into the jaws of the well-

meaning, hut still lupine wolf. 1883 Emma Phipson Anim.
\ Lore Shaks. Time 36 Ravages imagined to be committed

by them [men and women] in their lupine shape. 1885

Harper's Mag. Mar. 648/1 The lupine foster-mother of

I
Romulus and Remus.

LTJKCATE.

I Lupinill (I'i/'pinin). Chem. Also -inc. fad.

1

Y. lupinine
%

f. L. lupin-us> Li pink sb. : see -in.]

A bitter jjlticoside obtained from the seeds of Lit-

, pintts albus.

1839 Ure Did. Arts, etc., Lupininc. 1865 Watts Diet.
Chem., Lupinin, a hitler non-nitrogenous substance obtained
from lupine-seeds.

Iinpinite ^tf-pinsit). Clnm. [f. Luimne +
-1TE.J *- prec. 1839 in Penny Cyct. XIV. 202/2.

Lupoid (1 if poid), a. Med. [f. Lupus + -oid.]

Of the nature of or resembling Lupus.
1834 J. Houghton in Cycl. Pract. Med. III. 173 An

erysipelas, attacking the skin beside the lupoid patch. 1878
T. Bryant Pract. Surg. 1. 345 Ulceration of a lupoid

j

character.

Lupous (lJ/i pas), rt. 1 [f. L. tup-us wolf + - ous.]

X. Resembling a wolf; wolfish, lupine.

1840 in Maunder Sci. $ Lit. Treas. ; and in later Diets.

2. Med. Pertaining lo or resembling Lupus.
1883 Pkpper Elent. Surg. Pathol. 30 Lupous ulcers (vide

j

Lupus). J897 W. Anoerson Surg. Treat. Lupus 12 His

J

section has passed well below the lupous cell-growth.

Lups : see Lubish Obs.

t Lu'pulated, a. Obs. — ° [f. mod.L. tufut-us

I
hop + -ate + -ed 1

.] Supplied with or containing

j

hops. 1727 Bailey vol. 11, Lnpulated> hopped.

Lupulin (li/I'pifflin). i^lso -iue. [f. mod.L.

j

tuput-us hop + -IN".]

1. Small shining grains of a yellowish colour

found under the scales of the calyx of the hop,

first described by Dr. Ives of New York (a 1822).
i8a6 Henry Elent. Client. It. 332 Lupulin. This name

has been given by Dr. Ives ..to an impalpable yellow
powder, in which he believes the virtue of the hop to reside.

1870 Eng. Mech. 18 Mar. 651/3 A resinous waxy substance
called Mupuline '.

2. The bitter aromatic principle contained in the

hop; also called lupulile.

1839 Ure Diet. A rts
f
etc 92 Lupuline is neither acid nor

alkaline. i8g3 Lelano Mem. 11. 221, 1 . .substituted lupulin

in the form of hops—that is to say, pale ale or 'bitter

3. atlrib.

1829 Togno & Di'RAND tr. Edivards % Vavassenr's Man.
Mat. Med. 144 Lupulin powder F. M. (Lupulin 1 part, sugar
2 patts). .. Lupulin ointment [etcl. 1839 Urk Diet. Arts
101 In tearing them [hops] asunder, some of the lupuline

I

powder is apt to be lost.

Hence Iiupuli nic a., relating to Lupulin
;

IiupttlPnous a. Bot. = Lupuline a.

1845 Coot.EY Cycl. Pract. Receipts (ed. 2) 571 Lupuline..
may be obtained by treating the aqueous extract of the

yellow powder or lupulinic grains of the strobiles, along
with a little lime [etc.]. 1866 Treas. Bot. f Lupuliuous, re-

sembling a head of hops. 1876 Harlky Mat. Med. (ed. 6)

430 The lupulinic or hop glands. 1881 WHtTEitEAn Hops
59 Hops are . . collections of imbricated scales, under which
are yellowish, aromatic, lupulinic glands.

IiUpuliue (lW'pWUinJi a. [ad. mod.L. Inpu-

lu?-us
t

f. lupul us hop.] Resembling a bunch of

hops. 1880 Gray Struct. Bot. 419.

IiUpulite (I'w'pitftait). Chem. [f. mod.L. tuput-

us + -ite.] = Lupulin 2.

1839 in Penny Cycl. XIV. 202/2. 1842 Brande Diet. Sci.

etc., Lupulin, the active principle of the hop; it is more
properly called lupulitc.

II Lupus (litf-ptfs). [L. « wolf.]

1 1. A wolf. Obs.

1583 Leg. Bp. St. Androis 6 God forwairns you..To ken
the lupu in a lamb ^kyn lappit.

2. The wolf, a southern constellation situated to

the south of Scorpio, and joined to Centaur.
J706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Lupust . .a Southern Constella-

tion. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 203/1 Lvpus (the Wolf), one
of the old constellations.

3. The pike or luce.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey\ Lupus,, .the Pike, or Sturgeon,

a b ish. 1854 Badiiam Halieut. 42 Sluggish tnugils and th^

voracious lupus should be selected as easy to rear.

4. An ulcerous disease of the skin, sometimes

erosive, sometimes hypertrophotts.
[/ri4oo Lanfrancs Cirurg. 208 Summen clepen it can.

crum, & summen lupum.] 1590 Barrough Meth. Physick

331 Lupus is a malignant vlcer quickly consuming the

neather parts ; and it is very hungry like vnto a woolfe.

1693 Blancard s Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Lupus, a sort ofCanker
in the Thighs and Legs. 1818-20 K. Thompson Cttlleu's

Nosol. Methott. (ed. 31 333 Lupus *. NoliMe Tattgere. 1876
Trans. Clinical Soc. IX. 165 The comparatively rare ..

sebaceous Lupus or Bat's-wing disease. 1897 W. Axokr-
son Surg. Treat. Lupus 1 Lupus is still as defiant as in

the dark ages.

attrib. 1897A llbntt's Syst. Med. IV.685 The lupus patients

i treated by tuberculin. 1900J. Hutchinson in Architvs Surg.

1 XL 52 The lupus scar. Ibid. 53 The form of cancer .. is

very like lupus cancer. Ibid. 21S Lupus patches.

Lupyne, ohs. form of Lupine.

IiUra (lu» ra). Anat. [mod L. use of L. tura

mouth of a bag or winc-skin.] * The conlracted

foramen of the infundibnlum of the brain.* Hence
Xiti'ral a., pertaining to lhe lura (Cent. Diet.).

1885 Wilder in A'. V. Med. Jrttl. 23 Mar. 328 (Cent.)

The removal, of the hypophysis leaves the orifice which I

1 have called lura.

f Lureate, v. Obs.—° [f. L. lurcdt-, ppl. stem

! of lurcarc, -an.] intr. To eat ravenously. Hence
Lurca'tion.
1623 Cockeram, Lurcate. 1644 Vindex Augticns 6 (in



LURCH.
list of * ink-horn' terms). 1661 Blol'nt Glossogr. (ed. 2),

Litrcaiion,. .a greedy eating- or gluttonizing.

Iiiirch (1z)jiJ), sb\ Also 6-7 lurche, lurtch.

[a. F. lourche ^erroneously written Voiirche) a game
resembling backgammon, played in the i6thc.

;

also used as adj. in the phr. demeurcr lourche,

app. primarily to incur a ' lurch ' (see 2 below) in

this game, hence fig. to be discomfited or disap-

pointed.
Obviously related in some way to this Fr. word are early

and dial. mod.G. lortsch, lurtsck, lorz, Inrz, the name of a
game, also as adj. in Inrz werden, a phrase in various
games, expressing the failure to achieve some object aimed
at ; ftl HG. lorz, Inrz (also lerz), mod. Ger. dial. Inrz,

lurtsck left (hand), wrong, whence M l)u. loorts, loyrtz, liters

left; MHG. tnrzeni^ OE. belyrtan Bklirtp.) to deceive,

whence MDu. lordsen. The most plausible supposition

with regard to the relation between these words is that the

MHG. Inrz left, wrong, or its derivative lurtsck (cf.

linksch from link), was adopted into Fr. as a gaming term
(lourche adj.', and that lourche sb. as the name of a game
was developed from the adj. As a name for the game, the

Ger. word is probably areadoption from Fr.]

f L A game, no longer known, supposed to have
resembled backgammon. Obs.

i6n Cotgr., Lourche, the game called Lurche. 1653
Urquiiart Ral*ctais I. xxii. 94 There he played.. At the
lurch. 1656 Earl Monm. tr. Boecalint's Advls.fr. I*amass.
!• xli. (1674? 57 He might account business his^ pastime.

.

instead of Picquet or Lurch, a 1693 Urqnharfs Rabelais
in. xii. 98 My Mind was only running upon the lurch and
tricktrack.

2, Used in various games to denote a certain

concluding state of the score, in which one player

is enormously ahead of the other
; often, a * maiden

set' or love-game, i.e. a game or set of games in

which the loser scores nothing; at cribbage, a

game in which the winner scores 61 before the

loser has scored 31 ; in whist, a treble. To save

the lurch ; in whist, to prevent one's adversary

from scoring a treble, Now rare* (? or Obs.
1

)

1598 Ft.ORio, Marcio, a lurch or maiden set at any game.
1606 Dekker Sev. Sins iv. (Arb.) 32 What by 1 Jetting,

Lurches, Rubbers and such tricks, they nener tooke care
for a good daies worke afterwards. 1608 — Belman Loud.
F 3, Whose lnne is a Howling Alley, whose bookes are
bowles, and whose law cases are lurches and rubbers.

1653 Ukquhart Rabelais ti. xii, Hy two of my table-men in

the corner-point I have gained the lurch. 1674 Could/nan's
Lai. Diet. (ed. 3) I, A lurch, duplex palma,fact lis victoria,

174a Hovle Whist i. j 3 A Probability either of saving your
Lurch, or winning the Game. 1745 Gentl. Mag. 606

A King ! -we're up— 1 vow I fear'd a lurch. 1784 H. Wal-
pole Let. 14 Aug. (1S58' VIII. 495 Lady Hlaudford has
cried her eyes out on losing a lurch. 1863 Holm's Iftwdbk.
Games in. 83 The game [long whist] consists of ten points ;

when no points are marked by the losing partners it is

treble, and reckons three points ; .. This is called a lurch.

1876 * Capt. Crawley ' Card Players' Man. 18 Lurch (at

Long Whist), not saving the double. Ibid. \2Z\Cribbage\
A lurch scoring the whole sixty-one before your adversary
has scored thirty-one - is equivalent to a double game. 1897
Emycl. Sport 1. 120/2 (Bowls) Lurchgame, a game in which
one side has scored five before the oiherhas scored one.

3. fa. A discomfiture. Obs.

1584 Lodge Alarum C ij b, If heereafter thou fall into

the lyke lurch, . . so then 1 will accompt of thee as a repro-

bate. ci6oo Peele's Jests (c 1620) 20 The Tapster hauing
many of these lurches, fell to decay. 1608 Armin Nest
Ninti. Db, Often such forwarde deedes, meete with back-
ward lurches. 1679 Heart Right Soveraigu no The
Italian out-wits the Jew in his part, and the lurch befalls

the English side.

fb- To give (a person) the lurch : to discomfit,

get the better of. Obs.

1598 E. GuiU'i.s Skial. (1878) 25 Gellia intie'd her good-
man to the Citty, And often threatneth to giue him the
lurch.

^
?cx6oo Bride's Buriall ^8 in Roxb. Ball. (1871) I.

248 Faire Hellens face gaue Grecian Dames the lurch. 1626
Breton Pasquifs Mad-cap (Grosart) 6/2 How ere his wit
may giue the foolc the lurch, He is not fit to gouerne in the

Church.

fc. To have {take) on (in, al) the lurch: to

have or take (a person) at a disadvanlage. Obs.

1591 Greene Disc. Caosnage (1592) 7 There wasfourtie to

one on my side, and ile haue you on the lurch anon. 1601

Weever Mirr. Mart. Bvuj b, Shec.Sels lyes for nothing,
nothing for too much ; Faith for three farthings, t'haue thee
in the lurch. 1615 T. Aoams Black Devil 74 Thus the

great Parasite of the^ soule that heretofore .. tlatterd this

wretch with the paucity of his Sinnes, now takes him in the

lurch, and over-reckons him. 1649 G. Daniel Trinarch.,

Ifen. IV, clx, The Sage Span of a Circle tooke the Starres

at Lurch, To Conspire Storme. 169a D'Ukfey Pills (1719)
V. 3 He look me in the lurch.

t d. /;/ a person s lurch : in his power. Obs.
i6oy R. C[arew] tr. Estienne's World of Wonders 195

Hauing him in his lurch and at his lure. 1641 J.
Shutk

SaraJi $ Hagar (1649) 93 They lose their authority when
they come within the lurch of their servants. 1643 T. Gooi>-

\vin Trial Christian's Growth 127 David, when he had
Saul in his lurch, might as easily have cut off his head.

e. 7o leave in the lurch : to leave in adverse

circumstances without assistance; to leave in a

position of unexpected difficulty.

Cf. the somewhat earlier phr. to leave in the lash (see

Lash sb. 1 4>.

1596 Nashe Saffron Walden 119 Whom., he also pro-

cured to be equally bound with htm for his new cousens

apparence to the law, which he neuer did, but left both of

them in the lurtch for him. x6oo Holland Lhy 222 The
Volscians seeing themselves abandoned and left in the lurch

by lhcm,..quit the campe and field. 1663 Butler Hud. 1.

507

f

iii. 764 And though th'art of a diffrent Church, I will not I

I

leave thee in the lurch. 1711 Aouison Sped. No. 119 r 6

j

If the Country Gentlemen get into it they will certainly be
left in the lurch. /11716 South Serm. (1842) 1. 345 In
transubstantiation, where accidents are left in the lurch by
their proper subject, 1873 E. FitzGerald Lett. (1889) I.

357 My Eyes have heen leaving me in the lurch a^ain. 1879
Browning Martin Relph 66 He has left his sweetheart here
in the lurch.

f4. A cheat, swindle. Obs.
(In ourquots. the earliest recorded use.)

XS33 J - H EYwoon Pardoner Friar (1830) B Iv, No more I

of this wranglyng in my chyich, 1 shrewe your hartys
hoi he for this lurche. a 1550 Image Ilypocr. 1. in Skeltotis .

JVks. (1843) 43 2/2 1'hey blered hym with a lurche. 1604
"J*. M. Black Bk. Kiv, 1 giue and bequeath to thee ..

All such Lurches, Gripes, and Squeezes, as may .bee wrung
out by the fist of extortion. 161 1 Baoi.ev in Coryat's
Crudities, Pawgyr. Verses, Briefly, for trial I of a religious

lurch Thou niinbd'stan image out of Lrixias Church. ?i6i6
Chapman Hymn to Hermes 63 Pie have a scape, as well as 1

he a serf h, And over take him with a greater lurch.

Lurch. (lwtj\ sb:* [f. Lurch

[
f 1. An opportunity of ' lurching ' or outstripping

others in eating. (Cf. Lurch v. 1 2.) Obs.
1568 North Gueuara's Diail Pr. iv. vii. 125 b, And if

perhaps a courtier come late, and the table be Ml ready full,

and the lurch out, yet he will not be ashamed to eat hi->

meat neuertheles. Kor albee it hec can not bee placed at

his ease yet. .rather than fayle he will syt of half a buttock.

2. To lie at {on, upon the) lurch : to lie conceal c d
;

to be in a lurking place ; to lie in wait. lit. andfig.
1578 O. Rovdon in P. Proctor's Gorg. Gallery, Pre/.

Verses, The drowsie Drones doo neuer take such toyle, Hut
lye at lurch, like men of Moinus minde. 1589 K. Robin-
son Gold. Mirr. (Chetham Soc.)25 Fained Friendship now
layes on lurtch, his faithful friend to spil. 1621 Huh i on Anat.
Mel. Democr. to Rdr. (1651) 29 Another Epicurean company,
lying at lurch as so many vultures, watching for a prey of
Church goods. 16.. Paradox xv\\. in Third Collect. Poems
(168,) 25 Or H— , that lyes upon the Lurch, Who left the
Charters, shall restore ihe Church. 1762 Gotn.sM. Mash
Wks. (Globe) 54V2 He chiefly laboured to be thought a
sayer of good things; and by frequent attempts was now
and then successful, for he ever lay upon the lurch, i860

. P. Kennedy //'. Wirt I. v. 68 The enemy of human
appiness, always lying at lurch to make prey of the young.

Lurch liutp, [Of obscure origin.

The word app. occurs as the second element of tee-lart lies

in the first quot. below, for which later nautical and other

diets, substitute leedunhes. If lecdarches in Falconer be

not a misprint for -lurches, it may represent an altered pro-

nunciation of the older lee-latch, in the word of command
4 have a care of the lee-latch i. e.

4
look that the ship does

not go to leeward of her course' ( Milit. <V Sect Diet. 1711).

It seems possible that lurch originated in the compound lee-

lurch, an alteration (by association with Lt'KCii sb. 1
3) of

leedarth for leedatch, which prob. contains Latch sb.-,

Lktch sb.'2 inclination (for the sense development cf. the

etymological note on List sb: ).]

1. (Orig. A r
anl.). A sudden leaning over to one

side, as of a ship, a person staggering, etc. Also,

a gait characterized by such movements. Phr.

to give a lurch.

[1769 Falconkk Diet. Marine, Leedarehes, the sudden
j

and violent rolls which a ship often lakes to leeward in a .

huh sea.] 1819 Bvron Juan it. \ix, Here the ship gave
a lurch, and he grew sea-sick. 1843 Ufihi sf. Sc. Fireside

Stor. 35 The heavy lurch, told too plainly what he had been ,

about. 1848 J. Gkant Adv. Aide-de-C. 1. iv. 47 As the

carriage swayed from side to side, I expected at every lurch,

that the whole party would be upset. 1863 Daring-Goulo
Iceland 266 They got the vessel afloat, and with a lurch,

she ran out to sea. 1876 Blsant & Rice Gold. Bntterjly

i, There was tht slightest possible lurch in their walk. 1901

Speaker 6 Apr. 10 >i We were soon clattering over cobbled

streets with an ample lurch at intervals.

2. U. S. A propensity, penchant, leaning.

1854 Mak. Cummins Lamplighter xv. 92 She has a nateral 1

lurch for it Ilearning, and it comes easy to her. 1878 A. ,

Piiklks in K. S. Phelps Memoir u8qi) 219, 1 think I got

from Professor Stuart and Albert Karnes, both of whom
were penurious letter-writers, a lurch adverse to such work.

Lurch (lwtf 1

, v. 1 [app. a variant of Lt'RK v.

The relation between the two forms is obscure
;

it is not analogous to that between birch and birk,

church and kirk
t
beseech and seekf etc., where

the OK. form has umlaut. The development of

sense somewhat resembles that of Forkstall v.,

but has perh. been influenced by Lurch j/'. 1 or v.~] 1

f 1. intr. To remain in or about a place furtively

or secretly, esp. with evil design. (Cf. Forestall

v. 1.) Also, ?to avoid company, ?to sulk. Obs.

C1420 Chrou. Vilod. 1377 pen come be sexsten to serche

be chirche, ..& sey hem in an hyron here so lorche. 1570

Lkvins Manip. 190/33 To Lurche, tatitarc. 1575 R. Ik

Apins <y Virginia Ej b, Then gallope to see where her

father doth lurche. 1598 Siiaks. Merry W. 11. 11. 26, I my
selfe hiding mine honor in my necessity, am fame to

shuffle, to hedge, and to lurch. 1589 Puttknham Pug.

Pocsie 111. xix. (Arb.) 220 For when he is merry, she

lurchelh and she loures, When he is sad she singes, or

laughes it out by houres. 1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Wks.

11. 117/1 There*sacrue of Thieues that prie and lurch, And
steale and share the liuings of the Church. 1632 Bkomk
Novella 11. ii, Lie turne you off . . To lurch i

1

th' night

betwixt eleaven and two To rob and drown for prey, a 1677

Harrow Serm. xxviii. Wks. 1687 I. 376 Not at least to be

as a Fox or a Wolf; either cunningly lurching, or violently

ravening for prey. 1692 R. L'Estrange Fables xii. 12

While the One was upon Wing, the Other stood Lurching

upon the Ground, and flew away with the Fish. 1727 Somer-

villk Dainty new Ballad 14 For Love, that little urchin

About this widow lurching, Had slily fix'd his dart. 1749

LURCH.
Fielding Tom Jones vi. x, The son of a whore came lurch-
ing about the house. 1790 Potter Diet. Cant (1795), Lurch,
to lay by, to sneak, to hang on.

b. Of greyhounds : (See quot. 1897)*
1824 Bvron jfuan xvi. Ixxx, Whose hounds ne'er err'd,

nor greyhounds deign'd to lurch. 1856 ' Stonf.henge ' Brit.
Sports u nt. ii. § 3 (ed. a) T55 [Greyhounds.] Remember
that too much knowledge or cleverness soon leads to lurching.

1897 Encycl. Sport I. 210/1 Lurching, of the greyhound?
running cunning, and leaving the most part of the work to
its opponent.

2. trans. To get the start of (a person) so as to

prevent him from obtaining a fair share of food,

profit, etc. In later use, to defraud, cheat, rob.

Obs. exc. arch.

1530 Palsgr. 616/t, I lurtche, as one dothe his felowes at
meate with eatynge to hasty ly, j'e briffe. Syt nat at his

messe, for he wyll lurtche you than. 1568 Arp. Pahkkr
Corr. (Parker Soc.) 337, 1 pray your honour be a mean that

Jugge only may have the preferment of this edition ; for if

any other should lurch him to steal from him these copies,

he were a great loser. 1573 Tusskr tlnsb. xxiii. (1878) 61

Voong colts with thy wennels together go serue, least

lurched by others they happen to sterue. X592 Greene
Dcf. Conny Catch. (1859) 18 Was not this an old Cony
catcher . . that could lurtch a poore Conny of so many
thousands at one time? 1604 Midulkton Father llubburd's
Tales Wks. (Bullen) VII 1. 94 Where like villanous cheating
bowlers, they lurched me of two of my best limbs. 1607
Siiaks. Cor. n. ii. 105 And in the brunt of seuenteene
Hattailes since, He lurcht all Swords of the Garland. 1609
K. Jonsom Sit. Worn. v. iv, Vou haue lurch'd your friends

of the better halfe of the garland. 1810 Scott Lady o/L.
\ 1. v, And 'tis right of his office poor laymen to lurch, Who
infringe the domains of our good Mother Church.

f3. To be beforehand in securing something^

;

to consume (food) hastily so that others cannot

have their share; to engross, monopolize (com-
modities) ; in later use, to get hold of by stealth,

pilfer, filch, steal. (Cf. 1 okestall v. 2.) Obs.
c 1550 Disc. Common Weal Fug. (1893^ 32 Ye lurched

some of the coyne as sone as euer*ye perceived the price of
that to be enhaunted. 1568 V. Skinner Monfanus' In-
quisition 39 b, Some of ye meat which he had lurched from
the prisoners. 1587 Turiikmv. I rag. J\ (1837) 23 Her thristall

ey«'5, had hinht his jielding heart. 1599 Bronghtou*s Let.
vi ii. 28 Hel his pi iests pi iuily lurched the viands, which were
snppo ed to l>e detioured by the Id<;ll. 1613 V. RonARTS
AY?». Gosp. 'Iitle-p., The sacred offering broyle* : the eagle
spies, A gob she lurch'd, and to her young she flies. 1622
S. \\ .\\<d Christ All in All (1627) 31 Oh how difficult is this

for vs, not to lurch some part of the praise. 1625 Bacon
Fss., Building (Arb.) 548 Too fane off from great Cities,

which may hinder Businesve ; Or too neare them, which
Lurchelh all Lrotiisious, and maketh euery Thing deare.

1630 A\ Johnson's Kiiigd. <y Commit*. To Rdr. A ij, How
much halh that .. Plagiarie closely lurcht out of this

Author? 1642 Vicaks God in Mount (1644) 39 Clergy-trash,

who lay lurking in the I'ee-hives of the Church, and lurch-

ing away the sweet honey from the laborious Lees. 1660

Milton Free Commw. Wks. 1738 1. 595 If we can keep us

from the fond Conceit . ,put lately into many Mens heads by
some one or other snttly driving on under that notion his

own ambitious ends to lurch a Crown,

fb. absol. Obs.

1593 Xasiik Christ's T. (161 V 66 The Sonne could scarce

reframe from biting out his Fathers throate-boule, when he

saw him swallow dovuie a bit that he died for. The Mother
lurcht from them both. 1620 Minnt.KTON Chaste Maid 111.

ii, See how they lurch at the lower end. 1640 fh\ Hai i.

Chr. MOtter. 1. xi. 104 Wherein had he been a thiefe, if he
had not.. meant to luich out of the common Trea»ury?

4. To cntch (rabbits^ by means of lurchers.

17*7 Mather Vug. Mans Companion 12 He lurches

Conies. [Given as an example of the word ] 1798 [see

Lurching vbl. sb. 1
2].

5. Comb. : t lurch-church (see quot.)
; t lurch-

line, ( ihe line of a fowling net, by which it was
pulled over to enclose the birds ' (Nares) ; f lurch-

man (uonce-wd.) t a pilferer.

1578 Mirr. Mag., Harold xii, Let hym go beate the bush e,

I and my men to the lurche line will steale, And pluck the

Net. 1603 IjReton Mad World (Grosart) 12/2 These may
rather be called lurch-men then Church-men, who as they

are not troubled with much learning, so they have no moie
honestv, then they may well away withall. C1700 De la
Prvmk //«/. Holy Triii. Ch. Ilull 321 (MS.), When a man
that's in orders go's voluntarily and preaches in a Church
to which he was never . . instituted . . our law gives him no
title to the tithes but calh»hini a Lurch Church*

lurch (l^tj), [f. Lurch sb. 1
]

1. trans. To beat, in various games of skill,

sometimes by a specified number or proportion of

points. (See Lurch sbA 2.)

e 1350 [implied in Lurching i>bl. sb.-]. 1678 Butler Hud.
in. ii. 1062 Your old foe, the hangman, Was like to lurch

you at Hack-gammon, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew,
Lurched, beaten at any Game. 1760 Fciote Minor**.. Wks.

1799 I. 241 Lurch me at four, but L was mark'd to the

top of your trick, by the baron, my dear. 1763 Hovle Piquet

150 It is about two to one that the Eldest-hand does not

lurch the Younger-hand. 1785 Grose Diet. Vulgar Toftgne

s.v. Lurch, Those who lose a game of whist without scoring

five are said to be lurched. 1830 R. Hardie Iloyle made
Familiar 61 [Cassino.] Lurched, is when your adversary

has won the game, before you have gained six points.

h.fig. To defeat, 1 Obs.

a 1716 South Serm. (1744) Xt. 289 He will be lurched in

that that admits of no after-game or reparation. 1829

Examiner 354/2 Chancery Reform was lurched the week
before last.

2. To leave in the lurch, disappoint, deceive. ? Obs,

a 1651 C. Love tn Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. Ixii. 10 How
many have riches served as Absalom's mule served her

61-2



master, whom she lurched, and left .. hanging. 1692 South
J

Serm. (1697) I. 29 Putting such an emptiness in them, as

should so quickly fail and lurch the expectation. 1727

Bailey voL II, Lurching, leaving a Person under some
j

embarrassment. 1791 Wolcot (P. Pindar) Apol for Kings
Moral, Wks. 1816 II. 246 This little anecdote doth plainly

show That ignorance, a king too often lurches. 1809 E. S.
j

Darrett SettingSun II. 109 The Hon. Charles James Fox,

. . having been lurched by lord North, turned his face to

Whiggism. 1810 Sporting Mag. XXXVI. 68 They are

foiled by fortune, who hath lurched generals in her time.

Lurch (IflitJ), v2 (Grig. Nattt.) [f. Lurch sb.*\

1. inh\ Of a ship, etc.: To make a lurch; to J

lean suddenly over to one side; to move with

lurches.

1833 Marryat P. Simple xv, We heeled over so much
when we lurched, that the guns were wholly supported by

the breechings and tackles. 1845 R. Cqzwlu M~arg, Catch-

pole xx. II. 50 The boat lurched through the breakers like

a log. 1866 Neale Seque/tces <r Hymns 37 Tempests of

temptations Made our vessel lurch and dip. 1902 Speaker
j

9 Sept. 601/1 It lurches up and down like a ship at sea.

/ig. 1858 Carlyle Frtiik. Gt. v. ii. (1872) II. 76 The Kaiser's

Imperial Ostend East-India Company. . made Europe lurch

from side to side in a terrific manner.

2. To move suddenly, unsteadily, and without pur-
j

pose in any direction, as, e.g. a person staggering.

1851 Thackeray Humourists v. (1858) 241 Where the

tipsy trainband-man is lurching against the post. 1851

D. G. Mitchell Fresh Gleanings 16 My London beaver ..

lurched over and fell among them. 1870 E. Peacock Ralf
Skirl. I. 263 The dogs lurched violently forward. 1879
IIowki.i.S L. Aroostook ii. 12 These men lurched in their

j

gait with an uncouth heaviness.

Lurcher 1 (liJutJ^i). Also 6 loreher, 8 lireher.

[f. Lurch v. 1 +-er 1
. In early Diets, often used

to render L. lurco glutton, with which it has no
etymological connexion.]

+ 1. One who 'lurches' (see Lurch 2) or fore-

stalls others of their fair share of food ; hence, a

glutton. O/ts.

[r 1440: see LurkerI 3.] 1530 Palsgr. 241 f
\ Lurcher an

exceeding eater, ^vi/Z^/v. Ibid. $00/2 Se howe he crammeth
in his meate lyke a lurcher. 1591 Lyi.y Endimion 11. ii,

Is not lone a lurcher, thai taketh mens stoinacks away that

they cannot eale, their Spleen that they cannot laugh

|eic.]. 1608 Midoi.kton Mad World v. i. Wks. (Dyce)
I I. 407 Take heed of a lurcher, he cuts deep, he will eat up
nil from you. 1616 Hoys Wks. (1629I 821 The Mass-piiests

are gioss lurchers at the Lord's Table.

2. One who pilfers or filches in a mean fashion
;

a petty thief, swindler, rogue.

1528 Roy Rede me (Arb.) 98 Ye but thorowe fake lurchers

And vnthryfty abbey lobbers To povre folcke lytell they
a forde. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 459 No seale will serue to

make sure either such lurchers themselues for filching, or

keep the very locks and ketes safe. 1703 Penn in Fa. Hint.

Soc. Mem. X. 20 To be treated as a lurcher of the people . . is

more . . than any poor mortal could bear. 1714 Gay Trivia
III. 64 Swift from his Prey the scudding Lurcher flies. 1831

Trelawney /4 rfz\ YoungerSon I.72 This Caledonian lurcher

. . had three or four dozen of shirts, with every one a dif-

ferent mark. 1891 Morn. Advert. 3 Apr. (Farmer), It was
quite time that the honest and respectable drivers sat down
on the lurchers once and for all.

3. One who loiters or lies hidden in a suspicious

manner ; a spy.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Lurcher, one that lies upon
the Lurch or upon the Catch. 1760-72 H. Hrooke Fool of
Qua I. (1792) !. 199 Some .. with outward bravade, .. went
searching along the walls and behind the posts for some
lurcher. 1774 Yootv. Cozeners u. Wks. 1799 II. 172, 1 thought
that I had detected love, that sly lurcher, lurking under the

mask. 1814 Scott Ld. ofhlesx. xxii, Our Lord may choose

the rack should teach To this young lurcher use of speech.

1894 Daily News 7 June 2/7 The prisoner. . said prosecutor

was a lurcher, and was only sent out as a decoy.

4. A cross-bred dog, properly between the sheep-

dog or collie and the greyhound; largely used by
poachers for catching hares and rabbits.

1668 WiLKtNS Real Char. it. v. 161 Greater tteasts ; Grey»
hounds. Lesser Beasts; Lurchers. 1674 N. Fairfax Hulk

Setv. To Rdr., Why should the ears of all . . be dinn'd .

.

as if the whole world besides were all Weasils and Poulcats,

vermine and Lurchers? 1675 Loud. Gaz. No. 1053/4 Lost
. ., a Pied Dog . . somewhat shap't like a Lurcher. 1688 R.

Holme Armoury 11. 185/1 The Tumbler, or Lurcher is . . in

shape like the Grey-hound. 1741 Compl. F'aw.'Picce it. i.

304 The Lireher is a kind of D05 much like a Mungril Grey-
hound. 1819 Scott Ivanhoe i, A ragged wolfish-looking

dog, a sort of lurcher, half mastiff, half greyhound. 1894
Field 9 June 813/2 The usual lurcher is between the grey-

hound and collie
;
they cross well, and the speed of one is

combined with the sagacity of the other,

b. slang. A humbailifT.

1785 Grose Diet. Vulg. Tongue s.v., A lurcher of the law,

a bum-bailiff, or his setter. 1839 W. H. Ainsworth Jack
She/pard ii,

4 But, where are the lurchers?' 'Who?' asked
Wood. ' The traps 1

' replied a bystander.

Lurcher 2
. rare. [f. Luiich z/.3 + -Eli 1.] One

who lurches from side to side.

1878 Besant & Rice Celias^ Arb. I. ii. 164 The most lop-

sided and lurcher-like of rustics was bound to become per-

pendicular.

Lu rching*, vbl. sby [f. Lurch v.i + -ing

The action ofLurch z/.l

1. fa. The forestalling of others of their food

{obs.). b. Pilfering, stealing.

*573 Tusser Hnsb. Txxxviii. (1878) 178 No lurching, no
snatching, no striuing at all, lest one go without and another
baue all. 1611 Cotcr., Fortraction, a lurching, purloyning ;

withdrawing. 1616 Boys Wks. (1629) 844 ^ s not. .the deny-
ing of the cup a notorious lurching at the Lords Table ?

508

2. The capturing of rabbits by means of lurchers. '

1798 Sporting Mag. X 1 1 . 99 There are many ways of kill- I

ing rabbits, of which lurching is in most common use.

3. Comb. : + lurehing-plaee, a lurking place.

a 1656 Ussher Ann. vi. (1658) 573 There were so many
lurching places, by reason of which, they could easily escape
when assaulted.

IiTTrching, vbl. sb. 2 [f. Lurch v. 2 + -i>-g i.]

The gaining of a * lurch
1

at play, csp. whist,

piquet, etc.

c 1350 MS. Reg. 13 A. xviii. fol. 158 Lurchyng [given as one
of two modes of winning at the 'long game' at tables,

the other being Hympoldyng ']. 1763 Hoyle Piquet 125 |

The lurching of your Adversary, .is so material that [etc.].

1767 Connossieur No. 60 (ed. 5) II. 192 A school for Whist
j

would [teach] lurching, . .finessing, ..and getting the odd 1

trick.

Lu rching, vbl. sb.^ [f. Lurch p.3 + -iiroi.]

The action ol Lurch v.3
1852 Pkeiffer yourn. Iceland 53 The lurching and pitching

of the ship had covered it with traces of everything which
had been on the table. 1880 Em. Marshall Troub. Times
HI. 244, I nad rt sudden wrench by the lurching of my horse.

Lu rching, ///. aA [f. Lurch v.* + -ing -.]

tl. Given to or characterized by forestalling

others at meals, gluttonous. Also, pilfering. Obs.

1577 Stanyhurst Dcscr. Irel. Ep. Bed. in Holinshcd,

Loath also in lurching wise to forstall anieman his travell, I

I was contented to leave them thumping in the forge, and
[

quietlie repair to my nsuall studies. 1619 Denison Heavenly
Ranq. 127 This condemnes that lurching sacrifice, where-

in oft times the Priest giues none to others, but retains

al to himself. 1620 Vhnnkr I'ia Recta viii. 167 All strange

and confused sauces .. abandon, as . . acceptahle onely to

lurching and deuouring Kelly.gods. 1655 tr. Com. Hist.

Fraruion x. 23 Ah these are close lurching Companions.
These are the Nimmers who would rob me of all my move-
ables.

2. Of a dog (see Lurch v.1 1, 1 b, 4 ; the sense

in the quots. is uncertain).

1613 Uncasing ofMachiviTs Insir. 25 A lurching Dog will

range about the fields. 1824 Scott Redgauntlet let. x, My
friend Benjie's lurching attendant .. began to cock hk tail.

1871 Daily A'civs 5 Jan., A lurching cur who gnawed some-
thing under a waggon.

3. Lurking, * sneaking*.
i65i K. W. Couf. Charac, A Fatly (i860) 41 The wals

should discover his lerching knavery. 1865 S. Evans Bro.

Fabian 5 A lurching, lean-lipped, lullardizing loon.

Lurching, ///. a-- [f- Lukch + -isg -.]

In senses of Lurch v.2 a. That wins a ' lurch ' at

a game. b. Given to deceiving, perfidious.

1604 T. M. Flack Fk. in Middletortus Wks. /Mullen) VIII.

30 In came I with a lurching cast [of the dicel, and made
them all swear round again. 1728 Vanbr. & Cibber Frov.
llusb. I. i. 17 A married Woman may .. throw a familiar

Levant upon some .sharp lurching Man of Quality.

LuTching", ///. a* [f. Lurch v.* + -ing 2
.]

That lurches or leans suddenly 'over.

1884
4 Hugh Conway ' Called Rack 12 A staggering, uncer-

tain, lurching kind of step. 1892 G. LasceLLES Falconry
(l'adm. Libr.) 225 Whilst t'le falcons are fine- tempered
generous birds, ..the hawks are shifting, lurching fliers.

1895 Daily Xavs i3 Dec. 5/4 The lurching movement and
' recoil of the ship prevented him, 1901 Rlackw.Mag, June

751/2 The Oevons tramp after over the lurching pontoon.

Hence Iiivrchingly adv.

1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. 1 1, iv. v, It lumbers along, lurch-

|

ingly with stress, at a snail's pace. 1851 H. Melyillk Whale
1

xxx. 142 Ahab lurchingly paced the planks.

Lurek(e, ohs. form of Lurk.

Lurdan (Ionian), sb. and a. Obs. exc. arch.

Also a. 4lourdeine, 4-5 lordein,4-Glordeyn(e,
lurdayne, -eyu^e, 4-6, 9 lurdane, 4, 7 lordan,

4. 7, 9 lourdan, 4-8 lurden, 5 lordeu, $-6 lur-

dayn, lordayne, 5-8 lordane, 6 lurdon, lor-

derme, lourdaine, -yne, 6-7 lurdein(e, lour-

dan(e, -en, 7 lurdain(e, lur-daine, lourdin,

lordant, 9 Sc. lordoun. 0. 6 Lorde Dane,
-Dene, lor-Dane, 7 Lord-Dane, Lur-Dane.
[a. OK. lourdin , f. lourd heavy : see Lourd.
The pseudo-etymology in quot. 1529 has affected the spell-

ing of the word in many later examples.]

A. sb. A general term of opprobrium, reproach,

or abuse, implying cither dullness and incapacity,

or idleness and rascality; a sluggard, vagabond,
4 loafer'. (Cf. Fever- lurden\)
a 1300 Cursor M. 13660 * Herd yee bis lurdan/ coth bai,

!
*Hu he wald lerc vs nu vr lai.* £1330 R. Ukunne Chron. 1

(1810) 9 Sibriht hat schrew as a lordan [AF. lets] gan lusk,

A suynhird smotS he to dede vnder a thorn busk. 1375
Harbour Bruce iv. 108 Tor thar within wes a tratour, A fals

lurdane, ane loscngeour. c 1440 Gesia Rom. xxxvi. 145
(Harl. MS.) Sum of hem bebe the\is & some lurdaynes,

1519 Rastbll Pastyme (181 1) 131 These Danys before were
so proud, y l they kept the husbondmen lyke vvleyns;

j

..the husbondmen called them Lorde Dane, which word
now we use in ohprohrye, callynge hym y l we rehuke

|

Lurdayn. 1603 H. Crosse Vettnes Contmw. (1878) 126

Some lur-daines that haue wealth left by their ancestors,

holde it a poynt of wisedome to rest theyr idle limmes and
spare their bodies. 1641 Milton Reform. 11. Wks. 1851 111.

|

44 Lourdan, quoth the Philosopher, thy folly is as great as

thy filth. 1723 Ramsay FairAssembly xviii, These lurdanes

came just in my light. 1810 Scott Abbot iv, \ found the

I careless lurdane feeding him with unwashed flesh, and she

An eyass. 1865 Kingslky Herew. v, Next to them by chance I

j

sat a great lourdan of a Dane.
Comb. 1607 R. Qarew] tr. Estienne's World of Wonders

,
14 Lurden-like loutishnesse.

b. rarely applied to a woman.

LURE.

1513 Douglas /Eneis vi. viii. 82 That Strang lurdane
[Helen] . . quham weill ;e ken.

^1 c. With allusion to the supposed etymology :

see quot. 1529 above.
1589 Mar Martine 5 To make new upstart Jacks Lor-

Danes, with coine to cram their^ chests. ? 16510 Consid.

RaisingMoney 27 Tbis [taxation] is a way to bring a Lord-
Dane into every one of our Families.

B. adj. Worthless, ill-bred, lazy.

c 137S Sc. Leg. Saints xxxvi. (Baptista) 632 5«t he, bat of

sic uertu wes, wes gefinc til a lurdan las. 1582 Munday
Fug. Rom. Life iv. 29 Whereby the lazie lurden Friers that

keepe the Church gettes more ritches. 1791 J. Leakmont
Poems 32 Lurdane Sloth CVercoups them a' mang savage
swarms O' Hun and Goth. 1819 W. Tennant Papistry
Storm'd (1827) 122 If l'se na soon exhibit sticket .. This
braggin' lordoun loun. 1859 Tennyson Ettarre 436 In one
[pavilion] . .droned her lurdane knights.

Hence f Inrrdanry, rascality.

1513 Douglas sEnet's vnt. Prol. 9 Leis, lurdanry, and lust

ar our laid stern.

Lurde, variant of Lourd a.

t Iilirdge, v. Obs. rare- 1
. [Cf. lurgy (dial.),

lazy (E. D. 1).).] trans. To indulge in laziness.

c 1580 Jefferie Bugbears iv. iv. in Archiv Stud. neu. Spr.

(1897), It booteth not to lie, and lurdge my wery boanes.

t Lure, sbA Obs. Forms : 1 lyre, 2-4 lere, 3
leore, 3-4 lire, 3-5 lure(w), (4 luere, lur).

[OE. lyre raasc. :—OTeut. type *lnzi-z, f. root

*lus- (:lens- : fans-) to lose : see Leese v.] Loss,

either the action or process of losing, or what is

lost
;
destruction, perdition. Also to bring to lure,

to lie in lure.

£iooo/Elfric Colloq. in Wr.-Wulcker 96 Mid lyre ealra

binga minra. c 1150 Voc. ibid. 540/31 Iactnra%
lure, a 1175

Cott. Horn. 221 pa wolde god ^efyllan and jeinnian bone
lere be foiloren was, of ban hefenlice werode. c 1200 Ormin
5667 Whatt mann se itt iss hatt wepebb her Forr lire off

eorplike ahhte. a 1250 Owl $ Sight. 11 51 Thu singst ajen

ei3te lure. 1297 R. Glolc. (Rollsj 10813 Him bo3te it was
a gret lere [C. lure] to al is kinedom. a 1317 in Ret. Ant.
I. 263 On blac hors ryden other seon, That wol luere ant

tuene buen. 13.. Gaw. Gr. Knt. 355, 1 am pe wakkest,

I wot, and of wyt fcblest, & lest lur of my lyf, quo laytes be

sobe. c 1400 Destr. Troy 2241 Ouer lukes all lures to the

last ende, What wull falfe. Ibid. 8691 Alasse, the losse and
the lure of oure lefe prinse !

Lure (hu*!), sb.- Also 5-6 leure, 6-7 lewre,

7 luer, lewer. [a. OF. leurre, loerre, hire —
]*r. loire, cogn. \v. It. logoro bait

;
proh. of Tent,

origin ; cf. MUG. luoder, mod. G. luder bait.]

1. An apparatus used by falconers, to recall their

hawks, constructed of a bunch of feathers, to which

is attached a long cord or thong, and from the in-

terstices of which, during its training, the hawk is

fed. I/awkof the lure: see Hawk sb.
1

1.

c 1440 Pro/up. Parv. 317/2 Lure for hawkys, lurale. 1530
Palsgr. 239/1 Leure lor a hauke, levrrc. 1575 Tlrberv.
Fanlconrie 146 Fasten a pullet unto your leure and goe
apart. 1592 Suaks. Vcn. <y Ad. 1027 As Faulcons to the

lure, away she flies. 1615 Latham Falconry (1633) Words
of Art expl., Lver is that whereto Faulconcrs call their

young Hawkes by casting it yp in the aire, being made of

feathers and leather in such wise that in the motion it looks

not vnlike a fowle. 1660 Act 12 Chas. JI
}
c. 4 Rates In-

wards . . Lewers for Hawkes the peece ji. \md. a i68z Sir

T. IJrowne Tracts 116 Though they [old Falconers] used
Hoods, we have no clear description of them, and little

account of their Lures. £1704 Putor Henry tf Emma no
When Emma hawks : With her of tarsels and of lures he
talks. 1814 Cary Dante, Jnf.xvu. "3 As falcon, that hath

long been on the wing, Hut lure nor bird hath seen. 1834

Spectator 1 Nov. 1036 The Duke of St. Albans has manned
eight hawks, and their training with leash and crease and
lure is now in actual progress. 1881 Macm. Mag. XLV. 39
First the hawk .. is 'called off' to a piece of food held 111

the hand ; next to a 'lure'.

b. The act or function of training the hawk to

come to the lure. rare.

1615 Latham {title) Falconry; or the Faulcons Lure, and
Cure.

c. Phrases. To alight on the lure, to bring, call,

come> stoop to (the or one's) lure, etc. Often fig.

f Alsoa/ ones lure (fig.): at one's command, under

one's control ; so + to gain to one's lure.

c 1386 Chaucer Friars T. 42 This false theef, .. Hadde
alwny bawdes redy to his bond, As any hauk to lure in

Kngelond, — Manciple's Prol. 72 Another day he wole
peranenture Keclayme thee, and brynge thee to lure. 1390
Oower Con/. 11. 11 Kot yit hire liketh noght alyhte Upon
no lure which I caste. 1430-40 Lydg. Bochas v. xxxiv.

(1554) M 1 b, After this . . Came Jugurtha yl manly man to

hire. 1509 Hawes Past. Pleas.sxxlv. (Percy Soc) 171 She
Eromised..To love you best .. Though that Disdayne
rotight her to her lure. 1582 T. Watson Ccntnrie ofLove

xlvii, In time the Hull is brought to weare the yoake, In

time all haggred Haukes will stoope the Lures. 1587 Gold-
ing De Mornay xi. 151 As much as thou canst, thou makest
all things stoope to thy lure. 1399 T. M[oufet] Silk-
loormes 52, 1 leaue to tell how she doth poison cure,.. What
canckars hard and wolfes be at her lure. 1611 Markham
Country Content. 1. v. (1668) 30 After your Hawks are

manned, you shall bring them to the Lure by easie de-
grees. 1643 Sir T. Browne Relig. Med. t. § io, 1 teach

my hazard and unreclaimed Keason to stoope unto the

lure of Faith. 1653 Holcroft Procopins \. 30 This raayd
Antonina, by much soothing . . at last gained to her lure.

1664 HuTLfcR Hud. it. iii. 614 The Rosycrucian way's more
sure To bring the Devil to the Lure. 1670 G. H. Hist.

Cardinals tt. ill. 186 He brought the \enetian to hi*

Luer. 1688 [see Lukk v. 2). 1741 Somerville Field Sports

14 A docile Slave, TanVd to the Lure, and careful to attend

Tier Master's Voice. 1819 Shelley Peter Bell vn. ii,



LURE.
A friend of ours—a poet : fewer Have fluttered tamer to the
lure Than lie. 1865 Swinburne Poems $ Ball.* Card. Pre
serpine 76 Time stoops to no man's lure.

2. J/er, A conventional representation of a hawk's
lure, consisting of two birds* wings with the points

directed downwards, and joined above by a ring

attached to a cord. /// lure : see quot 1828-40.
1572 Bossewkll A rmorie 11. 132 b, The fielde is de Azure,

two winges iointly en Lewre de argent. 1610 Guillim
Heraldry vi. i. (1660) 384 Three pair of Wings joyned in

lewer. 1828-40 Bekry Encycl. Her. I, Z.7//V,.. Wings con-
Joined with their tips turned downwards are said to be
in Lure. 1868 Clssans Her. (1883^ 117. 1883 N. <y Q. 23
June 484/2 Northern California .. Argent, on a bend gules,
cotUed sable, three pairs' of wings conjoined in lure of the
field retc.J.

3. (prig, fig.) Something which allures, entices,

or tempts.
f 138$ Chaucer L.G. 7K 1371 Hypsip., Thou madest thyn

recleyimyng and thyn luris To ladyes. C1412 Hocclevk
De Reg. Princ. 4140 He bat dispendith oat of mesure
Shal tast a-none pouertes bitternessej fibole largesse is

ther-to a verray lure. 1528 Lyndksay Dremt 278 Off
l.ychorye lhay wer the verzay Juris. 1635 R. Bolton
Com/. AJjfl. Consc. 276 To hold out .. as a prize and
Lure, the freenesse of Gods immeasurable mercy, 1671
Milton P. R. 11. 194 How many have with a smile made
small account Of beauty and her lures. 1747 Smollett
Regicide 1. 1. (1777) 6 Remained unshaken by the enchanting
lure Which vain ambition spread before his eye. 1815
Shelley Alastor 294 Silent death exposed, Faithless per-
haps as sleep, a shadowy lure, a 1832 Mackintosh Rev.
1688, Wks. 1846 11. 89 Whether the succession was actually
held out to her as a lure or not, at least there was an
intention. .to prefer her to the Princess of Orange. 1902
Contemp. Rev. Sept. 359 He is mighty hard on those who
dare to tempt fortune and follow its lure.

4. A means of alluring animals to be captured
;

in Angling a more general term than bait, which
strictly denotes only something that fishes can cat.

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant, Crew, Lure*, .a Bait. 1859 Mark
Lemon Chrhtm. Hamper (i860) 86 The barber .. whose
bow-windowed shop .. is full of lures for fish. 1867 F.
Francis Angling v. (1S80) 158 His line, guiltless of a lure,

is extended on the surface of the water. 1878 .Stevenson
Inland Voy. 44 The kind of fish for which they set their
lures. 1900 Rlackw. Mag. Sept. 340/2 The aim of the
angler should be to present them with something, .different

..from the lures with which they may have become familiar,

b. Erroneously used for : A trap or snare {Jig.).

1463 G. Ash by Prisoner's Re/7. 269 Poems (E. E. T. S.) 9
Was ther euyr lord so gret and so sure,. .That may not fall

in the <mare and in the lure Of trouble. 1719 D'Urfev Pills
(1872) IV. 269 And treacherously thou hast betrayed, Unto
thy Lure a gentle Heart. 1870 Disraeli Lothair xlii, The
Colonel fell into the lure only through his carelessness.

1872 Browning Fiflne iii, At wink of eve be sure They love
to steal a march, nor lightly risk the lure.

5. The cry of a falconer recalling his hawk: fig.
any alluring cry.

1653 Milton Hirelings (1659^ J 32 Hy that lure or loubel
may be toald from parish to parish all the town over. 1811
W. R. Spf.nckr Poems 199 Oh ! where's thy guiding lure,

—

a mother's voice.

6. allrib.
t
as lure-bait, -bird, -fish, -owl.

.'777 Hoole Cotncnins' I is. World (ed. 12) 68 He allureth
birds, by the chirping of lure-birds. 1869 Browning Ring <y

Bk. vii. 678 You are a coquette, A lure-owl posturing to
attract birds. 1876 G. B. Goode Anim. Resources U. .V. 41
Lure-fish used in taking Mackinaw trout. 1883 Fisheries
Kx/iib. Catal. 195 Case of lure-baits and ornamented hooks
from Alaska.

Lure, sb.% Obs. cxc. Sc. (Caithness, Abcr-
deensh. : see E. 1). D.) [? Anomalous var. Yuue a.,

ON.jugr.] The udder of the cow and other animals.
(-1500 Lacy IVyl Bucke's Test. (Copland) aiij, For the

thrid course of the hucke. The potage Mogets and Nowiu*
bleis stued, .. bake dowcetts and tendreus, and the lioer
rostid, and if it be a Doo take the lure.

Lure (1
5 u*j), sbA iec/tu. Also looer, lewer.

[Shortened from Veluke.] A pad of silk or velvet

used by hatters for smoothing.
1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade* Lewer,.. n hatter's name for

a smoothing pad of silk, properly vellour from the French.
1875 Knight Diet. Meek., Looer* Lure.

tinre (HfFi), sb.5 Also loor. [ad. Da. and
Norse ktr, ON. hibr. Cf. Shetland loodcr~/iorn.]

A long curved trumpet, used for calling cattle.

1840 Ht. Martineau Feats on Fiord ix. (1841) 217 She .

.

took in her hand her lure, with which to call home the
cattle.. and stole away. 1877 Burkougiis Birds «y Poets
(1884) 162 At evening the cows are summoned home with
a long horn, called the loor.

Lure (Hft»j), v. Also 6 leur, 6 7 lewre, 7
lewer. [f. Luke sb.2 ; cf. F. leurrer (OF. loirrer).]

1. trans. To recall (a hawk) by casting the lure

;

to call (a hawk) to the lure.
<:i38S Chaucer Wife's Prol. 415 With empty hand men

may none haukes lure. 1562 J. Hkvwood Prov. <V F.pigr.
(1867) 215 Lewre falcones when ye list. 1601 Sir W. Corn-
wall^ Ess. 11. xxxv. (1631) 88 A Faulkoner would not have
lured it. 1611 Markham Country Content, t. v. (1668) 30
Short winged Hawks are said to be called, not lured. 1828
Sir J. S. Sebright Hawking 17 The falconer . . should
always halloo when he is luring.

2. mtr. To call to a hawk while casting the lure.

1530 pALSGn. 616/1, 1 lure, as a falconer dothe for his
haulke. 1575 Turner v. Fanlcourie 147 Take the lewre..
and cast it about your heade crying and lenring ;doud-
1688 K. Holme Armoury 11. 239/2 Lure, or Lewer, or
Lewre, is to call the Hawk to Lure.

t b. To call loudly. Obs.

509

1601 Holland Pliny 1. 239 This boy lured for him &
called Simo.

#
1607 'iocsELL Fourf. Beasts (1658) 543 He

standeth lewring and making a terrible noise to affright the
Swine. 1626 Bacon Syhm § 250 If you stand between a
House, and a Hill, and lure towards the Hill. 1626 Jests
Seogin (Hazl.) 65 At last Scogin did lewer and whoop to

him [his horse].

t c. To call at contemptuously. Obs.

1693 J. II. in Dryden's Juvenal x. 5 He's mocked and
lur'd at by the giddy Crowd.

f 3. trans. To train (a hawk) to come to the lure.

i486 Rk. St. Albans 1) iv. Theys be hawkes of the towre :

and ben both 1 lurid to be cnlde and reclaynicd. 1530
Palsgr. 61 6/1 Lure your haulke betyine \ wolde advy*e
you. 1575 Turdikv. Fanlconrie 129 When you woulde
lure him, giue htm unto some other man to holde and call

him with a lure well garnished with meatc.

4. To allure, entice, tempt.

*393 Langl. /'. PI. C. viii. 44 lch am nat lured with loue,
bote ouht lygge vnder hombe. C1413 Hoccllve De Reg.
/'rinc. 3069 Only |-e richest: bcr-to hem lurith. 1447 Hokex-
HAM.S>^//^(Roxb.)i4HyrbewteMOsorededelureHysherte.
a 1547 Surrey in Totters Misc. (Arb.) 219 l'ut that your
will is such to lure me to ihe trade As other some full many
yeres to tr;u.e by craft ye made. 1667 Milton /'. L. 11. 664
In secret, riding through the Air she comes, Lur'd with the
smell of infant blood. 1688 L'rowne Darius 11. Dram.
Wks. 1874 111. 406 Nay, Sir, but for a while, till he has
lur'd Gods, and revolting nations to your aid. a 1763
Shenstoxe Elegies xxvi. 27 Kxpen>e, and art, and toil,

united strove; To lure a breast that felt the purest flame.

1825 J. Neai. Pro. Jonathan III. 407 His dog had gone
off it appeared; having been hired away, a 1839 Pkah>
Poems (1864) 1. 119 lint go and lure the midnight cloud,
Or chain the mist of morning. 1855 Maculay Hist.
Fng.xx. IV. 511 He had been lured into a snare by treachery.
1900 W. Watt Aberdeen $ Raujff'x. 25-) liy a feint.. Mont-
rose lured away a large portion of the defending force,

b. To entice to come down by a call.

1774 (Joliism. Nat. Hist. (1776) VL 13* The ducks flying
in the air are often lured down .. by the loud voice of the
mallard.

+ 5. iutr. To set a trap for (another , fg. Obs.
a 1591 II. Smith Serm. (1614) 423 Yet Paul lured for

Agrippa. Now he sties to the people. When he had caught
the king, he spred his net for the people.

Lure, obs. Sc. f. liefer, compar. of Lief a., dear.
1728 Ramsay Titfor 'J at 31 I'd lure be strung Up by the

neck.

Lure, str. pa. t. I.ek.sk z/.I
; var. Look dial.

Lured lift-Md ', ///. a. [f. Li-he ?'. + -ed
1. Of a hawk : Trained to come to the lure.

a 1576 Common Conditions 409 (Plaudit 613 The leured
hauke, whose rowlyng eyes are fixed on I'artredge fast.

1599 Pokmer Angry Worn. AHnet. (Percy Soe.) 71 Like
a well lur'de hauke she knowes her call.

2. Entrapped.
1720 Gay Dione it. ii. Poems II. 453 Hid the lur'd lark,

whom tangling nets surprise, On soaring pinion rove the
spacious skies.

IiUreful (1'uV.ifuI , a. rare. [f. Luke sb~ +
-FIT,.] Alluring. 1 Iencc IiU'refully adv.

1887 G. M EKEon 11 Ballads «V /'. 30 Lureful is she, bent
for folly. 1891 — One ofour Conq. 1 1. x'u 267 His wreck,.

.

w inked lnrefully when abandoned, ibid. 11 1, v. 88 Her voice
was lurefully encouraging.

Luremelit (ITNumenf'. rare. [f. Lure z'.I +
-ment.] Allurement.
1593 Wyri.ey Armoric 155 No luerments wrought my

constant mind to fade. 1825 Hogg in Blatkw. Mag. XV 1 1.

716 For vengeance 1 did it, .. W ithout that, futurity lure-

inents had none. 1898 H. Caldi-:k\\ooo /Dime viii. 145 She,
feeling the lurements of a gay court, was drawn into intrigue.

Lurer 1 (Tu»T3i). [f. Luke v. + -ek 1
.] One

who or that which lures. In mod. Diets.

Lurer 2 (I'uVrar). [f. Lure s6* + -er L] One
who smoothes felt hats with a ( lure \
1881 lustr. Census Clerks (1885) 75 Hatter, haMnanufac-

tures..Felt Hat Making :. .Lurer.

Lu*resome, a> [t. Lure v. + -some.] Alluring.

1889 Harper's Mag, Jan. 179/2 Heneath a woman's tongue
. .The subtlety its luresome lodging hath.

Lurg (li>Jg). local. [? Cf. Lug sb. *] A British

marine worm used for bait ; the white-rag worm.
1880 Antrim $ Down Gloss.* Litrgan* Lurg* Lurk, a

whitish, very active sea-worm used for bait. 1882 CasselV

s

Nat. Hist. VI. 232 The White- rag Worm, or Lurg [Nephthys
cxca\ is common on the British shores, and varies from six

to ten inches in length.

t lurgg. Sc. Obs. [repr. Gael, cit luirg (cit

clog, luirg gen. of lorg track).] Lurgg dog \ a

bloodhound.
?i6o5 in Reg. Priv. Council Scot. VII. 744 That in every

parish there may be some lurgg dogges kept, one or moe,
..for following of pettie stouthes.

Lurid (lTto-rid), a. [ad. L. lurid-us pale yellow,

wan, ghastly.]

1. Pale and dismal in colour ; wan and sallow

;

ghastly of hue. Said e.g. of the sickly pallor of

the skin in disease, or of the aspect of things

when the sky is overcast.

1656 Blount C/ossogr., Lurid, pale, wan, black, and blew. '

1658 Phillips, Lurid, pale, wan, of a sallow colour. 1669

CoK.MNK Elegy Elis. Repington Poems 76 A lurid paleness

sits upon the skin That did enclose the beauteous body in.

1746 Collins Ode to Fear 20 Whilst Vengeance, in the

lurid air, Lifts her red arm, expos'd and bare. 1822-34

Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 82 Applied to the disease

like our own term green-sickness, from the pale, lurid, and
greenish cast of the skin. Ibid. 496 Lurid papulous scall.

|

1874 Symonds Sk, Italy % Greece (1898) I. t. 13 A leaden

glare, .makes the snow and ice more lurid. •

LITRE.

2. Shining with a red glow or glare amid dark-

j

ness (said, e.g., of lightning-flashes across dark
clouds, or flame mingled with smoke).
1727 Thomson Britannia 79 Fierce o'er their beauty blaz'd

the lurid flame. 1805 Worosw. Waggoner 1. 167 Save that
above a single height Is to be seen a lorid light, Above
Helm-crag—a streak halfdead, A burning of portentous red.
1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, vii, The lurid light, which had filled

the apartment, lowered and died away. 1836 W. Ikving
Astoria I. 263 At night also the lurid reflection of immense
fires hung in the sky. 1877 Black Green Past, xx vii. (1878)
220 A thick and thundery haze that gave a red and lurid
tinge to the coast we were leaving. 1878 Stewart & Tait
Unseen Univ. ii. § 84. 93 A gleam of lurid tight seemed
for a moment to illuminate the thick darkness.

b. Said hypcrbolically of the eyes, countenance,
etc.

1746 T. Sf.waro Conformity betw. Popery $ Paganism 55
The prating Grandame. . His Lips, .with lustral Juices arms
From lurid Kyes and fascinating Charms [ = urentes ocnlos
inhibere perita. Persius 11. v. 35}. 1826 1 Mskaeli Viv. Grey
hi. \i, 'J he lurid glare of the anaconda's eye. 1852 Mrs.
Stow v. Uncle 'Tom's C. xxxviii. 335 A softness gathered over
the lurid fires of her eye. i860 Hawthoknk Marble Faun
xix. (1^79) 1. 191 The glow of rage was btill lurid on
Donatello's face.

fg. (from cither of the preceding senses), with
connotation of ' terrible 'ominous*, 'ghastly',
'sensational*. Often hi phr. to cast or lltrotv a
lurid light on (a subject).

1850 Kisgsi.lv Alt. Locke iv, Woe unto that man on whom
that idea, true or false, rises lurid. 1865 Dickkns Mitt.
Fr. 111 iv, Lurid indications of the better marriages she
might have made, shone athwart the awful gloom" of her
composure. 1866 R. W. I >ai k Disc. Spec. Oce. viii. 273 The
lurid, stormy eloquence of Kdinund Hurke. 1879 Farrar
St. Paul (18831 127 He adds one fact more which casts a
lurid light 011 the annals of the persecution. 1899 F. T.
IJl'Llkn Log Sea-7ca/f 182 Peter's \oice prattled on, its

lurid language in the strangest contiast to the gentleness of
his speech.

4. In scientific use : Of a dingy blown or yellow-
ish-brown colour, f Applied spec, to plants of the
order Atiridn* of Linnreus ^sce quols. 1S22-34),
1767 W. Harte Christ's Par. Sower 41 Lurid hemlock

ting'd with pois'nous stains. 1822-34 Good's Study Med.
(ed. 4) 11. 587 The lurid and umbellate narcotics. Ibid. W

.

92 Cataplasms of Hemlock, or the other umbellate or lurid

plants in common use. 1826 KtRnviv Sk Fntomol. IV. 281
Lurid, yellow with some mixture of brown. Dirty yellow.
1839 LiNDi.KY Introd. Pot. ed. 3)478 Lurid', dirty brown,
a little clouded. 1856 HkVsi.ow Ditt. Hot. Ttrms, Lurid,
of a dingy brown, grey with orange. 1871 Darwin Dese.
Man 1 1. xii. 25 In many species the body presents strongly
contrasted, though lurid tints. 1871 W. A. Limohton
Lichcn-jiota 400 Ardella; depressed, lurid, dark-purplish.

I knee Ltrridly adv., Ltrridness.
1731 Baii.ky vol. 11, Luridness, black and blueness, pale-

ness, &e. i795"7 Soiihev J///;. Poems Foet. Wkv. II. 210
Yon cloud that rolls luiidly over the hill Is red with their

weapons of fire. 1845 Hirst Poems 13 Luridly Coursed the
swift lightning through the sky. 1864 Spectator 20 Aug.
937/1 Ihe writer has deliberately . .suftened a hundred tints

which would have increased the luridness of his picture.

Iilirido-. Used in Bol. as quasi-Latin combin-
ing form of luridns Ll'itm.

1871 W. A. Lur.iiTON Lichen-flora 51 Lurido cinerascent.

Ibid. 252 Lurido-fuseescent. ibid. 288 Lurido-whitish,

lairing (JnVrirj}, vbl. sb. 1
ff. Lu«kz». + -hjg K]

The action of Luke v. in various senses.

1547 I'oorde Brev. Health cccv. 100 It may come by
lewrynge, halowynge, or great cryeng. 1557 Tottefs Misc.
(Arb.) 269 My luryng is not good, it likelh not thine eare.

1596 Willobie Avisa {18801 Trusse vp your lures, your
luring is in vaine. 1603 Breton Dial, pith a; Picas.

{Grosarti 7/1 Tyring of legges, and tearing of throates, with

luring, and hollowing. 1634 Hkywooo Lane. Witches i.

Wks. 1874 IV. 173 Tush let him passe, He is not worth our

luring, a ineere Coxcombe.

Iiirring, vbl. sbi- techn. [f. Luke sbJ + -lnu i.]

The action of smoothing a hat with a lure.

1902 Brit. Med. Jml. No. 2146. 378 Finishing consrstsof

Shaving ' with fine sand-paper and * turiifg '. . .The ' luring
'

is done with a suitable pad.

Lu ring, a. [f. Like v. + -inc j
.] That

lures (in senses of the verb'
;
enticing, attractive.

1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xxii. 24 Ane tuiring bait fond

fiscnis to wirk tenc. 1575 Tukkeuv. Fault onric 148 Vou
must pui hir on a payre of gret lewring bels. 1583 Leg.
Pp. St. Androis 8 Ane lewrand lawrie licherous. 1592
Wyrlky Armoric, Ld. Chandos 30 Vet near vncaught the

luring fruit doth stay. 1842 Manning Serm. vii. (1848) 1.

iot Some high and luring offer. 1863 1. Williams Baptis-

tery 1. xiv, (1874) 176 The world with luring glances, Leads
them on. 1869 Browning Ring % Bk. x. 724 Fowlers .

.

eschew vile practice, nor find sport In torch-light treachery

or the luring owl.

Luripup, variant of Lir.irooP.

lurk (lwk)
3
sb.i [(. Likk v.]

1. The action of prowling about.

the lurk. Cf. Lurch sb.- 2.

1829 Life $ Death J. Wilson (Farmer), Like Reynard
&neaking on the lurk.

2. slang. A method of fraud.

1851 Mavuuw Lond. Labour I. 363 The 'dead lurk* .. is

the expressive slang phrase for the act of entering dwelling-

houses during divme service. Ibid. (1861) 11. 51 Thus
initiated, Chelsea George coold ' go upon any lurk '.

_
1864

Slang Diet,* Lurk, a sham, swindle, or representation of

feigned distress. 1875 Brine in Ribton-Turner Vagrants

$ Vagrancy (1887) 642 The 'bereavement lurk * is a lucra-

tive one— (i. e.) the pretended loss of a wife [etc.].

3. dial. A loafer. (K. D. DO Cf. Lukk v. i b.

In phrase on



LURK.

t Lurk, sb? Obs. Some plant ; ? es Ltjiikydish.
1530 Palsgk. 241/2 Lurke an herbe.

Lnrk(li>ik),^. Now literary, Forms: 4-lurkke,
lork(e, 4-7 lurke, 6 lourke, 6-7 lurck, 7 lurcke.
[app. f. //?/ - Lour v. with frequcntalive suffix as in

tal-k. Cf. LG. litrken to shuffle along, Norw. lurka
to sneak away, Sw. dial, htrka to be slow in one's

work (Sw. lurk bumpkin).]
1. inlr. To hide oneself; to lie in ambush ; to

remain furtively or unobserved about one spot.

(Now only with indication of place.) Also, f to

live in concealment or retirement.

4:1300 Ilavelok 68 Hwan he felede hise foos He made
hem lurken, and crepen in wros. ta 1366 Chavcer Rom.
Rose 465 There lurked and there coured she, Fer pover
thing, wher-so it be, Is shamfast, and despysed ay.

_
4:1375

Sc. Leg. Saints xliii. (Cecile) 89 Valaryane. .fand be bischope
>anct urbane lurkand ymong pure men mekly. 1390 Gowek
Con/. II. 355 And thus lurkende upon his stelthe In his

await so longe lie lai [etc], c 1400 Destr. Troy 1167 Silen

to the Citie softly and faire; Lurkyt vnder Iefe-sals loget

with vines, c 1470 Golagros <y Gaw. 1080 Sal neuer freik on
fold, fremmyt nor freynde, Gar me lurk for ane luke, lawit

nor lerd. 1547 Hoorde Introd. Knmvl. xxiv. (1870) 181 To
lyue in rest and peace in my cytye I do lourke. 1596 Dal-
kvmi'LE ir. Leslies Hist. Scot. I. 20 Fisches lurking amang
the stanes. 1605 Camokn Rent., Ryihmes 25 When Philip de
Valoys the French King lurked in Cambray. 1650 Fuller
Pisgah iv. i. 9 They shew also in this city the house or rather
hole wherein Ananias, .dwelt or lurked, being a Cellar under
ground. 1709 Ste&le Tatter No. 33 r 7 Could you then
steal out of Town, and lurk like a Rubber about my Hou*e.
1761 Hl'mr ftist. Eng. (1806) V. I.xix. 185 Shaftesbury.,
had left his house and secretly lurked in the city. 1772-84
Cook Voy. (1700) VI. 1962 The natives were seen lurking
about the beach. 1826 Cobbett Rur. Rides 11885) l93
When quarters are good, you are apt to lurk in them ; but
really it was so wet, that we could not get away. 1863
Miss I'raddon Eleanor's Vict. III. ii. 22 There was a man
lurking somewhere under the shadow of the evergreens.

1887 IIowen Virg. Eciog. 111. 93 Run, for a cold snake
lurks in the grasses yonder unseen !

f b. To shirk work ; to idle. Oh.
1551 Crowlev Picas. $ Pain 287 You loke from ihem

theyr heritage Leaueyng them nought wheron to worcke :

Which latke dyd make them learne to lurke. 1573 Tl sskk
Ifusb. (18781 175 When Dinner is ended, set seruants to

wurke, and follow such feilowes as loueth to lurke. a 1792
Song, Poor Thresher ii. in Johnsons Museum IV. 384 He
never was known for to idle or lurk.

2. trans/, and fig. Of things: To escape obser-

vation, to be concealed or latent.

c 1374 Chaucer Troylns iv. 277 (305) O soule lurkinge in

bis wo, vnneste, Fie fortli out of myn herte and lat it

bre^te. 1576 Fleming Pauofl. Epist. 18 Then ou^bt
you to denie that any vnfaithfulnes, fraude, or deceit-

fulnesse lieth lurking in our friendship. 1602 Marston
Anionic?s Rev. 11. lii. Wks. 1836 I. 98 Griefe . . lurkes
in secret angles of the heart. 1661 Kovlk Style 0/ Script.

(1671) 206 Laziness and pride .. both which lurk under
the pretext of multiplicity of important avocations. 1697
Dkydkn Virg. Past. III. 58 Grapes in clusters lurk, Beneath
the Carving of the curious Work. 1712 Adoison Spett.

No. 399 ? 3 Those Vices that lurk in the secret Corners of
the Soul. 1795 Burns Song, * Their groves o

y sweet
myrtles \ Where the blue- bell and gowan lurk lowly uii*

seen. 1812 Bvkon Ch. liar. u. lxxxii, Hut midst the throng
in merry masquerade, Lurk there no hearts that throb with
secret pain? 1883 R. W. Dixon Mano ill. iii. 121 A dismal
deed. .The fame of which lurks in obscurity.

3. To move about in a secret and furtive manner
;

to * steal ' along, away, out. Now rare.

c 1350 Will. Palcrne 25 }>at litel child lislely lorked out of
his caue. Ihid. 2213 1/orkinde burth londesbi nitjt so him*
bardie pei passed. 1393 Langl. PI. C. in. 226 Lyghtltche
lyere lepa-way bennes, I-orkynge borw lanes, c 1400 Destr.
Troy 12666 |>e buernes . . dang hym todeth in be derk hole
. .& lurkit to baire tentis. Ibid. 13106. 1572 Satir. Poems
Reform, xxxiit. 297 First, thair come in, lurkand vpon }our
gait, Pryde and Inuy. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair Ixi, That
second-floor arch in a London house,., commanding the
main thoroughfare by which.. cook lurks down before day-
light to scour her poU and pans in the kitchen ; . . up which
John lurks to bed. 1851 I). Jekrolo .SV. Giles xiv. 142
That young nobleman has been seen lurking about here
very much of late.

f4. To peer furtively or slyly. Oh.
c 1440 York filyst. xxix. 107 He lokis lurkand like an

nape. 1513 Douglas Mncis xiii. Prol. 78 Me thocht I

lurkit vp vnder my hude To spy this auld.

Lurk, north, dial, variant of Likk,

lurker 1 (ldukai). [f. Lurk v. + -er

1. One who lurks or lies concealed : frcq. em-
ployed as a lerm of abuse in early quols. til. mdfrg.
a 1325 Names of Hare in Ret. Ant. 1. 133 The wilde der,

the lepere, The shoi te der, the lerkeru 1399 Langl. Rich.
Ratifies ill. 57 But as sone ns bey [the young birds], .steppe
kunne, pan conielh and crieth her owen kynde dame, and
they ftblwith be vois, .. and letieth be lurker bat hem er

ladde. /» 1400-50 Alexander 3543 pou litill thefe, bou losan-
gere, bou lurkare in cities, t 1470 Hknryson Fables v.

Pari. Beasts xl, * For goddis lufc, my lord, gif me the law
Of this lurker

' ; with that lowrence let draw. 1519 Hokman
Vttfg. viii. 89 b, He is a starter a Rycle or a lurkar [1*
cmansor], 1620 Bi*. \\\\.\. lion. Mar. CUrgy 1. xxiv. 129
If this lawlesse Lurker had euer had any taste of the Ciuill

or Canon Law, hce might haue beeue able to construe that

Maximo. 1641 Milton Ch. Govt. 1. vi, Wks. 1851 111. 121

It was well knowne what a bold lurker schisme was even
in the hou^hold of Christ. 1702 C. Ma ,i"hkr

<

Iffttgn. Chr.
mi. A pp. (1852) 631 Two men at Kxeter Here killed by some
of the same dangerous lurfcers. 1821 Stotr Kcnilw. xix,

In hopes to find that the lurker had disappeared. 1870
Mokkis Earthly Par, II. ill. 498 Then did the lurkcrs from
lhe gully bound.' -

I

510

[
2. A begging impostor ; a petty thief.

1851 Maykkw Pond. Lqhonr ). 219 Armed with the^ie

1
[sham official documents], the patterer becomes a Murker
—that is, an impostor. Ibid. 363 A lurker being strictly one
who loiters about for some dishonest purpose.

^ 3. App. misused for Lurcher.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 317/2 Lurcare. ., lurco.

Lurker * (kw-jkaj). (Sec quots. 1825, 18S0.)
1825 Encyct. Loud. XX. 435/1 [In pilchard Vishing] the

third boat is called the lurker, and carries three or four
men. 1880 //". Cornwall Gloss.t Lurker, a boat in which
the master seiner sits to give instructions. 1902 Longm.
Mag. Aug. 349 The barkers were lifted over mud and shingle,
the crews sprang, tumbled, or were pushed on board.

Lurking (ly-ikirj), vbl. sb. [f. Lurk v.]

1. The action of Lurk v.) a hiding or lying
concealed.
*563 Homilies II. Idleness (1859) 518 If we give ourselves

to idleness and sloth, to lurking and loitering. 1587 Flk.ming
Cant ft. HolinshedXU. 1360/1 She hath caused some of these
- sowers of rebellion, to be discouered for all their seciet
lurkings. 1677 Temple Ess. Gout Wks. 1731 I. 137 The
Approaches or Lurkings of the Gout. .may indispose Men
to Thought and to Care. 1713 Aooison Guardian No. 71
p 5 By the wanderings, roarings, and lurkings of his lions,

he knew the way to every man breathing. 1824 W. Ikvinc
T. TrazK 1 1. 98 Who knew every suspicious character, and .

.

all his lurkings. 1855 Mao clay Hist. Eng. xvii. IV. 31
After about three years of wandering and lurking he . . made
his peace with the government.

2. IViieves slang. Stealing, fraudulent begging.
1851 Mayhf.w Lond. Labour I. 250 After a career of in-

cessant 'lurking' .and deceit. Ibid. 363 Many modes of
thieving as well as begging are termed 'lurking .

3. atlrib.y as lurking-corner, -den, -hole
y
-place.

1545 Ascham Toxofh. 1. (Arb.) 53 When the nyghte and
*lurking corners, giueth lesse occasion to vnthriftinesse,

than lyght daye. 1573 L. Llovo Marrow 0/ Hist. U6531
252 The *lurking dens and secret snares of Cupid. 1567
M aplkt Gr. Forest 6 The most bolde and aduenterous men,
are said, to seeke out the * lurking holes of the Dragon.
1678 Locke Lei. to Greuville6 1 )ec. in Fox Bourne Life 'w 876)
I. vii. 394 No garrisons unreduced, no lurking-holes un-
searched. 1772 Ann. Reg. 32/2 He was found hid in a
chimney, covered with soot; a lurking-hole suited to its

inhabitant. 1571 Goloing Calvin on Ps. xvii. 12 He nameth
their Dennes or privy * lurking-places. 1611 Bible Ps. x. 8.

He sitteth in the lurking places of the villages. 1751
Smollett Per. Pic. (1779) III. viii. 238, 1 was .. discovered
..and hunted out of tny lurking place. 1869 Browning
Ri'igfy Bk. x. 729 He.. hies to the old lurking-place.

Lu rking, ///. a. [f. Lurk v. + -ixg 2
.] That

lurks; concealed, latent. Also, f skulking, lazy.

t 1400 Destr. Troy 1001 But a Sourdyng with sourgrem
snnke in his hert, And a lourekand lust to Lamydon the
kyng. 1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xiii. 176 Sa sail we se

and heir (v)uhat lurkand lul>ers will tak thir Lynimers parts.

1667 Milton /'. L. ix. 1 175, I .. foretold The danger, and
the lurking Eneinie That lay in wait. 1676 Grew Anat.
Plants iv. ii. (1682) 174 Keep'ng the Plants warm, and
thereby enticing the young lurking Floweis 10 come abroad.

1705 Staniioi'E Paraphr. I. 76 He will disclose many lurking
motives. 1743 Lond. A> Country liretv. 11. (ed. 2) 107 It

does . . draw forth that lurking, keen, sour Quality that the
Wood has imbibed. 1772-84 Cook Voy. (1790) IV. 1274
We discovered a lurking rock, in the middle of one of the
beds of weeds. 1807 8 Wordsworth White Doe vii. 171

1

Why tell of inossy rock, or tree, By lurking Dernbrook's
pathless side? 1871 Frkkmxn Xorm. Conq. (1876) IV. xvii.

91 And William, may have felt some luiking sympathy for

those who had drawn on themselves the censures of the

Church.

b. slang. Following the occupation of a * lurker'

or begging impostor.
1851 Mayhew Loiut. Labour (1864) I. 263 Among the

111 >re fain jus of the lurUv., palterera.

Hence Lxrrkingly adv.

1549 Coverdalk, etc. Erastu. Pur. Jnde 21 That kynde
of men shall lurkingly crepe among the tlockeof Christyaiies.

11693 Uryuhart's Rabelais 111. xviii. 149 Lurkingly, and
in covert.

Lurky (l»Tkt), a. rare. [f. Luuk v. + -v.]

Inclined to be concealed.

1892 ^tkvenson Vailima Lett, xxiit. (1895) 227 Compare
these little lurky fevers with the line healthy prostrating

colds of the dear old dead days.

f Lurkydish. dial. {Cheshire.) The herb

Pennyroyal, Mentha Pukgium.
1611 Cotcr., Pulege, Pennie Royall . . Lurkydiih. 1820

WiLHKAii.\M(7/fw. Cheshire, Lurkcyttish.

Lume, obs. form of I.karx.

Lurry (l»*ri , sb.'1 Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 6

lerrie, 7 lirrie, -y, lurric, 7-8 hirrey, 7, 9 dial.

lerry, 9 dial, larry, lorry, 7- lurry. [Shortened

from LiHiPOOi*: cf. quots. ^1580, 15S9.]

1. Something said by rote; a lesson, set speech, I

* patter* ; fig., a canl formula. Obs. exc. dial.

c 1580 Jkffekik Rugbears v. vii. 28 in Archiv Stud. neu.

Spr. {1897) 50 Hut 1 sent the knaves packinge I taught then

[sic] thier lerrie & thier poop to for thier knacking. 1589
R. Harvky Pt. Perc. (1590) 16 Why haue you not taught

some of those Puppes their lerrie? 1602 Mioolkton Blurt
in. iii. F, Wee'll hencefoorth neuer goe to a cunning woman,
bince men can teach vs our lerrie. 1625 1 1 evlin Microcosmtts

1. (ed. 2) 197 llauing learned her lirrie of that Frier-monger,

she composed an order of Religious Virgin*. 1641 M ilton

Reform. 3 Then was thej'riest set to con his motions, ami
his Postures, his Liturgies, and his hurries. 1651 ttu;<.s

New Disfi. f 60 Hear and learn the Gidenicall Lurrey. 1669

lb'. Hoi-kins Serni. 1 Pet. ii. 12 (1685) 63 They had not

learnt that liny, that the saints are the only Lords of the

world. 1 719 PTrfly Pills V. 220 Me . .begins his Lurrey.

J 744-So W» Ellis Mod. Husbaud/u, VI. .wii. lot Almo&t

LUSCIOUS.

f every shepherd . . will . .very likely plead : Such a Man tried
a Thing, and it did no Good ; [etc.] This is the common
Lirry. 1887 Kentish Gloss., Lerry% the* part ' which has to
be learnt by a mummerwho goes round championing. Lorry,
Lurry, jingling rhyme; spoken by mummers and others.

2. A confusion of voices; babel, bubbnb, oulcry.

Oh. exc. dial. (Cf. Lakry sb})
<ti649 Guthrv Mem. (1702) 126 Notwithstanding the

Lurry which had been express'd upon the first hearing of it,

yet when the Convention of Estates assembled ..not so
much as one Man in all the City was heard to speak against
it. xbyo Andros Tracts II. 57 The l^rry, Dinn, and
Vociferations which these Addressers make here. 17 10- 11
Swift Jml. to Stella 4 Mar., When this parliament lurry is

over, I will endeavour to steal away. 1724 — Drapier's
Lett. vi. Wks. 1761 III. nr Finding the whole town in
a lurry, *ith bells, bonfires, and illuminations. 1776 J.
Adams Wks. 1854 IX. 421 The election . .was carried on,
amidst all this lurry, with the utmost decency and order.

3. A confused assemblage (of persons) or mass (of

things). Obs. exe. dial.

1607 R. QarkwI tr. Estiennes World of Wonders 135
And is the lurry of lawyers quite worn out? Lbid. 187 Such
a lurry and rable of poore farthing Friers. 1664 H. Mork
Myst. Iniq. 464 In lieu whereof Antichrist brings in an heap
and lurry of Superstitious Opinions, Rites and Ordinances.
18.. T. C. Peter MS. Coll. Cornish Wds. (E. D. D.),
Thare ware sum lurry o' peepul theeare.

1 4. Looseness (of the bowels). [Cf. lurry adj.,
1 of cows, suffering from looseness *

( Wiltsh . Gloss. ) .]
1689 T. Pllsket Char. Gd. Commander 13 Such a lerry

did possess his breech.

tLu'rry, sb* slang. Obs. [Cf. Loub sb.%]

(See quots.)

1673 R. Head Canting Acad. 11 But if the Cully naps
ns, And the Lurries from us take. Explan. note, Lurries,
Mony, Watch, Ring, or any other moveable. Ibid. 191
The fifth is a Glasier, who when he creeps in : To pinch all

the Lurry, he thinks it no sin.
#
1676 Coles, Lurries, c\ant\,

all manner of cloaths. a 1700 in 15. E. Diet. Cant. Crerv.

JVttrry (ltm), v. Obs. exc, dial.

1. trans. To eairy or drag along (a heavy body,
a person, child) ; lo ' lug Also, lo drive by
worrying. Now dial, (see E. D. D.).
1664 Cotton Scarron. 33 Seven lordly tups he wounded

Mortal .. These to his hungry mates he lurries. (Pray
what's his due that Mutton worries?) 1879 CumUd. Gloss.

Snppl. s.v., Tak t' dog and lurry them sheep away.

2. absol. or inir. To pusb about, struggle.

1804 Amlersons Cumbcrld. Ball. 91 They fit, lugg'd, and
lurry'd, aw owre blood and batter. Ibid. {1807) 142 The
youngermak lurried ahint them.

Lurry, Lurtch, Iiury, Lus : see Lorry,
Lurch, Lory, Luce*.

t Im Sard. Also 6 lusart, luzard, luserde,

7 luvwart. See also Lcceret. [Related to

Luckrn; the formation is obscnie.] The lynx;
chiefly //. the fur of the lynx.

1530 in Whitaker Hist. Craven (1812) 305 Item, a pair of
white lusarts, 2 1. 1535 Wardr. Acc. Hen. VIII in A rchxo-
logia (1789) IX. 245 A shamewe of blacke printed satten ..

furred with luzardis. 1550 in Strype Eccl. Mem. II. xxxiii.

538 Sables and lusards.
_
1572 in Whitaker Hist. Craven

(1812) 324 A black velvett jackett. .faced with luserdes. 161a
Capt. Smith Proc. Vi/ginia 33 Some Otters, Beavers,
Martins, Luswarts, and sables we found.

Iiusarde, obs. form of Lizard.

t Luschbald. Sc. Obs. rare, ? A sluggard.
1508 Kknnkoik Elytiug w. Dunbar 501 Lunatike, lymare,

luschbald, louse thy hose.

Lusehburue, variant of Lushburg.
II Ltrscio. Obs. [Sp. hteioJ] A luce or pike.
1680 Siiauwell Worn. Captain t. 5 The LuscJo, Eel, [etc].

Luscious (ltf'Jas), a. Forms: 5 lucius, 6
lousious, looshiouse, 6-7 lussious, (6 -youse,

7 loushous), 6-8 lushious, (7 -yous), 6- lus-

cious. [Of obscure origin.

The form lucius, occurring in a MS. which elsewhere has
Ileitis in the same sense (sec Licious) suggests (as Prof.

Skeat has remarked) that the word may be an aphetic funu
of Dklicious, with altered vowel. J'ut phonetically this i.i

unsatisfactory, and no better suggestion has been made.]

1. Of food, perfumes, etc. : Swcel and highly

pleasant lo the taste or smell.

c 1420 A utnrs ofA rth. 458 (Ire!. MS.) With lucius drinkes,

and metis of the best. 1566 Dkant Horace's Sal. 11. iv. H,
The stronge may eate good looshiouse tneate. 1590 Shaks.
Mids. iV

%
11. i. 251, 1 know a banke Quite ouer-cannoped

with luscious woodbine. 1604 — Oth. 1. iii. 344 The Kood
that to him now is as lushipus as Locusts, shalbe to him
shortly, as bitter u.s Coloquintida. 1630 Dkayton Muses
Elizinm (1892) 29 The lushyous smell of euery flower. 1655
Fuller Waltham Abb. 5 The grass., is so sweet and
lushious to Cattle, that they diet them, a 1700 Dkyi>kn
Dublinis <$» Clitoris Poems 1743 II. 40 I flown Roses hold
their Sweetness lo the last, And Rai.sins keep their luscious

native taste. 1733 Ciikynk Eug.^ Malady n. v. § 5 (1734)

159 The Means us'd commonly in making it |food] more
luscious and palatable. 1758 Johnson Idler No. 96 f 4

The most luscious fruits had been allowed to ripen and
decay. 1840 Kkowning Sordetto 634 Like the great palmer-
worm that.. Eats the life out of every luscious plant. 1869
IJkownino Ringty BI: ix. 401 The luscious Lenten creature

[sc. the eel}. 1870 II. Macmillan Bible Teach, iv. 187 Its

luscious clusters of golden or purple fruit.

quasi-titty. 1588 T. IJaioot Rep. Virginia Ilab, There
are two kinds of grapes. .'. the one is small and sowre. . : the

other farre greater & of himselfe lushious sweet.

Jig. 1665 Roylk Occas. Rejl. v. iii. (1848) 305 The luscious

sweets of sin. a 1716 South Strm. (1823) IV. 301; May there

not be. .something more glistering than a crown? aud more



LUSCIOUSLY,

luscious than revenge? 1848 Kinc.si.ey Saint's Trag. iti. '

ii. 250 Sinking down In luscious rest again,

fb. trans/, of a young person. Obs.
174a Fieldino J. Andrews 1. vii, He. .really is.. a strong, '

healthy, luscious boy enough.

2. In had sense : Sweet I o excess, cloying, sickly.
!

1530 Palsgr. 313/1 Fresshe or lussyouse as meate that is
|

nat well seasoned, or that hath an unplesante swetnesse hi
1

It, fade. 1616 Surfl. & Markh. Country Farm 239 The
!

smell of them [sc. nther Lillies] is hissious, grosse, and
vnwholesome. 1706 Pm ixtrs (ed. Kersey), Lushious, over-
sweet, cloying. 1816 Scott Old Mort. Conctus., The last

cup., is by no means improved by the luscious lump of .

half-dissolved sugar usually found at the bottom of it. 1830
M. Donovan Dotu. Econ. I. 275 Without the addition of
water, .the resulting wine will bo luscious and heavy. 1877
'Rita

1

Viviennc 111. vi, And the luscious dreary odours of
..fading flowers and trodden fruits, were heavy in the air.

3. Of immaterial things, esp. of language or

literary style: Sweet and highly pleasing to the

eye, ear, or mind. Chiefly in unfavourable use,

implying a kind of 'sweetness* not strictly in

accordance with good taste.

1651 Fuller Abel Rediv., Berengarius (1867) I. 4 He
often., addulced his discourse with all luscious expressions
unto him. 1653 A. Wilson Jas, I, Href. 8 Lushious words,
that give no good relHsh to the sense. 1708 IIi'rnet Lett.
(ed. 3) 304 All those luscious Panegyricks of Mercenary
Pens. 1738 PtiRcn App. Life Mil/on 1. 78 A luscious Style
stuffed with gawdy Metaphors and Fancy. 1822 IIazliTt
Tabte-t. Ser. 11. Hi. (1869) 66 A stream of luscious panegyrics.

1840 Kingslky Lett. (1878) I. 50, I have shed strange tears

at the sight nf the most luscious and sunny prospect*. 1902
/.ongut. Mag. Mar. 479 The Lotus Eaters . .is what may
be called a luscious expansion of four or five 'lines of the
Odyssey.

b. Of colouring, design, etc.

1849 Rlskin Sev. Lamps ii. § 15. 42 The groups of children,

..luscious in colour and faint in light, /hid. iv. § 13. 105 !

This extraordinary piece of luscious ugliness [a festoon].

f4. Of tales, conversation, writing, etc.: Grati-

fying to lascivious tastes, voluptuous, wanton.
Rarely of a person : Lascivious. Obs.
a 1613 Otkrbury A Wife (1638) 63 She leaves the neat

youth, telling his lushious tales, a 1694 Tillotson Serin.

(1744) XI. ccviii. 4717 Those luscious doctrines of the
Antinomians. 1702 Pope Jan. ft May 379 Cantharides, .

.

Whose use old Hards describe in luscious rhymes. 1748
KiCHARnsoN Clarissa (1768) VII. xliv. 123 Calista [in 'The
Fair Penitent'l is a desiring luscious wench. 1766 Forovcf.
Serm. Yng. Wont. (1767) I. iv. 149 Their descriptions are
often loose and luscious in a high degree. 1815 YY. H.
Ihf.laxo Scribbteotnania 143 Descriptions so luscious—such
pictures of passion That prudes, ta'en with furor, to ruin
might dash on.

5. absol. (with the).

1708 Brit. Apollo No. 78. 3 't There's a Great deal of Wit,
But the Devil a Hit Of the lushious, can I find In't. 1790
A. Wilson- Ep. to Mr. T— />— Poet. Wks. 11846) 87 A
poet, Whose mem ry will live while the luscious can cliarm.

Lusciously (ltf'Jasli), adv. [1. LUSCIOUS a. +
-IjY In a luscious manner.
1566 Drant Horace's Sat. vm. I vij, Some people . . Wyll

.. make their cookes looshiously, theyr delicates to dresse.

1660 G. Fleming Stcmma Sacnt/n Kp Ded. 6 The spices
of Arabia are said to be lushiously redolent to those that
are distant from it some hundreds of miles. 1710 Palmer
Proverbs Pref. 14 An uncautious wanton writer can possibly
give the vice he has too lusciously describ'd. 1779-81
Johnson L. P., Milton Wks. II. 147 The Latin pieces are
lusciously elegant. 1897 Mrs. Lynn Linton Geo. Eliot in
Women Novelists 64 Those lusciously suggestive epithets.
Ibid. 68 Hetty Sorrel with her soft caressing lusciously-loving
outside, and her heart 4 as hard as a cherry-stone \

Lusciousness (Urjasnes'. [f. Luscious a.

+ -XEss.] The quality of being luscious.

1594 Plat JewellJio. in. 16 By allayirtg of the exceeding
lusciousness of the mault with his bitterness. 1667 Decay
Chr. Piety vin. T 1$ To embitter those sensualities whose
lusciousness serves to intoxicate us. 1742 Fieluing y.
Andreivs^ it. xii, If prudes are offended at the lusciousness
of this picture they may take their eyes off from it. 1839
Hallam Hist. Lit. IV. iv. vi. § 42. 282 A versification sweet
even to lusciousness. 1879 R. K. Douglas Confucianism
iv. 93 If a man has sumptuous viands laid before him and
does not eat them, he does not know their lusciousness.

t Luscrtion. Obs. rare~°. [ad. L. luscitidn-

em dimness of sight, f. hiscm one-eyed.] (See quot.)
1656 Blount Glossogr., Luscition, dimness, pore-blindness

of the eyes. 1676-1717 in Coles.

Luse, Iiuser(a)n, Luserde, Luseret: see

Louse, Luce*, Luckkx \ Lus.vun, Luceret.

t Lush, s/>. 1 Obs. [f. Lusn v.l] A stroke, blow.
t a 1400 Morte Arth. 3848 With the lussche of the launce

he lyghte one hys schuldyrs. c 1440 York Myst. xxviii. 271
Here with a lusshe, lordayne, I schalle be allowe. 1887
yamieson's Diet. Suppl., Lush, a stroke, blow, cut, as with
a wand or cane.

Lush (ltfj), sb.2 slang. [Of obscure origin

:

perh. suggested by Lush a.]

1. Liquor, drink.

1790 Potter Diet. Cant. (1795), Lush* drink. 1796 Crose
y
s

Diet. I'ulg. Tongue, Lush, strong beer. 181 2 J. H. Vaux
Flash Diet., Lush, beer or liquor of any kind. 1829 Lytton
Disowned 5 I'll find the lush. 1840 Col. Hawker Diary
(1893) II. 189 Cheering the workmen with good words and
Mush \ 1872 Mrs. Lynn Linton y. Davidson viii. 160

4
It's

no use, governor 'he said., in his drunken way; 'work and
no lush too hard for me, governor !

b. A drinking bout.
1841 Col. Hawker Diary (1893) II. 214 We ended the

day with a lush at Very's.^ 1896 A. D. Colerioge Eton in
Forties 363 On very special occasions . . there would be a
' lush when every mess brewed its punch, or egg-flip.
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2. Comb. : lush-crib, -ken, — Ittsiting-/ten (see

Luahiko vbl. sk).
1790 Potter Diet. Cant. < 1795), Lush ken, an alehouse.

t8i2 J. H. V.m x Flash Diet., Lush-crib or Lush-Am, a
public-house, or gin-shop. 1823 Ptacku: Mag. XIII. 457
• )n leaving the lush-crih, we can figure them giving fippence
lo (he drawer.

Lush aA Also 5 luseh, 6 lushe.

[? Onomatopoeic alteration ot Lash a. 3]
1. Lax, flaccid

; soft, tender. Obs. cxc. dial.
ri44o Prom/), /'arzf. 317 '2 Llisch, or slak, laxns. 1567

C01.UING Orids Met. xv. 189 b, Then greene, and voyd of
strength, and lush, and foggye,is the blade. 1580 1'lcndi.vil
Curing /lorses v. 4 b, The flesh of his lips and of all his

bodie is lush and feeble. 1587 (ioi.niNG tr. Solinns vii. (i,

Shrubbes, which so soone as they be in the decpes of the
water, are lushe and almost like a grystle to touch. 1815
Monthly Mag. XXXIX. 125 (Essex IMalect), Lush, Loose.
1847 HalI.IWKLI. s. v., Ground easily turned over is said 10

be lush. 1898 Ii. Kirkhv Lakeland Il'ds. M. D. D.>, That
beefs varra lush and tender.

2. Of plants, esp. of ^rass ; Succulent and luxu-
riant in growth.
The literary currency of this sense (which seems still to exUt

in s. w. dialects) is clue to the recollection of the instance
in Shaks. (quot. t6io\ A conjecture of Theobald's, adopted
by Johnson ami many Inter editor-., substituted ' lush wood-
bine

1

(mctrigr.) for
*
inscions woodbine* in Midi. A". 11. i.

5*51. The conjecture is now discredited, but the passage as
emended has had many echoes in luthc. literature.

1610 Siuks. Temp. it. i. 53 How hwh and lusty the
grasse lookes? 18x7 Kf.\ is

-

/ stood tiptoe ' ?i .\ud let a lush
klburnnmoversweep them. 1818 — Eudym. Overhead,
lluug a lush screen of dropping weeds. 1820 S1111.1 1 v
Question in. 1 In the warm hedge grew lush eglantine.

1832 Ti n'nyson' Ihcam Fair U'o/n. xviii, And at the runt

thro" lush green grasses burnM The red anemone. 1862 \Y.

W. Story Eoba dl A*, i. (t36.i< 1 The broken an hes of a
Roman bridge, nearly buried in the lush growth of weeds,
shrubs, ami flowers. 1867 Spectator 6 Apr. 384 The lush

tropical forests of South America. 1872 I 'lack Adv. Phaeton
xiii, Lush meadows, with the cntth; standing deep in the
grass. 1876 I'rowninCi i'a<~< hiaro.'to Pro!, ii, And lush and
lithe do the creepers clothe Yon wall I watch, with a wealth
of green. 1884 Sat. Rev. 19 July 86 Hound together by
the lush growth of the bramble.

b. Of a season: Characterized by luxuriance of

vegetation.
1818 Keats Eudym. 1. 46 And. as the year Grows lu.sh in

juicy stalks, I'll smoothly steer My little boat [etc.]. 1891
T. Haroy Less II. 109 The supernumerary milkers of the
lush green .season had been dismissed.

C. Luxuriantly covered with.
1863 Lytton Caxtoniana ,\.\ii, The farmers .. allow their

hedges to . . spread four yards thick, all lush with con-
volvulus and honeysuckle,

d. transf. and fig.
1851 Mrs. Browning Casa Guidi Wind. 1. toS8 Mow this

green lush falseness to the roots. 1891 T. Hardy Tcss 1L
55 The aesthetic, sensuous, pagan pleasure in natural life

and lush womanhood.

3. Shakspere's use has by some writers been
misapprehended as referring to colour.

1744 Shaks. 11 'ks. (ed. Hanmer) VI. Gloss., Lush [Temp.
11. 1. 52], of a dark deep full Colour, opposite to pale and
faint, i860 T. Martin Horace 60 The lush rose lingers late.

4. Comb.
1818 Kkats Eudym. ti. 52 Listening still, Hour after hour,

to each lush-leaved rill. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. iv. 52
The lush-cold blue-bells.

Mence Lu shly adv., Lu shness.
ri440 Promp. Pan\ 317/2 Luschly, la.xe (K. P. rare).

1883 Miss Kroughton Belinda 111. iv. iv. 231 The long
lythrums growing lushly beside them. 1900 Contemp. Rev.
Apr. 552 In the lushness of early summer. 1902 Nation
(N. V.j 9 Jan. 39/2 The customary lushness of rhetoric that

is rather French than Knglish.

Lush [li'J\ a.- shtn^. See quol.
N

1812 J. H. Vai x Flash Diet., Lush, or Lttshy, drunk.

Lush, v. 1 Obs. exc. dial. Korms : 4 lusshe,

luysehe, lusse, lusehe, {pa. t. loste, luste), 5

lusehe, loushe, lusk, 9 losh, 6- lush. [? Kchoic

variant of Lash v.]

1. intr. To rush, dash ; to come doivn with a rush.

cxy&Arth. & Merl. 8117 (Knlbing) Hou our wi^tlinges

so hende On be heben wibswordes losten. c 1330 R. IjRUN.nk

Chrou. Wacc (Rolls) 2977 Mast & sayl, doun hit hisched

\v.r. lussed], Cordes, kables, casteles, tofrusched. a 1350
.V. Anastasia 114 in Horstm. Aitcngl. Leg. (1881) 26 pe
Emperours men. .Lusshed opon him. la 1400 Morte Arth.

1459 With lufly launcez one lofte they luyschene to-gedyres.

Ibid. 2226 He laughte o^tte a lange swerde, and luyschede

one ffasie. ^1430 Lydg. 99in. Poems (Percy Soc.) 114 He
thought he harde the devylle loushe, He start into a bryer

boushe. c 1470 Gplagros $ Gam. 1003 Thai luschit and laid

on, thai lutlyis of lyre. 1566 Drant Horace A iij, The
hancke hath burst, that down they lush, and so be drente at

laste. 18.. Whitehead Leg. ig tCumberld. Gl ) For seun

she grows a lusty beck An layks an loshes ower the steayues.

2. trafts. To strike.

c 1330 Arth. Merl. 6875 (Kolbing) per was..mani of his

hors ylust. /bid. 7750 Our cristen . . out of be sadel mani
lust. /bid. 9797 Anober to pe chine he lu^ste. c 1400 Destr.

Troy 6730 He hurlet forth vnhyndly, harmyt full mony, Of
be ledis, pat hym led, luskit to ground. C1440 York Myst.

xxxi. 10 Pusschall I ..lusshe all youre lymmyswith lasschis.

Ibid. xlvi. 37 pei lusshed hym, bei lasshed hym. 34.. MS.
Soc. Antiq. xox If. 72 (Halhsv.) These lions bees lusked and
lased on sondir. 1890 Clone. Gloss., Lush, to beat down
wasps with a bough.

f 3. To bring out with a rush. In c\wot.Jig. Obs.

c 1449 Pf.cock AV/rt 1. xx. 129 Thei kunncn bt herte the

textis of Holi Scripture and kunnen lussche hem out thikke

at feest, and at ale drinking.

LUSIAN.

Lush (li>J\ 7'.2 slang, [f. Lfsh ^.2]
1. trans. To ply with * lush* or drink ; to liquor.
1821 l ife D. Hageart iS We bad lushed the coachman so

neatly, that Harney wasobliged to drive. 1838C0L. Hawki.r
Diary uXgy II. 14? To lush the Kcyhavenites with four
gallons of swill. 1888 K. J. Oooivw.vn Too Curious xxii, To
lush me and feed me so as 10 get on my blind side.

2. intr. To drink, indulge in drink. A lso/<? lush it.

18 1 1 /.ex. Ralatronicmu, Lush, 10 think. 1825 C M.
Wkstmacoit Eng. Spy 11. 252 Smoke, take snutT. Uisb.

1835 Col. Hxwkf.k Diary 1893) II. 90 The captain and
his mate having ..

1 lushed it' ashore ;ill ni^ht. 1851 61
Mayhfav Loud.^Labour (1864 1 1. 187/2, I was out of work
two or three weeks, and I certainly lushed too much,

b. trans. To drink.

1838 Dickens O. Twist x.xxix, Some of the richest soit

you ever lushed.

t Lu shburg. Obs. Forms : 4 lusshebourne,
•borwe, -borue, -borgh, -burgh, lusseburgh,
lussehebruys, lusshbourue, 4 ; lussheburghe,

5 -burne, lusehburue, -bowrn, 7 Hist, lush-
brough, -borow, -burgh, (lushoborow), $>IIist.

lushborough, -burg. [Anglicized name of

Luxemburg.] A base coin made in imitation ol

I he sterling or silver penny and imported from
Luxemburg in the reign of Kdwnrd III. Also
J. ussheborne sterling.

1346 Rolls of Pail. II. if>o'2 Item, pur ce que plusonrs
Marchaut/. .cmportcnt la bone Momie d'esterlyng hors tie

cestc terre, tie jour en autre rapoitcnt diverges fauxts
\luin)ies ;i]ijH'llc/ I .lls^hebom lies [etc.). 1351 Hid. 239 1

Si homme apporte fanso Monuie en test Koialme .. sicome
la Munoie appellc Lus^ebuigh letc.J. 1377 Laniu.. /'. PI.
15. xv. ,41' As iu h^sheborw-es is a l>ther alay and ^et loketh
he l\kc a sicrl>n-e. e 1386 CiiAi'fi r Monk's T. 74 iuxl
wool no lu*sheburgh payen \e. 1393 La.nci.. /'. PI. C
x\ in. 72 Men niaylyknt letierid men to a lussheboigh,o|>er
werse. IHd. S2 Thus are b" lithere lykned to lnssheboiue
stcrlin4c<. (1440 Promp. Pati>. 317/2 Lusehburue [S.

lushburne, p*ipinis\ a 1500 Pic s 0/ / uilham 42 in \\:u\.

E. P.P. Ii. 11 No luschlxAvrns but money of fyne asaye.
1607 Cowri.i. Interpr., Lttshoborozt; is a bavi coine vsed
in the tlnies of Kiny Ld. the 3. coined beyond Sens to
the likenes of Knglish money. 1716 M. I) \vu-.s A then.
Brit. 111. 78 '"J'was matte High Tieasou in K. Kdw. 3
]>ny^

( to bring in or receive the Counterfeit Money, call'd

I.ushbtng.

Lushing lyjiij>. vbl. sb. [f. Lush v.2 + -im; i.]

The action o!" the vh. LtsH-. Alst) //.. almndance.
1829 Scott Jml. i3 Mar., Cigars in load^, whi-ky in lush*

ings. [So iu Lotkhart
', ed. i3yo has lashing*; reading of

MS. Perh. doubt/iiL] 1890 11. NisfiFT Pail Pp.' i, Voit
can have both grub and liquor here in lushing.

b. Comb. : lushing-ken, a drinking bar, low
public house; lushiiig-man, a drunkard.
1859 Matseil focal*. 1 Farmer\ With all the prigs and

lushing- men, A hundred sti etches lience. 1883 L. W'inc-
Fir.i.n A. Roivc I. v. 120 Unable , . to steer clear of lushing-
kens, or avoid the seductions of the gaming-table.

Lushington (l^-Jiijtsn). slang, [running use

of the surname /jtshiugton, with allusion to

Lush sfr*

The 'City of Lushington ' was the name of a convhial
society (consisting chiefly of actors) which met at the Harp
Tavern, Russell Stieet, until .-^011^1895. It had a ' Lord
Mayor ' and four 1 aldermen ', presiding over ' wards' c:dled

Juniper, Poverty, Lunacy, and Suicide. On the admission
of a new member, the ' Lord Mayor' (of late years at least)

harangued him on the evils of excess in drink. The 'City
'

claimed to have existed for 150 years; if this claim be well-

founded, the existence of Lt su sb.
2 will he authenticated

for a date considerably earlier than that of our first quot.
Our information is from 'Sir' IJ. D.ivies, the last ' Lord
Mayor of Lushington '.]

f 1. In various jocular phrases referring to drink.

i^See quots.^ Obs.

1823 ' Jos Bfe ' Diet. Turf s. v. Lush, * Lushington ' or
'dealing with Lushington', taking too much drink. 1823
Ec;an Grose's Diet. Vulgar 'I onguc, s.v.Lnsh, Speaking of

a person who is drunk they say, Alderman Lushington is

concerned, or, he has been ?'oting for the Alderman.
1826 '/'he Fancy I. 31 He is reported not to take sufficient

care of himself : Lushington is evidently his master.

2. A drunkard.
[1840 Comic Almanack 39 A blessed School of Physic^

half-and-half! The Lushington of each young Doctor's
Commons; Medical Students—sons ofgin and chaff—Going
to pot.] 1851 Ma\ HV.wLond. Labour 1. 64 Ifthey have any .

.

a little stale, at the end of a week, they sell it at the public-

bouses to the 1 Lushingtons \ 1890 'Rolf Uolurf.wooo
*

Col. Reformer xiii. 134 The best eddicated chaps are the
worst lushingtons when they give way at all.

tLu shish, a. Obs. rare-*. [?f. Lush a. +
-1SH.] ? Somewhat 4

lush ' or soft.

1661 Lovei.L Hist. Aniur. % Mt'n. 190 The greater Sea
Crabs., are strong and lushish, of hard digestion.

Lushy (Itfji^tf/1 slang. Alsolushey. [f. Lush
xM + -Y '.J Intoxicated, drunk.
181 1 Lex. Balttronicum, Lushey, drunk. The rolling

kiddeys had a spree, and got blood lushey. 1821 Life D.
Haggart 15 They were l>oth pretty lushy and quarrelling.

1883 L. Wingkielo A. Roivel.v. 127 * Steady there !
' bawled

the Hebrew. 'Damn him ! always lushy'.

Lushy (ltf'Ji),**.- [LLush a. 1 + -y '.] - Lush a. 1

1821 Clare Vill. Minsir. I. 98 When April first ..Its [sc.

the Arum's] car-like spindling flowers their cases burst,

Keting'd with yellowish white or lushy hue. Ibid. II. 178,

Klower oflushy red. 1882 J. Walker yauut toAula Reekie,
etc. 16 Here niilken curds and jugs o' lushy cream.

Lusian (l'/rsian), a. and sb. [f. mod.L. Lnsi-us

{ - L. Lftsiianus) + -an.] = Lusitanian.
1776 W. J. Mickle tr. Camoens' Litsiad 154 Heavens I



LUSION.

sJiall the Lusian nobles tamely 3 ield ? 1812 Hyson Ch. liar.
1. xiv, And soon on board the Lusian pilots leap, //'it/, xvi,

.

Albion.. to the Lusians did her aid afford.

tliU'Siou. Obs. rare- 0
, [ad. L. lusidn-cm

%
n.

of action f. ludt-re to play.] See rjnot.)

1656 Blovnt Glossogr.
%
Lnsion, a playing, game or pas-

time. 17M in IiAILKY.

t Lusitan, a. Obs. rare. [ad. U fStsit&n-ns.]
«= LUSITAMAX tf.

1577-87 HoLtNsiiEn///V/. .SVo/. 293/1 All which was doone
in the sight of the rest of the Lusitan ships.

Xiusitanian (l^sit/i-niim), a. and sb. [f. L.
Lusitdnia (see below) + -ax.]

A. adj. Of or belonging to Lusitania; hence
(ehiefly poet.), of or pertaining to Portugal.
1720 Swift Progr. Beauty 48 Venus .. Gave Women all

their hearts could wish When first she taught them where
to find White Lead and Lusitanian Dish. 1842 Tennyson
Will Waterproof"i, Go fetch a pint of port : . . such whose
faiher-grape grew fat On Lusitanian summers. 1902 Ediu.
Rev. July 88 Later geographers .. confounded Odusseia in
the Sierra Nevada with the Lusitanian Olysippo.

B. sb. An inhabitant of Lusitania, an aneient

province of Hispania, almost identical with modern
Portugal ; henee, a Portugnese.
1607 Toi'ski.l Four-/. Beasts (1658) 97 A certain Lusita-

nian, whom he took in an Island of Portugal. 1634 Sir 'J'.

Herbert Trav. 46 Some Knglish Merchants ships (then
too much abused, by the bragging Lusitanian..) helped
them. 1709 J. Clark k tr. Grotins Chr. Relig. 11. xviii.

(171 1) 128 note. See .. Freita concerning the Knipire of the
Ltmtaniaus in Asia. 1886 Snr.i.noN tr. Flanberfs Sa*
lammbi) 7 A Lusitnniao, of gigantic height.

Lusive (torsive, a. rare- 1
, [f. L. //Is-, ppl.

;

stem of ludfre to play + -ivk.] Playful.
1871 M. Collins inn of Strange Meetings 184 A little

tablet for love's Iusive rhyme.

t Lusk, sh. Obs. [f. T.usk v.] An idle or lazy

fellow ; a sluggard.
c 1420 Lyiku AssemblyofCods 714 Vnthryftys, & vnlustes

came also to that game, With luskes, & loselles that myght
uat tbryue for shame. 1470-85 Malory Arthur mi. v,

jW hat arte thou but a luske and a torner of broches anda
lady! wes*her. c 1515 Cocke Lorett's 11. 11 Luskes, slouens, I

and kechen knaues. 1600 Holland Livy xxi. xliv. 418
Well may they bee cowards, and play the idle" luskes. 1647
Tk \fp Comm. A'm ii. 26 'I'hat keepeth himself unspotted
of the world, that foul ln*»k that lieth in that wicked one. I

1694 Mottecx Rabelais v. 236 Idle Lusks.
Comb. 1611 Cotgk., Es/ourdi, sottish, blockish, .luske-like.

j

Lusk (l2>sk , a. [f. prce. sb.] 1/izy, sluggish.

1775 Asn, Lusk, lazy, worthless, idle. 1890 Lippincott's
Mug. Jan. 99 The lapse* of lusk water heard apart.

t Lusk, Obs. [( )f obscure origin.

The sense agrees with that of OHO. loscen (:— OTeut.
*tttt-sk.f- L. root ' lut- \ see Loitfr ?-.), which would corre-
spond to an OK. *iostia//. For the phonology cf. Di sk: a,]

intr. To lie hid ; to lie idly or at ease, to indulge
laziness; to skulk.
^1330 K. Brunnf. Citron. fi8io) 9 Sibriht pat schrew as

a lordan gan lusk, A suynhird smote he to dedc vnder a
thorn busk. 1532 Mork Confut. Tindale 131 Frere Luther
and Cate calatehys nonne lyeluskynge togyther in lechery.

•533 — l
1
*' Confut. Tindale Wks. 526/1 He nothing

seeketh, hut corners to crepe in, where he may luske and
lnrke in the darke. 1591 Sylvester Dh Bartas 1. vii. 115
Not that I mean to fain an idle God That lusks in Heav'n
and never looks abroad. 1621 T. Williamson tr. Goulards
Wise Vieillard 98 lie lies lusking at home. 1662 J. Cot-
grave Wits Interpr. (ed. 2) 311 Nay now you puff, lusk, and
draw up your chin.

t Luskard. Obs. rare" 1
. [Of obscure forma-

tion; app. coined to render (obs.) V.fotrard.] A
kind of grape which causes looseness of the bowels.
1653 Urquuart Rabelais 1. xxv. 115 The muscadine, the

verjuice grape and the luskard for those that are costive.

t Luskin. Obs. rare— 1
. [Peih. subst. use of

Lurking ///. a.] = Lusk sb.

1593 B. Barnes Partltenophil in Arb. Gamer V. 457 The
lead-heeled lazy luskins louping, Fling out, in their new
motley breeches 1 I1824 Mactaggakt Gattovid. Eneyct.
325 A luscan was lodged once in a farm-house,, .and thought
proper to walk off in the morning with the bed-clothes.)

t Lu'sking, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. Lusk v. + -ing
Idling, skulking.

1579 Twyne Phisieke agst. Fort. t. xxi. 27 Wouldest th9U
say rest, or lusking, or sleepe?

t Lirsking^ ///. a. Obs. Also 5 luskand.
[f. Lusk v. + -ing -'.] Slothful, lazy.
c 1460 Toivnetey Myst. xx. 750 Nay, luskand losell, lawes

of the land Shall fayll bot we banc oure will. 1600 Lane
Torn Tel-troth (1876) 128 '] 'hither thus lusking lubber softly
creeped.

tLu'skish, a. Obs. [f. Luskj^. + -ish.]

Slothful, lazy, sluggish.

iS . Hye Way to Spvttil Hons 117 in Hazl. E. P. P. IV.
28 Poyes, gyrles and luskysh strong knaues. 1533 M°RK
•2nd Pt. Confut. Tindale Wks. 589^1 Thei haue in their

traunce and thetre sleepe played out alHhetr luskishe lustes,

1548 UnALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Mark vi. 7-9 Suche a myn-
istre as is quicke and spedie, and not a luskysh loyterer
or sluggerde. 1643 Burrough es Exp. Hosea v. (1652) 91
Away now with our. .luskish desires, let us up and be doing.

1790 J. Williams Sit rove Tuesday \n A Cabinet, etc. (1794)
28 Luskish or fleet, lugubrious or glad. 1819 H. Busk Tea
115 When luskish seasons their retreat delay And March
enamour'd steals a kiss from May.
Hence Xitrskishly adv.

y
Lu*skishness.

1530 Palsgr. 839/1 Luskysshely, en lourdanlt. 1538
Klyot Die/.* Socordia .. Luskisshenesse. 1540 Morysine
tr. Fives' Introd. Wysd. C iij, Those t hinges.. be occasions
pf great vices, as of insolent arrogancy, of luskyshenes [etc.].
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1 1596 Spenser F. Q. vi. i. 35 But, when lie saw his foe !

before in vew, lie shooke off luskishnesse. 1637 Gillespie I

Eng. Popi Cerent. Kp. A iv, Is it time for us lukkishly to sit
still, and to be silent '{ 1642 Rogers Naatnan 131 Formality
in Religion, ease, sloatlu.and luskishnesse of spirit.

Lusky ]2>-sU), a. [f. Lusk sb. + -y.] Lazy,
sluggish. (In qnot. 1604 Irons/.)
1604 Drayton (Wtii Uowse thee thou sluggish Bird ..

and Icane thy Lu.skye nest. 1873 W. S. Mayo AWvr
Again xxxii. 417 That I .. would ..Learn Hope to scorn
and duty deprecate ; And idly float on lush and lusky How
Of sense. 1886 S. W. Line. Gloss., Lusky, lazy, idle.

1 Gret
j

lusky things, they're loo idle to work '.

f IiUSOTious, a. Obs. [f. L. lusori-us be-
longing to a player (f. lusor player) + -ous.] Used
in sport or as a pastime.
1613 T. Godwin Rom. Antiq. (1625) 100 He did not beate

the ayre, and flourish with those lusorious, and preparatory
weapons, but he did truly fight. i6i9Gataker Lots\\. 117
Lusorious Lots; and such as be vsed in game, sport or
pastime, for recreation and delight. 1668 G. C. in H. More
Div. Dial. Publ. to Rdr. a 4, The ill Tendency of such loose
and lusorious Oratorie. 1697 Potter Antiq. Greece 11. xvi.

(171.5) 33 2 Of Lots there were four sorts, viz. Political,
Military, Lusorious, and Divinatory.

IiUSOry (1 l/7*sari), a. [ad. L. lftsori-us (see
prec.).] Used as a pastime ; ofthe nature of play or
sport. Of composition : Written in a playful style.

1653 Gatakf.r I 'ittd. Attnot. Jer. 173 A lusori j Lot is "law- I

fill, a 1694 Tillotson Ser/n. 1 1743) XI I. 5457 Which signi-
fies just nothing, but is lusory and trilling. 171 1 Smaktksii.
Charac. (1737) 111. Misc. 11. iii. 119 God, as a kind Tutor,
was pleas'd to., hear with his Anger, and in a lusory
manner, expose bis childish Frowardr.ess. 1779 Johnson

E. Smith Wks. 1 1. 456 Mr. Philips'* ode . . after the
manner of Horace's lusory or amatorian odes is. .a master-
piece. 1791-1823 D'Lsrakli Cur. Lit. {1866) />i There is

a refined species of comic poetry,— lusory yet elegant.

liUssh(e)borgh, -bourne, etc.: see Lusmburg.
Ijussom, -urn, obs. forms of Lovesomk.
XiUSt (l^st), sb. Now literary. Also 3 Orm.

lusst, 4 lost; e, 4-7 Iuste. [Common Teut. : OK.
lust masc. corresponds to OFris. lust inasc, OS.
lust fern. (Ml)u., Diu lust masc), OITG. lust

fern. (MUG. lust masc. and fern., mod.G. lust

fern.), Goth, lustu-s masc. :—O.Teut. *lustu-z
y

prob. repr. a pre-Teut, */s tu-s
t

f. the zero-grade
of the root *las- to long for, occurring in Gr.
\tkai-((T$at (:—*li-lasj>-)

t
Skr. las (:—*la-Is, a re-

duplicated form) ; the suffix -///- forms nouns of
action from verbal roots.

Cf. ON. lostc wk. masc (MSw. Iuste, toste). Da. lyst,

mod.Icel. lyst (see List sb.), which are cognate and syn-
onymous, but differ in declension. The mod.Sw. lust has
been assimilated in furm to the Ger. word.)

fl. Pleasure, delight. Const. znp lo> unto.

(Sometimes coupled with likitig.) Obs.
<r888 K. /Klfreu Boeth. xxiv. § 3 pa sarde he [Epicurtisl

•p se lust wa;re j> hehste good, c 127S Luue Ron 93 in O. E.
Misc. 96 He [

Jesus) is feyr and brvht on heowe . . Of lufsum
lost of truste treowe. 1340 Ayeuo. 92 Of zuyche blisse and
of zuyebe loste no liknesse. .ne may by yuounde. .ine lostes
of be wordle. c 1380 Wvclif Serin, Seb Wks. J. 2 Sone,
have mynde how |»ou haddist lust in this lyfe, and Lazar
peyne. 1470-85 RIalory Arthur xi. x. 587 Alias my swete
sones .. for your sakes I shalle lese my lykynge and lust.

a 1529 Skfi.ton E. Runtmyug 222 Whan we kys and play,
In lust and in lykyng. <ris8o Sidney Ps. xxu. v, Let God
save hym in whom was all his lust. 1593 Shaks. Liter. 1384
Gazing vppon the Greekes with little lust. 1607 — Timon
iv. til 492.

f b. //. Pleasures. Obs.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp, Luke via. 14 J>a ?e . . of carum . . & of

lustum piss lifes synt for-prysmede. 1340 Ayenb. 72 f>er hy
habbeb .. hire solas, liire blisse, and hire confort, and alle

hire lostes. ^1369 Chalcer Dethe Blannche 581 My lyf, my
lustes be me lothe. 138a Wvclif 2 Tim. iii. 4 Loueris of lustis

iVulg, volttptatnm antatores] more than of God. 1*1400

Destr. Troy 3317 All your ledys .. [shall lyue »n \>U lond
with lustes at ease, c 1420 Antnrs ofArth. 213 This es it

to luffe pararnoures, and lustis \ v.r. hstes) and litys.

c. qmsi-cowr. A souree of pleasure or delight

;

fan attraction, charm (obs.). poet.

1390 Gower Conf. I. 46 O Venus, ..Thou lif, thou lust,

thou mannes hele. Ibid. II. 46 In kertles and in Copes
riche Thei weren clothed . . With alle lustes that eche
knew Thei were enbrouded overal. 1413 Jas. I KingisQ.
Ixv, Our lyf, oure lust, oure gouernoure, oure quene. i549~6a
Sternholo & H. Ps. lxii. 7 God is my glory and my health,

my soules desire and lust,

t d. Liking, friendly inclination to a person. Obs.

e 1430 Freemasonry 506 For they were werkemen of the

beste, The emperour hade to them gret Iuste. 1535 Cover-
dale Num. xiv. 8 Yf the Lorde haue lust vnto \s 1 1611 If

the Lord delight in vsj.

f2. Desire, appetite, relish or inclination for

something. Const, of ; to (with sb. or inf.). Some-
times joined with leisure (cf. List sbA 2). Obs.
Now merged in the stronger use 5 (influenced by 4).

a 900 tr. Bxda's Hist. v. xiii. Ixii.) (1890) 436 Mid unjes-
wencedlice Iuste heofoulicra gode. c 1000 Alfric Horn. 1.

86 Him wacs metes micel lust, a i«$ A nor. R. 118 peo
hwule bact tc lust is hot toward eni sunns. 1340 Ayenb. 2S3
t>e ober stape is ret me zette mesure ine be loste and mid pe

likinge of pe wille. 4:1400 Malnoev. (1839* xxviii. 285,
I hadde no lust to go to tho parties. 1470-85 Malory
Arthur'Xi. i. The weder was hote about noone, and syre

launcelot had grete lust to slepe. 1$.. Frere ff Boye 56 in

Ritson Ane. Pot. Poet. 37 Hys dyner forth he drough : Whan
he sawe it was but bad, Ful lytell lust thereto he had. 1528
Tinoale Obcd. Chr. Man To Rdr. 4 b, Yf we thurst, his

IGod'sJ trueth shall fulfill oure Iuste, 1530 Palsgr. 580/2,

LUST.

I have nothing so good Inste to my worke as 1 bad yester.
daye, 1570 Foxe Serin. 2 Cor. v, Lp. Ded. A iiij, Men w holy
geuen oner to worldly studyes haue litle leysuie, and lesse
lu<»t, either to heare Sermons or to read l>ookes. 161 x

I»eal*m. ^ Fl. Rut. Burn, Pestle 1. iii, If you would consider
your state, you w ould haue little lust to sing, I wis-e. 1627
W. Sclatfr E.xp. 2 Thess. (1629)276, I have neither lust
nor lensure ta enter the question.

+ b. with indefinite article. Obs.
1426 Lvnc. Dc Guit. Pilgr. 23360, I had a Inst.. for to

hoblen my passage. 1528 Paynkl Salernes Rcgini. (1575)
ii b, No man ought to eate but after he bath a Iuste. 1530
Palsgr. 616/1, I have a Iuste to gyve you a blowe on ihe
cheke. 1549-62 Stfrniiolii & H. Ps. lxxi. (1566) 167 From
my youth I had a lust Stil to depend on thee. 1641 J.
Jackson True Evang. T. it. 161 Such as did seeke the
Glory of Martyrs, .out of a lust of dying.

t c. (One's) desire or wish
;
(one's) good pica-

sure. Phr. at {after) ones lust. Obs.
C950 Liudisf. Gosp. John i. 13 DaSe ne of blodum ne of

\\\\\ovel of lust jiehomres ne from uillo vel lust [weresj ah
(lode sheened s ; nt> a I300 Cursor M. 2899 Sua ferr your
lust yee foln nogbt, pat yee for-gete him bat yow wroght.
c 1386 Chaucer A'nt.'s T. 1620 Wcepe now na more, I wol
thy lust fulfille. c 1400 Destr. Troy 8852 All the pepull to
pyne put and dethe at oure lust? e 1450 Merlin 268 Whan
be was all (o brosed and hym diffouled at her lust saf thei
haue hym not slain. 1535 Coverdale Ps. xci. ji Myne ej e
also shal se his lust ot myne enemies. 1576 Fleming
Panopi. Epist. 18 If by the law of your lust, you account
me a craftie . . felow. 1579 'ALV tinplmes (Arb.) 59 Wil thy
Father., giue thee libertie to lyue after thine owne lust?
1606 Shaks. Tr. <y Cr. iv. iv. 134 When 1 am hence, He
answer to my lust. 1677 Seoley Ant. <y Cl. I. 5 The
Valiant cannot board, nor Coward fly, Hut at the lust of
the imconstnut Sky.

fd. = Long inc. vbl. sb.* 2. Obs.

1530 Palsgr. 241 '2 Lurteas women with chylde have.

3. sfee. in Biblical and Theological use : Sensuous
appetite or desire, considered as sinful or leading

to sin. Often //. esp. in the lusts of Ihe fleshy

fleshly lusts.

n 1000 Juliana 409 Him sylfum selle bynceS leahtras to
fremmnn ofer lof godes lices lustas. 1 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn.
po lire J'ing bed bat mankin heuieft. On is be selue lust,

ooer is iuel lehtres. De bridde flesliche lustes. c 1230 Halt
Alcid. 3 Pricunges of fleschliche fuldeu to licomliche lustes.

a 1400 Cursor M. "8749 (Cott. Galha) Fasting and glide
bkines gers a man fle lustes of fless. 1526 Tiniiai e i John
ii. 16 All that is in the worlde (as the lust of the flesshe, the
Inst of the eyes, and the pryde of gooddes). 1604 Shaks.
( >th. I. iii. 335 We haue Reason to coole our raging Motions,
our carnal! Strings, or vnbitted Lusts. 1641 Wii.kins Math.
Magick \. i. (1648) 2 Which set a man at lilwrty from his

lusts and passions. 1857 MaI'kick Ep. St* John viii. 130
'J'hese sensual pleasures, these g<xls of our creation, these
lusts which we are feeding. 1900 J. Watson in Expositor
Sept. 193 This world with its pride and its riches and its

lust and its glitter must pass away.

4. Sexual appetite or de.c ire. Chiefly and now
exclusively implying intense moral reprobation :

Libidinous desire, degrading animal passion. (The
chief current use.)

c 1000.SV1 r.Leecltd. I. 358 Weres wylla to^cfremmanne nime
bares geallan & smyre mid bone teors & \>a harban bonne
bafa5 he mycelne lust, a 1100 V'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 524^34
Ueneris, lustes. a 1300 Cursor M. 26254 Man hat mengeshim
wit best for his flexs lust to ful-fill. c 1315 Shoreham Poems
I. 1981 Ne stien may nou encressy Wyb-oute flcsches loste.

C1400 Mai'nuev. (1839) iv. 27 The grete lust that he had to

j

hire. £1412 Hocclkye De Reg. Print. 1563 Thou deemest
Iuste and love convertible. 1592 Shaks. Ven. Ad. 800 Loue
comforteth, like sun-shine after raine, 1)ut lusts effect is

j

tempest after sunne. 1607 Topseli. Four-f. Beasts (1658) 82

I
Cats, . . in the time of their lust (commonly called * catwralb

I ing'),.. are wilde and fierce, especially the males, a 1635
N acnton Fragm. Reg. (Arb.) j 5 He never spared man in his

anger, nor woman in his lust. 1667 Milton P. L. ix. 1015 In

Lust theyburne ; Till Adam thus 'gan Eve to dalliance move.

1697 Dkyden Virg. Georg. 11. 637 Wine urg'd to lawless

j

Lust the Centaurs Train, a 1704 T. Prown Sat. agst. Wont.
Wks. 1730 I. 56 We need not rake the brothel and the stews,

To see what various scenes of lust they use. 1756 Bukke
Subt. f B. 1. x, The passion which belongs to generation,

merely as such, is lust only. 1855 Tennyson Maud it. 1. ii,

The feeble vassals of wine and anger and lust.

5. In mod. rhetorical use (with some transferred

notion of sense 4): Lawless and passionate

desire of orfor some object. In poetry sometimes

without implied reprobation : Overmastering de-

I

sire (esp. of battle).

1678-9 Dryden & LEK (^dipusw. i, He, who brings him
forth, shall have reward Peyond ambition's lust. 1699 Cibbkr

I Xerxes 11, The neighing Steeds too foam and champ, . . mid
show a noble Lust of War. 1760 Sterne Strut, xi. Wks.
1815 111. ji8 The insatiate lust of being witty. 1786 W.
Thomson WatsoiCs Philip 111 (18 39) 238 The monarch was
governed by a lust of power. 11797 H. Walpolk A!em.
Geo. ///(1845) »h *»"* 274 Ii appeared that he felt nothing

really but the lust of applause. 1818 Jas. Mill Brit. India
II. Y. viii. 660 The very lust of pleasing the men on whose
favour their prosperity .. depends. 1857 Ruskin Pot.

Picon. Art 12 A mean lust of accumulation. 1865 Kingsley
Hereto, vii, He felt the lust of battle tingling. in bis veins.

1868 Miss Yonge Cameos I. xxxiv. 293 From the time

Edward I gave way to the lust of conquest, his history is

one of painful deterioration.

f6. Vigour, lustiness; fertility (of soil). Obs.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. in. viii. (1495) 54 To restore

the Iuste bothe in plantes and in beestes. 1521 Fisher Serin.

I agst. Luther Wks. (1876) 323 No lust of grenenes nor ol

lyfe appereth. ^1540 J. Heywood Four P. P. (Copland)

D j b, 1 left her in good helthe and Iuste. a 1591 R. Green-
I ham Serin, i. (1599^ 96 It putteth life and lu«t into vs, . . to

j doe all those good workes which mRy glorifie God. 1605



LUST.

Bacon Adv. /.earn. II. iv. § 5. '9 ficing as a plant that

comelh of the lust of the earth without a formal steel, c 1616

S. Ward Coalfrom Altar (1627) 9 As courage to the soul*

dier, mettle to the horse, lust to the ground. i6a6 Bacon
Sylva § 442 Tbe increasing the Lust of the Earth or of the

Plant. 1648 HuntingofPox 5 The Vine .. springs not up
..out of the lust and fatnesse of the earth. 1682 Weekly
Mem. Ingen. 44 The Salt and Lime together contribute

some warmth, as well as lust and heat, to the Seed, and help

the defect of other manure.

7. allrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., as htsl-fad%

-fiend, -itch, -pandar, -storm ; b. objective, instru-

mental, etc., as lust-baiting, -belepered, -bitml, -born,

f -breathed, -burned, -burning, -cankered, -dieted,

-engendered, -fired, -greedy, -grown ,
-stained, -stung,

-le;nf>tingrwearieda<\}s>.; c. special comb. , as flust-
garden [after G. lust-garten, Du. tnslgaard], a

pleasure-garden ; + lust-wort, Gerarde's transl.

of the Du. name of the Round-leaved Sundew,
Drosera rotundifoiia.

1599 M * Rston .SVo. Villanit I. iii. 181 Tayntingour Towncs
and hopefull Academes With your *lust-bating most abhorred
meanes. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 77 pc heueoliche leche

seinte poul .. rere us of ure fule *lust bedde. 1633 Fokij
f Tis Pity iv. iii, Tie drag Thy hist be-leapred body through
the dust. 1600 Rowlanps Letting Humours Wood xwqi^
This Mustblind Loner's vaine. 1887 Browning /•'. /•'urini

iii, * Lust-born His Eve low bending took the privilege Of
life. 1593 Shaks. Lucr. 3 "Lust-breathed Tarqvin leaues

the Roman host. 1613 Hkvwooo Silver Age 111. Wks. 1874
111. 143 The "lust-bui n'd and wine-heated monsters. 1591
Svt.vi:sTKR Du Bar/as 1. vi. 110R Oft two Creatines of a
divers kinde, .. Confounding their lu^t-burning seeds to-

geiher, Beget an Klf, not like in all to cither. 1608

Maciiin Dumb A'nt. in. i. V 3 b, The putrefied sores Of
these Must cankerd great ones. 1605 Smaks. Lear iv. i.

70 The superfluous, and Lu.st-dieted man, That slaue<

your ordinance. 1633 Ford Love's Sacr. iv. ii, To hew your
*lust ingendred flesli to shreds. 1609 Markham Eatuovs
Whore {1868) 19 To brcede in them this *lust-feind

icalousie. 1599 aIarston ,SV^. Villanie 1. iii. 175 Like a

swaggerer, *lust fiered. 1616 W. Brownk Brit. Past. 11.

iii. 79 Walla .. Was by a lust-nYd Satyre 'inong our bowres
Wellneere surpriz'd. 1873 K. Brennan Witch ofSemi 155
Purge my *lnst«fretted soul of its remorse. 1589 Tronbf.

Trav. 'Lyme 10 The Paradise, or * Lust-garden of the Lord.

1598 Svi.vi-stkk Du Bartas 11. i . lit. Furies 7S6 Like *I.u>t-

greedy Goates. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 111. (1590) 302
A . . Must-growne rage. 1599 M A rston Sco. / "illanie 1 . iv. 1 89
Marry Alcides thirteenth act must lend A glorious period,

and his *lust-itch end. Ibid. 1. ii. 175 I ones *lust- Bandar,
Maias iuggliug sonne. 1604 Shaks. Oth. v. i. 36 Thy Bed
*lust-stain'd, shall with Lusts blood bee spotted. 1605 Svi.-

v ester Du Bartas ii. iii. iv. Captains 11^5 Hurried with
passion's windes Whither their Lust-storms do transport

their minds. 1597 Bi\ Hall Sat. 1. ix. 22 Some *lust*stunc

letcher. x6ox Munoay Death Karl Huntington t. iii. (1828)

35 She is reinov'd from his ^lust-tempting eye. 1606 Smaks.
Ant. CI. it. i. 38 The ncere ^Lust-wearied Anthony. 1597
Gkrarde Herbal tit. civ. 1366 It is called .. in low Dutch
Loopichecruii, which in English signifieth *Lust woort, bi-

cause . . cattell, if they do but onely taste of it, are prouoked to

lu^t. 1760 J. Lee IntroL. ^ot. App. 318 Lust-wort, Drosera.

IiUSt (ltfst), v. literary and arch. Also 4 loste,

4-7 luste. [f. Lust sb. ; cf.*ON. losla, and List v.*]

fl. trans. To please, delight (also absol.)* pass.

and refi. to be pleased or delighted. Obs.

c 1230 Halt Meid. 34 Hare muchele vnpeaw, bet bereft ham
ase beastes to at bet ham lusteS. a 1300 E. E. Psalter
lxxvi. 3 And i am lusted TVulg. delectatns sum). 1340
Ayenb. 246 per he him uetteb, per he him losteb, per he him
resteb. c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode 111. vii. (1 869) 1 39 This is

interieccioun sorweful wer inne is no thing that lusteth.

t b. intr. To delight in (something). Obs.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 3869 Noght ferfull, ne furse, . . Louet
he nolede bat lustide in wrange.

f 2. iinfers. Me lusteth : I have a desire. Obs.

1390 GowEaOw/1 II. 213 Him lusteth of no ladi chiere.

<*>SS3 I*ee List p.* x b], 1555 W. Watreman Eardle
Eacions 1. v. 55 As" thoughe me lusteth ware lawe.

f 3. intr. To desire, choose, wish. a. Const, inf.

In the first quotation the verb may he impersonal: cf.

List v. 1
1, quot. a 1300.

a 1425 Cursor At. 22601 (Trin.) No creature sbal luste

[Cott., etc. list} play, Seint petur shal be doumbe pat day.

1459 Somerset Medieval Wills
J1901) 192 Such time as God

lustith to calle you owtc of this present life. 1526 Pilgr.

Perf (\V. de W. 1531) 24 Who so lusteth to rede this lytell

treatyse. 1562-3 jack Jugler (Grosart 1873) 43 You may
sayc . . That you lusted not this night any supper make.
1563 Homilies 11. Holy Ghost 11. (1859) 463 He that lust to

see examples, let him search their lives. 1586 A. Day Eng.
Secretary 1. {1625) 45 Insomuch as he that never lusted to

helpc others, was not now able to helpe himselfe.

fb. With ellipsis of inf. (Chiefly in clauses

introduced by relatives, when, where, etc.) Obs.
1526 TiNDALK Matt. xvtt. is They .. have done vnto him

whatsoever they lusted. 1536 in Strype Cranmer \\. (1694)
A man is at his choiss to choose him what proctor he lust

st. 1590 Spenser Q. it. vii. n Do not I kings create,

.. And, whom 1 lust, do heape with glory and renowne?
1605 Camden Rem. (1637) 403 Here is Elderton lying in

dust, Or lying Elderton, chuse whieh you lust. 1618 M.
Baret Horsemanship \. 70 In letting him doe what hee
lust, hee will become so stubborne and idle fete.],

t c. refi. in the same sense. Obs.
a 1568 Ascham Scholem. 1. (Arb.) 50 To giue them licence

to liue as they lust them selues. 1583 Stubbes Anat. Abus.
1. (1879) 34 To flaunt it out in what apparell he lusteth him-
self. 1599 Hakluyt Voy. II. j. 271 They rate the goods
without reason as they lust ihemselues.

+ d. trans. To desire. Obs. (Cf. List vA 3.)

1648 Sanderson Serm. (1653) 4 The Spirit and the flesh

arc contraries, and they lust contrary things.
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1 4. intr. To have a strong, excessive, or inor- f

dtnatc desire. Const, for, after, f unto ; occas. 1

with inf. or noun- clause, arch.

I 1530T1NDALE Dent. xiv. 26 Goo. .and bestowe that money

e

on what soeuer thy soule lusteth after. 1530 Palscb. 616/1,

I luste or longe for a thyng, as a woman with chylde doth.
|

1563 Homilies it. Rogation Wk. 11. (1859) 492 ^ we he an
hungrcd, we lust for bread. 16x1 Bible Cat. v. 17. // 1701
SicnLEv Tyrant ofCrete 11. iv, So barbarous a place which
dares do Any thing it lusts unto without regard Of laws or

hospitality. 1761 Stkrnf. Tr. Shandy IV. xxii, I have
lusted earnestly, and endeavoured carefully .. that these

little books .. might stand instead of many bigger books.

1882 Pop. Sci. Monthly June 211 All those who lusted after

I the gains and possessions of the Jews. 1898 Pall Malt
' Mag. June 221 The Spaniards lusting for their destruc*

tion. 1898 G. W. Stekvens With Kitchener 150 Charging
with the cold bayonet, as they lusted to.

b. spec, of sexual desire.

1526 Tindale Matt. v. 28 Whosoever cyeth a wyfe, lust-

1 ynge afiter her, hathe committed advoutrie with her alredy

I in his hert. 1596 Si-enser Q. tv. i.\. 21 lint Paridell I

of loue did make no threasure, P>ut lusted after all that him
|

did moue. 1605 Shaks. Lear iv. vi. 166 Thou botly lusts to

vse her in that kind, for which thou whip'st her. 1634 Siu

T. Herbert Trav. 200 Societie with that sex, is much lusted

after by all inflamed Asiatiques. 1737 Swift Circumcision
E. Curll Wks. 1755 III. 1. 163 Instead of lusting after the

real wives and daughters of our rich citizens, they covet
nothing but their money and estates. 1838 Lvtton Leila 1.

,

vi, Vet dost thon lust after the daughter ofour despised race. ,

Lust : see List.

Iiiistai*, Lustely, obs. ff. LrsTivR, Lustily.

Luster (l» stoj). Now rare. [f. Lust r'. +
' -Kit 1.] One who lusts.

! 1591 Lvi.v Endym. 111. iv, Eum. . . liut did m-ucr any
Loners come betber? Gcr. Lusters, but not Louers. 1622

! T. Stoi giiton dir. Sacrif. xi. 156 Doth not the Apostle foi-

i
bid the Corinthians . .to be lusters after euill ? 1705 Stan-

1

noi-E Paraphr. 1 1 1. 323 God gave the Lusters Flesh accord

-

' ing to their Desire. 1847 C. Hkontk J. Eyrc^ (1890) 371
A luster after power.

Luster, obs. and U.S. form of Lustrk.

Lustful (to'stftd), a. Also 4 lostvol, 6-7

lustfull. [OK. tnstfull: see LrsT sb. and -ful.

Cf. ON. loslaful/r.]

1. Having a strong or excessive desire (for some-

thing); eagerly or inordinately desirous cf or to do

(something). Obs. or arch.

^893 K. /Ei.FREU Oros. 111. ii. § r Gif bis hwa ste lustfull

mare to witanne, sece him bunne self b;et. 1598 Grf.nkwfv
Tacitus* Aun.w i. (1622) 117 Augustus rauished with her

beauty., tooke her from her husband, shewing himselfe so

lustfull of her, that [etc.]. 1660 F. Prooke tr. Le Blanc's

Trav. 277 They have so lustful a greedinesse to Mans.

I

flesh, that [etc.]. 1901 Daily Chron. 29 June 3/1 Lustful of
inflicting and witnessing pain.

f 2. Jtelightful, pleasurable. Obs.

1340 Ayenb. 80 Me can todele |>ri inanere guodes, guod
wor|?ssiplich, guod lostnol, and guod uremuol. Ibid. 91, 92.

1394 P. PI. Crcde 605 Whereto beggen pise men .. Put for

a lustfull lijf in lustes to dwellen ?

3, Vigorous, lusty, arch.

1561 Norton & Sackv. Gorboduc lit. i. (1847) 127 This

j

want of lustfull health. 1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. Jan. 37 ,

M y lustfull leafe is drye and sere. i6*t Ql'ARLes Esther

(1638) 95 In depth of silence there was heard the loud AocI 1

j

lustfull language of Darius Horse. 1858 Pushnell Stw//.
1 Xrw Life ii. (1869) 19 The first men are shewn as living out

a thousand years of lustful energy. 1882 J. H. Prown
Ramblers Cat. 16 Neck to neck, The lustful darlings [grey-

I hounds] race the ridgy earth.

4. Full of, imbued with, or characterized by, lust

or unlawful desires ; pertaining to, marked by, or

manifesting sensual desire ; libidinous.

1579 E. K. Gloss, to Spenser's Skefh. Cat. Mar. 97 By
wounding in the hele, is ment lustfull loue. 1596 Shaks.

\

Tarn. Shr. lnd. ii. 40 Wee'l haue thee to a Couch, Softer

and sweeter then the lustfull bed On purpose trim'd vp for
|

Semtramis. 1653 Walton Angler i. 22 There are also lust-
j

ful and chaste fishes, of which I shall also give you examples. \

1667 Milton P. L. \\. 619 Pred .. to the
#
taste Of lustful

appetence. 1727 De Foe Syst. Magic 1. iv. (1840) \n In- 1

jecting lustful or loose and wandering thoughts into her

chaste Mind. 1815 W. H. Irelano Scribblcomania 143

Libidinous themes will awake foul desires, And, banishing

decency, light lustful fires. 1902 Fairbairn Philos. Chr.

I
Relig. 1. iv. 167 The miseries that follow a lustful will.

1 5. Provocative of lust. Obs.

1610 Fletcher Faithf. Shepherdess 11. ii. (1629) C^b,
Therefore foule standergrasse, from me and mine I banish

thee, with lustfull Turpentine, a 1667 Cowley Verses t?

Ess., Agric.iior. Epod. ii. (1687) 108 Not all the lustful

Shell-fish of the Sea, Dress'd by the wanton Hand of

Luxury Jetcb

IiTTStfully, adv. [f. prec. + -ly Inaluslfnl

manner; fwith pleasure or delight; voluptuously
j

(obs.) ;
libidinously.

971 Blickl. Horn. 37 Se mildheorta Drib ten. .onfehb swibe ;

lustfullice ealluni b«m godum be amis »»an Sedeb. 1340

Ayenb. 51 lnc vif maneres ine zenejeb be mete and be

drinke, Oper uor pet bet me eth and dryngb to-uore time,

oper to lostuolliche, ober out of mesure, ober [etc.]. 1388

Wvclif Lam. iv. 5 Thei that eeten lustfull, perischeden in

weies. 1610 Holland Camden^s Brit. 1. 197 That King
plied getting children so lustfully, as that bee was father of

thirteen Bastards. 1665 Manley Grotius
1 Low C. Warres

331 The men that remained in the Town were slain, so also

were some women after they had been lustfully abused. 1727

IIailey vol. II, Lustfully, lecherously.

Lu stfulness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] Lust-

ful condition or character; f delight, pleasurable-

I ness {obs.) ; libidinousness.

LUSTILY.

a 900 tr. Bxda*s Hist. 1. xvi. Jxxvii.] (1890) 86 Sco lustful.

n<s bid* burn lichoman. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 21 For Ira li-

come lustfulnesse. .we ne ma^en. .balden exist bibode. 1611
Cotgr., Miesuresse, incontinencie. .lustfulnesse. 1654 Oata-
ker Disc. Apol. 56 The heat of lustfulness abates by degrees,
and waxeth old with old age. 1893 in Barrows Pari. Relit:.

I I. 8g6 The avoidance of cruelty, lying, lustfulness [etc.]/

Lust-house, [ad. Du. lusthuis, G. luslhatts,

f. lust pleasure ( = Lust sb. 1).] Used occas. to

render the Dtt. and Ger. equivalents (which
occur more frequently in their foreign form^ in the

senses: (a) A country-house, villa; (/>) A tavern

with a beer-garden.
1590 \Votton in Reliq. (1685) 592 Concerning the Model

of the Emperours Lust-house your honour may trust me
with it. 1591 ibid. 602 To get the plots of both the Lust-
houses, the foundation is laid. 1818 Blachiv. Mug. III.

530 Pass where you will, by lust-huis or by shop, Vou'll

always find some Grizzy at her mop. 1834 IzECKFORD Italy
I. 36 {Amsterdam to Utrecht] Each lusthuys we passed
contained some comfortable party dozing over their pipes.

1889 Dovle Mil ah Clarke ,\.\iii. 232 You may have a lu^t-

bans of your own in a year or two, with a trimmed law n

[etc.]. Ibid., Donner ! There are other things beside lust-

houscs and flower-beds.

f Lu'Stick, a. and adv. Obs. Also -ique. [a.

Dn. lustig; cf. F. (from Du. or Ger.) loustic, regi-

mental buffoon.] a. adj. Merry, jolly; chiefly with
reference to drinking, b. adv. Merrily, jovially.

1601 Shaks. All's Well u. iii. 47 Par. .. Heere comes
the King. 01. l.af Lustique [Globe ed. lustig], as I he
Dutchman saies. 1607 Dekkff Sir T. Hyatt Wks. 1873
III. 103 If my okle Maister be banged, why so ; If not, why
rustlcke and lusticke. 1618 IX HiaciJiFR Hans Beer-pot
(Jsb, So now I am well, can walke a mile or two, As lustique

as a Hoorc. a 1638 Meok It'ks. (1672) 163 Your Wine-
mirth is but the smotheiing sometim* s of a deeper grief;

like the lustick fit in some Countries of such as are going to

execution. 1641 Urome Jovial! Crno 1. Wks. 1873 111.

3^6 As lustick and froliqucas Lords in their liowers. 1691

J. Wilson Belphegor 11. iv, To eat well, drink lustick, care
for nothing, and have my Flatterers as other Men.
Lustihead (l^stihed . arch. [f. Lusty +

-head.] — Lr.STiNE.ss in its various senses: plea-

sure, delight; vigour; lustfulness, libidinousness.

c 1369 Ciiavckk Dcthe Blanuche 27 Defaute of slepe and
heuynesse Hath slayne my spyrite of quicknesse, That
1 haue loste al lustyheed. 1513 Doi glas sEncis Mil. v. 63
Quhayr is now thy schynand Tustyhed, Thy fresch figour,

thy vissage quhyte antl reid ? 1579 Spknsfr Sheph. Cat.

May 42 They. . l*assen their time. . In lustihede and wanton
meryinent. 1621 Ainswortii Annot. I's. xc. 10 (1639) 137
Their pride, or prowesse, that is, the excellencie, or lusty-

head of those yeeres, the bravest of them is but miserie.

1748 Thomson Cast. Indol. n. vii, A knight. .Of actiue mind
and vigorous lustyhed. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. I. 1. 62

And so all being said A little there we gathered lustihead.

Lustihood (J»'stihud\ arch. [f. Lusty -f

-noon.] Lustiness, vigour of body, robustness

;

occas. t lustfulness.

1599 Shaks. Much Ado v. i. 76 His Maie of youth, and
bloome of lustihood. 1606 — Tr. % Cr. 11. ii. 50. 1794
Matuias Purs. Lit. (1798) 6 In these latter days, they
[Frenchmen] have been neighing after tbe constitutions of

their neighbours in their lawless luvtiliood. 1806 H. StnnoNs
Maid, Wife, Widow 111-71, I had no money, hut 1 had
health in all its lustihood. 1822 W. Irving Braceb. Hall
(1823) I. 122 The oak, in the pride and lustihood [ed. 1845

lustiness] of its growth. 1826 Scott Woodst. xxix, Showing
my lustihood at foot-ball. 1873 Browning Red Cott. At.-

cap 1252 Youth, strength and lustihood can sleep on turf.

Lustily (to's^O* A ^so 5~6 lustely(e,

lustyly. [f. Lusty + -ly 2.

It is difficult to say whether tbe form lustelyle in the

i5-i6th c. belongs to this w ord or to Lustly adv.]

f 1. With pleasure or delight ;
pleasantly, pleasur-

ably; delightfully. Also, gladly, willingly. (Cf.

Lustly adv. 1.) Obs.

a 1235 Juliana 75 LustniS lustiltche hali writes lare.

la 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 1319 A, lord 1 they lived lustily !

^F. cum menoient bonne vie f] c 1386 — Knt. s T. 671 Whan
pat Arcite hadde romed al his Idle, And songen al the

roundel lustily ln-to a sludie he fil sodeynly. ti43° Lydg,
Reas. $ Sens. 275 Of Plyades and sterres sevene, That so

lustely do shyne. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 318/ 1 Luslyly, or

lystyly, delcctabiliter. 1500-10 Dunbar Poems x. 45 Now
spring vp flouris fra the rute . . Lay out ;ourJevis lustely.

1526 Skklton Magnyf 1583 These wordes in myne eyre

they be so lustely spoken, That [etc.]. a 1533 Lo. Bi-rnkrs

Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. xxi. Kiv, These fyve thynges ..were

lustely and willyngly graunted by the Senate.

2. With vigour or energy
;
vigorously, energeti-

cally ; with a will, heartily, cheerfully. Now said

only of physical activity.

c 1400 Maundev. (1839) xxii. 238 Thci make Knyghtes to

jousten in Armes fulle lustyly. a 1479 Caxton Bk. Curtesy*

xliv, It is to a godly cbyld wel syttynge . . To harpe or

lute or lustely to synge. 1535 Covkrdale Ps. xxxii. 3

Singe him a new songe, yee synge lustely unto him &
with a good corage. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, iv. i. 201, 1 deter-

mine to fight lustily for him. 1632 Brome North. Lasse 1.

i. Wks. 1873 111. 2 Tri. What, married! Lnc. Lustily

promis'd Sir. Absolutely contracted. 1634 SirT. Herbert
Trav. 156 They bowze it lustily, with varietic of meates

and pleasure. 1685 Wood Life 21 June, It began to raine

lustily for a quarter of an hour. 1710 De Foe Crusoe 1.

xix. ^1840) 349 He . . cried out to us . . lustily. 1738 Swift
Pol. Conversat. 35 If she ben't marry'd,at least she's lustily

promisM. 1829 Scott Ahne of G. xxx, He saw him feed

lustily as well as carve featly. 1877 A. B. Edwards Up
Nile xxi. 641 Every inch of arable ground is turned to

account. All that grows, grows lustily. 1898 G. S.Tvack
Bk. abt. Bells x. 170 The bells pealing forth right lustily

from the steeple of the parish church.

&
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+ 3. Lustfully, carnally. Obs.

c 1410 Love Bonavent. Mirr. xxxiv. (Gibbs MS.) If. 64
That a man pat see)? a woman lustyly . . is accounted a
lechourc. >$ao Caxtoifs Chrotu Eng. iv. 28 b/2 On a certayn
nyght whan he wold lustely knowe his wyfe she dremed
that she sbold bere a chylde of myschefe. 1589 Pappe w.
Hatchet B ij b, I thinke it [lecherie]. .noharme if the tearmes

be not abusde : for you must say, vertuously done, not lustily

done.

IiUStineSS (Lrstines). Also 5-6 lustines,

-ynes(se. [f. Lusty + -ness.]

fl. Pleasantness, pleasure, delight. Also, beauty

of attire (cf. Lusty a. 2 b). Obs.

^1374 Chaucer Troylus Iff. 128 (177) Beth glad and
draweth yow to lustynesse. 1413 Pilgr. Sowlt (Caxton) t.

xx. (1859) 28 Thou mygbt . . euer abyde in ioye and lusty-

nesse. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems lxiv. 2 Delytsum lyllie of

everie lustynes. a 1547 Surrey in TotieTs Misc. (Arb.) 3
The sonne hath twise brought furth his tender grene, And
clad the earth in liuely lustinesse. ? a 1550 in Dunbar's
Poems 327 Dewoyd langour, and leif in lustines.

2. Vigour, robustness ; f energy, activity.

c 132s Song ofMercy 160 in E. E. P. (1862) 123 And lusti-

nes his Jeuo hab take. We loue so sloube and harlotrie.

1 a 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 1282 And after daunced .

.

Youthe, fulfild of lustinesse. 1413 Pilgr. Smvle (Caxton

1483) iv. i. 58 That other [treel drye withonte ony maner
lustynesse or verdure. 1509 Hawks Past. Pleas. xL (Percy

Soc.) 203 My youth was past, and all my lustynes. 1607

Alarkham Caval. 1.(1617) 33 For a Horse, .of youth, strength

and lustinesse, eight Mares arc a full number. 1740 Dyer
Ruins ofRome 476 For now the frame no more is girt with

strength Masculine, nor in lustiness of heart Laughs at the

winter storm. J863 Kinglake Crimea II. ix. (1877) 102 He
had too much lustiness of mind, .to be capable of living on
terms of close intelligence with the. .statesmen of Berlin.

f 3. Lustfulness ; carnal nature or character.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 5118 Whan thou hast, .spent thy youthe
in ydilnesse, In waste, and woful lustinesse. c 1555 Harps*
field Divorce Hen. VIU (Camden) 247 Lest the vice of
concupiscence and lustiness .. should .. break forth. 1580
Frampton Dial. Yron <y Steele 160 The powders of it [steele]

are. .good for the Gonorea passio, and for the lustinesse of

man. 1619 Fotherbv Atheom. 1. x. §5 (1622) in When the

heate of that lust and lustinesse is past, and they be come
againe vnto their cold blood.

Lusting (Izrstirj , vbl. sb. [f. Lust v. + -ikg

The action of the verb Lust in its various senses.

a 1300 Seven Sinsv'm. in E. E. P. (1862) 18 pat me giue lif

and gode ending and to 30U 3iue gode lusting in bis silue

place. 1580 Sidney l's. xxxvii. iii, Delight in God, and he
shall breede The fullnesse of thy own hartes lusting. 1677
Gilpin Demonol. (1867) 73 Paul s persecution, though a real

gratification of his envious lustings, by his blinded under-
standing was judged duly. 1760 Law Spirit ofPrayer \.

54 By the flesh, and its lustines, are meant, .the natural man,
as he is by the fall.

IiU*sting, ppl. a. [f. Lust v. + -ikg -.] That
lusts; having lustful desires.

1559 T. Erice Contpend. Reg., Wishes Wise ii,When shall

the minde bee moued right To leaue hys lustyng life? 1591
Greene Maidens Dream in Shahs. Soc. Papers (1845) LI.

138 The lusting humor of the eyes Could not allure his

mind to think of vice. 1844 W. H. Mill Serm. Tempt.
Christ iv. 91 The hopes of good which the lusting eye con-

ceived in them while distant. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2)

III. 118 The tyrannical man . . is just a drinking, lusting,

furious sort of animal.

Lustless (1» 'sties), a. Now rare or Obs. [f.

Lust sb. + -less.]

fl. Without vigour or energy: = Listless. Obs.

c 1325 Old Age xi. in E. E. P. (1862) 150 ]>e tunge. Jostles

lowteb in uch a lib- 1398 Tkevisa Barth. De P. R. iv. ix.

(Tollem. M S.), A verry flewmatike man is in the body lustles

[L. deses], heuy and slow, c 1412 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ.

3881 Whan bat he paunche is ful, A fume clymbith vp in-to

J>e heed, And makib a man al lustles and al dul. 1549 Cover,
dale, etc. Erasm. Par. 2 Tim. 24 Preachethe worde of the

ghospel stronglye, nether beyng frayed with aduersitie nor
lustles in prosperitie. 1590 Spenser F.Q. 1. iv. 20 For in his

lustlesse limbs A shaking fever raignd continually. 1611

Cotgr., Detalenti% . . vnwilling, lustlesse, vndisposed, out of

the humor. 1612 Drayton Poly-otb. xm. 56 The Throstell,

with shrill Sharps ; as purposely he song T'awake the lust-

lesse Sunne.

f 2. Joyless ; without pleasure or delight. Obs.

1508 Dunbar Tua mariit wemen 441 5one lustlese led so
Ielely scho lufnt hir husband, a 158S Sidney Arcadia, etc.

(1622) 493 A lustless song.

3. Without lust or sexual appetite. •

1586 Marlowe 1st Ft. Tambnrl. in. (1590) C7, He shall

be made a cbast and lustlesse Eunuke. 1610 Healey St.

A?ig. Citie of God xxu. xxiv. (1620) 848 The time shall

come when we shall doe nothing but enioy our (lustlesse)

beauties. 1611 Cotgr., Priapisme, a lustlesse extention, or
swelling of the yard.

Hence fLustlessness.
1556 Olde Antichrist 5 To dryue all lustlesnesse and

sluggish drowsynes out of our myndes. 1611 Cotgr., Chas-
tete, chastitie, continencie, lustlesnesse.

IiTrstly, a. [f. Lust sb. + -lyL]
1. Pleasant, pleasure-giving. Obs. or arch.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 39 }>e gode word of holi boc beS

be saules lustlichc bileuc. f 1380 Wyclif Whs. (1880) 411
Poul vndirstondib bi fode, mete and drynk bat ben couen-
ablc to do betere pe seruyss ofgod ; and not lustly deyntees
of prestis. 1591 Sylvester Dn Bartas i. iv. 673 The
inealie Mountains (late unseen) Change their white garments
into lustly green. 1894 V. S. Ellis Reynard Fox 261,

1 ne'er have set My eyes on anything so rare, So lustly,

costly, or so fair.

+ 2. Lustful; carnal. Obs.

<rj*oo Trin. Coll. Horn. 79 Shune Iustliche wil. 1618
Fletcher Chances in. iv, There can be no hell To his that

hangs upon his hopes ; especially 1 n way of lustly pleasures.

f t Lu'stly, adv. Obs. [OE, lustlice : see Lust
J

sb. and -ly* ]

1. With pleasure or delight
; gladly, willingly.

971 Blickl. Horn. 47 J>xt hi Sunnandasum & maessedaxum
Godes cyrican jeornc secan, & par ba godcundan lare lust,

j

lice $ehyran. c 1000 Cleric Gra/u. xliv. \Z.) 264 Libcnter
s

lusthce. <ri27S Prey. Alfred 212 in O. E, Misc. 115 |>us

quad Alfred: Lustlike lustine [v.r. lustnie]. [1430, 1500-
ao, a 1533 see Lustily atlv. 1.]

2. Voluptuously; lustfully.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 318/1 Lustly (AT. Instili), volnftuosc.
^1440 Hvlton Scala Per/. (W. de W. 1494) 1. lxxii, Yfbe
falle. .eyther by excesse of tomoche etyng or to often or to

gredely or to lustly & delicatly or tosone in untyme. [1520

:

see Lustilv adv. 3.] 1598 Grenewev Tacitus' Ann. 11. x.

I (1622) 48 Tiberius thought it better, that the yong man
lustlie giuen, by the wanton laciuiousnesse of the citie,

should bee better fashioned in the campe.

3. Lustily, vigorously.
[a 1479 : see Lustily adv. 2.1 1529 More Dyaloge 1. Wks.

136/2 Forth he lymped on three legges so lustly, y* bis

maysters horse w l four fete, could scant oueriake him. a 1533
Frith Another Bk. agst. Rastcll Cixb, Rastell. .plaieth

me the bal lustlyeouer the corde. [1535: see Lustily adv.

2.] 1546 Bp. Gardiner Declar. Art. Joyc 31 The unlerned
arrogant reader wyl here waxe angry .. and .. go lustly

forth to proue me a foole.

Lustra, pi. of Lustrum.

t Llistrable, a. Obs.~° [ad. L. ^lustrabil-is,

f. luslrare to Lustrate.] * That may be purged

j

or purified* (Bailey 1727 vol. Tl).

Lustral (l»'stral\ a. and sb. [ad. L. /ils/ra/-is,

f. liistr-nm Lustrum.] A. adj.

1. Pertaining to the Roman Lustrum or purifi-

j

catory sacrifice
;
hence, pertaining to, of the nature

of, or used in rites of purification
;
purificatory.

1533 Bei.lenoen Livy 111. vit. (S.T.S.) 270 pe capitoll was

j

purgit he be Sacrifice lustrale. 1677 Gilpin Demonol. (1867) .

194 He [Julian] caused their meals and drinks to be sprinkled

;

or mixed with the lustral water. 1776 Gibron Decl. «y E. I.

Notes xv. p. lxviii, The assistants were sprinkled with lustral

!
water. 1783 T. Wilson Archarol. Diet., Lustral day, or

dies Instricus amongst the Romans, was the day on which

I

lustrations were performed for a child, and the name given.

1851 Layaro Pop. Arc. Discoz>. Nineveh x. 251 Copper lus.

tral spoons. 1853 Mtrivale Rom. Rep. iv. (1867) 133 The
assassin.. coolly washed his hands in the lustral waters of a

neighbouring temple. 1862 Rawlinson Anc. Mon. I. vi. 480
A lustral Lwer. 1874 H. R. Reynolds John Bapt. v. 5> 2.

278 The Hindu worship has always consisted largely in

lustral rites.

2. Occurring every five years
;
quinquennial.

1781 Gibbon Decl. <y F. xviii. 11. 71 As this general tax

upon industry was collected every fourth year, it was stiled

tbe Lustral Contribution. 1880 Muirheau Ulpian i. § 8

The lustral census tn Rome.
1 fB. sb. A lustrum or period of five years. Obs.

a 1656 Usshkr Ann. (1658) 807 When to this time five

lustraTs I had seen.

t Lustrail. Obs. rare. [f. Lustr-um + -an

(?br L. aji-mts year).] The fii>t year of a lustrum.
a 1656 Ussher Ann. vi. (1658) 766 The first [census] was

made in the lustran, that is, in the year that they reckoned .

for the beginning of the space of five years.

t L11'Strailt, a.1 Obs. rare. [ad. L. lustraiil- !

em, pres. pple. of luslrare to illuminate; see
'

Lustre j^. 1 ] Lustrous ; Jig. illustrious.

1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 38 His lustrant beyinis var eleuat

iiii. degres abufe oure oblique oris^one. 1616 J. Lane Cont.
\

I

Sqr.'s T. v. 479 Bold spirites, and lustrant heroes.

Lu strant, a. 2 rare. [ad.L. lustranl-em, pres.
j

pple. of lustrdre: see next.] = Lustrating a.
|

1895 Elworthy Evil Eye 422 The application of the lus-

trant spittle with the middle or infamis digitus.

Lustrate (l»'Str^t), V. 1 [f. L. lustrat-, ppl.

stem of lustrdre, to purify by lustral rites, to go
round, review, survey, f. lustrum : see Lustrum.]
1. trans. To purify by a propitiatory offering;

to cleanse by (or as if by) lustration ;
gen. to purify.

1653 [see Lustrating below]. 1655 Stanley Hist. Philos.

1. (1701) 18/1 There was also a great Plague ; the Oracle
advis'd them to lustrate the City. Ibid. 57/1 He [Epi-

menides] is reported to be the first tbat lustrated Houses
and Fields, which he performed by Verse. 1718 Rowe tr.

[

Lucan tn. 601 IJarbVous Priests some dreadful Pow'r adore,

And lustrate ev'ry Tree with human Gore. 1746 T. Sewaro
;

Conform, betw. Popery <r Paganism 55 This Custom of
j

Nurses lustrating the Children by Spittle. 1818 J. C. Hob-
f

house Hist. Jtlustr. (ed. 2) 319 The city was solemnly
lustrated by holy water and missions, .. to purge away the

contagion of the French. 1891 tr. De La Saussayes Man.
j

Set. Relig. xix. 160 The sacrificial animals were led round
the object which was to be lustrated.

f2. a. intr. To pass or go through (a place),

b. trans. To pass through or traverse. Obs.

1632 Vicars Mn. vm. 303 Thrice through Aventines mount
he doth lustrate. 1657-83 Evelyn ///*/. Relig. (1850) 1. 83

|

His soul lustrates and pervades through all things. 1721

Bailey, Gangweek, the Time when the bounds of the

Parishes are lustrated by the Parish-Officers, Rogation-Week.

f 3. trans. To view, survey. Obs.

1623 Cockeram, Lustrate, to view, a 1648 Ld. Herbekt >

Hen. VUI (1683) Ep. Ded., The parts thereof, as fan as I

could finish them, were lustrated by Your gracious Eye.

Hence Lvrstrating vbl. sb. and a.

1653 Manton Exp. James iii. 17 Being in an idol temple,

the lustrating water fell upon them. 1653 Hammond Par.
^ Annot. N. T.f

1 CVniv. 13 Wks. 1659 Ul. 520 Utpi<a9afh
ua.Ta I filth 1 signifies those things that are used in the

lustrating of a city among the Gentiles. 1728 Earbery
tr. Burnet's Si, Deatt II. 52 Lustrating or purging Fires.

1846 Nrrv Tin/on (ed. 3) 178 The penitent offering the
lustrating tide.

t Lu*strate, v.2 Obs. [f. Lustre sbA + -ate.]
trans. To impart lustre to ; ~ Lustre v.
1688 Abridgm. Spec. Patents, Weav'mg

;
(1861) 1 Inven.

cion of making, dressing, and lnstrateing silke, called black
plain, alamodes, ranforcees, and lutestringes. 1689 Lond.
Gaz. No. 245^/4 Peter Du Clou who Dresscth and Lus-
trateth Silks, Stuffs, &c. 1697-8 Act 9 Will. Ill, c. 43 § 13.

Lustration (ltfstr^-Jan). [ad. L. lustratzdn-

em, n. of action f. lustrdre Lustrate z/.l]

1. The action of lustrating; the performance of
an expiatory sacrifice or a purificatory rite (e.g.

by washing with water) ; the purification by reli-

gious rites (of'a person or place from something).
1614 Raleigh Hist. World II. v. vi. § 3. 621 A Muster,

and ceremonious lustration of the Armie, was wont to be
made at certeine times with great solemnitic. 1635 A. Staf-
ford Fern. Glory (1869) 118 The Lustration of houses was
yearely usuall with the Romans, in the Moneth of February.
1699 Bentlfy PhaL 380 The Lustrations of Cities and
Countries from Plagues, Earthquakes, Prodigies. 1715
Pope Iliad 1. 411 The host to expiate, next the king pre-
pares, With pure lustrations, and with solemn prayers. 1768-
74 Ticker Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 414 Signatures of the cross,
and lustrations by holy water. 186a Mf.rivale Rom. Emp.
(1865) VI. 1. 183 Enjoining the lustration of the city by
solemn sacrifices. 1875 Lightfoot Comm. Col 171 Theie
were other points of ceremonial observance, in which the
Kssenes superadded to the law. Of these the most remark'
able was their practice of constant lustrations. 1883 Encycl.
Brit. XV. 70/1 In Rome, .there was a lustration of the fleet

before it sailed, and or the army before it marched,
b. gen. \Vashing. Chieflyjocular.
1825-9 ^ Rs - Sherwood Lady ofManor III. xix. 82 The

little girl . . now too evidently bore the symptoms of long
neglect, and Mrs. Cicely's plans of lustration were, therefore,
the more needful. 1829 J. L. Knapp Jrnl. Naturalist 310
Birds are unceasingly attentive to neatness and lustration
of their plumage. 1887 Lowell Old. Eng~ Dram. (1892) 78
The oiher never paid his washer-woman for the lustration
or the legendary single shirt without which [etc.].

2. Jig. Purification, esp. spiritual or moral.
1655 [GlapthorkeI Lady Mother v. i. in Bullen O. Pt.

II. i«5 You may live To make a faire lustration for your
faults And die a happie Convert 1684 tr. Bonet's Merc.
Coutpit. VI. 179 The . .excrementitious matter is separated by
this inward lustration from the bloud. 1777 Earl Chatham
.V/. on Addr. 18 Nov., Let them [the prelates] perform a
lustration; let them purify. .this country, from this sin.

1882 Farkar Early Chr. 1. 140 St. Peter's mind is full of
the Deluge as a type of the world's lustration. 1887 Lowell
Dcnrocr. 166 The^ lustration of the two vulgar Laises by
the pure imagination of Don Quixote.

3. The action of going round a place, viewing, or

surveying it ; the review (of an army).
1614 [see 1], 1623 Cockeram, Lustration, a. viewing, com-

passing. 1656 Blount Glossogr.
}
Lustration, compassing,

viewing or going about on every side. 1752 Young Brothers
1. i. (1777) 7 "Lis their great day, supreme of all their year,
The fam'd lustration of their martial powers. 1849 Jeffrey
in Cockburn Life Jeffrey (1852) 1. 405, I have made a last

lustration ofall my walks and haunts, and taken a long fare-

well of garden, and terrace, and flowers. '

1 4. A perambulation, inspection, census. Obs.
1646 Sir r. Browne Pseud. Ep. vn. xi. 360 How deepely

hereby God was defrauded in the time of David,., will easily

appeare by the summes of former lustrations.

5. — Lustke sb. 2 rare~*.
1853 F. W. Newman Odes ofHorace 11. iv, One whose age

runs fast to finish Its eighth lustration.

Lustrative (l^ strt'tiv), a. [Formed as Lus-
trate v. + -ive.] Pertaining to lustration, expiatory

purification, or (jocularly) washing.
1875 Contemp. Rev. XXV. 256 The Saxon, .expends his

lustrative energies upon his street and stairway, but never
thinks of washing his own shirt. X883 Lncycl. Brtt. XV.
70/1 Puppets suspended and swinging in the air (oscitta)

formed one way of using the lustrative power of the air. 1889
Edin. Rev. No. 345. 67 The numerous and minute lustrative

prescriptions, .always included Gentile pollution.

Lustratory (t^ strttari), a. rare. \i. as prec.

+ -ory.J Lustral, expiatory.
1727-41 Chambers Cycl. s. v. Lustration, Lustrations, and

lustratory sacrifices, were not only performed for men, but
also lor temples [etc.], a 1883 E. Fit2Cerali> Sp. Pantins

sEtnilins in Blaclnv. Mag. ( 1 889) N ov. 632 To Delphi ; where
to the presiding God A lustratory Sacrifice I made.

Lustre (to'stsi), sb.* Also 6 Sc. luatir, 6-
(now U.S.) luster, [a. F. lustre masc, - Sp.,

Pg. lustre
f

It. lustro, Rumanian Ittslru; a Com.
Rom. vbl. sh. f. L. lustrdre to illumine, prob. repr.

an earlier *l?lc-st/dre f. luc-
y
lux light.]

1. The quality or condition of shining by reflected

light; sheen, refulgence
; gloss.

Often with adj., as metallic, Pearly, silky, waxy lustre.

c 1522 More Dequat. tuwiss. Wks. 73/2 He tbat by good
vse and experyencc, bathe in his eye the ryghte marke and
very trewe lustre of the Dyamonte. 1529 — Dyaloge I.

ibid. 150/2 The iewell, . . the bryght lustre where of blcryd
eyes might not endure to beholde. 1601 Smaks. Jul. C. I.

ii. 124 That same Eye, whose bend doth awe the World,
Did loose his Lustre. 1670 in 12//* Rep. Hist. A/SS. Comm.
App. v. 15 Theire ordnary designes lin tapestry].. with a
whiles use will soone loose their luster. 1727-41 Chambkrs
Cycl. s.v., Curriers give a lustre, or gloss to their leather,

several ways, according to the colour to be illustrated. 1738
Gray Tasso 65 All stones of lustre shoot their vivid ray.

1830 DTsraeli Chas. I, III. vii. 135 The dark and dazzling

lustre of her eyes frequently shone in tears. 1845 G. E. Day
tr. Simon's Anint. them. I. 77 Minute scales of caprate of

baryta, of a fatty lustre. 1845 Darwin Voy. Nat. 1. {1879)

8 A coating of a hard glossy substance with a pearly lustrc>



LUSTRE.

1871 W. H. G. Kingston Banks A mazon (1876) 1 1 1 The wool
appeared very long, soft, fine, and of a silky lustre. 1878

Huxley Physiogr. 75 Cut a piece of lead or of zinc, and
observe the lustre of its fresh surface.

b. rarely in pi. Appearances of lustre.

1614 Tomkis Albumazar 11. 111.(1615) D4, By the white-

nesseand bright sparkling lustresWe allure th' Intelligences

to descend, a 1625 IJeaum. & Fi.. Custom Countryy. v, She
being set in yeares next, none of those lusters Appearing in her

eye, that warme the fancy. 1841-4 Emerson Ess., Love Wks.
(Bonn) I. 76 Like opaline doves'-neck lustres, hovering and
evanescent.

c. concr. pi. Applied to the eyes.

1810 F. T^uuley Amoroso I. 118 (Fitzedw. Hall).

d. A maleriat or composition used to impart a

lustre to manufactured artieles.

1727-41 Chambers Cycl. s.v., For very black furs, they

sometimes prepare a lustre of galls, copperas, Roman alum,

. . and other ingredients. 1875 Isee Lustring vbl. sb. b].

2. Luminosity, brilliancy, bright light ; luminous

splendour.

1549 Coiupl. Scot. vi. S3 The spere & hauyn of Venus . . is

ane grit sterne of ane meruelous lustir. 1596 Spenser F. Q.

v. xi. 58 With bils and glayves making a dreadful! luster.

1632 J. Hayward tr. Bioudi's Eromcua 40 Her three lan-

thornes. .afforded the greater lustre, because of the chryMal,

cut diamond-wise. 1646 Sir T. Bkownf. Pseud. Pp. 1. v. 19

God expects no lustre from the minor stars. 1694 Addison
OvuCs Met. Misc. Wks. 1726 1. 195 And nowthescoiching Sun
was mounted high, In all its lustre. 178a Wolcot(I\ Pindar)

Lyric Odes to R. Acad, v, Thus stars, when pinch'd by frost,

cast keener lustre. 1799 Vince lilem. Asiron. xxi. (1810)

229 Obstructing the lustre of the sun's beains
(> 1840 Dickens

Barn. Rudge xlvii, The sun was shining with uncommon
lustre. 1893 Sir R. Kail Story ofSun 218 The lustre of the

most remote part of the corona.. was about one eight-hun-

dreth part of the brightness of the Moon,
b. concr. A shining body or form.

1742 Voung Xt. Th. v. 307 As glaring day Of these un-

numher'd lustres robs our sight. 1814 Caky Panic, Par. v.

126, [1] turned Toward the lustre, that with greeting kind
Erewhile had hail'd me.

3. trans/. Kadiant beauty or splendour (of the

countenance, of natural objects, etc.).

1602 Marston Antonio's Rev. t. ii. Wks. 1856 I. 78 Till the

soile of griefe Were cleared your cheeke, and new burnisht

lustre Cloath'd your presence.
<
1727 Gay Begg. Op. 1. vii,

Virgins are like the fair flower in its lustre. 1728-46 Thomson
Autumn 1320 When Autumn's yellow lustre gilds the world.

1844 Disraeli Coningsby 1. i, His countenance, radiant with

health and the lustre ofinnocence. 1887 Howf.n Virg. sEtteid

r. 591 Manhood's glorious lustre and noble joy in his eyes.

4. Jig. in various applications, esp. Brilliance or

splendour of renown ;
glory. Olten in phrases,

to add lustre to, to shed or throzv lustre on, etc.

Also, splendid beauty (oflanguage. sentiments, etc.).

CI5S5 Harpsfield Divorce Hen. VIII (Camden) 69 The
third chapter, .casteth forth a very jolly glistering lustre of

many goodly illations of such things as. .make little against

us. X580 Sidney Ps. xxxvit. iv, Like the light, he shall dis*

play Thy justice in most shining lustre. 1614 Raleigh///;/.

World'in. (1634) 112 These actions, together with his honour-

able behaviour, which added much to their lustre, were more
glorious than profitable. 1629 Maxwell tr. Ilerodian (1635)

185 Hee affected popular Lustre by frequent exhibiting most
Stately Shewes. 1634 W. Tirwhyt tr. Balzac's Lett. 85 The
. .chastity of Stile, which lendeth a luster to your elaborate

writings. 1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T. tit. 202, 1 hold

mine own Religion so good, as it needs not fetch lustre

from the disgrace of another. 1713 Addison Calo 1. i,

How does the lustre of our father s actions, Through the

dark cloud of ills that cover him, Break out. ^11715 Gur-
net Own Time {1724) I. 304 The Duke of Richmond was
sent to gjve a lustre to that negociation. 1741 Middleton
Cicero I.liHk birth, .was attended by prodigies, foretelling

the future eminence and luster of his character. 1756-82

J. Warton Ess. Pope (ed. 4) I. iv. 239 The pomp and
ustre of his language. 1760-72 H. Brooke Fool ofQua/.
(1809) III. 3 She was .. charmed by the lustre of his senti-

ments. 1769 Robertson Chas. V, 11. Wks. 1813 V. 29s
It threw great lustre on his administration. 1776 Gibrdn
Dect. ty F. xi. I. 295 The virtues of Claudius, .place him
in that short list of emperors who added lustre to the Roman
purple. 1874 H. R. Reynolus John Bapt. iv. iv. 253
Mythical lustre illumined all the historic facts of Abraham's
life. 1880 Disraeli Eudym. I. xix. 166As she dilated on the

past, she seemed to share its lustre and itstriumphs. 188a

PEBonv Eng. Journalism xx. 152 1 ts future is a future which
.. is likely to add fresh lustre to the Newspaper Press,

t b. Something that adds lustre ; a glory. Obs.

a 1625 Beaum. & Fl. Wit without AT. lit. i, To thinkc well

of our selues, if \re deserue it, is a luster in us. 1637-50 Row
Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 436 Which virtues were most
eminent in this singular servant of God, as a luster to his

great learning, a 1647 Habington Snrv. Wore, in Proc*

Wore. Hist. Soc. III. 359 The degree of knighthood, which
is not onely a luster to a family, but giueth a precedence.

1647 Fuller Holy War v. xxx. 286^ The Persian or the

Tartarian or some other obscure Prince .. shall have the

lustre from God to maul this gTeat Empire.

f c. Kxternal splendour, magnificence. Obs.

1658 Sir T. Browne Hydriot. iv. (1736) 46 Solemnizing
Nativities and Deaths with equal Lustre, a 1674 Clarendon
Hist. Reb. XI. § 169 They inveighed vehemently against

lord bishops, their pride and lustre.

5. a. f A glass ball placed among artificial lights

to increase the brightness of the illumination {obs.)
;

also, one of the prismatic glass pendants often

attached in circles to a chandelier or hung round

the edge of an ornamental vase. b. A chandelier

[the usual sense in Fr.].

1682 Wheler J<?uru. Greece 11. 187 Hung with many great

Circles of Lamps, .intermixed with Lustres or Balls of Glass.

1716 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to C'tess Mar 8 Sept., The
whole is made gay by pictures.. and in almost every room

I)

515

large lustres of rock crystal. 1754 in Picton Vpool Finnic.

Rec. (1886J II. 1 60A glass lustre or chandelier. 1812 Moore
Intercepted Lett. vili. 45 Many a maid, with busy feet That
sparkle in the Lustre's ray. 1836-7 Dickens Sk. Boz, Scenes

xxi, The remains ofa lustre, without any drops. 1842 Francis
Diet. Arts, Lustre, a bright brass chandelier, suspended from

a ceiling, as we see in churches, theatres, &c 1851 Illustr.

Catal. Gt. Exhib. 11 33 A bronze lustre for sixty candles.

1865 M. Arnolu Ess. Crit. vii. (1875) 277 Lustres of coloured

crystal.

(S. a. A thin light dress material having a cotton

(formerly also silk or linen) warp and woollen

weft and a highly lustrous surface.

1831 G. R. 1'ortek Sitk Mannf 299 Poplins and lustres are

. .composed partly of silk and partly of worsted. 1877 Bur-
roughs Taxation 555 Linen lustres .. are dutiable. 1881

Daily AVim 26 Aug. 5/1 We do not believe there lives a
woman whose patriotism would induce hertowearan English
lustre if she is able to buy a French cashmere.

b. A kind of wool having a lustrous surface.

1894 Times 22 Jan. 13 '4 The best lustres and demi-lustres

are sure to be more in request than any other kinds.

7. altrib. and Comb., as lustre process, trade ; in

sense 'having a lustrous or glossy surface', as

lustrefabric, fleece, goods, wool; objective gen.,

as lustre-maker \ lustre mottling, 'the peculiar

mottling seen in pcecilitic rocks' (Webster Suppl.

1902); lustre ware, cheap pottery with surface

ornamentalion in bright metallic colours.

i88fi Scott Sheep.Farming iq.2 If *lustre fabucsare out of

fashion the demand for home-grown wool diminishes. 1891

Times 15 Oct. 5/9 * Lustre and demi-lustre fleeces. 1884

PallMallG. 13 Sept. 4/2 France lias again begun to give out

orders for ^lustre goods. 1881 Daily News 26 Aug. 5/ « The
silk manufacturers of Lyons are . . worse offwhile the taste for

finely-wrought wool lasts than the Yorkshire * lustre makers,

igoo 19/A t ent. Sept. 447 The
v
lustre process was known in

Siena at a very early date. 1895 Daily Xews 31 1 >ec. 2/7 1 n

the twofold weft and *lustre trade there is an abundance of

work. 1825 J. Nicholson Opera t. Mechanic 476 * Lustre

ware consists of an inferior quality of the materials worked
into the usual forms, and having the hue of gold, platina, or

copper, &c. fixed on the gla7e. 1879 Casselfs Techn. Educ.

IV. 238/1 The wool . .has a glistening appearance, which has

earned for it the name ' * lustre wool '.

Lustre (ltf'suu , sb.~ Also 6 Sc. lustir, 6-

(novv Cl.S.) luster. [Anglicized foim of Lra-

TKL'M.j A period of five years.

1387 Trkvisa Higden (Rolls) VIII. 29 Thritty yerc of \j.

lustres. 1513 Douglas Aineis \. v. 94 Lliir mony Uistris

and seiris ourslidin is. 1685 Koylk Free Etta. p. xiii, 1 he

following Discourse was written . . home Lustres ago. 1715

Garth C/aremont 22fThe fourth bright Lustre had but just

begun To shade his blushing cheeks with doubtful d<*wn.

1855 Thackeray Neivcomes 1 1. 9 So it will be the turn of you
young folks, come eight more lustres, and your heads will be

bald like mine. 1899 (). Seaman Cap $ Bells (1900) 27

After a lustre of celibacy She married with a publican.

t Ltrstre, sb.^ Obs. [ad. L. lustrum.'] A cave.

1615 Chatman Odyss. xvn. 15Q Hut, turning to his luster,

Calues and Dam, He shewes abhorr'd death, in his augers

flame. 1658 Phillips, Lustre, ..a Den of wilde beasts.

t Lustre, v. 1 Obs. rare. [ad. L. lustrare to

Listrate.]

1. trans. To purify; - Lust hate v. 1 i.

1645 Rutherford Tryat ^ Tri. Faith (1845) 285 That all

his actions moral he watered and lustered with faith.

2. To view, survey ; = Lustrate v. 1 3.

1541 Paynel Catiline xiv. 20 b,They trusted, that Jupiter,

lustring and beholdynge all thynges, wolde discouer ihe

counsailes..of those vngratious hopelostes. 1635 D. Dick-

sov Pract. Wks. (1845) E 10 If a Pagan's life be well lustred.

IiUStre (Itf'stwJ, v. 2 Also 7-9 luster. [ad.

L. lustrare : see Lustke sb.l]

fl. trans, a. To render illustrious, b. To throw

light upon, illustrate, c. To render specious or

attractive. Obs.

1591 Sylvesti-k Dh Bar/as I. iv. 728 As a Husband's
NobFness doth lustre A mean-born Wife ; so [etc.]. 1627

W. Sclater Exp. 2 Thfss. (1629) Ep. Ded. A iij, Worthies,

loe to you at last ; Saint Pauls Antichrist in such linea-

ments as that Apelles his pencell, or coale rather >\as

pleased to shadow him in. Lustred I say not, vnuailed

onely, and made more barefaced. 1637 Gillespie Eng. Pop.

Cerem. \\. iv. 20 The Policy then which is most simple and
single, and lest lustered with the poinpe & bravery of Cere-

monies [etc. 1. 1644 P>p. Maxwell Prerog. Chr. Kings i. 17

Our Puritans have from hence learned to colour and lustre

their ugly Treasons, .with the cloake of Religion.

2. intr. To be or become lustrous. Now rare.

1582 Stanyhurst Aineis 11. (Arb.) 62 Eeune lyk as her

deitee to the Saincts dooth luster in heunblisse. 1637 Hey-
wooo Royal Ship 27 Her five bright Lanthorns luster round

the seas, Shining like five of the seven Hyades. 1729 Savage
Wanderer in. 326 What bloom, what brightness lusters o'er

her cheeks I 190a Westm. Gaz. 6 Dec. 2/1 Their feathers

lustered in the moonlight as tbey passed.

3. trans. To put a lustre upon (cloth, pottery, ete.\

1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 201 Isinglass .. used .. in

lustreing silk ribbons.

Lustred (l<rstaid), a. [L Lustre sb. 1 or +
-ed.] Having a lustre ; spec, in Ceramics, having

a thin glaze or a metallic lustre.

1858 Simmonos Diet. Trade, Lustred Seal, a furrier's name
for a dyed and prepared skin of the fur seal. 1868 Morris
Earthly Par. I. 1. 394 The lustred kingfisher. 189? A then-

aenrn 17 June 774/1 A small room in the Louvre has been

appropriated to a collection of Persian lustred pottery.

II Lustree. Obs. rare. [F. iftoffe) lustr<fe.] A
lustred silk fabric.

1645 Evelyn Diary (1879) I. 244 Courtezans, .cover their

. .faces with a vaile of a certaine glittering taffeta.or lustree.

LUSTROUS.

Lustreful (ltf'stajfiil), a. [f. Lustre sbA +
-Ft L.J Lustrous.

1843 Bamford Homely Rhymes (1864) 76 And raven had
never spread plume on the air Whose lustreful darkness with
his might compare. 1885 G. Meredith Diana 1 1. xiil 333
Her eyes were proudly lustreful.

Lustreless (b'stojles), a. [f. Lustre sbA +
-less.] Without lnstre : said freq. of the eyes.

1810 K. Dudley Amoroso II. 109 (Fitzedw. Hall), a 1814
Spaniards v. i. in Arew Brit. 'Theatre III. 246 Her eyes ..

Now lustreless are cast upon the ground, Or stare around her

with a vacant gaze. 1851 Rlskin Stones Fen. I. App. 393
No perfect or refined form can be expressed except in opaque
and lustreless matter. 1898 P. Manson 'Prop. Diseases xvi.

254 The skin, .becomes dry, lustreless, and scurfy.

t Ltrstrement. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Li'STREJcV

+ -ment.] Lustrous appearance.
a 1641 Br. Mountacu Acts $ Mom. (1642) 51 Notwithstand-

ing all specious shewes, and lustremcnt, they retained the

state and condition of sins.

t Lu'strical, a. Rom. Antiq. Obs. [f.L.lus-

tric-us, (. Lustrum : see -icau] Pertaining to

purification. Only in luslrical day (L. dies lus-

tricus) : see quots.

1623 CockEram, Lustriea// day, ones christi ing day. 1741

Midulktdn Cice>o I. i. 6 This name was imposed ..on
the ninth day, called the lustrkal, or day of purification.

tLnstri fic,«. Obs. [zi[.LJustrific~ns: seeLus-
tri'M and -Eic] 1 'urificatcry. t So Lustri-flcal a.

1656 Blount Gtossogr., LustrifieaL 1727 Bailey vol. II,

Lustrifick, purging. ^732 Hist. Litteraria 111. 393
Sprinkling them>elves with lustritical Water.

t Lustrifica tiou. Obs. [f. Lustre sb. +
-(i/F 1 cation.] A making lustrous.

1631 Celeslina 1. 16 Shee made .. oyntments for to make
1

the face smooth, lustrification*, clarifications [etc.].

Lustrify J/rstrifoO, v. rare. [f. Lu&tke sb. +

I

-(0 FY -] trans. To make lustrous.

1886 Alt Year Round 28 Aug. 79 Ointments for various
purposes of luvtrifying and beautifying the complexion.

Lustrine (Itf'str/n). [a. V. lustrine, i. lustre

LrsTRE sb l
, after It. lustrine.] A glossy silk fabric.

1851 Illustr. Catal. Gt. I xhil: 1229 Specimens of figured
: silks: Lustrine, taffeta, Knglkh veU'et. 1883 Advt. 1 great

silk sale' in Daily Xews 10 Oct. 7/4 Llack and white Lus-

|
t l ines, from ijVr". per yard.

Lustring1 dystrin/, sb. Obs. exc. arch. (See

1

also Lutes 1 ring -.) [Alteration of F. lustrine

isce prec.\ It. lustrino. as if f. LffcTRK sbA + -ing 1

or -ing!*,] A glossy silk fi.bric. Also attrib.

1697 /, and. Gaz. No. 3262/4 The Royal Lustring Company
of Kngland do give notice, that .. iheir Ware-house .. shall

he opened every day to sell their Allamodes, Rtnforces. and
Lustrings. 1732 I.kdiakIj Sethos Il.wi. 75 All .soits of stuffs

. .of Italian lmtrings. 1751 Eliza Hkywood Be*sy Thought-

less I. 68 A pink coloured French lustring. lyBgBath Jrnl.

3 Aug. (Fashions', A stomacher of while lustring. 1822 Lamb
I l.lia Ser. 1. Distant Correspondents, As vapid as a damaged

lustring. 1886 Hysnkh A. Snrriage xwx. 334 She must
' have new gowns of lustring and taffeta.

Lustring Jystoiiij ,vbl.sb. techn. Also U.S.
lustering. [f. Lustre v.~ + -ing !.] The action of

Lustre v.'1 ; the manner in which something is

lustred. In Metallurgy - Rriqhtkni.ng vbl. sb. 2.

1875 Knight Diet. Aleck., Lustering 1 Metallurgy), the

brightening of metal in the crucible at the moment of reach-

ing its point of purity. 1892 Athcnxnm 6 Aug. 200/2 The
style, colours, lustring, and other characteristics of the

* beautiful ceramic ware of Persia.

b. concr. = Lustre sb* 1 d.

1875 KMet it Diet. Mech., Lustering, a polish; as black-

luster for stoves, etc.

Lu'String, ///. a. [-ing 2
.] Exhibiting a

lustre; lustrous, shining.

1582 Stanyhurst /Eneis 1. (ArlO 29 O gay Godesse lustr-

I inge. 1708 Brit. Apollo No. 108. 2/2 Your Rayes so exten-

1

sive, And Lust'ring Streamers so all-comprehensive. 1849

Tail's Mag. XVI. 245 O'er the image of the lustring moon
Gloomily a sable speck is spreading.

t Lu-strious, a. Obs. rare. [f. Lustre sb.\

after ilhtstt ions.] Splendid, lustrous.

1651 Fuller Abet Rediv. 7 Most worthily may.. Old
I Kerengarius fairly shine Within this Skie of lustrious Starres,

Who 'gainst Romes errors fought Truths wars. 1760-72

H. Hrooke FootofQual. (1809) III. 133 You will see folk

there of much more lustrious attire.

Lustrous (ltf'stras), a. [f. Lustre sbl + -oi».

Cf. OF. lustreux ] Having lustre, sheen, or gloss.

1601 Shaks. Alts Wetlu. \. 41 My sword and yours are

kinne, good sparkes and lustrous. 1742 Collins Oriental

Eclog. i, But dark within, they drink no lustrous light. 1820

Keats Ode to Nightingale 29 Where beauty cannot keep

her lustrous eyes. 1842 Tennyson LocksLy Hall 162 Slides

the bird o'er lustrous woodland. 1870 Dickens E. Drooct

ii, Thick, lustrous, well-arranged black hair and whiskers.

187a Ykats Techn. Hist. Comm. 135 The Romans manu-

factured a red lustrous ware on the banks of the Rhine.

b. fig. (Cf, Lustwe sbA 4.)

1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. xx. § 1 A certaine . . lustrous

masse of matter chosen to giue glory.. to the eloquence of

discourses. 1626 — Sylva % 956 The more Lustrous the I ma-

gination is, it filleth and fixeth the better. i8« Lamb Elia

Ser. 1. Decay Beggars, The Blind Beggar., whose story

doggrel rhymes .. cannot so degrade or attenuate, but that

some sparks of a lustrous spirit will shine through the dis-

guisements. 1898 G. Meredith Odes Fr. Hist. 40 She saw

the Lustrous, ber great lord, appear.

Hence Lu strously adv., XiU'strousness.

1839 Bailey Festus (1848)17/2 Like stars..They shall., be

lost All meanly in its moonlike lustrousness. 1849 E. B. East-

wick Dry Leaves 56 The clemency and moderation, which
65-2



LUSTRUM.
shine so lustrously in the EnglUh crown. 1884 Harper's
Mag. June 79/1 The steel, .becomes lustrously white. 189*
Henley Song Sioordy etc Loud, Voluntaries it 26 >Yitb

this enchanted lustrousness.

I! Lustrum (ltrstrtfm). PI. lustra, lustrums,
erron, lustras. [h. lustrum ; usu. believed to be f.

root of lutrc to wash (cogn. w. lavare Lave v.).]

1. Rom, Antiq, A purificatory sacrifice made by

the censors for the people once in five years, after

the census had been taken. I lence, the eensus itself.

1598 Grenewey Tacitus' Ann, xi. viii. (1622) 150 He [Clau-

dius] ..appointed a view to be taken of the city which is

called Lustrum, and the number of the citizens to be inrol led.

1 1780 Ann. Keg., Chron. 224/2 We hear from Rome that they

had a lustrum (or a numbering of the people) there on the

24th of June, when it appeared there were in that city

155,184 inhabitants.)

2. A period of five years.

In Latin sometimes used for a period offour years.

1590 L. Lloyd Consent 0/ Time To Rdr. a 3, Can any
true accompt of time be made., by the censure of Lustrum^
which the Grecians call Penteterides. 1601 Holland I*liny

I. 24 The Lustrum or compulation of the fine yeares
beginneth at the leap yere, when the Dogstar doth arise.

1666 J. Smith Old Age 264 Prolonging them .. to so many
years or Lustras. 1680 T. Flatman HeraeHtus Ridens
No. 71 (1713) U. 189 Till two short Lustra o're your
Sacred Head shall flow. 174* Young Nt. Th.w. 173 We
push time from us, and we wish him back ; Lavish
of lustrums, and yet fond of life, a 1849 Poe, Morella,
Thus passed away two lustra of her life. 1901 M. T. F.
M cCakthy Five Yrs. Irel. xxiv. 34^3 There were, during the
lustrum under review, 1077 men in Ireland who had been
called to the Bar.

3. U. S. In college use.

1850 W. R. Williams Relig. Progr. ii. (1854) 36 It is the
book not of an academic lustrum only, nor of a lifetime, but
of generations, i860 C. Durfee Hist. Williams Coll. 200
A proposition was then submitted to the Alumni . . that the
classes in lustrums, or divisions of fours, engage to contri-

bute two hundred and fifty dollars each.

t Iitrstry, a. Obs, rare- 1
, [f. Lustue sb, 1 +

-Y.] Lustrous.
1610 W. FoLKiNGiiAM Art 0/ Survey 1. iii. 5 The vyolet

Hyacinth, ..Lustrie Diamonde, shining Topaz.

t IiTTStsome, a, Obs, rare. [OE. *luslsum
^implied in lustsumlic pleasant) = OHG. (MHO.,
Ger.) htstsaniy Goth, htstusams ; see Lust sb, and
-SOME.] ? Covetous, ? wilful.

a 1300-1400 Cursor M. 1641 (Gott.) All lustsum, all wicked-
hede Has fild bis world on lenth and brede. a 1400 Wycii/'s
Bible Pref. Kp. vii. (1850) I. 72/1, I am not so lustsum and
dul, that I shulde bihote thes thingis me to know.

Lusty (Izrsti), a. Also 3-5 lusti, 6 losty,

6-7 lustie. [f. Lust sb. + -y. Cf. MHG. fustic

(mod.G. lustig). ON. lostig-r.']

+ 1. Of persons and their attributes: Joyful,

merry, jocund
;
cheerful, lively. Obs.

a 1*25 Leg. Rath. 1693^ Allc pleiende somct, allc lahinde
somet, eauer iliche lusti. CX386 Ckavckr Nnt.'s T, 655
And from his courser, with a lusty herte, In to a groue ful

hastily he sterte. 14.. Epiphany in Tundales I'is. (1843)
109 With lusty hart and glad chere and myld of face.

1549, Cover dale, etc. Erasm. Tar. Rom, Prol., The lawe
requireth a fre, a willinge, a lusty and a Iouynge hearte.

1552 Ascham Germany 16 The one so lusty with good luck
that he had no lust to leave, and the other so chafed with
losing that he still would venture. 1583 Stcbbks Anat.
Abus. 11. (1882) 41 The gentlemen . .keepe sumptuous houses,
lusty ports, and great hosnitalitie. 1621 Fletcher /si.

Princess 11. vii, My most noble Princes, no discontents, but
all be lustie. He that frownes thi^ day is an open enemie.

b. Of singing, music, festivities: Merry, cheer-

ful. Now arch, and dial,

1430-40 Lydg. Bochas Prol. '1554) 35 Their.. lustie freshe

singing, c 1440 — Nightingale Poems 2/37 Sche, . . all the
someres nyght Ne seseth not with mony a lusty note. 1519
hitcrl.Four Elem. (Percy Soc) 50 Let us some lusty balet
syng. 1535 Covkko.nle Amos vi. 7 The lusty chere [1611
banquet] of the wylfull shall come to an ende. 1S96 Sir

J.
Davies Orchestra Ixviii, With loftie turnes and capriols in

the ay re, Which with the lustie tunes accordeth fayre. 162a
Fletcher Beggars Bush iv. v, Well met sir, you are for

this lusty wedding? 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, iv, The lusty
banqueting with sweetmeats and comfits^ 1864 Skeat tr.

1/hlancTs Poems 262 Hark ! a lusty horn is sounded. 1896
Crockett Grey Man xxv ii. 183 Never once did we speak of
wars and stratagems.. but all of friendship, of lusty daffing,
and of leasome love.

t 2. Pleasing, pleasant. Obs,

fa. Pleasing in appearance; beautiful. Obs.
a 1240 Wohunge in Cott. Horn, 269 pi leor is swa unimcte

lufsum and lusti on to loken. 1390 Govver Con/. I, 35 Now
be the lusti somer flour cs, Now be the stormy wynter
shoures. 1413-30 Lydg. Chron. 'Troy 1. vi, The medowes.

.

Tapited bene with diuers floures newe. Of sundry motlees
lusty for to scne. 1513 Douglas JEneis xi. ix. 86 Lavynia
. .That doun for schame did cast hyr lusty eyn IL. deroros).

1530 Tindale Gen. iii. 6 The woman sawe that it was a good
tree to eate of and lustie unto the eyes. 1562 Tlrnkr Baths
*t a, Hillockes whych are pleasant and lusty to loke unto.

a 1600 Montgomery Misc. Poems xvii. 63 Quhen throu hir

garments, heir and thair, Appeirit hir lustie limis square.

fb. Of dress: Handsome, gay. Of persons:

Gaily dressed. Obs.
c 1413 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 486 Who now moot may

bcrc on his bak at ones Of cloth and furrour, hath a fressch

rcnoun ; He is * a lusty man * clept for be nones.
1
1508 Dun-

kar Gold, 'Targe 58 Anc hundreth ladyes, lustie in to wedis,
Als fresch as flouris that in May vp sprcdis. 1530 Palsgk.
318/1 Lusty or frcsshe in apparayfe, /risque. 1555 Brad-
1 ord in Strype Keel. Mem. III. App. xlv. 134 Ye shall prove
tbeir lustie lyveryes to be bought with exceeding j;reat ex-

ccssc. 1584 Pllle A rraignm, Paris 1. i, Her lustie mantle

516

- waning in the winde. 1603 Drayton Odes x. 7 Long since
the Summer layd Her lustie iirav'rie downe. 1610 Fletcher
Faith/ Shepherdess I. i, Kuery shepbeards boy Puts oil his
lusty grcene.

t c Of seasons, places, etc. : Pleasant, delight-

ful. Obs,
la 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 736 And with him, in that

lustyr place, So fair folk and so fre*>h hadde he. c 138S —
Sqr.'s T. 44 Ful lusty was the weder and benigne. c 1430

!
Lvdg. Reas. fy Sens, (E. E. T. S.) 4807 In that fresshle]
lusty place Hem to dispone and solace. 1525 Lo. IJerners
Froist. II. lxxix. [Ixxv.] 236 It was in the ioly lusty moneth
of Aprell. c 1590 Marlowe Faust. L 149 That 1 may coniure
in some lustie groue. 1610 Fletcher Faith/ SJupherdcss
1. i, Since the lusty spring began,

t cL Pleasant to the taste. Obs,
c 1430 Lydg. Compl. BL Knt. 29 Till firy Tytan . . Had

dried up the lusty lycour nywe, Upon the herbes 'in the

,

grene mede. A1450 Mykc 1436 Also 3ef pou synned hast
In mete or drynke by lusty Last.

t e. Of language, eloquence, etc. : Pleasing,

agreeable. Obs,

1399 Pol. Poems (Rolls) I. 372 That it be lore lawefulle,
and lusty to here, c 1449 Pecock Repr. 11. xviii. 255 Into
this eende..thei v»iden certein colouris of rcthorik, that
with hem her spechis schulde be the more lusti. 1513 IJrau-
shaw St, Werburge 1. 080 All the audyence Reioysed to

here her lusty eloquence, a 1529 Skelion Rcplyc. etc. Wks.
1843 1-2Q7 Vong scolers. .when they haue delectabiy lycked
a lytell of the lycorous electuary of lusty leining.

f3» Full of desire, desirous. Const, to, for, Obs.
e 1400 Destr. Troy 10598 Sum lordes to lenge lusty bai

were. 1493 Festfratt (W. de W. 151 5) 96 Than George bad
y« kynge. .be lusty to goddt-s servyce. ISS* Latimer Serm.
Lincoln, vii. (1562) 124 b, These thynges are written for

our sake, to make vs lustie to folowe oure vocation. 1657
I S. Purchas Pol. Flying-Ins. 97 Lusty for Jabour.

f4. Full of lust or sexual desire ; lustful. Obs,
C1386 Chavcer Manciple's Prol. 41 Fy stynkyng swyn

fy, foule moot thee falle, . . A taketh hecde sires, of this

lusty man. 1483 Calh. Angl. 224/2 Lusty,, .lifa'dtuosus.

1523 Fitzherb. llusb, § 68 It is better to kepe the hor>e
frome the mares, . . for . . he shall be more lusty, and the

moo horse coltes shall he gete. 1562 Child Marriages etc

75 He went . . when he was lustie, to his wief, and vsid

her companye in bed. 1610 Fletcher Faith/. Shepherdess
iv. ii, Prouoking thoughts that slirr vpp lusty fiers. 1611

,

Cotgr., Rechanffer vn chien. to make him lustie, or desirous

of the bitch. 1697 Dryden vtrg. Georg. tti. 104 While their

Vouth is filPd with kindly Fire, Submit thy Females to the

lusty Sire.

5. Full of healthy vigour,

a. Of persons and animals : Healthy, strong,

vigorous. Also of a period of life : Characterized

by vigour. Now somewhat arch, in literary use

;

common in dialects, f In early use often : Valiant,

courageous, active (obs.).

C1374 Chaicer Afiel. Arc. 85 This ..knyght .. Was
yong and there with all a lusty knyght. c 1386 — Prol.

80 With hym ther was his sone a yong Squier A louyere,

and a lusty liacheler. i486 Bk. St. Albans bvjb, That
hawke was neuer so lusty nor so Joly before, 1521 in Ellis

Orig. Lett. Ser. 111. 1. 281, I inett his Holynes, and my
thought I never sawe hym mor losty. 1535 Coverdale
Tro7>. xvii. 22 A mery herte maketh a lusty age, but a sorow*
full mindedryeth vp y

e bones. 1577 15. Googe lieresbaclis
llusb. (1586* 128 For milcking, or for feeding, it is best al-

waics to choose such as are young, of lusty age. 1593
Shaks. Rich. //, 1. iii. 66. 1612 T. Taylok Comm. Titus i.

15 All idle, lustie, and wandring beggars, who ought not to

eate. a 1648 Digbv Closet Of>cn. (1669) 27 Cause a lusty
1 Servant (his Arms well washed) to mix the honey and water

1
together. 1702 Pope Jan. fy May 135 Old as I am, my lusty

limbs appear Like winter greens, that flourish all the year.

1791 Cowper Iliad 1. 175 A bark with lusty rowers well

supplied. 1824 Byron Deformed Trans/ t. 1, Though my
brothers are So beautiful and lusty. 1876 1>lack Madcap V,

1
vii. 65 Piut what pathos was there possible to those stalwart

i

young fellows with their lusty throats, their tobacco, and
beer and wine? 1884 West Sussex Gas. 25 Sept., [To be

j

soldi 10 prime lusty heifers.

trans/. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Malt, iv.31 Make
lusty the mynde of a Christian souldier. a 1677 Barrow
Serm. Wks. 1716 II. 14 Truth is the natural food of our
soul, .doth render it lusty, plump and active. 1871 Blackie
Four Phases i. 33 note, They were . . the. natural guides of

the lusty young democracy. 1880 Newman Smyth Old
Faiths in Neiu Lt. \. (1882) 19 Much even of our most
positive and lusty science is still only in its infancy.

+ b. Phrases. Lusty Laurence (cf. Lauuekce) :

* a good wencher
1

(Nares). Lusty Juvenilis : the

title of a morality play produced ^1550; often

used allusively in 16th c. Obs,

1582 Stanyhurst sEncis 11. (Arb.)64 You lustye iuuentus

In yeers and carcassc prime. 1594 in Arber Stationers*

Reg. (1875) 1 1. 309 A ballad intituled Lustye Lawrence. 1594
Barvfield Helens Rape Poems (Arb.) 40 Old lad, and
bold lad, such a Boy, such a lustie /uncutus. 1598
Marston Metam. Pigmal. etc Sat. iv. Fib, When strong

. backt Hercules . . Rob'd fifty wenches of virginity. Farre

: more then lusty Laurence, 1613 Beaum. & Fu Captain iv.

iii, Lusty Laurence, See what a Gentlewoman you have

j
saluted, a 1625 Fletcher Woman's Prise t. iii, Well,

lusty Laurence, were but my night now, Old as I am,
I would make you clap on Spurs, But I would reach you.

1636 Derker Wonder 0/ Ktugd. v. i. Wks. 1873 IV. 279
Hee'll proue a lustie Larrence.

c. With reference to vegetable growth, arch.^

1600 Survlet Country Farm 111. viii. 434 In the spring

and March when the trees are in flowers, and begin ue to

grow lustie. 1660 Sharrock Vegetables 128 Thus you will

have lusty slips. 1671 Grlw Anat. Plants \. (168.) 8 The
Plume,., growing so lusty, as to mount up without them
[the lobesl. 1820 Keats Isabella ix, Great happiness Grew,

1 like a lusty flower in June's caress.

LUSTY GALLANT.
I t d. Of soil : Fertile, prolific. Obs.

1601 Br. W. Barlow De/nce6 Pregnant nature>, are like
lustie groundes, these manured by industry, proouc soundly
fertile.

1 6. Insolent, arrogant, self-confident. Obs.
a 1568 Ascfam Scholem. 1. (Arb.) 54 To thinke well of him

selfe, to be lustie in contemning uf others. 1573 G. Harvey
Lettcr*bk. (Camden) 5 Purposing . .to show a lusti contempt
of so silli a fiend. 1588 J. Harvey Disc. ProbL 46 The
great emperor of Turkes..ts lately become, .. somewhat
cranker and lustier, than his accustomed maner was. 1600
Holland Livy vi. xxxvi. 242 The Coloners onJ^of Velitre,
upon so long rest and quietnesse began to be luetic and wax
wanton IL. gesticntes otio]. 11674 Clarendon^///*/. Rcb.
x. § 102 When they found it fit to make any lusty Declara-
tion against the Parliament, . . they allways inserted some-
what that migbt look like candour and tenderness towards
the King's Party.

f7. Of inanimate agencies (e.g. a fire, wine,
poison, a disease) : Strong, powerful. Obs.

1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 228 The husbandmen sat
warming their shanckes by a lustie fire that filled the
chimney. 1596 Drayton Leg. iii. 21 Many a tow Fbbe,
many a lustie 'J ide. 1622 Fletcher Beggars Bush iv. iv,

Strong lusty Ixmdon beer, a 1647 Prol. to Beavm. fy Fl.'s

Custom Country, They . . dranke lusty wine, The nectar of
the Muses, a 1649 Dkumm. of Hawth. Conv.bctw. B. 7.

fy W. D. Wks. 11711) 224 It was strong and lusty poison.
1683 Tryon Way to Health xvL (1697) 380 The close Rooms,
lusty Fires, drawn Curtains, and other torturing Circum-
stances. 1692 Locke l&uc. § 29 Distempers., which, by too
forward applications, might have been made lusty diseases,

t b. Of a ship : Sailing well. Obs.
1660 F. Lrooke tr. Le Blanc s Trav. 335 In an houre we

cast more over-board then was laded in a day ; and. irnme-
diately we perceiv'd the Vesscll to be more lusty. 1667
Loud. Gaz. No. 155 '4 The Paradox . . had a sharp dispute
with a lusty privateer, who got from him. 1669 Stlrmy
Mariners Mag. 1. 19 The Chase is a lusty brave Ship,

8. Of actions (esp. those involving physical

effort, as a blow, a shout) : Vigorous. Of a meal,

etc.: Mlearly*, abundant.
1672 Chancers Ghoast 14 He., beheld the lusty Love

which each of them to other made, a 1683 Sir T. Prowne
Tracts J22 A word drawn from the lusty shout of soul-

diers. 1710 Steele 'Tatter No. 266 P 2 He drunk a lusty
Draught. 1779 Johnson Let. to Mrs. Titrate 25 Oct.,
I hope Mr. Thrale once a day makes a lusty dinner. 1797
P>lrkk Regie. Peace iii. Wks. VIII. 271 The Turk .. gave
him two or three lusty kicks on ihe seat of honour. 1840
Thackeray King 0/ J 'vetot^ And every day it came to pass
That four lusty meals made he. 1872 Baker Nile Tribut.

xi. 177 She gave her a maternal welcome .. bestowing lusty
blows on her back. 1894 Hall Caisk Manxman ni. xiv.

175 There was some lusty disputation.

T 9. Massive, substantial, large. Obs.

1640 Lane. Lovers in Brand Pop. Antio, (1849) 1 1. 37 We
will haue a lustie Cheese-cake at our sheepe-wash. 1645
Evelyn Mem. (1857) 1. 196 The Arsenal has sufficient to

arm 70,000 men, .. with divers lusty pieces of ordnance.

1647 Lilly Chr. Astrol. Ixxvi. 432 Provided alwayes, it be
not to hinder themselves from enjoying a lusty Benefice.

1670 Eachard Cont. Clergy 127 If ten or twenty of the

lustiest noble-mens estates of England were cleaverly sliced

among ihe indigent. 1691 Shauwell Scourers 1. i, A bottle

of Spirit of Canary and a lusty glass. 1842 S. Lov er Handy
Andy xv. 133 Four boys and a little girl sat at a side table

where . . a fusty loaf was laid under contribution.
• b. V Important, striking. 1 nonce-use.

1788 H. Walpole Let. Eart Strafford 17 June (1846) VI.
202 To have Constantinople taken, merely as a lusty event.

10. Of persons: Massively built. Hence, cor-

pulent, stout, fat.

1772-84 Cook Voy. (1790) IV. 134 1 He was lusty and well

made, though not tall. 1785 G. A. Bellamy Apology IV. 5
That lady, playing the character of Arpasia . . being very
lusty, the scene men found great difficulty to lift the chair

into which she had thrown herself. 1792 Charlotte Smith
Desmond W. 209 Quite a grand looking man, though not
lusty, but rather thmnish. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, ii, Being
a robust and lusty man, he . . found it impossible to get

through between the bars. 1839 Fr. A. Kemrle Resid. in

Georgia (1863) 180, 1 came upon a gang of lusty women,
as the phrase is here for women in the family-way. 1886

F.lworthy W. Somerset ll'ord-bk., Lusty . 2. Obese; fat.

11. Comb, (parasynthettc), as lusty-handed

\

t -hued, -limbed, -lunged adjs.

1730-46 Thomson Autumn 639 The. .heaps Of apples,

which the *lusty-handed year, .. o'er the blushing orchard
shakes, e 1400 Rom. Rose 3014 So *lusty hewed of colour.

1897 Pl llfn-Bvrry Blotted Out 17 Red-nosed *lusty-litnbed

swain*. 189s Clive Holland yap. Wifc%:il. 11,187 Instru*

ments.. blown by other equally *lusty«hinged boys.

Hence fl^'sty sb. {Naut.). «Heaktv sb,*

1805 Spirit Pub. Jrnls. (1806) IX. 375 Now then, my
lusties, for a lug at the bowlines.

t Lusty gallant. Obs.

1. The name of a dance ; also of a dance-tune.

1569 Elder ton in Collect. B. /,. Ball, fy Brooutsidcs (1867)

14 A proper new liajlad in praise of my Ladie Marques,
whose Death is bewailed to the Tune of New lusty gallant.

1577 I*reton Wks. Vug. Wit (Chappell Mns. Old 'T. I. 91),

The youth must needs go dance, First galliards—then
larousse, and heidegy—Old Lusty Gallant— All flowers of

the broom. 1578 Proctor Gorg. Gallery l)b, A propper
Dittie. To the tune of lusty Gallant. 1594 Nashb terrors
Nt. Wks. (Grosart) III. 271 After all they danst Lustie

gallant, & a drunken Danish Laualto or two.

2. A fanciful name for some tint of light red.

1587 Harrison Dcscr. Eng. \\. vii. 172 in Hotinshed, I

might here name a sort uf hewes deuised for the nonce,
wherewith to please phantasticall heads, as gooseturd
greene .. popingaie blue, lustie gallant. 1589 Riuer Bibt.

Sckol. 1709 Lusty gallant colour or light red, spadicens.

1601 Holland PtinyM. no The French vsc therewith [the

k
hyacinth] to die their light reds or lustie-gallant.



LUSUS NATURjE.

Ijusum, obs. form of Lmvksomk.

II Lusus naturae (Vfrsvs riAiiirr*). Also 9
simply lusus. [L. liisus iiatiirx a playing or

sport of Nature.] A supposed sportjve action of

Nature to which the origin of marked variations

from the normal type (of an animal, plant, etc.)

was formerly ascribed. Chiefly eoncr. y a natural

production deviating markedly from the normal

type, or having the appearance of being a result

of sportive design ; a ' freak of nature*.

</i66i Puller Worthies, Glouc. (1662) 1. 351 Others more
probably account them [fossils] to be Lusus Nature.
1726 Swift Gulliver ti. Hi, They .. concluded unanimously,
that 1 was only rclplnm scalcath, which is interpreted

literally lusus naturte. 1767 Goocii Treat. Wounds I.

180 Doctor Hunter .. exhibits many arms ..shewing this

Lusus Natnrx. 1816 Ukackknkiuce Jrnl. Voy. Missouri
46 The wild turkey is invariably black: although, it is

possible, that by some lusus naturae, there may be while.

1833 Sir C. Hell Hand (1834) 35 The animals of the

Antediluvian world were not monsters ; there was no lusus

or extravagance. 1845 Foim Handbk. .Spain 1. 334 A
lusus naturae called el Torcal, an assemblage of .stones

which look like a deserted town. 1850 Mus. IJkowning
Lost Bmvcr xlvtii, I have found a lx>wer today A green
lusus—fashioned half in Chance, and half in Nature's play.

1880 Gray Struct. Bot. 419 fx Lusus, a 4
sport ' or variation

from a seed or bud. 1885 Matich. Kxam. 18 Feb. 3/2 It Is

a veritable curiosity—a sort of fossilised lusus naturte.

Luswart, IiUt, var. forms of Lus.viti), Litk.

f Iitrtament. Obs.—° [ad. L. lutamentum.'] 'A
Avail or bridge madewilhmorter* (Cockeram.1623).

Imtanist, lutenist (l»«"tanist, -enist). Also

7 lutonist, 7-8, (9 arch.) lutinist. [ad. med. L.

Ifttanista, f. Iillana lute.] A lute-player.

1600 J. Duwland 2nd Bk. Songs title-p., Hatchelor of

Mustek, and Lutenist to the King of 1 >cnmai k. a 1634 Ran-
dolph Muses Looking-gl. iv. v. (1638' 84 The Lutanist takes

Flats and Sharpes, And out of those so dissonant notes,

does strike A ravishing Harmony. 1759 Johnson Ras-
selas ii, I likewise can call the lutanist and the singer. 1789
liURSKY Hist. Mus. ML ii. 243 The celebrated Striggio a
lutenist and voluminous composer. 1881 Shohthousk J.
Inglesant II. 52 An accomplished lutinist and singer. 1892

C. E. Norton Dante's Par. xx. 135 As a good lutanist

makes the vibration of the string accompany agood singer.

1898 S. Lke Life Shahs, xv, Lyrics., set to music by Robert
Johnson, a lutenist in high repute.

Lu'tany. [? Formed after prec.] ? Lute-music.

1897 F. Thompson Xciu Poems 41 (Minstrels) without end
Reel your shrill lutany.

Lutar, obs. form of Luteb.

T Imta'rioUS, a* Obs. rare* 1
, [f. L. lutari-us

(f. lut-um mnd)+-oi s.] Inhabiting mud.
1681 Gkew Musxttm 1. iii. 38 A scaly tortuise shell ., of

the Lutarious kind.

T Iitrtary, a. Obs. rare" \ [ad. L. lutarius :

see prec.] » prcc.

1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. «$• Mitt. Introd., Lutarie torteise.

IiUtarynnauncer : see Luthekanancer.

t Lutation. Obs. [n. of action, f. L. Ititate

LurE v.*] a. The process of luting, b. The
material used in the process.

161 1 Ft.ORio, Ahttationc, a luting or lutation. 161* Wooi>
all Surg, Mate Wks. (1653) ,J&5 ' hen to Lutation have a
care, therein be no abuse. Ibid. 272 Lutation .. is a medi-
cine thin or thick . . which stoppeth most exactly the orifi*

cium of the vessel. 1657 in Phys. Diet,

Lutby, variant of Loteby Obs., paramour.

Lutch, v, Obs. exc. dial, (Vor&s.) Also 4
luehe. Irans. To lift.

13. . E. E. Atlii, P. C. 230 In- to bat lodlych k>3e bay luche
hym sone. 1888 Sheffield Gloss., Lutch,

Lute (ihlt), sbA Also 4 loyt, 5-6" lutte, lewte.

[a. K. //// (Cotgraye; now written lutli) whence It.

Unto, Du. tnit, Da. A*/, MHG. lAte (G. tnute);

another form of the word appears in Pr. laut, Sp.

land, Pg. alaude\ a. Arab. jjJi abeitd, where

a/- is the definite article.]

X. A stringed musical instalment, much in vogue
from the 14th to the 17th centuries, the strings of
which were struck with the fingers of the right hand
and stopped on the frets with those of the left.

1361-2 Durham Acc. Rolls 137 In uno vtro ludenti in uno
loyt. c 1386 Chaucer Manciples T, 268 For sorwe of which
he brak his minstralcye, Bolhe harpe, and lute, and giteme,
and sautrye. c 1410 Sir Cleges 101 He hard a sovne . . Of
harpis, luttis, and getarnys. 1481-90 Hoivard llouselu Bks.
(Roxb.) 218 Item, to the menstrellis for the mendynge of
a lewte \').s. iiij.<£ a 15*9 Skelton Agst. Comely Coystrotuue
29 He lumbryth on a lewde lewte. 1335 Coveroale Ps,
xxxiii. 2 Synge psalmes vnto him with the lute and instru-
ment of ten strynges. 1599 Snaks. Much Ado II. i. 98 God
defend the Lute should be like the case. 1663 Cowley
I'crses «y Ess., Garden iv. (1669) 117 When Orpheus strook
th' inspired Lute, The trees dane'd round. 1717 Lady M. W.
Montagu Let, to C'tess Mar 18 Apr., Four of them began
to play some soft airs on instruments between a lute and
a guitar. 1789 Bcrney Hist. Mus. (ed. a) Ill.i. 143 The
Lute of which hardly the sound or shape is known at pre*

sent, was during the last two centuries the favorite chamber
instrument of every nation of Europe. 1879 Stainkk Music
of Bible 82 A guitar and lute only vary with regard to the
shape or length of the body and neck.
traitsf. 1820 Keats Isabella xxxv, The forest tomb Had

. .taken the soft lute From his lorn voice.

b. The name of a stop in some forms of the

harpsichord (see quot. 1885).
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1879 A. J. Hipkixs in Grove's Diet, Mus, I. 691/r The so«

called Mute ".stop. 1885 Encycl. Brit. XIX. 70/2 To the
three shifting registers of jacks of the octave and first and
second unisons were added the Mute', the charm of which
was due to the favouring of high harmonics by plucking the
strings close to the bridge, and the 'harp', a surding or
muting effect jetc.].

2. altrib. and Comb. , as lute-case, -lesson, -maker,

-master, -player, -playing, -lune\ lute-resounding,

-voiced adjs.
; lute-fashion adv. ; lute-backed a.,

having a back shaped like a lute; lute fingered
a., having fingers adapted to the lute; lute-pin,

one of the pegs or screws for tuning the strings of

the lute; flute shoulders (cf. lute-backed), round
shoulders; lute-way adv., in the way in which the

hue is played (cf. lyra-ivay). Also LUTE-STRING.
1601 Holland Pliny I. 334 Thane who are *Lute backed,

thicke shouldered, and bending forward, .. bee long lined.

1582 Stxnvhuhst sE/tcis, etc. (Arh.) 141 This slut., with
a head lyke a *ltitecwe. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, in. ii. 45
Hardolph stole a Lute-ca.su; lx>re it twetue Leagues, and
sold it for three halfepence. a 1734 North Life Ld. Keeper
NorthUn*] 12 His .. Lyra Viol (which he used to touch,
* Lute-fashion, upon his knees). 1873 Bkowsim; Red Cott.

lYt.'Vap t. Wks. 1898 II. 374/2 [Kiddles] >awn bow-hand-
wi>e, Or touched lute-fashion and forefinger-plucked. i8zo

Kkats Lnmiii 1. 73 The soft, *lule-finger'd Muses. 1610
Dowland {title\ Varietie of *Lvte-lessons. 1573 Harm-

.•//*«.

L 672 A Mutemaker, ic&tudinarins. 1610 l»mvi..\Nn l'a>\

Lute-lessons D2, Ham (lerle, Luteni.M, Citi/en and Lute-

Maker of Nureuburge. 1665 6 Pkiys Diary ia Keb., Then
conies Mr. Caj«iir, my boy's lute-master. 1703 Loud. Gas.
No. 3921/4 Mr. l>upre, Lute-Master, has set up a School at

the White-Periwig in King-street. 1596 Xamik Saffron-
II 'alden V 4, Otherwise he looks like a case oftooth-pikes, or a
*I.ute pin put in asute of apparell. 1612 Kowi.anijs h'uauc

ifHarts jo My l'reeches like a paire of Lute-pins be, Scarse
r»uttocke-roome« as euery man may see. 1587 Cmi.niso De
Mornay vii. 91 He cloth fondlie incorporate the spirit of the

Lute-plaier in the Lute. Ibid. .\iv. 221 He cannot put his

I aite-playing in exercise, 1742 Poi-e Dnnciad iv. 306 Love
whispring woods, and ^lute-resounding waves. 1500-20
*Lul scliulderis [««ee Llttkred]. e 1500 frozrrt'S in (»io-e

Antitj. Repert. (1809^ IV. 406 He that is a pcrfyte mutfieion

J^erceyvithe the *l.ute tewnes and the goode proporcion.

1818 Kkats Endym. iv. 774 Thy lute-voiced brother will

1 sing ere long. 1607 IJrkwrr Lingua 1. ix, Auditus, shall

we here thee play, the Lyero-way, or the Lute-way, shall

we? 1611 J. Mavnakij (ti/tr\ XI 1 Wonders of the World.. ,

With some Lessons to play Lyra-vvayes alone, or., with
another Violl set Lute-way.

Lute J J"t), j//.- See also Lutum. [ad. OF. ////

(K. ////) or med.L. (use of L. lutum mud).]

1. Tenacious clay or cement composed of various

ingredients, and used to stop an orifice, to render

air-tight a joint between two pipes, to coat a retort,

etc., and to protect a graft. Also with a and //.

a particular kind of this substance. ^ Lute of
wisdom [ — med.L. lutum sapienlin '], a composition

for hermetieal sealing, variously described by
alchemists. Lai lute (sec q not. 1S36-41).
c 1400 Lanfraucs Cirnrg. 195 f>e mouj? of his pott schal

be ioyned to be moub of be pott pat is in be erbe with good
lute, bal bere mowe noon eir out fcerof. 1460-70 Bk. Quint-
essence 4 >e schuleu opene be hoole of he vessel in be hetil

j:at was selid with be seel of lute of wijsdom, niaad of be
sotillcst flour, and of white of eyren, and of moist papere,

ymeyngid so pat no ping respire out. 1599 A. M. tr. Gabet-
lioucrs Bk. Physieke 57/1 Put it in a glass, agglutinate the

same, with a lute made for that purpose. 1603 Timmk
Quersit. til. 193 The ordinary lutes wherewith tO£>lop vessels

of glasse against faint vapours are these. 1660 Shakkock
Vegetables 68 Lute is made with horse-dung and stiff clay

well mix'd together. 1662 R. M atiiew Unl. Alch. § 89. 151

Take a good Retort of (ilass, and put on it a good coat of

strong Lute made of Blood, Lome, Hair, and sharp Sand.

1766 Cavendish in Phil. Trans. LVL 153 A glass tube fitted

into its mouth, and secured with lute. 1816
J.

Smith\
PaHo-

rama Sci. <y Art \ \. 789 Lutes are compositions which are

employed to defend glass and other vessels from the action

of fire [etc]. 1836-41 Brande Cheni, (ed. 5) 1037 Fat lute,

composed of pipe-clay and drying oil, well beaten to a stiff

mass. 1868 Jovsson Metals 114 Make the box tight with a
lute of sand and clay, in equal parts.

1 2. In sense of L. lutum : Mud. Also altrib.

1694 Mottkcx Rabelais (1737) V, 231 Lute, Unds, and
Sands did long our March oppose. 1756 C. Lucas Ess.
IVatcrs \. 143 Roundish granules of a pale lute colour.

3. *A packing-ring of india-rubber placed be-

tween the lid and the lip of a jar, to prevent the

access of air to the contents * (Knight Did. Alech.).

IiUte (l'tft), sb$ U. S. Brickmaking. [n. Du.

loet (whence also Loot sb. 1
).] (See quot. 1SS9.)

1875 in Knmght Diet. Mech. 1889 C. T. Davis Manuf.
Bricks etc (ed. 2) 142 There is a tool used for scraping off

and levelling the moulding floor.. . It consists of a piece of

light pine board, . . set upright, with a long light handle in

the centre. At the bottom is tacked a thin piece of steel,

generally an old wood-saw blade, with the teeth turned up-

ward. . .The tool is called a * lute '.

t Lute, sb.4 Obs. Short, f. Iaite-stking 2
.

1676 Loud. Gaz. No. 1099/4 Sarcenets, A|amodes,and Lutes.

IiUte (l'/Zt), t/. 1 Now rare. [f. Lute sb. ]
] a.

intr. To play on the lute. b. quasl-trans. with

cognate obj. or quoted words : To express by means
of the lute. c. intr. To sound like a lute.

a. a 1479 Caxton Bk. Curtesye xliv, To harpe and lute,

or lustely to syng. 1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xvi. (Percy

Soc.) 64, I may not lute, or yet daunce or synge 1 i549-$»

Sternhold & H. Ps. lxxi. 23 Therefore thy faythfulnesse to I

prayse, I will both Lute and sing, c 1580 J ei fekie Bugbears

LTJTEO-.

1. Hi. 83 hi Archh Stud. ucu,Spr, (1897) XCVIII. 3:3 He
lutethe, he harpethe, and singethe all the day.
b. 1377 Lasgl. /*. Pi. B. xvm. 4-»3 Thanne luted l^oue in

a loude note, Lcce quain bouum et quant iocundnm, etc.

1847 Tennyson Princess iv. 111 Knaves are men, That lute

and flute fantastic tenderness.

e. 1821 Keats Lamia r. 167 Her new voice luting soft

Cried, 4 Lycius

IiUte (l l"t), v.- [ad. L. luldre ( V. litter, 1 6th c.)

f. lut-um; see Lt'TK sb.- Cf. Ex LUTE.]

1. trans. To coat with lute, csp. to cover a ci it-

cible, etc.) with lute as a protection against lire ;

to close or stop with or as with lute an milice

or joint) ; to stop with lute the cracks or joints

of (a vessel). Also with about, up.

1398 Tkevis v Barlh. De P. R. nix. xx.\i. (1405) 8;3 Ocra
brentc Rede in newe crockes wcl stoppyd and lutyd wyih
uewe claye. 1562 Bii.i.i.vn Dial. Soarncs % Chtr. .?5 b,

Then ye shall lutethe gappe, or moutheof the vaines. .with
this medicen. 1594 Plat je-cell-ho. 11. 4 Before they distill,

luting the Limbeck. 1599 A. M. tr. GabsPlotter's Bk. Physieke
67/1 Put this.. in a nue pot. ami lute the same verye clo*«e.

1601 Hoi.t.ASi) Pliny 1. 520 The better way is lo lute it well,

and clo*e with clay. 1624 C.M'T. Smi i ii / 'irginia 11. 33 Their
mikiII boats, made of the barkes of trees, fuwud with bark-
an<l well luted with gunime. 1639 T. ni; Quay i'ontpt.

Horsem. 349 Make a take of clay and therewith lute up
the pot. 1661 Lo\kli. Hist. Anim. .y Min. 135 They urnkc
their nests of a longish hemispherical figure, of little t\vig>,

and then lute them. 1662 HoitnfK Consul. (1680) 52, I admire
them when I see them lute an Alembiek handsomely. 1688
R. HoLMi-: Armoury tit. 86/1 To Lute alnjut the Oven stock
\\ ith Clay ..to keep the heat in. 1756 C. Lee as Ess. Waters
I. so itaving luted the junctures, .let the fire be gradually
adinitiistered. 1763-6 W. Lewis Comm. Phit.-'Peeh/t. 7 There
is no occasion for the hojp being luted. 1854 H. Milli-.k

fit ft. \ Sch/n. \ii. 65 Producing gas by means of a tobacco

\ ipe luted with clay. 1858 Hogg Life Shelley J 1. 424 Luting
his retorts with pipe clay. 1893 Chaiub. Jrnl. sg July 479 1

The>e he places in an earthen vessel, which he lutes with
moist earth.

jig. 1627 Donne Serin, xliv. 440 Kxcept the Lord open
them [thy lips], it weie better they wtie luted with the clay
of the grave. 1650 R. S 1 \y\ i.ion Strada's Low C. If 'arres

x. 6 [They] had their eares. . luted agah>*t the sound of Peace.

2. To fasten or fix with or as with ln:e; also

with about, down, i/t
}
on, together, up; occas. with

complement, (.'oust. 7 against, into, to, unto.

Saitl also of the luting material.

1489 Cam on EayfcsofA. 11. xiv. 118 And lilted theymwylh
dong and stones ayenst the wallcs. 1563 T. (!ai r. Antidot.
II. 88 Put them, in to a still of glass««, and put his heade «>n

it, & lute them well together. 1641 Krkni h Distill, t. (1651

)

40 I atte it well thereunto. 1666 Povi.i. Oriff. Pontics \ Ouat.
4_>2 Then pour out the Mixture into a tall (Has* Cucurbite,
to which lute on a I leadand a Receiver. 1668 R. L'iiSTHANGl.

/ 'is.Qne?'. 1

1
70S) 48 A lar^e Gla^s-I'.ottle, wherein was Luted

up., a famous Necromancer. 1727 Huadi.ky Pant. Diii.

s.v. Distillation ofOil, Cover the Vessel, and adapt its Helm
to it ; lute 'em very well together with the Whites of Iv^^s

anil Flower. 1796 Kikw an Elan. Min. (ed. 2) 11. 87 Place

the mixture in a Crucible . .to w huh a cover should be luted.

1819 Sol 11 iky in Rev. XXI. 387 M. deThury.. opened the

masonry of these wells, and hiled into the opening the upper
halfofa broken bottle. 1879 Casselfs Techn. Edttc. IV. 212, -

After charging them with ihe crude ore, the lids were luted

down. 1881 Tait in Nature XXV. 126 In the neck of the

steel cylinder.. there was luted a vettical glass tube.

trausf. and fig. 1650 Cuaklmon Paradoxes ioj Para-

celsus was fast luted in his grave, .about the year of Christ^

Incarnation 1541. 1856 K.\sii Ant. E.xpt. L xi. 118 It w as

a wooden structure firmly luted to its frozen base.

Lute : see Litk, Loot, Lout.

Luted l^-ted), ///. a. [f. Lute v.- + -ei>i
]

Daubed or stopped with lute.

i6ox Hollano Pliny Explan. Words Art, Luted, close

slopped w ith clay, dough, or such like. 1725 Rmadlly Earn.

Diit. s.v. Nitre, Put the Luted retort upon a furnace of

close Reverberation. 1825 J. Nicholson O/erat. Mechanic

7s7 Expose the luted crucible to a strong forge lire.

Luteic (li/arik), a. Chan. [I. L. lute-us yellow

+ -ic] L uteic acid : see 0,1101.

1892 Moklky S: Mum Watts' Diet. Chem., Luteic acid

C'j6HyoOj2 CO. - A yellow colouring matter prepared from the

flowers ai Euphorbia Cyparisst'as.

Lutein (J'/rti'in). Chem. Also 9 -ine. [f. L.

lute-urn yolk ofegy (neut. of luteus yellow) + -in.]

A substance of a deep yellow colour found in the

yolk of eggs and the ovaries of animals.
*
1869 Tmudiciium in Proc. Roy. Soc. XVII. 253 Vaiiuiis

parts of animals and plants contain a yellow crystalli/able

substance . . to which . . I assign the name ' luteine'. 1900

Allbntt's Syst. Med. V. 624 This (absorption band] is indica-

tive of the presence of lutein, to which the colour of the

serum is said to be due.

Lutenand, -aru ; nt, obs. forms ofLieutenant.

tLutener. Obs. rare-\ [f. Llte sbJ, after

Li tamst.] A lute- player.

1626 Rous Diary (Camden) 8 'Ihe queenes lulcuer, a

Frenchman, layd in the Tower.

Lutenist: see Lutanist.

Luteo- (IWtto), used as the combining form of

L. luteus Luteous in various scientific terms,

to signify the presence of a yellow colour with

some other. TM teo-cotoa-ltic a. Chem. , contain-

ing a compound of cobalt with a yellow colour.

I«u teo-ftrlvous a. Bot., of a tawny yellow colour.

Lirteo-fusce'scent a. Bot,, of a somewhat dusky

yellow colour. Im teo-ftrscous <z. Bot. t
between

fuscous and yellow (Cassell). lu teo-gallic

(acid) Chem.y the yellow colouriug matter of
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gall-nuts. Iiii teo-h«ematoi*din P/iys., a yellow

modification of hoematoidin. Ztu teo-rufe 'scent a.

L'ot., of a reddish yellow colour. Iinteo-vire*s-

cent a. Bot., of a greenish yellow colour.

1889 Syd. Soc. Lex., *Luteo-cobaltic salts. 1871 W. A.

Leighton Lichen/lora 205 Apothecia *luteofulvous. Ibid.

246 Spores if *luteo-fuscescent, narrow-oblong (etc.]. 1861

Hl'lme tr. Moquin~Tandon ii. ict. v. 152 Gallic, ellagic,

and *luteogallic acids. 1880 J. W. I.egg Bile 39 'I'he lutein

of Thudichum appears to resemble the *Iuteo-ha:matoidin..

of Piccolo and Lieben. 1871 W. A. Leighton Lichen-flora.

341 Apothecia *luteo-rufescent or reddish-flesh-coloured.

Ibid. 267 Leeidea melanochroza* Leisht *Iuteo-virescent.

Luteolein (l J «t/i?u 1/iin). Chan. [ad. F. ///M?-

iJine.] Chevreul's term for a substance which

accompanies, and is a product of the normal

oxidation of luteolin (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1S89).

1864 in Webster. 188a in Ogu.vie.

Luteolin (Uw-tflflm). Chew. Also -ine. [ad.

F. lute'oHn, f. mod.L. {reseda) luteol-a weld.] The
yellow colouring matter of weld {Reseda luteota).
"
1844 in Houi.vn Did. Med. 1869 Thuoichum in Proc.

Roy. Soc. XVII. 255 Luteoline, from weld.

Luteolous (li»UVI*0, a. Nat. Hist. [f. L.

luteol-us (dim. of Ifdeus LUTEOUS) + -ou*.] Some-
what luteous, yellowish.

1856 in Mavne Expos. Lex. 1874 H. C. Wooo Frcsh-iv.

Atge X. Amcr. 99 The inicrogonidia indefinite in number,
much the smaller, pale or dirty green or luteolous.

t Iill'teoil. Obs. rare" 1

. [? Misprint for Intern

Luthern; but Moxon has both words.] (Seeqtiot.)

1679 Moxon Mcch. E.xcrc. 147 Single light Windows or

I ,uteons.

Luteous (I s" t/os), ay Mat. Ilist. [f. L. lute-

us (f. IfiHtm yellow weed) + -ous.] Of a deep
orange yellow colour. Hence flin'teously adv.

1657 Tomlinson Revolt's Dis/>. t. v. i. 345 [Mandrake] bears

Apples .. Iuteously [printed lutrouslyj pallescent. Ibid. 1.

v. it. 345 Flowers.. out of whose middle erupts a luteous

and specious tuft. i65i Lovki.l /list. Anim. <y Mitt. Introd.,

Woodpecker.. green luteous. 1731 Mkolev Kolbcn's Cape
(r. Hope II.290 A fine luteous substance which is taken and
dried for ihc painters, who use it in the place of yellow oker.

1848 Gouli> Birds Austral. IV. 78 Luteous Honey-eater.
Comb. 1819 Samouelle Eutomol. Contend. 159 Olive-

black above, luteous red beneath. 1877 Codes & Allen X.
Anier. Rod. 28 In the prairie skins, the color is very bright

;

a rich fawn or luteous-hrown.

+ Lu teous, a.- Obs. [(. L. lute-tts (f. luium
mud) +-ous.] Of or pertaining to mud.
1656 in Blount Glossogr. 1715 tr. Pamirollus' Return

Mem. II. i. 273 Thai [Sarsaparilla] is naught .. which hath
a dirty, luteous kind of Colour within. 1731 Meolly AW-
ben's Cape G. Hope II. 284 These waters keep but a little

while fiesh ; the luteous and saline particles, which are the

life of 'em, falling quickly to the bottom of the vessel.

Luter (\
{fridi). Obs. exc. Hist. Forms: 5-6

lutar, 6 leutare, lewter, 6- luter. [f. Lite
-i -kr l.] A lute-player.

1474 Ld. Treas. Acc. Scot. (1877) I. 59 Item to the lutare,

j elne $ quarter of grene for his gowne. 1497 Ibid. 376 Giftin

to ane lutar. Axs. 1302 Privy Purse Exp, Eliz. 0/ York
(1830) 29 Item.. to Giles lewter for stringesfor theQueneof
Scottes lewte . . xs. 1532 H ervkt Xetuphon's Househ. ( 1

76S)

65 To exercyse the haude, as harpers and luters do, that it

may folowe the mind. 1654 Vilvain F.pit. Ess. v. 73 Twixt
Nightingal and Luter a strife extended. 1660 IIawaku
Crown Rev. 25 Two Luters: Fee a piece. 400 o. 1893
Nat. Observer 11 Mar. 415/1 The wooers and Inters of
Watteau'S fans are phantasms.

Lutescent iji/fte'sent), a. A T
al. Hist. [f. L.

Ifitens yellow + -escent.] Inclining to yellow.
1819 Samouelle Entotnol. Contend. 182 Hinder margin

of the thorax red lutescent. 1887 W. Pinllips^ Brit. Dis-
(outyectes 167 Hetotium Uuniuli. Cup. .becoming slightly

concave, lutescent, firm.

b. in combining form Intesce'nti-.
1871 \V. A. Leighton Lichcn/lora 261 Leeidea ochrococca,

Nyl. lutescenti-ochraceous, granulose, effuse tetc.]. Ibid.

297 Epithecium . . slightly lutescenti-fuscescent. .or dusky.

Inrte-string *. [f. Lute sty + String sb.]

1. A siring of (or adapted for) a lute.

1530 Palsgk. 241/2 Lutestryng, cordeav. cordon dc Ins.

1578 Lvte Dodoens 1. ci. 143 lx>ng threedes (like to very
fine and small lutestring^. 1599 Siiaks. Much Ado in. 11.

61 His ie&ting spirit, which is now crept into a lute-string,
and now gouern'd by stops. 1630 Davenant Cruel Bro. v.

i. Thy wrist vaynes are cut, Heere In this Bason bleed

:

till drynessc make thein curie Like Lute-striugs in the fire.

1731 Arbuthnot Nat. Aliments (173$) 157 A Lute-string will

bear a hundred Weight without Rupture. 1820 Keats Isa-
bella ii, Her lute-string gave an echo of his name. 185s
Drowning Era Lippo 52 There came A sweep of lute-

strings, laughs, and whifts of song.
attrtb.^ 1683 Moxon Mee/i. Excrc, Printing xv. r 9 Fine

Lute string Wyer . . is . . fastned by twisting about half an
Inch of the end of the Lute-string to the rest of the Lute-
string.

2. A noctuid moth having lines resembling the

strings of a lute on its wings.
1819 G. Samouelle Entotnol. Cotttpend. 402 The lesser

Lutestring.. The Poplar Lutestring. Hid. Index, Lute-
string moths. 1843 Westwood Brit. Motlis 1. 202.

Lutestring 2
(l l«'tstrirj). [App. an alteration

of Lustuing (which, however, appears later in our

qttots.), assimilated to prec] A kind of glossy

silk fabric ; a dress or a ribbon of this material.
1661 Pepvs Diary 18 Feb., We went to a mercer's.. and

there she bought a suit of Lutestring for herself. 1686 Loud.
Gaz. No. 2126/4 he sold, .a parcel of very good black

narrow Lute-Strings, and Alamode-Silks. 1704 Pope Lett.

(1736) V. 124 Think of flouncing the petticoat so very deep,
that it looks like an entire coat of lute-string ! 1767 Woman
0/ Fashion I. 78 She was dressed in a flowing Negligee
of white Lutestring. 1799 G. Smith Laboratory 11. 46 To
draw a pattern for a silver brocade lutestring. 1856 Mrs.
Hkowning Aur. Leigh vi. 715 As if you had .. held your
trailing lutestring up yourself. 1887 Mact11. Mag. LV. 108 A
suit of white lutestring trimmed with large bunches of acorns.

fb. To speak in lutestring', (meaning uncertain).

^ The phrase ' which I met witb in the course of my reading'
is several times derisively quoted by Junius as used by the
Duke of Grafton. Cf. tiuot. a 1797 in C.

177 1 Junius Lett* xlviii. 250, I was led to trouble you with
these observations by a passage, which, to speak in lutestring,

1 met with this morning in the course of my reading.

c. allrib.

1759 Compt. Lett.'ivriter (ed. 6) 222 Dressed in a white
lutestring gown and petticoat. 1768 C'tess Cowi'lb Let. to

Mrs. Delany in Mrs. D.'s Life <fr Corr. Ser. 11. 1. 186 Lord
Spencer had a pale blue lutestring domino, a 1797 H. Wal*
pole Mem. Geo. ///. (1845) I. xiv. 210 He IChas. Townshend]
had said of the last arrangement before Fox was set at the

head, that it was a pretty lutestring administration which
would do very well for summer wear.

Lutetian (U/rtrpati), a. [f. L. Luteti-a an

ancient city on the site of modern Paris + -ax.]

Of or belonging to Lutetia or Paris; Parisian.

1740 Somerville Ilobbinol 11. 235 That Strength .. Which
. .by your great Forefathers taught, [might] have fix'd The
1'ritish Standard on Lutetian Tow'rs.

tLutewiht. Obs. rare." 1
[f. ME. hit (see

Lite sb.*) little + nnht thing.] A little.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 72 Auh hwon }e nede moten speken a
Kitewiht, lese8 up ower mu'6es flodjetcn.

II Luth {hiV. [Kr. : ? transferred use of luth

Li te sb. 1
] The Leather Turtle (see Leathek sb. 6\

1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. fed. 4) 176 The lame Sun-
fish .. the Luth .. the group of Peron's Seals. 1884 [see

leather turtle s v. Leathfr 61. 1901 Gaixjw Amphibia
% Reptiles 333 Sp/targis s. Dermatochctys coriacea, the

Leathery Turtleor Luth . .the largest of all recent Chelonians.

Iiuther, obs. form of Litheii.

Lutheran 'l'tf'baran), a. and sb. Also 6

lutherane. [f. proper name Luther + -AN.]

A. adj. Pertaining to the German reformer Martin

Luther (14S3-1546 , his opinions and followers.

In the 16th c. the designation was used by Roman Catholic
writers as coextensive with Pkotestant; applied, e g., to

the reformed Church of England. Now chiefly applied to

doctrinal views held by Luther in opposition to other re-

formers, e.g. his doctrine as to the nature of Christ's presence

in the Kucharlst (see Consurstantiation^ and as the appel-

lation of those churches, principally in Germany and Scan-
dinavia, which accept the Augsburg Confession as their

official doctrinal symbol.
1530 Cromwell in Merriman Li/e $ Lett. (1902) I. 333

They wyll not discent from the luiheran sekt. 1650 Stapyl-
ton Strada's Iow-C. U'arres in. 53 Disliking his marrying
into a Lutheran family. 1660 Jen. Taylor Duct. Dttbit. 11.

ii. rule vi. § 10 The Lutheran churches, .have, .as little

reason for their division. 1841 T. A. Trollope Summer
99 \ Prance I. viii. 128 Marechal de Saxe .. lived and died

in the Lutheran religion. 1875 Urvce Holy Rom. limp.
x viii. (ed. 5) 336 In North Germany princes as well as

people were mostly Luiheran.

B. sb. A follower of Luther ; an adherent of

his doctrines ; a member of the Lutheran church.
1521 Abp. Warham in Ellis Orig, Lett. Ser. tit. I. 240 The

heryn^ wherof shuld be right .. plcsant to the open Luther-
anes beyond the See. 1613 Shaks. lien, fill, in. it. 99
1 know her for A splceny Lutheran. 1700 S. L. tr. Erykes
Voy. E. Ind. 321 We had several ^ Lutherans .. these fell a
Singing some Spiritual Hymns in the Temple. 1865 J.
Gill Banished Count xxi. 219 There were large numbers
of Lutherans at this time in Pennsylvania. 1900 R. I.

Drlmmono Apostot. Teach. Cf Christ's viii. 335 This is. .the

contention of Ritualists, be they Lutherans or Anglicans,

Hence Iintheranancer nonee-wd. = Lutheran
sb. ; Xtuthera'nlc a. (rare). ^ Lutheran a.

a 156* G. CAVENDtsii (I 'olsey (1893) 273 Depresse this newe
pernicious sekt of the lutarynnauncers. 1848 \V. H. Mill
EtT'cScrttt, 132 note, Where, .the palmary' Lutheranic dogma
is implied. Ibid. 139 note, Perhaps this ii the Lutheranic
interpretation of the words.

IjUtheran : sec Lutiiern.

lintheranism (lV7-b3raniz'm\ [f. Lutheran
+ -ism.] The body of doctrine taught by Luther

and his followers; the holding ofLutheran opinions.

1560 Dals \r. Sleidana's Comm. 118 In this meane tymc
beginnelh anewe persecution in Fraunce,againste them that

were anye thynge suspected of Lutheranisme. 1641 ' Smec-
tymnuus ' Answ. § 18 (1653)71 The Papists upbraid the

Protestants with their Lutheranisme. 1756-7 tr. Keyslers
Trav. (1760) IV. 441 Pieces relating to the history of

Lutheranism. 1847 Lewes Hist. Philos. (1867) II. 100 This

centre of Lutheranism [Wftrtembergl. 1876 Tennyson (?.

Mary m. iv, Vou yourself have been supposed Tainted with

Lutheranism.

Lutheranize (l^J^ranaiz), v. [f. Lutheran
+ -ize.] a. trans. To render Lutheran ; to con-

vert to Lutheran doctrines and belief, b. intr.

To become Lutheran ; to incline to Lutheran doc-

trines. Hence Irtrtheranizer.
1845 Manning in Purcell Li/e (1806) L xv. 311 L it not

strange that the Lutherans and Lutheranizers. .hold a de-

velopment? 1857 Pusev Real Presence i. (1869) 95 A few
leading Zwinglian preachers Lutheranised for a while. 1879
13arinc-Gol lo Germany 1 1 . 175 Ditmarschen. . In 1532 it

was Lutheranised.

Luthere, obs. form of Litiieu.

t Luthe'rian, a. and sb. Obs. Also 6 luther-

yan, (lauterian). [f. Luther + -UN. Cf. F.

tul/te'rieu.'] —Lutheran a. and sb.

1326 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 224 b, Agaynst the first

parte of this artycle these lutheryans. .hatli maligned and
erred. 1581 Nicol Hckne Disput. in Cath. Tract. (S. T. S.)

147 The Lauterianis, Zuinglianis, Calvinistis, and Anabap-
tisiis. 1589 L. Wright IItinting A tttichrist 10 They were
all called Waldenses till. the time of Luther, when they
began to be called Lutherians and Protestants.

Hence t I«utlie rianism = LuTHEHANisjr.-
1796 Morse Amcr.Gcog. 1 1. 54 Lutherianism was. .finally

established in 1593, by the synod of Upsal.

Lutherism (I //-bariz'm). [f. as prec. + -ism ]

a. = Lutheranism. b. Something characteristic

of Luther, or done or said in imitation of Luther.
a 1695 Wooo Ilist, ly Antio.

m
Univ. Ox/. (Gutch 1706) II.

29 Lutberism increased daily in the University. 1863 W. C.
l)ovvoiNGZ/>ir <y Corr. G. Calixtus vii. 51 Calixtus, who had
hitherto been conversant with Lutherism, found here the
headquarters of the German ' Reformed '. 1882-3 Schaff
Encycl. Relig. Kncnvl. I. 72 The movement which led tbe
population of Anhalt from Lutheiism to Calvinism.

IiTitherist (l^-barist). [f. Lul/ur + -K5T.] a.

A student of Luther ; one deeply read in his life-

history and works, b. = Lutheran sb.

1883 American VII. 121 Only Dr. Th. Kolde contests

with Dr. Kustlin the distinction of being the first of living

Lutherists. 2884 Ibid. 330 The latest studies of the Lu-
therists of Germany.

Luthern (l^/'^-in). Forms: 7lutheran, -en,

8 luthron t 7- luthern. [? A corruption of Lu-
carne. Cf. Luteon.] A dormer-window. Also
luthern-light, -window.
1669 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) II. 557 With

hausome Lutheran windowes in the roofe. 1679 Moxon
Mech. Exerc. 160 Luthern, See Dormer. 1690 Levbourn
Curs. Math. 901 I n measuring of Roofing, seldom any de-

ductions are made for.. the Vacancies for Luthercn Lights,

and Sky-Lighis. 1723-24 Chambers tr. S. leClerc's Archit.
I. 109 We call Lutherns, those Windows rais'd over the

Corniche of a Duilding, and in the Roof of the House. 1751
Halfpennv Xt7t) Designs Farm Houses 7, 2 Luthron Win-
dows with Cheeks at g/s. each, 2793 Smeaton Edystone L.
Introd. 5 The inside of the dome . . receives light from eight

luthern windows regularly disposed. 1823 Nicholson Pract.

Builder 587 Luthern. 1886 K. L. I>vxner A.Surriage xv.

167 The gambrel roof and luthern window.

Imtherolatry (li/?b3rf>-latri). [See -latry.]

The * worship' of Luther. Hence Irfithero'la-

trist, a 'worshipper* or idolizer of Luther.

1859 Lit. Churchman 16 June 217/1 Lutherolatry. 1883
Ch. J itucs XXL 857 Our Lutherolatrists think [etc.).

Luthier (l'^-tisj). [a. F. litthier, f. ////// Lute.]

A lute-maker.

1879 Hipkins in Grove's Diet. Mns. I. 687 To leave this

instrument as complete as the Cremona School of luthiers

left the violin.

Luthre, luthur, variant of Lither a.

Lutidine (l^'tidin). Chem. a. An alkaloid

obtained from bone-oil and coal-tar products, b.

A related alkaloid (^-lutidine*) obtained by dis-

tilling cinchonine with potassium hydrate.

1851 T. Anoerson in Trans. Royal Soc. F.din., XX. 254 A
base ..which possesses precisely the constitution of tolu-

idine, and to which I give the name of lutidine. 1864 Proc.

Royal Soc. XI II. 305 The cinchonine base, which the author
[Greville WilliamsJ distinguishes by the name of 0 lutidine.

1881 Athemvitm-21 May 691/3 ' On the Physiological Action
of/3 Lutidine*.

tinting (lw'lirj), vbl. sby [f. Lute vy + -xm l
.]

The action of playing on the lute.

a 1440 Sir Degrev. 38 Off lewtyng, He bare the pryes

aey. 1484 Marg. Paston in P. Lett. 1 II. 314 Ther wer non
dysgysyngs, ner harpyng, tier lutyng, ner syngyn, ner non
lowde dysports. 1589 Nashe Anat. 0/ Absurditie Epi>t.

Wks. (Grosart) I. 8 Citterning and Luting. 1880 Watson
Angclo in Prince's Quest, etc. (1802) 120 My wife, sir, hath
a pretty gift Of singing and of luting.

Iiuting (l'/Vthj), vbl. sb.- [f. Lute v.- + -ijvo 1
.]

The action of stopping joints or cracks with lute.

1608 Bi\ Hall Char. Virtues $ V.\ Presumptuous Wk>.
(1627) 195 lie is a confident alchymist . . His glasse hreakes

;

yet bee, vpon better luting, laies wagers of the successc.

1676 Worlidge Cyder (1691) 52 The head of the stock ..

covered to defend it from wet by good luteing of it. 1816

KtRUY & Sp. Entotnol. (1828) II. 500 Transfer the bees to

a new hive which shall require a new luting.

attrib. 1789 J. Keir Diet. Clwttu 97/1 'lhe whole luting

apparatus is to be bound with a string.

b. coner. The material used for this purpose.

15*7 Andklw Brunswykcs Distytl. WatersA lij, A lutyngc
for a glasse that ryveth upon the fyre. x66a Merkett tr.

Nerts Art 0/ Glass xxxviii, Uath the joynts and lutings

with warm water. 1777 Priestley On Air III. Introd. 4
As a luting I have found it most convenient. 1800 tr. Let'

grange's Chem. I. 30 A luting is employed, called Fat Luting.

1861 Gesnkr Coal, Petrol, etc. (1865) 173 A good fine clay,

. .is the cheapest luting fur retort lids. 1893 Lloyo & Had-
cock Artillery 219 The door or cover is made watertight

with a mixture of beeswax and tallow, termed 'luting '.

Luting (l^'tirj), ppl. ay [Lute v. 1 2.] That
lutes, or sounds like a lute.

1887 G. Mereoith Ballads P. 131 This lady of the

luting tongue.

IiU'ting, ///. a* In senses of Lute v!l

1853 Kane Griuwtl Exp. xxx. (1856) 261 Vour chin has

a trick of freezing to your upper jaw by the luting aid of

your beard.

Lutinist, obs. form of Lutanist.

Lutist l'/7-tist). [f. Lute sb.1 + -ist.] a. A
lute-playcr. (Cf. Lutemst. ) b._ A maker of lutes.



LUTOSE. 519 LUXURIATE.

1627 Hakbwill Apol. (1630) 254 Imitation of Claudian in
j

expressing a controversie betweene a lutist and a nightingale.

1814 Mrs J. West Alicia de Lacy I 1. 47 The lady retained

. .a taborcr, a lutist, and a player on the rebeck. 1863 Longf.

Wayside bin I. Prel. 280 The instrument on which he

played..A marvel of the lutist's art.

Lutonist, obs. form of Litanist.

Lutose (U/7'UTns), a. [ad. L. lutos-us, f. lutnm

clay.] Covered with mud
;
miry ; spec, in Rut.

(see quot. 1826 . Hence f Iiutosity, muddiness.

1650 Ashmole Chynt. Collect. 8 Which Tinctu res .
.
are

separable from accidental! drosse, and earthly lutosity. 1826

Kirby & Sp. Entomol. IV. 275 Lutose,
<

covered with a

powdery substance resembling mud or dirt, which easily

rubs off.

II Lutrin i^tran). [Kr.] =Lecterx.
1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. III. v. iv. 314 Sacristies> lutrms,

altar-rails are pulled down. 1856 Ecclesiohgist XVI 1. 89

The kitrhiy or great lettern, and other fitting';.

Lutrine (ll«'lrain), a. [ad. mod.L. futrfuus,

i.Ulutra otter: see -IKE Pertaining to the

Lutrinx or otter family.

1883 Daily Tel. 4 July 5/2 The lutrine tribes are greatly

on the increase.. upon some of the best trout-streams.

Luttby, var. Lotery Obs., paramour.

Lutte, var. Lite, little; ohs. f. Lite j<M

tLu-tter, a. Obs. [OK. h!ittor, ///////<?/-= OS.

Mutter\ Ol IG. hliiter, Mutter
%
nio«l.G. tauter),

Goth, Itlulrs.] Pure.

971 Blickl. Horn. 209 On ba noro" hcalfe b.xs weofodes

swibe wynsum ontl hlnttor waita utflmvende. c 1200 Okmin

5706 pe sexte seollbess axli^le^^c Iss dene & hrttcrr herrte.

t Lli ttered, a. Obs. Also 6 Sc. luttaird.

? Howed, crooked.
? a 1400 Morte Art'h. 779 Alle with lutterde legges, lokcrde

unfaire. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems 1.x. 57 With hit :schulderis,

and luttaird back.

Lutulence (l'/Vti/jflens). ran. [f. next: ?ee

-excb.] Muddiness; nnul, dirt.

1727 in Bailey vol. II. a 1834 in Sir 11. Taylor Artevelde

Wks. 1864 I. 305 The after-stream vtith earth-sprung taints,

And gathering lutulence, [is] made foul.

Lutulent vl
5 //-ti//lent), a. ? Obs. [ad. L. lulu-

hnt-its, f. lutnm mud.] Muddy, turbid.

<ri6oo Timon 11. iv. (1842) 31 By what faulte or fate of

mine (luculent, not lutulent Sergeants) shall 1 say [etc.], 1614

T. A dams Dez'ifs Banquet 17 The lutulent, spumy, macula-

torie waters of Sinne. 1661 Lovei.l llist.Anini. <y Mtu.

Introd., The spleen, drawing thick lutulent and melancholick

blood. 1755 in Johnson. [Hence in mod. Diets.]

f Lutum. Obs. [a. L. lutnm.'] -= Lute sd.-

1718 J.CltAMUERLAYNE Relig. P/liloS. (1730) II. XVlii. g 7

They IChymists] try whether their Lutums(that is the matter

which they apply to the Joints of their Vessels) are as close

as they should be.

Luve, obs. f. Love. Luven, var. Leve v.2 Obs.

Luver, Luveray, obs. ff. Locver, Livery.

Luvesiim, obs. form of Lovesome.

t Luvestiche. Obs. [OE. lufestice
i
ad. late L.

levisticttm : see Lovage.] =Lovage.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 374 senim .. lufestice [etc.] ..&

Sepuna on wyrte to somne. C1265 I'oc. Plants in Wr.-

\V nicker 555/11 Lenisticum, i. luuesche, i. luuestiche.

Luvien, obs. form of Live, Love vbs.

t Lux, v. Obs. [ad. F. luxer, ad. L. Inxiire

:

see Luxate v.] = Luxate v. Hence Jju-xingvbl. sb.

1708 J. Philips Cyder 11. 488 The fall Luxt his neck -joint.

1725 Pope Odyss. xi. 80 Staggering 1 reel'd, and as I reel'd

I fell, Lux'd the neck-joint. 1775 AsH,Suppl., Luxiug, the

act of putting out of joint.

Lux, obs. variant of Luxe.

tlm-xate, ///• Obs. [ad. L. luxat-ns, f.

luxare see next.] = Luxated.

1597 J. King On Jonas (1618) 399 He . . liucth not within

our Land (sauing in a few disordered and luxate members^.

1661 Lovei.l Hist. Anim. <y Jitin. no Applied with the

ashes of a Womans haire it cureth luxate joynts.

Luxate (ltf'ksrft), v. [i L. luxat-, ppl. stem

of luxare, f. htxus dislocated, a. Gr. Aofos.]

trans. To dislocate, put out of joint. Alsoyfc.

1623 in Cockeram. 1644 Barwick Querela Cantabr.

Pref., Thus the Knipperdolings of the age . . luxated all the

joints of Christianity in this kingdom. 1681 Glanvill

Sadducistnus t. (1726) 57 Descartes by his jocular meta-

physical Meditations has so luxated and distorted the

rational Faculties of some, otherwise, sober. . Persons. 1684

tr. Sonet's Merc. Comfit, x. 368 The Spine luxated inwards

cannot be restored. 1760 Phil* Trans. LI. 679 My father

was sent for to a man who had luxated his thigh l>one.

1835-6 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 157/1 The foot., had been

luxated. 1846 Brittan tr. Ma/gaigtte's Man. Oper. Surg.

237 Depress the metacarpus to luxate the bones.

Hence Lu xated ppl. a., Luxating vbl. sb.

1634 T. Johnson Party's Chimrg. Pref. (1678) 3 Who
without Chirurgery can hope to cure Broken or Luxated

parts? 1712 tr. Pomefs Hist. Drugs 1. 195 Dragon's Hlood

. . strengthens luxated Joynts. 1775 Ash, Suppl., Luxating,

the act of putting out of joint. 1899 Allbntt's Syst. Med.

VI. 549 The projection of the luxated portion into the

abdomen.
,

Luxation (l»k#"J»n). Surg, [ad. L. luxa-

tion-em, n. of action f. luxare : see Luxate v.]

The action of dislocating or putting out of joint

;

the condition of being dislocated ; dislocation ;
an

instance of this.

155a Udall tr. Gel/time's Anat. Pref., Luxacions and

wrenches. 1380 T. Norton Let. to Ld. Bnrghley, In a

luxacion or unknittyng of their owne lymes. 1615 Crooke

Body ofMan 1002 If at any time the luxation of the Talus

doe happen, it is rather to the inner processe then to the 1

vtter. 1676 Wiseman Surg. vn. ii. 480 When..two Bones,

which being naturally united make up a Joint, are separated

from each other, we call it a Luxation. 1748 Smollett
Rod. Rand, xxvii. (1804) 180 As pretty a luxation of the

os humtrias one would desire to sec. 1830 R. Knox BrclartCs

Anat. 115 New synovial membranes are sometimes formed,

as is observed in false joints, after unreduced luxations. 1884

M. Mackf.nzik Dis. Throat «y Nose II. 430 The existence

of luxation of the nasal bones was established.

b. fig-
/11631 Donne Serin, lxxxvi. Wks. (ed. Alford) IV. 85

There are other Luxations, other Dislocations of Jesus when
we displace him for any worldly respect. 1658 W. Burton
/tin, Anton. 232, 1 could produce many such luxations of

whole verses.. out of Virgil. 1812 Q. Ret'. VIII. 227 Dis-

cussions 011 the position of an accent, the luxation of a
dochmiac, or the hallucination of some sinful copyist.

Luxe. Obs. exc. as in 2. Also 7 lux. [a. K.

luxe, ad. L. luxus.']

\\. Luxury. Obs.

1558 in Kroude Hist. Eng. VI. 390 note, While they .. in

luxe and lewdness, did sail in a sure port, a 1618 Silvkstkr
Spectacles xviii, Ambition, Luxe, and Avarice. 1636 K. .

Dacrfs tr. Machiazvfs Disc. Liry I. ii. 12 To exceed others

in luxe and wantonncs.se. 1661 Lvelvn Tyraunus («d. 2) 14

There will need no Sumptuary lawes to repress, .the Lux
which Men so much condemn in our Apparrel. 1718 Priuk

Pleasure 14 The power of wealth I uied, And all the

various luxe of costly pride. 1746 Sm-:x*roxi: Elegies xxi.

39 Above or Persian luxe or Attic art, The rink- majestic

monument arose.

II
2. The French luxe .l//ks) occurs as an alien

word wilh the sense: LiiMiritutsness, sumptuous

elegance ;
esp. in edition de tuvc, train de luxe.

1819 Ediul: Per. XXXI I. 377
'1

il4i P- l !'tr fur printing,

except in what are emphatically called ics editions de In xr,

is very inferior to ours. 1885 Athon.vnui 25 July 111 2 Hie
volume may fairly claim to be, in a inod« si wa> , an edition

de luxe. 1886 It'estM. Rtv. Apr. 501 Paper and type nre

the very acme of refinement and lu xe. 1888 Pall Mall ii.

4 Aug. 2/2 These were not luxe or ' limited' ir;dns with extra

fancy fares. 1890 BradshaiSs < out. Rhvy. Guide Jan. 49

•Train de Luxe', consisting of .sleeping Cars and Liu-

Salons, number of places limited.

Luxaorius, obs. form of Lixuui>»i s.

Luxullianite (tokstf-lianDif.. .!//>/. [f. Luxul-

lian its locality in Cornwall + -ITK.] See quots.)

1878 Lawrence tr. Cotia's Rochs Class. iu9 The name
Luxullianite has been proposed, .for a porjjhyroidal granite,

in which the mica is replaced by tourmaline. 1879 Ki ti.hy

Study Roihs xii. 21 j Luxullianite is composed of .schorl,

flesh-coloured orthoclase, and quart/.

t Lirxur. Obs. rare. [? Back-formation from

Luxurious*.] A lecher.

1604 T. M. Btacke Book ' I > 3 How many Villainies weie in

Spaine : how many Luxurs m Italic 1604 T. M. Father

llubburds Tales K 2 b, The torment to a luxur due, Whti

neuer ihinkes his harlot true. 1607 Tolrneck Rez'. frag.

1. i. Wks. 1S78 1 1. 6 A parcht and juiceles,se luxur.

tLuxure. Obs. [a. i?\ luxure (13th c. in Uttr£,

ad.L. luxuria : see Luxury.] = Luxl hy i.

c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. ill. pr. vii. 62 (Camb. MS.) Who-so-

euere wole rememhryn hym of hyse luxures, he shal wel vn-

dyrstonde hat [etc.]. 1390 Cou'Kr Con/. III. 245 The Philo-

sophre..conseileth to a king, That he the suifet of luxure

Schal tempre.

Luxuriance (l^ksiuo rians, lwgyu^rians). [f.

Luxuriant : see -axck.] The condition of being

luxuriant
;
superabundant growth or development

;

exuberance ; an instance of this. Also qua^-coucr.

1728-46 Thomson Spring 92 The whole leafy forest stands

displayed, In full luxuriance. 1770 Langhorne Plutarch

(1879) I. 87/2 Lach had the luxuriances of the citizens to

prune. 1777 Hurke Let. to Sheriffs Bristol Wks. III. 203

The faults which grow out of the luxuriance of freedom.

1820 Keats Hyperion 1. 237 This calm luxuriance of bliss-

ful light. 1825 Lytton Zicci ii, The luxuriance of his fancy

was unabated. 1845 Ford Handbk. Spain 92 Vegetation.,

hursts forth in gigantic luxuriance and life. 1850 (Iosse

Rivers 0/ Bible (1878) 196 The cattle are driven.. from con-

siderable distances to feed on its luxuriance, 1880 Haughton
Phys. Geog. vi. 312 The whole Equatorial zone is character-

ised by the extreme luxuriance of the vegetation.

Luxuriancy (IvksiuVriansi, lvggiit'ri&nsi).

Now rare. [f. as prec. : see -ancy.] = pree.

1648 W. Mountagle Devout Ess. 1. xii. 143 The ranknes

and luxuriancy of our tempers . . ought rather to be the

subject of our extirpation. 167a Dryden Defence Wks. 1883

IV. 230 His malice keeps a poet within those bounds, which

the luxuriancy of his fancy would tempt him to overleap.

1712 Addison Sped. No. 414 F 5 A Tree in all its Luxun-

ancy and Diffusion of Boughs and Kranches. i737 Lo>uwou

Sense I. 25, I therefore prohibit all Concetti, and Luxuri-

ancies of Fancy. 1748 Anson's Voy,\. x. 102 Such a luxu-

riancy of fungnous flesh, as yielded to no remedy. 1804.--6

Syo. Smith Mor. Philos. (1850} 183 Vou do not «expect wild-

ness in walls, and luxuriancy in buttresses. 1818 C. Al. J.

Clairmont 7ml. in Dowden Shellty (1886 I I. v. 203 Hie

scenery to Bologna was flat, but of incredible luxuriancy.

Luxuriant (lwksiu»Tiant,l2?g^u*-nant),a. Also

6 erron. luxurient. [ad. L. luxuriant-em, pres.

pple. oMuxttriare to grow rank, f. luxttria Luxury.]

1. Producing abundantly, prolific. Now rare.

C1540 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. (Camden) I. 19 ^he

-grownde is luxurient and frutefull. 17" Pope Vertumnus

To The growth of the luxuriant year 1748 Anson s Vcy.

I, v. 44 The soil of the Island is truly luxuriant. 1756-7 tr.

keyster's Trav. (1760) III. 142 The country still retains

a luxuriant fertility. i794 S. Williams^ erfnont 131 The

soil was. .fertile and luxuriant. 1877 M. M. Granf Sun.

MaidXx, It was luxuriant as the valleys ofP^on.
i trans/. 1650 Bulwer Anthropomet. Pref., riere tne

luxuriant Chin quite down is mown.

2. Of plants, etc. ; G rowing profusely
,
exuberant,

rank, f Of flesh : Growing to excess (obs.).

1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. ff Mitt. 230 If stamped and
applied they compresse luxuriant flesh, a i€6^ Cowley
Death Mrs. K. Philips iv., Wit's like a Luxuriant Vine.

1697 Drydfn I'irg. Ceo?g. I. 166 p'he Ploughman ] Sends

in his feeding Flocks betimes t' invade The rising bnik of

the luxuriant Ulade. 1749 Kiklousg Tom Jones \\. ii, Her
hair .. was so luxuriant, that it reached her limldle. 1791

Cowiem Iliad xvii. 64 The luxuriant olive by a swain

Kear'd in some solitude. 1835 Miss Mn forij in l.'K^trange

Li/e 111. iii. 35 The dark nasturtium i* a fine colour, and
very luxuriant. 1846 J. Baxter Libr. Pratt. A&ric. (ed. 4)

II. 365 The tops of white turnips are long and luxuriant at

the commencement of the season. 1883 19/// Cent. May 763
Strong and luxuriant hair is accompanied by regular and
durable teeth.

b. spec, in Rot. ^see qttots. 1760, 1852).

1760 J. Lr.R Introd. Mot. 1. xx. (1765) 53 A flower is said

to he luxuriant, when some of the Pairs of Fructification

are augmented in Number, and others thereby excluded.

1776-96 Wn hi ring ///•//. Plants <eil. \ I. 251 When r.f

a luxuriant growth, the numbers often increase, especially

ihe number of the pistils. 1852 Hrssi.t,w Dict.Bot. l'trnts.

Luxuriant.. .< ienerally applied where a superabundance of

nutriment cruises the organs of nutrition tol.e more developed
than those of fructification.

3. In immaterial applications, a. Of invention,

genius, fancy, etc.: Kxuberantly productive. Ol

>i eech, action, etc. : Abundant, profuse, excessive.

( >f ornamentation : Lxcessivcly rich or lloiid.

1625 l!\cos Ess. Youth <V Age u\rb.' -63 A fluent and
Luxuriant Speech . .be» omes Vuiith wrll, but not Age. 1641
' Smj:c j iMxrt s ' I 'ind. Ansio. iii. If bee will gi\e lessr

si oj e to his Insuriani pen, speak nwre cautiously. 1675

Tkaiii knk Chr, Ethics 443 MUiake not these lfiings f. r

arbitrary flourishes of luxuriant fancy. 1689 mwi 1 t ldt to

Tttuple Wks. 1755 IV. 1. ?44 How is the miwe luxuriant

gtown. 1765 lii.At.KSrosr. Comm. 1. S7 Kesttaining it [U.e

common law] where it was too lax and luxuriant. 1780 A.

Young Tour /ret. it. .wii. 75 The iush jig, which they can

dam e w ith a most luxnria:.t expression. 1799 Med. 'jrul. L
43 lJrown was a luxuri n.t genius. 1848 Mrs. «|.\mi sun Sh, >

.

<V Leg. Art (iSs"j 91 Tl.c \ \s 'u\ colour, the luxuriant archi-

tecture icmind us of 1'aul \'eii tie->e. 1855 V>M\ Stuses «V

m. i. # 55 1864' 425 A luxuriant imagination implies

the facility of retaining scenes i f every description. 1882 3
SciiAir Encycl. R>tig. Anew/. 11. 1.^, Rules were given

with respect to the luxuriant ornam» ntat inn of the churches,

fb. Iixce**ivcly pmflpeious. ( bs.

1654 tr.Sotdiry's Curia Pol. 70 Luxiuiant and wanton

times cause Princes like iron to nM f r want of u-e. 1712

Sn.i.i.r. Spiff. No. 330 .» 3 l'»y many Losses, .reduced from

a \> ry luxiuiant 'I i:«de and Cndit to Nery narrow t ircum-

*tanc--s. 1766 (ioii'SM. I 'it. II'. xxix, The luxuriant great

ones of the woild shall no more tread u> to the earth.

f c. Of a disease : Abundantly prevalent. Obs.

1656 ). Smith Txf.t. Physick 24 Arthritis that is vagrant

is Scorbutica). . . The parts affected are the Nerves ; because

it is very luxuriant in the back and the loins.

4. Misused for : Ll xt'Kioi's.

1671 Phil. Trans. VI. 2129 Uting the most delicious and

luxuriant Cider., that ever I knew. 1824 Miss Kkkkikk

fnher. lix, Uncle A. . . had been left.. in a luxutiant apart-

ment. 1885 C. Gibbon Ha*d Knot 1. v. 69 It was a splendid

apartment,, .luxuriant to a degree.

Hence Luxu riantly w/r.. t IiXixuTiantness.

1725 C. Pitt I'ida's Art Poet. in. (1726^ 66 In wide array

luxuriantly he pours A crowd of w< rds, and opens all his

stores. 1775 Ash, Luxnriantness. 1786 Hukns Ep. to a

Young Friend vi, 'I he sacred lowe o' weel-plac d love,

l uxuriantly indulge it. 1840 Browning Sordello 1. 637

Round each new discovery wreathed Luxuriantly the fanewt

infantine. 1863 Lvkll Antiq. Man 16 Nowheie. .does this

tree flourish more luxuriantly than in Denmark.

Luxuriate {J^ksiiw-riA, l^u..-iif I t), v. [f. L.

luxuriat-, ppl. stem ol luxuriat e: see Li'Xi'RUXT.]

1. intr. Of a plant : To grow rank. Now rare.

Also fig. fOf a writer: To write at exuberant

length ; to exceed one's limits. Obs.

1621 Bt rton Anat. Mel. Democr. to Rdr. 10, 1 could

haue more willingly luxuriated, and better satisfied my selfe

and others. Ibid. m. ii. n. i. 545 'I"he ™}nd is aP,y°
and hoteorcold,As come luxuriates in a better molde. 1658

J. Robinson Endoxa ix. 48 Scorbuiical Plants .. luxuriate,

where the Scurvie is predominant. 173* >» Bailey vol. II.

1832 G. Downes Lett. Cont. Countries I. 269 lhe vine-

yards hereabout are partly lopped, partly left to luxuriate.

1868 Lightfoot Comm. Philipp. (1873) 259 Syria was a soil

where such a plant would thrive and luxuriate.

^\>. jig. To grow or develop exuberantly////*

(error, folly, etc.). Obs.

1651 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. 11. xvn (1739 90 The

Clergy . . suffered the minds of young Scholars to luxuriate

into Lrrours of Divinity. 17S7 Johnson Rambler Ka 172

*
1 The powers of the mind . more frequently luxuriate into

follies, than blossom into goodness 1808 Eleanor Sleat. 1

Bristol Heiress V. 121 The seeds of faults, .wanted but the

soil in which . . to luxuriate into vices.

2. To indulge in lnxury; to feast, revel, enjoy

oneself. Now only with const, in. on.

1621 Burton Anat. Met. Democr. to Rdr. 56 Let them

tyrannize,Epicur«e, oppresse, luxuriate, and consume them,

selues 1648 Jos. Peaumont Psyche xtx. xhv, l is W orth

enough, if a young Gallant can I^>ok big, Luxuriate, and

Write Gentleman. 1832 M rs. F. Tkollope Dow. Manners

Amer \ (1839) 2 A huge crocodile luxuriating m the slime.

1841 E.FitzGeralo Lett. (1889) I. 71, I had a long letter

from Morton the other day—he is still luxuriating at \ enice.

1866 Mrs. Stowe/^V. Foxes 25 The Christmas-dinner, that

solid feast of fat things on which we also luxuriated. 1878

Uosw. Smith Carthage 278 The troops . . must have luxu-

riated in the easeful quarters which Hannibal s sword had

opened for them.
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b. In immaterial sense : To lake great delight,

revel in (something).
c 1650 tr. Hairs' Dissert, de Pace in Phenix (1708) II. 357
Do they not luxuriate in this Wish ? 1678 Cudworth Inteil.
Syst. 1. iv. 550 They also did luxuriate in their other Many
Creature-g<xR 1830 Hf.r£OIel Stud. Nat. Phil. 71 The
mind . .luxuriates in its newly found powers, i860 N. Smyth
Old Faiths in tren> Light iv. (1882) 124 The Oriental
mind.. luxuriates in dreams.

Hence Luxuriation, the action or process of

luxuriating; exuberant efflorescence.

1839 De Quncey Recoil. Lakes Wks. 1862 11. 207 This
book never could be very popular, from ihc.Iuxuriation of
its descriptions. 1854 — Autobiog. Sh. Wks. 11. 60 The
same genial climate there was, the same luxuriation of nature
in her early prime.

t Luxuriety. uonee-wd. [f. Luxurious, on
the supposed analogy of variety, etc.] Luxuriance.
a 1768 Steknf. Serm. xl. Wks. 1815 IV. 64 One may

observe a kind of luxuriety in the description.

t Luxuriose, a. Obs. ?-are-0
. = next.

1727 in Bailey vol. 1 1.

Luxurious (lz>ksiu>™s, l2>g?iVrbs), a. Also

4 luxsorius, 5 luxurius, 7 luxurous. [ad. OF.
luxurius (mod.K, luxttrieux), ad. L. iuxnriosus,
f. htxuri-a : see Luxury and -ous.]

f 1. Lascivious, lecherous, unchaste. Obs.
c 1330 Arth.fi Merl. 652 (Kolhing) J>c deuelen, bat houen

aliouen ous, Kuer be luxsorius. a 1450 Kut. de la Tour
1 1S68) 50 Havinge luxurious lokes. countenaunces and signes
in her chirche atte the masse. 1456 Sik G. Have Law
Arms (S. '1'. S.) 76 Ane lis] luxurius, ane othir chaste. 1599
Minsiieu Span. Dial 53/2 Cireat hee-goats, which is a most
luxurious l>eaa. 1607 Topsf.i.l Four-/. Beasts (1658) 428
The bea.st beginneth to be luxurious, and prone to the rage
of venery. 1630 A'. Johnson's Kingd. <y Commw. 111. 430
They are exceeding luxurious, by reason whereof the Coun-
trey swarmeth with Whores. 1697 Dkvdf.n Virg. Past. iv.

52 The luxurious Father of the Fold.

1 2. Outrageous, extravagant, excessive ; also,

passionately desirous after something. Obs.
<ri374 Chaucer Boeth. 1. nr. iv. 13 (Cainb. MS.) Euery

luxurious tormeutour [L. jfagitiosum quemqne\ dar doon
all felonye unpunysshed. a 1613 Overbiky Charact., U 'he
Alan Wks. (1856) 60 He., is not luxurious after acquaintance.
1627 Hakewill Apol iv. viii. § 10. 384 As they were luxurious
in the price, so were they likewise in the worke itself. 1665
Needham Med. Medkinse 266 When this Sulphureous part
is exalted, and becomes luxurious in the Bloud.

3. a. Of persons, their habits, etc. : Given to

luxury, or self-indulgence, voluptuous.
1606 Warner Alb. En*, xiv. Ixxxvii. 358 Luxurious, idle,

Racchanists. 1691 Hartcliffe Virtues 311 Corinth, the
MetropoltsofAchaia, was. . excessively proud and luxurious.
171* De Foe Plague 1840) 21 The monarchy being restored
.. all people were gay and luxurious. 1774 Golosm. iVat.
Hist. (1776) 1 1. 71 The inhabitants lead a . soft, luxurious
life, 1836 J. H. Newman in Lyra Apost. (1849) 85 He .

.

lets his feelings run, In soft luxurious flow. 1875 Glai>
stone Clean. (iBjg) I. 32 A wealthy country, with a large
leisured class, in a luxurious age.

b. Of things : Of or pertaining to luxury

;

characterized by or making a display of luxury.
1650 Bulwer Anthropomet. 99 The two most precious

Pearls which Cleopatra dissolv'd and drunk as a luxurious
expression of Love to Mark Antonie. 1667 Milton /'. L.
XI. 784 Those whom last thou sawst In triumph and
luxurious wealth. 1713 Steele Guardian No. 18 r 4 Con-
\eyed to that luxurious Paradise, i860 Emerson Co/id.

Life, Wealth Wks. (Bohn) II. 348 A sumptuous ship has
. . made it [the Atlantic][a luxurious hotel, a 1873 Lvtton
Pausanias 30 An imitation of the luxurious galleys of the
Barbarian.

#
1879 Farrar St. Paul (1883) 491 The rich

brought their luxurious provisions.

U 4. as Luxuriant 2. Now ra^.
1644 H. Vaughan Serm. 26 That is but a luxurious branch

shot forth through the strength and heal of devotion. 1653
Cloria

fi
Narcissus 1. 59 Arrable grounds, every one inter,

mixt with luxurious Vines. 1662 Evelvn Chalcogr. (1769)
16, I can only name them briefly, the field would be too
luxurious to discourse upon them severally. 1801 Charlotte
Smith Lett.Solit. Wand. 1. 5 This luxurious grass spangled
with wild flowers. i8«6 Southev in Q. Rev. XXXIV.' 103
Their villages are situated in the midst of the most luxurious
groves. i8<4 Carol. Wiseman Fabiola (1855) 349 She wiped
them with her luxurious hair,

t b. Of unhealthy flesh : Granulating exuber-
antly, 1 proud \ Obs.
1676 Wiseman Surg. 378 If in the incarning the Wound

the Flesh grow luxurious, touch it with a Vitnobstone.

Luxuriously, adv. [f. prec. + -ly 2.] In a
luxurious manner. i&. Lasciviously, lustfully (oAO.
b. In the enjoyment of luxury and pleasure

;
plenti-

fully, sumptuously, voluptuously.
a. c 1540 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. (Camden) I. 260

Emonge the captives was the wife of Sigifredus, .. whome
the kinges sonn Edmundus hadd long since luxuriuslie
deflowred. 1606 SfiAKS. Ant. % CI. 111. xiii. 120 Besides
what hotter houres..you haue Luxuriously pickt out.
b. 1605 Daniel Ulysses Syren is To spend the time

luxuriously Becomes not men of worth. 1693 Drvden
Juvenal iii, Mice and rats .. with heroic verse luxuriously
were fed. 1796 J. Moser Hermit 0/Caucasus I. 65 The
plain abounding in fruiLs, luxuriously supplied. 1883 Frol oe
Short Stud. IV. 1. xi. 141 Giraldus Cambrensis .. found the
monks dining more luxuriously than the King. 1900 Edin.
Rev. July 223 A great heiress living luxuriously in London,

Luxu'riousness. [f. as prec. + -ness.] The
quality or state of being luxurious; f lascivious-

ness (obs.)
;

indulgence in luxury or pleasure,

voluptuousness ; also profuseness, prodigality.

' 1542 Boorde Dyetaty xxi. (1S70) 285 Cucumbers re. \

1 strayneth veneryousnes, or lassyuyousnes, or lnxtiryousnes.

1598 Barckley Felic. Man (1631) 317 Ungodlinesse
j

;
troubleth the Church, Injustice the commonwealth, Luxur- 1

iousnesse private families. 1651 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng.
ii. i. (1739) 4 Retaining a tincture of . the luxuriousness of

|

his great Grandfather Edward thr Second. 1847 Fi'SEV tr.

Horst's Paradise t. iii. (1871) 1. 35 From all luxuriousness I

and uncleanness Deliver us. 187a Spectator 7 Sept. 114?
The almost Asiatic luxuriousness with which it is illus-

trated. 1889 Brvdall Art in Scott, xiv. 311 A luxurious-
ness of effective light and shade.

I Lu'xurist. Obs. or arch. rare. [f. Luxury +
-1ST.] One addicted to luxury.
1689^90 Temple Ess. Poetry Wks. 1731 I. 248 There are

jno where more abandoned Libertines, more refined Lux-
urisu. 1830 James Darnlcy xix. 83/1 In his history. .may
be traced the yet uusated luxurist, and the incipient tyrant.

f LtlXU'rity. Obs. rare, [Irregularly f. Ll'xr-
M-OUS + -TY.] a. Lasciviousness, lnstfulness, b.

I *= Luxuriance.
1563-8* Fox e A. <y M. (1596) 225/2 Greedie couetousnesse,

I and lilthie luxuritie, 159s L. Piot Orator 375 That pro-
|* ceedeth of nothing but idlenesse and gluttonie which pro.

j

voketh luxuritie. 1630 T. Westcote Devon. (1845) 391 Its

I fruitful glebe and luxurity thereof.

Luxurius, luxurous, obs, ff. Luxurious.

Luxury (ltf'ksitiri, ltf-kjuri, l^g^uri). Also
I 4-7 luxurie. [a. OK. luxurie, ad.L. luxuria, f.

htxu-s abundance, sumptuous enjoyment. Cf. Y.

hixttre (whence 1 .u xukf.) ,
Sp. Injuria, 1 1. litssuria.

In Lat. and in the Rom. langs. the word connotes vicious

I

indulgence, the neutral senses" of the Eng. • luxury * being
i
expressed by L. Ina us, F. tu.rc, Sp. lujo, U.tusso.]

I 1 1. Lasciviousness, lust
; //. lusts. Obs.

1340 Ayenb. 157 |>e dyenel .. ;issaylet)i.. bane sanguiineti

I mid ioliuete and mid luxurie. c 1386 Chavcer Man p/L.a'.vs
! T. 827 () foule lust of luxurie. c 1450 Knt. dela Tour (1868) 58

Leude touch inge and handelyng. makitlie..fulke falle into

orible synne of luxuri '. 1^77 tr. Dullingers Decades (1502)

{

234 Therewithal he doth inclusiuely vndersland all kindes

I

of lust and luxurie. 1602 Marston Antonids Rev. 11. iii.

I

Wks. 1856 1. 96 Mellida is light, And stained with adulterous

I

luxury. 1661 Loveli. Hist. Anim. $ Min. 8n The ashes of
|

the claws with that of the .skinne, being applied helpe luxury
in man or woman. 17*8 Morgan Algiets I. v. 163 To say
nothing of the Luxury and Debaucheries which reigned in

the Camps, which he describes as the fdtfiiest of lirothels.

1812 Crabbe Tales, Squire Priest (1814) II. 91 Grov'lling
in the sty.. of shameless luxury.

f2. = Luxuriance. Obs.
£1611 Chapman Iliad xxi. 262 Where now weake waters >

luxurie Must make my death blush. 1692 Rav Disc. ii.

(1732) to8 Wonderful Fertility and Luxury of the Soil. 1695
Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth v. (1723)262 The Luxury and
Superabundance of the Productions of the Earth.

3. The habitual use of, or indulgence in what is

choice or costly, whether food, dress, furniture, or

appliances of any kind.

1633 P. Fletcher Elisa 1. xxv, I never knew or want or
luxurie.. or base-bred flatterie. 1667 Milton P. L. XI. 711
All now wasturn'd to jollilie and game, To luxurie and not,
feast and dance. 1718 Ladv M. W. Montagu Let. to

, C'tess Mar 10 Mar. 11. xliv. 19 The piece of luxury that
grieved my eyes was the table-cloth and napkins. 1755
Young Centaur ii Wks. 1757 IV. 134 On the soft beds of

j

luxury most kingdoms have expired. 1791-1823 Israeli
. Cur. Lit. (1858) \ 1 1. 400 Luxury ts the cure of that unavoid-
I able evil in society—great inequality of fortune I a 1832

j
Kent ham Man. Pol. Econ. Wks. 1843 III. 37 Luxury is ..

1

an inseparable accompaniment to opulence. 1866 Geo. Eliot
j

F. Holt (1868) 17, I suppose you have been used to greRt

I

luxury. 1891 Cuevne Orig. Psalter iv. II. 167 The increase

j
of luxury produced a similar current of song in ancient

1 Palestine.

4. Iransf. Refined and intense enjoyment.
1 715 Garth Claremont in Diyden's Miscell. Poems vt.

(1727) 255 Hard was their Lodging, homely was their Food ;

For all their Luxury was doing Good. 1749 Fielding Tom
Joiies vii. v, She indulged herself. . in all the luxury of tender
grief. 1764 Goldsm. Trav. 22 And learn the luxury ofdoing
good. 1805 Foster Ess. l i. 1 Those who do not seek .

.

the luxury of pensiveness. >8io D. Stewart Philos. Ess.
11. Ess. i. vi. 209 Hence, to a botanist, the luxury of a
garden. 2869 Eadie Galat. 45 The enlightenment of the
apostle was not for his own individual luxury.

5. quasi-iwrcr. Means of luxurious enjoyment

;

sumptuous and exquisite food or surroundings.
1704 Addison Italy (1700 475 He has cut the Side of the

Rock into a Flat for a Garden, and. . has made such a Spot of
Ground of it as furnishes out a kind of Luxury for a
Hermite. 1759 Johnson Rasselas ii, He often sat before

tables covered with luxury. 1851 lllus'tr. Catal. Gt. Exhib.
200 Preserved fruits . . representing those articles of luxury
removed by their character and costliness out of the ordinary
category of human food.

b. In particularized sense: Something which
conduces to enjoyment or comfort in addition to

what are accounted the necessaries of life. Hence,
in recent use, something which is desirable but not

indispensable.
1780 Bentham Princ. Legist xviii. § 17 notet Necessaries I

come always before luxuries. 1833 Ht. Martixeau Briery .

Creek Iv. 75 He buys a new luxury which will yield no y
good beyond his own selfish pleasure. 1849 Macaulav
Hist. Eng. iii. J. 267 A coach and six was a fashionable
luxury. 1874 Mickletiiwaitk Mod. Par. Churches 99
A reredos is a luxury. 1878 Ievons Prim. Pol. Econ.pi

I

That which is spent in early life upon mere luxuries and
frivolities. 1902 Fortn. Rev. June 1006 The most expensive
of luxuries in London is to keep clean.

6. abstr. Luxuriousness; abundance of appli-

ances for comfort,

1849 Macaulav /////. Eng. ii. 1. 267 The brilliancy of the
shops and the luxury of the private dwellings far surpass^
anything that England could then show. 1863 W. G.
Ulaikik Better Days Work. People i. (1864)8 Such luxury
as shall tempt them to forget that they are but strangers
and pilgrims here.

I! LUXUS Owksvs). Phys. [L. htxus excess
]

A normal excess of proteid material supposed to

exist in the blood. Only attrib. (see quots.).

1873 Ralfe Phys. Client. 78 The excess of the nitrogenous
food taken into the system, but not employed, being at once
oxidized Rnd converted into urea : this view of its formation
is known as the 4 luxus consumption theory'. 1898 All-
butt's Syst. Med. V. gu Persistent bigh pressure due to
luxus-consumption.

Luys, obs. pi. Lousk.

tltiyte. Obs. [a. OF. Mte fem., f. luihr
L. htctare to wrestle.] W restling, grappling.

c 1477 ^Caxton Jason 15 The luytc or wrastling of your
wordes is not strong ynouh for to bete doun & ouercome
the constaunce of my continence.

Luytel, obs. form of Little.
Luzardis, variant of Li sabds //. Obs.

Luzarne, luzern(e, obs. forms of Liters' i.

Luzonite (l^-z^nait). Mitt. [f. Luzon its

locality.] A sulph-arsenide of copper, similar to

enargite (A. H. Chester 1896).
1883 Encycl. Brit. XVL 396.

Imzzel, variant of Lazule Obs.

Lwime, Iwme, obs. forms of Loom sb}

IiXX. The Roman numeral symbol for Seventy

;

hence used as an abbreviation for Seituarixt.
1662 Sth lingfu Orig. Sacr. til. iv. § 9 The learned disser-

tation of the late learned ttishop ofChester upon the LXX.
1883 Cath. Diet. (1897) 617/2 1 he LXX entirely misses the
sense ; the Vulgate has 1 loqnen* pro eo
attrib. 1900 Margolioi tii in Expositor Jan. 33 The LXX.

translator of the Song of Solomon.

Ly, variant of Li
1858 Simmonds Diet. Trads, Ly, a Chinese land-measure.

Iiy, obs. f. Lie, Lye ; var. Li^ Obs., flame.

-lyf suffix* (Forms: 1 -lic,"^ic, 2-5 -lich, 4 5
-liche, 3-5 north, -lik^e, (3 Qrm. -lie, -li;, -like

,

3-6 -li, 4- -ly), appended to sbs. and adjs. to form
adjs., represents the OE. corresponding to

OFris., OS. -M (Du. -/;>*), OlIG. 4tk (MUG.
-lick, mod.G. -iieh\ ON. -ligr, -leg-r (Sw., Da.

Goth, -leik-s :-OTeot. -like-. The phono-
logy of the OE. form, as also of the mod.G. and
the ON. forms, is somewhat abnormal, the fre-

quency in use of the suffix having caused loss of

the original secondary stress, with consequent
shortening of the vowel, and in ON. also voicing

of the guttural. A further irregularity appears in

the phonetic development in ME. The normal
representation of OE. -lie was -lik in northern

dialects and 'lick in southern dialects. These
forms are found as late as the 15th century; but
the form •//, -/y, which though parallel with the

reduction of OE. h to /, and of ME. evcrich to

every) seems to be chiefly due to the influence of

the Scandinavian -//^-, occurs in northern and mid-
laud dialects as early as the 13th c, and before

the end of the 1 5th c. had become universal. In

the Omtulum (c 1200) -lie (rarely -like) is used
before a vowel and at the end of a line, and
before a cons. ; the inflected form -like (disyllabic)

seems often to be used, for metrical reasons, where
grammar would require the uninfected form. In
the comparative and superlative (OE. -Hera, -e,

-licosf) the ME. form had regularly -k according
to phonetic law in all dialects (in the south the

usual 1 3- 1
4th c. form was -Inhere\ -lohere) ; but

where the positive had the form -li new compara-
tives and superlatives in -Her, licsl were regularly

formed from it.

The original Teut. adjs. in -Mho- were compounds
of the sb. *ltkom appearance, form, body (see Lieu).

Thus *2ttannltk<h (J manly ') means etymologically
1 having the appearance or form of a man ' ;

gddb-
likih (« goodly ) 'having a good appearance or

form or 'having the appearance or form- of what
is good \ The primitive force of the suffix may
therefore be rendered by ' having I he appearance
or form indicated by the first element of the word

'

;

but while in the historical Teut. langs. it has re-

mained capable of expressing this meaning, it has

in all of them acquired a much wider application.

When appended to sbs., the most general senses

of the suffix in all Teut. langs. are 'having the

qualities appropriate to', 'characteristic of', 'be-

fitting*. In English of all periods it has been a

prolific formative; the adjs. formed with it arc

most frequently eulogistic, as in kingly, knightly,

masterly, princely, queenly, scholarly, soldierly

(cf. manly, womanly with mannish, tvomattisli) %

among the examples with dyslogistic sense are

beastly, beggarly, cowardly, dastardly, rascally,
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ruffianly, scoundrelly. In OK., as in other Tent,

lnngs., the suffix had often the sense 'of or per-

taining to*; but the adjs. have, so far as this

meaning is concerned, been to a great extent super-

seded by synonyms of Latin or Romanic etymo-

logy. Thus manly formerly admitted of the senses

now expressed by human and masculine ; for one

of the older senses of timely we must now say

temporal. Another use of the suffix, common to

English with other Tent, langs., is to form adjs.

denoting periodic recurrence, as daily, hourly,

monthly, nightly, weekly, yearly.

When -ly is appended to an adj., the resulting deri-

vative adj. often connotes a quality related to or

resembling that expressed by its primary
;

cf., e.g.,

OK. leaf dear ' with Uojlic 1 lovely ' (or, as it might

be rendered, * such as becomes dear *). The diminu-

tive sense found in mod.G. gelbliclt yellowish,

siisslich sweetish, though a very easy development

from the original sense of the suffix, docs not seem

ever to have existed in English. Even in OE. -lie

had app. ceased to be used in new formations from

adjs. ; the new adjs. f. adj. + -/^ that have arisen

in ME. or in mod.E. seem to be from the advs.

-ly, suffix 2 (Korms : 1-2 -lice, 2-5 -liche, 4-5

-lich, 3-5 north, -like, (3 Orm. -like, 3-6

-li, 4- -ly), forming adverbs, represents OK.
-lice, corresponding (functionally if not morpho-

logically) to OFris. -like, OS. -liko (M.Du. -like,

Do. -Hjk, MLG. -like, mod.LG. -//*), OHG.
-lichb (MUG. -liche, mod.G. -lich), ON. -Itgu,

-lega (MSw. -lika, 'leka, in mod.Sw. superseded

by -Hgt, -ligen; Da. -fig), Goth, -leiko, derived from

-liko- (see -ly ') with an adverb-forming suffix,

OTeut. -0, according to some repr. the ending of

the abl. fem. (pre-Teut. -ad) or neut. (pre-Tcut.

-dd)\ according to others that of the instrumental

neut. (pre-Teut. -dm).

The form-history of the suffix in Eng. is similar

to that of -i«y 1
: in M E. the OE. -lice was normally

represented by -liche (southern) ,-lilee (northern the

eompar. being -ffker, -Inker, -loker (superl. -est).

The form -//, -ly, which was current in East

Midland English in the 14th c, and became
general in the 15th c, is probably due to the in-

fluence of the ON. -Hga. In the strongly Scandi-

navianized dialect of the Ormttlum (/1200) -lig

and -like are used indifferently, according to the

requirements of the metre. Where the positive

ended in -//', -ly, the comparative and superlative

ended in -Her, -liest. In the 15-1 7th c. forms

like falslycr, traitoronslyer (Malory), softlier,

justHer, widelier (Long Barclay's Argents 1625),
easilier, -est (R. Baxter Saving Faith 1658) were
common, but in later use the advs. in -ly are com-
pared with more, most, the inflexional forms being

only employed in poetry or for rhetorical effect.

In OTeut. an adv. with this suffix must have
implied the existence of an adj. with the suffix

corresponding to -ly 1
. In OE., however, there

are several instances (e.g. bcaldlice boldly, swe'tlice

sweetly) in which an adv. in -lice has been formed
directly from a simple adj. without the interven-

tion of an adj. in -lie. In ME. the number of

these direct formations was greatly increased, and
when the final -e, which was the original OE.
adverb-making suffix, ceased to be pronounced, it

became usual to append -ly to an adj. as the regular

mode of forming an adv. of manner. It was, down
to the 17th c, somewhat frequently attached, with
this function, even to adjs. in -ly,&s carlily, godlily,
kindlily, livelily, lovelily, stalelily; but these forma-
tions are now generally avoided as awkward, while
on the other hand it is felt to be ungraceful to use

words like godly, goodly, lovely, mannerly, timely,

as advs. ; the difficulty is usually evaded by recourse

to some periphrastic form of expression. In ex-
amples belonging* to the 16th and 17th c. it is some-
times difficult to determine whether a writer in-

tended the adv. goodly to mean 'in a good manner'
or ' in a goodly manner and there are other in-

stances of similar ambiguity. In the words denoting
periodical recurrence, as daily, hourly, the adj. and
the adv. are now identical in form. A solitary

example of an adv. f. sb. + -ly ~ with no related adj.

is partly. From the early part of the 16th c. the

suffix has been added to ordinal numerals to form
advs. denoting serial position, as firstly, secondly,

thirdly, etc. (cf. F. premierement, etc.).

When -ly is attached to a disyllabic or polysyllabic

adj. in -Ic, the word is contracted, as in ably,

doubly, singly, simply, contractions of this kind

occur already in the 14th c, but examples of the
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uncontracted forms (e. g. doublef/j ate found as late

as the 1 7th c. Whole + -ly becomes wholly, but

in all other similar instances the written e is re-

tained before the suffix, e. g. in palely, vilely,

puerilely. Adjs. ending graphically with // lose

one / before -ly, as in fully (in southern Eng. com-
monly pronounced with a single /, but in Scotland
often with double or long /

,
dully (d?rl,Ii), coolly

(kw'ljli). Adjs. of mnre than one syll. ending \\\y

change y to / before -ly, as in merrily ; in forma-
tions from monosyllabic adjs. the usage varies, e. g.

dryly, drily
; gayly, gaily (cf. daily, which is the

only current form)
; slyly, slily (but always shyly

;

greyly, grayly has always y. Another ortho-

graphical point is the dropping of the e in the two
words duly, truly. It is unusual to append -ly

to an adj. in -ic ; the ending of the adv. is nearly
always -ICALLV, even when the only current form
of the adj. ends in -ic.

j| Lyaeus (biirife). [L., a. Gr. Ai/cuoy.] A sur-

name of liacchus ; hence used for : Wine.
1602 Marston Antonio's Rev. v. iv. Wks. 1S56 1. 137 Let

Lyeus flote In burnisht gobblers. 1851 Thackeray Fug.
Hum. ii. (185S) 02 VYhei^his honest hand was shaking.,
in the morning after libations to purple Lyaeus over-night.

Lyam (toram), lyme (toim). Obs. cxc. Ilist.
and dial. Forms : 4-6 lyame, 5 lyeme, ? 7 lym,
6 lyalme, lyemme,6-7 lyome, lime, 6 9 leam.
liam, 7 leame, leou, 7,9 lyme, 5- lyam. [a. OK.
Hem (mod.K. lien) Pr. liam-s. Cat. lligam, Pg.

ligame, It. legame\—\>. ligamen, f. liqare to tie,

bind. Cf. Lien.]

1. A leash for hounds.
c 1400 Parti. 'Hire Ages (text A) 38 My lyame than full

lightly lete 1 cloun falle. Ibid. 61, 1 hyede. to my hounde
and bent hym vp sone And louset my lyame and let bym
vmbycaste. 1481-90 Howard 11onset1. Bks. (Koxb.) 2S7

My Lord paied to Mason for lyemes for his howndes .

.

xxd. 1501 Dolglas Pal. lion. 1. 297 Of goldin cord wer
lyamis, and the stringis bestinnit comunct in mnssie goldiu

ringis. 1528 MS. List^ of Jewelry (P. K. O.), ij doggs
collers of scoolewerk with lyalmes sylk and gold. 154:
Knarcsboro* U 'ills (Surtees) 1. 81 note, One cople of houndes
and ther lyomes. 1570 Cail s De Canibus Brit. 11 1), Nam
Lyenime nostra lingua Loruni signiricat. Ic 1600 Distracted
Kmp. v. iv. in Hullen O. PI. III. 255 Enter Kudon &
Uusse, leading in twoe lymes Byitha it a Spaniel!. i6xj

Cotgk., Traict, .. a lime, or line wherein a lilond-hound is

led. 161a Wfijstf.r White Devil B iij, Let her not go to

Church, but like a hounde Jn Leon at your heeles. 1686

Hlome Gentl. Kecr. if. 82 A Hound will draw better when
he is held short, than if he were let at the length of the Liam.
1829 Scott Wav. 2nd App. to Gen. Pref. iv, A large blood-

hound tied in a leam or band. 1876 Whitby Gloss., Leam,
a leash or thong. 1897 Madden Diary 11 \ Silence 23 The
huntsman then held him [the bloodhoundl short, pulling in

the liam. 1898 Pall Mall Mag. Oct. 164 The second illus-

tration shows the huntsmen with their hounds on the lyam
seeking for deer.

b. Her. The representation of a lyam or leash.

157a Bossewell A rmorie 11. 43 A Lyon Couchante, & three

Lyams in chefe d'argent. 1634 [see Lvam-hound cl

C. Comb.'. lyam-dog = LYA>Mlou.ND.
1805 Scott Last Mitistr. vi. vii, Stout Conrade, cold .

.

Was by a woodman's lyme-dog found.

2. Short for Lyaji-houki).
i486 Bk.St. Albans F vj b, A Sute of a lyam. 1605 Siiaks.

Learm. vi. 72 Mastiffe, Grey-hound, Mongrill, Grim, Hound
or Spaniel], Brache, or I ym [tst Fo. Hym].
Lyam-hound,lyme-hound. Obs. exc. Jlist.
Forms : 6 lyam-, 6-7 lime-, 7 leame-, lim-,erron.

lyne-, line-, liam- (also 9 arch.), 7, 9 lyme-.

[f. Lyam + Hocxd.] A bloodhound.
1527 St. Papers Hen. fill, IV. 464 A cowple of lyam

houndes. 1596 Si>enser F. Q. v. ii. 25 But Talus, that

could like a lime-hound winde her, . . At length found out

whereas she hidden lay. 161 1 Cqtcr., s. v. Mut, Chiens mitt,

.. tyne-hounds, tearmed otherwise, Limiers de mut.^ 1616

Surfl. & Markii. Country Farm vn. xxii. 673 This crie

of bounds, .is in no sort allowed to the Ham hound, so long

as he drawcth in the string. 1624 T. Scot Vox Populi 11.

17, 1 had my Leame*hounds ready in euery corner to draw
after them dry-foote, and fetch the Authors Coram nobis.

1631 Brathwait Whimzics, Forrester^ He can do miracles

with his line-hound, who by his good education ha's more
sophistry than his master. 1657 R « Licc-n Barbadoes (1673)

98 There is nothing in that Countrey so useful as Liam
Hounds, to find out these Thieves. 1674 J. Wright tr.

Seneca's Thyestes 45 So when the Vmbrian Lime-hound
through the field Hunts on a Trayl ; and in a Leash is held.

1801 Spirting Mag. XV 111. 100 One that leads a lime-

hound for the chace. 1821 Scott Keniho. iv, He has the

stanch lyme-hound to track the wounded buck over hill and

dale, but he hath also the fleet gnze-honnd to kill him at

view. 185a Kincslev Andromeda 446 I lim Ate follows

avenging ; Slowly she tracks him and sure, as a lyme-hound.

1897 Maodkn Diary lv- ™*te*ce 22 The huntsman brought

with him his Ham-hound, a pure-bred blood-hound used for

finding and harbouring the deer.

b. Jig. Applied to persons.

a i6n Beaum. & Ft.. Phihister iv. i, Oh, bee's arpemitious

limhound, turne him vpon the pursue oi any I^idy. 1656

S. Holland Zara (1719) 30 Or a second Helen pfoud of

the Limchound Paris.

c. As a heraldic cognizance.

1634 Harrington Orl. Fur. xu. xxx. 344 His costn had

a Lyme-hound argent bright, His Lyme laid on his back.

t Lyance. Obs. Also 4 leiance. [a. OF. It-

ance, f. li-er to bind.]

1 1. Allegiance.

1390 C.owfr Con/. III. 3? 1 To him belmighh the M.we
Of Clerk, ofkny^ht, of man of lawe.

2. A group of persons related to or allied with
another; = Alliaxck 4.

c 1380 Sir Fcrufnb. 1409 A kny^t bar was of fraunce ..

hv\ ych was icomen of grct lyounce. Ibid. 4098 pou nc dost
no^t ase fyc wys If bow y lyncst sir Alorys, oper any of his
lynunce. c 1400 Laud Ttoy Bk. 1932 For we baue frendes
giet r)leute, That ben alied to 50W and me, That schal ben
to us in mayntenaunce With alle her men and lynunce. c 1400
Dcstr. Troy 1747 With a liaunce full large of other lege
kyngis, pat we to helpe vs may baue. 1530 I'alsgr. 239/1
Lyaunce kynred, aliance.

3. A kinsman or ally; = Alliance 5.

14. . Nom. in Wr.-Wiilcker 691/14 IIec ajtfinis, a lyan s. 1502
Plumpton Corr. (Camden) 164 Cousin, I . . pray you to he
good master to Nycholas Lee, my lynnse [printed lyaufe].

Lyantery, obs. form of Lientery.

tLyar. Sc. Obs. Also lyaie, Hare. [? f. \av,

vA + -EH L] ? A coverlet.

1497 Ld. Trcas. Acc. Scotl. (1877) i. 369 Item, for xvj
elne of damns, to I e the Kingi^ ljare. . .Item, for xvj clue of
lmkrani, to lyne the Kingis liare. 1530 Inv. K. Wardr.
(1815) 48 Item, ane lyare of crammesy telvctt, with twa
CiKchingis of crammesy \ civet t, bordouiit with tre^ of
gold. 1542 Ibid. 06 Item ane lyar of purpoiir \elvott.

Lyar, var. Lyre -J, the shearwater.

Lyard, lyart, a. and sb. Obs. cxc. dial.

Also 4-5 lyarde, 4-5, S liard, 5 6 lyerd. [a. OK.
Hart, of obsenre origin

;
pcrh. f. lie, Lek sb.-]

A. adj. A designation of colour, a. Of a

horse : Spotted with white or silver grey. b. Of
hair; (irey, silvery grey approaching white, c.

Applied by Burns to the colour of withered leaves.

,

In north Eng. dialects"* a white lyaml horse means a grey
one, or one dappled with white and black; and a red lyared
one is dappled with bay or red and white ' (K. D. D.).

J1300 Liber Qitottd. Carderoke 11787) 7S I'ro uno equn
nigro Hardo empto de eodem [etc.] 10 o o. ///</., Pro uno

..eqno griseo liardo empto de eodem ad opu* Regis [etc.)

7 6 S. ^1386 Ciialcfr Friaf's T. 263 This tarter bnkked
Ins burs. ,

* Hayt now ' quod he, . .'pat wa>i wel twight, niyn
owne lyard boy \ '{ a 1400 Morte Arth. 2542 Laggene w ith

longe sperts one lyarde sledes. c 1420 Paltad. on Husb. iv.

826 Colouris now to knowe attendith ye : The liard & the
w hite, and broun if sure. 1438 Bk. Alexander Gtt (Hanna-
tyne) 115 Von aid man.. With lyart benl and hare gresone.
1500 20 Dl nrar Poems Ixi. 70 I'ak in this gray horss, Auld
Dunbar, yuhilk in my aucht with seller vice trew In lyart

changeit is in hew. 1590 Wills inv. .V. C. (Surtees i860)

247 To Oswin Fenwitk a giaie uagge. To William Ken-
wick the lyerd nagge. 1607 Marwiiam Carat. 1. (1617) 22
The best colour for a stallyon, is browue bay dapled, dapple
gray, bright bay, or white lyard. 1721 Kamsav Prospect
Plenty xvii, Neieus rising frae his wat'ry Led, The pearly
drops hap down his lyart head. < 1750 Miss Kli.iot Sont;,

The Flowers of the Forest iii, The bandsters are lyart and
ruukled and grey. 1785 Burns Holy Fair 15 Twa had man-
teeles o'dolefu* blacK, liut ane wi' lyait lining. 1785 — Jolly
Beggars 1 When lyart leaves bestrow the yird. 1804 J.

1 Grauamr Sabbath (1808) 14 The lyart veteran. 1895
Chock ett Men ofMoss Hags 156 His hair, lyart and long,

fell upon his shoulders.

B. sb. As the proper name of a
i
lyard ' horse.

13 . . Pol. Songs < Camden) 71 Thou shall ride sporeles o thy
lyard Al the ryhie way to Dovere ward. 1377 Langl.
A PL 13. xvn. 64 He lj^te adown of lyard and ladde hym
in his hande. C1470 Gregory Hist. Colt. Lond.Cit. (Cam-
den) 238 As for beddyng, Lyard my horshnd more ese thenn
had sum good yeman. 1486-1504 in Denlou Eng. 15M Cent.

(1888) 319, 1 sail gyffyow to your plesure lyerd my horse.

Lyard, Lyas, obs. forms of Liard sb.1
, Lias.

Lybard, lybbard(e, obs. forms of Leopard.

Lybben, Lybbet, obs. ff. Live v., LibbetI.

Lyberary, obs. form of Library.

Lybet, Lybic : see Libbet, Libyc.

Lybre, Lycagum : see Libre, Lyceum.
Lycam, variant of Licham Obs.

Lycanthrope (bi'kanl)rjup, bikte-n^wp).

Also 7 lycanthrop. [ad. mod.L. lycantluop-us,

ad. Gr. \vK6v$pom-o$ lit. wolf-man, f. woli

+ avdpojwos man.]

1. One who is afflicted with Lycanthropy, q.v.

i6« Wolle Camcrar. Liv. Libr. iv. xiii. 276 The organs

of the fantasie of such foolish Lycanthrops. 1679 G. R. tr.

Boaysiuans Theat. World ill. 246 They will become Lycan-

th ropes, and go naked like the Wolves.

2. By mod. writers used as a synonym of Were-
wolf; one of those persons who (according to

medixval superstition) assumed the form of wolves.

1831 A. Hkrbert in Sir F. Madden Will. % Werwolf
(1832) 16 Parthenopbagy. .is an enormityofthe lycanth ropes,

and not of wolves. 188a St. James's Gaz. 17 Feb. 7 These
legends of the lycanthrope—the loupgarou—perhaps especi-

ally induce us to vilify the wolf.

fig* 1855 Wimttier Arisen at Last 16 Hereaway, The
fell lycanthrope finds no prey.

Lycanthropic (toiKsenhr^*ph<), a. [f. mod.L.
lycanthrop-its (see prec) + -ic.J .Of or belonging

to lycanthropy ; suffering from lycanthropy.

1829 Landor Imag. Conv., Matvet Bp. Parker Wks.
(1853) II. 108/2 He never drove men into holy madness with
incessant howling*, like the lycanthropic saints of the north.

1887 H. S. Olcott tr. D'Assiers Posth. Human. 80 There
is some reason to apprehend that this may be a lycanthropic

manifestation of the human phantom.

Lycanthropist (bikarnbtfpist). [Formed
' as prec + -1st.] = Lycanthrope.

17*7 Bailey vol. II, Lycanthropist. 1831 A. Herbert in
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Sir V. Madden H'ill. * WtrnW/ (1832) 36 A wolf who ..

f

prowls.. in quest of human flesh, for which he alone, like

the lycanlhropist, has any taste remaining. 188a Pall Mall
G. 18 Apr. 4 Petrus Borel the lycanthropist.

Lyca*ntliropous,«. [Formed as prec. + -ocs.]

Pertaining to lycanthropy. In recent Diets.

II Lycanthropus. Obs. PI. Lycanthropi.
Mod.L. form of Lycanthrope.
1^84 R. Scot Discov. Wiiclicr. v. i. (1886) 72 Another

being Lycanthropus in the forme of a woolfe, had his woolves
feet cut off. /11627 Mioolexon Changeling in. iii, The
swift lycanthropi, that walk the round, We'll tear their

wolvish skins, and save the sheep. 1657 Trapp Comm. Job
v. 22. 58 Such Lycanthropi, or beasts in the shape of men,
Paul fought with at Kphesus.

Lycanthropy (bikarnhr^pi). Also in mod.L.

form lycanthropia. [ad. Gr. XvKavOpamia, f.

\vfcav0pwirQs : see Lycanthrope.]

1. A kind of insanity described by ancient writers,

in which the patient imagined himself to be a wolf,

and had the instincts and propensities of a wolf.

Now occasionally applied as a name of those forms

of insanity in which the patient imagines himself

a beast, and exhibits depraved appetites, alteration

of voice, etc., in accordance with this delusion.

1584 R. Scot Discov. Witchcr. v. i. (1886) 73 Lycan-
thropia is a disease and not a transformation. 1594 T. Lw

La Primand. Fr. Aia l. it. 166 That malady, which is .

.

named by the Grecians, .lycanthropie. 1621 Burton Anat.
Mel. 1. 1. I. iv, Lycanthropia, . . or Wolf-madness, when
men run howling about graves and fields in the night, and
will not be persuaded but that they are wolves or some such
beasts, a 1656 Bp. Hall .V/. PanPs Combat i. Wks. 1S08
V. 321 It is contrary to the delusions of lycanthropy. There,
he, that is a man, ihinks himself a beast; here, he, that

is a beast, thinks himself a man. 167a Marvell Reh.
Trans/*. 1. 68 His Madness hath formed itself intoa perfect

Lycanthropy. He doth so verily believe himself to be a
Wolf, lhai his speech is all turned into howling, yelling,

and barking. a 1779 Warburton Semi, on Matt. iv.

24 Wks. 1788 V. 429 The madness called Lycanthropy.
1818 Laov Morgan Ft. Macarthy (1819) III. ii. 75, I am
not well, surely. Sir,. .and thinks betimes that it's the lycan-

thropia 1 have got, which Maister Camden saiih was com-
mon to the ancient Irish. 1891 Drivkr Intrott. Lit. O. 'P.

(1892) 469 Nebuchadnezzar's seven years' insanity (lycan-

thropy) with his edict respecting it. 1891 Svdnkv /•.'«;'. 18///

C. I. 27 You»£ boys and girls were bred .. in crime, even
to the pitch of moral lycanthropy.

2. The kind of witchciaft which was supposed

to consist in the assumption by human beings of

the form and nature of wolves.
1830 Scot t Dentonol. vii. 210 Persons accused of the crime

of lycanthropy. x85s I.f.cky Ration. I. 1. 82 Lycanthropy
or the transformation of witches into wolves.

Lyce, obs. form of List sb.'-'>

1485 Caxtos Chas. Gt. 40 Thys fyerabras. came vnto the
lyres of Jvynge Charles, .as he shold fyght al armed.

Lyce, obs. f. lice, pi. of Lousk ; obs. f. Lace v.

II Lycee (l/s<r\ [F. Lycee, ad. L. Lyceum (see

Lyceum).] The name given in France to a

secondary school maintained by the State, in contra-

distinction to a college or secondary school main-

tained by a municipality.

1865 Q. Rev. CXVIt. 40 There are seventy-four lycees in

I Vance. 1900 Speaker ig May 190 2 The population of the

lycecs and colleges has remained stationary.

Lycence, -ens, obs. forms of Licence, License.

Lyceum 'bisrflm}. Also 6-9 erroH. Lycaeum.
[a.L.Zjw>/w,ad.Gr. AvKUov

}
nenl. ofAuVccios epithet

of Apollo, to whose temple the Lyceum was adja-

cent. Cf. F. fyc& t
Sp., It. liceoJ\

1. With capital L.) The proper name of a

garden with covered walks at Athens, in which
Aristotle taught his philosophy. Hence, the Aris-

totelian philosophy and its adherents.

1579-80 North Plntanh, Sylla (1595) 504 He feld down
all the wood of the parke Lycrcuin. 1638 Baki.r tr. Balzac's
Lett. (vol. 11.) 79 He makes use of them (riches] after the
manner of the Academy, and of the Lyceum, which never
thought them impediments to happiness^. 1671 Mii.ton
P. R. iv. 253 Within the walls then view The schools of

ancient sages. . Lyceum there, and painted Sloa next. 1744
Akkksidk Pleas. Imag. 1. 591 Guide my way Through fair

Lyceum's walk, the gree*n retreats Of Academus [etcl. 1838
Tmirlwai.l Greece I 1, ii. 63 The Lyceum, a gardenia a short
distance from Athens, sacred to the Lycian Apollo. 1901
Lawson Remin. DollarAcad. 29 He might have been taken
for a resuscitated Grecian philosopher hastening to meet
his pupils at the Lyceum.

D. traits/.

1727-46 Thomson Summer \$q$ To Nature's vast Lyceum,
forth they walk. 1809 Ann. Reg. 238 It seemed as if all

the animal creation had been assembled in Covent Garden,
as in a capacious lyceum.

2. Used allusively as the proper name of certain

places of study' or instruction, a. In -Italy arid

Switzerland, the Latin title of certain universities

or colleges (It. Mctot
F. Lycie). b. = F. Lyce'e,

the name of an * institution (afterwards called

Athinee) founded at Paris in 1786, at which lec-

tures on literature and science were delivered by
eminent professors, c. In England, adopted as

the title of many literary institutions established in

the early part of the 19th c., and of the buildings I

erected for them, usually including lecture-rooms

and class-rooms and a library.
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1786 Gcutl. Mag. LVI. 1. 262/1 A literary establishment
has lately been opened at Paris under the title of the Ly-
ceum, where lectures are read by the following professors.

. .The Lyceum is to open every day, morning and evening,
and each professor is to read two hours in each week. 1832
G. Downeh Lett. Cont. Countries I. xu 159 (Zurich) Close
by is the Lyceum, or Carolinian College, /bid. xxlx. 472
(Ferrara) We first went to visit the Lyceum, or University.

3. - Lycee.
18*7 Scott Napoleon VI. 97 It was the policy of Pionaparte

to diminish, .the secondary or ecclesiastical schools, in order
that the public education might be conducted at the public
seminaries, called Lyceums or Academies. 1861 M. Arnold
Pop. Educ. Prance In trod. 39 The French aristocracy could
procure for its children, .a belter training than that which is

now given in the lyceums.

4. U. S. (Of. 2 b, c.) An institution in which
popular lectures are delivered on literary and
scientific subjects.

1820 Amer. Jml. Set. I L 366 Abstract of the proceedings
of the Lyceum of Natural History, New-York. 1837 Ht.
Martinkau Soc. Amer. III. 163 Colleges to receive the
elite of the schools *, and lyceums, and other such institutions,

for the subsequent instruction of working men. 1850 W. R.
Williams Retig. Prog. iv. (1854) 77 Men have expected
ibe Lyceum and the Lecture to close the dram-shop. 1893
Leland Mem. 1. 270 Let the aspirant begin by reading papers
..before such societies or lyceums as will listen to him.

b. attrib., as lyceum assembly, system.

1858 O. W. Holmes Ant. Break/.d. vi. 55 Two lyceum
assemblies, of five hundred each, are so nearly alike, that

[etc.]. 1863 W. Phillips Speeches xi; 242 Appreciating the

lyceum system as I do . . I feel [etc.].

6. Used as the title of a book.
1809 Uelfol r {title) Lycxum of Ancient Literature ; or

biographical.. Account of Greek and Koman Classics.

Lych, var. Lien, Light. Lych(e» obs. f. Like.

Lyche, obs. form of Leech sf>.'-\ Liege a. and sb.

Lychee, Lych-gate, var. Litchi, Lich-gate.

I] Lychnapsia (liknarpsia). Gr. Church, [a.

Gr. Kvyyafyio. lighting of lamps.] A series of seven

prayers for protection during the night, forming

part of the lvchnic.

1850 Neale East Ch. Introd. 1. 896 While this Psalm is

being said, the Priest.. saith the lychnapsia.

Lychllic (li'knik). Gr. Church, [ad. eccl. Gr.

Kvx^ifiuv time of lamplighting, f. Xvx^os lamp.]

An office which accompanies the lighting of lamps,

being the introductory part of vespers.

1850 Neale East. Ch. Introd. 1. 897 note, The Order of

Philutheus directs the Priest.. to begin the lychnics at the

verse ' In wisdom hast Thou made them all \

j| Lychnidea. Obs. Also Lichnidea. [mod.L.,

f. L. lychnid-, Lychnis.] ' An old garden name for

the genus Phlox* (Brilten & Holland).

1733 Miller Gard. Diet. (ed. 2) s.v. Lychnis, Virginian
Lychnidea.. Carolina Lychnidea. 1741 Compl. Fam.-Piece
11. iii. 379 In tteds made of light rich Earth, ..plant your
Cuttings of Lichnidea's. 1785 M artvn Rousseau's Bot. xvL

(1794) 210 Such are all the species of Lychnidea: which you
will know by their salver-shaped Corolla, with a bent tube.

t Lychni diate, a. lint. Obs. [Hybrid f.

Gr. kvxy&t-av (dim. of \v\yiov lamp-stand, f.

Avx^os lamp) + -ate 2
.] Giving out light.

18*6 KiRnv & Sr. P.ntomol. IV. 307 Lychnidiate, when
the Vertex, Frons and Postnasus are porrected so as to

form a kind of rostrum which gives light in the night.

II Lychnis li knis;. PL lychnides (lrknid/'A

[L., a. Gr. Kvyyi* some red flower, f. lamp.]

1. Bot. A genus of caryophyllaceous plants, in-

cluding the Campion and Ragged Robin.
1601 Holland Pliny II, 110 As touching Lychnis, that

flaming hearbe surnamed Klammea [etc.]. 1604 Evelyn
Kal. ilort. May (16791 17 Fluwcrs in Prime, or yet lasting

. . yellow Lillies, Lychnis, Jacea, Pellis, double, white
<

and
red. 1707-12 Mortimer HusIk (1721) II. 229 Lychnis or

Calcedonaie single and double. 1824 H. Phillips Flora
Jlist. II. 183 The Scarlet Lychnis is a perennial plant. 1884

JivFi iiRiES in Chamb. Jml. 1 Mar. 131/1 The pink lychnis

or ragged robin grows among the grasses.

2. With defining word, applied by gardeners to

various plants of other genera : see quots.

1760 J.
Lee Introd. Bot. App. 318 Lychnis, Rastard, Phlox.

Lychnis, Wild, Agrosteuta. 1787 tr. Z/«//«r«j' Path. Plants
I.116 Phlox. . . I alse Lychnis.

+ Lychnobite. 0/^.-° [f. Gr. Avx^fros (in

Seneca), f. Avx^o-s lamp + Ptos life; after coeno-

bite.} One who turns night into day ; a * fast-liver \

1727 Bailkv vol. II, Lychnobite, a Night Walker.

Iiychnoscope (lrkn^sk<?up). Arch. [f. Gr.

Xvx^o-s lamp + -okuttos -scoi'E.J A name given to

the Low side window on the supposition that its

purpose was to allow lepers to see the altar lights.

1843 Eeclesiohgist II. 71 A paper on tbe windows called
' Lychnoscopes \ in the fourth edition of the [Cambridge
Camden 1 Society's * Hints on the Practical Study of Eccle-

siastical Antiquities'. 1846 — V. 165 Lychnoscopes are

nothing else than the .symbolical representation of the Wound
in the Saviour's Side. 1848 B. Webb Continental Ecclesiol.

57 The dwarf- wall is pierced by a broad fenestrella with a
lrefoliated head opening through into the aisle. This in

England would be called a ' lychnoscope*. 1866 Parker
Gloss. 'Perms Goth. A rchit.

Hence Iiychnosco-pic a.

1849 Eeclesiohgist IX. 314 Behind it is a small chamber
with a kind of 'lychnoscopic ' window. 185a /£/Vr*. XIII. 216.

Lycht, obs. Sc. form of Light.

IiyCine (H 'sain). Chem. [f. Lvcium: see -1NE 6.]

A base found in Box-thorn. 1865 Watts Diet. Chem.

IiYCOPODIUM.

T Lyciske. Her. Obs. Also 7 Lyciscus, S
Lyciaca. [ad. uied.L. lyciscus masc, -ca fern., f.

Gr. Kvkos wolf.] A fabulous beast supposed to be
a hybrid between a wolf and a dog.
1572 Boss ewell Armorie^ \\. 56 Two Lyciskes Passant.

Lyciskes are called (as Plinie saiihe) dogges, gendered of
wolfes. 1610 Guil.LiM Heraldry III. xxv. 179 Castorides,
J logges ingendred by a Fox and a Beuer ; Lyciscus of a
Wolfe and a MastiflTe. 1706 Phillips ted. Kersey), Lyeisra,
a L>og ingeuder'd of a Wolf and a Bitch.

t Lyciuni. Obs. [late L., a. Gr. Xvtciov, 01 ig.

ncut. sing, of Aikiqs Lycian.] a. The shrub Box-
thorn (LyCHtm barbarum). b. The fruit, and
c. the extracted juice of the Box-thorn.*

1597 Gerarde Htrt'al 111. xxv. 1151 There is drawne out of
the leaues and branches of Boxe Thome.. a iuice, which is

,

named Lycium. . . In English, .it is also named Lycium of the
iuice which U boiled out of it. 1637 Physical Diet.f Lycium,
a decoction made of the juyce or decoction of the hramble
root. 1661 Loveli. Hist. Anim. .y Min. 36 Some adulterate
the Indian Lycium with the gall hereof [sc. a Heifer]. 1753
Chambers Cycl. Snpp., Lycium,.. the name of a fruit called
by the French bayc d1

Azignou, the Avignon berry. 1839
Penny Cycl. XIV. 210.

Lycke, Lycken, obs. ff. Lick v., Liken v.

Lyckore, obs. comparative form of Like.

Lycoctonine ( laity- ktonain). Chevi. [f.

mod.L. Lycocton-um wolfs-banc (a. Gr. Xvko-

ktvvov lit. wolf-killer) + -INK] An alkaloid extract

of the Wolf's-bane. .

1878 tr. //. %'on ZiemsseiCs Cycl. Med. XVII. 744 Aconi'
turn lycoctonum..\s the only species (ofaconitum] that con-
tains no aconiline, but another alkaloid, lycoctonine.

Iiycodont (\zv'kd&cn\). Ichthyol. [ad. mod.L.
Lycodont-, -odou, ad. Gr. Au*o5cW-« pi. (Galen), f.

At5«o-s wolf + ohuvr-, uSovs tooth.] A snake of the

family Lycodonlidx, having cauiniform teeth.

1887 Encycl. Brit. XXH. 190/2 In some [snakes] all the

teeth are nearly of the same size ; others possess in front of
the jaws (Lycodonts) or behind in the maxillaries (Dia*
cras(erians) a tooth, .larger than the rest.

*llence Iiycodo-ntine a., pertaining to the Lyco-

dontidx (Cent. Diet.).

t Lycopa'ntlier. Obs. [a. Gr. \vKQirav0ijp,

f. \vko-s wolf 4- ttqlv&tjp panther.J A fabulous hybrid

between a wolf and a panther.

1607 Topskll Four-/. Beasts (1658) 448 The Lycopanthers
are ingendred between wolves and panthers, /bid. 581.

II
LyCOperdon (bik^p^ id^n). Bot. [mod.L.,

irreg. f. Gr. Xvko-s wolf + iriphtoBai to break wind :

a rendering of the Ping, name wolfs fist (Fist

sb. 2) . ] The fungu s I
}uff- ba 1

1 ,
Lycoperdon Ben 'ista.

1756 Gcntl. Mag. XXVI. 430 The lycoperdon, or puff-ball.

1830 Linuley Sat. Syst. Bot. 335 Gasteroinyci. .compre-
hending. . Lycoperdons and the like.

b. attrib. \ lycoperdon nut (see miot.).

1886 Treas. Bot.
,
Lycoperdon nuts, the name under which

the herbalists $ell our common species of Elaphomyces.

Hence IiycopeTdold a., resembling fungi of the

g enus lycoperdon.
1871 W. A. Leicuton Lit Jun-flora 243 Verrucae large,

globular,, .lycoperdoid, eventually lacerato-dehiscent.

f Lycophosed, a. Obsr x
[f. Gr. \vku<{>ws

twilight, app. misapprehended to mean keen sight

(f. Xvko-s wolf+ </>u)s light) + -K!> -.] Keen-sighted.

Also Lycophosy in the same sense.

1600 Tourneur Transf. Meiam. vi, Looke on my sight,

you lycophosed eies, And tell me whether it be blearM or no.

Ibid, xlvii, His eies that 'fore were cleare Iycophosie, Now
cannot see but in a mineiy.

IiYCOpod (bi Wp^d). Bot. [Anglicized form
of Lycopodium.] A club-moss, a plant of the

N. O. Iycopodiacen.% esp. of the genus I.ycopodium.
1861 II. M acmillan Footnotesfr. Page Sat. 58 Lycopods

may be said to present the highest type of cryptopamic
vegetation. 1873 Dver in Q. Jml. Mieroseop. Sci. XIII.
152 The relationship of a Lycopod to a floweiing plant.

Hence Ityco-podalfl., pertaining to the hcopods
;

sb.y a plant belonging to the * Lycopodal alliance \

1835 Lindley Introd. Bot. (1848) II. 98 The Lycopodal
Alliance. 1854 A. Adams, etc. Man. Sat. Hist. 525 Lyco-
podals.

Lycopode (b'rk^iJud). [a. F. lycopode
}

ad.

mod.L. lAcoi'oniUM.] ^Lycopodium 2.

186S Treas. Bot., Lycopode, vegetable brimstone.

Lycopodiaceous (lai kApfdi^i'Jas), a. Bot.

[f. mod.L. Lycopodiace-ve + -ois.] Pertaining to

the N. O. Lycopodiacew, of which Lycopodium is

the tjpical genus.
185a' Tit. Ross Humboldt's 7'rav. L xtii. 428 Lycopo-

diaceous plants and mosses. 1892 Saturat Sci. >Iar. 57
A gigantic aquatic Lycopodiaceous plant.

Lycopodite (loik^p^dsit). Geol. A fossil

lycopodium. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 212/1.

Lycopodium (laik^iydi/hn). [mod.L., f. Gr.

\vkq-s wolf+wo8-, ttovs foot, from the claw-like

shape of the root.]

|| 1. Bot. A plant of the cryptogamous genus Lyco-

podium : a club-moss. In early use, L. clavatum.
1706 Phillips fed. Kersey\ Lycopodium, Wolfs»claw, an

Herb. 1756 [see Club. woss]. 1851 Richardson Geol. vii.

(1855) 174 The gigantic lycopodium-like, and cactoid plants

of the coal measures, .all disappear. 1873 Dver in Q. Jml.
Mieroseop. Sci. XIII. 155 The thickened prosenchyniatous

cells which are found in recent Lycopodiums.



LYCOTROPAL.

2. The fine powder formed by tbe ripe spores of I

species of Lycopodium, known as * vegetable brim-

stone * from its in flam in ability. Also /. dust,powder.
It is used io surgery as an absorbent ; also in theatres for

the production of stage lightning.

1836 J M . (Jullv Magendie's Fortnttl. (ed. 2) J73 Starch or

lyeopodiitm powder washed with alcohol, appears to preserve

the auriferous salts the best. 1856 Tooo & Bowman Phys.

Anat. II. 89 The vibrations of the paper are easily demon-
strated by the movements'of particles offine sand, or lyco-

podium p\>wder strewed upon it. 1876 Dunking Dis. Skin

235 Absorbent dusting powders, consisting of lycopodium

dust, will be found most useful.

Lycor, obs. form of Liquor.

Lycoras, -ess(e, -ice, etc., obs. fi. Liquorice.

Lycorous(e, oruse, variants of Lickerous.

Lycotropal iJaik^-trJpal), a. Bot. [f. Gr.

Xvkq-s 1 anything in the form of a hook * (L. & Sc.)

+ -rponvos turning + -al.] The term applied to an

ortbotropous ovule, cmved downward in tbe form

of a horse-shoe (Treas. Bot. 1866).

LyCotropOUS (l9ikf'tn)p3s), a. Bol. [f. as

prec. + -OUS.J - piCC. 1878 Hoblyn Did. Med. Tcnus.

Lycour e, -esse, obs. ff. Liquor, Liquorice.

Lycoures, -ourous, -ours, var. Lickerous.

Lycur, obs. form of Lucius.

Lycure, -esse,-yce, obs. fT. Liquor, Liquorice.

Lydder, -ir, -yr, variants of Lither a.

Lydderne, -eryn, variants of Lii>i>eron Obs.

Lyddite Ji*(bit\ [f. name of Lydd in Kent

(where this explosive was first tested in England).]

A high explosive, chiefly composed of picric acid,

and believed closely to resemble Memnitk ; used

in the manufacture of explosive shells in England".

1888 /. 0/ Wight County Press 3 Nov. 3/4 Armstrong and
Co.. .hought the patent from.. M. Turpin, who is now per*

sonally assisting in (he manufacture of Lyddite, the English

name for Melinite. 1898 West/it, Gaz. 26 Aug. 7/1 The new
Lyddite shell. 1901 Scotsman 14 Mar. 7/3 The power of

Lyddite has been described by experts, .as most destructive

in a rocky country.

Lyder, -ir, -yr, variants of Lither a.

Lydford law : see Law sb. 1 8 c.

Lydford, now a small village on the confines of Dartmoor,
was formerly the chief towo of the stannaries.

1399 Lanoc. Rich. Redeles in. 145 Now, be be lawe of

lydtford .. j>ilkc lewde ladde ou^te euyll to thryue. a 1643
W. Hrownk Wks. (1772) III. 157, 1 oft have heard of Lyd-
ford law, How, in the morn they hang and draw, And *it

in judgement after. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Lydford Law,
is to hang men first, and indite them afterwards,

t Lydge, v. Obs. [Back-formation f. lydgcr,

Ledger. J ititr. To be a ledger ambassador.
a 1618 Raleigh Maxims St. (1656) 31 ITp] have some of

his own Lydging abroad about that Princes Court, under
colour of Embassage, or some other pretence.

Lydgear, -er, obs. forms of Ledger.

Lydian (li'dian), a. and sb. [f. L. Lydi-us, Gr.

Av5t-os + -AN.] .

A. adj.

1. Pertaining to the Lydians, a people Qf Asia

Minor, or to their country, Lydia. Sometimes with

allusion to the wealth of Croesus king of Lydia.

1584 Lvly Sapho <y Phao v. i, This shaft is headed with

Lidian steel. <ri62oT. Robinson Mary Magd. i2To\vhome
the Lydian wealth ..is brought in lauish measure. 1626

Massingkr Rotn. Actor x. iii, Wc show no arts of Lidian

Pandarisme. 1844 O. Cockayne in Proc. Philol. Soc. (1854)

I. 275 The Lydian Hercules. itpxEdin. Rev. July 29 The
earlier Lydian civilization was Asiatic rather than European.

2. spec, in Music, a. The designation of one of

the modes in ancient Greek music, characterized

as soft and effeminate, b. The third of the

authentic ecclesiastical modes, having F for its

' final and C for its 'dominant'.

1579 E. K. Gtoss. to Spenser's Sheph. Cat. Oct. 27 The
Lydian and Ioniqoc harmony. 1593 G. Harvey Pierce's

Super. 50 He regarded not the dainety Lydian, Ionian, or

/Eolian Melody. 1632 Milton VAllegro 136 Lap me in
,

soft l.ydiao aires, Mairied to immortal verse. 1636 C. I'utler :

Princ, Mus.\. i. 1 Dc Lydian Mood' is a grav', ful, solemn
Musik in Discant, for oe most* part', of slow tim*. 1697
Dryden Alexander's Feast 97 Softly sweet, in Lydian
measures, Soon he soothed his soul to pleasures. 1807 RoniN-
son Arch.rol. Gneca v. x.xiii. 534 In music, .there were four

principal po>oi or modes: the Phrygian, the Lydian^ the

Doric, and the Ionic.: The Phrygian mode was religious,

the Lyd fan plaintive. 1867 Macfarren f/arvioiiy \. 13 The
Lydian is the third mode of Ambrose's selection.

Jig. 1664 Butler find. tt. i. 850 As skilful coopers hoop
their tubs With Lydian and with Phrygian dubs.

3. Lydiau-atone. A/in. A black variety of

jasper (basanite) used by jewellers as a touchstone

for testing gold.
1720 Strype Sloiu's Snrv. II. vi. 1. n/i Within the Rails

before the High Altar, is a curious in-laid Floor . . where .

.

there are set these several Sorts of Stones, the Tasper, . .
(

Lydian, . . and Serpentine. 1746-74 Hill Theophr. Stones

25 Others serve for the Trial of Metals, as that called the

Heraclian or Lydian Stone. 1836 Macgillivrav tr. //urn-
1

boldt's Trav. 11. 133 It did not exhibit the h'ttle veins of

quartz so common in Lydian stone. 1879 Rutley Study
Rocks xiv. 293 Lydian-stone (basanite, touch-stone, fresel-

schiefcr) is.. an altered sandy slate,

B. sb. An inhabitant of Lydia. Also, the lan-

guage of the Lydians.

1545 Ascham Toxoph. 1. (Arb.) 40 Yet after by the meanc
1
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of one Pactyas a verye hcadie manne amonges the Lydians
they rebelled agaynste Cyrus agayne. 1696 Phillips s. v.

Lydia, It falling to Tyrrhenus his lot, he went out with a
great multitude of Lydians. 1735 HoLiNcnROKE.S'/Wp Use
Hist. iii. (1752) I. 76 Herodotus., proposed to publish all he
could learn of the nniiquities ofthe I onians, Lydians,. .Medes,
and Persians. 1886 Sheldon tr. Flaubert's Salautmbd 3
Some Lydians feasted arrayed in the robes.. of women.
Lydron, -un, variants of Lidderon Obs.

Lydyate, obs. form of Lux; ate.

Lye (bi)i^- forms : 1 leas, (lees\ leah, les,

3 leihe, 4 le;e, li;e, (5 legh, ley3e, leygh(e,
lyhe), 5-9 lee, lie, ley, (5-6 leye, le, 7 ly),

5- lye. [OK. Icag (later le'a/i, genit. Mage)
str. fern., corresponds to MDu. loqhc (I)u. hog),
OIJG. louga (M1KL, mod.G. la'uge), lye, ON.
laug bath:—OTtut. *langd\ proh. f. tbe root *lau-

to wash (sec Lather) + suffix. -ga OAryan -ytf.]

1. Alkalized water, primarily that made by the

lixiviation of vegetable ashes, but ahso applied

^esp. with prefixed word as in soap-tyc, sodaJyc)

to any strong alkaline solution, csp. one used for

the purpose of washing, f Also water of lye.

ayoo Epinal Gloss. 591 f.cxiua, lea^ \Cor/>rts and F.rf.

la.'3l. c 1000 Sax, Leeihd. 1. 364 Scmseotuni men wyrc
drenc of Invites liundes boste on bitere le?;e wundorlice hyt
h.neleS. Ibid. 11. 338 Wyrc him lca^e of ellen ahsan. t 1400
Lanfranc's Cirurg. 93 If |»at bou wa :sche hem bobe [a

cankre &a foul vlcusl wib li^e. //»/</., pe \lcus is clen>id

wib bilke li3e [v.r. Iey5el. c 1420 Pallad. on ////sb. ti. 377
Wete hit [a tret] at the fulle Thrie eueiy inone a yer in lie

allone. ^1430 Cookcry-bks. 32 Take a gode quautyte
of fyne leye, put it on a putte . . & whan be ley is sepm
hot, caste be Pesyn ber-to. c 1440 Jacob's Well 195 Watyr
of legh bat is made wyth a^schys S: watyr, .. for asschys ^
hote watyr makyn good leyghe. 1502 Ord. Crysicn Men
(W. de W. 1506) 1. ii. 10 Hut man shall be bapiysed in

necessyte with le. 1669 Wohlidge Syst. Agric. (1681) 60
The Lee or Lixivium wherewith the Women usually scour
their Clothes. 1704 N. N. tr. Hoccalini's Advts. fr.
/'amass. HI. 287 Henry the Fourth, thought it an Honour
to wash his Head .. though some malicious People say, lie

did it not with Soap, but with hot scalding Lye. 1807 T.

Thomson Chew. (ed. 3) 1 1. 544 Muriate of potash. This salt

. .is prepared from the^ waste leys of the soap-makers. 1898
K. T. IjL'ij.kn C ruise Cachalot iv. (1900I 32 The officers ..

were content with ley, which was furnished in plenty hy
the ashes from the galley fire.

• b. In wider sense: Any detergent material used

in washing; a demising substance. Alsoy r̂
.

c 1200 Vices i<r Virtues 95 Nis Sar nan swo god lei^e sc

teares. 12.. Prayer to our Lady 19 in F. Misc. 193 Mi
brunc her k hwit bicume ich not for hwucche leihe. c 1330
Spec. Gy IVano. 828 J>e hote teres of marines ei}e Makeb
clannere ban any H^e. 1340 Ayet/b. 145 pet is bet we byep
alle y-wasse of onelepi le^e, pet wes mid lesu crisles

preciouse blod. 1426 Lydg. De Gail. Pilgr. 21 855 Wyth wych
water, dame Penaunce Maketh a lye. . To wasshen a-way
al ordure. 1601 Holland Pliuy 1 1. 324 The vrin of a yong
Asse fole is supposed to thicken the haire : but there w ould be

mixed some Spiknard with this washing lie, <o rcctifie the

strong sent of the said vrine. 1648 Hf.krick /tes/cr. (1869)

too Feacie, some say, doth wash her clothes i' th' lie That
sharply trickles from her either eye.

+ c. A cosmetic for the hair. rCf. LvE-roT.) Obs.

15.. Withals Did. (1568) 51 a/2 Lie to wasshe the head
with, lixiuiuvi. 1561 T. Hoby tr. Castiglione's Cottrtyer

n. (1577) Liij b, I reprehended a ladie of loue for occupying
a certain kinde of lye y l shined much.

fd. Applied to urine used as a detergent ; more
fully Chamber-lye. Obs.

14. .• Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 593/23 Lociunt, lye, or pysse.

2. Water impregnated with salts by decoction

or lixiviation. Now rare.

1634 Peacham Gentl. Excrc. 1. xxiit. 77 The Lie of Rue,
(that is the water wherein you have sod your Rue or herb-

grace). 1644 Nve Gunnery (1670) 14 Pour upon the said

flower so much of the strained vater, which 1 call lee or

lime water, as will dissolve the flower. 1646 Sir T. 15rowne
Pseud. Fp. vi. xii. 337 Colcothar or vitriol burnt, .will make
good Inket aod so will tbe Lixivium or Lye made thereof

with warme water. 181 1 Self fn'struder 562 A ley made
with tartar and gum water, i860 Mauky Phys. Geog. Sea
i. § 43 They [waters] find their way into the sea, and so

make the lye of the earth brine for the oceao. Ibid. x. § 461

The brine of the ocean is the ley of the earth.

3. The limpid acrid fluid which runs from a

blister or the like ; the ' water' which collects in

the body in dropsy. Now only dial.

1615 Crookk Body ofMan 92 His Nauell suddenly opened
whence issued so great quantity of the dropsy Lie, that his

body fell to the wonted scantling. 1886 S. IV. Line. Gloss.,

Lee (so pronounced*,., the watery matter which issues from

a wound or sore : as * It 's tnore like lee thao matter '.

4. ailrib. and Comb, (sense 1), us lye-ashes, -brushy

-kettle, -trough, -tub, -vessel, -wash. Also Lye-pot.
i6oi Holland Pliny II. 599 Hereupon comes Lixivus

cfuts, i. Lie ashes, which being drunk is mcdicinable. 1605

Tim.me Quersit. it. iii. 1 15 Lye-wash . . is made of ashes and
water. 1683 Moxon Meeh. Exerc, Printing xi. ? 21 The
Lye Ilrush is made of Hogs Bristles fastne"d into a Eoard
with Krass-Wyer. /bid., A Lye-Kettle . . commonly holds

about three Gallons, /bid., The Lye-Trough .. is a Square

Trough made of Inch- Boards. 1743,Loud. «y Country
Brewer 11. (ed. 2) 109 A Lye-tub, though generally neglected

as the worst .. for a Cooler, has really proved the sweetest

and safest of any. 1763 Museum Rnsticnm I. 53 The straw

in the bottom of your lye-vessel. 1824 J. Johnson Typogr.

] I. 480 As soon as a form is wrought-off, the press man to

carry it to the lye-trough, and there completely rub it over

with Iyc. 188a J. Southward Pratt. Printing (1884) 406

Lye is applied to th« forme with a lye brush.

LYING.
f t Lye, vA Cookery. Obs. [a K. tier to thicken

a sauce, etc.), lit. ' to bind
?

L. ligdre.']

1. trans. To mix; to thicken (soups, sauces, etc.).

Cf. alye
t
Ally v. 5.

tcxyto Forme of Ctny (1780) 17 Make a lyre of raw

I

ayrene and do berto Safrone and powdour douce, and lye it

up with gode broth, c 14*0 Liber Cocorutn (1862) 12 Loke
bou lye hit with amydone. C1430 Two Cookcry*bks. 13
Take Vele .. and hakke it to gobettys .. and lye it with
Flowre of Rys. [bid. 19.

2. To bind or tie. In quot. fig.
1621 Bury Wills (Camden) 167 lie shall neede noe bonde

to lye him to it.

lye, [f. Lye sb.] Also ley. trans. To
Ircat with lye.

1805 Ann. Rcg.S-fp Ley the thread once. 1888 Set. Amer.
8 Dec. 356/2 The air is to be. .excluded from the surface of
fruits left standing after having been either lyed or washed.
Lye: see Lee sk

9
Lkyk, Lie.

Lyeas, str. pa. t. of Lkkse v. I

Lyeave, obs. form of Leaf.

Lyed (bid), ///. a. U. S. Also lied. [f. Lye
V'* + -En !.] 'I rtated with lye ; slcq>ed or washed
in an alkaline fluid. I.yed com, maize or other
grain steeped in weak lyt/to remove the busk.
1814 r.RACKENRiDOis J) ul. \\\ Views Louistanta 2p2 Their

food consists of lied corn homony for breakfast, i860
Kmkwson Loud. Life, li'ealtli 70 Pride can go without
domestics;.. can eat potato, pnr*1ain, beans, lyed corn.

Lyef e, obs. f. Lhf. Lyefull, var. Leefl l.

Lyege,Lyeg(e aunce,obs.ff.LiE0E,LK;KANCK.
Lyegge, Lye;e, obs. forms of Lie vA

t
v.-

Ly e ;ere, Lyek e, obs. ff. Liar, Like.
Lyen, obs. form of Lie vJ, Lien j^. 1

, Liox.

Lyeucephalous (loi,ensc-fabs), a. Zoo/, [f.

mod.L. Lyencephal-a
v
()wcn) + -ous.

According to Owen himself Classif. Mammalia, 1859 1

,

his term Lyencephala is f. Gr. At'-tu- to loose + €y»€<f»oAos hrain
(see Encei'H.vlon), and signifies 'the comparatively loose or
disconnected state of the cerebral hemispheres '.]

Of or belonging to the Lyencephala, in
%
Owen's

classification the lowest group of Mammals, in-

I
eluding the Monotrcmes and the Marsupials.
1859 Owf.n Classif. Mammalia 27 The I.yencepha-lous

Mammalia. 1864 in YVlbstkr. And in later Diets.

Lyepart(e, obs. form of Leopard,

fLye'-pot. Obs. [Cf. Lye sb. 1 c.] An orna-

mental vessel to hold lyc for use as a hair-wash.
i486 Will of Lyttou (Somerset Ho.), A lye pott of silucr

and gilt, a holy water stopp. 1399 Nasiik Lenten Stuffe
45 Scmiramis ranne out with her lie-pot in her hand, and
her black dangling tresses about her shoulders. 1607
Mu)I>lf.ton fire Gallants 1. i. 12 Lent .. upon her gilt

I

casting-bottle and her silver lie-pot, fifty-five shillings.

Lyer^e, var. Leah- Obs. ; obs. f. Lyke^ Liar.

Lyerne, -i, -y, obs. forms of Learn.
Lyeroway: sec Lyra 5.

Lyery Jaraii;, a. Now dial. Also Iyary.

[\ar. of LlRY a.) Of cattle: Having a super-

abundance of lean flesh.

[1483: see LtRY, s.v. Lire sb. 1
] 1803 A. Hunter Georg.

Ess. IV. 351 l.yery, ar black-fleshed. 1807 Clllky in

W. C. L. Martin Ox^x/\ Cattle, well koown to the breeders
adjoining the river Tees by the appellation of 'lyery', or
•doubledyeied'; that is, black.fleshed. 41843 Southey
Commpi. Bk. IV. 400 Those [Lincolnshire oxen] that never

;

fatten arc called lyery. C1847 W. C. L. Martin Ox 41/2
The cattle in geoeral were large,, .slow to fatten ..and often

I

black, or foul-fleshed, or as it is called in Voikshire ' lyery \
1855 Stephens Bk. Farm (ed. 2) II. 142/1 When the flesh

1

[of an oxj becomes heavy on the thighs, making a sort of

double thigh, the thigh is called lyary.

Lyes, obs. form of Leash ; obs. pi. Louse.
Lyese, Lyesinge, vars. Leese v.i, Leasing.
Lyf, obs. form of Leaf, Life.

Lyfar, obs. Sc. comp. of Lief, dear.

Lyfe, obs. form of Life ; Sc. form of Lief.

Lyff(e, Lyffere, obs. forms of Life, Livir.

tLyfkie. Obs. Also 6 leefekye. [a. Dn.
lijfken 'corpusculum, subnciila, exomis ' (Kilian),

dim. of lijf body ; cf. G. leibchen.'] A bodice.

1379 Lyi y Fnphues (Arb.) 116 Their spots, their lawnes,
their leefekyes, their ruffes, their rings: Shew them rather

Cardioalls curtisans, then modest Matrons. 1609 T. Cocks
Diary (1901) 73 W'th iij li before delivered her for my
wives gowne and lyfkie.

LyfriolS, variant of Livenath Obs.

Lyft e, obs. form of Lfft, Lift.

Lyfve, Lyfy, obs. forms of Live v., Ltfey.

Lyg, Lygaunce, obs. ff. Lie vJ> Ligeance.
Lyg(&)e, obs. form of Lie v.1 , Liege.

Lyger, Lygham, see Ledger, Licham.
Lyghe, ly;e, obs. ff. Lie; var. Leye Obs.

Lygher, ly5er(e, obs. forms of LrAR.

Lyght, obs. fonrt of Light ; variant of Lite.

Lyghteling, Ly5tmose, obs. form of Light-
ning, Litmus.
Lyhe, Lyht^e, obs. forms of Lye, Light
Lyicht, Lyif, Lyik, obs. ff. Light, Life, Like.

Lying (lai'irj), pM. s/k 1 Forms: see Lie v. 1

[f. Lie ^.1 + -ing L]
1. The action of Lie v.1 in various senses ; rest-

ing, reclining, remaining in deposit, fbcing sick, etc.

W-

2



LYING.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 8 Fleschs forgon ober visch,&alle ober

swuche binges, of weriunge, of liggunge, of yres, of beoden.

a 1300 Cursor M. 6686 pe smiter sal quite his lechyng, And
be bcaih of his liging. c 1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. f . 141

For bobe Cristis liynge in be sepulcre and his dwellingc

her« in erbe was Ktil tyme. a 1400 Cursor M. 20091 (Cott.

Galba) J>e first [discipline es] . . sighing, wepeing, and ill

liging. 15*6 Pitgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 137 Soft lyenge,

soft weryng, or moche fedyng of delycace meates. 1602

Shaks. All's Well 1. i. 167 Tis a commodity will lose

fhe glosse with lying ; The longer kept, the lesse worth.

1634 Lease by R. Kenward to W. Dcane verso (MS.), 1 ..

would never have bought it but for the convenient lying of

it to my other ground. 1683 Moxon Mech. Exerc, Printing

vii, Sugar-Chest . . Stuff being commonly well-season *d, by

the long lying of the Sugar in it. 1726 Leoni tr. AlbertVs

Arcft it. I. 34/1 Ltquifyd by long lying in the Water. 1899

AllbutCs Syst. Med. VI. 574 This situation [of a bed sore]

is determined., by the lying of the paralytic on that side.

fb. spec. The state of being buried; cona\

place of sepulture. Obs.

1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. ccxxx 244 Kyng Edward chese

his sepulture and his lyggyng at Westmynster. ^1676
Ginton Hist. Ch. Peterbnrgh (1686) 77 The Heralds ..

appointed .. the place for the body to be Interred, which

was devised over against the lying of Queen Katherine.

c. with adv. or advb. phr. (see Lie vJ IV).

Also Lying-in.
1382 Wyclif Rom. ix. 10 Rebecca, of o liegynge by hau-

ynge tweye sones of Ysaac, our fadir. 1387 The vis a Iligden

(Rolls) VI. 93 Bote wi|> som manere rouschelynge bat he
made in ligyngc adoun hisfelowe awook. 1483 Caxton
Gold. Leg. 333/2 He hadde Subtylytee for teschewe the

lyggynge in a wayte of his enemyes. 1S30 Palsgr. 239/3
Lying in wayte, agttaytancc. Ibid. 423, I am upon my
lieng downe, as a woman that is ncre her tyme. t6ot

Holland Pliny I. 87 From thence to the lying out of the

mountaine Pyrenams, Aquitania. 1611 Birle Ps. exxxix.

3 Thou compassest my path, and my lying downe. 161 x —
Acts xx. 19 Many teares, and temptations, which befell me
by the lying in wait [Tinoale layinges awayte] of the lewes.

1623 Massinger Bondman 11. i, There's a sport too Nam'd
lying Perdieu. .Which you must learne to play at. 1647
YvtLhRGood Th. in Worse T, (1841) 81 This lying along is

an improper posture for prety. 1711 W. Sutherland Shiji-

buitd. Assist. 115 B. is the Fore-top-sail biacedback, which is

done.. to stop her way, term'd Lying-by. 1711 Load. Ga~.

No. 4010/2' The Admiral thought it proper.. to make the

Signal for lying by. 1792 Charlotte Smith Desmond II.

121 Vou have accused me of lying by in Company.
at Irib. c 1834 N. P. Willis in G. Paston Little Mem.

igf/t C. (1902^ 176 His [Disraeli's] eye. .has the most mocking
lying-in-wait expression conceivable. 1899 AttbutfsSyst.
Med. VI 1. 46$ If a change from the lying-down to tbe sitting*

up position is rapidly made.

2. cotter. With qualification (as dry
t soft, warm,

etc., lying) 1 Accommodation for repose.

1853 ^>e Quincey Autobiog. Sk. Wks. I. 295 It was a sub-

ject of gratitude .. to dwell upon the soft lying which was
to be found in that .. morass. t868 Nettleship Brcnvning
vii. 262 A poet from his birth, nursed in Nature's softest

lying. 1886 Weekly Times 6 Aug. 13/3 There is no finer

feeding or warmer lying in Scotland. 1898 Westm. Gaz.

20 May 10/2 Dry lying—a dry bed at night—is.. essential

to the welfare of deer.

3. attrib., as lying-ground, -place ; f lying-house

(see quot. 1593); lying-press {Printing) = lay-

ing-press (see Laying vbl. sb. 3).

1895 Cornish Wild Eng. 122 The paddock is a favourite

*lying ground for hares. 1423-4 Durham Acc. Rolls

(Surtees) 271 Pro ligatur pro hostio vocato trapdoure supra

*Iyng house, nij</. ; et pro seris et clavibus pro lyng house,

xxd. 1593 Rites <y Mou. Ch. Dttrk. (Surtees) 75 A strong

prysonne call the Lynghouse [MS. Cos., Lyinge housej.

1382 Wyclif Prov. vii. 17, I ha sprengd my *ligging place

with myrre, and aloes. 1580 Hollyband Treus. Fr. 'Pong,

Desbauger vn sanglier, to raise a wilde Bore from his lying

place. 1876 EncycL Brit. 1 V. 43/1 Hy screwing the volume
up in the *lying-press.

Lying (laWri), vbl, sb.~ Forms: see Lie v.-

[f. Lie V.2 + -1XGI.] The action of Lie v.2 ; the

telling of lies, f In 1 6-1 7th c. sometimes in plural.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter v. 7 (MS. Egerton) pou leses alle pat

speke liyhinge. 1340 Aycnb. 143 Him hit bingb pet hit is

al wynd and metinge and lye^ynge. 1426 Lydg. De Guil.

Pilgr. 13302 My condicioun ys to lye;.. With lyyng I shal

deceyue the. iS77 Northbrookk Dicing (1843) 68 If for

ydle wordes, what for hurtfull words? what for lyings?

1604 E. GIrimstoneI D'Acostas Hist. Indies v. xxviii. 412

The DivelL.did steale all that he could from the trueth, to

imploy it in his lyings and deceits. 1656 E. REVNEa Rules
Govt. Tongue 16 Lying is an ungodly, devilish and damnable
practice. 1827 Mrs. A. Opie [title) Illustrations of Lying in

All its Branches. 1863 M RS - Riodell World in Ch. III.

41 Lying is the employment of the lower orders, and the

recreation of the higher.

personified. 1606 Dekker Sev. Sins 11. (Arb.) 21 Lying is

I- ather to Falshood, and Grandsire to Periury.

% b. Alleged name for a ' company ' of pardon-

ers. i486 Bk. St. Albans F vij, A Lyeng of perdeneris.

Lying (lai ig), ///• a} [f. Lie v.^ + -ing

%. That lies, or rests in a recumbent, extended,

stationary or inert position
;
also,ftf£W.(OE )dead.

Ciooo Leg. St. Swithnn etc. (Earle 1861) no pa:t mar^n
b;cs liceendan. 1382 Wyclif Jer. xxxiii. 12 A dwelling

place of shepperdus, of liggende flock us. 1422 tr. Secreta

Secret., Prtv. Priv. 224 The angry man Is wonyt to be of

. . a &emely chyne and accordynge to the visage, and Hggyne
here, a 1450 Eysshyttge Angle (1883) 16 The lying ground
lyne with ovte floyte. 1842 Tennyson Vision Sin 11 Sitting,

lying languid shapes. 1862 Remarks on Golf 14 The Short- 1

spoon.. is used for playing either good-lying or bad-lying

balls. 1880 W. Carnegie Pract. Trap. 16 That most 1

annoying eventuality, a ' lying ' ferret.

b. Sc. Of money, goods, etc. : Put by.

524

i 1722 Ramsay Three Bonnets 1. 129 Your claiths, your
1 lands, and lying pelf. 1799 J. Rqbektson Agrie. Perth 386
* We are not informed, what lying stock they have, what

donations tliey have received Ietc.J.

2. Special collocations: lying-dog, a setter;

lying-panel, t a panel which occupies the lowest
1 place in a series

; (// a panel whose longest dimen-
sion, or one whose grain, lies horizontally

; f lying-

stone, the nether millstone
;
lying-storm {Sc.),

a snow-storm when the snow lies ;
lying-wall

Mitmtgm Foot-WALL (Raymond Mining Gloss.).

1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xii, As if a penalty was inflicted

by statute for any man who suld hunt or hawk, or uve
* lying-dogs. 1678 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 1. 106 The *Lying
Pannel,above the Base. 1823 P. Nicholson Pract. Build.
226 Lying Panel, a Panel with the fibres of the wood dis-

posed horizontally. 1842-39 Gwilt Archil. Gloss., Lying
panels, those wherein the fibres of the wood, or the grain of it,

,
He in an horizontal direction. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk «y Selv.

151 As certain a cause as is that, by which the runner in

a Mill does not sink through the *Lyingstone. 1787 Heattie
Scoticisms 79 We use the word storm to signify a storm of

snow, or snowy weather. We even speak of a *lying storm.

1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm I. 298 Should the flakes be

spicular and fall very thick and fast, then a heavy fall, or

a ' lying storm '. .may be expected.

Lying tai'irj), a.* Forms : see Lie v.2

[f. Lie t/.2 + -ixG a.

J

1. Of a person, his lips, etc.": That tells lies.

1535 Coveroale Ps. cxix. 2 Delmer my soule (o Lorde)

from lyenge lippes. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, 11. i. 126 Then,

Saunder, sit there, the lying'st Knaue in Chiistendome.
t6i<5 15. Jonson A Ich. iv. iv, Do not beleeue him, Sir. He
is the lying'st Swabber ! t6n Hible Prov. x. 18 Hee that

hideth hatred with lying lippes . . is a foole. a 1758 Ramsay
Eagle 4- Robin 44 With a wickit lieand tung. 1886 W. J.

Tucker E. Europe 158 A canting, lying, hypocritical set.

2. Ofimpersonal things : Untruthful, mendacious;

hence, deceitful, false.

a\tz$ Juliana 2 Ant of pis lihinde lif leade us .. into pe

eehe of heouene. a 1340 Hampoi.e Psalter i. 4 His worde
sallnoght..dissayuabile ne leghynge. 1535 Coveroale Jer.

vii. 4 1'rust not in false lyenge wordes. 1611 Kihlk Ps, xxxi.

6, I haue hated them that regard lying vanities. 1718 Prioh

Solomon 11. 673 And slavish bards our mutual loves rehearse

In lying strains. 1835 Macallay Hist. Eng. xix. IV. 322

It was much easier.. to put forth a lying prospectus.

Iiying-rn, [Lying vbl. sb^ 1 c. See Lie v.1

2 3. J The being in childbed ; accouchement.
c 1440 Pro/tip. Pan>. 305/2 Lyynge yn, of childe bedde,

deenbie. 1580 Hollyband 'Preas. Fr. Tong, Gesine, a lying

in. 1698 Froger Voy. 126 The women have good Lying's-in

and the children are lusty. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. U834)
L 93 Those cushions your gossips stick with pins in hearts,

lozenges, and various forms, against a lying-in. 1842 L.

Hunt Men, Women B. (1847) I. 342 The C;ueen talked

to me [Madame de Sevigne'] as long about my illness as if it

had been a lying-in.

b. attrib., as lying-in-asylum, -chamber etc.

1770 Hfavson in Phil. Trans. LX. 412 The 1'ritish Lying-

in-Hospital. 1799 Med. Jmt. 1 1. 190 A lying-in uard has

been lately established. 1838 Dickens O. 7?wj/xx.\vii, * The
lying-in room, I suppose?' said Mr. Bumble. 1887 Brit.

Med. Jrnl. 21 May iioi/i Such sanitation .. might be of

service in lying-in institutions. 1895 Daily Neivsq Dec. 3/7

A system of registration of all .. lying-in houses. 1899
AllbntCs Syst. Med. VII. 797 Statistics of lying-in hospitals

show that [etc.l.

So Lyingr-in ppl. a.
t
that is in childbed.

1710-xi Swift Jrnl. to Stella 23 Mar., I.. saw his lady

sitting in the bed, in the forms of a lying-in woman. 1824

Miss Mitford Village Ser. 1. 174 The sick, the delicate,

..the lying-in. 1889 J. M. Duncan Led. Dis. Women *x>l

(ed. 4) 189 In lying-in or recently delivered women.

Lyingly (iai irjli , adv. [f. Lying ppl. +
-lt In a lying manner, mendaciously.

1382 Wyclif Jer. vii. 8 To stein, to slen, to don auoutrie,

to swern liendely, to offre to Uaalym. — Ezek. xiii. 22

For that that 3e maden leei^yngli the
1

herte of the iust

man to mourne, whom Y made not sorewful. 1541 R.
Copland Guydons Quest. Chirurg. Giv, Of whiche .xij.

rybbes there be .vij. very, and .v. false or lyengly. 1682

Disc. Addresses or Preset!tm. to King 20 Their Popes (who

go lyingly under the Name of Christ s Vicars). 1804 Anne
Seward Lett. (i8tt) VI. 146 It reached his ear, that khe had

lyingly called him 'the thing of sound without sense'.

189s Times 19 Jan. 11/6 He lyingly reported that he had

sunk two of tbe French men-of-war.

t Lying-weight. Obs. [Lying ///. a.Lj a.

A free weight placed in a scale, as distinguished

from the hanging weight attached to a spring

balance or a steelyard, b. -Avoirdupois.
1454 Rolls ofParit. V. 275/1 [That no person buy wool by

the fleece] nor weyed by the awncell, but only by the lying

weight, after Mill li to the stoon. 1502 Arnolds Chron.

(181 1) 191 Ther heth iij maner weyght? that is to wele troy

weyglit, auncell wcyghtis, and lyggynge weyght. Jbid.,
The Lygginge weyght .. therby is boughte and solde alle

maner of Marchaundise . . as is vsed to be solde be weyght.

and of this weyght xvi vuncis made a pound and C. and

xijli. is an C. i$45 Rates Cttstom-ho. dvb, Lyinge

wayghte. Thys Lyinge and Haburdy peyse is all one.

Lyk, obs. Sc. form of Like.

Lykam(e, Lykance, vars. Licham, Likance.

Lykanthropy, variant nf Lycanthuopy.

Lyke : sec Lien, LicitK, Lick v., Like v.

Lykeleod, -hood, obs. forms of Likelihood.

Lyken,Ijykeny, obs. forms of Likez/J , Like.n* v.

Lykeres, obs. form of Liquorice.

Lyker;o'ms, -owse, etc., var. Lickehoi s Obs.

Lyke-wake, lykewake (bi k,w^k). Also

LYMPH.

I 4, 9 liche-wake, 6, 9 lyk^e)wa(i^ke, 6-7 like-,
!

lyke-walk,8-9lake-wake, 9 lychwake. Cf. Late-
wake, [(.ly&e, Lieu + Wake sb.] The watch kept

at night over a dead body.
C1386 Chaucer Knt.'s P. 2100 Ne how that lycb wake

was yholde Al thilke nyght,..kepe I nat to teye. 1313
Douglas sEncis x. ix. 31 Quham that he etlis for to send

from thens, To Pallas likewalkis. 1 1558 Richmond Wills

(Surtees 1853) I2 7 1 ner sna11 be ho yong folkes at my lyke-

waike. 1623 in Pitcairn Crim. n rials III. 549 At quhose
lyke-walk •.. the ox foirsaid was slane and eittin. <z«775

Fair Mary of Walliugton xix. in Child Ballads II. 311/2
Your daughter., bids you come to her sickening, or her

merry lake-wake. 1832 Carlyle Misc. (1857) III. 114 At
all lykewakes, the doings and endurances of the Leparted
are the theme. 1878 W. C Smith Hilda (1879) *<Pt * heard
them, .moan their rugged lyke-wakes in the ancient Runic
rhymes.
attrib. 1805 Scott Last Minstr. iv. \x\\, Our slogan is

their lyke-wake dirge. 1837 Sir F. Pai ckave Merch. <y

Friar (1844) 99 The lyke-wake train wa<; seen advancing
towards them.

Lykey, Lykke, -yn, obs. fT. Lick v., Like v.

Lykkerwys^ykky: seeLicKERuus, Like^.i

Lykne(n, -yn, obs. forms of Like.w

Iiykor, Lykorise, obs. ff. Ljqcou, LigiomcE.
Lyky(e)n, obs. forms of Like v.*

Lykyrrhize, obs. form of Liquorice.

Lylac, Lyle, -ie, obs. forms of Lilac, Lily.

Lylle, variant of Lill, Lille vbs. Obs.

Lyll(i)e, -y(e, obs. forms of Lily.

Lym, IjymaiHle, obs. ff. Leam sb. l
y
Limail.

Lymasson, obs. form of Limacon.

Lymb(e, Lym e, obs. forms of Limb5^.1 and 2
.

Ijyme : see Lyam.
Ly'me-graSS. [? f. Lime sbA with reference

to the binding quality of the plant ; the spelling is

app. suggested by the mod.L. generic name.] The
name for grasses of the genus Elymus, esp. E.
arenarins, a grass which is planted on sand, that

its roots may help to keep the sand in its place.

1776 Withering Bot. A rrangement Veg. 1. 64 Lymegrass.
IClymus. 1787 tr. Linnxtts'Fam. Plants I. 52. 1854 S. Thom-
son Wild Ft. in. (ed. 4) 299 Tbe lyme §rass yhlynms), by
binding the sands, .with its roots, assists 111 the resistance to

the encroachments of the sea.

b. attrib. in the name of a moth.
1869 Newman Brit. Moths 275 The Lyme Grass (TapinO'

stola Elymi).

Lymer, Lymet t, obs. fT. Limer, Limit.

Lymfad, Lyming, obs. ff. Lymphad, Liming.

Lymiter, Lymme, obs. ff. Limiter, Li:ib sb. 1

Lymnite isccLimmte. Lymon, obs. f. Lemon.

Lymph, (limf ). Also 7-8 in L. form lympha.
[ad. L. lympha, altered spelling (due to pseud o-

etym. association with Gr. vvmpy Nymph) oi*litnpa

(whence limpidus Limpid), *htmpa ; according to

some scholars repr. a prehistoric *dumpa cognate

with the Oscan Diumpais * Xymphis \]

1. Pure water ; water in general ; a stream. Only

poet, and rhetorical.

a 1630 Roxb: Ball. (1871) f. 176 Here rurall gods and
tripping Nymphs Did bath their corps in the pure lymphs

And christal streams. 1701 E. Darwin Bot. Gard. 1. 117

The Naiad-Nymph, Who hides her fine form in the passing

Lymph. 1843 Borrow Bible in Spain xlix. (1872) 279 In

the middle of the court was a fountain well supplied with

the crystal lymph, i860 Ld. Lvtton Lucile 11. v. § 6. 17

Then, .the lymph Was the dwelling divine of a white-footed

nymph. 1883 K. Bridghs Eros <fr
Psyche Dec. xxix, Its [sc.

a fountain's! biting lymph may not be touch'd ofman Or god,

unless the Fates have so ordain'd.

fig. 1879 G. Meredith Egoist xvi. I. 302 It would be

the pity of common sympathy, pure lymph of pity, as nearly

disembodied as can be.

b. trans/, (nonce-uses).

1784 Cowper Task in. 391 Sipping calm the fragrant

lymph [sc. tea] Which neatly she prepares. 1878 W. T.

Thornton Wordfor WordJr. Horace 136 Not oil wings.

.

shall I through aether's lymph be borne.

f2. Bot. A colourless fluid in plants; the sap.

1672-3 Grew A nat. Plants 11. iii. (1682) 68 The Root of

Dandelion being cut in November, seems to bleed both a

Milk and a Lympha. 1784 Cowper Task xu 136 That

moved The pure and subtle lymph Through th' impercep-

.

tible meand ring veins Of leaf and flow r. 1807 J.- K.

Smith Phys. Bot. 67 The sap, or lymph, of most plants .

.

appears to the sight and taste little else than water. 1830

Linuley Nat. Syst. Bot. 270 The juice of the fruit and the

lymph of the stem of Musa are slightly astringent. {1900

Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms, Lymph,.. Grew's term for sap.l

3. Ehys. A colourless alkaline fluid, derived from

various tissues and organs of the body, resembling

blood but containing no red corpuscles.

1725 N. Robinson Th. Physick 59 The Pancreatic Juice,

1 ympha, and Bile are all fitted for their several Offices of

Separation, Attenuation, and Dilution. 1793 J. Hunter
Treat. Blood etc. (1794^ 28 The coagulating lvmph of the

blood being common, probably to all animals, while the

red |>articles arc not. 180$ W. Sai nuers Min.}\ aters 440

The waters of Barege, .dissolve.. soap and animal lvmph.

1830 R. Knox Be"clards A nat. 120 To coagulate like
1

the

coagulable lymph of the blood. 1898 Atlbutt's Syst. Med.

V.666»There is a continual outpouring of some of the con-

tents of the capillaries into the tissues, which output, under

the name of lymph, is roughly speaking liquor sangutms

deprived of much of its albumin.

4. a. The exudation from an inflamed tissue,
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from a sore, etc. b. In recent use often -spec, for

vaccine lymph (see Vaccine), the matter which is

taken from the vesicles characteristic of cow-pox

in a cow or calf or in a vaccinated hnman being,

in order to he used in the operation of vaccination.

I Ience, in wider sense, any morbid matter taken

from a person or animal suffering from a disease,

in order to be employed in some prophylactic

operation analogous to vaccination.

1800 Med. Jrnl. IV. 61 Several ..tumours, .discharged an
*
acrid lymph. 1801 King C*mt./o.v I. 295 Medical men in

general.. think it [variolous matter] most active when it is

a. mere lymph, and inert as it becomes more opaque. 1810

Jknner in Karon Life (1838) U. 368, 1 send out a great deal

of vaccine lymph on ivory points. 1866 J. Hi;tchin'son in

J. R. Reynolds* Syst. Med. I. 307 The rapid absorption of

syphilitic lymph under mercurial influence. 1868 Skaton
Itandbk. Vaccination 109 Lymph should in every instance

(where practicable) be inserted direct from arm to arm.

1873 Roberts Haudbk. Med. 53 Fibrinous Kxudalion,
-Lymph, Coagulable Lymph, Inflammatory exudation. An
exudation escapes from the vessels in some forms'ofin-
flammaiion, which is coagulable, containing much fibrin e,

and to this the above names have been applied. Ibid. 194

The lymph does not deteriorate or lose its protective power
after passing through any numl>er of individuals. 1893
Dunglisou's Med. Diet., Koch's lymph.

5. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attributive, as

lymph-all, -channel, -corpuscle, -follicle, -gland,

-globule, -path, -sinus, -space, -sloma (pi. Uomata ,

-stream, -vessel ; b. objective, as lymph-altsorption,

-secretion ; lymph-connective, -forming adjs.

;

lymph-eanalicular a., of or pertaining to lymph-
channels ; lymph-cataract (see quot.) ;

lymph-
heart, one of a number of contractile muscular sacs

which pump the lymph forward.
1899 A lib utt's Syst. Med.W. 213 The hypothesis of lymph-

formation and *rymph«absorption. 1874 Q. ymi. Microscop.
Sci. XIV. 278 The Mymph-canalicular system of Reckling-
hausen. 1844 HonLYN Diet. Med. terms, *Lymph-cata-
ract, the most frequent form of spurious cataract ; so named
by Beer. 1873 T. H. Green Introd, Pathol, (ed. 2) 208
Small spheroidal elements resembling *lymph-cells. 1867
Quain's Anat. (ed. 7) III. p. clxxxviii, The Lymph-sinus,
or the *lymph-ehannel. 1899 Atlbntt's Syst. Med. VI.

507 The *Iymph«eonnective elements (spider-cells) . . crowd
upon the sheaths of the blood-vessels. 187a Peaslee
Oyar. Tumours 14 The *lymph-corpuscle, becomes a
diagnostic element of the peritoneal fluid. 1873 T. H.
Grken Introd. Patlwl. (ed. 2) 264 The *lymph-follicIes
become enlarged from the multiplication of their elements.

1897 Atlbutfs Syst. Jfed. IV. 13 Increase of uric acid
.. may be an evidence of changes in *lymph-forming
structures. 1856-8 \V, Ci.akk Van der Ifoet'en's Zool. I. 15
* Lymph-glands are found only in higher animals. 1822-34
Goods Study Med. (ed. 4) 1. 552 Globules void ofcolour, found
floating in the serum, and which Sir Everard Home has
called 'lymph-globules. 1875 Huxley & Martin Elem. liiol.

172 The Frog possesses two pairs of *lymph -hearts. 1878 Hou-
i.VN Diet. Med. Terms (ed. 10), *Lymph-scrotum ,3. peculiar
disease of the scrotum, characterized by the formation of
vesicles in the skin of the scrotum containing albuminous
fluid, charged with corpuscles like those of the blood. 1899
Allbnlfs Syst. Med. VI I. 243 The whole question of *lymph
secretion is at present in too unsettled a state to be discussed
with much profit. 1867 *Lymph-sinus Isee lymph-channel}.

"874.0- Jrnl. Microscop. Sci. XIV. 91 The *lymph spaces
existing between the tendinous fihres of fascia*. 1875 K. K.
Lankester ibid. XV. 260 Each fold contains between its

lamellae a lymph-space (part of the coclom). 1899 Atlbntt's
Syst. Afed. VII. 542 A pleural effusion closes the *lymph-
stomata of the pleura. 1873 Green Introd. Path. 109 The
transmission by the *Iympn-stream of substances . . derived
from the malignant growth. 1874 Q. Jrnl. Microscop. Sci.
XIV. 91 The *lyrnph vessels on the opposite side.

Lymphad (lrmfaxl). Also 7 lum-, lime-,
lymfad. [corruption of Gael, longfhada: sec

Langfad.] A one-masted galley propelled by
oars. Now only /list.*, and Her. borne as a
charge in the arms of some Scottish families.

153*5 [see LangfadJ. \608 in Burt's Lett. .V. ScotI. (1818)
II. App. 238 Destroyit the haill gallayis, lumfaddis. 1641
Sc. Acts Lhas. f (1814) V. 44 2/i The nomber of boittts, or
Lymfadis within the pairtis of this kingdome lying opposite
to Irland. 1814 Scott Diary 12 Aug., He (Earl of Orkney]
bears the royal arms . . quarterly, with a lymphad or galley,
the ancient arms of the county. 1818 — Rob Roy xxix, Our
loch ne'er saw the Camplxdl lymphads. 1854 Boutei.l
Iter. Hist. «$ Pop. ix. 46 The Lymphad is borne by the
Duke of Argyll and the Marquis of Ahercorn. 1888 Sa'.
RetK 25 Feb. 221 The MacDonalds can hardly go over in
lymphads to Ulster and butcher another Shane O'Neil.

II Lymphadenitis (Hmfced^rtis). Path.
[mod.L., f. Lymph + Gr. afyv. gland 4- -itis.] In-
flammation of the lymphatic glands.
1879 L R. Reynolds Syst. Med. V. 134 iBa? Atlbntt's

Syst. Med. IV. 554 The . . condition of the spleen seen in
cases of bacterial infection may be described as a splenitis
and in some degree comparable to lymphadenitis.

Lymphadenoid (limrVd/hoid), a. [f. as
prec. + -om.] Resembling the tissue of a lym-
phatic gland.
1877 Robkrts flandbk. Med. (ed. 3) I. 270 Lymphadenoid

tissues are specially prone to tubercle. 1898 Allbutts Syst.
Afed. V. 3 The root-particles lie in .. the lymphadenoid
bodies of the lung.

II Lymphadenoma 1iwifiHJi]0«'in&). [mod.
L., f.L* lympha Lymph + Gr.dor)i/ gland + -oma, after

carcinoma, etc.] An abnormal development, or a
tumour consisting of lymphoid tissue {Syd. Soc.

Lex.). Hence Lyxnphadeno'xnatoxis a.

525

1873 T. H. Green Introd. Pathol, (ed. 2} 145 Closely
|

allied to the simple lymphomata are the growths now known
as lymphadenoma. [bid. 147 A lymphadenomatous tumour I

of the mediastinum. .

t Lymphaeduct. Ohs* Also 7 lymphiduct,
7-8 lympheduet, 9 lymphoduct. fad. mod.L.
lympluvductus, f. lymphx gen. of lympha Lymph +
ductus leading; formed alter atjuirduclus Aque-
duct.] = Lymphatic B.
1664 Power E.xp. Philos. 111. 191 We had yet never known

..the Wood's Circulation, the Lymphiducts,and other admir-
able Curiosities in this fabrick of our Selves. 1691 R\v
Creation it. (1692) 30 Certain Water-pipes or Lymphaj-ducts
inserted in the Kulh of the Eye. 1694 W. Wotton Am\*r
Mod. Learn. (1697) 219 The Lympheducts .. were not fully
traced till Steno and liriggs described them. 17*5 Hkam.ey
Fam. Diet. s.v. Skin, Nervous Fibres, .full of (ilandules
and Lympheducts. 1768 Cheski.den Anal. 2og Lymphs-
ducts are small pellucid cylindrical tubes, which arise in-
visible from the extremities of the arteries,

b. In plants: A sap- vessel.

1672-3 Grew Anat. Plants u. iii. (1682) 68 Whether all

Roots have Lympha:ducls, is doubtful. 1675 Phil. Trans.
X. 487 In some of which he finds Sap \esscls to be only
lymphaulucts.

II Lymphaeniia flimfrmia). Path. [mod.L.,
f. L. lympha Lymph + Or. oTpa blood.] (See quol.i
iB8gSyd. Soc. Lex., Lymphrt/iia, a synonym of Lcucocy.

thamia. 1898 Atlbntt's Syst. Med. V. 635 [Virchow] drew
a distinction between a lymphatic form of the disease
in which there is an admixture in the blood of leucocytes
from the enlarged lymphatic glands—' lymphamiia '—and a
splenic form.

Lymphagfogue Hmfag^g). *Ved. [f. Lymph
+ (jr. ayaryos leading-] Something adapted to

produee or increase the flow of lymph.
1892 Starling litem. Hum. Physiol. 73 The flow of

lymph .. is also increased by the injection of certain sub.
stances into the blood. These substances have been termed
lymphagogues by Heidenhain.

II Lymphangiectasia (li-mfxwl^i,e-ktasis\

Path, [mod.L., f. as next + Lctasis.] Uilatntion

of the lymphatics.
1882 Quain's Diet. Med., Lyntphangiectasis,. .lymphatic

vari.v, or varicose dilatation of lymphatic vessels. 1899
Allbutt's Syst. Med. VI. 443 The dilatation of the lympha-
tics, or lymphangiectnsis, may be very diffuse.

Hence I«y mphang-lecta tic a. (In recent Diets.)

II Lymphangioma Jimfxnd^wii'ma /**///.

PI. -omata (-Ju-mata). [mod.L., f. as next +
-oma

i
after carcinoma^ etc.] A morbid growth in

the lymphatics. Ileuce Lymphangio'matous a.

1876 Dlhring Dis. Skin 70 l'lood vessels and lymphatic s

are also the seat of nesv growths, as seen in angioma and
lymphangioma of the skin. 1899 A UbutCs Syst. Med. V I.

456 Some mesenteric cysts.. may be due to dilatation of
lymphatic vessels and to lyinphangiomatous growth.

II Lymphangitis limfand^'rtis). Path.

Also -angeitis. [mod.L., f. lympha Lymph + Gr.

dyyt 1 ou vessel + - 1T 1 s. C f. F. lymphangite .] 1 n -

flammation of the walls of the lymphatic vessels.

1861 Bumstkad Ven. Dis. (1870) 128 Gonorrhoea! lymphan-
gitis may either be seatsd in the principal trunks or in the
reticular network of these vessels. 1898 P. M.vnson Trop.
Diseases xxxi. 470 Lymphangitis is a common occurrence
in all forms of filarial disease.

t Lymphate, pa. pple. Obs. rare~ x
. [ad. L.

lymphdl-ns, pa. pple. oi lymphdre, f. lympha water.]

Diluted with water.
1610 Barrough Meth. Pliysiek xxxi. (1639) 51 If his body

be weake, let him drink wine well lymphate, or btnall Ale.

t Lymphate, v. Obs. rare- 0
. In 7 lymphat.

[f. L./p/////^/-,ppl.stem of lymphdre : cf. Lympha-
tic.] trans. To drive mad. 1613 in Cockeram.

Hence t Lymphated ///. a., frenzied.

1717 in Bailey vol. II. 1755 in Johnson. 1817 J. I*.

Pknsie Roy. Minstrel vi. 525 Hut a more furious storm
rag'd in the breast Of the lymphated Saul.

Lymphatic (liinfoctik), a. and $h Also 7 8

lymphatick, (8 limphatie). [ad. L. lymphdtic-us

mad, frenzied, f. lympha Lymph. Tn mod. scien-

tific Latin the word has been used in the sense
* pertaining to lymph' (the ending having been

prob. misapprehended to be identical with that of

spermatic, etc.) ; so F. lymphalique, It. linfatico.

The classical Lat. word is difficult to account for; perh. it

may be due to the association of lympha with rv^y) (see

Lymph) ; cf. Gr. wfi<f>iav to be frenzy-stricken.]

A. ad/.

f I. I. Frenzied , mad. Obs.
1656 Dlount Glossitgr. 171 1 Shaftesb. Charac. (1737) L

51^ Poets are fanaticks too. And thus Horace either is, or
feigns himself lymphatick, and shews what an effect the

: vision of the nymphs and Bacchus had on him. 1727 Bailey
vol. II, Lymphatick Perious. 1823 S. Uurhkr Orient. Lit.

I
1. 120 The frog, like the tortoise and crocodile, was an
emblem . .of lymphatic prophecy.

II. In senses connected with Lymph.
2. a. Phys. and Anat. Pertaining to lymph

;

concerned in the secretion or conveyance of lymph,
as in lymphatic gland, vessel ;

lymphatic system, I

the lymphatic vessels and glands collectively;

I lymphatic heart ~ lymph-heart. Also, of the nature

of lymph, as in lymphaticfluid, humour (?obs.).

1649 Evelyn Menu (1857) L 2S7 Came to visit me Dr.

loyliffe, discoverer of the lymphatic vessels, and an excellent

! anatomist. J663 Boyle Use/. Exp. Nat. Philos. 11. y. x.

LYMPHOGRAPHY.
224 The late anatomical discoveries of the motion of the
chyle and limphatick liquor .. hath yet made men cure
diseases much better than before. 1732 Arbothnot Rules
0/ Diet 428 In the serous part of the Blood affecting
the lymphatick Arteries. 1747 tr. Astmc's Friers 351
A lymphatic or lacteal humour and the blood circulate from
the mother into the placenta and foetus. 1804 Abernetuy
Surg. Obs. 34 Perhaps originating in lymphatic glands.
1830 K. Knox Il£cla>\Vs Atuxt. 213 The Lymphatic System
comprehends, 1st, the vessels which carry the lymph and
chyle into the veins, and 2dly, Enlargements which occur
in their course, and which are called conglobate glands, or
lymphatic ganglia.

_
1870 Roi.m;ston Anim. Life Introd.

59 Upon their junction with the veins of this latter region,
contractile sacs, the so called 'lymphatic hearts', are
developed. 1899 A libitW$ Syst. Med. VI. 457 Growth of
this kind should.. be called, .lymphatic gland sarcoma,

fb. Bot. Containing or conveying sap. Obs.
1672-3 Gkkw Anat. Plants it. iii. (1682) 69 Whence it

should seem that Lymphatick Rays and Milky Rings are
in that Root [Dandelion] so far mixed together. 1836
Loi don Encycl. Plants Gloss., Lymphatic, of or belonging
to lymph or sap.

3. Of personsand their temperaments: Ilavingthe
characteristics (flabby muscles, pale skin, sluggish-

ness of vital and mental action) formerly supposed
to result from an excess of lymph in the system.
1834 J. r\minis Lacuna's Dis. Chest fed. 4) 319 In ..

persons of a lymphatic habit, the skin becomes white.
1858 Hawtiiohnk f'r. <y it. Xote-Uks. II. 31 A widow.,
of an easy, lymphatic, cheerful temperament. 1859 G.
Mkrkdith A*. Parrel xxxv, With lymphatic approbation.
1872 Huxley Physiol, iii. 72 Persons of flabby, or what is

called lymphatic constitution. 1885 Truth 28 May 850 '2

Her flesh being .. lymphatic, and her outlines wanting in

firmness, *

B. sb.

t L A lunatic, a madman. See A. t.) Obs.
1708 Shaitksu. Charac. I. 50 All Nations have

their Lympbaticks of some kind or another, a 1763 Siih\.
sionk Elegies xvi. 34 From liethlem's walls the poor
lymphatic strayVI.

2. Chiefly //. Vessels similar to veins, whose
special fund ion is the conveyance oflymph. + Also
applied to the sap-vessels in plants. Obs.
1667 Phil. Trans. II. 509 The trunk of the Lympbaticks.

1707 Flovkh Physic. Pulse.Watch 145 The Tumour., breaks
the Limphatics which abound near the Livtr. 1768 Hkw-
son in /'///'/. Trans. LVIII.219 Into this lymphatic snine
small branches from the kidneys seem to enter. 1826 Goon
/»£. Xat. (1834) I. 164 Like the perfect plant, it possesses
lymphatics and air-vessels. 1881 Mivar i c*a/349'Ihe small
lymphatics originate by the junction of nucleated cells.

t Lympha*tical, a. and sb. Obs. [f. prec. +
a L.J A. adj. a. Of persons: Frenzied, b. Of or
pertaining to frenzy

;
visionary. B. sb. A frenzied

l>erson (Cockeram 1623).
1603 Harsnet Pop. Impost. I'ref., The Lytnphaticall

Priests of liaab 1678 R. I/Kstkasck Sencais Mor. (1702)
106 For Captivity, Wounds and Chains, he only looks upon
as false, and lymphatical Terrours. 1718 Hi». Hutchinson
IVitchcraft I>ed. n Witches, Conjurers, and Fairies, and
all that Lymphatical Chimera.

t Lympha'tion. Oh, [ad. L. lymphdtion-em,
11. of action f. lymphdre ^see Lymphate v.).] The
action of driving mad.
1623 in Cockeram . 171a Oi.diswoktii Odes Horace x.

26 'r Hy to metu in the foregoing verse he understands
.Madness, F.nthusiasm. Lymphalion.

Lymphatism (li'mfatiz'm). Path. [f.

Lymph at-ic + -jsm.] (See qnot.)
1878 Hoijlvn Diet. Med. Terms (ed. 10) Lymphatism, a

term recently associated with scrofula, from the idea that

scrofula is the highest espresMon of the lymphatic tempera,
ment.

Lymphault, obs. form of Limphalt.

Ly mphic, a. Pbt,rare*-°. [f. Lymph + -IC.]

- LYMPHATICS. 1681 tr. Willis
1 Rem. Med. Wks. Vocab.

t Lymphid, a. [f. L. lympha Lymph, perh.

a fter limpid. ] « Lymphoi d.

1674-7 J.
Mouns Anat. Obs. (1896) 23 All parts being

repleat witfi the Lymphid matter.

II Lymphitis (limfsi'tis). Path. [f. Lymph +
-ms. Cf. Y. lymphite.] = Lymphangitis.
1861 Ijimsik.ap Ven. Dis. (18791416 Simple lyniphitis may

be due to any of the causes already mentioned as producing
a simple bubo.

Lymphocyte (li'mfasaiO. Phys. [f. lympho-
comb. 1. Lymph + -cyte]. An immatnre leucocyte.

1896 Allbutfs Syst. Med. I. 730 He recommends subcu-
taneous injections of pilocarpine, in order to raise artificially

the number and ratio of the lymphocytes.
attrib. 190a Brit. Med. Jrnl. 5 Apr. 832 note, There was

. . a high lymphocyte percentage.

Hence lymphocytic a., of or pertaining to,

or characterized by the presence of, lymphocytes.
1896 Allbntfs Syst. Med. L 730 The number of* neutro-

phil ' cells falls rapidly, while the uninuclear or lympho-
cytic elements increase.

llLyiuphocytosis(li-mft?s3iU7u-sis). Phys. [f.

Lymphocyte + -osis.J A morbid increase in the

number of lymphocytes.
1896 Altbutfs Syst. Med. I. 730 In the lymphocytosis he

sees a prognostic sign of great value. 1900 A ttcbin's Man.
Med. II.291 The lymphocytes are generally increased to

the greatest extent (lymphocytosis).

Lymphography (limfy-grafi). [f. lympho-
comb, form of Lymph + -gkaphy.] A description

of the lymphatic vessels, their origin and uses.

1828 in Webster ; and in later Diets.
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Lymphoid (lrmfoid), a. Phys. [f. Lymph +
|

-oil).] Resembling lymph, lymph corpuscles, or the

lissue of lymphatic glands ; oceas. * Lvmtiiatic.

1867 Quahfs Anat. (ed. 7) ]JX. p. excix, This structure

which prevails in the mucous membrane of the stomach, and
intestines .. is sometimes named lymphoid tissue from its

resemblance to the interior tissue of the lymphatic gland*.

1874 Q. Jrnl. Mh roscop. Sci. X 1 V. 279 Spherical or lymphoid
ells, of which all intermediate «i/es exi>.t, . . are seen in the

lymph canalicular system. 1879 Rhvvoi.i»s Syst. Med. X.

;i7 The tissue known . . as 'adenoid ' consists of lymphoid
corpuscles embedded in the meshes of a ' retiform 'stroma.

Also Iormphoi'dal a. (In recent Diets.)

II Lymphoma UmfJumaA Path. PL lympho-
mata. [i. LYMrH, after carcinoma, etc.] A tumour

having the structure of a lymphatic gland.

1873 T. H. Green Introii. Pathol, (ed. 2) 142 The Lympho-
mata are new formations consisting of lymphatic . . tissue.

1897 Allbutfs Syst. Med. IV. 590 Sharp, who distinguish^

between lymphosarcoma and lymphadenoma, considers thai

each starts from a lymphoma.

Hence Iiympho'inatous a., of the nature of or

resembling a lymphoma.
1876 Trans. Clinical Soc. IX. 87 An examination of the

growth microscopically did not sliuw . . that it was lympho-
matoos. 1892 \V. Oslkk Prim. Med, 27 The lympho-
matous nephritis, .produces as a rule no symptoms.

!! Lymphorrhagia (limfor^-dgia). [f. lympho-

comb. form of Lymph + Gr. -payta a bursting.]

A discharge of lymph produced by the bursting

of a lymphatic vessel. .

1876 tr. Wagners Gen. Pathol. (ed.6)224 Lymphorrhagia
is a term used to express the flow <4 lymph out of its natural

. hanneR 1897 Allbittt's Syst. Med. 1 1 . 1078 The debilitat-

ing effects of the recurring attacks of lymphorrhngia.

Hence Ly mphorrha jfic a., of or pertaining to

lymphorrhagia.
1882 Quant's Diet. Med. s. v. Lymphorrhagia, A lym-

phorrhagic diathesis.

il Ly mphosarco ma. Path. [f. as prec. +
Sarcoma.] A sarcoma containing lymphoid cells,

so as to resemble a lymphatic gland.

1874 Jonrs & Sjrv. Pathol. Artat. (ed. 21 155 When the

proportion of cells is very large, \'irchow has applied the

name lymphosarcoma. 1898 J. Hctchinson in Arch. Surg. I

I X. 325 A case in which the adenitis of syphilis .. passed on
j

into lymphosarcoma.
Hence Iiy:mpho-sarcoinatous a.

1880 M. Mackknzik Pis. Throat Jy Nose I. 84 Ca<es..of
the .. lympho-sarcomatous character.

Lymphotomy limfftomi". [f. as prec. + Gr.

-[o)T(ifjiia cutting.] Dissection of the lymphatics,
j

1856 in Mavnk Exp>s. Lex.

Lymphous (H*nifes\ a. Phys* [f. Lymph +
•01 h.] fa. Of vegetable fluids : Watery (obs.).

b. Ot animal fluids: Containing, of the nature of,

or resembling lymph.
1672 3 Grew Anat. Plants it. iii. (16S2) 67 The Milky-

Saps, .agree, in being more Oylythan any of the Lymphous
Saps. 1876 W. Robdkis L'riu. «V Renal Pis. 11. iv. (ed. 31

323 The coagulum in lymphous urine resembles calf's foot

or currant jelly. 1897 A llbutt 's Syst. Med. II. 1073 The
lymphous fluid soiling the patient's clothes.

Lymphy (limit), a. Phys, [f. Lymph + -y.]

Of the nature of or resembling lymph.
1848 in Webster. 1855 Ramsik>tham

#
Obsfetr. Med. 49

They are entirely destitute of the rich, interstitial, lymphy
deposit. 1897 Allbutfs Syst. Med. II. 424 In the first or

croiipo-fi urinous variety [of dysentery] the lymphy or fibri-

nous deposit is of varying thickness and consistency.

tLympold, v. Obs. [V f. *lymfold, var. of

Limpiialt a.] trans. To defeat (an opponent) at

lables by one of the two methods recognized by

the laws of the game. Hence Lympolding.
a 1400 [see Lurching vbl. sb.'*], .

Lymtake r sec limb -take, Limu s!>. 1
5.

Lyrnyter, -tour e, obs. forms of Li miter.

Lyn, obs. form ot Lie Line. Linn.

Lyn, obs. pa. pple. Lie v}
Lynage, Lynce, obs. fT. Ll\ea(;e, Lynx.

Lyncean (linsran), a. Also 7 lincean, 7-9

Iyncscan, 9 lynxean. [f. L. lynce us ^a. Gr.

\vyntios, f. \vy£ Lynx) + -an.
Some of the writers who have used the word have peril,

intended a reference to Lynceus , the name of one 01 the

Argonauts, celebrated for his sharp sight ; cf. 'a more pierc-

ing Linceus sight' (Nashe Lenten Stuff (1509) 67).]

Of the eyes, sight, etc. : Resembling Mint of a lynx,

keen; also of person* : lynx-like; sharp-sighted.

1622 Hp. IIai.i. Scrm.X. 129 Justice cannot be too lyncean

to the beinc of things. * 1678 Marvell Def. John Iloxve

Wks. 1S75 IV. 181, 1 wonder how in this lyncean perspica*

city It oversaw a mure remarkable errour of Mr. Howe's.

1793 W. Roblris Looker-on Nu. 85 (1794) HI. 364 It was
not long ere the ..lyncean vigilance ot the Karon delected

the exchange of letters. 1816 Kikby & Sr. Entomot. 1 1. 219

Hunted for by die lyncean eye of an entomologist. 1819

Turton Cone/tot. Diet. p. xviii, This laborious and lyncean

naturalist. [In mod. Diets.]

fLynceotls, a. Obs. Also 6 Iincious, 7

Iyncius. [formed as pree. + -of s ] = Lyncean.
1591 R. D. HyPnerotomachia 8a b, Vet with a Iincious

eye, I never left to examine . . the extreatne bcaulie of the

excellent Nymph. 1656 Blocnt Gtossogr. }
Lynceotts.

Lyncet, variant of Lines eat Obs.

Lynch linj\ v. Orig. U. S. [f. Lynch : see

Lynch LAW.] trans* To condemn and punish by
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lynch law. In early use, implying chiefly the

infliction of punishment such as whipping, tarring

and feathering, or the like-; now only, to inflict

sentence of death by lynch law.
1836 Niles' Reg. 1 Oct. 69/1 Some persona) friend of Mr.

Bronx, .proceeded to the mansion ofjudge Bcrmudez, with a
view to Lynch him. 1839 M arryat Diary Amer. Ser. 1. 1 II.

240 It may appear strange that people should be lynched for

the mere vice ofgambling. 1856 Emerson Kng. Traits (.1857)

154 The prison was burst open by the mob, and George [of

CappadociaJ was lynched, as he deserved. 1884 Sir L H.
Griffin tit. Refntb. 151 It is .. unreasonable to insist on the
guilt of an unfortunate who has been lynched after an
acquittal in open court.

trans/. 1839 Longf. in Li/e{\Zg\) I. 329, 1 have Lynched
all the trees,—that is, tarred them.

U App. misused for : To render infamous.
1835 Di&raeu 9 May in Cor*, 7c. Sister (1886) 37 it all

the O'Connells were to challenge me, I could not think of
meeting them now. I consider and everyone else that they
are lynched.

Lynch, variant of Linch sb.-

1883 Sef.bohm Eng. Village Community i. 5 A .. peculiar

feature of the open field system in hilly districts is the

'lynch*. Ibid. 6 These banks between the plough-made
terraces are generally called lynches, or linces.

Lyncher li njojO. [f. Lynch v. + -ekL] One
who lynches ; one who punishes or helps to punish

by lynch law, esp. one who puts (an offender) to

death by summary process.

1839 Niles* Reg. 15 June 256/2 Lynchers pumshed. 1847
/larbingeryMig.i^/i The companyoflyncbersonce formed,
they proceed to the execution of summary justice. 1881

Times 21 Feb. 5/6 The mob of lynchers numbered 200.

Lynching (li-njin, \vt>/.st>. [LLvacim + -ixg J.]

The action ol Lyxch v. ; an instance of this.

1839 Xlies'* Reg. 14 l>ec. 256 1 Horrihle lynching. 1901

N. Amer. Rev. Feb. 281 Lynchings in the South are mainly
caused by the peculiar nature of the crimes for which lynch-

ing is a penalty.

atirib. 1879 Sir G. Campbell White # Black 171 Several

lynching cases of atrocity occurred before I had been many
weeks in the States. 1884 Sir L

f
H. Griffin Gt, Ref>ub. 148

He was taken to the scene of the crime by a lynching party.

Lynch law. ( )rig. U. S. In early use Lynch's
(Xiinch's) law. The practice of inflicting sum-

mary punishment upon an offender, by a self-con-

stituted court armed with no lejjal authority; it is

now limited to the summary execution of one

charged with some flagrant offence.

Now mo>t commonly written lymh-law or lynch law,

though the capital I. is still often used.

The origin of the expression has not been determined. It

is often asserted to have arisen from the proceedings of

Charles J.ynch, a justice of the peace in Virginia, who in

1782 was indemnified by an act of the Virginia Assembly
for having illegally fined and imprisoned certain Tories in

1780. lint Mr. Albert Matthews informs us that no evi-

dence has been adduced to show that Charles Lynch was
ever concerned in acts such as those which from 1817 on-

ward were designated as * Lynch s law It is possible that

the perpetrators of these acts may have claimed that in the

intliction of punishments not sanctioned by the laws of the

country they were following the example of Lynch, which
had been justified by the act of indemnity ; or there may
have been some other man of this name who was a ring,

leader in such proceedings. Some have conjectured that

the term is derived from the name of Lynche's Creek, in

Suuth Carolina, which is known to have been in 1768 a
meeting-place of the ' Regulators a band of men whose pro-

fessed object was to supply the want of regular administra-

tion of criminal justice in the Carolinas, and who committed
many acts of violence on those suspected of ' Toryism '.

1817 S. Roank in W.Wirt Life P. Henry (\%\%) 372 In the

year 1702, there were many suits on the south side of the

James river, for inflicting Lynch's law. 1819 W. Kaux Diary
29 Nov. in Memor. Days in Amer. (1823) 304 The people

(of Princeton, Indiana] . . deputed four persons to inform

him, that unless he quitted the town and state immediately,

he should receive Lynch's law, that is, a whipping in the

woods. 1828 J. Hai l Lett. fr. West 291 No commentator
has taken any notice of Linen's Ltuv, which was once the

lex loci of the frontiers. 1835 W. 1 rving Tour Prairies 41
' Lynch's law \ as it is technically termed, in which the

plaintiff is apt to be witness, jury.judge, and executioner.

1839 Stoni-hocsk Axholme \\i i'he burning Readings
house was.. a terrible example of what the Americans term

lynch law. 1879 Farrak 57. Paul\. 570'rhey seized theoppor-

tunity of executing a little Lynch law. 1888 Krvce Amer.
Cotnttm: III. 309 Lynch law, however shocking it may seem
to Europeans, is far removed from arbitrary violence.

So lynch-court nonce-wii. , a self-constituted

tribunal for exercising lynch law. Judge Lynch,
the imaginary authority from whom the sentences

of lynch law are jocularly said to proceed.

1849 Lykll 2nd Visit to U.S. 1 1. 32 My companions.. said

.
.' If you were a setder there [in Florida], and had nu other

law to defend yon, you would be glad of the protection uf

ludge Lynch'. 1890 Cokbktt Drake v. 73 Few prisoners

fared so well at Westminster . . as did Thomas Doughty at

that first Lynch-courl amidst the desolation of Patagonia.

Lyncine (Unsafe), a. [f. L fyne-, Lynx +
-IXE '.] Of or pertaining to the genus Lynx.
1863 Wood Nat. Ilist. (1874) 41 The Lyncine group.

T Iiyncury. Obs. In 7 lyncurie. [ad. L. lyn-

curium or lyncurins: sec Lieube.] — Llut'RK.

1638 Featly Strict. Lyndom. 1. 184 By the Jesuits rule no
Physician.. should make use of. .Lyncurie, because it issueth

out of ihe body of a spotted beast, called Lynx. 1650 Trapp
Comm. Num. 51 The precious stone Lyncurie may issue out

of the body of the Lynx, an unclean and spotted beast.

Lyne, obs. f. Lean, Line, pa. pple. of Liez>.i

LYON.
1 Lynee, Lynesey : see Lignee, Linsey.

Lyng e, obs. pres. pple. Lie v.* ; obs. f. Line.

Ijyniament, obs. iorm of Lineament.
Lynk^e, Lynkome, obs. fT. Link, Lincoln.

Lynkwhytte, obs. form of Lintwhtte.

Lynn(e, obs. form of Linn, Line.

Lynnin, -ing, -yn'e, obs. forms of Linen.

Lynolf, Lynset: see Ltxgel j/;.1 , Lineseat.

Lynton,Iiyritquhit: see Lintekn, Ljntwhite.
Lynwever, -art see Link sb.^ 5.

Lynx (links). Forms: 4-5 Ienx, 4-7 linx,

6-b> lynce, 6-7 lince, 4- lynx. [a . L. lynxy

lync-cm (Sp.
f Pg., It. liftce), a. Gr. kvy( (genit.

/try/fos), cogn. w. l.ith. luszi-s, OHG. luhs

(mod .6. Inchs), OE. /ox, Du. los
y Sw. Jo~ Prob.

related to Gr. XtCaotiv to see, the animal being

named from its quickness of sight.]

1. An animal of any of several species of the

genus Pelts forming the sub-genus Lynx, having

a tuft at the tip of the ear, usually a short tail,

and the fur more or less spotted. The lynx of the

ancients is the Caracal.
With qualifying words, as Handed Lynx L. fasciata.

Hay Lynx L. rufa, Hooted Lynx L. caligata, Canada
Lynx = Lour cerviku.

1340, C1375 [see bj. a 1400-50 Alexander 3573 Lebards,
lesards & lenxis. 1555 Loen Decades 231 They keepe in

theyr pallacces the beste cauled Linx, being fayrer then a

lyon. <ri6ii Chapman Iliad xiu. 96 The torne-vp fare Of
Lynees, Wolues, and t^eopards ; as neuer borne to warre.

1697 I^kyhkn Virg. Georg. 111. 415, I pass the Wars that

spotted Linx's make With their fierce Rivals, for the Fe-

male's sake. 1781 Pennant Quadrupeds I. PI. xxxn, Day
Lynx. Persian Lynx. Ibid. I, 281 Caspian Lynx. 1790
Ukwick Hist. Quadrupeds (1824) 236 A variety is found in

the inner parts of the province of New York, which is called

the BayLynx

>

. .its general colour is a bright bay, obscurely

marked with dusky spots. 1829 J. Richardson Fauna
Boreali-A tucr. 1. 101 Pclis Canadensis Canada Lynx. Ibid.

I. 104 Felhfasciata Banded Lynx. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIV.
219/2 The Booted Lynx, .. sole and posterior part of the

foot .. deep black. 1855 Longf. Hiaiv. xv. 95 A pouch of

healing, Skin of beaver, lynx, or otter, filled with magic
roots. 1855 Browning An Epistle 29 A black lynx snarled

and pricked a tufted ear.

b. With allusion to its keenness of sight.

1340 Hampolf. Pr. Consc. 576 A best bat men Lynx calles,

J>at may se thorgh thik stane walles. £1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints xxxi. {Eugenia) 509 Wes neuir lenx bat schuttis lyre,

mare fulnllit of breth & yre. 1423 Jas. I KingisQ. elv, The
percyng lynx; the lufar vnicorne. a 1548 Hall Chron.,

lien. l\ 38 b, Vigilantly to forsee with Lincis iyes. 1598
I Barcklev Felic. Man (1631) 670 In earthly things we have

I Lynces eyes ; but in spirituell things we are blind as beetles.

1685 GraciatCs Courtier's Orac. 189 It concerns them much

I

to be . . sharp-sighted Linxes, that they may dive in truth,

and discern falsnood. x8i8 Keats Endym. 1. 123 And now,
as deep into the wood as we Might mark a lynx's eye, there

I
glimmered light. 1865 Carlyle Frcdk. Gt. xvn. v. (1872)

VI 1. 50 Half of the Prussian Force, lie, vigilant as lynxes,

blockading here.

2. The fur of the lynx.

1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 221/2 The European and northern

Asiatic Lynxes and the Canadian Lynx produce the great

supply of furs known by the furriers under the name of

lynx. 1899 Westtu. Gaz. 21 Sept. 3/2 Lynx one sees about
in many ot the furriers'.

3. One of the northern constellations.

IX727-51 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Constellation^ 1798 Encych
Brit. (ed. 3) II. 548/x. 1868 Lockver Guillemin"s Heavens
(ed. 3) 321 The Giraffe and the Lynx, all thenars in which
constellations are at most of the fourth magnitude.

4. altrib. and Comb. : lynx-eye, in quots. fig. y

an eye as keen as that of a lynx ; so lynx-eyed a.,

(of persons) having eyes like those of a lynx;

keen-sighted; lynx-like a., resembling a lynx
;
(of

the eye, etc.) resembling that of a lynx ; keen
;

(of actions, qualities, etc.) keen-sighted ; lynx-

sharp a.
y
sharp as that of a lynx.

1828 Carlyli- Misc. (1S57) I- 19? His *1ynx-eye discerns

j

the true relations of the world and human life. 1880 C K.

I Markiiam Pernv. Hark xvi. 166 Martinez, .. lo great ex-

perience in woodcraft, added a lynx eye for a Calisaya

plant 1597 J- K,Nti Oh Jonas (1618) 129 How blind in

our selues, how censorious and *lince-eietl against our
brethren. 1809-10 Colukidgu Friend (1865) 133 The cau-

tiuus balancing of comparative advantages. .. the lyiiS-

eyed watching for opportunities. 1883 iqth Cent. May 874
The lynx-eyed agent of some loan society. 1591 Sylvestkr
Du Partus i.xvu 194 liee [Ood] sees all secrets, and his

*I.ynx.Iike ey.doth every Thought descry. 1839 Penny
Cycl. XIV. 218/1 The figures .. have small tufts on the

tips of their ears, and are otherwise inclined to be lynx-like.

1868 Milman St. Paur$ xvi. 380 Lynx-like sagacity- 18"
W. Tenant - 1 usterF. it. xlix, The Muse's *lynx-sharpeyc.

Lynx, obs. pi. of Link sb.

Lynyall, Linye, obs. ff. Lineal, Link.

Lynyolf, obs. variant of Lino el sb.1

LyomerOUS (bi^'meras^, a. Ichlh. [f. mod.L.

Lyomerus (f. Gr. \vctv to loosen + fttpos part, joint)

+ -ous.] Of or pertaining to the Lyomeri or

loose-joinled fishes.

1885 Riverside Nat. Hist. (18S8) III. no Uoth of the

types of lyomerous fishes have very peculiar pedunculated

appendages in the place of the lateral line.

Lyon, shortened form, with an early spelling

retained, of Lyon King of Arms (sec Kino-oi -

Aums), the title of the chief herald in Scotland;
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so named from the lion on the royal shield. Also
Lyon Herald (sec Herald sb. i e), Lyon King.

1 1377 in Exch. Rolls Scott. (1880) II. 553 Et in solncione
facta magistro Nicho)aoccmentario,demandato regis, Leoni
heraldo [etc.].] 1381 in Oil. Docmn. Scotl. (1888) IV. 67
•[Warrant for licence for 40 days to] Leon Heraud [of the K.
of Scots]. 150* Ibid. 336 Lion the hai ouldc. a 1548 H am.
Citron., Edio. IV'245 The forsayd Lyon desired an abstinence
of warre to be taken. 1592 ^.V. Acts Ja*. I'/ (i8i6> I II. 555/1
pe said lyotin and his brother herauldis. 1596 [see HKKAt.n
sb. 1 e]. 1633 ]>Kt.L in Coronation Jus. / (1685) 19 The Karl*
. . put on their Crowns, and the Lyon his. 1755 Chamber-
layncs St.Gt. Brit. it. ill. x. 147 Lion, and his brethren the
Heralds, have Power to vUit the Arms of Noblemen and
Gentlemen. 1808 Scott Mann. iv. ix, Strict was the Lion-
King's command. 1900 *\. Lang in Lougnt. Mag. Aug. 383
The office of Lyon has ever been highly respectable.
aitrib. 1847 Gloss. Terms Her. 82 The Lyon Office,

Edinburgh, and the Office of Arms, Dublin, have cognizance
of the heraldry of Scotland and Ireland respectively.

Lyon, -asse, -cell : see Lion, -ess, Ltoncel.

Lyond, obs. pres. pplc. of Lie vA
Lyonist (taranist). Hist. Also 7 Lionist.
ad. K. /Jonisle, according to Iiossuct (quoted in

Jttre) named from a certain Leo (<*3co).] //.

Another name for the Waldenses.
1644 FpTLY AV///rt Ruens 34 The sect of the Waldenses

nr Lionists is more pernicious to the church of Rome
then all other sects. 1727-41 Chambers Cycl. s.v. I'audois,

The Vaudois .. were also called Lyonists and Sabate* or
Insabatez, or Ensabatez.

Lyonsew(e, variant of Lioxceau.
Lyoun(e, -own, obs. forms of Lion.
Lyour(e, -owre, variants of Leak 2 Obs.

Lyparde, obs. form of Leopard.
Lypemania (lipfm^-nia). Path. [mod.

(irreg.) f, Gr. \vjtr\ grkt + nav'ta Mama. Cf. V.

lypdmanieJ] A form of insanity characterized by
extreme mournfulness.
[1856 in M.wnk Expos. Lex. as a Lat. word.) 1874 Macos-

ley Respons. in Men t. Dis. iii. 72 The chronic form of the
disease .. which Ksqtiirol proposed to distinguish as lype-
mania. 1896 Allbutt's Syst. Med. I. 828 In some cases,
especially 111 women, the delirium [of typhoid fever] has
more the character of Hpemauia.

Lypnin, obs. form of Lippkx.
Lypothimy, -thymia : see Lipothymy.
Lyppart, obs. form of Leopakd.
Lyppe, obs. form of Lip, Lipe shy
Lyppin, -yn, obs. forms of Lippex.
Lyqueresse, -yce, obs. forms of Liquorice.
Lyquet, -quid, Lyquor,obs. ff. Liquid,Liql'or.

II Lyra (teie-ra). [L. lyra, a. Gr. \vpaj]

1 1. A lyre. (Occas. in It. form lira.) See also 5.
a 1586 Sidney A rcadia 11. (1598) 232 Til she had (taking

a Lyra Jtasilius helde for her) song these Phaleuciakes.
1599 B. Jonson Cynthia's Rev, iv. iii, Vpon which I com-
posde this ode, and set it to my most affected instrument,
the lyra. 1606 Brvskett Civ. Life 147 Which verses.,
were vsed lo be sung at the tables of great men and Princes,
to the sound of the Lyra. 161 1 Cotcr., Lyre, a Lyra, or
Harpe. £1714 Pope, etc Mem. M. Scriblerns t. vt, I have
her a small Lyra ofmy own, fram'd, strung, and tun'd after

the ancient manner. 17*4 Explic. For. Words Mas. 42
Lira, or Lyra, or Lyre.

2. Astr. (With capital L.) An ancient northern

constellation : = Harp sb.1 3.

1658 in Pjullips. 18x0 L Brinki.ey in Phil. Trans. C.
204 My observations on a Lyrae. .now amount to 47. 1901

J. F. Hewitt Mythmaking Age 1. i. 8 When Vega in tbe
Constellation of the Vulture or Lyra became Pole Star.

f3. Zool. (With capital L.) a. A former genus
of fishes including the Piper {Trigla lyra\ b. A
former genus, including the Harp-shell (/larpa).
1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey>, Lyra, . . Also the Rochet, a

Sea-fish, call'd in Cornwall the red Gournard. 1753
Chambers Cycl. Supp. s.y., There are three species of the
lyra, or harp shell. 1. The common lyra. 1854 Eapham
//alien t. 48 The Lyra or gurnard [was offered] to Apollo.

4. Anal. 'The triangular portion of the under
surface of the corpus callosum lying between the

diverging posterior crura of the fornix, and marked
with transverse, longitudinal, and oblique lines'

(Syd. Soc. Lex.).

1756 Douglas, tr. Winslovfs Struct. Hum. Body (ed. 4)
II. 245 The interior Surface of the triangular Cieling, which
lies between these arches, is full of transverse, prominent,
medullary Lines; for which reason the Ancients called it

Psalloides and Lyra, comparing it to a stringed Instrument,
something like what is now called a Dulcimer. 1840 G.
Ellis A nat. 39 An appearance, called the lyra, or corpus
psalloidis. 1881 Mivart Cat 265.

f5. altrib. (sense 1), as lyra lesson
; lyra (also

7 Zero) viol, a bass-viol, tuned and played accord-
ing to the lute notation or 1 tablature

' ; lyra-way
(also 7 lyero-, leero-way), -wise {Cent. Diet.),

according to the method of noiation used for instru-

ments of the lute-kind (see Tablatuue).
i66x Pepys Diary 10 Apr., A base viall, on which he that

?layed played well some *lyra lessons. 1666 Ibid. 16 Oct.,
tearing my brother play a little upon the *lyra viall. 1669

Playford Musicis Recreat. Pref. 1 The Lero or Lyra-Viol,
1674 — Skill Mus. it. 91 The Viol (usually called) de
Gambo or Consort Viol, because the Musick thereon is

play'd from the Rules of the Gam-vt, and not as the Lyra-
Viol, which is by Letters or Tableture. a 1734 North Life
Ld. Keeper North (1742! 14 His Practice of Musick upon
his Base, or Lyra Viol (which he used to touch. Lute-
fashion, upon his Knees). X607 Lingua 1. ix. C ij, Auditus,

f
shall we here thee play, the * Lyeroway, or the Lute-way ?

x6n [see Lui r sbA 2 J. 1638 Phillii-s, Lyrick verses,, .songs
' composed lo the Lyre, or Harp, whence we say vulgaily.

playing Lecro way on the Viol, which is corruptly used fur
Lyra-way, i.e. Harp- way. 1674 Plavc ord Skill Aftts. 11.

101 A Bass-Viol to play Lyra-way, that is by Tableture.

Xiyraid (fo^'r^iil), Lyrid (toi^-rid'. Astr.
[f. Lyh-a + -in-.] One of a gioup of meteors
observed in some years about April 20th*, apparently
radiating from the constellation Lyra.
1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 11 1/2 Ly raids. 1885 Athcnxuui

16 May 634/1 The Lyrids.

b. attrib.

1899 Edin. Rev. Oct. 319 Biela's is not the only comet
with meteoric appurtenances ; there are Leonid, Per.scid
and Lyrid comets as well.

Lyrate ;bw*r«'«t , a. AW. Hist. fad. mod.L.
lyra/ us, f. lyra Lykb : see -ate*.] Shaped like

a lyre. In Bot., of a leaf: Pinnatifid, with the
upper lobes much larger than the lower.
1760 J. Lke Introd. Hot. in. v. (1765) 179 Lyrate, Lyre

shaped. 1785 M vrtvm Rousseau's Hot. xxiii. (1794) 3^3
Winter Cress wilh lyrate leaves, the outmost lobe roundish.
1852 Dana Crust. 1. 86 Carapax lyraic. 1856-8 W. Clank
Van der t/otfen's Zool. 1 1. 652 Ca zella .. H orns lyrai e. 1870
Hooklr Stud. I'lora 30 Upper leaves toothed or lyrate, 1880
Huxlkv LrayJIsh v. 234 A characteristic lyrate mark upon
the cephalic region of the carapace. 1893 Si: cot s Trav.
S. Es Afrua 450 I he elegant lyrate horus of the males.

b. Used in comb, with sense 1 lyrate and — in

lyrale-pinnalt\ -pinnatifid atljs. AUo in quasi I ..

form lyrato- Joi^uM*? .

»775 Jknkinson Brit. Plants (Jloss., Lyrato-hastatcd, is

shaped partly like a harp or lyre, and partly like a spe ar.

1806 Galimnk Brit. Bot. 96 Stipuku lyrato-pinnatiiid. 1845
Lindi.kV Sell. Bot. v. (1858)60 Radical leaves lyrate pinnate.
1847 W. E. Stkklk Field Rot. \* 5 Lca\ cs glabrous, .u hairy,
the radical ones lyraie-pinnaulid.

Lyrated (bi^rfiuvr, a. Xat. HisL [i^rjnexl

as Lykatk + -ed !.] b]„ykatk.

17S3 Chamrkrs Cycl. Supr. s.v. Lea/, Lyrated Leaf,
folium lyra turn, 1834 Penny Cytt. 11 63 2 Soinetiines
(hey [sc. the horns of the antelopej are what is comnioidy
called lyrated, or bend first backwards and (hen point for-

wards. 187X Darwin Desc. M.m 11. xvii. 254 The elegant
lyrated horns of certain antelopes.

Lyrately (bw'r^lli \ adv. Xat. Llisl. [f. prcc.

+ -ly-.] In a lyrate form. (Cf, Lykatk b.)

X 77S Jkskinson /Srit. Plant's flloss., Lyrately-pinnate.
1880 {\\<s\ Strin t. Bot. in. iv. ior Lyrately Pinnate demurs
a leaf in which the terminal leaflet is largest and the lower
small.

Lyre 1 (bi°0- Also 3 lire. [a. 1\ lyre, OK. lin-

J

(12th c. in Littre), ad. 1« lyra, a. Gr. Atpa.]

1. A stringed instrument of the harp kind, used by
the Greeks for accompanjini^ song and rccilauou.
The word is used to translate the Gr. /ufWx tin Homer

KiflapiO and d>bpyivf, as well as A'-p«; also s<anetimcs iiw:d

interchangeably with Harp. sEolian lyre, the ^Kolian
» harp : see /Koi.ian 2.

c 1205 Lay. 7003 Of harpe & of salterium, of hAele & of
I coriun, of timpe of lire. 1598 Fi.orio, Lit a, an instru-

I
men 1 of musicke called a lyre [1611 Lyra] or a harp. 1635

I

56 Cowi.ky Davideis 1. 26 The tuneful Strings of David s

Lyre. 1647 Crasuaw Music's Dra t I'oems 89 .\ holy epiire
1 Founded to th' name of great Apollo's lyre. 1697 Dryoi-n

Alexander's Feast 123 Now strike the golden lyre again.
1725 Pot'E Odyss. 1. 197 To Phemius was consign'd the
chorded lyre. ^1774 Golusm. Surv. F.Ap. /'hitos. (1776)
11. 190 The Lolian lyre is easily made, being nothing more
than a long narrow box of thin deal letc.}. 1876 Humpjirevs
Coin-Coll. Man. v. 45 He 1 Arion] generally holds in one hand
the lyre and in the other the plectrum.

1 b. fig. chiefly as the symbol of lyric poetry.

1683 Dryden To Mem. Mr. Oldham 5 One common note
on either lyre did strike, And knaves and fools we both
abhorred alike. 1754 (i ray Progr. Poesy 1. i, Awake, /Kolian

1 lyre, awake. 178a Cowpkk Charity 106 The painter's pencil,

and the poet's lyre. 1819 .Shkli ey ( >de U 'est II 'ind, Make me
thy lyre even as the forest is. 1838 Thirlwall Greece 1 1, xii.

123 If we had been permitted to compare tbe happiest pro-

ductions of the /Kolian, the Dorian, and the Ionian lyre.

X850 Tennyson /« Mem. xevi, One indeed 1 knew In many
a subtle question versed, Who touch'd a jarring lyre at first,

But ever strove to make it true.

2. Aslr. = Lyka 2.

1868 Lockver GuiHewitt's Heavens (ed..^) 348 Vega, the

brightest star in the constellation of the Lyre.

3. Anal. = Lyka 4.

1900 Deav er Surg. A nat. 11. 522 The fibres of the under
surface of tbe fornix behind are so arranged as to give rise

to the designation the lyre.

4. * A grade of isinglass ; a trade name* K
CenC.

Did. 1890).
[1836 Encyd. Brit. (ed. 8) XI 1. 628/2 art. /sir/glass, For

long and short staple, it is twisted between three pegs, into

the shape of a horse-shoe, harp, or lyre.]

5. attrib. and Comb., as lyre- affecting adj. ;
lyre-

bat, a species of bat, Megaderma lyra ;
lyre-bird,

an Australian bird, Alenttra superba or M. novit-

hollandix, resembling a pheasant with a beautiful

lyre-shaped tail ;
lyre-fish, the Harp-fish or Piper,

Trigla lyra; lyre-flower, Dielytra spedabilis 1

(Cassell) ;
lyre-man U. S., a cicada or harvest-

|

fly; lyre-pheasant = lyre-bird ; lyre-shapsd a.

= Lyrate ;
lyre-tail - lyre-bird

;
lyre-turtle

U. S., the lealher-back or trunk-turtle, Dermodielys

coriaceus; lyre-viol = lyra-viol^(see Lyba 5).

1611 Cotgr., Aiiuedyre, . . Harpe-louin?, Lyre-affecting.

1834 G. Bennett Wand. New S. Wales I. 277 The 4 Native

} or Wood-pheasant ', or 1 "Lyre bird ' of the colonists. 187a
A. Domett Ranoff 1. iii. 7 Curved like the lyre-bird's tail

half spread. 1884 Longnt. Mag. Mar. 530 The gurnards,
one of which is known as the *lyre.fish. 1778 L'ueyct. /frit.

ied, 2) 11. 1297/1 (Botany). Lyratuu/, *1> re-shaped ; ie.
divided transversely into oblong horizontal segments, of
which the lower ones are lesser and more distant from
each other than the upper ones. 1901 (J. Riv. July 232
Spiral, lyre-shaped horns. 1660 Pkpvs Diary 17 Nov., Then
to my *lyre-viall, and to bed.

tLyre-, Obs. The name (Wd.L. lyra) of a
lown in l'rabant, now Lire or Licrc, occurring

in the designations of certain kinds of cloth, as

black of lyre (blade a- lyre, black of litre), green of
lyre ,grene alyr, grene lyre).

IX390-1 Earl Derby's Ejped. iCamden) 89 Pro xjdij''"«

uirgis panui nigri de Lyra. /bid. 90 Pro j vlna et di. de
' blodeo de Lyra.j 1421 in /:. E. (frits 1 1 88?) 97 note, IJlac*

of lyre. 1434 ibid. 97 An hode of black cf lure, an a hod
of blewe. 1439 /bid. 1 10 My gowue of grene Alyre cloth of
golde. 1490 Ibid. 97 note, Togam vindis coloris auglice
j^rene lyre medley.
aitrib. 1479 111 Eng. Gilds (1870) 415 ( The mayor of

lhistolj in .. his skarlai Joke, fuired, with his blak a lyre
hode, or tepct of blak felwet.

Lyre :{
. Orkney ami Shetland. Also Iyer, lyrie,

layer, Iyar. [a. Da. lire.] The bud Manx Shear-
water, Puffimts ang.'ornw.
1654 fitaen's Atlas Scot., Orkney, 'I he Stour, where

buildet that excellent foul, called the Lyer. 1701 J. 1'kanh
Ihscr. (hkuey (1703) -22 The l.yie is a ran* and delicious
Sea fowl. 1777 Pinnwt Zool. (1812) 11. 207. 1889
SuMii KS Man. lit it. Bitds 719 Lyrie.

Lyre, \artant of Lkau- Obs., Likk j/>.i Obs.

lyric tlWik), a. and sb. Also 6 liriek, 6 7
lirique, 7 lyrike. 7 IS lyrick. [a. 1*'. lyn'qite, or

ad. L. lyric- its. a. (Jr. KvpiKus, f. At'pa Lykk '.]

A. adj.

1. Of or pertaining to the lyre
;
adapted to the

lyre, meant to It* siui^ * pertaining to or character-

Liic of zong. Now used as the name for short

]>oenis ^whether or not intended to be blm^
,

). usually

divided into stanzas or strophes, and directly

expressing the poet's own thoughts and sentiments.

Hence, applied to the poet who composes such
poems. J.yric drama, lyric stage, the opera.

1589 Pit 1 ii niiam EutT. /Wsie 1. \i. 20 They were called
Lirique Poe(>. 1C64 1 )KVl»t-.S Rival /.adies Kp. I»ed.,This
s\\eetne>s of Mr. W aller's I \ ric poesy was afterwards fol-

lowed in the e pic by Sir John Dunham. 1671 Mii.ton /'. R.
\v. 257 ."Kolian charms and 1 >orian Lyric ( )dts. a 1727 Nkw»
ion Lhrouot. Annulled i. (1728) 59 Terpander was a Lyric-

Poet. 1778 Johnson L. I'.. Dryden, (Jual rains of lines

alternately consi.stini; of eight ami six syllables make the
iuo*t soft and pleasing of our lyric measures. 1838 Tltlkl.-

WAI.I. Greet ti 11. \ii, 1x5 1 lie tj rants likewise cherished the

lyric Muse. 1849 Tuksdk >>/>. /.if. Ml. 8 Herrera is too
lytic .. to write good t lecit s. 1873 Ki skjn Fors ( lav. 111.

\x.\iv. 6 Lyric poetry is the expression by the poet <>{ his

own feelinys. 1880 \')".knon Liil. .Stud. Italy 11. iii. 58 Poetry
which is lyric in .spiiit as well as in metre.

2. Of persons; (liven to MM»g
;

sinyinj,'-. poet.

1814 SoeiHf- v Roder.ch \\\. Poet. Wks. IX. 203 A richer,

stronger strain Than that with which the Kric laik salutes

Tlie new-born day. 1820 Kkais C<t/> \ I ells iv, While
little harps were toucli'd by many a lyric fay. 1871 1»rown-
ing Baitittst. 186 Here she utands, Palaustion ! Strangers,

greet the lyric girl !

B. sb.

1. absol. (with Ike): That which is lyrical; lyric

style, vei^e, etc.

1586 W. Wkhbk Eng. Poctric (ArlO 86 The most vsnall

kindes fof versej are foure. the Heroic, lClegiac, lambick,
and Lj ric. . .Sometime the Lyric rystth aloft, .sometime the

comicall. 1821 Hymon Juan in. lxxxv, His muse made
'increment of anything, l'rom the high lyric down to the low
rational.

f 2. A lyric poet. Obs.

1594 R. Asiu.KYtr. Lays le Roy6<> There hath bin a great

companie of Tragicks, Comicks, Klegiack^, Lyricks letc J.

'1630 Hraiiiwait Eng. Genttent, {1641) 107 Horace, the
most delicate of all the Roman Lyricks. 1699 Kkntlev
Phal. 40 Simonides would speak thus of one of his Con-
temporary Lyric-. 1710 Stk*.lk Patter No. 214 ? 3 That
ancient Lyric, M. U'Urfey. 1839 tr. Lamartine's Trav.
East 82/1 He U the first of sentimental poets !—the king
of lyrics !

3. A lyric poem. Also //., verses in lyric melre,

1581 Sidney Apol. Poetrie Arb.) 62 In the Karle of Surries

Liiicks, many tlungs. .worthy of a noble minde. 1714 Gav
Sheph. ITet-A\ IWednesday 16 At Wakes.. Where D—y's
Lyricks swell in every Voice. 1758 Johnson idler No. o

p6 The cook warbles her lyricks in the kitchen, a 1849 H.
Coi.f.ridge Ess. 1x851) II. 29 An Kton boy follows Virgil in

longs, Tibullus in longs and shorts, and Horace in lyrics.

1879 Fortti. Rev. No. 155. 692 Wordsworth's fame will rest

upon his lyrics, if we extend the term to include his odes,

sonnets, and some narrative poems in stanzas.

t Lyric, v. Obs. rare. [f. prcc] trans. To sing

{over) in a lyrical manner.
a 1704 T. Drown Left. fr. Dead to Living 11. (1707) 163

Parson Punch . . Lyricks over his part in an Anthem very
handsomly. 171 1 E. Ward Qnix. 1. 383 The Songster
Lyrick'd o'er with all His Skill the following Madrigal

Lyrical (li rikal), a. [f. Lyuic a. + -al.]

1. = Lyric a. Also, having the qualities or

characteristics of lyric poetry.
1581 Sidney Apol. Poetrie (ArbO 67 Other sorts of Poetry

almost haue we none, but that Lyricall kind of
#
Songs and

Sonnets. X623 Cockeram iii, A teens, a famous liricall Poet,

1685 Dryoes Pref. 2nd Misc. Ess. (ed. Ker) 1. 267 Some.

f



LYRICHORD.
what of a finer turn and n>ore r>*i ical verse, is yel wanting.
1697 — Ded. AZncis ibid. II. 230 .Mr. Cowley liad found out
that no kind of staff is proper for a heroic poem, as being all

loo lyrical. 1795 Mason Ch. Mus. iii. 195 Compleat Psalms
. .of sufficient brevity ..should have the preference, because
they form a Lyrical whole. 1798 {title) Lyrical Hallads.

1838 Tuikiwali. Greece 11. xii. 123 The loss we have
suffered in the masterpieces of Greek lyrical poetry. 1833
Maurice /*/v»///. <y A~i>/gs x\x. 326 The lyrical freedom and
richness of Kaiah's [style],

2. Resembling what is found in lyric poetry.

1817 Colf.rioge Satyrane's Lett. i. 194 Passing with a very
lyrical transition to the subject of general politics. 1898
(i. Pakkf.k Battle of the Strong viii. 55 The Chevalier
..tapped his lips with his fingers In a little lyrical emotion.

Hence Ly rically adv., Lyriealness.
1803 W. Taylor in Robberds Mem. f . 443 A great deal is

told by implication, and too lyrically. 1894 Temple Bar CI.
601 Lyricalness is the special mark of 1 >e Hanville. 1900

' Q. Rev. Oct. 434 He had handled, in a lyrically dramatic
form, that legend of the liride of Corinth.

t Iiyrichord. Obs. [f. I.yhe after Harpsi-
chord.] A kind of harpsichord (see quoL 18S3).
1741 in SJ^ec. Patents^ Music (1871) 3 A new invention for

.. meliorating .. harpsichords; and lyrichords which are
harpsichords, strung with catgut ; and spinnets. 1768 S.
J'entlf.v River Dove 5 Soft touch 'd Is the Lyrichord .String.

1883 A. J. HiPKtNS in drove's Diet. Mus. 111. 639/1 The
l.ynchord being a harpsichord strung with wire and catgut,
made on the sostinente principle, and actuated by moving
wheels instead of the usual quills, so that the bow of the
violin and the organ were imitated.

Lyricism (.Irrisiz'm). [f. Lyric + -ism.]

Lyric character or style ; the pursuit or eulogy of
the same; (with //.), a lyrical expression or char-

acteristic. Occas. (after F. lyrisme)
t
affectation of

high-flown sentiment or poetic enthusiasm.
1760 Grav Let. to Mason ?o Aug., l*est people should

not understand the humour of the thing (which indeed to do
they must have our lyricisms at their finger ends). 1833
AVsu Monthly Mag. XXXIX. 87 She got up a night or two
of patriotic lyricism. 1834 Colkridcr Tabled. 15 Mar., In
lieaumont and Fletcher it [blank verse] is constantly slipping
into lyricisms. 1870 Daily News 8 Sept. 4 The danger of
what we may perhaps call Lyricism. We sincerely trust

that the new Government will enter upon its duties in the
most prosaic spirit possihle. 1881 A. Austin in Ma^m. Mag.
XL11I. 403 Sheer lyricism jus.t now U over much the mode,

lyricist (li rtsisO. [f. Lyric + -1st.] One who
is skilled in or devoted to lyric composition.
1881 A. Austin in Macm. Mag. XLIfl. 402 The Lyricists

pure and simple—and certainly, as far as v erse is concerned,
De Musset never became anything else.

Lyricize (Irrisoiz), v. rare. [f. Lyric + -izf..]

intr. To sing lyrics.

183a Blackiy. Mag. XXXI. 326/1 That one should be so
young and w ise, And so adroitly lyrici/e.

Lyrico- (Jrriko), combining form of Gr. Kvpitcus

Lykic, as in lyrico-dramalic, -epic adjs.

1873 Kincsblhy in Speakers Comm. IV. 665 The Song of
Songs might be called a lyrico-dramalic poem. 1897 Dowukn
Hist. Fr. Lit. i. 4 CantHities, short lyrico-cpic poems.
Lyrid: see Lyraid. Lyrie, variant of Lyre 3.

Lyriform (lap'rif^nn), a. [See -form. Cf.

F. lyriforme (in Liltre).] Lyre-shaped.
1856 in Mayne Expos. Lex. 1893 Nkwton Diet. Birds

527 In the male ofM\enrtra\ alberti the tail is. .not lyrifonn.

Lyring, variant of tearing: see Lear-.
Lyrism (lai^riz'm, lrriz'm). [a. F. lyrisme, or

ad. Gr. kvpiopos playing on the lyre, f. Kvpa Lyke.]
= Lyricism. Also (nottcc-nse), lyrical perform-
ances, singing of songs.

1859 Gko. Eliot si. Bede liii, The lyrism, which had at
first only manifested itself by Da vid 's sotto voce performance
of ( .My love's a rose without a thorn', had gradually
assumed a rather deafening and complex character. 1870
Athenceum 7 May 600 The extraordinary outhurst of lyrism,
which was witnessed thirty years ago in France. i885
Symonds Renaiss. Italy, Cath. React. (1898) VII. viii. 97
Tasso developed the lyrism of the octave stanza. 1896
Tablet 18 July 86/2 Such flights of delirious lyrism as the •

following.

Lyrist (lrrist). [ad. L. fyrist-a, ad. Gr. Kv/h-

oTqs, f. kvpa Lyre.]
1. A player on the lyre ; one who sings and
accompanies himself on the lyre.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Lyrist, a Harper, or one that sings
to the Harp. 1725 Pope Odyss. xxtn. 133 While the sweet
lyrist airs of rapture sings. 1763 J. BflDWN Poetry <y Mus.
163 In the early Times, the Offices of Poet and Lyrist were
united in the same Person. i8n Busby Diet. Mus. Introd.
vi, David, it appears, was the best lyrist of his time. 1862
Merivale Rom. Emp. (1865) V II. Iv. 3 The long loose robe
was the garb also of the lyrist.

2. A lyric poet.

1813 Eustace Class. Tour (1821) II. vH. 240 The hills, the
woods .. which so often inspired the Roman Lyrist. 1821
Shelley Adonais xxx, From her wilds lerne sent The
sweetest lyrist of her saddest wrong. 1856 M asson Ess. i. 9
Burns is a lyrist, pouring out his own feelings in song.

Lys : see Lis 1, Liss, Lisse v., Louse.
Lysans, -aunce,-ence,-ense,obs. flf. Licence.

Lysatinine (laissrlinain). Chan. [f. Gr.
kvois loosening, solution + the ending of Crea-
tinine.] An organic ba\e forming a crystalline

double salt with silver nitrate, ^obtained by decora-

position of various proteids.

1897 Allbutfs Syst. Med. I V. 7 Secondary products . . of
basic nature like lysine, lysatinine, and ammonia.
Lysch, obs. form of Liege a. and sb.

/
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Lyse, obs. f. lees pi. of Lee $b£ ; obs. pi. Lopse.
Lyse, obs. 3id sing. kid. pre*. Lie v}
Lyserne, obs. form of Lt cern J, the Lynx.
Iiysigenetic (hi sid^/he-lik), a. [f. Gr. Ai/ff<-«

+ -fsENKTJC.] - LVSKJENOI'S.
1884 EmvKH & Scott De Bury's Phaner. 409 The middle

layer i* soon destroyed to form lysigenetie air-passages.
1887 Garnsft tr. De Bary's Pitngi 496.

LysigCIlic hisicl^e-nik), a. {Sec -ic.] ^next.'
«885 Gooualf. Physiol. Hot. (1892) 99 note, The first mode

of development of :iuercellular spaces has been termed
sehizogemc, the latter lyMgenic

Lysigenous (Uisrdg/has), a. Bot. [f. Gr.
Kvat-s loosening + -ytv-rjs born + -ous.] Of inter-

cellular spaces: Produced by the breaking down
of adjoining cells.

1881 Vinks PrantPs Eletu. Textbk. Bot. (ed. 2) 60 Cavities
. .which have been formed, .by the absorption of a mass of
tissue (lysigenous). 1883 Athenieum 20 Dec. 870/2 The
lysigenous origin of the reservoirs of ethereal oil in these
plains [Hypericacea?!.

II Lysimachia brsimJi-kia). Also 6 lysi-

maehion, -ium, lysimachus, 7 lisimachia, leci-

maehus, //. 6 lysimachies (?-ia2s\ S lysi-

machias. [L. lysimathia, a. Gr. *Avtr</iax<a,

Au<7i/iavw, f. Avaipaxos Lysimnchus (see Loosk-
STHIFF.).] =L00SKSTHlf'K I.

1578 Lvtr Dodoens i. li. 72 Especially foure, vnder whiche
all the Lysimachies sha Ibe composed. Ibid. 73 Lysimachion
verum. Yellow Lysimachion or Louse stryffe. Ibid. 74 In
Knglish Lysimachia, Willow herbe and l^ouse strife. Ibid. 75
The yellow Lysimachus or golden Louse stryfe. 159a
R. D. Hypnerototuachia 36 The flowring Lysimachia or
willow hearbe. 1610 Klktchi h b'aitkf. Shepherdess 11. ii,

Yellow Leciinachus, to gine sweete rest To the faint Shep-
heard. 1657 S. I'crcuas Pot. Plying' Ins. 1. xv. 94 Hees
gather of these flowers following. .. in June.. Lkimachia.
1753 CiiAMur.KS (yet. Su/p. s.v. Lysima< hia, 6. The leaser

yellow willow herb with leaves spotted with black. 7. The
1 wo-leaved yellow lysimachia with spiked flowers. 1864 in

\Y tiiSTKR ; and in some later Diets.

Lysimeter (l3isi-m/t3J>. [f. Gr. \vot-s loosen-

in" + -meter.] ,See quots.)

1879 1" Stockbridgk Investig. Rainfall (Hoslon, U. S.> 3
The word 'lysimeter' means simply an instrument for

measuring the natural percolation of rain falling upon the
soil. 1889 Vj"'- -^oc> 1-ex., Lysimeter. an instrument for

measuring the quantity of matter dissolved in a liquid.

Iiysin (lai'sin). Chem. Also -ine. [f. Gr.
Kva-is a loosening + -in 1.] An organic base

Cgll^N.^O-j, formed in the artificial decomposition
of protamins and many other proteids. Also attrifr.

1897 fsee Lysatinine]. 1902 Brit. Med. Jrnt. 5 Apr. 845
Some immune serums appear to exercise an agglutination
of the red cells immediately before the lysin action. Ibid.

12 Apr. 920 [The first-meutioned poisunsj as well as .. the
lysin of cholera belong to the ly^in group.

II Lysis (bi*sis\ [L. lysis, Gr. Averts a loosening.]

1. Arch. 4 A plinth or step above the cornice of

the podium of ancient temples, which surrounded
or embraced the slylobate' ^Gwill Archil. 1842).
1847 Leitcii tr. C. O. Midler's Anc. Art § 280. 270 The

lysis above the corona of a short pillar, of which there is

mention made twice, was probably a small echinus.

2. Path. 1 An insensible or gradual solution or

termination of a disease or disorder without ap-
parent phenomena* (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1889). Op-
posed to Crisis i .

1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 590 If it [the matter
of the disease] be carried off at different times, it is a lysis,

or resolution. 1877 Roberts Uandbk. Med. {ed. 3) 1. 115
In short a combination of crisis and lysis is observed.
att rib. 1897 Trans. A met: Pediatric Soc. W. 146 The lysis

cases showed physical signs, .later than the crisis cases.

Lysol (Ursfl). [f. Gr. AtV-ts a loosening +
-OL- 3.] A solution of coal-tar oil in soap.

1891 Brit. Med. yrnt. 12 Sept. 598/1 Lysol differs from
crcoline .. by its most perfect solubility in ..water. 1898
P. Manson Trot. Diseases viii. 163 \Of plague disinfectants]

the best.. are. .lysol. .and carbolic acid,

II Lyssa (li-sa). Path. PI. lyss®. [mod.L,, a.

Gr. AtWa rage, rabies. Cf. Lytta.]
1. Rabies or hydrophobia.
J706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Lyssa or Lyttat

madness,
properly of a dog. 1753 in Cham bens Cyet. Supp. 1822-34
Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) 11. i4t Inflammation of the lungs
is. .occasionally found as a symptom or sequel in.. lyssa, or
canine madness. Ibid. HI. 294 Ammonia was formerly em*
ployed in cases of lyssa. 1864 in Wkbstkh; and in later Diets.

2. pi. Used lo signify the pustules supposed to

be developed under the tongue in hydrophobia.
1864 in Webster. 1889 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
Hence I«y ssic a. Path. t

pertaining lo rabies.

1856 in Mavne Expos. Lex. 1902 in Weuster Suppl.

Lyssacine li'sasoin), sb. and a. Zool. Also
lyssakine. [ad. mod.L. Lyssaeina (Zitlel, 1878).
App, an irregular formation intended to refer to the loose

or detached growth of the spicules in these sponges (.Gr.

Algety to loosen, axis spicule).]

a. sb. A hexactinellid sponge of the division

Lyssaeina. b. adj. Of or pertaining to this division.

1882 CasseUs Nat. Hist. VI. 330 It is a Lyssakine with
spicules, .crossing one another. Ibid., A Lyssakine sponge.

1894 Geo/. Mag. Oct. 467 The Hcxactinellids [found 1 all

belong to the Lyssakine division.

IlliySSOphobia \lis<?|fra-bia). Path. [f. Gr.

\vaoo- LysSA + Gr. -</>o#a, after hydrophobia.']

LYYN,
A morbid dread of hydrophobia, the symptoms of
which sometimes simulate those of the actual dis-

ease. 1889 in Syd. Soc. Lex. 1902 in Webstpr Suppl.

Ly'st, Iyst, obs. 2nd sing. ind. pres. Lie c. 1

Lyst e, obs. form of Lest, List v. •

Lystare, *er, obs. foims of Litstek.
Lyster, obs. form of Leisier.
161 1 N. Riding Rec. Soc. 1. 209 For taking four Salmon ..

with a Lyster.

Lystny, lystyn, obs. forms of Listen.
Ijysure, vaiiant of Liseh Obs.

Lysz, obs. Sc. 3rd sing. ind. pres. of Lie z'.I

Iiyt, obs. f. Lit ; variant of Lite a. and sb.4

Lytarge, Lytaster,obs. ff. Lithakge, Litster.
Lytche, obs. form of Lien.
Lyte, obs. f. Leet sb.2 Sc., Licht sb., Lite.

Lyten, -ynge,obs. ff. Liohten^.2, Lk;iitning.
Lyter, obs. form of Lighter s/0, Litter.
Lyteradg, -age, obs. forms of Lighterage.

Lyterian (bilH-rian), a. Path. [f. Gr. AvttJ-

/h-os releasing, f. AtW lo loosen + - a N.J Terminat-
ing a disease; indicating the end of a disease.

1864 in Webster ; and in later Diets.

Lytester, obs. form of Litster.

Lyth, lyth- : see Lith, Lith-.

fLyth-COOp. Obs. Also 8 d/al. lief-coup,

9 dial, litcop. [Ptih. adopted (wiih change of
sense) from J)u. lijjkoop, in MDti. also litcoop,

lie/coop, a luck-penny on the conclusion of a bar-
gain. The Du. forms are prob. affected by popular
etymology ; cf. G. leilhauf of the same meaning,
l>elieved to be f. hit ( = Goth. feiflus) a\e + ha/tf
purchase.] An auction of household goods.
1681 HiCKKRiNGiLi. Char. Sham Plotter Wks. 1716 I. 213

He changes his Oaths, as Chapmen come, or (as at a Lyth-
Coop) for—who bids wore * 1736 Lewis Hist. Thanet
(ed. 2) 37 Lief-conp, lieue-chepi-, a Sale or Market of fJood<
in the Place where they stand. jThe form tiene-chepe
appears to be merely Lewis's way of indicating what lie

supposes to l>e the etymology of licftoup.] 1887 Kent.
Gloss., LteJ-conp. Ibid., Litccp, same as Liefcoup.

lythe vl3i3). Sc\ Also 8 lyth, 9 lithe, 1yd.

A name in Scotland and Ireland for the pollack.
1769 De Pot's Tour Gt. Brit. IV. 19 Lytlis, Spirlings,

Soles, .are also caught on the Scottish coasts in great plenty.

1805 Foksvth Beauties Scott. IL 380 Sca-ft>h arc to be
found in the harbour.. .Scad, called here lyth or 1yd. 1836
Yahkkll Brit. Pishes II. 173 This rish [the pollack] is

called Lythe in Scotland .. doubtless from its nimbleness
and pliancy which the word Mgnifies. Ibid., In Ireland, the
Pollack may be traced as occurring.. under the names #of
Pollack, I^nth, and Lythe. 1844 W. H. M axwell Sports

Adv. Scott, i. (1855) 28 A sc"h of Hdies and pollocks.

1873 Hlack Pr. Thute ii. 28 A heavy string of lythe in her
right hand.

Lythe, obs. f. Light, 3rd sing. ind. pres. Lie
Lythonthriptick, obs. form of Lithontriptic.

II Lythrum (li-)>r£m;. [mod.L. (Linnaeus)t ad.

(ir. XvBpov gore, in allusion to the colour of the

flowers.] A genus of planls (N. O. L-ytftracese),

including among otheis the Purple Loosestrife

(Lythrum Sallcaria) : see Loosestrife 1 b.

1862 Darwin in Life Lett. III. 301 You might have
Lythrum in North America. 1879 Athenaeum yApr. 442/1
The numerous publications of the same author [Danvinl
upon Primroses, Lythrums, and other plants.

Lythurgyry, obs. form of Litharge.
Lythylman, Jjytier, see Little man, Litter.

Jjytmos, Iiytnynge : see Litmus, Lightxinc.
Lytoridge, Lytour, obs. ff. Litharge, Litter.

Lytre, variant of Litre 1 Obs.

Lytt, obs. f. Leet sb? and v. Sc., Light, Lit.

I! Lytta (Hi*). Phys. [mod.L., a. Gr. At^Txa,

Attic form of AtWa Lyssa.J A vermiform struc-

ture in the tongue of various carnivora.
1 n the dog it is vulgarly called * the worm and supposed

to be a parasite causing liability to rabies.

1601 Holland Pliny 11. 363 There is a certaine little

wonnc in dogs tongues, called by a Greeke name Lytta,
which if it be taken out when they be young whelpes, they
will never after proue mad. 1706 PHti.Ltr-s (ed. Kersey),
Lyssa or Lytta, Madness, properly ofaDog; also a Worm
under a Dog's Tongue, which makes him mad, if it be not
taken out ; the greedy Worm. 1889 in Syli. Soc. Lex.

Lyttar, lytter\e, -ier, obs. IT. of Litter sb.

Lytte, obs. form of Lit v., Lite sb*
Lyttit, obs. pa. pple. of Lit v., to dye.

Lyttmos(se, obs. form of Litmus.

Lytton e, -yn, obs. forms of Littkn.

Lyttre, -ur, -yer, obs. forms of Litter.

Lyturgy, obs. form of Litharge.
Lytyn, obs. form of Lit v., Lite v}
Lyun, obs. f. Lion ; obs. 3rd pi. ind. pres. Lie v>
Lyv-: see Life-, Live-.

Lyve, obs. form of Lief, Life, Live v.

Lyveret, obs. form of Leveret.
Lyves, Lyvez, obs. sing. gen. and pi. of Life.

Lyvyatan, •on, obs. forms of Leviathax.
Lyw- : see Liv-. Lywn, obs. f. Lion.

Lyyf, Iyyf-, obs. forms of Life, Life-.

Lyyn, obs. and Sc. foims of Lie zO and -\
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